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ENCYCLOPEDIA BEITANNICA.

KNE
OENE, a department of the north-west of France, about

|

half of •which formerly belonged to the province of

Normandy and the rest tq the duchy of Alencon and to

Perche, lies between iS° 10' and 48° 58' N. lat., and

between 1° E. and 0' 50' W. long., and is bounded N.

by Calvados, X.E. by Eure, S.E. by Eure-et-Loir, S. by

Sarthe and Mayenne, and W. by Manche. The greatest

length from east to west is 87 miles, and the area 2635

square miles. The population in 18S1 numbered 376,126.

Geologically there are two distinct regions : to the west of

the Orne and the railway from Argentan to Alencon lie

primitive rocks connected with those of Brittany ; to the

east begin the Jurassic and Cretaceous formations of Isor-

mandy. The latter disttict is agriculturally the richest

part of the department ; in the former the poverty of the

soil has led the inhabitants to seek their subsistence from

industrial pursuits. Between the northern portions, drain-

ing to the Channel, and the southern portion, belonging to

the basin of the Loire, stretch the hills of Perche and

Normandy, which generally have a height of from 800 to

1000 feet The highest point Ln the department, situated

in the forest of Ecouves north of Alengon, reaches 1378

feet. The department gives birth to three Seine tribu-

taries^the Eure, its affluent the Iton, and the PiiMe, which

passes by Laigle. The Touquesi, passing by Yimoutier,

the Dives, and the Orne fall into the English Channel,

—

the last passing Sees and Argentan, and recciWr.g the

Noireau \nth its tributary the Vere, which runs past Flers.

Towards the Loire Sow the Huisne, a feeder of the Sarthe

passing by Mortagne, the Sarthe, which passes by Alencon,

and the Mayenne, some of whose afRuents rise to the

nirth of the dividing range and make their way through

it by the most picturesque defiles. Nearly the whole

department, indeed, with its beautiful forests containing

oaks several centuries old, its green meadows peopled with

herds, its limpid streams, its deep gorges, its stupendous

rocks, is one of the most picturesque of all France, though
neither bathed by the sea nor possessing a truly moun-
tainous character. In the matter of climate Orne be-

longs to. the Seine region. The mean temperature is

50° Fahr. ; the summer heat is never extreme ; the west

winds are the most frequent ; the rainfall, distributed

over about a himdred days in the year, amounts to

half as much again as the averagenearly 3 feet,

for France.

Arable land occupies seven-rwelfths of the surface,

woods one-eighth, and pasture land almost as much. The
live stock comprises 70,000 horses, 4000 asses, 122,GOO
sheep (35,500 high-bred), yielding in 1878 660,000 E) of

wool of the value of nearly £25,000, 53,000 pigs, 2800

goats, 210,000 homed cattle, 30,000 dogs, 700,000 fowls,

53,000 .geese, and 15,800 beehives, each producing on the

average 2 E> of wax and 20 lb of honey. Horse-breeding

is the most flourishing business in the rural districts

;

there are three breeds—tho^e of Perche, Le Merlerault (a

cross between Norman and English horses), and Brittany.

The great Govenmient stud of Le Pin is situated

between Le Merlerault and Argentan. Several horse-

training establishments exist in the de^ artment. A large

number of lean cattle are bought in the neighbouring

departments to bs fattened ; the farms in the Vicinity of

Vimoutier, on the borders of Calvados, produce the famous

Camenbert cheese, and others excellent butter. In 1S83

Orne produced 3,288,000 bushels of wheat, meslin 431,000,

rye 315,700, barley 1,510,000, oats 3,410,000, buckwheat

600,000, potatoes 654,000, beetroot 939,000 cwt., colza

seed 5000 cwt., hemp 8300 cwt., bssides fodder in great,

quantity and variety, pulsi;, flas, fruits, &c. The variety-

of production is due to the great natural diversity of the;

soils. Small farms are the rule, and the fields in those-

cases are surrounded by hedges relieved by poUard trees.

Along the roads or in the enclosures are planted numer-
ous pear and apple trees (nearly 3,000,000), yielding:

58,000,000 gallons of cider and perry, part of which ia

manufactured into brandy. Beech, cik, birch, and pine'

are the chief timber trees in the extensive forests of the

department, of which a third belongs to the state. Orne
contains iron ore of poor quality, granite quarries employ-

ing from 400 to 500 workmen, and a kind of smokj- quartz

known as Alencon diamond. Its most celebrated mineral

waters are those of the hot springs of Bagnoles, which
contain salt, sulphxu', and arsenic, and are employed for

tonic and restorative purposes in cases of general debility.

In the forest of Belleme is the chalybeate spring of La
Hesse, which was used by the Romans. The other

. mineral springs of the department are chalybeate or

xvni. ->- J
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sulphurous. Cotton and linen weaving forms the staple

industry of Orne, 51 establishments (123.000 spindles

and 12,170 looms) being devoted to cotton, 2 establish-

ments (500 spindles) to wool, and 3 establishments (2-tOO

spindles and 2800 looms) to linen. Tiers manufactures

ticking, table-linen, furniture satin, cotton cloth,' and

thread, employs 2S,00(T workmen, and produces to the

annual value of il, 520,000. La Fert^ Mac^ employs.

10,000 workmen in the hand-loom manufacture of cotton.

AlenQon and Yimoutier are engaged in the production of

linen and canvas, and have also dye-works and bleacheries.

About 2000 workmen are employed at Alengon in the

making of the lace which takes its name from the town.

Foundries, wire-works, and one blast furnace also exist in

the department, and cutlery, boilers, and articles in copper,

zinc, and lead are manufactured. Tin wares, pins, and
needles are produced at Laigle. Glass-works give employ-
ment to 600 workmen, and turn out glass to the value of

more than £100,000. There are flourishing paper-mills,

tanneries (the waters of the Orne giving a special quality

to the leather), and glove-works. There are in all 133
establishments making use of steam (2128 horse-power).

There are 348 miles of railway. The department consists

of four arrondissements (Alenjon, Argentan, Domfront,

and Mortagne), 36 cantons, and 511 communes, forms the

diocese of Sees, depends on the Caen court of appeal, and
is included in the corps d'arm(5e of Le Mans. The com-

munes with more than 5000 inhabitants are Alen9on

(1 7,237), Flers (12,304), La Ferte Mace (9396), Argentan

(6300), and Laigle (5303).

ORNITHOLOGY
ORNITHOLOGY 1 in its proper sense is the methodi-

cal study and consequent knowledge of Birds with all

that relates to them ; but the difliculty of assigning a limit

to the commencement of such study and knowledge gives

the word a very vague meaning, and practically procures

its application to much that does not enter the domain of

Science. This elastic application renders it impossible in

the following sketch of the history of Ornithology to draw

any sharp distinction between works that are emphatically

ornithological and those to which that title can only be

attached by courtesy; for, since Birds have always attracted

far greater attention than any other group of animals with

which in number or in importance they can be compared,

there has grown up concerning them a literature of corre-

sponding magnitude and of the widest range, extending

from the recondite and laborious investigations of the

morphologist and anatomist to the casual observations of

the sportsman or the schoolboy. The chief cause of the

disproportionate amount of attention which Birds hive

received plainly arises from the way in which so many of

them familiarly present themselves to us, or even (it may

be said) force themselves upon our notice. Trusting to

the freedom from danger conferred by the power of flight,

most Bird^ have no need to lurk hidden in dens, or to

slink from place to place under shelter of the inequalities

of the ground or of the vegetation which clothes it, as is

the case with so many other animals of similar size.

Besides this, a great number of the Birds which thus

display themselves freely to our gaze are conspicuous for

the beauty of their plumage ; and there are very few that

are not remarkable for the grace of their form. Some

Birds again enchant us with their voice, and others

.administer to our luxuries ani wants, while there is scarcely

a species which has not idiosyncrasies that are found to be

of en"aging interest the more we know of them. }iIoreover,

it is clear that the art of the fowler is one that must have

been practised from the very earliest times, and to follow

that art with success no inconsiderable amount of acquaint-

ance with the haunts and habits of Birds is a necessity.

Owing to one or another of these causes, or to the combina-

tion of more than one, it is not surprising that the obser-

-vation of Birds has been from a very remote period a

favourite pursuit among nearly all nations, and this obser-

vation has by degrees led to a study more or less framed

on methodical principles, finally reaching the dignity of a

1 Ondtluilmia, from tlie Greek ipi-.e-. cnide form of 6pm!, a bird,

and \oyla, allied to \6yo!. cor.uionly Englislied a discourse. The

earliest kuown use of the word Ornitholog)- seems to be in the third

edition of Blount's GlossogriqMa (1670), where it is noted as being

• ' the title of a late Book." See Prof. Skfat's Ett/^twlostcal Owtuniari,

eifthe Jiiii/liili LangnoQC.

science, and a study that has its votaries in almost all

classes of the population of every civilized country. In

the ages during which intelligence dawned on the world's

total ignorance, and even now in those districts that have

not yet emerged from the twilight of a knowledge stUl

more imperfect than is our own at present,- an additional

and perhaps a stronger reason for paying attention to the

ways of Birds existed, or exists, in their a.5Sociation with

the cherished beliefs handed down from generation to

generation among many races of men, and not unfrequently

interwoven in their mythology.^

Moreover, though Birds make a not unimportant appear-

ance in the earliest written records of the human race, the

painter's brush has preserved their counterfeit presentment

for a still longer period. '\Miat is asserted—and that, so

far as the writer is aware, without contradiction—by
Eg}'ptologists of the highest repute to be the oldest picture

in the world is a fragmentary fresco taken from a tomb at

!Maydoom, and happily deposited, though in a decaying

condition, in the Museum at Boolak. This picture is said

to date from the time of the third or fourth dynasty, some

three thousand years before the Christian era. In it aru

depicted with a marvellous fidelity, and thorough apprecia-

tion of form and colouring (despite a certain conventional

treatment), the figures of six Geese. Four of these figures

can be unhesitatingly referred to two species {A^isci-

albi/rons and A. ruficollk) well known at the present day;

and if the two remaining figures, belonging to a thirfl

species, we're re-examined by an expert they would very

possibly be capable of determination with no less certainty.-"

In later ages the representations of Birds of one sort or

another in Egyptian paintings and sculptures become

countless, and" the bassi-rilievi of Assyrian monuments,

though mostly belonging of course to a subsequent period,

are not without them. No figures of Birds, however, seem

yet to have been found on the incised stones, bones, or

ivories of the prehistoric races of Europe.

It is of course necessary to name Aristotle (born B.C. Aristotlt.

385, died B.C. 322) as the first serious author on Ornithology

with whose writings we are acquaiuted, but even he had.

^ Of tho imperfection of our present knowledge more must be said

presently.
5 For instances of this among Creeks and Romans almost any

di.-tionary or treatise of "Classical Antiquities" m.iy be consulted,

while as regards the superstitions of barbarous nations the authorities

are far too numerous to be here named. ^ .

•• The portion of the picture containing the figures of the Lreese has

been figured by Mr Loftie {Rich in E,jyvt, p. 209), and the present

writer owes to that gentleman's kindness the opportunity of examining

a copy made on the spot by an accomplished artist, as well as tho

information that it is No. 988 of Marietto's Catalogue. See art ^iUBAI.

Dkcoraiion, vol. xvii. p. 39, fig. 7.



ORNITHOLOGY
as hfl tells us, predecessors ; and, looking to that portion of

his works on animals which has come down to us, one finds

that, though more than 170 sorts of Birds are mentioned,^

yet what is said of them amounts on the whole to very

little, and this consists more of desultory observations in

illustration of his general remarks (which are to a con-

siderable extent physiological or bearing on the subject of

reproduction) than of an attempt at a connected account

of Birds. Some of these obsert-ations are so meagre as to

have given plenty of occupation to his many commentators,

who with varying success have for more than three hundred

jears been endeavouring to determine what were the Birds

of which he wrote ; and the admittedly corrupt state of the

text adds to their difficulties. One of the most recent

of these commentators, the late Prof. Sundevall—equally

proficient in classical as in ornithological knowledge—was,

in 18G3, compelled to leave more than a score of the Birds

unrecognized. Yet it is not to be supposed that in what
survives of the great philosopher's writings we have more
than a fragment of the knowledge possessed by him, though
the hope of recovering his Zunxa or his 'AraTo/iiKa, in which

ae seems to have given fuller descriptions of the animals

ne knew, can be hardly now entertained. A Latin transla-

tion by Gaza of Aristotle's existing zoological work was
printed at Venice in 1503. Another version, by Scaliger,

was subsequently published. Two wretched English trans-

lations have appeared.

Pliny. Next in order of date, though at a long interval, comes
Caius Ptrsrus SECtWDUs, commonly known as Plinv the

Elder, who died A.D. 79, author of a general and very dis-

cursive Ilistoria Naluralis in thirty-seven books, of which

Book X. is devoted to Birds. A considerable portion of

Pliny's work may be traced to his great predecessor, of

whose information he freely and avowedly availed himself,

while the additions thereto made cannot be said to be,

on the whole, improvements. Neither of these authors

attempted to clkssLfy the Birds known to them beyond a

very rough and for the most part obvious grouping.

Aristotle seems to recognize eight principal groups :—(1)

Gampsonyches, approsiinately equivalent to the Accipitres

of Linnteus
; (2) Scolecopliaga, containing most of what

would now be called Oscines, excepting indeed the (3)

Acanihopltaga, composed of the Goldfinch, Siskin, and a

few others
; (4) Scnipoi>luiga, the Woodpeckers

; (5)

Peristeroide, or Pigeons
; (6) ScJtuopoda, (7) Steganopoda,

and (8) Barea, nearly the same respectively as the Linna;an

Grallx, Anserfs, and Galliiise. Pliny, relying wholly on
characters taken from the feet, limits himself to three

groups—without assigning names to them—those which
have "hooked tallons, as Hawkes ; or round long clawes,

as liennes ; or else they be broad, flat, and whole-footed, as

Geese and all the sort in manner of water-foule "—to use

the words of Philemon Holland, who, in 1601, published a

,
quaint and, though condensed, yet fairly faithful English
translation of Pliny's work.

^i^"
' About a century later came ^Lt.\y, who died about .4.D.

140, and compiled in Greek (though he was an Italian

by birth) a number of miscellaneous observations on the

peculiarities of animals. His work is a kind of common-
place book kept without scientific discrimination. A con-

siderable number of Birds are mentioned, and something
said of almost each of them ; but that something is too
often nonsense—according to Inodern ideas—though
occasionafly a fact of interest may therein be found. It

contains^ numerous references to former or contemporary
writers whose works have perished, iMit there is nothing
to shew that they were wiser than ^lian himself.

' Tliia is Sundevall's estimate ; Drs Aulert .ind Wimmer in tlveir

excellent edition of tbe 'lo-ropiai irfpl ftucoi/ (Leipzig; 1868) limit the
number to 126.

The twenty-six books De Animalibus of ALSFRTus^'bertoi
Magnus (Groot), who died a.d. 1282, were printed in*'**"'"-

1478 ; but were apparently already well known from manu-
script copies. They are founded on the works of Aristotle,

many of whose statements are almost literally repeated, and
often without acknowledgment. Occasionally Aviccnna,
or some other less-known author, is quoted ; but it is

hardly too much to say that the additional information ii

almost worthless. The twenty-third of these books is D«
Ambus, and therein a great number of Birds' names make
their earliest appearance, few of which are without interest

from a philologist's if not an ornithologist's point of view,

but there is much difficulty in recognizing the species to

which many of them belong. In 1485 was printed the

first dated copy of the volume known as the Ortus

Santtalis, to the popularity of which many editions testify.

Though said by its author, Johann Wonxecke von Caub Cnh».
(Latinized as Johannes de Cdba),^ to have been composed
from a study of the collections formed by a certain noble-

man who had travelled in Eastern Europe, Western Asia,

and Egypt—po.ssibly Breidenbach, an account of whose
travels in the Levant was printed at Mentz in 1486— it is

really a medical treatise, and its zoological portion is mainly
an abbreviation of the writings of Albertus Magnus, with
a few interpolations from Isidorus of Seville (who flour-

ished in the beginning of the seventli century, and was the

author of many works highly esteemed in the Middle Ages)
and a work known as Physiologus (q.v.). The third trac-

tatus of this volume deals with Birds—including among
them Bats, Bees, and other flying creatures; but as it is the

first printed book in which figures of Birds are introduced

it merits notice, though most of the illustrations, which are

rude woodcuts, fail, even in the coloured copies, to give

any precise indication of the species intended to be repre-

sented. The scientific degeneracy of this work is maul
fested as much by its title (Ortus for Hortus) as by the

mode in which the several subjects are treated;^ but the

revival of learning was at hand, and William 'Tdrner, a Turner:

Northumbrian, while residing abroad to avoid persecution

at home, printed at Cologne in 1544 the first commentary
on the Birds mentioned by Aristotle and Pliny conceived

in anything like the spirit that moves modern naturalists.*

In the same year and from the same press was issued a
Dialogus de Avilus by GyBERTtJS LoNGOLius, and in 1570 Longo-

Caius urought out in London his treatise De rariorum ""^

animaJiitm atque stirpium historia. In this last work, small *-*"'^

though it be, ornithology has a good share ; and all three

may still be consulted with interest and advantage by its

votaries.^ Meanwhile the study received a great impulse

from the appearance, at Zurich in 1555, of the third book
of the illustrious Conrad Gesxer's Historia Animalium Gesaer.

"qvi est de Auium natura," and at Paris in the same year

= On this point see G. A. PriUel, Jlolan. Zeitung, 1846, pp. 785-790,
.ir.l TJies. Literal. iJo/oiiCiE (Lipsitc : 1851), pp. 349-352.

^ Absurd as much that we find both in Albertus Magnus and the Ortus
seems to modern eyes, if we 50 a step lower in the scale and consult the

"Bestiaries" or treatises on animalswhich were common from the twelfth

to the fourteenth century we shall meet with many more absurdities.

See for instance that by PniLipPF. DE Thai's (PuiLirpLs Taoxexsis),

dedicated to Adel.-iide or Alice, queen of Henry i. of England, and pro-

bablywritten soon after 1121, as printed by the late MrThomas Wright,

in his Popntar Treatises on Science tcritten during the Middle Ages
(London: 1841).

* This was reprinted at Cambridge in 1823 by the late Dr George
Thackeray.

^ The Seventh of Wottox's De differentiis anirnalivm Litm Decern,

published at Paris in 1552, treats of Birds; but his work is merely a
compilation from Aristotle and Pliny, with references to other classic&l

writers who have more or less incitlentally mentioned Birds and other

animals. The author in his i>rcf.iic slates—"Vetcrum scriptorum

sententias in ununi quasi cumulum coaccruaui, de nieo niliil addidi."

Nevertheless he makes some attempt at a systematic arranMnieivt of

Birds, which, according to his lights, is far from despicable.
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edon. of Kerre Belon's (Bellonitts) Histoire de la nature aes

Oyseaux. Gtesner brought an amount of erudition, hitherto

unequalled, to bear upon his subject; and, making due allow-

ance for the times in which he wrote, his judgment must in

most respects be deemed excellent. In his work, however,

there is little that can be called systematic treatment.

Like nearly all his predecessors since vElian, he adopted an

alphabetical arrangement,^ though this was not too pedanti-

cally preserved, and did not hinder him from placing

together the kinds of Birds which he supposed (and gene-

rally supposed rightly) to have the most resemblance to that

one whose name, being best known, was chosen for the

headpiece (as it were) of his particular theme, thus recog-

nizing to some extent the principle of classification.^ Belon,

with perhaps less book-learning than his contemporary,

was evidently no mean scholar, and undoubtedly had more
practical knowledge of Birds—their internal as well as

external structure. Hence his work, written in French,

contains a far greater amount of original matter ; and his

personal observations made in many countries, from

England to Egypt, enabled him to avoid most of the

puerilities which disfigure other works of his own or of a

preceding age. Besides this, Belon disposed the Birds

known to him according to a definite system, which (rude

as we now know it to be) formed a foundation on which
several of his successors were content to build, and even

to this day traces of its influence may still be discerned in

the arrangement followed by writers who have faintly

appreciated the principJes on which modern, taxonomers
rest the outline of their schemes. Both his work and that

of Gesner were illustrated with woodcuts, many of which
display much spirit and regard to accuracy

Belon, as has just been said, had a knowledge of the

anatomy of Birds, and he seems to have been the first to

institute a direct comparison of their skeleton with that of

Man ; but in this respect he only anticipated by a few'

Caitar. years the more precise researches of Volcheh Goiter, a
ITrisian, who in 1573 and 1575 published at Nuremberg
tV70 treatises, in one of-which the internal structure of

Birds in general is very creditably described, while in the

other the osteology and myology of certain forms is given

in considerable detail, and illustrated by carefully-drawn

figures. The first is entitled Extemarum ei iniernantm

j/rincipaUum, humani corporis Tabulse, (tc, while the second,

which is the most valuable, is merely appended to the

Lectionss Gahrielis Fallopii de partibvs similaribzts humani
corporis, &c., and thus, the scope of each work being

regarded as medical, the author's labours were wholly over-

looked by the mere natural-h^'storians who followed, though
Goiter introduced a table, " De differentiis Auium," furnish-

ing a key io a rough classification of such Birds as were
inov.-n to him, and this as nearly the first attc:npt of the

kind deserves notice here.

ATdro" Contemporary witn these three men was olysses Aldbo-
»»a^Q8- VAi-DCS, a BologEost, who wrote an Hisloria Naturalium

in sixteen folio volumes, most of which were not printed

till after his death in 1605 ; but those on Birds appeared
between 1599 and 1603. The work is almost wholly a
compilation, and that not of the most discriminative kind,

while a peculiarjealousy of Gesner is continuously displayed,

though his statements are very constantly quoted—nearly

always as those of " Ornithologus," his name appearing but

few times in the text, and not at all in the list of authors

* Even at the present day it may be shrewdly suspected that not

a few ornithologists would gladly follow Gesner'a plan in their despair

of seeing, in their own time, a classification which wonld really deserve

the epithet scientific.

* For instance, under the title of "Accipiter" we have to look, not

only for the Spairow-Hawk and Gos-Hawk, but for many other Birds

of the Family (as we now call it) removed comparatively far from those

Bpecies by modem ornithologists

cited. 'yVith certain modifications in principle not very

important, but characterized by much more elaborate detail,

Aldrovandus adopted Belon's method of arrangement, but
in a few respects there is a manifest retrogression. The work
of Aldrovandus was illustrated by copper-plates, but none
of his figures approach those of his immediate predecessors

in character or accuracy. Nevertheless the book was
eagerly sought, and several editions of it appeared.'

Mention must be made of a medical treatise by Caspar Schwencfc

SCHWENCKFELD, published at Liegnitz in 1603, under the feld.

title of Theriotropheum Silesise, the fourth book of which

consists of an " Aviarium SilesiEe," and is the earliest of

the works we now know by the name of Fauna. The
author was well acquainted with the labours of his predeces^

sors, as his list of over one hundred of them testifies. Most
of the Birds he describes are characterized with accuracy

sufficient to enable them to be identified, and his obser-

vations upon them have still some interest ; but he was
innocent of any methodical system, and was not exempt
from most of the professional fallacies of his time.*

Hitherto, from the nature of the case, the works aforesaid

treated of scarcely any but the Birds belonging to the orbia

veteribus notus ; but the geographical discoveries of the

sixteenth century began to bear fruit, and many animals of

kinds unsuspected were, about one hundred years later,

made known. Here there is only space to name Bontius,

Clusius, Hernandez (or Fernandez), JLarcgrave,

NiEREMBERO, and Piso,^ v/hose several works describing

the natural products of both the Indies—whether the

result of their o^vn observation or compilation—together

with those of Olina and Worm, produced a marked effect,

since they led up to what may be deemed the foundation of

scientific Ornithology.^

This foundation was laid by the joint labours of Fkancis Wil-

WrLLCGHBY (born 1635, died 1672) and John Ray (bornl"gliby

1628, died 1705), for it is impossible to separate their
*°^^>"-

share of work in Natural History more than to say that,

while the former more especially devoted himself to zoology,

botany was the favourite pursuit of the latter. Together

they studied, together they travelled, and together they

collected. Willughby, the younger of the two, and at first

t'uo other's pupil, seems to have gradually become the

master ; but, he dying before the promise of his life was ful-

filled, his writings were given to the world by his friend

Ray, who, adding to them from his own stores, published

the Ornitkologia in Latin in 1676, and in English with

many emendations in 1678. In this work Birds generaUj

were grouped in two great divisions—" Land-Fowl "• and
" Water-Fowl, "^—the former being subdi-s'ided iuto those

which have a crooked beak and talons and those which have

a strai'^hter bill and claws, while the latter was separated

into those which frequent waters and watery places and
those that swim in the water—each subdivision being

further broken up into many sections, to the whole of which

a key was given. Thus it became possible for almost any
diligent reader without much chance of error to refer to its

* The liisioria NatiiTulis of Juhannes J0HNSTONU8, eaid to be of

Scottish descent but by birth a Pole, ran Ihrough several editions

during the seventeenth century, but is little more than an epitome

of the work of Aldrovandus.
* The Hicrozokon of Bochart—a treatise on the animals named in

Holy Writ—was published in 1619.
^ For Lichtenstein's determination of the Birdy described by

Marcgi-ave and Piso see the Ahhandlungen of the Berlin Academv
for 1817 (pp. 155 s?.).

* The earliest list of British Birds seems to be that in tne Pinax
Rerum N'alti.ralium of Chkistopiieb Mebbctt, published'in 1667.

In the folloi\ing year appeared the Oncmasiicon Zooicon of Walter
Charleton, whioa contains some information on ornithology. An
enlarged edition of the latter, under the title oi Exercitaiioncs &c., was
published in 1677; but neither of these writers is of much anthority.

In 1684 SiBBALD in his Scotia iUustraia published the earliest Faima
of Scotland.
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proper place nearly every bird he was likely to meet with.

Ray's interest in ornithology continued, and in 1694 he

completed a Synof^s Melhudica Avium, which, through

the fault of the booksellers to whom it was entrusted,

was not published till 1713, when Dcrham gave it to the

wcrld.^

Linr=2s. Two years after Ray's death, Lixx.cus, the great

reformer of Natural History, was born, and in 173j ap-

peared the fir:.t edition of the celebrated Syslema Xaturce.

Successive editions of this work were produced under its

author's supervision in 17-10, 174S, 175S, and 1766.

Impressed by the belief that verbosity was the bane of

science, he carried terseness to an extreme which frequently

created obscurity, and this in no branch of zoology more
than in that which relates to Birds. Still the practice

introduced by him of assigning to each species a diagnosis

by which it ought in theory to be distinguishable from any
other known species, and of naming it by two words—the

first being the generic and the second the specific term,

was so manifest an improvement upon any thing which had
previously obtained that the Linnacaii method of differ-

entiation and nomenclature established itself before long

in spite of all opposition, and in principle became almost

universally adopted. The op[iosition came of course from

those who were habituated to the older state of things,

and saw uo evil in the cumbrous, half-descriptive half-

designative titles which had to be employed whenever a

species was to be spoken of or written about. The
supporters of the new method were the rising generation

of naturalists, many of whose names have since become
famous, but among them were some whose admiration of

their chief carried them to a pitch of enthusiasm which
now seems absurd. Careful as Linnseus was in drawing up
his definitions of groujis, it was immediately seen that they

occasionally were made to comprehend creatures whose
characteristics contradicted the prescribed diagnosis. His
chief glory lies in his having reduced, at least for a time,

a chaos into order, and in his shewing both by precept and
practice that a name was not a definition. In his classifica-

tion of Birds he for the most part followed Ray, and where
he departed from his model he seldom improved upon it

Birrere. Jn 1745 B.irrere brought out at Perpignan a little

book callfed Ornithologiie Specimen nouuni, and in 1752
Mohring. MonRiXG published at Aurich one still smaller, his Aciuni

Gerurn. Both these works (now rare) are manifestly

framed on the Linnxan method, so far as it had then

reached; but in their arrangement of the various forms of

Birds they differed greatly from that which they designed

to supplant, and they deservedly obtained little success.

Yet as systematists their authors were no worse than
Klein. Klein", whose Hislorix Aiium Prodioi.ius, appearing at

Liibeck in 1750, and Slemmata Avium at Leipzig in 1759,

met with considerable favour in" some quarters. The chief

merit of the latter work lies in its forty plates, whereon
the heads and feet of many Birds are indifferently figured.-

But, while the successive editionsof Linnxus's great work
were revolutionizing Natural History, and his example of

precision in language producing excellent effect on scientific

writers, several other authors were advancing the study of

Ornithology in a verj- different way—a way that pleased

the eye even more than his labours were pleasing the inind.

Cttabx. Between 1731 and 1743 M.^rk C.^tesby brought out in

* To this was added a itupplenient by Petiver on the Bird of M-nlras,

taken from pictures and information sent faim by one Edward Buckley
of Fort St George, being the first attempt to catalogue the Birds of

any pirt of the British possessions in India.
- After Klein's death his Prodromus, written in Latin, had the

imvonted fortune of two distinct translations into German, published
in the same ye:ir 1760, the one at Leipzig and Liibeck by Behn,
the other at Damig by Ketgeb—each of whom added aiore or less to

tbo original.

London his Kalural History of Caroiina—two large folios

containing highly-coloured plates of the Birds of that

colony, Florida, and the Bahamas—the forerunners of

those numerous costly tomes which will have to be men-
tioned presently at greater length.^ Eleazar Autix
between 173S and 1740 produced a Natural Jlistory aj

Jiirds in three volumes of more modest dimensions, seeing

that it is in quarto ; but he seems to have been ignorant

of Ornithology, and his coloured plates are greatly inferior

to Catesby's. Far better both as draughtsman and as

authority was George Edwards, who in 1743 began, Eilvsid*

under the .same title as Albin, a series of plates with letter-

press, which was continued by the name of Gleanings in

Kaiural History, and finished in 1 760, when it had reached

seven parts, forming four quarto volumes, the figures of

which are nearly always quoted with approval.*

The jear which saw the works of Edwards completed

was still further distinguished by the appearance in France,

where little had been done since Belon's divs,^ in six

quarto volumes, of the Ornitholoyie oi Mathurix Jacques
Brissox—a work of very great merit so far as it goes, for Brissan.

as a descriptive ornithologist the author stands even nv^w

unsurpassed ; but it must be said that his knowledge,

according to internal evidence, was confined to lx)oks and
to the external parts of Birds' skins. It was enough for

him to give a scrupulously exact description of such

specimens as came under his eye, distinguishing these by
prefi.ving two asterisks to their name, using a single asterisk

where he had only seen a ])art of the Bird, and leaving

unmarked those that he described from other authors.

He also added information as to the Museum (generally

Reaumur's, of which he had been in charge) containing

the specimen he described, acting on a principle which
would have been advantageously adopted by manj' of his

contemporaries and successors. His attempt at classifica-

tibn was certainly better than that if Linna:us ; and it is

rather curious that the researches of the latest ornitho-

logists point to results in some degree comparable with

Brisson's systematic arrangement, for they refuse to keep
the Birds-of-Prey at tlie head of the Class Aves, and they

require the establishment of a much larger number of

" Orders " than for a long while has been thought advisable.

Of such " Orders " Brisson had twenty-six, and he gave

Pigeons and Poultry precedence of the Birds which arc

plunderers and scavengers. But greater value lies in his

generic or sub-generic divisions, which, taken as a whole, are

far more natural than those of Linmus, and consequently

capable of better diagnosis. More than this, he seems to be
the earliest ornithologist, perhaps the earliest zoologist, to

conceive the idea of each genus possessing what is now called

a " type "—though such a term does not occur in his work
;

and, in like manner, without declaring it in so many words,

he indicated unmistakably the existence of subgenera

—

all this being effected \>y the skilful use of names. Unfor-

tunately he was too soon in the field to avail himself, even

had he been so minded, of the convenient mode of nomencla-

ture brought into use by Linnaeus. Immediately on the

completion of his Rtgne Animale in 1756, Bris.son set about

his Omiihologie, and it is only in the last two volumes of

the latter that any reference is made to the tenth edition

of the Systema A'aturse, in which the binomial method

' Several Birds from Jamaica were figured in Slo.\.v»:'s Voyage, &c.

(1705-1725), and a good many exotir species in the Thcsaurvs, &c,
of Seda (1734-1 76.'.\ Imt from their faulty execution thtse plates had

little effect upon Ornithology.
* The works of Cutesby and Edwards were afterwards reproduceil

at Nuremberg and Amsterdam hy Sfxiguakx, with the letUrpress in

Gcnnan, French, and Dutch.
" Birds were treated of in a worthless fashion by one D. R in m

DiclioKnairt raisomU et unicersel da animaux. Dubliilied «t Paris in

1759.
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was introduced. It is certain that the first four volumes
were written if not printed before that method was
promulgated, and when the fame of Linnoeus as a'

zoologist rested on little more than the very meagre sixth,

edition of the Sysiema Nalurx and the first edition of his

Fauna Suecica. Brisson has been charged with jealousy

of if not hostility to the great Swede, and it is true that in

the preface to his Ornithologie he complains of the insuffici-

ency of the Linnaean characters, butj when one coiisiders

how much better acquainted with Birds the Frenchman
was, such criticism must be allowed to be pardonable if

not wholly just. Busson's work_was in French, with a

parallel translation in Latin, which last was reprinted

separately at Leyden two years afterwards.

Salenc In 1767 there was issued at Paris a book entitled

Ijhistoire 7iatureUe eclaircie dans une de ses ^^arties prin^i-

pales, rOrnithologie. This was the work of SalernS,
published after his death, and is often spoken of as being

a mere translation of Ray's Synopsis, but is thereby very

inadequately described, for, though it is confessedly founded
on that little book, a vast amount of fresh matter, and
mostly of good quality, is added.

D'Aalien- The success of Edwards's very respectable work seems
**"- to have provoked competition, and .in 1765, at the instiga-

tion of Buffon, the younger D'Aubexton began the pub-

lication known as the Planches Enluminctz d'hii/oi'-e

naiurelle, which appearing in forty-two parts was not com-

pleted till 1780, when the plates ^ it, contained reached the

number of 1008—all coloured, as its title intimates, and
nearly all representing Birds. This enormous work was
subsidized by the French Government ; and, though the

figures are utterly aevoidof artistic merit, they display the

species they are intended to depict with sufficient approach

to fidelity to ensure recognition in most cases without fear of

error, which in the absence of any text is no small praise.^

Buffon But Bdffon was not content with merely causing to be
*°'^ published this unparalleled set of plates. He seems to

vjQj^j have regarded the word just named as a necessary precursor

to his own labours in Ornithology. His Uistoire JVatiire/le,

generate et particnliere^ was begun in 1749, and in 1770
he brought out, with the assistance of GnENAU de
MoNTBEiLLARD,^ the first volume of that grand undertaking

relating to 'Birds, which, for the first time since the days

of Aristotle, became the theme of one who possessed real

literary capacity. It is not too much to say that Buffon's

florid fancy revelled in such a subject as was now that on

which he exercised his brilliant pen ; but it would be unjust

to examine too closely what to many of his contemporaries

seemed sound philosophical reasoning under the light that

has since burst upon us. Strictly orthodox though he pro-

fessed to be, there were those, both among his own country-

men and foreigners, who could not read his speculative

indictments of the workings of Nature without a shudder;

and it is easy for any one in these days to frame a reply,

pointed with ridicule, to such a chapter as he wrote on the

wretched fate of th.e Woodpecker. In the nine volumes

devoted to the Uistoire Kaiurelle des Oiseaux there are

passages which will for ever live in the memory of those

* Tliey were drawn and engraved by Martinet, who himself began

in 1787 a Uistoire des Oiseaux wUh small colnnred plates which have

Bome merit, but the text is worthless. The work seems not to have

been finished and is rare. For tlie opportunity of seeing a copy the

writer is indebted to Mr Gurney.
k * Between 1767 and 1776 there appeared at Florence a Storia

'Jialnrale degli Uccflli, in five folio volumes, containing a nnmber of

Ul-drawn and ill-coloured figures from the collection of Giovanni

Qerini, an ardent collector who died in 1751, and therefore must be

acquitted of any share in the work, which, though sometimes attributed

to liini, is that of certain learned men who did not happen to be ornitho-

logists (r/. Savi, Oi-nitolor/ia Toscana, i. Introduzioue, p. v).

' lie retired on the completion of the sixth volume, an<l thereupon

-DnfTon associated Hcxon with himself. •

that carefully read them, however much occasional expres-

sions, or even the general tone of the author, may grate

upon their feelings. He too was the first man who formed
any theory that may be called reasonable of the Geographical
Distribution of Animals, though this theory was scarcely

touched in the ornithological portion of his work, and has
since proved to be not in accordance with facts. He pro-

claimed the variability of species in oiiposition to the views
of LinnjEus as to their fixity, and moreover supposed that

this variability arose in part by degradation.'* 'Taking his

labours as a whole, there cannot be a doubt that he enor-

mously enlarged the purview of naturalists, and, even if

limited to Birds, that, on the completion of his work upon
them in 1 783, Ornithology stood in a very different position

from that which it had before occupied. Because he
opposed the system of Linnrens he has been said to be
opposed to systems in general ; but that is -carcely correct,

for he had a system of his own ; and, as we now see it, it

appears neither much bette.r nor much worse than the

systems which had been hitherto invented, or perhaps than
'any which was for many years to come propounded. It is

certain that he despised any kind of scientific phraseology

—a crime in the eyes of those who consider precise

nomenclature to be the end of science ; but those who deem
it merely a means whereby knowledge can be securely

stored will take a different view—and have done so.

Great as were the services of Buffon to Ornithology in Latbanii

one direction, those of a wholly different kind rendered by

our countryman John Latham must not be overlooked.

In 1781 he began a work the practical utility of which

was immediately recognized. This was his General

Synopsis of Birds, and, though formed generally on the

model of Linnaeus, greatly diverged in some respects there-

from. The classification was modified, chiefly on the old

lines of Willughby and Ray, and certainly for the better;

but no scientific nomenclature was adopted, which, as the

author subsequently found, was a change for the worse.

His scope was co-extensive with that of Brisson, but Latham
did not possess the inborn faculty of picking out the

character wherein one species differs from another. His

opportunities of becoming acquainted with Birds were

hardly inferior to Brisson's, for during Latham's long life-

time there poured in upon him^ countless new discoveries-

from all parts of the world, but especially from the newly-

explored shores of Australia and the islands of the Pacific

Ocean. The British Museum had been formed, and he
had access to everything it contained in addition to the

abundant materials afforded him by the private Museum of

Sir Ashton Lever.^ Latham entered, so far as the limits

of his work would allow, into the history of the Birds he

described, and this vdi\i evident zest, whereby he differed

from his French predecessor ; but the number of cases in

which he erred as to the determination of his species must

be very great, and not unfrequently the same species is

described more than once. His Synopsis was finished in

1785; two supplements were added in 1787 and 1802,*

and in 1790 he produced an abstract of the work under

the title of Index Ornith6lurfiais,-\\'hev(:m he assigned names

on the Linuiean method to all the species described. Not

to recur again to his labours, it may be said here that

between 1821 and 1828 he published at 'Winchester, in

eleven volumes, an enlarged edition of his original work,

entitling it A General History of Birds ; but his defects as

* See Prof. Mivart's address to the Section of Biology, licp. Brit.

Association (Sheffield Meeting), 1879, p. 356.
° In 1792 Shaw began the Museum Leverlanum in illnstration of

this collection, which was finally dispereed by sale, .and what is known

to remain of it found its way to Vienna. Of the specimens in thol

British Museum described by Latham it is to be feared that acarcely

any exist. They were probably very imperfectly prepared.

" A Oerronn translation by Bcrhstein subsequently appeared.)
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tarr*.

Pennant

p compOer, wiich had been manifest before, rather increased

^th age, and the consequences were not happy.*

Aboat the time that Bufion was bringing to an end his

Uauduyt.'itndiee of Birds, Maudott undertook to write the Omi-

thologie of the Encydopedie Mithodique—a compara-

tively easy task, considering the recent works of his fellow-

countrymen on that subject, and finished in 1784. Here

it requires no further comment, especially as a new edition

was called for in 1790, the ornithological portion of which

was begun by Boitnaterke, who, however, had only

finished three hundred and twenty pages of it when he lost

his hie in the French Revolution; and the work thus

arrested was continued by Vikillot iinder the slightly

changed title of Tableau encyclopedique et methodiqtie des

troit riffnes de la Nature—the Omithologie forming

volumes four to seven, and not completed till 1823. In

the former edition Mauduyt had taken the subjects alpha-

betically ; but here they are disposed according to an

Arrangement, with some few modifications, furnished by

CAubenton, which is extremely shallow and unworthy of

consideration.

Several other works bearing upon Ornithology in general,

Init of less importance than most of those just named,

belong to this period. Among others may be mentioned

the Genera of Birds by Thomas Peitnant, first printed at

Edinburgh in 1773, but best known by the edition which

appeared in London in 1781 ; the Elementa Smithologica

and Sluseum Omitkologicum of Schaffee, published at

Ratisbon in 1774 and 1784 respectively; Petek Beown's
New Illustrations of Zoology in London in 1776

;

H-EEMaitn's Tabulse Affinitatum Animalium at Strasburg

in 1783, followed posthumously in 1804 by his Observa-

tUmet Zoologicss; Jacquin's Beytraege awr Geschichte der
'• Voegd at Vienna in 1784, and in 1790 at the same place

the larger work of Spalowsky with nearly the same title

;

SPARRMtVs Museum Carlsonianum at Stockholm from
1786 to 1789 ; and in 1794 Hayes's Portraits of rare

and curious Birds from the menagery of Child the banker
at Osterley near London. The same draughtsman (who
had in 1775 produced a History of British Birds) in

1822 began another series of Figures of rare and curious

Birds.^

The practice of Brisson, Buffon, Latham, and others of

neglecting to name after the Linnaean fashion the species

they described gave great encouragement to compilation,

- and led to what has proved to be of some inconvenience to

9: L. a. modern ornithologists. Li 1773 P. L. S. MOixee brought
Mailer, out at Nuremberg a German translation of the Systema

Natures, completing it in 1776 by a Supplement containing

a list of animals thus described, which had hitherto been
technically anonymous, with diagnoses and names on the

Boddaert. Linnaean model Li 1783 Boddaekt printed at Utrecht a

Table des Planches Enlumineez,^ in which he attempted to

refer every species of Bird figured in that extensive series

to its proper Linnaean genus, and to assign it a scientific

name if it did not already possess one. In like manner in

1786,ScopoLi—already the authorof a little book published

' He also prapared for pttblication a second edition of his iTuiex
Omiihotogicua, but this was never printed, and the manuscript is now
vx the present writer's possession,

- The Naturalist's Miscellany or Vivarium. NaturaXe, in English
and Latin, of Shaw and Nodi>ee, the former being the author, the
latter the draughtsman and engraver, was begun in 1789 and carried

on till Shaw's death, forming twenty-four Tolumss. It contains
8guTe3 of more than 280 Birds, but very pooriy executed. In 1814
a sequel, Th^ Zoological Miscellany, was begun b^ LBiCH, Nodder
continuing to do the plates. This was completed in 1817, and forms
three volumes with 149 plates, 27 of which represent Birds.

* Of this work only fifty copies were printed, and it is one of the
rarest known to the oniithologist. Only two copies are believed to
•list in England, one in the British Huseum, the other in private
bnudj. It was reprinted in 1874 by Mr Tegetmeier,

at Leipzig in 1769 under the title of ArMut I. HisH>rieo~

naturalis, in which are described many Birds, mostly from hia

own collection or the Imperial vivarium at Vienna—was at

the pEiins to print at Pavia in his miscellaneous Delicisc

Florx et Fauna Insuhrics a Specimen Zoologicum* contain-

ing diagnoses, duly named, of- the Birds discovered and

described by Sonnerat in his Voyage aux Indes orientales SonnaraS

and Voyage d la Nouvelle Guinee, severaUy published at

Paris in 1772 and 1776. But the most striking example

of compilation was that exhibited by J. F. Gmelin, who Gmelia.

in 1788 commenced what he called the Thirteenth Edition

of the celebrated Systema Naturee, which obtained so wide

a circulation that, in the comparative rarity of the original,

the additions of this editor have been very frequently

quoted, even by expert naturalists, as though they were

the work of the author himself. Gmelin availed himself

of every publication he could, but he perhaps found his

richest booty in the labours of Latham, neatly condensing:

his English descriptions into Latin diagnoses, and bestow-

ing on them binomial names. Hence it is that Gmelin
appears as the authority for so much of the nomenclature,

now in use. He took many liberties with the details of

Linnaeus's work, bui left the classification, at least of th&

Birds, as it was—a few new genera excepted.'

During aU this time little had been done in studying the

internal structure of Birds since the works of Goiter already

mentioned * ; but the foundations of the science of Embry-
ology had been laid by the investigations into the develop-

ment of the chick by the great Harvey. Between 1666

and 1669 Pereaitlt edited at Paris eight accounts of the

dissection by Du Veeney of as many species of Birds,

which, translated into English, were published by the

Boya Society in 1702, under the title of The Natural
History of Animah. After the death of the two anatomists

just named, another series of similar descriptions of eight

other species was found among their papers, and the whole

were published in the Memoires of the French Academy of

Sciences in 1733 and 1734. But in 1681 Geeaed Blasito <^^^
had brought out at Amsterdam an Anaiome Animalium, '*^'**

containing the results of all the dissections of animals that

he could find ; and the second part of this book, treating of

Volatilia, makes a respectable show of more than one

hundred and twenty closely-printed quarto pages, though

nearly two-thirds is devoted to a treatise De Ovo et Pullo,

containing among other things a reprint of Harvey'

researches, and the scientific rank of the whole book may
be inferred from Bats being still classed with Birds. In

1720 Valentiki published, at Frankfort-on-the-Main, his ValantiaE

Amphitheatrum Zootomicum, in which again most of the

existing accounts of the anatomy of Birds were reprinted.

But these and many other contributions," made until nearly

the close of the eighteenth century, though highly meritori-

ous, were unconnected as a whole, and it is plain that no

conception of what it was in the power of Comparative

Anatomy to set forth had occurred to the most diligent

dissectors. This privOege was reserved for Georges
CnviEE, who in 1798 published at Paris his Talleau Cuvier.

Elementaire de I'histoire naturelle dts Animaux, and thus

laid the foundation of a thoroughly and hitherto unknown

* This was reprinted in 1882 by the Willughby Society.

' D.vtJDIN'B unfinished Traite elementaire et complet d' Omithologie

appeared at Paris in 1800, and therefore is the last of these general

works published in the eighteenth century.
^ A succinct notice of the older works on Ornithotomy is given by

I'rof. Selenka in the introduction to that portion of Dr Bronn's

Klassen und Ordnungen des Thicrreichs relating to Birds (pp. 1-9)

published in 1869 ; and Prof. CiRUs's Geschichte der Zoologie, pub-

lished in 1 872, may also be usefully consulted for further information

on this and other heads.
' The treatises of the two Babtholinis and Boebichitjs published

at Copenhagen deserve mention if only to record the activity of Danish

anatomists in -those days.
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mode of appreciating the value of the vanous groups of the

Animal Kingdom. Yet his first attempt was a mere sketch.

'

Though he made a perceptible advance on the classification

of Linnaeus, at that time predominant, it is now easy to see

in how many ways—want of sufficient material being no
doubt one of the chief—Cuvier failed to produce a really

natural arrangement. His principles, however, are those

which must still guide taxonomers, notwithstanding that

they"have in so great a degree overthrown the entire scheme
which he propounded. Confining our attention here, as

of course it ought to be confined, to Ornithologj', Cuvier's

arrangement of the Class Aves is now seen to be not very

much better than any which it superseded. But this view
is gained by following the methods which Cuvier taught.

In the work just mentioned few details are given ; but
even the more elaborate classification of Birds contained in

tis Lemons dAnatomie Coniparee of 1805 is based wholly
on external characters, such as had been used by nearly all

Lis predecessors; and the Regne Animal of 1817, when he
was in his fullest vigour, afforded not the least evidence

that he had ever dissected a couple even of Birds - with the

object of determining their relative position in his system,

which then, as before, depended wholly on the configuration

of bills, wings, and feet. But, though apparently without
such a knowledge of the anatomy of Birds as would enable

him to apply it to the formation of that natural system
which he was fully aware had yet to be sought, he seems
to have been an excellent judge of the characters afforded

by the bill and limbs, and the use he made of them, coupled
with the extraordinary reputation he acquired on other

grounds, procured for his system the adhesion for many
years of the majority of ornithologists, and its influence

though waning is still strong. Regret must always be felt

by them that his great genius was never applied in earnest

to their branch of study, especially when we consider that

Lad it been so the perversion of energy in regard to the

classification of Birds witnessed in England for nearly

twenty years, and presently to be mentibned, would most
likely have been prevented.^

Hitherto mention has chiefly been made of works on
General Ornithology, but it will be understood that these

were largely aided by the enterprise of travellers, and as

there were many of them who published their narratives in

separate forms their contributions have to be considered.

Of those travellers then the first to be here especially named
Mareigli.is Maesigli, the fifth volume of whose Danubius Fannonico-

Mijsicus is devoted to the Birds he met with in the valley

of the Danube, and appeared at the Hague in 1725,

followed by a French translation in 1744.'' Most of the

many pupils whom Linnseus sent to foreign countries sub-

mitted their discoveries to him, but Kalm, Hasselqvist,

ifnd OsBECK published separately their respective travels

* It had no effect on LAC^pfcDE, who in the foll£)wing year added a

TahUau MUhodique containing a classification of Birds to his

DiscouTS tVOuveriure{Mein. dc tlnstitut, iii. pp. 454-468, {>03-519).
^ So little regard did he pay to the Osteology of Birds that,

according to De Blainville {Jour, de Physiqiu^ xcii. p. 187, note),

the skeleton of a Fowl to which was attached the head of a Hombill
was for a long time exhibited in the Museum of Comparative

Anatomy at Paris ! Yet, in order to determine the difTerence of

structure in their organs of voice, Cuvier, as he says in his Lemons
{iv. p. 461), dissected nior^ than one hundred and fifty species of

Birds. Unfortunately for him, as will appear in the sequel, it seems

not to have occurred to him to use any at the results he obtained as

the "basis of a classification.

' It is unnecessary to enumerate the various editions of the R^gne
Animal. Of the English translations, that edited by Griftiths and
I'idgeon is the most complete. Tlie ornithological portion of it

contained in these volumes received many additions from John Edwabd
Crat, and appeared in 1829.

* Though much later in date, the Iter per Poseganam ^clavoniss

of FnxEB and MiTrElitAcaER, published at Buda in 1783, may perhaps

Ije here most conveniently mentioned.

in North America, the Levant, and China.' The incessant
journeys of Pallas and his colleagues

—

Falk, Geoeoi,
S. G. Gmelin, GOldenstadt, Lepechin, and others—in thet

exploration of the recently extended Russian empire sup-
plied not only much material to the Commentarii and Acta of

the Academy of St Petersburg, but more that is to be found
in their narratives,—all of it being of the highest interest

to students of Palaearctic or Nearctic Ornithology. Nearly
the whole of their results, it may here be said, were
summed up in the important Zoographia Bosso-Asiatica ot
the first-named naturali.st, which saw the light in 1811,—

I

the year of its author's death,— but, owing to circumstances
over which he had no control, was not generally accessible

till twenty years later. Of still wider interest are the

accounts of Cook's three famous voyages, though unhappily
much of the information gained by the naturalistswho accom-
panied him on one or more of them seems to be irretriev-

ably lost : the original observations of the elder Forsteb
were not printed till 1844, and the valuable collection of

zoological drawings made by the younger Foester still

remains unpublished in the- British Museum. The several

accounts by John WhitEj Collins, Phillips, Hitntee, and
others of the colonization of New South Wales at the

end of the last century ought not to be overlooked by any
Australian ornithologist. The only information at this

period on the Ornithology of South America is contained in

the two works on Chili by Molina, published at Bologna in

1 776 and 1782. The travels of LeVaillant in South Africa

having been completed in 1785, his great Oiseau.c d'Afrique

began to appear in Paris in 1790 ; but it is hard to ^peak

properly of this work, for several of the species described in

it are certainly not, and never were in his time, inhabitants

of that country, thciugh he sometimes gives a long account

of the circumstances under which he observed them.*

From travellers who employ themselves in collecting the

animals of any distant country the zoologists who stay at

home and study those of their own district, be it great or

small, are really not so much divided as at first might

appear. Both may well be named " Faunists," and of the

latter there were not a few who having turned their atten-

tion more or less to Ornithology should here be mentioned,

and first among them Bzaczynski, who inl721 brought out

at Sandomirsk the liistoria naiurah's curiosa regni Poloma:,

to which an Auctuarium was posthumously published at

Danzig in 1742. This also may be perhaps the most

proper place to notice the Historia Avium Hungarix of

Grossinger, published at Posen in 1793. In 1734 J. L.

Feisch began the long series of works on the Birds of

Germany with which the literature of Ornithology is

enriched, by his Vorstellung der Vogel Teutschlandr, which

was only completed in 1763, and, its coloured plates

proving very attractive, was again issued at Berlin in 1817.

The little fly-sheet of Zorn ''— for it is scarcely more—on
the Birds of the Hercynian Forest made its appearance at

Pappenheim in 1745. In 1756 Kramer published at

Vienna a modest Elenchus of the plants and animals of

Lower Austria, and J. D. Petersen produced at Altona

in 1766 a Verzeichniss balt/iischer Vugel; while in 1791

J. B. Fischer's Versuch einer Naturgeschichte vou Livland

appeared at Konigsberg, next year Besekb brought out at

Mitau his Beylrag zur Naturgeschichte der Vogel Kurlandt,

' The results of Forskal's travels in the Levant, published after Us
death by Niebuhr, require mention, but the ornithology they contain

is but scant.

" It has been charitably suggesieu that, nis collection and notes

having suffered shipwreck, he was induced to supply the latter from

his memory and the former by the nearest approach to his lost specimens

that he could obtain. This explanation, poor as it is, fails, however,

,

in regard to some species.

'His earlier work under the title of Petinolieologie can nardly \»l

deemed scientific.
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and in 1794 Sfemssen's Handhuch of the Birds of Mecklen-

burg was published at Rostock. But these works, locally

useful as they may have been, did not occupy the whole

attention of Oorman ornithologists, for in 1791 Bechsteiw

reached the second volume of his Gemeinniitdae Naiurge-

schickti Deutschlands, treating of the Birds of that country,

which ended with the fourth in 1795. Of this an abridged

edition by the name of Ornitkolqgisches Taschenhui-h

appeared in 1802 and 1803, with a supplement in 1812
;

while between 1805 and 1809 a fuller edition of the

original was issued. Moreover in 1795 J. A. Naumann
humbly began at Cothen a treatise on the Birds of

the principality of Anhalt, which on its completion in 1804

was found to have sv/oUen into an Ornithology of Northern

Germany and the neighbouring countries. Eight supple-

ments were successively published between 1805 and 1817,

and in 1822 a new edition was required. This Naturge-

ukichte der Viigel Deutschlands, being almost wholly re-

written by his son J. F. Naumann, is by far the best

thing of the kind as yet produced in any country. The

fulness and accuracy of the text, combined with the neat

beauty of its coloured plates, have gone far to promote the

study of Ornithology in Germany, and while essentially a

popular work, since it is suited to the comprehension of all

readers, it is throughout written with a simple dignity that

commends it to the serious and scientific. Its twelfth and

last volume was published in 1844—by no means too long

a period for so arduous and honest a performance, and a

supplement was begun in 1847 ; but, the editor—or author
;

as he may be fairly called—dying in 1857, this continua-

tion was finished in 1860 by the joint efforts of J. H.

Blasius and Dr Baldamus. In 1800 Borkhausen with

others commenced at Darmstadt a Teutsche Ornitholorjie in

folio which appeared at intervals till 1812, and remains

unfinished, though a reissue of the portion published took

place between 1837 and 1841.

Other countries on the Continent, though not quite so

prolific as Germany, bore some ornithological fruit at

this period ; but in all Southern Europe only four faunistic

products can be named :—the Saggio di Storia Natnrah
Bresciana of Pilati, published at Brescia in 1769 ; the

Omitologia deW Europa Meridionale of Bernini, published

at Parma between 1772 and 1776 ; the Uccelli di Sardegna
of Ceiti, published at Sassari in 1776 ; and thS Romana
Omitkologia of GiLius, published at Rome in 1781—the

last being in great part devoted to Pigeons and Poultry.

More appeared in the North, for in 1770 Amsterdam sent

forth the beginning of Nozeman's Nederlandsche Vogelen,

a fairly illustrated work in folio, but only completed by
IIoUTTiTYN in 1829, and in Scandinavia most of all was
done In 1746 the great LiNN^us had produced 3. Fauna
Svccim, ef which a second edition appeared in 1761, and a

third revised by Retzius in 1800. In 1764 BrOnnich pub-

lished at Copenhagen his Omitkologia Borealis, a com-

pendious sketch of the Birds of all the countries then sub-

ject to the Danish crown. At the same place appeared

in 1767 Leem's work De Lapponibus Finmarckise, to which

GuNNEEUS contributed some good notes on the Ornitho-

logy of Northern Norway, and at Copenhagen and Leipzig

was published in 1780 the Fauna Groenlandica 61 Otho
Fabricius.

Of strictly American origin can here be cited only

Bartram's Travels through North and South Carolina and
Barton's Fragments of the Natural History of Pennsyl-

vania} both printed at Philadelphia, one in 1791, the other

in 1799; but. J. R- Forster published a Catalogue of the

Animals of North America in London in 1771, and the

' This eitremely rare book has been reprinted by the WiUugbby
Society.

following year described in the Philosophical Transactions

a few Birds from Hudson's Bay.^ A greater undertaking

was Pennant's Arctic Zoology, published in 1785, with a Pennant,

supplement in 1787. The .^eope of this work was originally

intended to be limi'ted-to North America, but circumstances

induced him to include all the species pf Northern Europe

and Northern Asia, and though not free from errors it is a

praiseworthy performance. A second edition appeared in

1792. The Ornithology of Britain naturally demands

greater attention. The earliest list of Britisli Birds we
possess is that given by JIerrett in his Pinax Rerum Merrett-

Naturalium JSrilannicarnm, printed in London in 1667.'

In 1677 Plot published his. Natwal History of Oxfordshire, Plot

which reached a second edition in 1705, and in 1686 that

of Staffordshire. A similar work on Lancashire, Cheshire,

and the Peak was sent out in 1700 by Leigh, and one on Leigh.

Cornwall by Borlase in 1758—all these four being printed Borlase.

at Oxford. In 1766 appeared Pennant's iJj-jVisA Zoology, Pennanti

a well-illustrated folio, of which a second edition in octavi,

was published in 1768, and considerable additions (forming

the nominally third edition) in 1770, while in 1777 -there

were two issues, one in octavo the other in quarto, each

called the fourth edition. In 1812, long after the author's

death, another edition was printed, of which his son-in-law

Hanmer was the reputed editor, but he received much
assistance from Latham, and through carelessness many of

the additions herein made have often been ascribed to

I

Pennant. In 1769 Berkenhout gave to- the world his Berken-

Outlines of the Natural History of Great Britain and '"'''*•

Ireland,vih\c\i. reappeared under the title of Synopsis of the

same in 1795. Tdnstall's Ornithologia Britannica, which Tunstall

appeared in 1771, is little more than a list of names.* In

I 1781 Nash's ]Yorcestershire included a few ornithological

notices; and Walcott. in 17,89 published an illustrated Walcot.

Synopsis of British Birds, coloured copies of which are rare.

In 1791 J. Heysham added to Hutchins's Cumberland a.

list of Birds of that county, and in 1794 Donovan began Donovas

a History of British Birds which was only finished in 1819

j
—the earlier portion being reissued about the same time.

i
In 1800 Lewin brought out a very worthless work with Lewin.

j
the same title.

All the foregoing publications yield in importance to

1
two that remain to be mentioned, a notice of which will

I fitly conclude this part of our subject. In 1767 Pennant,

( several of whose works have already been named, entered

into correspondence with Gilbert White, receiving from Gilbert

him much information, almost wholly drawn from his own Wbite.

I observation, for the succeeding editions of the British

Zoology. In 1769 AMiite began exchanging letters of a

simildr character with Barrington. The epistolary inter-

course with the former continued until 1780 and with

the latter until 1787. In 1789 White's share of the corre-

spondence, together with some miscellaneous matter, was
published as The Natural History of Selborne—from the

name of the village in which he lived. Observations on
Birds form the principal though by no means the whole

theme of this book, which may be safely said to have done
more to promote a love of Ornithology in this country than

any other work that has been written, nay more than all

the other works (except one next to be mentioned) put

together. It has passed through a far greater number of

^ Both of these treatises have also been reprinted by the Willugbby
Society.

^ In this year there were two issues of this book ; one, nominally a
serond edition, only diflfei-s from the first in bavins a new title-page.

Ko real second edition ever appenretl. but in anticipation of it Sir

Thomas Browne prepared in or about 1671 i?) his ''Account of Birds

found in Norfolk," of which the draught, now in the British Museum,
was printed in his collected works by Wilkin in 1835. If a fair copy

i
was ever made its resting-place is unknown.

* It has been republished by the Willugbby Society.
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editions than any other work in Natural History in the

whole world, and has become emphatically an English

classic—the graceful simpli-'tyof its style, the elevating

tone of its spirit, and the sympathetic chords it strikes

.recommending it to every lover of Nature, while the

severely scientific reader can scarcely find an error in any
statement it contains, whether of matter of fact or opinion.

It is almost certain thatmore than half the zoologists of the

British Islands for the past seventy years or more have been

infected with their love of the study by Gilbert 'WTiite
;

and it can hardly be supposed that his influence will cease.'

The other work to the importance of \vhich on Ornith-

Bffwick. ology in this country allusion has been made is Bewick's
History of British Birds. ' The first volume of this, containr

ing the Land-Birds, appeared in 1797^—the text being, it

is understood, by Beilby—the second, containing the

Water-Birds, in ISO'i. The woodcuts illustrating this

work are generally of surpassing excellence, and it takes

rank in the category of artistic publications. Fully ad-

mitting the extraordinary execution of the engravings,

every ornithologist may perceive that as portraits of the

Birds they are of very unequal merit. Some of the figures

were drawn from stuflfed specimens, and accordingly perpetu-

ate all the imperfections of the original; others represent

species with the appearance of which the artist was hot

familiar, and these are either wanting in expression or are

caricatures ; ' but those that were drawn from live Birds,

or represent species which he knew in life, are worthy of

all praise. It is well known that the earlier editions of this

work, especially if they be upon large paper, command
extravagant prices ; but in reality the copies on smaller

paper are now the rarer, for the stock of them has been

consumed in nurseries and schoolrooms, where they have

been torn up or worn out with inces-sant use. Jloreover,

whatever the lovers of the fine arts may say, it is nearly

certain that the " Bewick Collector " is mistaken in attach-

ing so high a value to these old editions, for owing to the

want of skill in printing—indifferent ink being especially

assigned as one cause—many of the earlier issues fail to

shew the most delicate touches of the engraver, which the

increased care bestowed upon the edition of 1847 (published

under the supervision of Mr John Hancock) has revealed,

—

though it must be admitted that certain blocks have

suflfered from wear of the press so as to be incapable of any
more producing the effect intended. Of the text it may
be said that it is respectable, but no more. It has given

satisfaction to thousands of readers in time past, and will,

it may be hoped, give satisfaction to thousands in time to

come.

The existence of these two works explains the widely-

spread taste for Ornithology in this country, which is to

foreigners so puzzling, and the zeal—not always according

to knowledge, but occasionally reaching to serious study

—

with which that taste is pursued.

Having thus noticed, and it is to be hoped pretty

thoroughly, the chief ornithological works begun if not

completed prior to the commencement of the present cen-

' Next to the original edition, tliat known as Bennett's, published

iu 1837, which was reissued in 1875 by Mr Harting, was long

deemed the best ; but it must give place to that of Bell, which appeared

in 1877, and contains much additional information of great interest.

But the editions of Markwick, Herbert, Blytli, and Jardine all possess

features of merit. An elaborately prepared edition, issued of late years

under the management of one wliogained great I cputation as a naturalist,

only shews his ignorance and his vulgarity.

^ There were two issues— virtually two editions—of this with the

same date on the title-page, though one of them is said not to have

teen published till the following year. Among several other indicia

this may be recognized by the woodcut of the '* Sea Eagle " at page 11

Ijearing at its base the inscription " Wycliffe, 1791," and by the addi-

tional misprint on page 145 of Sahieniclus for Schscnichts.

' This is especially observablu in the figures of the Birds-of-Prey.

ttiry, together with their immediate sequels, those which
follow will require a very different mode of treatment, £oi

their number is so great that it would be impossible for

want of space to deal with them in the same extended
fashion, though the attempt will finally be made to enter

into details in the case of works constituting the founda-

tion upon which apparently the superstructure of the

futura science has to be built. It ought not to need stat-

ing that much of what was, comparatively speaking, only

a few years ago regarded as scientific labour is now no
longer to be so considered. The mere fact that the prin-

ciple of Evolution, and all its admission carries with it,

has been accepted in some form or other by almost all

naturalists, has rendered obsolete nearly every theory

that had hitherto been broached, and in scarcely any
branch of zoological research was theory more rife than in

Ornithology. One of these theories must presently be

noticed at some length on account of the historical import-

ance which attaches to its malefic effects in impeding the

progress of true Ornithology in Britain ; but charity

enjoins us to consign all the rest as much as possible to

oblivion.

On reviewing the progress of Ornithology since the end
of the last centiiry, the first thing that will strike us is the

fact that general works, though still undertaken, have
become proportionally fewer, and such as exist are apt to

consist of mere explanations of systematic methods that

had already been more or less fully propounded, while

special works, whether relating to the ornithic portion of

the Fauna of any particular country, or limited to certain

groups of Birds—works to which oi late years the name
of " Monograph " has become wholly restricted—have
become far more numerous. But this seems to be the

natural law in all sciences, and its cause is not far to

seek. As the knowledge of any branch of study extends,

it outgrows the opportunities and capabilities of most men
to follow it as a whole ; and, since the true naturalist, by
reason of the irresistible impulse which drives him to

work, cannot be idle, he is compelled to confine his

energies to narrower fields of investigation. That in a
general way this is for some reason to be regretted is true

;

but, like all natural operations, it carries with it some
recompense, and the excellent work done by so-called

" specialists " has over and over again proved of the

greatest use to advancement in different departments of

science, and in none more than in Ornithology.*

Another change has come over the condition of Ornith-

ology, as of kindred sciences, induced by the multiplica-

tion of learned societies which issue publications as

well as of periodicals of greater or less scientific pretension.

—the latter often enjoying a circulation far wider than,

the former. Both kinds increase yearly, and the despond-

ing mind may fear the possibility of its favourite study

expiring through being smothered by its own literature.

Without anticipating such a future disaster, and looking

merely to what has gone before, it is necessary here to

premise that, in the observations which immediately

follow, treatises which have appeared in the publications

of learned bodies or in other scientific periodicals must,

except they be of prime importance, be hereinafter passed

unnoticed ; but their omission will be the less felt because

the more recent of those of a " faunal " character have

generally been mentioned in a former dissertation (Bihds,

vol. iii. pp. 737-764) under the different Regions or

* Tlie truth of the preceding remarks may be so obvious to most

men who have acquaintance with the subject that their introduction

here may seem unnecessary ; but it is certain that the facts they state

have been very little appreciated by many writers who profess to give

an account of the progre«e of Natural History during the present

century.
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last

countries with which they deal, while reference to the older

of these treatises is usually given by the writers of the

newer. Still it seems advisable here to furnish some con-

nected account of the progress made in the ornithological

knowledge of those countries in which the readers of the pre-

sent volume may be supposed to take the most lively interest

—for example, the British Islands and those parts of the

European continent which lie nearest to them or are most

commonly sought by travellers, the Dominion of Canada
and the United States of America, South Africa, India,

together with Australia and New Zealand. ,The more

important Monographs, again, will usually be found cited

in the series of special articles on Birds contained in this

work, though, as will be immediately perceived, there are

some so-styled Monographs, which by reason of the changed

views of classification that at present obtain have lost

their restricted character, and for all practical purposes

have now to be regarded as general works.

It will perhaps be most convenient to begin by mention-

ing some of these last, and in particular a number of them
which appeared at Paris very early in this century. First

in order of them is the Histoire NatureUc (Tune jmriie

dOiseaiue nouKaujc et rarcs de rAmeri</uc cl <les InJes, a

Le Vail- folio volume ' published in 1801 by Le A'aillamt. This is

devoted to the very distinct and not nearly-allied grmips

of Hornbills and of birds which for want of a better name
wo must call "Chatterers," and is illustrated, like those

works of which a notice immediately follows, by coloured

plates, done in what was then considered to be the highest

style of art and by the best draughtsmen procurable.

The first volume of a Histoire Natuitlle ties Perroquels, a

companion work by the same author, appeared in the

same year, and is truly a Monograph, since the Parrots

constitute a Family of birds so naturally severed from all

others that there has rarely been anything else confounded

with them. The second volume came out in 1805, and a

third was issued in 1837-38 long after the death of its pre-

decessor's author, by BouKJOT St-Hilaike. Between 1803
and 1806 Le Vaillant also published in just the same style

two volumes with the title of Histoire Naturellf. des Oiseaux

de Pai'odis et des Rolliers, suirie de celle des Toiiauis et des

Barlrus, an assemblage of forms, which, miscellaneous as it

is, was surpassed in incongruity by a fourth work on the

same scale, the Histoire Saturelle des Promerops et des

Guepiers, des Couroucous et des Touracos, for herein are

found Jays, Waxwings, the Cock-of-tlie-Hock (Jiupicola),

and what not besides. The plates in this last are by
Barraband, for many years regarded as the perfection of

ornithological artists, and indeed the figures, when they

happen to have been drawn from the life, are not bad
;

but his skill was quite unable to vivify the preserved

specimens contained in Museums, and when he had only

these as subjects he simply copied the distortions of the
" bird-stufier." The following year, 1808, being aided by
Teuiminck of Amsterdam, of whose son we shall presently

hear more, Le Vaillant brought out the sixth volume of

his Oiseuux d'Afrique, already mentioned. Four more
volumes of this work were promised ; but the means 'of

executing them were denied to him, and, though he lived

until 1824, his publications ceased.

A similar series of works was i)rojeotcd and begun about
/ludebert the same time as that of Le Vaillant by Addebert and

ViElLLOT, though the former, who was by profession a

painter and illustrated the work, was already dead more
than a year before the appearance of the two volumes,
bearing date 1802, and entitled Oiseaux dores ou a reflets

mitalliiiues, the effect of the plates in which he sought to

heighten by the lavish use of gilding. The first volume

•Dd
VieiUot.

contains the " Colibris, Oiseaux-mouches, Jacamars §1

Promerops," the second the " Grimpereaux" and " Oiseaax
de Paradis"—associations which set all the laws of system-

atic method at defiance. His colleague, Vicillot, brought

out in 1805 a Histoire Nattirelle des plus beaux Chanteurs

de la Zone Torride with figures by Langlois of tropical

Finches, Grosbeaks, Buntings, and other hard-billed birds
;

and in ISO" two volnmes of a Histoire Katurelle des

Oiseaux de FAmirique Septentrionale, without, however,

paying much attention to the limits commonly assigned by
geographers to that part of the world. In 1805 Anselme
Desmarest published a Histoire naturelle des Tangaras, Desmarart

des Manakins et des Todiers, which, though belonging to

the same category as all the former, differs from them in

its more scientitic treatment of the subjects to which it

refers; and, in 1808, Temminck, whose father's aid to Le Temminck.

Vaillant has already been noticed, brought out at Paris a
Histoire Naturelle des Pigeons illustrated by Madame
Knip, who had drawn the plates for Desmarest's volume.^

Since we have begun by considering these large

illustrated works in which the text is made subservient to

the coloured plates, it may be convrniant to continue our

notice of such others of similar character as it may be
expedient to mention here, though thereby we shall be led

somewhat far afield. !Most df them are but luxuries, and
there is some degree of truth in the remark of Andreas
Wagner in his Report on the Progress of Zoology /or 18-13,

drawn up for the Ray Society (p. 60), that they " are not

adapted for the extension and promotion of science, but

must inevitably, on account of their unnecessary costliness,

constantly tend to reduce the number of naturalists who
are able to avail themselves of them, and they thus enrich

ornithology only to its ultimate injury." Earliest in date

as it is greatest in bulk stands Audubon's egregious Birds Audubon.

of America in four volumes, containing four hundred and
thirty-five plates, of which the first part appeared in London
in 1827 and the last in 1838. It does not seem to have

been the author's original intention to publish any letter-

press to this enormous work, but to let the plates tell their

own story, though finally, with the assistance, as is now
known, of Williaji JIacgillivray, a text, on the whole Macgil-

more than respectable, was produced in five large octavos lU-ray.

under the title of Ornithological Biography^ of which more
will be said in the sequel. Audubon has been greatly ex
tolled as an ornithological artist ; but he was far too much
addicted to representing his subjects in violent action and
in postures that outrage nature, while his drawing is very

frequently defective.^ In 1 866 Mr D. G. Elliot began, and EUiot.

in 1869 finished, a sequel to Audubon's great work in two
volumes, on the same scale

—

The New and Hitherto

unfigured Species of the Birds of North America, containing

life-size figures of all those which had been added to its

fauna since the completion of the former.

In 1830 John Edward Gray commenced the Hlusfra-

tions of Indian- Zoology, a series of plates of vertebrated

animals, but mostly of Birds, from drawings it is believed by
native artists in the collection of General H.\rdwicke, whos.

name is therefore associated with the work. Scientific

Gray and

Uardwickei

* Tliere is also an issue of this, as of the same author's other works,
OD large quarto paper.

* Temminck subsequently reproduced, with many additions, the text

of this volume in his Htstoin naturdU des Pigeons et des Galtinacecs,

published at Amsterdam in 1813-15, in 3 vols. 8vo. Between 1S3S
and 1848 M. Florent-Provost brought out at Paris a further set oi

illustrations of Pigeons by Jlilme. Knip.
^ On the completion of these two works, for they must be regarded

as distinct, an octavo edition in seven volumes under the title of The
Birds of America was published in 1840-44. In this the large plates

were reduced by means of the *^ camera lucida," the text was'revised,

and the whole systematically arranged. Other reprints have since

been issued, but they are vastly inferior both iu execution and value.

A sequel to the octavo Birds of A}ii€rica, corresponding with it yi

form, was brought out in 1853-55 by Cassis as Illustrations of ih€

Birds vf California. Texas, Oregon. British nnd Russian America,
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names are assigned to the species figured ; but no text was

Lear. ever supplied. In 1832 Mr Leak, afterwards well known

as a painter, brought out his Illustrations of the Family of

Psittacidx, a volume which deserves especial notice from

the extreme fidelity to nature and the great artistic skill

with which the figures were executed.

This same year (1832) saw the beginning of the

marvellous series of illustrated ornithological works by

Gould, which the name of John Gould is likely to bo always

remembered. A Century of Birds from the Himalaya

Mountains was followed by The Birds of Europe iv 'ive

volumes, published between 1832 and 1837, while in the

interim (1834) appeared jd Monograph oftheRamphastidoe,

of which a second edition was some years later called for,

then the Icones Avium, of which only two parts were

published (1837-38), and A Monograph of the Trogonidee

(1838), which also reached a second edition. Sailing

in 1838 for New South Wales, on his return in 1840 he

at once commenced the 'greatest of aU his works. The Birds

of Australia, which wa?' finished in 1848 in seven volumes,

to which several supplementary parts, forming another

volume, were subsequently added. In 1849 he began A
Monograph of the Trochilidx or Ilmnming-birds extending

to five volumes, the last of which appeared in 1861, and

Las since been followed by a supplement now in course of

completion by Mr S.ilvin. A Monograph of the Odonto-

phorime or Partridges of America (1850); The Birds of

Asia, in seven volumes, the last completed by ilr Shakpe
n 850-83); The Birds of Great Britain, in five volumes

(1862-7-3) ; and T^ie Birds of Keio Guinea, begun in 1875,

and, after the author's death in 1881, undertaken by Mr
Sharpe, make up the wonderful tale consisting of more

than forty folio volumes, and containing more than three

thousand coloured plates. The earlier of these works were

illustrated by Mrs Gould, and the figures in them are fairly

good ; but those in the later, except when (as he occasionally

did) he secured the services of Mr Wolf, are not so much
to be commended. There is, it is true, a smoothness and
finish about them not often seen elsewhere ; but, as though

to avoid the exaggerations of Audubon, Gould usually

adopted the tamest of attitudes in which to represent hi^

subjects, whereby expression as well as vivacity is want-

ing. Moreover, both in drawing and in colouring there is

frequently much that is untrue to nature, so that it has

cot uncommonly happened for them to fail in the chief

object of all zoological plates, that of affording sure means
of recognizing specimens on comparison. In estimating

the letterpress, which was avowedly held to be of secondary

importance to the plates, wo must bear in mind that, to

ensure the success of his works, it had to be written to suit

a very peculiarly composed body of subscribers. Never-

theless a scientific character was so adroitly assumed that

scientific men—some of them even ornithologists—have

thence been led to believe the text had a scientific value, and
that of a high ciass. However it must also be remembered
that, throughout the whole of his career, Gould consulted

the convenience of working ornithologists by almost

invariably refraining from including in his folio works the

technical description of any new species without first pub-
lishing it in some journal of comparatively easy access.

An ambitious attempt to produce in England a general

Fraser. series of coloured plates on a large scale was Mr Fraser's
Zoologia Typica, the first part of which bears date 1841-
42. Others appeared at irregular intervals until 1849,

when the work, which seems never to have received the

support it deserved, was discontinued. The seventy plates

(forty-six of which represent birds) composing, with some
explanatory letterpress, the volume are by C. Cousens and

H. N. Turner,—the latter (as his publications prove) a

roologist of much promise who in 1851 died, a victim to

his own zeal for investigation, of a wound received in

dissecting. The chief object of the author, who had been
naturalist to the Niger Expedition, and curator to the

Museum of the Zoological Society of London, was to figure

the animals contained in its gardens or described in its

Proceedings, which until the year 1848 were not illustrated.

The publication of the Zoological Sketches of ,!^[r Wolf, WoUi
from animals in the gardens of the Zoological Society, was
begun about 1855, with a brief text by Mitchell, at that

time the Society's secretary, in illustration of them. After

his death in 1 859, the explanatory letterpress was rewritten

by Mr Sclater, his successor in that office, and a volume
was completed in 1861. LTpon this a second series was
commenced, and brought to an end in 1868. Though a
comparatively small number of species of Birds are figured

in this magnificent work (seventeen only in the first series,

and twenty-two in the second), it must be mentioned here,

for their likenesses are so admirably executed as to place

it in regard to ornithological portraiture at the head of all

others. There is not a single plate that is unworthy of the

greatest of all animal painters.

Proceeding to illustrated works generally of less preten-

tious size but of greater ornithological utility than the

books last mentioned, which are fitter for the drawing-room

than the study, we next have to consider some in which the

text is not wholly subordinated to the plate-s, though the

latter still form a conspicuous feature of the publication.

First of thpse in point of time as well as in importance is

the Jfouveau Recueil des Planches Coloriees d'Oiseaux of

Temmixck and Laugier, intended as a sequel to the Temniindl

Planches Enluminees of D'Aubenton before noticed (page ^"^

6), and like that work issued both in folio and quarto ^^"S""-

size. The first portion of this was published at Paris in

1820, and of its one hundred and two livraisons, which
appeared with great irregularity {Ihis, 1868, p. 500), the

last was issued in 1839, containing the titles of the five

volumes that the whole forms, together with a " Tableau

Jl^thodique " which but indifferently serves the purpose

of an index. There are six hundred plates, but the exact

number of species figured (which has been computed at

six hundred and sixty-one) is not so easily ascertained.

Generally the subject of each plate has letterpress to cor-

respond, but in some cases this is wanting, while on the

other hand descriptions of species not figured are occasion-

ally introduced, and usually observations on the distribu-

tion and construction of each genus or group are added.

The plates, which shew no improvement in execution on
those of Martinet, are after drawings by Huet and Pretre,

the former being perhaps the less bad draughtsman of the

two, for he seems to have had an idea of what a bird when
alive looks like, though he was not able to give his figures

any vitality, while the latter simply delineated the stiff

and dishevelled specimens from museum shelves. Still

the colouring is pretty well done, and experience has proved

that generally speaking there is not much difficulty in

recognizing tie species represented. The letterpress is

commonly limit-ed to technical details, and is not always

accurate ; but it is of its kind useful, for in general know-

ledge of the outside of Birds Temminck probably surpassed

any of his contemporaries. The " Tableau Methodique
"

offers a convenient concordance of the old Planchts

Enluminces and its successor, and is arranged after the

system set forth by Temminck in the first volume of the

second edition of his Manuel d'Oniilhologie, of which

something must presently be said.

The Galcrie des Oiseaux, a rival work, with plates by

Oudart, seems to have been begun immediately after the Oudart.*.

former. The original project was apparently to give a

figure and description of every species of Bird ; but that

was soon found to be impossible ; ancl, when six parts had
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rieillot

Jardine

md Sdby.

Wilson.

been issued, with text by some unnamed author, the

scheme was brought within practicable limits, and the

writing of the letterpress was entrusted to Vieillot, who,

proceeding on a systematic plan, performed his task very

creditably, completing the work, which forms two quarto

volumes, in 1S25, the original test and fifty-seven plates

being relegated to the end of the second volume as a supple-

ment. His portion is illustrated by two hundred and

ninety-nine coloured plates that, wretched as they are, have

been continually reproduced in various text-books—a fact

possibly due to their Subjects having been judiciously

selected. It is a tradition that, this work not being favour-

ably regarded by the authorities 6f the Paris Museum, its

draughtsman and author were refused closer access to the

specimens required, and had to draw and describe them
through the glass as they stood on the shelves of the cases.

In 1S25 J.ARDiNE and Selby began a series of Illustra-

tions of Ornithology, the several parts of which appeared

at long and irregular intervals, so that it was not until

1839 that three volumes containing one hundred and fifty

plates were completed. Then they set about a Second

Series, which, forming a single volume v.ith fifty-three

plates, was finished in 1 843. 'I'hese authors, being zealous

amateur artists, were their own draughtsmen to the extent

even of lithographing the figures. In 1828 James Wilson,

(author of the article Ornithology in the 7th and Sth

editions of the present work) began, under the title of JUus-

iratio)is of Zoolorjy, the publication of a series of his own
drawings (which he^did not, however, himself engrave)

with corresponding letterpress. Of the thirty-six plates

illustrating this volume, a small folio, twenty are devoted to

Ornithology, and contain figures, which, it must be allowed,

are not very successful, of several species rare at the time.

Though the three works last mentioned fairly come
under the same category as the Planehes 'Enluminies and
the Planches Coloriees, no one of. them can be properly

deemed their rightful heirs. The clafm to that succession

Des Mors, was made in 1815 by Des Mues for his iconograpkie

Oniithologique, v.hich, containing seventy-two plates by
Prevot and Oudart ^ {the latter oi whom had marvellously

improved in his drawings since he worked with Vieillot),

was completed in 1849. Simultaneously with this Dtr

Bus began a work on a plan precisely similar, the Esquisses

Ornilholof/iques, illustrated by Severeyns, which, however,

stopped short in 1849 with its thirty-seventh plate, while

the letterpress unfortunately does not go beyond that

belonging to the twentieth. In 1866 the succession was
again taken up by the Exotic Ornitlwlogy of Messrs Sclater
and Salvin, containing one hundred plates, representing

one hundred and four species, all from Central or South
America, which- are neatly executed by Mr Smit. The
accompanying letterpress is in some places copious, and
useful lists of the species of various genera are occasionally

subjoined, adding to the definite value of the work, wdiich,

forming one volume, was completed in 1869.

Lastly here must be mentioned Rowley's Ornithological

Miscellany in three quarto volumes, profusely illustrated,

•which appeared between 1875 and 1878. The contents

are as varied as the authorship, and, most of the leading

English ornithologists having contributed to the work,

some of the papers are extremely good, while in the plates,

which are in Jlr Keulemans's best manner, many rare

species of Birds are figured, some of them for the first

time.

All the works lately named have been purposely treated

at some length, since being very costly they are not easily

accessible. The few next to be mentioned, being of smaller

size (octavo), may be within reach of more persons, and

^ On the title p.age credit is given to the latter alone, but only two-
thirds of the plates (from pi. 25 to the end) bear bis name.

OuBas.

Sclater

aiid

Salvlu.

Bowley.

therefore can be passed over in a briefer fashion without

detriment. In many ways, however, they are nearly as

important. Swainsox's Zoological Illustrations in three_Swains(i5

volumes, containing one hundred and eighty-two plates,

whereof seventy represent Birds, appeared between 1820

and 1821, and in 1829 a Second Series of the same was
begun by him, which, extending to another three volunues,

contained forty-eight more plates of Birds out of one

hundred and thirtysi.x, and was completed in 1833. All

the figures were drawn by the author, who as an ornitho-

logical artist had no rival in his time. Every plate is not

beyond criticism, but his worst drawings shew more know-
ledge of bird-life than do the best of his English or French
contemporaries. A work of somewhat similar character,

but one in which the letterpress is of greater value, is the

Centurie Zoologique of Lessox, a single volume that, Lesson,

though bearing the date 1830 on its title page, is believed

to have been begun in 1829,^ and was certainly not

finished until 1831. It received the benefit of Isidore

Geoffroy St-Hilaire's assistance. Kotwithstanding its name
it only contains eighty plates, but of them forty-two, all

by Pretre and in his usual stiff style, represent Birds.

Concurrently with this volume appeared Lesson's Traite

(FOrnithologie, which is dated 1831, and may perhaps be

here most conveniently mentioned. Its professedly system-

atic form strictly relegates it to another group of works, but

the presence of an " Atlas " (also in octavo) of one hundred

and nineteen plates to some extent justifies its notice in this

place. Between 1831 and 1834 the same author brought

out, in continuation of his Centurie, his Ilhistrationa de

Zoologie with sixty plates, twenty of which represent Birds.

In 1832 KiTTLiTZ began to publish some Kiipfertafeln zur Kittlitt

Nat-urgeschichte der Viigel, in which many new species are

figured ; but the work came to an end with its thirty-sixth

plate in the following year. In 1845 Reichenbach com-

menced with his Praktische Katitrgeschichte der Vogel the

extraordinary series of illustrated publications which, under

titles far too numerous here to repeat, ended in or about

1855, and are commonly known collectively as his Voll-

stdndigste A'aturgeschickte der Viigel.^ Herein are contained

more than nine hundred coloured and more than one

hundred uncoloured plates, which are crowded with the

figures of Birds, a large proportion of them reduced copies

from other works, and especially those of Gould.

It now behoves us to turn to general and particularly

systematic works in which plates, if th^y exist at all,

form but an accessory to the text. These need not

detain us for long, since, however well some of them
may have been executed, regard being had to their epoch,

and whatever repute some of them may have achieved,

they are, so far as general information and especially

classification is concerned, wholly obsolete, and most of

them almost useless except as matters of antiquarian

interest. It will be enough merely to name Dcmekil's
Zoolcgie Analytique {ISO'6} and Gkavenhorst's Vergleich-

ende Uebersicht des linneischen mid einiger neuern zoologischen

Systeme (1807); nor need we linger over Shaw's General

Zoology, a pretentious compilation continued by Stephens.

The last seven of its fourteen volumes include the Class

Aves, and the first part of them appeared in 1809, but,

the original author dying in 1815, when only two volumes

of Birds were published, the remainder was brought to an

end in 1826 by his successor, who afterwards became well

known as an entomologist. The engravings which these

volumes contain ai-e mostly bad copies, often of bad figures,

In 1828 he had brought out, under the title of Manuel d'Onii-

ihologie, two handy duodecimos which are very good of their kind.

3 Technically speaking they are in quarto, but their size is so

small that they may be well spoken of here. In 1S79 Dr A. B.

Meyer brought out an Index to thMK

Reicheu-

bach.

Shaw and
Stephens,
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though inaDy are piracies from BewicK, and the whole is

a niost^. unsatisfactory performance. Of a very different

kind is the next we have to notice, the Prodromus

Higer. Systcmatis Mammalimn et Avium of Illiger, published at

Berlin in 1811, which must in its day have been a valu-

able little manual, and on many points it may now be

consulted to advantage—the characters of the Genera

being admirably given, and good explanatory lists of the

technical terms of Ornithology furnished. The classifica-

tion was quite new, and made a step distinctly in advance

"Vieillot. of anything that had before appeared.! In 1816 Vieillot

published at Paris an Analyse d'une nonvelle Ornitliologie

Hcmentaire, containing a method of classification which he

had tried in vain to get printed before, both in Turin and in

London.^ Some of the ideas in this are said to have been

taken from lUiger ; but the two systems seem to be %\iolly

distinct. Vieillot's was afterwards more fully expounded

in the series of articles which he contributed between

1816 and 1819 to the Second Edition of the Nouveau

Dictionnaire d'llistoire Naturelle containing much valuable

information. The views of neither of these systema-

Tem- tizers pleased Temmixck, who in 1817 replied rather

-miuck. sharply to Vieillot in some Observations sur la Classification

methodiqjie des Oiseaux, a pamphlet published at Amster-

dam, and prefi.xed to the second edition of his Manuel
d'Oniitholoffie, which appeared in 1820, an Analyse du
Systcme General d'Oniitholoyie, This proved a great suc-

cess, and his arrangement, though by no means simple,^

was not only adopted by many ornithologists of almost

every country, but still has some adherents. The foUow-

Eanzaui. ing year Eanz.vni of Bologna, in his Elementi di Zoologia—
n very respectable compilation—came to treat of Birds,

and then followed to some extent the plan of De Blaiu-

ville and Merrem (concerning which much more has to

be said by and by) placing the Struthious Birds in an
Wagler. Order by themselves. In 1827 Wagler brought out the

first part of a Systana Avium, in this form never com-

pleted, consisting of forty-nine detached monographs of

as many genera, the species of which are most elaborately

described. The arrangement he subsequently adopted for

them and for other groups is to be found in his JVatiirliehes

Systan der Aitiphilien (pp. 77-128), published in 1830,

and is too fanciful to require any further attention. The
-Kaup. several attempts at system-making by Kaup, from his

Allgemeine Zoologie in 1829 to his Ueber Classification der

Viigel in 1849, were equally arbitrary and abortive; but

his Skizzirle Entioickelungs-Geschichie in 1829 must be

here named, as it is so often quoted on account of the

number of new genera which the peculiar views he had

embraced compelled him to invent. These views he

shared more or less with 'V'igors and Swainson, and to

them attention will be immediately especially invited,

while consideration of the scheme gradually developed

^ Illiger may be considered the founder of the school of nomencla-
tuv.ll purists. He would not tolerate any of the " barbarous " generic

terms adopted by other writers, though some had been in use for many
years.

^ The method was communicated to the Turin_Ac.ideniy,10tli January
1814, and was ordered to be printed (Jilcnt. Ac. Sc. Tt'riii, 1813-14.

p. x.wiii); but, through the derangements of that stormy period, the

order was never cairied o\it (,Uem. Accad. Sc. TonHo, x\Mi ji. xcvii).

Tlie minute-book of the Linneau Society of London "^hews th.it his Pro-

lusio was read at meetings of that Society betwp"!; 15th November 1814
and 21st February 1815. Why it w.xs ^\ot at once accej'ted is not

told, but the entry lespectilis it, which must be of much later <late, in

the " Register of Papers " is Published already. " It is due to A'ieillot

to mention these facts, as he has been accused of publishing \\U method
in haste to anticii)ato Mme of Cuvier's views, but he might well

complain of tlie deb'.y in London. Some reparation has bean made
to his memory Vy the reprinting of his Analyse by tlie Willughby
Society.

^ He recognized sixteen Orders of Birds,^wl:ile Vieillot had been
content with five, and Illiger with seven.

''

from 1831 onward by Chaiiuis Lucibn BoxAPAEig, and Ban».i

still not without its influence, is deferred until wo coma part*./

to treat of the rise and progress of what we may term the

reformed school of Ornithology. Yet injustice would be

done to one of the ablest of those now to be called the

old masters of the science if mention were not here made
of the Conspectus Generum Aiimn, begun m 1850 by the

naturalist last named, with the help of Schlegel, and Schlogo)

unfortunately interrupted by its author's death six years

later.* The systematic publications of George Robek^ O. E.

GR.4.y, so long in charge of the ornithological collection of G^*/-

the British iluseum, began with A List of the Genera nf

Jjirds published in 1810. This, having been closely,

though by no means in a hostile spirit, criticized by

Strickland (Ann. ifal. History, vi. p. 410; vii. pp. 26 3tti(!fcr,

and 159), was followed by a Second Edition in 1841, in l^^i-

which nearly all the corrections of the reviewer were

adopted, and in 1844 began the publication of The Gtnent

of Birds, beautifully illustrated— first by Mitchell and
afterwards by ilr Wolf—which will always keep Gray's

name in remembrance. The enormous labour required

for this work seems scarcely to have been appreciated,

though it remains to this day one of the most useful books

in an ornithologist's library. Yet it must be confessed

that its author was hardly an ornithologist but for the

accident of his calUng. He was a thoroughly conscientious

clerk, devoted to his duty and unsparing of trouble.

However, to have conceived the idea of executing a work
on. so grand a scale as this—it forms three folio volumes,

and contains one hundred and eighty-five coloured and one

hundred and forty-eight uncoloured plates, with references

to upwards of two thousand four hundred generic names

—

was in itself a mark of genius, and it was brought to a suc-

cessful conclusion in 1849. Costly as it necessarily was,

it has been of great service fo working ornithologists. In

1855 Gray brought out, as one of the Museum publica-

tions, A Catalogue of the Genei-a and Subgenera of Birds,

a handy little volume, naturally founded on the larger

works. Its chief drawback is that it does not give any

more reference to the authority for a generic term thnn

the name of its inventor and the year of its application,

though of course more precise information would have at

least doubled the size of the book. The same deficiency

became still more apparent when, between 1869 and 1S71,

he published his Hand-List of Gcnei-a and Species of Birds

in three octavo volumes (or parts, as they are called).

Never was a book better named, for the working ornitho-

logist must almost live v/ith it in his hand, and though

he has constantly to deplore its shortcomings, one of

which especially is the wrong principle on which its index

is constructed, he should be thankful that such a work

exists. Many of its defects are, or jierhaps it were better

said ought to be, supplied by Gieeel's J'hesaiinis Ornilho- Oiebel.

logia^, also in three volumes, published between 1872 and

1877, a work admirably planned, but the execution of

which, whether through the author's carelessness or the

printer's fault, or a combination of both, is lamentably

,

di.'wippointing. Again and again it will afford the

enquirer who consults it valuable hints, but he must be

mindful never to trust a single reference in it until it has

been verified. It remains to warn the reader also that,

useful as are both this work and those of Gray, their

utility is almost solely confined to experts.

AVith the exception to which reference has just been

made, scarcely any of the ornithologists hitherto named
indulged their imagination in theories or speculations.

Nearly all were content to prosecute their labours in a

plain fashion consistent with common sense, plodding

'* To this very indispensable vork a gv^od index »as sujiplied ir

1S05 by Dr Finsclu
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steadily on^rards in their efforts to describe and group the

various species of Birds, as one after another they were

made knowa But this was not always to be, and

XJainary now a few words must be ?aiJ respecting a theory

system, which Avas promulgated with great zeal bj' its upholders

during the end of the first and early part of the second

quarter of the present century, and for some years seemed

likely to carry all before it. The success it gained was

doubtless due in some degree to the difficulty which most

men" had in comprehending it, for it was enwrapped in

alluring mystery, but more to the confidence with which

it was announced as bting the long looked-for key to the

wonders of creation, since its promoters did not hesitate to

term it the discovery of "the Natural System," though

they condescended, by way of explanation to less exalted

intellects than their own, to allow it the more moderate

appellation of the Circular or Quinary System.
A comparison of the relation of created beings to a number of

intersecting circles is as old as thejJays of Nrr.REMBERc, who i^

1635 wrote {Histcrria Natursc, lib. iii. cap. 3)
—

" NuUus hiatus est,

nulla fractio, nulla dispersio formarum, inviccm connexa sunt velut

innulus annulo"; but it is almost clear that ho was thinking only
of a chain. In 1806 Fischer de Waldheim, in his Tableaux
Synoptiques 4^ zooqnosie (p. 181), quoting Niei-emberg, extended
his figure of speech, and, while justly deprecating the notion that

the series of forms belonging to any particular group of creatures—

•

the MaTnmalia was that whence he took his instance—could be
placed in a straight line, imagined the various genera to be arrayed
in a series of contiguous circles around Han as a centre. Though
there is nothing to shew that Fischer intended, by what is here
said, to do anything else than illustrate more fully the marvellous
interconnexion of different animals, or that he attached any realistic

meaning to his metaphor, his words were ^agerly caught up by the

Madeay. prophet of the new iaith. This was William Sharpk Macleat,
a man of education and real genius, who in 1819 and 1821 brought
out a work under the title of Sorsc Entomologica:, which was soon

vigors, afi^r hailed by Vigors as containing a new revelation, and applied
by him to Ornithology in some " Observations on the Natural
Atfinities that connect the Orders and Families of Birds," read
before the Linnean Society of London in 1823, and afterwards
published in its Transactions {xiv. pp. 395-517). In the following
year Vigors returned to the subject in some papers published in the
recently established Zoological Journal, and found an energetic

Bwain* condisciple an I coadjutor in Swainson, who, for more than a

son. dozen years—to the end. in fact, of his career as an ornithological

writer— was instant in season and out of season in pressing on all

his readers the views he had, through Vigors adopted from
Macleay, though not without some modification of detail if not of
principle. AVhit these views were it would be manifestly improper
for a sceptic to state except in the terms of a believer. Their
enunciation must therefore be given in Swainson's own words,
though it must be alraitted that space cannot be ijouud here for

tile diagrams, which it was alleged were necessary for the righ,
nn lerstanding of the theory. This theorj, as originally pro-
pounded by Macleay, was said by Swainson in 1836 {Geogr. a-nd

Classific. of Animals, p. 202) to have consistei of the following
propositions }— »

' 1. Thit the series of natural animals is continuous, forming,
as it were, a cii-cle ; so that, upon commencing at any one given
poir 1, and thence tracing all the modifications of structure, we
ehall be imperceptibly led, after passing through numerous forms,
again to the point from wliich wt started.

" 2. That no groups are natural which do not exhibit, or show
an evident tendency to eihibit, such a circular series.

3 That the primary divisions of every large group are ten, five
of which are composed of comparatively large circles, and five of
smaller : these latter being termed osculant, and being intermediate
between the former, which they serve to connect.

" 4. That there is a tendency in such groups as are placed at the
opposite points of a circle of affinity 'to meet each other.*

5. That one of the five larger groups into which every natural
circle is divided ' bears a resemblance to all the rest, or, more strictly
speaking, consists of types which represent those of each of the four
other groups, together with a type peculiar to itself.'

"

As subsequently modified by Swainson {iotn. cit. pp. 224, 225),
the foregoing propositions take the following form :—

"I. That every natural series of bemgs, in its progress from

^ We prefer giving them here in Swainson's version, because he
seems to have set them forth more clearly and concisely than Macleay
ever did, and, moreover, Swamson's application of them to Ornithology—a branch of pcienae that lay outside of Macleay's proper studies

—

appears to be more suitable to the present occasion.

a given poiirt, either actually rettims, or evinces a tendency to
return, again to that point, thereby forming a circle.

"II. The primary circular divisions of every group are three
actually, or five apparently.

" III. The contents of such a circular group are symooHcally (or

analogic-ally) represented by the contents of all otherxircles in the
animal kingdom.

'* IV. That these primary divisiona of every group are character-

ized by definite peculiarities of form, structure, and economy,
which, under diversified modifications, are uniform throughout the
animal kingdom, and are therefore to be regarded as the prjmart
TYPES OF NATURE.

" V, That the diffetent ranks or degrees of circular group3
exhibited in the animal kingdom ai"o nine in number, each being i

involved within the other."

Thourh, as above stated, the theory here promulgated owea itrf

temporary success chiefly to the extraordinary assurance and perti-

nacity with which it was urged upon a public generally incapable
of under'-.tanding what it meant, that it received some support from
men of science must be admitted, A " circular system " was
advocate*', by the eminent botanist Fries, and the views of Macleay
met with the partial approbation of the celebrated entomologist
KiRPT, while at least as much may be said of the imaginative
Oken, whose mysticism far surpassed that of the Quinarians. But
it is obvious to every one who nowadays indulges in the profitless

pastime of studying their writings that, as a whole, they failed im
grasping the essential difference between Aomo^g'y (or," affinity,"

as they gt^nerally termed it) and analogy "(which is only a learned
name for an uncertain kind of resemblance)— though this differe^ice

'had been fully understood an4 set forth by Aristotle himself—and,
moreover, that in seeking for analogies on which to base their

foregone conclusions they were often put to hard shifts. Another
singular fact is that they often seemed to be totally unaware of the
tendency if not the meaning of some of their own expressions : thu3
Macleay could write, and doubtless in perfect good faith ( Trails.

Linn. Society, xvi, p. 9, note), " Naturalists have nothing to do
with mysticism, and but little with a priori rea. oning. " Yet his
followers, if not he himself, were ever making 'jso of language in

the highest degree metaphorical, and were always explaining facts

in accordance with preconceived opinions. Flemikg, already the Fleming
author of a harmless and extremely orthodox Philosophy of Zoology,
pointed oat in 1829 in the Quarterly Review (xli. pp. 302-327.)
some of the fallacies of Macleay's method, and in return provoked
from him a reply, in the form of a letter addressed to Vigors' 7?7i

the Dyin^ Struggle of the Dichotomous System^ couched in language
the force of which no one even at the present day can deny, though
to the modern naturalist its invective power contrasts ludicrously
with the strength of its ratiocination. But, confining ourselves to

what is here our special business, it is to be remarked that perhaps
the heaviest blow dealt at these strange doctrines was that delivered
by Rennie, who, in an edition of Montagu's Ornithological
IHctio'nary (pp. xxxiii-lv), published in 1831 and again issued in

1833, attacked the Quinary System, and especially its application

to Ornithology by Vigors and Swainson, in a way that might
perhaps have demolished it, had not the author mingled with his

undoubtedly sound reasoning much that is foreign to any question
with which a naturalist, as such, ought to deal—though that
herein he was only following the example of one of his opponents,
who had constantly treated the subject in like manner, is to be
allowed. This did not hinder Swainson, who had succeeded in
getting the ornithological portion of the first zoological work ever
published at the expense of the British Government (namely, the
Fauna Boreali-Americana) executed in accordance "with his own
opinions, from maintaining them more strongly than ever in
several of the volumes treating of Natural History which he con-
tributed to the Cabinet Cyclopaedia—among others that from which,
ve have just given some extracts—and in what may be deemed tho
culmination in England of the Quinary System, the volume of the
" Naturalist's Library " on The Natural Arrangement and History
of Flycatchers^ published in 1838, of which unhappy performance
mention has already been made in this present work (vol. ix. p.
3.^0, note). This seems to have been his last attempt; for, two
years later, his Bibliography of Zoology shows little trace of his

favourite theory, though nothing he had uttered in its support was
retracted. Appearing almost simultaneously with this work, an
article by Strickland {Mag. Nat. History, ser. 2, iv. pp. 219-226) Strick«

entitled Observations upon the Affi,nitics .and Analogies of Organ- land.

izcd Beings adrainistered to the thoory a shock from which it

never recovered, though attempts were now and then made by its

adherents to revive it ; and, even ten years or more later, Kaup,
one of the few foreign ornithologists who had embraced Quinary
principles, was by mistaken kindness allowed to publish Mono-
graphs of the Birds-of-Prey (Jardine's Contributions: to Ornithology^

1849, pp. 68-75, 96-121; 1850, pp. 51-80; 1851, pp. 119-130;
1852, pp. 103-122 ; and Trans, Zool. Society, iv. pp. 201-260), in

which its absurdity reached the climax.

The m,ischief caused by this theory of a Quinary System was

\
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wery greats but was chiefly confine, to- Britain, for (as has been

already stated) the extraordinary vie^v3 of its adherents founil little

iavour on the continent of Europe. The purely artificial character

of the System of Linnxus and his successors had been perceived,

and men were at a loss to find a substitute for it. The new doctrine,

loudly proclaiming the discovery of a " Natural " System, led away

many from the steady practice which should have followed the

teaching of Cuvier (though he in Ornithology had not been able to

act up to the principles he had lain down) and from the extended

etudy of Comparative Anatomy. Moreover, it veiled the honest

atteinpis tliat were i^iaking both in France and Germany to find

real grounds for establishing an improved state of things, and con-

Bcquentiy the labours of De Blainville, £tienke, Geoffrot St-

Hii.AtRE, "and L'Hekmixiei:, of Mekrem, Johaxxes Mi/LLEn,

and NiTZsCH—to say nothing of others—were almost wholly un-

Vuown on this side of tlie Cliannel, and ev^n the value of the

investigations of British ornithotomists of high merit, such as

Macaiitxey and JIacg[LLIVuay, was almost completely over-

looked. True it is that there were not wanting other men in these

islands whose pojnniou sense refused to accept the metaphorical

doctrine and the mystical jargon of the Quinarians, but so streuu-

ouslv and persistently had the latter assb.ied their infallibility, and

so vigorously had they assailed any who ventured to doubt it, tfiat

most peaceable ornithologists found it best to bend to the furious

blast, and in some sort to acquiesce at least in the phraseology of

the scU-styled interpreters of Creative Will But, while thus

lamenting this unfortunate pervei-sion into a mistaken channel of

ornithological energy, wc must not over-blame those who caused it

JIacleay indcetl never pretended to a high position in this branch

of science, his tastes lying in the direction of Entomology; but few

of their countrymen knew more of Biids than did Swainson and

Vigors; and, while the latter, as editor for many years of the

Zoolo^jical Joiir7ial, and the fii-st Secretary of the Zoological Society,

has especial claims to the regard of all zoologists, so the former's

indefatigable pui-suit of Natural History, and conscientious labour

in its behalf—among other ways by means of his graceful pencil

—

deserve to be remembered as a set-oft" against the injury he unwit-

tingly caused.

TftODEe It is now incumbent upon us to lake a rapdd survey

of tlie ornithological works which come more or less under

-the designation of " Faunae "; ^ but these are so numerous

that it will be necessary to limit this survey, as before

indicated, to those countries alone \>uich form tlie homes

of English people, or are commonly visited by them in

ordinary travel.
' Beginniiig with our Antipodes, it is hardly needful to go further

New back than Mr Bnllor's beautiful Birds of New Zealand (4to,

^leaiana 1872-73), with coloured plates by Jb Keulemans, since the puhli-

cation of which the same author has issued a Manual of the

Birds of New Zcalaitd (8vo, 1882), founded on the former; but

justice requires that mention be made of tlie labouoe of G. R.

Gray, fii-st in the Appendix to DiefVenlvich's Travels in New
2«(?a?w£(lS43)and theninthe ornithological portion of tlie Zoology

of the Voyage of ff.M.S. " Erebus " and ** Terror,"" begun in 186i,

but left untiuished from tlie following year until completed by

Mt Shnrpe in 1876. A considerable number of valuable papers

on the Ornithology of the country by Drs Hector and Von Haast,

Prof. Hutton, Mr Potts, and others are to be found ia the Tra-iis-

options and Proceedings of the Kcw Zealand JnstitiUc.

Australli .
Pas5;ing to Australia, we have the first good description of some

of its Birds in the several old voyages and in Latham's works before

mentioned (pages 6 and 8). Shaw's Zorlogy of New Holland (4to,

1794) added those of a few more, as did J. W, Lewin's Natural

history of the Birds of New South Wales (4to, 1822), which reached

a" third edition in 1833. Gould's gi'eat Birds of Australia has been

already named, and he subsequerttly reproduced with some additions

the text of that work under the title of Bandhook to the Birds of

Australia (2 vols. 8vo, 1865). lu 18C6 Mr Digglcs commenced a

similar publication. The Orniiholo(j>j of Australia, but the coloured

plates, though fairly drawn, are not comparable to those of his pre-

decessor. This is stili incomplete, tiiough the parts ihat have

appeared have been collected to form two volumes and issued with

title-pages. Some notices of Australian Bii-ds bv ilr Ramsay and
Otlurs'are to be found in the Proecedintjs "f !h<. Linnsean Society of

Neio South JVaUs and of the Royal Society of Tasmania.
Ceylbn. Cuming to our Indian possessions, and beginning with Ceylon,

we have Kelaart's Prodro^nus Faunsc Zcylanicte (8vo, 1852), and

the admirable Birds of Ceylon by Cai)t. Lcggo (4to, 1878-80), with

coloured plates by Mr Keulemans of all the jieculiar species. It is

hardly possible to name any bo-^k that has been more conscic-n-

Jadia. tiously executed than this. In regard to continental India many

' A very useful list of more general scope is given as the Appendix

to an atldress by Mr &-later lo the British Association in 1875 {Report^

pt. ii. pp U4-133).

of the more important publications have been named in a former
article (Birds, iii. pp. 762, 763), and since that was written the
chief -work that has appeared is Blyth's Maminals and Birds of
Burma (8vo, 1875).^ icnXon's Birds of India (8vo, 1862-64; re-

printed iS77) still leigns supreme as the sole comprehensive work
on the Ornithology of the Peninsula, A very fairly execnte«l

compilation on the subject by an anonymous writer is to be found

iu a late edition of the Cyclopxdia of India published at Madras,

It is needless to observe that Stray Feathers, an ornithological

journal for India and its dependencies, and maintained with much
spirit by Mr A. O. Home, contains many interesting and some
valuable papers.

In regard to South Africa, besides the well-known work ofBouln

Le Vaillant already mentioned, there is the second volume of Sir Africa.

Andrew Smith's Illustrations of th-i- Zoology of ^outh Africa (4to,

1833-42), which is devoted to birds. This is an important but
cannot be called a satisfactory work. Its one hundred and four-

teen plates by Ford truthfully represent one hundred and twenty*

two of the mounted specimens obtained by the author in hia
exploratious into the interior. Mr Layard's handy Birds of South
Africa (8vo, 1867), though by no means free from faults, has
much to recommend it. A so-called new edition of it by Mr
Sharpe has since appeared (1875-84), but is executed on a plan
so wholly different that it must be regarded as a distinct work.
Andersson's Notes on the Birds of Danuira Land (Svo, 1872) has
been carefully edited by Mr Gurney, whose knowletlge of South-
Atrican ornithology is perhaps gieater than that of any one else.

It is much to be regretted that of the numerous spoiting books
that treat of this part of the world so few give any important
inforni.ition respecting the Birds.

Of special woi-ks i-elating to the British "West Indies, Waterton's ^Jest

well-known Wanderings hns })assed through several editions since 1 idies-

its tirst appearance in 1825, and must be mentioned here, tliough,

strictly speaking, much of the country he traversed was not British

territory. To Dr Cabanis we are indebted for the ornithological

results of Richard Schomburgh's researches given in the third volume

(pp. 662-765) of the \zitcv\ Reisen im Britisch-Guiana (Svo, 1848),

and then in L^Otaud's Oiscaux de I'tlc dc la Trinidad (Svo,

1866). Of the Antilles there is only to be named Mr Go5;se's

excellent Birds of Ja^naiea (12mo, 1847), together with its Ulnstra-

tions (sm. fob, 1849) beautifully executed by him. A nomin;.!

list, with references, of the Birds of the island is contained in the
Handbook of Jamaica for 1S81 (i)p.

103-117).

So admirable a *' List of Faunal Publications relating to I?orth N"»^b
American Ornithology" up to the year 1878 has been given by Dr Ajueric/

Cones as an appendix to his Birds of the Colorado Valley (pp. 567-

7S-1) that nothing more of the kind is wanted except to notice tha
chief separate works which have since appeared. Thf-se may bft

said to be ilr Stearns's New England Bird Life (2 vols. 8vo,

1SS1-S3), revised by Dr Coucs, and the several editions of his own
Check List of North American Birds (Svo, 1SS2), and Key to NortJi

Amerieun Birds (1SS4) ; while it maybe addetl that the conclud-
ing volumes of the North American Birds of Prof. Baird, the late

Dr Brewer, and Mr Ridgway (tlie fii-st three of which were pub-
lished ju 1874) are expected to be issued about the time that tliese

lines will meet the i-cadcr's eye. Yet some of tlie older works are

still of sufficient importance to be c=«pccially mentioned here, and
especially that of Alexander AVilson, whose A'uicricrin Ornithoioijy,

originally published between 180S and 1814, has gone through more
editions than there is room to specify, though mention should be

made of those js^ied in Great Britain, by Jameson (4 vols. 16mo.
1S31), and Jardinc (3 vols. Svo, 1832). The former of these has.

the entire text, but no plates ; the latter reproduces the jdates, but
the text is in places much condensed, and excellent notes are added.

A continuation of Wilson's work, under the same title and on tho

same plan, was issued by Bonaparte between 1825 Jind 1S33, and
most of the later editions include the work of both authors. Tho
works of Audubon, with their coutiuuaticns by Cassin nnd Mr
Elliot, and the Eau^ui Boreali-Americana of Richardson and
Swainson have already been noticed (pages 11 and 15); but they
need naming hei-e, as also does Xuttali's Manual of the Omitholorjij

of the United Slates and of Canada {2 voh., 1832-34 ; 2dcd., 1S40) ;

the Birds of Long Island (8vo, 1844) by Giraud, remarkable for

its excellent account of the habits of shore-bLrrls ; and of cour«e tho
Birds of North America (4to, 1858) by Prof. Baird, with the co-

operation of Cassin and Mr Lawrence, which originally formed rt

volume (ix. ) of what are known as the " Pacific Railroad Reports."

Apart from these special works the scientific journals cf Boston,

New York, Philadelphia, and Washington contain innumerable
papers on the Ornithology of the country, whilo jn 1S76 tho

BuUrlin of the Nidtall Ornithological Club began to (ippc-.r a'lH

continued until 1SS4, when it was superseded by Tho Auk^ estab-

lished solely for tho promotion of Ornithology in America, ami

- This is a posthumous publication, nominally fonning nn extra

number of the Journal of the Asiatic Society-, but, since tt was separ*

ately hsned, it is p^titled to notice here.
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immberiag amoog its supporters almost eTery American ornitholo-

gist of rxpate, its editoi^ being Messrs Allen, Cones, Ridgway,

tirewster, and Chamberlain.

S/AndT- Returning to the OKI World, armonf^he countries whoso Omi-

naria. thology will mnst interest British readers we have first 'Iceland,

the fullest—indeed the only full—account of the Birds of which is

Faher's Prodrointis der isldyidischen Omithologie (8vo, 1822), though

the island has since been visited by several good ornithologists,

—

Procter, Kriiper, and WoUey among them. A list of its Birds, with

some notes, bibliogi-aphical and biological, has been given as an

Ain>eudi.t to Mr Haring-Gould's Icclaiidy its Scenes and Sacfos (Svo^

1862); and ilr Shepherd's JW(A-i«wsi Pe}iinsiila of Iceland (8vo,

1867) recounts a somewhat profitless expedition made thither

expressly for ornithological objects. For the Birds of the Fceroes

there is Hcrr H. C. Mailer's Fasrdemcs Fitglcfauna (8vo, 1862), of

which a Gorman translation has appeared.^ The Ornithology of

Norway has been treated in a great m.any papers by JleiT Collett,

some of which mny be said to have l>ecn separately published as

Korycs Fugh (Svo, 1SC8 ; with a supplement, 1871), and The

Omitholiyjij of Stnthem Kortcay (Svo, 1872)—this last in English.

For Scar^dinavia generally the latest work is Herr Collin's

Skojidinaviens Fi'gh (Svo, 1873), being a greatly bettered editioii of

tlie very moderate Danmarks Fugle of KjcerboUing ; but the omi-

itholngical portion of Xilsson's Sl'andinavisk Fauna, Foglama
(3*1 ed., 2 vols. Svo, 1858) is of great merit; whilo the text of

Sundevall's Svcnska Foylama (obi. foL, 1856-73), unfortunately

nnhnished at hi? death, and Herr Holmgren's SkavdincK'iens Foglar

f2 vols. 8vo, 1866-75) deserve naming.
^rm&ny "Works on the Birtls of Germany are far too numerous to be

recounted. J'hat of the two Naumanns, already mentioned, and

yet again to be spoken of, stands at the head of all, and perhaps at

the head of tlic"Faunal" works of all countries. For want of

space it must here suffice simply to name some of the oruitholo-

Ijlsts who in this century have -elaborated, to an extent eisewheie

unkao\ni, the science as regards their owu country:—Altum,

Baldamus, Bochstein, Blasius (father and two sons), Belle,

Borggrcve, whose Vogel-Fcimia von Kcrddeutschland (Svo, 1869)

contains what is practically a bibliographical index to the subject,

Brehm (father and sons), Von Droste, Gatke, Gloger, Hintz, Alex-

ander and Eugen von Homeyer, Jackel, Koch, Koni^-Wart-

hausen, Kriiper, Knttcr, Landbeck, Landois, Leisler, Von Maltzan,

Bernard Mever, Von der iliihle, Neumann, Tobias, Johann \Volf,

and Zander.- AVere we to e.^tend the list beyond the boundaries

of the German empire, and include the ornithologists of Aui^tria,

Bohemia, and the other states subject to the same monarch, the

number would be nearly doubled ; but that would' overpass our pro-

posed limits, though Herr von Pelzeln must be named. ^ Passing

onward to Switzerland, we mast content ourselves by referriug to

the list of works, forming a BibHo'jrajyhia Ornilhohgica Helvetica,

drawn up by DrStolker for Dr Fatio's Bulletin de la SocieU OrnUko-
Italy. logiqiu Suisse (ii. pp. 90-119). As to Italy, we can but name here

the Fauna d'Ikil-ia, of which the second part, Uccelli (Svo, 3 872),

by Count Salvadori, contains an excellent bibliography of Italian

works on the subject, and the posthumously published Orni-

Spain tologia IfaJinna of Savi (3 vols. Svo, 1873-77).'* Coming to the

lod Iberian peninsula, we must in default of separate works depart

Portngah from our rule of not mentioning contributions to journals, for of

the former there are only Col. Irby's Ornithology of the Strnits of
Gibraltar (Svo, 1875) and Mr A. O. Smith's Spi-i)}g Tour in

Portugal^ to be namt-tl, and these only partially co^-er the ground.
However, Dr A. "E. Brehm has published a list of Spanish Birds
{Allgcm. deutsclic KatHrhisl. Zcitung, \\\. p. 431), and Thelbis cow-
tains several excellent papers by Lord Lilford and by Mr Saunders,

tlic latter of whom there records (1871, p. 55) the few works on
Ornithology by Spanish authors, and in the Bulletin de la Society

Zoologique de France (u p. 315; ii. pp. 11, 89, 185) has given a list

t»f the Spanish Birds known to him.
France. Returning northwards, we have of the Birds of the whole of

France nothing of real importance more recent than the volume

1 /oiinta/ /mV OfTtitboJogie, 1SC9, pp. 107, M\. SSI. One may almost ?ay im
Engtish translation olso, for Mujtir k'tildcn's contiibulion to Uv: ZovlnijiA fur

ItfTi on the same suliject gives the most essential p.irt of Herr Mullei's infor-
natlnn.

* This !g of course no complete list of German omithrlogistB, Some of the
most eminent of ihcm hare wiiticn scijrcely a line on the Birds of their mvn
countr)-, OS Cahanis (I'ditor since ISi-l of tlie Journal fur Onntfiofo'jir), Finsch,

IlartUub, Prince Stax of Wicd. .\. U. Meyer, XatliUiUis, Xchrkom, Keiclicnbacli,

Ri-klienoAv, and Schalow amonc others.
' A useful omttholoeical bibliogi-aiiiy of tlie Austrian-nuncavtan dominions w.is

firinted in ihe Verhand'umjfn of the Zoolocical and Botanical Suciery nf Vienna
or 1S7S. by Victor Hitter von Tschii^i zu >chmidhofen. A similar bibliopiaphy
of Ku-slan Orpithology by Alcsar.der Bmndt was printed at St Petcrabun; in

167; or IS78.

* .\ useful ron'pentUum of Orecb and Ti:rk]sh Ornithology* by Drs Kriiper and
ITartlaub is contained in Mommsen's Oriech'fche Jahrzeiten for 1S75 (Heft III.).

For I'ther countries* tn the Levant there are Canon Tristram's Fauna and Flora

of Puteitine {\ o. 1SS4) and Capt. Shell.-y's ilnndbook to the Birds of E'j»pt (Svo,

1872).
* In the linal chapter of this work the author gives a list of Portuguese liirds,

JncladiiiR besides those observed by him tho>e recorded bjf ProIklBarboza da
Bncnge (n (be GazeKi. M'd'ca Js Lishna. 130U dd. V-iy

Oiseaux in Yieillot's Faune Fran^atse (Svo, 1822-29) ; but there is

a great number of local publications of which Mr Saunders haa

furnished {Zoologist, 1S78, pp. 95-99) a catalogue. Some of these

seem only to have appeared in journals, but many have certainly

been issued separately. Those of m^st interest to English orjii-

thologists naturally refer to britanny, Normandy, and Picardy, and
are by Baillon, Benoist, Blandin, Bureau, Canivet, Chesnon,

De^laud, Demarle, De Norguet, Gentil, Hardy, Lemetteil, Lemon'
nicier, Lcsauvage, JlaignoDj Jlarcotte, Nourry, and 'I'asl^, while

perhaps the Ornitkologie Parisicnne of iL Rene Pnquet, under the

pseudonym of Neree Quepat, should also be named. Of the rest

the most important are the Ornitkologie Proven^ale of Roux (2 vols.

4to, 1825-29); Risso's Histoire noturellc .... des environs de

Nice (5 vols. Svo, 1826-27) ; the Ornitkologie dit Dauphin^ of

Bouteille and Labatie (2 vols. Svo, 1843-44) ; the Faunc Meri-

di&naleot Crespon (2 vols. Svo, 1844) ; the Ornitkologie dc la Savoie

of Bailly (4 vols. Svo, 1853-54), and Lcs liichesses ornithologigu'S

dii midi de la France (4to, 1859-61) of MM. Jaubert and
Barthelcmy-Lapommeraye. Por Belgium the Faunc Ddge of Baron ."r.lgi-,:T»

De Selys-Longcliamps (Svo, 1842), old as it is, remains the classical

work, though the Planches coloriics des Oiseaux de la Bclgiqne of

M. Dubois (Svo, 1851-60) is so much later in dnte. lu regard to

H^ll^nd we have Schlegel's De Vogcls van Ncderland (3 vols. Svo, HoUav. J

1854*58 ; 2d ed., 2 vols., 1878), besides his De Dieren van Ncder-

land: Vegels{Bvo, 1861).

Before considering tho ornithological works relating solely to the Europe

British Islands, it may be well to cast a glance on a few of those generaL

that refer to Kurope in general, the more so since most of them
are of Continental origin. First we have the already-mentioued
Manvel d'Omithologie of T^mminck, which originally appeared as

a single volume in 1815;^ but that was speedily superseded by the

second edition of 1820, in two volumes. Two supplementai-y parts

wt^re issued in 1S35 and 1840 respectively, and the work for many
years deservedly maintained the highest position as the authority

on European Ornithology—indeed in England it may almost

without exaggeration bp said to have been nearly the only foreign

oruitholo_gical work knovn ; but, as could only be expected, grave

defects are now to be discovered in it. Some of them were already

manifest when one of its author's colleagues, Schlegel (who had
been employed to wTite the text for Susemihl's plates, originally

intended to illustrate Temminck's work), brought out his bilingi'al

Pevue critique des Oiseaxix d'Europe (Svo, 1844), a very remarkable
volume, since it correlated and consolidated tlie labours of >ren<-h

and German, to say nothing of Russian, ornithologists. Of Gould's

Birds of Europe (5 vols. foL, 1832-37) nothing need bo ailded to

what has been already said. The year 1849 saw tho publi(?atinu

of Degland's Ornitkologie Euro})€cnne (2 vols. Svo), a work fully

intended to take the place of Temminck's ; but of which Bonaparte,

in a caustic but by no means ill-deserved Pevue Critique (12mo-

1850), said that the author had performed a miracle siuce he had
worked without a collection of specimens and without a library.

A second edition, revised by M. Gerbc (2 vols. Svo, 1867), strove to

remedy, and to some extent did remedy, the grosser errors of the

fii-st, but enough still remain to make few statements in the work
tnistwortby unless corroborated by other evidence. Meanwhile in

England Dr Bree had in 18.58 begun the publication of Tke Birdt

of Europe not observed in the British Isles (4 vols. Svo), which was
completed in 18G3, and in 1875 reached a second nnd improvtd

edition (5 vols.). In 1862 M. Dubois brought out a similar woik
on the " Especes non obsen'^es ^n Belgiqne," being supplemen-

tary to that of his a'.>ove named. In 1370 Dr Fritsch completed

his Xaturgcschichtc dcr Vijgel Europas (8vo, with nths in folio);

and in 1871 Messrs Sharpe and Dresser began the publication <>£

their Birds of Euro^K, which was completed by the latter in 1879

(S vols. 4to), and is unquestionably the most compli-te work of its

kind, both for fulness of information and beauty of illustration

—

the coloured plates being nearly all by Mr Ki-iilemans, or. when
not by him from the hardly inferior hand of Mr Xeale. In so

huge an imdertaking mistakes and omissions are of course to be

found if any ov." likes the invidious task of s-r^eking for them;
but many of the errors imputed to this work j^ove on investigation

to refer to mattci-s of opinion and not to matters of fact, while

many \nore are e\plicaUe if we remember that while the work was

iu progress Ornithology was beini; prosecuted with unprecedented

.••ctivity, and thus statements whioli were in accordance with tK*e

best inf"i*mation at the beginning ot the peri-^d were found to need

modification before it was ended. As a whole European ornitho-

logists are all but unanimously gratrful i.0 Mv Dresser for the

way in which he performed the enormous labour he had under-

taken.

Coming now to works on British Birds only, the first of the Britia^i

present century that requires remark is Montagu's Ornitkologicul Islea

Dictionary (2 vols. Svo, 1S02 ; supplement 1813), the merits of

which have been so long and so fully acknowledged both abroad

and at home that no further comment is here wanted. In 1***'*

« Copies are said to exist bearioir the date 13U.

xviir.-

«*-a
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Rennie brought out a modified edition of it (reissued in 1833), and
Newman another in 1866 {reissued in 1883); but those who wish
to know the autlior's views liad better consult the original. Next
ia orilcr come the %'ery inferior Brilish Ornithology of GmveS
(3 vols. 8vo, 1811-21), aiul a work with the same title by Hunt
(3 vols. B\'o, 1815-22), published at Norwich, but never finished.

Then we have Selby's Illustrations of British Ornithology, two
folio volumes of coloured plates engraved by himself, between 1821
and 1833, with letterpress also in two volumes (Svo, 1825-33), a
second edition of the first volume being also issued (1833), for the

author, having yielded to the pressure of the " Quinarian " doctrines

theu' in vogue, thought it necessary to adjust his classification

accordingly, and it must be admitted that for information the
second edition is best. In 1823 Fleming brought out his History

of British Animals (8vo), in which the Birds are treated at con-
siderable length (pp. 41-146), though not with great success. In
1835 Mr Jenyns (now Blomefield) produced an excellent Manual
of British Vertebrate Animals, a' volume (Svo) executed with great
scientific skill, the Birds again receiving due attrition (pp. 49-286),
and the descriptions of the various species being as accurate as they
are terse. In the same year began the Coloured Illustrations of
British Birds ami thiir B'jgs of H. L. Meyer (4to), which was
completed in 1843, whereof a second edition (7 vols. 8vo, 1842-50)
was brought out, and subsequently (1852-57) a reissue of the
latter. In 1836 appeared Eyton's History of th£ rarer British

Mirds, intended as a sequel to Bewick's well-known volumes, to

which no important additions had been made since the isaue of

1821. nie yeur 1837 saw the beginning of two remarkable works
l)y Macgillivray and Yarrell respectively, and each entituled A
-Histoid of British Birds. Of the first, undoubtedly the more
original and in many respects the more minutely accurate, mention
will again have to be made (page 24), and, save to state that its five

volumes were not completed till 1852, nothing jiore needs now to

l)e added. The second has -unquestionably become the standard
work on British Ornithology, a fact due in part to its numerous
illustrations, many of them indeed ill drawn, though all carefully

engraved, but much more to the breadth of the author's views and
the judgment \vith which they were set forth. In practical acquaint-

ance with tile internal structure of Birds, and in the perception of

its importance in classification, he was certainly not behind his

rival ; but lie well knew that the British public in a Book of Birds

not only did iiot want a series of anatomical treatises, but would
even resent their introduction. He had the art to conceal his art,

and his work was therefore a success, while the other was unhappily
a failure. Yet with all his knowledge he was deficient in some of

the qualities which a great naturalist ought to possess. His concep-

tion of what his work should be seems to have been perfect, his

execution was not equal to -the conception. However, he was not

the first nor will he be the last to fall short in this respect. For
him it must be said that, whatever may have been done by the

generation of British ornithologists now becoming advanced, in life,

he educated tnem to do it ; nay, his influence even extends to a

younger generation still, though they may hardly be aware of it.

Of Yarrell's work in three volumes, a second edition was published

in 1845, a third in 1856, and a fourth, begun in 1871, and almost

wholly rewritten, is still unfinished. Of the compilations based

upon this work, without which they could nothave been composed,

there is no need to speak. One of the few apj>earing since, with

the same scope, that are not borrowed is Jardine's Birds of Great

Britain and Ireland (4 vols. 8vo, 1838-43), 'forming part of his

Kaluralist's Library ; and Gould's Birds of Great Britain has been
already mentioned.*

A fonsiderable number of local *orl*e deserving of notice have

also to be named. The first three volumes of Thompson's Natural
History of Irela.id (8vo, 1849-51) contain an excellent account of

the Birds of that island, and Mr Watters's Binls of Irela-iui (8vo,

1853) has also to be mentioned. For North Britain there is Mr
Robert Gray's Birds of the West of Scotland (8vo, 1K71), which
virtually is an a-'count of those of almost the whole of that part of

tire kingdom. To these may be added Dunn's Ornithologist's Guide

to Orkney and Shetland (8vo, 1837), the unfinished Ilistoria

yaturalis Oreadcnsis of Baikie and Heddle (Svo, 1848), and Saxby's

Birds of.Shetland {8vo, 1874), while the sporting- works of Charles

St John contain much information on the Ornithology of the

Highlands.^ The local works on English Birds are still more
numerous, but among them may be especially named Dilhvyn's

Fauna and Flora of Stcansea (1848), Mr Knox's Ornithological

Bamilcs ia Sussex (1849), Mr Stevenson's Birds of Norfolk

(1866-70), Mr Cecil Smith's Birds of Somerset (1869) and Birds of

a' Though 'contravening our plan, we must for its great merits notice

here Mr More's series of papers in The Ibis for 1865, " On the Distri-

l)ution of Birds in Great Britain during the Nesting Season."

[
* Did our scheme permit us, we should be glad to mention in detail

the various important communications on Scottish Birds of Alston,

Uessis Buckley, JHsrvio-Brown, Lunuden. and otbersi.

Chiemscy (1879), ^ Mr Cordeanx's Birds of the Humlsf District

(1872), Mr John Hancock's Birds of Northumberland and Durham
(1874), The Birdi of Nottinghamshire by Messrs Sterland and
Whitaker (1879), Rodd's Birds of Cornwall edited by Mr Harting
(1880), and the Vertebrate Fauna of Yorkshire (1881), of which tlie
" Birds" are by Mr W. E. Clarke.

The good effects of " Fauna'. " worts such as tnose

named in the foregoing rapid survey none can doubt.
" Every kingdom, every province, should have its own
monographer, " wrote Gilbert White more than one hundred
years ago, and experience has proved the truth of his

assertion. In a former article (Birds, iii. pp. 736-764)
the attempt has been made to shew how the labours of

monographers of this kind, but on a more extended scale,

can be brought together, and the valuable results that

thence follow. Important as they are, they do not of

themselves constitute Ornithology as a science ; and an
enquiry, no less wide and far metre recondite, still remains.

By whatever term we choose to call it—Classification,

Arrangement, Systematizing, or Taxonomy—that enquiry

which has for its object the discovery of the natural

groups into which Birds fall, and the mutual relations of

those groups, has always been one of the deepest interest,

and to it we must now recur.

But nearly all the authors above named, it will have
been seen, trod the same ancient paths, and in the works
of scarcely one of them had any new spark of intelligence

been struck out to enlighten the gloom -which surrounded
the investigator. It is now for us to trace the rise of the

present more advanced school of ornithologists whose
labours, preliminary as we must still regard them to be,

yet give signs of far greater promise. It would probably

be unsafe to place its origin further back than a few

scattered hints contained in the " Pterographische Frag-

mente " of Christian Ludwig Nitzsch, published in the Nitzscb

Magannfiir den neuesten Ztistand der y^aturiunde (edited

by Voigt) for May 1806 (xi. pp. 393-417), and even these

might be left to pass unnoticed, were it not that we recog-

nize in them the germ of the great work which the same
admirable zoologist subsequently accomplished. In these
" Fragments," apparently his earliest production^, we find

him engaged on the su'.^ject with which his name will

always be especially identified, the structure and arrange-

ment of the feathers that form 'the proverbial characteristic

of Birds. But, though the observations set forth in this

essay were sufficiently novel, there is not much in them
that at the time would have attracted attention, lor

perhaps no one—not even the author himself—could have
then foreseen to what important end they would, in con-

junction with other investigations, lead future naturalists

;

but they are marked by the same close and patient deter-

mination that eminently distinguishes all the work of their

author ; and, since it will be necessary for us to return to

this part of the subject later, there is here no need to say

more of them. In the following year another set of hints

—

of a kind so different that probably no one then living would
have thought it possible that they should ever be brought

in correlation svith those of Nitzsch—are contained in

a memoir on Fishes contributed to the tenth volume of

the Annales du Museum dhistoire naturelle of Paris by
£tienne Geoffeoy St-Hilaike in 1807.' Here we have & O.

it stated as a general truth (p. 100) that young birds have Hitic

the sternum formed of five separate pieces—one in the

middle, being its keel, and two " annexes " on each side to

which the ribs are articulated—all, however, finally uniting

to form the single "breast-bone." Further on (pp. 101,

102) we find observations as to the number of ribs which

are attached to each of the "annexes"—there being sonie-

3 In the Philosophie Anatomigne (i. pp. 69-101, and especially

pp. 135, 136), which appeared in 1818, Geoffroy Si-Hilnire ejcp!.iip«l

.the_liew3 he had adopted at greater length'
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times more of them articulated to tue anterior than to the

posterior, and in certain forms no ribs belonging to one,

all being applied to the other. Moreorer, the author

goes on to remark that in adult birds trace of the origin

of the sternam from five centres of ossification is always

more or less indicated by sutures, and that, though these

sutures had been generally regarded as ridges for the

attachment of the sternal muscles, they inJeed mark
the extreme points of the five primary bony pieces of the

ste.ium.

In 1810 appeared at Heidelberg the first volume of

rifdo- Tiedemann's carefully-wrought Anatomie vnd Natur-
"''"°"

ijesi-Jdchie tier Vo^el—which shews a remarkable liihance

upon the woik which Cuvier did in 1805, and iu some
respects is superior to his later production of 1817. It is,

liowever, only noticed here on account of the numerous
references made to it by succeeding writers, for neither in

this nor in the author's second volume (not published until

1811) did he propound any systematic arrangement' of

the Class. Jfore germane to our present subject are the

OsteograjjhiscJte Beitrdge sur Niilurgeschichte der Vijgel of

.s'iuscli. Nitzsch, printed at Leipzig in 1811—a miscellaneous set

of detached essays on some peculiarities of the skeleton or

portions of the skeleton of certain Birds—one of the most
remarkable of which is that on the component parts of the

foot (pp. 101-105) pointing out the aberration from the

ordinary structure exhibited by the Goatsucker (Capri-

mulffus) and the Swift {Cypselits)—an aberration which, if

rightly understood, would have conveyed a warning to

those ornithological systematists who put their trust in

Birds' toes for characters on which to erect a classification,

that there was in them much more of importance, hidden

m the integumeat, than had hitherto been suspected; but

the warning was of little avail, if any, till many years had
elapsed. However, Nitzsch had not as yet seen his way
to proposing any methodical arrangement of the various

groups of Birds, and it was not until some eighteen months
later that a scheme of classification in the main anatomical

was attempted.

Menem. This scheme was the work of Blasius Merrem, who,

in a communication to the Academy of Sciences of Berlin

on the 10th December 1812, which was published in its

Ahhandlungen for the following year (pp. 237-259), set

forth a Tent<imen Si/stematis tialuralis Avium, no less

modestly entitled than modestly executed. The attempt

of Merrem must be regarded as the virtual starting-point

of the latest efforts in Systematic Ornithology, and in that

view its proposals deserve to bo stated at length. Without
pledging ourselves to the acceptance of all its details—some

of which, as is only natural, cannot be sustained with our

present knowledge, resulting from the information accumu-

lated by various investigators throughout more than

seventy years—it is certainly not too much to say that

Merrem's merits are almost incomparably superior to those

of any of his predecessors as well as to those of the majority

of his successors for a long time to come ; while the neglect

of his treatise by many (perha[J8 it would not be erroneous

to say by most) of those who have since written on the

subject seems inexcusable save on the score of inadvert-

ence. Premising then that the chief characters assigned

by this ill-appreciated systematist to his several groups are

drawn from almost all parts of the structure of Birds, and
are supplemented by some others of their more ])rominent

peculiarities, wo present the foUowins abstract of Ms
scheme :'

—

' The nanie3 of tlie geitera are, ho telb us, for the most part those

of Lhinsus, as heiiig the Ijest-kiicwn, though nob the best. To some
of the Liniiffian genera he darelJot, however, assign aplace, for instance,

Buceros, Jlscinatojius, Mercjpi, Glarcola'(Gme\ms genus, by the bye),

md Palamedea,

I. AVE3 CAKINAT^
1. Av8S aerejc.

A. Kapaccs.—a. jiccipitree -fultvr, Falco, Sagittaritis.'

b. Strix.

B. Hymonbpodea

—

a. CheliJones: a. 0. nooturnaJ—Ca^in-
midgus; p. C. diunia;

—

Hirundo.
b, Osciues: a. O. coiiirostrcs

—

Loxia,Frin-
gilla, Embcriza, Tangara ; &. 0. tou-

uirostres

—

Alaiida, MotaciUa, Mu3ci-
capa, Todus, Laniits, Ampdis, Tttr-

dus, Paradisca, Buphaga, Stumtts,
Oriolus, Gracula, Coracias, Corviis,

Tiprat, Parus, liitta,Ccrthiie <\\xi&is.m.

C. MellisngsB.— TrocJiibis, Certhix ct Cfpvpie pluHma;.
D. Dendrocolaptffi.

—

Picus, Vniu:
E. Brevilinguos.

—

a. Upupa; b. Jspids:.

F. Levirostres.

—

a^ Rainpkastus, Scytlirvpsi; i. PsiUanis.
G. Coccyges.

—

Cuculus, Trogcn, Bucco, Crotophaga,
2. Avcs terrcstres.

A, Columba,
B. Gallinffi.

3. Aves aquaticfp.

\. Odontorhynchi : a. Boscades

—

Anas; b. McrgiiS] c. P/«B5ii.

coptt'rus.

B. Platyrhynchi.

—

Pclicanus, Phaeton, Plotus.

C. Aptcnodytes.

D. Uriuatrices: a. Cepphi

—

Alca, Colymbi pedibus palmatis;
b. Podiccps, Colyvwi pedibus lobatis.

E. Stenorhynchi.

—

ProccUaria, Diomedect, Larus, Sterna,
Phyiichojjs.

i. Aves palustres.

A. Kusticolae ; a. Phalarides— Rallua, Fulica, Parra ; b.

Liraosugffi

—

A'umenws, Scolopax, Tringa, Gharadrius,
Rccurvirostra.

B. Grallffi : a. Erodii

—

Ardees ungue intei'medio serrato,

CancToirui; b. Pelargi

—

Cieonia, Mydcria, Tantaliqv.iia.vn,

Scopus, Ptalalea ; c. Gerani

—

Ardcm ciistatae, Grucs,
Psophia,

C. Otis.

II. Aves jiatit.«.—StriUhid.

The most novel feature, and one the importance of

which most ornithologists of the present day are fully pre-

pared to admit, is of course the separation of the Class

Aves into two great Divisions, which from one of the most
obvious distinctions they present were called by its authoi

Carinatse- and Ratitae,'^ according as the sternum possesses

a keel (crista in the phraseology of many anatomists) or

not. But Merrem, who subsequently communicated to

tUa Academy of Berlin a more detailed memoir on the
" flat-breasted " Birds,^ was careful not here to rest; his

Divisions on the presence or absence of tlieir sternal

character alone. He concisely cites (p. 238) no fewer than
eirjkt other characters of more or less value as peculiar to

the Carinate Division, the first of which is that the feathers

have their barbs furnished with hooks, in consequence of

wliich the barbs, including those of the wing-quills, cling

closely together ; while among the rest may be mentioned
the position of the furcula and coracoids,^ whicii keep tho

wing-bones apart; the limitation of the mmiber of the

lumbar vertebra to fifteen, and of tho carpals to two ; as

well OS the divergent direction of ihe iliac bones,—the

corresponding characters peculiar to the Ratite Division

being (p. 259) the disconnected condition of the barbs of

the feathers,through the absence of any hooks whereby they

might cohere ; the non-existence of the furcula, and tho

coalescence of the coracoids with the scapulae (or, an he
expressed it, the extension of the scapulae to supply tho

place of the coracoids, which he thought were waniiag)

;

the lumbar vertebrae being iiventy and the carpals thr,ui in

number; and the parallelism of the iliac bones.

- From carina, a keel.

3 From rates, a raft or flat-bottomed barge.
* *

' Beschreibung der Gerippes eines Casuars nebst einigen beija" .fi;«;H

Eenierkuhgen liber die flachbriistigeu Vogel "

—

Abhandl. der JS ^Hai.

Akademie, Phys. Klasse, 1817, pp. ITSHiiS, tabb. i.-iii.

* Merrem, as did many others in Ids time, calls the coracoids " 3fli'1-

cuIbi "; but it is now well understood that in Birda the re^ cWl 'a^let

form the forculaoi '*jn«'rrv-thougbt."
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As for Merrem's partitioning of the inferior groups there

is less to be said in its praise as a whole, though credit

must be given to his anatomical knowledge for, leading

him to the perception of several affinities, as well as

differences, that had never before been suggested by

superficial systematists. But it must be confessed that

(chiefly, no doubt, from paucity of accessible material) he

overlooked many points, both of alliance and the opposite,

which since his time have gradually come to be admitted.

Por instance, he seems not to have been aware of the dis-

tinction, already shown by Nitzsch (as above mentioned)

to exist, between the Sivallows and the Swifts ; and, by
putting the genus Coracias among his Oscines Tenuirostres^

without any remark, proved that he was not in all respects

greatly in advance of his age ; but on the other hand he

most righteously judged that some species hitherto referred

to the genera Certhia and Vjntpa required removal to

other positions, and it js much to be regretted that the

very concise terms in which his decisions were given to the

world make it impossible to determine w-ith any degree

of certainty the extent of the changes in this respect which

he would have introduced. Had Merrem published his

scheme on an enlarged scale, it seems likely that he would
have obtained for it far more attention, and possibly some
portion of acceptance. He had deservedly attained no
little reputation as a descriptive anatomist, and his claiilis

to be regarded as a systematic reformer would probably

have been admitted in his lifetime. As it was his scheme
apparently fell fiat, and not until many years had elapsed

were its merits at all generally recognized.

Notice has next to be taken of a Memoir on the

Employment of Sternal Characters in establishing Natural

De Families among Birds, which was read by De Blainville
Blain- before the Academy of Sciences of Paris in 1815," but not
villo. published in full for more than , |i\'e years later {Journal

de Physique . . . . et des Arts, xcii: pp. 185-215), though an
abstract forming part of a Prodrome d'line nouvelle distribu-

tion du Regne Animal appeared earlier {op. cit., Ixxxiii. pp.

252, 253, 258, 259 ; and Bull. Soc. Philomath, de Paris,

1816, p. 110). This is a very disappointing performance,

since the author observes that, notwithstanding his new
classification of Birds is based on a study of the form of

the sternal apparatus, yet, because tliat^es wholly within

the body, he is compelled to have recourse to such outward
characters as are afforded by the proportion of the limbs

md the disposition of the toes—even as had been the

practice of most ornithologists before him I It is evident

that the features of the sternum on which De Blainville

chiefly relied were those drawn from its posterior margin,

which no very extensive experience of specimens is needed
to show are of comparatively slight value; for the number
of " echaiicrures

"—notches as they have sometimes been
called in English—when they exist, goes but a very short

way as a guide, and is so variable in some very natural

groups as to be even in that short way occasionally mis-

leading.^ There is no appearance of his having at all taken

into consideration the far more trustworthy characters

furnished by the anterior part of the sternum, as well as

by the coracoids and the furcula. Still De Blainville

made some advance in a right direction, as for instance by
elevating the Parrots* and the Pigeons as " Ordns," equal

in rank to that of the Birds-of-Prey and some others.

* He also placed the genus Tothts in tlie same group, 'but it must
be borne in mind that in his time a great many Birds were referred to

that genus wliich (according to modern ideas) certainly do not belong
to it, and it may well have been that he never bad the oppoi-tuuity of

examining a specimen of the gcnns as nowadays restricted.
* Not 1812, as has soiietimes been stated.

' C/. Philos. Transactions, 1S69, p. 337, note.
* Thi.i view of them liad been long before tak^n by Willugliby,

but abandoned by all later authors.

According to the testimony of L'Herminier (for whom sea

later) he divided the " Passereaux " into two sections, the

"faux " and the " vrais "; but, while the latter were very
correctly defined, the former were most arbitrarily separated

from the " Grimpeitrs. " He also split his Grallatores and
Katatores (practically identical with the Grallse and
Anseres of Linnaeus) each into four sections; but he failed

to see—as on his own principles he ought to have seen—

:

that each of these sections was at least equivalent to

almost any one of his other " Ordres." He had, however,
the courage to act up to his own professions in collocating

the 'Rollers {Coracias) with the Bee eaters {Merops), and
had the sagacity to surmise that Menura was not a
Gallinaceous Bird. The greatest benefit conferred by this

memoir is probably that it stimulated the efforts, presently

to be mentioned, of one of his pupils, and that it brought
more distinctly into sight that other factor, originally dis-

covered by Merrem, of which it now clearly became the

duty of systematizers to take cognizance.

Following the chronological order we are here aaopting,

we next have to recur to the labours of Nitzsch, who, in

1820, in a treatise on the Nasal Glands of Birds—

a

subject that had already attracted the attention ol

Jacobson {Nouv. Bull. Soc. Philomath, de Paris, iii. pp. Jarob-

267-269)—first put forth in Jleckel's Devtsches Archiv s<"'

fUr die Physiologie (vi. ])p. 251-269) a statement of his

general views on ornithological classification which wereN. .j:ct>

based on a comparative examination of those bodies in

various forms. It seems unnecessary here to occupy space

by giving an abstract of his plan,^ which hardly includes

any but European species, because it was subsequently

elaborated with no inconsiderable modifications in a waj
that must presently be mentioned at greater length. But
the scheme, crude as it was, possesses some interest. It

is not only a key to. much of his later work-.—to nearly all

indeed that was published in his lifetime—but in it are

founded several defiiiite groups (for example, Passerinie

and Picaria) that subsequent experience has shewn to be

more or less natural ; and it further serves as additional

'evidence of the breadth of his views, and his trust in the

teachings of anatomy ; for it is clear that, if organs so

apparently insignificant as these nasal glands were found

Avortjiy of being taken into account, and capable of form-

ing a base of operations, in drawing up a system, it Mould

almost follow that there can be no part of a Bird's organiza-

tion that by proper study would not help to .supply some
means of solving the great question of its affinities. This

seems to the present writer to be one of the most certain

general truths in Zoology, and is probably admitted in

theory to be so by mo^t zoologists, but their practice is

opposed to it ; for, whatever group of animals be studied,

it is found tliat one set or another of characters is the

chief favourite of the authors consulted—each generally

taking a separate set, and that. to the exclusion of all

others, instead of effecting a combination of all the sets

and taking the aggregate."

That Nitzsch took this extended view io abundantly

proved by the valuable series of ornithotomical observa-

tions which he must have been for some time accumulating.

^ This plan, having been repeated by Schopss in 1820 (.'yj. cit., xii.

p. 73), became known to Sir R. Owen in 1835, who then drew to it

the attention of Kirby {Seventh Bridgcwatcr Treatise, ii. pp. 444, 445),

anil in the next year referred to it in his own article " Aves " in Todd's

Cyclopxdia of Anatmiiy (i. p. 266), so that Englishmen need no

excuse for not being a\)'are of one of Nitzsch's labours, though his

more advanced work of 1829, presently to be menlioued, was not

referred to by Sir R. Owen.
•^ A very reniavkable instance of this may be seen in the Systenta

Avium, promulgated in 1830 by Wagler (a man with great knowledge

of Birds) in his Natixrlichcs System der Avtpkibien (pp. 77-128). He
took the tongue us his chief guide, and found it indeed an unruly

member
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Hcr-

and almost immedlateLy afterwards'^began to contribute

to tie younger Naumann's excellent Naturgeschichte der

Vogd DeuUchlands, already noticed above (page 9).

Besides a concise general treatise on the Organization of

Birds to be found in the Introduction to this work (i. pp.

23-52), a brief description from Nitzsch's pen of the

peculiarities of the internal structure of nearly every genus

is incorporated with the author's prefatory remarks, as

each passed under consideration, and these descriptions

being almost without exception so drawn up as to be com-
parative are accordingly of great utility to the student of

classilication, though they have been so greatly neglected.

U|X)a these descriptions he was still engaged till death, in

1837, put an end to his labours, when his place as

Naumann's aesistant for the remainder of the work was
taken by Rudolph Wagner ; bnt, from time to time, a
fjw more, which he had already completed, made their

posthumous appearance in it, and, even in recent years,

some selections from his unirablished papers have through
the care of Giebel been presented to the public. Through-
out the whole of this series the same marvellous industry

and scrupulous accuracy are manifested, and attentive study

of it will shew how many times Nitzsch anticipated the

conclusions at which it has taken some modern ta.xonomers

"fifty years to arrive. Yet over and over again his de-

termination of the affinities of several groups even of

European Birds was disregarded ; and Ms labours, being

contained in a bulky and costly work, were hardly known
at all outside of liis own country, and within it by no
means appreciated so much as they deserved ^—for even
Naumann himself, who gave them publication, and was
doubtless in some degree influenced by them, utterly failed

to iierceive the importance of the characters offered by the

soMg-musc!cs of certain groups, though their peculiarities

were all duly described and recorded by his coadjutor,

as some indeed liad been long before by Cuvier in his

famous dissertation ^ on the organs of voice in Birds

{Lecona (Tuntitomie conijxiree, iv. pp. 450-491). Nitzsch's

name was subsequcatly dismissed by Cuvier without a
word of praise, and in terms which would have been
applicable to many another and inferior author, while

Tcnuninck, terming Naumann's work an " orivrar/e dc luxe,"

- it being in truth one of the cheai>est for its contents

ever published,—effectually shut it out from the realms of

science. In liritain it seems to have been positively

unknown until quoted some years after its completion by
a cktalogue-coiiipiler on account of. some peculiarities of

nomenclature which it presented.^

Now we must return to France, where, in 1827,
L'Heeaiinier, a creole of Guadaloupe and a pupil of De
Blainville's, contributed to the Ades of the Linna)an Society
of Paris for t'lat year (vi. pp. 3-93) the

-

" Piecherches sur
I'appareil sternal des Oiseau.\," which the jn-ecept and
e.cain|ile of his master had prompted him to urldertake,

and Cuvier had found for him the means of executing. A
second and considerably enlarged edition of this very
remarkable treatise was published as a separate work in

tlie following year. We have already seen that De
Blainville, though fully persuaded of the great value of

sternal features as a method of classification, had been
compelled to fall back upon the old pedal characters so
often employed before ; but now the scholar had learnt to

excel his teacher, and not only to form an at least provi-

• Tlieir value was, however, understood by Gloger, who in 1834, aa
will presently be seen, expressed his Mgret at. nqt-being able to use
them.* '\_^'

^ Cuvier's hrst observations on the subject seem io "have'appeared
ill the Maijazin Enci/clo2'ediqiie for 1795 (ii. pp. 330, 358).

* However, to this cat.ilogue-compiler the present writer's grati-
tude ia due, for thereby he became acquainted with the work and its
merits

sional arrangement of the various members of the Class,'

based on sternal characters, but to describe these characters

at some length, and so give a reason for the faith that was
in him. There is no evidence, so far as we can see, of

his having been aware of Merrem's views ; but like that

anatomist he without hesitation divided the Class into two

great "coupes," to which he gave, however, no other names
than " Oiseaux Normaux " and " Oiseaux A nomaux,

"

—
exactly corresponding with his predecessor's Carinatx and
Ratitoi—and, moreover, he had a great advantage in

founding these groups, since he had discovered, apparently

from his own investigations, that the mode of ossificatifin

in each was distinct ; for hitherto the statement of there

being five centres of ossification in every Bird's sternum
seems to have been accepted as a general truth, without

contradiction, whereas in the Ostrich and the Rhea, at any
rate, L'Herminier found that there were but two such

primitive points,'' and from analogy he judged that the

same would be the case with the Cassowary and tlio Emeu,
which, with the two forms mentioned above, made up the

whole of the " Oiseaux Anoinaux " whose existence was
then generally acknowledged.^ These are the forms which
composed the Family previously termed Cnrssres by D.o

Blainville ; but L'Herminier was able to distinguish no
fewer than thirty-four Families of "Oiseaux hormaux"
and the judgment with which their separation and defini-

tion were effected must be deemed on the whole to be most
creditable to him. It is to be remarked, however, that

the wealth of the Paris JIuseum, which he enjoyed to the

full, placed him in a situation incomparably more favour-

able for arriving at results than that which was occupied

by Jlerrem, to whom many of tlie most remarkable forms
were wholly'unknown, while L'Herminier had at his dis-

posal examples of nearly every type then known to exist.

But the latter used this privilege wisely and well—not,

after the manner of Do Blainville and others subsequent

to him, relying solely or even chiefly on the character

afforded by the jjosterior portion of the sternum, but

taking also into consideration those of the anterior, as well

as of the in some cases still more important characters

presented by the pre-sternal bones, such as the furcula,

coracoids, and scapulce. L'Herminier thus separated the

Families of " Normal Birds":

—

" Accii>itres" — AccipUvcs,

Liiin.
" Serpcntaircs " — Gypogcra-

nus, lllicer.

" Cliouettes'"—«;-e^, Liiiu.
" Touracos"—0/jrtdH5,Vieillot,
" rciroqucts " — I'siUaciis,

Linii.
'' Colibris"

—

TrncJiilus,JAuiu
" Jlartincts "

—

C!/2>sclus, Illi-

gcr.

'Engoiilevcnts"

—

Caprimiil-

gus, Linn.
'Coucpus "

—

CucuUis, Linn.
'Couroucou's"

—

Trogo.tihuiJi.
' Rollicrs"

—

Gafgulus, Bria-

sou.

' Guepiers "

—

Ma-ops, Linn.
'Jlaifins-rccheurs"

—

Alcalo,

Linn.
' Calaos "

—

Buccros, Linn.
' Toucans " — llanqihastos,

Linn.
' f'ies

"

—

ricits, Linn.
'hlpopsiJcs" — Epo]3sidcs,

Vicillot.

" Passcreaux " — Passcrcs,

Linn. ' .

" Pigeons "—Cohtmla, LinlL
" Gallinace's "

—

Galliiiacca.
" Tiuamous " — Tinamus,

Latham.
"Foulqucs ou Ponies d'eau''—Fulka, Linn.
"Oiucs"— Grits, Pallas.

"Herodions"

—

Hcrodii, Illi-

gcr.

No name given, but said to

include "Ics ibis ct Ics

spatulcs." ,

" Gralles ou Ecliassicrs "

—

GraUx.
" Moucttcs "

—

Zants, Linn.
" rctrels"^Procc?/fl?7'a.Linn.

"Pelicans"

—

Pclccaniis,Lmn
" Canards "

—

Anas, Linn.
."Grebes"

—

Podiccps, l.?tthan\.

"Plongeons" — Cubimbus,
Latiiam.

" Pingouins"

—

Aka,latham.
" Jlanchots " — Aiitawdytes,

Forster.

* This fact in the Ostrich appears to have been known already to

Geoffrey St-Hilaire from his own observatioa in Egypt, but does not
seem to have been published by him. - ~«.

* Considerable doubts were at tliat time, as said elsewhere (Kiwr,
vol. xiv. p. 104), entertained in Paris as to the existence of tho
Apt:,-jx.
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N'itzacb.

The preceding list is given to shew the very markea
agreement of L'Herminier's results compared with those

obtained fifty years later by another investigator, who
approached the subject from an entirely different, though

still osteological, basis. The sequence of the Families

adopted is of course open to much criticism ; but that

would be wasted upon it at the present day; and the

cautious naturalist will remember that it is generally

difficult and in most cases absolutely impossible to deploy

even a small section of the Animal Kingdom into line.

So far as a linear arrangement will permit, the above list

is very creditable, and will not only pass muster, but

cannot easily be surpassed for excellence even at this

moment. Experience has shewn that a few of the Families

are composite, and therefore require further splitting ; but
examples of actually false grouping cannot be said to

occur. The most serious fault perhaps to be found is the

intercalation of the Ducks (No. 30) between the Pelicans

and the Grebes—but every systematist must recognize

the difficulty there is in finding a place for the Ducks in

any arrangement we can at present contrive that shall be

regarded as satisfactory. JIany of the excellencies of

L'Herminier's method could not be pointed out without

too great a sacrifice of space, because of the details into

which it would be necessary to enter ; but the trenchant

way in which he showed that the " Passereaux"—a group

of which Cuvier had said " Son caracttre semble d'abord

purement n^gatif," and had then failed to define the

limits—differed so completely from every other assem-

blage, while maintaining among its own innumerable

members an almost perfect essential homogeneity, is very

striking, and shews how admirably he could grasp his sub-

ject. 2s'"ot less conspicuous are his merits in disposing of

the groups of what are ordinarily kno^v?l as Water-birds, his

indicating the affinity of the Rails (No. 22) to the Cranes
!No. 23), and the severing of the latter from the Herons
No. 21). His union of the Snipes, Sandpipers, and
Plovera into one group (No. 2G) and the alliance, especially

dwelt upon, of -that group with the Gulls (No. 27) are

steps whjch, though indicated by Merrem, are here for the

first time clearly laid down ; and the separation of the

Gulls from the Petrels (No. 28)—a step in advance already

taken, it is true, by Illiger—is here placed on indefeasible

ground. With all this, perhaps on account of all this,

L'Herminier's efforts did not find favour with his scientific

superiors, and for the time things remained as though his

investigations had never been carried on.^

Two years later Nitzsch, who was indefatigable in his

endeavour to discover the Natural Families of Birds, and
had been pursuing a series of researches into their vascular

system, published the result, at Halle in Saxony, in his

Observationes de A vium arteria carolide communi, in which
is included a classification drawn up in accordance with the

variation of structure which that important vessel presented

in the several groups that he had opportunities of examin-

ing. By this time he had visited several of the principal

museums on the Continent, among others Leyden (where

Temrainck resided) and Paris (where he had frequent

intercourse with Cuvier), thus becoming acquainted with

a considerable number of exotic forms that had hitherto

been inaccessible to him. Consequently his labours had
attained to a certain degree of completeness in this direc-

tion, and it may therefore be expedient here to name the

different groups which he thus thought himself entitled to

consider established They are as follows:

—

^ With the exception of a brief and wholly inadequate notice in the

Edinburgh Journal of KiUural Jlistory (i, p. 90), the present writer

is not aware of attention having beei; directed to L'Herminier's labours

by British ornithologists for several years after ; but considering how
they wcro employing themselves at the time (as is shown in another

place) this is not surprising.

I. AvEs CAKINAT2E [L'H. Oiseaux Normaux "].

A. Aves Carinats aerete.

1. Accipitrina [L'H. 1, 2 partim, 3] ; 2. Passerine [L'H. 18] ; 3.

Macncliircs [L'H. 6, 7]; 4. Cwculinai [VH. 8, 9, 10 (qu. 11,
12?)]; 5. ficinx [L'H. 15, 16]; 6. rsittacbim [L'H. 6]; 7.
Zijioghssm [L'H. 13, 14, 17] ; 8. AmphiboliE [L'H. i].

B. Aves Carinatie terrestres.

1. Columhmss [L'H. 19] ; 2. GaUinaccx [L'H. 20].

C Aves Cavinata; aquatics.
Gralte.

1. AUcloridcs { = DickoIdiihns + OUs) [L'H. 2 pavtim, 26 partim]
;

2. GruiniB [L'H. 23] ; 3. Fulimrim [L'H. 22] ; 4. Hcrodia
[L'H. 24 partim]; 5. Pclargi [L'H. 24 partim, 25]; 6. Odmito-
glossi { = Plui-nicoplcrus) [L'H. 26 partim]

; 7. Limicolx [L'H.
26 pcene omnes].

Pal mace.
8. Longipcnnes [L'H. 27] ; 9. Nnsutie [L'H. 28] ; 10. Unguiroslra

[L'H. SO]; 11. Slcganopodcs [L'H. 29]; 12. Pygomdcs [L'H.
31, 32, 33, 34],

n. Av£s Ratit/e [L'H. "Oiseaux Anomaux"].
To enable the reader to compare the several groups of

Nitzsch with the Families of L'Herminier, the numbers
applied by the latter to his Families are suffixed in square

brackets to the names of the former ; and, disregarding the

order of sequence, which is here immaterial, the essential

correspondence of the two systems is worthy of all atten-

tion, for it obviously means that these two investigators,

starting from diff'erent .points, must have been on the right

track, when they so often coincidtd as to the limits of

what they considered to be, and what we are now almost

justified in calling. Natural Groups.- But it must be
observed that the classification of Nitzsch, just given, rests

much more on characters furnished by the general struc-

ture than on those furnished by the carotid artery only.

Among all the species (188, he tells us, in number) of

which he examined specimens, he found only fow varia-

tions in the structure of that vessel, namely :

—

1. That in which both a right carotid artery and a left

are present. This is the most usual fa.shion among the

various groups of Birds, including all the " aerial " forms
excepting Passerime, Macrochires, and Picinx.

2. That in which there is but a single carotid artery,

springing from both right and left trunk, but the branches
soon coalescing, to take a midway course, and again divid-

ing near the head. This form Nitzsch was only able to

find in the Bittern {Ardea stellaris).

3. That in which the right carotid artery alone is

present, of which, according to our author's experience, the

Flamingo (Phcenicopterus) was the sole example.

4. That in which the left carotid artery alone exists, as

found in all other Birds examined by Nitzsch, and there-

fore as regards species and individuals much the most
conmion—since into this category come the countless

thousands of the Passerine Birds—a group which out-

numbers all the rest put together.

Considering the enormous stride in advance made by L'Herminier,
it is very disappointing^ for the historian to ha\'e to record that tho
next inquirer into the osteology' of Birds achieved a disastrous failure

in his attemjit to throw light on their arrangement by means of a
comparison of tlieir sternum. This was Bej-.thold, who devoted Bcrtliold.

a long chapter of his Bcilrtige zur Anatoniie, published at Guttingcu
in 1831, to a consideration of the subject. So far as his introduc-

tory chapter went—the development of the sternum—he was, for

* Whether Nitzsch was cognisant of L'Herminier's views is in no
way apparent. The lattcr'e name seems not to be even mentioned by
him, but Nitzsch was in Paris in the summer of 1827, and it is almost

impossible tliat he should not have heard of L'Herminier's labours,

unless the relations between the followers of Cu\-ier, to whom Nitzsch

attached himself, and those of De Blainville, whose pupil L'Hermi-

nier was, were such as to forbid any communication between the rival

schools. Yet we have L'Herminier's evidence that Cuvier gave him
every assistance. Nitzsch's silence, both ou this occasion and after-

wards, is very curious ; but he caimot be accused of plagiarism, for

the scheme given above is only an amplification of that foreshadowed

by him (as already mentioned) in 1820—a scheme which seems to

have been eqiially unknown to L'Herminier, perhaps through linguistic

diHiculty.
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ois timo, right enonsh and somewhat instructive. It ^^" °"'J

when » ter°a close examination of the sternal apranitus of o .e

hun" edaud thirty species, vhich he carefully described that he

arrived (pp. 177-1S8) at the eonclusiou-aston.shing to us who know

o L'Henniniers previous results-that the sternum of Birds canuo

Iw used as a help to their classification on account of the egregious

nno>..-;ies that would follow the proceedmg-such anornalies, fo.

instance, as the separation of djiisclus from tf.run* and its « 'ance

with Trxhilm. and the grouping of Jhrundo and Fnmjlla

together. He seems to have been persuaded that the '"etbod of

Linnieus and his disciples ^e.v^ iudisputaldy right, and that any

method which contradicted it must therefore be wrong. Moreover,

ho appears to have i^gaidcd the sternal structure as a mere function

of the bird's habit, especially in rogai-d to its power of flight, and

to have wholly overlooked the converse position that this power ot

(li-ht must depend entirely on the structure. Good descriptive

Ruatomist as he certainly was, he was false to the anatomist s creed

;

but it is plain, from reading his careful descriptions of sternun.s,

tlwt he could not grasp the essential characters ho had before hiin

and, attracted only bv the more salient and obvious features, had

not capacity to intirpict the me .ning of the whole. \ et he did not

amiss bv giving many figures of steinums hitherto unrepresented.

Wc l>as3' ftom him.to a more lively theme.

Cnvier

anil

('eoffroy.

At the very beginning of the year 1832 Cuyicr laid

bclore tlie Academy of Sciences of Paris a memoir on the

progres-s of ossification in the sternum of Birds, ot which

momoir an abstract will be found iu the Anmiles Jes

Scienres Naturelhs (xxv. pp. 260-272). Herein he treated

of several subjects with which we are not particularly con-

cerned at present, and his remarks throughout were chiefly

directed against certain theories %vhich fitienne Geoffroy

St-Hilaire had propounded in his Philomjihie Ana/omi'iue,

published a good many years before, and need not trouble us

hero ; but what does signify to us now is that Cuvier traced

in detail, illustrating his statements by the preparations

)t.e c.vhibited, tlie progress of ossification in the sternum of

the Fowl and of the Duck, pointing out how it differed

in each, and giving his interpretation of the differ-

ences. It had hitherto been generally believed that

the mode of ossification in the Fowl was that which

obtained in all Birds—the Ostrich and its allies (as

L'Herminier, we have seen, had already shewn) eSceptccl.

But it was now made to apjiear that the Struthi-

ous Birds in this respect resembled, not only the Duck,

but a great many other groups—Waders, Birds-of-Prey,

Pigeons, Passerines, and perhaps all Birds not Galli-

naceous,—so that, according to Cuvier's view, the five

points of ossification observed in the Gallhix, instead

of exhibiting the normal process, exhibited one quite

exceptional, and that in all other" Birds, so far as he had

been enabled to investigate the matter, ossification of the

sternum began at two points only, situated near the

anterior upper margin of the side of the sternum, and

gradually crept towards the keel, into which it presently

extended; and, though he allowed the appearance of

detached portion.? of calcareous matter at the base of the

ftili cartilaginous keel in Ducks at a certain age, he seemed

to consider this an individual peculiarity. This fact was

I'-.stcned upon by Geoffroy in his reply, which was a week

later presented to the Academy, but was not published

in full until the following year, when it appeared in the

Annates du Museum (ser. \ ii. pp. 1-22). Geoffroy here

maintained that the five centres of ossification existed in

the Duck just as in the Fowl, and that the real difference

ot the process lay in the period at which they made tleir

appearance, a circumstance, which, though virtually proved

by the preparations Cuvier had used, had been by him

overlooked or misinterpreted. The Fowl possesses all

five ossifications at birth, and for a long while the middle

piece forming the keel is by far the largest. They all

grow slowly, and it is not until the animal is about six

months old that they are united into one firm bone. The

Duck on the other hand, when newly hatched, and for

nearly a month after, has the sternum wholly cartUaginous.

Then, it is true," two lateral points of ossification appejsi

at the margin, but subsequently the remaining three are

developed, and when once formed they grow with much

greater rapidity than in the Fowl, so that by the time the

young Duck is quite independent of its parents, and can

shift °for itself, the whole sternum is completely bony.

Nor, argued Geoffroy, was it .true to say, as Cuvier had

said, that the like occurred in the Pigeons and true

Passerine.?. In their case the sternum begins to ossify

from three very distinct points—one of wliich is the centro

of ossification of the tecl. As regards the Struthious Bird.s,

they could not be likened to the Duck, for in them at no

age was there any indication of a single median centre of

ossification, as Geoffroy had satisfied himself by his own

observations made in Egypt many years before.
_

Cuvier

seems to have acquiesced in the corrections of his views

made bv Geoft'roy, and attempted no rejoinder ; biit the

attentive and impartial student of the discussion wdl see

that a good deal was really wanting to make the latter

»

reply effective, though, as events have shewn, the former

was h!j,sty in the conclusions at which he arrived, having

trusted too much to the first appearance of centres of

ossification, for, had his observations in regaid to other

Birds been carried on w^ith the same attention to detail as

in regard to the Fowl, he would certainly have reached

some very different results.

In 1831 Glooer brought out at Breslau the first (and unfortu- Gioger.

natcly the only) part of a Volhtandi.jcs Handbuf dcr Aotur-

ncschichtc der Vocicl Eiiropas, treating of the Land-birds
_
In the

introduction to tiiis book (p. xxxviii., note) he expressed his regret

at not being able to use as fully as he could wish the excellent

researches of Nitzsch which were then appearing (as has been above

said) in the successive parts of Naumann's great worl<._ hotwit .-

standiu" this, to Glojer seems to belong the credit of being the first

author to avail himself in a book intended for practical ornitho-

lo.'ists of the new light that had already been shed on Systematic

Ornitholo.'y ; and accordingly we have the second Order ot his

arran'-ement, the ^i-M Passcrmae, divided intc two Suborders:—

Siji>'ing Passerines (mdodusie), and Passerines without an apparatus

of Son"- iiuscles (nnonin/a;)—the latter including what some later

writers°c died Ficarim. For the rest )ii« c...«silicatiou demands no

particulrr remark; but that in a work of this kind ho had the

coura"e to recognize, for instance, such a fact as tlie essential

difference between Swallows and Swifts lifts him considerably above

the crowd of other ornithological writci-s of his time.

An improvement on the old method of cl.issilication by purely

external characters was introduced to the Acndeniy of Sciences of

Stockholm by SuNDiiVALLin 1835, and was published the following Sundt

year in its Uandluu/ar (pp. 43-130). This was the f undation of vail,

a more extensive work of which, from the influence it stiU exerts,

it will be necessary to treat later at some length, and there will be

no need now to enter much into details respecting the earlier per-

formance. It is sufficient hero to remark that the author, even then

a ni.in of great erudition, must have been aware of the turn which

taxonomy was taking ; but, not being able to divest himself of tho

older notion that external characters were superior to those fur-

nished by the study of internal struclure, ,and that Comparative

Anatomy, instead of being a part of Zoology, was something dis-

tinct from it, he seems to have endeavoured to form a scheme which,

while not running wholly counter to the teachings of Compamtivo

Anatomists, should yet rest ostensibly on external char.icters. Witli

this view he studied the latter most laboriously, and in some

measure certainly not witt.rrtQt success, for he brought into promin-

ence several points that had hitherto escaped tho notice of his pre-

decessors. He also admitted among his characteristics a physio-

logical consideration (apparently derived from Oken ') dividing the

class Jves into two sections JUriccsa.^)i Praicocca, according as tho

vouii" were fed by their parents or, from the first, fed themselves.

But It this time he was encumbered with the hazy doctrine of

analogies, which, it it diil not act to his detriment, was assuredly

of no°scryice to him. He prefixed an "Idea Systematis" to his

"Expositio"; and the former, which appears to represent his real

opinion, difi'ers in arrangement very considerably from the latter.

Like Glo"er, Sundevall in his ideal system separated the truo

Passerines from all other Birds, calling them Volucrcs ;
but he too.;

a step further, for he assigned to them the highest rank, where!:i

He says from Oken's Naturgeschkhle filr Schulai, published bi

1821, but the division is to be found in that author's earlier if/t/iucii

der Zoologie (ii. p. 371), which appeared in XSiG.
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nearly DTcry recent authority agrees witU liim ; out of them, liow-

CVLT, he chose llie Thnishes niul Warblei-s to stand first as his ideal

"Centrum"—a selection which, tlioii^'h in tlie opinion of tlic pre-

sent writer erroucous, is still laigely followed.

The points at issue between Cuvier and Etienne Geoffroy

St-Hilaire before mentioned naturally attracted the atten-

tion of L'lInRMisrER, who in 183G presented to the French

Academy tlie results of his researches into tlie mode of

growth of tliat bone which in the adult Bird lie had

already studied to such good purpose. Unfortunately the

full account of his diligent investigations was never

publi-shed. We can best judge of his labours from au

abstract printed in the Comples Rendus (iii. pp. 12-20)

;'n4l reprinted in the Annales des Scunces Naturetles (ser.

2, vi. pp. 107-115), and from the report upon them by

IsrDor.E Geoffkoy St-Hilaire, to whom with others they

were referred. This report is contained in the Comptes

lientlus for the following year (iv. pp. 565-574), and is

very critical in its character. It were useless to conjecture

why the whole memoir never appeared, as the reporter

recommended that it should ; but, whether, as he suggested,

the author's observations failed to establish the theories

Le advanced or not, the loss of his observations in an

extended form is gi'eatly to be regretted, for no one seems

to have continued the investigations he began, and to

some extent carried out ; while, from his residence in

Guadeloupe, lie had peculiar advantages in . studying

certain types of Birds not generally available, his remarks

on them could not fail to be valuable, quite irrespective

of the interpretation he was led to put upon them.

L'Herminier arrived at the conclusion that, so far from

there being only two or three different modes by which

the process of ossification in the sternum is carried out,

the number of different modes is very considerable

—

almost each natural group of Birds having its own. The
principal theory which he hence conceived himself justified

in propounding was that instead oi fire being (as had been
stated) the maximum number of centres of ossification in

the sternum, there, are no fewer than nvie entering into

the composition of the perfect sternum of Birds in general,

though in every species some of these nine are wanting,

whatever be the condition of development at the tim§ of

examination. These nine theoretical centres or " pieces
"

L'Herminier deemed to be disposed in iliree transverse

.scries {ra nrjees), namely the anterior cr " prosternal," the

middle or "mesosternal," and t'ne posterior or "metasternal"
— each series consisting of t/iire portions, one median piece

and two side-pieces. At the same time he seems, accord-

ing to the abstract of his memoir, to have made the some-
wliat contradictory assertion that sometimes there are

more than three pieces in each series, and in certain

groups of Birds as many as six.' It would occupy more
space than can here be allowed to give even the briefest

abstract of the numerous observations which follow the

statement of his theory and on which it professedly rests.

rhey extend to more than a score of natural groups of

Birds, and nearly each of them presents some peculiar

characters. Thus of the first series of pieces he says that

when all exist they may be developed simultaneously, or

that the two side pieces may precede the median, or again

that the median may precede the side-pieces—according

to the group of Birds, but that the second mode is much
the commonest. The same variations arc observable in

the second or middle sei-ies, but its side-pieces are said to

exist in all groups of Birds without exception. As to the
third or posterior series, when it is complete the three

constituent pieces are developed almost simultaneously;

' We shall perhaps be ju.stifieil in a-s^iiiming that this apparent incon-

BiBtency, and others which present themselves, wOuM be explicable if

the whole memoir with the necessary Ulustratious bad been published.

but its median piece is said often to originate in two,

which soon unite, especially when the .vidc-piuccs aro

wanting. By way of examples of L'Herminicr's observa-

tions, what he says of the two groups that had been the

subject of Cuvier's and the elder Geoffroy's contest may
be mentioned. In the Galli'iix the five well-kncwn pieces

or centres of o.ssification are said to consist of the two
side-pieces of the second or middle series, and the three cf

the posterior. On two occasions, however, there wps f»".n(l

in addition, what may be taken fnr a representation cl

the first scries, a little " noynn" situated between tho

coracoids— forming the only instance of all three series

being present in the same Bird. As regards the Ducks,

L'Herminier agreed with Cuvier that there are commonly
only two centres of ossification-- the side-pieces of tho

middle series ; but as these grow to meet one another a

distinct median " noymi" also of the same scries, some-

times appears!, which soon forms a connexion with each

of them. In the Ostrich and its allies no trace of this

median centre of ossification ever occurs ; but with these

exceptions its existence is invariable in all other Birds.

Here the matter must be left, but it is undoubtedly a

subject which demands further investigation, and raturally

any future investigatnr of it .should consult the abstract cf

L Herminier's memoir and the criticisms upon it of the

younger Geoffroy.

Hitherto it will have been seen that our jirescnt busi-

ness has lain wholly in Germany and France, for, as is

elsewhere explained, the chief ornithologists ( f Britain

were occupying themselves at tliis time in a very uselei-'j

way^not but that there were several distinguished men
in this country who were paying due heed at this time to

the internal structure of Birds, and some, excellent descrip-

tive memoirs on special forms liad ajipeaied from their

pens, to say nothing of more than one general treatise on

ornithic anatomy.- Yet no one in Britain seems to have

attempted to found any scientific arrangement of Birds on

other than external characters until, in 1S37, William Mac
Macgilliveay issued tlie first volume of his IHstury o/giUivray

Britifk Birds, wherein, though professing (p. 19) "not to

add a new system to the many already in partial use, or

that have jiassed away like their authors," he propounded

(pp. 16-lb) a scheme for classifying the Birds of Europe

at least founded on a " consideration of the digestive

organs, which merit special attention, on account, not so

much of their great importance in the economy of birds,

as the nervous, vascular, and other systems are not behind

them in this respect ; but because, exhibiting great diver-

sity of form and structure, in accordance with the nature

of the food, they are more obviously qualified to afford a

basis for the classification of the numerous species of

birds "
(p. 52). Experience has again and again e-xposed

the fallacy of this last conclusion, but it is no disparag-

ment of its author, writing nearly fifty years ago, to say

that in this passage, as well as in others that might be

quoted, he was greater as an anatomist than as a logician.

- Sir Kichard Owen's celelirated article "Aves,"in Todd's Cyclo-

pxdia of Aimtomy and Physiolojy (\. pp. 266-358), appeared in 1S36,

aH'l, as giving a general view ol llie structure of Birds, needs no praise

here ; but its object was not to establish a clas-sification, oi tliiow light

especially on systematic arrangement. So far from that being the case,

its distinguisbeil author was content to adopt, as he tells ns, Iha

arrangement proposed by Kirby in the St'trnlk Dridgnvater Treatise

(ii. pp. 445-474), being that, it is true, o.^an estimable zoologist, but

of one who had no special knowdedge of Ornithology. Indeed it is,

as the latter says, that of Linntcus, improved by Cuvier, with an

additional modification of Illiger's—all these three antbtrs havirg

totally ignored any but external characters. Yet it was regarded ''a»

being the one which facilitates the ex]iression of the leading anatomical

differences which obtain in the class of Bird.% ai:(l which therefore majr

be considered as tbe most natural."
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He was indeed thorcnghly grounded in anatomy,' and

though undoubtedly the digestive organs of Birds have a

claim to the fullest consideration, yet MacgUlivray himself

subsequently became aware of the fact that there were

several other parts of their structure as important from

the point of view of classiiication. He it was, apparently,

who first detected the essential difference of the organs

of voice presented by some of the New-World Passerines

(subsequently known as Clamaiores), and the earliest

intimation of this seems to be given in his anatomical

description of the Art'ansas Flycatcher, Tyrannus veriicalis,

which was published in 1838 (OmithoL Biography, iv. p.

i-5), though it must be admitted that he did not—because

he then could not—perceive' the bearing of their difference,

which was reserved to be shown by the investigation of a

still greater anatomist, and of one who had fuller facilities

for research, and thereby almost revolutionized, as will

presently be mentioned, the views of systematists as to

this Order of Birds. There is only space here to say that

the second volume of Macgillivray's work was published

in 1839, and the third in 1S40 ; but it was not until 1852

that the author, in broken headth, found an opportunity of

issuing the fourth and fifth. His scheme of classification,

being as before stated partial, need not be given in detail.

Its great merit is that it proved the necessity of combin-

ing another and hitherto much-neglected factor in any
natural arrangement, though vitiated as so many other

schemes have been by being based wholly on one class of

characters.

Bi)tli. But a bolder attempt at classification was that made in

1 838 by Blyih in the New Series (Mr Charlesworth's) of

the Magaiine of Xatural History (ii pp. 256-268, 31-i-

319, 351-361, 420-426, 589-601; iiL pp. 76-84). It

was limited, however, to what he called Insessores, being
the group upon which that name had been conferred by
Vigors (Trans. Linn. Society, xiv. p. 405) in 1S23 (see

above, p. 15), with the addition, however, of his Saptores,

and it will be unnecessary to enter into particulars con-

cerning it, though it is as equally remarkable for the insight

shewn by the author into the structure of Birds as for the

philosophical breadth of his view, which comprehends
almost every kind of character that had been at that time
brought forward. It is plain that Blyth saw, and perhaps
he was the first to see it, that Geographical Distribution

was not unimportant in suggesting the afiinities and
differences of natural groups (pp. 258, 259) ; and, unde-
terred by the precepts and practice of the hitherto

dominant English school of Ornithologists, he declared

that " anatomy, when aided by every character which the
manner of propagation, the progressive changes, and other
(physiological data supply, is the only sure tesis of classi-

fication." He was quite aware of the taxonomic value of

the vocal organs of some groups of Birds, presently to be
especially mentioned, and he had himself ascertained the
presence and absence of cseca in a not inconsiderable

number of groups, drawing thence very justifiable infer-

ences. He knew at least the earlier investigations of

^ This is not the place to expatiate on Macgillivray's merits ; but the
writer may periiaps be excused for here uttering the opinion that, after
Willughby, Margillivray was the greatest anj most original ornitho-
logical genius save one (who did not live long enough to make his
powers widely known) that this island has produced. The exact
amount of assistance he afforded to Audubon in his Omitholo(jical
Biography will probably never be ascertained ; but, setting aside "all
the anatomical dejscriptions, as w-ell as the sketches by which they are
sometimes illustrated," that on the latter's own stateuieut {op. C't., iv.,

fntroduclion, p. iiiii) are the work of MacgillivTay, no impartial
reader can compare the style in which the History o/ British Birds is

written with that of the Ornithological Biography without recognis-
ing the similarity of the two. On this subject some remarks of
Prof. Cones {BM. Kvtt. OmiihoL Clvb, 1880, p. 201) may well be
aoosu'ted.

'

L'Herminier, and, though the work of Nitzsch, even if he
had ever heard of it, must (through ignorance of the

language in which it was written) have been to him a
sealed book, he had followed out and extended the hints

already given by Temminck as to the differences which
various groups of Birds display in their moult. With all

this it is not surprising to find, though the fact has been
genefally overlooked, that Blyth's proposed arrangement
in many points anticipated conclusions that were subse-

quently reached, and were then regarded as fresh dis-

coveries. It is proper to add that at this time the greater

part of his work was carried on in conjunction with Mr
B.vRTLETT, the present Superintendent of the Zoological Bartlett

Society's Gardens, and that, without his assistance, Blyth's

opportunities, slender as they were compared with those

which others have enjoyed, must have been still smaller.

Considering the extent of their materials, which was limited

to the bodies of such animals as they could obtain from
dealers and the several menageries that then existed in or

near London, the progress made in what has since proved

to be the right direction is very wonderful It is obvious

that both these investigators had the genius for recognizing

and interpreting the value of characters ; but their labours

do not seem to have met with much encouragement ; and
a general arrangement of the Class laid by Blyth before

the Zoological Society at this time ^ does not appear in its

publications, possibly through his neglect to reduce his

scheme to writing and deliver it within the prescribed

period. But even if this were not the case, no one need
be surprised at the result. The scheme cotild hardly fail

to be a crude performance—a fact which nobody would
know better than its author ; but it must have presented

much that was objectionable to the opinions then generally

prevalent. Its line to some extent may be partly made
out—very clearly, for the matter of that, so far as its

details have been published in the series of papers to

which reference has been given—and some traces of its

features are probably preserved in his Catalogue of the
specimens of Birds in the Museum of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal, which, after several years of severe labour,

made its appearance at Calcutta in 1849 ; but, from the

time of his arrival in India, the onerous duties imposed
upon Bljth, together ^\-ith the want of suflicient books of

reference, seem to have hindered him from seriously con-

tinuing his former researches, which, interrupted as they
were, and bom out of due time, had no appreciable effect

on the views of systematizers generally.

Next mast be coticed a series of short treatises communicateJ
by JoHAX>- Feiedrich Bpj^cdt, between the years 1836 and 18-39, Brandt
to the Academy of Sciences of St Petersburg, and published in its

Memoircs. In the year last mentioned the greater i>art of these
was separately issued under the title of Bdtrage :iir Kcmilniss
der Katurgcschidile der Vogcl. Herein the author first assigned
anatomical roasons for rearranging tlie Order Anscrcs of Linnaeus
and Katatorm of Illiger, who, so long before as 1811, had proposed
a new distribution of it into six Families, the definitions of which,
as was his wont, he had drawn from external characters only.
Brandt now retained ver)- nearly the same arrangement as his
predecessor ; but, notwithstanding that he could tmst to the
firmer foundation of internal framework, he took at least two retro-

grade steps. First he failed to see the great structural difference

between the Fengnins (which Illiger had placed as a group,
JinjKnnes, of e<inai rank to his other Families) and the Auks,
Divers, and Grebes, Ftjgojyxtcs—combining all of them to form a
" Typus " (to use his term) Uri^wlorcs ; and secondly he admitted
among the XaXatorcs, though as a distinct "Tji'us" Podoid£E,'tixe

genera Podoa and Fiitica, which are now known to belong to the
r,aUidx—the latter indeed (see Coot, vol. vi. p. 341) being but
very slightly removed from" the JIoor.-HEX (vol. xvi p. 80S). At
the same time he corrected the error made by Illiger in associating
the PHAUP.opr.s (ff.r. ) with these forms, rightly declaring their

- An abstract is contained in the Minute.book of the Scientific -

Meetings of the Zoological Society, 26th June and 10th July 1833.
The Class was to contain fifteen Orders, but only three were deal*

with in any detail.

xvni—
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relationship to Tringa (see SAlCDPrPEK), a point of order wliich

other systeraatists were long in admitting. On the -whole Brindt's

laboura were of no small service in asserting the principle tliat con-

sideration must 06 paid to osteology , for his position was such as

to gain more attention to his views than some of bis less favourably

placed brcchren had' saeceeded in doing.

Keyier- In the same year (1839) another slight aO'ance was made in the

ling and classification of the true Passerines. Ket.serltno and Blasius

Blasi'iS. briefly pointed out m\\\9 ArchivfiXr Naiurgeschichte (v. pp. 332-334)

that, while all the other Birds provided with perfect song-muscles

had the "planta" or hin.'i part of the " tarsus " covered with two

long and cndivided homy plates, the Larks (vol xiv. p. 316) had
this part divided by many transverse cntures, so as to he scutellated

behind as vrell as in front
;

just as is the case in many of the

Passerines which have not the singing-apparatus, and also in the

Hoopoe (vol. xii. p. 154). The importance cf this singular but

superficial departure from the normal structure has been so need-

lessly exaggerated as a cbaraoter that at the present time its value

is apt to be unduly depreciated. In so large and so homogeneous
B group as that of the true Passerines, a constant character of this

kind is not to be despised as a practical mode of separating the

Birds which possess it ; and, more ihan this, it would appear that

the discovery thus announced was the immediate me.ans of leading

to a series of investigations of a much more important and lasting

nature—those of Johannes MilHer to be presently mentioned-

Again we must rectir to that indefatigable and most
..(itissL original investigator NiTzscH, who, ha-ving never inter-

mitted his study of the particular subject of his first con-

tribution to science, long ago noticed, in 1833 brought

out at Halle, where he was Profes.sor of Zoology, an essay

with th.e title Plerylogi-aphiie Avium Pars prior. It seems

that this was issued as much with the object of inviting

assistance from others in view of future labours, since the

materials at his disposal were comparatively scanty, as

with that of making known the results to which his

researches had already led him. Indeed he only com-

municated copies of this essay to a few friends, and
examples of it are comparatively scarce. Moreover, he

Btated subsequently that he thereby hoped to excite other

naturalists to share with him the investigations he was

making on a subject which had hitherto escaped notice or

had been wholly neglected, since he considered tharf; he

had proved the disposition of the feathered tracts in the

plumage of Birds to be the means of furnishing characters

for the discrimination of the various natural groups as

significant and important as they were new and un-

expected.* There was no need for us here to quote this

essay in its chronological place, since it dealt only with

the generalities of the subject, and. did not enter upon any

systematic details. These the author reserved for a second

treatise which he was destined never to complete. He
kept on diligently collecting materials, and as he did so

' It is still a prevalent belief among nearly all persons but well-

informed ornithologists, that feathers grow almost uniformly over the

whole surface of a Bird's body ; some indeed aVe longer and some are

shorter, but that is about all the difference perceptible to most people.

It is the easiest thing for anybody to satisfy himself tliat this, except

In a few cases, is altogether an erroneous supposition. In all but a

small number of forms the feathers are produced in very definite clumps
ortracts, called by Nitzschpieryte (xTepiJf.TJeKna, v\ri, ST/lva), arather

fanciful term it is true, but one to which no objection can be taken.

Between these pterylx are spaces bare of leathers, which he named
apieria. Before Nitzsch's time the only men who seem to have noticed

this fact were the great John Hunter and the accurate Macartney, But
the observations of the former on the subject were not given to the worhl

until 1836, when Sir R. Owen introduced them into K^Catatcrtm of

the Museum of the College of Surgeons in London (vol. ili. pt. ii. p.

811), and therein is no indication of the fact having a taxonomical

bearing. The same may be said of Macartney's remarks, which, though

subsequent in point of time, were published earlier, namely, in 1819
(Rees's Cydoptsdia, xiv., art. "feathers"). Ignorance of this simple

fact has led astray many celebrated painters, among them Sir Edwin
Landseer, whose pictures of Birds nearly always sliew an unnatural

representation of tlio jilumage that at once betrays itself to the trained

eye, though of course it is not perceived by spectators generally, who
regard only the correctness of attitude and force of expression, which
in that artist's work commonly leave little to be desired. Every
.draughtsman of Birds to be successful should study the plan on which
' iteir feathers are disnoaed

was constrainea to modify some"of the statements he had
published. He consequently fell into a state of doubt,

and before he could make up his mind on some questions

which he deemed important he was overtaken by death.^

Then his papers were handed over to his friend and suc-

cessor Prof. BuEMEisTEE, now and for many years past of Bur-

Buenos Aires, who, with much skill elaborated from nieistei.:

them the excellent work known as Nitzsch's Pterylo-

graphie, v.'hich was p'.iblished at Halle in 1840. There

can be no doubt that Prof. Burmeister (fortunately yet

spared to us) discharged his editorial duty with the

most conscientious scrupulosity ; but, from what has been

just said, it is certain that there were important points

on which Nitzsch was as yet undecided—some of

them perhaps of which no trace appeared in his manu-
scripts, and therefore as in every case of works posthum-

ou.sly published, unless (as rarely happens) thiy have

received their author's ''imprimatur," they cannot be

implicitly trusted as ths expression of his final views. It

would consequently be unsafe to ascribe positively all that

appears in this volume to the result of Nitzsch's mature

consideration. Moreover, as Prof. Burmeister states in

his preface, Nitzsch by no means regarded the natural

sequence of groups as the highest problem of the system-

atist, but rather their correct limitatioru Again the

arrangement followed in the Pterylographie was of course

based on pterylographical considerations, and we have its

author's own word for it that he was persuaded that the

limitation of natural groups could only be attained by the

most assiduous research into the species of which they are

composed from every point of view. The combination

of these three facts will of itself explain some defects, or

even retrogressions, observable in Nitzsch's later systematic

work when compared with th£tt which he had formerly

done. On the other hand some manifest improvements

are introduced, and the abundance of details into which

he enters in his Pterylographie render it far more instruc-

tive and valuable than the older performance. As as

abstract of that has already been given, it may be

sufiicient here to point out the chief changes made in hif

newer Sfrangement. To begiu with, the three great

sections of -4.erial, Terrestrial, and Aquatic Birds are

abolished. The " Accipitres " are divided into two groups,

Diurnal and Nocturnal ; but the first of these divisions is

separated into three sections:— (1) the Vultures of the

New World, (2) those of the Old World, and (3) the

genus Falco of Linnseus. The " Passerinsc," that is to

say, the true Passerts, are split into eight Families, not

v/hollywith judgment;^ but of their taxonomy more ia

to be said presently, lien a new Order " Picarise " is

instituted for the reception of the Macrochires, Cnculini^,

Picins:, Psittacinx, and Amphibolm of his old arrangement,

to which are added three^ others

—

Caprimul'jinx, Todidsi,

and Lipoglosss—the last consisting of the genera Buceros,

Upupa, and Alcedo. The association of Alcedo with the

^ Though not relating exactly to our present theme, it would be

improper to dismiss Nitzsch's name without reference to his extra-

ordinary labours in investigating the insect and other external parasites

of Birds, a subject which as 'egards British species was subsequently

el.aborated by Dennv in his MoAographia, Anoplurorum Britannis^

(1842) and i» his list of the specimens of Bri'ish Anoplurtt in the col-

lection of the British Museum
^ A short essay by Nitzsch on the general structure of the Passerine.«<,

WTitten, it is said, in 1836, was published in 1862 {Zeitschr. Ots.

NaltCTioixsetischaft, xix. pp. 389-408). It is probably to this essay

that Prof. Burmeister refers in the Pt^ryhgrapliii (p. 102, note>^

English translation, p. 72, notie) as forming the basis of the article.

"Passerinie" wliiclv he contributed to Ersch and Grnh^TS Encyklo-^

psdie (sect. iii. bd. xiii. pp. 139-144), and published before fh|i

BtcrylngTa2)hic,

* By the numbers prefixed it would look as if there should be/oiM

new members of this Order ; but that seems to be due rather to a slijh

of the pen or to a printer's error.
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other two is no doubt a misplacement, but the alliance of

Buceroi to Upujxi, already suggested by Gould and Blyth

in 1S381 (Jla^. A^at. Hiitoru, ser. 2, ii. pp. 422 and 589),

though apparently ' unnatural, has been corroborated by

many later s)-steniatizers; and taken as a whole the estab-

lishment of the Picaiix was certainly a commendable pro-

ceedins;. For the rest there is only one considerable

change, and that forms the greatest blot on the whole

scheme. Instead of recognizing, as before, a Subclass in

the Ratita: of Merrem, Nitzsch now reduced them to the

rank of an Order under the name " Flatysternir," placing

them between the " Gallinacex" and " GrnUs," though

admitting that in their pterylosis they differ from all other

Birds, in ways that he is at great pains to describe, in each

of the lour genera examined by him

—

Stmiltio, Rhea,

Dromxvj:, and Ca^.inrius.- It is significant that notwith-

atanding this he did not figure the pterylosis of any one

of thetn, and the thought suggests itseif that, though his

editor assures us he had convinced himself that the group

must be here shoved in (eim/tsch'obeii is the word used),

the intrusion is rather due to the necessity which Nitzseh,

in common with most men of his time (the Quinarians

excepted^ felt for deploying the whole series of Birds into

line, in which case the proceeding may be defensible on

the score of convenience. The extraordinary merits of

this book, and the admirable fidelity to his principles

which Prof. Burmeister shewed in the difficult task of

editing it, were unfortunately overlooked for many years,

and perhaps are not sufficiently recognized now. Even in

Germany, the autjior'f own couutry, there were few to

notice seriously what is certainly one of the most remark-

able works ever published on the science, much less to

pursue the investigations that had been so laboriously

begun.^ Andreas Wagner, in his report on the progress

of Ornithology, as might bo expected from such a man as

he was, placed the Pterylographte at the summit of those

publications the appearaiicc of which he had to record for the

years 1839 and 1840, stating that for " Systematik " it was

of the greatest importance.^ On the other hand Oken {Isis,

1842, pp. 391-394), though giving a summary of Nitzsch'a

results and classification, was more sparing of his praise, and
prefaced his remarks by asserting that he could not refrain

from laughter when he looked at the jilates- in Kitzsch's

work, since they reminded him of the plucked fowls

hanging in a poulterer's shop—it might as well be urged

as an objection to the plates in many an anatomical book
that they called to mind a tutcher's—and goes on to say

that, as the author always had the luck to engage in

researches of which nobody thought, so had he the luck

to print them where nobody sought them. In Sweden

* Tliis association is one of the most remarkable in the whole series

of Bl>'th'5 remarkable papers on classification in the volume cited above.

He states that Gould suspected the alliance of these two forms "from
external stmcture and habits alone ;" otherwise one might suppose that

he had obtained an intimation to that effect on one of his Continental

journeys, Bl)"th "arrived at the same conclusion, however, by a differeut^

train of investigation," and this is beyond doubt,
' He doe_5 not mention Apteryx, at that time so little known on the

Continsnt. _ _ ^

,

* Some excuse is to be raade for tliisneglecl. TJitzsch had oi C'rUrse

exhausted all the forms of Birds commonly to be obtained, and speci-

mens of the less common forms were too valuable from the curator's or

collector's point of \iew to be subjected to a treatment that, mi;;ht end
in their destruction. Yet it is said, on good authority, that Nitzseh

had the patience so to manipulate the skins of many rare species that

he was able to ascertain the characters of theirpterylosis by the inspec-

tion of their inside only, wiihout in any way damaging tliem for the

ordinary purpose of a museum. Nor is this surprising when we con-

sider tlio marvellous skill of Continental and especially German taxi-

dermists, many of whom have elevated their proiession to a height of

art inconceivable to roost Englishmen, who are only acquainted with
the miserable mockery of Nature which is the most sublime result of all

ibut a few " bird-stuffers,"

Archiv/uj SaturgeschichU, vii. 2, pp. 60, 6],

Sun(Jevall, without accepting Nitzsch's views, accorded
them a far more appreciative greeting in his aiuiual renorts

for 1840-42 (i. pp. 153^160); but of course in England
and France^ nothing was known of them beyond the

scantiest notice, generally taken at second hand, in two or

three publications. Thanks to Mr Sclater, the Ray Society

was induced to publish, in 1 867, an' excellent translation

by Mr Dallas of Nitzsch's Pterylography, and thereby,

however tardily, justice was at length rendered by Britiij'a

ornithologists to one of their greatest foreign brethren.^
Tlie treatise of Kesslkr on the oslcolof'.y of Birds' feet, published Kesslcr,

in the Bnllctin of the Jloscow Society of Naturalists for 1S41, next
claims a few words, tliough its scojto is rather to shew diifercncca

tlian uflinities ; but treatment of that kiud is undoubtedly useful

at times iu indicating that nllianccs generally ndniitteil arc
unnatural ; and this is tho case here, for, ,followiljg Cuvier's

method, tlio autjior's researches prove tlio artificial character of
sonio of its associations. While furnishing—almost unconsciously,

however—.additional evidence for overtlirowing that classification,

tliere is, nevertheless, no attempt made to construct a better one
;

and tho elaborate tables of dimensions, both absolute and pro-

portional, suggestive as is tho wliole tendency of the author's

observations, seem not to lead to any very practical result, though
the systematist's need to look beneath the integument, even in

parts thtit are so comparatively little hidden as Birds' feet, is once
more made beyond all question apparent.

It has already been mentioned that Macgilliveat con- Jiacgil-

tributed to Audubon's Oniitholoqical Biwn-aplti) a series of ''vray

descriptions of some parts of the anatomy of American
^''Jj

Birds, from subjects supplied to him by that enthusiastic ^^^^^

naturalist, whose zeal and prescience, it may be called, in

this respect merits all praise. Thus he (prompted very

likely by Macgillivray) wrote :—" I believe the time to be

approaching when much of the results obtained from the

inspection of the exterior alone will be laid aside ; when
museums filled with stuffed skins will be considered

insufficient to afford a knowledge of birds ; and when the

student will go forth, not only to observe the habits and

haunts of animals, but to preserve specimens of them to

be carefully dissected " {Ornkh. Biography, iv., Introduc-

tion, p. xxiv). As has been stated, the first of this series

of anatom.ical descriptions ajipeared in the fourth volume

of his work, published iu 1838, but they were continued

until its completion with the fifth s-o!-.rine in the following

year, and the whole was incorporated into what may be

termed its second edition. The Birds of America, v.'hich

appeared between 1840 and 1844 (sea p. 11). -Among
the many species whose ainatomy MacgiUivr?,y thus partly

described trom autopsy were at least half a dozen ' of those

now referred to the Family Tyrqrmidee (see King-bird,

vol. xiv. p. 80), but then included, with many others, ac-

cording to the irrational, vague, and rudimentary notions of

classification of the time, in what was termed the Family
" Muscicajiinie" In all these species he found the vocal

organs to differ essentially in structure from those of other

Birds of the Old World, which we now call Passerine, or,

to be still more precise, Oscinian. But by him these last

were most arbitrarily severed, dissociated from their allies,

and wrongly combined with other forms by no means

nearly related to them {Bril. Birds, i. pp. 17, 18) which

' In 1836 jAC^VEMlNCommnnicated to the French ,\c,ademy(Com/)<(»

liendus, ii. pp. 374, 37S, and 472) some observations on the onlcr iu

which feathers are disposed on the body of Birds ; but, however general

may have been the scope of his investigations, the portion of tlieni

published refers only to the Crow, and there is no mention made of

Nitzsch's former work,
« The Ray Society had the good fortune to obtain tho ten origmal

copoer-plates, all but one drawn by tho author himself, wherewith the

work was illustrated. It is only to be regretted that the Society did

not also stick to the quarto size in which it appeared, for by issuing

their English version iu folio they needlessly put an impediment in th«

way of its common and convenient use.

' These are, according to modern nomenclature, Tt/rannus caroli-

nensls and (as before mentioned) T. vcrtkalis, Myiarchus crinUus,

SaycTvis fuxus, Contopus virens, and £mj>i^.onax acsdiois
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he also examined ; and he practically, though not literally,i

asserted the truth, when he said that the general struc-

ture, but especially the muscular appendages, of the lower

larynx was " similarly formed in all other birds of this

family" described in Audubon's work. Macgillivray did

not, however, assign to this essential difference any

systematic value. Indeed he was so much prepossessed

in favour of a classification based on the structure of the

digestive organs that he could not bring himself to con-

sider vocal muscles to be of much taxonomic use, and it

Johannes -.vas reserved to Johannes MtJLLER to point out that the

MUller. contrary was the fact. This the great German compara-

tive anatomist did in two communications to the Academy

of Sciences of Berlin, one on the 26th June 1845 and the

other on the 14th May 1-846, which, having been first

briefly published in the Academy's Monatshericht, were

afterwards printed in full, and illustrated by numerous

figures, in its Ahhandlungen, though in this latter and

complete form they did not appear in public until 1847.

This very remarkable treatise fosms the groundwork of

almost all later or recent researches in the comparative

anatomy and consequent arrangement of the Passeres, and,

though it is certainly not free from imperfections, many of

them, it must be said, arise from want of material, not-

withstanding that its author had command of a much
more abundant supply than was at the disposal of Nitzsch.

Carrying on the work from the anatomical point at which

he had left it, correcting his errors, and utilizing to the

fullest extent the observations of Keyserling and Blasius,

to which reference has already been made, Muller, though

hampered by mistaken notions of which he seems to have

been unable to rid himself, propounded a scheme for the

classification of this group, the general truth of which has

been admitted by all his successors, based, as the title of

his treatise expressed, on the hitherto unknown different

types of the vocal organs in the Passerines. He freely

recognized the prior discoveries of, as he thought,

Audubon, though really, as has since been ascertained, of

Macgillivray ; but Muller was able to perceive their system-

atic value, which Macgillivray did not, and taught others

to know it. At the same time Midler shewed himself, his

power of discrimination notwithstanding, to fall behind

Nitzsch in one- very crucial point, for he refused to the

latter's Picarix the rank that had been claimed for them,

and imagined that the groups associated under that name
formed but a third " Tribe "

—

Picarii—of a great Order

Insessores, the others being (1) the Oscines or Poli/myodi

—the Singing Birds by emphasis, whose inferior larynx

was endowed with the full number of five pairs of song-

muscles, and (2) the Tracheophones, composed of some

South-American Families. Looking on MuUer's labours

as we now can, we see that such errors as he committed

are chiefly due to his want of special knowledge of

Ornithology, combined with the absence in several

instances of sufficient materials for investigation. Nothing

whatever is to be said against the composition of his first

and second "Tribes"; but the third is an assemblage still

more heterogeneous than that which Nitzsch brought

together under a name so like that of Miiller—for the

fact must never be allowed to go out of sight that the

extent of the Picarii of the latter is not at all that of the

Picarim of the former.- For instance, Muller places in his

^ Not literally, becaase a few other fomis such aa the genera Polio-

ptilit and Ptilogonys^ now known to have no relation to the Tyranrtidm,

were included, though these forms, it would seem, had never been dis-

sected by him. On the other hand he declares that the American

Redstart, Muscicajpa, or, as it now stands, Sctophaga ruticiUa, when

young, has its vocal organs like the rest—an extraordinary statement

which is worthy the attention of the many able American ornithologists.

* It is not needless to point out this fine distinction, for more than

one mod<m author would scera to have overlooked it

third " Tribe " the group which he called A mpelidne, mean-
ing thereby the peculiar forms of South America that are

now considered to be more properly named Colingidse, and
herein he was clearly right, while Nitzsch, who (misled by
their supposed affinity to the genus Ampelis— peculiar to

the Northern Hemisphere, and a purely Passerine form)

had kept them among his Passerinse, was as clearly wrong.
But again Miiller made his third "Tribe" Picarii also to

contain the Tyrannidcc, of which mention has just been
made, though it is so obvious as now to be generally

admitted that they have no very intimate relationship to

the other Families with which they are there associated.

There is no need here to criticize more minutely his pro-

jected arrangement, and it must be said that, notwithstand-

ing his researches, he seems to have had some misgivings

that, after all, the separation of the Insessores into those
" Tribes " might not be justifiable. At any rate he wavered
in his estimate of their taxonomic value, for he gave an
alternative proposal, arranging all the genera in a singTa

series, a proceeding in those days thought not only defens

ible and jiessible, but desirable or even requisite, though
now utterly abandoned. Just as Nitzsch had laboured

under the disadvantage of never having any example of

the abnormal Passeres of the New World to dissect, and
therefore was wholly ignorant of their abnormality, so

Muller never succeeded in getting hold of an example of

the genus Pilta, for the same purpose, and yet, acting on
the clew furnished by Keyserling and Blasius, he did not

hesitate to predict that it would be found to fill one of

the gaps he had to leave, and this to some extent it has

been since proved to do.

The result of all this is that the Oscines or true Fassircs are

found to be a group in which the vocal organs not only attain the

greatest perfection, but are nearly if not quite as uniform in their

structure as is the sternal apparatus ; while at the same time each
set of characters is wholly unlike that which exists in any other

group of Birds. In nearly all Birds the inferior larynx, or syrinx,

which is, as proved long ago by the experiments of Cuvier, the seat

of their vocal powers, is at the bottom of the trachea or windpipe,

and is formed by the more or less lirm union of several of the bony
rings of which that tube is composed. In the Itatilie, the genus
Rhea excepted, and in one group of Carinata;, the American
Vultures CatUariidee^ but therein it is believed only, there is no

special modification of the trachea into a syrinx ;
^ but usually, at

a little distance from the lungs, the trachea is somewhat enlarged,

and here is found a thicker and stouter bony ring, which is bisected

axially by a septiivi or partition extending from behind forwards,

and thus dividing the pipe,^ each half of which swells out below the

ring and then rapidly contracts to enter the lung on its own side.

Tile halves of the pipe thus formed are tlie bronchi, tubes whose
inner side is flattened and composed of the mcmhrana iympani-

forniis, on the change of form and length of which some of the

varieties of intonation depend, while the outer and curved side is

supported by bony half-hooi-s, connected by membrane just as are

the entire hoops of the upper part of the trachea- The whole of

this apparatus is extremely flexible, and is controlled by muscles,

the real vocal muscles of which mention has previously been so

frequently made. These vary in number in different groiips of

Birds, and reach their maximum in the Oscines, which have. always

five pairs, or even more according to some authorities." But sup-

posing five to be the number of pairs, as it is generally allowed to

bo in this group of them, two pairs have a common origin about
the middle of t!io trachea, and, descending on its outside, divide at

a short distance above the lower end of the tube ; one of them, the

tensor posterior iongus, being directed downward and backward, is

iu.serted at the extreme postelior end of the first half-ring of the

bronchus, while its counterpart, the tensor anterior iongus, passing

from the place of separation downward and forward, is inserted

below the extreme point of the last ring of the trachea. Within
the angle formed by the divergence of each of these pairs of

muscles, a third slender muscle—the stcrno-trachca!is—h given off

2 See Birds, vol. iii. p. 726 ; but (/. Forbes, Proc. Zool. Soeieiij,

ISSl, pp. 778, 78S.
^ In a few forms belonging to tlie Sjiheniscidfe and Procdlariidx,

this septum is prolonged upwards, to what purpose is of course

iinknoAvn. On the other hand, the Parrots have no septum (see Bums,)

ut supra).
' See Birds, vol. iii. p. 726.
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pn cacli siJo and is attached to the sternam.* The fonrth pair, the

tensorfs postcriores brevfs, is the sojallest of all, and, arising near

the middle ot the lower end of the trachea, has its fibres inserted

on the extremity of the first of the incomplete rinjirs of the bronchi.

The fifth pair, the ioisorc^ anUriorcs, originates like the last from

the. middle of the trachea, but is somewhat larger and thicker,

appearing as though made up of several small muscles in close

contact, and by some ornithotomists is believed to be of a com-

posite nature.
'
Its direction is obliquely downward and forward,

and, attached by a broad base to the last ring of the trachea and

cartilaf^e immediately below, reaches the first or second of the half-

rin"s of the bronchi—in the normal Oscines zt their extremity;

but, in another section of that group, which it will be necessary to

mention later, it is found to be attached to their middle. There

is no question of its being by the action of tlie syringeal muscles

just described that the expansion of the bronchi, both as to length

and diameter, is controlled, and, as thereby the sounds uttered by

the Bird are modified, they are properly called the Song-muscles.

It must not be supposed that the muscles just defined

were first discovered by Miiller; on the contrary they had

been described long before, and by many writers on the

anatomy of Birds. To say nothing of foreigners, or the

authors of general works on the subject, an excellent

account of them had been given to the Linnean Society

•^'a-Teil. by Yajirell in 1829, and published with elaborate figures

in its Transactions {x\'\. pp. 305-321, pis. 17, 18), an

abstract of which was subsequently given in the article

" Raven " in his History of British Birds, and Macgillivray

also described and figured them with the greatest accuracy

ten years later in his work with the same title (ii. pp. 2 1-37,

pis. x.-xii.), while Blyth and Xitzsch had (as already

mentioned) seen some of their value in classification. But
Miiller has the merit of clearly outstriding his predecessors,

and with his accustomed perspicuity made the way even

plainer for his successors to see than he himself was able

to see it. What remains to add is that the extraordinary

celebrity of its author actually procured for the first

portion of his researches notice in England (Ann. N'at,

Histort/y zvii. p. 499), though it must be confessed not

then to any practical purpose ; but more than thirty years

after there appeared an English translation of his treatise

by Prof. Jeffrey Bell, with an appendix by Garrod con-

taining a summary of the latter's own continuation of the

• same line of research, and thus once more ^Ir Sclater, for

it was at his instigation that the work was undertaken,

had the satisfaction of rendering proper tribute to one

who by his investigations had so materially advanced the

study of Ornithology.^

Coroay It is now necessary to revert to the year 1842, in which Dr
ConsAY of Rochefort communicated to the French Academy of

Sciences a memoir on a new Classification of Birds, of which, how-
ever, nothing but a notice has been preserved {Comptes Rcndits,

xiv. p. 164). Two yeai-s later this was followed by a second contri-

bution from him on the same subject, and of this only au extract

appeared in the official organ of the Academy {w( svpra, xvi pp.

94, 95), though an abstract was inserted in one scientific journal

{V histitut, xii. p. 21), and its first portion in another {Journal des

Vicouvertcs, I p. 250). The Revue Zoologique for 1847 (pp. 360-369)
contained the whole, and enabled naturalists to conj^ider the merits

of the author's project, which was to found a new Classification of

Birds on the form of the anterior palatal bones, which he declared

to be subjected more evidently than any other to certain fixed laws.

These laws, as formulated by him, are that (1) there is a coincidence

of form of the anterior palatal and of the cranium in Birds of the

same Order
; (2) there is a likeness between the anterior palatal

bones in Birds of the same Order ; (3) there are relations of likeness

between the anterior palatal bones in groups of Birds which are

near to one another. These laws, he added, exist in regard to all

1 According to Blyth {Mag. Xai. History, ser. 2, ii. p. 264),
Vanell ascertained that this pair of muscles was wanting in "the
mina genus'' (qiu Gracula\), a statement that requires attention

either for confirmation or contradiction.
* The title of the English translation is Johannes Miiller 7n Certain

Variations in the Vocal Organs of the Passeres that have hitherto

escaped notice. It was published at Oxford in 1878. By some
unacconntable accident, the date of the original communication to the
Academy of Berlin is wrongly printed. It has hjraa. Ti^tly given
above.

parts that offer characters fit for the mclhoJical airangement of
Birds, but it is in regard to the anterior palatal bone that they
unquestionably off'er the most evidence. In the evolution of these
laws Dr Cornay had m6st laudably studied, as his observations
prove, a vast number of difrerent types, and the upshot of his whole
labours, though not very clearly stated, was such as to wholly sub-
vert the classification at that time generally adopted by French
ornitholoj^ists. lleof coui-se knew the investigations of L'Herminier
and Pe lilainville on sternal formation, and he also seems to have
been aware of some pterylological differences exhibited by Birds—
whether those of Kitzsoh or those of Jacruemin is not stated. True
it is the latter were never published in full, but it is quite conceiv-

able that Dr Cornay may have known their drift. Bo that as it

may, he declares that characters drawn from the sternum or the
pelvis—hitherto deemed to be, next to the bones of the head, the
most important portions of the Bird's framework—arc scarcely

worth more, from a classificatory point of view, than charactei"3

drawn from the bill or the legs ; while pterylological considerations,

together with many others to which some systcmatistshad attached
more or less importance, can only assist, and apparently must never
be taken to control, the force of evidence fui'nished by this bone of

all bones—the anterior palatal.

That Dr Cornay was on the brink of making a discovery of con-

siderable merit will by and by appear ; but, with every disposition

to regard his investigations favourably, it cannot be said that he
accomplished it. No account need be taken of the criticism whicli

denominated his attempt " unphilosophical and one-sided," nor does

it signify that his proposals either attracted no attention or were
generally received witli indiflerence. Such is commonly the fate

of any deep-seated reform of classification proposed by a compara-
tively unknown man, unless it happen to possess some extraordinarily

taking qualities, or be explained with an abundance of pictorial

illustration. This was not the case here. Whatever proofs Dr
Cornay may have had to satisfy himself of his being on the right

track, these proofs were li'et adduced in sufticient number nor
arranged with sulhcient skill to persuade a somewhat stilf-necked

generation of the truth of his views—for it was a generation whose
leaders, in France at any rate, looked with suspicion upoil any
one who professed to go beyond the bounds which the genius of

Cuvier had been unable to overpass, and regarded the notion of

upsetting any of the positions maintained by him as verging

almost upon profanity. Moreover, Dr Coniay's scheme was not

given to the world with any of those adjuncts that not merely
please the eye but are in many cases necessary, for, though on

a subject which required for its proper comprehension a series of

plates, it made even its final appearance unadorned by a single ex-

planatory fig\ire, and in a journal, respectable and well-known in-

deed, but one not of the highest scientific rank. Add to all this

that its author, in his summary of the jiiactical results of his in-

vestigations, committed a grave sin in the eyes of rigid systematists

by ostentatiously arranging the names of the forty types which he
selected to prove his case wholly without order, and without any
intimation of the greater or less affinity any one of them might bear

to the rest. That success should attend a scheme go inconclusively

elaborated could not be expected.

The same year which saw the promulgation of the crude scheme
just described, as well as the publication of the final researches cf

Mulierj witnessed also another attempt at the classification of Birds,

much more limited indeed in scope, but, so far as it went, regarded

by most ornithologists of tlie time as almost final in its operation.

Under the vague title of " Ornithologische Notizen" Prof. Cabanis Cabauif^

of Berlin contributed to the Archiv fUr Naturgcschichte (xiii, 1,

pp. 186-256, 303-352) an essay in two parts, wherein, followini:;

the researches of Miiller * on the syrinx, in the course of which
a correlation had been shewn to exist betwc<-n tho whole or divido'l

condition of the ;'/a»/'T; or hind j'/iit of ihe "tarsus," first noticed,

as has been said, by Keyscrling and Blasius, and the presence or

absence of the perfect song-apparatus, the younger author found an

agreement which seemed almost invariable in this respect, and he

also pointed out that the plavia of the ditTcrent groups of Birds in

which it is divided is divided in different modes, the mode of division

being generally characteristic of the group. Such a coincidence of

the internal and external features of Birds was naturally deemed a

discovery of the greatest value by those ornithologists who thouglit

most highly of the latter, and it was unquestionably of no little

practical utility. Further examination also revealed t!ie fact * that

3 On the other hand, Miiller makes several references to the labours

of Prof. Cabanis. The investigations of both authors must have

been proceeding simultaneously, and it matters little which actually

appeared first.

* This seems to have been made known by Prof. Cabanis the

preceding year to the Gesellschajt der Xaturforschender Frcunde

{cf. Miiller, Siimmorganen der Passerinen, p. 65). Of course the

variation to which the number of primaries was subject had not

escaped the observation of Nitzsch, but he had scarcely used it as a

classificatory character.
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in certain gi-oups tlie number of " primaries," or quill-featlicrs grow-

ing from the manus or distal segment of tlie wing, formed auotlicr

cliaracteristic easy of observation. In the Oscincs or Pohjmyodi of

Wiillcr the number was eitlier nine or ten—and if the latter the

outermost of them was generally very small. In two of the other

groups of which Prof. Cabanis especially treated—groups which h.id

been liitherto more or less confounded with the Oscincs— the number
of primaries w.ts invariably ten, and the outermost of them was

comparatively large. This obseiTation was also hailed as tlie dis-

covery of a fact of extraordinary importance ; and, from the results

of these investigations, taken altogether, Ornithology was declared

by Sundevall, undoubtedly a man who had a right to speak witli

authority, to have made greater progress than had been achieved

-since the days of Cuvier. The hnal disposition of the " Subclass

Iitscssores "— all the perching Birds, that is to say, which are neither

Birds-of-Prey nor Pigeons—proposed by Prof. Cabanis, was into

four " Orders," as follows :

—

1. Oscincs, equal to lliiller's group of the same name ;

2. Clamalorcs, being a majority of that division of the Picariie

of Nitzsch, so called 'by Andreas Wagner, in 1341,' which have

their feet uoiinally constructed
;

3. Sirisorcs', a 'group now separated from the Clamatorcs of

\Vaeuer, and .containing those forms which have their feet abnor-

mally constructed ; and
i. Scansorcs, being the Grijnpcurs of Cuvier, the ZijgodadyU of

several other systematists.

The first of these four "Orders" had been already indefeasibly

established as one perfectly natural, but respecting its details more
must presently be said. Tlie remaining three are now seen to bo

obviously artificial associations, and the second of them, Chuiiatorcs,

ill particular, containing a very heterogeneous assemblage of forms ;

but it must be borne in mind that the internal structure of some of

tliem was at that time still more imperfectly known than now.

Yet even then enough had been ascertained to have saved what are

now recognized as the Families Todidx and Tyranvidsi from being

placed as "Subfamilies" in the same " Family Co/o;jf('7'irf33"; and
several other instances of unharmonious combination in this "Order"
might be adduced were it worth while to particularize them, filore

than that, it would not be difficult to shew, only the present is not

exactly the place for it, that some groups or Families which in

reality are not far distant from one another are distributed, owing
to the dissimilarity of tlltir external characters, throughout these

three Orders. Thus the Podarginx are associated with the Coraciidps

under the head Claraatorcs, while the Capriimdgidse, to which they

are clearly most allied, if they do not form part of that Family
(GuATSUcKER, vol. X. p. 711), are placed with the Strisorcs ; and
again the Mnsophngidx also stand as Strisorcs, while the Clicniidx,

which modern systematists think to be their nearest relations, are

considered to be Scansorcs.

But to return to the Oscines, the arrangement of which

in the classification now under review has been deemed its

greatest merit, and consequently has been very generally

followed. That by virtue of the perfection of their vocal

organs, and certain other properties—thougli some of

these last have perhaps never yet been made clear enough

—they should stand at the head of the whole Class, may'

here be freely admitted, but the respective rank assigned

to the various component Families of the group is certainly

open to questioa, and to the present writer seems, in the

methods of several systematists, to be based upon a fallacy.

This respective rank of the different Families appears to

Lave been assigned on the principle that, since by reason

of one character (namely, the more complicated structure

of their syrinx) the Oscines form a higher group than the

Clamatores, therefore all the concomitant features which

the former possess and the latter do not must be equally

indicative of superiority. Now one of the features in

which most of the Oscines differ from the lower " Order
"

is the having a more or less undivided plnnta, and accord-

ingly it has been assumed that the Family of Oscines in

which this modification of the planta is carried to its

extreme point must be the highest of that "Order."

Since, therefore, this extreme modification of the planta is

' Archiv fir Nalurgcsckichic, vii. 2, pp. 93, 94. The division

seems to have been instituted by tliis author a couple of years earlier

in the second edition of his Ilandbuch dec Katurgcschichtc (a work

not seen by the present writer), but not tlicn to have received a

scientific name. It included all Picarim which had not " zygodacty-

lous" feet, that is to say, toes placed iu pairs, two before and two

bcaind.

exhibited by the Tlirushes and their allie.s, it is alleged

that they must be placed first, and indeed at the head
of all Birds. The groundlessness of this reasoning ought
to be apparent to everybody. In the present state of

anatomy at any rate, it is impossible to prove that there

is more than a coincidence in the facts just stated, and in

the association of two characters—one deeply seated and
affecting the whole life of the Bird, the other superficially,

and so far as we can perceive without effect upon its

organism. Because the Clamatores, having no song-

muscles, have a divided planta, it cannot be logical to

assume that among the Oscines, which possess song-muscles,

such of them as have an ttndivided planta must be higher

than those that have it divided. The argument, if it can

be called an argument, is hardly one of analogy; and yet

no stronger ground has been occupied by those who invest

the Thrushes, as do the majority of modern systematists,

with the most dignified position in the whole Class. But
passing from general to particular considerations, so soon

as a practical application of the principle is made its

inefficacy is manifest. The'test of perfection of the vocal

organs must be the perfection of the notes they enable

their possessor to utter. There cannot be a question that,

sing admirably as do some of the Birds included a:nong

the Thrushes,- the Larks, as a Family, infinitely surpass

them. Yet the Larks form the very group which, as has

been already shewn (L^utK, vol. xiv. p. 314), have the

planta more divided than any other among the Oscines.

It seems hardly possible to adduce anything that would

more conclusively demonstrate the independent nature of

each of these characters—the complicated structure of the

syrinx and the asserted inferior formation of the planta—
which are in the Alavdida: associated.^ Moreover, this

same Family affords a very valid protest against the

extreme value attached to the presence or absence of the

outernfost quill-feather of the wings, and in this work it

has been before shewn (ut supra) that almost every stage

of magnitude in this feather is exhibited by the Larks from

its rudimentary or almost abortive condition in Alavda

arvensis to its very considerable development in Melano-

corypha calandra. Indeed there are many genera of

Osci7ies in which the proportion that the outermost primary

bears to the rest Ls at best but a specific character, and

certaiii exceptions are allowed by Prof. Cabanis (p. 313)

to exist. Some of them it is now easy to explain, inas-

much as in a few cases the apparently aberrant genera

have elsewhere found a more natural position, a contin-

gency to w^hich he himself was fully awake. But as a rule

the allocation and ranking of the different Families of

Oscines by this author must be deemed arbitrary.* Yet

the value of his Omithologische Nolizen is great, not only

as evidence of his extraordinarily extensive acquaintance

with different forms, which is proclaimed in every page,

but in leading to a far fuller appreciation of characters

that certainly should on no account bo neglected, though

- Prof. Cabanis would have strengthened his position had he included

In the same Family with the Thrushes, which he called Rha-

cnemidm, the Birds commonly known as Warblei-s, Sylviid.r, which tli j

more advanced of recent systematists are inclined with much reason

to unite with the Thrushes, Turdidx ; but instead of that he, trusting

to the planUr character, segregate-d the Warblers, including of course

the Nightingale, and did not even allow them the second place in his

method, putting them below the Paniily called by him SyMcolidse,

consisting cliielly of the American forms now known a.s ilniotiUidx,

none of which as songsters approach those of the Old World.

> It must be observed that Prof Cabanis does not place the /I tautlidm

lowest of the seventeen F.nmilies ? which he makes Ihc Oscincs to b«

composed. Tlicy stand eleventh in ordetwliilo the Corridm are last—

a matter on which something has to be raid in the sequel.

« By a curious error, probably of the press, the number of primaries

a.ssigned to the Pmadiseidm and Corvidis is wrong (pp. 334, 335). In

each case 10 should- be substituted 'or 19 and 14.
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too mach iiflportance may easily be, and already has been,

(assigned to them.^

Thia will perhaps be the most convenient place to mention
another tirni of classification of Birds, which, based on a principle

wholly different from those that have just been explained, requires

a few words, though it has not been productive, nor is likely, from

all that appears, to bo productive of any great effeoL So long ago

Bora- as 1S31, Bokaparte, in his Saggio di una distribuzione victodica

parte. degli Animali Vertebraii^ published at Rome, and in 1S37 com-
municated to the Linnean bociety of London, '* A new Systematic

Arrangement of Vertebrated Animals," which was subsequently

printed in that Society's Tra}isactions (xviii. pp. 247-304), though
before it appeared there was issued at Bologna, under the title of

Synopsis Vertebratorum Systematise a Latin translation of it.

Herein he divided the Class Axes into two Subclasses, to wliich lie

applied the names of Insessores and Qrallatorcs (hitherto used by
their inventors Vigors and Illiger in a different sense), in the latter

work relying chieHy f(jr this division on characters which had not
before been used by any systematist, namely, that in the former

group Monogamy generally prevailed and the helpless nestlings

were fed by their parents, \\"hile the latter group were mostly
Polygamous, and the chicks at birth were active and capable of

feeding themselves. This method, which in process of time was
dignifit^i by the title of a Physiological Arrangement, was insisted

Qpon with more or less pertinacity by the author throughout a long
st-ries of publications, some of them separata books, some of them
contributed to the memoii-s issued by many scientific bodies of

various European countries, ceasing only at his death, which in

July 1857 fouud him occupied upon a Co)ispcctus Gcncriim Avium,
that in consequence remains unfinished {see p. 14). In the coui-se

of this series, however, he saw fit to alter the name of his two Sub-
classes, since those which ho at first adopted wt-re open to a variety

of meanings, and in a communication to the French Academy
of Sciences in 1353 (Comptes Mc7idics, sxxvii. pp. 641-647) the

denomination l7is^ssorcs was changed to AltJ'iccs, and GraUatorcs to

Prxcoces—the terms now preferred by him being taken from
Sundevall'e ti-eatise of 1835 already mentioned. The vipws of

Bonaparte were, it appears, also shared by an ornithological

Hogg. amateur of some distinction, Hocc. who propounded a scheme
v*-hich, as he subsequently stated {Zoologist, 1850, p. 2797), was
founded strictly in accordance with them ; but it would seem that,

allowing his convictions to be warped by other considerations, lie

abandoned the original "physiological" basis of his system, so

that this, when published in 1846 {Edinh. N. Philosoph. Journal,

xli. pp. 50-71), was found fo bo established on a single character

of the feet only ; though he was careful to point out. immediately
after formulating the definition of his Subclasses Co)isirictipedes

and Inconstridipedes, that the former "make, in general, compact
and well-built nests, wherein they bring up their very weak, blind,

and mostly naked young, which they feed with care, by bringing
food to them for many days, until they are fledged and sufficiently

trong to leave their nest," observing also that they "are pri;ici-

j>ally monogamous" (pp. 55, 56) ; while cf the latter he says that

they "make either a poor and rude nest, in which they lay their

eggs, or else none, depositing them on the bare ground. The young
are generally born with their full sight, covered with down, strong,

and capable of running or swimming immediately after they leave

the egg-shelL" He adds that the parents, which "arc mostly
polygamous," attend their young and direct them where to find

their food (p. 63). The numerous errors in these assertions hardly
need pointing out. The Herons, for instance, are much more
" Conslrictipcdes" than arc the Larks or the Kingfishers, and, so far

from the majority of " Jnconstridipcdcs" being polygamous, there

is scarcely any evidence of ]iolygamy obtaining as a habit aniong
Birds in a state of nature except in certain of the Gallinss and a

very few others. Furthermore, the young of the Goatsuckers are

at hatching far more developed than are those of the Herons or the

Cormorants ; and, in a general way, nearly every one of the as-

serted peculiarities of the two Subclasses breaks down under careful

examination. Yet the idea of a " physiological " arrangement on
the same kind of principle found another follower, or, as he

"Jcwraan. thought, inventor, in Newma?*', who in 1850 communicated to the
Zoological Society of London a plan published in its Proceedings

for that year (pp. 46-43), and reprinted also in his own journal
The Zoologist (pp. 2780-2782), based on exactly the same consider-

ations, dividing Birds into two groups, "Hesthogenous"—a word so

vicious in formation as to he incapable of amendment, but intended
to signify those that were hatched with a clothing of down—and
"Gymnogenous," or those that were hatched naked. These three

systems arc essentiall}' identical ; but, plausible as they may be at

1 A much more extensive and detailed application of his method
was begun by Prof. Cabanis in the Miiseum Hdneanum, a very useful

catalogue of specimens in the collection of Herr Oberamtmann Heine, of

which the first part was published at Halberstadt in 1850, and the last

which has appeared, the work being still unfinished, in 1863.

the first aspect, they have been found to be practically useless,

though such of their characters as their upholders have advanced
with truth deserve attention. Physiology may one day very likely
assist the systematist; but it must be real physiology and not a sham.

In 1856' Prof. Gervais^ who had aVe'ady coutjibuted to the Gcrvais
Zoologie of M. do Castelnau's Expidition dans hs 2>firtics centrales

de VAmiriqitc du Slid some important memoirs describing the
anatomy of the HoAOTZiN (vol. xii. p. 23) and certain otfier Birds
ol' doubtful or anomalous position, published some remarks on the
characters which could be drawn from the sternum ot Birds [Ann.
Sc. Kat. Zoologie, ser. 4, vi. pp. 5-15). The considerations are not
very striking from a general point of view ; but the author adds to

the weight of evidence which some of his predecessors had brought
to bear on certain matters, particularly in aiding to abolish the
artificial groups "Deodactyls," "Syndactyls, "and "Zygodactyls,"
on which so much reliance had been placed by many of his

countrymen ; and it is with him a great merit that he was the first

apparently to recognize publicly that characters drawn from
the posterior part of the sternum, and particulaily from the
*'echancrures,''* commonly called m English "notches" or "cmar-
ginations," ore of comparatively little importance, since their

number is apt to vary in forms that arc most closely allied, and
even in species that are usually associated in the same genus or

unquestionably belong to tliesame Family,^ while these "notches"
sometimes become simple foramina, ns in certain Pigeons, or on
the other hand /o?'a?)n'rtfi may exceptionally change to "notches,"
and not unfrequently disappear wholly. Among his chief system-
atic determinations wo may mention that he refers the Tinamous
to the Rails, because ajiparently of tlieir deep "notches," but
otherwise takes a view of that group more correct according to

modern notions than did most of his contemporaiies. The Bustards
he would place with the "Limicoles," as also Dromas and Ckionis,

the Sheath-bill iq.v.). Phacthon, the TROPic-Binn {q.v.), ho
would place with the "Larides" and not: with the "Pelecanides,"
which it only resembles in its feet having all the toes connected
by a web. Finally Divers, Auks, and Penguins, according to him,
form the last term in the series, and it seems fit to him that they
should be regarded as forming a separate Oi"der. It is a curious

fact that even at a date so late as this, and by an "investigator so

well informed, doubt should still have existed whether Apteryx
(Kiwi, vol. xiv, p. 104) should be referred to the group containing
the Cassowary and the Ostrich. On the whole the remarks of this

esteemed author do not go much beyond such as iniglit occur to any
one who had made a study of a good series of specimens ; but many
of them are published for the first time, and the aAtthor is careful

to insist on the necessity of not resting solely on sternal characters,

but associating with them those drawn from other parts of the body.

Three years later in the same journal (xi. pp. 11-145, pis. 2-4) Blan-
il. Blanciiard piiblislied sorne'Ttcchcrchcs sur les caract^res osUo- chard
logiques dcs Oiscaux appliqiUcs it, la Classification iiaiurelle dc ces

animaux, strongly urging the superiority of such characters over
those drawn from the bill or feet, which, he remarks, though they
may have sometimes given correct notions, have mostly led to mis-
takes, and, if observations of habits and food have sometimes
afforded happy results, they have often been deceptive; so that,

should more be wanted than to draw up a mere inventory of creation

or trace the distinctive outline of each species, zoology without
anatomy would remain a barren study. At the same time he states

that authors who have occupied themselves with the sternum alone
have often produced uncertain results, especially when they have
neglected its anterior for its posterior jiart ; for in truth every bone
of the skeleton ought to be studied in all its details. Yet this dis-

tinguished zoologist selects the sternum as furnishing the key to

his primary groups or "Orders" of the Class, adopting, as Merrem
had done long before, the same two di\'isions Carinats and Ratitss,

naming, however, the former Tropidosternii and the Jattev

Homalosternii,^ Some unkind fate has hitherto hindered him from
making known to tlic world the rest of his researches in regard to

the other bones of the skeleton till he reached the head, and in tlie

memoir cited he treats of the sternum of only a portion of his first

"Order." This is the more to be regretted by all ornithologists,

since he ip.tended to conjclude with what to them would have been
a very great boon—the shewing in what way external character
coincided with those presented by Osteology. It was also within
the scope of his plan to have continued on a more extended scale

the researches on ossification begun by L'Herminier, and thus M.

2 Thus he cites the cases of Machetes pugnax and Scolopax rusti'

cola among the " Limicoles," and LarKS cataractes among the ""Larid^',"

as differing from their nearest allies by the possession of only one
" notch " on either side of the keel. Several additional instances are

cited in Philos. transactions^ 1869, p. 337, note.
^ These terms were explained in his great work L* Organisation du

Pegne Animal, Oiseaux{p, 16), begun in 1855, and still (1884) no
further advanced than its fourth part, comprehending in all but thirty-

two pages of letter-press, to mean exactly the same 03 tliose applied

by Merrem to Ms two primary divisions.
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BlanclinrJ's investisatioiis, if coDiplttcJ, woulJ obviously have

taken extraordinarily high rani -niong the highest contributions

to ornithology. As it is, so much of them as we have are of con-

sider.ible importance ; for, in tliis unfortunately unlinished meinoir,

he describes in some detail the several diflerences ivliich the sternum

in a great many dilfercnt groups of his Tropidostcrnii presents, and

to some extent makes a mctliodical disposition of them accordingly.

.Thus lie separates the liirdsof-Trey into three great groups—(I)

the ordinary Dit.rn.il forms, including the Falcon idso sini VuUuridx
of the .systcm.atist of his time, but distinguishing tlie American

Vultures from tlioso of the Old World; (2) Gypor/cmnus, the

SECUErAKV-Dii-.D {q.v.) ; and (3) the Owls {iiifm, p. 83). Ne.\t

he places the I'aI'.iiots (iJ-v.), and then tlie vast assemblage of

*• "Passereau.^ "—wliich he declares to be all of one type, even

genera like Pipra (M.iNAKl.N', vol. xv. p. 455) and PiHa—and cou-

rludes with the souiewln\t lieterogeneous conglomeration of forms,

heginning wiili C'lipsclus (Swift, q.v.), that so many systematisl.s

have beeu accustomed to call Ficariw, thougli to them as a group

be assigns no name. A continuation of the treatise was [iromiscd

in a succeeding part of the Annalcs, but a ijuarter of a century has

passed without its appearance.^

Important as are tlio characters afforded by the sternum, that

bone even witli tlic whole sternal apparatus should obviously not be

considered alone. To aiil ornithologists in their studies in this

Ej'tOD respect, Eytom, who for many years liad been forming a collection

of Birds' skeletons, bcg.an the publication of a scries of plates repre-

senting them. Tlie tii-st part of tliis work, Ostcologia Avium,
'appeared early in 1859, and a volume was completed in 186r. A
Supplement was issued in lSfi9, and a Second Supplement, in three

liarts, between 1873 and 1875. The whole work contains a great

number of figures of liirds' skeletons and detached bones ; but

they arc not so djawu as to be of much practical use, and the

accompanying letter-press is too brief to be satisfagtory.

. That tlie eggs laid by Birds should oiler to some extent characters

of utility to systcmatists is only to be expected, when it is con-

sidered that those from the same nest generally bear an extraordin-

ary family-Iikcuess to one another, and also that in certain groups

the essential p.culiaritics of the egg-shell are constantly and dis-

tinctively cliaracteristic. Tims no one who has ever examined the

egg of a Duck or of a Tinamou would ever be in danger of not

referring another Tiuamou's egg or another Duck's, that he might

see, to its proper Family, and so on with many others. Yet, as

lias been stated on a foniier occasion (Bir.DS. vol. iii. p. 772), the

expectation liel I out to oologists, and by them, of the benefits to

be conferred upon Systematic Ornithology from the study of Birds'

eggs, .so far from being fulfilled, has not uufreijuoni'iy led to dis-

appointment. But at the same time many of the shortcomings of

Oology in this respect must be -set dowir to the defective informa-

tion and observation of its votarie?, among whom sonte have been

very lax, not to say incautious, in net ascertaining on due evidence

the parentage of their specimens, ai.d the author next to bo named
is open to tliis charge. After seVe-al minor notices that appeared

Ijjj in journals at various times, Dva Jluits in 1860 brought out at

JJafj Paris liis ambitious Traili geaci-uld'Oolorjic Oriiltholoijiquc au point

dc vue dc la Cla-^^ifwation, which contains (pp. 529-538) a " Systema

Oologicum" as the final result of his labours. In this scheme

Birds are arranged according to what the author considered to be

their natural methoil and senuence ; but the result exhibits some

unions as ill-assorted as can well be met with in the whole range

of tentati\T arrangements of tlio Class, together with some very

unjustifiable divorces. Its basis is the classification of Cuvier, the

modifications of which by Des JIurs will seldom commend them-

selves to systematists wliose opinion is generally deemed worth

having. Few, if any, of the faults of that classification are removed,

and the improvcment.s suggested, if not established by his successors,

those especially of other countries than France, are ignored, or, as

is the case with some of those of L'Herminier, are only cited to

be set aside. Oologists have no reason to be thankful to Des Murs,

notwithstanding his zeal in behalf of their study. It is perfectly

true that in several or even in many instances he acknowledges and

deplores the poverty of his information, but this does not excuse

him for making assertions (ind such assertions are not unfrequent)

based on evidence that is cither wholly untrustworthy or needs

further enquiry before it can bo accepted {Ibis, 1860, i)p.
331-335).

This being the case, it would seem useless to take up further space

by analysing the several proposed modifications of Cuvier's arrange-

ment. The great merit of the work is that the author shews the

necessity of taking Oology into account when investigating the

classification of Birds ; but it also proves that in so doing the

paramoimt consideration lies in the thorough sifting of evidence as

to the parentage of the eggs which are to serve as the building

stones of the fabric to be erected. The attempt of Des JIurs was

* M. BUiucbard's animadversions on the employment of CKtenial

€bar.acter3, and on trusting to observations on the habits of Birds,

called forth a rejoinder from Mr Wallace (Ibis, 1864, pp. 36-41), who
•nccessfully shewei that they are not altogether to be despised.

praiseworthy ; but in effect it has utterly failed, notwithstanding
the encomiums passed upon it by friendly critics {Rev. de Zoologie,

1860, pp. 176-183, 313-325, 370-373).=

Until about this time systematists, almost without
exception, maj' be said to have been wandering with no
definite purpose. At least their purpose was indefinite

compared with that which they now have before them.
No doubt they all agreed in saying that they were

.
pro-

secuting a search for what they called tlie True System of

Nature; but that was nearly the end of their agreement,

for in what that True System consisted the opinions of

scarcely any two would coincide, unless to own that it was
some shadowy idea beyond the present power of mortals

to reach or even comprehend. The Quinarians, who boldly

asserted that they had fathomed the mystery of Creation,

had been shewn to be no wiser than other men, if indeed

they had not utterly befooled themselves ; for their theory

at best could give no other explanation of things than that

they were because they were. The conception of such a
process as has now come to je called by the name, of

Evolution was certainly not novel; but except to two men
the way in which that process vas or could be possible had
not been revealed.^ ' Here there is no need to enter into

details of the history of Ei- ' •
; but the annalist in

every branch of Biology m.»^. record the eventful 1st of

July 1858, when the now celebrated views of Darwin and na.-.n,

J[r Waelace were first laid before the scientific world,^ •";»

and must also notice the appearance towards the end of the ' "

following year of the former's Orir/i'ii. of Species, which has

effected the greatest revolution of human thought in this

or perhaps in any century. The majority of biologists

who had schooled themselves on other principles were of

course slow to embrace the new doctrine; but their hesita-

tion was only the natural consequence of the caution which

their scientific training enjoined. A few there were who
felt as though scales had suddenly dropped from their

eyes, when greeted by the idea conveyed in the now
familiar phrase " Natural Selection"; but even thoee who
had hitherto believed, and still continued to believe, in the

sanctity of " Species " at once perceived that their life-long

study had undergone a change, that their old position was

seriously threatened by a perilous siege, and that to make
it good they must find new means of defence. Many
bravely maintained their posts, and for them not a word

of blame ought to be expressed. Some few pretended,

though the contrary was notorious, tliat they had always

been on the side of the new philosophy, so far as they

allowed it to be philosophy at all, and for them hardly a.

word of blame is too severe. Others after due deliberation,',

as became men who honestly desired the truth and nothing

but the truth, yielded wholly or almost wholly to argu-

ments which they gradually found to be irresistible. But,

leaving generalities apart, and restricting ourselves to what

is hero our proper business, there was possibly no branch

of Zoology in which so many of the best informed and con-

sequently the most advanced of its workers sooner accepted

the principles of Evolution than Ornithology, and of course

the effect upon its study was very marked. New spirit was

given to it. Ornithologists now felt they had something

before them that was really worth investigating. Ques-

tions of AflJinity, a-\d the details of Geographical Distribu-

tion, were endowed with a real interest, in comparison with

' In this historical sketch of the progress of Ornithology it has not

been thought necessary to mention other oologieal works, since thej

have not a taxonomic bearing, and the chief of them have been alreadj

named (BIRDS, vol. iii. p, 774, Kite 1)l

' Neither I.amarck nor Robert Chambers (the now acknowledged

author of Vestiges' of Creation), though thorough . evolutionists,,

rationally indicated any means whereby, to use the old phrase, " the

tr.ansmutation of species" could be effected.

* Journal of the ProcKdings of the Linncan Sociely, vol. iii/.
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Tfliich" any interest that had hitherto been taken was ' a'

trifling pastime. Classification assumed a wholly different

aspect. It had up to this time been little more than the

shuffling of cards, the ingenious arrangement of counters in

a pretty pattern. Henceforward it was to be the serious

study of the workings of Nature in producing the beings we
see around us from beings more or less unlike them, that

had existed in bygone ages and had been the parents of a

varied and varying o&tpetag—our fellow-creatures of to-

day. Classification for the first time was something more
than the expression of a fancy, not that it had not also its

imaginative side. Men's minds began to figure to them-

selves the original type of some weU-marked genus or

Family of Birds. They could even discern dimly some

generalised stock whenco had descended whole groups that

now differed strangely in habits and appearance—their

discernment aided, may be, by some isolated form which

yet retained tmdeniable traces of a primitive structure.

More dimly still visions c ' what the first Bird may have

been like could be reasonably entertained; and, passing

even to a higher antiquity, the Reptilian parent i^hence

all Birds have sprung was brought within reach of man's

consciousness. But, rel' ^—d as it may be by reflexions of

this kind—dreams som^ 'erhaps still call them—the

study of Ornithology has unquestionably become harder

and more serious ; and a corresponding change in the style

of investigation, followed in the worl^ that remain to be

considered, will be immediately perceptible.

That this was the case is undeniably shewn by some
rristram. remarks of Canon Teistkam, who, in treating of the

Alaudidx and Saxicolinx of Algeria (whence he had

recently brought a' large collection of specimens of his own
making), stated (Ihis, 1859, pp. 429-433) that he could
" not help feeling convinced of the truth of the views set

forth by Messrs Darwin and Wallace," adding that it was
" hardlylpossible, I should think, to illustrate this theory

better than by the Larks and Chats of North Africa." It

is unnecessary to continue the quotation ; the few words

just cited are enough to assure to their author the credit

of being (so far as is known) the first ornithological

specialist who had the Courage publicly to recognize and
receive the new and at that time unpopular philosophy, i

But greater work was at hand. In June 1860 Prof.

Psricar. PaEKEK broke, as most will allow, entirely fresh ground,

and ground that he has since continued to till more deeply

perhaps than any other zoologist, by communicating to

the Zoological Society a memoir " On the Osteology of

Balsnieeps," subsequently published in that Society's 2'rans-

aciions (iv. pp. 269-351). Of this contribution to science,

^ of all the rest 'Which have since proceeded from him,

may be said in the words he himself has applied {ut

tupra, p. 271) to the work- of another labourer in a not

distant field :
—

" This is a model paper for unbiassed

observation, and freedom from that pleasant mode of

tupposing instead of ascertaining what is the true nature

of an anatomical element. " - Indeed the study of this

memoir, limited though it b» in scope, could not fail to

convince any one that it proceeded from the mind of one

who taught with the authority derived directly from
original knowledge, and not from association with the

scribes—a conviction that has become strengthened as, in

a series of successive memoirs, the stores of more than

twenty years' silent observation and unremitting research

^ Whether Canon Tristram was anticipated in any other, and if so

in what, branch of Zoology will be a ple.xsing inquij-y for the historian

of the future, T"
^ It is fair to state that some of Prof. Parker's conclusions respect-

ing" Balseniceps were contested by the late Prof. J. T. Reinhardt
(Overs, K. D. Vid. $elsk. Forhandlinger, 1861, pp. 135-154 ; His,

1862, pp. 158—175), and as it seems to the present writer not ineffec-

tujJly. Prof. Parker replied to his critic [Ibis, 1S62, pp. 297-299). ^
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were unfolded, and, more than that, the hidden forces of

the science of Morphology were gradually brought to bear

upon almost each subject that came under discussion.

These different memoirs, being technically monographs,

have strictly no right 'to be mentioned in ftiis place; but

there is scarcely one of them, if one indeed there be, that

does not deal with the generalities of the study; and the

influence they have had upon contemporary investigation

is so strong that it is impossible to refrain from noticing

them here, though want of space forbids us from enlarging

on their contents.^ Moreover, the doctrine of Descent

with variation is preached in all—seldom, it ever, conspicu-

ously, but perhaps all the more effectively on that account.

There is no reflective thinker but must perceive that

Morphology is the lamp destined to throw more light than

that afforded by any other kind of study on the obscurity

that still shrouds the genealogy of Birds as of other

animals ; and, though as yet its illuminating power is

admittedly far from what is desired, it has perhaps never

shone more brightly than in Prof. Parker's nands.

The great fault of his series of memoirs, if it may be

allowed the present writer to criticize them, is the

indifference of their author to formulating his views, so as

to enable the ordinary taxonomer to perceive how far he
has got, if not to present him with a fair scheme. But
this fault is possibly one of those that are " to merit near

aUied," since it would seem to spring from the author's

hesitation to pass from observation to theory( for to theory

at present belong, and must for some time belong, all

attempts at Classification. Still it is not the less annoying

and disappointing to the systematist to find that the man
whose life-long application would enable himji better than

any one else, to declare the effect of the alliances and differ-

ences that have been shewn to exist among various mem-
bers of the Class should yet be so reticent, or that when
he speaks he should rather use the language of Morphology,

which those who are not morphologists find difficult of

correct interpretation, and wholly inadequate to allow of

zoological deductions.*

' It may be convenient to our readers that a list of Prof. Parker's

works which treat of ornithological subjects, in addition to the

two above mentioned, should here be given. 'They are as follows :—
In the Zoological Society's Transactions, 25th November 1862, "On
the Osteology of the Gallinaceous Birds and Tinaraous," v. pp.
149-241; 12th December 1865, "On some fossil Birds from the

Zebbug Cave," vi. pp. 119-124 ; 9th January 1868, ''On the Oste-

ology of the Kegn," vi. pp. 501-521 ; 18th February 1873, "On the

^githogoathous Birds," Pt. I. ix. pp. 289-352 ; 15th February 1876,

"On the Skull of the ^githognathous Birds," Pt. II. x. pp. 251-314.

In the Proceedings of the same Society, 8th December 1863, " On the

systematic position of the Crested Screamer," pp. 511-513 ; 28th

February 1865, "On the Osteology of Microglossa alecto" pp.
235-238. In the Philosophical Transactions of the Jioyal Society,'

9th March 1865, "On the Stnicture and Development of the Skull

in the Ostrich Tribe," pp. 113-183 ; 11th February 1869, "On the

Structure and Development of the Skull of the Common Fowl, "-pp.
755-807. In the Lijinean Society's Transactions, 2d April 1874,

"On the Morphology of the Skull in the Woodpeckers ' and

Wrynecks," ser. 2, Zoology, i. pp. 1-22 ; 16th December 1875, " On'

the Structure and Development of the Bird's Skull," torn, cit., pp.
99-154. In the Monthly Microscopical Journal for 1872, "On the

Structure and Development of the Crow's Skull," pp. 217-253 ; for

1873, "On the Development of the Skull in the genus Turdus,^.-p'^.

102-107, and "On the Development of the Skull in the Tit>and

Sparrow Hawk," parts i. and ii.
, pp. 6-11, 45-50. There is besides

the great work published by the Ray Society in 1868, A MoTiograph

on tile Structure and D^tchpmait of the Shoulder-girdle and Sternum,

of which pp. 142-191 treat of these parts in the Class Aves ; and our

readers will hardly need to be reminded of the article BrRDS in the

present work (vol. iii. pp.. 699-728). Nearly every one of this mar-

vellous series of contributions is copiously illustrated by plates irom

drawings m.ide by the author himself.
"" "*

* As an instance, take the passages in which Tumix and Tkinoconis

are app.iTently referred to W\e ^githognatka {Tranf: ZooL Society/ix.

pp. 291 et seqq. ; and supra, vol. iii. p. 700), a view which, as shewn by

the anthoT (Transactions, x. p. 310), is not that reallv intended by him.

xvni. — 5
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For some time past rumours of a discovery of the

highest interest had been agitating the minds of zoologists,

Wajncr. for in 1861 Andreas-Wagner had sent to the Academy
of Sciences of Munich {Sitzxinfjsberkhie, pp. 146-154;
Ann. Kat. History, ser. 3, ix. pp. 261-267) an account of

what he conceived to be a feathered Reptile (assigning to

it tlie name Griphosaurus), the remains of which had been

found in the lithographic beds of Solenhofen ; but he him-

self, through failing health, had been unable to see the

fossil. In 1862 the slabs containing the remains were

acquired by the British JMuseum, and towards the end of

Oweu. that year Sir R. Owen communicated a detailed descrip-

tion of them to the Philosophical Transactions (1863, pp.

33-47), proving their Bird-like nature, and referring theni

to the genus Archxopteryx of Hermann von Meyer,

hitherto knowii only by the impression of a single feather

from the same geological beds. Wagner foresaw the use

that would be made of this discovery by the adherents of

the new Philosophy, and, in the usual language of its

opponeirts at the time, strove to ward off the " misinter-

pretations " that they would put upon it. His protest, it

is needless to say, was unavailing, and all who respect his

memory must regret that the sunset of life failed to give

him that insight into the future which is poetically ascribed

to it. To Darwin and those who believed with him
scarcely any discovery could have been more welcome

;

but that is beside our present business. It was quickly

seen—even by those who held Archsopteryx to be a Reptile

-^that it was a form intermediate between existing Birds

and existing Reptiles—while those who were convinced

by Sir R. Owen's researches of its ornithic affinity saw
that it must belong to a type of Birds wholly unknown
before, and one that in any future for the arrangement of

the Class must have a special rank reserved for it.i It

has been alreadv briefly described and figured in this work
(Birds, vol. iii.'pp. 728, 729).

It behoves us next to mention the "Outlines of a Systematic

r.mjQ. Review of the Class of Birds," communicated by Prof. LiLLJEBORG

borg. to the Zoological Society in 1866, and published in its Proceedings

for that year (pp. 6-20), since it was immediately after reprinted

by tlie Smithsonian Institution, and with that authorization has
L^Kercised a great influence on the opinions of American ornitholo-

gists. Otherwise the scheme would hardly need notice here. This
^aper is indeed little more tlian an English translation of one

published by the author in the annual ^oXwoxq {Arsskrift) of tlio

Scientific Society of Upsala for 1S60, and belonging to the pre-

Darwinian epoch sliould perhaps have been more properly treated

before, but that at the time of its original appearance it failed to

attract attention. The chief merit of the sclieme perhaps is tliat,

contrary to nearly every precedent, it begins with the lower and
rises to the Iiiglier groups of Birds, which is of co<u-se the natural
mode of proceeding, and one therefore to be commended. Otlier-

wise the " principles " on which it is founded are not clear to the
ordinary zoologist. One of them ii said to be " irritability," and,

though tliis is explained to mean, not " muscular strength alone,

but vivacity and activity geuerally,"^ it does not seem to form a
character that can bo easily appreciated either as to quantitv or

quality ; in fact, most persons wo\dd deem it quite immeasurable,
and, as such, removed from practical consideration. i\Ioreover,

Prof. Lilljeborg's sclieme, being actually an adaptation of that of

Sundevall, of which wa shall have to speak at some length almost
immediately, may possibly bo left for the present" with these

remarks.

Wuxley. In the spring of the year 1867 Prof. Huxley, to

the delight of an appreciative audience, delivered at the

Royal College of Surgeons of England a course of lectures

on Bii-tls, and it is much to be regretted that his many
engagements hindered him from publishing in its entirety

his elucidation of the anatomy of the Class, and the results

' This was done shortly afterwards by Prof. Hacltel, who pro-

posed the »amo Saururm for the group containing it.

^ On tliis ground it is stated that the Passercs .sliould be placed

hi;^lir^ in Iflie Class. But thoBO who know the habits and demeanour
of iTi-T-y fit the Liiiikolx would no doubt rightly elaiui for them much
inure " vivacity and activity " than is possessed by most Passcres

which lie drew from his in7estiga;ions of it ; for never

assuredly had the subject been attacked with gi-eater skill

and power, or, since the days Buffon, had Ornithology

been set forth with gi-eater eloquence. To remedy, in

some degree, this unavoidable loss, and to preserve at least

a portion of the fruits of his labours. Prof. Hu.xley, a
few weeks after, presented an abstract of his researches to

the Zoological Society, in whose Proceedings for the same
year it will be found printed (pp. 415-472) as a paper
" On the Classification of Birds, and on the taxonomic

\'alue of the modifications of certain of the cranial bones

observable in that Class." Starting from the basis (which,

undeniably true as it is, not a little shocked many of his

ornithological hearers) "that the phrase 'Birds are greatly

modified Reptiles ' would hardly be an exaggerated expres-

sion of the closeness " of the resemblance between the two
Classes, which he had previously brigaded under the name
of Savropsida (as he had brigaded the Pisces and Amphibia
as Ichthyopsida), he drew in bold outline both their like-

nesses and their differences, and then proceeded to inquire

how the Aves could be most appropriately subdivided

into Orders, Suborders, and Families. In this course of

lectures he had already dwelt at some length on the

insufilciency of the characters on which such groups as

had hitherto been thought to be established were founded;

but for the consideration of this j^art of his subject there

was no room in the present paper, and the reasons why he

arrived at the conclusion that new means of philosophically

and successfully separating the Class must be sought are

herein left to be inferred. The upshot, however, admits

of no luicertainty : the Class Aves is held to be composed

of three " Orders "— (I.) Saurur.e, Hiickel; (II.) R.wi£e,
Merrem ; and (III.) Caeinat.e, Merrem. The Saurnra
have the metacarpals well developed and not ancylosed,

and the caudal vertebrK are numerous and large, so that

the caudal region of the spine is longer than the body.

The furcula is comjilete and strong, the feet very Passerine

in appearance. The skull and sternum were at the time

unknown, and indeed the whole Order, without doubt

entirely extinct, rested exclusively on the celebrated fossil,

then unique, Arehxopteryx (Birds, vol. iii. pp. 728, 729).

The Patiix. comprehend the Struthious Birds, which differ

from all others now extant in the combination of several

peculiarities, some of which have been mentioned in the

preceding pages. The sternum has no keel, and ossifies

from lateral and paired centres only; the axes of the

scapula and coracoid have the same general direction

;

certain of the cranial bones have characters very unlike

those possessed by the next Order—the vomer, for

example, being broad posteriorly and generally intervening

between the basisphenoidal rostrum and the palatals and
pterygoids ; the barbs of the feathers are disconnected

;

there is no syrinx or inferior larynx ; and the diaphragm

is better developed than in other Birds.^ The Patitx are

divided into five groups, separated by very trenchant

characters, principally osteological, and many of them
afforded by the cranial bones. These groups consist of

([.)'Slriilhio (OsTKlcn, infra, p. 62), (ii.) Riiea (q.v.), (iii.)

Casuarius and Dromocvs (Emeu, vol. viii. 171), (iv.)

Dinornis, and (v.) Aplcryx {Kww, vol. xiv. p. 104); but

no names are here given to them. - The Carinatu: comprise

all other existing Birds. The sternum has more or less of

a keel, and is said to ossify, with the possible exception of

Stric/ops (Kakapo, vol. xiii. p. 825), from a median centre

as well as from paired and lateral centres. The axes of

the scapula and coracoid meet at an acute, or, as in Didus
(Dodo, vol. vii. p. 321) and Ocydromiis (Ocydrome, vol.

xvii. p. 222), at a slightly obtuse angle, M-hilo the vomer is

' This peculiarity had led some zoologists to conividor the Struthious

Birds more nearly allied to the Mammalia than any others.
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comparatively narrow and allows tne pterygoids and
palatab to articulate directly with the basisphenoidal

rostram. The Carinatx are divided, according to the

formation of the palate, into four " Suborders,'' and named
(i.) DromaKx^naths, (ii.) Sckhognathie, (iii.) Desmognatkse,

and (it.) ^githogncUhs?- The Dromxognathm resemble

the Ratits, and especially the genus Droma^us, in their

palatal structure, and are composed of the Tinamous
(q-v.). The SchUognaihse include a great many of the

forms belonging to the Linnoean Orders GcIUtix, Gratia,

and Jjiseres. In them the vomer, however variable,

always tapers to a point anteriorly, while behind it includes

the basbphenoidal rostrum between the palatals ; but

neither these nor the pterygoids are borne by its posterior

divergent ends. The maxiUo-palatals are usually elongated

and lamellar, uniting with the palatals, and, bending

backward along their inner edge, leave a cleft (whence the

name given . lo the " Suborder ") between the vomer and
themselves. Six groups of SchizognatAse are distinguished

with considerable minuteness :—(1) Charadrioniorphas, con-

taining Charadriidx (Plover, g.v.), Otididse (Bustard,
voL iv. p. 578), and Scolopacidm

; (2) Gerancmorphse,

including Gruidse (Ceaxe, voL vi. p. 546) and IiaUid.se,

between which Psophiidee and Shinocketidas are intermedi-

ate, while the Seeiema (q-v.) would also seem to belong

here
; (3) Cecomorphce, comprising Laridae (Gull, voL xi.

p. 274), Procellariidx (Petrel, q.v.), Colymbidee (Divee,

voL viL p. 292), and Alcidas (Gutxlemot, vol. xi. p. 262);

(4) Spheniscomorphae, composed of the Penguins {q.v.);

(5) Alectoromorphx (Po'Wl, vol ix. p. 491), being all the

Gallinae except the Tinamous ; and finally (6) Periateror

morpkat, consisting of the Doves (voi viL p. 379) and
Pigeons (q.v.). In the third of these Suborders, the

Desmognat.hae, the vomer is either abortive or so small as

to disappear from the skeleton. When it exists it is

always slender, and tapers to a point anteriorly. The
marUlo-palatals are bound together (whence the name of

the " Suborder") across the middle line, either directly or

by the ossification of the nasal septum. The posterior ends

of the palatals and anteri* of the pterygoids artictdate

directly with the rostrum. The groups of Desmognatfiae

are characterized as carefully as are those of the preceding

"Suborder," and are as follows :— (1) Chenomorph^, con-

sisting of the Anaiidx (Duck, vol. vii p. 505 ; Goose,

voL X. p. 777) with Falamedea, the Screamer (q.v.) ; (2)

Amphimorphx, the Flamingoes (voL ix. p. 286) ; (3)

Pdargomorpkx, containing the Ardeidx (Heeon, vol. xi.

p. 760), Ckoniidae (Stork, q.v.), and Tanialidai; (4)

Dysporomorphae, the CoEiiOEANTS (vol vL p. 407),

Frigate-birds (vol. ix. p. 786), GA^^NETS (voL x. p.

70), and Pelicaks (q.v.)
; (5) Aetomorpli^, comprising all

the Birds-of-Prey
; (6) Psitiacomorphx, the ParrotS (q. v.);

and lastly (7) Coccygomorphae, which are held to include,

four groups, viz., (a) Collide (Mouse-bied, vol xviL

p. 6) ;
(b) Musophagidx (Plantain-eaters and Toura-

KDOS, q.v.) Cuadidae (CucEow, vol. vL p. 685), Bucconidx,

Rhamphastidae (Toucans, q.v.), Capitonidea, GalbuHdae

(Jacamae, vol. xiii. p. 531 ); (c) Alcedinidae (Klng-

nsHEE, riv. p. 81,) Bucerotidx (Hornbill, xii. p. 169),

Upupid& (Hoopoe, xiL p. 154), Meropidas, Momotidaa

(MoTMOT, xvii. p. 3), Coraciidx (Roller, q.v.); and (d)

Trogonids (TsoGOJf, q.v.). Next in order come the Ceho-

mcrjjhaa or WOODPECKERS (q.v.), a group respecting the'

exact position of which Prof. Huxley was uncertain,^

^ These names are compounded respectively of Drom^eus, the generic

Dame applied to the Emeu, (rxK'^ ^ split or cleft, SeV/ia, a bond or

tying, t^ytdos, a Fiiuft, and, in each case, yvddos. a jaw.
^ Prof. Parker subsequently advanced the Woodpeckers to a higher

Tank under the name of SauTogruUhaa {Monthly Microscop. Journal,

1872, p. 219, and Tr. Lirm. Soc., ser. 2, Zoology, i. p. 2).

though Tie inclined to think its relations were with the next

group, .£gi'.hi:qiKithx, the fourth and last of his " Sul>

orders," characterized by a form of palate in some respects

intermediate between the two preceding. The vomer is

broad, abruptly truncated in front, and deeply cleft behind,

so as to embrace the rostrum of the sphenoid ; the palatals

have produced postero-extcmal angles ; the maxillo-palatals

are slender at their origin, and extend obliquely inwards

and forwards over the palatals, ending beneath the vomer in

expanded extremities, not united either with one another

or with the vomer, nor does the latter unite with the

nasal -septum, though that is frequently ossified. Of
the .Mgithognathm two divisions are made—(1) Cypselo-

mOrphse, including Trockilidx (HuMMme-BiED, voL xii

p. 357), Cypselidx (S-mrT, q.v.), and Capriniulgidx (Goat-

sucker, vol. X. p. 711) ; and (2) Coracomorpkae, which last

are separable into two groups, one (a) formed of the genus
Menura (Lyre-bird, vol xv. p. 115), which then seemed

to stand alone, and the other (6) made up of Polymyodae,

Tracheophonx, and Oligomyodae, sections founded on the

syringeal structiu'e, but declared to be not natural.

The above abstract ^ shews the general drift of this very

remar»;able contribution to Ornithology, and it has to be

added that for by 'far the greater number of his minor

groups Prof. Huxley relies solely on the form of the

palatal structiu'e, the importance of which Dr Cornay, as

already stated (p. 29), had before urged, though to so little

purpose. That the palatal structure must be taken into

consideration by taxonomers as affording hints of some
utility there can no longer be a doubt ; but the present

writer is inclined to think that the characters drawn thence

owe more of. their worth to the extraordinary perspicuity

with which they have been presented by Prof. Huxley
than to their own intrinsic value, and that if the same
power had been employed to elucidate in the same way
other parts of the skeleton—say the bones of the sternal

apparatus or' even of- the pelvic girdle—either set could

have been made to appear quite as instructive and perhaps

more so. Adventitious value would therefore seem to

have been acquired by the bones of the palate through the

fact that so great a master of the art of exposition selected

them as fitting examples upon which to exercise his skill.*

At the same time it must be stated this selection was not

premeditated by Prof. Huxley, but forced itself upon him

as his investigations proceeded.^ In reply to some critical

remarks (IbU, 1868, pp. 85-96), chiefly aimed at sheT^-ing

the inexpediency of relying solely on one set of characters,

especially when those afforded by the palatal bones •were

not, even within the limits of Families, wholly diagnostic,

the author (Ibis, 1868, pp. 357-362) announced a slight

modification of his original scheme, by introducing three

more groups into it, and concluded by indicating how its

bearings upon the great question of " Genetic Classifica-

tion " might be represented so far as the different groups

of Carinatx are concerned :

—

3 This is adapted from that given in the Hecord of Zoological

Literature (iv. pp. 46-49), n-hich is believed to have not inadequately

represented the author's \i0w3.
* The hotion of the superiority of the palatal bones to all others for

purposes of classriiication has pleased many persons, from the fact that

these bones are not unfrequently retained in the dried skins of Birds

sent home by collectors in foreign countries, and are therefore available

for study, while such bones as the sternum and pelvis are rarely pre-

served. The common practice of ordinary collectora, until at least

very recently, has been tersely described to the present writer as being

to " shoot a bird, take off its skin, and throw away its characters."

' Perhaps this may be partially explained by the fact that the

Museum of the College of Surgeons, in which these investigations were

chiefly carried on. like most other museums of the time, contained a

much larger series of the hends of Birds than of their entire skeletons,

or of any other portion of the skeleton. Consequently the materials

available for the comparison of differant forms consisted in great part

of heads only.
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Tin.imomorplm.-.

TuiTicomoiphx.

Chflraih-k.iiiori'iuv^

I 1

Alectororaoiplis.

A-cQinurplix. Ocranoraoi-plix.

Sphcnisco-
xaot'phs.

Aetomorphre.

Hc-lero*

moi-plix.

Ptcvoclo-
inoi'pha;.

Pcvistei-o

^gittia-

Palamcdca,

Clienoinorolia.'.

Anjphimorpha:.

Pdai-gomoipliis.

Dysporo-?sittaco- Coccygo-
moi-phas. moi-phK .....gnathffi. moipha.

The above scheme, in Prof. Huxley's opinion, nearly re-

presents the affinities of the varioiis Carinate groups,—the

gi-eat difficulty being to determine the relations to the rest

of the CoccT/r/omorphx, Psittacomor2yhx, and JEgithognatha:,

which he indicated "only in the most doubtful and
hypothetic fashion." Almost simultaneously with this hs
expounded more particularly before the Zoological Society,

in whose Proceedings (186S, pp. 294-319) his results

were soon after published, the groups of which he believed

the AUdoromorphsi to be composed and the relations to

them of some outlying forms usually regarded as Gallina-

ceous, the Turnicidx and PterocUdx, as well as the singular

HoACTZiN (voL sii. p. 28), for all three of which he had to

institute new groups—the last forming the sole representa-

tive of his HeUromorplioi. More than this, he entered

upon their Geograpliical Distribution, the facts of which
important subject are here, almost for the first time, since

the attempt of Blyth already mentioned,* brought to bear

practically on Classification, as has been previously hinted

(Birds, vol. iii pp. 736, 737) ; but, that subject having

boeu already treated at some length, there is no need to
enter upon it here.

Nevertheless it is necessary to mention here Ae intimate

connexion between Classification and Geographical Dis-

tribution as revealed by the palseontological researches

». MQae- of Prof. Alphokse Milne-Edwabds, whose magnificent
Kdwarcls. Oiseaux Fossiles de la France began to appear in 18G7,

and was completed in 1871—th« more so, since the

exigencies of his undertaking compelled him to use

materials that had been almost wholly neglected by other

investigators. A large p'toportion of the iossil remains
the determination and description of which was his object

were what are very commorJy called the " long bones," that

is to say, those of the limbs. The recognition of these,

minute and fragmentary as many were, and the referring

them to then- proper place, rendered necessary an attentive

.study of the comparative osteology and myology ofBirds
in general, that of the "long bones," whose sole char-

acters were often a few muscular ridges or depressions,

being especially obligatory. Hence it became manifest

that a very respectable Classification can be found in

which characters dra^vn from these bones play a rather

important part. Limited by circumstances as is that
followed by SI. Milne-Edwards, the details of his arrange-

ment do not require setting forth here. It is enough to

point out that wo have in his work another proof of the

multiiJicity^ of the factors which most be taken into

consideration by the sj-stematist, and another proof of

the fallacy "of trusting to one set of characters alone.

But this is not the only way in which the author has
lendereil service to tUo advanced student of Orni-

' It is trac that from the time of EulTon, though he sconied any
rejalw CSaajifieation, Geographical Distribution liail been occasionally
lieKl to hty* sosiething to do with systematic arr.ingemcnt ; but the
w,Ty iu wtuch the tw© were related was never clearly put forth, though
people wk« could read betweea the lines might have guessed the secret

from Cirwin's Jouryt'd of Researches, as well as from his introduction
ta tiit ZtjDle^g (J tlii "Sia'jk" Voya'jc.

thology. The unlooked-for discovery in France of re-

mains which he has referred to forms now existing it is

true, but existing only in countries far removed from
Europe, forms such as CoUocalici, Lcjilvfvimis, I'sittaciis,

Serpcuiarius, and Trogon, is perhaps even more suggestive

than the finding that France was once inhabited by forms
that are wholly extinct, of which, as has been already

mentioned (Birds, vol. iii. pp. 730, 731), in the older

formations there is abimdance. Unfortunately none of

these, however, can be compared for singularity with

Archsuypteryx or with some American fossil forms next to

be noticed, for their particular bearing on our knowledge
of Ornithology will be most conveniently treated here.

In November 1870 Prof. Marsh, by finding the im- Mareh.

perfect fossilized tibia of a Bu-d in the Middle Cretaceous

shale of Kansas, began a series of wonderful discoveries

which will ever be associated mth his name,^ and, making
U3 acquainted v\ith a great number of forms long since

vanished from among the earth's inhabitants, has thrown
a comparatively broad beam of light upon the darkness

that, broken only by the solitary spark emitted on the

recognition of Arckxopteryx, had hitherto brooded over our

knowledge of the genealogy of Birds, and is even now for

the most part palpable. Subsequent visits to the same
part of North America, often performed under circum-

stances of discomfort and occasionally of danger, brought

to this intrepid and energetic explorer the reward he had
so fully earned. Brief notices of his spoils appeared from
time to time in various volumes of the American Journal

of Science and Arts (Silliraan's), but it is unnecessary here

to refer to more than a few of them. In that Journal for

May 1872 (ser. 3, iii. p. '360) the remains of a large

swimming Bird (nearly 6 feet in -length, as afterwards

appeared) having some affinity, it was thought, to the

Colynilidx were described under the name of Hesperornis

regalis, and a few months later (iv. p. 34-1) a second fossil

Bird from the same locality was indicated as Icktkyornis

disixir—from the Fish-like, biconcave form of its vertebras.

Further examination of the enormous collections gathered
by the author, and preserved in the Museum of Yale
College at New Haven in Connecticut, shewed him that this

last Bird, and another to which he gave the name of

Ajmiornis, had possessed well-developed teeth implanted
in sockets in both jaws, and induced him to establish (v.

pp. 161, 162) for their reception a "Subclass" Odonior-

nithes and an Order Ichthyornithes. Two years more and
the originally foimd Hesperornis was discovered also to

have teeth, but these were inserted in a groove. It wa?
accordingly regarded as the type of a distinct Ordei
Odontolcx (s. pp. 403-408), to which were assigned &t

other characters vertebrae of a saddle-shape and not
biconcave, a keelless sternum, and wings consisting only
of the humerus. In 1 880 Prof, ilarsh brought out a grand
volume, Odontornithes, being a monograph of the extinct

toothed Birds of North America. Herein remains, attri-

buted to no fewer than a score of species, which were
referred to eight different genera, are fully described and
sufficiently illustrated, and, instead of the ordinal name
IclUhyornithes previously used, that of Odontotonnx was
proposed. In the author's concluding summary he remarks
on the fact that, while the Odontokx, as exhibited in

Hesperornis, had teeth inserted in a continuous groove—

a

low and generalized character as shewn by Reptiles, they

had, however, the strongly differentiated saddle-shaped

vertebrse such as all modern Birds possess. On the other

hand the Odontoim'mce, as exemplified in Ichthyornis, having
the primitive biconcave vertebrie, yet possessed ilie highly

- It will of course be needless to reuiiud the general zoologist of

Prof. Marsh's no less wonderful discoveries of wholly nnlooked-for

tyiJcs of Keptiles and Mammals.
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specialized feature of teeth in distinct sockets. Hesperornis

too, with its keelless sternum, had aborted wings but strong

legs and feet adapted for swimming, while IchOiyornis had

a keeled sternum and powerful wings, but diminutive legs

and feet. These and other characters separate the two

forms so widely as quite to justify the establishment of as

many Orders for their reception, and the opposite nature

of the evidence they afEord illustrates one fundamental

principle of evolution, namely, that an animal may attain

to great development of one set of characters and at the

same time retain other features of a low ancestral type.

Prof. Marsh states that he had fully satisfied himself that

Ardiaxpteryx belonged to the OdontoniitAes, which he

thought it advisable for the present to regard as a Subclass,

separated into three Orders

—

Odoniolcse, Odontotormse, and

Saumrse—all well marked, but evidently not of equal rank,

the last being clearly much more widely distinguished from

the first two than they are from one another. But that

these three oldest-known forms of Birds should differ so

greatly from each other unmistakably points to a great

antiquity for the Class. All are true Birds ; but the

Keptilian characters they possess converge towards a more

generalized type. He then proceeds to treat of the

characters which may be expected to have occurred in

their common ancestor, whose remains may yet be hoped

for from the Pala-ozoic rocks if not from the Permian beds

that in North America are so rich in the fossils of a

terrestrial fauna. Birds, he believes, branched off by a

single stem, which gradually lost its Reptilian as it assumed

the Ornithic type ; and in the existing Batitee we have

the survivors of this direct line. The lineal descendants

of this primal stock doubtless at an early time attained

feathers and warm blood, but, in his opinion, never

acquired the power of flight, which probably originated

among the small arboreal forms of Reptilian Birds. In

thera even rudimentary feathers on the fore-limbs would
be an advantage, as they would tend to lengthen a leap

from branch to branch, or break the force of a fall in leap-

ing to the ground. As the feathers increased, the body
would become warmer and the blood more active. With
still more feathers would come increased powec of flight as

we see in the young Birds of to-day. A greater activity

would result in a more perfect circulation. A true Bird

would doubtless require warm blood, but would not

necessarily be hot-blooded, like the Birds now living.

AVhether Archs^opteryx was on the true Carinate line can-

not as yet be determined, and this is also true of IchOiy-

ornis ; but the biconcave vertebrae of the latter suggest its

being an early offshoot, while it is probable that

ffesperomis came off 'from the main " Struthious " stem
and has left no descendants.

Bold as are the speculations above summarized, there

seems no reason to doubt the probability of their turning

out to be, if not the exact truth, yet ^.omething very
like it.

From this bright vision of the poetic past—a glimpse,

some' may call it, into the land of dreams—we must
relapse into a sober contemplation of the prosaic present

—

& subject quite as difficult to understand. The former
Snnd. jiforts at classification ma,de by Sundevall have already
valL several times been mentioned, and a return to their con-

sideration was promised. In 1872 and 1873 he brought
out at Stockholm a Methodi Naluralis Avium Disponend-
ctrum Tentamen, two portions of which (those relating to

the Diurnal Birds-of-Prey and the " Cicklomorph^," or

forms related to the Thrushes) he found himself under the

necessity of revising and modifying in the course of 1874,
in" as many communications to the Swedish Academy of

Sciences (K. Y.-Ak. Forhandliwjar, 1874, No. 2, pp.
21 30 Ko 3 pp. 2i 30). This Te^mnxen, containinK the

latest complete method of classifying Birds in general. ha.<i

naturally received much attention, the more sovperhaps,

since, with its appendices, it was nearly the last labour of iia

respected author, whose industrious life came to an end in

the course of the following year. From what has before

been said of his works it may have been gathered that, while

professedly basing his systematic arrangement of the groups
of Birds on their external features, he had hitherto striven'

to make his schemes harmonize if possible with the dictates"

of internal structure as evinced by the science of anatomy,^
*though he uniformly and persistently protested against the
inside being better than the outside." In thus acting he
proved himself a true follower of his great countryman
fjinniEUs ; but, without disparagement of his efforts in

this respect,- it must be said that when internal and exter-

nal characters appeared to be in conflict he gave, perhaps
with unconscious bias, a preference to the latter, for he
belonged to a school of zoologists whose natural instinct

was to believe that such a conflict always existed. Hence
his efforts, praiseworthy as they were from several points

of view, and particularly so in regard to some details, failed

to satisfy the philosophic taxonomer when generalizations

and deeper principles were concerned, and in his practice

in respect of certain technicalities of classification he was,

in the eyes of the orthodox, a transgressor. Thus instead

of contenting himself with terms that had met ^vith pretty

general approval, such as Class, Subclass, Order, Sub-
order, Family, Subfamily, and so on, he introduced into

his final scheme other designations, " Agmen," " Cohors,"
" Phalanx," and the like, which to the ordinary student of

Ornithology convey an indefinite meaning, if any meaning
at all. He also carried to a very extreme limit his views

of nomenclature, which were certainly not in accordance

with those held by most zoologists, though this is a matter

so trifling as to need no details in illustration.' It is by
no means easy to set forth briefly, and at the 6ame time

intelligibly, to any but experts, the final scheme of Sunde-

vall, owing to the number of new names introduced by him,

nevertheless the attempt must be made ; bu~t it must be

understood that in the folMwing paradigm, in which his

later modifications are incorporated, only the most remark-

able or best-known forms are cited as examples of his

several groups, for to give the whole of them would, if any
explanations were added, occupy far more space than tha

occasion seems to justify, and without such explanations

the list would be of use only to experts, who would rather

consult the original work.

First, Sundevall would still make two grand divisions

(" Agmina ") of Birds, even as had been done nearly forty

years before; but, having found that the names. .iftcices and
Prxcoces, he had formerly used were not always apDlicable,

or the groups thereby indicated naturally disposed, he at

first distinguished them as Pdlopmdes and Ptilopmdes.

Then, seeing that the great similarity of these two words

would produce confusion both in speaking and writing, he

changed them (p. 158) into the equivalent Gymnovmiks
and Pasypeedes, according as the young were hatched

naked or clothed. The Gymnopaedes are divided into two
" Orders"

—

Oscines and Volua-es—the former intended to

be identical with the group of the same name established

by older authors, and, in accordance with the observaticms

of Keyserling and Blasius already mentioned, divided inljb

two "Series"

—

Laminiplaniures, having the hinder cart

of the "tarsus" covered with two horny plates, and ISculMi-

plantares, in which the same part is scutellated. ffhesn.

Laminiplaniares are composed of six Cohorts as folioAvs .

coliora'l. Cichlomorpha:^

^ Phalanx 1. Ocrcatsc.—7 Families ti^e Nightingales standincr.

first, and thtreforo at the head of all Birds, with the Redbreast,
', Redstart, and tho American Bluo-bifcl'^; after them tho Cliats
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Thrushes proper, Dippers, "Water-Chats {Neniatnis), Bush-Chats,

and (under the name of EiichlinsB) the singular group comr^.only

known as Pittas or Water-Thrushes.
Phalanx 2 Nov-cmvcnnata^^^ FamiUes : Pipits, Wagtails,

American Ply-catching Warblers, and Australian Biaraond-birda

i^Pardaiotus],

Phalanx 3. Sylviiformcs.—17 Families- divided geographi-

cally (?) into two groups—the Old- "World forms, and those of the

Kew. The first is further broken up into three, sections—(a) i

Families with moderately long wings and a slender bill, containing

what may be called perhaps the normal Warblers, as theWiTlow-
Wrens,Whitethroats, Sedge-birds, and others

; (6) 5 Families, with

short wings and a slender bill, what are often called by Indian
and African writers Bush-babblers (Bradyptems, Craterofiiis, and
others) ; (c) 3 Families, with a somewhat stout or blunt bill, the

Thick-beads of some writers {Pachycephahts) and Titmouse
Family. The second or iVmerican group comprehends 5 J'amilies,

Vireos, Cat-birds, Wrens (not, by the way, peculiar to America),
and some other forms for which it is impossible to find names that
will pass as English.

Phalanx 4. BracJiypterx.—3 Families: the short-winged Wren-
Warblers, with long tails, of the Australian {Malurus\ Indian,

and Ethiopian Kegions.
Phalanx 5. Latirosires.—7 Families : the true Flycatchers

{Miiscicapa), and several others of fiy-catching habits.

Phalanx 6. Brackypodcs,—8 Families : Waxwings, Orioles,

Swallow-Flycatchers {Artamus), Caterpillar-catchers (CamyqpAaja),
and DroDgos {Dicrurus).

Phalanx 7. Dciilirosires or LaniiforTnes.'—3 Fatnilies : Shrikes,

Pufl'-backed Shrikes.

Phalanx 8. Subcorvi/ormes.—1 Family* Bower-birds and some
others.

Cohors 2. Cmiirostres.

Phalanx 1. Decempennats.—3 Families ; Weaver-birds(PZoccT«),

"Whydah-birds (Kirfwa), and I? edge-Sparrows {Accentor).

Phalanx 2. Amplipalatales.—2 Families: Grosbeaks, true

Finches.

Phalanx 3. Arciipalatales.—6 Families: Crossbills, Buntings,

Rice-birds, and many hard-billed forms which are usually placed

among the Tanagei-s.

P'halanx 4. Simplicirostres.—4 Families : Tanagers.

Cohois 3. Coliomorphm.

Phalanx 1. Novcmpcmiatz.—3 Familiea : Crackles or American
Starlings.

Pbalaiix 2. HumilinaTes,—4 Families: True Starlings, Ox-
peckers, Choughs.

Phalanx 3. Alti-itarcs,—3 Families: Nutcrackers, Jays, Crows.

Phalanx 4. Idiodactylse.—5 families : Crdw-Shnkes, Birds-of-

Paradise.

Cohors 4. Certhioj^orphse.—3 FamiUes: Tree-creepers, ^^Nut-

hatches.
: \

Cohors &. Cinnyfimorphas. —^ Families : Sun-birds, Hohey-
suckers.

Cohors 6. Chelidonomorphm.—1 Family: Swallows.

The Scutelliplaniares include a much smaller number of

forms, and, with the exception of the first " Cohort " and

a few groups of the fourth'and fifth, all are peculiar to

.America.

Cohors 1. Hola^pidcx.—2 Families: Larks, Hoopoes.
Cohors 2. Endaspidca.—3 Families— all Neotropical: Oven-birds

{Furnarius\ Synallaxis, and the Piculules (Dcndrocolaptes).

I Cohors 3. Ezaspidcm.—4 Families : the first two separated as

Ly^odactylsR, including the King-birds or Tyrants, of which twelve

groups are made ; the remaining two as Syyidaciylx^ composed of

the Todies and Manakins.
Cohors 4. Pycimspideee.—3 Families: Cocks-of-thc-Rock (iJK^«'-

cola), to which the Indian genus Calyptomcria, Eurylasmus^ and
some others are supposed to be allied, the Chatterers and Fruit-

Crows {Chasmorhynchus, Ccphaloptcrus, and others), as well as

Tityra and Lifiaug'us.

Cohors 5. Taxaspidex.—£ Families : the very singular Madagas-

car form PAi/qnYta; the Bush-Shrikes(rA<iOTnopAt/i«),Ant-Thnishes

(Formicaritis), and Tapaculos (Pteroptochiis) of the Neotropical

Region; and the Australian Lyre-bird.

We -then arrive at the Second Order Volucres, which is

divided into two " Series." Of these the first is made to

contain, under the name Zygbdaclyli,

Cohors 1. Psiitaci. — 6 Families : Parrots;

Cohors 2. PicL—6 Families : Woodpeckers, Piculets (Pitumnus),

and Wrynecks;
Cohors 3. Coccyges.—12 Families: divided into two groups—

(1) AUinarcs^ containing the Honey-Guides, Barbets, Toucans, Jaca-

mars. Puff-birds, and tlie Madagascar genus Lcptosomus ; and (2)

ffumilinares, comprising all the forms commonly known as Citcu-

lidm, broken up, however, into three sections
;

while to the second " Series " are referred, as Anisodactyli,

Cohors 4. CreiiomorpAa;. —4 Families : Plantain-caters or Touia-

cous. Mouse-birds, Rollers, and the peculiar S'adagascar forms

Atehrnis and Brachyptcracias ; ^ _
Cohors 5. Ampligidarcs.—4 Families : Vroguus. Goatsuckers, and

Swifts

;

'
'

Cohors 6. Lmigilingues or .STeitwitya.—12 Families: Hummiag-
birds, aiTangedin three "Series ;''

Cohors 7. Syndacfylx.—4 Families ; Bee-caters, Motmota, King-

fishers, and Hornbills

;

Cohors 8. Peristeroidcx.—3 Families: DirfujicuZus, with the Dodo,

Pigeons, and the Crowned Pigeons {Goura) separated from the last.

The Dasypeedes of Sundevall are separated into six

" Orders " ; but ihisa- will occupy us but a short whUe.

The first of them, Accipitres, comprehending all the Birds-

of-Prey, were separated inta 4 " Cohorts " in his original

work, but these were reduced in his appendix to two

—

Nyctharpages or Owls with 4 Families divided into 3 series,'

and Remeroharpages containing all the rest, and compris-

ing 10 Families (the last of which is the Seriema,

DicholophMs) divided into 2 groups as Eapaces and

Saprophagi—the latter including the Vultures. Nest

stands the Order Gallinx with 4 "Cohorts" :—(1) Tetraono-

inorphm, comprising 2 Families, the Sand-Grouse (Pterocles)

and the Grouse proper, among which the Central-American

Oreophasis finds itself; (2) PJiasianomorphsi, with 4

Families, Pheasants, Peacocks, Turkeys, Guinea Fowls,

Partridges, Quails, and Hemipodes {Turnix)
; (3) Macro-

nychis, the Megapodes, with 2 Families
; (4) the Duodecim-

pennatm, the Curassows and Guans, also with 2 Families

;

(5) the Strutkioniformes, composed of the Tinamous ; and

(6) the Subgrallatores with 2 Families, one consisting of the

curious South-American genera Thinocorus&nA Atlagis and

the other of the Sheathbill (Chionis). The Fifth Order

(the third of the Dasypeedes) is formed by the Grallatoret,

divided into 2 "series"— (1) Altinares, coiisisting of 2

" Cohorts," Herodii with 1 Family, the Herons, and Pelargi

with 4 Families, Spoonbills, Ibises, Storks, and the

Umbre (Scopus), with Balsmiceps
; (2) Humilinares, also

consisting of 2 " Cohorts," Limicolse with 2 Families,

Sandpipers and Snipes, Stilts and Avocets, and Cmrsorea

with 8 Families, including Plovers, Bustards, 'Cranes,

Rails, and all the other "Waders." The Sixth Order,

Katatores, consists of all the Birds that habitually swim

and a few that do not, containing 6 Cohorts ;

—

Longipennts and Pygopodes with 3 Families each ; Toti-

palmatse with 1 Family ; Tubinares with 3 Families

;

Impennes with 1 Family, Penguins ; and Lamellirostres

with 2 Families, Flamingoes and Ducks. The Seventh

Order, JProceres, is divided into 2 Cohorts— Veri with J

Families, Ostriches and Emeus ; and Subnobiles, consisting

of the genus Apleryx. The Eighth Order is formed by

the Saururx.

Such then is Sundevall's perfected system, which has in

various quarters been so much praised, and has been

partially recognized by. so many succeeding writers, that

it would have been impossible to pass it over here, though

the present writer is confident that the best^informed

ornithologists will agree with him in thinking that the com-

pilation of the above abstract has been but so much waste

of time, and its insertion here but so much ^vaste of space.

Without, however, some such abstract its shortcomings

could not be riiade apparent, and it will be seen to

what little purpose .w many able men have laboured if

arrangement and grouping so manifestly artificial—the

latter often of forms possessing no real affinity—can pa.ss

as a natural method. We should be too sanguine to hope

that it may be the last of its kind, yet any one accustomed

to look deeper than the surface must see its numerous

defects, and almost every one, whether so accustomed or

not, ou'ght by its means to be brought to the conclusion

that, whe" a man of Sundevall's knowledge and experience
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could noL oy trusting only to external characters, do better

than this, the most convincing proof is afforded of the

inability 'of external characters alone to produce anything

save ataxy. The principal merits it possesses are con-

fined to the minor arrangement of some of the Osctnes

;

but even here many of the alliances, such, for instance,

as that of Pitta vdth the true Thrushes, are indefensible

on any rational grounds, and some, as that of Accentor

with the Weaver-birds and Whydah-birds, verge upon the

ridiculous, while on the other hand the interpolation of

the American Fly-catching Warblers, Mniotiltida; between

the normal Warblers of the Old World and the Thrushes is

as bad—especially when.the genus Mniotilta is placed, not-

withstanding, its different wing-formula, with the Tree-

creepers, Certhiid.v. The whole work unfortunately betrays

throughout an utter want of the sense of proportion. In

many of the large groups the effect of very slight differ-

ences is to keep the forms exhibiting them widely apart,

while in most of the smaller groups differences of far

greater kind are overlooked, so ^that the forms which

present them are linked together in more or less close

union. Thus, regarding only external characters, great

as is the structural distinction between the Gannets,

Cormorants, Frigate-birds, and Pelicans, it is not held to

remove them from the limits of a single Family ; and yet

the Thrushes and the Chats, whose distinctions are barely

sensible, are placed in separate Families, as are also the

Chats and the Nightingales, wherein no structural distinc-

tions at all can be traced. Again, even in one and the

same group the equalization of characters indicative of

Families is wholly neglected. Thus among the Pigeons

the genera Didus and Diduticvlvs, which differ, so far'as

we know it, in every external character of their structure,

are placed in one Family, and yet on the slightest pre-

text the genus Goura, which in all respects so intimately

resembles ordinary Pigeons, is set apart as the represen-

tative of a distinct Family. The only use of dwelling

upon these imperfections here is the hope that thereby

students of Ornithology may be induced to abandon the

belief in the efficacy of external characters as a sole means

of classification, and, by seeing how unmanageable they

become unless checked by internal characters, be per-

suaded of the futility of any attempt to form an arrange-

ment without that solid foundation which can only be

obtained by a knowledge of anatomy. Where Sundevall

failed no one else is likely to succeed; for he was a man
gifted with intelligence of a rare order, a man of cultiva-

tion and learning, one who had devoted his whole life to

(science, who had travelled much, studied much and
reflected much, a man whose acquaintance with the

literature of his subject probably exceeded that of any of

his contemporaries, and a man whose linguistic attainments

rendered him the envy of his many friends. Yet what

should have been .the crowning work of his long life is one

that all who respected him, and that comprehends all who
knew him, must regret.

JarroJ Of the very opposite kind was the work of the two men
'"i next to be mentioned

—

Garkod and Forbes—both cut
Forbes.

f^)^r,tt in a career of promise ^ that among students of

Ornithology has rarely been equalled and perhaps never

surpassed. The present wTiter finds it difficult to treat of

the labours of two pupils and friends from whose assistance

he had originally hoped to profit in the preparation of this

very article, the more so that, while fully recognizing the

brilliant nature of some of their researches, he is compelled

very frequently to dissent from the conclusions at which

* Alfred Henry Garrotl, Prosector to the Zoological Society of

London, died of consumption in 1S79, aged thirty-three. His successor

in that office, William Alexander Forbes, fell a victim to the deadly
climate of the Niger in 1883, and in his twentj-eiahth year;

they arrived, deeming ttiem to have often been of a kind

that, had their authors survived to a maturer age, they

would have greatly modified. Still he wtU knows that

learners are mostly wiser than their teachers ; and, making

due allowance for the haste with which, from the exigencies

of the post they successively held, their investigations had

usually to be published, he believes that much of the

highest value underlies even the crudest conjectures con-

tained in their several contributions to Ornithology'.

Putting aside the monographical papers by which each of

them followed the excellent example set by their predecessor

in the otfice they filled—Dr Murie - —and beginning with

Garrod's,* those ha%in3 a more general scope, all published

in the Zoological Society's Proceedings, may ba briefly con-

sidered. Starting from the level reached by Prof. Huxley,

the first attempt made by the younger investigator was in

1S73, " On the value in Classification of a Peculiarity in

the anterior margin of the Nasal Bones in certain Birds."

Herein he strove to prove that Birds ought to be divided

into two Subclasses—one, called " Holorhinal," in which a

straight line drawn transversely across the hindmost points

of the external narial apertures passes in front of the

posterior ends of the nasal processes of the prcemaxillse,

and the other, called " Schizorhinal," in which such a line

passes behind those processes. If this be used as a

criterion, the validity of Prof. Huxley's group Schizoijnatha:

is shaken ; but there is no need to enlarge upon the pro-

posal, for it was virtually abandoned by its author within

little more than a twelvemonth. The next subject in con-

nexion with Systematic Ornithology to which Garrod

applied himself was an investigation of the Carotid

Arteries, and here, in the same year, he made a consider-

able advance upon the labours of Nitzsch, as might well

be expected, for the opportunities of the latter were very

limited, and he was only able, as we have seen (page 22),

to adduce four types of structure in them, while Garrod,

with the superior advantages of his situation, raised the

number to six. Nevertheless he remarks that their " dis-

position has not much significance among Birds, there

being many Families in which, whilst the majority of the

species have two, some have only one carotid." The

exceptional cases cited by him are quite sufficient to prove

that the condition of this artery has nearly no value from

the point of view of general classification. If relied upon

it would split up the Families Buecroiidse and Cypselidx,

which no sane person would doubt to be homogeneous and

natural The femoral vessels formed another subject of

investigation, and were found to exhibit as much
exceptional conformation as those of the neck—for instance

in Centroptis phasianvs, one of the Birds known as Coucals,

the femoral artery accompanies the femoral vein, though

it does not do so in another species of the genus, C.

rufipennis, nor in any other of the Cucnlidm (to which

Family the genus Centropus has been always assigned)

examined by Garrod. Nor are the results of the very

great labour which he bestowed upon the muscular con-

formation of the thigh in Birds any more conclusive when
they come to be impartially and carefully considered.

Jlyology was with him always a favourite study, and hehim

2 Dr Murie's chief papers having a direct hearing on Systematic Mu3
Ornithology are:— in the Zoological Society's Transactions {vn. p. 465),
" On the Dermal and Visceral Stnictnres of the Kagu, Sun-Bittern, and
Boathill "

; in the same Society's Procaaiings—(1871, p. 647) " Addi-

tional Notice concerning the Po\vder-Dow»s of lihinochetus jicbatus,"

(1872, p. 664) "On the Skeleton of Talus with remarks as to its

Allies," (1879, p. 552) "On the Skeleton and Lineage o^ Fregilvpits

mrius" ; in Tlie /6/s—(1S"2, I>-262)
" On the genus CAius," (1872,

p. 333) " Motmots and their affinities," (1873, p. 181) " Relationships

of the L'pupida.^'
3 G.arrod's Scientific Papers have been collected and published in a

memori.al volume, edited by Forbes. There is therefore no need to give

a list of them here. Fcrbes's papers are to be edited bv Pi-of. F. J. Bell,
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may be not unreasonably supposed to have a strong feeling

ns to its eflScacy for systematic ends. It was in favour of

.in arrangement based upon the muscles of the thigh, and
elaborated by him in 1874, that he gave up the arrange-

ment he had published barely more than a year before

based upon the conformation of the nostrils. Neverthe-

less it appears that even the later of the two methods did

jjnt eventually content him, and this was only to be

expected, though he is said by Forbes {Ibis, 1881, p. 28)

to have remained ." satisfied to the last as to the natural-

ness of the two main groups into which he there divided

birds"

—

Homalogonatm a.nd Anomalogonats. The key to

this arrangement lay in the presence or absence of the

ambiens muscle, " not because of its own intrinsic import-

ance, but because its presence is always associated with

peculiarities in other parts never found in any Anomalo-
gonatous bird." Garrod thought that so great was the

improbability of the same combination of three or four

different characters (such as an accessory femoro-caudal

muscle, a tufted ©il-gland, and caeca) arising independently

ia different Birds that similar combinations of characters

could only be due to blood-relationship. The ingenuity

with which he found and expressed these combinations of

characters is worthy of all praise ; the regret is that time

was wanting for him to think out all their consequences,

and that he did not take also into account other and
especially osteological characters. Every osteologist must
recognize that the neglect of these makes Garrod's proposed

classification as unnatural as any that had been previously

drawn up, and more unnatural than many. So much is

this the cas(! that, with the knowledge we have that ere

his death h'3 had already seen the need of introducing

some modifcations into it, its reproduction here, even

in the briefest abstract possible, would- not be advisable.

Two instances, however, of its failure to shew natural

affinities or differences may be cited. The first Order
GcUliformes of his Subclass Homalogonatm, is made to

consist of three "Cohorts"

—

Strnthiones, Gallinacese, s.nd

Psittaci—a somewhat astonishing alliance ; but even if

that be allowed to pass, we find the second "Cohort"
composed of the Families Palamedeidm, Gallinse, Sallidse,

Otididx (containing two Subfamilies, the Bustards and the

Flamingoes), Musophagidm, and Cuculidte. Again the

Subclass Anomalogonatse includes three Orders

—

Pici-

formes, Passeriformes, and Cypseliformes—a preliminary to

which at first sight no exception need be taken ; but

immediately we look into details we find the Alcedinidee

placed in the first Order and the Meropidse in the second,

together with the Passeres and a collection of Families

almost every feature in the skeleton of which points to a

separation. Common sense revolts at the acceptance of

any scheme which involves so many manifest incongruities.

With far greater pleasure we would leave these investiga-

tions, and those on certain other muscles, as well as on the

Disposition of the deep plantar Tendon.s, and dwell upon
his researches into the anatomy of the Passerine Birds

with the view to their systematic arrangement. Here he

was on much safer ground, and it can hardly be doubted

that his labours will stand the test of future experience, for,

though it may be that all his views will not meet with

ultimate approval, he certainly made the greatest advance

since the days of Miiller, to the English translation of

whose classical work he added (as already mentioned) an

excellent appendix, besides having already contributed to

the Zoological Proceedings between 1876 and 1878 four

memoirs replete with observed facts which no one can

gainsay. As his labours were continued exactly on the

same lines by Forbes, who, between 1880 and 1882,

published in the same journal six more memoirs on the

Bubject, it will be convenient here to state generally, and

in a combined form, the results arrived at by these two-

investigators.

Instead of the divisions of Passerine Biris instituted by
Miiller, Garrod and Forbes having a wider range of experi-

ence consider that they have shewn that the Passeres con-

sist of two primary sections, which the latter named
respectively Desmodactyli and Eleutherodactyli, from the

facts discovered by the former that in the Euryl^mida^ or

Broadbills, a small Family peculiar to some parts of the

Indian Region, and consisting of some nine or ten species

only, there is a strong band joining the muscles of the

hind toe exactly in the same way as in many. Families

that are not Passerine, and hence the name Desmodactyli,

while in all other Passerines the hind toe is free.

This point settled, the Eleutherodactyli form two great

divisions, according to the structure of their vocal

organs; one of them, roughly agreeing with the Cla-

matores of some writers, is called Mesomyodi, and the

other, corresponding in the main, if not absolutely, with

the Oscines, Polymyodi, or true Passeres of various authors,

is named Acromyodi—" an Acromyodian bird being one in

which the muscles of the syrinx are attached to the

extremities of the bronchial semi-rings, a Mesomyodian
bird being one in which the muscles of the syrinx join the

semi-rings in their middle." Furthermore, each of these

groups ia subdivided into two ; the Acromyodi into
" normal " and " abnormal," of which more presently ; the

^fesomyodi into Homaomeri and Uelerbmeri, according as

the sciatic or the femoral artery of the thigh is developed

-^the former being the usual arrangement among Birds

and the latter the exceptional. Under the head Hetero-

meri come only two Families the Cotingidee (Chatterers)

and Pipridse (Manakxns, vol. xv. p. 455) of most orni-

thologists, but these Garrod was inclined to think should

not be considered distinct. The Homceomeri form a larger

group, and are at once separable, on account of the struc-

ture of their vocal organs, into Tracheophome (practically

equivalent to the Tracheophones of Miiller) and Haploo-

phonx (as Garrod named them)—the last being those

Passeres which were by Miiller erroneously included among
his Picarii, namely, the Tyrannidse (see King-bird, vol

xiv. p. 80) with Eupicola, the Cocks-of-the-Rock. Tq these

are now added Families not examined by him,—but

subsequently ascertained by Forbes to belong to the same

group,

—

Pittidm, Philepittidm, and Xenicidse (more pro-

perly perhaps to be called Acanthisittidee), and it ia

remarkable that these last three Families are the only

members of the Mesomyodi which are not peculiar to

the New World—nay more, if we except the Tyrannidse,

which in North America occur chiefly as migrants,

—

not peculiar to the Neotropical Region. The Trachto-

pkojue are held to contain five Families

—

Fumariida
Oven-birds), Pieroptochidse (Tapaculos, j.f.), Dendro-

colaptidm (Piculules), Conopophagidee, and Formicariidsi

(Ant-Thrushes). Returning now to the Acromyodi,

which include, it has just been said, a normal and an

abnormal section, the latter consists of birds agreeing

in the main, though not absolutely, as to the structure of

the syrinx with that of th.3 former, yet differing so con-,

siderably in their osteology as to be most justifiably

separated. At present only two types of these abnormal

Acromyodi are knoVn

—

Menura (the Lyse-bied, vol. xv.

p. 115) and Atrichia (the Sckub-bird, q.v.), both frorc'

Australia, while all the remaining Passeres, that is to aay

incomparably the greater number of Birds in general, belonj

to the normal section. Thus the whole scheme of the

Passeres,^ as worked out by Garrod and Forbes, can be

^ It is right to observe that this scheme was not a little aided by a

consideration of palatal characters, aa well as from tb€ disposition of

some of the tendons of the wing-muscles.
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briefly expressed as below; and this expression, so far as

it goes, is probably very near the truth, though for

simplicity's sake some of the intermediate group-names

might perhaps be omitted ;

—

PASSEEES,
ELEUTHSRODACTYLI.
ACROMYODI,
NORMALES,
Abxormales, Ifcniira, Atrichia,

UESOMYODI,
HOMCEOMEKI,

Tracheophonae,
Fximariidie, Pteroptochids, Dendroeolaptidse, Conopo-

p?iaffidaBj Formicariidie.

Haploophonse,
Tyranjtida, Rupicola, PiUidse, PhiUpiltida, Xmicidm.

Heteromeki, CotinguUe, Piprids
DESMODACTYLI,

Eurylmmidm.

It will be seen that no attempt is here made to separate

the Normal Acromyodians into Families. Already, in Tlie

Wallice. IbisioT 1874 (pp. 406-416), Mr Wallace had published a

plan, which, with two slight modifications that were mani-

festly improvements, he employed two years later in his

great work on The Geographical Distribution of Apimals,

and this included a method of arranging the Families of

this division. Being based, however, wholly on alar char-

acters, it has of course a great similarity to the schemes of

Dr Cabanis and of Sundevall, and, though simpler than

either of those, there is no need here to enter much into

its detaila. The Birds which would fall under the category

of Garrod's Acromyodi normales are grouped in three

series :—A. " Typical or Turdoid Passeres" having a wing
with ten primaries, the first of which is always more or

less markedly reduced in size, and to this 21 Families are

allotted; B. "Tanagroid Passeres," having a wing with

nine primaries, the first of which is fully developed and
nstmlly very long, and containing 10 Families; and C.
" Sturnoid Passeres," having a wing with ten primaries, the

first of which is " rudimentary," with only 4 Families.

The remaining Families, 10 in number, which are not nor-

mally acromyodian are grouped as Series D. and called
" Formicaroid Passei-es."

3cUt«r. In The Ibis for 1880 (pp. 340-350, 399-411) Mr Scxatek
made a laudable attempt at a general arrangement of

Birds,! trj'ing to harmonize the views of ornithotomists

with those taken by the ornithologists who only study the

exterior ; but, as he explained, his scheme is really that of

Prof. Huxley reversed, with some slight modifications

mostly consequent on the recent researches of Prof. Parker

and of Garrod, and (he might have added) a few details

derived from his own extensive knowledge of the Class.

Adopting the two Subclasses Carinatx and Ratitee, he
recognized 3 "Orders" as forming the latter and 23 the

former—a number far exceeding any that had of late years

met with the approval of ornithologists. It is certainly

difficult in the present state of our knowledge to get on
with much fewer groups ; whether we call them " Orders "

or not is immaterial. First of them comes the Passeres,

of which ilr Sclater would make four Suborders:—(1)

the Acromyodi normales of Garrod under the older name
of Oscines, to the further subdivision of which we must
immediately return

; (2) under Prof. Huxley's term
Oliffomyodi, all the Haploophmiee, Ileteromeri, and Desmo-
dactyli of Garrod, comprehending 8 Families

—

Oxyrhamph-
idae,'^ Tyrannidse, Pipridee, Cotingidse, Phytotomidse,^

Pittidae, Philepittidx, and Eurylsemidse

;

' (3) Tracheophonse,

^ An abstract of this was read to the British Association at Swansea
In the same year, and may be found in its Report (pp. 606-609).

Not recognized by Garrod.
• To these Mr Sclater would cow doubtless add Fotbes's Xenicidm.

containing the same groups as in the older scheme; but here

combined into 3 Families only

—

Dendrocolaptidae, Formi-

cariidx, and Pteroptockidie ; and (4) the Acromyodi abnor-

males of Garrod, now elevated to the rank of a Suborder

and called Psezidoscines* With regard to the Acromyodi

normales or Oscines, Mr Sclater takes what seems to be

quite the most reasonable view, when he states that they

" are all very closely related to one another, and, in reality,

form little more than one group, equivalent to other so

called families of birds," going on to remark that as there

are some 4700 known species of them "it is absolutely

necessary to subdivide them," and finally proceeding to do

this nearly on the method of Sundevall's Tentamen (see

above pp. 37, 38), merely changing the names and position

of the groups in accordance with a plan of his own set

forth in the Jfomene/ator Avium Neoiropicalium, which

he and Mr Salvin printed in 1873, making, as did

Sundevall, two divisions (according as the hind part of the

" tarsus " is plated or scaled), A. Laminiplantares and B.

Sculiplantares—but confining the lafler to the Ala-udida

alone, since the other Families forming Sundevall's

Smtelliplantares are not Oscinian, nor all even Passerine.

The following table shews the comparative result of tho

two modes as regards the Laminiplantares, and, since tho

composition of the Swedish author's groups'was explained

at some length, may be found convenient by the reader :

—

irr Sclater, 1880. Snwtevnll, 1872-73.

1. Dentirostres,'— practically equal to 1. Ciclilomorphae.

2. Latirostres,° ,', 6. ChelidonomcrphjE.

3. Curvirostres, „ 4. Certhioinorphie."

4. Tenuirostrea, ,, 5. CinnjTimorpbae.

5. Conirostres, ,, 2. Conirostres.

6. Cultrirostres, ,, 3. Coliomorphffi.

These six groups Mr Sclater thinks may be separated

without much difficulty, though on that point the proceed-

ings of some later writers (a notable instance of which he

himself cites) shew that doubt may still be entertained

;

but he rightly remarks that, " when we come to attempt

to subdivide them, there is room for endless varieties of

"opinion as to the nearest allies of many of the forms," and

into further details he does not go. It will be perceived

that, like so many of his predecessors, he accords the

highest rank to the DerUirosires, which, as has before been

hinted, seems to be a mistaken view that must be con-

sidered in the sequel.

Leaving the Passeres, the next " Order" is Picarix, of

which Mr Sclater proposes to make six Suborders:— (1)

Piei, the Woodpeckers, with 2 Families; (2) Cypseli, with

3 Families,^ practically equal to the Macrochires of Nitzsch

;

(3) Anisodactylie, with 12 Families

—

Coliidx (Mouse-bied,

voL xvii. p. 6), Alcedinidee (Kingfisher, vol xiv. p.

81), BucerotidM (Horkbill, vol. xii. p. 169), Upupidw

(Hoopoe, voL xii. p. 154), Irrisoridm, Meropidee, Momotidit

(MoTMOT, vol. xvii. p. 3), Todidse (Tody, q.v.), Coraciidse

(Roller, q.v.), Leptosomidse, Podargidse, and Steatornitfiidse

(GtiACHARO, vol. xi. p. 227) ; (4) Heterodactylse, consist-

ing only of the Trogons (q.v.)
; (5) Zygodactyly with 5

Families, Galbulidse (Jacamar, vol. xiii. p. 531), Bucconidm

(Purr-BIRD, j.a), Rhamphastidse (Toucan, j.f.), Capitonidse,

and Indicatoridse (Honey-guide, vol. xii. p. 139) ; and (6)

Coccyges, composed of the two Families Cuculida p.nd

Musophagidm. That all these may be most conveniently

* A term unhappily of hybrid origin, and therefore one to which

purists may take exception.
* These are not equivalent to Sundevall's groups of the same n.imesr

' Jlr Sclater (p. 348) inadvertently states that no species ;;f

Sundevall's Certhiomorphm is found in the New World, having

omitted to notice that in the Tentamen (pp. 4*5, 47) the genera

MniotiUa (peculiar to America) as well as Cerlhia and Sitta are

therein placed.
' Or 2 only, the position of the Caprimulgida being left un-

decided, but in 18S3 (see next note) put here.

X\TIL — 6
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associated under the name PicjrU^ seems likely enough,

and the first two " Suborders" are probably natural groups,

though possibly groups of different value. In regard to

the rest comment is for the present deferred. The J'siltaci,

Strii/es, and Accipiires, containing respectively the Parrots

(q.v), Owls {<}.r.), and diurnal Birds-ofPrey, form the next

three " Orders "—the last being held to include 3 Families,

Falconnla', Cnthartidse, and Serpentariidx, which is perhaps

the best that can be done with them—the difficult question

as to the position of Cariama (Seriema, q.v.) being

decided against the admission of that form to the last

Family, notwithstanding its remarkable resemblance to

Serpentarius (Secretary-bird, q.v.). We have then the

Sieganopodes to make the Sixth " Order," consisting of the

5 Families usually grouped together as by Brandt {supra,

p. 25) and others, and these are followed naturally enough

by the Heroxs (vol. xi. p. 760) under the name of

Herodioaes, to which the 3 Families Ardeidie, Ciconiidm

(Stork, q.v.), and /"Znta/firfas (Spoonbill, ^.t'.) are referred;

but the rLA:iiiNcoESji(vol. ix. p. 286), under Prof. Huxley's

title Odoniofflossx, form a distinct " Order." The Ninth
" Order " is now erected for the Palamedex (Screamer,

q.v.), which precede the Anseres—a group that, disen-

cumbered from both the last two, is eminently natural, and

easily dealt with. A great break then occurs, and the

new series is opened by the Eleventh " Order," Columhs^,

with 3 Families, Carpophagids, Columhids, and Go-wridcc,

" or perhaps a fourth," J)idmiculida;,^—the DoDOS (vol. vii.

p. 321) being "held to belong to quite a separate section

0£ the order." The Twelfth " Order " is formed by the

Fierocletes, the Sand-Grouse ; and then we have the very

natural gi'oup Oallinse ranking as the Thirteenth. The
next two are the Ojnsthocoyyii and Hemipodii for the

HoACTZiN (vol. xii. p. 28) and the T^miicidx (often

known as Button-Quails) respectively, to which follow as

Sixteenth and Seventeenth the Fulicarise and Alerlorides—
the former consisting of the Families Eallidse (Rail, q.v.)

and Ileliornithidse, and the latter of what seems to be a

very heterogeneous compound of 6 Families

—

Arnmidte,

Eurypygidm (S0N Bittern, q.v), Gruidx (Crane, vol. vi.

p. 546), PsophiidsB (Trumpeter, q.v.), Cariamidx (Seriema,

O.V.), and Olididse" (Bustard, vol. iv. p. 578). It is con-

fessedly very puzzling to know how these varied types, or

some of them at least, should be classed ; but the need for the

establishment of this group, and especially the insertion in

it of certain forms, is not explained by the author. Then
we have " Orders " Eighteen and Nineteen, the LitnicoLr,

with 6 Families, and Cnt'i's, consisting only of Xa™fe (Gull,

vol. xi. p. 274), which taken in their simplest condition do
not present much difficulty. The last are followed by
Tubinares, the Petrels (q.v.), and these by Pygopodes, to

which only 2 Families Colymbidm (DrvER, vol. vii. p. 292)
and Ahidm are allowed—the Grebes (vol. xi. p. 79) being

included in the former. The Impeiines or Penguins {q.v.)

form the Twenty-second, and Tinamous {q.v.) as Crypim-i

complete the Carinate Subclass. For the Hoiitx only

three "Orders" are allotted

—

Apteryges. Casuarii, and
Stnil/iiones.

As a whole it is impcssible not to speak well of the

Bcheme thus sketched out ; nevertheless it does seem in

some parts to be open to amendment, though the task of

attempting to suggest any modifications of it by way of

improvement is one that the present writer approaches
with reluctance and the utmost diffidence. Yet the task,

it appears, must be undertaken. From the preceding

* In the eighth edition of the List of Vcrtebrated Animals in the
Zoological G.ii'dcns, which, being publiBhed in 1883, may be taken as

expressing Mr Sclater's latest views, the first two Families only are

recognized, the last two being placed under Columbidas.
^ Wrongly spelt Otidw.

pages, recounting the efforts of many system-makers—
good, bad, and indifferent— it will have been seen what a

very great number and variety of characters need to be had
in remembrance while planning any scheme that will at

all adequately represent the results of -the knowledge
hitherto attained, and the best lesson to be leamt from.
them is that our present knowledge goes but a very little

way in comparison with What we, or our successors, may
hope to reach in years to come. Still we may feel pretty

confident that we are on the right track, and, moreover,
that here and there we can plant our feet on firm ground,

however uncertain, not to say treacherous, may be the

spaces that intervene. Now that geographical exploration

has left so small a portion of the earth's surface unvisited,

we cannot reasonably look for the encountering of new
forms of ornithic life that, by revealing hitherto unknow.i
stepping stones, will quicken our course or effectively point

out our path. Indeed, as a matter of fact, the two most
important and singular types of existing Birds

—

Balainiceps

and lihinochetus-~t\\&t in later years have rewarded the

exertions of travelling naturalists, have proved rather

sources of perplexity than founts of inspiration. Should
fortune favour ornithologists in the discovery of fossil

remains, they will unquestionably form the surest guide to

our faltering steps ; but experience forbids us to expect

much aid from this quarter, however warmly we may wish

for it, and the pleasure of any discovery of the kind would
be enhanced equally by its rarity as by its intrinsic worth.

However, it is now a well accepted maxim in zoology that

the mature forms of the pa.st are repeated in the immature
forms of the present, and that, where Palaiontology fails to

instruct us, Embryology may be trusted to no small extent

to i5up[ily the deficiency. Unhappily the embryology of

Birds has been as yet very insufficiently studied. We have
indeed embryological memoirs of a value that can scarcely

be rated too highly, but almost all are of a monographic
character. They are only oases in a desert of ignorance,

and a really connected and continuous series of investiga-

tions, such as the many morphological laboratories, now
established in various countries, would easily render

possible, has yet to be instituted. No methodical attempt

at this kind of work seems to have been made for nearly

half a century, and, with the advantage of modern
appliances, no one can justifiably doubt the success of a
renewal of such an attempt any more than he can possibly

foresee the precise nature of the revelations that would

come of it.

The various schemes for classifyinff Birds set forth by the (uitlior.9

of general text-books of Zoology (to not call for any p.irticular

review here, as almost without exception tliey are so drawn np na

to be rather of the nature of a cor.iproniise than of a harmony.
The best and most notable is perhaps that by Prof. Cauus in 186S
[Unndbuch der Zoologie, i. pp. 191—16S) ; but it is of course now
antiquated. The worst scheme is one of the most recent, that by ,

Prof. Cl.AUS in 1882 (Grundziirje der Zoologie, ii. pp. 318-388). Of
most other £inul<^r text-books that have come under the writer's

notice, especially those issued in the United Kingdom, the less

said die better. It is unfortunate that neither Prof. Gcgenbaur
nor the late Prof. F. II. Balfour should have turned their attention

to this matter ; but an improvement may, be expected from Dr
Godow, who is engaged in completing the ornithological. portion

of BrDiin's ThUrrcich, so long left unfinished.

Birds are animals so similar to Reptiles in all the most Rtlaiion

essential features of their organization that they may be "f
J''"^'

said to be merely an extremely modified and aberrant j"j^^

^^'

Reptilian type. These are almost the very words of Prof.

Huxley twenty years ago,^ and there are now but few-

zoologists to dissent from his statement, which by anothen

man of science has been expressed in a phrase even more

' LxiuTCS on the EUmaits of Comparative Anatomy, ^. ai ; see also

Cams, Uandbuch der Zoologie, i. p. 192.
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pithy
—"Birds are only glorified Beptiles." It is not

intended here to enter upon their points of resemblance

and differences. These may be found summarized with

more or less accuracy in any text-book of zoology. We
shall content ourselves by remarking that by the naturalist

just named Birds and Peptiles have been brigaded together

under the name of Sauropsida as forming one of the three

primary divisions of the Vertebrala—the other two being

Ichthyapsida and Mammalia. Yet Birds have a right to

be considered a Class, and as a Class they have become so

wholly differentiated from every other group of the Animal

Kingdom that, among recent and even the few fossil forms

known to us, there is not one about the assignation of

which any doubt ought now to exist, though it is right to

state that some naturalists have even lately refused a place

among Aves to the singular Archxopierux, of which the

remains of two individuals—most probably belonging to

as many distinct forms *—have been discovered in the

quarries of Solenhofen in Bavaria. Yet one of them has

been referred, without mnph hesitation, by Prof. Vogt to

the Class Replilia on grounds which seem to be mistaken,

since it was evidently in great part if not entirely clothed

with feathers.- The peculiar structure of Archeeopteryx

has already been briefly mentioned and partly figured in

this work ^Bikds, vol iii. p. 72S-9), and, while the present

writer cannot doubt that its Bird-like characters predomin-

ate over those which are obviously Reptilian, he will not

venture to declare more concerning its relations to other

Birds, and accordingly thinks it advisable to leave the

gepus as the sole representative as yet known of the Sub-

class Saururx,^ established for its reception by Prof.

Hackel, trusting that time may shew whether this pro-

yision.\l arrangement will be substantiated. The great use

of the discovery of ArchxopUrux to naturalists in general

is well known to have been the convincing testimony it

afforded as tj what is well called " the imperfection of the

Geological Record." To ornithologists in particular its

chief attraction is the evidence it furnishes in proof of the

evolution of Birds from Reptiles; though, as to the group

of the latter from which the former may have sprung, it

tells us little that is not negative. It throws, for instance,

the Pterodactyls—so often imagined to be nearly related to

Birds, if not to be their direct ancestors—completely out

of the line of descent. Next to this its principal advan-

tage is to reveal the existence at so early an epoch of Birds

with some portions of their structure as highly organized

as the highest of the present day, a fact witnessed by its

foot, which, so far as can be judged by its petrified relics,

^ See Prof. Secley's remarks on the differences between the two
specimens, in the Geological Magazine for October 18S1.

- Prof, yogt lays much stress on the absence of feathers from certain

parts of the body of the second example of Arck^eopteryz Tiovr, thanks

to Dr Werner Siemens, in the museum of Berlin. But Prof. Vo^t
himself shews that the parts of the body devoid of feathers are also

devoid of skin. Now it is well known that amongst most existing

Birds the cn.linary " contour-feathers " have their origin no deeper
than the skin, and thus if that decayed and were washed away the

feathers growing upon it would equally be last. This has ovideutly

happened (to judge from photographs) to the Berlin specimen just

as to that which is in I.ondon. In* each case, as Sir R. Owen most
rightly suggested of the latter, the remains exactly call to mind the

very familiar relics of Birds found on a seashore, exposed perhaps for

weeks or even months to the wash of the tides so as to lose all but the
deeply-seated feathers, and finally to be embedded in the soft soil.

Prof. Vogt's paper is in the Revue Scientijiqite, ser. 2, ix. p. 241, and
an English translation of it in TIu His for 1880, p. 434.

3 Prof. Hackel seems first to have spelt this wonl Sauriurx, in

which form it appears in his AUgemeiJie EntwicJ:elrmgcschickte der
Organismen, forming the second volume of his GeTicrelie Morphologie

(pp. xi. and cixxix. ), published at Berlin in 1866, though on plate

vii. of the same volume it appears as Sauriuri. Whether the masculine
ot- feminine termination be preferred matters little, though the latter

is corae into general use, but the interpolation of the i in the middle of

the word appears to be against all the laws of orthography.

might well be that of a modern Crow. Tlie fossil remains
of many other Birds, for example Prof. Seeley's JEnaHornis

(Quart. Joum. Geol. Society, 187G, pp. 496-512)-, Sir B.
Owen's Odontopteryx (Birds, vol. iii. p. 729), Gastornis,

Prof. Cope's Diah-yma {Proc. Acad. J\\ Sc. I'hiladclphia,

April 1876), and some more, are too fragmentary to serve

the purposes of the systematist ; but the grand discoveries

of Prof. Marsh, spoken of above, afford plentiful hints as

to the taxonomy of the Class, and their bearing deserves

the closest consideration. First of all we find that, while Antiquit

Birds still possess the teeth they had inherited from their of the

Reptilian ancestors, two remarkable and very distinct types K^'i'^

of the Class had already made their appearance, and we
r^ij]-,te

must note that these twc types are those which persist at types,

the present day, and even now divide the Class into

Hatitx and Carinats, the groups whose essentially distinct

characters were recognized by Merrem. Furthermore,
while the Ratite type {Jlesperornis) presents the kind of

teeth, arrayed in grooves, which indicate (in Reptiles at

least) a low morphological rank, the Carinate type (Ich-

thyornis) is furnished with teeth set in sockets, and shew-
ing a higher development. On the other hand tliis early

Carinate type has yertebrse whose comparatively simple,

biconcave form is equally evidence of a rank unquestion-

ably low ; but the saddle-shaped vertebrte of the con-

temporary Ratite type as surely testify to a more exalted

position. Reference has been alreadj' made to this com-
plicated if not contradictory state of things, the true

explanation of which seems to be out of reach at present.

It has been for some time a question whether the Ratite

is a degraded type descended from the Carinate, or the

Carinate a superior development of the Ratite type.

Several eminent zoologists have declared themselves in

favour of the former probability, and at first sight most
people would be inclined to dfecide with them ; for, on this

hypothesis, the easiest answer to the question would be
found. But the easiest answer is not always the true one ;

and to the present writer it seems that before this question

be answered, a reply should be given to another—Was the

first animal which any one could properiy call a " Bird," as

distinguished from a " Reptile," possessed of a keeled

sternum or not 1 Now Birds would seem to have been
differentiated from Reptiles while the latter had biconcave

vertebrae, and teeth whose mode of attachment to the jaw
was still variable. There is no reason to think that at

that period any Reptile (with the exception of Pterodactyls,

which, as has already been said, are certainly not in the

line of Birds' ancestors) had a keeled sternum. Hence it

seems almost impossible that the first Bird should have
possessed one ; that is to say, it must have been practically

of the Ratite type. Prof. Marsh has shewn that there is

good reason for believing that the power of flight was
gradually acquired by Birds, and with that power would
be associated the development of a keel to the sternum, on
which the volant faculty so much depends, and with

which it is so intimately correlated that in certain forms

which have to a greater or less extent given up the use of

,
their fore-limbs the keel though present has become pro-

portionally aborted. Thus the Carinate type would, from

all we can see at present, appear to have been, evolved

from the Ratite. This view receives further support from

a consideration of the results of .such embryological research,

as has alrea(dy been made—the .unquestionable ossification

of the Ratite sternum from a smaller number of paired

centres than the Carinate sternum, in which (with the

doubtful exceptipn of the Anatidai) an additional, unpaired

centre makes its appearance. " Again the geographical dis-

tribution of existing or comparatively recent, Ratite fornjs

points to the same conclusion. That these forms—Moa,

Kiwi, Emeu and Cassowary, Rhca,''and finally Ostrich-
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must have had a common ancestor nearer to them than is

the ancestor of any Carinate form seems to need no proof.

If we add to these the ^pt/oniis of Madagascar, the fossil

Radix of the Siwalilc rocks,' and the as yet but partially

recognized Struthiolithus of Southern Russia,- to say no-

thing of Gastornis, the evidence is stronger still. Scattered
as these Birds have been or are throughout the world, it

seems justifiable to consider them the survivals of a very
ancient type, which has hardly undergone any essential

modification since the appearance of Bird-life upon the
earth—even though one at least of them has become very
highly specialized.

No doubt the oifEculty presented by the biconcave
vertebrce of the earliest known representative of the
Carinate type is a considerable obstacle to the view just
taken. But in the American Journal of Science (April

1879), and again in his great work (pp. 180, 181), Prof.

Maksh has shewn that in the third cervical vertebra of

Ickth;/ornis "we catch nature in the act as it were" of

modifying one form of vertebra into another, for this single

vertebra in Ichthyomis is in vertical section " moderately
convex, while transversely it is strongly concave, thus
presenting a near approach to the saddle-like articulation ";

and he proceeds to point out that this specialized feature
occurs at the first bend of the neck, and, greatly facilitating

motion in a vertical plane, is " mainly due originally to
its predomiuance." The form of the vertebrae would
accordingly seem to be as much correlated with the
mobility of the neck as is the form of ''she sternum with
the faculty of flight. If therefore the development of the
saddle shape be an indication of development, as well may
be the outgrowth of a keeL However, the solution of this

perplexing problem, if a solution be ever found, must
remain for future pateontological or embryological dis-

coverers. The present writer is far from attempting to

decide a question so complicated, though he does not
'Jiesitate to say, notwithstanding the weight of authority
on the other side, that according to present evidence the
probability is in favour of the Carinate having been
evolved from a more ancient Ratite type. One thing
only is certain, and that is the independent and contempo-
raneous existence of each of these great divisions at the
earliest period when Birds at all like recent forms are
known to have lived. The facts that each of these types
was provided with teeth, and that the teeth were of a dif-

ferent pattern, are of comparatively secondary importance.
Tlietbree It seems therefore quite justifiable to continue, after the

fashion that has been set, to separate the Class A ves into

three primary groups:—I. 6'aururx, II. Ratitm, III.

Carinatx—the earliest members of the two last, as well as
[K)ssibly all of the first, being provided with teeth. These
three primary grouos we may call " Subclasses." ^ Thus
we shall have :

—

SAURUR.^ Hackel. Archseopieryx the only known form.
RATITE, Merrem. a. with teeth

;

a. with biconcave vertebrae—as

yet unknown;
b'. with saddle-shaped vertebrae—Hesperornis.

h. without teeth—recent and existing

forms.

^ For uotice of these see tlie i)ai)era by Mr Davics in tlie Geological
Mag<tzine (new series, decade ii., vol. vii. p. 18), aud Mr LyJukker in

the Records o/lUe Geological Surrey of India (lii. p. 52).
» Bull. Acad. Sc. St Petersburg, iviii. p. 158; Ibis, 1874, p. i.

' Prof. Huxley has termed them "Orders"; but it is more in
accordance with the practice of ornithological writers to raise them to

a higher rank, and to call the secondary groups " Ordel-s. " There is

a good deal to be said in behalf of cither view; but, as m most cases
of mere terminology, the matter is not worth wasting words over it,

so long OR we bear in mind that what here is meant byan " Ordsr " of
Jwa is a very dUTcrsnt thing from an " Order " of Replilia.

Sub-

classes.

CAELNATuE, MerreiT a. with teeth
;

a', with biconcave vc-tebrae
'

—

Ichthyomis
;

b'. with saddle-sh::)' . verte-

brae—as yet unkiiown.
b. without teeth—recent and

existing forms.
We have now to consider the recent and existing forms Oi-ders oi

of toothless Ratite. These were shewn beyond doubt by ^it^'l^B.

Prof. Huxley to form five separate groups, which we shall
here dignify by the name of Orders,* adding to them a
sixth, though little is as yet known of its characteristics.

Of this, which contains the great extinct Birds of Mada-,
gascar, he did not take cognizance, as it is here necessary
to do. In the absence of any certain means of arranging
all of these orders according to their affinities, it will be
best to place their names alphabetically, thus :

—

.^PYORNITHES. Fam. jEpyorniihidx.

Aptekyges. Fam. Apterygidx (Kiwi, vol. xiv. p. 104).
iMiiAXES. Fam. L Dinomithidie ; Fam. iL Pala-

pterygidsefi

Megistanes. Fam. i. Casuariiax ; Fam. ii. Droimeida
(Emeu, vol viii. p. 171).

Rhe.e. Fam. Rheidm (Rhea, q.v.).

Stkuthiones. Fam. Siruthionidx (Ostrich, p. 62
infi'a).

Some systematists think there can be little question of

the Struthiones being the most specialized and therefore

probably the highest type of these Orders, and the present
writer is rather inclined to agree with them. Nevertheless

the formation of the bill in the Apteryges is quite unique
in the whole Class, and indicates therefore an extraordinary

amount of specialization. Their functionless wings, how-
ever, point to their being a degraded form, though in this

matter they are not much worse than the Megistanes, and
are far above the Immanes—some of which at least appear
to have been absolutely wingless, and were thus the only

members of the Class possessing but a single pair of limbs.

Turning then to the third Subclass, the Carina!^, their Orders of

subdivision into Orders is attended with a considerable Cariiiotas.

amount of difficulty; and still greater difficulty is presented

if we make any attempt to arrange these Orders so as in

some way or other to shew their respective relations—in

other words, their genealogy. In regard to the first of

these tasks, a few groups can no doubt be at once separated

without fear of going wrong. For instance, the Crypturi

or Tinamous, the Jmpennes or Penguins, the Striges or

Owls, the Fsiitaci or Parrots, and the Passeres, or at least

the Oscines, seem to stand as groups each quite by itself,

and, since none of them contains any hangers-on about the

character of which there can any longer be room to hesitate,

there can be little risk in setting them apart. Next comes

a category of groups in which differentiation appears not

to have been carried so far, and, though there may be as

little doubt as to the association in one Order of the

greater number of forms commonly assigned to each, yet

there are in every case more or fewer outliers that do not

well harmonize with the rest. Here we have such groups

as those called JPygopodes, Gavia, Limicolae, Gallinm,

Columbm, Anseres, Herodiones, Sleganopodts, and Acnpitres,

Finally there are two groups of types presenting character-

istics so diverse as to defy almost any definition, and, if it

were not almost nonsense to say so, agreeing in little more
than in the differences.' These two groups are those

known as Picaria; and Alectorides ; but, while the majority

* See .^1171. Xat. HistoTtg, ser. 4, XX. pp. 499, 500.

• On the supposition that the opinions of Dr Von Ilaast {Trans, and
Proc. N. Zeal. Institute, vi. pp. 426, 427) can be substanti.-Iod ; but
tlicy have since been disputed by Prof. Hutlon {op. cit., ix. jip. 363-
36."'), ?.Qd for the present it is advisable to suspend our judgment
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3f Families or genera usually referred to the former plainly

have some features in common, the few Families or genera

that have been clubbed together in the latter make an

assemblage that is quite artificial, though it may be freely

owned that with our present knowledge it is impossible to

determine the naturiil alliances of all of them.'

Aphylo That our knowieiige is also too imperfect to enable
genetio systematists to compose a phylogeny of Birds, even of the
scheme

p^rinate Subclass, and draw out their pedigree,- ought to

tmpnc- be suflSciently evident. The uncertainty which still pre-

ticable. vails among the best-informed ornithologists as to the

respective origin of the Raiitse and Carinafx is in itself a

proof of that fact, and in regard to some groups much less

widely differentiated the same thing occurs. We can

point to some forms which seem to be collaterally ancestral

(if such a phrase may be allowed), and among them
perhaps some of those which have been referred to tlie

group " AUciorides " just mentioned, and from a considera-

tion of their Geographical Distribution and especially

Isolation it will be obvious that they are the remnants of

a very ancient and more generalized stock which in various

parts of the world have become more or less specialized.

The very case of the Kew-Caledonian Kagu (Rhinochetus),

combining features which occasionally recall the Sun-

Bittern {Eurypyga), and again present an unmistakable

likeness to the Limicolx or the Rallidse, shews that it is

without any very near relation on the earth, and, if con-

venience permitted, would almost justify us in placing it in

a group apart from any other, though possessing some

characteristics in common with several.

It is anything but the desire of the present writer to

|n\'Ent a new arrangement of Birds. Such acquaintance

as he possesses with the plans which have been already

propounded warns him that until a great deal more labour

oas been expended, and its results made clearly known,

no general scheme of Classification will deserve to be

regarded as final. Nevertheless in the best of modern

systems there are some points which, as already hinted,

seem to be well established, while in them there are also

some dispositions and assignments which he is as yet

unable to accept, while he knows that he is not alone in

Lis mistrust of them, and he thinks it his duty here to

mention them in the hope that thereby attention may be

further directed to them, and his doubts either dispelled or

established—it matters not whicL The most convenient

way of bringing them to the notice of the reader will per-

haps be by considering in succession the different groups

Bet forth by the latest systematist of any authority—Mr
Sclater—a sketch of whose method has been above given.

Ooiptari. If we trust to the results at which Prof. Huxley arrived,

ihere can be little doubt as to the propriety of beginning

the Carinate Subclass with his Dromaeognath^, the Crypturi

'

if Illiger and others, or Tinamous, for their resemblance

to the Ratilas is not to be disputed ; but it must be borne

in mind that nothing whatever is- known of their mode of

development, and that this may, when made out, seriously

modify their position relatively to another group, the

normal Anseres, in which the investigations of Cuvier and

L'Herminier have already shewn that there is some

resemblance to the Ratitse as regards the ossification of

the sternum. 'It will be for embryologists to determine

whether this asserted resemblance has any real meaning

;

but of the sufficient standing of the Crypluri as an Order

there can hardly be a question.

i i ^ Heterogeneous aa is the group a^i left by the latest systematist, it

is Bothing. to its state when first founded by Illiger in 1811 ; for it

then contained in addition the gener.i Glareola and Cerecpsis, but the

last was restored to its true place among the Anseres by Temniinck.

The A Iccirides of Ehimeril have nothiilg in common wi^>. the Alcctorides

oi illiger, and the latter is a name most unfortunately choscD, bince

the group so called does not include any Cock-like Eisi

We have seen that rtof. Huxley would derive all other

existing Carinate Birds from the Dromseognathx ; but of

course it must be understood in this, as in every other

similar case, that it is not thereby implied Utat the modern
representatives of the Dromaeognathous type (namelyj tha

Tinamous) stand in the line of ancestry.

Under the name Impennes we have a group of Birds, the Impeiina

Penguins, smaller even than the last, and one over which

until lately systematists have been sadly at fault ; for,

though we as yet know little if anything definite as to

their embryology, no one, free from bias, can examine any

member of the group, either externally or internally,

without perceiving how completely different it is from an)

others of the Carinate division. There is perhaps scarcely

a feather or a bone which is not diagnostic, and nearly

every character hitherto observed points to a low morpho-

logical rank. It may even be that the clothing of Hesper-

omis was not very dissimilar to the "jJumage" which

now covers the Impennes, and the title cf an Order can

hardly be refused to them.

The group known as Rygopodes has been often asserted Gaviie

to be closely akin to the Impennes, and we have seen that ""'^ ^^"

Brandt combined the two under the name of Urinatores,
^

while Mr Sclater thinks the Pygopodes " seem to form a
natural transition between " the Gulls and the Penguins.

The affinity of the Alcidre or Auks (and through them the

Divers or Colymbidm) to the Gulls may be a matter beyond
doubt, and there appears to be ground for considering

them to be the degraded offspring of the Laridx; but to

the present writer it appears questionable whether the

Grebes, Podicipedidae, have any real aflSnity to the two
Families with which they are usually associated, and this

is a point deserving of more attention on the part of

morphologists than it has hitherto received. Under the

name of Gavim the Gulls and their close allies form a very

natural section, but it probably hardly merits the rank of

an Order more than the Pygopodfs, for its relations to the

large and somewhat multiform though very natural group

Limicolai have to be taken into consideration. Prof.

Parker long ago observed (Tram. Zool. Society, v. p. 150)

that characters exhibited by Gulls when young, but lost

by them when adult, are found in certain Plovers at all

ages, and hence it would appear that the Gavix are but

more advanced Limicolse. The Limicoline genera Dramas
and Chionis have many points of resemblance to the

Laridae ; and on the whole the proper inference would

seem to be that the Limicolee, or something very like

them, form the parent-stock whence have descended the

Gavise, from which or from their ancestral forms the Alcidse

have proceeded as a degenerate branch- If this hypothesis

be correct, the association of these three groups would

constitute an Order, of which the highest Family would

perhaps be OMids, the Bustards; but until further

research shews whether the view can be maintained it ia

not worth while to encumber nomenclature by inventing a

new name for the combination. On the other hand tha

Petrels, which form the group TuUnares, would seem forTuWnare

several reasons to be perfectly distinct from the Gaviae and

their allies, and possibly wU have to rank as an Order. (

Considerable doubt has already been expressed as to the "Atecto

existence of aa Order Alectorides, which no one can regard '^''"•

as a natural group, and it has just been proposed to

retransfer to the Limicola ona' oi the Families, Otidids,

kept in it by Mr Sclater. Another Family included in it

by its founder is Canamids, the true place of which ha^

long been a puzzle to systematizers. The present writer

is inclined to think that those who have urged its affinity

to the Accipitres, and among them taxonomers starting

from bases so opposite as Sundevall and Prof. Parker,

hsivei.raore cearl^f "ut the mirk, and accordingly would
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now relegate it to that Order. It is doubtless an extremely

generalized form,i the survival of a very ancient type,

whence eeveikl groups may have sprung ; and, whenever

the secret it has to tell shall be revealed, a considerable

step in the phylogeny of Birds can scarcely fail to follow.

-

Gratia. Allusion has also been, made to th^ peculiarities of two

other forms placed with the last among the Aledorides—
Eurypyga and Rhinochdus—being each the sole type of a

separate Family. , It seems that they might be brought

with the Gruidx, Psophiidx, and Aramidse into a group

or Suborder Grues,—which, with the Fvlicarix ' of Nitzsch

and Mr Sclater as another Suborder, would constitute an

Order that may coiitinue to bear the old Liunaean name

Grallx. It must be borne in mind, however, that some

members of both these Suborders exhibit many points of

resemblance to c£rtain other forms that it is at present

necessary to place in different groups—thus some RalUdie

to the Gallin3e, Grus to Otis, and so forth ; and it is as

yet doabtful whether farther investigation may cot shew

the resemblance to be one of affinity, and therefore of

tazonomic value, instead of mere ansjogy, and therefore of

no worth in that respect.

We have next to deal with a group nearly as com-

aallinse. plicated. The true Gallinm are indeed as well marked a

section as any to be found ; but round and near them cluster

s;ome forms very troublesome to allocate. The strange

Hoactzin {Oputkocomus) is one of these, and what seems to

lie in some degree its arrested development makes its^osi-

tion almost unique,^—but enough has already been said of

it before (see vol. xii. p. 28, and supra p. 36). It must for the

present at least stand alone, the sole occupant of a single

Order. Then there are the Hemipodes or Button-Quails,

which have been raised to equal rank by Prof. Huxley as

Turaicomorphs ; but, though no doubt the ostcological

difierences between them and the normal Gallinss, pointed

out by him as veil as by Prof. Parker, are great, they do

not seem to be more essential than are found in different

members of some other Orders, nor to offer an insuperable

objection to their being classed under the designation

Oalliiis;. If this be so there will be no necessity for

removing them from that Order, which may then be

portioned into three Suborders

—

Hemipodii standing some-

v.hat apart, and Alectoropodes and Per-Uteropodes, which

are more nearly allied—the latter comprehending the

Jilegapodiidse and Cracidse, and the former consisting of

the normal Gallinis, of which it is difficult to justify the

recognition of more than a single Family, though in that

two types of structure are- discernible.

riero- The Family of Sand-Grouse, Pteroclicbi, is perhaps one
clida. Qf tiig most instructive in the whole range of Ornithology.

In Prof. Huxley's -wovis. {Proceedings, 18C8, p. 303), they

ire " completely intermediate between the Alectoromcrphx

{i.e., Gallinx] and the Perisieromorphx [the Pigeons].

They cannot be included within either of these groups

without destroying its definition, while they are perfectly

definable themselves." Hence he would make them an

independent group of equal value with the other two.

Almost the same result has . been reached by Dr Gadow

' Cariama u tlie olilest name for the genus, but being .a word of
** barbarous " origin it was set aside by Illiger and the purists in favour

of Dicfwlophtts, under which name it has been several times mentioned
in the foregoing pages.

' A brief description of the egg and young of Cariama crisiaia pro-

duced in the Jardia des Plantes at Paris is given in the Zoological

Society's Proceedings for 1881, p. 2.

* This group would Trontain three families

—

Jia/lidx, Hcti'miithidte

(the Finfoots of Africa and South America), and the Mcsifidag of

Madagascar—whose at least approximate place has been at last found
for them by M. A. Milne-Edv/ards {.inn. Sc. A'aliirelUs, ser. 6. vii.

No. 6).

* Mesites, just mentioned, presents a case which "may, however, be
very eimilar.

(op. cit, 1882, pp. 331, 332). No doubt there are stroag

and tempting reasons for taking this step ; but peradven-

ture the real lesson taught by this aggregation of common
characters is rather the "retention of the union of the

GaUinse and Columhx into a single group, after the fashion

of by-gone years, under the name, however meaningless,

of Easores. Failing that, the general resemblance of most

parts of the osteology of the Sand-Groirse to that of the

Pigeons, so well shewn by M. Milne-Edwards, combined

with their Pigeon-like pterylosis, inclines the present writer

to group them as a Suborder of Columbie ; but the many Cc.'awSai

important points in which they differ from the more normal

Pigeons, especially in the matter of their young being

clothed with down, and their coloured and speckled eggs,*

must be freely admitted. Young Sand-Grouse are described

as being not only " Dasypaedes " but even " Prsecocea " at

birth, while cf course every one knows the helpless condition

of "Pipers^'—that is, Pigeons newly-hatched from their

white eggs. Thus the opposite condition of the young of

these two admittedly very near groups inflicts a severe

blow on the so-called " physiological " method of dividing

Birds before mentioned, and renders the Pteroclids bo

instinctive a form. The Columbx, considered in the wide

sense just suggested, wo"ld seem to have possessed another

and degenerate Suborder in the Dodo and its kindred,

though the extirpation of those strange and monstrous

forms will most likely leave their precise relations a matter

of some doubt ; while the third and last Suborder, the true

Columhx, is much more homogeneotis, and can. hardly be

said to contain more than two Families, Colmniidx and

Didunculids—the latter consisting of a single species

peculiar to the Samoa Islands, and having no direct con-

nexion with the Dididse or Dodos," though possibly it may
be found that the Papuan genus Otidip/iaps presents a form

linking it with the Columbides.

The GaV.inse would seem, to hold a somewhat central Groups

position among existing members of the Carinate division,' ^l'f^4 '°

whence many groups diverge, and one of them, the Opis-

thocomi or Heteromorplix of Prof. Huxley, indicates, as he

has hinted, the existence of an old line of descent, now
almost oblite?ated, in the direction of the Musophngidie,

and thence, we may not unreasonably infer, to the

Coccygomorphx of the same authority. But these

" Coccygomorphs " would also ap^jear to reach a higher

rank than some other groups that we have to notice, and

therefore, leaving the former, we must attempt to trace

the fortunes of a more remote and less exalted line. It

has already been stated that the Gavix are a group closely

allied to though somewhat higher than the Limicolx, and

t'nat at least two forms of what have here been called

•Grallx present an affinity to the latter. One of them,

Rhinocketus, has been several times thought to be con-
^

nected through its presumed relative Eurypyga (from

which, however, it is a good way removed both as regards

distribution and structure) with the Hcriodiones, Herons.

On the other hand the Gavix would seem to be in like

manner related through Phaeihon (the TKOPlc-BiltD, q.v.)

with the Steganopodes or Dysporomorphx of Prof, Huxley,

among which it is usually placed, though according t4

Prof. aliVART {Trans. ZooU Society, x. pp. 364, 365)

wrongly. These supposed affinities lead us to two other

groups of Birds thatJiave, it has been proved, some com-

mon characters ; and from one or the other (no one yet

can say which) the Accipitres would seem to branch off

—

* This fact tells iu favour of the views of Dr Gadow and those who
hold the S^nd-Grouse to be allied to the Plovers ; but then he places

the Pigeons between these groups, and their eggs tell as strongly the

other way.
» Cf. Phil. Transactions, 186", p. 349.
' Cf. Prof. Parker's remarks iu the Philcsophical JVatiaactions fT"

1869, p. 755.
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possibly from some ancestral tj-pe akin to and now most

directly represented by the enigmatical Cariama—possibly

in some other way which we can only dimly foreshadow.

rTerodi- The Heivdiones are commonly partitioned into three groups

ow*. —Ardf^T, Ciconis, and Platulex, the last including the

Ibises—which may certainly be considered to be as many
Suborders. The second of them, the Storks, may perhaps be

regarded as the point of departure for the Accipitrcs in the

manner indicated,' as well as, according to Prof. Huxley,

for the Flamingoes,, of which he would make a distinct

group, Amphiniorpftse, equivalent to the Odontoglossse of

Nitzsch, intermediate between the Pelargomorphse and the

Chenomorpkee, that is, between the Storks and the Geese.

When the embryology of the Pkcenicopteridx is investi-

gated their supposed relationship may perhaps be made
out. At present it is, like so much that needs to be here

advanced, very hypothetical; but there is so much in the

osteology of the Flamingoes, besides other things, that

resembles the Anseres that it would seem better to regard

them as forming a Subclass of that group to rank equally

with the true Anseres and %nth the Palamedese (Screamek,
j.t'.), which last, notwithstanding the opinion of Garrod,

can hardly from their osteological similarity to the true

Anseres be removed from their neighbourhood.
Accipi- 'Whatever be the alliances of the genealogy of' the
•'"• Accipitres, the Diurnal Birds-of-Prey, their main body must

stand alone, hardly divisible into more than two principal

groups—(1) containing the Cathartidcc or the Vultures of

the New World, and (2) all the rest, though no doubt the

latter may be easily subdivided into at least two Families,

Yultuiides and Fakonid-ie, and the last into many smaller

sections, as has commonly been done ; buK then we have
the outliers left. The African Seipentariidx, though
represented only by a single species,^ are fully allowed to

form a type equivalent to the true Accipitres composing the

main body ; but whether to the Secretary-bird should be
added the often-named Cariama, with its two species, must
still remain an open question.

Strides. It has so long been the custom to place the Owls next
to the Diurnal Birds-of-Prey that any attempt to remove
them from that position cannot fail to incur criticism.

Yet when we disregard their carnivorous habits, and
certain modifications which may possibly be thereby
induced, we find almost nothing of value to indicate

relationship between them. That the Slrir/es stand quite

independently of the Accipitres as above limited can hardly
be doubted, and, while the Psittaci or Parrots would on
some grounds appear to be the nearest allies of the

Accipitres, the nearest relations of the Owls must be looked
for in the multifarious group Picaiix. Here we have the
singular Steatornis (Guachaeo, voL is. p. 121), which,

long confounded with the Cnprimulgidie (Goatsucker,
voL ix. p, 711), has at last been recognized as an indepen-
dent form, and one cannot but think that it has branched
o2 from a common ancestor with the Owls-. The Goat-
suckers may have done the like,^ for there is really not
much to ally them to the Swifts and Humming-birds, the
Macrochires proper, as has often been recommended.
However, the present writer would not have it supposed

"icarUe. that he would place the Striges under the Picaris, for the

'Garrod acd Forbes sogsest a "Ciconiifonu " origin for the
Tubiimres {Zont. Yoy. "Challenger," pt. xi. pp. 62, 63).

*_It was long suspected that the genus Polyboroides of South
Africa and Madagascar, fi-om its general resemblance in plumage and
outward foim, might come into ttiis group, but that idea has noii-

been fully dispelled by M. A. Milne-Edwards in his and M. Grandidier's
m.igni&cent Oiacaux de Madagascar (vol i. pp. 50-66).

• The great resemblance in coloration between Goatsuckers and Owls
13 of course obvious, so obrious indeed as to make one suspicious of
their being akin

; but in reaUty the eiistence of the likeness is no bar
to the afflflity of the grounj ; it mersly ha,3 to be wholly disregarded.

last are already a sufficiently heterogeneous assemblage,
and one with which he would not meddle, 'WTiether the
Woodpeckers should be separated from the rest is a matter
of deeper consideration after the deliberate opinion of

Prof. Parker, who would lift them as Saurcgnathm to c.

higher rank than that in which Prof. Hurley left them as
CeUomorphm, indeed to be the peers of Schizognaiha,

Desmognaths:, and so forth ; but this ad\'ancenient is based
solely on the characters of their palatal structure, and is

unsupported by any others. That the Pici constitute a
very natural and easily defined group is indisputable;

more than that, they are perhaps the most differentiated

group of all those that are retained in the " Order

"

Picarix ; but it does not seem advisable at present to

deliver them from that chaos wheu 50 many other groups
have to be left in it.

Lastly we arrive at the Passeres, and here, as already Pusserx
mentioned, the researches of Garrod and Forbes prove to

be of immense service. It is of course not to be supposed
that they have exhausted the subject even as regards their

Mesornyodi, while their Acromt/odi were left almost
untouched so far as concerns details of arrangement ; but
the present writer has no wish to disturb by other than
very slight modifications the scheme they put forth. He
would agree with 5Ir Sclater in disregarding the distinc-

tions of Desmodactyli and ElentherodactyH, grouping the

former (Eurylxviidx) with the Heteromeri and Haploo-
phonse, which all together then might be termed the their Sub-

Suborder Oligomyodi. To this would follow as a second cii<i"%

Suborder the Traclieophonx as left by Garrod, and then as

a third Suborder the abnormal Acromyodi, whether they
are to be called Pseudoscines or not, that small group con-

taining, so far as is known at present, only the two
Families Atrichiidx and Menuridse. Finally we have the

normal Acromyodi or true Oscines.

This last and highest group of Birds is one which, as Oscines,

before hinted, it is very hard to subdivide. Some two or their homo

three natural, because well-differentiated. Families are to esn^ous

be found in it—such, for instance, as the Rinindinids; or ^ '

Swallows, which have no near relations ; the Alandidee or

Larks, that can be unfailingly distinguished at a glance by
their scutellated^fen?(i, as has been before mentioned ; or

the Meliphagidm with their curiously constructed tongue.

But the great mass, comprehending incomparably the

greatest number of genera and species of Birds, defies any
sure means of separation. Here and there, of course, a

good many individual genera may be picked out capable of

the most accurate definition ; but genera like tbese are in

the minority, and most of the remainder present several

apparent alliances, from which we are at a loss to choose

that which is nearest. Fout of the six groups of Jfr

Sclater's " Laminiplantar " Oscines seem to pass almost

imperceptibly int« one another. We may take examples

in which what we may call the Thrush-form, the Tree-

creeper-form, the Finch-form, or the Crow-form is pushed

to the most extreme point of differentiation, but we shall

find that between the outposts thus established there exists

a regular chain of intermediate stations so intimately con-

nected that no precise lines of demarcation can be draw?

cutting off one from the other.

Still one thing is possible. Hard though it I* to find'Sappes™:

definitions for the several groups of Oscines, whether we higiuaui

make them more or fewer, it is by no means so hard, if we Turdiar

go the right way to work, to determine which of them
is the highest, and, possibly, which of them is the lowest.

It has already been shewn (page 30) how, by a woe-

ful want of the logical apprehei&ion of facts, the Turdida
came to be accounted the highest, and the position ac-

corded to them has been generally acquiesced in by those

who have followed in the footsteps of Keyserlin^ aaa
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Blasius, of Prof. Cabanis aud of Sundevall. To the

present writer the order thus prescribed seems to be almost

the very reverse of that which the doctrine of Evolution

requiras, and, so far from the Turdidse being at the head of

the Oscines, they are among its lower members. There is

no doubt whatever as to the intimate relationship of the

Thrushes (Tm-didse) to the Chats {Saxicolinse), for that is

not borne admitted by nearly every systematizer. Now most antlior-
oiit by 1 jfigg Q„ classification are agreed in associating with the

lances,
jj^j(.gj. group the Birds of the Australian genus Petroeca

and its allies—the so-called " Robins " of the English-

speaking part of the great southern communities. But it

so happens that, from the inferior type of the osteological

cha,racters of this very group of Birds, Prof. Pakkee has

called them {Trans. Zool. Society, v. p. 152) " Struthious

Warblers." Now if the Pefroeca-gTO\iy> be, as most allow,

allied to the Saxicolinse, they must also be allied, only

rather more remotely, to the Turdidse—for Thrushes and
Chats are inseparable, and therefore this connexion must
drag down the Thrushes in the scale. Let it be granted

that the more highly-developed Thrushes have got rid of

the low " Struthious " features which characterize their

Australian relatives, the unbroken series of connecting

forms chains them to the inferior position, and of itself

disqualifies them from the rank so fallaciously assigned to

them. Nor does this consideration stand alone. By
submitting the Thrushes and allied groups of Chats and
Warblers to other tests we may try still more completely

their claim to the position to which they have been

advanced.

Without attaching too much importance to the system-

atic value which the characters of the nervous system

afford, there can be little doubt that, throughout the

Animal Kingdom, where the nervous system is sufficiently

developed to produce a brain, the creatures possessing one

are considerably superior to those which have none. Con-
sequently we may reasonably infer that those which are

the best furnished with a brain are superior to those which

are less well endowed in that respect, and that this infer-

ence is reasonable is in accordance with the experience of

every Physiologist, Comparative Anatomist, ind Paleon-

tologist, who are agreed that, ivithin limits, the proportion

which the brain bears to the spinal marrow in a vertebrate

is a measure of that animal's morphological condition.

These preliminaries being beyond contradiction, it is clear

that, if- we had a series of accurate weights and measure-

ments of Birds' brains, it would go far to help us in

deciding many cases of disputed precedency, and especially

such a case as we now have under discussion. To the

dispraise of Ornithotomists this subject has never been

properly investigated, and of late years seems to have been

wholly neglected. The present writer can only refer to the

meagre lists given by Tiedeiiann {Anat. und Naiurgesck.

tier Vogel, i. pp. 18-22), based for the most part on very

ancient observations ; but, so far as those observations go,

their result is conclusive, for we find that in the Blackbird,

Turdus merula, the proportion which the brain bears to

the body is lower than in any of the eight species of Oscines

there named, being as 1 is to 67. In the Redbreast,

Erithacus rubecula, certainly an ally of the Turdidse, it is

as 1 to 32 ; while it ia highest in two of the Finches—the

Goldfinch, Carduetis elegans, and the Canary-bird, Serinus

canarius, being in each as 1 to 14. The signification of

these numbers needs no comment to be understood.

Evidence of another kind may also be adduced in proof

that the high place hitherto commonly accorded to the

Turdidse is undeserved. Throughout the Class Aves it is

observable that the young when first fledged generally

assume a spotted plumage of a peculiar character—nearly

each of the body-feathers having a light-coloured spot at

nor Dy
size of

brain,

its tip—and this is particularly to be remarked in most
groups of Oscines, so much so indeed, that a bird thus
marked may, in the majority of cases, be set down with-

out fear of mistake as being immature. All the teachings

of morphology go t? establish the fact that any characters

which are peculiar to the immature condition of an animal,

and are lost in its progress to maturity, are those which
its less advanced progenitors bore while adult, and that

in proportion as it gets rid of them it shews its superiority

over its ancestry. This being the case, it would follow that

an animal which at no time in its life exhibits such marks
of immaturity or inferiority must be of a rank, compared
with its allies, superior to those which do exhibit these

marks. The same may be said of external and secondary

sexual characters. Those of the female are almost invari-

ably to be deemed the survival of ancestral characters,

while those peculiar to the male are in advance of the

older fashion, generally and perhaps always the result of

sexual selection.' When both sexes agree in appearance

it may mean one of two things—either that ^he male has

not lifted himself much above the condition of his mate,

or that, he having raised himself, the female has success-

fully followed his example. In the former alternative, as

regards Birds, we shall find that neither sex departs very

much from the coloration of its fellow-species ; in the latter

the departure may be very considerable. Now, applying

these principles to the Thrushes, we shall find that without nor by

exception, so far as is known, the young have their first ''^^•

plumage more or less spotted ; and, except in some three "?'"' "^

or four species at most,^ both sexes, if they agree in

plumage, do not differ greatly from their fellow-species.

Therefore as regards capacity of brain and coloration of

plumage priority ought not to be given to the Turdidse.

It remains for us to see if we can find the group which is

entitled to that eminence. Among Ornithologists of the

highest rank there have been few whose opinion is more
worthy of attention than Macgillivray, a trained anatomist

and a man of thoroughly independent mind. Through the

insufficiency of his opportunities, his views on general

classification were confessedly imperfect, but on certain

special points, where the materials were present for him to

form a judgment, one may generally depend upon it.

Such is the case here, for his work shews him to have

diligently exercised his genius in regard to the Birds which

we now call Oscines. He belonged to a period anterior to

that in which questions that have been brought uppermost

by the doctrine of Evolution existed, and yet he seems not

to have been without perception that such questions might

arise. In treating of what he termed the Order Vagatores,^ 'Rasik oi

including among others the Family Corvidx—the Crows, '^'"<'''

he tells us {Brit. £irds, i. pp. 485, 486) that they "are to

be accounted among the most perfectly organized birds,"

justifying the opinion by stating the reasons, which are of

a very varied kind, that led him to it. In one of the

earlier treatises of Prof. Parkee, ha has expressed {Trans.

Zool. Society, v. p. 150) his approval of Macgillivray'a

views, adding that, " as that speaking, singing, mocking

animal, Man, is the culmination of the Mammalian series,

so that bird in which the gifts of speech, song, and

mockery are combined must be considered as the top and

crown of the bird-class. " Any doubt as to which Bird ia

here intended ia dispelled by another passage, WTitten ten

' See Darwin, Descent of Man, chnps. xv., xvi.

' According to Mr Seebohm (Cut. Birds Brit. Museum, T. p. 232)

tbeae are in his nomenclature Merula nigrescens, M. fuscatra, M.

gigas, and ^f. gigantodes.
* In this Oriler he included several gronps of Birds which we now

know to bo but slightly if at all allied ; but his intimate acquaintance

was derived from tho Corvidw and the allied Family we dot? call

Stumidae.

I
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of brain,

tad by
rbancter

years later, wherein {Monthly Murosc. Journal, 1872, p.

217) he says, " The Crow is the great sub-rational chief of

stablbhed the whole kingdom of the Birds ; he has the largest brain
;

by aize
tj,g most wit and wisdom;" and again, in the Zoological

Society's Tra:isaeiv-)ns (ix. p. 300). " In all respects, physio-

logical, morphological, and ornithological, the Crow may
be placed at the head, not only of its own great series

(birds of the Croic-form), but also as the unchallenged

chief of the whole of the ' Carinats.'
"

It is to be supposed that the opinion so strongly expressed

in the passage last cited has escaped the observation of

recent systematizers ; for he would be a bold man who
would venture to gainsay it. Still Prof. Parker has left

untouched or only obscurely alluded to one other considera-

tion that has been here brought forward in opposing the

claim of the Turdn/a^, and therefore a few words may not

be out of place on that point—the evidence afforded by the

coloration of ])lumage in young and old. Now the Corvidse

fulfil as completely as is possible for any group of Birds

to do the obligations required by exalted rank. To the
9 pumige.

jnagnitude of their brain beyond that of all other Birds

Prof. Parker has already testified, and it is the rule for

their young at once to be clothed in a plumage which is

essentially that of the adult. This plumage may lack the

lustrous reflexions that are onlyassumed when it is necessary

for the welfare of the race that the wearer should don the

best apparel, but then they are speedily acquired, and the

original difference between old and young is of the slightest.

Moreover, this obtains even in what we may fairly consider

to bo the weaker forms of the Con<ida—the Pies and Jays.

In one species of Con-us, and that (as might be expected)

the most abundant, namely, the Rook, C. frupilffius, very

interesting cases of what would seem to be explicable on

the theory of Reversion occasionally though rarely occur.

In them the young are more or less spotted with a lighter

shade, and these exceptional cases, if rightly understood,

do but confirm the rule.^ It may be conceded that even

among Oscines - there are some other groups or sections of

^ One of these specimens has been fibred by Mr Hancock (^V. //.

Trans, Norihumh. and Durhajn, vi. pi. 3); see also Yarrell's British

Birds, ed. i, ii. pp. 302, 303.
* In other Oiilers there are many, for instance some Humming-

birds and Kingfishei-s ; but this only seems to shew the excellence in

those Orders attained by the forms which enjoy the privilege.

groups in which tho transformation in appearance froni

youtb to full age is as slight. This is so among tlie

Paridie ; and there are a few groups in which the young,

prior to the first moult, may be rnore brightly tinted than
afterwards, as in the genera P/ii/Ucscopvs and Anthits.

These anomalies cannot be explained as yet, but we see that

they do not extend to more than a portion, .and generally a

small portion, of the groups in which they occur ; whereas

in the Crows the likeness between young and old is, so far

as is known, common to every member of tho Family. It

is therefore confidently that the present writer asserts, as

Prof. Parker, with far more right to speak on the subject,

has already done, that at the head of the Class Aves must
stand the Family Corinda, of which Family no one will

dispute the superiority of the genus Connis, nor in that

genus the pre-eminence of Corims corax—the v\idely-ranging

Raven of the Northern Hemisphere, the Bird perhaps best

known from the most ancient times, and, as it happens,

that to which belongs the earliest historical association

with man. There are of course innimierable points in

regard to the Classification of Birds which are, and for a

long time will continue to be, hypothetical as matters of

opinion, but this one seems to stand a fact on the firm

ground of proof

During the compilation of much of the present article

the writer flattered himself with the hope that he might at

its conclusion have been able to give a graphic illustration

of the way in which the various groups of Birds may be

conceived to be related to one another in the form of a

map, such as has been so usefully furnished by several of

his more gifted brethren in regard to other Classes or

portions of Classes of the Animal Kingdom. This hope

he has been reluctantly constrained to abandon,-—whether

from the inherent difficulty, perhaps impossibility, of at

present executing the task, or from his own want of charto-

graphical skill, it is not for him to say. He may, however,

be allowed to express the belief that there is no group in

Animated Nature that more assuredly deserves the further

attention of the highest zoological intellects than Birds

and, looking to the perplexities which on all sides bese

their scientific study, there is no department of Zoology

that will better repay the application of those" intellects,

than Ornithology. (k. N.)

IXDEX.
.Sllan. 3. 4.
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ORNITHOnnYNCHUS. See Platatds.

OnONTES. See Svria.

OTIOPUS, a Greek seaport, on the Euripus, in the district

n«paiKrJ, opposite Eretria. It was a border city between

Boeotia and Attica, and its possession was a continual

source of dispiute between the two countries ; but at last

it came into the final possession of Athens, and is always

alluded to under the Roman empire as an Attic town.

The actual harbour, which was called Del]ihinium, was at

the mouth of the Asojius, about atnile north of the city.

The, famous oracle of Aniphiaraus was situated in the ter-

ritory of Oropus, 12 st.adia from the city. A village still

clllod Oropo occupies the site of the ancient town.

OIIOSIUS, Paulus, author of the once widely read

llistoriaruia mlveisiim Payanos Zihri VII., was born in

Spain towards the close of the 'Uh century; that ho was
a native of Tarragona is a somewhat precarious inference

from his manner of referring to " Tarraco nostra " in Hist.

vil, 22. ^Having entered the Christian priesthood, he

naturally took an interest in the PriscilHanist controversy

then going on in his native country, and it was in connexion

with this that he went (or was sent) to consult Augustine

at Hippo in 413 or 414. After staying for some time in

Africa as the disciple of Augustine, he was sent by him
ill 41.J to Palestine with a letter of introduction to Jerome,

then at Bethlehem. The ostensible purpose of his mis.sion

(apart, of course, from those of pilgrimage and perhaps

relic hunting) was that he might gain further instruction

from Jerome on the points raised by the Priscillianists

and Origenists ; but in reality, it woultl seem, his business

"was to stir up and assist Jerome and others against

Pelagius, who, since the syjiod of Carthage in 411, had
been living in Palestine, and finding some acceptance tlfere.

The result of his arrival was that John, bishop of

Jerusalem, was induced to summon at his capital in June
415 a synod at which Orosius communicated the decisions

of Carthage and read such of Augu-stine's writings against

Pelagius as had at that time appeared. Success, however.

was scarcely to be hoped for amongst Orientals wlio did

not understand Latin, and whose sense of reverence was

unshocked by the question of Pelagius " et quis est mihi

Augustiiius ? " All that Orosius succeeded in obtaining

was John's consent to send letters and deputies to Innocent

of Rome ; and, after having waited long enough to learn

the unfavourable decision of the synod of Diospolis or

Lydda in December of th^ same year, he returned to north

Africa, where he is believed to have died. Acconliiig to

Geimadius he carried with him recently discovered relics

of the protomartyr Stephen from Palestine to the West.

Tho earliest work of Ovositis, Considtatio sivc Commonilormm ail

Angnstlnum dc crrorc PrisciUianislartim cl Orwcuisturitm, explains

its object by its title ; it was written soon after liis arrival in

Africa, and is usually printed in tlic works of Augustine along witli

I

the reply of the latter, Contra J'riicilUanistiisct Oiir/c/iislas Libcr'cut

I
Orosium. His next treatise, Liber Apologcticus dc arbitrii libcrlale,

i was written during his stay in Palestine, and iu connexion witli

I the controversy which engaged liiin ' there. It occuis in the

I Biblioth. Max. Pair., and also in Hanlouin and Mansi. The

I

Historia; advcrsum Paganos wns nnilertaken at tho suggestion of

Augustine, to whom it is dedicated. When Augustine proposed

this task ho had already planueil ami made some progress witli his

own De Civilatc Dei ; it is the same argument that i.s elaborated

by Jiis disciple, namely, the evidence from history tiiat the circum-

st.inces of the world had r.ot really become wni-sc since the intro-

duction of Christianity. Tlie work, wliich is thus a pr.agui.ntical

clironicle of the calamities that liave hapiicned to mankind from

the fall down to tlie Gothic period, has little accurncy or learning,

and even less of literary charm to commeud it; but its purpose

gave it value in the eyes of the orthodox, a-id the Hurincsla,

Ormcsla, or Ormista (Or[osii] J![unili] Hist[oria]), as it was (balled,

speedily attained a wiile popularity. A free abriilgcil translation by

King Alfred is still extant (Old English text, with original in Latin,

e.lited by H. Sweet, 1883). The cdilio princci)s of the original

appeared at Augsburg (1471); that of Havercairtp (Leydeii, 17:i^ and

1707) has now been superseded by Zangemeister, who has edited the

Hist, and also the Lib. Apol. in vol. v. i.f tho Corp. Her. Eccl. Lai.

(Vienna, 1882). Tho "sources" made u.sc of by Oroaiu-- have been

investigated by Morner {Dc Orosii rita ejnuqne hist. libr. VIL
adrerstis Paganos, 1844); besides the 01(' and New Testaments, he

appears to have consulted Livy, Justin, Tacitus, Suetonius, Floras,

and a cosmography, attaching also g: i at value to Jerome's transla-

tion of the Chronicles of Euscbius.
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ORPHEUS, a very important figure in Greet legend,

rha n&ms is an ancient Indo-European one ; the original

irhhu can be traced in the Xibhu of the Rigreda and the

Up or Elf of Teutonic folklore. It is, however, impossible

o es^blish any connexion between the Orpheus legend in

the highly developed form which alone has come down to

us and the bekefs entertained about Ribhn and Elf. In

Greece, Orpheus was always associated with the early

Thracian race, which was supposed.to hare inhabited the

neighbourhood of Mount Helicon, the district of Pieria in

Macedonia, and the coasts and country generally on the

rorth of the ^Egean Sea. The religion of the Muses and

the religion of Dionysus, with both of which Orpheus

is connected, are intimately associated with this race (see

Mc^Es). Orpheus was son of the river god CEagrus and

the Muse Calliope. He played so divinely on the lyre

that all nature itop[>ed to listen to his music. When his

wife Enrydice died, he went after her to Hades, and the

strains of his lyre softened even the stem gods of the dead.

Eurydice was released, and followed him to the upper

world, but he looked back towards her before she was clear

jf the world of death and she vanished again from his

iight The Thraciau women, jealous of hb unconquerable

love for liis lost wife, tore him to" pieces during the frenzy

of the Bacchic orgies ; his head and his l)-re floated " down
the swift Hebrus to the Lesbian shore," where a shrine of

Orpheus was built near .Ajitissa. The legend, with all its

melancholy, its love, and its sympathy with nature, has

obviously taken shape in the hands of an early school of

lyric poetrj-, associated with the worshi]) of the Muses

;

the ancient Thracian aoidoi are recognized as the earliest

singers in Greece, but their art and their Muse-religion

have passed to Lesbos, which was the chief seat of Greek

lyric poetry in the 7th and 6th centuries B.c. The tragic

death of Orpheus is obviously connected with the Bacchic

ritual (see Okghs). Orpheus is the representative of the

god torn to pieces every year by the envious powers of

nature, a ceremony that was duly enacted by the Bacchse,

in earlier times with a human victim, afterwards with a

bull to represent the bull-formed god.

The Orpheus legend is closely analogous witn that of

ilarsyas. Oq'heus and Marsyas are embodiments of the

supposed origin of music in Thrace and in Phrygia,

countries inhabited by kindred races, viz., the influences of

nature (both being closely connected with river-worshi]i)

and the teaching or gift of a goddess. The melancholy

history of both must have its origin in the character of

the Thraco-Phrygiaa i«o|)le : the divine gift brings sorrow

AS well as iKJwer. Each uses the musical instrument that

characterized his country.

The name of Orpheus is equally important in the

religious history of Greece ; and in this respect also it is

associated with Thrace. He was the mythic founder of a

religious school or sect, \vith a code of rules of life, a

mystic eclectic theologj-, a system of purificatory and
expiatory rites, and jieculiar mysteries. This school is

first ocKervabio under the rule of Pisistratus at .Vthens in

the 6th century B.C. Its doctrines are foumded on two
elements—(1) the Thraco-Phrygian religion of Bacchus
witU its enthusiastic orgies, its mysteries, and its purifica-

tions, and (2) the tendency to philosophic speculation on

the i^ature and mutual relations of the numerous gods,

aoveioped at this time by intercourse with Egypt and the

East, and by the quickened intercourse between different

l.'Ibes and different religions ia Greece itself. These
causes produced similar results in different paris of

Oreecs. The close analogy between Pythagoreanism and
Orphism has been recognized from Herodotus (ii. 81) to

the latest modern writers. Both inculcated a peculiar

kind of ascetic life : both had a mystical speculative

theory of religion, with purificatory rites, abstinence from

beans, ic. ; but Orphism was more especially religious,

while Pythagoreanism, at least originally, inclined more to

be a political and philosophical creed.

The rules of the Orphic life (jSi'os 'Op<^oc6s) prescribed

abstinence from beans, flesh, certain kinds of fish, ic, the

wearing of a special kind of clothes, and numerous other

practices and abstinences, for all of which reasons were

given in religious myths (U/xii Xoyoi). The ritual of

worship was peculiar, not admitting bl'X)dy sacrifices.

The belief was taught in the homogeneity of all living

things, Ln the transmigration of souls, in the view that the

sovd is imi)risoned in the body, and that it may gradually

attain perfection during connexion with a series of bodies.

It is not possible here to treat of the Orphic mysteries (see

Lobeck, Aylaophamus). The influence of Orphism on the

Eleusinian mysteries has been described under Mysteeies,

and points of similarity and diversity noted. Greek litera-

ture was alR-avs hostile to the Orphic religion (cf. Eur.,

Bipp., 952 sq.'; Plato, Hep., ii. 364; Theophr., Char., 25).

A large number of writings in the tone of the Orphic

religion existed and were ascribed to Orpheu>, as the

poems of the Trojan and Theban cycles to Homer and

Hesiod. The real names of the duthors of these works

were in many ca=es known to those who inquired into the

matter, though the common people believed that all were

written before the time of Homer by Orpheus (Herod., ii.

53). Aristotle declared that there had never been a ]ioet

Orpheus. The names of poets of the Orphic cycle can be

traced as early as 550 B.C. Onomacritus is the most

famous of them all (see OsoiLiCKirrs). These poems
were recited at rhapsodic contests alongside of Homeric

and Hesiodic works (Plato, Ion, 536). Orphic hymns
were used in the mysteries at Phlya and Eleusis'(r'aus., ix.

27, 2 ; 30, 5 ; L 14). The poems were a favourite sub-

ject of study for the Alexandrian grammarians. Again in

the controversies between Christian and pagan WTiters in

the 3d and 4th centuries after Christ the Orphic religious

poems played a great part : pagan writers quoted them to

show the real meaning of the multitude of gods, while

Christians retorted by reference to the obscene and
disgraceful fictions by which they degraded the gods.

The Orpliic literature was united iu a eorjuts, entitled ri 'Op^ixa^

or Tc els 'Ofxpta ava^epSutra ; the diiTertut parts were connected,

and the whole prefaced by a dedication to Mus-Tius as son and first

initiate of Orpheus. Th& chief poem was ^ tov 'Op^e'wj 6fo\oyia

or fivBoToiia, which existed in several vereious, showing consider-

able variations. Tiiere "was also a collection of Orphic hymns, con-

taining numerous liturgic songs used in the mysteries and in eso-

teric ceremonial ; also practical treatises, ''£^70 koI 'H^epoi, and

poems on stones, herbs, and jilantsl Jcc These works have been

test, eicspt fragments collected by Lobeck. Tliere exist several

poems called-Orpliic {Ar^aavlica, Sipntis, Lilhim). These arc

very late works, comjiosed at the time when nagaukm wis passing

away before Christiauity.

The story of Orj^lieus, as was to be expected of a Jejend told

both by Ovid and Boetiiis (bk. iiu cap. xxiv.), rctaine.' its pcpn-

larity throughout the Middle .\gcs and w.is transformc-l into the

likeness of a northern fairy tale. In English media^Tal literal ar«

it apiwarsin three somewhat dilferent versions:

—

Sir Orph.eo, & ''lay

of Brittany" printed from the Harleian US. in Ritsoc's Aruient

EiiglisTi Metrical Jlomanccs, voL ii ; OrjAco and Ucurod s from the

JVuchinleck JIS. in David Laing's Select Remains nf the Ar.cimt

Popular Poetry of Scotland • and Amijr Orfeic from the Ashmolean

US. in Halliwell's Ilhisiratior.s of 'Fninj iljthology (Shakesj'care

Soc, 1842). Tlie jwcms bear tJace of French influence.

ORPDIEXT (auripupnentvm), the trisulphide of arsenic,

AsjSj, or yellow realgar, occurs in small quandties as a

native mineral of a brilliant golden-yellow colour in

Bohemia, Peru, ic. For industrial purposes an artificial

orpiment is manufactured by subliming one jjari of sulphur

with two of arsenious acid. The sublimate varies in cc'.our

from yellow to red, according to tiie intimacy of tiic

combination of the iagredients : and by varj-ing the relative
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quantities used many' intermediate tones may be obtained.

These artificial preparations all contain free arsenious acid,

and are therefore highly poisonous. Formerly, under the

name of king's yellov, a preparation of orpiment was in

considerable use as a pigment, but now it has been largely

superseded by chrome-yellow. It was also at one tune

used in dyeing and calico-printing, and for the unhairing

of skias. &c.; but safer and equally efficient substitutes

have been found.

ORRERY, Eaels of. See Boyle.
ORRIS-ROOT consists of the rhizomes or underground

stems of three species of Iris. I. germanica, I. fiorentina^

and /. pallida, closely allied plants growing in subtropical

and terapetate latitudes, but principally identified with
North Italy. The three plants are indiscriminately-culti-

vated in the neighbourhood of Florence as an agricultural

product under the name of "ghiaggiuolo." The rhizomes
form joints of annual growth from 3 to 4 inches long j they
branch and give off rootlets at the joints, and when these

attain five years of age they begin to decay. When taken
ont of the ground the branches and rootlets are trimmed
off, the brown bark removed, and the separated joints are

put up to dry and mature. In its fresh condition orris-

root contains an acrid juice and has an earthy odour, but
it is quite destitute of the fragrance which ultimately

characterizes the substance, and which develops fully only

after a lapse of about two years, probably by fermenta-

tion. As it comes into the market, orris-root is in the

form of contorted sticks and irregular knobby pieces up
to 4 inches in length, of a compact chalky appearance,

having a delicate but distinct odour of violets. By distil-

lation with water a crystalline body known as orris-camphor

•r oil of orris, possessing the fragrant properties of orris-

root, is obtained. It is present in exceedingly small

quantity, from 0-10 to 0'80 per cent., and Professor

Fluckiger has demonstrated that the crude distillate con-

sists only of myristic acid impregnated with or scented by
the essential oil of orris, a body which may never be
isolated owing to the necessarOy minute quantities in

which it could be produced. Orris-root has been a well-

known and esteemed perfume from early Greek times. It

is principally powdered for use in dentifrices and other

scented dry preparations ; but to some extent the crude
oil is distilled for general perfumery purposes. It is also

used in small pellets as issue peas.

ORSIN'I, Felice (1819-1858), Italian patriot, was born
in December 1819 at a small town in the Roman states not
far from Forli. He was educated for the church, but soon
abandoned that career, and joined JIazzini's Young Italy

Society in 1838. For engaging in revolutionary projects

he was arrested 1st ilay 1844, and sentenced at Rome to

the galleys for life, but by the amnesty proclaimed on the
accession of Pius IX. he was restored to liberty. In 1848
ho became leader of a band of youthful Romagnoli,
distinguishing himself greatly at Vicenza and Treviso ; and
in 1849 he was chosen a deputy to the Roman parliament.

After the suppression of the revolution he became one of

the most active agents of Mazzini, and while engaged in a
mi.ssion to Hungary he was in December 1854 arrested at

Hermannstadt and imprisoned at Mantua. A few months
afterwards ho made his escape by sawing through the bars
of his cell, and in 1856 he published a narrative of his

jirison experiences under the title Aiislrian Dungeons in

Italy. Somn time after a rupture with Mazzini he went to

Paris witb the determination to assassinate Napoleon III.,

whom he regarded as the chief stumbling-block in the
way of Italian independence, and the principal cause of the

anti-liberal reaction in Europe. While the emperor and
empress were returning from the opera on the evening of

January 14, 1858. bombs were exploded at their carriage,
|

but wilhcut inflicting any injury on either. In the

attempt Orsiai had three associates, Pieri, Rudio, and
Gomez. Gomez >\'aa pardoned, the sentence againsfRhduj
was commuted on the scaSold, but Orsini arid Fieri were
executed 13th March 1858. Orsini, whose action had an
important influence in precipitating the campaign of 1859
(see voL ix. p. 624), met his fate with great dignity and
stoicism.

See iCerncirs and Adventures of Felice Orsini inritten In; himself,

translated by George Carbonel, Edinburgh, 1857 ; Lettert Edite ed
^iiedite di Felice Orsini, 2 vols., Milan, 1861 ; / Contemporanei
Ilaliani—Felice Orsini, by Enricd lloatazio, Turin. 1862; Za VeriU
sur Orsini, par un ancien Proscrit, 1879.

ORSK (Yamanriflla of the Kirghiz), a district town
of Orenburg, Russia, 155 miles to the east-south-east of

the capital of the government,, on the right bank of the

Ural, was originally founded in 1735 as the principal

Russian fort against the attacks of the Kirghiz. Though
this was after^vards transferred to Orenburg, the town of

Orsk has increased rapidly within the last few years,

owing to the fertility of the surrounding country, to

immigration, and to the growth of trade with the

Kirghiz. The population, only 6000 some fifteen years

ago, reached 14,350 in 1880, and has since become lajgsr.

ORTELIUS, Oetell, or Oeetel, AbbK.ham, next to

Mercator the greatest geographer of his age, was bom at

Antwerp in 1527, and died in the same city on June 28,

1598. He visited various parts of the Ketherlands and
Germany (1575), England and Ireland (1577), and Italy

on several oteasions. His Thcatrum Orbis Temrum
(published airAntwerp in 1570, and reissued in a revised

form five times during his lifetime) was the first modem
atlas, Mercator having, it is said, delayed the appearance of

his collection out of consideration for his friend. Most of

the maps were admittedly reproductions, and no attempt

was made to reconcile discrepancies of delineation or nomen-
clature. To the modem eye even England and Scotland

appear with amusing distortions (the Mens Grampius, e.g.,

lies between the Forth and the Clyde); but, taken as a

whole, the noble folio, with its well-nigh one hundred mans,

and its careful accompaniment of text, was a monument of

rare erudition and industry ; and the author well deservtd

the appointment to be cosmographer to Philip IL bestowed

upon him in 1575. A few years later he laid the basis of

a critical treatment of ancientgeography by his Synonymia
geograpkica (Antwerp, 1578), reissued as T/iesaur-us geogra-

phicus in 1596. Other works from his pen are Itinerarium

per nonnuUas Gallias Belgica partes, 1584 (reprinted in

Hegenitius, Itin. Frisio-UoU.); Deorum dearumque capita,

'573 (reprinted in Gronovius, Thes. Gr. Ant., voL vii.).

See Mzeedo in Annates cUs Voyages, iL, and Gerard in Bull, us
la soc. giogr. d'Anvers, 1880.

ORTHONYX, the scientific name given in 1820,' by
Temminck, to a little bird, which, from the straightness

of its claws,—a character somewhat exaggerated by him,

—

its large feet and spiny tail, he judged to be generically

distinct from any other form. Concerning its afii.nities

much doubt has long prevailed, and this has been onH
lately set at rest. The typical species, 0. spinicaua^, is

from south-eastern Australia, where it is said to be very

local in its distribution, and strictly terrestrial in its habits.

In the course of time two other small birds from New
Zealand, where they are knoinTi as the " WTiitehead " and
" Yellowhead," were referred to the genus, under the

names of 0. albicilla^ and 0. ochrocephala, and then the

question of its affinity became more interesting. By some
systematists it was supposed to belong to the otherwise

purely Neotropical Dendrocolaptidse, and in that case

would have been the sole representative of the Tracheo-

' It may be charitably conjectured that the Domeuclator iiiteiid»d

to write aOncupiUa.
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plione PafKi-a in the Australian Keglon. Others con-

sidered it'One of the nearest relatives of Menura, tnd if

that view were correct it would add a third form to the

small section of Pseudoscinea (see Lyre-Bird, vol. xv. p.

115); while Sundevall, in 1872, placed it not far from

Timdia, among a group the proper sorting of which will

probably for years tax the ingenuity of ornithologists.

The late Mr W. A. Forbes shewed {Proc. Zool. Soc., 1882,

p. 541) tiiat this last position was the most correct, as

Orihont/x spinicauda proved on dissection to be one of

the true Oscines, but yet to stand, so far as is known, alone

among birds of that group, or any other group of Passeres,

in consequence of the superficial course taken by the (left)

carotid artery, which is nowhere contained in the subver-

tebral canal Whether this discovery will require the

segregation of the genus as the representative of a separate

Family Orthonijcidse—which has been proposed by Mr
Salvin (Catal. Coll. StrickloTid, p. 294)—remains to be

seen. Forbes also demonstrated that one at least, of the

two New-Zealand species above mentioned, 0. ochrocepkala,

had been wrongly referred to this genus, and they there-

fore at present stand as Clitonyx. This is a point of some
litth importance in its bearing on the relationship of the

fauna of the two countries, for Orthonyx was supposed to

be one of the few genera of Land-birds common to both.

The typical species of Orthonyx—for the scientific

name has been adopted in English—is rather larger than

a Skylark, coloured above not unlike a Hedge-Sparrow.

The wings are, however, barred with white, and the chin,

throat, and breast are in the male pure white, but of a

bright reddish-orange in the female. The remiges are very

short, rounded, and much incurved, showing a bird of

weak flight The rectrices are very broad, the shafts stiff,

and towards the tip divested of barbs. Two other species

thrit seem rightly to belong to the genus have been

described

—

0. spaidirtffi from Queensland, of much greater

sice than the type, and with a jet-black plumage, and 0.

nois-ffuinea, from the great island of tl^t name, which

seems closely to resemble 0. spinicauda. (a. S.)

ORTOLAN (French, Ortolan), the Emheriza horttUana

of Linnaeus, a bird so celebrated for the delicate flavour of

its flesh as to have become proverbial A native of most
European countries—the British Islands (in which it

occurs but rarely) excepted—as well as of western Asia, it

emigrates in autumn presumably to the southward of the

Jlediterranean, though its winter quarters cannot be said

to be accurately known, and returns about the end of

April or beginning of May. Its distribution throughout

its breeding-range seems to be very local, and for this no
reason can be assigned. It was long ago said in France,

and apparently with truth, to prefer wine-growing districts
;

bat it certainly does not feed upon grapes, and isjound
equally in countries where vineyards are unknown—reach-

ing in Scandinavia even beyond the arctic circle—and then

generally frequents corn-fields and their neighbourhood.

In appearance and habits it much resembles its congener

the Yellow-H AMMTTR (?.».), but ^i-ants the bright colouring

of that species, its head for instance being of a greenish-

grey instead of a lively yellow. The somewhat monotonous
song of the cock is also much of the same kind ; and,

where the bird is a familiar object to the country people,

who usually associate its arrival with the return of fair

weather, they commonly apply various syllabic interpreta-

tions to its notes, just as our boys do to those of the

Yellow-hammer. The nest is placed on or near the ground,

but the eggs seldom shew the hair-like markings so

characteristic of those of most Buntings. Ortolans are

netted in great numbers, kept alive in an artificially

lighted or darkened room, and fed with oats and other

seeds. Ip a very short time they become enormously fat,

and are then killed for the table. If, as ia supposed, tne

Ortolan be the Miliaria of Varro, the practice of artifici-

ally fattening birds of this species is very ancient. lu
French the word Ortolan is used so as to be almost syn-

onymous with the English " Bunting "—thus the Ortolan-

de-nei^ is the Snow-Bunting (PleclraphMnes nivalis), the

Ortolan-de-riz is the Rice-bird or " Bobolink " of North
America {Dolichonyx oryzivorus), ^o justly celebrated for

its delicious flavour ; but the name is also applied to other

birds much more distantly related, for the Ortolan of some
of the Antilles, where French is spoken, is a little Ground-
Dove of the genus Chatnsepelia.

In Europe the Beccafico. (Figeater) shares with the

Ortolan the highest honours of the dish, and this may be

a convenient place to point out that the former is a name
of equally elastic signification. The true Beccafico is said

to be what is known in England as the Garden-Warbler

(the Motacilla salicaria of Linnsus, the Sylvia hortensia

of many writers); but in Italy any soft-billed small bird

that can bs snared or netted in its autumnal emigration

passes under the name in the markets and cook-shops.

The " Beccafico," however, is not as a rule artificially

fattened, and on this account is preferred by some sensi-

tive tastes to the Ortolan. (a. n.)

ORVIETO, -a town in Umbria, Italy, on the main road

from Florence to Rome, situated on an almost isolated

volcanic rock, about 770 feet above the plain. It ia now
the capital of a province, the seat of a bishop, and in 1881

had a population of 8626. The town is of Etruscan origin,

and is said to have joined the Volscians in their war

against Rome; it is the Urbibentum of Procopius (with

which the Herbanum of Pliny has been conjectnrally

identified), and the mediaeval Urbs Vetus (whence the

modern name). Owing to the strong Guelphic sympathies

of the inhabitants, and the inaccessible nature of the site,

Orvieto has been constantly used as a place of refuge by
the popes, of whom no less than thirty-two have et

different times found shelter there. The town is very

pitturesque, both from its magnificent position and also

from the unusually large number of fine 13th-centuiy

houses and palaces which still exist in its streets. The
chief glory of the place is its splendid cathedral, dedicated

to the Yirgin; it was founded in 1290 by Nicholas IV. on

the site of an older church ; it was designed by Lorenzo

Maitani, a Sienese architect, and from the 13th till the 16th

century was enriched by the labours of a whole succession

of great Italian painters and sculptors (see Oecagsa).
The exterior is covered with black and white marble ; the

interior is of grey limestone with bands of a dark basaltic

stone. The plan consists of large rectangular nave, with

semicircular recesses for altars, operung out of the aisles,

north and south. There are two transeptal chapels, and
a short choir. The most magnificent part of the exterior

is the west fa9ade, buUt of richly-sculptured marble,

divided into three gables with intervening pinnacles, much
resembling the front of Siena cathedral, the work of the

same architect. The mosaics are modem, and the v^ole

church has suffered greatly from recent '•"restoration."

The four wall-surfaces that flank the three western door-

ways are decorated with very beautiful sculpture in relief,

once ornamented with colour, the work mainly of pupils of

Niccol6 Pisano, at the end of the 13th cenf.ury. This at

least is Yasari's statement. Giovanni Pisar.o, Amolfo del

Cambio, and Fra Guglielmo da Pisa were the chief of

these. The subjects are scenes from the Old and New
Testaments, and the Final Doom, with Heaven and HelL

In the interior on the north, the Cappella del Corporale

possesses a large silver shrine, enriched with countless

figures in relief and subjects in translucent coloured enamels

—one ol the most important specimens of early silver-

I
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smith's- work that yet exists in Italy. It was begun by

Ugolino Veri of Siena in 1338, and was made to contain

the Holy Corporal from Bolsena, which, according to the

legend, became miraculously stained with blood during the

celebration of mass to convince a sceptical priest of the

truth of the doctrine of transubstantiation. This is

supposed to have happened in the middle of the 13th

cMtury, while Urban IV. was residing at Orvieto ; and

it was to commemorate this miracle that the existing

cathedral was built. On the south side is the chapel of

S. Brizio, separated from the nave by a fine lith'-century

wrought-iron screen. The walls and vault of tbis chapel

are covered with some of the best-preserved and finest

frescos in Italy—among the noblest works of Fra

Angelico, his pupil Beuozzo Gozzoli, and Luca Signorelli,

mainly painted between 1450 and 1501,—the latter being

of especial importancp in the history of art owing to their

great influence on Michelangelo in his early days (see

Symonds, Renaissance in, Italy—Fine Arts, pp. 278-291).

The choir stalls are fine and elaborate specimens of tarsia

and rich wood-carving—the work of various Sienese artists

in the 14th century. In 16th-century sculpture the

cathediul is especially rich, containing many statues, groups,

and altar-reliefs by Siraone Mosca, Ippolito Scalza, and

Gian di Bologna,—some of them well designed and care-

fully executed, but all showing strongly the rapid decay

into which the art of that time was falling. The well,

now disused, called II pozzo di S. Patrizio, is one of the

chief curiosities of Orvieto. It is 180 feet deep to the

water-level and 46 feet in diameter, cut in the rock, with

a double winding inclined plane, so that oxen could ascend

and descend to carry up the water from the bottom. It

was begun by the architect San Gallo in 1527 for Clement

VII., who fled to Orvieto after the sack of Rome, and was

finished by Simone Mosca under Paul III. It resembles

in many respects the " Well of Joseph " (Saladin) in the

citadel of Cairo. The Palazzo Faina has an interesting

collection of objects found in Etruscan tombs, of which- a

large number exist in the neighbourhood of Orvieto. The
church of S. Domenico contains one of the finest works in

sculpture by Arnolfo del Cambio. This is the tomb with

recumbent elfigy of the Cardinal Brago or De Braye

(1282), with much beautiful sculpture and mosaic. It is

signed hoc opvs fecit aenvlfvs. It was imitated by

Giovanni Pisano in bis monument to Pope Benedict XI.

at' Perugia.

See Guglielino della Valle, Storia del Dnomo di Orvieto. {179\),

aud Slampc del Duomo di Orvieto (1791); Luzi, Dcscrizio}ie del

Duetmo di Orvieto, &c., 2836; Cicogiiara, . ^^<?n'a delta Scultura,

2d ed., 1823-24; Perkins, Ti^can Sculptors, 1864; Vasari, File del

pitiori, kc, Milanesi's ed., 1878-82 ; Gruner, Die Basrcliefs dcs

Doms zu Orvieto, 1858 ; Crowe and Cavalcaselle, Painting in Italy,

vols. i. and iii., 1866; Bcnois, Cathidrale d'Orvielo, 1877. For
Ktruscan remains see Dennis, Cities of Etritria, iL p. 36, 1878.

ORYEKHOFF-ZUYEFF, or Oryekhovskiy Pogost, a
village of European Russia, in the Pokroff district of the

Vladimir government, 12 miles west of Pokroff by rail, on
the Klyazma, a subtributary of the Volga. A great cotton

factory in the vicinity has become the centre of a new
town, which is called after the village, but also frequently

Nikolskoye. About 12,600 hands are employed in the

cotton manufacture itself, and about 6000 in digging peats

and making bricks for the firm. There are forty-two steam
engines (978 horse-power), and goods were manufactured
to the value of 8,328,000 roubles in 1881 (2,590,000 in

1861). The cotton is procured from Asia and western
Europe, and the goods are sold throughout southern and
south-eastern Russia.

OSBOR^, Shekakd (1822-1875), English admiral and
explorer, was the son of Lieutenant-Colonel Osborn of the

Madras army, and was born 25th April 1822. Entering

the navy as a first-class volunteer in 1837, he was in the

following year entrusted, though only a midshipman, with

the command of a gunboat, the ." Emerald, " at the attack

on Kedah. ife was present at the reduction of Canton

in 1841, and at the capture of the batteries if Woo-
sung in the following year. Having passed lieutenant in

1844, he was in the same year appointed gunnery mate

of the " Collingwood," under Sir George Seymour in the

Pacific. On account of his interest in the fate of many
of his friends and messmates, he took a prominent part in

advocating a new search expedition for Sir John Franklin.

When it was agreed upon he was appointed to the com-

mand of one of the ships, and performed a remarkable

sledge journey to the western extremity of Prince of Wales

Island, of which he published an account entitled Stray

Leaves from an Arctic Jaismal, 1852. In the new expedi-

tion fitted out in the spring of that year he also took part as

commander of the " Pioneer," and, after spending two trying

winters up Wellington Channel, returned home in 1855.

In 1856 he published the journals of Robert M'Clure,

giving a narrative of the discovery of the North-West

Passage. Shortly after his return he was called to active

service in connexion with the Russian war ; and in com-

mand of a light squadron of gunboats on the Sea of Azoff

he distinguished hintself in the destruction of the stores

of the enemy at various points on the coast. Receiving

post rank, he was appointed to the " Medusa," in which

he continued to command the Sea of Azoff squadron until

the conclusion of peace. As commander of the '' Furious
"

he took a prominent part in the second Chinese war, during

which he performed the remarkable feat of proving the

navigability of the Yang-tsze, by taking the " Furious
"

as far up the river as Hankow, 600 miles from the sea.

In 1859 he returned to England in broken health, and to

support his family engaged in literary pursuits, contribut-

ing many important articles to Blackwood's ilaga:int, and

publishing in December of that year Thi Career, Last

Voyage, and Fate of Sir John. Franklin. In 1864 he was

appointed to the command of the " Royal Sovereig;!," to

assist Captain Coles in his experiments regarding the

turret system of shipbuilding. Retiring soon afterwards

on half pay, he was in 1865 appointed agent to the Great

Indian Peninsula Railway Company, and in 1867 man-

aging director of the Telegraph Construction and Main-

tenance Company, for the construction of a submarina

system of telegraphy between Great Britain and her Eastern

and Australian dependencies. In 1873 he was promoted

rear-admiral. Continuing to interest himself in Arctic

exploration, he induced A. H. Markham to visit Bahin's

Bay in a whaler to report on the possibility of ice-naviga-

tion with the aid of steam. A record of his observations

was published under the title of a Whaling Cruise to

BafUn's Bay in, 1873, with the result that a new Arctic

expedition was fitted out in 1874. Osborn died 6th May
1875.

OSCANS, or Opicans, was the name given both by

Greeks and Romans to one of the ancient nations of cen-

tral Italy. There can be no doubt that the original form

of the name was Opscus, which, as we learn from Festus,

was stiU used by Ennius. This the Greeks softened into

Opicus, while the Latin writers always used Oscus as a„

national appellation, though they occasionally employ the

term " opicus " in the sense of barbarous or ignorant. It

is singular that, though there can be no doubt the name
was a national one, it is not found in history as the

name of any particular pa*>on. No mention occurs of the

Oscans among the populations of Italy that were succes^

sively reduced by the Roman arms ; but we learn inciden-

tally from a passage in Livy (x. 20) that the language of

the Samnites and Campanians was Oscan : and it is cer^
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tain that this continued to be the vernacular tongue of the,

|x;ople of Italy until long after the Roman conquest. Of
the ethnical affinities or origin of the Oscans we know
nothing, except what may b« gathered I'hilologically from

the remains of their language ; and their relations with the

Samnites and other Sabellian tribes, whom wc find during

the historical period settled in this part of Italy, are

extremely obscure. Perhaps the most plausible theory is

that they were in very early times the inhabitants of the

regions subsequently occupied by a race of invaders frdrii

the north, who were known as Sabines, Samnites, and
Saliellians, but who, being comparatively few in numbers,

and in an inferior stage of civilization, gradually adopted

the language of the conquered race (see Italy, vol. xiii.

p. 440).

It is certain that the Oscan language continued in com-

mon use as a vernacular dialect till tjie close of the Roman
republic. Ennius boasted that ho was possessed of three

tongues because he could s[x;ak Latin, Greek, and Oscan
(Gell. xvii. 17); and at the time of the Social War (88

B.C.) the allies made an attempt to introduce it as the

official language, and struck coins with Oscan inscriptions

bearing the names of Viteliu (for Italia), Safinim, if.

After the failure of that movement there can be no doubt

that the language was never again employed for official

purix)ses, though it would linger long in use among the

rustic populations of the mountains. Nor was it altogether

without a literature, for the Fdbulx Atcllanx, a kind of rude

farces popular among the Romans, not only derived their

names and origin from the Oscan district of Campania,
but were undoubtedly in the first instance composed and
recited in the Oscan dialect. The monuments of the

language which have been preserved to us by inscriptions

are much more numerous than those of any other ancient

Italian dialect. The principal of them are enumerated in

the article above referred to, and they are all colleeted and
examined in detail by Professor Jlommsen .in his Unter-

Ilalisc/iew DiaCekte (heipsic, 1850). The general result is

that the Oscan language must have resembled the Latin

much more closely than any other of the Italian dialects,

but wanted- almost entirely the Greek or Pelasgic element

which is found so distinctly in the more cultivated

language, and which formed the basis of the Messapian and
other dialects of the southern part of the Italian penin-

sula.

See Husclike, Die Oskischen imd Sahellischen Denkmalcr, Elber-
MJ, 1356.

OSHKOSH, a city of the United States, capital of

Winnebago county, Wisconsin,- stretches from the west
side of Lake Winnebago for about 3 miles up Fox River
to Lake Buttes des' Morts, a»d covers an area of about

8 square mijes. Ey rail the distance from Milwaukee is

84 miles. Oshkosh is the seat of the United States

district court for the eastern district of Wisconsin ; and,

besides the court-house, it contains the State normal
school, a fine high school, and- two opera-houses. The
leading industry is the rnanufacture.of sashes, doors, and
blinds." Lumber shingles, matches, trunks, and. carriages-

are also manufactured, and there are foundries, match-
factories, flour-mills, and breweries. The population was
6085 in 18G0, 12,663 in 1870, and 1.5,748 in 1880.

Oshkosh may be said to date from 1836; it was in-

corporated in 185.3. In 1859, 1866, 1874, and 1875 it

suffered severely from conflagrations.

OSIAXDER, Andreas (1498-1552), German Reformer,
was born at Gunzenhausen, near Nuremberg,, on December
19, 1498. His German name was Heiligmann, or, ac-

cording to others, Hosemann. After studying at Leipsic,

-Altenburg, and Ingolstadt, he was ordained-in 1520 to the

priesthood, when 'he became Hebrew tutor in the Augus-

tinian convent at Nuremberg. Two years afterward.^ ho
was appointed preacher in the St Lorenz Kirche, and
about the san.^; time he publiclj joined the Lutheran
party, taking a prominent part in the discussion which
ultimately led to the adoption of the Reformation by the

city. He married in 1525. As a theologian of recognized

ability and influence, he was present at the ^Marburg con-

ference in 1521, at the Augsburg diet in 1530, and at the

signing of the Smalkald articles in 1537, and took part in

other jjublic transactions of importance in the history of

the Reformaticn ; if he had an exceptionally large number
of personal enemies the circumstance can _be readily

explained by h.s vehemence, coarseness, and arrogance as

a controversialist. The introduction of the Augsburg
Interim in 1548 necessitated his departure from Nurem-
berg ; he went first to Breslau, and afterwards settled at

Kunigsberg as j rofessor in the new university there at the

call of Duke Albert of Prussia. Here in 1550 he published

I

two disputation.--, the one De Lrr/e el Evangelio and the other

De Jnstificationi', which aroused a vehement controversy

that was not brought to a close by his death in 1552 (Octo-

ber 17). The nature of the dispute has been indicate<l

el-scwhere (see Lutherans, vol. xv. p. 85). The party
was afterwards led by Funk, Osiander's Son-in-law, but
disappeared after his execution for high treason in 1566.

Osiander, besides a number of controversial writings, jniblislied

a corrected edition of the Vulg.ite, with notes, in 1522, and a
Hartnovy of the Gospels— the fiist \vork of its kind—in 1537. His
son Lukas Osiander (1534-160-i), a prominent ecclesiastic in Wiit.
tembevg, published a BMia Latina ml fontes Heir. text, cuicndntn
cum brevi ct perspicua cxpositionc illuslrata (1573-86) in seven
qnarto volumes, vhich was highly appreciated m its day, an Jnsli-

tutio Christianas Rcliqionis (1576), and, his best-known work, an
Epitome of the Mmjdchnrg Centuries. Several other Osiandcrs, al^o

descendants of An'Ircas, figure with more or less prominence in the
theological literature of Germany.

OSIRIS. See Egypt, vol vn. p. 716.

OSKALOOSA, a city of the United States, capital of

^Mahaska county, Iowa, about 55 miles south-east of Des
Moines. It lies on high ground between the Des Moines
and the South Skunk, in a fine agricultural district, with

coal and iron mines ' in the vicinity ; and it, contains two
colleges—Oskaloo.sa College (1861), belonging to the

"Di.sciples," and Penn College (1873), a Quaker institu-

tion:—flour-mills, wool-fafctories, iron and brass foundries,

lumber yards, i&c, and an artesian well' 2900 feet deep.

The population, 3204 in 1870 and 4598 in 1880, is esti-

mated at over 7000 in 1884.

OSMAN. This Jranscription of the Arabic name
'Othmdn (which first appears in history as borne by the

famous companion of Mohammed, and third caliph, see

vol. xvi. pp. 548, 563) corresponds to the pronunciation

of the Persians and Turks, and is therefore commonly used

in speaking of Qsman I. Gh.'\zi, the founder of the dynasty

of Osmanli or Ottoman Turks. He took the title of sultan

in 699 A.H. (1299 a.d.), ruled in Asia Minor, and died in

726 A.H. ' Osman II., the sixteenth Ottoman sultan, came
to the throne in 1616 a.d., and was strangled in a sedition

of the Janissaries in 1621." See Turkey.
OSMIUM. - See Platinum.
OSNABRUCK, a prosperous manufacturing tomi of

Prussia, the see of a Roman" Catholic bishop, and the

capital of a district of its own name in the province of

Hanover, is pleasantly situated on the Hase, 70 miles to

the west of the town of Hanover. The older streets are

narrow and crooked, containing many interesting examples

of Gothic and Renaissance domestic a'rchitecture, while the

substantial houses of the modern quarters testify to the

present well-being of the town. The old fortifications have

been converted into promenades. The Roman Catholic

cathedral, with its three towers, is a spaciotis building of

the 12th century, partly in the Romanesque and partly in
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the Transitional sr^le ; but it is inferior in architectural

interest to the ilarienkirche, a fine Gothic structure of the

14th century. The town-house contains portraits of the

plenipotentiaries engaged in concluding the peace of West-

phalia, the negotiations for which were partly carried on

here. Among the other principal buildings are the episco-

pal residence, the law courts, the two gjmnasia, the com-

mercial school, and various other educational and charitable

institutions. The museum contains antiquities and objects

of natural history. The lunatic asylum on the Gertruden-

berg occupies the site of an ancient nunnery. Linen was

formerly the staple product of Osnabriick, but no longer

takes so prominent a position among its manufactures,

which now include paper, dyes, chemicals, machinery, nails,

pianos, tobacco, and cotton. There are also large iron and

steel works and a rolling mill A brisk trade is carried on

in grain, drugs, linen, and Westphalian hams, and import-

ant cattle and horse fairs are held here at regular inter-

vals. Osnabriick contains (1S80) -32,812 inhabitants, one-

third of whom are Roman Catholics. The patriotic writer

and philanthropist Julius MiJser (1720-94) was a native of

Osnabriick, and has a statue in the cathedral square.

Osnabriick is a place of very ancient origin, and in 888 received

the right to establish a mint, an annual fair, and a custom-honsc.

It was surrounded with walls towards the close of the 11th century.

The bishopric to which it gave name was founded by Charlemagne

after the subjugation of the Saxon inhabitants of the district

(c. 790), and embraced what was afterwards the south-west part of

the kingdom of Hanover. The town maintained a very independent

attitude towards its nominal rulers, the bishops, and joined the

llanseatio League. It reached the height of its prosperity in the

15th century, but the decay inaugurated by tlie dissensions of the

Kcformation was accolri-ated by the trials of the Thirty Years' War.

The peace of Westphalia decreed that the bishopric of Westphalia

should be held alternately by a Roman Catliolic and a Protestant

bishop, and tliis curious state of affairs lasted down to its seculariza-

tion in 1303- The last bishop was the late duke of York. _Sincc

1859 Osnabriick has again been the seat of a Roman Catholic bUh-p,

who, of course, has no territorial jurisdiction. .The revived pro-

eiwrity of the town dates from the middle of last century.

OSORIO, Geronyjio (1506-1580), "the Cicero of

Portugal," belonged to a noble family, and was born at

Lisbon in 1506. After studying languages at Salamanca,

philosophy at Paris, and theology at Bologna, he rose

through successive ecclesiastical dignities to the bishopric

cf Sylvea. He evaded the necessity of accompanying Dom
Sebastian on his first African expedition (which he did all

in his power to discourage) only by setting out for Rome,

where he was well received by Gregory XIII. The disaster

which overtook the Portuguese arms at Alcazarquivir in

1578 had a serious effect on Osorio's health and spirits ; he

withdrew into solitude, and died at Tavira on August 20,

1580.
His principal work, a history of the reign of King Emanuel I.

{De rebiis Emmanuelis LtisUanim regis I'nnWisrimi rirtute et

aiispicio domi forisque gcslis libri XII., 1571), uiidertiken at the

request of Cardinal Henry, entitles him to considerable literary

tank, not only by pure Latinity and artistic arrangement, but also

by historical accuracy and insight, as well as by impartialitj- and

elevation of tone. An English translation appeared in 1752; and

vcriions in French, German, and Dutch also exist. Osorio's Dc
ghria libri V. (1552), and his double treatise Dc nohilUaU civiliet

dt ndbililaU Christiana (1542) have been often rcprit *ed ; of the

former D'Alembert is reported to have declared that 'vas really

a production of Cicero's palmed of by the modern as his own.

Osorio also published Dc regis insli'itlioix^el discipUna libri VIII.

<1571) and a large mass of theological matter, including commen-

taries on the Epistle to the Romans, the Gospel according to John,

and some of the minor prophets. His Admmiiio and Epistola to

Queen Elizabeth of England are polemical treatises. The Opera

Omnia of Osorio were collected ani> imblished at Rome by his

> ;nhew in 1592 (4 vok. .'olio).

'

OSPREY, or OsphAV, a word said to be corrupted

irom " Ossifrage,'' in Latin Ossifraja or bone-breaker.

Tha Ossifraqa of Pliny (U. N., x. 3) and some other classical

VTiters seems, as already said, to have been the Lammer-

CSYEE ho\. liv. p. 244); but the name, not inapplicable

in that case, has been transferred—through a not

uncommon but inexplicable confusion—to another bird

—hich is no breaker of bones, save incidentally those of

the fishes it devours.' The Osprey is a rapacious bird, of

middling size and of conspicuously-marked plumage, the

white of its lower parts, and often of its head, contrasting

sharply with the dark brown of the back and most of its

upper parts when the bird is seen on the wing. It is the

Falco haliatius of LinniEus, but unquestionably deserving

generic separation was, in 1810, established by Savigny
(Ois. de VKgypte, p. 35) as the type of a new genus which
he was pleased to term Pandion—a name since pretty

generally accepted. It has commonly been kept in the

Family Falconids, but of late regarded as the representa-

tive of a separate Family, Pinidionidie, for which view no.

a little can be said.^ Pandion differs from the Falconidx

not only pterylologically, as long ago observed by Nitzsch,

but also osteologically, as pointed out by M. Alphonse

Milne-Edwards (Ois. Foss. France, ii. pp. 413, 419), and it

is a curious fact that in some of the characters in which it

diiiers structurally from the Fulconids, it agrees with

certain of the Owls ; but the most important parts of its

internal structure, as well as of its pterylosis, quite forbid

a belief that there is any near alliance of the two groups.

The Osprey is one of- the most cosmopolitan Birds-of-

Prey. From Alaska to Brazil, from Lapland to Natal,

from Japan to Tasmania, and in some of the islands of the

Pacific, it occurs as a winter-visitant or as a resident. The
countries which it does not frequent would be more easily

named than those in which it is found—and among the

former are Iceland and New Zealand. Though migratory

in Europe at least, it is generally independent of climate.

It breeds equally on the half-thawed shores of Hudson's

Bay and on the cays of Honduras, in the dense forests of

Finland and on the barren rocks of the Red Sea, in

Kamchatka and in West Australia. Where, through

abundance of food, it is numerous—as in former days was

the case in the eastern part of the United States—the nests

of the Fish-Hawk (to use its American name) may be

placed on trees to the number of three hundred close

together. Wliere food is scarcer and the species accord-

ingly less plentiful, a single pair will occupy an isolated

rock, and jealously expel all intruders of their kind, as

happens in Scotland.^ The lover of birds cannot see many

more enjoyable spectacles than an Osprey engaged in

fishing—poising itself aloft, with upright body, and wings

beating horizontally, ere it plunges like a plummet beneath

the water, and immediately after reappears shaking a

shower of drops from its plumage. The feat of carrj'ing

off an Osprey's eggs is often difficult, and attended with

some risk, but has more than once tempted the most

daring of birds' nesters. Apart from the dangerous situa-

tion not unfrequently chosen by the birds for their e}Ty,

—

a steep rock in a lonely lake, only to be reached after a

* Another supposed old form of the name is " Orfraie "; but that ia

said by M. Rolland {Fame poptU. France, ii. p. 9, note), quoting M.

Suchier {Zeitschr. Rum. PhiloL, i. p. 432), to arise from a mingling of

two wholly different sources:—(1) Oripelargvs, Oriperagus, Orprais,

and (2) Ossi/raga. " Orfraie " again is occasionally interchanged with

Effraie (whii^h, through such dialectical forms as Fresaie, Fressaia,

is said to come from the Latin prxsof/a), the ordinary French nime

for the Barn-Owl, Aluco Jlammeus (see OwL, in/ra, p. 91) ; but the

subject is too complex for any but an expert philologist to treat.

According to Prof. Skeat's Dictionary i}. p. 408), "Asprey" is ihj

oMest English form ; but " Osprey" dates from Cotgrave at least;

= Mr Sharpe goes further, aud makes a '^Suborder " Pandiones

,

but the characters on which he founds such, an important division are

obviously inadequate. Tlie other gen-.is e-sociated with Pandion b/

him has been shown by Mr Gamey (/W», 1878, p. 4.';5) to be nearly

allied to the ordinary Sea-Eagies U(aliatlw\ and therefore -J>6 c^tjija

trae Falconidae.
* Two good examples of the diBerent localities c ..-.

, by inis biiil

for its nest are illustrated in Ootheca "'Mevana. d1». U. ji ii.
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long swim throngli chilly water, or the summit of a very

tall trcs,—their fierceness in defence of their eggs and
young is not to be despised. Men and boys have bad
their head gashed by the sharp claw of the angry parent,

and this happening when the robber is already in a pre-

carious predicament, and unable to use any defensive

weapon, renders the enterprise formidable. But the prize is

worthy of the danger. Few birds lay eggs so beautiful or

so rich in colouring: their white or pale ground is spotted,

blotched, or marbled with almost every shade of purple,

orange, and red—passing from the most delicate lilac, buff,

and peach blossom, through violet, chestnut, and crimson,

to a nearly absolute black. A few years ago some of the

best informed ornithologists were led to think that perse-

cution had exterminated the Osprey from Great Britain,

except as a chance visitant. This opinion proved to be

incorrect, and at the present time the bird is believed still

to breed in at least two counties of Scotland, but the secret

of its resorts is carefully guarded by those who wish to

retain it as a member of the country's fauna, for publica-

tion would doubtless speedily put an end to its occu-

pancy, (a. n.)

OSRHOEXE, or Orrhoene, the dist.rict of western

Mesopotamia of which Edessa was the capital (see

Mesopohmia, vol. xvL p. 47). It may be here added

that the older form of the name appears to be Chosroene

(Chosdroene). Edessa or Orrhoi thus appears to have

been "the city of Chosrau," implying an early Parthian

influence. See G. Hoffmann in Z. D. J/. C, x.xxii. 743.

OSSETT-CUJI-GAWTHORPE, a township and urban

sanitary district in the West Riding of Yorkshire, includ-

ing the contiguous hamlets of Oisett, South Ossett, and
Gawthorpe, is situated about 3 miles west-northwest of

Wakefield, and H northwest from the Horbury station

on the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway. The Great

Northern Railway has two stations in the township. The
church of the Holy Trinity, a fine cruciform structure in

the Early Decorated style, was erected in 1865 at a cost of

£20,000. There are woollen cloth and mungo mills, and

in the neighbourhood extensive collieries. The population

of the township (3105 acres) in 1871 was 9190, and in

1881 it was 10,957.

OSSIAN, or OisiN. See Celtic Literatcke, voL v.

pp. 311, 313, and Gaelic Literature, vol. s. p. 13.

OSSOLI, Sakah Margaret Fuller, Marcbiovess,

(1810-1850), an American authoress, was the eldest child

of Timothy Fuller, a lawyer and politician of some
eminence, and was born at Cambridge Port, Massachusetts,

23d May 1810. Her education was conducted by her

father, who, she states, made the mistake of thinking to

"gain time by bringing forward the intellect as early as

possible," the consequence being "a premature develop-

ment of brain that made her a youthful prodigy by day,

and by night a victim of spectral illusions, nightmare, and
somnambulism." At six years she began to read Latin,

and at a very early age she had selected as her favourite

authors Shakespeare, Cervantes, and Moliere Soon the

great amount of study exacted of her ceased to be a'

burden, and reading became a habit and a passion.

Having fnade herself familiar with the masterpieces of

French, Italian, and Spanish literature, she in 1833 began
the study of German, and within the year had read some
of the masterpieces of Goethe, Korner, Novalis, and
Schiller. Her father dying in 1835, she went in 1836 to

Boston to teach languages, and in 1837, she was chosen

principal teacher in the Green Street school. Providence,

Rhode Island, where she remained till 1839. From this

year until 1844 she stayed at different places in the

immediate neighbourhood of Boston, forming an intimate

acquaintance with the colonists of Brook Farm, and number

ing among her closest friends R. W. Emerson, Nathaniel
Hawthorne, and W. E. Channing. In 1839 she pub-
lished a translation of Eckerroann's Conversations vntft

Goethe, which was followed in 1841 by a translation of

the Lftlers of Gunderode and Bettina. Aided by R. W.
Emerson and George Ripley, she in 18-)0 started The Dial,

a poetical and philosophical magazine representing the

opinions and aims of the New England Transcendentalists.

This journal she continued to edit lor two years, and while

in Boston she also conducted conversation classes for ladies

in which philosophical and social subjects were discussed

with a somewhat over accentuated earnestness, and which
may be regarded as perhaps the beginning of the modem
movement in behalf of women's rights. R. W. Emerson,
who had met her as early as 1836, thus describes her

appearance:— " She was then twenty-six years old. She
had a face and frame that would indicate fulness and
tenacity of life. She was rather under the middle height;

her complexion was fair, with strong fair hair. She was
then, as always, carefully and becomingly dressed, and of

ladylike self-possession. For the rest her appearance had
nothing prepossessing. Her extreme plainness, a trick of

incessantly opening and shutting her eyelids, the nasal

tone of her voice, all repelled ; and I said to myself we shall

never get far." On fuller acquaintance this unprepossess-

ing exterior seemed, however, to melt away, and her
inordinate self-esteem to be lost in the depth and univer-

sality of her sympathy. She possessed an almost irresist-

ible power of winning the intellectual and moral confidence

of those with whom she came in contact, and " applied

herself to her companion as the sponge applied itself to

water." She obtained from each the best they had to

give. It was indeed more as a conversationalist than as

a writer that she earned the title of the Priestess of

Transcendentalism^ It was her intimate friends who
admired her most. Smart and pungent tbough she is as a
writer, any originality that seems to characterize her views

partakes more of wayward eccentricity than either intel-

lectual depth or imaginative vigour. In 1844 she removed
to New York to become contributor to The Tribune, and in

1846 she published a selection from her criticisms on con-

temporary authors in Europe and America, under the title

Papers on Art and Literature. The same year she paid a
visit to Europe, passing sometime in England and France,

and finally talcing up her residence in Italy. There she

was married in December 1847 to the Marquis Giovanni

Angelo Ossoli, a friend of JIazzini. During 1848-49 she

was present with her husband in Rome, and when the city

was besieged she, at the request of Mazzini, took charge

of one of the two hospitals while her husband fought on
the walls. In May 1850, along with her husband and
infant son, she embarked at Leghorn for America, bat
when they had all but reached their destination the ve-ssel

was wrecked on Fire Island beach, and the Ossolis were
among the passengers who perished.

The Auiobiographtj of Margaret Fuller Ossoli-, with additional

Memoirs by J. F. Clarke, R. W. Emerson, and W. E. Channing,
was published in 1852, the last edition being that of 1874. See
also Margaret Fuller (Marchcsa Ossoli), by Julia Ward Howe, 1883,

in the Eminent AVometi Seiies, Hei collected works were also

t,nblishcd in 1874

OSTADE. The Ostades are Di-tch painters of note,

whose ancestors were settled at Eyndhoven, near the small

village of Ostaden, from which they took their name.

Early in the 17th century Jan Hendricx, a weaver, moved
with his family from Eyndhoven to . Haatlam) where he

married and founded a large family. The eldest and
youngest of his sons became celebrated artists.

L Adrian Ostade (1610-1685), the first of Jan Hen-
drics's boys, was born at Haarlem shortly before the

lOtt December 1610, when he was christened in presence

XVUI. — 8
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of several witne^c:;. His death took i^lice on the 27th

April, his burial on the 2d May 1685, at Haarlem.

According to Houbraken he was taught by Frans Hals, at

that time master of Adrian Brouwer. At twenty-six he

joined a company of the civic guard at Haarlem ; at twenty-

eight he married his first wife, who lived till 1642. He
speedily married again, but again became a widower in

1666. Persons curious of matters connected with the lives

of famous men may visit the house in the Konigsstraat at

Haarlem where Adrian Ostade lived in 1657, or that of

the Ridderstraat which he occupied in 1670. He took

the highest honours of his profession, the presidency

of the painters' guild at Haarlem, in 1662. Amongst the

treasures of the Louvre collection, a striking picture

represents the father of a large family sitting in state with

his wife at his side in a handsomely furnished room, sur-

rounded by his son and five daughters, and a young
married couple. It is an old tradition that Ostade here

painted himself and his children in holiday attire
;
yet the

style is much too refined for the painter of boors, and
pitiless records tell us that Ostade had but one daughter.

The number of Ostade's pictures is given by Smith at

three hundred and eighty-five. It is probable that he
painted many more. At his death the stock of his unsold

pieces was over two hundred. His engraved plates were
put up to auction, with the pictures, and fifty etched

plates—most of them dated 1647-48—were disposed of

in 1686. At the present time it is easy to trace two
hundred and twenty pictures in public and private collec-

tions, of which one hundred and four are signed and dated,

seventeen are signed with the name but not with the date,

and the rest are accepted as genuine by modern critics.

Adrian Ostade is the contemporary of David Teniers

and Adrian Brouwer. Like them he spent his life in the

delineation of the homeliest subjects—tavern scenes, village

fairs, and country quarters. Between Teniers and Ostade
the contrast lies in the difFerent condition of the agri-

Cultural classes of Brabnnt and Holland, and the atmo-

sphere and dwellings 'that were peculiar to each region.

Brabant has more sui':, more comfort, and a higher type of

humanity; Teniers, in consequence, issilvery and sparkling;

the people he paints are fair specimens of a well-built

race. Holland, in the vicinity of Haarlem, seems to have

suffered much from war ; the air is moist and hazy,

and the people, as depicted by Ostade are short, ill-

favoured, and marked with the stamp of adversity on their

features and dress. Brouwer, who painted the Dutch
boor in his frolics and passion, imported more of the spirit

of Frans Hals into his delineations than his colleague ; but

the type is the same as Ostade's, only more animated and
vicious. How was it that the disciples of Hals should

have fallen into this course, whilst Hals himself drew
people of the gentle classes with such distinction t It was
probably because of his superiority and the monopoly
li'hich he and a few colleagues at Haarlem enjoyed that

hi.i pupils were forced into a humbler walk, and into this

w.^lk Hals was able to lead them, because he was equally

able in depicting the strolling waif or fishwife, or the

more aristocratic patrician who stvutted about in lace

C'I'ar, with his rapier at his. side. But the practice of

Ells in this form was confined to the city, or to those

iwanderei's from the country who visited towns. Brouwer
and Ostade went to the country itself and lived in the

|taverns_,and cottages of peasants; where they got the

irodels for their pictures. Neither of them followed the

1 'ibits'of-the'artists of the Hague, who took sitters into

|t.ueir studios and made compositions from them. Their

sitters were people, unconscious that they sat, taken on
the spot and from life, and transferred with cunning art to

pictures

There is less of the style of Hals iji Adrian Ostade than
i^ Brouwer, but a great likeness to Brouwer in Ostade's
early works. During the first years of his career, Ostade
displayed the same tendency to exaggeration and frolic as
his comrade. He had humour and boisterous spirits, but
he is to be distinguished from his rival by a more general
use of the principles of light and shade, and especially by
a greixter' concentration of light on a small surface in con-

trast with a broad expanse of gloom. The key of his

harmonics remains for a time in the scale of greys. But
his treatment is dryland careful, and in this style he shuns
no difficulties of detail, representing cottages inside and
out, with the vine leaves covering the poorness of the

outer side, and nothing inside to deck the patch-work of

rafters and thatch, or thmble-down chimneys and ladder

staircases, that make up the sordid interior of the Dutch
rustic of those days. His men and women, attuned to

these needy surroundings, are invariably dressed in the

poorest clothes. The hard life and privations of the race

are impressed on their shapes and faces, their shoes and
hats, worn at heel and battered to softness, as if they had
descended from generation to generation, so that the boy
of teii seems to wear the cast-off th.nr;3 of his sire ana
grandsire. It was not easy to get poetry out of such

materials. But the greatness of Ostade lies in the fact

that he often caught the poetic sioe f the life of the

peasant class, in spite of its ugliness and stunted form and
misshapen features. He did so by giving their vulgar

sports, their quarrels, even their quieter moods of enjoy-

ment, the magic light of the sungleam, and by clothing

the wreck of cottages with gay vegetation.

It was natural that, with the tendency to effect which marked
Ostade from the first, he should have been fired by emulation to

rival the masterpieces of Rembrandt. His early pictures are not so

rare but that we can trace how he glided out of one period into the

other. Before the dispersion of the Gsell collection at '\'ienna in

1 872, it was easy to study the steel-^rey ha: monies aud exaggerated
caricature of his early works in the period intervenii;g bstween
1632 and 163S. There is a picture of Rustics, dated 1632, in the
Koslolf collection at St Petersburg ; a Countryman having his

Tooth Drawn, in the Belve4ei\: of Vienna, of a similar date though
unsigned ; a Bagpiper of 1635 in the Liditenstein gallery at Vienna

;

Cottage Scenes of 1635 and- 1636, in the museums of Carlsruhc,

Darmstadt, and Dresden ; Smokei's in the House of Count Bercheni

at LIunich ; and Card Players of 1637 in the Lichtenstein palace at

Vienna, which make up for the loss of the OscU collection. The
same style marks most of those pieces. About 1638 or 1640 the in-

fluence of Rembrandt suddenly changed his style, and he painted the

Annunciation of the Brunswick museum, where the angels apjiearing

in the sky to Dutch boors half asleep amidst their cattle, sheep,

and dogs, in front of a cottage, at once recall the similar subject by
Rembrandt, and his effective mode of lighting the principal groups

by rays propelled to the earth out of a murky sky. But Ostade

was not successful in tliis elfoit to vulgarize Scripture. He might
have been pardoned had he given dramatic force and expression to

his picture ; but his shepiierds were only boors witlwut much
emotion, passion, or surprise. His picture w-as a mere effect of

light, as such masterly, in its sketchy rubbings, of dark brown
tone relieved by strongly impasted lights, but w-itliout the very

qualities w-hich made his usual subjects attractive. ^Vhen, in 164-i,

he painted the beautiful interior at the Louvre, in wliich a mother

tends her child in a cradle at the side of a great chimney near which

lier husband is sitting, the darkness of a country loft is dimly

illumined by a beam from the sun that shines on the casement
;

aud one might think the painter intended to depict the Nativity,

but that there is nothing holy in all the surroundings, nothing

attractive indeed except the wonderful -Eembrandtesqm trans-

parency, the brown tone, and the admirable keeping of the minutest

parts. The sparkle of Brouwer is not there ; nor as yet the concen-

trated evenness of such pictures of Rembrandt as the Meditativ*

Philosopher at the Louvre. Yet there is perhaps more conscien-

tiousness of detail. Ostade was more at home in a similar effect

applied to the commonplace incident of the Slaughtering of a Pig, one

of the masterpieces of 1643, once in iho Gsell collection at Vienna.

In this and similar subjects of previous and succeeding years, hi

returned to the homely subjects in which his power and wonderfuV

observation made him a master. " He never seems tc have gone

back to gospel illustrations till 1667, when he produced the admirable

Nativity of llr Walter of Bearwood, which is only surpassed as rcganis
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amsgemeot and colour by Rembrandt's Carpenter's Family at the

Louvre, or the Woodcutter and Children in the gallery of CasseL

lonomerable almost are the more familitr themes to which he
devoted his pencil during tHs interval, from small single fignres,

representing smokers or drinkers, to vulgarized allegories of the five

Senses (Hermitago and Brunswick galleries), half-lengths of fish-

monr^rs and bakers, and cottage brawls, or scenes of gambling, or

Itinerant players and quacks, and nine-pin players in the open air.

The humour in some ot these pieces is contagious, as in the Tavern
Sceni of the Lacaze collection (Louvre, 1653), where a boor squeezes

the tmpty beer-pot in bis hands to show that the last drop has been
aucked out of it. It would be tedious to enumerate the masterpieces

of this kind. But those who have no other opportunities may study

isith pleasure and advantage the large series of dated pieces which
adorn every European capital, from St Petersburg to London.
Buckingham Palace has a large store, and many and many a good
specimen lies hid in the private collections of England. But if we
snouivl select a few as peculiarly worthy of attention, we might point

to the Rustics in a Tavern of 1662 at the Hague, the Village School

of the same year at the Louvre, the Tavern Court-yard of 1670 at

Cassel, the Sportsmen's Rest of 1671 at Amsterdam, and the Fiddler

and his Audience of 1673 at the Hague. At Amsterdam we have
the likeness of a paiBter, in a red bonnet and violet coat, sitting

with his back to the spectator at his easel. The colour-grinder is

at work in a comer, a pupil prepares a palette, and a black dog sleeps

on the ground. The same picture, with the date of 1666, is in the

Dresden gallery. Both specimens are supposed to represent Ostads
Liraself. But unfortunately we see thf artist's back and not his

face. Ostadc painted with equal vigour at all times. Two of h'3

latest dated works, the Village btreet and Skittle Players in the
Ashburton and Eliesmere collections, were executed in 1676 without
any sign of declining powers. The prices which he received are not
known, bat those of the present day are telling when compared with
those of the close of last century. Early pictures, which may have
been sold by the painter for a few shillings, now fetch £200. Later
ones, which were worth £40 in 1750, are now worth £1000, and Earl

Dudley gave £4120 for a cottage interior in 1876. The signatures

of Ostade vary at different periods. But the first two letters are gene-
rally interlaced- Up to 1635 Ostade writes himself Ostaden.

—

e.g.^

in the Bagpiper of 1635 in the Lichtenstein collection at Vienna.
Later on he uses the long s (0. and occasionally Ire signs in capital

letters (Strauss collection, Vieima, 1647 ; and Hague mnsenm,
1673). His pupils are his own brother Isaac, Comelis Bega,
Cornelia Dusart, and Richard Brakenburg.

IL Isaac Ostade (1621-1649) was christened on the

2d of June 1621, at Haarlem. He began his studies under
Adrian, with whom he remained till 1641, when he started

on his own account. At an early period he felt the influ-

ence of Rembrandt, and this is apparent in a Slaughtered

Pig of 1639, in the gallery of Augsburg. But he soon

reverted to a styW more suited to his pencil. He pro-

duced pictures in 1641-42 on the lines of his brother,

—

amongst these, the Five Senses, which Adrian after-

wards represented ':>y a Man Reading a Paper, a Peasant

Tasting Beer, a Rustic Smearing his Sores n-ith Oint-

ment, and a Countryman Sniffing at a Snuff-box. The
contract for these pieces was made before 1643, when
Leendert, a dealer, summoned him for a breach of his

agreement before the . burgomaster of Haarlem. The
matter was referred to the guild, and evidence was adduced
to prove that Isaac had promised in 1641 to deliver six

pictures and seven rounds, including the Five Senses, for

27 florins. Isaac, in lis defence, urged that he had
finished two of the pictures and two of the rounds,

which Leendert had seen, but neglected to fetch ; that he
had begun 'S^he remainder of the series, but that in the

meanwhile the value of his works had risen, so that he
thought that on that ground alone he was freed from the

obligations he had assumed. The guild decided that Isaac

was bound to furnis'a the pictures before Easter 1643.

But they reduced the number of the rounds to five, and
£.ssessed the price of the whole at 50 florins. A specimen
of Isaac's work at this period may be seen in the Laughing
Boor wi^h a Pot of Beer, in the museum of Amsterdam;
the cottage interior, with two peasants and three children

near a fire, in the Berlin museum; a Concert, with people
listening to singers accompanied by a piper ancl flute

iilaycr, and a Boor Stealing a Kisa from a Woman, in the

Lacaze collection at the Louvre. The interior at Berlin is

lighted from a casement in the same Rsmbrandtesque style

as Adrian's interior of 1643 at the Louvre. The value of

these panels, which we saw estimated ia 1643 at two
florins apiece, was greatly enhanced in the following

century, when the Laughiag Boor at Amsterdam was sold

for 56 florins. But the low price fixed by the guild

of Haarlem must have induced Isaac to give up the

practice, in which he could only hope to remain a satellite

in the orbit of Adrian, and accordingly we find him gradu-

ally abandoning the cottage subjects of his brother for

landscapes in the fashion of Esaias Van de Telde and
Salomon RuisdaeL Once only, in 1645, he seeais to have

fallen into the old groove, when he produced the Slaughtered

Pig, with the boy puffing out a bladder, in the museum of

Lille. But this was a mere accident. Isaac's progress in

the new path which he had cut out for himself nas greatly

facilitated by his previous experience as a figture painter;

and, although he now selected his subjects either from

village high streets or frozen canals, ha was eaabled to

give fresh life and animation to the scenes he depicted by
groups of people fuU of movement and animation, which

he relieved in their coarse humours and sordid appearance

by a refined and searching study of picturesque contrasts.

Unfortunately he did not live long enough to bring his

art to the highest perfection. He died at twenty-eight,

on the 16th October 1649.

The first manifestation of Isaac's surrender- of Adrian's style is

apparent in 1644 when the skating and sledging scenes were
executed which we see in the Lacaze collection and the galleries of

the Hermitage, Antwerp, and Lille. Three of these examples bear

the artist's name, spelt Isack van Ostade, and the dates of 1644
and 1645. The road-side inns, with halts of travellers, form a
compact series from 1646 to 1649. In this, the last form of bis

art, Isaac has very distinct peculiarities. 'The air which pervades

his composition is warm and sunny, yet mellow and hazy, as if the

sky were veiled with a vapour coloured by moor smoke. The trees

are rubbings of umber, in which the prominent foliage ia tipped

with touches hardened in a liquid state by amber varnish

mediums. The same principle applied to details such as glazed

bricks or rents in the mud lining of cottages gives an unreal and
conventional stamp to those particular parts. But these blemishes

are forgotten when one looks at the broad contrasts of Ught
and shade and the masterly figui-es of steeds and riders, and
travellers and nistics, or quarrelling children and dogs, poultry,

and cattle, amongst which a favourite place ia alway;5 given to

the white horse, who seems as invariable an accompaniment as

the grey in the skirmishes-and fairs of Wouvermans. But it is

in winter scenes that Isaac displays the best qualities. The
absence of foliage, the crisp atmosphere, the caun air of cold

January days, unsullied by sm.oke or vapour, preclude the use

of the brown tinge, and leave the painter no choice but to ring

the changes on opal tints of great variety, upon which the figures

come out with masterly effect on the light background upon which
they are thrown. Amongst the road-side inns which will best

repay attention we should notice those of Buckingham Palace,

the National Gallerj-, the 'Wallace, Ellesmere, Ashburton, Holford,

Robarts, and Bearwood collections in England, and t.hos6 of the

Louvre, Berlin, Hermitage, and Rotterdam museuns and the

Rothschild collections at Vienna on the Continent The finest of

the ice scenes is the famous one at the Louvre. (J. AC.)

OSTASHKOFF, a town of Tver, Russia, 133 miles by
rail south-east from the capital of that government, on Lake
SeBger, has a population of 12,500. The fisleries, which

still employ a considerable number of the inhabitants,

attracted settlers at an early date, but it is not till 1500

that the Ostashkoff villages are mentioned in Russian

annab. The advanttgeous site, the proximity of the

Smolenskiy Jitnji monastery, a pilgrim-resor: on an island

of the lake, and the early development of certain petty

trades, combined to bring prosperity to Ositashkoff; and

its cathedral (1672-85) still contains 'rich offerings, as

also do two other churches of the same century. About

200,000 pairs of boots are now manufactured annually;

hatchets, scythes, shears, and similar implements are also

made; and tanning is another important i'iductr)r.
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CSTEND, a seaport of Belgium, in the province of

West Flanders, 70 iniles west-north-west from Brussels, is

surroLjded on the north and west by the sea ; its site is

an extensive plain, lying below high-water level, the town

and surrounding country being protected by a sea-wall

built of granite with a brick revetment, upon which the

waves generally^ exhaust their force evc-n in the roughest

weather, though the town has occasionally been inundated

through a combination of westerly gales and unusually

high tides. The port is dangerous in unfavourable weather;

the channel leading into the two interior basins (which are

calculated to hold more than a thousand vessels) is formed

by two long wooden piers, and at its mouth has a TN"idth of

only 165 yards. The rise of the tide in the harbour is

about 15 feet, and as the bed of the sluice lies 3 feet

under low-wacer mark, the depth at high water should

amount to 18 feet ; but the entrance to the harbour is

obstructed by sandbanks, which frequently shift their posi-

tion u-ader the influence of wind and tide, and leave a

free depth of only about 9

feet. At the north-west

extremity of the sea-wall

(digue de mer) is a light-

house erected in 1771, and
subsequently modernized,

with a light visible at a

distance of 45 miles. The
town has an active trade

in refined salt, ropes, sails,

soap, tobacco, lace, and
wool. The imports greatly

exceed the exports. In

1S83 1345 vessels entered

with 175,987 tons cargo,

and 1342 cleared with

32,010.

The large fishing popu-

lation is chiefly occupied

in the cod or htrrmg
fisheries ; the trade in

oysters is important, these

being brought over in

large quantities from the

English coast, principally

about Harwich or Col-

chester, and fattened in

the Ostend oyster-beds.

There are no manufactures

of any consequence ; and,

unlike other Flemish cities,

Osfend has no monument or building in any way worthy
of notice. The town owes its repute and prosperity chiefly

to its sea-beach, which is admirably adapted for bathing
purposes, being composed of perfectly smooth sands, firm,

level, and of great extent. Ostend is the yearly resort,

from August to October, of many thousand visitors, com-
prising not only members of the fashionable society of

Brussels and the larger provincial towns of Belgium, but
also foreigners, principally Germans and Kussians. During
the season the digue and piers are crowded ; entertain-

ments and festivities are offered to guests at the Knrsaal,

Casino, <tc. ; a good deal of private and promiscuous
gambling is carried on. The influx of bathers and pleasure-

seekers ha; l"d to the development of some quieter resorts

in the immediate vicinity, such as Blankeubergh (lately a
mere fishing village), Heyst, Middelkerk, and others. In
1880 the population of the town was 16,823.

In the 10th century Ostend vas but a cluster of fishermen's huts.
In 1072 Pobcrt I. of I'landers built a church there in honour of
St Peter. The place thenceforth grew in importance, and the

harbour became noted, Margaret of Constantinople, countess ol

Flanders, raised it to the rank of a city in 1267. In 1445 Philip
the Good caused it to be walled round, but the prince of Orange
was the first to fortify it in eamfest (1583) ; and a short time after-

wards it sustained a raemorablo siege, during the reign of Albert
and IsabeUa, being invested on the 5th of July 1601, ana taken
by Spinola on the 14th of September 1604, after a resistance oi

more than three years. It was then in a state of almost absolute
ruin, but was speedily rebuilt by the archduke, who granted the
citizens many privileges. The prosperity of Ostend, however, was
constantly impeded by rivalries and dissensions. In the beginning
of the 18th century it appeared in a fair way to attain commercial
eminence, the emperor Charles TI. having selected it as the scat

of the East Indian Company; but the interference of powerful
neighbours, and principally of England and Holland, caused a stop
to be put to this by tne treaty of Vienna in 1732. Ostend was
taken by the French in 1794, and belonged to the republic until

1814, after which it formed part of the Netherlands, and subse-

quently, since 1830, of the kingdom of Belgium.

OSTERVALD, Jeaj; FEEDiEic (1663-1747), Swiss

Protestant theologian,'was born at NeufchStel on November
25, 1663, was educated at Zurich and at Saumur (where

Plan of Ostend.

he graduated), studied theology at Orleans, Paris, and

Geneva, and was ordained to the ministry in his native

place in 1683. As preacher, paster, lecturer, and author, he

attained a position of great influence in his day, he and his

friends J. A. Turretin of Geneva and S. AVerenfcls of Basel

forming what was once called the " Swiss triumvirate."

He died on April 14, 1747.
His principal works are Traiti dfs sources de la corruption qui

rigne aiijourihuy parmi les Chriliens (1700), practically a plea for

a more ethical and less doctrinal type orChristianity ; Catechisme

oil Instruction dans la JUligion Chrdur-uu, 1702 ; Tiaiti c</ntTC V

Impurtic, 1707 ; Sermons sur divers Tcjctes, 1722-24 ; Thcoloyix

Compendinm, 1739 ; and Troiiiictien de la Bible, 1724. All his

writings attained great popularity among French Protestants

;

many were translated into various languages ; and ' Ostervald's

Bible," in particular, was long well known and much valued in

Britain. A. Life by Durand was published in London in 1778.

OSTIA, a city of ancient Latium, situated at the mouth

of the Tiber, from which circumstance it obviously derived

its fiame. Owing to this position it became from an early

period the port of Rome, but its foundation as o regula-

colony cf that city is ascribed by ancient authors to Ancus

1
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Mareius, who is said to have at the same time established

there extensive salt works, which long continued to supply

Rome ^nd its ceighbourhood with that necessary article.

As the wealtQ and importance of Rome itself increased, the

prosperity of Ostia naturally rose with it, and it continued

throughout the period of the Roman republic to be at

once the principal emporium of trade in this part of Italy

and the permanent station of the Roman fleet. It was,

however, at no period a really good port, and the i>atural

disadvantages of its position were not merely felt the more
•ceenly as its commercial importance increased, but they

<rere continually aggravated by natural causes,— the allu-

vial matter continually brought down by the Tiber having

filled up the port, and at the same time in great measure

blocked the mouth of the river, so as to render it inacces-

sible to the larger class of vessels. Strabo gives a lively

picture of the difficulties with which these bad to contend

in his time, and which were only surmounted on account

of the great pecuniary advantages arising from its

proximity to the capital. The necessity of taking some
steps to obviate these evils had indeed already presented

itself to the dictator Caesar,- who had proposed to construct

an artificial port at Ostia, with all the appurtenances

requisite for so extensive a trade, but no-steps were taken

towards the execution of this project till the reign of the

emperor Claudius, who constructed an entirely new basin

or artificial port at a'distance of about two miles north of

Ostia, and communicating by an artificial channel with the

Tiber on one side and the sea on the other. These works

were afterwards largely fiugmented by Trajan, so that the

port came to be known as the Portus Trajani, and the

channel from thence to the sea was called the Fossa Tra-

janL This was undoubtedly the same with what is now
become the right branch of the Tiber, entering the sea at

Fiumicino. From this time the great mass of the trade

was transferred to the new port, while that of Ostia con-

tinually diminished, though the city itself continued to be

a populous and flourishing place throughout the period of

the Roman empire. It was not till the close of the

western empire that Ostia itself, which was unprotected

by walls, and consequently exposed to the attacks of the

barbarians, fell into decay ; and after it was plundered by

the Saracens in the 9th century the site became alto-

gether abandoned, the modern village of Ostia (a very poor

place) being situated at a distance of about half a mile

from the ruins of the ancient city. The extent and variety

of these, as well as the beauty of the works of art dis-

covered on the site, confirm the accounts given by ancient

writers of the opulence and prosperity of Ostia in the days

of the empire; while those of Porto, as the port of Trajan

is still called, are of great interest as exhibiting not only

the artificial basin of the port, with its quays and the

remains of the surrounding magazines, but a large part of

the circuit of walls and towers by which it was protected.

Such was the importance of Portus under the Roman
empire that it became an episcopal see, and still gives that

title to one of the cardinals of Rome.

The continual advance of the coast-line, owing to the

alluvial deposits brought down by the Tiber, has left the

ruins of Ostia more than two miles from the sea. Those

''f Portus are separated from it by an equal interval, and

even the tower of Fiumicino, which was built in the last

century at the entrance of the right branch of the Tiber

—

the only one now navigable— is already a considerable

distance inland.'

For a rie'ailed accouut of the history and topography of Ostia and

the neiMibouring Portus, as well as of the changes in the coast-line

and ciiannel of the Tiber, the reader may consult Nibby, Dintorni

diliomn, vol. ii. p. 426-474, 602-660; and an elaborate paper by

riellcrin the Berichle der^Sathiiichen Gcsclhcho/tfot 18-19.

0STL4KS, or Cstyaks, a tribe of Finnish origin, who
inhabit the basic of the Obi in western Siberia ; a few
hundreds also are nomads in the basin of the lower Yenisei.

Piano Carpini and Marco Polo in the 13th century knew
the.m on the flat lands of the Obi, and the best investigators

(Castren, Lerberg, A. Schrenck) "onsider the trans-Uralian

Ostiaks and Samoyedes as identical with the Yugra of

the Russian annals During the Russian conquest their

abodes extended much farther south than now, and they

had numerous settlements on the basin of i;he Obi, no
less than forty-one of their fortified places having been
destroyed by the Cossacks in 1501, in the region of

Obdorsk alone. Remains of these " towns " are still to be
seen at the Kunovat river, on the Ofci 20 m'iles below
Obdorsk, and elsewhere. The total number of the Ostiaks

may. be estimated at a little over 27,000. Those on
the Irtish are mostly settled, and have adopted the

manner of life of Russians and Tartars. Those on ihe

Obi are mostly nomads; along with 8000 Siamoyedes in

the districts of Beryozoff and Surgut, they own 93,600
reindeer. The Obi Ostiaks are Russified to a great

extent. They live almost exclusively by fishing, buying
from Russian merchants corn for bread,»the use of which
has become widely diffused.

The Ostiaks call themselves Ass-yakh (people of the Obi), and
it is supposed that their present designation is ,a corruption of

this name. By language they belong (Castren, JkisebericMc,

Heisebrk/e ; Ahlqvist, Ofvcrs. af Miiska Vct.-Soc. Fdrh., xxi.) to
the Ugrian branch of the eastern Finnish stem,—a classification

confiimed by a grammar of their language, compiled in 1875,
in Hungarian, by Hunfalvy. All the Ostiaks speak the same
language, mixed to some extent with foreign, elements ; but three
or four leading dialects can be distinguished.

The Ostiaks are middle-sized, or of low stature, mostly meagre,
and not ill made, however clumsy their appeai-ance in winter, in

their thick fur-clothes. The extremities are fine, and the feet are
usually small. The skull is brachycephalic, mostly of moderate
size and height. The hair is dark and soft for the most part, fair

and reddish individuals being rare : the eyes are dark, generally
narrow ; the nose is flat and broad ; the mouth is large and with
thick lips ; the beard is scanty. The younger men and women
are sometimes of an agreeable appearance. The Mongolian type
is more strongly pronounced in the women thaV in the men. On
the whole, the Ostiaks are not- a pure race ; the purest type is

found among the fishers on the Obi, the reindeer-breeders of the
tundra being largely intermixed with Samoyedes (see C;istrep; Dr
Finsch's Eeise nachlFest-Sibirien^ &c.).

Investigators are unanimous in describing them as very kind,

gentle, and honest ; rioting is almost quite unknown among them,
as also theft, this last occurring only in the vicinity of Russian settle-

ments, and the only penalty enforced being the restiTution two-
fold of the property stolen. The farther they are removed from
contact with Russian dealers and traders the higher do their moral
qualities become (MiddendorfFand Castren).

They are very skilful in the arts they practise, especiflllf in carving
wood and bone, tanning (with egg-yolk and brains), preparation of

implements from birch bark, &.c. Some of their carved or decorated

bark implements (like those figured in Middendorlf's SihiriscTie

Heise, iv. 2) show great artistic skill. Only a hv7 ha"e guns, the

great majority continuing to hunt with bow and arrows.

Their folk-lore, like to that of other Finnish stem>, is imbued
with a deep feeling of natural poetry, and reflects also the sadness,

or even the despair, w-hich has been noticed among them. The
number of those who are considered Christians reaches 2000; but
their Shamanism is still retained, hardly anything being borrowed
from Christianity beyond the worship of St Nicholas, who is a

most popular saint among them.

OSTRACISM, a peculiar political institution in Athens,

designed by Clisthenes as a safeguard against any citizen

acquiring too great power and aspiring to make himself

tyrant of the state. Before it could be carried into effect,

a decree of the people had to be passed that an ostracism

was necessary. If this was done, the voting was fixed for

a special daj' in the agora. The votes were given accord-

ing to tribes; and eaeh citizen wrote on an oyster shell

(oarpaKov) the name of the person who he thought should

be ostracized. The person who obtained the majority was

exiled for ten v-^ars, provided the votes against him were
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COOO. If no person were designated on so many shells,

the proceedings were at an end. The ostracized person

might retura at the end of his term of banishment, having

then the full rights of citizenship, or his term might be

shortened by a- special vote of the people. The institution

was intended as a precaution in view of the weakness of

the central Government, which, having no standing army

at its disposal, was liable to be disturbed or overturned by

a sudden att-ck arranged by a powerful partisan. Wliao

party strife ran high, ostracism was frequently resortea -Vo

with the consent of the two parties, in order to test their

strength; but when an ostracfem had been arranged in

416 B.C. the parties subsequently compromised their dis-

pute and directed their votes against an insignificant person

named Hyperbolus. After this the institution fell into

disuse. According to Aristotle and Philochorus, the people

were required every year in the first assembly of the sixth

prytany to determine whether or not an ostracism should

take place. The same institution is said to have been in

use at Argos, Miletus, and Megara, and a similar one called

petalismus was employed at Syracuse for a short time

during the 5th century B.c. ; the latter was named from

the olive leaves (TrcVoXa) used instead of oyster-shells.

OSTRICH (Old English, Estridge; French, Autruche;

Spanish, Avestruz; Latin, Avis struthio). Among exotic

birds there can be hardly one better known by report

than the strange, majestic, and fleet-footed creature that

"scorneth the horse and his rider," or one that from the

earliest times to the present has been oftener more or less

fully described ; and there must be few jfersons in any

civilized country unacquainted with the appearance of

this, the largest of living birds, whose size is not insig-

nificant in comparison even with the mightiest of ,the

plumed giants that of- old existed upon the earth, since

an adult male will stand nearly -8 feet in height, and

weigh 300 B).

As to the ways of the Ostrich in a state of nature, not

much has been added of late years to the knowledge'

acquired and imparted by former travellers and natural-

ists, many of whom 'enjoyed opportunities that will

never again occur of discovering its peculiarities, for even

the most favourably-placed of their successors in )*eceat

years seem to content themselves • with repeating the

older observations, and to want either leisure or patience

to make additions thereto, their personal acquaintance with

the bird not amounting to more than such casual meetings

with it as must inevitably fall to the lot of those who
traverse its haunts. Thus there are still several dubious

points in its natural history. On the" other hand we
unquestionably know far more than our predecessors

respecting its geographical distribution, which has been

traced with great minuteness in the Togel Ost-Afrihas of

Drs Finsch and Hartlaub, who have therein given

(pp. 537-607) the most comprehensive account of the

bird that is to be found in the litoratur-3 of ornithology.^

As with most tirds, the Ostrich is disappearing before

the persecution of man, and this fact it is which gives

the advantage to older travellers, for there are many
districts, some of tvido extent, known to have been

frequented by the Ostrich within the present century,

especially towards the extremities of its African range

—

as on the borders of Egypt and the Cape Colony— in

which it no longer occurs,, while in Asia there is evidence,

more or less trustworthy, of its former existence in most

parts of the south-western desert-tracts, in few of which it

is now to be found. Xenophon's notice of its abundance
in Assyria (Anabasis, i. 5) is well known. It is probable
that it still lingers ia the wastes of Kirwan in eastern

Persia, whence examples may occasionally stray northward
to those of Turkestan,^ even near the Lower Oxus; hut
the assertion, often repeated, as to its former occurrence

in Baloochistan or Sindh, though not incredible, seems to

rest on testimony as yet too slender for acceptance.

Apparently the most northerly limit of the Ostrich's

ordinary range at the present day cannot be further than

that portion of the Syrian Desert lying directly to the

eastward of Damascus; and, within the limits of what
may be called Palestine, Canon Tristram {Fauna and Flora

of Palestine, p. 139) regards it as but a straggler from

central Arabia, though we have little information as to

its appearance and distribution in that country. Africa,

however, is still, as in ancient days, the continent in which.

' A good summary of it is contained in tho Ostriches and Ostrich

Farming ol Messrs Do Mosecthaland Hartiiig, from which the accom-

panyin;^ figure is, with permission, lalicn. Von Heuglin, in bis

Ornilhologie Nordosl- Afrika's (pp. 925-935), has given more parti-

cular details of the Ostrich's distribution in Africa.

Ostrich.

the Ostrich most flourishes, and from tho confines of

Barbary to those of the European settlements in the

south it appears to inhabit every waste sufficiently extor-

sive to afford it the solitude it ioves, and in many win,

districts, where the influence of the markets of civilization

is feebly felt, to be still almost as abundant as ever.

Yet even there it has to contend with deadly foes in the

many species of Carnivora which frequent -the^am.e tracts

and prey upon its eggs and young—the latter especially;

and Lichtenstein long ago remarked that if it were not

for -its numerofts enemies "the multiplication of Ostriche.T

would be quite unexampled." The account given of the

habits of the species by this naturalist, who hnd excellent

opportunities of observing it during his three years

' Drs Finsch and Kartl.iub quote a passage from Eemusat's

Remarques sur Vextcnsion de I'Empire Chinoise, stating that in

about the seventh century of our era a live " camel-bild " was sent

as a present with an emT;r—», i.-om Tuiiceatan to China.
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travels in Soath Africa, is perhaps one ot tne best we
have, and since his narrative ' has been neglected by.most

of its more recent historians we may do well by calling

attention thereto. Though sometimes assembling in

troops of from thirty to fifty, and then generally associat-

ing with zebras or with some of the larger antelopes.

Ostriches commonly, and especially in the breeding

season, live in companies of not more than four er

five, one of which is a cock and the rest are hens. All

the latter lay their eggs in one and the same nest, a
shallow pit scraped out by their feet, with the earth

heaped around to form a kind of wall against which the

outermost circle of eggs rest. As soon as ten or a dozen

eggs are laid, the cock begins to brood, always taking his

place on them at nightfall surrounded by his wives, whUe
by day they relieve one another, more it would seem to

guard their common treasure from jackals and small

beasts-of-prey than directly to for^^rd the process of

hatching, for that is often left whoUy to the sun,- Some
thirty eggs are laid in the nest, and round it are scattered

perhaps as many more. These last are said to be broken
by the old birds to serve as nourishment for the newly-
hatched chicks, whose stomachs cannot bear the hard food

on which their parents thrive. The greatest care is taken
by them not only to place the nest where it may not be
discovered, but to avoid being seen when going to or from
it, and their solicitude for their tender young is no less.

Andersson in his Lakt JX^gami (pp. 253-269) has given a
lively account^f the pursuit by himself and Mr Francis
Galton of a brood of Ostriches, in the course of which the
father of the family flung himself on the ground and
feigned being wounded to distract their attention from
his offspring. Though the Ostrich ordinarily inhabits the
most arid districts, it lequires water to drink; more than
that, it will frequently bathe, and sometimes even, accord-
ing to Von HeugUn, in the sea.

The question whether to recognize more than one
species of Ostrich, the Struthio camelus of Linnseus, has
been for some years agitated without leading to a satis-

factory solution. It has long been known that, while eggs
from North Africa present a perfectly smooth surface,

those from South Africa are pitted (see Birds, vol iii.

p. 775, note 1). It has also been observed that northern
birds have the skin of the parts not covered with feathers

flesh-coloured, while this skin is bluish in southern birds,

and hence the latter have been thought to need specific
|

designation as S. avslralis. Still more recently examples
|

from the Somali country have been' described as forming
'

a distinct species under 'the name of .S^. molybdophanes
|

from the leaden colour of their naked parts.

The genus Struthio forms the type of one group of the
Subclass R'.aitx, which differs so widely from the rest, in

points that have been concisely set forth by Prof. Huxley
(Proc. Z'mI. Society, 1867, p. 419), as to justify us in

regarding it as an Order, to which the name Strutkiones

may be applied (see Orxithology, p. 44); but that term,
as well a= Strutuionidx, has been often used in a more
general sense by systematists, even to signify the whole of

the Batitai, and hence for the present caution must be

' M. H. K. LicbteDsteiD, Reise im sudlichen Africa, ii. pp. 42-45
(Berlin, 1812). ^

' By those whose experience is derived from the observation of
captive Ostriches this fact has been often dispute<'. But, to say
nothingof the effects of the emoivcu mouogau.j inwhich su^-h birds live,

the difference of circumstances under which they find themselves, and
in particular their removal from the heat-retaining Ra'wls of the desert
and its burning su^^shine, is quite enough to account for the change
ot habit. Von Heuglin also 'p. 933) is explicit on this point. That
the female Ostriches while on duty crouch down to avoid detection is

only natural, and this habit seems to have led hasty observers to
snppose they weir really brooding.

exercised "as to whether certain lossU- remains from the
Sivalik formation, referred to ' Struthionids," be re-

garded as true Ostriches or not. The most obvious
distinctive character presented by the. Ostrich is the pre-

sence of two toes . only, the third and fourth, on each
foot,—a character absolutely peculiar to the genus Struthio.

The great mercantile value of Ostrich-feathers, and the
increasing difficulty, due to the causes already mentioned,
of procuring them from wild birds, has led to the forma-
tion in the Cape Colony and elsewhere of numerous
"Ostrich-farms," on which these birds are kept in con-
finement, and at regular intervals of time deprived of theii'

plumes. In favourable localities and with judicious man-
agement these establishments are understood to yield very
considerable profit ; while, as the ancient taste for wearing
Ostrich-feathers shews no sign of falling off, but seems
rather to be growing, it is probable fiat the practice will

yet be largely extended.
Among the more important treatises on this bird may be men-

tioned ;—E. D'Alton, Die Skclde der StraiissaTligm VBgel aigcbildet
und beschrielen, folio, Bonn, 1827; P. L. Sclater, "On the Stru-
thious Birds living in the Zoological Societj^gflenagerie, " Trans-
actions, ir.

J..
353, containing the finest represffntation (pT. 67), by

Jlr Wolf, ever published of the mala Struthio camelus ; Prof.
Mivart, "On the Axial Skeleton of the Ostrich," op. cit., viii. p.
385 ; Prof. Hanghton, " On the Muscular Mechanism of the Leg of
the Ostrich," Ann. Nat. History, ser. 3, xv. pp. 262-272 ; and
Prof. i[acaiister, " On the Anatomy of the Ostrich," Froc. R. Irish
A/:ademy, is. pp. 1-24."'

, (A. N.)

OSTUNI, a city of Italy, in the province of Lecce, 23
miles by rail north-west of Erindisi. It is a bishop's see, has
a cathedral of the 15th century with a fine Romanesque
facade, several other churches of some interest, a municipal
library with a collection of antiquities, and a technical

school. The population was 14,422 in 1871 and 15,199
in 1881,. that of the commune being 16,295 and 18,226.

OSUNA, a town of Spain, in the province of Seville,

distant 48 miles by road and 57 by rail east-south-east from
that city, is built in a semicircular form on the slope of a
hill, at the edge of a fertile plain watered by the Salado, a
suVtributary of the Guadalquivir. On the top of the hill,

which commands an extensive view, stands the collegiate

church, a mixed Gothic and cinqueceuto building, contain-

ing several good specimens of Ribera, which, however, as
well as the sculptures over the portal, suffered considerably
dunng the occupation of the place by Soult. The vaults,

which are supported by Jloorish arches, contain the tombs
of the Girdn family, by one of whom, Don.Juan Tellez, the
church was founded in 1534. The university of Osuna,
founded also by him in 1549, was suppressed in 1820 ; but
the large building is still tised as a secondarj' school. A
great number of the inhabitants of Osuna are engaged
in agriculture, and the making of esparto mats employs
many of the poorer people.. Earthenware, bricks, oil,

soap, linen, hats, are also manufactured; and barley,

oil, and wheat are sent in large quantities to Seville and
Malaga. The population of the ajnintamiento in 1877
wa= 17,211.

OsffTia, the Urso ofHirtius, where the Pompeians made their
list stand, was afterwards called by the Romans Gcnrina Urianoritm,
from the fact, it is said, that two urban legions were simultaneously
quartered there. The place was taken from the Jloors in 1239. ani
given by Alphonso the Wise to the knights of Calatrava in 1264.
Don Pedro Giron appropriated it to himself in 1445. One of his
descendants founded the university, and another, Don Pedro TeUez,
was made duke ot Osuna by Philip II. (1562).

OSWALD {c. 604-642), "most Christian king of the
Northumbrians," was the son of King Ethelfrith, and was
born about 604. On the death of his father on the 1 .-.ttle-

field in 617, he and his brothers were compelled to take
refuge among the northern Celts, where, they are said to

have received baptist-i. The fall of King Edwin in 633
permitted their retmn,. and after the death of Eanfrid,
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who had received Deira, and of Osric, who had been

chosen to Bernicia, Oswald was called to the throne of the

united kingdoms, and established his claim to it by his

great victory over Ceadwalla at Heavenfield near Hexham
in 635. His beneficent reign, which was chiefly devoted

to the establishment of Christianity throughout his

dominions, was brought to an end by his defeat and death

on August 5, 642 (see NoRTHtTMBEELAirD). The cross

erected by Oswald on the scene of his victory in 635 was

afterwards the scene or the instrument of many miracles,

and gradually his name found a place in the calendar,

August 5th being the day sacred to his memory. A
German " Spiel mannsgedicht " of the 12th or 13th century

takes its name from St Oswald, but the narrative has no

relation to anj'thing recorded about the hero in authentic

history (see monographs by Zingerle, 1856; Strobl, 1870;

and Edzardi, 1876). Oswald, bishop of Winchester, who
died February 29, 992, is also commemorated as a saint

(October 15).

OSWALDTWISTLE, a township of Lancashire, Eng-

land, is situated on the Leeds and Liverpool Canal and the

East Lancashire Railway, 3 J miles east-south-east of Black-

burn and 24 north of Manchester. It possesses cotton-

mills, printworks, bleachworks, and chemical works, and in

the neighbourhood there are collieries, stone quarries, and
potteries. The population of the township and ui'ban

sanitary district (area 4883 acres) in 1871 was 10,283,

and in 1881 it was 12,206.

OSWEGO, a city and port of entry of the United

States, capital of Oswego county. New York, stretches

Ijetween 2 and 3 miles along the south-east shore of Lake
Ontario, on the low bluffs and hilly ground near the mouth
of the Oswego river, which divides it into two nearly equal

portions, and is spanned by three iron drawbridges. By
the Delaware, Lackawanna, and Western Railroad it is 305

miles from New York, and by the New York, Ontario, and

Western Railway 326 miles. The Oswego Canal connects

at Syracuse with the Erie Canal. The situation of the

city is a beautiful and healthful one : most of the streets

are 100 feet wide, and there are two finely-shaded public

parks, one on each side of the river. Among the more
conspicuous buildings are the conjunct custom-house, post-

office, and United States court-house, erected in 1858 at

a cost of $120,000, the tity-haU, the county court-house,

the State armoury, the church of the Evangelists, the

large Roman Catholic church in Mohawk Street, the public

library (10,000 volumes), the normal and training schoob,

the city almshouse (2 miles outside the city limits), and

the orphan asylum. Falling 34 feet in its passage through

the city, Oswego river furnishes al good supply of water-

power, rendered available by a canal on each side. Besides

the Oswego starch factory (founded in 1848, and now
probably the largest in the world, occupying 10 acres of

ground, partly with fireproof buildings seven stories high,

and producing 35 tons of starch daily), the manufactories

of Oswego comprise flour-mills, large iron-works (making

steam-engines, steam-shovels, dredges, ic), knitting works,

shade-cloth factories, railway carriage works and repair

shops, box factories, planing-mills, and a large number of

subsidiary establishments. In the extent of its trade

Oswego is the principal United States port on Lake
Ontario, importing vast quantities of grain and timber,

and exporting coal, flour, and salt. The annual duties on

imports average over §1,000,000. The inner harbour,

formed by the river mouth being enclosed by jetties, has

about 3 miles of wharfage, and a depth at low water of

from 9 to 1 3 feet ; and the outer harbour, formed by the

construction since 1871 of a breakwater 5700 feet long,

has aboui 4 miles of wharfage, and a depth of 20 feet.

Fort Ontario, rebuilt by the United States Government in

1839, guards the entrance to the harbour ; it is a place oi

some strength. The population of Oswego was 12,205 in

1850, 20,910 in 1870, and 21,112 in 1880.
Oswego was visited by Champlain in 1615, by the Jesuits Le

MayDB in 1654, and by otber early explorers. In 1722 the
English established a trading post here, and in 1727 Governor
William Burnet (son of Bishop Burnet) erected Fort Oswego. A
body of about 70.0 men, left here by Governor Shirley, constructed
in 1755-56 two other forts—Fort Ontario on the east and Oswego
New Fort on the west side of the river. In 1756 the place

was bombarded and captured by Montcalra ; but between 1757
and 1759 new works were constructed by the English, who kept

Jossession till Oswego was transferred to the United States by the

ay treaty in 1796. In 1814 Sir James Yeo took the fortress after

a bombardment of three hours. The little hamlet of Oswego,
commenced by Neil M'Mullen, rapidly increased after the intro-

duction of steam navigation on the lake (1816) and the constructiou
of the Welland and the Oswego Canal (1828). In 1828 it waa
incorporated as a village, in 1848 as a city.

OSWESTRY, a market-town and municipal borough in

Shropshire, England, on the borders of Wales, on two
railway lines and near the Shropshire Canal, 18 miles north-

west of Shrewsbury and 1 6 north from Welshpool It is a

well-built town with wide and regular streets, although

some of the old wooden houses still remain. There are still

some traces of the ancient castle erected in the reign of

Stephen. The church of St Oswald, originally conventual,

has been very much altered, the original structure having

been more than once damaged, and the tower taken down
by the Royalists in 1644. It was restored in 1872 at a

cost of ;£ 10,000. For the free grammar school, founded

in the reign of Henry IV., a new building was erected in

1810, which was enlarged in 1863 and 1878. Among the

other public buildings are the public hall, the Victoria

Rooms, the guildhall, the general market^hall, the literary

institute, the union workhouse, and the cottage hospitaL

The town possesses locomotive repairing wciks, steam-

engine, threshing machine, and agricultural implement
works, steam printing works, com mills, malting works,

breweries, and a leather factory. In the vicinity are coal-

mines and limestone quarries. The population of the

municipal borough (area 1888 acres) in X871 was 7306,

and in 1881 it was 7847.

Oswestry was called by the Britons Tre'r Cadeirian, the towil erf

chairs or seats commanding an extensive view, in reference to the

eminences in the neighbourhood. It existed in the 4th century,

and, having been given in the 5th century by Cunedda Wled^
prince of North "Wales, to his son Oswael, it received the name of

Osweiling and subsequently Maserfield. After a battle in 642
between Oswald the Christian king of Northurabria, and Penda the
pagan king of Mercia, in which the former was slain, Ihe nauie waa
changed to Oswaldstre (Welsh, Croes OswalU), which was gradually

corrupted into Osv-estry. On the spot where Osvrald was slain a

monastery was afterwards erected, and near its site there is a spring

still called Oswald's well. In 777 Oswestry was disjoined from
Powis and added to Mercia. It stands between Offa's and Wat'a
dykes. About a mile from the town is an old British earthwork,

known as Old Port, a corruption of Old Fort (Welsh, IlSn Linos),

and sometimes called Old Oswestry, from a tradition that Oawestiy
originally occupied its site. Oswestry is not mentioned in Domesday.
The castlo is said to have been built about 1149 by Madoc, the ruler

of Powis Vadog. It was burned in 1216 and in 1233. Edward I.

began in 1277 to sirrround the Town with walls, which were about
one mile in circumference and had four gates. During invasions of

the Welsh the town was burned in 1400 and 1403 ; it also suffered

severely from a similar cause in 1542, 1544, and 1567, and in 1559
it was dov.nstated by the plague. Oswestry was garrisoned for the
Royalists, but surrendered 22d June 1644, and a few years afterwards

the castle was demolished. The town obtained the grant of a fair

from Henry III. It received its first charter from William Fitz-

Alan in the reign of Henry II., and a royal charter from Kichard

II. Its present charter was granted by Charles II.

See Price, HUlofy 0/ O^Kettry, 1815; Cathrall, History pf Otviettry and Topo-

graphy 0/ the Borough, 1865; Pennant, Tom", EytOD, Autiguitiej 0/ Shropthire.

OTAGO. See New Ze.\land.

OTAHEITE, or Tahiti. See Society Islands.

OTHO, Marcus Saxvius, Roman emperor froDi

January 15 to April 15, 69 a.d., was born April 28, 32

A.D. He belonged to an ancisnt ana noble Etruscan
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family, settled at Ferentinam in Etraria. His grnndfaf'-'^r

had twen a senator and held the proetorship ;
his father

had added to the family honours the dignity of a consul-

ship. Otho himself first appears in history as one of the

most reckless and extravagant of the young nobles who
siuTOunded Xero and shared his revels. But his friend-

ship with that emperor was brought to an abrupt close in

5S A.D., when Otho was onh twenty-si.x years old, by his

refusal to divorce his beautiful wife Poppa;a Sabina at the

bidding of Xero, who was enslaved by her charms. The
emperor, impatient as usual of anything that hindered the

gratification of his passions, at once removed Otho from

the scene by appointing him governor of the remote pro-

vince of Lusitania. In this honourable e.xile Otho
remained for ten years, and, contrary to all expectation, his

administration was marked by a moderation unusual at the

time. 'When in 6S his neiglibour Galba, the governor of

HUspania Tarraconensis, rose in revolt against Nero, Otho
at once joined him and accompanied him to Rome.
Resentment at the treatment he had received from Nero
may %ery well have impelled him lo this course, but to

this motive was added before long that of personal ambi-
tion. Galba was far advanced in years, and. Otho,

encouraged by the predictioiis of astrolog'^i's, aspired to

succeed him, and, as a preliminary step, to be adopted as

his heir by the emperor himself. With this object in view

he set himself to win the affections of the soldiery and the

populace in Rome, who, Ji.-.j;i;;'ed by Galba's old-fashioned

parsimony and severity, were easily brought^ to look

favoiu^bly upon a claimant for the imperial purple whose
open-handed generosity and easy manners promisecLa return

of the golden years of Nero. But in January 69 his

hopes in this direction were dissipated by Galba s formal

p.doptiou of L. Calpurnius Piso as the fittest man to

succeed him. Nothing now remained for Otho but to

strike a bold blow for the prize which seemed to be slipping

from his grasp. Desperate as was the state of his finances,

thanks to his previous' extravagance, he found money
jnough to purchase the services of some three-and-twenty
soldiers of the praetorian guard, with whom he arranged
his plan of operations. On the morning of Januarj- 15,

five days only after the adoption of Piso, Otho attended as

usual to pay his respects to the emperor, and then hastily

3xcusing himself on the score of private business hurried
from the Palatine to meet his slender»band of accomplices

in the forum. By them he was escorted to the prietorian

samp, where, after a few moments of surprise and indeci-

sion, he was saluted imperator by the assembled troops.

At the head of an imposing force he returned to the
forum, and at the foot of the Capitol encountered Galba
himself, who, alarmed by vague rumours of treachery, was
making his way through a dense crowd of wondering citizens

towards the barracks of the guard. The cohort on/duty
it the Palatine, which had accompanied the emperor,
instantly deserted him; Galba himself was brutally
murdered by the fierce praetorians, and his fate was shared
by his adopted heir Piso, and by his chief confidants and
advisers. The brief struggle over, Otho returned in
triumph to the camp. Towards sunset on the same day
he proceeded to the senate-house, and there was duly
pvested by the senators with the name of Augustus, the
tribunician power, and the other dignities belongmg to the
principate. Otho had owed his success largely,, not only
to the resentment felt by the prastorian guards at Galba's
well-meant attempts to curtail their privileges in the
interests of discipline, but also to the attachment felt in
Rome for the memory of Nero ; and his fi^st acts as
emperor showed that he was not unntindful of the fact.
He accepted, or appeared to accept, the cognomen of Nero
conferred upon him by the shouts of the poujaace, wliuiu
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his comparative yotfth and the effeminacy of his appear-

ance reminded of their lost favourite. Nero's statues wer«
again set up, his freedmen and household officers reinstalled

in their places, and the intended completion of the Golden
House announ;: .'!. At the same time the fears of thf

more sober and respectable citizens were allayed by Otho's

liberal professions of his intention to gbvern equitably, and
by his judicious clemency towards Marius C'eLus, consul
designate, a devoted adherent of Galba. These favourable

symptoms weri eagerly seiz^l upon as promising bettei

things than could have been hoped for from one who was
only known as yet in Rome as a passionate and reckless

profligate and spendthrift.

But any further development of Otho's poliry tv^s speedih
cheeked by the neirj which reached Pome shortly after his accession,

that the army in Germany had declared for Vitellius, tiie com
mander of the lepons on the lower Rliine, and were alread\
advancing upon Italy under the co;imand of Vitellius's two
lieutenants, Fahius Valens and Alieiius Csecina. After in " vaio
atti*mpting to conciliate Vitellius by the ofier of a sliai-e in liie

empire, Otho, with unexpected vigour, prepared for war. His
resources were not contemptible. From the remoter provinces,
indeed, which had acquiesced in his accession little help was to be
expected ; but the l-;gions of Dalmati,a, Pannonia, and ilcesia were
eager in his cause, the praetorian cohorts were in themselves a
formidable force, and an efficient fleet gave him the mastery of the
Italian seas. Nor was he himself ^vanting in promptitude. The
fleet was at once despatched to secure Liguria, and on March l4
Otho, undismayed by omens and piodigics,'startctL northwards at
the head of his troops, in the hopes of preventing the entry' of the
Vit>'I!iaa troojs into Italy. But for this he was too late. Both
Valens and Caecina had already crossed the Alps,—the former by
the C'ottian, the latter by the Pennine passes,—and all tiiat could
be done was to throw troops into Placentia and hold the line of

the Po. The campaign opened favourably for Otho. His advanced
guard successfully defended Placentia against Caecina, and com-
pelled that general to fall back on Cremona. But the arrival of

Valens altered the aspect of affairs. The Yitellian commanders
now resolved to bring on a decisive battl», and their designs were
assisted by the div-ded and irresolute counsels whicli prevailed in

Otlio's camp. The more experienced ofhcers urged the importance
of avoiding a battU, until at least the legions from Dalmatia had
arrived. But the inconsiderate rashness uf the emperor's brother
Titianus and of Proculus, prefect of the pr.-etorian guards, added to
Otho's feverish impatience of prolonged suspense, overruled all

opposition,, and an inimediate^ advance was decided upon, Othc
himself remaining ' behind with a considerable i-esei-ve force at

Brixellum, on the southern bank of the Po. At the time when
this decision was '.akeu the Othonian force: had ih-ady crossed the
Po and were encamped at Bcdriacum, a small village on the \a
Postumia, and on the route by whicJi tlie legions from Dalmatia
would naturally arrive. Leavnig a strong detachment to hold the
camp at Bcdriacum, the Oth.onian forces advanced along tlie Via
Postumia in the direction of Cremona. At a short 'lislaii^c from
that-city they unexpectedly encountered the Yitellian troops, and a

battle at once ensued. "The Othonians, though taken at a dis
advantage, fought desperately, but wer» finally defeated at all

points and forced to fall back in disorder upon their camp at

Bcdriacum. Thither on the next da}' the victorious Vitellians

followed them, but only to come to terms at once with their

disheartened enemy, and to be welcomed into the camp as friends,

llore unexi>ected still was the effect pioduced by the news of the
battle at Brixellum. Otho was still in command of a formida'oie

force—the Dalmatian legions had already reached .-Vquileia ; aud
the spirit of his soldiers and their ofhceis was still unbroken. But
he was resolved to accept the verdict of the battle which his own
impatience had hastened. He had made a bold throw for success

and had failed. He was weary of the suspense and anxieties of a
protm'-ted struggle, and he may even have been sincere in his pro-

fessed unwillingness to cause further bloodshed. In a dignified

speech he bade farewell to those about him, and then i-etiring to

rest slept soundly for some hours. Early in *1-.'- nv-irning he
stab'jcd himself to the heart with a dagger which he had concealed

under his pillow, and died as his attendants entered the tent. His
funeral was celebrated at once, as he had wished, and not a few of

his soldiers followed their master's example by killing themselves

at his pyre. A plain tomb was erected in his'honourat Brixellum,

with the simple inscription " Diis Manibus JIarci Othonis. " At
thii '-irne of his death (April 15, G9).he was only in his thirty-eighth

year, and haireigned just three months. In all his life nothing

beeame him so well as his manner of leaving it ; but the fortitude

he th';n showed, even if it was not merely the courage of -iespair.

uuii.ut blind us to the fact that he < . little better man a reckless

XVIU. — <!.
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and vicioQS speodttirift, who was not the less dacgeroas Decause his T

fiercer passions were concealed beneath an afiectation of effeminate
'

dandyism. (H. F. P.)
j

OTHO L (912-973), called He Great, Holy Roman
\

emperor, was born in 912. After the death of his father,

Henry, king of Germany, he was elected and crowned king

iii 936 at Aix-la-Chapelle ; and he occupied the throne

upwards of thirty-six years. His reign was one of the most

momentous in mediaeval history, its chief incident being his

assumption of thS imperial crown, whereby he rendered

impossible the growth of a compact German monarchy.

Otho was a man. of great ambition, stern and resolute;

and soon after his coronation as king of Germany his

leading vassals saw that he intended to claim from them
something more than nominal allegiance. First he had
to suppress "a rebellion headed by Eberhard, duke of

Francouia, in association nith Thankmar, a son of King
Henry by a marriage which had been declared invalid.

When this insurrection wai put down, Thankmar having

died, there was a more formidable rising, in which

Eberhard secured the alliance of Otho's younger brother

Henry, of Giselbert, duke of Lorraine, of Frederick,

archbishop of ilainz, and of other powerful prelates.

The king was again triumphant, and en this 'occasion he

strengthened his position by retaining Franconia in his

own hands, and by granting Lorraine to his supporter

Conrad, who married Otho's daughter Liudgard. To his

brother Henry, whom he pardoned, he gave Bavaria ; and
over Swabia, after the death of its duke, he placed his

own son Ludolf. His native duchy. Saxony, was
entrusted to Count Hermann, called Billung, a brave

noble ^vho had distinguished himself in wars on the

eastern borders of Germany. Thus all the great offices of

the state were held by Otho's kinsmen and friends ; and

he exercised more direct control over his su'ojects than

any sovereign, except Charlemagne, had done before him.

In wars with the Bohemians, the AVends, and the Danes
Otho WIS not less successful. In 951 he crossed the Alps

to help Queen Adelaide, and, having conquered Berengar-

II., he married her and became king of Lombardy. On
his return to Germany his son Ludolf rebelled against

him, and was aided by Duke Conrad, by Archbishop

Frederick of ^fainz, and by many discontented magnates.

In the midst of the struggle Germany was attacked by

the JIagyars, whom Duke Conrad had summoned to his

aid. This common danger led to the establishment of

internal peace, and Otho succeeded in defeating the

Magyars. ' When in 955 they returned in greater

numbers than ever, he inflicted on them so decisive a

defeat that they did not again invade Germany. In 961,

ip response to the appeal of Pope John XIL, Otho
returned to Italy to punish his rebellious vassal Berengar

;

and on the 2d February 962 he was crowned emperor

by the pope, for the deposition of whom he soon after-

wards summoned a council. At this time Otho remained

two years in Italy, and a later visit extended over six years,

during which he not only maintained his authority in Lom-
ba"rdy, but sought to assert it in southern Italy. In Germany
his policy was directed chiefly to the strengthening of the

church, which was to act as a counterpoise to the influence

of the secular nobles. He died on the 7th May 973, at

Memleb^n, and was buried in Ma^-Ueburg, which he had

made the seat of an archbishoptic.

See Kopkeand Diimmler, Katsct Otto dcr Grosse, 1875.

OTHO II. (955-953), .Holy Roman emperor, son of-

Otho L and Adelaide, was born in 955. In the lifetime

of his futher he was twice crowned, in.96L as king of

Germany, and in 967 (at Rome) as emperor. He became

sole ruler after the death of Otho I. in 973. Early in his

rei?a he had^ to suppress a great conspiracy organized by

his cotisin, Duke Henry of Bavaria ; and at the same time

he was repeatedly attacked by Harold, king of the Danes.'

In 978, when his authority had been in some measure
re-esCablished, he was confronted by a nex? danger, for

Lothair, king of France, suddenly invaded Lorraine.

Otho hastily assembled an army, drove Lothair from
Lorraine, and plLshed on to Paris, which he unsuccessfully

besieged. In the treaty by which peace was concluded,

France formally recognized the right of Germany to

Lorraine. Otho next went to restore order in Rome,
from which Pope Benedict VIL had been expelled by
Crescentius. In southern Italy Otho (who, in virtue of

his wife, Theophano, claimed Apulia and Calabria)

waged war with the Saracens, and defeated them in a

great battle. On the 13th July 982, however, he himself

was defeated, and was V2ry nearly taken prisoner. At a

diet in Verona, attended by German and Italian princes,

his son Otho, three years of age, was chosen to be his suc-

cessor, and arrangements were made for a new campaign
in the south. On the 7th December 963 Otho II. died,

leaving the empire in a state of confusion, the Danes iind

the Wends, encouraged by his defeat, having risen against.

German supremacy. " Although warlike and impetuous,.

Otho IL was a man of refined and scholaily tastes, which,

had been carefully cultivated by his mother.

Se$ Giesebrecht, Gcschichte dcr dcutscheii KaUerzeu.

OTHO IIL (9SO-1002), Holy Roman emperor, son of

Otho II. and Theophano, was born in 980, and crowned

king of Germany at Aix-la-Chapelle in 983. After his

coronation his kinsman, Duke Henry of Bavaria, who had
been imprisoned by Otho IL in L'^trecht, made his escape

and seized the young king, in whose name he proposed

to govern the empire. His pretensions were resisted,'

however, and he agreed to submit on condition of being

reinstated in his dukedom. During Otho's minority

pnblic affairs were administered, with the aid of Willegis,

archbishop of Mainz, by his mother Theophano, his

grandmother Adelaide, and his aunt Matilda, .sister of

Otho II. and abbess of Quedlinburg. Otho" was ,a

dreamy and imaginative youth of brilliant talents, which

were carefully .developed by Gerbert, the greatest scholar

of the age. In- 996, when Otho was declared to- have

reached his majority, he went to Rome, where Crescentius

had made himself supreme. 'After the death of Pope
John XY. Otho caused Bruno, who was related- to the

Saxon dynasty, to be elected to the holy see ; and by him
(Gregory V.) Otho was crowned emperor on the 21st May
996. After Otho's departure Crescentius again_ rose,

drove Gregory V. from Rome, and set up' an anti-pope.

Otho immediately returned, and Crescentius, with twelve

of his supporters, .was executed. On the death of Gregory

v., Otho's tutor, Gerbert, archbishop of Ravenna, .was

appointed pope ; and, in part through his influence, the

emperor began to form great plans, deciding to make
Rome the centre of the secular as well as of the spiritual

world. At the approach of the year 1000, when it wf.s

commonly supposed that the earth was about to le

destroyed, Otho returned to Germany and made a

pilgrimage to the tomb'^'of St Adalbert at Gnesau.

Afterward^ in Aix-la Chapelle, he entered the vault in

which the body of Charlemagne sat upon a throne, rnd
took away the golden cross 'which hung on the mighty
emperor's breast. In 1001 Otho went back to Italy for

the purpose of carrj-ing out his far-reaching schemes ; but

popular disturbances in Rome compelled him to quit tha

city ; and on the way to Ravenna, where he proposed ta

wait for a German army, he died at Paterno, near Viterbo,

on the 21st January 1002.

See 'Wilmans, Jahrbiu:lier'dcs dciUschcn Jidehs tinier Kaiser OUa
III- ; Giesebrecht,* ff«cAicAte der deutschm Ktiseruit.
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OTHO rV. (c, 1174-1218), Holy Roman emperor, the

second soa of Henry the Lion, doke of Saxony and Eavaria,

of the house of Guelph, was born about 1174. After the

banishment of his father to England in IISO, Otho was
educated at the court of Richard I., whose sister Matilda was
Otho's mother. Otho distinguished himself in tne war
between England and France, and in 1196 Richard I. made
him auke of Aquitaine and count of Foitou. In 1107,

when the majority of the German princes, disregarding the

preTious election of Frederick 11., offered the crown to

Philip of Swabia, a party in the Rhine country, headed
by the archbishop of Cologne, set up Otho as anti-king,

and he n-as crowned at Aix-la-ChapeUe. The result was a
civil war which lasted about ten years, Philip being

supported by most of the German prinees and by the king

of France, Otho by the kings of England and Denmark.
For some time Pope Innocent hesitated to take part \*dth

either side, but at last he declared for Otho, who promised
to make over certain fiefs claimed by the holy see.

Notwithstanding the pope's aid, Otho's cause did not

prosper; but in 120S Philip was murdered by Otho of

Wittelsbach, and then Otho IV. was universally acknow-
ledged as king. On the 27th September 1209, at Rome,
he -B-as crowned emperor by the pope, to whom he had
made new aud more important concessions. Otho gave
deadly offence to Innocent by seizing Ancona and Spoleto,

which had been united to the papal territories ; and, when
the emperor, haring conquered Apulia, was about to cross

to Sicilj', the pope excommunicated him, released the

German princes from their oath of allegiance, and
recognized the right of Frederick 11 to the throne. In
1212 Otho returned to Germany, where he acted with so

much vigou r tb^r hi seemed to be capable of defying the

papacy ; but he immediately lost ground when Frederick

IL, a youth of brilliant genius, appeared as his rival.

Aiter the battle of Bouvines (July 27, 1214), in which
Otho, with King John of England, was defeated by the

French, the discredited emperor had no chance of recover-

ing his position. ' He made some ineffectual attempts to

ajisert his claims, but ultimately he contented himself with
the principality of Brunswick, which he had inherited

when the Guelphic territories were divided in 1202, On
±e 19th of May 1218 he died at the Harzburg.'

Sea Langerfeldt, Kaiser Otto IV., 1872; Winkehnami, Philipp
von Schicabcn und Oilo IV., 1873.

OTHO OP Freisixg, German historian, was'the son of

Leopold TV., margrave of Austria, and of Agnes, the
daughter of the emperor Henry IV. He became a priest,

and was made provost of the monaster}' of Xeuburg, which
had been founded by his father. Soon afterwards he
went to Paris to prosecute his studies ; and on his way
baek he joined the Cistercian order in the monastery of

Morimont, in Burgundy, of which he became abbot. In
1137 he was elected bishop of Freising, and this position
he held until his death on September 22, 1158.

He was the author of two important works, a miirersai histon-,
iu which ho brought the record down to 1146, and a history of the
reign of the emperor Frederick I. The first of these works v.as
continued (to 1209) by Otho of St Blasien, the second by Eage«Iri.
Otho was not a very accorate historian, bat be was much more than a
mere chronicler, his materials being clearly and effectively arranged,
and his narrative giving evidence of a penetrating and philosophical
judgment A critical edition of his writings was presented for the
first time in the MonuiiuiUa Germanise, and this was afterwards
separately pablished with the title, OUonis Episcopi Fntingensis
OiKTd, 1567.

OTIS, James (172-1-1783), was born at Barnstable,

Massachusetts, U.S., on" February 5, 172+ (o.s.). He
graduated with honours at Harvard in 1743, and for a year
or Wo afterwards devoted himself to the study of literature

before reading law. He had been a dozen years at the bar,

and had risen to professional distinction; when in 1760 he

published a Hudiments of Latin Prosody, a book long ago
out of print as well as out of date, but of authority in its

time. He wrote also a similar treatise upon Greek prosody;

but that was never published, because, as he said, there was
not a fount of Greek letters in the countjy, noi, if there

were, a printer who covdd have set it up. "These, however,
were his first and last works upon any other subject than
politics. As the long war between Great Britain and
France drew towards its close in 17j62, measures were taken
to enforce anew, in the British colonies in America, the

commercial laws which had been in a measure lost sight

of. The relaxation had taught the colonists that the

burden was heavier than they thought when they bent
beneath it ; now the war had given them confidence in their

o^Ti power, and the time had come, therefore, when
resistance was inevitable. A trade with the West Indies

in colonial vessels had been specially developed. This i.aj

in violation of the navigation laws, and to break it up an
order in council was sent from England in 1760 directing

the issue of writs of assistance, which would authorize the

custom-officers to enter any man's house on suspicion of

concealment of smuggled goods. The legality of a meastire

which would put so dangerous a power into the hands of

irresponsible men was questioned, and the superior court

consented to hear argument. Otis was a law<ifficer under
the crown, and it was his duty to appear on behalf of the
Government. He refused, resigned his office, and appeared
for the people against the issue of the writs. His plea

was profound for its legal lore, fearless in its assertion of

the rights of colonial Englishmen, and so fervid in its

eloquence that it was said he " was a flame Of fire."

Though it failed to convince a court where the lieutenants

governor, Hutchinson, sat as chief justice, Otis was from
that moment a man of mark. John Adams, who heard him,

said, ," American independence was then and there born.

"

The young orator was soon afterwards unanimously elected

a* representative from Boston to the Colonial Assembly.
To that position he was re-elected nearly every year of the

remaining active years of his life, serving there with his

father, who was usually a member, and often speaker, of

that body. Of most of the important state papers addressed

to the colonies to enlist them in the common cause. Or sent

to the Grovernment in England to uphold the rights or set

forth the grievances of the colonists, the younger Otis was
the author. His influence at home in controlling and
directing the movement of events which led to the revolution

was universally felt and acknowledged ; and abroad no
American was so frequently quoted, denounced, or applauded

in parliament and the English press, as the recognized head
acH chief of the rebellio'os spirit of the colonies.^ In 1765
Massachusetts sent him as one of her representatives to the

first Continental Congress, where he was a conspicuous

figure. Four years later his brilliant public career was
brought to a close. In consequence of a newspaper con-

troversy with some Torj' office-holders in Boston, he was
attacked in a darkened room in a public coffee-house by a
dozen men, and wounded by a blow upon the head from
which he never recovered. His health gave way, and he
was subject to frequent attacks of insanity. He w^as killed

by lightning on the 23d May 1783.

A bfography of Otis by William Tudor appeared in 1823 ; and ^

much briefer ou«, by Francis Bowen, iu 1S44.

• The political writings of OtU were ciiieHy controversial, and were
poblisbed in th< Bo5tuu ncm<i*p4.rs. H's more important pa.nphlets

were A VintJi..utwJi of Ote Coyttliut -y' ^ai House of Representatives

of the Prorinee of Massacliusells Dau j"tblkhed in 1763; The Ri(/hts

of the Jiri^ish Colonies AsserUd «)".' r^rnvcd, 1764; A Vindication' 0/
the British Colonies against the Aspersions 0/ the Halifax Gentlenuzn,

in his Letter to a Rhode Island Friend,—a letter known at the time as

the " Halifax Libel,'* 1765 ; Considerations on Behalf (if the Colonists

m a Letter to a XoCle Lord, i)ubli&hed in England the same ye.ir.
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OTLEY, a market-town in the West Ridiug of York-

shire, is picturesquely situated on the south bank of the

Wharfe, at the foot of the precipitous Chevin Hill, 10 miles

north of Bradford and 9 south-west of Harrogate. The

river is crossed by a stone bridgt of seven arches. The

church of All Saints contains what is said to be a Saxon

doorway belonging to the original building, and several in-

teresting monuments. A free gramma?- schoo^, took its

origin from a bequest by Thomas Cave in 1602, and was

named in honour of Henry, prince of Wa es, son of James I.

A mechanics' institute was erected in 1869 in the Italian

style, and a court-house in 1S75. Worsted spinning and

weaving, machine making, tanning and leather dressing,

organ-building, and paper-maWn^ are the principal indus-

tries. Otley is a very old town • It is mentioned in

Domesday, the name being possibly derived from Othelai

—the field of Otho. The population of the town and

urban sanitary district (area 2370 acres) was 5855 in 1871

and 6806 in 1881.

OTRANTO, a city of Italy in the province of Lecce

(Terra d'Otranto), 53J miles by rail south of Brindisi on

the coast of the Adriatic, within sight on a clear day of

the mountains of Albania. Though at present a small

place with a communal population of only 2333 (1881), it

was formerly one of the most celebrated citie.s of southern

Italj', and the seat of an archbishop who bore the title of

primate of the Salentines.

Probably of Greek origin, Hydruntum or Hydriis, as it was
called, seems for a time to have sufTerod from the prosperity of

Brundusium, but by thi^ 4th century it had become the regul.ir

port for travellers bound for the East by Apollouia and Dyrrachiuni.

It remained in the bauds of the Greek emperors till its second

capture by Robert Guiscard in 1063. In 1480 the Turkish fleet

under Achraet, grand-vizier of Mohammed II., destroyed the city

and massacred or enslaved the inhabitants ; and, though Otranto

was recovered for Ferdinand by Alphonso, duke of Cilabria, and
fortified by King Alphonso and Charles V., it never rose to its

former importance. During the war of the League of Cambrai,
Ferdinand of Aragon exnelled the Venetians, who had been for

some time in possession of the city. In ISIO Napoleon made
Fouche duke of Otranto. The cathedral (S. Annunziata),. a tbroe-

aisled basilica ending in three apses, contains a mosaic floor

dating from 1163, greatly injured by the Turkish horses; and the

castle still stands which gave its title to "Walpole's well-known
novel. The Castle of Otranto.

OTTAWA, the capital of the Dominion of Canada, the

seat of the supreme court, and the residence of the

governor-general, of the Church of England bishop bf

Ontario, and of the Roman Catholic bishop of Ottawa, is

situated in 45° 25' 59" N. lat. and 75° 42' 4" W. long., in

the province of Ontario, on the south bank of the Ottawa
(which forms the boundary between Ontario and Quebec),

about 90 miles above its junction with the St Lawrence.

By the Canadian Pacific Railway, which here crosses from

the north to the south side of the Ottawa valley, the city

is 120 miles west of Jlontreal (by the Canada Atlantic

Railway the distance is 116 miles), and from Prescott on

the Grand Trunk Railway and opposite Ogdensburg in

New York it is distant 54 miles. The site of Ottawa is

sufficiently remarkable, extending as it does for about 2

miles along the Ottawa from the Chaudi^re Falls ('^^-here

the river, narrowed to 200 feet, rushes down about 40
feet over a broken ledge of rock) to the falls at the mouth
of the Rideau (a riglit-hand tributary), and rising about
midway into a cluster of hills—Parliament or Barrack
Hill (160 feet). Major's Hill, ic.—which front the river

with bold bluffs. The Rideau Canal, which skirts the

east side of Parliament Hill, separates what is known as

the 'higher from the lower town. To the south of

Parliament Hill is the more commercial part of the City,

stretching westward to .he suburb of Rochesterville and
the lumber district round the Chaudiere Falls. Major's

Jl':\\ east of the canal, is laid out as a public park ; ai\d

Sandy Hill, to the soxifh of the lower town, forms a resi-

dential quarter. Beyond the Rideau river lies the sub-

urban village of New Edinbt:!rgb, with the official residence

of the governor-general, Rideau Hall. The city of Hull

too, on the opposite side of the Ottawa, in the province of

Quebec, may be regarded as a suburb of the capital, with

which it is connected by a suspension bridge. The Govern-

ment buildings, which give the name to Parliament Hill,

rank among the finest specimens of architecture in North
America. The central pile, or Parliament House, is in

Italian Gothic of the 13th century,—the material mainly.

Potsdam sandstone from Nepean. The main (south) front

is 470 feet long and 40 feet high, and in the middle over

the principal entrance stands Victoria Tower, ISO feet high,

and surmounted by a great iron crown. In the centre of

the north front is a semi-detached polygonal (almost cir-

cular) hall, 90 feet in diameter, appropriated to the library.

The corner stone of the building was laid by the Prince

of Wales in 1860. The total cost was about XI, 000,000.

Plan of Ottawa.

(For ground plan and elevation see T/ie Builder, 1859 and

1860.) Two extensive blocks of departmental buildings

are ])laced like detached wings forming the sides of the

quadrangle in front. Ottawa also contains a Roman
Catholic cathedral (Notre Dame) with twin spires 200 feet

high, the Gray Nunnery (the mother-house, of the province

of Ontario), the Black Nunnery, two convents, a Roman
Catholic college (Ottawa University), a Roman Catholic

hospital, a Protestant hospital, a Protestant ladies' college,

a city-hall, a custom-house, the Government normal school

for central Canada, the museum of the geological survey,

A-c. Besides being a great seat of the lumber trade,

with sawmills and match-works, it manufactures flour,

cast-iron wares, leather, and bricks. The exports were

valued at |1, 683, 148 in the fiscal year ending June 1874,

and at $2,444,723 in the fiscal year 1883,—the im-

ports at the same dates amounting to $1,495,169 and

$1,562,344. The revenue arising from customs duties

amounts to about X260,000 annually. The population of

the city (about half being Roman Catholics and half Pro-

. testants) was 14,669 in 1861, 21,545 in 1871, and 27,412

in 1881. A mayor and bnnrd of aldermen constitute the

municipal goveniment, and the city is divided into five

wards—Vv'cllington, Victoria, St George's, By, and Ottavra.
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Steamers ply in summer down to Montreal, and for about

200 miles up the river above the falls, as well as through

the ilideau Canal to Kingston.

Philemon 'Wright of TiVoburn, in Massachusetts, settled in ISOO

at the foot of the portage round the Cliaudiere Falls on the site of

Hull, and some twenty yeai-s later he transferred his claim to the

hills on the other side of tho river to a teamster named Sparks, who

would have preferred the S200 due to him. Sparks Street is now

the fashionable couimcix:ial street of Ottawx In 1827 the Ridfau

Canal was coustructe^l at a cost of $2,500,000 to connect lower

Canada with Kingston on Lake Ontario, and in that way prevent the

necessit}-of gun-boats, ic, passins up the St Lameuce e.vposed to the

enemy's fire ; and soon ai'terwanls a town sjirang up at the Ottawa

end. called Bytown after Colonel By, R.E., who had surveyed tho

canal. At its incoriwration as a city in 1854 Bj-town received the

name of Ottawx In 1S5S the queen, to whom the matter was

referred, selected Ottawa as the capital of the Dominion of Canada,

partly because of the advantages of ils site, and partly to avoid

iuWdious preference amon' the rival claims of Quebec, .Montreal,

Kingston, and Toronto. The first session of parliament in Ottawa

was opened in 1S65.

OTTAWA, a city of the United States, capital of La
Salle county, Illinois, on both sides of the Illinois above and

below the mouth of the Fox river (which furnishes abund-

ant water-jxjwer by a fall of 29 feet), on the Illinois and
Michigan Canal, and at the junction of the Fox river branch

of the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railway with the

Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific Railway, 84 miles south-

west ot Chicago. Ottawa ships large quantities of produce

and live stock, and has manufactories of agricultural imple-

ments, carriages, glass, and clothing. The more conspicuous

buildings are those occupied by the county courts and jail,

and the supreme court for the northern division of the State.

Xear the south bank of the Illinois there are mineral

springs possessing important medicinal properties. In

1880 the population was 783-t (Sll in South Ottawa).

OTTESSEX, a town of Prussia, in the province of

Schleswig-Hoktein, lies on the right bank of the Elbe,

immediately below Altona, of which it practically forms a

part. It contains numerous villas of Hamburg merchants,

and caiTies on manufactures of machinery, tobacco, soap,

gilt frames and cornices, glass, iron, and other articles.

Ottensen, which received its municipal charter in 1871,
contained 15,375 inhabitants at the census of 18S0. The
three "Graves of Ottensen," besung by the poet Riickert,

f.re those of 1138 citizens, who were expelled from Ham-
L<urg by Marshal Davoust in 1813-14, and perished here,

of Charles, duke of Brunswick, who died at Ottensen of

wounds received at the battle of Jena, and of Klopstock
and his -vife Meta. The last alone now remains.

OTTER, a group of animals belonging to the family

Mustelidse, of the order Carnivora (see M.iJiM.iXlA, vol.

XV. p. 439), distinguished from their allies by their aquatic

liabits. The true otters constitute the gerlus Lutra of

zoologists, of which the common species of the British

Isles, L. vulgaris, may be taken as the type. It has an
elongated, low body, short limbs, short broad feet, with
five toes on each, connected together by webs, and all

\^'ith short, moderately strong, compressed, curved, pointed

claws. Head rather small, broad, and t!at ; muzzle very
broad ; whiskers thick and strong ; eyes small and black

;

cars short and rounded. Tail a little more than half the

length of the body and head together, very broad and
strong at the base, and gradually tapering to the end, some-
what flattened horizontally. The fur is of very fine quality,

consisting of a short soft under fur of a whitish grey colour,

brown at the tips, interspersed with longer, stiffer, and
thicker hairs, very shining, greyish at the base, bright

rich brown at the points, especially on the upper parts

and outer surface of the legs ; the throat, cheeks, under
parts and inner stu-face of the legs brownish grey through-
out. Individual otters vary much in size. The total

length from the nose to the end of the tail averages about

3| feet, of which the tail occupies 1' foot 3 or 4 inches.

The weight of a full size male is from 18 to 24 ft that of

a female about 4 lb less.

As the otter lives almost exclusively on fish, it is rarely

met with far from water, and usually frequents the shores

of brooks, rivers, lakes, and, in some localities, the sea

itself. It is a most expert sw inimer and diver, easily over-

taking and seizing fish in the water, but when it has cap-

tured its prey it brings it to shore to devour it. Whea
lying upon the bank it holdt the fish between its fore-paws,

commences at the head and then eats gradually towards

the tail, which it is said always to leave. The female

produces three to five young ones at a time, in the month

of March or April, and brings them up in a nest formed of

grass or other herbage, usually placed in a hollow place in

the bank of a river, or imder the shelter of the roots of

some overhanging tree. The Common Otter is found in

localities suitable to its habits throughout Great Britain

and Ireland, though far less abundantly than formerly, for,

being very destructive to fish, and thus coming into kcer.

competition with those who pursue the occupation of fish-

ing either for sport or for gain, it is rarely allowed to live

in peace when once its haunts are discovered. Otter

hunting with packs of hounds of a special breed, and trained

for the purpose, was formerly a common pastime in the

country. 'When hunted down and brought to bay by the

dogs, the otter is finally despatched by long spears carried

for the purpose by the huntsmen.

The Common Otter ranges throughout the greater pait of Euroj'e

and A^'i. A. closely allied but larger species, L. canadensis, is

extensively distributed throughout Korth America, where it is

systematically pursued by professional ti-ajipers for the value of its

fur. An Indian species, i. itair, is regularly trained by the natives

of some parts of Bengal to assist them in fishing, by driving the fish

into the nets. In China also otters are taught to catch fish, being

let into the water for the purpose attached to a long cord.

Otters are widely distributed over the earth, and, as they are much
alike in size and coloration, their specific distinctions^ are by no
means well defined. Besides those mentioned a'^ove, the following

have been described, i. califomica, North America ; L. fclina.

Central America, Pern, and Chili ; Z. Irasilicnsis, Brazil ; L.

•maciilicollis, South Africa; L. whitelcyi, Japan ; L. chinensis, China
and Formosa, and other doubtful species. A very large species from

Demerara and Surinam, with a prominent flange-like ridge along
each lateral margin of the tail, Z. sayidbachii, constitutes the genus
Picronura of Gray. Others, with the feet only slightly webbed, and
the claws exceedingly small oraltogetherwantingon.someof the toes,

and also with some difference in dental characters, are with better

reason separated into a distinct genus called Jonyx. These are A.
initnguis f|om South Africa and A. hptonyx from Java and Sumati'a.

More distinct still is the Sea-Otter {Enhydra lutris). It

difiers from all other known Carnivora in having but two
incisors on each side of the lower jaw, the one correspond-

ing to the first (very small in the true otters) being crn-

stantly absent. Though the molar teeth resemble those

of Littra in their proportions, they differ very much in the

exceeding roundness and massiveness of their crowns and
bluntness of their cusps. The fore feet are very small,

with five short webbed toes, and naked palms ; the hind
feet are altogether unlike those of the true otters, but
approaching those of the seals, being large, flat, palmated,

and furry on both sides. The outer toe is the largest and
stoutest, the rest gradually diminishing in size to the first.

The tail is about one-fourth of the length of the head and
body, cylindrical and obtuse. The entire length of the

animal from nose to end of tail is about 4 feet, so that the

body is considerably larger and more massive than that

of the English otter. The skin is peculiarly loose, and
stretches when removed from the animal so as to give the

idea of a still larger creature than it really is. The fur is

remarkable for the preponderance of the beautifully soft

woolly under fur, the longer stiiier hairs being very scanty.

The general colour is a deep liver-brown, everywhere

silvered or frosted \dth the hoary tips of the lons;er stiff
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hairs. These are, however, removed when the skin is

dressed for commercial purposes.

Sea-otters are only found upon t>?e rocKy snores ot certain

parts ot the North Pacifie Ocean, especially the Aleutian

Islands and Alaska, extending as far south on the American

The Sea-Otter (Enhydra Ixdris). From Wolf in the Proceedings of
the Zoolcr/iccU Society of London, 1865, pi. vii.

coast as Oregon ; but, owing to the unremitting persecution

to which they are subjected for the sake of their skins, which

rank among the most valuable known to the furrier, their

numbers are greatly diminishing, and, unless some restric-

tion can be placed upon their destruction, such as that

which protects the fur seals of the PribyloflF Islands, the

species is threatened with extermination, or, at all events,

excessive scarcity. When this occurs, the occupation of five

thousand of the half-civilized natives of Alaska, who are

dependent upon sea-otter hunting as a means for obtaining

their living, will be gone. The principal hunting grounds

at present are the little rocky islets and reefs around the

island of Saanach and the Chernobours, where they are

captured by spearing, clubbing, or nets, and recently by
the more destructive rifle bullet, Tliev do not feed on

fish, like the true otters, but on clams, mussels, sea-urchins,

and crabs, and the female brings forth but a single young

one at a time, apparently at ho particular season ot the

year. They are e.xcessively shy awd wary, and all attempts

to rear the young ones in captivity have hitherto failed.

See Elliott Coues. Monograph of Korth American Fur-%caring

Animals, 1877. (W. H, F.)

OTTOMAN EMPIRE. See Turkev.
OTTUMWA, a city of the United States, capital of

Wapello county, Iowa, lies on the Des Moines river (here

spanned by a bridge), 75 miles north-west of Burlington by

the main line of the Chicago, Purlington, and Quincy Rail-

road. An important railway junction, in the heart of the

coal-region of Iowa, and in possession of good water-power,

Ottumwa, whose existence as a city dates from 1856, is

growing in commercial and industrial activity. There is

a large pork-packing establishment, killing 100,000 hogs

annually. Among the manufactures are waggons and

carriages, ploughs, sewing machine attachments, table-

cutlery, corn-starch, linseed oil, harness, and furniture.

The population was 16.32 in 1860, 52U in 1870, and
9004 in 1880.

OTWAY, TnoM.\s (1651-1685), the best English tragic

poet of the classical school, was the son of the Kev.

Humphrey Otway, rector of Woolbeding, near Midhurst

in Sussex, and was born at the adjoining village 'pf

Trotton, JIarch 3, 1651. He acknowledges his obligations

to the care and education of his parents. HejvfintJa

school at Wickham, near Winchester, ' and ia 1669 pro^

ceeded to Christ Church, Oxford. In 1671 he appeared at

the Duke's Theatre, Lincoln's Inn Fields, in the Forced

Marriage, a new play by Aphra Behn, but failed ignomini-

ously. Declining to take orders, he quitted the university

in 1674, and obtained a cornetcy in a troop of horse.

Within a twelvemonth he sold his commission, and came to

London as a literarj- adventurer. In 1675 his Alcibiades,

a poor play, was performed with iuuiilereut succes."! at the

Duke's Theatre. In the following year Don Carlos, a

vigorous rhymed tragedy, puerile in conception and show-

ing little knowledge of human nature, but full of declama-

tory energy, took the town fairly by storm. He followed

it up with translations of Racine's Berenice and Moliire's

Fourheries de Scapin, a,nd with a very dull and indecent

comedy of his own, Friend-ship in Fashion. He next went

as a volunteer to the wars in Flanders, an unfortunate

expedition which pointed the merciless lampoons of

Rochester, to whom Brrenice had been dedicated, but with

whom he had now quarrelled. It also prompted his

mediocre but not uninteresting play. The Soldier's Fortune

(1679), in which he has turned his mihtary experience to

account. Nest year he produced The Orphan, founded upon

a novel called English Adventures, one of the two plays

which have placed him in the first rank of English tragic

poets; and Caius Marius, a wholesale but acknowledged

plagiarism from Momeo and Juliet. In 1682 appeared his

masterpiece, Venice Preserved, the plot of which is taken

from Saint Rial's Hisfoire de la Conjuration du Marquis de

Bedemar. Its success was decisive, but it brought little

pecuniary advantage to the author, who was already sink-

ing into abjeci poverty, and, as appears by some letters

attributed by Mr Gosse to this date, was further tormented

by a hopeless passion for the beautiful Mrs Barry, the

principal female performer in his plays. Some of his

letters to her were first published with Rochester's works,

and subsequently included in his own. Desponding and

broken-hearted, he seems to have given himself up to dissi-

pation, and produced but one more insignificant play. The

Atheist, a second part of the Soldier's Fortune (1684). On
April 14, 1685, he died on Tower Hill, under most melan-

choly circumstances if the tradition can be believed that

he was choked by a piece of bread begged from a passer

by. There is no absolute confirmation of this sad story,

or of a later account which attributes his death to a fever

caught by over-exertion in pursuing a robber. Whatever

the exact manner of his decease, he certainly expired in

obscurity and want. A tragedy called Heroic Friendship

was published under his name in 1719. It has generally

been regarded as wholly spurious ; but Mr Gosse, his most

sympathetic critic, recognizes some traces of his hand.

Otway's strong point is pathos. In this respect, though

in no other, he is the Euripides of the English stage.

AMien he would excite conifMssion he is irresistible.

Unlike Shakespeare's, however, his jiathos springs entirely

out of the situation. His characters in themselves are not

interesting, but the circumstances in which they are placed

afford scope for the most moving appeals, and merit and

demerit are altogether lost sight of in the contemplation

of human suffering. The lo\e scenes between Jaffier and

Belvidera cannot be surpassed ; and no plot more skilfully

calculated to move the emotions than that of Venice Pre-

served was ever contrived by dramatist. It is to be

regretted that modern fastidiousness has banished from

the stage The Orphan, in which Johnson saw no harm.

In everything but pathos Otway is mediocre : he has no

deep' insight into the human heart ; his ideas are circum-

scribed and commonplace ; and his attempted eloquence is

frequently mere rant. Even the. affecting madness of

Belvidera verges dangerously on burlesque, and is -no
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Houbt pcrodied in Sheridan's Critic. His boyish Alcibiades

is positively absurd, and even Don Carlos produces much

the same effect in the closet, though its rattling vigour

.carried it on well in the theatre at a time when nature

1-as little regarded. It was probably not unknown to

Schiller. The . comedies and melodramas are simply tire-

some, although a certain interest attaches to the military

scenes in the Soidi^r's Fortunt. There has hardly been

another instance of a poet whoso best and whose worst are

at such an immeasurable distance from each other as

Otway's ; bat his supreme excellence in one of the most

diflBciilt branches of the dramatic art must always be held

to entitle him to an exalted place as a tragic poet. It has

been remarked- that Dryden, with all his splendour, has

but one truly pathetic passage in the whole range of his

dramas. Otway, writing simply from the heart, reached

at a bound an eminence inaccessible to the laborious

efforts of the greater poet. His miscellaneous poems are

only interesting in so far as they illustrate his life and
character. Of the latter little is known. He was a man
about town- in a dissipated age ; but his references to his

parents and friends, and his letters to the object of his

unfortunate passion, show that he possessed deep and
refined feeling.

See Baker, Biographia Dramaiica ; Johnson, iiiv-s of the Poets

;

Gosse, Seventeenth Century Studies ; and "SVard, History of English
Dramatic Literature^ vol. ii (R. G-)

OUDEN-AJIDE, or OuDEN-iERDE, a small town of

Belgium, in the province of East Flanders, on the Scheldt,

17 miles south-south-west from Ghent, with a population

(1880) of 58S0. It has manufactures of cotton and
woollen fabrics, lace, tobacco, and starch, dyeing and
bleaching establishments, salt refineries, distilleries, and
so on. The town-haU, built in 1530 by Van Pede, is

remarkable for the elegance of its architecture and the

profusion of its ornament ; fhe portal of the council

chamber is a masterpiece of wood-carving, executed in

153-t by Paul van der Schelden. Among other buildings

of interest are the old church of St Walburga, of the 10th

century, partly rebuilt in the Hth, and that of Our Lady
of Pamele, an example, rare in Belgium, of the transition

Gothic style. A monument was erected at Oudenarde in

1867 to the memory of the Belgians who fell in Mexico, at

the battle of Zacamburo.
The orij?in of Oudenarde is unknown ; it appears to have been a

stronghold of some importance under the Romans. A fortress was
erected there by Count Baldwin of Flaqders in 1053. It was
besieged in 1452 by the citizens of Ghent, who were repulsed by
Simon de Lalaing after a memorable siege. Alexander Faruese took
the town in 15S1. Close to its walls w-as fought, on July 11, 170S,
the battle of Oudenarde, in which the French were defeated by the

allied army under the command of Jlarlboi-ough and Prince Eugene.
It was retaken by the French in 1745-

OUDH, a province of British India, now under the

political administration of the lieutenant-governorship of

the Xorth-Western Provinces, but in respect of its land

and courts still a distinct ehief-commissionership. Lying
between 2-5' 3-t' and 28° 42' X. lat. and between 79° 4-1'

and 83° 9' E. long., it is bounded on the X.E. by Xepdl, on
the X.W. by the Rohilkhand division, on the S.^^^ by the

Ganges river, on the E. and S.E. by the Benares division.

The administrative headquarters of the province are at

Luckriow.

Physical Aspects.—Oudh forms the central portion of

the great Gangetic plain, sloping downwards from the

Jfepil HimAlayas in the north-east to the Ganges on the

£outh-w-st. For GO miles along the northern border of

Gonda and BahrAich districts the boundary extends close

up to the lower slopes of the Himalayas, embracing the

damp and unhealthy sub-montane region known as the

tardi. To the westward of this, the northern boundary
recedes a little from the mountain tract, and the lardi in

this portion of the range has been for the most part ceded

to NepAl. With the exception of a belt of Government

forest along the northern frontier, the rest of the province

consists of a fertile and densely peopled monotonous plain.

The greatest elevation (600 feet) is attained in the junple-

clad plateau of Khairigarh in Kheri district, while the

extreme south-east frontier is only 230 feet above sea-

level. Four great rivers traverse or skirt the plain of

Oudh in converging courses— the Ganges, the Gumti, the

Gogra, and the R-lptl. Numerous smaller channels seam

the whole face of the country, carrying off the surplus

drainage in the rains, but drying up in the hot season. All

the larger rivers, except the Gumti, as well as most of the

smaller streams, have beds hardly sunk below the general

level ; and in time of floods they burst through their con-

fining banks and carve out new channels for themselves.

Numerous shallow ponds or j/nh mark the former beds of

the shifting rivers. These Jhits have great value, not only

as preservatives against inundation, but also ^.s reservoirs

for irrigation. The 'soil of Oudh consists of a rich alluvial

deposit, the detritus of the Himdlayan system, washed

down into the Ganges valley by ages of fluvial action.

Usually a light loam, it passes here and there into pure

clay, or degenerates occasionally into barren sand. The

uncultivable land consists chiefly of extensive usar plains,

found in the southern and western districts, and covered

by the deleterious saline efflorescence known as reh. Oudh
possesses no valuable minerals. Salt was extensively

manufactured during native rule, but the British Govern-

ment has prohibited this inaustry for fiscal reasons.

Nodular limestone (kankar) occurs in considerable deposits,

and is used as road metal.

The general aspect of the province is that of a rich

expanse of waving and very varied crops, interspersed by

numerous ponds or lakes. The villages lie thickly scatte;'ed,

consisting of low thatched cottages, and surrounded by

patches of garden land, or groves of banyan, pipnl, and

pdkar trees. The dense foliage of the mango marks the site

of almost every little homestead,—no less an area than 1 000

square miles being covered by these valuable fruit-trees.

Tamarinds overhang the huts of the poorer classes, while

the neighbourhood of a wealthy family may be recognized

by the graceful clumps of bamboo. Plantains, giiavas,

jack-fruit, limes, and oranges add further beauty to the

village jrfots. The flora of the Government reserved

forests is rich and varied. The sal tree yields the most

important timber ; the finest logs are cut in the Khairigarh

jungles and floated down the Gogra to Bahramghat, where

they are sawn. The hard wood of the sh/'sJiani is also

valuable ; and several other timber-trees afford materials

for furniture or roofing shingle. Among the scattered

jungles in various parts of the province, the mahud tree is

prized alike for its edible flowers, its fruits, and its timber.

T%e jhils supply the villages n'ith wild rice, the roots and

seeds of the lotus, and the siwjhdra water-nut. The fauna

comprises most of the animals and birds common to the

Gangetic plain ; but many species, formerly common, ha^•e

now almost, if 'not entirely, disappeared. The nild elephant

is now practically unknown, except when a stray specim.en

loses its way at the foot of the hills. Tigers are now

only found in any numbers in the wilds of Khairigarh.

Leopards still haunt the cane-brakes and thickets along

the banks of the rivers ; and nilgai and antelopes abound.

Game birds consist of teal and wild duck, snipe,, jungle

fowl, and peacock.

Climate.—The climate of Oudh is less damp than that

of Lower Bengal, and has greater varieties of temperature.

The year falls naturally into three seasons—the rainy, from

the middle of June to the beginning of October ; the cold

weather, from October to February or March ; and the
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hot season, from >[arch to June. The mean temperature

at Lucknow for the thirteen years ending 1880 was 78°;

in 1881 it was the same, the maximum temperature on

any one day during the year being 111°, and the minimum

35°. The heat proves most oppressive in the rainy season.

The heaviest downpours occur in July and September, but

are extremely capricious. The average annual rainfall at

Lucknow for the fourteen years ending 1881 amounted to

37'57 inches.

Population.—Oaih is probably more densely peopled than any

other equal rural area in the world. The census o( 1881 returned tlie

population at 11,387,741 (5.851,655 males and 5,536,086 females),

distributed over an area of 24,245 square miles. The following

table exhibits the areas and populations of the districts separately.

Divisions.

Lucknow..

Sitapur. ...

Faizabad
(Fyzabad).

Rai Bareli

LucknoW;
Unao
Bara Banki
Sitapur

Hardoi
Kheri .. - -

Faizibad
Bahraich (Bharaich) .,

Gonda
lUi Bareli

Sultanpur
Partabgarh (Pratapgarh)

Total 24,245

Area in

Square Miles.

9S9
1,747
1,768
2,251

2,312
2,992
1,689

2,741

2,875

1,738

1,707

1,436

Population
(1S81).

696,824
899,069

1,026,788
958,251

987,630
831,922

1,081,419
878,048

1,270,926
951,905
957,912
847,047

11,387,741

Diridrd according to religion, the population consistedof 9,942,411

Hindus, 1,433,443 Jlohammedans, 1154 Sikhs, 9060 Christians,

and lef:) othci-s. The llohammcdans are subdivided into the four

classes of Savyids, Shaikhs, Pathaus, and JIuglials, but they have

lost grex-tly in social prestige sisce the downfall of the royal line.

In the li-her rank they still number seventv-eight tdlukdirs.

Some of these, as the rajas of Utraula and Xanpara, trace their

descent from local Jloharamcdan chieftains. Others belong to

ancient Hindu families. The Mohammedans still furnish the ablest

public s-r'ants in the province, and supply almost entirely the

native bar. The lower orders make industrious cultivators and

weavers. Among the Hindu population, the Brahmans preponder-

ate, numbering 1,364,783, abuut one-eighth of the entire population.

They include," however, only six iilukddrs in the whole province,

and' two of these acquired their wealth during the later days of

Jtohammedan rule. L.-nge. numbers of them follow agriculture,

but they make undesirable ten.mts,—most of then, refusing to hold

the plough, and cultivating tlieir fields by hired laboiir. They

supply good soldiers, however, and many are rn.ployeJ in trade.

The Jvshnttriyas, or Rajputs, form the great landbolding class, but

the majority are now in decayed circumstances. The Mohammedans,

Br.ihmans, and Kshattriyas compose the higher social stratum of

society, and numler altogether about a fourth of the entire popu-

lation".' Amongst the lower Hindus, the Kayasths, or clerk and

scrivener class, number 11",432. The Sudias or lowest class of

Hindus include 1,185,512 Ahii-s, cattle graziers and cultivators.

The best tenantry and most industrious cultivators are to be found

amonfSt the liurmis, who number nearly 800,000. Of the aboriginal

or semi-Hinduized tribes some, such as the P.asis, who number

718,906, make good soldiers, and furnish the greater part of the

rural police. Others, like the Bhars and Thdrus, live in small

isolated groups on the outskirts of the jungle or the hill country,

and hold no communication with the outer world. The Xats and

iCanjars wander like gipsies over tlie country, with their small

movable villages or wig\vams of matting and leaf-screens. The

Koris and Chamars, weavers and leather-cutters, reach the lowest

depth of all. In the northern districts many still practically occupy

the position of serfs, bound to the soil, having seldom spirit enough

to avail themselves of the remedy afforded by the courts of law.

Thev hold the plough for the Br.ahman or Kshattriya master, and

dwell with the pigs in a separate quarter of the village, apart from

their purer neighbours.

Fifteen towns in the province have a population exceeding 10,000

persons, according to the census of 1 8S1, namely—Lucknow, 239,773

;

Faizabad, 33,823 ; Lucknow Cantonment, 21,530 ; Bahraich,

19 439 ; 'Shahabad, 18,510; T.inda, 16,594; Sandila, 14,S65
;

Kl'iairab.ad, 14,217; Xawabganj, 13,933; Ajudhia, 11,643; Eudauli,

11,394; Bilgram, 11,067 ; Mallawan, 10,970; Lah.irpur, 10,437;

Hardoi,' 10,020. Tliirty-six other towns have a population exceed-

ing 5000. The general population is essentially rural, spread over

the surface of the country in small cultivating communities. Over

90 per cent, of the ponulation belong to the niral clasia.

Agriculture.— t\ier(i are three narvests, reaped re3-:ctively In

September, December, arid March, while sngar-can'e comes to

maturity in February, cotton in May, and sdniixin in almost any

month o"f the year. 'The principal September crops are rice, Indian

corn, and millets. Fine rice, transplanted in August from nurseiiea

near the village sites, forms the most valuable item of the December
Ijarvest, the other staples being mustard-seed and pulses. AVheai

forms the main spring crop. Sugar-cane occupies the laflft for an

entire year ; it requires much labour and several waterings, but

the result in ordinary years amply repays the outlay.

At the date of the annexation of Oudh in 1856, 23,500 villages,

or about two-thirds of the entire area of the proWnce, were in the

possession of the great tdhjcddrs, heads of powerful clans and
representatives of ancient families, a feudal aristocracy, based upon
rights in the soil, which went back to traditional times, and which
were heartily acknowledged by the subordinate holders. The new
settlement paid no regard to their claims, and many landholders

were stripped of almost their entire possessions. ITie mutiny uf

1S57 suddenly put a stop to this work of disinheritance, and it

is hardly to "be wondered at that throughout Oudh, the whole

tdlukddri, with a very few isolated exceptions, joined the sepoys.

On the restoration of order the principle adopted was to restore to

the tdlukdirs all that they had formerly possessed, but in such a

manner that their rights should depend upon the immediate grant

of the British Government. About two-thirds of the number
accepted an invitation to cqme to Lucknow, and there concluded

political arrangements with the Government. On the one band,

the tuluMdrs bound themselves to level all forts, give up arms, and

act loyally, to pay punctually the revenue assessed upon them and

the wages of the village officials, and to a.ssist the police in keeping

order. On the other hand, the British Government conferred a

right of property unknown alike to Hindu and to Mohammedan
law, comprising" full power of alienation by will, and succession

according to primogeniture in case of intestacy. The land revenue

demand w.is lixed at one-half the gross rental ; subordinate tenure-

holders were confirmed in their ancient privileges; and a clause was

introduced to protect the actual cultivators from extortion. Such

were the main features of the sajtads issued by Sir C. Wingfield in

October 1859. which constitute the land system of Oudh to the

present day, subject to a few minor modifications. The detailed

operations for giving effect to this settlement were carried out by

a revenue sun-ey, conducted both by fields and villages, begin in

1860, and finished in 1871. The total assessed area in 1881--82

was 14,877,020 acres, the total assessment as land revenue being

£1,449,147, or an average of Is.'ll^d. per acre. The total culti-

vated area is 8,274,560 acres ; cultivable and grazing lands are

set down at 4,035,351 acres ; and uncultivable waste at 2,567,109

acres.

The estates en the revenue roll are divided into three classes :—

(1) those held under the idlukddri rules described above
; (2) those

held by ordinary :amtnddrl tenure ; and (3) those held in fee-simple.

There are altogether about 400 fdlnkddrs in the province, of whom
about two-thirds, with an area of about 2J million acres, hold their

estates under the rule of primogeniture. The zamlnddrt estates,

locally known by the name of mnfrdd, may be the undivided pro-

perty of a single'owner ; but far more commonly they are owned

by a coparcenary community who regard themselves as descendanU

of a common ancestor. The fee-simple estates, which are very few

in number, consist of(iand sold under the Waste Land Rules. The

sub-tenures under the above estates are—(1) sub-settltd villages

comprised within tdlnkddrt estates; (2) lands known as sir, dasicant,

ndnkdn, and dihddrl, held by proprietors who have been unable to

prove their right to the sub-settlement of a whole village
; (3) groves

I held by cultivators, who, according to immemorial custom, give

the landlord a certain share of the produce ; (4) lands granted,

either by sale or as gifts, for religious endowments ; and i51 lands

I

held rent-free by village servants and official-

I Commerce and J/ani'/nd"rM.—Under native rule the only

I

exports were salt and saltpetre, while the imports were confined to

articles of luxury required for the Lucknow court. Since the

' introduction of British ai'thority, ahhoiigii Luckuow has declined,

countless small centres of traffic have sprung up throughout

the country. The staple exports consist of wheat and other

food grains", and oil-seeds; the main imports are cotton piece

foods, cotton twist, and salt. Cawnpur, though lyin" on the

southern bank of the Ganges within the Xorth-\\esterp Provinces,

is, in fact, the emporium for the whole trade of Oudh, by rail, road,

and river. The enormous exports of wheat and oil-seeds from

Cawnpur represent to a great extent the surplus harvest of the

Ojdh cuUivator. A brisk traile is also carried on with Xciidl,

along the three frontier districts of Kheri, Bahraich, and Go.iJa.^

The policy of the Kepal court is to compel this traffic to be trans-

acted at marts within its own dominions. At all of these a • .jn-

siderable number of Oudh mercllants are permanently sci' cd,

whereas Xepalis rarely cross the frontier to trade except for the

purchase of petty necessaries. The principal exports from Ouub

into JJepW are Indian jind Eurpjiean jiiece goods, salt, sugar;
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tolacco, spices, and cieniicals. The imports from Kjpal, which
considerably exbeed the exports in value, consist chiefly of rice,

oil-seeds, jAi or clarified butter, metal-wares, timber, spices, drugs,

and c:ittle.

J<o province of India is more destitute of wholesale manufac-
tures than Oudh. Almost all manufactorcd articles of any nicety
require to bo imported. The only specialties are gold and silver

lace-work, silver chasing,- and rich embroidery, all confined to

Lucknow, and the weaving of a peculiar class of cotton goods,
which still flourishes at Tan da.

1 Com}iiuni<Mti<m.—The Oudh and Eohilkhand Railway forms the
great trimk of communications. A branch runs from Lucknow
through .Unao to Ca^vnpur ; and another diverges at Bai-a Bunki
for Bahranighat on the Gogra. The whole railway forms a loop-

line between the East Indian and the Sind, Punjab, and Delhi
systems. Good roads connect all the principal towns, and much
tia6Sc passes along the rivers.

Administratum.—The administration belongs to the non-regu-
lation system, under which a single officer discharges both fiscal

and judicial functions. The province contains twelve districts,

each under a deputy-commissioner. The chief-commissionership
is now amalgamated with the governorship of the North-'W'estern

Provinces. The high court, presided over by thf judicial com-
missioner, forms the ultimate court of appeal. The principal items
of revenue consist of the land revenue, which stands at about
£1,400,000; stamps, £116,770; excise, £100,411 ; forests, £31, 114;
«nd cesses over £101.000. In 1S31 the total police force numbered
7634 officers and men, maintained at a cost of £95,815.

Hist'yry.—At the dawn of history Oudh appears as a flourishing
kingdom, ruled over from Sravasti by a powerful sovereign. In
its capital Sakya Muni (Buddha) began his labours, and the city long
••emained a seat of learning for Buddhist disciples. For si.K centuries
Jsravasti maintained a high position annoag the states of northern
India, but in the 1st century of our era the Buddhist monarch of
Kashmir was defeated by the Brdhmanical king of Ujjain, who
i-estored the fanes and holy places of Ajodhya, the Hindu sacred
i.'it}-, which had fallen into decay. A long struggle between
Buddhism and Brdhmanisra followed, and when the Chinese
(jilgrim Fa Hian (c. 400 a.d.) visited Sravasti, as one of the most
lamous historical places of his religion, he found the" once populous
city still marked by lofty walls, enclosing ^e ruins of numerous
temples and palaces, but inhabited only by a few destitute monks
iind devotees. In the -7th century the desolation was complete.
According to local tradition, about the 8th or 9th century the
Tharus, an aboriginal tribe, descended from the hills and began
Vo clear the. jungle which had overgrown the deserted kingdom,
as far as the sacred city of Ajodhya. To the prsssnt day these
aborigines are the only people who can withstand the influence
iif malaria, and so become the pioneers of civilization in the
jungle tracts. About a century later, a family of Sombansi
liueage, from the north-west, subjected the wild settlers to their
sway. The new dynasty belonged to the Jain faith, and still

ruled at or near the ruins of Sravasti at the time of the invasion
of Mahmiid's famous general, Sayyid Salar. Towards the close
of the 11th century Oudh was added to the kingdom of
Kanauj by conquest After its doivnfall Shahab-ud-din Ghori,
or his lieutenant, overran Oudh in 1194. Mohammed Bakhtiyar
Khilji was the first Mohammedan to organize the administration,
and establish in Oudh a base for his military operations, which
extended to the banks of the Brahmaputra. On the death of
Kutb-uddin he refu?i>d allegiance to -Altam h a-- a slave, an-l his
son Ghiyas-ud-din established an hereditnrv povornorshii) of Ben-
gal. Oudh. however, was wrested from the Bctitml dynastv, and
remainnd an outlying province if Di-Ihi. Although mominally
ruled in the namo of the D'lhi empire bygroat jMchammedan vas-
sals from Bahraichor Manikpur. On-lhcnntinurd to bea congeries
of Raiput principalities and baronies, which male war, coilected
revenues, aid .idminiftcrrdjutice in thcirte>-rit.,riesat their own
pleasure. During the early days of J!<.hnmn:fdan s -iremacy the
Hindu chi-fs of southern Oudh were engaged in a desultory warfare
with the receding Bhars. an aboi iginal tri':e who h .d obtained a
temporary ascendency after the first Moslem invasions. Upon their
subjection the Slohammedan kingdom of Jaunp-jr arose in the
valley of the Ganges. Ibrahim Shah Shaiki, the ablest of the
Jaunpur rulers, turned his attention to the fruitful province which
lay in the direct path between his capital and Delhi. He attempted
thoroughly to reduce Oudh to the condition of a Moslem country,
and, as long as he lived, the people sullenly acquiesced. But on
his death the national spirit successfully reasserted itself under the
leadership of Raja Tilok Chdnd, probably a descendant of the
Kanauj sovereigns

; and for a hundred years the land had peace.
During the troubled times which followed the death of Bdbar,

the first Mughal emperor of Delhi, Oudh became a focus of dis-
affection against the reigning house. After the final defeat of the
Afghan dynasty %t Panipat, and the firm establishment of Akoar's
rule, the province settled down into one of the most important
Vnong rtie iinpetial viceroyalties. Under the Mughal dynasty in

its flourishing days, the Hindu chieftains accepted their position
without difTculty. But when the rise of the Mahratti power broke
down the decaying. empii-e of Aurangzeb, the chieftains of Oudh
again acquired an almost complete independence. About 17u2
Saadat Ali Khah, a Persian merchant, received the appointment of

governor of Oudh, and founded the Mohammedan dynasty which
ruled over Oudh down to our own days. Before his death, in 1743,
Oudh had become practically an independent kingdom, tht ruiers

retaining the title of nawab wazir, or chief minister of the empire.
Saadat Khan w-as succeeded by his brother-in-laiv, Safdar J-ing,

under whose wise rule the country enjoyed internal prosperity,
altho-jgh exposed to constant attacks from the Rohillas on one side

and the Mahrattas on the other. The next nawab, Shuja-ud-dauhj,
who succeeded his father Safdar Jang in 1753, attempted to take
advantage of the war in Bengal between the British and Mir
Kasim to acquire for himself the rich province of Behar. He
therefore advanced upon Fatiia, tjking with him the fugitive

emperor Shah Alam and the exiled naw-ab of Bengal. The enter-

prise proved a failure, and Shujii-ud-d.iula retired to Baxar, where,
in October 1764, Slajcr Munro won a decisive victory, which laid

the whole of upper India at the feet of the Company. The nawab
fled to Bareli (Bareilly), -ft-hile the unfortunate emperor joined the
British camp.
By the treaty of 1765 Korah and AUah.-ibad, which had hitherto

formed part of the Oudh viceroyalty, were made over to the
emperor for the support of his dignity and expenses, all the remain-
ing territories being restored to Shuja-ud-daula, who had thrown
himself upon the generosity of the Britisli. A few years later, in

1771, the titular JIughal emperor, Shah Alam, was a virtual

prisoner in the hands of the Mahrattas, who extorted from him the
cession of Korah and Allahabad. This was considered to be
contrary to the terms of the treaty of 1765, and, as the cmpNror
had abandoned possession of them, the British sold thera to the
Oudh nawdb. Saadat Ali Khan, threatened by Sindhia on the
advance of Zamdn Shdh to the Indus, concluded a new treaty with
the British in ISOl, by which he gave up half his territories in

return for increased means of protection. Rohilkhand thus passed
iintler British rule, and the nawab became still more absolute
within his restiicted dominions. Saadat's son, Ghazi-ud-din
Haidar (1814), was the first to obtain the title of king. In 1847
AVajid All Shah, the last king, ascended the throne. The condi-
tion of the province had long attracted the attention of the British
Government. The king's army, receiving insufficieat pay, recouped
itself by constant depredations upon the people. The Hindu
chiefs, each isolated in his petty fort, had turned the surrounding
country into a jungle as a means of resisting the demands of the
court and its soldiery. Before 1855 the chronic anarchy and
oppression had reduced the people of Oudh to extreme misery,

A treaty was proposed to the king in 1856, which provided that
the sole civil and military government of Oudh should' be vested in

the British Government for ever, and that the title of king of Oudh
should be continued to him and his heirs male, with certain privi-

leges and allowances. He refused to sign the tieaty, and on the
18th February 1856 the British Government assumed the admin-
istration of the province, Oudh thus becoming an integral part of
the British empire. A provision of 12 lakhs a year w-as made to
the king, who resides in a palace at Garden Reach, a few miles
south of Calcutta. Wajid All Shdh has been allowed to retain the
title of king of Oudh, but a-n his death the title will cease

absolutely, and the allowance will not be continued on its present
scale.

Immediately after annexation in 1856, Oudh was constituted into
3 ddcf-comniissionership, and organized on the ordinary British
modeL In ilarch 1857 Sir Henry Lawrence assumed the admin-
istration at Lucknow ; and on the 30th of May five of the native
regiments broke into mutiny. The. remainder of the events con-
nected with the siege and recovery of the capital have been narrated
in the article on LrcKKOW. Since 1858 the province has been
administered without further vicissitudes. On the 17th of
January 1877 Oudh was partially amalgamated with the Morth-
Western Provinces by the unification of the two offices of chief-

commissioner and lieutenant-governor.

OUDINOT, Chakles Nicolas (1767-1847), duke of

Eeggio, one of the most distinguished of is"apoleou's

marshals, came of a good bourgeois family in Lorraine,

and was born at Ear-le-duc on April 25, 1767. From his

youth ho had a passion for a military career, and served

in the regiment of iKdoc from 1784 to. 1787, -when he
retired with the rank of sergeant, andjthe knowledge that

as a bourgeois he could never obtain a commission. The
Revolution changed his fortunes, and in 1792, on tie oat-

break of war, he was elected lieutetfant-colonel of the 3d
battalion of the volunteers of the Meuse. ''- His gallant

.defence of the little fort of Bitche in the Vosges in 1792
- xvni — lo
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drew attention to him ; lie was transferred to the regular

army in November J ' 93, and after serving in all the

numerous actions on the Belgian frontier he was promoted

general of brigade iu June 1794 for his conduct at t"he

battle of Kaiserslautern. He continued to serve with the

greatest distinction oa the German frontier under Hoche,

Pichegru, and Morearu, and was repeatedly wounded and

once (in 1795) made prisoner. , He was Mass^na's right

hand all through the great Swiss campaign of 1799—first

as a general of division, to which grade he was promoted
in April, and then as chief of the staff—and was instru-

mental in winning the battle of Zurich. He was present

under Mass^na at the defence of Genoa, and so distinguished

himself at the combat of Monzambano that Napoleon pre-

sented him with a sword of honour. On the declaration

of the empire he was given the Grand Cross of the Legion

of Honour, but was not included in the first creation of

marshals. In the same year he received the command of

ten battalions of the army of the reserve, which he formed

into the famous division of the "grenadiers Oudinot," and
with which he won the battle of Ostrolenka and decided

the fate of at least three great battles—Austerlitz, Fried-

land, and Wagram. A week after the last-named battle

he was promoted to the rank of marshal, and he was

made Due de Reggio in the following month. He admin-
istered the government of Holland from 1810 to 1812,

fend commanded the 2d corps of the grand army in the

llussian campaign. He was present at Liitzen and
Bautzen, and when holding the independent command of

the corps directed to take Berlin was defeated at Gross

Beeren. He was then superseded by Ney, but the

mischief was too great to be repaired, and Napoleon was
utterly defeated at Leipsic. Though superseded, Oudinot
was not disgraced, and held an important command
throughout the campaign of 1814. On the abdication of

Napoleon he rallied to the new Government, and was
made a peer by Louis XVIIL, and, unlike many of his old

comrades, he remained faithful to his new sovereign, and
did not desert to his old master in 1815. He died on
September 13, 1847.

Oudinot's son, Charles N'.colaa Victor, second duke of Reggio
(179 1-1 8 S3), served through the later campaigns of Napoleon from
1S09 to 1814, but is chieii'.' known by his capture of RomS from
Garibaldi in 1849.

OUGHTRED, WiuiAJt (1574-1660), an eminent
mathematician, was born at Eton in 1574, and educated

there and at King's College, Cambridge, of which he became
fellow. Being admitted to holy orders, he left the uni-

versity about 1603, and was presented to the rectory of

Aldbury, near Guildford in Surrey; and about 1628 he

was appointed by the earl of Arundel to instruct his son

in mathematics. He corresponded with some of the most
eminent scholars of his time on mathematical subjects ; and
his house was generally full of pupils from all quarters.

It is said that he expired in a sudden transport of joy upon
hearing the news of the vote at Westminster for the restora-

tion of Charles II.

He published, among other mathematical woi*ks, Clavis Mathe'
matica, in 1G31; A Description of the Double Horizontal Dial, in

.1636; and Opuscula I'athemaiica, in 1676.

OUNCE. See Mammalia, vol. xv. p.-435.

OURO PRETO, a city of Brazil, the chief town of

the extensive province of Minas Geraes, lies 170 miles'

north by west of Rio de Janeiro, in the upper part of the

.Rio Sao Francisco basin, at a height of 3757 feet above
the sea. A steep hill to the north of the peak of Ita-

columi (5740) is broken up by ravines into a number of

distinct plateaus ; and it is round these plateaus, generally

crowned by a church, that most of the houses of Ouro
Preto cluster in irregular and almost inde,pendent groups.

The streets run up and down hill in such a way^asjt".
]

make riding on horseback hazardous and " tuo " use of

carriages impossible. The stream which passgs through

the town and was formerly the scene of the most exten-

sive gold' washing operations, the Ribeirao de Ouro Preto

or Do Carmo, is a subtributary of the Sao Francisco./

Besides the churches, the prominent buildings are the pre-

sident's palace, the town-house, and the prison, all fronting

the principal square, the treasury, the theatre (the oldest

in Brazil, and restored in 1861-62), and the hospital. The
botanical garden, dating from 1825, used to distribute speci-

mens of different kinds of tea, but is now practically defunct.

A public library has been jn existence since before 1865.

At present the importance of Ouro Preto is almost entirely

administrative; formerly it- was one of the great mining
centres of Brazil. Its population is about 8000.
The first " prospectors," finding the hills full of a gold ore which,

from the presence of silver alloy, turned black on exposure to the

air, called them Serra do Ouro Preto, and the village, built in 1701

by Antonio Dias of Taubate, bore at first the samo name {meaning
Black GoI^K In 1711 the settlement was formally constituted as

the city off^'iUa Rica, and for sixty or seventy years it continued
to deserve its new title,—the population amounting to 25,000 or

30, 000, and 12, 000 slaves being employed in its gold mines. T^h'-n

in 1720 llinas Geraes was separated from the captaincy of S. Paulo,

Villa Rica was made the capital of the new province. In 1^88 it

was the centre of the disastrous attempt made by Tiradentes, the

poet Gonzaga, &c., to found an independent republic in Brazil with
Sao Joao d'el Rei as its capital and Villa Rica as its university

town (see Gonzaga) ; and in lS2t it took a vigorous part in the

successful revolution. A comarca of Ouro Preto was created in

1823, and Villa Rica received back its original name.

OUSEL, or Ouzel, Anglo-Saxon Osle, equivalent of the

OmmB,<i^Amsel (a form of the word found in several old

English books, ,and perhaps yet surviving in some parts of

the country), apparently the ancient name for what is

now more commonly known as the Blackbird, the Turdus
merula of ornithologists, but at the present day not often

applied to that species, though, as will immediately ba
seen, used in a compound form for two others. In many
parts of Britain the Blackbird is still called the Merle, a
name had directly from th-e French, and abbreviated from
the Latin Merula, which has the same meaning. The adult

male of this beautiful and well-known species scarcely needs
any other description than that of the poet :—i'

" The Ouzel-cock, so black of hue
\With orange-tawny bill."—Midsummer NigkVs Dream, act ii|, scr^

But the female is of an uniform umber-brown above,

has the chin, throat, and upper part of the breast orange-

brown, with a few dark streaks, and the rest of the

plumage beneath of a hair-brown. The young of both

sexes resemble the mother. The Blackbird is found in

every country of Europe, even breeding— though rarely—
beyond the arctic circle, and in eastern Asia, as well as in

Barbary and the Atlantic islands. • Resident in Britain

as a species, its numbers yet receive considerable accession

of passing visitors in autumn, and in most parts of its

range it is very migratory. The song of the cock has a
peculiarly liquid tone, which makes it much admired, but

it is rather too discontinuous to rank the bird very high as a

musician. The species is very prolific, having sometimes as

many as four broods in the course of the spring and summer.
The nest, generally placed in a 'thick bush, is made of

coarse roots or grass, strongly put together with earth,

and is lined with fine grass. Herein are laid from four

to six eggs of a light greenish-blue closely mottled wrth

reddish-brown. Generally vermivorous, the Blackbird

will, when pressed for food, eat grains and seeds, while

berries and fruits in their season are eagerly sought by it^

thus earning the enmity of gardeners, i More or less al! cd
to and resembling the Blackbird are many other spc.'ca

which inhabit most parts of the world, excepting tlia

Ethiopian Region, New Zealand and Australia proper, and.
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Xorth America.^ SuJie of them have the legs as well as

the bill yellow or orange ; and, in a few of them, both sexes

alike display a uniformly glossy black. The only other

species that need here be mentioned is the Ring-Ousel,

Turdiis torquaius, which differs from the Blackbird in the

dark colour of its bill, and in possessing a conspicuous

white gorget—whence its name. It has also very different

habits, frequenting wild and open tracts of country, shun-

ning woods, groves, and plantations, and preferring the

shelter of rocks to that of trees. Its distribution is

accordingly much more locals and in most parts of England

it is only known as a transitory migrant in spring and
aatumn—from and to its hardly as yet ascertained winter

quarters. It does not seem to have an extensive range to

the eastward, though it has been recorded from Persia.

The Water-Ousel, or Water-Crow, now commonly named
he " Dipper,"—a term apparently invented and bestowed

in the first edition of Bewick's British Birds (ii. pp. 16,

17),—not, as is commonly supposed, from the bird's habit

of entering the water in pursuit of its prey, but because
" it may be seen perched on the top of a stone in the midst

of the torrent, in a continual dipping motion, or short

courtesy often repeated." This, the Cindus aquaticus of

most ornithologists, is the type of a small but remarkable

group of birds, the position of which many taxonomers

have been at their wits' end to determine. It would be

useless here to recount the various suppositions that have

been expressed ; suffice it to eay that almost all ornitho-

logists are now agreed in regarding the genus Cinclua ^ as

Cinctvj riwxuanus,

differing so much from other birds that, though essentially

one of the true Passeres (i.e., Oscirifs), it forms a distinct

Family, Cinclids, which has no very near allies. That
some of its peculiarities (for instance, the sternum in adult
exam.ples having the posterior margin generally entire, and
the close covering of down that clothes the whole body—

a

character fully recognized by Nitzsch) are correlated with
its aquatic habit is probably not to be questioned

; .but
(this fact furnishes no argument for associating it, as has
often been done, with the Thrushes (TTtrdidx), the AVrens
{TrogloJtftidx), or much less with other groups to which it

has undoubtedly no affinity. The Dipper haunts rocky
streams, into which it Jjoldly enters, generally by deliber-

ately wading, and then by the strenuous combined action of

its wings and feet makes its way along the bottom in quest
of its living prey—^freshwater moUusks, and aquatic insects

in their larval or mature condition. By the careless and
ignorant it is axcused of feeding on the spawn of fishes,

and it has been on that account subjected to much perse-

cution. Innumerable examinations of the contents of its

stomach have not only proved that the charge is baseless,

but that the bird clears off many of the worst enemies of the
precious product. Short and squat of stature, active and

' Some writers have used for this genus the name Bydroiaia.

restless in its movements, silky-black above, with a pure
white throat and upper part of the breast, to which

succeeds' a broad band of dark bay, it is a familiar figure

to most fishermen on the streams it frequents, while the

cheerful song of the cock, often heard in the hardest frost,

helps to make it a favourite with them in spite of the

obloquy under which it labours. The Water-Ousel's nest

is a very curious structure,—outwardly resembling a
AVren's, but built on a wholly different principle,—an
ordinary cup-shaped nest of grass lined with dead leaves,

placed in some convenient niche, but encased with moss
so as to form a large mass that covers it completely except

only a small hole for the bird's passage. 'The eggs laid

within are from four to six in number, and are of a pure
white. These remarks refer to the Water-Ousel of central

and western Europe, including the British Islands ; but,

except as regards plumage, it is believed that they will

apply to all the other species, about a dozen in number,
which have been described. These inhabit suitable places

throughout the whole Paljearctic Region as well as the

southern slopes of the Himalaya and the hill-country of

Formosa, besides the Rocky Mountains and a great part

of the Andes. Mr Salvin, in a very philosophical paper on
the genus {This, 1867, pp. 109-122), refers these species

—

some of v/hich are wholly black and one slate-coloured—to

five well-marked forms, of which the other members are

either " representative species " or merely " local races "

;

but all seem to occupy distinct geographical areas,—that

which is represented in the accompanying woodcut having

a wide range along the mountainous parts of North
America to ilexico ; and it is quite possible that their

number may yet be increased, for the general habits of the

birds preclude any invasion of territory, and thus produce

practical isolation. (a. n.)

OUSELEY, Sir William (1769-1842), Orientalist,

was the eldest son of Captain Ralph Ouseley, of an old

Irish family, and was born in Monmouthshire in 1769.

After a private education he went to Paris, in 1787, to

perfect himself in French, and in the following year

became cornet in the 8th regiment of dragoons. After

obtaining the grade of lieutenant he, on the conclusion of

the campaign of 1794, sold his commission in order to

devote his attention to the study of Oriental literature,

especially Persian. In 179.5 he published Persian Mis-

cellanies; in 1797, Oriental Collections; in 1799, Epitome

of ike Ancient History of Persia; in 1801, Tales cf

Baklhyar and Observations on Some Medals and Gems ;

and in 1804, The Oriental Geography of Ebn HaiiTcal.

He received the degree of LL.D. from the university, of

Dublin in 1797, and in 1800 he was kniglited by the

Marquis Cornwallis, On his brother, Sir Gore Ouseley,

being appointed ambassador to Persia in 1810, Sir Wi!!i'-^

accompanied him as secretary. He returned to England
in 1813, and in 1819-23 published, in three volumes.

Travels in Various Countries of the East, especially Persia,

in 1810, 1811, and 1812. He also published editions of

the Travels and Arabian Proverbs of Burckhardt. He was
a member of various learned societies, and contributed

a number of important papers to the Transactions of the

Royal Society of Literature. He died at Boulogne in

September 1842.

OUTLAW, in English law, is a person put cut of tho
protection of the law by process of outlawry. A woman
is properly said to be waived rather than outlawed. Out-
lawry was usually the result of non-appearance of the de-

fendant cr accused at the trial, and involved deprivation

of all civil rights. It was finally abolished in civil pro-

ceedings in 1879 by 42 <i; 43 Vict. c. 59, § 3. In criminal

proceedings it has become practically obsolete, and the

Criminal Code, § 458, proposes to formally abolish it.
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In Scotland outlawry or fugitation may be pronounred ly the

supreme criminal court in the absence of the panel on the day^of

trial. In the United States outlawry never existed iu civil case?,

and in the few cases where it existed in criminal proceedings it has
become obsolete.

OUTRAM, Sm James (1803-1863), English general,

was the son of Benjamin Outram of E-'^terley Hall,

Derbyshire, civil engineer, and was born 29th January
1803. His father died in 1805, and his mother, a

daughter of Dr James Anderson, the Scottish writer en
a£;i-iculture, removed in 1810 to Aberdeenshire. From
Udny school the boy went in 1818 to Marischal College,

Aberdeen; and in 1819 an Indian cadetship was given him.

Soon after his arrival in India his remarkable energy
attracted notice, and in July 1820 he became acting

adjutant to the first battalion of the 12th regiment on its

embodiment at Poona, an experience which he found to be
of immense advantage to him in his after career. In 1825
he was sent to Khandesh, where he succeeded in training

a light infantry corps, formed of the wild robber Bhils,

gaining over them a marvellous personal influence, and
employing them with great success in checking outrages

and plunder. Their loyalty to him had its principal

source in their boundless admiration of his hunting
achievements, which in their cool daring and hairbreadth

escapes have perhaps never been equalled. Originally a
"puny lad," and for many years after his arrival in India
subject to constant attacks of sickness, Outram seemed to

win strength by every new illness, acquiring a constitution

of iron, "nerves of steel, shoulders and muscles worthy
of a six-foot Highlander." In 1835 he was sent to

Gujerat to make i-. report on the Mahi Kantha district,

and for some time he remained there as political agent.

On the outbreak of the Afghan war in 1838 he was
appointed extra aide-de-camp on the staff of Sir John
Keane, and besides many other brilliant deeds performed
an extraordinary exploit in capturing a banner of the

enemy before Ghazni. After conducting various raids

against different Afghan tribes, he was in 1839 promoted
major, and appointed political agent iu Lower Sind, and
later in Upper Sind. On his return from a short visit

to England in 1843, he was, with the ra^ik of brevet lieu-

tenant-colonel, appointed to a cor'manu in the Mahratta
country, and in 1847 he waf trsjsferred from Sat4ra to

Baroda. In 1854 he became chief-commissioner of Oudh,
and in 1856 he received the honour of knighthood.
Appointed in 1857, with the rank of lieutenant-general, to

command an expedition against Persia, he defeated the

enemy with great slaughter at Khushab, and otherwise

conducted the campaign with such rapid decision that

peace was shortly afterwards concluded, his brilliant

services being rewarded by the Grand Cross of the Bath.

From Persia he was summoned in June to India, with the

brief explanation,—"We want all our best men here."

Immediately on his arrival iu Calcutta he was appointed
to command the two divisions of the Bengal army,
occupying the country from Calcutta to Cawnpur ; and
to'the military control was also joined the commissioner-
ship of Oudh. Already the rebellion had assumed such
proportions as to compel Havelock to fall back on
Cawnpur, which he only held with difficulty, although a
speedy .advance was necessary to save the garrison at

Lucknow. On arriving at Cawnpur with reinforcements,

Outram, " in admiration of the brilliant deeds of General
Havelock," conc.ded to him the glory of relieving Luck-
now, and, waiving his rank, tendered his services to him as

a volunteer. During the advance he con-jSjanded a troop

of vdlunteer cavalry, and performed exploits of great
brilliancy at Mangalwar, and in the attack at the Alam-
bagh ; and in the final conflict he led the way, charging
through a very tempest of fire. Resuming supreme com-

mand, ha then held the town till the arrival of Sir Colin

Campbell, after which he conducted the evacuation of the

residency so as completely to deceive the enemy. In the

second capture of Lucknow, on the commander-in-chief's

return, Outram was entrusted with the attack on the side

of the Gumti, and afterwards, having recrossed the river,

he advanced " through the Chattar Manzil to t-i.".ce the

residency," thus, in the words of Sir Colin Campbell,
" putting the finishing stroke on the enemy." _ After the

capture of Lucknow he was gazetted lieutenant-general.

In February 1858 he received the special thanks of both

Houses of Parliament, and in the same year the dignity

of baronet with an annuity of ,£1000. When, on account

of shattered health, he returned finally to England in 1860,

a movement was set on foot to mark the sense entertained,

not only of his military achievements, but of his constant

exertions in behalf of the natives of India, whose " weal,"

iu his own words, "he made his first object." The nrove-

ment resulted in the. presentation of a public testimonial

and the erection of statues in London and Calcutta. He
died 11th March 1863, and TCaZ buried in Westminster
Abbey, where the marble slab on his grave bears the

pregnant epitaph " The Bayard of India."

See James Outram, a Biography, by Major-General Sir F. J.

Goldsmid, C.B., K.C.S.I., 2 vols., 1880, 2d ed., 18S1.

OVAE, a town of Portugal, in the district of Aveiro
(Beira), with a station on the railway 20 miles south of

Oporto, lies at the northern end of the Aveiro lagoon,

—an extremely unhealthy position. It contains 10,022
inhabitants (1878), and carries on a brisk trade with the

colonies and northern Africa.

OVATION", an honour awarded in Rome to victorious

generals. It was less distinguished than the triumph (see

Triumph), and was awarded either when the campaign,

though victorious, had not been important enough for the

higher honour, or when the general was not of rank

sflfficient to give him the right to a triumph. The
ceremonial was on the whole similar in the two cases, but

in an ovation the general walked or more commonly rode

on horseback.

OVEN", a close chamber or compartment in which a

considerable degree of heat may be generated either from
internal or from external sources. In English the term is

generally restricted to a chamber for baking bread and
other food substances, being equivalent to the French

four or the German Baclofen ; but the chambers in which

coal is coked are termed coke ovens. See Baking, vol iii

25?// and Coke, vol. vi. 118.

OVERBECK, JoHASN FKiEDracH (1789-1869), the

.reviver and leader of "Christian art" in the 19th

century, was born in Liibeck 4th July 1789. His

ancestors for three generations had been Protestant pastors
;

his father was doctor of laws, poet, mystic pietist, and
burgomaster of Liibeck. Within stone's throw of the

family mansion in the Konigstrasse stood the gj'mnasium,

where the uncle, doctor of theology and a voluminous

writer, was the master; there the nephew became a classic

scholar and received instruction in art.

The young artist left Liibeck' in March 1806, and
entered as student the academy of Vienna, then under the

direction of F. H. Fiiger, a painter of some reno'B-n, but of

the pseudo-classic school of the French David. Here was

gained thorough knowledge, but the teachings and associa-

tions proved unendurable to the sensitive, spiritual-minded

youth. Ovcrbeck wrote to a friend that he had fallen

among a vulgar set, that every noble thought was suppressed

within the academy, and that losing all faith in humanity

fcc turned inwardly on himself. Tlicse words are a key to

his future position and art. It seemed to him that in

Vienna, and indeed throughout Europe, tlje pure springs of
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C!hristiau art had been for centuries diverted and corrupted,

ana Huhe souglit out afresh the linng source, and, casting

on one side his contemporaries, took for his guides the early

and pre-Raphaelite painters of Italy. At the end of four

years, differences had grown so irreconcilable that Overbeck

and his band of followers were expelled from the academy.

True art, he writes, he had sought in Vienna in vain

—

"Oh ! I was full of it; my whole fancy was possessed by

Madontias and Christs, but nowhere could I find response."

Accordingly he left for Home, carrying his half-f .;ished

canvas Christ's Entry into Jerusalem, as the chartei- of his

creed
—" I will abide by the Bible ; I elect it as mv stand-

ing-point."

Overbeck in ISIO entered Eome, which became for

fifty-nine years the c.entre of his unremitting labour. He
was joined by a goodly company, including Cornelius,

Wilhelm Schadow, and Philip Veit, who took up their

abode in the old Franciscan convent of San Isidore on the

Pincian Hill, and were known among friends and enemies

by the descriptive epithets—" the Nazarites," " the pre-

Eap haelites," " the new-old school," " the German-Roman
artists," "the church-romantic painters," "the German
patriotic and religious painters." Their precept was hard

fnd hoiest work and holy living ; they eschewed the

antique as pagan, the Renaissance as false, and built up
a severe revival on simple nature and on the serious art of

Perugino, Pinturicchio, Francia, and the young Raphael.

The characteristics of the style thus educed were nobility

of idea, precision and even hardness of outline, scholastic

composition, with the addition of light, shade, and colour,

not for allurement, but chiefly for perspicuity and com-

pletion of motive. Overbeck was mentor in the movement

;

a fellow-labourer writes:—"No one who saw him or heard

him speak could question his purity of motive, his deep

insight and abounding knowledge ; he is a treasury of art

and poetry, and a saintly man." But the struggle was hard

and poverty its reward. Helpful friends, however, came
in Niebuhr, Bunsen, and Frederick Schlegel. Overbeck
in 1813 joined the Roman Catholic Church, and thereby

he believed that his art received Christian baptism.

Faith in a mission begat enthusiasm among kindred

minds, and timely commissions followed. The Prussian

consul, Bartholdi, had a house on the brow of the Pincian,

and he engaged Overbeck, Cornelius, Teit, and Schadow
to decorate a room 24 feet square with frescos from the

Story of Joseph and his Jjrethren. The subjects which fell

to the lot of Overbeck were the Seven Years of Famine
and Joseph Sold by his Brethren. These tentative wall-

pictures, finished in 1818, produced so 'favourable an im-

pro.asion among the Italians that in the same year Prince

Massimo commissioned Overbeck, CorneUus, Veit, and
Schnorr to cover the walls and ceilings of his garden

pavilion, near St John Lateran, with frescos illustrative of

Tasso, Dante, and Ariosto. To Overbeck was assigned,

in a room 15 feel square, the illustration of Tasso's

Jerusalem Delivered ; and of eleven compositions the largest

and most noteworthy, occupying one entire wall, is the

Meeting of Godfrey de Bouillon and Peter the Hermit.

The completion of the frescos—very unequal in merit

—

after ten years' dela.v, the overtaxed and enfeebled

painter delegiited to his friend Jcseph Fiihrich. The
leisurethus gained he devoted to a congenial theme,the
Vision of St Francis, a wall-painting 20 feet long, figures

life size, finished in 1830, for the church of Sta Maria degli

Angeli near Assisi. Overbeck and the brethren set them-

selves the task of recovering the neglected art of fresco and
of monumental painting ; they adopted the old methods^

and their success led to memorable revivals throughout

Europe.

Fifty years of the artist's laborious life were given to

oil and easel paintings, of which the chief, for sizo and
import, are the following .—Christ's Entry into Jerusalem

(1824), in the Marien Kirche, Liibeck ; Christ's Agony in

the Garden (1835), in the great hospital, Hamburg; Lo
Sposalizio (1836), Raczynski gallery, Berlin; the Triumph
of Religion in the Arts (1840), in the Stiidel Institut,

Frankfort , Pieti (1846), in the Marien Kirche, Liibeck;

the IncreduUty of St Thomas (1851), in the possession ot

Mr Beresiord Hope, London ; the Assumption of tho

Madonna (1855), in Cologne Cathedral; Christ Delivered

from the Jews (1858), tempera, on a ceiling in the Quirinal

Palace,—a commission from Pius IX., and a direct attack

en tne Itahan temporal government, therefore now covered

by a canvas adorned with Cupids. All the artist's works
are marked by religious fervour, careful and protracted

study, with a dry, severe handling, and an abstemious

colour.

Overbeck belongs to eclectic schools, and yet was
creative ; he ranks among thinkers, and his pen was
hardly less busy than his pencil. He was a minor poet,

an essayist, and a voluminous letter-writer. His style is

wordy and tedious ; like his art it is borne down with

emotion and possessed by a somewhat morbid " subjec-

tivity." His pictures were didactic, and used as propa-

gandas of his artistic and religious faith, and the teachings

of such compositions as the Triumph of Religion and
the Sacraments he enforced by rapturous literary effusions.

His art was the issue of his life ; his constant thoughts,

cherished in solitude and chastened by prayer, he trans-

posed into pictorial forms, and thus were evolved countless

and much-prized drawings and cartoons, of which the most
considerable are the Gospels, forty cartoons (1852) ; Via
Crucis, fourteen water-colour drawings (1857); the Seven
Sacraments, seven cartoons (1861). Overbeck's composi-

tions, with few exceptions, are engraved. His life-work he

sums up in the words—"Art to me is as the harp of

David, whereupon I would deshe that psalms should at

all times be sounded to the praise of the Lord." He died

in Rome in 1869, aged eighty, and lies buried in San
Bernardo, the church wherein he worshipped, (j. B. A.)

OVER DAEWEN, a municipal torough of Lancashire,

is situated in tho vale of the Darweu river, shut in by
heath-covered hills, and on the Lancashire and Yorkshire

Railway, 3 miles south from Blackburn and 9 north from
Bolton. There are four ecclesiastical parishes, each of

which has a handsome church ; and among the other

public buildings are the market-house, the Liberal and
Conservative club-houses, a free public library \dxh 10,000
volumes, and the Peel baths, erected in memory of Sir

Robert Peel. The town possesses CQtton factories, iron and
brass foundries, machine works, paper mills, paper-staining

works—the first and probably the largest of their kind.

In the neigh'oourhood there are collieries and stone

quarries. The population of the municipal borough (area

5918 acres) in 1881 was 29,744. It includes part of

Lower Darwen and Eccleshill, with 2118 inhabitants. The
postal designation is Darwen.

Over Darwen was at one time included in 'Walton-le-dale, which
was gi-anted by Henry de Lacy to Kobert Banastre in the reign of

Henry II. In the 4th of Edward II. (1310) it is mentioned along
with Livesey and Tockholes, the three containing a carucate of

land in fee of the castle of Clitheroa. In 38 Edward III. (1364) a
moiety of the manor of Over t)arweu was hold by Thomas
Molyneux, the other moiety being held by the Osbaldeston family.

Subsequently the whole manor became the property of the TralTords,

of whom it was purchased in li^lO by the present owners the

Duckworths. Over Darwen waj iiicoriwrated as a municipal

borough in 1878, and a commission of the peaco was granted in

18SI.

OVERTURE. See Music, vol. x^^i. p. 95 sq.

OVERYSSEL, or Oveelissel, a province of Hollana,

bounded In.'W. by the Zuyder Zee, N. by Friesland and
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Drenthe, N.E. by Hanover (Prussia}, S.K. by Westpnalia

(Prussia), and S. and S-W. by Guelderland, -irith ar. area

of 1291 square miles. The southern district belongs to

the basin of the Yssel; the northern is watered by the

Vecht and various small streams falling into the Zwarte-

water, the -river which was for so many generations the

object of dispute between ZwoUe and Hasselt. A large

proportion of the surface is a sandy flat relieved by hillocks,

rising at times to a height of 230 feet above the sea.

Husbandry, stock-raising, and dairy-farming are the prin-

cipal means of subsistence in the province, though the

fisheries, turf-cutting, the shipping trade, and a number of

manufacturing industries are also of importance. In the

district of Twsnthe (towards the east) more especially there

are a great many cotton-mills and bleaching-works ; brick

and tile making is prosecuted in the neighbourhood of the

Yssel ; and along the coast a good many people are engaged

in making mats and besoms. During the present century

the province has been opened up by the construction of

several large canals—the Dedemsvaart, the Noord-WiUems-

vaart (between the Yssel and the Zwartewater), the

" Overyssel canals " (running near the eastern frontier),

(fee.; and a fairly complete railway system has come into

existence. The province is divided into the three adminis-

trative districts of ZwoUe, Deventer, and Alm'elo. Its popu-

lation, 231,376 in. 1859 and 263,008 in 1875 (134,201

males, 128,807 females), was 247,136 in 1879. Of the

total for 1875, 181,863 were Protestants, 76,891 Roman
Catholics, and 4018 Jews. The chief town, ZwoUe, had

in 1879 a commung,! population of 22,759, and there were

fourteen othsr communes with more than 2000 inkabitants,

including Deventer, 19,162; Kampen, 17,444; Almelo,

7758 ; Hengelo, 6502.

Both the present uame Overyssel and the older designation

Oversticht are explained by the fact that the province lies mainly

on tho other side of the Yssel from Utrecht, with which it long

constituted an episcopal principality. Vollenhove was bestowed

on the bishops in 943, Oldenzaal in 970, the land north-east of

Voilechove in 1042, Deventer in 1046, a part of Salland in 1226,

the countship of Goor in 1248, the lordship of Diepenheim in 1331,

and that of Almelo in 1406. In 1527 Bishop Henry of Bararia

advised the recognition of Charles V. as protector and ruler of

the district, and Oversticht became Overysseh It was the sixth

province to join the Union in 1579. During the French occupa-

tion it bore the name of the department of Bouches de I'ls*.!.

OVID (P. OvxDius Naso) was the last in order of

tinip of the poets of the Augustan age, whose works have

given to it the distinction of ranking among the great eras

in tho hiMtory of hnraan culture. As is the case with

most other Roman writers, his personal history has to be

gathered almost entirely from his own writings. The
materials for his life are partly the record of the immediate

impressions of the time in which they were written con-

tained in the Amores, partly the reminiscences of his

happier days, to which his mind constantly recurred in the

writings from his place of exile.

His life is almost coincident in extent with that of the

Augustan age. The year of his birth, 43 B.C.,—the year

of the consulship of Hirtius and Pansa, which inter-

vened between the death of Julius Carear and the partition

of the Roman world among the Triumvirs,—may be

regarded as the last year of the republic. It was the year

of the death of Cicero, which marks the close of the re-

publican literature. Thus the only form of political Ufe

known to Ovid was that of the ascendency and absolute

rule of Augustus and his successor. His character was

neither strengthened nor sobered, like that of his older con-

temporaries, by personal recollection of the crisis through

which the republic passed into the empire. There is no

sense of political freedom in any of his wTitings. The

spirit inherited from his ancestors was that of the Italian

country districts and municipia, not that of Rome. 'He

was sprung from the Peligni, one of the ' four small

mountain peoples wh,ose proudest memories were of the

part they had played in the Sori-.l 'Wcr. They had no
old race-hostility with Rome, such as that which made
the most powerful representative of the SabelUan stock

remain tUl the last her implacable enemy ; and their

opposition to the senatorian aristocracy in the Social War
would predispose them to accept tho empire. Ovid
belonged by birth to the same social class as Tibullus and
Propertius, that of old hereditary landowners ; but he
was more fortunate than they in the immunity which his

native district enjoyed from the confiscations made by the

triumvirs. His native town and district, Sulmo, lay high

among the Apennines, and is described by Mr Hare ar

"grandly situated on an isolated platform, backed by
snowy mountains." The poet himself describes this

district as reniarkable for the abundance of its streams

and for its salubrity

—

"Parva, sed irriguis ora salubris aquia;"

and iie recalls the fresh charm of its scenery from the

desolate waste of his Scythian exile. To his early life in

such a district he may have owed his eye for natural

beauty, and that interest in the common sights of the

country which relieves the monotony of his life of pleasure

in Rome and the dreary record of the life spent within the

walls of Tomi, and enables him to add the charm of

natural scenery to the romantic creations of his fancy.

The pure air of this mountain home may have contributed

to the vigorous vitality which prevented the life of plea-

sure from pp-lling on him, and which beats strongly even

through all the misery of his exile. But if this vitaJity

—with its natural accompaniment, a keen capacity for

enjoyment—was a gift due to his birthplace, it was
apparently a gih transmitted to him by inheritance ; for

he tells us that his father lived till the age of ninety, and

that he performed the funeral rites to his mother after his

father's death. While he mentions both with the piety

characteristic of the old Italian, he tells us little more

about them than that " their thrift curtailed his youthful

expenses,"' and that his iather did what he coald to dissuade

him from poetry, and to force him into the more profitable

career of the law courts. He had one brother, exactly a

year older than himself, who, after showing promise as a

speaker, died at the age of twenty. The tone in which

Ovid speaks of him is indicative of sincere affection, but

not of such depth of feehng as was called forth in Catullus

by a similar loss. The two brothers had been brought

early to Rome for their education, where they attended the

lectures of the most eminent rhetoricians of their time.

Education had become more purely rhetorical and literary,

less philosophical and poUtical, than it had been in a pre-

vious generation. Ovid is said to have attended these

lectures eagerlj', and to have shown in his exercises that his

gift was poetical rather than oratorical, and that he had a

distaste for the severer processes of thought. Like Pope,

"he lisoed in numbers," and he wrote and destroyed many
verses before he published anything. The earliest edition

I

of the Amores, which first appeared in five books, and the

)
Heroides were given by him to the world at an early age.

He courted the society of the older and younger poets of

his time, and formed one among those friendly coteries who

read or recited their works to one another before they gave

them t« the world. "He had only seen Virgil"; but

Virgil's friend and contemporary ^milius Macer used in

his advanced years to read his didactic epic to him ; and,

although there is no indication in the works of either the

reigning or the rising poet of any intimacy between them,

oven the fastidious Horace sometimes deiighted Jiis^ears

'Jixfmto, i. 8, 42
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with the music of Ifls Terse. He had a closer bond of

intimacy with the younger poets of the older generation,

Tibnllus, whose death he laments in one of the few

pathetic pieces among his earlier writings, and Propprtius,

to whom he describes himself as united in the close ties

of comradeship. The name of Miecenas occurs nowhere-

in his poems. The time of his paramount influence both

on public affairs and on literature was past before Ovid

entered on his poetical career, but Messala and Fabius

Jaxlmus, whose name is mentioned by Juvenal along

with that of Maecenas as the type of a munificent patron

of letters in the Augustan age, encouraged his earliest

efforts. With their sons he lived in intimacy in after

years, and, as he speaks of having known the younger

Fabius in his cradle, his friendship with his family must

have begun early in his career. He enjoyed also the

intimacy of poets and men of literary accomplishment

belonging to a younger generation ; and with one of

them, Macer, he travelled for more than a year. It is not

mentioned whether he travelled immediately after the

completion of his education, or in the interval between

the publication of his earlier poems and that of the

Medea and Ars Amatoria; but it is in his later works,

the Fcisii and JfetamcrpAoses, that we seem chiefly to

recognize the impressions of the scenes he visited. In one

of the epistles written from Pontus to his fellow-travgller

there is a vivid record of the pleasant time they had

passed together. Athens was to a Roman of that time

what Rome is to an educated Englishman of the present

day. Ovid speaks of having gone there under the

influence of literary enthusiasm ("studiosus ") ; but the

impression of his visit which remains on his writings is

not of the wisdom taught "among the woods of

Academus,'" but of the flowers that grow on the neighbour-

ing Hymettus. A similar impulse induced him to \-isit the

supposed site of Troy. The two friends saw together the

splendid cities of Asia, which had inspired the enthusiasm

of travel in CatuUus, and had become familiar to Cicero

and Horace during the years they passed abroad. They
spent nearly a year in Sicily, which attracted him, as it had
attracted Lucretius' and Virgil,- by its manifold charm of

climate, of sea-shore and inland scenery, and of legendary

and poetical association,—a charm which has found its most

enduring expression in some of his most delightful tales.

He recalls with a fresh sense of pleasure the incidents of

their tour (which they made sometimes in a pinnace or

yacht, sometimes in a light carriage), and the endless

delight which they had in each other's conversation. We
would gladly exchange the recora of his life of pleasure

in Rome for more of these recollections. The highest

type of classic culture realized in ancient Rome—the type

realized in such men as Cicero and Catullus, Yirgil and
Horace, Ovid and Germanicus—shows its affinity to a type

which is the result of essentially similar studies in modern
tunes by nothing more, clearly than the enthusiasm for

travel among lands famous for their natural beauty, their

monuments of art, and their historical associations.

TpVhen settled at Rome, although a public career, leading

to senatorian position, was open to him, and, although he

filled various judicial of&ces, and claims to have fiUed them
well, he had no ambition for such distinetion, and looked

upon pleasure and poetry as the occupations of his life.

He tells us that he was married, when little more than a

boy, to a wife for whom he did not care, who, he implies,

was not worthy of him, and from whom he was soon

> C/. Lncret, L 726—
" Quae coin magna modu moltis mmnda videtur
Gentibus humanU regio visendaque fertnr."

* "Qnauqaam secessa Campanis Sidliffique plaiimum uteretor."—^Donat

separated, and afterwards to a second wife, with wliom

his union, although through no fault of hers, did not last

long. But he had other objects of his volatile affections, and
one of them, Corinna, after the example of his predecessors

Gallus, Propertius, and Tibullus, and their Alexandrian

prototypes Callimachus, Philetas, ic, he makes the

heroine of his love elegies. It is doubtful whether, like

Lesbia, Delia, and Cynthia, she belonged to the class of

Roman ladies of recognized position, or to tEat to which

the Chloes and Lalages of Horace's artitVic fancy evidently

belong. If trust can be placed in the later apologies for

his life, in which he states that he had never given occasion

for any serious scandal, it is probable that she belonged

to the class of " libertinse." Ovid is not only a less constant

but he is a much less serious lover than Catullus, Tibullus, or

Propertius. His tone is that either of mere sensual self-

regarding feeling or of persiflage. That tone is in many ways
offensive to modern tast^, but in nothing is it more charac-

teristic of his age than in his light-hearted justification of hjs

choice both of a theme and of a career. In his complete

emancipation from all sense of restraint or wish for better

things, Ovid goes beyond all his predecessors, although

Tibullus and Propertius, and even Horace in the ironical dis-

claimers of his earlier Odes, give indication of the same state

of feeling. In this Ovid reflects the tastes and tone of

fashionable, well-born, and wealthy Roman society between

the years 20 B.C. and the beginning of our era. The memory
of the civil wars no longer weighed on the world. The
career of ambition was so far from attracting men. that

they had to be urged and coerced into filling official places

and carrying on the routine duties of the senate. Society

was bent simply on amusement. There was less of coarse-

ness in the pursuit of pleasure than had prevailed among
the contemporaries of Catullus. We find little trace in

Ovid of the convivial pleasures which Horace celebrates in

his lighter odes, or of the excesses of which Propertius

makes confession. Ovid says of himself that he drank

scarcely anything but water, and from what he telb us of

his appearance and constitution he was evidently not of

the tempera.ment to which convivial excesses bring any
temptation.^ But probably it was not the fashion of the

time to live intemperatcly. As a result of the loss of

political interests, women came to play a more important

and brilliant part in society, and the tone of fashionable

conversation and literature was adapted to them. Julia,

daughter of the emperor, was by her position, her brilliant

gifts, and her reckless laxity of character the natural

leader of such a society. The awakening of the Roman
world out of "this fool's paradise of oleasnre was due to

the discovery of her mtngue with luius Antonius, son of

Mark Antony, and to the open and violent display of anger

with which Augustus resented what v.as at once a shock

to his affections and a blow to his policy. Nearly coinci-

dently with the pu'olicity given to this scandal appeared the

famous Ars Amatoria of Ovid, perhaps the most immoral

and demoralizing work ever written, at least in ancient

times, by a man of genius. Ovid was the favourite poet

of the fashionable world ; he lived on terms of intimacy

with its leading members, the younger representatives of

the old nobiUty, who had survived the proscriptions and
the fatal day of Philippi. His poetical accomplishment

would naturally recommend him to lulus Antonius, of

whose gifts Horace has spoken so eulogistically. His

marriage with his third wife, a lady of the great Fabian

house, and a friend of the empress Li%ia, had probably

taken place before this time. It thus seems Ukely that

he may have been admitted into the intimacy of the

* Comtiare Am., it 23

—

'* Graciles, non sunt sine viribus artns;

Pondere, non nervis, corpora nostra carent-"
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younger society of tic Palatine, although in the midst of

his most fulsome flattery he does n-it claim ever to have

enjoyed the favour of Augustus. Whether he was in any-

way mixed up with this intrigue is not known. But that

the work which appeared coincidently witli it excited deep

resentment in the mind of the emperor, as the pander to

the passions by which the dignity of his family had been

outraged and his state policy thwarted, is shovm by his

edict, issued tSn years later, against the book and its' author.

Augustus had the art of dissembling his anger ; and Ovid

appears to have had no idea of the storm that was gather-

ing over him. Ht still continued to enjoy the society of

the court and of the fashionable world ; he passed before

the emperor in the annual procession among the ranks of

the equites ; he filled a more important judicial place

;

and he had developed a richer vein of genius than he had

shown in his youthful prime, But he was aware that

public opinion had been shocked, or professed to be shocked,

by his last work ; and after writing a kind of apology for

it, called the Eemedia Anions, he directed his genius into

other channels, and wrote during the next ten years the

Metamorphoses and the Fasti. He had already written

one work, the Heroides, in which he had imparted a modern

and romantic interest to the heroines of the old mythology,^

and a tragedy, the Medea, which must have afforded greater

scope for the dramatic and psychological treatment of the

passion with which he was most familiar. In the Fasti

Ovid assumes the position of a national poet ^ by

imparting poetical life and interest to the ceremonial

observances of Roman religion ; but it is as the brilliant

narrator of the romantic tales that have got so strangely

blended with the realistic arraals of Rome that he succeeds

in the part assumed by him. The Metamorphoses professed

to trace the relations of the gods with human affairs from

the reign of Chaos to the deification of Augustus ; and

in the later books that work also may claim something of

a national character. But it consists for the most part of

a series of tales of the love adventures of the gods with

nymphs and heroines, told in a tone of mixed irony and

romance. This work, wh'.ch he regards as his most

serious claim to immortality, had not been finally revised

at the time -of his disgrace, 'and he committed it to

the flames ; but other -copies were in existence, and the

book was given to the world in his absence. . He often

regrets that it had not obtained his final revisal. The

Fasti also was broken off by his exile, after the comple-

tion and publication of the first six books, treating of the

first six months of the year.

The actual offence which gave occasion for his banish-

ment is not exactly known. In his frequent references to

it he wavers between assertions of his innocence of anything

bej'ond simplicity and error and the admission that, though

he had done nothing, he yet deserved his punishment. He
had witnessed something which was a cause of pain and

offence to the emperor. In a letter to one of his intimate

friends, to whom he had been in the habit of confiding all

his secrets, he says that had he confided this one he would

have escaped condemnation. In writing to another friend

m reference to his disgrace, he warns him against the

danger of courting too high society—"praelustria vita."

The cause which excited or renewed the anger of Augustus

was connected with the old offence of writing and publish-

ing the Ars Amaioria. All this points to his having

been in some way mixed up with some scandal affecting

the imperial family. He distinctly disclaims the idea that

he had anything to do with any treasonable plot ; and he

^ The easentially modem charactei' of the work appears in his

makiug a heroine of the time of tlie Trojan war speak of yisitiug

"learned" Athens {Ueroid., ii. 83).

' " Animos ad vnbHr-a carmina flfxi " {.TrUt.i y. 23).

certainly nppp.^.r?. tn have been the last man who ever could

have lie^'ii made the confederate of a serious conspiracy.

All tills seems to connect him with one event, coincident

in tim(^ with his disgrace,—the intrigue of the younger
Jidia, granchlatigliler of tlie eni))eror, with Silanu?-.

—

mentioned liy Tacitus in the third book of the Annuls.

Tacitus tells us how deeply Augustus felt these family

scandals, looking upon them as acts of treason and sacrilege.

It seems, at llrst sight, strange that the cliicf punishment

fell, not on the real offenders, but on Ovid, who at tlie

worst could only liave been the confidant of their intrigue,

perhaps may have lent his house as a place of rendezvous

for the lovers. To Julia herself was assigned the lighter

penalty of seclusion in one of the towns of Italy, and
Silanus had no other punishment than that of exclusion

from the court. Augustus must have regarded Ovid and
his works as, if not the corrupter of the age, yet the

most typical representative of that corruption which . in

its effects on his own family migbt be regarded as the

nemesis attending on, as it was the direct consequence of,

the outward success of his policy. The date of this scandal

must have been 7 or early in S A.D., as Tacitus, under

the date 2S a.d., mentions the death of Julia after twenty

years of seclusion.

A delay of nearly two years seems to have taken

place between the disgrace and the sentence passed on

Ovid, and it must have been during this interval that

he visited his friend Fabius at Elba,' probably with the

view of inducing him to intercede for him. At last the

edict, dictated by relentless policy rather than personal

vindictiveness, was published. He was left in the enjoy-

ment of the rights of citizenship and in the possession of

his property (perhaps through the exercise of the influence

of Livia in favour of his wife), but was ordered to leave

Rome on a particular day, and to settle at the very out-

skirts of civilization,—in the semi-Greek semi-barbaric town

of Tomi, near the mouth of the Danube. He tells vividly

the story of the agony of his last night at Rome, of the

dangers and hardships of his winter voyage down tne

Adriatic, and of his desolate feelings on his first arrival at

his new abode. But this was merely the beginning of his

miseries. For eight years he bore up in his soUtude, in

the dreariest circumstances, suffering from the unhealtbi-

ness of the climate and exposed to constant alarm from ihn

incursions of the neighbouring barbarians. He continued

to be buoyed up by hopes first of a remission of his

sentence, afterwards of at least a change to another place

of exile. He wrote his complaints first in a series of books

sent successively to Rome, afterwards in a number of

poetical epistles, also collected into books, addressed to all

ills friends who were likely to have influence at court.

He believed that Augustus had softened towards him
before his death, but his successor was inexorable to his

complaints. Perhaps the person who most deeply resented .

the offence was the one who exercised the greatest influence

over both, the empress Livia, whose life and example were

a ])rotest against the laxity of the age, and who was an

unsympathetic stepmother to the members of the imperial

family. His chief consolation was the exercise of his art,

and the only expression of a worthy feeling of resistance

to his misery is in a letter to his daughter Perilla, in which

he asserts that over his genius Augustus had no control :

—

" Ingenio tamen ipse meo comitorque fniorque

:

Cffisar in hoc notuit juris habere nihil,"

—Tristia, iii. 7, 47,

Yet as time goes on he is painfully conscious of failure

in power, and of tHe absence of all motive to perfect his

work. He had access to no books except such as he may
have brought with him, and the zest for reading, as for all

' Ex Ponto, ii. 3, 83.
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other pleasure, was gone," He' recalls the memories of the

happy days he had spent at Rome ; und the xhief relief to

the misery of his exile Tvas the receipt of letters from his

friends. M. Gaston Boissier says that he left his genius

behind him at Rome ; and it is true that the works written

in ejdie have not the brilliant versatility, the buoyant spirit,

or the finished art of his earlier ^\Titings. They harp

eternally on the same theme. All his faults of diffuseness

and self-repetition appear in an exaggerated form. But
there is the same power of vivid realisation and expression,

the same po'wpr of making his thought, feeling, and situ-

ation immediately present to the reader. What they lose

in art they gain in personal interest. They have, like the

letters of Cicero to Atticus, the fascination exercised by
those works which have been given to the world under the

title of Confessions ; and they are the sincerest expression

in literature of the state of mind produced by a unique

experience,—that of a man, when well advanced in years,

but still retaining extraordinary sensibility to pleasure

and paiu, withdrawn from a most brilliant position in the

centre of social and intellectual life and material civiliza-

tion, and cast upon his own resources in a place and among
people affording the dreariest contrast to all that had
gratified his eye, heart, and mind through the whole of his

previous life. How far these letters and confidences are to

be regarded as equally sincere expressions of his affection

or admiration for his correspondents is another question,

which need not be pressed. Even in those addressed to his

wife, in which he might be supposed to pour out his heart

naturally, there may perhaps be detected a certain ring of

insincerity. He pays her compliments, addresses her in the

studied language of gallantry, and compares her to Penelope

and, Laodamia and the other famous heroines of ancient

legend. Had-^he been a Penelope or a Laodamia she would

have accompanied him in his exile, as we learn from Tacitus

was" done by other wives ^ in the more evil days of which he

wrote the record. There is a note of truer affection in the

one letter to his daughter PerUla, of whose genius and
beauty he was proud, and who in her tastes and character

was more in sympathy with him. This is one of several

points of resemblance in the position, feelings, and fortunes

of Ovid with one whose career and character were so essen-

tially different—Cicero. He shows a regard for many of his

friends, and dependence on their sympathy and apprecia-

tion, and he recalls with some bitterness the coldness with

which some of those in whom he had trusted treated him
when his disgrace first overtook him. He was moved by the

persistent hostility of one whom he had regarded as a friend

LO an act of retaliation for which neither his temper nor his

genius was adapted,—the composition of a lampoon, the

Iliis, in imitation of a poem of Callimachus, called by the

same name. His affections, like his genius, were diffused

widely rather than strongly concentrated, and he seems lo

have had rather a large circle of intimate acquaintances

than any close friends to whom he was attached as

Cicero was to Atticus, Horace to .JInecenas, Catullus to

Calvus and Verannius. He was evidently a man of gentle

and genial manners; and, as his active mind induced him
to learn the language of the new people among whom he
was thrown, his active interest in life enabled him to gain

tlieir "cgard and various marks of honour. One of the last

acts of hia literary career w.i.<; to revise the Fasli and re-edit

it with a dedication to Germanicus. The last lines of the

Ejc Po>Uo sound like the despairing sigh of a dro\'>ning

ir.aa who had long straggled alone with the waves :

—

"Omnia perjidimus, tantum modo vita relicta est

Pracbeat ut sensuni materiamque nialis.

"

Shortly after these words were written the poet died, at the

* " Comitatce profugoa liberoa matres, secutse maritos in exilia

coiyuges" (Tac. , UisC,^ i. 3).

li*—

6

age of sixty-one, in the year 17 A.n , the third year of the

reign of Tiberius.'

The natural temperament of Ovid, aa 'Hidicated in his

writings, has more in common with the suppleness and
finesse of the modern Italian than with the strength and
direct force of the ancient Roman. That stamp of her own
character and understanding which Rome impressed on the

genius of those other races, Italian, Celtic, or Iberian,

which she incorporated with herself, is fainter in Ovid
than in any other great writer. He ostentatiously dis-

claims the manliness which in the republican times was
regarded as the birthright not of Romans only but of the

Sabellian races from which he sprung. He is as devoid

of dignity in his abandonment to pleasure as in the weak-
ness with which he meets calamity. He has no depth of

serious conviction, no vein of sober reflexion, and is sus-

tained by no great or elevating purpose. Although the

beings of a_ supernatural world fill a large place in his

writings, they appear stripped of all sanctity and mystery.

It is difficult to say whether the tone in which the adven-

tures of the gods and goddesses of mythology are told, or

his prayer offered to the gods of heaven and of the sea,'

when in danger of shipwreck,

*'Pi"0 superi virides(|ue dei, quibas icqnora cur:?,'*

impUes a kind of half-believing return to the mo^v childish

elements of paganism, or is simply one of laocking unbelief.

He has absolutely no reverence, and consequently almost

alone among the greater poets of Greece or Rome (the
" sancti " of Lucretius, the " pii vates " of Virgil) he inspires

no reverence in his reader. With all a jioet's feeling for

the life, variety, and subtlety of nature, he has no sense of

her mystery and majesty. Though he can give dramatic

expression to i^athetic emotion, the profound melancholy

of Lucretius, the spiritual sadness, half-relieved by dim
spiritual hopes, of Virgil, the thoughtful renunciation with
which Horace fronts " the cloud of mortal destiny," are

states of mind which were seemingly inconceivable by him.

Nor is he more capable of sounding the deeper sources of

joy than of sorrow. The love which ho celebrates is

sensual and superficial—a matter of vanity as much as of

passion. He prefers the piquant attraction of falsehood

and fickleness to the charm of truth and constancy. Even
where he follows Roman tendencies in his art he per-

verts them. Didactic poetry has set before itself many
false ends in ancient Rom.an as in modern English litera-

ture ; but the pedantry of systematic teaching has never

been so strangely misapplied, as it never has been so

strangely combined with brilliant power of execution, as

in the methodical teaching of the art—" corrumpere et

corrumpi." The Fasti is a work conceived in the prosaic

spirit of Roman antiquarianism. But this conception

might have been made poetical had it been penetrated by
the religious and patriotic spirit in which Virgil treats the

origin of ancient ceremonies, or the serious, half mystic

spirit in which he accepts the revelations of science. The
contrast between the actual trivialities of ancient science

and ancient ceremonial, on the one hand, and the new
meaning which both were capable of receiving from a

reverential treatment, could not be more effectually enforced

than by a comparison of pa;ssage3 in the Georgics and
J^neid treating the astronomical fancies and rehgious

ceremonies of early age« with the literal definiteness or the

light persiflage of the Fasti.

These grave defects in strength and gravity of character

had an important effect on tHe artistic result? of Ovid's

writings. Though he wanted neither diligence, perse\cr-

ance, nor literary ambition, he seems incapable of-conceiv-

ing a great and serious whole. Though hi8 mind works

very actively in the way of observing and reflecting oa,

•xvnx — IT
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the snperficial aspects of life, yet ho has added no great

thoughts or maxims to the moral or intellectual heritage

of the world. With a more versatile dramatic faculty than

any of his countrymen, he has created no great character,

comparable Either with the grand impersonations of Greek

tragedy, or with the Dido and Turnus of Virgil. He has

both the psychological power of reading and the rhetorical

power of espresiing passion and emotion of different

kinds ; but he has not a genuine and consistent sense of

human greatness or heroism. He represents with impartial

sympathy the noble heart of Laodamia and the unhallowed

lust of Myrrha. His spirit seems thoroughly ironical or

indifferent in rajard to the higher ideals or graver convic-

tions of men.

But with all the laxity and levity of his character he

must have had qualities which made him, if not much
esteemed, yet much liked in his own day, and which have

perpetuated themselves in the genial amiability of his

writings. He claims for himself tivo social virtues, highly

prized by the Romans, " fides " and " candor,"—the quali-

ties of social honour and kindly sincerity, the quaUties

which made a man a pleasant member of society and a

friend who might be relied on in the ordinary relations of

life. There is no indication of anything base, anything

ungenerous, or anything morose in his relations to others.

The literary quality of " candor," the generous appreciation

of all sorts of excellence, he possesses in a remarkable

degree. He heartily admires everything in the literature

of the past, Greek or Roman, that had any Lerit. In him
more than in any of the other Augustan poets we find

words of a<lmiration more than once applied to the rude

genius of Ennius and the high spirit of Accius. It \s by
him, not by Virgil or Horace, that Lucretius is first named
and the sublimity of his genius is fu-st acknowledged. The
image of Catullus that most haunts the imagination is that

of the poet who died so early

—

. . . . " hedera juvenalia oinctus
Tempora,"

as he is represented by Ovid comfng to meet the shade of

the young TibuJlus in "Elysium. To hJs own contempor-

aries, known and unknown to fame, he is as liberal in

his words of recognition. He enjoyed society too in a

thoroughly amiable and unenvious spirit. He lived on a

friendly footing with a large circle of men of letters, poets,

critics, grammarians, &c., but he showed none of that sense

of superiority which is manifest in Horace's estimate of the
" tribes of grammarians " and the poetasters of his day.

Like Horace, too, he courted the society of the great, and

probably he did not maintain an equally independent

attitude towards it ; but unlike Horace he expresses no

contempt for the profane world outside. With his gifts of

irony and knowledge of the world one might have expected

liini to be the social satirist of the later phase of the

Augustan age. But he wanted the censorious and critical

temper necessary for a social, and the admi.^ture of gall in

his disposition necessary for a successful personal satirist.

"Candidus a salibua sulTusis felle refugi"

is a claim on our regard whichTie is fully justified in making,

lu his exile, and in imitation of his model Callimachus, he

(lid retaliate on one enemy and persistent detractor; but

the Tins is a satire more remarkable for irrelevant learning

than for epigrammatic sting.

But his chief personal endowment was his vivacity, and

his keen, interest in and enjoyment of life. He had no

grain of discontent in his comixjsition. He had no regrets

for an ideal past nor longings for an imaginary future.

Tho age in which his lot was cast was, as he tells us, that

in which more than any other he would have wished to live.'

* Ars Ainateria^ ii!. 121, kc.

He is its most gifted representative, but he does not rise

above it. The great object of his art was to ainuse and
delight it by the vivid pictiure he presented of its actual

fashions and pleasures, and by creating a literature of

romance which reflected these fashions and pleasures, and
which could stimulate the curiosity and fascinate the fancy

of a society too idle and luxurious for serious intellectual

effort. The sympathy which he felt with the love adven-
tures and intrigues of his contemporaries, to which he
probably owed his fall, quickened his creative power to the

composition of the Ileroides and the romantic tales of the

Metamorphoses. Catullus, by his force of concentration,

makes the actual life of his age more immediately present;

but none of the Roman poets can people a purely imaginary

world srith such spontaneous fertility of fancy as Ovid,

la heart and mind he is inferior to Lucretius and Catullus,

to VirgQ and Horace, perhaps to Tibullus and Propertius

;

but in the power and range of imaginative vision he is

surpassed by no ancient and by few modem poets. This

power of vision is the counterpart of his lively sensuous

nature. He has a keener eye for the apprehension of out^

ward beauty, for the life and colour and forms of nature,

than any Roman or perhaps than any Greek poet. This

power, acting upon the wealth of his varied reading,

gathered with eager curiosity and received into a singu-

larly retentive mind, has enabled him to body forth scenes

of the most varied and picturesque beauty in all the lands

of Europe and Asia famous in ancient song and story. If

his tragedy the Medea, highly praised by ancient critics,

had been preserved, we should have been able to judge
whether Roman art was capable of producing a great

drama. In many of the Heroides, and in several speeches

attributed to his imaginary personages, he gives evidence

of true dramatic creativeness. Catullus, in his J riadne and
his Aiiis, has given a voice to deeper and more powerful

feeling, and he presents an idyllic picture of the heroic

age with a purer charm. But the range and variety of

his art were limited by the shortness as well as the turmoil

of his life. Catullus is unsurpassed as the author of an

epic idylL Ovid is not idyllic in his art, or whatever

there is of idyllic in it is lost in the rapid movement of

his narrative. But he is one, among the poets of all times,

who can imagine a storj' with most vivid inventiveness and
tell it with most unflagging animation. An ideal world,

poetical and supernatural, but never fantastic or grotesque,

of beings rich with the beauty and fulness of youth, play-

ing their part iti scenes of picturesque beauty, is brought

before us in verse and diction of apparently inexhaustible

resource and unimpeded flow, partly created or rising

up spontaneously for the pccasion, partly borrowed boldly

and freely from all his predecessors in Latin poetry, but

alwa3'3 full of genuine life and movement. The faults of

his verse and diction are those which arise from the vitality

of his temperament,—too iacile a flow, too great exuber-

ance of illustration- He has as little sense of tho need of

severe restraint in his art as in his life. He is not without

mannerism, but he is quite unaffected, and, however far

.short he might fall of the highest excellence of verse or

style, it was not possible f^r him to be rough or harsh, dull

or obscure.

As regards the school of art to which he belongs, he may
be described as the most brilliant representative of Roman
Alexandrinism. The latter half of the Augustan age was,

in its social and intellectual aspects, more like the

Alexandrian age than any other era of antiquity. The
Alexandrian age was like the Augustan, one of refine-

ment and luxury, of outward magnificence and -literary

dilettanteism flourishing under the fostering influence of

an absolute monarchy. Poetry v.as the only important

branch of literature cultivated, and the chief subjects of
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poetry, were myttological 'tales, rarious phases of the

passion of love, the popular aspects of science, and some

aspects of the beauty of nature. These, too, were the chief

subjects of the later Augustan jxietry. The higher feelings

and ideas which found expression in the poetry of Virgil,

Horace, Varius, and the writers of an older generation no

lonser acted on 'the Roman world. It was to the private

iastes and pleasures of individual-j and society that Roman
Alerandrinism had appealed both in the poetry of

Catullus, Cinna, Calvus, kc, and in that of Gallus,

TibuUus, and . Propertius. Ovid was the last of this

school of writers ; he profited at the very entrance on his

poetical career by the artistic accomplishment in form,

metre, and diction which had been gained by the slow

labours of his predecessors ; his fancy was much more
active and brilliant than that of any of them; and

his spirit was more unreservedly satisfied vrith the condi-

tions imposed both by the art to which he devoted him-

self and the political and social circumstances by which

he was surrounded. Like all his countrymen, he wanted
power to create a new form of art and a new vehicle of

expression. But if ha could have foreseen his future fame

his literary ambition would have been completely satisfied

by the consciousness that he had not only immeasurably
surpassed, but had, for all after time, practically superseded

his Greek models. He has confined himself to two vehicles

of expression—the elegiac metre and the hexameter. In
the iirst the great maas of his poetry is written,—the

Heroides, the Amores, the Ars Aviaioria, the Remedia
AmorU, the Fasti, the TriMia, the Ex Ponto, the Ihis, the

Medicamina Faciei ; in the hexameter we have the work
which he regarded as that on which his hops of immor-
tality was based, the Metamorphoses, and a fragment of a
didactic poem written in the style of the Alexandrians,

probably with the mere desire to kill time in the place of

his exile, called the Halieutica. Of the first metre he is

the acknowledged master. He brought it to its highest

perfection, and all the immense mass of elegiac verse

published and written in modem times has merely
endeavoured to reproduce the echo of his rhythm and
manner. In the direct expression- and illustration of feel-

ing, his elegiac metre has much more ease, vivacity, and
sparkle than that of any of his predecessors, while he
alone has communicated to it, without altering its essential

characteristic of recurrent and regular pauses, a fluidity

and rapidity of movement which makes it an admirable
vehicle for tales of pathetic and picturesque interest. It

was impossible for him to give to the hexameter a greater

perfection than it had already attained, but he imparted
to it also a new character, wanting indeed the weight, and
majesty, ' and intricate harmonies of Virgil, but rapid,

varied, animated, and in complete accord with the swift,

versatile, and fervid movement of his imagination. ' One
other proof he gave of his irrepressible energy and vitality

by composing, during his exile, a poem in the Gothic
language, in praise of Augustus,—the loss of whicb^ what-
ever it may have boetf to literature, is one much to be
regretted in the interest^; of philological science.
Ovid would, in any previous century since the revival of clx'ssical

studies, have been regarded as a more important Kpresentative of
ancient life »nd feeling, and »s a greater poet, tlian he is in the
prftsont day. During the earlier period •f this revival, the beauty
and refinement of ancient literature, and of the life to which that
literature is the key, were better appreciated than their moral and
intellectual greatness. As the representative writer of an age of
great material civilization and luxury, he gained the attention of
a time and a class struggling towards a similar civilization and
animated by the same love of pleasure. It was in his writings
that the world of romance and wonder, created by the early Greek
imagination, wa5 first revealed to the modern world. The vivi<l,

sensuous fancy through which ho reproduced the talcs and beings
of mythology, as well as the transparent lucidity, the unfailing
liveliness, the laso and directness of the medium through which

this is acne, made his works the most accessible and among the
most attractive of the recovered treasures of antiquity. His in-

fluence was first felt in the literature of the Italian Renaissance.

But in the most creative periods of English literature he seems to

have been more read than any other ancient poet, not even except-

ing Virgil ; and it was on the most creative minds, such as those

of Marlowe, Spenser, Shakespeare,' Milton, and Dryden, that he
acted most powerfully. The contiuuance of his influence is equally

unmistakable during the classical era of Addison and Pope. The
most successful Latin poetry of modern times has been written in

imitation of him ; and the accomplishment by which the faculty of

literary composition and the feeling for ancient Roman culture

were most developed in the great schools of England and France
wus the writing of Ovidian elegiacs. His works gave also a

powerful stimulus and supplied abuudant materials to the great

painters who flourished during and inimedi.itely subsequent to

the Renaissance, The mythological figures and landscapes which
crowd the great galleries of Europe reproduce on canv.as the forms,

life, colour, and spirit which first were clothed in words and metro
in his Elegies and Metamorphoses.

But, whatever charm individualreadersof ancient literature may
still find in him, no one would claim for him anything like the

same influence on literature, art, and education in the present day
as he formerly enjoyed. Judged by the attention given to their

works by professional scholars and alss iu current criticism, not
only Virgil and Horace, but Lucretius and Catullus, appear to be
more in esteem than Ovid. This may perhaps be due as much to

a loss in imagination as to a gain in critical power. Although the

spirit of antiquity is better understooi now than it was in the 16th
and 17th centuries, yet in the capacity of appreciating works of
brilliant fancy we can claim no superiority over the centuries
which produced Spenser, Shakespeare, and lliltou, nor over those
which produced the great Italian, French, and Flemish painters.

Still, whatever be the cause of the change in taste, Ovid is not one
of those poets who seem to have much to teach us, or much power
to move and interest lis now. Perhaps the very liveliness and
clearness of his style and manner, which made him the most
accessible of ancient authors iu times of less exact leariiing, have
tended to deaden curiosity about him in the present day. There
is no deep or recondite meaning to be extracted from him. The
sensuous and more superficial aspects of the later phase of ancient
civilization, of which he is the most brilliant exponent, have much
less interest for us than the heroic aspects of its earlier phase, and
the spiritual, ethical, and political significance of its maturity.
The art which chiefly ministers to pleasure, though it had its

place in the great ages of antiquity, cad then only a subordinate
one ; and it is to that place that it has been relegated by the
permanent judgment of the world. It is of thit art that Ovid is

the chief master, and it is that with which he is identified. There
mi^ht almost seem to be some danger of his falling into the neglect
which has deservedly overtaken the authors of the epics of the
Flavian era. It is therefore perhaps worth while to indicate some
of the grounds on which his works must continue to iioli an
important place in any comprehensive study of Soman literature

or human culture.

His first claim on the attention of modem readers is that already
indicated—the influence which he exercised on the earlier develop-
ment of modern art and literature. Just as certain Greek poets
and literary periods (the Alexandrian for inst-^nce) claim attention
as much on account of their influence on the development of

Roman literature as on their own account, so, if for no other reason,

the works of Ovid must always retain an importance, second only
to those of -Virgil and Horace, as one of the chief media through
which the stream of ancient feeling and fancy mingled with the
great river of modem literature.

He is interesting further as the sole contemporary exponent of

the last half of the Augustan age. The whole pf that age is a time
of which the outward show and the inner spirit are known from the
works, not of contemporary historians or prose-'ATiters, but of its

poet3. The successive phases of feeling and experience through
\rliich the world passed during the whole of this critical period "Of

human a^airs are revealed in the poetry of Virgil, Horace, and Ovid.
Virgil throws an idealizing and religious halo around the hopes and
aspirations of the first rise of the empire. His aim seems to be to

bring the new regime into living connexion with the past, not of

Rome only but of the civilized world. Horace presents the most
complete image of liis age in its most various aspects, realistic aiicl

ideet. Ovid, in ail his earlier writings, reflects the life of the world
of wealth and fashion under the influence of the new court. It is a

life of material prosperity, splendour, refinement, of frivolity and
intrigue, of dilettanteism in literature, of decay in all the nobler

energies, of servility and adulation. He is the most characteristic

paiulc-i auch tt iiuic could have found. For the continuous study

, ' Tlio influence of Ovid on Shakcspearo is sliow-n conclusively in

the interesting papers on "What Shakespeare learned at School."

contributed to Fraser's Magazine (1879. ISSOl by Prof Ravnea
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of tho Roman world in its moral and social relations, his place is

important as marking a stage of transition between tho representa^

tion of Horace, in which the life of pleasure and amusement has

its place, but one subordinate to the Ufe of reflexion and of serious

affairs, and the life which reveals itself in the cynicism of Martial

and the morose disgust of Juvenal.

From the times of Ennius and Lucilius, Roman poetry occupied

itself much with the lives, pursuits, and personal feelings of its

authors, and this is one element of interest which it has in common
with such works as the Letters of Cicero and of Pliny. Few poets

of any age or country bring themselves into such close relation

with their readers as Catullus, Horace, Ovid, and Martial. Ovid

is in mind and character perhaps tbe least interesting of tho four.

But an exceptional interest attaches to his history. He attracts

curiosity by having a secret, which, though it may be guessed with

an approach to certainty, is not fully revealed. He e.xcites also

personal sympathy by tbe contrast presented in his writings

between the unclouded gaiety of his yotith and prime and the long

heart-break of his exile. If we knew him only from tbe personal

impression which he makes in the Amoves and the J"i Ama-
toria, .it would be allowed that few men of equal genius had
so little claim on the esteem of the world. In the ton books of

complaint which he pours out from his piace of exile, though he

shows no sign of a manlier temper than when ho wrote his

"imbeUes elegi," yet by the vividness .with which he realizes the

conti-ast between his past and present, by bis keen capacity for

f>leasure and pain, by the unreserve with wliich he exposes all his

Eclings, he forces himself on our intimacy, and awakens those sym-
pathies which all sincere and* passionate confessions create, where
there is nothing base or malignant in the temper of their author to

alienate them. Though his fate does not rouse the powerful interest

inspired by the "fiery courage" and ** Titanic might" with which
Byron struggled during his self-imposed exile, yet to it, too, apply

the E)-rapat]ietic words of Virgil
—"Slentem mortalia tangunt.

But it was not o\ving to the historical and personal interest

of his works that he gained his great name among bis countrymen
and the reader's of a former generation, nor is it on that ground
solely that he claims attention now. He is the last true poet of the

great age of Roman literature,—which begins with Lucretius and
closes with him,—of the age which drew tbe most powerful stimulus
from the genius and art of Greece," from tho sentiment inspired

by Rome, and from the Italian love of nature. Among the five or

six great poets of that time Ovid is distinguished both as a

brilliant artist who brought one branch of poetiy to the highest

perfection and also as a poet in whom ono rich vein of the genius

of Italy most conspicuously manifested itself. It is mainly through
his reproduction of the forms, metres, and materials of the chief

Alexandrian poets that these have maintained an enduring place

in liteniture. But, great as he was in art and imitative laculty,

his spontaneous gifts of genius were still more remarkable. If his

works had perished we should have had a most inadequate idea of

what the fervid Italian genius could accomplish in ancient times.

Ko other Roman poet can invent and tell a story and make an
outward sccno and dramatic situation present to the eye and mind
with such ^ivid power. If ho does not greatly move the deeper
sources of emotion, he has the power of lightly stirring many of

them. NoJ^oman poet writes with such ease, life, and rapidity of

Liovement. l^one is endowed with such fertility of fancy, such
quickness of apprehension. In respect of his vivacity and fertility

we recogulre in him the countryman of Cicero and Livy. But the

t^-pe of genius of which he affords the best example is more familiar

in moileni Italian than in ancient Roman literature. AVhile tho
serious spirit of Lucretius and Virgil reappeared in Dante, the
qualities attributed by bis latest and most accomplished critic to

Ariosto may be said lo reproduce the light-hearted gaiety and the
brillbnt fancy of Ovid.

There were several editions of Ovi.l'a collected woiks In the 16th and 17th
centuries, the time in wliicti he enjoyed his preHtcst pnpulaiity. Recent editions
of Uie teat h.ivc been puljlistitd by R. Merkel nnd A. Riesc. The most important
Bids II-- the Ftvtdy of Ovid i":cntly roado in England arc the editions of tlie Ibia

by Mr Robinson Ellis, and those of the //eroides by Mr A. Palmer. Mucli
ligltt is ttirown on the divJtion of Ovid by Zinperle in his Ottdius ttrjd sein Vct-hdlt-

nisi :u dm ro/vur-cern. T>." )nc«t intercstUiR discussion on tho cause of his
cxJle Is that of -M. Gaston I'-olsiier, which originaliy appeared In the Herue
dM Di'ux Jfondci, and now fonr.s part of liis volumo entitled L'OfpcsUioa sous
la Ceurt. (W. Y. s.)

OVIEDO, a city in the north of Spain, capital of a

province of the same nania,^ stands on a gentle northern
elope, about 72 miles by rail and diligence to the north

^ The province of Oviedo, corresponding to tho ancient province and
principality of AsTcniAS iq.v.). has an area of 4091 square miles and
a population (1877) of 576,352. At that census the ayuntamientos
(imsides the capit-i!) having a population exceeding 10,000 were

—

Cangas dc Tineo, 22,212; Cudi..ero, 10,113 ; Gijon, 30,591 ; Grado,
20,255; Langreo, 12,832; Lena, 11,657; Llanes, 18,<!b/ ; Micros,

12,014; Pilolla, 18,643 ; Salas, 16,394 ; Siero, 21,49;; Tinco, 21,414;
Vald&, 22,014; and Villaviciosa, 20,179.

of Leou, and 14 mi'.es to the aoiith ot the Bay of

Biscay. About a mile to the north-west is the Sierra

de Naranco, a Red Sandstone hill 1070 feet above the

sea and about 470 above the town, which is thus shel-

tered from the north wind, but subject in consequence

to a large rainfall. Most of the town was burnt in 1621,

and the reconstruction, till recently, has been jrregu'ar.

The four main streets are formed by the roads connecting

Gijon and Leon (north and south) and Gradq and
Santander (east and west), which cross each other in a

central square, the Plaza Mayor. The streets are clean

and well lighted ; the projecting roofs of the houses give

a characteristic effect, and some portions of the old Calle de

la Plateria are highly picturesque. In the Plaza Mayor
are the handsome Cacas Consistoriales, dating from the

17th century ; one or two deserted mansions of the nobility

are architecturally interesting. The university, founded

by Philip III. in 1604, is lodged in a plain building, 180

feet square ; connected with it are a small library and
physical nnil chemical museums. The cathedral, an
elegant Perpendicular -building of the 14th century,

occupies the site of an earlier edifice, founded in the 8th

century, uf which only tho Camara Santa remains. The
west front has a fine portico of ornamented arches between

the two towers. Of these one, very richly adorned, has

been completed, and is 284 feet high ; the other, whicii is

larger, doe.s not as yet lise abuic the uave. The interior

has some fine stained glass, but has been much disfigured

with modern rococo additions. The Capilla del Rey Santo

(Alphonso TI _ who died in Oviedo in 843) contains the

remains of many successive princes of the house of Pelayo;

and the Camara Santa (dating from 802) preserves in an
area the crucifix, sudarium, and other relics savod by Don
Pfcl.yu in his flight. The cathedral library has some
curious old MSS., mostly from Toledo. On the Sierra dc

Naranco is the ancient Santa Maria de Naranco, originally

built by Ramiro in 850 as a palace, and afterwards tuvned

into a church. Higher up the hill is San Miguel de Lino,

also of the 9th century ; and on the road to Gijon, about

a mile outside the town, is the Santvdlano or church of St

Julian, also of very early date. The modern town has tho

Usual equipments in the way of hospitals, schools, theatre,

casino, and the like ; and in the neighbourhood are some
pleasant paseos or promenades (San Francisco, Bombti,

Jordin Botanico). The industries of the town include hat-

making, and tanning, and there is also a manufactory of arms.

The piopulation of the ayuntamiento in 1877 was 34,460.

Oviedo, founded in the reign of Fruela (762), became tl.o fiAcd

residence of the kings of the Asturias in the time of Alphonso tho

Chaste, and continued to be so until about 924, when the advancing
reconquest led them to rcniovc their capital to Leon. From that

date the history of the city was comparatively uneventful. It was
twice plundered during the war of iudc|)cujcuce—by Ney in 1809
and by Bonnet iu the following year.

OVIEDO Y VALDEZ, Gonz.u.o Fernandez de
(1478-1557), an early historian of Spanish America, was

born at Madrid, of noble Asturian descent, in 1478. Ho
was brought up at tbe couit of Ferdinand and Isabella as

one of the pages of Prinee John ; in this capacity he was

present at the surrender of Granada in 1492, and saw

Columbus at Barcelona on his first return from America

in 1493. In 1514 he was sent out to San Domingo as

supervisor of the gold-smelting'!; He only occasionally

afterwards visited his native country and the American

mainland. Among other olhces subsequently added to his

original appointment was that of historiographer of th-i

Indies, in the discharge of which he produced, besides

some unimportant chronicles, two largo works of abiding

interest and value

—

La general' y nntural Nixte^^a^Se he
Indias and Quinmaijenas tie los Kutallcs de £spana^ H§
died at Valladolid in 1557.
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Tlie Eislorj cf the Tndvs first appearcJ at JlaJriJ in tlie form of a
Su-naria in 1326. Of ths full work, consisting of fifty books, tlio

first twenty-one were published at Seville in 1635 (Eng. transl. by
Ec»n, 1555 : Fr. transl. by Poleur, 15561. The trholo nas recently

been published for the first time by tlie Madrid Royal Academy
of History. (4 vols, fol., 1851-55). It contains a large mass of

valuable information, but written in a loose rambling moralizing
6t>'l3 which makes it somewhat difficult to use. According to Las
C^sas. it is *'as full of lies almost as pages," but the judgment of

the humane ecclesiastic was, necessarily perhaps, somewhat preju-

diced. The Quitu:uGje}ias, devoted to reiuiurscences of the princi-

pal characters who had figured in Spain during his lifetime, consists

of a scries of imaginary conversations full of gossip and curious

anecdote of great interest to the student of history. Several MSS.
are extant, but the work has never been printed.

O \\ EGO, a post village and township of the United
States, capital of Tioga county. New York, lies at the

month of Owego Creek, on the north side of the Susque-

hanna (here crossed by a bridge), 237 miles north-

west of New York by the New York, Erie, and Western
Railroad, which here connects with the Delaware,

Lackawanna, and Western and the Southern Central Rail-

roads. The village, built at the foot of a considerable hill

in the- heart of a fine agricultural district, is a pleasant

place with broad maple-shaded side-walks along its principal

.streets. Grist-mills, soap-works, marble-works, a piano

factory, and carriage-works are aniong the industrial

establishments. The population of the village was 4756
in 1870 and 5525 in 1880; that of the whole township
9i42 and 9981 respectively.

OWEN,. John {Ouenus or Avdoenvs) (1560-1622), a
writer of Latin epigrams, once very popular all over
Europe?, was of Welsh extraction, and was born at Armon,
Caernarvonshire, in 1560. He was educated under Dr
Bilson at Wykeham's School, Winchester, and afterwards

studied at New College, Oxford, where he received a
fellowship in 1584, and took the degree of bachelor of laws
in 1590. Throwing up his fellowship during the follow-

ing year, he turned schoolmaster, and taught successively

at Trylegh, near Monmouth, and at Warwick, where he
was master- of the free school founded by Henry VIII.

He soon became distinguished for his perfect mastery of

t'.ie Latin language, and for the humour, felicity, and
point of his epigrams. As a writer of Latin verse he
takes rank with Buchanan and Cowley. Those who, with
Dr}'den, place the epigram " at the bottom of all poetry "

will not estimate Owen's poetical genius very high
;
yet

the Continental scholars and wits of the day used to call

him " the British Martial." . " In one respect he was a
true poet," says a biograptsr; "namely, he was always
poor." He was a staunch Protestant besides, and could
not resist the temptation of turning his wit against Popery
occasionally. This practicf caused his book to be placed
on the iTidex Prohibitorius of the Roman Church in 1654,
;ind, what was yet more serious, led a rich old uncle of the
Roman Catholic communion, from whom he had "great
expectations," to cut the epigrammatist out of his will.

When the poet died in 1622, his countryman and relative,

Bhhop ^Vllliams of Lincoln, had him buried at St Paul's
<^athedral, London, v,-here he erected a monument to his
memory bearing an elegant epitaph in Latin.

Owen's Ejngratnmaia are divided into twelve books, of which
the first four were published in 1606, and the rest at four different
times. Owen frequently adapts and alters to his own purpose the
lines of his predecessors in Latin verse, and one such borrowing
has become celebrated as a quotation, though few know where it is

to be found. It is the first hne of this epigram :

—

'Teropora mutajitur, nos et mutamur in illis:

Quo modo? fit semper tempore pcjor homo."
(Lib. I. ad Edoarduro Noel. epig. 58.)

This first line is altered from an epigram by Matthew Borbonius,
one of a series of mottoes for various emperors, this one being for
Lothaire I.

" Omnia mutantur, noa ct mutamur in illis:

Ilk Ticca q-jxidfitn rea ha^pt, lUa vices."

"There are editions of the Efigrammata by EUevir ici by Didot

;

the best is that edited by Rcnooard (2 vols., Paris, 1795). Transla-

tions into English, either in whole or in part, have been made by
Vicars, 1619; by Pecke, in h\5 Parnassi Puerperium^ 16^9; and
by Harvey in 1677, which is the most complete. La Torre, the
Spanish epigrammatist, owed much to Owen, and translated his

works into Spanish in 1674. Freuch translations of the best of

Owen's epigrams have been nublished by A. L. Lebrun. 1709, and
by Kerivalant, 1S19.

OWEN, John (1616-1683), theologian, was born of

Puritan parents at Stadham in Oxfordshire in 1616. At
twelve years of age he was admitted at Queen's College,

Oxford, where he took his B.A. degree in 1632 and M.A. in

1635. During these years he worked with such diligence

that he allowed himself but four hours sleep a night,

and damaged his health by this excessive labour. In 1G37
he was driven from Oxford by his refusal to comply with

the requirements of Laud's new statutes. Having taken

orders shortly before, he becslme chaplain and tutor in the

family of Sir Robert Dormer of Ascot in Oxfordshire. At
the outbreak of the civil troubles he adopted Parliamentary

principles, and thus lost both his place and the prospects

of succeeding to his uncle's fortune. For a while he lived

in Charterhouse Y'ard, in great unsettlement of mind on
religious questions, which was removed at length by a

sermon which he accidently heard at St Michael's in Wood
Street.

His first publication, in 1642, The Display of Arminian^
ism, dedicated to the committee of religion, gained him the

living of Fordham in Essex, from which a " scandalous

minister" had been ejected. Here he was married, and
by his marriage he had eleven children.

Although he was thus formally united to Presbyterianism,

Owen's views were originally inclined to those of the Inde-

pendents, and, as he acquainted himself more fully with
the controversy, he became more resolved in that direction.

He represented, in fact, that large class of persons who,
falling away from Episcopacy, attached themselves to the
very moderate form of Presbyterianism which obtained in

England as being that which came first in their way. Ilis

views at this time are shown oy his Puli/ of Pastors
and People Distingmsked. At Fordham he remained until

1646, when, the old incumbent dying, the presentation
lapsed to the patron, who gave it to some one else. He
was now, however, coming into notice, for on April 29
he preached before the Parlianien', In this sermon, and
still more in his Thoughts on Church Government, which
he appended to it, his tendency to break away from
Presbyterianism is displayed.

The people- of Coggeshall in Essex now invited liim to

become their pastor. Here he declared his change by
founding a church on Congregational principles, and, in

1647, by publishing Eshcol, as well as various works
against Arminianism. He made the friendship of Fairfax
while the latter was besieging Colchester, and urgently
addressed the army there against religious persecution.

He was chosen to preach to Parliament on the day after

the execution of Charles, and succeeded in fulfilling his
task without mentioning that event, and again on April 1 9,
when he spake thus :

—
" Tflie time shall come when the

earth shall disclose her slain, and not the simplest heretic
shall have his blood unrevenged ; neither shall any atone-
ment or expiation be allowed for this blood, while a toe
of the image, or a bone of the beast, is left unbroken."
He now became acquainted with Cromwell, who carried

him off n, Ireland in 1649 as his chaplain, that he might
regulate the afi'airs of Trinity College; while there he began
the first of his frequent controversies with Baxter by
\vriting against the latter's Aphorisms of Justification. In
1^0 he accompanied Cromwell to Scotland, and returned'
to Coggeshall in 1651. In March Cromwell, as chancellor,

gave hioi the deanery of Christ Church and made hiq]
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vicMhancellor in September 1652. In 1651, October 24,

titer Worcester, he preached the ' thanksgiving
_
sermon

before Parliament. In October 1653 he was 'one of

several ministers whom Cromwell, probably to sound their

views, summoned to a consultation as to church union.

In December in the same year he had the honour of D.D.

conferred upon him by his university. In the ParUamenS

of 1654 he sat, but only for a short time, as member for

Oxford university, and, with Baxter, was placed on the

committes for settling the " fundamentab " necessary for

the toleration promised in the Instrument of Government.

Hb was, too, one of the Triers, and appears to have

behaved with kindness and moderation in that capacity.

(As vice-chancellor he acted with readiness and spirit when

a general rising in the west seemed imminent in 1655;

his adherence to Cromwell, however, was by no means

shvish, for he drew up, at the request of Desborough

and Pride, a petition against his receiving the kingship

(see Ludlow's Memoirs, ed. 1751, p. 224). During the

years 1654-58 his chief controversial works were Divina

Justitia, The Perseverance of Saints (against Goodwin), and

Vindicia; Evangelics: (against the Socinians). In 1658 he

took a leading part in the conference which drew up the

iSavoy Declaration.

Baxter declares that at the death of Cromwell Owen
joined the Wallingford House party. This, though

supported by the fact that under the Restoration he had

among his congregation a large number of these officers,

Owen himself utterly denied. He appears; however, to

have assisted in the restoration of the Hump Parliament,

and,' when Monk began his march into England, Owen, in

the name' of the Independent churches, to whom Monk
was supposed to belgng, and who were keenly anxious as

to his intentions, wrote to dissuade him from the enter-

prise.

In March 1660, the Presbyterian party being upper-

most, Owen was deprived of his deanery, which was given

back to Reynolds. He retired to Stadham, ,where he

wrote various controversial and theological works, in

especial the laborious Theologoumena Pantodapa, a history

of the rise and progress of theology. In 1661 was

published the celebrated Fiat Liix, a work in which the

oneness and beauty of Roman Catholicism are contrasted

with the confusion and multiplicity of Protestant sects.

At Clarendon's request Owen answered this in 1662 in his

Animadversions; and this led of course to a prolonged

controversy. Clarendpn now offered Owen perferment if

he would conform. Owen's condition for making terms

was liberty to all who agree in doctrine with the Church

of England ; nothing therefore came of the negotiation.

In 1663 he was invited by the Congregational churches

in Boston, New England, to become their minister, but

declined. The Conventicle and Five Mile Acts soon

drove him to London; and in 1666, after the Fire, he, as

did other leading Konconformist ministers, fitted up a room

for public service and gathered a congregation, composed

chiefly of the old Com.monwealth officers. Meanwhile he

was incessantly writing; and, in 1667 he published his

CalecJtism, which led to a proposal from Baxter for union.

Various papers passed, and after a year the attempt was

closed by the following laconical note from Owen :
" I am

Btill a well-wisher to these mathematics." It was now,

too, that he published the first part of his vast work upon

the Epistle to the Hebrews.

In 1669 Owen wrote a spirited remonstrance to tne

Congregationalists in New England, who, under the influ-

ence of Presbyterianism, had shown themselves perse-

cutors. At home, too, ho was busy in the same cause.

In 1670 Parker attacked the Nonconformists in his own

style of clumsy intolesance, Owen answered him ; Parker

repeated his attack ; Marvell wrote T/te Rehearsal Trans-

prosed; and Parker is remembered by this alone.

At the revival of the Conventicle Acts in 1670,. Owen
was appointed to draw up a paper of reasons w'uich. was

Eub-mitted to the House of Lords in protest. • In this or the

following year Harvard university invited him' to become

their president ; he received similar invitations from some

of the Dutch universities.

When Charles issued his Declaration of Indulgence in

1672, Ov/en drew up an address of thanks. This indulg-

ence gave the dissenters an opportunity for increasing their

churches and services, and Owen was one of the first

preachers at the weekly lectures which the Independents

and Presbyterians jointly held in Plummer's Hall. Ht
was held in high respect by a large number of the nobility

(one of the many things which point to the fact that

Congregationalism was by no means the creed of the poor

and insignificant), and during 1674 both Charles and James

held prolonged conversations with him in which they assured

him of their good wishes to the dissenters. Charles gave

him 1000 guineas to relieve those upon whom the severe

laws had chiefly pressed. In 1674 Owen was attacked by

one Dr Sherlock, whom he easily vanquished, and from this

time until 1680 he was engaged upon his ministry and the

writing of religious works. In 1680, however,- Stillingfleet

having on May 11 preached his sermon on "The Mischiei

of Separation," Owen defended the Nonconformists from

the charge of schism in his Brief Vindication. Baxter

and Howe also answered Stillingfleet, who replied in The

Unreasonableness of Separation. Owen again answered

this, and then left the controversy to a swarm of eager

combatants. From this time to his death he was occupied

with continual writing, disturbed only by an absurd charge

of being concerned in the Rye House Plot. His moat

important work was his Treatise on Evangelical Churches,

in which were contained his latest views re^rding church

government. During his life he issued more than eitrhty

separate publications, many of them -of great size. Of

these a list may be found in Orme's Memoirs of Owen.

For some years before his death Owen had suffered greatly

from stone and asthma. He died quietly, thougll after

great pain, at Ealing, on August 24, 1683, and was buried

on September 4th in Bunhill Fields, being followed to the

grave by a large procession of persons of distinction'. " In

younger age a most comely and majestic form ; but in the

latter stages of life, depressed by constant infirmities,

emaciated with frequent diseasaa, and above all crushed

under the weight of intense and unremitting studies, it

became an incommodious mansion for the vigorous exer-

tions of the spirit in the service of its God."

For engraved portraits of Owen see first edition of Palmer's Non-
confor-mists' jVcvioruzl and VerUie's SermoTis and Tr.a^ 172V.

The chief authorities for the life are Owen's Works ; Orme's Memoirs

of Owen ; 'Wood's Atkciiw Ozoiiujiscs ; Baxter's Life ; Neat's History

of the Purita-ns ; Edwards's Gar.grsbna ; and the various historic?

of the Independents. (0 k.)

OAVEN, RoEEET (1771-IS58), ptiilanthropist, and

founder of English socialism, was born at the village oi

Newtown, Montgomeryshire, in North Wales. His fathci

had a small business in Newtown as saddler and ironmonger,

and there 3'oung Owen received all his school education,

which terminated at the age of nine. At ten he went to

Stamford, where he served in a draper's shop for threo m
four years, and, after a short experience of work in o

London shop, removed to Manchester. His success at

ifa'nchester was very rapid. When only nineteen years of

age he became manager of a cotton mill, in which five

hundred people were employed, and by his administrative

intelligence, energy, industry, and steadiness soon made it

one of the very best establishments of the kind in Great

Britain. In this factory Owen used the first bags of
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American sea-island cotton ever imported into the country;

it was the first cotton obtained from the Southern States

of America. Owen also made remarkable improvement in

the quality of the cotton spun ; and indeed there is no

reason to doubt that at this early age he was the first

cotton-spinner in England, a position entirely dse to his

own capacity and knowledge of the trade, as he had found

tha mill in no well-ordered condition, and was left to

organize it entirely on his own responsibility. Owen had

'

become manager and one of the partners of tho Chorlton

Twist Company at Manchester, when he made his first

acquaintance with the scene of his future philanthropic

efforts at New Lanark. During a visit to Glasgow he had
fallen in love with the daughter of the proprietor of the

New Lanark mills, Mr Dale. Owen induced his partners

to purchase New Lanark ; and after his marriage with

Miss Dale he settled there, as manager and part owner

of the mills (ISOO). Encouraged by his great success in

the management of cotton factories in Manchester, he had
already formed the intention of conducting New Lanark
on higher principles than the current commercial ones.

The factory of New Lanark had been started in 1784
by Dale and Arkwright, the water-power afforded by the

falls of the Clyde being the great attraction. Connected
with the mills were about two thousand people, ofive

hundred of whom were children, brought, most of them, at

the age of five or six from the poorhouses and charities

of Edinburgh and Glasgow. The children especially had
been well treated by Dale, but the general condition of the

people was very unsatisfactory. Many of them were the

lowest of the population, the -respectable country people

refusing to submit to the long hours and demoralizing

drudgery of the factories ; theft, drunkenness, and other

vices were common ; education and sanitation were alike

neglected ; most families lived only in one room. It was
this population, thus committed to his carej which Owen
now set himself to elevate and ameliorate. He greatly

improved their houses, and by the unsparing and bene-

volent e^fertion of his personal influence trained them to

habits of order, cleanliness, and thrift. He opened a store,

where the people could buy goods of the soundest quality

at little more than cost price ; and the sale of drink was
fdaced under the strictest supervision. His greatest

success, however, was in the education of the young, to

which he devoted special attention. IJe was the founder

of infant schools in Great Britain ; and, though he was
anticipated by Continental reformers, he seems to have
been led to institute them by his own views of what
education ought to be, and without hint from abroad. In
all these plans Owen obtained the most gratifying success.

Though at first regarded with suspicion as a stranger, he
soon won the confidence of his people. The mills con-

tinued to be a great commercial success, but it is needless

to say that some of Osven's schemes involved considerable

e.-;pense, which was displeasing to his partners. Tired at

last of the restrictions imposed on him by men who wished
to conduct the business on the ordinary principles, Owen
formed a new firm, who, content with 5 per cent, of

return for their capital, were ready to give freer scope to

his philanthi'opy (1813). In this firm Jeremy Bentham
and the well-known Quaker, William Allen, were partners.

In the same year Owen first appeared as an author of

essays, in which he expounded the principles on which his

system of educational philanthropy was based. From an
early age he had lost all belief in the prevailing forms of

religion, and had thought out a creed for himself, which
he considered an entirely new and original discovery. The
chief points in this philosophy were that man's character

13 made not by him but for him ; that it has been formed
by circumstances over which he had no control ; that he

is not a proper subject cither of praise or blame,—these

principles leading up to the practical conclusion that the

great secret in the right formation of man's character is to

place him under the proper influences—physical, moral, and
social—from his earliest years. These principles—of the

irresponsibility of man and of the effect of eariy influences

—

are the keynote of Owen's whole system of education and
social amelioration. As we have said, they are embodied
in his first work, A Ktv) View of Society, or Essaz/s on
the Principle of the Formation of the Human Character,

the first of these essays (there are four in all) being
published in 1813. It is needless to say that Owen's new
views theoretically belong to a very old system of

philosophy, and that his originality is to be found only

in his benevolent application of them. For the next few
years Owen's work at New Lanark continued to ha\x a
national and even a European significance. His schemes
for the education of his workpeople attained to something

like completion on the opening of the institution at New-

Lanark in 1816. He was a zealous supporter of the

factory legislation resulting in the Act of 1819, which,

however, greatly disappointed him. He had interviews

and communications with the leading members of Govern-

ment, including the premier. Lord Liverpool, and with

many of the rulei-s and leading statesmen of the Continent.

New Lanark itself be<?ame a much-frequented place of

pilgrimage for social reformers, statesmen, and royal

personages, including Nicholas, afterwards emperor of

Russia. According to the unanimous testimony of all who
visited it, the results achieved by Owen were singularly

good. The manners of the children, brought up under
his system, were beaatifuUy graceful, genial, and uncon-

strained ; health, plenty, and contentment prevailed

;

drunkenness was almost unknown, and illegitimacy was
extremely rare. The- most perfect good feeling subsisted

between Owen and his workpeople, and all the operations

of the mill proceeded with the utmost smoothness and regu-

larity; and the business was a great commercial success.

Hitherto Owen's work had been that of a philanthropist,

whose great distinction was the originality and unwearying
unselfishness of his methods. His first departure in

socialism took place in 1817, and was embodied in a report

communicated to the Committee of the House of Commons
on the Poor Law. The general misery and stagnation of

trade consequent on the termination of the great war was
engrossing the attention of the country. After clearly

tracing the special causes connected with the war which,

had led to such a deplorable state of things, Owen pointed

out that the permanent cause of distress was to be found

in the competition of huioan labour with machinery, and
that the only effective remedy was the united action of

men, and the subordination of machinery. His proposals

for the treatment of pauperism were based on these

principles. He recommended that communities of about

twelve hundred persons each should be settled on quanti-

ties of land of from 1000 to 1500 acres, all living in one

large building in the form of a square, with public kitchen

and mess-rooms. Each family should have its own private

apartments, and the entire care of the children till the

age of three, after which they should be brought up by the

community, their' parents having access to them at meals

and all other proper times. These communities might be

established by individuals, by parishes, by counties, or by
the state; in every case there should be eff'ective supervision

by duly qualified persons. Work, and the enjoyment of its

results, should be in common. The size of his community,

was no doubt partly suggested by his village of New
Lanark;, and he soon proceeded to advocate such a scheme
as the best form for the reorganization of society in general.

In its fully developed form—and it cannot be said to have
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changea mucu during Owen's lifetime^it was as follows.

Se considered an association of from 500 to 3000 as the

fit number for a good working community. While mainly

agricultural, it should possess aU the best machinery,

should offer every variety of employment, and should, as

far as possible, be self-contained. " As these townships,"

as he also called them, "should increase iu number, unions

of them federatively united shall be formed in circles of •

tens, hundreds, and thousands," till they should embrace

the whole world in a common interest.

His plans for the cure of pauperism were received

with great fa-vour. The Times and The Mominff Post

and many of the leading men of the country countenanced

them ; one of his most steadfast friends was the duke of

Kent, father of Queen A''ictoria. He had indeed gained

the ear of the country, and had the prospect before him
of a great career as a social reformer, when he went out

of his. way at a large meeting in London to declare his

hostility to all the received forms of religion. After this

defiance to the religious sentiment of the country, Owen's

theories were in the popular mind associated with infi-

delity, and were henceforward suspected and discredited.

Owen's own confidence, however, remained unshaken

;

and he was anxious that his scheme for es'.ablishing a

community should be tested. At last, in 1825, such an

experiment was attempted under the direction of his

disciple, Abram Combe, at Ortiston near Glasgow; and in

the same year Owen himself commenced another at New
Harmony in Indiana, America. After a trial of about

two years both failed completely. Neither of them was a

pauper experiment ; tut it must be said tlat the members
were of the most motley description, many worthy people

of the highest aims being mixed with vagrants, adventiu-ers,

and crotchety, wrong-headed enthusiasts. After a long

period of friction with William Allen and some of his other

partners, Owen resigned all connexion with New Lanark

in 1828, On his return from America he made London
the centre of his activity. Most of his means having been

sunk in the New Harmony experiment, he was no longer

a flourishing capitalist, but the head of a vigorous pro-

paganda, in which socialism and secularism were combined.

One of the most interesting features of the movement at

this period was the establishment ic 1832 of an equitable

labour exchange system, in which exchange was effected

by means of labour notes,' the usual means of exchange

and the usual middlemen being alike superseded. The
word " socialism " first became current in the discussions

of the Association of all Classes of all Nations, formed by

Owen in 1835. During these years also his secularistic

teaching gained such influence among the working classes

as to give occasion, for the statement in the Westminster

Review (1839) that his principles were the actual creed

of a great portion of them. His views on marriage, which

were certainly lax, gave just ground for offence. At this

period some more communistic experiments were made,

of which the most important were that at Ralahine, in

the county of Clare, Ireland, and that at Tytherly in

Hampshire. It is admitted that the former (1831) was

a remarkable success for three and a half years, till the

proprietor, having ruined himself by gambling, was obliged

to sell out, Tytherly, begun in 1839, was an absolute

failure. By 18i6 the only permanent result of Owen's

agitation, so zealously carried on by public meetings,

pamphlets, periodicals, and occasional treatises, was the

co-operative movement, and for the time even that seemed

to have utterly coUapsed. In his later years Owen
became a firm believer in spiritualisni. He died at his

native town at the age of eighty-seven.

The exposition and criticism of Owen's socialism anil of his

socialistic experiments belong to the general subject (see Social-

ism). Robert Owen was essentially a pioneer, whose work and
influence it would be unjust to measure by their tangible results.

Apart from his socialistic theories, it should, jievertheless, be
remembered that he was one 6f the foremost and most energetic

]>romotei-s of many movements of acknowledged and end'-fring

usefulness. He was the founder of infant schools in England; he
was the first to introduce reasonably short hours into iactory
labour, and zealously promoted factory legislation—one of the
most needed and most beneficial reforms of the centur>'; and he
was the real founder of the co-operative movement, t.- in general
education, iu sanitary reform, and in his sound and humanitarian
\iews of common life, he was far in advance of his time. Still

he had many serious faults ; all that was quixotic, crude, and
superficial in his views became more prominent in his later years ;

and by the extravagance of his., advocacy of theik he did vital

injury to the cause he.. had at heart. In his'personal character

he was withont reproach—frank, beuevolent, and straightforward

to a fault ; and he pui-sued the altruistic schemes in which he
spent all his means with more earnestness than most men devote

to the accumulation of a fortune.

Of It. Owen'a numeious woiks in exposition of Iiis system, the most important
are tlie Jtew Yirts of Soeiety, already mentioned; tlie liepoit communicated (o

tlic Committee on iliu Poor'Law; tlie Jioot of the Atw ilorat y^orld; and
n<:i:olvtion in the Hind and Pratlice of the Human Race. See Life of Jiobeii

Oxen uritten by ttiniself, London. 1SS7, and Threading my llai/, Tueiity-seven Veart

of Autobiography by Robeit Dale Owen, ills son, London, 1874. Tliere are also

Lives tit Owen by A. J. Boolii (London, 18C9) and by W. L. Sargant (London,
1860). For woiii of a mote genciai cliaracter see G. .T. Holyosite, Jtittorg nf
Co-opa-aticn in England, London. 1S|5; Hcybaud, i;/t/rfr^ sur Its ref^rmateurt
viodemts, PaiTs, 1S5G; Adolf Held, Zicci Bucher tur socialtji Geschichte £nglandt,

Leipsic, 1881. (T. K.)

OWENSBOROUGH, a city of the United States,

capita! of Daviess county, Kentucky, on the Ohio, 160

miles below Louisville. It engages extensively in the

manufacture of whisky and the curing of tobacco, and has

waggon factories, flour-mills, and foundries. The popula-

tion, 6231 in 1880, exceeded 11,000 in 1883.

OWL, the Anglo Saxon The, Swedish Uggla, and German
Eide—all allied to the Latin Ulula, and evidently of imita-

tive origin—the general English name for every nocturnal

Bird-of-prey,^ of which group nearly two hundred species

have been recognized. The Owls form a very natural assem-

blage, and one about the limits of which no doubt has for a

long while existed. Placed by nearly all systematists for

many years as a Family of the Order Accipitres (or what-

ever may have been the equivalent term used by the

particular taxonomers), there has been of late a disposition

to regard them as forming a group of higher rank. On
many accounts it is plain that they differ from the ordinary

diurnal Birds-of-prey, more than the latter do among
themselves ; and, though in some respects Owb have a

superficial likeness to the Goatscckees (vol. x. p. 711),

and a resemblance, more deeply seated to the Guacharo
(vol. xi. p. 227), even the last has not been made out to

have any strong affinity to them. A good deal is therefore

to be said for the opinion which would regard the Owls as

forming an independent Order, or at any rate Sub-order,

Striges. ^Miatever be the position assigned to the group,

its subdivision has always been a fruitful matter of discus-

sion, owing to the great resemblance obtaining among all

its members, and the existence of safe cliaracters for ita

division has only lately been at all generally rccognizeiL

By the older naturalists, it is true, Owls were divided, as

was first done by Willughby, into two sections—one in

which all the species exliibit tufts of feathers on the head,

the so-called "ears" or "horns," and the second in which

the head is not tufted. The artificial and therefore

untrustworthy nature of this distinction was shewn by

Isidore Geoffroy St-Hilaire (Ann. Se. Naturelles, xxi. pp.

194-203) in 1830; but he did not do much good in the

* The poverty of the English language—generally so rich in

synonyms— is here very remarkable. Though four well-known if not

common species of Owls are native to Britain, to say nothing of half

a dozen others wliich occur with greater or less frequency, none of

them has ever acquired an absolutely individual name, and various

prefixes liave to be useil to distinguish them. In Greece and Italy,

Germany and France, almost each in^i^enous species has had its o\vn

particular designation in the vulgar tongue. The English Owlet or

Howlet is of course a simple diminutive only.
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arrangement of the Owls wnicn he tnen proposed ; and it

was hardly until the publication ten years later of Nitzsch's

Ptery!r>(;mf>kU that rational grounds on which to base a

division of the Owls were adduced. It then became
manifest that two very distinct t^'pes of pterylosis existed

in the group, and further it appeared that certain differ-

ences, already partly shewn by Berthold {Beitr. :ur

Anatomie, pp. 16G, 167), of sternal structure coincided

with the pterylological distinctions. By degrees other

significant differences were pointed out, tiU, as summed
up by Prsif. Alphonse Milne-Edwards (fiis. foss. de la

France, ii. pp. 474-492), there could no longer be any
doubt that the bird known in England as the Screech-Owl

or Barn-Owl, with its allies, formed a section which should

be most justifiably separated from all the others of the

group then known. Space is here wanting to state

particularly the pterylological distinctions which will be

found described at length in Nitzsch's classical work
(English translation, pp. 70, 71), and even the chief osteo-

logical distinctions must be only briefly mentioned. These

sonsist in the Screech-Owl section wanting any manubrial

process in front of the sternum, which has its broad keel

joined to the clavicles united as a furcula, while posteriorly

it presents an unbroken outline. In the other section,

of which the bird kno\\"n in England as the Tawny or

Brown Owl is the type, there is a manubrial process; the

furcula, far from being joined to the keel of the sternum,

often consists but of two stylets which do not even meet

one another; and the posterior margin of the sternum pre-

sents two pairs of projections, one pair on each side, with

corresponding fissures between them. Furthermore the

Owls of the same section shew another peculiarity in

the bone usually called the tarsus. This is a bony ring

or loop bridging the channel in which lies the common
extensor tendon of the toes—which does not appear in the

Screech-Owl section any more than in the majority of

birds. The subsequent examination by M. Milne-Edwards

(Xouv. Arch, du ifitseum, ser. 2, i. pp. 185-200) of the

skeleton of an Owl known as Phodilus (more correctly

Pkotodilus) badius, hitherto attached to the Screech-Owl

section, shews that, though in most of its osteological

characters it must be referred to the Tawny Owl section,

in several of the particulars mentioned above it resembles

the Screech-Owls, and therefore we are bound to deem
it a connecting link between them. The pterylological

characters of Photodilus seem not to have been investigated,

but it is found to want the singular bony tarsal loop, as

well as the manubrial process, while its clavicles are not

united into a furcula and do not meet the keel, and the

posterior margin of the sternum has processes and fissures

like those of the Tawny Owl section. Pkotodilus having

thus to be removed from the Screech-Owl section, Trof.

Milne-Edwards has been able to replace it by a new form
ffeliodilus from Madagascar, described at length by him
in M. Grandidier's great work on the natural history of

that island (Oiseaux, L pp. 113-118). The unexpected

results thus obtained preach caution in regard to the

classification of other Owls, and add to the misgivings

that every honest ornithologist must feel as to former

attempts to methodize the whole group—misgivings that

had already arisen from the great di\'ersity of opinion

displayed by previous classifiers, no two of whom seem
able to agree. Moreover, the difficulties which beset the

study of the Owls are not limited to their respective

relations, but extend to their scientific terminology, which
has long been in a state so bewildering that' nothing but

the strictest adherence to the very letter of the laws of

nomenclature, which are approved in principle by all but

an insignificant number of naturalists, can clear up the

confusion into which the matter ha.s been thrown by heed-
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less or ignorant writers—some of tlose who. are in general
most careful to avoid error bemg not wholly free from
blame in this respect.

A few words are therefore here needed on this most
unprofitable subject.' Under the generic term Strix

Linnseus placed all the Owls kno^^m to him ; but Brissou

most justifiably divided that genus, and in so doing fixed

upon the S. stridula—the aforesaid Tawny Owl—as its

type, while under the name of Asio he established a second
genus, of which his contemporary's S. otus, afterwards to

be mentioned, '

is the type. Some years later Savigny,

who had very peculiar notions on nomenclature, disregard-

ing the act of Brisson, chose to regard the Linnacan S.

Hammea—the Screech-Owl before spoken of—as the type

of the genus Stinx, which genus he further dissevered, and
his example was largely followed until Fleming gave to

the Screech-Owl the generic name of Aluco^ by which it

had been known for more than three hundred years, and
reserved Strix for the Tawny Owl. He thus anticipated

Nitzsch, whose editor was probably unacquainted with

this fact when he allowed the name Uyhris to be conferred

on the Screech-Owl. No doubt inconvenience is caused

by changing any general practice ; but, as will have been

seen, the practice was not universal, and such inconveni-

ence as may arise is not chargeable on those who abide by
the law, as it is intended in this article to do. The reader

is therefore warned that the word Strix will be here used

in what is believed to be the legitimate way, for the genua
containing the Strix stridula of Linnaeus, while Aluco is

retained for that including the S. flammea of the same
naturalist.

Except the two main divisions already mentioned, any
further arrangement of the Owls must at present be

deemed tentative, for the ordinary external characters, to

which most systematists trust, are useless if not mislead-

ing.' Several systematizers have tried to draw characters

from the orifice of the ear, and the parts about it
;' but

hitherto these have not been sufficiently studied to make the

attempts very successful. If it be true that the predomin-

ant organ in any group of animals furnishes for that group
the best distinctive characters, we may have some hope of

future attempts in this direction,'' fcr we know that few
birds have the sense of hearing so highly developed as the

Owls, and also that the external ear %aries considerably in

form in several of the genera which have been examined.

Thus in Surnia, the Hawk-Owl, and in Nyctea, the Snowy
Owl, the external ear is simple in form, and, though pro-

portionally larger than in most birds, it possesses no very

remarkable peculiarities,—a fact which may be correlated

with the diurnal habits of these Owls—natives of the far

north, where the summer is a season of constant daylight,

and to effect the capture of prey the eyes are perhaps more
employed than the ears.^ In Buho, the Eagle-Owl, though

^ It has been dealt with at greater length in The Ibis for 1S76

(pp. 94-105). I

2 The word seems to have been the invention of Gaza, the trans-

lator of Aristotle, in 1503, and is the Latinized form of the Italian

A llocco.

^ It is very much to be regretted that a very interesting form of

Owl, Sc:loglaux albifacics, peculiar to New Zealand, should be r.ipidly

becoming extinct, without any effort, so far as is known, being made
to ascertain its affinities. It would seem to belong to the Strigine

section, and is remarkable for its very massive clavicles, that unite by

a kind of false joint, which in some examples may possibly be wholly

ancylosed, in the median line.

* This hope ia strengthened by the very praiseworthy essay on the

Owls 'of Norway by Herr Collett in the Forhandlinger of Cliristiania

for 1881.
' But this hypothesis must not be too strongly urged; for in

Cari-ne, a more southern form of nocturnal (or at least crepuscular)

habits, the external ear is perhaps even more normal. Of course by
the ear the real organ of hearing is here meant, not the tuft of

fijatherj often so called in speaking of Owls.

. XVIII. — "
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csrtainly more nocturnal in h:: ., the external ear, how-
ever, has no rery remarkable development of conch, which
may perhaps be accounted for by the ordinary prey of the
bird being the larger rodents, that from their size are more
readily seen, and hence the growth of the bird's auditory
organs "has not been much stimulated. In Strij; (as the
name is here used), a form depending greatly on its sense
of hearing for the capture of its prey, the ear-conch is

much enlarged, and it has, moreover, an elevated flap or
operculum. In Am, containing the Long-eared and
Short-eared Owls of Europe, Asia, and America, the conch
is enormously exaggerated, extending in a semicircular
direction from the base of the lower mandible to above
the middle of- the eye, and is furnished in its whole length
with an operculum, i But what is more extraordinary in
this genus is that the entrance to the ear is asymmetrical

—

the orifice on one side opening downwards and on the
other upwards. This curious adaptation is carried still

further in the genus Ifyctala, containing two or three
small species of the Northern hemisphere, in which ±he
asymmetry that in Asia is only skin-deep extends, in a
manner very surprising, to several of the bones of the
head, as may be seen in the Zoological Society's Proceed-
ings (1871, pp. 739-743), and in the large series qf figures

given by Messrs Baird, Brewer and Eidgway (iV. Am.
Birds, iii. pp. 97-102).

-Among Owls are found birds which vary in length
from 5 inches—as Glavcidium cobaneme, which is therefore
much smaller than a Skylark—to more than 2.feet, a size

that is attained by many species. Their plumage, none of
the feathers of which possesses an aftershaft, is of the
softest kind, rendering their flight almost noiseless. But
one of the most characteristic features of' this whole group
is the ruff, consisting of several rows of small and much-
curved feathers with stiff shafts—originating from a fo.ld

of the skin, which begins on each side of the base of the
beak, runs above the eyes, and passing downwards round
and behind the ears turns forward, and ends at the chin

—

and serving to support the longer feathers of the " disk
"

or space immediately around the eyes, which extend over
it. A considerable number of species of Owls, belonging
to various genera, and natives of countries most widely
separated, are remarkable for exhibiting two phases of

coloration—one in which the prevalent browns have a more
or less rusty-red tinge, and the other in which they incline

to grey. Another characteristic of nearly all Owls is the

reversible property of their outer toes, which are not
unfrequently turned at the bird's pleasure quite back-

wards. Many forms have the legs and toes thickly clothed

to the very claws; others have the toes, and even the

tarsi, bare, or only sparsely beset by bristles. Among
the bare-legged Owls those .of the Indian Keinpa are con-

spicuous, and this feature is usually correlated with their

fish-catching habits ; but certainly other Owls that are nn*

known to catch fish present much the same character.
Among the multitude of Owls there is only room here to make

further mention of a few cf the more interesting. First must be
noticed the Tawny Owl—the Strix stridula of Linnseus, the type, as
has been above said, of the whole group, and especially ofthe Strigine
section as here understood. Tliis is the Syrnium aluco of some
authors, the Chat-httani of the French, the species whose tremulous
hooting "tu-whit, to-who," has been celebrated by Shakespear,
and, a-s well as the plaintive call, "keewick," of the young after

leaving the uest, will bo familiar sounds to many readers, for the
bird is very generally distributed throughout most parts of Europe,
extending its range'through Asia Minor to Palestine, and also to
Barbary—but not belonging to tlie Ethiopbn Region or to the
eastern half of Jhe Palaearctic. It is the I.irgest of 'Jie species

indigenous to Britain, and is strictly a woodland bird, only occa-

sionally choosing any other place for its nest than a hollow tree.

Its food consists almost entirely of small mammals, chiefly rodents

;

^ Figures of these different forms are given by MacgiJlivray {Brii.

Birds, iii. pp. 396, 403, and 427).

but, though on this account most deserving of protection from all
classes, it is subject to the stupid persecution of the ignorant, and
is rapidly declining in numbers. = Its nearest allies in North
America are the S. nebulosa, with some kindred forms, oneof which,
the 5. occidentalis of California and Arizona, is figured below ; bu{
none of them seem to have the " merry note " that is uttered by the

CiG. l.^Strix occidentalis,

European species. Common to the most northerly forest-tracrs of
both continents (for, though a slight difference of coloration is

observable between American examples and those from the Old
AVorld, it is impossible to consider it specific) is the much larger
S. cinerca or S. lapponica, whose iron-grey plumage, delicately

mottled with dark brov.-n, and the concentric circles of its facial

disks make it one of the most remarkable of the group. Then
may be noticed the genus £«&(?—containing several species whicli
from their size are usually known as Eagle-Owls. Here the
Nearctic and Paljearctic forms are sufficiently distinct—the latter,

B. ignavus,^ the Ditc or Grand Due of the French, j-anging over
the whole of Europe and Asia north of the Himalayas, while the
former, B. virginiamts, extends over the whole of Korth America.
A contrast to the generally sombre coloxu- of these birds is shown
by the Snowy Owl, Xydca scandiaca, a circumpolar species, and
the only one of its genus, which disdains the shelter of forests and
braves the most rigorous arctic climate, though compelled to

migrate southward in winter when no sustenance is left for it.

Its large size and white plumage, more or less mottled ^nth black,

distinguish this from every other Owl. Then may be mentioned
the birds commonly known in English as " Horned " Owls—the
Hibous of the French, belonging to -the genus Asio. One, A. otua

(the Otus w.lgaris of some authors), inhabits woods, and, distin-

guished by its long tufts, usually borne erected, would seem to be
common to both America and Europe—though experts profess

their ability to distinguish between examples from each country.

Another species, A. accipiirinns (the Otus hrachyotus of many
authors), has much shorter tufts on its head, and they are fremiently

carried depressed so as to escape observation. This is the ''^Vood-

cock-Owl" of English sportsmen,- for, though a good many are bred
in Great Britain, the majority anive in autumn from Scandinavia,

just about the time that the immigration of Woodcocks occurs.

This species frequents heaths, moors, and the open country gene-

rally, to the exclusion of woods, and lias an enormous geographical

range, including not only all Europe, Koith Africa, and northern
Asia, but the whole of America,—reachin" also to the Falklands,

the Galapagos, and the Sandwich Islands,—for the attempt 1o

2 All Owls have the habit of casting up the indigestible parts of

the food swallow-ed in the form of pellets, which may otteu be foun'il

in abund.ance under the Owl-roost, and reveal without any mannpr of

doubt what the prey of the birds has been. Tlie result in nearly

every case shows the enormous service they render to man in destroy-

ing rats and mice. Details of many observations to this effect are

recorded in the Bcricht iiber die X/V. Ya-sammltmg der Ijeutschen

Ornilhologcn-Gesellsclin/i (pp. 30-34).
* This species bears confinement \'er}- well, and propagates freely

therein. To it belong tic historic Owls of Arundel Castle.
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sepants specifically exsmplea fron- thoso lociUties only shows tnat

they posses more or loss vrell-definotl local races. Comraouly
placed near Asio^ but whether really akin to it cannot be stated, is

the genus Sm^ of which nearly forty species, coming from
different parts of the worlj, have been described; but this number
should probably bo rcJuceJ by one half. The typo of the genus,

S. gilt, the Petit Due of the French, is a Tvell-known bird in the
south of Europe, about as bi^ aa a Thrush, with very delicately

pencilled plumage, occasionally visiting Britain, emigrating iu

autumn across the ifeditenancan, and ranging very far to the
eastward. Further soutliwai-d, both ia Asia and Africa, it is

/epresouted by other species of very similar size, end in the eastern

part of North America by S. asio, of which there is a tolerably

distinct westeru form, S. ^•ennicoUi^ besides several local races. S.

asio is cne of the Owls that esjwcially exhibits tho dimorphism of

£otoiatiou above mentioned, and it was long before the true state

of the case was understood. At first the two forms were thought
to be distinct, and then for some time the belief obtained tliat the
ruddy birds were the young of the greyer form which was called

S. niria ; but now the " Kc.l Owl " and tha "llottled Owl " of the
older American ornitliologists are known to be one sijecies.^ Ouo
of the most remarkable of American Owls is Spcotyto cunimlariaf
the bird that in the northern part of tho continent inhabits tho

bxirrows of the prairie dog, and in the southern those of the
biscacha, where the latter occurs—making holes for itself, says

Darwin, where that is not the case,—rattlesnakes being often also

joint tenants of the same abodes. The odd association of these

animals, interesting as it is, cannot here be more than noticed, for

a few words must be said, ere we leave the Owls of this section, on
the species which has associations of a very different kind—tho

bird of Pallas Athene, the emblem of the city to which scieuce and
art were so welcome. There can be no doubt, from the many
representations on coins and sculptures, as to their subject being
the Carins iiocttut of niodeni ornithologists, but those who know
the grotesque actions and ludicrous expression of this veritable

buffoon of birds can never cease to wonder at Its having been
seriously selected as the symbol of leai-ning, and can hardly divest

themselves of a suspicion that the choice must have been made in

the spirit of sarcasm. This Little Owl (for that is its only name
—though it is not even the smallest that appeai-s in England), the

Chevechc of the French, is spread th,roughout tho greater part of

Europe, but it is not a native of Britain. It has a congener in

C. brarria, a bird well known to all residents in India.

Finally, we have Owls of the second section, those allied to the

Screech-bwl, Aiuco flammcus, the Effraie' of the French. This,

Fig. 2.

—

Alu€0jU.'.mimu3.

with its discordant scream, its snoring, and its hissing, is far too
well known to need description, for it is one of the most widely-
spread of birds, and is the Owl that has the greatest geographical
range, inliabitisig almost ever)' country in the world,—Sweden and
Xorway, America north of lat. 45°, and Kew Zealand being the
principal exceptions. It varies, however, not inconsiderably, both
in size and intensity of colour, and several ornithologists have tried

^ See the remarks of Mr R:dg\vay ia the work before quoted
{B. N. America, iii. pp. 9, 10), v,'here also response is made to the
observations of Mr Allen in the Harvard Bulletin (ii. pp. 338, 339).

* Through the dialectic forms Fresaie aud Frcsaie, the origin of the
word is easily traced to the Latin frwsaga—a bird of bad omeu ; but
it has also been confounded with Orfraie^ a name of the OsPttKY [vide
aujira, p. 56).

to found on these variations more than half a dozen distinct spooies.
Some, if not most of them, seem, however, hardly worthy to bo
considered geographical races, for their differences do not always
depend on locality. Mr Sharpe, with much labour and in great
detail, has given his reasons {Cat. B. Brit. Museum, ii. pp.
29i-309 ; and Ornitk. Miscellany, i. pp. 269-298 ; ii. pp. 1-21)
for acknowledging four "subspecies" ot A. JlanKneus, as well as
five other species. Of these last, A. tcnebricosus is peculiar to
Australia, w-nilo A. novaB-hollandise inhabits also Now Guinea, and
ha-s a "subspecies," A. casianops, found only in Tasmania; a third,
A. candidus, has a wide range from Fiji and northern Australia
through tho Philippines and Formosa to China, Burmah, and
India; a fourth, A. capensis, is peculiar to South Africa; while
A. thoiiieKsis is said to be confined to the African island of St
Thomas. To these may perhaps havo to be added a species from
New Britain, described by Count Salvadori as Strix aurantia, but
it may possibly prove on further investigation not to be an Alucine
Owl at ail. (A- N.

)

OX. See Cattle.
OXALIC ACID, au . organic acid of the formula

(COOH).,, which, in a general scientific sense, excites our
interest chiefly by its almost universal diffusion throughout
the vegetable kingdom. Traces of oxalates are contained

in the juices of, probably, all plants at certain stages of

their growth ; but so are lime-salts, which, in solutions,

can coijxist with the former only in the presence of free

acid. Hence the frequent occurrence in plant-ceils of

those crystals of oxalates of lime with which all micro-

scopists are familiar. In certain algse, if they grow on cal-

careous soils, this salt, according to Bracannot, may 'form

as much as one-half of the total dry solids. Of phanero-

gamic tissues, the roots of tho officinal kinds of rhulxirb

may he named as being peculiarly rich in oxalate of lime-

crystals. It is perhaps as weU to add that the juicy

stems of the garden rhubarb, although not free of cxaUc,

owe their sourness chiefly to malic, acid. The strongly

sour juices of certain species of Rumex and Acelosella, on the

other hand, are exceptionally rich in acid oxalates. The
juice of Oxalis Acelosella, when concentrated by evapora-

tion, deposits on cooling a large crop of crystals of bin-

oxalate of potash. This salt, as an educt from the plant

juice named, has been known for some three centuries as
" sal acetosellse " or " salt of sorrel." Oxalic acid and all

soluble oxalates are dangerous poisons, which almost

implies that they cannot occur, under normal conditions,

in the juices of the higher animals. Yet human urine

always contains traces of oxalate of lime, which, when the

urine is or becomes alkaline, forms on standing a micro-

crystalline deposit. In certain diseased conditions of the

system the oxalate is formed more largely, and may be

deposited within the bladder in crystals or even develop

into calculi.

The discovery of oxalic acid must be credited to Scheele,

who obtained it in 1776 by the oxidation of sugar vath

nitric acid, and called it saccharic acid. In 1784 he

proved its identity Tvith the acid of sal acetosellae. Our
knowledge of the elementary composition of oxalic acid is

the result of the independent labours of BerzeUus. Dobe-

reiner, and Dulong (1814-21).

Its artificial synthesis can be effected in various ways.

Thus, for instance, (1) cyanogen, when dissolved in

aqueous hydrochloric acid, gradually assimilates 4H„0 per

N,C., and becomes oxalate of ammonia, C20^(NH4).,

(Llebig). , Or (2) moist carbonic acid is reduced by potassium

to formic acid, CO, + H^O - O = CHoO,, which, of course,

assumes the form of potash salt (Kolbe). This latter, when

heated beyond its fusing point, breaks up iuto oxalate and

hydrogen, 2CHK0, = H., + CoO^K, (Erlenmeyer). At 3-50°

dry CO2 and sodium unite into oxalate C^O^'l'Ja,, (Drecbsel).

Sugar, starch, and many other organic bodies of the

" fatty " series, when boiled with nitric acid, yield oxalic

acid as a penultimate product of oxidation Iu this

4nanner oxalic acid used to be produced, industrially, from
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starch or inoksses ; but this metliod, though not by any

means obsolete, is almost superseded by a new process

which we owe to ilr Dale of Manchester.

Mr Dale's process is founded upon the old observation

of Gay-Lussac's that cellulose, by fusion with caustic

ipotash, is oxidized into oxalate with evolution of (impure)

hydrogen. In Mr Dale's works (at Warrington) sawdust

and wood-shavings do service as cellulose, while a mixed

caustic alkali lye of 1-34 to 1'35 specific gravity, containing

lEHO for every 3NaH0, serves as a reagent. Unmixed
caustic soda gives no or little oxalate. The wood-shavings

are soaked in a quantity of lye equal to 30 to 40 per cent.

of their weight of dry alkali, and the mixture is evaporated

down on iron plates at about 200° C. with constant agita-

tion, until it is converted into a homogeneous brown mass

completely soluble in water. This mass (which is as yet

very poor in oxalate) is then dried up fully at a somewhat

lower temperature, and thus converted into a crude oxalate

equivalent to 28 to 30 per cent, of its weight of oxalic-

acid crystals. Messrs Roberts, Dale, & Co. have come,

latterly, to substitute for the iron plates an iron pipe

passing slantingly through a heated chamber and. provided

inside with a revolving screw, which draws in the mixture

of wood and alkali below, and conveys it along at such a
|

rate that it comes out above as finished product. The
|

crude oxalate is lixiviated with cold water, when the bulk

of the oxalic acid remains as soda salt, while the rest of

the alkali passes into solution as, substantially, carbonate.

The oxalate, after having been washed with the least suffi-

cient quantity of water, is boiled with a dilute milk of

lime and thus converted into a precipitate of oxalate of

lime, while caustic soda passes in to solution, which is added

to the liquors produced in the separation of the oxalate of

soda from the surplus alkali. The oxalate of lime is

washed and then decomposed by boiling it with three times

the calculated amount of dilute Sulphuric acid, the sulphate

of lime filtered off, and the solution evaporated to crystal-

lization. The yield as oxalic acid crystals amounts to 50

to 60 per cent, of the weight of the wood-shavings. The
united alkali-liquors are causticized w'ith lime, and thus

(apart from the unavoidable losses) the originally employed
caustic alkali is recovered in its entirety.

Commercial (oxalic) acid is contaminated chiefly with

sulphuric acid and alkali, of which the latter cannot be

removed by recrystallization from water, but, according to

Stolba, easily and exhaustively by recrystallization from
10 to 15 per cent, hydrochloric acid.

Crystallized oxalic acid forms colourless needles of the composi-
tion C20^H2-}-2H20. It melts at OS^ C, and when kept at about tliis

temperature readily loses its crystal-water, but at 110° the dry
acid C2O4H2 already be;^ins to volatilize. Tlie latter sublimes
most readily at 165° C , witliout previous fusion, in needles. At
higher temperatures it breaks up, luore or less eoniidetely, into CO^ -1-

forraic acid, CHjO^Cor CO-t-HoO). The crystallized acid dissolves

in 10*5 parts of water of 14°*5, also in alcohol. The solution

readily nenti-alizes basic hydrates and carbonates ; in the case of

the alkalies and alkaline earths, the point of neutrality to litmus

con-espouds to the normal salt, i.e., to the ratio CO..H : KHO,
where R-K, Na, (NH,), JBa, &c. The normal salt CO.R com-
bines with ICOoH into"binoxalate," and, in the case of K = -K or

KH4, also with SCOgH into " quadroxalate." Alkaline oxalates

are soluble in water—the soda and ammonia salts rather sparingly;

of the rest of oxalates, as far as they are normal salts, the majority
are insoluble or difficultly soluble in water, and therefore jnost con-

veniently produced, by double decomposition, as precipitates.

PotashSalts.—The normal salt, C20jK2-f-H20, issolunlein Sparts
of water of 16° C. The binoxalate (salt of sorrel) is generally an-

hydrous, but occasionally C2O.KH + IH2O, the latter soluble in

26*2 parts of water of 8 C. The elsewhere extinct industry of

manufacturing this salt from sorrel-juice survives in the Black

Foresk It is used habitually for removing ink and rust-stains from

linen, though oxalic acid is better and cheaper. The quadroxalate,

CjO^KH + CjOjH. ^- 2H.0, soluble in 20 parts of water at 20° C, is

often sold as salt of sorrel.

Soda Sato.—The normal salt, CjOjNay generally forms small

imperfect crystals, soluble in 31 '6 parts ot water of 13° C. The
acid salt, CjO.NaH -I- H.O, is soluble in 67 '6 parts of water at
10° C.

Ammonium Salts.—The normal salt, CjOjCNH^jj-hEjO, found
native in guano, crystallizes in needles, and is soluble in 237 parts

of water of 15° C. It is much used in the laboratory as a most delicate

precipitant for lime salts. The binoxalate, CnOj{NHj)H-HH20,
dissolves in 16 parts of water of 11°'5. There is a quadroxalate,

CjOjtNH^jH + CjOjK. -^ 2H jO.

Oth^r Salts.—The normal lime salt, as obtained by precipitation

of lime salts with alkaline oxalates or oxalic acid, and found in

plant cells, is CaO^Ca-f SHjO ; but 2H2O are easily lost below
110°

; the remaining IHjO is expelled only above 200° C. Ferrous
oxalate, CgOjFe + 2H2O, obtainable by precipitation of ferrous

sulphate with oxalic acid, is a yellow crystalline powder. When
heated it breaks up into CO2 and finely divided metallic iron,

which latter at once burns into red ferric oxide of a state oi

aggregation which iits it pre-eminently for the polishing of optical

glasses. Ferric oxalate dissolves in oxalic acid, the solution, when
exposed to the light, giviug off COj with precipitation of ferrous

oxalate. Draper recommends it for measuring the chemical in-

tensity of light.

Industrially oxalic acid chiefly serves the calico J)rintei3 as a

discharge for certain colours, which, unlike the otherwise equivalent

mineral acids, does not attack the tissue. Jliuor quantities are

used, as solution, for cleaning metallic surfaces. It has been
recommended for the metallui^ic precipitation of NiCKEt, (5. v.).

Analysis.—Solid metallic oxalates, when heated, are decomposed
without noteworthy elimination of carbon. When heated with
oil of vitriol they give oif the components of the anhydride C2O3
as carbonic oxide and carbonic acid gases, without blackening.

Oxalate solutions are precipitated by chloride of calcium ; the

precipitate (CgO^Ca. a-HaO) is insoluble in water, ammonia,^
ammonia salts, and acetic (though soluble in hydrochloric) acid.

Even a mixture of free oxalic acid and g^'psum solution depo.sits

oxalate of lime. Oxalic acid is readily oxidized into carbonic acid

by the conjoint action of dilute sulphuric acid and binoxide of

manganese or permanganate of potash. In the latter case this re-

action, even with small quantities, becomes visible by tlie discharge

of the intensely violet colour of the reagent ; the change, however,
is slow at first; it becomes mo»e and more rapid as the MnSO^
formed increases, and consequently goes on promptly from the
first, if ready made MnSO^ be added along with the reagent. The
permanganate test is readily translatable into a titrimetric method
for the determination of oxalic acid in solutions, (W. D.

)

OXENSTIERNA, Axel, Count of (1583-1654),

Swedish statesman, was born at Fano in Upland oa» the

16th of June 1583. He studied theology at Kostock,

Wittenberg, and Jena; and in 1602, having spent some
time in visiting German courts, he returned to Sweden to

take the oath of allegiance to Charles IX., whose service

he entered. In 1606 he was sent as ambassador to the

court of Mecklenburg, and in 1609 he became a member
of the Swedish senate, ^^^len Gustavus Adolphus

succeeded to the throne, in 1611, Oxenstierna was
appointed chancellor, and in 1613 he was plenipotentiary

in the negotiations for the conclusion of peace between

Sweden and Denmark. In 1614 he went with the king

to Livonia, and helped to bring about the cessation of

hostilities between Sweden and Kussia. After the inter-

vention of Gustavus in the Thirty Years' War, Oxenstierna

was made governor-general of all the districts in Prussia

which had been overrun by the Swedes ; and, when the

Imperialists were preparing to besiege Stralsund, he

negotiated with the duke of Pomerania for the substitution

of Swedish for Danish troops in the town, going subse-

quently to Denmark to obtain the sanction of the 1 )anish

king. ^Vhile Gustavus pushed on to pranconia. and
Bavaria, Oxenstierna was entrusted with the supreme

direction of affairs, both political and military, in the

Rhine country, and he took up his headquarters at

Mainz. In 1632, when Gustavus fell at the battle of

Liitzen, the responsibility for the maintenance of the

Protestant cause fell chiefly upon 0.xenstierna ; and in one

of the greatest crises in the history of the wcii ho

displayed splendid courage, discretion, and resource. At
a congress held in HeUbronn he was appointed director of

the evangelical confederation, and in this capacity he went
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to France and Holland to secure the aid of these countries

against the emperor. On his return he found the Pro-

testants in a rery desponding mood. The battle of

Nordlingen had been lost ; the allies distrusted one

another ; the troops were dissatisiied and resented any

attempt to subject them to strict discipline. Oxenstierna

laboured indefatigably to restore the confidence of his party,

and to a large extent he succeeded. He then returned, in

1636, to Sweden, where he resigned his exceptional

powers and resumed his place in the senate as chancellor

of the kingdom. He acted also as one of five guardians

nf Queen Christina, whom he carefully instructed in

what seemed to him the true methods of administra-

tion. Oxenstierna had the reputation of being one of

the wisest statesmen of ^ his age, and during his absence

from his country he had drawn up the scheme of a system

of government which had been accepted in 163-1 by the

Swedish estates. Abroad he upheld vigorously the honour

of Sweden, and at home he maintained strict economy in

public expenditure, while encouraging, according to the

ideas of his time, the development of industry and the

arts. In 1645, when he went back to Sweden after

taking part in the negotiations with Denmark at

Bromsebro, he was raised to the rank of count by the

queen. He died on the 28th of August 1654.
See Lnudbkd, Svensk Plutarch, 182i.

Plate L OXFORD, or Oxon, an inland county of England,

is bounded N.E. by Northamptonshire, N.W. by Warttick-

shire, W. by Gloucestershire, S.S.W. and S.E. by Berks,

and E. by Bucks. In shape it is very irregular, its breadth

varying from about 7 to 2"i miles, and its greatest length

being about 52 miles. The total area is 483,621 acres, or

about 756 square miles. The character of the scenery

varies greatly in different districts. The Chiltern Hills

cross the south-western extremity of the county from north-

east to south-west. On the west side of the ridge Nettle-

bed Hill expands into Nettlebed Common, an extensive

table-land, reaching at some points nearly 700 feet above
sea-level. The Chiltern district is supposed to have been

at one time covered by forest, and there are still many
fine beeches, as well as oak and ash trees, although for

the most part the district is now utilized as a sheep-

walk or as arable land. Camden mentions the woods of

Oxfordshire as a special feature of the county. The forest

of Wychwood extended to 3735 acres of forest proper.

In the district of Staunton St John there are considerable

traces of natural woodland. The most extensive of the

recent plantations is the great belt at Blenheim. Imme-
diately to the east of the city of Oxford a range of hills

stretches between the valleys of the Thames and Cherwell,

the highest point being Shotover Hill, 560 feet. In the

central district the surface is less varied, and along the

rivers there are extensive tracts of flat land, but the finely

cultivated fields and the abundance of wood lend an aspect

of richness to the landscape. The northern part of the

county is flat and baie, its bleakness and monotony being
increased in some districts by the stone fences. Wych-
wood has been recently disafforested by statute.

Oxfordshire abounds in streams and watercourses, the
majority of which belong to the basin of the Thames,
which skirts the whole southern border of the county,
forming for the most part of its course the boundary with
Berks. In the earlier part of its course it is called the
Isis. Before reaching the city of Oxford it receives the
Windrush, and the united waters of the Evenlode and
Glyme. It then divides, into various channels, but these
soon unite, and the river flowing round the city receives

the united streams of the Cherwell and the Ray, and
passes south-east to Dorchester, where it is joined by the
Thame. From this point it is called the Thames. The

Windrush and Evenlode both flow south-east from

Gloucestershire ; the Cherwell traverses the whole length

of the county south from Northamptonshire ; and the

Thame crosses its south-east corner from- Bucks. The

Thames is navigable for small craft to G^oucestei-shire, and

for vessels of considerable burden to Oxford. The Oxford

Canal, 91 miles long, begun in 1769 and finished in

1790, enters the north-eastern extremity of the county

near Claydon, and following the course of the Cherwell

passes south to the city of Oxford.

Geology.—The low ground in the north-west, along the

vale of Moreton, on the banks of the Cherwell as far as

Steeple Aston, and along the banks of the Evenlode, is

occupied by the blue clays of the Lower Lias, the higher

regions being occupied by the iliddle Lias. TheLower Lias

contains beds of hard shelly limestone called Banbury

marble, which is worked jnto chimneypieces ; and associ-

ated with the blue limestone of the Middle Lias there is a

valuable deposit of brown haematite iron which is largely

worked at Adderbury near Banbu?y, the total quantity

obtained in 1882 being 8614 tons, valued at £1507. Atone
time the marbtone was covered by the Upper Lias clays,

but these are now found only in isolated strips and patches.

Beds of Oolite, called Northampton Sands, rest on the

•higher ridges above the Upper Lias, and the Great Oolite

is exposed on both sides of the Evenlode and extensively

quarried for building purposes, the upper beds forming

also a white limestone containing numerous fossils. Forest

marble occupies the greater part of Wychwood Forest,

Blenheim Park, and adjoining regions. A wide extent of

flat uninteresting country in the south-west, stretching as

far east as the city of Oxford, belongs to the Oxford clay.

Coral rag, Kimmeridge clay, and white limestone occur

at different places in the neighbourhood of the Thames.

There are also various outliers of Upper and Lower. Green-

sand. At the junction of the Chalk with the Greensand

there is a line of springs which have determined the sites

of numerous villages. Chalk forms the ridges of the Chil-

tern Hills, and Upper Chalk with flint extends eastward

a considerable distance beyond them. In the northern

and eastern districts there are large aecumulations of drift

along all the old river valleys ; and a considerable breadth

-of flat, country on the banks of the Thames and Cherwell

is occupied by alluvial deposits. Ochre of remarkably fine

quality is obtained from Shotover Hill.

Climate, Soil, aiuf Agriculture.—TIio climate is salubrious and
dry, but generally colder than the other southern districts of Eng-
land, especially in the ble-ik and exposed regions of the Cliiltems.

Crops are later in the uplands than iu more northerly situations at

a lower elevation. Agriculture is in a fairly advanced condition,

but the possibiliiies of improvement are not by any means ex-

hausted, as the soil is on the whole above the average in fertility'.

In the northern districts there is a strong yet friable loam, well

adapted for all kinds of crops. The centre of the county is

occupied for the most part by a good friable but not so rich soil,

formed of decomposed sandstone, chalk, and limestone A large

district in the south-cast is occupied by the ehall; of the Chiltern

Hills, at one time covered by a forest of beech, but now partly

arable and partly use(l as sheep-walks. The remainder of the

county is occupied by a variety of raisceUaneous soils ranging

from coarse sand to heavy tenacious clay, and occasionally very

fertile.

According to the agricultural returns ot 18S3, as many as 417,509
acres, or about eighf-ninths of the total of the county, were under
cultivation, corn crops occupying 152,437 acres, green crops 52,451,

rotation grasses 44,472, and permanent pasture 153,898. Wheatand
barley, with 51,796 acres aud 47,611 acres respectively, occupy tha

largest areas among corn crops, and oats and bean^ come next with

31,771 and 14,389. Potatoes are not much gpown, but turnips occupy
as many as 34,618 acres. The most common course of crops on
lighter soils is a four years' rotation, sometimes lengthened to sL^

years with pease, oats, or similar crops. On heavier soils the course

is first turnips or other roots, second barley or oats, third three or

more yeai^of clover and grass seed, fourth wheat, and finally beans.

Along the smaller streams there are very rich meadows for gi-azing,

but those on the Thames and Cherwell are subject to floods. On tlie
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hills there aro extensive sheep pastures. Horses in 1883 immbered
17,454, of which 13,716 were used solely for purposes of agriculture.
The number of cattie was 50.209, of which 16,914 were cows and
heifers in milk or in calf. The dairy system prevails in many
places, but the milk is manufactured into butter, little cheese being
made. The improved shorthorn is the most common breed, but
Alderney and Devonshire cows are largely kept Sheep numbered
as many as 270,288, of which 157,243 were one year old and upwards.
Southdo^Tiis are kept on the lower grounds, and Leicesters and
Cotswolds on the hills. Pigs in 1S83 numbered 44,682, the county
being famous for its "brawn."

According to the latest return, the land was divided among
10,177 proprietors, possessing 452,232 acres, at an annual value ol

£1,073,246, an average per acre of about £2, 7s. Of the owners,
6833 possessed less than one acre, and the following 10 upwards of
5000 acres, vi2., the duke of Marlborous^h, 21.945 ; earl of Ducie,
8799 ; earl of Abingdon, 8174 ; IL P. \V. Boulton, 7946 ; Sir H.
,W. Dashwood, 7515 ; earl of Jersey, 7043 ; Edward W. Harcourt,
5721 ; earl of Macclesfield, 5491 ;• Viscount Dillon, 5144 ; and Lord
F. G. Chorehiil, 5352. Upwards of 30,000 acres were held by
vai'ious colleges of Oxford, the largest ownej; being Christ Church,
4837 acres.

Manufactures.—Blankets are manufactured at Witney, and
tweeds, girths, and honsecloths at Chipping Norton. There are

paper mills at Hampton-Gay, Shiplake, Saudford-on-Tharaes, Wool-
vercot,aad Eynsham. Agricultural implemeuts and portable engines
are made at Banbury, and gloves at Woodstock, where the polished
steel worlc has long ago ceased. A large number of women and
girls are employed in several of the toi^-ns and villages in the late

manufacture.
Puiihcays.—The county is traversed by several branches of the

Great Western, which skirts its borders, and by the East Gloucester-
shire and the London and Korth- Western Railways.

AdmiiiistralioTi and Population.—Oxfordshire comprises fourteen
hundreds, the municipal boroughs of Banbury (3600) and Chipping
Norton (4167), the greater part of the city of Oxford, of which the
remainder is in Berkshire, and a small portion of the municipal
borough of Abingdon, of which the remainder is also in Berkshire.

It has one court of quarter sessions, and is divided into ten petty
and special sessional divisions. The boroughs of Abingdou and
Banbury and the city of Oxford have commissions of the peace and
separate courts of quarter sessions. For parliamentary purposes the

'

county is not divided; it returns three memhei's, having previous
to the Reform Act of 1832 retunied only two. "The borougli of
Woodstock returns one member ; aud there are parts of four other
boroughig within the county, Oxford city returning two members,
and Abingdon, Banbury, and Wallingford one each. The uni-

versity of Oxford also returns two members. The county contains
292 civil parishes, with parts ofseven others. It is almost entirely

in the diocese of Oxford. The population in 1801 was 111,977,
which by 1841 had increased to 163,143, by ISol to 170,439, by
1871 to 177,975, and by ISSl to 179,559, of whom 88,025 were
males and •91,534 females. The average number of persons to an
aci"e was 0"37, and of acres to a pei-son 2 "69.

History and AntiquiOes.—At the Roman invasion the district

was inhabited by the Dobuni. To this early Bntish periofj probably
belong the circle of stones and cromlech near Chipping Korton, ths
cromlech called the " Hoarstone " at Enstone, and the scattered

stones called the Devil's Quoits at Stanton-Harcourt Icknield
Street crossed the centre of the county from Goring in the south-
west to Chinlior in the north-east, and joined Watling Street in

Northamptonshire. Akeman Street crossed the county from east to

west, entering it from Bucks at Ambrosden, and passing through
Chesterton, Kirtlington, Blenheim Park, Stonesfield, and Asthail

to Gloucestershire. Between Mongewell and Kuffield there is a

vallum with embankment 2^ miles in length called Grimes Dyke
or Devil's Ditcli ; and there are remains of another with the same
name between the Glyme and the Evonlode near Ditchley. Traces
still exist of Roman and British camps, and on the east side of the

Cotswolds the square and the round camps lie together in pairs.

Numerous Roman coins liave been found at Dorcnester, and tes-

5clated pavt^ents at Great Tca. and Stonesfield. For a long time
Oxford was the rcsiderice of the mcciirchs of Mercia. Cuthred of

V^'essex in 752 disoAnicd the ovcrlordship of Ethelbald of Mercia,

whom he defi.ated at Burford. From this time a portion of Oxford-
shire aeems to have been subject to Wessci, but Offa of Mercia
inflicted in 779 a severe defeat on the West Saxons under Cyae-
wulf, after which Oxfordshire probably became Mercian. The
district of Oxford was frequently thu "cene of conflict during the

long contests between the Saxons and the Danes, the latter of whom
reduced the city of Oxford foui- times to ashes, and in the 11th

century occupied nearly the whole region. In 1387 the insurgent

nobles defeated the earl of Oxford at Radcot Bridge near Bampton.
In 1469 the farmers and peasants of Yorkshire, to tlie number of

15,000, under the leadership of "Robin of Redesdale, marched to

Banbury, and defeated and captured the carl of Pembroke at Danes
Moor on the borders of Qxford. During the civil wars the counry

was frequently entered by the armies both of the Parliament and
the king, the more important incidents being the seizing o'f Oxford,
Banburj', aud Broughton by the Royalists ; the assembling of the
adherents of the king at the city of Oxford in 1644; the capture
of the city by Fairfax in 1646; the surprise of the Parliamentarians
by Rupert at Caversham; their repulse at Chalgrove Field, where
Hampden received his death^wound ; and the defeat of the Royalist
forces by Cromwell at Islip Bridge.

Some portions still remain of the old Norman castle at Os'ord;
there are traces of a moat at Banbury ; of the castle at Bampton,
ttie seat of Aylmer de Valence in 1313, there are a chamber and
other fragments; and Broughton Castle is a good moated house
of various periods. Among old mansions, mention may be made
of Shirburn Castle, Mapledurham House, Chastleton House,
Roucham Park, Ciowsley Park, Hardwick House, Shipton Court,
Stouor Park, Stanton-Harcourt Manor House, and Wroxton Abbey.
In regard to Eurford Priory, the High Lodgs at Blenheim Park, and
the old manor houses of Holton and Minster Lovell, the icterest
is chiefly historicah The most interesting churches, in addition to
tho^e in the city of Oxford, are Iffley, ^<jrman, One of the finest

specimens of early ecclesiastical architecture in Eii^nd ; Thame,
witli tombs and brasses ; Bampton, mostly transitional from Early
English and Decorated; Kidlington, Decorated, with a tliancel and
tower of earlier date : Ewelme, Perpendicular ; AdderburA-, with a
chancel built by William of Wykehj*ni ; Bloxham, wiih c-piio

said to have been erected by^ Wolsey ; Burford, Norman arid later;

Chipping Norton, with brasses of the 14th century ; Dor-
chester, once an abbey church; Stanton-Harcourt, with Early
English chancel; Witney, Early English and Decorated, with
Norman doorway. Among the religious foundations in addition to

those in the city were a college and ho3pital at Banbury ; an abbey
of Austin canons at Bicester ; a Cistercian abbey at Bnieni ; a
hospital at Burford; an Austin cell at Caversham; an alien priory
at Charlton-on-Otmoor ; a Gilbcrtine priory at Clattercote ; an
alien priory of Black jnouks at Coggs ; an Austin priory at Cold
Norton ; a hospital at Crowrnarsh ; a priory of Austin canons at

Dorchester ; a nospital at Ewelme ; a Benedictine abbey at Eyns-
ham ; a priory of Austin nuns at Goring ; a preceptory at Gosford

;

a Benedictine house at Milton; an alien priory at Minster Lovell;
an abbey of Austin canons at Osney; a preceptory at Saudford-on-
Thames ; a Cisterciau abbey at Thame ; an establishment of the

Mathurina at Tuffield; a hospital at Woodstock ; and a house of

Austin canons at Wroxton. There was a bishopric at Dorchester
as a West Saxon see from 634 to 705, which was restored towards
the close of the 9th century as a Mercian see. The bishopric was
transferred to Lincoln in 1067, from which Oxfordshire was
separated and erected into a see in 1545. The diocese was enlarged
by the addition of Berks in 1836 and oF Bucks in 1846.

See Plot, yaltiraJ Nistory r/ Oxfoi ds/tirt, 1677 ; Walker, flora of Orfordihirt,
1S33; Skeltoii, AnliquUietof Orfordihire. 1823; Doma^day Book Facsimu'e, 1662;
Davenport, Lords Lieutenant and Jhgh Sha-iffs of Oxford, 18G8; Id., Orford-
shire Artnali, 1SC9; PhUllp3, Geology of Qrford and the Thamet Valley, IS71.

OXFORD, the county towo of Oxfordshire, a cathedral

city, a municipal and parliamentary borough, and the seat

of a famous university, is siti^ted at a distance of 45 miles

west-north-west from London, in the centre of the south

midland district. It lies for the most part on a low ridge

between the rivers Thames (locally called the Isis) and

Cherwell, immediately above their junction. The 'soil is

gravel lying over extensive beds of Oxford clay. From
some points of view the city seems to be surrounded ^"ith

hills, a line of which runs from Wytbam Hill (539 feet)

to Cumnor Hurst (515 feet) aud Stonesheath (535 feet)

on the west of the Thames valley, while on the " east

Headington Hill approaches still closer, with Shotover

(560 feet) behind it. . The river bed is about 180 feet

above sea-le\el. Both the Thames and Cherwell valleys

are liable to floods, especially in winter end spring.

Unh^rsity and Citi/ £uildi7iys.—T)i^ view of the eity,

whether from the Abingdon road aud Hinksey Hills, or

from the old approach from Lon^Zon by Headington, or

from the top of the RadcUffe, is a sight not to be for-

gotten. The towers and spires, numerous and yet varied

in character, the quadrangles old and new with their

profusion of carved stonework, the absence of large

factories and tall chimneys, the groves and avenues of

trees, the quiet college gardens, the well-watered valleys

and encircling hills—all these combine to make Oxford

the fairest city in England. The first place in importance

as well as grandeur is taken by the buildings of tba

university, which will be briefly described in order.
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. L»lleian. First among the institutions ranks the Bodleian Library

(see LiBR-\RiES, vol. xiv. p. 519). This noble home of

study consists in the first place of the quadrangle once

known as the " Schools "—containing a Jacobean gateway

tower, erected 1613-lS, which exemjiUfies the so-called five

orders of architecture—and the upper part of an H-shaped

building immediately adjoining. In Ihis older part the

manuscripts and most of the printed books are preserved
;

the fabric of the central part of the H dates from the 15th

century, when it housed the library given by Humphrey,
duke of Gloucester ; while the contents and fittings, even

to the readers' seats, have been hardly altered since the

days of Charles L The present library, founded by Sir

Thomas Bodley in 1602, has since 1610 had the right to

receive a copy of every book published in the United
Kinirdom^ and its growth has been accelerated by dona-

tioii^ircwu Selden, Kawlinson, Malone, Gough, Douce, and
others. The modem books

are contained in the ad-

jacent circular building

known as the " Camera
Bodleiana" or "Radcliffe,"

built 1737-49 by James
Gibbs with money left by
Dr Radcliffe to erect and
endow a scientific library.

The Radcliffe Library pro-

per was removed in 1861

to the Xew Museum. The
height of the dome is 140
feet. The Bodleian at pre-

sent gives a home to the

Pomfret and Arundel mar-

bles, including the famous
Parian Chronicle, to anum-
ber of models and pictures,

to the Hope collection of

200,000 engraved por-

traits, and in the tower

to the archives of the tini-

Divinitj- versity. The Divinity
School. School, immediately be-

low the older reading-

room of the Bodleian,

with its beautiful roof and
pendants of carved Caen
stone, was finished in

1480, and is still the finest

room in Oxford. The
Proscholium, a rare ex-

ample of an original am-
bulatory, adjoins it on the

east, and the Convocation House on the west. To the

She!- north of these is the SheldClian Theatre, built at the
donian. expense of Archbishop Sheldoi? from the designs of Sir

Christopher Wren, and opened in 1G69. The annual Act
or "Encaenia," a commemoration of benefactors, acr-om-

panied by the recitation of prize compositions and the

conferment of honorary degrees, has almost in variably been
held in this building. It contained also the University

Press from 1669 until, in 1713, the Clarendon Building, a

conspicuous object in Broad Street, was erected to contain

the gromng establishment, which was finally moved in 1830
to the present Clarendon Press; the Building is now used

Ashno- for university offices. The Ashmolean Museum, which also
lean. faces Broad Street, is an unpretentious edifice, the first

public museum of curiosities in the kingdom,—founded by
EliasAshmole, and opened in 1683. The nucleus was formed
by the collections of John Tradescant, and not till lately

has the museum bean made to serve a scientific purpose.

It contains models, ethnographical collections, English and
Egyptian antiquities, and miscellaneous curiosities. The
last and not the least of this central group of university

buildings is the church of St Mary the Virgin in the High St Hay's
Street, ,which derives peculiar interest from its long
connexib"n with academic history. Here were held the

disputations preparatory to a degree ; here, time out of

mind, the university sermons have been preached ; and the

north-east corner is the ancient seat of the Houses of

Convocation and Congregation. Round it were the earliest

lecture-rooms, and its bell was the signanor the gathering

of the students, as St ilartin's for the townsmen. It has
memories too of "Wickliffe, of Cranmer, Latimer, and Ridley,

of Laud, of Newman, and of Pusey. The tower and spire,

of which the height is about 190 feet, date from 1400,
the chancel and nave from the succeeding century. The
design of the porch was the ground of one of the articles
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in the impeachment of Laud. Farther down ou the south New

side of the High Street (the curve of which, lined with Schools,

colleges and churches in its course from the centre of

the city at Carfax, leads with beautiful effect to Magdalen
tower and bridge) is an extensive building completed in

1882, known as the New Examination Schools, on the^ito

of the old Angel Hotel, The architect was Mr T. G.

Jackson, the style Jacobean Gothic. The 'size and
elaborate decoration of the rooms, which form three sides

of an oblong quadrangle with an entrance hall opening on

the street, well adapt them for the lighter as weU as the

graver uses of the university. Farther on, and close to

the Cherwell, is the Botanic Garden, the first of its kind in Cotanio

England, opened in 1683, the design having been supplied Garden,

by Inigo Jones. The study of plants is unfortunately

carried on at a great distance from the home of the other

branches of natural history and science, the New Museum, Kew
which was built between 1855 and 1860 in the south-west Ma^.-aS-
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corner of tlie Park. The architects were Deane and
Woodward, and the cost about £150,000. In it are

gathered the numerous scientific collections of the uni-

versity, from the time of Tradescant and Ashmole to that

«f the munificent donations of Mr Hope. The general

plan is a central hall covered by a glass roof resting on

iron columns. The lectUre-rooms and Kadcliffe Library

surround this on both floors. The chief adjuncts to this

building are to the south-west a laboratory, an imitation

of the shape of the Glastonbury Kitchen, to the south a

chemical laboratory, and to the north-west the Clarendon

laboratory of physical science. At a short distance to the

Obser- east in the Park- is the University Observatory (1873),
vatorr. coasistiug of two dome-shaped buildings connected by
C'larea- lecture-rooms (see Obseevatoey). The Clarendon Press in

'1°'' ^alton Street is probably the best appointed of provincial
^''^' establishments. Founded partly with the profits arising

from the copyright of Clarendon's Sisiory of the Behellion,

the Press was for long,, as we have seen, established in the

Clarendon Building. Of the present classical building,

completed from Robertson's designs in 1830, the chief

part forms a large quadrangle. The south side is entirely

devoted to the printing of Bibles and prayer-books. All

the subsidiary processes of type-founding, stereotyping,

electrotyping, and the like are done at the Press, and the

paper is supplied from the University Mills at Wolvercote.

Printing in Oxford dates from " 1468 " (1478 ?), but

ceased after I486 until 1585, except in 1517, 1518, and

1519. The first university prixiter was Joseph Barnes, in

1585. The Press is to a large extent a commercial firm,

in which the university has a preponderating influence, as

well as prior claims in the case of its own works. It is

managed by the partners, and governed by eleven dele-

gates. Returning towards the centre of the city by St

Taylor Giles's, .we pass on the right the Taylor Building, partly

Buildijjg. devoted to the university gallery of pictures, xvhich con-

tains more than two hundred and seventy sketches and

drawings by Jlichelangelo and Raphael, besides a Turner col-

lection and individual paintings of interest. The rest of the

building is divided between the Ruskin School of Drawing

and the Taylor Library, which consists chiefly of books in

modern European languages. The plan and architecture

is Grecian, designed by Cockerell, and completed in 1849.

Close by is the Martyrs' Memorial (1841), commemor-

ating the burning of Cranmer, Latimer, and Ridley. It

resembles in shape the Eleanor crosses, and is 73 feet in

height ; it was the first work which brought Sir George

Gilbert Scott into notice.

The colleges may now be described, and for convenience

of reference in alphabetical order (see also Universities).

All Souls College (^Collegium Omnium Aniviarum) occupies

a central position, with fronts to Radcliffe Square and the

High Street. The chief points of interest are the magnifi-

cent rcredos in the chapel, coeval with the college, but

lost sight of since the Reformation until discovered and
restored in 1872-76 ; the Codrington Library, chiefly of

works on jurisprudence;and theturrets(1720)designed by
Hawksmoor. The west front is due to Sir Christopher

Wren. Founded in 1437 by Archbishop Chichele, with

sixteen law fellows out of a foundation of forty, the college

has always had a legal character which, combined with

an almost entire absence of undergraduates, sufficiently

marks it oS from all the others. The name records the

ancient duty of praying for all who fell in the French wars
Bailie', of the early 15th century. Balhol College, at present the

Inrgest in numbers, is also among the oldest. In 1282

the Lady Dervorgilla, widow of John de Balliol, gave

effect to his wishes by issuing statutes to a body of

students in Oxford who two years later settled on the

present site of the collega The buildings are diverse in

style and date,'tli§rtwo most striking being the neicestf

the chapel built in 1856-57, in modern Gothic, by
Butterfield, and the handsome hall erected by Waterhouse
in 1876. The King's Hall and College, of Brasenose Braso'

(Collegium Aenei Nasi) is the combined work of William hose.

Smith, bishop of Lincoln, and Sir Richard Sutton. The
front quadrangle is among the most regular and, taken in

connexion with the Radcliffe and St JIary's church, among
the. most picturesque in Oxford, remaining exactly as it

was built at the foundation of the college in 1509, except

that the third story was added, as in several other colleges,

in the time of James I. The library and chapel date

from the Restoration ; the roof of the latter shows some'

rich wooden fan-tracery. The name is that of one of the

old halls absorbed into the new foundation, and probably

signifies brew-house (from bracinum, malt, and -house), but

is popularly connected with a brazen knocker above the

gate, said to have been brought from Stamford after

the migration of the university thither in 1334; it is,

however, first found in the 13th century. Christ Church Cnnst

[Jldes Christi), the greatest and most imposing college. Church

and projected on a still larger scale as Cardinal College by
its first founder, Wolsey, was established by Henry VIII.

in 1525. It is of a peculiar-dual character, the cathedral

being wholly within its precincts, and partly used as the

chapel of the house, while the cathedral chapter shares in

the government of the whole society. The dean presides

over both institutions. The lower part of the great gate-

way known as Tom Tower is Wolsey's design, the upper

and incongruous part is by Wren ; the large bell,

weighing 7 tons 1 2 cwts., daily gives the signal for closing

all the college gates by one hundred and one strokes at

9.5 P.M. The chief quadrangle, measuring 264 feet by
261 feet, was designed to have cloisters. The present

classical buildings of Peckwater quadrangle are not of

earlier date than 1705 ; the library on the south side was
built in 1716-61. The latter contains valuable pictures

and engravings not yet sufficiently known, as well as

extensive collections of books. The hall (built in 1529),

from its size (115 feet by 40 feet), the carving of the oak

roof, the long lines of portraits, and the beauty of the

entrance staircase, is one of the sights of Oxford. Tho
meadow buildings were erected in 1862-66. It is

commonly said that the three great English religious

revivals sprang from Christ Church, Wicklifle having been

warden of Canterbury Hall, now part of the house, John

Wesley a member of the college, and Pusey a canon.

Corpus Christi College was founded in 15)6 by Bishop Corpus

Richard Fox, who exjjressly provided for xhe study of Christi.

Greek and Latin ; nor have classical traditions ever left

the "garden of bees," as the first statutes term it. The
chief ornament of the college is the library, which is rich

in illuminated and early English MSS., and in early printed

books. Exeter College may be said to have been founded Exeter.

(as Stapeldon Hall) in 1314, by Walter de Stapeldon,

bishop of Exeter; but Sir William Petre in 1566 largely

added, to the original, endowment. Most of the buildings

date from the present century ; the chapel, the propor-

tions of which resemble those of the Saiute Chapelle at

Paris, was built in 1856-59 by Sir G. Gilbert Scott, the

hall in 1818, the Broad Street front in 1855-58. The

secluded gardens are beautifully situated beneath the

shadow of the Divinity School and Bodleian. Hertford Hertfoni

College, founded in 1874, is on a site of old and varied

history. From the 13th century until 1740 it was

occupied by Hart or Hertford Hall ; at the latter date Dr

Richard Newton refotinded the hall with special statutes

of his own framing as Hertford College. In 1822 the

society of Magdalen Hall, after the fire at their buildings

near Magdalen College, migrated thither, and finally the
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dalen.

hall •>vas merged in the new college wliicli owes its

existence to the munificence of Mr T. C. Baring. The

Welsh College, Jesus, dates from 1571, having been

founded by Dr Hugh Price. Sir Leoline Jenkins,

principal at the Restoration, was a conspicuous benefactor.

The present buildings are ot various dates. The direct

connexion -n-ith the Principality extends to a moiety of

the fellows and a majority of the scholars. Keble College

is a testimony to the wide-felt reverence for the character

and principles of the Rev. John Keble, who died in 18GG.

In his memory the college was founded with a .special

view to economical life and Christian training, based on

the principles of the Church of England. Since its

opening in 1870 its growth has been continuous. The

buildings are the design of Keble's friend Butterfield ; the

richly ornamented chapel, the gift of Mr William Gibbs,

was completed in 1S70, and the library and hall in 1878.

The style is Italian Gothic, the material to a large extent

•ed brick relieved by white stone, and in the chapel by
marble and mosaics.. Bishop Richard Flemmyng founded

Lincoln. Lincoln College in 1427, with the object, it is believed, of

opposing the doctrines of Wickliffe. Like Exeter and Jesus

it boasts a second founder in Thomas de Rotherhara, also

bishop of Lincoln, in 1478. The library is of consider-

able value, both for MSS. and books. The painted

windows in the chapel were procured from Italy in the

17th century. ^Magdalen College is the most beautiful

and the most complete in plan of all the colleges. The
extensive water-walks in the Cherwell meadows, the

d^r park, the cloisters with their ivy-grown ^^alls and
quaint emblematic sculptures, the rich new buildings of

pure Gothic, and, above all, the tower, combine in this

conspicuous result. William Patten, better known as

William of Wa3-nflete, bishop of Winchester, established

the college in 145G for a president, forty fellows, and thirty

scholars with chaplains and a full choir. The cloister

quadrangle was first built in 1473, and the chapel in

1474-80 : the latter has a decorated interior, an altarpiece

of Christ bearing the Cro.ss similar to that in Bolton Abbey,

and painted window's. The tower, of exquisite proportions

and harmony of detail, waS commenced in 1492, and
reached its full height of 145 feet in 1505 ; it stood for a
few years isolated as a campanile. The custom of singing

a hymn on the top at 5 A.Nt. on J[ay-day has been kept up
by the choir since the time of Henry VIL The meadow
buildings date from 1733. The muniments and library

are valuable, the former containing some 14,000 deeds,

chiefly of religious houses suppressed at the Reformation.

The high-handed attempt of James 11. to force a president

on the college in 1688 is matter of history. Jlerton

College is in a very definite sense tlie oldest ; the earliest

extant statutes were given in 126 4 by Walter de Merton,

and before 1274 it Avas settled in Oxford. The statutes

were a model for all the more ancient colleges both in

Oxford and Cambridge. The founder's special inteution

was to benefit the order of secular priests, and the

first centurj' of his society was more prolific of great

names than any similar period in any college. The fine

chapel, which is also the parish churcli cf St John the

Baptist, rose gradually between 1330 and 1450, the tower

belo-.ging to the later part'. The hall, of the 14th

c«utury,^was thoroughly restored in 1872. The library,

built about 1349, is the oldest existing library in England.

To the east lie the quiet well-wooded gardens, still bounded
on two sides by the city walL Kew College, or more pro-

perly the college of St Mary Winton, is the magnificent

foundation of William of Wykeham, who closely connected

it with his other great work Winchester School. Its name
is still significant, for the first statutes marked a new
departure, in the adaptation of monastic buildings and

Tilerton.

Sew.

! Oriel.

', Peip.

broke.

rules to the requirements of a less fettered body of

students ; and the)', like those ot Jlerton, were imitated

by succeeding societies. The foundation-stone was laid

in 1380, and the hall, chapel, and front quadrangle are ot

that period, except that the third story of the latter was
added in 1674. The chapel is noteworthy for the west
window, designed by Sir Joshua Reynolds, and the

Flemish windows on the south side ; the roof was renewed
in 1880. The tower is built on one of the bastions of the

city wall, and faces the new buildings in Holywell Street,

erected in 1872-75. The gardens and cloisters are among
the most picturesque sights of Oxford, the former encom-
passed on the north and east by the city wall, still almost

perfect. Oriel College was founded by Adam de Brome i

in 1324, and reconstituted by Edward II. in 1326. The
present buildings chiefly date from the first half of the

17 th century. The Tractarian movement is closely

connected with the college ot Newman and Kebk.
Pembroke College (1624) derives its name from t''p,

'

chancellor ot the university at the time when it was

established by Eiehard Wightwick, partly by means of a

legacy from Thomas Tesdale. The library contains many
memorials of Dr Johnson, who was i, member of the

college. Queen's College, so called from its first patroness. Queen's.

Queen Philip'pa, was founded in 134D by Robert da
Eglesfield, whose name is commemorated yearly in the

custom of presenting a needle and thread ("aiguille et fil,"

a rebus) to-each fellow on New-Year's Day. The present

buildings are not oldur than the Eestoration, while the

front dates from the middle ot the last century, and the

west part ot the front quadrangle was rebuilt after a
disastrous fire in 1778. The interior of the chapel, which
.is classical in style, with an apse, exhibits some fine wood-
carving and windows. Queeii's possesses the largest and
most valuable collegiate library of printed books, chiefly

owing to the munificence of Bishop Barlow in 1691 and
of Dr Robert Mason in 1841. On Christmas Day a boar's

head is brought into the hall to the accompaniment of

an ancient carol. St John the Baptist's College was theSt.Iohn'i

work of Sir Thomas White, a London merchant, in June
1555. Archbishop Laud was closely connected with it,

and built, almost entirely at his own expense, the second

quadrangle, including the library ; his body rests within

the college. The chapel and other parts of the buildings

belonged to the earlier foundation ot St Bernard's College.

The large gardens are skilfully laid out in alternate lawns

and groves. Trinity College, founded in February 1555
'

by Sir Thomas Pope, was the first post-Reformation

college and the first established by a layman. The library

is the original one of Durhanr College, in which Richard
de Bury's books were deposited in the l4th century. The
gardens are extensive, including a fine lime-tree avenue.

University College, the proper title ot ivhich is the Great

'

Hall ot the University (CoUegiiim Miuptx Anla: Vnivcrsi-

'

talis), is generally accounted the oldest college, although

its connexion with Alfred is wholly legendary. It received

the first endowment given to students it Oxford in 1249
from William ot Durham, but its first statutes date from
1280, and its tenure of the present sitf from about 1340.

None of the present buildings are older than the 17th
century. The detached library was built in 1860.

Wadliam College was founded in 1610 by Dorothy Watlhsm

AVailham, in pursuance of the designs of her husband
Nicholas, wlio died in 1609. The col'ege buildings, made
of exceptionally firm stone, have* been less altered than

those of any other college. The chapel exhibits a surpris-

ingly pure Gothic style considering its known date, the

early part ot the 1 7th century. The meetings held in this

college after the Restoration by Dr \\'ilkins. Bishop Sprat,

Sir Christopher Wren, and others directly led to the institu-

JCVIIL — 13
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tion of tne Royal Society. The gardens lie to the north

Wot- and east. Worcester College, which has recently cele-

cester. brated the sescentenavy of it3 first building in 1283 as

Gloucester Hall, was at first a place of study for

Benedictines from all parts of the country, until it was

dissolved at the Reformation, when the buildings passed

to the see of Oxford. In 1560 the founder of St John's

College reopened it as St John the Baptist's Hall, but after

changing fortunes, and an attempt in 1 689 to form it into a

college for students of the Greek Church, it came in 171-4

into the hands of the trustees of Sir Thomas Cookes, who

founded the present college. The garden front still retains

the antique style of Gloucester Hall, looking over the

extensive gardens and pond. The other buildings rose at

•various periods in the 18th century, while the splendid

interior decoration of the chapel, with its profusion of

marble, inlaid wood, and painted panel-work, designed by

Burgess, was completed in 1870.

Halls. Until Laud's time the number of private halls was con-

siderable; by him five only were allowed to survive:

—

Magdalen Hall, now merged in Hertford College; St

Mary Hall, founded in 1333, now destined to be absorbed

into Oriel, as New Inn HaE into Balliol, and St Alban

Hall into Merton ; and St Edmund Hall, which, though

closely connected with Queen's College, is likely to maintain

a separate existence,

Gty The public buildings of the city, as distinct from the

build- university, do not require a detailed notice. The town-

"83- hall dates from 1752, the corn exchange and post-office

from 1863 and 1882 respectively. The chief hospital is

the Eadclifie Infirmary, opened in 1770, and due to the

same liberal benefactor who has been mentioned in con-

nexion with the Kadcliffe Library, and who left funds for

the erection of the large and important Kadcliffe Obser-

vatory, completed in 1795. There are two ladies' halls.

Lady Margaret's and Somerville, and High Schools for

boys and girls. Port Meadow is a large pasture to the

north-west of the city, which has belonged from time

immemorial to the freemen of the city. An extensive

system of drainage has been recently carried out, involving

the formation of a sewage farm at Littlemore. Water is

supplied from large covered tanks on Headington Hill,

into which the water is forced from reservoirs at New
Hinksey. The University Park, comprising 80 acres, is

beautifully situated on the banks of the Cherwell.

The diocese of Oxford now includes the three " home

counties" of Berkshire (originally in the diocese of Wessex,

then till 1836 in that of Sherborne or Salisbury),

Buckinghamshire (until 1845 under the see of Lincoln),

and oSordshire (formerly in the dioceses of Dorchester,

Winchester, or Lincoln). The patents for the formation

of the bishopric bear dates of 1542 and 1546. The

Cathc- cathedral, already mentioned as part of Christ Church,

"i"'- was at first the church of St Frideswide, begun so far as

the present buildings are concerned in about 1160, and

forming "a fine example of Late Norman and Transitional

work of early character." The nave is pure Norman ;
the

choir, with its richer ornament and delicate pendants, is the

Transitional part; the present remarkable east end, having

a circular window over two smaller round-headed ones, is

believed to be a restoration of the original design. Part

of the western end of the nave was destroyed by Wolsey

to allow the largo quadrangle to be formed. Within the

cathedral the most noteworthy objects are the 15th

century " shrine of St Frideswide," the modern rercdos,

and the bishop's throne, a memorial of Bishop Wilberforce.

•The stained glass is of different styles. The octagonal

epire, 144 feet high, is of a peculiar pitch. The chapter-

house on the south side of the nave, and the fine doorway

leading from it to the cloisters, aro early ISth-c.ntury

work. Of the numerous parish churches some have

already been noticed. All Saints' was built early in the

18th century, from designs by Dean Aid rich, in a classical

style, but with much originality of detail ; St Philip and

St James's and St Bamabas's are among the most recent,

the latter being in imitation of Italian style with separate

campanile. The Roman Catholic church of St Aloysius in

St Giles's was opened in 1875.

History.—The legends connecting the city with Brute the Trojan,

Mcmpric, and theiJniida are not found before the 14th century,

and are absolutely without foundation. * The name, which la found

in the 10th century as Oxenaford, and in the 11th a- Oxcnford,

the Welsh (more modem) Khydychain, points to a ford for o::cn

acro33 the shallow channels of the divided river near Felly Bridge,

though many on theoretical grounds connect the hist part of the

word°with a Celtic root signifying water, comparing it with Ouso,

Oseney, Exford, and even Isis. The nucleus of the to\™ was

probably a nunnery, afterwards a house of secular canons, founded

in honour of St Frideswide in or bcforo the 9th century, on the

site of the present cathedral. After the peace of Wedmore (8f0)

O.^-ford became a border town 'between Mercia and Wcsscx,

and coins of Alfred with the legend okknafoeda (on some trpea

oksnaporda) seem to prove that a mint was established there

before the close of tliat century. The earliest undoubted mention

of the city is in the English Chronicle under the year 912, when
Edward the Elder made London and Oxford a part of his own
kingdom of Wessex. To this period probably belongs the castle

mound, still a conspicuous object on the New Koad between the

railway .stations and the city, and similar to those found at

Warwick and Marlborough, 'i'he subsequent notices of Oxford in

the Chronicle before the Conquest prove the rapidly increasing

importance of the place, both strategically as the chief stronghold

of the valley of the upper I'hames—as when the Danes attacked

and burned it in 1009 and Sweyn took hostages from it and

Winchester in 1013—and politically as a meeting-place for gemots

in which the interests of north and south England were alike

affected. Witcnagemots were held there in 1015, when two

Danish thegns were treacherously murdersd ; in 1036, when

Harold was chosen king ; and in 1065. In 1018, when Cnut first

became king of all England, he selected the same spot for the

confirmation bv Danes and English of " Edgar's law. " But

the murder of King Edmund in 1016 and the death of Harold in

1039 seem to have given rise to the saying that it was ill-omened

for the kings of England to enter or reside at Oxford. The

Domesday survey of Oxford (c. 1086) is more than usually complete,

and from it we gather that about six-sevenths of the town was

held in equal proportions by ecclesiastical owners, by Normau

followers of the king, and by citizens, one-seventh being in the

king's hands. The priory church of St Frideswide, and the

churches of St Mary the Virgin, St Michael, St Peter in the East,

and St Ebbe are mentioned ; from other sources it is known that

St Martin's at Carfax was in existence, and not lesa than seven

more before the close of the century. It is a curious fact that,

while two hundred and forty-three houses {dcmi) paid tax, no less

than fom- hundred and seventy-eight were waste {casts:), mi even

of the mansimics one hundred and ninety-one were habitable and

not fewer than one hundred and six waste. Oxford grew steadily

when governed by the strong hand of Robert d'Oili (10r0!-1119 !).

The existing remains which may be attributed to his building are

the castle tower containing the church of St George and a crypt,

the crypt and part of the church of St Peter's in the East, and the

tower of St Michael's ; but it is known that he repaired other

churches and built bridges. His nephew founded the abbey of

Oseney, for Augustiuian canons, in 1129. During the 12th century

Beaumont Palace, built by Henry I. outside the north wall of the

city, was a favourite royal residence, and the birthplace both oi

Richard I. and of John. , In the charter granted by Henry I. the

privileges of the town rank with those of London, and a large Jewry

was formed near the site of the present town-hall. The flight of

the empress Matilda from the castle over the ice-bound river to

Abingdon in 1H2, when besieged by Stephen, is a well-known

incident. If we may trust the Oseney Chronicle it is in 113S that

we find the first traces of organized teaching in Oxford, the germ

of the great university which was destined to far outstrip the city

in privileges, wealth, and fame (see Universities). During the

13tli century parliaments were often held in the town, noUably the

Mad Pailiamrnt in 1253, which led to the enactment cf the "Provi-

sions of Oxford. " But this time also witnessed the beginning ol

the long struggle between the town and university, which produced

serious riots, culminating on St Scholastica's day in 1354, and

finally subjected the former to serious cur.i.ilmcnt of its powers

and jurisdiction. History has preserved the names of several heroes

in the strufgle for civic independence, but the issue was never

doubtful, and the annals of the city in succeeding centuries adrtit

of briefer nanation. The religious orders found their way early
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Into Oxford :—in 1221 tho Domic'cana. (whose Mttlemcnt rear tie
site of the present gas-works is sti!! attrated bv Bla-Afriais Street,
1Vxcher s Bti 3ge, and Friar's Vrhar!-- ; in 1224 tho Franciscans (who
tii..t ia.:r hoasa near Piradise S^inare) ; soon after 1240 the Car-
niEhrcj (near Worcester CoUege, to wMch Friar's Entry led)- and
',"

.,
^- ''"' Austin Friars, who settled near-what is now Wadham

rcdego. Tq? preatar orders were not less f.milv established,—the
Os:;-i::ans at Kew!er Abbej {<U Eigali lo^, foilnded about 1280),
khe benedictines scan»ly later at Glooccster Hall and Durham
oilese, now W orcester and Trinity CoUeges rcspectiyelr. In the

13th and 14th c-ntunes, as the uniyersity grew, aa incroasin<'
^^mber of students gathered iu Oxford, SUing the numerous halS
»ad swelling the siie, if not the wealth, of the piaee. The toul of
nndents m Henry II I. 's time was placed at tHny thousand in con-

;.porarT records seen by Thomas Gascoiomc, but this can only be
; . Ti^geratioa ora mistake. The town was frequently tayaged br
.i-:£5, and generally share! ia tho eshaastion -and inactiyity

which maj-kedthe 15th century. The Keformation was unaccom-
panied by importmt incidents other than.those which affected the
nnty^^ity and the see ; bat after the troubles of Mar)-'s rei'n

liv u v"^^?
^''^'' *° '*"''° """l" '••« personal fayorj- "of

KUrabeth, which was continued by the Stuart kings. In the
rarU war Oifo.rd becomes suddenly prominent as the headquarters
nf the Koyalist party and the meeting-place of tho king's parlia-
ment It was Uther that the king retired after Edgehill, the two
latUeaof iewbnry, and \aseby ; from here Prince Eancrt made
Ins dashing raids in 1643. In May 1644 the earl of Essex and
Waller first approached the city, from the east and south, but
'ailed to enclose the king, who escapsd to AVorcester, returning once
more atter the engagcmei^t at Cropredy Bridge. The.final iaycst-
ment of the cjty, when the king had lost ew-y oth»j- strcn^-hoUi of
mportance, and had himself escaped in disguise, was in Jfay 16J6 •

.TBd on June 20 it surrendered to Fairfax. Throughont the ku
•lie secret armpathies of the citizens were ParUamentari-n, but
..here was no conflict withjn the walls. In October 1644 a
iKtTuctire fire burnt down almost every house between Geotse
:itreet and St Aldate's church. Charles II. held the last OxfoPd
jerliatnent m 1681, the House of Lords sitting in Christ Church
JlaU, the Commons :n the Schools. In the first year of Georc^ I 's
rtign there wiere senous Jacobite riots, but from "that time the city
lecomea Hanoyenan in opposiKon to the university, the feeiin-'
coming to a head in 1754 during a county election, which wi^
ultimately the subject of a parliamentan- inquiry. The public
y;orks which distinguish the last century "haye been already men-
lionec

;
the general history of the city proper presents lew fkturcs

ot interest Since the ni^t railway (from Didcot) in 1S44 iU ratt
ct progress has l^n accelerated, and ft has at length yindicated for
'•H-' ^J^gorons and independent municipal life.

Oxford pew uft as has been seen, on the slope leading from the
ford near Folly ."Bridge to Carfax. Its earliest trade must have

„i °ll I
P^ly 'Tith London by way of the Tham^ and

I'artly with the west by the ford. Ko Roman road of importance
passed withm three miles of the future to»-n, and the ChUtem
I LiLs prevented a direct road to the metropolis. The first mention
rr to^^men IS sec burahwaru" in the English Chronicle subonno 1013, and of its trade in the toU paid to the a'obot of Abinoionby p^ing barges from the 11th century {Abingdon Chron., vol iu

l.iZK*
When the Domesday snryey was made all the churches

excep. St Maty Magdalen were within the line of walls. MrJam»3
1 arker estimates the population at that time to ha^-e been "not

!'T»i V j^ o««P>-ing one hundred and ninety-one mansionsand two hundred and forty-tnreo houses. By the close of the 11thomtury the castle had been partly built, and the waUs enclosed
a sr^aee ronwhlv nf tha cki*u> «.f - _.ii.i-_ -. . , .

99
coTTjnation—a pnvilege still retained by their representative. Tho
earliest governing body was the mayor and burgesses

; aldermen
war, adaed in 1255, and the full institution from 1605 untU
1830 consisted of a mayor, two bailiffs, four aldermen ei?ht
asMstants, and twenty-four common conaca men, together w h
a high steward, recorder, town-clerk, and inferior officers. At
present the goyemment is iu the hands of a high steward, recorder
sheriff, and corporation, the latter consisting of a mavo- ten
aldermen, and thirty councillors. For the election of the' last twoclas« the cuy is divided into five wards. There is a loai board
of .orty-seven members and a school board of seven Fi-m the
earliest times tee dty has been represent«l by two harnesses in
parliament ^ -

^

.J*^ ''i''j'="J;°^'!f 'ST.
,"" S^eral kWory of Oxford are tl.e worta- of

l^r^ers ftketcti of the early ffistorw of Oxford, 1S71- Tar-,.-r *!,'^f^„, ^-,„

StS^ ^ ;;.^ Oifotd Hl5tori<^ Society ptibluSes work, be^rine en tie™«™ ' ^ ^° huoryof the nnircralty rtl be fomid under I'm-TS£SITIES.
^j. ji ,j

a space roughly of the shape of a parallelo^m, its greater length
-est, dominated hy the castle at its westeni
*k'* *;^,-. _- T>_»_t_ 11-.Iri^m";^^ ^r^^-'V'^t?'
-"—

" "1 '"- '^-^'^ 3t Its westen
extremis In Elizabeth's time, as Ralph Agas's view shows, nine-
.^nths of the city was stiU int-a-muiat In 17S9 the population

1331 2O,6o0; in ISSl tho. municipal borough comrrised 35,264
the looil board district 38, 28?, exclusive of about 3000 members of

^.M^"'*'^v PV\'?' "'^''^^s have been towards the north,
uicluding both the fashionable onartsr beyond the parks and thepoorer subar^ of Jericho, ani on the' sourh-e.rst, where S?

hn!^ 1 ^'l^" ^^'"^ "'
^f'^

''^" S"^"y increased. The newly

.Ifry^^l ^"^^l? "f *^'"=y '"^ "th Botlev to. tho west

noL^klfv^^Vr*
-^''' ".'°''^>' «" '^' ^°"^'^ "^ eomparatively

unhealthy. cont.|3sting m that respect with the hcusci rising onlleadington H.IL
_
The trade of the city has always been vari^rather than extensive

; there 'nas never been a staple produce, and
tJie few manufactories are of recent introduction. Oxford bein» an

Xni ^rlfrv't"'"
'^" " important market, but the altematTons

bcsinJ^ -h,' fiif.^l'^
vacations affect the stcaUiiiess of general

l-JKTUUe. They were to be butlers witi the latter at the king's

__OXFORD, BoBEET Haelet, Fiest Earl of (1661-
1724), the eldest son of Sir Edward Harler, a prominent
landowcer m Herefordshire, was born in Bow Street,
Covent Garden, London, 5th December 1661. His school
days were passed near Burford, in Oxfordshire, in a small
school which produced at the same time a lord hich
treasurer, a lord high chancellor, and a lord chief justice
of the common pleas. The principles of Whiggism and
Nonconformity were instilled into his mind at an early age,
and- if he changed the politics of his ancestors he nevel
formally abandoned their religious opinions. At the
Revolution of 168S Sir Edwerd and his son raised a troop
of horse in support of the cause of WilUam HL, and took
po3sessicn of the city of TVorcester in his interest The
family zeal for the Revolution recommended Robert Hariey
to the notice of the Boscawen family, and led to his
election, in April 1689, as the parliamentaiy representative
of Tregony, a borough under their control He remained
its member for one parliament, when he was elected by
the constituency of New Radnor, and he continued to
represent it until his elevation to the peerage in 1711.
From the first he gave great attention to the conduct
of public business, bestowing especial care upon the
study of the forms and ceremonies of the House, and
acquiring from his labours that distinction which a
knowledge of parliamentary precedents always bestows.
This reputation marked him out as a fitting person to pre-
side over the debates of the House, and from the general
election of February 1701 untQ the dissoUition of 1705 he
held with general approbation the office of speaker For
a part of this period, from ISth May 170-1, he combined
with the speakership the duties of a prinoip.<il secretary of
state, displacing in that office the Tory earl of Nottingham,
a circumstance which may have impelled that haughty
peer to join the Whigs, some years later, in opposition to
the treaty of Utrecht At the time of his appointment as
secretary of state Hariey had given no outward sign of
dissatisfaction with the Whigs, and it was mainly through
Marlborough's good opinion of his abilities that he was
admitted to the ministry. For some time, so long indeed
as. the -victories of the great English gene.'al cast a glamour
over the policy of his friends, and the constituencies were
enthusiastic in support of a war policy, Hariey continued
to act loyally with his colleagues. • But in the summer of
1707 it became evident to Godolphin that some secret
influence behind the throne -svas opposing his -wishes and
shaking the confidence of the queen in her ministers.
The sovereign had resented the intrusion into the adminis-
tration of the impetuous earl of Sunderland, and had
persuaded herself that the safety of the church depended
on the fortunes of the Tories. These convictions tiere

strengthened in her micJ by the new favourite Abigail
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Hill (a relative of the duchess of Marloorough through her

mother, and of Harley on her father's side), -whose soft and
silky ways contrasted only too favourably in the eyes of

the queen with the haughty manners of her old friend, the

duchess of ifarlborough. Both the duchess and Godolphin

communicated to Marlborough their belief that this change

in the disposition of the queen was due to the sinister

conduct of Harley and his relatives, and the persistent

protestations of the accused persons to the contrary were

accepted with an ill grace. Although Harley was for the

present permitted to remain in his office, subsequent

experience convinced the chiefs of the Government of the

necessity for his dismissal, and an occurrence which showed

the remissness of his official conduct, it it did not prove

his treachery to the nation, furnished them with an

opportunity for carrying out their wishes. An ill-paid

and poverty-stricken clerk in Harley's office was detected

in furnishing the enemy with copies of many documents

which should have been kept from the knowledge of all

but the most trusted advisers of the court, and it was

found that through the carelessness of the head of the

department the contents of such papers biecame the

common property of all in his service. The queen was

•thereupon informed that Godolphin and Marlborough

.could no longer serve in concert with a minister whom
they distrusted, and of whose incapacity there were such

proofs. They did not attend her next council, and when
Harley proposed to proceed with the business of the day

one of their friends drew attention to their absence, when
the queen found herself forced (11th February 1708) to

accept the resignation of her secret adviser. At that time

it seemed as if Harley's fortunes had sunk for ever.

Harley went out of office, but his cousin, who had now
become Mrs Masham, remained by the side of the'queen,

and conh-ived to convey to her mistress the views of

the ejected minister. Every device which the defeated

ambition of a man whose strength lay in his aptitude for

intrigue Could suggest for hastening the downfall of his

adversaries was employed without scruple, and not

employed in vain. The cost of the protracted war with

France, the danger to the national church, the chief proof

of which lay in the prosecution of Sacheverell, were the

weapons which he used to influence the masses of the

pecple. Marlborough himself could not be dispensed

with, but his proud spirit was insulted in a thousand

ways, and his relations were dismissed from their posts in

tura. -When the greatest of these. Lord Godolphin, was
sent into private life, five commissioners to the treasury

were appointed (10th August 1710), and among them
figured Harley as chancellor of the exchequer. It was the

aim of the new chancellor to frame an administration from

the moderate members of both parties, and to adopt with

but slight changes the policy of his predecessors ; but his

efforts were doomed to disappointment. The AMiigs

refused to join in an alliance with the man whose rule

began with the retirement from the treasury of the finance

minister idolized by the city merchants, and the Tories,

who were successful beyond their wildest hopes at the

polling booths, could not understand why their leaders

should pursue a system of government which copied the

faults of their political opponents. The clamours of the

v.'ilder spirits of the party, the country members who met
at the " October Club," began to be re-echoed even by
those who were attached to the person of Harley, whetf,

through an unexpected event, his popularity was restored

at a bound. A French refugee, the ex-abb^ de la Eourlie

(better knomi by the name of the marquis de Guiscard),

was being examined before the privy council on a charge

of treachery to the nation which had befriended him, when
ihe stabbed Harley in the breast with a peakuife (March

1711). To a man in good health the wounds would not

have been serious, but the minister had been for some
time indisposed—a few days before the occurrence Swift

had penned the prayer " Pray God preserve his health,

everything depends upon it "—and the joy of the nation

on his recovery knew no bounds. Both Houses presented

an address to the crown, suitable response came from the

queen, and on Harley's reappearance in the Lower House
the speaker made an oration which was spread broadcast

through the country. On the 2-lth May 1711 the minister

became Baron Harley of Wigmore and earl of Oxford and
Mortimer ; before the month was ended he was created

lord treasurer, and in the following year he became a

knight of the Garter. "Well might his friends exclaim

that he had " grown by persecutions, turnings out, and
stabbings.'

With the sympathy which this attempted assassination

had evoked, and with the skill which the lord treasurer

possessed for conciliating the calmer members of either

political party, he passed through several months of office

without any loss of reputation.
. He rearranged the

nation's finances, and continued to support her generals

in the .field with ample resoiirces for carrying on the

campaign, though his emissaries were in communication
with the French king, and were settling the terms of a

peace independently of England's allies. After many
weeks of vacillation and intrigue, when the negotiations

were frequently on the point of being interrupted, the pre-

liminary peace was signed, and in spite of the opposition

of the whig majority in the Upper House, which was met
by the creation of twelve new peers, the much-vexed treaty

of Utrecht was at last brought to a conclusion. While

these negotiations were under discussion the friendship

between Oxford and St John was fast changing into hatred.

The latter had resented the rise in fortune which the stabs

of Guiscard had secured for his colleague, and when he

was raised to the peerage with the title of Baron St John
and Viscount Bolingbroke, instead of with an earldom,

his resentment knew no bounds. The royal favourite,

whose husband had been called to the Upper House as

Baron JIasham, deserted her old friend arid relation for his

more vivacious rival. The Jacobites found that, although

the lord treasurer was profuse in his expressions of good

will for their cause, no steps were taken to ensure its

triumph, and they no longer placed reliance in promises

which were repeatedly made and repeatedly broken. Even
Oxford's friends began to complain of his habitual dilatori-

ness, and to find some excuse for his apathy in ill health,

aggravated by excess in the pleasures of the table and by the

loss of his favourite child. By slow degrees the confidence

of Queen Anne was transferred from Oxford to Bolingbroke

;

on the 27th July 1714 the former surrendered his stafiE as

lord treasurer, and on the 1st August the queen died.

On the accession of George I. the defeated minister

retired to Herefordshire, but a few months later his

impeachment was decided upon and he was committed to

the Tower. After an imprisonment of nearly two years

the prison doors were opened, and he was allowed, to

resume his place among the peers, but he took little part

in public affairs, and died almost unnoticed 21st May
1724. Harley's political fame may now be dimmed
by time, his statesmanship may seem but intrigue and

finesse, but his character is set forth in the brightest

colours in the poems of Pope and the prose of Swift. The

Irish dean was his discriminating friend in the hours of

pros])erity, his unswerving advocate in adversity. ' The

books ami manuscripts which the first earl of Oxford and

his son collected were among the glories of their age. The
manuscripts became the property of the nation; the books

were sold to a bookseller called Osborne, and described in
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a printed catalogtfe of four volumes, part of which was tne

work cf Dr Johnson. In the recollection of the Harleian

manuscripts, the Harleian library, and the Harleian

ilUctllai:!/, the family name will never die. (w. p. c.)

OXyS. This river rises in the lofty table-lands which

are intercepted between the two gre.it mountain ranges

of central Asia, tie Thian Shdn and the Hindu Kush, in

the region where they approach each other most closely.

It flows westwards through a broad valley, receiving

numerous affluents from the mountain ranges on either

side ; then bending to the north-west it traverses the arid

deserts of western Turkestan on the borders of Bokhara,

descends into and fertilizes the rich oasis of Khiva, and
finally disembogues at the southern extremity of the Sea

of AraL Its course is roughly parallel to that of its sister

river the Jaiartes, which rises to the north of the Thiin
Shin water-parting, and disembogues at the northern

extremity of the Sea of AraL
The name 0.xus is that by which the river is mentioned

in the writings of the ancient Greek historians. In the

older traditions of the Parsi books it is named the A'eh-

riid, in some form of which originates the classical name
which we find it most convenient to nse, and a!^ it may be
^jresumed the names of various territories on the banks of

its upper waters, such as Wakhan, Wakhsh, and Washgird,
which are no doubt identical in formation, if not in

application, with ths classical Oxiani, Oxii, and Oxi-Petra.

The classical names have long ceased to be known to the

inhabitants of the country. In estrly Mohammedan history

the river was usually styled Al-Nahr, whence the title

5Ia wari '1 Xahr, or " beyond the river," which came to be
bestowed on a province of Persia -lying to the north of

the Oxus, and which in modern use has been rendered

Transoxiana. In subsequent Mohammedan writings Al-

Kahr gives place to Jaihun, corresponding to the Gihon
of the Mosaic garden of Eden. And now the river is

known by Asiatics as the Ami Daria, a name of which
the origin is uncertain.'

In tLe most remote ages to wliicli written history carries ns, the
Tecions on both sides of the Oxus were subject to the Persian

monarchy. Of their populations Herodotus mentions the Bactrians,

Chorasmians, So^diaus, and Sacae as contributing their contingents
to the armies of the grtat King Darius. The Oxus figures in
Persian romantic history as the limit between Iran and Turan, but
the s^ibstratum of settled population to the north as well as the
south '^as probal>ly of Iranian lineage. The valley is connected

with many early Magian traditions, according to

• tise^n l"hich Zoroaster dwelt at Balkh, where, in the 7th

Sketch Map of the Oxnj.

century E.C., his prosel}*ti2ing efforts first came into operation.

Buddhism eventually spread widely over the Oxus countries, and
almost entirely displaced the religion of Zoroaster in its very
cradle. The Chinese traveller Hwen Tsang, wlio passed through
the country in 630-644 A.i>., found Termedh, Ehiilm, Balkh, and
above all Bamian, arajtly provided with monasteries, stirj^s, and

* Natives of western India hold that it implies " mother" of rivers,

in correlation with Abi-san or "father of rivers," a title which is

freqaently given to its great southern neighbour, the river Indus.

colossal images, which are the striking characteristics of prevalent
Buddhism ; even the Pamir highlands had their monasteries.

Christianity penetrated to Khordsan and Bactria at an early
date ; episcopal sees are said to have existed at ilerv and Samarkand
in the 4th and 5th centtu^ics, and Cosmas (c 545) testifies to the
spread of Christianity among the Bactrians and Huns.

Baciria was long a province of the empire which Alcxinder the
Great left to his successors, but the Greek historians give very
little information of the Oxus basin and its inhabitants. About
250 s. c. Tliecdotus, the " governor of the thousand cities of Bactria,"
declared himself king, simnltaueously with the revolt of Arsaces
which laid the foiuidation of the Parthian monarchy. The Graco-
Bactrian dominion was overwhelmed entirely about 126 B.c. by the
Yuechi, a numerous people of Tibet who had been driven westwards
from, their settlements on the borders of China by the Hiongna,
the Huns of Deguignes. From the Yuechi arose, about the
Christian era, the gn;at InJo-Scythian dominion which extended
across the Hindu Kush southwards, over Afghanistan and Sind.
The history of the next five centuries is a blank. In 571 the
Haiithalah of the Oxtts, who are supposed to be descendants of the
Y'uechi, were shattered by an invasion of the Turkish khakan ; and
in the following century the Chinese pilgrim Hwen Tsang found
the former empire of the Haiathalah broken up into a great
number of small states, all acknowledging the supremacy of the
Turkish khakan, and several having names identical with those
which still exist. The whole group of states he calls Tukhara, by
which name in the foi-m Tokharistan, or by that of Haiathalah, the
country continued for centuries to be known to the Mohammedans.
At the time of his pilgrimage Chinese influence had passed into
Tokhdristan and Transoxiana Yezdcgird, the las^of the Sasanian
kings of Bokhara, who died iu 651, when defeated and hard pressed
by the Saracens, invoked the aid of China ; the Chinese emperor,
TaitsuDg, issued an edict organizing the whole country from
Ferghana to the borders of Persia into three Chinese administra-
tive districts,with 126 military cantonments, an organization which,
however, probably only existed on paper.

In 711-12 Mohammedan troops were conducted by Kotaiba, the
governor of Kliorasan, into the province of Khwaiizm (Khiva), after
subjugating which they advanced on Bokhara and Samarkand, the
ancieut Sogdiana, and arc said to have even reached Ferghana and
Kashgar, but no occuption then ensued. In 1016-25 the govern-
ment of Khwarizm was bestowed by Sultan Mahmud of Ghazui upon
Altiintash, one of his most distinguished generals.

Tokharistan in general formed a part successively of the empires
of the Sasanian dynasty of Bokhara (terminated 9D9 .\.D.), of the
Ghaznavi dynasty, of the Seljukian princes of Persia and ofKhorasan,
of the Ghori or Shansabanya kings, and of the sultans of Khwarizm.
The last dynasty ended with Sultan Jalal-ud-din, during whose
reign (1221-31) a division of the Moghul army of Jenghiz Khan
first invaded Khwarizm, while the khan himself was besieging
Bamian ; Jalal-ud-din, deserted by most of his troops, retired to
Ghazni, where he was pursued by Jenghiz Khan, and again retreating
towards Hindustan was overtaken and driven across the Indus.
The commencement of the 16th century was marked by the rise

of the Uzbek rule in Turkestan. The Uzbeks were no one race, but
an aggregation of fragments from Turks, M6ngoIs, and aU the
great tribes constituting the hosts of Jenghiz and Batu. They
held Kiinduz, Balkh, Khwarizm, and Khorasan, and for a time
Badakhshan also ; but Badakhshan was soon won by the emperor
Baber, and in 1 529 was bestowed on his cousin Suliman, who by
1555 had established his rule over much of the region between
the Oxus and the Hindu Kiish. The Moghul emperors of India
occasionally interfered in these provinces, notably Shah Jehan in

1646 ; but, finding the difficulty of maintainicg so distant a frontier,

they abandoned it to the Uzbek princes. About 1765 the wazir'

of Ahmed Shah Abdali of Cabul invaded Badakhshan, and from
that time until now the domination of the countries on the south
bank of the O.xus from Wakhan to Balkh has been a matter of
frequent struggles between Afghans and Uzbeks.
The Uzbek rule in Turkestan has during the last twenty years

been rapidly dwindling before the growth of Kussian power. In
1863 Russia invaded the Khokand territory, taking in rapid succes-

sion the cities of Turkestan, Chemkend and Tasbkend. In 1S66
Khojend was tal'.en, the pow er of Khokand was completely crushed,
a portion was incorporated in the new Russian province of
Turkestan, while the remainder was left to be administered by a
native chief almost as a Kussian feudatory ; the same year the
Bokharians were defeated at Irdjar. In 1867 an army assembled
by the amir of Bokhara was attacked and dispersed by the Russians,
who in 1868 entered Samarkand, and became virtually rulers of
Bokhara. In 1873 Khiva was invaded, and as much of the khanate
as lay on the right bank of the Oxus was incorporated into the
Russian empire, a portion being afterwards made over to Bokhara.
Russia acquired the right of the free navigation of the Oxus
throughout its entire course, on the borders of both Khiva and
Bokhara. The administration of the whole of the states on the

right bank of the Oxus, down to the Russian boundary line at Ichk»
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Yar, is norr in the hsTicia of Bokhara, including Karategin*— whicli the

Pus^ian:* have transfenod to it from Khokand—and Danvaz at tlie

entrance to the Pamir highlands. At the present time the states

on the left bank of the Oxus, from its sources in .the Panjah' river

down to the town and ferry of Khwaja Saleh, are mainly subject

to Afghanistan ; from Khwaja Saleh to the frontiers of Khiva and
Russia at Ichka Yar the left bank of the Oxus is subject to Bokhara

;

from the same point the Afghan boundary' is supposed to stretch

across the Daslit*i-chul plains of the Turkomans, above Maimana, to

Sarakhs, where it meets the Persi^^n frontier.

The regions in which the Oxus takes its" birth, and
through which it passes until it becomes lost iri the Sea of

Aral, may be divided into upper, middle, and lower : the

upper is constituted by the highlands between the TThiAn

Shan and the Hindii Kiish ranges, and the middle by the

plains and uplands which are situated in the broad valley

betv.-cen the western prolongations of the same ranges ; the

lower lies in the plains of western Turkestan. Descrip-

tions of the chief provinces and states in the middle and
lower regions will be found under Afghan Tuekestan
(vol. i. p. 241),. including the eastern khanates of Kundiiz,

Khulm, Balkh, and Akcha, and the Chahdr WiUyat, or

Four Domains, viz., the western khanates of Sir-i-piil,

Shibrghin, Andkhvii, and Maimina; also under Badarh-
sHAN', K.-1E.4TEGIK, HissAR,BoKHAKA, and Khiva; accounts

have also been already given of Bactria, Balkh, and
Bamian. Here we shall only treat of the highland regions

of the Oxus, and the river itself in its downward course

to the Sea of Aral, postponing all other matter: to the

article Turkestan (see also the map of Turkestan).

For a right understanding of the highland region, notice

must be taken of its position relatively to the two great

longitudinal systems of mountains, the Thian ShAn and the

Indian Caucasus, and their respective prolongations east

and west, which form such a prominent feature in the

jihysical geography of the continent of Asia. These
mountain .systems include between them a belt of table-

lands of varying breadth, and generally of considerable

altitude. The forces of nature by which both the

mountains and the intermediate table-lands were primarily

evolved from the earth's crust jappear to have acted con-

currently over the entire region, but with greatest elevat-

ing effect along the northern edge of the Caucasus ; for,

though the highest peaks of the Hindu Kiish and the

Himalayan ranges are more frequently met with on spurs

some distance to the south than on the northern water-

parting, the elevated masses are here of greatest magni-
tude ; here there are mountains whose peaks rise to great

altitudes above the sea-level, but which are comparatively

insignificant dilferentially, the visible height above the

surrounding table-lands being rarely more than a third, and
often less than a tenth, of the height above the sp.a ; and
here there are passes across great ranges of which the level

is barely distinguishable from that of the surrounding

table-lands, so that the traveller may cross a great water-

parting without being aware of it, a tussock of grass decid-

ing the course of the. waters, whether towards the frontiers

of China or of Europe or towards the Indian Ocean.

The elevated mass which forms a bridge between the

ThL-ln ShAn and the Hindu Caucasus, in the quarter where

they ajiproach each other most closely, constitutes the

governing geographical and political feature of these

regions, and gives birth to all the principal sou.-cos of the

0.\us. A happy instinct has led the inhabitants to call it

the Bam-i-diinia, or Roof of the World ; mode-n European
geographers have called it the '" heart of Asia," the

"central boss of Asia." It is the Tsiingling of Chinese

writers, the northern Imaus of Ptolemy, the Mountain
Parnassus < of Aristotle, " the greatest of all that exist

toward the winter sunrise." The geographical indications

of the puranas, considered la any but a fabulous licht.

point to it as M(5ru, the scene of the primeval Aryan
paradise. Old Parsi traditions point to it as the origin

and nucleus of the Arj'an migrations. And it is here

that the Mohammedan invaders are shown, by their iden-

tification of the great rivers with the Gihon and Pison

of the Mosaic narrative, to have believed that the terres-

trial paradise, the cradle of the human race, was situated.

Few regions can present claims to interest and just

cariosity so strong and various as this one. Its past

history is interwoven with that of all the great Asiatic

conquerors, and its position -on the rapidly narrowing
borderland between the British and the Russian dominions
gives it additional interest at the present time. But its

geography is most intricate and complicated, and has long

been a fruitful subject of controversy. The_ region is

intersected with m.ountain ridges and depressed river beds

which are alike difficult to cross ; its altitude is unfavour-

able for the growth of cereals, and it mostly lies buried in

snow for half the year ; it is, moreover, sparsely inhabited,

and does not produce sufEcient food for the requirements of

the inhabitants. It interposes a formidable barrier hetween
eastern and western Turkestan across the ancient highway
from Europe to China ; and, though this barrier has been
repeatedly crossed, the extant narratives of the journeys

and descriptions of the -routes present only occasional

glimmerings of truth amidst a mass of error and confusion,

and are at times barely available for sober inquiry

;

genuine facts of observation have been so mixed up with

erroneous information that it has become impossible to

reconcile conflicting statements or separate the true from
the false. Thus within the last quarter of a century maps
have been' published by eminent geographers in England
and Germany in which the great cities of eastern Turkestan

are placed 3° to 4°, or over 200 miles, too far to the west,

and the limits of 'the "heart of Asia" are materially

narrowed.

The interest attaching to the region has even led to the

fabrication of spurious documents which have darkened
the mist already enveloping it, and have betrayed eminent
geographers into error and con fusion, i

While geography remained under the spell of these mis-

chievous fictions, research was Impeded, and an insurmount-

able obstacle placed in the way of the true delineation of

the region ; doubt was even thrown on the accuracy of the

work of genuine explorers. But within the last decade the

mist in which the " Roof of the. World " had so long been
enveloped has been largely dispelled by the labours of

Russian 'and British oilicers, and also by natives of India
trained to geographical exploration and employed in con-

nexion with the operations of the Great Trigonometrical

Survey of India. In some parts there is still much doubt
and uncertainty, but enough is now known to furnish the

geographical student with a fairly accurate idea of the

general course of the rivers and configuration of the table-

lands and mountains.

Two systems of rivers give birth to the sources of the

* Thus eariy in the present century certain papers were lodged in

the secret archive.'! of the Russian Foreign Office which purported to

give an account of two unpublished records of exploration in this

obscure region, one by a Gemi.rn traveller, Georg Ludwig von ,

said to have been an employ^ of the Anglo-Indian Government, tlio

other by a Chinese traveller. They were brought to light in 1861, and
excited the curiosity of all wlio were interested in the gecgraphy of

this region. A few years afterwards it.was discovered that a parallel

mass of papers,' embodying much of the same peculiar geography and
nomenclature, but purporting to be the report of a Russian expedition

sent through Central Asia to the frontiers of India, existed in the
London Foreign Ofljce. All three documents beir indubitable traces

of having been fabricated for sale to the British and the Russian

Governments by an acute geographer who, while availing himself of

such genuine data as were actually within his reacb, did not scruple

to draw on his' own iiaaginatioQ for the filling up of all blanks,
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0x03, one to the north rising in and arDuad the AJai

plateau, the other to the soath rising in the Pamir pla-

teaus, of which there are several The two systems are

divided by a gres.! chain of mountains known locally as

the Kizil-yart range, bat called by Fedchenko (looking

from the north) the Trans-Alai range, and by recent

Btuiian sar>-eyors the Peter the Great range; it lies

from east to west on the soathern border of the Alai

piiaau, and throws out spurs westwards to Darw4z ; its

medium height above the sea-level is 18,000 or 19,000 feet,

with occasional peaks rising to 25,000 feet. Of the

Osisniaa afSaents to its north and west the principal are

the Wakhsh or Siirkh-4b ( = the Kizil-su = the Red Kiver),

rising in the Alai, and the Miiksu and Khing-Ab rivers,

wkich join the AVakhsh in the district of Karategin.

The system of southern affluents is, however, the most

important of the two politically as well as gecgraphically,

comprising as it does the water-partings which define the

boundaries between China, Afghanistan, and Bokhara, and

all the rivers of what is generally known as the Pamir

r^on. The name Pamir is suggested by Bournouf to have

been derived from Upa-Merii, meaning the lands " beyond

the mountain of Mem" ; a later and more probable sugges-

tion, by Major Trotter, is that it is the Khirgiz equivalent

of Bdm-i-dunia. It means simply an elevated steppe or

jiiateau. By the people of the country it is not applied, as

European geographers apply it, to the entire region, which

is one of mountains as well as table-lands, but to each of

the plateaus with the addition of a distinctive designation.

Thus there is the Pamir-Kalan (great), the Pamir-Khurd
(little), the Pamir-Alichur, the Pamir-Khargoshi (of the

har:), the Pamir-Sarez (of the water-parting), and the Parair-

Rangkiil, on which the Eangkiil lake is situated. There

is also another, the Pamir-i-Shiva, which, though only

recently brought prominently to the notice of European
geographei^, is of considerable magnitude, elevation, and
iiTiportance ; it lies in that part of Badakhshan which is

enclosed to the north and east by the Panjah river, and
to the south and west by a spur from the Hindu Kiish

range. This spur is an ofishoot from the vicinity of the

Tirich Mir peak (25,400 feet) north of Chitral ; it lies

between Faizabad and Islikashim, sinks to 10,900 feet at

^Ite Zebak pass, and then again, ascending to higher

altitudes, trends to the north-west, and strikes the western

spurs of the KizU-yart range in the DarwAz district; it

forns the water-parting between the Kokcha river of

southern Badakhshin and the Panjah river. Thoueh a spar

from the main range, it is of itself an important range, and
hso some claim to be regarded as the western boundary
of the Pamir table-lands, as it lies immediately over the

Shiva Pamir ; if the claim be admitted, the breadth of the

elevated barrier between the plains of eastern and western

Turkestan will be found to be about 250 miles, whereas

geographers have hitherto accorded to the Pamir plateau

a breadth of only 100 miles. The Panjah river flows

downwards through the region where the spurs of this

western bounding range meet those of the Kizil-yart range,

passing between narrow and precipitous gorges which form
a natural gateway to the highlands, though one which in

many parts is bare!y accessible, or has to be quitted

altogether for the easier mountain passes on either hand.

The most elevated portion of the highlands occurs on
the north-east border, above the plains of Kashgar and
Yarkand. Here a chain of mountains, interwoven with
the Thiin Shdn and the Kizil-yart ranges, trends to the

east and south-east, and throws up peaks of great height,

culminating in Tagharma (25,500 feet) ; viewed from the

plains to the east, it seems to form part of a great chain

—

the Beliit Tigh of Humboldt—which connects the Thian
Shin range with the Hindu Kiish; but it is broken

through by rivers, and terminates over- the plains of the

Sarikol district. The line of water-parting which con-

stitutes the real connexion between the Thian Shin and
the Hindii Kush lies more to the west, in hills v^hich,

emanating from the Kizil-yart range, pass between the

Rangk^l Pamir and the Kizil-yart plain, and then bending
southwards strike an angle of the Hicdii Kiish range en

the borders of the Sarikol and Kanjiit districts ; they are

probably nowhere of any great altitude above the general

level of the table-lands; but they are of importance in

that they may be regarded as the natural boundary
between the states of eastern Turkestan now subject to

China, and those of western Turkestan subject to Afghan-
istan and Bokhara.

The best known river of the Pamir plateaus is tic

Panjah,! which receives all the other rivers of this region

before it enters the plains ; above. Kila Panjah it has t-.70

important affluents, one from the east rising in Kanjiit,

and probably about 120 miles long, the other from tie

north-east rising in the lake of the Great Pamir (Tfooc.'j

Lake Victoria), and about SO miles long. From the poi'c

of junction to KUa-Bir-Panjah is 1-10 miles; here the

united waters of the Sochdn and ShAkhdara rivers froji

the east are received ; 33 miles lower down, near Kila

Wamar, the Bartang river, also from the east, is received.

The upper source of the Bartang is the Ak-su (white water)

river, which risescin the Oikul or Gazkiil lake of Little

Pamir, and, winding round the highlands, passes through
the Sarez Pamir, where its name changes to the Murghabi
(water fowl), which lower down becoraes Bartang (narrow
passage). The Aksii-BArtang is probably the longest of

the Pamir rivers ; its length exceeds 330 miles, while that

of the Panjah from the source of its longest affluent down
to the Bartang junction is probably under 300 miles ; thus

it has been claimed as constituting, rather than tie

Panjah, the proper boundary line between Afghanistan
and Bokhara. About 120 miles below Kila Wdmar the

Panjah debouches into the plains after receiving the
Wanjib river of Darwiz on its right bank, and the Kof
(Kufau) river coming from the Shiva Pamir on its left'

bank. Fifty mUes farther on it receives on its right bank
the Takhsii river conveying the waters of a system of

valleys lying between the Panjah and the Wdkhsh rivers,

the courses of which are here nearly parallel; 18 miles

onv/ards it receives (left bank) the Kokcha river of

southern Badakhshan, and at this point it loses its

individuality and becomes the Amii river ; 80 miles to the

west the AJnti receives the Wakhsh or Surkh-ab river,

when the whole of the waters of the Osianian highlands
are brought together into one channeL

Returning to the highlands, we briefly notice the princi-

pal lakes. Chief of all is the Great Karakul—the Dragon
Lake of Chinese writers; it stands in the Khargoshi
Pamir, has an area of about 120 square miles, and an
altitude of 12,800 feet ; it was long regarded as the source

of the Oxus, "but has recently been found to have no out-

let. The Little Kirakiil and the Biilankul lakes, areas

15 and 8 square miles, on the KizU-yart plateau, are

probably over 13,000 feet. The Rangkul lake, area 15
square miles, is 12,800 feet. Wood's A'ictoria, the lake

of the Great Pamir, height 13,900 feet, has an area of 25

* The name Panjah is conjectured to be derived from a confluence

of five rivers ; but more probably it is taken from the "weU-knowTi
fort of the same name, which is situated a little below the junction of

the two upper affluents of the river. The fort derives its name either

from the circumstance of its being built on five mounds, or from a
sacred edifice in the vicinity erected over a stone bearing the supposed
impress of the palm and fingers (panjah) of Hazrat Ali, the son-in-law

of Mo^mmed ; lower down the river, in Shighnan, there is a fort built

over a similar mark, and called the Kila-Bir-Panjai (" the fort omtr the
panjah ").
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square miles. The Yashil-Kul, area IG square miles,

height 12,550 feet, is in the Alich\ir Pamir, where in

1759 the Chinese troops surprised and defeated the

Khwajas of BadakshAn. The great Shiva-Kiil, lately

visited by Dr Kegel, has, according to him, an area ex-

ceeding 100 square miles, and an altitude of 11,800

feet, and Wood alludes to it as of considerable magnitude.

There are numerous small lakes, of which the most im-

portant is the Oikul (13,100 feet), the source of the Ak-sii

ri%'er, in the Little Pamir.

Hill ranges crop up out of the table-lands in various

quarters ; their general direction is from north-cast to

south-west ; they form the boundaries between the several

Pamirs and the principal water-partings between the

valleys. The portion of the Hindii Kush range which lies

immediately to the south of this region is of very varying

altitude, sinking at the Baroghil pass to 12,000 feet, or

only 1000 feet above the adjoining table-lands, but rising

to heights of 22,G00 to 25,400 in pealcs to the west of

that pass.

In 1872 the Panjah river n-as adopted by the British

and the Russian Governments . as the line of boundary

between Bokhara and Afghanistan. But rivers which are

readily crossed, and pass through valleys both sides of

which have much of life in common, rarely serve as bound-

aries between the people residing on the opposite banks.

The Panjah river has been found to divide no less than

four states, WAkh.'ln, ShighnAn, RoshAn, and DarwAz, into

two parts each ; the first three of these are claimed bj'

Afghanistan and the fourth by Bokhara, by whom they

are administered—or at least are attempted to be admin-

istered—without regard to the conventional boundary line

of the Panjah
;
presumably, therefore, this line will have

to be abandoned for the lines of water-parting along the

hill ranges which form the natural boundaries of the

several states.

The Pamir plateaus are generally covered with a rich

soil which affords very sweet and nourishing grasses,

though at too great an altitude for husbandry ; there is

an unlimited extent of summer pasture lands for the

Khirgiz and other nomad tribes and the herdsmen of the

surrounding districts. But for the plentiful supply of

food for cattle which these regions afford during several

months of the year, they could never have been crossed

by the great armies and hordes which are ' said to have

passed over them. The culturable areas are small, and are

usually restricted to narrow ledges on the margins of the

rivers, which, however, when well cultivated and manured
yield rich returns ; food stuffs have to be largely obtained

from the plains below ; mulberry trees thrive well and are

much prized, because their uniipened berries are ground

to flour and form a serviceable article of food.

WAkhAn contains some twenty-five scattered villages

with about as many houses in e!!|;h, and a population

estimated at 3000 souls. Shighn.'m and Roshdn may at

present be regarded as one state, as they are governed by

one ruler ; the valleys of Soch.'in-o-Giind and Shakhdara
belong to the former, and that of BArtang to the latter

(villages, 234 ; houses, 4477 ; souls, 22,000). DarwAz is

famous for its difficult roads, called " averings," which are

carried along the faces of perpendicular precipices, on
planks resting on iron bolts driven into the rock ; the n^ads

are, however, said to be much improved since the state

CAme under Bokhara. DarwAz extends over the valley of

the Khingab river to the north as well as over the valley

of the lower Panjah. It has three amlakdarates on the

KhingAb—Upper Wakhia, Lower Wakhia, and KhulAs

—

and one, Sagridasht, on an affluent of the KhingAb,

containing 84 villages with 2458 habitations ; it has

also three subdivisions on the Panjah—south-eastern or

upper DarwAz terminating at Kila Kh\im, south-westerii

DarwAz terminating at Zigor, and lower DarwAz—which
contain 31 villages with 896 habitations on the right bank,

including those of the Wanjab affluent, and 45 villages

with 1379 habitations on the left bank, including those

of the Kufau river, which comes from the Shiva Pamir.

Russian officers have found that at the point where the

Panjah enters the plains the level is about 1800 feet above
the mean sea, or 12,100 feet below the sources of the river

in Lake Victoria ; 50 miles lower down, at the junction

with the Kokcha, where the Panjah merges into the Amii
Daria, the height is given as 1000 feet ; at Kilif (214
miles) it is 730 feet; and 'at ChahArjui (203 miles), 510
feet,—-thence the length Of the course of the river to the

Sea of Aral is somewhat over 500 miles. The Aral is 158
feet above the mean sea-level. Thus the average slope of

the Amil is about 1 4 inches in the mile above and 8 inches

below ChahArjiii. The river has been reported to be
navigable for steamers up to the junction with the WAkhsh
or SurkhAb; and in 1878 a Russian steamer ascended it

up to KhwAja SAleh, at the junction of the boundaries of

Bokhara and Afghanistan.

The testimony of antiquity is almost unanimous in

representing the Oxus as having once flowed into the

Caspian Sea. Herodotus asserts that in his day the

Jaxartes also entered the Caspian, but this statement is

so highly improbable that it throws much doubt on his

geographical acpuracy as regards these regions. Greek
historians also mention a river Ochus to the south of

the Oius, flowing towards the Caspian, into which it is

supposed to have fallen either directly or after joining a
branch of the Oxus ; Strabo says that both this river and
the Oxus were crossed by Alexander in marching from

Samarkand to Merv. Maps recently pubhshed by both

English and Russian geographers show the supposed

ancient beds of the two rivers in the Turkoman! deserts,

the Oxus flowing southwards from the province of Khiva
and joining the Caspian below the Balkhan Bay, the

Ochus flowing from east to west in a lower latitude, and

possibly striking the Oxus before it turns towards the

Caspian. Tlie first is called the old Oxus in English and the

Uzboi in Russian maps ; the second is called the Ongiiz in

Russian and the ChahArjdi in English maps, and is some-

times drawn as if it had been a bifurcation from the Oxus
at some point near ChahArjui. But the recent explorations

of the Russian engineer Lessar have shown that what

hitherto has been taken for the dry bed of the Ochus is

not the bed of a river, but merely a natural furrow between

sand-hills, that it cannot he the continuation cither of a

river from the east bifurcating from the upper Oxus or of

the Tejend river from the south as has been supposed,

and also that it docs not join the Uzboi, but ciases at a

distance of fully GO miles from the ancient bed of that

river. Thus the bed of the Ochus has still to be discovered.

As regards the Oxus, some eminent geographers are of

opinion that it has disembogued into the Aral Sea from

time immemorial as at this day ; other geographers of

equal weight have asserted that the Aral has fluctuated at

different periods of history between the condition of a

great inland sea and that of a reedy marsh, according to

the varying course of its two feeders the Jaxartes and tiie

Oxus. Now the position and height of the head of tiie

delta of the Oxus relatively to the Aral and the Caspian

Seas are such that comparatively slight changes in the

relations of the river to its banks and bed would readily

divert its course from one sea to the other. KhwAja-ili, at

the head of the delta, is 217 feet above the mean sea ; the

Aral is 158 feet above and the Caspian 85 feet below the

mean sea. -The length of channel from KhwAja-ili to the

Aral is 110 miles, with a fall of 59 feet, or about 6 inches
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in the mile ; the length of cliannel from the town of

tfrgsnj near Khwija-iK to the Caspian is about 600 miles,

with a fall of (say) 300 feet, or also about 6 inches to the

mile. Thus the degree of slope is much the same in both

directions, arid consequently the blocking of the channel

towards one sea—either naturally as by an accidental

deposit'of silt, or artificially by the construction of- dams
for the diversion of the river—would most probably be

soon followed by a flow of water towards the other sea.

The writings of Strabo, Pliny, and -Ptolemy indicate that

from 500 b.c. to 600 a.d. the Oxus flowed into the Caspian.

About 605, a great change is said to have taken place,

which turned' the full stream of the Oxus into the Aral.

Ib subsequent years dams were constructed for irrigation

purposes which prevented the stream from reverting to

the Caspian. In 1221, during the siege of Urganj by the

Turks, the dams were purposely broken down, and the

stream was allowed to find its way back to the Uzboi,

which had been deserted for several centuries. But by
1643 the O.xus is said to have been again debouching into

the Aral, as at the present time.

-Authorities.—Colonel Yule's " Essay " in Wood's ftnM, 2d ed. ; Id.,

;* Papers connected with the Upper Oxus Regions," in Jour. Eoy.
Ga?g. jSpc, xlii. ; Sir Henry Rawlinson, England and Jlussia in the

ErvSl ; Id., Review of Yule's' " Sfarco Polo," in Edin. Rev., January
ISTz; Id., " ilonograph on the Oxus," in Jour. Eoy. Geog. Soc.,

itlii. ; Id., "Notes on the Ochus," in Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc., xx.

;

M., "Road to Merv," in Rroc. Roy. Geog. Soc, ilarch 1879;
Price, Mahomedan History ; Lcnz, Ancient Course of the Amu-
Vdria, translated from German by' C. G. ; Arendarenko, Darwdz
and Karateghin, translated from Russian Military Journal by
R. SI.; General Walker, Map of Turkestan, 6th ed., 1S83 ; "The
Russian Pamir Expedition," in Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc, March
1884. (J. T. W.)

OXTGEX. See CureMisTP.Y, vol. v. p. 479 sg.

OXYHYDROGEN FLAME. Hydrogen gas readily

burns in oxygen or air with formation of vapour of water.

The quantity of heat evolved, according to Thorasen,
amounts to 34116 units for every unit of weight- of

hydrogen burned, which means that, supposing the two
gases were originally at the temperature of, say, 0° C, to

bring the hot steam produced into the condition of liquid
water of 0° C, we must -withdraw from it a quantity, of

heat equal to that necessary to raise 34116 units of weight
of liquid water from 0° to 1° C. This heat-disturbance
is quite independent of the particular mode in which the
process b -conducted; it is the same, for instance, whether
pure oxygen or air be used as a reagent, being neither
more or less than the balance of energj* between 1 part of

hydrogen plus 8 parts of oxygen on the one hand and 9
parts of liquid water on the other. The temperature
of '> flame, on the other hand, does depend on the
dii i'lftstances under which the process takes jilace. It

obviously attains its maximum in the case of the firing

of pure" oxj-hydrogen " gas (we mean a mixture' of

hy-irogen with exactly half its volume of oxygen, the
quantity it combines with in becoming water). It beccmes
less -when the " oxyhydrogen " is mixed with excess of one
or the other of the two co-reagents or an inert gas such
as nitrogen, because in any «uch case the same amount
of heat spreads over a larger quantity of matter. To
calculate the "calorific effect," we may assume that, in any
case, for every 1 grain of hydrogen burned 9 x 637 = -5733
units of heat are spent in the con-version of the 9 grains
of liquid water (theoretically imagined to be) produced
into steam 'of 100° C, and that only the rest of

34116 - 5733 = 28383 units is available for heating up the
products of combustion. Now the specific heat of steam
(from 120 to-220° C.) nas been found to be . equal' to

0-4805 units ; hence, on the basis of certain obvious (but
bold) assumptions, in the firing of 9' grains of oxyhydrogen
gas, as, every 9 X 0'4805 units of heat correspond^to. an

increase of 1° C. in temperature, the temperature of the
flame should be by 28383-- 9 times 0-4805 (or 6564° C.)

higher than 100°, or equal to 6664° C.

Let us now consider the case of 1 grain of hydrogen'

mixed with the quantity of air containing 8 grains of

oxygen, i.e., the case of 1 grain hydrogen mixed with 8

grains of oxygen and 26-78 grains of nitrogen. Here,the

temperature t of the flame will be governed by the equa-

tion, 28383 = (<- 100) X 9x0-4805 -fix 26-78 x 0-2438,

—the last coefiicient being the specific heat of nitrogen.

Thus < = 26o5° C, as against the 6664° obtained with

pure oxj'gen. But one of our tacit assumptions is

obviously untenable ; ready-made vapour of water, if

subjected to even the less of the two temperatures,

woiild suffer far-going dissociation involving an absorption

of heat and consequently a depression of tempera-

ture. Hence supposing a mass of oxyhydrogen gas to

have been kindled, as soon as the temperature has passed

a certain point the progress of the process of combina-

tion will' be checked by that of the corresponding dis-

sociation, which latter, as the combustion progresses, -will

go on at a greater and greater rate, or until it just com-

pensates the effect of the process of combination. That

is to say, as soon as through the combustion of a certain

fraction of the oxyhydrogen a certain temperature (far less

than 6664° C.) has been produced, there is no further

increase of temperature, and the uncombined gas-residue

would remain unchanged, if it were not for the practically

unavoidable loss of heat by radiation and conduction,

-which enables it to become water.

This interesting matter was inquired into experimentally

by Bunsen. He exploded fulminating gas mixtures in

a close vessel constructed so that the maximum tensipn

attained by the gas-contents during the combustion could

be observed and measured, and from this value and the

analytical data he calculated the maximum temperature and

the proportion of gas-mixtUre which had Essumed the form

of a chemical compound at the moment when the maximum
temperature prevailed. He found (a) for the case of

pure oxyhydrogen gas—maximum tempeiature = 2844° C,
fraction of burned gas at the respective moment 0-337

;

(6) for the case of a mixture of 1 volume of oxj-gen, 2

volumes of hydrogen, and 3-78 of nitrogen (very nearly

the same as one volume of oxygen in ths shape of air)

—

maximum temperature = 2024° C, burned gas correspond-

ing =0'547 of the potential water. Hence we see that

the temperature of a pure oxj'hydrogen flame is not so

much above that produced in the combustion of hydrogen

by air as we should have concluded from our calculations.

But, whatever the exact numerical value may be, it has

long been known that the calorific effect of an oxyhydrogen

flame exceeds that of any furnace, and the effect has long

been put to practical use in the oxyhydrogen lamp.

The most efficient form of this instrument is that \^-hich was
given to it long ago by Kewman, vv'ho pumps pure oxyhydrogen
into a 'strong copper reservoir under 2 to 3 atmospheres' pressure, lets

the gas stream out of a nan'ow nozzle, and kindles it. Tlie nozzle

in the original apparatus consisted of a glass tube about 4 inches

long and of ^V-nich bore. Newman worked long with this ap-

paratus without any accident occurring; but when he once came
to substitute a tube of ^V-i"ch bore the flame travelled back and
the apparatus burst like a bomb-shell. Of the many safety

arrangements suggested we will mention only that of Hare, who
inserts a plug of (microscopically) porous copper between reservoir

and nozzle, and forces the gas through this plug by apr»lying a

I sufficient pressure. The plug of course acts on the principle of the

Davy lamp, and offers protection as long as it has not got heated.

But it may get hot without the operator noticing it, and probably

has done so occasionally. At any rate, the use of ready mixed

oxyhydrogen has long been given up in favour of tlie very oldest

form of lamji, wJiich was invented, before Newman's, by Hare.

Hare's lamp, in all essential points, is our present gas-blowpipe as

used for glass-blowing. The fuel (hydrogen, or coal-gas, which

works as well) streams out of the annular space between two co-

xvm. — 14
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asial tubes, while oxygen is being blown into the hydrogen flame

through tho central tube. The calorific eifeet of a Hare's lamp
is of courso less than that of Newman's, but still exceeds that of

any ordinary fire ; it is inferior only to that of the electric arc.

Platinum fuses in tho flame with facility, and silica and alumina
(though absolutely infusible in the metallurgist's sense) run into

viscid glasses. Notu'ithstaiidiDg its enormous temperature, an oxy-

hydrogen flame emits only a feeble light; but this arises only from

the absence iu it of good radiators. Wc need only communicate its

high temperature to some non-volatile and infusible solid, and a

considerable portion of the heat is converted into radiant energy
which streams forth as a dazzling white light- In the oxyhydro-
gen lamp as used in connexion wiih the magic lantern or the

"solar " microscope, a bit of lime fixed to an upright wire seiTes

as a radiator. Magnesia is said to be better, and it has been said

that zirconia excels both. Now that the electric light is com-
ing into general use, tho oxyhydrogen lamp as a source ot light

wUl soon be a thing of the past. It ia- sure, however, to survive as

a powerful producer of intense heat, and not for scientific purposes
omy. Thanks to the pioneering activity of Devillo and i)ebray,

it has found its way into the platinum works, and will hold its

ground there until it may be superseded by the electric arc. The
soldering together of the several parts of a platinum apparatus is

now done " autoCTuically " {i.e., without the interposition of any
foreign " solder ) by means of the oxyhydrogen blowpipe,—a great

improvement over the old process of soldering with gold,_which

stripped the pl.'»''.;um-work of its most valuable character, namely,
its relative ..nihility. (W. D.)

OXYXOTUS, the name of a genus of birds now ascer-

tained to be peculiar to two of the Mascarene Islands

—

Mauritius and Reunion (Bourbon)—where the name of

Cuisinier is applied to them, and remarkable for the fact,

almost if not quite unique in Ornithologj',^ that, while the

males ot both species are almost identical in appearance, the

females are wholly unlike each other. Though the habits

of the Mauritian species, 0. rufivenier, have been very

fairly observed, there seems to be nothing in them that

might account for the peculiarity. The genus Oxynotm is

generally placed in the group known as Campophagiche,

most or all of which are distinguished from the Laniidie

(to which they seem nearly allied) by the feathers on the

lower part of the back and on the rump having the basal

portion of the shaft very stifE and the distal portion soft

—

a structure whicli makes that part of the body, on being

touched by the finger, feel as though it were beset with

blunt prickles. Hence the name of the genus conferred by
Swainson, and intended to signify " prickly back." The
males, which look rather like miniature Grey Shrikes

(Lanius cccuhitor and others), are—except on close exami-

nation, when some slight differences of build and shade

become discernible—quite indistinguishable ; but the

female of the one species has a reddish-brown back, and is

bright ferruginous beneath, while the female of the other

species is dull white beneath, transversely barred, as are the

females of some Shrikes, with brown. Both sexes of each

species, and the young of one of them, are described and
figured in The Ibis for 1866 (pp. 275-2S0, pis. vii. and
viii.). (a. n.)

OYER AlTD TERMWER, in English law, is one of

the commissions by which a judge of assize sits (see

Assize). By the commission of oyer and terminer the

commissioners (in practice tho judges of assize, though
other persons are named with them in the commission)

are commanded to make diligent inquiry into all treasons,

felonies, and misdemeanours whatever committed in the

counties specified in the commission, and to hear and
determine the same according to law. The inquiry is by
means of the grand jury ; after tho grand jury has found
the bills submitted to it, the commissioners proceed to

hear and determine (oyer and terminer) by means of the

petty jury. The words oyer and terminer are also used to

* Tho only other instance cited by Darwin {Dcscait of ^an, iL pp.
192, 193) is that of two species of Paradisea; but therein the males
differ from one aaotber to a far greater degree than do those of
OxunUtLS,

denote the court which has jurisdiction to try offence?

within the limits to which the commission of oyer and
terminer extends.

By 7 Anne c. 21 the crown has power to issue commissions of

oyer and terminer in Scotland for the trial of treason and mis-
prision of treason. Three of the lords of justiciary must be in any
such commission^ An indictment for either of the offences

mentioned may be removed by certiorari from the court of oyer and
terminer into the court of justiciary.

In the United States oyer and terminer is tho namo given to

courts of criminal jurisdiction in some States, e.g,^ New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Georgia.

OY'STER. The use of this name in the vernacular is

equivalent to that of Oslrea in zoological nomenclature

;

there are no genera so similar to Ostrea as to be confounded

with it in ordinary language. Ostrea is a genus of Lamel-

librmch Molluscs, belonging to the third order Monomya,
the valves of its shell being closed by a single large

adductor muscle. The degeneration produced by sedentarj'

habits in all lamellibranchs has in the oyster reached its

most advanced stage. The muscular projection of the

ventral surface called the foot, whose various modifications

characterize the different classes of Mollusca, is almost

entirely aborted. The two valves of the shell are unequal

in size, and of different shape ; the left valve is larger,

thicker, and more convex, and on it the animal rests in its

patural state. This valve, in the young oyster, is attached

to some object on the sea-bottom ; in the adult it is some-

times attached, sometimes free. The right valve is flat,

and smaller and thinner than the left. In a corresponding

manner the right side of the animal's body is somewhat

less developed than the left, and to this extent there is a

departure from the bilateral symmetry characteristic of

lamellibranchs.

The organization of the oyster, as compared with that

of a typical lamellibranch such as Anodon (see Mollusca),

is brought about by the reduction of the anterior part of

the body accompanying the loss of the anterior adductor,

and the enlargement of the posterior region. The pedal

ganglia and auditory organs have disappeared with the

foot, at all events have never been detected : the labial

ganglia are very minute, while the parieto-splanchnic are

well developed, and constitute the principal part of the

nervous system.

According to Spengel the pair of ganglia near the

mouth, variously called labial or cerebral, represent the

cerebral pair and pleural pair of a gastropod combined,

and the parieto-splanchnic pair correspond to the visceral

ganglia, the commissure which connects them with the

cerebro-pleural representing the visceral commissure.

Each of the visceral ganglia is connected or combined

with aa olfactory ganglion underlying an area of special-

ized epithelium, which constitutes the olfactory organ,

the osphradium. This view (which, it may bo pointed

out, differs from that given under Moixusca) alone admits

of a satisfactory comparison between the lamellibranch

and the gastropod ; if the parieto-splanchnic were raer eiy

an olfactory ganglion its connexion by a commirsure with

its fellow would be an abnormality, and the olfactory

ganglion in the lamellibranch would innervate the gills,

adductor muscle, mantle, and rectum, parts which in

gastropods are innervated from the visceral ganglia. The
heart and pericardial chamber ia tha oyster lie along the

anterior face of the adductor muscle, almost perpendicular

to the direction of the gills, with wliich in A.wdon they

are parallel. In Anodon and the majority of lamelli-

branchs the ventricle surrounds the intestine ; in the

oyster the two are quite independent, the intestine pass-

ing above the pericardium. The renal organa of the

oyster were discovered by Hoek to agree in their mcr
phological relations with those of other lamellibranchs.
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The geaerative organs of the oyster consist of a Dystcm

of branching cavities on each side of the body lying

immediately beneath the surface. AU the cavities •of a

side are ultimately in communication with an efferent" duct

opening on the surface of the body a little above the line

of attachment of the giUs. The genital opening on each

side is situated in a depression of the surface into which

the renal organ' also opens. The genital products are

derived from the cells which line the cavities of the genital

organs. The researches of Hoek have shown that in the

same oyster the genital organs at one time produce ova, at

pnother spermatozoa, and that consequently the oyster

Joes not fertilize itself. How many times the alternation

.>f sei may take place in a season is not known. It must

be borne in mind that in what follows the species of the

fiaropean coasts, Oslrea edidis, is under consideration.

The ova are fertilized in the genital duct, and before their'

escape have undergone the earliest stages of segmentation.

After escaping from the genital aperture they find their

way into the infra-branchial part 'of the mantle cavity of

the parent, probably by passing through the supra-branchial

chamber to the posterior extremity of the gills, and then

being conducted by the inhalent current caused by the

ciUa of the gills into the infra-branchial chamber. In the

latter they accumulate, being held together and fastened

to the gills by a white viscid secretion. The mass of ova

thus contained in the oyster is spoken of by oyster fishers

as " white spat," and an oyster containing them is said to

be " sicK" While in this position the ova go through the

series of changes figured in vol. xvi. p. 638 (fig. 6). At
the end of a fortnight the white spat has become dark-

coloured from the appearance of coloured patches in the

developing embryos. The embryos having then reached

the condition of " trochospheres " escape from the mantle

cavity and swim about freely near the surface of the water

among the multitude of other creatures, larval and adult,

which swarm tliere. The larvs are extremely minute,

about y j-jy inch long and of glassy transparency, except in

one or two spots which are dark brown. From the

trochosphere stage the free larvae pass into that of
" veligers." 'How long they remain free is not known

;

Prof. Huxley kept them in a glass vessel iu this condition

for a week. Ultimately they sink to the bottom and fix

themselves to shelb, stones, or •tier objects, and rapidly

take on the appearance of minute oysters, forming white

disks j([ inch in diameter. The appearauee of these minute
oysters constitutes nhat the fishermen call a "fall of spat."

The experiment by which Hoek conclusively proved the

change of sex in the oyster was as follows. In an oyster

containing white spat microscopic examination of the

genital organs shows nothing but a few unexpelled ova.

An oyster in this condition was kept in an aquarium by
itself for a fortnight, and after that period its genital

organs were found to contain multitudes of spermatozoa in

all stages of development.

The breeding season of the European oyster lasts from
'May to September. The rate of growth of the young
oyster is, roughly speaking, an inch of diameter in a year,

but after it has attained a breadth of 3 inches its growth
is much slower. Prof. Miibius is of opinion that oysters
over twenty years of age are rare, and that most of the

adult Scfaleswig oj'sters are seven to ten years old.

The development of the American oyster, 0, virginiana, and of
the Portuguese oyster, 0. angidaia, is very similar to that of
0. edulis, escept that there is no period of ineubation within the
mantle canty of the parent in the case of these two species. Hence
it is that so-called artificial fertilization is possible ; that is to say,
the fertilization may be allowed to take place in a tank or acjua-

rium in which the conditions are under control. But if it is

possible to procure a supply of spat from the American oyster by
keeiiiiig thf, swanns of larvje in confinement, it ought to be pos-

sible in the case of the Emxipcau oyster. All that would bo
necessary would bo to take a number of mature oysters containing
white spat and lay tliem down in tanks till the larva' escape. This
would be merely carrying oyster culture a step fui-thor back, and
instead of collecting the newly fixed oysters, to obtain the freo

larviB in numbers and so insure a fall of spat independently of the
uncertainty of natural conditions. ^

Natural beds of oyster occur on stony and shelly bott'oms fit

depths varying from 3 to 20fathom3. In nature the beds are liable

to variations, and, although Prof. Hu?iley is somewhat sceptical on
this point,- it seems that they are easily brought into an unproduc-
"tive condition by over-dredging. Oysters do not flourish in water
containing less than 3 per cent, salt ; and hence they are absent
from the Baltic. The chief enemies of oystei'S are the dog-whclk.
Purpura lapilhis, and the whelk-tingle, Murcx eniictcfiw,which, bore
through the sliclls. Starfishes swallow oysters-whole. Cliona^ the
boring sponsje, destroys the shells and so injures the oyster ; the
boring annelid Lcufodurc also excavates the shell.

The wandering life -of the larvoe makes it uncertain whether any
of the progeny of a given OYSter-bed will settle witMn its area
and so keep up its numbers. 'It is known from the history cf the
Liimfjord beds that the larvge may settle 5 mUes from their place
of birth.

Tl.e genus Oslrea has a world-wide distribution, in tropical

and temperate seas; seventy species have been distinguished. Its

nearest allies are Anoniin- among living forms, C p'l'isa among
fossils. For the so-called Pearl-Oyster tee Peakl. (j". T. C.).

Oyster Industry.

The oyster industry of the world -is seated cliieily in

the United Stages and France. Great Britain has still

a few natural beds remaining, and a number of well-con-

ducted establishments for oyster culture. Canada, Holland,

Italy, Germany, Belgium, Spain, Portugal, Denmarit,

Norway, and Russia have also oyster industries, which ara

comparatively insignificant, and in the case of the two
countries last named, hardly worthy of consideration in

a statistical statement. Recent and accurate statistics are

lacking except in two or three instances. A brief re'view

by countries in the order of their importance is here

sented.

United Slates.—This is by far the most extensive of the fishery

industries of the country, yielding products three times as valuable
as those of the cod fishery .and six times those of the whale fishery.

In 1880 it employed 52,805 persons, and yielded 22,195,370
Uishels, worth to the fishermen $9,004,861. On 13,047,92^
bushels there is a rise of value in passing from pr-iducers to

market, which amounts to $4,368,991, and results either from
replanting or from packing in tin cans. The value of the cajiital

invested in the industry is returned as 810,583,295. There are

employed 4155 vessels, valued at $3,523,700, and 11,930 boats.

The actual fishermen number 38,249, the shoresmen 14,556. Fully
80 per cent, of the total yield is obtained from the waters of

Cliesapeake Bay.^

France.—The oyster industry of France employed in 1881
29,431^ men, women, and children in the parks, l?cds, an 1 preserves.

Tlie number of such establishments upon the public domain was
32,364, with an area of 19,891 acres, and 970 establish nents upon
private property, with an area of 926 acres. from these

374, 985, 770 oysters were dredged during the season of 1880-81, from
Sejitember 1 to June 15, worth 2,061,753 francs, wh le the total

number of oystei-s disposed of during this period smounted to

680,372,750, worth 17,951,114 francs. This total includes the
oysters dredged in the sea as well as those -gathered fj om the arti-

ficial breeding-grounds or parks.

Great Britain.—A brief discussion of the British oysffer fisheries

may be found under Fishef.ies, vol. ix. p. 265. A recent estimate^
gives the total value of the oysters obtained from British seas at

£2,000,000, worth 2d. each, or, perhaps, 240,000,00(' in all. An
extensive import trade is carried on with the United States,

which has giown up within the past decade, as is shown by
the following statement* of import values:— 1874, $41,419;

^ The statistical summary prepared for the Fisheiies Division of

the Tenth Census by Mr Ernest IngersoU shows the details, by States,

of the oyster industry of the v;holc country.
- Bouchou-Brandely stated in 1877 that the industry of oyster culture

in France supported a maritime population of 200,000. It is difficult

to reconcile this statement with the official statistics.

' That of Mr James G. Bertram in Brit. Quart. Hev. for January
1883.

* Derived from the records of the United States Treasury.
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1875, 838,733 ; 1876, $99,012 ; 1877, $121,301 ; 1878, $254,815 ;

1879, 8306,941 ; 1880, 43(i6,403 ; 1881, $414,584 ; 1882, $372,111
;

18S3, $371,497.
Holland.—Since 1870 the beds in ^e province of Zealand have

been greatly enriched by careful methods of culture and protection

;

and in 1881 the product amounted to 21,800,000 oysters, worth
about 1,350,000 guilders.' About half the product of the Dutch
oyster fishery is sent to England, and large quantities of the young
cysters are laid down to fatten iu the English oyster-beds.

Germany.—Germany has a small oyster industry on the west

coast of Schleswig-Holstein.^ According to Lindeman, tne l.nrgest

annual product of these beds has rarely exceeded 4,000,000 oysters.

Frora 1859 to 1879 they were rented to a company in Flensburg for

an annual payment of 80,000 marks. In 1879 the lease was trans-

ferred to a Hamburg firm, who piid for that year 163,000 marks.

Italy.—Oyster culture in Italy, according to liouchon-Brandely,^

is c::rricd on iu only one locality, Taranto, though small quan-

tities of natives are obtained from the Gulfs of Genoa and Naples,

from the coasts of the Adriatic, and from the ponds of Corsica.

The sea of Taranto is leased by the city to a company that pays an

annual rent of 38,000 francs. The product of this body of water

is estimated variously at from 6,000,000 to 10,000,000 oysters

yearly. The entire annual product of Italy does not probably ex-

ceed 20,000,000 oysters, valued at about £40,000.
Belgium.—Oyster culture is carried on upon a small scale at

Ostend. There being no native beds, the seed oysters are brought

from England, a practice which, according to Lindeman, originated

as early as 1765. The product probably does not exceed 10,000
bushels a year, and is consumed chiefly in Germany and Holland,
though there is a small exportation.

Spain.—According to a recent report by Don Francisco Sola,

there are forty-three establishments in Spain for the cultivation of

oysters and other shell-fisheries. The amount of oysters annually
produced is estimated at 167,673 kilogrammes (368,880 lb), valued

at 50,296 pesetas (about £2000). These are exported to Algiers,

France, Portugal, and South America.
Foriugal.—There appear to be no statistics for Portugal. Con-

siderable quantities of seed oysters are planted at present in the

Bay of Arcachon and elsewhere in France, and in England the
Anglo-Portuguese oyster is apparently growing in favour.*

Denmark.—The very insignificant oyster fishery of Denmark has
its seat chiefly in the Liimfjord and at Frederikshaven. All the

oyster-beds, being Governn;cnt property, are carefully protected by
lavr. Statistics for late years are not accessible. In 1847 the product

of tlje Frederikshaven beds was about 200,000 oysters ; but the yield

of late years has been much smaller. The Liimfjord beds were dis-

covered about 1851. From 1876 to 1881 the Danish oyster fisheries

were leased to a firm in Hamburg, which paid 240,000 kroner

(£13,000) as yearly rental.

Rxtssia.—Grimm states that a species of oyster, Ostrea adriatica,

is fcand iu considerable numbers along the coast of the Crimea,

and is the object of a considerable trade. Oysters brought from
Theodosia cost in St Petersburg about 3s. steiling the score.

Norway.—The average value of the yield for the five years ending
1881 was 7000 kroner (£420). The qu.antity produced in 1881

was 267 hectolitres (735 bushels), valued at 7000 kroner (£390).

The industry is seated for the most pr.rt in the districts of southern

Trondhjem and Jarlsberg, the product of the latter province being

nearly half that of all Norway.
Subjoined is a rough estimate of the total number of oysters

obtained annually from the sea (North America, 5,572,000,000;
Europe, 2,331,200,000):

United States'.. ..5, 550,000,000
Canada 22,000,000

France ,680,400,000

Great Britain 1,600,000,000
Holland 21,800,000
Italy , 20,000,000

Germany 4,000,000
Belgium 2,500,000
Spain 1,000,000
Portugal 800,000
Denmark 200,000
Russia 250,000
Norway 250,000

* Hubrecht, "Oyster Culture and Oyster Fisheries of the Netherlands"
{conference paper, International Fislieries Exhibition) ; Hoek, " Ueber
Austernzucht in den Niederlanden " (circular 2, Deutsche Fischerei-

Verein, 1879 ; translated in Report of the United States Fish Commis-
sion, pait viii. pp. 1029-35).

^ Mobiuri, Die Auster und die Aiisternwirthschaft (1877, pp. 126
;

translated iu Report of the United States Fish Commission, part viii.

pp. 083-761).
' Rapport au Ministre de V Instruction sur la piscicvXture en France

et L'Ostrticidture dans la Mediterranle (Paris, 1878) ; the portion

relating to oyster culture in the Mediterranean is translated in the

Report of the United States Fish Commission, part viii. pp. 907-28.
* See Renaud, Notice siir V ITuitre Portiirjaise et Francaise cultivee

dans la Baie d'Arcachon ; translated in the Report of the United States

Fish Commission, part viii. pp. 931-41.

On basis of '..SO oystcrj to the bu.shel. The number varies from
150 to 400.

The oyster industry is rapidly passing from the hands
of the fisherman into those of the oyster cuHurist. The
oyster being sedentary, except for a few days in the earliest

stages of its existence, is easily exterminated irraB^; given

locality ; since, although it may not be possible for the

fisherm.en to ralce up from the bottom every indiviaialj'

wholesale methods of capture soon result in covering up
or otherwise destroying the oyster banks or reefs, as the
communities of oysters are technically termed. The main
difference between the oyster industry of America and that
of Europe lies in the fact that in Europe the native beds
have long since been practically destroyed, perhaps not

more than 6 of 7 per cent, of the oysters of Europe
passing from the native beds directly into the hands
of the consumer. It is probable that 60 to 7S per

cent, are reared from the spat in artificial parks, the

remainder having been laid down for a time tp increase in

size and flavour in shoal waters along the coasts. In the

United States, on the other hand, from 30 to 40 per

cent, are carried from the native beds directly to market.

The oyster fishery is everywhere, except in localities

v/here the natural beds are nearly exhausted, carritd on in

the most reckless manner, and in all directions oyster

grounds are becoming deteriorated, and in some cases have
been entirely destroyed. It remains to be seen whether
the Government of the States will regulate the oyster

fishery before it is too late, or will permit the destruction

of these most important reservoirs of food. At present

the oyster is one of the cheapest articles of diet in the

United States ; and, though it can hardly be expected

that the price of American oysters will always remain so

low, still, taking into consideration the great wealth of

the natural beds along the entire Atlantic coast, it seems

certain that a moderate amount of protection will keep

the price of seed oysters far below European rates, and

that the immense stretches of submerged land especially

suited for oyster planting may be utilized and made to

produce an abundant harvest at much less cost than that

which accompanies the complicated system of culture in

vogue in France and Holland.

The most elaborate system of oyster culture is that

practised at Arcachon and elsewhere in France, and,- to a

limited extent since 18C.5, on the island of Hayiing, near

Portsmouth, in England. The young oysters, having been
collected in the breeding season upon tiles or hurdles, are

laid down in artificial ponds, or in troughs, where the

water is supplied to them at the discretion of their pro-

'prietors. The oysters are thus kept under control like

garden plants from the time they are laid down to that of

delivery to commercial control. The numerous modifica-

tions of this system are discussed iu various recent

reports."

The simplest form of oyster culture is the preservation

of the natural oyster-beds. Upon this, in fact, depends

the whole future of the industry, since it is not probable

that any system of artificial breeding can be devised which
will render it possible to keep up a supply (vithout at least

occasional recourse to seed oysters produced under natural

conditions. It is the opinion of almost all who have

studied the subject that any natural bed may in time be

destroyed by overfishing (perhaps not by removing all the

oysters, but by breaking up the colonies, and delivering

over the territory which they once occupied to other kinds

of animals), by burying the breeding oysters, by covering

® See especially the following English parliamentary papers :

—

Report

oith'i Commissioners appointed to inquire into the Present State of the

Oyster Fisheries of France, England, and Ireland, 1870 ; Report of the

Select Committee appointed to inquire what are the Reasons for the

Present Scarcity of Oysters, &c., 1876 ; Report on the Principal Oysf.er

Fisheries of France, with a short description of the Syrtcm of Oyster

Culture pursued at some of the most important places, &c., 1878.
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Qp the projections suitable for tlie reception of spat, and

by breaking down, chi*ough the action of heavy dredges,

the ridges which are especially fitted to be seats of the

colonies.^ The immense oyster-be4s in Pocomoke Sound,

Maryland, have practically been destroyed by over-dredg-

ing, and many of the other beds of the United States are

Bcrioasly damaged. The same is doubtless true of all the

beds of Europe. It has also been demonstrated that

under proper restriction great quantities of mature oysters,

and seed oysters as well, may be taken from any region

of natural oyster-beds without injurious effects. Parallel

cases in agriculture and forestry yail occur to every one.

Mobiua; in his most admirable essay Die Auster tind Die
Aiuitcnucirthschaft, has pointed out the proper means of

preserving natural beds, declaring that, if the average profit

from a bed of oysters is to remain permanently the same,

a sufficient number of mother oysters must be left in it,

80 as not to diminish the capacity of maturing. He
further shows that the productive capacity of a bed can

only be maintained in one of two ways:—(1) by diminish-

ing the causes which destroy the young oysters, in which

case the number of breeding oysters may safely be

decre&ed ; this, however, is practicable only under such

favourable conditions as occur at Arcachon, where the beds

may be kept under the constarUt control of the oyster-

culturist
; (2) by regulating the fishing on the natural

beds in such a manner as to make them produce perma-

nently the highest possible average quantity of oysters.

Since the annual increase of half-grown oysters is estimated

by him to be four hundred and twenty-one to every

thousand full-grown oysters, he claims that not more than

42 per cent, of these latter ought to be taken from a bed

during a year.

The Schleswig-Holstein oyster-beda are the property of

the state, and are leased to a company whose interest it is

to preserve their productiveness. The French beds are

a!so kept under Government control. Kot so the beds

of Great Britain and America, which are as a general

rule open to all comers,- except when some close-time

regulation is in force. Prof. Huxley has illustrated the

futility of " close-time " in his remark that the prohibition

of taking oysters from an oyster-bed during four months
of the year is not the slightest security against its being

stripped clean during the other eight months. " Suppose,"

he continues, " that in a country infested by wolves, you
have a flock of sheep, keeping the wolves off during the

lambing season will not afford much protection if you
v/ithdraw shepherd and dogs during the rest of the year."

The old close-time laws were abolished in England in

1866, and returned to in 1876, but no results can be traced

to the action of parliament in either case. Prof. Huxley's

conclusions as regards the future of the oyster industry

in Great Britain are doubtless just as applicable to other

countries,—that the only hope for the oyster consumer
lies in the encouragement of oyster-culture, and in tho

development of some means of breeding oysters under
such conditions that the spat shall be safely deposited.

Oyster culture can evidently be carried on only by private

enterprise, and the problem for legislation to solve is how

' Even Prof. Hoxley, the most ardent of all opponents of fishery

legislation, while denying that oyster-beds have been permanently
annihilated by dredging, practically admits that a bed may be reduced

to such a condition that the oyster will only be able to recover its

former state by a long struggle with its enemies and competition,—in

f.-ict that it must re-establish itself much in the same way as they have

acquired i>ossession of new grounds in Jutland, a process which,

according to his own statement, occupied thirty years (Lecture at tlie

Royal Institution, May 11, 1883, printed with additiona in the English
lUustrated Magazine, i. pp. 47-55, 112-21).

' Connecticut has within a few years greatly benefited its oyster

indnatry by giving to oyrter-culturicta a fee simple title to the licds

under control by tkem.

to give such rights of property upon those shores which

are favoura,ble to oyster culture as may encourage- com-

petent persons to invest their money in that undertaking.

Such property right should undoubtedly be extended to

natural beds, or else an area of natural spawning territory

should be kept under constant control and surveillance by

Government, for the purpose of maintaining an adequate

supply of seed oysters.

The existing legislation in the United States is thus aoniirably

summarized by Lieutenant Francis Winslow:*

—

" The fishery Is reRulated Xty the lawa of the varioas Stales, the Federal

Government exercishiR no control, end consequently the condltiona under which

the pureuit la followed are mcny and various. At tho present time the laws

relatlfiR to the oyster fishery ran-y be said to be based upon one of two general

principles. The rirst, the basis for the repulatlons of must ol the Stutea, con-

eiders tho oyeler-beds to he Inalienable common property. Lawo based upon
this principle Hre generally of n protective nature, and are In rtality regulation*

of the Srste.made by it ir. its capacity of giianllan of the common property. The
second principle assumes tl»e right of the Stale todispnao of the area at the hottcm
of Its rivei-8. harbours, and catujriea, and. having disposed of It, to consider the

lessee or owner as alone responsible for the success or failure of his entei-prisea,

and the Slate in no way called upon to afford lilni ofl-.er assistance than proteclioa

In lepitimate light*. In general terms, under the first principle the b^-ds arc held

la cfmimon ; under the Becond, in Bevemhy. But one State ptrmIt-3 tlie pre-

emption of an unlimited tract of bottom, and the holding of It in fee—the State

of Connecticut. Rhode Island leases her ground for a term of yearn, at 3-10 ?er

acre ; but the person holding an area has no I'jgal power of disposing oi It b^ycnd

the limits of the lease. Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Sliirylini, i.n^

Virginia alt permit pre-emption of small tracts by individuals for indefinite

peiiods, and on the coast of Long Island the various towns along the shore iewo
tracts of considerable extent to private culiivatora.

" Various restrictions are also placed UT-on the time and manner of condcc!!nj

the fishei-iefl. Some of the Sutcs, notlci'ably Virginia, prohibit entirely the use

of the dredge or scrape; oth'-rs. noticeably New Jersey, prohibit such use In acme
localities, and permit It In othtia. A!l the State*, with one exception, prohibit

the use of steam vessels or machinery, or fishing by other than their own Inhabit-

ants. Connecticut again forms the exception, and quite a large fleet of steam
dredging vessels are employed on her beds.

"The laws of the varioua States have aeveral common features. All g'?nenil

fishing la suspended during the summer months. No night fishing- b permitted.

No steamers are allowed to be used. No proprietary rights to particular arens are

given beyond the right to 'plant' a limited nombcr of oysters on bottoms adjoin-

ing land owned by the planter, and peace officers and local authoiiti-^s are charired

with e:iecutlon of laws relating to the fishefj-. In a few States or loc?.lIti?8

licences are required to be obtained for each fishing vessel ; and in one otate,

Maryland, a regular police force and fleet of vessels are maintained to support ^he

law. These i^guintions are easily e'^aded, except those relating to the stean-eis

and pre-emption of ground. Naturally, no one will put down oysters w'triout

being able to protect them ; and steamers are too readily detected to make their

illegal employment possible. In Connecticut and Rhode Island, the beds belnjt

virtually private property, there is no restriction of the fisberj'-, except that It Bhall

not be conducted at night."

The method of gathering oysters is simple, and much the same in

all parts of the world, the implements in use being nippers or

tonga with long handles, rakes, which are simply many-pronged
nippers, and dredges. The subjoined account of the Aincricau

method is abridged from that of Lieutenant V/inslow;

—

The character of the vessel or boat used depends in a measure npon the mean^
of the fisherman and the constancy of his employment, and ! also influenced l-y

the character of the oyster ground, ils location, and the laws govemlng the flail-

ing. The last-named condition also decides the implement to b«i used; when
permitted, it is the dredge—either the ennrmons one employed by the steameia,

the smaller toothed rake-dredge, or smoolhscrapc. When dredging is prohibited,

the tongs, or nippers, with two handles, sometimes 30 feet lone, a e used. Ttie

dredges are usually worked by an apparatus teimed a " winder," many forms
of MtMch are employed, the best and most recent foi-m being so designed thai, if,

while reeling in, the dredge should "hang," that is, become immovably fixed by
some obstruction "n the bottom, the drum is at once automatically thrown cut of

gearing, and the dredge-rope allowed to mn out. Small craft nse a mure simple
and \c?-i expensive description of winch, and frequently haul in by hand, whife

the steam dredgers have powerful machinery £dap:eri for this special purpose.

The number of men employed varies with the size of the craft ; two, three, and
ffiur men ore sufficient on board the Bmalli;r dredgers, while tbe l;irger cariy ten

an.d twelve.

While a great many oysters are transported in the shell to markets distant from
the seaboard, the largest pait of the inland consompUon is (f "opened" or

"shucked" ovsters. and nearly every oyster dealer along the ciast emp!o>-B a

larger or smaller number of persons to open the oysters and pa'k and ehip tha

m^ats. Some of these establishments are small, having as few as half a dozen
peopie engaged; others are large buildings or sheds, and employ hundreds of

"shurken." After having been removed from their shells ;md thorouuhly
washed, the oysters thus dealt with are transferred either to smell cans, holding
a quart of oysters, or to barrels, kegs, or tubs; when packed ii tuba, kega, o»-

baiTels, they go in bulk, with a large piece of Ice; when packed in the tin cans,

the cans are arranged in two rows inside of a long box, a vacant space being It-ft

in the centre, between the rows, in which is placed a large block of ice. The cans

arc carefully soldered up before packing, and together with the ice are laid in saw-
dost. Oysters packed in this way can. In cool weather, be kept a week or moic,
and sent across the continent, or to the remote western towns.

The steaming process is that by whiuh the " cove" oysters arj prepared. The
term "cove" is applied to oysters put op in csns, hennetically sealed, and
intended to be preserved an indefinite time. The trade in coves is confined

principally to the Chesapeake region, and the process of preparing them is as

follows. The oysters, nanally the smaller sizes, are taken frt.m the vessels and
placed in cars of iron frame-work, 6 or 8 feet long. Thoe cars mn on a light

iron track, which is laid from the wharf through the " steam-chest " or " steam-

box " to the shucking shed. As soon as a car i< filled with oj sters (In the shell)

it is run Into the steanvchcat. a rectangular oak box, 1& to 20 feet long, lined with

sheet iron and fitted with appliances for turning in steam ; thu doors, which wo'k
vertically and shut closely, are then let down, the ateam adml Jed, and the oysters

5 Catalogue of the Economic Mollusca exhibited by tbd United

States National Museiua at tho Inteniatioiial FisTieries Exhibition,

London, 1883.
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left for ten or fifteen miriutes. TTtc cliestis tlienopencct and the cars nin into the
i;ackinc shed, llieir places in the dust b<:'!ngimn>e<tiatcly occiijiicd by other cais.

|3 the shed the cars arc surrounded by the shuckero, each provided with s tnlfe
and 8 can arranpcd so as to hook to the upper bar of the iron frame-work of the car.

Tne steaminj: having caused the oyster shells to open more or less widely, tliere is

BO difficulty in gelling out the meats, and the cais are veiy rapidly emptied. Tlie

oysters are then washed in iced watLi and transferred to the " fillers" " tabic. Tlic

CMis. having been tilled, are reraored to another part of the room and packed in

a cylindrical, iron crate or basket, and lowered iuto a large cylin-lrlcal kettle,

called iho " process kcitle " or " tub," where they are again steamed. After this

they are placed, crate and all, ia the *' cooling (ub ;" and when sufficiently cool to
be handled, the cans ars taken to the soldering table, and there " capped"—ll'flt is,

arc hermetically ciosed. From the "capi>er3" they are transported to another
department, labelled, and packed in boxes for shipment. Tiic whole steaming pro-
cess wHl not occupy an hour from the time the oysters leave the vessel until they
ere ready for shipment

The extension of the area of the natural beds is the

second st^p in oyster culture. As is well kno\^"n to zoolo-

gists, and as has been very lucidly set forth bj' Prof.

Jlobius in the essay already referred to, the location of

oyster banks is sharply defined by absolute phj'sical con-

ditions. AVithin certain definite limits of depth, tempera-
ture, and salinity, the only requirement is a suitable place

for attachment. Oysters cannot thrive where the ground
is composed of moving sand or where mud is deposited

j

consequently, since the size and number of these places are

very limited, only a very small percentage of the young
oysters can find a resting-place, and the remainder perish.

Mdbius estimates that for every oyster brought to market
from the Holstein banks, 1,015,000 are destroyed or die.

By putting down suitable "cultch" or "stools" immense
quantities of the wandering fry may be induced to settle,

and are thus saved. As a rule the natural beds occupy
most of the suitable space in their own vicinity. Unoccu-
pied territory may, however, be prepared for the reception

of new beds, by spreading sand, gravel, and shells over

muddy bottoms, or, indeed, beds may be kept up in loca-

tions for permanent natural beds, by putting down mature
oysters and cultchjust before the time of breeding, thus

gi\ing the young a chance to fix themselves before the

currents and enemies have had time to accomplish much
in the way of destruction.

The collection of oyster spat upon artificial stools has
been practised from time immemorial. As early as the

7th century, and probably before, the Romans practised a
kind of oyster culture in Lake Avernus,- which still sur-

vives to the present day in Lake Fusaro. Piles of rocks

are made on the muddy bottoms of these salt-water lakes,

and around these are arranged circles of stakes, to which
are often attached bundles of twigs. Breeding oysters are

piled upon the rookeries, and their young become attached

to the stakes and twigs provided for their reception, where
they are allowed to remain until ready for use, when they

are plucked off and sent to the market. A sifnilar though
ruder device is used in the Poquonnock river in Connecti-

cut. Birch trees are thrown into the water near a natural

bed of oysters, and the trunks and twigs become covered

with spat ; the trees are then dragged out upon the shore

by oxen, and the young fry are broken off and laid down
in the shallows to increase in size. In 1658 the method
of the Italian lakes were repeated at St Brieuc under the

direction of Prof. P. Coste, and from these experiments

the art of artificial breeding as practised in France has
been developed. There is, however, a marked distinc-

tion between oyster culture and oyster breeding, as will be
£ho\\m below. The natural beds of France in the Bay of

Arcachon, near Auray in Brittany, near Cancale and Gran-
ville in 2s''ormandy, and elsewhere, are, however, carefully

cultivated, as it is necessary that they should be, for the

support of the breeding establishments.'

Mare or less handling or '* working " of tho oysters is necessary

both for natural and transplanted teds. The most elabor.ite is

that which has been styled the " English system," wliich is carried

on chiefly nc.ir the mouth of the Thames, by the "Wliitslable end
ColclK-iter corporations of ftshermcn and others. This consists in

* Sec Report of the United States Fiih Couuziis^ioii, part ^iii. pp.
;3i>-ll. >i3-59, SS5-903, 931-41.

laying down beds in waicr a fat!:oin oi nioi-e in depth at low water

and constantly diedgiag over the grounds, evtn during the close

time, except during the period when the spat Is actually settling.

Ry this means the oysters are fitquently taken out of the water and
put back again, and it is claimed that in this way their enemies aro

baffled and tlie ground put in better condition to receive the spat.

As a matter of Tact, however, the oysters have not for many years

multiplied under tliis treatment, and the system is practically one
of oyster-parking; rather than cne of oyster-cuUure, One of the
advantages of the frequent handling is that the fishermen, in

putting the oystei-s back, can assort them by sizes, and arrange them
conveniently for the final gathering for market purposes.

American oyster culture, as practised in the " East Kiver" (tllfl

western end of Long Island Sound), in eastern Connecticut, and td

some extent in Long Island and New Jersey, ia eminently success-

ful and profitable, and there seems to he no reason to doubt its

permanence conducted as it is in close proximity to the natural
beds, and with due regird for preservation. In the Long Island
Sound alone, in 1£79, the labours of 1714 men produced 997,000
bushels, or perhaps 250,000,000 of native oysters, valued at

$847,925, wliile all France produccdinthe'followingseasou 375,O0O|
wortli about §il2,000. There was also a side product of 450,000
bushels (122,000,000) of transplanted oysters, worth $350,000,
hanijled by the same men in the American beds, while Franco
emploj'ed an additional force of 28,000 people to produce 305,000,000
artificially tred oystei-s, worth §3,179,000. The Long Island
Sound system consists simply in distributing over the grounds, just
before the spawning season, quantities of old oyster shells |o which
the young oysters become attached, and left undisturbed for from
three to five years, when, liaving reached maturity, they aro

dredged for use. Spawning oysters are frequently put down in tho
spring, two mouths before the ground is shelled ; this is done even
whou the natural beds are near, but is not so essential as when a
rather remote piece of bottom is to be colonized.^

An excellent summary of the methods of planting in different parts

ofthe United Stales may be found in "Winslow'e paper already quoted.
The laying down or temporaiy deposit of dredged oysters in

estuaries on floats or in tanks, to fatten, increase in size, or improve
in iiavoxu, is a concomitant of oyster cultvre, and may be used in
connexion with any of the systems above referred to. It is in no
sense oyster culture, since it has no relation to the maintenance of

the supply. A system of this kind has been practised since the IGth
century at Marenncs and La Trcmblade on the west coast if

France, where oysters from natui-al beds are placed in shallow
basins communicating with the sea during the spring tides, and
where they obtain food which gives them a gicen colour and a
peculiar flavour much esteemed by Parisian ejncurcs.* Similar
niethods of parking are practised at Cancale and Granville,

In England, brood oysters arc laid down in fattening beds on the
coast of Essex and in the Thames estuary, where they acq^uire deli-

cacy of flavour, and to some extent, especially in the Tham;s, the
green colour already referred to. Celgium has also, near Ost^r.'l,

lattening beds supplied with foreigi* spat, chiefly from England.
In the United States an extensive business is cr.rricd on in laying

down seed oysters from the Chesapeake Bay in tlie estuaries of

southern Xew England and the Middle States.

Oyster-culturists practise in many places what is called ** plump-
ing," or pufiing up ovcters for market by exposing them for a short
time to tlie etiects of water frcslier then that in which they grew.
Cy this process the animal docs not acquire any additional matter
except tne water, which is taken np in great amount, bnt it loses a
part of its s:tltncss, and, in flavour, becomes more like an oyster
i'rom brackish waters.

There are large oyster reservoirs at Husum in S<;hleswig-Ho]stein,

and at Ostend, which serve the double purpose of fattening the
oysters and of keeping a uniform supply lor the markets at times
uusuited to the prosecution of the fishery.

The artificial impregnation of oyster egfjs has been successfully

accomplished by many experimenters, and in 1883 Air John A.
Kyder of the United States Fish Commission succeeded in confining
the swimming embryos in collectors until they had formed their

shells and become fixed. The utility of tliis experiment seems to
consist in the gi-eattr facility which it gives to oyster-cultarists in
securing a sure supply cf sjat, independent of the vicissitudes

which currents aud changes of weather entail upon those who rely
upon its deposit under natural conditions. The spat thus secured
can be rear*;d either by the American, English, or French systems.
It is not probable that the common European species, Ostrea edulis,

can be so readily handled by this method as the Portuguese
species, Ostrea atigulaia, or the American, Ostrea virginica, though
this can only bo determined ^by triaL For the details of Mr Ryder's
experiment, sec the Bulletin of the United States Fish Commia-
sion, voL ii. pp. 281-94. (G. B. G.)

* Hie Oyster Industr}/, by Ernest IngersoU (Washington, ISSl).
' Mbb^us, Die Auster und Die AiistcmwirtJisdia/t ; and De Bon,

Ostriicullure en 1875.

i,
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OYSTER-CATCHER, a bird's name which does not

seem to occur in books until 1731, when Catesby (Nat.

Hist. Carolina, i. p. Ki) used it for a species which he
observe'd to be abundant on the oyster-banks left bare at

low water ia the rivers of Carolina, and believed to feed

principally upon those molluscs. In 1776 Pennant applied

the name to the allied British species, which he and for

nearly two hundred years many other English writers had
called the "Sea-Pie." The change, in spite of the mis-

nomer—for, whatever may be the case elsewhere, in

England the bird does not feed upon oysters—met with
general approval, and the new name has, at least in books,

almost wholly replaced what seems to have been the older

one.' The Oyster-catcher of Europe is the Hxtnatopus ^

ostraleffus of Linnsus, belonging to the group now called

Limicolss, and is generally included in the Family
Charadriidx ; though some writers have placed it in one
of its own, Hsematopodids, chiefly on account of its peculiar

bill—a long thin wedge, ending in a vertical edge. Its

feet also are much more fleshy than are generally seen in

the Plover Family. In its strongly-contrasted plumage of

black and white, with a coral-coloured bill, the Oyster-

catcher *is one of the most conspicuous birds of the

European coasts, and in many parts is still very common.
It is nearly always seen paired, though the pairs collect in

prodigious flocks ; and, when these are broken up, its shrill

but musical cry of " tu-lup," " tu-lup," somewhat pettishly

repeated, helps to draw attention to it. Its wariness, how-
ever, is very marvellous, and even at the -breeding-season,

when most birds throw off their shyness, it is not easily

approached within ordinary gunshot distance. The hen-
bird commonly lays three clay-coloured eggs, blotched with
black, in a very slight hollow on the ground, not far from
the sea. As incubation goes on the hollow is somewhat
deepened, and perhaps some haulm is added to its edge, so

that at last a very fair nest is the result. The young, as

in all Limicolse, are at first clothed in down, so mottled in

colour as closely to resemble the shingle to which, if they
be not hatched upon it, they are almost immediately taken
by their parents, and there, on the slightest alarm, they
squat close to elude observation. This species occurs
on the British coasts (very seldom straying inland) all

the year round ; but there is some reason to think that

those we have in winter are natives of more northern
latitudes, while our home-bred birds leave us. It ranges
from Iceland to the shores of the Red Sea, and lives chiefly

on marine worms, Crustacea, and such molluscs as it is

able to obtain. It is commonly supposed to be capable
of prizing Umpets from their rock, and of opening the
shells of mussels ; but, though undoubtedly it feeds, on
both, further evidence as to the way in which it procures
them is desirable. Mr Harting informs the writer that

the bird seems to lay its head sidevv-ays on the groand,
and then, grasping the limpet's shell close to the rock
between the mandibles, use them as scissor-blades to cut

off the mollusc from its sticking-place. The Oyster-ca';cher

is not highly esteemed as a bird for the table.

Differing from this species in the possession of a longer

1 It seems however very possible, judging from its equivalents in
other •European languages, such as the Frisian Oestervisschcr, the
German AugsterTnan, Austcrn/ischer, and the like, that the name
"Oyster-catcher" may have been not a colonial invention but
indigenous to the mother-country, thoujh it had net found i:3 way
into print before. The French llullrier^ however, appears to be a
word coined by Erisson. " Sea-Pie " has its analogues in tha French
Pie-de-Mer, the German MeereUtrr, Seeelster, and so forth.

* Whether it be the Swrruiiopus whose name Is found in soma
editions of Pliny (lib. x. cap. 47) is at best doubtful. Other editions
have Eimar.topus ; but Hardouin prefers the former reading. Both
words have passed into modern ornithology, the latter as the generic
naiE? cf the STn.T ('/.»-); and sorce viTiters have blended the two in
the strange and in^possiblc ccajpoocd Hwmantopu3,

bill, in having much less white on its back, in tne palei colouf

of its mantle, and in a few other points, is the ordinary

American species, already mentioned, Hamatopus pallialus.

Except that its call-note, judging from desciiption, is unlike

that of the European bird, the habits of the two seeui to be'

perfectly similar ; and the same may be s^vid indeed of all

the other species. The Falkland Islands are frequented by
a thirds H. hucopus, very similar to the fi/st, but with

a black wing-lining and paler legs, while the Australian

Region possesses a fourth, H. longirostns, witli a very long

bill as its name intimates, and no white on its piimaries.

China, Japan, and possibly eastern Asia in general have
an Oyster-catcher which seems to be intermediate between
the last and the first. This has received the name of

H. osculans; but doubts have been expressed as to its

deserving specific recognition. Then we have a group of

species in which the plumage is wholly or almost wholly
black, and among them only do we find birds that fulfil

the implication of the scientific name of the genus by havinc
feet that may be called blood-red. 11. niger, which fre-

quents both coasts of the northern Pacific, has, it is true,

yellow legs, but towards the extremity of South America
its place is taken by H. diet; in which they are bright red,

and this bird is fui-ther remarkable for its laterally com-
pressed and much upturned bill. The South African //.

capensis has also scarlet legs; but in the otherwise verj
similar bird of Australia and New Zealand, //. unicolor,

these members are of a pale brick-colour. (a. n.)

OZAKA, or Osak.^^, one of the three imperial cities of

Japan (Kioto and Tokio or Yedo being the other two), is

situated in a plain in the province of Setsu or Sesshiu,

measuring about 20 miles from north to south and from
15 to 20 miles east and west, and bounded, e>:oept

towards the west, where it opens on Idzuminada Bay, by
hills of considerable height. It lies on both sides of the
Yodogawa, or rather of its headwater the Aji (the outlet

of Lake Biwa), and is so intersected by river-branches and
canals as to suggest a comparison ^dth Ve'iice or Stockholm.
River steamers ply between Ozaka and its port Hiogo or

Kobe, and a railway between the two places, opened in

1873, has since been extended to Kioto and farther. The
streets are not very broad, but for the most part they are

regular and well kept ; the houses, about 20 or 25 feet in

height, are all built of wood. Shin-sai Bashi Suji, the

principal thoroughfare, leads from Kitahama, the district

lying on the south side of the Tosabori, to the iron suspen-
sion bridge (Shin-sai Bashi) over the Dotom-bori. The
foreign settlement is at Kawaguchi at the junction of the
Shirinashi-gawa and the Aji-Kawa. It is almost deserted

by the foreign merchants, who prefer to have their

establishments at Kobe, .but it is the seat of a number of

European mission stations. Though the Buddhist temples
of Ozaka number 1380 and the Shinto temples 538, few
of them are of much note. The Buddhistic Tennoji,

founded by Shotoku Tai-shi, and restored in 166-t, covers

an immense area at the south-east corner of the city, and
has a fine pagoda from which an admirable view of the

country is obtained. Two other Buddhist temples, which
form a conspicuous object in the heart of the city, are

occupied, one as a Government hospital and the other as a

Government school. The principal secular buildings are the

castle, the mint, and the arsenal. The castle was founded
in 1581 by Hideyoshi ; the enclosed palace, "probably the

finest building Japan ever saw," survived the capture of

the castle by lyeyasu, and in 1867 and 1878 witnessed

the reception of the foreign legations by the Tokugawa
shoguns; but in the latter year it was fired by the

Tokugawa party. Externally the whole castle is protected

by a double enceinte of high and massive walls and broad

moats—the outer moat from 80 to 120 yards across and

k
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from 1 2 to 24 feet deep. Huge blocks of granite 40 feet

by 10 or £0 feet occur ia the masonry. " The mint, erected

by T. J. Waters, and organized by Major T. W. Kinder
and twelve European officials, covers an area of 40 acres,

and employs about 600 persons. It was opened- in 1871.

Both cannon and guns are manufactured in the arsenal.

Apart from these Government establishments Ozaka is the

seat of great industrial activity, possessing iron foundries,

copper foundries, and rolling mills, antimony works, large

glass works, paper mills, a sugar refinery, a cotton spin-

ning mill, rice mills, an oil factory, sulphuric acid works,

match factories, soap works, sake distilleries, a brev.-ery

(after the German pattern), shipyards, itc. Bronzes,

Eulphuric acid, and matches are among its chief exports.

In the surrounding district large quantities of rape-seed

are grown '
Th'e population in 1872 was 271,992; in

1877, 284,105.

Ozalia owes its origin to Ren-nio Sho-nin, the 8th head of the
Sliin-Sliin sect, wlio in 1495-6 built, on tlie site now occupied by
ttie castle, a temple which afterwards became the principal residence

of his successors. In 1530, after ten years' successful defence of

his position, Ken-nio, the 11th "abbot," was obliged to snrrender;
iiiid in 1583 the victorious Hideyoshi made Ozaka Ids capital. The
town was opened to foreign trade in ISbS.

OZANAM, Antoi.n'e Frederic (1813-18.53), the

greatest name, as far as literary and historical criticism is

concerped, of the Neo-Catholic movement in France during

the first half of the 19th century, was born at Milan on
April 13, 1813, His family is said (as the name .suggests)

to have been of Jewish extraction, and has a circumstantial

though possibly fabulous genealogy of extraordinary length.

At any rate it had been settled in the Lyonnais for many
centuries." _ In the third generation.before Frederic it ha'd

reached distinction through Jacques Ozanam, a mathema-
tician of eminence. The critic's father, Antoine Ozanam,
served in the armies of the republic, but- could not stomach

the empire, and betook himself to commerce, teaching, and
finally medicine. The boy was brought up atXyons, and
was strongly influenced by one of his mastery, the Abb^
Noirot. His conservative and religious instincts showed
themselves early,^ and he published a pamphlet against

Saint-Simonianism in 1831, which attracted the attention

of Lamartine. He was then sent to study law in Paris,

where he fell in with the Amp6re family, and through

them with excellent literary society. He also came under

the influence of the Abbe Gerbet, the soberest and most

learned member of the religious school of Lamennais and,

Lacordaire. Ozanam, however, though he joined with all

the fervour of youth in the Neo-Catholic polemic, never

underwent the uncomfortable experiences of the direct

followers of Lamennais. His journal (fov in those years

every one was a journalist) T;as not the Avenir, but the

more orthodox Tribune Catholiqtte of Bailly, and he with

some other young men founded the famous society of St

Vincent de Paul, which was occupied 'in practical good

works. Meanwhile he did not neglect his studies. He was

called to the bar, and in 1838 won his doctor's degree in

letters with a thesis on Dante, which was the beginning of

his best-known book. A year later he was appointed to a

professorship of commercial law at Lyons, and in another

year assistant professor to Fauriel at the Sorbonno. On
this latter precarious 'endowment he married, and visited

Italy on his wedding tour. At Fauriel's death in 1844 he

succeeded to the full profes-sorship of foreign literature,

and his future was thereby tolerably assured. He had,

however, by no means a strong constitution, and he tried

it severely by combining with his professorial work a good

deal of literary occupation, while he still continued his

custom of district-visiting as a member of the society of

St Vincent de Paul, The short remainder of his life was

Igxtxemely busy, though it was relieved at in'„crv:.ls by

visits to Italy, Brittany, -England, and other places. He
produced numerous books, and during the revolution of

1848 (of which, like not a few of his school, he took an
unduly sanguine view) he once more became a journalist

in the Ere Xotwelle and other papers for a short time.

He was in London at the time of the Exhibition of 1851.

In little more than two years from that date he died of

consumption (which he had vainly hoped to cure by visit-

ing Italy) on September 8, 1853, at the age of forty.

Ozanam deserves the plirase which has been attached to liis nan:3
at the beginning of this article. He was more sincere, more learned,

and more lof^ical than Chateaubriand, less of a political partisan

and less of a literary sentimentalist than Montalembert Whether
his conception of a democratic Catliolicism was a possible one is of
course a matter of opinion, and it may be frankly admitted that,

well as he knew the Middle Ages, he looked at them too exclusively
through the spectacles of a defender of the papacy. He confessed

that liis object was to "prove the contrar)- thesis to Gibbon's."
And no doubt any historian, literary or oth.er, who begins with tlie

desire to prove a thesis is sure to go jnore or less wrong. But his

pictures were not so much coloured by his prepossessions as some
contemporary pictures on the otlier side, and he had not only a
great knowledge of medireval literature, but also a strong and
appreciative sympathy with mediaval life.

His chief works (collected in 1855-58) were Bacon ei St Tkomas de
Cnntorbery, 1836; Dante el la Philosophic Catholiqne, 1839 (2d ed.,

enlarged, 1845); Etudes Gcrmaniqnes, 1847-49; Documents iniditi

pour servir a VHistoirc d' Italie, 1850; Les Poeles Franciscains,

1 8.^2. There is an interesting life of him in English by K. O'Mcara
(2d cd., London, 1878).

OZOCERITE, or Ozokerite (o^wr, oaour-emitting, and
/o)po5, wax; smelling wa.x, mineral wax), is a combustible

mineral which may be designated as crude native Parafkis

(l-v.), found in many localities in varj-ing degrees of

purity. The only commercial soiu'ces of supply however

are in Galicia, principally at BoryslafI and Dzwieniasz.

Hofstadter in 1854 examined an ozocerite from " Boriston

near Drohobiez," Galicia ; he found it to consist chiefly

of hydrocarbon which, after crystallization from alcohol,

exhibited the composition CHj of the olefines ; this,

however, is quite compatible Avith their being really

"paraffins," _ C„H„„+o, which latter formula for &. large n

coincides practically with C„H»„. At and near Baku and

in other places about the Caspian Sea, soft oily native

paraffins, known as " nefto-gil" or " nefte-degil " and " kir,"

are found with- other petroleum products. The theory of

the formation of ozocerite now generally accepted is that it

is a product of the decomposition of organic substances,

which was originally liko petroleum, but has lost its more

volatile components by volatilization. Ad native petroleum

in fact, like' crude paraffin oil, holds solid paraiSn in

solution.

Galician ozocerite varies in consistence from that of a

rather firm and hard wax to that of a soft adherent plastic

mass, and in colour from yeilov,- to a dark (almost black)

green. Its melting-point ranges from 58° to 98° C. (136°

to 208° Fahr.); the extra high melting point of the paraffin

extracted* from it is one of its distinguishing features.

Besides- the earthy impurities which are always- associated

with the mineral as found in the " nests " containing it,

it is mixed with liquid hydrocarbons, resinous oxygenated

compounds, and water. In the following table columns

I. and II. show the yield in two distillations of a superior

qualityof the ozocerite of. Boryslaff, as given by Peru'.z.
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those made from ordinary paraffin, besides being less easily

fusible. Under the name of ceresin or ozocerotin a largo

proportion of the high-melting paraffin extracted from the

mineral goes into commerce, tg be used chiefly for the

adulteration of beeswax. The various methods of refining

nsed furnish certain proportions of soft paraffin, and of

heavy and light oils as bye-products, which take their place

in commerce beside the corresponding products from shale

and petroleum.

A kind of mineral wax knomi as idrialino accompanies the

mercury ore ia Idria. According to Goldschmiedt it can lie

extracted by means of xylol, amyl-alcohol, or turpentine, and

also, without decomposition, by distillation in a current of hydro-

gen or carbonic acid. It is a white crystalline body, very difficultly

fusible, boiling above 440° C. (824° F.), of the composition CjjHjjO.

Its solution in glacial acetic acid, by oxidation with chromic acid,

yielded to Goldschmiedt a red powdery solid and a fatty acid

fusing at 62° C, and exhibiting all the characters of a mixture of

palmitic and stearic acids.

OZONE has been defined and to some extent discussed

u^der the heading Chemistey, vol. v. p. 481.

From the time of Van Marum (1785) at least it was

known that the passage of electric sparks through air is

accompanied by the production of a peculiar smell ;' but

the cause of this remained unknown until 1840, when
Schonbein observed that a similar smell is exhibited by

electrolytic o-^cygen (as obtained in the electrolysis of acidu-

lated water), and also develops in the atmosphere of a vessel

in which phosphorus suffers spontaneous oxidation at

ordinary temperatures in the presence of water. The three

kinds of odoriferous gas, he found, had the power of decom-

posing iodide of potassium with liberation of iodine, and
they agreed also in their behaviour to other reagents,

whence he concluded that in all the three cases the smell

was owing to the same peculiar substance which he called

osone (from o^tw, to emit an odour). Numerous experi-

ments confirmed his first impression that ozone is chem-

ically similar to, though distinctly different from, chlorine,

but he got no further towards establishing its nature.

Having found, however, that dry phosphorus produces no
ozone, and that ready-made ozone is destroyed by being

passed through a heated glass tube, he surmised that ozone

was a peroxide of hydrogen. This surmise was seemingly

raised to a certainty by an investigation of Baumert's,

who found that electrolytic (ozonized) oxygen, when de-

ozonized by heat, yields water, and ascertained that the

weight of water thus produced amounted to IL,0 = 18
parts for every 41 = 4 x 127 parts of iodine which the same
quantity of gas would have liberated if it had been de-

ozonized by iodide of potassium. This, if true, would
prove that ozone is H,03,—a conclusion which passed
current as an established fact, in reference to electrolytic

ozone at least, until Andrews showed that Baumert's result

was founded upon incorrect observations. The merit of

having discovered the true elementary composition of

ozone belongs to Marignac and De la liive, who proved
that it can be produced, as easily and abundantly as in

any other way, by the electrification of absolutely pure
oxygen gas, whence it at once followed that—unless oxygen
be a compound of two or more unknown elements—ozone
cannot be anything else than an allotropic modification of
oxygen.
With regard to the relations of the two kinds of oxygen to.one

another, our present knowledge is derived mainly from "the work of
Andrews and Prof. Tait. The first important result which they
arrived at was that the ozonization of pure oxygen gas involves a
contraction, and that consequently ozone is denser than oxygen gas.
Presuming (with all their contemporaries) that in the de-ozoniza-
tion of oxygen by iodide of potassium all the substance of the ozone
is taken up by the reagent with elimination of its equivalent of
iodine, they sought to determine the density of ozone by comparing
the weight of oxygen-matter which goes into the iodide of potassium
with the contraction involved in the process. But they obtained
(rariable resnlts. As their methods became more and more perfect,

18—7

the weight of unit volume of ozone grew gi'cator and greater, and
at last stood at oo. In other words, what they found and estab-

lished finally was that the removal of ozone from oxygen by means
of iodide of potassium involves no change, of volume whatever,'

although de-ozonization by heat Jways leads to a (permanent)
increase of volume. This resuU, to them and everybody else,

app^eared very singular ; but Andrews, after a while, found the cor-

rect'e.xplanation. Supposing at a certain temperature and pressure

one volume of ordinary oxygen contains a grains of matter, then onii

volume of ozone, being denser, contains a greater quantity of matter,

say a + x grains ; when the gas aets on iodide ot potassium, the a
gi-ains come out as one volume of oxygen, while the x grains of

surplus oxygen vanish in the iodide. In the dfcomposition by hcs^t

the X grains of surplus oxygen of coui-so assvinie the form of x/n
volumes of aiklitional oxygen gas. It is no addition to Andrews's
explanation, but merely a close translation of it into the language
of Av/)gadros law, to say that, if oxygen (proper) consists of

molecules O.j, ozone must consist of molecules 0^+^ (perhaps

O2+1), and that in the iodide reaction this molecule breaks 4ip

into one molecule of oxygen gas and x atoms of oxygen which
go to the reagent. What did constitute a new discovery was
Berthelot's important observation that the conversion of ozono into

ordinary oxygen involves an evolution of heat which amounts to

29,600 units for every 16 parts of oxygen matter available for tho
liberation of iodine from iodide of potassium. What tho real

density of ozone is was made out with a high degree of probability

by Soret. He took two equal volumes of the same supply of

ozonized oxygen, and in one determined the contraction produced
by shaking with oil of turpentine (which he assumes to take away
the ozone as a whole), while tho other served for the (direct or

indirect) determination of the expansion involved in the destruction

of the ozono by heat. He found this increase to amount to half a
volume for every one volume of ozone present ; hence one volume
of ozono contains the matter of one and a half volumes of ordinary
oxygen, i.e., its density is 1'5 (if that of ordinary oxygen is take*
as unity), and its molecular weight is 7 x Og^Oj. To check this

result Soret determined the rate at which ozone diffuses into aisf

and compared it with the rate, similarly determined, for carbonic

acid. From the two rates, on the basis of Graham's law, ho
calculated the ratio of the density of ozone to that of carbonic
acid, and found it in satisfactory accordance with O3 ; C02 = 4S : 44.

From the facts that ozone is destroyed {i.e., converted into 0«)at
270° (Andrews and Tait), and that this reaction is' not reversible,

it at once follows that it is impossible to convert oxygen completely
into ozone by electric snarks. Supposing the ozonization to have
gone a certain way, each additional spark, besides producing ozone,
will destroy some of that previously produced.
From Clerk Alaxwell's notion concerning the distribution of tem-

peratures amongst the molecules of a gas, it would follow that
ozonized oxygen, even at ordinary temperatures, will gradually
relapse into the condition of plain oxygen, because, although the
temperature as indicated ty the thermometer may be only 20° C.
(say), there are plenty of molecules at temperatures above the tem-
perature of incipient dissociation (which of course lies below 270°),

and any ozone once destroyed will never come back. But, be thia

ns it may, the lower the temperature of the oxygen treated with
sparks the greater the chance of tho ozone formed to remain alive.

This id«a forms the basis of an important research by Hautefeuillo
and Chappuis, who, by operating upon oxygen at very low tem-
peratures, produced unprecedentedly large percentages of ozone.
By operating at 0° C. they produced a gas containing 14 9 per cent,

by weight of ozone (presumably reckoned as O3), while at - 23'

the percentage rose to 21 '4. They subsequently (1882; Comjyt.

Rend., xciv. p. 1249) succeeded in producing even liquid ozone,
by applying a pressure ot 125 atmospheres to richly ozonized
oxygen at - 100° C. (the boiling point of liquefied ethylene). Liquid
ozone is of a dark indigo-blue colour, \riiich, as they tell us, is dis-

tinctly visible even in ordinary ozonized oxygen if it is viewed iu
tubes about one metre long.

According to Carius the coefficient of absorption of ozone by
water of -H° C. is about -8 ; that is to say, one volume of water of
1°, if shaken with excess of pure ozone at 1° and a pressure of 760
mm., would absorb 0*8 volume of ozone measured dry at 0° and
760 mm. pressure. But it is not certain that Carius's determina-
tions are correct.

Antozone.—According to a now obsolete notion of Schijnbein's,
ordinary oxygen gas is a compound of two kinds of oxygen of which
one is positively and the other negatively electrical. Ordinary
ozone would be a mixture of the two in equal parts ; but certain
peroxides, according to Schonbein, contain the one kind, others
the other. He supported his view by many ingenious experimental
arguments. Jleissner and others, while adopting Schbubein's idea,

somehow drifted into the notion that Schbnbein's two kinds of
oxygen correspond to two different substances, of which ordinary
ozone is one. They naturally searched for the other, and of course
did not fail to discover it ; but their "antozone," when critically

looked into, turned out to be peroxide of hydrogen. (W. D."^

XVIII. — 15
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Pis the sixteenth letter of our alphabet. In the

original Phoenician form (see Alphabet) it was not un-

like a crook. In Greece it became angular (P), and later the

do«Tiward strokes were made equal in length (n), though
in the old Corinthian the rounded form still occurs, closely

resembling the Phosnician type. In old Latin the angular
form is found, as in Greece, but also the form with which
we are familiar, with the bottom of the curve joined to the

straight line. The old guess that P was at first a rude
sketch of a mouth must be abandoned unless we are pre-

pared tocredit the Phcenicians with having so far anticipated

Mr Melville Bell's "visible speech."

The sound it denotes is a closed labial, ditfering from
6 as a surd from a sonant ; it is heard only when the lips

open; there is then a percussion as the breath escapes, which
constitutes the sound. The difference between breath and
voice can be easily seen in the production of the two sounds,

p and b. ^Vhen the lips are closed—as they must be closed

(exactly in the same way) for each of the sounds—if we
then try to articulate^, no effort can produce any kind of

sound till the lips open ; the chordae vocales do not vibrate,

and there is therefore nothing in the mouth but mere
breath. But if we make as though we would sound b,

ta-hile .still keeping the lips shut, a certain dull sound is

quite audible, produced by the vocalized breath (or voice)

Tvithin the mouth ; and the action of the top of the larynx

in producing this sound may be distinctly felt. Of course

this sound is not a b : that does not come till the lips part.

It is noteworthy how very small is the number of pure
;English words which begin with/7. Such words correspond

'to words which began with b in Greek, Latin, and other

members of the parent Aryan speech ; and these are equally

few. Nearly all the words which we have in English

beginning with p are therefore borrowed, such as " pain,"

"pair," "police," which came to us from France; others are

scientific terms, oftenest modelled upon the Greek. The
reason of this deficiency of words in the parent language

commencing with b is not easy to find.

The Latins denoted the sound of Greek <^ by the double

symbol ph ; this is a p followed by a slight breathing,

not so strong as an A ; thus " philosophia " was pro-

nounced not as we now pronounce it, but rather like

" p'hilosop'hia." But this sound eventually passed into

the/-sound, and it is so written in Italian {e.g., " filosofia ")

;

French and English have kept the old spelling, but not

the sound. So here, as elsewhere, we have quite unneces-

sarily two symbols, pk and/, expressing the same sound.

PAOCHIA, GiROLAMo DEL, and PACCHEAROTTO (or

PACCHIAROTTI), Jacopo. These are two painters of

the Sienese school, whose career and art-work have been
much misstated till late years. One or other of them
produced some good pictures, which used to pass as the

performance of Perugino ; reclaimed from Perugino, they

were assigned to Pacchiarotto ; now it is sufficiently

settled that the good works are by G. del Pacchia, while

nothing of Pacchiarotto's own doing transcends mediocrity.

The mythical Pacchiarotto who worked actively at Fon-
tainebleau has no authenticity.

Girolamo del Pacchia, son of a Hungarian cannon-

founder, was born, probably in Siena, in 1477. Having
joined a turbulent club named the Bardotti, i,s disappeared

from Siena in 1535, when- the club was dispersed, and
nothing of a later date is known about him. His most
celebrated work is a fresco of the Nativity of the Virgin,

in the chapel of S. Bernardino, Siena, graceful and tender,

with a certain artificiality. Another renowned fresco, io

the church of St Catherine, represents that saint on her
visit to St Agnes of Montepulciano, who, having just

expired, raises her foot by miracle. In the National
Gallery of London there is a Virgin and Child. The
forms of G. del Pacchia are fuller than those of Perugino
(his principal model of style appears to have been in

reality Franciabigio) ; the drawing is not always unexcep-

tionable ; the female heads have sweetness and beauty o'

feature ; and some of the colouring has noticeable force.

Pacchiarotto was born in Siena in 1474. In 1530 bo
took part in the conspiracy of the Libertini and Popolani,

and in 1534 he joined the Bardotti. He had to hide for

Ins life in 1535, and was concealed by the Observantine

fathers in a tomb in the church of St John. He was
stuffed in close to a new-buried corpse, and got covered

with vermin and dreadfully exhausted by the close of thd

second day. After a while he resumed work ; he was
exiled in 1539, but recalled in the following year, and
in that year or soon afterwards he died. Among the few

extant works with which he is still credited is an Assump-
tion of the Virgin, in the Carmine of Siena.

PACHECO, Francisco (1571-1654), Spa;ni&h painter

and art historian, born at Seville in 1571, was the pupil

of Luis Fernandez, and a diligent and prolific workman.

Favourable specimens of his style are to be seen in the

Madrid picture gallery, and also in two churches at Alcala

de Guadaira near Seville ; they are characterized by care-

ful drawing and correct if somewhat feeble composition,

but prove that he was no colorist. He 'atfained great

popularity, and about the beginning of the 17th century

opened an academy of painting which was largely attended.

Of his pupils by far the most distinguished was Velazquez,

who afterwards became his son-in-law. From about 1625

he gave up painting and betook himself to literary society

and pursuits ; the most important of his works in this

department is a treatise on the art of painting (Arte de

la Pintura: sw antegiieilad y grandezas, 1649), which,

although characterized by prolixity and pedantry of

style, and often nonsensical enough in its theories, is of

considerable value for the information it contains, especi-

ally on matters relating to Spanish art. He died inl654.

PACHOIIIUS, or PACHnuics. See MoNACHisM, vol.

I

xvi. pp. 699, 700.

I PACHYDERMATA. See Mammalia.

PACIFIC OCEAN
Plates n. rriTTE ancient world was ignorant of the existence of

»nd lU. _|_ the vast expanse of water now known as the Pacific

Ocean. In Ptolemy's map of the world, constructed in

the 2d century of our era (see Map, vol. xv. PI. VII.),

thifl fact is clearly brought out, for the only space which

might possibly represent the Pacific is the Magnus Sinus,

a sea so limited in extent, and represented in snch a

position, that it probably stands for the Gulf of Siam in

the Indian Ocean.

Vague reports of a great ocean lying beyond China Progrcj'

were current in Europe as early as the period of Arabian of ^is-

supremacy in learning. Indeed an Arab merchant iiaraed"""^'^'
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Sulaiman, who visited China in the 9th century, declared

that bfl had sailed upon it But for several hundred years

the reports continued so uncertain, and were so loaded with

the wild extravagance of travellers' tales of the period, that

it is difficult to get at the facts from which they probably

took their origin. During the 13th and 14th centuries

Marco Polo and his successors travelled far to the East

and came to an ocean of the extent of which they were

ignorant, but they partially explored its western coasts.

The East was the region towards which all the commerce
and enterprise of the Middle Ages tended, and it was the

hope of finding a safer and shorter sea route to India that

led the Spanish court in 1492 to furnish Columbus with

a fleet for the exploration of the Western Ocean. Although

convinced of the spherical form of the earth, he greatly

nnder-rated its size, and, accepting the popular estimate of

the "great breadth of the Asiatic continent, he set out on

his voyage confident of sooii reaching " the Indies." The
glowing descriptions of his discoveries in that strange new
world of the West that rose up before him to bar his

advance immediately attracted the attention of adventur-

ous Spanish mariners. Headed by Columbus himself, they

cruised intrepidly amongst the Caribbean Islands, still lured

by the hope of discovering some western passage to the

coveted East. Columbus found that what he at first con-

sidered a labyrinthine archipelago was a continent of vast

extent, but not Asia, and he died without knowing what
lay beyond. Spain and Portugal were the rival maritime

powers at that time, and both took up the search for

new countries with great ardour. Pope Alexander A'l.,

in 1493, fearing that the two nations would quarrel over

their colonies, assigned all the new lands that might be

discovered west of the Azores to Spain, and all east of

those islands to Portugal. Tlie Portuguese accepting the

gift followed Vasco da Gama in opening up the road to

fndia by the Cape of Good Hope, and pushed forward

their trading and piratical excursions into the west Pacific

far beyond the Spice Islands. The Spaniards confined

themselves to the New World, visiting, naming, and
plundering the West India Islands and the headlands of

Central America. On the 29th of September 1513 Vasco
Kutiez de Balbao, the leader of a Spanish party exploring

>he Isthmus of Panama, saw, from the summit of a

'mountain, a vast ocean stretching to the west—the very

ocean of whose existence Columbus was certain, and whicli

lie had so long tried vainly to discover. Because he first

.Haw it on Michaelmas day, Balbao named it the Golfo de

'San Jfif/iiel. Magellan, following the east coast of

America farther to the south than any previous explorer,

railed on, in spite of terrific storms, until he found the

strait which now bears his name, and, steering carefully

(hrough it, on the 27th of November 1 520 he swept into

the calm waters of that new sea on which he was the first

to sail, and which he named the Mar Parijicn.

The'victories of Cortez in Mexico about the .same date
opened the way for the exploration of the west coast of

America, where Pizarro's conquest of Peru in 152G ga^e
the Spaniards a firm footing. From this time an inter-

mittent trade sprang up between Europe and the Pacific

through Magellan Strait, and latterly roiind Cape Horn.
Jiefore long English fleets, attracted more by the pro.'^pects

ef plundering Spanish galleons than of discovering new
territories, found th::ir way into the Pacific. Sir Francis
Hrake, like Balbao, saw the ocean from the Isthmus of

Panama. He entered the Pacific in September 1577,
being the first Englishman to. sail upon it ; some months
later he sailed across it to the ^loluccas. .A.lvaro dc
Mardana; who preceded hiib, Lad discovered the Solomon
Islands in iriGT".

Tasman. Kog2i^^ciD, Dampier, and otuer explore;: -. of fho

17th century discovered Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania,
and many smaller groups of islands. During the 18th
century the voyages of Anson, Bass, Behring, the two
Bougainvilles, Broughton, Byron, Cook, La Perouse, and
many more practically completed the geographical explo;*-

tion of the Pacific Ocean, In the beginning of tiat

century the Pacific had a curious fascination for commercial
speculators, and the ill-fated Scottish colony founded at

Darien in 1698 seemed only to prepare the way for the

English South Sea bubble that burst in 1720. All the

navigators who explored these seas believed in the

existence of a north-west passage between the Atlantic a-.-d

Pacific, and made attempts to find it ; but its discovery

baffled all enterprise until 1 850, when Maclure proved that

there was such a channel, but that the ice prevented its

being of any commercial utility In the present century

D'Entrecasteaux, Krusenstern, eechy, Fitzroy, and Bennet
have taken the lead amongst geographical explorers in the

Pacific, although the ranks contain many names scarcely

less worthy of remembrance. Within i-ecent years several

purely scientific exploring expeditions and British survey-

ing vessels have examined the Pacific, investigating its

depth, the nature and form of the bottom, the tempera-

ture of the water at various depths a:nd its density, as well

as the marine fauna and flora. Of those expeditions the

voyages of the " Challenger," " Gazelle," and " Tuscarora
"

are the most important.'

Extent.—The Pacific Ocean- is bounded on the N. by Extent

Behring Strait and the coasts of Russia and Alaska, on
the E; by the west coasts of North and South America

;

on the S. the imaginary line of the Antarctic Circle

divides it from the Antarctic Ocean, while its western

boundary_ is the east coast of Australia, the Malay
Archipelago separating it from the Indian Ocean, and the

eastern coasts of the Chinese empire. Some modern
geographers place the southern limit of the Atlantic,

Pacific, and Indian Oceans at the 40th parallel, and name
the body of water which surrounds the earth between that

latitude and the Antarctic Circle the Southern Ocean.

Although differing from the Atlantic in its general form,

being more nearly land-locked to the north, the Pacific

resembles it in being open to the south, forming, in fact,

a great projection northwards of that vast southern ocean

of which the Atlantic is another arm.

The Pacific is the largest expanse of water in the w-orld,

covering more than a quarter of its superficies, and com-

prising fully one-half of its water surface. It extends

through 132 degrees of latitude, in other words, it

measures 9000 miles from north to south. From east to

west its breadth varies from about 40 miles at Behring

Strait, where Asia and kmenia, come within sight of each

other, to 8500 miles between California and China on the

Tropic of Cancer, and to more than 10,000 miles on the

Equator between Quito and the Moluccas, where the ocean

is widest. The area has been variously estimated at from

50,000,000 to 100,000,000 square miles; but, defining its

I boundaries as above, Keith Johnston, from careful measure-

ments, estimated it, with probably a near approach to the

truth, at 07,810,000 square miles.

* The principal ocean traclis followed by ti-oiliDg vessels in the

Pacific are three ;— (1) rountl Cape Horn and along the South Anneri-

can coaRt—the great rnsh to Califoi-nia on the discovery of gold

in 1847 led to the establishment of lines of fast clippers by this

route and of steamers from Panama to San Francisco
; (2) from San

Francisco to China a regular service was established in 3867 ; (3):tbe

mails- began to be carried from Australia to San Francisco In 1S73 jnd

j
to Panama I'n 1366. The trade with the Paciftc will no doubt be

' greatly increased wheA the Panama ship-canal is opened for traffic.

I

- Formerly called the South Sea, and sometimes still so'aained Hy

:. the French and Germans {la Mtr du Slid; SOdsee, Auslraloceetn), with

whom, however, J.a Mcr {L'Oclan) Pttcifiqitc, and Grosc^r Ocean or

I .^•.<les Mrrr r.rethe more usual designations.
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Coasts, Seas, d-c.—The coast-lins of the Pacific and

Indian Oceans, taken together, only amounts to 47,000

miles ; that of the Atlantic alone measures 55,000, the

smaller ocean more than making up for its less extent by

its numerous inland seas and inlets of smaller size.

Ameri- Speaking broadly, the eastern boundary of the Pacific is

'"'' rugged, barren, mountainous, and singularly free from
coast.

indentations, while its western shores are low, fertile, and

deeply indented with gulfs and partially enclosed seas.

Behring Strait unites the Arctic Ocean with the Sea of

Kamchatka, or Behring Sea, which is bounded on the

;ast by the irregular, low, swampy shores of Alaska, and
on the south by the Alaskan peninsula and the Aleutian

Islands. Along British North America the coast is rugged,

rocky, considerably indented, and, between the parallels

of 50° and 60° N. lat., fringed with islands. The largest

of these are Vancouver Island in the Gulf of Georgia,

Queen Charlotte Island, Prince of Wales Island, and the

islands of King George III.'s Archipelago. The Gulf of

California runs northwards in the Mexican coast, reach-

ing from 23° to 32° N. lat. It is the one important

inlet on the whole west coast of America,—the only

others which are worth naming being the Gulf of Panama
and the Gulf of Guayaquil. The Mexican shore is low,

and contrasts with the coasts to the north and to the

south, which are generally steep and rocky, though there

are occasional sandy beaches in Peru and Chili. The
breadth of the plain between the Rocky Mountains and
the sea gradually diminishes towards the south, and the

mountain chain of the Andes runs close along the west

coast of South America to the very extremity of the con-

tinent.

A series of volcanoes, active and extinct, runs round
the Pacific, commencing at Cape Horn, passing along

the Andes and Rocky Mountains, crossing from the

American continent by the Aleutian Islands to Kamchatka,
and thence southwards by Japan and the East Indian
Archipelago to New Zealand. Earthquakes are frequent

all along this line.

There are few islands near the American coast north of

Patagonia, and these are small and unimportant; but south

of the 40th parallel there is a complete 'change. The end
of the continent seems as if it had been shattered ; there

are abrupt bays and jagged chasms ; archipelagos of small

islands rise up in splintered fragments along the shore.

The Strait of Magellan forms a tortuous channel between
the mainland and the rocky storm-beaten islands of Tierra

del Fuego.
Aiiiatic The coast-line on the Asiatic side is longer and greatly
coast diversified. In the north the Sea of Okhotsk is cut off

from Behring Sea by the peninsula of Kamchatka, from
the extremity of which a chain of islands extends to the

borders of the Antarctic Ocean. These islands are of all

sizes, ranging from small islets to the island continent of

Australia. The island chain hangs in loops along the

Asiatic coast, each loop including an almost landlocked
sea. These jiartially enclosed seas are more or less com-
pletely cut off from the general oceanic ipirculation, and
they consequently differ considerably from the open ocean
as regards the temperature of the water, specific gravity,

fauna and flora, and nature of the deposits. The Kurile
Islands run from Kamchatka to Japan, cutting off the
Sea of Okhotsk. The great Japanese Islands, with
Saghalien to , the north and the Chinese coast on the
west, enclose the Sea of Japan, leaving it in communica-
tion with the Sea of Okhotsk by the Channel -of Tartary
tp the north, with the ocean on the west by the Straits

of La Perouse and Sangar, and on the south by the Straits

of Corea. The Yellow Sea runs into the Chinese coast,

and is divided from the Sea of Japan by the peninsula of

Corea. The China Sea, with the two great gulfs of

Tonquin and Siam', is marked off from the Indian Ocean
by the peninsula of Malacca—remarkable because it runs

in the same direction as the other two peninsulas of the

Pacific, Kamchatka and Corea—and the islands of

Sumatra and Java, while Borneo and the Philippine Islands

separate it from the Pacific. Between the south Coast of

china and the north of Australia the East Indian Archi-

pelago cuts up the ocean into a network of small seas and
narrow channels. The seas are named the Celebes, tho

Banda, the Sulu, the Java, the Flores, and the Arafura.

The more important of the sea passages between the islands

are the Straits and Channel of Formosa, which lead north-

ward from the Pacific to the China Sea ; the Strait of

Macassar between Borneo and Celebes ; Molucca Passage

between Celebes, the Moluccas, and Jilolo ; and Torres

Strait between New Guinea and Australia, The east

coast of Australia is, as a rule, steep and rocky ; there are

few inlets, and none of them compare in size with the Gulf

of Carpentaria on the north coast. Moreton Bay and Port

Jackson are two of the best harbours, and as a haven the

latter has few equals in the world. The Great Barrier

Reef lies off this coast for a length of more than a thousand

miles, the distance between it and the shore varying from

60 to 100 miles. Bass Strait separates Australia from

Tasmania on' the south ; and the two main islands of

New Zealand, separated by Cook Strait, lie to the south-

east of the continent. The Gulf of Hauraki, the Bay of

Plenty, and Pegasus Bay are the chief inlets in these

islands.

River-St/stem.-—The drainage area of the- Pacific Ocean
is estimated at 8,660,000 square miles, while that of the

Atlantic amounts to more than 19,000,000; the chief

reason for this disparity is that only half a million square

miles of the American continent are drained into the

Pacific, the remaining six and a half millions being con-

nected with the Atlantic river-system, and it is estimated

that only one-seventh of the area of the Asiatic continent

drains into the Pacific Ocean. The huge wall of the Andes Araeriv

practically reduces the Pacific rivers of South America to tho '^"

rank of mountain streams; the Biobio and the Maypu in
".*^"'

Chili are the only ones exceeding 100 miles in length,

—

the former having a course of 180, the latter of 160 miles.

The Rocky Mountain chain, which forms the watershed of

North America, runs parallel to the Pacific coast at a

distance of about 1000 miles, and the Cascade and minor

ranges which skirt the shore are broken through in several

pUces to give passage to rivers that are, in some cases, of

considerable size. The Colorado ri.'ies in the State of that

name, at the base of the Rocky Mountains, flows south-

west through Utah and Arizona, and falls into the head

of the Gulf of California. Its course measures about

1100 miles, and it drains a rugged and barren area of

170,000 square miles. California has only one river, the

Sacramento, 420 miles long. The Oregon (or Columbia)

is formed by the union of two streams rising in the Rocky
Mountains, one in British Columbia, the other in Idaho.

It is a swift-flowing river, full of rapids and cataracts, and,

though it is only 750 miles long, the area which it drains

is greater by one-seventh than that drained by the Colorado.

The ebb and flow of the tide are perceptible for a hundred

miles from the mouth of the Oregon, and the river is

navigable for that distance. The Frazer, which has a

length of 600 miles, flows southward through British

Columbia from the Rocky Mountains, and enters the sea

in the Gulf of Georgia opposite Vancouver Island, carrying

off the rainfall of 98,000 square miles. The northern

limit of the American mountain chains is marked by the

rise of tho great river Yukon, which traverses Alaska
;

and, after a run of more than 2000 miles, it enters

f
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Behring Sea opposite the island v( St Lawrence. Its

tributaries have not been fully explored, so the area which

they intersect is unknown, but probably it is very large.

Asi«;i; The Asiatic division of the Pacific river-system is very

rif=- much more extensive than the American, and includes
ijiteiii.

j^j^jj. streams of great size and of considerable commercial

importance. In the north the Amur is more than 2000

miles long and it receives many tributaries, which rise

on the north in the Stanovoi mountains, and on the west

and south on the borders of the great table-land of the

Gobi, the central Asiatic desert ; altogether its basin

measures nearly 900,000 square miles. The Hoangho
(Hwang-ho or Whang-ho) and the Yangtze-keang both

rise near the Kuen-lun mountains of Tibet amongst the

extensive terraces which form the eastern slope of the

great table-land of Central Asia. The Hoangho has a

length of 2600 miles, and ia its course it sweeps in a

northerly curve close to the In-Shan mountains ; then, after

being crossed repeatedly by the Great Wall of China, it

turns sharply to the south, and finally runs due east into

the Yellow Sea. The Yangtze-keang follows a southward

direction from^its source, but ultimately turns to the

north-east and enters the Yellow Sea not far from the

mouth of the Hoangho. It is one of the longest rivers

in the world, for, including its windings, it measures 3200

miles from its source to the sea. These two rivers drain

more than a million and a quarter square mUes ; and it is

principally owing to the large amount of suspended matter

which they carry down that the sea into which they fall

is called the Yellow Sea. The other rivers of importance

are the Choo-keang, the Mekong, and the Menam. The
last two run into the Gulf of Siam, after watering the

peninsula of Siam and Cochin China. Few rivers enter

the Pacific on the east coast of Australia, and in conse-

quence of the proximity of the mountains to the shore they

are short and unimportant.

Atjno- Ainiospheric Pressure and Prevailing Wirtds.—When the

iphcric mean atmospheric pressure for the' year over the entire
pressure, surface of the world is considered, it is found that there

are two broad belts of high pressure vhich encircle the

globe, one on e&ch side, of the equator. There is a wide

area of slowly diminishing pressure between them, includ-

ing a narrow central band along which the barometric

readings attain a minimum. Two other regions of low

pressure surround the poles, and extend to a considerable

distance. That around the North Pole is connected with

an area of still lower pressure over the North Pacific, and
there is another permanent depression, which is even

deeper, in the vicinity of Iceland. Atmospheric pressure

is the fundamental meteorological phenomenon, and the

mean pressure for the year affords a clue to the cause of

all such regular and continuous phenomena as trade winds
and ocean currents, and to the distribution of temperature.

Similarly a study of the isobars at diiTerent seasons throws
light upon all periodical occurrences in the way of winds
and currents.

Prevail- A low barometer is always accompanied by a high per-

centage of atmospheric aqueous vapour ; consequently the

equatorial belt of continuous low pressure is a region of

almost continuous rain, excessive cloud, and constant calm
or light variable winds. The effect of a difference in

atmospheric pressure being established between two places
= to produce a flow of air from the region of high towards
that Oi !"•' pressure, and the winds in their turn largely

determine the surface movements or drift currents of the

ocean. The region of calms between the north and south
trades in the Pacific is both narrower, more irregular, and
less clearly marked than the corresponding belt in the

Atlantic. In the East Pacific it lies, at all seasons, con-
siderably norl'ii of the ccjaator ; but during the southern

wiBds,

summer it is found south of the line in the western parts

of the ocean, and disappears entirely in the northern

summer, as the calms of the Indian Ocean do also. The
reason of the southern position of the west end of the calm

belt seems to be the simultaneous occurrence of low atmo-

spheric pressure in the interior of Australia and an ex-

ceptionally high barometer in Asia. In the southern

winter the depression over Asia and the increase of

jjressure over Australia form an unbroken barometric

gradient, and the result ia that the calms are replaced by

a southerly breeze of great regularity. The region of

calms included between the zones of the two trade winds,

and towards which they blow, is not the only one with

which they are associated ; for the opposite meteorological

conditions that characterize the northern border of the

north-east trades and the southern margin of the south-

east winds produce two fringing bands of calms. These

regions are characterized by a high barometer, a sunny

sky, and occasionally sudden squalls,—contrasting with

the depressed barometer and dull, wet weather of the

equatorial region. In January the low atmospheric pres-

sure over the North Pacific produces winds which affect

the climatological conditions of the shores in very different

ways. At Vancouver Island the prevailing wind is south-

west, and consequently the winter on the shores of British

Columbia is mild and moist. The opposite coast of Asia

is visited during the same season by northerly winds,

—

north-east in Alaska, north-north-east in Kamchatka, and

north-west in Japan ; and, as a result, the weather in these

regions in winter is dry and bitterly cold. . The West Pacific

and the Indian Ocean are the regions of monsoons,

—

winds that blow as steadily as the trades, but which change

their direction with the seasbn. During the periods of

transition the steady breeze gives place to variable winds,

occasional calms, and sometimes terrific hurricanes. The
general direction of the monsoons in the Pacific between

April a!id October is southerly and south-easterly, and
from November to April they blow from the north-ea,st,

and on nearing the continent of Asia from the north-west.

Monsoonal winds are found connected with all continents

;

they are produced by the great differences in the tempera-

ture and pressure which prevail over the land at different

seasons as compared with the adjacent ocean. The mon-

soons give rise to oceanic currents which flow in the same
"direction as the wind, and like it run opposite ways during

alternate half years. Although the velocity of the wind
over the open sea is always greater than that near shore

or on land, it was shown by the observations of the " Chal-

lenger," in the Pacific and other oceans, that there is no
distinct diurnal variation in the wind's force at sea, though

very decided periods of maxima and minima were noticed

in the vicinity of land (see Meteorology, vol. xvi.

p. 125).

Currents.—The system of surface circulation in the Cuneu

Pacific is much more complicated and less clearly defined

than that in the Atlantic, as might be expected from the

less constant character of the winds. The latter ocean has

two wide channels of communication with the Arctic Sea,

while, so far as currents are concerned, the Pacific is land-

locked to the north—Behring Strait being narrow and
shallow ; consequently water enters the Pacific almost

entirely from the south, where there .s uninterrupted

communication with the Antarctic Ocean. There is no

direct information as to the movements of ocean water at

depths greater than 200 or 300 fathoms ; it is known,

however, from indirect evidence, that movements do occur.

Although the subject of under-currents at depths less than

those just mentioned has been extensively studied, it ia

only with respect to surface currents that anyth'-'g very

definite is as yet known.
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The vast extent of the Pacific Ocean gives full scope for

the current-producing action o^' tides and -n-inds, while the

smooth continental boundary on its eastern side, the

numerous groups of islands which break it5 surface, and

its indented western coast, combine to modify the direction

of the main streams -an-' to produce innumerable minor

currents, some permanent, and others varying from time to

time in velocity and direction. The chief cause of these

currents is believed to be traceable to the direct or indirect

action of wind ; but here it is proposed to refer merely to

their general geography and physical effects, without dis-

cussing the theory of their formation.

A general surface drift of {lie cold waters of the

Antarctic Ocean, having a temperature lower than 40'

Fahr. at all seasons, bears north-east towards Cape Horn,

where it divides into two branches ; one, the Cape Horn

current, passes on into the Atlantic, and the other sweeps

northward along the west coast of South America until it

strikes the Peruvian shore, which deflects it westward.

The cooling effect of this current on the water all along

the coast is illustrated very clearly by the abrupt north-

ward turn of the isothermals (see Meteorology, figs.

8 and 9), which is more conspicuous in the chart for the

southern winter than in that for the summer. In summer,

however, there is a more striking evidence of this current's

cooling power to be seen in the arrangement of the

isothermals. The northern line of 70° Fahr. reaches as

far south as 18° N. lat, and that of 80° makes a short

loop from 18° N. to the equator; but the southern

isothermal of 80° does not touch the American coast at

all, and that of 70° lies farther from the equator than 30°

S. lat., so that the increase of temperature from the south

is very gradual ; so much so tliat at the Galapagos Islands,

imder the equator, the temperature of the surface water is

only 70°, while a few hundred miles to the west it is over

80°. Penguins—essentially Antarctic birds—are found

living on the shores of these islands. In consequence of

this current, the highest surface temperature at all seasons

of the year is found distinctly to the north of the equator

in the eastern Pacific.

The Peruvian current forms the soutliern fork of the

great equatorial current, which runs due west. This

current is very broad, and divided by a narrow counter-

current flowing in an opposite direction through its centre.

The two branches of the equatorial current occupy very

approximately the two areas of falling barometer between

the north and south belts of high pressure and the central

trough of minimum barometric readings. This difference

of atmospheric pressure on each side produces the north-

east and southeast trade winds, and to these the current

probably owes its regularity and const.int direction. The

counter-current lies in the narrow belt of low barometric

pressure to which the trades blow, and probably originates

from the banking up of the waters to the westward. Its

rate and position consequently vary greatly at different

times of the year. The "Challenger," on her cruise

between the Sandwich and Society Islands, found these

currents to run with considerable force. In the " Narra-

tive" of the cruise (cliap. xviii.) the fact is alluded to thus:—

"From Hawaii Island to the lOtli ivirallcl tlic direction of tlic

cunrent was westerly, and its average velocity 18 miles per day,

ranging frem 10 to 23 miles. From the lOtli to Jic 6tli p.irallol

the direction wHs easterly, and its average velocity 31 miles per

day, ranging fi'on\ 7 to 54 miles per day. From the 6th parallel

of north latitude to the 10th parallel of sontli Intitude the direction

was again westerlv, and the average ^velocity 35 miles per day,

ranging from 17 to 70 miles i>cT day. ' From thence to Tahiti the

•^encral tendency of the current was westerly, but its velocity was

v^ariablc. The axis of greatest velocity of the coiinterenuatorial

<iorrent m-.is betivecn the 7th and 8th 'parallels of north latitude.

The axis of greatest velocity of the equatorial current was on the

)>arallel of 2' north, where its speed amounted to 3 miles per hour."

The equatorial current strikes on the East Indiau

Archipelago, where it is split up by the narrow channeb
and shallow waters, and diverted into numberless minor
currents. The two main divisions, which have actjuired a
high temperature from prolonged exposure to the tropical

sun, ultimately leave the archipelago ; the southern arm
curves southwards, carrying its warm water to the east

coast of Australia and to New Zealand, whence it is

diverted towards the east, and "becomes merged again in

the general northeasterly antarctic drift. The north

equatorial current, which varies in volume and velocity

with the monsoons, strikes the coast of Asia between the

Philippines and Japan, and is deflected in a north-easterly

direction as the Kuro-Siwo or Japan current—wholly a

warm oceanic river during the S.E. monsoon similar to the

Gulf Stream of the Atlantic. The Japan current .sends

many branches into the inland seas and channels of the

north-eastern coast of Asia, but the main body of water

flows northward until it bifurcates in ,40° N. lat., send-

ing one fork among the Kurile Islands and along the

Kamchatka peninsula into Behring Sea, whence it escapes

by Behring Strait into the Arctic Ocean. A small

counter-current of arctic water flows southward through

Behring Sea, but it is not of sufficient volume to make
its influence felt very decidedly on the general temperature

of the surface water in the vicinity. The second and larger

branch of the Japan current crosses the North Pacific, and,

curving southward by Alaska and British Columbia, jiart

of it returns as the north equatorial current, while the rest

forms the variable Mexican current that runs along the

coasts of California and Mexico.

The general direction of surface circulation in the

Pacific may be remembered by supposing the ocean di\ided

into a northern and southern half by the equatorial

counter-current. In the northern haU the water circulates

in the direction of the hands of a watch, t.c, it passes up
the west coast and down the east, while in the southern

half the rotation is in the opposite direction—down t'.ie

west coast alid up the cast; but the latter half docs not

exhibit the complete cycle so distinctly as the former.

The centre of each area of circulation is occupied by a

wnall Sargasso Sea, the northern being the more clearly

defined, but neither approaches the well-known Sargasso

Sea of the North Atlantic cither iu definitcness, extent, or

amount of weed.

Teiiijienititre of Stir/nce )]'(ilci:—Tlie di^tribulion cfSnn'a.c

temperature in the surface water of the Pacific varies con- t<''"P"'»-

siderably during the year. The equatorial region is of
"""

course comparatively little affected by the change of sca.sou,

but there is a general rise of temperature in the nortlicrn

]iarts of the ocean, and a fall in the southern, during the

northern summer, and a similar rise in the south and fall

in the north during winter. The charts exhibit a general

northward move in the isothermals during the former

season, and a .southward tendency in the latter. The

change in the position of the lines is greatest in the

temperate zones. The charts of ocean surface tempera-

ture (see Meteorology, figs. 8, 9) for February and

August show the direction of the isothermals at two

opposite seasons ; and reference to them will make it plain

that in temperate regions the lines of equal temperature

follow the parallels of latitude much more closely in the

Pacific than in the Atlantic, while their displacement vith

the change of season takes place in a direction nearly north

and south. There are notable instances of divergence from

these rules, such as the peculiarity of the isothermal of SO"

already alluded to. Another circumstance is the fact that

the temperature of the siuface water on the western side

of a great continent is much lower than that on the eastern

side in the same latitude ; it seems as if the west side of
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a continent attracted the isothermals, making them con-

verge towards the eqaator. It has already been pointed

out that these effects are due to the winds and the cold

currents which strike the western continental shores and

mn Eilong the coasts. The surface temperature of the

Facific, between the latitudes of 45° N. and 45° S., no-

where at any season falls below 50°. In August the

southern isotherm of 50' remains close to the 50th parallel,

not diverging more than a degree or two on either side.

Between the 45th parallels and the northern and southern

limits of the ocean the temperatuie is almost always below
50°. The southern isotherm of 40' is remarkable for its

constant position all the year round, between latitudes 55°

and 58°,—a result brought about by the gigantic antarctic

icebergs which prevent the surface temperature of the

water from rising during the southern summer.

The northern and southern " isocrymes " of 68°, that is

the lines which pass over water which has a mean
temperature of 68' during the coldest months of the year,

lie, according to Dana {Corals and Coral Islands, 1872),

between the latitudes of 20° and 30° on each side of the
,

equator, except in the neighbomhood of the South-

American coast, where the isocryme runs north in a loop

beyond the eqmtor,—a consequence of the cooling effect of

the Peruvian current. These isocrymes mark out an area

of great importance ; for the reef-building corals are con-

fined within it.

The highest temperature which sea water has been

observed to attain is 90° F., and water of this temperature

is only met with in the Red Sea. The maximum in the

Pacific in the month of August is reached in the boundary
between it and the Indian Ocean (in the ilalay Archi-

pelago) and in a narrow strip along the Mexican coast

;

in both these regions the thermometer immersed in the

surface water registere S5° as a mean. There is a con-

siderable area which in August stretches between New
Guinea and Japan, from 10° S. to nearly 30' N., where

the surface temperature reaches 84°, but these are excep-

tional temperatures.

When the " Challenger " was cruising m the South
Pacific—in 1874 and 1875—the water was found to be
uniformly warmer than the air, the difference in tem-

perature between the two averaging 1°5 to 2° Fahr. In
the North Pacific, between the latitudes of 30° and 40°, on
the other hand, the atmospheric temperature is about half

a degree higher than that of the surface water. Such
differences may be explained by considering the effect of

warm and cold currents, which alter the temperature of the

water much more rapidly than that of the air, and of

warm and cold winds, which affect the atmosphere more
quickly than the ocean.

Dwp-sKi Derp-Sea Tfmpernture.—The serial temperature sound-
tempera- ings of the " Challenger " in the Pacific give a very good
xwn. jjg^ q{ fjjg distribution of temperature in the deeper

waters. There seems to be a slow massive movement of

water from the Antarctic Ocean into the Pacific, which is

not contfned to the surface currents, but affects the whole
mass of water down to the bottom. The rate of this

motion is quite unknown. In the open sea, far from
coasts and barriers, the temperature of the water con-

tiDuaUy decreases as the depth increases. This is only true

for the open ocean, fully exposed to the effects of the mass
movement of the water ; there is a very different distri-

bution of temperature in enclosed seas such as those of the

Western Pacific, or even in the ocean, when a barrier pre-

sents itself to the moving water. The difference, which is

Plite II. brought out by the diagram (Plate XL fig. 1), is due to the
Eg. 1. fact that when a barrier exists it retards the motion of the

lower portion of the water, which has the lowest tempera-
tare, while the higher passes on over it, and fills up the

area beyond with water at the tmiform temperature of the

great ocean at the point to which the top of the ridge or

obstruction reaches. In the Sulii Sea, for instance, the

diagram shows' that the temperature falls steadily and
rapidly from 80° at the surface to 50° -5 at 400 fathoms,

and then continues at 50°'5u'ight down to the bottom in

2500 fathoms, instead of sinking to somewhere about 35°,

as it is observed to do in the open ocean at that depth.

The inference is that the Snlu Sea is surrounded by a
ridge rising to at least about 400 fathoms from the surface,

which prevents the great ocfan circulation from having its

cooling effect, and soundings indicate that this is really

the case. A study of the temperature phenomena, sudi

as those just referred to, points out with considerable

certainty the existence and height of barriers and ridges in

many parts of the ocean, where their presence has not been

detected by actual soundings.^

During the cruise of the " CSiallenger " the bottom

temperature over the North Pacific was found to be 35°*1

;

south of the Sandwich Islands it fell to 35°; in the Low.
Archipelago it again rose to 35°'l ; on the 40th parallel it

fell to 34° "7 in the deep water, but rose to 35° '4 and
35°-5 in the shallow water of the Patagonian elevation.

The thermometer registered 34°o at the bottom between

Australia and New Zealand ; while in that part of the

ocean to the north-east of Australia known as the Coral

Sea, although the depth was the same (about 2500
fathoms), the bottom temperature was as high as 35° -Q.

The variations of temperature in the enclosed seas of the

Eastern Archijjelago were found to be considerable, and
nearly all those seas show the phenomenon of constant

temperature from an intermediate point to the bottom,

•consequent on the existence of barriers. The chief details

of the thermal conditions of these seas are represented

graphically in the diagram (Plate II. fig. 1). Between
the Caroline Islands and Japan the bottom temperature

was 35''3. The bottom temperature in the Pacific is on
the average about 1° F. lower than that in the Atlantic.

The temperature of the water at the depth of 300
fathoms is nearly the same (40° to 45°) over the whole of

the North Pacific, but above 300 fathoms the water is

warmer in the western than in the central portion, while

below that depth it is colder in the former than in the latter.

The same phenomenon is noticed between the latitudes of

34° S. and 40° S., but here 700 fathoms marks the plane

of constant temperature. Between 33° N. and 40° S. the

temperature of the water above 200 fathoms is higher in

the North than in the South Pacific, whQst from 200 to

1 500 fathoms it is lower in the North, and below the latter

depth the condition reverts to what it was above 200
fathoms.

Tlie diagram (Plate IL fig. 2) exhibits the bathymetrical Plate II

distribution of temperature in a section of the Pacific from a ti%. 2.

position in 38° 9' I., lat. and 156° 25'. W. long, to one in 40° 3'

S. lat and 132° 58' 'W. loDg. as determined by H.ILS. "Chal-
lenger" in 1875, and may be com^pared with similar digrams
of the Atlantic (see vol. iii. p. 23). In order to separate the iso-

thermals in the first 200 fathoms sufficiently tie scale of depths

required to be made large, while in order that the length of

the diagram might be kept within reasonable bounds the scale of

latitude was made very much smaller. The result of this is to

exaggerate the inequalities of the sea bottom, making the slopes

very much steeper than they are; this effect is best seen in the

way in which islands are represented. The rapid falling off of

temperature in the first few hundred fathoms, and then its very

slow but steady decrease to the bottom are to be observed, and the

fact that latitude has a great effect on the snrface temperature, but

* The encircled numbers in the diagrams (Plate II. figs; 1 and 2)

indicate the " Challenger " stations.

-_An excellent example of the existence of a snbmarine barrier being

pointed out by a wide divergence in the temperature in contignoui

areaa of the ocean is met with in the Faroe Channel (see KoRWBQIaS
Sea, toL i?ii. p. 591, and Nobth Ska, p. 564, fig. 1).
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none nt ronsider.iMe dcptlis, for the isothcini of 40" is constantly
hptwccn 300 and 400 fathoms, and al^ tliat dc])tii alone deter-

mines the bottom temperature in the open ocean, the coldest water
opcurring as a matter of fact under the equator in the deepest
tronghs open to the south.

DcBsity Densilij of the Water.—The specific gravity ot ocean
of the water is an index of its salinity, since the researches of
water various chemists, foremost amongst whom are Forchham-

mer and Dittmar, have shown conchisively that the per-

centage composition of the salts in sea water is the same
ia all parts of the ocean, so far at least as regards the

] rincipal constituents. ^Ir J. Y. Buchanan made continu-

ous observations on the specific gravity of sea water during

the whole voyage of the "Challenger," and has published a
very valuable paper on the distribution of salt in the ocean

in the " Challenger " Reports {Phys. Chem. Chall. Exp.,

Tlate 11. vol. i. part ii.). The chart in Plate II. showing the geogra-
chart. phical distribution of surface density is copied from that

paper. The percentage of total salts in sea water, as

deduced from the specific gravity, is, according to

Buchanan and Dittmar

—

Density 1'025 1026 1-027 1-028

Percentage S-3765 3-5049 3-6343 3-/637

The density of the water in different parts of the ocean

must obviously change to a certain extent with the .season;

and it is not only the surface density that is affected in

thio .vay ; any cause -which promotes evaporation tends

to increase the sa.!inity of surface water, -while any con-

ditions that effect condensation of tqueous vapour produce

dilution. For instance, in the China Sea during the month
of November, at the end of the 30uth-west monsoon, which

ia a moist wind accompanied by much rain, the specific

gravity observed was 1-02518, and two months later, after

the dry north-east monsoon had been blowing for some
time, evaporation had proceeded so far that the specific

gravity had risen to 1 -02534. The climate is the principal

factor in determining surface salinity, and the causes

which produce well-marked climatic conditions have an

equally apparent effect on the density of the water. Thus
there are two zones of comparatively high density encircl-

ing tlie globe in the region of the north-east and south east

trade winds, which are dry and promote rapid evaporation
;

and similarly the region of calms and rain between the

trades is distinguished by the low specific gravity of the

water. North and south ot these areas there are two zones

-where the salinity maintains a mean value, in consequence

of there being a balance between evaporation and con-

densation ; and round the poles there are areas of

concentration brought about by the freezing of the sea

-water and the separation of salt, which of course increases

the salinity of the water remaining unfrozen.

The distribution of density differs considerably in the

two great oceans. In the Atlantic there are two

areas of high specific gravity, one in the north, the

other in the south ; while in the Pacific there is only one,

situated in the southern division of the ocean in the

neighbourhood of the Society Islands. It is neither so

large as those of the Atlantic, nor has it so high a specific

gravity. The density of the concentration areas in the

Atlantic, taking pure water at 4° C. as unity, is 1-02750

;

that in the saltest portion of the Pacific is only 1-02700.

In the North Pacific the salinity is less than in the South,

and its distribution is much more uniform. The density

in this region never exceeds 1-020.00, and the minimum,
in the rainy region of the equatorial counter current,

is as low as 1-02485. The South Pacific has water of

a relatively high density, its maximum being 102750.

The -water of the seas of the Eastern Archipelago, in the

•western basin of the Pacific, although exposed to the full

force of an equatorial sun, and possessed of a very high

surface temperature, ia yet surprisiagly fresh. The specific

gravity varies considerably willi tlic sea.son, but the aver-

age for the year ovci- the greater part of these seas is

under 1 -02550 ; and there is a large area surrounding tha
islands of Java and Sumatra -where the dilution is greater,

the hydrometer only indicating 1-02500. The weak
salinity of these waters is largely to be attributed to the
extreme humidity of the atmosphere, the frequent and
heavy rains, and the fact that so many lofty and exten-

sive isla.-ids, where the annual rainfall rises above 200
inches, drain into the seas. Water of such a degree of

dilution is not met with anywhere else, except near the

mouths of rivers and in the vicinity of.melting ice, and,

as a temporary nhenomenon. .after prolonged rain in the

tropics.

In regions where there is decided and continuous con-

centration in progress, the specific gravity of the water is

greatest at the surface and decreases as the depth increases,

down to about 800 or 1000 fathoms, after which the

density increases slowly with the depth until the bottom
is reached. The density of the bottom water of the

Pacific is almost the same everywhere; it only varies from

1 02570 to 102590; and the same value holds for the

South Atlantic. The North Atlantic has denser water at

the bottom, varying from 1 -02010 to 1-02032. In those

regions where the surface water is being constantly diluted,

a.s is the case in the equatorial belt of calms, the density

increases with the depth down to betvi-een 50 and 100
fathoms, where there is a maximum, from -ivhich the

density diminishes, as in the other case, to about 1000

fathoms, and afterwards increases slowly down to the

bottom. There is a striking resemblance between the

directioi; of the isohalsines, or lines of equal salinity, and

of the isothermals ; but the parallelism breaks down, of

course, in the case of a subsurface maximum.
Depth.—For a long time the opinion that the Pacific Deftf.

was a comparatively shallow ocean was entertained by Plate ll-L

geographers, and it is only the recent soundings of the

"Challenger," "Tuscarora," " Gazelle," and other survey-

ing ships that have succeeded in dispelling the illusion.

It is now known that the average depth of the Pacific is

greater than that of the Atlantic, and that areas of deeper

water occur in it than in any other part of the globe. A
line running along the -western shores of the two Americas

and along the eastern .shores of the Asiatic continent more

or less closely follows a great circle of the globe. On the

one side of this line there are the continental masses of

the Americas and of Europe and Asia, with an average

height of about 800 feet above the level of the sea ; and
on the other side the vast oceanic depression of the Pacific,

with an average depth of about 2500 fathoms. TIio

average level of the continental area may thus be regarded

as about three miles above the Pacific depression.

The attempt to divide the ocean into sharply defined

basins is more or less unsatisfactory; and for the considera-

tion of the depth it is better to view the Pacific as marked

off into two portions by an imaginary line passing through

Honolulu and Tahiti, on the n>eridian of 150° W.
The eastern half is remarkable for the comparative

absence of islands and the uniform nature of its depth.

With the exception of the narrow strip of shallow water

surrounding the Aleutian Islands and running along the

American coast, the sounding line shows an average depth

of from 2000 to 3000 fathoms undiversified by remarkable

elevations or depressions, between the northern limit of

the ocean and 30' S. lat. There is a great submarine

plateau extending from the Patagonian coast (in 76° W.
long.) in a westerly direction to 120° W. long., which

rises to between 2000 and 1000 fathoms of the surface.

This elevated area diminishes in breadth as it proceeds

westwarj, but it is supposed by some authorities to be
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connected witli the sI>alio-.v water surrounding the Low
Archipelago and the Marquesas Islands (groups which are

bisected by the 1 10th meridian of west longitude) and the

Society Islands. If this be the case there is an almost

continuous area of elevation stretching between Patagonia

nd Japan. It has been remarked that many of the sub-

merged plateaus of the Pacific have a south east to north-

west trend. The " Challenger " e.\amined the depth of

the eastern half of the Pacific in 1S75, along a line which

extended from 33" N. lat. on the 160th meridian south-east

to the Sand\vich Islands, and then as nearly as possible

along the 150th meridian to the Society Islands in 23° S.

bt. From this point the course was again south-east

to the 40th parallel of south latitude, which was followed

eastward to the Patagoniau coast, a visit to Juan Fernan-

dez forming a northward digression. The depth was
ascertained at fifty points along this route, and it was
found to vary on the whole from 2000 to 3000 fathoms.

There were two soundings of over 3000 fathoms between

latitudes 3S° and 36° N., and one a little to the south

of the Sandwich Islands. Between the meridian of

120* W. and the coast of America the soundings showed
the depth to vary considerably as the ship was in deep
water or over the submerged Patagonian plateau. The
actual numbers observed proceeding eastward from 120'

W. long, were in fathoms : -22.50, 1600, 202-5, 2270, 1500,

1S25, 1775, 1375, 2160, 2225, 1450, 1325. The soundings

made by the United States ship "Tuscarora" during 1874
were much more numerous, closer together, and extended

along several lines, but the general result was similar to

that of the " Challenger " observations. The results of all

recent observations are shown on Plate III.

The western half of the Pacific Ocean is a complete con-

trast to the eastern. Archipelagos and scattered islands

are e.xceedingly numerous ; the depth of the ocean is by
no means uniform, for shallows and areas of unusual depth
occur scattered over it at irregular intervals. .• Along the

Asiatic coast and between the island groups there are a

number of partially enclosed seas, and these are separated

from the great ocean by submarine plateaus of sufficient

extent and height to warrant the supposition that a

moderate upheaval would extend the Asiatic continent as

far south as Australia, transforming the seas into inland

salt lakes. Considerations of the peculiar animal and
vegetable life of New Zealand and Australia lend some
degree of probability to the speculation that these islands

were joined to the main continent of Asia at some very

remote period ; and it is even possible to trace the sub-

merged coast-line of the great continent which then existed.

This line separates the very deep water of the West Pacific

from the .shallower water of the inland seas and archipel-

agos ; it runs-from Kamchatka, over Jajian, Foimosa, the

Philippines, Kcw Guinea, to Australia and Xew Zealand.

The most conspicuous peculiarity of the \Vest Pacific

is the very deep water lying in a crescent shape to the east

of the Kurile Islands and Japan. It extends from 50' X.
lat. to nearly 20' X. lat., although it is of no great breadth.

The average depth of this area is nearly 4000 fathoms,

and a narrow strip of still more abysmal depths runs along

its western margin, like a ditch across the entrance to the

•Sea of Okliot-^k : here the United States sliip " Tuscarora "

found depths of over 4600 fathoms. The course of the

"Challenger" led her to explore the seas of the Eastern
Archipelago pretty thoroughly, and she carried a line of

soundings from the archipelago to .lapan, and thence ea.st-

.ward across the Pacific, crossing the area of great depth
about the centre, off Nippon, where two soundings of 3950
and 3625 fathoms respectively were obtained. Like the

East Pacific, the western division of the ocean has an
average depth of from 2000 to 3000 fathoms, although a

18—7*

great number of small depressions exist where the depth
is greater, and detached areas of shallower water occuJ-

still more frequently. Many of the islands rise from
depths of about 3000 fathoms, forming isolated mountains
springing from the. bed of the ocean, and several peaks
which do not rise to the surface have been detected.

More usually a number of islands are bound together by
submarine elevations, frequently within a few hundred
fathoms of the surface, over wide areas. Although the

greater part of the sea surrounding New Zealand, the north

of Australia, and the adjacent islands is under 1000
fathoms in depth, there are areas of great depression

amongst the islands, and some very deep channels. In
1S75 when sounding in the channel between the Carolines

and Ladrones, the "Challenger" met with the deepest

water of the cruise, 4475 fathoms, or about five miles and
a quarter ; and this is the greatest depth from which a
specimen of the bottom has hitherto been obtained. This
abysmal depth only extends over a relativety small area,

for the two nearest "Challenger" stations, one to the

north and one to the south, had depths of 2300 and
1850 fathoms respectively.

The seas branching off from the Pacific are usually

relatively shallow. Behring Sea on the north has ey^

tremely shallow water in its north-eastern half, where thera

is a depth of under 100 fathoms ; in the south-western por-',

tion the depth increases rapidly to between 1000 and 200O;
fathoms, except round the coasts and the Aleutian Archi-

pelago. The Sea of Okhotsk is still shallower: much of it is

within the 100 fathom line ; and in its deepest part it does
not attain 1000 fathoms.' The Yellow Sea is entirely within
the hundred fathom line ; while the Sea of Japan, only
separated from it by the Corean Peninsula, is not inferior,

in depth to the open ocean, its average depth being
from 2000 to 3000 fathoms. The western portion of the

Pacific, which lies between the Philippines and the

Carolines and Ladrones, is also very deep, its mean depth
approaching 3000 fathoms. This sea is of importance,

since it is to the Pacific what the Gulf of Mexico is to

I

the Atlantic—the source of its i.reat northern thermal

! current. The fact that the temperature at l.)00 fathoms
' over the whole of the North Pa-'ific does not differ by

j

more than 0'-5 F. from that at the bottom appears to

indicate that this portion is cut off from the southerH
division by a ridge rising to within 1500 fathoms of

the surface. The existence of such a barrier cannot
be said to be proved, but the indications lead to the

supposition that it may extend from Jaiwn to the

equator, through the Eoniu, the Ladrone, and the Caroline'

Islands.

Taken altogether, so far as present knowledge goes, tha

bed of the Pacific is more uniform than that of the

Atlantic, and its changes of level are less abrupt Iti

depth is, on an average, greater, and appears to be more
evenly distributed than in the Atlantic, but this appar-

ent greater uniformity may be partly due to the fact tliat

the latter ocean, both on account of its smaller size and its

greater commercial importance, has been much more care-

fully surveyed, and its. bathymetrical conditions more
exactly ascertained.

Deposits.

The explorations of the '" Challenger." " Tuscarora,'* and other De^nlsits

survoyin^ sliips iiave in recent ycai-s given a great amount of
infoiniation respecting tlie nature of the deposits now foiniing

over the Iloor of the ocean, and the s\>cciuien3 collecteil by tiieso

expeditions have been made the subjt.-et of a careful iuveslii^atioii<

by Jfessrs Murray and Rcnavd. Tlie gicat extent and depth of thaj

Pacific Ocean make it tlie most suitable field for the s^udy of thee

varieties of deep-sea deposits and the conditions under which they
are found. The various kinds of deposits, all of which are fountt

in the Pacific Ocean, arc classed as foUowa :

—
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deposits.

Bine

mad.

Green
mads
acd
sands.

Terrigenous
deposits.

Pelagic
deposits.

Shore fonnatrons.

Blue mud.
Green mud and sand

Red mud.
Coral mod and sand.

Coralline mud and sand.

Volcanic mud and sand.

Red clay.

Gtobigerina ooze.

Pteropod ooze;

Diatom ooze.

V Kadiolarian ooze.

Found in inland seaa

aad along the shores

of continents.

Fotind around oceanic
' islands and along the

shores of continents.

Found in the
ahysmal regions of

the oceanic basins.

The terrigenous deposits are found in more or less close proximity

to the land, and are chiefly made up of the triturated fragments

carried down into the ocean by rivers, or worn away from the

coasts by waves or currents. 'Those found rn the .deeper water

surrounding the land differ from the sands, gravels, and siiingles

of the shore and shallow water chiefly in the smaller size of the

grains and the greater abundance of clayey matter and remains of

oceanic organisms. As, however, tlie water becomes still deeper and

the distance from land greater, the deposits assume, more and more,

a deep-sea character until they pass into a tnie pelagic Jeijosit.

The principal mineralogical constituents of the terrigenous

deposits near continental land are isolated fragments of rocks and

minerals coming 'from the crystalline and schisto-crystalline series,

and from the clastic and sedimentary formations ;
according to the

character of the nearest coasts they belong to granite, diorite, debase,

porphyry, kc, crystalline schists, ancient limestones, and the

sedimentary rocks of all geological ages, with the minerals which

come from their disintegration, such as quartz, raonodinic and tn-

clinic felspars, hornblende, augite, rhombic pyroxene, olmne,

muscorite, biotite, titanic and magnetic iron, tourmaline, garnet,

epidote and other secondary minerals. The trituration and

decomposition of these rocks and minerals give rise to materials

more or less amorphous and without distinctive characters, but the

origin of which is indicated by association with the rocks, and

miuerals just mentioned.
^

Mixed mth these are found in many places phosphatic nodules,

large quantities of glauconite, and minerals arising from chemical

action probably in presence of organic matter.

£lii^ mild is the most extensive deposit now forming around the

great continents and continental islands, and in all enclosed or

partially enclosed seas. It is characterized by a slaty colour, which

passes in most cases into a thin layer of a reddish colour at the

npper surface. These deposits are coloured blue by organic matter

in a state of decomposition, and frequently give off ;>n odour of

sulphuretted hj-drogen. When dried, a blue mud is greyish m
colour and rarely or never has the ulasticity and compactness of a

true clay. It is finely granular, and occasionally contains fragments

oT rocks 2 cm. in diameter ;
generally, however, the minerals which

are derived from the continents, and arc found mixed up with the

muddy matter in these deposits, have a mean diameter of o mm. and

less Quartz particles, often rounded, play the principal part
;
next

come mica, felspar, augite, hornblende, and all the mineral species

which come from the disintegration of the neighbouring lands or

the lands traversed by rivers which enter the sea near the place

where the specimens have been collected. These minerals make.up

the principal and characteristic portion of blue muds, sometimes

forming 80 per cent, of the whole deposit. Glauconite, though

generally present, is never abundant. The remains of calcareous

organisins are at times quite absent, but occasionally they form

over 50 per cent. The latter is the case when the specimen is

taken at a considerable disuuce from the coast and at a nioderate

depth. These calcareous fiagmeuts consist of bottom-living and

pelagic Furnmi:ii/cm, Molluscs, Poli/:o«, Scrpulss, Echinoderms

AJcyonarian spicules, Cor.ils, tc. The remains of Diatoms and

BadioUrians are itsually present Generally speaking, as the shores

are approached the pelagic organisms disappear ;
aud, on the con-

trar}-, as we proceed seawards the size of the mineral grains

diminishes, and the remains of shore and coast organisms give

place to pelagic ones, till finally a bUie mud passes into a true deep-

sea deposit. In those regions of the ocean affected ivith floating

ice the colour of these deposits becomes grey rather than blue at

great disUnces from land, and is further modified by the presence

of a greater or less abundance of glaciated blocks and fragments

of quartz. These deposits are found along the coasts of ^orth and

South America, and in all the enclosed and partially enclosed seas,

such as the Japan Sea, China Sea, Arafura Sea, Sulu Sea, Banda

Sea, Celebes Sea, Sea of Okhotsk, kc
At some points in the same regions arc found green muds and

sxnds, which, as regards their origin, composition, and distribution

near the shores of continental land, resemble the blue muils. They

are largely composed of argillaceous matter and mineral partith-sof

the same size and kind as the blue muds. Their chief character-

istic is the presence of a considerable quantity of glnuconitic grains,

cither isolated or united into concretions by a brown argillaceous

matter. The Furajmni/cra and fragments of Echmoi.crms and

other oi-gauisms in these muds are frequently filled with glauconitic

substance, and beautiful casta of these organisms remain after

treatment with weak acid. At rimes there arc few calcareons

organisms in these deposits, and at other times the remains of

Diatoms and Radiolarians are abundant. When these muds

are dried they become earthy and of a grey-green colour. They

frequently give out a sulphuretted hydrogen odour. The green

colour appears sometimes to be due to the presence of organic

matter, probably of vegetable origin, and to .the reduction of

peroxide of iron to protoxide under its influence. The green

sands differ from the muds only in the comparative absence of

the argillaceous and other amorphous matter, and by the more

important part pl.ayed by the grains of glauconite, to which the

greeii colour is chiefly due. Med mud is found where quantities Kcd

of ochreous matter are" brought down by rivers and deposited along mud.

the coast, as in the Yellow Sea, but it is most characteristic

in the Atlantic off the Brazil coast of America.
. , ,

In addition to the terrigenous deposits above referred to, volcanic VolcaMic

muds and sands and coral muds and sands ?re found around the mnd-i aB<

shores of oceanic islands either of volcanic or coral origin. The cands.

vokatiic muds and sands are black or grey, and when dried are

rarely coherent. The mineral particles are generally fragmentary,

and consist of lapUli of the basic and acid scries of modem
volcanic rocks, which are scoriaceons or compact, vitreous or

crysUlline, and usually present traces of alteration. The minerals

are sometimes isolated, sometimes surrounded by their matrix,

and consist principally of plagioclases, sanlduie, amphlbole,

pyroxene, biotite, olivine, and magnetic iron ;
the size of the

parlicks diminishes with distance from the shore, but the mean

diameter is generally 0-5 mm. Glauconite does not appear to be

present in these deposits, and quartz is also very rare or absent.

The fragments of shells aud rocks are frequently covered with a

coatin^ of peroxide of manganese. Shells of calcareous organisms

are ofren present in great abundance, and render the deposit of a

lighter colour. The remains of Diatoms and Kadiolarians are

usually present
, „, . r />,„ i

Coral muds frequently contain as much as 95 per cent, ol corr i

cirbonate of lime, consisting of fragments of Corals, cakarcons mu.

al-^ Foramini/cra, Scrpulx, Molluscs, and remains of other lime- ano

secreting organisms. There is a lar-» amount of amoriihous san^

-

calcareous matter, which gives the deposit a sticky aud chalky

character. The particles may be of all .sizes according to the

distance from the reefs, the mean diameter being 1 to 2 mm., but

occasiouallv there are large blocks of coral and large calcareous

concretions' ; the particles are white and red. Remaius of si iceous

orcauisms seldom make up over 2 or 3 per cent, of a typic.il coral

mSd The residue consists usually of a small amount of argillaceous

matter with a few fragments of felspar and other volcanic nuneials
;

but offbanier and fringing reefs facing continents there may te

a great variety of rocks and minerals. Beyond a depth of 1000

fathoms off coral Ulands the debris of the reefs begins to dimmish

and the remains of pelagic organisms to increase ;
the deposit

becomes more argillaceous, of a reddish or rose colour, and giadually

passes into a Glohi<jeri,m ooze or a red clay. Cwral sands con-

tain much less amoq.hous matter than coral muds, but in other

respects they are similar, the sands being usually found nearer the

reefs and in shallower water than the muds, except inside lagoons

In some regions the remains of calcareous alg-.e predominate, and

in these cises the name coralline mud or sand is employed to point

out the distinction. . . . . , ., . .

The extent and peculiarities of the legion .in which these tern-

genous deposits are laid down are inteicsting. It extends from

hi"h-water mark down, it may be, to a depth of over 4 miles,

antl in a horizontal direction from 80 to perhaps 300 miles sea-

wards, and includes all inland seas, such as the horth bea,

Norwegian Sea, Mediterranean Sea. Red Sea China Sea Japan

Sea, Caribbean Sea, and many others. It is the region of chauga.

and of variety with lespcct to light, temperature, motion, and

biolo-ical conditions. In the surface waters the tenipcratine

ranges from 80° F. in the tropics to 28° F in the pol.ir regions^

From the surface down to the nearly ice-cold water found at the

lower limits of the region in the deep sea the« is in the tropics

an equally great range of temperature. Plants and animals aro

abund,-int near the shore, and animals extend in relatively great

abundance down to the lower limits of the repon, now marked

out by these terrigenons deposits. The spccihc gr^^'ty °[ <•»=

water varies much, and this variation ih its turn afl'.cts the fauna

and flora. In the terrigenous region tides and currents produce

their maximum effect, and these influences can in some instances

be traced to a depth of 300 fathoms, or nearly 2000 feet. Ihe

upper or continental margin of the regipi. is clearly defined bj the

hiih-water mark of the const-line, «' '"^1' '.^~"^'^"'
>' t"''?o?

tluongh breaker action, elevation, and subsidence. The lowc. or

abysuTal margin passes in most cases insensibly into the ab> smal

region, but mav le leganh.l as ending whel^e the """•>'
l"''f.'»

from the neighbouring continents begin to dls.ii.pear f om the

dep<.sits, which then pass into an organic ooze or a red ca) 1

The area covered by terrigenous deposits has Uen called the

"transitional" or "critical area," aud is estimated at about
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twt>-eiglitli9 of the eartix's sariac©, while the continents cdver three-

eighths, and the deep-sea deposits of the abysmal regions, which
wul now be considered, cover the remaining three-eighths.

Pdfigte The true dfcp-sea deposits may be divided into two classes, viz.

,

JLpoaiti. tiiose in whidi the organic elements predominate, and those in

which the mineral constituents play the chief part. Belonging to

the {«nner cUss there are Globigcruuz, Pteronod, Diatom, and
lU^Uoferian Oczes, and to the latter Red Clay.

G^obi' OMi^erina ooze is the name given to all those truly pelagic

^frina deposits containing over 40 per cent, of carbonate of lime which con-

oox^ iist principally of the dead shells of pelagic Foraminifcra (Globige-

ritUL, Orhulina, Pulvinulina, PiiJienia, Sphssroidina) zjid coccoHths

and rhabdotiths. In some localities this deposit contains 95 per cent.

of carbonate of lime. The colour is milky white, yellow, brown,

or rose, the varieties of colour depending principally on the relative

abundance in the deposit of the oxides of iron and manganese.
This ooze is fine grained ; in the tropics some of the Fi>ramini/cra

alicils are macroscopic. When dried it is pulverulent Analyses
show that the sediment contains, in addition to carbonate of lime,

phosphate aad sulphate

of lijne, carbonate of ?vv
magnesia, oxides of

iron and manganese,
cad argillaceous mat-
ters. The residue is of

a reddish-brown tinge. .—-;^^-
Lapilli, pumice, and r-r^rt^

glassy fragments, often '* '

altered intopalagonite,

Eccra always to be pre-

sent, and are frequent-

ly very abundant. The
mineral particles are

generally angular, and
rarely exceed 08 mm.
in diameter ; mono-
c'.in:c and triclinic fel- L^
Spirs, augite, olivine, Fic. 1.—The finer particles of a Olobigtrina Ooze,
hornblende, and mag- shoving. CoccoUths, Coccospheres, and Rhab-

netite are the most fre- do^ths.

quent When quartz is present, it is in t'he form of minute,
rounded, probably wind-borne grains, often partially covered with

PierD-

pod
ooze.

Fio. 2.—Olobiga-itM Ooze from 1900 fathoms.

oxide of iron- More rarely there are white and black particles of
tnica, bronzite, actinolite, chromite, glauconite, and cosmic dust.
Siliceous organisms are probably never absent, sometimes forming
20 per cent, of the deposit, while at other times they are only
recognizable after careful microscopic examination. In some regions
the frustules of Diatoms predominate, in other the skeletons of
Radiolariana,

Ptcropod ooze differs in no way from a Globigeriruz ooze except in
the presence of a greater namber and variety of pelagic organisms,
and especially iu the presence of Ptercpod and Heteropod shells,

such as Diacria, Atlanta, Styliola^ Carinaria, &c. The shells of
the more delicate species of pelagic Foraminifera and young shells
ire also more abundant in these deposits than in a Glohigerirui ooze,
(t must be remembered that the name " Pteropod ooze" is not
intended to indicate that the deposit is chiefly composed of the
^ells of these Molluscs, but, as' their presence in a deposit is char-
acteristic and has an important bearing on geographical and bathy-
metrical distribution, it is desirable to emphasize the presence of
these shells in any great abundance. It may be pointed out
that there is a very considerable difference between a Globigerina
ooze or a Pteronod ooze situated near concinRntal shores and

. 3.—ZKatom Ooze from 19M fat^Mos U tke
Antarctic Ocean.

deposits bearing the same names situated towards the centres of
oceanic areas, with respect both to mineral particles and to re-

mains of organisms.
Dialom ooze is of a pale straw colour, and is composed princi- Diatom

pally of the frustules of Diatoms. When dry it is a dirty white ocse.

siliceous flour, soft to the touch, taking the impression of the
fingers, and contains gritty particles which can be recognized by
the touch. It contains on an average about 25 per cent, of carbo-
nate of lime, which exists in the deposit in the form of small Gh'
bijerina shells, frag-

ments of Echinoderms
and other organisms.
The residue is pale

white and slightly

plastic; minerals a,nd ^_

trigments of rocks are f^

in some cases abun-
dant ; these are vol-

canic, or, more fre-

quently, fragments
and minerals coming
from continental rocks
and transported by
glaciers. The fine

washings consist essen-

tially of particles of

Diatoms along with
argillaceous and other
amorphous matter. It

is estimated that the frustules of Diatoms and skeletons of si^eeor
organisms make up more than 50 p^r cent, of this deposit

It has been already mentioned that Radiolarians are seldwn, i'-

ever, completely absent from marine deposits. In some regkms
they make up a considerable portion of a Globigerina ooze, aad are
also found in Diatom ooze
and in the terrigenous de-

posits of the deeper water
surrounding the land. In
some regions of the Pa-
cific, however, the skele-

tons of these organisms
make up the principal

part of the deposit, to
i

which the name Radio-
larian oozc'hzs been given.

The colour is reddish or

deep brown, due to the v^^
presence of the oxides of p^^^
iron and manganese. The
mineral particles consist

of fragments of pumice,
lapilU, and volcanic mine- ^^ r
raJs, rarely exceeding 0'07 ^ ^

mm. in diameter. There ^
is not a trace of carbonate ^^^- 4—Radiolanan Ooze from 4475 fathoms
* ,- - i.L r e in Central Pacific

of lime in the form of
shells in some samples of Radiolarian ooze, but other specimens
contain 20 per cent, of carbonate of lime derived from the
shells of pelagit Foraminifera. The clayey matter and mineral
particles are the ' *ne a« those found in the red clavs. which will
now be described.

Of all the deep-sea deposits red clay is the one which is distri- Red
buted over the largest areas in the modern oceans.' It might be clay
said that it exists everjTvhere in the abysmal regions of the ocean
basins, for the residue in the organic deposits which have been
described uoder the names Globigerina:, Pteropod, Diatom, and
Radiolarian oozes is nothing else than the red clay. However,
this deposit only appears in its characteristic form in those areas
where the terrigenous minerals and calcareous and siliceous

organisms disappear to a greater or less extent from the bottom.
It is in the central regions of the Pacific that the typieaL
examples are met with. Like other marine deposits, this one passes
laterally, according to position and depth, into the adjacent kind.
of deep-sea ooze, clay, or mud.
The argillaceous matters are of a more or less deep brown tiBt

from the presence of the oxides of iron and manganese. In the
typical examples no mineralogical species can- be distinguished by
the naked eye, for the grains are exceedingly fine and of nearly
uniform dimensions, rarely exceeding "05 mm. in diatneter. It
is plastic- and greasy to the. touch ; when dried it forms lumps so
coherent that considerable force must be employed to break them.
It gives.the brilliant streak, of clay, and breaks down ia water. The
pyrognosti'c properties show that it is not a pure clay, for it fuses
easily before the blowpipe into a magnetic bead.

Under the term red clay are comprised those deposits in which
the characters of clay are not well pronounced, but wifiich fir" r^^inlj

;
composed of minute particleaof pumico and other volcanio matfii«i.
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which, owing to their relatively recent deposition, have not under-

gon^great alteration. If the analyses of red clay are calculated,

it will be seen, moreover, that the silicate of alumina present as

clay (2Si02, A]20j + 2H30) comprises only a relatively small portion

of the sedimeut ; the calculation shows always an excess of free

silica, which is atti-ibuted chiefly to the presence of siliceous

organisms.
*'

Microscopic examination shows that a red clay consists of

argillaceous matter, minute mineral particles, and fragments of

siliceous organisms. The mineral particles are for the greater part

of volcanic origin, except in those cases where continental matters

are transported by floating ice, or where the sand of deserts has

been carried to great distances by winds. These volcanic minerals

are the same constituent minerals of modern eruptive rocks enum-
erated in the description of volcanic muds and sands ; in the great

majority of cases they arc accompanied by fragmonts of lapilli and
of pumice more or less altered, vitreous volcanic matters belonging'

to the acid and basic series of rocks predominate in the regions

where the red clay has its greatest development ; and it will be seen

presently that the most characteristic decompositions which there

take place are associated with pyroxenic lava^. »

Associated with the red clay are almost always found concretions

and microscopic particles of the oxides of iron and manganese, to

which the deposit owes its colour. Again, in the typical examples
of the deposit, zeolites In the form of crj'stals and crystalline

' spherules are present, along with metallic globules and silicates

which are regarded as of cosmic origin. Calcareous organisms are

so generally absent that they cannot be regarded as characteristic.

On the other hand, the remains of Diatoms, Radiolarians, and
Sponge spicules are generally present, and are sometimes very
abundant. The ear-bones of various Cetaceans, as well as the

remnants of other Cetacean bones and the teeth of sharks, are, in

some of the typical samples far removed from the continents,

exceedingly abundant, and are often deeply impregnated with,

or emBedded in thick coatings of, the oxides of iron and man-
ganese. Over six hundred sliai'ks' teeth, belonging to the genera
Carckarodon, Oxf/rJiiua, and Lamna, and one linndred ear-bones of

whales, belonging to Ziphius, Balecnopicra, BalEena, Orca, and
Delpkiniis, along with fifty fragments of otiier bones, have been
obtained in one haul of the dredge in the Central Pacific. The
remains of these vertebrates have seldom been dredged in the
organic oozes, and still more rarely in the terrigenous deposits.

The abysmal region, in which the true pelagic deposits above
described are laid down, shows a marked contrast with the " tran-

sitional" or "critical area" where the terrigenous deposits are

found. .The former area comprises vast undulating plains from 2 to

5 miles beneath the surface of the sea, the average being about 3

miles, here and there interrupted by huge volcanic cones (the oceanic

islands). No sunlight ever reaches these deep cold tracts. The
i-ange of tempei-ature over them is not more than 7°, viz., from 31"

to 38" F., and is apparently constant throughout the whole year in

each locality. Plant life is absent, and, althougli animals belonging
to all the great types are present, there is no great variety of form
nor abundance of individuals. Change of any kind is exceedingly
slow. - ^ ' '

Distri- Leaving out of view the coral and volcanic muds and sands which
bntion are found principally around oceanic islands, the blue muds, green

of de- muds and sands, red muds, together with all tlie coast and shore

posits, formations, are situated along the margins of the continents and in

enclosed and partially enclosed seas. The chief characteriitic of

these deposits is the presence in them of continental debris. The
blue muds are found in all the deeper parts of the regions just in-

dicated, and especially near the embouchures of rivers. Red muds
do not differ much from blue muds except in colour, duo to the
presence of ferruginous matter in greater abundance, and they are

found under the same conditions as the blue muds. The green muds
and sands occupy, as a rule, portions of the coast where detrital

matter from rivers is not apparently accumulating at a rapid rate,

viz., on such places as the Agulhas Bank, oS the east coast of

Australia, off the coast of Spain, and at various points along the coast

of America. In the tropical and temperate zones of the great oceans,

which occupy about 110" of latitude between the two polar'zones,

at depths where the action of the waves is not felt, and at points to
which the terrigenous materials do not extend, there are now forming
vast accumulations of Ghbirjcrina and other pelagic Foraminifcra,
coccoliths, rhabdoliths, shells of pelagic Molluscs, and remains of
otherorganisms. These deposits may perhaps be called the sediments
of median depths and of warmer zones, because they diminish in

great depths and tend to disappear towards the poles. This fact is

evidently in relation with the surface temperature of the ocean, and
shows that pelagic Foraminifcra and Molluscs live in the superficial

waters of the sea, wlience theiT dead shells fall to the bottom.
Glohtgcrina ooze is not fovmd in enclosed seas nor in polar latitudes.

In tlie southern hemisphere it has not been met' \\'\\.\\ south of the

50th parallel. In the Atlantic it is deposited upon tlic bottom at

a very high latitude below the warm waters of the Gulf Stream,
and, is not obsen*ed under the cold descending polar current which

runs south in the same latitude. These facts are readily explained

if it be admitted that this ooze is formed chiefly by the shells of

surface organisms, which require an elevated temperature and a

wide expanse of sea for their existence.

The distribution of oceanic deposits may be summarized thus.

(1) The terrigenous deposits—blue muds, green muds and sands,
red muds, volcanic muds and sands, coral muds and sands—are
met with in those regions of the ocean nearest to land. With tlie

exception of the volcanic muds and sands and coral muds and
sands around oceanic islands, these deposits are found only lying
along the borders of continents and continental islands, and in
enclosed and partially enclosed seas. (2) The organic oozes and
red clay are confi^ied to the abysmal regions of the ocean basins

;

a Pterojiod ooze is met with in tropical and subtropical regions in

depths less than 1500 fathoms, a Glohigerina ooze in tlie same
regions between the dcjjths of 500 and 2800 fathoms, a Kadiolarian
ooze in the central portions of the Pacific at depths greater tlian

2500 fathoms, a Diatom ooze in the Southern Ocean south of the
latitude of 45° south, a red clay anywhere within the latitudes of
45° north and south at depths greater than 2200 fathoms.
As long as the conditions of the surface are the same, it might

be expected that the deposits at the bottom would also remain tht

same. In showing that such is hot the case, an agent must be

taken into account which is in direct correlation with the depth.

It may be regarded as established that the majority of the cal-

careous organisms which make up the Glohigerina and Pteropod
002CS live in the surface waters, and it may also be taken for

granted that there is always a specific identity between tha»cul-

careous organisms which live at the surface and the shells of these

pelagic creatures found at the bottom. Glohigerina ooze is found
in the tropical zone at depths which do not exceed 2400 fathoms,

but when depths of 3000 fathoms are explored in this zone of the

Atlantic and Pacific there is found an argillaceous deposit without,

in many instances, any trace of calcareous^prganisms. Descending
froBi the "submarine plateaus" to depths which exceed 22JO
fathoms, tjie Glohigerina ooze gradually disappears, passing into a
greyish marl, and finally is wholly replaced by an argillaceous

material whicii covers the bottom at all depths greater tlian 2900
fathoms.

The transition between the calcareous formations and the argil-

laceous ones takes place by almost insensible degrees. The thinner

and more delicate shells disappear first. The tliickcr and larger

shells lose little by little the sharpness of their contour and apjiear

to undergo a profound alteration. They assume a brownish colour,

and break up in proportion as the calcareous constituent disappears.

The red clay predominates more and more as the calcareous clement
diminishes in the deposit. Recollecting that the most important
elements of the organic deposits have descended, from the super-

ficial waters, and that the variations in contour of the bed of the

sea cannot of themselves prevent the debris of animals and plants

from accumulating upon the bottom, their absence in tlie red

clay areas can only be explained by the hypothesis of decom-
position.

fteropod ooze, it wall be remembered, is a calcareous organic

deposit, in which the remains of Pteropods and other pelagic

JloUusca are present, though they do not always form a preponderat-

ing constituent, and it has been found that their presence is in cor-

relation with the bathymetrical distribution.

In studying the nature of the calcareous elements which are

deposited in the abysmal areas, it has been noticed that, like the

shells of the Foraminifcra^ those of the Thecosomatous Ftcropoda,

which live everywhere in the superficial waters, esjiecia-lly in the

tropics, become fewer in number in the deposit as the depth

increases. It has just been observed that the shells of Fora-

minifcra disappear gradually along a series of soundings from a

point where the Glohigerina ooze has abundance of carbonate of

lime, towards deeper regions ; but it is also noticed that, when
the sounding-rod brings up a graduated series of sediments from

a declivity descending into deep water, among the calcareous shells

tliose of the Pteropods and Heteropods disappear first in juo-

portion as the depth increases. At depths less than 1400 fatlioms

in the tropics a Pteropod ooze is found with abundant remains of

Heteropods and Pteropods ; deeper soundings then give a Glohi-

gerina ooze without these Molluscan remains ; and in still (greater

depths, ns has been said above, there is a red clay in >Yhich --^ol-

carcous organisms are nearly, if not quite, absent. ^

In this manner, then, it is shown that the remains of c^lcarcoi;s

organisms are completely eliminated in tlic greatest dentha of the

ocean. For if such be not the case, why are all these shells found

at the bottom in the shallower depths, and not at all in tlic gicater

depths, although they are equally abundant on the surface at both

places? There is reason to think that this solution of calcareou:i

shells is duo to the presence of carbonic acid throughout all depths

of ocean water. It is well known that this substance, dissolved in

water, is an tncrgetic solvent of calcareous matter." The investiga-

tions of Buchanan and Dittmar have shown that carbonic acid

exists in a free state in sea water, and Dittmar's analyses abo show
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thai deep-sea wrier contains more lime than surface water. This

is a confirmatiou of the theory which re^rds cai'l:onic acid as tho

agent concerned in the total or partial solution of the surface shells

before or immediately after they reach the bottom of the ocean, and

is likcu-ise in relation with the fact that in high latitudes, where

fewer calcareous organisms are found at the surface, their remains

are removed at lesser depths than whero these organisms are in

greater abundance. It has been shown that sea water itself has

some effect in the solution of carbonate of lime, and further it is

probable that the immense pressure to which water is subjected

in great depths ijnay have an influence on its chemical activity.

Objections have been raised to the explanation here advaitced, on

account of the alkalinity of sea water, but it may be remarked that

alkalinity presents no difficulty which need be here considered

(Dlttmar, Fhi/s. .Cfiem. Chall. Exp., part i., 1SS4).

This interpretation also explains how the remains of Diatoms and

Radiolarianr (surface organisms like the Foraminifera) are found in

greater abundance in the red clay than in a OlohigeHna ooze. The

action which suffices to dissolve the calcareous matter has no_ effect

upon the silica, and so the siliceous shells accumulate. Nor is this

view of the case opposed to the distribution of the Pteropod ooze.

At first it would be expected that the Foraminifera shells, being

smaller, would disappear from a deposit before the Pteropod shells;

but if it b^ remembered that the latter are very thin and delicate,

aaid, for tJie quantity of carbonate of lime present, offer a larger

surface to I he action of the solvent than the thicker, though smaller,

Globigerina shells, this apparent anomaly will be explained.

The origin of these vast deposits of clay is a problem of the highest

interest It was at first supposed that these sediments were com-

posed of microscopic particles arising from the disintegration of the

rocks by rivers and by the waves on the coasts. It was believed

that the matters held in suspension were carried far and wide by

currents, and gradually fell to the bottom of the sea. But the uni-

formity of composition presented by these deposits was a great

objection to this view. It can be shown that mineral particles,

even of the smallest dimensions, continually set adrift upon dis-

turbed waters must, owing to a property of sea water, eventually

be precipitated at no great distance from land. It has also been

supposed that these argillaceous deposits owe their origin to the

inorganic residue of the calcareous shells which are dissolved

away iu deep water, but this view has no foundation in fact.

Everything seems to show that the formation of the clay is due to

the decomposition of fragmentary volcanic products, whose presence

can be detected over the whole floor of the ocean.

These volcanic materials are derived from floating pumice, and

from volcanic ashes ejected to great distances by terrestrial volcanoes,

and carried far by the winds. It is also known that beds of lava and
of tufa are laid down upon the bottom of the sea. This assemblage

of pyrogenic rocks, rich in silicates of alumina, decomposes under the

chemical action of the water, and gives rise, in the same way as do

terrestrial volcanic rocks, to argillaceous matters, according to re-

actions which can always be observed on the surface of the globe,

and which are too well known to need special mention here.

The universal distribution of pumice over the floor of the ocean

is very remarkable, and would at first appear unaccountable; but

when the fact that pieces of pumice have been known to float in

sea water for a period of over three years before becoming suffici-

ently waterlogged to sink is taken into consideration, it will be

readily understood how fragments of, this material may be trans-

ported by winds and currents to an enormous distance from their

point of origin before being deposited upon the bottom. Frag-

ments of pumice are dredged in the greatest profusion in the red

ciay of the Central Pacific, and much less abundantly in the or-

ganic oozes and terrigenous deposits. This is owing to the rate

:.f deposition being much slower in the former than in the latter,

v.'here the rapid accumulation of calcareous and siliceous organisms
and continental debris masks their presence.

The detailed microscopic examination of hundreds of soundings
lias chown that the presence of pumice, of lapilli, of silicates, and
oi other volcanic minerals in various stages of decomposition can
always be demonstrated in the argillaceous matter.

In the places where the red clay attains its most typical develop-

ment, the transformation of tho volcanic fragments into argillaceous

matter may be followed step by step. It may be said to be the

ilirect product of the decomposition of tho basic rocks, represented

by volcanic glasses, such as hyalomelan and tachylite. This decom-
position, in spite of the temperature approximating to zero (32° F. ),

gives rise, as an ultimate product, to clearly crystallized minerals,

which may be considered the most remarkable products of the

chemical action of the sea upon the volcanic matters undergoing
decomposition. These microscopic crystals are zeolites lying free

in the deposit, and are met with in greatest abundance in the typical

red-clay areas of the Central Pacitic. They are simple, twinned, or

cpheroidal groups, which scarcely exceed half a millimetre i.\

diameter. The crystallographic and chemical study of them shows
that they must be referred to christianite. It is known how easily

the zeolites crystallize in the pores of eruptive rocks in process of

decomposition ; and the crystals of christianite, wRlch are observed

in considerable quantities in the clay of the centre of the Pacific

Fia. 5.—Crystals ot Christ ianite fiom the deep water of the Paciflc.

(fig. 5), have been formed at the expense of the decomposing volcanic

matters spread out upon the bed of that ocean.

In connexion with this founation of zeolites, reference may be

made to a chemical process which gives rise to the formation of

nodules of manganifeious iron. These nodules are almost uni-

versally distributed in oceanic sediments, but are met with in the

greatest abundance in the red clay. This association tends to show
a common origin. It is exactly in those regions where there is an

accumulation of pyroxenic lavas in decomposition, containing sili-

cates with a base of manganese and iron, such for example as

augite, hornblende, olivine, magnetite, and basic glasses, that

manganese nodules occur in greatest numbers. In tho regions

where the sedimentary action, mechanical and organic, is, as it

were, suspended, and where everything shows an extreme slownp':«

of deposition,—in these calm waters favourable to chemical reac-

tions, ferro-manganiferous substances form concretions around

organic and inorganic centres.
_

.

These concentrations of ferric and manganic oxides, mixed with

argillaceous materials whose form and dimensions are extremely

variable, belong generally to the earthy variety or wad, but pass

sometimes, though rarely, into varieties of hydrattd oxide of

manganese with distinct indications of radially fibrous crystalliza-

tion.^ The interpretation necessary, iu order to explain this

formation of manganese nodules, is the same as that admitted in

explanation of the formation of coatings of this matiu-ial on the

surface of terrestrial rocks. These salts of mangaueie and iron,

dissolved iu water by carbonic acid, then precipitated in the form

of carbonate of protoxide of iron and manganese, becone oxidized,

and give rise in the calm and deep oceanic regions to more or

less pure ferro-manganiferous

concretions. At the same
time it must be admitted
that rivers may bring to the

ocean a contribution of the

same substances.

Among the bodies which, T /f ,\, / ^i~~'-->.. ^?^
in certain regions where red 4

" .' /, iV^

,

n,
*

clay predominates, serve as V \' ^^ ^^x\ •

'i

centres for these mangani-
'

- -^ >

ferous nodules are the re-

mains of vertebrates. These
remains are the hardest parts

of the skeleton—tympanic \ - --—- ^-
bones of whales, beaks of X- A .^'

ZiphixiSy teeth of sharks ;

and, just as the calcareous pic.c.—Seciionuf a.Mdne-aneseNodulct'nclos.

shells aro eliminated in ihr tympanic bono of a whale, from 2300

great depths, so all the re- fathoms, South PaciPx.

mains of the larger vertebrates are absent, except tl e most resistant

portions. These bones often serve as a centre for the manganese

iron concretions, being frequently surrounded by layers se%'eral

' For tte c-zipoiiticr: ot these maacaucsc nodules, see W^iioAiiiEK voi

479.
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centimetres in thickness (fig. 6). In the same drcclgings in the
rc'.l-clay areas some sharks' teeth and Cetaccim ear-bones, some of
\.hich belong to extinct species, are surrounded with thick layers

of the manganese, and others with merely a slight coating.
Couinic The cosmic spherules incidentally referred to under the descrip-
sp><e- tion of red clay may bo here described in greater detail. If a

ruUs. magnet b« plunged into an oceanic deposit, especially a red clay

from the central parts of the Pacific, particles are extracted, some
of which are magnetite from volcanic rocks, to which vitreous

mattei-s aro often attached ; others again are quite isolated, and
differ in most of their properties from tlie former. The latter are

generally round, measuring hardly 0*2 mm., usually smaller; their

surface is quite covered with a brilliant black coating having all

the properties of magnetic oxide of iron; often there maybe noticed

clearly marked upon them cup-like depressions (figs. 7 and 81. If

these spherules be broken down in an agate mortar, the brilliant

black coating easily falls away and reveals white or grey metallic

malleable nuclei, which may be beaten out by the pestle into thin

lamellffi. This metallic centre, when treated with an ncid solu-

tion of sulphate of copper, immediately assumes a coppery coat,

thus showing that it is native iron. But there are some mal-
leable metallic nuclei extracted from the spherules which do
not give this i-eaction ; they do not take the copper coating.

Fig. 7. fig. a.

10. 7.—Black Spherule with Metallic Nucleus (x6n). This spherule covered
with a coating of black sliiiiiiif.|iTiiign<;tlte represents tho most frpquent shnpe.
The depression here shown Is often found nt the Buiface of these spherules.

From 2375 fnthoms. South Pacific.

Pig. 8.—Black Spherule with Metnlllc Nucleus ( x C0>. The black external com-
ing of inaic^netic oxide hns been broken away to show tho metallic nucleus re-

presented by the clear part at the centre. From 3150 falhoiiia.

Chemical reactions show that they contain cobalt and nickel ; very
probably they constitute an alloy of iron and these two metals,

such as is often found in meteorites, and whoso presence in largo

quantities hinders the proilnction of the coppery coating on the

iron. G, Rose has shown that this coating of black oxide of iron is

found on the pcripliery of meteorites of native iron, and its presence

is readily understood when their cosmic origin is admitted. Indeed,

these meteoric particles of native iron in their transit through the

air must undergo combustion, a.id, like small portions of iron from
a smith's anvil, be transformed either entirely or at the surface

•nly into magnetic oxide, and in the latter case the nucleus is

protected from further oxidation by the coating which thus covers

it.

One may suppose that meteorites in their passage through the

atmosphere' break into, numerous fragments, that incandescent
particles of iron are thrown off all round them, and that these

eventually fall to the surface of the globe as almost impalpable
dust, in the form of magnetic oxide of iron more or less completely
fused. The luminous train of falling stars is probably due to the
combustion of these innumerable particles resembling the sparks

which fly from a rib-bon of iron burnt in oxygen, or the particles

of the same metal thrown off when striking a flint. It is easy to

show that these particles in burning take a spherical form, and arc

Burrounded by a layer of black magnetic oxide.

Among the magnetic grains found under the same conditious as

those just described are other spherules, which are referred to tho

ehondrcs, so that, if the interpretation of a cosmic origin for the

magnetic spherules with a metallic centre were not established in

a manner absolutely ^eyond question, it almost becomes so when
their association with the silicate spherules, which will now be

described, is taken into account. It will fee seen by the microscopic

details that these spherules have quite the constitution and
structure o( choiidrcs so freqnent in meteorites of the most ordinary

type, and on the other hand they have never been found, as far as

is knomi, in rocks of a terrestrial origin ; in short, the presence of

these spherules in the deep-sea deposits, and their association with
the metallic spherules, are matters of prime importance.
Among the fragments attracted by the magnet in deep-sea

deposits arc distinguished granules slightly larger than the
• ^hcrulcs with the shining black coating above described. Tliese

ai-e yellowish-brown, with a bro'>ze-like lustre, and under the

microscope it is noticed that the curface, instead of being quite

smootli, IS grooved by thin lamoll.T. Their dimensions never attain

a millimetre, generally they arc about 0"6 mm. \n diameter ; they

are never perfect spheres, as in the case of the black spherules with
a metallic centre; and somutimes a depression more or less marked
is to be observed in the periphery. "When examinedby tho micro-
scope it is observed that the lamellae which compose them are
applied the one against -the other, and have a radial eccentric dis-

position. It is the leafy radial structure {rndialblaitrig), like that
of the chondres of Uronzite, which predominates in these sphcnilcs.
The serial structure of the chondres with olivine is observed much
less rarely, and indeed there is some doubt about the indications of
this last type of structure. Fig. 9 shows the characters and texturo
of one of these spherules magnified 25 diameters. On account of
their small dimensions, as well as of their friability due to their
lamellar structure, it is diflicuU to polish one of these spherules,
and it has been necessary to study them with reflected light, or to
limit the observations to tho study of the broken fragments.
These spherules break up following the lamellre, which latter are

seen to bo extremely fine and perfectly transparent. In rotating
between crossed nicols they
have the extinctions of the
rhombic system, and in

making use of the coud'inser

it is seen that they havo one
optic axis. It is observed

also that when several of

these lamella: are attached ,

they extinguish exactly at I

the same time, so that
|

everything tends to show
that tJiey form a single

'

individual.

In studying these trans

parent and very thin frag-

ments with the aid of a high
magnifying power, it is ob-

served that tliey aro dotted
with brown-black inclu- pio. n.—Spheruln of Bronzlto(x25), from 3C0O

sions, disposed with a ccr- fathoms in the Contnit South Pacific, ehow-

tainsymmetry.andshowing '"R i»'iny of u,o pcculinvitlcs belooRing lo

^ . \ I
° c/ionilrcs of bion^^iic or cnstntltc.

somewhat regular contours;

these inclusions are referred to jnagnetic iron, and their presence

explains why these spherules of bronzito are extracted by the
magnet It should be observed, however, that they are not so

strongly magnetic as those with a metallic nucleus.

Tlicy aro designated bronzite rather than enstatite, because of

the somewhat deep tint which they present; they are insoluble in

hydrochloric acid. Owing to tho small quantity of substance, only
a qualitative analysis could be made, which shoMed the presence in

them of silica, magnesia, and iron.

The study of deep-sea deposits suggests some interesting conclu- Great

sions. It has been said that the debris carried away from the land anti-

accumulates at the bottom of tho sea before reaching the abysmal quity oi

regions of the ocean. It is only in exceptional cases that the finest oceanic

terrigenous materials aro transported several hundied miles from areas,

the shores. In place of layers fof'uied of pebbles and clastic

elements with giains of considerable dimensions, which play i.o

large a part in the composition of emerged lands, the great areas of

the ocean basins are covered by the microscopic remains of pelagic

organisms, or by the deposits coming from the alteration of volcanic

products. The distinctive elements that appear in the river and
coast sediments are, properly speaking, wanting in the great depths
far distant from tho coasts. To such a degree is this the case that

in a great number of soundings, from the centre of the Pacific for

example, no mineral particles on which tlie mechanical action of

water had left its imprint have been distinguished, apd quartz is so

rare that it may be said to bo absent. It is sufficient to indicate

these facts in order to make apjiarent the profound differences

which separate the de})osits of tlie abysmal areas of the ocean

basins from the series of rocks in tho geological formations. As
regards the vast deposits of red clay, Avith its manganese concretions,

its zeolites, cosmic dust, and remains of vertebrates, and the organic

oozes which aro spread out over the bed of the Central Pacific,

Atlantic, and Indian Oceans, have they their analogues in tho,

geological series of rocks? If it be proved that in the sedimentary
strata the true pelagic sediments are not represented, it follows that

deep and extended oceans like those of the present day cannot

formerly have occupied the areas of the present continents, and as

a corollary the great lines of the oceanic basins and continents must
have been marked out from the earliest geological ages.

Without asserting that the terrestrial areas and the areas covered

by the waters of the great ocean basins have had their main lines

marked out since the commencement of geological history, it is a

fact proved by the evidence of the pelagic SL-diments that tJicsc areas

have a great antiquity. The accumulation of shaiks' teeth, of the ear-

bones of Cetaceans, of manganese concretions, of zeolites, of volonnic

material in an advanced state of decomposition, and of cosmic dust,

at points far removed from the continents, tends to prove this.

There ia no reason for supposing that tlie parts of the ocean whcro
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these vertebrate remains are found are more frequented by sharks

or Cetaecans than other regions where they are never, or only rarely,

dredged from the deposits at tbe bottom. When it is remembered

also that these ear-bones, teeth of sharts, and volcanic fragments

are sometioies incrusted with two centimetres of manganese oxide,

while others have a mere coating, and that some of the bones and

teeth belong to extinct species, it may be concluded with great

certainty that the clays of these oceanic basins have accumulated

with extreme slowness. It is indeed almost beyond question that

the red-clay regions of the Central Pacific contain accumulations

belonging to geological ages different from our own. The gr^at

antiquity of these formations is likewise confirmed in a striking

manner by the presence of cosmic fragments, the nature of which

has been described. In order to account for the accumulation of

all these substances in such relatively great abundance in the areas

where they were dredged, it is necessary to suppose the oceanic

basins to have remained the same for a vast )>ericKi of time.

The sharks' teeth, ear-bones, manganese nodules, altered volcanic

fragments, zeolites, and cosmic dust are met with in greatest

abundance in the red clays of the Central Pacific, at that point on

the earth's surface farthest removed from continental land. They
are less abundant in the Radiolarian ooze, are rare in the Globi-

gerina, Diatom, and Pteropod oozes, and have been dredged qjily

in a few instances in the terrigenous deposits close to the shore.

These substances are present in all the deposits, but owing to the

abundance of other matters in the more rapidly forming deposits

their presence is masked, and the chance of dredging them is

re<luced. The greater or less abundance of these materials, which

are so characteristic of a true red clay, may be rcgaiiled as a

measure of the jelative rate of accumulation of the marine sediments

in which they lie. The terrigenous deposits accumulate most

rapidly ; then follow in order Pteropod ooze, Globigcrina ooze,

Ihatom ooze, Radiolarian ooze, and, slowest of all, red clay.

G^otugf From the data now advanced it appears possible ;o deduce other

cAl >• conclusions important from a geological point of view. In the

pects oi" deposits due essentially to the action of the ocean, the great variety

deposits, of sediments which may accumulate in regions where the external

conditions are almost identical is very striking. Again, marine

faunas and floras, at least those of the surface, dilfer greatly, both

with respect to species and the relative abundance of individuals, in

different regions of the ocean ; and, as their remains determine the

character of the deposit in many instances, it is legitimate to

conclude that the occuiTcnce of organisms of a different nature in

several beds is not an argument against the synchronism of the

layers which contain them. In this connexion may be noted the

fact that in certain regions of the deep sea no appreciable forma-

tion is now taking place. Hence the absence, in the sedimentary

series, of a layer representing a definite horizon must not always be

interpreted as proof either of the emergence of the bottom of the

sea during the corresponding period, or of an ulterior erosion.

The small extent occupied by littoral formations, especially those

of an arenaceous nature, and the relatively slow rate at which such
deposits are formed along a stable coast, are matters of im[>ortance.

In the present state of things there docs not appear to be any-

thing to account for the enormous thickness of the clastic sediments
waking up certain geological formations, unless the exceptional

cases of erosion which are brought into play when a coast is under-

going constant elevation or subsidence are considered. Great move-
ments of the lan<l are doubtless necessary for the formation of thick

beds of transported matter like sandstones and conglomerates.

Arenaceous formations of great thickness require seas of no great

extent and caists subject to frequent oscillations, which permit
the shores to advance and retire. Along these, through all periods

rf the earth's history, the great marine sedimentary phenomena
have taken place. -_

The continental geological formations, when -.'ojuparcd with
marine deposits of modern seas and oceans, present no analogues to

the red clays, Radiolarian, Globigcrdia, Pteropotl, ai d Diatom oozea.

On the other hand, the terrigenous deposits of lakrs, shallow seas,

enclosed seas; and the shores of the continents reveal the equivalents

of the chalks, greensands, sandstones, conglomerates, shales, marls,

and other sedimentary formations. Such formacions as certain

Tertiary deposits of Italy and the Radiolarian earth from Barbados,
where pelagic conditions are indicated, must bo regarded as having
been laid "down rather along the border of a continent than in a true

oceanic area. The white chalk is evidently not a deep-sea deposit,

for the Foraminifera and fragments of other organisms of which
it is largely comjiosed arc similar to those found in comparatii^ely

shallow water not far from lan'l. The argillaceous and calcareous

rocks recently discovered by Or Guppy in the upraised coral islands

in the Solomon group arc identical with the dt-posits now forming
around oceanic inlands. Regions situated similarly to enclosed
and shallow seas and the borders of the present continents appear to

have been, throughout all geological ages, the theatre* of the greatest

and most remarkable changes ; in short, all, or n.arly all, the sedi-

mentary rocks of the continents would seem to have been built up
in arca% like those aow occupied by the terrigenous deposits.

During each era of the earth's history tho bordei-s of some lands

have sunk beneath tho sea and been covered by marine seduiients,

while in other parts the terrigenous deposits have been elevated into

dry land, and have carried with them a record of the organisms

which flourished in the sea of the time. In this transitional area

there has been throughout a continuity of geological and biological

phenomena.
From these considerations it will bo evident that the character of

a deposit is determined much more by distance from the shore of a

continent than by actual depth ; and the same would appear to be

the case with respect to the fauna spread over the floor of tho present

oceans. Dredgings near the shores of continents, iu depths of 1000,

2000, or 3000 fathoms, are more productive both in species and in-

dividuals than dredgings at similar depths several hundred miles

seawards. Again, among the few species dredged in tho abysmal

areas farthest removed from lancf, tlio majoiity show archaic

characters, or belong to groups which have a wide distribution iu

time as well as over the floor of the present oceans. Such are the

Hcxactindlida, Brachiojwla, Stalke^l Criuoids and other Kchino-

derms, kc
As already mentioned, the "transitional area" is that which now

shows the greatest variety in resi>ect to biological and physical

conditions, and in past time it has oeen subject to the most frequent

and tlie greatest amount of change. The animals now living in this

area may be regarded as the greatly modified descendants of those

which have lived in similar regions iu past geological ages, and

some of whose ancestors have been preserved in the sedimentary

rocks as fossils. On the other hand, many of the animals dredged

in the abysmal regions are most probably also the descendants of

animals which lived in the shallower waters of former geological

periods, but migrated into deep water to cscajio the severe struggle

for existence which must always have obtained in shallower waters

influenced by light, heat, motion, and other favourable conditions.

Having found existence possible iu the less favourable and dee^wr

water, they may be regarded as having slowly spread themselves over

the floor of the ocean, but without undergoing great modifications,

owing to the extreme unifonnity of the conditions and the absence

of competition. Or it may bo supposed that, iu the depressions

which have taken place near coasts, some species have been gradually

carried down to deep water, have accommodated themselves to the

new conditions, and have gradually migrated to tlie regions far from

land. A few species may thus have inimated to the deep sea during

each geological period. In this way the origin and-distribution of

tho deep-sea fauna in the present oceans may in sonic measure be

explained. In like manner, the jwlagic fauna and flora of tbe ocean

is most probably derived originally from the shore and shallow

water. During each period of the ea.-ths history a few animals and
plants have been carried to sea. aid have ultimately adopted a

pelagic mode of life.

ISLATOIS.

The Pacific Ocean is distingnished from the Atlantic by

the greater number of small island groups that diversify

its surface. The continental islands, lying along the coasts

of America and Asia, have bee i referred to in speaking of

the coasts; the islands of the Malay Archipelago, Australia,

New Zealand, and probably New Caledonia belong to the

same class. The true oceanic islands on the other hand

have no direct geological connexion "with the continents;

the older sedimentary and metamorphic rocks appear to be

quite absent, the islands being either of eruptive or coral

formation. The fauna and flora of the oceanic islands

present a cpnsiderable amount of uniformity, though each

island or important group of islands haa its i>eculiar species.

There is an entire absence of terrestrial Mammalia. Tho

genera and species are few in number ivhen compared with

those of the continents and continental islands from which

they would appear to have been originally derived by

immigration, and subsequently to have undergone modifica-

tion. Recent researches a|ipear also tq show that the

dredgings around oceanic islands yield fewer genera and

species than dredgings at similar depths along the shores

of continents, although the numbers of individuals of a

few species may be extraordinarily abundant.

The most northern oceanic group is the HawaiiaD

Archipelago or Sandwich Islands (see vol. xi. p. 528),

stretching for about 340 miles between the latitudes of

18° 5-2' and 22° 15' X., and the meridians of 154° 42' and

IGO^ 33' W. , it consists of eiglit large islands—Hawaii

(Owhyhee), Maui (Mowee), Kahulaui (Tahoorpway), Lanai
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(Eanai), Molokai (Morotoi), Oaiu (Woahoo), Kauai

(Atooi), and Niihau (Oneehoow), and four small barren

islets, the entire area being 6100 square miles. The
islands of this group are mountainous, and abound in

active volcanoes; the great lake of fire, Kilauea, on the

east side of the Mountain of Mauna Loa (13,760 feet) in

Hawaii is probably the largest active crater in the world,

while one of the largest known extinct craters is that of

Mauna Haleakala ("The House of the Sun") in Maui, at

a height of 10,200 feet above the sea; it is 12 miles in

circumference. The Hawaiian Islands being within the

zone of coral formation are surrounded by fringing reefs,

and there is abundant evidence that gradual upheaval has

taken place over the whole area which they occupy. There

are beds of coral limestone in Jlolokai at a height of 400

feet, and in Kauai coral sand is found at an elevation of

4000 feet above the sea; in many other islands coral and

lava are found interstratified.

The three groups of the Bonin Islands known as the

Parry, Beechy, and Coffin groups are composed of high

rocky islets of a bold and fantastic outline, and are

situated^ between 26° and 27° N. lat.

The Ladrones or Mariana Islands (see vol. xiv. p. 199)

have a total area of 395 square miles; they stretch for

nearly 450 miles between 13° and 20° N. lat. and 144°

37' and 145° 55' E. long. These islands are all of volcanic

origin, and their mountains contain several active volcanoes.

The Caroline Archipelago (see vol. v. p. 125) lies about

170 miles to the south of the Ladrones, and, together vnth.

the Pelew Islands, has an area of 877 square miles. The

Carolines embrace forty distinct island groups, five of

which are basaltic and mountainous, though surrounded

by coral reefs ; the remaining thirty-five groups are entirely

of coral formation, and do not rise much above the sea-level.

The Pelew Islands resemble the Carolines in their physical

characters ; they present peculiarities in the arrangement

of atolls which will be alluded to below.

The Marshall Islands (see Micronesia, vol. xvi. p. 256)

consist of two chains running parallel to each other, and

composed of fourteen and seventeen small groups respec-

tively. They lie to the eastward of the Carohnes, and are

entirely of organic formation.

The GUbert Archipelago (see vol. xvi. p. 256) is cut by

the equator. It contains sixteen groups of small coral

islands, low and barren, but densely populated.

In the South Pacific oceanic islands are scattered with

the greatest profusion over a region between 5° and 25°

a lat. and 180° to 120° W. long. The northern part of

the shallow water surrounding Australia, New Zealand,

and the Malay Archipelago is occupied by the Solomon

Islands, the Kew Hebrides, the bold rocky and mountain-

ous islands of Fiji with fine barrier reefs, the Friendly

I&lands, and Samoa or the Navigators' Islands. Farther

to the south there are the Society Islands, including Tahiti;

they are lofty, of volcanic origin, and surrounded by very

perfect barrier reefs. The Marquesas or Mendana Archi-

pelago, farther to the north, also consists of volcanic

islands, but they are not fringed by reefs.

The volcanic group of the Galapagos Archipelago is

situated under the equator at a distance of 500 or 600

miles from the west coast of South America; it has been

minutely described by Darwin.

The extensive Low or Pauraotu Archipelago lies to the

south-cast of the Society Islands, and runs parallel to

them. It consists of about eighty atolls, some of them of

largo size, and all typical examples of this form of coral

island.

The total area of the islands of the Pacific is exceedingly

amall, especially when the vast number of groups that

^tud the ocean is taken into consideration.

Theory of Coral IsL.iNDS.

The origin of coral islands was specially studied by Darwin
during the voyage of the "Beagle" in 1S31-36, and he shortly
afterwards published a theory on the subject which has been fallj

detailed in the article Coral (vol vi. p. 377). This theory was so
simple, and it appeared so complete, that it acquired ujliversil

acceptance ; and the continuous action of subsidence iu promoting
the development of fringing reefs into barriers, and of barriers into
atolls, was long unquestioned. In 1851 L. Agassiz' expressed the
opinion that the theory of subsidence was insufficient to explain
the formation of the coral reefs and keys of Florida. In 1863 Carl
Semper stated that an attentive study of the Pelew Islands showed
the complete inadequacy of this theory, and in 1868 he reiterated

his convictions.^

In 1880 Mr John Murray publishea an abstract of his "Chal-
lenger " observations,^ and gave a theory of coral island formation
which claims to account for all the phenomena witliout calling in

the aid of subsidence. It is pointed out that, with hardly an
exception, the oceanic islands are of volcanic origin, and it is

assumed that the various peaks which deep-sea soundings havo
shown to be scattered over the bed of the ocean, and rising to

within various distances of the surface, are also, primarily, of

volcanic origin. There is no evidence of any ejitensive submerged
continent or mass of land such as Darwin's theory requires.

Whether built up sufficiently high to rise above the surface of the

sea and thus form islands, or brought up only to varjing heights

below the sea-level, these volcanic eminences tend to become
platforms on which coral reefs may be formed. The erosive action

of waves and tides tends to reduce all volcanic summits down to

the lower limit of breaker action, thus producing platforms on

which barrier reefs and atolls may spring up. Again, submarine

eminenAs may be brought up to ihe zone of the reef builders by
the deposit of volcanic and organic detritus falling from the surface,

as well as through the agency of organisms secreting lime and silica,

which live in profusion at great depths, especially on the tops of

submarine peaks aud banks. The great profusion of life in the

tropical surface waters is insisted upon, and it is pointed out that

this pelagic life supplies the reef-building corals with food, and

that, when these surface creatures die and their shells fall to the

bottom, they carry down with them sufficient organic matter to

furnish food to the animals living on the floor of the ocean. As
the result of tow-net experiments in the tropics Mr Murray

estimated that, in the surface watci-s of the ocean, there were in a

mass 1 mile square by 100 fathoms, 16 tons of carbonate of lime

existing in the form of shells of pelagic /"ommijn/cro and Molluscs.

In this way it is urged that subuiarine banks are continually

being brought within the zone of reef-building corals. Darwin

admitted that reefs not to be distinguished from atolls might be

formed on such submarine banks, but the improbability of so many
submerged banks existing caused him to dismiss this explanation

without further consideration. He was not, however, aware of

the great number of submerged cones which recent soundings have

made known, nor of the enormous abundance of minute calcareous

organisms—such as calcareous alg.!;, Fornminifera, and Molluscs

in'the surface waters—and of the comparatively rapid rate at which

their remains might accumulate on the sea bottom. Nor hiid he

any idea of the comparatively great abundance of animals living

at considerable depths.

Coral-reef builders starring on a bank, whether formed by

elevation or subsidence, by erosion or the upward growth of dceii-

sca deposits composed largely of organic remains, tend ultimately

to assume the atoll or barrier form. ^Vheu the coral reef or colony

approaches the surface, the central portions arc gradually placed at

a disadvantage as compared with the peripheral parts of the mass,

in being farther removed from the food supply whioh is brought by

the oceanic currents, and consequently dwindle and die. In pro-

portion as the reef approaches the smlace, the centre becomes cut

off from the food supply and the conditions become increasingly

uncongenial. At last an outer ring' of vigorously growing reef

corals encloses a central lagoon. The windirtird side of the reef

grows most vigorously, not because of a larger supply of oxygen

and greater aeration of the water, but because that is the direction

in which the oceanic currents bring the food to the reef. As the

atoll extends seawards from vigorous growth the la"oon becomes

larger, chiefly from the removal of lime in solution by the action

of >he carbonic acid in sea water which Hows in and out at each

tide. This solvent action of sea water on dead calcareous organ-

isms was shown by the " Challenger's " observations to be uni-

Mr 'Murray reverses the order of growth as given by Darwin foi

the groups in the Indian Ocean. He regards the Laccadive, Caro-

line, and Chagos archipelagos as various stages in the growth ot

coral reefs towards the surface, and he explains the various appear-

» Bull. Mus. Comp. ZooL, vol. i.

! Ycrhandl. Physil:. Med. Gcsc'.lsch. WUnhirff, Feb. 1, 1865

» Proc. Roy. Soc. £din., vol. x. p. 505
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ances in the Jtal.livo gronp of atolls without any necessity for

dissevcimcnt by oioniic cuirents as argued by Davwin. I'lccisely

the same explanation is applied to the case of a barrier leef. It

commences in the shallow water near the shore, and afterwards

extends seawards on a t;ilns built up of Iniups of coral broken off

by tlic surf. A very careful e.vauiinatiou of the liarrier reef at

Tahiti was made by Lieutenant S»irc of H.Jl.S. "Challenger"

and Mr Slurray, and they found that such an explanation was

completely justified by the form and nature of the reef. There was

much dead com! on the inner side of the barrier, which in many
places w.is pcr|iendicular or even overhanging; wliile, on the

contrary, the outer surface was all alive, and slojwd gi-adually sea-

wards. A section of it, dmwn to a true scale, is given in fig. 10.

/ic. 10.—Section across the Carrier Reef, T,ihiH.

This section shows that a ledge, over which there is a depth of

from 30 to 40 fathoms of water, runs out for 250 yards from the

edge of the reef. This ledge is covered with luxuriant heads and
bosses of coral. Beyond it there is a steep irregular slo|ie at an
angle of about 45°, the talus being fortncd api>arently of coral

masses broken oif from the ledge, and jnled up; this slope is

covered with living Sponges, Alcyonarians, Ilydroids, Fol/jzoa^

Foraminifcrn, and other forms of life. The angle of inclination

then decreases to 30", and the ground is covered with coral sand;
while beyond 500 yards from the edge of the reef the declivity is

insignificant, only C°, .nnd there is a bed of mud containing volcanic
and coral sand mixed with Tteropod and other shells, in 590
fathoms of water. The vast perpendicular wall of coral limestone
descending into nnfaihoniable depths, which has been supposed
usually to mark the outside of a coral reef, has always been looked
upon as a conclusive ]>roof of great subsidence having taken place;

but the depth and the slope of such limestone wails have been
greatly ex:ig:.;eratctl, and nu means have been taken to ascertain
beyond doubt that the rock is formed of coral throughout. The
probability is that oidy the upper portion of such a wall is true

coral limestone; and Dr Guppy has recently shown that tliis is

actually the case in some upraised coral islands of the Solomon
group. Upheaval has taken place to a considerable extent in the
oceanic islands, and more extended examination of the limestone
clilfs of other coral islands will piobably leatl to the discovej} of

many such cases. Mr Jlurray holds that the chuiacteristic form if

barrier reefs and atolls is in no way tlejiendent on subsidence, that
subsidence is not the cause of their peculiar features, that these

reefs nray be, met with indill'ereutly in stationary areas, in arca< .'f

subsidence, and in areas of elevation, and that elevation and sub-
sidence only nioJify in a minor way the appearance of the islands.

The chief phenomena aio accounted for—(1) by a physiological
fact,—the very vigoions growth of the reef-forming species on the
outer or seaward face of the leef where there is abundance of food,

and the much less vigorous growth, and even death, of these species

on the inner parts of the reefs and in the lagoons, where there is

much less food, and where there are other conditions inimical to
growth; and (2) by a idiysical and chemical fact,—the removal of
lime in suspi-nsion and in solution from the inner portions of the reels

and from ilie lagoons, where much dead coral is exposed to the action
of sea water containing carbonic acid, the result being the formation,
the deei^cning, and the widening of lagoons and lagoon channels.

For furtlicr iiiformution on subjects rt-fcrrcd to in tliis article see JoJin Murr.iy,
" On llie Structure ami Origin of Coral Itccfsaiid Isliiiuls," Proc. Roij.Soc. Edin.,
vol. .\. p. 50-t; Alov. Ac-issiz, "On tlie 'loitug:is and Ftoitda Reefs," Trans.
Amer. Acad., vol. xi. (1SS3); Arclid. Geikic. -TJie Origin of Coral Itccfs,"
yatuir, vol. sxix. pp. 107 and l-'4 ; Jolin Mnrray and A. Renmd, "On tlic

Nomenclature, Orifjin, and l>iifiiliulion of Dccji-Sca Deposits.", yror. Roi/, Sof.
Edin., vot. .xii. p. 4itj <1SS4): Jotin .Murray and A, Rcnjril. "On tlie Micioscopic
Ctiaiactcis of Volcanic Asties and Cosmic Dust, and llicir Distribution in XWz
Docp-Sea Dcpo-its," Pik. J!oi/. Soc. Ediit., vol. xii. p. 474, ISS4. (J. JIU.)

PACTTATUS, JIarcus (219-129 b.c.;, was the second

in order of time of the three tragic poets who wrote for

tJie Roman stage in the 1A century B.C. His life was so

long that he might be described as a contemporary of all

the writers who Hourislied during the first period of Roman
literature. He was born in 219 B.C., when Livius

Aiidronicus and N;cvius were introducing their imitations

of the Greek tragic and comic drama to Roman audiences
;

ho was recognized as the chief tragic iioot about the time

when Ca;cilius, and after him Terence, were the ficurishing

authors of Latin comedy ; he continued to produce his

tragedies till tlio advetit of tlie younger poet Acciiis, who
lived on till the youth of Cicero ; and he died in the year

(129 B.C.) when Lucilius first appeared as an author. He
stood in the relation of nephew as well as pupil to Ennius,

by whom Roman tragedy was first raised to a position of

influence and dignity. In the interval between the death

of Ennius (1C9) and the advent of Accius, the youngest
and most productive of the tragic poets, he alone maintained
the continuity of the serious drama, and perpetuated the

character first imparted to it by Ennius. Like Ennius he
probably belonged to the Oscan stock, and was born at

Brundisium, which had become a Roman colony in 244 B.C.

To this origin may be attributed the fact that he never
attained to that perfect idiomatic purity of .style which was
the special glory of the early writers of comedy, Nsvius
and Plautus.' The fame of his uncle Ennius may probably

have drawn him to Rome, and may have induced him to

devote himself to the composition of tragedy. But he
obtained distinction also as a painter; and the elder Pliny

mentions a work of his which in his time \vas still to be

^ ^tatis illius ista fuit laus tanquam innocentix sic Latine loquendi";

nee omnium tamen ; nam illonim lequales Caecilium et Paeuviura
male locutos videmus ; sed omnes turn fere, qui nee extra urbem banc
vbcerant nee eos aliqua barbaiies domestica iiiftiscaverat, recte loqne-
bantar (Cieeio, Brutus, 74).

seen in the temple of Hercules in the forum boariw/t.

His relationship to the friend of the great Scipio would
naturally recommend him to tlie consideration of the
eminent men of tlie next generation, who fostered the new
literature in his spirit; and thus Cicero, in the De
Amiciha, represents C. La;lius as speaking of him as
"hospitis et amici mei." He was less productive as a
poet than either Ennius or Accius ; and we hear of only
about twelve of his plays, founded on Greek subjects

(among them the Aniiope, Teucer, Ai-moi~um. J-udicium,

Duloyestes, Chryscs, Niptra, itc, most of them on subjects

connected with the Trojan cycle), and one "Prcetexta,"
Paulns, written in connexion with the triumph of L.
vEmilius Paulus, for his victory at Pydna, celebrated in

the year 167 B.C., as the Clastulium of Ksevius and the
Amhracia of Ennius were written in commemoration of

great military successes in their time. He continued to

write tragedies till the age of eighty, when he exhibited a
play in the same year as Accius, who was then thirty years

of age. He retired to Tarentuni for the last years of his

life, and a story is told by Gellius of his being visited

there by Accius on his way to Asia, who read to him one
of his plays, which was famous in after times, the Atrens.

The story is probably, like that of the visit of the young
Terence to the veteran Cjecilius, due to the invcutior.

of later grammarians
; but it is invented in accordance

with the traditionary criticism of the distinction between
the two poets, the older being characterized rather by
cultivated accomplishment, the younger by vigour and
animation.

" Ambigitur quoties uter utro sit prior, aufert

Pacuvius docti famam senis, Accius alti." ^

He died at the age of ninety, having lived through the
long period from the beginning of the Second Punic War

' Horace, E., ii. 1, 54, 55.
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till after the first outbreak of the revolutionary lorces, in

the tribunate of Tib. Gracchus, which led ultimately to

the overthrow of the republic. His epitaph, said to have

been composed by himself, is quoted by Aulus Gellius,

with a tribute of admiration to its " modesty, siiriplicity,

and fine serious spirit."

" ^dulescens, tarn etsi propcras^ te hoc sarum rogat

Uti se aspicias, deinde quod scriptura 'st legas.

Hie sunt poetfe Pacuvi Marci sita

Ossa. Hoc Tolebam nesciua ne esses. Valc."^

Cicero, who frequently quotes passages from him, with great

admiration, appears to rank nim first among the Roman tragic poets,

as Ennius among the epic, and Cacilius among the comic poets (Cic,

De Opt. Gen. Or., 1). If a rough parallel might be drawn between

the three great original Greek tragic poets and th^ir three Roman
imitators, wo might perhaps recognize in the imaginative mysticism

and soldierly spirit of Ennius an affinity to jEschylus, in tlic

mellow wisdom of Pacuvius to Sophocles, and in the oratorical

talent and power of moving the passions attributed to Accius a

nearer approach to the genius of Kuripides. The office performed

by the Roman tragic poets to Roman culture was not only to

familiarize their countrymen with the creations of Greek genius,

and the heroes and heroines of Greek legend, but to be the moral

teachers and moral philosophers of a time before the introduction

of definite ethical speculation. The fragments of Pacuvius quoted

by Cicero in illustration or enforcement of his own ethical teaching

appeal, by the fortitude, dignity, and magnanimity of the sentiment

expressed in them, to what was noblest in the Roman temperament
They are inspired also by that fervid and steadfast glow

of spirit which underlay the s*roug self-control of the Roman
character, and which was the most powerful element in Roman
oratory. They reveal also a gentleness a.A humanity of sentiment

which it was the highest office of the new drama to blend with the

severe gravity of the original Roman character. So far too as the

Romans were capable of taking interest in speculative questions,,

the tragic jwets contributed to stimulate curiosity on such subjects,

and they anticipated Lucretius in using the conclusions of specula-

tive philosophy as well as of common sense to assail some of the

prevailing forms of superstition. Among the passages quoted from

Pacuvius arc several which indicate a taste both for physical and
ethical speculation, and others which expose the pretensions of

religious imposture, e.g.—
" Nani IstI qui UngaRTTi aTiam intelUgunt,

riu!que en alleno jecore sapiunt quam ex suo,

Magis aadiendum quam auscultandam censeo." ^

These poets allied also in developing that capacity which the

Roman language subsequently displayed of being an organ of

oratory, history, and moral disquisition. The literary language of

Rome was in process of formation during the 2d century B.C., and
it was in tlie latter part of this century that the series of great

Roman orators, with whose spirit Roman tragedy has a strong

affinity, begins. But tlie new creative effort in language was
accompanied by considerable crudeness of execution, and the novel

word-formations and varieties of inflexion introduced by Pacuvius

exposed him to the ridicule of the satirist Lucilius, and, long after-

wards, to that of his imitator Persius. But, notwithstanding the

attempt to introduce an alien element into the Roman language,

which proved incompatible with its natural genius, and his own
failure to attain the idiomatic purity of Kavius, Plautus, or

Terence, the fragments of his dramas are sufficient to prove the

service which he rendered to the formation of the literary language

of Rome, as well as to the culture and character of his contem-

porarie.s.

The beat account of racuviua Is to be found in the Romisrht Tragodie of 0.

nibbecjc, and the best collection of hU " Fragments " in the TraffUorum Latin-

oi-uin lUliquix of the aame author. (W. y. S.)

EADANG. See Sumatra.
PADERBORN, an ancient town of Prussia, the seat

of a Roman Catholic bishop, is situated in the province of

Westphalia and district of Minden, 60 miles to the south-

west of Hanover. It derives its name (Latin, Paderx
Pontes) from the springs of the Pader, a small affluent of

the Lippe, which rise in or close to the town under the

cathedral to the number of nearly two hundred, and with

such forc6 as to drive several mills within a few yards of

their source. The most prominent building is the cathedral,

* " Young man, though thou art in haste, this stone entreats thee

to look at it, and then to read what ia written. Here are laid the

bones of the poet M. Pacuvius. This I desired to be not unknoTra to

thee. Farewell."
* '

' For they who understand the notes of birds, and derive their

wisdom more from examining the livers of other beings than from their

nws (wit), I think should he rather beard than listened to."

tlie western part of which dates from the 11th the

central part from the 12th, and the eastern part from the

13th century. The exterior is imposing, but heavy, and
marred by a want of harmony arising from the successive

stages of its construction. Among other treasures of art

it contains the silver coffin of St Liborius, a substitute

for one which was coined into dollars in 1622 by Duke
Christian of Brunswick. The externally insignificant

chapel of St Bartholomew ranks among the most interest-

ing buildings in Westphalia, dating as it does from 1017,

and possessing the characteristic Teatures of the architec-

ture of that early period. The old Jesuit church and the

chajiel of the convent of Abdinghof are also interesting.

The town-hall is a picturesque edifice of the Renaissance.

Paderborn formerly possessed a university, with the two

faculties of theology and philosophy, but it -was closed in

1819. The Roman Catholic gymnasium, however, enjoys

a considerable reputation, and there are' several other

schools, hospitals, and religious endowments, as well as

an historical and antiquarian society. The manufactures

of Paderborn are unimportant, but the trade in grain,

cattle, fruit, and wool has attained considerable dimensions

since the opening of the Westphalian railway. The popu-

lation in 1880 was 14,689 (12,602 Roman Catholics).

Paderborn is indebted for its develo)iment to Charlemagne, who
Jiscemeil the favourable situation of the village of Patrisbi-unncn,

and made it the capital of a bishopric. He frequently visited it,

receiving the conquered Saxons here at a diet in 777 and at a

later period the Saracen ambassadors from SaragosSa and the
suppliant Pope Leo III. Several diets were also held here by the

Saxon emperors. About the year 1000 the to\vn was enlarged by
Hishop Meinwerk and surrounded with walls. It afterwards joined

the Hanscatic League, received many of the privileges of a free

imperial town, and endeavoured to assert its independence of the

bishops. The citizens gladly embraced the doctrines of the Refor-

mation, but the older faith was re-established by Bishoji Theodore,

who took tlie town by force in 1604. The ecclesiastical princi-

pality of Paderborn, which had an area of close on 1000 square

miles, was secularized in 1803 and handed over to Prussia. The
bishop, however, was allowed to retain liis spiritual jurisdiction.

From 1807 to 18U the territory was included in the kingdom of

Westphalia.

PADIHAM, a township of Lancashire, is situated in a

wild and dreary district on the precipitous banks of the

Calder, and on the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, 5

miles south-east from '\\Tiallcy and 4 north-cast from

Accrington. It possesses large cotton mills, and both

stone and coal are wrought in the immediate neighbour-

hood. The church of St Leonard, founded before 1451,

was frequently altered before it was rebuilt in 1866-68,

in the Perpendicular style, at a cost of £11,000. There is

a national school connected with a very old endowment.

Padiham in 1251 was a manor in the possession of

Edmund de Laci. The population of the urban sanitary

district of Padiham and Hapton (area 950 acres) in 1871

was estimated at 7361, and in 1881 it was 8974.

PADILLA, Juan Lopez de, insurrectionary leader in

the " guerra de las comunidades " in which the commons
of Castile made a futile stand against the arbitrary policy

of Charles V. and his Flemish ministers, was the eldest

son of the commendator of Castile, and was born in

Toledo towards the close of the 15th century. After the

cities, by their deputies assembled at Avila, had vainly

demanded the king's return, due regard for the rights of

the cortes, and economical administration, to be entrusted

to the hands of Spaniards, it was ro<,oIved to resort to

force, and the " holy junta" was formed, with Padilla nt

its head. An attempt was first made to establish a national

government in the name of the imbecile Joanna, who was

then residing at Tordesilkis ; with this view they took

possession of her person, seized upon the treasury bookr.,

archives, and seals of the kingdom, and stripped Adrian

of his regency. But the junta soon alienated the nobility
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by tlie boldness witli which it asserted democracy and

total abolition ot privilege, while it courted defeat in the

field by appointing to the supreme command ot its forces

not PaJLlIa but Don Pedro de Giron, who had no recom-

mendation but his high birth. After the army of the

nobility had recaptured Tordesillas, Padilla did something

to retrieve the loss by taking Torrelobaton and some other

towns. But the junta, which was not fully in accord

with its ablest leader, neutralized this advantage by grant-

ing an armistice ; when hostilities were resumed the

commons were completely defeated near Villalar (April 23,

1521), and Padilla, who had been taken prisoner, was

jmblicly executed on the following day. His wife, Dona
Maria Pacheco de Padilla, bravely defended Toledo against

tlie royal troops for six months afterwards, but ultimately

was compelled to take refuge in Portugal.

PADUA (Lat., Patavium ; Ital., Fadova), a city of north

Italy, in 45° 2V N. lat. and 11° 50' E. long., on

the river Bacchiglione, 25 miles W. of Venice and 18 miles

S.E of Vicenza, with a population in 1881 of 70,753. The

city is a picturesque one, with arcaded streets and many

Plan of Padua,

bridges crossing the various branches of the Bacchiglione,

which once surrounded the ancient wa,lls. The Pal-

azzo della Ragione, with its great hall on the upper

ioor, is reputed to have the largest roof unsupported by

columns in Europe ; the hall is nearly rectangular, its

length 267J feet, its breadth 89 feet, and its height 78

feet; the walls are covered with symbolical paintings in

fresco ; the building stands upon arches, and the upper

story is surrounded by an open loggia, not unlike that

wliich surrounds the basilica of Vicenza ; the Palazzo was

begun in 1172, and finished in 1219; in 130G Fra

Giovanni, an Augustinian friar, covered the whole with

•ne roof ; originally there were three roofs, spanning the

three chambers into which the hall was at first divided
;

the internal partition walls remained till the firo of 1420,

when the Venetian architects who undertook the restora-

tion removed them, throwing all three compartments into

one, and forming the present great hall. In the Piazza

iei SigQori is the beautiful loggia called the Gran Guardia,

begun in 1493 and finished in 1526, and close by is the

Palazzo del Capitanio, the residence of the Venetian

governors, with its great door, the work of Falconetto of

Verona, 1532. The most famous of the Paduan churches

is the basilica dedicated to Saint Anthony, commonly
called II Santo ; the bones of tho saint rest in a chapel

richly ornamented with carved marbles, the work of various

artists, among them of Sansovino and Falconetto ; the

basilica was begun about the year 1230, and completed iu

the following century ; tradition says that the building

was designed by Niccola Pisano ; it is covered by seven

cupolas, two of them pyramidal. On the piazza in front

of the church is Donatello's magnificent equestrian statue

of Erasmo da Narni, the Venetian general (1438-41).

The Eremitani is an Augustinian church of the 13th

century, distinguished as containing the tombs of Jacopo

(1324) and Ubertino (1345) da Carrara, lords of Padua,

and for the chapel of Sts James and Christopher, illustrated

by Mantegna's frescos. Close by the Eremitani is the

small church of the Annunziata, known as the Madonna
dell' Arena, whose inner walls are entirely covered with

paintings by Giotto. Padua has long been famous for its

university, founded by Frederick 11. in 1238. Under the

rule of Venice the university was governed by a board of

three patricians called the Riformatori dello Studio di

Padova. The list of professors and alumni is long and
illustrious, containing, among others, the names of Bembo,
Sperone Speroni, Veselius, Acquapendente, Galileo, Pompo-
nazzi, Pole, Scaliger, Tasso, and Sobieski. The place of

Padua in the history of art is nearly as important as her

place in the history of learning. The presence of th'

university attracted many distinguished artists, as Giot.t9»

Lippo Lippi, and Donatello ; and for native art ther, .

the school of Squarcione (1394-1474), whence issued the

great Mantegna (1431-1506).

Padua claims to be the oldest city in noitli Italy ; the inhabi-

tants pretend to a fabulous descent from the Trojan Antenor, whoso
relics they recognized in a large stone sarcophafjus exhumed in the

year 1274. Their real origin is involved in that obscurity which
conceals the ethnograpliy of the earliest settlers iu the Venetian
plain ; but it is supposed that they were either Paphlagonians or

Etruscans. Padua early became a populous and thriving city,

thanks to its excellent breed of horses and the wool of its sheep.

Its men fought for the Piomans at Cannte, and the city became so

powerful that it was reporte-l able to raise two hundred thousand

hghtin" men. Abano in the neighbourhood was made illustrious by

the birtll of Livy, and Padua was the native place of Valerius Flaccus,

Asconius Pedianus, and Thrasea Ptetus. Padua, iu common with

north-eastern Italy, suffered severely from the invasion of the

Huns under Attila (452). It then passed under the Gothic kings

Odoacer and Theodoric, but made submission to the Greeks iu

540. The city was seized again by tho Goths under Totila, and
again restored to the eastern empire by Narses in 568. Following

the course of events common to most cities of north-eastern Italy,

the history of Padua falls under eight heads:—(1) the Lombard
rule, (2) the Prankish rule, (3) the period of the bishops, (4) tho

emergence of tho commune, (5) the period of the despots, (6) the

jieriod of Venetian supremacy, (7) the period of Austrian supremacy,

and finally (8) the period of united Italy. (1) Uuder the Lom-
bards the city of Padua rose in revolt (601) against Agilulph, tho

Lombard king, and, after suffering a lon^ and bloody siege, was

stormed and burned by him. The c'ty did not easily recover from

this blow, and Padua was still weak when the Franks succeeded

the Lombards as maste's of nortk Italy. (2) At tho diet of Ai.\-

la-Chapcllo (828) the duchy and march of Friuli, in which Padua

lay, was di\ ided into four counties, one of which took its title from

that city. (3) During the period of episcopal supremacy Padua does

not appear to have been either very important or very active.^ Tho

goMcral tendency of its policy, throughout the war of investitures,

was imperial and not Koman ; and its bishops were, for the most

part, Germans. (4) liut under the surface two important move-

ments were taking place. At tho beginning of the 11th century the

rilizeiis establislicd a ninstitiHinn , ouipo^Md of a general council or

legislative assembly and a creden^a or executive ; and during the

no.\t century tlicy were engaged in ware with Venice and Vicenza

for tho right of water-way on the liaccliiglionc and tlie I'.renta,—so

that, on the one hind, tho city grew in jiowcr and self-reliance,

while, on tlic other, tho great families of Camjposamiiicro, D Este.
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^li Da Romino began to emerge and to diviile tlie Paduan district

between tiiem. The citizens, in order to protect their liberties,

were obliged to elect a podesti, and their choice fell first on one of

the D'Este family (c. 1175). Tlis temporary success of flie Lombard

league helped to strengthen the towns ; bnt their "Ineradicable

iearousy of one another soon reduced them to weakness again, so

that in 1236 Frederick II. found little difficulty in establishing his

vicar Ezzelino da Romano in P:idua and the neighbouring cities,

ifhere lie practised frightful cruelties on the inhabitants. When
Ezzelino met his death, in 1259, Fadua enjoyed a brief period of

rest and prosperity : the university flourished ; the basilica of the

saint was begun ; the Paduans became masters of Yicenza. But this

.aUyanca brought them into dangerous proximity to Can Grande

ileia Scala, lord of Verona, to whom they had to yield in 1311.

(6) Ae reward for freeing the city from the Scalas, Jacopo da

Carrara was elected lord of Padua in 1318. From that date till

1405, with the exception of two years (1338-90) when Gian

Galeazzo Viseonti held the town, nine members of the Carrara

family succeeded one another as lords of the city. It was a long

period of rcstlessitess, for the Carraresi were constantly at war
;

tbey were finally extinguished between the growing power of the

Viseonti and of Venice. (6) Padua passed under Venetian rule in

1405, and so remained, with a brief interval during the waits of

the league pf Cambray, till the fall of the republic in 1797. The

city was governed by two Venetian nobles, a poilesti for civil and

a captain for military afl'airs ; each of these was elected for sixteen

months. Under these governors the great and small councils con-

tinued to discharge municipal businesB and to administer the

Paduan law, contained in the statutes of 1276 and 1362. The

treasury was managed by two chamberlains ; and every five years the

Paduans sent one of their nobles to reside as nuncio in Venice,

and to watch the interests of his native town. (7 and 8) After

the fall of the Venetian republic the history of Padua follows the

history of Venice during the periods of French and Austri.in

supremacy, and must be sought for in the article Italy. In 1866

the battle of Kbniggratz gave Italy the opportunity to shake off

the last of the Austrian yoke, when Venetia, and with Venetia

Padua, became part of the united Italian kingdom.

See Chronicon Patafuwm (in Murnton's Ann. Med. j£r., vol. iv.); Rolandino

and Monaco Fadovano (Mm-atori'3 Rei: Itat. Scrip., vol. viii.) ; Cortusiorum Hit-

loria {ibid.^ vol. sii.) ; G.ittaii, Islovia Padovana (ibid., vol. xvii.) ; Vt-rgeriua,

VUx Can-aricnsiuin Princiyum (ibid., vol. xvi.); Verd, Storia delta ilarca

Tj-ecigiana; Gennari, Anncili di Padova; Citladella, Storia delta domina-

tionc Carrarese; Litta, Famigtie Cctcbri, s.v., "Cnriaiesi"; Cantu, /Itustra.

tione Grande del Lonibardo-Vencto; Gonzati, La Basilica di Sant' Antonio di

Padova. (" r- I^)

PADUCAH, a city of the United States, the capital of

M'Cracken county, Kentucky, on the south bank of the

Ohio, at the mouth of the Tennessee river, is, next to

Louisville, the most important commercial point in

Kentucky. It is on the Chesaiieake, Oliio, and Soutli-

Western railroads, and is the terminus for five lines of

steamboats plying respectively to Evansville (lud.), Cairo

(III.), St Louis (Mc), Nashville (Tenn.) and Florence

(Ala.), and a regular stopping point for other lines

plying on the Ohio, Tennessee, and Mississippr rivers. It

ships tobacco, whisky, pork, lumber, flour, and grain, and

contains a number of tobacco factories and warehouses,

marine-ways for the building and repair of steamboats, and

manufactories of furniture, hubs and spokes, harness,

leather, soap, and brooms. Laid out in 1827, Paducah

was incorporated as a town in 1830, and as a city in

1856. The population was 2428 in 1830, 4590 in ISGO,

6866 in 1870, and 8036 in 1880.

PjEONY (Pwonia), a genus of JRaiiitiintlnfea: remark-

able for their gorgeous flowers, constructed almost exactly

on the same lines as those of the common buttercup except

as regards the pistil, which in the pa.-onies consists of two or

more separate carpels each containing several seeds, and

surrounded at the base by a fleshy cup or disk, which

grows up ai'ound the carpels. Tlie receptacle of the flower,

moreover, instead of being flattish or somewhat convex, is

in paaonies a little depressed in the centre, so that the

stamens become somewhat perigynous as in water-lilies

(Kymphiea) or roses (Bosa). The carpels when ripe form

dry follicles, splitting along one edge so as to expose the

numerous shining black seeds, provided with a small fleshy

aril. There are but few species, natives of the northern

hemisphere of the Old World, and divisible into two main

groups—those with herbaceous stems dying down in winter.

and those with shrubby stems (Moutan or Tree Pieonies).

The herbaceous paeonies have tuberous roots like those of

a dahlia, and bold, much-divided leaves. Their magni-

ficent cup-like flowers are, in diilerent varieties, of all

shades of colour from' white to clear yellow (P. Wiitman-

niana), rose-coloured, and richest crimson. A blue pseony

lias yet tp be introduced. There is little reason to doubt

that this desideratum will be fulfillad, for in larkspurs and

aconites and columbines, closely related genera, we have a

similar range in colour to that of the pieony, together with

intense blue. The writer has also seen a Chinese drawing

representing a blue pa^ony, and, although too much stress

must not be laid on that circumstance, yet it must be

remembered that the correctness of some representations

of Chinese plants formerly considered fanciful has been

proved by the subseCjUent introduction of the plant, e.g.,

Dit'tytra spedahilis. The Moutan or tree paeonies have an

erect bushy stem, from which the bark peels oS in flakes

;

the foliage is divided as in the commoner kinds, and more or

less glaucous. The flowers are remarkable for the extreme

delicacy of tint, and botanically by the largo development

of the disk above mentioned. Moutan paeonies are natives

of China. In gardens a large variety of pceonies arc

cultivated, chiefly of hybrid origin ; and one of the

European species, P. coratlina, has been found naturalized

on an island in the mouth of the Severn, to vvhich it is

supposed to have been introduced.

PjESTUM (riocrftSiovia, Posidonia, mod. Pesio), a Greek

city in Lucania, Magna Gr^cia, near the sea, and about

5 miles south of the river Silarus (Salso). It is said

by Strabo (v. p. 251) to have been founded by Troezenian

and Achaean colonists from the still older colony of

Sybaris, on the Gulf of Tarentum ; this probably happened

not later than about 600 B.C. Herodotus (i. 167) speaks
.

of it as being already a flourishing city in about 540 B.C.,

when the neighbouring city of Velia was founded. The

name Posidonia was derived from Poseidon, the deity

principally worshipped by the Troezenians. For many
years the city maintained its independence, though sur-

rounded by the hostile native inhabitants of Lucania.

Autonomous coins were struck, of which many specimens

now exist.

Fig. 1 shows a didrachm of the 6th century B.C., an interesting

example of archaic Greek art. It is struck on a broad thin flan,

with guilloche pattern

round the border. The
obverse has a figure of

Poseidon wielding his

trident, with the chla-

mys hung across his

shouhlcrs. The reverse

has the same figure in-

cuse. Both sides have

the legend (retrograde)

in relief, MOP (nos).

Archaic forms of 2 and
j.-,^^ i._T«oi;rcs ..t >iivir roiiis oi i-.,.iiioiii3. Ti.t

n are used. Later sil- Im^ier one. the earlier typr. fs lliiTi. .-mtl is incuse

ver coins (see fi'' 1) on tlic reverse. Tlic smalK-i-onc iMiluc-Ii thitker,

l„ave the sln.e figure ^fn'^ ,t '=ime.

'"'""""
'^

^""^ -^'^""^

of Poseidon on the ob-

verse, and a bull on the levrnic, both in relief, with (he legend

rOME jAANiATAM (n02EIAANIATA2), in which the archaic ^M

for 2 and s for I occur. Bronze coins of the Roman period have

the legend nA12 (7ra7o-TOi').

) After long struggles for independence the city fell into

the hands of the native Lucanians (who nevertheless did

not expel the Greek colonists), and in 273 B.C. it became a

municipal town under the Romau rule, the name being

changed to the Latin form P;ustuni. The neighbourhood

was then healthy, highly cultivated, and celebrated
.
for

its flowers ; the " twice blooming roses of Paestum " are

mentioned by Virgil (Gfor., iv. 118), Ovid (.1/e/., xv. 70S),

Martial (iv. 41, 10; vi. 80, 6), and other Latin poets.

I
Its present deserted and malarious state i.s probably owing
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to the silting up cf the mouth of the Silarus, which has

overflowed its bed, and converted the plain into unproduc-

tive marshy ground. Herds of buffaloes, and tlie few

peasants who watch them, aro now the only occupants of

this once thickly populated and garden-like region. In

the 9th century Pactum was sacked and partly destroyed

by Arab invaders ; in the 11th century it was further dis-

mantled by Robert Guiscard, and in the 16th century was
finally deserted. The ruins of Posidonia are, however,

among the most interesting of the Hellenic world. Remains
cf the city wall, sufficient to indicate the whole circuit (an

irregular polygon about 3 miles round), still exist. The
lower part of one of the gates, a fine specimen of Greek
masonry, is still fairly perfect. This is a large square

tower with inner and outer doorways, and on each side

a projecting bastion, semicircular in plan ; the whole is

skilfully arranged so as to thoroughly command the door-

tt-ays. A ditch, about 40 feet outside the wall, gave

additional security. The main wall is IG feet 6 inches

thick. The general design of this fortification much
resembles the very perfectly preserved walls and towers of

Messene in the Peloponnesus. For plan ajid description of

this gate see a paper by T. L. Donaldson, Museum of
Classical Antiquities, vol. i. p. 35, 1851. Outside the

north gate there is a long street of tombs, some of which
have been excavated, and have yielded a number of

interesting arms, vases, and mural paintings, mostly now
in the museum at Naples. The chief glory of Posidonia is

its wonderful group of three well-preserved Doric temples.

Tlic largest of tliesc.coiijccturally called the "Temiilc of Poseidon,"
is on the whole the most complete Greek temple now existing;, and,
judging from other specimens of the Doric style, can hardly be
later than 500 B.c. The characteristics which point to its temote
ajr:are the shortness (comparatively speaking] of the co)umns, their

rapid dimination, the complete absence of entasis, the great projec-

tieii of the capitals, and the massivcness of the entablature. Another
peculiarity is that the columns have twenty-four flutes, while other
Doric examples rarely exceed twenty.- The columns on the flanks

are fourteen in all, about an average number for a Doric hexastyle

temple. Fig. 2 gives the plan, in which there is nothing con-

, Plan of the Grc.it Temple.
The shaded part does not row exist.

Fic. 3. Plan of the (so-called)
Basilica,

jectura] ; the only serious loss is the absence of the greater part of
the cella wall, and some of the upper range of interior columns ; the
seven columns of this upper order which still remain in situ are
specially valuable, as no other temple still possesses any of thern.
The peristyle columns are 6 feet 10 inches in diameter at the bas^-.

except those at the angles, which measure 7 feet The inter-
columnialiou at tho angles is closer than elsewhere, after the usual
Doric rule. The height of the columns, including capitals, is 29
feet. The sty^obato consists of three steps, and the cella floor is

four steps above the peristyle pavement, i.e., nearly 5 feet, an un-
usual height. Indications still exist of the stairs leading to the
roof or to the upper floor, which probably formed the internal ceil-

ing over the aisles. The m^n dimensions of the building are, on
tho top step of tho stylobate, nearly lUG feet in length by 79 feet
wide, more than double the length of tho celebrated temple of
.Sgina, though not quite double tho width.
The material of which this and the other temples aro built is a

coarse calcareous stono from tho neighbouring hills, formed by
water deposit. None of this stone was, however, lel't exposed.
Tho whole building, inside and out, like that at Mgim and other
filacesp was carefully covered with a fine liard stucco formed of
irac and pounded white marble, which took a liigli polish, and
could hardly have been distinguished from real marble. On this
was painted the usual coloured ornaments with whicli all important
Greek buildings appear to have been decorated.
Archaisms of style, like those in this temple, are al.so to be

found in the scanty remains still existing of the temples at Corinth
and Ortygia (Syracuse), the latter probably an even earlier example
of the Doric style. The other temples, though fine and well-pre-
served, are inferior both in size and interest. Though Greek
ill their general outline, and of the Doric order, yet the details,

such as cornices, shafts, and capitals, are debased in style, and
can hardly belong to the autonomous period of Posidonia ; mere
probably they were built under the native Lucanian or Koman
domination, while Hellenic traditions still lingered among the
people. The larger of these, popularly called "the Basilica," is

luite unique in plan (see fig. 3). It has nine columns (an unequal
number) on its front, and a ran"e of columns down the centre of
tho cella. It is pseudo-dipteral, and has eighteen columns on
the flanks ; all that is black in the plan still remains. The
columns arc very ungraceful in shape, witli an extravagant amount
of entasis, and a curious circlet of leaves immediately under the
echinus. The most probable explanation of the strange arrange-
ment of the cella is that the temiile was dedicated to two deities

—

each Iralf containing one statue.

The third temple, popularly called that of Ceres, is hexastyle
peripteral, about 108 feet by 48 on the top of the stylobate, with
thirteen columns on the flanks. In plan it is abnormal in having
an open vestibule within the peristyle. There is an opisthodomos
behind the ctUa. Its details throughout arc very debased and uiu
Hellenic.

Both these latter buildings ofier a striking contrast to the pure
and severe Doric of the great temple. Ruins and traces of several
other buildings within tho city wall still exist, all apparently of
the Roman period. Part of -an amphitheatre, and of what may
have been a circus, can be distinguished, as well as ruins of an
aqueduct outside the city. Various mounds and other inequalities
in the ground suggest that much still remains hidden, and that
P.-estuui would probably allord a rich harvest to the careful explorer,
while a very simple system of drainage might again restore to this
once fertile plain its long-lost whoksomeness of air and richness of
soil.

Sec Strabo, v. and vi.; Witkins. Magna Crsecia, 1807: Piianesi, ViUe de
Pfstum, Rome, 1778; Major, Ruins of Pxiium^ 1768; L.1 Gardclte, Ruiiies ds
i'xstum, 1779; tiittichcr, Die Tektonik der Heiteneu^ 1844-52, vol. ii. p. S2.j,
and plates; Fei-RUSson, Ttie Parttievoit, 1S83, p. 82; Labi'ouste, Lcs Temples de
Pxstuin, 1877, This last worI( has the best and most accurate drawings, specially
executed for tlie Palis Ecolc des Beaux Aits, (J. H, M,)

PAEZ, Jose Antonio, one of the leaders of the struggle
for South-American independence, and the first president
(1830-38) of the republic of Venezuela, was born of

Indian parents in the neighbourhood of Acarigua in the
province of Barinas, and died in exile at Kew York, May
6, 1873. His military career, which began about 1810,
was distinguished by the defeat of the Spanish forces at

Mafa de la Miel (1815), at Montecal and throughout the
province of Apure (1816), and at Puerto Cabello (1823),
At first he acted in concert with Bolivar (q.v.), but in

1829 he procured the secession of Venezuela from the

republic of Colombia^ For his later life see Venezuela.
His autobiography was published at New York in 1S67-
69, and his son Ramon Paez (otherwise known as an
author) wrote Public Life of J. A. Paez (1854),
PAEZ, Pedko (1564-1622), Jesuit mis.sionary to

Abyssinia, was born at Olniedo in Old Castile in 1564.
Having entered the Society of Jesus, he was set apart for

foreign mission service, and sent to Goa in 1588, V.'ithin

a year he was despatched -from that place along with a
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fellow missionary to Abyssinia, but having fallen into the

bands of pirates at Orniuz he was detained in that

neighbourhood for seven years as a galley slave. Having

been redeemed by his order in 1596, he next spent some

years in mission Avork at Diu and Camboya and other

places on the west coast of India, and it was not until

1G03 that he reached his original destination, landing at

the port of Massowah. At the headquarters of his order

in Fremona, he soon acquired the two chief dialects of the

country, translated a catechism, and set about the educa-

tion of some Abyssinian children. He also established a

reputation as a preacher, and, having been summoned to

court, succeeded in vanquishing the native priests and in

converting Za-Denghel, the king, who wrote to the pope

and the king of Spain for more missionaries, an act of zeal

which involved him in civil war, and ultimately cost him
his life (October 100-t). Under the succeeding sovereign

the influence of Paez became stUl greater, not only the

king but the nobility having abjured their errors and

accepted Catholicism. Paez, who is said to have been the

first European to visit the Abyssinian Nile, died of fever

in 1622. See Abyssinia, vol. i. p. 65.

PAGAXINr, NicoLO (178i-18-tO), the most extra-

ordinary of executants on the violin, past or present, was

born at Genoa, February 18, 1784. His father, a clever

amateur, imbued him with a taste for music at a very early

age. He first appeared in public at Genoa, in 1793, with

triumphant success. In 1795 he visited Parma for the

purpose of taking lessons from A, Eolla, who, however,

said that he had nothing to teach him. On returning

home, he studied more diligently than ever, practising

single passages for ten hours at a time, and publishing

compositions so difficult that he alone could play them.

.\fter spending some years in close retirement, he started,

in 1805, on a tour through Europe, astonishing the world

with his matchless performances on the fourth string alone.

In 1827 the pope honoured him with the Order of the

Golden Spur ; and, in the following year, he extended his

travels to Germany, beginning with Vienna, where he

created a profound sensation. He first appeared in Paris

in 1831 ; and on June 3 in that year he played in London,

at the King's Theatre. His visit to England was preluded

by the most absurd and romantic stories. He \\'as described

as a political victim who had been immured for twenty

years in a dungeon, where he played all day long upon an

old broken violin with one string, and thus gained his

wonderful mechanical dexterity. The result of this and

other foolish reports was that he could not walk the

streets without being mobbed. Here, as in other countries,

ho amassed a princely fortune, notwithstanding enormous

losses caused by his unhappy propensity for speculation.

In 1834 Berlioz composed for him his beautiful symphony,

Ihirohlen Jtalie. He was then at the zenith of his fame

;

but his health, long since ruined by excessive study,

declined rapidly. In 1838 he suffered serious losses in

Paris, yet generously presented Berlioz with 20,000 francs

in return for his symphony. The disasters of this year

increased his malady—laryngeal jihthisis—and, after much

suffering, he died at Nice, May 27, 18-10. Paganini's style

was impressiTO and passionate to . the last degree. His

cantabile passages moved his audience to tears, while his

Imtrs (U force were so astonishing that a Viennese amateur

publicly declared that he had seen the devil assisting him.

No later, violinist has as yet eclipsed his fame as an exe-

cutant, though he was far from realizing the artistic

perfection so nobly maintained bj' Kpohr and Joachim.

The best of hia imitators wag his pupU Sivorl

PAHL.Wl, or Pkhlevi, the name given by the fol-

lowers of Zoroaster to the character in which are written

the ancient translations of their sacred books and some other

works which they preserve; The name can be traced back

for many centuries ; the great epic poet Firdausi (second

half of the 10th Christian century) repeatedly speaks of

Pahlavl books as the sources of his narratives, and he telle

us among other things that in the time of the first Khosrau
(Chosroes I., 531-579 k.t>.) the Pahlavi character alone was
used in Persia.' The learned Ibn SlokaSa' (8th century)

calls Pahlavl one of the languages of .Persia, and seen)a to

imply that it wa? an official language.- We cannot deter-

mine what characters, jjerhaps also dialects, were called

Pahlavl before the Arab period. It is most suitabla to

confine the word, as is now generally done, to designate a

kind of writing—not only that of the Pahiavi books, but

of all inscriptions on stone and metal which use similar

characters and are written on essentially the same principles

as these books.

At first sight the Pahlavi books present the strangest

spectacle of mixture of speech; Purely Semitic (Aramaic)

words—and these not only nouns and verbs, but numerals,

particles, demonstrative and even personal pronouns—stand

side by side with Persian vocables. Often, however, the

Semitic words are compounded in a way quite unsemitic,

or have Persian -terminations. As read by the modern
Zoroastrians, there are also many words which are neithft-

Semitic nor Persian ; but it is soon seen that this tradi-

tional pronunciation is untrustworthy. The character is

cursive and very ambiguous, so that, for example, there is

but one sign for n, u, and ;, and. one for y, d, and g ; this

has led to mistakes in the received pronunciation, which

for many words can be shewn to have been at one 'time

more correct than it is now. But apart from such blunders

there remain phenomena which could never have appeared

in a real language ; and the hot strife which raged till

recently as to whether Pahlavi is Semitic or Persian has been

closed by the discovery that it is merely a way of writing

Persian in which the Persian words are partly represented

—to the eye, not to the ear—by their Semitic equivalents.

This view, the development of which began with Wester-

gaard [Zendavesta, p. 20, note), is in full accordance with

the true and ancient tradition. Thus Ibn Mokafia', who
translated many Pahlavi books into Arabic, tells us that

the Persians had about one thousand words which they

wrote otherwise than they were pronounced in Persian.*

For bread he says they wrote lhjia, i.e., the Aramaic lakmd,

but they pronounced ndii, which is the common Persian

word for bread. Similarly bsra, the Aramaic beard, flesh,

was pronounced as the Persian c/usht. AVe still possess

a glossary which actually gives the Pahlavl writing with

its Persian pronunciation. This glossary, which besides

Aramaic words contains also a variety of Persian words
disguised _in ajntique forms, or by errors due to the con-

tracted style of writing, exists in various shapes, all of

which, in spite of their corruptions, go back to the work
which the statement of Ibn Mokafia" had in view.* Thus
the Persians did the same thing on a much larger scale, as

when in English we write £ (libra) and pronounce "pound
"

or write &- or & (et) and pronounce ''and." No ^stem
was followed in the choice of Semitic forms. Sometimes

* We cinnot assume, howe^'er, tliat the jjoet liatl a clear idea of wliat

r.ililavi was.
^ The passage, in which useful facts are mixed up with straijge

notions, is given abrldgetl in Fihrist, p. 13, more fully by Y.^kiit, iii.

92.5, but most fully ami accurately in the unpi-intetl Ma/dtih aU'oKim.

* Fihrist, p. 14, 1. 13 sq., conip. 1. 4 sq. The former passage -was

first cited by Quatremere, Jonr. As. (1S35), i. 2o6, and discussed by
Clermout-Ganneau, Ibid. (18G6), i. 430. The expressions it uses arc

not always clear ; pcrlia]i3 the author of the Fihrist has coudeused

somewhat.
' Editions by Hoshanpji and H,ing (Bomb.ny, 1870), and bj.Salo-

m.nnn (Lcydcn, 1878). See also J. Ohhausoii, " Zur WiirdiguniJ dur

I'ahlavi-gloasaru" in Iluliu's Zcit. J. vcrg'. Sjir/orsch., N.l-'.,,vi.

521 ij.
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a nomi was writteu in its status ahsoluius, sometimes the

empliatic d R'as added, and this was sometimes written as

S sometimes as n. One verb was written in the perfect,

another in the imperfect. Even various dialects were laid

under contribution. The Semitic signs by which Persian

synonyms were distinguished are sometimes quite arbitrary.

Thus in Persian khieeth and khxcat both mean " self "

;

the former is written NFshH (nafs/id or nafsfieJi), the latter

BXFshH with the preposition le prefixed. Personal pn^
nouns are expressed in the dative {i.e., with prepositional

/ prefixed), thus lk (Udh) for lu, " thou," lxh (land) for

amd, " we." Sometimes the same Semitic sign stands for

two distinct Persian words that happen to agree in sound

;

thus because hand is Aramaic for " this," hxa represents

not only Persian e, " this," but also the interjection e, i.r.,

" O" as prefixed to a vocative. Sometimes for clearness a

Persian termination is added to a Semitic word ; thus, to

distinguish between the two words for father, pit and

pilar, the former is written ab and the latter abitr. The
Persian form is, however, not seldom used, even where there

is a quite well-known Semitic ideogram.'

These difiiculties of reading mostly disappear when the

ideographic nature of the writing is recognized. We do

not always know what Semitic word supplied some

ambiguous group of letters (e.ff., Prx for pa, "to," or ht
for ayar, " if ") ; but we always can tell the Persian word

—

which is the one important thing—though not always the

exact pronunciation of it in that older stage of the language

which the extant Pahlavi works belong to. In Pahlavi, for

example, the word for " female " is v^Titten md/ak, an

ancient form which afterwards passed through mddhak
into Tnddha. But it was a mistake of later ages to fancy

that because this \v.as so the sign T also meant D, and so

to write T for D in many cases, especially in foreign proper

names. That a word is written in an older form than that

which is pronounced is a phenomenon common to many
languages whose literature covers a long jjeriod. So in

English we still write though we do not pronounce the

gutteral in through, and write laugh when we pronounce

luf.

Jfuch graver difficulties arise from the cursive nature of

the characters already alluded to. There are some grouire

which may theoretically be read in hundreds of ways ; the

same little sign may be l", X', n>, sn, m, NJ, nj, and the

rr too may be either h or ZA.

In older times there was still some little distinction

between letters that are now quite identical in form, but

even the fragments of Pahlavi WTJting of the .7th century

recently found in Egj-pt show on the whole the same type

as our ilSS. The practical inconveniences to those who
knew the language were not so great as they may seem

;

the Arabs also long used an equally ambiguous character

without availing themselves of the diacritical iroints which

had been devised long before.

Modem SISS., following Arabic models, introduce dia-

critical points from time to lime, and often incorrectly.

These give little help, however, in comparison with the

so-called Pdzand or transcription of Pahla^d texts, as they

are to be spoken, in the character in which the Avesid

itself is written, and which is quite clear and has all

vowels as well as consonants. The transcription is not

philologically accurate ; the language is often modernized,

but not uniformly so. Pazand MSS. present dialectical

variations according to the taste or intelligence of authors

and copyists, and all have many false readings. For us,

however, they are of the greatest use. To get a concep-

tion of Pahlavi one cannot do better than read the Minoi-

Khiradh in the Pahlavi with constant reference to the

* For examples of various peculiarities see the notes to Nbldeke's

ttanslation of tlie story of ArUuhshir i Pipakdn. Gottingen, 1379.

P.izand.^ Critical labour is still required to give an

approximate reproduction of the author's own pronuncia-

tion of what he wrote.

The coins of the later Sisinian kings, of the princes of

Tabaristdn, and of some governors in the earlier Arab

period exhibit an alphabet very similar to Pahlavi MSS.
On the older coins the several letters are more clearly

distinguished, and in good specimens of well-struck coins

of the oldest SAsanians almost every letter can be re-

cognized with certainty. The same holds good for the

inscriptions on gems and other small monuments of the

early Sasinian period ; but the clearest of all are the

rock inscriptions of the SAsSnians in the 3d and 4th

centuries, though in the 4th century a tendency to cursive

forms begins to appear. Only r and v are always quite

alike. The character of the language and the system

of writing is essentially the same on coins, gems, and

rocks as in MSS.—pure Persian, in part strangely dis-

guised in a Semitic garb. In details there are many
differences between the Pahlavi of inscriptions and the

books. Persian endings added to words written in Semitic

form are much less common in the former, so that the

person and number of a verb are often not to be made

out There are also orthographic variations ; e.g., long a

in Persian forms is always expressed in book-Pahlavi, but

not always in inscriptions. The unfamiliar contents of

some of these inscriptions, their limited number, their bad

preservation, and the imperfect way in which some of the

most important of them have been published ' leave many
things still obscure in these monuments of Persian kings

;

but they have done much to clear up both great and small

jwints in the history of Pahlavi.*

Some of the oldest Sasdnian inscriptions are accompanied

by a text belonging to the same system of HTiting, but

with many variations in detail,* and an alphabet which,

though derived from the same source with the other

Pahlavi alphabets (the old Aramaic), has quite different

forms. This character is also found on some gems and seals.

It has been called Chaldseo-Pahla'vi, <tc. Olshausen tries

to make it probable that this was the writing of Media and

the other that of Persia. The Persian dialect in both sets

of inscriptions is identical or nearly .so.*

The name Pahlavi means Parthian, Pahlav being the

regular Persian transformation of the older Parthava."

This fact points to tlie conclusion that the sj-stem of

writing was developed in Parthian times, when the great

nobles, the Pahlavdns, ruled, and Media was their main

seat, "the Pahlav country." Other linguistic, graphical,

and historical indications point the same way ; but it is

still far from clear how the system was developed. ^^ e

know indeed that even under the Achsemenians Aramaic

writing and speech were employed far beyond the Aramaic

lands even in official documents and on coins. The
Eranians had no convenient character, and might borrow

* The beef: u/ th? Mainyo-i-KluiTtl in the original Pahlavi, ed. by

Fr. Ch. Andreas, Kiel, 1SS2 ; Id., The Pixar.d and Sansl:rit Texts,

by E. W. West, Stuttgart and London, 1871. West is the greatest

linng authority on Pahlavi.
' See especially the great work of F. Stoize, Persepolis, 2 vols.,

Berl.n, 18S2. It was De Sacy who began the decipherment of the

inscriptions.

* Thus we now know that the ligature in boofc-Pahlivi which means
" in," the original letters of which conld not be made out, is for t'3,

" between." It is to be read andar.
' ThusjjKj, "son, "is written '13 instead of m2

;
piah, "before,"

is written nnDlp, but in the usual Pahlavi it is '0'1>='3'3??.

' WTiat the Fihrist (p. 13 sq.) has about various forms of Per«,in

writing certainly refers in part at least to the species of PahlaW. But

'.a? statements are hardly alt reliable, and in the lack of tmstwortlijr

specimens little can be made of them.
' Tliis was finally proved by Olshausen, following earlier scholars;

see J. Olshausen, Parthava und Pahlav, Mida und Jldh, Berlin

1877 {and iu the Mmatii. of the Academy).
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the Aramaic letters as naturally as tliey subsequently

borroTred those of the Arabs. But this does not explain

the strange practice of writing Semitic words in place of

so many Persian words which were to be- read as Persian,

It cannot be the invention of an individual, for in that

case the system would have been more consistently worked

out, and the appearance of two or more kinds of Pahlavl

side by side af the beginning of the Sisinian period would

be inexplicable. But we may remember that the Aramaic

character fifst came to the Eranians from the region of the

lower Euphrates and Tigris, where the complicated cunei-

form character arose, and where it held its ground long

after better ways of writing were known. Jn later

antiquity probably very few Persians could read and write.

All kinds of strange things are conceivable in an Eastern

character confined to a narrow circle. Of the facts at least

there is no doubt.

Tlie Palilavi lilcrature eml>races tlie tianslations of the holy

books of the Zoroastrians, dating rrobably from the 6th cent'ary,-

and certain other religious books, especially tho Mindi-Khiradh

(see above) and tho Bundehish.^ The Bundchiih dates from

the Arab period. Zoroastrian priests continued to write tho

old lan^iage as a dead tongue and to use the old character long

after tlie victory of a new empire, a new religion, a new form of

the lang\lage (New Persian), and a new character. There was

once a not quite inconsiderable profane literatiire of which a good

deal is presei-ved in Arabic or New Persian versions or reproductions,

particularly in historical books about the time before Islam.- Very

little profane literature still cxbta in Pahlavi; the romance of

Ardashir has been mentioned above (p. 13,1, note 1). Tlie difficult

study of Pahlavi is made more difficult by the corrupt state of our

copies, due to ignorant and careless scribes. A Pahlavi grammar is of

course an impossibility. The necessary preparation for tho study

is a sound knowledge of New Persian, with which one easily finds

the clue to the inconsiderable grammatical variations of the older

language. The lexical peculiarities of the texts are more consider-

able, and partly duo to the peculiarities of priestly thought and

speech. Of glossaries, that of West (Bombay and London, 1874) is

to be recommended; the large Pahlavi, Gujarati, and English lexicon

of Jamaspji Dastur llinocheherji (incomplete, 3 vols., Bombay
and London, 1877-82) is very full, but has numerous false or uncer-

tain forms, and must be used with much caution. (TH. N.)

PAESTE, Thomas (1736-1809), the author of The

Bights of Man and The Age of Reason, would have had a

very different kind of reputation if he had never written

these works. Most of those who know him by name as a

ribald scoffer against revealed religion are not aware that

be has any other title to fame or infamy. But if he had

never meddled with religious controversy, his name would

have been remembered in the United States at least as one

of the founders of their independence. Ho had a pro-

minent reputation when he crossed the Atlantic to stir up

the people of the Old World against m'onarchy and aristo-

cracy, taking as his motto " Where liberty is not, there is

my country." Even after he wrote The Rights of Man, if

he had been guillotined by Robespierre, which he very

narrowly escaped being, he might have been remembered

in Britain as a clever but crazy and dangerous political

enthusiast. The final verdict of history upon his useful-

ness would have turned on the question whether the

United States did well to declare and fight for independ-

ence. But The' Age of Reason brought his nam.e into

disrepute almost as much in the United States as in

England. The career of Paine was a very extraordinary

one. The son of a Quaker staymaker, of Thetford in

Norfolk, he had emigrated to the American colonies some-

what late in life, after erratically trying various ways

of making a living as a marine, an exciseman, a teacher

of English, and acquiring a reputation in local political

' The translations edited by Spiegel, tho Dundehish by Wester-

gaard an4 Justi, other Pahlavi books by Spiegel and Haug, by

Hosliangji, an* other Indian Parsees.

* We have also one book, tho stories of Kalilag and Va-nnag, in a

Syriac version from the Palilari, the latter in thia case bDing itself

taken from the Sanskrit,

clubs by extreme view and vigour iii debate. Born W
1736, he was thirty-eight when he airived in America,

and he apparently went with a purpose, his combative

temper attracted by the quarrel then reaching an acute

stage, for he carried introductions with him from Franklin

to the leaders of the resistance to tho mother-country.

His opportunity came when the^e leaders were dispirited

and disposed to compromise. He then set the colonists in

a flame with a jmmphlet entitled Common Sense, a most

telling array of arguments for separation and for the

establishment of a republic, conv'eyed in strong diiect

unquaUfied language. There is a complete concurrence of

testimony that Paine's pamphlet, issued on the 1st January

1776, was a turning-point in the struggle, that it roused

and consolidated public feeHng, and swept waverers along

with the tide. The i^ew York assembly appointed a com-

mittee to answer it, but the committee separated with the

conclusion that it was unanswerable. 'When war was

declared, and fortune at first went against the colo.-.ists,

Paine, serving with Washington as a private soldier, com-

posed by the light of camp fires a short hortative tract,

The Crisis, which was read to the army, and seems to have

had a wonderful effect in restoring a courage that was

considerably impaired by defeat. Its opening words,

"These are the times that try men's souls," became a

battle-cry. This and other literary services were recognized

by Paine's appointment in the first Congress to be secretaiy

of the committee on foreign affairs. The republic finally

established, another phase of his turbulent career was

entered on. Ho determined to return to England, and
" open the eyes of the people to the madn"ess and stupidity

of the Government." His chief effort in this propagandism

was The Rights of Man, written as an answer to Burke's

Reflexions on the Revolutions in France. The first part

appeared in 1791, and had an enormous circulation before

the Government took the alarm and endeavoured to

suppress it, thereby exciting the most intense curiosity to

see it even at the risk of heavy penalties. Those who

know the book only by hearsay as the work of a furious

incendiary would be surprised at the dignity, force, and,

temperance of the style ; it was the circumstances that

made it inflammatory. Pitt "used to say," according to

Lady Hester Stanhope, " that Tom Paine was quite in the

right, but then he would add, ' What am I to do ! As

things are, if I were to encourage Tom Paine's opinions,

we should have a bloody revolution.' " Paine accordingly

was indicted for treason, but before the trial came off he

was elected by the department of Calais to the French

Convention, and was allowed to pass into France followed

by a sentence of outlawry. The first years that he spent

in France form a curious episode in his life. As he knew

little of the language, he could have had but little influence

on affairs, but he was treated with great respect, and did

what he could in the interests of moderation till he

incurred the suspicion of Robespierre and was thrown into

prison, escaping the guillotine by an accident. He com-

pleted the first part of the Age of Reason in the exciting

interval between his accusation and his arrest, and put it

into the hands of a friend on his way to prison. The

publication of the work made an instant change in his

position on both sides of the Atlantic, the indignation in

the United States being as strong as in England.^

Washington, to whom he had dedicated his Rights of

jl/are,' declined to take any steps for his release from the

prison of the Luxembourg, and he lay there for several

months after the fall of Robespierre, The Age of Reason

can now be estimated calmly. It was written from tho

point of view of a Quaker who did not beUcve in revealed

religion,' but who held that "all religions are in their

nature mild and benign " when not associated with political
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Bystems. Intermixed with the coarse unceremonious

ridicule of what he .considered superstition and bad faith

are many passages of earnest and -even lofty eloquence in

favour of a pure morality founded on natural religion,

fully justifying the bishop of Llandaff's saying :

—
" There'

is a philosophical sublimity in some of your ideas when
speaking of the Creator of the universe." The work in.

short—a second part was published after Ms release

—

represents the deism of the 18th century, in the hands of

a rough, ready, passionate controversialist. Paine remained

in France till 1802, and then returned to America, occupy-

ing the. rest of his turbulent active life with financial

questions and mechanical inventions. He died in 1809.

PAINT. See Pigment.
PAINTING. A general examination of the place of

painting among the Fine Aets will be found under that

heading. The main Schools of P.\inting (q.v.) will

form the subject of a separate article. For the history

of the art, see also ARCHiOLOGV (Classical) and the

notices of individual painters. The present article is

limited to a few practical notes on the methods of

painting in oil and water colour, other methods being dealt

with under the headings Enamel, Encaustic Painting,

Fresco, and Tempera.
Fainting-Romn.—The painting-room or atelier should be

of sufficient dimensions to allow the artist space to retire

from his work, if it is on a scale large enough to require

viewing from a distance. For large decorative paintings

the room must be spacious. The size and altitude of the

window is of great importance. If the opening is con-

tracted, the light and shade on the model wUl be broad

and intense, and the colouring sombre, especially in the

shadows. If abundance of light is admitted, the tendency

will be more towards brightne.s3 and purity. Painters

generally prefer a window with a northern or eastern

aspect.

The painting-room has a great influence in determining

not only the effects in the works of individual artists, but

the characteristics of whole schools. Leonardo da Vinci

was among the first to show partiality to indoor effects and

deep shadows. Correggio, the artists of the Bolognese

school, Caravaggio, Spagnoletto, and other Neapolitan and
Spanish painters followed; the Dutch painter Rembrandt
perhaps carried these extreme contrasts of light and shade

to the greatest length. The effects thus obtained are,

however, more or less artificial, and very unlike the

ordinary aspect of the open daylight face of nature.

Painters, unless there happens to be some special reason

to the contrary, Tisually work with the light to the left to

prevent the shadow cast from' the brush falling inwards.

Some artists who seek to represent open air effects paint

from their models in glass-houses, specially constructed

for the purpose. The practice has much to recommend it,

the diffused light enabling them to approximate more
nearly to the truth of nature.

Tmplements nsed in Painting.—The easel is a frame, or

rest, which supports the picture during its progress.'

Easels are of various kinds :^tho triangular, supplied

with pegs for the adjustment of the height of the work

;

the square, or rack easel, which is much more convenient
;

and the French studio easel, having a screw at the back
and worked by a handle in the. front, by. which arrange-

ment pictures of considerable size and weight can be
raised or lowered or inclined forward with great ease.

There "is also a variety of light portable easels used for

out-door sketching.—The palette is the board on which the

colours are arranged to paint from ; it is usually either of

an oval or oblong square form, of light>-coloured wood,
and, to avoid inconvenience being felt from its weiglit, it

should be thin and well balanced on the thumb. It oxx'iv^

to be kept clean and the colour never allowed to dry on

it.—The pah-tfe-hiifi has a pUable blade,' and is used for

arranging the colours on the palette, mixing tints, &c.

'With some painters it not unfrequ^tly takes the place of

the brush in the application of colour.—The larger kinds

of brushes are made of hog-hair. They are either round

or flat, but the latter are generally preferred, though for

some purposes round ones are found to be iJseful. Brushes

are also made of sable ; these should have the property

of ciming to a fine point when required. Brushes of

badger's hair are used for "softening " or "sweetening,"

—that is, blending the colours by sweeping lightly to and

fro over them while freshly laid (a practice to be avoided

as much as possible). Brushes should be carefully washed

after use, either in spirits of turpentine or with soap and

tepid water, dried, and the hairs laid smooth with the

finger and thumb. A brush in which the colour has been

allowed to dry is difficult to clean, and is much injured, if

not rendered entirely useless, by such negligence. Not a

little depends on the good condition in which the bru.shes

are kept.—The mahl-stick is used to steady the hand while

painting details. It is held in the left hand, and the

end of the stick, properly wadded, rests on the canvas. It

should be light and firm. The old painters never used the

mahl-stick when working on large pictures, and many
artists dispense with it altogether. Rubens mentions

being obliged to have recourse to one in his old age.—The
dais or throne is a platform varying from a foot to 18

inches In height. Portrait painters, and artists who
.generally stand while at work, find it desirable to have

the sitter or model nearly on a level with the eye.—

A

mirror hung in a convenient place in the painting-room

will be found of great use. It enables the artist to detect

faults in drawing to which ho might otherwise be blinded

from too long gazing at his work. The picture is seen in

the mirror reflected in reverse, and errors consequently

appear greater than they really are.—The lay-figure, a

wooden or stuffed doll, usually life-size, is very service-

able in painting elaborate dresses and draperies. The best

kinds are so constructed that they can be made to assume

and retain any posture. Fra Bartolonimeo first brought

the lay-figure into use.

Materials used in Painting.—These consist of canvases,

prepared panels and mill-boards, oils, varnishes, and colours.

1. Camas is the material now generally used. It is kept

in rolls of various width and of three qualities—plain

cloth, Roman, and ticken. It is prepared with two kinds of

gi'ounds—the hard or oil ground, and the absorbent ground.

The ground is generally of a light colour ; many artists

prefer pure white. The grounds employed by the first oil

painters were identical with those of tempera; the surface

of the panel was prepared with two or three coats of size,

a layer of coarse gesso was then applied, and on this at

least eight layers of a finer description were spread, and the

surface carefully scraped till it became smooth and white.

In the Italian school of a later period, the grounds were

generally composed of pipe-clay mixed with chalk. It is

generally acknowledged that white grounds are in every

way preferable, although it matters little whether the

brightness reside in the ground or is reproduced at a

subsequent stage by painting with a solid body of opaque

colour over a dark ground. 'Velazquez and other Spanish

pauitei's used canvases prepared with a red earthy ground.

The intention of priming the ground is to prevent the very

rapid absorption of colours. Canvas prepared with the

object of partially abstracting the od from the first layers

of colour is called " absorbent." For small cabinet pictures

panels of well-sea.soned mahogany are used; mill-boards,
' academy boards, and oil paper are serviceable for sketching

from nature.

imi. — 1
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2. Oils and Varnishes.—Tlic introduction of on paint-

ing on the mocieni methods dates from the time of John
Van Eyck. This artist introduced a varnish, probably

composed of linseed or nut oil mixed with some resinous

substance, which was more siccative than the oil vehicles

previously in tise, and possessed the property of drying

without exposure to the sun or to artificial heat. The oil

painting of the early Flemish masters was, strictly speaking,

(oil) varnish painting : an oleo-resinous substance, svich as

amber varnish, was mixed with the colours, and rendered

flnar vam.ishing unnecessary. The Venetian painters also

adopted this vehicle. The term " vehicle " is borrowed

from pharmacy. In art it is applied to the fluid used for

bringing the pigments into a proper working state.

Painters differ greatly as to the vehicles they employ : some
use oil only ; others peculiar compounds of their own, made
of linseed, poppy, or walnut oils, copal or amber varnishes,

drying oil and mastic, <S:c. Siccatif, a medium specially

prepared for oil painting, is now largely used ; mixed with

soirits of wine, it forms a beautiful transparent varnish.

3. Colours.—The permanent colours are the earths and
ochres and those mineral colours which bear the test of fire

and lime. Colours prepared from lead and animal and
vegetable substances are more or less fugitive. Artist's

colours were originally kept in a dry state, and afterwards

in small bladders j thay are now enclosed in very con-

venient collapsable metal tubes.

The discoveries of modern chemistry have adaed largely

to the simple list of colours known to the old masters, but

perhaps with little advantage to their successors, for their

is much truth in the maxim that "the shortest way to good
colouring is through a simple palette. " Pliny asserts that

the ancient Greek painters employed but four colours in

their works.

A large proportion of colours, such as the odires, ver.

milion, ultramarine, <tc., is derived from minerals; indigo,

madder, gamb6ge, drc, from vegetable, and carmine,

Indian yellow, sejiia, itc, from animal substances. The
artificial or chemical preparations include Prussian blue,

Naplps vellow, zinc wliite F'-ench blue, cobalt, tlie lakes,

ifec.

The natural or true pigments are prepared lor use by
calcining and washing, and for oil painting are ground up
in poppy or linseed oils. With two or three exceptions

the pigments derived from the mineral kingdom are the

most permanent, especially those containing iron or copper.

Those derived from animal and vegetable substances have
less permanence, but th«y form an important acquisition to

the pailette, as they not unfrequently possess a purity and
brilliancy of colour which makes it almost impossible to

dispense with them.

Colours are opaque or transparent. The former, on
account of their solidity and opacity, are employed to

represent light. For shadows and glazing transparent
pigments are used. Yellow, red, and blue cannot be com-
posed, and are called primary colours. The union of

two of these in the three combinations of which alone
they admit produces secondary colours. White represents

light, and in oil painting the only white pigment used is

white lead, prepared with, great care. The ochres are the
most permanent yellows. Their composition is very vari-

able, but they may be considered true chemical combinations
of clay and oxide of iron. The native ochres are yellow and
red. . By calcination the yellow ochres become red. Other
yeHows are prepared from arsenic, lead, and vegetable

substances; Iron is the great colouring jirinciple of red in

nature. All the three kingdoms—mineral, animal, and
vegetable—contribute to the red pigments. The first

supplies vermilion and the red ochres ; the second
carmine, obtained from the cochineal inseet ; the third

the madder pigments. Tlic principal blue pigments are

ultramarine (native and artificial), cobalt, smalt, Prussian

blue, and indigo. Ultramarine is the only pure primary

colour; the finer specimens have neither a tinge of green

on the one hand nor of purple on the other. It is

obtained from the mineral lazulite or lapis-lazuli, and is

probably a volcanic product, as it resists the action of fire.

Its scarcity, and consequent high price, have produced
many artificial imitations. These are of many qualities.

The inferior are used in paper staining, the finer alone

being reserved for artists' use. Cobalt is now prepared in a
state of great purity, but it has the objection of appearing

violet in artificial light.

In " guides to oil painting " long lists of pigments are

generally given ; but these serve only to perplex and
embarrass. About a dozen colours, judiciously chosen,

will be quite sufficient to supply the palette.

Processes and Manipulations.—There are various tecli-

nical distinctions in the modes of applying the colours to a

picture in its successive stages.' Glazing is the laying of

thinly transparent colours, diluted with a considerable

quantity of vehicle, which allows the work beneath to

appear distinctly through, but tinged with the colour of

the glaze. The Venetian painters, Titian especially,

fargely employed this process, advancing their pictures

as far as possible with solid, opaque colour, and upon this

ground glazing repeatedly the richest and purest colours.

The process of glazing is generally effected by the applica-

tion of diluted transparent colour, but semi-transparent

colours are also used when rendered sufficiently trans-|

parent by the admixture of a large proportion of vehicle.

When carried to excess, the result is a "horny " impure
dulness of surface and a heavy and dirty tone of colour.

Much practice and experience are required for its proper

])erformance. Scumblinj resembles glazing in that a very

thin coat is spread lightly over portions of the worlt, but

the colour used is opaque instead of transparent. A hog-

hair brush sparingly charged with the tint is employed.

Carried to excess, scumbling produces a "smoky" appear-

ance. Impasting is the term applied to laying colours in

thick masses on the lights. The shadows or dark portions

of a picture are painted thinly and transparently, the

lights solidly, with opaque colours. Impasting gives

"texture" and "surface" to the latter, and helps to

produce the appearance of roundness and relief. When
carried too far it produces an appearance of coarseness

and affords a lodgment for dirt and varnish in what should

be the brightest an<J' purest passages in the colouring.

Irregularities of surface in such passages of a picture as

it may be desirable to repaint are removed by using an

instrument especially made for the purpose ; but an old

razor, an ordinary ]iocket-knife, or a piece of window glass,

properly broken, will, in skilful hands, answer the purpose

equally well. This process should not be attempted till the

colour to be removed has hardened, otherwise the pigment

will tear off and leave the surface in a condition which it

will be found difficult to remedy.

It is the practice of some artists to lay the colours at

first cold and pale, gradually strengthening the light and
shade, and enforcing the colour in subsequent paintings.

When this practice is adopted, the colours used should be

jfs few and as simple as possible. It sometimes happens

that considerable portions of the first jiainting are apparent

through all the subsequent processes, and this early part of

the work .should be done with great care and judgment.

The first principle in the application of paint is to avoid

unnecessary mixing, or, as it is called, " troubling " or

saddening "the tints, the result of which is a waxy surface

and muddincss of colour. When this is avoided the touches

are clear and distinct, but when the principle is carried to
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excess it degenerates into manner ; or it may serve as a

convenient -screen for the want of accurate observation and

thorongh execution.

Among tlie masters most remarkable for precision and

rapidity of handling are Velazquez, Tintoretto, Veronese,

and Kubens. The execution of Leonardo da Vinci is

laboured. Vanderwerf, Mengs, and Denner are also

instances of laboured smoothness. The three last-named

belong to a class designated "the polishers,"
—"little men,

who did not see the whole at a time, but only parts of

a whole, and thus vainly essayed to make up the whole

by a smooth union of parts."

No two artists employ the same method in painting.

Some attain the result aimed at by involved and compli-

cated, others by direct and simple methods. The difference

in technique between the work of an English artist and

artists trained in French or German ateliers may be seen

at a glance, and it is of little iise attempting to lay down

hard and fast rules on the subject. Even among the great

Italian painters a wide variety of practice existed. It has

been pretty well ascertained, partly from unfinished works,

that Titian's method was to work out the effect of his

pictures, as far as possible, with pure white, red, and black,

the shadows being left cold. To prevent the yellowing of

the oil, and to harden the colour, the picture was exposed

to the sun, months we«e sometimes allowed to elapse, and

then the surface of this dead or first colouring was rubbed

down with pumice stone and fresh colours and the glazings

applied, a considerable period—during which the picture

was exposed to the sun—elapsing between successive appli-

cations of colour. Titian is said to have been very partial

to the use of his fingers when laying on paint, particularly

on flesh and glazings.

The practice of Paul Veronese was quite opposed to that

of Titian. He sought almost the full effect at once by
direct means and simple mi.xture of tints, seldom repeating

bis colours, and using few glazings. When the work was

well advanced in this way he covered the whole with a

thin ooat of varnish to bring up the colours, and then re-

touched the lights and enforced the shadows with dexterous

touches.

It is said of Reynolds, who spent half his life in ex-

periments, that in order to discover their technical secrets

he deliberately scraped away and destroyed Venetian

pictures of value. The decay of so many of his works

shows wUh how little success these experiments were

rewarded.

Numerous " guides to oil painting " exist, but little real

instruction or benefit is to be gained from their perusal.

They abound in minute directions how to paint " trunks of

trees, heaths, fields, roads, skies (grey, blue, and stormy),

sunsets, sunrises, running streams and waterfalls, moun-
tains, the smoke or steam of steamers, and chimneys of

cottages," as well as " heads, flesh, backgrounds, draperies

(blue, red, and black)," with lists of the proper colours to be

employed for each. All this, it is hardly needful to say,

is \»t)rse than useless. The surest and safest way for any

one who' intends to study painting seriously, or to make
it his profession, is to place himself under the instruction

of an artist of repute, either in his own country or in

sMBe foreign atdier; but, even after acquiring a sound

technical knowledge of the jirocesses employed in paint-

ing, it will be found that much remains to learn which no

master can teach. It is said of Velazquez tliat " he dis-

covered that nature herself is the artist's best teacher,

and industry his surest guide to irerfcction, and ho very

early resolved neither to sketch nor to colour any object

without having the thing itself before him."

Water-Colour Painting.—The use, in painting, of earths

and minerals of different colours, diluted with water, is

of great antiquity. Painting with oils or oleo-resinous

vehicles is a comparatively modern invention. Tempera,

encaustic, and fresco were ancient modes of water paint-

ing. Several of the early Dutch and Flemish oil painters

attained to considerable technical excellence in the sepa-

rate practice of water-colour painting ; little more than

simple washings of water colour were employed by them,

the processes which have in modern times so greatly raised

and extended its scope being then unknown.

Painting in water colour owes much of its development

to English artists, and may be regarded as a peculiarly

national school of art. The first English water-colour

painter of note, Paul Sandby, used Indian ink in the earlier

stages of his drawings, finishing them with a few tints of

thin colour. At this period paintings in water colour were

little more than flat washes, and in the early catalogues of

the Royal Academy Exhibition were designated " water-

tinted" or " water-washed drawings." Improvements were

gradually effected, first by varying the ground-work tint

with blue and sepia, over which washes of colour, com-

mencing with a warm generalizing tint, were struck. John
Cozens was the first to substitute a mixture of indigo and

Indian red in place of Indian ink as a neutral tint in the

early stages of his work, a practice which was long retained.

The old water-colour painters used the lead pencil or the

reed pen in finishing their drawings. The first to break

away from this conventional method was Girtin, who
painted objects at once with the tints they appeared to

possess in nature. Turner, perhaps the greatest master of

the art, was closely associated with Girtin in early life, and

in the course of his long career he carried water-colour

painting to a degree of perfection which cau scarcely be

surpassed. Nearly all the great improvements which have

taken place of late years in water-colour painting are due

more- or less to him. John Lewis, De Wint, Prout, Hunt,

Cox, Harding, and Copley Fielding have all contributed to

the development of the art.

Materials used in Water-Colour Painliiig.— 1. Paper.—

A

great variety of papers is used, varying in texture from the

extreme of roughness to hot-pressed smoothness. In many
of Turner's drawings the paper is tinted. Nothing, how-

ever, seemed to come amiss to him
;
papers of almost any

surface or texture were used. David Cox, in many of his

later works, employed a rough paper made from old sail-

cloth. The paper most generally used is known as

" Imperial," and is made of various degrees of texture and

thickness. AVhatman's papers are also much esteemed.

The proper sizing of the paper is of great importance ;

if it is too strongly done the colours will not float or work

freely, if too little they are absorbed into the fabric and

appear poor and dead. In this last case, gum-arabic dis-

solved in warm water will improve the effect by bringing

up the colour and giving greater depth and richness of

tone. The paper is prepared to receive the drawing by

being well sponged and stretched upon a dra^ving-board.

2. Pigments.—The permanent earthy minerals -n-ere

chiefly used in ancient works, and these, with the addition

of a few transparent colours, such as sepia, indigo, and

Indian ink, satisfied the early -n-ater-colour painters of

England. Richer and more delicate colours were gradually

added, and of late years chemistry has supplied many
entirely new ones. No method of giving permanency to

some of the transparent yellows, carmine, and other colours

obtained from the cochineal insect has yet been discovered,

but the improved methods of jireparing pigments from the

root of the madder plant have rendered the use of carmine

not so necessary. The earths and minerals are the most

permanent pignients, but when enq.loyed with water they

are more unmanageable, and flow less freely than the

fugitive vegetable colours. Among the earlier water-colour
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paioters the use of opaque or " body " colour was generally

coasidered illegitimate. Turner was the first to break

through this restraint, and since his time the use of opaque

colour has been carried perhaps to excess, many modern

artists wilfully resigning much of the peculiar freshness

and brilliancy of pure water colour for the-sako of rivalling

the richness aud depth of oil painting.

3. £iusJies.—Brown sable is the hair generally used

;

but brushes are also made of red sable and squirrel or

"camel" hair. The brushes are made by the insertion of

the hair into quills, the various sizes of brush being

recognized by the names of the birds which supply them

—eagle, swan, goose, crow, ic. Flat brushes in Gcrn/an-

silver ferules are also used.

Perhaps' as great a variety of practice exists among
water-colour painters as among those working in oils

;

each arrives at his own peculiar method by the teach-

ing of experience. As in the case of oil painting, it

would Serve little purpose if the attempt was made to

lay down rules and methods. All men cannot be painters,

and a knowledge of the nature of the materials aud of

the processes employed does not necessarily carry with it

ability to paint. Such essentials as a knowledge of com-

position, drawing, light and shade, and colour are all re-

quisite, and these can only be obtained after years of study.

If possible the guidance of some good master should be

sought for at first ; this will shorten the way and prevent

the making of some awkward mistakes. (c. ke.)

PAINTIXCr, House. See Bdildixg, vol. iv. p. 510;
and Mural Decor.wion.

PAISIELLO, or P.\esiello, Giovanni (17-41-1815),

one of the most talented precursors of Rossini in the

Italian school of musical composition, was born at Tarento,

May 9, 1741. The beauty of his voice attracted so much
attention that, in 1754, he was removed from the Jesuit

college at Tarento to the Conservatorio di S. Onofrio at

Naples, where he studied under Durante, and in process

of time rose to the position of assistant master. For the

tJieatre of the Conservatorio he wrote some intermezzi, one

of which attracted so much notice that he was invited to

write two operas. La rupilla and // J/oiiJo al Rovescio, for

Bologna, and a third, II Marchese di Tvlijmno, for Rome.
His reputation being now firmly establislied, he settled

for some years at Naples, where, notwithstanding the

popularity of Piccini, Cimarosa,-and GugUclmi, of whose
triumphs he was bitterly jealous, he jiroduced a series of

highly successful ojjeras, one of which, Vldoto Cinese,

made a deep impression ujion the Neajiolitan public. In

1776 Paisiello was invited by the empress Catherine II.

to St Petersburg, where he remained for eight years, pro-

ducing, among other charming works, his niasteri>iece, II

Unrblire di Siviglia, which soon att.nincd a Euroiican

reputation. The fate of this delightful opera marks an
epoch in the history of Italian art ; for with it the gentle

suavity cultivated by the masters of the ISth century died

out to make room for the dazzling brilliancy of a later

period. AVhen, in ISIG, Rossini set the same libretto to

music, under the title of Alimicii-n, it was hissed from the

stage ; but it made its way, nevertheless, and under its

true title, // Il<i!-bieie, is now acknowledged as Rossini's

greatest work, while Paisiello's opera is consigned to ob-

livion,—a strange instance of poetical vengeance, since

Paisiello himself had many years previously endeavoured
to eclipse the fame of Pergolesi.Jjy resetting the libretto

of his famous intermezzo, La scrm padrona.
Paisiello quitted Russia in 1784, and, after producing //

He Teodoro at Vienna," entered the service of Ferdinand IV.

at Naples, where he composed many of his best operas,

including ^ina and La Molinara. After many vicissi-

tude;, resulting from political and dynastic changes, he

was invited to Paris (1802) by Napoleon, wixose favour'

he had won five years previously by a march composed for

the funeral of General Hoche. Napoleon treated him
munificently, while cruelly neglecting two far greater com-
posers, Cherubini and JI(5hul, to whom the new favourite

transferred the hatred he had formerly borne to Cimarosa,
Gnglielmi, and Piccini. But he entirely failed to con-

ciliate the Parisian public, who received his opera
rjosei-j>iiie so coldly that, in 1803, he requested and with
some difficulty obtained permission to rctm'n to Italy, upon
the plea of his wife's ill health.

On his arrival at Naples Paisiello was reinstated in his

former appointments by Josejih Bonaparte and jif urat, but
he no longer enjoyed the brilliant reputation for the attain-

ment of which he had so industriously laboured. He had
taxed his genius beyond its strength, and was unable to meet
the demands nowmade ujion it for new ideas. His prospecis,

too, were precarious. The power of the Bonaparte family

was tottering to its fall ; and Paisiello's fortunes fell with

it. The death of his wife, in 1815, tried him severely,

^is health failed rapidly. His constitutional jealousy of

the popularity of others was a continual source of worry

and vexation. And on June 6, 1815, he died, a dis-

appointed man, notwithstanding his extraordinary successeii

and well-earned fame.

It is impossible to believe that even the best of Paisiello's

operas would be listened to at the present moment with

patience, yet they abound with melodies the graceful

beauty of which is still warmly appreciated. Perhaps the

best known of these charming airs is tlie famous A'et corpih

from La Molinaia, immortalized by Beethoven's delightful

variations. The greatest singers of the time spread the

fame of this and other similar effusions throughout tho

length and breadth of Europe. The part of Nina conduced

to one of Pasta's most splendid triumphs ; and of tho

ninety-four operas which Paisiello is known to have com-

posed not one can be said to have been unsuccessful. His

church music was very voluminous, comprising ono

hundred and three masses, besides many smaller works ; he

also produced fifty-one instrumental compositions of more

or less importance, and many detached pieces. MS. scores

of many of his operas were p'rcscnted to the library of the

British Museum by the late Signer Dragonetti.

PAISLEY, a municipal and parliamentary burgh of Ren-

frewshire, Scotland, is situated on both sides of the White

Cart, 3 miles from its junction with theClyde,'and on the

Caledonian and the Glasgow and South-Western Railways,

7 miles west-south-west of Glasgow and 1 7 east-south-east

of Greenock. In 1791 the river was at great expense

made navigable to the town for sloops of about 50 tons

burden. . The old town, situated on rising ground on the

west bank of the river, consists chiefly of long regular

streets, and contains the principal warehouses and factories.

The new town was begun towards the Plose of last century,

and is built on level ground to the east, at one time form-

i ing the domains of the abbey. Surrounding the town

there are extensive suburbs, occupied chiefly by villa f"'-

\
deuces. The river is crossed by a railway viaduct, aif

three bi'idges for carriage traffic, two of these being 6>

iron and an old one of stone. The abbey of Paisley w;v

founded in 11 04, originally as a priory, by Walter, grvat

I
steward of Scotland. Its lands were erected by James U.

into a regality of which the abbot was lord, and tho abbey

formed the mausoleum of the Stuarts until their accession

to the throne. The abbey was burned in 1307 by the

English, and in 15G1 by Lord Glencairn. In 1484 the

grounds were surrounded by a lofty wall of hewn stone

about one mile in circumference. In 1553 Claude Hamil-

ton, a boy of ten, fourth son of the duke of Chatellerault,

was made abbot in commaidam, and in 1587 the lands
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and abbey were made a temporal bnrony in his favour.

His son was created earl of Abercorn. The abbey lands,

after passing from the earl of Abercorn to the earl of

Angus and thence to Lord Dundonald, were purchased ' in

176-1 by the eail of Abercorn, with the view of making

the abbey his residence, but changing his intention he let

the grounds for building sites. The buildings inhabited

by the monks have been totally demolished, but the nave

of the »bbey church is entire, and has been fitted up as a

place of worship. It is one of the finest extant specimens

of old ecclesiastical architecture in Scotland, and also con-

tains several fine sculptures and monuments. The unroofed

transept and the foundations of the choir enclose a burying

ground. The chapel of St Mirin, forming part of the

transept, and now used as the place of sepulture of the

Abercorn family, contains a monument to Mary Bruce,

mother of Robert II., which has been recently recon-

structed. The principal secular buildings of the town are

the county buildings and prison, erected in 1818 at a cost

of £40,000, and afterwards extended ; the John Neilson

institution, opened in }So2, a handsome structure occupy-

ing a commanding position on the site of the old Roman
camp; the George A. Clark town-hall, in the Gothic style,

erected in 1882 at a cost of £50,000, and presented to

I &.. >bU....v Lij^

Plan of Paisley.

the town ; the ncv.s-room, 1808 ; the grammar school, in

the Gothic style, 1864; the Government school of art, 1847;
and the theatre. The benevolent institutions include the

infirmary, the town hospital or poorhouse, the philosophi-

cal institution and humane society, the workhouse, the

lunatic asylum, and Hutcheson's charity school. The
Duncan Wright educational endowment provides for

natives of the town several school bursaries of the value

of from £n to £10, and several college bursaries of the

valHeof £25. The tov/n possesses three public recreation

grounds :—the Fountain Gardens of 6 acres, presented by
Mr Thomas Coats in 186S, and containing an elegant

structure for a museum and library erected by Sir Peter

Coats in 1870 ; the Brodie Park, 26 acres, laid out in

1877, and presented by the late Robert Brodie of Craigie-

hall ; and St James's Park, formed out of the race-

course, which has lately been acquired by the corporation.

There are statues of Wilson the ornithologist and Tannahill

the i«)et.

Linen was mantifactured at Paisley before the L^nion,

shortly after which coarse linen cloths were succeeded by
plain and figured lawns. About the beginning of the ISth
century an important manufacturing industry is said to

have been originated by Christian Shaw, daughter of the

laird of Bargarren. She acquired great skill in the

spinning of yarn, and, with the oo-operation of a friend in

Holland, originated the manufacture of fine linen thread.

From 1760 till 17S5 silk gauze was the principal manu-,
facture. Muslin, cambric, and cotton thread next came
into prominence. The shawl manufacture, introduced

about the beginning of the present century, the specialty

of which was imitation cashmere shawls
—

"Paisley filled

plaids ".—is now of minor importance. A wide range of

worsted goods, mixed figured fabrics, and light figured

muslins .at present employ the looms. The spinning of

thread and cotton is perhaps the industry for which the

town is best known, although it is almost equally celebrated

for its patent manufactures, including soap, starch, corn-

flour, and preparations of coffee. There are also exten-

sive bleachfields, large dye and print works, engineering

works, and some shipbuilding. Since the beginning of the

present century the population of the burgh (area 3520
acres) has more than trebled. In 1781 it was 11,000,

which in 1791 had increased to 13,800, in 1801 to

17,026, in 1821 to 26,428, in 1831 to 31,460, in 1851 to

48,026, in 1871 to 48,257, and in 1881 to 55,642, of whom
25,832 were males and 29,810 females.

There is no doubt that on the ridge of high ground above the
Cart there was a Koman fort and camp, aud tlie sujiposition that
Paisley was the Vanduara of the Romans is supported by the
derivation of that name, which means whit« water. The modern
village grew up round tlie abbey, but the origin of the name Paisley,

which was first written Pasht, has been disputed. About the end
of the loth century its growth had excited the jealousy of the
neighbouring burgh of Renfrew, to protect it from the molestations

of which Abbot Schaw in 1488 obtained its erection into a free

burgh of barony. According to this charter, .grauted by James
IV., it obtained the privilege of returning a member to the Scottish

parliament. By the Reform Act of 1S32 it was created a pai-lia-

mentary burgh with one representative. The burgh is governed by
a provost, four bailies, a treasurer, and ten councillors. Among the
eminent persons connected with Paisley arc Patrick Adamsoii, arch-
bishop of St Andrews ; Tannahill the poet ; Alexander "Wilson the

ornithologist ; Watt, author of Bibliotkcca Britannica ; llotherwell
the poet ; and Professor John "Wilson, "Christopher North."

See Crawford, Nisloiy cf Jten/rcic-^hiie^ 3d ed., with additions b>- GcorRC
Uobertson, 1S18; Paisley Directory, 1S32-33 ; Swan, Description of the Town and
Abbey 0/ Paisley, 1S35; Cfiarlutary of the Monastery of Paisley, published by the
.M.iirland Club. IS32 ; David Scmple, Saini itirtn^ 1872 ; Monastery of Paislf",
1376; J. C. Lees. Abbey of Paisley, 1S7S.

PAJOU, Adgdstin (1730-1809), born at Pans on

19th September 1730, was a member of the Academy and
a leading sculptor of the French school during the reigns

of Louis XV. and Louis XVI. His portrait busts of

Buffon and of Madame Du Barry, and his statuette of
Bossuet (all in the Louvre), are amongst his best works^

He died at Paris May 8, 1809.

Picnon, Melanges dc la Society des bibliophiles, 1856 ; Sfadame Du
Barry, Memoire des centres tie JPaJoit\ Barbet de Jouy, Sciilpttircs

viod. ail, Louvre,

PAKHOI, or PEiH.ii, a city and port of China, in the

west of the province of Kwang-tung, situated on a bay of

the Gulf of Tong-king, formed by a peninsula running
south-west from the fu city of Lien-chow, in 21° 30' N.
lat. and 109° 10' E. long. Dating only from about
1820-30, and at first little better than a nest of pirates,

Pakhoi rapidly grew into commercial importance, owing
partly to the complete freedom which it enjoyed from

taxation, and partly to the diversion of trade produced by
the Tai-ping rebellion. The establishment of a Chinese

custom-house, and the opening of the ports of Hankow and
Haiphong, for a time threatened to iryure its prospects;

but, foreign trade being permitted in 1876-77, it began

in 1879 to be regularly visited by foreign steamers. The
average value of the open trade between 1880 and 1882
was £475,000 per annum, and a great deal of smuggling

still takes place. Liquid indigo, sugar, aniseed and
aniseed oil, cassia-lignoa and cassia oil, cuttle-fish, and

hides are the chief exports. With JIacao especially an

extensive junk trade is carried on, £77,000 worth of
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j;ooa3 being despatched for Pakhoi in tlie ccJSse of a year.

A large number of the inhabitants (wlio exceed 10,001) in

all) are engased in fishing and fish-curing.

PAL.\Civ.V, FrantiSek (Fkancis) (179S-1S76), the

Bohemian historian, was born in the year 1798 in the vil-

lage of Hodslavice, in the north-eastern corner of Moravia,

where his father was a schoolmaster. His ancestors had
secretly, remained Protestants through all the persecutions

of the 17th century, and only declared themselves as such

on the publication of the edict of toleration by the

emperor Josephll. His mother's name was Anna Krizan;

she died i:i the year 1S22, before her son had gained his

great reputation. His lather, Jiri (George), died in 1S3G
;

besides Francis they had three other sons and three

ilaughters. Concerning the early years of the future his-

torian' wo are told that ho was an indefatigable reader,

eagerly devouring all books which came in his way. Iir

It'li Palacky entered the gymnasium of Pressburg ; hi»

original intention jjvas to become a Protestajit clergyman.

The national movement then going on in the. country

aroused the enthusiasm of the youthful student, who was

induced to apply himself to the study of his nati\-E tongue

by the Essai/ uii the Bohemian Lan;fiurrje of Jungmann.

^\'hile in Pressburg, Palacky assisted the publicist Palko-

vich in his journal, Tt/dennil;, and first made his appear-

ance as an autlior with a translation of some of the poems

of Ofeian (1817), then so popular throughout Europe.

After this he was for some time private tutor in various

familiea. In 18"23 Palacky removed to Prague, and formed

fricndsliips with the leading Czech literati—Jungmann,
Presl, Uobrovsky, Hanka, and others. Dobrovsky intro-

duced him to Count Sternberg, and he was appointed editor

of the new Casopis CesMio Mvsea, which is still published.

In this occupation he continued till 1S3S. Count Cas]iar

Sternberg and his brother were munificent patrons of the

new Bohemian Museum, which had finally been founded

after nxiny efforts. The conduct of these men was the

more remarkable that the Bohemian aristocracy had then

beixjme almost entirely Germanized.

. In 1829 Palacky was appointed public historiographer

by the Bohemian states, and made several lengthened tours

to consult documents in ))Liblic libraries at Munich, Berlin,

Dresden, Kome, and blsewhere. He then commenced
his History of the Jlo/ieini/t/t Peop/e, which has earned him

the undying gratitude of his countrymen. The first

volume appeared in German in 1S3C, but the work was

carried on in the Bohemian language from ISiS, and was

concluded with the year 1.">2C, the period when Ferdinand

I. ascended the throne and the political independence of

the Czechs ceased. Besides this Palacky obtained a prize

from the Bohemian Society of Arts for his work entitled

Wiinlif/uiir; der alien lulinfischenGeschichtschreiber. In the

year 1640 he published, in conjunction with Schafarik,

Die altesten Denkmiiler dcr Bijltmisrhen Sprache. In this

lie ai>pears as the chahipion of the early Bohemian manu-
scripts, the authenticity of which has been so much dis-

puted, adopting among others the glosses in the' Maler
Vcrhoriiin in the library at Prague, which have been proved

to be forgeries. In the troubled year 1S4S Palackv", a man
of the student type, was forced into political life, but

acquitted himself well. He refused to take a seat in the

German parliament at Frankfort when invited to do so, on

the ground that as fi Czech he had nothing to do with Ger-

man affairs. It was on this occasion that he uttered the

memorable sentiment that so essential was Austria to the

interests of Europe that, it such an empire had not existed,

it would have been necessary to create one—words which

were afterwards used by Jellachich as the dc\ico on his

flag. Before his death, however, Palacky had changed his

opittioQ, and despaired of any help coming from such a

source. Thus in a series of articles which he publishea

in his old age under the title liadhost, he tells us—"I
have thought all my life that the right would jirevail,

and my mistake has been in believing in the good scnso

and spirit of justice of the German jjcojile."

So great was the influence of Palacky at this ])efiod that

he was offered a portfolio in the ministry of Pillersdorf;

but in a short time the confidence placed in him by the

Austrian Government was withdrawn, and ho was regarded

with suspicion. He soon, however, quitted politics and
betook himself to his literary labours. His influence

among his countrymen was now at its height. lo ISGOhe
had the mistortune to lose his wife, whom he had
married in 1S27. In 1801 he was made a life member of

the Austrian senate. He died in 1S7C, busy with litera-

ture to the end.

The great work of Palacky, his History of tlie lioliemian

People, is indeed a monument of conscientious labour.

His love of truth and marvellous accuracy are conspicuous

on every page. To enable the Bohemians to resist the

insidious attempts at' their denationalization Which had
been steadily pursued by their enemies during the 17th

and 18th centuries, it was necessai"y to bring before them
the great past which they had been taught to forget.

This Palacky has done, and his work has become a

national monument The occupation of the last years of

his life was the rewriting of some of the chapters, which

had seemed to him imperfectly executed, owing to the

want of original documents or the censorship of the

Austrian Government. In 1845 the first part of his third

volume appeared, dealing with the life and religious

opinions of Huss. As the work was published, it had

already undergone serious mutilation at the hands of the

appointed censors, but the Bohemians saw the history of

Huss presented to them in its true colours ; and so great

.was the sensation created that a Roman Catholic publicist

named Helfcrt was commissioned to write an account of

Huss and Jerome, his disciple, with the view of counter-

acting the effects of Palacky's work. This book duly

appeared at Prague in 1857. Palacky, however, must be

considered lo have triumphed in the controversy. He
published two other polemical works on the same subject

in German : in 1868 appeared Die Geschirhte des Hussiten-

l/nims IInd Prhf. C. Hurler, and in 1871 another work

entitled 2^ur Bulimisrhen Gesrhicldschreilnihr/. Besides the

interesting portion of his work dealing with Huss and the

subsequent Hussite wars, Palacky appears to great advan-

tage when d^-elling upon the most prosperous periods of

Bohemian nationality, as the reigns of Charles IV. and

George Podebrad. Xo pains were spared by him in his

researches. Dr Kalousek tells us in his interesting

memoir that, when he visited Rome in 1837 to consult

the library of the Vatican, he read through 45,000 'docu-

ments in ten weeks and copied 400 of them with his own

hand. The work is a monument of erudition ;
but it may

perhaps bo said to be written in a somewhat dry and frigitl

stylo. It has become familiar to general readers in a

German translation. Palacky also founded an historical

school in Bohemia, foremost among his pupils being

Vaclav Tomek and Antonin Gindely.

PALADIN (Lat., paUttinvs) literally means a courtier,

a member of a royal household, one connected with a

palace. The jiahUium of the Roman emperors on the

Palatine Hill supplied a name for all the royal and

imperial residences in media;val Europe, and a correspond-

ing adjective and noun for royal officiab and dependants.

From being applied to the famous twelve peers of

Charlemagne, the word ]xiladin,bccame a general terra in

romance for knights of great prowess.

PAIuEICHTHVES. See leHTH^oLocy, vol. sii. p. 685.
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PAL^OGKAPHI
PAL.^OGRAPHY is the study of ancient nandwriting

from surviving examples. While epigraphy (see

Inscriptions) is the science which deals with inscriptions

engraved on stone or metal or other enduring material as

memorials for future ages, palseography takes cognizance

of writings of a literary, economical, or legal nature,

written generally with stile, reed, or pen, on tablets, rolls,

or books. The boundary, however, between the two
sciences is not always to be exactly defined. The fact

that ail inscription occurs upon a hard material in a

fixed position does not necessarily bring it under the head

of epigraphy. Such specimens of writing as the grq,iRti or

wall-scribblings of Pompeii and ancient Kome belong as

much to the one science as to the other ; for they neither

occupy the position of inscriptions set np with speciaj

design as epigraphical monuments, nor are they the

movable written documents with which we connect the

idea of palceography. But such exceptions only slightly

affect the broad distinction just specified.

The scope of this article is to trace the history of GreeK
and Latin paUeography from the earliest written docu-

ments in those languages which have survived. In Greek
palaeography we have a subject which is self-contained.

The Greek character, in its pure form, was used for one

language only ; but the universal study of that language

throughout Europe, and the wide diffusion of its litera-

ture, have been the cause of the accumulation of Greek
MSS. in every centre of learning. The field of'l Latin

palaeography is much wider, for the Roman alphabet has

made its way into every country of western Europe, and
the study- of its various developments and changes is

essential for a proper understanding of the character which
we write

Hand^Titing, like every other art, has its different

phases of growth, perfection, and decay. A particular

fomi of writing is gradually developed, then takes a

finished or calligraphic style and becomes the hand of its

period, then deteriorates, breaks up, and disappears, or

enly drags on an artificial existence, being meanwhile
superseded by another style which, either developed from

the older hand or introduced independently, runs the same
course, and, in its turn, is displaced by a younger rival.

Thus in the history of Greek writing we see the uncial

hand passing from early forms into the calligraphic stage,

and then driven out by the minuscule, which again goes

through a series of important changes. In Latin, the

capital and uncial hands give place to the .smaller

character; and this, after running its course, deteriorates

and is super/ieded almost universally by the modern Italian

hand dating from the Renaissance.

Bearing in mind these natural changes, it is evident

chat a style of writing, once developed, is best at the

Iteriod when it is in general use, and that the oldest

examples of that period are the simplest, in which vigour

and naturalness of handwriting are predominant. On
the other hand, tho fine execution of a MS. after the best

period of the style has passed cannot conceal deteriora-

tion. The imitative nature of the calligraphy is detected

loth Iiy the general impression on the eye and by
uncertainty and incon-sistencies in the forms of letters.

It is from a failure to keep in mind the natural laws of

development and change that early dates, to which they

have no title, have been given to imitative MSS. ; and on
the other hand, even very ancient examples have been

post-dated in an incredible manner.
Dowo to the time of the iatroduction of printing,

writing ran in two lines—the set book-hand and the

cursive. MSS. written in tho set book-hand filled the

place now occupied by printed books, the writing being

regular, the lines kept even by ruling, and the pages

provided with regular margins. Cursive writing, in

which the letters employed were fundamentally the same
as in the set hand, was necessary for the ordinary business

of life. The set book-hand disappeared before .the print-

ing press ; cursive writing necessarily remains.

Materials.—Before passing to the discussion of Greeic

and Latin handwriting, the materials employed and the

forms which they took may be briefly noticed. The
various works on palieography enumerate the diiierent

substances which have been put in requisition to receive

writing. Metals, such as gold, bronze, lead, tin, have

been used ; leaden plates, for example, in addition to

those which have been found buried with the dead and
bearing iuscriptions of various kinds, 'were also used

in the Venetian states down to the 14th or 15th century

as a material on which to inscribe historical and diplo-

matic records. The ancient Assyrians recorded tlieir

history on sun-dried or fire-burnt bricks ; and inscribed

potsherds or ostraJca have been gathered in hundreds in

the sands of Egypt. . Such hard materials as these,

however, would have no extensive use where more pliant

and convenient substances, such as animal skin or vegetable

growths, could be had. AVe have therefore practically to

confine our attention to such materials as papyrus, vellum,

and paper, the use of which became so universally estab-

lished. But midway between tlie hard and soft substance.?,

and partaking -of the nature of both, stand the waxen
tablets made of wood coated with wax, on which tho

writing. was scratched with the point of the stilus or

graphium. These tablets were called b} the Greeks SeXros,

Se/\Tioi/ or SeXTt'StoK, tttvktiov or ttuktiW, TrtVa^, irtKOKi's, ttc,

and in Latin tabula or tabellie, or ce)^a: ; and two or more,

put together and connected with rings or other fastenings

which served as hinges, formed a Cavdey: or codsx. A
codex of two leaves was called liOvpoi. or iLirrvxa, diptycha

;

of three, TpiTrrv^a, triptycha ; and so on. From the early

specimens which have survived, and which . will be

examined below, the triptycha appear to have been most
commonly used. The tablets served for tho ordinary

affairs of life, for accounts, letters, drafts, school exercises,

itc. The various references to them by classical writers

need not be here Bepeated ; but their survival t6 a late

time .should be noted. St Augustine refers to his tablets,

and St Hilary of Aries also mentions their use for the

purpose of correspondence ; and there remains tlie record

of a letter written in tahdla as late as 11 48 A.f>. (Watten-

bach, Sckriftursen, 2d ed., p. 4G). They were very

commonly used through the Middle Ages in all the west of

Europe. Specimens inscriiied with money accounts of the

13th and 14th centuries have survived in France; and
similar documents of the 14 th and 15th centuries are to

to be found in several d the municipal archives of

Germany. Reference to their use in England occurs in

literature; and specimens of the 14th or loth centur)-

have been dug up in Ireland. Similarly in Italy their

u.se is both recorded and jiroved by actual examples of the

13th or 14th century. With tho beginning of the IGth

century their general employment seems to have come to

an end ; but a few survivals of this custom of writing on

wax have lingered on to modern times. It is said that

sales in tire iish-market of Rouen are still noted down on

this material.
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Among the Komans ivory was semetimes substituted

for wood'in.tlie waxen tablets, as appears from passages

in classical authors. The large consular diptychs are

examples of the custom. The rich carvings with which

these were embellished have secured their preservation

in several instances; and they were often kept in the

churches in the Jliddle Ages and inscribed with lists of

bishops or abbots and benefactors.

The employment of Papyrus (q.v.) as an ordinary writing

material in ancient Egypt, and, exported from thence, in

Greece and Italy, is well known. The most ancient

examples of Greek writing which will have to engage our

attention are those which are found in the papyrus rolls

of Egypt of the 2d century B.C. Though superseded in

course of time by vellum, this material continued to be

used by Greek scribes down to the 9th century. The

earliest Latin writing on papjTUs is contained in some

fragments recovered at Herculaneum. Dating from the

5th°to the iOth century are the papyrus deeds of Ravenna;

and papal documents on the same substance extend from

the 8th to the 11th century. Papyrus was also used for

documents in France under the Merovingian kings. It

was also made up into books, for the reception of literary

works, in which form it was sometimes strengthened by

the addition of vellum leaves which encased the quires

;

and, as far as can be ascertained from extant remains, it

was used thus in Italy and France do^vn to. the 10th

century.
. .

Skins of animals have doubtless served as a writing

material from the very earliest period of the u.se of letters.

Instances of the use of leather in western Asia are

recorded by ancient -nTiters ; and from Herodotus we

learn that the lonians applied to the later-imported

papyrus the ntime li<^Oipai, by which they already desig-

nated their writing material of leather. The Jews also

have retiined the ancient Eastern custom, and still in-

scribe the law upon leathern rolls. The use of parch-

ment (Tripyati-qvri, charta pergamena) may be considered a

revival of the ancient use of skins, now prepared by a new

method attributed to Eumenes II., king of Pergamum

(197-158 B.C.), who was opposed by the jealousy of the

Ptolemies in his endeavours to establish a library in his

capital. They forbade the export of papyrus, and so

compelled him to revert to the ancient custom. The

new material was prepared in such a way as to be fit to

receive writing on both sides, and could thus be conveni-

ently made up into book-form, the o-M/iarto;'. The ancient

name Si<j>6€pai (Lat., membranse) was also transferred to

the new invention. By common consent the name of

parchment has in modern times given place to that of

vellum, a term properly applicable only to calf-skin, but

now generally used to describe a mediaeval skin-book of

any kind. Parchment is a title now usually reserved for

the hard sheep-skin or other skin material on which law-

deeds are engrossed.

Purple-stained vellum was used by the Romans for

wrappers for their papyrus rolls. In the 3d century it is

recorded that entire volumes were made of this ornamen-

tal substance and written in gold or silver ;
and it was

against luxury of this kind that St Jerome directed his

often-quoted words in his preface to the book of Job.

Examples of .such costly MSS. of the Cth century have

survived to the present day, as the Codex Argenteus of the

Gothic Gospels at Upsala, the fragments of the illustrated

Genesis at Vienna, the leaves of the purple Gospels in the

Cottonian Library and elsewhere, the Codex Rossanensis,

lately discovered, and some others. Some richly stained

leaves of the 8th century remain in the Canterburj-

Gospels (Royal MS., 1 E. vi.) in the British Museum. On

the Continent the great impetus giveO to the production of

splendid MSS. under the rule of Charlemagne revived the

art of staining ; and several fine examples of it exist in

MSS. of the 8th, 9th, and 10th centuries. At a later

period, when the art was forgotten, the surface only of the

vellum was painted in imitation of the older staining which

soaked into the substance of the skin. Other colours

besides purple were sometimes employed, particularly in

the period of the Renaissance, to paint or stain vellum; but

MSS. so treated are rather to be regarded as curiosities

produced by the caprice of the moment.

Cotton paper {charta hombt/cina) is said to have been

known to the Chinese at a remote period, and to have

passed into use among the Arabs early in the 8th century.

It was imported into Constantinople, and was used for

Greek MSS. in the 13th century. In Italy and the West

it never made much way. Rag paper came into general

use in Europe in the Uth century, and gradually displaced

vellum. In the 15th century ilSS. of vellum and paper

mixed were common. See Paper.

With regard to the forms in which writing material was

made up, the waxen tablets have already been referred to,

and \viU be more minutely described below. Ancient

papyri usually appear in the form of rolls; vellum was

made up into books. The roll ((cvXuSpo?, volumen ;
later,

iiX-qrapiov, tlXrjTov, e^el\r]pa, rotvhis) was the ordinary form

of written documents known to the ancients. AMien a

work was contained ir) several rolls, a single roll was

called ^i'/S\o5, /3i/3Xiov, volumen, charta ; later, to^o?. From

the circumstance of the Bible filling many rolls it acquired

such titles as pandectes and libliolheca, the latter of which

remained in use down to the 14th century. The title of

the work was written at the end of the roll ; and at the

same place was recorded the number of columns and lines,

oTi'xoi, which it contained—probably for the purpose of

estimating the jirice. To roll and unroll was flXeiv and

efciXeTi/, pHcm-e and explicare ; the work unrolled and read

to the end was the liber expUcitus. Hence comes the com-

mon explicit written at the end of a work ;
and, from the

analogy of incipit liber in titles, the word was afterwards

taken"for a verb, and appears in such phrases as explicit

liber, explicit, expliceat, kc.

The book-form was adopted from the waxen tablets, and

the name caiidex or codex was also taken over. It has

been inferred, from the terms in which Martial speaks of

vellum books, that they were articles of luxury at Rome;

and, although no examples have survived from classical

times, and none were found in the ruins of Herculaneum,

the sumptuousness of the earliest extant volumes supports

this view. The shape in which they are made up during

the early centuries of the Middle Ages is the bnpad quarto.

The quires or gatherings of which the book was formed

Generally consisted, in the earliest examples, of four sheets

folded to make eight leaves (rcTpa? or rtTpd&iov, quatemio)}

although occasionally quinterns, or quires of five sheets

(ten leaves), were adopted. Sexterns, or quires of sir

sheets (twelve leaves), came into use at a later period. The

quire-mark, or "signature," was usually written at the

foot of the last page, but in some early instances {e.g., the

Codex Alexandrinus) it appears at the head of the first

pace. The numbering of the separate leaves in a quire, in

the fashion followed by early printers, came in in the Uth

century. Catch-words to connect the quires date back to

the 12th century.

No exact system was followed in ruling the lines ana

in arranging the sheets when ruled. In the case of

papyri it°was enough to mark with the pencil the vertical

marginal lines to bound the text ; the grain of the papyrus

was a sufiicient guide for the lines of writing. M ith the

firmer material of vellum it became necessary to rule lines

to keep the writing cyen. These lines were at first drawn
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with a hard point, almost invariably on the hair (or outer)

side of the skin, and strongly enough to be in relief on the

flesh (or inner) side. Marginal lines were drawn to bound

the text laterally ; but the ruled lines w hich guided the

writing were not infrequently drawn right across the

sheet. Each sheet should be ruled separately ; but two or

more sheets were often laid and ruled together, the lines

being drawn with so much force that the lower sheets also

received the impressions. In rare instances lines are found

ruled on both sides of the leaf, as in some parts of the

Codex Alexandrinus. In this same MS. and in other

^rly codices the ruling was not always drawn for every

line of writing, but was occasionally spaced so that the

'mting ran between the ruled lines as well as on them.

In making up the quires, care was generally taken to lay

.he sheets in such a way that hair-side faced hair-side, aud
lesh-side faced flesh-side ; so that, when the book was

opened, the two pages before the reader had the same
'ippearance, either the yellow tinge of the hair-side, or the

fresh whiteness of the flesh-side. In Greek MSS. the

\rrangement of the sheets was afterwards reduced to a

system : the first sheet was laid with the flesh-side down-
Wards, so that that side began the quire

;
yet in so early

»n example as the Codex Alexandrinus the first page of a

ijuire is the hair-side. In Latin MSS. also the hair-side

appears generally to have formed the first page. RuUng
with the plummet or lead-point came into ordinary use in

the 1 2th century; red and violet inks were used for orna-

mental ruling in the 15th century. The lines were evenly

spaced b}' means of prickings in the margins ; in some
early MSS. these prickings run down the middle of the page.

Inks of various colours were employed from early times.

Red is found in initial lines, titles, and colophons in the

earliest vellum MSS. For purposes of contrast it was
also used in glosses, as in the Lindisfarne Gospels and in

the Durham Ritual. In the CarloWngian period entire

volumes were occasionally written with this ink. Other
coloured inks—green, violet, and yellow—are also found at

an early date. Writing in gold and silver was inscribed on
purple vellum in ancient MSS., as has been noted above;

under Charlemagne it again came into fashion. Gold was
then applied to tlie writing of ordinary vellum MSS. It

was also introduced into English MSS in the 10th
century.

With regard to writing implements, it will be here

enough to note that for writing on tvaxen tablets the pointed

sd'ltis or graphium was used ; that the reed (koAo^os,

calamus or canna) was adapted for both papyrus and
vellum, and that in Italy at least it appears to have been
used as late as the 15th century; and that the quill pen
can be traced back to the 6th century of our era.

Greek Writing.

The period which has to be traversed in following the

history of Greek pateography begins with the 2d century

B.C. and ends at the close of the loth century. For all

this long period the subject is illustrated by a fair amount
of material, more or less connected in chronological

sequence. Greek writing in MSS., as far as we know it

from extant remains, passed through two courses,—that of

the uncial or large letter, and that of the minuscule or

small letter. The period of the uncial runs from the date
of the earliest specimens on papyrus to the 9th century,

that of the minuscule from the 9th century to the inven-

tion of printing. An established form of writing, however,
cannot, any more than any other human habit, be suddenly
abandoned for a new one ; and we are therefore prepared
to find the uncial character continue to be used after the
first introduction of the smaller hand. It did in fact sur-

IS—
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vive for special purposes for some three centuries after it

had ceased to be the common form of book-writing.

Inversely, no fuUy developed handwriting suddenly

springs into existence ; and we therefore look for the first

beginnings of the minuscule hand in documents of far

higher antiquity than those of the 9th century.

Uncial.—The term uncial has been borrowed from the

nomenclature of Latin paljeography^ and applied to Greek
writing of the larger type to distinguish it from the minus-

cule or smaller character. In Latin mhjuscule writing

there exist both capitals and uncials, each class distinct.

In Greek MSS. pure capital letter-writing was never

employed (except occasionally for ornamental titles at a
late time). As distinguished from the square capitals of

inscriptions, the uncial writing has certain rounded letters,

as €, C, Cl), modifications in others, and some extending
above or below the line.

Uncial Greek writing in early times is found in twa
forms,—the set and the cursive. In examining the set or,

as it may be termed, the literary hand, we find that regard,

fr.ust be had to the material on which it was written. For
the, material has always had more or less influence on the

character of the writing. To the substitution of a soft

surface for a hard one, of the pen for the graving tool, wo
undoubtedly owe the rounded forms of the uncial letters.

Thi square-formed capitals were more easily cut on stone

or metal ; the round letters more readily traced on skin

or wax or papyrus with stile, reed, or pen. Again, the

earliest specimens of Greek uncials are found on papyrus
;

aud tlds delicate and brittle material naturally required a

light style of penmanship. When the firmer material of

vellum came into use, there followed a change in the style

of wTiting, which assumed the calligraphic form, which will

be considered in its place.

The earliest examples of Greek uncial writing are on
papyrus, and have been discovered in Egypt and in the

ruins of Herculaneum. AMien we turn to the Lterary

remains with the view of following the course of the set

hand, a difficulty arises at the outset ; for in some of the

most ancient specimens (and notably the EiSo'fou tcx'^
referred to below) there is a fluctuation between set and
cursive writing which makes it no easy matter to decide

how they should be classed. In the same way, when we
come to consider the first e.xamples of cursive hand, we
shall find much in them which might be termed a set cast

of writing. In fact, in the period when these ancient

examples were produced, the formal and cursive styles were
not so distinctive as they afterwards became. For our
present purpose we may class the literary works in this

doubtful style of writing under the book-hand, and place

the documents among the specimens of cursive.

With regard to the different dates to be assigned to

these early relics, those which have been recovered from
Herculaneum have a limit, after which they cannot have
been written, in the year of the destruction of the city,

79 A.D. But how far before that date they may be set

it is hazardous to conjecture, although the greater number
probably fall within the 1st century of our era. In the

case of most of the Egyptian papyri there is no such limit

either way. In some instances, however, literary remains
have been found in company with deeds bearing an actual

date, and in two of them the documents are written on
the backs of the literary papyri. The work on astronomy
entitled Ei5o|ou rej^inj, among the papyri of the Louvre
{X. et Exir., pis. i.-x.),- is endorsed with deeds of 165 and

* St Jerome*:* often-quoted words, " uncial-ibus, ut vulgo aiunt^

litteris," in his preface to the book of Job; have never been explained.

Of the character referred to as " uncial " there is no doubt, but th(4

derivation of the term is unknown.
' Suiicc^ ct £xtra.ls des Manuxrils, vol. xviii., Paris, 1865.

XVIIL — 19
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164 B.C., and may cc •.•equently be at least as old as the

first half of the 2d century E.c. The writing of the text

of this MS., as has been already noticed, is of a rather

cursive character. But the fragments of a work on

dialectics in the same collection {N^. el Extr., pi. xi.), which
is endorsed with a deed of IGO B.C., is written in set

uncials of a perfectly simple style, formed with fine and
even strokes. The columns of writing lean out of the per-

pendicular, to the right, a peculiarity which is seen again

in the orations of Hyperides (below). So far as one may
venture to take this specimen as a standard whereby to

judge of the age of others, a simple and fine and light

stroke, without exaggeration of forms in the letters, and
unrestraint in the flow of the writing seem to be the chief

characteristics of this class of hand in the centuries

immediately preceding the Christian era. And these

characteristics are generally to be observed in all docif-

mcnts which there is reason to assign to this' period.

Not inconsiderable fragments of the Iliad dating from

the pre-Christian period have also come down to usj

First in importance stands the fragmentary papyrus of bk.

xviii., found in a tomb near Monfalat in 1819-50. It may
be confidently dated as early as the 1st century B.C. The
text is written in slender uncials, formed with regularity

and generally upright, the inclination, if an}', being to the

left.'_' This tendency to incline the letters back is a mark
of age which repeats itself in the earliest forms of the set

minuscule hand. Breathings and accents and various cor-

rections have been added by a later h^nd in this papyrus,

which is now in the British Museum {Cat. Anc. MSS., i.

pi. 1.).^ Another papyrus of a portion of the Iliad, on

the back of which is a work cf Tryphon, the grammarian,

was found at the same time, but remains in private hands.

Among the papyri of the Louvre are also some fragments

of the Iliad, viz., of bk. xiii. {N. ei Extr., pi. xii.) and of

bks. vi. and xviii. (pi. xlix.), all of a date previous to the

Christian era. The fragment of bk. vi. is of -particular

interest as being written in a hand which is much more
set and formal than is generally found in papyri, in rather

narrowed letters, among which the normal form of capital

A appears. In the of her fragments are seen here and
there accents and breathings which from all accounts are

ancient, although not to be taken as the work of the first

band. Not being applied systematicjly, they are probably

added by some teacher for instruction on particular points.

But the Homeric papyrus which has hitherto had the

widest reputation is that which bears the name of its

former owner, Bankes, who bought it at Elephantine in

1821. It contains the greater part of the last book of the

Iliad. The writing, however, differs very essentially from

that of the other Homeric fragments just noticed. It is

less free, and wants the spirit and precision of the others,

and in the form of letters it approaches more nearly to the

cast of those in the early MSS. on vellum. For these

reasons it seems better to date this papjTus after the time

of our Lord, perhaps even in the 2d century.

A fragment of papyrus containing a copy in duplicate

of some lines supposed to be taken from the Teniriidfs of

Euripides, together with a few lines from the M.dea and
some extracts from other works, has been la*oly published

(H. Weil, Un Popyras incdit de la hibl. de M. A. Firmin-

Didot, Paris, 1879). The writing is in set unoiak earlier

than the year 161 B.C., a document of that date having

uoen added.

But the most important discovery hitherto made among
the papyri from Eg)'pt is that of four of the orations of

:liB Athenian orator Hyperides, all of whicli ar3 Aow in

the British Museum. The papyrus containing the oration?

* Catalogue of Anciciit .US3. in the /Irituh Museum— I^irt /.,

OrccL, ISSl.

for Lycopliron and Euxenippus is in unusually good pre-'

servation, being 11' feet in length and having forty-nine

columns of writing. Other portions of the same roll are

extant, containing fragments of a third oration against

Demosthenes. The writing is particularly elegant, and is

evidently by a skilled penman, considerable play being

exhibited in the formation of the letters, which, while

still set uncials, are often linked together without raising

the pen. The columns of writing incline to the right.

There can be no hesitation in placing this papyrus as far

back at least as the 1st century B.C. (see editions of

Professor Babington, 1853; Cat. Anc. MSS., pis. 2, 3;
Pal. Soc.,'' pL 126). Of much later date, however, is the

papyrus containing the funeral oration on Leosthenes,

323 B.C. The writing diflfers entirely from that of the

other orations, being in coarsely-formed uncials, sometimes

wide apart and in other places cramped together ; and the

forms of the letters are irregular. This irregularity is not

the rough and hasty character of writing of an early age,

such as that of the EiSdfov Tc)(i-q, where, in spite of the

want of regularity, it is evident that the scribe is writing

a natural and pr&ctised hand. Here we have rather the

ill-formed character bred of want of skill and familiarity

with the style of writing. On the back is a horoscope,

which has been shown to be that of a person born in 95

A.D. It was at one time assumed that this was an addition

written after the oration had been inscribed on the other

face of the papyrus. But from the evidence of the

material itself the contrary appears to be the fact ; and

we may accordingly accept' the theory that, as no work

intended for sale would have been so written, the text of the

oration probably represents a student's exercise,—a view

which is also supported by the numerous faults in ortho-

graphy. This specimen of writing, then, may be assigned

to the 2d century of our era.

Lastl}', among the discoveries in Egypt in Greek litera-

ture is the fragment of writings of the poet Alcman, now
in the Louvre, which, however, appears to be not older

than the 1st century B.C., the hand being light and rather

sloping, and inclining in places to cursive forms. It is of

interest as having scholia in a smaller hand, and a few

accents and breathings added probably, as in the case of

the fragment of Homer quoted above, by a teacher for tlic

purpose of demonstration (A', ct Extr., pi. L). It may bo

also added that some early documents 'are extant writtc.i

in a set hand {e.y., N. tt Extr., pL xvii., Nos. 12, 13).

Turning to the remains discovered at Herculaneum, it

is to bo regretted that there exist hardly any sufficiently

trustworthy facsimiles. The so-called facsimiles engraved

in the Ihrcidanensia Volvraina are of no palceographical

value. They are mere lifeless representations, and only

show us that the texts of the different papyri are usually

written in neatly-formed and regularly-spaced uncials.

The character is better shown in two autotypes {Pal.

Snc, pis. 151, 152) from the works of PhUodcmus and

Jletrodbrus, although the blackening of the material by

the action of the heated ashes threw great difficulty in the

way of getting satisfactory reproductions by photography.

In the first of these specimens the writing is very beauti-

fully formed and evenly spaced, in the second it is rougher.

But it is well to remember, when we have facsimiles- from

th2 Herculaneum papyri before us, that in many' cases the

material will have shrunk under the heat of the destroying

shower, and that the .writing, as we see it, may bo much

smaller than it was originally, and so have a more delicate

appearance than when first written.

Vei^ fev/ waxen tablets inscribed with Greek uncial

writing have survived. - Two of them found at Memphis

are preserved in the British Museum, and on one of them

M\ii^ognpiiIcal Sot:icty, Fuaiiiiites, ISZS-'SS
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arc traced some verses in large rouglily-foruicd letters, the

date of which can only be conjectured to fall in the 1st

:entur)- (Verhandl. d. Phitologm-Versamml . m Wur:burif,

1869, p. 24-t). Another set of five tablets is in the

Cabinet des ilidailles at Paris, containing scribbled

alphabets, and a contractor's accounts in a later and more

current hand {Rev. Archiol., viii. p. 461). A tablet from

which the wax has worn, and which is inscribed with ink

upon the wood, in characters of the 4th century, as is

thought, is described in Trans. Ray. Soc. Lit., 2d ser.,

vol. X
With the introduction of vellum as a writing material,

the uncial characters entered on a new phase. As already

observed, the firmer and smoother ground offered by the

surface of the vellum to the pen of the scribe would lead

to a more exact and firmer style in the writing. The light

touch and delicate forms so characteristic of calligraphy

ou papyrus gave place to a rounder and stronger hand, in

which the contrast of fine bair-lines and thickened down-

strokes adds so conspicuously to the beauty of the writing

of early MSS. on vellum. Of such MSS., however, none
have survived which are attributed to a higher antiquity

than the 4th century. Affd here it may be remarked, with

respect to the attribution to particular periods of these

early examples, that we are not altogether on firm ground.

Internal evidence, such, for example, as the presence of the

Eusebian Canons in a MS. of the Gospel, assists us in fixing

a limit of age, but when there is no such support the

dating of these early MSS. must be more or less con-

jectural. It is not till the beginning of the Gth century

that we meet with a MS. which can be approximately

dated ; and, taking this as a standard of comparison, we
are enabled to distinguish those which undoubtedly have
the appearance of greater age and to arrange them in some
sort of chronological order. But these codices are too few
in number to afford material in sufficient quantity for

training the eye by familiarity with a variety of hands of

any one period—the only method which can give entirely

trustworthy results.

The earliest examples of vellum uncial MSS. are the

three famous codices of the Bible. Of these, the most
ancient, the Codex Vaticanus, is probably of the 4th
century. The writing must, in its original condition, have
been very perfect as a specimen of penmanship; but nearly

the whole of the text has been traced over by a later hand,
jierhaps in the 10th or 11th century, and only such words
or letters as were rejected as readings have been left

untouched. Written in triple columns, in letters of

uniform size, without enlarged initial letters to mark even
the beginnings of books, the MS. has all the simplicity

of extreme antiquity {Pal. Soc., pi. 104). The Codex
Sinaiticus {Pal Soc, pi. 10.5) has also the same marks of

age, and is judged by its discoverer, Tischendorf, to be
even more ancient than the. Vatican ^IS. In this, how-
ever, a comparison of the writing of the two MSS. leads to

the conclusion that he was wrong. The writing of the

Codex Sinaiticus is not so pure as that of the other MS.,
and, if that is a criterion of age, the Vatican MS. holds
the first place. In one particular the Codex Sinaiticus

has been thought to approach in form to its possible

archetype on papj-rus. It is written with four columns
to a page, the open book thus presenting eight columns
in sequence, and recalling the long line of columns on
an unfolded roll. The Codex Alexandrinus is placed

in the middle of the 5th century. Here we have an
advance on the style of the other two codices. The MS.
is written in double columns only, and enlarged letters

stand at the beginning of paragraphs. But yet the writing
is generally more elegant than that of the Codex
iJinaitioos. Examining these MSS. with a view to ascer-

tain the rules which guided tbe scribes in their work, we
find simplicity and regularity the leading features; the

round letters formed in symmetrical curves; € and C, itc,

finishing off in a hair-line sometimes thickened at the end

into a dot ; horizontal strokes fine, those of €, H, and O
being either in the middle or high in the letter ; the base

of A and the cross-stroke of 11 also fine, and, as a rule,

kept within the limits of the letters and not projecting

beyond. Here also may be noticed the occurrence in the

Codex Alexandrinus of Coptic forms of letters {e.g.,A, JU,

alpha and mu) in the titles of books, itc, confirmatory of

the tradition of the Egyptian origin of the MS.

nre t< »-3 COMcovrre r 'TTKToY K*

T-Ace Kixvr-ioeix lo-ovjjceMTi
NM t-4eXVBOK^eiM*arTOT"OV'TTPC .

Greek Uncial (Cod. Alex. ), 5th century.

{rtKvuv 00V Tfptirarovv

Tar fy a\Ti$eta fca^ws efro

Xijv f\a0ou*v airo tow ir(oT]p[o]s.—2 Johu 4.)

In the 5th century also falls the illustrated Homer of

the Ambrosian Library, sadly mutilated. Some fifty frag-

ments remain, cut out for the sake of the pictures which
they contain ; and all the text that is preserved is that

which happened to be on the backs of these pictures.

Here the writing shows differences from that of the three

codices just noticed, being taller ; and, to instance particu-

lar letters, the cross-stroke of 6 is abnormally low domi, and*
the shape of A and P (the latter not produced below the
line) and the large bows of B are also points of difference.

It has been suggested that the MS. was written in the

south of Italy by a Latin scribe {Pal. Soc, pis. 39, 40, 50,

51).

To the 5th century may also belong the palimpsest MS.
of the Bible, known from the upper text &r- the Codex
Ephraemi, at Paris (ed. Tischendorf, 1845), and -the

Octateueh, whose extant leaves are divided between Paris,

Leyden, and St Petersburg—both of which MSS. are prob-

ably of Egyptian origin. Of the end of the 5th cr

beginning of the Gth century is the illustrated Genesi> ,

of the Cottonian Library, now unfortunately reduced to

fragments by fire, but once the finest example of its kind
{Cat. Anc. MSS., i. pi. 8). And to about the same time
belong the Dio Cassius of the Vatican (Silvestre, pL 60)
and the Pentateuch of the Bibliotheque Nationale (Id.,

pi. CI).

In the writing of uncial MSS. of the Gth century there

is a marked degeneration. The letters, though Still round,

are generally of a larger character, more heavily formed,

and not so compactly written as in the preceding century.

Horizontal strokes {e.g., in A, n, T) are lengthened and
finished off with heavy points or finials. The earliest ex-

ample of this period which has to be noticed is the Dics-

corides of Viennai, which is of particular value for the study

of the palaeography of early vellum MSS. It is the earliest

example to which an approximate date can be given.

There is good evidence to show that it was written early

in the 6th century for Juliana Anicia, daughter of Flavius

Anicius Olybrius, emperor of the West in 472. Here we
already notice the characteristics of uncial writing of the

Gth century, to which reference has been made. To this

century' also belong the palimpsest Homer ander a Syriac

text, in the British Museum {Cat. Anc. MSS., i. pi. 9); its

companion volume, used by the same Syrian scribe, in

which are fragments of St Luke's Gospel {Ibid., pi. 10);
the Dublin palimpsest fragments of St Matthew and Isaiah

(T. K. Abbot, Par Palimp?(st. Dubl.), written in Egypt

;

the fragments of the Pauline epistles from Mount Athos,

some of which are at Paris and others at Moscow (Silvestre.
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pis. 63, 64 ; Sabas, pL A), of which, however, the writing

has been disfigured by retracing at a liter period ; the

Gospels written fn silver and gold on purple vellum, whose

leaves are scattered in London (Cott MS., Titus C. xv.),

Rome, Vienna, and its native home, Patmos ; the frag-

mentary Eusebian Cations written on gilt vellum and

highly ornamented, the solo remains of some sumptuous

volume (Cat. Aiic. MSS., i. pL 11) ; the Coislin Octateuch

(Silvestre, pi. 65) ; the Genesis of Vienna, one of the very

few early illustrated MSS. which have survived {Pal. Soc,

pi. ITS). Tischendorf has given facsimiles of others, but

too insufficiently for the critical study of paliBOgraphy.

Reference may here be n\ade to certain early bilingiial

Gra!co-Latin uncial MSS., written in the 6th and 7th

centuries, which, however, have rather to be studied apart,

or in connexion with Latin palicography ; for the Greek

Mtcrs of these MSS. run more or less upon the lines of

the Latin forms. The best-known of these examples are

the Codex Beza; of the !Ncw Testament, at Cambridge (Pal.

Soc., pis. 14, 15), and the Codex Claromontanus of the

Pauline epistles, at Paris {Pal. Soc, pis. 63, 64), attributed

to the 6th century; and the Laudian JIS. of the Acts of

the Apostles {Pal. Soc, pi. 80) of the 7th century. To

these may be added the Harleian glossary {Cat. Anc. ^fSS.,

L pi. 13), also of the 7th century.

An offshoot of early Greek uncial writing on vellum is

seen iu the Mceso-Gothic alphabet which Ulfilas constructed

for the use of his countrymen, in the 4th century, mainly

from the Greek letters. Of the few extant remains of

^Glothic JISS. the oldest and most perfect is the Codex
Argenteus of the Gospels, at Upsala, of the 6th century

{Pal. Soc, pi. US), written in characters which com-

pare with purely written Greek JISS. of the same
period. Other Gothic fragments appear iu the sloping

uncial hand seen in Greek ilSS. of the 7th and following

centuries.
'

About the year 600 Greek Uncial writing passes into a

new stage. AVe leave the period of the round and enter on

that of the oval character. The letters €, 0, O, C, instead

of being symmetrically formed on the lines of a circle, are

made oval ; and other letters are laterally compressed into

a narrow shape. In the 7th century also the writitig

begins to slope to the riglit, and accents are introduced

and afterwards systematically apjilied. This slanting style

of uncials continued in use through the Sth and 9th cen-

turies, becoming heavier as time goes on. In this class

of writing. there is again the same dearth of dated MSS.
as in the round luicial, to serve as standards for the assign-

ment of dates. We have to reach the 9th century before

finding a single dated MS. in this kind of writing. It is

true that sloping Greek uncial writing is found in a few
scattered notes and glosses in Syriac MSS. which bear

actual dates in the 7th century, and they arc so far useful

as showing that this hand was firmly established at that

time ; but they do not afford sufficient material in quan-
tity to be of really practical use for comparison (see ihe '

tables of alphabets in Gardthausen'.s Crivh. Paliin;/.). Of
more value are a few ]ialinipsest fragments of the Ehmeiiti:

of Euclid and of Gospel Lcctionaries which occur also in

the Sryriac collection in the British Museum, and are
'

written in the 7th and Sth centuries. There is also in the

Vatican a MS. (Pieg. SS6) of the Theodosian code, which
can be assigned with fair accuracy to the close of the 7th
century (Gardth., Gr. Pal., p. 15S), which, however,
being caliigraphically written, retains some of the earlier

rounder forms. This MS. may be taken a>an example of

transitional style. In the fragment of a mathematical
treatise from Bobio, forming part of a MS. rewritten in

the Sth centurj- and assignable to the previous century,

the slanting writing is fully developed. The formation I

of the letters is good, and conveys the impression that the

scribe was writing a hand quite natural to him.

fJlx-^-TK^rn KN-fiTf-p e tycxHU""

Greek Uncial (JIatliemat. Treatise), 7lli century.

(ipi»T[o»] ^l[t>] 7[ap] iro>T[0!] (rrtpeou irxw[»TOs]

ir/jos Ti peT€ttf/JO»' ei/xepfa7<p—

)

It should be also noticed that in this MS.—a secular one

—there are numerous abbreviations '"\Vattenbach, Scrijit.

Gr. Spfcim.,^ tab. 8). An importaiit document of this

time is also the fragment of papyrus iu the Imperial

Library at "\'ienna, which bears the signatures of bishops

and others to the Acts of the council of Constantinople of

680. Some of the signatures are in slanting uncials (Wat-
'

tenb., Sa-ipt. Gr. Specim., tabb. 12, 13 ; Gardth., Gr. Pal.,

tab. 1). Of the Sth century is the collection of hymns
(Brit. Mas., Add. MS. 26113) written without breathings

or accents {Cat. Anc MSS , i pi. 14) To the sann'o '(>"-

tury belongs the Codex ilarcianus, the Venetian SIS o(

the Old Testament, which is marked with breathings and

accents. The plate rciiroduccd from this MS. (AVattenb.,

Script. Gr. Sjxcim., tab. 9) contains in the second column

a few lines written in round uncials, but in such a laboured

style that nothing could more clearly prove the discontinu-

ance of that form of writing as an ordinary hand. In the

middle of the 9th century at length we find a MS. with >

date in the Psalter of Bishop Uspensky of the year 862
(Wattenb., Script. Gr. Specim., tab. 10). A little later in

date is the MS. of Gregory of Xazianzus, written between

867 and 886 (Silvcstre, pi. 71) ; and at the end of thi--

9th or beginning of the 10th century stands a lectionary

in the Harleian collection {Cat. Anc. J/SS., i. pL 17).

1 But by this time minuscule writing was well cstab-

I lished, and the use of the more inconvenient uncial was
henceforth confined to church-service books. Owing to

this limitation uncial writing now underwent a further

calligraphic change. As the 10th century advances the

sloping characters by degrees become more upright, and
with this resumption, of their old position they begin in the

next century to cast off the compressed formation and
.again become rounder. All this is simply the result of

calligi-aphic imitation. Service-books have always been

the MSS. in particular on which finel^'-formed writing has

been lavished ; and it was but natural that, when a style

of writing fell into general disuse, its continuance, whero

it did continue, should become n)ore and more traditional,

and a work of copying rather than of writing. In the

10th centur)- there are a few examples bearing dates.

Facsimiles from two of them, the Curzon Lectionary of

9S0 and the Harleian Lectionary of 995, have been printed

(Pal. Soc, pis. 154, 26, 27). The Bodleian commentary on
the Psalter (D. 4, 1) i.s likewise of great pal.-cographic

value, being written partly in uncials and partly in minus
cules of the middle of the 10th century (Gardth., Gjt. Pal.,

p. 159, tab. 2, col. 4). This late form of uncial wTiting

appears to have lasted to about the middle of the 12th

ccuturj-. From it was formed the Slavonic writing in

use at the present day.

Under the head of late uncial writing must bo classed

a few bilingual Grajco-Latin MSS. which have survived,

wTitten in a bastard kind of uncial in the west of Europe.

This writing follows, wherever the shapes of the letters

permit, the formation of corresjjonding Latin characters,

—

the purely (;reek forms being imitated in a clumsy
fashion. Such MSS. are the Codex Augiensis of Trinity
College, Cambridge, of the end of the 9th century {Pal.

J
* Scr'plurm Griecte Specimiiw. Berlin, 1883.
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Soc., pL 127), and the Psalter of St Nicholas of Cusa (pi.

12S) and tho Codes Sangallensis and Boernerianus of tie

10th century (pL 179). The same imitative characters are

used in quotations of Greek words in Latin MSS. of the

same periods.

Cursitv.—The materials for the study of early Greek

cursive writing are found in papyri discovered in Egj'pt

and now deposited in the British JIuseura, the Louvre, the

library of Leyden, and the Vatican. The earliest of these

to which an exact date can be assigned are contained in

the collection of documents of a certain Ptolemy, son of

Glaucias, a Macedonian Greek, who became a recluse of

the Serapjeum at'Memphis in 173-172 B.C., and collected

or wrote these documents relating to himself and others

connected with the service of the temple in the middle of

the 2d century B.C. A series of these and other documents

can be selected so as to give a fairly continuous course of

cursive handwriting from that period for several centuries.

The papyri are supplemented by the ostraka or potsherds

on which were written the receipts for payment of taxes,

<tc., in Egypt under the Iloman empire, and which ha%'e

been found in large quantities. Lastly there are still

extant a few specimens of Greek cursive writing on
waxen tablets ; and in documents of the 6th and 7th cen-

turies from Naples and Ravenna there arc found subscrip-

tions in Latin written in Greek characters (Marini,

I papiri diplom., 90, 92. 121: Cod. Dipt. Cavensis, vol

ii., No. 250).

Facsimiles of the cursively written papyri are found
scattered in different works, some dealing specially with

the subject. By far the most plentiful and best executed

are those which reproduce the specimens preserved at Paris

in the atlas accompanying Notices et Extraits des Manuscriis,

vol. xviii.

In the earliest examples of cursive writing we find the

uncial character in use, and, as has been already remarked,

many of the specimens fluctuate between the more formal

or set book-hand and the cursive. As time goes on the

two styles diverge more widely. The uncial book-hand had,

as we have seen, a disposition to become more formal

;

cursive writing naturally has the opposite tendency, to

become more flowing and disintegrated, the more exten-

sively it is used. But the fact that there existed in Egypt
in the 2d century B.C. a cursive hand not differing very

materially from a nJore formal contemporary hand seems

to indicate that the two styles had diverged at no very

long time before. It cannot, however, be supposed that

a cursive form of Greek writing did not exist still earlier.

The highly developed calligraphy of the earliest examples
proves that Greek writing, as we there see it, was then no
newly-discovered art. Judging by the analogy of later

reforms, it is perhaps not going too far to conjecture that

in the papyri under consideration we see the results of a

calligraphic reform, in which a new'model was perfected

from earlier styles.

The cursive hand in its best stj-lo
{f.;/., K. et Erlr., pls;

xxviii., xxix.) is very graceful and exact. This elegance

is indeed characteristic of most of the writings of the 2d
century B.C., and if a criterion can be established for assist-

ing in the difficult problem of dating the early papyri, this

simplicity and evenness of writing appears to be tho best.

Creek Cursive, 163-162 B.C.

EuAadciaf Trpoopaififvwv rj^wy 5e)

in tne course of successive centuries the cursive hand

becomes slacker and more sloping. There is more com-

bination of letters, and a continual disintegration, so to

say, of the forms of the letters themselves. Naturally the

letters which undergo most change are those which lend

themselves most readily to combination with othera

Alpha, for example, a letter in constant use, and appearing

in frequently recurring words (as Kai), quickly altered it>

shape. In the earliest papyri it is seen more cursively

written than most of its fellows. Epsilon, again, is a lettei

which soon took a second form. It was found easier to

make the cross-bar in conjunction with the ujper half of

the curve of the letter than by a separate stroke after the

formation of the full curve £. The uppei half of tho

letter naturally linked itself with the next following letter;

and the epsilon thus broken is found fts early as a hundred

years B.C., and runs through succeeding centuries, The

tau was treated in the same way. In the specimen given

above it may be seen how the scribe first made half the

horizontal stroke and attached it to the main limb by one

action of the pen "i, and then added the other half

separately. By this device he avoided moving his hand

far back. Next, to write the letter in one stroke, some-

thing like a y, was a natural development. The transforma-

tion of pi follows on the same lines ; and the «-shaped

nii comes from the capital letter quickly written, just as

the same shape was derived in the Roman alphabet. Such
a form as the sickle-shaped rho ] is one that would be

expected ; but the system of breaking-up is in no form

better illustrated than in the case of delta. This letter, it

might be thought, would, from its original shape, resist

combination more than any other, yet even in the 2d

century B.C. this combination is accomplished, and delta

occasionally appears- open on the right side and linked

with the following letter ^
Minuscule.—The gradual disintegration of the pure

form's of the early uncials by this progressive development

of more cursive characters led eventually to the formation

of minuscule letters. By the beginning of the 6tti cen-

tury most of the letters which are afterwards recognized

as minuscules in form had become individually developed.

For example, the three letters B, H, and K, which in their

capital or uncial shapes are quite distinct, had, at this

period, acquired alternative shapes which are not very

dissimilar from one another, and which by a careless reader

may be confused. The letter B in cursive writing lost its

loops and was joined by a tag to the following letter—

a

process by which it became very like the Latin «. So the

H readily passed through the form n to h ; and K became
tt. The A developed at the apex an elongation of the

right side of the triangle, which, for junction with the next

letter, was bent over, and hence resulted the small S. The
transformation of M through !u to fi, and of N through \]

to //, is obvious. This development, however, of minuscules

from the old uncials waa a work of time. The incipient

changes in individual letters can be detected in pap}Ti of

the 2d and 1st centuries B.C.; but a fully developed

minuscule hand, used as an independent form of writing,

had no existence for some centuries to come. Arrived,

however, at the end of the 6th century, we find a document
of 600 A. D. .given in facsimile in the A'otices ct Extraits

(pi. .xxiii., No. 20), the writing of which is so full of the

smaller letters that the hand is practically a minuscule one.

This document and six others which are extant formed

jjart of the business papers of one Aurelius Pachymius, a

dealer in purple dye, and, ranging in date from 592 to

016 A.D., are valuable material for elucidating the history of

the Greek minuscule character. After an interval of eighty

years another important document presents itself, in which

the two styles of writing, the old uncial and the new
minuscule, are seen on the same page. _This is tha fraa-
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inentary papyrus at Vienna, originally liroUglit from

Ravenna, which contains the subscriptions of bishops and

others to the acts of the synod of Constantinople of G80

A.D. A facsimile was first printed by Lambecius {Comm.

lie Bill. Cxsar., ed. KoUar, lib. viii. p. 863), and is repro-

duced by Wattenbach {Script. Gr. Specim., tabb. 12, 13),

whose latest opinion, however, with regard to the document

is, that the writing is too uniform to be the actual subscrip-

tions, but that it is the work of a scribe imitating to some

extent (and certainly so far that he has repeated the uncials

and minuscules as he found them) the peculiarities of the

Driginal. This appears to be really the case, but the

document being a nearly contemporary copy continues to

have considerable paU-eograpUical value. An analysis of

the alphabets of this papyrus and of the one of 600

A..D. cited above is given by Gardthausen (Gr. Pal., taf.

t). The facsimile of the will of Abram, bishop of

Harmonthis (Pal. Soc., pi. 107), may also be referred to as

showing the mixture of large and small letters in the Sth

century; and in the single surviving specimen of Greek

writing of the Imperial Chancery, containing portions of a

letter addressed apparently to Pepin le Bref on the occasion

of one of his wars against the Lombards in 753 or 756,

appears a hand which approaches nearest to the set

minuscule book-hand of the next century CWattenb.,

Script. Gr. Specim., tabb. 14, 15).

Arrived at this matured stage of development, the

minuscule character was in a condition to pass into the

regular calligraphic form of writing. In the documents

([noted above, it appears generally in a cursive form, and

in this form it was undoubtedly also used for literary

works. An example of such book-writing in the Sth

Century has been given in facsimile by Gardthausen

(Beltr. ztir ijriecL Pal., 1877, taf. 1). But in the 9th

century the minuscule hand assumed a set form from

which the writing of the succeeding centuries developed

as from a new basis.

The establishment of this set hand is to be ascribed to

the fact of the minuscule being now generally adopted as

the recognized literary hand, in place of the larger and

more inconvenient uncial, and its consequent introduction

into vellum books. As we have already seen, uncial

writing was influenced in the same way when applied to

vellum. The firmer surface of the skin offered to the

calligraphcr a better working ground for the execution of

his handiwork ; and thus may be explained the almost

sudden appearance of the beautiful and regular writing

which presents itself in the minuscule MSS. of the 9th

century.

Greek 5ISS. written in minuscules have been classed as

follows:—(1) codices relusiissimi, of the 9th century and

to the middle of the 10th century; (2) veliisti, from the

middle of the 10th to the middle of the 13th century
; (3)

recentiorcs, from the middle of the 13th century to the fall

'of Constantinople, 1-153
;

(-1) notxlli, all after that date.

Of dated minuscule MSS. there is a not inconsiderable

number scattered among the different libraries of Europe.

Gardthausen (Gr. Pfil., 3-14 sq.) gives a list of some

thousand, ending at l.iOO a.d. But, as might bo

expected, the majority belong to the later classes. Of

the 9th century there are not ten which actually bear

dates, and of these all but one belong to the latter half of

the century. In the 10th century, however, the number

rises to nearly fifty, in the 11th to more than a hundred.
_

In the period-of codices rcliislifsimi the minuscule hand

is distinguished by its simplicity and purity. The period

has been well described a.s the classic age of minuscules.

The letters are symmetrically formed ; the writing is com-

,)act and upright, or has even a slight tendency to slope to

.the left. In a word, the beauty of this class of minuscule

writing is unsurpassed. But in addition to.these general

characteristics there are special distinctions which belong

to it. The minuscule character is maintained intact, with-

out intrusion of larger or uncial-formed letters. With
its cessation aS the ordinary literary hand the uncial

character had not died out. We have seen that it was
still used for liturgical books- It likewise continued to

survive in a modified or half-uncial form for scholia, rubrics,

titles, and special purposes—as, for example, in the Bodleian

Euclid (Pal. Soc., pi. 66)^in minuscule written MSS.
of the 9th and lOtli centuries. These uses of the older

character sufficed to keep it in remembrance, and it is

therefore not a matter for surprise that^orae of its forms

should reappear and commingle with the simple minuscule.

This afterwards actually took place. But in the period

now under consideration, when the minuscule had been

cast into a new mould, and was, so to say, in the full

vigour of youth, extraneous forms were rigorously

excluded.

Greek Minuscule (Eucliil), 8S8 A.D.

(ewijro ABr tTrfjreSoi' 5ixi iliTlOriafTiu

OMN eri?r<5ou' 5ia Tq^tna !i) «["'] h i")

The breathings also of this class are rectangular, in

unison with the careful and deliberate character of the

writing ; and there is but slight, if any, separation of the

words. In addition, as far as has hitherto been observed,

the letters run above, or stand upon, the ruled lines, ahd

do not depend from them as at a later period. The exact

time at which this latter mechanical change took place

cannot be named ; like other changes it would naturally

establish itself by usage. But at least in the middle of

the 10th century it seems to have been in use. In the

Bodleian MS. of Basil's homilies of 953 a.d. (Pal. Soc, pi.'

82) the new method is followed ; and if we are to accept

the date of the 9th century ascribed to a MS. in the

Ambrosian Library at Milan (AVattenb., Scnpt. Gr.

Specim., tab. 17), in which the ruled lines run above the

writing,' the practice was yet earlier. Certain scribal

peculiarities, however, about the MS. make ns hesitate to

place it so early. In the Laurentian Herodotus (W. and

\.,Exempla,^ tab. 31), which belongs'to the 10th century,

sometimes the one, sometimes the other system is followed

in different parts of the volume ;" and the same peculiarity

happens in the 51S. of Gregory of Kazianzus of 972 a.d.

in the British Museum (Pal. Soc, pi. 25 ;
Exemph, tab.

7). Tlie second half of the 10th century therefore

appears to be a period of transition in this respect.

The earliest dated example of codices velustissimi is the

copy of the Gospels belonging to Bishop Uspensky, written

in the year 835. A facsimile is given by Gardthausen

(Se.Vmje) and repeated in the Z'.renyj/a (tab. 1). Better

specimens have been photographed from the O.xford Euclid

of SSS A.D. (Pal. Soc, pli. 65, 66 ; Exempla, tab. 2) and

from the Oxford Plato of 895 a.d. (Pal. Soc, pi. 81.

Exempla, tab. 3). Sabas (Specim. Pnlacociraph.) has also

given two facsimiles from MSS. of 880 and 899. To this

list maybe added a facsimile of the Chronicles of Nicephorus

in the British Museum, which falls within the 9th century

(C«(, Anc. MSS., i. pi. 15), and also one of the Aristotle

of Milan, which may be of the Uth or early 10th century (Pa/

So,:, pi. 129 ;
Wattenb., Script. Gr. Specim., tab. 16). Of

the year 905 is the Catena on Joh at Venice (Exempla, tab.

4) ; and other facsimiles of MSS. of this class are taken

' Wattei.b.ich ami Von VcUen, Excr.^Ul Codicum Oracorum, lilt.

miiiusc. scfij^jforum, Ucidcltierc. 1878.
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from a MS. cf the Gospels ia the British Museum (Cat.

Am. ilSS., i. pL 16), the Ambrosian Plutarch (Wattcnb.

Script. Gr. Sprctm., taK 20), andrthe Ambrosian MS. of the

Prophets(tab. 17), the last having,among otherpeculiarities,

an unusual method of distinguishing the sigma at the end

of a word by an added dot These few facsimiles are all

that are at present available for the purpose of studying

mintiscule book-writing of the first class. They are, how-
ever, all reproduced by photography, and serve sufficiently

to show the character of writing which we are to look for

in other, undated, examples of the same time.

After the middle of the 10th century we enter on the

period of the codices reiufti, in which it will be seen that

the writing becomes gradually less compact. The letters,

so to say, open their ranks ; and, from this circumstance

alone, MSS. of the second half of the century may generally

be distinguished from those fif t)- years earlier. But altera-

tions also take place in the shapes of the letters. Side by
side with the purely minuscule forms those of the uncial

begin to reappear, the cause of which innovation has
already been explained. These uncial forms first show
themselves at the end of the line, the point at which
most changes first gained a footing, but by degrees they

work back into the text, and at length become recognized

members of the minuscule characters. In the IHhand
12th centuries they are well established, and become more

j

and more prominent by the large or stilted forms which
j

they assume. The change, however, in the general 1

character of the writing of this class of codices vctusti is
\

very gradual, uniformity and evenness being well main-
1

tained, especially in church books. Among the latter, a

trilingual Psalter of the year 1153, in the British Museum
(Pal. Soc., pi. 132), may be noted as an example of the
older style of writing being adhered to at a comparatively
late time. On the other hand, a lighter and more cursive

kind of minuscule is found contemporaneously in MSS. of

a secular nature. In this hand many of the classical MSS.
of the 10th or 11th centuries are written, as the MS. of

vEschylus and Sophocles, the Odyssey and the Apollonius
Rhodius of the Laurentian Library at Florence, the

Anthologia Palatina of Heidelberg and Paris, the Hippo-
crates of Venice (Exemjiia, tabb. 32-36, 3S, 40), and the

Aristophanes of Ravenna (Wattenb., Script. Gr. Specim.,

tab. 26). In a facsimile from a Plutarch at Venice (Ex-
empta, tab. 44), the scribe is seen to change from the formal
to the more cursive hand. This style of writing is distin-

guishable by its light and graceful character from the current
writing into which the minuscule degenerated at a later

time. The gradual rounding of the rectangular breathings
takes place in this period. In the 11th century the smooth
breathing, which would most readily lend itself to this

modification, first appears in the new form. In the course
of the 12th century both breathings have lost the old
square shape ; and about the same time contractions become
more numerous, having been at first confined to the end
of the line. Facsimiles from several MSS. of the codices

vetusti and the following class have been published by the
Palaographical Society and by Wattenbach and Von Velsen
in their Exempli.
When the period of codices recenliores commences, the

Gretk Minuscule ((Myssey), 13th century.-

(^ aXwets 5ti Ipoy iyiKjjras TOy aXrtrrjy

iis ipa ^uyitaas a<pt\as fWa&ty airrap oSvcTffevi

ifttftiy6}LO'j *phs -yoiiya KaJS4^i-ro ZovKix^tjos)

Greek minuscule hand undergoes extensive changes. The
,

contrast between MSS. of the 13th century aiuUO'Ose of

a hundred years earlier is very marked. In ue later

examples the hand is generally more straggling, there ij a
greater number of exaggerated forms of letters, and marks
of contraction and accents are dashed on more freely.

There is altogether a sense of greater activity and haste.

The increasing demand for books created a larger supply.

Scholars now also copied MSS. for their own use, and
hence greater freedom and more variety appear in the

examples of this class, together with an inc^reasing use of

ligatures and contractions. The introduction of the coai-se

cotton paper into Constantinople in the middle of the 13lh

century likewise assisted' to break up the formal m.inuscule

hand. To this rough material a rougher style of writing

Avas suited. Through the 14th and loth centuries the

decline of the set minuscule rapidly advances. In tuo

MSS. on cotton paper the writing becomes even more
involved and intricate, marks of contraction and accents

are combined with the letters in a single action of the pen,

and the general result is the production of a thoroughly

cursive hand. On vellum, however, the change was not so

rapid. Church books were stiU ordinarily written on that

material, which, as it became scarcer in the market (owing

to the injury dona to the trade by the competition of

cotton paper), was supplied from ancient codices which by
ready to hand on the shelves of libraries. The result was
an increasing number of palimpsests. In these vellum

liturgical ilSS. the more formal style of the minuscule was
still maintained, and even on paper church serrices are

found to be in the same st)le. In the 14th century there

even appears a partial Renaissance in the writing of church

MSS., modelled to some extent on the lines of the writing

of the 12th century. The resemblance, however, is only

superficial ; for no writer can entirely disguise the character

of the writing of his own time. And lastly there was
yet another check upon the absolute disintegration of the

minuscule in the 15th century exercised by the professional

scribes who worked in Italy. Here the rag-paper, which
had never made its way in the East, was the only paper

in use. Its smoother surface approximated n^ore nearly to

that of vellum j and the minuscule hand as ^nitten by the

Greek scribes in Italy, whether on paper or vellum, re-

verted again to the older style. The iniiuence of the Renais-

sance is evident in many of the productions of the Italian

Greeks which were written as specimens of calligraphy

and served as models for the first Greek printing types.

The Greek minuscule hand bad, then, by the end of the

15th century, become a cursive hand, from which the

modern current hand is directly derived. AVe last saw the

ancient cursive in use in the documents prior to the forma-

tion of the set minuscule, and no doubt it continued in use

concurrently with the book- hand. But, as the latter passed

through the transformations which have been traced, and
gradually assumed a more current style, it may not

unreasonably be supposed that it absorbed the cursive hand
of the period, and with it whatever elements of the old

cursive hand may have survived.

Latix WEirncG.

In writing a history of Latin palaeography, it will be
first necessary, as with the Greek, to follow its development
in two main divisions—the set book-hand and the cursive.

L'nder the former head will be first ranged the capital,

uncial, and half-uncial hands found in early JISS.; on the

other side will be traced the course of Roman cursive

writing in the waxen tablets and papyri. Xext will be

shown how this cursive hand was gradually reduced into

forms of WTiting peculiar to different countries on tha

continent of Europe (reserving for separate examination.
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the development of tL Irish and English schools), and
finally how, in the revival of learning under Charlemagne,

the reformed Caroline minuscule became the standard on
which the wTiting of all the Western nations was finally

modelled.

Capital.—The oldest form of book-writing which we
find employed in Latin ilSS. is }u capitals ; and of these

there are two kinds—the square and the rustic. Square

capitals may be defined as those which have their horizon-

tal lines at right'angles with the vertical strokes; rustic

letters are not less accurately formed, nor, as their title

would seem to imply, are they rough in character, but,

being without the exact finish of the square letters, and
being more readily written, they have the appeai-ance of

greater simplicity. In capital writing the letters are not

all of equal height ; F and L, and in the rustic sometimes
others, as B and K, overtop the rest. In the rustic the

forms are generally lighter and more slender, with short

liorizontxd strokes more or less oblique and wavy. Both
styles of capital writing were obviously borrowed from the

lapidary alphabets employed under the empire. But it hai

been observed that scribes with a natural conservatism would
perpetuate a style some time longer in books than it might
be used in inscriptions. We should therefore be prepared

to allow for this in ascribing a date to a capital written

MS., which might resemble an inscription older by a cen-

tury or more. Rustic capitals, on account of their more
convenient shape, came into more general use ; and the

greater number of the early MSS. in capitals which have
survived are consequently found to be in this character.

In the Exemjila Cudtcuin L'ttinormn of Zangemeister
and AVattenbach are collected specimens of capital writing,

which are supplemented by other facsimiles issued by the

Palieographical Society. The earliest aiiplicatiou of the

rustic hand appears in the papyrus rolls recovered from the

ruins, of Herculaneum (.fj-emyjAf, tabb. 1-3), which must
necessarily be earlier than 79 .\.D. In some of these speci-

mens we sec the letters written with a strong dashing

stroke; in others they are .nixed with cursive and uncial

forms. In .the vellum M'iS. the writing in the earliest

instances is of a perfectly e.xact character. MSB. of this

class were no doubt always regarded as choice works. The
large scale of the writing and the quantity of material

required to produce a volume must have raised the cost to

a height which would be witbiri reach of only the wealthy.

Such are the twp famous copies of Virgil in the Vatican

—

the Codex Romanus, adorned with paintings, and the

Ccdcx Palatinus {Ejremj,l,t, tabb. 11, 12; I'al. Soc, pis.

113-115), which may be even as early as the 3d or 4th
century, for in the regularity of their letters they resemble

very nearly the inscriptions of the 1st and 2d century.

There are no marks of punctuation by the first hand ; nor

are there etJarged initial letters.

IIiIAI\'iiaVf^rOJJTaVAl5fAI5IiOUiACOGl

MiiAAULU0irtQ5lb-tCMaiIiUl0I0fU
Roman Rustic Capitals (Virgil), 3d or 4tli century

(TestatuTque iteos iterum so ad proelia cogi

Bis iaiii Italos liobtis haec altera foeUcia)

In a third and younger MS. of Virgil, the Schedse

Vaticanae {Exempla, tab. 13; Pal. Soc., pis. 116, 117), the

Imitation of the lettering of inscriptions is far less appar-

ent, and the writing may be said to have here settled down
into a good working book hand ; but, like the MSS. just

noticed, this volume also was doubtless prepared for a
special purpose, being adorned with well-finished paintings

of classical style. In assigning dates to the earliest MSS.
of capital-writing, one feels the greatest hesitatioQ, none

of them bearing any internal evidence to assist the procesa.

It is not indeed until the close of the 5th century that we
reach firm ground,—the Medicean Virgil of Florence having

in it sufiicient proof of having been written before the year

494. The writing is in delicately-formed letters, rather

more spaced out than in the earlier examples {Exempla,

tab. 10 ; Pal. Soc., pi. 86). Another ancient MS. in rustic

capitals is the Codex Bembinus of Terence {Exempla, tabb.

8, 9 ; Pal. Soc, pi. 135), a volume which is also of parti-

cular interest on account of its marginal annotations, written

in an early form of small hand. Among palimpsests the

most notable is that of the Cicero In Verraii of the Vati-

can (Exempla, tab. 4).

of MSS. in square capitals the examples are not so

early as those in the rustic character. Portions cf a itS.

of Virgil in the square letter are preserved in the Vatican,

and other leaves of the same are at. Berlin {Exempla, tab.

14). Each page, however, begins with a large coloured

initial, a style of ornamentation which is never found in

the very earliest MSS. The date assigned to this ilS. is

therefore the end of the 4th century. In very similar writ-

ing, but not quite so exact, are some fragments of another

MS. of A'irgil in the library of St Gall, probably of a

rather later time (Ej-tm/>la, tab. 14a; Pal. Soc., pi. 208).

In the 6th century capital-writing enters on its period

of decadence, and the examples of it become imitative. 01

this jjeriod is the Paris Prudentius (Exempla, tab. 15.

Pat. Soc, pis. 29, 30) in rustic letters modelled on the old

pattern of early inscriptions, but with a very different

result from that obtained by the early scribes. A compari-

i'On of this volume with such 5I.SS. as the Codex Romanus
and the Codex Palatinus shows the later date of the

Prudentius in its widespread writing and in certain incon-

sistencies in forms. Of the 7th century is the Turin

Sedulius (.Fj-fw/j/a, tab. 16), a MS. in which uncial writing

also appears—the rough and misshapen letters being

evidences of the cessation of capital writing as a hand in

common use. The latest imitative example of an entire

MS. in rustic capitals is in the Utrecht Psalter, written in

triple columns and copied, to all appearance, from an ancient

example, and illustrated with pen drawings. This MS.
may be assigned to the beginning of the 9th century. If

there «eie no other internal evidence of late date in the

.\IS , the mixture of uncial letters with the capitals would

decide it. In the P.-^alter of St Augustine's, Canter-bury,

in the Cottonian Library [Pal. Soc, pi. 19; Cat. Anr.

.VSS., ii. pU. 12, 13), some leaves at the beginning arc

written in this imitative style early in the 8th centui'y ; and

again it is fonnd in the Beaediciional of Bishop j-Ethelwold

{Pal. Soc, pi. 143) of llio 10th century. In the sumptu-

ous MSS. of the Carlovingiau school it was continually

used ; and it survived for such uurposes as titles and colo-

phons, for some centuries, uiually in a degenerate form of

the rustic letters.

UnciaL— L^ncial writing eliffers from the capital in

adopting certain rounded forms, as <xbehfO, and in having

some of its letters rising above or falling below the line.

The origin of the round letters may be traced in some of

the Ronran cursive characters as seen in the wall inscrip-

tions of Pompeii and the waxen tablets A calligraphic

development of these slighter forms resulted in the firmly-

drawn letters which are seen in the early vellum MSb.
The most ancient of these may without much hesitation

be assigned to the 4th century, and in them the writing is

so well-established that one might well believe that it had

been already jiractised for some generations. On the other

hand, a calligraphic style may be stimulated into quick

development by various causes,—caprice, fashion, or even

the substitution of a different writing material, as vellum

for napyrus. Uncial writing lasted as an ordinary book-
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hand into the 8th century, when it was supplanted by the

reformed small writing of the Carlovingian school ; but,

like the capitals, it survived for some time longer as an
ornamental hand for special purposes.

The Exempla of Zangemeister and Wattenbach, so often

quoted above, contains a series of facsimiles which illustrate

Uie- progress of uncial writing throughout the period of its

career. The letter ro has been adopted by the editors as

a test letter, in the earlier forms of which the last limb is

not curved or turned in. The letter e also in its

earlier and purer form has the cross stroke placed high.

But, as in every style of writing, when once developed, the

earliest examples, are the best, being written with a free

hand and natural stroke.

The Gospels of Yercelli {E.rempla, tab. 20), said to have
been written by the hand of Eusebius himself, and which
may indeed be of his time, is one of tlie raost ancient

uncial MSS. Its narrow columns and pure forms of letters

have the stamp of antiquity. To the 4th century also is

assigned the palimpsest Cicero De Republica in the Vatican

(Exempla, tab. 17; Pal. Soc., pi. 160), a MS. written in

fine large characters of the best type ; and a very ancient

fragment of a commentary on an ante-Hieronymian text,

in three columns, has also survived at Fulda {Exempla,
tab. 21). Among the uncial MSS. of the 5th century of

which good photographic facsimiles are available are the

two famous codices of Livy, at Vienna and Paris (Exempla,
tabs. 18, 19; Pal. ^oc., pis. 31, 32, 183), and the Gaius of

Verona (Exempla, tab. 24). The latter MS. is also of

special interest, as it contains abbreviations and has cer-

tain secondary forms amongst its letters. To distinguish

between uncial MSS. of the 5th and 6th centuries is not

easy, for the character of the writing changes but little,

and there is no sign of weakness or wavering. It may,
however, be loticed that in 3ISS. which are assigned to

the latter century there is rather less compactness, and
occasionally, as the century advances, there is a slight

tendency to artificia.ity.

ilANIIA5XeCUlAR.iSBo

L.itm Uncial, 5th or 6th centWy,

(lam tifci ilia quae igno

rantia saecularis bo
Da opinatar ostendam)

•"Wlien the 7th century is reached there is every evidence

that uncial writing has entered on a new stage. The
letters are more roughly and carelessly formed, and the

compactness of the earlier style is altogether wanting.

Frcm this time^down to the age of Charlen;agne there is

a continual deterioration, the writing of the 8th century
being altogether misshapen. A more exact but imitative

hand was, however, at the same time employed, when
occasion required, for the production of calligraphic MSS.,
such as liturgical books. Under the encouragement given
by Charlemagne to such works, splendid uncial volumes
were written in ornamental style, often in gold, several

of which have survived to this day (Cat. Anc MSS.. ii.

pis. 3S-41).

Half-Uncial.—A very interesting style of writing, and
for the study of the development of the set minuscule hand
of kter periods a most important one, is that to which the
name of half-uncial has been given. It lies between cursive
and uncial, and partakes of the character of both. As
early apparently as the 4th century, a set style of small
writing, partly folloTring in formatio) the characters found
m the Roman cursive writing of the Ravenna ard other

18—8»

documents on papyrus, and in some of its lettfvs betraying
an uncial origin, is found in glosses or marginal notes of
early MSS. The limited space into which the asnotations
had to be compressed compelled the writer to abandon the

free «tyle of the ordinary cursive hand, and at t\ie same
time a mere reduction of capital or uncial letters would have
been too tedious a process to adopt. A middle course was
followed, and a neat minute hand, half-set half-current,

was used,—just as in the present day it is no uncommon
practice to write a so-called printing hand for similar

purposes. The earliest example of this hand appears to

be in the marginal directions for the painter in the

Quedlinburg fragment of an illustrated early Italic version

of the Bible (see Schum in Theolog. Studien u. Kritiken,

1876). In these notes appear h, d, m, n as fully developed

minuscules ; r is represented by \l , half way between the

uncial and the minuscule, and s is r. Again in the notes

by the Arian bishop Maximin (Exempla, tab. 22), of the

5th century, the same style of writing appears,—with some
variations; however, in individual letters, as in g and r, which

come near to minuscule shapes. In the Codex Bembinus
of Terence (Exempla, tab. 8) there are many glosses giving

ample opportunity for studying the hand, which is here in

a small and well-formed character. From this specimen,

and also from the notes in the Itala of Fulda (Exempla,

tab. 21), a complete alphabet of set minuscule letters may
be selected, as written probably early in the 6th century.

Rather later and more uncial in form are the glosses in

the Medicean Virgil (Exempla, tab. 10).

This set form of small writing, then, was, as it appears

from the examples quoted above and from many others

(see the enumerr.tion in Wattenbach, Einleitung zur Lat.

Palerog., p. 12), in pretty general use for the purposes of

annotation ; and it was but natural that it should also come
to bs adopted in MSS. for the text itself. The intro-

duction into the text of uncial-written MSS., at an early

date, of forms of letters borrowed from cursive writing is

illustrated by the Verona Gaius (Exempla, tab. 24) of the

5th century, in \vhich, besides the ordinary uncial shapes,

d is also found as a minuscule, r as the transitional fl

,

and « as the tall letter X- Again, in the Florentine Pandects

of the 6th century, one of ^e scribes writes a hand which
contains a large admixture of minuscule forms (Exemjyla,

tab. 54). And some fragments of a Grseco-Latin glossary

on papyrus, of which facsimiles have been published (Com-
ment. Soc. Goltingen., iv., 1820, p. 156 ; Bhein. Museum, v.,

1837, p. 301), likewise contain, as secondary forms of

uncial m, r, and s : TTl, [1, X From these few instances it is

seen that in uncial MSS. of a secular nature, as in works
relating to law and grammar, the scribe did not feel himself

restricted to a uniform use of the larger letters, as he would
be in producing a church book or calligraphic MS. The
adaptation then of a set small hand, very similar to, and
in some particulars identical with, the annotating hand
above referred to, is not surprising. The greater conveni-

ence of the small hand in comparison with the larger uncial

is obvious, and the element of calligraphy which was
infused into it gave it a vitality and status as a recognized

book-hand. Thus we have a series of MSS., dating from

the end of the 5th century, which are classed as exMuples
0'.' half-uncial writing, and wliieh appear to have been

written in Italy and France. The MS. of the Fssti Con-

sulares, at Verona, brought down to 494 a.d. (Exempla,

tab. 30), is in this hand, but the earliest MS. of this class

to which a more approximate date can bo given is the

Hilary of St Peter's at Rome, which was writtsn in or

before the year 509 or 510 (Exempla, tab^52 ; Pal. Soc.,

pi. 136) ; the next is the Sulpicius Severus of Verona, of

517 A.D. (Exeinpla, tab. 32) ; and of the year 569 is a

beautifully-written MS. at Monte Cas-tino containing c
XVIII. — zo
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Biblical commentary (Exempla, tab. 3).

" Other examples,

of which good facsimiles may be consulted are the Corbie

MS. of Canons, at Paris (Exempla, tabb. 41, 42), and the

St Severianus at Milan {Pal. Soc, pis. 161, 162), of the 6th

century ; and the Cologne MS. of Canons (Exempla, tab.

44), and the Josephus (Pal. Soc, pi. 138) and St Ambrose
(Pal. Soc., pi. 137) of Milan, of the 6th or 7th century.

^jpircopimcLHumiMNoceNlei
njctmNoNaJfJtLrilocf|fumcog

Lritiu Half-Uncial, 500-510 A.D.

(episcopi manum innocente[m]

—

pin]guam non ad falsiloquiuni coeg[isti]

—

natioDetn anterioris seutenti[re]—

)

fhe influence which this style of hand had upon the

minuscule book-writing of the 7th and 8th centuries may
be traced in greater or less degree in the Continental JISS.

of that period. It appears at a comparatively late time

with much of its old form in the Berlin MS. of Gregory's

Moraiia (Arndt, Schriftlaf., 5), attributed to the 8th

century. After the Caroline reform an ornamental kind

of half-uncial, evidently copied from this hand, was used for

particular purposes in minuscule MSS. (Pal. Soc, pi. 239).

Cursive.—For examples of Roman cursive writing we
are able to go as far back as the 1st centurj' of the

Christian era. During the e.xcavations at Pompeii in July

1875, there was discovered in the house of L. Caecilius

Jucundus a box containing as many as one hundred and
twenty-seven lihelli or waxen tablets consisting of per-

scripliones and other deeds connected with sales by auction

and receipts for payment of ta.xes (Aui della B. Accademia
(lei Lincei. ser. ii.,"vol. iii. pt. 3, 1875-76, pp. 150-230).

Other waxen tablets, twenty-five in number, some bearing

dates ranging from 131 to 167 jI.d., were found in the

ancient mining works in the neighbourhood of Alburnus
Major (the modern Verespatak) in Dacia, at difEerent times

between 1786 and 1855. In 1840 Massmann published

such as had at that time, been discovered (Lihellus

aurarius) ; and the whole collection is given in the Corpus
Insei: Lut. of the Berlin Academy, vol. iii. pt. 2 (1873).

Although the waxen tablets prepared for the reception

of legal instruments followed the system of the bronze

diptychs on which were inscribed the privileges granted

to veteran soldiers under the empire, in so far that they

contained the deed witnessed and sealed, and also its

duplicate copy open to inspection, yet they differed in

being generally triptychs. Wood was a cheaper material

than bronze, and the third tablet gave protection to the

seals. These triptychs then were lihelli of three tablets

of wood, cleft from one. piece and fastened together, like

the leaves of a book, by strings passed through two holes

pierced near the edge. In the case of the Pompeian lihelli

one side of each tablet was sunk within a frame, and the

hollowed space was coated with wax, in such a way that,

of the six sides or pages, Nos. 2, 3, 5 were waxen, while

1, 4, 6 presented a wooden surface. The first and sixth

sides were not used, but served as the outside of the

lihellus ; on 2 and 3 was inscribed the deed, and on 4 the

names of the witnesses were written in ink and their seals

were added in a groove cut down the centre, the deed

being closed against inspection by means of a string of

twisted threads which passed through two holes, one at

the head and the other at the foot of the groove, round the

two tablets and under the wax of the seals which thus

secured it. An abstract or copy of the deed was written

on the fifth page. The arran^tement of the Dacia n lihelli

difiered in this respect that page 4 was also waxen, and
that the copy of the deed was commenced oh 'that page in

the space on the left of the groove, that on the right being
reserved for the names of the witnesses. In one instance

(Corp. Inscr. Lat., iii. 2, p. 938) the seals and fastenidf
threads still remain.

In these tablets some of the writing contains more
capital letters, and is not so cursive as the rest ; but here
it is the cursive hand which has to be considered." •' This
writing in both the Pompeian and Dacian tablets is very
similar, differing only slightly in some of the letters ; and
both resemble the more cursive graffiti found on the walls
of Pompeii.

MLvCrvvK

^]^>^>i^-T-"l.,Cj^^.

^man Cursive (Graffiti), 1st cei><ury.

(censio est nam noster

magna habet pec\mi[am]).

ri

Roman Cursive (Dacian Tablet), 1G7 A.D.

(descriptum et recognitum factum ex libello

—

erat Alb[urno] maiori ad statione ResciUi in quo scri

—

id quod i[nfra] s[criptum] est)

It is of particular importance to notice that, when
examining the alphabet of this early Roman cursive hand,

we find (as we found in the early Greek cursive) the first

beginnings of minuscule writing. The slurring of the

strokes, whereby the bows of the capital letters were lost

and their more exact forms modified, led the way to the

gradual development of the small letters, which, as will be

afterwards seen, must have formed a distinct alphabet at

an early time. With regard to the particular forms of

letters employed in the waxen tablets, compare the tables

in Corp. Inscr. Lat., vols, iii., iv. The letter A is formed

by a main stroke supporting an oblique cross-stroke above

it ; similarly P and R, having lost their bows, and F
throwing away its bar, are formed by two strokes placed

in relatively the same positions but varying in their

curves. The main stroke of B dwindles to a slight curve,

and the two bows are transformed into a long bent stroke

so that the letter takes the shape of a stilted a or of a d.

The D is chiefly like the imcial o ; the E is generally

represented by the old form || found in inscriptions and

in the Faliscan alphabet. In the modified form of G the

first outline of the flat-headed g of later times appears;

n, by losing half its second upright limb in the haste of

writing, comes near to be'ng the small h. In the Pompeian

tablets M has the four-stroke form
|i||,

as in the grafliti ; in

the Dacian tablets it is a rustic capital, sometimes almost

an uncial m. The hastily written O is formed by two

strokes, almost like a. As to the general character of the

writing, it is close and compressed, and has an inclination

to the left. There is also much combination or linking

together of letters (Corp. Inscr. Lai., iii. tab. A). These

peculiarities may, in some measure, be ascribed to the

material and to the confined space at the command of the

writer. The same character of cursive writing has also

been found on a few tiles and potsherds inscribed with
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tlpliabets or short sentences—the exercises of children at

school (Corp. Inscr. Lat., iii. p. 962).

But unfortunately material for tlie study of this hand
fails us for some time after the period of the Dacian
tablets, and whole centuries have to be passed before we
find examples. At length some very interesting fragments
of papyri, assigned to the 5th century, disclose the official

cursive hand of the Roman chancery of that time, in which
are seen the same characters, with certain differences and
modifications, as are employed in the waxen tablets. They
contain portions of two rescripts addressed to Egyptian
officials, and are said to have been found at Phile and
Elephantine. Both documents are in the same hand ; and
the fragments are divided between the libraries of Paris

and Leyden. For a long time the writing remained
undeciphered, and ChampoUion-Figeac, while publishing

a facsimile (Charles et Jt/SS. sur papyrus, 1840, pi. 14),

had to confess that he was unable to read it. !Massmann,
however, with the experience gained in his work upon the
waxen tablets, succeeded without much difficulty in reading

the fragment at Leyden (Libellus aurari-us, p. 147), and
was followed by M. de WaiUy, who published the whole
of the fragments (Hem. de I'lnslilut, yv., 1S42, p. 399).

Later, Mommsen and Jaff^ have dealt with the text of the
documents (Jahrhuch des. gem. deut. Rechts, vi., 1863, p.

^98), and compared in a table the forms of the letters with
those of the Dacian tablets.

^'imdM^/^T>&r

Ronun Cursive (Imperial Chancery), 6th century.

(portionem ipsi debitanrres.ircire

nee ullum precatorem ex fnstrumcnto)

The characters are large, the line of writing being about

three-fourths of an inch deep, and the heads and tails of

the long letters are flourished ; but the even'slopo of the

strokes imparts to the writing a certain uniform and
graceful appearance. As to the actual shapes of the

letters, as will be seen from the reduced facsimile here

given, there may be recognized in many of them only a

more current form of those which have been described

above. The A and R may be distinguished by noticing

the different angle at which the top strokes are applied

;

the B, to suit the requirements of the more current style,

is no longer the closed (/-shaped letter of the tablets, but

is open at the bow and more nearly resembles a reversed

4 ; the tall letters/. A, /, and long s have developed loops
;

O and i'-shaped U are very small, and written high in the

line. Tho letters which seem to differ essentially from
those of the tablets are E, M, X. The first of these is

probably explained correctly by Jaffe as a development of

the earlier
|

quickly written and looped. The M and N
have been compared with the minuscule forms of the

Greek viu and nu, as though the latter had been adopted

;

but they may with better reason be explained as cursive

forms of the Latin capitals !M and N.
That this hand should have retained so much of the

dider formation of the Roman cursive is no ddubt to be

attributed to the fact of its being an official style of writ-

ir-; which would conform to tradition. To find a more
independent development we turn to the documents on
papyrus from Ravenna, Naples, and other places in Italy

which date from the 5th century and are written in a

looser and more straggling hand. Examples of this hand
will be found in largest numbers in Marini's work specially

treating of these documents (/ Papiri Diplomatici), ard
also in the publications of Mabillon (De Re Diplomaticd),
Champollion-Figeac (Ckartes et MSS. sur papyrus), Massk-

mann (Urkunden, in Neapel und Arezzo), Gloria (Paleo^

grafia), as well as in Facs. of Ancient Charters in the British
Museum, part iv., 1878, Nos. 45, 46, and in the Facsimiles
of the Palseographical, Society. The development that is

found in these papyri of minuscule forms ahnost complete
shows how great a change must have been at work during
the three centuries which intervene between the date of

the Dacian tablets and that of these documents; and the
variety of shape which certain of them assume in combina-
tion with other letters proves that the scribes were well
practised in the hand.

Wfmi^]

Roman Cursive (Ravenna), 572 a. D.

(huius spleudedissimae urbis)

The letter a has now lost all trace of the capital ; it is

the open «-shaped minuscule, developed from the looped

uncial (^ Cx) ; the 6, throwing off the loop or curve on the

left which gave it the appearance of d, has developed one
on the right, and appears in the form familiar in modem
writing ; minuscule vi, n, and « are fully formed (the last

never joining a following letter, and thus always dis-

tinguishable from a)
; p, q, and r approach to the long

minuscules, and s, having acquired an incipient tag, has
taken the form r which it keeps long after.

This form of writing was widely used, and was not con^

fined to legal documents. It is found in grammatical
works, as in the second hand of the palimpsest MS. of

Licinianus (Cat. Anc. MSS., pt. ii., pis. 1, 2) of the 6th

century, and in such volumes as the Josephus of tho

Ambrosial! Library of the 7th century (Pal. Soc., pi. 59),

and in the St Avitus of the 6th century and other MSS.
written in France and referred to below under the head of

Merovingian writing. It is indeed only natural to suppose

that this, the most convenient, because cursive, hand, should

have been employed for ordinary books which were in

daily use. That so few of such books should have surviwd
is no doubt owing to the destruction of the greater numbec
by the wear and tear to. which they were subjected.

National AVritixg.

Roman writing—capital, uncial, half-ulTciai, an« cursive

—became known to the Western nations, and in different

ways played the principal part in the formation of the

national styles of writing. In Ireland and England it wa^
adopted under certain restrictions. On the Continent it

had a wider ran_ge ; and from it were constructed the three

kinds of writing which in many characteristics closely

resembled one another, and which, practised in Italy, Spain,

and Frankland, are known by the names of Lombardic,

Vibigothic, and Merovingian. • The basis of all three was
the Roman cursive, as is very evident in the national

charters which have survived; and by a certain admixture

of uncial and half-uncial forms with the cursive' were pro-

duced the set book-hands of those countries.

Lombardic.—In Italy the cursive hand of the Ravenna

documents, which have been already referred to, continued

in use and became more and more intricate and difficult

to read. Facsimiles have been reproduced from Jlilanese

documents of the Sth and 9th centory (Sickcl, Mmttlmenta
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Graphica, fasc. 1), the earlier examples, do\vn to the middle

of the 9th century, being in the large straggling character

of their prototypes (see also Cod. Dipl. Cavensis, vol. i.;

and Silvestre, i., pi. 137). The illegible scrawl into which

this hand finally degenerated in notarial instruments of

southern Italy was at length suppressed by order of

Frederick II. (1210-50 a.d.). But at La Cava and

Monte Cassino was especially cultivated the Lombardic

band, properly so called. There is much resemblance

between this hand in its earlier stages and that which

appears in certain MSS. written in France at the same

period. Both starting from the same basis, it is net

surprising that a likeness should be maintained for some

time. Hence there is often no small difficulty in deciding

whether a particular MS. is to be classed as Lombardic or

Merovingian. If all MSS. written in the Merovingian

kingdom are to be styled Merovingian, there are different

styles which must be included under that title. A form

of Frankish writing which is marked by a certain solidity

and evenness, and thus more nearly resembles the

Lombardic writing of Italy, is often classed with the latter.

The Lombardic book-hand as written in Italy is seen in

facsimile in Exempla Codd. Lat. (tabb. 29, 30), Silvestre

(pi. 13G), Pal. Soc. (pi. 92). As developed in the southern

monasteries referred to above, it took, in the 9th century,

a very exact and uniform shape, as seen in the Bible of La
Cava (Silv., pi. 141). From this date the attention which

it received as a calligraphic form of writing, accompanied

with accessory ornamentation of initial letters, brought it

to a high state of perfection in the 11th century, when by

the peculiar treatment of the letters, they assume that

strong contrast of light and heavy strokes which when
exaggerated, as it finally became, received the name of

broken Lombardic.

Broken LombarJic 'Writing, 12tU century.

([H]ec nox e^^t de qna scriptum est Et

nox ut dies iriumiuabitur)

This style of hand lasted to the 13th century. The fullest

collection of examples is to be found in facsimile in the

Bibliot/ieca Casinaisis (1S73, Ac). For other specimens

tee Silvestre, pis. U2-14G, 150 ; Arndt, SchrifUaf., 7,

32 ; Pal. Soc, pL 146.

Papal Documents.—A form of writing practised in Italy,

but standing apart, is that found in papal documents. It

has been erroneously named liltera Beueveniann. Speci-

mens exist dating from the latter part of thfe 8th cefitury.

In the earliest e.xamples it appears on a large scale, and

has rounded forms and sweeping strokes of a very bold

character. Derived from the official Roman hand, it has

certain letters peculiar to itself, such as the letter a made

almost like a Greek a>, I in the form of a loojj, and e as

a circle with a knot at the top.

This hand may be followed in examples from 788 a.d.

through the 9th century (Facs. de Charles et Diplomes,

186G; Gloria, PaLvog., tab. 22; Ch. Figeac, Charles et

doc. sur Papyrus, i.-xii.; Letronne, Diptom. ^ferov. ..Elaf.,

|.l. 48; Silvestre, pis. 138, 139). In a bull of Silvester

II., dated in 999 {Bihl. de I'Ec. des Charles, vol. xxxvii.),

we find the hand becoming less round ; and at the end of

the next century, under Urban IF., in 1097 (Mabillon, De

lie Dipl., suppl., p. 115) and 1098 (Sickel, Man. Craph.,

V. 4), it is in a curious angular style, which, however, then

disappears. During the Uth and 12th centuries the

imperial chancery hand was also used for papal documents,

and was in turn displaced by the exact and cailigraphur

papal Italian hand of the later Middle Ages. The later

invention of the 16th century, the so-called liltera Saneti

Petri, which seems to have been written to baffle the

uninitiated, need only bo referred to.

n^nci-cJ-fin

Dull of Pojio John VIII. (much reauced), 876 a.d.

(Dei geuetricis mariae filib

—

liaec igituv omnia quae huius praecepti)

Fi'styo^/iiV.—^he Visigothic writing of Spain rail s

course of development hot unlike that of the other national

hands ; and a series of photographic facsimiles lately pub-
lished (Exempla Scripturf: Visiffoticas, 1883) enables us to
mark the different periods of change. In the cursive hand
attributed to the 7th century (Ex., 2, 3), the Roman cursive

has undergone little change in form ; but another century
developed a most distinctive character (Ex., 4, 5). In the

8th century appears the set book-hand in an even and not

difficult character, marked by breadth of style and a good
firm stroke. This style is maintained through the 9th

century with little change, except that there is a growing
tendency to calligraphy. In the 10th century the writing

deteriorates ; the letters are not so uniform, and, when
calligraphically written, are generally thinner in stroke.

The same changes which are discernible in all the hand-
writings of western Europe in the 11th century are also

to be traced in the Visigothic hand,—particularly as regards

the rather rigid character which it assumes. It continued
in use down }o the beginning of the 1 2th century. Perhaps
the most characteristic letter of the book-hand is the

y-shaped y. The following specimens illustrate the

Visigothic as written in a large heavy hand of the 9th

century (Cat. Anc. MSS., ii., pi. 37), and in a calligraphic

example of 1109 (Pal. Soc, pi. 48).

Visigothic Minuscules, 9tb century,

(tibi duhcline proxi

riorum et diguita

te operum perfectorwwi)

poafuni 6ipffaAim .ft.fcOTpfltuJjfLaifj

botuur^ufauftiuo ffuaurd^pl^tc^fUtu

Visigotliic Minuscules, 1109 a.d.

^Iut^aln et profc/arum et sanctorinn et apostolor«»'

qvi^ gemitibus et tormenta desiiierii eui

babuit ustiiie<juo Xructum ex pK-be sua)
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^emiint;i<in.—The writing of tie Frankish empire, to

which the title of Merovingian has been applied, had a
wider range than the other nationil hands. It had a long
career both for diplomatic and lite-ary purposes. In this
writing, as it appears in documents, we see that the Roman
cursive is subjected to a lateral press ire, so that the letters
received a curiously cramped appearance, while the heads
and tails are exaggerated to inordinate length.

[&^ti'>iKVp^fir 6•^Q^tffL

Merovingian Cursive, 679-^80 a.d.

(Jedit in respansis eo quod ipsa

—

de irm\xs triginta et uno inter ipso

—

—ondam semper tenuerant et possiderant si—

)

Facsimiles of this hand, as used in the royal and
imperial chanceries, are to be found scattered in various

works ; but a complete course of ilerovingian diplomatic

writing may be best studied in Letronne's Diplomata, and
in the JCaiserurhinden of Profs. Sybel and Sickel now
in course of publication. In the earliest documents, com-
mencing in the 7th century and continuing to the middle
of the 8th century, the character is large and at first not

so intricate as it becomes later in this period. The writing

then grows into a more regular form, and in the 9th
century a small hand is established, which, however, still

retains the exaggerated heads and tails of letters. The
direct course of this chancery hand may then be followed
in the imperial documents, which from the second half of

the 9th century are written in a hand more set and
•evidently influenced by the Caroline minuscule. This form
of writing, still accompanied by the lengthened strokes
already referred to, continued in force, subject, however,
to the varying changes which affected it in common with
other hands, into the 12th century. Its influence was felt

as well in France as in Germany and Italy ; and certain

of its characteristics also appear in the court-hand which
the Normans brought with them into England.
The book-hand immediately derived from the early

Merovingian diplomatic hand is seen in MSS. of the 7th
and 8th centuries in a very neatly written but not very
easy hand {Cat. Anc. MSS., ii., pis. 29, 30; Arndt,
Schrifitaf., 28).

Wrncju(uyi2MA5<ffi~^^^iC(s:r*ri?y^^ye6^

Merovingian Writing, 7th century.

(—dam intra sinum soTicfcie eclesiae quasi uicinos ad

—

positos increpant. Saepe uero arrogantes

—

—dem quam tenent ai-rogantiam se fugire osten—

)

But other varieties of the literary hand as written in
France arp seen to be more closely allied to the Roman
curs;ve. The earliest cx.imple is found in the oapyru'.
fragments of writings of St Avitus and St Augustine, of
the 6th century (Etudts paUogr. sur des Papyrus du VI""
&^ecle, Geneva, 1866); acd other later MSS. by their

diversity of writing show a development independent of
the cursive hand of the Merovingian charters. It is

among these MSS. that those examples already referred to
occur which more nearly resemble the Lombardic type.

JJsnfulumc fuCf^nmi^tc Qmufti^^TefJ^pfi;

Franco-JLombardic Writing, 8th century.

(propter unitatera salua propriaetate na

—

Don sub una substantia conucnientes, neque

—

—itam Bed untim euaJem filiujn. Unicuni dcuDi)

The uncial and half-uncial hands had also their influence
in the evolution of these Merovingian book-hands; and
the mixture of so many different forms accounts for the
variety to be found in the examples of the 7th and 8th
centuries. In the A'atice tur un MS. Merovingien
d'Eugt/i^pus (1875) and the Notice sur vn MS. Mero^
lingien de la BiU. d/Spinal (1878), DeJisle has given
many valuable facsimiles in illustration of the different
hands in these two MSS. of the early part of the Sth
century. See also Exemjda Codd. Lat. (tab. 57), and
autotypes in Cat. Anc. MSS. ii. There was, however,
through all this period a general progress towards a settled
minuscule writing which only required a master-hand to
fix it in a calligraphic form.

Irish Writing.—The. early history of the palaeography
of the British Isles stands apart from that of the Con-
tincBtal schools. It is evident that the civilization and
learning which accompanied the establishment of an ancient
church in Ireland could not exist without a written litera-

ture. The Roman missionaries would certainly in the first

place have imported copies of the Gospels and other
books, and it cannot be doubted that through intercourse
with England the Irish would obtain Continental MSS. in
sufficient numbers to serve as models for their scribes.

From geographical and political conditions, however, no
continuous intimacy with foreign countries was possible

;

and we are consequently prepared to find a form of writing
borrowed in the first instance from a foreign school, but
developed under an independent national system.

In Ireland we have an instance how conservative writing
may become, and how it will hand on old forms of letters

from one generation to another when there is no exterior
influence to act upon it. After once obtaining its models,
the Irish school of writing was left to work out its own
ideas, and continued to follow one direct line for centuries.

The English conquest had no effect upon the national hand-
writing. Both peoples pursued their own course. In
MSS. in the Irish language the Irish character of writing
was naturally employed ; and the liturgical books produced
in Irish monasteries by Irish monks were written in the
same way. The grants and other deeds of the English
settlers were, on the other hand, drawn up by English
ssribes in their national iiriting. The Irish handwriticg,
then, went on in its even uninterrupted course ; and its

consequent unchanging form makes it so difficult a matter
to assign dates to Irish ilSS. A stereotyped form of

letters is transmitted for so Jon^^ that there is more risk of

giving an early date to a late Iri^h MS., when written with
tare, than to one written, under .similar conditions, in the
English or Continental schools. And nowhere is it more
necessary to look for the changes, slight though they be,

which may indicate an advance.

The early Iri.-:h handwriting is of two cla.ises—the

round and the pointed. The round hand is found in the

earliest examples ; the pointed hand, which also •^aa
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developed at an early period, became the general hand of

the country, and survives in the native writing of the

present day. Of the earliest surviving MSS. vsritten in,-

Ireland rone jre found to be in pure uncial letters.

That urf-ial MSS. were introduced into the country by the

early missionaries can hardly be doubted, if we . consider

that that character was so commonly employed as a boolc-

hand, and especially for sacred texts. Nor is it impossible

that Irish scribes may have practised this hand. The copy

of the Gospels in uncials, found in the tomb of St Kilian,

and preserved at Wiirzburg, has been quoted as an instance

<rf Irish uncial The writing, however, is the ordinary

uncial, and bears no marks of Irish nationality (ii.cf»«/)/rt,

tab. 58). The most ancient examples are in half-

uncial letters, so similar in character to the half-uncial

MSS. of Italy and France, noticed above, that there can

be no hesitation in deriving the Irish from the Roman
•writing. We have only to compare the Irish MSS. of the

I'Ound type with the Continental MSS. to be convinced of

the identity of their styles of writing. There are unfortu-

nately no means of ascertaining the exact period when this

style of hand was first adopted in Ireland. Among the

very earliest surviving examples none bears a fixed date

;

and it is impossible to accept the traditional ascription of

certain of them to particular saints of Ireland, as St Patrick

and St Columba. Such traditions are notoriously unstable

ground upon which to take up a position. But an
e.xamination of certain examples will enable the paL-eo-

grapher to arrive at certain conclusions. In Trinity

College, Dublin, is preserved a fragmentary copy of the

Gospels (N'at. MSS. Ireland, i., pi. ii.) vaguely assigned

to a period from the 5th to the 7th century, and written

in a round half-uncial hand closely resembling the

Continental hand,, but bearing the general impress of its

Irish origin. This MS. may perhaps be of the early part

of the 7th century.

Irish Half-uncial Writinjj, '7th.century.

(ad ille dcintus respondens [dicit, No]Il niihi nioleitus esse, iani i

osti[um cLiusum] est et pueri in cubiculo mecura [sunt])

Again, the Psalter {Nat. MSS, Ireland, L, pis. iii., iv.)

traditionally ascribed to St Columba (ob. 597), and
perhaps of the 7th century, is a calligraphic specimen of

the same kind of writing. The earliest examples of the

Continental half-uncial date back, as has been seen above^

to the end of the 5th or beginning of the Gth century.

Now the likeness between the earliest foreign and Irish

MSS. forbids us to assume anything like collateral descent

from a common and remote stock. Two different national

hands, although derived from the same sourci, would not

independently develop m the same way, and it may
accordingly ue granted i\iu,i tUs poirt of contact, or the

period at which the Irish scilbes copied and adopted the

Roman half -uncial, was not very long, comparauvely, before

the date of the now earliest surviving examples. This

would take us back at least to the Gth century, in which

period there is sufficient evidence of literary activity in

Ireland. The beautiful Irish calligraphy, ornamented with

designs of marvellous intricacy and briiliant colouring,

which is seen in full vigour at the end of the 7th century,

indicates no small amount of labour bestowed upon the

cultivation of writing as an ornamental art. It is indeed

B'.'.rprisirg that such excellence was so quickly developed.

The Book of Kells has been justly ackncwledgod as the

culminatinrr fxamjjle of Irish calligi-apUy {Jfat. MSS. Irel.,

L,pl3. vii.-xvii. ; Pa/. ^oc, pis. 55, 56). The textjs written

in the large solid half-uncial hand which is again seen in

the Gospels of St Chad at Lichfield (Pal. Soc, pLs. £0,

21, 35), and, in a smaller form, in the English-written

Lindisfarne Gospels (see below). Having, arrived at the

calligraphic excellence just referred to, the round hand

appeal's to have been soon afterwards superseded, for gene-

ral use, by the pointed ; for the character of the large half-

uncial writing of the Gospels of MacRegol, of about the

year 800 {JVat. MSS. Irel., i., pis. xxii. -xxiv. ; Pal. Soc,

pis. 90, 91), shows a very great deterioration from the

vigorous writing of the Book of Kells, indicative of want

of practice.

Traces of the existence of the pointed hand are early.

It is found in a fully developed stage in the Book of Kells

itself (Pal. Soc, pi 88). This form of writing, which

may be termed the cursive hand of Ireland, differs in its

origin from the national cursive hands of the Continent.

In the latter the old Roman cursive has been shown to be

the foundation. The Irish pointed hand, on the contrary,

had nothing to do with the Roman cursive, but was simply

a modification of the round hand, using the same forms of

letters, but subjecting them to a lateral compression and
drawing their limbs into points or hair-'incs. As this

process is found developed in the Book of Kells, its

beginning may be fairly assigned to as early a time as the

first half of the 7th century ; but for positive date there is

the same uncertainty as in regard to the first beginning of

the round hand. The Book of Dimma (Nat. MSS. Irel.,

i., pis. xvLii., xix.) has been attributed to a scribe of about

650 A.D. ; but it appears rather to be of the 8th century,

if we may judge by the analogy of English MSS. written

in a similar hand. It is not in fact until we reach the

period of the Book of Armagh (Nat. MSS. Irel., pis.

xxv.-xxix.), a MS. containing books of the Now Testament

and other matter, and written by Ferdomnach, a scribe

who died in the year 844, that we are on safe ground.

Here is clearly a pointed hand of the early part of the

9th century, very similar to "the English pointed hand of

Mercian charters of the .same time. The MS. of the

Gospels of JlacDurnan, in the Lambeth Library (Nat.

MSS. Irel., i., pis. xxx., xxxi.) is an e.'cample of writing of

the end of the 9th or beginning of the 10th century,

showing a tendency to become more narrow and cramped.

But coming down to the MS. of the 11th or 12th centuries

we find a change. The pointed hand by this time has

become moulded into the angular and stereotyped form

peculiar to Irish MSS. of the later Middle Ages. " From the

12th to the 15th centuries there is a very gradual change.

Indeed, a carefully written JIS. of late date may very well

pass for an example older by a century or more. Later

forms must be detected among the fairly written characters.

A book of hymns of the 11th or 12th century (Nat. MSS.
Irel., i., pis. xxxii.-xxxvi.) may be referred to as a good

typical specimen of the Irish hand of that period ^ and the

Gospels of Ma:Ibrighte, of 1138 A.D. (N'at. MSS. Irel., i.,

pis. xl.-xlii. : Pal. Soc, pL 212), as a calligraphic one.

In Irish MSS. of tiie later po.'od, the ink is b'l.ck, and

the vellum, as a gener-l vale, is coarse and discoloured, a

defect which may be attributed to inexperience in the rrt

of preparing the .skins and to the effects of climate.

When a school of writing attained to the perieCtion

which marked that of Ireland at an early date, so far in

advance of other countries, it naturally followed that its

influence should be felt beyond its own borders. How the

influence of the Irish school asserted itself in England will

be presently discussed. But on the Continent also Irish

monks carried their civilizing power into different countries,

and continued their native style of writing in the monas-

teries which they founded. At such centres as Luxeuil in
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France, Wurzliurg in Germany, St Gall in Switzerland,

ond Bobbio in Italy, they iVers as busy in the production

of MSS. as they had been at home. At first such MSS.
were no doubt as distinctly Irish in their character as if

written in Ireland itself; but, after a time, as the bonds

of connexion with that country were weakened, the form

of writing would become rather traditional, and lose the

elasticity of a native hand. As the national styles also

which were practised around them became more perfected,

the writing of the Irish houses would in turn be reacted

on ; and it is thus that the later JtSS. produced in those

houses can be distinguished. Archaic forms are tradition-

ally retained, but the spirit of the hand dies and the

writing becomes merely imitative.

English Wrkinr;.-—In England there were two sources

whence a national hand could be derived. From St

Columba's foundation in lona the Irish monks established

monasteries in the northern parts of Britain ; and in the

year 635 the Irish missionary Aidan founded the see

of Lindisfarne or Holy Isle, where there was established

a school of writing destined to become famous. In the

south of England the Eoman missionaries had also brought

into the country their own style of writing direct from

Rome, and taught it in the newly founded monasteries.

But their writing never became a national hand. Such a

MS. as the Canterbury Psalter in the Cottonian Library

{Pal. Soc., pi. 18) shows what could be done by English

scribes in imitation of Roman uncials ; and the existence

of so few early charters in the same letters [Facs. of Anc.

Charters, pt. i., Kos. 1, 2, 7), among the large number
which have survived, goes to prove how limited was the

influence of that form of writing. On the other hand, the

Irish style made progress throughout England, and was

adopted as the national hand, developing in course of time

certain local peculiarities, and lasting as a distinct form of

writing down to the time of the Xorman Conquest. But,

while English scribes at first copied *'_eir Irish models witli

faithful exactness, they soon learned lo give to their writing

the stamp of a national character, and imparted to it the

elegance and strength which individualized the English

hand for many centuries to come.

As in Ireland so here we have to follow the course of

the round hand as distinct from the pointed character.

The earliest and most beautiful JI.S. of the former class

is the Lindisfarne Gospels or " Durham Book " in the

Cottonian Library {Pal. Soc, pis. 3-6, 22 ; Cat. Anc.

MSS., pt. ii., pis. 8-11), said to have been written by
Eadfcith, bishop of Lindisfarne, about the year 700. The
text is in very exactly formed half-unciah, differing but

slightly from the same characters in Irish MSS., and is

glossed in the Northumbrian dialect by Aldred, a writer

of the 10th century.

RCmuTn cojeLoTUiiTi

i
pan TTiTOes quouiocm

ipST posit)e6uin:^
Lindisfarne Gospels, circ. 700 A. D.

(regnum caelonim. Beati mites quoniam ipsi

posidebuiit.

ric heofna eadge Ijiilon da liiilde forilou tta

a^egait.

)

MSS. in the same solid half-Uncial hand are still to be

seen in the Chapter Library of Durham, this style of

writing having been practised more especially in the north

of England. But in addition to this calligraphic book-

writing, there was also a lighter form of the round letters

which was used for less sumptuous MSS. or for more
ordinary occasions. Specimens of this hand are found in

the Durham Cassiodorus {Pal. Soc, pi. 164), in the Canter-

bury Gospels {Pal. Soc, pi. 7 ; Cat. Anc MSS., pt. ii., pis.

17, IS), the fipinal Glossary (.E". Eng. Te.t:t. Soc), and in a
few charters (/"acs. Anc. Charters, pt. i., 15 ; ii., 2, 3 ; Pal.

Soc, 10), one of which, of 778 A.D., written in Wessex, is

interesting as showing the extension of the round hand
to the southern parts of England. The examples here

enumerated are of the Sth and 9th centuries,—the earlier

ones being written in a free natural hand, and those of

later date bearing evidence of decadence. Indeed the

round hand was being rapidly displaced by the more con-

venient pointed hand, which was in full use in England
in the middle of the Sth century. How late, how ever, tho

more calligraphic round hand could be continued under
favouring circumstances is seen in the Liber Vita; or list

of benefactors of Durhilm {Cat. Anc. MSS., pt. ii., pi. 25
;

Pal. Soc, pi. 238), the writing of which would, from its

beautiful exeaition, be taken for that of the Sth century,

did not internal evidence prove it to be of about the year

840.

The pointed hand ran its course through the Sth, 9th,

and 10th centuries, until English writing came under tho

influence of the foreign minuscule. The leading character-

istics of this hand in the Sth century are regularity and
breadth in the formation of the lettei's and a calligraphic

contrast of heavy and light strokes—the hand being then

at its best. In the 9th century there is greater lateral

compression, although regularity and correct formation are

maintained. But in the 10th century there are signs of

decadence. New forms are introduced, and there is a
disposition to be imitati\-e. A test letter of this latter

century is found in the letter a with obliquely cut top, cj..

The course of the progressive changes in the pointed

hand may be followed in the Facsimiles of Ancient Charters

in the British Mvseum and in the Facsimiles of Anglo-
Saxon MSS. of the Rolls Series. The charters reproduced
in thesa works have survived in sufficient u umbers to

enable us not only to form a fairly accurate knowledge of

tlie criteria of their age, but also to recognize local

peculiarities of writing. The Mercian scribes appear to

have been very excellent penmen, writing a very graceful

hand with much delicate play in the strokes. On the

other hand the writing of Wessex was heavier and more
straggling, and is in such strong contrast to the Mercian
hand that its examples may bo easily detected with a little

practice. Turning to books in which the pointed hand
was employed, a very beautiful specimen, of the Sth

centurj', is a copy of Bede's Ecclesiastical History in the

L'niversity Library at Cambridge {Pal. Soc, pis. 139,

140), which has in a marked degree that breadth of style

which has been referred to. Not much later is another

copy of the same work in the Cottonian Library {Pal. Soc,

pi. 141 ; Cat. Anc. ^fSS., pt. ii., pi. 19), from which the

following facsimile is taken.

English Pointed Jlinuscules, 8tl> century.

(tus sui tenipora gerebat.

Uir^ienerabilis oidiluuald, qui multis

aunis in monasterio q»od fMcituT Inliry )

For an example of tho beginning of the 9th century, a

MS. of miscellanea, of 811-814 A.D.,also in the Cottonian

Library, may be referred to {Pal. Soc, pi. 165; Cat. Atic^
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^fSS., pt. ii., pL 24) ; and a very interesting MS. written

in the Wessex style is the Digby MS. 63 of the middle of

the century {Pc^. Sw., pi. 16iS). As seen in ihe charters,

thj pointed Writing of the 10th century assumes generally

a larger size, and is rather more artificial and calligraphic.

A very beautiful example of the book-hand of this period

is found in the volume known as the Durham Ritual {Pal.

Soc, pi. 240), which, owing to the care bfstowed on the

writing and the archaism of the style, might at first sight

pass for a MS. of higher antiquity, were not the character-

istics of its period evident in the angularity of certain

letters.

In the latter part of the 10th century the foreign set

minuscule hand began to make its way into England,

consequent on increased intercourse with the Continent

and political changes which followed. In the charters we
find the foreign and native hands on the same page :—the

body of the document, in Latin, in Caroline minuscules

;

the boundaries of the land conveyed, in the English Land.

The same practice was followed in books. The charter (in

book form) of ICing Eadgar to New Minster, Winchester,

9G6 A.D. (Pal. Soc, pis. 46, 47), the Benedictional of

Bishop /Ethelwold of AVinchester (pis. 142, 144) before

984 A.D., and the MS. of the Office of the Cross, 1012-20

A.D. (pi. 60), also written in Winchester, are all examples

of the use of the foreign minuscule for Latin. The change

also which the national hand underwent at this period

moy certainly be attributed to this foreign influence. The
pointed hand, strictly so-called, is replaced by a rounder

or rather square character, with lengthened strokes above

and below the line.

tnaxian Uevcermy rruszcu rceariD pteortSd^^

tvlld>(nTplcrcet)el>erL^ (SL\p:^enlnrrnna

English Minuscules, 11th century.

"nannn he w^s his msga. sceard freonda ge

lulled on folcst^de beslcegen fct s^cge. and his sunn
forlret. on WEelbtowe wundum Jorgrunden.

)

This style of writing becomes the ordinary English hand
down to the time of the Norman Conquest. That event

extinguished the national hand for official purposes—it

disappears from charters ; and the already established use

of the Caroline minuscule in Latin MSS. completed its

exclusion as the handwriting of the learned. It cannot,

however, be doubted that it still lingered in those parts of

the country where foreign influence did not at once pene-

trate, and that Englishmen still continued to write their

own langiiage in their o^ti style of writing. But that the

earlier distinctive national hand was soon overpowered by
foreign teaching is evident in English MSS. of the 12th

century, the writing of which is of the foreign type,

although the English letter thorn, )», survived and continued

in use down to the 15th century, when it was transformed

The CaroltTu; Hcform.—The revival of learning under
Charlemagne naturally led to a reform in handwriting.

An ordinance of the year 789 required the revision of

church books ; and a more correct orthography and style

of writing was the consequence. The abbey of St Martin

•i'f Tours was the principal centre from whence the rcforma-

1 ion of the book-hand spread. Here, from the year 796 to

{04, Alcuin of York presided as abbot ; and it was under

i.bi direction that the Caroline minuscule writing took the

limple and graceful form which was gradually adopted to

the exclusion of all other hands. In carrying out this

reformation we may wcli assume that Alcuin brought to

bear the results of the training which he had received \\\

his youth in the English school of writing, which had
attained to such proficiency, and that he was also benefici-

ally influenced by the fine examples of tbo Lombard school

which he had seen in Italy. In the new Caroline minus-
cule all the uncouthness of the later Merovingian hand
disappears, and the simpler forms of many of the letters

found in the old Roman minuscule hand are adopted.

The character of Caroline writmg through the 9th and
early part of the 10th century is one of general uniformity,

with a contrast of light and heavy strokes, the limbs of

tall letters being clubbed or thickened at the head by
pressure on the pen. As to characteristic letters—the a,

following the old type, is, in the 9th century, still fre-

quently open, in the form of u ; the bows of g are open,

the letter somewhat re-sembling the numeral 3 ; and there

is no tui-ning of the ends of letters, as m and n.

SU:Cipc > C mAj-icxm coniifrem -cuccm. .auod

eyy\m e;)Cecxncc/ce-nj.r—cie/pu./co e/rr- pdJ-iCc

JLircemfiLum e-cuocaiiAiomenCtu^inm

Caroline M'nuscules, 9th century,

(accipere tnariam coniugem tuam quod
enira ex ea nascetur de spm7u &anzto est. Parict

autem filium et uccabis noraen eius Izsuxn)

In the 10th centurythe clubbing of the tall letters becomes
less pronounced, and the writing generally assumes, so to

say, a thinner appearance. But a great change is notice-

able in the writing of the 11th century. By this time the

Caroline minuscule may be said to have put off its archaic

form and to develop into the more modern character of

small letter. It takes a more finished and accurate and
more upright form, the individual letters being drawn with

much exactnes.s, and generally on a rather larger scale than

before. This style continues to improve, and is reduced

to a still more exact form of calligraphy in the 12th

century, which for absolute beauty of writing is unsur-

passed. In England especially, the writing of this century

is particularly fine.

oiljfatAtuimihfWcvdtoTT (uvcv

alcivcutcwlu atv€c<^c&rtttluf^

English Minuscules, 1 2th century.

(—cnlos cnTrt aruiuulis suis adoleuit super

altaie uitulum cum pelle et camihus et

fimo crenans extra castra sicji* prccepirat doru'nus)

As, however, the demand for written works increased,

the fine round hand of the 12th century could not bo

maintained. Economy of material became necessary, and

a smaller hand with more frequent contractions was the

result. The larger and more distinct writing of the ilth

and 12th centuries is now replaced by a more cramped

though still distinct hand, in which the letters are more

linked together by connecting strokes, and are more later-

ally compressed. This style of wTiting is characteristic of

the 13th century. But, while the book-hand of this period

is a great advance upon that of a hundred years earlier,

there is no tendency to a cursive style. Every letter is

clearly formed, and generally on the old shapes. The

particular letters which show weakness are those made of

a succession of vertical strokes, as m, n, «. The new

method of connecting tliese strokes, by turning the ends

and running on, made the distinction of such Utters
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difficult, as, for example, in the word minimi. The
ambiguity thus arising was partly obviated by the use of

a amaU oblique stroke over the letter i, which, to mark
the double letter, had bei;u introduced as early as the 11th

century. The dot on the letter came into fashion in the

lith century.

i>dems.t^r&9m'(iuu»to!u5^uftm

'DncEi^&iaa>iit)(i»tu>6urtsbuqtuM}s

Minuscule Writing, 13th century.

(Eligite hodie quod pliicet cai seruixe potissimum
debeatis. Utrupi diis qcibus seruieruni pdlres uestn in

nesopotamja, an diis amoreoruitj ia quorum t^rra

lioMtatis. Ego Axitem it domus mea s^rujemuf doTnino. Respon*
ditquff populus et ait, Absit a nobis nt relinquamuj dc^inruKm)

In MSS. of the 14 th century minuscule writing becomes

slacker, and the consistency of formation of letters falters.

There is a tendency to write more cursively and without

raising the pen, as may be seen in the form of the letter

a, of which the characteristic shape at this time is 3. , with

both bows closed, in contrast with the earlier a. In this

centtiry, however, the hand still remains fairly stiff and
upright. In the 15th century it becomes very angular

and more and more cursive, but is at first kept within

bounds. In the course of the centurj", however, it grows

more slack and deformed, and the letters become continu-

ally more cursive and misshapen. An exception, however,

to this disintegration of minuscule niitiug in the later

centuries is to be observed in church books. In these the

old set hand of the 12th and ISth centuries was imitated

and continued to be the liturgical style of writing.

It is impossible to describe within limited space, and
without the aid of illustrations, all the varieties of hand-
writing which were developed ia the different countries of

western Europe, where the Caroline minuscule was finally

adopted to the exclusion of the earlier national hands. In
each country, however, it acquired, in a greater or less de-

gree, an individual national stamp which can generally be
recognized and which serves to distinguish iiSS. written

in d£S"erent localities. A broad line of distinction may be
drawn between the Uniting pf northern and southern

Europe from the 12th to the 15th century. In the earlier

pa t of this period the MSS. of England, northern France,

and the Netherlands are closely connected. Indeed, La

the 12th and 13th cei:turies it is not always easy to decide

as to Tvhich of the three countries a particular MS. may
belong. As a rule, perhaps, English JISS. are WTitten

with more sense of gracefulness ; those of the Netherlands
in darker ink. From the latter part of the 13th centurj-,

however, national character begins to assert itself mere
distinctly. In southern Europe the influence of the Italian

school of writing is manifest in the MSS. of the south of

France ia the 13th and 14th centuries, and also, though
later, in th'Cise of Spain. That elegant roundness of letter

which the Italian scribes seem to have inherited from the

boM characters of the early papal chancery, ar.d more
rc-;ently from Lombardic models, was generally adopted in

the book-ha-'d of th^se districts. It is especially notice-

able 1-1 calligraphic specimens, as in church books,—the

writing of Spanish ifSS. in this style being disti.'.guishable

by the blackness of the ink. The mediceval minuscule

writing of Germany stands apart. It never attained to

the beauty of the ha:. is of cithei the north or the south
which have been just noticed ; and from its niggedness

and slow development German MSS. have the appearance
Ci being cider than they really are. The writing has also

very commonly a certain slope in the letters whii.u com-

pares unfavourably with the upright and elegant hands of

other countries. In western Europe generally the minus-

cule hand thus nationalized ran its course down to the

time of the invention of printing, when the so-callted black

letter, or set hand of the 15th century in Germany and
other countries, furnished models for the types. But in

Italy, with the revival of learning, a more refined taste set

in in the production of MSS., and scribes went back to an
earlier time in search of a better standard of writing.

Hence, in the first quarter of the 15th century, MSS
written on the lines of the Italian hand of the early 12th

century begin to appear, and become continually more
numerous. This revived hand was brought to perfection

soon after the middle of the century, just at the right

moment to be adopted by the early Italian printers, and
to be perpetuated by them in their tyjies.

It must also not be forgotten that by the side of the

book-hand of the later Middle Ages there wa^ the cursive

hand of everj- day use. This is represented in abundance
in the large mass of charters and legal or do.nestic docu-

ments which remains. Some notice has already been

taken of the development of the national cursive hands in

the earliest times. From the 12th century downwards
these hands settled into well-defined and distinct styles

peculiar to different countries, and passed through syste-

matic changes which can be recognized as characteristic of

particular periods. But, while the cursive hand thus

followed out its own course, it was still subject to the same
laws of change which governed the book-hand ; and the

letters of the two styles did not differ at any period in

their organic formation. Confining our attention to the

charter hand, or court hand, practised in England, a fe-'^

specimens may be taken to show the princijial changes

which it developed. In the 1 2th century the ofiicial hand
which had been introduced after the Korman Conquest \>-

characterized by exaggeration in the strokes above ana
below the line, a legacy of the old Roman cursive, as

already noted. There is also a tendency to form the

tops of tall vertical strokes, as in 6, ^, /, with a notch or

cleft. The letters are well made and vigorous, though

often rugged.

Cbarter of Stephen, 1135-39 A.D.

{ei nilnistns et omnibus Edelibiis suis Francis ct

Reginu uxoris ir.ee et Eustacbii filii

mei dedi ti conce&si ecclcsie Eeate ^.farie)

As the century advances, the long limbs are brought into

better proixirtion ; and early in the 13th century a very

delicate fine-stroked hand comes into use, the cleaving of

the tops being now a regular system, and the branches

formed by the cleft falling in a curve on either side. This

style remains the writing of the reigns of John and Henrj
HL

e^rS '^=>'«e -f"^ •rnfisjftw^T^ g^ fe'^Xtev? <jS-

Charter of Henry m., 1259 i.)).

tuniurruis presentes litteras inspecluris salK/^m. Noo^tis quo*-
— ford ei EssexiV et CoostabuhriajH Anglif et Wi'J^/wum de Fortlbw
—ad iorsjiduDl in animajn uu^friuu m prcjcnci.n nix'/ra de pace^

xvm. — 21
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Towards the latter part of the 13th century the letters

grow rounder ; there is generally more contrast of light

aud heavy btrokes; and the cleft tops begin, as i* were, to

ehed the branch on the left.

tf>«c nmi to™ m«bja cptc roocac friS^lcf^^

SS^Sib a Cipmiflna*^ auauanSb xo\via\^^e^ aiiam fpai^<Iii

Charter o^Edward I., 1303 a.d.

(More cum -perimentus in mora que vocatur Infcelesniorc contuieutem

—se iu lon^itudine per medium more iiiius ab uno capite

—

Abbas ei Conuentus aliquando tenuerujit et quam prefatus Co—

)

In the 14th century the changes thus introduced make

further progress, and the round letters and single-branched

vertical strokes become normal through the first half of

the century. Then, however, the regular formation begins

to give way and angularity sets in. Thus in the reign of

Richard 11. we have a hand presenting a mixture of round

and angular elements—the letters retain their breadth but

lose theii' curves. Hence, by further decadence, results

the angular hand of the 15 th century, at first compact,

but afterwards straggling and ill-formed.

(^Kcci/li«v<r *M^S 9^9P^ ^^^ ^'^^ t^^xs

4l^v^ ^^^3^ <J^S*1'^* '*^^ ^^^ cooioSh^

English Charter, 1457 a.d.

(and fully to be endid, payinge yerely the seid

—

successours in hand halle yere afore that is

—

next suyingo xxiij. s.iiij. d. by evene porciou7is.)

Palimpsests.—A class of MSS. must be briefly noticed which, on
account of the valuable texts which many of them have jielded,

have a particular interest. These are the palimj^sests. The custom
of i-emo'-ing writing from the surface of the material on which it

was inscribed, and thus preparing that surface for the reception of

another text, has been practised from early times. The term palim-

psest is used by CatuUus, apparently with reference to papyi'us ; by
CicerD, in a passar;e wherein he is evidently speaking of waxen
tablets : and hy Plutarch, when he narrates that Plato compared
Dionysius to a $i$\ioy TraXip-ntrrov, in that his tyrant nature, being

Bixtc'ktAiitoj, showed itself like the imperfectly erased \vTiting of

a palimpsest JIS. In this passage, reference is clearly made to the

washing off of writing from papyrus. The word ttoA^jui^ijo-toj can

only in its first use have been applied to MSS, which were actually

scraped or rubbed, and which were, therefore, composed of a material

of sufficient strength to bear the process. In the first instance,

then, it might be applied to waxen tablets ; sef^ondly, to vellum

. jooka. There are still to be seen, amonrr the Purviv'T-^^ r-xen
-^•.''S, SOUL '..'l-ich conUin traces of an earner wrlling under a

Iresii IvVer of wax. Pap\T"£ --^-'-^ not be scraped or rubbed ; the

\^'.tr.^'' ::^:^ >.wol.eu irom it with the sponge. This, however,

could not be so thoroughly done as to leave a perfectly clean sur-

face, and the material was accordingly only used a second time for

documents of an ephemeral or comr- '^n nature. To applv, therefore,

the title cf ;...ULipoC5t to a MS. of this suostance waj noc^striotiy

co/iect ; rhe fact that it was so applied proves that the term was in

;.^.uuioa use.

:_: ..ao early period of palimpsests, vellnra MSS. were c'

•T;*aneJ. The ink of the earlier r^rtur*-^ v.-a: easily removed wi*H

the sponge, and - 1 u\z iuoment when this was doii© it may be sup-

posed that the pages presev*,^ a ciean surface. In course of time,

however, by atmospheric action or other chemical causes, the-ori-

ginal writing would to some extent reappear ; and it is thus that so

many of the capital and uncial palimpses"^- hn^ce been successfully

deciphered. In the later Midtlle Ages the knifo \--r. used; tho

surface of tho vellum was scraped away and the writing ' -''th it.

The reading of tho later example? is thcxcforo very difficult or'ft- '

'

cethcr impos«*blo."- ij0->idco a---al i-^ure, various recipes for effac-

ing tho VTiting have been found,—such as, to soften the surlaco

with milk and meal, and then to rub with pumice. In the case of

sucli a jirocess beinf; used, total obliteration must almost inevitably

have been tho result. To intensify the traces of tho or:;;inal writ-

in;*. when such exist, various chemical reagents b;.vcbveu tried with

more or less success. Tlic old method of smearing the vellum with

tincture of gall restored the writing, but did irreparable damage by
blackening the surface, aud, as the stain grew darker m course of

tinie, by rendering thotext altogether ille;;ibje. Of modera reagents

the most harmless appears to be hydrosulphurate of ammonia ; but
this also must be used with caution, and should be washed off wheu
it has done its work.

The primary cause of the destruction of MSS. by wilful obliter-

ation was, it need hardly bo said, the dearth of material. At certain

periods, from political or social changes, the market was interfered

with, and production or importation failed. In the case of Greek
MSS., so great was the consumption of old books, for t3«e sake of

the mateiial, that a synodal decree of the year 691 forbade the

destruction of SISS. of the Scriptures or the church fathei-s—imp^Fi

feet or injured volumes excepted. The -decline of the vellum tiade

also on the introduction of paper, as already noticed above, -caused

a scarcity whicli was only to be made good by recourse to material

already once used. Vast destruction of the broad quartos of the

early centuries of our era took place in the period which followed

the fall of the Roman empire. The most valuable Latin palim-
psests are accordingly found in the volumes which were remade from
the 7th to the 9th centuries, a period during which the largo

volumes referred to must have been still fairly numeroirs. Late
Latin palimpsests rarely yield anything of value : often the lirst

writing precedes the later one by only a century or two; and some-
times both hands are of the same age. In the earlier examples,

many of the original texts were sacrificed to make room for

patristic literature or grammatical works. In many instances MSS.
of the classical writers have been thus destroyed ; and the sacred

text itself has not always been spared. On the other hand, there

are instances of classical texts being written over Biblical MSS.

;

but these are of late date. It has been remarked that no entire

work has been found in any instance in the original text of a
palimpsest, but that portions of many works have been taken to

make up a single volume. These facts, however, go rather to prove,

not so much that only imperfect works were put under con-

tribution, as that scribes were indiscriminate in selection of

material.

An eniuneration of the different pahmpsests of value is not here

possible (see Wattenbach, Schnftwescii, pp. 252-257) ; but a few
may be mentioned of which facsimiles are accessible. The MS,
known as the Codex Ephraemi, containing portions of the Old and
New Testaments in Greek, attributed to the 5th century, is covered

with works of Ephraem Syru5 in a hand of the 12th century (ed.

Tischendorf, 1843, 1845). Among the Syriac MSS. obtained from

the Nitrian desert in Egj-pt, and now dejiositcd in the British

Museum, some important Greek texts have been recovered. A
volume containing a work of Severus of Antioch of the 'beginning

of the 9th century is written on palimpsest leaves taken from MSS.
of the Iliad of Homer and the Gospel of St Luke, both of tho 6th

century (Cat. Auc. MSS., i., pis. 9, 10), and the Elements of Euclid

of the 7th or 8th century. To the same collection belongs the

double palimpsest, in which a text of St John Chrysostom, in

Syriac, of the 9th or 10th century, coyei-s a Latin grammatical
treatise in a cui-sive hand of the 6th century, wliich in its turn lias

displaced the Latin annals of the historian Granius Liciuianus, of

the 5th century (Cat. Anc. MSS., ii., pis. 1, 2). Among Latin

palimpsests also may be noticed those which have been re'^roduccd

in the Excmpla ci Zangemeister and "Wattenbach. These are—the

Ambrosian Plautus, in rustic capitals, of tlie 4th or 5th century,

re-written with portions of tho Bible in the 9th century (pi. 6) ;

the Cicero De Hcpuhlica of the Vatican, in uncials, of the 4th cen-

tury, covered by St Augustine on the Psalms, of the 7th century

(pi. 17; Fal. Soc, pk 160); the Codex Theodosianus of Turin, of

the 5th or Gt:- "*ntury (pi. 25); the Fasti Consnlares of Verona,

of 486 A.D. (pi. 29) ; inv. *he Arian fragment of the Vatican, of tlie

5th century (pi. 31). Liost cf these originally belonged to tho

mnri3«»"?ry of Bobbl,-, c fact which gi .c^ some ndication of the great

li^iary wealth of that house. The new photo^ ..phic processes arc

narticulp^-^y well a'I:'-jt)ic^ lor the reproduction of pall'^nsests, fo**

the reason >.-*;, however ioXwi tho subject, it is nearly r-I'vays

^ntenc'^f'd in the negative. By using skill and judgment, will- -.

fnvouxiug iigat, photography may l.-^ oiteu made a useful agent in

the decipherment of obscure palimpsest texts.

Mcchaniml Arrangevient of Writing in MS'^.—In the papyms
rolls the tex^ xmis ivri!lt:ii iv. columr.s, geicrally narrow, v^c^e

length was limited by the width of the material, allowing a margin

at top and bottom. In books, if the text did not extend across tho

page, it was usually written in two columns. A few instances,

however, are kno%\'n of MSS. which have more than t^vo columns

of writing in a page. Among them, the Codex Sinaiticus of tho

Bible has four columns, and the Codex Vaticanus three columns.

In tbftFulda fragment of an ancient Latin Bible {Excmpla, 21) the

an-.^n'tement is one of three columns ; and a late instance of tho

same i.umber occurs in a Latin Bible of the end of the 9th century

in tho British Museum {Cat. Anc. MSS., ii., pi 45). Besides the

practice of continuous writing without distinctiou of words, which
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will bo referred to more fully below, the letters towards the end of

i line were, in the earliest JISS., reduced in size and cramped

together, and very freouently in Latin JISS. two or more letters

were linked or combined in a monogrammatic form, as LR W (ur,

unt). By these devices space was saved and words were less divided

between two lines. Combinations survived partially in minuscule

MSS. The opening lines of the main divisions of the text, as for

example the different books of the Bible, were froqueatly written

in red, for distinction. At first there was no enlargement whatever

of letters in any part of the test, but still at an early period the

first letter of each page was made larger than the rest. Rubrics

and titles and colophons were at first written in the same character

as the text; aftenrcrdii, when the admixture of dilTerent kinds of

writing was alloTO'', capitals and uncials were used at discretion.

In pa{)yri it appears to cave been the practice to write the name of

the work at the end only. Running titles or head-lines are found

in some of the earliest Latin JISS. in the same characters as the

text, but of a small size. Quotations were usually indicated by
ticks or arrow-head^ in the margin, ser^-ing tho purpose of the

uodem inverted commas. Sometimes the quotajl words were

arranged as a sub-paragraph or indented passagB. 'n commentaries

of later date, the quotations from the work comtDcatcd upon were
^

often written in a different style from the text of the commentary i

itself.
I

In JIS3., both Greek and Latin, of the earlier centuries the
j

writing rues on continuously without breaking up into distinct

words. To this system there are, however, a few partial exceptions,

in some of the very earliest csampks. For instance, tlio Li/ii(ou

Tex'^, written on papyrus in the 2d century E.C., has a certain

amount of, senaration of words, nnd in the fragments of the poem
on the lattle of Actium which were recovered at Herculaneum
the words are marked off with points, monosyllabic or short pre-

positions and conjunctions, however, being joined to the words
which iiamediately follow them—a system which we find in practice

at a later time. In the early vellum JISS. there is no such scj)ara-

cion :-and unless there is a panso in the souse, at which a small

space may be left, the line of letters has no break whatever. In

Greek JISS., indeed, a system of distinct separation of words was
never thoroughly worked out, even as late as the 15th century.

The continuous writing of the uncial JISS. was carried on in the

minuscules ; and, although, in the latter, a certain degree of separa-

tion is noticeable as early as the 10th century, yet a large propor-

tion of words remain linked together cr wrongly divided
In the case of Latin uncial 11 SS., when the latter part of the 7th

century is reached, there is more evidence of separation, although
no regular system is followed. Concurrently the sarae process ia

observed in minuscule JISS., in which a partial separation goes oii

in aa uncertain and hesitating manner down to the lime of the
Caroline reform. In early Irish and English MSS., however, it

may be observed that separation is moro consistently followed, la
MSS. of the 9th and 10th centuries the long words are separated,

but short prepositions and conjunctions are joined to the next
following word. It was not until the 11th century that these
smaller words were finally detached and stood apirt

Punctuation.—From the use of continuous writing naturally

arose in the first place the necessity for the breaking up of the text

into paragraphs and sentences, and afterwards the introduction oi

marks of punctuation. In the Greek works on papyrus before the
Christian era certain marks of division are found. In the Harris
Homer {Cat. Anc. MSS., i,, pi., 1) a wrdge-shaped sign > is in-

serted between the beginnings of the lines to mark a new passage.

In the prose works of Hyperides a pause in the sense (unless it

occurs at the end of a line) is indicated by a short blank space
being left in the line and by a horizontal stroke being drawn under
the first letter of the line in which the pause occurs. In a few
instances, in the space left to mark the pause a full point cr slight

oblique stroke is added high in the line. As large letters were un-
known, this system of dividing the paragraphs was calculated to

sacrifice the least amount of space, as the rest of the line, aft-^r the
pause, was utilized for the, beginning of the next paragraph. In
the early vellum LI.^ j. the same plan is followed, v.'ith tne more
general use of the A'U point, which is placed on a level with cither

the top or the middle of the letters ; and the martn:'al divid;.

:n^ii3 are of different patterns. "When lar~o let',^. j v^re introduced
to mark the parrtgraphs, had they been invari:;bly placed at the
be.^i^ning of their respective paragraphs, the latter must of necessity

have each begun a new line, unless the lines had been wide enough
:'.part to leave room for the insertion of the large letters. Tiiis

latter arrangement would, however, have entailed considerable loss

of space ; and the device was accordingly invented, in cases where
the paragraph began in the middle of a line, to place the large letter

as the first letter of the nest line, even though it might there occur
in the middle of a word, and, as it was placed in the margin, it did
not affect the normal space between the lines. It need hardly be
said that, if the paragraph commenced at the beginning of a line,

the large letter took its natural place as the iniiLah The use cf
these large or initial letters led to the abolition of the paragrajm

marks. As early as the 5th century there is evidence in the caae

of the Codex Alexandrinus that the marks were losing their mc-ming
in the eyes of the scribes ; for in that JIS, they are frequently placed

in anomalous -positions, particularly over the initial letters of the

different books, having been evidently considered as mere ornaments.

The position of the initial as the leading letter of the second line of

a paragraph beginning in the middle of a line was maintained in the

Greek minuscule JISS. into the l.'ith century. The practice of con-

tinuous writing also led to the arrangement of the text of the Bible

and some other works in short sentences, according to the sense,

which were called ctixi", as 'will be noticed presently ; but other

minor methods were followed to prevent the ambiguity which would
occasionally arise. In even the earliest Greek uncial MSS. -an

apostrophe was often inserted above the line between two words, £S a

dividing mark, as, for instanccin theCodex Alexandrinus, OTN'OTK;
and it was specially used after words ending in k, Xt {» Pi *^*i after

proper names whiA have not a Greek termination. It wjs even
placed, apparently from false analogy, between two consonants in

the middle of a word, aa HNEr'KEN. Some of these uses of the
apostrophe survived in minuscule liSS, A mark also, resembling

an accent or short horizontal stroke, was employed to indicate

words consisting of a single letter, as H, which as a word has so

many different meanings.

In the earliest surviving Latin volumes there was no punctuation

by the first hand, but in the later uncial JISS. the full point, in

various positions, was introduced—being placed on a level with
cither the bottom, middle, or top of the letters, the two latter

positions being the most common. In minusctde MSS. the full

point, on the line or high, was first used ; then the comma and
semicolon, and the inverted semicolon (!), whose power was rather

stronger than that of the comma. In Irish and early English IISS.

the common mark of punctuation was the full point. As a final

stop one or more points with a comma . ., were frequently used,

Stic?iomc',ry.—YiTiile dealing with the subject of punctuation, the

sj'^tem of Etichometry, or division of the texts into trrixoi, rersiis,

or lines of a certain length may ho referred to.' It was the custom

of the Greeks and Roruars to estimate the length of their literary

works by lines. lu poetical works the number of verses was com-
puted ; in prose wo^'ks a £it?.ndard line had to be taken, fomo two
scribes would naturally write lines 6f the sarae length. This

standard was a medium Homeric line, and it appears to have con-

sistetl, on f,n a^-evage, of 34 to 38 letters, or 15 to 16 syllables.

The lines of any work, so measured, were called ari-voi or eTnj. The
practice of thus conipnting-the length of a work can be traced back

to the 4th century B.C. in the boa-t of Thecpompus that he had
written more ei-jj than any othtr writer. The number of such

arixoi or eiTTj contained in i papyi-us roll was recorded at the end
with the title of the woik ; and at »be end of a la-T-ga work; extend-

ing to several rolls the grand total was given. The ose of such a

etichometrical arrangement v.'as in the first place for literary refer-

ence. The numeration of the a-rlxoi was no doubt at an early period

regularly noted in the margin, just as lines of poetical vjor^ss or

verses in the Bible are numbered in our printed books. In a Greek

Biblical MS. at Milan they are numbered at the end of every

hundrca, ....1 th? T-ir^ss :'.: .i.e Eankes Homer are counted in the

same way. But the system was also of practic-''l us; .'.. calculating

','..; ]"'.r c" the sciibes and in arraiigi.jK '"O market value of a JIS.

When "once a standard copy of a work had been written in the

normal lines, the scribes of ail subsequent copies h":' '-'" to reco

the number of o-tixoi ^vithout keeping to -h : ' "ctotype. »v lien Wo
find therefore at the end of the dincrent boo^ of a Bible that they
severally contain so many arixot or verges, it is tliis sticho!n3tric^'

arrangement which is referred to. Callimachus, wjien he drew np
his catalogue of the Alexandrian libraries in the 3d centary B.o.,

registered the total of the trrixot in each work. Althonah he is

generally lauded for thus carefaliy recoiding the numbers ana setting

nn er:ample to all who should follo\7 him, it has be-on suggested that

this very act was the cause of their general disappearance frcm MSS.
For, when his rhoKts were published, scribes evidently thought it

was needless to repeat what conld be found there ; and thus it is

that so few JISS. have descended to ns which are marked in this

W: .
,-.

'liiere was ain in use in Biblical JISS. another arrangement.

This was the divi,iC.i cf the text into short sentences or lines,

according to the sense, chieily Vh a vicv? to _ better understand-

ing of the meaai-!g and a bfc„v„ , >Ciy tn public readin.^. The

Psalms, Proverbs, and other poetical books were anciently thus

written, and hence received the title of $i^\ot avtx'hp^^^r *--'

ffTix^Ipaf ; and it was on the same plan that St Jerome WTOte, fii'st

the books cf tho prophets, and subseqnently all the Bible of his

version, fcr cola, ct con^niata "quod in Demosthene et Tullio solet

fieri." In the Greek Testament also EutbaUns, in the 6th century,

introduced tho method of writing (ttixiSu^, as he termed it, into

the Fanline and Catholic Epistles, end the -\cts. The surviving:

MSS. wMch contain the text written in short sentences show by-

1 See Ihc article bj- C. Craux In Kerta * PhUclogir, 1S78. vol. il. p. 97.
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the diversity of tho latter that the rhythmical sentences or lines

of sense were diCerentiy calculated by difiereut writei's ; but the
original ari-angemcnt of St Jerome 13 thought to be represented in

the Codex Aniiatiuus at Florence, and thatot Euthalinsin the Codex
Claromontauus at Paris. With regard to St Jerome'a reference

to the division per cola et coimnata of tlio rhetorical works of

Demosthenes and Cicero, it should bo noticed that there are stiU

in existence ilSS. of works of the latter in which the text is thus
written, one of them being a volume of the Tusculans and the

De Sencctute in the Biblioth^que Nationale at Paris. The same
arrangement of the text of the orations of Demosthenes is also nen-
tioned by the rhetoricians of the 5th and subsetiuent centuries It

is a cui'ious circumstance also that the text of the only two sur\av-

icg documents of the Roman chancery addressed to Egyptian
otHcials in the 5th century (see above) is written in lines of various-

lengths, .apparently for rhetorical convenience.

Correclioiis.—For obliteration or removing pen strokes fi'om the

surface of the material the sponge was used in ancient times.

While the writing was still fresh, the scribe could easily wash otT

the ink by this means ; and for a fragile material, such as papyrus,

he could well use no other. On vellum he might use sponge or

knife. But after a MS. had left his hands it would undergo revision

at the hands of a corrector, who had to deal with the text in a

diifer'eKt manner. Ha could no longer conveniently apply the

sponge. On hard material he might still use the knife to erase

letters or words or sentences. But he could also use his pen for

such purposes. Thus we find that a very eoi-Iy system of ,indicating

erasure was the placing of dots or minute strokes above the lettei-s

to be thus *'expunged." The same marks were also (and generally,

at later periods) placed under the letters ; in mre instances they

stood inside them. It need scarcely be said that lettei-s were also

struck out with strokes of the pen or altered into others, and that

loctera and words were interlined. A long sentence, however, which
could not be admitted between the lines, was entered in the margin,

and its place in the text indicated by corresponding reference marks,

such as hd. hs. ='hic dcest, hoc supra, kc.

Tackygraphy.—The systems of tachygraphy which were followed

by both Greeks and Romans had an effect upon the forms of contrac-

tion found in medieval MSS. The subject of Greek tachygraphy

has lately received a good deal of attention on account of recent dis-

coveries. How far back the practice of shorthand writing existed

among the Greeks there is nothing to show ; fur, although certain

words of Diogenes Laertius have been taken to iuply that Xenophon
wrote shorthand notes (uTroo-Tj/xfitmrfijueroT) of the lectures of

Socrates, yet a similar expression in another passrge, which will not

bear this meaning, renders it hardly possible that tachygi'aphy is

referred to. The fii-st undoubted mention oi a Greek shorthand

writer occurs in 195 a.d., in a letter of Flavins Philostratus. But
unfortunately there appear to be no very ancient specimens of Greek

tachygraphy in existence ; for it is denied that aertain notes and

inscriptions in the papyri dating from the 2d century B.C., which
have been put forward as such, are in shorthand at all. The
extant examples date only from the 10th century. First stands the

Paris iI3. of Hermogenes, with some tachygraphic writing of that

period, of which MonCfaucon {Pal. Or., p. 351) gives some account,

and accompanies his defxription irith a table of fonns which, as he

tells us, he deciphered with incr ;dible labour. Next, the Add.
MS. IS'isi in the British Museum contains some marginal notes in

shorthand, of 972 a.d. ("Wattenb., Script. Qrecc. Spccun., tab. 19).

But the largest amount of material is found in the Vatican MS.
1809, a volume in which as many as forty-seven pages are covered

with tachygraphic writingof the 11th century. Mai firet published

a spricimen of it in his Scripturum Vcterum Nova CoUedio, vol. vi.

(1S32) ; and in his Novm Pafrum Bihlioihccsc torn, sccundus (1844)

ho gavo a second, which, in the form of a marginal note, contained

a fragment of the book of Enoch. But hn did not quote the num-
ber of the MS., and it has only lately beeii found ngain. The
tachygrapliic portion of it is now being made tho subject of special

study by Dr Gitlbanor for the Vienna Academy. It contains frag-

rncnt'f of the works of St Maximus the Confessor, tho confession

of St C^^>rian of Antioch, and works. of the pseudo-Dionysius

Areopagita. Tho writing used in these examjdes is syllabic, and

appears to bo a younger lorm of taohygi.iphy as distinguished from

an older system, the existence of which may be inferred from the

occurrence of certain signs or eymbols of contraction used ja the

minujculc MSS. For, while many of the signs thus used correspond

-with the tachygraphic signs of th^. above examples, there are others

which differ and which have been deri/ed from an eavlltr souioe.

For a system of tachyLjraphiq contractions had been developing at

an earlier period j and its elements have been traced in both cursive

and uncial MSS. an far back aa tho* fith or 6th century. If tht,' we
may suppose that the new system of tachygraphy was an invention

of the 9th or 10th century, thw ^rill account for the occurrence

ir, MoS. tf that period of two foms of r.bbrcTiatiou for certain

s> llables—the one adopted from the old or ordiuary system, and the

other being the nco-stenographic symbol. As to the first origin of

dreek tachygraphy, it has been suppgsed that it grew from a system

of secret writing which was developed from forms of abbreviation

and which the early Christians adopttd for their own use.

Evidence of the use of tachygraphy among the Romans ia to bt
found iu the writings of authors under the empire. It appeai-s tc

have been taught in schools, and, among others, tlie emperor Titus
is said to have been skilful in this style of writing. Ennius has
been named as the inventor of a large collection of shorthand
symbols ; but more generally Cicero's freedman M. TuUius Tiro is

regarded as the author of these signs, which commonly bear tho title

of "Kotffl Tironianse." Tlie shorthand writers or nptaries were
well trained in the use of these notes, and in the early Christiam

times were largely employed in taking down the words of the

bishops of the cliurch which were preached in sermons or spoken in

councils, and in recording the acts and lives of martyrs. In the

Prankish empire the notes were used in signatures or subscriptions

of charters, and later, in the 9th and early 10th centuries, they

were adopted by the revisers and annotators of the texts of MSS.
Of this period also are several MSS. containing the Psalter in thest

characters, which it has been cigyetrted were written for practice at

a time when a fresh impulse had been given to the use of short-

hand in the service of literature. Tlie existence also of volumes
containing collections of the Tironian notes, and written at thii

time, points to a temporary revival. The notes aj>pear to have gona
out of general use, however, almost immediately after this, although

in isolated cases, such as in subscriptions to charters, they linger as

late as the beginning of tho 11th century. A few of the foi-ms of

the Tironian notes were adopted in mediaeval MSS. as symbols of

contraction for certain comuion woni^, as will be noticed presently.

Contractions.—The use of contractions or abbreviations in MSS.
would arise from two causes—first, the natural desire to write as

quickly and shortly as possible words of frequent occurrence which
could not be misread in a contracted form, and, secondly, tho

necessity of saving space. The contractions satisfying the first

requirement were necessarily limited in number and simple in char-

acter, and are such as are found with more or less frequency iu the

oldest MSS. But tho regular system of contracted forms, with the

vipw of getting as much writing as possible into a limited space,

was only elaborated in course of time, and was in use in tho later

centuries of the Middle Ages. Different kinds of literature also

were, according to their nature, more or less contracted. From
early tiines abbreviations were used more freely in secular books, and
particularly in works in which technical language was employed,

such as those on law or grammar or mathematics, than in Biblical

MSS. or liturgies. In the Greek fragment of a mnthematica!

treatise of the /th century, at Milan, there are numerous contrac-

tions ; and tho same is tound to be the case in a Latin MS. of

the 5th century, the Verona Gains. "With regard to the different

systems or styles of contraction, the oldest and simplest is that in

which a single letter, or at most two or three letters, represent a

whole word. Among Latin classical writers we know tuat these

contractions were common enough, and ancient inscriptions affoiv.

plentiful examples. In the waxen tablets also they are found ; ard

they survive in the later papyri of Ravenna, &c., and in law deeds.

Next is the system of dropping the final syllable or syllables o: 4

word, or of omitting a letter or syllable or more io the middle,

—

such omissions being easily supplied from the general sense of th*

context

—

e.g., o-xt)/**
— trxjJ/iaTos, habuef = AaJ«(;r«;/(, prm-»^(rcm

And lastly, there are the arbitrary signs and contractions formed

in a special manner or marked by certain figures wheieby tiif;

may bo regularly interpreted,

Ti-aces of a system of contraction are found in some of the early

Greek papyri. For example, in the papyrus of the oration ot

Hyperides for Lycophron, of at least the 1st century B.C., tlie im
of the syllable avy when occurring at tho end of a line, is omitted,

and its omission marked by a light horizontal stroke above tho line

of writing; and, as marks of reference to an accidentally omitted

line, abbreviated forms of 6.vai and kcitw are us-^d. In the Bankca

Homer also the sign "Q" for itoitjtIJs is placed in tho margin to mark

the narrative portion of the t^xt. In the ancient Greek Biblical

MSS. the contractions are usually confined to the sacred names and

titles, and a few words of common occurrence, as 0C — ^etfj, IC —

(TjffoGs, XC =-
XP*<^'^'^5, rTNA-= TTveO^o, CHP ™ trwr^p, KC — Kiiptost

CTpbC =-<rTavp6s, nHP-irar^p, MlTp« /t^TTjp, TC-y/iJs, ANOC-
AvSpuTTOs, OTNOC •= oifpav6 5, l\=-/caf, T~Tai, K^^fiov, fiot, &C.

Final N, especially at the end of a line, was dropped, and its place

occupied by tlio horizontal stroke, as TO". This limited system of

contraction was observed generally in the uncial Biblical and
liturgical MSS. In the mathematical fragment at Milan abbrevia-

tions by dropping final syllables, and contracted particles and pro-

positions, are numerous ; and in the palimpsest Homer of the 6th

century in the British Museum final syllablea are occasionally

omitted. Such omissions were, however, indigited by strokes or

curves, or by some leading letter of tho omitted portion being placed

above tlie lino of writing. Certain signs also were bowowed from
tachygraphy, at first sparingly, but ftfterwai'ds, in tho later and
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more elaborate system of contraction, in snfficient nmnliers to repre-

sent certain common words and tcnninations.

In the early Greek niinuscule MSS. contractions are not verj- fre-

qaont in the texts ; but in the marginal glosses, where it was an

object to sdve space, they are found in great numbers as early as the

10th century. The 313. of Nonnns, of 972 a.d., in the British

Moseum (AVattenb. and Von A'els., Exempla, 7) is an instance of a

text contracted to a degree that almost amounts to tachygraphy.

In secular JI5S. contractions dereloped most quickly. In the

12th, 13th, and 14th centuries texts were fully contracted ; and as

the writing became more cursive contraction-marks were more care-

lessly applied, until, in the 15th century, they degenerated into mere

floorishes.

In Lfttia Biblical uncial MSS. the same restrictions on abbrevia-

tions were exercised as in the Greek. The sacred names and

titles DS^rffiw, BMS, DXS^tfominiw, ^C^^sanctus, SPS^spiri-
tuSy and others appear in the oldest codices. Tho contracted ter-

minations Q"= ?ui, B"=iits, and the omission of final vi, or {more

rarely) final n, are common to all Latin MSS. of the earliest

period. There is a peculiarity about the contracted form of our

Saviour's name that it is always written by the Latin scribes in

letters imitating the Greek iTTC, XPC, ihc, xpc In secular works,

as already noticed, contractions were used in many forms at an early

period. In minuscule MSS. of the 8th, 9th, and 10th centuries

the sj-stem of dropping middle or final syllables -^zs commonly
applied. In this stage the simpler marks of contraction, such as a

horizontal stroke or an apostropne to marl; the omitted termination,

were generally used. Certain ordinary words also, as prepositions

and conjunctions, and a few prefixes and terminations, had parti-

color forms of contraction from an early date. Such are e= fj?,

t = w/, u = non, 'p'=prt, p^pcr^ p=pro, *== termination us. The
letter q with distinctive strokes applied in different positions re-

presented the often recurring relative and other short words, as

quod, quia. Conventional signs also derived from the Tironian

r.otes were employed, particularly in Irish and English MSS., as

K=aK/«K, —-^est, 9 = efK3, H='eni7n, J =ei. From the practice

of writing above the line a leading letter of an omitted syllable,

as int*= in/ra, t"= (ur, other conventional signs were also de-

veloped. Such growths are well illustrated in the change under-
gone by the semicolon, which was attached to the end of a word to

indicate the omission of the termination, as h; = bus, q;= yw<,

deb; — ^6e^, and which in coarse of time became converted into

a z, a form which survives in our ordinary abbreviation viz. (i.e.,

vi;= videiic€i). The different forms of contraction wh^h have
been noticed were common to all the nations of western Etirope.

The Spanish scribes, however, attached different valu£3 to certain

of them. For example, in Visigothic MSS., qni, which elsewhere
represented quoniam, may be read as quum ; and p^ which else-

where '=pro, is here =per.
By *\e 11th century the system of Latin contractions had been

reduced to exacc rules ; and from this time onwards it was univer-
sally practised. It reached its culminating point in the 13th cen-

tury, the period of increasing demand for MSS., when it became
more than ever necessary to economize space. After this date the
exact fonnitioD of the signs of contraction was less strictly observed,
and the system deteriorated together with the decline of hand-
wriring. In conclusion, it may be noticed that in MSS. written
in the vernacular tongues contractions are more rarely used than in
Latin texts. A system suited to the inflexions and terminations of
this language could not be readily adapted to other languages so
different in grammatical structure.

BreeUhings and Accents.—These were not systematically apT)lied
to tiie texts of Greek MSS. before the 7 th century. Such as are
found in isolated passages in the ancient papyri do not appear to
have been written by the first hand, and most of them are probably
of much later date. They have been freely added to the ancient
texts of Homer, as in the Harris and Bankes papyri, but palpably
long after the dates of the writing. Nor were they used in the
early uncial MSS. The ancient codices of the Bible are devoid of
them; and, although in the Ambrosian Homer of the 5th century
it is thought that some of the breathin;;;:3 may be by tho original
hand, the other marks cf breathing and the accents are of later

date. So likewise the few breathings and accents which are seen

in the palimpsest Homer of the 6th century in tho British
Museum have been, to all appearance, aduej aftenvarJs. In L;tin
texts, and particularly in early Irish and English MSS., an accent
is occasionally found over a monosyllabic word or one consistino- of
a single letter. But such accentuation, serving to distinguish such
small words in reading, rather corresponds to the similar marking
of short words in Greek MSS., as noticed above.

NumtrcUs.—An examination of the different forms of numerals
to be found in Greek and Latin MSS. is beyond the province ol
this article. It may, however, be pointed out that, while in Greek
MSS. one system was followed, in Latin MSS. both the Soman
•and Arabic numerals were in use. The Roman numerals appear

\ in all kinds of documents at all times. "When occiaring in the texi
of a MS. they were usually placed between full points, e.y., .cxiiii,
to prevent confusion with the letters of fiie wor&s. Arabic
numerals were established in common use by the end of the 14th
centur)', but their occurrence in MSS. has been traced back to the
middle of the 12th cen^a^y, from which date down to the time oi
their general adoption they were principally confined to mathe-
matical works.

Eiblicgrxtph]f.—Gis.JX. pAt-EOGRApBT.—T»i9 first book wbtch dealt with tie
sabjeci in a eystemadc maimer waa the Paixographia Gneea of the leartici
Benedictine, Dom Bernard de Montfaaeon, pahjiahed in 170a. So thoronghly weil
waa the work done that down to our own time no other Bcholar attempted to
improve upon It. and Montfaaeon remained the tmdUputed authority In this
branch of learning. At length, In 1879, Gardtlwusen published hla O'-iecAUtJa
Paisographie, bx which Is embodied fuller Infonnaticn thai war nnavailabla
In Montfaacon'a day. In this work the development of Greek writing In its
T&rions ityles is carefully end locldly worked out and UlostrEted with tables,
and a nseful list of dated Greek 31SS. is added. See also a review of Gardt-
hansen'a work by Charles GrEux In the Jout-nal dei Savtmtt 0881). A mos;
tiseful and handy IntrodacUon b Wattenbach's .ir.'etxtm:? zur Grieehitehen
Pa'.xfgraphi.: (2d ed.. ISTT), in wlildi will be found references to all the most
Important MSS. With regard to facstniles, those which are found In Uontfancon
and other bocks of the same time are prBCtiC4lly oaelesa for critical purpose^
The Invention of photography has entirtly driven Into the background all hand-
made facsimiles, and In the future ncne will be admissible which are not pro-
duced by the action of light Autotypes or phfito-Uthographs from MSS. are
given la the Facsimile* of the Palso^phical Society (1873-&3); In the Fxempia
Codicwn OrsEtoram liiteris minuictdia Kriptorum {1S:S) of Wattenbach and Vtm
Velsen; In the Ccialogu* of Anciml MSS. in the Briiiih Museum, part L (1S8I)-
In Watteabach's Seripiww Grexjs Speaknixui 0663); and, In fewer numberB. to
Sp€cimina PaUeoyraphica codd. Grsee. et Slav. biU. Mosquemit 0863-64) by
Bishop Sabaa. Facsimiles made by hand, but excellently finished, are in
Silvestre's PaUographie CniverstlU 0650) and to Notices ^ Extraitt det
Manuscritt, tom. xrUL, pt.^ 2 {18Ci}, where the papyri of Paris are faithfully
represented.
Litis Palxogeapht.—The bibliography of Latin paleography In Its different

branches Is very extensive, but there are comparatively few books which deal
with It as a whole. The most co-nplete work* is dee to the Benediciines. who
In 1750-55 prodaced the youteau Traiie de Diplomatiqiu, which e-xaminea the
remains of Lain writing in a most eihaustiee manner. The fault of the work
Ues Indeed In lu diffuseness and In the Bcperabundance of subdivisions which
tend to confuse the reader. The extensive 0S2, however, which the authors
made of the French libraries renders their work most valuable for reference. Aa
their title shovrs. they did no: confine themselves to the stady of MS. volumes
but dealt also with that other branch of palKO'zrsphy, the study of documents'
In which they had been preceded by Mabillon in tdi De He JHpUrmatica O"09i'
Wattenbach'a Anleiiung tur Lateiniichfn Pa.'jri^gi-apMe, 3d ed^ 1878, Is a-
thoroLighly practical Introduction, classifyjrg the differen: kinds of writing, and
giving full biographical references, and tracing the fcnns cf letters and the
history of contracticcs, ic. Works which give facsimiles In general are—
Silvestre. Palecgrapfiie fnitwief/*; the F£usimC'ei of the Faiiojraphicjil Society-
Amdt, SchriftCaf'Jn, 1S74. 1S73 ; the Catalcguj c/ Ancient MSS. in the British
Museum, part 11., 1S34; and among those which deal with particular branches of
Latin palseogmpby the followin? mav be enumerated—£'x<»npia Codiaim LcHm-
orumf«(«ruma»»«cu/Micn>roram 0676. 1S79) by Zangcmelster and Wattenbach;
on Roman cursive, and on Lombardlc, Slenn-tag'.an, ar.d VUigothic wrirlng, the
Ccrpas Inscriptionvm Lotinamm, ro!a. Hi., iv.; .M?j3mann, LifeSxu aurarixts^
1340; Marini. PapiH IHplomatiH, 1605; the Chsrta LaHnu tur Papyrus (1835-
<0) of ChampolHoa-Flgcac; Gloria, Pal€ografia, 1S70; S-ckel, Moni.menfa Grcphias^
-358-69; Letronnc, IHpIomata et Charts MirorTftgicj; Altatit, 1848 ;

" Facsimile
de Charter et Diplomes," In the Archize* de CEmpire, 16^5; Svbel and Sickel.
Kaiserurtunden, 1C30-S4; Bib'ioihe^ Cjrir.ev$is, 1S73, Ac; Me-Ino. Etcuelx
Paltographica, 17S0; and the Exempla Scriptttrs risijciiex 0883) cf Ewald and
Loewe. On Irish and English writing—Aslle, Origin end Progrets cf Wtiting,
1373: Facsimiles cf Ancient CkartG-t ii : \s British Museum, 1873-78 ; Facr.mile*
ofAnglo-Saxon MSS., 1878, ISSl, EoUs Series; Faaimilu cfKational MSS. of Eng-
land, Scotland, and Ireland, In separate aeries. The various works 00 lilomlna-
tion, snch ts those of Count Bastard, Westwood. Tymms and Wyatt, and otiiers
may also bj consulted. For the study of ite Tlroniu Kot«-^ see Carpentier,
Atphabeivm Tironianum, 1747 ; Kopp, Pulsographia CriHra, 1817; Jules
Tardif, " Mifmoirs 5ur les Notes Tircniennss," In the Me'T-oires deTAead^mie des
Inscriptions, s&r. 2, tom. 111.. 1852; and llie "Nota Bei-nsnses," Republished
!n tbe Panslcnographiton pc.-Ioaical. h useful handbook of conttactlons is
Chasauifs Didiomtaire des At3reoiationt.\%Ct. For narticularsas to materiais
employed and the mechanical arrangcmenta followed in the producUcn of MSS
sec Birt'a Aniike Bwl.ietsm (1882) and Wattenhach's Sdirificaat im MUitiaUer
(1875). ^ jL T.)

^ALEOLOGUS, a Byzantine family name which first

appears in history about the middle of the 11th century,

when George Palseologos is mentioned among the

prominent supporters of Nicephorua Botaniates, and
afterwards as having helped to raise Alexius I. Comnenus
to the throne in 1081 ; he is also noted for his brave

defence of Durazzo against the Normans in that year.

Michael Pabeologus. probably his eoa, was sent, by

Manuel IL Comnenua into Italy as ambassador to the
court of Frederick L in 1154; in the following year he
took part in the campaign against William of Sici"iy, and
died at Eari in 1155. A son or brother of Michael,
named George, received from the emperor Manuel the
title of Sehastos, and was entrusted with several important
missions ; it is uncertain whether he ou^ht to be
identified with the George Palnologus who^ took part
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in the conspiracy which dethroned If.iac Angelus in

favour of Alexius Angelus in 1195. Andronicus Pal.-eo-

Jogus Comnenus was Great Domestic under Theodore

Xascaris and John Yatatzes ; his eldest son by Irene

Palajologina, JIichael {q.i'.), became the eighth emperor

of that name in 12G0, and was in turn followed by his

sen Andronicus II. (12P2-132S). Michael, the son of

Andronicus, and associated with him in the empire, died

in 1320, but left a son, Andronicus III., who reigncd-

from 1323 to 1341 ; John VI. (1355-1391), }t[anuel II.

(1391-U25), and .John VII. (1425-U4S) then followed

in lineal succession; Constantino XIII., the last enii)eror

of Constantinople (1448-1453), was the younger brother

of John VII. Other brothers were Demetrius, prince of

Jlorea until I4C0, and Thomas, prince of Achaia, who
died at Kome in 1465. A daughter of Thomas, Zoe by
name, married Iran III. of Russ'ia. A younger branch of

the PaL-cologi held the principality of ilonferrat from

1305 to 1533, when it became extinct.

PALyEOXTOLOGY. See Geoloct, vol. x. pp. 319 jj.

Turther details will be found in DiSTBrBniTON and in

the articles on thp various zoological groups and forms

(see, e.ff.. Birds, IcHTiivoT.or-.Y. Ichthyosaurus, JIa"
MALIA, JLuiMoxn).

PAL.EOTHElUUil. See yixyiMXhix, vol. xv. p. 429.

PALyEPHATUS, the author of a treatise -ept a-iriartiiv,

"On Incredible (Narratives)," which has been preserved.

It consists of a scries of explanations of Greek legends,

without any attempt at arrangement or plan. It is

obviously a mere epitome of some more coniplete work.

The great number of ^[SS., containing numerous varia-

tions in text, and the frequent quotations made jrom the

treatise by late writers, show that it was a favourite work
in their time. It is probable that the original treatise,

from which it was abbreviated, was the AvVeis tHiv ixiBikH^

f.ipriij.€vwv of a late writer mentioned by Suidas as a

grammarian of Euypt or of Athens.

PALAFOX Y^MELZI, Jose de (17S0-1S47), duke of

Saragossa, was the )"Oungest son of an old Aragonese

family. Brought up at the Spanish court, he entered the

guards at an early age, and in ISOS he accompanied
Ferdinand to Bayonne, but made his escape after the

king's abdication. AMiile he was living in retirement at

his familj- seat near Saragossa, the inhabitants proclaimed

him governor of that city and captain-general of the

kingdom of Aragon (May 25, ISOS), an honour which he

owed to his rank, and, it is said, to his appearance, rather

than to talent or experience in military affairs. Despite

the want of money and of regular troops, he lost no time

in declaring war against the French, ,who had already

overrun the neighbouring provinces of Catalonia and
Xavarre, and soon afterwards the attack he had provoked

began ; Saragossa was bombarded on July 22, and on

August 4 tne French were masters of nearl}' the half of

the town. Summoned to surrender, Palafox sent the

famous reply of " War to the Knifo," and on the following

day his brother succeeded in forcing a ^^assage into the

city with 3000 troops. It Avas resolved, amid the en-

thusiasm of the inhabitants (whose real leaders belonged

U the lower orders), to contest posses-sion of the remaining

quarters of Saragossa inch by inch, and if necessary to

retire to the suburb across the Ebro, destroying the bridge.

The struggle, which was prolonged for nine days longer,

resulted in the withdrawal of the French (August 14)

after a siege which had lasted sixty-one days in all.

Operations, howcier, were resumed by Marshals Mortier

and Moncey in Xovember, and after more than 50,000

(it is said) of the inhabitants had. perished, partly through

the ravages" of an epidemic by which Palafox himself was

Attacked, a capitulation was signed on February 21.

After his recovery Palafox was sent into France and
closely confined at Vincenncs, but was liberated on the

restoration of Ferdinand. InJuuc 1 SI 4 ho was confirmed

in the olficc of captain-general of Aragon, but soon

Jaftcrwards withdrew from it, and, having indeed no real

aptitude for them, ceased to take part in public affairs.

He received the title of duke of Saragossa in 1824, and
died at Madrid on February 15,1847.
PALAMA& See Hlsyciiasts, vol. xi. p. 782.

PALANPUK, a native state in Guzciat, Bombay, India,

Ij'ing between 23° 57' and 24° 41' \. lat., and between
71° 51' and 72° 45' E. long., with an' area of 3510
square miles, and a population of 234,402. The country

is mountainous, with much forest towards the north, but

undulating and open in the south and cast. The principal

rivers are the Saraswati and BanAs. The chief, an Afgh.-ln

of the Loh.'ini tribe, enjoys an estimated gross revenue of

.£40,000, and pnys a tribute to the g.'ickw.-\r of Baroda.

P.-ilanpur town, the capital of the state, contained a popu-

lation in 1851 of 17,5^7.

PALATIXATE, The (German, Pfah) nirfludcd for some
time (from the imddle of the 17th to the latter part of the

ISth century) two distinct German districts, the Upper
or Bavarian Palatinate, and the Lower Palatinate or the

Palatinate on the Ithine. The Upper Palatinate, a duchy,

belonged to the Nordgau and Bavarian circle, and was
bounded by Baireuth, Bohemia, Neuburg, Bavaria, and the

territory of Xuremberg. In 1807 (with Cham and SuU-
bach) it had 283,800 inhabitants. The Lower Palatinate

belonged to the electoral Pihcnish circle, and was bounded
by Mainz, Katzenellenbogen, WUrtemberg, Baden, Alsace,

Lorraine, and Treves. It took in the Electoral Palatinate

(with a jiopulation, in 17SG, of 305,000), the principality

of Simmern, the duchy of Zweibriicken, half of the county

of Sponheim, and the jjrincipalities of, Veldenz and
Lautern.

The palsgraves of the Rhine orispnally had their seat in

Aix-la-Chapelle. In the 11th century the country called

the Palatinate belonged to them as an hereditary fief, in

virtue of which they ranked among the foremost jirinces

of the empire. In 1156, after the death of Palsgrave

Hermann III. without heirs, the Palatinate was granted by
the emperor Frederick I. to his step-brother Duke Conrad
of Swabia. Conrad was succeeded by his son-in-law, Duke
Henry of Brunswick, the eldest son of Henry the Lion.

In the contest for the crown between Otho IV. and
Frederick II., Henry took part with Otho IV., his

brother; and in 1215 Frederick II. pnnished him by-

putting him to the ban of the empire, and by granting

the Palatinate to Louis, duke of Bavaria. Louis was
never able to assert his claims with comijlete success; but

his son Otho II. married Agnes, the daughter and heiress

of Henry, and thus the Palatinate passed into the hands of

the Bavarian familj'. In 1256 the whole territory of the

family was divided between Louis II. and Henry, Otho's

sons,—Louis II. obtaining the Palatinate and Upper
Bavaria, and Henry Lower Bavaria. The jjossessions of

Louis II. were inherited in 1294 by hrs two .<ions, Rudolph
I. and Louis, the Palatinate and the electoral dignitj- going

to the former, while the latter (who ultimately became

emperor) received Ujjper Bavaria, to which Lower Bavaria

was afterwards added. The claims of Louis to the

imperial crown were contested by Frederick the Fair, duke
of Austria ; and, as Rudolph I. supported Frederick, his

brother deprived him of his lands, which were then held

in succession by Rudolph's three sons, Adolph, who died in

1327, Rudolph IL, who died in 1353, and Rupert L, who
died in 1390. Rudolph II. concluded a treaty with the

emperor Louis, whereby the electoral vote was to be

delivered alternately by Bavaria and by.the Palatinate.
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bnt the emperor Charles IV., in return for a part of the

Upper Palatinate, conferred on Rupert I. and his heirs the

exclusive right to the electoral dignity. Rupert I., in

13S6, founded the university of Heidelberg. He was

succeeded by his nephew, Adolph's son, Rupert II., whose

son and successor, Rujiert III., was elected emperor in

1400. After the death of Rupert III. in UIO, his here-

ditary territories were divided among his four sons, Louis

III., John, Stephen (who became palsgrave of Simmern
and Zweibriicken), and Otho. The families of John and
Otho soon died out, and the last representative of the line

of Louis III.—Otho Henry—died in 1559. The lands of

Otho Henry and the electoral dignity then passed to

Frederick III., of the Simmeru line ; and Frederick

III. marked an important epoch in the history of the

electorate by definitely associating himself and his house

with the Reformed or Calvinistic Church. His immediate

successors were Louis VI., Frederick IV., and Frederick

V. The latter, in 1619, rashly accepted the crown of

Bohemia ; and the result was that, after his expulsion

from his new kingdom, the Palatinate was given by the

emperor Ferdinand II. to Maximilian, duke of Bavaria.

In virtue of the treaty of Westphalia, Charles Louis,

Frederick V.'s son, who died in 1680, received back the

Lower Palatinate, and in his favour an eighth electorate

was created, with which was associated the office of lord

high treasurer (Erzschatzmeisteramt). The house of

Bavaria retained the Upper Palatinate, with the office of

arch-sewer (Erztruchsessarat), and with the rank which

had formerly been held in the electoral college by the

counts palatine ; but it was arranged that, if the male line

of Bavaria died out, the lands and rights which had
belonged to the rulers of the whole Palatinate should be

restored to their descendants. jCharles, Charles Louis's

son, who died in 1685, was the last representative of the

Simmern line. The electoral dignity and the lands con-

nected with it then passed to Charles's kinsman, Philip

William, of the Neuburg line, which sprang from Louis

the Black, the second son of Stephen, son of Rupert III.

Of Louis the Black's two grandsons, Louis and Rupert,

the latter was the ancestor of the Veldenz line, which died

out in 1694, while from the former sprang all other pala-

tine lines—the Neuburg line, the Neuzweibriicken line,

the Birkenfcld line, the Sulzbach line. Philip AVilliam, of

the Neuburg line, died in 1690, and was succeeded by his

son John William, who in 1G94 inherited Veldenz, and
during the war of the Spanish succession received the

Upper Palatinate and all the ancient rights of his

house. At the conclusion of the war, however, both

rights and lands were restoi-ed to the elector of Bavaria.

In 1716 John William was succeeded by his brother

Charles Philip ; and with- Charles Philip, who died in

1642, the Neuburg line came to an end, and the Lower
Palatinate was inherited by Charles Theodore, of the

Sulzbach line. In 1777 the male line of Bavaria be-

came extinct by the death of the elector JIaximilian

Joseph; and then, in accordance with the treaty of West-
phalia, the Upper Palatinate and the Lower Palatinate

were reunited, and the palsgrave resumed the office of

arch-sewer and the ancient place of his family in the

electoral college, while the office of lord iiigh treasurer was
transferred to the elector of Brunswick. The successor of

Charles Theodore, who died childless in 1799, was Maxi-
milian Joseph, duke of Zweibriicken. By the treaty of

Lun^villo in 1801 his territories were divided, the part
which lay on the left bank of the Rhine being taken by
France, while portions on the right bank were given to the
grand-duchy of Baden, to Hesse-Darmstadt, to the prince
of Leiningen-Dachsburg, and to Nassau. By the treaties

o: i'aris concluded iu 1814 and in 1815, the palatine lauds

on the left bank of the Rhine were restored to Germany,
the larger part of them being granted to Bavaria, and
the rest to Hesse-Darmstadt and Prussia. The Prussian

part of the Palatinate is in the Rhine pro\'ince ; the Hesse-

Darmstadt part is included in the province of Starkenburg

and Rhine Hesse ; the Bavarian part is known as Rhenish

Bavaria ; and the Baden part is in the Lower Rhine
district, which in 1865 was divided into the districts of

Mannheim, Heidelberg, and Mosbach.
See H.-iusscr, Gcschidttc dcr rhcinischen jyalz, 1845 ; Nebeuius,

Geschichlc dcr Pfalz, 1874.

PALAWAN. See Philippine Islands.

PALAZZOLO (often P.-Acreide to distinguish it from

several other- places of the same name), a city of Italy, in

the province of Syracuse, Sicily, 28 miles west of Syracuse,

with a ]Kii)ulation of 11,069 according to the fcn.sus of

1881. It is mainly of interest on account of the remains

it still preserves of the ancient city of Acraj, which was
founded by Syracuse in 66.'? B.C. These consist of a

temple, an aqueduct, a theatre with a fine view towards
Etna, a smaller theatre or odeum, a group of thirteen

cisterns, and, in the vicinity, various rows of rock-cut

tombs, from which a rich harvest of vases, ikc, was
obtained by Baron Judica, the great explorer of the site.

See Judica, Antichita di Acre.

PALEARIO, AoNio (c. 1500-1570), Italian humanist
and Reformer, was born about 1500 at Veroli in the

Roman Canipagna. Other forms of his name are Antonio
Delia Paglia, A. Degli Pagliaricci. In 1520 he went to

Rome, where, during the years immediately following, he
made lasting friendships among the scholars and men of

letters whom Leo X. had gathered to his brilliant court.

Driven from Rome by the troubles of 1527, he found a

home first at Perugia and afterwards, from 1530 onwards,
at Siena, where he married happily in 1534. In 1536 his

didactic poem in Latin hexameters, De Immortalitate

Animarum, was published at Lyons. It is divided into

three books, the first containing his proofs of the divine

existence, and the remaining two the theological and
philosophical arguments for immortality based on that

postulate. The whole concludes with a rhetorical descrip-

tion of the occurrences of the second advent. Meanwhile
his religious views had been imdergoing considerable

modification, and in 1542 an Italian tract written by him
and entitled Delia Piencixa, Sujjiciema, et Satisfazione

della Piissione di Christo, or Lihflhts de Morte Christ!, was
made by the Inquisition the basis of a charge of heresy,

from which, however, he successfully defended himself.

To the period of his stay in Siena belongs also his Actio

in Poniifices Jiomanos et eorum Asseclas, a vigorous indict-

ment, in twenty " testimonia," against what he now be-

lieved to be the fundamental error of the Roman Church
in subordinating Scripture to tradition, as well as against

various particular doctrines, such as that of purgatory; it

was not, however, printed until after his death (Leipsic,

1606). In 1546 he accepted a professorial chair at Lucca,
which he exchanged in 1555 for that of Greek and Latin
literature at Milan. Here about 1566 his enemies renewed
their activity, and in 1567 he was formally accused of

having taught the doctrine of justification by faith- alone,

denied that of purgatory, spoken slightingly of monastic
institutions, and so on. Removed to Rome to answer
these charges, he was detained in prison until sentence of

death was carried out in July 1570.
edition of his works (Ant. Patcarii Vcrulani Opera), incluJ-

in_4 four books of Epistolx and twelve Orationcs besides the Vc
Immvrlalitalc, was puUishcd at Lyons in 1552 ; this was followed
'by two, others, at Basel, dnvinj^ bis lifetime, aiul several after bis
deatli, tbo fullest boiiii; that of Amsterdam, 1696. A work entitled
llcnrjhio di C/istoC'The lieiicfit of Christ's Death"), fre.|uently

translated, has often been attributed to Palcario, but on insulii-

cient grounds.
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PALEMBANG. C'^e Sumatra.
PALENCIA, an iuland province of Spain, one of the

eight into which Old Castile is divided, is bounded on the

N'. by Santander, on the E. by Burgos, on the S. by
Valladolid, on the W. by Valladolid and Leon, and has an

area of 3127 square miles. In shape it is an irregular

parallelogram, measuring 83 miles from north to south with

a maximum breadth of 48 miles, sloping from the Canta-

brian chain to the Douro. The general direction of all its

larger streams is from north to south ; of these the principal

are the Pisuerga and the Carrion, which unite at Dueuas
and flow into the Douro in Valladolid. The tributaries of

the former within the province are the Burejo, the Gieza,

and the united streams of the Buedo and Abanades ; the

latter is joined on the right by the Cueza. The northern

part of the province, including the whole partido of

Cervera, is mountainous, with some wood and with good
pasture in the valleys ; the remainder, the " Tierra de

Campos," belongs to the great Castilian table-land, and is

in general level and almost wholly devoid of trees. In the

south occurs a considerable marsh or lake known as La
Laguna de la Nava, as yet only partially drained. The
mountainous district abounds in minerals, but only the

;oal is worked, the principal mines being those of San
Feliceo de Castilleria, Orbo, and Villaverde de la

Pena. The province is crossed in the south-east by the

trunk railway connecting Madrid with Irun, while the

line to Santander traverses it throughout from north to

south ; there is also railway connexion with Leon, The
highways following the same routes are maintained in

good order ; the state of the other roads is often bad.

The Canal de Castilla, begun by Ensenada in 1753,

and completed in 1832, connects Alar del Rey with

Valladolid. The province is essentially agricultural, wheat

md other cereals, legumes, hemp, and flax being every-

where extensively grown, except in the mountainous dis-

tricts. Other industries are of secondary importance, the

principal being flour-milling and the manufacture of linen

and woollen stuffs. The province is divided into seven

partidos—Astudillo, Baltonas, Carrion, Frechilla, Palencia,

Saldana, and Cervera ; the total population in 1877 was

180,785. The only ayuntaraiento with a population

exceeding 10,000 was tbat of Palencia.

PALEXCIA, capital of the above province, occupies a

level site on the left bank of the river Carrion, here

crossed by a good stone bridge and by another called Los

Puentecillos. Palencia is the junction of the lines from

Asturias and Galicia, and is 7 miles from Venta de BaHos

on the JIadrid and Irun Railway. The distances north-

aorth-east from Valladolid and south-east from Leon are

23 and 82 miles respectively. The height above sea-level

is 2362 feet. The town is prottected on the west by the

river ; on the other sides the old machicolated walls, 36

feet high by 9 in thickness, are in fairly good preservation,

ind beautified by alamedas or promenades which were laid

out in 1778. The city is divided into two parts, the

ciudad and the i>uebla, by a winding arcaded street, the

Calle JIayor, which traverses it from north to south.

The cathedral, which overlooks the Carrion, was begun in

1321 and finished in 1504 ; it is a large building in the

later and somewhat poor Gothic style of Spain. The site

was previously occupied by a church erected by Sancho el

Mayor over the cave of St Antholin, which is still shown.

The church of San Miguel is a good and fairly well-

preserved example of 1
.'' ,h-century work; that of San

Francisco, of the :,ame date, is inferior, and has suffered

more from modernization. The hospital of San Lazaro

is said to date in part from the time of the Cid, who

was married to Ximena here. The leading industries of

Palencia are the woollen and linen manufactories, in which

a third of the inliabitanta are engaged; flour-miUing comes
next in importance. The population of the aj-untamiento

was 14,505 in 1877.

Palencia, the Pallantia of Strabo and Ptolemy, was the chief town
of tlie A''accjEi. Its history during the Gothic and Moorish periods-

is obscure ; but it was a Castilian town of some importance in the

32th and 13th centurifts. The umversity founded here in 1208 by
Ajphonso IX. was removed in 1239 to Salamanca.

PALENQUE, Ruins of, in Chiapas, Mexico. See

Akchitecture, vol. ii. pp. 450-51 ; and H. H. Bancroft,

Native Races of the Pacific Coast of North America, vol. iv.

PALERMO (Greek, tlavopixo^; "LsXin, Panhormus, Panor-

mus), the capital of the Sicilian kingdom as long as it kept

its separate being, now capital of a province of the same
name in the kingdom of Italy, and the see of an arch-

bishop. The population numbered 205,712 in 1881. The
city stands in the north-west part of the island, on a

small bay looking eastwards, the coast forming the chord

of a semicircle of mountains which hem in the campajna
of Palermo, called the Golden Shell (Conca d'Oro). The
most striking point is the mountain of Heirkte, now called

Pellegrino (from the grotto of Santa Rosalia, a favourite

place of pilgrimage), which rises immediately above both

the sea and the city. Palermo has been commonly thought

to be an original Phcenician settlement of unknown date,

Plan of Palermo..

1. Church of S. Giuseppe.

2. Palaz:o del Municlpio.
I

3. Church of S. Salvatore.

*. Church of S. Giovanni de«U Eremlti.

but lately Prof. H(5lm, the historian of ancient Sicily,

has suggested that the settlement was originally Greek.'

There is no record of any Greek colonies in that part

of Sicily, and Panhormus certainly was Phoenician as far

back as history can carry us. According to Thucydides

(vi. 2), as the Greeks colonized the eastern part of the

island, the Phoenicians withdrew to the north-west, and

concentrated themselves at Panhormus, Motye, and

Soloeis (Solvntum, Solunto). Like the other Phoenician

' The coins bearing the u.ilnc of njnD are no longer assigned to

Palermo ; but it is probable that certain coins w ith the name 1"S (Ziz)

are of Panlionnu.-.
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rnlonies in the west, raiihorinus camo under the power

ot Carthage, and became the head of the Carthaginian

dominion in Sicily. As such it became the centre of that

strife between Europe and Africa, between Aryan and

Semitic man, in its later stages between Christendom and

Islam, which forms the great interest of Sicilian history.

As the Semitic head of Sicily, it stands opposed to Syracuse

the Greek head. Under the Carthaginian it was the head

of the Semitic part of Sicily; when, under the Saracen, all

Sicily came under Semitic rule, it was the chief seat of

that ride. It has been thrice won for Europe by Greek,

Roman, and Norman conquerors—in 276 B.C. by the

Epirot king Pyrrhus, in 2.3-t B.C. by the Roman consuls

Aulas Atilius and Gna;us Cornelius Scipio, and in 1071

A.D. by Robert Guiscard and his brother Roger, the first

count of Sicily. After the conquest by Pyrrhus, the city

was soon recovered by Carthage, but this first Greek

occupation was the beginning of a connexion with western

Greece and its islands which was revived under various

forms in later times. After the Roman conquest an

attempt to recover the city for Carthage was made in

250 B.C., which led only to the great victory of Metellus

just under the southern wall of the city. Later in the

First Punic War, Hamilcar Barca was encamped for three

years on Heirkte or Pellegrino, but the Roman possession

of the city was not disturbed. Panhormus remained a

Roman possession, and one of the privileged cities of Sicily,

till it was taken by the Vandal Genseric in 410 A.D. It

afterwards became a part of the East-Gotl-.c dominion, and
was recovered for the empire by Belisarius in 535. It again

remained a Roman possession for e.xactly three hundred
years, till it was taken by the Saracens in 835. As Syracuse

rcrr<>!.ined to the empire for a much longer time, Panhormus
now became the Mussulman capital. In 1063 the Pisan

fleet broke through the chain of the harbour and carried

o2 much spoil, which was spent on the building of the

great church of Pisa. After the Norman conquest the city

remained for a short time in the hands of the dukes of

.Apulia. But in 1093 half the city was ceded to Count
Roger, and in 1 122 the rest was ceded to the second Roger.

When he took the kingly title in 1130, it became and re-

mained the capital and crowning-place of the kingdom,
" Prima sedes, corona regis, et regni caput." During the

Norman reigns Palermo was the main centre of Sicilian

history, especially during the disturbances in the reign of

William the Bad (115-t-GG). The emperor Henry VI.

entered Palermo in 119-1, and it was the chief scene of his

cruelties. In 1198 his son Frederick, afterwards emperor,

was crowned there. His reign was the most brilliant time

in the history of the city. After his death Palermo was for

a moment a commonwealth. It passed under the dominion

of Charles of Anjou in 1266, but he was never crowned
there. In the ne.xt year, when the greater part Of Sicily

revolted on behalf of Conradin, Palermo was one ot the

few towns which' was held for Charles ; but the famous
Vespers of 1282 put an end to the Angevin dominion.

From that time Palermo shared in the many changes of

the Sicilian kingdom. In 1535 Charles V. landed there

nn his return from Tunis. Tlie last kings crowned at

Palermo were Victor Amadeus of Savoy in 1713, and
Charles III. of Bourbon in 1735. The loss of Naples by
the Bourbons in 1798, and again in 1806, made Palermo
once more the seat of a separate Sicilian kingdom. The
city rose against Bourbon rule in 1820 and in ISIS. In
1860 came the final deliverance at the hands of Garibaldi,

but with it came also the yet fuller loss of the position

of Palermo as the capital of a kingdom of Sicily.

The original city was built on a tongue of land between
two inlets of the sea. There is some question as to their

extent inland, and as to the extent of salt and fresh

water. Bat there is no doubt that the present main

street, the Cassaro, Via Marmorea, or Via Toledo (in

official language Via Vittorio Emmanuele), represents the

lino of the ancient town with water on each side of it.

Another peninsula with one .side to the open sea, meeting

as it were the main city at right angles, formed in Polybius's

time the Neapolis or new town, in Saracen times Khalesa,

a name which still survives in that of Calsa. It was on

this side that both the Romans and the Norman conquerors

entered the city. But the old relations of land and water

have long been changed. The two ancient liarbours have

been dried up ; the two peninsulas have met ; the long

street has been extended to the present coast-line ; a small

inlet called the Cala alone represents the old haven. The
city kept its ancient shape till after the time of the

Norman kings. It is still easy to mark the site of the

two inlets, which now form valleys on each side of the

long street. The old state of things fuliy explains the

name ndj/opynos.

There are not many early remains in Palermo. The

Phcenician and Greek antiquities in the museum do not

belong to the city itself. The earliest existing buildings

date from the time of tie Nor.man kings, whose palaces

and churches were built in the Saracenic and Byzantine

styles prevalent in the island (see Normans). Of Saracen

works actually belonging to the time of Saracen occupa-

tion there are no whole buildings remaining, but many
inscriptions and a good many columns, often inscribed with

passages from the Koran, which have been used up again in

later buildings, specially in the porch of the metropolitan

church. This last was built by Archbishop 'Walter, a

native of England, and consecrated in 1185, on the site

of an ancient basilica, which on the Saracen conquest

became a. mosque, and on the Norman conquest became a

church again, first of the Gj-eek and then of the Latin

rite. What remains of Walter's building is a rich e.xample

of the Christian-Saracen style. This church contains the

tombs of the emperor Frederick the Second and his

parents, as also the royal throne, higher than that of the

archbishop ; for -the king of Sicily, as hereditary legate of

the see of Rome, was the higher ecclesiastical officer of

the two. But the metl-opolitan church has been so greatlj

altered in modern times that by far the best example of

the style in Palermo, or indeed anywhere, is the chapel

of the king's palace at the west end of the city. This is

earlier than Walter's church, being the work of Kinj.

Roger in 1143. Besides the wonderful di.snlay of mosaics,

it is, simply as an architectural whole, beyond all praise

Of the palace itself the greater part has been rebuilt and

added in Spanish times, but there are some otlier parts

of Roger's work left, specially the hall called Sala

Normanna.
Alongside of the churches of this Christian-Saracen

type, there is another class which follow the Byzantine

type. Of these the most perfect is the very small church

of San Cataldo, embodied in public buildings. But the

best, though much altered, is the church commonly called

Jlartorana, the work of George of Antioch, King Roger's

admiral. This is rich with mosaics, among them the

portraits of the king and the founder. Both these and

the royal chapel have cupolas, and there is a still greater

display in that way in the church of San Giovanni degU

1 Eremiti, which it is hard to believe never was a mosque.

It is the only church in Palermo with a bell-tower, itself

crowned with a cupola.

Most of these buildings are witnesses in different ways to

the peculiar position of Palermo in the 12th century as the

" city of the threefold tongue," Greek, Arabic, and Latin.

Elements from all three sources may be seen, and inscrip-

tions abound in all three languages. King Roger's sun-

xvin. — 2 2
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dial in the palace is commemoraied in all three, and it is

to be noticed that the three inscriptions do not translate

one another. In private inscriptions a fourth tongue, the

Hebrew,. is also often found. For in Palermo, under the

Norman kings, Christians of both rites, Mussulmans, and
Jews were all allowed to flourish after their several fashion?

This distinguishes Palermo from some other Sicilian cities

which belonged wholly or mainly to one people—Greek,

Latin, or Saracen. In many of the early churches of

Palermo it is easy to see that they were first designed for

the Greek rite, which was gradually supplanted by the

Latin. The abiding connexion of Pal£;rmo with the races

of south-eastern Europe comes out in several other shapes.

In Saracen times there was a Slavonic quarter on the

Eouthorn side of the city, and there is still a colony of

United Greeks, or more strictly Albanians, who sought
shelter from the Turks, and who keep their national

religious usages.

The series of Christian-Saracen buildings is continued

in the country houses of the kings which surround the

city. La Favara and Mimnerno, the works of Roger, and
the better known Ziza and Cuba, the works severally of

William the Bad and William the Good. The Saracenic

architecture and Arabic inscriptions of these buildings

have often caused them to bo taken for works of the

ancient emirs ; but the inscriptions of themselves prove

their date. Different as is their style, their mere shape is

not very unlike that of a contemporary keep in England
or Normandy.

All these buildings are the genuine work of Sicilian art,

the art which had grown up in ^he island through the

presence of the, two most civilized races of the age, the

Greek and the Sai'acen. Later in the 12th century the

Cistercians broui,ht in a type of church which, without

any great change of mere style, has a very different effect,

a high choir taking in some sort the place of the cupola.

The greatest example of this is the neighbourii\g metro-

politan church of Jlonreale ; more closely connected with

Palermo is the church of San Spirito, outside the city on

the south side, the scene of fhe Vespers. Palermo is full

of churches and monasteries of later date, as in Saracen

times it was crowded with mosques. But only a few are

of any architectural importance, and they often simjily

range with the houses.

Domestic and civil buildings, from the 12th century to

the 15th, abound in Palermo, and they present several types

of genuine national art, quite unlike anything in It^ly.

The later houses employ a very flat arch, the use of which
goes on in some of the houses and smaller churches of the

Renaissance, some of which are very pleasing. But the

general aspect of the streets is later still, dating from mere
Spanish times. Still many of the houses are stately in

their way, with remarkable heavy balconies. The most
striking point in the city is- the centril sjjace at the cross-

ing of the main streets, called the Quattro Cantoni. Here
the eye catches the mountains at three ends and the sea

at the fourth. But none of the chief buildings come into

this view, and the intersecting streets suggest a likeness,

which is wholly deceptive, to the four limbs of a Roman
cheater. Two indeed of the four are formed by the ancient

Via Jlarmorea, but the Via Macqueda, which sujiplies the

other two, was cut through a mass of small streets in

Spanish times.

The city walls remain during the greater part of their

extent, but they are of no great interest. The gate< also

are modern. The best is Porta Nuova, near the king's

palace, built in 1584 to commemorate the return of Charles

V. fifty years earlier. The design is far better than could

have been looked for at that time. Outside the walls, in

thcimmcd'ato nciglibourhcoj ol llie cily, there arc, besides

the royal country houses and the church of San Spirito,

several buildings of tiie Norman reigns. Among these are

the oldest church in or near Palermo, the Lepers' church,

founded by the first conqueror or deliverer. Count Roger,

and the bridge over the forsaken stream of the Oreto,

built in King Roger's day by the admiral George. There
are also some later mediaeval houses and towers of some
importance. These all lie on to the south of the. city, to-

wards the hill called Monte Griffone (Griffon = Greek), and

the Giant's Cave, which has furnished rich stores for the

pah-eontologist. On the other side, towards Pellegrino, the

change in the ancient haven has caused a new one to grow
up; but there is little of artistic or historic interest on this

side.

Besides worl<s dealing with Sicily generally, the established

local work on Palermo is Dcscrizione di Palermo Antico, by Salvatore

Jlorso, Palermo, 1827. Modern research and criticism have been
applied in Die MittclaUcrlidie Knnst in Pahrmo, by Anton
Springer, Bonn, 1869; Histcn-ische Topographic von I'ajiorvuts, by
Julius Schubring, Ltibeck, 1870; Stiulii di Sfoi-ia Paki-mitaua^ by
Adolf Holm, Palermo, 1880. See also *' The Normans in Palermo,"
in the third scries of Historical Essays, by E. A, Freeman, London,
1879. The description of Palermo in the second volume of Gsel-

fels's gnidebook, Uvlcr-Italicn vnd Sicilicn, Leipsic, leaves nothing
to wish for. (E. A. F.)

PALES, an old Italian deity, worshipped in the festival

of the Palilia at Rome on tne 21st April. Like most of

the ancient Italian deitiog. Pales is little more than a name
to us ; the authorities are at variance whether the name
belonged to a goddess or to a god. In this festival Pales

was invoked to grant protection and increase to flocks and
herds ; the worshippers entreated forgiveness for any
unintentional profanation of holy places of which they

might have been guilty, and sprang through fires of straw

as a purificatory ritt;. The German ilaifeuer, which

remained in use till a very recent date, was a precisely

similar custom ; the intention was to propitiate the wrath

of the deity for any neglect of her service before the sum-

mer began, and so ensure her favour to the flocks. The
foundation of Rome, dies nalalis Jloma, was commemorated
on this same day,—a custom still kept up. The name
Palilia is often written, by dissimilation, Parilia.

PALESTINE. As Palestine, geographically considered, Pl.^te IV.

forms the southernmost third of Syria, its general geogra-

phical relations, as well as its geological structure, its

botany, itc, will be treated under that heading. In tho

matter of climate, on the other hand, it holds a more or

less independent position; and this is more strikingly the

case with its ethnographic characteristics, at least so far as

the pre-Christian period is concerned. Purely historical

questions have already been discussed in the article Israel.

By Palestine is to be understood in general the gauntry

seized and mainly occupied by the Hebrew people. That
' portion of territory is consequently excluded which they
' held only for a time, or according to an ideal demarcation

{rf. Numbers x.\.\iv., from the older source) by which the

land of the Israelites was made to extend from the "river

I of Egypt" to Hamath ; but, on the other hand, that other

ancient tradition is accepted which fixes the extreme
' borders at Dan (at the foot of Hermon) in the north and

at Boersheba in the south, thus excluding the Lebanon
district and a portion of the southern desert. In like

manner, though with certain limitations to be afterwards

mentioned, the country east of Jordan stretched from the

foot of Hermon to the neighbourhood of the Arnon.

Towards the west the natural boundary—a purely itlcal

one so far as occupation by the Israelites was concerned

—

was the Mediterranean, but towards the east it is difl^icult

to fix on any physical feature more defijiite than the

beginning of the true steppe region. . That the territory of

Israel extended as far as Salcah (east of Bosra at the foot

of tho HaUran Mountains) is the statement of an ideal rather
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than an histcricai irontier (Josh. xiii. 11). Palestine

tLus lies between 31° and 33° 20' N. lat.; its south-west

point is situated about 34° 20' E. long., some distance south

of Gaza ^Ghazza), its north-west point about 35° 15' E long.,

at the mouth of the Lit.-lny (K.dsimlye). As the country west

of the Jordan stretches east as far as 35° 35' it has a

breadth in the north of about 23 miles and in the south

of about SO miles. Its length may be put down as 150

miles ; and, according to the English engineers, whose
survey included Beersheba, it has an area of 6010 square

miles. For the country east of the Jordan no such precise

figures are available. The direct distance from Hermon
to Arnon is about 120 miles, aud the area at the most may
be estimated at 3S00 square miles. The whole territory

of Palestine is thus of very small e.\tent, equal, in fact, to

not more than a sixth of England. The classical writers

ridicule its insignificant size.

General Geography.—Palestine, as thusidefined, consists

of very dissimilar districts, and borders on regions of the

most diverse character. To the south lies a mountainous
desert, to tho east the elevated plateau of the Syrian

stepi>e, to the north Lebanon and Anti-Libanus, and to the

west the Mediterranean. In the general configuration.of

the country the most striking feature is that it does not

rise uninterruptedly from the sea-coast to the eastern

plateau, but is divided into two unequal portions by the

deep Jordan valley, which ends 'in an inland lake (see

JoBD.ix). Nor does the Jordan, like the Nile in Egj'pt,

simply flow through the heart of the country and form its

main artery ; it is the line of separation between regions

that may almost be considered as quite distinct, and that

too (as will afterwards appear) in their ethnographic and
political aspects. This is especially the case in the southern

sections of the country; for even at the Lake of Tiberias

the Jordan Talley begins to cut so deep that crossing it

from either direction involves a considerable ascent.

The country west of Jordan is thus a hilly and moun-
tainous region which, formiiig as it were a southward con-

tinuation of Lebanon, slopes unsymmetrically east and west,

and stretches south, partly as a plateau, beyond the limits

of Palestine. The mountain range consists of a great

number of individual ridges and summits, from which
valleys, often rapidly growing deeper, run east ,and west.

Towards the Mediterranean the slope is very gradual, especi-

ally in the more southern parts, where the plain along the

coast is also at its broadest. About three-fourths of the

cis-Jordan country lies to the west of the watershed.

Towards the Dead Sea, on the other hand, the mountains
end in steep cliffs ; and, as the Jordan valley deepens, the

country draining towards it sinks more abruptly, and
becomes more and more inhospitable. The plateaus back
from the coast-cliffs of the Dead Sea have been desert

from ancient times, and towards the east they form
gullies of appalling depth. On the other side of the

Jordan the mountains have quite a different character,

rising from the river gorge almost everywhere as a steep

wall (steepest towards the south) which forms the edge of

the great upland stretching east to the Euphrates.

Geology.—Tho mountains both east and west of the

Jordan consist in the main of Cretaceous limestone ; num-
mulitic limestone appears but rarely, as on Carmel, Ebal,

and Gerizim. Towards the Dead Sea the rock is traversed

by hornblende and flint. Formations of recent origin, such
as dunes of sea-sand and the alluvium of rivers and lakes,

cover the western margin of Palestine {i.e., the whole of

I'hilistia and the plain of Sharon) and the entire valley of

the Jordan. Plutonic or volcanic rocks occur occasionally

in the country east of Jordan ; less frequently in the

country to the Avest, as, for example, in the mountains
round the plain of Jezreel.

Physical Divisions,—The mountain system westof Jordan
must be broken up into a number of separate groups, which,

it may be remarked, are of political as well as physical

significance. A first- group, consisting of the country

north of the plain' of Jezreel, may be subdivided into a
large northern portion with summits reaching a height of

4000 feet, and a smaller southern portion not exceeding

2000 feet. The former, the Upper Galilee of antiquity, is

a mountainous region with a somewhat intricate system of

valleys, stretching from tho Kasimiye in the north to a

line drawn from Acre ('Akka) towards the Lake of Tiber-as.

Of the valleys (more than thirty in number) which trend

westwards to the Mediterranean, the WAdi Hubeishiye,

AVAdi 'Ezziye, and AYAdi el-Kurn deserve to be mentioned.

Not far west of the watershed is a plateau-like upland

draining northwards to the KAsimiye. The slope to the

Jordan is steep. Jebel Jerniak, a forest-clad eminence

3934 feet above the sea, is the highest massif. The whole

territory is fruitful, and forms decidedly one of the most

beautiful as well as best-wooded districts of Palestine.

The plain along the Mediterranean is on the average hardly

a milQ broad ; between cliff and sea there is at times barely

room for a narrow road, and at some places indeed a

passage has had to be cut out in the rock. South of
PiAs en-Naljura, on the other hand, this plain widens con-

siderably ; as far as Acre the portion named after this town
is about 4 miles broad.

The mountain structure of the second subsection, or

Lower Galilee, is of a different character,—low chains run-

ning east arid west in well-marked lines, and enclosing a
number of elevated plains. Of these jilains the most im-
portant is that of Buttauf (plain of Zebulun or Asochis),

an extremely fertile (in its eastern jjarts marshy) depression

9 miles long and 2 broad, lying 400 to 500 feet above the

sea, between hills 1 700 feet high. To the south-west, about

700 feet above the sea, is the smaller but equally fertile

plain of Tor'An, 5 miles long and 1 mile broad. Among the

mountains the most conspicuous landmarks are Nebi Sa'in

(1G02) near Nazareth, Jebel es-Sih (1838), and especially,

to the east of this last, Jebel et-Tiir or Tabor (1843), an
isolated wooded cone which rises on all sides with consider-

able regularity, and commands the plain of Eijdraelon.

Eastwards the country sinks by a succession of steps : of

these the lava-strewn plateau of Sahel el-Ahma, which lies

above the cliffs that look down on the Lake of Tiberias,

but is 300 feet below the level of the ^Mediterranean,

deserves mention. The principal valleys of the whole

region are (1), towards the west, the great basin of Nahr
Na'mAn (Bolus of the ancients), whose main branch is

WAdi Khalzi'm, knowii in its upper course as WAdi Sha'fb-

or WAdi Khashab, and, farther south, the basin of the Wadi
Slelek (WAdi Rummani), which flows into the Nahr el-

Mukatta' (Kishon); and (2) towards the east the rapid-

flowing WAdi Rubudfye, WAdi el-HamAm, and WAdi
FejjAs.

A certain connexion exists between the plains already

mentioned (those of Bttttauf, Acre, kc.) and the great

plain which, with an average height of 250 feet above

the sea, stretches south from the mountains of Galilee

and separates them from the spurs of the mountains of

Samaria (the central portion of the cis-Jordan country).

This great plain, which in ancient times was known as the

plain of Megiddo, and also as the valley of Jezreel or plain

of Esdraelon, and which now bears the name of Merj Ibu

'Amir (pasture land of the son of "Amir), is one of the

main features of the whole cis-Jordan region (Josephus

called it the Great Plain jMr excellence), and presents the

only easy passage from the coast districts to the Jordan

valley and the country beyond. The larger portion lies-

west of the watershed, which at El-'Afiile is 260 feet above:
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the Jlediterrancan. In the narrower application of the

name, the whole plain forms a large triangle with its

southern corner near Jennin and its western near the mouth
of the gorge of the Nahr el-Mukatta' (for here the hills of

Nazareth shoot out towards Carmel) ; and connected with

it are various small plains partly running up into the hills.

The plain to the south of Acre, in which marshes are

formed by the Kishon and Na'mAn, and various other

recesses towards north and east really belong to it. To
the northeast stretches a valley bounded in one direction

by Jebel Duljy (the Lesser Hermon, a range 15 miles long

and 1690 feet high) and in the other direction by the

hills of Nazareth and Mount Tabor (where lie Iksal and
Deburfye) ; then to the east of the watershed lies the

Bire valley, and the well-watered WAdi JAliid from Zer'ln

(Jozreel) falls away towards the Jordan between the slopes

of Jebel Duhy and the more southern range of Jebel

Fuki'i'a (Mountains of Gilboa). AqiI finally towards Jennin

in the south lies the secondary plftiu of 'ArrAne. Quite

recently it has been proposed to construct in the Merj Ibn

""Amir the beginning of a railway system for Palestine,

and to turn to account the wonderful fertility of its rich

basaltic loam which now lies almost completely waste,

though in ancient times the whole country was densely

peopled and well-cultivated.

To the south of the plain of Jezreel, which belongs

to the northern system of Palestine, it is much more
tlifScult to discover natural divisions. In the neighbour-

hood of the watershed, which here runs almost regularly

in great zigzags, lie a number of plains of very limited

extent:—the plain of 'ArrAbe (700 to 800 feet above the

sea) connected southeast with the Jlerj el-Ghurulc, which
having no outlet becomes a lake in the rainy season ; the

plain of Fendekdmiye (1200 feet) ; and the plain of Riijib,

east of Shechem, connected with the plain of Mukhna (1600
to 1800 feet) to the south-west. The highest mountains
too are generally near the watershed. In the east lies the

south-westward continuation of Gilboa. In the west

Mount Carmel (highest point 1810 feet, monastery 470)
meets the projection of the hills of Nazareth, and sends its

wooded ridge far to the north-west so as to form the

southern boundary of the Bay of Acre, and render the

liarbour of Haifa, the little town at its foot, the best on
all the coast of Palestine. The belt of land along the

shore, barely 200 yards wide, is the northern end of the

lowland plain, which, gradually widening, stretches south

towards Egypt. At Athlit (9 niiles south) it is already

3 miles broad, and it continues much the same for 21 miles

to the Nahr ez-Zerka (named by the ancients after the

crocodile which is still to be found in its marshes), where
a. small ridge ElKhashni projects from the highlands.

South of Nahr ez Zerka begins the marvellously fertile

plain of Sharon, which with a breadth of 8 miles near

CiEsarea and 11 to 12 miles near YAfd (Jaffa), stretches 44
miles farther to the Naljr Rubin, and slopes upwards
towards the mountains to a height of about 200 feet above

the sea. Its surface ia broken by lesser eminences, and
traversed by a few coast streams, notably the Nahr el-

Falik.

Between the maritime plain and the mountains proper

lies a multiform system of terraces, with a great number
of small ridges and valleys. In this the only divisions arc

those formed by the ba.sins of the larger wadis, which,

though draining extensive districts, are here too for the

most part dry. They all have a general east and west

-direction. First comes the basin of the Nahr Mefjir,

bounded south by the Bayazid range, and debouching a

little to the^south of Caesarca ; and about 5 miles fartha-

south is the mouth of the Iskanderilne, which is distin-

^uiihed in its upper portion as the WAdi Sha'fr, running

east as far up as NAbulus (Shechem), hardly a mile west ot

the watershed. It is in this neighbourhood that we find

the highest portiops of the mountains of Samaria—Jebel
EslAni<ye or Ebal, 3077 feet high, to the north of Shechem,
and Jebel et^Tur or Gerizim {q.v.), 2849 feet high. Both
are bare and rugged, and consist, like all the loftier

eminences in the district, of hard limestone capped with
chalk. It was generally possible, however, to carry
cultivation up to the top of all these mountains, and in

ancient times the highlands of Samaria are said to have
been clothed with abundant forest. From the watershed
eastward the important WAdi FAr'a (also known as WAdi
KerAwa in its lower course) descends to the Jordan.
Returning to the western slope, we find to the south of

Nahr el-Falik the basin of the'AujA, which after it leaves

the hills is fed by perennial (partly palustrine) sources, and
falls into the sea 5 miles north of Jatfa. As at this place

the watershed bends eastward, this extensive basin
stretches proportionally far in that direction ; and, the
right side of the Jordan valley being also very broad, the
mountains of the eastern slope soon begin to sink rapidly.

On the watershed, not far from Jifna, lies Tell Asiir (3378
feet), and with this summit of hard grey limestone begin

the hills of ancient Judah. South of the 'AujA comes the

Nahr Rilbin (near Jabne), perennial up to the WAdi SurAr

(Sorek of Scripture ?), and reaching, as WAdi Bet Hanina,

as far as the country north of Jerusalem ; the WAdi el-

Werd is one of its tributaries. Farther south begins the

maritime plain of Philistia, which stretches 40 miles along

the coast, and, though now but partially under cultivation,

consists of a light brown loamy soil of extraordinary

fertility. It is erossqd by numerous ridges of hills ; and
to the south of Ashdod (Ezdiid) the highlands advance

westwards, and form a hilly district composed of horizontal

strata of limestone, sometimes considered part of the

lowlands (Shephela), and separated from the more elevated

region in the interior by a ridge more or less parallel

with the line of the watershed. The basins to the south

of the Rubin are those of WAdi Sukereir, which runs up
towards Tell-esSAfi in one direction and to Bet Jibrin in

another, of WAdi el-Hesy, and finally of WAdi Ghazza, which
forms the proper boundary of Palestine towards the south,

runs past Beersheba as WAdi es-Seba, and receives the

WAdi elKhalll (Hebron) from the north-east.

As regards the central parts of the country, the mountain-

ous district north of Jerusalem is now known as Jebel el-

Kuds, of which the loftiest point is the summit of the

Nebi Samwil (2935), rising above the plateau of El-Jlb.

Near Jerusalem the watershed lies at a height of about

2C00 feet. Wild deep-sunk valleys descend eastwards to

the Jordan ; the WAdi Kc!i, WAdi en-NAr (Kedron valley),

WAdi ed-Dereje, and southernmost WAdi SeyAl deserve to

be mentioned. The country sloping to the Dead Sea falls

in a triple succession of terraces,—a waterless treeless

waste (in ancient times known as the desert of Judah),

which has never been brought under cultivation, but in

the first Christian centuries was the chosen abode of

monasticism. To the north of Hebron, in the neighbour-

hood of Hulhiil, lie the highest elevations of this part of

the central highlands (up to 3500 feet), which may be

distinguished as the mountains of Hebron. Towards Yutta

(Juttah) in the south is a sudden step ; there begins a
plateau at a height of about 2000 feet, but 500 feet below

the Hebron watershed. It consists of open wolds and
arable land, the soil being a white soft chalk ; but there

are no wells. Southward another step leads to the white

marl desert of Beersheba, abounding in caves. In ancient

times this southern district was called the Negeb ; it

extends far to the south, but is properly a part of Palestine.

The country was in former times a steppe region without
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definite boundaries, and consequently the abode of nomadic

henlsraen.

The Joi-dan valley having already been described in a

separate article (vol. xiii. p. 746), we may pass at once

to a brief sketch of the physical character of the country

east of Jordan (compare also the article Gilead, vol. x.

p. 594). This is a more difficult task for several reasons

:

first, no connected series of investigations and measure-

ments has been made in this region; and, secondly, as the

ideal demarcation of the book of Joshua is a hardly

sufficient basis on which to build, and the information

about the actual state of matters supplied by other ancient

sources is insufficient, it is impossible to determine the

limits of the country as far as it was occupied by the

Israelites.

In the opinion of ilip present writer, ttie plam of

B.isHAft (q.v.) can hardlyte assigned to Palestine. To the

south of the Yarmuk (Hieromax of the Greeks and Romans,
Hebrew name unknown), which falls into the Jordan below

the Lake of Tiberias, begins the Cretaceous formation

;

only in the east of the country the basalt of the Hauran
territory stretches farther south. Ascending from the

Yarmuk, we first of all reach a mountainous district of

moderate elevation (about 2000 feet) rising towards the

south; this is Jebel'Ajliin, which abounds in caves, and,

xccording to recent explorers, is extremely well watered

»nd of great fertility—the whole surface being covered

with pasture such as not even Galilee can show. East-

wards are massive ridges as much as 4000 feet in height

—Jebel Kafkafa and especially MarAd—separating this

territory from the waterless desert lying at no great depth

below. The plateau stretches away to the south of the

deep gorge of the perennial Zerka (Jabbok), and reaches a

considerable height in Jebel Jil'Ad (Gilead in the stricter

sense). The landmark of the region is Jebel 'Osha, to the

north of Es-Salt, so-called from the traditional tomb of

Hosea. From the deep-sunk Jordan valley the mountains

rise grandly in terraces, partly abrupt and rocky ; and,

while fig trees and vines flourish down in the lower levels,

valonia oaks, Laurus Pinxis, cedar?, and arbutus grow on
the declivities. Owing to its perennial springs, the interior

terrace of the country, Mish6r, is a splendid pasture land,

famous as such in ancient times ; and abundance of wood
and water renders this whole middle region of the trans-

Jordan country one of the most luxuriant and beautiful

in Palestine. Only a few individual summits, such as

Jebel NebA (Mount Nebo), are noticeable in the ridges

that descend to the Jordan valley. The country from the

Zerka southward to the Mojib (Arnon) is now known as

El Belka ; and beyond that begins the land of ifoab

proper, which also consists of a steep mountain-wall

through which deep gorges cut their way to the plain, and
behind this of a plateau poorly watered but dotted over

with ancient ruins. In this district, too, there are a few
Sndividual summits. And here also a mountain-wall

separates the plain from the eastern desert ; and the

mountain district continues farther south along the Araba

<r/. Idumea, vol. xii. p. 699).

Water.-—Palestine is not exceptionally deficient in water.

Perennial streams, indeed, are scarce, and were so in

antiquity ; but except in certain districts, as the desert of

Judah, the country is not badly supplied with springs.

In keeping with the structure of the rocks, these usually

break out at the junction of the hard and soft strata.

Thus abundant springs of good water occur on the very
summit of the cis-Jordan country, as, for example, near
Hebron, at NAbulus, and in Galilee ; and, though few are

found in the immediate neighbourhood of Jerusalem, more
than forty may be counted within a radius of 15 to 20
imiles rouud the city. There is no water in the low hilly

country behind the coast region; and, though in its northern

portion some fairly large streams take their rise, the same
is true of the coast-region itself. Rising as they do at the

foot of a great mountain range, the most abundant springs

in Palestine are those of the Jordan, especially those near

BAnias and Tell-el-KAdi. The mountains of Gilead are

rich in excellent water. A considerable number of hot

springs occur throughout the country, especially in and
near the Jordan valley; they were used in ancient times

for curative purposes, and might still be so used. The water

uf the bath of El-HammAm, about 2 miles south of Tiberias,

has a temperature of 137° Fahr., and the spring near the

Zerka Ma'in, formerly known as Callirrhoe, as much as

142° Fahr. Hot sulphur springs also occur on the west

coast of the Dead Sea. Many of the springs in Palestine

are slightly brackish. From the earliest times cisterns

have naturally played a great part in the country ; they

are found everywhere in great numbers. Generally they

consist of reservoirs of masonry widening out downwards,

with a narrow opening above often covered with heavy

stones. Open reservoirs were also constructed to collect

rain and spring water. Such reservoirs (pools ; Arab.,

birlca ; Hebrew, berik/ia) are especially numerous near

Jerusalem and Hebron ; the largest still extant are the

throe so-called Pools of Solomon, in ^YAdi UrtAs (Artas),

arranged in steps at a little distance from each other.

Besides the conduits connected with this gigantic work,

fine remains of aqueducts of Roman date are found near

Jericho, in the ruins of many towns in the trans-Jordan

country, at Sefurfye (Sepphoris) in Galilee, in ancient

Cffisarca, i-c. JIany of these aqueducts, as well as many
now ruined cisterns, could be restored without much
trouble, and woiild give a great stimulus to the fertility

and cultivation of the country.

Climate atid Vegetation.—-Palestine may be considered

part of the subtropical zone. At the summer solstice the

sun stands 10 degrees south of the zenith ; the shortest

day is thus one of ten hours, the longest of only fourteen.

In a few points, as already remarked, there is a difference

between Palestine and the rest of Syria. The extensive

maritime plain and the valley of the Jordan give rise to

important climatic contrasts. From its vicinity to the sea

the former region is naturally warmer than the highland.s.

The mean annual temperature is 70° Fahr., the extremes-

being 50° and 85°. The harvest ripens two weeks earlier

than among the mountains. Citrons and oranges flourish
;

the palm also grows, but without fruiting; melons are

largely cultivated ; and pomegranate bushes are to be

seen. Less rain fall 3 than in the mountains. Another

climatic zone consists of the highlands (from 500 to 3000
feet above the sea), vhich were t)he real home of the

Israelites. The average temperature of Jerusalem, which

may be taken as pretty much that of the upland as a

whole, is 62°, but the extremes are considerable, as the

thermometer may sink several degrees below the freezing

point, though frost and snow never last long. The rain-

fall of 20 inches is distributed over about fifty days. In

this climate the vine, the fig, and the olive succeed admir-

ably. Even in the southernmost districts (of the Negeb),

as well as throughout the whole country, there are traces

of ancient wine-growing. A largo share of the oil is

consumed at home, partly in the manufacture of soaj).

The mountain ridges in this zone are for the most part

bare, but the slopes and the valleys are green, and beauty

and fertility increase as we advance northwards. In

regard to the climate of the third zone, see Joedax (vol.

xiii. -ut su/>.). The barley harvest here ends with the

middle of April. The thermometer rarely sinks below 77°,

and goes as high as 130°. The fourth zone, the elevated

plateau of the trans-Jordan region, has an extreme climate.
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The thermometer- may frequently fall during the night

below the freezing point, and rise next day to 80°. The
mountaius are often covered with snow in winter. Whilst

the rainfall in the Jordan valley is very slight, the pre-

cipitation in the easterai mountains is again considerable
;

as in western Palestine the dewfall is heavy. From this

short survey it appears that Palestine is a country of strong

contrasts. Of course it was the same in antiquity; climate,

rainfall, fertility, and productiveness cannot have seriously

altered. Even if we suppose that there was a somewhat
. richer clothing of wood and trees in the central districts

of the country, yet on the whole the general appearance

must have been much the same as at present. To the

stranger from the steppes arriving at a favourable season

of the year Palestine may still give the impression of a
land flowing with milk and honey. The number of cisterns

and reservoirs is proof enough that it was not better

supphed with water in ancient times ; but, on the other

hand, the numerous ruins of places which were still flour-

ishing during the Roman period show that at one time

(more especially in the southern districts, which now
possess but few inhabited localities) cultivation must have
been carried on more e-ictensivel}- and thoroughly. In
general the country enjoyed the greatest security, and con-

sequently the greatest prosperity, under Western rule,

which even protected the country east of Jordan (at

present partly beyond the control of the Government)
from the inroads of the Bedouins. The Rom.ans also did

excellent service by the construction of roads, portions of

which (as well as Roman milestones and bridges) still

exist in good preservation in many places. Thus it

cannot be denied that the resources of the country were
formerly better developed than at present. Like all the

lands of the nearer East, Palestine suffers from the decay

of the branches of industry which still flourished there in

the Middle Ages. The harbours are not of sufficient size

for large vessels ; that of HAifa alone is capable of any
development. The road from Y.^f.^ to Jerusalem is the

only one in the country fit for carriages. The proposal to

construct a railway along this route (for M-hich a firman

was granted in 1875) is renewed from time to time;

but it will be hard to carry it out, as, in spite of the

pilgrim.s (who, besides, are restricted to one period of the

year), the passsngei traffic is not large enough to be

remunerative, and commercial traffic there is almost none.

Ati the same time the formation of means of communica-
tion would increase the productiveness of the country.

The culture of olives and export of oil are especially

capable of expansion. As regards the industrial arts,

souvenirs for the pilgrims, rosaries, carved work in olive

wood and mother-of-pearl, &c., are produced at Jerusalem

and Bethlehem, and to som'e extent are exported. 'Wheat

from the Hauran is also shipped at Acre and elsewhere,

but neither exports nor imports are commercially important'.

The salt farming, which could easily be carried on at the

Dead Sea and the deposit of .salt to the south of it, is

hampered by the difiiculty of bringing the produce up the

steep paths to the top of the mountains. In the valley of

the Joriian all the products of the tropics could with little

trouble be cultivated. Bee-keeping still receives attention,

but might also be extended.

Political CcoyrapA?/.—Evidence of an early occupation

of Palestine is afforded by the stone monuments (cromlechs

and circles of stones), which are found more especially in

the country-east of Jordan, but also in the country to the

west. To what period they belong in this part of the

world is as doubtful as it is elsewhere ; but it may be
remarked that stories of a gigantic primeval population

•once prevailed in Palestine. To what race these people

may have belonged is. however, unknown. For tliousands

of years Palestine was an obj.^ct of conflict between the

vast monarchies of western Asia. As Egypt, whenever she

sought to extend he'r power, was from the very position of

the country naturally led to make herself mistress of the

east coast of the Mediterranean, so, on the other hand;

there were no physical boundaries to prevent the westward
advance into Palestine of the Asiatic empires. For both

Egj'pt and the East indeed the country formed a natural

thoroughfare, in time of war for the forces of the contend-

ing powers, in time of peace for the trading caravans

which carried on the interchange of African and Asiatic

merchandise.

One of the oldest of the still extant historical documents
in regard to the geography of Palestine is the inscription

on the pylones of the temple of Karnak, on which Thothiues
III. (in the beginning of the 16th century B.C.) has handed
down an account of his military expedition to western

Asia. Many of the topographical names of Palestine there

mentioned are certainly hard to identify ; a number, how-
ever, such as Iphu for YdfA, Luden for Lydda, Magedi for

Megiddo, >tc., are beyond dispute. The lists show that

these names are of extreme antiquity, dating from before

the Hebrew immigration. There is also a hieratic papjTus
of the 14th century B.C., which contains a description of

a carriage journey through Syria made by an Egyptian
officer, possibly for the collection of tribute. Bethshean
and the Jordan, among other localities, appear to be men-
tioned in this narrative, but the identification of most of

the names is very dubious. Another foreign source of in-

formation as to the geography of Palestine can only be
alluded to— the records contained in the cuneiform inscrip-

tions, which mention a number of the most important

towns:—Akku (Akko, Acre), Du'ru (Dor), Magidu
(Megiddo), Yappu (Jaff'a), Asdudu (Ashdod), Iskaluna

(Askakm), Hazzatu (Ghazza, Gaza), Altaku (Elthel:e),

Ursalimmu (Jerusalem), and Samarina (Samaria), and

—

of course only from the 8th century, when they came into

hostile contact with Assyria— the countries of Judah,

Moab, Ammon, and Edom.
The information supplied oy the Old Testament enables

us to form only an extremely imperfect conception of

the earliest ethnographic condition of the country. The
population to the east of the Jordan was already, it is

clear, sharply marked off from that to the west. In the

latter region dwelt an agricultural people which had

already reached no inconsiderable degree of civilization.

Closely related to the Phoenicians, they were distinguished

as Canaanites from the -name of their country, which

originally applied to the maritime belt and afterwards to

the whole cis-Jordan territory (vol. iv. p. 62). Though
for particular reasons they are placed among the Hamitic

races iu Gen. x., many modern iuvstigators are of opinion

that, according to our principles of ethnographic classifica-

tion, they were Semitic ; their language, at any rate^ was

very similar to Hebrew. The separation of Canaonitj?

from Semites may have been due, in part at least, to tho

fact that a deep contrast made itself felt between them

and the Hebrews, though they were only, perhaps, an

older result of Arabic emigration. The enumeration of

the nanies of tho various branches of the Canaanites

leaves it an extremely difficult task to form a clear idea of

their tribal distribution ; names of separate sections, too,

like that of the Aniorites, are sometimes applied to tho

Canaanites as a whole. The Amorites were at any rate

the most powerful tribe; they dwelt in the southern

portion of Canaan, as well as more especially in the

northern parts of the country east of Jordan. About tho

others nothing more can be said save that the Perizzites,

Hivites, and Girgashites dwelt in tho heart of Canaan and

the Jebusites near Jerusalem. The Philistines occupied
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tho soutb-Tvest of the country; an Arabian population was

settled in the south and south-west. Amalekites and
Midianites, and the Kenites, a branch of the latter, early

entered into close relationship with the Israelites, and along

with them took possession of the extreme south, where,

however, they remained nomadic. Of peoples closely akin

to the Israelites may be mentioned the Moabites, the

Ai-imonites, and the Edomites. Before the arrival of the

Israelites the Moabites had developed a certain degree

of power. The district, bordering on Edom, which they

occapied in the south of the country east of Jordan, was

bounded on the south by Wadi el-Ahsa (called in Is. xv.

7 the brook of the willows), an affluent of the southern

part of the Dead Sea, and on the north stretched far

beyond the Arnon (originally, indeed, to the north end of

the sea, as in later times the country near Jericho was
known as the steppes of Moab). Its eastern frontier

must always have been matter of dispute, the relations

of the nomadic tribes of the Syrian desert being the

same as they are now, and contests with the Ammonites
taking place from time to time. The Ammonites, a closely

related people, lay to the north-east of Moab, east of the

iater possessions of Israel; but, as they were in the main
nomadic, their frontiers were of a shifting character (see

voL L p. 742). The Edomites (also nomadic) were situated

in the south of the country east of Jordan ; how far, at an
earlier period, they extended their encampments to the west
of Jordan and into the Kegeb district cannot be with
certainty decided.

It depends on the conception we form as to the

general tribal relations of Israel how we represent to our-

selves the method in which the settlement of the country
by the tribes was accomplished as they passed from the
nomadic to the fixed mode of life (ef. Iseael, Joseph,
Judah). To explain this tribal relationship is not the task

of a geographical sketch; it is enough for the present pur-

pose to call attention to the fact that the account of the
rise of the Israelitic tribes as it has come down to us is in

great measure mythical or the product of later reflexion

;

eves the number twelve is made out only with difficulty.

Further, the settlements of the several tribes must be by
no means conceived as administrative districts after the
fashi9n of the modern canton ; and, thirdly, the view that
the several tribes had, after a general invasion of the
country, their tribal territories allotted by Joshua (as we
now read in the book of Joshua) is taken from the most
modern, post-exilic, source of the Hexateuch, and stands in
glaring opposition to the accounts in other books, according
to which the conquest was in the main a peaceful one, and
the assimilation with the native Canaacites gradually
effected. The tribes which settled to the north of the
greai plnin, especially those on the sea-coast, appear to
have been much less successful in keeping free from
Canaanitish influence; gradually, hovrever, as the state
and religion of Israel grew stronger, Israelitish influence
made its way more and raore even there. The heart of
the country was the central portioi later known as
Samaria. The opprbition between this district pnd the
southern part of the country took shape at an eariy date.
In the extreme south the Simeonites retained their
nomadic way of life, and were by degrees mixed up with
other wandering tribes. Down into the time of the eaily
kings the dominion of the powerful Philistines stretched
far into the centre of the country, and gave the first

impulse to a firmer concentration of the energies of Israel
But the IsTj.eHtes did not succeed in forcing their way in
the Bouchem regions down to the sea ; in culture and well-
established pcliHcal institutions they were far surpassed
^y th'j Phili2f.infs. As re^rds the geography of the
•PJ.lisliae territory, the position of four of their chief

towns, Gaza, Askelbn, Ashdod, aud Ekron, is known ; but
it has not been ascertained where the fifth, Gath, wag
situated, though it must have lain not far from the present

B^t Jibrin.—Xo definite boundaries can be assigned to tho

Israelitic country to north, south, or west.

Up to the conquest of Jebiu the most important city of

the southern region was undoubtedly Hebron (see vol. xi.

p. 60S). Clans belonging to Judah had there combined
vnth. others of alien origin ; and the portions of this

tribe which dwelt in the farthest south had become
mingled \\-ith elements from the tribe of Simeon, while

on the other hand the Simeonites acquired certain places

in the territory of Judah. In regard to the south country

in general, we obtain in the Old Testament the most
detailed description of the frontiers, but the reason that

we are able to follow it with so much accuracy is that the

statements refer exclusively to post-exilic times, though it

must be assumed that a certain recollection was still

preserved of the original boundary between Judah and
Benjamin. The line of the marches of the northern tribes,

as indeed this whole system of demarcation, frequently

follows the configuration of the ground, "but occasionally

becomes vague and doubtful Especially striking is the

omission of the districts of Samaria ; it seems that at the

time of the codification of the system this district was little

known to the Judoeans. A great deal of trouble has been
expended—more especially since the rise of a more scientific

exploration of the country—in verifying the old place-narjies

which are known from the Bible, the writings of Eiisebius,

and the Talmud. The task is rendered much easier by
the fact that in Palestine, as in every country where the
ethnographic conditions have not been too violently

revolutionized, a large number of ancient names of places

have been preserved in use for thousands of years, often
witli only insignificant changes of form—a state of matters
to which the continuous existence in the country of

Semitic-speaking people has powerfully contributed. The
identification of the ancient with the modern names
demands none the less thorough historical and philological

investigation. Through the labours of Kobinson and
Guerin we now possess a list of the names in use at least

in the country west of Jordan. The list of six thousand
names collected during the EngUsh survey by Lieuts.

Conder and Kitchener is particularly rich,—though it must
be borne in mind that the orthography in mariy cases has
not been determined with sufficient accuracy, and that a
revision of the collection on the spot by a trained Arabic
scholar would be desirable. By the help of this abundant
material many of the ancient place-names can undoubtedly
be assigned to theii- localities, and in part at least the

direction of the tribal boundaries as thejsjgere conceived
by the author of the lists preserved in the book of Joshua
can be followed. In regnrd to a large number of places,

Joshua leaves us to mere conjecture ; and the investiga-

tions and combinations hitherto effected are (in the opinion
of the present writer) far from sufficient for the construc-

tion of such a map of ancient Palestine as the Palestine

Exploration Fund has published. The difficulties of the
case are further increased by the fact that the ancient

localities were at an early date fixed by tradition. An
undoubted example of this is furnished by the grave of

Rachel between Jerxxsalem and B-.thlehem, the localizing

of which goes back to an ancient gloss on Goc. xxxv. 19.

Even in the case of apparently well-established identi-

fications such as Beitin = Bethel, the qucst'.on may be
raised whether in reality artificial tradition may not
have been at work, and ancient Bethel have to be sought
elsewhere. Too much cere, therefore, cannot be brought
to bear on the reconstruction of the ancient geography of

Palestine.
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boundaries or divisions of Palestine in later times Fromtlie lists for the post-exilic period, found in the books of Eira andNehenuah and containing a series of new topographica names itIS evident that a considerable portion of the old tribal tcrit^ry ofBeniamin as well as of Judah was a^ain peopled by Jews -i^on^theone hand the 11 .arcs from .T™-„i,„ t^T^—iJ. '

. ..
'""»> "" tie

-...,,.„„, a^ «c,i as 01 jmlah was again peopled by Jews -on theoneliand the places from Jericho tolydJa, in the other a strin tohe north of I^ethel down to Becrsheb'a in the south GraduTn^however, Edomites (perhaps presse<l upon by Nabatieans) Siheir way into the southern portion of the country, with the canUiHebron, so that it obtained the name of Idumea
'

Before procecUng to the Gr.-eco-Roman period it will bo well to

li'rent Uiner'r-^'7'"",""
'^"""'''^ '° «»--' -- "-I''" ^tdKi.rent t mes. Gilead was the centre of the power of the Israelites

0,1 the east side of Jordan, and the whole country which they pos-sessed there bore this name. Gilead consequently is oppose'ftoCanaan, the " Promised Land. " For the later Hebrews dist ngui lied

nrl?' ,"« '""'"y "' more especially the country which hfd beepromicod them and regarded it as the possession of their nationa

imlr^^'"''^
°'' '' ^^''^'' '™''- ^"" th'= separation the mor.mpotant northern and eastern j^orlion naturally became the landof Isiael pnr excellence, while the southern portion ultimately

received the name of the individual tribe of Judah (as indml th^

Wb„fr"r^"'^'''°r":^?
frequently called after the most powerfutube of Lphiaim). The name of the southern kingdom appears n

r ^
occurs once for the and of Israel, though more frequentlyts called mat Humrt (Land of Omri). Though it has not beenabsolut,-ly proved that even tho Assyrians occasionally included

fl^ bi
'""• "" t'l§"^t on Pahastav or Pilista (Philistia), still the

tal en^^^?rd".''?."h'"" ^H ^"PPo^iti""- But it'eannot h

la dnf/bfr ,«""" 1''° ':'^-J"'l='" country bore the name ofland of the Ph Irstinos at a time when it was the scene of a greatdevelopment 01 the Philisti.an power; the name was rather as sooften har^pens, extended by their neighbours from Philistia r?op?

GrecH „tl?:o?rT\'"'^
from the Egyptians it passed to the

t fp -r •
'^' "''^ Testament Peleshet is still always restricted to

11 Herodotus though the usage is not very explicit, Pali^stinaa pears usually to have no wider application, Gradially, 1 "w-cv Lr, the designation Palrestina Syria, or simply Paliestina cot intovo^ue, and was made to include even the cmintry easto Jordanand consequently the whole territory between Lebanon and sTnai
'

book Tr-' z'li";
'"

f'"'r'
"f I'^l^^tine, Already in thobook of Kings (that is, by the time of the exile) the namehhomeron (Samana) is applied to the tcnitory of tho northern

Kingdom, for mention is made of the " towns ofSamnria " In tho
'
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apocryphal books of tho Old Testament, Jiidxa and Samaria

(So/iapciTis, 'SofioptSt 2afiapeta) are opposed to each other ; but the

limits' of tlie two divisions at the time of Christ, and for centuries

previously, can hardly be laid down. Thus in Josephus the Mediter-

ranean coast as far as Acre is assi^ed to Jud?ea ; towards the south

this country was bounded by Idumea ; in the north it extended to

about 3 miles to tlie south of Nabulus (Shechem). Whether Samaria

extended from the Jordan to the sea is uncertain ; in the north it

reached the southern edge of the plain of Esdraelon, the frontier

.town being *Kn Gannim (Jennia). Galilee {in regaril to which see

Vol I. p. 27) was originally the district in the noighbourhood of

Kedes, afterwards distinguished as Upper Galilee. The Jewish popu-

lation was there largely naxed with Phcenicians, Syrians, Greeks,

and even Arabs. The wliole maritime region to the north of Dor was

still called Phcenicia in the time of the Romans, and thus does not

strictly belong to Palestine in our sense of the word. Along the

coast, as well as more especially in the north of the country, numer-

ous Greek colonies were established ; how strong the foreign influ-

ence must have been in Samaria and Galilee is e\-ident from the

preservation of so many Graeco-Koman names like Ncapolis

(Nabulus), Sebaste (Sebastiye), Tiberias (Tabariye). Elsewhere too,

in the south for example, the old nomenclature was altered : ^iia
was substituted for Jerusalem, Azotus formed from Ashdod, and so

on ; but the old names were always retained in the mouth of the

people. The north of the country and the trans-Jordan region

were much more thoroughly brought under the influence of the

Greeks and Romans than the south. The Greek towns in some
cases date from the time of Alexander the Great, and others

were founded by the Ptolemies ; but most of them owe their

origin to the Seleucids. One district of the trans-Jordan region

retained at that period its old name in the Greek form of Pera^a.

Josephus says that this district extended from the Jordan to Phila-

delphia {Rabbath Amnion, 'Amman) and Gerasa (Jerash), went
southward as far as Macheerus (Mkaur en the Zerka Ma'in), and
north as far as Pella (Fahil opposite Beisan). Adjoining Penea, and
mainly to the east of Jordan, lay the Decapolis, which was not, how-
ever, a continuous territory,,but a political gT'oup of cities occupied

by Greek republics distinguished from the. tetrarchies ^nth tlieir

Jewish-Syrian-Arabic population in the midst of which they were

scattered. The largest of these cities was ScythopoHs (Beisan)
;

others were Hippos, Gadara (ifkes), Philadelphia, Dion, Gerasa,

&c. ; but ancient authorities do not agree about the names. Little

requires to be said about the division of the country in later Roman
times. In the 5th century a threefold partition began to prevail:

—

Pa1:estina Prima (roughly equal to Judfea and Samaria), Palsestina

Secunda (the countries about the upper Jordan and the Lake oP
Gennesaret), and Paleestina Tertia or Salutaris (Idumea and Moab).

In the time of the crusades the same names were applied to three

divisions (at once political and ecclesiastical) of the country west of

Jordan,— Palasstina Prima or Maritiraa being the coast region as far

as Carmel (with Caesarea as its archbishop's sec), Palsestina Secunda
comprising the mountains of Judah and Ephraim (with the patri-

archal see of Jerusalem), and Palfestina Tertia corresponding

roughly to Galilee (with its bishop's see at Nazareth). The country
east of Jordan was called Arabia, and was in like manner diWded
into three parts lying north and south of each other.

The Arabians retained the name Filistin, and they divided the
country into two principal portions,—the Jordan district (chiefly

the northern parts) and Filistin proper, which extended from the

Lake of Gennesaret to Aila and from Lejjiin to Refah. Under the

Turks Palestine was till quite recently subject to the governor of

Syria ; the greater part Si it now forms an independent Vilayet.

The chief districts are (each with its town) Gaza, Hebron, Yafa,
Ludd {with Ramla), Nabulus, Sha'rawiye, Jennin (with Beisan),

Haifa, Acre, Tabariye, Xasira, Safed ; ami in the country east of

Jordan 'Ajlun, Belka es-Salt, Kerak, and ila'an.

Palestine is by no means so strikingly a country apart as is

usually supposed. It lay, as already mentioned, near the great

military highway from western Asia to Egypt and Africa. The
traffic by sea was also formerly of importance ; and even in tlie

Middle Ages something was done for the protection of the harbours.
At no time, however, was the country in the proper sense of the
word a rich one ; it hardly ever produced more than was necessary
for home consumption. The great trading caravans which passed
through were glad for the most part to avoid the highlands, and
thit region at least was thus more or less isolated. The following
is a brief survey of the principal routes, partly as they formerly
existed, and partly as they are still used. From Egypt a road i*uns by
El- Arish (Rhinocolura) or " the river of Egj-nt " by Rafah (Raphia)
to Gaza (7.r.). From Gaza another runs by ITnim Lakis (Lachish?)
and J5ct Jibrin (Eleutheropolis) across the mountains to Jeru-^alem.
Northwards from Gaza the main route continues alon;j the plain at
some distance from the sea (which in this part has ]>ilcd up great
sand duiifs) to El-Mejdel (Migdal Cad) near Askelon, and so on
to Ashdod (Ezdud, Azotus). From Ashdod a road runs by *Akir
(Ekron) to Ramie, an important town in the medl.-tval Arabian
period, and Ludd (lAl, Lydda\ From these towns, which are con-
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nected with the port of Yafa (Japho, Joppa;, tnree routes nm to

Jerusalem, of- which the one most used in antiquity was eWdently
the northern one passing by Jimzu (Gimzo) and the two Bet Urs
(Beth-horon), and not the one now followed by 'Amwas (Xicopolis)

and Wadi 'Ali. From Yafa a road continues along the coast by
Arsuf (ApoUonia) to the ruins of Kaisan'ye (Caesarea), then past

Tantura (ruins of Dor) and 'Athlit (Castellnm Peregrinorum of the
crusaders) and round the foot of the promontory of Caimel, to

Haifa and Acre (a town of great importance from eaily times).

Another route starting from Ludd runs north close to the

mountains by Antfpatris (now Kefr Saba or RAs el-'Ain ?) and
Kakun, and ends at Khan Lejjun. The Great Plain ofl"ered tlie

easiest passage from the coast inland. El-Lejjiin (a corruption of

the Latin Lcgio) was certainly an important point ; it is still

conjecturally identified, according to Robinson's suggestion, with
the ancient Megiddo, which Conder would rather place at

Mejedde'a, In the vicinity Ue the ruins of Ta'anuk (Taanach),

and farther south-west the great centre of Jenni'n ("En Gannim,
Ginnsea). From Acre there also runs a road directly east over the

mountains to Khan Jubb Yiisuf.

The coast road from Acre northwards passes through Zib
(Akhzib, Ecdippa)and the two promontories of Rds en-Nakiiraand
Ras-ei-Abyad (Scala Tyriorum), and so continues to the maritime
plain of Tyre.—To return to the south, from Egypt (Suez, Ai-sinoe)

the desert was crossed to Ruheibe (Rechoboth), Khnlasa (Elusa), and
Bir-es-seb'a (Beersheba), and from this place the route went north-
ward to Ed-Dhoheriye and El-KhalU (Hebron). In like manner a
road from Aila up the Araba valley crossed the Es-Sufah pass to

Hebron. —One of the most frequented highways traverses the cen-

tral mountain chain northwards, and, though somewhat difficult in

various parts, connects a number of the most important places of

central Palestine. Starting from Hebion, it runs past Rama and
Hulhiil through the Wadi el-Biyar, and leaving Bethlehem on the

right holds on to Jerusalem, where a branch strikes east by Khan
Hadnir (probably tiiere was once another route) to Jericho. From
Jerusalem northwards it naturally continues by Sha'fat past Er-Ram
(Rama) to El-Bire (Bceroth), and then onwards by 'Ain el-Haramiye,
Sinjil, and Khan Lubban through the Mukhna plain to Nabulua
(Shechem). From this point a route runs down to the Jordan and Es-

Salt (Ramoth Gilead ?); another passes by Tubas (Thebez) north-

eastward in the line of the Jordan valley to Beisan (Bethshean,

Scythopolis). The road across the highlands passes a little to the east

of Sebastiye (Samaria, Sebaste), running along the west side of the

Merj el-Ghurukand past Tell Dothan (Dothan) to Jennin. Thence
the road northward to Nazareth skirts the east side of the plain of

Esdraelon, and from Kazareth a path strikes to Acre. The caravan
route proper passes from 'Afule north-eastwards past Jebel et-Tur

(Tabor) to Khan et-Tujjar (where several roads cross), and reaches the

Lake of Tiberias near ilejdel (JIagdala). It keeps by the shore only

for a short distance. Having traversed the small plain of Gennesar,

it begins again to climb the mountains where they approach the

lake at Khan Jlinye (which, however, for many reasons cannot bo

Cai)emaum), and then it goes on to Khan Jubb Yiisuf, strikes down
again into the valley of the Jordan, and crossing the river at Jisr

Benat Ya'kub holds on across Jebel Hish to Damascus. The moun-
tain district of Samaria is crossed by a great number of small roads,

but none of them are true caravan routes or worth particular men-
tion. An old caravan route once ran northwards up the Jordan
valley from Jericho to Beisan ; and from Beisan an important, now
less frequented, road crossing the river at the bridge El-Mejam'a
struck northeast to Fik Tseil and Nawa in the Hauran, and finally

to Damascus.— In the country east of Jordan a great highway of

traffic ran from Petra (or really from the Elanitic Gulf) by Kerak
(Kir Moab) to Rabba (Rabbath iloab, Areopolis); in front of Aroer

{'Ara'ir) it crosses the Mojib (Amon) and runs northwards through

the highlands to Hesban (Heshbon) and thence to "Amman (Rabbath
Amnion, Philadelphia). A route also led from Jericho to Es-Salt

(which could aleo be reached from Hesban) and thence northwards

to the Jabbok and Jerash (Gerasa, see vol. x. p. 441); and then

from Jerash one stretched north-west by Tibne to Mkes (Gadara)

and the valley of the Jordan, and another north-east to the Zumle
and the Hauran or more precisely to Bosra (Bostra), and so on to

Damascus. It must also be mentioned that the great pilgrini*3

track direct from Damascus to iledina and Jlecca skirts the eastern

frontier of the country. A great many roads await more detailed

investigation; what has been said may suffice to show what lines

of communication existed and still exist between the more import-

ant places of Palestine.

Populatimi.—There are no trustworthy estimates of the number
of inhabitants in the country at any period of its histor}'. Certain

districts, such as Galilee, have, there is no doubt, from early times

been much more populous than certain other districts ; the desert

of Judah and some jtortions of the country cast of Jordan iTiust all

along have been very sparsely peopled. Tlte figures given in the

book of Xumbei-s indicate that the whole comitry contained about

2i million souls,—it being assumed tliat the statisrics do not refer

to the time of the wandering in the i\ilderness. and tliat the detaiU

XVllI. — 2J
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may bo suspected of bcir' artificially adjusted. The number 2| to

3 millions may indeed be uikcn as a maxiiiium ; the population can
hardly ever have been moio than four times its present strength,

whicri is estimated at 650,000 souls. Tluis, in the most flourishing

period, about 250 to 300 inhabitants would go to the sijuare mile,

while at present there may be abuut 65, a number which is rather

above than below the mark. Lists based on information collected

by the TuiTcish Goverunicnt give much lower figures, viz., for the

sanjcik of Jernsalem (with tlie districts Jerusalem, Yafa, Hebron),

270 places witli about 24,000 liouscs (families) ; for the sanjak

Belka (with the districts of Nabulns, Jennin, Ajlun, and Es-Salt),

317 places and lS,98i houses; for the sanjak 'Akha (Acre) (with the

districts 'Akka, Haifa, and Safcd), 160 places with 11,023 hoxises,

—making a total of 753 places with 54,237 houses. I^eckoning five

persons per house, this gives a population of 271,185, exclusive of

the small number of Bedouins. Detailed statistics there are none

as regards the relative strength of the Bedouin element and the

peasantry, the numerical representation of the diffei'ont religions, or

any matter of this sort.

The cthnographicp-^eographical sketch given above has shown
how the population ot Palestine even at an early date was a very

mingled one ; for even when they arrived .in the country foreign

elements -were present among the Israelites, and later on they

absorbed or were absorbed by the Canaanites. The Philistines,

lloabites, and others in course of time were mergo<l in the new
nationality. From the period of tlie exile colonies from the east

settled in the country, and so powerful did the Aranirean con-

tingent gradually grow that Aramreau became the popular tongue.

Next wore added Greek and Roman colonies. Tlie Arabic element
exerted considerable influenco even before the days of Islam ; with
the Jlohammedan conquest it became the dominant power, though
it was only by slow degrees that it obtained numerical superiority.

The Arab tribes transplanted to Pulci-tine their old distinctions,

especially that between ?*orthcrn and Southern Arabs (Kais and
Yemen; cf. ARABIA). The Arab peasantry is still divided into

clans ; for example, the districts of the Bcni Hasan and Beni Malik
to the west of Jerusalem, those of the Bcni Hdrith, Bcni Zeid, and
Bcni Murra to the north, au'l thut of Beni Salim to the east. Till

recently the relations of the sepa'ate clans of fellahin was one of

mutual hostility, and, unhindered by the Turkish Government,
they engaged in sanguinary contlicts. In manners and in language
(though Arabic is universally in vogue) the Palestine peasants

retain much that is ancient. It is extravagant, however, to main-
tain from the traditions they preserve tliat primeval Canaanite

elements still exist among them. The prevalent type, in fact, is

Syro-Arabic, or in many districts pure Arabic ; and their supersti-

tions customs are partly remains of Syrian beliefs, partly modern
Arabic reproductions, under similai' external conditions, of ancient
superstitions. These remark's are applicable to the saint worship
at present spread through the whole Oriental world. The fellahin

are on the whole a dili^ert frugal race, not destitute of intelli-

gence. If well treated by a just Government which would
protect them from the extortions of the noujadic tribes, they would
bo the means, with the assistance of the capitalist, of greatly

improving the cviltivation of the country, especially in the various

lowland districts. Tlioy choose their own village sheiks, who
derive most of tlieir authority from the reputation of their virtues,

their bravery, and their libcralily. The IJcdouins, ?'.c., wandering
tribes of pure Arab origin, also play an important part in the

country^ Till quite recently they used to visit certain settled dis-

ti'icts and exact black mail from tlic peasants ; and they find their

undisinited domain in those districts wliich arc incapable of cultiva-

tion, and fit only for cattle rearing, and in other fertile jiortions

wliich for various reasons aie not occuiiicd by the husbandman. To
tlie first class belong the belt of desert to the wc^t of the Dead Sea,

the southernmost parts of the country west of Jordan and the south
country beyond the river (Moab) ; to the second belong the greater

portion of tlie maritime plnin, the depression of the Jordan valley,

and part of the country to the east. The divisions of the Arab tribes

will be discussed in the article SvniA. In Palestine east of Jordan
the Bcni Siikhr (Moab) are of most importance ; Jcbcl 'Ajli'in is the
scat of the 'Adwan. The Ghawarine (tlie inhabitants of the Gh'or

or Jordan depresbion) form a peculiar race which, as they arc partly
agricultural, have been a long time settled in the district. In type,

as well as by their degeneracy, they are distinguished from the
other Bedouins. The true Bedouin stylo of life can bo studied only
beyond the Jordan or to the south of P.Tlestinc,— tlio tribes west
of the hver, such as tlio Ta'amirc and Jchalin in the south being
all more or less deteriorated. As tlie Turkish race does not fall to

be treated in connexion with Palestine, it simply remains to mention
the Prankish (European) elements. During the Jliddle Ages these

were not unimportant, especially along the coast ; numerous ruined
churches are still to be seen ns the last and only memorials of

crusaders' colonies (sec Vogiie, Lcs t'f/iisrs dc la Tcrrc Hahite, Paris,

18G0, and the article Svi;ia). Kor must the missionary ed'orts be
for'jottcn which in our own times hnv« been again specially directed

.to Palcatino. As regards tlie Roman Catholic Church, the Francia-

cans have maintained their position in the Holy Land even in*

troublous times, and have not only established schools and
printing presses but protected the Christian sanctuaries and
taken care of pilgrims and travellers. On the whole it may
be said that, in comparison with that of the Roman and Greek
Churches, the influence of Protestants is outwardly small. A
German sect called the Templars settled in Palestine some years
ago, and has now colonies at Yafa, Sarona, Jerusalem, and Haifa,
The colonists, about 1000 in number, have to contend with many
and grievous difficulties, and are deficient in capital. Wine-growing
is the most lucrative branch of their activity. As loiig as the
Turks hold rule over the country successful colonization is hardly
possible.

Lilcraturc.~~'V)\t literature in recard to Palestine Is extremely abundant. As
btbriographicnl guides of tlie first ciass may be mentioned—Tobler, BibHographia
geoijraphka Palit'slin.'s, Lcipsic. 18G0 (a supplement to tliis appeared in Petz-
IioUU's Neuer Anzeiger fur Biblicgr. xin<i Bibliotftekieissenscfia/l , Dresden,
1S75). Thu works puijlished between 18G7-77 (with additions to Tobler) will be
found in Rijinicht and Jieisner's Iteutsihe Pifgerreisen nach dem HeUigen Lande,
Beilin, 1880 (pp. .'J47-Gi8). Soctn has given an annual survey of current litera-

ture from 1R77 in the Zeilschr. des Deutschen Palcistiiia-Vereins. Compare a^so

Archives de I'Orienl Latin, i., Paris, 1S81. The series of old piiRiimafies pub
lished by the Socltfttf de I'Orlcnt Latin deserves special mention :

—

Itinera Latina
be/lis sacris onttriora^ Geneva, 1879 ; Itine'raires a Jerusaiem et descriptiont de
ia Terre Sainte Ted. en fran^ais aux X!~XIII siec/es, Geneva. 1882. Older
studies on tlie geography of Palestine are Eusebius, Ononiasticon urbium et

locortim Sanrt.v Scripciinv (edited by Lnrsow and Partliey, 18G2, and De Lagarde,
ISTO): Neubnuer, La geographie du Talmud. Paris, ISfiS; Hadr. Reland, Palwstina
movumciitisveffribusi'lus/rata, 2 vols,, 1714 ; Pitter, Vergleichende Erdkundc, vol.

xv.-.wii.. Berlin, lS;iO-5.'i ; K. Raumer, Pa/dslina (4th ed.. 18t;0; now to be com-
pletely remodelled by Furrcr). Siiictly scicniilic accounts of travel begin only in

the present cenruiy ; th^ credit of liaving led tlie way belongs to E. Robinson

( Biblical Pe^rarclu-s i>i Palestine, 1841 ; Later Biblical liesearches, 18-56 ; Physical
Gt'ographij, \SQ^). Of importance isllie voluminous -work of V. GutJiin, Descrip-
tion g&ographiqitc, hisloriqiie, ct arche'ologique de la Palestine, 1SC8, sq. Splendid
service lias biaen rcndercfl by the Palestine Exploration Fund, wliich has published
Quarterly Stalemenfs eince 18C0,—the labours of Wilson, Warren, and Conder
being partieulaily noicwintlty. In 1S80 appeared Conder and Kitchener'a Map
oftVsfsrn Palestine (26 slieets), the result of surveys extending over many years;

an etliiion in ^ix sheets was publislied in L'mdon In 1881. Trolawney Saunders's
Spicial Edition illustrating the Divisions and the Mountain Ranges, 1882, Is to be
rccommeided (compare his valuable Introduction to the Survey uf Western
P'llfStiiie—ils W'atcrwaiis. Plains, and /highlands, 1831); but the same cannot be
snl'I about tlie Special Edition of the map illustiatine the Old Testament and that
liluslratlng the New Testament, Londun, 18S2 (each six sheets), many of the
identifications renting on mere provisional conjecture. As companions to the
great maps wo have Memoirs of the Topography, Orography. Hydrography, anti

Archeology (3 vols.), a Name-List (1 vol.), Special Papers (leprintrd from the
Statei»enls, 1 vol.), Jerusalem (1 vol.). Flora and Fauna (1 vol.). The Exploration
Fund is piepr.rlnp to accomplish a similar work for the country cast of Jordan,
since the Aracricim Society, wliich was to have undertaken the survey of that

region, has relinriuishcd tlie undertaking (compare also Sclah Merrill. East of
the Jordan, "Sew York, 1881). The German Paliistina-Verein has published its

Zeilichrift since 1878, a yearly volume of topograpiiical and historical investl-

gation."? on definite pnint's. Guide-books which may partly scive as works of

reference are— Baedeker's Paleutne and Syria (written by Socln, I87C), Murray's
Jftndbook- for Travellt-rs in Sfiria and 1'ala.tine {hy Povtev, 1875), and Joanne's
Guide (new edition, 1882). Tlin best illu'ti'atcd work is Picturesque Palestine,

Syria, and E<njpt (edited by Colonel Wilson, Ac., London, 1881), to « hich may
be added D. Ruberls, The Holy Land, and Lortet, La Surie d'aujourd'hui, 1884.

W. y\. Thomson's The Land and the Book, Loudon, 1S31-83. is of paiticular value
for manners and customs. For natur.^l liistory, see Tristram, The Land of hraet
(London, 18GI) and Naturat History of the Bible (London, 1873), Lartet's

pcoiogiCiil investigations will he found in De Liiynes, Voy. d'grploration it la

Mcr Movte. Ac., Paris, 1S7C. For matter of geographical detail consult especially

Toblcr's works {Bethlehem; A'tnareth; Dritte Wanderung, Ac.). Wilson, Tht

Lauds of the Bible, Edinburgh, 1847; Conder, Tent Work in Palestine, 1878; and
Finn, r.xpuays in Palestine. London, ISGS, may conclude thellst. Menke's Hiftor-

ischcr Atlas (Gotha, ISGS) is still the best. (A. SO.)

FALESTRINA. See Pr.€N-e.?te.

PALESTRINA, Giovanni PiERLtrici da (c. 1524-

1 594), now universally distinguished by the bonourable title

Princcps Musicx, occupies a more important jjosition in

the history of art than any other composer, ancient or

modern ; for it i.s to his transcendent genius that music

i.s indebted for its emancipation from pedantic trammels,

which, ignoring bcautv as its most necessary element, were

fast tending, to reduce it to the level of an arithmetical

problem.

The exact date of Palestrina's birth is unrecorded. It

most probably took place in 1524, and certainly at

Palestrina (the Pra^neste of Roman geographers,—whence

the style accorded to him in Latin^). Some early writers

call him Gianetto da Palestina, or simply Gianetto ; and

this early custom—which* has led some modern critics to

mistake his identity—combined with th6 general use of

his Christian names only, has induced the belief that ho

was of peasant origin ; but Signor Cicerchia is said to

have discovered at Palestrina documents proving that his

father bore the family name of Sante, and his mother that

of Gismondi,—in which case bo must have been of gentle

birth. The statement, bo^yeve^, needs confirmation.

* Joannes Petrns Aloysiua (or Petraloysius) Pia'ucstiniis.
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m early youth PiaJestrina studied at Rome in company

with Animuccia, and, perhaps also, Giovanni Maria Nanini,

in a music-school ifounded by Goitdimix (q.v.}. After

this, we hear no more of him until 1551, when, by favour

of Pope Julius III., he was elected ^agister Cappellae

and >{agLster Puerorum at the Cappella Giulia, S. Pietro

in Vaticano, with a salary of six scudi per month, and a

house. Three years later he published iiis First Booh

cf MasseSj dedicated to Pope Julius IIL, and beginning

with the Slissa " Ecce Sacerdos magnus," concerning

which we shallhave to speak more particularly hereafter.'

On January 13, 1555, Palestrina was enrolled, by com-

mand of Pope Julius nX, among the singers of the

Cappella Sistina. This honour involved the resignation

of his office at the Cappella Ginlia, which was accordingly

bestowed upon his friend Animuccia. But the legality

of the new appointment was disputed on the ground that

Palestrina was married, and the father of four children,

his wife, Lucrezia, being still alive ; and, though, for the

moment, the pope's vdW was law, the case assumed a

different complexion after his death, which took place only

five weeks afterwards. The nest pope, Marcellus II., was
succeeded, after a reign of twenty-three days, by Paul IV.

i

and within less than a year that stern reformer dismissed

Palestrina, together ^-ith two other married singers,

Ferrabosco and Bari, with a consolatory pension of sis

scudi per month to each. This cruel disappointment caused

Palestrina a dangerous illness ; but better fortune was in

store. In October 1555 he. was appointed Maestro di

Cappella at the Lateran, without forfeiting his pension

;

and in February 1561 he exchanged this preferment for

a similar one, with an allowance of sixteen scudi per

month, at Santa Maria ilaggiore.

Palestrina remained in office at this celebrated basilica

for ten years ; and it was during this period that the most
critical event in his life took place—an event of such
grave importance that its results have never ceased to

furnish matter for discussion to the musical historian from
the time of its occurrence to the present day.

In 1 562 the council of Trent censured the pre-

valent style of ecclesiastical music with extreme severity.

In 1564 Pope Pius lY. commissioned eight cardinals to

investigate the causes of complaint ; and these proved to

be so well foimded that it was seriously proposed to forbid

the use of all music in the services of the church, except

unisonous and unaccompanied plain-chant—a proceeding
which, so far as the church was concerned, would have
rendered the " art of music," properly so called, a dead
letter, not only for the time being, but in perpetuity, for

the decree, once promulgated, could only have been
repealed by another general counciL

It is evideut that very gross abuses must have been needed to
justify so stringent a measure as this in the eyes of men accustomed
to regard art as tlie obedient handmaid of religion; yet, strange
to say, the nature of these abuses has never yet been clearly
established by any musical historian, either English or foreign.
£aini devotes several chapters of his gicat woi'k- to their dis-

cussion, but without arriving at any dchnite conclusion. Burncy
and Hawkins seem to^ave regarded the question as one involving
no deeper signiiicance than a more or less exalted standard of
artistic purity. Anibros, generally so reasonable a critic, denies
the existence of any jtist giouud of complaint at all, even in the
limited sense claimed by Burncy and Hawkius, and condemns tho
severer censures of Baini and his followers as attempts to sub-
stantiate a groundless myth. Bernsdorf speaks little less strongly,
simply because a certain tradition, which reprcsente<b tho circum-
stances as havin-j taken place in 1555, during the short reign of
Pope Marcellus ll., has been proved to be certainly false. That
more than oue groundless myth have been substituted for the real

' * The first edition of this was printed in 1554 ; the second—with a
tttle-piige representiug Palestrina offedng his music to the Pope—in
1572.

* Mntirtrie siorico-eriticke delta vita $ 'delU opere di Giovanni
Pierluiai da Paiei/j-ina. Rome. 1^28.

account of tho occurrcnco is true enougn—one, at least, involving
an anachronism of no less than twelve centuries. But no sober

historian has ever credited these absurd stories; and it is not to

them that Baini gives cmTcncy or that Ambros objects. The
misfortune is that each successive narrator has jjcrpetuated the

vague statements of his predecessors, instead of seeking for infor-

mation at original sources ; and this mistaken course has resulted

in au infinity of oracular utterances, no bvo of which agree. To
conflicting opinions like these, one only form of answer is possible

—

that furnished by contemporary documents. Fortunately, an
immense amount of church music, written in the style universally

cultivated at the period of which wo are treating, -has been
preserved to us both in MS. and in print j and, though the forms
of notation employed by its transcribers are no longer in common
use, students of mediaeval music arc able to decipher them with
absolute certainty. Objections like those raised oy Ambros can
therefore be met by reference to examples of the music actually
siHig at the time the council of Trent condemned the then prevail-

ing style.

The first impression derived from the study of these venerable
records tenuis to confirm a st;xtetnout already made, to the effeofe.

that the art of music was rapidly degenerating into a mere system
of figures. There is evidence enough to prove the existence, from
tho 14th century downwards, of a growing tendency to cultivate,

at the expense of ideal beauty, certain forms of technical ingenuity
wortiiy only of association with a clever conundrum. A canon
which could be sung upside down, as wcU as backwards cud
forwards, was more highly esteemed than one that could be sung
backwards and forwards only. Tho amount of skill and learning
wasted on the construction of such canons was almost incredible;
and equally so was the puerllitj' of the -conceits with which men
known to have beeu profound scholars endeavoured to give an
additional zest to their strange inventions. When the constructioo-

of a canon, often written in the form of a cross or a rainbow, was
so complicated that it was almost impossible to find out how to

sing it, they hinted at the secret by means of a motto a« obscure
as the music itself. In one instance, Respicc me, ostertde mihi
facicTii tuajn. Indicates that two singers are to hold the music
betsveen tbera, each reading it upside do^wn from the other's point
of 4riew. In another, Jiistitia ct Pax osculatae sunt intimates that
two singci^ are to begin simultaneously at opposite ends of the
music, singing all the notes in correct time until they meet in the
middle. In a third case, Barpaxos ^k SfptVof means that a certain

voice is to be silent—in allusion to Elian's assertion that the
frogs on the island of Seriphus do not croak. We do not say that
all the music of the period was of this character; but a multitude
of such examples, written by the most celebrated mnsicians of the
Middle Ages, have been preserved to us, and most of them are
adapted to the words of the Mass. Surely the council had just
right to complain of this.

Another still more serious abuse consisted in the inti-oduction,

among the words of the Mass, of foreign passages having no
connexion whatever with the original text,—one voice being made
to sing "Alleluia" or "Ave Maria," while othei-s were sineing the
words of thfe "Credo" or the "Sanctus."

In order to justly appreciate the tiuc bearing of this very
prevalent ahusc, it will be neccssaiy for the English Church
composer to divest himself of certain not very unnatural prejudices,

—and, fii-st of all, of the idea that the custom implied intentional
irreverence on the part of those .who introduced it, which, in spite

of appearances, it certainly did not. In England the music suns
forms an essential i«irt of the service. This is not the case with
the Mass. In reciting the prescribed form of words with tho
prescribed ceremonies, the officiating priest fulfils unaided all the
necessary conditiojis of the sei"vice, wliile the congregation looks
on and woi-ships, and the choir endeavours to excite its devotion
by singing appropriate music. As a matter of fact, the words to
which this music is set are idenrical with a portion of those i-ecited

by the priest ; but they represent no essential element of the
service, nor are they for the most part sung at the same time
that the priest recites them. Except in the delivery of \ few
resfionses, the action of the choir is entirely independent of that
of the priest ; and the attion of the congregation is independent
of both. Each member of it may use any book of devotions he
pleases, and he will generally be careful to use pi-ayers aiid

meditations suitable to the festival in which he is taking part-'

For iustflnce, at Christmas he will meditate on the nativity of our
Lord, at Easter on His resurrection,—continuing his medications
on these subjects, without reference, during the gieater part of the'

mass, to the words the priest is reciting. It is only by bearing

these facts carefully in mind that we can rightly understand what
is to fellow.

The mediceval composer very rarely constructed his Mass Tipon

an original subject. His favourite plan ft-as to select as his

principal theme a fragment of some well-known ]>lain-chant

hymn or antiphon, and from the v-crds proper to this melody—,
^.technically called the canto Jermo—t])c Mass was named. "W©
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Still' jiosscss countless examples of tlic Jlissa "/Etcrna Christi

iiiuncr;i," the Jlissa '* Villi tuvUim niagnam," '•Kcplcatur os

inouni," "Dum complercutm," "Isto Confessoi-," an I others of lil:c

character, nil named after the canlifcrmi on which they arc bascil,

though, except in a few lompiuativcly rare cases to be presently

mentioncil, "the worJs proper to the canllfcnni ilo not appear in the

work, the selected melody being adapted to the actual words of tliu

JIass. And thus far the custom was not only an nnobjectionabU*

but a thoroughly eonnucndablo one ; for the nieloilics cniployrd

>vcrc familiar to every educated monibcr of the congregation, and to

these the sound of the well-known tune must neecsbarily have

suggested the sacred words iK-longiiig to it, and that so jiowcrfiilly

that the jicrformance on Chiistuias Day of a ilass I'onndctl on the

melody of '* Hodie Christiis natus est," or on "Wliilsuuday of ono

ba**ed on that of " Veni, Crdiitor Spiritus," could scarcely hnvc failed

to induce in the minds of the ussembictl worshippors the exact train

of meditation most de-.irable.on these great festivals.

Had composers been contcntCHl with this, all would have been
welh Uut unliappily they wire teuiittcd to add tlic extraneous
words; and thrir|^intcntion, in doing io, has been grossly mis-

represented. < Tliey.havc been accused of wilfully bacrificing sense

to sound, with the unworthy object of disiilaying their technical

skill to greater advantage. At the first blush thei-c umy scent some
truth in this ; but here again the strictures "will uot bear c.Nainina-

tion in presence of the actual record-^.

Nearly a century before the birth of I'alestrina, Jonuiics do
Tinctorib—the compiler of the earliest known DidioiuTnj ofMnsicnl
Terms—wrote a Mass in which one voice inii.rpolated the words
licrc printed in italics, while the others sang tUe authorised text,

exactly as it appears in the Missal ;

—

,

Cherubim ac scrnphim cvterJgue fpiritiis nngel'tcl Dfo in a/tissiiiiif iiicesfahifi

TfCt prpdniimiit, " S.inctiis, fiiincliis, Saiictiis. Doiiiiniis Dcus Sabiiuth." " Ptieri

llcbi\tDnnil flerit'titcs reftimcnta rahios pnUiiaruin Jesii Ji/io DariJ elamaOaul
Osflinin ill cxcclsis." " Benedictus semper siC ^lius Altifsimi, qui de codis hue
vciiit ir^omiiie Domini."

Clearly this is nothing more than an amplification of the received
vei'sion—a reverent commentary upon the words actually recited

uy the priest. In what way can tiic addition of these extraneous
sentences conduce to thcdisplay of the composer's musical learning?
jHe might just as easily liave set the same notes to Uic unaltered
tc.^t.

Again, Palestrina himself begins his Lihcr primus ^l'tssnrHn\

akoady mentioned, with a Mass for which ho has chosen, as a caiUo

fcrmo, the entire melody of the gradual, " Ecce Saccvdos mngnus,"
sung on the festivals of cert^iin gi-cat doctors of the church, such as

Ambroso and Athajiasius^—one ^ oicc being constantly employed in

the reiteration of tliis in long, slow notes, sung to its own proper
words, ^\ililc three others sing the authorizctl text in the usual way*
AVliat object could possibly have tempted the composer to arrange
lii&uiusic thus, other than tliat of using the familiar wcu'ds and tunc
as a means of reminding his healers of the great ^^ork wrought by
the saints whose festival they arc commemorating? Palc-strLna

was the last man in tho world to Inive paraded his learning
;

and, had'hc wislicd to call attention to it, he might have, done
so in a hundred easier ways. Indeed, if the ^Mass wcie to be

sung to-morrow, nothing would be easier than to fit the words of

the 3Iass to the notes of the canto fcrmo throughout. Still, not-

withstanding the innocence of the coni})oscr"s intention, there can
bo no doubt that tlie custom was a highly rcprehcnsiblo one ; and
it led to something very much worse.

The troubadours and minnesingers of the Jliddle Ages plviduced

a host of beautiful secular melodies, many of which still live among
us in tlte guise of "national airs," though the names of Uicir

authors have been forgotten for ages. The beauty of many of these

melodies tempted composoi-s to select them as canfifcrmi for their

Masses ; and not a few such works were actually named after them,
as the Missa "L'Homme arme"{a very common examitle), the
ilissa " Mou cueur sc recommande a vous," and many others. And
ill tliis the mcdiiu\al niusirian had no niorc thought of intentional
irreveiTnce than had tho Flemish painter when lie represented the
Nativity as taking place in a little roadside hostelry like that to

which he was accuslon^ed to resort for his evening meal. But he
coiundttcd a grave eriorof judgment. For, just as the sound of tho
sacred oaiito fcrmo brought to remembrance the words with which
it ftas connected, so, we may be sur<?, did that of the secular one;
nnd tlLc greater its beauty the more surely would it do its evil

woi-k. It was by its beauty alone that it attracted the comjioscr
;

^'ct Iris treatment of it )uovcs beyond all doubt that he meant no
•evil. This, Iiowever, is the last stage of ourhistory at which we can
acquit him of it ;

and perhaps even lieic we may have strained
the jioint a litih- too far.

As might naturally have bcx>n expected, the introduction of the
'secular cantv/cnno was followed by cxnctly tlic sanie results as that
jtif the sacred one. It took a longer time to bring about the evil,

T-ut it came at last. The fnniiUar words Were sung to the familiar
Jiute-', not by the will of the coiyposcr, who would never have
dared to in-.i-rt them, even had he wished to do so, but by that of

;.rofanu singers, who suircputiously trolled them forili for tho

gratification of a prurient taste, while the great body of the choir
adlicrcd to the sacred text. And, in tlie face of these undeniable
facts, Hawkins calmly speaks of tho reform as one of style ouly, wliilc

Anibros, iutoxicatetl by tlie beauty of so much of the music jue-
scrvcd to us, ami especially by the compositions of Claude Goudiniel,
for whom lie entertained a well-fonndisi admiration, tells us, in so
many words, that no reform of church liiusic was ever neeilcd or
demanded, and that no such reform as tliat popularly attributed
to the inllucMcc of Fal^^trina ever took place,

Twoof the commissioners, however,—Cardinals Borromoo
and Vitellozzi,—while admitting the urgent need of reform,

]deaded for a compromise, and liajipily the conimissi)on

agreed to postpone its final docUion tintil Palestrina—

•

already recognized as the greatest composer tlicn living

—

liad been pcrniittcd to prove, if he could, the p06.sibility

of producing a Mass which should not only be fiee from
the abu.scs comjtlaincd of, but should also conduce to the

excitation of true devotional feeling by bi'inging the plain

sense of the words into the strongest possible relief, and
that hO manifestly that it might be presented to all future

composers a.s the pattern of what Ifug ecclesiastical music

ouglit evermore to be.

A careful comparison of Palestrina's works with those

of tlic best of Ifks contemporaries conclusively proves that

in him alone were united all the qualifications nccessai^

for the bucccss of this difficult attempt, whlcb^ demanded
the earnestness of a deeply religious mind, the science of

a profoundly learned musician, and the refined taste of an

artist whose sense of beauty was strong enough to over-

come all desire for the display of technical power at the

expense of that delicacy of expression without which the

required solemnity of style would have been unattainable.

Animuccia lived as holy a life as Palestrina. The elder

Nanini, if not so learned a musician as he, was at any
rate more learned than by far the greater number of his

contemporaries. But the world had yet to learn how far

refinement of taste could be carried in the competition of

sacred music ; and upon Palestrina devolved the duty o'f

teaching it its lesson. Ockenheim had already a*tonishcd

it by the ingenuity with whicli he evolved from the con-

trapuntal materials at his command a form so syiymetric-

ally proportioned that it seemed as if no future artificer

could add to its perfection^; but the materials were dry

bones, and the resulting form no more than a wonderfully

articulated skeleton. To the erudition of Ockenheim
Josquin Deprcs united the fire of true genius. To him
we are indebted for niany, if not most, of the finest works

produced before the age of Palestrina.^ Yet even he could

do no more than clothe Ockenheim's bare skeletoa with

flesh. It remained for Palestrina to breathe into the

perfect body the breath of that artistic life which alone

could enable it to give thanks to the Creator of all things

in tones which betokened tlie i)resence of the soul within

it. He first taught the world that music was not a mere

lifeless collection of notes,—-that, as the gift of speech

enabled man to express his thoughts to his fellow-man, so

the gift of harmony enabled him to express his feelings,

whether of devotion, or praise, or prayer, and this so

intelligibly that he might " sing praises with understand-

ing " in the true.st sense of the words. And it was to the

decree of the council of Trent that he was indebted for the

oiiportunity of showing how great a work it was [los^^ible

to accomplish in this direction, as well as for the means of

accomplishing it with such good effect that to this day the

results are apparent in every church in whicli true ecclesi-

astical music is sung.

Dreading to trust the issue of so severe a trial to a single

work, Palestrina, with characteristic modesty, submitted

^ For examples, consult the Dodccachordon of Glareanus, oud

Petrucci's Odhccaton and Vanti t\ Xo. cenfo ciufjuunta.

' Sec two extremely i-are volumes of Lis iMasses iu tho IHrt»iy.9t

iht; British Museuuu

.
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three Masses to Cardinal Carlo Borromco for approval.

These wore privately rehearsed, in presence of the com-

missioners, at the jialace of Cardinal Vitellozzi ; and, while

warmly admiring them all, the judges were unanimous in

dccidin" that the third mass fulfilled, in the highest

possible degree, all the conditions demanded. The private

trial took place in June 1565 ; and, on the 19th of that

month, the Mass was publicly sung at the Sistine Chapel,

in presence of Pope Pius IV., who compared its music to

that heard by St John in his vision of the New Jerusalem.

Thenceforth it was formally accepted as the type of all true

ecclesiastical music. Parvi transcribed it, for the library

of the choir, in characters of e.xtraordinary size and beauty;

and, in acknowledgment of his services to art, Palestrina

was appointed by the pope composer to the Sistine Chapel,

an office created expressly in his honour, and confirmed to

him by seven later j>ontifis, though with the very insufficient

honorarium of three scudi per month, in addition to the

six which formed his pension

In 1567 this Mass was printed in Palestrina's Liber

secundiis Missa>-um. The volume was dedicated to Philip

II. of Spain, but the Mass was called the " Missa PapK
Marcelli." This title, clearly given in honour of the short-

lived pope JIarcellus U., has given rise to an absurd

story, told by Pellegrini and others, to the effect that the

Mass was composed by Pope Marcellus I., martyred early

in the 4th century, and was only discovered by Palestrina.

Of course, in the 4th century the composition of such

music was impossible ; but this is only a specimen of the

innumerable fables which have brought the true history

into disrepute. The Mis.=i Papa; Marcelli is undoubtedly
Palestrina'o greatest work. Its ineffable beauty has often

been described in glowing terms by those who have heard

it in the Sistine Chapel, but it was never lieard in Eng-
land until 1882, when the Bach choir, consisting of two
hundred unaccompanied voices, sang it at St James's Hall,

under the direction of Mr Otto Goldschmidt ; and the

effect produced on that occasion more than justified

all that had ever been said of the music, which is

certainly the most beautiful, the most solemn, and the

most truly devotional that has ever been dedicated to the

service of the church.

We have dwelt at some length on these circumstances,

because they left a more indelible impression upon the

history of art than any other events in Palestrina's life,

which was not what the world would call a prosperous one,

though he himself was quite satisfied with his condition.

Upon the death of Animuccia in 1571 Palestrina was
re-elected to his appointment at the Cappella Giulia. He
also succeeded Animuccia as Maestro di Cappella at the

Oratory of Philip Neri ; but these appointments were
far from lucrative, and he still remained a very poor man.
In 1580 he was much distressed by the death of his wife

;

and the loss of three promising sons, Angelo, Eidolfo, and
Silla, left him with one child only—Igino—a very

unworthy descendant. In 1586 a new trouble befel him:
Pope SLxtus V. wished to appoint him n'.aestro to the

pontifical choir, as successor to Antonio Boccapadule, then
about to resign, and commissioned Boccapadule to prepare

the choir for the charige. Boccapadule, however, managed
so clumsily that Palestrina was accused of llaving meanly
plotted for his own advancement. The pope was very

angry, and punished the salumniators very severely ; but
Palestrina lost the apjiointment. These troubles, however,

did not hinder his work, which he continued, without

intermission, until February 2, 1594, when he breathed
his last in the arms of his friend, Filippo Neri.

The jiriiitcd works of ralcstnn.i include twelve volumes of JIasscs;

^cVen volumes of ilotets for from four to twelve voices; two
voluufcs of Ull'ei toria, aud cue of Hymns, for the whole year ; one

voiunic of Lamcntarions, three of Litanies, and one of JIaj;nificats
;

two of Madrigals, the loveliest in existence ; and two of Madvigali

spifituali ; besides an immense number of compositions still remain-

ing iu MS. Tlie whole of these arc now in course of publication

by Breitkojif and.Hartel, of Leipsic. (W. S. R.) i

PALEY, William (1743-1805;, was born in 1743 at

Peterborough, where his father was one of the minor

canons of the cathedral. The Paley family belonged to

the West Riding of Yorkshire, and in 1745 Paley's father

was appointed head master of the grammar school of

Giggleswick, his native parish. Here Paley received his

early education under his father's care. In 1759 he

proceeded to Cambridge, where his first undergraduate

years were given up, according to his own account, more
to society than to study. But, being roused by a reproof

from one of his companions, he used the remainder of his

time to such advantage 'that he came out senior wrangler

at the end of his course. After taking his degree in 1763,

Paley was for about three years assistant in a school at

Greenwich ; but on his election to a fellowship ho

returned to Cambridge, and became, in 176S, one of the

junior tutors of fiis college. His colleague in this office

was John Law, son of Dr Edmund Law, then master

of Peterhouse, and afterwards bishop of Carlisle. To the

connexion thus formed Paley was afterwards indebted for

his first preferments iu the church. As tutor at Christ's,

Paley lectured on . Locke, Clarke, and Butler, and also

delivered a systematic course on moral philosophy, which

formed the basis, more than ten years later, of his well-known

treatise. The subscription controversy was therv agitating

the university, and Paley published an anonymous Defend
of a pamphlet in which Bishop Law had advocated the

retrenchment and simplification of the thirty-nine articles.

But, though Paley was all for " worshipping God in that

generality of expression in which He himself has left some
points," he did not see his way to join the petitioners for

a relaxation of the terms of subscription. His own view

of the articles, as simply " articles of peace," probably led

him to consider their action as a piece of overstrained

conscientiousness. In 1776 Paley vacated his fellow.ship

by marriage, and retired to the rectory of ^lusgrave in

Westmoreland, which had been conferred on him the year

before by the bishop of Carlisle. This very modest living

was soon supplemented by the vicarage of Dalston, and

presently exchanged for that of Appleby. In 1782 he

became archdeacon of Carlisle on the appointment of the

younger Law to an Irish bishopric. His first importartt

work. The. Principles of Moral and Politieal Philosophy,

was published (as Principles of Morality and Politics)

in 1785, and Paley received the unusually large sum of

XIOOO for the copyright. The book at or.ct became thg

ethical text-bo(>k of the university of Cambridge, and

passed through fifteen editions in the author's lifetime.

It was followed in 1790 by his first essay in the field of

Christian apologetics. Horse Paulinx, or the Ti~uth of the

Scripture History of St Paul evinced by a comparisoti of

the Epistles U'hich bear his name with the Acts of the

Apostles and with one another. Though the original idea

of the book was derived from Doddridge, this is probably

the most original of its author's works. It was followed

in 1794 by a more general work in the same field,

the celebrated View of the Evidences of Christianity.

Paley's latitudinarian views, combined with a certain

homely outspokenness in the Moral and Political Philo-

sophy regnTding the foundations of civil authority ("the

divine right of kings is like the divine right of constables "),

are said to have debarred him from the highest positions

in the church. But his able defence of the faith brought

him substantial acknowledgments from, the episcojial

bench. The bishop of London gave him a stall in St

Paul's: the bishop of Lincoln made him subdeaii of that
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catbedral ; and the bisbop of Durham conferred upon him
the rectory of Bishop-Wcarmouth, worth X1200 a year.

Paley transferred his household to Bishop-Wearmouth in

1795. His wife, the mother of eight children, bad died

foui" years before, and in the end of 1795 Paley married a

second time. During the remainder of bis life bis time

*^as divided between Bisbop-Wcarmouth and xjincoln. In
1800 he was attacked b}' the disease of the kidneys which
lUtimatcly carried him off. It was in the intervals of

comparative bcvTltb and case that remained to bini that

bis last, and in some respects his most remarkable, work
was produced, Safjirai Thcolor/yy or £n(h-nc€s of the

Existence and Attribittcs of the Daty collccleil from the

Appearances of Xafurc (1S02). He endeavoured, as be
says in dedicating the book to the bishop of Durham, to

repair in the study bis deficiencies iu the church. He
died on the i?5tb May 1805.

In the deJiL-ntiou just rcfeircd to, Paley claims a systematic
unity Tor liis works. It is tiue that "tlicy have been written in

an oii?rr the very reverse of that in which they ought to be rend "
;

Hevertheless the J\'a/inal Thcohgy forms the completion of a
regular »nd comprehensive design." The truth of this will bo
apparent, if it is considered tbat the Moral and Political PhUo-
sophij admittedly embodies two presuppositions—(1) that " Uod
Almighty wills and wishes the happiness of His creatures," and (2)

that adequate motives must be supplied to virtue by a system of
future rewards and punishments. Now the second prcsuj^positiou

depends, according to Paley, on the credibility of the Christian
religion (wliich he treats almost exclusively as tlie revelation of
tiiese "new sanctions" of morality). The Evidences and the
Horee PauUnm vere intended as a demonstration of this credi-

bility. The argument of these books, Iiowever, depends in turn
upou the assumption of a benevolent Creator desirous of com-
muuioatiiig with His creatures for tlieir good; and the Natural
Thcolo^lf, by applpn^ the argument from design to prove the
existence of such a Deity, bocomes tlie foundation of the argu-
mentative edifice. The sense of unity in the structure is increased

to a reader of the present day \ty tlic uniformity of the point of
view from wliich the world is regarded throughout. Paley has
populnrized for 19th-ceutury use the Deistic conception of the
universe and the divine economy which was common ground last

century both to the assailants and the defenders of orthodox
Christianity.

.

In his Katiiral Thcologtj Paley has adapted with consummate
skill the argument which Ray (1691) and Derham (1711) and
Nieuwentyt' (17S0) had already made familiar to Englishmen.
"For iny part," ho says, " I take my stand iu human anatomy "

;

and'wliat lie everywhere insists upon is "the necessity, in each
particular case, of an intelligent designing mind for the coiUviving
and determining of the forms which orgauized bodies bear," This
is the wliole argument, and the book consists of a mass of wcll-

choscn instances marshalled iu support of it. But by placing
Paley 's facts in a new light, the theory of evolution has deprived
bis argument of its force, so far as it applies the idea of special
contrivance to individual organs or to species. Paley's idea of
contrivaucc is only applicable if we suppose a highly developed
organism to be dropped suddenly into foreign surroundings. But
the relation of an organism to its environment is not of this external
natQi-e, and the adaptation of the one to the other must be regarded
as tlie result of a long process of interaction in the past history of

the species. In thus substituting the operation of general laws for

Paley's continual invocation of a supernatural cause, evolution passes
no judgment on the question of the ultimate dependence Af.these
laws upon intelligence ; but it evidently alters profoundly our
general conception of the relation of that intelligence to the world.

TliO Evidences of Chridianity is mainly a condensation of
Bishop Douglas's Criterion and Lardner's CycdihiUty of the GosjkI
Hiitory. But the task is so judiciously performed tliat it would
probablv be difficult to get a more cflcctive statement of the
external evidences of Christianity than Paley lias here presented.
The general position, however, that the action of the fii-st preachers
of Chiiritianity was due " solely *' to their belief in the occurrence of

^ Niettwentyt (1654-1718) was a Dutch disciple of Descartes, whose
f\vork, Rcgt gebrnyk dcr \cccrcld beschovimje^ jmblished in 1716, was
translated into English in 1730 under the title of The Rdlgions
^Philafopher. A charge of wholesale plagiarism from tliis book was
brought against Paley in the Athenitnm for 1848. Paley refers

several times to Nieuwentyt, who uses the famous illustration 6f the

watch. But the illustration is not perulinr to Nicuwent)i, and had
been appropriated by many others before Paley. In the case of a
writer whose chief msrit is the way in which he has worked up
oxititiiig uiatcriah a geuerol charge of plagiarism is almost irrelevant.

certain miraculous events is on the same level as the view that
" the proper business of a revelation " is to certify future rrwards
and puuisJiments. It brtrays a defective analysis of the rcUgious
consciousness. For the rest, his idea of rcvehition dcjionds upon
the same mechanical conception of the i-elation of God to tlio

world which dominates Iiis Natural Theology; and he seeks to
prove the divine origin of Christianity by isolating it from the
general history of mankind, whcjcas later writei^ liud their chief
argument in the continuity of tlie process of vovelatiou.

For the place of Paley's theological utilitarianism iu the history
of ctliical speculation in England, sec Ethics.
The face of- the world has changed so greatly since Paley's day

that wc arc apt to do less than justice to his undoubted merits.
Ho is nowhere original, and nowhere profound, but he justly
claims to be "something more tlian a mere compiler." His strong
reasoning power, his faculty of clear arrangement and forcible

statement, place hihi in the lii-st rank of expositoi-s and advocates.
Ho masses his arguments, it has been said, with a general's eye.

His style is perfectly pci-spicuous, and its "strong liome-toudi"
compensates for what is lacking in elasticity and giace. Paley's
avoidance of ultimate speculative questions commended him to his
own generation, and enabled him to give full scopo to tlic shrewd
practical understanding in which his strength lay. He displays
little or no spirituality of feeling; but this is a matter in -which
one a^G is apt to misjudge another, and Paley was at least practi-

cally benevolent and conscientiously attentive to his parish duties.

The active part he took in advocating the abolition of the slave-

trade is evidence of a wider power of sympathy. His unconquerable
cheerfulness becomes ksclf almost religious in the last chapters of
the Natural Theology, when wc consider the cireurastances in wbich
they were composed. The chapter on the goodness of the Deity
is more touched with feeling than any other part of his writings,

and impresses the reader with respect for his essential goodness of
heart. (A. SE.)

PALGHAT, a town in Malabar district, Madras, India,

situated in the gap or pass of the same name in the

Western GhAts, in 10° 45' 40" N. lat. and 76' 41' 4S" E.

long., 74 miles south-east of Beypur, with a population in

ISSl of 36,339. Being the key to Travancore and Malabar
from the east, it was formerly of considerable strategic

importance. The fort fell for the first time into British

hands in 176S, and subsequently formed the basis of

many of the operations against Tippoo, which terminated

in the storming of Seringapatam. It still stands, but is

no longer garrisoned. PAlgbAt is a busy entrepot for the

exchange of jiroduce between Malabar and the upland
countr}', and is a station on the Madras railway. The
easy ascent by the PdlghAt Pass, formerly covered with

teak forests, supplies the great route from the south-west

coast of India to the interior.

PALGEAVE, Sir Francis (1788-1861), historian, was
borj. in London in July 178S, the son of Meyer Cohen, a
Jew, and a wealthy member of the stock exchange. He
was privately 'educated, and such was bis caimcity for

languages that at the age of eight he translated the Latin
version of the Frogs and Mice into French, which his father

published in 1-797 with a short preface. On account of the

failure of bis father's fortunes in 1803 he was articled as

clerk to a firm of solicitors, \vith whom he remained till 1822,
acting for some years as their managing clerk, after which'

he took chambers in King's Bench Walk, Temple, and was
employed under the record commission. On bis marriage

in 1S23 ho obtained the royal permission to change his

name from Cohen to Palgrave, the maiden nan^e of his

wife's mother. He was called to the bar at the Middle
Temple in 1827, and soon acquired a good practice in

pedigree case5 in the House of Lords. From ' an early

period of his life be had devoted much attention to literary

and antiquarian studies. In 1818 be edited a collection

of Anglo-Norman chansons, and previous to his call to the

bar contributed largely to the Edinburgh and Qtiajterly

Reviews. In 1831 he published the History of England,
in the Family Library series, and in 1832 he brought out
The Rise ami Progress of the E?iglish Cominomvealth^ and
Observations on the Principles of New Municipal Corpora-
tions. The same year ho received the honour of knight-
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hoed. In 1337 he published Merchant and Friar, an

imajrir.ary history of Marco Polo and Friar Bacon. On
the reconstruction of the record commission service in

IS."?, he was appointed to the post of deputy-keeper.

Ur-i-T the sanction of Government he edited Rotuli Cvrix

7? - /'2 vols., 1S35) and Calendars and Inventories of ike

F '..--f (3 vols., 1836). He was the author of Detached

I the Polity and EccUiiaslical History of the

s, printed for private circulation, and a learned

and eia'oorate History of Komtandy and England {i vols.,

1851-64). He died at Hampstead, 6th July 1861.

PALI (pronounced £ali by the Siamese) is the name
of the literary language of the Buddhists in Ceylon,

Bnrmah, Siam, and Cambodia. Laloubere {Sel. dt Siam)

is the first Europi;an -writBr who mentions the name,

towards the end of the 17th century. Various opinions

have been advanced as to the etj-mology:—from p^tli, to

r ; 1 (Mason, Minayefl), or pdli =pra + dli (J. D'Alwis, E.

K ;;. i)—and criminal meaning of the word. The latter,

l: . as "row,'" "range," "line," is applied by Trenckner

if Mite., i. 69) to the "series" of teachers by whom
xt of the sacred tradition was handed down, and,

:nz to the Burmese conception of the word (see

F . _.:mr.icr'i j^<p:;i. for 1879-80, p. 6), to the sacretl

tcX-5 il;ii;'y. !rr ; ictively of the language or dialect in

which they are written ; whereas Pali scholars generally

use the word less in the sense of sacred canon than in that

of the language in which the canon is written (Childers,

D'Alwis, Fausboll, Oldenberg). The same applies to the

=-T nymons term Tdnii: \\"hen and where that lan-

. was formed is still a matter of controversy.' We
qiy ,e here only the opinions of the two principal ^vTite^3

on the subject, Professors E. Kuhn and H. Oldenberg.

The former, following Westcrgaard, holds that Pali was
the Sanskritic vernacular spoken at Ujjain, the capital of

Mnlava, at the time when Mahendra, the son and
successor of the great Asoka, took the sacred canon with

him to Ceylon in the form in which it had two years

previously received the sanction of the third general

council (Beilr. zur Pdli-Gramm., Berlin, 1875). On the

other hand, Professor Oldenberg, rejecting that tradi-

tion, considers the naturalization of the Pali language in

Ceylon to have been the fruit of a period of long and
continued intercourse berween that island and the adjacent

parts of India, more especially the K'alinga country.

Though he does not state within what limits of time

that gradual naturalization took place, he records his

opinion that at least one portion of the Buddhist canon,

the Vinaya, in its present form existed in the Pali

language about a hundred and fifty years before ilahendra,

that is, about 400 B.a This is in all probability the

earliest period that may be assigned to Pali as a literarj-

language {The Vinayapitaiam, edited by Oldenberg, vol i.,

1S79, Introduction). Both scholars have discussed the

question as to the Pal: being identical with the ilagadhi
dialect, and have satisfactorily disposed of it. There can
be no doubt that some considerable time must have elapsed

b^ore the Pali recension of the canon was completed,
and that, as regards the locality of the language, through
the contiguity of cognate vernaculars a pal|>able number
of words and word-forms found their way into Pali,

enriching alike its vocabulary and 'its grammatical
resources ; or how else could we account for the occurrence

of such doublets and triplets as adda, alia (Sanskrit, ardra),

avata, avata (S. avrita), isa, issa, ikka, accha (S. liksha),

kicch^, kasira (S. kricchra), gaddha, giddba, gijjha

(S. gridhra), Idla, kheli, khiddi (S. Krida), tanhci, tasina

(trishui), tikkhina, tikkha, tii.iha (S. tikshiia), dosina,

Jnnhi (S. jyotsna), rukkha, vaecha (S. vriksha), sita,

mihita _ (S. -imita), sinana, nahana
. (S. snana), sui.iisA,

snnhi, hus5 (3. snush4), and for the many altemstiTe
forms in the declensions, some of which will presently be
specified 1 It is also certain that the very belief in the

sacred character of the canon must have tended to preserve

the text unchanged in form and substance from the time

that it was received in Ceylon till the present day. There

is, however, a voluminous literature which has grown
around and out of the sacred texts, such as Buddhaghosa's

great comm^ntary on them (beginning of the 5th century),

and several historical works and their commentaries.

In this secondary stage many new words and hybrid

grammatical forms, due to what Childers appropriately calls

false analogy, have fovmd admission into the language

(see Fansboll's Dhammapada, Introduction) ; and the

grammarians who at this period appear to have treated of

language after the Sanskrit models enrol them in their

scheme as correct and legitimate.

Though tradition
(
ilahavanta, xii. 6 ; Buddhavansa,

ixii.) makes the introduction of Buddhism into Burmah
contemporaneous with the conversion of Ceylon, there is

every probability that the event .took place at a much
later period. It must, however, have taker, firm root

in Burmah at the time that in consequence of religious

persecutions Buddhist priests from Ceylon went to Burmah
to obtain a copy of the sacred canon and Buddhaghosa's

commentary thereon (5th century of our era). Thence an
uninterrupted religious intercourse has been kept up
between the two countries up to the present, notwith-

standing which certain discrepancies between the Pali

tests of Burmah and those of Ceylon point to the fact

that the latter- retain older forms and expressions, whereas

the former replace these by more modern, more common,
or more regular ones (Fausboll, Ten Jatahas, Introd.).

This fact, however, can only be established on a scientific

basis when good old copies of grammatical works, both

in the Sinhalese and Burmese character, shall have
been carefully examined and compared ad hoc. It is

certainly true that in Ceylon, where the study of Sanskrit

flourishes, and where the people have spoken for upwards
of two thousand years an Indo-Aryan idiom, Pali learning

has obtained a far firmer and more favourable footing than

in Burmah, where the nature of the vernacular places

considerable difficulties in the path of the student of the

sacred language.

As regards the status of Pali in Siam, no trustworthy

information is available. It would appear, however, that

Pali MSS. from that country—invariably wTitten in the

Cambodian character—are more remarkable for caligraphy

than for correctness. Both in Burmah and Ceylon Pali

is writte*in the character of the vernacular. The well-

known iFnnual used at the admission of a novice into the

monastic order is almost tht only book in which the

so-called square character is customary (see Burnouf and
Lassen, Essai sur le Pali, Paris, 1826).'

Since the days of Prinsep the name of Pali has also

been given to the various local dialects, and the name of

Pali character to the monumental alphabet, or rather

alphabets, in which the so-called Asoka inscriptions are

UTitten. The language of these records, it is true, comes
nearer to the Pali than to any other early Sanskritic

idiom ; still it is suflSciently distinct from the language of

Buddhist literature to be treated by itself (see E. Seii»rt,

Les Insr.riptions de Piyddasi, vol. i., Paris, 18S1 : and G.

Biihler, in Z. D. J/. G., vol. xxxvii.).

Pili lias aptly been said to stand phoDetically in xhc same
positiou to Sanskrit a-=: Italian docs to Latin. There is tlie same
tendency to smooth down ail souud.^i diiiicult of utterance, to

assimilate or otherwise simplify compound consonants, and to

substitute vocalic or nasal for ctmsonanfal word-tcnninations.

ilorc csi>ccially, Pf.ii lacks the ri and li vowels and the dinlithougs

ai and au. .^Thc Sanskrit vowel ri generally j>isscs lu Pali into a.
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sometimes also into i or n , as' isi (S. rishi), dajha (S. dridha),

jmtha (S. prithag). E and o, representing S. ai and -m respec-

tively, can before double consonaiits be further shortened into i

and u, just as other long vowels may be shortened under the same
circumstances ; thus ussiikka (S. autsukya), raUka (S. rashtra).

Some anomalous vowel changes are exhibited in the foUo\ving

'examples :

—

kondaniia (S. kaundinya), yana (S. punar), purisa

(S. purusha), tisu (S. ishu), vinnH (S. vijiia), hdilid (S. adhastat).

As regards consonants, Pali has only the dental sibilant, and
replates by.anusvara most final consonants of Sanskrit words ; as

manam (S. manak), sanim (S. sanais), khattum (S. kritvas). Two
or more consonants meeting in the middle of a word are mostly
assimilated, as n-uwiagga {S. unmarga), pabbMra (S. pragbhara).

Other changes are paiVut (S. pra9na), pallanka {S. paryanka),

ddtlid {S. damshtra), and of initial consonants lattht (S. yashti),

liuldct (rudi-a), iiangala (S. langala), kipillika (S. pipilika), kkdtiu

(S. sthanu). Contraction is very frequent, as well as metathesis,

as the follo^ving examples will show:

—

k?io (S. khalu), acceka

(S. atyayika), dcera (S. aciirya), cuddasa {S. caturdacan), issera

(S. aifvavya), ahholUlra (S. a\"}'avahara). In the Scenic Prakrits

and in the Magadhi of the Jains the consonantal decay has

reached a much higher stage than it has in Pali, showing that the

latter holds its place between the former and the Sanskrit. This

applies also to Sandhi, which in Pali is indeed sporadically and
irregularly attended to, but shows a tendency to being altogether

neglected.

There is no dual in the declension any more than in the con-

jugation; the only remnants of it appear to be to (S. tau) and
idiho (S. ubhau). The old dative case is rarely used, and the

genitive takes its place. The declension of nouns has in some
cases been encroached upon hy the pronominal declension.

According to the nature of Pali phonology, there cannot be any
real consonantal stems, and therefore no regular consonantal

ileciension. Final consonants are either dropped or have an a
added to them. In the former case the final consonants reappear

before the vowel tenninations, in the latter the declension follows

the false analogy' of the n-dcclension. Thus, dhimd (S. dhimat) is

declined as follows:

—

Sing.—nom. dliiina, dhimanto; voc. dhimam,
dhima, dhima ; ace. djiimantam, dhir.iam; instr. dhimata, dhiman-
tena; dat. gen. dhimato, dliiniantassa, dliimassa ; abl. dhimata;
ioc.'^ dhimati, dhiniaute, dhiniantasmim, dhimantamhi ; Plur.—
nom. voc. dhimanto, dhimnnta ; ace. dhiniante ; instr. abl.

Idliiniautcbhi, dhiniantehi ; dat. gen. dliimatam, dhimantanatn

;

loc. dhimantesu. Examples of multiform cases are the loc. sing, of

jindt; whicli exhibits the forms nadiya. nadiyam, najjam ; the voc.

plur. of the honorific pronoun bhrnnia. {S. bhavat), which has
bhavanto, bhonto, bhante ; the gen. dat. sing, of pita, which has
pitu, pitimo, pitussa, and in the plur. pitiinam, pitunnarn, pitara-

nam, pitanani ; the loc. .sing, of mano, luanain (S. manas), which
has manasi, mane, manasiuiin, manamhi. The p'ei-sonal pronouns
also show a variety of forms, some of wliich are still traceable in

the modem Prakrits. Thus .iham has in the plural—nom. vayam,
mayam. anihc ; ace. asme, aiiihe, anilirikam ; instr. abl. amhebhi,
amhehi : dat- gen. amhakam, ambanam, amham ; loc. amhesu.
Similarly, the gen. <lat. sing. fern, of the demonstrative pronoun
has the forms imissa, imissaya, imaya, assa, assaya.

^' The Pali verb shows even more than does the noun a tendency
to break with the analogy' of the Sanskrit. Though native gram-
marians arrange the conjugations on a plan similar to that of the

Sanskrit, the disorganizing process which pervades the whole of

Pali grammar is in no part so advanced as in this particular.

Thus, the present tense of the verb thd (S. stha) is thriti as well as

titthati; of dhd it is dadhati, dahnti, and dhati; of dd dadati,

deti, dati, and (by false analogy from tlie optative dajjam) dajjati

;

of ji jayati, jeti, and jinnti; of bJil bhayati; of rudk rundhati,
rundhiti, rundhiti, and rundheti ; of -iuar (S. mri) marati and
miyati; and of kar (S. kri) the plural has karoma, karotha,
karonti, and also regularly kubbanti, from which form agaifi by
false analogy a 3d pei-son singular kubbati has been derived. The
termination re of the 3d person plural perfect atmanepada has been
transferred to the present tpnse, where it is used along with -aiitc.

But there is a general predilection for the parasmaipada termina-

tions, even in the passive. *\Vliilc the perfect^sensibly recedes

before the -jihcT tenses, and is of rare occurretfce, the use of the
aorist largely encroaches on that of the imperfect, the conjugation
of wliich is in many verbs influenced by tlie former, as, e.g., in the

verb a?, in which the imperfect is:—1st sing., asim or asi; 2d and
3d, asi; 1st plur., asimha; 2d, asittha; 3d, asiinsu. "In the impera-
tive par. the 1st sing, and 2d plur. do not diff"er from the corre-

sponding forma of tlie present. The affixes of the future (ssn) and
passive {-yn) may also be added to the special base ; thus we liave

the forms dakkhati and passissati, "he will sec,", and gamiyati
and 'gacchiyati, '* he is gone to." In the causative verb the form
with _/J -greatly prepondcratc's, and may even be added to the special

base, as, C.J)'., sunapcti (S. gravayati), "he informs"; ganhapeti
(S. grahayati). Lastly, the gerund in -tvd is not .only used in

compound verbs in preference to the one in -yn, but mav also

occasionally be superadded to the latter for the sake of greater
precision.. Thus, sajjitva= sad-f ya + i-(-tva; and abhiruylutva=|
abhiruh + ya + i-f t^-a. Instead of ivd the forms ttdna and Hna
often occur. There are two forms of the infinitive, there being
besides the usual fonn in -tiim one in -tav^, which appears to have
lingered in the vernacular long 9.fter it was disused in Sanskrit
literature.

Literature.—The study of Pali by Europeans is of com-
parativety recent date ; in fact, our knowledge of the

very existence of an extensive Pali literature dates scarcely

half a century back. It is true that in 1826 Professors

Burnouf and Lassen were enabled, from an examination of

certain Pali MSS. which had fallen under their notice, to

give a general account of the language ; but it was reserved

for the late Mr G. Turnour, colonial secretary of Ceylon,'

to collect the first trustworthy information concerning the

sacred books of the island, and to edit and translate the

first Pali text of any extent. His choice of the Makavansa,'

one of the oldest chronicles, was all the more fortunate, as,

in the almost total absence of historical works in Sanskrit

literature, these annals were calculated to yield a vast

amount of information regarding the origin and earlier

historj' of the Buddhistic religion in India. The book Ijad

been ready for the press many years, but was not published

till 1837, while a series of articles by the same author, em-

bodying the results of his examination of the Jfakdvansa

and its commentary and of the cpntemporanecfus Dipavansa

{Jour. Bengal As. Soc.y vols. v. and vi.), had been received

by Oriental scholars with the utmost interest. The thirty-

eight chapters published by him bring the history ot

Ceylon down to 477 a.d.; they comprise the original work
of Mahayicima. Six more chapters, ready for the press in'

text and translation, were found among Tumour's papers

at his early death in 18-42, and are now in the India office

library. The whole Mahuvansa^ in Pali and Sinhalese,"

has since been printed at the Government press, Colombo,

1877-83, and an Engli^ translation is in progress. How-
ever, a critical edition of the earlier part, and more

especially of the commentary .upon it, is still a desidera-

tum. There is an excellent edition and translation of

the Dtpavatisa by Professor Oldenberg (London, 1879),'

according to whom the work was written between the

beginning of the 4th and the first third of the 5th cen-

tury. Among the historical works nmy also be classed

the Dathdvama, a poetical history of the tooth-relic of

Buddha, composed by Dhammakitti early in the 13th cen-

tury. The work was printed at Colombo in 1882, and an

English translation by M. Kumaraswami appeared in Lon-

don in 1874. Further, the Atta?ia(/aluvansa, the history

of a temple, likewise of the 13th century, edited and trans-

lated by J. D'Alwis at Colombo in 1866. Other historical

works are described in the catalogues of Pali MSS.'

Lastly, there exist many mediaeval Pali inscriptions, some

of considerable extent, as^ ^.y., those of Kaiyani in Burraah,

which are now in course of publication, and are likely to

yield valuable historical results. Many of them are

accompanied by a translation in Burmese or Talaing,—

a

language now all but extinct. It is worth noting that

neither in Ceylon nor in Cambodia have any old Pali

inscriptions been found ; in the island the old inscriptions

are in Sinhalese, in Cambodia they are in Sanskrit, fre-

quently with a translation in Khmer,
Though there is an old ninefold division (navanga, see'

DrR. Morris's '* Keport on Pali Literature," in Philological

Society's Proceedinf/.% 1880) of the canonical scriptures, it

is the general practice of Pali scholars to abide by the

division into three "-baskets " (tipitaka, pitakattaya), first

specified by G. Turnour, and then more correctly in

Childers's Dictionary, p. 507, viz., the Vinayapitaka, the

Suitapifaka, and -the Ahhidhavimapitaka, or the baskets of

discipline, of discourses, and of metaphysics. Only the
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first of these, and at the same time the earliest, has Been

published in a critical edition in five volumes by Professor

Oldanberg, London, lS7P-83,'while a translation by the

same and Mr Rhys Davids is in progress in the Sacred

Books of the East. One of its constituent parts, the

P&timoklcha, mentioned already by Laloubfere, was edited

and translated into Russian by Minayeff (1869) ; an

English translation by Gogerly had appeared thirty years

previously in vol. iii. of the Ceylon Friend, and the Journal

of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1875 brought out a new
translation, accompanied by the Pali text, by J. F. Dick-

son. Editions of the text have also appeared in Ceylon

and Burmah. A ritualistic manual, the Kammavcicd, the

first chapter of which was edited by Spiegel with a Latin

translation in 1841, was the first PaU text published in

Europe. The first of the numerous works composing the

Sutlapifaka that was made accessible to Pali scholars in

Europe was the Dhammapada, or Path to Virtue, a criti-

cal edition of which, with a Latin translation and copious

extracts from Buddhaghosa's commentary, was brought out

by Professor FausboU, of Copenhagen, in 1855. So popu-

lar has this work proved as a type of Buddhistic sentiment

that no less than two English translations (by Professor F.

J[ax Miiller in 1870 and 1881, and by Professor J. Gray,

of Rangoon, in iSSl), one in German (by Professor A.

\Veber, 1860), and one in French (by M. F. Hii, 1878)

have appeared, besides various editions printed at Cblombo

and Rangoon, with translations into the respective ver-

naculars. Other collections of moral maxims also, such as

Lokantti and Dhammantti, appear to be favourite books in

Burmah. Of the other works of the Snttapitaka, the Jdtaka

Book, an account of the five hundred and fifty previous

births of Buddha, has till quite recently absorbed the

lion's share of attention on account of its being the oldest

extant collection of fables and popular stories, many of

which have at an early date found their way to the ^Yest,

and are still current amongst us. Three volumes of the

text of thie extensive work, edited by Professor FausboU,

and one volume of the translation, by Professor Rhys

Davids, have up to the present appeared, while many of

the most interesting tales, in groups of from two to twelve,

were separately published by the same editor between the

years 1858 and 1872. Other works belonging to the same

division which have been published are Khuddakapdtha (by

Professor Childers, 1869), Buddhavansa and Cariyapiiaka

<by Dr Morris, 1882), AnguitaranikAya (by the same,

1884), and Majjhimanikdya (by Trenckner, 1884); and a

number of others, such as Itivuitaka, Tkeraydikii, Tlieri-

gdthd, and Apaddiia, are, thanks to the active zeal of the

working members of the newly founded Pali Text Society,

either in progress or in preparation. An edition of Sutta-

nipdta, by Professor Fausbijll, whose translation of the work

appeared in 1881, is also passing through the press. Seven

suttas from the Dtyhanikdya, prepared for piiljlication by

the late P. Grimblot, appeared in Paris in 1876; and a

number of others, from various collections, edited and

translated by L. Feer, are to be found in the Journal

Asialique. An edition, >by Professor Childers, of the

Malidpariniljtidnasutta, from the DUjhanikdya, was pub-

lished in 1876, and a translation of the same and other

suttas, by Professor Rhys Davids, forms vol. xi. of the

Sacred Books/ of the East. Lastly, Dr ilprris has in the

press an edition and translation of " the Six Jewels of the

Law," one of which is the Mahdsatipattlidnasiitta, a

favourite text-book in Burmah and Ceylon. The Milinda-

pai'Jia, a work of the middle of the 2d century B.C., a

scholarly, edition of which we owe to Trenckner (1880),

though obviously not a canonical book, may well be classed

with this second division. Tlie Al/hid/iamma/yifaka has so

little in it to^attract the F.uropean student of PAU that an

IS—U*

edition of any of its components parts is not likely to be

forthcoming for some time. A compendium of its tenets,

the Abhidhammatthasangaha, has been frequently printed

in the Burmese and in the Sinhalese character.

AVhile in Siam and Ceylon the law-books are in the vernacular,

tliey are in Burmah ia the original Pali, ^vhich is generally

accompanied by a Burmese gloss. San Germano translated one oV
them (see his work on Burmah, p. 173 sq. ) in the end of last century.

Several of them have in recent years been brought out at Rangoon
by Colonel H. Browno, and the oldest of them, by King Wagaru,
is passing throligh the press. The editor, Professor Forchhammer,
has also supplied valuable translations to the series of Mr Jardine'a

Xoics on Buddhist Zfuo, which are appearing at Rar-goon. A
critical edition of the Zazes of Manurdja. by Dr Fiihr^r, is in the

press at Bombay.
The age of the oldest PilU gramtnarian, Kacclyana. is still under

dispute ; it is far more likely, however, that it h?,j to be placed

towards the end of th£ 11th century A.n. (see Colonel Fryer's paper
in Jour. Beng. As. Soc for 1882) than with J. D'Alwis in the

6th century B.C. While his system is the one wl.iich has long been
current in Burmah, the giammar by tloggalli-na (second half of

the 12th century) represents the leading grammatical school of

Ceylon. Round both a large number of gremmatlcBl works have
grown "up, more than si.xty of which aie specified and fully

described by Subhuti in the introduction to his book on the Pali

declensions {A'dmamdIA, Colombo, 1876). M. E. Senart has given

an excellent cditioii and exposition of Kaccayana's grammar
Paris, 1871), some chapters of which had previously been made
the subject of separate ti'eatii^es by J. D'Alwis and Professor E.

Kuhn. The first five chapters of the Bdldvatdra were edited

and translated by L. F. Lee {Ceylon As. Soc. Jour, for 1870-71),

and the sixth chapter of the liiipasiddhi, another old grammar,
was recently published by Dr Griinwedcl (Berlin, 18S3). The
oldest Pali vocabulary, called Abhidhanappadtpikd, and compiled
by the above-mentioned ^loggallana on the model of the Amara-
koshd, was first printed at Colombo in 1824 as an appendix to

Clough's grammar. A better edition, by Subhuti, with English

and Sinhalese interpretations, notes, and appendices, appeared in

1865, of wliioli a much improved reissue has just apjieared at

Colombo, to be followed in a second volume by fuU alphabetical

indices. The Dhdliunavjiisd, a dictionary of 'PaU radicals, by
Silavansa, was edited with English .\nd Sinhalese translation at

Colombo in 1872. Vuttodaya. a work on metre by Sanghavakkhita,

who is identified with Sloggallana, was first edited and translated

by Professor Minayeff of St Petersburg in 1869, and in 1877, as

No. II, of his Pdli Studies, by Colonel G. E. Fryer, who had
previously, in the first essay (1875), given the text with a full

analysis of a work on rhetoric, called Subodhdlankirai by the same
author.

There are great facilities in Europe for the study of Pali and its extensive

literature. Tlie British Museum, the Tniversity Library of Cambiidge, and the

library of the India Office are rich in Pali MSS. , and a catalogue raisonne of the

last-mentioned collection, by Professor Oldcnbcrg, is accessible to students. The
Royal Library of Copenhagen contains tlie MSS. whrch tlie late Professor E. Rask
had brought from India, probably the finest collection in Europe, a catalogue of

wliich was published in 1S46. The National Libraiy of P.ivis is the only one in

Europe that possesses, in addition to a large number of MSS. in the Sinhalese and
Burmese characters, a fine assemblage of MSS. in Cambodian letters. There aie

also Pdli MSS. in tlie museums of learned societies and in private h.ands, and it

would be well if means could be devised for bringing these hidd£-n treasures to

light and utilizing them for literary purposes, for the study of the P^li language
and literature has been making rapid strides within the last ten years. Lectures

on raii are delivered at Cambridge, in- Paris, and in most of the German univer-

sities, and the number of publications of Pali texts increases year by year. It

is already admitted that Childcrs's Dictionai-y, the publication of which in 1S75

formed an epoch in the study of Paii, no longci sufhces to supply the want, and
that a more comprehensive work, or at least a supplementary dictionary, is

I urgently needed. Clougil's Pali Giatimiar, which appeared at Colombo in JS24,

I found its way to Europe so tardily that it was still unknown to the authors of the

Essai siir le Pali when they published their supplement to it in IS27, and it has
I always been a scarce book. In 1872 Professor Slinayeff biought out at St

I

Petersburg a Pdli grammar, wiitren in Russian, which was translated into French

by M. S. Gu) 3rd" five years later. An English translation made finm that

I French version, by C. 6. Adams, appeared at .Maulmain in 1S82. Meantime
Professor E. Kuhn of Mnnicii published liis valuable Beitrdge sur PdU-Gratii-

: matik (Berlin. 1375), a mine of wealrli for all students of the Language. It is

from this book and from Dr Ed. Midler's giammar, to be named presently, that

most of the examples in the above piammatical sketch have been culled. In

ISSl there appeared at Cliristiania bi>: Flc.cion ties Piili in ifiiem Verhalniiss tun'.

Sanscrit, by .\If Toi-p, and la^t year in London Dr Frankfurter's Ha'iidbooi: oj

Pdli, ieingan EtemenUtrit arantmar, a Clirestoniathy, and a Clossart/, at the same

time that at Rangoon Pro'fc^sor J. Gray's £!cmettts cf Pdli Grammar left the

press. The grammar by Dr Ed. Miiller. just published, deserves to be called a

pattern of critic,al scholarship. Much valuable information on grammatical and

etvm^logical questions mav also be gained from Professor Fr. .Miiller's Beitrdge

m'r Ktnntnlu der PdJi-Sprache. \icmta, ISCT-CS; Dr Morris's "Report on PSli

Literature." in Proc. Philol. Soc. I8S0; and last, not least, V. Tre!ickner'«7'ii/t

Miscellanij. part i., Copenhagen, 1679. (^- B-l

PALIMPSEST, a term applied to any material from

which writing has been removed to make room for another

text, and which has thus been prepared or scraped a second

time (-aXt'/xi/Tjo-ros). Such an object therefore as an in-

scribsd monumental stone or brass may be made palimpsest

XVITL — 2j
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lint tlic term is most commonly apjilied to ancient MSS.
which have undergone this treatment. See Pal-eogeaphy.

PALLNDKOME (^oAti', again, and Spo/xos, a course), a

verse or sentence which runs the same when read' either

packwards or forwards. Such is the verse

—

Koma tibi subito motibua ibit amor
;

Signa to, signa, tcmere me tangis ct angis ;

pi^ou avopi-yjfia'ra firj fi/u'att oi|/iy.-^

^some have refined upon the palindrome, and composed

verses each word of which is the same read backwards as

forwards,—for instance, that of Camden

—

Odo tenet mulum, madidam mappam tenet Anna,
Anna tenet mappam madidam, mulum tenet Odo.

The following is still more complicated, as reading in

four ways—upwards and downwards as well as backwards

and forwards :

—

s A T o R
A It E P O
T E S E T
O P E 11 A
E T A S

PALISSY, Ber^ajid (1510-1580), was born in 1510 at

La Chapelle Biron, a village in the province of Pi5rigord,

France. His parents were poor, and at an early age he

was thrown upon his own resources for even the most

elementary education. With indomitable energy he rejtd

all the books within his reach, and, aided by naturally keen

powers of observation, gained a knowledge, remarkable for

that time, of chemistry, geology, botany, and other branches

of natural history. Bernard Palissy's father was a painter

of stained glass, and taught his son the practice of this

important craft ; he thus became a skilful draughtsman,

learned the manipulation of colours, and gained that train-

ing of the eye which in after years helped' to bring him
success and reward as a jiotter. After a period of travel-

ling apprenticeship, Palissy married and settled in Saintes.

At first he practised his craft of glass-painter, varied by
portrait-painting and land-surveying. The search for

jsnfajects for his window-paintings led Palissy to extend

his already wide course of study to history and classica,l

mythology. He had not long been married when the

whole course of his life was changed by a new ambition.

He happened to see a fine piece of enamelled pottery, prob-

ably majolica ware from Italy, and thereupon resolved to

Bpend any time and labour to discover for himself the

secret of the beautiful enamelled surface that he admired
so much in that piece of pottery. His trade as a glass-

painter had taught him something of the methods of paint-

ing and firing enamel colours, and at the neighbouring

village of La Chapelle des Pots ha learned the rudiments

of the potter's art in iis simplest form ; but this was all the

help he had. He knew nothing whatever of the manu-
facture of the finer sorts of faience, or of the composition

of the white enamel which was to form the covering of

his clay vessels and the ground for his coloured ornament.

Year after year, through a succession of utter failures,

and almost without a gleam of hope, he laboured on,"

.working often blindly and at random in search for the

secret of the wliite enamel. Almost starving for want of

food, his wife in rags bitterly and not unreasonably

reproaching him for his cruelty, his furniture broken up
to feed his kilns, and without a hand to help, Palissy

struggled on for nearly si:tteen years before success came.

A truly tragic story is this, for after all it was no new
discovery thafr Palissy ever reached or even aimed at.

* Tl»is last fs from tlio KapK'ifOi. of tlie emperor Leo VT., the PTiilo-

soplier, and occurs in a palindrome piece of twenty-seven lines, wllich

can be seen in the Exccrpta Varia of Leo AUatius (1641). See also

•S. and Q., Sth scr., vii. 372, viii. 77.

The secret of the w-hite enamel was known to every potter

of northern Italy, and there, if he had but known, he
might have learned that process on the rediscovery of

which he wasted so many of the best years of his lifel

All those struggles and failures a,re most vividly told by
Palissy hjmself in one of the most thrilling pieces of

autobiography ever written. The nearest parallel to it is

perhaps (widely different as the two men are) that of his

contemporary the Florentine Cellini.

For a few years Palissy enjoyed untroubled reward for

his years of toil and unflinching constancy of purpose.

His works were bought and appreciated by the queen,

Catherine do' Jledioi, and many of the great nobles of her

court, who were eager for specimens of his skill. But
before long Palissy, who had always been something

of a theologian and a constant Bible student, became
irresistibly enthralled by the new doctrines of the Refor-

mation, and enrolled himself an enthusiastic member of

the Huguenot party. He could do nothing by halves; he
devoted himself heart and soul to the cause, and, in 1558,
while engaged in making plaques, tiles, and rustic figures

in faience to decorate the Constable de Montmorency's
Chateau d'Ecouen, Palissy was arrested and imprisoned at

Bordeau.x, while his kilns and the materials of his trade

were destroyed by command of the magistrates.

Through the intervention of the French court Palissy

was, after a time, liberated, and about 15G3, under the

protection of the king, set up his pottery-works in Paris,

on a plot of ground afterwards occupied by part of the

gardens of the Tuileries. Here Palissy lived and worked
in comparative peace and prosperity till 1588, when a

fresh outburst of religious zeal against the Huguenots
proved too strong even for the royal patronage, which for

so long had sheltered him. He was thrown into the

Bastille, and, though Henry IIL,who was then king, offered

him rewards and freedom if he would recant, Palissy

preferred death to falsehood. Henry III., though not

unmindful of the forty-five years during which Palissy had

faithfully served the court of France, was too timid or too

weak to save his old servant, then nearly eighty years of

age. Palissy was condemned to death, but died shortly

after, in one of the dungeons of the Bastille, in the year

1589. This martyr's death was a not unfitting end for

one whose whole life had been a sacrifice to noble aims,

and who, jears before, had suffered a protracted martyrdom;

in the to hira sacred cause of art.

Palissy's Pollcnj.—Tbough very varied in design, Palissy's pot-

tery is for tlio most part executed after one technical pi-ocesa.

Hard well-burnt earthenware, sometimes fireil at so Iiigli a temper-

ature as to lia\'e almo;it a metallic ring, was co^'cret^ wiOi a white

enamel, formed of the usual ingredients of glass, to which opacity

and creamy whitcnos.s were given by the addition of mi Txido of tin.

On this white ground various colovn-s were applied in ouamtl.

jiigmeuts, and tlie wl'.ole finally covered with a thin plumbo-

vitreous glaze. The potter's wdieel was but Uttlo, if at all, used

by Palissy, who, in liis pieces, aimed less at purity and beauty of

outline than at elaborate surface-decoratiou in high relief, formed

by pressing the clay into a mouUl.
"Palissy's best-kuowu production.s are large plaies, ewers, vases,

and other forms, decorated -in altorelicf, with very realistic fignrcs

of reptiles, fisli, insects, slulls, plants, and other objects, executed

with wonderful truth and accuracy from moulds formed by taking

casts of the objects themsch-es (see woodcut). ,Thus wo se<v repro-

duced every scale on a snake's or fish's back, and tlie minutest

peculiarities of the fossil shells and living plants which Palissy saw

around him aii<l delighted in copying with the scientific accuracy

of a student of natural history and geology. Casts from these

objc(<t.s were fixed on to a metal dish or vase of the shape required,

and a fresh cast from the whole formed a mould from which Palissy

could reproduce many articles of the same kind. After being covered

with the longsougbt-for white enamel, the various parts of the piece

were painted in realistic colours, or as near truth as cuuld be

reached by the pigments Palinsy was able to discover and prcparc.|

These colours wero^ostly various shades of blue from 'indigo to^

ultramarine, some ratl>£r crude greens, several tints of biowna
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and greys, an*, more raroly, yellow. Otlicr jiioccs, such as dishes
and plaques, were ornamented by figure subjects treated after the
same fashion, Rcnerally Scriiitural scenes or subjects from classical
uijrthology. These were in many cases copied from works iu
sculpture by contomiwrary artists,

Another class of dcsij^ns usoil by Palissy were plates, tazze and
the like, \nth geometrical patterns moulded in relief and pierced
through, forming a sort of open network. Terhaps the most suc-
cessful .IS works of art were those plates and ewers which Palissy
moulded in eiact facsimile of the rich and delicate works in pewter
for which Fiaucois I5riot and other Swiss metal-workers were so

Rustic Plate by Palissy.

celebrated. These are in very slight relief, and are executed with
camcoliko finish, mostly of good dcsigu, after the stylo of the
Italian silversmiths of the 16th century. Palissy's ceramic repro-
ductions of these metal plates are not improved by the colours with
which he picked out the designs.

Some enamelled and painted earthenware statuettes, full of life

and expression, have been attributed to Palissy; but it is doubtful
whether he ever worked in the round. Ou the whole his produc-
tions cannot be assigned a very high rank as works of art, though
they are certainly remarkable as objects of curiosity and marvels
of ingenious skill. They have always been highly valued, and in
the 17th century attempts were made both at Delft and Lambeth
to copy his " rustic " plates with the reliefs of animals and human
ngiires. These imitations are very blunt in modelling, and coarsely
painted. They are generally marked on the back in blue with
initi.ils and a date—showing them to be honest copies, not attempts
at forgery, such as have bctn produced in the present century.
The best collections of Palissy ware are those in the museums of

tlio Louvre, the H6tel Cluny, and Sevres ; and in England that at
Karford Hall, \vith~a few specimens in the South Kensington and
Britisli JIuseums.
As an author P.-ilissy Avas perhaps «veu more successful than as a

potter. A very high position among French writers is assigned to
him by Laniartiuo {B. Palisstj, 8vo, Paris, 1852). He wrote on a
great variety of subjects, such as agriculture, natural jibilosophy,
religion, and especially his L'Art dc tcrre, in which he gives an
account of his processes and how he discovered them. A complete
edition of his works was published by P. AutoLno Cap, L'CEuvrcs
CompUta de B. Palissy, Paris, 1844.

See Jtorlcy, Li/e o/ Pallas, IS55; M.irr>-«(, Pontrf, ia.50, pp. SI «?
nmncsnil, B. Palisii/. le poticr <lt Irrre, ISol ; TainruriLT, Trrin emailUa di
Paint), 18S3; Del&luze. B. Pahua, 1S3S; EnJiiUiult. f.4r( eeramiqut de B.
Palisty, ISSS; AutJiut. Etude svr la rie . . . dc A Pafisfy, ISr.S; Delange
Mmt^raphie de ra-:irrt <fa B. Palissf, 1SC2. Ko'r Taliisy ai a Huiruenot sec
Kossiffno!, Les Protettatili ttluslret. No. iv., ISCl. (J. H. M.)

PALIT.4N.4, a " second class " native state of India,
in KiTni.iw.vR (5.1).), Bombay presidency, lying between
21° 23'^ 30" and 21° 42' 30" N. lat., and between 71° 31'

and 72° 0' 3Q" E. long., with an area of 305 square miles,
and a population (18S1) of 49,271. The chief pays a
tribute jointly to the gackwdr of Baroda and the nawib of
Junagarh. Tlie capital of the state is PAlitina (popula-
tion, 7G59). Above the town, to the west, rises the sacred
hill of Satrunjaya, whicli is covered with temples dedicated
to AdinAth, one of the deified saints of the Jains, and is the
resort of innumerable pilgrims from all ])arU of India.
PALL-IUIO, AxuuEA (1518-1 jSO), a native of Vicenza

in the north of Italy, one of the chief architects of his
century. Palladio's early student life was spent in Rome,
where he learned the practical part of his profession, and

spent several years in making drawings of tlic buildings of
ancient Rome. In 1547 he returned" to his native city
Vicenza, where he designed a very large number of fine

buildings—among the chief being the Barbarano, Porti,

and Chieregati palaces, as well as many others for various
nobles of Vicenza and the neighbourhood. Perhaps his
finest work in Vicenza itself was the Palazzo della Ragione,
with two stories of open arcades of the Tuscan and Ionic
orders. Jlost of these buildings, however, look better on
jiaper than in reality, as they are mainly built of brick,

covered with stucco, now in a very dilapidated condition.

This does not affect.^the merit of their design, as Palladio

intended them to have been executed in stone. His fame
extended widely throughout Italy, and Pope Paul III. sent

for him to Rome to report upon the state of St Peter's.

In Venice, too, Palladio built many stately churches and
palaces, such as S. Giorgio Maggiore, the Capuchin church,

and some large palaces on the Grand CanaL His last

great work was the Teatro Olimpico at Vicenza, designed
after a classical model ; he died before its completion, and
it was finished, though not altogether after the original

design, by his pupil and fellow-citizen Scamozzi.
In addition to his town buildings, Palladio designed

many country villas in various parts of northern Italy.

The villa of Capra is perhaps the finest of these, and has
frequently been imitated. Palladio was a great student of

classical literature, and was much influenced by Vitruvius's

great work on architecture. He also published in 1575 an
edition with notes of Csesar's Commentaries.

His great literary work was / quattro lH/ri ddV Arclii-

tctlura, first pubhshed at Venice in 1570, which has passed
into countless editions, and been translated into every

European language. The original edition is a small folio,

richly illustrated with well-executed full-page woodcuts
of plans, elevations, and details of buildings,—chiefly

either ancient Roman temples or else palaces designed
and built by himself. The influence of this book on the

architecture of Europe has been enormous. Among many
others, an edition with notes was published in England by
Inigo Jones, most of whose works, and especially the palace

of AVTiitehall, of which only the banqueting room remains,

owed much to Palladio's inspiration. Though other

Italian architects in the 16th century worked out and
developed the same style, yet, in England at least, the term
Palladian has been used to include all the results of this

revival of classicalism. Vignola, Scamozzi, and Serlio were
among the chief of Palladio's contemporaries. The style

adopted and partially invented by Palladio expressed a
kind of revolt against the extreme licence both of composi-

tion and ornament into which the architecture of his time

had fallen. Though often noble, dignified, and full of the

most harmonious proportions, Palladio's style is dull and
lifeless, dominated by scholasticism, and regardless of cor.-

siderations of utility and convenience.

He was fascinated by the statelihess and beauty of pro-

portion which are the chief charms of the buildings of

ancient Rome, and did not stop to reflect that reproduc-

tions of these, however great their archaeological accuracy,

could not but be lifeless and unsuited to the wants of the

IGth century. Palladio's eareftiUy measured drawings of

ancient buildings are now of great value, as in many cases

the buildings have altogether or in part ceased to exist

The following is a short abstract of the contents of Palladio's

great work on architecture :

—

Book I. Materials ; construction ; the five orders (Tuscan, Doric,

Iinic, Corinthian, and Composite); the proiwrtions of various parts

of buiMings; construction of staira

Book n. Plans and elevations ofcity and country houses designed

by P.illadio; restoration of X3reek and Roman houses; sites;

Palladio's designs for palaces for certain Venetian and otboi

noblemen, in Venice, Vicenza, Verona, and elscwhci«.
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Book III. Roads; bridges; piazze ;

piazze of Greeks and Romans

;

ancient biisilica; modern basilica at Viccnza; batbs and xysti of the

Greelts.

Book IV. Temples of ancient Rome ; Brainante's "Tempietto"
(S. Pietro in llontorio); Roman temples in Italy, outside Rome:
Roman temples (such as those at Nimcs) outside Italy.

Sec Montonari, Vita di Andrea PaUadio, 1740; Rigato, Ossereasiotii sopra
Andrea PaUadio, ISll; Magrini, ^femorie inlorno la Vila di Aitdna Pailaaio,

1845 ; Milizia, ilemorie degli Archiictti, 1781, ii. pp. 35-54; Symonds, Rejiaiisance

in Itaiy—Fine Arts, pp. 94-99.

PALLADIUM, an arcliaic wooden image (fo'avov) of

Pallas; preserved in the citadel of Troy as a pledge of the

safety of tlie city. It represented the goddess, standing

in the stiff archaic style, holding the spear in her right

hand. According to one story, Zeus had thrown it down
from heaven when Ilus was founding the city of Ilium.

Odysseus and Dioniedes carried it off from the temple of

Pallas, and thus made the capture of Troy possible.

Many different cities boasted that this ancient image had

passed into their possession—Athens, Argos, Eome,
Lavinium, &c. It is probable that the Palladium is an

image of the warlike goddess Pallas, who must in origin

be distinguished from Athena. The theft of the

Palladium is a frequent subject in Greek art, especially

of the earlier time.

PALLADIUS, E0TILIUS TAmitrs .^milianus, a writer

of the 4th century after Christ, author of a poem on

agriculture {De He Rustica) in fourteen books. It is not

certain whether he can be identified with any known
historical person of the time. His work consists of au

inti'oductory book of general directions on agriculture,

twelve books describing the operations suitable for the

twelve months of the year, and a final book on the

cultivation of trees. The material is derived fi'om

Columella and other earlier writers. The work was
popular in the Middle Ages ; it is conveniently arranged,

but far inferior in every other respect to that of Columella.

PAL LjVHARA, a tributary state of Okissa (j.J'.).

PALLAS. See Athena, vol. ii. 830.

PALLAS, Peter Simon (1 741-1^11), naturalist and
traveller, was born in Berlin, September 22, 1741, the son

•'of Simon Pallas, surgeon in the Prussian army, and pro-

fessor of surgery in Berlin. Pallas was carefully educated

by his father, being accustomed from boyhood to the use

of several languages, among them English and French.

He was intended for the medical profession, and his

progress was such that in 1758 he lectured publicly on
anatomy. Pallas studied at the universities of Berlin,

Halle, Gottingen, and Leyden. He early displayed a

strong leaning towards natiiral history inve.=^tigations,

which by the time he reached manJiood almost monopolized

his att«ntion. In 1761 he came to England, where he
syf^iit a year, devoting himseU to a thorough study of the

collections he found there,' and to a geological investiga-

tion of part of the English coast ; and at the age of

twenty-three he was elected a foreign memberof the Eoyal
Society. Pallas spent some time in Holland, where he
found ample scope for investigation in his special subjects,

the results of which appeared at the Hague in 1766 in

his Eknchis Zoophyiomm and Miscellanea Zoologica, and
in 17C7-1804 in his well-known Spici/er/ia Zvologka
(Berlin). In 1768 he gladly accepted the invitation of the
empress Catherine to fill the professorship of natural
history in the Imperial Academy of Science, St Petersburg,
and from that time until within a year of his death his

homo was in Russia. The great event of his life, and
that by which he will be permanently remembered, was
the expedition through Russia and Siberia in 1768-74, in

whicli he acted as naturalist in company with Falk,
Lepechen, and Qiildcnstadt, the inimediate object being
the observation of the transit of Venus in 17G9. In this

leisurely journey Pallas went by Kasan to the Caspian,

spent some time among the Calmucks, crossed the Urab
to Tobolsk, visited the Altai Mountains, traced the Irtish

to Kolyvan, went on to Tomsk and the Yenissei, crossed

Lake Baikal, and extended his journey to the frontiers of

China. Few explorations have been so fruitfid as this

six years' journey. Pallas's collections included all depart-

ments of natural history, and his.observations extended to

every point of interest in the region traversed and its

inhabitants. The leading results were given in his lieisen

ilurck verschiedene Promnzen dcs Mussischen Jieichs (3 vols.

4to, St Petersburg, 1771-76), richly illustrated with

coloured plates. A French translation in 178S-93, in 8

vols., with 9 vols, of plates, contained, in addition to the

narrative, the natural history results of the expedition ; and

an English translation in three volumes appeared in 1812.

As special residts of this gi-eat journey may be mentioned

Sammlungen historischer Nachrichten iiher die Mongolischcn

Volkerschaften (2 vols. 4to, St Petersburg, 1776-1802);
Novx Species Quadnipedum, 1778-79; Pallas's con-

tributions to the dictionary of languages of the Russian

empire, 1786-89; Jcones Iiisectorum, pracsertim Rossix

Sibcriecque pecxiHarimn, 1781-1806; Zoographia Eosso-

Asiatica (3 vols., 1831); besides many special papers

in the Transactions of the academies of St Petersburg and
Berlin. The empress bought Pallas's natural history collec-

tions, for 20,000 roubles, 5000 more than he asked for

them, and allowed him to keep them for life. He spent a

considerable time in 1793-94 in visiting the southern pro-

vinces of Russia, and was so greatly taken with the Crimea

that he determined to take up his residence there. The
empress gave him a large estate at Simpheropol, and
10,000 roubles to assist in equijiping a house. Though dis-

appointed with the Crimea as a place of residence, Pallas

continued to live there, devoted to constant research,

especially in botany, till the death of his second wife in

1810, when he removed to Berlin, where he died September

8, 1811. The results of his journey in soutkern Russia were

given in his Bemerkungen aitf einer Jteise duixh die siid-

lichen Statthalterschaften des RUssischen Reichs (Leipsic,

1799-1801 ; English translation by Blagdon, vols. 5-8 of

Modern Discoveries, 1802, and another in 2 vols., 1812).

Pallas also edited and contributed to Nciie JVonlisc/te

Beitrdge-zur 2^ltysilcalischen Erd- nnd ViJlkerhcschreibung,

Natiirgeschichte, ttnd Oekqnomie (1781-96), published ///us-

traliones Planiariim imperfecic rel nondum cogniianim

(Leipsic, 1803), and contributed to Buffon's Natural

History a paper on the formation of mountains, and to the

Transactions of various learned societies a great number of

special papers.

The solid value and ^rcat extent of Pallas's contributions to

natural science have been long admitted ; his name is insepara!>]y

associated with the geography (in its varied Ijranches) of Siberia

and ^ large part of European Russia. That he had a marked
influence on the progress of zoology there is no doubt ; some
authorities even hold that he changed the face of the science ; vhilc

liis geological investigations and speculations, if they did not
revolutionize the young science (as has been maintained), gicatly

helped its progress. Tliough not in any sense brilliant citlicr as

an investigator or as a writer, Pallas is certainly one of the most
important figures in*the science of the latter half of the 18th
century.

Sec the Essax of Rudolplii in tjic Traiisafttons of llic Itciti'i Acmiciny firr

1B12; Cu%ici's ElORc in llic Rccueil dcs Cfofjrs Uitloriqucs, vol. ii. ; iind tile Life
in Jartiine's I\'aturalists' Litirary, voi. ii'., Etiin., 1843.

PALLAVICINO, Fekeante (1618-1644), a writer o£

pasquinades, who is now known cliicfly for his early and
tragical end, was a member of the old and widely ramified

Italian family of the Pallavicini, and was born at Piaccnza

in 1618. He received a good education at Padua and
elsewhere, and early in life entered the Augustinian order,

residing chiefly in Venice. For a year he accompanied

Ottavio Piccolomini, duke of Amalfi, in his German
campaigns as field chaplain, and shortly after his return
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he published a number of clever but exceedingly scurrilous

satires on the Boman curia and on the powerful house of

the Barberini, which \rere so keenly resented at Rome that

a price was set on his head. A Frenchman of the name of

Charles de Breche decoyed him from Venice, where he

was comparatively safe, to the neighbourhood of Avignon,

and there betrayed him into his enemies' hands. After

fourteen months' imprisonment and some observance of

the formalities of a trial he was beheaded at Avignon on

March 6, 1644.
His Open Permfssf was published at Veaice in 1655, bui being,

as may be imagined, inferior in scarrility and grossness (Palla-

vicino's specialities), are macb less prized by the curious than the

expert Sc(lU (Genera, 1660), which were more than once reprinted

in HolUnd, and were translated into German in 1663.

PALLAVICIXO, or Pallavicdci, Sfoeza (1607-1667;,
cardinal, representative of another branch of the same
family, was born at Rome in 1607. Having taken holy

orders in 1630, and joined the Society of Jesus in 163S, he

. successively taught philosophy and theology in the Collegio

Komano ; as professor of theology he. was a member of the

congregation appointed by Innocent X. to investigate the

Jansenist heresy. In 1659 he was made a cardinal by
Alexander VIL His death occurred In 1667.

Pallavicino is chiefly known by his history of the council of

Trent, written in Italian, and published at Rome in two folio

volumes in 1655-57 (2d edition, considerably modified, in 1666).

His avowed object was to correct and supersede the very damaging
work of Sarpi on the same subject, and he certainly, by virtue of

his position, Lad access to many important sources from the use of

which his predecessor had been precluded ; the contending parties,

however, are far from agreed as to the completeness of his success.

The work was translated into Latin by a Jesuit named Giattisus
(Antwerp, 1670). There is a good edirioa of the original by
Zaccharia (6 vols. 4to, 1792-99). It,'was translated into German
by Klitsche in 1835-37.

PALLIUM, PALLA. These articles of Roman dress,

corresponding to the Greek himalion, are described in the

article Cosictsie (vol vi pp. 453, 456-57), where also the

pallium, as an ecclesiastical vestment peculiar to arch-

bishops in the Roman Church, has been spoken of (pp.

461, 463). In the East the pallium is worn by all bishops,

and one or two instances have occurred in the Western
Church also in which it has been conferred by the pope on
prelates of less than archiepiscopal rank. The canon law
forbids archbishops to wear this vestment until it has been
solemnly asked for (either personally or by deputy) and
obtained from the holy see; even then it is only to be
worn on certain specified occasions, such as at high ponti-

fical mass or at an episcopal consecration. Every arch-

bishop must apply for it within three months after his

consecration, and it is buried with him at his death. The
pallium is never granted untU after payment of consider-

able dues. The pallia are prepared by nuns from white
wool obtained from lambs which have been consecrated on
St Agnes's eve in the church of that saint in Rome ; the

vestments are blessed on the festival of Saints Peter and
Paul, and deposited for a night on the altar over St Peter's

tomb; they are afterwards taken charge of by the sub-

deacon, and given out as required. The growth of the

occasional practice of bestowing the pallium into an
invariable custom, and of the custom into a law, will be
traced in the article Poi-edom.

PALM. From their noble aspect, and perhaps from
the surpassing utility of several of the aiembers of the

group, the Palms (Palmacese) have been termed the princes

of the vegetable kingdom. Neither the anatomy of their

stems nor the conformation of their flowers, however,
entitles them to any such high position in the vegetable
hierarchy. Their stems are not more complicated in

structure than those o* the common butcher's broom
(Ruscus) ; their flowers are for the most part as simple as
those of a rush (Juncus). For all that, palms have

always had great interest, not only for botanists, but also for

the general public, in the latter case by reason of the his-

torical and legendary interest connected with them no less

than from their beauty and economic value. The order

Palmacex is characterized among raonocotyledonous plants

by the presence of a stem very frequently unbranchcd, and
bearing a tuft of leaves at the extremity only, or with the

leaves scattered, theje leaves, oft2ii gigantic in size, being

usually firm in texture and branching in a pinnate or

palmate fashion. The flowers are borne on simple or

branching spikes, very generally protected by a spatbe or

spathes, and each consists typically of a perianth of "'y

greenish, somewhat inconspicuous segments in two rows,

with sLk stamens, a pistil of 1-3 carpels, each with a single

ovule and a succulent or dry fruit never dehiscent (figs. 1,

2). The seed consists almost exclusively of perisperm or

albumen in a cavity in which is lodged the relatively very

minute embryo (fig. 3). These are the general charao-

Fig. 3.

Fig. 1.—Diagram of the 6 flower ei Cliamserops, Fan-Palm, showing
six divisioDs of the perianth and six stamens.

Fig. 2.—Diagram of the 9 flower of the Chajn^rops, showing sis

divisions of the perianth in two rows, and three cells of the ovary.

Fig. 3.—Portion of the perisperm of a palm, showing the embryo
witliin a small cavity.

teristics by which this very well-defined order may be

discriminated, but, in a group containing considerably

more than a thousand species, dispersed widely and at dif-

ferent elevations throughout the tropics of both hemi-

spheres, with stragglers in subtropical and even in warm
temperate regions, it may well be imagined that devia-

tions from the general plan of structure occur with some
frequency. As the characteristic appearances of palms

depend to a large extent upon these modifications, some of

the more important among them may briefly be noticed.

Taking the stem first, we may mention that it is in very

many palms relatively tall, erect, unbranchcd, regularly

cylindrical, or dilated below so as to form an elongated

cone, either smooth, or covered with the projecting

remnants of the former leaves, or marked with circular

scars indicating the position of those leaves which have now
fallen away. In other cases the stem is very slender,

short, erect, prostrate, or scandent by means of formidable

hooked prickles which, by enabling the plant to support

itseii on the branches of neighbouring trees, also permit

the stem to grow to a very great length and so to expose

the foliage to the light and air above the tree-tops of the

dense forests these palms grow in, as in the genus Calamus.

In some few instances the trunk, or that portion of it

which is above ground, is so short that the plint is in a

loose v.ay called " stemless " or '•' acaulescent," as in

Geonoma, and as happens sometimes in the solitary

species found in a wild state in Europe, Chamasrops

humilis. In many species the trunk is covered over

with a dense network of stiff fibres, often compacted

together at the free ends into spines. This fibrous

material, which is so valuable for cordage, consists of the

fibrous tissue of the leaf-stalk, which in these cases persists

after the decay of the softer portions. It is very character-

istic of some palms to produce from the base of the stem a

series of adventitious roots which gradually thrust them-

selves into the soil and serve to steady the tree and prevent
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its overthrow by the wind. He underground stem of some
species, e.g., of Calamiis, is a rhizome, or root-stock, lengthen-

ing in a more or less horizontal manner by the development
of the terminal bud, and sending up lateral branches like

suckers from the root-stock, which form dense thickets

of cane-like stems. The branching of the stem above
ground is unusual, except in the case of the Doum Palm
of Egypt (Hyplismc), and, when present, is probably the

result of some injury to the terminal bud at the top of the

stem, in consequence of which buds sprout out from below
the apex.

The internal structure of the stem does not differ funda-

mentally from that of a typical monocotyledonous stem,

the taller, harder trunks owing their hardness not only to

the fibrouB or woody skeleton but also to the fact that, as

gi'owth goes on, the originally soft cellular tissue through

which the fibres run becomes haideued by the deposit of

woody matter within the cells, so that ultimately the

cellular portions become as hard as the woody fibrous

matters proper.

The leaves of palms are either arranged at more or less

distant intervals along the stem, as in the canes (Calamus,

&.€.), tjr are approximated in tufts at the end of the stem,

thus forming those noble crowns of foliage which are so

closely associated with the general idea of a palm. . lu the

young condition, while still unfolded, these leaves, with the

succulent end of the stem from which they arise, form
" the cabbage," which in some species is highly esteemed

as ati article of food. •

The adult leaf very generally presents a sheathing base

tapering upwards into the stalk or petiole, and this again

bearing the lamina or blade. The sheath and the petiole

are very often provided with stout spines ; and when, in

course of time, the upper parts of the leaf decay and fall

off the base of the leaf-stalk and sheath often remain,

either entirely or in their fibrous portions only, which
latter constitute the investment to the stem already

mentioned. In size the leaves vary within very wide
limits, some being only a few inches in extent, while those

of the noble Caryota may be measured in tsns of feet. In
form the leaves of palms are very rarely simj>le ; usually

they are more or less divided, sometimes, as in Caryota,

extremely so. In Geottoma Verschafcllia, and some others,

the leaf splits into two divisions at the apex and not

elsewhere ; but more usually the leaves branch regularly

in a palmate fashion as in the fan-palms Lalania,

Chamsrops, Sahal, &.C., or in a pinnate fashion as in

Areca, Kenlia, Calamus, ic. The form of the segments

is generally more or less linear, but a verj' distinct

appearance is given by the broad wedge-shaped leaflets of

such palms as Caryota, Martineda, or ilauriiia. These

forms run one into another by transitional gradations

;

and even in the same palm the form of the leaf is often

very different at different stages of its growth, so that it

is a difficult matter to name correctly seedling or juvenile

palms in the condition in which we generally meet with

them in the nurseries, or even to foresee what the

future development of the plant is likely to be. Like
the other parts of the plant, the leaves are sometimes
invested mth hairs or spines; and, in some instances, as in

the magnificent Ceroxylon andicola, the under surface is

of a glaucous white or bluish colour.

The inflorescence of palms consists generally of a fleshy

spike like that of an Arum, either simple or much branched,

studded with numerous, sometimes extremely numerous,
flowers, and enveloped by one or more sheathing bracts

called " spathes." These parts may be small, or they may
attain relatively enormous dimensions, hanging down from
amid the crown of foliage ' like huge tresses, and adding

greatly to the noble effect of the leaves.

As to the individual flowers, ikij are asnaUy small,
greenish, and insignificant ; their general structure has been
mentioned already. Jlodificatioiis from the typical struc-
ture arise from differences of texture, and specially from
suppression of parts, in con-sequence of which the flowers
are very generally unisexual (figs. 1, 2), though the flowers
of the two sexes are generally produced on the same tree
(monoDcious), not indeed always in the same season, for a
tree in one year may produce all male flowers and in the
next all female flowers. Sometimes the flowers are modi-
fied by an increase in the number of parts ; thus the usually

six stamens may be represented by 12 to 24 or even by
hundreds. The carpels are usually tliree in number, and
more or less combined ; but they may be free, and their

number may be reduced to two or even one. In any case

each carpel contains but a single ovuln.

0\ving to the sexual arrangements before mentioned, tlie

pollen has to be transported by the agency of the ^nnd or

of insects to the female flowei-s. This is facilitated some-
times by the clastic movements of the stamens and anthers,

which liberate the poUen so freely at certain times that

ti-avelleis speak of the date-palms of Egypt (Pkferiix

dadylifcra) being at daybreak hidden in a mist of pollen

grains. In other cases fertilization is effected by the

agency of man, who removes the male flowers and scatters

the pollen over the fruit-bearing trees. This practice has

been followed from time immemorial ; and it afforded one of

the earliest and most irrefragable proofs by means of v hich

the sexuality of plants was finally established. The fruit

which results from this process of fertilization is various:

sometimes, as in the common date, it is a berry with a

fleshy rind enclosing a hard stony kernel, the true seed;

sometimes it is a kind of drupe as in the cocoa-nut, Cucu*

nvci/tra, where the fibrous central portion investing the

hard shell corresponds to the fleshy jxjrtion of a plum or

cherry, while the shell or nut corresponds to the stone of

stone fruits, the seed being the kernel Sometimes, as in

the species of Sagus, Hap/tia, Ac, the fruit is covered with

hard, pointed, i^;flexed shining scales, which give it a very

remarkable appearance.

The seed varies in size, but always consists of a mass
of perisperni, in which is imbedded a relatively very

minute embryo (fig. 3). Tlie hard stone of the date is the

perisperm, the whita flesh of the cocoa-nut is the same
substance in a softer condition; the so-called "vegetable

ivory " is derived from the perisperm of Pliyieleplais.

Hooker, who in his recent revision of the genera follows

the Avork of his predecessors ifartius, Wendland, and Drude,

enumerates about one hundred and thirty-two genera of the

order ranged under five tribes, distinguished by the nature

of the foliage, the sexual conditions of the flower, the seed

unibilicate or not, the position of the raphe, Ac. Other

characters serving to distinguish the minor groups are

afforded by the habit, the position of the spathes, the
" aestivation " of the flower, the nature of the stigma,

the ovary, fruit, Ac.

It is impossible to overestimate the utility of palms.

They furnish food, shelter, clotliing, timber, fuel, building

materials, sticks, fibre, l>aper, starch, suyar, oil, \«ax, wine,

tannin, dyeing materials, resin, and a host of minor pro-

ducts, which render them most valuable to the natives and

to tropical agriculturists. The Cocoa-nut Palm, Cocus mtci-

fera, and tlie Date Palm, P/tor/iur dactylifera, have been

treated under separate headings. Sugar and liquids capable

of becoming fermented are produced by Caryota vi-ens,

Cncos nvrifrrn, Mora'-^us Unbelti/ormi.^, Rhapis viwfera,

Arcnya sauhari/fra, J'/ia-uu: sihvstris, Maurilia vinifera,

Ac. Starch is procured in abundance from the stem of the

Sago Palm, Sagus Rumpldi, and other species. The seeds

of Elais guinccnsis of western tropical Africa yield, when
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crushed aud boiled, " palm oQ." Cocoa-nut oil is extracted

from tlie cocoa-nut. Wax is exuded from the stem of

CeroxytoH andicola and Copenticia eerifera. A variety of

*' dragon's blood," a resin, is procured from Calamvs Draco

and other species. Edible fruits are yielded by the date,

the staple food-of some districts of northern Africa. The
cocoa-nut is a sourcfe of wealth to its possessors, and many
of the species are valued for their " cabbage " ; but, as this

is the terminal bud whose removal causes the destruction

of the tree, this is a wasteful article of diet unless care b^
taken by judicious planting to avert the annihilation of

the supplies. The famous "coco de mer," or double cocoa,

nut, whose floating nuts might have suggested the twin

steamboats, and are the objects of so many legends

and superstitions, is known to science as Lodoieea Sechel-

larum. ' The tree is peculiar to the Seychelles, where it is

nsed for many useful purposes. Its fruit is like a huge

plum, containing a stone or nut like two cocoa-nuts (in

their husks) united together. These illustrations must
suffice to indicate the numerous economic uses of palms.

The only species that can be cultivated in the open air

in England, and then only under exceptionally favourable

circumstances, are the European Fan-Palm, Chnmsropn
humilis, the Chusan Palm, C. Fortunei, of which speci-

mens may be seen out of doors at Kew, Hcckfield,

Osborne, ic, and the Chilian Jvheia sptctalilis. The
date-palm now so commonly planted along the Mediter-

ranean coast is the common Date-Palm; but this does not

ripen its fruit north of the African coast. There are

several low growing palms, such as Bhapis fahtllifcrmis,

Chamscrops hvmilis, ic, which are suited for ordinary

green-house culture, and many of which, from the thick

texture of their leaves, are enabled to resist the dry and
often gas-laden atmosphere of living rooms. Jfany species

are now cultivated for the sjiccial purpose of the decora-

tion of apartments, particularly the very beautiful Coros

We'hMltana. But, to gain anything like an idea of the

magnitude and majestic character of palms, a vi.sit to such

establishments as the palm stoves at Kew, Edinburgh, or

Cliatsworth is necessary. In some instances, as in the

famous Tali]Jot Palm, Jiwasstis flahfUiformis, the tree

does not flower till it has arrived at an advanced age and
acquired a large stature, and, hr.ving produced its flowers,

it dies like an annual weed. (m. t. m.)

PALM-'\, the chief town of the Spanish province of

Baleares, the residence of a captain-general, a bishop's see,

and a flourishing seaport, is situated 13.5 miles from
Pfcircelona, on the south-west coast of Majorca, at the head
of the fine Bay of Palma, which stretches inland for about
10 miles between Capes Cala Figucra and Regana. It

is the meeting place of all the highways in the island, and
the terminus of the railway which (ojwned in 1875) runs
to Inca and (1ST9) Manacor, and will be extended to

Alcudia. The ramparts, which enclose the city on all sides

except towards the port (where they were thrown down in

1872), have a circuit of a little more than 4 miles.

Though begun in 1.'jC-2, after the plans of Georgio Fretin,

they were not finished till 1R3G. ' Pahna has undergone
considerable change since 1 8C0; streets have been widened
and houses built in the ordinary modern style, and the
fine old-world MtJbrish character of the ^)lace has suffered

accordingly. The more consjiicuous buildings are the
catiedral, the exchange, the palace, now occupied by the
captain-general and the law courts, the general hospital

(145G), the town-house (end of the ICth century), the
picture gallery, and the college. At the time of the partial

suppression in 1S35 there were twenty five monastic build-
ings in Palma; none of those still extant are of much note.

The church of San Francisco is interesting for the tomb of

Raymond Lull}-, a native of Palma. The cathedral, a fine

Gothic building with massive butti^sses, crowns the snnw
rait of the hill on which the city stands. It was erected

and dedicated to the Virgin in terms of a vow made by
King Jayme as he sailed to the conquest of Jlajorca, but,

though conimenced in 1230, it was not finished till ICOl.

The older and more interesting portions are the royal

chapel (1232), with the tomb (1779) of Jayme II., and
the south front with the doorway known as del viiradm-

(1389).' The principal dimensions of the edifice are

—

length from the door to the high altar, 347 feet; width,

including the chapels, 190 feet; height of the central nave,

147 feet; height of the side nav&s, 78 feet ; and height of

the belfry tower, 166. Of the arehi'.ecture of the exchange

(lonja), a Gothic building begun in 1426, the people of

Palma are jiarticularly proud, as it excited the admuation
of the emperor Charles V. The columns of the windows,

in black and grey marble, are of almost unexampled slim-

ness. The harbour (formed by a mole constructed to a

length of 387 yards in the 14th century and afterwaids

extended to more than 650 yards), has been greatly

improved and enlarged since 1875 by dredging operations

and a further addition to the mole of 136 yards. Pre-

viously it was not accessible to vessels drawing more than

18 feet, and men-of-war and large merchant steamers

were obliged to anchor in the bay, which is sometimes-

rendered dangerous by violent storms. Porto Pi, about 2

miles from the city, was once a good harbour, but is now
fit only for small craft. Shoemaking, tanning, and rope-

spinning are prosecuted on a very extensive scale ; and
direct commerce is carried on with Valencia, Barcelona,

Algeria, Marseilles, Cuba, Porto Rico, ic. Manj- of the

Majorcan vessels used to be Palma-built, but the increase

of steam navigation has changed the character of the trade.

The population of the a)-untamiento, 53,019 in 1860, was

58,224 in 1877. There is a considerable number of

Christian Jews (Chuetas) who were formerly confined to

their own quarter.

Palma probably owes, if not its existence, at least its name
(symbolized on the Koman coins by a palm bvauch), to iletellus

Halearicus. who in 123 n.c. settled three thousaud Roman and
S|a].ish colonists oil the island. Tlie bishopric dates only from the

14th century, its foundation having been strongly opposed by the

bishop of Barrelona. About a mile south-west of ralma is tl'.c

castle of Deliver, where Jovellauos and Arago were imprisoned.

PALMA, distinguished since 1861 as Palma Campania,

a city of Italy, in the province of Caserta, 4i miles south

of Xola. The population was 5658 in 1881.

PALiLA., distinguished since 1861 as Palma di Monte-

chiaro, a city of Italy, in the province of Girgenti, Sicily,

13 miles S.E. of Girgenti. Though situated some distance

inland, it has a port of considerable value to the coasting

trade. The exports are wine, dried fruits, soda, and

sulphur. Hodierna, the mathematician (1597-1660), w-as

a priest at Palma patronized by the duke of Palma. The
population, 13,458 in 1871, was 11,702 in 18S1.

PALM.-\., one of the C.vxaky Islands (q.r.).

PALMA, Jacopo, a painter of the Venetian school, was

born at Serinalta near Bergamo, towards 1480, and is

said to hav& died at the age of forty-eight, or towards

152S. He is currently named Palma Vecchio (Old Palma)

to distinguish him from Palma Giovane, his grand-

nephew-, a much inferior painter. About the facts of his

life little is known. He is reputed.to have been a com-

panion and competitor of Lorenzo Lotto, and to some extent

a pupil of Titian, after arriving in Venice early in the IGth

centurj"; be may also have bet« cue master of Eonifazio.

His earlier works are in the older manner, and betray the

influence of the Bellini ; but, modifying his style from the

study of Giorgione and Titian, Palma took high rant

among those minters of the distinctively Venetian type

who rcnuiin a little below^the. leading jnasters. -'For rich-.
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ness and suffusion of colour he is hardly to be surpassed;

but neither in invention, strength of character, nor

vigorous draughtsmanship does he attain any peculiar

excellence. His finish is great, his draperies ample, his

flesh goldeu-hued. He painted many fine portraits. A
face frequently seen in his pictures is that of his

daughter Violante, of whom Titian was more or less

enamoured. Two works by Palma are more particularly

celebrated. The first is a composition of sis paintings

in the Venetian church of S. Maria Formosa, with St

Barbara in the centre, under the dead Christ, and to right

and left Sts Dominic, Sebastian, John Baptist, and
Anthony. The second work is in the Dresden . Gallery,

representing three sisters seated in the open air (presum-

ably the painter's daughters) ; it is frequently named The
Three Graces. Other leading examples are—the Last

Supper, in S. !Maria JIater Domini ; a Madonna, in the

church of S. Stefano in Vicenza ; the Epiphany, in the

. Tvera of Milan ; the Holy Family, with a young shepherd

adoring, in the Louvre ; St Stephen and other Saints,

Christ and the \Yidow of Nain, and the Assumption of

the Virgin, in ihe Accademia of Venice ; and Christ at

Emmaus, in the Pitti Gallery. Palnia's grand-nephew,

Palma Giovane, was also named Jacopo (15-1-1 to about
.'1626). His works, which are extremely numerous in

Venice, and many of them on a vast scale, belong to the

decline of Venetian art.

PALilAS, Las. See Canary Islands, vol. iv. p. 7y9.

PALMER, Edward Heney (1840-1882), Orientalist,

was born at Cambridge, August 7, 1840. He lost his

parents when he was a more child, and was then brought
up by an aunt. As a schoolboy lie showed the character-

istic bent of his mind by picking up the Romany tongue
and a great familiarity with the inner life of the Gipsies.

He was not, however, remark.bly bookish, and from school

was sent to London as a clerk in the City. Palmer
disliked this life, and varied it by learning French and
Italian,' mainly by frequenting the society of foreigners

wherever he could find it. He had a peculiar gift for

making himself at home with all manner of .strange people,

which served him throughout life, and was as effective with
Orientals as with Europeans. His linguistic faculty was
in fact only one side of a great power of sympathetic

imitation. He learned always from men rather than from
books, and by throwing his whole flexible personality into

unison with those from whom he was learning. In 1859
Palmer returned to Cambridge, apparently dying of con-

sumption. He had an almost miraculous recovery, and in

1860, while he was thinking of a new start in life, fell in

at Cambridge with a certain Sayyid Abdullah, a teacher of

Eastern languages. Under his influence he resolved to

give himself to Oriental studies, in which he made very

rapid progress, pe now attracted the notice of two fellows

of St John's College, became an undergraduate there, and
in 1867 was elected a fellow on the ground of his attain-

ments, especially in Persian and Hindustani. He was
soon engaged to join the survey of Sinai, and followed up
this work in 1870 by explQring the Wilderness of the

Wandering along with Drake. After a visit to Palestine

and the Lebanon he returned to England in 1870, and next

year published his Desert of the Exodus. In the close

of the year 1871 he became Lord Almoner's Professor of

Arabic at Cambridge, married, and settled down to

teaching work. Unhappily his affairs were somewhat
straitened, mainly through the long illness of his wife,'whom
ho lost in 1878 ; he was obliged to use his pen for Oriental

and other work in a way that did not do full justice to his

talents, and at length he became absorbed in journalism.

In 1881, two years after his second marriage, he finally left

Cambridge and ceased to teach. In ths following year he
j

was asked by the Government to go to the East and assist

the Egyptian expedition by his knowledge and his great
influence over the Arabs of the desert Al-Tlh. It wa.s a
hazardous task, but Palmer rightly judged that he could not
refuse his country a service which no one else was able
to render. He went to Gaza, and without an escort made
his way safely through the desert to Suez—an exploit of
singular boldness, which gave the highest proof of his
capacity fcr dealing with the Bedouins. From Suez he
j\'as again sent into the desert with Captain GUI, to procure
camels and do other service of a verj' dangerous kind,

and on this journey he and his companion were attacked
and murdered (August 1882). Their remains were re-

covered after the war, and now lie jn St Paul's Cathedral.

Palmer's highest qualities appeared in his travels, especially in
the heroic adventures of his last journeys. His brilliant scholar-
ship is also seen to adv.autage iu what he wrote in Persian and
other Eastern languages, but not so much so in his English books,
which were generally written under pressure. His scholarship was
wholly Eastern in character, and lacked the critical quali'.ies of
the modem school of Oriental learning in Europe. All his works
show a great linguistic rauge and very versatile talent; but he v.-as

cut off before he -ivas able to leave any permanent literary monu-
ment worthy of his powers. His chief writings are The Desert (J
the ExoduSy 1871; Focms of Brhd cd Din (Ar. andEng., 2 vols.),

1876-77; Araiic Grammar, iS77; History of Jarusalcm, 1871 (by
Besant and Palmer—the latter wrote the part taken from Arabic
sources); Persian Dictionary, 1876, and English and Persian
Dictionary (posthumons, 1 883) ; translation of the Qu'rdn (unsatis-

factory), 1880. He also did good service iu editing the A'ame Lists
of the Palestine Exploration.

PALMER, S.AMUEL (1805-1881), landscape painter

and etcher, was born in London on the 27th January
1805. He was delicate as a child, and received his educa-

tion, in which a study of the classics-—English as well as

Greek and Latin—played a notable part, at home under
the wise and genial care of his father. In 1819 we find

him exhibiting both at the Royal Academy and the

British Institution ; and shortly afterwards he became
intimate with John Linnell, who gave him excellent

counsel and assistance, advising drawing from the figure

and from the antique in the British Museum, and intro-

ducing him to Varley, Mulready, and, above all, to

AVilliam Blake, whose strange and mystic genius had the

most powerful effect in impressing on Palmer's art its

solemn and poetic character. Before very long the studies

of this period were interrupted by an illness which led

to a residence of seven years at Shoreham in Kent. Here
the artist sought a closer acquaintance with nature, and

the characteristics of the scenery of the district are con-

stantly recurrent in his works. Among the more important

productions of this time are the Bright Cloud and the

Skylark, paintings iu oil, which was Palmer's usual medium
in earlier life, but one with which he is now hardly at all

associated in the popular mind. In 1839 he married a

daughter of Linnell's. The wgdding tour was to Italy,

where he spent over two years in study, t Returning to

London, he was in 1S43 elected an associate and in 185-t

a full member of the Society of Painters in Water Colours,

a method to which he afterwards adhered in his painted

W'Ork. His productions are distinguished by an excellent

command over the forms of landscape, and by mastery of

rich, glowing, and potent colouring. He delighted in the

more exceptional and .striking moments of nature, and
especially in her splendours of sunrise and sunset. His
paintings are less literal trr.r-scripts than poetic and
imaginative renderings. Tbey are admirably composed
and well-considered pastor:la, '7hich find a singularly

accurate litsrary parallel in the landscape work of Milton

in his minoi poems ; indeed among the best and most
important paintings executed by Palmer during his later

years was a noble series of illustrations to i'yfWeyro and

II Pmseroso, now in the possession of Mr L. R. Valpy.
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In 1S33 tne artist w;is eieotca a meinber of» the English

Etching Club ; and lii? work with the needle, is no less

individual and poetic than his work with the brush. Mr
Hamerton has pronounced hira "one of the few really

great English etchers," " one of the most accomplished

etchers who ever lived." Considering his reputation and
success in this department of art, his plates are few ij

aumber. They are executed with care and elaboration.

Their virtues .ire not those <>f a rapid and vivid sketch,

depending on force and selection of line, and adopting a

frankly interpretative treatment ; they aim rather at

truth and completeness of tonality, and embody many
of the characteristics of other modes of engraving—of

mezzotint, of line, and of woodcut Readily accessible and
sufficiently representative plates may be studied in the

Early Ploughman, in Etching and Etchers (1st ed.), and
the Herdsman's Cottage, in the third edition of the same
work. In 1861 Palmer removed to Eeigate, where he
spent an honoured and productive old age, till his death

on the 21th of Maj- 1S81. One of his latest efiorts was
the production of a series of etchings to illustrate his-

English metrical version of Virgil's Ecloyue^, which was
published in 1883, illustrated ^\-ith reproductions of the

artist's water-colours and with etchings, of which mosfwere
left unfinished at his death, and completed by his son, A.

H. Palmer. A collection of Palmers works was brought
together by the Fine Arts Society in the year of his

death. The descriptive and critical catalogue of this

eshlbition, and the memoir by his son, may be consulted

for particulars of the painter's life and art.

PALMERSTOX, Hexey John Temple, Viscouxt,

(1 78-1-1 S65), statesman, minister of foreign affairs, and
twice prime minister of England, was born at Broadlands,

near Romsty, Hants, on the 20th October 178-i. The
Irish branch of the Temple family, from which Lord
Palmerston descended, was very distantly related to the

great Enr'-ish house of the same name, which played so

con^pi.-j :us a part in the politics of the 18th century; but
these Irish Temples were not without distinction. In the

reipi of Elizabeth they had furnished a secretary to Sir

Philip Sidney and to Essex. In the reign of William and
Mary Sir William Temple figured as one of the ablest

diplomatists of the age. From his younger brother, who
was sp3iker of the Irish House of Commons, Lord
Palmerston descended ; the son of the speaker was created

a peer of Ireland, March 12, 1722, and was succeeded by
his grandson, 'the second viscount, who married a Miss
Mee, a lady celebrated for hen beauty, who became the

mother of the subject of this notice. Lord and Lady
palmerston were persons of great taste and fashion, who
travelled several times in Italy T^ith their children. Their
eldest son, Henry John, is mentioned by Lady EUiot in

her correspondence as a boy of singular vivacity and
energy. These qualities adhered to him through life, and
he had scarcely left Harrow, at the age of eighteen, when
the death of his father fApril 17, 1802) raised him to

the Irish peerage, and placed him at the head of his

family. It was no doubt owing to his birth and con-

nexions, but stiU more to his own talents and character,

that Lord Palmerston was thrown at a very early age into

the full stream of ix)litical and official life. Before he was
four-and-twenty he had stood two contested elections for

the university of Cambridge, at which he was defeated,

and he entered parliament for a pocket-borough, Xewtown,'
Isle of Wight, in June 1807. Through the interest of his

guardians Lord ifalmesbury and Lord Chichester, the
duke of Portland made him one of the junior lords of the
Admiralty on the formation of his administration in 1807.
A few months later he delivered his maiden speech in the
Hotise of Commons in defence of the expedition against

Copenhasen, which he conceived to be justified by the

known designs of Napoleon on the Danish court. This
speech was so successful that it marked hira out as one of

the rising statesmen of the day, in so much that, ^^llcn

Perceval formed his Government in 1809, he proposal to

this joung man of five and-twenty to take the chancellor-

ship of the exchequer, following apparently the examples

of Pitt and Lord Henry Petty, who had tilled that office

at about the same age. Lord Palmerston, however, though
extremely surprised and flattered by the proposal, had the

wisdom to refuse it, on the grour.d that he was totally

ignorant of finance, and had only once addressed the

House of Commons. Jfor did he allow the oficr of a scat

in the cabinet to break his modest resolution. He con-

tented himself with the far less important office of sc.;rc-

tary at war, charged exclusively with the fmancial business

of the army, without a seat in the cabinet, and in this

position he remained, singularly enough, without any signs

of an ambitious temperament or of great political abilitiis,

for twenty years (1809-1828). His administrative ti-lents

were confined within the limits of tho War Office, which
he kept in perfect order, and his i)ariiamentary speeches

to the annual statements in which he moved the army
estimates of those eventful years. During the whole of

that period Lord Palmerston v.as chiefly known as a Kan
of fashion, and a subordinate minister without influence

on the general policy of the cabinets he served. Some of

the most humorous poetical pieces in the Xeio Whig GvAe
were from his pen, and he was entirely devoted, like his

friends Peel and Croker, to the Tory party of that day.

The political opinions of Lord Faimerston at that time,

and perhaps through life, were those of the school of Pitt

—not the effete Toryism of the Pitt clubs, which he
always treated "with disdain, but the enlarged Conserva-

tive views of the great minister himself, as represented

after Pitt's death by Canning. Lord Palmerston never

was a Whig, still less a Radical ; he was a statesman of

the old English aristocratic tyjie, liberal in his sentiments,

favourable to the cause of justice and the march of pro-

gress, but entirely opposed to the claims of democratic

government. Thus he supported from the first the cause

of Catholic emancipation, and he sympathized warmly
with the constitutional party throughout the world, but

he was opposed to the extension of the franchise in

England, and he regarded the impulse of popular posrer as

a force to be directed and controlled rather than obeyed.

So sutcessfully did he practise the art of governing a free

people that he lived to be regarded as a popular minister,

though he had been for twenty years a member of a Tory
Government, and never materially altered his ovin opinions.

In the later years of Lord Liverpool's administration,

after the death of Lord Londonderry in 1822, strong dissen-

sions existed in the cabinet. The Liberal section of the

Government was gaining ground. Canning became foreign

minister and leader of the House of Commons. Huskisson
began to advocate and apply the doctrines of free trade.

Catholic em.ancipation was made an open question.

Although Lord Palmerston was not in the cabinet, L-

cordially supported the measures of Canning and hit

friends. Upon the death of Lord Liverpool, Canning was
called to the head of affairs ; the Tories, including Peel,

withdrew their support, and an alliance was formc-c

between the Liberal members of the late ministry and the

ANTiigs. In this combination the chancellorship bl the

exchequer was first offered to Lord Palmerston, ..who

accepted it, but this appointment v.as frustrated by the

king's.intrigue with Herries, and PaliKerston -was content

to remain secretary at war with a seat in . the~»cabinc t,

which he now entered for the first time. ThelCanning
administration ended in four "months by the death of its

vnu.- 2s
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illustrious chief, and was succeeded by the feeble ministry

of Loid Goderich, which barely survived the year. But

the ' Canningit€3," as they were termed, remained, and

the duke of Wellington hastened to include Palmerston,

Huskisson, Charles Grant, Lamb, and Dudley in his

Government. A dispute between the duke and Huskisson

soon led to the resignation of that 'minister, and his

friends felt bound to share his fate. In the spring of

182S Palmerston found himscli, for the first time in his

life, in opposition. From that moment he ai)pears to have

directed his attention closely to foreign aifairs ; indeed he

Lad already i\rged on the duke of Wellington a more
active interference in the affairs of Greece ; he had made
several visits to Paris, where he foresaw with great

accuracy the impending revolution; and on the 1st June
1829 he made a speech on foreigii affairs of such excellence

that never but once in his long career did he surpass it.

For it may here bs remarked that Lord Palmerston was

no orator ; his language was unstudied, and his delivery

somewhat er.ibairassed ; but he generally found words to

say the right thing at the right time, and to address the

House of Commons in the language best adapted to the

capacity and the temper of his audience. An attempt

was made by the duke of Wellington in September 1830
to induce Palmerston to re enter the cabinet, which he

refused to do without Lord Lansdowne and Lord Grey,

and from that time forward he may be said to have

associated his political fortunes with those of the Whig
l)arty. It was therefore natural that Lord Grey should

place the department of foreign affairs in his hands upon
the formation of the great ministry of 1S30, and
Palmerston entered with zeal on the dufies of an office

over which he continued to exert his powerful infiaence,

both in and out of office, for twenty years.

The revolution of July 1S30 had jnst given a strong

shock to tlie existing settlement of Europe. The kingdom
of the Netherlands was rent asunder by the Belgian

revolution ; Portugal was the scene of civil war : the

Spanish succession was about to open and place an infant

princess on the throne. Poland was in arms against

Kussia, and the Northern power? formed a closer alliance,

threatening to the peace and the liberties of Europe. In
presence of these varied dangers. Lord Palmerston was
prepared to act with spirit and resolution. The king of

the Netherlands had appealed to the powers who had
placed him on the throne to maintain his rights; and a

conference assembled accordingly in London to settle the

question, which involved the independence of Belgium and
the security of England. On the one hand, the Northern
powers were anxious to defend the king of Holland ; on the

other hand a party in Franco aspired to annex the Belgian

provinces. The policy of the British Government was a

close alliance with France, but an alliance based on the

principle that no interests v.tra to be promoted at variance

with the just rights of others, or which could give to

any other nation well-founded cause of jealousy. If the

Northern powers supported the king of Holland by force,

they would encounter the resistance of France and England
united in arms ; if France sought to annex Belgium she

would forfeit the alliance of England, and find herself

opposed by the whale contijicnt of Europe. In the end
the policy of England prevailed ; numerous difficulties,

both great and snoall, were overcome by the conference

;

although on the verge of war, peace was maintained ; and
Prince Leopold of Saxe-C'oburg was placed upon the

throne of Belgium, which enjoyed for half a centurj- the

benefits of his enlightened rule, followed with equal success

by that of his son and successor. Upon the whole this

transaction may be regarded as the most important and
most successful of Lord Palineroton'a public life.

In 1S33 and 1834 the youthful queens Donna Maria
of Portugal and Isabella of Spain were the representatives

and the hope of the constitutional party in those countries,

—assailed and hard pressed by their absolutist kinsmen
Don Miguel and Don Carlos, who were the representatives

of the male line of succession. Lord Palmerston conceived

and executed the plan of a quadruple alliance of the con-

stitutional states of the West to serve as a counterpoise to

the Northern alliance. A treaty for the pacification of -the

Peninsula was signed in London on the 22d April 1S34
j

and, although the struggle was somewhat prolonged in

Spain, it accomplished its object. France, however, ha<l

been a reluctant party to this treaty. She never executed

her share in it with zeal or fidelity. Louis Philippe was
accused of favouring the Carlists underhand, and he

positively refused to be a party to direct interference in

Spain. It is probable that the hesitation of the French

court on this question was one of the causes of the extreme

personal hostility Lord Palmerston never ceased to show

towards the king of the French down ^o the end of hi:-

life, if indeed that sentiment had not taken its origin at

a much earlier period. Nevertheless, at this same time

(June 183-1) Lord Palmerston wrote that "Paris is the

pivot of my foreign policy." M. Thiers was at that time

in office. Unfortunately these differences, growing out ol

the opposite i>olicies of the two countries at the court of

^Madrid, increased in each succeeding year : and a constant

but sterile rivahy was kept up, which ended in results

more or less humiliating and injurious to lioth nations.

The affairs of the East interested Lord Palmerston in

the highest degree. Duriiig the Greek War of Independ-

ence he had strenuously supported the claims of the

Hellenes against the Turks and the execution of the treaty

of London. But from 1830 the defence of the Ottoman

empire became one of the cardinal objects of his policy.

He believed in the regeneration of Turkey. " All that we

hear," he wrote to !Mr Bidwer, "about the decay of the

Turkish empire, and its being a dead body or a .sapless

trunk, and so forth, is pure unadulterated nonsense.'

The two great aims ho had in view were to prevent the

establishment of Kussia oi^the Bosphorus and the establish-

ment of France on^ the Nile, and he regarded the main-

tenance of the authority of the Portia as the chief barrier

against both these aggressions. Against Russia he had long

maintained a suspicious and hostile attitude. He was a

party to the publication of the " Portfolio " in 1834, and tO

the mission of tlie " Vixen " to force the blockade of

Circassia about the same time. Ho regarded the treaty

of Unkiar Skclessi ^thich Russia extorted from the Porte

in 1832, when she came to the relief of the sultan after

the battle of Konieh, with great jealousy; and, when the

l)Ower of iMohammed Ali in Egypt appeared to threatei\

the existence of the Ottoman dynasty, ho succeeded in

effecting a combination of all the powers, who signed the

celebrated collective note of 27th July 1839, pledging then\

to maintain tlie independence and integrity of the Turkish

empire as a security for the peace of Europe. On two

former occasions, in 1S33 and in 183-5, the policy of Lord

Palmerston, who proposed to afford material aid to the

Porte against the pasha of Egypt, was overruled by the

cabinet; and again, in 1S39, when Baron Brunnow first

jiroposed the active interference of Russia and England,

the offer was rejected. But in 1840 Lord Palmerston

returned to the charge and prevailed. The moment was

critical, for ^lohammed Ali had occupied Syria and- won

the battle of Nezib against the Turkish forces, and on

the 1st July 1839 the sultan Jlohammed expired. The

Egyptian forces occupied Syria, and threatened Turkey;

and Lord Ponsonby, then British ambassador at -Constan-

tinople, vehemently urged the necessity of crushing' so
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formidable a rebellion against tlio Ottoman power. But

France, though her ambassador had signed the collec-

tive note in the previous year, declined to be a {jarty

to measures of coercion against the pasha of Egjpt.'

Palmerston, irritated at her Egjptian policy, ilung himself

into the arms of the Northern powers, and the treaty of

the 15th July 1S40 was signed in London witliout the

knowledge or concurrence of France. This measure was

not taken without great hesitation, and strong opposition

oil the jiart of several members of the British cabinet.

Lord Holland and Lord Clarendon and some other

ministers thought that, whatever might be the merits of

the quarrel between the sultan and the [asha, our interfer-

ence was not worth the price we were paying for it—an

alliance with Russia and the rupture of our alliance with

France ; and the Government was more than once on the

point of dissolution. Lord Palmerston himself declared in

a letter to Lord Melbourne that he should quit the ministry

if his [Kjlicy was nut adopted; and ho carried his imint.^

His cousummate knowledge of details, his administrative

ability, his impetuous will, and his conviction that France

could not declare war against the four great i>owers of

Euroi>e prevailed over the resistance of an indolent premier

and hesitating colleagues. The operations were conducted

with extraordinary promptitude, good fortune, and success.

The bombardment of Beirut, the fall of Acre, and the

total collapse of the boasted jxiwer of Moliammed Ali

followed in rapid succession, and before the close of the

year Lord Palmerston's policy, which had convulsed and
terrified Europe, was triumphant, and the author of it was
regarded as one of the most powerful statesmen of the

age. At the same time, though acting with Russia in the

Levant, the British Government engaged in the affairs of

Afghanistan to defeat her intrigues in Central Asia, and a
contest with China was terminated by the conquest of

Cliusan, afterwards exchanged for the island of Hong
Kong. Seldom has Great Britain occupied a prouder posi-

tion abroad, although by a singular contrast the cabinet

was in the last stage of decrepitude at home. Within a

few months Lord ilelboume's administration came- to an

end, and Lord Palmerston ,remained for five years out of

office. The crisis was past, but the change which took

place by the substitution of M. Guizot for M. Thiers in

France, and of Lord Aberdeen for Lord Palmerston in

England, was a fortunate event for the i)€ace of the world.

Lord Palmerston had adopted the opinion that peace with
France was not to be relied on, and indeed that war between
the two countries was sooner or later inevitable. France
was in his eyes a jxjwer likely to become an enemy ; and
lie encouraged the formation of an English party to thwart
her influence all over the world. Had he remained in

office, the exasi>eration caused by his Syrian policy and
his harsli refusal to make the slightest conciliatory conces-

sion to France, in sjiite of the efforts of his colleagues,

would probably have led to fresh quarrels, and the emperor
Nicholas wuuld have achieved his main object, which was
the complete rupture of the Anglo-French alliance. Lord
.\berdeen and M. Guizot inaugurated a different policy;

by mutual confidence and friendly offices they entirely

succeeded in restoring the most cordial understanding
between the two Governments, and the irritation which
Lord Palmerston had inflamed gradually subsided. During
the administration of Sir Piobert Peel, Lord Palmerston

led a retired life, but he attacked with characteristic bitter-

ness the Ashb\irton treaty with the United States, which
closed successfully some other questions he had long kept
open. . In all these transactions, whilst full justice must
be done to the force and patriotic vigour which Ixird

Palmerston brought to bear on the questions he took in

limd, it was but too apjjarent that he imported into them

an amount of passion, of personal animosity, and imperious

language which rendered him in the eyes of the queen and

of his colleagues a dangerous minister. On this ground,

when Lord John Russell attempted, in December 1845, to

form a ministry, the combination failed because Lord Grey

refused to join a Government in which Lord Palmerston

should resume the direction of foreign affairs, A few
months later, however, this difficulty was surmounted;

the AVhigs returned to power, and Palmerston to the

foreign olfice, with a strong assurance that Lord John
Russell should exercise a strict control over his proceed-

ings. A few days sufficed to show how vain was this

expectation. The French Government regarded the

appointment of Palmerston as a certain sign of renewed

hostilities, and they availed themselves of a despatch in

which Palmerston had put forward the name of a Coburg
prince as a candidate for the hand of the young queen of

Spain, as a justification for a departvu'e from the engage-

ments entered into between M. Guizot and Lord Aberdeen.

However little the conduct of the French Government in

this transaction of the Spanish marriages can be vindicated,

it is certain that it originated in the belief that in

Palmerston France had a restless and subtle enemy. The
efforts of the British minister to defeat the French

marriages of the Spanish princesses, by an appeal to the

treaty of Utrecht and the other jiowers of Europe, were

wholly unsuccessful ; France won the game, though with

no small loss of honourable reputation. Not long after-

wards Sir Henry Bulwer was expelled from the.Peninsula

for an attempt to lecture General Narvaez on his duties,

and for his notorious intrigues with the opposition ; and

in Paris the British embassy became the centre of every

species of attack on the king's Government, so that friendly

diplomatic relations were temporarily interrupted with

both countries. No doubt the rupture of the Anglo-French

alliance and the tension existing between the two Govern-

ments contributed in some degree to the catastrophe of

184S, which drove Louis Philippe from the throne, and
overthrew the constitutional monarchy in France ; but

Palmerston did not regret the occurrence or foresee all its

consequences.

The revolution of 1848 spread like a conflagration

through Europe, and shook every throne on the Continent

except those of Russia and Spain and Belgium. Palmerston

sympathized, or was supirosed to sympathize, openly with

the revolutionary party abroad. No state was regarded

by him with more aversion than Austria. Prince

Metternich he abliorred ; and, with some inconsistency,

after the fall of Metternich he still pursued a policy of

unrelenting hostility to his succe.ssors. Yet his opposition

to Austria was chiefly based iqion her occupation of great

part of Italy and 'ner Italian policy, for Palmerston

maintained that the existence of Austria as a great power

north of the Alps was an essential element in the system

of Europe. Antipathies and sympathies had a large share

in the political views of Lord Palmerston, and his

sympathies had ever been passionately awakened by the

cause of Italian independence. He knew the country; he

knew the language ; and in London some of his closest

friends were Italians, actively engaged in the national

cause. Hence he throw all the moral supjiort he could

give into the Italian revolution. He supjjorted the Sicilians

against the king of Naples, and even allowed arms to be

sent them from the arsenal at Woolwich ; and, although he

had endeavoured to restrain the king of Sardinia from his

rash attack on the superior forces of Austria, he obtained

for him a reduction of the i)enalty of defeat. Austria,

weakened by the revolution, sent an envoy to London to

request the mediation of England, based on a large cession

of Italian territory ; Lord Palrnerston rejected the terms
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lie might have obtained for Piedmont. Ere long the reac-

tion came ; this straw-fire of revolution burnt itself out in

a couple of yeai-s. In Hungary the civil war, which had
thundered at the gates of Vienna, was brought to a close

by Russian intervention. Prince Schwarzenberg assumed
the government of the empire with dictatorial power ; and,
in spite of what Palmerston termed his "judicious bottle-

holding," the movement he had encouraged and applauded,
but to which he oould give no material aid, was every-

where subdued. The British Government, or at least

Palmerston as its representative, was regarded with sus-

picion and resentment by every power in Europe, except

the French republic ; and even that was shortly afterwards

to be alienated by his attack on Greece.

This state of things was regarded with the utmost
annoyance by the British court and by most of the British

ministers. Palmerston had on many occasions taken
important steps, w'ithout their knowledge, which they dis-

approved. Over the foreign office he asserted and
exercised an arbitrary dominion, which the feeble efforts

of the premier could not control. The queen and the

prince consort did not conceal their indignation at the

position in which he had placed them with all the other

courts of Europe. When Kossuth, the Hungarian leader,

landed in England, after having been rescued by Palmerston

from the demands made for his surrender, he proposed to

receive this personage at Broadlands, a design which was
only prevented by a peremptory vote of the cabinet ; and
in 1S50 he took advantage of some very questionable claims

on the Hellenic Government to organize an attack on the

little kingdom of Greece. Greece being a state under the

joint protection of three powers, Russia and France pro-

tested against this outrage, and the French ambassador
temporarily left London, which promptly led to the termi-

nation of the affair. But it v.as taken up in parliament

with great warmth. After one of the most memorable
debates of this century, Falmerston's policy was condemned
by a deliberate vote of the House of Lords. The House of

Commons was moved by Roebuck to reverse the sentence,

which it did by a majority of forty-six, after having heard

from Palmerston the most eloquent and powerful- speech

ever delivered by him, in which he sought to vindicate, not

only his claims on the Greek Government for Don Pacifico,

but his entire administration of foreign affairs. It was in

this speech, which lasted five hours, that Palmerston made
the well-known declaration that a British subject—" Civis

Romanus sum "—ought everywhere to be protected by the

strong arm of the British Government against injustice

and wrong. The entire Liberal party, from motives of

party allegiance and patriotism, supported the minister

who uttered these words. Even Sir Robert Peel, who
opposed the resolution, said that the country was proud
of him. Yet notwithstanc'ing this parliamentary triumph,

there were not a few of his own colleagues and supporters

who condemned the spirit in which the foreign relations of

the crown were carried on ; and in that same year the

queen addressed a minute to the prime minister in which

Her Majesty recorded her dissatisfaction at the manner
in which Lord Palmerston evaded the obligation to sub-

mit his measures for the royal sanction, as failing in sin-

cerity to the crown. This minute was communicated to

Palmerston, who did not resign upon it. These various

circumstances, and many more, had given rise to distrust

and uneasiness in the cabinet, and these feelings reached

their climax when Palmerston, on the occurrence of the

coup d'etat by which Louis Napoleon made himself master

of France, expressed to the French ambassador in London,

without the concurrence of his colleagues, his personal

approval of that act of lawless violence. Upon this, Lord

.Tohn Russell advised his dismissal from office (December

1851). Palmerston speedily avenged himself by turning

out the Government en a Militia Bill ; but, although he
survived for many years, and twice iiiled the highest office

in the state, his career as foreign minister ended for ever,

and he returned to the foreign office no more. Indeed he
assured Lord Aberdeen, in 1S53, that he did not wish to

resume the seals of that department. Notwithstanding

the zeal and ability which he had invariably displayed as

foreign minister, it had long been felt by his colleagues

that his eager and frequent interference in the affairs

of foreign countries, his imperious temper, the extreme

acerbity of his language abroad, of which there are ample
proofs in his published correspondence, - and the evasions

and artifices he employed t-o carry his points at home
rendered him a dangerous representative of the foreign

interests of the country. Ho accused every foreign states-

man who differed from him of " bully and swagger ";

foreign statesmen in more polite language imputed the

same defects to him. The lesson of his dismissal from
office, was not altogether lost ujkju him ; and, although his

great reputation was chiefly earned as a foreign minister,

it may be said that the last ten years of his life, in which

he filled other offices, were not the least useful or dignified

portion of his career.

L^pon the formation of the cabinet of 1853, which was
composftd by the junction of the surviving followers of Sir

Robert Peel with the Whigs, under the earl of Aberdeen,

Lord Palmerston accepted with the best possible grace the

office of secretary of state for the Home Office. He
speedily overcame the slight hesitation or reluctance he

had expressed when the offer was first made to him, on the

ground that the views of Lord Aberdeen and Lord

Clarendon on foreign affairs had differed widely from his

own ; nor Was he ever chargeable with the slightest attempt

to undermine that Government. At one moment he
withdrew from it, because Lord John Russell persisted in

presenting a project of reform, which appeared to him
entirely out of season ; and he advocated, with reason,

measures of greater energy on the approach of n'ar, v.-hicli

might possibly, if they had been adopted, have averted

the contest with Russia. As the difflcuUies of the

Crimean campaign increased, it was not Lord Palmerston

but Lord John Russell who broke up the Government by

refusing to meet Roebuck's motion of inquiry. Palmerston

remained faithful and loyal to his colleagues in the hour of

danger. Jpon the resignation of Ix)rd Aberdeen and the

duke of Newcastle, the general sentiment of the House

of Commons and the country called Palmerston to the

head of affairs, and he entered, on the 5th of February

1S55, upon the high office which he retained, with one short

interval, to the day of his death. Palmerston was in the

seventy-first year of his lifeAvhenhe became urime minister

of England.

A series of fortunate events followed his accession to

power. In March 1855 the death of the emperor Nicholas

removed his chief antagonist. In September Sebastoi«jl

was taken. The administration of the British army was

reformed by a consolidation of oftices. In the following

spring peace was signed in Paris. Never since Pitt had a

minister enjoyed a greater share of popularity and power,

and, unlike Pitt, Palmerston had the prestige of victory in

war. He was assailed in parliament by the eloquence of

Gladstone, the sarcasms of Disraeli, and the animosity of

the Manchester Radicals, but the country was with him.

The Liberals applauded his spirit and his sympathy with

the cause of liberty abroad ; the Conservatives knew that

he would never lend bimsflf to rash reforms and democratic

agitation at home. Defeated by a hostile combination of

parties in the House of Commons on the question of the

I Chinese War in 1857, he dissolved the parliament and
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ai)pealed to the nation. Tbo rcsalt v.-as the uttor defeat

of the extreme Radical party, and the return of a more

compact Liberal majority. The great events of the suc-

ceeding years, the Indian revolt and the invasion of Italy

by Na^ioleon III., belong rather to the general history of

the times than to the life of Palmerston ; but it was

fortunate that a strong and able Government was at^he

head of affairs. Lord Derby's second administration of

1S5S lasted but a single year, Palmerston having casually

been defeated on a measure for removing conspiracies to

murder abroad from the class of misdemeanour to that of

felony, which was introduced in consequence of Orsini's

attempt on the life of the emperor of the French. But

in June 1859 Palmerston returned to power, and it was on

this occasion that he proposed to Cobden, one of his most

constant opponents, to take office ; and, on the refusal of

that gentleman, Milner Gibson was appointed to the Board

of Trade, although he had been the prime mover of

the defeat of the Government on the Conspiracy Bill

Palmerston had learnt by experience that it was wiser to

conciliate an opponent than to attempt to crush him, and

that the imperious tone he had sometimes adopted in the

House of Commons, and his supposed obsequiousness to

the emperor of the French, were the causes of the tem-

porary reverse he had sustained. Although Palmerston

approved the objects of the French invasion of Italy, in

so far as they went to establish Italian independence, the

annexation of Savoy and Xice to France was an- incident

which revived his old suspicions of the good faith of the

French emperor. A proposal was made to him to cede to

Switzerland a small portion of territory covering the

canton of Geneva, but he rejected the offer, saying, " AVe

shall shame them out of it"; in this he was mistaken, and
his remonstrances found no support in Europe. About
this time he expressed to the duke of Somerset his convic-

tion that Napoleon III. " had at the bottom of his heart a

deep and unextinguishable desire to humble and punish

England," and that war with France was a contingency to

be provided against. The unprotected condition of the

principal British fortresses and arsenals had long attracted

his attention, and he succeeded in inducing the House
of Commons to vote nine millions for the fortification of

those important points.

In 1856 the projects for cutting a navigable canal

through the Isthmus of Suez was brought forward by IL
de Lesseps, and resisted by Palmerston with all the weight

he could bring to bear against it. He did not foresee the

advantages to be derived by British commerce from this

great work, a.id he was strongly opposed to the establish-

ment of a powerful French company on the soil of Egypt.
The concession of land to the company svas reduced by
his intervention, but in other respects the work proceeded

and was accomplished. It may here be mentioned, as a
remarkable instance of his foresight, that Palmerston told

Lord Malmesbury, on his accession to the Foreign Office

in 1858, that the chief reason of his opposition to the

canal was this :—he believed that, if the canal was made
and proved successful. Great Britain, as the first mercantile

state, and that most closely connected with the East, would
be the power most interested in it ; that this country
would therefore be drawn irresistibly into a more direct

interference in Ejrypt, which it was desirable to avoid,

because England has already enough upon her hands, and
because our intervention might lead to a rupture with
France. • He therefore preferred that no such line of com-
munication should be o|>ened. Recent events have shown
that there was much to be said for this remarkable forecast,

md that the mercantile advantages of the canal are to

some extent counterbalanced by the political difficulties to

which it may give rise.

Upon the outbrsak oi the American civil war in 1861,

Lord Palmerston acknowledged that it v.-as the duty of

the British Government to stand aloof from the fray, but

his own opinion led him rather to desire than to avert the

rupture of the Union, which might have been the result

of a refusal on the part of England and France to recog-

nize a blockade of the Southern ports, which was

notoriously imperfect, and extremely prejudicial to the

interests of Europe. The cabinet was not of this opinion,

and, although the belligerent rights of the South were

promptly recognized, the neutrality of the Government

was strictly observed. When, however, the Southern

envoys were taken by force from the "Trent," a British

packet, Palmerston did not hesitate a moment to exact a

full and com])tete reparation for this gross infraction of

international law, which President Lincoln was wise enough

to make. But the attitude and language of some members

of the British Government at that crisis, and the active

operations of Southern cruisers, some of which had been

fitted out by private firms in British ports, aroused a

feeling of resentment amongst the American people which

it took many years to efface, and which was at last

removed by an award extremely onerous to England.

The last transaction in which Palmerston engaged arose

out of the attack by the Germanic confederation, and its

leading states Austria and Prussia, on the kingdom of

Denmark and the duchies of Schleswig and Holstein. There

was but one feeling in the British public and the nation as

to the dishonest character of that unprovoked aggression,

and it was foreseen that Austria would ere long have

reason to repent her share in it. Palmerston endeavoured

to induce France and Russia to concur with England in

maintaining the treaty of London, which had guaranteed

the integrity of the Danish dominions. But those powers,

for reasons of their own, stood aloof, and the conference

held in London in 186-i was without effect. A proposal

to send the British fleet into the Baltic was overruled, and

the result was that Denmark was left to her own resources

against her fo^'midable opponents. It may be interesting

to quote, as a specimen of Lord Palmerston's clear and
vigorous style and insight, one of the last letters he ever

wrote, for, though it relates to the affair of Schleswig-

Holstein, it embraces at a glance the politics of the world.

''September 13, 1865.

"ilY Deai: Russelt,— it was dishonest and unjust to deprive

Denmark of Slcswick and Holstein. It is another question how
tlioso two duchies, when separated from Denmark, can be disposed

of best for the interest of Europe. I sliould say that, with that

view, it is better that they should go to increase the power of

Pnissia than that they should form another little state to be added

to the cluster of small bodies politic which encumber Germany, and
render it of less force than it ought to bo in the general balance of

jwwer in the woild. Prussia is too weak as she now is ever to bo

honest or independent in her action ; and, with a view to the

future, it is desirable that Germany, in the aggregate, siiould be

strong, in order to control those two ambitious and aggressive

powers, France and Russia, that press upon her west and east. As to

France, we know how restless and aggressive she is, and how ready

to break loose for Belgium, for the Khine, for anything she would
be likely to get without too great an exertion. As to Russia, she

will, in due time, become a power almost as great as the old Roman
empire. She can become mistress of all Asia, except Eritish

Iiulia, whenever she chooses to take it ; and, when enlightened

arrangements shall have made her revenue proportioned to her

territory, and railways shall Jiave abridged distances, her command
of ]ncn will become enormous, Jier pecuniary means gigantic, and

her power of ti-ansporting armies over great distances most formid-

able. Germany ought to be strong in order to resist Russian

aggression, and a strong Prussia is essential to German strength.

Therefore, though I heartily condemn the whole of the proceedings

of Austria and Prussia about the duchies, I own that I should

r.itlur SCO thrni iucorjinratcd with Prussia than converted into an

\ additional asteroid in the system of Europe. Yours sincerely,

Palmerston'."

In little more than a month from the date of this

letter, on the 18th October 18C5, he expired at Brocket
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Hall, after a short illness, in the eighty-first year of his

age. His remains were laid in Westminster Abbey.

Although there was much in the official life of Lord

Palmerston which inspired distrust and alarm to men of a

less ardent and contentions temiierament, it is certain

that his ambition was not selfish but patriotic, that he

had a lofty conception of the strength and the duties of

England, that he was the irreconcilable enemy of slavery,

injustice, and oppression, and that he laboured with

inexhaustible energy for the dignity and security of the

empire. In private life his gaiety, his buoyaucj-, his

high-breeding, made even his political opponents forget

their differences ; and even the warmest altercations on

public aliairs were merged in his large hospitality and
cordial social relations. In this respect he was aided with

consummate ability by the tact and grace of Lady
Palmerston, the widow of Earl Cowiier, whom he married

at the close of 1S39. She devoted herself with enthusiasm

to nil her husband's interests and pmrsuits, and -she made
his house the most attractive centre of society in London,

if not in Europe.

A Life of Lord Palmerston, by the lato Lord Bailing, was jiub-

lislied iu tliiee volumes in 1370, which owes its chief merit to the
selections froni the minister's autobiogv;iphical diaries and private

coriespondcncc. The work, liowevcr, cuds at tlie year 1S40, wlieu

niVirc tiian half his ministeiial career remained untold. This bio-

gra]ihy was resumed and continued by ilr Kvclyn Aslilcy iu 1S76,

after the death of Lord Dalling ; but the whole ]icriod from 1S46
to 1S65 is compressed ijlto t^vd volumes, and no doubt uiaterials ai-e

in existence, though still unpublished, which will eventually supply
a fuller account of the important part played by this cnriuent

stAtesman for si.Kt)' years in tlio alFairs of the British empire and of

Europe.

PALiI SUNDAY (Dominica in Palmin), the Sunday
immediately before Easter (see Holy 'WEEtt), in the

lloman Catholic communion is characterized by a striking

ceremonial which takes 2>lace iu church at the beginning

of the high mass of the day. Branches of palms and
olives or other trees having previously been laid in suffi-

cieut quantity in front of the high ajtar, the anthem
Eosanna is sung by the choir, the collect is said by the

'celebrant, and lessons from Exodus xv. and xvi. and ilatt.

jxi. are sung by the subdeacon and deacon respectively.

The branches of palm and olive (held to sj-mbolize
" victory over the prince of death " and " the coming of a

spiritual unction") are then blessed with prayer and
aspersion, whereupon the ijrincipal person of the clergy

present approaclies the altar, and gives a palm lo the

celebrant, who aftenvards gives one to him, then to the

rest of the clergy in the order of their rank, and linally to

the laity, who receive kneeling. During the distribution

appropriate antiphons are sung, and when it is over a

procession begins for which there is another series of

antiphons. At the return of the jirocession two or four

singers go into the church, and, shutting the door, with

their faces towards the procession, sing two lines of the

hymn "Gloria, laus, et honor," which are repeated by the

celebrant and others outside ; this continues till the end
of the hymn. The subdeacon next knocks at the door
with the end of the cross he carries ; the door is opened,

and the procession re-enters the church. Then follows

mass, when all hold the palms in their hands during the

singing of the Passion and the Gospel There is evidence

that the feast of palms (Paluiv eopTiJ) was observed, in the

East at least, as early as the 5th century, but the earliest

mention of a procession .similar to that which now takes

place on Palm Sunday both in the Greek and in the Latin
communion occurs in an Ordo OJicii probably not earlier

than the 10th centurj-.

PALMYRA is the Greek and Latin name of a famous
city of the East, now sunk lo a mere hamlet, but still an
object of interest for its' wonderful ruins, which its

Semitic inhabitants and neighbours called Tadmor. Tha

.

latter name, which is found in the Bible (2 Chroc. viii. 5),

and is written lOTn and iionn in Palmyrene inscriptions^

has survived to the present day, and is now locally pro-

nounced Tudmir or Tidmir. The site of Palmyra' is an oasis

in the desert that separates Syria from "IrAk, about 50 hours'

ride or 150 miles north-east from Damascus, 32 hours from
Enicsa, and five days' camel journey from the Euphrates. '-'

The hills which fringe the oasis mark the northern limit of

the HammAd, the springless and stony central region of

the great Syrian desert. The direct route between the

Ph(Enician ports and the cities of ' Irak and the Persian

Gulf would be from Damascus eastward through the

Hamm.-id, but this region is so inhospitable that for at

least two thoiisand years caravans have preferred to make
a detour to the north and pass through the oasis of

Tadmor. At this point also the great lino between the

Persian Gulf and the MediteiTanean is intersected by other

routes connecting Palmyra with northern Sj'ria on the one

hand and with Bostra, Petra, and central Arabia on the other

—routes now deserted or little traversed, but which in

ancient tinres were of very considerable consequence,

especially in connexion with the overland incense trade.

The oasis was thus naturally marked out as a trading post

of some importance, but the commanding position which

Palmyra held in the 2d and 3d centuries of our era was due

to special causes. The rise and fall of PalmjTa form one of

the most interesting chapters in ancient history, and must
be studied not only from ancient \mters but from the

numerous inscriptions that have been collected from the

ruins of the city and the tombs that surround it.

The oldest notice of Palmyra is in 2 Chron. ^•iii. 5, when
Tadmor in the wilderness is said to have been built by
Solomon. But the source of this statement is 1 Kings ix.

18, and here the name is tjik, which cannot be read

Tadmor, and from the context—in which Juda;an towns

are spoken of—is almost certainly the Tamar of Ezek.

xlvii. 19, xlviii. 28. It is indeed extremely improbable

that Solomon, whoso policy was to enrich Judah by
developing the l\cd Sea traffic, and so carrying the trade

of the East to the Mediterranean ports through his own
country, would have encouraged the rival route by Tadmor,
which lies quite outside the Israelite, settlements, and
passes through districts over which Solomon was unable lo

maintain even the recognition of suzerainty which David
had extorted by his Syrian wars. After the time of

Solomon the Red Sea trade was interrupted, and an over-

land caravan trade from Pho'nicia to Yemen and the

Persian Gulf took its place. But neither on the cuneiform

inscriptions nor in the Old Testament writings prior to

Chronicles, not even in Ezckiel's account of the trading

connexions of Tyro, is there any mention of Tadmor ; up
to the 6th century B.C. the caravans seem to have been

organized by merchants of southern or central Arabia, and

they ]irobably reached Damascus by way of Dtima (Jauf

Beni'Aniir) and the W. Sirhan, without coming near the

oasis of Palmyra (see especially Isa. xxi. 1 1 .'7. ; Ezek.

xxvii.). On the other hand Tadmor cannot have been a

new place when the Biblical Chronicler ascribed its

foundation to Solomon, and thus we shall hardly be wrong

in connecting its origin with the gradual forward move-

ment of the nomadic Arabs which followed on the over-

throw of the ancient nationalities of Syria by the Chaldrean

empire. Arabian tribes then took possession of the partly

cultivated lands east of Canaan, and, as has been explained

in the article KabaT.eaxs, became masters of the Eastern

' According to the Due dc Luj-ues, the great temple is in S*° 32"

30" N. lat. and 35° ii' 35" K lojig.

- Pliny (viii. 89) s'wes tlic distances ai 176 Kuman miles frora

Damascus antl 337 from Seleueia.
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trade, gradually acquired settled habits, and learned

civilization and the use of writing from the Araniccans,

whose language was in current official and commercial use

in the Persian empire west of the Euphrates. The
Kabat.-cans of Petra naturally appear in Western literature

before the remote Palniyrenes, who are not even inentioned

by Strabo. But we learn from Appian (Bell. Civ., v. 9)

that in 42-41 b.c. the city was rich enough to excite the

cupidity of Mai-k Antony, and that the population was

still small and mobile enough to evade that cupidity by

timely flight. The series of Semitic inscriptions of

Palmyra begins a few years later. The oldest (De Vogi\(5,

30) bears the date 304 of the Seleucid era (9 B.C.), and

was placed upon oue of the characteristic tower-shaped

tombs which overlooked the city from the surrounding hill-

sides. The dialect and the writing (a form of the
" square " character) are western Aramaic ; the era, as we
have just seen, is Greek,' the calendar Macedonian ; and

these influences, to which that of Rome was soon added,

were the determining factors in Palmyrene civilization.

The proper names and the names of deities are also partly

Syriac, but in part they are unmistakably Arabic. ' The
Arabic element appears in the names of members of the

chief families, and these retain some distinctive grammati-

cal forms which suggest that, though Aramaic was the

written language, Arabic may have not been quite obsolete

in common life. That the town was originally an Arabic

settlement is further rendered probable by the use of a

purely Arabic term (nna " fahdh ") for the septs into

which the townsmen were divided. And thus we can best

explain how, when the oasis was occupied by a settlement

of Arabs, it gradually rose from a mere halting-place for

caravans to a city of the first rank. The true Arab despises

agriculture ; but the pursuit of commerce, the organization

and conduct of trading caravans, is an honourable business

which gives full scope to all the personal qualities which

the Bedouin values, and cannot be successfully conducted

without widespread connexions of blood and hospitality

oetween the merchant and the leading sheikhs on the

:aravan route. An Arabian merchant city is thus neces-

sarily aristocratic, and its chiefs can hardly be other than

pure Arabs of good blood. The position of Palmyra in

this respect may be best illustrated by the analogy of

Mecca. In both cities the aristocracy was commercial,

ind the ruling motive of all policy lay in the maintenance

af the caravan trade, which involved a constant exercise of

tact and personal influence, since a blood feud or petty

tribal -nir might close the trade routes at any moment.
To keep the interests of commerce free from these embar-
rassments, it was further indispensable to place them
under the sanctions of religion, and, though we cannot

prove that this policy was carried out at Palmyra >vith the

same consistency and success as at Mecca, we can trace

significant analogies which point in this direction. Mecca
became the religions centre of Arabia in virtue of the

cosmopolitan worship of the KaToa, in which all tribes

could join without surrendering their own local gods. So
at Palmyra, side by side with the worship of minor deities,

we find a central cultus of Baal (Bel or Malachbel)
identified with "the most holy sun." To him belonged
the great temple in the south-east of- the city with its

vast fortress-like courtyard 256 yards square, lined with
colonnades in the style of Herod's temple ; and the

presidence of the banquets of his priests, an office coveted
by the first citizens of Palmyra (W., 2606, a), may be
compared with the Meccan rifdda, or right of entertaining

' The olileet Greek insciiption (bilingual) is of 10 A.D., for a stotiio

erected jointly by the PalmjTenes aod tlie Greeks of Seleiicia, Jour
As., ser. 8, i. 243,

the pilgrmis.- And, just a-s in Mecca the central woi-ship

ultimately became the worship of the supreme and name-
less god (All.'ih), so in Palmyra a large proportion of the

numerous votive altars are simply dedicated to " the good

and merciful one, blessed be his name for ever." In

Palmyra as at Mecca the name Kahmin (merciful) may be

due to the influence of the Jewish colony, which settled in

the town after the destruction of Jerusalem ; but the

tendency to a universal religion, of which the dropping of

the local proper name of God is so decided a mark, -and

which nevertheless is accomt>auied by no such rejection of

polytheism as made Jehovah and Elohim synonyijious in

the religion of the Hebrew prophets, appears too early to

be due to Jewish teaching (ilordtmann, 1), and seems as

at Mecca to be rather connected with the cosmopolitanism

of a merchant city. A secondary parallelism with Mecca
is found in the sacred- fountain of Ephka. Its tepid and
sulphureous waters perhaps acquired their r^utation from

their medicinal nse to cure the rheumatism which has

always prevailed in Palmyra.^ This spring, like Zemzem
at Mecca, had a guardian, appointed by the " moon-lord

"

Yarhibol (W., 2571, c ; De V., 30), whose oracle is alluded

to in another inscription, and who may therefore bo com-
pared with the Meccan Hobal.

The wars between Rcme and Parthia favoured tho

growth of Palmyra, which astutely used its secluded posi-

tion midway between the two powers, and by a trimming
policy secured a great measure of practical independence

and continuous commercial relations with both (Appian,

ut sup.; Pliny, v. 89). These wars, too, must have given it

a share in the trade with north Syria, which in more peace-

ful times would not have chosen the desert route. To
some extent, however, the oasis soon came under Roman
control, for decrees regulating the custom-dues were issued

for it by Germanicus and Corbulo. The splendid period

of Palmyra, to vv'hich the greater part of the inscribed

monuments belong, began w-ith the overthrow of the

Nabatsean kingdom of Petra (105 a.d.), which left it

without a commercial rival Hadrian took Palmyra into

his special favour, and gave it on the occasion of his visit

to the town (circa 130 a.d.) the name of Adrianopolis.''

Under the same emperor (8th April 137) the customs and
dues of Palmyra were regulated by a law which has recently

been copied from the stone on which it was engraved, arid

gives the fullest picture of the life and commerce of tho

city. At this time the supreme .legislative authority lay

in the hands of a senate (/SovXtJ), with a president, a scribe,

two archons, and a fiscal council of ten. At a later date,

probably under Septimius Severus or Caracalla, Palmyra
received the jus ilalknm and became a Roman colony,*

and according to usage the legislative power came into the

hands of the senate and people under the administration

of officers called stralegi. Tho Romans had soon other

* The sacrifices ware partly maintained by endowments given by
rich citizens (De V., 3; W. 25SS). Tho dates of the inscriptions show
that much the commonest time for the erection of honorific stktuca

—

often in ft connexion partly religious—w-as in spring (Adar, or mcp
often Kisan), and this seems to point to a great spring festival, ccrrc-

sponding to the Arabic s.anctity of Rajab. Palmyra had an important

trade with the Bedouins in skins and grease (fiscal inscr., xvL sq.,

XXI,); the herds of the desert are in condition for slaagfater in spring,

and this also points to a spring feast and fair. A trace of the hospi-

tality so necessary to keep the Bedouins in humour may ptjhapa be

found in De V., 16; W., 2585.
' See Mordtmann, 18, and his notes ; the oasis lies 1300 feet above

the sea, is constantly'swept by cutting winds, and is liable to sadden

and extreme variations of temperatare,
* See Uranius, apud Stcph. Byz., now confirmed by tho great fiscal

inscription.

' See Ulpian, Dig., 1. 15, 1, and Waddington, p. 696. Pdmyrenes
who became Roman citizens took F. jian names iu addition to their

native ones, and these in almost every case are either Septimius or

Julius Aurelius.
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than commercial reasons to favour Palmyra, which became

an' important military .post, and turned its commercial

nrganiktion to good account in aiding the movements of

the legions marching against the Persians (De V., 15). It

was the Persian wars that raised Palmyra to brief political

importance, and made it for a few years the mistress of

the Koman East ; but before we pass to this last epoch of

its greatness we must attempt to describe the aspect and

life of the city during the century and a half of its chief

commercial prosperity.

The chief luxuries of the ancient world—silks, jewels,

pearls, perfumes, and the like—were drawn from India,

China, " and southern Arabia ; and Pliny computes the

yearly import of these wares into Rome at not less than

three quarters of a million of English money. The trade

followed two routes, one by the Red Sea, Egypt, and

Alexandria, the other from the Per-sian Gulf through the

Syro-Arabiaa desert. The latter, after the fall of Petra,

was in the hands of the Palmyrene merchants. West of

Palmyra there were Roman roads, and the bales could be

conveyed in waggons, but east of the oasis there was do road,

and the caravans of Palmyra traversed the desert either to

Vologesias (near the ancient Babylon and the later Cufa),

where water carriage was available, or to Forath on the

Pasitigris and Charax at the head of the Persian Gulf.

The trade was enormously profitable not only to the

merchants but to the town, which levied a rigorous duty

on all ..exports and imports, and even farmed out the water

of the two wells ; but the dangers of the desert and the

risks of Parthian or Persian hostility were also formidable,

and successfully to plan or conduct a great caravan was a

distinguished service to the state, often recognized by

public monuments erected by the " senate and people," or

by the merchants of the caravan. These monuments,
which form a conspicuous feature in Palmyrene architec-

ture, took the form of statues placed on pedestals project-

ing from the upper part of the long rows of pillars which

lined the chief streets ; for every great merchant was eager

to see his name handed djwn to posterity by an enduring

memorial, and to add to the colonnades a series of pillars

" with all their ornamerits, with their brazen capitals (1)

and painted ceilings," was the received way of honouring

others or winning honour for oneself. Thus arose,

besides minor streets, the great central avenue which,

starting from a triumphal arch near the great Temple of

the Sun, formed the main axis of the city from south-east

to north-west for a length of 1240 yards, and at one time

consisted of not less than 750 columns of rosy-white lime-

stone each 55 feet high. We must suppose that this and
the other pillared streets were shaded from the fierce heat

of the sun like a modern bazaar ; and in some pirts the

pillars seem to have served to support a raised footway,

from which loungers could look down at their ease on the

creaking waggons piled with bales of silk or purple wool or

heavy with Grecian bronzes designed to adorn some Eastern

palace, the long strings of asses laden with skins or

alabOitra of precious unguents, the swinging camels

charged with olive oil from Palestine or with grease and
hides from the Arabian deserts, and the motley crew of

divers nationalities which crowded the street beneath—the

slave merchant Tvitli his human wares from Egypt or Asia

Minor, the Roman legionary and th6 half-naked Saracen,

the Jewish, Persian, and Armenian merchants, the street

hawkers of old clothes, the petty hucksters at the corners

offering roasted pine cones, salt fish,- and other cheap

dainties, the tawdry slave-girls, whose shameful trade went

to swell the coffers of the state, the noisy salt auction,

presided over by an officer of the customs. The produc-

tion of " pure salt " from the deposits of the desert was

apparently one of the chief local industries, and another

which could not be lacking on the confines of Arabia was the

manufacture of leather. We read too, on the inscriptions,

of a guild of workers in gold and silver ; but Palmyra was
not a great industrial town, and the exacting fiscal system,

which reached the most essential industries, and drew pro-

fit from the barest necessaries of life, must have weighed
heavily on the artizan classes. Though all quarters of the

town still show traces of splendid buildings, wealth was
probably confined to a comparatively small number of

great families, and we must picture Palmyra in its best

days as displaying a truly Oriental compound of magnifi-

cence and squalor, where the mud or straw-built huts of

the poor stood hard by the palaces of the merchant
princes.

The life of the mass of the population was the unchang-

ing life of the Eastern poor ; the great families too

remained essentially Oriental under the varnish of their

Greek culture and Roman citizenship. The life of a pro-

minent townsman included an active share in the organ-

ization and even the personal conduct of caravans, the

discharge of civic offices, perhaps- the superintendence of

the market and the victualling of a Roman expedition.

The capable discharge of these functions, which sometimes

involved considerable pecuniary sacrifices, ensured public

esteem, laudatory inscriptions, and statues, and to these

honours the head of a great house was careful to add the

glory of a splendid family tomb, consecrated as the " long

home '(sdjV n3—the same phrase as in Ec^les. xii. 5) of

himself, his sons, and his sons' sons " for ever." These

tombs, which lie outside the city, are perhaps the most
interesting monuments of Palmyra. Some are lofty square

towers, with as many as five sepulchral chambers occupy-

ing successive stories, and overlooking the town and its

approaches—a feature characteristically Arabic—from the

slopes of the surrounding hills. Others are house-like

buildings of one story, a richly decorated portico opening

into a hall whose walls are adorned with the names and
sculptured portraits of the dead. The scale of these

monuments corresponds to the wide conception of an

Eastern family, from which dependants and slaves were not

excluded ; and on one inscription, in striking contrast with

Western usage, a slave is named with the sons of the

house (De V., 33, a). The tombs are the only buildings of

Palmyra that have any architectural individuality ; the

style of all the ruins is late classic, highly ornate, but

without refinement.

The frequent ELstern expeditions of Rome in the 3d
century brouglit PalmjTa into close connexion with several

emperors, and opened a new career of ambition to her

citizens in the Roman honours that rewarded services to

the imperial armies. One house which was thus distin-

guished was to play no small part in the world's .history.

Its members, as we learn from the inscriptions, prefixed to

their Semitic names the Roman gentilicium of Septimius,

which shows that they received the citizenship under

Septimius Severus, presumably on the occasion of his

Parthian expedition. In the next generation Septimius

Odi-enathus' (Odhainat), son of Hairan, sonof Wahballath,

son of Xassor, had attained the rank of a Roman senator,

conferred no doubt when Alexander Severus visited

Palmyra (comp. De V., 15). The East was then stirred

by the progress of the new SA.sAnian empire, and the

Palmyrene aristocracy, in spite of its Roman honours, had
probably never cordially fallen in with the changes which

had made Palmyra a colony and a military station. Indeed

the Romanizing process had only changed the surface life

of the place ; it lay in the nature of things that the

' 'Oiairaios, not "OStVoflos, is the form of tlic name on Hieinscrif,

tions
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greatest merchant prince, with the openest hand, and the

widest circle of connexions along the trade routes, was the

real head of the community, and could do what he pleased

with boule and dejnos except when a Roman commander

int«rfered. Odsenathus appears to have been the head of

a party which secretly meditated revolt, but the outbreak

was prevented by a Eoman officer Rufinus, who procured

his assassination. '^ He left two sons ; the elder namad
Hairan appears in an inscription of 251 a.d. as "head-

•man " (sn, e^x"^) °f *^^ Palmyrenes, but it was the

younger brother Odsnathus who sought revenge for his

father's death and inherited his ambition. In him the

old Bedouin blood reasserted itself ; an Esau among the

Jacobs of Ta'dmor, he spent his youth in the mountains

and deserts, where the hardships of the chase prepared

him for the fatigues of war, and where no doubt he

acquired the absolute influence over the nomad tribes

which w?s one of the chief secrets of his future success.

In 258, the year of Valerian's ill-fated march against

Sapor, Odaenathus is called hypatilcos or consular, the

highest honorary title of the empire, in an inscription

erected to him by the gold and silver smiths of Palmyra.

The title no doubt had just been conferred by the emperor

on his way eastward, and the munificent patron of the

guild of workers in precious metals had, we may judge,

fiberally scattered their wares among the wives and
daughters of the Bedouin sheikhs. He meant to have a

strength and party of his own, whatever the issue of the

war. If we may trust the circumstantial account of Petrus

Patricius, the captivity of Valerian and the victorious

advance of Sapor induced Odisnathus to send gifts and
letters to Sapor, and it was only when these were rejected

that he threw himself heart and soul into the Eoman
cause. Sapor was offended that Odaenathus did not

appear before him in person ; the Palmyrene chief in fact

did not mean to be the mere subject either of Persian or

Roman, though he was ready to follow whichever power
would leave him practicaUy sovereign at the price of

occasional acts of homage. Rome in her day of disaster

could not afford to be so proud as the Persian ; the weak
GaUienus was the very suzerain whom Odsnathus desired

;

and, joining his own considerable forces wjth the shattered

fragments of the Roman armies, the Palmyrene commenced
a successful war with Persia, in which he amply revenged

himself on the arrogance of Sapor, and not only saved the

Roman East but reduced Nisibis, twice laid siege to

Ctesiphon itself, and furnished Gallienus with the captives

and trophies for the empty pomp of a triumph. From the

confused mass of undigested and contradictory anecdotes

which form all the history we possess of this period it is

impossible to extract a satisfactory picture of the career of

Octenathus ; but we can see that he steadily aimed at

concentrating in his own person the whole sovereignty of

Syria and the neighbouring lands, and as the organi2ation

of {he empire had entirely broken down, and almost every

Roman general who had a substantial force at his com-
mand sooner or later advanced a claim to the purple, the

Palmyrene prince, always acting in the name of Gallienus,

gradually disembarrassed himself of every rival repre-

sentative of Western authority throughout the greater

part of Roman Asia. In the year 264 he was officially

named supreme commanuer in the East,- and, though to

' See the anoDymoas continoator of Dio (Ft. HUl. Gr., iv. 195).

The elder Odsenathus is also alluded to in PoUio's life of Cyriades,

from which one may infer that he plotted \rith a Persian party in

Syria.

* This date is given by Poliio (Gamentis, c. 10) and is confirmed by
other notices. The order of events is very obscure, and Poliio is self-

yntradictory in several places. But the two events which he dates

^y consulates, and which therefore are probably most trustworthy, are

the imperium of Odaenathus in 264 and the rejoidngs in Rome over his

the Romans he was a subject of the empire, among hia

own people he was an independent sovereign, supreme

over all the lands from Armenia to Arabia, and able to

count on the assistance of both these nations. Odaenathus

himself seems to have been engaged in almost constant

warfare in the east and north against the Persians and

perhaps the Scythians, but in his absence the reins of

government were firmly held by his wife Zenobia, the

most famous heroine of antiquity, to whom indeed

Aurelian, in a letter preserved by Trebellius Poliio,

ascribes the chief merit of all her husband's success.

Septimia Zenobia was by birth a Palmyrene ; her native

name was Bath Zabbai (De V., 29) ; ' and PoUio's descrip-

tion of her dark beauty, black flashing eyes, and pearly

teeth, together with her unusual physical endurance and
the frank commanding manners which secured her author-

ity in the camp and the desert, point emphatically to an

Arabic rather than a Syrian descent.^ 'To the union of

firmness and clemency, which is the most necessary quality

of an Eastern sovereign, Zenobia added the rarer gifts of

economy and organization, and an unusual range of

intellectual culture. She spoke Coptic as well as SjTiac,

knew something of Latin, and had learned Greek from

the famous Longinus, who remained at her court to the

last, and paid the penalty of his life for his share in her

counsels. She was also a diligent student of Eastern and

Western history, and the statement that she enjoined her

sons to speak Latin so that they had difficulty in using

Greek implies a consistent and early adoption of the policy

which made the success of Od^nathus, and, taken in con-

nexion with Aurelian's testimony, in a letter preserved by
Poliio, that she had the chief merit of her husband's

exploits, seems to justify the conclusion that it was her

educated political insight that created the fortunes of the

short-lived dynasty. In the zenith of his fame Odaenathus

was cut off by assassination along vdih his eldest son

Herod, and it is generally assumed that the murder took

place under Gallienus. The authority for this view is

Poliio, who says that on receiving the news Gallienus sent

an army against the Persians, which was destroyed to a

Persian victories in 265 (reading consuiatu for consuHa in Gall, c. 12
with Klein in Rhein. Mws. 1880, p. 49 sq. ). With this agrees Jerome's

date of 265 for the campaign against Sapor ; and it is also possible to

make out frora the series of PalmjTene inscriptions referring to a certain

Septimius Worod that in 263-264 the military organization of Palm)Ta

ceased to be Roman. On the other hand up to 262-263 Syria was

held by Macrianus and his son Quietus. Odsenathus took Emesa and

destroyed Quietus probably in 263. Up to this time his sphere of

action was limited by the desert, but the overthrow of Quietus left him

the only real power between Rome and Persia. There is really no evi-

dence that he was at war with Sapor before 265, and before 263 he was

hardly in a position to send an embassy to him. It is most likely that

his final decision in favour of Eome was not made till the fall of Emesa.

PolUo is certainly wrong in saying that in 265 Odsnathus was named

Augustus, ^ He seems to have been misle?i by a medal in which the

AugUGEtis represented dragging Persians captive was really Gallienus,

whom we know to have triumphed for Odaenathus's victories. But

after his Persian successes Odsenathus strengthened his position, as we

learn from coins, by having his son associated in his imperium. The

first year of Wahballath is 266-267, when his father, as will he

presently shown, was still alive. The title of " king " was perhaps not

conferred on Wahballath tiU the reign of Aurelian (Sallet, xVkm.

Zeit., 1870).
' The original reading of De Vogiie and Waddington, Bath Zebi'na,

is now known to be incorrect. Zabbai is a genuine Palmyrene name,

borne also at this period by Septimius Zabbai, the general of the forces

of the city.

* We need not attach any weight to the fact that Zenobia, when she

was mistress of Egypt, boasted of descent from Cleopatra and the

Ptolemies. Athanasius, in speaking of the support she gave to Paul

of Samosata, calls her a Jewess ; this is certainly false, for her coins

bear pagan symbols. Athanasius probably drew a hasty conclusion,

not so much from her sympathy with the Monarchian Paul as from

her patronage of the Jews iu Alexandria, for which the evidence of an

inscription from a synagogiie still exists (see Mommsen in Zeiisch. /.

Sumismatik, v. 229 sq., 1873).

XVIII. — jr.
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man by Zenobia—a statement quite incredible, since we
know from coins of her son Wahballath or Athenodorns,

strnck at Alexandria, that the suzerainship of Rome was

acknowledged in ths Palmyrene kingdom till the second

year of Aurelian. That Od^eaathus fell vmder Gallienos

seems, however, at first sight to be confirmed by the coins,

which give 266-7 as the first year of Wahballath. On
the other hahd the inscriptions on two statues of Oda^nathus

and Zenobia which stand side by side at Palmyra bear the

date August 271, and, though Da Vogii^ mistaking an

essential word, supposed the former to be posthumous, the

inscription really implies that Odsnathus was then alive. ^

Now Pollio himself says that his wife and sons Were

associated in the kingship of Odaenathus, and therefore the

years of Wahballath do not necessarily begin with his

father's death. The fact seems to be that, while Odsnathus
was busy at the other end of his kingdom, Zenobia

administered tbe government at Palmyra and directed the

conquest of Egypt, still nominally acting under the

emperor at Rome, whose authority on the Nile was dis-

puted by one or more pretenders.^ It still seems strange

that Wahballath should strike money in his father's life-

time—and he did so both at Antioch and Alexandria

—

when there are no genuine coins of Odaenathus ; but it is

equally strange and yet an undoubted fact that Zenobia,

who not only enjoyed the real authority behind her beard-

less son, but placed her name before his on public inscrip-

tions,' struck no coins till the second year of Aurelian,

when the breach with Rome took place, and she suddenly
appears as an empress (ScjSoumJ, Augusta) of five years'

standing. Up to that date the royal pair probably did

not venture to coin in open defiance to Rome, and yet were
unwilling to circulate an acknowledgment of vassalahip in

all the bazaars of the East.

When, however, Aurelian had restored the unity of the

West, and stood at the head of a powerful army flushed by
victory in Gaul, Palmyra had to choose between real sub-

jection and war with Rome. Some time in the year ending
August 28, 271, Wahballath assumed the title of Augustus,
and damps Aurelian from his coins, and just at the same
time Zabdai, generalissimo of the forces, and Zabbai,

commander of the army of Tadmor, erected the statues

already mentioned, where Odasnathus is styled " king of

kings and restorer of the state." This was an open
challenge, and the assassination of Odaenathus, which took
place at Emesa, a tovra. in which the Roman party was
strong, must have followed immediately afterwards, and
on political grounds.* Zenobia, supported by her two
genci'als, kinsmen of her husband, was now face to face

with a Roman invasion. She held Egypt, Syria, Mesopo-
tamia, and Asia Minor as far as Ancyra ; and Bithynia was
ready to join her party had not the army of Aurelian

appeared just in time from Byzantium. She could count

too on the Armenians and the Arabs, but the loyalty of

Syria was doubtful: the towns disliked aTuIe which was
essentially " barbarian," and in Antioch at least the

patroness of the Monarchian bishop Paul of Samosata
could not be popular with the large Christian party By
whom he was bitterly hated. There were many Romans

^ That Odceuothos lived to begin the war vith Aordian seems to

have been known to Vopiecns {Prolue^ c. 9).

" Tliat the Probatus of Pollio, Claudiia, c. 11 (the Probus of Zosi-

mns), must have been a pretender Via first seen by Mommsea, apud
Sallet, Fiirsten von Paljnyra, p. 44.

• This is ahown for Syria by an inscription near Byblus (CI. &.,

4503 b ; Waddington, p. 604), and for E^-pt by the inacription from
the Jewish syna^gue alreitdy quoted, where indeed the names are not

given but the order is Botf'txIirtrTfS Kol ^aciAcws—in the Latin Rcgina
et rex jiissfTunt.

* Stc, for the attitude of Emesa, Zosimus, i. 54, Frag. Bisi. Orasc.

,

iv, 105. The assassin was a relative of Odsenathus named Meeonins,

that is ifann.'U (Pollio Trig. Tyr. \ Zonaias, xiL 24).

in Zenobia's force, and it was they who bore the brunt of

the two great battles at Antioch and Emesa, which followed

Aurelian's rapid advance through Asia Minor. But
Zeaobia made light of these defeats,

—
" I have suffered no

great loss " was her message to Aurelian, " for almost all

who have fallen are Romans " (Fr. H. Gr., iv. 197). It

was now plain that the war was one of races, and the fact

that the fellihin of Palestine fought with enthusiasm on
the side of Aurelian is the clearest proof that the empire

of Palmyra, was really an empii-e of Arabs over the

peasants of the settled Semitic lands, whom the true

Bedouin always despises, and who return his contempt
with burning hatred. Thus the analogy already traced

between the early history of Tadmor and Mecca is com-
pleted by an equally striking parallel between the empire

of the Septimians at Palmyra and that of the Omsj-yads at

Damascus. In each case it was a family of Arabian mer-

chant princes, strong in its influence over the sons of the

desert, which rose to sovereignty and governed the old lands

of the Semites from a city which had the desert behind it.

But the empire of Palmyra cams four centuries too soon.

Eotne was not yet exhausted, and Zenobia had neither the

religious discipline of IsUm to hold the Arabs together nor
the spoil of the treasuries of Persia to keep their enthu-

siasm always fresh. Aurelian's military skill was strained

to the uttermost by the prudence and energy of Zenobia,

but he succeeded in forming and maintaining the siege of

Palmyra in spite of its bulwark of desert, and his gold

corrupted the Arab and Armenian auxiliaries. Zenobia
attempted to fiea and throw herself on the Persians, but
she was pursued and taken, and then the Palmyrenes lost

heart and capitulated. Aurelian seized the wealth of the

city, but spared the inhabitants, and to Zenobia he granted

her life while he put her advisers to death. She figured

in bis splendid triumph, and by the most probable account

accepted her fall with dignity, and closed her days at

Tibur, where she lived "ftith her sons the life of a Roman
matron. The fall of Zenobia may be placed in the spring

of 272. Socm after, probably within a year. Palmyra was
again in revolt, but on the approach of Aurelian it yielded

without a battle ; the town was destroyed and the popula-

tion put to the sword.

An obecure and distorted tradition of Zenobia as an Arab queen sur-
vived in the Arabian tradition of Zabbd, daughter of 'Amr o. Zarib,
whose name is associated with Tadmor and with a town on the
right bank of the Euphrates, which is no doubt the Zenobia of

which Procopins speaks as founded by the famous queen. See C.
de Perceval, ii. 23aj., 197 aq. ; Tabari, i. 757 sg. Barthe«uins of

Pahnyia, which excited the lively admiiationof the Bedouins, wer«
not associated by them with the great queen ; they are referred to
by 5\ abigha as proofs of the might of Solomon and his sovereignty
over their builaers tjie Jinn. This legend must have come Irom
the Jews, who either clnng to the ruins or returned when Palmj-ra
partially revived as a military station founded by Diocletian.

Under the Christian empire Palmyra was a bishopric ; about 400
A.D. it was the station of the £rst Illyrian legion {Not. Dig.).
Justinian furnished it with an aqueduct, and built the wall of
which the ruins are still visible : it was deemed important, as we
gather from Procopius, to have a strong post on the disputed
marches of the Arabs of Hira and Gbassao. At the Sloslem
conquest of SjTia Palmyia capitulated to Khalid witiout embrac-
ing Islam (Beladhori, p. Ill sj.; Yakut, i. 831). The town became
a Moslem fortress and received a considerable Arab colony ; for in
the reign of ilerwan II. it sent a thousand Kalbite horsemen to aid
the revolt of Emesa, to the district of which it is reckoned by the
Arabic geographers.* The rebellion waa sternly suppressed and
the walk of the city destroyed.' Kefercuces to Palmyra in latar

' Ibn Athir (127 A.a.); compare Freg. Hist. At., 139 (where it

is said to have been held ijy the Beni 'Xmir); Ibn Widih, iL 230;
Mokaddasi, p. 150.

* In this connexion Yikiit tells a curious story of the opening of

one of the tombs by the caliph, which in epita of fabulous incidents,

recalling the le^^end of EDdcric tc? Goth, shows socr.e traces of local

knowledge. The sculptures of P^ilmyra gwatly interested the

Arabs, and are commemorated in several poems quoied by Y4k<tt and
others.
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times have been collected by Qiiatremire, Sulla-iix MamUid-s, ii. 1,

3. 255. Once all but annihilated by earthquake (431 A.H.)i anJ

passing through many political vicissitudes, Tadmor was still

s wealthy place, with considerable trade, as late as the 14th

century ; but in the general decline of the Enst, and the change

of the" great trade routes, it at length sunk to a poor group of

hoTels gathered in the courtyard of the great Temple of Sun.

The ruins first became known to Europe in 16/8 through W.
Halifax, an Aleppo merchant. The architecture was carefully

studied in 1751 by Wood and Dawkins, whose splendid folio {The

Jluins of Falmyra, Lond., 1753) also gave copies of inscriptions.'

But, though the site was often visited and some stones with Semitic

as well as Greek writing reached Europe, the great epigraphic wealth

of PalmjTa was iirst thoroughly opened to study by the collections

of Wadoington and De Vogiie, made in 1861-62. Subsequent dis-

ooveries have been of minor importance, with the notable exception

of the great fiscal inscription spoken of above, discovered by ftince

Abameiek Lazarew.
Scurt^s.—^To the TvTiterg already iised by TUlemont and Gibtton, of whom

Zoslmus appears on the whole the best informed, mnst he Added the frasTnents

of the (uonymons ccntinoator of Dio (Petrns v-'----.^'-^ *"•-• — •>ii^»'i:d By MaL
For the coins. Sollet's Fvntm von Ealvxvra (1 '^- his lat«r

essay, J^um. ZsiVjc/l, ii. 31 J?. (Viinnn. 13:0). ! -ns.seethe
Tor. /.: .7 "riTii especially thc work of Le i .

-ol. iii. To
fh >n of Aramaic inscriptions in Da Vog.U-, S.'^i ;c \:aitrate, must
lo -.lings of other travellei^s pioratmann. ^siljun^tb. of the Ifnnich

Ac .u.;in Z. Z>. .V. G., xxxv. 723 s^.\ with norae stones brouAhtto
Eur;.re a'. :iv. t^rlier date, and the monuments of natives of Palmyra in Africa

and Britsin (see Levy, Z. D. U. C, lU., iv, xvUl; W. Wright, ' The Palmyiene
Insi-r. cf ?. fhicWs," Tr. Sec. Bib. Arch., vL). The great fiscal inscription was
f^' Vogii^,/o»r. Ai., ier. 8, vols, i, ii.; cotnp. Sach.sn;in Z. D. U. G.,

X - .1 R. Cagnat in Rxt. dc Phitoi., viii. 135 *?. The diiUcct has

t. Uscussed by KSldeke in Z. D. if. (7., xxiv. 65 iq. Its nearest

alii ..,..._ .. .;.i Biblical Aiamaii (W. K. S.)

PALOMINO DE CASTT.O Y VELASCO, Acisqx)

AirxoMO (1653-1726), Spanish painter and -nriter on art,

was bom of good family at Bujalance, near Cordoba, in

1653, and studied philosophy, theology, and lax at l^at

capital, receiving also lessons in painting from Taldes

Leal, who visited Cordoba in 1672, and afterwards from

Alfaro (1675). After taking minor orders he removed to

Madrid in 1678, where he associated with Alfaro, Coello,

and Careno, and executed some indifferent frescos. He
soon afterwards married a lady of rank', and, having been

appointed alcalde of the mesta, was himself ennobled ; and
in 1688 he was appointed painter to the king. He visited

Valencia in 1697, and remained there three or four years,

again devoting himself with but jx)or success to fr3.sco

painting. Between 1705 and 1715 he resided for con-

siderable periods at Salamanca, Granada, and Cordoba; in

the latter year the first volume of his work on art appeared

in Madrid. After the ^eath of his wife in 1725 Palomino

took priest's orders. He died on August 13, 1726.
His work, in three vols, folio (1715-24), entitled El Museo

Pidorico y Escala Opticxi, consists of three parts, of which the first

two, on the theory and practice of the art of painting, are with-
out interest or value ; the third, with the subtitle El Pamaso
Espaiiol Pinforesco LaureadOy is a mine of important biographical

material relating to Spanish artists, which, notwithstanding its

faulty style, has procured for the author the not altogether

undeserved honour of being called the "Spanish TasarL" It was
partially translated into English in 1739 ; an abridgment of th«
original (Las Vidas de los Piiitores y Estatuarios Espafiolcs) was
published in London in 1742, and afterwards appeared in a French
translation in 1749. A German version was published at Dresden
in 1781, and a reprint of the entire work at Madrid in 1797.

•PALUDAN-MULLER, Peedesik (1809-1876), the

leading poet of Denmark during the middle of the present

century, was bom at Kjertemicde on the 7th February
1809. His father was Jens Paludan-Miiller, a distin-

guished bishop of Aarhuus. He was educated at the

eathedral school of Odense from 1820 to 1828; in the

latter year he passed to the university of Copenhagen. In
1832 he opened his career as a poet with Fmir Romances,
and a romantic comedy entitled Kjscrlighed ved Hoffet
^" Love at Court "). This enjoyed a great success, and was
sueceeded in 1833 by Dandserindeii\" Th& Dancer"), and

^ For the site and the present aspect of the ruins, which are less

perfect than at Wood's visit, see especially papers by W. Wright (of

Damascus) in Leisure Hour, 1876 ; Socin-Baedeker's Handbook; and
the recent PeUe of Sachau (Berlin, 1883), which gives a general
photograph, and one of the moat perfect ruin, the small Sun-Temple.

in 1834 by the lyrical drama of Amor og Psyche. There was

now no doubt about Paludan-MxiUer's genius. In 1835

he came under the influence of Byron, and published an

Oriental tale, ZuUimas Fhcft (" Zuieima's Flight"), which

was less successful than the preceding books. But he

regained all that he had lost by his two volumes of Poems

in 1836 and 1838. Paludan-liliiller now left his native

country for the first time, and spent two years (1838-4();)

in Germany, Italy, and France. The next dates in his career

are those of the publication of his principal masterpieces

—

his lyrical dramas, Venus, 1841 ; Dryadens Bryllup (" The

Dryad's Wedding "), 1844 ; Tithon (" Tithonus "), 1844

;

and his famous •lidactico-humoristic epic Adam Homo,

in three volumes, 1841-48. His later works include Ahels

2)d<:? (" The Death of Abel"), li,t>^ ; Kalanus, an Indian

tragedy; Paradiset (" Paradise "), a lyrical drama, 1861

;

Bcncdikt fra JSfurc'.a, 1861 ; Tiderne Skifie ( "The Times

are Changing "), a comedy, 1874 ; and Adonis, an exqui-

site romance in verse, 1874. Besides these works, all of

which are poetical, Paludan-Miiller published a storj',

Ungdomskilden ("The Fountain of Youth"), in 1865, and

an historical novel in three volumes, Ivar LyJcke's Hisiorie

(" The Story of Ivar Lykke "), 1866-73. Thepoet lived a

very retired life, first in Copenhagen, then for many years

in a cottage on the outskirts of the royal park of

Fredensborg. He died in his house, in Ny Adelgade.

Copenhagen, on the 27th December 1876.
' Paludan-Miiller's genius has been made the subject of one of

the most brilliant of Geo!-gc Brandes's monographs. His work was
varied, but of remarkably liigh and level merit. His lyrical dramas
form a group of pure poems, of an elevated class, which would dis-

tinguish him above most of the European poets of his time, even if

he had not shown himself, in Adam Homo, to be a great satirist

as welL His artistic form was singularly fine. He might have
been a more finished ihinker if his imagination had not been dis-

turbed by Byron. The reader who desires to study Paludan-
Miiller at his best must read the first book of Adam Homo, and
the whole of Kalan-.ts and of Adonis. His poetical works were
collected in eight volumes in 1878-79.

PALWAL, in Gurgion district, Punjab, India, with a

population in 1881 of 10,635, is a town of great antiquity,

supposed to figure in the earliest Aryan traditions under

the name of Apelava, part of the Pindava kingdom of

IndraprAstha. Its importance is purely historical, and the

place is now a mere agricultural centre.

PAMIERS, capital of an arrondissement, an episcopal

see, and the most populous town (10,478 inhabitants) of

the department of Ari^ge, France, lies on the right bank
of that river, 40 miles south of Totilouse, in the middle of

a fertile and well-watered valley. Its wines were at one

time in high repute. Its industrial establishments at

present comprise flour-mills, spinning-mills, serge factories,

and some large forges, and there is also a gold-washing

company (the Ariege derives its name from its auriferous

character). The cathedral of Pamiers, with an octagonal

Gothic tower, is a bizarre mixture of the Grseco-Koman

and Gothic styles; the church of Xotre Dame du Camp is

noticeable for its crenellated and machicolated facade.

From the site of the old castle, which still retains the

name of Castellat, there is a fine view of the Pic de St

Barthelemy and the valley of the Ariege.

Pamiers was originally a castle buiUin the beginning of the 12th
century by Koger II., count of Foix, on lands belonging to the

abbey of St Antonin de Fredelas. The abbots of St Antonin, and
afterwards the bishops, shared the superiority of the town with the

counts. This gave rise to numerous disputes between monks,
counts, sovereigns, bishops, and the consuls of the town. Pamiers
was sacked by Jean de Foix in 1486, again during the religious

wars, and, finally, in 1628 by Conde.

PAMIR. See Asia, vol ii. p. 686, and Oxirs, p. 103,

svpra.

PAifPAS. See AKGENTnrE PiEPTjblic, vol. ii. p. 487.

PAMPHILUS, an eminent promoter of learning in the

early •church, is said to have been born, of good family.
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at Beiytus, in the latter half of the 3d century. After

studying at Alexandria under Pierius, the disciple of

Origen, he was ordained presbyter at tesarea in Palestine,

nhere the remainder of his life was spent. There he

established a theological school, and warmly encouraged

students ; he also founded, or at least largely extended, the

great library to which Eusebius and Jerome were after-

wards so much indebted. He was very zealous in the

transcription and distribution of copies of Scripture and of

the works of various Christian ^Titers, especially of Origen :

the copy of the complete works of the last-named in the

library of C^sarea was chiefly in the handwriting of

Pamphilus himself. At the. outbreak. of the persecution

under ilaximin, Pamphilus was thrown into prison, and

there, along with his attached friend and pupil Eusebius

(sometimes distinguished as Eusebius Pamphili), he com-

posed an Apolojy for Origen in five books, to which a

sixth was afterwards added by Eusebius. He was put

to death in 309.

Only the first book of the Apology of Pamphilus is extant, and
that but in an imperfect Latin, translation by Rufiims. It has been
reprinted in De ia Rue's edition of Origen, and also by Routli and
by Galland. Eusebius wrote a memoir of his master which also has
unfortunately disappeared.

PAMPHLETS. The earliest appearance of the word- is

in the Philohihlcn (13-l-t) of Richard de Bury, who speaks

of " panfletos exiguos" (chap. viii.). In English we
have Chaucer's "this leud pamflet" (Test, of Love, bk. iii.),

Occleve's "go litil pamfilet " (Mason's ed., 1796, p. 77),

and Caxton's "paunflettis and bookys" {Book of Eneydos,

1490, Prologue). In all these examples pamphlet is used

to indicate the extent of the production, and in contradis-

tinction to book. In the 16th century it became almost

exclusively devoted in English literature to short poetical

effusions, and not till the 18th -century did pamphlet begin

to assume its modern meaning of a prose political tract.

" Pamphlet " and " pamphletaire " are of comparatively

recent introduction into French from the English, and
generally indicate fugitive criticism of a more severe, not

to say libellous, character than with us. The derivation of

the word is a subject of contention among etymologists.

The experts are also undecided as to what is actually

understood by a pamphlet. Some bibliographers apply
the term to everything, except periodicals, of quarto size

and under, if not more than fifty pages, while others would
limit its application to two or three sheets of printed

matter which have first appeared in an unbound conditio!!.

These are merely physical peculiarities, and include

academical dissertations, chap-books, and broadsides, which
from their special subjects' belong to a separate class from
the pamphlet proper. As regards its literary character-

istics, the chief notes of a pamphlet are brevity and
spontaneitj'. It has a distinct aim, and relates to some
matter of current interest, whether religious, political, or

literary. UsuaUyMntended to support a particular line of

argument, it may be descriptive, controversial, didactic, or

satirical. It is not so much a class as a form of literature,

and from its ephemeral character represents the changeful

currents of public opinion more closely than the bulky
volume published after the formation of that opinion. The
history of pamphlets being the entire record of popular feel-

ing, all that is necessarj' lure is to briefly indicate the chief

families of political and religious pamphlets which have
exercised marked influence, and more particularly in those

countries—England and France—where pamphlets have

made so large a figure in influencing thought and events.

It is difficult to point out much in ancient literature

which precisely answers to our modern view of the

pamphlet. The Zi4f//i/r(»iosi of the Romans were simply

abusive pasquinadg^, Some of the small treatises of

Lucian, the lost Anti-Cato of Caesar, Seneca's Apocolocynlosis

written against Claudius, Julian's Kai'o-apts *; "S.vfiTtoaiair

and 'AvTio\iKoi r] Jlicro—ujywr, from their general applica-

tion, just escape the charge of being mere satires, and may
therefore claim to rank as early specimens of the pamphlet.

At the end of the 14th century the Lollard doctrines

were widely circulated by means of the tracts and leaflets

of Wickliffe and his followers. The Ploughman's Prayer and
Lanthorne of Light, which appeared about the time of Old-

castle's martyrdom, were extremely popular, and similar

brief vernacular pieces became so common that it was
thought necessarj' in 1 -408 to enact that persons in authority

should search out and apprehend all persons owning
English books. The printers of the 15th century pro-

duced many controversial tractates, aiid Caxton and
Wynkin de Worde printed in the lesser form. It was
in France that the printing press first began to supply
reading for the common people. During the last twenty
years of the loth century there arose an extensive popular
literature of farces, tales in verse and prose, satires,

almanacs, A-c, extending to a few leaves apiece, and
circulated by the itinerant booksellers still known as

colporteurs. These folk-books soon spread from France
to Italy and Spain, and were introduced into England
at the beginning of the 16th century, doubtless from the

same quarter, as most of our early chap-books are transla-

tions or adaptations from the French. Another form
of literature even more transient was the broadside, or

single sheet printed on one side only, which appears to

have flourished principally in England, but which had
been in use from the first invention of printing for

papa! indulgences, royal proclamations, and similar docu-

ments. Throughout western Europe, about the middle

of the 16th century, the broadside made a considerable

figure in times of political agitation. In England it was
chiefly used for ballads, which soon became so extremely

popular that during the first ten years of the reign of

Elizabeth the names of no less than forty ballad-printers

appear in the Stationers' Registers. The humanist move-

ment of the beginning of the 16th century produced the

famous Episiolx Obscurorum Viro?'um, and the leading

spirits of the Reformation period—Erasmus, Hutten,

Luther, Melanchthon, Francowitz, Vergerio, Curio, and

Calvin—found in tracts a ready method of widely circulat-

ing their opinions.

The cour=e of ecclesiastical events was precipitated

in England by the Snpplicacyon for the Beggars (1523)

of Simon Fish, answered by Sir Thomas More's Sup-

plycacion of Soxdys. In the time of Edward \1. brief

tracts were largely used as a propagandist instrument in

favour of the Reformed religion; political tracts were repre-

sented by the address of the rebels in Devonshire (1549).

The licensing of the press by Mary greatly hindered the

production of this kind of literature. From about 1570

there came an unceasing flow of Puritan pamphlets, of

which more than forty were reprinted under the title of

A parte of a register (London, AValdegrave, 4to). To
this publication Dr John Bridges replied by a ponderous

quarto, A defence of the government established in the

church of England (15S7), which gave rise to Oh read over

D. John Bridges . . . by the reverend and worthie Martin
Marprelate gentleman (1588), the first of the famous

Martin Marprelate tracts, whose titles sufficiently indicate

their opposition to priestly orders and episcopacy. Bishop

Cooper's Admonition to the People of England (1589) came

next, followed on the other side by Hay any tnrh for

Cooper . . . by Jfartin the Jfetropolitane, and by others

from both parties to the number of about twenty-three.

The controversy lasted about a year, and ended in the

discomfiture of tho Puritans and the seizure of their secret

press. - The writers on the Mari)rclate side are generally
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sagposed to have been Penry, Throgmorton, Udal, and
Fenner, and their opponents Bishop Cooper, John LUly,

and Xash.

As early as the middle of the 16th century we find

ballads of news ; and in the reigns of Elizabeth and
James L small pamphlets, translated from the German and
French, and known as "news-books," were circulated by the

so-called " Mercury-women." These were the immediate

predecessors cf weekly newspapers, and continued to the

end of the l"th century. A proclamation was issued by
Charles II., May 12, 1680, "for suppressing the printing

and publishing of unlicensed news-books and pamphlets of

news."

In the 17th century pamphlets began to contribute

more than ^ver to the formation of public opinion.

Kearly one hundred were written by or about the restless

John Lilburne, but still more numerous were those of the

undaunted Prynne, who himself published above one

hundred and sixty, besides many weighty folios and
quartos. Charles I. found energetic supporters in Peter

Heylin and Sir Roger L'Estrange, the latter noted for the

coarseness of his pen. The most distinguished pamphleteer

of the period was John Milton, who began his career in

this direction by five anti-episcopal tracts (1641-42) during

the Smectymnuus quarrel. In 1643 his wife's desertion

caused him to publish anonjTnously Doctrine nnd discipline

of divorce, followed by several others on the same subject.

He printed the Tract on Education in 1644, and, unlicensed

and unregistered, his famous Areopagitica—a speech for
the liberty of unlicensed printing. He defended the trial

iind execution of the king in Tenurt of kings and
magistrates (1648). The Eikon Basilike dispute was con-

ducted with more ponderous weapons than the kind we
are now discussing. When Monk held supreme power
Milton addressed to him The present means of a free

commonwealth and Readie and easie way (1660), both

pleading for a commonwealth in preference to a monarchy.
John Goodwin, the author of Obstructors of Justice {l^i'i),

John Phillipps, the nephew of Milton, and Abiezer Coppe
were violent and prolific partisan ^Titers, the last-named

specially known for his -extreme Presbj-terian principles.

The tract Killing no murder (1657), aimed at Cromwell,
and attributed to Colonel Titus or Col»nel Sexby, excited

more attention than any other political effusion of the

time. .The history of the civil war period is told day by
day in the well-known collection made by Thomason the

bookseller, now preserved in the British Museum. It

numbers 30,000 separate books, pamphlets, and broadsides,

ranging from 1640 to 1662, and is bound in 2000 volumes.

Each article was dated by Thomason at the time of

acquisition. ' William Miller was another bookseller

famous for • his collection of pamphlets, which were
catalogued by Tooker in 1693. Wm. Laycock printed a
Proposal for raising a fund for buying them up for the

nation.

The Catholic controversy during the reign of James II.

gave rise to a multitude of books and pamphlets, which
have been described by Peck (Catalogue, 1735) and by
Jones (Catalogue, Chetham Society, 1859-65, 2 vols.).

Politics
,
were naturally the chief feature of the floating

literature connected with the Revolution of 1688. The
political tracts of Lord Halifax are interesting both in'

matter and manner. He is supposed to have WTitten The
character of a political trimmer (1689),sometimes ascribed
to Sir W. Coventry. •: About the middle of the reign Defoe
Was introduced to,William III, and produced the first of

his pamphlets ' on ' occasional conformity. He issued in

r697 his two defences of standing armies in support of the
Government, and published sets of tracts on. the partition

treaty, the union "vith Scotland, and many other subjects.

His Shotiesl way with the Dissenters (1702) placed him
in the pillory.

Under Queen Anne pamphlets arrived at a remark-
able degree of importance. Never before or since has
this method of publication been used by such masters of

thought and langTiage. Political ^\Titing of any degree
of authority was almost entirely confined to pamphlets.
If the ^Vligs were able to command the services of Addison
and Steele, the Tories fought vnth. the terrible pen of

Swift. Second in power if not in Literary ability were
Bolingbroke, Somers, Atterbury, Prior, and Pulteney. The
Government (iewed with a jealous eye the free use of this

powerful instrument, and St John seized upon fourteen

booksellers and publishers in one day for " libels " upon
the administration (see Annals of Queen Anne, October
23, 1711). In 1712 a duty was laid upon newspapers
and pamphlets, displeasing all parties, and soon falling into

disuse. Bishop Hoadly's sermon on the kingdom of Christ

(1717), holding that the clergy could claim no_temporal

jurisdiction, occasioned the Bangorian controversy, which
produced seventy or eighty pamphlets. Soon' after this

period party-writing declined from its comparatively high

standard and fell into meaner and venal hands. Under
George III. Bute took Dr Shebbeare from Newgate in order

to employ his pen. The court part received the support

of a few able pamphlets, among which may be men-
tioned The consideration of the Ga-nian War against the

policy of Pitt, and The prerogative droit de Roy (1764)
vindicating the prerogative. We must not forget that

although Samuel Johnson was a pensioned scribe he' has

for an excuse that his political tracts are his worst per-

formances. Edmund Burke, on the other hand, has pro-

duced in this form some of his most valued Writings.'

The troubles in America and the union ^ between"' Ireland

and Great Britain are" subjects which' are' abundantly

illustrated in pamphlet literature.

'

Early in the present century the rise of the quarterly,

reviews threw open a new channel of publicity to those

who had p'reviously used pamphlets to spread their

opinions, and later on the rapid growth of monthly
magazines and weekly reviews afforded controversialists a
much more certain and extensive circulation than they
could ensure by an isolated publication. Although
pamphlets are no longer the sole or most important factor

of public opinion, the minor literature of great events is

never likely to be entirely confined to periodicals. The
following topics, which might be largely increased in

number, have each been discussed by a multitude ' of

pamphlets, most of which, however, are likely to have been

hopeless aspirants for a more certain means of preserva-

tion:—the Bullion Question (1810), the Poor Laws (1828-

34), Tracts for the Times and the ensuing controversy

(1833-45), Dr Hampden (1836), the Canadian Revolt

(1837-38), the Corn Laws (1841-48), Gorham Contro-

versy (1849-50), Crimean War and Indian Mutiny' (1854-

59), Schleswig-Holstein (1863-64), Ireland (1868-69), the

-Franco-German War, with Dame Europa's School and its

imitators (1870-71), Vaticanism, occasioned by Mr Glad-

stone's Vatican Decrees (1874), the Eastern Question

(1877-80), and the Irish Land Laws (1880-82).

France.—The activity of the French press in putting forth small

tracts in favour of the Reformed religion caused the Sorbonne in

1523 to petition the king to abolish the diaboUciil art of printing.

Even one or two sheets of prijited matter were -found t«o cumber-
some, and single leaves or placards were i^ued in such numbers that

they were the subject of A special edict, SD]>teniber 28, 1^3. An
ordoiuiaiicc of February 15&6 was specially directed against libellous

pamphlets, and those who wrote, printed, -or even posi>esscd tUem.
The rivalry between Francis I. and Charles V. gave rise to many
political pamphlets, and under Fj-ancis II. the Guises were attacked

by similar means. Fr. Hotman directed his Epistrc cnvoUc au
tygre de France against the Cardinal' de Lorraine. The V.alois and
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Hecry III. in particnlar were severely handled in Lea Kcr naphro-

diles (c. 1605), which was followed by a long series of iccitatioiis.

Between Francis I. and Charles IX. the general tons of the pam-
phlet-literature wc3 grave, pedantic, and dogmatic, with few songs

and an occasional political satire. From the latter period to the

death of Henry IV. it became audacious, cruel, and dangerous,

attended, however, with a considerable increase of political

songa.

TheSatyre Minipple (1594), one of the most perfect models of the

pamphlet in the kng-ozge, did more harm to the League than aU the

victories of Henry IV. The pamphlets agHinst the Jesuits were

many and violent. Pere Richeome defended ihe order in Chasse du
reiMrd Paaquier (1603), the latter person heiBg their vigorous oppon-

ent liltienne Pasquier. On the death of the king the country was
filled with appeals for revenge against the Jesuits for his murder;
the best known of them was the Anti-Colon (1610), generally attri-

buted to Cesar de Piaix. During the regency of Mary de' Medici the

pamphlet changed its severer foml to a more facetious type. In

spite of the danger of such proceeding under the uncompromising
ministry of Richelieu, there was no lack of libels upon him, which
were even in most instances printed in France. These largely

increased during t'ne Fronde, but it was Mazarin who viz.5 the sub-

ject of more of this literature than any other historical personage.

It has been calculated that from thfe Parisian press alone there

came sufficient ifazarinudcs to fill 150 quarto volumes each of 500

pages. Eight hundred were published during the siege of Paris

(February 8 to March 11, 16-49). A collection of satirical pieces,

entitled Tableau du gouvernsmetit dc Richelieu, Mazarin, Fouqv.^2,

et Colbert (1693) extends to 432 pages. Pamphlets, dealing with

the amours of the king and his courtiers were in voguo in the time

of Louis XIV. , the most caustic of them being the Carle 06ogra-

phique de la Cour (1668) cf Eussy-Babutin. The presses of Holland
and the Low Countries teemed with' tracts against Colbert, Le
ToUier, Louvois, and Pere Lachaise. The iirst of the ever-memor-

able Provinciales appeared on January 23, 1656, under the title of

Leltre de Louis de Montalie d tm provincial de scs aviis, and the

remaining eighteen came out at irregular intervals duiing the next

fifteen months. They excited extraordinary at*'ention throughout

Europe. The Jesuit replies were feeble and inelTectnal. John
Law and the schemes of the bubble period caused much popular

raillery. During the long reign of Louis XV. the uistnguahed

names of Voltaiie, Eouf-seau, Montesquieu, Diderot, D'AJembert,

D'HoIbaeh, Helvetins, and Beanmarchais must be added to the

list of writers in this class.

The preliminary struggle between the parliament and the crown

gave rise to hundreds of pamphlets, which grew still more numerous
as the Revolution approached. Linguet and Mirabeau began their

appeals to the people. Camille Desmoulins came into notice as a

publicist during the elections for the states-general ; but perhaps the

piece which caused the most sensation was the Quest ce que le Tiers

itat (1789) of the Abbe Sieyfes. The Domine salvum fac Segem
snd Pange lingua (1789) were two royalist brochures of unsavoury

memory. The financial disorders of 1790 occasioned the Effeis des

assignats sur le prix du pain of Dupont de Nemours ; Necker was

attacked in the CrinJnelle NtJ'kcrologie of Marat ; and the Vrai

miroir de la noblesse dragged the titled names of France through the

mire. The massacre of the Champ de Mars, the death of Mirabeau,

and the flight of the king in 1791, the noyades of Lyons and the

crime of Charlotte Corday in 1793, and the terrible winter of 1794
have each their respective pamphlet literature, more or less violent

in tone. Under the consulate and the empire the only writers of

note who ventured to seek this method of appealing to the world

were Madame de Stael, B. Constant, and Chateaubriand. The
royalist reaction in 1816 was the cause of the PHiiion of Paul Louis

Courier, the first of those brilliant productions of a master of the

art. He gained the distinction of judicial procedure with his

Simple Diacours in 1821, and published in 1824 his last political

work Le pamphlet des pamphlets, the most eloquent justification of

the pamphlet ever penned. The MSmoire A eoiisulicr of Montlosier

attacked the growing power of the Congregation. The year 1827

saw an augmentation of severity in the press laws and the establish-

ment of the censure. The opposition also increased in power and

activity, but found its greatest support in the son^ of Heranger and

the journalism of Mignet, Thiers, and Carrel. M. de Comenin was

the .chi'^f pamphleteer of the reign of Louis-Philippe. His Oiti et

non (1845), Feu, feu (1846), and Liiire des oraieurs, pnr Timon, were

extremely successful The events of 1848 gave birth to a number
of pamphlets, chiefly pale copies of the more virile T.-riting9 of the

first revolution. AJnong the few men of power Louis Veuillot was

the Pfere Duchesne of the clericals and Victor Hugo the Camille Des-

moulins or Marat of the republieansi After 1862 there was no lack

of venal apologies of the coup d'itat. Within more recent times

the second empire suffered from many bitter attacks, among which

m.ay bo mentioned the Lcttre su.r I'histoire de France (1861) of the

Due d'Aumale, Propos de La'oiinus (1865) of Kogeard, Dialogue

tiiix enfcrs ^864) of Maurice Jolj and Feny'e Comptcs fanias-

liquesd'Jlatissmann (1868).

Ziterattire.~ln the artfcle LlsaARlES Tr:tl be fcnnd references to ocV--itIcJS of'

pamphlets in public lilrailes. An cxcsllant csttio^-ua by W. Oldya ji thc»e la
the "ilarlciaii Library is ad/.ed to the lOth volume oC ihe crtition of the ifis-

celtany by T. Park; and in tlie Jlibliueca vdanle di O. Cinetit, 2(1 ed., 1734-
47, 4 v*ls. 4to, may be s^en a bioli^^T^p^.y of pamphlet.Hterature, chicly Italian
and Latin, vith notesj It Is of course impossible to supply an account of all the
volumes of collected pamphlets, but a few of tha more leprcsentative In Ei.jlisli

may be mentioned. These are

—

T?ie Pbenir. 1707, 3 vole. Kvo; Ho'gun'e
rti^nix Briiannicvs, 1702, 4to; Bishop Edmund Giboon'a Prti^-vaCti-e uoainst
jPop^ry, 1738, 8 vola. foli'^, r.e-j? ed, 1&W-49, 18 yoIj. em. 8to, corslstlng chie3y
of Ihe tnti Catholic dlscour^e^ of James n.'s time; T/ij Ilarltian Mticettarty^
1744-53, 8 vols. 4to, new ed. by T. Park, 1808-13, 10 vcb. 4:o, containing 600 to-

700 pieces IlIuatratiTC of Enpliah history, from the library of Edward Hariey,
earl of Oxford ; CoUfcticn of ictircc and valuabte tracts [knoten as Lord SarMri*
Tracts), 1748-52, 16 parts 4to, 2d ed. by Sir W. Scott, 1809-15, IJ vols, 4to, alM-
full of matter for English history; and The Pamptdtteer,m^-2^, 29 Tola, 8V0,.

containing the best pamphlets of the day.
For tho dei'lFatlon of the word pamphlet consult Skcat's Etymclo^lcat Dict.i.

Pegga's Ancnyniiana\ Kole^ and Queritf, 3d series, W, 315, 379, *€}, 432, v. Iff7,

290 ; 6th aeries, ii. 156. Ths general hi£tory of the Bubject may be traced In M.
Davies, Icon libetlorum, 1715 ; W. Oldye, *' History of the Origin of Pamphlets,"
in Korgan's Phaniz Brit, and Nichols's Lit. Anecdotes- Dr JoLnson's Introdnc-
tion to the Harleian Misceilartf. D'Israeli, Amenities of Litrratur'", Unite
des Dettx Mondes, April 1, 1&4G ; trish Q. Review, .tU. 267 ; Edtnb. See., Oct.
3855; Huth's Ancient Bailads and Broadsides (Philobiblcn Soc); Maskeli. Martin-
Marprelale Ccntroversij ; T. Jones, Ca^.. of collection cf tracts for and against
Popery—the wholt of Peei^s lists and his references (Chetham Soc., 1356-65)j
Blakey's Bist. of Political Literature ; Andrews, Hist, of British Journalism ;

Larousae, Grand Diet. Unirersel ; Nodier, Stir la libej-t^ da la presse ; Leber, De
Ve'.nt r^et de la prezse; Moreau, Bibliographie des Uazarinades; Bulletin du Bib-

liophile Beige, 1859-62; Kisard, Sist. des livres popvlairet. (H. B. T.)

PAMPHYLIA, in ancient geography, was the nama
given to a region in the south of Asia Minor, between

Lycia and Cilicia, extending from the Mediterranean to

Mount Taurus. It was bounded on the N. by Pisidia, a
ragged mountain tract, while Pamphylia occupied only

the district between this and the sea. It was therefore a.

country of email extent, having a coast-line of only about

75 miles with a breadth of about 30. There can be little

doubt that the Pamphylians and Pisidians were really the

same people, though the former had received colonies from

Greece and other lands, and from this cause, combined
with the greater fertility of their territory, had attainisd a
higher degree of civilization and more refinement thaa

their neighbours of the interior. But the distinctioa

between the two seems to have been established at aa
early period. Herodotus, who does not mention the

Pisidians at all, enumerates the Pamphylians among the

nations of Asia Miijor, while Ephorus mentions them both,

con-ectly including the one among the nations on the coast,

the other among those of the interior. Strabo distinctly

describes the position of Pamphylia as given above,

and assigns as its limits the pass of Mount Climax on

the west, and the fortress of Coraceshim, which belonged

to Cilicia, on the east. Under the Roman administratioa

the term Pamphylia was extended so as to include Pisidia

and the whole tract up to the frontiers of Phrygia and
Lycaonia, "^nd in this wider sense it is employed by
Ptolemy.

Pamphylia is m one respect a country of peculiar

character ; although it consists almost entirely of a plain,

extending from the slopes of Mount Taurus to the sea,

this plain, though presenting an unbroken level to the eye^

does not consist, as in most . imilar cases, of alluvial

deposits, but is formed almost wholly of travertine. " The
rivers pouring out of the caverns at the base of the Lycian

and Pisidian ranges of the Taurus come forth from their

subterranean courses charged with carbonate of lime, and

are continually adding to the Pamphylian plain. They
build up natural aqueducts of limestone, and after flowing

for a time on these elevated beds burst their walls and

take a new course. Consequently it is very difficult to

reconcile the accounts of this district, as transmitted by

aricient authors, with its present aspect, and the distributioa

of the streams which water it. By the sea-side the traver-

tine forms cliffs from 20 to 80 feet high" (Forbes's

Ljjcia, vol. ii. -p. 188). Strabo describes a river -tvhich

ho terms Catarractes as a large stream falling with a great

noise over a lofty cliff, but for the reason above given it

cannot now be identified with certainty. He places it

between Olbia and Attalia, where there is how no river of
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any importance. East of the latter city is the Oestrus,

and beyond that again the Eurymedon, both of which are

considerable streams; cavigjiblo for some distance from

the sea. Near the mouth of the latter is a. lake called

Caprias, mentioned by Strabo, buf it is a mere salt marsh.

The chief toirna on the coast are—Olbia, the first town
in Pamphylia, near the Lycian frontier ; Attalia, founded

by Attains II., king of Pergamus, which still retains the

name of Adalia, and is the principal port in this part of

Asia Miner; and Side, about 15 miles east of the

Eurymedon. On a hill above that river, some distance

inland, stood Aspendus, and in a similar position above
the river Cestrus was Perga, celebrated for its temple of

Artemis. Between the two rivers, but somewhat farther

inland, stood Sylleum, a strong fortress, which even

ventured to defy the arms of Alexander. None of these

towns are historically known to have been Greek colonics

;

but the foundation of Aspendus T/aa traditionally ascribed

to the Argives, and Side was said to be a colony from
Cyme in jEolis. But it is certain that the inhabitants, even

of these towns, retained little of a Hellenic character, and
spoke a semi-barbarous dialect. The legend related by
Herodotus and Strabo, which ascribed the origin of the

Pamphylians to a colony led into their country by Amphi-
lochus and Calchas after the Trojan War, is merely one of

those mythical fictions current among the Greeks with

regard to so many non-Hellenic races. The coins of

Aspendus, though of Greek character, present us with

legends in a barbarous dialect.

The Pamphylians never appear in history as an inde-

pendent people. They are first mentioned among the

nations subdued by the kings of Lydia, and afterwards

passed in succession under the dominion of the Persian and
Macedonian monarchs. After the defeat of Antiochus III.

in 190 B.C., they were included among the provinces

annexed by the Romans to the domi ons of Eumenes,
king of Pergamum ; but at a somewha later period they

joined with their neighbours the Pisidii.js and Cilicians

in their piratical ravages, and their port of Side became
the chief centre of the naval pcwer of these freebooters,

and the place where the captives were sold as slaves.

Pamphylia was for a short time included in the dominions

of Amyntas, king of Galatia, but after the death of that

monarch lapsed into the ordinary condition of a Eoman
province, and its name is not again mentioned in history.

PAilPLONA (Pampeluna, Fr. Pampelune), a city of

Spain, capital of the province of Navarre, and an epis-

copal see, is situated 1378 feet above sea-level, on the

left bank of the Agra, a tributary of the Ebro, on a
height commanding a wide view of the hill-encircled

plain known as the "cuenca"or "bowl" of Pamplona.
It is a station on the Ebro railway connecting Alsasua
with Saragossa. The climate in general is cold and
moist, but owing to the purity of the air and the excel-

lence of its draitage the town is not unhealthy. From
its position Pamplona has always been the principal

fortress of Navarre. The fortifications form a rectangle

of which the north-east and north-v/est sides face the river

^ere crossed by several bridges), while on the south-west

side stands the citadel, which owes its present construction

to Philip II., who modelled it on that of Antwerp. It h
a pentagon, separated from the city by an esplanade, and
is calculated to accommodate 7500 men. The streets of

the town are regular and broad ; there are three " plazas,"

the principal of whicfe, containing the Casa de la Diputa-
cion and the theatre, is sometimes on festive occasions

turned into a bull-ring. The cathedral is a late Gothic
structure begun in 1397 by Charles III. (El Noble) of

Navarre, who is buried within its walls ; of the previous

structure raised by Don Sancho about 1123 only a small

portion of the doiaters remaios. The interior, •which 13

fine, is remarkable for the peculiar structure of its apse

;

the -wood carvings of the choir, in English oak, by
Miguel Ancheta, a native artist, are excellent. The
principal facade is Corinthian, from designs of Ventura
Rodriguez (1783). The same architect designed the

superb aqueduct by which the city is supplied with water
from Monte Francoa, some nine miles off. The beautiful

cloisters on the south side of the cathedral, and the

chapter-house beyond them, as well as the old churches of

San Saturnine (Gothic) and San Nicolas. (Romanesque),
are also of interest to the student of architectui-e. Among
other places of public resort in Pamplona may be mentioned
the bull-ring, capable of accommodating 8000 spectators,

and the tennis court (El Trinquete). The town has a well-

eqtiipped secondary school, two normal and numerous
primary schools, as well as an academy of design ; and
there are three hospitals. Of the public gardens and
walks the finest is La Taconera. The surrounding district

is fertile, producing wine as well as grain and other seeds

;

the manufactures are comparatively unimportant, the chief

being that of Unen. The yearly fair in connexion with
the feast of San Fermin (July 7), the patron saint of the

city, attracts a large concourse from all parts of the country.

Population of ayuntamiento in 1S77, 25,630.

Originally a town of the Vascones, Pamplona was rebuilt ^n 68 B. 0.

by Ponipcy the Great, ^Thenco the name Pompxlo or Pompslo
(Strabo). It was captured by Eurio the Goth in 466 and by the
Franks under ChUdebert in 542 ; ir, was dismantled by Charlemagne
in 778, butrepulsed the emir of Saragossa in 907. In the 14th cen-
tury it was greatly strengthened and beautified by Charles III., who
built a citadel on the site now occujiied by the Plaza de Toros and by
the Basilica de S. Ignacio, the church marking the spot where Ignatius
Loyala received his wound in defending the place against Andre de
Foix in 1521. From 1S08 it was occupied by the French until
taken by Wellington in 1813. In the Carlist war of 1836-40 it

was- held by the Cristinos, and in 1875-76 it was more than once
attacked, but never taken, by the Carlists.

PAN, a Greek god worshipped chiefly in Arcadia,
among whose mountains he had numerous sanctuaries and
holy caves. While he is a very common figure in poetry
and art, it is exceedingly difiicult to gain any clear idea of

his actual worship in his Arcadian home. He appears to
have been worshipped on the mountain tops as well as

in caves; he was the herdsman's god, and the giver of

fertility to ilocks ; he was a god of prophetic inspiration

and of dreams, in which he sometimes revealed the cure

of diseases ; he was himself a huntsman and the god of

hunters, and Arcadian sportsmen beat his image if they
returned empty-handed from the chase ; even fishermen

invoked him for aid in their occupation ; he guided
.

travellers (as evdStos and jrofj.iraity;) on the pathless

mountains, and even smoothed the rough sea by the sound
of his flute ; he was the god of music, of dance, and of song,

Echo and Syrinx were the objects of his love, and he
sported and danced with the mountain Nymphs. The
nineteenth jETnmaric Hymn gives a most poetic account of

his birth from the union of Hermes and the daughter of

Dryops, and of his life among the Arcadian mountains and
springs. His power of inspiration and prophecy shows
that there was an orgiastic, enthusiastic side of his worship,

which made it easy for Pindar to connect him with the

worship of Cybele, and for others to identify him with

Marsyas. His voice inspires terror, and he produced
sudden panics among men. The Athenian herald Phidip-

pides heard his voice by the way promising victory at

Marathon ; the Athenians attributed their triumph to his

aid, and to the panic he inspired among the Persians, and
consecrated to him a cave in the north side of the Acropolis.

He Lad a temple and oracle near Acacesiura, in which a
fire burned continually. The analogy of his nature with

Dionysus led to his assimilation with the Satyrs, and he i»
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often pictured among the Bacchic Thiasus. It was only a

step further to speak of many Pans, male and female, and

of infant PaniscL In the mystic eclecticism of Orphic

religion, Pan was conceived as the universal god in a

pantheistic fashion. H's mother is variously called (Enoe,

or Callisto, or Penelope ; his father is Zeus, or Hermes, or

Apollo, or Odysseus, or the suitors generally. He was

represented as a half-human halt-brute figure, with the

legs and horns of a goat and a face whose features

resembled those of an animal. According to the Homeric

Hymn, his mother was terrified when he was born with

his hideous figure and long goat's beard. The story,

alluded to by Milton, Mrs Browning, and the modem
poets, of the pilot Thamus, who, sailing near Paxos in the

time of Tiberius, was commanded by a mighty voice to

proclaim that " Pan is dead," is first found in Plutarch

{De Orac. Defec'u, 699).

PAN^TIUS, a Stoic philosopher, lived about 185-112

B.C. He belonged to a Rhodian family, but was probably

educated partly in Pergamum and afterwards in Athens.

About 156 B.C. he came from Athens to Rome, where he

became a friend of Lselius and of Scipio the younger. He
lived as a guest in the house of Scipio, and accompanied

him in his final campaign against Carthage and in his

expedition to Egypt and Asia, 143 B.C. He had an

important influence in the introduction of Greek philosophy

into Rome, and taught a number of distinguished Romans.

He returned to Athens, probably after the murder, of

Scipio in 129 B.C., and succeeded Antipater as head of the

Stoic school. The right of citizenship was offered him by

the Athenians, but not accepted. In his teaching he laid

most stress on ethics; and his most important works, of

which oiily insignificant fragments are preserved, were on

this subject. He wrote (apparently during his Roman
visit) a treatise on virtue, -irfpi -rov KafijJKoiTos, in three

books, u:)on which Cicero has chiefly founded his work De

0£lciis. Works -rcpl -a-povoia.^, jrtpi cifiv/itas, (tc, were also

composed by Panaetiu

PANAM.4, a state and city of Colombia, in the extreme

north of South America. The city, which is the capital

of the state and the seat of a bishop, is situated on the

coast of the Pacific at the head of the Gulf of Panama, a

few miles east of the mouth of the Rio Grande, occupying

partly a tongue of coral and basaltic rock and partly a

gentle rise towards !Mount Ancon, an eminence 560 feet in

height. The cathedral stands in 8° 57' 16" N. lat. and
79° 30' 50" W. long. In the 16th and 17th centuries

Panam4 was, next to Cartagena, the strongest fortress in

South America ; but its massive granite ramparts, con-

structed by Alfonzo Mercado de Villacorta (1673), in some

places 40 feet high and 60 feet broad, have been razed on

the land side (where they separated the city proper from

the suburbs of Santa Ana, Pueblo Nuevo, and Arrabal)

and allowed to fall into a ruinous condj,tion towards the

sea. Of the old Spanish houses constructed in the Moorish

fashion comparatively few remain ; but three-story build-

ings, in which the two upper stories project, are sufficiently

common to give a distinctive character to the city, which-

thus differs from the other towns of Central America.

Ruins of churches and convents occupy a large area, those

of the Jesuit college being the most imposing, and those

of the Franciscan monastery (on the north-west sea wall)

the most extensive. The cathedral, built in 1760, is a

spacious edifice in the so-called Jesuit style, and its two

lateral towers are the loftiest in Central America. It was

restored in 1873-76, but the fa^de was destroyed and

columns thrown down by the earthquake of September

7, 1882. The church of Santa Ana, in the suburb of that

name, is of interest as the rallying point of the insurgents

in the local revolutions ; the high ground on which it

stands commands the city, and was long kept carefully

free of all buildings. The president's residence, the

governor's office, the' state assembly house, the hospital

in the old convent of the Conception, and *he grand hotel

(now the head offices of the canal company) in the principal

square are the buildings now of most note. Besides the

episcopal seminary there exist a sisters-of-charity school

and a ladies' college, with teachers from the United States

and Canada. In the rainy season streams of water flow

down the streets, but in the dry season the city is dependent

on water brought in carts from the Matasnillo, a distance

of several miles, the only perennial wells which it possessed

having been dried up by the earthquake of 8th March
1883. By 1885, however, water-works introducing the

Railway and Canal from Panama to Colon,

water of the Rio Grande at a cost of X50,000 are to be

completed. Rents are high, and living is expensive. As

Panama, like Colon, is a free port, statistics of trade are

not collected. The local exports are india-rubber (growing

scarcer), gold-dust, hides, ivory nuts, manganese, shells,

tobacco, cocobolo (a cabinet wood), tortoise-shell, vanilla,

whale oil, sarsaparilla, and cocoa-nuts. The Panami pearl

fishery is still prosecuted with success. The passengers

across the isthmus were 35,076 in 1868, 22,941 in 1876,

52,113 in 1881, and 75,703 in 1882. In 1870 the popu-

lation of Panami (of very varied origin) was 18,378 ; by

1880 it was 25,000, of vhom about 5000 were strangers.

Panama (an Indian word meaning abo'inding in fish) was founded

in 1518 by Pedro Aris Davila, and is thus the oldest European

city in America, the older settlement at Santa ilaria el Antigua

near the Atrato having been abandoned and learing no trace.

Onginally it was situated six or seven miles farther north on the

left side of the Rio Algarrobo; but the former city, which was

the great emporium for the gold and silver from Peru, and "had

eight monasteries, a cathedral, and t^ro churches, a fine hospital,

200 richly furnished houses, nearly 6000 houses of a humbler sort, a

Genoese chamber of commerce, and. 200 warehouses, was after three

weeks of rapine and murder burned, February 24, 1671, by Morgan's

buccaneers, who carried off 175 laden mules and more than 600 pris-

oners" (see Travels of Pedro de Cicaj de Leon, Hakluyt Soc, 1864).

A new city was founded on the present site by Villacorta In 1673.
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Ihe Isthmus and Stdie.~By the Isthmus of Panama is

sometimes understood the whole neck of land between the
continents of North and South America ; more generally
the name is restricted to the narrow crossing from Panaml
to Colon, the two other narrowest crossings being distin-
guished as the Isthmus of San Bias (31 miles) and the
Isthmus of Darien (46 mOes). Xearly the whole isthmus,m the wider sense of the word, constitutes (since 1855) a
state of the Com'ederation of Colombia, extendin-r from
Uie frontiers of Costa Kica to those of the state of Cauca
Besides Panama the capital and Colon (Aspinwall), it con-
tains Santiago, formerly chief to-mi of a province and an

tf^Af- ZK^^^ ^^""^^ °^ Columbus, Penonom^ (about
15,000 inhabitants), Los Santos, formerly chief town of a
province, Nata, sid David. It is .Uvided into six- depart-
ments—Cocle, Colon, Chiriqui, Los Santos, Panami
Veragua. The total population in 1870 was 221 052

Jiatlwat, and Canal.—It is the Isthmus of Pana'mS in the
narrower sense which is crossed bo-,h by the interoceanic
railway and by the line of the interoceanic ship-canal at pre-
sent in course of construction. It affords a much shorter
route than that of Darien, and whUe the central Cordillera
does not sink lower than 980 feet in the Isthmus of San
Bias, at the Culebra Col it is rather less than 290 feet
high. As the watershed runs much nearer the south than
the north side of the isthmus, the streams "flowing to the
Pacific are of comparatively little importance, while the
Chagres on the Atlantic slope, with its tributary the Rio
Obispo, forms a navigable river whose volume attains
formidable dimensions at certain seasons. The railway
(a single line) starting from Colon (on the swamp-island of
Manzanillo on Limon Bay) reaches the vaUey of the
Chagres at Gatun, runs along its northern flanks to Bar-
bacoas, crosses the river by a large bridge, continues alon^
the southern flank and up the tributary Obispo to the
Culebra Col, from which it descends straight to Panami
The ship-canal is to follow very much the same route
only It wiU keep closer to the bed of the Chagres which
It IS to cross again and again, and on the Pacific slope it will
descend the vaOey of the Rio Grande and be continued
seaward to the island of Perico. The total length is 51
miles Throughout the whole distance the bottom is to
lie 8J metres (nearly 28 feet) below the mean level of
the oceans, and the width is to be 22 metres ("2 feet) at
bottom and 50 metres (160 feet) at top, except in the
section through the Culebra ridge, where the depth is

^a^^u'"^'''^''
*^ ''°"'"° ^dti^ 24, and the top width

ZS Ihe two great difficulties connected with the under-
taking are those caused by the mountain and the river
As the idea of tunnelling the col has been abandoned.
It wiU be necessary to cut down through the solid strata
for a depth of 300 to 350 feet over a considerable distance-
the rock happily is of a comparatively soft schistous
character, disposed almost horizontaUy. The Ota<Tres
has an average discharge at Matachiu of 100 cubic melres
per second, which at low water may sink to 15 or 20
cubic metres, and during flood rise to 500 or 600 At
Gamboa, which Hes just above the influx of the Rio
Obispo, It IS proposed to construct an enormous reservoir
by throwing a dam across the valley. From Cerro Obispo
°°.>

, °nL''^®
'° *^*""° ^^"*^ Cruz on the other this dam

will be 9€0 metres long at the base and 1960 metres at
the top, with a width at the bottom of 1000 metres and a
height of 45 metres. It will thus be the largest dyke vet
constructed m the world. Altogether it is calculated that
the excavation of the canal involves the removal of 3531
miUions of cubic feet of earth; by January 31, 1884, the
actual quantity removed was 118,448,595 cubic feet or
only about one-thirtieth of the whole. All along the
route, however, at Buhio Soldado, Tabernilk, San Pablo,

18—10
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Jlamei, ic, workshops and settlements have been lormed.
and by 1883 11,000 men were at work. At certain states
of the tide the levels of the two oceans differ materially
while at Colon the difference between high and low water
is not more than 23 inches, at Panamd it is generally 13
teet, and at times even upwards of 19i feet. The current
thus produced in the canal would be sufficient to .stop
navigation for a number of hours at each tide ; and t»
obviate this difficulty it will be necessary either to con-
struct locks at the Panamd extremity or to slope the canal
from Colon to Panaml

1 ^4K°'^',*S P'"f *^,I«"""us of Darien vas n-a.!e as early aslo20^y Angel Saavedra
; Corte:. caused the Isthmus of Tehiiantepec

to be sun-eyed for the construction of a canal; and hi 1550Antomo Galvao suggested four different routes for such a schemoone of them being across the Isthmus of Panama. In ISH Th;Spanish cortes ordered the viceroy of New Spain to undertake ther.ercmg of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec
; but the War of Independ!

tTUT::Tl' '"I-
*n°"Sh a survej- was made by General Qb^goso

1S19 V?;"
'"" '*" ^""^ obtamed a concess on lor a canal in1842, nothing was aecomplished. Bolivar, president of Colombia

Liidon^S^n^'J'"'
"•^^17'''^^^'^ i° th'^ PhilosopJucnl Transactions.L.ondon, I8.M proposed to make only a railway from Panama orChorrera to the Kio TrinHad (tributary of the Chagre'l a"d to

oufbvrte'Cn'Tr"'
""''' °'.'^'"<'"- " ^>olconfa; ila sentout bythe French Government m 1843, advocated the construction

01 a slmced canal. An American company, stimulated by the

oftoldi'^rT;
°f.t^='ffi--ossthe isthmLciused by tt discovSvof gold m California, commenced in 1849 to construct a railway anS

Srt
^"S>neers, Totten and Trautwine, already known in connexionwith the canal from Cartagena to the Magdalena, managed in spTte

in Janui^-'m. ""m"^
of procuring labo°ur, to c'on.pletl, the wo'rksin Januarj 1855 Meanwhile the question of an interoceanic canal

Co"d "rf- d'e' "I •* "'
' r/ '" 'f''' '^^'^ "1' <- discussion in he

r^nf, I T ^"?"' G&graphiques at Paris. A society under

Efd t1 ,

,""
^^f

formed for prosecuting the necessary e:.plo^ration3 •

and Lieuteuant Wj-se, assisted by Celler, A. Reclus, Bi.vio, &c wa^

ment^^n"! '!"',f'^"^i°,18'6-
In 1878 the Colombian Go^Ti!ment granted the society known as the Civil International T„t»r

oceanic Canal Society the exclusive privileg of conshuct °fa
and'it ?^'™

the.two oceans through' the Colombian tei^o^t
1879 Md! T ^T^'^l P"'" """^ '^""''l ""^ neutralized, ^n18/9 M. de Lesseps took the matter up, and the first meetin" of hiscompany was held m 1881. The capital necessary for th^"' Com-
P^"y°{l^^l^''teToceanic Canal of Panama," as it is caLd w^s

tea'ToOOo'nl LIl'T
^nd trenches to take fresh water to thf

sae36 0o6ooo Tl,. P
°f^ dock and tide-gates on the Pacificside 36,000,000. The Panama canal was bought for §20,000 000The contractors, Couvreu.x & Hersent, began operations in OctoWof the same year. Mean.while the United States Government

free'^toltawTb ?
%^"''^ V'^ S°'°"'^'^ ^^ ^^i<^^ i* ^^W betree to establish forts, arsenals, and naval stations on the Isthmus

.IW^aI^^^'^'^A '^' '"°^' ^P'^-^d'd ^°d t'"Uiant of

;>: n
^'^^.'^'^'^.fe^t'^ak, with perhaps the exception of

the Great Dionj-sia^ The mythic foundation is ascribed to
Erechtheus; and Pausanias declares that the Olympia
the Lyc^a, and the Panathena^ were the three oldest
feasts in Greece. It was originally a religious celebrationm honour of tne patron goddess of the city, celebrated by
her own worshippers. It is said that when Theseus united
the whole land unaer one government he made this festival
ot the city-goddess common to the entire country, and the
older name Athenaea was then changed to Panathen.-ea.
in addition to the religious rites there is said to have
been a chariot race from the earHest time; Erechtheus
himself won the prize in the race. The Panathen^ were
modified and rendered far more magnificent by Pisistratus
and his sons. It is probable that the distinction of Greater
and Lesser Panathensa dates from this period. Every
fourth year the festival was celebrated with peculiar
magnificence

: gymnastic sports were added to the hor=e
races; and there is little doubt that Pisistratus aimed at

XVIII. _ 2 7
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makin':' Ae pentei'ic Panathen.a the great Ionian

festival in rivalry to the Dorian Olympia The penteteric

festival was celebrated in the third year of each Olympiai

The annual festival consisted solely of the sacrifices and

rites proper to this season in the cultus of the goddess.

One of these rites originally consisted in carrying a new

peplus to the temple to serve as the clothing of the image,

a ceremonial known in other cities and represented by the

nriter of the Iliad (vi.) as being in nse at Troy; but it

is probable that this rite was afterwards restricted to the

great penteteric festival. Even the religious rites were

celebrated with much greater splendour at the Greater

Panathena;a. The whole empire shared in the great

sacrifice; every colony and every subject state sent a

deputation and sacrificial animals. On the great day of

the feast there was a procession of the priests, the sacri-

ficial assistants of every kind, the representatives of every

part of the empire with their victims, the cavalry, m short

of the population of Attica and great part of its depend-

encies. The peplus was borne in the procession and

presented to the soddess, and the hecatomb was sacrificed.

At least as early as the 3d century before Christ the

custom was introduced of spreading the peplus like a sail

on the mast of a ship, which was rolled on a machine m
the procession. The subject of the frieze of the Parthenon

is an idealized treatment of this great procession.

The festival which had been beautified by Pisistratus

was made stiU more imposing under the rule of Pericles

He introduced a regular musical contest in place of the old

recitations of the rhapsodes, which were an old standing

accoinpaniment of the festival. The order of the -affones

from this time onwards was—first the musical, then the

gj-mnastic, then the equestrian contest. JIany kinds of

contest, such as the chariot race of the apohatm, which

were not in use at Olympia, were practised in Athens.

The season of the festival was the last days of Hecatom-

bKon and the great day wr.s the 28th, third from the end

of the month [rpi-n, ^6ltVo..ro5, called by Euripides <^div(x%

6.u.ina) The prize in the games was an amphora full of

olive oil produced from the holy olives, the property and

gift of the goddess herself. Only one Panathenaic

amphora has been found in Attica itself; and, though

many have been discovered outside of Attica, especially in

Cyrene, it has been maintained that the latter are not

really prizes in the games, but imitations made in the

e-vport trade as a sort of mark that the oU sold in them

was of the very finest quality.

PAJN'AY. See Philippine Islands.

P4>'CH >[.\H.\LS, a district in the east of Guzerat,

Bombay presidency, India, lying between 2r 30' and

23° 10' N. lat., and between 73° 3-5' and 7-t 10 E. long.,

with an area of 1613 square miles. The south-western

portion is for the most part a level plain of rich soil; while

the northern, although it comprises some fertile valleys, is

generally rusged, undulating, and barren, with but little

cultivation "The mineral products comprise limestone,

sandstone, trap, quartz, basalt, granite, and other varieties

of building stone. Only recently has any attempt been

made to conserve the extensive forest tracts, and con-

sequently but little timber of any size is now to be found.

The census ot ISSt rctnrnca the povuUtion :it 255,479 (131 1C2

m^lfs n.ul.l24,3V7 females); the Hnulus numbered 159 624;

Mohammedans, 16,000; Pd.-sis, 30 ; au.l Chnstnus, 44. Of the

tota\ popnUtion 30 per cent belong toaboii-in.l tribes, the ma-

ioritvlielii" I'.hils. Of 350,990 acres—the total area of Goveniment

cuUiv.i!.lo°lnii.l—202,493 acres were taken up for cultivation in

ISSl-S* Of 153 ''02 acres under actual cultivation (41,828 acres

beiuK t«ice cromd), S^"'" ""P' ""T'^i 127,032 acres; pulses,

42,444; and oit-sccds, 22,238.

P\NCSOVA,^a iavm. of Hungarj', near tnc Servian

trmticr. is situated on the river Temes, just above its

iunction with the Danube, which it reaches U miles above

Belgrade The town contains Roman Catholic, Protestan^

and°Greek churches, a convent, and manufactories of starch

and beetroot sugar. Cotton and mulberries (for feeding

silkworms) are cultivated, and a brisk trade m live stock

and "rain is carried on with Turkey. The hog fairs are

largely attended. In 18S0 Pancsova contained 1(,127

inhabitants, partly Serbs and partly Germans. It was

burned by the retreating Austrians m 1788, and was

again occupied by Austrian troops in 1849, after thev had

defeated the Hungarians in the vicinity.
_ _

PANDARUS, son of Lycaon, led the people of Zekia in

the Troad as aUies of,the Trojans against the Greeks.

In other passages bis country is named Lycia. It is

frequently said that the Lycians of the Iliad are a tribe of

the Troad, difTerent from the people of the country Lycia;

but it is more probable that the conflicting accounts belong

to different strata in the Homeric poetry. Pandarus was

worshipped as a hero at Pinara in Lycia. Lycaon, the

name of Pandarus's father, is merely an epithet of

Apollo, the great god of Lycia. Pandarus is not an

important figure in the Iliad. He breaks the truce

between the Trojans and the Greeks by treacheiously

(wounding ilenelaus with an arrow, and finally he is slain

by Diomedes. In medioeval romance he became a pro-

minent figure in the tale of Troilus and Cressida. He

encouraged the amour between the Trojan prince and his

niece Cressida; and his name has passed into modem

language as the common title of a lover*' go-between in

the worst sense.

PANDECTS. See Justinian and Roman Law.

PANDERPUR, or P.4NDnAKPi]T., a town in SholApur

district, Bombay, India, situated on the right bank of the

Bhima river, in 17° 40' 40" N. lat. and 75° 22' 40' E. long.,

with a population in ISSl of lC,910. It is held in great

reverence by the BrAhmans for its celebrated temple dedi-

cated to Vithoba, an incarnation of Vishnu. Three large

annual religious fairs are held.

PANDORA. See PKojrETHEtJs.

PANDUA, or Paercah. See Gaup^ vol. x. p. 115.

PANGOLIN. In Africa, India, and Malayana are

found'certain curious :Mammals known to the Malays as

Pangolins, to the English as Scaly Anteaters, and to

naturalists by the scientific name of Mains. These

animals, which, by a superficial observer, might be taken

for reptiles rather than mammals, belong to the order

Edentata, otherwise almost wholly confined to the New

World, and containijig, besides the Pangolins, the Sloth?;

Anteaters, Armadillos, and Aard Varks.

In size pangolins range from 1 to 3 feet in length,

exclusive of the tail, which varies from much shorter than

to nearly twice the length of the rest of the animal ;
their

legs are short, so that the body is only a few inches o5 the

ground ; their ears are very small ; and their tongue is long

and worm-like, and is used to catch ants with. Their

most striking character, however, is their wonderful

external coat of mail, composed of numerous broad over-

lapping horny scales, which cover the whole animal, with

the ex°eption of the under surface of the body, and, in

most species, of the lower part of the tip of the tail.

Besides the scales there are generally, especially in the

Indian species, a certain number cf isolated hairs, which

grow up between the scales, and arfe also scattered over

the soft and flexible skin of the belly. There are five toes

on each foot, the claws on the poUex and hallux rudi-

mentary, but the others, especially the tliird of the fore-

foot, long, curved, and laterally compressed. In walking

the fore claws are turned backwards and inwards, so thr t

the weicht of the animal rests on their back and outer sur-

faces, and their points are thus kept from becoming blunted.
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Ineir stulU are long, smooth, r.ad rounded, with imper-

fect zygomatic arches, no teeth of any sort, and, as in
other ant-eating mammals, witli the bony palate extending
unusually far backwards towards the throat The lower
jaw consists of a pair of thin styliform bones anchylosed
to each other at the chin, and rather loosefy attached to
the SKUU by a joint which, instead of being horizontal, is
tilted up at an angle of 45°, the outwardly-twisted
condyles articulating with the inner surfaces of the long
glenoid processes, an arrangement quite unique amono-
mammals, the sloths alone showing a a'ight tendency
towards It. The other skeletal and anatomical characters
liave ah-eady been sufficiently described under Mammalia
(vol. XV. p. 388).
The single genus 3/anis, which contains aU the

pangolins, may be conveniently divided into two oroups
distinguished both by their geographical distribution and
by certain convenient, though not highly imoortant,
external characters. (1) The Asiatic pangolins are' charac-
terized by having the central scries of body-scales con-
tinued quite to the extreme end of the tail, by having
many isolated hairs growing up between the scales of the
baclr and by theu: small external ears. They all have a,
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Wliite-beUied Pangolin {Manis tricuspisj.

smaU naked spot beneath the tip of the tail, which is said
to be of service as an organ of touch. There are three
species VIZ. Mayiis javanica, ranging, from Burmah,
through Malacca and Java, to Borneo; M. aurita, found
in China, Formosa, and Nepal ; and the common Indian
Fangolin, M. pentadactyla, distributed over the whole of
India and Ceylon. (2) The African species have the
central series of scales suddenly interrupted and breaking
into two at a point about 2 or 3 inches from the tip of the
tail; tney have no hair between the scales, and no external
ear-concL The following are the four species belonging'
to this group :—the Long-tailed Pangolin (J/, macrura)
which has a tail nearly twice as long as its body and
containing a^ many as forty-six caudal vertebra, nearly
the largest number known among Mammals ; the White-
bellied Pangolin {M. tricmpis), closely allied to the last
but with longer and tricuspid scales, and white belly hairs
(these two, like the Indian species, have a naked spot
beneath the tail tip, a character probably correlated with
the power of climbing, and they are, moreover, peculiar in
having tile outer sides of their fore legs clothed with hair
aU the other species being scaly there as elsewhere); and the
Short-tailed and the Giant Pangolins (J/. temmi,icHi and

gigantea), both of which have their tails covered entirelymth
scales, and evidently never take to arboreal habits. All
the four species of the second group are found in the West
African region, one only, M. temminckii, extending besides
into south and eastern equatorial Africa. The followincr
account of the habits of Manh tricuspid is taken from i5
Louis Eraser's Zoologia Typica :—
"During my short rcsidcnoo at Fernando Po I succeeded in

judgmg from the bones, were evidently not adult : the lar..e4measured 30 inches in length, of which the head and bod^vemT2inches and the tad 18 inches. I kept then, alive for-about a veok

tuZ "
^°'„'i'? i^"''"^

*'"''" "'« ""Se of a room, wheiV hey

some^n thoT™ "'"^ T' '^''''^' '^ ver/abundant and trouble^

dSn.e] ml, '"'r'' '^'T'""""- ^™" **'^n fi'-^t P^^rcd they

wir'h ^ , ?
"'' "" *^'"' *"" continued to elimb about the roomvuhout noueing my oecasional entrance. They would elimb u^the somewhat roughly-hewn square posts which supported thebuilding with great facility, and' upon reaching the ciiUi.; wouldreturn head foremost; sometimes they would °oU the„,se°lv s up

S^.l^,
*"^ ^^'°"' 'I^^^-^'™^ down, and apparently wi Luexpeneneing any inconvenienee from the fall which was in ameasure broken upon reaching the ground by the semi^Wd^ng

the b^Ki^nftf'"""''?"", '"*?•''? ^'^^^Vo^tin by the cu,-ve o!

pomted sea es beneath, «^s used to assist the feet ; and the g?asn

^i;™ I ^w"!i "'''''?''
^J "^•= '^i'. "-"^ so Po^rful that the

horuontal position, and sway itself to and fro, apparently takin^

rolled fn"„f l""^
of exercise. It always slept with the body

^w ni?^ 1
^'" '"j*'' fo^'*^™ '-^ ^ corner of the building,

^V.f K
P??""?",^"/ strength of the scales, and the power ofthe hmbs eombuied, I found it impossible to remove the animal=^a nst Its wil

, the points of the scales being mserted into ^^^little no ch and hollow of the surrounding objects. The eyes arevery dark ha^el, and very prominent. The colonial nameli tWs
species of Man^j^ Attadillo,' and it is called by the Boobie^'the natives of the island, 'Gahlah.' The flesh is said to beexceedingly good eating, and is in great request among tlionatives.

jq_ ^.^

PaNIPAT, a decayed historical town in.KarnAl district
Punjab, India, situated on the Grand Trunk Road, 53 miles
north of Delhi, in 29° 23' N. lat. and 77° 1' 10" E lonV
The town is of great antiquity, dating back to the great
war of the Mahdbharata between the PAndavas and
Kaurava brethren, when it formed one of the tract?
demanded by Yudishthira from Duryodhana as the price
of peace. In modern times, the plains of Pdnipat are
celebrated as having thrice formed the scene of decisive
battles which sealed the fate of upper India,—in 1526
when Bdbar on his invasion of India with his small but
veteran army completely defeated the imperial forces; iu
1556, when his grandson, Akbar, on the same battlefield
conquered Hemu, the Hindu general of the AfghAn Sher
Shdh, thus a second time establishing the Mughal power •

and finally, on 7th January 176l', when Ahmad ShAh
Durdni decisively shattered the unity of the Mahratta
power. The modern town stands near the old bank of the
Jumna, upon high ground composed of the debris of earlier
buildings. The population in 1881 numbered 25 02*^
including 16,917 Mohammedans. Although there are
many brick-built houses and some well-paved streets in the
centre of the town, the outskirts are low and squalid, and
the general aspect of the v.'hole town miserable and
Doverty-stricken.

PANIZZI, Sir Anthony (1797-1879), 'principal
librarian of the British Museum, was bom at BresceUo in
the duchy of Modena, September 16, 1797. Aft*r taking
his degree at the university of Parma, he became an
advocate, and speedily obtained considerable practice.
Always a fervent patriot, he was almost of necessity
implicated in the movement set on foot in 1821 to over-
turn the miserable Governmentof his native duchy, and in
October of that year barely escaped arrest by a precipitate
flight. He first established himself at Lugano, where he
published an anonymous and now excessively rare pauithlet
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ceneraUy know^ as / Processi di Subiera, an exposure o£

the monstrous injustice and iUegalities of the Modenese

Government's proceedings against suspected persons. Ex-

pelled from Switzerland at the joint instance of Austria,

France, and Sardinia, he repaired to England, where he

arrived in May 18-23, in a state bordering upon destitution.

His countryman Foscolo provided him with introductions

to Roscoe and Dr Shepherd, and by their aid he was enabled

to earn a subsistence in Liverpool by giving Italian lessons,

while diligently instructing himself in English. Roscoe

further introduced him to Brougham, by whose influence

he was called to London to assume the professorship of

Italian in University College, upon the foundation of that

institution in 1S2S. His chair was almost a sinecure;

but his manners, his culture, and his abilities rapidly

ingratiated him with the best London society; and in

1831 Brougham, having become lord chancellor, used his ex

oficio position as a principal trustee of the British Museum

to obtain for Panizzi the post of an extra assistant librarian

of the printed book department. At the same^ time he

was actively prosecuting the most important of his purely-

literary labours, his edition of Boiardo's Orlando Jnna-

morato. Boiardo's fame had been eclipsed for three

centuries by the adaptation of Berni; and it is highly to

the honou» of Panizzi's taste to have redeemed him from

oblivion,- and restored to Italy one of the very best of her

narrative poets. His edition of the Orlando Innamorato

and the Orlando Furioso was published between 1830 and

1834, prefaced by a valuable essay on the influence of

Celtic legends on medieval romance, and dedicated to^ his

benefactor Roscoe. In 1835 he edited Boiardo's minor

poems, and was about the same time engaged in preparing

a catalogue of the library of the Royal Society, which led

to a warm controversy. Panizzi was shortly to find library

work of a much more important and agreeable description

in the institution v.ith which he was officially connected.

The unsatisfactory condition and illiberal management of

the British Museum had long excited discontent, and at

length a trivial circumstance led to the appointment of a

parliamentary committee, which sat throughout the sessions

of 1835-36, and probed the condition of the institution

very thoroughly. Panizzi's principal contributions to its

inquiries as respected the library were an enormous mass

of statistics respecting fortign libraries collected by him

upon the Continent, and some admirable evidence on the

catalogue of printed books then in contemplation. In

1837 he became keeper of printed books upon the retire-

ment of Mr Baber, and immediately set himself to grapple

with the special tasks imposed upon him by the peculiar

circumstances in which he found the library. The entire

collection, except the King's Library, had to be removed

from Jlontague House to the new building ; the reading-

room service had to be reorganized ; rules for the new

printed catalogue had to be prepared, and the catalogue

itself undertaken. All these tasks were successfully accom-

plished ; but, although the rules of cataloguing devised by

Panizzi and his assistants have become the basis of

whatever has since been attempted in this department, the

progress of . the catalogue itself was slow. The first

volume, comprising letter A, was published in 1841, and

from that time, although the catalogue was continued and

completed in MS., no attempt was made to print any

more until, in 1881, the task was resumed Under the

direction of the present princiiial librarian. The chief

cause of this comparative failure was injudicious interfer-

ence with Panizzi, occasioned by the impatience of the

trustees and the iiublic. Panizzi's appointment, as that

of a foreigner, had from the first been highly unpopular.

He gradually broke down opposition, partly by his social

influence, but far. sore by^the sterling merits of his

administration, and his constant eSorts to improve the

library. The most remarkable of these was his great

report, printed in 1845, upon the Museum's extraordinary

deficiencies in general literature, which ultimatply pro-

cured the increase of the annual grant for the purchase

of books to £10,000. In 1847 his friendship with the

Right Hon. Thomas Grenville led to the nation's being

enriched by the bequest of that gentleman's unique

library, valued even then at £50,000. In 1847-49 a

, royal commission sat to inquire into the general state of

the Museum, and Panizzi was the centre of the proceedings.

I
His administration, fiercely attacked from a multitude of

quarters, was triumphantly vindicated in every point
;
and

' the inquiry bad the excellent effect, not merely of establish-

ing his reputation, but of abolishing the main source of

I

maladministration, the anomalous position and illegitimate

'

influence of the secretary. Panizzi immediately became by

I

far the most influential ofiicial in the Museum, though he

I

did not actually succeed to the principal librarianship

j

until 1856.

It was thus as merely keeper of printed books that he

conceived and carried out the achievement by which he is

I probably best remembered, the erection of the new library

' and reading-room. The want of space had become so

crying an evil that purchases were actually discouraged

from lack of room in which to deposit the books. Panizzi

cast his eye on the empty quadrangle enclosed by the

I

Museum buildings, and conceived the daring idea oJ occupy-

ing it with a central cupola too distant, and adjacent

galleries too low, to obstruct the inner windows of the

original edifice. The cupola was to cover three hundred

readers, the galleries to provide storage for a million of

books. The original design, sketched by Panizzi's o-ira

hand on April 18, 1852, avas submitted to the trustees on

May 5 ; in May 1854 the necessary expenditure was sanc-

tioned by parliament, and the building was opened in

May 1857. Its construction had involved a multitude of

ingenious arrangements, all of which had been contrR^d

or inspected by Panizzi with the genius for minute detail

which he shared with so many men equally remarkable for

the general breadth of their conceptions, and with the

1 mechanical inventiveness -of which he was continually

f giving proof. There is probably no building in the world

; better adapted to the purpose which it is intended to serve;

' and it is no discredit to the designer if, imposing as ;t,!s.

I

neither the space nor the funds at his disposal allowed ban
'

to plan it on the colossal scale which its utility would

havewarraated.

Panizzi succeeded. Sir Henry Ellis as principal librarian

j in March 1856. The most remarkable incidents of his

' administration were the great improvement effected in the

1 condition of the Museum staff by the recognition of the

' institution as a branch of the civil service, and the decision,

not carried out for long afterwards, to remove the natural

history collections to Kensington. Of this questionable

measure Panizzi was a warm advocate; ho was heartily

glad to be rid of the naturalists. He had small love for

science and its professors, and, as his friend Macaulay said,l

"would at any time have given three elephants for one

Aldus." :Many important additions to the collections were

made during his administration, especially the Temple

bequest of antiquities, and the Halicarnassean sculptures

discovered at Budrun by Mr C. T. Newton. Feeling the

eS'ects of age and excessive labour, he expressed a wish to

retire in 18G5, but remained some time longer in offiee at

the instance of the trustees. He ultimately retired in

July 1866, receiving as a siSecial mark of distinction a

Ijcnsion equal to the full amount of his salary. He took

a house in the immediate neighbourhood of his cherished

institution, and continued to interest himself actively in its
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affairs trntU his death, which took pkce on April 8, 1879.
He had.been created a K.C.jj. in 1869.
Along with Paiilzzi's visible aiui palpable activity as the centre

of eDergy at the British Museum was another .<ivsteraatic activity
no less engrossing and important, but unacknowledged by himseU
and little suspected by the world. His devotion to the Museumw^ nvalkd by his devotion to his country, and his personal
influence i\-lth tnglish Liberal statesmen enai.i,rd him to promote
her cause by judicious representations at critical periods. Through-
out tne revolutionary movements of 1S4S-19, and again dunn<'
the campaign of 1S59 and the subsequent transactions due tS
the unwn oi ^aples to the kingdom of Upper Italy, Panizzi was
in constant communication with the Italian patriots, and their con-
fidential representative with the English ministers. He laboured
according to cu-cumstances, now to excite now to miti<mte the
latter s jealousy of France ; now to moderate their apprehensions
01 revolutionary excesses, now to secure encouragcii.ent or con-
mvance for Ganbaldi. The letters addressed to him by patriotic
Italians, edited by his literary executor and biographer, Mr L
tagon, alone compose a thick volume. His own have not as
yet been collected

; but the internal evidence of the correspondence
published attests the priceless value of his serrices, and the
boundless conhdence reposed in his sag.icity, disinterestedness
and discretion. He was chariuble to his e.xiled countrymen in
tngiand, and, chiefly at his own expense, equipped a steamer
which was lost at sea, to rescue the Neapolitan prisoner of state
on the island of Santo Stefano. His services were recognized by
the oiTer of a senatorship and of the direction of public instruction
in Italy

;
but England, where he hul been legally naturalized, had

becomo bis adopted country, though in his latter years he frequently
visited the land of his birth.

i J

Panizzi's merits and defects were those of a potent nature He
was a man born to rule, and in a free country would iirobablv
have devoted himself to public life and become one of the leading
statesmen of his age. His administrative faculty was extra-
ordinary : to the widest grasp ho united the minutest attention to
matters of detail His will and perseverance were indomitable
but tne vehemence of his temper was mitigated by an ample
endowment of Uct and circumspection. He w.>is a powerful writer
a persuasive speaker, and an accomplished diplomatist. He was
nndoubtedly arbitrary and despotic

; in some few points uiionwhich hu had hastUy taken up wrong views, incurably prejudiced
in others, such as the claims of science, somewhat perverselv
narrow-minded. But on the whole he was a very great man, whoby introducing great ideas into the management of the Museum
not only redeemed that institution from being a mere show-
place, but raised the standard of library administration all over
tngland. His successors m.iy equal or surj.ass his achievements,
but only on condition of lal.ouring in his spirit, a spirit which
did not exist before him. His moral character was tlie counter-
part of his intellectual : he iv.i3 warm hearted and magnani-mous extreme in love and hate, a formidable enemy, hut a d?voted
fnend. The list of his intimate friends is a long and brilliant
one, including Lord Palmerston. Jlr Gladstone, Roscoe, Grcnvillc,
Maeaulay Lord Langdalc and his family, Rutlierfu.d (Lord Advo-
^te), and above a 1, perhaps, Haywood, the translator of Kant.
His most celebrated friendship, however, is that with Prosper ileri-mee who having begun by seeking to enlist his influence with the
English Government on behalf of Napoleon III., discovered a con-
geniality of tastes which produced a delightful correspondence.
Merimees part has been published by Mr Fcgan ; Panizzi's
pcnshe,! in the conflagration tcindled by the Paris commune The
loss IS to be regretted rather on acount of the autobiographical

1,1, i! i
'^'' '"'"'= °' Panizzi's share of the corrospon.lence

although ho was an accomplislied man of letters of the 18th century

fb„ JnA.KTi''"
"° T" «f ^"'','.>- •"^' '"°'-e completely exemplified

the apophthegm of another distinguished person, that success iswon less by ability than by character.
See L. Fag.nn, Ll/e of Sir Anihmy Partiiii, 2 vols., London, 1880. (R G )

PxV>rXA, or Pt7^•^-AH, a native state ia Bundelkhand,
India situated for the most part on the table-lands above
the \ mdhyan Ghats, and containing much hill and jungle

• °7=??''' ^" '"'^^ °^ 2.5C8 square miles, and a populatkmm 1881 of 227,306. The state was formerly celebrated
for Its diamond mines in the neighbourhood of Panna
town, but these appear to have become almost exhausttd
and only a small and fluctuating revenue is now derived
irom them.

PAXXOXIA, in ancient geography, is the country' I

bounded X. and E. by the Danube from a point 9 or 10
miles north of Vindobona (Vienna) to Singidunum
(Belgrade) in Jlcesia, and conterminous westward with
Noricum and Italy and southward with Dalraatia and
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Moesia Superior. It thus corresponds to the soutn-west of
Hungary with portions of Lower Austria, Styria, Carniola,
and Croatia and Slavonia. Partially conquered in 35
B.C. (when the town of Siscia was taken), Pannonia (but
probably only what was afterwards known as Lower
Pannonia) was made a Roman province by Tiberius in 8 a.d.
The three legions stationed in the country at the death of
Augustus (14 A.D.) rose in rebellion and were quelled
by Drusus. Somewhere between 102 and 107 Trajan
divided the province into Pannonia Superior and Pannonia
Inferior. These, according to Ptolemy, were separated by
a line from Arrabona (Raab) in the nouh to Servitium
(Gradisca) in the south, but at a later date the boundary
lay farther . east, to the diminution of Pannonia Inferior.
The erection of two new provinces, Valeria and Savia, in
the time of Diocletian gave rise to a fourfold division;
and Constautine placed Pannonia Prima, Valeria, and
Savia under the prc-etorian prefect of Italy, and Pannonia
Secunda under the pratorian prefect of lUyrioum. Pannonia
Prima was the north y&tt of the old Pannonia Superior
and Savia the south part ; Pannonia Secunda lay round
about Sirmium, at the meeting of the valleys of the Save,
the Drave, and the Danube; and Valeria (so called by
Galerius after Valeria his wife and Diocletian's daughter)
extended along the Danube from Altinum (Mohacs) to
Brigetio (0-Sziiny). TheodosiusII. had to cede Pannonia to
the Huns, and they were followed in turn by the Ostrogoths
the Longobard':, and the Avars.

During the four hundred ycai-s of Roman occupation Pannonia
reached a considerable pitcli of civilization, and a number of the
native tribes were largely Latinized. Upper Pannonia contained
V indobona( Vienna), a municipium; Carnuntum (Petronell), which
became probably about 70 a. d. the winter quarters of the Pannonian
legions, was made a municipium by Hadrian or Antoninus Pius
appears in the 3d century as a colonia, and has left important
epigraphic remains; Arrabona (Raab or Gybr), a considerable
military station

; Brigetio (0-Szony), founded piobably in the 2d
century as the seat of Legio Prima Adjutrix, and afterwards
designated municipium and colonia ; Scarabantia or Scarbantia
(Oedenburg or Soprony), a municipium of Julian origin aecordiu"
to Pliny, but of ^lian according to the inscriptions; SaV^ria or
Sabaria (Stein am Anger or Szombathely), a purely civil municipium
founded by Claudius, an.l a frequent residence of the later emperors :

loetoviojPotobinn, of Ptolemy, Patavio of Itin. Anton.; modem
Pel tan), first mentioned by Tacitus (69 a.d.) as the seat of LegioAUl. Gemma, and made a colonia by Trajan ;

i Siscia (Sziszck).
formerly known as Scgesteca or Segcste, a place of great importance
down to the close of the empire, made a colonia probably by
;\
cspasian, and restored by Severus (colonia Flavia Septimia)

;

Neyiodununi (Dernovo), designated municipium Flavium ; muni-
cipiuni Latobicorum (Trefl-en) ; Emona or Hemona, 'iiuiya (Laibachl-
and N auportus (Ober-Laibach). Lower Pannonia contained Sirmidm
(Mitrovic), first mentioned in 6 a.d., made a colonia by Vespasian
or his successor^ and a frequent residence of the later emperors;
,a.ssian^ near Pefioycc), Cusum (Peterwardein), Malata or Bononia
(Lanostor) Cibalce ^^ mkovce), a municipium

; Mursa (Eszek), mado
a colonia by Hadrian 133 a.d.

; Sopian<B (Funfkirchen or Pecs),
seat of the pr.-eses of ^ aleria, and an important place at the meeting
of five roads; Aquincum (Alt-Ofen), n.aSe a colonia by Hadrian, and
the seat of Legio II Adjutrix ; and Cirpi (near Bogdany). See
Corp. hiscr. Lai., vol. iii. 1.

&.?/"»=

PANORAMA is the name given originally to a
pictorial representation of the whole view which is visible
from one point by an observer who in turning round
looks successively to all iioints of the horizon. In an
ordinary picture only a small part of the objects visible
from one point is included, far less being generally given
tlian the eye of the observer can take in whilst stationary.
The drawing is in this case made by projecting the
objects to be represented from the point occiipied by
the eye on a plane. If a greater part of a landscape has
to be represented, it becomes more -convenient for the
artist to suppose himself surrounded by a cylindrical
surface in whose centre he stand.s, and" to project the

' In the 4tli century it became a town of Xoricum, not of Pannonini
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landscajje from this position on the cylinaer. In a

panorama such a cylinder, originally of about 60 feet,

but .now extending to upwards of 130 feet diameter, is

covered with an accurate representation in colours of a

laudscape, so that an observer standing in the centre of

the cylinder sees the picture like an actual landscape in

nature completely surround him in all directions. This

gives an effect of great reality to the picture, which is

skilfully aided in various ways. The observer stands on a

platform representing, say, the flat roof of a house, and
the space between this platform and the picture is

covered with real objects which gradually blend into the

picture itself. The picture is lighted from above, but a

roof is spreaa over the central platform so that no light but

that reflected from the picture reaches the eye. In order

to make this light appear the more brilliant, the passages

and staircase which lead the spectator to the platform are

kept nearly dark. These panoramas were invented by
Robert Barker, an Edinburgh artist, w'ho exhibited the

first in Edinburgh in 1T8S, representing a view of that

city. A view of Loudon and views of sea fights and

battles of the Napoleonic wars followed. Panoramas
gained less favour on the Continent, until after the

Franco-German war a panorama of the siege of Paris was
exhibited in Paris.

The name panoiama, or panoramic view, is also given

to drawings of views from mountain peaks or other points

of view, such as are found in many hotels in the Alps,

or, on a smaller scale, in guide-books to Switzerland and
other mountainous districts. These too are drawn as if

projected on a cylinder afterwards cut open and unrolled.

The geometrical laws which guide the drawing of

panoramas follow easily from the general rules for

Pbojectiox (q.v.).

PANSY
(
Viola sp.). This flower has been so long

cuiiivated that its source is a matter of uncertainty. As
v,-e now see it, it is a purely artificipj production, differing

considerably from any wild plant known. By some it is

supposed to be merely a cultivated form of Viola ii-icolor,

a corn-field weed, while others assert it to be the result of

hybrijjlization between V. tricolor and other species such as

V. ahaica, V. grandiflora, ic. As florists and gardeners

conducted, and still too often conduct, their operations

without scientific method, it is unfortunately not possible

to arrive at any definite conclusion on this point. Sortie

experiments of M. Carriere, however, go to show that seeds

of the wild V. t> icolor will produce forms so like those of

the cultivated pansy that it is reasonable to assume that

that flower has originated from the wild plant by con-

tinuous selection. Jlr Darwin confesses himself to have
• een foiled in the attempt to unravel the parentage of the

^.ansy, " and gave up the attempt as too difficult for any
one except a professed botanist." The changes that have

been effected from tlie wild type are, however, more strik-

ing to the eye than really fundamental. Increase in size,

an alteration in form by virtue of which the narrow oblong

petals are converted into circular ones, and variations in

the intensity and distribution of the colour—these are the

changes that have been wrought by continued selection,

while the more essential parts of the flower have been

relatively unaffected. The stamens and pistil, in fact,

present the characteristics of the genus Viola.. In that

genus the construction of the stamens and pistil is such as

to favour cross-fertilization, and that circumstance alone

would account for much of the variation that is observed.

In practice it is customary to propagate by means of

cuttings the varieties it is desired to perpetuate, while, if

additional varieties are desired, reproduction by seed, and

careful selection of seedlings, according to the desire or

fancy of the cultivator, are had recourse to. Self-fertilizing

(cleistogamic) flowers, such as occur in various species oJ

violet, and in which the petals are absent or inconspicuous,,

not being required for the purpose of attracting insects,

have not as yet been observed in pansies.

PANT^NUS, head of the catechetical school at

Alexandria at the close of the 2d Christian century, is

known chiefly as having been the master of Clement, who
succeeded him. Eusebius and Jerome speak of him as

having been, originally at least, a Stoic, and as having

been sent, on account of his zeal and learning, as a

missionary to " India "—Yemen perhaps being meant.

He was the author of commentaries on various books of

Scripture, all of which have been lost with the exception

of a few insignificant fragments. His teaching work in

Alexandria seems to have begun before 180 a.d., and it

was brought to an end by the persecution of Septimius

Severus in 202.

PANTELLARIA, Pantalaeia, or officially Pantel-

LERiA (the ancient Cossyra or Cosyra), an island in the

Mediterranean, which, though only 45 miko from the

African coast to the south of Cape Bon, and 75 miles from

the coast of Sicily, is included in the Italian province and
circondario of Trapani. It is of volcanic origin, ^nd its

area is estimated at 58 square miles. , Its principal sum-

mit reaches a height of 2440 feet. Hot sulphur springs

occur in various places, and there is a small salt-lake of

somewhat high temperature ; but there is a lack of fresh

water. The principal town, Oppidolo or Pantellaria, on

the north-west, lies round a port protected by two redoubts

and a citadel now used as a prison. Trade is carried on

with Algeria, Tunis, and Malta. From 131 vessels (12,917

tons) in 1863 the movement of the port had by 1880 in-

creased to 923 vessels (83,524 tons). In 1881 the jwpula-

tion of the town was 3167, that of the island 7315.
The Phcenician name DJ"\5<, Iranim^ on coins has led Recan to

identify the island wiih the Inarime of the Latin poets. The cap-

ture of Cosyra by M. .ffimilius and Servius Fulvius in the First

Punic War was thought worth mentioning in tlie triumphal

fasti, though the Carthaginians recovered possession in the fol-

lowing 3'ear. In modern times the island has formed a princi-

pality, in the hands of tlie Requesens family. The bastard Italian

spoken by tlie inhabitants shows Arabic iuhuence.

PANTHEISM. See Theism.

PANTHER. See Leopard.
PANTOGRAPH is an instrument for making a reduced,

an enlarged, or an exact copy of a plane figure. One ol'

the simplest forms is' represented in fig. 1. Four links of

wood or metal are jointed together so as to form a

parallelogram ABC'S. On two sides BA and BC produced

points P and F are taken in a line with S, so that the

triangles PSA and SP'C are similar, as the sides of the

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

one are parallel to those of the other. Hence SA/AP =
FC;CS. Now the parallelogram ABCS is movable,

its angles changing whilst its sides remain unaltered. The

above ratio will therefore remain constant, and therefore

again the points PSF will always remain in a line. At

the same time the ratio PS;SP' does n»t change, as it

etiualb the ratio PA/AB. If then the point S be kept
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fixed in a plane, and it P be made to describe any given

figure, the jxiint F will describe another figure which is

similar and similarly situated to the given one with S as

centre of similitude, the ratio of similitude being PS : SF.
Thus if the point S be fixed at S fig. 2, and if P be made
to describe the figure ABCD," then P' \vill describe the

similar figure A'B'C'D'. For the geometry of figures which

are similar and similarly situated, compare "Similar

Figures " under Projection.
For practical jvorking there is at P a steel tracer having a fine

but not sharp point, and at P' a. tracing pencil for drawing the

copy, or sometimes a sharp steel point ior at once engraving tlse

copy on a plata of metal. To obtain the smooth and steady

motion of the instrument required for delicate work, a variety of

different constructions are in use under various names, but all rest

on the above principle that three "points are kept in a line with

their distances in a constjnt ratio. It will be noticed if any three

points T, Q, Q' in a line bo taken, as in fig. 1, these fulfil the con-

ditions required, so that, for instance, T might be taken as the

fixed point, and Q, Q' as the tracer and pencil.

PAXTOMIilE is a term which has been employed in

different senses at different times in the history of the

drama. Of the Koman pantomtmns, a spectacular kind of

play in which the functions of the actor were confined to

gesticulation and dancing, while occasional music was sung

by a chorus or behind the scenes, some account has been

given elsewhere (vol. vii. p. 412). To speak of the Western
drama only, there is no intrinsic difference between the

Roman pantomimvs and the modern "ballet of action,"

except that ihe latter is accompanied by instrumental

music only, and that the personages appearing in it are

not usually masked. ' The English " dumb-show," though
fulfilling a special purpose of its own, was likewise in the

true sense of the word pantomimic. On the other hand,

the modern pantomime, as the word is still used, more
especially in connexion with the English stage, signifies a

dramatic entertainment in which the action is carried on
with the help of spectacle, music, and dancing, and in

which the performance is partly carried on by certain

conventional characters, originally derived from Italian
" masked comedy," itself an adaptation of the fdhulai

Atellanse of ancient Italy. Were it not for this addition,

it would be difficult to define modern pantomime so as

to distinguish it from the mask, and the least rational of

English dramatic species would have to be regarded as

essentially identical with another to which in its later

development our dramatic literature owes some of its

choicest fruit (see Deama, vol. vii.).

As a matter of course, no fixed date can be assigned tc

the birth of modern pantomime. The contributory elements
which it contains had very soon in varying proportions

and manifold combinations introduced themselves into the

modern drama as it had been called into life by the

Renaissance. In Italy the transition was almost imper-
ceptible from the pastoral drama to the opera ; on the

Spanish stage ballets with allegorical figures and military

spectacles were known abeady towards the close of the
16th century; in France ballets were introduced in the

days of >Iary de' Medici, and the popularity of the opera
was fully established in the earlier part of the reign
of Louis XrV. Meanwhile, in the previous century the
improvised Italian comedy (commedia dell' arte) had crossed

the Alps with its merry company of characters, partly
borrowed from masked comedy, though also largely

corresponding to the favourite types of regular comedy
both ancient and modern, and including Pactalone, with
Arlccchino, among other varieties of zanni.^ Readers
of iloliere are aware of the influence of the Italian

' ^Whether the tradition.il costume of the ancient Roman m'»:i
tBe eenlunculus or variegated harlequin's jacket, the shaven head, the
sooty face, and the unshoil feet—had before tliis been known among
the pi-ovinciale, may..be left undecided.

players upon the progress of French comedy, and upon

the works of its incomparable master. In other coun-

tries, where the favourite types of Italian popular comedy
had been less generally seen or were unknown, popular

comic figures such as the English fools and clowns, the

German ffanswursl, or the Dutch Pielielhering , were

ready to renew themselves in any and every fashion which

preserved to them the gross salt favoured by their patrons.

Indeed in Germany, where the term pantomime was not

used, a rude form of dramatic buffoonery, corresponding tp

the coarser sides of the modern English species so-called,

long flourished, and threw back for centuries the progress

of the regular drama. After being at last suppressed, it

found a commendable substitute in the modern Zauberposse,

the more genial Vienna counterpart of the Paris /eenV.

In England, where the mask was only quite exceptionally

revived after the Restoration, the love of spectacle and
other frivolous allurements was at first mainly met by the

various forms of dramatic entertainment which went by
the name of "opera." In the preface to Albion and Albanins

(16S5), Dryden gives a definition of opera which would

fairly apply to modern extravaganza, or to modern panto-

mime with the harlequinade left out. Character-dancing

was, however, at the same time largely introduced into

regular comedy ; and, as the theatres vied with one another

in seeking quocwnque modo to gain the favour of the public, •

the English stage was fully prepared for the innovation

which awaited it. Curiously enough, the long-lived but

cumbrous growth called pantomime in England owes its

immediate origin to the beginnings of a dramatic species

which has artistically furnished congenial delight to nearly

two centuries of Frenchmeri. Of the early history of

vaudeville it must here suffice to say that the unprivileged

actors at the fairs, who had borrowed some of the favourite

character-types of Italian popular comedy, after eluding

prohibitions against the use by them of dialogue and
song, were at last allowed to set up a comic opera of their

own. About the second quarter of the 18th century,

before these performers were incorporated with the Italians,

the light kind of dramatic entertainment combining
pantomime proper with dialogue and song enjoyed high

favour with the French and their visitors during this

period of peace. The vaudeville was cultivated by Le
Sage and other writers of mark, though it did not conquer

an enduring place in dramatic literature till rather later,

when it had, moreover, been completely nationalized by the

extension of the Italian types.

It was this popular species of entertainment which,

under the name of pantomime, was transplanted to England
before in France it had attained to any fixed form, or could

claim for its productions any place in dramatic literature.

Colley Cibber mentions as the first example, followed by
"that Succession of monstrous Mcdlies," a piece on the story

of Mars and Venus, which was still in dumb-show ; for he
describes it as " form'd into a connected Presentation of

Dances in Character, wherein the Passions were so happily

expressed, and the whole Story so fntelligibly told, by a
mute Narration of Gesture only, that even thinking Spec-

tators allow'd it both a pleasing and a rational Entertain-

ment." There is nothing to show that Harlequin and his

companions figured in this piece. Geneste, who has no
record of it, dates the period when such entertainments

first came into vogue in England about 1723. In that

year the pantomime of Harlequin Dr Faustus had been

produced at Drury Lane,— its author being John
Thurmond, a dancing master, who afterwards (in 1727)^

published a grotesque entertainment called The Miser, or

Wagner and Abcricock (a copy- of thic is in the Dyce
Library). Hereupon, in December 1723, John Rich

(1692-17CI), then lessee of the theatre in Lincoln's Inr
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Fields, produced there as a rival patitoinime The Necro-

mi.>u:er, or Ilistory of Dr Faustvs, no doubt, say3 Geneste,

"gotten up with superior splendour." He had as early as

1717 been connected with "the production of a piece called

Harlequin Excnded, and there seem traces of similar enter-

tainments as far back as the year 1700. But it was the

inspiriting influence of French example, and the keen

rivalry between the London houses, which in 1/23 really

established pantomime on the English stage. Rich was

at the time fighting a difficult battle against Drury Lane,

and his pantomimes at Lincoln's Inn Fields, and after-

wards at Covent Garden, were extraordinarily successful.

He was himself an inimitable harlequin, and from

Garrick's lines in his honour it appears that his acting

consisted of " frolic gestures " without words. The
favourite Drury Lane harlequin was Pinkethman (Pope's

"poor Pinky"); readers of The Taller (No. 188) will

remember the ironical nicety with which his merits are

weighed against those of his competitor Bullock at the

other house. CoUey Gibber, when described by Pope as

" mounting the wind on grinning dragons," briskly denied

having in his own person or otherwise encouraged such

fooleries ; in his Apology, however, he enters into an

elaborate defence of himself for having allowed himself to

be forced into countenancing the " gin-shops of the stage,"

.pleading that he was justified by necessity, as Henry IV.

was in changing his religion. Another butt of Pope's,

Lewis Theobald, was himself the author of more than one

pantomime ; their titles already run in the familiar fashion,

e.g.,A Dramatlrlc Entertainment, call'd Harlequin a Sorcerer,

with the loves of Philo and Proserpine (172-5 ; the "book
of the words," as it may be called, is in the Dyoe
Library). In another early pantomime (also in the Dyce
Li'orary) called Perseus and Andromeda, with the Rape of
Colornhine, or The Flying Lovers, there are five " inter-

ludes, three serious and two comic." This is precisely in

the manner of Fielding's dramatic squib against panto-

mimes. Tumble-down Dick, or Phaeton in the Suds, first

acted in 1744, and ironically dedicated to " Jlr John
Lun," the name that Rich chose to assume as harlequin.

It is a capital bit of burlesque, which seems to have been

directly suggested by Pritchard's Fall of Phaeton, produced

in 1736.

There seems no need to pursue further the history of

English pantomime. " Things of this nature are above

criticism," as Mr Machine the " composer " of Phaeton says

in Fielding's piece. The attempt was made more than

once to free the stage from the incubus of entertainments

to vrhich the public persisted in flocking ; in vain CoUey
Gibber at first laid down the rule of never giving a

pantomime together with a good play ; in vain his son

Theophilus after him advised the return of part of the

entrance money to those who would leave the house before

the pantomime began. " It may be cpiestioned," says the

chronicler, " if there was a demand for the return of £20
in ten years." Pantoinime carried everything before it

when there were several theatres in London, and a dearth

of high dramatic talent prevailed in all ; and, allowing for

occasional counter-attractions of a not very dissimilar

nature, pantomime continued to flourish after the Licensing

Act of 1737 had restricted the number of London play-

houses, and after Garrick's star had risen on the theatrical

horizon. Ho was himself obliged to satisfy the public

appetite, and to disoblige the admirers of his art, in defer-

ence to the drama's most imperious patrons—the public at

large.

It should be noted that in France an attempt was mado,

by NovERRE (q.v.) to restore pantomime proper to the stage

us an independent species, by treating mythological subjects

seriously in artificial bnlletn. This attempt, H'hich of

course could not prove permanently suc;essful, met in

England also with great applause. In an anonymous tract

of the year 1789 in the Dyce Library, attributed by Dyce
to Archdeacon Nares (the author of the Glossary), Noverre's

pantomime or ballet Cnpid and I'liyche is commended as of

very extraordinary merit in the choice and execution of the

subject. It seems to have been without words. The writer

of the tract states that " very lately the serious pantomime
has made a new advance in this country, and has gained

establishment in an English theatre ;" but he leaves it an

0()en ciuestion whether the grand ballet of Medea und
Jai.j/1 (apparently jiroduced a few years earlier, for a

burlesque on the subject came out in 1781) was the first

complete performance of the kind produced in England.

He also notes The Death of Captain Cool; adapted from

the Parisian stage,' as possessing considerable dramatic

merit, and exhibiting " a pleasing picture of savage

customs and manners." To conclude, the chief difference

between the earlier and later forms of English pantomime
seems to lie in the fact that in the earlier Harlequin

jiervaded the action, appearing in the comic scenes which

alternated throughout the piece with the serious which

formed the backbone of the story. Columbine (originally

in'Italian comedy Harlequin's daughter) was generally a

village maiden courted by her adventurous lover, whom
village constables pursued, thus performing the laborious

part of the policeman of the modern harlequinade. The
brilliant scenic effects were of course accumulated, instead

of upon the transformation scene, upon the last scehe of

all, which in modern pantomime follows upon the shadovpy

chase of the characters called the rally. The commanding
influence of the clown, to whom pantaloon is attached as

friend, flatterer, and foil, seems to be of comparatively

modern growth ; the most famous of his craft was un-

doubtedly Joseph Grimaldi (1779-1837),- of whom Charle»

Dickens in his youth edited a biography. His memory,

is above all connected with the famous pantomime of

Mother Goose, produced at Govent Garden in 1806. It

boots not to enumerate favourites of later days ; the

type of Christmas pantomime cherished by a generation

now passing away has been preserved from oblivion in

Thackeray's Si-etches and Travels in London. The species

still maintains its hold over sections of the grown-up

public, and, though now only cultivated in a few of the

leading London theatres, appears at Christmas 1883-84,

according to professional statistics, to have multiplied

itself in the capital alone by thirteen examples.

See Geneste, Account of the English Stage, especially vol. iii;

Dibdin, Complete History of the: Stage, especially vols. ii. , iv. , and v.

;

Apologyfor the Life of Calley Cibber; Fitzgerald, Life of Oarrick;

Prolss, Dramaturgic. (A. W. W.)

PANYASIS, of Halicarnassus, a poet of the early half

of the 5th century B.C. He was a near relation of the

historian Herodotus. According to some his father

Polyarchus was brother of Herodotus's father Lyxes;

according to others, Rhceo or Dryo, the mother of

Herodotus, was a sister of Panyasis. He led a revival of

the old Ionian epic poetry, and his younger contemporary

Antimachus continued the movement. ' Only insignificant

fragments of his works are preserved. He wrote a Hera-

cleas, in which the whole of the Heracles-myths were

embraced in 14 books (9000 lines), and another poem in

elegiacs, 7000 lines long, called 'luviKo, in which he related

the story of the Ionic settlements in Asia Minor and the

exploits of Codrus and Neleus. Though not much thought

of in his own time, he is praised by later critics. He was

(Slain by Lygdamis, tyrant of Halicarnassus.

PAOLI, ' Pasquale de (1725-1807), generalissimo of

Corsica, was the son of Giacinto Paoli, a Corsican patriot,

and his mother was descended from the old family of the
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CaporalL He was born in tlie village of La Stretta in the

district of Kostino, 25th April 1725. After the hopes of

the Corsieans were overthrown by the French in 1738, he

accompanied his father to Naples, where ha entered the

military college. In an expedition against Calabrian

bandits he greatly distinguished himself, and when in

1755 he returned to Corsica he had acquired so high a

reputation that he was chosen generalissimo in a full

assembly of the people. His refusal to accept Matrg,

for a colleague, led the latter to take advantage of

the dissatisfaction of sonxs influential Corsieans to stir up
an insurrection. With the aid of the Genoese, Matra
for a time made a formidable stand, but after his death in

battle Paoli turned his arms against the Genoese with

each success that in 1761 they proposed terms of peace.

As Paoli would consent to nothing less than the com-
plete independence of Corsica, the Genoese, despairing of

their ability to establish a hold on the island, sold

it in 1768 to France. The French effected a landing in

1769 with 22,000 men under Count Vaux, and after

a stubborn and prolonged resistance Paoli was totally

defeated, and, barely succeeding in cutting his way through

the enemy, escaped on board an English frigate and went
to England. His ride in Corsica, notwithstanding the

distraction of the continual struggle to maintain its

independence, had been marked by the introductiSn of

many important reforms, such as the remodelling of the

laws, the establishment of permanent courts, the regulation

of the coinage, and the furtherance of various measures

ioT the encouragement of agriculture, manufactures, and
commerce. At the instance of the duke of Grafton, prime

minister of England, Paoli received from the English

Government a pension of ^£1200 a year. He came to be on
intimate terms with Dr Samuel Johnson, to whom he was

introduced by BoswelL When, after the French Kevolu-

tion, Corsica was numbered among the departments ot

France, Paoli agreed to return to Corsica as lieutenant-

general and governor of the department ; but, the excesses

of the Convention having alienated his sympathies, he,

with the help of Great Britain, organized a revolt, and in

1793 was elected generalissimo and president of the

council of government at Corte. Despairing, however, of

maintaining the independence of the island, he in 1795
agreed to its union with Great Britain, and on George III.

being declared king returned to England. He died near

London in February 1807. Clemente, elder brother of

Pasquale Paoli, also distinguished himself in the struggles

of Corsica against the Genoese. Subsequently he retired

to a convent at Vallambrosa, but at the end of tv\'enty

years returned to Corsica, and died there in 1793.

See Bosv.xU's Zi/e of Johnson and his Account of Co?'sica, 1768;
Jleview of i)ii Conduct of Pascal Paoli, 1770 ; Lives of Paoli, by
Arrighi (Paris, 1843), Klose (Brunswick, 1853), Bartoli (Ajaccio,

1867), aud Oria (Genoa, 1869).

PAOLO, Tea. See Barpi.

PAOLO VERONESE. See Veeonese.
PAPA, a large country-town of Hungary, in the district

of Veszprim, lies on the Kaab and Steinamanger Railway,

75 miles to the west of Pesth. It is the seat of a fine

chateau and park of the Eszterhdzy family, by whom the

handsome Roman Catholic church, lined with red marble,

was built in 1778. It also contains a Protestant church, a
good Protestant school established about 1530, a Roman
Catholic gymnasium, and three convents. A quaint one-

storied edifice is shown as the house of Matthew Corvinus.

The chief industries are weaving, wine-grov.jng, and the

manufacture of paper and Btone^yare. The population in

1880 was 14,654.

PA.PACY. See Pope and Popedom.
PAPAL STATES, See States of the Chubch.

PAPEE
THE origin and early history of paper as- a writing

material are involved in much obscurity. The art

of making it from fibrous matter, and, among other sub-

stances, from the wool of the cotton plant, reduced to a pulp,

appears to have been practised by the Chinese at a very
|

distant period. Difierent writers have traced it back to the

2d century B.C. But however remote its age may have

been in eastern Asia, cotton paper first became available

for the rest of the world at the beginning of the 8th century,

when the Arabs captured Samarkand (704 a.d.), and there

learnt its use. Tl* manufacture was taken up by them in

that city, and rapidly spread through all parts of their

empire.- From the large quantities which were produced

at Damascus, it obtained one of the titles, cluirta Damascena,

by which it was known in the Middle Ages. The extent

to which it was adopted for literary purposes is proved by
the comparatively large number of early Arabic MSS. on
paper which have come down to us, dating from the 9th

century.!

• A few ot the earliest d.ited examples may be instanced. Tlie Gharihc
'l-IIadith, a treatise on the rare and curious words iu the sayings nf

Mohammed and his ccmpanioHs, written in the year 866, is probably
one of the oldest paper MSS. in existence {Pal. Soc, Orient. Ser.,

pi. 6). It is preserved in the University Library of Leyden. A
treatise by an Arabian physician on the nouristiment of tlie different

members of the body, of the year 960, is the oldest d.ated Arabic MS.
on paper in the British Museum (Or. MS. 2C0O ; Pai. Soc, pi.

96). The Bodleian Library possesses a MS. of the Dlwdna 'l-Adab,

a grammatical work of 974 a.d., of particular interest as ha\ing been
written at Samarkand on paper presumably made at that seat of the

first Arab manufacture (Pal. .Soc, pi.. QQ). Other early examples

are a volume of poems written at Baghdad7990 A,D., now at Leipsic,

and. the Gospel of St Luke, 993 A.D., in the Vaticau Library {Pal.

18_i0»

With regard to the introduction of paper into Europe, it

naturally first made its appearance in those countries more
immediately in contact with the Oriental world. Besides

receiving the names of charia and papyrus, transferred ta

it from the Egyptian writing material manufactured from

the papyrus plant (see Papyrus), cotton paper was known
in the Middle Ages as charta bombt/cina, gossypina, cuttunea,

xylina, Damascena, and serica. The last title seems to

have been derived from its glossy and silken appearance.

It was probably first brought into Greece through trade

with Asia, and from thence transmitted to neighbouring

countries. 'Dieophilus presbyter, m-iting in the 12tb
century (Sckedula diversarum ar/imn, i. 23), refers to it

under the name of Greek parchment

—

" tolle pergamenam
Grsecam, quje fit ex lana ligni." In the 10th century

bambacinam was used at Rome. There is also a record of

the use of paper by the empress Irene at the end of the

11th or beginning of the 12th century, in her rules for

the nuns of Constantinople. It does not appear, however,

to have been very extensively tised in Greece before the

middle of the 13th century,- for, with one doubtful excep-

tion, there are no extant Greek MSS. on paper which bear

date prior to that period.

The manufacture of pajjer in Europe was first established

by the Moors iu Spain, the headquarters of the industry

beinf.' Xativa, Valencia, and Toledo. But on the fall ol

Soc, pis. 7, 21). In the great collection of Syriac MSS. v.hich T.en

obtained from the Nitrian desert iu Egypt, and are now in the Britist

Kluseum, there are many volumes written on cotton paper of the

lOth century. The two oldest dated examples, however, ara not

earlier tlian 1075 and 10S4 A.D.

KVllI. - a 3
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tne Moorish power the manufacture, passing into the bands

of the less skilled Christians, declined in the quality of its

production. In Italy also the art of paper-making was no

doubt in the first place established through the Arab
occupation of Sicily. But the paper which was made both

there and in Spain, it must be remembered, was in the

first instance cotton paper. In the laws of Alphonso of

1263 it is referred to as cloth parchment, a term which

well describes the thick material made from cotton. As,

however, the industry was pushed north, into districts

where cotton was not to be found as a natural growth or

was not imported. Other substances had to be pressed into

the service. Hence by degrees arose the practice of mixing

rags, in the first instance no doubt of woollen fabrics, with

the raw material. The gradual substitution of linen, in

countries where it was more abundant or where it was the

only suitable material at hand, was a natural step in the

progress of the inanufacture.

The first mention of' rag paper occurs in the tract of

Peter, abbot of Cluny (1122-50 a.d.), adversus Jiidxos,

cap. 5, where, among the various kinds of books, he refers

to such as are written on material made " ex: rasuris

veterura pahnorum." At this early period woollen cloth

is probably intended. Linen paper was first made in the

14 th century ; but in the first half of that century it is

probable that woollen fabrics still entered largely into the

component parts of the pulp—a fact which, however, can

only be proved in individual instances by aid of the micro-

scope. . This being the case, it is of less practical advantage

to try to Escertain an exact date for the first use of linen

in paper-making than to define the line of demarcation

between the two classes of paper, viz., that made in the

Oriental fashion without water-marks, and that in which

these marks are seen. The period when this latter kind

of papei cime into existence lies in the first years of the

14th century, when paper-making at length became a

veritable ICuropean industry. Cotton paper of the Oriental

pattern, it is true, is still found here and there in use some
time after the manufacture of the water-marked material

had begun, but the inetances which have survived are few

and are mostly confined to the south of Europe.

A few words may here be said respecting the extant

examples of cotton paper MSS. written in European

countries. Several which have been quoted by former

writers afe early instances have proved, on more recent

examination, to be nothmg but vellum. The ancient

fragments of the Gospel of St Mark, preserved at Venice,

which were stated by Maffei to be of cotton paper, by
Montfaucon of papyrus, and by the Benedictines of bark,

are in fact written on skin. The oldest document on cotton

paper is a deed of King Roger of Sicily, of the year 1102;
and there are others of Sicilian kings, of the 12th century.

The oldest known imperial deed on the same material is

a charter of Frederick II. to the nuns of Goess in Styria,

of the year 1228, now at Vienna. In 1231, however, the

same emperor forbade further use of paper for official

documents, which were in future to be inscribed on vellum.

In Venice the Liber plegiorum, the entries in which begin

with the year 1223, is made of rough cotton paper; and
similarly the registers of the Council of Ten, beginning in

1325, and the register of the emperor Henry VII. (1308-

13) preserved at Turin, are also written on a like sub-

stance. In the British Museum there is an older example

in a MS. (Arundel 268) which contains some astronomical

treatises written on an excellent paper in an Italian hand

of the first half of the 13th century. The letters addressed

from Castile to the English king, Edward I., in 1279 and

following years (Pauli in Sericht. Berl. Akad., 1854) are

iilstances of Spanish-made paper ; and other specimens in

existence prove that in this latter country a rough kiad of

charta bomhycina was manufactured to a comparatively
late date.

In Italy the first place which appears to have become
a great centre of the paper-making industry was Fabriano
in the marquisate of Ancona, which rose into importance
on the decline of the manufacture in Spain. The jurist

Bartolo, in his treatise De insigniis et armis, refers to the

excellent paper made there in the middle of the 14th
century, an encomium which will be supported by those

who have had occasion to examine the extant MSS. of

Italian paper of that period, which even now excites

admiration for its good quality. In 1340 a factory was
established at Padua ; another arose later at Treviso ; and
others followed in the territories of Florence, Bologna,

Parma, Milan, Venice, and other districts. From the line

of factories of northern Italy the wants of southern

Germany were supplied as late as the 15th century. As
an instance the case of Gorlitz has been cited, which drew
its paper from Milan and Venice for the half century

between 1376 and 1426. But in Germany also factories

were rapidly founded. The earliest are said to have
been set up between Cologne and Mainz, and in Mainz
itself about the year 1 320. At Nuremberg Ulman Stromer
established a mill in 1390, with the aid of Italian

workmen. Other places of early manufacture were

Ratisbon and Augsburg. Western Germany, as well as

the Netherlands and England, is said to have obtained

paper at first from France and Burgundy through the

markets of Bruges, Antwerp, and Cologne. ' France owed
the establishment of her first paper-mills to Spain, whence
we are told the art of paper-making was introduced, as

early as the year 1189, into the district of Hc-rault. The
French paper of this early date was of course of cotton. At
a later period, in 1406, among the accounts of the church

of Troyes, such mills appear as molins d, toile. The develop-

ment of the trade in France must have been very rapid,

for, as we have already noticed, that country was soon in

a position to supply her neighbours as well as to provide

for her own wants. And with the progress of manufac-

ture in France that of the Netherlands also grew.

A study of the various water-marks has yielded some
results in tracing the different channels in which the paper

trade of difi'erent countries flowed ; but a thorough and
systematic collection and classification of them has yet to

be accomplished. Experience also of the different kinds

of paper, and a knowledge of the water-marks, aid the

student in fixing nearly exact periods to undated docu-

ments. Rag paper of the 14th century may generally be

recognized by its firm texture, its stoutness, and the large

size of its wires. The water-marks are usually simple in

design ; and, being the result of the impress of thick

wires, they are therefore strongly marked. In the course

of the 15th century the texture gradually becomes finer

and the water-marks more elaborate. While the old sub-

jects of the latter are still continued in use, they are more

neatly outlined, and, particularly in Italian paper, they are

frequently enclosed in circles. The practice of inserting

the full name of the maker in the water-mark came into

fashion in the course of the 16th century. The variety

of subjects of water-marks is most extensive. Animals,

birds, fishes, heads, flowers, domestic and warlike imple-

ments, armorial bearings, <S:c., are found from the earliest

times. Some of these, such as armorial bearings, and

national, provincial, or personal cognizances, as the imperial

crown, the crossed keys, or the cardinal's hat, can be

attributed to particular countries or districts ; and the

wide dis.semination of the paper bearing these marks in

different countries serves to prove how large and inter-

national was the paper trade in the 14th and 15th

centuries.
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in the second half of the 1 4th century the use of paper

for all literary purposes had become well established in all

western Europe; and in tbs cjurso of the 15th century

it gradually superseded vellum. In MSS. of this latter

period it is not uBusual to find a mixture of vellum and
paper, a vellum sheet forming the outside leaves of a quire

while the rest are of paper.

With regard to the early use of paper in England, there

s evidence that quite at the beginning of the 1-ith century

t was a not uncommon material, particularly for registers

ind accounts. Under the year 1310, the records of

VIerton CcUege, Oxford, show that paper was purchased

'pro registro," which Prof. Eogers (Hist. Agricul. and
Prices, L p. 614) is of opinion was probably cotton paper

of the same character as that of the Bordeaux customs
register in the Public Record Office, which date from the

first year of Edward IL The college register referred to,

which was probably used for entering the books that the

fellows borrowed from the library, has perished. There
is, however, in tie British Museum a paper MS. (Add.

31,223), written in England, of even earIie^ date than the

one recorded in the Merton archives. This is a register

of the hustings court of Lyme Regis, the entries in which
commence in the year 1309. The material is cotton paper,

with apparently an admixture of rag, the threads of

which are visible, imbedded in the pulp—similar, to the

kind which was used in Spain. It may indeed have been

imported direct from that country or from Bordeaux ; and
a seaport town on the south coast of England is exactly

the place where such early relics might be looked for.

Professor Rogers also mentions an early specimen of paper
made from rag in the archives of Merton CollegCj on which
is written a bill of the year 1332; and some leaves of

water-marked paper of 1333 exist in the Harleian collec-

tion. Of a date only a few years later is the first of the

registers of the King's Hall at Cambridge, a series of

which, on paper, are preserved in the library of Trinity

College. Of the middle of the 14th century also are

many of the municipal books and records still to be found
among the archives of ancient cities and tovrns. The
knowledge, however, which we have of the history of paper-

making in England is extremely scanty. The first maker
whose name is known is one Tate, who is said to have set

up a mill in Hertford early in the 16th century ; and a
German named Spielman had works at Dartford in 1588.

But it is incredible that no paper was made in the country

before the time of the Tudors. No doubt at first it was
imported. But the comparatively cheap rates at which it

was sold in the 15th century in inland towns, as well as in

those nearer the coast, seem to afford ground for assum-

ing that there was at that time a native industry in this

commodity, and that it was not altogether imported.

As far as the prices have been observed at which different

Kinds of paper were sold in England in the early period

of its introduction, it has been found that in 1355-56 the

price of a quire of small folio paper was 5d., both in

Oxford and London. In the 15th century the average

price seems to have ranged from 3d, to 4d. for the quire,

and from 33. 4d. to 4s. for the ream. At the beginning

of the 16th century the price fell to 2d. or 3d. the quire,

and to 3s. or 3s. 6d. the ream ; but in the second half of

the century, owing to the debasement of the coinage, it

rose, in common with all other commodities, to nearly 4d.

the quire, and to rather more than 5s. the ream. The
relatively higher price of the ream in this last period, as

compared with that of the quire, seems to imply a more
extensive use of the material which enabled the trader to

dispose of broken bulk more quickly than formerly, and
so to sell by the quire at a comparatively cheap rate.

Brown paper appears in entries ot 1570-71, and was

sold in bundles at 2s. to 2s. 4d. Blotting paper is appar-'

ently of even earlier date, being mentioned under the year

1465. It was a coarse, grey, unsized paper, fragments of

which have been found among the leaves of 15th century

accounts, where it had been left after being used for blotting.

See Gerardi Mecrman et dociorum virorum ad cum Epistolse atqiie

Observationes dc Chartm vulgaris scu linese origitu, Hague, 1767;
G. F. Wehr.s Vam Pajyier, Halle, 1789 ; M. Koops, Historical

Account of the substances tiscd to describe events and to convey ideas,

frotti the earliest date to the Invention of Paper (Jjonden, ISOl), in

great part repeating Wehrs—the book is printed on paper manufac-
tured from'straw ; Ersch and Gruber, Allgcyn. Encyklopddic, art.

"Papier," Leipsic, 1838; Sotzmann, "Ueber die altere Papier-

fabrikation," in Scrapeum, Leipsic, 1846 ; "W. AVattenbach, Das
Schriflwesen im Mittelalter, Leipsic, 1875, pp. 114-123; J. E. T.

Rogers, History of Agriculture and Prices in England, O.xford,

1866-82, /MtsKm. (E. M. T.)

MANtTFACTUEE OP PaPES.

Paper is a thin tissue composed of vegetable fibres (rarely

of woollen fibres), resulting from their deposition on wire-

cloth wuile suspended in water. At first it was entirely

made by hand, but the invention in 1798 of the paper

machine by Louis Robert, a clerk in the employment of

Messrs Didot, of the celebrated Essonnes paper-mills, near

Paris, gave a new impetus to the industry. The invention

was introduced into England through the agency of Messrs

Fourdrinier, who employed Bryan Donkin, the engineer, to

assist in working it out ; but, although they expended a
large fortune in developing the invention, their enterprise

resulted only in bankruptcy. Their first paper machine

was erected .in 1804 at Frogmoor Mill, near Boxmoor,

Herts. Ih the United States it was not till 1820 that

such a machine was started for the first time by Messrs T.

Gilpin & Co., on the Brandywine. Since thai period,

machine-made paper has gradually supplanted that made
by hand for all except special purposes, and has been

brought to a high state of perfection by subsequent im-

provements in the machinery.

Paper may be divided into three main classes :—writing
paper, printing paper, and wrapping paper. The staple of

which writing and printing paper is made is, in Britain,

rags and esparto ; in America a considerable quantity of

wood pulp is used. The staple of wrapping papers is old

ropes and in some cases jute. The best writing and print-

ing papers are still made, whether by hand or by machine,

from rags.

Manufacture of Paper from Rags.—The first process ia

the cutting and sorting of the rags, which is invariably

done by women. The rag-cutter stands behind a knife

about 14 inches long set in an oblique position in a table

before her; the rags are cut into pieces about the size of

the hand, and the linen pieces separated from the cotton,

the various qualities being put into different receptacles

After being cut they are subjected to the action of the

wOlow and duster, which knocks the loose dust off. The
willow is composed of two conical cylinders, inside oi

which iron spikes project. In the interior of these

cylinders an iron drum, also provided with spikes, revolve'

at about 300 revolutions per minute. The rags are fee

into the first cylinder by a travelling felt, and dashec

through from the one to the other by the action of tht

revolving drum, and from the second cylinder thrown for-

ward into the duster. This consists of a lai'ge rectangular

wooden case, in the interior of which an iron cage, coverec

with coarse wirecloth, revolves slowly at right angles to

the willow. This cage is set at a slight incline, so that the

rags which are thrown into it by the willow at one end

slowly pass to the other, whila the dust, &c., which has

been disengaged by the action ot the willow, falls through

the wirecloth, and the dusted rags pass out at the other

end, now ready for the boiler. The boiler is of different
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forms, revolving or stationary. The most usual is

BlDtionary. It consists of an upright cylinder of cast or

malleable iron (fig. 1), about 8 feet in diameter by 6 feet

deep, and fitted with a perforated false bottom, on which

tue rags rest. The boiler is further fitted with a filling door

A at the top, and an emptying door B below. After being

Fic. S.—Section of Eag-Boiler.

charged with rags, it is filled to about half its height with
water ; a sufficient quantity of caustic soda, varjdng accord-

ing to the nature of the rags, is introduced ; the door is then
shut, and steam is admitted by a small pipe C which is con-

tained in, and communicates at the foot with, a larger

pipe D and causes a constant circulation of hot liquid, which
is dispersed all over the boiler by striking against a hood E
at the top. This is technically kuo^vu a^ the " vomit.

"

The rags are boiled in this solution of caustic soda for ten to

twelve hours, when the steam is turned off and the liquid is

discharged by the pipe G. After a subsequent washing
with cold water in the boUer the lower door is opened and
the boiled rags withdrawn into small trucks, and picked
by women to remove impurities, such as india-rubber, drc.

The rags are now submitted to the action of the break-

ing engine (figs. 2 and 3). Tkis is an oblong trough with

Flo. 2.—^Breaking Engine—Vertical Ssction.

rounded ends, and may be about 6 feet wide and 12 feet

long by about 2 feet in depth, but the size varies greatly.

It is partially divided in the centre by the midfcather A,
and provided with a heavy iron roll B, fitted with knives

technically called bars, which revolves at a high speed on
the plate C, also furnished with knives. The engine is

half filled with water and packed with the boiled rags.

Water is introduced by the valve D, and is withdrawn by
the washer E. The washer consists of a drum pbout 3

feet in diameter and 18 inches broad, covered with fine

wire-cloth, and fitted inside ^vdth buckets shown b}- the

dotted lines G. It is partially immersed in the pulp^ and
as it revolves discharges the water by the centre down the

Fia. 3.—Brealcing Engine—Horizontal Section.

shoot H. The rags are allowed to remain in -this washer,

accordirig to • their cleanness, from one to two hours, and
then the solution of chloride of lime by v.-hich they are

bleached is introduced. After running mixed with this in

the engine from one to two hours, the pulp is run dovra

into large stone chests, where it is allowed to he for

twenty-four hours till it becomes perfectly white ; it is

then drained and pressed to remove the remaining bleach-

ing solution as far as possible.

The bleached pulp is now removed to the beatmg engine,

which differs but little from the washing engine except that

in the roll bf the beater there are three bars to the bunch,

while in the %vrsher there are only two to the bunch.

Here the pulp is furnishod in the engine iwth water as

before, and washed till it is free from chloride of lime, or

this may Be neutralized by the use of a sulphite or

hyposulphite of soda. The pulp is then submitted to the

action of the beater roll for from foiu' to six hoiu-s, the

circular knives being allowed to revolve very near the

plate, so as to draw out the fibres into a very fine state,

while preserving their strength as far as possible. Vi'hile

the operation of " beating " is being proceeded with, the

loading material, consisting of china clay or pearl white, -

is added. This is by no means to be viewed entirely as

an adulteration, as it too generally is. No doubt to-a

certain extent it weakens the paper, but it is not added in

hand-made papers, in which great strength is required. Id

writing papers for ordinary purposes, however, and in

printing papers, the addition of mineral matter in modera'-'

tion is of positive advantage, as it closes up the pores o'

the fibres and enables the paper to take a much betteV,

finish than it would otherwise do.

The next process is the .sizing, to which all papers fo?

writing and most of those for printing purposes are suIp

jected. Sizing consists in the deposition on the fibres oi

a substance which is comparatively waterproof, and fo"-

engine pizing a mixture of resin soap treated with alum is

employed. The resin soap is formed by dissolving resin

in carbonate or caustic soda, allowing the mixture to cool,

when the soap floats on the surface, and the mother-liquory

containing the e.xcess of alkali, is run off. It is of coBj

sidcrable importance to get rid of this mother-liquor before

using the soap, as_ it is of no use, and takes alum to

neutralize it. The soap is now dissolved in water, and, ia

ciany mills where starch 's used for stiffening purposes.
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mised with the starch. TMs mixture ia put into the

beating engine in which the pulp is circulating, and when

it is thoroughly incorporated with the pulp the solution of

alum or sulphate of alumina is added. This forms a finely

divided precipitate of resinate of alumina on the fibres.

The pulp, sifter the sizing material is thoroughly incorpor-

ated with it, is now ready for colouriag. Even to produce

a pure white, colour must be added to the pvdp. In

general, for white papers, either cochineal and ultramarine

blue are employed, or magenta and aniline blue. In all

cases where permanence of colour is of importance, the

lormer are to be preferred. For blue papers, ultramarine

is generally used. Tinted papers are, as a rule, pro-

duced by the use of aniline colours. Coloured papers are

produced by the use of various pigments.

The operation of beating the pulp is of the greatest

importance, and too much care cannot be devoted to it.

In America, where the mills are generally driven by
water-power, the pulp is kept for a much longer time in

the engine than in Great

Britain, and this accounts to

a considerable extent for the superiority of the American

papers.'

After the pulp is prepared in the beating engine it is

run into the chests of the paper machine (figs. 4 and 5).

These chests A are fitted with agitators, and from them
the pulp is pumped into the supply-box B, which com-
municates with the sand-traps C by means of a regulating

cock. Along with the pulp a certain amount of water is

allowed to flow into the sand-trap, so as to thin it down
sufficiently; in most cases the save-all water (see below) is

employed for this purpose. The pulp flows backward and
forward here in a shallow stream, so as to deposit any

heavy impurities which it may contain. After issuing from

the sand-traps it is delivered on to the strainers, which

are made in many varieties, the most common being

the revolving strainer D, shown on the plan. This is a

rectangular trough into which the palp flows. In the

centre of this the strainer, rectangular in form, composed

of four sets of brass plates bolted to a frame in which very

fine slits are cut, revolves slowly. The size of this is

about 7 feet by 2 feet. The pulp is made to flow from the

-flu. 4.—Paptr Machine—Vertical Section.

outside through the slits to the inside of the strainer by
means of suction produced by bellows or disks in the
interior of the plates, and is discharged by the pipe E into

a box from which it flows on to the apron F, which is

placed on the top of the breast roll. The apron is made
of a piece of moleskin or india-rubber cloth the full width
of the wire, and prevents the pulp from rurming away
down the back of the wire. It covers the wire for 12 to

18 inches at the beginning. The wire consists of an end-
less sheet of fine wirecloth (about 66 wires per square
inch) which stretches from the breast roU G to the couch
roll H, returning underneath by the leading rolls I.

Underneath the first portion of the wire are the tube rolls

K, and farther along are the vacuum boxes L, L. These
communicate by pipes with the vacuum pumps H. As
the wire revolves in the direction shown in fig. 4 the
pulp is allowed to flow from the strainer and spreads itself

out in a thin film, covering the' surface of the wirecloth.

It is prevented from flowing over the sides of the wire by
the deckle straps, endless india-rubber straps N. Part of

the water runs off through the meshes of the wire by
gravitation, and the rest, is removed through the suction

boxes L by the vacuum pumps M. Stretching along

under the wire from the breast roll to the first suction box
is the save-all, a shallow trough into which the water

which passes through the wire falls. The contents of this

box flow into a cistern at the back of the machine into

which the vacuum pumps also discharge their water ; and
from this cistern the water is pumped into a service box
and used instead of fresh water for mixing with the pulp

as it flows on to the sand-trap. There is a considerable

saving in this, as the fine fibre, size, &c., contained by
the water passing through the wire is all in this way

' Another form of beating engine which ia finding great favour

is the Umpherston engine, which differs little 'from the ordinary

beater, except in having, instead of a midfeather, a passage imder

the roll by which the pulp circulates. It is claimed for it that one

capable of preparing 10 cwts. of paper does not occupy more floor

area than an ordinary beater for 3 cwtfl. The pulp is also said to

travel more freely, and doea not lodge about the comers aa in th»

ordinary engine.
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recovered. Between the first and second suction box the

dandy roll, a skeleton roll covered with wirecloth, revolves

en the top o£ the pulp. By means of raised wires on it in

the form desired the paper is rendered thinner at these

parts and a water-mark is produced. In order to secure

regularity in the layer of pulp, as also to increase the

strength of the paper, a lateral motion is communicated
to the wire by the shake O. The half-dried pulp noiv

passes between the couch rolls, where it receives the first

pressure. The under couch roU generally consists of a

brass shell fixed by iron rings to a spindle ; the top roll

may be either similar to the lower oae or made of

mahogany, and is always covered with a felt jacket. Pres-

sure is applied to the ends of the top roll by means of

levers and weights. From these the sheet of partially

, dried pulp is earned by endless felts through the first and
!
second press rolls R and S. The press rolb are either

made of solid iron, or may with advantage have a brass

'shell shrunk on. Having been freed by these from a

great part of its water, the web of paper is carried over

the steam-heated cylinders T, T. The first two cylinders

are generally bare, and the heat applied to these is gentle
;

in the case of the others, the paper is kept close to the

cylinder by means of endless felts. THfe web then passes

through the intermediate rolls.U in & half-dried state,

over three more cylinders and the calenders V. These are

heavy iron roUers heated by steam internally and polished

externally. Their object is to communicate a gloss to the

web of paper. It is then wound up on the reel W, and
these reels when filled with paper are removed as required

FiQ. 5.—Paper Machine—Horizontal Section.

to the paper cutter. In cases wnere tHe paper is to be sized

with gelatin after leaving the machine, it is wound up rough.

A modification of the Fourdrinier machine, suitable for

the manufacture of thin papers . and those which only

require to be smooth on one side, is shown in fig. 6. It

consists of an ordinary paper machine as far as the couch

rolls A, A. From these the paper is carried backwards

on the top of the endless felt B till it comes in contact

Mith the large steam-heated cylinder C at d. Here it

adheres to the cylinder, being pressed against it at the

Eame time by the press roll E. The paper' then continues

round the surface of the cylinder, and is wound up dry on

reels at G. The felt washer H is a box filled with water

through which the felt passes as it travels. After this the

paper is cut or glazed in the usual way.

At this stage papers which require to be hard-sized,

principally the better sorts of writing papers, are sized

with gelatin or "tub-sized." This is done occasionally

by passing the sheets separately through a trough contain-

ing a strong solution of gelatin, and afterwards hanging

them up to dry in the same way as hand-made papers, but

in general the paper is sized and dried in the web after

leaving the paper machine. For this purpose a sizing and

dryipg machine is used (fig. 7). The web of paper to be

sized is sho\vn at A. From this it is passed through a

trough B containing a strong solution of gelatin into which

a certain amount of alum is introduced ; after passing

through this by means of the size rolls C, C, it is passed

through the press rolls D, which squeeze out the super-

fluous size from it, and rewound on a reel at E to allow
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the size time to set. The web is then transferred to the

drying machine at G, and passed over a series of spar

drums H, H at a slow speed. These drums are fitted

round their circumference with wooden spars I on which the

paper rests, while a current of heated air from pipes under-

neath ascends through them and is driveu against the inner

surface of the paper by the fanners K, K, which revolve

at a high speed. The great thing to be studied in this

Fig. 6.—SiDgleCylinJer Machine,

operation is to keep as low a temperature as possible, not l as two hundred of them go to a drier. After being wound
above 80° Fahr. There may be any number of these up at the end of the drier the paper is ready for cutting in

drums ; the larger the number the lower the temperature the ordinary way.

"it which the paper can be dried. In some mills as many
|

The ordinary. paper cutter (fig. 8) cuts from six to eight

1!

—

^^

Tia. 7.—Sizing

webs at once. The webs to be cut may be seen on the

drawing at a, a. The webs of paper from these are led

between the leading rolls b, b through the feeding rolls

c, c. These, by means of the change pulley d, are driven

at such a speed that they feed the

paper to the revolving knife at the

exact speed necessary . to give the

length of sheet required. After pass-

ing the feeding rolls the paper passes

on to the slitting knives e. These are

circular revolving knives which slit

the paper into the width required.

From these the webs pass through the
drawing rolls /'/to the revolving knife

g, which, coming dowu with a sheer

against the dead knife /, cuts them
crosswise into the required length of

sheet. The size of the sheet may be
made longer or shorter, by altering the

size of the expanding pulley h and the

change pulley J. After being cut, the
sheets of pape.- are caught by the end-
less felt i and carried forward to the table k, where they
are arranged by boys.

d Drying Machine.

Another form of paper cutter which is employed for

water-marked papers (see paper machine) is the single-

sheet cutter, fig 9. In this cutter only one web of paper

is cut at a time, but it can be adjusted to a much

Fio. 8.—Reel Paper Cutter,

greater degree of nicety than the revolving cutter. After

passing through the slitting kaives A, which are ia all
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respects similar to those in the revolving cutter, the paper

is carried over thenneasuring drum C, which, by a crank

arrangement DE receives an oscillating motion and can be

adjusted to draw the exact quantity of paper forward for the

length of sheet required. The paper is kept fast on the

drum by the gripper rolls F, F, arranged so as to rise and fall

Fia. 9.—Single-Sheet Paper Cutter,

as the drum oscillates, while the dancing roll B keeps the

web at a uniform tension. The paper is cut into sheets by

the knife I, connected with cranks and linksG, and supported

by the link rods H, H working horizontally with a swinging

motion against the dead knife K. At the same time the

clamp L holds the web in position. The sheet to be cut

may be seen hanging down at the dotted line M. The

sheets are. then caught by girls and dressed up in the usual

way. This cutter requires a great deal of attention, and

is only used when extreme accuracy is required.

Calend,!rs.-—If it is desired to give the paper a higher

gloss than can be done on the calenders of the paper

machine, or where, as in the case of papers sized with

gelatin, these must be glazed after leaving the paper

jjisichine, it ia done by the use either of the plate or roll

Fio. 10.—Plato Calender.

calender. (1) The plate calender (fig. 10) is composed of a
framework A, in which are set two highly polished rolls of

solid iron B, B, with a space of about f inch intervening.

By means of levers and weights pressure can be applied to

the top roll. The paper to be glazed is .placed sheet by
sheet between copper or zinc plates, till a bundle consider-

ably thicker than the space between tlie rolls is made.

This bundle is then passed backward and forward between

the rollers, under considerable pressure, and the polished

s-irfaca of, .the plates communicates a gloss to the paper.

(2) In America a calender of different construction is

employed (fig. 11). In it a perpendicular series of highly

polished iron and compressed cotton or paper rolls are

placed alternately between frames, and revolve at a high

speed. The sheets of paper are one by one introduced by
an attendant, who sits in a convenient position near the

running

the sheet to the next roll B.

Fio. ll.^-Sheet Glazicg Calender.

top of the calender, under the tapes a, which,

against the roll A, convey

After passing under the roll A, the paper has a tendency

to adhere to the metal surface ; this is overcome by a

sharp-pointed knife b placed against it, so that the sheet

is again caught by the next set of tapes, and so on till it

completes its course, and comes out at the foot of the

calender. If a still higher glaze is required, the sheets are

passed through 'a second time. A much larger quantity

of paper can be glazed in the same time by one of these

calenders than by the so-called plate calender, and at a

greatly smaller outlay for wages, but the surface acquired

by the paper wants the peculiar gloss communicated to it

by the latter, and for the higher grades of paper this still

retains its position in Great Britain.

After being cut, and, if necessary, calendered, the paper

is sorted, that is to say, it is examined sheet by sheet,

and all torn or soiled sheets are taken out. It is then

counted into quires and reams, each quire containing

twenty-four sheets, and each ream twenty quires.

Hand-Made Paper.—So far the preparation of pulp,

whether for paper making by hand or by machine, is iden-

tical, the chief difference being that only the most expensive

drawing and writing papers are now manufactured by

hand, and for this purpose only the finest qualities of rags

are used. The process will be best understood by reference

to the drawing (fig. 12). The pulp, after being prepared in

the beating engine as above described, is run into large

chests from which the vat is supplied. Before reaching this

it is strained as on the paper machine. Hand-made paper

is made by means of a mould (fig. 13). This consists of a

framework of fine wirecloth with a " deckle " or movable

frame of wood all round it, to keep the pulp from running

off. Nearly all hand-made papers have also a water-mark

(W. King in this instance), which is produced by wires

representing these letters being raised above the rest of the

mould. Hence the paper in these parts is thinner, and tho

letters can be read on holding the sheet up to the light
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The sheet of paper is formed in the following way.

The vatman, fig. 12, takes up enough pulp on the mould to

fill the deckle. He runs the stuS evenly over the mould

from the foreside to the back, throwing back any pulp

which 1 lay be superfluous, and then gives the mould the
" shakfc," a gentle shake both along and across the mould,

causing the water to run through the n-irecloth while

the pulp which forms the sheet of paper stays on the top.

The vatman then brings the mould to the stay ; it is placed

by the coucher on an inclined elbow, where some more
water drains away, and he afterwards turns it over on the

*elt, leaving the sheet of paper on the felt. When the

Fig. 13.—Mould.

proper number of sheets of paper, with a felt between each,

has been placed in the pile called a " post," it is taken to

the press, and a great quantity of the water is pressed out,

leaving the sheets of paper sufficiently dry to bo handled
by the " layer," who places them in packs, one sheet above
the other, and after being parted sheet from sheet they are

re-pressed. After this the paper is hung in a drjing loft

on cow-hair ropes in spurs of three to five sheets thick

until dry. It is then sized by passing the spurs through a
strong solution of gelatin contained in a long trough. The
paper passes along on an endless felt, and is freed from
superfluous size by press rolls at the end of the trough. It

is then parted again to prevent the sheets from sticking

together, and is again dried at a temperature of 70° to 80°

Fahr. After being picked and then glazed between plates,

it is sorted and finished in the same way as other paper,

but with much greater care.

It will readily be understood that the expense of manu-
facturing paper in this way is very much greater than by
machinery ; but the gain in strength, partly owing to the

time alipwed to the fibres to knit together, and partly to

the free expansion permitted them in drying, still maintains

1 steady demand for this class of paper, and probably 60
to 70 tons per week are made in Great Britain at present.

In America, papers of great strength ere manufactured by

machinery, and not much hand-made paper is made.

Manufacivrefrom oiktr SvhstariCes than Sa</s.—Although

the better varieties of both writing and printing paper are

still manufactured from rags, the supply of these has been

found altogether insufficient to supply the increasing

demand for paper, and other fibres have to a great extent

been substituted for the cheaper classes of paper. First

among these is Esparto {q.v.)-^ The treatment of esparto

does not greatly vary from that of rags. On arrival at

the mill the grass is sorted ; that is to say, it is spread out

in bunches on a table with a wire gauze cover, and these

are shaken to remove the dust, while the roots and weeds

are removed by picking. This is technically known as dry

picking. In some mills this process is done mechanically

by aid of a duster, which removes dust and other heavy

impurities from the esparto, but it must then be picked

in the wet state after boiling. The boilLag is done in the

same way as rags, but with a larger proportion of caustic

soda. Mr Thomas Routledge, the introducer of esparto,

specifies 10 per cent, real caustic soda, but with improved

forms of boilers such as Roeckner's or Sinclair's, operating

at 40 to 50 lb pressure, a considerable saving on this

amount of alkali may be effected. The subsequent treat-

ment of esparto is similar to that for rags ; it is again
" wet-picked " after boiling, then washed and bleached, a
much larger quantity of chloride of lime being required

than in the case of rags. It can be treated either alone

or mixed with rags, and forms a very mellow bulky paper

admirably adapted for printing purposes.

A considerable quantity of straw is used both in Britain

and in America for paper-making. In general it is mixed
either with rags or with esparto, being of too brittle a
nature when bleached to make into paper alone. It is

generally dusted after arrival at the mill, in many cases

cut into chaff before the boiling operation, so as to allow

the soda freer access to the fibres, and boiled under high

pressure with considerable quantities of caustic soda up to

15 per cent, of real caustic. It is then washed either

separatelj^ or along with esparto, and bleached in the

ordinary way. As at present treated, the yield averaging

only 33 to 40 per cent., straw will not come into general

use, except in cases where the raw material can be bought
on uctisually advantageous terms. There is no doubt that,

in this case especiaUy, a more rational method of extracting

the cellulose than by boiling under high pressure with a

large amount of caustic soda is most desirable, for, many
of the fibres of the straw being extremely fine, these are to

a considerable extent actually dissolved by the soda, and,

whereas theoretically straw with 15 per cent, moisture

ought to produce 45 per cent, cellulose, by the soda treat-

ment not more than 33 per cent, are obtained, where a
good white colour is desired.

The only other fibre which has seriously threatened to

compete with rags or esparto is u/ood. From the fact

that the supply of this raw material is apparently

inexhaustible, a great deal of attention has been paid to

methods for reducing it to a fibre capable of being made
into paper. These diWde themselves into two—(1)

mechanical and (2) chemical treatment. (1) The wcod
generally selected for this purpose is white pine or poplar.

It Ls cut into slabs of convenient size, which are then

pressed against the facs of a mill-stone revolving at a

high speed, while a flow of water conveys the fibres of

wood away as they are separated. They are then sieved

according to fineness, collected, and pressed into pulp

or half stuff, which is used for admixture in inferior

papers, or even, in some cases, for making paper. By
' The imports, which in 1S63 amounted to 18,000 tons, had risea

to 100,000 lona in 1870, and in 1SS3 reache.1 206.000 tons.

XMIX. — 29
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this means of treatmciit," however, the wood is not split

up into its ultimate fibres, but is left with all the incrust-

ing matter attached, and the pulp and paper so obtained

are only fitted for the commonest purposes. (2) ilany

efiorts have been made with the view of preparing wood

chemically, so that the resulting fibre might be introduced

into fine papers, and latterly with considerable success. In

the earlier processes, patented by Houghton and Sinclair,

wood was boiled with about 20 per cent, real caustic soda

under a pressure of from 10 to 14 atmospheres. By this

means, with certain improvements in detail, dictated by

experience, so-caUed chemical wood pulp is prepared in

large quantities on the CoctiDent, and is imported as pulp

into England to a considerable extent. In America this

process has been extensively adopted. While pulp of very

fair quality is prepared in this vray suitable for papers

where a perfectly white colour is not required, there is no

room for doubt that the action of the caustic soda solution

at the extreme temperature which a pressure of upwards

of 10 atmospheres involves, leads to a certain extent to a

degradation and consequent weakening and browning of

the fibres, and a great deal of work has been directed to

the surmounting of this difiicalty. The result has been a

series of patents, all containing the same principle, namely,

the treating the wood with a chemical agent which should

prevent oxidation and subsequent degradation of the fibres

from taking place. Such patents are those of MitscherHch

and Francke (bisulphite of

lime), Ekman and Graham
(bisulphite of magnesia).

While these all contain a

common principle, they

difier in detail, as to

pressure, blowing ofi of

the sulphurous acid gas,

(tc, but they all present

a very marked resemblance

to Tilghmann's expired patent, 18G6, No. 2924. The pulp

produced by all those processes is of excellent quality; and,

according to the statements of the patentees, it can be

prepared at a cost greatly lower than by the soda process.

The strength of the fibre is maintained unimpaired even

after bleaching, and white paper made solely from such

puip is in every respect superior to that manufactured

solely from jjulp prepared by boiling with caustic soda.

Dr Mitscherlich's process has been extensively adopted

in Germany, and there seems little doubt that these pro-

cesses will in time supplant the use of soda in the case of

wood. The great objection to them all is that, as they

all depend on the use of bisulphite, which, being an acid

salt, cannot be worked in an iron boiler, the boiler must

be lined with lead ; and great difficulty has been encoun-

tered in keeping the lead Uning of the boiler in repair.

This is a difficulty, however, which will probably be over-

come with further experience. The objection to cellulose

prepared from wood by all the acid processes is that it is

not pure, but a considerable quantity of incrusting matter

is le't in the fibre, and hence the paper manufactured from

it solely is harsh in character and very transparent; to pro-

cure a pure cellulose, it most be exhausted in an alkaline

solution subsequent to the treatment with acid.

The waste of juU is largely used in the manufacture of

coloured papers, but it has not hith^to been found possible

to thoroughly bleach this fibre without at the same time

destroying its strength.

A long series -of experiments, with a view to the intro-

duction of bamboo fibre for paper making, has been

undertaken by Mr Thomas Routledge, the well-known

introducer of esparto, who recommends the employment
of the young shoots. It may well be doubted whether

the bamboo has any chance as a competitor against the

new processes for preparing wood.

A host of other fibres have been tried from

time to time, such as dis grass from the north

coast of Africa, the leaves of the dwarf pahn,

sugar-cane refuse, the stalks of the hop plant,

nettles, peat, Phormium ienax from New
Zealand, with many others (see Dr Hugo
Miiller's Pflanzenfaser), but none with such

success as to call for notice here.

Soda Recooery.—In the preparation of esparto,

wood, and other raw material for manofactm^ into

'm////mj
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Fio. It—Poricn Evaporator.

paper, large quantities of caustic soda are employed, and, as the

resulting liquid after boiling the fibre in caustic soda solution ia

strongly alkaline and dark-coloured, it is very desirable to keep it

out of the rivers. In order to effect this it is in many mills evapo-

rated, and the soda it contains recovered, and, after causticizing,

re-used. Slany forms of evaporator have been proposed, and of late

years great improvement has been made in their construction. Pro-

bably the best form is the Porion evaporator (fig. 14). This consists

of an evaporating chamber A, on the floor of which a few inches of

the liquid to be evaporated rest. By the action of fanners B, B re-

volving at a high speed and dipping into the liquid, it is thrown up
in a fine spray through which the heated ga^es pass to tlie chimney.

After being concentrated in the evajporating chamber the liquid flows

into the incinerating furnaces C,C, where the remaining water is

driven off by the heat of the fire D, and the mass afterwards ignited

to drive off "the carbonaceous matter. A considerable feature in this

evaporator is Jlenzies and Davis's patent smell chamber E, a cham-

ber filled with masonry in which the strongly-smelling gases from

the incinerating furnace are allowed to remain at a red heat for a

short time. After being recovered, the soda, in the form of crude car-

bonate, is lixiviated and re-causticized by boiling with milk of lime.

Siscs of Paper.—The following are the ordinary sizes :—

Writing Papers.

Ins.

Pott 124x15
Double pott 15 x 25

Foolscap 13ixl6i
Double fooUcap IGJ x 26J
Foolscap and third. 13} x 22

Foolscap and half ISl x 24i
Pinched post 14i x 18J
Post 15ixl9
Double post 19 x30J
Large post 16Jx203
Double large post 20Jx33
Copy 16}x20
Medium 18 x22i

Book tLd Drs^lng Pajera.

Ins.

Foolscap 14 xlSJ
Demy 15J x 20

Medium 17ix224
Royal 19 x24
Super royal 191x27
Imperial 22 x30}
Elephant 23 x 28

Double elephant.... 2611x40

Atlas 26Jx34
Columbier 23^x244
Antiquarian 31 x 53

Printing Papers.

Crown 16ix21
Demy 17i x 22i

Medium 18}x23
Royal 20 x25
Super royal 21 x27
Double pott 15 x 25

Double foolscap 17 x27
I Double crown 20 xSO
Double demy 22ix35J

Caitridge Papers.

Ins.

Foolscap 14 xlSi
Demy 173 x 22j
Royal 19 x24
Super royal 19 J x 274
Imperial 21 x 26

Elephant 23 x28
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'British Paptr Trade. — The compa.^tive returns of the I the Board of Trade (Great Britain) for the years 1882 and 1833

amounts and values of the imports and exports published by
|
are as follows :

—

Writing and printing papers .

Miscelianeods papers

Total of paper

.

Esparto.

Rags

Woollen rags...

Printed books .

Irapons.

Weight.

1SS2.

Cuts.

190,089
911,458

C»ts.

209,455
952,723

1,101,547 1,162,178

Tons.

181,056

20,977
Its.

S4,98\120

Tods.

206,558

29,687
Its.

80,626,560

18SI.

£
3.35,621

872,590

1,208,211

1,282,014

301,083

S21.692

1M3.

344,186
902,514

1,246,700

1,383,021
401,615

756,616

Exports.

Weight.

Cwls.

413,645
171,302

584,947

Tons.

49,352

Cwls.

121,607

1883.

Cwtfl.

445,859
152,930

598,769

Tons.

51,019

Cwts.

123,038

18S2.

£
1,003,247
301,778

1,305,025

626,554

1,169,592

. £
1,026,617
258,017

1,284,638

501,035

1,175,642

American Paper Trade.—At the end of 1882 there were in the

United States 1051 paper mills {1004 the previous year). Of this

number 1018 are in active operation. These mills are owned and
worked by 823 firms or establishments, an increase of 23 over the

previous year. Twenty-three mills were abandoned during 1SS2,

while 17 were destroyed by fire ; 36 were in course of construction,

uid 68 new mills went into full work during 1882. This number
s composed of a few mills reconstructed after fire, and 39 new
establishments erected during 1882. The mills represent almost

every variety of paper and pulp, and have an estimated daily

capacity of 300 tons. Altogether there were in 1883 44 more mills

in operation than in 1882. At the beginning of 1884 36 new mills

were being constructed and may be expected to be at work during

the year. Every variety of paper is extensively manufactured in

the United States with the exception of hand-made, but of late

years attention has been devoted to this also, English plant and
labour having been imported for the purpose, and hand-made papers

are now regularly produced in small quantities.

Bibliography.—Herring, Paper and Paperinatcintj; Piette, Manuel de la Papc~
terie, ISGl ; Dropisch, Die Papiermaschine, 1S7S ; G. J'lanche, L'lndusiiie de

i la Papeterie^ 1S53; L. Miiller, Fabrikalion des Papiers, 1855 ; Proteaux. On Ihi

: Manafaelure of Paper and Boards, ISCfi ; Huco JlUller, Pjlameri/aser. 1S77
;

1C. Hofmann, Martu/acture o/ Paper, 1873; T. Routleilge, Bamboo considered as
a Paperniaking Material, 1875 ; Papeimakers' Monthly Journal^ LondOD ; Paper
Trade Journal, New York ; Papier-Zeiiung, Beiiin. (R. C. M.)

PAPER HANGINGS. Sea Mural Decoration, vol.

xvii. p. 38.

PAPHLAGONIA, in ancient geography, was the name
given to a. province of Asia Minor, situated on the Euxine

Sea, and adjoining Bithynia on the west and Pontus on

the east, while towards the south it was separated from

Galatia by a range of mountains which may be considered

as a prolongation to the east of the Bithynian Olympus.

According to Strabo, whose authority is generally followed

upon this point, the river Parthenius formed the western

limit of the region so-called, and it was bounded on the

east by the much more important river Kalys. Although

the Paphlagonians play scarcely any part in history, they

were one of the most ancient nations of Asia Minor, as

their name appears in the Homeric catalogue of the allies of

Priam during the Trojan War (//., ii. 851). They are after-

wards mentioned by Herodotus among the races reduced

to subjection by Crcesus, and they sent an important con-

tingent to the army of Xer.xes in 480 B.C. They seem,

however, to have enjoyed a state of at least semi-independ-

ence, as Xenophon speaks of them as being governed by a

prince of their own, without any reference to the satraps

of the neighbouring parts of Asia. The rugged and
difficult nature of their country, which is described by
Xtnophon as containing fertile and beautiful plains, but
traversed by lofty ranges of mountains, which could only

be crossed by narrow and difficult passes, doubtless contri-

buted to this result. At a later period Paphlagonia passed

under the yoke of the Macedonian kings, and we find it

after the death of Alexander the Great assigned, together

with Cappadocia, to Eumenes. It continued, however, to

be governed by native princes until it was absorbed by the

encroaching power of the neighbouring kingdom of Pontus.

The rulers of that dynasty became masters of the greater

part of Paphlagonia as early as the reign of Mithradates

III. (302-266 B-.c), but it was not till that of Pharnaces

L that the important city of Sinope fell into their hands

(183 EX.). From this time the whole province was
incorporated with the kingdom of Pontus until the fall of

the great Mithradates (65 B.C.). In the settlement of Asia

which followed that event, Pompey United the coast

districts of Paphlagonia with the province of Bithynia,

birt left the interior of the country under one of the native

princes, two or three of whom followed in succession until

the dynasty became extinct and the whole country was
incorporated in the Roman empire. All these petty native

rulers appear to have borne the name or surname of

Pylajmenes, as a token that they claimed descent from the

chieftain of that name who figures in the Iliad as the

leader of the Paphlagonians. Under the Roman empire
Paphlagonia, with the greater part of Pontus, was united

into one province with Bithynia, as we find to have been
the case in the time of the younger Pliny ; but the name
was still retained by geographers, though its boundaries

are not distinctly defined by Ptolemy. It reappears as a
separate province in the 5th century (Hierocles, Si/necd.,

c. 33).

The ethnic relations of the Paphlagonians are very

uncertain. It seems perhaps most probable that they

belonged to the same race with the Cappadocians, who
held the adjoining province of Pontus, and who wer^

undoubtedly a Semitic race. Their language, however,

would appear from the testimony of Strabo to have been
distinct from that of their neighbours. Equally obscure

is the relation between the Paphlagonians and the Eneti,

or Heneti, who are mentioned in connexion with them in

the Homeric catalogue, and who were supposed in the

mythical fictions of antiquity to be the ancestors of thp

Veneti, who dwelt at the head of the Adriatic. But no

trace is found in historical times of any tribe of that name
in Asia Minor.

The greater part of Paphlagonia is a rugged and

mountainous country, but it contains fertile valleys, and

produces great abundance of fruit. The mountains also

are clothed with dense forests, which are conspicuous for

the quantity of boxwood which they furnish. Hence its

coasts were from an early period occupied by Greek

colonies, among which the flourishing city of Sinope, a

colony from ^liletus, founded about 630 B.C., stood pre-

eminent. Amastris, a few miles east of the Parthenius,
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became an important town under the Jlacedonian monarchs

:

wbile Amisus, a colony of ^inopc, wiiich wa3 situated a

short distance east of the Hal}^, and therefore did not fall

strictly within the linvts of Paphlagonia as defined by

Strabo, though often cc nsidered as belonging to_ that pro-

vince, rose to be almost a rival of its parent city. The

other towns along the coast of the Euxine were of little

consequence, and none of those in the interior ever rose to

any importance. The most considerable Avere Gangra, in

ancient times the capital of the Paphlagonian kings, after-

wa'-ds called Germanicopolis, and situated near the frontier

of Galatia, and Pompeiopolis, in the valley of the Amnias

(a tributary of the Halys), near which were extensive mines

of the mineral called by Strabo sandarake (red arsenic),

which was largely -exported from Sinope. (e. h. e.)

PAPHOS, the name of two cities near the west coast of

Cyprus. Old Paphos was on the river Bocarus, about 10

stadia from the coast, near the promontory Zephyrium ; it

had a harbour at the mouth of the river. The city was
distinguished by a temple of Aphrodite, to which an oracle

was attached ; the priest exercised a sort of hieratic supre-

macy over the whole island. Paphos was the favourite

city of Aphrodite, who is often styled the Paphian goddess.

The grave of Aphrodite was shown in the city, and her

image in the temple was a conical stone. There is no

doubt that both the city and the cultus were of Phcenician

origin. Apollodorus says that the Syrian king Cinyras was

the founder. The place was subject to earthquakes ; it

was totally destroyed by a shock in the time of Augustus,

and, being restored by that emperor, took the name
Augusta or St/SacrTi;, which, however, did not displace the

old i.ame. New Paphos was situated in a fertile plain,

about 10 miles inland from Old Paphos. There was a

great festal procession from it every year to the temple of

Aphrodite in the old city. It was a flourishing commercial

place in the time of Strabo.

PAPIAS, bishop of the Phrygian Hierapolis in the

first half of the 2d century, is mentioned by Irenjeus

as "an ancient man," "the hearer of John and the com-

panion of Polycarp." According to the Chronicon Pascale,

Papiab suffered martyrdom at Pergjmum in the year of

that of Polycarp at Smyrna (163 a.d., or, according to

other leckonings, 156). His name figures largely in

Biblical criticism in connexion with • his work entitled

Xoyiuiv KvpLaKuiv i^riyy)tn% of which only a few small frag-

ments have been preserved in the form of citations in the

writings of IreUteus, Eusebius, and later authors. See

Gospels, vol. x. p. 815 sq.

Tlie fragments are collected in Routh's liiliq. Sacr. (vol. i., 1846),

and in Gebhavd and Harnack's Pair. j4post. Opera.

PAPIER ifACHli (mashed or pulped paper) is a term

embracing numerous manufactures in which paper pulp

is employed, pressed and moulded into various forms

other than uniform sheets, such as ordinary paper and
millboards. In the East the art has long been practised,

especially in Kashmir, where, under the name of kar-i-

lalamdani, or pen-tray work, the manufacture of small

painted boxes, trays, and cases of papier machd is a

characteristic industry. About the middle of the 18th

century papier m.ich^ work came into prominence in

Eurojie in the form of trays, boxes, and other small

domestic articles, japanned and ornamented in imitation of

Oriental manufactures of the same class ; and contempor-

aneously papier mache snuf! boxes ornamented in vernis

Martin came into favour. In 1772 Henry Clay of

Birmingham secured a patent for a method of preparing

this material, which he used for coach-building, for door and

other panel.s, and for many furniture and structural pur-

poses. In 1845 the application of the material to internal

ar»hiteztural decoration was patented by C. F. Bielefeld

of London, and for this purpose it has come into extensive

use. Under the name of carton pierre, a substance which

is essentially papier macho is also largely employed as a

substitute for plaster in the moulded ornaments of roofs

and walls, and the ordinary roofing felts, to", are very

closely allied in their composition to papier machd. Under
the name of ceramic papier niach^, architectural enrich-

ments are also made of a composition patented by Mr
ilartin, the constituents of which are paper pulp, resin,

glue, a drying oil, and acetate of lead. Among the other

articles for which the substance is used may be enumer-
ated masks, dolls' heads and other toys, anatomical and
botanical models, artists' lay figures, milliners' and clothiers'

blocks, mirror and picture frames, tubes, ic.

Tlio materials for the commoner classes of vovk arc old waste and
scrap i'.T]^cr, rcpulped, and mixed with ii strong size of gluo and
paste. I'd this very often are added large quantities of gronnd chalk,

clny, and fino santl, so that tho preparation is little more than a
plaster held together by tlio fibrous pulp. For tho finest class of

Avork Clay's original method is retained. It consists of soaking
several slicots of a siw^cially made paper in a strong size of paste

and glue, pasting these together, and pressing tliem in the mould
of the article to bo made. Tho moulded mass is diicd in a stove,

and, if necessary, further similar layers of paper are added, till the

required thickness is attained. Tho dried object is hardened by
dipping in oil, after which it is variously trimmed and prepared
for japanning and ornamentation. For very delicate relief orna-

ments, a jinlp of scrap paper is pr.-pared, which after drying is

ground to powder mi.^ed with paste and a jtroportion of potash, all

of which are tlioronghly incorporated into a fine smooth stiff paste.

The numerous processes by which surface decoration is applied to

papier ni.ache difler in no way from tho application of like

ornamentation to other surfaces. Papier mache for its weight is

an exceedingly tough, strong, durable substance, possessed of

some elasticity, little subject to warp op fracture, and unaffected by
damp.

PAPIN, Denis (1647-C.1712), French physicist, and
one of tl\e inventors of the steam-engine, was a native of

Blois, where he was born in 1647. In 1661 or 1662 he

entered upon the study of medicine at the university of

Angers, where he graduated in 1669, with the intention

apparently of settling as a practising physician in that city.

Some time prior to 1674 he removed to Paris and assisted

Huygens in his experiments with the air-pump, the results

of which {Experiences du Vtiide) were published at Paris

in that year, and also in the form of five papers by Huygens
and Papin jointly, in the Pkilosnpliical Transactions for

1675. Shortly after the publication of the Experiences,

Papin, who had crossed to London hoping to find some

congenial employment, was hospitably received by Boyle,

and gave him some assistance in his laboratory and with

his writings ; about this time also he introduced into the

air-pump the improvement of making it with double

barrels, and replacing by the two valves the turn-cock

hitherto used. He is said, moreover, to have been the

first to use the plate and receiver, which are organs of

capital importance in the modern form of the instrument.

Subsequently he invented the condensing-pump, and in

1680 he was admitted, on Boyle's nomination, to the

Royal Society. In the following year he communicated

to the Society an account of his famous steam " digester,

or engine for softening hones," afterwards described in

a tract published at Paris, and entitled La manih-e

d'amollir les os el de /aire couire toutes soiies dc viandes en

fort peu de terns et & pen de frais, avec vne description de

la marmile, ses proprieles el ses vsa<;es. In this instrument

the princi[ile of the safety-valve was ajJijlied for the first

time. After some further experiments with the digester

he accepted an invitation to Venice to take jiart in the

work of the recently founded Academy of tho Philosophical

and Mathematical Sciences: here he remained until 1684,

when he returned to London and received from the Eoyal

Society an appointment as " temporary curator of experi-

ments. " with a small salary. In this capacity he carried
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on numcrciis and varied iavcstigations, in the course^ of

which he discovered a siphon acting in the same manner

as the "Sipho Wiitembergicus " {Phii. Tr., 1685), and

bJso constructed a model of an engine for raising water

from a river by means of pumps worked by a water-wheel

driven by the current. In November 1-C87 he was ap-

pointed to the chair of mathematics in the university of

Marburg, and here he remained until 1696, when he re-

moved to Cossel. From the time of his settlement in

(Jermany ha v'arried on an active correspondence with

Huygens and Leibnitz, which is still preserved, and in one

of his letters to Leibnitz, in 16D8, he mentions that he is

engaged on a machine for raising water to a great height

by the force of fire ; in a later communication he speaks

also of a little carriage he had constructed to be propelled

by this force. Again in 1702 he wrote about a steam
" ballista," which he anticipated would " promptly compel

France to make an enduring peace." In 1705 Leibnitz

sent Papin a sketch of Saver/s engine for raising water,

and this stimulated him to further e.xertions, which re-

sulted two years afterwards in the publication of the Ars

7U>va ad a<piam ir/nis admuiindo efficacissime elevandam

(Cassel, 1707), in which his high-pressure boiler and its

applications are described (see STEAM-ExorNT;). In 1707

he resolved to quit Cassel for London, and on September

24th of that year he sailed with his family from Cassel in

an ingeniously constructed boat, propelled by paddle-

wheels, to be worked by the crew, with which he appa-

rently expected to reach the mouth of the AVeser. The
expedition, however, came to an ignominious end at

MUnden, -nhere the vessel was confiscated at the instance

of the boatmen, who objected to the invasion of their ex-

clusive privileges in the Weser navigation. Papin, on his

subsequent arrival in London, found himself without re-

sources and almost without friends ; various applications

through Sloane to the Royal Society for grants of money
were made in vain, and he died in total obscurity, pro-

b:ibly about the beginning of 1712.

fhe published writings of .Papin, besides those already referred

to, consist for the most part of a large number of papers, princi-

pally on hydraulics and pneumatics, contributed to the Joitrnal rffs

Savars, the Nonixllcs dc la Hcpublique dc3 LcUres, The Philosophical

Transarlio^i^t and the Ada Entditorum ; many of tliem were

collected by himself into a- Fasciculus disserlationum (Marburg,

1695), cf which he published also a translation into French {Rccucil

dc divcrses pieces toiichaiit quelques nouvelles machines (Cassel,

1695). His correspondence with Leibnitz and Huygens, along
with a biography, has been published by Dr Ernst Gerland
{Leibniym.' s und Huygms' Brieficechsel rait Papin, nebst cler

Biographic Papin's, Berlin, 1S81).

PAPINIAN, the most celebrated of Roman junsis, was
viagister libellorum and afterwards prsetorian prefect under
Scptimius Severus. He was an intimate friend of the

eineror, whom he accompanied to Britain, and before

his ceath Sevenis specially commended his two sons to

his Ciiarge. Papinian was faithful to his trust, and tried

to keep peace between the brothers, but with no better

reroit than to excite the hatred of Caracalla, to vAich he
fell a victim in the general slaughter of Geta's friends

wiiich followed the fratricide of 212 a.d. The details

are variously related, and have undergone legendary

embellishment, but it is certain that the murder of

Papinian, which took place under CaracaUa's own eyes,

was one of the most di.sgraceful crimes of that hideous
tyrant. Little more is known about Papinian. He was
perhaps a Syrian by birth, for he is said to have been a
kinsman of Severus's second wife, Julia Domna ; that he
studied law along with Severus under Scsevola is asserted

in an interpolated passage in Spartian (Caracal., c. 8).

Papinian's place and work as a jurist will fall to be dis-

;ussod under Rojian Law (q.v.).

PAPPENHEIM, GoTTFKiED Heikiucb, Grat zu

(1594-1632X imperialist general in the Thirty Years
War, was born on the 29th May \b'j^. He ittendod the

high Schools of Altdorf and Tiibingen, but did not ssem
to profit much by the instruction he received at either

institution. In his twentieth year he joined the Roman
Catholic Church ; and zeal for his new faith induced him
to enter the military service of King Sigismund in Poland

and afterwards that of Maximilian, duke of Bavaria, head

of the Catholic League. In 1620, as a colonel in the army
of the League, he distinguished himself in the battle near

Prague which decided the fate of Frederick, king of

Bohemia. In this battle, after fighting with e.xtraordinary

energy, he was severely wounded, and for many hours lay

unnoticed under his horse. He received, in 1623, the

command of a regiment of cuirassiers who became famous
as the Pappenheimer, and with them he fought from 1623

to 1625 at the head of the Spaniards in Lombardy. In

1626, having been recalled to Germany by Duke
Maximilian, he crushed an insurrection of peasants in

Upper Austria, obtaining in the course of a month a series

of victories in which 40,000 peasants are said to have been

killed He then went to the help of Tilly against

Chi-isti'an IV. of Denmark, and took a prominent part in

the storming of Magdeburg, the inhabitants of which were

treated by him ajd by his soldiers with savage cruelty.

After the battle of Breitenfeld, which was fought at an

unsuitable time, contrary to the wish of Tilly, in conse-

quence of Pappenheim's impetuosity, he covered the retreat

of the imperialists ; and in Westphalia and the country

of the lower Rhine he stimulated the enthusiasm, of his

party by several successful engagements. When Tilly

died, Pappenheim aided Wallenstein in subduing Saxony.

On his way to the lower Rhine, where he proposed to

support the Spaniards, he was summoned by Wallenstein

to Liitzen, where battle was about to be given to Gustavus

Adolphus ; and at the moment of his arrival fortune seemed

already to have declared for the Swedes. Pappenheim
threw himself into the conflict, and his attack was sc

furious that the enemy began to give, way ; but two

musket balls penetrated his breast, and he had to be carried

from the field. He died on the 17th November 1632,

the day after the battle. He left behind him the reputa-

tion of one of the bravest warriors and most ardent

Catholics of his day. Notwithstanding the sternness of

his discipline, he was idolized by his troops.

See Hess, GoUfricd Heinrichj Graf zu Pappenheim, 1855.

PAPPUS, OF Alexaxdeia, a geometer of a very high

order, belongs to a time when already the Greek
mathematicians of great original genius had been succeeded

and replaced by a race of learned compilers and com-

mentators, who confined their investigations within the

limits previously attained, without adding anything to

the development of mathematics. To the general medio-

crity Pappus must be considered to be a remarkp.ble

exception ; for, although much even of his work is of the

nature of compilation (which is, however, itself of great

historical value), there is yet much the discovery of which

cannot well be attributed to any one else. According to

Proclus, he was at the head of a school ; but how far he

was above his contemporaries, how little appreciated or

understood by them, is shown by the absence of refeiences

to him in other Greek writers, and by the fact that his

work had no effect in arresting the decay of mathematical

science. In this respect the fate of Pappus strikingly

resembles that of Diophantus,- another living power amid

general stagnation. In reading the Collection of Pappus,

we meet with no indication of the date of the authors

whose treatises he makes use of, or of the time at which

he himself v.-rote. If we had no other information than

can be derived from a perusal of his work, we should
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only know that he was later than Claudius Ptolemy, whom
he quotes often and with respect. Suidas states that he

was of the same age as Theon of Alexandria, who wrote

commentaries on Ptolemy's great work, the Almagest, and
flourished in the reign of Theodosius I. (379-395 a.d.).

Suidas asserts also that Pappus wrote a commentary upon

the same work of Ptolemy. But it would seem incredible

that two contemporaries should have at the same time and

in the same style composed commentaries upon^one and
the same work, and yet neither should have been mentioned

by the other, whether as friend or opponent. We have

apparently no reason to question the statement of Suidas

that Pappus wrote such a commentary. But the similarity

of two such commentaries as those of Pappus and Theon

may easily have led Suidas to confuse the two, and so

suppose the two authors to have been contemporary.

There is, then, reason to believe that Suidas mjay have been

mistaken ; we have, however, another authority, whose

statement, on the supposition that it is false, is completely

incomprehensible. .This is the author of certain historical

glosses, which are found in the margin of a MS. belonging

to the beginning of the 10th century. Here it is stated,

in connexion with the reign of Diocletian (284-305 A.D.),

that Pappus wrote during that period. Except the two
distinctly contradictory statements of Suidas and the

scholiast, we have no evidence of the date of Pappus ; and
it seems accordingly best to accept the date indicated by
the scholiast.

The work of Pappus which has come down to ns bore

the titk) oTJvoyMyij or Collection, as we gather from

references in the work itself, and from the scholia

appended to the Vatican MS. 218 of the 12th century.

This collection, which consisted of eight books, we possess

only in an incomplete form, there being no part remaining

of the first book, and the rest also having suffered con-

siderably. It is curious that no ancient wttter, v/ith the

exception of the author of the appendix to book iii,

quotes the work under its proper title, though Eutocius's

reference (Archimedes, p. 139 sq., ed. Torelli), is Ilavrros

iv ii.r]\aviKoX's furayuiyals, is no doubt to book viii, of the

Collection.

Suidas enumerates other works of Pappus as follows :

—

)^tapoypo.<jiLO. OLKovfjL€vtK-q, ets Tct TeVcrapa jStjSXta t^s

UroXefiaLov p.eyd\7j^ (rwrd^£oi<; vir6pivy]fjia^ TTorayiAOus tou? €f

Ai/3i';;, ovfLpoKpiTLxa. The question of Pappus's com-
mentary on Ptolemy's work is discussed by Hultsch, Pappi
Colleclio (Berlin, 1878), vol iii. p. xiii. sq. Pappus himself

refers to another commentary of his own on the avdXrjixfia

of Diodorus, of whom nothing is known. There are,

moreover, indications that he commented on Euclid's

Elements, and on Ptolemy's apfioviKo. Further, there is a
doubtful work entitled Opuscwlmn de mnltiplicaiione et

diviiione sexagesimalilms Diophanto vet Pappo tribuendum,

which has been edited by C. Henry (Halle, 1879) ; and,

lastly, a tract, Anonymi commentarius de figuris planis

iso-periw.clris, has been inserted by Hultsch in vol. iii. of

his edition of Pappus.

The characteristics of Pappus's Collection are that it con-

tains an account, systematically arranged, of the most im-

portant results obtained by his predecessors, and, secondly,

notes explanatory of, (» extending, previous discoveries.

These discoveries form, in fact, a text upon which Pappus,

enlarges discursively, many of his additions having no ve.>

decided points of connexion with the direct subject under
discussion. Very valuabloare the systematic introductions

to the various books which set forth clearly in outline the

contents and the general scope of the subjects to be
treated. From these introductions we are able to judge
of the style of Pajipus's writing, which is excelltnt and even
elegant the moment he is free from the shackles of

mathematical formulse and expressions. At the same time,

his characteristic exactness makes his collection a most

admirable substitute for the texts of the many valuable

treatises of earlier mathematicians of which tirua has

deprived us.

We proceed to summarize briefly the contents of that

portion of the Collection which has survived, mentioning

separately certain propositions which seem, in the light of

modern developments of mathematics, to be among the

most important.

Oif book i. the whole has been lost. We can only conjecture

tliat it, as' well as book ii, , was concerned with aritlunetic, book iii.

being clearly introduced as beginning a uew subject.

The whole of book iL (the former part of which is lost, the exist-

ing fragment beginning in the middle of the 14th proposition)

related to a system of multiplication due to ApoUonius of Perga.

On this subject see Nesselniann, Algebra der Griechen, Berlin,

1842, pp. 125-134 ; and Frjedlein, Die Zahlzeichen mid das
elementare Ilechncn dcr Griechen und Homer, Krlangen, 1869.

Book iii.. contains geometrical problems, plane and solid. It

may be divided into iive sections. (1) On the famous problem of

finding two mean proportionals between two given lines, which
arose from tliat of doubling the cube, reduced by Hippocrates to

the former. Pappus gives the solutions of thig problem by
Eratosthenes, Nicomedes, and Heron, and 6nally- his own solution

of the more general problem of finding geometrically the side of a
cube whose content is in any given ratio to that of a given one.

(2) On the three different means between two straight lines, the
arithmetic, the geometric, and the harmonic, and the problem
of representing all three in one and the same gedmetrioal figure.

This serves as an introduction to a general theory of means, of

which Pappus distinguishes ten kinds, aud gives a table repre-

senting examples of each in whole nuntbers. (3) On a curious

problem of the same type as Eucl. i. 21. (4) Ou the inscribing of

each of the five regular polyhedra In a ."iphcre. (5) An addition

by a later writer on another solution of the first problem of the
book.
Of book iv. the title and preface have been lost, so that the

programme has to be gathered from the book itself. At the begin-

ning are various theorems on the circle, leading up to the problem
of the construction of a circle which shall circumscribe three given

circles touching each other two and t%vo. This and several other

problems of contact form the first division of the book. Pappus
turns then to a consideration of certain properties of Archimedes's
spiral, the conchoid of Kicomedes (already mentioned in book i.

as supplying a method of doubling the cube), and the curve dis-

covered most probably by Hif^ias of Elis about 420 B.C. , and known
by the name 7? Tcrpayirji'iCovaa, or quadratrix, from the property
that, if it could be practically constnicted, it would enable us to

square the circle. Having described the ordinary—the mechanical,

as Pappus calls it—definition of this curve, he proceeds to show
how it might be constructed by projecting orthogonally suitable

plane sections of certain surfaces which he calls piectoids described

by means of (a) the helix described on a cylinder, (&) the plane

helix, or Archimedes's spiral. From these propositions it would
seem that plectoid was the Greek general term for surfaces described

by the motion of a straight line always passing through a fixed

straight line and a curve, and remaining parallel to a fixed plane.

Proposition 30 describes the construction of a curve of double
curvature called by Pappus the helix on a sphere ; it is described

by a point moving unilormly along the arc of a great circle, which
itself turns about its diameter uniformly, the point describing a
quadrant and the great circle a complete revolution in the same
time. The area of the surface included between this curve and its

base is found—the first instance of quadrature of a curved surface.

The rest of the book treats of the trisection of an angle, and the

solution of certain problems by means of the quadratrix and spiral

In book v., after an interesting preface concerning regular

polygons, and containing some i-emarks upon the hexagonal form
of the cells of honeycombs, Pappus addresses himself to the com-
p^iisf^ of the areas of ditTcvent plane figures which have all the

same perimeter (following Zenodorus's treatise on this subject), aad
of the volumes of different solid figures which have all the same
superficial area, and, lastly, a comparison of the five regular solids

of Plato.

. According to the preface, book vl. is intended to resolve diffi-

culties occurring in the so-called fUKpls ^tnpovofxov^ivoi. It

accordingly comments on the Sphaerica of Theodosius, a treatise

of Autolycus, Theodosius's book on Bay and Night, the treatise of

Aristarchus On the Size and Distances of the Sun and Moon, end
Euclid's Optics and Phicnomcna.

The prc'f.tco of book vii. explains the terms analysis and
svTithesis, aud the distinction between theorem and problem.

Pappus then enumerates works of Euclid, ApoUonius,' Aii3ti£°.i3.
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and Eratosthenes, thirty-three books in all, the sutstance of -rliich

he intends to give, \vith the lemmas necessary for their elucidation.

With the mention of the Porisms of Euclid we have an account of

the relation of porism to theorem and problem. In the same preface

we have enunciated (a) the famous problem known by Pappus's

name

—

Baring ffivfn a number of strau/h4 lints, to find the geometric

locus of a point such thcU the lengths of the perpendiculars upon, or

(more generalljf) the lines drawn from it ol'lijiiely at given incliriU-

tions to, the given liTies sat-isf^ the condi'ijn thai the product of

certain of them mag bear a amslant ratio to the product of the

remaining ones
; (*) the theorems which since the 17th centtiry have

been called by the name of Guldin, but appear to have been dis-

covered by Pappus himself. Book vii. contains also (1) under

the head of the de detcrminaia s^xtion-: of Apollooius.-leramas

which, closely examined, are seen to be cases of the involution of

sis points
; (2) important lemmas on the Forisjns of Euclid (see

Porism); (3) a lemma upon the Conies of Apolloni"Js, which is the

first statement of the constant relation between the distances of

any point on a conic from the focus and directrix.

Lastly, book viiu treats principally of mechanics, the properties

of the cantre of gravity, and some mechanical powers- Inter-

spersed are some questions of pure geometry. Proposition 14 gives

a simple construction for the axes of an ellipse, when a pair of con-

jugate diameters are given.

Of the whole work of Pappus the best edition U that of Hultsch, bearing the

title Pappi -Ale^andrifii CoileiCionis guse supertvnt e ttltrit manuscriptis cdtdit

Ijatina vtierprttatione it camjnenlariit intlruxit Friderieut Uultscti, Berlin,

1876-T8. PreTloosly the entire collcciion had been published only in a
LadD translation, Pappi Atesandrini mathcTnaltcx eot'e^tiones a Federico

Commandino turbinate in lalintim content et comntentarin tltt^tlrulx,

Pesarc, 15S8 (reprinted at Venice. 15S9, and Pesaro, 1602). A second edition

<tt this worit was published by Carolus Manolesstus, enti.led Pappi Aiczitnditni

mathcfnatizx cottectiones a FedfHco Commandino Vrbinale in latxnum conrersjB

et com-ticr.lariis itluslraix, in hac nostra editione innttmeru guibus tcatebant

mendii et prxcipue in Orteeo eontertti diligent^r vindicate, Bologna, 1660. The
merits of these two works are discussed by Uultsch, who remarks that the editor

of the second edition, so far from making good the title and his boastful preface,

has aciualiy much marred the oriRinal book.

Of books wiiich contain parts of Pappus's work, or treat incidentally of Itj we
may mention tiic following titles:—(1) Pappi Attxaiidrini collecliones malhe-

matiex nunc primutn Grxee edidil Hfrm. Jos. Eisenmann, Libri quinti pari
altera, Farisiis. 1824. (2) Pappi Alexandrini Secundi Libri MaChematicas Cot-

lectionis Fragnnntum e eodice US. edidit Latinum feeit Xotisque iHustravit

Jokannu Watlit, Ozonis, 1&>3. (-3) Apottonti Pcrgst de sectione rationis libri

due ex Arabico MSt" latine versi, Acceduni eiusdem de sectiortc spalii tibri duo
restituli, Prxmittitw Pappi Alexandrini prxfalio ad Vll'^vt collectionis mathe-
malicx, nunc pHmum grace tdita; cum Untmatibui eiusdem Pappi ad lies Apol-

lonii tibros. Opera et studio Edmundi Hallry, Oxonii, 1706. (4) Apollontt iVr^ei^l
eonieorum libri lY, prions cum Pappi Aiexandrini lemmatis ex eodd. ifSS.
Orxcis edidit Edmundus Batleius, Oxonise, 1710. (5) Der Sammlunq des Pappus
von AUxandrieri siebentes tmd acAtes Buck griechiseh und deutscfi herausgeyeben

»on C. /. Girhardl, Halle, 1S71. (T. L. H.)

PAPUAJi LANGUAGES. The languages spoken in

New Guinea (q-v-) and other islands peopled by Papuas

differ more widely from the Malayo-Polynesian languages

than those of the Negritos in the PhiUppiue Islands do
from the dialects of the contiguous Malayan tribes. In

fact, they form as separate a class by themselves as the

ilelanesian languages do as contradistinguished from the

Polynesian group. From the meagre grammatical sketch

of the ilafor (or NufOr) language—the only one to which

the Dutch missionaries have paid some attention, but

which may be taken as a type of the class—we gather that
|

the verb has tie su'cject pronoun prefixed in the singular,

dual, and plural
;
past time is expressed by the word

hour, " already, " prefixed, and futurity by reerrt, " still,

"

added to the verb ; certain modifications of the sense are

effected by i being prefixed, and others by i being affixed,

to the radical vowels a, o, or u, and others again by the

snb.%tantive affix ia (plur. sia). iluch uncertainty, however,

still prevails as to the precise import of those grammatical
forms. See J. L. van Hasselt's Woordenboek and Beknoj.ie

SpraaJckunst der Soefoorsche taal, both of which appeared
at Utrecht in 1876; Fr. MUller's Gruitdriss der Sprack-

mssenscha/t, i., iL p. 30 sq. ; and more especially 6. von -

der Gabelentz and A. B. Meyer, Beitrdye ztir Kenntniss

der Mdanesischen, ilikronesischen, und Pcqmanischen.

Siiracher., Leipsic, 1882, and their essay, "Einiges tiber

das Verhaltniss des Mafoor zum ilalayischen," in

Bijdragen tot de taal-, land-, tn vclkenkunde van Neder-
htndsch-Indie, for 1883. The former of these publications

contains also a survey of the literature on the subject.

Vocabularies of the languages spoken by the various coast

tribes with whom Europeans have come in contact have
been collected by S. MiiUer, Von Eosenbsrg, iliklucho

,
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Maclay, and others. An intercojnparison of those voca-
bularies not only ^hows great phoneticaJ divergencies,
especially in the liquids r and I, but also in many cases
the same absence of word affinity in consequence of which
neighbouring Melanesian tribes are known to be unable to
understand one another.

PAPYRUS, the paper reed, the Cypents Papyrus of

Linnaeus, was in ancient times widely cultivated in the
Bella of Egypt, where it was ased for various purposes,
and especially as a writing material As, however, the
plant is now extinct in Lower Egypt, it is believed that it

was not indigenous there, but was probably introduced from
Nubia, where it is found at the present time, as well as in

Abyssinia. Theophrastus {Hist. Plant, iv. 10) adds that

it likewise grew in Syria ; and, according to Pliny, it was
also a native plant of the Niger and Euphrates. From
one of its ancient Egyptian names, P-apu, was derived its

Greek title TraTj-vpos, Lat. papyrus. By Herodotus it is

always called /3vfi\o<s, a word which was apparently also

of Egyptian origin. The first accurate description of the

plant is given by Theophrastus, from whom we learn that

it grew in shallows of 2 cubits

(about 3 feet) or less, its main
root being of the thickness of

a man's wrist, and 10 cubits

in length. From this root,

which lay horizontally, smaller

roots pushed down into the

mud, and the stem of the plant

sprang up to the height of 4
cubits, being triangular and
tapering in form. The tufted

head or umbel is likened by
Pliny to a thyrsus.

The various uses to which
the papyrus plant was applied

are also enumerated by Theo-

phrastus. Of the head nothing

could be made but garlands

for the shrines of the gods

;

but the wood of the root vi-a.s

employed in the manufacture

of different utensils as well

as for fuel. Of the stem of

the plant were made boats,

sails, mats, cloth, cords, and,

above all, ' writing material

(ra /3iy3,\ia). The pith was
also a common article of food, and was eaten both cooked

and in its natural state. Herodotus too notices its

consumption as food (iL 92), and incidentally mentions

that it provided the material of which the priests'

sandals were made (iL 37). He like«-ise refers to the

use of byblus as tow for caulking the seams of ships

;

and the statement of Theophrastus that King Antigonua

made the rigging of his fleet of the same material is illus-

trated by the ship's cable, ottXov pijiXivov, wherewith the

doors were fastened when Ulysses slew the suitors in his

hall (Odyss., xxi. 390). That the plant was it.self used

also as the j<rincipal material in the construction of light

skiffs suitable for the navigation of the pools and shallows

of the Nile, and even of the river itself, is shown by

sculptures of the period of the fourth dynasty, in which men
are represented in the act of building a boat with stems

cut from a neighbouring plantation of papyrus (Lepsius,

Denkm., ii. 12). It is to boats of this description that

Isaiah probably refers in the " vessels of bulrushes upon

the waters " (xviii. 2). If the Hebrew gOme (>*?^) ailso

is to be identified w-ith the Egv'ptian papyrus, something

may be sa'd in favour of the tradition that the bvilrushes

PapjTus.
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of which the ark w&s C(>niposed in which the infant Moses

was laid, in the flags by the river's brink, \~ere in fact the

latter plant. Ancient authors have UkeTOse referred to

the adaptation of the papyrus to other domestic purposes,

both culinary and medicinal. But it seems hardly credible

that the Cyper-us Papyrus could alone have suflSced for

the many uses to which it is said to have been applied.

^•T'ilkinson has pointed out (Anc. Egyptians, iL 121) that,

Ixe cultivation of this variety being limited to certain

ti.itricts, where, moreover, it was a monopoly of the

'Government, it cannot have been employed for so many
yirposes ; and ive may therefore conclude that several

plants of the genus Cypcrus were comprehended under the

ttad of byblus or papyrus—an opinion which is supported

ly the words of Strabo, who mentions both inferior and

superior qualities. The Cyperus dives is still grown in

Egypt, and is used to this day for many of the purposes

named by ancient writers.

The widespread use of papyi'us as a writing material

throughout the ancient world is attested by early ^vriters,

and by documents and sculptures. In addition to the

names of the plant, which were also npplied to the material,

the latter was also known as X"f''^V'>!
'^f><xrta. Papyrus

rolls are represented in ancient Egyptian wall-paintings

;

and e.-ctant examples of the rolls themselves are sufficiently

numerous. The most ancient of these, known, from the

name of its former owner, as tho Prisse papyrus, and now
preserved at Paris, contains a work composed in the reign

of a king of the fifth dynasty, and is computed to be itself

of the age of upwards of 2000 years B.C. The papyri dis-

covered in Egypt have generally been found in tombs, and in

the hands, or swathed with the bodies, of mummies. ' The

ritual of the dead, which in its entirety or in an abridged

form was buried with every person of consequence from the

eighteenth dynasty to the Roman period, is most frequently

the subject. And, besides the ritual and religious rolls,

there are the hieratic, civil and literary, documents, and the

demotic and enchorial papyri, relating generally to sales

of property. Coptic papyri usually contain Biblical or

religious tracts or monastic deeds.

The early use of papjTus among the Greeks is proved

by the reference of Herodotus (v 58) to its introduction

among the lonians. An inscription of 407 B.C. records

the sale of two sheets {xaprai hio) at Athens, for two,

drachmas and four obols. Greek papyri have been found

in Egj-pt of great importance both for their paisographical

and Uterary worth. The first instalment which came to

light, as late as the year 1778, consisted of some fifty rolls,

which were discovered in the neighbourhood of Memphis

;

but all, with one single exception, were carelessly destroyed.

More fortunate were the documents found near the

Scrapeum of Memphis, and connected with that temple

;

and further discoveries of valuable texts of Homer,

Hyperides, and other classical wi-iters have rewarded later

searches (see Pal.'Eogr.yphy). The numerous rolls found

in the ruins of Herculaneum generally contain the less

interesting works of writers of the Epicm-ean school.

Papyrus also made its way into Italy, but at how early a

period there is nothing to show. Under the empire its use

must have been extensive, for not only w'as it required for

the production of books, but it was also universally employed

for domestic purposes, correspondence, and legal documents.

So indispensable did it become that it is reported that in

the reign of Tiberius the scarcity and dearness of the

material, caused by a failure of the papyrus crop, nearly

brought on a riot (Pliny, N. H., xiii. 13).

The account which Pliny {N. II., xiii. 11-13) has trans-

mitted td us of the manufacture of the writing material

l:-om the papyrus plant should be taken strictly to refer to

th« nrocess followed in his own time ; but, with some

diiierences in details, the same goucral method of treat-

ment had doubtlessly been practised from time immemorial.

His text, however, is so confused, both from obscurity of

style and from corruptions in the MSS., that there is much
difference of opinion as to the meaning of many words and
phrases employed in his narrative, and their application

in particular points of detail. In one • important parti-

cular, however, affecting the primary construction of

the material, there can no longer be any doubt. The
old idea that it was made from layers or peUicules growing

between the rind and a central stalk has been abandoned,

as it has been proved that the plant, like other reeds, con-

tains only a cellular pith within the rind. The stem

was in fact cut into longitudinal strips for the purpose of

being converted into the wTiting material, those from the

centre of the plant being the broadest and most valuable.

The strips (philyi-ee), which wer6 cut with a sharp knife or

some such instrument, were laid on a board side by side

to the required width, thus forming a layer (scheda), across

which another layer of shorter strips was laid at right

angles. The two layers thus " woven "—Pliny uses the

word ta:ere in describing this part of the process—forrded

a sheet (plagula, or net), which was then soaked in water

of the Nile. The mention of a particular water has caused

trouble to the commentators. Some have supposed that

certain chemical properties of which the Nile water "was

possessed acted as a glue or cement to cause the two layers

to adhere ; others, with more reason, that glutinous matter

contained in the material itself was solved by the action

of water, whether from the Nile or any other source ; and

others again read in Pliny's words an implication that

a paste was actually used. Be this as it may, the sheet

was finally pressed and dried in the sun. Any roughness

was levelled by polishing with ivory or a smooth shell.

But the material was also subject to other defects, such as

moisture lurking between the layers, which might be

detected by strokes of the mallet ; spots or stains ; and

spongy strips (tsenise), in which the ink would run and

spoil the sheet. When such faults occurred, the papyrus

must be re-made. To form a roll the sheets were joined

together with paste (glue being too hard), but not mere

than twenty sheets in a .roll (scapus). As, however, there

are still extant rolls consisting of more than the prescribed

number of sheets, either the reading of vicenx is corrupt,

or the number was not constant in all times. The best

sheet formed the first or outside sheet of the roll, and the

others were joined on in order of quality, so that the

worst sheets were in the centre of the roll. This arrange-
*

ment was adopted, not for the purpose of fraudulently sell-

ing bad material under cover of the better exterior, but in

order that the outside of the roll should be composed of

that which would best stand wear and tear. Besides, in

case of the entire roll not being filled with the text, the

unused and inferior sheets at the end could be better

spared, and so might be cut off.

The different kinds of papyrus ^VTiting material and their

dimensions are also enumerated by Pliny. The best quality, formed

from the middle and broadest strips of the plant, was originally

named hicratica, but afterwards, in flattery of the cmpeior

Augustus, it was called, after him, Augusta ; and the charta Livia,

or second quality, was so named in honour of his wife. The
hicratica thus descended to the third rank. The first tw6 were 13

digiti, or about 9i inches in width; the hicratica, 11 digiti or 8

inches. Next came the cliarta amphithcatrica, named after the

principal place of its manufacture, the amphitheatre of Alexandria,

of 9 digiti or 6i inches wide. The charta Fanniana appears to

have been a kind of papjTus worked up from the amphithcatrica,

which by flattening and other methods was increased in width by

an inch, in the factory of a certain Fannius at Rome. The Snilica,

which took its name from the city of Sais, and was probably o(

8 digiti or 5^ inches, was ofa common description. The Txniotica,

named apparently from the place of its manufacture, a tongue of

land (raiuia) near 'Alexandria, was sold by weight, and was nt
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oncertiin width, perhnps from 45 to 5 inches. And lastly there
wsa the common packing-paper, the charta emporetica, of 6 digiti
or 4| inches. Isidore {Etymjl., vi. 10) mentions yet another kind
the Coriieliana, first made under C. Cornelius Gallus, {irefcct of
Egypt, jrhich, however, may have been the same as the ampki-
thentrica or Farmiaua. The name of the man who had incurred
the anger of Augustus may have been suppressed by the same
influence that expunged the episode of Gallus from "the Fourth
Gcorgic (Birt, Antik. Buchmscn, p, 250). In the reign of the
emperor Claudius also another kind was introduced and entitled.
Claudia. It had been found by experience that the charta
Anguita. was, from its fineness and porous uature, ill suited for
literary use ; it was accordingly reserved for correspondence only,
and for other purposes was replaced by the new paper. The
charta CUitdia \ras made from a composition of the first and second
qualities, the Aujusta and the Livia, a layer of the former bein"
backed with one of the latter ; and the sheet was incre.-ised to
nearly a foot in width. The largest of all, however, was the
maerocoUon, erobably of good quality and equal to the hieratic,
and a cubit or nearly IS inches wide. It was used by acero lErm
ad Attic, xiiL 25 ; xvi. 3). The width, however, proved incon-
venient, and the broad sheet was liable to injury by tearing.
An interesting question arises as to the accuracy of the different

nieasurements given by Pliny. His figures regarding the width of
the different kinds of papyri have generally been understood to
concern the width {or height) of the rolls, as distinguished from
their length. It has, however, been observed that in practice the
width of extant rolls does not tally in any satisfactory deoree with
1 liny s measurements

; and a more plausible explanation has been
lately offered (Birt, Antlk. Suchmesm,' pj). 251 sq.) that the
breadth (not height) of the individual sheets of which the" rolls
nre composed is refen-cd to.

The first sheet of a roll was named ^pajT-oVoXAoi- ; the last
irxaroKoWior. Under the Romans, th% former boro the name of
the comes largitionura, who had control of the manufacture with
the date and name of place. It was the practice to cut away the
portion thus marked

; but in ca<io of legal documents this
mutilation was forbidden by the la«-s of Justinian. On the Arab
conquest of Egypt in the 7th centurv, the manufacture was con-
tinued, with the substitution of Arabic iu marking the protocolAn instance of one of these Arab signatures is preserved in a bull
of Tope John VIII. of the year 876.

_
Varro's statement, repealed by Pliny, that papyrus was first made

in Alexander s time, sliould probibly be taken to mean that its
manufacture, winch till then had been a Government monopoly
was relieved from all restrictions. It is not probable, however, that
It was ever manufactured fiom the native plant anywhere but
in Eg)-pt At Rome tliere was certainly some kind of industry in
papyrus, the c^nr^/i />,„„,-a«a, already referred to, being an instance im il iistration. But it seems probable that this industry was con-
fined to the re-making of material imported into Italy, as in the 1

case of the c?uirta Claudia. This second maimfactuie, however is
,thought to hare been detrimental to the papyrus, as it would then I

have been in a dne.1 condition requiring artificial aids, such as a I

more liberal ns« of oum ur paste, in the process. Tlie more brittle
condition of the Latin papyri found at Herculanciim has been
instanced as the evil result of this re-making of the material

T ^'^™'^"1S to Strabo the Romans obtained the papvrus plant from
Lake Trasimene and other lakes of F.tiuria, but this statement is
nnsupportcd by any other authority and appears to have been made
in error. At a later p, rio.1, howerer, a papyrus was cultivatcl in
bicily, which has been i.i.ntificd by Parlatore with the Syri.iu
variety (C^crus syriMm\ far exceeding in height the E^/yi.tiaii
plant, and having a more drooping head. It grew in the east ami
south of the island, where ir «as i.roUl.lv introduced dnriii" theArab occuiution. It w,-„^en in the lo"th century, by the °Aral
traveller Ibn-Hauknl, in the ncighbourliood of Palermo, where it
throve luxuriantly in the pools of the I'apireto, a stream to whi.-h
It lent Its name. From it p/iper was made for tlie s.iltan's ii-c
But in the 13lli century it began to fail, and in 1591 the (Irviu"
lip of tl;..- Papireto caused the extinction of the plant in that districL
it 15 still to be seen .-it Syracuse, but it was probably transplanted
thither at a Liter time, and rearr.l only as a cariosity, as there
IS no notice of it to W- fnnnd j.revions to 1674. It i, witli this
byrao'usan plant that some attempts have been niailc iji recent years
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to m/inufnrturo a writing matetial similar to maient papvrus
Lvei. afterthc intio.l,ictiou of vellum, papvnis still continued iu

use among the R..l„ans, and wns not entirely superseded until a
late date It cea-^d, however, to be u«.d for books sooner than for
.10. unierits. In the oth century St Annustino a|>ol,...iz.., for ^cndin"
a letter written ou vtllun. inst...,.l of the mor.- usual sul^tance'
papyr.is(£'/,. XV ): aud CassioJorus ( r«rr. , xi. 3S), writing' i the
6tli century, indulges in a high-flown i«ncg)-ric on the plant" an,l
Its value and refers to the abolition of the tax on p.i,Kr by theemperor Tlieodonc Of „udi...y:a Greek ^npyri a very few remains
containin-,. Biblical or |>atristic m.ntter have snr>ived. and one or
two fragments of Uneco-Latiu glos^iii, s have been published Of

Greek documents, apart from monastic deeds discov ere^' in Egypt
there are t^vo which aro well known, liz., the fragmei taiv epistle
of Constantino V. to Pepin la Bref, of 753 or 756, now p'leserved
at Paris, and the papyrus containing the subscriptions to the
council of Constantinople of 680, at Vienna, Mediieval Latin MSS.
on papyrus in book form are still exbint in different libraiies of
Europe, viz.:—the Homilies of St Avitus, of the 6th centurj, at
Paris

;
Sermons and Epistles of St Augustine, of th . 6th ol" Vth

century, at Paris and Geneva; works of Hilary, of the 6th
century, at Vienna ; fragments of the Digests, of the 6th centun
at Pommersfeld; the Antiquities of Josephus, of the 7th century
at Milan; Isidore, De Contemptu ifundi, of the 7th centuiy at si
Gall; and the Register of the Church of Ravenna, of the lOt'h cen-
tury, at Munich. Of Latin documents on papyrus ((omia «as th

•

technical word of the Middle Ages to designate such a document),
the first to be mentioned are the fragments of two imn.irul
rescripts addressed to an official iu Egypt in the 6th century Th-
employment of this material in Italv for legal purposes is sufficiently
Illustrated by the large number of documents wliich were preserved
at Ravenna, and date from the 5th to the 10th century In the
papal chancery too it was used at an early dat., evidence of its
presence there being found in the biography of Grefory I But of
the extant papal deeds the earliest to wliich an authentic date .-an
be attached is a bull of Stephen 111. of the year 757, while »he
latest appears to be one of 1004. There is evidence to show that
in the 10th century papyrus was used, to the exclusion of
other materials, in papal deeds. In Francs it was a common
writing substance in the 6th century (Gregory of Tours Hist Franc
V. 5). Of the Merovingian period there are still extant several
papyrus dee<ls, the earliest of the year 625, the latest of 692
Under Charlemagne and his successors it vas not used Bv
the 12th century the manufacture of papyrus had entirely ceased
as appears from a note by .Eustathius in his commentary on the
Odyssey, xxi. 390.

„.™"''b''' ^""''."'''""s enmmenlarjr on the chapters of Pliny relatJne topapyni,, Papyrus. no= i„ Commertarius, &:, Venice. 1572; Montfa„cnn
"

Di.«enatmn Jur la pianre appellee Papyrus." in the Mim„nc, <U fAca,Jemt,L
oe nSd'iZ' IT-

'^^- ^'2-™8- T-C.Tycl,scn. " De Change Papyra.es Slu,„7^
n^ n? m? n "'J'' , 'V^' Commit. .Voc. R,g. Scie.l. Oollm, e^,n IS20

rLL 1iM'"™''l4'f, ,\.?''ph'
"«','"'>"'= ""'= Papyrus,- In ,„e Uem.lijnstitui I80I, pp. 140-1S3; Ph. railaroie. '.Memoirs sur Ic Papyrus dasanoicns. Ac, m the J/™. dfAcaJ. de, Sci., 1R54. pp. 469-602-, Bm.nner Vec"

, "^Sf'J • '• PP- 30S-327; Ces. Pnoli. Del Papiro. Horence 1878. See

t''iTZ''TY"';,'"'i ^'"'V'"""' "" '"'""'"^. Uipsic ri. pp 80-* •

ar.ix T. Bnt,^ Das anlite Bueliiresej,, Eeilln, ISS2. pp. :'2.?-273. (EM. T )

PARA, or San-ta Maria de Bele.m do GR.io Para,
one of the most flourishing cities of Brazil, capital of the
province of Pari or Grao Pari, lies on a point of land with
^ndy porous soil at the junction of the Guamd ^^ith the
Rio Pari or eastern arm of the Amazons, about 75 miles
from the sea. The main river is about 20 miles nidc
opposite the town, but is broken by numerous islands
Pari IS regularly built, well-paved, and well-lighted. The
houses, which seldom exceed two or three stories in
height, are usually substantial structures of stone ; and a
general brightness of aspect is produced by red-tile'd roofs
and white, yellow, or even pink and blue coloured walls
relieved by dense tropical foliage. The Estrada das Mon-
gubeiras, running about a mile from the river to Largo da
Polvora in the east end of the city, has long been famous
for Its magnificent cotton trees {BomUix ilnnguha, B.
Ceiba)

; but tlje grand old trees are dying out, and' the
finest avenue in Para is now the Estrada de Sao Jos^ with
its colonnade of tall "royal palms" (Oreodom 'regia)
In the outskirts of the city the wealthy merchants have
Julias with very extensive grounds, and a little wa/ beyond
these begins the dense swaniji-forest. ParA has a wonder-
fully pleasant and healthy climate, with a temperature
extremely equable throughout the year. " The mornings
are cool. From 10 till 2 the heat increases rapidly, com-
monly reaching 90" or OT. A little later great black
clouds appeaj m the east and spread quickly over the sky;
the temperature falls suddenly, the wind blows in varying
psts, the rain pours down, and ere one is aware the sun
leaps out. Sometimes the first shower is followed by a
second or even a third. By sunset the ground is dry."
This IS the rule all the year round ; only in the height" of
the dry season a week may pass without any showere.
The Brazilians have a j.roverb, "Who came to Paivi was
glad to stay; who drank assai went never away." The

-wiir. — 30
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assai reterred to is a beverage made oy squeezing the

black grape-like berries of the assai palm (Euterpe edvlis) ;

t is largely drunk by all <;lasse3 in Para. The importance

of the city is due to its being the great emporium .of the

rapidly-developing trade of the Amazons. The trade is

"arried on by several steamboat companies ; the most im-

-Ttant, the Amazonian Steamboat Company, receives a

subsidy from the Brazilian Government. "Two lines of

steamers run between Liverpool and Pari ; there are also

a French line and a German line. A large trade ia trans-

acted with the United States, but mainly through English,

French, German, and Portuguese houses. The principal

exports are cocoa, Brazil nuts, hides, deer-skins, isinglass,

balsam of copaiba, tonka beans, and Peruvian bark. In

1833 the total value of the imports was about £500,000

and of the exports about £525,000; by 1882 the duties

paid to the custcm-house amounted to £861,396.

Population has been growing faster than the supply of

houses. In 1819 the inhabitants were estimated at

24,500, but by 1850 they had declined to 15,000; in

1866 they were 36,000 (about 5000 slaves) ; and they

are now (1884) nearly 40,000. Besides a vast cathedral

(1720) and the president's palace, usually considered one

of the best buildings of its kind in Brazil, Pari contains an

episcopal palace (formerly the Jesuit college), a handsome
theatre, a large market building, a custom-house (formerly

a convent, with two great towers), naval and military

arsenals (the first of some size, with shipbuilding yards

and a gridiron), a botanical garden, itc. About a mile from
the city is the chapel of Our Lady of Nazareth, tne moit
celebrat:d shrine in northern Brazil.

In 1615 Francisco Caldcira de Castcllo Braiico, sent out by the

Portuguese at Maranhao, built tliK fort of Sauto Christoaiid founded
the settlement of Nossa Senhora de Belera, By 1641 it was a place

of 400 inhabitants, with four monasteries. A premature declaration

of iudepiiidence was made at Para in 1823, and soon after Captain
Grcnfell, sent by Lonl Cochrane, brought the city over to the

Brazilian party ; but for many years it was subject to political

disturbaDce. In 1S35 "every respectable white was obliged to

leave the city" by the anarchical proceedings of the so-called
" Liberals " Gomes, Vinagre, and Rodriguez.

See 33ates, yaturaJist on tiic 2iii€r Amazojis, 1863 j H. II. Smith,
£raza, 1379.

PARACELSUS (c. 1490-1541). It seems now to be

established that Paracelsus was born near Einsiedeln, in the

canton Schwyz, in 1490 or 1491 according to some, or 1493
according to others. Efis father, the natural son of a grand-

master of the Teutonic order, was Wilhelm Bombast von
Hohenheim, who had a hard struggle to make a subsistence

as a physician. His mother was superintendent of the

hospital at Einsiedeln, a post she relinquished upon her
marriage. Paracelsus's name was Theophrastus Bombast
von Hohenheim ; for the names Philippus and Aureolus
good authority is wanting, and the epithet Paracelsus, like

some similar compounds, was probably one of his own
making, and was meant to denote his superiority to Celsus.

In 1502-3 his father, taking his family with him, removed
to Villach in Carinthia; and he resided there in the practice

of the medical art till his death in 1534. In one of his

works, dedicated to the magistracy of the town, Paracelsus
refers to the esteem in which his father was held, and
expresses his own gratitude for it.

Of the early years of Paracelsus's life there is hardly
anything known. His father was his first teacher, and
took pains to instruct him in all the learning of the time,

especially in medicine. Doubtless Paracelsus learned
rapidly what was put before him, but he seems at a com-
paratively early age to have questioned the value of what
he was expected to acquire, and to have soon struck out
ways for himself. As he grew older he was taken in hand
by several distinguished churchmen, although it has been
objected that dates will not warrant the idea of actual

personal instmction. This, however, is not correct, for all

the men Paracelsus mentions were alive in his lifetime,

though he was so young that he could hardly have profited

by their lessons, unless on the supposition that he was
a quick and precocious boy, which it is very likely he
v.-as. At the age of sixteen he entered the university

of Basel, but probably soon abandoned the studies therein

pursued. He next went to Trithemius, the bishop of

Spocheim and Wiirzbnrg, under whom he prosecuted

chemical researches. Trithemius is the reputed author of

some obscure tracts on the great elixir, and as there was
no other chemistry going Paracelsus would have to devote

himself to the reiterated operations so characteristic of the

notions of that time* But the confection of the stone of

the philosophers Was too remote a possibility to gratify the

fiery spirit of a youth like Paracelsus, e;iger to make what
he knew, or could learn, at once avaifeble for practical

medicine. So he left school chemistry as he had forsaken

university culture, and started for the mines in Tyrol

owned by the wealthy family of the Fuggers. The sort of

knowledge he got there pleased him much more. There
at least he was in contact with reality. The struggle with

nature before the precious metals could be made of use

impressed upon him more and more the importance of

actual personal observation. He saw alV the mechanical

difliculties that had to be overcome in mining ; he learned

the nature and succession of rocks, the physical properties

of minerals, ores, an'f metals ; he got a notion of mineral

waters; he was an eyewitness of the accidents which
befel the miners, and studied the diseases which attacked

them ; he had proof that positive knowledge of nature was

not to be got in schools and universities, but only by
going to Nature herself, and to those who were constantly

engaged with her. Hence came Paracelsus's peculiar mode
of study. He attached no value to mere scholarship

;

scholastic disputations he utterly ignored and despised,

—

and especially the discussions on medical tojiics, which
turned more upon theories and definitions than upon actual

practice. He therefore went wandering over a great part

of Europe to learn all that he could. In so doing he was
one of the first physicians of modern times to profit by a

mode of study which is now reckoned indispensable. In

the IGth century the difficulty of moving about was much
greater than it is now ; still Paracelsus faced it, and on
principle. The book of nature, he affirmed, is that which
the physician must read, and to do so he must walk over

the leaves. The humours and passions and diseases of

different nations are different, and the physician must go
among the nations if he will be master of his art ; the

more he knows of other nations, the better he will under-

stand his own. For the physician it is ten times more
necessary' and useful to know the powers of the heavens and
the earth, the virtues of plants and minerals, than to spend
his time on Greek and Latin grammar. And the com-
mentary of his own and succeeding centuries upon these

very extreme views is that Paracelsus was no scholar, but

an ignorant vagabond. He himself, however, valued hi.=

method and his knowledge very differently, and argued
that he knew what his predecessors were ignorant of, be-

cause he had been taught in no human school. " WTience
have I all my secrets, out of what writers and authors 1

Ask rather how the beasts have learned their arts. If

nature can instruct irrational animals, can it not much
more men 5

" In this new school discovered bj' Paracelsus,

and since attended with the happiest results by many
others, he remained for about ten years. He had acquired

great stores of facts, which it was impossible for him to

have reduced to ordtt, but which gave him an unquestion-

able superiority to his contemporaries. So in 1-520 or 1527,

on his return to Basel, he was appointed town p^siciani
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and shortly afterwards he gave a course of isctuSS on
medicine in the viniversity. Unfortunately for bim, the

lectures broke awpy from tradition. They were in German,
not in Latin ; they were expositions of his own experience,

of his own views, of his own methods of curing, adapted

to the diseases that afflicted the Germans in the year 1527,

and they were not commentaries on the text of Gaien or

Avicenna. Unfortunately they attacked, not only these

great authorities, but the German graduates who followed

them and disputed about them in 1527. They criticized

in no measured terms the current medicine of the time,

and exposed the practical ignorance, the pomposity, and
the greed of those who practised it.

The truth of Paracelsus's doctrines was apparently con-

firmed by his success in curing or mitigating diseases for

which the regular physicians could do nothing. For
about a couple of years his reputation and practice

increased to a sutj'rising extent. But £t the end of that

time people began to recover themselves. Paracelsus had
burst upon the schools with such novel views and methods,

with such irresistible criticism, that all opposition was at

first crushed flat. Gradually the sea began to rise. His
enemies watched for slips and failures; the physicians

maintained that he had no degree, and insisted that he

should give proof of his qualifications. His manner of

life was brought up against him. It was insinuated that

he was a profane person, that he was a conjurer, a necro-

mancer, that, in fact, he was to be got rid of at any cost

as a troubler of the peace and of the time-honoured tradi-

tions of the medical corporations. Jforeover, he had a

pharmaceutical system of his own which did not harmonize

with the commercial arrangements of the apothecaries, and

he not only did not use up their drugs like the Galenists,

but, in the exercise of his functions as tovm physician,

urged the authorities to keep a sharp eye on the purity of

their wares, upon their knowledge of their art, and upon
their transactions with their friends the physicians. The
growing jealousy and enmity culminated in the Lichtenfels

dispute ; and, as the judges sided with the canon, to their

everlasting discredit, Paracelsus had no alternative but to

tell them his opinion of the whole case and of their notions

of justice. So little doubt left he on the subject that his

friends judged it prudent for him to leave Basel at once,

as it had been resolved to punish him for the attack on the

authorities of which he had been guilty. He departed

from Basel in such haste that he carried nothing with him,

and some chemical apparatus and other property were

taken charge of by Oporinus, his pupil and amanuensis.

He went first to Esslingen, where he remained for a brief

period, but had soon to leave from absolute want. Then
began his wandering life, the course of which can be traced

by the dates of his various writings. He thus visited in

succession Colmar, Nuremberg, Appenzell, Zurich, PfafEers,

Augsburg, Villach, Meran, Jliddelheim, and other places,

seldom staying a twelvemonth in any of them. In this

way he spent some dozen years, till 1541, when he was
invited by Archbishop Ernst to settle at Salzburg, .under

Jiis protection. After his endless tossing about, this seemed

a promise and place of repose. It proved, however, to be

the complete and final rest that he found, for after a few

jionths he died on the 24th of September. The cause

of his death, like most other details in his history, is

uncertain. His enemies a.?serted that he died in a low

tavern in consequence of a drunken debauch of some days'

duration. Others maintain that he was thrown down a

steep place by some emissaries either of the physicians or

of the apothecaries, both of whom he had during his life

most grievously harassed. In proof of this surgeons have
pointed out in Paracelsus's skull a flaw or fracture, which
could have been produced onljjiurjng .life. Authorities,

however, are not agreed on this point, and it may be
simplest to suspend belief until more evidence is got. Ha
was buried in the churchyard of St Sebastian, but in 1752
his bones were removed to the porch of the church, and a
monument of reddish-white marble was erected to his

memory.

In making the attempt to ascertain what was Paracelsus's charac-
ter, and what were his philosophical and medical opinions, a very
considerable difficulty presents itself at the outset. 'Of the volu-
minous writings which pass under his name, what are really Ma
work, and what, if not actually composed by him, express his
ideas » To this question no complete critical reply has as yet been
given, though many opinions have been expressed. Dr Marx, for
example, will admit only ten treatises as genuine. Dr Haeser allowa
seventeen for certain, a considerable numDer—some twenty-four—aa
doubtful, and the rest—he enumerates eleven—as spurious. Br
Slook does not dccept these estimates, or the criteria by which
the genuineness of a treatise is ascertained. But neither does he
give altogether convincing criteria of his own, and, what is still less

satisfactory, he does not apply them—such as they are—to decide
the numerous doubtful cases. The only thing Mock has done is to

draw up a list of the different editions of Paracelsus's so-called

works. This list is not complete in the enumeration of editions,

and it is quite imperfect in bibliographical description, but with
these and other serious defects it is the fullest at present extant.

The first book by Paracelsus was printed at Augsburg in 1529. it

is entitled i*rac<Ja»X). Theophrasti Faracehi, gemacki a-aff Enropen,
and forms a small quarto pamphlet of five leaves. Prior to thia,

in 1526-2?, appeared a programme of the lectures he intended
to deliver at Basel, but this can hardly be reckoned a specific

work. During his lifetime fourteen works and editions were pub-
lished, and thereafter, between 1542 and 1845, there were at least

two hundred and thirty-four separate publications according to

Mook's enumeration. The first collected edition was made by
Johann Huser in German. It was printed at Basel in 1589-91, in

eleven volumes quarto, and is the best of all the editions. Huser
did not employ the early printed copies only, but collected ail the

manuscripts wiiich he could procure, and used them also in forming

his text. The only drawback is that rather than omit anything
which Paracelsus may have composed, he has gone to the opposite

extreme and included writings with which it is pretty certain

Paracelsus had nothing to do. The second collected German
edition is in four volumes folio, 1603-5. Parallel with it in 1603

the first collected Latin editton was made by Palthenius. It is in

eleven volumes quarto, and was com.pleted in 1605. Again, in

1616-18 appeared a r?issue of the folio German edition of 1603, and
finally in 1(553 came the Geneva Latin version, in three volumes
folio, edited by Bitiskius.

The works were originally composed in S\viss-German, a vigorous

speech which Paracelsus wieldedT with unmistakable power. The
Latin versions were made or edited by Adam von Bodenstein,

Gerard Dom, Michael Toxitcs, and Oporinus, about the middle of

the 16th century. A few translations into other languages exist,

as of the Chinirgia Magna and som« other v.'orks into French,

and of one or two into Dutch, Italian, and even Arabic. The
translations into English amount to about a dozen, dating mostly"

from the middle of the 17th century. Tlie oiigiual editions of

Paracelsus's works are getting less and less comirionj even the

English versions are among the rarest of their class. Over and

above the numerous editions, there is a bulky literature of an

explanatory and controversial character, for which the world is

indebted to Paracelsus's followers and enemies. A good deal of it

is taken up wit' a defence of chemical, or, as they were called,

"spagyric," medicines against the'attacks of the supporters of the

Galenic pharmacopoeia.

The aim of all Paracelsus's writing is to promote the progress

of medicine, and he endeavours to put before physicians a grand

ideal of their profession. In his attempts he takes the widest view

of medicine. He ba.'ios it on the general relationship which man
bears to nature as a whole ; he cannot divorce the life of man from

that of the universe ; he cann -"t think of disease otherwise than as

a phase of life. He is compelled therefore forest his medical prac-

tice upon general theories of the present state of things ; his medi-

cal system—if there is such a thing—is an adaptation of his cos-

mogony. It is this latter which has b?cn the stumbling-block to

many past critics of Paracelsus, and unless its character is remem-

bered it will he the same to others in the future. Dissatisfied with

the Aristotelianism of his time, Paracelsus turned with greater

expectation to the Neoplatonism which was reviving. His eager-

ness to understand the relationship of man to the universe led him

to the Kabbala, where these mysteries seemed to be explained, and

from those unsubstantial materials he constructed, so far as it can

be understood, his visionary philosophy. Interwoven with it, ho\y-

ever, were tlie results of his own personal experience and work la

natural history and chemical pharmacy ind practical medicine.
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uafetteivil by any spL'Culative generalizations, and so shrewd an
observt'i- as Paracelsns was must have often felt that liis philosopliy
and his ey.jiorience did not a,i^ioc witli one another. It was doubt-
less a very great ideal of niedieinc which ranicelsus raised ; but
when it came to realizing it in evcry-day life he could hardly do else

than fail Puriii;; the three hundred years which have cla|tsed since

his time knowledge both of the niaerocosni and of the uiicrocosui

has increased far beyond what Taracelsus could liave understood,
even had it been all foretold him ; the hcaliiig art has advauccil
also, though peihaps scarcely at tiie same rate, but it would be as

hard for us as for him to ajiply any cosmogony, however rational,

to curing disease. AVe are nut one whit niarer the solution of the
problems which pu .zled Par.icelsus th.-in he was; the mystery of

the origin, continnaucc. and stopp.age of life is, pcrh,^^s through the
abundance of light shed on other phenomena, even darker than it

ni.iy have seemed to Taracelsus. If this be so'it is no matter for

surprise, or blame, or ridicule that he missed constructing a theory
of tlie universe which at the sauu' time would be a never-failing

guiile to him in the ]M.ictical work of alleviating the evils whidi a
residence in this wniverac seems to entail.

Some of his doctiiries have been already alluded to in the
article Mi:niriXE (7. r. \ and it would serve no jmriioso to give

even a Uiief sketch of his views, seeing that their influence has

]iassetl entiiely away, and tlmt they arc of interest only in their

pl.ace in a general history of medicine and iihilosophy. l*cfective,

however, as they may have been, and unfounded in fact, his kab-
Iialistic doctrines led him to trace the dependence of tlie human
body upon outer nature for its sustenance and cure. The doctrine of

signatures, the su]tposed connexion of every part of the little worhl
of man with a corresponding part of the gicat world of nature, was
a fanciful and false exaggeration of this doctrine, but' the idci

carried in its tr.iin that of siwcifics. This led to the search for these,

which were not to be found in the bewildering -md untested mixtures
of the Galenic prescriptions, Paracelsus had seen how bodies

were purified and intensified by chemical operations, and he thought
if plaivts and minerals could be nnde to yield tlicir active piinciplcs

it would surely be better to employ these tliau tlic crude and unpre-
pared originals. He had besid.cs arri\ed by some kinil of intuition

at the conclusion that the operations in the body were of a chemical
character, and that when disordered they \verc to be put right-

by cof.iuer operations of tlte same kind. It may bo claimed for

Paracelsus that he embraced within tlie idea of chemical action some-
thing more than the alchemists did. "Wlicthcr or not he believed

in the jthilosophcr's elixir is of very -little consequence. If he did,

he was like the rest of his age ; but he troubled himself very little,

if at all, about it. He (lid believe in the immediate use for thera-

peutics of the salts and other preparations which hi-f practical skill

enabled him to make. Technically he w.as not a chemist ; he did

not concern himself either with the composition of his compounds
or with an explanation of what occurred in their making. If he
could get ]wtent drugs to cure disease he was content, and he worked
Very hard in au empirical way to make them. That he found out
some new compounus is certain ; but not one gi-cat and marked dis-

covery can be ascribed to him. Probably therefore his positiw
services are to be summed up in this wide appli :ation of chemical
ideas to pharmacy and theiapeuties ; his indirect and ]tossilily

greater services are to be found in tlie stimulus, tlie revolutionaiy
stimulus, of his ideas about method aU"! general theory. It is

Hot diliieult, however, to ci'iticize Paracelsus ami to represent him as

so far below the level of his time as to be ulteily contemptible. It

isdiflUcult, but p'crhaps not impossible, to raise Paraeelsu-^lo a ]dacc

among the great siiirits of mankind. It is most difficult of all to

ascertain what his true character really was, to appreciate aright

this nran of fervid imagination, of powerful and jicrsistent con-
victions, of unbated honesty and love of truth, of keen insight into

the errors (as he thought them) of liis time, of a merciless will ^l

lay bare these errors and to reform the abuses to whieh they gave
rise, who in au instant offends us by his boasting, his gruasness, his

want of self-respect. It is a ]>roblem how to reconcile his ignoiance,

his weakness, his superstition, his crude notions, his erroneous
observations, his ridiculous infeiences and theories, with his grasp

c'f method, his lofty views of the true scope of incilicine. hi* lucid

BtatementSr liis incisive and epigrammatic criticisms of mcu and
motives.

^A character full of contradictory elements cannot but have had
contradictory judgments passed on, it ; and after three hundred
yogjs the animus is as strong and the judgments are as diverse as

ever. (J, F.)

PAEADISE is an old Persian word {Pairidneza in the

Vendidad) meaning an enclosure, a park. The Greeks

use tlie word in the form napo8fio-o9 of the jrarks of the

Persiau kings, and it was borrowed also by the Hebrews
in the form D^IS (Cant, iv, 13; Eccles. ii, 5; Neh, ii, 8;
A. v., "orchard," "forest"). The Septuagint chase the

Greek form to translate the "garden " of Genesis ii. ; other

Greek and Latin versions followed thejii, and thus
" paradise " became the usual ecclesiastical name for the

garden of Eden, which has been spoken of under Eden,
Now, as Paradise in this sense was the residence of man
before he sinned, it. was natural enough that theological

speculation as to the dwelling-place of the righteous, after

death, or in the future glory, should attach itself to the

account given in Genesis of the original habitation of

righteous Adam, and borrow not only the name but in

some measure also the conception of paradise as there

described. This took i>lacc in more than one way, as Ave

see from the Jewish a|>ocalyiitic literature, and especially

from the book of Enoch, Thus we find (1) the idea that

the old Paradi.se still c.xista in a secret part of the earth,

and that Enoch, 'Elijah, and other elect and righteous

persons dwell there. This is the foundation of the

doctrine of the earthly paradise, which passed into

Christianity—being supposed to find confirmation in the

New Testament, especially in Luke x.xiii. 43, The earthhj

paradise, as developed by Christian fancy, is the old

garden of Eden, which lay in the far East beyond the

stream of Ocean, raised so high on a triple terr.»ce of

mountain that the deluge did not touch it. It is the

residence of certain departed saints, and the pictures drawn
of it are coloured with classical reminiscences of Elysium
and the Islands of the Blest. How these outlines were
filled up at different periods may be learned from Ephracm
Syrus's poem on Paradise (4th century), from Cosmas
Indicopleustes (6th century), from the Divina Commcdia of

Dante, and other media3val sources. A more ideal con-

ce|)tion is (2) that of the hcavaihj paradise. To the

Hebrews ideal things represent themselves as the hea\'enly

counterparts of earthly things ; ideals which God's people

are to realize in the future are already existent in heaven;

or even things which have once been lost, but which are

necessary to man's true happiness, arc preserved in heaven.

Thus the heavenly paradise was either a mere figure for

the good things, corresjionding to those which Adam lost,

which are reserved in heaven for the 'righteous, or it was
the heavenly archetype of which the earthly iiaradise was

a copy, or on a cras.ser way of thinking it was held that

the paradise which Adam lost had been actually trans-

ported to heaven. The commonest form of the idea was
perhaps that c.xprcs.scd in 4 Ezra and the Taluiiul, by
saying that paiadiao was created before the earth. This

paradise is not conceived as the place of the souls of all

the righteous after death, but it is inhabited by certain

select persons— Enoch, Elijah, .Closes, Ezra—who enjoy in

it the fellowship of the coming Messiah. After the last

judgment, when the enemies of Israel are cast into Gehenna,

the righteous are raised to jiaradisc, and there behold the

glory of God. Associated with such views as these, we
find farthqi^ the idea (3) that iu the future glcrry paradise,

or the heavenly Jerusalem, which stood in jmradise before

the fall ami was removed to heaven with it (.^poc. Baruch),

will he brmight down from heaven to earth, that the tree

of life will be )dantcd vn Zion (Bk. Enoch, 4 Ezra). All

these a|iocaly|itic criiditic-, which it is not necessary to

follow into detail.s, are really mechanical developments of

a legitimate, one may even say an inentable, inference

from the jiosition that the garden of Gen. iu represents a

state of idea] human felicity lost through sin. For, if this

be so, the future bliss of the redeemed must be conceived

as somehow analogous to the life of Eden, and a literal uiv

imaginative conception of this analogy, making no allowance

for the difference between the happiness of childhood, prior

to e.xjierience of the everyday world, and the happiness of a

life which has conqttercd the world, must end in regarding

the future home of the blest as a mere reproduction oi

Edeu, But the use of the word paradise for the home of
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the blessed does not necessarily imiily so fhechanical a con-

ception as we find in the Jewish apocalypses ; to speak of

the future bliss at all, without the use of metaphysics, is

possible only in the forai of poetical description, and for

such description the story of the garden of Eden supplied

the necessary concrete elements^ which the apocalyptists

took hterally, while higher thinkers used them as symbols

—

and ordinary language, perhaps, as mere conventional equi-

valents—for ineffable things. Thus the images borrowed

from Eden in such a prophecy as Isa. xi. are certainly not

meant literally, any more than the figure of the tree of life

in the book of Proverbs. So in the New Testament even

Rev. ii. 7 is plainly figurative, and in Luke xsdii. 43

paradise is simply the place of bliss. In 2 Ccr. sii. i

paradise is a heavenly place where ineffable words were

heard by Paul ; but he himself does not know whether he

visited it in the body or out of the body.

Sea Dillmann's Such Enoch, and his articles " Eden " acd
" Paradies " in Schenkcl's BibcULcxicon ; "Webtr, AUsynagogaU
Theologic ; and the books on Biblical theology. The Mohammedan
jiaradise (al-Janna) is borrowed from the Jews, as appears from the

name Jannalu 'Adnin, that is, Garden of Eden. It is described

in the Koran and by later theologians as a place of all sensuous
delights, where the righteous recline on couches in a fair garden
drinking the delicious beverage supplied by the fountain Tasnini

and waited on by damsels with gi-eat bright eyes ("Hiir," Kor. Iv.

72, hence our "houri," which is properly a Persian form). The
expression " gardens of Firdaus " (the Pei-sian form of the word
Paradise) occurs in Kor. xviii. 107, and is interpreted as meaning
the highest region of the Janna (Beidawi in t.)

PARADISE, Birds of. See vol. iii. p. 778.

PARAEFIN. In the course of his classical investiga-

tion on the tar produced in the dry distillation of wood,

Reichenbach in 1S30 discovered in it, amongst many
other things, a colourless wax-like solid which he called

paraffin {parum affinis) because he found it to be endowed
with an extraordinary indifference towards all reagents.

A few years later he isolated froili the same material a

liquid oil chemically similar to paraffin, to which he gave

the name of eupien {evr-iwv, very fat). For many years

both these bodies were known only as chemical curiosities,

and even scientific men looked upon them as things entirely

sui generis ; this was natural -enough as far as paraffin is

concerned, but it is rather singular that it took so long

before it was realized that eupion or something very much
like it forms the body of Petkoledm (q.v.), which had
been known, since the time of Herodotus at least, to well

up abundantly from the bowels of the earth in certain

places. Though extensively known, it was used' only as

an external medicinal agent, until the late Mr James
Young conceived the idea of industrially working a com-

paratively scanty oil-spring in Derbyshire, and subse-

quently found that an oil similar to petroleum is obtained

by the dry distillation of 'cannel coal and similar materials

at low temperatures. This discovery developed into a

grand industry, which may be said to have led to the

utilization of those immense natural stores of petroleum

in America. Scientific chemists naturally directed their

attention to the products of these new industries, and it

was soon ascertained that solid paraffin and eupion, as well

as natural and artificial petroleum, are substantially more

or less impure mixtures of saturated hydrocarbons ; and so it

comes that, on the proposal of H. Watts, the word paraffin

in scientific chemistry has been adopted as a generic term

for this class of compounds of carbon and hydrogen.

When the electric light is generated within an atmo-

sphere of hydrogen, then, at the immense temperature of

the electric arc, part of the carbon of the charcoal terminals

unites with the hydrogen into acetylene gas, CoHj. Apart

from this isolated fact, which was discovered by Berthelot

in 1862, it might be said that the two elements are not

capable of uniting directly, although an innumerable

variety of hydrocarbons exist in nature, and can be pro-

duced artificially from organic substances. Individual

hydrocarbons may differ very much in their properties.

At ordinary temperature and pressure a low are gases;

the majority present themselves as liquids not a few are

solids. But' the solids are fusible; and all liquid or

liquefied hydrocarbons, at a high enough temperature,

volatilize, as a rule without decomposition. To -i the latter

circumstance to a great extent we owe our precise know-
ledge of their chemical constitution.

In all the numerous series of hydrocarbons the percentages of

carbon vary from 75 (in marsh gas) to 947 (in chryssne). Within
this narrow range of some 20 per cent, several dozens of elementary
compositions have to be accommodated ; and many of these, to be
represented in formula? C^Hy witli an adequate degree of precision,

require formulae in which the coeQicients x and y are so large that,

by means of integers less than these, any fancy composition {within

our limits) may be expressed with a degree of exactitude which is

quite on a par with tlie analyses. But these hydrocarbons, in

general, can be volatilized into gases, and in regard to these

Avogadro's law tells us that quantities 2)roportional to tht mole-
cular weights (i.e., the weights represented by the true chemical
formula;) occujiy the same volume. Hence, to find the true value,

M = C.rHy, of the formula as a whole, we need only determine the
vapour density, and from it calculate the weight of the respective

hydrocarbon which, as a gas at t° and P millimetres pressure,

occupies the same volume as, for instance, HjO parts of steam.

This is M. The elementary analysis enables us to calculate the
weight a:x C of carbon contained in M parts, and the analysis'must
be very poor to leave us in doubt as to whether it is for instance
6x12 parts of carbon or 7x12 parts that we have to deal with.

The reader will now imderstand now it has been possible to ascer-

tain the elementary composition of all pure hydrocarbons with a
degree of precision which goes beyond that of the analysis, and to

prove what analysis could never have done by itself, namely, that
there are numerous groups of hydrocarbons which have absolutely

identical elementary compositions,—cases of isomerism, as they
are called. "We speak of ' isomerism in the narrower sense " when
the atomic formulte are identical (there are, for instance, two
hydrides of butyl, CjHjq), while we speak of "polymeric" bodies

when the several formulse are integer multi])les of the same primi-

tive group (e.g., ethylene, 2XCH2, and butylene, 4 x CH., are

polymers to one another).

The following table gives an idea of the" several classes of hydro-
carbons which for us come more particularly into consideration.

n
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In 3 simibr manner three benzols may nnite into one anth-

racene ;

—

C5H,+ CsH, + C5II, - IC - t.H =C„H„

.

Cciizol. Aiuliniccnc.

^Generally speaking, a liyarocarbon is the :noie volatile

the less the number of caibon atoms and the greater the

number of hydrogen atoms in the molecule. Thus, in the

series of "paraffins," CH^ (marsh gas) and C.^U^ (ethane)

are gases, C3HS (propane) and CjHij (butane) are very

volatile liquids, and C^Hj,, &c., are liquids.—with higher

and higher boiling points as -n-e ascend the series. From a

certain value of ?^ tqjtvards Ave find ourselves amongst the

paraffins proper, which are solids, more or less easily

fusible, but not, in general, volatile without decomposition.

Benzol, QH^ and its nciglibouving homologues are volatile

liquids. Naphthalene and anthracene are crystalline solids,

fusibleat r9°-2 and 1S0° C, and boiling at 217° and above

300° C. respectively without decomposition.

Alf hydrocarbons agree in this, that they are practically

insoluble in water, but more or less readily soluble (in

general) in alcohol and in ether. They are all combustible ;

the more readily volatile ones are inflammable. Any
complete combustion, of course, leads to the formation of

only carbonic acid and water, with evolution of a large

amount of heat ; but the mechanism of the process is more

or less complex. Naphthalene and anthracene remain un-

decomposed at a red heat ; only at the very high tempera-

ture of their flames, and by the co-operation of the oxj-gen

of the air, they are decomposed with large elimination of

charcoal; a similar, though less, stability is e.xhibited by

the benzols. The paraffins, on the other hand, are relatively

unstable. JIarsh gas, it is true, stands a red heat; but,

to jiass to "the other end of the series, the paraffins proper,

and also the higher liquid paraffins to some extent, even

when being distilled, and especially when distilled " under

pressure," i.e., at higher temperatures than their natural

boiling points, break up into olefines and lower paraffins

• (Thorpe and John Young). Similar changes take place

when the vapours of paraffins are passed through red-hot

tubes; only the products formed then suffer deeper-going

decomposition with formation of hydrogen, marsh-gas,

acetylene, ethylene, and chircoal, and, last not least,

benzols and n-iphthalene. To this latter fact the paraffins

ove their pre-eminent fitness as illuminating agents.

When organoid minerals, such as cannel coal, shale, itc,

are subjected to dry distillation, all the several classes of

hydrocarbons are in general produced at the same time

:

but, from what we have said it will be understood that,

even with the ^ame material, the quantitative composition

of the complex vapour which comes out of the retort

depends on the way in which the distillation is being

conducted. If we- operate at the lowest practicable

temperature, comparati\ ely little gas is produced, and in

the condensible part of the vapour the paraffins pre-

dominate largely ; at a bright red heat, such as is used in

making coal gas, and especially if the vapours have to pass

along red-hot surfaces before they get into the condenser

pipes, more gas. is produced, and the place of the liquid

paraffins is taken by benzols. These latter, however, are

always accompanied by naphthalene, often also by anthra-

cene, and invariably by certain ternary benzol'derivati\es,

namely, by "phenols," feebly acid bodies containing

liydroxyl groups, OH's, where the corresponding hydro-

carbon bore plai:i hydrogens (ordinary phenol, C5H5(OH>,

derived from benzol, C^HjH, is a representative example),

and, secondly, basic compounds of carbon, hydrogen,

and nitrogen. Of the latter aniline and picoline

—

both CfiHjN, but widely different iu their proi)erties

^may be quoted as examples. The • gas produced

in this case through the presence in it of the vapour

of higher hydrides, but especially of acetylene, CMn, and

benzol' is' highly luminous. 't; Supposing now,;as,a .t]iird

instance, the distillation to be conducted at a white heat;

and so that the primary vapour has to wind its way
through a spiral pipe kept at a bright rod heat, the pro'

portion of gas increases largely, and tliere is an increased

yield of retort charcoal; but the liquid hydrocarbons of

all classes almost vanish.; the gas consists mainly of

hydrogen, marsh gas, carbonic oxidf, and carbonic acid,

and gives little light when kindled.

The aim of the paraffin oil manufacturer -is to product

the best possible approximation to a mi.xlure of piiraffins,

wherefore he conducts his distillation at the lowest work-

ing temperature. Of course his paraffin mixture contains

more or less of the other classes of bodies refeired to;

whose removal, however, offers no great difficulty. In tho

laboratory we should commence by shaking the crude oil

with caustic alkali ley, which withdraws the phenols and
other acid bodies, as part of a lower layer, the upper

being purified oil. By shaking the latter with dilute

sulphuric acid the bases are removed as a solution of their,

sulphates, and a still purer oil results. Ajiplication c^ con-

centrated sulphuric acid to the latter removes part at least'

of the benzols and olefines as sulpho-acids, and aSso of

the phenols and all the bases, should the two preceding

operations have been omitted. But the most thorough

mode of getting quit of the benzols and their derivatives is

—after having exhausted the milder agents—to shake the

oil with first aqueous and then stronger and stronger nitric

acid, which reagent converts the benzol-bodies into nitro-

products, soluble in the acid, or removable, after separation

of the acid layer, by aqueous alkali. By all these tortures

the paraffins—being what the name implies—are not much
affected, so that Avhat ultimately survives all belongs to

their family. The separation of the individual paraffins

from one another is a very difficult problem which has not

yet found a satisfactory solution. What we know of in-

dividual paraffins is derived chiefly from the investigation

of decompositions of pure chemical substances leading to

the formation of that one paraffin principally if not solely.,

To split up a mixture of paraffins approximately the only

known method is fractional distillation (see Distillation,

vol. vii. p. 260), preferably by means of an -apparatus so

constructed that the vapour, before reaching the con-

denser, ascends through an intermediate inverted con-

denser or still-head, and there suffers partial condensation

at some suitable temperat'ire (enforced in the most perfect

form of the apparatus by an oil-bath surrounding the still-

head). In this latter case, sing'ilarly—not as a matter of

course by any means—what goes over boils lery nearly at

the' temperature of the still-heid. This particular form of

the method therefore lends itself chiefly for the final

purification of an unitary substance of known boiling point

already purified by preceding distillations. With mi.xturcs

of unknown composition the process is very tedious, and

may assume something like this form.

We .listil the cubstance (slowly and with ample chance

of partial condensation) and collect as separate fractions

what came over at, for instance, 100° to 105°, 105° to

110°, 110° to 115°, &c., as L, ri.. III., IV., ic. Each of

these when redistilled yields I. and IL and III. and IV.,

kc, which parts are poured into the respective receptacles,

and on tliis principle we continue, working. If the sub-

stance happens to be of comparatively simple composition,

it usually turns out, after a while, that (say) the two

fractions II. and VI. increase while the rest get less and

less; and bj working on we may be able to jgolate two

bodies of the constant boiling points t., and r^ respcciiveiy.

with' formation o£ ^j tails'" of otliier boiling ,ix)ints.

Unfortunately, e\en a constant boiling jioint is no proof of

chemical purity; and, if a constant-boiling, substancS is a
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mixtiyre, only chemical methods can help ns out of the

difficulty.

The following table (extracted ^rom Koscoe and

Schorleaimer's Handbook of Chemtstty, German edition)

gives the names, specific gravities, and boiling points

of the more important paraffins. The first column,

"i»j" gives the number of carbon-atoms in the molecule,

and consequently the molecular weight M and Ihe

vapour density S. In the case of *' pentan," for

instance, we have » = 5; hence M = 0^1112= 72; and, as

H2 = 2, the gas-density, referred to hydrogen = S = 36,

while, as air is 14 45 times as heavj' as hydrogen, for the

gas-density referred to air the value

JM-^14-45 = 36^14-45 = 2-491.

1 pMeUiui or roanh gab..

3 rEthim or dimethyl

•Propan .

Butan, oomial
4

I

IsobutanortrimcEhyltnctlian, Bgas
5 *Pcntan, nonnsl
5 I'lsopcntan
5

I

Tetrametliylmetlian^
6 i'Hexan. normal
6 i'lsoltexan..

G Mcthyl-dictTiylracthan
G

\
Tetramethylethan

6 Trimethylelhylmethan-
~ ^Hcp:an, normal

la^'hoptan

Tricrtiylmcthan.^
Dtetliyl-dimetliylmethuD

Octan, normal
Te-.rametliyl-butan
Hexmcthyiethan, (uses at 96*

»

tosr J

'Xonan, normal
Tetramethyl-penlan „
Pentaniethyl -butan
'Dckan (normal ?|

Dimethyl-heptylmethan
Tetramethyl-hcxanor "diamyl"..
Hendekan
bodekan, normal

15)
- Not boiatcd Tct

Hckdeka-dckan. normal, fuses at

+2rc

BoilinR Point In

Degrees.

Fahr. Cent.

Sp. Gr. of

L:q. at r C.

Liquid at —11" C. and ISO

p] e.<sare (Caillctet).

Liquid at +4' C. under M
(CaiUeleiX

atmospheres'

atmospheres

-13'to-2r
+ 54'

+r
tr to los*

80*

49'

15«*
144'

140'
136*

109' to U8*
209*

19.V

20i°

18r to 189°

2..8°

22r

221' to 22J'

237' to 29S°

2;o"
2cir

S31' to 3M*
3-JO"

3M-

-30'

I

—25'to •

+1'
— 17'

+ 37* to 89°

30'
9*-5

69*

o->-

60'

63"

4S- to 48'

9S'-4
90* -3

90-

SP to 87'

12.i'-5

108'-5

105' to 106*

]47'tol48'
132*

130"

16C' to ISS"

about 160°

100'

Kot yet isolated.

39C 202'

0-600

(?)

06263
0C3S5
S)-

0-663

0-701

C)
0-6769

<?)

0-7005
0-6969
0-689

0-7111

0-7188
0-7111

P)
0-7279
0-7247

(?) •

0-7394

(?)

0-7413

(?)

(?)

Probably all the paraffins enumerated in the table are

present in paraffin oil and in petroleum ; those marked *

have been actually found in the one or the other. The solid

paraffins are not known as unitary chemical substances ; no
chemist as yet has succeeded in splitting up solid paraffin

into its pro.\imate components. The manufacturer, in

regard to the liquid paraffins even, does not trouble him-

self with the isolation of chemical specie.s ; he contents

him.selt with splitting up his oil into fractions correspond-

ing to certain ranges of boiling point, and consequently

adapted to certain practical applications. But even the

boiling point is not much heeded industrially ; the several

kinds of oil are defined by their specific gravity at 60°

F., -which, as experience shows, increases as the boiling

point rises. But it is as w-ell here to point out that the

same (initial) boiling point even, and in a much higher

degfee the same specific gravity, may be e.thibited by oils

of widely different proximate composition. Hence a

relatively (and in a sense sufficiently) high specific gravity

is no guarantee against dangerous inflammability ; the

degree of inflammability in an oil must be—and in practice

always is being—determined by direct experiment. For
this purpose it is not sufficient to heat a sample oil in an
open vessel gradually to higher and higher temperatures,

and to note the temperature at w-hich the atmosphere over

the oil proves inflammable -n-hen a lighted taper is broi ght
in contact with it. By this method (which formerly
was the universally recognized test) the most varying

results may bo obtained \\-ith the same oil. Far

more trustworthy h the closa test first prouosed by
Keates about 1870,'the principle of which is to neat the

oil within a close vessel which is opened only from time

to time to apply a light to its atmosphere. For the

execution of this test many varieties of apparatus have

been proposed. That adopted by Abel, and now (1884)

legally recognized in Great Britain, is made of sheet

copper, the exact thickness of which is prescribed for

every part. The oil is placed in a close cup, suspended in

an air-bath, which latter is heated by immersion in a -(varm-

water bath, provided -ivith an air-jacket. ' The top of the

oil cup is pierced witli three circular orifices, one in the

centre for trying the best flame, and two smaller lateral

holes for admitting air at the close of each trial. The
holes are covered by a slide so contrived that when the

central hole has become almost uncovered the lateral ones

are also open. The slide carries a small colza-oil lamp
suspended on trunnions, having a flame of a prescribed

size. A pendulum two feet in length vibrates in front of

the observer, who, in testing, -nithdraws the slide slowly

during three vibrations, tilts the lamp to bring its flame

in contact with the atmosphere of the vessel, and quickly

shuts the slide during the fourth vibration. To execute a

test the oil at about 60' F. is placed in the cup, -which is

immersed in the water-bath having water of 130° F. A
thermometer plunged into the oil and another in the

water-batli indicate their temperatures. WTien the oil has

approached its presumable flj.shing point, trials are made
at each rise of 1° F. in the temperature of the oil. The
lowest temperature at which the atmosphere of the cup

inflames is the flashing point of the oil tested. The legal

minimum flashing point of burning oil by the close test is

75° F., corresponding to about 100°F. by the obsolete open

test.

The variety of mixed paraffins wtich the oil-distiller

produces may be arranged under the following heads :

—

(1) oils too volatile to be available for domestic iUumina-

tion, serving chiefly as solvents
; (2) burning oils, as

required for house lamps
; (3) oils of very high boiling

point, available, and used chiefly, for lubricating purposes

;

(4) solid paraffin.

The products of the second class have long come to

practically supersede the colza oil which used to be the

illuminating oil par excellence. Over it they offer the

advantages of greater cheapness and of giving, weight for

weight, more light. But their drawbacks are that, how-
ever carefully refined they may be, they have, when
allowed to leak out, or in lamps of inferior construction, a
somewhat disagreeable pungent odour, and that there is

always a lurking danger in the possible presence of highly

volatile inflammable hydrocarbons. Colza oil will never

burn without a wick
;
paraffin oil or petroleum may do so.

Products of the second and third classes, separately or

combinedly, are of course available as fuels proper, i.e., for

the production of heat. At the time when mineral oil

was first produced in great quantity in America, the

advantages it w-ould offer as a fuel for marine boilers

especially were very emphatically insisted on. Of course

mineral oil can be more economically stored than coal,

and its combustion-heal is susceptibli of more exhaustive

utilization. The latter fact forms the raison d'etre of those

beautiful petroleum kitchen-stoves and culinary lamps
which are very much used on the Continent -where gas is

not at hand. But to talk of mineral oil as a cheap

fuel for wholesale heating is nonsense. H. St Claire

Deville, about 1870, made, an extensive investigation on

the calorific value of American petroleum which, is we
know-, is pretty much the same thing as paraffin oil. He
used a large apparatus, enabling -him to burn several

hundred litres of oil in one experiment ; in fact he realized
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more fuUy than other experimenters had ever done the

conditio* prevailing in the working of steam-boilers ;
the

only difference was that he toiik care to collect all the heat

produced in a large mass of water of knov,-n weight and

measured the heat by the increase of temperature produced

in this heat receptacle. He found that even heavy

Virginia lubricating oil gave not more than lO.lbO

unit.^ of heat (Centigrade) per unit-weight of fuel burned.

But on the other hand, in direct experiments made by

Scheurer-Kestner, a coal containing 88-4 per cent, ot

carbon, 4-4 of hydrogen, and 7-2 per cent of oxygen,

nitrogen, and ash gave 9623 units of heat, while another

coal of the same elementary composition gave 9117 units.

Gas retort coke (though a far closer approximation to pure

carbon) yields only 8050 units. Supposing coal yielded

just that in opposition to the 10,000 units from petroleum,

it is clear that the latter must not cost more tlian^ f-o

times as much as coal weight for weight, or else it is the

more expensive fuel. Take one ton of coal at 10s.; eight-

tenths of a ton of petroleum is its calorific equivalent
;
but

this weight of the oil (taking the specific gravity at O'b)

measures 224 gallons. Hence petroleum, to be as cheap

as coal, must not cost more than about a halfpenny

a gallon. Cheap as mineral oil is nowadays, it has not

yet come down to this level.
_

To pass to the lubricating oil (third class), it, like the

burninc' oil, competes with the fats and tatty oils which

unta ktely were exclusively employed. In opposition to

these it offcTS other and very substantial advantages besides

its lower price. Good mineral lubricating oil may have

snch very high flashing point that it may be positively less

inflammable than fatty oils or tallow ; and, as a lubricant I

for high-pi-essure steam cylinders, it offers the great

advantage that it is not, like fatty oils, decomposed by hot

steam into glycerin and fatty acids, which latter cannot

but attack the metal ot the machinery to some extent. A

still more important feature in mineral lubricating oil is

that, even when diffused throughout a mass ot cotton (or

other textile) waste, it shows no tendency towards spon-

taneous combustion. In exhaustive experiments by

Galletly and by Coleman, it was found that mineral

lubricating oils diffused through textile waste do not take

fire at temperatures at which even colza oil ignites, and

also that fatty lubricants to which from 20 to 50 per cent,

of mineral oil was added were thereby prevented from

igniting. . „ • -u

Solid paraffin, industrially and commercially, is a sub-

stitute for the more expensive stearin as a materia.1 for

candles. To tliis latter it is more than equivalent in light-

giving power ; but it offers the drawback ot greater soft-

ness and lower fusing point. In practice paraflfin is always

alloyed with stearin to produce candles possessing the

necessary degree of hardness and stability ot form.

Tie Paraffin Oil Industry of Scotlaiu!.

In December 1847 Lyon Playfair drew the attention of the late

Mr J.r,lic3 Young, F.R.S., a Glasgow chemist, to aspvingor cxmla-

lion of petroleum at Alfreton in Derbysliirc, and in.l need him to

lease the spring, with the view of turning the material to eommercia

advanta-'o In 18JS Mr Young commencc.l the purification and

rrcparat'ion from this petroleum of two varieties of oil—one, thick,

for lubricating, the other, thin and limpid, for burning in lamps.

It was found that this crude petroleum contained paralfm in iiotal. e

proportion; but the solid paralUn was not separated for trade

nurposcs, and that body continued slill a simple chemical curiosity.

Within two yeava the quantity of ])etrolenm yielded by the spring

began to decrease, and in the beginning of 1351 it was practically

exhausted, and the business there ceased. Meantime it had occurred

to Mr Young that the petroleum he was working might have been

nrodueed by the action of heat on the underlying coal ;
and, under

the impression that it might be possible by artilirial means to pro-

duce a similar substance, he bcg.in an e.Uensiyo series of expenmrnts

on the destructive distillation of coal. As the result ot a long-con-
|

tinned irrcTtijation in this direction, v.nth many yancties of coal,

Mr YouE" in October 1850 secured a patent for the manufacture ol

paraffin aiid paraffin oil from bituminous coal, wnieii patent became

the basis of the new industry. " The co.ilc, the patentee says,

" which I deem to be best fitted for the purpose are such as are

nsually called parrot coal, cannel coal, and gas coal and which are

much used in the manufacture of gas for the purpose of illumination.

Early in 1850 Mr Young's attention was called to the Boghead

mineral which he found to be of all the substances experimented

upon the most promising for his purpose. That circumstance

determined Mr Young and hia original partners to set up their

works at Bathgate in the region of the Hoghead mineral, where con-

sequently, in 1850, the necessary buildings and plant were erected,

and manufacturing operations were begun in 1851.
^

In 1853 a law-

suit of great importance, which turned on the scientific question

" What is coal ?^' took place between the proprietor of a portion ot

the Boghead mineral and his mineral tenant, who was entitled to

work coal only. The proprietor averred that the mineral in question

was not coal ; but, after a great amount of scientific evidence on both

sides had been heard, the decision was that the substance came, so

far as regarded the purposes of the lease, within the definition of coal.

Had the issue ot the case been in favour of the proprietor of the

mineral, Mr Young's patent would have been practically valueless,

for he claimed only the distillation of bituminous coal, ihe dis-

tillation of mineral schists or shale at a low red heat had, moreover,

been previously patented by Du Biiisson ; and the only raw materials

which have been used to any extent in the Scottish industry are the

Bo^'head mineral and subsequently bituminous shale.

The essential feature of Young's invention was the distillation ol

bituminous substances at the lowest temperature at which they
.

could be volatilized to a practically sufficient extent. xU practice

it was found that a temperature of 800° F. is the point about which

the best results are obtained. .^, . , »

The material exclusively distilled in the early years of the industry

in Scotland was the Boghead cannel or Torbaneliill mineral. 'Ihe

supply of this mineral was limited, and, as its value for gqsmaking

.as well as for oil distilling was very great, it rapidly advanced in

price from 13s. 6d. per ton, at which it was contracted for when the

Batht'ate works began operations, till it rose to 90s. per ton before

its final disappearance from the market about 1866. As early as

1859 the bituminous shales which are found in the Scottish

Carboniferous foimation began to attract attention as a possible

source of raw material for the industry, and in that year a seam

I was experimentally opened up at Broxbnrn, Linlithgowshire. In

1861 a shale oil work was established at Cavieside, West Calder

I and by the period of the expiry of Young's patent in 1864 several

I works distilling shale were in operation. But, while from the Bo^-

I
head mineral from 120 to 130 gallons of crude oil were obtainable

1 for every ton disulled, the ordinary bituminous shales yield at

! most only 35 gallons per ton ; and even with the improved methods

1 ot workin" in use at the present day the average yiel.l of crude oil

' from sh-iles is not more than 32 gallons per ton. .,,,.,,,
The bituminous shales ot Scotlan.l are found in a wide belt of tho

'

Carboniferous formation, extending from Ayrshire in a north-easterly

direction to the Fife coast. In Ayr and Kenfrew the-y are found to

some extent in the true Coal-measures; but, generally, ami especially

in the east, they are obtained in the Lower Carboniferous series,

These oil shales consist of fissile argillaceous bands highly impreg-

nated with bituminous matter. As a rule the shale of the west

country yields a high percentage of crude oil, but the Linlithgow,

Jlidlothian, and Fife shales produce oils comparatively lud. in

lubricatin- oil and solid pararfni, the most valuable product of the

iiidustrv. The ordinary Broxburn shale contains 17 per cent ot

bituminous volatile matter, and leave, 76 per cent, of '^r'""
^''^'^

(ch.ar) on distillation. In contrast with this is the composition of

the Bo'.head mineral, which contained not less than 6o per cent

ot volatile bituminous matter and only 22 per c.nt of ash.

In the early years of the industry at Balbgate, the two classes of

oil -heavy (lubricant) and light (illuminating) -were the products

?o which ..t enlion was principally directed, I'aramn was separatedr

™m the heavy oils ; but the demand for it was at first small, and

,n„„y dimcnlties had to h' overcome before candles cons^tlng

principally of that body could be favourably brough into .he

market. With the inc, cased knowledge improved methods and

ea".r competition of ,l,e presc day, the range of r™J;f= l"/

.aroely ex ended, and almost everything obtainable from the shale

exc'ei the incombustible ash, is turned to profitable account. Ihe

commercial products embrace -ll'l'»'^°.\-"'"°"'f.',
''\';r' ^Vj,",^

and heatin" gas, gasoline and naphtha, highly volatile oiK several

4dc, of lurning oil and of Inbncating oil. heavy green °. >; ^
/°;^

makinc oil gas, .and solid paraffin. TIio sequ, „ce of manufacturing

"perat^ons h'as' not changed in any essential par ic.ilar since fit

established by Young; but at every stage and in all the ^PPl'^"/"

numerous and important modifications have been, and continue to

be actively inlrolnced, all tending to gieat.r econom) ot "ork.

fn^rcase of podiiction, and imi.rovcmont of tlio quality and variety

of commercial products.
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often be detected without tlie aid of chemical tests ; all heavy
mineral oils exhibit a characteristically strong blue fluorescence,

which becomes rather more prominent by the presence of fatty oil.

Manufacturers, however, have learned to remove the fluoi-esccnce

by the addition of certain chemical substances, and large quanti-

ties of such '" bloomless " oil are being sold and used as c^za or

other fatty oih

ParaJtH Ilcjining.—Tl>e crude paraffin which remains to bo dealt

with consists of soft scale, melting point between 90° and 105° F.,

and hard scale melting between 115' and 120' F- The greater

jttrt of the soft scale is disposed of in the crude state for impreg-

nating match splints in lucifer-match making. The remainder,

liard and soft, is purified by an acid and soda treatment, and
decolorized by rei^ated washings with solvent naplitha. To this

end the scale is melted, mixed with 25 per cent, of naphtha,
coo'ed down, and thus caused to crystallize, and subjected to

hydraulic pressure. The solvent naphtha is thus squeezed out,

and this series of operations is rejwated two or three times. E.icU

of the mother-liquors produced is utilized as a i>urifying agent for

the paratim of a preceding stage of purity, so that it at last arrives

at and serves for the original crude scale

In its progress through tliese washings the naphtha takes up
much heavy oil aud solid paraffin, which avc extracted by systematic
fractionation and crystallization. Tlie paraffin, after its last squeez-

ing, is a dull chalkydooking white mass strongly impregnated with
naphtha, to drive off which it is-mcIteJ aud has a cunvut of steam
blown through it, till no trace of naphtha odour comes away with
tlie steam. The ultimate dccolorization is effected by mixing the

heated paraffin with animal charcoal, allowing the charcoal to settle,

and drawing off the paraffin through filters. The molten jiaralfin

flows into oblong tins wliich mould it into the beautiful translucent

blocks used for candle making and the several other purposea to

'nhich paraffin is applied.

The sodvi-tar obtained in tlie various processes is to some extent
collected and treated for the recovery of a soda sufficiently pure to

te used in the first stages of purification of the crude oil. It is also

employed to neutralize the acid tar, after which both are distilled,

jieldingas a bye-product an oil known as "green oil," largely used
for the manufacture of oil-gas under Pintsch's patent.

Commerce..—The development of the paraffin industry under
Young's patents, arid the rapid increase of demand for the products,
led directly to the rise of the great petroleum industry in America,
The United States acting commissioner of j^tents, Mr John L.

Hayes, in reporting on M^- Young's claim for an extension of bis

patent rights, states that "the manufactures of coal oil in this

country had their origin in Mr Young's discovery. The use of

petroleum followed so directly and obviously from the use of coal

oils that it can hardly be denied that the one originated from the
other." The ]»etroleum industry once started, however, grew with
.£0 Startling rapidity, and attained such gigantic proportions, that it

threatened the entire extinction of the parent manufacture. In the

early Jays of the trade a considerable development of manufacturing
activity took place in Wales, where an inferior kind of cannsl coal

was distilled ; and at many localities in Germany brown coal and
sometimes peat were utilized as the raw materials of a considerable
industry. The pressure of the competition with American oil was
felt severely by all, and it was only ^vith much difficulty that the
^eat Scottish companies succeeded in holding their own, and in

carrying on a constantly extending production. The "Welsh industry
was practically extinguished, and the production in Germany, not-
withstanding the imposition of high protective duties, was gieatly
circumscribed. The chief seats of the manufacture in Germany
are now in Saxony, near W'eissenfels, where a peculiar variety of
lignite called " pyropissitc '* forms the raw material for distillation.

In tlie Scottish industry there was in the middle of 1£S4 about
^

£2,000,000 of capital invested, the working cajiacity of works in
]

operation being equal to the distillation of 4170 tons of shale a
day, while plant is being provided to increase that capacity to

5920 tons. The following table represents the present output of a
Tear of 312 working days.
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over 84 days,—75 days being cloudy and 206 bright slid

clear. In the five years 1S77-S1 only 50 frosts were
observed, and of these 17 fell in August, The wind
"blows from the south on 118 days, and from the north on

103 ; while from the east it blows only 44 days, apd from
the west only 3. Neither north nor south appears to

obtain any definite mastery in any month or season. The
south wind is dry, cool, fresh, and invigorating, and
banishes mosquitoes for a time ; the north wind is hot,

moist, and relaxing. Violent wind-storms, generally from
the south, average si.xteen per annum. Goitre' and leprosy

are the only endemic diseases ; but the natives, being
underfed, ari prone to diarrhoea and dyspepsia.'

The fauna of Paraguay proper is practically the same
as that of Brazil. Caymans, water-hogs (caphichos),

ceveral kinds of deer (Cei-vuspaludosus the largest), ounces,

opossums, armadillos, vampires, the American ostrich, the

ibis, the jabiru, various species popularly called partridges,

the pato real or roj-al duck, the Palamedca comuta, parrots

and parakeets, are among the more notable forms. Insect

life is peculiarly abundant ; the red stump-like ant-hills

are a feature in every landscape, an|^ bees used to be kept
in all the mission villages.

As to the mineral resovirces of Paraguay but little is

known—possibly because there is little to know. The
gold mines said to have been concealed by the Jesuits may
have had no existence; and, though iron was worked by
Lopez II. at Ibicuy (70 miles south-east of Asuncion), and
native copper, black oxide of manganese, marbles, lime,

and salt have been found in greater or less abundance,
the real wealth of the country consists rather in the variety

and value of its vegetable productions. Its forests yield at

least seventy kinds of timber fit for industrial purposes,

—

some, such as the lapacho and quebracho, of rare excellence

and durability, as is shown by the wonderful state of pre-

servation in which the wood-work of early Jesuit chiurches

still remains. Fifteen plants are known to furnish dyes,

and eight are sources of fibre—the caraguatay especially

being employed in the manufacture of the exquisite

nanduty or spiderweb lace of the natives. Fruit trees of

many kinds flourish luxuriantly ; the cocoa palm often

forms regular groves, and the orange tree (reaching a height

of 50 feet) is so common and bears so profusely that

•ranges, like bananas, have a mere nominal value. In the

Mat^; (q.v.), or Paraguayan tea, Paraguay has a commercial
plant of great importance, which may be said to be peculi-

arly its own ; and most' of the primary crops of the tropics

could be cultivated with ease if there were only men and
means. Paraguay tobacco is prized in all the La Plata
countries, and, as men, women, and children all smoke,
there is a large home consumption ; but only a small
quantity finds its way to Europe, under other names;
coffee (though the berry is of excellent quality, if slightly

bitter) is even more neglected ; sugar is grown only for

manufacture into rum and syrup.s, and loaf-sugar has to

be imported from Brazil; and, although the whole popula-
tion is clothed exclusively in white cotton stuffs, and
cotton grows almost spontaneously in the country, English
goods burdened by a duty of 40 per cent, keep the market.
\\Tieat, oats, and rice can all be raised in different districts,

but the dietary staples of the Paraguayans are still, as when
the Spaniards first came, maize and mandioca (the latter

the chief ingredient in the excellent chipa or Paraguayan
bread), varied it may be with the seeds of the Victoria

regia, whose magnificent blossoms are the great feature of

several of the lakes and rivers. Cattle-breeding was
formerly a very important interest in several of the dejiart-

ments, but the stock was nearly all destroyed during the

' Further details » ill be found in Keith Johnston ifitog. Mag. ) auJ
Hr Vansittart's Report,

war, and is only being slowly recruited from the Argentine
Republic. The total number of horned cattle is estimated at
500,000. Land may be purchased from private owners for
from £160 to £200 per square league of 4500 English acres,

but the Government rate amounts to £900 or £1000.
Tlie inhabitants of Paraguay are mainly Guaranis or half-breeds

with a strong ]ii-cportion of Guarani blood.- A ]ieaceful, simple
people, fond of Howers .md fetes, they displayed during the desolat-
ing wars of lS65-(0 (as so often before in the time of the Jesuits)

indoniitablo courage in the face of overwhelming odds. Trust-
worthy figures in regard to the population ean hardly be said to
exist. A so-called census for 1S79 gives a total of 346,043, wliich
is probably not far from the truth. The female births being always
in excess of the male, and most of the full-grown n.cn having
perished in the wars, the females forr.l about two-thirds of thb whole.

Of the foreign residents in 1879, about 4000 were Italians, 400
Germans, 400 Spaniai-ds, :vid 40 English. Formerly, about 1857.
divided into twenty-five departments, the couutry was in 18/6
distributed Vnto twenty-three electoral districts, each with a gcfe

politico, ajuez de paz, and a municipality. Asuncion (5. u. ), the
capital, is also the largest city (40,000 in 1857, 16,000 in 1879).

Other places of present or historical importance are Villa Rica
(12,570 in 1879), often called Villa Pobre, the chief seaj of the
tobacco trade, and the easternmost of the larger towns ; Villa Pilar

or El Pilar (3722), formerly Neembucu, opposite the mouth of the
Bermejo, and the " strangers' farthest " under Dr Francia's des-

potism ; San Estanislao (7453) ; San Pedro (9706), near the Tcjui,

about 3 leagues from its junction with the Paraguay ; Concepcion
(10,697), tlie northernmost of the towns or villages, 200 miles
above Asuncion, and the trading centre for the northern mate
plantations ; Humaita (3868), 198 miles below the capital, the site

of the great earthworks by Which Lopez stopjied the advance of

the allies for more than a year ; Paraguari (5315), the present ter-

minus of the railway ; Jaguaron (3413), 2^ leagues from Paraguari,

founded in 1536, and the seat of a manufacture of orange-Hower
essence ; Ita (6332), known for its earthenwai-e ; Itangua (6948),
w-ith brick and tile works ; Luque (8878), tlie provisional capital in

1868; Villa Hayes (Villa Occidental, Kouvelle Bourdeau.x), 10 miles
above Asuncion, founded in 1854 by Lopez with French settlers.*

Paraguay is a constitutional republic. The president and vice-

president hold office for four years, and are again eligible after eight

years. The legislative bodies are a chamber of deputies (one deputy
from each 6000 inhabitants) and a senate (one senator from each terri-

torial division with 8000 inhabitants, and beyond that from eve.'v

12,000 inhabitants). There are live Government departments, and
a supreme court of three salarieil judges. The peojileare noqiinf.'ly

Roman Catholics, but full religious liberty prev^iils. Grim*! is

comparatively rare, and rs rapidly diminishing. Marriage has
fallen so com)detely out of fasliion that only 3 j)er cent of the
births are legitimate. Education is technically compulsory ; but
the 178 schools were in 1879 attended only by 5862 boys and 920
girls. There is only one public library (3000 vols.) in the oountry.
The army, which, when Lopez IL ascended the thi'one, numbered
12,000 men, but with a reserve of 46,000, is now reduced to 500
men; every able-bodir:d citizen is under obligation to serve in ease

of need. There- is but one war-steamer, of 440 tons burden. The
only railway is the line (45 miles) from Asuncion to Paraguari, which
was begun by Lopez I. in 1859, and surveyed us far as Villa Rica.

It was bought for £100,000 by a jcint-stoek company in 1877. The
double run, occu])ying twelve hours, is performed four times a week.
The general trade of the country has begun to revive ; from
£131, 493 in 1876, the value of the imports rose to £258,000 in 1881,
and the exports from £68,577 to £386,700. Among the exjiorta

(all duty free) there appeared in 1881—mate, £182,025; dry hides,

£23,345; tobacco, £131,730; 20,009,597 cigars, £4802 (about
seventeen a jieimy) ; 47,917,700 oranges, £9583 ; and hard woods,
£3342. The customs furnish nearly four-fifths of the national

revenue (not much more than £100,000 in 1881). Previous to the

w.or there was no national debt. In 1871 and 1872 two foreign

loans (nominally £1,000,000 and £2,000,000) were contracted

through Jlessrs Robinson, Fleming, k Conqiany, London, and hypo-
thecated on the public lands of Paraguay, valued at £19,380.000.
Ajiart from the war debt of more than £45,000,000, the official

statement for 1882 recognizes ii foreign debt of £3,403,000.
Hislonj,—In 1528 Sebastian Cabot, following in tho footsteps of

De Solis, reached Paraguay and built a fort called Santo Espiritu.

Asuncion was founded on August 15, 1537, by Juan do Ayolas, and
his successor Martinez do Irala determined to make it the capital of

the Spr.nish ])Ossessions east of the Andes. From this centre
Syanibh advcntiyers pushed east to La Guayra beyond the Paran.-i,

and west into tlie Gran Chaco ; and before long \-ast numbers of the
less warlike natives were reduced to serfdom. The name Paraguay

^ A graphic description of the Guai-aiii physique is given by Captain
Rurton, TiaitUJidih of Paratjtiay, p. 11.

* Mr Vansittart in Reports by Sec. of Emb. and Lc^ation^ 18^3.
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ms applied not only to the coantry Letreen Rio Fu^jay and Rio

Pvana, bat to the whole Spanish territory, which now comprises

]«rts of Braril, the republic of Uruguay, and the Argentine ppoTinces

of Buenos Ayres, Entre Kics, Corrientes, Misiones, and part of

Sanu Fe- It was not till 1620 that Paragnay proper and Rio de la

Plata or Buenos A>Tes were separated from each other as distinct

soremments, and they were both dependent on the vice-royalty of

I'eru till 1776, when Buenos Ayres was erected into a vice-royalty,

a;id TaragTiay placed under its jurisdiction. In the history of

i'aiaguay down to the latter part of the ISth century, the interest

develops along two main Hues, wldcb from time to time get entangled

•.vith each other—the struggle between Spaniard and Portuguese for

the possession of the border region between the Brazils and the

cooatry of the plains, and the formation and defence of a great

philanthropic despotism by the Jesuits. The first Christian mis-

sions in Paraguay were estahlishcd by the Franci:«ans—Armenta,
Lebron, Solauo (who was afterwards canonized as the apostle of

Paraguay), and Bolauos—between 1542 and 1560 ^ but neither they

nor the first Jesuit missionaries, Salonio, Field, and Ortega, were

= ".lowed to make their enterprise a permanent success. This fell to

the lot of the second band of Jesuits, Cataldino, Mazeta, and
Lorenzana, who began work in 1605. The methods by which they

controlled and disciplined the GoaS^nis have been desciibed in the

article Avekica.' The greater number of the Jesuit " reductions
""

lay outside of the present limits of the republic, in the countr)- south

of the Parana, which now forms the two Argentine provinces of

Corrientes and Misiones. La Guayra, one of the most celebrated, is

in the Brazilian province of Parana. Though they succeeded in

establishing a kind of ii>iperi;im in imperio, and were allowed to

drill the natives to the use of anns, the Jesuits never held rule in

the government of Paraguay ; indeed they h.id nearly as often to

defend themselves from the hostility of the governor and bishop at

Asuncion as from the«actnal invasions of the Paulistas or Portu-

guese settlers of Sao Paulo. It was only by the powerful a«;sistance

of Zabala^ governor of Buenos Ayres that the An ti-Jesuit and quasi-

national l«rty which had been formed under Antequera was crushed
in 1735. In 1750 Ferdinand VI. of S{iain ceded to the Portuguese,

in exchange for the fortified village of Colonia del Sacramento
(UruguayX both the district of La Guayra and a territory of some
20,000 square miles to the east of the Uruguay. Seven of their

reductions being included in this area, the Jesuits determined to

resist the transference, and it was only after several engagements
that they were defeated by the combic€d forces of Spain and Portu-
paL The treaty which they thus opposed was revoked by Spain
in 1761, but the missions never recovered their prosperity, and
the Jesuits were finally eipelied the country in 1767. In ISll
Paraguay declared itself independent of Spain ; by 1814 it was a
despotism in the hands of Dr Frasci.v (^.r. ). On Francia"s death
in 1^0, the chief power passed to his nephew Carlos Antonio Lopez
(j.c), and he was in 1&62 succeeded by his son Francisco Solano
Lopez, whose ambitious schemes of conquest resulted in the almost
total extinction of Paraguayan nationality. The three allies,

Uruguay, Brazil, and the Argentine Republic, which united against

him, bound themselves by tlie treaty of 1855 to respect and guaran-
tee for five years the independence, sovereignty, and territorial

integrity of Paraguay, and at the close of the war in 1870 a new
consritution was established, and a president, Jovellanos, appointed
under their protection. Reduced to utter helplessness, the coantry
owes its conrinued existence to the jealousy and balance of power
existing between its neighbours. By a separate treaty with Brazil

in 1872 it undertook to pay the cost of the war—£40,000,000 to
Brazil, £7,000,000 to the 'Argentine Republic, and £200,000 to
L'ruguay, or more than £136 per head of the population. An attempt
made in 1873 by Messrs Robinson and Fleming to establish an
English colony of so-cjlled Lincolnshire farmers ended in disaster.

Somewhat better succe^ has as yet attended the German colony
of San Bernardino on Lake Ipacanay (i\i colonists in 1879). The
Brarilian army of occuparion was withdrawn only in 1876.
Of oMer wcrks on Psracnutj the most imponuit are Axtra's Voiftsgti dant r

^msriqme He^diimale, P«ris, 1SP9; and Charlevoix, Bitioirt, already referred
to, A3 commissioner for the scalemensctu 17SI) of the frontier betareen Spanish
and Portngneae territory, Azara enjoyed exceptional opporturities of informa-
tion, Lozano'a Hitr. de la Co^^Ufa <Ui Para^vay (naed in MS. by Azsral »a3
firtt printed U Bocnos Ayres, 1573-74. tJlrich Schmidc (often, even in editions
of Us worit, called Schmi^iel or Schmideis). a German adventurer, left a narraiire
of the tLTA Sfenish expeditions, which was published at Frankfort in 15fi3. Like
much else of the older literature it included in Pedro de Anpelis, CO'efficn de
dofirm. hitt, def Ri'j de la Plata. 1S35, *c. and in De B.-y's aimaar collection, as
well as in Batria's Ruioriadaret. A sjslematic narratiT^ of events in the
Spanish period is (r.ven in GreKorio Fnncs, £vutfc de la hut. civil del Paraguay,
Bit^M Aires, y Tvemmaji. S vols.. Bnenca Aires, 1816; Washburn's Bistory of
Paraymay, Boston. 1871, deals wiUi Utcr times. Sec also Dobrizhoffer, Bist. de
Abipomibiu: Pa(^ La Plata. Ac. Kew Yorlc. 18e7 ; Uaus&cld, i^ara^Kiry, Ac,
lymdoo, 1S55; burton. Lelteri /rtnn tJie BatllejSetds c/ Paragvaf, 1870; Uolhall,
Jhidtoot of il.e P.icer Plate Republics, 1S75; Mrs yiaXtitO, Bettccei tht Aaaton
ar.d .fa(f.-», lisi ; E. F. Knight. Cruise o/ llu Falcon, ISS3. (H. A. W.)

' See Daran, Jtelaiicn, 163S ; Ruiz de Montoya, Corupiisla Esjn-
Tiliial dd Paraguay, 1639 ; Muratori's panegyrical 11 Cris'.iaticsiTio

/elite, 1743 ; Charlevoix, Utiioin (U Paragux'j, 1756 ; Davie, LctUrs
from Paragvay, 1805, tc

PARAGUAY RITER. See Platk Rivee.
PARAHYBA, or P.uiaiba, distinguished as Parahyba

do Xorte from Parahyba do Sul or S. Joao de Parahyba

to the south of Rio de Janeiro, is a city of Brazil on the

right bank of the river of the same name, 12 miles from
the sea, at the terminus of a railway running 87 miles into

the interior. It is divided into a lower commercial town

and an upper town containing the governor's residence and
other public buildings. From December to March the

climate is not considered healthy. The harbour, ob-

structed by several reels, has a depth of 15 feet, but

vessels ground at low water ; there is safe anchorage,

however, at Cabedello at the month of the river. The
population^ which was -tO.OOO about 18-45, has decreased

to between 12,000 and 1-1,000, and direct trade with

Europe has been given up sinde 1840. Sugar, cotton,

and india rubber are still exported.

PARALLAX may be defined, generally, as the change

produced in the apparent place of an object when it is

viewed from a point other than that of reference. In

astronomy, the places of the moon and planets are referred

to the centre of the earth, those of the fixed stars to the

centre of the sun. It is shown in Astronomy (vol. il

p. 775) that, the maximum or horizontal parallax of a

celestial object being known, its parallax from any point

of observation can be calculated. The present article will

be restricted to an account of the methods employed for

determining the solar and Ivmar parallaxes and those of

the fixed stars.

SoL.*i Pakaixax.—The sun's mean equatorial hori-

zontal parallax (termed briefly the " solar parallax ") ia

the angle which the equatorial radius of the earth wovdd

subtend to an observer at the sun when the earth is at

mean distance from the sim. For its determination it

would appear only necessary to observe the sun's apparent

position simultaneously ^ from two wddely different points

on the earth's surface ; the difference of the apparent

positions will be due to displacement by parallax, from

which displacement the mean equatorial horizontal parallax

can be readily deduced.

The requirements of modem astronomy demand that

the solar parallax shall be determined with an accuracy

of Y^^ns P^^ °^ ^'^ amount—that is, within less than -j^
part of a second of arc. But meastires in the neighbour-

hood of the sun cannot be made with any approach to

this accuracy, not only on account of the effect of the sun's

heat on the various parts of the instruments employed, but

also of the atmospheric currents created by heat, which

tend to destroy steady atmospheric definition and to

render the solar image incapable of exact observation.

It is thus hopeless to look for any solution of the problem

by the most direct method. Two courses remain—either

to seek some method which affords a larger angle to

measure, or one which permits a mode of observation

affording a higher precision. There are many relations to

the solar parallax which are well established.

(1) Theparallax of the moon is known with very consider-

able precision by direct determination. The proportion of

this parallax to that of the sun is an important term in

the lunar theory, and the constant of this term (the

parallactic itujtialiti/ ^) is a knovvTi function of the solar

parallax. Hence, if the constant of the parallactic

inequality is independently determined, the solar parallax

becomes known. The elements of the orbits of Venus and

* In using the word simidiaruously the reader rcust understand

that, ^hough it is impassible for two widely separated obser^-ers to

make precisely simultaneous observiticns, yet there is no diSctiky

(since the apparent motion of the sun is accurately known) in redacing

the obsen-ations so as to represent the result as if the two obiervatioaa

had been made at the same instant.

> See Asrso>'0]iT,voL ii. p. 79o
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Mars undergo secular variations which "increase from year

to year, from century to century, and at last acquire very

large values. These secular variations (on the assump-

tion that all the terms of the theories of the planets are

mathematically accurate) have also a well-determined

relation to the solar parallax, and therefore afford a means

of determining that parallax with an accuracy which

increases by the continuance of observation.

(2) It has been shown (AsTRONomy, vol. ii. p. 779 sq.,

and Mechanics, vol. xv. p. 70S) that the proportions of the

interplanetary distances can be very accurately determined

and tables be computed from observations of the apparent

places of the planets, without any knowledge or assump-
tion as to absolute distances (although an accurate know-
ledge of the solar parallax is required for giving final

perfection to the lunar and planetary tables). In astro-

nomical ephemerides therefore the distances of planets from
the earth are accurately expressed in terms of the earth's

mean distance from the sun, the latter being reckoned

unity. Hence, to determine the solar parallax, it is only

necessary to measure, at some favourable opportunity, the

parallax of any planet, and to multiply the jiarallax so

found by the number wjiich expresses the relation of the

distance of the planet from the earth to the earth's mean
distance from the sun.

(3) When Jupiter is in opposition he is nearer the earth

by the diameter of the earth's orbit than when in conjunc-

tion ; hence, since light occupies a very sensible time to

travel, eclipses of Jupiter's satellites will seem to occur too

Eoon in the first case and too late in the latter, the differ-

ence between the extremes of acceleration and retardation

being the time occupied by light in crossing the earth's

orbit. This time is about IG^ minutes for the mean
diameter of the earth's orbit ; hence, if the velocity of

light can be independently determined, the diameter of

the earth's orbit becomes known. The determination, by
employing the velocity of light, is also arrived at in

another way. The constant of aberration (see Astronomy,

p. 757), or the maximum apparent change of a star's true

place due to the motion of the observer, depends on the

relative velocity of the motion of the observer in space

compared with the velocity of light. The angular velocity

of the observer is perfectly known ; hence if his linear

velocity is known his radius of motion is known. Thus,

if the constant of aberration and the velocity of light are

independently determined, the radius of motion (that i;

the sun's parallax) will be found.

There are thus three distinctive typical methods:— (1)

the gravitational method, de])ending on terms in the

lunar and planetary theories, the constants of whicli are

determined by observation
; (2) the geometrical, or direct

observational, method; and (3) the physical method.

1. Tlie Grai'itadonal Mclliod.—The moon's parallactic

inequality appears, at first sight, to furnish a very accurate

method, as its constant is about 125", or fourteen times as

great as the solar parallax, and the existing observations

are very numerous. Unfortunately its determination is

inextricably mixed up with the determination of the

moon's diameter—a diameter increased by irradiation, and
therefore different for every telescope, and perhaps for

every observer. But this is not all. The maximum and
minimum effect of the parallactic inequality occur at first

and last quarter, i.e., when the moon is half full. One
half of the observations for parallactic inequality therefore

are made when the sun is above the horizon, and a great

portion of the other half during twilight; whilst those on
which the moon's diameter depend are made at midnight,

when the irradiation is a totally different quantity from

what it is in daylight or during twilight. Newcomb has

attempted to determine the correction of the diameter by

the errors in right ascension, derived by comparing
Hansen's tables of the moon with observations made by
.daylight and at night ; but he confesses that the result is

so mixed up with the correction of the coefficient of the
variation (and, he might have added, with the observer's

personality and the telescope employed! that it cannot be
relied upon.

The following are the most important discussions :

—

Hansen, Mon. Xoticcs Ji. A. S., vol. xxiv. p. 8 result 8*92

Stone, Mon. Kotkcs R. A. S., vol. xxvi. p. 271 ,, 8-85
Newcomb, Washington Obsc7-vations, ISQ^ ,, 8'84

Neison,\inpubIislietl, probably to appear in J/f»i. Ji.A. S. ,, 8*7

8

One cannot look with confidence upon a method which

thus permits discordance of more than one per cent, in the

discussion of the smne obsei-vations by different astronomers.

The result arrived at must depend on the adopted correc-

tions of the moon's diameter, and, since that diameter is

not capable of determination under the same circumstances

of illumination as those in which the observations for paral-

lactic inequality are made, the judgment of the theorist

must step in and assigi) some more or less hypothetical

grounds for the adoption of a particular diameter ; and
upon this assumption will turn the whole of the quantity

of which we are in search.

It is, however, not impossible that the method of observ-

ing a spot near the centre of the moon, instead of the

moon's limb, may lead to a more reliable result. But it

will have to be shown by independent methods that the

position of the selected spot is not systematically affected

by phase.

Attention was first called to the method which employs
the secular variations of the elements of the orbits of

Venus and Mars for determining the solar parallax by a
most, able and comprehensive paper communicated by
Leverrier to the Paris Academy of Sciences, and published

in their Comptes Rendits for 1872, July 22. The mo.st

important of these variations is that of . the perihelion of

Mars. The earth's attraction increases the heliocentric

l)osition of Mars at perihelion by about 50" in a century,

and this change at a favourable opposition subtends an
angle of 185" at the earth.

Ou 1G72, October 1, the star i/j Aqnarii was occulted by
Mars. The appulse was observed by Richer at Cayenne,

by Picard near Beaufort, and by Romer at Paris. The
separate comparisons differ only 0"'5, 0"'8, and 0"'3

respectively ; and the star \p Aquarii was very frequently

observed by Bradley. The increase iu two centuries of

the geocentric longitude, corresponding to the distance of

the planet Mars from the earth on 1672, October 1, is-

294". Hence JI. Leverrier concludes that (attributing

an error not greater than 1" to the determination of the

observed variation) the time has arrived when the solar

jiarallax can be detern\ined with a jjrobable error not ex-

ceeding ^iy^ of its amovmt, or the concluded parallax will

be exact to nearly ±0"01. The value of the parallax

so deduced M. Leverrier finds to be
8" -866.

Similarly he finds from the latitude of Venus, determined

by the transits of Venus in 1761 and 1769, combined
with the latitude determined by meridian observations of

the present day
8" -863

.

From the discussion of the meridional observations of

Venus in an interval of one hundred and six years, he

finds

These values from the theories of Venus and Mars accord

in a wonderful manner, and would appear at first sight to

justify considerable confidence in the result. But it is

impossible to forget the extraordinary intricacy of the
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proci5se3 througla which these results have been evolved,

and the liability to some systematic source of error, such,

for example, as some neglected term producing a long

inequality which may become mixed up with the secular

variation.

In- 1874 the tabular errors of Venus, as determined by
t^B planefs transit across the sun's disk, amounted to

more than 5" of_arc both in R.A. and declination, and the

tabular errors of Mars amounted to more than S" in R.A.

and to about 3" in declination at the opposition of 1877,

equivalent to an error of 2"'l? in heliocentric longitude

(Mem. R. A. S., vol. xlvL p. 172). Leverrier's planetary

tables'do not, therefore, possess the accuracy attributed to

them by their distinguished author, and the conclusions

at which he arrived probably require some further modi-

ficatios. Tisserand {Compfes Rendus, 1881, March 21)

luiS continued the researches of Leverrier, and finds that

they require modification, and are also subject to very

considerable pvobable error. The later researches of Tisse-

rand appear to point to- a value of the solar parallax

smaller than that found by Leverrier, but his work has

not yet been brought to fifial conclusion.

2. The Geometrical Method.—The most favourable oppor-

tunities for the application of this method are afforded, in

a geometrical sense, by the planets Venus and Mars, when
the former is in conjunction and the latter in opposition.

Of these Vetius approaches the earth within one-fourth of

the sun's mean distance, whilati Mars, in the most favour-

able circumstances, approaches jnly within one-third of

the eame distance.

When Venus is near conjunction she is only visible as a

slender crescent in the neighbourhood of the sun, and at

conjunction is only visible on the occasion of a transit

across the sun's disk. It generally happens, therefore,

that the only means of determining the apparent position

of Venus near conjunction is to refer that position to the

eun's limb or sun's centre. But the sun's place is also

affected by parallax, so that when the position of Venus is

referred to the sun the parallactic displacement is only the

difference of the parallax of the sun and Venus. Mars,

on the other hand, can be referred to stars of which the

parallax is absolutely insensible ; thus it happens that the

advantage of Venus in point of parallactic displacement is

diminished till the geometrical Renditions are only 5 per

cent, in favour of Venus. Transits of Venus across the

Bun's disk have been observed for parallax in 1761, 1769,

1874, and 1882,i

If an astronomer at each of^wo widely separated

stations observes the absolute instStii of apparent internal

;ontact of Venus with the sun's limb, he is sure that the

lentrtjs of the sun and Venus are separated by an angular

iistauce equal to the " semidiameter. of th«i sun minus the

semidiameter of Ven\is." The difference of the absolute

times at the two stations is due to parallactic displacement,

and, the planet's tabular motion being accurately known,
the s.mount of displacement becomes known. If instead

Df one contact only the two observers note the instants

of internal contact both at ingress and egress, then they

practically find the chords described by the planet as seen

from both stations. The difference of length of these

chords (in time) being known, as well as the approximate
diameters of the sun and Venus, and their tabular motion,

we have the data for computing the difference of least dis-

tance of centres of the sun and Venus at the two stations,

ind this distance being due to parallax, we have the means
of computing the parallax of Venus and thence the solar

yarallax. This latter method (originally proposed by
Halley in 1716) has the advantage of not requiring a

* For conditions when a transif will occur, V^ vaai and future

a«uit& see Asibqhomt toL.!!. d, 786

rigid deternriTiation of the absolute instant of each contact,

but merely ot the duration of the transit ; in other words,

it involves no very rigid determination of the longitude or

clock error, but only an exact knowledge of the clock rate.

It was Halley "s opinion that the in-stants of contact

cou'u be observed with an accuracy within two or three

tenths of a second of time, but experience has gone to

show that the actual errors are from ten to forty times

this amount, and the causes of those errors can now bo

assigned with considerable certainty. These causes are

—

(1) irradiation and diffraction; (2) di.<5rurbance of the

image by irregular refraction in the earth's atmosphere;

(3) the effect of the atmosphere of Venus in complicating

the phenomena at the point of contact.

(1) Irradiation increases the diameter of the sun and
diminishes that of Venus. Its extent depends on the aper-

ture of the telescope, the perfection of its optical quality,

and the perfection of the focal adjustment. Its amount is

also changed by the brilliancy of the sun, i.e., is affected

by the transparency of the sky and the density of the

sun-shade employed. Also, when the space between the

limbs of the sun and Venus becomes smaller "thau the

diffraction disk of the object-glass employed, a greyness or

shadow is perceived at the point of past or approaching

contact; therefore, within a minute angle equal to the sepa-

rating power (the diameter of tlie diffraction disk) of the

object-glass, the actual instant of contact can only be esti-

mated by changes in the diffraction phenomena. (2) Wheu
the images are thrown into rapid vibration 'oy irregular re-

fraction in the earth's atmosphere, it becomes impossible

to distinguish between the vibration of the image of the

dark body of Venus across the sun's limb near the point of

contact and the regular phenomena of irradiation, provided

that the atmospheric vibrations are sufficiently rapid to

produce a persistent image on the retina of the observer's

eye. Thus at the transit of Venus in 1882 observers were

instructed to note at ingress the time when there was " a

well-marked and persistent discontinuity in the illumina-

tion of the apparent limb of the sun." Now it so happened

that at the Koyal Observatory, Cape of Good Hope, the

definition w-as very bad—a south-easter was blovi-iug, the

effect of which was, as is almost invariably the case, to

create a rapid minute vibration in the images of celestial

objects (see Sir John Herschel's Remits of Ohscrvatiom at

the Cape of Good Hope, y. xiv.). Thus "a well-marked

and persistent discontinuity in the illumination of the-

apparent limb of the sun" was seen by all of five observers

at the Royal Observatory from 10 to 20 seconds of tima

longer than at the adjoining stations in the Cape Colony,

where the images were seen comparatively steady and well-

defined. The instant of occurrence of the above-described

phase is therefore a function of the state of the atmo-

spheric definition, and no accurate means exist of estim8.t-

ing such influence. (3) The observation is besides com-

plicated by the illuminated atmosphero of Venus, which

forms an arc of light round the planet near the point of

contacJ. In many cases this light has been confounded

with the light of the sun, and has thus caused very con-

sjdera'ole errors of observation.

From these various causes the apparent phenomena are

different at different stations ; and probably also the same

phenomena are described by different observers in very

different language. The real difficulty of the discussion

of the results arises when these different and differently-

described phenomena have to be combined. It is of no

consequence whether a real or seeming contact has been

observed ; it is only necessary to be certain that those

observations are combined • which represent the same

phenomenom Tha sam phenomenon would correspond

with thp same appaieni angular distance of centres of the
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8Un and Venus, :/ all iU- M.'3cof?s were aliJce^ if all th-e.

telescopes were in, perfect focal adjudmeiity and if the atmo-

spheric condittOTis of definition at all the stations were per-

fect or identical. But if these conditions are not realized

(and they cannot be realized in practice) the same appar-

ent phenomena will not represent corresponding phases ;

and, further, the observers at different stations use such

different language to express what they saw that it

becomes impossible to select even apparent corresponding

phases with any certainty.

The value of the solar parallax deduced from a series of

observations of the contacts of Venus with the sun's limb

will therefore entirely depend upon the interpretation puc

upon the language of the various observers. The result

will besides be systematically affected if the state of

atmospheric definition is systematicallv different in the

opposite stations.

It is thus not surprising that very different results have

been arrived at by different astronomers from different

transits, and even from different discussions of the same
observations of the same transit,

Laplace, Mechaniqite C^Uste transits of 1761 and 1769, 8'81

'LnckG, Ent/emung der Sonne^ r>, 108 ,, „ ,, 8"58

^tone., Mon. Notices R. A. S.^ro\. xxriii. p. 255, ..transit of 1769, 8-91

Powalky, Ast. Nachrickten^ Ixxvi. coL 161 ,, 1769, 879
Airy, Monthly Noiicea, vol. xxxviii, p. 16 ,, 1874, 8"76

Stone, MoTUhhj Noticc.% vol xzxviii.'p. 204 .... ,, 1874, 8 '88

Tupman, Monthly Notices^ vol. xxxWil. p. 455. ,, 1874, 8-85

Besides observing the contacts, another method was employed by
the Germans, the Russians, the Dutch, by Lord Lindsay's expe-
dition at the transit of Venus in 1874, and by the Germans in 1882,
viz., the heliomctric method. This consists in observing with the

heliomcter (see Micrometcr, vpl. x-^i. pp. 252-254) the distance

of Venus from opposite limbs of the sun along known position-angles

nearly in the line of greatest and least distance of Venus from the

sun's limb. Tlie method possesses many apparent advantages,
because it affords the opportunity of multiplying the observations

and of eliminating many sources of error.

At first sight it seems as if the method is free from the necessity

for any accurate determination of the scale-value of the instrument,
because, if measures are made frcm opposite limbs of tlie sun, the

sun's diameter may be taken as tV.e standard for all observers, and
the place of the planet may be interpolated relatively to the opjjo-

site limbs. Unfortunately it happens that there is a very marked
difference in observing the sun's diamet'^r due both to instrument
and observer. Thus two observers with different instruments,

wlio It.ive compared scale-value by a number of pairs of stars, or

zones of stars, will measure sun-diameters with a marked constant
ditferenre. If the sun's diameter is assumed to be constant, it, in

fact, determines the scale-value ; hence the distance of centres

measured by the two observers will differ by the proportionate part

- X Ai*, where 5 is the distance of centres, d the true diameter, and
«
Ad the difference of diameter as measured by the two observers.

Thus it is only when s=0 (that is, when the planet is near the
centre of the sun) that this method can be used,—a condition that
does not exist in practice.

In the case of the transit of Venns fully one-third of the whole
of this personality would enter into the result by this method
of reduction. For rigid reduction therefore it is absolutely

necessary to have a rigid determination of scale-value in seconds

of arc. Unfortunately this value, when determined for any
uniform instn;raental condition of temperature, is liable to change,

because, in observations of the sun, diHerence of temperature be-

tween the tube, the object-glass, and the scale of the instrument
is produced, and the focal adjustment is also disturbed. The scalc-

valuo depends on the relation of the focal lencjth of the obioct-

glass to tnc length of a part of the scale, arid iz besides affected by
abnormal focal adjustment of the eye]iiece,

Drs Auwcrs and AVinnecke adopted a very complete scheme for

determining the scale-value at any instant.

1. The scale-valuo was determined for a uniform condition of the

temperature of the instrument by measuring zones of stars whoso
places were rigidly determined by meiidian observations ; and by
the same means the temperature coefficient of the instrument was
dctcnninotl for dificront temperatures, the various parts of the
instrument being assumed of a uniform temperature in observations
of stars by night.

2. Tlie cfTect of a displacement of focus was determined by
measuring the sun's tliaraetor and distances of pairs cf stars with
dilTcrcut positions of the focal adjiistmcnt.

3. The focal point was determined during sun-obscrvationa by
adjusting the focus on a telescope fixed iu a specially prepared
chamber, where its temperature would change very slowly, and the
temperature of the scale (and hence its length) were measured by a
metallic thermometer ; hence the change of the proportion of the
scale-length to the focal length became known,

In Lord Lindsay's expedition similar precautions were employed,
excepting that in the last case an attempt was made to determine, the
temperature of the tube by thermometers and that of the object-

glass by a thermo-pile, and the position of the focal point was cal-

culated from tnese data.

The uncertainties of all these operations are considerable, and,
though from the extraordinary labour and care bestowed upon the
determination of the necessary corrections by the German astro-

comers a fairly reliable result may bo arrived at, it is certain that
the method of determining the solar parallax from heliomctric

observation of transits of Venus can now be surpassed by methods
more direct, more reliable, and at the same time less laborious and
costly.

If photographs can be obtained during a transit in which the
limbs of the sun. and Venus are sufficiently well-defined, uie

distance of the centres of the sun and planet can be determi:ied [is

in the heliometer method) provided only that the pictures are

affected by no systematic errors. That this latter condition may be

fulfilled the following are the essential conditions.

1. The picture must be formed on the photographic plate

without distortion, or, if it is affected by distortion, that distortion

must be ascertained and allowed for,

2. No change must take place in the process of developing and
fixing the picture, or, if such change is possible, means must Iw

provided for its detection and elimination,

3. The angular value of one inch on the plate must be accurately

known, so as to convert measured distances into arc—for the same
reasons as in the heliometer method.

It is necessary to employ an image of considerable size, because
otherwise the particles of collodion, if magnified so much as to

permit measurement of the requisite accuracy, give an irregularity

to the limbs that is fatal to accurate estimation. Thus it becomes
necessary either to. employ a lens of very considerable focal length

(40. feet was generally adopted), or to introduce a secondary lens

to magnify the image formed in the primary focus. The first of

these methods was employed by the Americans, by the French, and
in Lord Lindsay's expedition at the transit of 1874, the second Jay

the British, German, Russian, and Dutch expeditions.

The use of an object-glass of long focus renders mounting of the

lens in the usual maAner, though not a practical impossibiUty, yet

at least a matter of extreme inconvenience. Accordingly, where
lenses of long focus were employed, the telescope was mounted in a
liorizontal position, and the sun's rays were reflected by a plane

mirror in the direction of the tube's length. It is not easy to con-

ceive that any sensible distortion in the image can be produced by
a lens of such long focus even if only of mediocre quality of figure;

indeed the method may be assumed free from any such error ; but
it is undoubtedly exposed to all the errors of distortion which may
be produced by the plane. From the perfection now attained in

the construction of optical planes, and the means A\Jnch exist for

testing them, the errors due to this cause may also probably bo

safely neglected, except in so faV as the figure of the plane is dis-

torted by the heat of the sun, and it is not impoasiblo that some
sources of systematic error may be thus created.

To determine the angular value of one inch {or other unit of

length) on the photographic plate, it is only necessary to mcasuro
the distance of the plate from the posterior surface of the object-

glass, and then to determine the distance of the optical centre of

the lens from that surfj^ce ; the sum of these two distances is the

radius of which lines on the surface of the plate (i-eckoncd from
the centre of the nlatj) are tangents.

The French adoptca the daguerrotype method of photography \n

which it is impsssible to imagine any errors due to contraction of the

photographic ni.n, as in the collodion process, because the picture

s virtually a portion of the silver plate on which it is tn.ken. But
in adopting this process the advantage of measuring the photo-

giaphs by transmitted light w-as lost ; and it is a practical question,

which experience has not yet decided, whether the loss or the gain

is the greater.

The Americans, and Lord Lindsay in 1874, using the collodion

process, took the precaution to provide means for the detection of

possible contraction of the film during development of the picture

or drying of the film. This was done by jdacing the sensitive plate

near to or in contact with a reticule ruled on glass near th»

primary focus ; this reticule w-s thus photograpIic<l simultaneous!

v

with each photograph of the sun ; hence any change produccil

during the development would cause a similar change in the

relative positions of the images of the ruled lines on the developed

plate. As a matter of fact the American astronomers have found
fairly rcliible results from their photographic operations, but the

accv.racy firrivcd at is by no mcana very considerable, ihe probable
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enxpr of Ac roinplcte mcasnrempnta of an average iJate amonnting
to ± (To.

But the diRicuItics of dealing until systemano errors are eoor-

tuouslj incrtjased when a secondary magnifier is employed, bc-

oanse it is theoretically impossible with the present optical glass

(employing spherical curves)' to construct a perfect secondary
magnihcr in which the scale value should be absolutely the same
in every jvirt of the field ; still less is it possible, when the attempt
is made, ro combine the visual and photographic rays iu the same
I'cctis ; •hence every photoheliograph of this construction must be

sc|iaratcly studied for distortion of the image. The results of actiral

tiial prove that the distortion is even greater than was expected,

and is besides not the same iu each racJius, and the latter error may
Iw ^ro<laced by a very small error of centring in the lenses

which compose the secondary magnifier. The investigation of

such errors with the required accuracy would be a laboiious and
at be^t an unsatisfactory operation, and is rendered practically

impossible by the fact that, whenever the instrument is turned upon'

the sun, the object-glass becomes lieated, its focal length changed,.

and the optical relation of tlie secondary magnifier to the image in

the principal focus of the object-glass changed also.

For these reasons the photographic observations in which second-

ary magnifiers were employed might bo expected to prove a
failure, and this expectation has been confirnied by the result of

experience.

The obeervation of the transit of Venus on a large scale

«f national expenditure nas certainly justified in 1761
and 1769. In those days there "were no refined means of

measuring angles with high accuracy, and the employment
of the motion of Venus and a time-scale of measurement
was the best available method of determining the solar

parallax. .But singe 1820 the art of measurement has so

advanced, and such refined instruments and methods have

been thus introduced, that it may be a matter of some
surprise and question to future generations of astronomers

why so much labour and money were expended' upon so

imperfect a method in 187-1 and 1882. The justification

of these expeditions must be found, not in the reliability

of the value of the solar parallax determined by them, but

in the impulse given to the construction of instruments,

the awakening of a widespread interest in astronomy, the

stimtilus to invention of new methods of research, and the

accurate determination of the latitudes and longitudes of

a large number of important and previously undetermined
stations on the earth's surface.

If au opposition of Mars occurs when that planet is

Bear perihelion and the earth near aphelion the planet is

then about one-third of the sun's distance from the earth.

Wlien these conditions are nearly realized the opportunity

is a favourable one for determining the solar parallax.

On 1672, October 1, the star \j/ Aquarii was occulted by
Mars. Estimations of the distance of the planet from
the star were made at well-observed instants'of time by
Richer, Picard, and Romer, as already noticed, and from
these observations the first approximate determination of

the solar parallax was made by Cassini, viz,, 9' '5.

The method of observing Mars that has been most
largely employed consists in observing the apparent declina-

tion of the planet by means of the transit circle—at ob-

servatories both in the northern and in the southern hemi-
sphere. To increase the accuracy of the result, the same
stars near the jilanet are observed at the various observa-

tories, so that the method is reduced to measuring the

difference of declination between the planet and neigh-

bouring stars. The effects of periodic error in the gradua-

tion of the circles, of flexure of the instruments, and of

abnormal refraction are thus nearly eliminated, and there

remain only the systematic errors which may be supposed
to arise from the difference of the habit of the observers

in bisecting a star and a planet. To some extent these

errors could be eliminated by the use of a reversing prism
applied in the place of a sun-shade between the eyepiece

and the observer's eye. By the use of such a prism the

lotion of the spider-web and the limbs of the planet can
be reversed with respect to the vertical, and such errors aa

is—11*

depend on a different habit of bisecting a similar apparent

upper and lower limb would be thus eliminated. But on

account of the chromatic dispersion of the atmosphere the

lower limb of the planet is coloured red and the upper

limb violet ; and in the illuminated field of tjjj telescope

it is probable that the observer has a tendency to cut with

his spider-web more deeply into the feeble violet limb than

into the more glaring red limb. The effect of his so doing

would be to increase the value of the resulting parallax,

and it seems not improbable that from this cause a larger

value of the para"ax has been obtained by thi.s than by
other methods.

The following are the most important series of obs«T3\
tions, and their discussion by this method :

—

Winnecke {Jst. Nachinchten^ lix. col. . 261), opposition of<

Mars 1862; from observations at Pulkowa and Cape of

Good Hope '8 "96

Newcomb ni'ashington Observations, 1865, Appeudix 11.);

from ah meridian observations of JIars in 1862 ,S'85
Eastman {irash. Obs., 1877, Appendix III.); from meridian

observations of Mars at six observatories iu 1877 ^*?o
Stone, Monthly Notices, xlii. p. 300 ; including observations^

rejected by Eastman 8*93

In 1872 {Ast. iYmL, No. 1897) Dr Galle of Breslau

proposed a method of determining the solar parallax which

appears to be the foundation of the method of the future,

viz., to measure, by means of the equatorial, the difference

of declination between selected stars and a minor planet,

or rather to interpolate the declination of a minor planet

relative to two stars of comparison. A minor planet

presents precisely the appearance of a star, and it is

impossible to conceive any personality which can affect the

observation of such a planet and a star. The interpolation

of the planet's declination relative to two including star-

declinations {i.e., measurement from stars nearly equally

north and south of the planet) entirely eliminates errors

due to error of the adopted arc-vaJue of the micrometer

screw. It is true that in the case of minor planets the

parallax factor can hardly exceed 1|, whilst in the case ol

Mars that factor may be 3 ; but their disks present

objects which are capable of being observed with quite two

and a half times the accuracy of Mars. Hence the condi-

tions of accidental accuracy are equalized for a single

opposition, whilst the advantages of systematic accuracy

are entirely in favour of the minor planets. Moreover, the

opportunities offered by favourable oppositions of minor

planets are much more frequent than in the case of Mars.

The opposition of the minor planet Flora in 1874 was
observed, af the request of Dr Galle, by a considerable

number of observers in both northern and southern hemi-

spheres, but unfortunately only in very few cases with the

precaution, care, and perfection of instrumental equipment

necessary. In 1882 the minor planets Victoria and Sappho
were similarly observed at the request of Gill. The work
was taken up by a number of astronomers in both hemi-

spheres, in a much more complete and .systematic manner,

with better instrumental means, and with the benefit of

former experience. The results have not yet been reduced,

but it is believed they will afford a valuable contribution

to the problem in question. The results of Dr Galle's

discussion of the observations of Flora in 1874 > give for

the solar parallax

S''87±0'''042;

but the same rc.->ults when the relative weights are assigned

in a more legitimate manner lead to the value
8" -82 ±0" 06.

But in any plan requiring numerous and widely spread

observers it is very difficult to secure that entire .•.ympatli)

' Ucbcr eine Bestimmnn'j der ^nnm Pnrall/ixe atis ccrrespondiriii

den Beobochtiuigni d(s Pl/ittftnt Hf^f in 0''loJ>rr unff X'^-enih<f 1873

Breslau. 18(5

.'.'."TIL \3
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with tbc end iii view, that scrupulous care in minute

rletail, which is essential in the highest class of observation,

and it becomes impossible to alter the previously prepared

programme in such a case, should circumstances render it

desirable to do so ; nor does it always happen that distant

observatories can be supplied with the necessary instru-

mental details in suffieieut time. In the case of the Victoria

and Sappho observations of 1882 the requisite sympathy

and care' were accorded in a very remarkable degree, but

on account of the errors of the planetary tables (discover-

able only when the observations were begun) the selected

stars of comparison were not by any means the most

favourable that could have been chosen, and were con-

sequently not the stars that a single observer would have

selected at the time. Hence arises the desirability of a

method not requiring co-operation, in which success depends

upon a single observer, who may obtain independently

hy his own observations a complete series of results.

In 1857 Airy, in an address to the Royal Astronomical

Society on the methods available for determining the solar

parallax during the next twenty-five years, called attention

to the favourable opposition of Mars in 1877, and declared

his opinion that the best method of finding the solar

parallax was to determine at an equatorial station the

difference of right ascension of that planet and neighbour-

ing stars in the evening and early morning, by observing

transits of stars and planet across the webs of a well-

adjusted rigidly mounted equatorial The motion of the

earth's rotation would transport the observer 6000 or

7000 miles between the evEning and morning observations,

and the requisite displacement would thus be obtained.

In other words, the observer would avail himself of the

diurnal displacement to determine the parallax of the

placet. Of course a very large number of observations

would he required, because the observation of a transit

over the webs of a telescope is not so exact as the micro-

metric comparison of two points. Only one observer

availed himself of Airy's Suggestion, but a very good series

of observations by this method was obtained by Maxwell
Hall at the island of Jamaica. The detailed observations

are printed in Mem. E. A. S., vol. iRv, p. 121 ; the result-

ing value of the solar paralla-T is

8"-79±0'-03.

In 1874 (in connexion with Lord Lindsay's expedition to

Mauritius) Gill, combining the suggestion of Gralle as to

the employment of a minor planet and Airy's suggestion

as to the emplojTnent of the diurnal displacement, observed

the minor planet Jn.no, which was at that time favourably

situated for the purpose. But instead of employing the

method of transits of the planet and stars across spider-

webs he used a heliometer, and measured with that instru-

ment the distance of the planet from the same star ia the

evening and morning. In order to eliminate the effects

of changes in the scale-value. Gill selected stars on opposite

sides of the planet, and so arranged his observations as to'

measure simultaneously the angle between the planet and
both comparison stars. That is to say, if the two dis-

tances in question are called a and 6, the measures were ar-

ranged in the order a,b,h,a or b,a,a,b. Thus any abnormal
scale-value of the instrument applicable to the measurement
1 wor.ld be equally applicable to the measurement 6. If

the places of the comparison stars are thus determined
by meridian observations, the scale-value may be deri/ed

from the observations themselves with all desirable accur-

acy, and the effect of cluiwje in the scale-value (which
alone is all-important) be absolutely eliminated. The
observations so made at Mauritius sliowed that the posi-

tion of the planet Juno relative to two stars of comparison

cmild be so inter[iolated with a probable error less than

^'^th of a. .'ccond of arc. A full account of these observa-

tions, together with a - description of the heliometer, ia

given in the Duntdd ruhlications, vol ii. Lord Lindsay's

yacht, which conveyed the heliometer to Mauritius, unfor-

tunately did not reach her destination till the most

favourable time for making the observations was past

;

but suflScient observations were obtained to test the method
thoroughly and to prove its capabilities.' The value of

the solar parallax resulting from the observations of Juno
at Mauritius was

s" ;-±o-"04 .

In 1877, instead of observing the favourable opposition of

ilars of that year by Airy's method. Gill proposed to flie

Royal Astronomical Society to employ a heliometer (kindly

lent by Lord Lindsay) to observe the planet in a similar

manner to that ia w-hich he had observed the minor

planet Juno at Mauritiuc in 1874. The offer was accepted.

Gill selected the island of Ascension, and there carried out

the necessary observations. The stars of comparison, by
the kind and hearty co-operation of a-jtronomers, were

o'oserved at thirteen of the principal observatories with

meridian instruments, a combination of their results

affording standard places of high accuracy. In general

-the angular distance of the planet was measured both in

the evening and morning from each of three surrounding

stars. The observed readings of the heliometer were

corrected for the effects' of refraction and phase, for the

errors of division of the scales and of the micrometer

screw, and were then converted into arc on an assumed

value of one revolution of the micrometer screw (or rather

of half an interval of the scale divisions).

' The tabular apparent distance of the centre of Mars Irom

each star for the instant of each obsen-ation was then

computed with an assumed approximate value of the solar

parallax (S"-SO). The calculation of the solar parallax

and the elimination of errors of scale-value were then easily

effected as follows ;— .

Let Ao, a5 — the corrections in seconds 'of arc to be applied to the

tabular right ascension and declinatiou respectively

to obtain the-true right ascension and declination

of Mars at the epoch t^ .

p —the position angle of the planet refcntsd to tlie star

of co:Qpari£on.

Sfl —the approximate mean declination of the star and
planet

jr -= the daily rate of increa:>e of Aa for the epoch t^.

K — the daily rate of increase of AS for the epoch Tg.

T =thc Greenwich mean time of observation.

n —the number of -j-^ parts (or the percentage) that tlie

assumed solar parallax must be increased.

; —the correction required to be applied to an observed

arc of lOOCO" reduced on the assumed scale-value.

the observed disc^rce in s?:~nds of arc

' " 10000
—the o'oserved angular distance, computed with the

assumed scale-value.

C — the calculated or tabular distance computed with
the assuiLcd vjjue of the sobr parallax.

Then each observation furnishes an equation of condition of the

following form

—

/'Aa -h/'AS +f"n - «- (0 -C) -f\T - r^x -/"(t - tJ*' ;

where
/' — sinpcosSj
/" — cos^

,„ /'paralla.- in R. A. X - /parallax in declin»tion \ .,

^ ~\ 100 ;•' i loo y '

the parallaTea in/'" being in seconds of arc
The equations resulting from each group of observations are then

combined, care being taken to combine together in one group such

observations only aa have been made Eearly simultaneouslT and

where the value of a may therefore be as.=!umed to hi tiio same.

The combination of a group of evening with a group of morffing

observations (in which the term ripresenting the error of scaie-

value mast then be represented by : and ;') thus affordii six

^ A more complete test has since been furnished by obserralicai

for stellar parallax, to wUich reference will afterwanls be made.
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equations involving fire nnknown quantitie!, from which the most

probable value of ii can be eliminated with its weight by the

method of least squ&res, in terms of k and «'.

Car*, however, must be taken to confine the combination to such

gTX)ups as depend on measures from the same stars, if it is desired

to eliminate the effects of errors in the adopted star places. Also,

since it is assumed that it and «' vary proportionally with the

time, it is necessary that only such obser^-ations should be com-

bined as have been made at epochs sufficiently near together to

render this a safe assumption.

Finally the absolute values of k and «' for the various combina-
tions are deduced by developing the values of Aa and AS from

each combination in terms of tlie time, and thus the definitive

values of n are obtained.

The combination of these values of n, having regard to

the weight of each, led to the result

n- -0-209.

Whence the value of the solar parallax was ,

8"-7S±0'-012.

It should be remarked that in these observations a

reversing prism was so employed as to eliminate any

systematic error on the part of the observer which might

be due to astigmatism of his eye, or a habit of placing the

imaire of the star otherwise than truly central on the image

of Mars. The probable error of one observation of distance

having weight unity was found to be±0"'2-l. Twelve

such observations were generally made (and often more)

on each night, and complete combinations of observations

were secured on twenty-five nights.

This probable error does not exceed that of a single obser-

vation of contact on the occasion of a transit of Venus,

and yet one hundred and ninety-six such observations

were secured, as compared with two which is the utmost
that can be secured as the result of any single observer's

expedition to observe a transit of Venus.

It is impossible, however, to say with certainty that the

above result' is entirely free from systematic error. There

is one possible source of such error to be suspected, viz.,

the possible effect of the chromatic dispersion of the

atmosphere which colours the limbs of Mars in the manner
alrep.dy described. In the case of heliometer observations

the effect is certainly minimized from the fact that the

star disk which is compared with the limb of JIars is

coloured precisely in the same way as the limb—but
whether all error is so eliminated it is impossible to say.

A detailed account of these observations and their reduc-

tions is given in Mem. R. A. S., voL xlvL pp. 1-172.
If a minor planet, however, is observed in the above-

described manner, no suspicion of the error in question can
attach to the final result ; and, so far as is known, that
method affords the only geometrical means of arriving at
an absolutely definitive value of the solar parallax.

The following table represents the oppositions of minor
planets that will be available for determining the solar

parallax till the end of the present century.

Date of
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near the planet) from the other satellites may likewise

yield a reliable value of k.

On the relations between the constant of aberration, the

solar parallax, an4 the velocity of light, see Light, vol.

xiv. pp. 584, 5S5.
• The mean of the nine best modern determinations of

the constant of aberration (i.e., from 1830 to 1855) gives

20"-496.'

The most recent and valuable paper on this constant

is that of 'Nylin (Mem. de VAcad: de St Petersbourg, 7th

ser., vol. xxxi. Xo. 9), in which the constant is derived

from independent researches extending over many years,

with each of the three great fixed instruments of the

Pulkowa observatory. The independent mean results

are

—

ti

From obseivations with the prime vertical transit 20"490

„ ,, vertical circle 20*495

,, transit instrument 20'491

Mean 20-492

This result, combined with the above quoted values of

the velocity of light, gives the following values of the

solar parallax :

—

Combined with Comu's velocity 8'778

,, Jlichelson's velocity 8791

„ NeVcomb's velocity 8793

Mean 8787

There still remain, some little theoretical diiBculties

Avith regard to the theory of aberration. ITiat theory is

perfectly obvious on the emission theory of light, but is a

priori by no means so obvious on the undulatory theory.

Is it certain that the velocity of light in the celestial spaces

is identical with (or bears an exactly kno^vn relation to)

the velocity of light which, having travelled a certain

space in air, undergoes reflexion and returns ? This is a

question for the physicist, and a question that probably

demands a practical as well as a theoretical answer.^

Also Villarceau (Comptes Rendvs, 1872, October 14)

jxiints out that in the ordinary theory of aberration no

account is taken of the sun's motion of translation through

space, and shows that, if the normal constant of aberration

is A, the constant for any particular star is A + A x a,

where a depends on the angle which the star's direction

makes with the direction of the sun's translation in space.

In the observations of Nyrf5n, above referred to, there is

a well-marked periodic variation in the values of the con-

stant of aberration derived for twenty-seven stars, which

seems to be a function of the right ascension of the stars.

This variation may be due to some cause (such as lateral

refraction in the north-and-south direction) depending on

the seasons, or it may have a real physical significance on

the theory of Villarceau. It further observation (especi-

ally in the southern hemisphere, where the seasons are

reversed) should confirm the latter hypothesis, two im-

portant conclusions result :

—

(a) We obtain some idea of the direction and amount
of motion of the milky way, combined with that of the

solar system in space ; and

(i) We may conclude that our theory of light is correct,

which supposes that a ray of light is transmitted through

space with uniform velocity, independently of the velocity

of the source of light, and that ether is fixed and

infinite—that is, nowhere limited in extent.

On the other hand a negative result would go far to

show that our conception of ether is noi, correct, at least

would force us to adopt one of two conclusions,—either

that the milky way is stationary in space (within limits

of our power of measurement), or that the ether accom-

' Sec Mm. K. A. S., vol. xlvi. p. 166.

' .See also letter by Lord Raj-leigh iu Nature ISSl, August 25.

panics the milky way and is not fixed in space and not

infinite.

It is, however, a priori improbable that from any of

these causes the deduced value of the solar parallax will

be affected by y^nnr °f ''^ deduced amount.

The tendency of the best modern determinations is to

fix the solar parallax at

8"-78 or 8"-79,

and hence the mean distance of the earth from the sun at

93 millions of miles, a result which is almost certainly

exact within 200,000 miles.

Ltjnak PARALL.iX.—The constant of the lunar parallax

may be determined by a method precisely similar to

that followed in the meridian declination observations of

Mars. Oiii- knowledge of the parallax of the moon de-

pends at present entirely on such observations made nearly

simultaneously at the Royal Observatories of Greenwich

and the Cape of Good Hope. The resulting values of the

parallax, found directly from these observations, are then

multiplied by a factor which expresses the relation between

the constant of the lunar parallax (Asteonomt, vol. ii. p.

798) to the moon's tabular parallax at the time; thus each

nearly simultaneous observation at the two observatories

gives an independent determination of the corvstant of the

lunar parallax.

A better method, however, will be fo^md when theresults

of numerous occultations of stars have been employed to

determine the constants of a new and more accurate lunar

theory—a work about to be undertaken by Prof. Simon
Newcomb.

The best determination of the constant of the lunar

parallax is that of Mr Stone, viz., 3422"-Tl (^fem. R.A.S.,

vol. xxxiv. pp. 11-16), derived from meridian observa-

tions at Greenwich and the Cape of Good Hope.

Stellar Parallax.—The constant of parallax of a

fixed star is the maximum angle which a line equal to the

earth's mean distance from t>-e sun would subtend if

viewed at the star.

The distances of the fixed stars are so remote that till

very recent times their parallaxes have been found to be

insensible ; that is to say, the earth's orbit viewed from the

nearest fixed star presents a disk (or ellipse) too smaD
for measurement.

The limits of this article do not permit a detailed history

of the early attempts of astronomers to determine the

[jarallaxes of the fixed state. The reader is referred on this

point to Peters's Precis historique des travaux sur la

parallaxe des etoiles fixes, forming the first section of his

celebrated work Recherches sur la Parallaxe des etoiles fixes

{Mem. de I'Acad. Imp. de St Petersbourg, sec. Math, et

Physiques, vol. v.). The most notable incident in that

history was the discovery of aberration by Bradley, in 1728,

when engaged' in an unsuccessful attempt to determine

the parallax of the star y Draconis.

The first determination of. the parallax of a fixed star is

due to Henderson, His Majesty's astronomer at the Cape

of Good.Hope in 1832 and 1833.3 jj ^yas followed by the

nearly simultaneous discoveries of the parallax of 61

Cygni by Bessel * and that of a Lyrae by Struve ^ from

observations made in the years preceding 1840. Since

that time similar researches have been prosecuted with

gradually increasing success.

The methods of observation may be divided into two

classes,—the absolute and the differential.

The absolute method depends on observation of the

zenith distance of a star about the epochs of maximun-

' Mem. R. A. S., vol. xii. p. 329.

' Aslron. Knchrichltn, Nos. 3fif>, 366', and iUL
' Astron. Sachrichtot, No. 306.
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Parallactic displacement in dedination-^in practice, how-

ever, generally throughout the whole year. The differences

of declination 60 observed, after allowing for the effects

of refraction, precession, aberration, nutation, and proper

motion, afford the means of deducing the parallax of the star.

The most notable series of observations of this character

are those of Maclear at the Cape of Good Hope, by which

he confirmed the results of his predecessor Henderson

and those of Peters at Pulkowa in the second section of

his work above mentioned. The latter is the most classic

work in existence on refined observations of absolute decli-

nation, and it is by no means certain that, in more modern
meridian observations, the work and methods of that dis-

tinguished observer have been equalled—except perhaps

at Pulkowa. The minute precautions necessary in such

work -will be found in Peters's paper above mentioned

(see also Transit Circle). But not with all the skill of

Peters, nor with every refinement of equipment and obser-

vation, can the difficulties caused by refraction and minute

change of instrumental flexure, ic, be completely over-

come ; the method of absolute altitudes does not, in fact,

respond in accuracy to the demands of the problem.

The dijfereniial method depends on measuring the

difference of declination, of distance, or of position angle

between the star whose parallax is to be determined and
one or more stars of comparison. It is assumed that

the stars most likely to have sensible parallax are those

which are remarkable for brilliancy or proper motion, and
that the parallaxes of the stars of comparison (having

little or no sensible proper motion and faint magnitude)
are so small as to be insignificant. So far as our know-
ledge goes these assumptions are justified.

Besearches on stellar parallax by these methods have
been followed of late years with considerable success. The
instruments employed have been the heliometer and the

filar micrometer (see Micrometek, vol. xvi. pp. 2-13-248),

the latter instrument being used in conjunction with aa
ordinary equatorial (see Telescope). The precautions
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A glance at tbe table is suBBcient to show that neither ap-

pareut magnitude nor apparent motion affords a criterion of the

parallax of any fixed star. Similar researches miist, in fact, be

carried out on a much more extended scale before any definite

conclusions cau be drawn. At present we, can only conclude that

different "stars really differ gieatly in absolute brightness- aiid

absolute motion.

The following are the formulae which will be found

most useful in computing the corrections for parallax:

—

For the Sun, Moon, and Planets.

Put n =the equatorial horizontal paralla.^ ;

A =the distance of the object from the earth ;

f and f — the geocentric and apparent zenith distances respec-

tively;

A and A' — the geocentric and apparent azimuths respectively;

tp and f'
= the geographical and geocentric latitudes respec-

tively ;

p =the earth's radius corresponding to
;

a and a' =tlie geocentric and apparent right ascensions of the

object respectively;

8 and 5' — the geocentric and apparent declinations of the

object

;

( —the hour angle of the object (reckoned + when west
;

of meridian).
_ !

1. To fmd the parallax of the moon in zenith distance and azi

muth from the observed (or apparent) zenith distance and azimuth.

Put y-'{(fi-<t>')cosX'.

Then sin(f'-0-psinirsin(C'-7);
p sin IT sin (^ - 0') sin A' -

sin (A'- A)-!-
sinf

The corresponding quantities are found with all desirable

precision for the sun and planets by the formula!—

^'_^=pn.sin(^'-7); or approximately= ir sin ^';

A' - A = p:r sin (<t>
- 0') sin A' cos f ';

the latter quantity may generally be neglected.

2. To find the parallax of the moon in right ascension and decli-

nation from the true (or geocentric) right ascension and declination.

Put

then

Put

then

p sin x cos rf>' cos (

smO= r ;

cosS

tan (a - a') — tan 6 tan (-15° + \6) tan t .

tan 0' cos ^(a- a')
_

'cos[(-(-i((i-a')] '

, p sin IT sin 0'cos (7-8)
_

sin y
'

tan^» -

tan (5 - 5') = tan ff tan (45° -f W') tan (7 - B).

3. To find the parallax of the moon in right ascension and decli-

nation from the observed (or apparent) right ascension and decli-

nation.^

p sin -jr cos <p' sin tf
^

cos 5
*sin (o-a')"

tan 71

sin (5 -5')'

tan0'cosi(a- a').

cos[<'- J(a-«')]

p sin IT sin 0' sin (7 - S')

sin 7

-1. To find the parallax of the sun, planctf, or comets in ri^t
ascension or declination.*

, pjr cos <p' sin C
a - a - '

r;
cos 5

taU7 —
tan^
cosf '

5-5' pTTsin ^in(7- 5'
)

sin 7

hourg, ser. vii. vol. i. (0''"147=fcO"*009 ?); Brunnow, Diinsink Obser-

vations, vol. i. (0"-212±0"-012), vol. ii. (0"-188±0"-033) ; Hall,

Washingtm Observations, 1879, Appendix I. (O'-lSOiff'-OOS). 9.

Krueger (heliometer), Ast. Nach., 1403 (0"-16?±0"-007). 10.

Johnson (heliometer), Radciiffe Obs., vol. xvi. p. xxiii (0""138±

0"052). 11. 'Wichmaim (heliometer), Ast. A^ach., No. 841 (0"-0S7

±0"-02) ; Brunnow, Dunsink Obs., vol. ii. (O"-089±O"-O17). 12.

Brunnow, Ibid. (0"-070±0"-014). 13. Brunnow, Ibid. (0"054±
0"-019). 14. Gill and Elkin, Mem. Ji. A. S., vol. xlviii. p. 40

(0"-747±0"-013), p. 51 (0"-76±-021), p. 71 (0"-78±0"-028), p. 82

(0"'68± '027), independent investigations. 15. Gill and Elkin, Ibid.,

p 97 (0"-37±0"-009), p. 115 (0" Mi -023), independent investiga-

tious. 16. Gill, Ibid., p. 154 (0"-285 ± 0"-02). 17. Gill and

Elkin, Ibid:, p. 130 (0"-27±O"-02), p. 138 (0"-170±0"-03). 18.

Gill, Ibid., p. ICO (0"-166±0"018). 19. Elki., Ibid., p. 180
(0"-14±0"-02). 20. Elkin, Ibid., p. 174 (0"-06±0"-02). 21.

Elkin, Ibid., p. 184 (0:'03±0"03). 22. Gill, Ibid., p. 167

(-0"-m8±0"-019).
'

^ In the case of the sun, planets, and comets this distance is

generally expressed in terras of the earth's mean distance from the

Bun, that distance being reckoned unity.

- Here ( must first be foimd by subtracting the value of C ~ C
from the observed value of ^'.

3 In preliminary computation of (a-d') employ 5' for 5. "With

thli value compute 7 and 5 - 5'. Finally, with resulting value of 5,

correct preUiuinary computatioa of a - a'.

Futi)

0.audr
a and a'

I

5 and 8' t

When tlie distance of the object from the earth (A) is given (the

earth's mean distance from the sun being reckoned unity), as is

usually the case in ephemerides of minor planets and comets, we
have

mean solar parallax 8"*78
'"

, A "zr

'

The reader will find the proof of these formuh-e in Chauvenet's

Spherical and Practical Astrcnwmy, vol i. pp. 104-127.

For the Parallax of the Fixed Stars.

= the maximum angle subtended by the mean distance

of the earth from the sun at the distance of the

star,

= thc star's annual parallax;

=the obliquity of the ecliptic;

.^ the sui.'s longitude and radius vector;

the star's ti-'c ard apparent rTgnt -ascensions and™
declinations toi;'f ctively.

1. To find the heliocentric parallax of a star in ri^^ht ascension

and declination, its annual parallax (p) being known.

o' - a « -pr sec 5(cos sin a - sin cos e cos a)
;

5'- 5 ^rsin 0(cos c sin 5 sin a - sin e cos 5) -_2Jrcos0coso.

2. To find the effect of parallax on the distance (5) and position

angle ' (P) of two stai-s, one of which has sensible annual parallax.*

A5=pnn cos (
- 51 )

;

AP-prm'cos (0 - M');

where
m sin JI — ( - cos a sin P + sin S sin a cos P) cos « - cos 5 cos P sin t;

in cos il = sin a si'j P -f sin 5 cos a cos P

;

m'siuM' = — -(cosacosP-fsin5sinasiuP)cose-Hcos5sinPsine U

7B'cosSr = - siuacos P- sin5cosasinP ,_ „, ,sL J (D. GI.)

PARALLELS, Theory of. The fundamental princi-

ples of mathematics have not in general recei-ved from
mathematicians the attention which they deserve. Mathe-
matical science might in fact be compared to a building

far advanced in construction. As to the firmness of its

foundations there can be no doubt, to judge by the

weighty superstructure which they carry ; but the aspect

of the building is not a little marred by the quantity of

irrelevant rubbish which lies around those foundations,

concealing their real strength and security. The question

of the parallel axiom in Euclid's geometry is to some
extent an exception. There have been endless discussions

concerning it. The difficulty is well known, and will bo
found succinctly staffed in the article Geometry (vol. x.

p. 378). Those who have treated the subject have devoted
themselves either to criticizing the form of Eu&lid's axiom,

suggesting modihcations or substitutes (sometimes with
undoubted advantage, e.ff., Playfair), or to questioning its

necessity, offering either to demonstrate the axiom or to

dispense with it altogether. It would serve no useful

purpose to attempt a complete account of the literature of

the subject ; we may refer the reader who is curious in

such matters to liie various editions of Perronet Thomson's
Geometnj without Axioms. It will be sufficient to mention
Legendre's views, which, TEilthough by no means reaching

to the root of the matter, may be held as indicating the

dawn of the true theory.' The delicacy of the question

* t and 5 may be used instead of i' and 8' in these forraulfe without
sensible error.

^ The position angle is to be reckoned from north through east, the

star -ffliich has sensible parallax being taken for origin.

* Obviously, also, P may here express the relative parallax of the

two stars.

^ For some interesting controversy on this subject see Leslie's

Geometry, 3d edition, p. 292; and Lcgendre, £llinents de GbmHrie,,
a2tb edition, n. 277.
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may be illustrated by the story which is told of Lagrange.

It is said that towards the end of his life he wrote and

actually took to the Institute a paper dealing with the

theory of parallels. He had begun to read it ; but, befote

he had proceeded very far, something struck him. He
gtopped reading, muttered " II faut que j'y songe encore,"

and put the piaper in his pocket (De Morgan, Jiudget of

Paradoxes, p. 173). There appears to be no doubt that

the true theory first presented itself to the mind of Gauss.

The history of the matter is interesting, and deserves to

be more generally known than it appears to be. In his

earlier days, before his career in life was determined, when
he had to consider the possibility of his becoming a teacher

of -mathematics, he drew up a paper in which he gave a

jjhilosophical development of the elements of mathematics.

It was probably in the course of this discussion (about

1792) that he first came across the difficulty of the parallel

axiom. He arrived at the conclusion that geometry

became a logically consistent structure only after the

parallel axiom was given as part of its foundation; and

he convinced himself that this axiom could not be proved,

although from experience (for example, from the sum of

the angles of the geodesic triangle Brocken, Hohenhagen,

Inselberg) we know that it is at least very approximately

true. If, on the other hand, this axiom be not granted,

there follows another kind of geometrj-, which he developed

to a considerable extent and called the antieuclidian

geometry.' Writing to Bessel on the 27th' January 1829,

he says

—

" In leisure hours now and tlien I liave ag^ain been reflecting on
a subject wliich with iiie is now nearl)' forty years old ; I mean
the fii-sfpriuciiiles of geometry; I du not know if I have ever told

yon my views on tliat matter. Here too I Iiavo carried many
thiugs to farther consolidation, atid my conviction that we cannot
lay the foundation of geometry completely a priori has become if

Tios-siblc firmer^ tlian before. Meantime it will be long before I

bring myself to work out my rery extensive researches on this

subject for publication, perhaps I shall never do so during my
Ufetinio ; for I fear the outcry of the Bceotiaiis, were I to speak
out my views on the ipiestion."

Bessel entered heartily into the ideas of Gauss, and
urged him to publish tbeni regardless of the Boeotians.

Concerning the generality of mathematicians in his day.

Gauss probably judged rightly, however, for his intimate

correspondent Schumacher was, as we learn from their

correspondence in 1831, unable to follow the new idea.

One of the letters (Gauss to Schumacher, 12th July 1831)
is of great interest because it shows us that Gauss was
then in full possession of the most important propositions

of what is now called hyperbolic geometry. In particular

he states that in hyperbolic space the circumference of a

circle.of radius r is 5ri(^t_ jT), where ^ is a constant,

which we know from experience to be infinitely great

compared with any length that we can measure (supposing,

he means, the space of our experience to be hyperbolic),

and which in Euclid's geometry is infinite.

Gauss never published these researches ; and no traces of

them seem to have been found among his papers after his death.

Our first knowledge of the hyperbolic geometry dates from the
piiblicatiou of the works of N. Lobatschewsky and W. Bolyai.
Lobatschewsky's A-iews were fust published in a lectuie before
the Faculty of Mathematics and Thysics in Kasan, 12th February
1826. See Frischauf, ElemcnU der ^biolutcn Gcomett-ie, Leipsic,

1376, page 33. Speaking of a German edition of Lobatschmvsky's
work, which he had seen published at Berlin in 18^0, Gauss says
that he finds nothing in it which is materially new to him, but
that Lobatschewsky's mclliod of development is different from his
own, and is a masterly performance carried out in the true

Ifeometric spirit. The theory received its complement in the
famous ffabititatiovsschri/t of Rtemann, in which the elliptic

feometry for the fii-st time appears. Beltrami, Hclmholtz, Caylcy,
[lein, and others have gi-eatly developed the subject ; but it is

* Sartorius voa Waltersbausen, Gauss zuiit, Oaliichbiiss, Leipsic,

1856, p. 81. '

unnecessary to pursue its later history here, since all essential

details will be found in the article Measurement, vol. xv. p. 659.

All that we need do is to call the attention of those who busy
themselves with mental philosophy to this generalization of

geometry, as one of the results of modern mathematical research

which they cannot afford to overlook. (G. CH.)

PARALYSIS," or Palsy, the loss of the power of

muscular action due to some interruption to the nervous

mechanism by means o£ which such action is excited (sea

" Nervous System " in Physiology). In its strict sense the

term might include the loss of the influence of the nervous

system or any of the bodily functions, the loss of common
sensation or of any of the special senses ; but other terms

have come to bs associated with these latter conditions,

and the word " paralysis " in medical nomenclature is

usually restricted to the loss or impairment of voluntary

muscular power. Paralysis is to be regarded rather as a

symptom than a disease jacr se, and is generally connected

with some well-marked lesion of some portion of the

nervous system. According to the locality and extent of

the nervous system affected, so will be the form and

character of the paralysis. It is usual to regard paralysis

as depending on disease either of the brain, of the spinal

cord, or of the nerves distributed to parts and organs ; and
hence the terms cerebral, spinal, and peripheral paralysis

respectively. The distribution of the paralytic condition

may be very extensive, tending to involve in greater or

less measure all the functions of the body, as in the general!

paralysis of the insane (see Insanity) ; or again, one half

of the body may be affected, or one or more extremities,

or it may be only a certain group of muscles in a part sup-

plied by a particular nerve. Reference can be made here

only to the more common varieties of paralysis, and that-

nierely in general terms.

1. Paralysis due to Brain Disease.—Of this by far the

most common form is palsy affecting one side of the body,

or Hemiplegia. It usually arises from disease of the hemi-
sphere of the brain opposite to the side of the body affected,

such disease being in the form of haemorrhage into the braia

substance, or the occlusion of blood-vessels, and consequent

arrest of the blood supply to an area of the brain; or again it

may be due tp the effect of an injury, or to a tumour or mor-
bid growth in the tissues of the brain. The character of the

seizure and the timount of paralysis vary according to

the situation of the disease or injury, its extent, and its

sudden or gradual occurrence. The attack may come on as

a fit of apoplexy, in which the patient becomes suddenly

unconscious, and loses completely the power of motion o£

one' side of the body ; or a like result may arise more
gradually and without loss of consciousness. In either

case of "complete" hemiplegia the paralysis affects more or

less the muscles of the tongue, face, trunk, and extremities.

Speech is thick and indistinct, and the tongue, when pro-

truded, points towards the paralysed side owing to the

unopposed action of its muscles on the unaffected side.

The muscles of the face implicated are chiefly those of

mastication. The paralysed side hangs locise, and the

corner of the mouth is depressed, but the nusclae clos-

ing the eye are as a rule unimpaired, so that the eye

can be shut, unlike what occurs in another form of facial

paralysis (Bell's palsy). The muscles of respiration on

the affected side, although weakened, are feldom wholly

paralysed, but those of the arm and leg are completely

powerless. Sensation may at the first be impaired, but as
a rule returns soon, unless the portion of <the brain affected

be that which is connected with this function. Rigidity

of the paralysed members is occasionally present as aii

early or a late symptom. In many cases of even complete

hemiplegia improvement takes place aftff the lapse of

^ From TTttpaKvKip, to relax. Wickliffe has jxclesy, and anotbec
old form of tlie word is parlesy .
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weeks or months, and is in general first indicated by a

return of motor power in the leg, that of the arm folio-wing

at a longer or shorter interval. Such recovery of move-

ment is, however, in a large proportion of cases only

partial, and the side remains weakened. In such instances

the gait of the patient is characteristic. In walking he

leans to the sound side and swings round the affected limb

from the hip, the toot scraping the ground as it is raised

and advanced. Besides this the evidence of the " shock
"

is felt more or les3 upon the system generally, the patient

rarely (though occasionally) recovering his nervous stability.

The paralysed parts retain as a rule their electric con-

tractility, but thoy are apt to suffer in their nutrition both

from disuse and also from certain degenerative changes

which the interruption of nervous influence is apt to exer-

cise upon them.

It is to bo observed that in many instances the hemi-

plegia is only partial, and instead of the symptoms of

comiilete paralysis above described there exist in varied

combination only certain of them, their association depend-

ing on the extent and locality of the lesion in the brain.

Thus there may be impairment of speech and some amount

of facial paralysis, while the arm and leg may be unaffected,

or the paralysis may be present in one or both extremities

of one side while the other symptoms are absent. Further,

the paralysis may be incomplete throughout, and the whole

of the side be weak, but not entirely deprived of motor

liower. To jmrtial paralysis of this latter description the

term " paresis " is applied.

Besides hemiplegia, various other forms of paralysis

may arise from cerebral disease. Thus occasionally the

paralysis is crossed, one side of the face and the opposite

side of the body being affected simultaneously. Or again,

as is,, frequently observed in the case of tumours of the

brain, tlia paralysis may be limited to the distribution of

one of the cranial nerves, and may produce an association

of phenomena (such as squinting, drooping of the eyelid,

and impairment or loss of vision) which may enable the

seat of the disease to be accurately localized.

2. Paralysis due to Disease of the Spinal Cord.—Of

paralysis from this cause there are numerous varieties

depending on the nature, the site, and the extent of the

disease. Some of the more important only can be noticed.

Paraplegui, paralysis of both lower extremities, including

usually the lower portion of the trunk, and occasionally

also the upper portion—indeed the whole parts below the

seat of the disease in the spinal cord—is a form of paralysis

which is a not unfrequent result of injuries or disease

of the vertebral column ; also of inflammation affecting

the spinal cord (Myelitis, q.v.), as well as of hsemor-

rhago or morbid growths involving its substance. When
duo to disease, the lesion is generally situated in the

lower portion of the cord. The phenomena necessarily

vary in relation to the locality and the extent of the

disease in the cord. Thus, if in the affected area

the posterior part of the cord, including the posterior nerve

roots, suffer, the function of sensation in the parts below

is impaired because the cord is unable to transmit the

sensory impressions from the surface of the body to the

brain. If on the other hand the anterior portion of the

cord and anterior nerves bo affected, the motor imjxilses

from the brain cannot bo conveyed to the muscles below

the seat of the injury or disease, and consequently their

))OWcr of movement is abolished. In many forms of this

complaint, particularly in the case of injuries, the whole

thickness of the cord is involved, and both sensory and

motor functions are arrested. Further, the functions of

theJ bladder and bowels are ajrt to suffer, and either spasm

or paralysis of these organs is the result. The nutrition

of the paralysed parts tends to become affected, and

bed-sores and wasting of the muscles are common. Occa-

sionally, more especially in cases of injury, recovery takes

place, but in general this is incomplete, the power of

walking being more or less impaired. On the other hand
the patient may linger on for years bedridden, and at last

succumb to exhaustion or to some intercurrent disease.

A form of spinal paralysis, often showing itself as

paraplegia, occasionally occurs in children, and is termed

—

Infantile or Essential Paralysis,—It is caused by an
inflammatory affection limited to the anterior portion of

the grey matter of the spinal cord throughout a greater or

less extent, and affects therefore the function of motion,

leaving that of sensation unimpaired. This disease is

most common during the period of first dentition (although

a similar affection is sometimes observed in adults). The
commencement may be insidious, or there may be an acute

febrile attack lasting for several days. In either case

paralysis comes on, at first very extensive, involving both

upper and lower extremities, but tending soon to become
more limited and confined to one or other limb or even

to a group of muscles. The affected muscles lose their

electric contractility and are apt to waste. Hence limbs

become shortened, shrivelled, and useless, and deformities

sudi as club foot may thus be readily produced. In many
instances fortunately recovery is complete, and the pro-

spect of amendment is all the greater if the muscles show
any reaction to electricity. There is throughout an absence

of some of the more distressing of the phenomena of

paraplegia, such as disturlaances of the bladder and bowels

or extensive bed-sores, and in general the health of the

child does not materially suffer.

Progressive Mvscvlar Atrophy or Wasliny Palsy is a

disease usually occurring in early or middle life. It is

characterized by the wasting of certain muscles or groups

of muscles accompanied with a corresponding weakness or

paralysis of the affected parts, and is believed to depeni

on a slow inflammatory change in the anterior cornua of

the grey matter of the spinal cord. It is' insidious in its

onset, and usually first shows itself in the prorninent

muscular masses in the palm of the hand, especially tli<

ball of the thumb, which becomes wasted and deficient in

power. The other palmar muscles suffer in like mannery

and as the disease advances the muscles of the arm,

shoulders, and trunk become implicated if they have not

themselves been the first to be attacked. The malady

tends to spread symmetrically, involving the corresponding

parts of the opposite side of the body in succession. It is

slow in its progress, but, notwithstanding it may occasion-

ally undergo arrest, it tends to advance and involve^more

and more of the muscles of the body until the sufferer is

reduced to a condition of extreme helplessness. ShoulJ

some other ailment not be the cause of death, the fat&l

result may be due to the disease extending so as to involve

the muscles of respiration.

Another form of paralysis in pertain respects resembling

the last, and supposed by some to be due to a similar

cause, is Psemlo-hypertrophir Paralysis, a condition occur-

ring most frequently in male children, in whom in such

cases there exists at first a remarkable enlargement of

certain muscles or groups of muscles, followed sooner oi'

later by wasting and paralys.s. The enlarged nuiscles ar«

chiefly those of the calf and hips, and their abnormal size

is caused by an over-development of their connective

tissue, and is therefore not a true hypertrophy. The chili

acquires a [leculiar attitude and gait. He stands with hi;!

legs widely separated, his body arched forward, and i>

walking assumes a rocking or waddling movement. Later

on the enlarged muscles lose their bulk, and at the same

time become weakened in power, so that walking becomes

impossible, and the child is completely paralysed in the
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limbs and all other affecied parts. In most instances

death takes place from some intercurrent disease before

maturity.

Paralysis Agitam or Trembling Palsy is a peculiar form

of paralysis characterized chiefly by trembling movements
iu certain parts, tending to become more widely diffused

throughout the body. It is a disease of advanced life.

The symptoms come on somewhat insidiously, and first

show themselves chiefly by involuntary tremblings of the

muscles of the fingers, hand, arm, or leg, which are aggra-

vated on making efforts or under e.Kcitement. These
trembling movements become more marked and more
extensive with the advance of the disease, and along with

the tremors there generally occurs increasing weakness of

the affected muscles. This is very manifest in walking,

the act being performed in a peculiar tottering manner
with the body bent forward. The trembling movements
cease during sleep. This disease is a chronic one, and is

intractable to treatment, but life may be prolonged for

many years.

Glossolabiolaryngeal Paralysis is a form of paralysis

affecting, as its name indicates, the functions of the

tongue, lips, and larynx (besides others), and depending

upon disease of certain localities in the medulla oblongata

from which the nerves presiding over these functions ari.se.

The svmptoms come on slowly, and are generally first

mauiiested in some difficulty of speech owing to impaired

movements of the tongue. Associated with this there is

more or less difficulty in swallowing, owing to paralysis of

the muscles of the pharynx and soft palate, by which also

the voice is rendered nasal. With the advance of the

disease the paralysis of the tongue becomes more marked.

It cannot be protruded, and frequently undergoes atrophy.

Certain of the facial muscles become implicated, especi-

ally those in the neighbourhood of the mouth. The
features -become expressionless, the lips cannot be moved
in speaking, the mouth remains open, and the saliva flows

abundantly. The muscles of the larynx may also be
Involved in the paralysis. In the later stages of the

malady the power of speech is completely lost, the difficulty

in swallowing increases to a degree that threatens suffoca-

tion, the patient's condition altogether is one of great

misery, which is in no way mitigated by the fact of his

mental power remaining unaffected. Complications con-

nected with the respiratory or circulatory functions, or

disease affecting other parts of the nervous system with
which this complaint may be associated, often terminate

the patient's sufferings, and in any case life is seldom pro-

longed beyond two or three yeari.

3. Peripheral Paralysis, or local paralysis of individual

nerves, is of not unfrequent occurrence. The most com-
mon and important examples of this condition can only be
briefly referred to.

Facial Paralysis, BeWs Palsy, are the terms applied
t.i paralysis involving the muscles of expression supplied

by the seventh nerve. It is unilateral, and generally

occurs as the resMlt of exposure of one side of the head
to a draught of cold air which sets up inflammation of the

nerve as it passes through the aqueductus Fallopii, but it

may also be due to injury or disease either affecting the
lerve near the surface or deeper in the bony canals through
which it passes, or in the brain itself involving the nerve
it its origin. Here the paralysis is manifested by a

marked change in the expression of the face, the patient

being unable to move the muscles of one side in such acts

as laughing, whistling, A'c, or to close the eye on that
side. The mouth is drawn to the sound side, while,

although the muscles of mastication are not involved, the

food in eating tends to lodge between the jaw and cheek
on the palsied side. Occasionally the sense of taste is

impaired. In the ordinary cases of this disease, such as

those due to exposure, recovery usually takes place in from
two to six weeks, the improvement being first shown in

the power of closing the eye, which is soon followed by the

disappearance of the other morbid phenomena. When the

paralysis proceeds from disease of the temporal bone, or

from tumours or growths in the brain, it is more apt to

be permanent, and is in many cases of serious import.

Throughout there is no diminution of sensibility in the

paralysed muscles ; but they early lose their reaction to

faradization, retaining that to galvanism.

Lead Palsy is a not uncommon form of local paralysis.

It is due to the poisonous action of lead upon the system,

and, like the other phenomena of lead poisoning, affects

chiefly workers in that metal (see Lead). The pathology

of this disease is still unsettled, but it is believed to

depend upon the local effect o\ the lead upon the nerves

of the part rather than to any disease, at least in the first

instance, of the nerve centres. The paralysis in this case

is as a rule confined to the muscles of the forearm which

extend the hand, and as they lose entirely their power the

hand cannot be raised when the arm is held out, which

gives rise to the condition termed " wrist drop." The
paralysis may come to affect other muscles of the arms as

well as certain of those of the legs and trunk, and along

with the paralysis there occurs v/asting of the affected

muscles and loss of their electrical reactions. Occasionally

in severe cases other nervous phenomena, such as convul-

sions, delirium, Ac, may become superadded. The symp-

toms usually disappear on the removal of the patient from

the source of lead contamination, along with the applica-

tion of the treatment appropriate to poisoning with this

metal,—and all the more speedily if the case has not been

of long duration and the affected muscles have not under-

gone atrophic change.

A form of peripheral paralysis not unlike the last

occasionally results from chronic alcoholism. The paralysis

occurring after diphtheria, another example of the peri-

pheral variety, has been already referred to (see Diph-

theria).

Treatment.—It is impossible in a general notice like tha

present to refer at any length to the treatment of paralysis.

The conditions of the disease in any particular case and

its associations are so manifold that they can only be fully

understood and appreciated by the medical expert under

whose direction alone treatm.ent can be advantageously

carried out. It may be stated generally, however, that,

since paralysed muscles tend to undergo certain degenera-

tive changes (see Pathology), it becomes an object im

treatment to endeavour to maintain as long as possible

their molecular integrity.- With this view, when pain and

other acute symptoms which may be present have ceased,

the use of nervine tonics such as iron, quinine, and strych-

nine, and the suitable dieting of the patient, are the best

constitutional remedies ; while of local applications fric-

tions or massage, but more particularly the employment

of electricity, will be found of service, the latter agent

often yielding markedly beneficial results. (j. o. A.)

PARAMARIBO, the administrative and commercial

capital of Dutch Guiana or Surinam, is situated in 5° 44'

30" N. lat. and 55° 1
2' 54' W. long., on the right bank of

the Surinam, which, though at that point 20 miles from

the sea, is a tidal river nearly a mile broad and 18 feet

deep. Built on a plateau about 16 feet above low-wator

level, Paramaribo is well-drained, clean, and in genei-al

healthy; the straight canals running at right angles

to the river, the broad, straight, tree-planted streets,

the spacious squares, and the solid if plain-looking public

buildings would not be unworthy of a town in the

Netherlands. Among the more conspicuous edifices

XVIIL — 33
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are—Fort Zeelandia (used as a civil and military pnson)*
at the north corner, between the town proper and the

Combe suburb ; the Government-house, surrounded by a

magnificent garden and park ; the town-house, with a tower

100 feet high ; the law courts ; the public hospital, where
there is a remarkable betel-nut avenue 50 feet in height;

the Reformed Dutch, Lutheran, Moravian, and Roman
Catholic churches ; and the Portuguese and Dutch syna-

gogues. The population, barely 1C,000 in 1854, was
20,373 in 1869, and 21,265 in 1878.

The InJ:'aD Tillage of Paramaribo became the site of a French

settlement probably in 1640, and -in 1650 it was made the capital

of the colony by Lord Willougbby of Parhara. In 1 6S3 it was istilL

only a "cluster of twenty-seven dwellings, more (ban half of them
grog-shops," but by 1790 it counted more than a thousand houses.

The town was partly burned down in 1S21, and again in 1S32,

PARANA. See Pl.\te River.

PARANAHYBA (Parnahvea, or Per.nahyba), Sao
Loiz DE, a city of Brazil, the chief port of the province of

Piauhy, is situated on the right bank of the important Rio

de Paranahyba, near the beginning of its delta. It has'a

population of about 15,000, and trades in cotton, leather,

(tc. but its' port is little visited by foreign steamers.

PAKASITISM
Animal Paeasitism.

THE problems suggested by the occurrence of parasites

i not onh'in the intestines or the kidneys but even in

flesh and blood, in eye or brain, have occupied alike

physician and naturalist from the earliest times". From
ancient Egyptian and Jewish sanitary and religious codes

we may perhaps infer considerable knowledge of the distri-

bution and danger of parasites,—unclean animals like the

pig, rabbit, and dog being ppculiarly infested with them.

The schoolmen, too, perplexed themselves with quaint

hypotheses as to the time and place and mode o£ the

introduction of the parasites. of man, while the long per-

sistence of mediaeval myths- is evidenced by the " Furia

infernalis " of the Systema Naturae. The spontaneous
generation of parasites seems never to have been doubted
until the commencement of the 18th century, when Redi
proved the origin of maggots from eggs of the blow-ily,

and Swammerdam announced the similar origin of lice

and other insect parasite's. Both naturalists, however,

opposed the extension of their results to the Entoioa, but

the discovery of microscopic animalcules, and the reflexion

that these rhust readily be introduced into, the body,

induced Boerhaave to suggest the origin of parasites from
free-living worms and infusorians. The sexuality and char-

acteristics of a^few .£'H?o;oa gradually became better known,
while LinnEeus, though little dreaming of their complex
form-history, expelled the spontaneous generation theory

by the in-so-far fortunate mistake of identifying the free

Bothriocephalus of the stickleback as the young stage of

B. latus of man, and certain free Planarians and Nematoids
as the young of liver flukes and thread worms. His school

vastly increased the hitherto scanty catalogue of known
forms, while their exacter knowledge rendered his hypo-
thesis improbable. The origin of Entoion from eggs which
leave the body of their host, enter new hosts in food or

drink, and_when developing in other organs than the ali-

mentary are carried thither by the circulation, was clearly

put forward by Pallas, who also revived the early view of

inheritance, which had been propounded before by the con-

temporaries of Leeuwenhoek (then, however, to avoid the

apparently insoluble difficulty of tracing the origin of the

parasite from its innumerable yet apparently wasted ova).

With the enormous labours of Rudolphi and Bremser hel-

minthology rose to the rank of an important special study,

yet the degeneration of the LinniEan school had nowhere
fuller course : observation of faunistic and .systematic

detail excluded all physiological or morphological research,

and the knotty problem of origin was simply cut by a
'

retur« to the hypothesis of spontaneous generation. This
|

view seemed supported by the absence of reproductive
I

organs in cystic parasites, and reigned almost undisputed
j

until the accumulation of a new chain of evidence. > Of '

this the main links were the discovery of the ciliated larva '.j

of a Trematode (Afonostomum) by Mehlis in 1831, of the '.

Sedia or Cercaria stages of the same genus, and of the j

six-hooked embryo of Tsnia by Siebold in 1835, and the

renewed study oi- Bothriocephalus latus by Eschricht, who
maintained that the encysted forms were persistently larval,

and that the life-history of the Entozoa should be viewed as

broadly parallel to that of parasitic insects. 'Yet in spite

of all this, and of the corroborative researches of Vale'ntin,

many helminthologists remained obstinate, until these

incredible life-histories had been confirmed and treated as

^ many other cases of the "Alternation of Generations" in

the epoch-making work of Steenstrup (1842). Dujardin

next observed the wanderings of Mermis, and Siebold those

of Gordais; the latter, however, advanced the doctrine

that cysts were not larval stages, but mere pathological

modifications of those worms which had chanced to

"wander/' into situations unfitted for their normal life.

Meanwhile were commencing the important labours of Van
Beneden, who traced the actual development of the cystic

parasites of the bony fishes into the tape-worms of the rays

and dogfishes which had devoured them, .so proving that

the transmission of the parasites depended upon the mode
of feeding. These results were soon confirmed by
Kiichenmeister, who not only transmuted cyst into tape-

worm by transmission in food, but redeveloped the cystic

form by feeding with eggs from the adult tape-worm, thus

(1852-53) commencing the 'modern era of .experimental

helminthology. Haubner and Leuckart eagerly followed

for the same group ; Filippi, Valette, Pagenstecher, and
Coobold made similar investigations on Trematodes; while

Leuckart transferred Pentastomum from rabbit to dog, and
traced the formidable Trichina from pig to man. Froih

this time (1860) the advances of our knowledge have been

no longer in principle, though numerous' and important, but

in detail. To Kiichenmeister, Cobbold Davaine, and
others, but more especially to Leuckart, we owe valuable

general works; to the' last the present article is especially

indebted.'

Any discussion of parasitism with its difficulties an3
wide theoretic bearings should naturally be preceded by ali

account of the known facts. This would involve the pre^

paration of two systematic lists,—the first enumerating the

parasitic members of each animal group, while the second,

from the point of view not of parasites but of hosts, would
indicate the forms which are infested, stating by what
parasites. Of these lists the following scanty outlines

mtist suffice.''

A. List of Parasites,

Protozoa (see ritOTOZOA).—A ma;boid organisms are occasionally

detected in dysentery and kVdred diseases; the best known oS
tliese is Avia:ha coli. Parasitic Jii/nsoria oceur much more fre*.

quently : thus in the paunch of sheep and oxen six species [OphJ
7-i/oscotex, Entoftinittm^ Jsotricha) aie constant ; similarly in the

icctuni of the frog are invariably present 0/>atina, Xt/dothcrus,

and Balantidinm ; wliilc B. coti, first described from man, inhabits

f 1 Sl'C Lcncknrt. l/ie iiieii*^lilidieii Pnraiitru, 2 vot^.. Lcipsic, ISOI-TC ; n sccotic

cdltinn (cotnmencinp In i.SiO) i^ now in pn-gicss Hs Oit I'arniiten, ilti Me>iKChen\

Cobbold, I'arasitet, London, 1S|9 ; Kueli.nmuislSr and Ziirn, Die Paraiittn d.

llrn<tlfn. iSSl --Hj)-scli, llundb. d. MtL-i/eagi: /'<Ultol.. Id ed., vol. U.. Sluttgai^
18.S3,
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the pisp Tridi^Cna infests Planamns. FlagelUte ctrasites aremen. numerous: C«-«,„<„«. n^.^.^^/^ U fr^uenUy^Krvea^

descnbeUmdisea^s. In perhaps all mvertebrates and cold-blooJoJmtcbrate. ciluto and flagellate parasites seem to occur. A^tu•re someumea para.s.tio on otber /Vu«ria
^«'«i«

n.Sirt' r'l^°"j"r'°ii^"' «">"!'• however, are the exclusivelypara^ttc Gr,^r,n'.da Tbcse arc very widely distributed amonc
torlT^

Of >nvertebrates. especially worn« aid insects, andXif
Sl?„

^'^^'°^y '^ "^dlly observed in the sj^ies infestin- thehs.aes of the common eartlnvorm. Their spor^ cv piudl
»™Hv*Hr,'?'"'"K"^ '='°*^'-^ ^'•^'^'1 '» the'^soros^rS?^.

«e^t^tt nt";
'"."^'^ "rtebijte and invertebmte t^ues, a^deven IB the hvcr end hair of the human subject

'

V,^emuUi.-Th>s group contains only one entirely parasitic

Siriedl^toiWm ,~n"" r':"'i^"y "f » sinipfe sac of finely

alIrtidi^X, '^^'^/"';''«'"g arfnsle elongated endodermd

We atiemn^ , ^H
"""""" ""' '^P'^J-'^'ive functions. Some

M 4:o kr„'^t^„
demonstrate . mesoderm. The embryos areot tiro kind^ nematogeuic or vermiform, and rhombo^nic or

wim^^ ,r^-"°"'
',"''

'"r^- ""^ i»f"=ifonn embryo whichbecomes free is o complicate.! structure, and probably completesIts development m some new host Some have conn«red the

f„7b "'"J ?"^? ''«''" ^""^ " "" ^'/"-o or Trematodesand have reganled tlie simplicity of the adult as the result of thatde^neration jrhich is ^ggestei both by development and habfLHaeckel. while acknowledging degeneration, re|ards Dlcyemai^

irrh-veVlgt"^^^ ^-^'^ '-'^'^ ^o-^^^^

^^^'^''^r'^)^ ^"P ".""^^'^ °^ " ''""'>«f of minute para-

fiTn ? ^.^"^f"™. infesting some Nemertines, Turbeila. iausand Oph.uroids Although moving in linear direction as hei^name unnhes, they exhibit radiate" structure. The ""lia?^ and

cavity which usually contains embryos. They "exhibit a welt

f^werl^e'l "^;?."P'''^"''. "-^ "^^ ^-"5 Lalw a„d ^^ h
»i.,^^5^ »^ ^^".ros't'o" "s as problematic as that of the

oLl^a' •
^"""*^ <" ^<"«^^. or.»s smvivors of the

SIS' wT""'^'"
this grouD (see Corals, H^-drozoa), while the

^t, ItT r ^'•^"/"''r i"J^bted for support to other or";misns

toIe^hW f' f"*^ ^""""S'' '"'^'' associations occasionallTseem

^1^^,! ,'?'"• ^'f P^-^^iti^m i3 remarkably rare. Youn^i

2;LA^i,!'"'
^^'^""^ "^-^"^ ""^""^"^ g^ows like ivy on

ei«SsT.T'"/':'"^ *? *' '"""'""'• "i"^™' '»•> ono or t«o

M^wTn ' ^' /""^"^^ mira6t7« discovered by Johannes

^m,:r)'"pa;^S'is^^\„rn'"
'"'"^^^-^ '^'^ ^^^ "'

^W.r,«Ua. There are no parasiHc Echinoderms.

bntZ %;;J,''
" ^'•••'"SJo"' belong the m.jority of parasites,

>^ M i
,^ fof Cestoids and Trematodes see Tapeworm

f™l N^^ttET^^^^^P- --"r -p^J^d as de^n^rate

j£?iWwT!l Tbll-' " f'P'^^nted by various s[5cies of

Wv w-kh ri^.t?^
par-asitea possess a muscular elongated

i<fc1S Irl^^J 7/
1°'

''^"'"'J
parasites occur, such as Ponlo-

a!rL^ •
^""'ot", found especially on fish TheCh^tapoda are never parasitic, and but Arelv commeS The
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Ayjmtomato are probably, however, degenerate Chstopods repre-

Crin^ds.
^ «'"'"' J/r-<«^«/u. ifving ectoparasSy^^n

Crtts<a«o.—This group incladesan immense number of forms in

ft«__hvuig forms to such degenerated parasites J Achth^^,

p«<isitic, and among the I«,poda we find such forms as Boyvrus

of na^r-'T- ^""S;''? Cn-ij^^ia again arc various^4of parasitism from some of the L<rpadida to the » id/i« uUra 7ldegeneration-the Mizocrpha/a.* ^ *

comlt'^"/"^"" '"?''' ^ ^^""S^ proportion of ectoparasites, but«n,paratively few eudoi«rasites, for verj- obvious reasons The

!nrJf^%j:'^"'^ ™ ^^"' "-^ i'^bn^eumon-flies, fZygaSr,
?hl- ll r^

Hynenopterous forms, the Pcdiculin^ (Hcmiptrri) andthe M/;„^,/^^ are the more important parasites. ll£y of theother grou,« also include parasitic membciC See I.vsEcts

and tl7~
"•" ^^"^1'"'''^ °f ^"""o (see MiTE) are paretic,

' ^^A,l?r r"^ ""T '^r-'f
'":^'' of similar habit ^ iTth^

The ;,rf^
^^'loyOTic^a and the «;,to(o„nrfa are oft™ referred.The former are parasitic m their youth at least ou Hydroids.

uTiZ'\l r T K """f""" J.vergence from the Aichnoia
'T\^\.uiT

'!f'=-
"''°,'J: ''°f'y P^'^"'=' to tl''t of 'I'o Cestoids.Ihe adult form is found m the frontal sinus of the do" or wolf •

the embryos pass through the nose to the exterior, anJ Ti latenby a hare or labbit lose their investment, penetrat; to the Hverencyst, and pass through a complicated series of chan4 finlllv

el :;rbl°t,'r"'"^rK''
^---^'^y-^^^ «- aesh of the°«dent'^eaten by tlie original host.

Ftrfciro/a. -The Vcrtebrnta. are rarely parasitic. The best case

codfish"^" wS'il""'" " ^'^' °f J/J/--, which burrows into^
whicb ;*, \ > fr

"""^ be oon.pared the well-known Remoru,

ho .1 ' "^'^ externally to sharks, 4c. Commensalism is^hoyver, more common, many small Tcleosteans livin.» withMcdu^ sea anemones, and such like. Fitrasfa- finds a l<x°,T^ent

Ph Hnn,
'"P'^'ory tree of Holothurians; and Semper descn^es a

fhShost'^"' '""'"•' "^"""^ ^^' ^'^"^^ °f 't^ Holo-

1
?° I^nckart, Bronn's iVo(<,j«„ and anicla Protozoa

^..«-.3. 1579; Jour. So^V^'cJcop li S^l IS -^'""^""'KoS. ^«'-'-

B. DislrOnUion of Parasites and List of Easts

sn^^f""^ n',°^ ""T "«ly infested
; Ccelent^ata also rarely:

P^r B ^"""•""l
bave been taken on Physophora, reWla

dtl^-f'/'^' n"^ ^T"' • ^ ^™'" and a nematoid have been

t^^^ u°"'^^V^°^^°'^'
'"'^'^^ various Arthropods occur ecto°parasitically. Echinoderais are also very free fro4 parasites on£dnn,^, however despite its pedicellaris, occm- occas onallV the

!^^'»';^""'''°™7T'f'°''°
5y,./„««, and the mollusc" 1 //irAnaphdacm and Eutima (the latter occurs also ou starfisl es)"

t?e vlc^:^^ °^-
'"n^"'

^'" Myzosto^^a. Holothurians fomthe Pacific occasionally contain crustaceans, such as the crab^u;..M«-«, and several Copepods. Their relspiratory tree lo^-t

Jffxsca are more largely infested. Pinnolhcrc, an<l otherCrtislacca frequently inhabit the mantle cavjtv of marine Lame/"branchs as the Arachnid ^/a^ does the fresh-water muLel The

garter and Bucephalus, besides a,-can«, from which probably few

free X r^'^'f
'"."''"""'

P'"'^
™'"' " '"^"'"al. are" evcT

r^,,,!
Cephalopods not only contain cerfai.i Diajcmm in theirrenal organs, but through their piscivorous habits acquire TV ra!rh,j,uhus and Ascarids. Among the Chatonods not only are

d^rXd"
^'"""'^ ""^"'=°'- """' l"^^''^^ ™™'> *" .icSally

Tr^nT/'T"' f'f1H^,""y <^??tain Gregarines ; and . few CestoidsTrematocles, and ^ematolds (and Brauchiobddla) have been

lZf"%T 7" '•',
'k'",'

^y^"o^=A'»-Ay,i.A„., from ft„„„,„.,"

f '": ^Jo'^e formidable, however, are the Copepods like theftmiliar A,„^^« of the lobster's gills; and, wo?.t of all!
°

fab ^Tpta^ely."
'^''""''"" "^ ^"""''™ "' ''"' '•""'" ^^^ ^'''-

Centipedes often contain Nematoids, and spiders Menus andGord,us InsecU are preyed upon by ichneumons, are largelyplagued by ticks externally, and internally bv Gre-rarines andwoms, most frequently (^crfiu. and Mcr,J; but alS by lar "a

flTVT"' °« ""i"^
'^'°'''"' ^y "rtain Diptem, and by the

t>trej>sijitcra. See Insects. -^

The Tunimta harbour many crustaceans, &c., chiefly in the test

aJl ^'t^fTf ^r"^- i!^'"'
'owever, that parasitism is most frequentand most fatal Fishes swarm externally with Trematodes, leeches,and parasuic cru.staceans, internally with cysts and intestinal worm^

of t ,°e°Jir'.'T' ? l"'"""ation. Nothinggives a more vivid idea
ot the extent to which parasitism has reached than an examination

IJ'Z^' "^ "^n^ better, the common sunfish (OTthagariscus)Amphibuns are inhabited by many parasites,-the common frog

finn, „? n ^
^""-Duili.ers on i<ii,ro, and the specially remorkaW. Inveaira-tloM of Dtlage on i^KMnc (Zxlcj. /<iArMt«ric*^ 1SS0-S4V

"'ealga
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'liaving almost constantly jiscaris vifjrovcnosa in its lungs, and
infusorial parasites in its i-ectuin. and may also peld Distonutm,

£c?ii:iorh'/iichlcs, kc, twenty species in ail. Lizards harbour tape-

worms, Xematoids, including species of Trichina, more rarely

Ti-ematodes. Ophidians have all kinds of parasitic worms, Chelo-

jiiaus chiefly Ncmatoids and Trematodes. Tlic parasites of birds

are of extraordinary number and variety ;
preying, fishing, and

omnivorous birds serve, of coui-sc, very constantly as intermediate

hosts ; but graminivorous birds are hardly more exempt. The
nmnber of parasites is often so vast as to occasion the most serious

disease; tluis the "gapes" of poultry is due to the choking of

tile bronchial passages by multitudes of Nenlatoids {SchrosLtma

si/ngamus)t and the grouse disease to a similar cause {Strongi/lus

pcrffracilis).

Yet a great number of parasites may be borne without apparent
injury: thus the post-mortem examination of a single stork has
yielded twenty-four Filaria and sixteen Styongylns from the lungs
and air passages, one hundred Spiruptcra from the coats of the
stomach, more thau a hundred of various species of Disiomum, and
many hundreds oiHolostomumivoxxi the gullet and intestine. Ticks
and insect parasites are also common ; of these the most remarkable
are the feather-eating Mallophaga. The majority of the jVammalia
have as internal parasites many different species of worms either

in adult or cystic form, which are fully described in veterinary
w

.
gj-Jcs _. The special parasites of man are estimated by Cobbold at

as many as 121 species (13 Trematodes, 16 Cestodes, 21 Nematoids,
10 Leeches, 17 Ai-achnids, 44 Insects) ; many of these, especially

among insects, have occurred only very rarely, and sliould not be

reckoned, e.g., Musca vomitoria and Elaps mortisagu, while a con-

siderable number of the truly parasitic forms have only been once
or twice described,—the above estimate thus becoming reduced
well-uigh to half.'

Taxonomy.—Far tlieu from there being, as was formerly

thought, one great group of Entozoa by itself, we have

Eeen that most invertebrate groups have their parasitic

members and exliibit transitions or grades connecting these

with free-liviug forms. The systematic position of many
parasitic species is, however, not yet clear, many have been

named by accident or according to habitat, and great con-

centration seems necessary. It is, for example, extremely

probable that a careful systematic study of genera like

Gordiiis, Distonium, and Tetrarhi/nchus, of which innumer-

able species have been described from as manj- ditferent

hosts, would result in proving the identity of many forms

described as distinct, and that experiment would show
that many of the forms still api>arently specifically distinct

are really only individuals of the same species more or less

modified by the host upon whom the lottery of nature has

chanced to quarter them.

With the increasing completeness of our knowledge of

parasitic forms the transitions from free to parasitic specie's

are becoming more prominent, and the relationships of the

parasitic to the non-parasitic groups more definite. Among
the Xematuuha, for example, as Leuckart indicates, we are

able to construct a series, starting from free-living forms,

and through such cases as Leplodem (a JihabditisMke form,

sometimes free, sometimes parasitic), thence to parasitic

Nematodes hardly to be distinguished from their free-living

relations, but passing gradually through Oxt/nns, Tncko-

cephiihis, Spiroplem, ic, to such highly parasitic forms as

Trichina, where all relation to the outer world is lost. The
Acanthocephala Leuckart has taught us to regard as

Nematodes highly modified by parasitism, and he points out

how Gordius, with its atrophied alimentary canal, terminal

position of female reproductive organs, and other persistent

and embryonic characters in which it differs from the typical

Nemiitoid, really leads up to Echinorhynchus. As Echino-

rhynchus is related to the Nematodes, so are the Cestoids to

the Trematodes. The close alliance suggested by numerous

points of anatomical correspondence, and by the close
j

parallelism in life-history, is corroborated by such inter- i

mediate forms as Caryophyllxus and Amphilina, from
j

which we pass with ever-increasing parasitic adaptation
|

> Vor It-sti BCC, In otUUtion to coiicnil .nullioritic^. Linstow Camj-^tiilittm d.
!

Htfminthol'^te. Hnnovcr. IS78: V. IJcncdcn, Attimat Paratitit and Metswatfi; I

Cobbold. Human J'anititfs {1SS2V onil faraittts of 0<nnc«ti< Anima'.t (1S741;
[

£lceler's Faiholtffftl, Wigll&h cU., Londou. l^StJ i

through the Ligulidx to Bothrioceplialus and Temia.

Leuckart further points out how closely the Trematodes
are united by intermediate forms to the Planarians. The
alBnities of Myzosionia and Pentasiomum are not yet

precisely determined, though the former is most .
plausibly

regarded as a degenerate Cha;topod and the latter as

similarly degenerated from some low Arachnid or at

least Arthropod type. In the Copepoda, Ciifipedia, and
other crustaceans all degrees in intimacy of association

may be observed, making the relations of the parasitic to

the free forms sufficiently obvious. Everywhere, in short,

we find a morphological and physiological gradation from
free to parasitic forms.

Nature and Degr'.e of Parasitism—Commensalism.—
From the foregoing necessarily much abbreviated lists we
observe not only the enormously wide prevalence of para-

sitism—the number of parasitic individuals, if not indeed

that of species, probably exceeding that of non-parasitic

forms— but its very considerable variety in degree and
detail. The majority indeed derive their main support

from their host, but of these some are free, wandering

about from animal to animal, some are attached per-

manently to the exterior of their victim, while others

again are concealed within its body. In some cases the

parasitism is only temporary, with others it is a life-long

habit. The majority are free in their youth, while some
pass their early life as parasites, becoming free in their

mature state, and others aeain spend their whole life ob
their host.

In some cases there is the very slightest association

;

every student of marine forms is familiar with the complex

Fig. 1.—Colony of sea-ancmoncs {Sanai'lia paraiitiia) on ahcU of

hermit cral).

incrustations and intergrowths of sessile forms, and has

seen how almost any surface or cranny may afford a

lodgment. Parasitism for support is not infrequent ; it

may be temporary or permanent ; in the former case it is

useful in diffusion,— the glochidium-larva of the fresh-

water mussel, for example, being transported on the fins of

fishes. From cases like those of many Cirripedes, which

occur indifferently on rocks or on animals, we pass readily

to permanent associations like that of Loxosoma on the

posterior end of P/uiscolosoma. Vague and loose associa-

tions, if useful to one or both participants, may become

perpetuated by natural selection. Thus sea anemones may
settle on any surface,—occasionally therefore on shells

inhabited by hermit crabs ; hence li:ive arisen uermauent
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associations. Of these there are many familiar instances,

such as the hermit crabs bearing Sapartia parasi'ica (fig. 1),

or having their shell-mouth enveloped by Adamsia. One of

the quaintest instances is a lately described species of crab

which wields an anemone firmly grasped in either claw.

In such cases the association is obviously useful : the crab

is protected from the octopus and other enemies by the

Eematocysts of its comrade, which also aid in holding the

jjrey, while the Actinia too gains its share of the food, and
vicariously acquires means of locomotion. To such cases

T.here two animals are associated together for mutual sup-

port and advantage the term " Commensalism " is applied.

In the struggle for existence increased complexity of needs,

and difficulty in satisfying them, evokes in the individual

organism a certain specialization of function and conse-

quent differentiation of structure. Similar causes result

not so much in the differentiation of each individual of a

species as in the specialization of certain individuals

fer certain specific functions, resulting again in that

specialization of structure which is called polymorphism.

Thus in a Hydractiuia or Siphonophore colony many
diCcrent individuals of the same species have been specia-

lized in each to perform a certain function. The same
tj'.irpose is served by those associations, not of individuals

el the same species, but of two individuals of<different

species, united as we have just seen for mutual advantage,

and each working out some definite part of the common
life-problem. Just as polymorphism in the same species

is physiologically equivalent to differentiation in the indi-

vidual organism, so is commensalism between different

ElHJcies the physiological equivalent of polymorphism in a

single species.

But cases of co-operation on equal terms are rare ; size

constitutes the most frequent disparity, and the smaller

tends to bjcome first wholly dependent upon the other for

support, then for concealment, and finally perhaps for

sustenance. The reverse may occasionally occur, the

weaker being utilized for the purposes of the stronger

;

thus a species of Dromia adapts a colony of sponge or

ascidian as a removable upper garment for concealment.^

Pnntsilism mthin the same Species.—In some cases even

within the morphological unity of the species a physio-

logical relation is established analogous to commensalism
if not to parasitism. Thus in Bonellia the diminutive

and degenerate male lives in the uterus of the female, in

Trickosomum crassirauda of the rat three or four liiale

are found within the spermatheca of the female, while in

JiUhar^ia the incipient reciprocal of these cases is found,

the male being host, ilany of the most remarkable cases

are also afforded by the Cirripedia, in whicli a female may
be4r males in various states of dependence and degenera-

tion. In viviparous animals a certain absorption by the

young from the tissues of the parent can hardly avoid

taking place ; this is therefore so far an analogy to endo-

parasitism. This advantage is clearly retained and deve-

loped if absorption take place by an organ specialized for

the purpose. Thus in the well-knons-n shark Mtistelus

Istvis the young are attached to the ovidutt by a placenta

developed on the yolk sac ; and the like arrangement,

though morphologically different, is physiologically the

same among the Mammalia.
Hyperparasitism.—Not only are very few animals alto-

gether free from parasites, but even parasites themselves

find their nemesis in being themselves infested by lesser

parasites, though not "ad infinitum." Thus Leuckart
mentions that water-lice and thread-worms are found on
parasitic crustaceans, and the endoparasitic larvje of some
Uymenoptera are themselves preyed upon by other larvae

1 Fiir an account of many casr* of commcnsalisni. see V. Pcncden, Animal
I'iiiaiiiti, ar.J Semper, Antmat Lt/e^ both m latematiooal Science Sciics.

{Pteromalina). Nematodes are found in Kieothoe, and
associated with Sacculina are frequently found tv.o other
crustacean parasites, one of which, after deiiroying the
greater part of its host, continues to subsist upon the
nourishment afforded by its root-like processes which but-]

vive the operatior

CljssifiaUion.—Some classification of these various parasitic forms,
is necessary. Van BencJcn iotroduccd the useful term commeTisals
or messmates, imder whicli ho includes (1) Difosi'to or fixed and (2)
eoinositcs or free partners. These he distinguishes not onh- from
parasites hut from mxttualisls where two species are associated, but
neither share a common food n.or does one prey on the other.
'Parasites he divides according to the dufation of their state
of attachment to a host, distinguishing (1) those which are free all

their life (leeches, bugs, fleas, &c. ) ; (2) those free as adults but
parasitic when young (/cAiwumim, Mermis, &c. ) ; (3) those free only
in youth, and attaining their adult form either directly in the first

host entered, or only after a migration from one host to another
(most parasitic worms)

; (4) those whicli pass all phases of their life

on or in their host, e.g., Strejmptera, Tristomunu, &c. In this
classification there is no attempt to define the degree of dependence
or the closeness of the associatiou, except in the general distinction
between parasites and commensals ; the group of mutualists is

entirely superfluous and confused, no clear definition being given, and
in the examples of the various groups the limits of his own defini-

tions are not adhered to.

Leuckart distinguishes parasites as ecto- and endo-parasitic, and
aivides the fonner into temporary and permanent. Endoparasites
he divides according to the nature and duration of their strictly

parasitic life. (1) Some have free-living and self-supporting

embryos which become sexually mature either in their freedom or
only after assuming the parasitic habit. (2) Othei-s have embryos
which, without having a strictly free life, yet pass through a period
of active or passive wandering, living for a while in an intermediate
host They may either (a) escape to pass their adult life in freedom
(Archigetes aud AspidognsUr), or Ifi) they may become sexual, or (c)

they may bore their way to another part of the body {Trichina), or
(d) most frequently they pass to their final host either directly when
their intermediate host is devoured as food, or indirectly seeking
for themselves aoother intermediate host, or producing asexual
forms which do so (Trematodes and Cestoids). (3) Others again
have no free-living oT even migratory embryonic stage, but pass
through their complete life-cycle in one host •(Trkkocephalus,
Oxyuris, &c. ). This somewhat detailed classification has at least

the advantage of clearness, and of showing to some extent the
various degi'ees of parasitisi

Kossmann has proposed a more physiological classification deaUng
with the organization and habit of the parasite. This he has
applied to the Cricttacea :—I. Dios-motici, or vegetative without
independent digestive organs, e.g., lUiizocephala ; II. Digcsiorii,

with independent digestive system, and including (1) Sedentarii,

Copcpoda atchtxieta, Bo})yridse, Euhoniscidse, /Cryptoniscidse ; (2)

Vagantcs, Copcpoda holotmcta, BraiKhixira, Cymothoidis. The great
variety of details, however, make's it almost impossible to ebtablish

any logically accurate division. Any strict classification of such a
variety of organisms having only in common the physiological corre-

spondence of their mode of life is almost iropossible, and the most
that can be done is to point out the existence of series of adapta-
tions varying with the intimacy and constancy of the associatiou

and the degree of dcpcnden.

Origin of Pamsiiism and Transmission of Parasites.—
With the dismissal of the theory of generatio squivoca, the

question of the origin of parasites is limited to the discus-

sion of the causes which might induce such a change of

habit and environment. There are obviously many oppor-

tunities for one animal either in adult or larval state being

swallowed by another rn food or drink, in which case, if

the environment were not too utterly different from that

previously enjoyed, parasitism might arise in a purely

unconscious way. It is again easily conceivable that

animals which have sought a host for temporary protection

from climate or enemies, or for safety and seclusion in the

bearing and breeding of the young, might, finding the

environment congenial and a supply of food at hand,

remain there during a large portion of their life. • It is

worth noticing, as corroboratory of the idea that the host

was in many cases resorted to primarily as a sort of mater-

nity asylum, that we find many parasitic females with free

males, e.g., Nicothoc. Given an animal with a carnivorous

habit, it is intelligible enough that during a period of

k
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scarcity of food or of extreme pressure from enemies, vari-

ous methods of solving the problem of life would be

attempted, the successful results of which in a few cases

persist especially in ectoparasitism, not the least obvious

mode of retaliation on stronger foes. The degree of the

parasitism is, as we have seen, not of primary moment, and

its intimacy may be increased. There are naturally some

physiological limits of respiration, itc, determining the

possibilities of parasitism—air-breathing insects are found

on land animals or at most on some amphibian forms,

water-breathing Arthropods on water-breathers, water-

breathing worms only in the interior of land animals
; but

even these limits may be overstepped by adaptation when,

for example, the respiration becomes cutaneous in Penta-

stom-um, Sarcoptes, *S:c.

The various modes of transmission of parasites, though

of great practical importance, do not call for much dis-

cussion here. They may be summarized as follows after

Leuckart :—(1) the majority of parasites reach their hosts

through the medium of food or drink
; (2) eggs are in

some cases transferred from one animal to another by

actual bodily contact, e.y., the eggs of Pentastonium by the

licking of dogs
; (3) sometimes the eggs are deposited in

or on the host by the mother, for example, by insect para-

sites, such as Ichneumons, (Estrids;, ifcc.
; (4) in some rare

cases parasites are transmitted by self-infection,—for

example, young Trichinx, born free in the alimentary canal

of their host, bore their way thence directly into the

muscles, there to grow into the well-known encapsuled

worms. Eggs or proglottides of tape-worm may, ou gain-

ing the exterior, be transmitted inadvertently to the

mouth, and so recommence their life-cycle within the same
host.

The mode of diffusion of the ova of parasites presents

many analogies to that of seeds in the vegetable kingdom :

thus wind and water are alike utilized, passing animals

may serve as unconscious bearers, and the like. Though
well protected by a usually thickened egg-shell and an

often remarkable degree of vitality, so as to resist pro-

longed drought, burial, and other vicissitudes, the parasite

has an e.xceedingly small chance of succes.^ in finding a

host ; to preserve the species from extinction an enormous

number of eggs must be produced, far exceeding that of

free-living organisms. Thus Leuckart points out that as

a tapeworm has an average lifetime of two years, and pro-

duces in that time about 1500 proglottides, each contain-

ing say 57,000 ova, and since the species is not increasing

in numbers, an ovum has thus only one chance in

85,000,000 of reaching maturity. The difficulties are of

course increasingly greater as the life-history becomes more
complicated, demanding an increasing number of hosts.

Given a sufficient number of eggs, however, no difficulty

is insuperable, and few parasitic forms accordingly seem in

any risk of disappearance, except, it is to be hoped, in

the case of civilized man and the domestic animals, where
the large consumption of cooked food, aided by conscious

hygienic precautions and medical aid, tends to exclude or

remove them.

EffecU of Parasitic Life on Parasites.—So far from treat-

ing the phenomena of parasitic life as highly aberrant,

and the peculiarities of parasitic form as differentiations

sui generis, it becomes evident that we have to do with

only one of the many cases in which the influence of

environment on organism is clearly marked. The a:tiology

of parasitism is only a fraction of a vaster general ques-

tion; and we shall never fully understand the adaptation

of the parasite to its host until the relation of environment

to organism has been far more profoundly analysed and
completely experimented on—inquiries which have only

recently begun to be seriously set od foot. The most cur-

sory consideration of the action of environment shows
how profoundly it determines form ; of this no better

examples can be found than those furnished by the habit

of plants. It is easy to see how submerged leaves must
become dissected, or desert plants tend to become succu-

lent ; how evergreens aje only possible in certain condi-

tions of climate, or thorns are only useful where herbivor-

ous mammals abound. In the same way we can broadly

see that the conditions of life profoundly influence animal
form. Before considering how the abnormal jjarasitic

environment affects the parasite, we should know how the

normal environment affects the non-parasite, and how the

two cases differ. The environment thus needs analysis

into its factors, the organism similarly into its constituent

systems of organs ; and the influence of any factor of the

environment upon each system and organ demands deter-

mination, species by species, before safe and exhaustive

generalizations can be obtained. Pending these inquiries,

which are destined to take so large a place in the biology

of the future, and within the present narrow limits, only

the merest outline can be attempted.

Morphological science has but slowly and with difficulty

disentangled itself from the primitive classincatious of

plants and animals by habit and resemblances of external

form • the physiologist, however, neeSs to reassert the

claims of these and develop them in detail ; as for the

child so for him whales are in a sense fishes, and bats

birds,—just as the swimming organs of the former, like

those of the penguin or cuttlefish, are all fins, or the flying

organs of the latter and those of insects are wings alike.

Such considerations show too the first importance of the

mechanical conditions, primarily those of locomotion or

rest, and whether in water, or land, or in air, Since these

determine, not only external form, but muscular and
skeletal disposition and structure. These determined,

conditions of heat and light play an obvious part ; copious

supplies of heat energy to the organism have a distinct

result in stimulating plant growth^ and accelerating that

of animals ; light too, a primal necessity for green plants,

has also the most marked effect on animals, which develop

tracts of absorbent pigments in its presence, these

becoming locally evolved for perception into eyes ; w hile

in relation to sound-vibrations and impressions of contact

other sense organs develop. Quantity of food has its

influence mainly on size, but nature of food and mode of

feeding demand many appropriate specializations of details

of form. Expressing the same adaptations from the other

point of view, that of the organism, we see how not only

the general form but the integument with its colour and

texture, and al.so the respiracory and alimentary organs,

are necessarily fitted to avail themselves of the given con-

ditions ; how the circulatory and how the reproductive

systems must comply ; how the sensory organs must take

note more and more of the changes in the environ-

ment ; and how the whole series of complex adaptations

demands a similarly complex internal mechanism for their

co-ordination through the nervous system.

From the slightest analysis then of the relation of

organism to environment, the theory of evolution might

ajuiost have been predicted, since, if the details of environ-

ment and organism be indeed obviously and precisely

adapted one to another, change in the former must either

be followed by the extinction of the latter or its modifica-

tion in the requisite details. To explain the modus operandi

of change in the organism, we have mainly to bear in mind
Dohrn's admirably expressed " principle of functional

change,"—the simple conception that any living tissue,

however specialized, stili retains traces of all the functions

of living prc;Oplasm, and that any one of the=e traces may
be indefinitely increased by favourabla coudilions, and the
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specialized function similarly reduced to a trace. Along

with this, or rather as a corollary of it, comes the concep-

tion of economy of unused structure ; our notions of

specialization become henceforth associated with a corre-

sponding possibility of simplification, and our idea of pro-

gress must be for ever accompanied by the corresponding

possibility of degeneration.

The conditions of parasitic life are readily seen to differ

primarily from those of independent organisms in negative

characters, i.e., in the simpliScation of the factors of the

environment ; let us therefore briefly consider the results

of such progressive simplification upon organisms in general.

Let the mechanical conditions be simplified by the cessation

of active movement ; the specialized body-form necessary

for locomotion then becomes unnecessary ; locomotor

muscles and their skeletal attachments are simplified or dis-

appear ; organs of sense are far less needed ; and nervous

adaptations and structures become correspondingly reduced.

In all these respects then sessile parasites simply agree

with other sessile animals. Again, let us simplify the

environment by the deprivation of light ; eyes and pigment

are useless, and our organism, whether cave-dwelling insect

or crustacean or internal parasite, becomes blanched and
blind; and similarly with other senses. Or let ns subtract

as far as possible the element of danger from other animals

by special protection or concealment in one of the " nooks

of life " ; here again for shelled mollusc, sand buried

Amphioxus, or hidden parasite the diminished need of

nervous adaptations is a similar degenerative factor. Let

food become abundant, the same nervous economy follows

;

let it be highly nutritive, and digestive structures and func-

tions may be simplified ; thus the examples of progres-sive

degeneration of the alimentary system up to its complete

replacement by superficial absorption, afforded by various

parasitic series, are natural enough. The soft integument
unprotected and blanched, the reduced muscular activities,

the simple or absent alimentary tube, the reduced circu-

latory and respiratory organs consequent ujxm diminished

waste and softened integument, are all intelligible enough,

as also is the increase in reproductive activity demanded
by increased risk of failure to find the appropriate condi-

tions. The few adaptive conditions are readily understood:

given the continuous application of a flat muscular surface

to resist detachment from the host, and atmospheric jires-

sure helps the development of the sucker
;
given either a

clutching limb or a portion of the body-wall thrust for

support into the host, and the mechanical conditions aid

the differentiation of a hook ; here, if anywhere, function

in fact may be said to make the organ, and such curious

resemblances of superficial form as those between say a

gregarlne, a tapeworm, and an Echinorhynchus are not hard
to explain.

Further details of the process of retrograde metamor-
phosis and of the enormously important phenomena of

degeneration cannot- here be attempted; it must suffice if

the general dependence of such changes U[ion simplification

of environment—freedom from danger, abundant alimen-

tation and complete repose; kc. (in short, tlie conditions

commonly considered those of complete material well-

being)—has been rendered clearer, and if the phenomena
of i)arasiti5m, however a|iparently aberrant, become intel-

ligible as new evidences of the unity of organic nature.'

Ejfects of Parasite on Hod.—As the result of the associa-

tion of two organisms with more or less constancy, various

mutual modifications of form and function must obviously

occur. The more important effects of parasite on host

may be briefly outlined. Semper cites numerous cases

where the commensal or parasite has a mcclianically trans^

> Soc Dnlii-n. D Priiiri/: tl. fu net ions uixJuei t Lankestcr, Qa Di-genaratiou,
>iiM(>:i. 18S0; Seini.tr. Animal Lift.

forming effect on the host. Thus a homy coral with

which an annelid is constantly associated has became
permanently modified to form an encasing tube. Worms
inside corals have enlarged the base of the cavity by

stimulating growth, and may also produce permanent pores.

Pycnogonids on Campnnularia produce galls, which ac-

quire specific characters, and various species of crab para-

sitic on corals form galls, two of which coalescing, form a

sort of " cave dwelling " with two fissures which are kept

open by the respiratory currents of the crab, which thus

both stimulates and checks the growth of the polyps. In

higher animals, and with more intimate parasitism, the

mechanical influences of the parasite on the host are more

serious and more markedly pathological. Thus parasitic

worms, by their size and number, frequently close up
passages such as arteries, windpipe, ic, causing often

fatal results. But many parasites are also actively de-

structive to certain tissues of their host—thus, as Semper

points out, Pehogaster destroys the female reproductive

organsof Pagurus, a Trematode those of Limnxa stagnalis,

the larva of a fly (Culerehra emasculator) the testes of various

species of American squirrel. In none of these cases, how-

ever, is the general vitality of the host affected. The
results of active motion within the host are productive of

still more serious mischief; tlius the internal migration and
burrowing of such parasites as Trirhina and Bilharziti is

well known to produce violent inflammation. The per-

foration of vessels, the consequent extravasation of blood,

and the destruction of tissue often end fatally for the

host. Leuckart distinguishes pathological effects as due

either to growth and increase of parasites, or to their

wanderings within the host, or thirdly to the very consider-

able loss of nourishment which a number of parasites of

appreciable size necessarily entails. Some blood-sucking

parasites are specially dangerous, and many less ferocious

forms doubtless poison their host to some extent by their

waste products. Roux also notes how parasites—an

Eckinocorcus, for example—by inducing a flow of nutritive

material, may develop a net-workof capillaries and produce

other histological changes -

It is probable that many of the most remarkable

integumentary specializations of the animal kingdom^are

defences against parasites (somewhat as the stings or thorns

which protect foliage, or the hairs which keep ants fi'om

flowers) ; thus the nematocysts of coelenterates, the mol-

luscan shell or the crustacean mail, the vigilant ])edicellariae

of the echiuoderm, or the scales of the fish are alike largely

specialized as defences against the never-ceasing attacks

of swarms of larval parasites, eagerly struggling to gain

entrance or footing anywhere

The history, of the medical aspects of parasitism can only

be very briefly alluded to. From the time of the ancient

Arabian physicians some diseases, such as itch, have been

referred to parasite-s. With the increasing knowledge as

to the prevalence and importance of parasitism there arose

a distinct parasitic theory of disease, and in the 17th and

18th centuries such questions were discussed as "an mors

naturalis sit substantia verniinosa." In s|)ite of the

gradual unravelling of the mysteries of origin and life-

history, physicians long clung conservatively to the old

hypothesis of spontaneous generation, even Bremser

regarding the pathological states of the host not as caused

by the parasites, but as causing and in fact creating them.

It was not till within the last thirty years that, with the

rise of experimental hclminthology, medical science shook

itself free from superstition and ignorance, and devoted

close attention to aetiology and treatment, culmiuatint. in

that systematic warfare against all forms of [larasitisra

2 Lr
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which now occupies so important a place in medicine and

the veterinary art (see p. 269 infra and Veterinary
Science},''

"
(p. ce.)

Vegetable Parasitism.

Tlie name of parasites has been given to those plants

fhich are nourished wholly or partially at the expense of

other living organisms. The degree and nature of the

benefit thus obtained varies greatly with different plants,

and the effect produced upou the host ranges from an

almost imperceptible oab to complete destruction. At
one extreme are certain forms which, while drawing the

nourishment necessary for life from their hosts, yet do so

in such fashion that both organisms continue to live in

intimate association, and, it may be, rendering mutual

help. From these by a series of gradations we come to

parasites of such destructive influence as to cause wide-

spread death to certain animal and vegetable forms of life.

This physiological group is closely related to another, the

saprophytes, which obtain their nourishment from the

dead remains of organisms. True parasites belong ex-

clusively to the dicotyledonous flowering plants and the

fungi^ A few alga; are partial parasites.

The remarkable appearance presented by most parasitic

flowering plants undoubtedly attracted notice in remote

times. They are frequently mentioned by early writers,

but there is no evidence sufficient to enable us to deter-

mine whether they were regarded as independent plants

or merely as pathological excrescences—unless in the one

case of the mistletoe, which was recognized as the former

ky Pliny, \vho gives an account of its reproduction by
seed. The effects of the attack of parasitic fungi were

also observed in very early times, as there is abundant

evidence to show, but the plants themselves which caused

the damage were necessarily nqt detected as such from
their minute size and obscure nature. We must come to

the middle of the ISth century for the first . attempt to

establish a botanical group of flowering parasites. Pfeiffer,

in his treaiise on the Fungus melitensis (Cynoniorium

coccittfum), divides all flowering parasites into three groups,

according as they infested the whole plant or attacked but

ene place or were confined to the root ; but he includes

many epiphytes, such as ivy, lichens, ic. After this

remarkable classification a knowledge of native and exotic

forms grew up, and nothing noteworthy occurred in the

history of the subject until the end of last century and
beginning of the present one, when there was a relapse to

the old theory that parasites were no more than degener-

ate outgrowths from their hosts. For example, Meycn
attempted to account on anatomical grounds for the exist-

ence of Lal/irma squamaria on its host, and more absurdly

still, Trattinick, in a letter to Schlechtendal, gave a short

list of plants to which parasites bear a very superficial

resemblance, and gravely affirmed his belief that the latter

are but specific degenerations of these. Thus he con-

tended that Biilanophora is but an Artim, Cytinus a

Cotyledon, Rafflesia a cabbage, ic. De Candolle made
the first genuine attempt in 1832 to establish a classifica-

tion of parasites on morphological and physiological

grounds; Unger followed in 1840 with a purely morpho-

logical arrangement, and, though he advanced matters

considerably, his treatise contains muoh speculation not

borne out by facts. Martius's classification of about the

same time is on much the same lines as De Candolle's.

The knowledge of paraskic fungi 'has advanced gradually

irith the improvement of the microscope, and the accumu-

lation of the life-histories of forms has grown up imder

the hands of numerous observers, among the earliest of

whom Knight performed admirable service. With increas-

ing knowledge of native, and exotic forms, and the advance

made in the fields of vegetable anatomy and pnysiology,

the whole group of vegetable parasites has become more
strictly defined,—the last noteworthy service being the

establishment by De Bary [Morph. «. Physiol, der Pihe,

Fleckten u. Myxomycelen) of the physiological group of

"saprophytes" to receive those plants which differ from

the parasites in obtaining their nourishment from the dead
bodies of organisms and from soil rich in humus.'

PH..VNEROOAMIA.—The parasitic flowering plants are exv

clusively dicotyledons confined to natural orders falling

under the two divisions of Gamopelalse and Honochlamydese.

Among the Gamopeialx there are the (MonolropeseV)

Lennoacesi, Cuscutex {Convolvulacese), certain genera of

Scrophulariacem (such as Rhinanthus, Melanipyrum, Eu-
phrasia, and Pedicularis), and the Orobanchese. Among
the Monochlamydex there are the Cylinaceee, Cassylha

(Laurines), Loranthaces, Santalaaee, and Balanophoracea:.

The vegetative bodies of these exhibit various degrees of

degradation, and this process may go so far that, excepting

the parts concerned in reproduction, not only the external

appearance but the whole structure of the tissues character-

istic of a vascular plant may be lost to the parasite. The
roots in particular undergo considerable change of form and

.structure in adaptation to their peculiar function, and the

typical root of a vascular plant may lose all its character-

istics, retaining only its physiological properties. A
degraded root or part of a root so adapted is termed a

hauslorium, and the mistletoe, dodder, Thesium, Balano-

phora, and Rafflesia exhibit such in various degrees of

removal from the true type. -

The arrangement of the orders as follows is tnat adojited

in systematic botany. • Their physiological relations v ill

be afterwards indicated.

The Monotropcie, which arc allied to the heaths, possess no
chlorophyll and only small scale-like leaves. Monotropa, which
may be taken as a type of the group, undoubtedly subsists as a

saprophyte on organic matter derived from the soil. There has

been some controversy as to the parasitism of these plants. Perhaps

the strongest evidence in its favour was offered by Drude, uho
stated that he found a parasitic connexion between Monotropa and
the roots of Abies cxcdsa, Monotropa was then generally regarded

as both parasite and saprophyte. Jfore recently, however,

Kamicnski has denied the accuracy of Drude's interpretation of

the case, and, alfirn.-ing that Monotropa possesses no haustoria,

upholds the view that it is no ttue parasite. U^wn the evidence

it may be taken that no case has yet been satisf.ictorily made out

for the parasitism of tliis group. The suborder consists of ten or

twelve species included in nine genera occurring in north temperate

regions. Monotropa Hypopitys, L., is distributed through Europe;

var. glabra, Roth, mostly among deciduous trees ; and var. hirsuta.

Roth, commoidy among cnuifers.*

The Lcnnonccse are a very small order confined to Mexico and

California. They arc succulent herbs with simple or slightly

branched stems bearing small scale-like leaves, and rc-semble in

gencial habit the Monotropcx, to \\liicli they arc allied. Tliey

possess no chlorophyll, antl are probably always jtarasitic.*

The Cnicu'.acese (bodders) arc a suborder of Con,-6h-tilnca€, and
areilistinguishcd by their fiLrous, climbingstcms hearing very small

scale-like lGa^es. They aie entirely without chlorophyll, and art-

true parasites. The gioup coiisists of annual plants reproduced

each year from their seed, which commonly lipeirs al>oiit the sann;

time as that of the host plai ts. The -weds jf host and parasite-

are fiequcntly found nii-^cd, and it consequently happens that they

aje sown together. When the seed of the dodder germinates it

' Pfeiffer. Fiiti^iis mt^ilensis. Linnieiis'9 Anianiln/. Afad., Dissert. Ixv.. voi.

Iv., 1700. 1>C CimOoWv, P/'i/siolo^ie r-Jitale, iil., /Jes J^ataiiCeM pli/inc-onnnie',

lS-32: L'nscr, ' Ucitr. zur Kcnnlniss dcr pnrnsiiiiclicn rfluiiseii," Ann. */,

Wieitir Mu*., ii.. IRIU; .Marliu*. " L'el>cr die Vt-cclnlion <It-r iincclitfii uml
crlitcii Piimsitcn zmiaclist in CruslIIcn," Gel. Ant. d. Kfjt. bair. Acad. d. II7.»-ie/i.«f/(.,

xlv.
* Tlin fniloMinc recent works <loa] more or less completely with porosllic

flowciiiic pliinls usn croup:— Solms Laiibnih, " L'e5cr den Ban untl c!lo Knl«ick-

clune dor tiniilirun([-.oicrtnc p.Triisitisciicr riiflncrocnnien." Pihi'jx/icinri Jalirb.

/. Hiiteiitch. Jlot.. vi.; Clmlln, Anatomic comparee i/cf re^ttaii^—Planlet para-

litei, Paris, ll^"2: bnindt. y'onnulla de paran't. ijuitnsdant pfinneroitam. olit.

linn^ia. \f^t^; Pltr.1. " L'ebir die Aniiefluncswt-iso ciniger plianeroKami.-,cliet

Parasiren an Hire Xiiiirpfloiu:eTi." /lot. ZIg.. 18CI.

> Soims Laubacti. loe. tit. ; Drude, IJie ilirjnijle rok Monotropa Hypopilis,

Giitllncen. 1873;. Kiitlilensi<i, "Pie Vet'ClalioiiMilfiailo von Mntwtropa llypu-

pitvi: liu. Z/^-.'lNSl.

* S<,lnis Litubnch, ''Die Ftniillc der Lcnnoaceen." AlhnndL <f. Sulnrf. Ce^/t
en Halle, xl. -
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Dushes ap its stem, vrhich meeting with the stem of the host plant
develops a papilla-like body at the ]^K>int of contact. From the
papilla there proceeds the tnio haustoriiim, which penetrates the

tissues of the ha^t as far as the vascular system, -where it expands
slightly and terminates in a broad surface. The haustorium is

furnished with a central vascular bundle originating in the vascular

system of the dodder stem. When this haustorium has been
developed the root of the dodder dies off and all connexion with
the soil ceases, while the stem above the haustoiium continues to

wind round its host, producing fresh haustoria at shore intervals,

And gradually enveiopms; and destro\-:ng the plant. The influences

exerted are of two kinds :—(i) a truly parasitic influence, since the

dodder, possessing neither connexion with the soil nor chlorophyll,

obtains all its nourishment from its host by the action of its

haustoria ; and (-1 a mechanical influence, in depriving its host of

air. light, ic.,-and preventing the development ot branches, }:aves,

&c. (see fig. '2). The commonest species are Cuscuta Epiihymum,
Wurr., distributed thrci' .ho'at Europe, growing on Thymus Scr-

pyiium, CailuTia ntlparis. Genista, ic; yar. tri/ch'i on clover, to

which crop it is enormously destructive ; C. curcpsea, L., occurring

throughout Europe on hops, vines, &c., and C. EpiUmtm^ Weihe,
commonly found throughout Europe growing on flax.*

There are at least five genera of Sero}>hulanaeem which are

partially parasitic, viz., Rhinanihus, Melampyrutn^ Pedicularis,

Euphrasia, and Striga. They all contain chlorophyll, and possess

true roots on which small hanstoria are developed. Euphrasia,

occurring in both north and south temperate regions, is partially

parasitic on roots of grasses. Pcdicidcris is common in alpine and
arctic regions of the northern hemisphere, Mdampyrum and

fto. 2.—CitMiiM glcmerata, Ciioisj. A, ParasfEe entwining host; B, section
throuch union between parasite and host; e, stem of host; d, st«m of Cwcj{a

;

A, banatorio. After Dodel-Port.

EhbxanOiits in the north temperate zone, and Striga is a native of
Asia. Africa, and Australia. The last possesses perhaps more dis-

tinctly parasitic habits than the others—though the' cultivation
experiments of Becaisne, Comu, and others tend to show that
parasitism is necessary in the cases of Melampyrumy Ehinanthus,
and Euphrasia,^

The OrobanchesB (Broomrapes) possess erect, simple or little-

branched stems bearing numerous scale-like leaves, and are variously
coloured, but destitute of chlorophyll. They are parasitic on the
roots 'jf many different herbs and shrubs by means of their haustoria,
whioh penetrate to the vascular system of the host. They attach
themselves thus immediately after germination. There are about
0E6 hundred and fifty so-called species of Orobanche, of which the
following are perhaps best known:

—

Orohatiche rubcns, Wallr.,*

parasitic on and very destructive to lucerne; 0. minor^ Sutt, on red
clover; 0. major, L., whichattains a height of 2 feet on roots of furze
and other leguminous plants; and 0. Jtapum, Thuill. Pkelipma
ramo&a, Mey., attacks particularly hemp and ti>bacco. Lalkrsca,
which according to Sclms Laubach belongs to ScrophiUilriacca:,

is parasitic on the roots of trees such as hazels.^

' DesmOTiliiK. Etudes organiques tur let Cuscutees, Touloiise. 1853; Solms
L&cbach. M. cit^ L'lolh, " Beitrage zur Physiol, der Ciiscotecn." Flora, 1860;
K*ch, Dit KU« und Flaehtseid^, Unterstteh. uber deren EnlKiekelvng, &c.,
Heidelberg. 1S80. where references to further literatm-c are Riven.

a Decalsne, Ann. d. Sci. Hat., 1847, ser. iii.. vol. vili. p. 2 ; Comu. Bui'., d. la
Sec, Bot. di France, ISIG, v:!. xxlii. p. 195; Hensiovr. £o:. Z:?., ISlS.jp. 14: PiCra,
Bbt. Ztg^ 1861, pp. €•- an.l 72; Solms Lanbach, loe. cit.

' Solma Laubach, *- De Lathrxa geneiis positione systematica." ia Btrlin.

The Cytiimc€3s are a very remarkable order of truly parasitic

plants which are wholly destitute of chlorophyll, and of a very,

degraded structure. Cytinus possesses a scaly stem bearing sessile

flowers, while EaJUsia and Brugmajisia consists one may say of

a single flower, measuring in the case of liafficsia as much as

3 feet across. These flowers appear first in the form of knobs
emerging from the host plant, and before expanding resemble an
unopened cabbage. They remain expanded only for a few days,

when T>iitr<»fartion ^^r^'ns sd"1 ^ smell as of putrescent flesh is

emittecl, ser\'ing thus to attract issects which probably aid in

eflecting fertilization, since the stamens are in differeut f-owers.

There are about twenty-four species in the order, and these are

mostly trcpicaL Ci'tinus Hypoeistis, L., which is parasitic on

the roots of Cissus, occurs in southern Europe. Rajjicsia and
Brvgincnsia are limited to the Malay Islands, and Sapria. has a

widev distribution throughout the same region. Hajjiesia is

parasitic on both roots au'l stems, tho latter generally prostrate.

PitostyleSf a native of .imerit.^ and Africa, s.nd. Apot^Jint'.es, confined

to America, are parasitic en branches. Ifydr.ora, found in tropical

and south Africa, grows on succulent plants, cl:ie3y Enphorbiaaas
\

and closely allied to it is Frcsopanche, an Americ.m genus.*

The genus Cassyih.a {Lav.rincm), of which there are about fifteen

species occurring in the tropics, but mostly in Australia, strongly

resembles Cusutta. The plants are exceedingly alike in appearance

and in parasitic habit, for which reason the name of " dodder
laurels " has been given to the Cassyth^. They are wholly \\ithout

chlorophyll, and their thin, twining, cylii;dric?.l sttms, beciring

scaly leaves, envelop their host::, to which they arv attached by
means of papilla-like haustoria. The seeds germinate in the soil.

and the roots subsequently die off" as in Cuscu'i.^

The Loranihacess a'e parasitic on the stems and branches of trees,

hut, since they bear mostly thick and leathery leaves containing

chlorophyll, their paiusitism cannot be considered so uoraplete as in

those cases whe'e chlorophyll is absent The order id for the most
part a tropical one, but it is represented in Europe by Loranthv..^

curvpsB-us, L., and Viscum album, L., the common mistletoe. Err-

anthus is a large tropical genus containing upwards of three hun-
dred spscies. Arccu'-hohium occui-s in southern Europe. The
mode of parasitism of Viscum album., L,, the mistletob, maybe taken
as illustrative of the order. Its seeds adhere to tht young shoots

of trees by means of the viscid pulp of the fruit (used in Uie p.e-

paretion of bird-lim':). On germination it choota out rootlets

whi :h traverse the cortex of the host mostly in the direction ol

the axis, seiding down numerous haustoria into th^ wood, where
the ceils of the parasite become partly lignifted, and thus attain an
intimate connexion with the wood-cells of the host. A layer of

meristem is formed in the haustorium where it passes through the
:ambium region of the host stem, thus enabling the pa/*asite to keep
pace with the growth in thickness, and gradually to become more
de?ply fix-id. The function of the growing point, which soon passes

over into permanent tissue, is thus transterred to this region of the
haustorium. Ultimately this layer of meristem is also transforaied

into permanent tissue, and the activity of the parasite in this direc-

tion ceases. The haustoria aie commonly situated close togethei

in considerable numbers, and an excessive deraand upon the host

is thus brought about, causing local death and a hurtful influence

throughout the plant, exhibited in its defectivb development.

M"here a tree has been attacked by mistletoe a corroded and dis-

torted appearance is presented, owing to the drying up of the

tissues and the reparative processes that ensue, "When the mistle-

toe has thus exhausted one region of supply it frequently sends out
adventitious shoots, which, attacking the host in fresh places, give

rise to new growths of the parasite. The mistletoe grows on a large

number of different trees, such as the apple, lime, elm, maple,
willow, thorn, poplar, and even on conifei-s. Though exceedingly

plentiful on the apple, it rarely attacks the pear tree, and the
Lcmbardy poplar seems to be exempt, while other poplars suffer

considerably. Very rarely does it attack the oak, and Dr Bull,

who made exhaustive inquiry {Jcurn. Bot., vol. ii.) into the

matter, succeeded in discovering only seven authentic cases in

i)iM€r/r/., 1865, and tee. eit., also in AbhaneU. d. Xatur/orsch. Ges. xu Ealle,

liii.. Kacb, "tJntcrsuch. iiber d. Entwickelung d. Saincns d. Orobanchen," in

Jdhrb. f. vissenseh. Bol., xi.; Caspary, " Ueber Samen, Keimunff. etc.. dei

Orobarchen," F7ora, 1S54; L,ory, -Sur'la respiration et la stniclnre des Oro-
banch.." Ann. d. Sci, Xat., ser. iii., 18^7.

* R. Bi-own. " An Account of a \ew Genus of Plants, named Raffiesia, Trans,

Linn. Soc., xiii. <published also In ifistellaneoas Wfyrts); Id.. "On the Female
Flower and Fruit of Rajfesia Aiyioldi, and on ffydnOra a/ricana," /bid, xix.;

Solros Laobach, loc. cit., and " Ccber d;i3 Haustorium dcr Lovanthacecn und den
Thallus der Rafflesiaceen un^l BaIanophoi««n," Jb/iandl. d. yaCur/orscfi. Ges. xu

Halle, xiii- ; Id,, " L'eber den Bau der Samen in der Fam, der Kafflesiacecn und
Hydnoreen," Bot. Ztg., 1874; Beccari, " Osservar. S- aicnne Ra_f.eiiate3;," Suov
giorn. bot. Ifal.. 1875; Teysmann, •'Nouvelles recherche; sor la culture de ^ajfl^Jia

ArnoMi." Bataria, I806 ; De Bary." Prcsopanche Burmeisteri, eine ncue Hydnoree
au9 Sud-.America." Abhan<^. d. Satur/. Oes. zu Halle, yi.; Schimper. "Die Vcgeta-
tionsorgane von Prosopanehe Burmeisteri." /bid., xv. ; Elalllon, Sur le developpe-

ment du Cyiinus," Bi:l!. de ia Soc. Linn, de Paris. 1ST4; ArchanRell, " Etude sur

le Cytinus Rjipocistis," Alii dtl Con^rez:y interr.at. botan., Florence, 1874.

- Poulsan, " Ueber d. morphot Wenh J, H»us.'.jrjums v. Cassyt/>a^" Fiira,

1877.
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Kngland. Loranihus europceiis, L., occurs en the oak in southern

Europe. ^

The Santalaccai are mostly if not all partially parasitic shrubs or

herbs—their foliage containing chlorophyll. Santahim (S. album
yields sandal wood), distributed throughout the East Indies, Malay

Islands, and Australia, and Thesium, a native of Europe, are parasites

on the roots of plants, especially monocotyledons. Their haustoria

are more or less globular in shape, and emit from the surface

in contact with the host a process which penetrates the tissues.

Osyris also attacks the i-oots of trees. Henslowia and Mijzo<'end,-on

are partially parasitic on the branches of trees. The latter, a native

of south temperate climates, attaches itself to-its host by means of

the feathered processes on its seeds. These retain them in contact

with the branches on which they fall until germination (thus per-

forming the same function as the viscid pulp of the mistletoe),

when the haustoria penetrate the bark and become, as it were,

grafted into the living tissues.^

The Balanophoracem are flowering plants of degraded structure,

destitute of chlorophyll, and generally coloured red, yellow, oi-

brown. In appearance they somewhat resemble Cyiinacese, though

there is no real affinity in the case. The stems are sucoilent, some-

what knob-shaped or cylindrical, varying in height from a few

inches to a foot, in which latter case they are sometimes branched,

and bear imbricated scales in place of leaves. They are true parasites

on the roots of woody Dicotyledons, rarely on Jlonocotyledons.

The haustoria vegetate in the tissues, frequently setting up exten-

sive hypertrophy. They occur chiefly in mountainous tropical

regions—some in Australia and the Cape. The order contains

thirty-five species in fourteen genera, of which Balanophora, Cyno-

mori'um, and Langsdorffia are the best known. Cynomorium
eccci-iieum—X\\e Fungus melitensis of old writers— is fouml in Malta,

the Levant, North Africa, and the Canary Islands.'

AuiS.—Several microscopic algas may very ivell be

partial parasites, though it is probable that in most cases

they are little more than epiphytes in their relation to the

plants in which they occur. They all possess chlorophyll

and are able to assimilate ; but from their sititation in

the tissues of other plants a degree of parasitism may be

inferred A species of Nostoc occurs in the intercellular

spaces of the roots, leaves, and thalli of other plants ; and

Chlorochytrium is found in the tissues of Lemna, Cerato-

p/iylhim, and in another alga Schizonema. More distinctly

parasitic is the case of Phyllosiphon Arisari, Kiihn,

which inhabits the parenchymatous tissue of Arum Ari-

sarum.*

LicHENES.

—

Mycoidea parasitica, Cunn., vyas described

and figured by Cunningham as a parasitic green alga.

It, or a closely allied form, has been recently examined by

Ward, who says, "It seems clear that the injury is not due

to a direct parasitic action of the thallus ; even in the

extreme case of Citrus I do not imagine the active

development to depend so much on absorption of food

from the living leaf as on the sheltered situation enjoyed

by the ensconced thallus." ^

Fungi.—The absence of chlorophyll from all fungi, and
the necessity thus thrown upon them of taking up the

carbon compounds assimilated by other organisms, deter-

mines their mode of life, which is therefore either parasitic

or sa'prophytic. The parasitic organ of the fungal thallus

' Solms Laubacti loc.eit.; Id., " UcberdaaHau^toiium derLoranthaceen," ifer.,

In Abfiandl. d. h'alur/orsch. Oes. iu Hatle, xiil ; Kar9t*-n, " Beitrag 2ur Ent-
wlckelungspeschtclite der Loraiilh,iceen, " In Hot. Ztg , 1852 ; De Candollc,
JUemoire iur la famille des Loranlhacees, Paris, J 830; Gumbcl, "Zur Enlwickci-
nilESgeschichtc von Viicum afbuin/' Flora, ISoC.

- Solms Laubach, tec cil ; MiUen, " On the Economy of the Roots of T'<e^ium
Hnophylium, In Hook. Land. Jouvn. Bot., vol. vi. ; Scott. " Unlersuch iiber d.

Parasitismus von SarUnturn allium" (tor whicli sec Sotina Lanbach, Bol. Ztg.;

1874) ; Scbultz, "BeobachtunK Uber Ajyga geiwrrmis, Tlieuttm intermedium, wv\
d. Veihiiltnlss der Schmarnlzcr zur Nirtirpflanzo " in Flora. 1S54.

* Solms Laubach, toe. eit ; Id.." Ucbcr das Itanstorium der Loranthacecn und
den Thalltia der Rafflesiaceen imd Balanophorcen "in Attttandt. d. Natur/ori^eh.

Oes. ztt Haltc. xiil.; J. D. Hooker," On the Structure and Afflnities of lialano-

phoreie," Ac.. In Trans. Linn. Roc., xxii.; Goeppert. " Uebcr ricn Dau der liaiano

phoren," In Act. Acad. Cn'S. Leap. Carol., N. Cur, vol xviii..ia42, auppl.; CanicI,

" Oascrvazlonl aul Cmomorinm." In Nuovo gtorn hot. Itat., viii.; Wcddcll,
•* Mdmoire sur le Cynomorium eoceineum," in A rcti. dit Mus„ X.

* Cobn." Ueber ]inrasitisclic Algen," In TIeiiriige tur Biologic der P/tamen. i.;

Perceval Wilght, "On a New Species of Paiasltic Green Alga belonging to tlio

genus Clitorocfit/trinin of Cohn," In Tranf. Ro'i Irish Acad., vol. xxvi ; Kiihn,

"Milthellungen tibcr eliio neiio parasillsche Alge t/'fit/ftostpfton Arisart)," In

Stlmngsber. d. Xaturf. Gescltsrh Halle. 1878.
B Cunnlnglram. " On Mycoidea p'arasttica." \n Trans. Linn.Soe.,iCT. Jt.vnt 1.,

Ward, "Structuie, Development, and Life-lUslory gf a Tioplcal Eplphyllous
Uchcn," m<i., vol. 11.

is the mycelium, upon which haustoria are sometimes
developed in the form of lateral protuberances of various^

shapes and sizes. In the same species of parasitic fungus
receptacles frequently occur of different kinds, succeeding
each other rilore or less regularly in cycles, and sometimes
in their course preying upon hosts of remote affinities

among themselves. This course of life is of practical

importance when effort is made to limit the ravages of

such a parasite (see Mildew, vol. xvi. p. 293). Jiany
indiscriminately attack plants nearly allied to each other;

numerous species are peculiar to one host; while others

are confined to a single region such as the ovary, the

stem, or the leaf of one or more species of the higher
plants. The spores, invariably of microscopical dimen-
sions, represent the infectious agent, as the seeds of

flowering parasites commonly do. They are Conveyed by
the atmosphere, by contact of one plant with another, by
insects and other animals, ifcc, and germinate by the

emission of a germ-tube, the production of zoosi:^ore^

sometimes intervening. Access to the host is obtained by
the penetration of the epidermal tissue or by way of the

open stomata. The main body of the fungus is either

endophytic or epiphytic—the spore-producing portion in

nearly all cases opening externally. The amount of

damage effected by the attack varies from slight local

injury to the destruction of the host ; in some cases cell-

contents only are destroyed, while in others whole tissues

perish. The effect produced is often in the direction of

abnormal stimulus, and the hypertrophy of whole regions

or the production of galls ensues. The parasite commonly
prepares the way for the saprophyte, which steps in to

break up the dead and decaying remains. In certain rare

instances the union of parasitic and saprophytic modes of

life in the same species has been observed (see below).

The fungi which are concerned in the constitution of

lichens maintain with the algal components throughout

life relations of consortism which will be dealt with below,

under "Symbiosis."^

For the life-histories of the following groups the

student is referred to the article Fdngus (vol. ix. p. 827),

and to the literature therein cited.

Saprolcgniese.—The fungi of this suborder are many of them
saprophytes, as their name implies, but some are of distinctly para-

sitic habits. Certain species of Pythium are parasitic on fresh-

water algff, on the prothallia of vascular cryptogams, and in the

tissues of the higher plants. Several species of Saprolcgn'.a are

parasitic on similar hosts, but one in particular, S. fcrax-, Gruith, i3

well known for the part it plays in the disease of fishes in fresh

water—connnonly called the salmon disease. That this fungus
possesses both parasitic and sapropliytic modes of life is established,

and the fact is one cf remarkable importance, since itstauds'almoat

by itself in this respect among the higher fungi.'

The Pcronosporcsc are all parasites on vascular plants of many
din'erent orders. The mycelium inhabits the tissues of the host,

and, in many of the species, while passing through the intercellu-

lar passages, sends globular or irregularly branching filamentous

haustoria (see fig. 3) into the adjoining cells. On the other hand the

mycelial filaments of certain species, such as Phytopktkora vi/cstaiis,

De Bary, the jiotato disease, possess no true haustoria, but they pene-

trate the cells, breaking down the cell-walls in their course. In

the regions wlicre the oospores of Pcrorwsporcx are formed hyper-
• trophy of the tissues of the host sometimes occurs, and, the normal
functions being checked, the parts in question die off. The
Pcronosporex are enormously destructive to the higher plants, and
may be reckoned among the most dangerous enemies of agriculture

and horticulture. Besides the X'otato disease, Cystopus candidus

"The following works have speeii-J reference to fungal parasites ;—Frank, Die
Kranklieilen der PJlamen. 1880; Soi-auer, Ilandbuch del- P.llanzenkranliheiten.

1S74: 0, Comes, Le Critlogame parassite detie piante agraric. Najdcs, 1882. 0/
historical interest are L'ngei-, Die Ezantheme der Pftanten (1883), and Beitrdge
tur rergleichenden Pathologic (\^\iS); Mcycn. P.flanzen Pathologic, 1841.

' Prinpsheim, '• Die Saprolognieen," in his Jahrb. f. teissenseh. Sot., I,. 11., and
Ix. -, T'e Dary. " Einige neuc Saprolegnieen," /frfrf., ii.; Lindstedt, Syno/'sis der
,'<aprolegniecn, Berlin. 1872: Cornn, "Monographic des Saprolceni(5cs," In Ann.
Sci. yat., Bcr. v., vol. xvi.; Hesse, Pythium de Ba7'yanum, Ac. Halle 1874;
.Sadebeck, " t'ntci.such, iiber Pythium Equiseti," in Cohn's Eeitr. tur Biol. d.

Pflanrfn, i, : T. II. Huxlev and G. Murray. "On S.ilnion Disease," In Inspector
of Usheries Repoi ts for 1881, 1882. 1883 ;'Marshall Ward. " Observations on the
Genua Pythium,'' In Quart, Journ, Microscop. JSei,, vol. xxiii., new scr. -
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an'I Pcrcnospora parasitica^ both occurring plentifully on Cruci/crXj

may be mentioned as typicil of the grt)up.*

The Chijtrviicis a:-e a small suborder of jurasitic fuiifit inhabiting

rarely the epidermal tissue of higher |tlaiits, but connnonly attacking

frcsh-watcr algce and sometimes In/iisoria. Many of tlicio exceed-

ingly simple plants consist merely of a s(>orangial cell maintained

in positiou and nourishment by a haustorium wliicli ]>cnocratcs tlic

host cell. The affinities of the group are somewhat uncertain, but
|)robably they aro correctly placed among Zygomycetes.^

The l/ixdiiicsB are emlopliytic mrasites on vascular i.lanta pro-

ducing the disease popularly called rust. . These fungi occur on
very various plants, and in their life-history go through a cycle of

generations ou at least in many cases two dilfercnt liosts. Corn-

mildew is the best known of them, and may be takeu as tyjacal of

the rest (see Mildew, vol. xvi. p. 293 ; and for figures, see Fungus,
vol. ix. ). This suborder, like the Fcrotiosporem, is exceedingly

destructive to cultivated and other jilants. The Iia:stclia of the

pear troo (which alternates with the Podisoma of junipei-s) and the

Puccinia of Maloaccss may be mentioned as familiar examples of

the group. The cofTee-lcal disease, He^nilcia vaslatrix^ is consideretl

by Ward to be allied to this group.*

The l'$tilafjiiux are all parasites of a very destructive nature on
the stems, leaves, ovaries, tc, of the higher plants. The mycelial

filaments inhabit the tissues of the host, where hypertrophy is

Fig. Z.—Peronotpora paroiitica, De By. A. Conidiophorc with conidla.
ti. ilycciiuin viith hiiU3t;na (A),

frequently set up, and the enlarged space thus obtained is used by
tlic fungus to contain the masses of spores formed by the breaking
up of tlie.hjri'li.'e. Titeir whole life-history is carried out in the same
host. Though attacking grain crops I'articulaxly, many species
infest other jilants. Uslilago Carbo, Tul. , is jicrliaps the commonest,
and is cxcccdrngly destructive to a considerable nuniljcrof grasses.**

The £)tlomoj}htkorcsB &ic a very small glxtuj) attacking insects.

The mycelium ramifi^ densely in the body of tiie insect and breaks
out through the. skin where spores are produced singly on basidia.

Within tlic body resting spores are formed by means of which
the fungus hibernates. Empiisa Miispx is vc-ry common ou the
ordinary house fly.*

I De Bajy, " P.echcrcbea sar le d^vcloppcmcnt Je quplqncs champignons
paralitcs," Atm. d. Sci. .Yai., ser. !r., toI. xx.; Id., " 7mt Kcntifniss dcr Pcronc*
Bporoen," In Hfiir. tur iJorph. u. Phvtiol.d. Pihe, Hft. 2. See also Potato.

* Braun, " Uchif C/iylridium," ic., in Ab/t. d. Betl. Akad., ISiG; Xowakowski,
" BeitraK lur KcnnlnisadcrChjM idiaceen,"ln Coim's Beit r.zur Biol. d. Pfamtn,
il. ; De Bary and Woronin. " Boitrac zur Kenntniss d. Chytridiccn," In Ber. d.
.Vfllur/orich. Gtizll. IM Freiburg, 18C3 ; Woronin, in Bot. Ztg., 1S60,

' 1>C Bar>-, C'ntertitcfi, Uber die Brandpilie (Berlin, 1S.',3), and " Xeue Untersuch.
libor Urccincen" In AfonatsUr. d. Berl. Akad. (1865); Tulasnc, " Mc'm, sur les
L'rcdindcs," Ac, in Ann. Sci. .Vat., 8i.r iii., v<>\. vii. (Urcdin., p. 43), and Ibid., ser.
IT, -vol. li. ; 5^hroler, " Entwickclunqigescliichtc einiger Eoslpilzc." In Cohn'a
liritr. zur Biol. d. PJUmzen, \.\ Wurri, "Researches on the Life-History of
JUmHeia rattatrix," in Linn, Soe. Journ. Bot., vpl. six.

* Tulasne, lac. eii. ; Fischer v. Wu'dhtini. " BcIUage znr Biolo^rie
. . dcr

UsIllaBinecn." In Pringih. Jahrb. /. tfitKciisch. Bol., \ii. ; &v\^Aper<;n Syttematique
dei VitUaginert, leurs planUz nourricierex, <tc.. Pads, 1877; Ue ]'.nrY, L'ttlersuch,
u'^r die Brandpiltf, Jlerlin, 1S-.3 ; Kiihn. " I'cbcr die Art dc3 EiiMltincens der
Kcimfadcn," Ac, In Sitiungtber. d. ,\'alur/orf£h. GeseUtch. HaUe, 1874, and Bot.
Zfg., 1874; Bi-cfclU. /*"/. Cutenuch H'-er n.-fc-npilzi,v. IRSt.

* Cohn. " E-npu.ifi }fatc^v und die Krunkfi' it dcr Srubcnfliece," in Xora Acta,
XXV.; Brcfcld. " L'ntoreucb Ube' die Kntwi' liiiune ^cv £. Musex und E. radi-
cant, in .\bh. J. .WttHifunch. Gac/luh. /fit/lf, 1S71; and " t'cbcr Enlcmoph-
tLorccn," &.<:.. In Sittitngtbec. U. Oeselfseh. Xatur/orKh. Frtuiide, Beilin, IS77.

The liyniciiomyccics is the only suborder of Basidiomycetes
certainly known to include parasitic members, and these relatively

few in number. Agaricus inelleicsy Yahl, by means of its subter-
ranean mycelium {Uhizomorpha suhtcrranea of older authoi-s), is

exceedingly destructive to the roots of many trees and woody plants.
Other Afjai-icini, such as Nyctalis parasitica^ attack membei-s of the
«ime group as themselves, but by far the greater number are
oaitrophytes. Travictes radidpcrda, R. Hart., and T. pini, Fr.,
Poiyporus fuluus, Scop., P. vaporartus, Fv., P. mollis, Fr., and
P. boxalis, Fr., all attack Cmiifcnz especially, while P. sttlphureus^

Fr., P, igniariiis^ Fr., and P. dryadcvs, Fr., are parasitic on oaks,
poplars, beeches, willows, and other dicotyledonous trees. Tkele-
phcra, Stereum^ and Uydnum also include species parasitic on
trees. **

The Discomyccics, like the last group, are mostly saprophytes, but
a few distinctly parasitic members are to be found in it. Ascomyces,
Gymnoascus, and Exoasais {E. Pruni, Fuckel, and E. dcforvin-ns^

Fiickel) arc parasitic, the last-named upon plum, peach, and cherry
trees. Several species of Pcziza, as P. calycina, Schum., on the
larch, and a nnmoer of those belongini; to the section of Psciulo-
pcziza attack the higher plants. It is highly probable that many
Sclcrotia, numbers of them parasitic, the positions of which arc not
definitely known, will be found to belong to such disconiycetous
forms as PcH^m. Pcziza sderotioidcs, Lib., is said to remain living
as 'a saprophyte after the death of its host. Phytisma is a very
common disease of leaves, such as those of Acer, in which it pro-
duces large darkly discoloured patches.

'^

Pyrciioviycetcs.—Of this group the Erysiphem are perhaps the
most destructive as para-

sites. They exhibit in

their life-history a cycle

of generations each of con-
siderable parasitic activity.

The main body of the

fungus is commonly epi-

phytic, the mycelium
sending down haustoria

through the epidermis of

the host (see tig. 4). Of
the perithccial form of

fructitication good ex-

amples are Sphscrothcca

Castagnei, Lev., the hop
mildew (see Mildew, vol.

xvi. p. 294), Pkyllaclinia,

Uncinula, Calocladia, and
Erysi2ih€ (E. graminis,
Lev., E. Linlcii^ Lev.,

E. Jdartii, Lev., and E.
lamjn'ocarpa, Link. ). Tho
oidium forms are also con-
spicuous as parasites, a '-'*'(-;

familiar example being
found in E. Tuckeri, Berk., . / g
the vine-mildew (see JIlL- y^^ A.-Fry^iphe Tuckeri, Berk. A and B. wy
DEW, :.s above). Clavi- ctlium (m), with haastnria (A). After I>o

ccps 7J«r^!(rca, Tub, the Bary.

tigot or grasses (see Ergot, vol. viii. p. 251), is the best known and
most important of all pyrcnomycetous parasites. The group
includes a multitude of minor parasites.^some of them, however,
doubtfully so—belonging to such genera as Sfigmalca, Sphxrclla^

Fiisisporiu7n.t Pamularia, J^mago, Polystiijma, Pleospora, Koctria,

&c. Kcciria diiissiina. Tub, is reputed to be the cabse cf canker in
cei'tain trees. Cordyccps is well known as a disease of insects.®

Nature of Vegetable Parasitism.—It has beea
seen that the dependence of para-sites upon their hosts

for the means of subsistence v-aries considerably in

degree, but it is equally manifest that underlying this

condition of existence there are certain facts which char-

acterize every case. The most important of these is the

absence or the inadequate supply of chlorophyll and the

* K. Hariic. ^ichligs KrankfuiUn <^ Waldbdujne, Berlin, 1874; Biefeld,
BolaT}\u:<e I'menuch. tiber d. Schimmelpilze, Ui. ; and compare also De Bar7 in

Morph. o. Physiol, der Pifze, p. 22.
' WiirKfinim, Die mikroseopischen Ffinde des Waldes, il. ; Rchm, Die Enttcicket-

ungsgeichichte eines die Klecarten zerstorendeil Pilzes, GSttlnEcn, 1S72; Prantl^
" Hysieriam Pinastri, Schrad., als Ursaclie dcr Schiitlekranlilicit ucrKiefer," io

Flora, 1S77; Ilailig, loc. cil. ; TichoToiroff, " Pezita Kaufmajininna, eine neue
aus Sclcrotium stammcnde und anf Hanf schmarotzendc Becherpilz-SpcL-ics," in
Bull. Soc. yat. ^fos(ou), 1863; lircfcfd, Bot. Untersuch. uber SchimmelpiUe,
Lclpsic, iv. Heft, 18R1.

^ iulasnc, Selccia fungorum Carpofngia,^ Tarh, 18Ct-65, and " Mtfnioire sur
I'Ergot (Ics Glums^fc^." in Ann. Sci. .Yat.. ser. fii„ vol. xx. : Kiihn, " L'nrcrsuch.

ubcr d. Kniwlck., Ac des Muttcrkonies," In ^fitth. Pftytiol. I^b. I'niven. HaUe,
1 Hft., ISGl; V. Moht, " Ucber die Fl-okcnki-ankli.it dcr M?»ulbcerbliittcr und
die S^ptcria J4ori. Lev.," in Bot. Zlg., IS ".4: and " Vcbcr die TiaubenLrankhelf."
in Bot Ztg., 1SJ4 ; De Bary, " Zui- Kenniniss insect eniydtcndcr Piu';," in Bet.
Ztg., iec7.

I
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consequent less or deficiency of the power of assimilation.

For a compiirison of this abnormal condition with the

normal states a subject is found ready to hand in the

nourishment of one organ by another, as exemplified in

the growth of young seedlings, which in the case of seeds

containing endosperm (cocoa-nut, date-palm, and many
other monocotyledons) absorb by means of a definite organ

the nourishment necessary for their development. Young
plants nourished from the reserve-materials stored in bulbs

and the like, and the young shoots of a tree from winter

buds, afford a comparison which is even closer in an
anatomical respect, since in this case there is present, as in

the intima:e association of parasitic haustoria with the host,

a continuiiy of tissues which is not so strongly marked in

the union of the absorbing organ of a seedling with the

endosperm. Looking at the subject wholly from the point

of view oi the process of nutrition, there seems to be little

essential difference between parasite and saprophyte, since

we have not only experimental instances of the nutrition

of parasites on artificially prepared solutions, but th'e

natural union of both habits in the same individual

(salmon-disease, i-c. ; see also the experiments of Grawitz

on the growth of saprophytic fungi in the blood of

animals). These are exceptional instances, however, and
it is manifest that other properties must be brought into

play, since most parasites affect peculiar hosts, and many
of them certain regions only of the plant. It is equally

true tha; many saprophytes are able to grow only in

peculiar substrata.

That parasitism is often but partial is apparent from
such instances as the mistletoe, Rhinanthvs, Thesium, itc,

which probably obtain from their hosts in the main only

water and mineral substances in solution, to be prepared

for plant food in their green leaves. It is most likely,

however, that a small quantity of certain organic com-
pounds is a necessary accompaniment in all such instances.

Here again there exist the means for comparison with

green saprophytes. The taking up of ash constituents

from the soil may occur in such parasites as Orobaiuhe,

which possesses rootlets, though undoubtedly the whole

of the necessary carbon compounds are obtained from the

host.

This mode of life not only acts upon the host, but reacts

upon the parasite itself, as is manifested by the aberrant

and degrailed structure of the parts (directly and indirectly)

conctrned in nutrition, and even of the reproductive

system. This is strongly marked in the case of the

embryo. It is apparent that large transpiratory surfaces

are unnecessary, and would even be of detriment to a

parasite ; t-nd with this the formation of wood so intim-

ately connected with the process of transpiration keeps
pace in degradation. In the mistletoe, for example, the

bulk of. wood is in relation to the small transpiratory

surface, and in the cases of . parasites without chlorophyll

it dwindles to insignificance. No other abnormal mode of

life so inftuences the structure of a plant as a parasitic or

a .saprophytic one, though we see an approach to it in the

adaptations existing in insectivorous plants.

The effect upon the host ranges from local injury to

destruction on the one hand, and, on, the other, in the case

of stimulus, from the local production of galls to the com-
plete hypertrophy and transformation of at least large

regions of a plant. The exciting of definite reparative'

processes is an indirect effect. It must be- noticed also

that many parasites, especially 'fungi, cause in the host

enormous destruction of food material far exceeding that

necessary to their maintenance. In this way the parasite

frequently commits suicide as it were, and the act is in

striking contrast to the relations of symbiosis as exemplifiea

in the lichen thallus.

The change of or alternation between two different

hosts is adapted to suit the requirements of the parasite.

This is notably so in the case of the corn-mildew, which

passes an intermediate stage on the barberrj' until a period

when the wheat plant has sufficiently developed to become

a suitable host.

Host fungi are endophytic, and certain phanerogamic!

parasites, such as Rafflesia, develop within the cortex of

the host, while on She other hand the fungal part of a

lichen encloses the algal.

The existence and complete dependence upon its host

of a parasite culminating in the production of seed after

its kind is one of the most impressive relationships physio

log)" presents.'

Symbiosis.—This, the consortisra of organisms in such

fashion that mutual services are rendered sufficient to

make the alliance profitable and successful to the whole

community of organism.'!, is a mode of life closely related

to parasitisni, in which, however, as has been seen, the profit

is one-sided and the alliance ends with the exhaustion of

the host or the detachment of the parasite. The term

was first employed by De Bary {Die Erscheinung der

Symhiose, 1879), but the relations expressed by it were first

brought into general notice by the epoch-marking discovery

of the dual nature of the lichen thallus by Schwendener

in 1868, and established after prolonged and searching

controversy, more especially by the classical histological

researches of Bornet, and the actual artificial lichen

synthesis (by sowing fungus on alga) by StahL Some
theory of reciprocal accommodation was necessary to

account for the duration of such relations between a fungal

organism and an algal ; and, though it is not yet precisely

known in what way these relations are maintained, specu-

lation has been active enough. It may safely be inferred

that the fungal portion of the thallus is nourished by the

exo.=«iiose of starch and the like in much the same fashion

as the colourless cells of a plant are fed by those bearing

chlorophyll ; and there can be little doubt that the algal

cells benefit in return by the endosmose of the waste pro-

ducts of the fungal protoplasm. In the reproductive pro-

cess an adaptation exists in certain lichens for the supply

of gonidia to the new lichen. Hymenial-gonidia (the

offspring of the thallus-gonidia) are present in the

apothecia, from which they are cast out along with the

spores, and falling with them are subsequently enclosed

by the germ tubes (see Fusgus, vol. ix. p. 835). It

may be noted here that, though the fungal portions of the

thallus retain the marks of near relationship to ascomy-

cetous fungi, they are yet considerably modified by this

mode of life, and unfitted most probably in nearly every

case for the distinctly parasitic or saprophytic life normal

to fungi. The algal portion, oa the other hand, is capable

of independent existence after liberation from the fungal

thallus. The complete symbiotic community represents

an autonomous whole, livuig frequently in situations

where neither alga nor fungus is known to support

existence separately.-

The presence of chlorophyll in animals (Hydra and
Vortex) was discovered by Jlax Schultze in 1851, and con-

firmed more recently {Hydra and Spongilla) by the

spectroscopic evidence furnished by Lankester and by
Sorty. That a chlorophyll-bearing animal is able to

^ p. Grawitz. " Ueber Stbimmelr€gi;Utionen ira tiorlschen Oi'Ranisnius," iR

Virehoie's Archiv, Ixxxi., ISSO; and " txpcrimentclles zur InfccUonsfragc," in

Berlin, klinitchi Wocheaschri/l, No. 14. 1S81 ; Brefcld. Botanitche Vnternuchun^m
ubtr S^himmeipilte {\^\), and Ueber Hefenpilze 01^83). A rery (fcaphic acconnt
of llic jiliysiology o( paiastllsm Is to be found in Sachs, Vorleivngen uber Pjtanzert'

Ph</tio,o^ic, 1882, See also Pfeiffer, PflanunphitsiQlogie, ISSl.
- Schwendener, Vnleriucft. uber den Flerhleti'tliaUus, 1868; Staid, Bettrdffe mr

Eiilieieteluiiiixgeiehithle der FlecMeti, 1877; Bomcr, " Recherchis surlegponWlM
des Lichens." Ann. Set. .Vaf.. Ot'i ser,, 1873; I>e Bary. Mor^hologie u. PhysiologU
der PUte, FlecMen. und itf/j:omsi(etai (18*;G), and />i* Erieheiftufig der Sifmbioli
(S7n). which includes an account of Iht; aasoctation of Azollav>\th Anabiena, aod
of Uie rclAUoDs cf A'osioc to cycad roots.
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vegetate by means of its own intrinsic chloroiihyil was i

finally established in 1?76 by the experiments of GedJes

on Conivlula Schuluii, Schm. He found that the analysis
|

of the gas given oS by these green animals, under the
j

influence of direct sunlight, " yielded from 45 to 55 per
|

cent, of- oxygen." The discovery of these vegetating I

animals directed fresh attention to chlorophyll-bearing

animals, with much result. The nature and functions of the

yellow cells of radiolarians had long been an unsolved

enigma. Haeckel had detected in them in 1S70 the pre-

sence of starch, and regarded them as stores of reserve

material. Cienkowski, in the following year, contended

for' their algal nature without finally deciding the question,

and without jjerceiving the significance such organisms

would have in the economy of the radiolarian. Much
suggestive observation followed by the Hertwigs, Brandt,

Entz, Korotneff, Lankester, Moseley, and others on similar

Ijodies in various organisms ; but the subject remained in

uncertainty till its reinvestigation by Brandt, and sim-

ultaneously and much more conclusively bj- Geddes, finally

supplied the solution of the dilTiculties. After confirming

Hacckel's discovery of the presence of starch, and the

observations of Cienkowski, Brandt, and others on the

survival of the yellow cells after the death of the

radiolarian, and extending his observation to various other

organisms, Geddes demonstrated the truly algal nature

of these cells from their cellulose walls, the identity of

their yellow colouring-matter with that of diatoms, and
the evolution of oxygen (in some instances, such as Anihea

Ctrfos; very copiously) under the influence of sunlight.

It was iwinted out that the animal protoplasm investing these

starch-producing cells (and containing amylolytic ferment)

must obtain by osmosis its share of the dissolved starch,

and that benefit must accrue to the animal from thedigestion

of the dead bodies of the algje. The evolution of oxygen
during sunshine into the surrounding animal protoplasm

is a respiratory function fittingly compared to that per-

fi>rmed by certain stationary deposits of haemoglobin. On
the other hand the carbonic acid and nitrogenous waste

produced by the animal cell is the nutritive return made
to the alga, which in removing them performs an intracel

lular renal function. The young gonophores of Ve/elln,

after budding off from the parent, start in life with a pro-

vision of alg^, and in tliis respect bear interesting resem-

blance to the function performed by the hymenial-gonidia

of lichens described above. The [jhysiological relations

are summed up as follows :

—
" Thus, then, for a vegetable

cell no more ideal existence can be imagined than that

within the body of an animal cell of sufficient active

vitality to manure it with abundance of carbonic anhydride
and nitrogenous waste, yet of sufficient transparency to

allow the free entrance of the necessary light. And, con-

versely, for an animal cell there can be no more ideal

existence than to contain a sufficient number of vegetable

cell.=, constantly removing its waste products, supplying it

with o.xygen and starch, and being digestible after death."

The completeness of the case thus established for a
symbiotic mode of life marks one of the most interesting

and impressive chapters in the history of the biological

relations between animals and plants.

A re-discussion of the subject, largely historical and
controversial, but with excellent bibliography, has been
lately furnished by Brandt, and more recently a further
contribution has been made by Oscar Hertwig, who repeats

the views of preceding investigators and goes on to
speculate as to the nature of symbiosis and its general
relations with other modes of life.' (c. xic.)

1 Scholrzc, Ihilr. zHr .Yntur^s. ,/. TiirUlfaricn, 13:l. Lanke5tcr. "Abstract of
A Kt'poK on tht: Srcc.roscopic Examiiijiion t certain .\niiT53l SubsLinces." Jour.
c/Ai>at..lr. 1870; IJ., -rjn J/'ifipft'jsema." Quirt. Jour. Mieroscop. Set.. 1879,
mrul '• On Ills Chlorophjril Corjxuclu uid Amyloid Oepo^ti of Si^ongUla and

PARASITtSM IN jrEDICTSt;.

Only a limited number of the parasitic diseases of man
are included in the present article. Under Tapeworm
will be found all that medically relates to that important

parasitic group, and under Schizomycetes will be dis-

cussed the Bignificar.'--o of the parasitic micro-organisms

{Bacterium, Mticilliis, Spirillum, Vibrio, itc.) in morbid pro-

cesses, and particularly in the infective diseases. There

fall to be considered here (1) the skin-diseases due to

filamentous fungi, (2) a peculiar disease called "actincte

mycosis," primarily affecting cattle, (3) the itch, anf2 (^
certain diseases caused by various species of neici;' .3

and one disease caused by a trematode.

1. Skin Diseases due to Parasitic Fungi.

Fams ("honeycomb") is a common disease of the sea' '.Slore

rarely of theliairless jtartsof tlieskin) in children, priiiiari! f scro-

fulous or ill-cared-for children, but apt to s[tread to otliers, eS|.eciaiIy

in sciiools. Tire uncomiilicateJ flppeaiancc is that of a number of

yellovvisli circular cup-sliapcd cnists, grouped in patclies like a piece

of honeycomb, each about the bize of a split pea, with a hair pro-

jecting 111 tlte centre. Tliis was the first disease in Avhicli a fungus
was discovcrcil—by Schonlein in 1839 ; the discovery was published
in a brief note of twenty lines in MuUcrs ^rekiv for that year

(p. 82), the fungus having been subsequently nam^d by Kcniak
Achorion Schiinleinii after its discoverer. Tlie acliorion con;>i*;ts of

slender mycelial threads matted together, bearing oval nucleated
gonidia eiflier free or jointed. The spores would ajipear to enter

through the unbroken cutaneous surface, and togermiiiate mostly in

and around the hair-follicle and sometimes in the shaft of the hair.

Favus is connnonest among the poorer Jews of Russia, Poland,
Hung.iry, Galicia, "and the East, and among the same class of

^iohainme-.lafis in Turkey, .\sia Minor, Syria, Pei-sia, Egypt,
Algiers, &c. It is not rare in the southern departments of France,
iu some parts of Italy, and in Scotland.

The treatment of favus is ditRcnlt and disappointing. The first

rccpiisiteisgood feeding; raeanwliiie the crusts are to be removed by
poulticing, the hair being cut short Tlie next thing is to destroy
the fungus, to wiiich end a lotion of sulphurous acid (one part to

three or four of water) may be aiiplied repeatedly by means of lint,

and the scalp kept covered by an oil-silk cap. To prevent the
return of the fungus, various agents may be rubbed in, such as cod-
liver oil, oil of cade, or an ointment of iodine or of pitch, the oil-silk

cap being worn continuously. It has often been found of advantage
to pull out all the broken stumps of liairs with a tw-eezers (see

Bennett's Prin. and Pract. of Med., 5th cJ., Ediu., 18G8, p. S47).
JUngwonu, or Tinea Tonsurans, a much more common disease

of the scalp (especially within the tropics), consists of biild patches,
usually round, and varying iu diameter from half an -inch up to

several inches, the surface showing the broken stumps of hait^. and
a fine wliitish powdering of desquamated epidermic scales. In
scrofulous subjects matter is sometimes produced, which forms
crusts or glues the hairs together or othenvise obscures the
characteristic appearance. The disease is due fo a fungus, Tri-

chophtjtoii tonstti-ans, which exii>ts mostly in the form of iunu-
mci-able spores (with hardly any mycelium), and is most abund-
ant within the substance of the hairs, especially at their roots. If

a piece of the hair near the root be soaked for a time in dilute liquor

jtotjss.'e and pressed flat under a cover-glass, the microscope will

show it to be occupied by long rows of minute oval spores, very
uniform in size, and each bearing a nucleus. Tito treatment of ring-

worm is very much the same as the treatment of favus.

The same fungus sometimes attacks the liairs of the beai-d, pro-

duciug a disease called "sycosis." Sometimes it invades the hairless

regions of skin, forming" tinea circinata ;" circular patches of skin
disease, if they be sharply defined by a margin of papules or vesicles,

may be suspected of depending on the tinea-fungus. Interesting

varieties of tinea are found in some of the Pacific aiid East Indian
islands.

A .less senous condition of the skin due to a fungus is Pityriasis

Jlydra." Quart. Jour. Aficroteop. Sci.. 1882; Sorby, "On the Chromatolopical
delations i-f SpongtUa flnriatilis." Quail. Jour. Mieroscop. Scl.. 1S75; Geddes,
"Observations on tlic i'hysiolog>- and Histolopy of Co/icolula Scfiulliii." Proo.
ijow Soe. Lojt'l., 1S79, and "On the .S'ature and I'upctions of tlie Yelloiv Cells
of Kadloiai lans and Ctplenteiates," F-oe. /toy. Soe. EJitt.. 18S2 ; Haeckel. " .\tny.

luin in d. cclbcn Zellen d. Kadiolar ," Jfna'Zeitsch.t 1S70; Cienkowski, " I'cber
Sclivviinnei bildune bei Radiotar. ," A rchio. Mitr. Anat.. 1S71 ; R. Jfcrtwig. " Zur
Hisloloijie der Radiolar.." 1876 ;

" Der Organismus der Radiolar.," Jtna Ornli^hr.^
1879; O. and R. Ilertwiff, "Die Actinicn." .frna Zeilsehr., 1876; O. Hertwig,
DU S'jniliiote, 1883 ; Brandt, • L'ntcrsucliungcn an Ra.liolaiien." Monalsb. Atad,
Btrl.. ISSl ; Id., " t'eber d. Zusanimcnlcben von Thi^-ren und Algen." Wrhandt.
d. physio^. Gfs.!u Bert., 1S31; Id.. " Ucber d. Motph. u. Pliyslol. Ilc.lcutuni; d.

Chloiopliylls bei Thicren," Arch. /. Anat. u. Ph'jiXL-l , 1SS2, and ifillfci: d. Zoot.

Stat. Sotpt!, ISS-S; Enlz. " Ucber d. Natur. d. Ciilorophyll-Korpeirhen nicdcrer

Ticre." Biol. Centralbtalt, 1882 : Korotneff, '• On 3Ji/riothtla " Sof. Xat. Hut.
j

Jioit. ISili ^oieiey,yata o/a yaluralist en :fie"C/iaIlenger,"j).^3e^
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posc;d to belong *»
*;"°f f^„„j ^n „J, tl,e world, and not assou-

13 mostly one of ailuit age, louuu .111 >;

i i,^,ui, Tlip treatment

S iVs?C 33-« aa'luet tTc v^-e of a fungus, whose

whitish patches known as thrush.

2. Actinomycosis.

In certain tumour-like formations of cattle '^^"y£°'^?S ^

^^^^

i?„nt ff ?he venebrffi in the cervical, dorsal, or lumbar regions, with

In some r«pects there is an analogy between actinomycosis and the

fun^ foot of India as described by Vandyke Carter.

3. Scabies.

Of the human diseases due to animal parasites there is only one

of any Urrtanco affecting the ^W".
''^^Y-f/'tor.vi p "s)'

Tl,r. Lrasite is the Sarcopta scaliei (see Mite, toL xvi. p. o.m),

lwcrcrro«4 under tWpidernns at any P^^' "^ ^he body bu

Wdlv ever in the face or scalp of adults ; it usually begins at .he

cMto of the fingers, where its'presence may be infen-ed from seve^l

Spfttercd nimX i-hich will probably have been torn at their sum-

m^U by tCSSiching of thc%tio„^ or have been otherwise con-

"
rt^d into vesicles or%ustules. The remedy is soap and water,

and Bnlphur ointment.

4 Diseases due to Nematode mid Tremalode Wonns.

The common thread-worm-(ary«m), a small white otl^-^t ^^out

half an inch long, is very frenuent in all countries, mostly m
chld^ni?ts habitat is theTower 'bowel, butit isoften '^trouUcsome

?nitent outside -the bowel as well. The round-v.orm {Ascans

S;t:t^Tabout 6 inches long when t^^^^^l^^ ^"^^ '"^

tho common earth-worm, is less common m i-<^"^.
"'J^„?-'-J^"

Wcs'cm countries ; but it is enormously common all o^-er the bast,

anTnTo tropics generally. Hundreds of them may aj^cumulatein

the body, causing an obvious enlargement of the abdomen^ The

most valuable remedy against them is santonme powder. A third

Ste tlil neiato^e is the whip-worm (
Trichy.cpl-Mus dispar),^ho^t

finrhcs ong. having a slender anterior extremity joined on to the

L"y liVe t^e thong° to the handle of a -^'P;^ I' " -"^^^ ^,
ve.-y common in some countries, such as France, but it has no

^Vle^n^Tt^^eTctlrt-tTtholo^^cal interest are THcHna

^.>a i,?rus1^g tho Srious n^lady o! trichinosis i
Ar^h,JiosU>ma

ducdenale often associated with the profouna ansmia of men work-

fn^ln^es n?akiug tunnels, and the like ;
AngmlluU stercorals,

aL°oc^^wUh a specific kind of diarrho^ in Cochin China ;
/.tana

S^m^«t to/"«. a blood-worm occurring mostly in China and

oth?r pa^ of the East, and often associated «\'h the disease caUed

Ivmnl^Sotum, and with hamato-chyluria ; and Filana m-dmensu,

thT GuSr-"™ m, very common ou the Guinea coast and lu many

othefmpTc^l regions, 'a long and slender.filament hk^e a hair from

a horse's tail and mostly iutestmg the sKin of the legs.

T?Mi^^s -The presence of encysted trichmie in the muscles

waT dS^rS^d in onfor move of the London dissecting-rooms m
Ts^sl^d following yeai^ ; but it was not until thirty yea^ kte.

that the cHnical °1 amcters of the acute disease caused by the

nvLion of the parasite were discovered. This discovery w;as made

nTsaO bv Zenker, on examining the abdommal muscles of a

'p'ati^it who had ied at Dresden, with svmptoms taken to be those

Sf tv boid fever the case being afterwards accounted one of tnchi-

nost'"P ''^orL ^"dence. Epidemics of this J'-^ "--
f tirnrTo time especially in north Germany, from the eating

oTunco"ked s.^^'sS in which trichinae a« not uncommon.

The ™tit Srisnow taken in Gemany to examine the carcase

.f ,w^Tr trichina, a piece of the diaphragm of every aniinal

Tf Z' dil""osU be made early in the case, brisk purgatives, par-

lsS-^^^K:lsr^^^:rfto^-»
''7wi'"7cfa««-. caused by Ar^ylosUma

^««*^-|--f

|^5.riS:^?'he:modJ^^^^^^
, some places among mne^^and^^^^^^^^

the stomach oapn^ous appeWe, P^';^ [«
^''^'^^.u f^'a „„3teady

constipation foUoW by d^rrhc^ palp Uti^^s,^
and mucous mem-

=^f'^^5£e ^:v^^:ir^oSe^"U: z
intestinal mucous mCTobr».ne <"f*J""f^ ;„ hundreds in the

and the consequent dropsies ^"'l ° J'l^.'f','^f"J^^Si mtroo

^^r^^:^^^^ rpo^of resistance by

improving the general weil-being. .,^^ sanguinis
nylnna and i!/'"P«-^'-^'"?'t^^^e due to the presence of

^-b:s,;;fiaf-?^Hi^-?^:i:^,^3
,.e to time, esj^i^ju

J^'^i^tST^_^ia, a^^^
., has been proved by the l^^^.,^^^

""'^^^^''inrfo m y ^o<=i^ted

Timothy Lewis, that thjs
If

.<^"1'"
"""^^'X ;^-l "ike worms, visible

with the presence in tho
^''^f^^^r^^tryo forms of a J?i7<xria.

only under the m.cvoscore, ^r^Sj^,\^fjrZ. their characters

The parent worms are very difficul to hnd, »
^^ ^o bo

and habits are imperfectly
l^"°"";,.''^io„°{f the lymph-carrying

Ln:rin«nttlfut^i&t^-'^ no obviousih^ in.
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ItsBiicroscopic characters beyond tlie presence of tne young nema-
todes. These arc also present in the chylous urine. Sometimes
the discharge of lymph takes place at one or more points of the
surface of the body, and there is in other cases a condition of ne-
void elephantiasis of the scrotum, or lymph-scrotum. More or less

of blood may occur .ilong with the chylous fluid in the urine. Both
the chyluria and the presence of filaris in the blood are curiously
intermittent ; it may happen that not a single filaria is to be seen
during the daytime, while they s\rarm in the blood at night, and
it h-as been ingeniously shown by Dr S. Mackenzie that they may
be made to disappear it the patient sits np all night, reappearing
while he sleeps through the day.

Dr Manson of Amoy has proved that mosquitoes imbibe the
embryo Sl.irife fi-om the blood of man ; and that many of these
reach full development within the mosquito, acquiring their freedom
when the latter resorts to water, where it <lies after depositing its

eggs. Mosquitoes would thus be the intermediate host of the filariie,

aad their introduction into the human body would be through the
medium of water.

Draconiiasis ar Guinea-tcorm.—Filaria medirtensts, or Dracun-
eii!us, or Guinea-worm, is a very long filarious nematode like a horse

hair, whose ir.ost frequent habitat is the skin of the legs and feet

It is common on the Guinea coast, and in many other tropical and
subtropical regions, and has been familiarly known since ancient

times. The condition of dracontiasis dne to it is a very common
one, and sometimes amounts to an epidemic Tb« black races are

most liable, but Europeans of almost any social rank and of either

sex are not altogether exempt The worm lives in water, and, like
the Filaria sangninis hominis, appears to have an intermediate
host for its larval stage. It is doubtful whether the worm pene-
trates the skin of the legs directly ; it is not impossible that the
intermediate host (a Cyclops) which contains the larvae may be
swallowed with the water, and that the larvse of the Dracunmlua
may be set free in llie course of digestion.

Endemic Bmmaturia and Caladus due to Distoma hxmaiobium,—D. hecmalobium is a trematode or iluke-worm, which is exten-
sively parasitic in man in northern and southern Africa—in the
former along the Nile, and in the latter mostly on a narrow belt of
the Natal coast. The parasites live mostly in the blood-vessels of

the intestine and of the urinary bladder, whence they reach the
mucous membranes ; and the most remarkable effects of their para-

sitism are bleeding fiom the surface of the bladder and the forma-
tion of uratic and phosphatic calculi around the clusters of eggs
deposited by the Distoma. The mode of access to their human
habitat is still uncertain.

Literature. —The more specinl memoirs are Ponflck, Vie Actinomyiote des
Mensehen, eine neue Injectionskrankligit (plates, Berlin, 1682); Leuckart, Unier-
tiich. fiber Trichina spiraiis (plates," Leipsic, 2d ed., 196(5); Virchow. Darstetlung
der Lehre von den Trtchinen (plale, Berlin. 2cl ed., 1864); Xong. '• l>e I'an*?mie des,

roineurs du Gothard, cansee par 1 Ankylostome duodenal," in Travs. Jnttmat.
Med- CoTigr., 1831, i. p 4J7, and papers quoted in ilirscli ; T. R. Lewis. On a
HannaCozoon inhabiting Humnn Blootl. tli relation to Chyluria^ <{c., Calcutta,

1872: Manson.' 77i€ filaria Sanguinis Hominis. *c. (plates, London. 1S&4); S.

Mackenzla, "Case of filarial hxniato.chyluria." In Traits. Path. Soc. Land.. 1832,

p. 394 ; see also Hlrsch, Mistoriscb-geographitche Pathologies voL ii., Stuttpart,

1883 (EngUah translation). (C. C.)

PARC^. See Fates, vol is. p. 49.

PARCHMENT consists of skins of various animals,

unhaired, cleaned, and dried so as to form sheets of uniform
thickness suitable for writing upon and for the numerous
other purposes to which such preparations are devoted

(see Pal.eography, p. 144). The skins employed for

parchment are principally those of sheep, lambs, and calves;

but goat and ass skins are similarly dressed for special

purposes. The preliminary unhairing and cleaning of the

skins are effected as in the leather manufacture (see

Leather, vol. xiv. p. 380). In their moist flexible condi-

tion the unhaired skins are tightly and uniformly stretched

over a wooden frame termed a herse, and on the flesh side

they are carefully gone over with a semicircular fleshing

knife which removes all adherent flesh. The grain side

b also gone over to clean the surface and squeeze out a

proportion of the absorbed moisture. Ordinary binder's

parchment and drum-head parchment need no further pre-

paration, but are simply allowed to dry gradually on the

frames on which tTie skins are stretched. But fine

parchment for writing and vellum are powdered with

chalk on the flesh side and carefully rubbed with fine

pumice stone till a delicate uniform velvety surface is

raised. All inequalities on the grain side are also re-

moved by paring and rubbing with fine pumice. Stout

vellum is made from calf skins, and ordinary qualities

from split sheep skins ; for drum heads, tambourines, and
like applications goat and calf skins are used, and it is

said that wolf skins yield the best drum heads.

Ver/etahle Parchmciit, or parchment paper, is a modified

form of paper produced by chemical treatment, having
considerable similarity to ordinary animal parchment. It

is prepared by act'-ng pn ordinary unsized paper with
dilute sulphuric acid, and immediately washing away all

trace of acid. Paper so treated will be found to have
undergone a remarkable change : the porous intertexture of

cellulose composing unsized paper will have expanded and
agglutinated, forming a homogeneous surface, translucent,

horny, and parchmentlike; it will have' acquired about
five times the strength of ordinary paper ; it will become
soft and flaccid when steeped in water, to which, however,
it is impervious ; and it is unaffected by boiling in water.

The formation of vegetable parchment is due to a
molecular change in cellulose when acted on by sulphuric

acid, owing to which the substance is transformed into a

starch-like body—amyloid—with simultaneous swelling of

the fibres, which thereby soften and agglutinate. The
preparation of vegetable parchment was patented in 1857
by Mr W. E. Gaine, and machinery has been adapted for

the manufacture. The paper to be acted on passes in a

continuous web through a vat containing commercial

sulphuric acid diluted with half its volume of water. In

this it is immersed from five to twenty seconds at a tem-

perature of about 60° Fahr. It then passes in succession

through pure water, next an ammoniacal solution to remove
all acid, and finally again through water, after whiqh it is

dried and finished by passing between felted rollers and
over heated polished metal cylinders. A similar effect is

produced on paper by treating it with a syrupy solution of

zinc chloride at from 120° to 212° Fahr. Vegetable parch-

ment has not realized all the expectations of it. It is most

largely used as covers for preserve jars, bottles, <S:c., and

to some extent for tracings of plans, charts, ke.

PARDON is the remission, by the power entrusted with

the execution of the laws, of the penalty attached to a

crime. The right of pardoning is coextensive with the

right of punishing. In a perfect legal system, says Beccaria,

pardons should be excluded, for the clemency of the prince

seems a tacit disapprobation of the laws {Dei Delitti e delle

Pene, ch. xx.).^ In practice the prerogative is extremely

valuable, when used with discretion, as a means of adjust-

ing the different degrees of moral guilt in crimes or of

rectifying a miscaxriage of justice. By the law of

England pardon is the sole prerogative of the king, and it

is declared by 27 Hen. VIII. c. 24 that no other person

has power to pardon or remit any treasons or felonies what-

soever. This position follows logically from the theory

of English law that all offences are breaches of the king's

peace. Indictments still conclude with a statement that

the offence was committed " against the peace of our lady

the queen, her crown and dignity." The crown by pardon

only remits the penalty for an attack upon itself. The

prerogative is in modern times exercised by delegation, the

crown acting upon the representation of the secretary of

state for the home department in Great Britain, of the

lord lieutenant in Ireland. The prerogative of the crown

is subject to some restrictions. (1) The committing of a

1 See further, on the ethical aspect of pardon, Montesquieu, Esprit

des Lois, bk. vL ch. 21; Bentbam, PrincijpUs of Penal lav, \k. vi.
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subject of the realm to a prison out of tVie realm is by the

Habeas Corpus Act a prxmunire, unpardonable even by

the king (31 Car. II. c. 2, § 12). (2) The king cannot

pardon an offence in a matter of private rather than of

public wrong, so as to prejudice the person injured by the

offence. Thus a common nuisance cannot be fiardoned

while it remains unredressed, or so as to prevent an abate-

ment of it. A fine or penalty imposed for the offence may,

however, be remitted. By 22 Vict. c. 32 Her ilajesty is

enabled to remit wholly or in part any sum' of money

imposed upon conviction, and, if the offender has be'fen

imprisoned in default of payment, to extend to him the

royal mercy. There are other statutes dealing with special

offences, e.t/., by 3S & 39 Vict, c, 80 Her Jfajesty may
remit any penalty imposed under 21 Geo. III. c. 49 (an

Act for preventing certain abuses and profanations on the

Lord's Day called Sunday). (3) The king's pardon cannot

be j)leaded in bar of an impeachment. This principle,

first asserted by a resolution of the House of Commons in

the earl of Danby's case, 5th !May 1G79, forms one of the

provisions of the Act of Settlement, 12 i 13 Will. III. c. 2.

It is there enacted " that no pardon under the great seal of

England shall be pleadable to an impeachment by the
|

Commons in parliament," § 3. This provision does not ex- I

t«Bd to abridging the prerogative after the impeachmsnt has I

been heard and determined. Thus three of the rebel lords
|

were pardoned after impeachment and attainder in 1715.

(4) In the case of treason, murder, or rape, a pardon is

ineffectual unless the offence be particularly -specified

therein (13 Rich. II. c. 1, § 2). Before the Bill of Rights,

1 'Will. & M. c. 2, § 2, this statute seems to have been

frequently evaded by a von obstante clause. But, since oy

the Bill of Rights no dispensation by non obstante is allowed,
j

general words contrary to the statute of Richard II. would
I

seem to be ineffectual. I

Pardon may be actual or constructive. Actual pardon is by
|

warrant under tli3 great seal, gr audcr the sigu-nianual counter- 1

signed by a secretary of state (T J£ 8 Geo. IV. c. 2S, § 13). Con-
,

structive pardon is obtained by endurance of the punishment. By I

9 Geo. IV. c, 32, § 3, the endi'i-ance of a punishment on conviction
!

of a felony not cajnttl has \he same cfiect as a p.irdou under the
j

great S'-Ltl. This principle if reaffirmed in the Larceny Act, 1861 i

{24 k 25 Vict e. 96, § 1C9), and in the Malicious lujuries to

Propcity Act, 1861 (21 li 25 Vict. c. 97, § 67). Further,
|

pardon may be free or conditional. A conditional pardon most
|

commonly occurs where an offender sentenced to death has his
[

sentence commuted to penal servitude or any less punishment. 1

The condition of his )>ardon is the endurance by him of the substi- I

tuted punishment The effect of ]->ardon, whether actual or con-

structive, is to put the person pardoned in the position of an
|

innocent man, so that he may have an action against any one
I

thenceforth calling him traitor or felon. He cannot refuse to give
]

evidence respecting the offence pardoned on the ground that his ^

answer would tend to criminate him. A pardon may be pleaded '

on anaigumcnt in bar of an indictment (thn«ugh not of an impeach-
j

ment), or after verdict in arrest of judgment No doubt it would i

generally be advantageous to plead it as early as possible. !

It is obvious that, though tlie crown is invested with the right '

to pardon, this does not prevent pardon being granted by the higher
;

authority of an Act of Parliament. Acts of Indemnity have fre-

quently been passed, the effect of which is the same as jxardon or
remission by the crown. Kecent examples ofActs of Indemnity are

two private Acts passed in 1880 to relieve Lords Byron and Plunket
from the disabilities and penalties to which they were liable for

sitting and voting in the House of Peers without taking the oath.

Civil rights are not divested by iiardon. * Tlie pei-son injured

may have a ri^lit of action against the offender in spite of the
pardon of the latter, if the riglit of action has once vested, for the
crown cannot affect private rights. In Scotland this civil right is

specially iireservcd by various statutes. Thus 1593, c. 174, provides
tnat, if any respite or remission hap]>en to be granted before the

party grieved be fii-st satisfied, the same is to be null and of none
avail. The assythment, or indemnitication due to the heirs of the

person murdered from the inuKlerer, is due if the murderer have
received pardon, though not if he have suffered the penalty of the

law. The pardon transmitted by the secretary oPstate is applied

by the supreme court, ^-ho grant tiie necessary orders to the

magistrates in whose custody the convict is. i

In the United States the ])ower of pardon vested in the president*

is without any limitation, except in the case of impeachmSnta'
(U. S. Constitution, art. ii. § 2). The powerof pardon is also vested'

in the executive authority of the difleient States, with or without
the concurrence of the legislative authority. Thus by the New
York Code of Criminal Procedure, ISSI, ^692, 693, the governor of
tlie State of New York has power to giant reprieves, commutations,
and pardons, except in the case of treason, where he can only
suspend the execution of the sentence until- the case can be reported
to the legislature, with whom the power of pardon in this case rests.

The usual form of pardon in the United States is by deed under
seal of the executive.

PABDUBITZ, a town of Bohemia, situated at the

confluence of the Elbe- and the Chrudimka, 55 miles to

the east of Prague. The most interesting buildings arc

the old fortified chateau of the 16th century, with its

Gothic chapel ; the church of St Bartholomew, dating in

its present form from 1538 ; the quaint town-house; the

Griines Thor, a medieval gateway ; and the handsome
new synagogue. The inhabitants, amounting to 10,292 in

1880, are engaged in the manufacture of sugar, agricaltural

implements, sweetmeats, spirits, beer, and iron. There is

also a tolerably active trade in grain and timber, and the

horse fairs attract numerous customers. Pardubitz is a

town of ancient origin, the history of which is little more
than a record of a succession of feudal superiors. In

1 560 it passed into the possession of the crown, which
retained the town-lands down to 1863, when it sold them
to the Austrian Credit Bank. Pardubitz suffered severely

in the Hussite wars.

PARE, Ajibroise, the father of French surgery, was
born at Laval, in the province of Maine, in 1517, and died

in 1590. A collection of his works was published at Paris

in 1561, and was afterwards frequently reprinted.

Several editions have also appeared in German and Dutch.

Among the English tra .slations was that of Thomas
Johnson, London, 1634. Fo- Park's professional career

and services, .see Scegeey.
PAREJA, Juan de (1606-1070), Spanish painter, was

a mestizo, born in the 'West Indies about 1606, and in

early life passed into the service of Velazquez, who
employed him in colour-grinding and other menial work of

the studio. By day he closely watched his master's

methods, and by night stealthily practised with his brushes

until he had attained considerable manipulative skill. The
story goes that, having succeeded in producing a picture

satisfactory to himself, he contrived furtively to place it

among those on which Velazquez had been working,

immediately before an expected visit of King Philip TV.

The performance was duly discovered and ])raised, and
Pareja forthwith received his freedom, which, however, he

continued to devote to his former employer's service. His

extant works are not very numerous ; the best known, the

Calling of St !Matthew, now in the Royal Picture Gallery,

Madrid, has considerable merit as regards technique, but

does not reveal much originality, insight, or devotional

feeling. He died in 1670.

PARENT AXD CHILD. . See Bastaed, Infant, and
MARRI.iGE.

PARENZO, a city on the west coast of Istria (Austria-

Hungary), 30 miles south of Trieste, with about 3000 in-

habitants (2825 in 1879), has considerable historic and

architectural interest. It is built on a peninsula nowhere

more than 5 feet above the sealevel; and from the fact that

the pavements of the Roman period are 3 feet below the

present surface it is inferred that this part of the coast is

slowly subsiding. The well-preserved cathedral of StMaurus
wa-s erected by Euphrasius, first bishop of Parenzo, pro-

bably between 535 and 543. The basilican type is very

pure ; there are three naves ; the apse is hexagonal with-

out and round within. The total length of the church

proper is onl^ 120 feet; but in fi-ont of the west entrance
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is a sijuarc atrium witli three arches oa cacU siilc ; to tlic

west of the atrium is a now rocHess baptistery, and to tlie

west of that rises the campanile ; so that the total length

from campanile to apse is about 230 feet Mosaics, now

creatly spoiled, form the chief decoration of both outside

and inside. The high altar is covered with a noble

baldachin, dating from 1277. Small portions of two

temples and an inscribed stone are the only remains of

the ancient Roman city that readily catch the eye.

Parentiuni, conquered by the Romans iij 178 n.c., was made a

colony probably by Augustus after the battle of Actium, for its

title in inscriptions is Colonia Julia and not, as it has often been

given. Col. Ulpia. It grew to be a place of some note with about

6000 inhabitants within its walls and 10,000 in its suburbs.

The bishopric, founded in 524, gradually acquired ecclesiastical

authority over a large number of abbeys and other foundations in

the surrounding country. The city, which had long been under

the influence of Venice, formally recognized Venetian supremacy in

1267, and as a Veneti.antown it was in 1354 attacked and plundered

by Paganino Doria of Genoa. In 1630 the plague (which had already

visited Pareuzo in 1360, 1456, &c.) reduced the population to barely

100 ; but by ISOO the number had increased again to 2000. The
bishoprics of Pola and Parenzo were united in 1827. The basilica

is one of those churches in which tlie priest when celebrating mass

stands behind the altar with his face to the west.

Sc« Vcrsoltin, Hrei:* iaggio disloria delta cilia di Parenzo, Venice, 1706;

Handler, Cenni at foresliero cfie visita Paremo, Trieste, 18^5; Keale, .\o(« on
Dafmatia, Islria, <tf,, ISCl, with Rround plan of calliedral ; and E. A. Freeman
III Salurdag Rerietc, 1ST5, ruprinted luhisSu^fcI aud Xeighbour Lands of Yfiuce,

ISSI.

PARGA, a town on the Albanian coast, in the Turkish

vilayet of Janina, beautifully situated in the midst of

orchards devoted to the cultivation of the larger citron,

with a rock-built citadel and a harbour formed by a mole

constructed by the Venetians in 1572. Its jiopulation

does not now exceed 1500, .but its imports and exports

(citrons, wool, oak bark, and skins) reach a value of

£42,000 (1S80), and the place is historically famous.
Originally occupying the site of the anciant Toi-yno(Palaeo.Parga),

a short distance to the west, Parga was removed to its present position

after the Turkish invasion. Under Venetian protection, freely

accepted in 1401, tlie inhabitants maintained their municipal
independence and commercial piosperity down to the destruction

of the great republic in 1797, thou^li on two occasions, in 1500 and
1560, their city was burned by the Turks. The attempts of Ali

Pasha of Janina to make himself master of the place were thwarted
j-iartly by the presence of a French garrison in the citadel and partly

by the heroic attitude of the Pargiotes themselves, who were anxious
to have their city incorporated with the Ionian Reimblic. To secure

their purpose they in 1814 expelled the French garrison and accepted

British protection ; but the British Government in 1815, with a
breach of faith which excited general reprobation, determined to go
back to the convention of 1800 by \vhicli Parga wag to be surrendered
to Turkey, though no mosque was to be built or Mussulman to settle

within itji teriitorj'. Rather than subject themselves to the tyranny
of Ali Pasha, the Pargiotes decided to forsake fheir c,ountry ; and
accordingly in 1819, having previously exhumed and burned the
remains of their ancestors, they migrated to the Ionian Islands.

Tlie Turkish Government was constrained to pay them wC142,425 by
way of compensation.

Sec Edinburgh Beriew, 1819, and Finlay'g IfisL 0/ Greece (Tozer's edition) for
authorities.

PARHELIA. See Haio, vol. xL pp. 398, 399.

PARIAN CHRONICLE. This famous Chronicle is

contained in the Aeuxdelian Marbles (q.v.) now at

Oxford. It originally embraced an outline of Greek
history from the reign of Cecrops, king of Athens (1582
D.c), down to the archonship of Diognetus at Athens (264
B.C.), but the remaining portion extends no farther than
35.5 B.C. The Chronicle seems to have been set up by a
private person, but, as the opening of the inscription has

perished, we do not know the occasion or motives which
jirompted the step. The author of the Chronicle has given
much attention to the festivals, and to poetry and music

;

thus he has recorded the dates of the establishment of

festivals, of the introduction of various kinds of poetry,

t!;e births and deaths of the poets, and their victories in

contests of poetical skilj. On the other hand, important
political and military events are often entirely omitted

;

tiius the return of the Heraclids, Lycurgus, the wars cf

IS—12

Mcssciie, Uraco, Solon, Clisthcnes, Pericles, the Pelopon-

nesian AVar, and the Thirty Tyrants are not even mentioned.

The years are reckoned backward from the archonship of

Diognetus, and the dates are further specified by the kings

and archons of Athens. The reckoning by Olympiads is

not employed. Amongst the legendary dates recorded in

the Chronicle the following may be mentioned :

—

Deucalion's Deluge. 1265 years before the archon-
ship of Diognetus, i.c 1529 B.V,

Origin of Ampliictyonic league .- 1522 „
National name changed from Greeks (Graikoi) to

Hellenes 1521 „
Arrival of Cadmus ; foundation of Cadmea 1519 ,,

Arrival of Danaus and the Danaides in Greece 1511 ,,

'Invention of the flute 1506 ,,

Minos reigns in Crete j discovery of iron in Mount
Ida 1432 „

introduction of corn by Ceres and Triptolemus ... 1409 ,,

Orpheus publishes his poetry 1399 ,,

First purification for manslaughter 1326 ,,

Theseus founds Athens by union of twelve cities;

he establishes the democracy 1259 ,,

Beginning of Trojan War. 1218 „
Capture of Troy 1209 ,,

Hesiod flourishes 937 ,,

Homer flourishes 907 ,,

From the attention bestowed on jioets and tyrants in the
Chronicle, Boeckh infers that its author drew mainly on the works
of Phanias of Eresus, a disciple of Aristotle, who wrote on poets,

the tyrants of Sicily, tyrannicide, &c. Further, from some resem-
blances between Eusebius and the Chronicle, Boeckh is led to
conjecture that the Christian historian may have made use of the
same sources as the author of the Chronicle.
The Parian Cliionicle is piven by Boeckh in tiie Corpus TnscripHonvm Ortsea-

rum, vol. ii., and by Jliilier in the Fragmtnta ffislorieoitirn Qrszorum, vol. i.; U
Is edited sepai-ately by Flach, Tubingen, 1S83.

PARINI, Giuseppe (1729-1799), Italian poet, wl^
born in the district of Bosisio in the Milanese, on the
22d of May 1729. His parents, who possessed a small

farm on the shore of Lake Pusiano, sent him to Milan,
where he studied under the Barnabites in the Academy
Arcimboldi, maintaining himself latterly by copying manu-
scripts. In 1752 he published at Lugano, under the

pseudonym of Ripano Eupilino, a small volume of sciolto

verse which secured his election to the Accadeniia dei

Transformati at Milan and to that of the Arcadi at Rome.
Encouraged yet further by his success in two controversies

with Alessandro Bandiera and Onofrio Branda, he pro-

ceeded to utilize in the composition of the satire, H
Mattino, the knowledge of aristocratic life which he had
gained as tutor in the Borromei and Serbelloni familie.s.

The poem, which was published in 1763, and which marked
a distinct advance in Italian blank verse, consisted of

ironical instructions to a young nobleman as" to the best

method of spending his mornings. It at once established

Parini's popularity and influence, and two years later a con-

tinuation of the same theme was published under the title

of 11 Mezzogiorno. The Austrian plenipotentiary. Count
Firmian, who had favoured the publication of the poems,
interested himself in procuring the poet's advancement,
appointing him, in the first place, editor of the Gazette, and
in 1769, in despite of the Jesuits, to a specially created

chair of belles lettres in the Palatine School. His subse-

quent lectures as professor of rhetoric in the Gymnasium
di Brera are still of value, and as occupant of the chair of

fine arts lie was frequently consulted by the artists of the

day in matters of taste and design. On the French
occupation of Milan he was appointed magistrate by
Napoleon and Saliceti, but almost immediately retired to

resume his literary work and to complete II Vespro and
La Natte, the two last divisions of the Giorno. He died

on the 15th of August 1799. An indisputable force in

the history of Italian literature, he owed his influence

rather to a carefully cultivated taste than to any strongly

marked originality of genius. His works were published

in 6 vols. 8vQ, Milan. 1801-4.

XVm. - 35
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P A EI S

jTate V. T)AEIS, the capital of France, the seat of the legislature

_[ and of the administrative departments, is situated

on both banks of the Seine, in 48° 50' 14" N. lat. and
2° 20' 14" E. long. (Observatory). It occupies the centre

of the so-called Paris basin, which is traversed by the

Seine from south-east to north-west, open towards the

west, and surrounded by a line of Jurassic heights. The

granitic substratum is covered by Jurassic, Cretaceous,

and Tertiary formations ; and at several points building

materials—freestone, limestone, or gypsum—have been

laid bare by erosion. It is partly, indeed, to the existence

of such quarries in its neighbourhood, or on the very

ground on which it stands, that the city owes its vast

de\-elopment.i The mean elevation of the Seine valley

at Paris is from 100 to 130 feet. On the north bank rise

the heights of Charonne, of the Buttes-Chaumont (404

feet), of La Villette, and of Montmartre (345 feet) ; on
|

the left or south bank the Butte-aux-Cailles, and beyond

the valley of the Bievre the hill of Ste Genevieve and

Montrouge. Between those lines of heights, the Seine

flows from east to west, encircling the island of St Louis,

the lie de la Cit(5, and lower down the lie aux Cygnes.

The Bifevre or Gobelins stream flows for some distance
^

in an open channel on the left side of the river, and

then disappears in a sewer. On the right side the brook

which used to run from M^nilmontant to Chaillot past the

site now occupied by the opera, has at length been dammed
by masonry, driven into the sewer.^., or lost underground.

to.'.iate. CUmate.—Paris enjoys a fairly uniform climate, subject,

however, to frequent changes at all seasons of the year.

The mean temperature, calculated by M. Flammarioii
j

from observations extending over seventy-two years

<1804-TG), is 5r-4 Fahr. The highest reading observed
j

(in July 1874, and again in July 1881) is lOT Fahr.,
;

the lov^est (in December 1879) is i- 14°. The monthly
'

means for the sixty-four yenrs 180G-1870 are—January
j

36°-3, February 40°-l, March 43°-5, April 50° -2, May 1

457°-6, June 63°
'0, JulyGG'O, August G5'-3, September

|

<j0°'3, October 52°'3, November 43°-7, December 38°'7.

The river freezes when the temperature falls below 18°, It

vas frozen in nearly its whole extent from Bercy to Auteuil

in the winters of 1819-20, 1829-30, 1879-80; aiid

partially in the winters of r840-41, 1853-54, 1857-58, and

1870-71. Rain falls, on an average, on 143 days, of

which 38 are in winter, 35 in spring, 34 in summer, and

36 in autumn,—the average quantity in a year being

19^68 inches. The driest month i-< February, the rainiest

July,—the rainfall for these months being respectively

©87 inch and 2-15 inches. • There are 12 days on which

snow falls, 184 on which the sky is covered, 40 w'ith fog.s,

and 9 with hail. The following figures show the directions

of the winds :-N. 38 days, N.E. 41, E. 24, S.E. 26,

a 03, S.W. 70, W. G7, and N.W. 3C, with 10 calm days.

Thunderstorms average 13 per annum,—ranging from 6

(in 1823) to 25 (1811). There is comparatively little

variation in the barometer. Its mean height is 29 703

inches at a height of 21G feet above sea-level. On the

whole the climate is healthy and agreeable, its variations,

though frequent, being comparatively slight.

JJonniV Jioundnrics.—Since January 1, 18G0, the boundaries of

(tries. Paris have extended to the fortifications built inaccordancc

' The quarries of Montrouge, tlio Moiitinnrue ;iuil the Buttcs-

Chaumont plaster-kilns, ami the brick-woilis of 'VaM^iraril or of Passy

ore gr.vlually bein^' Iniilt over. At Passy there n a cold chalybente

spring, and Bulphurous waters are found at Bellerilltt and at Lea

Batiguulles.

with the scheme of 1840. The total area thus included ia

30 square miles, of- which 6 square miles are occupied by
the public streets, 458 acres by squares and gardens,

642J acres by the river and canals, and 224 acres by
cemeteries. The line of fortifications measures 22^
miles. On.the right side of the river it presents 68 fronts,

and on the left 26, each consisting of a curtain connecting

two demi bastions. It is -pierced by 56 gates, 9 openings

for railways, and 2 openings for the Ourcq and the St

Denis canals. Outside of this enceinte are a number of

detached forts arranged in two main lines. First come the

forts erected previous to 1870 at St. Denis, Aubervilliers,

Roniainville, Noisy, Rosny, Nogent, Vincennes, Ivry,

Bicetre, ^lontrouge, Vanves, Issy, and Mont Valirien

;

and next the new forts of Palaiseau, Viileras, Buc,' and St

C'yr, which protect Versailles, and Marly, St Jamme, and
Aigreinont, which surround St Germain. On the right side

of the Seine are Forta Cormeilles, Domont, Montlignon,

Montmorency, licouen, Stains, Vaujours, Villiers, and
Villeneuve St Georges. Between the two lines the

Chatillon fort occupies the site of the German batteries

which bombarded Paris in 1871.

Boulevards, Streets, and Squares.—The line of the Streets.

Boulevards from the Madeleine to the Bastille, nearly

3 miles, is one of the busiest and most fashionable in the

world ; here are the Porte St Denis, the Porte St Martin,

[nost of the large caffa, the 0])era-House, and the various

theatres distinguished as Le Vaudeville, Les Nouveautfa,

L'Opi'ra Comique, Les Vari^t&, Le Gymnase, La Porte

St Martin, La Renaissance, L'Ambigu, Les Folies Drama-
tiques, Dejazet, Beaumarchais, and Le Cirque. Traffic

passes cast and west from the Bastille to the Place de la

Concorde by Rue St Antoine and Rue de Rivoli. North

and south the line of the Boulevard de Strasbourg and the

Boulevard de Sebastopol stretches from the station of the

Eastern Railway (Gare de I'Est) to the Seine, and is

continued by the Boulevard du Palais in the Cite and

the Boulevard St Michel, on the left side of the river,

as far as the observatory. The total length is not less

than 2^ miles-. On the right side of the river may also

be mentioned the 'Rue Royale ; the >Ialesherbes
_
and

Haussmann boulevards, which cro^s the most elegant

quarters of the town ; the Avenue de I'Op^ra, which unites

the Place du Palais Royal with the Place de I'Opiira, and

terminates at the main entrance of the Opera ; the Rue de

la Paix, Rue Auber, and Rue 4 Septembre, which also

terminate in the Place de I'Op^ra, and are remarkable for

their magnificent shops ; Rue Lafayette, one of the longest

thoroughfares of Paris, traversing the town from the Opera

to the end of La Villette ; the Boulevard JIagenta, from

Montmartre to the Place de la Ri5publique ; Rue de

Turbigo, from this jjlace to the Halles Centrales. The

older streets known a.s Richelieu, Vivienne, De la Chausste

d'Antin, St Honord, ilontmartre, St Denis, St Martin,

are full of shops and offices. The Place de I'Arc de

Triomphe de I'ttoile is the centre of twelve avenues

stcetclung out from it like the spokes of a wheel, but

not all as yet lined with buildings'. On the. left side

of the river the main thoroughfare is the Boulevard St

Germain, from Pont Sully to the Pont de la Concorde,

which passes in front of the school of medicine, the Place

St Germain des Prfe, and the war office. The Rue de

Rennes, which extends from St Germain des Priis to the

Jlont Parnasse Railway station, is to be prolonged as far as

thfi Seine.

The finest of the public squares iu Paris are Place de la Square^
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The
Seine.

Concorde ; Place de I'Etoile ; Place Vendome, with the

column and statue of Napoleon I. ; Place du Carrousel,

with a small triumphal arch commemorative of the cam-

itaisn of 1806, which formed the entrance to the palace of

theTuileries, now demolished; Place des Victoires, with

the equestrian statue of Louis XIV.; Place des Vosges,

formerly Place Royale, with that of Louis XIIL ; Place de

la Bastille, with the column commemorati%'e of the Revolu-

tion of July 1830; Place de la R(ipublique, with the

Republic statue ; Place de I'Hotel de Ville ; Place du

Chafelet, with a column commemorative of the Italian

cjimpaign of 1796 ; those which take their names from the

Uourse, the Palais Royal, and the Opera ; Place de Rivoli,

with the equestrian statue of Joan of Arc ; Place Moncey,

adorned with a monument in memory of the defence of

Paris in 1814, as Place Denfert, at the opposite extremity

of the town, is adorned with a colossal lion symbolizing the

defence of 1871. South of the Seine are the Place St

Michel, adorned with a monumental fountain, and one of

the great centres of traffic in Paris ; Place du Pantheon

;

Place St Sulpice ; Place Vauban, behind the dome of the

Invalides, and Place du Palais Bourbon, in front of the

chamber of deputies. Besides those already mentioned

there are monumental fountains in the Places de la Con-

corde, de la R^publique, and du Chatelet, the Avenue de

rOpera, and the Place Louvois opposite the national

library ; and attention must also be called to the Fountain

of the Innocents near the markets, which was originally

adorned with sculptures by Jean Goujon ; the Moliere

Fountain, in the Rue Richelieu; the Gaillon Fountain; arid

on the left side of the river the Fountain of Rue de Grenelle.

The Seine.-—The Seine flows for 7 miles (taking five

hours) through Paris. As it enters and as it leaves the

city it is crossed by a viaduct used by the circular railway

and for ordinary traffic ; that of Point du Jour has two
stories of arches. Two bridges, the Pont des Arts and the

Passerelle de Passy, are for foot passengers only ; all the

otliers are fo' carriages as well. The most famous is the

Pont Neiif, tlu- two portions of which rest on the extremity

of the island called La Cite where the river is at its widest

(961 feet). On the embankment below Pont Neuf stands

the statue of Henry IV., the people's king. Between La
Cite and the left bank the width of the lesser channel is

reduced to 161 feet. The whole river has a width of 532
feet as it enters Paris and of 440 as it leaves it. As it

descends it passes under 'the bridges of Tolbiac, Bercy, and
Austexlitz (built of stone), that of Sully (of iron), those of

Marie and Louis Philippe between lie St Louis and the

right bank ; that of Les Tournelles between tie St Louis
and the left bank ; that of St Louis between lie St Louis
and La Cite; and Pont d'Arcole, a very elegant structure

connecting La Cite with Place de I'Hotel de Ville. La
Cite besides communicates with the right bank by the
bridges of Notre Dame and Au Change; with the left

bank by that of the Archevech^, the so-called Pont au
Double, the Petit Pont, and Pont St Michel. Below Pont
Neuf come the Pont des Arts, Pont du Carrousel (of iron),

Pont Royal (a fine stone structure leading to the Tuileries),

and those named after Solferino, La Concorde, the In-

valides, Alma, Jena, (opposite the Champ de Mars), Passy,

and Grenelle.

The houses of Paris nowhere abut directly on the river

banks, which in their whole extent from the bridge of

Austerlitz to Passy are protected by broad embankments or

"quays." At the foot of these lie several jjorts for the
discharge of goods ;—on the right side Bercy for wines,
La Rap(!e for timber, the Port de l'Arsenal at the mouth
of the St Martin Canal,' the Port de I'Hotel de Ville for

^ This caual, Ic-iving tlie Seine lielow Austeilitz Bridge, passes by a
tunnel under Place de la fiastille .ind Boulevanl Richard Lenoii-. and

fruits, and the Port St Nicholas or du Louvre (steamboats

for London); on the left bank Port de la Gare for timber,

St Bernard for wines, and those named after La Tournelle,

the Saints Peres, the Invalides, and Grenelle.

Promenades and Palis.—In the heart of Paris arc Promt,
situated the gardens of the Tuileries (74 acres), laid out in. uades.

parterres and bosquets, planted with chestnut trees, \'tiiacriS,

and plane trees, and adorned with playing fountains

and basins, and numerous statues mostly from the antique.

From the terrace ^ong the river side a fine view is to be
had over the Seine to the park and palace of the Trocad^ro

;

and from the terraces along the Place de la Concorde the

eye takes in the Place and the Avenue of the Champs
ElysfSes. The gardens of the Luxembourg, in front of the

palace occupied by the senate, are rather larger than those

of the Tuileries ; with less regularity of form they iiresent

greater variety of appearance. In the line of the main
entrance extends the beautiful Observatory AValk, terminat-

ing in a monumental fountain, which is in great part the

work of Carpeaux. The Luxembourg conservatories are

rich in rare plants ; and classes are held in the gardens for

the study of gardening, fruit-tree pruning, and bee-keeping.

The Jardin des Plantes will be mentioned below in the

list of scientific establishments. Besides these three great-

gardens laid out in the French taste, with straight walks
and regular beds, there are several in what the French
designate the English style. The finest and most exten-

sive of these, the Buttes-Cliaumont Gardens, in the notth-'

east of the city, occupy 62 acres of very irregular ground,
which up to 1866 was occupied by -plaster-quarries, lime-

kilns, and brick-works. The- " buttes " or knolls are new
covered with turf, flowers, and shrubbery. Advantage has
been taken of the varying relief of the site to form a fine

lake and a cascade with picturesque rocks. The Jlontsouris

Park, in the south of the city, 40 acres in extent, also con-
sists of broken ground ; in the middle stands the meteoro-
logical observatory, built after the model of the Tunisian
palace of Bardo, and it also contains a monument in

memory of the heroic and unfortunate Flatters expedition.

Monceau Park, surrounded by the most aristocratic quarters
of modern Paris, is a portion of the old park belonging to
King Louis Philippe, and is now the property of the town.
The gardens of the Palais Royal are surrounded by arcades
and fine shops. There is hardly, it may be further remarked,
a district in Paris which has not of recent years its well-

planted square kept up at municipal expense on some plot
of ground cleared during the improvements. Such are
those named after Tour St Jacques (one of the most
graceful monuments of old Paris), the Conservatoire des
Arts et Metiers, the Temple, Montholon, Cluny, .tc. There
have recently been added the'park of the Champs de Mars,
and that of the Trocad^ro with its fountains and aquarium.

But the real parks of Paris are the Bois do Boulogne Bols da
and Bois de Vineennes, which belong to the city, though J^''"-

situated outside of the fortifications. The former is reached '°^"°'

by the wide avenue of the Champs Elysees as far as the
Arc de Triomjihe, and thence by the avenue of the Bois de
Boulogne or that of the Grande Armce. The first of these,
with its side walks for foot passengers and equestrians,
grass-plots, flower-beds, and elegant buildings with gardens
and railings in front, affords a wide and magnificent prospect
over the Bois and the hills of St'Cloud and Jlont Vak'rien.
The Bois de Boulogne covers an area of 2158 acres, one-
fourth of which is occupied by turf, one-eighth by roads,

and the rest by clumps of trees, sheets of water, or running
streams. Here are the two race-courses of Longchamps
(flat races) and Auteuil (steeple--chases), and the gardens

rises by sluices to the La Villette basin, from which the St Deiiis
Caii.ll descends to the Seine nt St Denis. In this way'bj.its going up
or down the i ivcr can avoid ^lassiug through Paris;

•
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of the AcclimaHzation Society, whidi, with their mena-

geries, conservatories, and anuarium, aw) largely visited by

Bills do lileasure-seckcis. The Bois de Vinccnnes, a little larger

V"- than the Bois do Boulogne, is similarly adorned with
°*°°*^'

sSseams, lakes, cascades ; and from the Gravelle plateau

tDerc is a splendid view over the vallejis of the Jlarne and

„he Seine. Unfortunately the wood is cut in two by an

open space comprising a drill-ground for artillery and

'iifantry, a race-course, and a farm (La Faisandcrie) for

agricultural experiments. Trees for the public parks and

squares are grown in the great municipal nurseries at

Auteuil and Bois de Boulogne ; and the municii>al

botanical gardens of La Muette, with thirty-five conser-

vatories covering 1 .', acres, and an equal area under frames,

contain magnificent collections of azaleas, palm-trees, and
other exotics for ornamenting the public gardens or

decorating official apartments on fete days.

Public Buihlingf, I'dlnces, ic.—-The following are among
the public buildings of Paris which have most architectural

interest. The palace of the Louvre (see pp. 281, 2Sti),

which lies on the right side of the Seine in the heart of the

city, consists of' a quadrangle with an inner court 394 feet

square, two galleries extending westwards from two sides

of the quadrangle, and two galleries external and parallel

;o these, and continued till they meet the side wings of the

Puileries. The east front of the Louvre is 548 feet long

and 90 feet higli, and the first story is occupied by
Perrault's famous colonnade. Towards the west are those

portions of the Tuilerics which escaped the fire of 1871,

—the connecting galleries and (on the south) the Flora

pavilion and (on the north) the Marsan pavilion, which was
entirely rebuilt between 1872 and 1877. From Perrault's

colonnade to the Flora pavilion the side facing the quay is

2250 feet long. In the matter of sculpture the south and
west sides of the inner court are considered the best parts of

the Louvre. . On the west side lies the oldest part of the

palace, and the principal points in the former arrangement
of the building are indicated by the paving of the court. In
the middle of each facade there is a pavilion rising above an
archway. The- western archway, which is surmounted by
the clock, leads into Place Napoleon TIL, which has its

centre occupied by a square, and its north and south sides

bordered with porticos surmounted by statues of eminent
Frenchmen. To the west is the Place du Carrousel. On
the south side at the junction of the Louvre and theTuileries

is a gateway with three arches, of which the middle one is

crowned with the bronze group by Jlercier, " The Genius
of the Arts," erected in 1875. The river-front of the Louvre
is in an older and more elegant style than the side facing

Hue de Rivoli. It is connected with the buildings of the

quadrangle by Henry IV. 's pavilion, which contains in its

first story the elegant Apollo gallery.

The Palais da Justice in La Cit6 presents on the W.
Bide, towards Place Dauphine, a Greek faijado by Due
(18C5-1870), one of the finest jiroductions of modern art.

From the Boulevard du Palais on the cast it is separated by
a magnificent ISth-century railing in wrought iron and gilt.

On this side lie the Salle dcs Pas Perdus and the Sainte-

Chapelle. The fine square tower known as the Clock Tower
stands at the corner formed by the Quai du Nord and the

Boulevard du Palais ; and en the north side lies the Con-
ciergerie jM-ison w-ith the dungeon once occupied by Marie
Antoinette. Oi>iiosite the Palais de Justice on the other

side of the Boulevard is the Tribunal de Commerce with
a remarkable staircase under the cupola.

On the left bank of the Seine are the Luxembourg
palace, the seat of the senate and formerly the residence of

Mary de' Medici ; the Bourbon jialace, the seat of the

chamber of deputies, fronting the river and Pont do la Con-
corde niiu a fine columned portico and pediment ; Ihe

jialace of the Legion of Honour, an exquisite building of
Louis X'lV.'s time ; and the palace of the Institute, with
a handsome dome. On the right side of the river lie the
Klysee palace (in the Champs-filysc'es), a vast building in

a modern style, the residence of the presidenfof the re-

public, and the palace of the Trocadero, built for the Exhi-
bition of 1878, the central rotunda .of which contains the
largest music-hall in Paris (for 15,000 auditors) and a
colossal organ.

Among the Government and administrative buildings

may be mentioned the Hotel de Ville, burnt in 1871, but
rebuilt finer than before on the old site; the ministry of

foreign affairs, W'here the congress of Paris was held in 185G;
the ministry of marine, which occupies on Place de la Con-
corde one of the two pavilions erected by Gabriel on each

side of Hue Eoyale ; the ministry of war in the Boulevard
St Germain ; the Bank, formerly the De la Vrilliire "hotel,''

built by Mansard ; the Jlint, with a fine facade stretching

39-1 feet along Quai Conti -not far from Pont Neuf ; the

national printing establishment, formerly Cardinal Cohan's

mansion ; and the national record office, close at hand,

formerly the Soubise mansion. . These last two buildings

are in the Quartier du Marais, where a great ma»iy ancient

mansions are now used as warehouses and workshops.

Besides -the Hotel Carnavalet and the Hotel de Cluny
may be mentioned the tower of Rue aux Our.5, the last

remnant of the Hotel de Bourgogne: the Hotel de Sens,

formerly the residence of the archbishop- of the province;

the Hotel Lambert at the head of lie St Louis, adorned

with paintings by Lesucur ; the turret of the "2'*>fel Barbette

(Hue vieille du Temple).

The largest and finest of the I'cligious buildings of Paris Churces

is the cathedral of Notre Dame (42C feet long by 164 wide),

restored between 1846 and 1879 by VioUct-le-Duc. As it

now exists this church has five naves running the whole

length of the building, and square chapels; the central

fltche, recently restored, is 312 feet high, and' two massive

square towers worthily crown the principal facade, which is

one of the most beautiful that has come down to us from

the Middle Ages. The transept has also two faijades, which,

while less imposing, are more richly decorated with chiselled

work, dating from about the middle of the 13th century.

Of the elaborate decoration of the interior all that is old is

a part of the screen of the choir, from the 14th century.

St Genevieve or the Pantheon, consecrated by the Con-

vention to illustrious men, but since restored to Christian

worship, has the form of a Greek cross with a dome in the

centre and a columned portico in front, the pediment of

which contains an immense bas-relief by David of Angers
representing great men crowned by their country. F(5nelon,

Rousseau, Voltaire, Mirabeau, Laplace, Cuvier, itc, may
be distinguished. The crypt contains the tombs of Soufflot

(the architect of the church), Rousseau, Voltaire, Sec. Near
St Oenevit've stand St fitienne du Mont with a magnificent

roodloft, and the chapel of St Genevieve with the tomb
of this patroness of Paris. The Madeleine, intended by
Napoleon I. for a temple of victory, has consequently tho

form of a Greek temple. At St Germain des Prus, St

Sevcrin, and St Vincent de Paul are beautiful frescos hy

Hippolyfe Flandrin, to whom a monument has been erected

in St Germain. St Eustache contains Colbert's tomb; St

Germain I'Auxerrois has a curious porch ; and St Sulpice,

which is nearly as large as Notre Dame, presents in its

main front the most vigorous efi'ort yet made to ajiply

classical architecture in the building of Christian churches.

Notre Dame des Victoires is a great resort of pilgrims.

The church of the Vow of thi^Sacrcd Heart, at present in

course of erection on Montmarfre, will wien finished be on.T

of the most remarkable buildings in Paris from its com-

manding bite, the extent of its crypt, and thr, vast pK<po[-
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respectively 197 and 262 feet

Srron-

dis^e-

mccts.

tians of its dome and torrs'*.

i_ height.

5. S'neatres.—Of the mary buijdinga ia Paris devoted to

theatrical entertainments there is only one, at once the

largest and the most beautiful, which is of real archi-

tectural importance—the Grand Op^ra, or national.academy

of music and dancing. The opera house, which covers 2f
acres, is the finest theatre in the world. The process of

erection, directed by Charles Garnier, lasted from 1861 to

1875, required 673,293 days' work, and cost Xl,440,000.

The front is decorated on the ground story by allegorical

groups (music by Guillaume; lyrical poetry by Jouffroy;

lyrical drama by Perraud ; and dancing by Carpeaux) and

allegorical statues. In the first story a row of coupled

Corinthian columns (each consisting of a single block) forms

an open gallery, above which are seven busts of famous
musicians, Mozart, Beethoven, '<tc. Above the architrave

of the front appears the dome which covers the auditorium,

and behind that rises the vast pediment above tha stage

decorated at the corners with enormous groups. On the

summit of the pediment an Apollo, raising aloft his Ij-re, is

seen against the sky and forms the culminating point of

the whole edifice. The sides are not so richly decorated as

the front, but each has in the centre an elegant cylindrical

pavilion with a carriage entrance. Behind are the build-

ing; occupied by the managers and staff. The interior is

decCi-ated throughout in the most gorgeous manner with

massive gilding, flamboyant scroll-work, statues, paintings,

ifec. The grand vestibule with statues of Lully, Eameau,
Gluck, and Handel, the grand staircase (an indubitable

masierpiece), the avant-foyer or corridor leading to thefoyer,

and the foyer or crush-room itself are especially worthy of

mer tion. This last, which is 197 feet long, 43 broad, and
59 high, has its ceiling brilliantly painted by Baudry, whose
wor;:, however, can hardly be appreciated properly from
the excess of light. The auditorium is seated for 2156;
its ceiling is painted by Lenepveu. Behind the stage is the

foyr cU la danse or green-room for the ballet, adorned with

la.'ge allegorical panels and portraits of the most eminent
danseuses.

The comic opera has a theatre to itself, L'Opc'ra Co-

raique' and operettas are played at La Renaissance, Les
BouSfes, Les Folies Dramatiques, and Dejazet. The
ThJitro Fran^ais and the Odion represent the works of

the classical dramatists, as weU as modern pieces tragic

or comic
_
Comedy and vaudevilles are played at the

Gymnase and the Vaudeville ; and the Palais Eoyal, the

Varietes, and the Nouveautds devote themselves especi-

ally to farce. Pieces of the popular class, fairy scenes

and spectacular displays, are the main attraction of

the Chatelet, the Gaiete, the Porte St Martin, and the

Arcbigu. The Chateau d'Eau now gives popular operatic

performances. Equestrian entertainments are supplied by
the hippodrome and three circuses. The cafe concerts

—

which during the summer season abound in the Champs
Elysi^es—remove in winter to the Boulevard de Strasbourg'

and the Montmartre and Poissonniere faubourgs, where
there are also some permanent establishments of the kind.

SoTsral companies give concerts of classical music on stated

days in the winter season ; the finest are those of the

Conservatoire and the Chateau d'Eau, Chitelet, and Cirque
theatres.

Arrondissancnts.—The city is divided into twenty arrondisse-
taenti Only the first twelve belonged to Paris previous to 1860

;

the othera corresponl to the oldsuburban commu^jes then annexed.
Tlie first four arrondisscmeuts occupy the space on the right of the
river, extending from the Place de la Concorde to the Bastille, and
from the Seine to the line of the Grands Boulevards ; the 5th, 6th,
and 7th arrondisseinents lie opposite therti on the left side ; the
8th, 9tli loth, 11th, and 12th surround the first fonr arrondisse-
mcnts on the north; the 13th, 14th, and 15th arc formed out of the
old subnrban commnnes of the left side ; and the 16tb, 17th, ISth,

19th, and 20th out at tho old snrburban communes of tha right
side. •

Popuhtion ami Vital Statistics.—Tlio growth of the population Poptt'j

during the last six hundred yeari is sho\Yix in tho following table tion.

(I.):-

Tears.
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PARIS
Table IV.

—

DistrihtUion of Population according to Occupation (1881).

Employers. Ageuts or Clei-ks.

Agrictdturc. i

Landowners farniing tlioir lainls.-.

Farmers, cultivators, "metayers
"j

Small proprietors working lor

others

Foresters

598

220

142

376

Females. Males.

96
28

49

210

Workpeople.

639
204

455

4SD

222
85

78

222

Members of Family
living with the

Preeeding.

659
ISO

240

597

1,151

302

321

707

Domestics attached
to the Person.

4:4
£0

47

127

4,143

1,232

1,380

2,923

Industry.

Engaged in mines, quarries, and
metaj-working establishments

Engaged in other manufactur-

ing establishmetits

In petty industries

Tvada.

Bankers, agents, wholesale

traders

Retail traders, shopkeepers..,..

Keepers of hotels,tavern3,cofree-

houses, and lodging-houses.

Trcrvspoi-t and SJiipping.

Eug.iged on railways or as carriers

Connected with mei-cantile

marine, pilotage, fisheries, ic.

Army, Kavy, and Police.

Army
Navy
Gendarmerie and police

Total.. 9,678

1,238
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water-works and sewers, nronienades.and plantations, river naviga-

tion and river porta, pubiio pawnbroking establishments, and the

relief of the poor are all under the control of the- prefecture of

Seine.

The prefecture of police includes the whole department of Seine

and the neighbouring communes of the department of Seine-et-

Oise—Meudon, St Cloud, Sfevres, and Enghien. It consists of

three sections—political police, police of public safety, and admin-
istrative police, the two former being rather national than muni-

cipal. The state consequently repays two-fifths of the annual

budget of about £800,000 which this prefecture receives from the

city.

The municipal police deals with public health, civil order, and
repression of crimes and misdemeanours, whether against person,

property, or morals. It exercises surveillance over lodging houses,

the insane, and prostitutes, tests weights and measures, and has

charge of the markets, the public vehicles, the fire department,

sanitary arrangements, and eJthumations and reinterments in the

cemeteries.

The prefect of police has a staff of 8500 ofhcials

—

commissaira
lU police, osiers cU paiz, garditm de la paix {a kind of police-

magistrate), and inspectors. He has also under his orders the sa]xur&

pompiers or fire-brigade (1742 men), and the republican guai-d,

long called the municipal guard, which numbers 3295 men, besides

a mounti-d force of 726. He has full control over the budget of

his department, which is voted m bloc by the municipal council

£i)ien- Revenus aiui Expenditure.—The heaviest item of expenditure is

diliire. the public debt: the sum at 31st December 1883, represented by
the series of annuities terminable in < 1950, amounts to a total of

£171,730,965. The annuity for 1883 was £3,693.303. Over and
above this the city is authorized to have a floating debt of £800,000.
The following are in round numbers the main items of the ordinary

Lndget for 1883,—the exact sum varying from year to year :—

Prefecture of police {partly repaid by the state) £950,000
Streets and roads ("voie publique' and " voierie ") 999,000
Primary and professional education 890,000
Poor relief. 795,000

j

Water-works and drainage ^..... 520,000
}

Public walks, plantations, and lighting 392,000

Octroi or customs {the main source of municipal revenue) 296,000
Central adni;uistration, " mairies," and municipal council 337,000
Architecture and fine arts 212,000

By the sildition of the expenses of the College fiollin (an institu-

tion for secondary education belonging to the city), and some
miscellaneous 'expenses of less amount, th% ordinary budget for

1883 reached the sum of £10,106,533, and by tho further addi-

tion of £41,000 belonging to the previous year, a grand total of

£10,150,53.3.

The extraordinary budget shows expenses to the amount of

£298,444 on general funds, and £90,000 on special funds. The
former is specially devoted to arcliitcctuml works (rebuilding tho

Hotel de Ville) and kee|>ing up streets and roadways, and tht

latter to the erection of buildings (Sorbonne, f.iculty of law, and
canal St Denis),

fttvraue. 'The following are the piiurfpal items of ordinary revenue :

—

Octroi (municipal customs) £5,996,802
Communal cciitihi'-H added to the direct contributions 948,80.*»

Municipal share in the profits of the gas conn>any 004,000
\Vatcr-i*ates and income from the tanaN belonging tn

the city 442,867
Government subsicly to the municipal iwlice 307,753
Fines, shooting licences 220,110
Revenue for public instruction (legnrirs, &e.) 'nknown
Duty on gas sup]>lied to private pci-sons (0*02 fr. per-

cub. met., about 5id. r^cr 1000 cub. fect^ 225,250
Cnb-stands, omnibuses, nnil tramways 194,937
Government subsitly for tlie UMintcnance of the puldit*

• roads and streets 104,000
Dnes from gooils cxposeil for sale in the public markets 180,012
Slaughter-houses

,
138,136

Householders' street-cleaning tax (/n.'v tif Ifihi/ngr),,. 108,416
Warehouses 101,492
Sale of burial-lots in the cemeteries ....^^^ 94,284
Stands iu the markets and markct-placi's. ...^ 83,461
Paving and cleaning of the streets ,... 95,717
Giound-renbi 62,594
Niglitsoil and sewage '......., 56,597
Rent of stands on the public streets. 51,782

> Including less important items, the' tjt.\\ onlinary revenue in

188^ was £10,489,373; and tho arrears of former years' revenue
paid up amounted to £1,218,833.
The extraordinary budget on general and special funds amounts to

£6,450,037 ; but a large proportion of this consists of sums which
arc carried forward from one fiscal year to another, till the expenses
which they arc nie.int to cover are liquidated.

Tho chief items in the octroi are-
Beverages £2,566,118

Eatables 1,232,362

Liquids other than beverages. 608,238

Fuel 463,278

Building materials 625,698

Wood for industrial purposes ^ 246,693

Fodder 204,102

Total (1882), comprising other less important items,. .,.£5, 986, 641

Streets.—'The pubiio streets, covering an area of 3877 acres, Streets,

make a to^ length of 680 miles, 143 miles being bordered with

trees. Th^ municipality is going on with the work of planting

as rapidly as possible, though each new tree costs about £8.

The staff entrusted with maintaining and cleaning the public

streets comprises 320 engineers, overseers, and timekeepers, who
have under their orders 2123 paviors and roadmen and 3185 per-

manent and supernumerary scavengers. The maintenance of tho

streets costs £406,800 ; that of the pavements and sidewalks,

£62,224; cleaning, £259,480. The streets are for the most part

paved (1525 acres on January 1, 18S3), usually with Yvette sand-

stone from the neighbourhood of Paiis. The most frequented

crossings are laid with Belgian porphjTy. The metalled roadwaj-s

cover 445 acres, tho asphalted 83 acres, the earthen 26. Wooden
paving, previously eni ployed only for 2 acres, was in 18S3 laid

down in the Champs Elysees, and in 1884 extended tu the Avenue
de I'Opera, Rue de Rivoli, the line of the Grands Boulevards, and
Rue Royale. Of the total area of 1131 acres occupied by pavemcnta

and sidewalks, two-ninths are covered with asphalt, one-third

M-ilh sand, one-seventh with granite, and tho rest with paving-

stone.

There are 5070 plugs for the watering of the streets, and 400

water-carts. The annual consumption of water for this purpose

amounts to 130,174,478 cubic feet (195 days). The sweeping of

the streets in the morning devolves on tlie householders, and is

commuted by payment of a tax (seo above) ; during the day tho

whole cost falls on the municipality.

The point of greatest traffic in Paris is the Place de la Bastille ;

one current passing from Rue St Antoine to the Faubourg St

Antoine and another from the Grands Boulevards to the railway

stations for Vincenncs, Lyons, and Orleans. On an average 42,000

carriages and 55,900 draught horses pass through this square in

the twenty-four hours. Kext in amount of tratfic come Piue de

Rivoli, 33,235 vehicles ; Avenue de I'Opera, 29,460 ; Rue dn Pont

Neuf, 20,668; Boulevard des Italions, 20,124; Place de I'Etoile,

18,311; Rue Rovale, 14,095. Tho most frequented of the bridges

are Pont de la Concorde, 10,003 ; Pont Neuf, 8519 ; and Pout

d'Austcrlitz, 7340.

Menus of Comeyctnee. —Cabs, omnibuses, tramwaja, steamboats, Convey

and a railway (the Chemin do Fer de Ccinture) are the local ance.

means of transit in Paris. The steamboats ply up the river to

Charcnton, down the river to Suresnes. Within the city, in 1882,

they plied on 329 ilays, made an aggregate of 8162 days of sersice,

traversed 479,997 miles, and conveyed 11,170,980 passengers. Out-

side the limits of the city, up the" river, the days were also 329

—

aggiegate days 2265, aggregate distance 123,007 miles, passengera

3ri22"593 ; down the river the days were 329—ag^-egate days

2356, miles 180,138, and jiassengers 1,262,680. 'Ihe omnibus

company emplo}-s both oiilinary omnibuses and tramway-cars. In

1882 it employed 610 omnibu.ses and 255 tram-cars, conveying

200,187,455 passengers. The two tramway comjanies distinguished

a-i Xorthciu and Southern have conveyed respectively 26,076, 701

and 27,067,951 passengers. The Chemiu dc Fer de CeinturC,

tthith runs round the city just within the fortifications, conveyed

21,617,909 passengers. As cab-liiring is an open indu:.try (though

the cabmen are restricted in their charges by a tarif, and arc

subject to police control), tho movement of the cabs cannot bo

given exactly. In 1882 the number of horses Ixlonging to private

persons and bound to lie at the service of the army iu case of mobi-

lization was found to Iw S'5,S47; in 1878 the number of carriages

Avas 13,372.

WnUr a,iil Z)/-n(rtn7f.—Paris derives its watersuj.ply (1) from Water

the Seine and the Marne, (2) from the Ourcq Canal, (3),frora supply.

artesian wells, and (4) from sprinp. (1) The two steam-pumps at

Chaillot on the Seine raise each at their ordinary rate 635,663

cubic feet and at their maximum 1,518,588 in tlie twenty-four

hours. The ten pumps at Port al'Anglaisand Slaisons-Alfoitabove

Paris, at St Out-n below Paris, and at llic Quai d'Austerlitz and

Autcuil (within the city), can supply about 600,372,000 cubic feet

per annum. In 1880 about 2,119,000 cubic feet on an aveiage were

taken daily from tho Seine. The water is stored in reservoii-s at the

highest points in Passy, Jlontmartre, Charoune, and Gentilly. The

establishment at St Jlaur, situated on the canal which closes the

loop of the Marne, and partly tnoved by the head of water and

]iarlly bv steam, supplies the Dois do Vincc-nncs and the elevateil

districts" of Bellevilleand Mi-nilinontant. It can furnish 2,896,000

cubic feet ill Ihe tweiity-fi.nr hours. i2) Th- Ourcu Canal, which is
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nlso iiscil as a water-way, comes from the department of Aisiie, and

*criniiiales at the La ViJlctto basin, wliich also receives the St Denis

end St Martin Canals. It brings a volume of 4,414,500 cubic feet per

Jay, to which arc added in summer from 2,000,000 to 2,500,000 cubic

feet procured from the Marno near the confluence of the Ourc(i,

and discharged into the canal. The water is liardly suitable for

domestic use owing to the quantity of foreign matter which'it con-

tains. (3) The water of the artesian wells is much jiurer. The

Crenelle well is 1797 feet ilenp, and reaches the greeusand ; its daily

vi.I.I ii 1" ""O cubic feet of water at a temperature of 80' Fahr.,

which rises to a height of 238 or 239 feet, and can thiB he carried

to the summit of Mont St Genevieve. The Tassy well is 1922 feet

deep, and yields an average of 2)3,000 cubic feet in the twenty-four

hours. By the hydrometer Seine water registers 18°, that of the

Ourcq 28°, that of the Passy well only 9'. A new well is being

aunk (1884) at La Chapelle, and another at Butte-aux-Caillcs.

(4) Till quite recently all the sj.ring water was brought to Paris

by two atjucducts. The Arcueil aqueduct, 8 miles long, on the

left of the Seine, furnishes 67,100 cubic feet per day; that of

Belleville, on the right side, which up to the beginning of the

17th century fed all the fountains of Paris witli the waters of

Kelleville and the Pres St Gervais, now yields only 6000 cubic

feet in the twenty-four hours. This insuftieiency of spring water

has been supplied by the Dhuis and the Vanne, two streams of La
Chapipugne. The former is diverted near Chr'itean Thierry (Aisne)

and conveyed by an aqueduct 81 miles long into the Menil-

niontant reservoirs (354 feet above the sea, or more than 250 feet

above the level of tlie Seine), which consist of two stories, one

above the other, with a united capacity of 4,538.000 cubic feet,

and usually containing a store equal to five avi-mgb days' mllus.

Jn the valley of the Vanne (a tributnry of the Yonne, which it

reachoa at Sens), Paris has obtained possession of a great number

of springs, which, when the rivers are at their lowest, yield in

the twenty-four hours 3,531,000 cubic, feet of a perfectly pure

.water at a steady temperature of 52° Fahr. The aqueduct Irom

the Vanne ends at llontrouge at a height of 202 feet, in reser-

voirs capable of holding 10,594,800 cubic feet, equal to three average

dav.s' iiillux. Every year new works are constructed to increase the

nuar.tity of water distributed. In June 1883 the machines raised

for the first time 2,825,000 cubic feet on the plateau of Villejuif.

Tiie total quantity of water supplied to Paris will now be 20,130,000

cubic feet in the twenty-four hours. The quantity actually required

is not less than 14,127,000 cubic feet, or not quite 44 gallons per

liead of the population, a proportion exceeded in several other great

cities. This v.nter is distributed by 66 monumental fountains, 703

borncs-foiitaincs {i.t., smaller fountains or wells, similar in appear-

ance to a boundary stone or milestone), 5249 common street taps, 53

pumps, 181 ])lugs for the use of the vateriug cartsj 4175 pings for

nttachment of watering hose, 303 fire-plugs, 178 cocks at cab-stands,

in the Wallace fountains, and the urinals. There is a certain

number of fountains not open to the public where water is retailed

to the water-carrii^s ; and a largo number of piivatc houses have

water laisl ou to their courts, or in. many cases to the several

stories. Tlie public baths (151 in number) and the washing

establishments (263, with 21,911 stands) receive daily 2,35.8,000

gallons of water. The water-pipes, varying in diameter from a little

more than an inch to upwards of 4 feet, the commonest size being

about 8 inches, have a total length of 94,904 nii.v.

Drain- Since about the middle of the present century all houses have

»gc, been bound to discharge their rain ami waste water directly into the

sewers ; hut, though these are annually being extended, there are

still streets into which they hare not been introduced. On the

31st of December 1831 their total length was nearly 441 miles.

The drainage of both sides oi die river is collected in a great sower

ending in the Seine at Clichy opposite Asnieres ; the m.iin sewer

nf tlie left side of the river is coiniccted with that of the right side

by a siphon which passes under the Seine by a tunnel near the

Pout de I'Alnia. A departmental .sewer, receiving the waters of

the elevated districts of Charonne, Mcuilmontant, Belleville, and

Moutmartre, terminates at St Denis. Thesi? sewei-s are mncli ninm

than great drains: they av u.«-l «• ;«i.«uj,i.-» loi «uier-pipes, gas-

jnpjs, telegrapn wires, . and pneumatic tubas. Tlie two largest

classes of thcni have a lieight respectively of 14.1 f'^''' "'"^ 17 feet 6

inches at the kevstone, and a width respectively of IS feet 5 inthes

and 17 feet at tiie spring of the arch. The smallest class is only

6 feet high and 3 feet wide. The most usual class, of which there

are 171 miles, has a height of 71 feet and a width of 4 j . .

The sewage from these mains is partly employed in irrigation in

the plain of Gennevilliers on the left bank of the Seine opposite St

Denis and Clichy. At the eloscof 18S1 r216acies were under trent-

ment, though the system was only commenced iu 1872 on a tenth

of that area ; and the diains employed, varying from 1 to 4 feet in

Jiameter, had an extent of 21 miles, and" discharged the sewage

'V 571 outlets. The (piantity of sewage discharged daily by the

iewers varies from 10,171,00 cubic feet to 13,112,266 cubic feet

U8S1). .The amount absorbed by irrigation varies according to the

ieaaoB, Xhits in Mav 13S1 it was 95,907..'i53 cubic feet, and in

September only 15,719.780 cubic feet. The daily average through-

out the year shows 64,tiu:',945 cubic feet, watering 213 acres.

The value of the land (originally sandy) at Gennevilliers has
considerably increased since the iutroduction of this t^ystem. The
rent of a hectare (247 acres), which was 152 francs between 1805 and
1870, reached 300 francs in 1878 aiid 450 in 1880. The cultivation

of the plain gives employment to 1350 hands, and the population

of the commune lias steadily increased—1897 m 1872, 2339 in 1876,

3192 in 1881. The municipality proposes to extend this system of

irrigation, which absorbs only a part of the sewage, to the foot of

the St Germain forest, and thus to ntilize the masses of foul water

which still go to pollute the Seine. ••

Nightsuil is collected in three diirerent ways :—(ij m cesspools

of ntason-work, which ought to be watertight and to commniiicalc *

with the open air by a ventilating pipe rising above the tops of the

neighbouring houses
; (2) in movable buckets, ])laeed in suitably

ventilated cellars
; (3) in filtering tincttes, which discharge tlicir

liquids directly into the sewer. On the 31st December 1882 the

number of cesspools was 66,610, of movable buckets 14,952, and of

tinettes 17,033. The uightsoil contractors have to be authorized

by the prefect of Seine. The cesspools must not be emptied excc)K

by night. The qiwntity removed iu 1881 was 39,797,810 cubic

feet—35,098,453 cubic foot from the cesspools, 3,682,187 from th

movaiile buckets, and 1,017,170 from the tinettes.

Lightiiiij.—Tlu3 lighting of Paris is practically in the hands of Ligliij

the gas company, electric lighting being still in the experimental ing.

stage (28 burners in the public streets iu 1SS2), and oil being used

only in a small and ever-diminishing number of out-of-the-way

streets (472 hurneis in 1881). The gas company manufactured in

1801 2,974,690,553 cubic feet of gMs, in 1875 0,213,435,025 cubic

feet, and in 1882 9,726,709,281 cubic feet, this last quantity being

obtained from 917,867 tons of raw material (10,597 cubic feet pet

ton). The gas mains belonging to the conij>any make a total length

of 1222 miles ; those in the public streets feed 42,514 burners, con-

suming 1,301,226,027 cubic feet forpublic lighting. The company
further supplies 7,163,994,098 cubic feet to 154,962 private cus-

tomers in the city, and 600,203,654 cubic feet to 53 communes
ill the outskirts. About 660,593,880 cubic feet, or 6-8 per cent,

is lost in transmission. Tiie daily consumption reaches a maxi-

mum (36,005,949 cubic feet) iu December and a minimum
(14,073,112 cubic feet) iu ,TuIy.

Public Instrudion.—The so-callod snUrs' a tuniiy arc infant EJuca*

schools for children from tb.ree to six years of age, i.e., from the tion.

time when their mothers place them iu the crtchcs or day-nurseries

(see below) and the time when they may be admitted to the primary

schools. The niunici|)ality maintains 126 secular salles d'asile

receiving 15,939 children, and one sallc coitgr^c/nnistc (?'.c., under

the management of a religious socictj) with 279 children. Tho
private cstablisliinents comitrise 23 secular "salles" with_^1243

children, and 39 congieganist "salles" with 4231.

In 1882 the munici]iality supported 173 piimaiy sccuk. ..,u„l3

(56,369 ]nipils) for boys, 161 secular schools (46,5(9 jiupils) and 2

congieganist schools (765 pnj.ils) for girls. The ]irivate primary

schools arc 183 secular schools ami 70 congieganist for boys,

577 secular schools and 130 congieganist for girls,—number of

pupils unknown. At certain hours the primary schools are tr.ius-

fonned into classes for adults-- 110, villi 14,288 jaiiiils Tho
"higher schools" {ifoks siq^iricurcs) supply education for in-

dustrial or commerdal careers. They have 077 [nipils between

six and thirteen yeare of ago and 2956 above thirteen, who arc dis-

tributed among the ColKge Cha).t.d and the Turgot, Lavoisier,

Colbert, J. li. Siiy, and Al.igo schools. The apprentice school {I'cuU

(/'npj/rc7ilis) \\itri 228 pni'ils, the normal schools (lor males, 205

pupils; for females, 68 I'lipils), and the Pape-Cirpcntier school,

which trains m.Ttioiis for tin- kjiIP • d'asile, couqdete the list of the

municij'ai establishments for primary education. Besides there arc

jirivate normal seliools for Protestant teachers (male and femalel, a

lirivate normal school for girls, normal classes lor I.idics tllulcr *ilc

auspices of the Society for KI-mhoii^l.^ Inslnictiuii, and ]-rofessioTia'

.• I.-Ms lor both girls aii.l boys. C'cnimeicial instruction is givci

in two sihools iikaccd under the patron.Tgc of the chamber of com

mcrcc, aiul a s]ie'-ial coinnicreial high school established about 1880

In 1681 a fund was established for placing indigent but descrviii{

pupils in free luiniai-y hoaiding-schouls, at the expense of tho city.

Between Oct. 1S81 and Oct. 1SS2 494 pupils were thus dealt with

at a cost of £0367. Municipiil libraries, subsidi2cd_ by the city,

have been established in all tho arromlissemonts ; in 1882 they

lent 401,413 works, the number oi books contained in tlic libraries

being 89, a-lo.

Secoiiilary eduu_,,>,.. is ,..nvuita oy i..j ,i.i.nicip.al Coii.gc rtollin ;

in the national luees (Louis le Grand, Henry IV., St J.ouis, .and

Vanves), w hicli have both boarders and day pupils ; the Charlemagne

and Condojeet lycecs, for d.ay puiiils only ; and the College Stanislas,

more esjccially for boarders. It is between these establishments

subjected to th.e same university progr.imme, and the Versailles iycct

thnt the grcnt competition of the Surbonne takes jdace at the closo

of each school vcar. The number of their puiuls iu 1852 (Stauisla*

i
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excspted) was "048. Among tha privatB establishments giving
secondary educationmention must bs made of the College Ste barbe,
the ilongB, Bossuet, Fenelon, and Massillon schools, the old Jesuit
colleges at Taiigirard, Kue do Madrid, and Kue Lhomond, the two
lessor seminaries of Notre Diimc des Champs and St Nicolas, and
nirmeroas institutions preparatory for the examinations and special
schools. In 18Sa there were 11, 60S pupils in the secular and 15,811 in
the ecclesiastical esublishments, ot which 1584 in addition attended
s lycee course. For some years there have been at the Sorbonne
special classes for young ladies, but the secondary education of girls
13 only beginning to be organized. Higher education is given in
the faculties of science, literature, and Catholic theology, which are
together in the Sorbonne, and in the faculties of law and of medicine
each of which is by itself. There is also a faculty of Protestant
theology transferred to Paris from Strasburg. These faculties
confer the degrees of bachelor, licentiate, and doctor. The Catholic
institute, a private foundation, has faculties of law, literature, and
science, but has no right of conferring degrees. The Sorbonne, the
seat of the Academy of Paris and of its rector, who is the head of
tho whole educational system, contains a library of 100,000 volumes
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belonging to the university, and a well-appointed museum of
physical science, and laboratories. Tho school of law has a library
of 30,000 volumes and the school of medicine 60,000 volumes,
forming the most complete medical collection in tho world.'
Connected with the school of medicine are the Orfila museum of
comparative anatomy, the Dupuyti-en pathological museum, the
practical school of anatomy, and a botanic garden and' the
midwifery schools of the Maternity and De la Pitio hospitals ;. the
higher school of pharmacy and the dissecting amphitheatre for
hospital students are also affiliated institutions.

AVhilst the "faculties" are specially intended to prepare for and
confer university degrees (though their lectures are open to the
public), the Cojlege de France is meant to give instruction of the
lughest order to the general public (men or women) ; and the various
Eciences are there represented by thirty-seven chairs. The iScole des
Hautcs Etudes supplements the theoretical instruction provided by
the public lectures of the higher education by practical training The
upper normal school is for the training of "professors" for secondary
classical education and for the faculties. The ficole des Hautes Etudes
Lcclesiastiques prepares ecclesiastical "professors" for the institu-
tions and lesser seminaries which supply secondary education and
are placed m the hands of the clergy. The free school of the
political sciences prepares more especially candidates for adminis-
trative employments (council of state, &c. ). The Ecole des Chartes
trains record-keepers in the reading and study of ancient documents.
Itieschcolof liviiigOriental languages teaches theprincipal languages
from Russian and Modern. Greek to Malay, Chinese, and Japanele.
1.1e Polytechnic school (Ecole Polytechnique) trains military and
naval engineers for the artillery corps, the corps of engineers and
tne navy-yards, and civil engineers for the national corps of the
roads and bridges, the mines, and the state manufactories (tobacco
powder, and saltpetre). As for infantry and cavalry officers, they
usually come from the special military school of St Cyr, when they
do not rise from the ranks. In Paris too are situated—the icole
fauper^ure de Guerre

; the practical schools of roads and bridges
and ot mines, for the training of civil engineers, with libraries
and CO lections o( models and classes in some cases open to
the public; the Ecole d'Application des Tabacs

; the school of
mili,^ry medicine and pharmacy. The central school of the artsand manufactures, though some years ago it became a Government
uistitution still educates engineers for ordinary industrial careers.
The school of the fine arts (Ecole des Beaux Arts), intended for
painters, sculptors, and architects, contains valuable collections
wliicli render the palace in which they are exhibited me of themost interesting museums in Paris. The instruction in t lis institu-
tion IS at once theoretical and practical. It is open to all French-men from fifteen to thirty years of age, and even in some cases to
loreigners. Of the various competitions open to the pupils the
most important is for the prix de Home. The successful com-
petitor IS rewarded with four years' residence in Italy atOovemment expense, two years being spent at the Medici palace in
Kome. bchools of design for boys and girls serve as preparatory for
Che school of the fine arts, or train designers for industrial occupa-
tions. There is a free school of architecture. Music and elocution
are taught at the Conservatoire, which possesses a musical library
and a very curious collection of musical instniments The
diocesan seminary of St Sulpicc receives clerical pupils from all
France to the number of 200 ; the foreign mission seminary trains
missionaries for the far East, and the seminary of St Esprit mis-
sionaries for the French colonies. The Lazarists have also a
Mvicml of their own. The Irish, English, and Scotcl colleges as
their names suggest, prepare priests for the Roman Catholic dfoceses
of the United Kingdom.

Quart..-7 A district at one time almost exclusively occupied by students
i^tm. and known as the Quartier Latin or P.iys Latin was situated on

the left Ride of the river mainly in the arrondissement of Luxem-
bouigi the old houses have, however, been almost entirely
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demolished ainoe about 1850. It correeponQed on thewhole to tha
pre-Revolutionary quarter of St Benoit or th,-, University, otherwias
called the Faubourg St Jacques. The most diotinctiva portion
lay between Rua St Jacques and Boulevard St Michel. Rue dt
la .Harpe opens into Boulevard St Michel ; and Rue du Fouarre,
frequently mentioned in mediseval and Renaissance writers, strikes
N. £. from Rue St Jacques. The students now live for the most
part in the vicinity of Sorbonne and the schools ofmedicine and
law- They frequent the cafes and beershops of Boulevard St
Michel and its neighbourhood.
The principal libraries in Paris have already been described Liora.runder Libearies (vol. xiv. pp. 524-6), and an account of the ri-

observatory will be found in vol. xvii. p. 712.

tt.'^^l
^'"''^'' '^'^ Longitudes, which was founded in 1795 for Bureau

the advancement of astronomy and navigation, and publishes the des
Connaissance des Temps, is located at the Institute. The meteoro- Lonm-
logical oflice and obsei-vatory is situated in the Montsouiis Park, and tudSm connexion with it is a school of nautical astronomy and practical
geodesy The obser\-atory for physical astronomy is at Meudon.

Ihe Conservatoire des Arts et des Metiers, in the old priory of Conser-
bt Martin des Champs, was founded (1794) as a public repository of vatoire
machines models, tools, plans, descriptions, and books in regard des Alts,
to all kinds of arts and trades. Various courses of lectures on tho
applications of science to commerce and industry have been added
from time to time

; they are all open to the public without fee
and are addressed rather to workmen and artisans than to the
wealthy or learned. The Agronomic Institute has recently been
removed to the Conservatoire.
The Jardin des Plantes (1626), about 75 acres in extent, forms Jardin

one of the most interesting promenades in Paris ; its museum of des
natural history (1793), with its zoological gardens, its hothouses Plantebana greenhouses, its nursery and naturalization gardens, its
museums of zoology, anatomy, anthropology, botan}', mineralo^
and geolog}-, its laboratories, and its courses of lectures by °he
most distinguished professors in all branches of natural science
make it an institution of universally acknowledged eminence. '

^

Learned Societies.—Among the learned societies of Paris the first Learnedm importance is the Institut de France, which has already been CMieties.
descnbed (see Institcte of France, vol. xiii. p. IGO). The
committee of learned societies at the ministi-y of public instruc-
tion forms, as it were, the centre of the various societies not
maintained by the Government ; and the French Associ.ition for
the Advancement of the Sciences, founded in 1872, is based on
the model of the older British society, and like it meets eveiy
year m a different town. The other soi ieties may be classified as
foUows :— 1, Historical or Geographical—Kistory of France Anti-
quaries of France (till 1814 known as Celtic Academy), Historic
Studies, Ivumismatics and Archieologj, Bibliophiles, School of
Charters, Ethnography, Geography (18;il, and thus the oldest of
its class), Asiatic (1822), French Alpine Club (Club Alpin) 2
Natural and Medical tecnaa—Anthropology, Zoological Acclima-
tizahon (which has tho direction of .he zoological gardens in
the Bois de Boulogne), Entomological, Geological, Surgery,
Anatomy, Biology, Medical of the Hospitals, Legal Medicine or
iledical Jurisprudence, Practical Medicine, Pharmacy, A<Ticul-
ture,' Horticulture

; 3. Industrial and Moral fticncfs—Eucourace-
ment of National Indusby, Statistics, Elementary InstiuctioD,
Frankhn (for the foundation of popular libraries) ; i. Positive
Sciences and Fine ^rts—Philomathic, Physical, Philotechnie,
Athenaeum of the Arts, Sciences, and Literature (1792), Concerts
of the Conservatoire de Musique (1795).

Kcwspapirs.—Vs.ris is very largely supplied with newspapers of News-'
all descriptions. See Newspapers, vol. xvii. pp. 423-8. papers.
Museums.—The richest museum in Paris occupies the Louvre, tiis Muse,

finest of its palaces. On the ground floor are museums (1) of urns

_
ancient sculpture, containing such treasures as the Venus of Milo
the Pallas of Velletri (tlie most beautiful of all statues of Minerva)'
the colossal group of the Tiber, discovered at Rome in the 14th
century, &c. ; (2) of mtdi.-cval and renaissance sculpture, compris-
ing works by Michelangelo, Jean Goujon, Germain Pilon, John
of Bologna, &c., and special rooms devoted to early Christian 'monu-
ments and to Jewish antiquities (this last a feature peculiar to the
Louvre); (3) of modern French sculpture, mth works by Puget
Coustou, Coysevox, Chaudet, Houdon, Rude, David of Angers, &c. •

(4) of Eg.\-ptian sculpture and inscriptions; (5) of Assyrian 'anti-
quities

; (6) of Greek and Pha;nieian antiquities
; (7) of engraving.

On the first floor are (1) the Lacaze museum, a magnificent collection
of pictures presented to the state by M. Lacaze in 1869 ; (2) the splen-
did musee de peinture

; (3) the Campana museum
; (4) a museum of

Greek antiquities
; (5) a museum of Eg3-ptian antiquities

; (6) an
Oriental museum (Persian pottery, Chinese vases, lacquered work,
ic.)

; (() the Lenoir museum (snufl'-boxes, jewels, miniatures, lac-
quered wares, bequeathed to the Louvre by M. and Madame Lenoir

As the National Society of Aericullure, in contrast to nearly all tlie other
societies, consists of only a limited niiuiber of persons named by the Government,'
to be a member of this coi-poralion has a distinct value similnr (though at a con-
siileiahle remove) to that of being « member of the Institute.
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pitals.

ia 1874); (8) the Ductatel room, bequeathed by the widow of the

1 anister of that name (La Source, a mc^sterpioce by lagreij)
; (9) the

Vimbal, His de la Sallo, and Davilliera coUectiona, consisting re-

Bpectively of furniture dra-ning and curiosities, drawings, and
pottery, furniture, and tapestry ; (10) a mediaeval and renaissance

museum, comprising French, Italian, or Hispano-iloorish pottery

and terra cotta ware, as well as objects in bronze, glass, and ivory

—

the Sauvageot collection being of note ; (11) the museum ofdrawings

^and chall^, of which the more valuable are preserved in drawers ;

(12; a museum of ancient bronzes ; (13) the Apollo gallery, adorned

"by the leading artists who have been employed on the palace, an4
containing the royal gems and jewels, articles of goldsmith's work,

and enamels. The second floor accommodates the naval museum,
the ethnographic museum (African, Chinese, Mexican), part of the

^French school of painting, and rooms for the study of Egyptian

j>apyru3-rolIs.*

The museum of the Luxembourg, installed in a portion of the

palace occupied by the senate, is devoted to works of living painters

and sculptors acquired by the state. They remain there for ten

Tears after the death of the respective artists, that the finest may
%Q selected for the Louvre.

The Cluny museum occupies the old mansion of the abbots of

that order, "built in the leth century by Jacques d'Amboise. It

was founded by M. du Sommerard, whose collections were acquired

"by the state in 1843. Increased from year to year since that date,

it now contains about 10,000 articles—pieces of sculpture in marble

and stone, carvings in wood, ivories, enamels, terra cottas, bronzes,

furniture, pictures, stained glass, pottery, tapestry, glass ware, lock-

smith work, and jewellery of mediaeval and Renaissance times. In

the neighbourhood are the remains of the ancient palace of the

€mperor Julian; in the midst of tho ruins, and in the garden which
surrounds them, has been collected a Gallo-Roman museum, to

which have been added many fragments of medieval sculpture or

masonry, found in the city or its vicinity. The Camavalet museum
occupies the mansion in which Madame de Sevigne resided ; it is a
municipal museum, ia which are brought together all objects of

interest for the history of Paris. The artillery museum, in the

H6tel des InvaJides, comprises ancient armour, military weapons,

£ag3, and an ethnographic collection reproducing the principal

types of Oceania, America, and the coasts of Africa and Asia. The
permanent exhibition of the products of Algeria and the colonies

2B in the Palais de I'lndustrie ; and finally the Trocadero palace

contains a museum of comparative sculpture and ethnographic
galleries for exhibiting curiosities brought home from distant

countries by the principal French ofiBcial travellers.

Public Charity—Sospiials, Lc.—The administration of public

charity is entrusted to a responsible director, under the authority of

the Seine prefect, and assisted by a board of supervision consisting

of twenty members. The funds at his disposal are derived (1)

from the revenue of certain estates, houses, farms, woods, stocks,

shares (£250,680 in 1882) ; (2) from taxes on seats in the theatres

(one-tenth of the price), balls, concerts, the Mont de Piete,

and allotments in the cemeteries (£252,117); (3) from subsidies

p.id by the town, the department, and the state (£976,368); (4)

from other sources (£522,393, including £130,787 from voluntai-y

donations). The charges on the administration consist of " outside

relief" to the poor [seeours A dc^idU) the "ecr Joe" of th*

hospitals, and the support f^'" charity children. In esch airondisse'

ment there isvi iurca\i. dc lun/aisance, consisting of the moire, his

assistants, twelve administrators, and an indefinite number of ladiea

and gentlemen (known as ccmmissaires and dam^s dc charit€) who
give voluntary and gratuitous assistance. The secretary an<?

treasurer is a paid official ; and ISO doctors, 110 midwives, and
2G7 rehgietises, distributed among fifty-eight houses of relief (mai-

S071S de secours), are employed in the service of the bureaus, which
in 18S0 received 104,236 applications for aid presented by 63 "visi-

tors." The expenses for that year amounted to £69,843 for food,

£13,140 for clothing, £6114 for fuel, £29,361 for medicine and
medical advice, £15,032 for other assistance in kind, and £83,843
for assistance 'in money. The pauper population, enumerated
every three years, consisted in 18S0 of 123,735 persons (53,591
males, 70,144 females) in 46,815 families, or at the rate of 1 person

for every 16'07 inhabitants in the city,—an increase of 3153
families and 10,418 persons since 1S77, and 10,102 families and
33,443 persons since 1861. Of the families assisted in 1880, 18,125
obtained temporary relief and 28,690 relief throughout the entire

year. This destitute class is very unequally distributed among the

several arrondissements. "WTiilst in the 9th arrondissement there

is only 1 pauper in 60 inhabitants, and in the 1st, 8th, and 2d
1 pauper in 46, 45, and 44 inhabitants, in the 13th arrondissement

there is 1 in 7, in the 20th 1 in 8, and in the 19th 1 in 9. The
paupers are for the most part under sixty years of age, and occupy
single rooms, at a rent of from £4 to £8 per annum, generally

with a single fireplace and a single bed. There are usually no
children under fourteen years of age.

The doctors in 1880 gave 453,036 consultations at the dispensaries,

and performed vaccination in 31,549 cases. The midwives attended

5126 women boarding in their houses for their confinement, and
gave assistance to 14,178 during pregnancy. Domiciliary visits

were paid by the medical staff in 1880 to 30,322 patients and to

48,269 necessitous persons.

The dtfctors, surgeons, chemists, both resident and non-resident,

connected with the hospitals, are all admitted by compctirive ex-

amination. In 1880 the staff for the hospitals of Paris and the

auxiliary hospitals of Forges, Garches, and Roche Guyon (Seine-

et-Oise), and Berck (Pas de Calais) consisted of 32 doctors or

surgeons at the central office of sdmission, 118 hospital doctors or

surgeons, 8 doctors for the insane, 18 chemists, 291 internes,^ 470
extemes, 575 probationers, and 9 midwives or midwives' assistants.

The hospitals are classified as general hospitals—Hdtel Dieu,

Pitie, Charite, Saint Antoine, Nccker, Cochin, Beaujon, Laribois-

iere. Tenon, Laennec, Toumelles ; special hospitals—St Louis (skin

diseases), Midi or South (venereal diseases, men), Lourcine (venereal

diseases, women and children), Maternity, Clinical (operations)

;

children's hospitals—Enfants Malades, Trou&s<?au, Berck-sur-Mer,

La Roche-Guon ; hospices—Bic^tre (old men), La Salpetriere (old

women), Ivry (incurables); maisons de retraite—Itsy, La Roche-
foucauld, Ste Perino ; fondations—Boulard St Michel, Brezin at

Garches (for ironworkers), Devillas, Chardon Lagache, Lenoir-
Jousseran ; and asylums for the insane— Bicetre (men), Salpetriere

(women). The following table (V.) gives details regarding these

institutions in 1882 :

—
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tormiily cnroUsd among the rifarUs assistis, or charity children.
There aro in the hospice !( . . esident wet-nurses ; infants, liowever,
are not kept in th'e institution, bat arc l-oarded out with nui-scs in the
country, of whom 1707 were cnj^sed under the supcni^ion of 361
matrons. Up to twelve years of age these children are kept at the
expense of the department of Seine, and they remain under the
guardianship of the poor-board till twenty-'ono years of a"e. Ou
December 31, 1SS2, there were 13,S61 cliildron of the first class
md 12,133 of the second distributed among 32 ngcncies and 257
medical circuits situated in Nivcrnais, Burgundy, Bourbonnais,
Normandy, .-Vrtois, Picardy, and Brittany.
I The Quinze-Viiigts still gives shelter to the 300 (fifteen score)
blind tor whom it was founded by St Louis, and gives outdoor assist-
ance to 1550 besides. The blind asylum for the young (Institution
des Jcunes Avcnglcs) has 250 pupils (one-third girls, two-thirds
boys) ; the course of study lasts lor eight yeai-s ; most of the pupils
are bursars of the state or the departments ; some pay a small fee

;

suitable trades are taught. The deaf-mute institution is for boys
only, and they are generally paid for by the state, the departments,
and the communes. During a course of seven yeais they are taught
articulation and lip-reading. The Charenton asylum for the insane
receives 300 male and 2S0 female patients, most of them paying
for their board, and classed according to their means. Those of
Vincennes (522 beds for male patients) and Le Vesinet (300 beds for
fem.-ile patients) take in convalescents from the hospitals sent by
the charity boards or friendly societies which subscribe to the
mstitution. The Hotel des Invalides is for old and infirm soldiers.
The pensioneis, who have numbered at times as many as 5000, are
now only a few hundred, and their immense edifice accommodates
Hie Ecole Supeiieuro de Guerre, the artillery museum, the galleries
;or plans m relief of fortified posts, and numerous storehouses
3f the war department Under the dome of the ln^alide3 is the
tomb of Nanoleon I., and in the church the funeral obsequies
of distinguished soldiers are performed. There are four military
hospitals in Paris—Val de Grace (960 beds for all rauks), Gros Cail-
lou (630 beds), Saint JIarlin (425 beds), and Vincennes (630).

Prlrate Private beneficence maintains a great variety of institutions in
btMfi- Pans. There are 30 a-iches or day-nureerics iu the city and 14
ceoce. in the suburbs (capable of accommodating respectively 1093 and

39S infants), where mothei-s who have to go out to work may leave
tlieir infants under two years ; they are under the direction of the
sisterhood of St Vincent de Paul. The Society of St Vincent de
1 aul, which must not be confounded with the sisterhood, is a society
of laymen founded in 1833 and divided into as many conferences
as there are parishes, for the purpose of visiting the poor and givinf
them advice and assistance. The Societe Phihirthropique distributel
food rations in its "kitchens" by means of a system of cheap
tickets. -The Societe de Charite Maternelle devotes its attention towomeu in childbed; the Pctites S^ursdes Pauvres have five houses^r poor old men for whom they collect scraps from the restaurants.
Ihe Freres St Jean de Dicu take care of children -sufTeriiitr from
incurable diseases. A large number of institutions known as
envroirs or workrooms bring up oi-phan and destitute girls and fitthem for various industrial occupations, especially the use of the
needle. The night asylums offer shelter to the homeless. The
SsMiety for the Protection of the Alsace-Lorrainers, and the charity
office of the Biatish embassy, are naturally limited to special
nationalities. Friendly societies, supported by ordinary subscrip-
tions, donations from nouorary members, and sute subsidies are
numerous

;
they mve assistance to their members when they are

sick or out of worlf, and pay their funeral expenses,

iri^ n
!^'^'iSel>stio mission, commenced in 1872 by the Rev R W

B ==?• V j"i'''-'
"^ 2-lleville has met with remarkable success!

ay. 884 It had between thirty and forty stations in Paris and the
suburbs, and had extended its activity to various towns in the
provmces, to Corsica, and to Algiers. Its income in 1883-4 was
±10,607. Monies for English girls were established in 1872 bv
Miss Ada Leigh, and the association to which they have since

Gnirna^r
" presented with an orphanage by M.

S)'?*'^^ r^'^^' *^°n'
^^ ^''''/' * national pawnbroking estabUsI,ment.

Pi'jte. Charging 9 per cent, for working expensea, it hands over all its
proceeds to the public charity funds. The average number ot
articles pai^-ned per day is 5205, of which 6 only are of suspicious
origin (theft); the average sum lent on each was 23 francs in 1K81When the depositor does not redeem his pledge or purchase arenewal the article is sold. In 1882 there were 1,669 582 new
transactions and 664,617 renewals, while 1,401,944 articles were

%'^Z^i.'"^Jy^-!~'^
sold,-the loans amounting respectively to

£1,619,621, £676,671, £1,320,888, and £144,315 If the Lie
involves a loss this falls on the agent who overestimated thevalue when the article was deposited; any profit, on the con
trary IS divided between the administration and the person con-

l^rL"'"^ <-J}'^S''^T,^'tP"^^'
"" savings bank, the natural complementSai„i

0. the Mont de Piets, was founded in Paris in 1818. It began thatyear with 351 depositora. and deposits to the amount of £2153- in
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1SS2 it had 440,728 depositors, and owed them £3,513,432.
The new deposits for the year reached a sum of £1,874,697, and
the repayments £1,236,060. The number of new p,ass-books issued
was 63,146, of accounts closed 24,228. Three per cent, interest
was paid to the depositors. The maximum deposit is £80.
Law niid Juslke.— 'PcLrh is the seat of four courts having juris- Justice,

diction over all France :— (1) the Tribunal des Conflits, for settling
disputes between the judicial and administrative authorities on
questions as to their respective jurisdiction; (2) the Council of State,
for litigations between private persons and public departments

;

(3) the Cour des Comptcs
; and (4) the Cour de Cassation. The

first three sit in the Palais Royal, the fourth in the Palais d%
Justice, which is also the seat of (1) a cour d'appel for seveii
departments (five civil chambers, one chamber of appeal for the
correctional police, one chamber for preliminary proceedings), (2) a
cour d'assises (members nominated for a term of three months ; two
sessions per month), (3) a tribunal of first instance for the depart-
ment of Seine (seven civil chambers for civil atfairs, seq'uestration
of real estate, and sale ot personal jnoperty ; four chambers of correc-
tional police), (4) a police court where cachjugc de paix presides in
his turn assisted by a commissairc dc police. Litigations between
the departmental or municipal administrations and private persons
are decided by the conscil de prefecture.
The prefect of police, charged with the maintenance of public

safety, has the prison dci>artnient under his supervision. There
are eight prisons in Paris—llazas. La Santc, Ste Pelagic, St Lazare
(for females), the depot (police station) of the prefecture of police,
the Concieigcric or lock-up at the Palais dc Justice, the Grande
Roquctte (for condemned criminals), and the Petite Roquette
reformatory. In 1882 there passed through these prisons 108,231
prisoners (83,022 men, 25,209 women), the daily average being 6529.
Out of the toUl number, 30,590 were kept in solitary confinement,
and 2905 (males) worked in company by day and were placed in
separate cells at night. The prisons also received 1067 young
children who accompanied their mothers, and 732 children lost in
the streets. The mendicity-station at Villers-Cotterets (Aisne) has
besides a daily roll of 919 prisoners (male and female). Iu the so.
called House of Repression at St Denis are confined those mendi-
cants who cannot be removed to Villers-Cotterets, or those dis-
charged prisoners who have not acquired a sufficiency for their im
mediate necessities ; 3240 persons passed throligh St Denis in 1882.
The same year 46,457 persons were arrested iu Paris,—44,955 being
iak&n flagrante delicto or arrested as vagabonds ; 41,207 were brought
before the judges. Of the whole number eight-ninths were males.
Against five-ninths no previous charge had been made : 899 were
ticketof-leave men, 3291 were foreigners (959 Belgians, 759 Italians,
376 Swiss, 379 Germans, and 126 English). The most frequent
causes of arrest were—vagabondism and begging, 16,985 ; theft in
its various forms, 8604 ; rioting, 5619 ; assaults and acta of
violence, 1338; offences against morals, 825; breach of certificatt
by ticket-of-leave men, 899 ; murders, assassinations, and assault
by night, 330 ; drunkenness, 312
The prefect of police has the conti'ol of the locating, discharg-

ing, or maintaining of the insane in the six public asylums of
Ste Anne, La Salpetriere, BicHre, Charenton, Vaucluse, and La
Ville Evrard,—the last two situated in the department of Seine-et-
Oise. The financial and administrative management of these
establishments is entrusted to the prefect of Seine. At the 1st of
January 1882 there were in the different asylums 8260 lunatics,
and during 1882 3670 were admitted, while 3938 left or died.
Private asylsms for the insane cannot be opened within his pre-
fecture 'without the permission of the prefect of police. Childreii
put out to nurse, and women wishing to be engaged as wet-
nurses, are also under his supervision. In 1881 18,527 infants
were registered by their parents as requiring to be put to nurse in
the various departmeuts; on December 31, 1831, 4398 infants
under three years of aga Vero out at nurse within tTie prefecture

;

407 died during the year. An institution of a reformatory character
commenced operations on January 1, 1881. In 1881 and 1882 it
received 1644 children—1131 brought by their parents, 262 bv the
magistrates, and 251 by the prefect of police. On Dece 'ner'lS82
there remained 1330 children boarded out in the countr--. The
expense for the two years was £lg,160.

''

Establishments which are dangerous or unhealthy are of three
cla.s,ses according as they have to be kept absolutely at a distance
frnra dwelling-houses or simply subjected to certain precautions.
They can be opened only with the permission and under the
surveillance of the prefect of police. The first class comprises
slaughterhouses, nightsoil reservoirs, vitriol works, &c. In 1882
there were of all the three classes 3049 establishments within the
city of Pans

; in J881 there were 2922 in the suburban communes.
The shops for mineral oils (3615) and those for mineral waters
(1133) are-also subject to inspection, and the groceries, drug-stores,
and' chemists' 'shops in which medicines arc sold (9224) aie undei
the supervision of the upper school of pharmacy. Steam machin
cry, (3317 machines, of 29,529 horse-power) which mu?* be )cgis^
tered. is inspected^yjhe engineers.
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Eighty .>.w!ii committee3-forty composed of men and forty of

womln-are entrusted with the duty of visiting the 12,316 workd>ops

^which 27,402 children are employed (16,945 hoys or girla bet^-een

•^eTveand s xteen years of age, and 10,336 girls between sixteen and

t^eX-one, i.e.. stUl minors). Street porters {coniimss,o„mrs),

r^X^ei, hawkers, and lodging-honse keepers are ™der poUce

sSveillance The bodies of the drowned or of those who have

d^Sr^o streets are conveyed to the Morpie. ^J>ere.yo. .^«to«

examinations are performed at the command of the court and

Sri d°Uvered on medical jurisprudence. The number of bodies

U Sc^aSinc (718 in 1878 ; 879 in 1882). this total 673 were

"d^MSmmitted suicide, 219 ; killed by accident 105 ;
m"rf"ed

45? died suddenly. 86). Drowning is the most frequent cause of

death (321 cases). Of the 673 adults 588 were identified ;.the 85

mridentiaed were photographed before bunal.

p ,v, C£m-fcrKS —A corpse cannot be bunedin Pans without a

dries' certicateTom a medical man who has ascertained that death has

"S^iken place ; and at least twenty-four hours must be aUowed

S elapse In nio^t cases (30,825 out of 57,871 d(^ths) the famiUes

„e too poor to pay any funeral expenses, and the body is copse-

TueX buried free of charge. Other interments are divided into

S?no cLs"" the cost of which ranges from 15s. to £287, without

coSntiBg secondary and religious expenses.
,

There ^^"t^™*/,

cemeteries in Paris or outside the gates. Pere la Chaise, the most

e^We! Sntains 106i acres • it is there that the most dlus-

tHo^ pekonages are gIneraUy buried. In 1882 the number of

Ste™S3 waf no less*^than 3043 (all permanent .
Montmartre,

or t™Northem Cemetery (26 acres), received 970 all permanent)

;

SonAa-nLsse. or the Southern Cemetery (46 acres). 1945 (10 being

temi«rar^-). The two cemeteries of St Ouen (61 acres) receivea

12^62 gratuitous and 5761 temporary interments, but only 10

ieknanrnt; and the two cemeteries at Ivry (69 a"e > 20 380

Satuitous interments and 703S temporary. It is towards St Ouen

^d Ivry that most of the funerals now make their way and those

S?avey2ds, though but recently formed, will before long prove

msuflicient The -.ther Paris cemeteries are aue to the incorpora-

tion of the suburban communes in 1860. The Uttle graveyard at

PicDus is tho property of a few families. Old cemeteries, long ago

abandoned, on the heart of the city have gradually been built over.

The bones found on breaking up the ground are collected in tno

ossuary of tho Catacombs at Montrouge. Tho Catacombs are

ancient quarries extending under a great part of the city sou.h ot

tho Seine ; they are subjected to continual inspections and shor^i^g-

up to prevent subsidences such as have taken place on several

occasions.
'

^. , _:„-,

I'ircs —The fire brigade has a military organization, ani consists

of 1742 officers and men. On 31st December 1882 they had at their

disposal 1678 fire-plugs. In the course of that year they extin-

guished 982 fires (127 in January, the maximum; 55 in September,

the minimum) aud 1656 burning vents ; and there were 72 false

alarms. They used 1778 fire-engines, 139 of them worked by

steam. Eight individuals perished in the conflagrations ;
B5 w-era

saved by the firemen. Only 19 of the fires were serious. In 703

cases the damage was less than £40. The total loss for the year

was £309 200 The most frequent cause of fires was some delect

in the buildings (157 cases) ; fights ranked next (142 cases), and

the falling of netroleum or naphtha lamps accounted lor 84.
,,.,..„

MiUtary.-fBTh is the seat of a nUitary government, whose corj- Mdit&ry

mandant has under him all the troops stationed in the departmerJa organua.

of Seine and Seine-et-Oise. The soldiers recruited in the 1-vo tion.

departments are distributed among the 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th corpa

d'armee, whose headquarters are at Amiens, Kouen, Lc Mans, and

Orleans. The principal barracks belonging to the state m Pans

are those of the military school of Prince Eugene and Uapoleon

;

tho town possesses the barracks of tho republican guard, the

gendarmes, and the firemen in difi-erent quarters. ,The most

important are those of La Cite, to which the prefect^^e of polica

was transfen-ed after the destruction of its former buUdings b> firo

in 1871. Besides the war office and the hospitab named above,

the main establishments comprise the depdt of the fortifi^tionr

.

the central artillery depOt with the workshops of St lliomr.

d'Aouin, and the depOt of the commissariat department.

Fiod Supply.—The following table (VI. ) shows the annual aver: 5-

of food consumed per head of the inhabitants of Fans :—
rood
supply.

1866
1872
1876
1881

Population.

1.825.274
1,851.792
1,988,806
2.239,928

WiDS and
Spirits.

Gallons.

41
47-5

48-2

50

Fish.

19-

29-83
23-12
28-23

Oysters.

2-95
5-12

Poultry and
Game.

8.

24
24
24
24

Butclier
Mea'

Tripe, Ac. Butter.

' lb

165-78
156-10

168
172-74

Iti

6-148
5-348
6-391
6-64

lb

18-36

1716
15-96
16-66

Eggs.

158
157
150
180

Cheese.

'£>

4-54
4-45
4-62

4-95

The average annual consumption of bread is 349-46 pounds per

head Wholesale merchandise in food stuffs, though legal in aU the

market-places of Paris, is, as a matter of fact, concentrated in the

central markets {hallcs centrales), with the exception of the butcher-

meat trade, which is carried on by public auction or private sale both

in the central markets and the slaughter-houses. The central

markets comprise ten elegant "pavilions" of iron and glass, each

about 4 acre, and separated from each other by streets which are for

the most part covered. Dealers from the neighbourhood of Paris

took to these markets, in 1882, 80,472 vehicles loaded with fruit

723 257 with vegetables, 39,740 with potatoes, and 37,684 with

ceaie and beans. These are entered as market-garden produce.^

?niere was also sold wholesale in the pavUions 1506 tons of choice

fruits and vegetables, 6896 of " fine'' fruits and vegetables. 6903 of

OTdinary vegetables, 4837 of cresses, 321.047,149 eggs (at an average

price of 51s? per thousand), 192,629 "hundreds" of oysters, 21,144

tons of fish, 5746 tons of shell-fish, 6167 tons of "new cheese

M7 tons of dry cheese, 12,419 tons of butter. 21.931 tons of

poultiTand game (comprising 6,454,876 fowls, 3,102,269 rabbits

2 819,083 pigeons. 1,936,560 larks, &c., at an average price of

ibid, eer ft) 33,086 tons of beef, veah mutton and pork,—these

last figures including butcher meat sold by public auction m the

market of tho La ViUette slaughter-house. Through the same

market there passed to the shambles in 1882 354,2,7 oxen, cows

and buUs 199,416 calves, 2,054.680 sheep, 315,306 pigs. This

cattle-market, connected with the Chemin do Fer de Cemture so

that the trains bring the cattle trucks right into the market

occupies with its slaughter-houses an areaoflllacrcs The placesof

sale LaviUms cU i-cnle) are capable of containing 4600 horned cattle,

22 000 sheep 7000 pigs, 4000 calves. Horned cattle are liable to

an' entry fea of 3 francs, calves and pigs 1 franc, sheep 30 franc.

Animals not sold are kept in sheds, cattle paying i franc per night,

and the others in proportion. The slaughter-Tiouses can accom-

modate 1200 butchers, and contain a tallow-melting house (/onrfotr).

Most of the c-.tOo come from Maine-et- Loire, Nicvre, Calvados;

bWp fror; sSine-et-Oise, Seine-ct-Man.e, COte d'Or, ^o^d, Aisne

Allier, Indre.Cher ; calvcsfrem Seine-et-llarnes Eure-e.-Loir, Loiret,

Nord Auba; pigs from Sarthe, Allier, Crcuse, Indre-et-Loirc,

and Maine-et.Llre. Foreign ™untrios also contribute to the

supply, especially of sheep. Germany in 13c2 sent 576,563, Au.tria-

Hungary 352,376, Russia 156,005, Algeria 38,172 and Italy 37.694

Beside the Hallos Centrales is the Halle aux Bles or corn-markct.

A certain Hamber of full sacks are stored unoer the cupola (which,

architecturally considered, is a bold and striking design), but tho

whole of this class of goods arriving at Par^ does not necessarily

pass through the building. Brought by boat or rail they are

Either stored at tho stations or taken directly to the bakere the

general warehouses, or the mUitary stores. In 1681 , 1,961 tons of

grain and 208,374 tons of flour reached tne city.
. „;„, ,,,„

The consumption of wine has not increased in Pans during the

last decade, allowance being made for the growth of the population.

For 1872 the figures were 85,407,322 gaUons of wine in cask and

404,272 gallons in bottle ; for 1880, 92,840,374 in cask and 428 460

in bottle But the average consumption of spirits (1,312 498 in

1872 2 907, 190 in 1880) has doubled in the interval. More than the

half 'of the wines and spirits consumed in
^f^,V^ll^°^f'^!'^

entrep6ts of Bercy, Quai St Bernard, or Pont de Fkndre To these

great markets must be added the market for skins and hides (whic.i

According to the latest returns-taken, however, m 18,2-did

business to the .amount of £880,000), the bo.i^e-market (£414 200).

chareoal-markets on the boats along the Seine (£180,000). flow.r-

markets (£80.000), and the markets for fodder, dogs, birds. &c. I ho

Marche du Temple, rebuilt about 1864, is devoted to the sale of old

clothes and second-hand articles of all sorts All the market-ho-^scs

and market-places are placed under the double supervision of the

prefect of Seine and the prefect of police. The former officii has

to do with the authorization, removal, suppression, and holaing ot

the markets, the fixing and collecting of the dues, tho choice of

sites, the erection and maintenance of buildings and the locatine

of vohicles. The latter maintains order, keeps the roads clear, an 1

watches against fraud. A municipal laboratory has recently been

established, where any purchaser can have tne provisions he haa

bought analysed, and can obtain precise information as to their

quality. Spoiled provisions are seized by the agents of the pre-

fecture - in 1880 458 tons of butcher meat, 123 tons of horse flcih.

52 tons of tripe, fish, vegetables, frait. mushrooms, Sic, were seized

'"SrL and C<»™.r«.-Ret-urns issued by the "er of Indus,

commerce for 1872 estimated tho industrial production of Pans as tries,

in tho following table :

—
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Table Yll.—Indusincs cf Parti.

Ctoas of Industr/.

Food
EuUdlng
Fumituro
Clothins
Spun ami woven fcoods.

Oi^liiiAry metals.

precjoas met\l9;

Chemical stufld andpottsry
Printing, cngravinff, and paper
Pllllosophlcal lastt-aments, musical instra-

menta, clockwork
Skins and leather

CarTiagea, saddlery, military eqnipmenta,,

Baaket-work, trrusties, &c
Articlea de Paris
MiacellaQeoaa,»

yo, cf
Work-
men,

A^-erage
naily
Wage,

55,952
65,894
3«,441

112,205
26,7S3
32,161

18,219
19,109

93,917

16,783
1,510

i4,S84
<.S37
S4.918
3;,673

520,337

>, a.

i 5

4 3
5 3
4 10

5 n
4 4
4 Hi
4 2J
4 6i
4 6

4 8

Total
Annual
Wages.

£
8,494,551

3,601,C3S

3,409,128

6,393,737

1,197,618

7,133,972
1.232.412

1,101.457

1,707,222

1,173,746
388.337

1,447,405
243,444

1,6S4,577

2.110.4N

80,420,137

The larger mannfacturing establishments cf Paris comprise
engineerii!32'-d repairing works connected with the railways, simi-

lar^ privite works, foundries, and sugar refineries. Government
works are the toba«co factories of Ores Caillou (2O00 workmen)
and Eeailly (1000), the national printing establishment (1000), the

mint (\7here money and lacdals are coined by a contractor under
state ccntroU. and the famous tapestry factory and dye-works of the
Gobelins. The list of minor establishments is a very varied one

;

most of them devoted to the production ft the so-called articles de

Paris, and carrying the principle of the division of labour to an
extreme. The establishments which rank next to those above
mentioned in the number of workmen are the chemical factories,

the gas-works, the printing offices, caV'inotniakors* workshops, boot
factories, tailoring establishments, hat ikctoricj, and works for the
production of paperhangings.

Among the wankers are included 189,401 women, girls, and boys,

and 123,369 Eiaaters—thij Hst a figure which shows how gieat is

the number of the small establishments. The total value produced
was estimated at £134,763,717 in 1860, and must have since in-

creased enormouslj'v ^/Compare Table IV. p. 278.) lu 1381 the

average day's wages "jpfcid in the ^kHU industrin were estimated

at 43. 6d. for the men and 23. 6d. for the women. Since 1878

an increase has taken place year by year, at least for the men.
Clerks in warehouses earn about £48 per annum, shop v.-omen £32,

shop girls £16, male domestics £24, and female domestics £20.

In 1882 2400 now houses were built and 1383 old house.i en-

larged ; on the other ban 1, 997 old houses were entirely dc:aoU..aed

and 777 partially. The last official industrial valuation ; l lontal

is for the year 1376. At that date there were 76,129 houses con-

taining 1,038,124 separate establishments, 699,176 being used as

dwelling-houses at a rental cf £13,981,836, and 838,940 for in-

dustrial purposes at a rental of £10,049,542.

Between 1372 and 1881 the navigation of the Seine doubled in Corn-

importance. ]t has been free from all dues since 1880. There are merce.

three divisions—the navigation of the upper Seine and the Marne
(above Paris), that of tho lower Seine and the Oise (below Paris),

and that of the Canal de I'Ourcq with ite terminus at tho La
Villette basin, whence the St Donis Canal branches off to the lower

Seine and tho St Martin Canal to tho unner Seine,

Table VIII.

—

Kcmgatmi of tht Seviie.
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tjon of public stock, and from 8 to 6 for commercial trtinsactions.

Th^.fcjTicr is effected by means of brokers [agents dc change) name*!
cy miiiisieiial decree, and possessing the exclusive right of dealing
in public stocks and bills. Brokers for the purchase and sale of

goods enjoy freedom of trade, but the tribunal of commerce issues a
list of the brokers who'have taken the oath. These brokers meet
to decide the prices current of the various goods.

The coiiscils dc pntcC/iommes settle dilferenccs between work-
men and uovkmeu, or between workmen and masters ; tho whole
initiative, however, rcst^j with tho parties. There are four of

these bodies iu Paris (for the metal trades, the chemical trades, the

textile trades, and niiscellaucous industries), composed of an equal
number of masters and uieu. They succeed in settling without
litigation 95 jier cent, of tlie disputes submitted to Ihem.
The tribunal of commerce, comi)osed of business men elected by

the " notables " of their order, deals with cases arising out of com-
mercial transactions ; declarations o bankruptcy are made before

it; and it acts as court of appeal to the conseils dc prud'hommes.
In 18S2, out of 75,660 cases brought into this court, judgment was
given in 66,156, of which 20,696 were cases of hrst and 45,460 cases

of last instance; 4584 cases were compromised, lu the same year
idP6 bankruptcies were declared, 10 aiiplicationsmade for rehabili-

tafion, and 7 such applications granted by the Paris court of
appeal. Money due to bankrupt estates is paid into tho Caisse des
DfpOta et des Consignations. In 18S2 the tribunal of commerce
registered 1963 deeds of partnership, 1167 dissolutions of partner-
shi]', 1340 home trade marks, and 175 foreign trade marks.

Tl«f chamber o^ commerce (under the honorary presidency of the
S*"ir.6 ^'.!^fect) consists of twenty-one elective members, of whom a
Miird are renewable every two years. Its duty is to present its

views on the means of increasing and developing Parisian com-
Tnerce. The Condition des Soies, as its name indicates, has to
icterniine exactly the quality of the silk purchased by the dealers.

The Chambre Snidicalo des Tissus, a non-official association, is the
j-ecoguized mouthpiece of the textile industries and trade iu their
•l^caliugs with the jiublic administration.

Post- Post -oJic€ and Tclajravhs.—Tho post and telegraph department
office. iompriscd at the close of 1881 56 mixed offices, 22 post offices, 24

f^l-^iijraph offices, and 862 letter boxes. The postal communications
ii-* roUectod eig'.it times per day, and conveyed to one or other of
the 15 sorting-offices {bta-eaux de passe), which arrange them accord-
ing to their destinations. All are then brought together in the
Gcnei-al Post Office (Recetto priucipale de la Seine), which iu 1881
cent out 277,588,000 letters or post cards and 306,816.144 lower-
rate packets (objets affrandiis A prix rednits), and Received
188,815,000 lettei-3 and post cards, and 40,716,000 lower-rate
packets. In 1882 there were issued 2,143,952 ordinary money
orders, 45,823 telegraphic orders, and 240,734 international orders;
3,841,335 ordinary ordera, 30,693 telegraphic orders, and lg8,430
iiuernational orders were cashed. The gieatest number '^f tfor£ign
orders is from Belgium (36,835) and from Germany (35,684). Great
liritain sent only 19,314 in 1881

Telli^ Telegraphic communication is etJ'ected partly by pneumatic tubes
graphs, .and partly by electiic apparatus. The year 1881 showed a gi'eat

iucease over 1830 in the matter of pneumatic missive

Taele xri.
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.^xeopagite, who was converted by St Paul at Athens, and

thus takes us back to the middle of the 1st century of

the Christian era. Better founded is the opinion vrhich

dates the evangelization of the tity two centuries later

;

Ihe regular list of bishops, of whom, after Denis, the most

famous was St Marcel, begins about 250.

Lutetia was in some sort the cradle of Christian liberty,

having been the capital, from 292 to 306, of the- mild

Constantius Chlorus, who put an end to persecution in

Brittany, Gaul, and Spain, over which he ruled. This

emperor fixed his residence on the banks of the Seine,

doubtless for the purpose of watching the Germans with-

out losing sight of Brittany, where the Roman authority

was always unstable
;
perhaps he also felt something of

the same fancy for Lutetia which Julian afterwards

expressed in his works and his letters. Be that as it may,

the fact that these two princes chose to live there naturally

drew attention to the city, where several buildings now
rose on the left side of the river which could not have

been reared within the narrow boundaries of the island.

There was the imperial palace, the remains of which, a

magnificent vaulted chamber, beside the H6tel de Cluny,

are now known, probably correctly, as Juliaa's Baths. At
some distance up the river, in the quarter of St Victor,

excavations in 1870 and in 1883 laid bare the foundations

of the amphitheatre, which was capable of holding about

10,000 spectators, and thus suggests the existence of a

population of 20,000 to 25,000 souls. Dwelling-houses,

villas, and probably also an extensive cemetery, occupied

the slope of the hill of St Genevifeve.

It was at Lutetia that, in 360, Julian, already Csesar,

was in spite of himself proclaimed Augustus by the legions

he had more than once led to victory in Germanj^ The
troops invaded his palace, which, to judge by various

circumstances of the mutiny, must have been of great

extent As for the city itself, it *-as as yet but a little

town (TToXixy^) according to the imperial author in his

Misopogon. The successive sojourns of Valentinian L and
Gratian scarcely increased its importance. The latest

emperors preferred Treves, Aries, and Vienne in Gaul, and,

besides, allowed Paris to be absorbed by the powerful

Armorican league (c. 410). When the patricians Aetius,

iEgidius, and Syagrius held almost independent sway over

the small portion of Gaul which still held together, they

dwelt at Soissons, and it was there that Clovis fixed himself

during the ten or eleven years between the defeat of

Syagrius (486) and the surrender of Paris (497), which

opened its gates, at the advice of St Genevieve, only after

the conversion of the Prankish king. In 508, at the return

of his victorious expedition against the south, Clovis made
Paris the official capital of his realm

—

Cathedram regni

cotistituit, says Gregory of Tours. He chose as his

residence the palace of the Therms, and lost no time in

erecting on the summit of the hUl, as his future place of

interment, the basilica of St Peter and St Paul, which
became not long afterwards the church and abbey of St

Grenevi&ve. After the death of Clovis, in spite of the

supremacy granted to the kingdom of Austrasia or Metz,

Paris remained the true political centre of the various

prankish states, insomuch that the four sons of Clothaire,

fearing the prestige which would attach to whoever of

them might possess it, made it a sort of neutral town,

though after aU it was seized by Sigebert, king of

Austrasia, Chilperic, king of Neustria (who managed to

keep possession for some time, and repaired the amphi-
theatre), and Gontran, king of Burgundy. The last

sovereign had to defend himself in 585 against the pre-

tender Gondowald, whose ambition aspired to uniting

the whole of Gaul under his dominion, and marching on

Paris to make it the seat of the half barbariaa half

RQman administration of the kingdom of which he Iie:I

dreamed.
Numerous calamities befell Paris from 586, when rj.

terrible conflagration took place, to the close of tLj

Merovingian dynasty. During a severe famine Bishc;>

Landry sold the church plate to alleviate the distress of the

people, and it was probably he who, in company "with Sfc

£lor (Eligius), founded the Hotel-Dieu. The kings in tha

long run almost abandoned the town, especially when the

Austrasian influence under the mayors of the palace tended

to shift the centre of the Prankish power towards the Rhine.

Though the Merovingian period was for art a time of

the deepest decadence, Paris was nevertheless adorned and
enriched by pious foundations. Mention has already been

made of the abbey of St Peter, which became after the

death of Clovis the abbey of St Genevieve. On the samo
side of the river, but in the valley, Childebert, with tha

assistance of Bishop St Germain, founded St Vincent,

known a little later as St Germain-des-Pres, which was
the necropolis of the Prank kings before St Denis. On
the right bank the same king built St Vincent le Rond
(afterwards St Germain I'Auxerrois), and in La Cit^
beside the cathedral of St fitienne, the basilica of Notre
Dame, which excited the admiration of his contemporaries

and in the lith century obtained the title of cathedraL

Various monasteries were erected on both sides of the river,

and served to group in thickly-peopled suburbs the popula-

tion, which had grown too large for the island.

The first Carlovingian, Pippin the Short, occasionally

lived at Paris, sometimes in the palace of Julian, sometimes

in the old palace of the Roman governors of the town, afc

the lower end of the island ; the latter ultimately became
the usual residence. Under Charlemagne Paris ceased to-

be capital; and when feudal France was constituted under
Charles the Bald it was liberally bestowed, like any-

ordinary place, on mere counts or dukes. But the dangers

of the Norman invasion attracted general attention to the
town, and showed that its political importance could no
longer be neglected. When the suburbs v;-ere pillaged and
burned by the pirates, and the city regularly besieged in

885, Paris was heroically defended by its " lords," and the
emperor Charles the Fat felt bound to hasten from Ger-
many to its relief. The pusillanimity which he showed in

purchasing the retreat of the Normans was the main causa

of his deposition in 887, while the courage displayed by
Count Eudes procured him the crown of France. Robert,

Eudes's brother, succeeded him; and, although Robert's

son Hugh the Great was only duke of France and:

count of Paris, his power counterbalanced that of the last

of the Carlovingians, shut up in Laon as their capital.

With Hugh Capet in 987 the capital of the duchy of

France definitively became the capital of the kingdom, and
in spite of the, frequent absence of the kings, several of

whom preferred to reside at Orleans, the town continued

to increase La size and population, and saw the develop-

ment of those institutions which were destined to secure

its greatness, Henry I. founded the abbey of St Martin-

des-Champs, Louis the Stout that of St Victor, the

mother-house of an order, and a nursery of literature

and theology. Under Louis VTI. the royal domain was
the scene of one of the greatest artistic revolutions

recorded in history : the Roman style o.: architecture was
exchanged for the Pointed or Gothic, of which Suger,

in his reconstruction of the basilica of St Denis, exhibited

the earliest type. The capital could not remain aloof

from this movement : several sumptuous buildings wero

erected; the Roman choir of St Germain-des-Pr& was
thrown down tc give place to another more spacious aU'l

elegant ; and when, in 1163, Pope Alexander had solemnl/

consecrated- it, he was invited by Bishop Maurice d^
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Sully to lay the first stone of Kotre Dame de Paris, a

cathedral on a grander scale than any previously under-

taken. Paris still possesses the Eoman nave of St

Germain-des-Pres, preserved when the building was rebuilt

in the 12th century; the Pointed choir, consecrated in

1163; and the entire cathedral of Notre Dame, which,

completed sixty years later, underwent various modifica-

tions down to the beginning of the 14th century. The
sacristy is modem ; the site previous to 1S31 was occupied

by the episcopal palace, also built by Maurice de Sully,

who by a new street had opened up this part of the island.

Vhilip Augustus may be considered the second founder

of Paris. He seldom quitted it save for his military

expeditions, and he there built for himself, near St Ger-

main I'Auxerrois, the Louvre, the royal dwelling -par excel-

lence, whose keep was the official centre of feudalism. He
created or organized a regular system of administration

with its headquarters at Paris ; and under his patronage

the public, lectures delivered at Pre-aus-Clercs were regu-

lated and grouped under the title of a university in 1200.

This university, the most famous and flourishing in

Christendom, considerably augmented the local population,

aad formed as it were a new town on the left side of the

river, where the important abbeys of St Geneviive,

St Germain-des-Pr&, and St Victor, and a vast Carthusian

monastery aheady stood. Colleges were erected to receive

the students of the different countries, and became the

great raeeting-place of the studious youth of all Europe.

Returning to their native lands, where rank and honours

awaited them, the pupils of the Paris university spread

abroad the name and prestige of France ; and sometimes
they took home with them, or afterwards sent for,

Trench artists, to whose wanderings must be ascribed the

astonishing propagation in other countries of Pointed

architecture.

The right side of the river, where commerce and in-

dustry had taken up their abode, and where the Louvre,

the abbey of St JIartin, and a large number of secondary

religious establishments were already erected, became a
centre of activity at least as important as that on the

left. The old suburbs, too, were now incorporated with

the tov.n and enclosed in the new line of forCafications con-

structed by Philip Augustus, which, however, did not take

in the great abbeys on the left side of the river, and thus

obliged them to build defensive works of their own.

Philip Augustus issued from the Louvre a celebrated

order tiiat the streets of the town should be paved. Not
far fr&m his palace, on the site of the present Halles Cen-

trales, he laid out an extensive cemetery and a market-place,

which both took their name from the Church ijf the

Linocents, a bi'ilding of the same reign, destroyed at the

Revolution. Fountains were placed in all the quarters.

As for the lighting of the town, till the close of the IGth

century the only lamps were those in front of the madonnas
at, the street corners. But the first "illumination"

of Paris occurred under Philip Augustus : on his return

from a victorious expedition to Flanders in 1214 he was

welcomed by the Parisians as a conqueror ; and the public

rejoicings lasted for seven days, " interrupted by no night,"

says the chronicler, alluding to the torches and lamps with

which the citizens lighted up the fronts of their houses.

Ferrand, count of Flanders, the traitor vassal, was dragged

behind the king to the dungeons of the Louvre, whose

doors closed on him for ever.

In 1226 there was held at Paris a council which, by

excommunicating Raymond VII., count of Toulouse, helped

to prepare the way for the most important treaty which

had as yet been signed in the capitil. By this treaty

(12th April 1229) Blanche of Castile obtained from

Raymond VII. a great part of his possessions, while the

remainder was secured to the house of Capet through the

narriago of Alphonse of Poitiers, brother of St Louis,

with Jeanne, the last natural heiress of Languedoc.

In affection for his capital St Louis equalled or even

surpassed his grandfather Philip, and Paris reciprocat'jd

his goodwill. The head of the administration was at that

time the provost of Paris, a judiciary magistrate and police

functionary whose extensive powers had given rise to the

most flagrant abuses. Louis IX. reformed this oflice and

filled it with the judge of greatest integrity to be found

in his kingdom. This was the famous Etienne Boileau,

who showed such vigilance and uprightness that the capital

was completely purged of evil-doers ; the sense of security

thus produced attracted a certain number of new inhabit-

ants, and, to the advantage of the public revenue, increased

the value of the trade. It was Etienne Boileau who, by the

king's express command, drew up those statutes of the com-

mercial and industrial guilds of Paris which, modified by

the -necessities of new times and the caprice of princes,

remained in force till the Revolution.

St Louis caused a partial restoration of St Germain

I'Auxerrois, his jiarish church (completed in the 15th

century, and deplorably altered under Louis XV.) ; and,

besides preferring the palace of La CitiS to the Louvre, he

entirely rebuilt it, and rendered it one of the most comfort-

able residences of his time. Of this edifice there stUI

remain, among the buildings of the present Palais da

Justice, the great guard-room, the kitchens with their foiu-

enormous chimneys, three round towers on the quay, and,

one of th'fe marvels of the Middle Ages, the Sainte Chapelle,

erected in 1248 to receive the cro\\Ti of thorns sent from

Constantinople. This church, often imitated during the

13th and 14th centuries, is like an immense shrine in open

work ; its large -windows contain admirable stained glass

of its o^vn date, and the basements are adorned inside with

pictures recently restored. It has a lower story ingeni-

ously arranged, which served as a chapel for the palace

servants. The Sainte Chapelle was designed by Pierre de

Montereau, one of the most celebrated architects of his

time, to whom is attributed another ma' . el still extant, the

refectory of the abbey of St Martin, now occupied by the

library of the Conservatoire des Arts et des Metiers. This

incomparable artist was buried in the abbey of St Germain-

des-Pr^s, where, too, he had raised magnificent buildings

now no longer existing. Under St Louis, Robert de

Sorbon, a common priest, founded in 1253 an unpretending

theological college which afterwards became the celebrated

faculty of the Sorbonne, whose decisions were well-nigh as

authoritative as those of Rome.
The capital of France had but a feeble share in the

communal movement which in the north characterizes the

11th, 12th, and 13th centuries. Placed directly under the

central power, it was never strong enough to force con-

cessions; and in truth it did not claim them, satisfied vrith

the advantages of all kinds secured for it by its political

position and its university. And, besides, the privileges

which it did enjoy, while they could be revoked at the

king's pleasure, were of considerable extent. Its inhabit-

ants were not subjected to forced labour or arbitrary

imposts, and the liberty of the citizens and their com-

merce and industry were protected by wise regulations.

The university and all those closely connected with it pos-

sessed the fullest rights and liberties. There was a muni-

cipal or bourgeois militia, which rendered the greatest

service to Philip Augustus and St Louis, but afterwards

became an instrument of revolt. The communal adminis-

tration devolved on eckevins or juris, who, in conjunction

with the notables, chose a nominal mayor called provost of

the merchants (pri'vot des marchands). The powers of this

official had been grievously curtailed in favour of the
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urovost of Paris, and his lieutenants named by the

sovereign. His main duties were to regulate the price of

provisions and to control the incidence of taxation on
merchandise. He was the chief inspector of bridges and
public wells, superintendent of the river police, and com-
mander cf the guard of the city walls, which it was also

Ms duty to keep in repair. And, finaUy, he had juris-

diction in commercial affairs until the creation of the

consular tribunals by L'Hopital (Lalanne, Did. kistorique

de la France). The violent attempts made by fitienne

Marcel in the 14th century, and those of the communes
of 1793 and 1871, showed what reason royalty had to fear

too great an expansion of the municipal power at Paris.

The town council met in the 13th and 1-tth centuries

in an unpretending house on Ste Genevifeve, near the city

walls on the left side of the river. The municipal assem-

blies were afterwards held near the Place de Grcve, on the

right side of the river, in the " Maison aux Piliers," which
Francis I. allowed to be replaced by an imposing hotel

de v;l:e.

The la^t of tue direct ckscendanls of Capet, and the first

two Valois did little for their capital. Philip the Fair,

however, increased its political importance by making it

the seat of the highes "; court in the kingdom, the parle-

ment, which he organize d between 1302 and 1 304, and to

which ha surrendered ,, part of his Citd palace. Under
the three sons of PhiUp the Fair, the Tour de Nesle, which
stood opposite, on the site now occupied by the buildings

of the Institute, was the scene of frightful orgies, equally

celebrated in history and romance. One of the queens
who, if the chronicles are to be trusted, took part in these

expiated her crimes in Ch.ateau-Gaillard, where she was
strangled in 1315 by order of her husband, Louis X.
During the first part of the war of the Hundred Years,

Paris escaped being taken by the English, but felt the

effects of the national misfortunes. Whilst destitution

excited in the country the revolt of the Jacquerie, in the

city the miseries of the time were attributed to the vices

of the feudal system, and the citizens seemed ready for

insurrection. The provost of the merchants, Etienne Marcel,

equally endcred with courage and intellect, sought to turn

this double movement to account in the interest of the
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Paris in 13S0.

municipal liberties of Paris and of constitutional guarantees.

The cause which he supported was lost through the violence

of his oTNTi acts. Not content with having massacred two
ministers under the very eyes of the dauphin Charles, who
was regent whilst his father John laj' captive in London,
he joined the Jacquerie, and was not afraid to call into Paris

the king of Xavarre, Charles the Bad, a notorious firebrand

who at that time was making common cause with the

English. Public sentiment, at first favourable to Marcel's

schemes, shrank from open treason. A watch was set on
him, and, at the moment when, having the keys of the

town in his possession in virtue of his office, he was pre-

paring to open one of the gates, he v>as assassinated by
order of Jean Maillard, one of the heads of the milice, on
the night of July 31, 1358. Marcel had enlarged Philip

Augustus's line of fortifications on the right Side of the
river, and had commenced a new one.

AMien he became king in 1364, Charles V. forgot the
outrages he had Buffered at the hands of the. Parisians

diu-ing his regency He jobbed the Louvre to some extent
of its military equipment, in order to make it a convenient
and sumptuous residence ; his open-work staircases and
his galleries are mentioned in terms of the highest praise

by wTiters of the time. This did not, however, remain
always his favourite palace ; having built or rebuilt in the

St Autoine quarter the mansion of St Paid or St Pol, he was
particularly fond of living in it during the latter part of

his Hfe, and it was there that he died in 13S0. It was
Charles V. who, in conjunction with the provost of the

merchants, Hugues Aubriot, erected the famous Bastille

XVIIL — 3.7
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to protect the St Antoine gate. A library which he

founded—a rich one for th3 times—became the nucleus

of the national library. With the exception of some of the

upper portions of the Sainte Chapelle, which were'altered

or reconstructed by tliis 'prince or his son Charles VI.,

there are no remains of the buildings of Charles V.

The reign of Charles VI. was as disastrous for the city

83 that of his father had been prosperous. From the very

accession of the new king, the citizens, who had for some

time been relieved by a great reduction of the taxes, and

had received a premise of further alleviation, found them-

selves subjected to the most odious fiscal exactions on the

pari of the king's imcle, who was riot satisfied w-ith the well-

stored treasury of Charles V., which he had unscrupulously

pUlaged. Aubriot, having ventured to remonstrate, was

thrown into prison as a heretic, and in 1382 a riot took

place for the purpose of delivering the provost and. seizing

the fiscal agents. Preoccupied with his expedition against

the Flemings, Charles VI. delayed putting down the revolt,

and for the moment remitted the new taxes. On his

^ctorious return on 10th January 1383, the Parisians in

alarm drew up-their forces in front of the town gates under

the pretext of showing their sovereign what aid he might

derive from them, but really in order to intimidate him.

They were ordered to retire within the walls and to lay down

their arms, and they obeyed. The king and his iincles,

having destroyed the gates, made their way into Paris as

into a besieged city ; and with the decapitation of Desmarets,

one of the most faithful servants of the crown, who perished

at the age of seventy, began a series of bloody executions.

Ostensibly through the intercession of the regents an end

was put to that species of severities, a heavy fine being

substituted, much largar in amount than the annual value

of the abolished taxes. The municipal administration was

suspended for' several years, and its functions bestowed

on the provost of Paris, a magistrate nominated by the

crown.

The calamities which followed were due to the weakness

and incapacity of the Government, given over because of the

madness of Charles VI. to the intrigues of a wicked queen

and of princes who brought the most bloodthirsty passions

to the service of their • boundless ambition. First came

the rivalry between the dukes of Orleans and Prurgundy,

brought to an end in 1407 by the assassination of the

former in Rue des Francs-Bom-geois. Next followed the

relentless struggle for supremacy between two hostile

parties, the Armagnacs on one side, commanded by Count

Bernard of Armagnac (who for a brief period had the title

of constable), and supported by the nobles and burgesses,

and on the other side the Burgundians, depending on the

common people, and recognizing the duke of Burgimdy

(John the Bold) as their head. The mob was headed by

a skinner at the Hotel-Dieu called Jean Caboche, and

hence the name Cabochians given to the Burgundian

party. They became masters of Paris in 1412 and 1413

;

but so violent were their excesses that tha most timid rose

in revolt, and the decimated bourgeoisie managed by a

bold stroke to recover possession of the town. The

Armagnacs again entered Paris, but their intrigues with

England and their tyranny rendered them odious in their

turn ; the Burgundians were recalled in 1418, and returned

•with Jean Caboche and a formidable band of pillagers and

assassins. Perrinet Leclerc, son of a bourgeois guard,

secretly opened the gates to them one night in May. The

king resided in the Hotel St Paul, an unconscious spectator

of those savage scenes which the princes Louis and John,

successivc.y dauphins, were helpless to prevent.

The, third dauphin, Charles, afterwards Charles VII.,

managed to put an end to the civil war, but it was by a

crime as base as it was impolitic—tha assassination of

John the Bold on the bridge of Monterean (', 419). Next
year a treaty, from the ignominy of which Paris happily
escaped, gave a daughter of Charles VI. to Henry V. of
England, and along with her, in spite of the Salic law, t|ie

crown of France. The king of England made his entry
into Paris in December 1420, and was the'ie received -n-ith

a solemnity which ill concealed the miseiy and'real con-

sternation of the poor people crushed by fifteen years of

murders, piUage, and famine. Charles VI. remained almost
abandoned at the Hotel St Paul, where he died in 1422,
whilst his son-in-law went to hold a brilliant court at the

LouvTe and Vincennes. Henry V. of England also died

in 1422. His son Henry VI., then one year old, cape to

Paris nine years later to be crowned at Notre Dame, and
the city continued under the government of the duke of

Bedford till his death in 1435.

The English rule was a mild one, but it was not signal-

ized by the execution of any of those works of utility or

ornament so characteristic of the kings of France. The
choir of St Severin, however, shows a style of architec-

ture peculiarly EngUsh, and Sauval relates that the duke
of Bedford erected in the Louvre a fine gallery decorated

with paintings. Without assuming the mission of deliver-

ing Paris, Joan of Arc, remaining with Charles VII. after

his coronation at Rheims, led him towards the capital;

but the badly conducted and abortive enterprise almost

proved fatal to the SMaid of Orleans, who was severely

wounded at the assault of the gate of St Honor6 on the 8th

September 1429. The siege having been raised, Charles

awaited the invitation of the Parisians themselves upon the

defection of the Burgundians and the surrender of St Denis.

The St Jacques gate was opened by the citizens of the

guard to the constable Arthur of Richemont on April 13,

1436 ; but the solemn entry of the king did not take place

till November 12 of the following year; subsequently

occupied by his various expeditions or attracted by his

residences in Berry or Touraine, he spent but little time in

Paris, where he retired either to the Hotel St Paul or to

a neighbouring palace, Les Tournelles, which had been

acqiured by his father.

Louis XI. made equal use of St Paul and Les

Tournelles, but towards the close of his life he immured

himself at Plessis-les-Tours. It was in his reign, in 1469,

that the first French printing press was set up in the

Sorbonne. Charles VIII. scarcely left Plessis-les-Tours

and Amboise except to go to Italy ; Louis XII. alternated

between the castle at Blois and the palace of Les

Tournelles, where he died January 1, 1515.

Francis L lived at Chambord, at Fontainebleau, at

St Gerlnain, and at Villers-Cotterets ; but he proposed

to form at Paris a residence in keeping with the taste of

the Renaissance. Paris had remained for more than thirty

years almost a stranger to the artistic movement begun

between 1498 and 1500, after .the Italian expedition.

Previous to 1533, the date of the commencement of the

Hotel de Ville and the church of St Eustache, Paris

did not possess, apart from the " Court of Accounts," any

important building in the new style. Between 1527 and

1540 Francis I. demolished the old Louvre, and in 1541

Pierre Lescot began a new palace four times as large,

which was not finished till the reign of Louis XIV. The

buildings were not .sufficiently advanced under Henry II.

to allow of his leaving Les Tournelles, where in 1559 ho

died from a wound received at a tournament. His widow,

Catherine de' Medici, immediately caused this palace to be

demolished, and sent her three sons—Francis II., Charles

IX., and Henry III.—to the unfinished Louvre. Outside

the lino of the fortifications she laid the foundations of

the Chateau des Tuileries as a residence for herself.

Of the three brothers, it was Charles IX. who resided
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most at the Lourre ; it was there that in 1572 he signed

the order for the massacre of St Bartholomew. Henry III.

remained for the most part at Blois, and hardly came to

Paris except to be witness of the power of his enemies the

GuiscK.

Taking advantage of the absence of the kings, the League

jad made Paris a centre of opposition. The municipal

militia were restored and reorganized ; each of the sixteen

quarters or arrondissements had to elect a deputy for the

:entral council, which became the council or rather faction

of The Sixteen, and for four yeai-s, from 1587 to 1591, held

the city under a yoke of iron. Henry III., having come to

the Louvre in 1 588, unwillingly received there the duke of

Guise, and while endeavouring to take measures for his

own protection provoked a riot known as the Day of the

Barricades. It was with difficulty that he escaped from

his palace, which at that time had no communication with

the country, and which Henry IV. afterwards proposed to

unite with the Tuileries in order to provide a sure means

of escape in case of need.

A\Tien, after the murder of the duke of Guise at Blois at

the close of 15SS, Henry III. desired to return to Paris, he

was not yet master of the city, and was obliged to besiege

it in concert with his presumptive heir the king of Navarre.

The operations were suddenly interrupted on August 1,

1589, by the assassination of the king, and Henry IV. carried

his arms elsewhere. He returned with his victorious forces

in 1590. This second siege lasted more than four years,

and was marked by terrible suffering, produced by famine

and the tyranny of The Sixteen, who were suppiorted by the

intrigues of the king of Spain and the violent harangues

of the preachers. Even the conversion of the king did not

allay the spirit of fanaticism, for the king's sincerity was

suspected, and the words (which history, however, fails to

substantiate), "Paris b surely worth a mas-s," were attri-

buted to hira. But after the coronation of the king at

Chartres the commonalty of Paris, weary of intriguing with

strangers and Leaguers, gave such decided expression to

its feelings that those of its leaders who had kept aloof or

broken off from the faction of The Sixteen attached them-

selves to the parlement, which had already evaded the

ambitious designs of the king of Sjiain ; and after various

negotiations the provost of the merchants, L'Huillier,

offered the keys of the city to Henry IV. on March 22,

1594. The king met no resistance except on the part of a

company of German landsknechts, which wa.s cut in pieces,

and the students of the university, who, steeped in the

doctrines of the League, tried to hold their quarter against

the royal troops, but were dispersed. The Spanish soldiers

who had remained in the town decamped next day.

Henry IV., who carried on the building of the Louvre,

was the last monarch who occupied it as a regular residence.

Attempts on his life were made from time to time, and

at last on May H, ICIO, he fell under Ravaillac's knife near

the market house in Rue de la Ferronncric.

Wiether royalty gave it the benefit of its presence or

not, Paris continued all the same to increa.se in political

importance and in population. Here is the picture of the

city presented about 1500 by Michel de Castelnau, one of

the most celebrated chroniclers of the IGth century:

—

"Paris is the capital of all the kingOom, and one of the most

famous in the world, as well for tlic splendour of its ]-iarlement

{which is an illustrious company of lliirty judges attended by

three hundred advocates and more, who have reputation in all

Christendom of being the Ust seen in human laws and aec|uainted

with justice) as for its faculty of theology and for the other tongues

and sciences, whieli shine more in this town than in any other in

the world, besides the mo;hanic arts and the marvellous traffic

which render it very populous, rich, and opulent ; in such sort that

the other towns of Franco and all the magistiatcs and subjects

have their eyes directed tl.ithcr as to the model of their decisions

and their poUtiijal adiuinistrationa.

"

Castelnau spoke rather as a statesman and a magistrate^

and he did not look close enough to see that the university-

was beginning to decline. The progress of the sciences

somewhat lessened the importance of its classes, too specially

devoted to theology and literature ; the eyes of men were-

turned towards Italy, which was then considered the great

centre of intellectual advance; the colleges of the Jesuits

were formidable rivals ; the triumphs of Protestantism

deprived it of most of the students who used to flock to

it from England, Germany, and Scandinavia; and finally

th'fe unfortunate part it played in political affairs weakened

its influence so much that, after the reign of Henry IV., it

no longer sent its deputies to the states-general.

If the city on the left side of the river neither extended

its circuit nor increased its population, it began in the 16ta

century to be filled with large mansions (hotels), and its coai-

munications with the right bank were rendered easier and;

more direct when Henry IV. constructed across the lowac

end of the island of La Cit^ the Pont Keuf, which, though

retaining its original name, is now the oldest bridge in Paris.

On the rieht side of the river commerce and the progress

of centralization continued to attract new inhabitants, and

old villages become suburbs were enclosed within the lin»

of a bastioned first enceinte, the ramparts of fitien.-ie Marcel

being, however, still left untouched. Although Louis XIIL,

e.x,cept during his minority, rarely stayed much in Paris,

he was seldom long absent from it. His mother, Mary I'e'

Jledici, built the palace of the Luxembourg, which, after

being extended under Louis Philippe, became the seat of

the senate.

Louis XIII. finished, with the exception of the eastern

front, the buildings enclosing the square court of the Louvre,

and carried on the wing which was to join the palace to

the Tuileries. Queen Anne of Austria founded the Val de

Grftce, the dome of which, afterwards painted on the interior

by Mignard, remains one of the finest in Paris. Richelieu

built for himself the Palais Royal since restored, and rebuilt

the Sorbonne, where now stands his magnificent tomb by

Girardon. The island of 'St Louis above La Cit.;, till then

occupied .by gardens and meadows, became a populous

parish, whose streets were laid out in straight lines, and

whose finest houses still date from tlie 17th century.

Building also went on in the Quartier du Marais (quarter

of the marsh) ; and the whole of Place Royale (now Place

des Vosges), with its curious arcaded galleries, belonga to

this period. The church of St Paul and St Louis was built

by the Jesuits beside the ruins of the old Hotel St Patil

;

the church of St Gervais received a facade which has be-

come in our time too famous. St Etienne du Mont and

St Eustache were completed (in the latter case with the

exception of the front). The beautiful Salle des Pas-Perdus

(Hall of Lost FootsteiK) was added to the Palais de Justice.

Besides these buildings and extensions Paris was indebted

to Louis XIII. and his minister Richelieu for three import-

ant institutions—the royal printing press in 1620, the

Jardin des- Plantes in 1626, and the French Academy in

1635. The bishopric of Paris was separated from that of

Sens and erected into an archbishopric in 1623.

As memorials of Mazarin Paris still possesses the CoIl(5g6

I des Quatre-Nations, erected with one of his legacies immedi-
'

ately after his death, and since appropriated to the Institute,

and the palace which, enlarged in our own time, now

accommodates the national library.

The stormy minority of Louis XIV. was spent, at St

Germain and Paris, where the court was held at the Palais

Royal. The intrigues of the prince of Cond^ Cardinal de

Retz, and (for a brief si<ice) Turenne resulted in a siege of

Paris, during which more epigrams than balfe were fired off ;

but the cannon of the Bastille, discharged by order of

Mademoiselle de Montpensier, enabled Coudii to enter the
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citv. Bloody riots followed, and came to -t end only with
the e.'chaustion of the populaca and its voluntary submission
to tne king. Though Louis XIV. ceased to stay in Paris

after he grew up, he did not neglect the work of embellish-

ment. On the site of the fortifications of £tienne Marcel,

which during the previous hundred years had been gradually

disappearing, he laid out the line of boulevards connecting
the quarter of the BastiUe with that of the iladeleine.

Though he no longer inhabited the Louvre (and it never

was again the seat of royalty), he caused the great colonnade

to be constructed after the plans of Claude PeiTavdt This

immense and imposing facade, 548 feet long, has the defect

of being quite out of harmony with the rest of the build-

ing, which it hides instead of introducing. The same
desire for effect, altogether irrespective of congroity,

appears again in the observatory erected by the same
Perrault, without the smallest consideration of the wise

suggestions made by CassinL The Place Vendome, the

Place des Yictoires, the triumphfj gates of St Denis and

St Martin, and several fountains, are also productions of

the reign of Louis XIV. The hospital of La Salpetriere,

with its majestically simple dome, was finished by Liberal

Bruant. The Hotel des InvaUdes, one of the finest Listitu-

tions of the Grand Monarque, was also erected, with its

chapel, between 1671 and 1C75, by Bruant; but it was
reserved for the architect Hardouin Mansart to give to this

imposing edifice a complement worthy of itself : it was he
who raised the dome, admirable alike for its proportions,

for the excellent distribution of its ornaments, and for its

gilded lantern, which rises 344 feet above the ground.
" Private persons, " says Voltaire, " in imitation of their king,

raised a thousand splendid editices. The number increased

so greatly that from the neighbourhood of the Palais Eoyal
and of St Sulpice there were formed in Paris two new
towns much finer than the old one." All the aristocracy

had not thought fit to take up their residence at Versailles,

and the great geniuses of the century, Corneille, Eacine,

La Fontaine, Molifere, Madame de Sevign^, had their houses

*y.^ lj, LZl-1J^ Ul LAVlLLE Cite VMVt.i>^Ti:j^]2AVX30VRCo DE PAR.S AVEC LA DE5CRlPTiON DESOnZ
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Paris in 1615.

m Paris; there also was the Hotel de Puimbouillet, so

famous in the literary history of the I'th century.
The halls of the Palais Roj'al during the minority of

Louis XX. were the scene of the excesses of the regency

;

later on the king from time to time resided at the
Tuileries, which henceforward came to be customarily
regarded as the official seat of the monarchy. To the reign

of Louis XV. are due the rebuilding of the Palais Royal,
the " Place " now called De la Concorde, the military school,

the greater part of the church of Ste Gene^-iive or

Panthdon (a masterpiece of the architect SoufBot), the
church of St Eoch, the palace of the felysi-o (now the resi-

dence of the president of the republic), the Palais Bourbon
(with the exception of the facade) now occupied by the
chamber of deputies, and the mint, a majestic and scholarly

work by the architect Antoine, as well as the rebuilding
of the College de France.

Louis XVL finished or vigorously carried on the works

begun by his grandfather. He did not come to live in

Paris till compelled by the Ecvolution. That historical

movement began indeed at Versailles on June 17, 1739,
when the states-general were transformed into a con-

J

stituent assembly ; but the first act of violence which
' proved the starting-point of all its excesses was performed
in Paris on July 14, 17S0, when Paris inaugurated, with
the capture of the Bastille, its " naticJnal guard," organized
ai>d then coniniamlod by the CiKliratL-d 1*1 Fayttie. At
thesame time the assassination of the last provost of the
mercliant-s Jacques de FlesscUes, gave the opportunity of
establishing, with more extended powci-s, the "mairie"

I

(mayoraltv) of Paris, which w:is fii-st o<viipied by J'ailly,

and soon became, under the title of eommune, a political

power capable of etlectively counterbalancing the cenlral

aullmrity.

I'aris liaJ at that time once more otilgro^vn its limits.

ThequariLT on tlie ki't side of the river had more than
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doubled its extent by the accession of the great monasteries,

the faubourgs of St Germain and St Jlarceau, the Jardiu

des Plantes, and the whole of Mont Ste Genevieve. The
line of the new enceinte is still marked by a circuit of

boulevards passing from the Champs de Mars at Pont

d'Austerlitz by Place de I'Enfer and Place d'ltalie. Similar

anlargements, also marked out by a series of Ivoulevards,

jicorporated with the town on the right side the faubourgs

)f St Antoine and Poissonniire and the quarters of La
Chauss^ d'Antin and ChaiUot. In 1784 was begun,

instead of a line of fortifications, a simple customs-wall, with

sixty propylaea or pavilions in a heavy but characteristic

style, of which the finest are adorned with columns or

pilasters like those of Psestum. In front of the Place du
Trone (now Place de la Nation), which formed as it were a

facade for Paris on the east side, there were erected two

lofty rostral columns bearing the statues of Philip Augustus

and St Louis. Towards the west, the city front was Place

Louis XV. (Place de la' Concorde), preceded by the magni-

ficent avenue of the Champs Elysees. Between the barriers

of La Villette and Pantin, where the highways for Flanders

and Germany terminated, was built a monumental rotunda

flanked on the ground floor by four peristyles arranged as

a Greek cross, and in the second story lighted by low

arcades supported by columns of the Paestum type. None
of these works were completed till the time of the empire.

It was also in the latter part of the reign of Louis XIV.,

and under the first republic, that the quarter of La Chaussee

d'Antin was built

It does not enter into the plan of the present sketch to

narrate the history of Paris during the Revolutionary period

;

that 13 the history rather of France, and to a certain extent

of the whole world (see Feaxce). During the consulate

hardly anything of note took place at Paris except the

explosion of the infernal machine directed against

Bonaparte on December 24, 1800.

The coronation of Napoleon by Pope Pius VIL was
celebrated in Notre Dame on December 2, 1804. Eight
fears later, during the Rtissian campaign, the conspiracy

jf Genera 1 llalet, happily suppressed, was on the point

of letting loose on all France a dreadful civil war. The
empire, however, was then on the wane, and Paris was
witness of its fall when, after an heroic resistance of two
days, the city was obliged to surrender to the allies on
March 30, 1814.

After the return of the Bourbons, Paris had to submit
to a treaty more humiliating than the capitulation. Already
in 1763 Louis XV. had signed t> his capital the treaty

with England known as the shan^^ul (HoTiieuse), by which
he surrendered a great part of the A-ncrican and Incaan
colonies, and notably Canada. That cf May 30, 1814,
was more truly disastrous, since it dismembered the mother-
country, cancelled almost all the conquests of the republic

and the empire, and lessened the military strength of

France by robbing it of half its fleet. And worse even
than this was the treaty cf 28th November 1815, which
cot only suppressed the slight accessions of territory re-

cognized by the treaty of 1814, and doomed to demolition
the fortifications of Huningue, but exacted a war indemnity
of 700 million francs (£28,000,000), and demanded the
m:iin:enanc8 in seven departments of 150,000 soldiers of

the allied army until the paj-ment cf the entire sum.
Under Louis XVIIL the only event of note that occurred

in Paris was the assassination of the duke of Berry by
Louve!, February 13, 1820. Ten years later the revolution

of 1830, splendidly commemorated by the Column 6f July
in Place de la Bastille, put Charles X. to flight and inaugur-
£'"d the reisn of Louis Philippe, a troublous period which
was closed by the revolution of iSiS and a new repub'>c.

It T/as this reign, however, that surrounded Paris w:*ii

tastioned fortifications with ditches and detached forts.

The ffopublic of 1843 brought co greater quiet to the city

than did the reign of Louis Philippe. The most terrible

insurrection was that of June 23 to 26, 1 848, distinguished

by the devotion and heroic death of the Archbishop Afire.

It was quelled by General Cavaignac, who then for some-

months held the executive power. Prince Louis Napoleon

next became president of the republic, and after dissolving

the chamber of deputies on Decemb.;r 2, 1851, caused

himself to be proclaimed emperor just a year later.

The second empire completed that material transforma-

tion of Paris which had already been begun at the fall of

the ancient monarchy. First came numerous cases c£

destruction and demolition caused by the suppression of the

old monasteries and of many parish churches. A number
of medieval buildings, civil or military, were cleared avray

for the sake of regularity of plan and improvements in the

public streets, or to satisfy the taste of the o\vners, who
thought more of their comfort or profit than of the historic

interest of their old mansions or houses. Destructions of

this kind, in some instances of advantage, in other cases

without excuse, still continue with more or less frequency.

It was under the first empire that the new series of

improvements were inaugurated which have made Paris a
modern city. Napoleon began the Kue de Rivoli, built along

this street the wing intended to connect the Tuileries with

the Louvre, erected in front of the court cf the Tuileries

the triumphal arch of the Carrousel, in imitation of that of

Septimius Severus at Rome. In the middle cf the Place

Vendome was reared, on the model of Trajan's column, the

column of the grand army, sui-mounted by the statue of the

emperor. To immortalize this same grand army he ordered

from the architect Pierre Vignon a Temple of Victory, which
without changing the form of its Corinthian peristyle has

become the church of the Madeleine ; the entrance to the

avenue of the Champs Elysees was spanned by the yast

triumphal arch De I'fitoile (of the star), which ov.2s~its

celebrity not only to its colossal dimensions and its magnifi-

cent situation, but also to one of the four subjects sculp-

tured upon its faces—the Chant du Depart or Marssillaise,

one of the masterpieces of Rude and of modern sculpture.

Another masterpiece was executed by David of Angers, the

pediment of the Pantheon, not less famous than Soufflot's

dome. .The museum of the Louvre, founded by decree of

the Convention on July 27, 1793, was organized and con-

siderably enlarged ; that cf the Luxembourg was created

in 1S05, but was not appropriated exclusively to modern
artists till under the Restoration. The Conservatoire des

Arts et Metiers, due to the Convection, received also con-

siderable additions in the old priory or abbey of St

Martin des Champs, where the council of the Five Hundred
had installed it in 1798.

Under the Restoration and imder the government of July

many new buildings vvere erected; but,'with the exception

of the Bourse, constructed by the architects Brongniart and
Labarre, and the colonnade of the chamber of deputies,

these are of interest not so much for their size as for the

new artistic tendencies affected in their architecture.

People had gi'own wear)- of the eternal Grseco-F.oman

compilations rendered fashionable by the Renaissance, and
reduced under the empire to mere imitations, in producing

which all inspiration was repres.sed. The necessity of being

rational in architecture, and of taking full account of

practical wants, was recognized ; and more suggestive and
plastic models were sought in the past These were to be

found, it was believed, in Greece ; and in consequence the

government under Louis Philippe saw itself obliged to

found the French school at Athens, in order to allow yoimg
artists to study their favourite types en the spot. In ths

u>se of churches it was deemed ^'jdiciraS 16 revive tha
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Clu-istian basilicas of the first centuries, as at Notre Dame
de Lorette and St Vincent de Paul ; and a little later

to bring in aga'n tlie styles of the ^Middle Ages, as iu the

ogival church of Ste Clotilde.

Old buildings were also the object of labours more or

less important. The Place de la Concorde was altered in

various ways, arid adorned with eight statues of towns and

with two fountains; on October 25, 1836, the Egyptian

obelisk, brought at great expense from Luxor, was erected

in the centre. The gener-al restoration of the cathedral of

Notre Dame was voted by the Chamber in 1845, and en-

trusted to VioUet-le-Duc; and the |)alace of the Luxemboiug
and the Hotel de Villa were considerably enlarged at the

same time, in the style of the existing edifices.

But the great transformer of Paris in modern times was

Napoleon III. To him or to his reign we owe the Grand
Opira, the finest theatre in the world, and the masterpiece

of the architect Garnier ; the new Hiitel-Dieu ; the finish-

ing of the galleries which complete the Louvre and connect

it with the Tuileries ; the extension of the Palais de Justice

and its new front on the old Place Dauphine; the tribunal

of commerce ; the central markets ; several of the finest

railway stations ; the viaduct at Auteuil ; the churches

of La Trinitii, St Augustin, St Ambroise, St Francois

Xavier, Belleville, Menilmontant, &c. For the first inter-

national Paris exhibition (that of 1855) was constructed

the "palace of industry"; the enlargement of the national

library was commenced ; the museum of French antiquities

was created by the savant Du Sommerard, and installed in

the old "hfitel" built at the end of the 15th century for

the abbots of C'luny.

AH this is but the smallest part of the memorials which

Napoleon III left of his presence. Not only was the

city traversed in all directions by.new thoroughfares, and
sumptuous houses raised or restored in every quarter, but

the line of the fortifications was made in 1859 the limit

of the city. Tho area was thus doubled, extending to

7450 hectares or 18,410 acres, instead of 3402 hectares

or 8407 acres. It was otherwise with the population ; to

the 1,200,000 inhabitants which Paris possessed in 1 858 the

incorporation of the suburban zone only added 600,000.

Paris had to pay dear for its growth and prosperity

under the second empire. This Government, which, by
straightening and widening the streets, thought it had
effectually guarded against the attempts of its internal

enemies, had not sufficiently defended itself from external

attack, and at the first reverses of 1870 Paris found itself

prepared to overthrow tho empire, but by no means
able to hold out against the approaching Prussians.

The two sieges of Paris in 1S70-71 are among the

most dramatic episodes of its history. The first siege

began on September 19, 1870, with the occupation by the

Germans of the heights on the left side of the river and
the capture of the unfinished redoubt of Chatillon. Two
days later the investment was complete. General Trochu,

head of the French Government and governor of the city,

had under his command 400,000 men—a force which
ought to have been able to hold out against the 240,000
Germans by whom it was besieged, had it not been com-

posed for the most part of hurried levies of raw soldiers

v/ifJi inexperienced officers, and of national guards who,

never having been subjected to strict military discipline,

were a source of weakness rather than of strength. The
guards, it is true, displayed a certain warlike spirit, but it

was for the solo purpose of exciting disorder. Open revolt

broke out on October 31; it was suppressed, but increased

the demoralization of the besieged and the demands of the

Prussians. The partial successes which the French obtained

in engagements on both sides of the river were rendered

useless by the Gcrnians recapturing all the best positions;

the severity of winter told heavily on tho garrison, and
the armies in the provinces wliich were to have co-operated

with it were held in check by the Germans in tho west

and south. In obedience to public opinion a great sortie

was undertaken ; thi.s, in fact, was the Only alternative to

a surrender ; for, the empire having organized everything

in expectation of victory and not of disaster, Paris, insuffi-

ciently provisioned for the increase of population caused

by the influx of refugees, was already suffering the horrors

of famine. Accidental circximstances combined with the

indecision of the leaders to render tlie enterprise a

failure. Despatches sent by balloon to the army of the

Loire instructing it to make a diversion reached their

destination too late ; tho bridge of Chanipigny over the

}iLarne could not be constructed in time ; the most advan-

tageous positions remained in the hands of the Germans

;

and on the 2nd and 3rd December the French abandoned the

positions they had seized on the 29th and 30th of November.
Another sortie made towards the north on December 21st

was repulsed, and the besieged lost the Avron plateau,

the key to the positions which they still held on that side.

The bombardment began ou December 27th, and great

damage was done to the forts on the left of the Seine,

especially those of Vanves and Issy, directly comtnanded
by the Chatillon battery. A third and last sortie (which

proved fatal to Regnault the painter) was attempted in

January 1871, but resulted in hopeless retreat. An
armistice was signed on January 27th, the capitulation on
the 28th. The revictualling of the city was not accom-

plished without much difficulty, in spite of the generous

rivalry of foreign nations (London alone sending provisions

to the value of £80,000).

On the 1st of JIarch the Germans entered Paris. This
event, which marked the close of the siege, was at

the «ame time the first preparation for the " commune ;
"

for the national guard, taking advantage of the general

confusion and the powerlessness of the regular array,

carried a number of cannon to the heights of Mcnt-
martre and Belleville under pretext of saving them.

President Thiers, appreciating the danger, attempted on
March 18th to remo\-e the ordnance; his action was the

signal of an insurrection which, successful from the first,

initiated a series of terrible outrages by the murder of the

two generals, Lecomfe and Thomas. The Government,
afraid of the defection of the troops, who were demoralized

by failure and suffering, had evacuated the forts on the

left side of the river and concentrated the army at

Versailles (the forts on the right side were still to be held

for some time by the Germans). Mont Val(5rien happily

remained in the hands of the Government, and became
the pivot of the attack during the second siege. All the

sorties made by the insurgents in the direction of A'ersailles

(where the National Assembly was in session from March
20) proved unsuccessful, and cost them two of their

improvised leaders—Generals Flourens and Duval. The
incapacity and mutual hatred of their chiefs rendered all

organization and durable resistance impossible. On Sunday
Jlay 21st the Government forces, commanded by Marshal

M'Mahon, having already captured the forts ou the right

side of the river, made their way within the walls ; but

they had still to fight hard from barricade to barricade

before they were masters of the city ; Belleville, the special

Red Republican quarter, was not assaulted and taken till

Friday. Meanwhile the communists were committing the

most horrible excesses : the archbishop of Paris (Georges
Dareoy, q.v.), President Bonjcan, priests, magistrates,

journalists, and private individuals, whom they had seized

as hostages, were shot in batches in the prisons ; and a

scheme of destruction was ruthlessly carried into effect by
men and women with cases of petroleum (jKlnlcurs and
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pStroleuses). The H6tel de Ville, the Palaia de .' iistice, the

Tuileries. the Ministry of Finance, the palace of the

Legion of Honour, that of the Council of State, part of

the Rue dp.Rivoli, itc, were ravaged by the flames ; barrels

of gunpowder were placed in Notre Dame end the Pantheon,

ready to blow up the buildings ; and the whole city would

ha\« been involved in ruin if the national troops had not

gained a last and crowning victory in the neighbourhood

of La Roquette and Pfere-la-Chaise on May 28th. Besides

the large number of insurgents who, taken in' arms, were

pitilessly shot, others were afterwards condemned to death,,

to penal servitude, to transportation ; and the survivors

only obtained their liberty by the decree of 1879.

From this double trial Paris emerged diminished and
sJmost robbed of it3 dignity as capital ; for the parliar

mentary assemblies and the Government went to sit

At Versailles. For a little it was thought that the city

would not recover from the blow which had fallen on it.

All came back, however—confidence, prosperity, and, along

with that, increasing growth of population and the execu-

tion of great public works. The Hotel de Ville has been

rebuilt, the school of medicine adorned with an iaiposLng

facade, a vasS scnool of pharmacy established ia the old

gardens of the. Luxembourg, and boulevards corflpleted.

The exhibition of 1878 w^s more marvellous than those of

185.5 and 1SC7, and unlike that of the latter year has left

a lasting memorial, the palace of the Trocad&o. Finally

the chambers in 1879 considered quiet sufficiently restored

to take possession of their customary quarters in the Palais

Bourbon and the Luxembourg. This happy event closes

for the present the annals, at times only too dramatic, of

the capital of France. (a. s.-p.)°
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PARIS, the son of Priam, king of Troy. Before he was

born his mother Hecuba dreamed that she wa's delivered of

a firebrand. The dream was interpreted that her child

would ruin his country, and when Paris was born ha was

exposed on Mount Ida. His life was saved by the hi'rds-

men, and he grew up among them, distinguished for beauty

and strength, till he was recognized and received by his

parents. When the strife arose at the marriage of Peleus

and Thetis between Hera, Athena, and Aphrodite, each

claiming the apple that should belong to the most beauti-.

ful, Paris was selected as the judge. The three rivals

anveiled their divine charms before a mortal judge on

Mount Ida. The scene afterwards became a favourite

subject in Greek art, and it is usual to represent Hermes
escorting the goddesses. . Each tried to bribe the judge,

Hera by promising power, Athena wisdom, Aphrodite the

most beautiful woman in the worl*- Paris decided in

favour of Aphrodite, and thus made Hera and Athena the

bitter enemies of his country. To gain the woman whom
Aphrodite had promised, Paris set sail for Lacedaemon,

deserting his old love CEuone, daughter of the river-god

Cebren, who in vain tried to induce htm to give up his

purpose. He was hospitably received by Menelaus, whose

kindness he repaid by seducing his wife Helena to flee

\yith him to Troy. The details of the flight are variously

related (see Helei^a). The siege of Troy by the united

Greeks followed. Paris proved a lazy and backward
fighter, though not wanting in actual courage when he

could be roused to exert himself. Before the capture of

the city he was mortally wounded by Philoctetes with an

arrow. He then bethought him of the slighted nymph
CEnone, who he knew could heal the wound. He was
carried into her presence, but she refused to save him.

Afterwards, when she found he was dead, she committed

suicide. Paris is represented in Greek art as a beautiful

young man, beardless, wearing the pointed Phrygian cap,

and often holding in his hand the apple.

PARIS, Matthew of. See vol. xv. p. 633.

PARISH. In England the parish may be regarded as

originally an ecclesiastical institution, being defined as the

•township or cluster of townships which was assigned to the

ministration of a single priest, to whom its tithes and other

ecclesiastical dues were paid; and it has been decided that,

if a place has not a church, churchwardens, and sacramen-

talia it is not a parish in this original sense of the term.

The word has now acquired several custmct meanings,

which must be separately mentioned and investigated.

The Old Ecclesiastical Parish.—In the absence of evi-

dence to the contrary, the ecclesiastical^ parish is presumed

to be composed of a single township or vill, and to be con-

terminous with the manor within the ambit of which it is

comprised. Before the process of subinfeudation became
prevalent, the most ancient manors were the districts v/hich

we call by that name when speaking of the tenants, or
" townships " when we regard the inhabitants, or " parishes

"

as to matters ecclesiasticaL The parish as an institution ia

in reality later in date than the township. The latter has

been in fact the unit of local administration ever since the

country was settled by the English in their several states

and kingdoms ; the beginnings of the parochial system are

attributed to Theodore of Tarsus, who was archbishop of

Canterbury towards the close of the 7th century. The
system was extended in the reign of Edgar, and it appears

not to have been complete until the reign of Edward III.

It has been considered that the intimate connexion of

church and state militates against the view that the

parochial system was foundeti as a national institution,

since any legislation on the subject of the township and
parochial systems rfould probably have resulted in the

merging of the one into the other. " The fact that the two
systems, the parish and the township, have existed for more
than a thousand years side by side, identical in area and
administered by the same persons, and yet separate in

character and machinery, is a sufficient proof that no
legislative Act could have been needed in ' the first place

;

nor was there any lay council of the whole nation which

could have sanctioned such a measure " (Stubbg, Const.

Hist., i. 227). The boundaries of the old ecclesiastical

parishes are usually identical with those of the township or

townships comprised within its precinct ; they are deter-

mined by usage, in the absence of charters or records, and

are evidenced by perambulations, which formerly took place

on the " gang-days " in Rogation week, but are now for

the most part held trienniaUy, the Poor-Law Act of 1844
permitting the parish officers to charge the expense on the

poor-rate, " provided the perambulations do not occur more
than once in three years." The expense of preserving the

boundary by land-marks or bound-stones is chargeable to

the same rate. Many parishes contain more than one

tovmship, and this is especiaDy the case in the northern
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counties, where the separate townships are organized for

administrative purposes under an Act passed in 1662. In

the southern and midland districts the parishes are for the

most part subdivided into hamlets or other local divisions

known as "tythings," "boroughs," and the like; the

distinction between a parish and a subordinate district lies

chiefly in the fact that the latter will be found to have
never had a church or a constable to itself. The select

committee of 1873, appointed to inquire into parochial

boundaries, reported to the effect that the parish bears no
definite relation to any other administrative area, except

indeed to the Poor-Lavr Union. It may be situated in

different counties or hundreds, and in many instances it

contains, in addition to its principal district, several outlying

portions intermixed with the lands in other parishes. Since

the abolition of compulsory church rates in 1863 (subject

to certain exceptions as to rates which have already been
mortgaged), the old ecclesiastical parish has ceased to bo
of importance as an instrument of local government. Its

officers, however, have still important duties to perform.

The rector, vicar, or incumbent is a corporation-sole, in

whom is vested the freehold of the church and churchyard,

subject to the parishioners' rights of user ; their rights of

burial have been enlarged by the Burial Laws Amendment
Act, 1880, and an Act passed in 1882 to regulate the inter-

ment of suicides. The churchwardens are the principal

lay officers. Their duties consist in keeping the church

and churchyard in repair and in raising a voluntary rate

for the purpose to the best of their power ; they have also

the duty of keeping order in church during divine service
;

and by Acts passed in 1860 and 1877 they are required to

furnish annual accounts to the Local Government Board
The other officials are the parish-clerk and sexton. They
have freeholds in their offices, and are paid by customary
fees. The office of the clerk is regulated by an Act of

1844, enabling a curate to undertake its duties, and
providing facilities for vacating the office in case of

misconduct. It is said that the only civil function of the

parish-clerk now remainin-^ is to undertake the custody of

maps and documents, which may be deposited under the

provisions of the Railway Clauses Act, 1845.

The New Ecclesiastical Parish.—Under the powers

given by the Chiurch Building Acts, many populous parishes

have been subdivided into smaller ecclesiastical parishes.

This division has not affected the parish in its civil aspect

/Chalmers, Local Government, 39). The change has

helped to increase the distinction between the ecclesiastical

and civil parishes. Mr Chalmers estimates that there are

now about 15,000 civil and 13,000 ecclesiastical parishes

in England, and that in 1871 not more than 10,000 civil

parishes coincided with the ecclesiastical districts of the

samo names.

The Poor-Law Parish.—For the purposes of civil

government the term " parish " means a district for which

a separate poor-rate is or can be made, or for which a

separate overseer is or can be appointed ; and by the Poor

Law Amendment Act, 1866, this definition is to be used

in interpreting all statutes except where the context is

inconsistent therewith. This district may of itself con-

stitute a poor law union ; but in the great majority of cases

the unions, or areas under the jurisdiction of boards of

guardians according to the Poor-Law Amendment Act of

1834, are made up of aggregated poor-law parishes. Each

of these poor-law parishes may represent the extent of an

old ecclesiastical parish, or a township separately rated by

custom before the practice was stayed in 1819 or separated

from a large pstish under the Act of 1662, or it may repre-

sent a chapclry, lything, borough, ward, quarter, or hamlet,

or other subdivision of the ancient parish, or an area

formed by the merger of an extra-parochial place with an

adjoining district under the Acts of 1857 and 1869, or by

the union of detached portions with adjoining parishes

under the Acts of 1876 and 1879, or by the subdivisioa of

a large parish for the bettsr administration of the relief of

the poor under the Poor-Law Amendment Act of 1867 and
the Local Government Board Act of 1871. The civil

importance of the poor-law parishes may be dated from the

introduction of the poor law by the statute of 43 Elizabeth,

which directed overseers of the poor to be appointed in

every parish, and made the churchwardens into ex offlcio

overseers. The statute was preceded by tentative provi-

sions of the same kind enacted in the reigns of Edward the

VL and Mary and in the fifth year of Elizabeth, and
after several renewals was made perpetual in the reign

of Charles L The chief part of the parochial organization

is the vestry-meeting. It derives its name from the old

place of assembly, which in parishes exceeding two
thousand in population may now be replaced by a vestry-

hall. The vestry represents the old assembly of the town-

ship, and retains so much of its business as has not been
insensibly transferred to the court-baron and court-leet

The freemen, now appearing as the ratepayers, elect the
" parish officers, " as the churchwardens and way-wardens,
the assessors, the overseers, and (if required) paid assistant-

overseers, a secretary or vestry-clerk, and a collector of

rates if the guardians apply for his appointment. A meet'

ing for the election of guardians is held in April every

year, subject to the rules laid down by the Local Govern-

ment Board as to the number of guardians for each parish,

and the union of parishes for voting purposes. In case of

a contest the election is conducted under Sturges Bourne's

Act. Common vestries are meetings of all the ratepayers

assembled on a three days' notice ; the minister of the

ecclesiastical parish is chairman, if present ; the meeting

acts by show of hands unless a poll is demanded ; if

demanded, the poll is conducted by plural voting according

to payment of rates. Select vestries are regulated by

local custom, or may derive their power from Hobhouse's

Act (1831). The vestries of the Metropolitan District

are elected under the Metropolis Management Acts. The
functions of the vestry, apart from elections, are practically

confined to the management of the property of the parish.

The vestry, however, has power to adopt the Free Libraries

Act, or the Lighting and Watching Act of 1833, and may
appoint a new burial board if a new burial-ground is

required; but with these exceptions, most of its active

powers and duties have now been taken away by the Acts

•"lating to the poor laws and public health.

The Land-Taj; Parish.—The parishes or places sepa-

rately assessed for land tax form another class. They
are described in the series of land-tax accour.ts from 1692
to the present time, and are also defined in the Taxes
Management Act of 1880.

The Burial Acts Parish.—The Burial Acts from 1852
to 1875 deal with areas which are treated as parishes for

the purposes of those Acts, but which have no necessary

connexion with the boundaries of the civil and ecclesiastical

districts known as parishes in the ordinary sense of the term.

The Highway Parish.—The word " pjirish " is used

in a very wide and vague manner in the Highway Acts.

It includes any civil district less than the county, such

as wapentakes, hundi-eds, cities, liberties, or franchises, as

well as subdivisions of the ordinary parish, such as town-

ships and hamlets, if by reason of tenure or custom or

otherwise such larger or smaller district either maintains

its own highways or would do so if it were not included in

a highway district coniposed of several highway parishes

or in an urban sanitary district. The constitution of the

highway parish is discussed in the Report of the Lords'

Committee on Highways. (c. i. E.)
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Thi Parish in Scotland.—There can be little doubt that about
the bcginuing of tho 13th cectury the whole, or nlmost the
iphole, of the kiiigvloni of Scotland was parochially divided. It

seems probable (though the ^xiint is obsture) that tlio bishojis

presided at the first formatiou of tho parishes—tho parish being a
subdirision of the diocese—and at any rate down to the date of the
Keformatloa they exercised the power of creating new parishes
withia their respective dioceses (Duncan, ParocJiial £aio, p. 4).

After the Kefomiation the power of altering parishes was assumt-d
by the legislature. The existing jxirocliial districts being found
Qnsnitt^d to the ecclesiastical reqnireraeuts of the tinie, a general
Act was passed in 15S1, which made provision for the parochial

clergy, and, inter alia, directed that "a sufficient and competent

"

district should be appi-opriated to each church as a. parish (1581,
cap. 100). Thereafter, by a series of special Acts in tho first place,

and, subsequent to the year 1617, by the decrees of parliamentary
commissions, the creation of suitable pai-ochial districts v.as pro-

ceeded with. The powers conferred oq the parUamen:ary commis-
sions embraced what are technically known as (1) the disjunction

and erection of jxirisLes, (2) the union of jiarishes, and (3) the
disjunction and annexation of parishes. In altering and defining
parochial aivas iii those several ways, the object which the com-
missioners had in view was to provide for the spiritual wants of

particular districts of the country, and to pi-ocure from the lands
m the parish a prosier stipend for the clergj'. In the year 1707
I he powers exci-cised by these commissioners were permanently
Iransfcrred to the Court of Session, whose judges were appointed
io act in future as "Commissioners for the Plantation of Kii-ks and
Valuation of Teinds" (Act, 1707, cap. 9). Under this statute the
hreas of jiaiishis continued to be altered and defined down to 1844,
when the Ajt commonly known as Graham's Act was jwisscd,

(7 Jt 8 Vict. c. 44). This Act, which applies to the disjunction
and erection of iiarishes, introduced a simpler form of procedure,
Mud to some extent dispensed with the consent of the heritoi-s,

which had been required under the earlier statute. Since 1844
proceedings for disjunction and erection of [Irishes have been
taken under it.

The main division of parishes in Scotland as they now exist is

into civil and ecclesiastical, or, to speak more accurately, into
parishes preiJcr (».<r., for all purposes, civil and ecclesiastical) and
ecclesiastical parishes. This divbion is expressed in legal language
by the terms, parishes quoad omnia (i.<r.

,
quoad civilia ct sacra)

a'id parishes quoad sacnt—civilia being such matters as church
rates, education, poor law, and sanitary purposes, and sacra being
*uch as concern the a'lministration of churcli ordinances, and fall

under the cognizance of tiie church courts. Tliere arc other minor
divisions which will be noticed below. (1) The Parish Projjer.—In
a number of instances it is difficult to determine the exact areas of
such parishes at the present day. The Ixjundaries of the old ecclesi-

astical jiarish were nowhere recorded, and tlie descriptions in the
titles of private prepcrties which appear to He in the i>arish Lave
sometimes to bu taken as evidence, and sometimes the fact that the
inhabitants att:.'uded a particular chuivh or made i>aymcnts in
favour of a jnrticular minister. Where there has been a union or
disjunction and erection of [larishes the evidence of the bounclaries

is the relative statute, ordur in council, or decree of commissiou or
of Court of Teinds. Tiie total number of parishes proper in

Scotland is eight hundred and e:ghty-bix, and they vary to a great
degree both in size and jjopulation. For ecclesiastical pur|x>ses, the
miui-ster and kirk-ses-iiou constitute the parochial authority. The
minister is vested with tli£ manse and glebe, to \ni held by him for
himself and his successoi-s in office, and along with the kirk-session
he administers church ordinances and exercises church discipline.
For purpo-^s of local government, on the other hand, the Scottish
parish, unlike that of England, has been largely utilized by uiodtru
legislation. The oldest governing authority is the meeting of the
heritors orlandowneis of the parish. Tho'i<^h shorn of mnch of its

old importance, the heritoi-s' nteeting has still tliC jwwer of imjws ng
an assessment for the pur[K)se of providing and maintaining a
church and churchyard and a manse and glebe for the minister.
It also possesses power to assess under the I'aiochial Duildings Acts
of 1862 and 1366. In a certain number of jiarishes also, which
have not adopted a parochial board under the Toor-Law Act, 1S45,
the heritors along with the kirk-scssion provide for the relief of the
poor, and a-Iminister the funds legally dcbtiued for that purpose.
In the.great majority, however, of civil parishes the chief governing
authority is the parochial board, wliich in iion-burghal jiarishos is

composed of owners of land of £20 annual value and upwards, and
representatives of the kirk -session and of tlie magistrates of any
burgh within the parish and of the rate-payers—tire number of
representative members being in each case fixed by the Board of

Supervision. Another local authority of great importance is the
school board, created by the recent Education Acts. Speaking
generally, the matters administered in the civil jiarish are poor
lelief, education, public health, burial, registration, and chureh
lates. (^) Quoad Sacra Parishes.—Tlii; ecclesiastical ouqno(id sacra
|u(i^h is a modern creation. Under Graham's AcL above meulioa^d,

a parish may be disjoined and erected quoad sacra tantum on th«
application of jtcrsons who have built and endowed a church, and
w-lio offer securities for its proper maintenance. Tho cieation is

made purely on a considci-ntion of the spiritual interests of a jvir*

ticular district, and not for any purjioses of civil administration.
By the Education Act of 1872, however, tho quoad sacra pnrish

has been adoj>ted as a separate school district. There are threo huTi-

dred and twenty-five such parishes in Scotland. (3) Extra-Bur<jhal
Paris](cs,—For sanitary purposes, highways, and somo otiicre, cci-

tain classes of burghs have been made separate arens from tho
parishes in which they lie. This fact creates a sot of incomplete
parishes, which are called extra-burghal. (4) Burghal^ Laud-
',card, and Burghal-Landicard {or Mixed) Parishes.—This division

of i»arishes depends, ns the names imply, upon local character and
situation of the parochial districts. The inipoitance of the dis-

tinction arises iu connexion with the nile of asses*.nient which is to

be adopted for various parochial burdens, and the nature of tho
rights of the minister and corresponding obligations of the
parishioners. (5) Combined Paniskcs.—Under the Poor-Law,
Edi'.cation, and Registi-ation Acts |K)wer is given to the central

authority to combine parishes for purposes of local administration.
The Parish in the United States.—The term "parish" is not in

use as a territorial designation except in Louisiana, tho tifty-cight

parishes of which correspond to the counties of the otiier States of
the Union.

Tlic principal mcortls from which Information may be caincd as to the oMcst
parochial system Jn Englimd are tl:c records called yomi7ia I'l/Zarufn, the Ta.ratio
papa Kuho!ai1na.i\e In 12'M, the .\onaruiii Inqnisitiones relating to assus-siKcnts

niado iipoD the clerp-y. the Va!or Ecdefiantirus of Henry VIII.. the lay subsiJi*-*
from the reign of EdVaid III. to that of Charles II., the hc-'trth-tax assessments,
and the land-tax accounts. On the subject of tlie p^nibh (rrneratly ihe render
dhnuld consult Stubhs's Const it titi</tial Jfifioi-^, Glen's Parish Lair, Toulmin
Smitirs work on the Parish, Iloldsworlh'a Handy Buck of Parish Late, jmd
.M. D. ChaJmers's work on Local Govfrnmejit, published in the Enclisli Ciiiiieii

Scries. For fuller information ici^.iMting ihe Scottish ptuish tlie follow injc
works raiiy be consulted:—Connell on Trinds; Duncan's Parochial Ecc'esiniiicat
Laic; the Cobden Club G«s«ys cii Local Gotemmeni and Tojration in the L'nited
Kiuydom, published ia ISSi; GouUy and Smith's Locat Government io Scoitand.

PARK, MtriiGO (1771-1806?), a celebrated African

traveller, was born in Selkirkshire, Scotland, on the 20th
Sefjtember 1771, at Fowlsbiels on the Yarrow,—the

farm which his father rented from the duke of Euccleuch.

He was the seventh in a family of thii'teen. Having
received a good education (at home from .i private tutor,

and afterwards at the grammar school of oelkirk), he was
apprenticed to a surgeon named Anderson, in Selkirk, and
then attended the university of Edinburgh for three

sessions (1789-91). By his brother-in-law. James Dickson,

a botanist of repute, be was introducec to Sir Joseph
Banks, and through his good ofBces he obtained the ]X)st

of assistant-surgeon on board the " Worcester " East
Indiaman. In this capacity he made the voyage in 1792
to Eencoolen in Sumatra, and on his return in 1793 he con-

tributed a deiscription of eight new Sumatran fishes to the
Transcictions of the Linneau Society. Park next offered

his services to the African Association, the'n looking out
for a successor to the unfortunate Major Houghton, and,
again supported by the influence of Sir Joseph Banks, he
was successful in his application. On the 21st June 1795
he reached the Gambia, but it was not till December 2d
that he started for Pisauia with only two Xegro servants
(Johnson and Demba) on the hazardous and difKcuIt

expedition into the interior, from which he was to return
with the proud distinction of being the first of modern
Europeans to reach the weli-uigh fabulous waters of the
Niger. Striking north-eastward across the upper basin of

the Senegal, he advanced through Kaarta and El Hodh,
and descended uix)n the great river of his quest at Segu
on the north bank, about 13° 5* N. lat. and 6* 20' W. long.

Though he was not able to proceed down stream any
farther than Mursan and Silla, he managed on his home
journey to follow the river valley as far up as Bammako,
a distance of about 300 miles. By the 10th June he was
again at Pisania, but he did not reach England till

December 22, 1796. An account of his journey was at

once di-a\\-n up for the Association by Bryan Edwards,
and a detailed narrative from his own pen appeared in

1799 {TraveU in the Intfrior of Africa). Abundance of

incident, and an unafiected charm of style, at once rendered

X.VIU — ^S
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the work extremely popular, and it still holds its place as

one of the acknowledged classics in this department ijf

literature. It seemed for a time as if Park was now to

settle down quietly at home ; he married a daughter of

his old master, Mr Anderson, and commenced practice as

a country doctor at Peebles, where at least he could enjoy

"a glass of strong beer and a peep at the sky through Mr

Oman's telescope": but he was ill at ease—his heart Was

in Africa. In ISOl the peo])le of Peebles were amused

and alarmed by the vagaries of Sidi Oraback Boubi from

Mogador, who had come to teach their doctor Arabic ; and

in autumn Park parted from Sir Walter Scott, who. had

been one of his best friends, with the hopeful proverb on

his lips, " Freits (omens) follow those that look to them."

He had accepted Lord Hobart's proposal that he should

take command of a Niger expedition. He sailed from

Portsmouth on January 30, 1805; and the expedition

started from Pisania on May 4th. Unfortunately the

rainy season soon afterwards commenced ; by the time

Bammako was reached the party was reduced from forty-

four Europeans to eleven, and from Sansanding the leader

had to report " five only are at present alive, viz., three

soldiers (one deranged in his mind). Lieutenant Martyn,

and myself." Among those who had died at Sansanding

was his brother-in-law Mr Anderson. On November 19th

he set sail down the river from Sansanding with the " fixed

resolution to discover the termination of the Niger or

perish in the attempt." Isaaco, the JIandingo guide who

had accompanied the expedition up to this point, was

afterwards sent on a mission to find out the fate of the

voyagers ; it was learned that they had managed to make

their way through countless perils to Eussa (Boussa)

between 9° and 10° N. lat., and that they were there

attacked by the natives, and were drowned ici endeavouring

to escape. Park was 6 feet in height, active and robust

;

his countenance was prepossessing, his manner in company

plain and simple, but somewhat cold and reserved.

See tlie Life (by Wishaw) rrefixed to Journal of a Mission

into the InUrior of Africa in 1805, London, 1816 ; H. B., Life of

Muiujo Park, Edinburgh; 1835 ; and an interesting passage iu

Lockhnrt's Life of Sir Walter Scott, vol. ii.

PARKER, John Henry (1806-1884), architectural

archaeologist, was the son of a London merchant, and was

born in 1806. He was educated at Manor House School,

Chiswick, and in 1821 entered business as a bookseller.

Succeeding his uncle Joseph Parker as a bookseller at

Oxford in 1832, he conducted the business with great

success, the most important of the firm's publications

being perhaps the series of the " Oxford Pocket Classics."

The cares of business did not prevent him from devoting,

in the earlier period of his life, much of his time to those

architectural studies which latterly engaged his chief

attention. In 1836 he brought out his Glossary of

Architeclure, which, published in the earlier years of the

Gothic revival, had considerable influence in e.xtending the

movement, and supplied a valuable help to young architects.

In 1848 he edited the fifth edition of Rickman's Gothic

Architeclure, and in 1849 be published a handbook based

on his earlier volume, and entitled Introcbiclion to the

Study of Gothic Architecture. The completion of Hudson

Turner's Domestic Aivhitecture of the Middle Ayes next

engaged his attention, three volumes being published

(1853-60). In 1858 Va \>\i\X\i^^i^ Medisevul Architecture

of Chester. Parker was one of the chief advocates of the

" restoration " of ecclesiastical buildings, and published

in 1866 Architectural Atitirjuities of the City of Wells.

Latterly he devoted much attention to explorations of the

history of Rome by means of excavations, and succeeded

in satisfying himself of the historical truth of much usually

regarded as legendary. Two volumes of his Archxaloyy

of Rome have been published, the one in 1873, and the-

other in 1875, while six additional part-s have also appeared,

and two others were in the press at his death. In recogni-

tion of his labours he was decorated by the king of Italy,

and received a. medal from Pope Pius IX. In 1869 he

endowed the keepership of the Ashmolean Museum with a

sum yielding X250 a year, and under the new arrange-

ment he was appointed the first keeper. In 1871 he was

nominated C.B. He died 31st January 1884.

PARKER, Matthew (1504-1575), archbishop of

Canterbury, the eldest surviving son of William Parker

and Ahce Monins, his wife, was born at Norwich 6th

August 1504. His father was an artisan, a calenderer of

woollen stufifs, but through his mother he could afterwards

trace his descent from the earls of Nottingham. He was

instructed in reading by Thomas Benis, rector of St

Clement's, Norwich, and in the elements of Latin by one

William Neve ; in the latter he found (a somewhat excep-

tional experience in those days) a kind and sympathizing

teacher. When Matthew was tweh« years of age he lost

his father ; but his mother was, notwithstanding, able to-

send him at the commencement of the Michaelmas terra,

1521, to Cambridge, and to maintain him there until his.

^merits secured some recognition. He was educated partly

°in St Mary's Hostel and partly in Corpus Christi College.

In March 1523 he was elected to a bible-clerkship in

the college, an office which involved reading the Bibla

aloud on prescribed occasions, and waiting at the fellows'

table at dinner. In the March of the following year h&
was admitted B.A. ; he was subsequently made a deacon

and a priest, in 1 527 was elected to a fellowship, and in

1528 commenced M.A.
His industry as a student and his general ability marked

him out for eai-ly notice; and when, in 1321, Wolsey was.

founding Cardinal College (afterwards Christ Church),

Oxford, Parker was one among a number of rising

Cambridge students who were invited to become fellows

of the new society. Fortunately, however, for himself

and for Cambridge he elected to stay at Corpus. The

university was at this time becoming a great centre of the

Reformation movement, and he found himself attracted to

the meetings held at the White Horse (an inn in the town),

which the Catholic party derisively styled "Germany,"

from the fact that it was the known rendezvous of the

supporters of Lutheran tenets. Among those with whom
he was thus brought into contact was Bilney, the martyr;

and when, in 1531, the latter was burned at Norwich,

Parker attended him in his last hours, and afterwards

bore testimony to his constancy. On Cranmer's election to

the archbishopric of Canterbury, Parker received a licence

to preach, and soon became known in Cambridge and its

neighbourhood as a divine of considerable oratorical power.

He was summoned to preach at court; and in 1535 the

queen, Ann Boleyn, appointed him her chaplain. He
shortly after received a further mark of her favour by

being made dean of the college of St John the Baptist, at

Stoke, near Clare, Suffolk—an institution for the training

of the secular clergy. Here he gave the earliest indication

of his skill as an administrator ; and the new statutes

which he drew up for the college were deemed so judicious

that the duke of Norfolk, in 1540, adopted them as a model

for the code which he gave to a similar foundation at

Thetford. Parker's retired life at Stoke did not altogether

secure him from attack on account of his courageously

avowed sympathies with the Reformation, and in the year

1539 he was accused by the townsmen of Clare of mani-

festing undue contempt for the Catbolic ritual.

At Stoke Parker continued to reside more or less until

the year 1545. His disposition throughout hfe was.

naturally retiring. In one of his letters to CeciL writtea
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Mjout 15*3. be confesses to a "natural viciosity of over-

much bhaniefaoedness "; and this constitutional defect

would seem, at this time, to have been aggravated by a

state of health -nliich made it necessary for him to obtain

"the jM-Tmis-iion of the university, when jireaching in St

Mary's, Cambridge, to do so with his head covered. In

the year ir)3S he was created D.D. Although his in-

different health and love of study alike inclined him to a

retired life, his seclusion was frequently broken in upon by

honours and preferment which came unsought. He was

selected by Thomas Cromwell to preach at Paul's Cross,

on- account of "his learning in holy letters and uncorrupt

judgment in the same." He was appointed one of the

king's chaplains, and in the year 1541 was made a canon

of Ely. In 1542 his own college of Stoke presented him to

an Essex living. About this time it began to be rumoured

that the dissolution of Stoke College could not be averted,

and the arguments for Parker's return to his university, in

whose welfare his interest had continued undiminished,

were such as he could no longer resist. The mastership of

Corpus having fallen vacant, he consented to be elected to

the )>ost, at that time scarcely of the annual value of XIO
;

to this, however, the society shortly after added the rectory

of Landbcach. In January 1545 he was elected to the

vice-chancellorship of the university by a large majority.

The colleg&s of both universities were at this period in

continual fear of being, sooner or later, handed over, as

the monasteries had been, to the greed of the despoiler.

It was accordingly resolved, in order to anticipate a

commission consisting of unscrupulous courtiers and
lawyers, that the university should obtain the royal

authority for a commission composed of those who were

intimately acquainted with the real state of affairs, and,

through the good offices of Catherine Parr, Parker, along

with two other heads of colleges, was selected for the task.

When their survey had been completed, they repaired to

Hampton Court, and laid their statement before the king.

Henry, on reading the report, expressed his emphatic

admiration at the economical management of the colleges,

and dismissed the commission with assurances which

completely baffled the exj,ictations of the courtiers. The
fate which was averted from Cambridge fell, however, upon
Stoke College. Its estate was confiscated, but subject to a

charge of X40 per annum as compensation. The purchaser

was Sir John Cheke, Parker's personal friend, by whom
the money was regularly paid to the former dean. Parker
now entered upon the married state, and espoused a Norfolk

lady named Margaret Harleston. His choice appears to

have been singularly fortunate. His wife proved a true

helpmate, and was distinguished for the graceful hospi-

tality she extended to the poor clergy whom Parker was in

the habit of inviting to the college lodge at Cambridge.
In the measures which marked the further progress of

the Pveformation during Edward's reign Parker seems to

have cordially co-operated. But he had no sympathy with

the bigotry which now began to characterize the contend-

ing sects of Protestantism abroad ; and when Martin
Eucer was fain to quit Strasburg, after the failure of

his efforts to mediate between the Lutherans and the

Zwinglians, the master of Corpus extended to that eminent
theologian a cordial welcome to England. During the

short time that the latter filled the post of regius

pfofessor of divinity at Cambridge, he found in Parker
a firm friend, and it was by Parker that his funeral

sermon was preached. Parker's services to his party
were not unrecognized. He was occasionally appointed
to preach before the young king, and was promoted to the

deanery of Lincoln and to the prebend of Corringham in

that cathedral. On the occasion of Rett's rebellion in

Norfolk, happening to be in Norwich, he visited the rebels'

camp and ventured to preach submission to the constituted

authorities.

When Queen Mary ascended the throne, most of the

college heads at Cambridge were deprived of office, and

Parker only forestalled a like fate by resignation. The
fact of his being a married man alone sufficed to entail the

loss of all his ecclesiastical preferments. He did not,

however, like many of the leaders of his party, fly from the

country, but lived in strict retirement, his place of resid-

ence being a secret which appiears to have died with him.

This feature in his career is deserving of note, as offering

an important point of contrast to the experiences of those

other eminent churchmen who, known as the Marian exiles,

returned to England after a long sojourn at the chief

centres of the Reformed party on the Continent, strongly

prejudiced in favour of Calvinistic doctrine, and bigotedly

intolerant of everything approaching to the Roman
discipline and ritual. Parker, like AMiitgift, stayed in

England, and was thus probably better able afterwards to

maintain a fairly impartial position in relation to contend-

ing religious parties. He himself speaks of these years of

his life, passed as they were in solitude among his books

and in meditation, but cheered by the possession of a clear

conscience, as productive of far more solid enjoyment than

he afterwards found in the varied duties and anxieties of

the episcopal office.

A fall from horseback, "when he was on one occasiop.

compelled to flee by night from Mary's emissaries, resulted

in a permanent injury (his language appears to imply a

rupture) which still further disinclined him to active and
laborious public duties ; and upon Elizabeth's accession

he evinced little readiness to avail himself of prospects

of preferment held out by Sir Nicholas Bacon, the lord

keeper. He believed himself to be summoned by duty to

return to his former sphere of labour at Cambridge, at that

time, like Oxford, in a singularly depressed and unsatis-

factory condition. " Of all jjlaces in England," he wTites

to Bacon, " I would wish to bestow most of my time in the

university, the state whereof is miserable at this present."

His services were needed, however, for a wider sphere of

action ; and in December 1558 he was summoned by
royal command to London, where it was intimated to him
that he was to be appointed to the primacy. His election

to the office took place on the first of tie following

August, and his consecration on the 17th December, in

the chapel at Lambeth Palace. He was consecrated by
Bishop Barlow, formerly bishop of Bath and AVells, bishop-

elect of Chichester ; John Scory, formerly bishop of

Chichester, bishop-elect of Hereford ; Miles Coverdale, late

bishop of Exeter ; and John Hodgkin, suffragan bi^hqp of

Bedford. The delay v.hich took place in his constcration

arose from the fact that the three bishops named in the

original warrant (Tonstal, Bourne, and Poole) refused to act,

and a second warrant was consequently found necessary.

In the following century the Romanist party sought, by

circulating the " Nag's Head fable," to throw discredit ou

Parker's consecration by representing that he, together

with certain other bishops, was simpl}' ordained, and that

too in an irreverent and uncanonical fashion, at a tavern

in Fleet Street. The evidence which contravenes this

story (see Pocock's Jition of Burnet's History of the

Keformatioii, vol. v.) is, however, singularly full and

satisfactory.

During the fifteen years of his primacy, Parker's best

energies were devoted to defining more accurately the

discipline and belief of the newly constituted Church of

England, and to bringing about a general conformity.

The Thirty-Nine Articles were passed by convocation under

his presidency in 1562. In the year 1566 he issued his

celebrated "Advertisements," "for the due order in. the
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public adniinistrntion of common prayers and using tiie

lioly sacraments, and for the apparel of all persons eccle-

siastical." Notwithstanding that they related mainly to

questions of detail and ceremonial, these new regulations

excited strenuous opposition from tlce Puritan party, owing
to the fact that, although tliey enjoined the discontinuance

of " gorgeous vestments" and the cope, they prescribed the

use of the surplice. It is asserted that they were proniul-

r;ated by the command of Elizabeth, ^\ho subsequently with-

held her formal sanction, and iiermitted the obloquy they

evoked to fall on Parker. It is certain that they added
materially to tlie embarrassment of his position. The
revised translation of the Scriptures known as the Bishops'

Bible (1568 and 1572) owed its origin to Parker, and is

regarded by English Churchmen as a valuable service to

their communion, from the fact that it served to prevent

the adoption of the Geneva Bible until superseded by the

authorized version.

The determination which Parker showed to withstand,

and if possible repress, the growing boldness of the

Puritan party, involved him during the latter years of his

primacy in a struggle which was detrimental to his health,

Lis temper, and his reputation. In August 1570 his wife

died, and the blow was severely felt. He was still able,

however, to discharge with efhciency the duties of his

-otiice; and in 1573 ho entertained Elizabeth with great

splendour and sumptuousness in the grand hall of his

palace at Canterbury. Among his last measures of reform
are to' be noted his personal visitation of the church and
chapter at Canterbury, and the drawing up of a scries of

injunctions for their more efficient regulation, the issuing

of a commission for the visitation of his diocese, and the

publication "f new constitutions for the Court of Arches.
In 1575 his liealth began rapidly to give way, and he died
on the 17th May in that year, giving evidence almost to

the last of that vigorous intellect and strong will by which
he was distinguished throughout life.

A3 an aiitlior, Parker cannot be lield entitled to any liigli place.
He compiled a Latin treatise, Dc Antiqiiitatc Britnnnicm Ecchsim
d Privilcgiis Ecclesiie Caiiliiarknsis, printed by John Day in 1572,
which shows considerable research in connexion with the circum-
stances under which Christianity was introduced into Britain. In
tliiK, however, as in utost of his more learued work*:, lie was juobably
largely assisted by his secietary, Josseliu. His letters, which have
been published under the title of the Parker Corrrsponclcnce (I'aiker
Society, 1S53), are marked throughout by his usual natural good
Sijnsc and sobriety of judgment, but are characterized neither by
originality nor tirilliancy of thought. His other writings arc
chiefly statutes for various ecclesiastical or collegiate foundations,
icrniono, form-; of prayer, and ordinances for the church.
As an editor, while his industry must bt admitted by all, he had

but au imperfect sense of the responsibilities attaching to such a
function and of the limits to be observed in its exercise. He edited
./Kfrio's Aug! Samii Hoinihj, a treatise much valued by religious
coutrovcrsialista as exhibiting the theory of the early English
Ciiurcli in relation to the doctrine of transubstantiation. The
treatise of (Jildas, Dc Excidio Britannisi, next appeared ; but this
(vas mainly, if not entirely, the work of Josseliu. The ' Florcs
Jlistoriarum (probably the work of Roger of Wendover) was edited
by Parker under the belief that it was the work of au unknown
" Matthew of Westminster." The other chronicles which he )mb-
lished were the Hisloria Major of JIatthew Paris, the Uisloria
AnrjUcaiin of Walsingham, the life of Alfred (Gesta JElfrcdi) of
Asser, and the Ilincrarium of Giraldus Cambrensis. The extreme
licence in whieh he indnlgeil in altering the texts of these writers,
and especially that of JIatthew Paris, renders Ids editions, how-
ever, almost worthless, and has met with the severest censures from
succeeding liistorical scholars.

But, notwitlist.-mding these errors and defects, Parker's memory
.nust ever be venerated by Englishmen and by scholai-s ; autl his
country, his university, and his college were alike laid by him
under no ordinary debt of gratitude. He revived the study of
Saxon literature and of the oriijincs of our national liistory ; and
the scrijitoriiiiii which ho maintained at Lambeth (after thel'asliion
of the mediaeval monasteries) was a busy scene where the transcriber,
the illuminator, the en.^fi-aver, au'l the bookbinder each jjlied his
craft, to tile no small after ndvai'tage of letters and of art. Among
the printers whom he patronized were Kichard JnggOj John Day,

and Richaiil Orafton. As a collector of books and mannseripts h5
was indefatigable ; and one of bis utnnerou.s agents, named Batman,
is stated to have collected in four years no less than 6700 volumes,
chiefly wolks which had been scattered on the dissolution of the

monasteries. The greater part of this splendid collection, styled
I by Puller "the sun of English autifiuity," Parker bequeatlu-d
to Corpus Christi College. His interest in his university at large

did not diminish after his elevation to the archbishopric, and tlio

Regent Walk (an improved approach to the public schools) and tho
\ university libraiy were long-standing memorials of his munificence.
I He also founded a grammar school at Rochdale, and numerous
scliolarsliips and anjuial charities elsewhere. That he died rich

cannot be denied
; and his enemies have asserted that he was far

from scrupulous in tlie means which he employed in acquiring
wealth, esj'ccially in "admitting children to cincs." Onlhcother
hand. It must be allowed that he made a good and generous use of

his wealth, and his contemporary biographer claims for him the
raio merit of combining strict economy with liberality. Parker
had five children. Of these the eldest, John, who was knighted
by King James in 1603, alone survived him ; he died at Cambiidge
in 1620, in great want, the cost of his funeral being defrayed
by Corpus Christi College.
The best source of infnnnntion In iiU that relntcs to Pnrktr \s liis Life and Aetf,

by Sttype (3 vols.. Oxford. 1S24), a pevformnnce on whicli Iliat dibtiiictiislicd

aiitiqnury bcstiwcd even more tlian liis usu.nt amount of pain^t^ikin^ research.
A copy of the folio rdilion (17111. preserved in the libraty of St John's CoIUcc,
CaniliridKC, i.-* cmichcj with nimuroiis and valuable MS. notes by Ilic donor, tho
cnnncnt Tlionias Ilakcr. The fillrs of the book^tuhich he prrscnted to hifi own
college Mill be (ouuil m XnMuilh's Cut. of llie C.C. MSS. (1777). (J. B. .M,)

PAllKEK, Theodore (1810-1860), a distinguished

American rationalistic preacher and social reformer, born

at Lexington, Massachusetts, August 24, 181 0, was the

youngest of eleven children. His father, Jolin Parker, a

small farmer and skilful mechanic, was a typical Neiiv

I

England yeoman, a man of sterling moral worth, of strong
i intellect, meditative, and fond of reading,^a strict dis-

I ciplinarian in his house, a Unitarian in his theologj' before

Unitarianism was known in New England as a system,

and a Federalist in his politics when there were but four

Federalists in Lexington. His mother, "an imaginative,

delicate-minded, poetic, yet very practical woman," took

great pains with the religious edtication of her children,

" caring, however,' but little for doctrines," and making
religion to consist of love and good works. Theodore's

paternal grandfather, Captain John Parker, fired the first

shot ujwn the British at the battle of Le.xington, com-
manding on that occasion a troop of seventy men. Tho
historic musket from which that shot was fired became one

of the most valued ornaments of tlie grandson's study.

His mother taught him to listen to the monitions of con-

science as the voice of God, and from his infancy his life

was dominated by moral and religiono emotions and ideas

of overpowering force. The boy vTas richly endowed
intellectually and physically. His memory was marvel-

lously retentive. The acquisition of languages was a
delight and recreation to him. He obtained the elements

of knowledge in the schools of the district, which were
open during the winter months only. During the rest of

the year he worked on his father's farm. He was all the

time an immense and omnivorous reader, and his powerful

memory enabled him to remember all that he read. At
the age of seventeen he became himself a winter .school-

master, and in his twentieth year he entered himself at

Harvard, working on the farm as usual while be followed

his studies, and going over to Cambridge for the e.xamina-

tion only. For the theological course he took up in 1834
his residence in the college, meeting his ex]ienses by
a small sum amassed by school-keeping and by help from
a poor students' fund. He studied fourteen hours a day,

not only following the usual cour.se of the college, but
plunging deep into German theology and Biblical criticism,

and especially the history of non-Christian religions. At the
close of his college career he began his translation of De
Wette's Introdiiction to the Old I'rslument. His journal and
letters show that he had made acquaintance with a large

number of languages, including Hebrew, Chaldee, Syriac,

Arabic, C'-ptic, Ethiopia, as well as the classical and the
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princiiKil modern European languages. When he entered

the divinity school he was an orthodox Unitarian ; when he

left it, he entertained strong doubts about the infallibility

of the Bible, the ijossibility of miracles, and the exclusive

claims of Christianity and the church. Emerson's trans-

cendentalism greatly influenced him, and Strauss's Leben

Jesti left its mark upon his thought. His first ministerial

charge was over a small WUage parish, Roxbury, a few
miles from Boston. He was ordained June 1637, and
held his fKxstorate there until the autumn of 1S43. He
was extremely happy in his position. His parishioners

loved him, he had ample time to pursue his studies, and
the neighbourhood of Boston gave him congenial society.

His views were slowly assuming the form which subse-

quently found such strong expression in his writings ; but

the process was slow, and the cautious reserve of his first

rationalistic utterances was in striking contrast with his

subsequent rashness. But in 1811 he preached at Boston

a sermon on "the transient and permanent in Christianity,"

which presented in embryo the main principles and ideas

of his final theological [Kpsition, and the preaching of which

determined his subsequent relations to the churches with,

which he was connected and to the whole ecclesiastical

world. The only permanent element he discovered in the

Bible, in Christianity, in Christ, was " absolute, pure

morality, absolute, pure religion, the love of man, the love

of God acting without let or hindrance." He denied aU
sjiecial authority to the Bible, to Christ, to Christianity.

He maintained that " Jesus had not exhausted the fulness

of God." The Boston I'nitarian clergy denounced the

preacher, and declared that the "young man must be

silenced." No Unitarian publisher could be found for his

sermon, and nearly all the pulpits of the city were closed

against him. To exchange with him was fatal to a

minister's reputation for Unitarian orthodoxy. But when
the Unitarian clergy cast Parker o5 the laity took him
up. A number of gentlemen in Boston invited him to

give a series of lectures there. The result was that he
delivered in the Masonic Hall, in the winter of 18-11-42,

as lectures, substantially the volume afterwards published

as the Discourse of Matters ]xrtaininj to Religion. The
lectures in their published form made his name famous
throughout America and Europe, and confirmed the stricter

Beet of the American Unitarians in their attitude towards

him and his supporters. His friends, however, resolved

that he should be heard in Boston. They engaged for him
the Music Hall in that city, in which he regularly preached

to a congregation of some three thousand persons during
the remaining fourteen years of his life. Previous to his

removal from Roxbury to Boston, Parker spent a year in

Europe, calling in Germany upon Paulus, Gervinus, Do
\\ ette, and Ewald amongst other savants, and preaching

in Liverpool in the pulpits of James Martineau and J. H.
Thom Soon after his return, in 1844, to America he
resigned his charge at Roxbury, and devoted himself

exclusively to his work in Boston. In addition to his

Sunday labours, he lectured throughout the States, and
prosecuted his wide studies, collecting particularly the

materials for an opiis mngnum on the development of religion

in mankind, ^bove all he took up the question of the

em.ancipation of the slaves, and at the imminent risk of

his life nobly and powerfully advocated in Boston and
throughout the States, from the platform and through the

press, the cause of the negroes. Indeed, he did more.

He assisted actively in the escape of fugitive slaves, and
helped to furnish John Brown with means for carrying out

his schemes of liberation. His Sunday sermons were
themselves often elaborate essays, almost treatises, on
great questions of social and political reform, and he was
cil along contributing articles and papers on literary,

political, social, and theological subjects to the periodical

press. By his voice, his pen, and his utterly fearless

action in social and political matters, he became a great

power in Boston and America generally. But his days

were numbered. From his mother he inherited consump-

tion, and the reckless disregard of the laws of health which

he was guilty of in His early years, combined with the

tremendous strain of his ordinary work, and the terrible

privations and fatigues of his lecturing tours, developed

in the prime of his life the fatal seeds. In January 1853

he had an attack of bleeding of the lungs, and sought

relief by retreating first to Santa Cruz, and afterwards to

Europe. He died at Rome, May 10, 18G0.
Tho fundamental articles of Parlc^r's religious faith were the

three "instinctive intuitions" of God, of a moral law, and of

immortality. His owii mind, heart, and life were undoubtedly
pervaded, sustained, and ruled by the feeling, convictions, and hopes
which he formulated in these three articles. But he cannot be

said to have achieved success when he came to strictly deiine,

e-xjiound, and establish them. In his doctrine of God he maintailis.

that man has an innate idea of God as a being of infinite power,
gooducss, and wisdom ; but he often uses language which bo:ders
on pantheism, wiiile liis criterion of the notions mcu have formed
of the Divine Brfng appeal's to leave hiui no foundation for anything
higher than an abstract I'lantheistic idea of Him. His praof of his

fundamental crced is no less at fault than his statement and
e-tjiosition of it It is strange that a man who had rewl so widely
and honestly the best literature of his day ou the religious ideas of
ni.nnkind should have refciTed to the consensus f/nttium for his main
proof of the univei-sality of his triad of religious ideas. His own
chapter ou the immortality of the soul in his Discourse abundantly
illustrates the weakness of his proof from induction. The dis-

tinction he was compelled to draw between the co!iception and the

idea of God illustrates the weakness of his deductive proof. Parker's

definitions of religion are vaiious, and show that he liad never closely

traced its true nature. Of revelation—the counterpart of religion

—

his notions wej-e of the vagiiest description. He could ask " Is

IJewton less inspired than bimon Peter ? " He had uever formed

any approximately just concei>tion of the work of a great religious

teacher, and could say, " Christi.Tnity, if true at all, would be just

as tme if Herotl or Catiline had taught it." Naturally, therefore,

he never formed an adequate idea of the place of Christianity

amongst the world's religions, though be often used language about

Christ which in the case of a clo^^er tliinker would have indicated

the acceptance of Christianity as the absolute and final religion for

mau. lint in truth Parker was more of a speaker than a thinker,

of a reformer than a philosopher. He had a wide and firm gra.sp

of facts and principles, but his thought was neither profound nor
subtle, neither accurate nor self-consistent. Although rich in poetit

elements, he was singularly defective, too, in artistic faculty. He
has produced nothing that is perfect in form, while all his works-

are disfigured by outrageous violations of taste and good feeling.

But with all his nnmerous defects Paikcr ranks amongst America's

great and noble sons, and may perhaps obtain finally a place

amongst the world's great men. A future biographer will have to

assign him his final jxisition. The three biographies w-hich at

present exist—Welss's (1863), Frothingham's (1874), and Dean's

(1877)—are the work of eager ].artisans and admiring panegyi-ist^

rather than of calm critics and hist /rians.

Parker's principal works are A J)i*roui-s« on ifattert p^riaininy to Reliijion^

I&42; Ten Sermons of P.diijion, ifio-i; Theism, Atheism, and the Popular
Tlteolcyi/, \6'ii. A collected edition of his \t-oik8 has l)een published in England
by Frances Power Cobbo, in 12 vols. A German tranElation of part of his works
was made by Ziethen, Lclps'ic, 1S54-5T. Valuabic reviews of his theolopcal
position and of his channter and work have appeared—by James Jlartineao, to

the Saiional Rexiav (April I860), and J. H. Thorn, Itl the Theological Revieit

piarch ISM). (J. Y. S.)

PARKERSBURG, a city of the United States, .next to

Wheeling the largest city in ^Vest A'irginia, is the capital

of Wood county, and lies on the left bank of- the Ohio, at-

the mouth of the Little Kanawlia. It is the western

terminus of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and is con-

nected by a fine railway bridge (IJ miles in length, and
constructed at a cost of more than 81,000,000 in 18C9-
1871) with Belpr^ where the Marietta and Cincinnati

Railroad begins. Steamers ply both on the Ohio and the

Little Kanawha (rendered navigable for 38 miles). The
staple industry is the refining of petroleum, but there are

also foundries, flour-mills, saw-mills, brickjards (most of the

buildings are of brick), <tc. The population was 2493 in

1860, 5546 in 1870, and 6582 in 1880. As a town
Parkerbburg dates from 1820. as a city from 1860.
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PAELIAMENT
THE Britisli Farliament is tlie supreme legislature of

the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,

consisting of the King, or Queen, and the three estates of

the realm, viz., the Lords Spiritual, the Lords Temporal,

and the Commons.

HiSTOEY.

An inquiry into the early growth and later development

of this powerful institution presents at once an interesting

historical study and profound political instruction. Its

great antiquity, its continuous but ever changing life, and

the social and political causes which have shaped its pre-

«ent constitution and authority are themes which can

never fail to attract the historian and the statesman

;

•n-hile speculations regarding its future course concern the

destinies of the British empire.

The Avfilo-Saxoii Polity.—The origin of parliament is

to be traced to Anglo-Saxon times. The Angles, Saxons,

and other Teutonic races who conquered Britain brought

to their new homes their own laws and customs, their

settled framework of society, their kinship, their village

communities, and a certain rude representation in local

affairs. And we find in the Anglo-Saxon polity, as deve-

loped during their rule in England, all the constituent

parts of parliament. In their own lands they had chiefs

and leaders, but no kings. But conquest and territorial

settlement were followed by the assumption of royal

dignities ; and the victorious chiefs were accepted by their

followers as kings. They were quick to assume the tradi-

tional attributes of royalty. A direct descent from their

god Woden, and hereditary right, at once clothed them
with a halo of glory and with supreme power ; and, when
the pagan deity was deposed, the king received consecration

from a Christian archbishop, and was invested with sacred

attributes as "the Lord's anointed." But the Saxon
monarch was a patriarchal king of limited authority, who
acted in concert with his people ; and, though his succes-

sion \\-as hereditary, in his own family, his direct descendant

was liable to be passed over in favour of a worthier heir.

Such a ruler was a fitting precursor of a line of constitu-

tional kings, who in later times were to govern with the

advice and consent of a free parliament.

ileanwhile, any council approaching the constitution

of a House of Lords was of slow growth. Anglo-Saxon
society, indeed, was not without an aristocracy. The
highest in rank were fethelings—generally, if not exclu-

sively, sons and brothers of the king. The ealdorman,

originally a high officer, having the executive government
of a shire, and a seat in the king's witan, became heredi-

tary in certain families, and eventually attained the dignity

of an earl But centuries were to pass before the English

nobility was to a.ssume its modern character and denomi-
nations. At the head of each village was an eorl, the

chief of the freemen, or ceorls—their leader in war and
patron in peace. The king's gesiths and thegns formed
another privileged class. Admitted to offices in the king's

household and councils, and enriched by grants of land,

they gradually formed a feudal nobility.

The revival of the Christian church, under the Anglo-

Saxon rule, created another order of rulers and councillors,

destined to take a leading part in the government of the

state. The archbishops and bishops, having spiritual

authority in their own dioceses, and exercising much local

influence in temporal affairs, were also members of the

national council or witonaKenioi, and by their greater

learning and capacity were not long in acquiring a leading

part in the councils of the realm. Ecclesiastical councils

were also held, comprising bishops, abbots, aud clergy, in

which we observe the origin of convocation. The abbots,

thus associated with the bishojis, also found a place with

them in the witenagemiit. By these several orders, sum-
moned to advise the king in affairs of state, was formed a

council of magnates—to be developed, in course of time,

into an I'pper Chamber, or House of Lords.

The rise of the commons, as a political power in tlus

national councils, was of yet slower development ; but in

the .\nglo-Saxon moots may be discerned the first germs of

popular government in England. In the town-moot the

assembled freemen and cultivators of the " folk-lands

"

regulated the civil affairs of their o^^I» township, tithing,

village, or parish. In the burgh-moot the inhabitants

administered their municipal business, under the presidency

of a reeve. The hundred-moot assumed a more representa-

tive character, comprising the reeve and a selected number
of freemen from the several townships and burghs within

the hundred. The shire-moot, or shire-gemcit, was an

assembly yet more important. An ealdorman was its pre-

sident, and exercised a jurisdiction over a shire, or district

comprising several hundreds. Attended by a reeve and
four freemen from every hundred, it assumed a distinctly

representative character. Its members, if not elected by
the popular voice, were, in some fashion, deputed to act on
behalf of those whose interests they had come to guard.

The shire-moot was also the general folk-niQpt of the tribe,

assembled in arms, to whom their leaders referred the

decision of questions of peace and war.

Superior to these local institutions was the witena-

gem6t, or assembly of wise men, with whom the king took

counsel in legislation and the government of the state.

This national council was the true beginning of the

parliament of England. Such a council was originally

held in each of the kingdoms commonly known as the

Heptarchy ; and after their union in a single realm, under

King Edgar, the witenagemiit became the deliberative

and legislative assembly, or parliament, of the extended

estate.

The witenagem6t made laws, imposed taxes, concluded)

treaties, advised the king as to the disposal of public

lands and the Appointment and removal of officers of state,

and even assumed to elect and depose the king himself.

The king had now attained to greater power; and more
royal dignities and prerogatives. He,was unquestionably

the chief power in the witenagem6t ; but the laws were

already promulgated, as in later times, as having been

agreed to with the advice and consent of the witan. ^The
witan also exercised jurisdiction as a supreme court.

These ancient customs present further examples of the

continuity of English constitutional forms

The constitution of the witenagem6t,'however, was
necessarily less popular than that of the local moots in the

hundred or the sliire. The king Eimself was generally

present ; and at his summons came prelates, abbots)

ealdormen, the king's gesiths and thegns, ofiiccrs of state

and of the royal household, and leading tenants in chief of

lands held from the crown. Crowds sometimes attended

the meetings of the witan, and shouted their acclamations

of approval or dissent ; and, so far, the popular voice was
associated with its deliberations ; but it was at a distance!

from all but the inhabitants of the place in which it was
assembled, and until a system of representation had slowly

grown—up there could be jio further admissioD-of ' tlli
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people to its deliberations. In the town-moot the whole

body of freemen and cultivators of the folk-lands met
freely under a spreading oak, or on the village green ; in

the hundred-moot, or shire-gemdt, deputies from neighbour-

ing communities could readily find a place ; but all was
changed in the wider council of a kingdom. ^Vhen there

were many kingdoms, distance obstructed any general

gathering of the commons ; and in the wider area of

England such a gathering became impossible. Centuries

were yet to pass before this obstacle was to be overcome
by representation ; but, in the meantime, the local institu-

tions of the Anglo-Saxons were not without their influence

upon the central council. The self-government of a free

people informed the bishops, ealdormen, ceorls, and thegns

who dwelt among them of their interests and needs, their

sufEerings and their wrongs; and, while the popular forces

were increasing with an advancing society, they grew
"more potential in the councils of their rulers. Some
writers, naturally sympathizing with every tradition of

English liberty, have discovered proofs of an earlier

lepicsentation ; but popular francliises are now too firmly

established to need support from doubtful traces of anti-

quity.

Another circumstance must not be overlooked in esti-

mating the political influence of the people in Anglo-Saxon
times. For five centuries the country was convulsed with

incessant wars—wars with the Britons, whom the invaders

"were driving from their homes, wars between the several

-kingdoms, wars "with the Welsh, "wars with the Picts, wars
with the Danes. How could the people continue to assert

their civil rights amid the clash of arms and a frequent

change of masters ! The warrior-kings and their armed
followers were rulers in the land which they had con-

quered.

At the same time the unsettled condition of the country
repressed the social advancement of its people. Agricul-

ture could not prosper when the farm of the husbandman
too often became a battlefield. Trade could not be
extended "without security to property and industry.

Under such conditions the great body of the people con-

tinued as peasants, handicraftsmen, and slaves. The time
had not yet come when they could make their voice heard
in the councils of the state.

The H'orman Conquest.—The Anglo-Saxon polity was
suddenly overthrown by the Norman Conquest. A stern

foreign king had seized the crown, and was prepared to

rule his conquered realm by the sword. He brought with
him the absolutist principles of Continental rulers, and
the advanced feudal system of France and Normandy.
Feudalism had been slo^wly gaining ground under the
Saxon kings, and now it was firmly established as a
railitary organization. William the Conqueror at once
rewarded his warlike barons and followers with enormous
grants of land. The Saxon landowners and peasants ".vere

despoiled, and the invaders settled in their homesteads.
The king claimed the broad lands of England as his own,
by right of conquest ; and when he allowed his warriors
to share the spoil he attached the strict condition of

military service in return for every grant of land. An
effective army of occupation of all ranks was thus quartered
upon every province throughout the realm. England was
held by the sword ; a foreign king, foreign nobles, and a
foreign soldiery were in possession of the soU, and swore
fealty to their master, from whom they held it. Saxon
bishops were deposed, and foreign prelates appointed to
rule over the English Church. Instead of calHng a
national "witenagemit, the king took counsel with the
officers of his state and household, the bishops, abbots,
earls, barons, and knights by whom he was pleased to

surround himself. Some of the forms of a national council

were indeed maintained, and its counsel and consent were

proclaimed in the making of laws ; but, in truth, the king
was absolute.

Such a revolution seemed fatal to the liberties and
ancient customs of Saxon England. What power could

withstand the harsh conqueror ! But the indestructible

elements of English society prevailed over the sword. The
king grasped, in his own hands, the higher administration

and judicature of the realm ; but he continued the old

local -courts of the hundred and the shire, which had been

the basis of Saxon freedom. The Norman polity was
otherwise destined to ' favour the Liberties of the people,

through agencies which had been designed to crush them.

The powerful nobles, whom William and his successors

exalted, became formidable rivals of the crown itself

;

while ambitious barons were in their turn held in check

by a jealous and exacting church. The ruling powers, if

combined, would have reduced the people to slavery ; but

their divisions proved a continual source of weakness. In

the meantime the strong rule of the Normans, bitter as

it was to Englishmen, repressed intestine "wars and the

disorders of a divided realm. Civil justice "n'as fairly

administered. When the spoils of the conquerors had been

secured, the rights of property were protected, industry

and trade were left free, and the occupation of the soil by
foreigners drove numbers of landowners and freemen into

the towns, where they prospered as merchants, traders,

and artificers, and collected thriving populations of towns-

men. Meanwhile, foreign rulers having brought England
into closer relations with the Continent, its commerce was
extended to distant lands, ports and shipping were

encouraged, and English traders were at once enriched

and enlightened. Hence new classes of society were

growing, who were eventually to become the commons of

England.

The Croivn, the Baront, the Church, and the People.—
While these social changes were steadily advancing, the

barons were already preparing the way far the assertion of

popular rights. Ambitious, turbulent, f.nd grasping, they

were constantly at issue with the crown. Enjoying vast

estates and great commands, . and sharing with the prelates

the government of the state, as members of the king's

council, they were ever ready to raise the standard of

revolt. The king could always count upon barons faith-

ful to his cause, but he also appealed for aid to the church

and the people. The baronage was thus broken by insur-

rections, and decimated by civil wars, while the value of

popular alliances "was revealed. The power of the people

was ever increasing, while their oppressors were being

struck down. The population of the country was still

Saxon ; they had been subdued, but had not' been driven

forth from the land, like the Britons in former invasions.

The English language was still the common speech of the

people ; and Norman blood was being mingled with the

broader stream of Saxon life. A continuous nationality

n-as thus preserved, and was outgrowing the foreign

element.

The crown was weakened by disputed successions and
foreign wars, and the baronage by the blood-stained fields

of civil warfare ; while both in turn looked to the people

in their troubles. Meanwhile the church was struggling,

alike against the crown and the barons, in defence of its

ecclesiastical privileges and temporal possessions. Its

clergy were brought by their spiritual ministrations into

close relations with the people, and their culture contri-

buted to the intellectual growth of English society. When
William Rufus was threatened by his arjied barons, he

took counsel with Archbishop Lanfranc, and promised

good laws and justice to the people. His promises were

broken ; but, like later charters, as lightly set aside, they
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were a recogaitioa of the political rights of the people.

By the charter of Henry I. restoring to the people the

laws of Edward the Confessor, the continuity of English

institutions was acknowledged ; and this concession was

also proclaimed through Archbishop Anselm, the church

and the people being again associated with the crown

against the barons. And throughout his reign the clergy

and the English people were cordially united in support of

the crown. In the anarchic reign of Stephen—also dis-

tinguished by its futile charters—the clergy were driven

into opposition to the king, while his oppressions alienated

the people. Henry 11. commenced his reign with another

charter, which may be taken as a profession of. good
intentions on the part of the new king. So strong-willed

a king, who could cripple his too powerful nobles, and
forge shackles for the church, was not predisposed to

extend the liberties of his people ; but they supported him
loyally in his critical struggles ; and his vigorous reforms

in the administrative, judicial, and financial organization

of his realm promoted the prosperity and political influence

of the commons. At the same time the barons created

in this and the two previous reigns, being no longer exclu-

sively Norman in blood and connexion, associated them-

selves more readily with the interests and sympathies of

the people. Under Richard I. the principle of repre-

sentation was somewhat advanced, but it was confined to

the assessment and collection of taxes in the different

shires.

The Great Charter.—It was under King John that the

greatest progress was made in national liberties. The loss

of Normandy served to draw the baronage closer to the

English people ; and the king soon united all the forces of

the realm against him. He outraged the church, the

barons, and the people. He could no longer play one class

jgtttnst—aBother ; and they combined to extort the Great

Charter of their liberties at Kunnymede. It was there

ordained that no scutage or aid, except the three regular

feudal aids, should be imposed, save by the common council

of the realm. To this council the archbishops, bishops,

abbots, earls, and greater barons were to be summoned per-

sonally by the king's letters, and tenants in chief by a gene-

ral writ through the sheriff. The summons was required

to appoint a certain place, to give forty daj s' notice at least,

and to state the cause of meeting. At length we seem to

reach some approach to modern usage.

Growth of the Commons.—The improved admmistration

of successive kings had tended to enlarge the powers of

the crown. But one hundred and fifty years had now
passed since the Conquest, and great advances had been

made in the condition of the people, and more particularly

in the population, wealth, and self-government of towns.

Many had obtained royal charters, elected their own
magistrates, and enjoyed various commercial privileges.

Tlay were already a power in the state, which was soon

to bo more distinctly recognized.

The charter of King John was ngain promulgated under

Henry III., for the sake of a subsidy ; and henceforth the

commons learned to insist upon the redress of grievances

in retiun for a grant of money. This reign was memorable
in the history of parliament. Again the king was in con-

flict with his barons, who rebelled against his gross mis-

government of the realm. Simcn de Montfort, earl of

Leicester, was a patriot, in advam e of his age, and fought

for the English people as well as for his own order. The
barons, indeed, were doubtful allies of the popular cause,

and leaned to thc'king rather than to Simon. But the

towns, the clergy, the universities, and large bodies of the

commonalty niUied round him, and he overthrew the king

and his followers at Lewes. He was now master of the

realm, aud proclaimed a uew conititutiou. Kiugs had

made promises, and granted illusory charters ; but the

rebel carl called an English parliament into being. Church-
men were on his side, and a few barons ; but his main
reliance was upon the commons. He summoned to a
national council, or parliament, bishops, abbots, earls, and
barons, together with two knights from every shire and two
burgesses from every borough. Knights had been sum-

moned to former councils ; but never until now had repre-

sentatives from the towns been invited to sit with bishops,

barons, and knights of the shire.

In the reign of Edward I. parliament assumed substan-

tially its present form of king, lords, and commons. The
irregular and unauthorized scheme of Simon de Montfort
was fully adopted in 1295, when the king himself sum-
moned to a parliament two knights from every shire,

elected by the freeholders at the shire court, and two bur-

gesses from every city, borough, and leading town. The
rebel earl had enlarged the basis of the national council

;

and, to secure popular support, the politic king accepted it

as a convenient instrument of taxation. The knights and
freeholders had increased in numbers and wealth ; and thi)

towns, continually advancing in population, trade, and com
merce, had become valuable contributors to the revenue of

thS state. The grant of subsidies to the crown, by the

as.sembled baronage and representatives of the shires and
towns, was a legal and comprehensive imp;:st upon the

entire realm.

Secession of the Clergy.—It formed part of Edward's

policy to embrace the clergy in his scheme for the repre-

sentation of all orders and classes of his subjects. They
were summoned to attend the parliament of 1295 and
succeeding parliaments of his reign, and their form of

summons has been continued until the present time ; but

the clergy resolutely held aloof from the national council,

and insisted upon voting their subsidies in their own con-

vocations of Canterbury and York. The bishops retained

their high jilace among the earls and barons, but the

clergy sacrificed to ecclesiastical jealousies the' privilege of

sharing in the political councils of the state. As yet,

indeed, this privilege seemed little more than the voting of

subsidies, but it was soon to embrace the redress of

grievances and the framing of laws for the general welfare

of the realm. This great power they forfeited ; and who
shall say how it might have been wielded, in the interests

of the church, and in the legislation of their country!

They could not have withstood the Reformation ; they

would have been forced to yield to the power of the crown

and the heated resolution of the laity ; but they might

have saved a large share of the endowments of the church,

and perhaps have modified the doctrines and formularies

of the reformed establishment.

Reluctance of the Commons to Atttnd.—Meanwhile the

commons, unconscious of their futiu-e power, took their

humble place in the great council of the realm. The
knights of the shire, as lesser barons, or landowners of

good social standing, could sit beside the magnates of the

land without constraint ; but modest traders from the

towns were overawed by the power and dignity of their

new associates. They knew that they were summoned fo^

no other purpose than the taxing of themselves and their

fellow townsmen ; their attendance was irksome ; it inter-

rupted their own business ; and their journeys e-xposed

them to many hardships and dangers. It is not surprising

that they should have shrunk from the exercise of so doubt-

ful a privilege. Considerable numbers absented them-

selves from a thankless service ; and their constituents, far

from exacting the attendance of their members, as in

modern times, begrudged the sorry stipend of 2s. a day,

paid to their representatives while on duty, and strove to

evade the biudcu imposed upou them by the crown. Some
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even purchased (-harters, withdrawing franchisee which

they had not yet learned to value. Nor, in truth, did the

representation of towns at this period afford much protec-

tion to the rights and interests of the people. Towns were

snfranchised at the will or caprice of the crown and the

sheriffs ; they could be excluded at pleasure ; and the least

sihow of independence would be followed by the omission

»f another writ of summons. But the principle of repre-

sentation, once established, was to be developed mth the

expansion of society ; and the despised burgesses of

Edward L, not having seceded, like the clergy, were

destined to become a potential class in the parliaments of

England.

Sitttnci 0/ Parliament at Westminster.—A&other consti-

tutional change during this reign was the summoning of

parliament to Westminster instead of to various towns

in different parts of the country. This custom invested

parliament with the character of a settled institution,

and constituted it a hi^h court for the hearing of petitions

and the redress of grievances. The growth of its judica-

ture, as a court of appeal, >vas also favoured by the fixity

of its place of meeting.

Authority of Parliament recognized hy Laie.—Great was

the power of the crown, and the king himself was bold and
statesmanlike ; but the union of classes against him proved

too strong for prerogative. In 1297, having outraged the

church, the barons, and the commons by illegal exactions,

he was forced to confirm the Great Charter and the Charter

of Forests, ^rith further securities against the taxation of

the people without their consent, and, in return, obtained

timely subsidies from the parliament.

Henceforth the financial necessities of a succession of

kings ensured the frequent assembling of parliaments.

Nor were they long contented with the humble function

of voting subsidies, but boldly insisted on the redress of

grievances and further securities for national liberties.

In 1322 it was declared by statute 15th Edward II. that
" the matters to be established for the estate of the king

and of his heirs, and for the estate of the realm and
of the people, should be treated, accorded, and established

in parliament, by the king, and by the assent of the

prelates, earls, and barons, arid the commonalty of the

realm, according as had been before accustomed." The
constitutional powers of parliament as a legislature were

here amply recognized,—not by royal charter, or by
the occasional exercise of prerogative, but by an authori-

tative statute. And these powers were soon to be

exercised in a striking form. Already parliament had
established the principle that the redress of grievances

should have precedence of theigrant of subsidies; it had
maintained the right of approving councillors of the

crown, and punishing them for the abuse of their powers

;

and in 1327 the king himself was finally deposed, and
the succession of his son, Edward III., declared by
parliament.

Union of Knights of the Shire and Burgesses.—At this

period the constitution of parliament was also settling

down to its later and i^ermanent shape. Hitherto the

different orders or estates had deliberated separately, and
agreed upon their several grants to the crown. The
knights of the shire were naturally drawn, hy social ties

>nd class interests, into alliance with the barons ; but at

2ngth they joined the citizens and burgesses, and in the

irst parliament of £dward III. they are found sitting

together as " the Commons."
This may be taken a? the turning point in the political

history of England. If all the landowners of the country

had become united as an order of nobles, they might have
proved too strong for the development of national liberties,

while the union of the country gentlemen with the

IS -13

burgesses formed an estate of the realm, which was
destined to prevail over all other jiowers. The withdrawal

of the clergy, who would probably have been led by the

bishops to take part with themselves and the barons,

further strengthened the united commons.

Increasing Influence of Parliament.—The reign of

Edward III. witnessed further advances in the authority

of parliament, and changes in its constitution. The king,

being in continual need of subsidies, was forced to sum-

mon parliament every year, and in order to encourage ils

liberality he frequently sought its advice upon the most

important issues of peace or war, and readily entertained

the petitions of the commons praying for the redress of

grievances. During this reign also, the advice and con-

sent of the commons, as well as of the lords spiritual and

temporal, was regularly recorded in the enacting part of

every statute.

Separation of the Two Houses.—But a more important

event is to be assigned to this reign,—the formal separa-

tion of parliament into the two Houses of Lords and Com-
mons. There is no evidence—nor is it probable—that

the different estates ever voted together as a single

assembly. It appears from the Rolls of Parliament that

in the early part of this reign, the causes of summons
having been declared to the assembled estates, the three

estates deliberated separately, but afterwards delivered a

collective answer to the king. TMiile their deliberations

were short, they could be conducted apart, in the same

chamber ; but, in course of time, it was found convenient

for the commons to have a chamber of their own, and

they adjourned their sittings to the chapter-house of the

abbot of ^yestminster, where they continued to be held

after the more formal and permanent separation had taken

place. The date of this event is not clearly established,

but is generally assigned to the 17th Edward III.

The Commons as Petitioners.—Parliament had now
assumed its present outward form. But it was far from

enjoying the authority which it acquired in later times.

The crown was stiU paramount ; the small body of earls

and barons—not exceeding forty—were connected with

the royal family, or in the service of the king, or under his

influence ; the prelates, once distinguished by their inde-

pendence, were now seekers of royal favour; and the

commons, though often able to extort concessions in

return for their contributions to the royal exchequer, as

yet held an inferior position among the estates of the

realm. Instead of enjoying an equal share in the fram-

ing of laws, they appeared before the king in the humble
guise of petitioners. Their petitions, together with the

king's answers, were recorded in the Rolls of Parliament
;

but it was not until the parlian)ent had been discharged

from attendance that statutes were framed by the judges,

and entered on the statute rolls. Under such conditions

legislation was, in truth, the prerogative of the crown

rather than of parliament. Enactments were often found

in the statutes at variance vdih the petitions and royal

answers, and neither prayed for by the commons nor

assented to by the lords. In vain the commons pro-

tested against so grave an abuse of royal authority ; but

the same jjractice was continued during this and succeed-

ing reigns. Henry V., in the second year of his reign,

promised " that nothing should be enacted to the petitions

of the commons, contrary to their asking, whereby they

should be bound without their assent " ; but, so long as

the old method of framing laws was adhered to, there

could be no security against abuse : and it was not until

the reign of Henry XI. that the introduction of the more

regular system of legislating by bill and statute ensured

the thorough agreement of all the estates in the several

provisions of every statute

XVIII. — 39
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Increasing Boldness of the Commons.-—The commons,

however, notwithstanding these and other discouragements,

were constantly growing bolder in the assertion of their

rights. They now ventured to "brave the displeasure of

the king, without seeking to shelter themselves behind

powerful barons, upon whose forwardness in the national

cause they could not reckon. Notably in 1376 their

stout Speaker, Peter de la Mare, inveighed, in their name,

against the gross mismanagement of the war, impeached

ministers of the realm, complained of the heavy burdens

tinder which the people suffered, and even demanded that

a true account should be rendered of the public expendi-

ture. The brave Speaker was cast into prison, and a new
parliament was summoned which speedUy reversed the

resolutions of the last. But the death of the king changed

the aspect of affairs. Another parliament was called,

when it was found that the spirit of the commons was not

subdued. Peter de la Mare was released from prison, and

again elected to the chair. The demands of the former

parliament were reiterated with greater boldness and

persistence, the evil councillors of the late reign were

driven out, and it was conceded that the principal officers

of sta"te should be appointed and removed, during the

minority of Richard 11., upon the advice of the lords.

The commons also insisted upon the annual assembling

of parliament under the stringent provisions of a binding

law. They claimed the right, not only of voting subsidies,

but of appropriating them, and of examining public

accounts. They inquired into public abuses, and im-

peached ministers of the crown. Even the king himself

was deposed by the parliament. Thus during this reign

all the great powers of parliament were asserted and
exercised. The foreign wars of Henry r\'^. and Henry V.,

by continuing the financial necessities of the cro\i;n, main-

tained for a while the powers which parliament had acquired

by the struggles of centuries.

Relapse of Parliamentary Inflnence.—But a period of

civil wars and disputed successions was now at hand,

which checked the further development of parliamentary

liberties. The effectivf power of a political institution is

determined, not by assertions of authority, nor even by its

legal recognition, but by the external forces by which it is

supported, controlled, or overborne. With the close of the

Wars of the Roses the life of parliament seems to have
well-nigh expired

To this constitutional relapse various causes contributed

at the same period. The crown had recovered its absolute

supremacy. The powerful baronage had been decimated
on the battlefield and the scaffold ; and vast estates had
been confiscated to the crown. Kings had no longer any
dread of their prowess as defenders of their own order or

party, or as leaders of the people. The royal treasury had
been enriched by their ruin ; while the close of a long

succession of wars with France and Scotland relieved it of

that continual drain which had reduced the crown to an
unwelcome dependence upon parliament. Not only were

the fortunes of the baronage laid low, but feudalism vvas

also dying out in England as on the Continent. It was no
longer a force which could control the crown ; and it was
being further weakened l)y changes in the art of war.

The mailed horseman, the battle-axe and cross-bow of

burgher and yeoman, could not cope with the cannon and
arquebus of the royal army.

In earlier times the church had often stood forth against

the domination of kings, but now it was in passive sub-

mission to the throne. Tlie prelates were attracted to the

court, and sought the highest offices of state ; the inferior

clergy had long been losing their influence over the laity

by their ignorance and want of moral elevation, at a period

of increasing enlightenment : while the church at large was

weakened by schisms and a wider freedom, of thought.

Hence the church, like the baronage, had ceased to be a

check upon the crown.

Meanwhile what had become of the ever-growing power,

of the commons ? It is true they had lost their stalwart

leaders, the armed barons and outspoken prelates, but

they had themselves advanced in numbers, riches, and
enlightenment ; they had overspread the land as knights

and freeholders, or dwelt in populous towns enriched by
merchandise. Why could they not find leaders of their

own 1 Because they had lost the liberal franchises of an

earlier age. All freeholders, or suitors present at the

county court, were formerly entitled to vote for a knight of

thfe shire ; bat in the eighth year of Henry VL (1430) an

Act was passed (c. 37) by which this right was confined

to 40s freeholders, resident in the county. Large

numbers of electors were thus disfranchised. In the view

of parliament they \vere "of no value," and complaints

had been made that they were under the influence of the

nobles and greater landowners ; but a popular element

had been withdi'a^\Ti from the county representation, and
the restricted franchise cannot have impaired the influence

of the nobles.

.

As for the cities and boroughs, they had virtually

renounced their electoral privileges. As we have seen, they

had never valued them very highly; and now by royal

charters, or by the usurpation of small self-elected bodies

of burgesses, the choice of members had fallen into the

hands of town councils and neighbouring landowners.

The anomalous system of close and nomination boroughs,

which had arisen thus early in our history, was suffered

to continue without a check for four centuries, as a

notorious blot upon our free eonstitution.

All these changes exalted the prerogatives of the crown.

Amid the clash of arms and the strife of hostile parties, the

voice of parliament had been stifled ; and, when peace was

restored, a powerful king could dispense with an assembly

which mighi prove troublesome, and from whom he rarely

needed help. Hence for a period of two hundred years,

from the reign of Henry VI. to that of Elizabeth, the

free parliaments of England were in abeyance. The
institution retained its fbrm and constituent parts; its

rights and privileges were theoretically recognized, but its

freedom and national character were little more than,

shadows.

The Three Estates of the Realm.—This check in the

fortunes of parliament affords a fitting occasion for

examining the composition of each of the three estates of

the realm.

Lords Spiriiual and Temporal.—The archbishops and
bishojis had held an eminent position in the councils of

Saxon and Norman kings, and many priors and abbots

were from time to time associated with them as lords

spiritual, until the suppression of the monasteries' by
Henry VIII. They generally outnumbered their brethren,'

the temporal peers, who sat with them in the same
assembly.

The lords temporal comprised several dignities. Of
these the baron, though now the lowest in rank, was the

most ancient. The title was familiar in Saxon times, but

it was not imtil after the Norman Conquest that it was
invested with a distinct feudal dignity. Next in antiquity

was the carl, whose official title was known to Danes and
Sa.xons, and who after the Conquest obtained a dignity

equivalent to that of count in foreign states. The highest

dignity, .that of duke, was not created imtil Edward HI.
conferred it upon his eon, Edward the Black Prince. The
rank of marquis was first created by Pilchard II., with

precedence after a duke. It was in the reign of Henry VI.

I that the rank _ of viscount was created, to be placed
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between the earl and the baron. Since that time no new
dignity has been invented, and the peerage consists of the

five dignities of duke, marquis, earl, yiscount, and baron.

During the iSth century the number of temiroral peers

summoned to parliament rarely exceeded fifty, and no

more than twenty-nine received writs of summons to the

first iKirliament of Henry VII. There were only fifty-nine

at the death of Queen Elizabe'h. At the accession of

William III. this number had been increased to about one

hundred and fifty.

Li/e Peerages.—The several orders of the peerage are

alike distinguished by the hereditary character of their

dignities. Some life peerages, indeed, were created

between the reigns of Richard II. and Henrj- VI., and
several ladies had received life peerages between the

reigns of Charles II. and George IL The highest

authorities had also held that the creation of life peerages

was within the prerogative of the. crown. But four

hundred years had elapsed since the creation of a life peer,

entitled to sit in parliament, when Queen Victoria was
advised to create Sir James Parke, lately an eminent

judge, a baron for life, under the title of Lord Weusleydale.

The object of this deviation from the accustomed practice

was to strengthen the judicature of the House of Lords,

without unduly enlarging the numbers of the peerage.

But the lords at once took exception to this act of the

crown, and, holding that a prerogative so long disused

could not be revived, in derogation of the hereditary

character of the peerage, resolved that Lord Wensleydale

was not entitled by his letters patent, and writ of summons,

to sit and vote in parliament. His lordship accordingly

received a new patent, and took liis seat as an hereditary

peer. But the necessity of some such expedient for

improving the appellate jurisdiction of the House of

Lords could not be contested; and in 1876 three lords of

appeal in ordinary were constituted by statute, enjoying

the rank of baron for life, and the right of sitting and
voting in the House of Lords so long as they continue

in office.

The Commons.—The commons formed a more numerous
body. In the reign of Edward I. there were about 275
members, in that of Edward III. 250, and in that of

Henry Yl. 300. In the reign of Henry VIII. parliament

added 27 members for Wales and 4 for the county and
city of Chester, and in the reign of Charles 11. 4 for the

county and city of Durham. Between the reigns of

Henry YTU.. and Charles EL 130 members were abo
added by royal charter.

Parliament under Henry VIII.—To resume the history

of parliament at a later period, let us glance at the reign

of Henry VIII. Never had the power of the crown been

greater than when this king succeeded to the throne, and
never had a more imperious vi-ill been displayed by any king

of England. Parliament was at his feet to do his bidding,

and the Eeformation enormously increased his power. He
had become a pope to the bishops ; the old nobles who had
resisted his will had perished in the field or on the scaffold

;

the new nobles were his creatures ; and he had the vast

wealth of the church in his hands as largesses to his

adherents. Such was the dependence of parliament upon
the crown and its advisers during the Reformation period

that in less than thirty years four vital changes were
decreed in the national faith. Each of the successive

reigns inaugurated a new religion.

Queen Elisabeth and her Parliaments.—^With the reign

of Elizabeth commenced"5 new era in the life of parliament.

She had received the royal prerogatives unimpaired, and
her hand was strong enough to wield them. But in the

long interval since Edward TV. the entire framework of

English society had been changed ; it was a new England

that the queen was called upon to govern. The coarse

barons of feudal times had been succeeded by English

country gentlemen; beyond the influence of the court, and
identified with all the interests and sympatliies of their

country neighbours. From this class were chosen nearly all

the knights of the shire, and a considerable proportion of

the members for cities and borougha. They were generally

distinguished by a manly independence, and were prepared

to uphold the rights and privileges of pailiameint and the

interests of their constituents. A change no less remark-

able had occurred in other classes of society. The country

was peopled with yeomen and farmers, far superior to the

cultivators of the soil in feudal times ; and the towns and
seaports had grown into important centres of commerce
and manufactures. Advances not less striking had been

made in the enlightenment and culture of society. But,

above all, recent religious revolutions had awakened a
spirit of thought and inquiry, by no means confined to

questions of faith. The Piu'itans, hostile to the church,

and jealous of every semblance of Catholic revival, were

embittered against the state, which was identified, in their

eyes, with many ecclesiastical enormities ; and their stub-

born temper was destined to become a strong motive force

in restoring the authority of parliament.

The parliaments of Elizabeth, though rarely summoned,!

displayed an unaccustomed spirit. They discussed the

succession to the crown, the marriage of the queen, and
ecclesiastical abuses ; they upheld the privileges of the

commons, and their right to advise the crown upon all

matters of state ; and they condemned the grant of mono-
polies. The bold yords of the Wentworths and Yelvertons

were such as had^not been beard before in parliament.

The conflicts between Elizabeth and the commons marked
the revival of the independence of parliament, {ind fore-

shadowed graver troubles at no distant period.

Conflicts of James I. with the Commons.—James I., ^vith

short-sighted pedantry, provoked a succession of conflicts

nith the commons, in which abuses of prerogative were

stoutly resisted and the rights and privileges of parliament

resolutely asserted. The "remonstrance ' of 16 10 and

the " protestation " of 1621 would have taught a politic

ruler that the commons could no longer be trifled with

;

but those lessons were lost upon James and upon his ill-

fated son.

Charles I. and the Commonwealth.—The momentous
struggles between Charles I. and his parliaments cannot

be followed in this place. The earlier parliaments of this

reign fairly represented the earnest and temperate judgment
of the country. They were determined to obtain tho

redress of grievances, and to restrain undue prerogatives
;

but there was no taint of disloyalty to the crown ; there

were no dreams of revolution. But the contest at length

became embittered, until there was no issue but the arbitra-

ment of the sword. The civil war and the commonwealth,'

however memorable in the history of England, arc beyond^

the range of this narrative. But this period proved the

supreme power of the commons, when supported Jby

popular forces. Ever3'tlung gave way before thcni. They
raised victorious armies in the field, they overthrew tBe_

church and the House of Lords, and they brought the

king himself to the scaffold. It also displayed the

impotence of a parliament which has lost the confide^e

of the country, or is overborne by mobs, by an army, or

by the strong will of a dictator. _^
Political Agitation of this Period.—It is to this time

of fierce political passions that we trace the origin of

political agitation, as an organized method of influencing

the deliberations of parliament. The whole country was

then aroused by passionate exhortations from the pulpit

and in the press. No less than thirty thousand political
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tracts and newspapers during this period have been pre-

served. Petitions to parliament were multiplied in order

to strengthen the hands of the popular leaders. Clamorous

meetings were held to stimulate or overawe parliament.

Such methods, restrained after the Restoration, have been

revived in later times, and now form part of the acknow-

ledged system of parliamentary government.

'Parliament after the Restoration.—On the restoration of

CSiarles II. parliament was at once restored to its old

constitution, and its sittings were revived as if they had

suffered no interruption. No outward change had been

effected by the late revolution ; but that a stronger spirit

of resistance to abuses of prerogative had been aroused

•was soon to be disclosed in the deposition of James H. and

the "glorious revolution " of 1688. At this time the full

rights of parliament were explicitly declared, and securities

taJten for the maintenance of public liberties. The theory

of a, constitutional monarchy and a free parliament was

established; but after two revolutions it is curious to

observe the indirect methods by which the commons were

henceforth kept in subjection to the crown and the terri-

torial aristocracy. The representation had long become

an illusion. The knights of the shire were the nominees

of nobles and great landowners ; the borough members

were returned by the crown, by noble patrons, or close

corporations; even the representation of cities, with greater

pretensions to independence, was controlled by bribery.

Nor were rulers content with their control of the repre-

sentation, but, after the Restoration, the infamous system

of bribing the members themselves became a recognized

instrument of administration. The country gentlemen

were not less attached to the principles of rational liberty

than their fathers, and would have resisted further

encroachments of prerogative ; but they were satisfied with

the Revolution settlement and the remedial laws of William

III., and no new issue had yet arisen to awaken opposi-

tion. Accordingly, they ranged themselves with one or

other of the political parties into which parliament was

now beginning to be divided, and bore their part in the

more -measured strifes of the iSth century. From the

Bevolution till the reign of George III. the effective

power of the state was wielded by the crown, the church,

and the territorial aristocracy ; but the influence of public

opinion since the stirring events of the 17th century had

greatly increased. Both parties were constrained to

defer to it ; and, notwithstanding the flagrant defects in

the representation, parliament generally kept itself in

accord with the general sentiments of the country,

Unio)i of Scotland. —On the union of Scotland in 1707,

important changes were made in the constitution of parlia^

ment. The House of Lords was reinforced by the addition

of sixteen peers, representing the peerage of Scotland, and

elected every parliament ; and the Scottish peers, as a

lody, were admitted to all the privileges of peerage,

except the right of sitting in parliament, or upon the

trial of peers. No prerogative, however, was given to the

crown to create new peerages after the Union ; and, while

they are distinguished by their antiquity, their number

is consequently decreasing. To the House of Coi..raons

were assigned forty-five members, representing the shires

and burghs of Scotland.

Parliament -under George HI.—With the reign of

George III. there opened a nev>' period in the history of

parliament. Agitation in its various forms, an active and

aggressive press, public meetings and political associations,

the free use of the right of petition, and a turbulent spirit

among the people perioutily cJianged the relations of

parliament to the country. And the publication of

debates, which was fully established in 1771, at once

increased the direct responsibility of parliament to the

people, and ultimately brought about other results, te

which wo shall presently advert.

Union of Ireland.—In this reign another important
change was effected in the constitution of parliament.

Upon the union with Ireland, in 1801, four Irish bishops

were added to the lords spiritual, who sat by rotation of

sessions, and represented the episcopal body of the Church
of Ireland. But those bishops were deprived of their

seats in parliament in 1869, on the disestablishment of

the Church of Ireland. Twenty-eight representative peers,

elected for life by the peerage of Ireland, were admitteil

to the House of Lords. All the Irish peers were alsj^

entitled to the privilege of peerage. In two particulars

the Irish peerage was treated in a different manner from
the peerage of Scotland. The crown was empowered to

create a new Irish peerage whenever three Irish peerages

in existence at the time of the Union have become extinct;,

or when the number of Irish peers, exclusive of those

holding peerages of the United Kingdom, has been

reduced to one hundred. And, further, Irish peeis were

permitted to sit in the House of Commons for any place

in Great Britain, forfeiting, however, the privilege of

peerage while sitting in the Lower House. The exped-

iency of both these provisions has often been called in

question.

At the same time one hundred representatives of

Ireland were added to the House of Commons. This

addition raised the number of members to six hundred
and fifty-eight. Parliament now became the parliament

of the United Kingdom, and high hopes were entertained

of a salutary fusion of diverse nationalities into a single

assembly ; but these hopes have scarcely been realized,

and the relations of the Irish people to Great Britain and
the imperial government continue to be a source of the

gravest embarrassment and danger.

Schemes for Improving the Bepresenlation.—By the

union of Scotland and Ireland, the electoral abuses of those

countries were combined with those of England. Notwith-

standing a defective representation, however, parliament

generally sustained its position as fairly embodying the

political sentiments of its time. Public opinion had been

awakened, and could not safely be ignored by any party in

the state. Under a narrow and corrupt electoral system,

the ablest men in the country found an entrance into the

House of Commons; and their rivalry and ambition

ensured the acceptance of popular principles and the pass-

ing of many remedial measures. As society expanded, and
new classes were called into existence, the pressure of

public opinion upon the legislature was assuming a more
decisive character. The grave defects of the representation

were notorious, and some minor electoral abuses had been

from time to time corrected. But the fundamental evils,

—

nomination boroughs, limited rights of election, the sale cf

scats in parliament, the prevalence of bribery, and the

enormous expense of elections,—though constantly exposed,

long held their ground against all assailants. So far back

as 1770 Lord Chatham had denounced these flagrant

abuses. " Before the end of this century," he said, " either

the parliament will reform itself from within, or be

reformed with a vengeance from without." In 1782, and
again in 1783 and 1785, his distinguished son, William

Pitt, condemned the abuses of the representation, and

proposed schemes of parliamentary reform. In 1793 Mr
Grey (afterwards Earl Grey) submitted a motion on the

same subject ; but the excesses of the French Revolution,

political troubles at home, and exhausting wars abroad

discouraged the supporters of reform for many years

Under more favourable conditions the question assumed
greater proportions. Lord John Russell especially distin-

guished himself in 1S20, and in several succeeding yeai-a
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hy the able exposure of abuses and temperate schemes of

reform. His efforts were assisted by the scandalous

disclosures of bribery at Grampound, Penryn, and East

Retford. All moderate proposals were rejected ; but the

concurrence of a dissolution, on the death of George IV.,

with the French Revolution of 1830, and an ill-timed

declaration of the duke of Wellington that the representa-

tion was perfect and could not be improved, suddenly

precipitated the memorable crisis of parliamentary reform.

It now fell to the lot of Earl Grey, as premier, to be

the leader in a cause which he had espoused in his early

youth.

The Reform Acts o/1832.—The result of the memorable

struggle which ensued may be briefly told. By the Reform

Acts of 1832 the representation of the United Kingdom
was reconstructed. In England, fifty-six nomination

boroughs returning one hundred and eleven members were

disfranchised ; thirty boroughs were each deprived of one

member, and Weymouth and Melcombe Regis, which had
returned four members, were now reduced to two. Means
were thus found for the enfranchisement of populous

places. Twenty-two large towns, including metropolitan

districts, became entitled to return two members, and
twenty less considerable towns acquired the right of re-

turning one member each. The number of county members
was increased from ninety-four to one hundred and fifty-

nine, the larger counties being divided for the purposes

of representation.

The elective franchise was also placed upon a new basis.

In the boroughs a £10 household suffrage was substituted

- for the narrow and unequal franchises which had sprung

up,—the rights of freemen, in corporate towns, being alone

respected. In the counties, copyholders and leaseholders

for terms of years, and tenants at will paying a rent of £50
a yeai", were added to the iOs. freeholders.

By the Scottish Reform Act, the number of members
representing Scotland was increased from forty-five, as

arranged at the Union, to fifty-three, of whom thirty were

assigned to counties and twenty-three to cities and boroughs.

In counties the franchise was conferred upon owners of

property of £10 a year, and certain classes of leaseholders;

^n burghs, upon £10 householders, as in England.

By the Irish Reform Act, no boroughs, however small,

.vere disfranchised ; but the franchise was given to £10
householders, and county constituencies were enlarged.

These franchises, however, were extended in 1850, when
an £8 household suffrage was given to the boroughs, and
iidditions were made to the county franchises. The
hundred members assigned to that country at the Union
'.vere increased to one hundred and five. Notwithstanding
these various changes, however, the total number of the

House of Commons was still maintained at 658.

The Sefonned Parliament.—The legislature was now
brought into closer relations with the people, reflected their

opinions, and was sensitive to the pressure of popular

forces. The immediate effects of this new spirit were jjer-

;eptible in the increased legislative activity of the reformed
parliament, its vigorous graj^pling with old abuses, and its

preference of the jjublic welfare to the narrower interests

of classes. But, signal as was the regeneration of parlia-

ment, several electoral evils still needed correction.

Strenuous efforts were made, with indifferent success, to

overcome bribery and corruption, and proposals were often

ineffectually made to restrain the undue influence of land-

lords and empl^'ers of labour by the ballot ; improve-

ments were made in the registration and polling of electors,

and the property qualification of members was abolished.

("Complaints wore also urged that the middle classes had
been admitted to power, while the working classes were

<'xcludcd from the late scheme of enfranchisement. Twenty

years after the settlement of 1832, its revision was seri-

ously approached.

Later Measures of Reform.—In 1 852, and again in 1854,'

Lord John Russell introduced further measures of reform

;

but constitutional changes were discouraged by the Eussiaa
war. In 1859 Lord Derby's Conservative government pro-

posed another scheme of reform, which was defeated ; and
in 1860 Lord John Russell brought in another Bill, which
was not proceeded with ; and the question of reform con-

tinued in abeyance until after the death of Lord
Palmerston. Earl Ru" sell, who succeeded him as premier,'

was prompt to redeem former pledges, and hastened to

submit to a new parliament, in 1866, another scheme of

reform. This measure, and the ministry by whom it was
promoted, were overthrown by a combination of the Con-

servative opposition and the memorable " cave " cf mem-
bers of the Liberal party. But the popular sentiment in

favour of reform, which had for some years been inert,

was suddenly aroused by the defeat of a Liberal ministry,

and the triumph of the party opposed to reform. Lord
Derby and his colleagues were now constrained to under-

take the settlement of this embarrassing question ; and by
a strange concurrence of political events and party tactics,

a scheme far more democratic than that of the Liberal

Government was accepted by the same parliament, under

the auspices of a Conservative ministry.

The Reform Acts of 1867-68.—By the English ReforiB

Act of 1867, four corrupt boroughs were disfranchised, ana
thirty-eight boroughs returning two members were hence-

forth to return one only. A third member was given trf

Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham, and Leeds ; a second

member to Merthyr Tydfil and Salford ; the Tower Hamlets
were divided into two boroughs, each returning two mem-
bers ; and ten new boroughs were created, returning one

member each, with the exception of Chelsea, to which two'

were assigned. By these changes twenty-six seats were

taken from boroughs, while a member was given to the

university of London. But before this Act came into

operation, seven other English boroughs were disfranchised

by the Scottish Reform Act of 1868, these seats being given

to Scotland. Thirteen new divisions of counties were

erected, to which twenty-five members were assigned. In

counties, the franchise of copyholders and leaseholders was
reduced from £10 to £5, gnd the occupation franchise from
£50 to £12. In boroughs the franchise was extended to

all occupiers of dwelling-houses rated to the poor-rates,

and to lodgers occupying lodgings of the armual value oi
£10 unfurnished.

By the Scottish Reform Act of 1868, the number of meiii?

bers representing Scotland was increased from fifty-thi-ee

to sixty,—three new members being given to the shires,

two to the universities, and two to cities and burghs. The
county franchise was extended to owners of lands and heri-

tages of £5 yearly value, and to occupiers of the rateable

value of £14 ; and the burgh franchise to all occupiers of

dwelling-houses paying rates, and to tenants of lodgings o£
£10 annual value unfurnished.

By the Irish Reform Act of 1868, no change was made in'

the number of members nor in the distribution of seats

;

but the boroughs of Sligo and Cashel, already disfranchised,

were still left without representation. The county fran-

chise was left unchanged ; but the borough franchise was
extended to occupiers of houses rated at £i, and of lodg-

ings of the annual value of £10 unfurnished.

Present Position of Parliamentary Reform.—That these

changes in the representation—especially the household

suffrage in boroughs—were a notable advance upon the

reforms of 1832, in the direction of democracy, cannot be

questioned. The enlarged constituencies si>eedily over-

threw the ministry to whom these pleasures were due : and
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the new parliament further extended tEe reCenf scheme of

reform, by granting to electors the protection of the ballot,

for which advanced reformers had contended since 1832.

Nor was the representation, as lately determined, long

suffered to continue without qncstioa. First, it was pro-

posed, in 1872, by Mr Trevelyan, to extend the household

franchise to counties, and this proposal found favour iu

the country and in the House of Commons ; but, the Con-

servative party having been restored to power in 1S74, no

measure of that character could be promoted with any
prospect of success. At the dissolution in 1880 a more
general revision of the representation ^^as advocated by
leading members of . the Liberal party, who were soon re-

stored to power ; and further measures of reform are now
under the consideration of parliament. Meanwhile, tren-

chant enactments have been made iu restraint of corrupt

practices, and for reducing the excessive cost of elections.

' I?elations of tJie Commons to the Crou'a and the Lords.—
Having brought this rapid sketch of the history and con-

stitution of parliament to a close, a few remarks may be
offered as to the relations of the House of Commons to the

crown, the House of Lords, and the people. Prior to the

reign of Charles I. the condition of society was such as

naturally to subordinate the Commons to the crown and
the Lords. After the Revolution of IGSS, society had so

far advanced that, under a free representation, the Com-
mons might have striven with both upon equal terms,

but, as by far the greater part of the representation was in

the hands of the king and the territorial nobles, the

large constitutional powers of the Commons were held

safely in check. Since IS;' 2, when the representation

became a reality, a corresponding authority has been

asserted by the Commons. For ssveral years, indeed, by
feason of the weakness of the Liberal party, the Lords
were able successfully to resist the Commons upon many
important occasions; but it was soon acknowledged that

they must yield whenever a decisive majority of the Com-
mons, supported by public opinion, insisted upon the

passing of any measure, however repugnant to the senti-

ments of the Upper House. And it became a political

axiom that the Commons alone determined the fate of

ministries, and the policy of the state. The relations Gf

the two Houses, howevepf can only be understood in con-

nexion with the action of political parties. The Lords may
be said, generally, to represent the opinions prevalent

before 1832, while, during the greater part of the period

since that time, the Commons, under leaders of the Liberal

party, have represented the progressive views of a later

generation. Hence, under Liberal administrations, the two
iHouseshave been infrequent conflict; under Conservative

administrations they have been brought into general

agreement, the electors having supported the party which
commanded a majority in both Houses. In the conflict of

parties, the ultimate appeal is to the country. But as the

representation of the people 'is further extended, an accord

between the two Houses will be inore difficult while tuar

power of resistance on the part of the Lords will be pro-

portionately weakened.

j»» Severe .Pressure upon the House of Commons.—The
iHouse of Commons having thus become the centre of

ipolitical power, it has been impelled to extraordinary

lactivity. Tlie legislation of tho last fifty years affords the

only example in history of so wide a reconstruction of insti-

tutions, and so bold a redress of grievances, having been

accomplished without a revolution. But this prodigious

'work, of which the main burthen has rested upon the

Commons, has formed only a part of their labours. The
-vflting of supplies for tha public service, and financial

policy, are their exclusive province, and offer unbounded
opportunities for debate. TUlv h.,»o also assumed a large

share of execul-.vu power, ivory aci oi aammistratidn is

open to quesliori, con'j'cversy, and censure. Matters .of

executive policy—foreign, colonial, and d--".nestic—are

eagerly discussed in this numerous and excited assembly.

Nor are discussions mainly directed to such important
topics. The close connexion of the Commons with the

people, the publicity of debates, the rapidity of coinmuni-'

cations with all parts of tho world, and tho activity of the

press, have made the floor of that House the popular plat;

form of the countrj'. On that arena are discussed every

conceivable grievance, complaint, opinion, project, or delu-

sion. -Subjects tho most trivial arc forced upon tho

attention of the House, by means of questions and inci-

dental debates ; and after weary sittings, such as r.o other

deliberative assembly has ever been willing to endure,

matters of the first importance fail to obtain a, hearing.

These difficulties were apparent in the first reformed

parliaments after 1832 ; and they have since been aggra-

\'ated so seriously as to threaten the character and com-
petency of the most powerful branch of the legislature. \

Such difficulties, grave enough in themselves, have
lately assumed more dangerous proportions under the per-

nicious tactics of obstruction. The liberal opportunities

provided, by the rules of the House, for free discussion

have been perverted and abused ; and the effective powtq

of tho House has often been held in check, and sometimes

nearly paralysed. Already some partial pemedies have

been applied to this acknowledged evil, but further

measures are still needed for facilitating the action of

parliament. It were strange, indeed, if the House of

Commons, having attained pre-eminence in the legislature,

should now prove unequal to the responsibilities of its

frefldom and ils power. The methods of earlier times, and
other political conditions, will, assuredly be reviewed, and
adapted to the multiplied obligations of an assembly

whose fruitful labours are essential to the welfare of the

country.

Powers and Privileges op Parliament.

Such being the history and constitutional character of

pailiament, this survey would be incomplete without a
more detailed view of the powers and privileges of each of

its constituent parts, and of its ordinary proceedings. ,

Frerocfaiives of the Croivn.—The crown, pre-eminent in

rank and dignity, is also the legal source of parliamentary

authority. The Queen virtually appoints the Lords
Spiritual, and ail the peerages of the Lords Temporal have

been created by herself or her predecessors. Thus the

entire House of Lords is the creation of the crown. The
Queen summons parliament to meet, and prescribes the time
and place of its meeting, prorogues and. dissolves it, and
commands the issue of writs for the election of members of

the House of Commons. By several statutes, beginning

with tho Mh Edward HI. c. 14, the annual meeting of par-

liament had been ordained ; but these statutes, continually

disregarded, were virtually repealed in the reigns of Charles

IL and Wlliam and Mary (16 Ch. IL, 31 ; 6 & 7 Will.'

and Mary, 32). The present statute law merely exacts the

meeting of parliament once iu three years ; but the annual
voting of supplies has long since superseded obsolete

statutes. '\\"hen parliament is assembled, it cannot proceed

to business until the Queen has declared the causes of sum-
mons, in person or by commission. Other prerogatives of

the crown, in connexion with parliament, will be noticed in

reference to the proceedings of tho two Houses.

Powers of the House of Lords.—The House of Lords,

which at present consists of about five huwdrcd and twenty
members, is distinguished by peculiar dignities, privileges,

and jurisdictions. Peers Individ iio.iiy enjoy the rank and
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precedence of their several dignities, and are hereditary

councillors of the crown. Collectively with the Lords

Spiritual they form a permanent council of the crown ; and,

when assembled in parliament, they form the highest court

of judicature in the realm, and are a co-equal branch of the

legislature, n-ithout whose consent no laws can be made.

Their judicature is of various kinds, viz., for the trial of

peers ; for determining claims of peerage and offices of

honour, under references from the crown ; for the trial of

controverted elections of Scotch and Irish peers ; for the final

determination of appeals from courts in England, Scotland,

and Ireland ; and, lastly, for the trial of impeachments.

Powers of the House of Commons.—The House of Com-
mons also has its own peculiar pri^Tleges and jurisdictions.

Above all, it has the paramount right of originating the

imposition of all taxes, and the granting of supplies for the

service of the state. It has also enjoyed, from early times,

the right of determining all matters concerning the election

of its own members, and their right to sit and vote in par-

liament. This right, however, has been greatly abridged,

as, in 1868, the trial of controverted elections w-as trans-

ferred to the courts of law ; but its jurisdiction in matters

of election, not otherwise provided for by statute, is still re-

tained intact. As part of this jurisdiction, the House directs

the Speaker to issue warrants to the clerk of the crown
to make out new writs for the election of members to fill up
such vacancies as occur during the sitting of parliament.

Privileges of Parliament.—^^Both Houses are in the enjoy-

ment of certain privileges, designed to maintain their

authority, independence, and dignity. These privileges are

founded mainly upon the law and custom of parliament,

while some have been confirmed, and others abridged or

abrogated by statute. The Lords rely entirely upon their

inherent right, as having " a place and voice in parliament ";

but, by a custom dating from the 6th Henry VIIL, the

Commons lay claim, by humble petition to the crown at the

commencement of every parliament, " to their ancient and
nndoubted rights and privileges." Each House has its

separate rights and jurisdictions ; but privileges properly
Eo-called, being founded upon the law and custom of parlia-

ment, are common to both Houses. Each House adjudges
whether any breach of privilege has been committed, and
punishes offenders by censure or commitment. This right

of commitment is incontestably established, and it extends
to the protection of officers of the House, lawfully and
properly executing its orders, who are also empowered to

call in the assistance of the civil power. The causes of

such commitments cannot be inquired into by courts of law,

nor can prisoners be admitted to bad. Breaches of privi-

lege may be summarized as disobedience to any orders or

rules of the House, indignities offered to its character or

proceedings, assaults, insults, or libels upon members, or

interference with officers of the House in discharge of their

duty, or tampering ^vith witnesses. Such offences are
dealt with as contempts, according to the circumstances of

the respective cases, of which numerous precedents are to
be found in the journals of both Houses. The Lords may
imprison for a fixed period, and impose fines ; the
Commons can only imprison generally, the commitment
being concluded by the prorogation, and have long dis-

continued the imposition of fines.

Freedom of Speech.—Freedom of speech has been one
of the most cherished privileges of parliament from early
times. Constantly asserted, and often violated, it was
finally declared by the Bill of Rights " that the freedom of
speech, and debates and proceedings in parliament, ought
not to be impeached or questioned in any court or place
out of parliament." Such a privilege is essential to the
independence of parliament, and to the protection of mem-
bers in discharge of their duties. But, while it protects

members from molestation elsewhere, it leaves them open

to censure or other punishment by the House its'ilf, when-
ever they abuse their privilege and transgress the rules of

orderly debate.

Freedom from Arrest.—Freedom from arrest is a privi-

lege of the highest antiquity. It was formeily of extended

scope, but has been reduced, by later legislation, within very

harrow limits. Formerly not only the persons of members
but their goods were protected, and their privilege extended

to their servants. At present members are themseh es free

from arrest, but otherw-ise they are liable to all the pro-

cesses of the courts. If arrested, they will be ininiediately

discharged, upon motion in the court whence the process

issued. Peers and peeresses are, by the piivilege of peerage,

free from arrest at all times. Jlembers of the House of

Commons are free only for forty daj-s after prorogation

and forty days before the next appointed meeting ; but

prorogations are so arranged as to ensure a continuance of

the privilege. Formerly, even suits against members were
stayed, but this offensive privilege has been abolished by
statute. Exemption from attending as witnesses upon sub-

pcena, once an acknowledged privilege, is no longer insisted

upon ; but immunity from service upon juries is at once an
ancient privilege and a statutory right. The privilege of

freedom from arrest is limited to civil causes, and has not

been suffered to exempt members from the operation of

the criminal law, nor even from commitments for contempt

by other courts. But, whenever the freedom of a member
is so interfered w'ith, the courts are required immediately

to inform the House of the causes of his commitment.
Witnesses, suitors, counsel, and agents in attendance upon
parliament are protected from arrest and molestation, and
from the consequences of statements made by them, or

other proceedings in the conduct of their cases.

Conjiicts between Privilege and Law.—As both Houses,'

in enforcing their privileges, are obliged to commit
offenders or otherwise interfere with the liberty of the sub-

ject, the exercise of these privileges has naturally been

called in question before the courts. Each House is the

sole judge of its own privileges; but the court's are bound
to administer the law, and, where law and privilege have
seemed to be at variance, a conflict of jurisdiction has arisen

between parliament and the courts. Many interesting

controversies have arisen upon such occasions ; but of

late years privilege has been so carefully restrained within

the proper limits of the law, and the courts have so amply
recognized the authority of parliament, that unseemly con-

flicts of jurisdiction have been averted.

P.iKLIAMENTAEY PkOCEDUEE.

We may now present a general outline of the proceed-

ings of parliament during the transaction of its multifarious

business.

On the day appointed by royal proclamation for the

meeting of a new parliament, both Houses assemble in

their respective chambers, when the Lords Commissioners
for opening the parliament summon the Commons to the.

bar, by the gentleman usher of the black rod, to hear the

commission read. The Lord Chancellor then states that,

when the members of both Houses shall .be sworn, Her
JIajesty will declare the causes of her calling this parlia-

ment ; and, it being necessary that a Speaker of the House
of Commons shall be first chosen, the Commons ase

directed to proceed to the appointment of a Speaker, and
to present him, on the following day, for Her Majesty's

royal approbation. The Commons at once withdraw to

their own Hcus3 and proceed to the election of their

Speaker. The next day the Speaker-elect proceeds, with

the House to the House of Lords, and, on receiving the

royal approbation, lays claim, in the accustomed form, on

V
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behalf of the Commons, to their ancient and luidouhte^

rights and privileges." The Speaker, now fully confirmed,

relurns to the House of Commons, and, after repeatmg his

acknowledgments, reminds the House that the fii-st thing

to be done is to take and subscribe the oath required by

law. Having first taken the oath himself, he is foUowed

by other members, who come to the table to be sWorn.

The swearing of members in both Houses proceeds from

day to day, until the greater number have taken the oath,

or afiirmation, when the causes of summons are declared by

Her Majesty in person, or by commission, in "the Queen's

speech. " This speech being considered in both Houses, an

address in answer is agreed to, which is presented to Her

Majesty by the whole House, or by "the lords with white

staves" in one House and privy councillors in the other.

SUtinas of Beth Souses.—The real business of the session now

commences': the committees of supply and ways and means are

set up- bills are introduced; motions are made; committees are

appointed ; and both Houses are, at once, in full activity. The Lord

Chancellor presides over the deliberations of the Lords, and the

Speaker over those of the Commons. A quorum of the House of

Lords including the Chancellor, is three ; that of the House of

Commons, including the Speaker, is forty. If forty membei-s cannot

be assembled at i o'clock, the House is at once adjourned ; and so

also if it be found, at a later hour, that less than that number are

present. The Lords usually met at 5 o'clock, but have recently

changed that hour to a quarter past 4. The usual hour for the

meeting of the Commons is a quarter before 4, except on ^\ ed-

nesdays, when the House meets at 12 and adjourns at 6, and

on other morning sittings from 2 tiU 7. In both Houses a commo-

dation is provided for strangers and reportei-s, and there ar« separate

galleries for ladies. "
"^

. , .
-

Qmstions put from the Chair.—Every matter is determined, m
both Houses, upon questions put from the chair, and resolved in.

the affirmative or negative, or otherwise disposed of by the with-

drawal of the motion, by amendment;., by the adjournment of the

House, by reading the orders of the day, or by the previous question.

Notices are required to be given of original motions; and the

different stages of bills, and other matters appointed for considera-

tion by the House, stand as orders of the day. Certain days in the

week are appointed for notices of motions and orders of the day

respectively ; and on Slonday and Thursday Government orders of

the day have precedence. Questions of privilege are allowed pre-

cedence of all the business on anv day ; but this rule, being liable

to "rave abuses, is guarded by strict limitations. Debate arises

when a question has been proposed from the chair ; and at the close of

the debate the question is put, .vith or without amendment, as the

case may be, and is determined, when necessary, by a division. ^ o

question or bill, substantially the same as one upon which the

judgment of the House has already been given, may be agam pro-

posed during the same session. ^
^_ • •

I Rules of Dc*a<«.—Members claim to be heard in debate by rising

in their places. When more than one member rises at the same

time, in the Lords the member who is to speak is called by the

House, in the Commons by the Speaker. Every member, when

called, is bound to speak to the question before the House ;
and calls

to Older for irrelevance, or for referring to other matters which have

been disposed of, or which stand for consideration on other days, are

very frequent. A member may speak once only to any question,

except to explain, or upon a point of order, or to reply when a mem-

ber has himself submitted a motion to the House, or when an amend-

ment has been moved which constitutes a new question. He may

not refer to past debates, nor to debates in the other House
;
nor

may lie refer to any other member by name, or use offensive and

disorderly language against the Queen, either House of Parliament,

or other members. Members offcndinj; against any of the rules of

debate are called to order by the Speaker, or the attention of the

chair is directed to the breach of order by another member. Order

is generally enforced by the authority of the chair ;'but in extreme

cases, and especially when obstruction is being practised, the offend-

ing member is named by the Speaker, and suspended by an order of

the House, or otherwise punished at the discretion of tlie House.

lAnd, when a debate has been unduly prolonged, the House may
order it to bo closed, hut under such conditions and restrictions

that this power can rarely be exercised. The rules to he observed

by members in the House during a debate are such as to ensure

the '' "^
' j-i:u....:.. ui..

.no order and decorum becoming a deliberative as.sembly.

. Ditkioiis.—At tlio conclusion of a debate, unless themotion be with-

drawn, or the question (on being jiut from the chair) be agreed to, or

negatived, the House proceeds to a division, which effects the twofold

purpose of ascertaining the numbers supporting and opposing the

quc3lion7. end of recording the names of members voting on cither

Me Oa.eachfiidaoLtUe Hou(ieia_a_diYiaiaii lobbv;.»na iii-thcj

liOTdi-fTie "contents" and in the Commons the ".lyes en
directed to go to the right, and the "not contents' or "noes to

the left. The former pass into the right lobby, at the back of the

speaker's chair, and return to the House through the tar ; the

latter pass into the left lobby, at the bar, and return at the back

of the chair. The opposing parties are thus kept entirely clear of

one another. In each lobby there are two members acting as tellers,

who count the members as they pass, and bvo division clerks who

take do« n their names. After the division, the four tellers advance

to the table, and the numbers are reported by one of the tellers tor

the majority. In case of an equality of numbers, in the Lords

the question is negatived in virtue of the ancient rule semper

piKsumitur pro neganto"; in the Commons the Speaker gives the

casting vote. „ , , ,
Committees of the Whole Souse.—Vov the sake of convenience in

the transaction of business, there are several kinds of comnuttees.

Of these the most important is a committee of the whole House,

which as it consists of the entire body of members, can scarcely

be accounted a committee. It is presided over by a chairman, who

sits in the clerk's chair at the table, the mace, which represeKts

the authority of the House itself, being for the time placed under

the table In this committee are discussed the several provisions

of bills, resolutions, and other matters requiring tne consideration

of details. To facilitate discussion, members are allowed to speak

any number of times to the same question ;
otherwise the proceed-

ings are similar to those of the House itseU. In the Lords, the

chair is taken by the chairman of committees ; and m the Commons

by the cliairman of the committee of ways and means, or in his

absence by any other member. The quorum of such a committee

is the same as that of the House itself. It reports from time to time

to the House, but has no power of adjournment. 1

Grand and Standing Committees.—\\\ the House of Commons

there were formerly four grand committees, viz., for religion, for

grievances, for courts of justice, and for trade. They were founded

upon the valuable principle of a distribution of labours among

several bodies of members ; but, having fallen into disuse, they were

discontinued in 1832. The ancient committee of piivileges, m
which "all who come are to have voices," is still appointed at the

commencement of every session, but is rarely called into action,'

as it has been found more convenient to appoint a select committee

to inquire into any question of privilege as it arises. In 1882 a

partial revival of grand committees was effected by the appointment

of two standing committees for the consideration of bills relating to

law and courts of justice aud to trade ; and there is reasonable

ground for hoping that this system may be widely extended, so as

to lighten the labours of the House, and faciliUte the arduous

work of legislation.
, , ,t ^ j ".^i."'

Select Committces.—\n select committees both Houses find the

means of delegating inquiries, and the consideration of other matters,

which could not be undi-rtaken by the whole House. The reports

of such committees have formed the groundwork of many important

measures ; and bills are often referred to them which receive a fuller

examination than could be expected in a committee of the whole

House Power is given to such committees, when required, to send

for pereons, papers, and records. In the Lords the power of examin-

ing witnesses upon oath has always been exercised, but it was not

until 1871 that the same powej^was extended to the Commons, by

statute. „ , ^, c J^'
Communientions letiaen (be Tioo Houses.—In the course of the

proceedings of parliamenT. .requent communications between the

two Houses become necessi^^y. Qf these the most usual and con-

venient form is that of a message. Formerly the Lords sent a

message by two judges, or two masters m chancery, and the

Commons "by a deputation of their own members ; but sitfce 1855

messages have been taken from one House to the other by one of

the clerks at the table. A more formal communication is effected

bv a conference, in reference to amendments to,bills or other matters

;

but this piocceding has been in great measure supei-scded by the

more simple form of a message. The two Houses are also occasion-

ally brought into communication by means of joint committees and

of select committees communicating with each other.
_

i

Communicaliuns between the Crown and ParJioincn*.—Communi-

cations, in various forms, are also conducted between the crown

and both'Houses of rarliament. Of these the most important are

those in which the Queen, in person or by commission, is present

in the House of Lords, to open or prorogue parliament, or to give

the royal assent to bills. Her Majesty is then in direct communi-'

cation with the three estates of the re.-dm, assembled m the same

chamber. The Queen also sends messages to both Houses under

the royal sign manual, when all the members are uncovered.

Verbal messages are also sent, and the Queen's pleasure, or royal

recommendation or consent to bills, or other-matters, sigiiihed

'through a minister of the crown or a privy council or. Messages

under the sign manual are acknowledged by addresses except

where grants of money are proposed, -in which case no address is

presented .by the Commous, who acknowledge them by makiugjim.

viiiiou accordiucly.
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Coth ITonses approach the cromrt, somonmes by joint aJtlrcsses,

but usually by scj^aiate aJilresses from each House. Such addresses

aro presentcvl to ilcr Majesty, cither by the whole House, or by the

lords with white staves in one House and by privy councillors

in tho other. Her Majesty answers, in pci-son, addresses presented

by the whole House ; but, when presented otherwise, an answer is

brought by one of the lords with white staves, or by one of the

privy councillors, by whom the address lins been presented. Re-

solutions of either House aro also sometimes directed to be laid

before Her Majesty ; and messages of congratulation or condolence

are sent to other members of the royal family.

The Passing of Public Bills.—Tiic passing of bills forms the

most considerable part of the business of parliament ; but a brief

notice will sufhce to explain the methods of procedure. These are

aubstantially the same in both Houses ; but the privileges of the

Commons, in regard to supply and ta\ation, require that all bills

imposing a charge upon the people should originate in that House.

Ou the other hand, the Lords cbini th.it bills for restoration of

honours or in blood, or relating to their own privileges and juris-

diction, should commence in their House. An act of grace, or

general pardon, originates with the crown, and is read once only

in both Houses. Uills are divided into public and private ; but

here the former only are referred to. In tho Lords any peer is

entitled to present a bill, but in the Commons a member is required

to obtain the previous leave of the House to bring in the bill ; and,

in the case of bills ixrlating to religion, trade, grants of public

money, or charges upon the subject, a preliminary committee is

necessary before such leave will be given. A bill, when presented,

is read a first time, and ordered to be printed ; and a day is

appoinicd for the second reading. At this latter stage, the prin-

ciple of the bill is discussed ; and, if disapproved of by an adverse

vote, the bill is lost and cannot be renewed during the same
session. If approved of, it is usually committed to a committee of

t!»o whole House, where every provisiou is op<vi to debate and
amendment. When the bill Ins been fully considered it is reported

to the House, with or without amendments, and is ready to pass

through its. remaining stages. Soinctinies, however, the bill is re-

ferred to a select Committee before it is committed to acommitttc of

the whole House.
By. recent standing orders of the Commons, bills relating to law

and courts of justice and to trnde may be committed to standing

committees, specially constituted, instead of to a committee of the

whole Hou^^e. When a bill has been reported from a committee o^

the whole House, or from a standing committee, with amendments,
the bill, as amended, is ordered to be considered on a future day,

when further amendments may be made, 'or the bill may be recom-

mitted. The next and last st.^ge is the third reading, when the

principle of the measure, and its amended provisions, are open to

review. Even at this stage the bill may be lost ; but if the third

readiug be agreed to, it is at once passed and sent to tlie other

House. There it ii open to tlic like discussions and amendments,
and may be rcjectcil. If returned without amendment, the bill

merely awaits the royal a'^scnt ; but if returned with amendments,
such amendments nni^t be p.grecd to, or otherwise adjusted, by
mutual concessions, by the two Houses, before it can be submi.ted

for the royal assent ; and in case of ultimate disagreement the bill

is lost. The royal nssi-nt consummates the work of legislation,

and converts the bill into an Act of Pnrliament.

Pctifv'tis.—Both Hoviscs are approached by the people by jncans

of petitions, of whicli ]>rodigious numbers are ])rcscnted to the

House of Commons every ses-ion. They are rcfcrrcil to tlie com-
mittee on public petitions, under whose directions tliey are classif ed,

analysed, and the number of signatures counted ; and, whcu neces-

sary, tlic jiirtitiuns are printed in oicu'^o.

ParUnmcntnry Pupcrs.—Another source of information is fo.ind

in parliamentary papers. These arc of various kinds. The greiter

jKirt are obtained citticr by^a direct ordcrof the House itself, or by an
aildress to the crown for tlocumenls nlating to mattoisin which the

].rerogativcs of the crown are concerned. Other papers, relating to

foreign and colonial affairs and other juiblic matltrs, arc presented
to both Houses l>y command of Her Majesty. Again, many jiapcrs

arc annually i»rc»fnted, in pursuance of Acts of Parliament. In
the House of Commons, these various jirintod do^-unienti oci:upy

from ciglity to one hundred volumes every year.

Tlu fJr'tiih'uff of Snpi.firt,—The exL-hisive riglit'of the Commons
to grant sup[»lifs, and to originate all lUL-asures of taxation, imposes

a very onerous service U)>on tliat House. This is niainly performed
by tjvo committees of the whole House,— the Committee of Supply,

aiiii the Committee of Ways and Means, The former deals with
all the estimates for the puMic scrvii e presented to the House by
commaml of Her Majesty ; and the Jatter votes out of the Consoli-

da:e-l Fujid sucli sums as arc necessary to meet the supplies all eady
granted, and originates all taxes for the service of the year. It is

here that tire annual financial -statement of the chancellor of tlic

exchequer, commonly known as "the Budget," is delivered. The
resolutions of these committees are roportrd to the House, and,

when agreed to, form the foundation rf bills, to be passed by bolli

18—13*

Houses, ana submitted for the royal assent
;

"and' towards the close

of the session an Appropriation Act is passed, applying all the grauts
for the service of the year.

Elections.—The extensive jurisdiction of the Commons in matters
of election, already referred to, formerly occu.picd a considerable
share of their time, but its exercise has now been contracted within
narrow limits. Whenever a vacancy occurs during the continu-
ance of a parliament, a warrant for a new writ is issued by the
Speaker, by order of the House during the session, and in pursuance
of statutes during the recess. The )?Suscs of vacancies are the

death of a member, his being called to the House of Peers, his

acceptance of an office from the crown, or his bankruptcy. When
any doubt arises as to the issue of a writ, it is usual to appoint a
committee to inquire into the circumstances of the case ; and during
the recess the Speaker may reserve doubtful ca.se3 for the determi-
nation of the House.

Controverted elections had been originally tried by select com-
mittees, afterwards by the committee of privileges and elections,

and ultimately by the whole House, with scandalous partiality, but
under thg Grenville Act of 1770, and other later Acts, by select

committees, so constituted as to form a more judicial tribunal.

The influence of party bias, however, too obviously prevailed
until 1S39, when Sir Kobert Peel introduced an improved system
of nomination, which distinctly raised the character of election

committees; but a tribunal constituted of political partisans, how-
ever chosen, was still open to jealousy and suspicion, and at length,

in 1868, the trial of election petitions was transferred to judges of
the superior courts, to whose determination the House give."^^ effect,

by the issue of new writs, or otherwise. The House, however, still

retains and exercises its jurisdiction in all cases not relegated, by
statute, to the judges.

ImpcackmcifJs and Trial of Peers.—Other forms of parliamentary
judicature still remain to be mentioned. Upon impeachments by
the Commons, the Lords exercise the highest criminal judicature

\ known to the law ; but the occasions upon which it has been
brought into action have been so rare, in modem times, that its

prcccdure need not be dwelt upon. Another judicature is that of

the trial of peers by the House of Lords. And, lastly, by a bill of

attainder, the entire parliament is called to sit in judgment upon
offenders.

Private BUI Legislation. -^One other impoitanfc function of

parliament remains to be noticed,—that of m-iv;.te bill legislation.

Here the duties of parliament are partly legislative and partly
judicial. Public interests are promoted, and private rights secured.

The vast industrial undertakings of the country—canals, docks,
harbours, railways, ivaterworks, and the lighting and improvement
of towns—have thus been sanctioned, at a cos: far exceeding the
amount of the national debt, while the rights of property have
been jealously guarded. This whole jurisdiction has been regulated
by special standing orders, and by elaborate arrangements for the
nomination of capable and impartial committees. A prodigious
legislative work has been accomplished,—but under conditions

most costly to the promoters and opponents of private bills, and
involving a serious addition to the onerous labours of members of

parliament Means have already been found, by general Acts and
jirovisional orders, to lighten the pressure of private bill legisla-

tion ; and further expedients will, doubtless, be devised for the
relief of parliament from a branch of business wliich is scarcely

compatible with the engagements of members in the weightier
affairs of state.

Varied Functions of Parliament—Such are the vast and varied
/unctions of the imjierial parliament,—to legislate for an empire,

to control the executive government, to hear the complaints of the
people, and to redress their grievances. To be equal to its high
jurisdiction, it needs the guidance of accomplished statesmen, .

wisdom and patriotism in its members, and an organization which
shall make fruitful the talents, the practical knowledge and exi eri-

cnce, of the ablest men of tlieir generation. Its history is briglit

w ith records of eloquence', of statesmanship, of wise legislation, and
of generous sympatliy with the people ; and that its future gi'eat-

ness may be worthy of its past glories is the earnest hope of every
good citizen.
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PAEMA, one of the finest'cities of northern Italy, is

situated in 44° 48' N. lat. and 10° 20' E long., 35i miles

by rail south-east of Piacenza and 32 J north-west of Jlodena,

in a fertile tract of the Lombal'd plain within view of the

Alps, and sheltered by the Apennines. From south to

north it is traversed by the cV.sanel of the Parma, crossed

here by three bridges; and from east to west for a distance

of 6700 feet runs the line of the .(Emilian Way, by which

ancient Parma was connected on the one hand with'

AriminuEi (Rimini), and on the other with Placentia

(Piacenza) and Mediolanura (Milan). The old ramparts and
bastions (excluding the circuit of the citadel in the south-

cast) make an enceinte of about 4i miles, but the enclosed

area is not aU occupied by streets and houses ; there is an
extensive "royal garden" or public park in the north-west

angle, as well as a botanical garden and public promenades
in the neighbourhood of the citadel, and various open spaces

in other parts. In the centre of the city the ^milian Way
widens out into the Piazza Grande, a large and picturesque-

looking square which contains the Palazzo del Comune and
a modern statue of Correggio, whose masterpieces form the

chief artistic attraction of Parma. The cathedral of the

Assumption (originally St Herculanus), erected betiveen

1064 and 1074, and consecrated in 1106 by Pope Paschal

II., is a Romano-Byzantine building in the form of a Latin

cross, 230 feet long by 84 feet wide. The west front, 94
feet high and 90 feet broad, is relieved by three rows of

semicircular arches, and has a central porch (there were at

one time three) supported by huge red marble lions

sculptured by Bono da Bisone. The walls and ceiling

of the interior are covered with frescos ; those of the

octagonal cupola representing the Assumption of the Virgin

are by Correggio, but much restored (see Correggio, vol.

vi. p. 437). The crypt contains the shrine of Bishop San
Bernardino degli Uberti and the tomb of Bartolomraeo

Prato—the former by Prospero Clementi of Eeggio. To
the south-west of the cathedral stands the baptistery,

designed by Benedetto Antelami; it was commenced in

1196 and completed in 1281. The whole structure, which
has a height of 98 feet and a diameter of 76 feet, is cdm-
jiosed of red and grey Verona marble. Externally it is

an irregular octagon, each face consisting of a lower story

with a semicircular arch (in three cases occupied by a
portal), four tiers of small columns supporting as many
continuous architraves, and forming open galleries, and
above these a row of five engaged columns supporting a
series of pointed arches and a cornice. Internally it is a

polygon of sixteen unequal sides, and the cupola is sup-

ported by sixteen ribs, .springing from the same number
of columns. In the. centre is an octagonal font bearing

date 1298. To the east of tho cathedral, and at no great

distance, stands the church of San Giovanni Evangelista,

which was' founded along with the Benedictine monastery
in 981, but aj a building dates from the 16th century,

and has a facade erected by Simone Jloscliino early in the

17th. The frescos on the cupola representing the vision

of St John are by Correggio, and the arabesques on the

vault of the nave by Anselmi. Madonna dcUa Steccata

(Our Lady of the Palisade), a fine church in the form of a

Greek c'ross, erected between 1521 and 1539 after Zaccagni's

designs, contains the tombs and monuments of many of

the Bourbon and Farnese dukes of Parma, and preserve*

among a rich variety of paintings Parniigiano's Moses
Breaking the Tables of the Law and Anselmi's Coronation

of the Virgin. The ducal palace, usually called La Pilotta,

is a vast and irregular group of buildings dating mainly

from the IGth and 17th centuries; it now comprises the

academy of fine arts (1752) and its valuable picture

gallery (Correggio's St Jerome and JIadonna dclla Scodella),

the schools of painting, sculjjture, and engraving, the

archsoiogical museum (Trajan's Tabula AUmeniaria, and
ruins from Velleia), and the great royal library (with De
Rossi's Oriental MSC. and Zani's collection of engravings,

Luther's Hebrew Psalter and Bodoni's types and matrices).

The Teatro Farnese, a remarkable wooden structure erected

in 1618-19 from Aleotti d'Argenta's designs, and capable

of containing 4500 persons, has long been in a very ruined

condition; the new theatre, opened. in 1829, cost £80,000,
and is celebrated as one of the best in Europe for the clear

conveyance of sound. The royal university of Parma,
founded in 1601 by Ranuccio I., and reconstituted by
Philip of Bourbon in 1768, had 217 students in lSSl-82.

Among the benevolent institutions, in which the city'is

particularly rich, are a monte di piet.^ dating from 1488
and a hospital for incurables founded in 1332.. Leather,

silk-stufi' for sieves, linen, hemp, and cotton stuffs, glass,

crystal, and earthenware, wax candles, cast-iron wares,

and pianofortes are (all manufactured in or near the city
;

a very considerable trade is carried on in grain, cattle, and
the dairy produce of the district. The "grana" cheese

known as Parmesan is not now so well made at Parma as in

some other parts of Italy—Lodi, for example. The popula-|

tion in 1861 was 47,067 for the city and 47,428 for the'

commune ; the removal of the military and civil function-

aries of the old duchy caused a considerable decrease, and
the figures for 1881 were only 44,492 and 45,217.

The old Gallic town of Parma, which became a Roman colonia

civium for 2000 colonists in 183 B. c, and after it had been plundered
by Mark Antony's soldiers was recruited by Augustus, continued
to be a place of importance till the later times of tlie empuo.
Under Tlieodoric its walls were rebuilt. The Greeks of the 6th
century called it Clirysopolis or City of Gold, and this name appeava
in tlie mcdiceval chronicles as Grisopolis. In S72 Carioman
granted tlic city to bisliop AA'idiboldus with the title of count.

During the 11th, 12th, .Tud IStli centuries I'arma had its full shaic
of tlic Guelf and Gliibelline struggles, and also carried on repeated

hostilities with Boigo Sau Donnino and Piacenza. As a icpublic

its government was mainly in the hands of the Rossi, Pallavicino,

Correggio, and Sanvitale taiuilios. The fruitless siege of Painia in

1248 was the last eflbrt of 'the \uifortunate Frederick 11. In 1303
the city became a lordship for Giberto da Correggio, w-ho laid the

basis of its territorial power by conquering Reggio, Brescello, and
Gunstalla, and was made comroander-in chief of the Guelfs by
Robert of Apulia. The Correggio family never managed to keep
possession of it for long, and in 1346 they sold it to the A'isconti,

and from them it passctl to the Sfoiza. liecoming subject to Pope
Julius II. in 1512, Parma renmined (in sjjite of tlie French occupa-
tion fiom 1515 to 1521) a papal possession till 1545, when Paul III.

(.Alexander Farnese) investeit liis son Pierluigi with the duchies
of Parma and Piacenza. There were eiglit dukes of Parma of the
Farnese line—Pierluigi (died 15-J7), Ottavio (15S6), Alessandro

(1592), Ranuccio I. 0622), Odoardo (164G), Ranuccio II. (1694),
Francesco (1727), Antonio (1731). See F.MiXEst, vol. is. p. 36.

Antonio anil Francesco both having died childless, the duchy passed
to Charles of Bourbon (Don Carlos), infante of Spain, who, becom-
ing king of Naples iu 1735, surrendered Parma antl Piacenza to

Austria, but retained the artistic treasures of the F.nrnese dynasty
which he had removed from Parma to Kaples. Spain reconquered
the duchies in tlie w.ir of succession (1745) ; tliey were recovered
by Austria in 1746; and JIaria Theresa again suri-cndcred them
to Don Philip, inhintc of Spain, in 1748. Ferdinand, Philip's son,

wdio succeeded under Dutillot's reg.nty in 17C5, saw his states

occupied by the revolutionary forces of France iu 1796, and h-' *'^

purthase his life-interest with 6,000,000 lire and 25 of tho besc
paintings in Parma. On his lieath in 1802 the durbies were incor-

jioiated with tliC French re)iublic and his son Louis became " king
of Etruria." Parma was thus governed for several years by Jlorcau
de Saint-Mt'i-y and by .lunot. At the congress of Vienna, Parma,
Piacenza, and Gua.slal]a ue.'c assigned to jMarie Louise (daugliter of

Francis 1. of Ausliia and Xajioh-on's second consort), and on her
ihatli they passed in 1847 to Cliarlcs II. (son of Louis of Etruria

and JIarie Louise, daugliter of Cliarles IV., king of.Spain). The
new duke, unwilling to yield to the wishes of Ids people for greater

]iolitic;d liberty, was soon compelled to take flight, and the duchy
uas for a time ruled by a provisional Government and by Charles

Albert of Sardinia; but in Apiil 1S49 Baron d'A.ipre, with 15,000
Austrians, took jiossession of Parma, and the ducal government was
restored under Austrian protection. Charles II. (who had in 1820
man led Theresa, daughter of Victor Emmanuel of Sardinia) abdi-

cated in favour of his son Charles III., March 14, 1849. On thj
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issassinatibn of Cliarlcs III. in 1S54, liis widow, Maiic touibo

(daughter of FcrJinamI, juiucc of Artois aud duko oi' Berry), became

reijenE- for her sou Robert, lu 1S60 liis possessions were formally

incorporated with tlic new kinj^lom of Italy.
'

The duchy of i'arnia in 1S49 had -an area of 2376 square miles,

divided into five proviiiecs— Uorgo Saa Donnino, Valditaro, Parma,

Lunigiana P;\niiensc, and Piaccnza. Its populatioi: in 1851 was

497,343. Under Marie- Louise (1815-17) the territory ofCuastalla

(50 square miles) formed jvirt of the duchy, but it was transferred

in lSi7 to Slodena in exchange for the communes of Bagnone,

I'llattier.!, ic, which wtrnt to constitute tlic Lunigiana Parnicnse.

Parma hasgivcn birth to Sfoi-2a Pallavicino, Ma2;:ola (Parmigiuno)

tlie p;iinter, Antelami tlio architect, and Toschi the engraver.

Cuiccianiini, the historian, was governor of the city under Leo X.
See Aff<i, Stt'fia di Parma, 179"J-95 ; Scarabclli, Sioria dri dueati di Pai-ma,

Piacaaa, e Guasia/la, JSiS; liultafuot-o, Diziott. corogr. dci ducali, Ac, 1S.">3;

Jfon. hist, ad j'lvriucias Parmnncin ct Placcntina!:t pertineHlia, 1855, Ac;
Cghelli, llaHa Saera, voL li.

'j- PAR.MENIDES of Elba, the most notable of the

jihilosophers of the Elcatic succession, is said by Diogenes

Laertius (presumably on the authority of ApoUodorus) to

have been " in his jmrne " in Olymp. 69 ( = SOl-500 B.C.)

;

whence it would appear that he was born about 539. Plato

indeed (ParmeniJes, 127 B; com2')are Thesetetus, 183 E,

Sophist, 217 C) makes Socrates, who was born 470 or 469,

see and hear Parmenides when the latter was about sixty-

five years of age, in which case ho cannot have been born

before 519 ; but, in the absence of evidence that any such

meeting took place, it is reasonable to regard this as one
tj^ -flato's many anachronisms. However this may be,

Parmenides was a contemporary, perhaps a somewhat
younger coutemjiorary, of HeracUtus, with whom the first

succession of physicists ended ; while Anaxagoras and
Empedocles, with whom the second succession of physicists

began, as well as Protagoras, the earliest of those humanists

whose rejection of physical research prepared the way for

the Platonic metaphysic, were very decidedly his juniors.

Belonging, it is said, to a rich and distinguished family,

Parmenides attached himself, at any rate for a time, to the

aristocratic society or brotherhood which Pj-thagoras had
established at Croton ; and accordingly one part of his

system, the physical ))art, is apparently Pythagorean. To
Xenophanes, the founder of Eleaticism,—whom he must
have known, even if he was never in any strict sense of the

word his discijile,—Parmenides was, ])erhaps, more deeply

indebted, as the theological speculations of that thinker

unquestionably suggested to him the theory of Being and
Not-Being, of the One and the Many, by which ho

sought to reconcile Ionian monism with Italiote dualism.

Tradition relates that Parmenides framed laws for the

Eleates, wlio each year took an oath to observe them.
• 'Parmenides embodied his tenets in 6. short poem called

Kature, of which fragments, amounting in all to about

a hundred and sixty lines, have been preserved in the

wTitlngs of Sextus Empiricus, Simplicius, and others.

Nature is traditionally divided into three parts—the
" Proem," " Truth " (ra irpos dX^flcmv), and " Opinion

"

(to :Tpos So'^a;'). In "Truth," starting from the formula
" the Ent (or existent) is, the Nonent (or non-existent) is

not," Parmenides attempted j;o distinguish between the

unity or universal element of nature and its variety or

particularity, insisting upon the reality of its unity, which
is therefore the object of knowledge, and upon the

^unreality of its variety, which is therefore the object, not
of knowledge, but of opinion." In " Opinion " he pro-

pounded a theory of the world of seeming and its develop-

ment, poijiting out, however, that, in accordance with the

principles already laid down, these cosmological specula-

tions do not pretend to anything more than probability.

In spite of the contemjituous remarks of Cicero and
Plutarch about Parmenides's ^•ersification, Kature is not
•without literary merit. The introduction, though rugged,
is forcible and picturesque ; and the rest of the poem is

written in a simule and eiiective style suitable to the sub-

ject. It is, however, a summary rather than an exjiosiJ

tion, and its brevity sometimes leads to obscmity. -Partly

for this reason, but partly also in consequence of thS

mutilations and the corruptions of the text, the interpreta-

tion of the system which X<it>ire represents early becamS
a matter of controversy. ^^'

I
" Prixm."—In the " Piucin " tlio poet describes Iiis journey froKj

I

darkness to liglit. Uoriic in a whirling cliariot, and attended by
; the daughtei-s of the Sun, lie reaches a temple sacred to an unnamed
;
''oddess (variously identified by the commentators willi Isaturo,

I

Wisdom, or Thcniis), by whom tlio rest of the poem is spoken;

i
Ho must learn all things, she tells him, both truth, whicli is

' certain, and human opinions ; for, though in human opinions there

,
can bo no conlidcncc, they must bo studied notwithstanding for

I

what they arc wortli.

:
" Truth."— ' Truth " begins with the declaration of Pannenides's

principle in opposition to the principles of his predecessors. Thcro
are three ways of research, and three ways only. Of these, ono

[
asserts the non-c.xistenco of tlie existent and tlic existence of the

i

non-existent [('.c., Tliales, Anaximandcr, and Anaximcnes sujiposo

t!ie single element which they rcsj>cctively postulate to be trans-

formed into the various sorts of matter which they discover in tho
world around them, thus assuming tho non-existenco of that which
is elemental and the existence ot that which is non-elemcutal]

;

another, pursued by ".restless" pci-sons, whose "road returns upon
itself," assumes that a thing "is and is not," "is the same and
not the same " [an obvious reference, as Bernays points out in the
IVicinischcs Mu^nm, vii. 114 jy., to Hcraclitus, the philosopher of

flux]. These arc waj's of error, because they confound existence

and non-existence. U\ conti-ast to them tiie way of truth starts

from tlie jiroposition that "the Ent is, the Nonent is not.
"

On tlie strength of the fundamental distinction between the Ent
and the Nonent, the goddess next announces certain characteristics

of the former. The Ent is uncreated, for it cannot be derived
cither from the Ent or from the Nonent ; it is imperishable, for it

cannot pass into the Nonent ; it is whole, indivisible, continuous,
for nothing exists to break its continuity in space ; it is unchang-
able [for nothing exists to break its continuity in time] ; it is per-

fect, for there is nothing which it can want; it never was, nor w-ill

be, but only is ; it is evenly extended in every direction, and there-

fore a sphere, exactly balanced ; it is identical with thought [i.e.,

it is the object, and the sole object, of thought as opposed to

sensation, sensation being concerned with variety and change].

As then the Ent is one, invariable, and immutable, all plurality,

variety, and mutation belong to the Nonent. Whence it follows

that all the states and processes which we commonly recognize —
generation and destruction, being and not-being [predicated of

things], cliingo of place, alteration of colour, and the like— oi-e

no more than empty words.

"Opinion."—The investigation of the Ent [i.e., the existent unity,

extended throughout sjiace and enduring throughout time, which
reason discovers beneath the variety and the mutability of things]

being now complete, it remains in " Opinion " to describe the plu-
rality of things, not as tlicy are, for they are not, but as they seem to

be. In the ijlicnomeiml world tlieii, there are, it has been thought
[and rannciiidcs accepts the theory, w-hicli appears to bo of

Pythagori-an origin], two primary elements—namely, fire, which is

gentle, thin, homogeneous, and night [or earth], which is dark,

thick, heavy. Of these elements [uhicli, according to Aristotle,

were, or rather were analogous to, the Ent and the Nonent re-

spectively] all things consist, and from them they derive their

several cliaractcristics. Tlie foundation for a co-'^niology having
thus been laid in dualism, the poem went on to describe tlie genera-
tion of "earth, and sun, and moon, and air that is common to all,

and the milky way, and furthest 01ym})us, and the glowing stars";

but the scanty fragments which have survived sulBcc only to show
that Parmenides regarded the universe as a scries of concentric rings

or spheres composed of the two primary- elements and of combina-
tions of them, tho whole system being directed by an unnamed
goddess established at its centre. Next came a theory of animal
development. This again was followed by a psychology, which
made mind depend upon bodily structure, thought [as well as

sensation, w-liicli was conceived to ditTcr from thought only in

respect of its object] being the excess of the one or the other of the
two constituent elements, fire and night. "Such, opinion tells

us, was the generation, such is the present existence, such will be

the eud, of those tilings to which men have given distinguishing

names."

In the truism "the Ent is, the Nonent is not," hv iari,'

lir] m oIk i<TTi, Parmenides breaks with his predecessors,

the physicists of the Ionian succession. Asking them-

selves—What is the material universe? they had replied

respectively—It is water, it is /icr.afv n, it is air, it is fire.'

Thus, while their question meant, or ought to have meant,'
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What is the single element which underlies the apparent

plurality of the material world ? their answers, Parmenides

conceived, by attributing to the selected element various

and Tar)-ing qualities, reintroduced the plurality which

the question sought to eliminate. If we would discover

that which is common to all things at all times, we must,

he submitted, exclude the differences of things, whether

simultaneous or successive. Hence, whereas his prede-

cessors had confounded that which is universally existent

with that which is not universally existent, he proposed

to distinguish carefully between that which is universally

existent and that which is not universally existent, between

ov and /i^ oi'. The fundamental truism is the epigram-

matic assertion of this distinction.

In short, the single -corporeal ele^ient of the Ionian

physicists was, to borrow a phrase from Aristotle, a per-

manent oivia having Trafir) which change ; but they either

neglected the TtaOrj or confounded them with the oi-o-i'o.

Parmenides sought to reduce the variety of nature to a

single corporeal element ; but he strictly discriminated

uie inconstant -aOrj from the constant ova-ia, and, under-

standing by " existence " universal, invariable, immutable

being, refused to attribute to the iraOT) anything more than

the semblance of existence.

Having thus discriminated between the permanent unity

of nature and its sijperficial plui-ality, Parmenides pro-

ceeded to the separate investigation of the Ent and the

Nonent. The universality of the Ent, he conceived,

necessarily carries with it certain characteristics. It is

one ; it is eternal ; it is whole and continuous, both in

time and in space ; it is immovable and immutable ; it is

limited, but limited only by itself ; it is evenly extended
in every direction, and therefore spherical. These pro-

positions having been reached, apart from particular

experience, by reflexion upon the fundamental principle,

we have in them, Parmenides conceived, a body of infor-

mation resting upon a firm basis and entitled to be called

"truth." Further, the information thus obtained is the

sum total of " truth ;" for, as " existence" in the strict sense

of the word cannot be attributed to anything besides the
universal element, so nothing besides the universal element
can properly be said to be " known."

If Parmenides's poem had had " Being " for its subject,

it would doubtless have ended at this point. Its subject is,

ho^'ever, " Nature"; and nature, besides its unity, has also

the semblance, if no more than the semblance, of plurality.

Hence the. theory of the unity of natiu-e is necessarily

followed by a theory of its seeming plurality, that is to

say, of the variety and mutation of things. The theory of

plurality cannot indeed pretend to the certainty of the

theory of unity, being of necessity untrustworthy, because
it is the partial and inconstant representation of that which
is partial and inconstant in nature. But, as the material

world includes, together with a real unity, the semblance
of plurality, so the theory of the materiaL world includes,

together with the certain theory of the former, a probable
theory of the latter. " Opinion " is then no mere excres-

cence ; it is the necessary sequel to " Truth.

"

Thus, whereas the lonians, confounding the unity and
the plurality of the universe, had neglected plurality, and
the Pythagoreans, contenting themselves with the reduc-

tion of the variety of nature to a duality or a series of

dualities, had neglected unity,. Parmenides, taking a hint

from Xenophanes, made the antagonistic doctrines supply
one another's deficiencies ; for, as Xenophanes in his theo-

logical system had recognized at once the unity of God and
the pluraUty of things, so Parmenides in his system of

nature recognized at once the rational unity of the Ent and
the phenomenal plurality of the Nonent.
The foregoing statemsnt of Parmenides's position differs

from Zeller's account of it in two important particulars.

First, whereas it has been assumed above that Xenophanes
Weis theologian rather than philosopher, whence it would
seem to follow that the philosophical doctrine of unity

originated, not with him, but with Parmenide.s, Zeller,

supposing Xenophanes to have taught, not merely the unity

of God, tut also the unity of Being, assigns to Parmenides
no more than an exacter conception of the doctrine of the

unity of Being, the justification of that doctrine, and the

denial of the plurality and the mutabilit)' of things. " This

view of the relations of Xenophanes and Parmenides is

hardly borne out by their writings ; and, though ancient

authorities may be quoted in its favour, it would seem that

in this case as in others they have fallen info the easy

mistake of confounding successive phases of doctrine, " con-

struing the utterances of the master in accordance with

the principles of his scholar—the vague by the more
definite, the simpler by the more finished and elaborate

theory " (W. H. Thompson). Secondly, whereas it has

been argued above that "Opinion" is necessarily included

in the s}-stem, Zeller, supposing Parmenides to deny the

Nonent even as a matter of opinion, regards tliat part

of tiie poem which has opinion for its subject as no more
than a revised and improved statement of the views of

opponents, introduced in order that the reader, having

before him the false doctrine as well as the true one, may
be led the more certainly to embrace the latter. In the

judgment of the present wxiter, Parmenides, while he denied

the real existence of plurality, recognized its apparent

existence, and consequently, however little value ha might
attach to opinion, was bound to take account of it :

" pour

celui meme qui nie I'existence rcelle de la nature," says

Renouvier, " il reste encore ^ faire une histoire natiu-elle

de I'apparence et de Tillusion."

The teaching of Parmenides variously influenced both

his immediate successors and subsequent thinkers. By
his recognition of an apparent plurality supplementary to

the real unity, he effected the transition from the monism
of the first physical succession to the pluralism of the

second. ^Vliile Empedocles and Democritus are careful to

emphaaze their dissent from "Truth," it is obvious that
" Opinion" is the basis of their cosmologies. The doctrine

of the deceitfulness of " the undiscerning eye and the

echoing ear " soon established itself, though the grounds

upon which Anaxagoras, Empedocles, and Democritus

maintained it were not those which were alleged by
Parmenides. Indirectly, through the dialectic of his pupil

and friend Zeno and otherwise, the doctrine of the in-

adequacy of sensation led to the humanist movement, which

for a time threatened to put an end to philosophical

and scientific speculation. But the positive influence of

Parmenides's teaching was not yet exhausted. To say that

the Platonism of Plato's later years, the Platonism of the

Parmenides, the Philebu^, and the Timseus, is the philosophy

of Parmenides enlarged and reconstituted, may perhaps

seem parado.xical in the face of the severe criticism to

which Eleaticism is subjected, not only in the Pannenides,

but also in the Sophisl. The criticism was, however, pre-

paratory to a reconstruction. Thus may be explained the

selection of an Eleatic stranger to be the chief speaker in

the latter, and of Parmenides himself to take the lead in the

former. In the Sojihist criticism predominates over recon-

struction, the Zenonian logic being turned against the

Parmenidean metaphysic in such a way as to show that

both the one and the other need revision : see 241 D,

244 B «?., 257 B sq., 258 D. In particular, Plato taxes

Parmenides with his inconsistency in attributing (as he

certainly did) to the fundamental unity extensJop and
sphericity, so that " the Avorahipped o^ is after all a pitiful

liT] 6v " (W. H. Thompson). In the Pannenides reconstruc-
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tion predominates over criticism—the letter of Eleaticism

being liere rciiresentccl by Zeno, its spirit, as Plato con-

ceivctl it, by Pannenides, Kot the least important of tbe

results obtained in tliis dialogue is the discovery that,

whereas the doctrinp of the " one " and the " many " is

suicidal and barren so long as the " solitary one " and the

' indefinitely many" are absolutely separated (137 C 57.

and 1G3 B *7.), it becomes consistent and fruitful as soon

as a " definite plurality " is interpolated between -them

(142 B f<]., 157 B sj., 160 B sq.). In short, Parmenides

was no idealist, but Plato recognized in him, and rightly,

the precursor of idealism.

JUbliogmphij.—Tlio fragments have been ctlitcJ ami annoUvtcd

by G. G. FiiUcborn {Fmgitu-itte dcs Parvuntittcs, Zullichau, 1795),

C A. "Rnri'XU {Commcutntioncs ElcaticEE^ Altoiia, 3S13), S. Karstcu
{PhVos. Ornnr: Jieliqitiw, I., ii., Anistcrilam, lS3j), F. AV. A.
Mullacli (Aristntelis dc Metis. Xcnojfh, ct Cortj. ttisp. cum Elcali-

e-ntiii fm'j'ii.t Ucrliii, 1S45 ; r<;priiitcil iu the Fraymi-nta Philos.

Grxxor., Paris, 1800, i. 109-130), T. Vatko (Panncnidis doclrina

/jiialis/ittrrit, diss. inatiQ., Berlin, 1S64), and H. Stein ("Die Fi"ag-

nieute Ucs I'armeuidcs vfpX <pu<rftts," in the Symboln Philoiogonim
JJoHneasiniti in /loiiorcui F. lUtschclii coUccta, Lcipsic, 1867, ii. 763-

806). Tho atnJy cf Kai^stcn and Stein jointly is rcronmienJcJ.

The well-known Historin PhilosophisB Or. ct Pom. of Ritter and
rrcller coittaius all the important fragments. The e.xtaut remains
have been translated into English lie.\amctei-s by T. Davidson
{Journal of Speculative Pitilo.foji/i>/, St Louis, Mo., 1870, iv. 1-lC),

and [laraphniscd iu English proso by W. L, Courtney {Studies in

Phitosoiihij, London, 1832, jip. l-25)»
Tlie philosophical system has been treated by several of the

writers already mentioned, especially Biaudis, Kai-stcn, and Vatke,

by F. Riaux (£s*i» sur PantUnidc iCFUc, Paris, 1840), and by the
histori.ius of Greek philosophy, of wlxom it will suHicc hero to men-
tion C, A. Brandis [llandb. d. Gricchisck-Po'Hisckcn Philosophic,

lierlin, 183,S), G. W. F. Hegel {Fortcsunjat iilcr d. Gcschichlc d.

Philosophic, Berlin, 1840), Ch. Kenouvier {Manuel dc Philosophic

Aiicicuno, Paris, 1844), L. Stnirapcll {Gcsch. d. theoTciischcn Philo-

s^jihin d. Gri£chen, Leii>sic, 1854), J. F. Ferricr {Lcdurcs on Greek
Philosophy, Edinburgh, 1866), J. E. Eidmann {Grundriss d.

Gcsch. d. Philosophic, 2d cd., Berlin, 1869), A. Sclnvegler (ffcscA.

d. Gricch. Philos., 2d ed., Tubingen, 1870), F. Ueberweg (ffrujirfriss

rf. GcKh. d. Philosophic, 4th ed., Berlin, 3 871 ; English translation,

3il cd, London, 1880), E. Zuller {Die Philosophic d. Gricchcn, 4th
e^"., Lci|>sic, 1876 ; English translation*, Prcsocratic Philosophy,

London. 1881). On the cosmology, see A. B. Krische {Die thcolo-

fjiscltcii Lchrrn d. Griechischcn Dcnkcr, Gottingcn, 1840, pp. 97-
IIG). On the relations of Eleaticism and Platonism, see W. H.
Thompson, "On the Genuineness of Plato's Sophist,''* in Jour, of
Philol., viii. 303 sq. (H. JA.)

PARMEXIO (Uop^EvuDi-), a distinguished Macedonian
general, born about 400 B.C., was the son of Philotas, and
first appears in history as a favourite counsellor of Philip,

in the course of whose reign he obtained a great victory

over the Illyrians (356 B.C.), successfully upheld, at the head
of an army, the Macedonian influence in Eubcea (342), and
was appointed one of the commanders of the force that

wa.s sent to secure a footing in Asia, and to jjrepare for the

future reduction of that country (336 B.C.). His influence

became still greater in the succeeding reign; at Alexander's

council table he was always heard with deference, and in

the field he was virtually second in command. He led

the left wing of the army in the battles of the Granicu.s,

Ibsus, and Arbela ; and, while the king himself continued

the pursuit of Darius into the wastes of Parthia and
Hyrcania, Parmenio was entrusted with the task of

completing the conquest of Media. Here he was stabbed
by Oleander at the instance of the king, in 330, under
circumstances which have been elsewhere described (see

Alexander, vol i. p. 483).

PARMIGLANO (1504-1540). The n'^ne of this cele-

brated painter of the Lombard school was, in full, Girolamo
Francesco Maria Mazzuoli, or Mazzola ; he dropped the

name Girolamo, and was only known as Francesco. He
Las been more commonly named II Pafmigiano (or its

diminutive, II Parmigianino), from his native city, Parma.
Francesco, born on 11th Jarluary 1504, was the son of a

painter. Losing his father in early childhood, he was

brought up by two nnclsa, also painters, Michele and
Pier-Ilario Mazzola. His faculty for the art developed at

a Very boyish age, and he addicted himself to the style of

Corrcggio, w^ho visited Parma in 1519. He did not, how-
ever, become an imitator of Correggio ; his style in its

maturity may be regarded as a fusion of Correggio with
Raphael and Giulio Romano, and thus fairly original

Even at the age of fourteen (Vasari says sixteen) he had
painted a Baptism of Christ, surprisingly mature. Before
the age of nineteen, when he migrated to Rome, he had
covered with frescos seven chapels in the church of S.

Giovanni Evangelista, Parma. Prior to starting for the

city of the popes in 1523, he deemed it expedient to

execute some specimen pictures. One of these was a
jiortrait of himself as seen in a convex mirror, with all the
details of divergent pcrs]icctive, ic, wonderfully exact,—

a

work which, both from this curiosity of treatment and from
the beauty of the sitter—for Parniigiano was then " more
like an angel than a man"—could not fail to attract.

Arrived in Rome, he presented his specimen 2>ictures to

the pojie, Clement VIL, who gladly and admiringly
accepted them, and assigned to the youthful genius the

jiainting of the Sala de' Pontefici, the ceilings of which,

had been already decorated by Giovanni da Udine.
Patrons were willing to regard him as a second Raphael
for ert and for sweetness of manner, and he was almost as

skilful at lute-[ilaying as at painting ; but, while fortune

was winning him with her most insinuating smiles, the

utter ruin of the sack by the Constable de Bourbon and
his German and other soldiers overtook both Rome and
Parmigiano. At the date of this hideous catastrophe he
was engaged in painting that large picture which now
figures iu the London National Gallery, the Vision of St
Jerome (with the Baptist pointing upward and backward
to the Madonna and infant Jesus in the sky). It is said

that through all the crash and peril of this barbarian

irruption Parmigiano sat quietly before his vast panel,

painting as if nothing had happened. A band of German
soldiery burst into his apartment, breathing fire alid

slaughter ; but, struck with amazement at the sight, and
with some reverence for art and her votary (the other

events of the siege forbid us to supi)0se that reverence for

religion had any part in it), they calmed down, and afforded

the painter all the protection that he needed at the

moment. Their captain, being something of a connoisseur,

exacted his tribute, however—a large number of designs.

Rome was now no place for Parmigiano. He left with

his uncle, intending apparently to return to Parma ; but,

staying in Bologna, he settled down there for a while, and
was induced to remain three or four years. Here he

painted for the nuns of St Sfargaret his most celebrated

altarpiece (now in the Academy of Bologna), the JIadonna

and Child, with ilargaret and other saints. This work
became the idol of the Caracci and their school—Guide
professing his preference for it even over the St Cecilia ot

Raphael.

Spite of the great disaster of Rome, the life of JIazzola

had hitherto been fairly prosperous—the admiration which

he excited being proportionate to his charm of person and
manner, and to the precocity and brilliancy (rather than

depth) of his genius ; but from this time forward he

became an unfortunate, and it would appear a soured and

self-neglectful, man. Greatly to his chagrin, a number of

his drawings were stolen by his assistant for engraving

purposes, Antonio da Trento. He painted, from observa-

tion without sittings, a portrait of the emperor Charles V.

crowned by Fame, but through some mismanagement lost

the advantages which it had bidden fair to procure him.

In 1531 he returned to Parma, and was commissioned to

execute an extensive series of frescos in the choir of. the
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church of S. Maria della Steccata. These were to be com-

pleted in November 1532; and half-payment, 200 golden

scudi, was made to him in advance. A ceiling was allotted

to him, and an arch in front of the ceiling ; on the arch

he painted six figures—two of them in full colour, and

four in monochrome—Adam, Eve, same Virtues, and the

famous figure (monoohrome) of Moses about to shatter the

tables of the law. But, after five or si.x years from the

ate of the contract, Parmigiano had barely made a good

beginning with his stipulated work. According to A'asari,

he neglected painting in favour of alchemy—he laboured

over futile attempts to " congeal mercury," being in a hurry

to get rich anyhow. It is rather difficult to believe that the

various graphic and caustic phrases which Vasari bestows

upon this theory of the facts of Mazzola's life are altogether

gratuitous and wide of the mark ; nevertheless the painter's

principal biographer, the Padre Aflo, undertook to refute

Vasari's statements, and most subsequent writers have

accepted Aflo's conclusions. Whatever the cause, Parmi-

giano failed to fulfil his contract, and was imprisoned in de-

fault. Promising to amend, he was released ; but, instead

of redeeming his pledge, he decamped to Casa! Maggiore,

in the territory of Cremona. Here, according even to

Vasari, he relinquished alchemy, and resumed painting
;
yet

he still hankered (or is said by Vasari to have hankered)

after his retorts and furnaces, lost all his brightness, and
presented a dim, poverty-stricken, hirsute, and uncivilized

aspect. A fever carried him off on 24th August 1540,

before he had completed his thirty-seventh year. By his

own desire, he was buried naked in the church of the

Servites called La Fontana, near Casal Maggiore.

Grace lia.s always and rightly been regarded as the chief artistic

endowment of Parniigiano,—grace whicli is genuine as an expression
of the painter's nature, but partakes partly of the artificial and
affected in its developments. "Un po' di grazia del Parmigia-
nino" (a little, or, as we might say, just a spice, of Parmigianino's
grace) was amon" tlie ingredients whicli Agostino Caracci's
famed sonnet desiderates for a perfect picture. Jlazzola constantly
made many studies of the same figure, in order to get the most
graoeful attain.ible form, movement, and drapery—the last being
a point in which he was very successful. The proportions of his
figures arc over-long foi- the truth of nature—the stature, fingers,
and neck ; one of his Madonnas, now in the Pitti Gallery, is cur-
rently named " La filadonna del collo lungo." He used to j)onder
long over a picture, and construct it in his head before he began
actual work upon it ; he then proceeded rapidly, with a resolute
pencil, his great exercise in drawing standing him in good stead.
His pictures were executed with diligence and finish, although he
was not on the whole a sedulous worker. Neither expicssion nor
colour is a strong point in his works ; the figures in his composi-
tions are generally few—th.e chief exception being the picture of
Christ Preaching to the llultitudo. He was good at portraits and
at landscape hackgiounds, and famous for drawings ; he etched a
few plates, being apparently the earliest Italian painter who was
also an etcher ; but the statement that he produced several woodcuts
does not seem to be correct
The most admired easel-picture of Parmigiano is the Cupid Mak-

ing a liow, with two children at his feet, one crying^ and the other
laughing. This was painted in 1536 for Francesco Boiardi of
Parma, and is now in the gallery of Vienna. There are various
replicas of it, and some of these may perhai>s be from Mazzola's own
hand. Of his portrait-painting, two interesting examples are the
likeness of Amerigo Vespucci (after whom America is named) in the
Studj Gallery of Naples, and the painter's own portrait in the
Uffizi of Florence. One of Pannigiano's mincipal pupils was his
cousin, Girolamo di Michele Mazzola

; probably some of the works
nttributed to Francesco are really by Girolamo. (W. M. II.-)

PARNASSUS, a mountain of Greece, in the south of

Phocis, rising over the town of Delphi. It had two pro-

minent peaks, Tithorca and Lycoreia, besides smaller ones,

Hyampeia, Nauplia, <kc. Parnassus was one of the most
holy mountains in Greece, hallowed by the worship of

Apollo, of the Muses, and of the Corycian nymphs, and
by the orgies of the Bacchantes. The Delphic oracle, the

Castalian fountain, and the Corycian cave were all situated
among the clefts in its densely wooded sides

PARNELL, Thomas (1679-1718), has a place m
literature among the minor Queen Anne poets. He was a

man of some private fortune, being the head of an English

family settled in Ireland, and inheriting landed property

both there and in Cheshire. Born in Dublin in 1679, and
educated at Trinity C'jilege, he took orders and obtained

various preferments in the Irish Church. But both as a

landowner and a clergyman he was an absentee, and spent

most of his time in London, where he was patronized by

Harley, and received into the intimate friendship of Swift

and Pope. He was a member of the Scriblerus Club, and
co-operated, in burlesquing the "Dunces" and defending the

Tory ministry, at .the same time attaining some repute in

the London pulpits as a preacher. An easy-going wit, with

interests mainly in literature and society, he made his

peace with the Whigs on the accession of George, but still

continued his alliance with Pope. When Pope published

his Homer, Parnell produced, a translation of the Battle of

the Frogs and Mice (1717), and indirectly defended Pope
against his critics in the accompanying "remarks of Zoilus"

on the principles of translation. After his death in 1718

—

he died on his way to a living in Ireland—Pope published

a collection of his poems. They are nearly all translations

and adaptations. The best known of them, T]te Jlermif,

is sometimes overpraised on the supposition that it

is original ; all that Piti'nell did was to trick out a

tale from the Gcsta SomanormTi with reflexions in the
" elevated diction" of the period. " His praise," Johnson
says with justice, "must be derived from the easy sweetness

of his diction ; in his ixrses there is more happin&s than
pains ; he is sprightly without effort, and always delights,

though he never ravishes ; everything is proper, yet every-

thing seems casual."

PARNY, fivAKISTE DlisiRE DE FoRGES, ViCOMTE DE
(1753-1814), was born in the Isle of Bourbon on 6th
February 1753. He was sent to France at nine years old,

was educated at Rennes, and in 1771 entered the army.
He was, however, shortly recalled to Bourbon, where he
fell in love with a young lady whom he celebrated

poetically as Eloonore. His earlier biographers state Iter

to have been called Esther de Baif, while the later give

her the name of Mdile. Troussaille. His suit was not

favoured by the lady's family. He returned to France,
jiublished his Poesies Ji'rotiqves in 1778, was saluted by
Voltaire on his last visit to Paris as " Mon cher Tibulle,"

and acquired at once a reputation for graceful and natuttil

verse-writing which, though he lived niany years and pro-

duced much inferior work, never entirely left him. He
had some fortune, and he established himself near Paris.

The Revolution impaired his means, but did not otherwise
trouble him; indeed he obtained an appointment under it.

In 179G (ho had published much eke, but nothing of

importance) appeared the Guerre des Dieux, a poem in the
stylo of Voltaire's Pucelle, directed against Christianity,

and containing some wit, but niuch more that is simply
dull and indecent.

. It commended itself to the times,
however, and the author is said to have afterwards
amplified it into a Christianide, the manuscript of which
the Government of Louis XVIIL, according to the story,

bought for thirty thousand francs and destroyed. Parny
devoted himself in his later years almost entirely to the
religious or anti-religious and political burlesque. Under
the consulate and the empire he turned his wrath from
Christianity to England, and produced in 1805 an extra-
ordinary allegoric poem attacking George III., his family,
and his subjects, under the eccentric title of " Goddam 1
Goddam ! par'un French-dog." The body of the poem is

quite worthy of its title. Another and longer poem called
Les liosc-Croix, though less extravagant, is still less read-
able; and indeed all Parny's later work is valueless except
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"as a curiosity. " His early love poems or elegies, However,

and some slight miscellaneous work of his more mature

years, show, with something of the artificiality of the

time, a remarkable grace and ease, a good deal of tender-

ness, and not inconsiderable fancy and wit.. One famous

piece, the Elegi/ on a Young Girl, is scarcely to be excelled

in its kind. In the natiiral comparison of Parny with his

younger English contemporary, Moore, whom he in many
ways resembles, the palm must be given to the French

poet for precision and enduring elegance of style at his

best, though he has less melody and tenderness, and though

he condescended to much work far inferior both morally

and artistically to the worst of Moore's.

There is no complete edition of Parny's works, and the loss is small.

iTiere are several good selections containing almost everything of

teal value, among which may be mentioned that of Gamier Freres.

PARODY (-apwlia, literally a song sung beside, a comic

parallel) may be defined as an imitation of the form or

style of a serious writing in matter of a meaner kind so as

to produce a ludicrous effect. The lowest savages show
a turn for comic mimicry, and it is almost as old in

European literature as serious writing. The Batracho-

myomachia, or "Battle of the Frogs and Mice," a travesty of

th« heroic epos, was ascribed at one time to Homer himself;

and it is probably at least as old as the 5th century B.C.

The great tragic poetry of Greece very soon provoked the

parodist. Aristophanes parodied the style of Euripides in

the Acharnians with a comic power that has never been

surpassed. The debased grand style of mediseval romance
was parodied in Don Quixote. Shakespeare parodied the

extravagant heroics of an earlier stage, and was himself

parodied by Marston, incidentally in his plays and
elaborately in a roughly humorous burlesque of Venus and
Adonis. Tlie wits of the Queen Anne age succeeded better

in mock-heroics than in serious composition. A century

later the most celebrated parodists were the brothers Smith,

whose Rejected Addresses may be regarded as classic in this

kind of artificial production. The Victorian age has pro-

duced a plentiful crop of parodists in prose and in verse,

in dramatic poetry and in lyric poetry. By common con-

sent, the most subtle and de.xterous of metrical parodists is

the late Jfr C. S. Calverley, who succeeded in reproducing

not merely tricks of phrase and metre, but even manner-

istic turns of thought. Johnson's dictum about pastoral

poetry, that most of it is " easy, vulgar, and therefore dis-

gusting, " might be applied to parody ; but Cah-erley would
escape the censure

PAEOS, or Par6, an island iiTthe ^gean Sea, one of the

largest of the group of the Cyclades, with a population of

8000. It lies to the west of Naxos, from which it is

separated by a channel, about 6 miles broad, and with

which it is now grouped togetlier, in popular language,

under the common name of Paronaxia. It is in 37° N.
lat. and 25° 10' E. long. Its greatest length from

north-east to south-west is 13 miles, and its greatest

breadth 10 miles. It is formed of a single mountain

about 2400 feet higli, sloping evenly down on all sides t«

a maritijne plain, which is broadest on the north-east and
south-west sides. ' The island is composed of marble,

thoxigh gneiss and mica-schist are to be found in a few

places. Grey and bare rises the mountain, but on the

level ground as well as on some of the lower slopes corn

and vines are cultivated with success. A sweetish dark-

red wine is e.xported in considerable quantities. The
island is almost treeless ; the olives, which formerly yielded

abundance of oil, were cut down by the Venetians for fire-

wood in the war of Candia. The capital, Paroikia or

Parikia (Italian, Pareckia), situated on a bay on the north-

west side of the island, occupies the site of the ancient

cai.ital Paros. Its harbour admits small vessels ; the

entrance is dangerous on account of rocks."; Houses _built

in the Italian style with terraced roofs, shadowed by
luxiu'iaut vines, and surrounded by gardens of oranges

and pomegranates, give to the town a picturesque and
pleasing aspect. Here on a rock beside the Sea are the

remains of a mediaeval castle built almost entirely of

ancient marble remains. Similar traces of antiquity in

the shape of bas-reliefs, inscriptions, columns, &c., are

numerous sn the town. Outside the town is the church

of Katapoliani (i; 'EKaToi'TaTrnXiai/?}), well known in the

Archipelago. On the north side of the island is the bay

of Naousa (Naussa) or Agoussa, forming a safe and roomy
harbour. In ancient times it was closed by a chain or

boom. Another good harbour is that of Diios on the

south-east side, where the Turkish fleet used to anchor on

its annual voyage through the .^gean. The three villages

of Tragoulas, Marmora, and Kepidi (Ki^jri'St, pronounced

Tschipidi), situated on an open plain on the eastern side

of the island, and rich in remains of antiquity, probably

occupy the site of an ancient town. They are known
together as the " villages of Kephalos," from the steep and

lofty headland of Kephalos. On this headland stands an

abandoned monastery of St Anthony, amidst the ruins of

a mediaeval castle, which belonged to the Venetian family

of the Venieri, and was gallantly though fruitlessly

defended against the Turkish general Barbarossa in 1537.

In antiquity the island contained a famous altar, the

sides of which were said to be a stadium (606 feet) long.

But the celebrated marble quarries are the real centre of

interest of the island. They lie on the northern side of

the mountain anciently known as !Marpessa (afterwards

Capresso), a little below a former convent of St Mina.

The marble, which was employed by Phidias, Praxiteles,

and other great Greek sculptors, was obtained by means

of subterranean quarries driven horizontallyor at a descend-

ing angle into the rock, and the ma-ble thus quarried

by lamplight got the name of Lychnites, Lychneua

(from lychno^, a lamp), or Lygdos (Plin., H. N., xxxvi.

5, 14; Plato, Eryxias, 400 D; Athen., v. 2050;

Diod. Sic, 2, 52). Several of these tuiinels are still to be

seen. At the entrance to one of them is a celebrated bas-

relief dedicated to the Nymphs by one Adamas, of the

Thracian tribe of the Odrysae ; it represents a festival of

SUenus or Pan.

Histonj.—Like the rest of the Cyclades, Paros seems to have been

peopled at an early date by Cariaiis (Herod., i. 171 ; Thiic. , i. 4)

—perhaps also by the Phcenicians, whom we know from the Greek
historians to have occupied other islands in ..the iEgean, including

the neighbouring Thera (Herod., ii. 44 ; iv. 147 ; compare Thuc.^ i.

8). The institution of a form of sacritioe to the Graces, apparently

peculiar to Paros, at which neither gailands nor flutes were made
use of, was ascribed to llinos. The btory that Paros was colonized

by one Paros of Parrhasia, who brought with him a colony of Aj'ca-

dians to the island (Heraclides, Be Bchis Publicis, 8 ; Steph. Byz.,

s.v. Uapos), is one of those etymologizing fictions iu which Greek
legend abounds. Ancient names of the island are said to have been
Plateia (or Pactia), Demetii.is, Zacynthus, Hyria, Hyleessa, Jlinoa,

and Cabamis {Steph. Byz.). From Athens the island afterwards

received a colony of lonians (Schol. Dionys., Per., 525 ; comp.
Herod., L 171), underwhom it attained a high degree of prosperity.

It sent out colonies to Thasos (Thuc, iv. 104 ; Strabo, 487) and
Paiium on the Hellespont. In the former colony, which was
planted in theilSth or 18th Olympiad, the poet Archilochus, a native

of Tares, is said to have takeu part. As late as 385 B.C. the

Parians, in conjiuiction witli Dionysius of Syracuse, rounded a colony

on the lUj-rian island of Pharos (Diod. Sic, xv. 13). So high was

the reputation of the Parians that they were chosen by the people

of Miletus to arbitrate in a party dispute (Herod,, v. 23 sg.).

Shortly before the Persian War Paros seems to have been a depend-

ency of Xaxos (Herod., v. 31). In the Pei-sian War Paros sfdeJ

with the Persians and sent a trireme to JIarathon to sujiport them.

In retaliation, the capital Paros was besieged by an Athenian fleet

under Jliltiades, who demanded a fine of 100 talents. But tho

town ofi'ered a vigorous resistance, and the Athenians were obliged

to sail away after a siege of twenty-six days, during which they had

laid the island waste. It was at a temple of Demeter Thesmo-
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phoru3 ill Taros tliat Milliadcs rcrcivcd tlic liurt of wliicli Iio

afterwards died (Hoiod. vi. ISS-ISC). By means of an inscrip-

tion Ross was cnablcil to identify tlie site of the temple ; it lies, in

agreement with the description of Herodotus, on a low hill beyond

the boundaries of the town. Paros also sided with Xerxes aRainst

Greece, but after the battle of Artemisium the Parian contiligeiit

remained in Cvtlmos watcliing the progress of events (Herod., viii.

67). For this' unpatriotic conduct the islanders were punished hy

Themistoclcs, who exacted a heavy fine (HeroJ., viii. 112). Under

the Athenian naval confederacy, Paros paid the highest tribute of

all the islands subject to Athens,—30 talents annually, According to

the asse.-isment of Olymp. SS, 4 (429 n.c). Little is known of the

constitution of Paros, but inscriptions seoin to show that it was

democratic, with a senate {Bonlc} at the lu':ul of afl'airs {Corpus

Jnscripl., 2376-23S3 • Ross, I>:scr. hird., ii. 147, 148). In 410 LC.

the Athenian general Theramcnes found an oligarchy at Paros ; he

deposc<l it and restored the democracy (Diod. Sic., xiii. 47). Paros

was included.in the new Athenian confederacy of 378 B.C., but after-

•wards, along with Chios, it reuonnced its connexion with Athens,

probably about 357 B.C. Thenceforward the island lost its political

imi>ortaiice. From the inscription of Adule we learn tliat the

Cyclades, and consequently Paros, were subject to the Ptolemies of

Kgypt. Afterwards they passed under the rule of Rome. When the

Latins made themselves masters of Constantinople, Paros, like the

rest, became subject to Venice. In 1537 it was conquered by the

Turks. The island now belongs to the kingdom of Greece.

See Tournctort, Toyagt du LevanI, vol. i. p. 232 sq., Lyons, 1717; Clarke,

Trnve's, vol. iii.. London, 1S14 ; Leftke. Travels in ^'orUiern Greece, vol. ni.

p. 81 sq., London. 1S35; Prokescli, Deiikwurdifjkeilen, vol. if. p. 19 sq., Stutt-

gart, 1S3G; Ross, Heiseit au/ den griechiiclten Inseln. vol. i. p. 44 .19.. StLitrpart

and Tubuigen, 1840; Fiedler, Reise durch afle Tlteilc des Konigreiehes Gricchen-

tand, vol. ii. p. 179 sq., Leipsic, 1841 ; Buisian, Geographie putt Grieclienlatid,

vol. ii. p. 4S3 sq., Leipsic, 1S72.

PARQUETRY is a kind of mosaic of wood used for

ornamental flooring. JIaterials contrasting in colour and

grain, such as oak, walnut, cherry, lime, pine, Ax., are

employed; and in the more expensive kinds the richly

coloured tropical woods are also used. Tlie patterns of

jiarquet flooring are entirely geometrical and angular

(squares, triangles, lozenges, itc), curved and irregular

forms being avoided on account of the expense and

difficulty of fitting. There are two classes of parquetry in

use—veneers and solid parquet. The veneers are usually

about a quarter of an inch in thickness, and are laid over

already existing floors. Solid parquet of an inch or more

in thickness consists of single pieces of wood grooved and

tongued together, having consequently the pattern alike on

both sides. It forms in itself a sulticient floor of great

strength and durability; but veneer, on the other hand, is

generally more elegant and complex in design.

PARI?. This same was originally applied to small

Salmonoids which are abundant in British rivers, and were

for a long time consideted to constitute a distinct species

{Salmo srilmulus). They possess the broad head, short

snout, and large eye characteristic of young Salmonoids,

and are ornamented on the sides of the body and tail with

about eleven or more broad dark cross-bars, the so-called

parr-marks. However, John Shaw proved, by experiment,

that those fishes represent merely the first stage of growth

cf the salmon, before it assumes, at an age of two years,

and when about six inches long, the silvery sinolt-dress

preparatory to its first migration to the sea. The parr-

marks aro produced by a deposit of black pigment in the

skin, and a^jpear very soon after the exclusion of the fi^h

from the egg ; they are still visible for some time below

the new coat of scales of the smolt-stage, but have entirely

disappeared on the first return of the young salmon from

the sea. Although the juvenile condition of the parr is

now" almost universally admitted, it is a remarkable fact,

which lias not yet received a satisfactory explanation, that

many male parr, from 7 to 8 inches long, have their sexual

organs fully devpjoped, and that their milt h.as all the

fertilizing proileilies of the seminal fluid of a full-grown

and sexually matured salmon. On the other hand, no

female parr lias ever been obtained with mature ova. Not

only the salmon, but also the otlier species of Sdlmo, the

grayling,' and jirobalily also the Cor'-rjoiii, pass through a
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parr -stage of growth. The young of all these fishes arc

barred, tlio salmon having generally eleven or more bars,

and the parr of the migratory trout from nine to ten, or twc

or three more than the river-trout. In other respects

these parr are very similar to one another ; and in the first

year of their life it is very difficult and sometimes almost

impossible to ascertain their parentage, whilst in the

second year the specific characteristics become more and

more conspicuous. In some of the small races or sijccies

of river-trout the parr-marks are retained throughout life,

but subject to changes in intensity of colour.

PARR, Sam:;el (1747-1825), the sou of Samuel

Parr, surgeon at Harrow-on-the-Hill, was born there 15th

January 1717. At Easter 1752 he was sent to Harrow

School as a free scholar, where he made the acquaintance

of many pupils, such as Bishop Bennet, Sir William

Jones, and Warburton Lytton, who became eminent in

after life. They read in the same class, they shared in

the same sports, and their friendship la.stcd from youth to

age. As Parr was destined for his father's profession, hf

was removed from school in the sjiring of 1761, and foi

the next few years assisted his father in his practice

When the old surgeon realized that his son was but ill

adapted for this pursuit, the boy was sent to Emmanuel
College, Cambridge (autumn of 17C5), but on his father's

death shortly afterwards he was compelled, thro'ugh lack of

means, to return to Harrow. From February 17C7 to the

close of 1771 he acted as head assistant at Harrow School

to Dr Sumner, a teacher whom he idolized, and had undei

his care many pupils, of whom Sheridan was the best

known. When the headmaster died in September 1771

Parr became a candidate for the place, but was rejected,

chiefly on account of his youth, whereupon he started

another school at Stanmore, and drew after him about

forty of his former scholars. After a trial of five years he

found himself unable'to bear up against the attractions of

his old establishment, and di.«missed the boys entrusted tc

his charge, becoming first the headmaster of Colchester

Grammar School (1776-78) and then of Norwich School

(1778-86). The small rectory of Astcrby in Lincolnshire

was conferred upon him in 1780, and it was followed

three years later by the vicarage of Hatton near \\'arwick.

Though he exchanged this latter benefice for Wadeiilioe in

Northamptonshire in 1789, he stipulated to be allowed tc

reside, as assistant curate, in the parsonage of Hatton.

In this retirement he spent the rest of his days, cheered by

the attractions of an excellent library, described by Mr H.

G. Bohn in Bihiiotheca Pariiana (1827), and the converse

of his classical friends, some of whom, like Porson and E.

H. Barker, passed many months in his company. Tho

degree of LL.D. was conferred on him by the university

of Cambridge in 1781.- Parr diod at Hatton vicarage, 6th

March 1825, and was buried in the chancel of its church.

He had to middle age felt the pressure of poverty, but

through the gift in 17SS of the prebendal stall of Weulock

Barns in St Paul's Cathedral (then worth only a reserved

rent of X20 a year, but on tlie lapse of the lease in 1804 a

preferment of considerable value), and thtough the purchase

for him by his friends in 1789 of an annuity of iSOO, he

died possessed of a large fortun>

Df Parr's writings fdl several volumes, but they are all bcncatli

the reputation which he acquired through the vniirty of his know-

ledge and the dogmatism of his conversation. The chief of them

are his character of Charles .Tames Fox; his Latin preface, a long

eulogy of Burke, North, .and Fox, to a new edition of three books

of liellendenus ; and his reprint of the Truds of Wurhinton and a

lVarburto)iinn, not admitted into their ivorks, a volume still not

without interest for its scathing exposure of Warbnrton and Kurd.

The character of Parr's compositions may be gathered from a

lias-s.age in the Ediiihuryh Jicvioo (October 1802) on his Spital ser-

mon, " a discourse of no common length .... an immeasurable

I mass of notes which appear to concern tvery learned thing, every
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learned man, and almost evcTy unlearned man^nce the beginning

of the world." Even amid the terrors of the French Revolution he

adhered to Whiggism, and his correspondence included ever)- man
of eminence, either literary or political, who adopted the same

creed. There are two memoirs of nis life, one by the Kev. William

Field (1S2S, 2 vol3.\ the other, with his works and his letters, by

John Johnstone [1S2S, 8 vols.); and E. H. Barker published in

1S23-29 two volumes of Farrianaj a confused mass of information

on Parr and his friends. An essay on his life is included in De
Quincey's works, voL v., and a little volume of the Aphorisms^

Opiniaiis, ani E(<icciions of tht late Dr Parr appeared in 1826.

PAKRAMATTA, a town of Xew South Wales, at the

head of the navigation of the Parramatta river, and 14

miles to the west of Sydney, with which it is connected bj^

railway, was one of the earliest inland settlements, and

the seat of many of the public establishments connected

with the working of the convict system. Many of these

still remain in another form (the district hospital, the

lunatic asylum, the gaol, two asylums for the infirm and

destitute, the Protestant and Catholic orphan schools),

involving a Government expenditure which partly sustains

the business of the town. Parramatta was one of the

earliest seats of the tweed manufacture, but its principal

industrial dependence has been on the fruit trade. With
the exception of Prospect and Pennant Hills, where there

is an outburst of trap rock, the surface soil is the disinte-

gration of the Wainamatta shale, which is well suited for

orangeries and orchards. The value of the annual fruit

crop is estimated at £100,000. The earlier governors had

their country residence near the town, but the domain

is now a public park in the hands of the municipality.

Close by was an early observatory where, in 1822, were

made the observations for the Parramatta Cataloyve,

numbering 7385 stars, but it has long been abandoned.

The Church of England grammar school (King's School),

which accommodates ninety boarder^ is on the north side

of the river. The population in 1881 was 8453.

PAERHASIUS, of Ephesus, was one of the greatest

painters of Greece. He settled in Athens, and may be

ranked among 'the Attic artists. The period ef his

activity is fixed by the anecdote which Xenophpn records

of the conversation between him and Socrates on the

subject of art ; he was therefore disringuished as a painter

before 399 B.C. Seneca relates a tale that Parrhasius

bought one of the Olynthians whom Philip sold into

slavery, 346 B.C. (see Olyxthts), and tortured him in

order to have a model for his picture of Prometheus; but

the story, which is similar to one told of Michelangelo,

is chronologically impossible. Another tale recorded of

him describes his contest with Zeuxis. The latter painted

some grapes so perfectly that birds came to peck at them.
He then called on Parrhasius to draw aside the curtain and
show his picture, but, finding that his rival's picture was
the curtain itself, he acknowledged himself to be surpassed,

for Zeuxis had deceived birds, but Parrhasius had deceived

Zeuxis. The arrogance and vanity of Parrhasius are the

subject of many other anecdotes. He dressed himself in

the purple robe, golden crown, and staff of a king, called

himself the prince, and boasted his descent from Apollo.

As to his artistic position, it is impossible for us in the

entire absence of direct evidence to do more than repeat

the opinion of ancient critics, as retailed by Pliny. He
was universally placed in the very first rank among
painters. His skilful drawing of outlines is especiallj-

praised, and many of his drawings on wood and parchment
were preserved and highly valued ty later painters for

purposes of study. He first attained skill in making his

figiures appear to stand out from the background. His
picture of Theseus adorned the Capitol in Rome. His
other works, besides the obscene subjects with which he is

said to have .amused his leisure, are chiefly mj-thological

groups. A picture of the Demos, the persouified People of

Athens, is famous ; according to the story, the twelve pro-

minent characteristics of the' people, though apparently

quite inconsistent ^^^th each other, were distinctly expressed

in this figure. The way in which this was accomulished

is an insoluble riddle.

PARROT, according to Prof. Skeat {Etymol. Dictionary,

p. 422), from the French Perrot or Purroi, a proper name
and the diminutive of Pierre,'^ the name given generally to

a large and very natural group of Birds, which for more

than a score of centuries have attracted attention, not

only from their gaudy plumage, but, at first and chiefly,

it would seem, from the readiness with which many of them
learn to imitate the sounds they hear, repeating the words

and even phrases of human speech with a fidelity that is

often astonishing. It is said that no representation of any
Parrot appears in Egyptian art, nor does any reference to

a bird of the kind occur Ln the Bible, whence it has been

concluded that neither painters nor writers had any know-

ledge of it Aristotle is commonly supposed to be the first

author who mentions a Parrot ; but this is an error, for

nearly a century earlier Ctesias in his Indica (cap. 3),^

under the name of /Si'rroKos (Bittacus), so neatly described

a bird which could speak an " Indian " language—natur-

ally, as he seems to have thought—or Greek—if it had

been taught so to do—about as big as a Sparrow-Hawk
(Hierax), with a purple face and a black beard, otherwise

blue-green (cyaneus) and vermilion in colour, so that there

cannot be much risk in declaring that he must have had
before him a male example of what is now commonly
known as the Blossom-headed Parakeet, and to ornitho-

logists as Palsornis cyanocephahis, an inhabitant of many
parts of India. ^luch ingenuity has been exercised in the

endeavour to find the word whence this, and the later form

of the Greek name, was derived, but to little or no purpose.

After Ctesias comes Aristotle's tf/maKq (Psitlace), wliich

Sundevall supposes him' to have described only from

hearsay, a view that the present miter is inclined to

think insufliciently supported. But this matters little, for

there can be no doubt that the Indian conquests of

Alexander were the means of making the Parrot better

known in Europe, and it is in reference to this fact that

another Eastern species of Pal^omis now bears the name
of P. alexandri, though from the localities it inhabits it

could hardly have had anything to do with the Macedonian

hero. That Africa had Parrots does not seem to have been

discovered by the ancients till long after, as Pliny tells tis

(vL 29) that they were first met with beyond the limits of

Upper Egypt by explorers employed by Nero. These

birds, highly prized from the first, reprobated by the

moralist, and celebrated by mors than one classical poet,

in the course of tine were brought in great numbers to

Rome, and ministered in various ^^ays to the luxury of the

age. Xot only were they lodged in cages of tortoise-shell

» " P.iiakeet " (in S!i:ikeipeare, 1 Hat. IV., iL 3, 8S, " Paraqaito ")

15 said by the same authority to be from the Spanish Periquito or

Perroqiuto, a small Parrot, uiminutive of Perico, a P.arrt)t, which
a^atn may be a diminutive from Pedro, the proper name. Parakeet

(spelt in various ways in Buglish) is usi'.aliy applied to the smaller

kinds of Parrots, especially tho^e which have long tails, not as

Perroqitet in French, which is used as a general term for .all Parrots,

Perruche, or sometimes Perriche, being the onlinar>- name for what
we call P.ir3kcet. The old English "Popinjay" and tte old French
PapegaiU have almost p,Tssed out of use, but the German Papatjci and
Italian Papagaio still continue in vogue. These names can be traced

to the Arabic BabaQhd; but the source of that word is unknown.
The Anglo-Saxon name of the Parret, a river in Somerset, is Pcdreda

or Pedrida, which at first sight looks as if it had to do with the

proper name, Petnis; but Prof. Skeat believes there is no con-

nexion between them—the latter portion of the word being riS, a

stream.
- The passage seems to have escaped the notice of all naturalists

except Broderip, who mentioned it in his article "Psittacids,". ju

the Penny Cydopssdla (vol xix. p. 83).
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and ivory, with silver wires, but they were professedly

esteemed as delicacies for the table, and one emperor is

said to have fed his lions upon them! But there would

be little use in dwelling longer on these topics. With the

decline of the Roman empire the demand for Parrots in

Europe lessened, and so the supply dwindled, yet all

knowledge of them was not wholly lost, and they are

occasionally mentioned by one writer or another until in

the 15th century began that career of geographical dis-

covery which has since proceeded uninterruptedly. This

immediately brought with it the knowledge of many more

forms of these birds than had ever before been seen, for

whatever laces of men were visited by European naviga-

tors—whether in the East Indies or the West, whether in

Africa or in the islands of the Tacific—it -yvas almost

invariably fbund that even the most savage tribes had

tamed some kind of Parrot ; and, moreover, experience

soon showed that no bird was more easily kept alive on

board ship and brought' home, while, if it had not the

merit of " speech, " it was almost certain to be of beautiful

plumage. Yet so numerous is the group that even now

new species of Parrots are not uncommonly recognized,

though, looking to the way in which the most secluded

parts of the world are being ransacked, we must soon come

to an end of this.

The home of- the vast majority of Parrot-forms is

unquestionably within the tropics, but the popular belief

that Parrcts are tropical birds only is a great mistake. In

North America the Carolina Parakeet, Conurus carolitiensis,

at the beginning of the present century used to range in

summer as high as the shores of Lakes Erie and Ontario

—

a latitude equal to that of the south of France ; and even

within the last forty years it reached, according to trust-

worthy ir formation, the junction of the Ohio and the

Mississippi, though now its limits have been so much
curtailed that its occurrence in any but the Gulf States is

doubtful. In South America, at least four species of

Parrots are found in Chili or La Plata, and one, Comiriis

pataffonus, is ])retty common on the bleak 'coast of the

Strait of JIagellan. In Africa, it is true that no species

is known to extend to within some ten degrees of the

tropic of C'ancer ; but Pionias robtistus inhabits territories

lying quite as far to the southward of the tropic of

Capricorn. In India the northern range of the group is

only bounded by the slopes of the Himalaya, and further

to the eastward Parrots are not only abundant over the

whole of the JIalay Archipelago, as well as Australia and

Tasmania, but two very well-defined Families are peculiar

to New Zealand and its adjacent islands (see Kak.4P0,

vol. xiii. p. 825 ; and Nestor, vol. xvii. p. 354). No
Parrot has recently inhabited the Pal^arctic Region,' and

but one (the Conurus cai-olinensis, just mentioned) probably

belongs to the Nearctic ; nor are Parrots represented by

many different forms in eitlier the Ethiopian or the Indian

Regions. In continental Asia the distribution of Parrots

is rather remarkable. None extend further to the west-

ward than the valley of the Indus,^ which, considering the

nature of the country in Baluchistan and Afghanistan, is

perhaps intelligible enough ; but it is not so easy to under-

* A few vem.iiiis of a Parrot have been recognized from tlie Mioceiio

of the Allier in France, by Prof. A, Milne-Eilwanls (Ois. Foss.

France, ii. p. 52.5, pi. cc. ), and al^ said by liini to show the greatest

resemblance to the common Grey Parrot of Africa, Psittaciis£fUhacv^,

through having also some ufTinity to tho Ring-necked Parakeet of the

same country, Palieornis iorqnatus. Ho refers them, however, to the

same genus as tho former, under the namo of Psittacus verreauxi.

* Tho statements that have been made, and even repeated by

writers of authority, as to tho occurrence of "a green parrot" in

Syria (Chesney, ICxped. Survey Extphrutes and Tigris, i. pp. 443,

537) and of a Parrot in Turkestan (Juur. As. Soc, Penpal, viii.

p. 1007) originated with gen'.lemeii wljo had no ornithological

knowWago, and ore evidently erroneous.

si^and why none are found either in Cochin China or

China proper ; and they are also wanting in the Philippine

Islands, which is the more remarkable and instructive

when we find how abundant they are in the groups i little

further to the southward. Indeed Mr Wallace has well

remarked that the portion of the earth's surface which
contains the largest number of Parrots, in proportion to its

area, is undoubtedly that covered by the islands extending
from Celebes to the Solomon group. " The area of these

islands is probably not one-fifteenth of that of the four

tropical regions, yet they contain from one-fifth to one-

fourth of all the known Parrots" (Geoyr. Disti: Animals,

ii. p. 330). He goes on to observe also that in this, area

are found many of the most remarkable forms—all the

red Lories, the great black Cockatoos, the pigniy Kasi-

teniai, and other singularities. In South America the

species of Parrots, though numerically nearly as abundant,

are far less diversified in form, and all of them seem
capable of being referred to two or, at most, three sections.

The species that has the \videst range, and that by far, is

the common Ring-necked Parakeet, Pcdieornis torquatus, a
well-known cage-bird which is found from the mouth of

the Gambia across Africa to tlie coast of the Red Sea, as

well as throughout the whole of India, Ceylon, and Burmah
to Tenasserim.^ On the other hand there are plenty of

cases of Parrots which are restricted to an extremely small

area—often an island of insignificant size, as Conurus
xantholxmus, confined to the island of St Thomas in the

Antilles, and Palacornis exsul to that of Rodriguez in the

Indian Ocean—to say nothing of the remarkable instance

of Nestor produclus before mentioned (vol. xvii. p. 355).

The systematic treatment of this very natural group of

birds has long been a subject of much difficulty, and tho

difference of opinion among those who have made it their

study is most striking, for there is hardly an approach to

unanimity to be found, beyond the somewhat general belief

which has grown up within the last forty years that the

Parrots should be regarded as forming a distinct Order of

the Class, though there are some men, justly accounted

authorities, who even question this much. A few system-

atists, among whom Bonaparte was chief, placed them at

the top of the Class, conceiving that they were the analogues

of tho Primates among mammals. Prof. Huxley has recog-

nized the Psittacomorphx as forming one of the principal

groups of Carinate birds, and, by whatever name we call

them, that much seems to be evident. It will here, however,

be unnecessary to discuss the exact rank which the Parrots

as a group.should hold, for sufficient on that score has already

been said above (Ornithology, p. 47), and it.is quite enough
of a task to consider the most natural or— if we cannot hope
at present to reach that—at lea-st tlie most expedient way
of subdividing them. It must be admitted as a reproach

to ornithologists that so little .satisfactory progress has been

made in this direction, for of that the existing differences

of opinion—differences as wide as have ever existed in any
branch of ornithic taxonomy—are sufiicient proof. More-

over, the result is all the more disheartening, seeing that

there is no group of exotic birds that affords equal oppor-

tunities for anatomical examination, since almost every

genus extant, and more than two-thirds of the species, liavo

within recent times been kept in confinement in one or

another of our zoological gardens, and at their death have

furnished subjects for dissection. Yet the laudable attempt

* It is right to state, however, that tho African examples of this bird

are Bald to be distinguisliablo from tho Asiatic by their somewhat shorter

wings and weaker bill, and hence they aro considered by . some
authorities to form a distinct species or subspecies, P. tiocilis; but in

thus regarding them the difference of locality seems to have inflfienced

opinion, and without that difference they would scarcely have beetl

separated, for in many other groups of birds distiuctioDS so slight oci

regarded as barely evidence ol local races.
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of M. Blanchard (Comptes Hendus, xliii. 1097-1100 and
xliv. 51S-521) has not been regarded as successful, and
it cannot be affirmed positively that the latest arrange-

ment of the PsiKaa, is really much more natural tlian

that planned by Buffon one hundred and twenty years

ago. He was of course unaware of the existence of some
of the most remarkable forms of the group, in particular

of Siriffops and Nestor', but he began by making two
great divisions of those that he did know, separating

the Parrots of the Old World from the Parrots of the

New, and subdividing each of these divisions into various

sections somewhat in accordance with the names they

had receired in popular language—a practice he fol-

lowed on many other occasions, for it seems to have been
with him a belief that there is more truth in the discrimi-

nation of the unlearned than the scientific are apt to allow.

The result is that he produced a plan which is comparatively

simple and certainly practical, while as just stated it cannot

be confidently declared to be unnatural. However, not to

go so far back as twenty years, in -1867-68 Dr Finsch

published at Leyden an elaborate monograph of the Parrots,^

regarding them as a Family, in which he admitted 26 genera,

forming 5 Subfamilies :—( 1 ) that composed of Stri^ops (KA-

KAPO, ui supr.) only; (2) that containing the crested forms

or Cockatoos
; (3) one which he named Sittacinse, compris-

ing all the long-tailed species—a somewhat heterogeneous

assemblage, made up of JIacaws (vol. xv. p. 130) and
what are commonly known as Parakeets

; (4) the Parrots

proper with short tails ; and (5) the so-called " brush-

tongued " Parrots, consisting of the Lories (voL xv. p. 7)

and Nestoes (nt sup.). Except iii the characters ot the

last group he recognized none that were not external, and
that fact is sufficient to cast suspicion on his scheme being

natural

In 1874 the late Prof. Garrod communicated to the

2k)ological Society the results of his dissection of examples
of 82 species of Parrots, which had lived in its gardens,

and these results were published in its Proceedings for

that year (pp. 586-598, pis. 70, 71). The principal points

to which he attended were the arrangement of the carotid

trtery, and the presence or absence of an ambiens muscle,

an oU-gland, and a furcula ; but except as regards the last

character he unfortunately almost wholly neglected the rest

of the skeleton, looking upon such osteological features as

the formation of an orbital ring and peculiarities of the atlas

as " of minor importance "—an estimate to which nearly
every anatomist will demur ; for, though undoubtedly the

characters afforded by blood-vessels and muscles are useful

in default of osteological characters, it is obvious that these

last, drawn from the very framework of any vertebrate's

structure, cannot be inferior in value to the former.

Indeed the investigations of Prof. A. Jlilne-Edwards
(Ann. Sc. Nat. Zvologie, ser. 5, vi. pp. 91-111 ; viii. pp.
145-156) on the bones of the head in various Psittacine

forms make it clear that these alone present features of

much significance, and if his investigations had not been
carried on for a special object, but had been extended to

other parts of the skeleton, there is little doubt that they
would have removed some of the greatest difficulties. The
one osteological character to which Garrod trusted, namely,
the condition of the furcula, cannot be said to contribute
much towards a safe basis of classification. That it is v/holly

absent in some genera of Parrots had long been known,
but its imperfect ossification, it appears, is not attended in

some cases by any diminution of volant powers, which-tends
to shew that it is an unimportant character, an inference

confirmed by the fact that it is found wanting in genera
placed geographically so far apart that the loss must have
had in some of them an independent origin. Summarily

' Die Papaj/cUn, monogra^hisch iearbeitei.

expressed, Garrod's scheme was to divide the Parrots into

two Families, Palxornilhids and Psiltacidas, assigning to

the former three Subfamilies Pala^orniihims, Cacatuime, and
Stritiffapinn; and to the latter four, Arinee, Pyrrhvrins,

Platyccrcina, and Chrysodnie. That each of these sections,

except the Cacaiuinse, is artificial any regard to osteology

would shew, and it would be useless here to further criticize

his method, except to say that its greatest merit is that, as

before mentioned (Love-Bird, vol. xv. p. 28), he gave
sufficient reasons for distinguishing between the genera

Agapomis and Psitlacula. In the Journalfur Oryiithologie

for 1881 Dr Keichenow published a Conspectus Psittacorum,

founded, as several others - have been, on external characters

only. He makes 9 Families of the group, and recognizes

45 genera, and 442 species, besides subspecies. His group-

ing is generally very diiierent fron^ Garrod's, but displays

as much artificiality ; for iiistance, Nestor is referred to the

Family which is otherwise composed of the Cockatoos.

Still more recently we have the arrangement followed by
Mr Sclater in the List of those exhibited of late years in the

gardens of the Zoological Society, and published in 1883.

This is more in accordance with the views that the present

writer is inclined to hold, and these views may here, though

with much diffidence, be stated. First there is Strigops,

which must stand alone, unless, as before hinted (vol. xiii.

p. 826), Geopsiiiacus and Pezoporus may have to be placed

with it in a Family Strigopida:. Next Nestor, from its

osteological peculiarities, seems to form a very separate

type, and represents a second Family Nestoridx. These

two Families being removed, all the Parrots that remain

will be found to have a gi'eat resemblance among them-

selves, and perhaps it is impossible justifiably to establish

any more Families. For the present at any rate it would

seem advisable to keep them in a single Family Psittacidx,

but there can be no objection to separating them into

several Subfamilies. The Cockatoos, for instance, can be

without much difficulty defined, and may stand as Cacatuinse,

and then the brush-tongued Lories as Loriinse, after which

the Macaws, Arinse—including possibly Conurus and it?

allies. Platycercus and its neighbours may form another

section, and the same with Paleeornis ; but for the rest

there is not yet material for arriving at any determination,

though Chrysotis and Psitiacus seem to furnish tsvo different

types, to the former of wliich Psittacula appears to bear

much the same relation as Agapomis does to the latter.

Amongst the genera Chrysotis, Palssornis, and Ps-ittacus are

probably to be found the most highly organised forms, and

it is these birds in which the faculty of so-called '' speech
"

reaches its maximum development. But too muoh import-

ance must not be assigned to that fact ; since, while

Psittacus erithaciis—the well-known Grey Parrot with a

red tail—is the most accomplished spokesman of thewiole

group, it is fairly approached by some species o'f Chrysalis

—usually styled Amazons—and yet its congener P. timneh

is not known to be at all loquacious.^

Considering the abundance -of Parrots both as species

and individuals, and their wide extent over the globe, it is

surprising how little is known of their habits in u wild state.

Even the species with which Englishmen and their

descendants have been more in contact tliar. any other

has an almost unwritten history, compared v.ith that of

many other birds; and, seeing how it is oppressed by and

yielding to man's occupation of its ancient haunts, the

,^ Such, for instance, as Knhl's treatise with the Same title, which

appeared in 1820, and Waglei's Mor,ograi)hia Psiltaa-Ttim published

In 1832—both good of their kind and time.
2 In conne.tion with the "speaking" of Parrots, Mio of tho most

curious circumstances is that recorded by Hnniboldc, who in South

America met with a venerable bird which remained t'le sole possessor

of a literally dead language, the whole tribe of Indians, Atures by

name, who alone had spoken it having become extinct.
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extirpation of the Carolina ParaKeet is certain, and will

probably be accomplished before several interesting and
some disputed points in its economy have been decided.

The same fate possibly awaits several of the Australian

species and all those in New Zealand—indeed the experience

of small islands only foreshadows v.hat will happen in

tracts of greater extent, though there more time is required

to produce the same result ; but, the result being inevit-

able, those who are favourably placed for observations

should neglect no opportunities of making them ere it be

too lato. (a. n.)

PARROT-FISHES, more correctly called Pakrot-
Wrasses, are marine fishes, belonging to the Wrasse family,

and referred to four closely-allied genera, viz., Scarus,

Scarichthys, Ca/li/odon, and Psemloscarus. They are easily

recognized by their large scales, of which there are from
twenty-one to twenty-five in the lateral line, by having
invariably nine spines and ten rays in the dorsal fin and
two spines with eight rays in the anal, and especially by
their singular dentition, of jaws as well as pharynx. The
teetli of the jaws are soldered together, and form a sharp-

edged beak similar to that of a parrot, but without a middle
projecting point, and the upper and lower beak are

divided into two lateral halves by a median suture. In a

few species the single teeth can be still distinguished, but in

the majority (Pseiidoscai-us) they are united into a homo-
geneous substance with polished surface. By this sharp

and hard beak parrot-fishe.9 are enabled to bite or scrape

off those parts of coral-stocks which contain the animal-

cules, or to cut off branches of tough fucus, which in some
of the species forms the principal portion of their diet.

The process of triturating the food is performed by the

pharyngeal teeth, which likewise are united, and form
plates with broad masticatery surface, not unlike the

grinding surface of the molars of the elephant. Of these

plates there is one pair above, opposed to and fitting into

the single one which is coalesced to the lower pharyngeal
bone. The contents of the alimentary canal, which are

always found to be finely divided and reduced to a pulp,

prove the efficiency of this triturating apparatus ; in fact,

ever since the time of Aristotle it has been .maintained

that the Scarus ruminates. Nearly one hundred species

of parrot-fishes are known from t!io tropical and subtropical

parts of the Indo-Pacific and Atlantic Oceans ; like other

coral-feeding fishes, they are absent on the Pacific coasts

of tropical America and on the coast of tropical West
Africa. The most celebrated is the Scarus of the Medi-
terranean. Beautiful colours prevail in this group of

wrasses, but are subject to great changes and variation in

the same species ; almost all are evanescent, and cannot
be preserved after death. The majority of parrot-fishes

are eatable, some even esteemed ; but they (especially the

carnivorous kinds) not unfrequently acquire poisonous pro-

perties after they have fed on corals or medusie containing

an acrid poison. Many attain to a considerable size,

upwards of 3 feet in length.

PARRY, Sir William Edward (1790-1855), arctic

navigator, was the fourth son of Dr Caleb Hillier Parry, a

physician of some celebrity in Bath, and was born there

19th Decembe^ 1790. Ho was educated at the Bath
Grammar School, and was intended for the medical pro-

fession, but through the intervention of a lady friend of

the family he was permitted, through the kindness of

Admiral Cornwallis, to join the " Ville de Paris," the

flagship of the Channel fleet, as a first-class volunteer. In

ISOG he became a midshipman in the "Tribune" frigate,

from which he was, in the spring of 1808, transferred to

the " Vanguard " in the Baltic fleet. After obtaining hi.s

lieutenant's commission he joined the " Alexander " frigfite,

employed in the projection of the Spitzbergen whale

fishery. Taking aavantage of the opportunity for the

study of astronomy, and the observation of the fixed stars

in the northern hemisphere, he afterwards published the

result of his studies in a small volume on Nautical Astro-

nomy. He also employed himself in preparing accurate

charts of the northern navigation. Having joined the " La
Hogue " at the North-American station, he remained there

till 1817, distinguishing himself in an expedition up the

Connecticut river, for which he received a medal. Shortly

after his return to England he obtained an appointment to

the " Alexander " brig in the expedition of Sir John Ross
to discover the probabilities of a North-West Passage to

the Pacific. Ross, mistaking clouds for the Croker

mountains barring his way westwards, returned to England
in the belief that further perseverance was hopeless ; but

Parry, confident, as he expressed it,
" that attempts at polar

discovery had been hitherto relinquished just at a time

when there was the greatest chance of succeeding,"

obtained the command of a new expedition, consisting qf

two ships, the " Griper " and " Hecla," with which he
sailed from the Thames in May 1819. Passing up Baffin's

Bay, he explored and named Barrow's Straits, Prince

Regent's Inlet, and Wellington Channel, and reached

Melville Island at the beginning of September, having

crossed longitude 110° W-, thus becoming entitled to the

reward of £5000 offered by parliament. After wintering

in Melville Island he made an effort to force a passage to

Behrings Straits, but, the state of the ice rendering this

impossible, he returned to England, re-entering the Thames
in November 1820. A narrative of the expedition

appeared in 1821. Shortly after his return ' he was pro-

ir.oted to the rank of commander, presented with the

freedom of Bath and Norwich, and elected a member of the

Royal Society. With the " Fury " and the " Hecla " he
set sail on a second expedition in May 1821, and after

great hardships returned to England in November 1823
without achieving his purpose. During his absence he
had in November 1821 been promoted to post rank, and
on 1st December 1823 he was chosen acting hydrographer
to the navy. His Journal of a Second Voyage for the

Discovery of the Norlh-West Passage appeared in 1824^

With the same ships be, in May 1824, set sail on a third

expedition, which, however, was also unsutcessful, and
after the wreck of the " Fury " he returned home ifl

October 1825 with a double ship's company. Of this

voyage he published an account in 1826. Having obtained

the sanction of the Admiralty to journey to the North Pole

from the northern shores of Spitzbergen in boats that

could be fitted to fledges, he set sail with the " Hecla,"

March 27, 1827, and in June set out for the Pole. He,
however, failed to find the solid plain of ice he expected

;

and as, moreover, owing to the ice drift, he found hia

efforts at progress northwards in great degree frustrated,

he was compelled, after reaching 82° 45' N. lat., to retrace

his steps, and arrived in England in October. Of bis

journey he published an account under the title of

Narrative of the Attempt to reach the North Pole in Boats,

1827. On April 29, 1829, he received the honour of

knighthood. Sir John Franklin being also knighted on the

same occasion. After continuing his duties as hydrogra-

pher till May 1829, ho went to New South Wales as com-
missioner to the Australian Agricultural Company. On
his return to England in 1835 he was appointed assistant

poor-law commissioner in Norfolk. This he in little more
than a year resigned, and iu 1837 ho was employed in

organizing the packet service boL.vecn Liverpool, Holyhead,

and Dublin. For nine years from 1S37 he was comptroller

of the steam department of the navy. On retiring from

active service he was appointed captain-superintendent of

Haslar Hcspital. He vacated this office in 1S52 on obtain-
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tag the rank of rear-admiral, and in 1S53 he was appointed

governor of Greenwich Hospital, which post he retained

till his death, Sth July 1855. Besides the journals of his

di5crent voyages, Parry was the author of a Lecture to

Seamen, and Thoughts on tJte Parental Character of God.

See Memoirs of Rear-Admirnl Sir W. E. Pamj, by his son

Rev. Edward Parry, M.A., 3d ed., 1857.

PAESiS, or PiKSEES. The resident in Bombay who
wanders to the Back Bay beach at sunset to inhale the

fresh sea-breezes from JIalabar Hill will there observe a

congregation of the most interesting people of Asia. They
are the Parsis, the followers of Zarathustra, and the

descendants of the ancient Persians who emigrated to India

on the conquest of their country by the Arabs, about the

year 720 a.d.

The men are well-formed, active, hanasome, and

intelligent. They have light olive complexions, a fine

aquiline nose, bright black eyes, a well-turned chin, heavy

arched eyebrows, thick sensual lips, and usually wear a

light curling moustache. The women are delicate in frame,

with small hands and feet, fair complexions, beautiful

black eyes, finely arched eyebrows, and a luxurious

profusion of long black hair, which they dress to perfection,

and ornament with pearls and gems.

The Parsis are much more noble in their treatment of

females than any other Asiatic race ; they allow them to

appear freely in public, and leave them the entire manage-

ment of household affairs. They are proverbial for their

benevolence, hospitality, and sociability. They are good

scholars, and usually learn several languages—Gujarati,

Hindustani; and English. The Parsis are notoriously

fond of good living, and do not hesitate to spend their

money freely for the best the market affords. They
indulge in wines,' but do not reach the vice of intoxication.

On getting out of bed in the morning, an orthodox

Pars! first says his prayers. He then rubs a little nirang

(cow-iirine) upon his face, hands, and feet, reciting during

the ceremony a prayer or incantation against the influence

of devas, or evil spirits, for which the " nirang " is

considered a specific. He next takes his bath, cleans his

teeth, and repeats his prayers. He then takes his morning

meal, a light breakfast,—say, tea or chocolate, bread, and
fruits. The dinner is more abundant, and is composed of

the dishes of the country—meats, stews, vegetables, rice,

fruits, &.C. These dishes are seasoned with pungent sauces,

curries, chutneys, pickles, ic, one of which, famous in

Bombay, is marked with the mild initials H. F. (hell-fire).

The evening meal is taken after sunset, when the labours

and ceremonies of the day are over, and is the signal for

licence in eatihg, drinking, and conversation. A tat, or

parting drink for the night, is a time-honoured custom

among the Parsis.

The costume of the Parsi is loose and flowing, very

picturesque in appearance, and admirably adapted to the

climate in which he lives. The sadara, or shirt, which is

considered the most sacred garment, because it is worn
next the skin, is a plain loose vest, usually made of muslin,

or with the opulent of fine white linen. A long coat or

gown is worn over the sadara, extending to the knees,

and fastened round the waist with the Icust't, or .sacred cord,

which is carried round three times, and fairtened in front

with a double knot. Th.^ pyjamis, or loose trousers, are

fastened round the waist by a silken cord with tassels at

the ends, which are run through a hem. The material of

these pj-jamis. among the common classes is cc tton, but

the riA indulge in fancy-coloured silks and satins. The
head is covered with a turban, or a cap of a fashion

peculiar to the Parsis ; it is made of stiff material, some-

thing like the European hat, without any rim, and has an

angle from the top of the forehead backwards. It would

net be respectful to uncover in presence of an equal, much
less of a superior. The colour is chocolate or niaroou,

except with the priests, who wear a white turban. The
shoes are of red or yellow morocco, turned up at the toes.

The dress of Parsi ladies is something gorgeous. They
are enveloped in a maze of mysteriously wound silk.

They appear as houris floating about the earth in silk

balloons, with a ballasting of anklets, necklaces, earrings,

and jewellery. The dressmakers' bills, fortunately for

the head of the family, are not exorbitant, as tho

costumes have not been through the hands of the modiste,

but are composed of many yards of fancy-coloured silks

wound round the nether limbs and gradually enfolding

the body, covering part of the bosom, and then thrown
over the shoulders and head, drooping on the left arm, as

a shield against the inquisitive gaze of a stranger. The
pyjamis, or drawers, are common to both se.xes, but tho

ladies of course excel in the fine texture and fanciful

colours of these garments.

A Parsi must be born upon the ground floor of the

house, as the teachings of their religion require' life to be
commenced in humility, and by " good thoughts, words,

and actions " alone can an elevated position be attained

either in this world or the next. The mother is not seen

by any member of the family for forty days. Upon the

seventh day after the birth of the child, an astrologer .is

invited, who is either a Brahmana or a Parsi priest, to cast

the nativity of the child. He has first to enumerate the

names which the child may bear, and the parents have the

right to make choice of one of them. Then he draws on
a wooden board a set of hieroglyphics in chalk, and his

dexterity in counting or recounting the stars under whose
region or influence the child is declared to be born is

marvelled at by the . superstitious creatures thronging

around him. All the relatives press forward to hear the
astrologer predict the future life and prospects of the babe.

This document is preserved in the family archives as a
guidance and encouragement to the child through life, and
may exert some influence in shaping its destiny. At the

age of seven years or thereabouts, according to the judg-

ment of the priest, the first religious ceremony of the

Parsis is performed upon the young Zarathustrian. He
is first subjected to the process of purification, which
consists of an ablution with " nirang." The ceremony
consists in investing the young Parsi with the cincture, or

girdle of his faith. This cincture is a cord woven by
women of the priestly class only. It is composed of

seventy-tw6 threads, representing the seventy-two chapters

of the Yasna, a portion of the Zand-Avesta, in the

sacredness of which the young neophyte is figuratively

bound. The priest ties the cord around the waist as he
pronounces the benediction upon the child, throwing upon
its head at each sentence slices of fruits, seeds, perfumes,

and spices. He is thus received into the religion of

Zarathustra. After the performance of this ceremony, the

child is considered morally accountable for its acts. If a
child die before the performance of this ceremony, it is

considered to have goue back to Ahur.i-JIazd.i, who gave
it, as pure as it entered into this world, having not reached

the age of accountability. The ceremony of the hisfi, or

encircling with the girdle, is closed by the distribution of

refreshments to the friends and relatives of the family who
have attended the investiture of the younger follower of

Zarathustra with the sacred girdle of his faith.

The marriages of children engage the earliest attention

of the parents. Though the majority of Parsi marriages are

still celebrated while the children are very young, instances

frequently occur of marriages of grown-up boys and girls.

The wedding day is fixed by an astrologer, who consults

the stars for a happy season. The wedding day being
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fixed, .1 Pars! prVcsf goes iVom liouse to hoii^e witli a list of

tlio guests to bo invited, and delivrrs the invitotinns with

much reieinony. The fathm' of the bride waits upon

near relatives and distinguished personages, soliciting the

honour of their attendance. A little before sunset a pro-

cession is formed at the house of the bridegroom, and
proceeds with a band 6f nuiFic, amid great pomp and ccrc-

mon}', to the house of tlie bride's father. Here^ a number
of relatives and friends arc collected at the door to receive

the bridegroom with due honour. Presents are sent

before, according to the time-honoured customs of the

East. Upon the arrival of the procession at the house of

the bride, the geiitlemcn gallantly remain outside, leaving

room for the ladies to enter the house with the bridegroom

as his escort. As ho passes the threshold, his future

mother-in-law meets him with a tray filled with fruits and
rice, which she strews at his feet. The fathers of the

young couple are seated side by side, and between them
stands the priest ready to perform the magic ceremony.

The young couple are seated in two chairs opposite each

other, their right hands tied together by a silken cord,

which is gradually wound around them as the ceremony
progresses, the bride in the meantime being concealed with

a veil of silk or muslin. The priest lights a lamp of

incense, and repeats the nuptial benediction first in Zand
and then in Sanskrit. At the conclusion of the ceremony
they each throw ujjon the other some grains of rice, and
the most expeditious in performing this feat is considered

to have got the start of the other in the future control of

the household, and receives the applause of the male or

female part of the congregation as the case may be. The
priest now throws some grains of ric3 upon the heads of

the married pair in token of wishing them abundance

;

bouquets of flowers are handed to the assembled guests,

and rose-water is showered upon them. The bride and
bridegroom now break some sweetmeats, and, after they

have served each other, the company are invited to partake

of refreshments. At tlie termination of this feast the pro-

cession forms, and v/ith lanterns and music escorts the

bridegroom back to his own house, where they feast until

midnight. As midnight approaches, they return to the

house of the bride, and escort her, with her dowry, to the

house of the bridegroom, and, having delivered her safely

to her future lord and master, disperse to their respective

homes. Eight days after the bridal ceremony a wedding
feast is given by. the newly-married couple, to which only

near relatives and particular friends are invited. This
feast is composed entirely of vegetables, but wine is not
forbidden ; at each course the wine is served, and toasts'

are proposed, as "happiness to the young couple," &c.

The funeral ceremonies of the Parsis are solemn and
imposing. AVhen the medical attendant declares the case

of a Parsi hopeless, a priest advances to the bed of the

dying man, repeats sundry texts of the Zand-Avesta, the

substance of which tends to afford consolation to the dying
man, and breathes a prayer for the forgiveness of his sins.

After life is extihct, a funeral sermon is delivered by the

priest, in which the deceased is made the subject of an
exhortation to his relatives and friends to live pure, holy,

and righteous lives, so that they may hope to meet again

in paradise. The body is then taken to the ground floor

•where it was born, and, after being washed and perfumed,

is dressed in clean white clothes, and laid upon an iron

bier. A dog is brought in to take a last look at his

inainimate master in order to drive away the evil spirits or

Jfasus. This ceremony is called sar/ddd. A number of

priests attend and repeat prayers for the repose of the soul

of the departed. All the male friends of the deceased go
to the door, bow down, and raise their two hands from
touching the floor to their heads to indicate their deepest

respect for the departed. The body, when put upon the
bier, is covered over from head to foot Two attendants
bring it out of the house, holding it low in their hands,
and deliver it to four pall-bearers, called nasasalur, all

clad in well-washed, clean, white clothes. All the people
present stand up as the body is taken out of the house,

and bow to it in respect as it passes by. A procession is

formed by the male friends of the deceased, headed by a
number of priests in full dress, to follow the body to the

dakhma, or " tower of silence," ihe last resting-place of

the departed Parsi. These towers are erected in a beauti-

ful garden on the highest point of Malabar Hill, amid
tropical trees swarming with vultures ; they are constructed

of stone, and rise some 25 feet high, with a small door at

the side for the entrai;ce of the body. Upon arriving at

the " tower of silence " the bier is laid down, and prayers

are said in the sagr't, or house of prayer, containing a fire-

sanctuary, which is erected near the entrance to the garden.

The attendants then raise the body to its final resting-'

place, lay it upon its stony bed, and retire. A round pit

about 6 feet deep is surrounded by an annular stone

pavement about 7 feet wide, on which the body is exposed

to the vultures, where it is soon denuded of flesh, and the

bones fall through an iron grating into a pit beneath, from
which they are afterwards removed into a subterranean

entrance prepared for their reception. On the third day
after death an assemblage of the relatives and friends of

the deceased takes place at his late residence, and thence

proceed to the Aiish-bahrdm, or "temple of fire." The^

priests stand before the urns in which the celestial fire is

kept burning, and recite prayers for the soul of the

departed. The son or adopted son of the deceased kneels

before the high-priest, and promises due performance of

all the religious duties and obsequies to the dead. The'

relatives and friends then hand the priest a list of the

contributions and charities which have been subscribed in

memory of the deceased, which concludes the ceremony of
" rising from mourning," or " the resurrection of the dead."i

On each successive anniversary of the death of a Parsi,*

funeral ceremonies are performed in his memory. An iron'

framework is erected in the house, in which shrubs are

planted and flowers cultivated to bloom in memory of the

departed. Before the frame, on iron stands, are placed

copper or silver vases, filled with water and covered with

flowers. Prayers are said before these iron frames two or

three times a day. These ceremonies are caUed mUktad,

or ceremonies of departed souls.

^ The numerical strength of the followers of ZarathvistTa ai mo
present day docs not exceed 82,000 persons, including the Farsis

of Persia at Kerman, Yazd, and Teheran, The greater number ia

found in Bombay, and in some of the cities of Gujarat, as Now-
sari, Surat, Bharoch, Ahmcdnbad, &c. Parsjs have also settled for

the purpose of trade in Calcutta, lladras, and in other cities of
British India, in Burmah, China, and in other parts of Asia.'

According to the census of 1881, there aro in the Bombay presi-

dency 72,065 Parsis, and in Persia 8499, according to Hcutum-
Schindler (see Journal of the Oriental Gcrvian Society^ vol. xxxvi'

p. 54).
'

The Parsis of India are divided into two sects, the Shenshais and
the Kadmis. They do not diifcr on any point of faith ; the dispute

is solely confined to a quarrel as to the correct chronological dato
for the computation of tho..jra of Yazdagird, the last king of the
Sasanian dynasty, who was dethroned by the caliph Omar about
640 A.I). Thedifference has been productive of no other inconveni-

ence than arises from the variation of a month in the celebration of

the festivals. The Shenshai sect, represented by Sir Jamsetji

Jijibhai, Bart, greatly outnumbers the Eadmis, formerly headed
by the late famous high-priest llulla Firoz. -«•

The Parsis, as stated above, compute time from the fall of

Yazd-igird. Their calendar is divided into twelve months of thirty

days each; the other five days, being added for holy days, are not
counted. Each day is named after some particular angel of bliss,

under whoso special protection it is pa3sed. On feast days a division

of fivo watches is niado imder the protection of five difTcrcnt

diviiiities. In midwinter n feast of ^.u. days is held in commcmo-
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SfTbn 6T Hio six pciiods of crcafion. AVont tlic 2Ut of Jl.ircli, tli*",

viTiial eipiiiios, a festival is Jield in Ijonour of aijrioiiltuic, wiicn

Iilintiiig jogiiis. In tlio middle of April a feast is licKl to celebrate

the creation of trees, shrubs, and (lowers.- On tho fourth day of

the sixth month a feast is held in honour of Sahrevar, tlie deity

presiding over mountains anil mines. On the sixteenth ilny of the

seventh month a fe.ist is held in honour of Mithra, the deity pre-

siding]; over and directing the course ef the sun, and aho a festival

to celebrate truth and friendship. On the tenth day of tlie eii^hth

month a festival is held in honour of Farvardin, the deity wliopre-

BiJes over the departed souls of men. This tiny is especially set

apart for the performance of ceremonies for the dead. The pooidc

attend on the hills where the " towers of silence " arc situated, and
jieriorm in the i,(igrts prayers for the depaited souls. 'I'lie I'arsis

are enjoined by tlieir religion to preserve tho nu-mcry of the dead
hy annual religious ceremonies pcrformc*l in the hou-ic, as said

above ; but such of their friends ns die on long voyages, or in un-
known places, and the date cf whose death caiiuot bo known, are

lioi'.ounKl by sa red rites on this d.iy. The Parsi scriptures require

tho last ten days of the year to be spent in doing deeds of chaiity,

and iu prayers of thank.sgiving to Ahuid-Mazila. On the day of
YazdagireljOr New Year's Day, the Parsis emulate tlie Western world
in rejoicing and sociid i.ite.'coui-se. They rise ^arly, aitd after

liaving pcrfori^icd their prayers and ablutions dress themselves iu

& now suit of clothes, and sally forth to tho ** fire-temples," to wor-
ihij^ the emblem of their divinity, the sacred fire, whicli is perpetu-
ally burning on the altar. Unless they duly ])crform this ceremony
they believe their souls will not be allowed to pass the bridge
"Chinyad," leading to heaven. After they have performed their

religious services, they visit their relations and friends, when the
ceremony of "hamijur," or joining of hands, is performed. The
Ceremony is a kind of greeting by which they wish each other
"a happy new year." Their relatives and friends are invited to
dinner, and they spend the rest of the day in feasting ami rejoicing

;

alms are given to the poor, and new suits of clothes are presented
to the servants and denendauts.
There are only two distinct castes among the Parsis,—the priests

[dasl&rs, or high priests ; mohcds, or the middle order of priests;
and hcrbads, or the lowest order of priests) and the pco]de
(bcliadin, behclin, or " followers of the best religion"). The priestly
oBice is hcredi tarj', and no ono can become a priest who was not
born in tho purple ; but tho son of a priest may bccon-.c a
layman.
The secular afiirs of the Parsis are managed by an elective com •

inittee, or Panchdijat, composed of si.\ dasturs and twelve mobods,
making a council of eighteen. Its functions resemble the Venetian
council of ten, and its objects are to preserve unity, peace, and
justice^ amongst the followers of Zarathustra. One law of the
Pauchayat is singular in its difference from the law or custom of
any other native community in Asia ; nobody who has a wife living
shall marry ai-iotjier, except under peculiar circumstances, such as
the barrcnneia uf the living wife, or her immoral conduct. It is a
matter of just ]nidc that we fin-j the Parsis have not imitated tho
barbarous and tyrannical custom of prohibiting widows from re-
marrying which is so prevalent among the Hindfis.

Their religion teaches them benevolence as the first principle,
and no people practise It with more liberality. A beggar among the
Parsis is unknown, and would be a scandal to the society. In the
city of Bombay alone they have thirty-two different charitable
institutions. The sagacity, activity, and commercial enterprise of
the Parsis arc proverbial iu the East, and their credit as merchants
is almost unlimited. They frequently control the opium production
of India, which amounts annually to something like illO.OOO, 000
sterling. They have some fifty largo commercial houses in
Bombay, faurteen in Calcutta, twenty in Hong-Kong, ten in
Shanghai, four in London, three in-^moy, two in Yokohama,
and many throughout India, Persia, -and Eg)-pt. Furtlier, their
intere-st in. the extension of agriculture in India is prominent;
they are also very much esteemed as railway contractors or rail-
way guards. It is often said that the Parsis are superstitious
about extinguishing fire, but this is a mistake. Tltey are tho only
people in the world who do not smoke tobacco, or some other
stimulating weed. Their reverence for fire .as a symbol of Ahura-
ilazda prevents them from dealing with it lightly. They would not
play with fire, nor extinguish it unnecessarily; and they generally
welcome the evening blaze with a prayer of thanksgiving. Their
religion forbids them to defile any of the creations of Ahura-Mazda,
such as the earth, water, trees, flowers, &c., and on no account
would a Parsi indulge in the disgusting habit of ej^pcctoration.
They have been accustomed to tho refinement of tinger-bowls
after meals for several thousand years, aud resort to ablutions
frequently.

Of all the natives of India the Parsis are most desirous of receiving
ihe benefits of an English education, aud their eagerness to embrace
the science and literature of the West has been conspicuous in the
wi4e spread of female education among them. Tho dilfcrcnco
between tho Parsla of thirty -years ago and those of tUa present day

is simply the result of Knglisli education .inil inicrconrso with
Englisluncn. The condition of the Parsi priesthood, however,
demands imi)Vovement, Very few of them understand their litur-

gical Zand works, although .ible to recite parrot-like all tho
chapters requiring to be rcjieatcd on ocea'^ions of religious cere-

monies, for which services they receive tho regulated fees, and
from lliem mainly they derive a subbistcncc. It is, hou'cver, very
gratifying to notice an attenijit that is now being made to impart a

healthy stimulus to the priesthood for the study of their religious

books. Two iustitutions, styled tlie "MuUa Firoz Jladrusa

"

and tho "Sir Jamsetji Jijibhai Madrasa," have been estab-

lished under the superintendence of competent teachers. Here
the study of Zaiul, Piizand, Pahlavi, and Persian is cultivated;
and many of tho sons of the present ignorant priests will

occupy a higher position in the society of their countrymen than
their paicnts now enjoy. The present dasturs are intelligent anl^

well-informed men, possessing a sound knowledge of their religion
;

but the mass of tho mobeils and hcrbads arc profoundly ignorant
of its first principles. As active measures are being devised for

improvement, the darkness of the present will doubtless bo suot
cceded by a bright dawn in the future. (A. F.)

PARSON is a technical terra of English law, and is a
corruption of persona, the parson being, as it were, the

persona eccUsix, or representative of the church in the

parish. Parson imparsonee (persona impersonaia) is he
that as rector is in possession of a church parochial, and
of whom the cliurch is full, whether it be presentative

or impropriate (Coke upon Littleton, 300 h). The word
parson is properly used only of a rector, though it is sonie-i

times loosely extended to any one in holy orders. Though
every parson is a rector, every rector is not a parson. A
parson must be in holy orders ; hence a lay rector could

not be called a parson. The parson is tenant for life of

the parsonage house, the glebe, the tithes, and other dues,'

so far as they are not appropriated. Further information

on this subject will be found under Advowson, BenefjcEj
and Tithes.

PARSONS, or Persons, Robert (1546-1610;, a cele?

brated Jesuit, was the son of a blacksmith, and was born at

Nether Stowey, near Bridgwater, England, in 1546. His
precocity attracted the attention of the vicar of the parish,

Ti'ho gave him private instruction, and procured his

entrance in 1563 as an exhibitioner to Baljiol College,

Oxford. He graduated B.A. in i568, and M.A. in 1572.'

He was fellow, bursar, and dean of his college, but iu

1574 he resigned his fellowship and offices, for reasons

which have been disputed, some alleging improprieties of

conduct, and others suspected disloyalty. Soon after his

resignation he went to London, and thence in June to

Louvain, where he spent some time in tlie cohipany of

Father William Good, a Jesuit. He then jiroceeded to

Padua to carry out a previously conceived intention to study

medicine, but further intercourse with English Jesuits so

influenced his mind, that in July 1575 he entered the Jesuit

Society at Rome. In 1580 he was selected along with Cara-

pian, a former associate at 0.xford, and others, to undertake

a secret mission to England against Elizabeth. Through the

vigilance of Burghley the plot was discovered and Campian
arrested, but Parsons made his escape to Rouen, and
occupied himself for some time in the composition of

treasonable tracts against Elizabeth, which he caused to

bo secretly sent to England. In 15S3 he returned to

Rome, where he was appointed prefect of the English

mission, and in 1586 chosen rector of the English seminary.

He also devoted much energy to the establishment of

seminaries elsewhere on the Continent, for the training

of priests to be despatched to England to aid in reviving

the cause of Romanism. After the disaster to the Spanish

Armada in 1588, he endeavoured to persuade the Spanish

monarch to undertake a second invasion, and, unsuccessful

in this, he incited various plots against Elizabeth, cU of

which were, however, abortive. On the death of Cardinal

Allen in 1594 he made strenuous efforts to be appointed

hia successor, and, failing in this, he retired to Naples until
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the death of Clement VITL in 160G. From this time he

continued his active intrigues against Protestantism . in

England until his death, ISth April 1610.

Parsons was tlie author of a large uumber of polemical tracts, a
'

list of which, to tlie number of thirty-three, is given in Chalmers's

Biographical Diciionarij. For portrait, see Gentleman's Magazine,

vol. l.xiv.

PARSONSTOWN', formerly Birr,- a" market-town
_
of

King's County, Ireland, is situated on an acclivity rising

above the Birr, and on a branch of the Great Southern

and Western Railway, 12^ miles nortli of Roscrea and 7-^

south of Banagher. Cumberland Square, in which there is

a Doric column, surmounted by a statue of the duke of Cum-

berland to commemorate the battle of CuUoden, contains

a number of good shops, and the streets diverging from it

.are wide and well built. The fine castle of Birr, besides

its historical interest, has gained celebrity on account of

the reflecting telescope erected there (1828-45) by the

third earl of Rosse. The other principal buildings are

the court-house, the Protestant Episcopal and Roman
Catholic churches, the convent of the sisters of mercy, the

model school, the mechanics' institute, the fever hospital,

and the infirmary. There is a bronze statue by Foley of

the late Lord Rosse. Some trade is carried on in corn

and timber, and the town possesses a distillery and

brewery. The population was 5401 in 1861. 4939 in

1871, and 4955 in 1881.

An able;.- was fmimlea at Birr by St P.rcnilan.*. The district

fornieil part of Ely O'Carrol, anil was not inchuled in King's

Cinuuy till tl-.c time of James I. A great battle is saiil to have been

fought near Dirr in the 3J century between Cormac, son of Cond of

tlic Hundred liattlcs, and tlie people of Munster. Tlie castlo was

the chiif scat of the O'Carrols. In the reign of J.ames I. it and its

appendages were assigned to Lawrence I'arsons, brother of Sil"

William Pa -sons, surveyor-general. It was uioie tlian once besieged

in the tinw of Cromwell, and was taken by Ireton in 1650. . It also

sullered assault in 1GS8 and 1690.

PARTABGARH, Pr.\t.\bgakh, or' Pertabgurh, a

district o:' O'adh, India, situated between 25° 34' and
26° 10' 30" N. lat., and between 81° 22' and 82° 29' 45"

E. long., i;i bounded on the N. by Rai Eareli and Sultiin-

pur, ami en the E., S., and W. by Jaunpur and AlIahAbad

distiicts. The Ganges forms the south-western boundary

line, while the Gumti marks the eastern boundary for a

few miles. The ar-ea (1881) is 143G square miles. The

general aspect of Partabgarh is that of a richly wooded

and fertile plain, here and there relieved by gentle

undulations, and in the vicinity of the rivers and

streams broken into ravines. The one important river

(the Ganges and Gumti nowhere entering the district)

is the Siii, which is navigable in the rains, but in the

hot season runs nearly dry. The only mineral pro-

ducts are salt, saltpetre, and kankar or nodular limestone-

Tho manufacture of salt and saltpetre from the saliferous

tracts is prohibited. Tigers and leopards are hardly ever

met with ; but wolves still abound in the ravines and grass

lands. NUgdi, wild cattle, hogs, and monkeys do much
damage to the crops, x Snakes* are not numerous. Small

g.imc abounds.
"
The r-?milation in 1851 was 847,047 (420,730 males, 426,317

females; ti;:),05-t Hindus, 83,944 Mohammedans, 48 Clnistians).

The principal grain . crops arc barley, wiicat, and rice. Other

food Lro[>s arc gvaig," peas, arhai; jo(ir , and htijra. Sugar-cane

cultivation has largely increased of late years, and pop[py is grown

uncier the snpcrintcndence of the Opium Dcp.artnieut. Miscel.

lancous ciops ineludo tobacco of superior q\iality, indigo, fibres,

prill,' S:c. Irrigation is extensively carried on, and maimre is made
use of wherever procurable. Rents have steadily increased since

the introduction of British lule, and still .show a tendency to rise.

Artisans and skilled labourers have nuieh imi>rovcd in circum-

stances of late years ; but agricultural labour is .still paid iu kind at

ab)nt the same rates that prevailed under native rule. Partab-

gaih is now well opened up by roads. Four la'ge fenics are niain-

tai.icil on the Ganges, and two on the Ounili. Partabgarh Tonus

a great graiu-c.Nportiug distiict. Other importaut cxuorts comprise

tooacco, sugar, molasses, opium, oil, ghi, cattle and sheep, hides, kc
The imports consist mainly of salt, cotton, metals and hardware,

country cloth, and dyes. The manufactures of the district coni-

pi ise sugar, blanket weaving, glass beads and bracelets, water-bottles,

^;c.- The gross revenue of the district in 1882-83 was £175,735.

of which the land revenue contributed £98,220. Education is

afforded by 91 schools, on the rolls of which on 31st March 1883

there were 3493 scholars. The climate is healthy. Thc.averacrt

rainfall for the fourteen yeais ending 1831 was 37 inches.^

PARTABGARH, or PERTABOtrRH, a native '"state in

RAjputana, India, lying between 23° 14' and 24° 14' N;

lat., and between 74° and 75° E. long., and entirely

surrounded by native territory, has an estimated area of

1460 square miles, and an estimated population (1881) of

80,568, mostly Bhils and other aboriginal tribes. The

revenue is about £60,000, of which about £20,000 are

enjoyed by feudatory chiefs and nobles. It is a hilly

country, mainly producing maize andjodr (Hahus sorghuni):

PARTHENIUS, a Bithynian poet, said to ha\e been

captured in the MiUiradatic war and carried to Rome. » He
lived there for many years, as late as the time of Tiberius.

His poems were on erotic subjects, and many of thera

treated of obscure mythological stoiios. The only work

of his which is preserved is a collection of short love-

tales in prose, dedicated to the poet Cornelius Galb'"
""

apparently not intended for publication.

PARTHENON. See Athens, vol. iii. p. 5.

PARTHIA. See Persia.

PARTINICO, a town of Sicily, in the province of

Palenno, and 28 i miles W. of Palermo by rail^ has a good

trade in wine and oil, and in 1881 had 21,000 inhabitants.

PARTITION, in law, is the division betw-een several

persons of land or goods belonging to them as co-pro-

prietors. It was a maxim of Roman law, followed in

modern systems, thattw commwnionc vet socidale nemo potest

invitus detineri. Partition was either voluntary or was

obtained by the actio conuauni dividenJu. In English law

the term partition applies only to the division of lands,

tenements, and hereditaments, or of chattels real between

coparceners, joint tenants, or tenants in common. It is to

be noticed that not all hereditaments are capable of parti-

tion. There can be no partition of homage, fealty, or

common of turbary, or of an inheritance of dignitj', such as

a peerage. Partition is either voluntary or comjiulsory.

Voluntary partition is effected by mutual coiiveyances, and

can only be made where all parties are sni juris. Since

8 i 9 Vict. c. 106, § 3, it must be made by deed, except in

the case of copyholds. Compulsory jjartition is effected by

private Act of Parliament, by judicial process, or through

the inclosure commissioners. At common law none but

coparceners were entitled to partition against the will of

the rest of the proprietors, but the Acts of 31 Henry VIII.

c. 1 and 32 Henry VIII. c. 32 gave a compulsory process

to joint tenants and tenants in common of freeholds,

whether in posses.jion or in reversion, by means of the writ

of partition. In the reign of Elizabeth the Court of

Chancery began to assume jurisdiction in partition, and the

writ of partition, after gradually becoming obsolete, was

finally abolished by 3 & 4 Vill. IV. c. 27. The Court

of Chancery could not decree partition of coi'iyholds until

4 A 5 Vict. c. 35, § 85. By the Judicature Act, 1873, § 34,'

partition is one of the matters specially assigned to the

Chancery Division. An order for partition is a matter of

right, subject to the discretion vested in the court by the

Partition Act. 1SG8 (31 <k 32 Vict. c. 40, amended by

39 ii 40 Vict. c. 17). By § 3 of the Act of 1868 the court

may, on the request of a party interested,. direct a sale

instead of a partition, if a sale would be more beneficial

than a partition. By § 12 a county court has jurisdiction

in partition where the property does ftot exceed .£500

1 in value. Under the powers of the Inclosure Act,. 1845,.
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3 i 9 Vict. c. lis, aod the Acts amending it, theinclosure

commissioners have power of enforcing compulsory parti-

tion among the joint owTiers of any inclosed lands. An
order of the ibclosure commissioners or a private Act vests

the legal estate, as did also the old WTit of partition. But

an order of the Chancery Division only declares the rights,

aud requires to be perfected by mutual conveyances so as

to pass the legal estate. Where, however, all the parties

are not sui jztris, the court may make a vesting order

under the powers of the Trustee Act, 1850, 13 & 14 Vict,

c. 60, g 30.

Partition is not a' technical term of Scots law. In Scotland

division of common property is elfected either extra-judicially, or

by action of declarator and division or division and sale in the

Court of Session, or (to a limited extent) in the sheriff courts.

Rights of common .ire not divisible in English law without an Act

of Parliament or a decree of the inclosure commissioners, but in

Scotland the Act of 1695, c. 3S, made all commonties, except those

belonging to the king or royal burghs, divisible, on the application

of any having interest, by action ia the Court of Session. By 40

k 41 Vict. c. 50, § 8, the" action for division of common property

or commonty is competent in the sheriff court, when the subject

in dispute docs not exceed in value £50 by the year, or £1000
value. Runrig lands, except when belonging to corporations, were

made d^^isible by the Act of 1695, c. 23. A decree of division of

commonty, common property, or runrig lands has the effect of a

conveyance by the joint proprietors to the several participants

'37 i 38 Vict. c. 94, § 35).

In the United States, "it is presumed," says Chancellor Kent,

(4 Cotnm., lect Ixiv.), "that the English statutes of 31 & 32 Henry
VIII. have been generally re-enacted and adopted, and probably
with increased facilities for partition." In a large majority of the

.States, partition may be made by a summary method of petition to

the coiuts of common law. In the other States the courts of

equity have exclusive jurisdiction. As between heirs and devisees

the probate courts may in some States award partition. The various

State laAA-s with re^rd to partition will be found in Washburn,
Jieal Propcrti/, bk. i. ch. xiii,, § 7.

PART^TERSHIP, in law, is a voluntary association of

two or more persons for the purpose of gain This is of

course not an exhaustive definition, but will lerve to

include most of the definitions of partnership which have
been attempted.* , The word partner is a contracted form
of partitioner.

The partnership of modern legal systems is based upon
the societas of Roman law. Societas is not defined by any
of the Roman jurists. But the Roman view is no doubt
sufficiently expressed in the definition by Voet:

—

societas est

contrattusjuris geniiurn, bansefidei, consensu constans, semper
re honesta, de lucri d damni communione. Societas was
either universorum, bonorum, a complete communion of

property ; nejoiiationis alicvjus, for the purpose of a single

transaction ; vectir/cilis, for the collection of taxes ; or rei

unius, joint ownership of a particular thing. The prevail-

ing form was societas nniversoruni quoi ex quiesttt veniunt,

or trade partnership, from which all that did not come
under the head of trade profit {qiwestus) was excluded.
This kind of societas was presumed to be contemplated in

the absence of proof that any other kind was intended.
Societas was a consensual contract, and rested nominally on
the consent of the parties—really, no doubt (though this
was not in terms acknowledged by the Roman jurists), on
the fact of valuable consideration moving from each
partner. No formalities were necessary for the constitution
of a sodetas. Either property or labour must be con-
tributed by the socius; if one party contributed neither
property nor labour, or if one partner was to share in the
loss but not in the profit (leonina societas), there was no
"true societas. Societas was dissolved on grounds substan-
tially the same as those of English law (see below). The
only ground peculiar to Roman law was change of stattts

(capitis deminutio). Jfost of the Roman law on the subject
of societas is contained in Dij. xvii. tit. 2, Pro Socio. The

' The difficulties of definltioa are pointed out by Sir N. Lindley,
Cii /"ffrincrs/up, i., lutrod. ^

main points of difference between the Roman and English

law will be treated below.

There is no statutory or judicial definition of partnership

in English law. It is defined by the Indian Contract Act,

§ 239,'^ as " the relation which subsists between persons

who have agreed to share the profits of a business carried

on by all or any of them on behalf of all of them." Sir

N. Lindley declines to pledge himself to any definition,

but lays down the following principles:—(1) partnership

is the result of an agreement to share profits and losses;

(2) partnership is prima facie the result of an agreement

to share profits, although nothing may be said about losses,

and although there may be no common stock
; (3) partner-

ship is prima facie the result of an agreement to share

profits, although community of loss is stipulated against

;

(4) partnership is not the result of an agreement to share

gross returns
; (5) partnership is not the result of aa

agreement which is not concluded
;

(G) partnership is

not the result of an agreement to share profits so lon'g as

anything remains to be done before the right to share them
accrues (1 Lindley, bk. i. ch. i., § 1). It was held in

1793, in the case of Waugh v. Carver, (2 H. Blackstone,

235), that sharing in profits constituted partnership,

though no partnership was in fact contemplated by the

parties. But in 1860 the House of Lords in Cox v.

Hickman (8 House of Lords Cases, 268), established the

principle that persons who share the profits of a business

do not incur the liabilities of partners unless the business

is carried on by themselves or their real or ostensible

agents. In 1865 the Act 28 & 29 Vict. c. 86 (which

applies to the United Kingdom, and is commonly called

BoviU's Act) was passed in order to remove certain

difl5culties arisirig from Cox v. Hickman. It enacts that

the advance by way of loan to a person engaged or about

to engage in any trade or undertaking, upon a contract in

writing that the lender is to receive a rate of interest

varying with the profits, or a share of the profits, is not of

itself to constitute the lender a partner (§ 1) ; that no
contract for the remuneration of a servant or agent by a

share of the profits is of itself to render such servant or

agent responsible as a partner or give him the rights of a

partner (§ 2) ; that no widow or child of a partner of a

trader receinng by way of annuity a portion of the profits

is, by reason only of such receipt, to be deemed to be a

partner (§ 3) ; that no person receiving by way of annuity

or otherwise a portion of the profits in consideration of the

sale of the goodwill is, by reason only of such receipt, to

be deemed to be a partner (§ 4) ; that in the event of any
such trader being adjudged bankrupt, &c., the lender of

any such loan is not to be entitled to recover his principal

or profits and interest, or the vendor of a goodwill his

profits, until the claims of the other creditors for vajuable

consideration have been satisfied. Participation in profits

has thus ceased to be an absolute test of partnership.'

Another test that has been proposed is the existence of

such a participation as to constitute the relation of principal

and agent. But this has been objected to on the ground
that agency is deducible from partnership and not partner-

ship from agency (see Holrae v. Hammond, Law Rep. 7

Exch. 218). The principles laid down by Sir N. Lindley

above no doubt form the best means of deciding the

matter, but every case must depend to a large extent upon
its own particular circumstances. Though participation

in profits is of itself no evidence of partnership, on the

other hand societies and clubs, the object of which is not

to share profits, are not partnerships. The liability of

clubs or provisional committee men depends entirely upon

- The definition was adopted in the P-irtnei-ship Bill wiiich was
introduced into p.aviiament in 18S0 ; see Appendix to Pollock's Digest

of the Law of ParinersJiip.

x^^^. — .1;
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the question of agency. They are not as S rule in the

position of partners as against third persons. No partner-

ship can exist in an office depending upon personal

confidence, as the office of executor or trustee. Joint

tenants or tenants in common are not necessarily partners.

If A and B agree to contribute a sum for the purchase of

goods to be divided between them, they are joint owners

after purchase and before division. But if they resell the

goods and divide the profits, they then become partners

(Smith's Mercantile Law, bk. i. ch. ii.).

A valid contract of partnership can be entered into

by any person not under the disability of minority or

unsoundness of mind, or of being a convict 'within the

Felony Act, 1870 (33 ic 34 Vict. c. 23), or an alien enemy.

It is presumed that the disability of coverture no longer

exists since the Married Women's Property Act, 1882. An
infant may nominally be a partner, but he incurs no

liability, and may disaffirm past transactions when he

comes of age. A clergj'man becoming a partner for pur-

poses of trade is (with certain exceptions) liable to

ecclesiastical penalties, but the contracts of the partnership

are not void, 1 it 2 Vict. c. 106, § 31. At common law

there is no limit to the number of partners, but by the

Companies Act, 1862 (25 i 26 Vict. c. 89, § 4), not more

than ten persons can carry on the business of bankers, and

not more than twenty any other business, unless (with

some exceptions) they conform to the provisions of the

Act. (See Cojipaxy.)

A partnership may be constituted by deed or other

writing, or it may be implied from acts. It is usually,

though not of necessity, evidenced by deed. The usual

clauses in a partnership deed provide for fhe nature of the

business, the time of the commencement of the partnership

and its duration, the premium, the capital and property,

the interest and allowances, the conduct and powers of

the partners, the custody of the books, the taking of the

accounts, retirement, dissolution, and expulsion, the valua-

tion and transmission of shares, annuities to widows of

deceased partners, prohibition against carrj'ing on business

in opposition after retirement, sale of goodwill, getting in

debts, indemnity to outgoing partners, and arbitration

clauses. Though a deed may serve to adjust the rights

of the partners inter se, their liabilities to third persons

cannot be affected by provisions in a deed of which the

latter are ignorant. Whether a partnership exists in a

particular case is a mixed question of law and fact. The
partnership may last for any time agreed upon by the

partners. It is determinable at will unless it has been

agreed that it shall endure for a specified period, or unless

it is dissolved by some of the circumstances which \vill be

hereafter mentioned. A partnership may be general or

special, e.ij., the ownership of a single race-horse, or the

conduct of a single case by a firm of solicitors. The rights

and liabilities of partners may be considered as they affect

the partners (1) inter $'•, and (2) in their relation to third

persons.

1. The shares of partners are pi-inia facie equal.

Inequality must be provedby evidence. Each member of

a partnership is entitled to take a share in its management,
unless, as is frequently the case, one member is appointed

managing partner. A partner is in a fiduciary position.

It is therefore his duty to use reasonable diligence, to keep

within the limits of his autliority, and to observe good

faith, e.</., not to compete with the partnership. He may
be a jjartner in another firm, and the fact of his being a

partner in firms A and B does not make A and B partners,

for socius mei socii n-xi e^t mens socius. In matters which

are within the ordinary course of the business of the

partnership, such as the period of division of profils, if the

uartncrship articles be silent on tlio subject, the minority

must yield to the majority.- In matters beyond the scope

of the partnership business, such as a change in the

character of the business, one dissentient can forbid a
change, and can obtain an injunction to prevent the change

from being carried out. A partner is entitled to have

accounts kept, and to inspect them at proper times.

AMiere a partner has as agent for the firm paid more than

his share, he is entitled to contribution from the rest.

One partner cannot be expelled by the others unless there

is a special power of expulsicfti given by the articles. A
partner has no right to assign his share W'itTiout the express

or implied consent of the other partners. If the partner-

ship be one at will, the assignment ipso facto dissolves it

;

if not at will, the others are entitled to treat the assign-

ra»nt as a ground of dissolution. The assignee takes the

share subject to the claims of the other partners. Each
partner has an equitable lien upon the partnership property,

enabling him within certain limits to control the disposi-

tion of it. On the death of a partner his share goes to his

representatives, not, as in joint-tenancy, by accretion to the

survivors. It is an ancient maxim of law that ju$

acrrcscendi inter mercalores non habet locum (Coke upon
Littleton, 182 a).

2. A more important and difficult question is the rela-

tion of partners to those not members of the partnership.

From this point of view partnership is to a great extent

a branch of the law of agency (see Agext). As far as

contracts are concerned, it is the rule that one jjartner i^

its general agent for the transaction of its business in the

ordinary way, and the firm is responsible for whatever is

done by any of the partners when acting for the firm

within the limits of the authority conferred by the nature

of the business which it carries on (1 I.indley, bk. ii.

ch. i.). The authority is defined by the business, not by
any private understanding between the partners. Thus a

merchant can bind his partners by accepting a bill of

exchange for the firm, but a solicitor or medical man
cannot. A partner cannot execute a deed, except a simple

release of a debt, so as to bind the firm. In many cases

an act not warranted by authority, such as a submission to

arbitration, may be adopted by ratification so as to bind

the firm. And in other cases the rights of a bona fide

claimant will prevail, even though the authority has been

exceeded and there has been no ratification, e.y., where a
bill given by a partner on his private account passes into

the hands, of a bona fde holder for value. Where the

partner contracts on behalf of the partnership, it is the

latter and not the individual who is primarily liable. If

the name of a firm and an individual is the same, a bill

drawn in that name for partnership purposes is prima

facie a bill of the firm (Yorkshire Banking Co. i'. Beatson,

Laid Rep., 5 C. P. D., 109). But a partner may hold

himself out as tlie sole partner, and so make himself

separately liable. Every member of a partnership is at

common law liable in solido for the debts of the firm, a

liability co-extensive with his power to transfer the whole

projjerty of the firm. This liability cannot be restricted

except by statute (as the Companies Act) or by express

contract with the creditors. . A dormant partner is liable,

like an ostensible partner, for debts contracted during his

partnership ; if, however, the ostensible partners have

been sued to judgment, an action cannot be brought to

charge the dormant partner (Kendall v. Hamilton, Law
Jiej)., i App. Cas., 504). The liability of a dormant and
an Ostensible partner terminates in a difl'erent manner, in

the former case by his simple retirement without notice,

in the latter only after notice, a .general notice in the

Gazette being the usual means of informing the public of

the change, while special notice is given to known customers.

It is a question of fact whcUicr the liability of the new
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Qrm has been accepted in place"ofthat of the previous

drm. A guarantee fo or for a firm ceases upon a change

in the firm unless it appears by express stipulation or

necessary implication that the guarantee is to continue,

19 ife 20 Vict. c. 97, § -1. There are coses in which a

relation of quasi-partnership is created,^ i.e., in which

persons not partners inter se become partners qua third

persons. A person who holds himself out as a partner

incurs the liability of a partner. This was clearly laid

down by Lord Chief Justice Eyre in Waugh n. Carver,

and is now an established principle of law. " Holding

out " means that credit has been obtained by the use of

liis name, or even by permitting reference to him as one

who wishes to have his name concea4ed.

Where the liability arises out of tort, the law is not

"quite the same as it is where the liability arises from con-

tract. The presumption is again^ the authority of a

partner to commit a tort, and so opposed to the presump-

tion in the case of contract. But a partnership is liable

jointly and severally for any wrongful act or omission of

one of its members in conducting the business of the f.rm,

e.t;., the neglect of a managing partner to keep the shaft

of a mine in order, but cot for a wilful wrong unconnected

with the business, f.^., malicious prosecution. With
respect to fraud by misappropriation of money, some
obligation on the part of the firm to take care of the money
must be shown. A receipt from the firm prima facie

imposes this obligation.

An action should be brought by all the partners (except

merely nominal partners, -.vho need not be joined unless in

an action on a contract under seal). They cannot delegate

a right of action to one of themselves for convenience.

This can only be done by statute, as 7 Geo. IV. c. 46,

enabling banking companies to sue and be sued "by a

public officer. All the partners ought to be sued, subject

to any statutory exception, as that contained in the

.Carriers' Act, 11 Geo. IV., and 1 AVilL IV. c. 68, g 5, 6.

'But misjoinder or nonjoinder of parties does not defeat an

action (RvJ.es of the Supreme Court, 1883, ord. xvi. r.

11). Tie method of procedure does not affect the

principle of the liability of each partner in solido, a

principle on which is based one of the main points of

difference between a partnership and a corporation. In a

corporation the collective whole is distinct from the in-

dividual- composing it (see Cop.poR.iTioN). But in a

partnership the firm, as distinct frcm the individual

partners, is recognized by English law only to a very

limited extent, andas matter of procedure rather than of

substantive law. Since the Judicature Acts, in an action

against a partnership, power is given to sue and be sued

in the firm name, but the partners are bound to disclose

the names of the persons constituting the firm, and, though
judgment goes against the firm, execution may issue

against a J partner {Rules of the Supreme Court, 1883,

ord, vii. r. 2, xvi. r. H, xlii r. 10). An adjudication

of bankruptcy cannot be made against the firm in the firm

tame, but only against the partners individually (Rani-

*ruptcy Rules, 1883, r. 197).

A partnership at will is dissolved by determination of

[the will or assignment of the partnership share. A
partnership other than a partnership at will is dissolved

by (1) effluxion of time
; (2) retirement of a partner; (3)

alienation by operation of law of a partner's share, e.g., by
bankruptcy or (formerly) 'oy m.arriage of a female partner

;

(4) death; (5) business becoming unlawful, as by a

partner becoming an alien enemy
; (6) assignment of

partnership share
; (7) lunacy

; (8) liability of a partner

to criminal prosecution : (9) impossibility of carrying on

the business. In the last for,.- cases the partnership is not

ijiso /acto_dissolvedj but they are gioufids on which the

court may order a dissolution (sea Pollock,- ar^. 47 sq.)'.

Where a partner has been induced to enter into a partner-

ship by fraud, he has in general the option of affirming oi

rescinding the contract at his election.

The dissolution of partnerships and the taking of partner

ship accounts are matters specially assigned to the

Chancery Division (Judicature Act, 1873, § 34). After

dissolution the persons who constituted the jjartnership

become tenants in common of the partnership propsrty

until the division of assets, unless any other provision is

made by agreement. The partnership debts are paid out

of the partnership assets, ond the private debts out of the

private asset?

The principle of law that a partnership debt is joint and
several comes into operation where the partnership is dis-

solved by bankruptcy or death. The joint estate is the

primaiy fund for the payment of joint debts, but the joint

creditors can look to i any surplus of the separate estate

(after payment of i the'Sseparate debts), to satisfy any
deficiency in the jointr'estate. See the Bankruptcy Act,'

1883, § 59. Partners cannot compete with the creditors of

the firm either against the joint estate or the several estate

of a partner; that is to say, they cannot bo satisfied until

all the debts of the firm have been paid. In the ease of

death, although the partnership is dissolved by death, it is

still treated as subsisting for the purposes of administra-^

tion. The creditor has the same rights against the estate

of the deceased as he would have had in his lifetime in

some cases, so that he may proceed against this estate in

the -first instance, without recourse to the surviving

partners (see the judgment of Lord Selborne in Kendall v.

Hamilton, Law Bep., 5 App. Cas. 539), Further,'; the

death of a partner haa the result of converting the real

property of the firm. " Whenever a partnership purchases

real estate for partnership purposes, and with partnership

funds, it is, as between the real and personal representatives

of the partners, personal estate"^ (Darby t;._parby,^3

Drewry 506).

At common law no criminal prosecution was maintain^

able by one partner against another for stealing the

property of the firm. But this difficulty has been removed

by 31 k 32 A'ict. c. 116.

Though the English law of partnership is based upon

Boman law, there are several matters in which the two

systems differ. (1) There was no limit to the number of

partners in Roman law. (2) In socieias one partner could

generally bind another only by express rnandatum ; one

partner was not regarded as the implied agent of the

others. (3) The debts of a socieias were apparently joint,

and not joint and several. (4) The keres of a deceased

partner could not succeed to the rights of the deceased,

even by express stipulation. There is no such disability

in England. (5) In actions between partners in Roman

law, the Icnefiriimi oompeientiie applied, that is, tho

privilege of being condemned only in such an amount as

the partner could pay without beirg reduced to destitution.

(6) The Roman partner was in so.nie respects iiiorc strictly

bound by his fiduciary position than islhe English partner.

For instance, a Roman partner could not retire in order to

enjoy alone a gain which he knew was awaiting him. (7)

There was no special tribunal to which matters arising out

of societas were referred.

The law of Scotland as to partnership agrees in the main with

the law of England. The principal difference is that Scots law

recognizes the firm as an entity distinct from the individuals com-

posing it English law, as has been said, does this only to a very

limited cxtentr Tlie firm of the comjany ' is cither proper or

descriptive. A proper or jiersoual firm is a finn designated hy the

' Tlie term "company" is not confined, as iu .England, to an

associ.-.tion e.xisling hj- virtue of the Comjvinies Act, 1862, or similar

Acts.
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name of one or more of tlif jifirtnerB. A deacriptive fiim does not

iutioJuco tlio iinnie of any of the irartneis. Tlie former may sue

ami bo sued liniler tlic comiiaiiy name ; tlio latter only with the

aildiliou of the names of three at least (if there are so many) of the

l>artucrs. A conscqm-nce of this view of the comiiaiiy as a separate

person is that an action cannot be maintained against a partner

personally without application to the company in the first instance,

the individual partners being in the position of cautionei-s for the

company rather than of jirincipal debtors. Tlie provisions of ths

Jlereantilo Law Amendment Act, 1S56 {J9 k 20 Vict. c. 60,

§ 8), do not alfcct the case of partners. But, though the company

must first be discussed, diligence must necessarily bo directed

against the individual partner«. Heritable property cannot be held

m the name of a firm ; it can bnly stand in the name of individual

partners. Notice of the retirement of even a dormant partner is

necessary. The law of Scotland draws a distinction between joint

adventure and partnership. Joint adventure or joint trade is a

partnci-ship confined to a particular adventure or speculation, in

which the partners, wliether latent or unlcnown, use no firm or

social name, and incur no responsibility beyond the limits of the

adventure. In the rules ai)plicablc to cases of insolvency and

bankruptcy of a company and partners, Scots law differs in several

res])ects from English. Thus a company can be made b.inkrupt

uithout the partners being made so as individuals. And, when
both company and partners are bankrupt, the company creditors

are entitled to rank on the separate estates of the partners for the

balance of their debts equally with the separate creditors. But iu

saquestration, by 19'& 20 Viet. c. 79, § 66, the creditor of a com-

piny, in claiming upon the sequestrated estate of a partner, must

deduct from the amount of his claim the value of his right to draw

pjyment from the company's funds, and he is ranked as creditor

oily for the balance. (Sec Erskine's Inst., bk. iii. tit. iii.; Bell's

Co^.m., ii. 600-562; Bell's Principles, §§ 350-403.)

In the United States the English common law is the basis of

the law. Most States have, liowever, their own special legislation

on' the subject. Partnership is defined by Chancellor Kent to be
*' a contract of two or more competent persons to place their money,

eiTccts, labour, and skill, or some ' or all of them, iu lawful

commerce or business, and to divide the profit and bear the loss

in certain proportions" (3 Kent's Comm., lect. xliii.). The defi-

nition of tlic New York Civil Code, art. 1263, runs thus :—
"partnership is the association of two or more persons for the

purpose of carrying on business together, and dividing its profits

between fhem." The most striking feature of the law in the

United States is the existence of limited partner-ships, correspond-

ing to the societes en comviandite establish'ed in France by the

ordinance of 1673. The State of New York was tlie first to

introduce this kind of partnership by legislative enactment. The
provisions of the New York Act have been followed by most of the

other States. In many States there can be no limited partnership

in banking and insurance. In this form of partnership one or

more persons responsible in solido are associated with one or more

dormant partners liable only to the extent of the funds supplied

by them. In Louisiana such partnerships are called partnerships

t» commendam (Civil Code, art. 2810). In New York the respon

sible partners are called general partners, the others special

partners. Such partnerships Tnust, by the law of most States, be

registered. (In 1880 a bill providing for .the legislation of such

partnerships in tlio United Kingdom was introduced in the House

of Commons, but failed to become law.) In Louisiana universal

partnerships (the socictates 7inivcrsoruin honorum of Roman law)

must be created in writing and registered (Civil Codo, art. 2800).

In some States the English law as it stood before Cox v. Hickman
is followed, and participation in profits is still regarded as the

test of partnership, e.g., Leggett v. Hyde (53 New York Kep. 272).

In some States nominal partners are not allowed. Thus in New
York, where the words "and Company" or "and Co." are used,

they must rcjiresent an actual partner or partners. A breach of

this rule subjects offenders to penalties. In most States claims

against tho firm after the death of a partner must, in the first

instance, bo made to the survivors. Tho creditors cannot, as in

England, proceed directly against the representatives of tho

deceased. 'The law as to the conversion of realty into personalty

on the administration of the estate of a deceased partner in some
States agrees with English law, in others does not. (See 3 Kent's

Comm., lect. xliii.; Story, On Partnership; Troubat, On Limited

Partnership; and Angell, On Private Corporations.) (J. W+.

)

PAETRIDGE, in older English Pertriche, Dutch

Patrijs, French Perdrix, all from the Latin Perdix, which

word in sound docs not imitate badly the call-note of this

l.ird, so well known tliroiigliout tho British Island"! and

the ci-eater part of Euroi)o as to need no description or

account of its liabjts here. The English name properly

denotss the only species indigenous to Britain, often now-

H>'iijs called the Grey i.-'artridge (to distinguish it from

others, of which more presently), the Perdix cinerea of

ornithologists, a species which may be negarded as the

model game-bird—whether from the excellence of the

sport it affords in the field, or the no less excellence of its

flesh at table, which has been esteemed from the time of

Martial to our own—while it is on all hands admitted to

be wholly innocuous, and at times beneficial to the agri-

culturist. It is an undoubted fact that the Partridge

thrives with the highest system of cultivation; and the

lands that are the most carefully tilled, and bear the greatest

quantity of grain and green crops, generally produce the

greatest number of Partridges. ' Yielding perhaps in

economic importance to the Red Grouse, what may be

called the social influence of the Partridge is greater

than that excited by any other wild bird, for there must
be few rural parishe.s in the three kingdoms of which the

inhabitants are not more or less directly affected in their

movements and business by the coming in of Partridge-

shooting, and therefore a few words on this theme may
not be out of place.

From the days when men learned to "shoot flying"

until some forty years ago, dogs were generally if rioj

invariably used to point out where the " covey," as a family

party of Partridges is always called, was lodged, and the

greatest pains were taken to break in the " pointese " or
" setters " to their duty. In this way marvellous success

was attained, and the delight lay nearly as much in seeing

the dogs quarter the ground, wind and draw up to the

game, helping them at times (for a thorough understanding

between man and beast was necessary for the perfection

of the sport) by word or gesture, as in bringing down the

bird after it had been finally sprung. There are many
who lament that the old-fashioned practice of shooting

Partridges to do'gs has, with rare exceptions, fallen into

desuetude, and it is commonly believed that this result

has followed wholly from the desire to make larger and

larger bags of game. The opinion has a certain amount

of truth for its base ; but those who hold it omit to notice

the wholly changed circumstances in wliich Partridge-

shooters now find themselves. In the old days there were

plenty of broad, tangled hedgerows which afforde'd per-

manent harbour for the birds, and at the beginning of the

shooting-season admirable shelter or "Ij'ing" (to use the

sportsman's word) was found in the rough stubbles, often

reaped knee-high, foul with weeds and left to stand some

six or eight weeks before being ploughed, as well as in

the turnips that were sovra broadcast. • Throughout the

greater part of England now the fences are reduced to the

narrowest of boundaries and are mostly trimly kept ; tho

stubbles—mown, to begin with, as closely as possible to the

ground—are ploughed within a short time of the com
being carried, and the turnips are drilled in regular lines,

offering inviting alleys between them . along which

Partridges take foot at any unusual noise. Pointers in

such a district—and to this state of things all the arable

part of England is tending—are simply useless, except at

the beginning of the season, when the young birds are not

as yet strong on the wing, and the old birds are still feeble

from moulting their quill-feathers. Of late years there-

fore other modes of shooting Partridges have had to

be employed, of which methods the most popular is

that known as "driving"—the "guns'* being stationed

in more or less concealment at one end of the field, or

series of fields, which- is entered from the other by men or

boys who deploy into line and walk across it making a
noise. It is the custom with many to s[)eak depreciatingly

of tliis proceeding, but it is a fact that as much knowledge
of the ways of Partridges is needed to enslire a successful

day's " driving " as was required of old when nearly every-

thing was left to the iatelligeuce of the dogs, for the course
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of the birds' fligbt depends not only OB tlie position of the

line of beaters, but almost on the station of each person

composing it, in rebtion to the force and direction pf th6

wind and to the points on which it is desired that the

Fartridges should couTerge, Again, the skill and alacrity

wanted for bringing down birds fljing at their utmost

Tclocitj-, and often at a considerable height, is enormously

greater than that which sufficed to stop those that had

barely gone 20 yards from the dog's nose, though ad-

mittedly Partridges rise very quickly and immediately

attain great speed. Moreover, the shooting of Partridges

to pointers came to an end in little more than six weeks,

whereas " driving " may be continued for the whole season,

ajid is never more successful than when the birds, both

young and old, have completed their moult, and are

strongest upon the wing. But, whether the new fashion

be objectionable or not, it cannot be doubted that to go

back to the old one with success would necessitate a

reversion to the slovenly methods of agriculture followed

in former years, and therefore is as impossible as would

be a return to the still older practice of taking Part-

ridges in a setting-net, described by Gervase Slarkham or

Willughby.

"The Grey Partridge has doubtless largely increased in

numbers in Great Britain since the beginning of the

present century, when so much down, heath, and moor-

land was first brought under the plough, for its partiality

to an arable country is very evident. It has been observed

that the birds which live on grass lands or. heather only

are apt to be smaller and darker in colour than the average

;

but In truth the species when adult is subject to a much
greater variation in plumage than is commonly supposed,

and the well-known chestnut horse-shoe mark, generally

considered distinctive of the cock, is very often absent.

In Asia our Partridge seems to be unknown, but in the

temperate parts of Eastern Siberic its place is taken by a

very nearly allied form, P. barbaia, and in Tibet there is

a bird, P. hodgsotiix, which can hardly with justice be

generically separated from it. The relations of some other

forms inhabiting the Indian Region are at present too

obscure to make any notice of them expedient here.

The common Red-legged Partridge of Europe, genei-ally

called the French Partridge, Caccahis rufa, seems to be
justifiably considered the type of a separate group.' This

bird has been introduced into England within little more
than one hundred years ago, and has established itself in

various parts of the country, notwithstanding a widely-

spread, and in some respects unreasonable prejudice against

it. It has certainly the habit of trusting nearly as much
to its* legs as to its wings, and thus incurred the obloquy

of old-fashioned sportsmen, whose dogs it vesatiously kept

at a running point ; but, when it was also accused of

driving away the Grey Partridge, the charge only .shewed

the ignorance of those that brought it^ for as a matter of

fact the French Partridge rather prefers ground which the

common species avoids—such as the heaviest clay-soils, or

the most infertile heaths. But even where the two species

meet, the present writer can declare from the personal ob-

servation of many years that the alleged antipathy between

them is imaginary, and unquestionably in certain parts of

the eountry the " head of game " has been increased by

^ Prof. Parker first (Tram. ZooL Soc.^ v. p. 155) and, after him.

Prof. Hailey (Ptoc. Zool. Soc., 1868, pp. 299-302) have pointed

oat that the true GaUinm- offer two types of structure, "one of

wluch may be called Galline, and the other Tetraonine," to use the

• latter'a words, though he is " by no means clear that they do not

graduate into one another"; and, accordint^ to the characters assign^

by hira, Ca^calis lies " on the Galline side of the boundary," while

Perdix belongs to the Tetraonine group. Further inveslij^ation of

thiamatterU very desirable, and, with the abundant material possessed

hj zoological garlsns, it might easily be eanisd out.

the introduction of the foreigner.- The French Partridge

has several congeners, all with red legs and plumage of

similar character. In Africa north of the Atlas there is

the Barbury Partridge, C. petrosa; in southern Europe

another, C. sa.rati/is, which extends eastward till it is re-

placed by C. chufcar, which reaches India, where it is a well-

kno-ATi bird. Tvio very interesting desert-forms, supposed

to be allied to Caccahis, are the Ammoperdix lieyi of Xorth
Africa and Palestine and the A. bonhami of Persia ; but

the absence of the metatarsal knob, or incipient spur,

suggests (in our ignorance of their other osteological char-

acters) an alliance rather to the genus Pcrdix. On the other

hand the groups of birds knoivn as Francolins and
Snow-Partridges are generally furnished with strong but
blunt spurs, and therefore probably belong to the Caeca-

bine group. Of the former, containing many species,

there is only room here to mention the Francolin, which

used to be found in many parts of the South of Europe,

Francolimis vulgaris, which also extends to India, where

it is known as the Black Partridge. This seems to have

been the Atiagas or Attagen of classical authors,^ a bird so

celebrated for its exquisite flavour, the strange disappear-

ance of which from all or nearly all its European haunts

has been before noticed (Birds, vol. iii. p. 736, note), and
still remains inexplicable. It is possible that this bird has

been gradually vanishing for several centuries, and if so to

this cause may be attributed the great uncertainty attend-

ing the determination of the Aitagen—it being a common
practice among men in all countries to apply the name of

a species that is growing rare to some other that is still

abundant. Of the Snow-Partridges, Tetraogalhts, it is only

to be said here that they are the giants of their kin, and
that nearly every considerable range of mountains in Asia
seems to possess its specific form.

By English colonists the name Partridge has been very

loosely applied, and especially so in North America.

^^^le^e a qualifying word is prefixed no confusion is caused,

but ^-ithout it there is sometimes, a difficulty at first to

know whether the Rufied Grouse (Bonasa ximhellus) or tha

Virginian Colin (Ortyx virginianus) is intended. (.K. N.)

PASCAL, Blaise (1623-1662), was born at Clermont
Ferrand on the 19th June 1623. His father was £tienne
Pascal, president of the Court of Aids at ClermcSnt; his

mother's name was Antoinette Bi5gon. The Pascal family

were Auvergnats by extraction as well as residence, and
they had for many generations held posts in the civil

service. They were ennobled by Louis XI. in 1478, but,

as in many other cases, no attempt seems to have been

made to assume the privileged particle dti. The earliest

anecdote of Pascal is a singular story recorded by his niece,

Marguerite Perier (the heroine of the Holy Thorn miracle),

of his being bewitched, and freed from the spell by the

witch with strange ceremonies. His mother died when
he was about four years old (the exact date is differently

stated), and left him ivith two sisters—Gilberte, who after-

wards married M. Perier, and Jacqueline. Both sisters

are of importance in their brother's history,. and both are

said to have been beautiful and accomplished. When
Pascal was about seven years old, his mother having been

already dead for some time, £tienne Pascal the father

gave up his official post at Clermont, and betook himseh'

^ It is a singular fact that the game-preservers who object most
strongly to the Red-legged Partridge are not agreed on the exact

grounds of their objection. One party will declare that it vanquishts

the Grey Partridge, while the other holds that, though the latter, the
" English " Partridge, is much vexed by the introduced species, it

invariably beats off the " Frenchman"!
* However, many naturalists have maintaiued a difTerent opinion

—

some making it a Woodcock, a GoDWiT (y.f.), or even the Hazel-hen

(see Grouse, vol. xi. p. 223). The question has been well disccssed

by Lord Liifoid (/&u, 1362, pp. 352-3S6).
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to Piiris for tbc edncation of bis children and for liis own

indulgence in scientific society. It does not appear that

Blaise, wlio went to no sclioo'. bnt was tauglit by bis

father, was at all forced, but rather the contrary. Never-

theless he has a distinguished place in the story of pre-

cocious children, and in the much more limited chapter of

children whoso precocityiias been followed by great per-

formance at maturity, though be never became wliat is

called a learned man, perhaps did not know Greek, and

was pretty certainly indebted for most of bis miscellaneous

reading to ^Montaigne. Ifow, pur|joscly kept from book.%

ho worked out the more elementary problems of geometry

for himself ; how at si.xteen he wrote a treati.>^e on conic

scctioiis which Descartes refused to believe in except as

the work of a nia.stcr and not of a student ; how be wrote

treatises on acoustics at twelve, and began elaborate cal-

culating machines when he Mas still a bo)%—are things

dwelt upon in all biographies of bini. In this notice bis

attainments in mathematical and physical science, except

those Aviiich have some special connexion with his life and

history, will be dealt with separately and later.

"flic Pascal family, some years after settling in Pari.s,

liad to go through a period of adversity. Ktienne Pascal,

on leaving Clermont, had bought certain of the Hotel de

Ville nii/es, almost the only regular investment open to

rrenchmcu at the time. Kicbelieu reduced the interest

.and the investors protested, Pascal amongst tbem. But
the great cardinal did not understand such protests, and

to escape the Bastille Pascal bad to go into hiding. He
was, according to the story, restored .to favour owing to

the good acting and graceful appearance of his daughter

Jacqueline in a representation of Scudc5ry's Amonr Tyran-

niqiu- before Piichelieu. Indeed Jacqueline, who was only

fourteen, her»elf gives the account in a pleasant letter

which is extant, and which contains an allusion to her

brother's niathem.itical prowess. Madame d'Aiguillon's

intervention in the matter was perhaps as powerful as

Jacqueline's acting, and Bichelieu not only relieved

Etienne Pascal from the necessity of keeping out of the

way, but gave him (in 1G41) the important and lucrative

though somewhat troublesome intendancy of Rouen. The
family accordingly' removed to the Norman capital, though
Gilberte Pascal shortly after, on her marriage, returned

to' Clermont. At Bouen they became acquainted with

Corneille, and Blaise Pascal pursued his studies with such

vehemence that he already showed signs of an injured

constitution. Nothing, however, of importance hapiijcned

till the year 1G16. Then Pascal the elder was confined to

the house bj- the consequences of an accident on the ice,

and was visited by certain gentlemen of the neighbourhood

who had come under the influence of St Cyrau and the

Jansenists. It does not appear that up to this time the

Pascal family bad been contemners of religion, but they

now eagerly embraced the creed, or at least the attitude of

Janseni.sn^ One of the more immediate results of this

convefsion has rather shocked some modern admirers of

Pascal, who forget that toleration, except of the Gallio

kind, is an idea which bad no place in men's mir.ds in

Pascal's day. He came into contact with a Capuchin
known as Pere St Ange, but whoso real name was Forton,

• nd^iwho seems to have entertained some speculative ideas

ouMjheological points 'which were not strictly orthodo.t.

Thereu]ion Pascal Mith some of his friends lodged an
information against the heretic with the representative of

tlie archbishop of Boucn. There .seems to have been no
lacUilof zeal about the accusers, but the accused made no

difficulty whatever in making pFofession of orthodoxy,

and.the judge appears, to have been by no means anxious

to.ijusb the matter liome. No doubt Pascal was perfectly

sincere, 'and like most of hi.' contemporaries held, the

opinion attributed to a great English nonconformist con-

temporary of liis, that, while it was Very shocking that

men who were in the right should not be tolerated, it was
almost equally shocking that men who were ia the wrong
should be.

His bodily health was at this time very far from satis-

factory, and ho appears to have suffered, not merely from

acute dyspepsia, but from a kind of paralysis. He was,

however, except when physicians positively forbade study,

and probably sometimes when they did so forbid, inde-

fatigable in bis matbcvuatical work. In 1647 be published

his A'oufcllcs £jjien(nres sui- h Vide, and in the next year

the famous cx|)eriment with the barometer on the Puy de

Dome was carried out for him by his brother-in-law Perier,

and repeated on a smaller scale by himself at Paris, tc

which place by the end of 1647 be and his sister Jacqueline

bad removed, to be followed shortly by their father. Ic

a letter/ of Jacqueline's dated the 27th of September, an

account of a visit paid by Descartes to Pascal is given;

which, like the other information on the relations of the

two, gives strong suspicion of mutual jealousy. Descartes,'

however, gave Pascal the 'very sensible advice to stay in

bed as long as he could (it may be remembered that the

jihilosopber himself never got up till eleven) and to take

plenty of beef tea. But the relations of Pascal with

Descartes belong chiefly to the scientific achievements of

the former. Ho had, however,' other relations, "both

domestic and miscellaneous, which had nothing to do

with science. As early as May 1648 Jacqueline Pascal

was strongly drawn to Port Royal, and her brother fre-

quently accompanied her to its church. She desired

indeed to join the convent, but her father, who at the

date above mentioned returned to Paris with the dignity

of counsellor of state (his functions at Rouen having

ceased), disapproved of -the jilan, and took both' brother

and sister to Clermont. Pascal stayed in Auvergne for

the greater part of two years, but next to nothing is

known of wliat he did there. ri<5chier, in his account of

the Grands Jo'urs ai Clermont many years after, speaks

of a " belie savante " in whose company Pascal had

frequently been—a trivial mention on which, as on many
other trivial points of scantily known lives, the most

childish structures of comment and conjecture have been

based. It is sufficient to say that at this time, despite the

Rouen "conversion," there is no evidence to show that

Pascal was in any way a recluse, an ascetic, or in short

anything but a yourg man of great intellectual promise

and perfornianoe who was not indifferent to society, but

whose aptitude both for society and study was affected bji

weak health and the horse-doctoring of the time. He,'

his sister, and their father returned to Paris in the lato

autumn of 1650, and in September of the next year

Ititienne Pascal died. ' Almost immediately afterwards

Jacqueline fulfilled her purpose of joining Port Royal'

a proceeding which led to some soreness, finally healed,>

between herself and her brother and sister as to the dis-

posal of her property. Perhaps this difference, bat more
probably the mere habitual use of the well-known dialect

of Port Royal, led Jacqueline to employ in reference to

hpr brother expressions which have led biographers into^

most unnecessary excursions of fancy. For these they have

seemed to find further warrant in similar phrases used by,

the Periers, mother and daughter. It has been-supposed

tljat Pascal, from 1631 or earlier to the famous accident

of 10-54, lived a dissipated, extravagant, worldly, luxurious

(though admittedly not vicious) life with his friend the

Due de Roannez and others. —His Discours sur let

Passions de l'Amonr, a striking aud_ characteristic piece,'

only recently discovered and printed, has also been assigned

to this period, and has been supposed to 'ndicate a hope^
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iess passion for Charlotte de Roannez, fhe'dake'a sister.

It cannot be too decidedly said that all this is sheer

romancing. The extant letters of Pascal to tha lady show
no . trace of any affection (stronger tiiaa friendship)

between them. As to Pascal's worldly life, it might be

thought that only the completest ignorance of the usual

dialect of the stricter religious sects and societies (and

it may be added of Port Royal in particular) could induce

any one to lay much stress on that. A phrase of

Jacqueline's about the " horribles attaches " which bound
her brother to the world may pair off with hundreds of

similar expressions from Bunyan downwards. It is, how-
ever, certain that in the autumn of 165i Pascal's second
" conversion " took place, and that it was lasting. He
betook himself at first to Port Royal, and began to live a

recluse and austere life there. Madame Perier simply says

that Jacqueline persuaded him to abandon the world.

Jacqueline represents the retirement as the final result of

a long course of dissatisfaction with mundane life. But
there are certain anecdotic embellishments of the act which
are too famous to be passed over, though they are in part

apocr}-phal. It seems that Pascal in driving to NeuiUy
was run away with by the horses, and would have been

plunged in the river bat that the traces fortunately broke.

To this, which seems authentic, is usually added the late

and more than doubtful tradition (due to the Abb6
Boileau) that afterwards he used at times to see an
imaginary precipice by his bedside or at the foot of the

chair on which he was sitting. Further, from November
23, 1654, dates the singular document usually known as
" Pascal's amulet, " a parchment slip which he wore con-

stantly about him, and which bears the date followed by
some lines of incoherent and strongly mystical devotion.

But, whatever may have been the immediate cause of

Pascal's conversion and (for a time) domestication at Port

Royal, it certainly had no evil effect on his intellectual or

literary powers. Indeed, if he had been drowned at

Neuilly he would hardly be thought of now as anything
but an extraordinarily gifted man of science. It must
also be noted that, though he lived much at Port Royal,

and partly at least observed its rule, he never actually

became one of its famous solitaries. But for what it did

for him (and for a time his health as well as his peace of

mind seems to have been improved) he very soon paid the

most ample and remarkable return that any man of letters

ever paid to any institution. At the end of 1655 Arnauld,
the chief light of Port RoJ'al, was condemned by the
Sorbonne for heretical doctrine in a letter which he had
published on the question of the famous five propositions

attributed to Jansen, and, as much was made of this con-

demnation, it was thought important by the Jansenist and
Port Royal party that steps should be taken to disabuse
the popular mind on the whole" controversy. Arnauld
wbuld have undertaken the task himself, but his wiser
friends knew that his style was anything but popular, and
overruled him. It is said that he personally suggested
to Pascal to try his hand, and that the first of the famous
Proihncial Letters (properly Lettres Ecrites par Louis de
Montalte ct tin Provincial de ses Atnis) was written in a
few days, or, less probably, in a day. It was printed on
the 23d January 1656,-and, being immensely popular and
successful, was followed by others to the nuniber of
eighteen. Tbe method and facts may have been partly
taken from a book on the moral theology of the Jesuits
published some years earlier, and attributed in part at
least to Arnauld.

,In the Promnciales Pascal, who it must be remembered
published under a strict incognito, denies that he belongs
to Port Royal, and in fact, though during the last years
of his life.hcwasjvholly'devoted to its interest!-,, he was

never a regular resident there, and usually abode in his

own house at Paris. Shortly after the appearance of the
Proiinciales, on May 24, 1656, occurred the miracle of

the Holy Thorn, a fragment of the crown of Christ pre-

served at Port Royal, which cured the little Marguerite
Perier of a fistula lacrymalis. The Jesuits were much
mortified by this Jansenist miracle, 'which, as it was oflici-

ally recognized, they could not openly deny. Pascal and
his friends rejoiced in proportion. But the details of his

later years after this incident are somewhat scanty, and
as recorded by his sister and niece they tell of increasing

ill health, and of ascetic practices and beliefs increasing

still more. One curious incident, contrasting equally with
this state of things and with Pascal's studious character

and renown, is what Madame Perier calls " I'affaire des
carrosses," a scheme of the Due de Roannez and others

for running omnibuses in Paris, which was actually carried

out, of which Pascal was in some sort manager, and from
which he derived some profit. This, however, is an excep-

tion. Otherwise, for years before his death, we hear only
of acts of charity and of, as it seems to modern ideas,

extravagant asceticism. Thus Madame Perier tells us that
he dislike'd to see her caress her children, and would not
allow the beauty of any woman to be talked of in his pre-

sence. Who.t may be called his last illness began as early

as 1658, after which year he never seems to have enjoyed
even tolerable health, and as the disease progressed it was
attended with more and more pain, chiefly. in the head.'

In June 1662, having given up his own house to a poor
family who were suffering from small-por, and being
unwilling that his sister should expose herself to infection,

he went to her house to be nursed, and never afterwards

left it. His state was,- it seems, mistaken by his physicians,

who to the last maintained that there was little danger

—

so much so that the offices of the church were long put
off. He was able, however, to receive the eucharist, and
soon afterwards died irf convulsions on August 19 th. A
post mortem examination was held, which showed not only
grave derangement in the stomach and other organs, but a
serious lesion of the brain.

Eight years after Pascal's death appeared, in a small
volume, the book which has given most trouble to all

students of Pascal, and most pleasure to some of them.'

It purported to be Pascal's Pensees, and a preface by his

nephew Perier gave the world to understand that these
were fragments of a great projected apology for Christianity

which the author had in conversation with his friends

planned out years before. The editing of the book was
peculiar. It was submitted to a committee of influential

Jansenists, with the Due de Roannez at their head, and, in

addition, it bore the imprimatur of numerous unofficial

approvers who testified to its orthodoxy. It does not
appear that there was much suspicion of the garbling which
had been practised,—garbling not unusual at the time, and
excused in this case by the fact of a lull in the troubles of

Port Royal and a great desire on the part of its friends to

do nothing to disturb that lull. But as a matter of fact

no more entirely factitious book ever issued from the press.'

The fragments which it professed to give were in them-
selves confused and incoherent enough, nor is it easy to

believe that they all formed part of any such single and
coherent design as that referred to above. But the

editors omitted, altered, added, separated, combined, and
so forth entirely at their pleasure, actually making some
changes which seem to have been thought improvements
of style. As an instance of their anxiety to avoid offence,

it may be noticed that they rejected, apparently as too

outspoken, Madame Perier's invaluable life of her brother,

which was written to accompany the second edition of the

Perup'es, hut^did not actually appear with them till 1684,
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This rifacimento remfined the standard text with a few

unimportant additions for nearly two centuries, except

that by a truly comic revolution of public taste Condorcet

in 1776 published, after study of the original, which

remained accessible in manuscript, another garbling, con-

ducted this time in the interests of unorthodoxy. It was

not till 1842 that Victor Cousin drew attention to the

absolutely untrustworthy condition of the text, nor till

1844 that J[. Faugere edited that text from the MS. in

something like a condition of purity, though, as subse-

quent editions have shown, not with absolute fidelity.

But even in its spurious condition the book had been

recognized as remarkable and almost unique. Its contents,

as was to be expected, are of a very chaotic character—of

a character so chaotic indeed that the reader is almost

at the mercy of the arrangement, perforce an arbitrary

arrangement, of the editors. But the subjects dealt with

concern more or less all the great problems of thought on

what may be called the theological side of metaphysics :

—

the sufficiency of reason, the tru^worthiness of experience,

the admissibility of revelation, free will, foreknowledge,

and the- rest. The peculiarly disjointed and fragmentary

condition of the sentiments expressed by Pascal aggravates

the appearance of xiniversal doubt which is present in

the Pensees, just as the completely unfinished condition,

from the literary point of view, of the work constantly

causes slighter or graver doubts as to the actual meaning
which tlie author wished to express. Accordingly the

Pensees have always been a favourite exploring ground,

not to say a favourite field of battle, to persons who take

an interest in their problems. Speaking generally, their

tendency is towards the combating of scepticism by a

deeper scepticism, or, as Pascal himself calls it, Pyrrhonism,

which occasionally goes the length of denying the possi-

bility of any natural theology. Pascal explains all the

contradictions and difficulties of human life .and thought

by the doctrine of the fall, and relies on faith and reve-

lation alone to justify each other. Comparison of th'e

Pensees with the Provinciales is, considering the radical

differences of state (the one being a finished work deliber-

ately issued from the master's hands, the other not even a

rough draught, scarcely even " heads " or " outlines," but

a collection of loose and uncorrected notes settled neither

as to the exact form of each nor as to the relation of each

to any whole), impossible. But it may be said that no

one can properly perceive how great a man of letters

Pascal was from the Pensees alone, and that no one. can

perceive how deep if not wide a thinker he was from

the Provinciales alone. An absolute preference of either

argues a certain onesidedness in the relative estimate of

matter and form. The wiser mind distinctly prefers both,

and recognizes that if either were lacking the greatness of

Pascal would fail to be perceived, or at least to be per-

ceived fully.

Excluding his scientific attainments, which, as has been

noted above, will be the subject of separate notice, Pascal

presents himself for comment in two different lights, the

second of which is, if the expression be permitted, a com-

posite one. The first exhibits him as a man of letters, the

second as a philosopher, a theologian, and a man. If

this last combination seems to be audacious or clumsy, it

can only be said that in hardly any thinker are theological

thoughts, and thoughts more strictly to be called philo-

sophical or metaphysical, so intimately, so inextricably

blended as in Pascal, and that in none is the colour of the

theology and the philosophy more distinctly personal

This latter fact adds to the difficulty of the problem ; for,

though Pascal has written not a little, and though a vast

amount has been written about him, it cannot be said

that his character as a mau, not a writer, is very distinct.

The accounts of his sister and niece have the defect of att

hagiology (to use the term with no disrespectful inten-

tion) ; they are obviously written rather with a view to

the ideas and the wishes of the writers than with a view
to the actual and absolute personality of the subject.

Except from these interesting but somewhat tainted sources,

we know little or nothing about him. Hence conjecture,

or at least inference, must always enter largely into any
estimate of Pascal, except a purely liter^r)' one.

On that side, fortunately, there is no possibility of doubt

or difficulty to any competent inquirer. The Provincial

Letters are the first example of French prose which is at

once considerable in bulk, varied and important in matter,

perfectly finished in form. They owe not a little to

Descartes, for Pascal's indebtedness to his predecessor is

unquestionable from the literary side, whatever may be

the case with the scientific. But Descartes had had
neither the opportunity, nor the desire, nor probably the

power, to WTite anything of the literary importance of the

Provinciales. The unanimity of oulog}' as to the style of

this wonderful book has sometimes tempted foreigners,

who feel or affect to feel an inability to judge for them-

selves, into a kind of scepticism for which there is abso-

lutely no. ground. The first example of polite contro-

versial irony since Lucian, the Provinciales have continued

to be the best example of it during more than two
centuries in which the style has been sedulously practised,

and in which they have furnished a model to generation

after generation without being surpassed by any of the

works to which they have shown the way. The unfailing

freshness and charm of the contrast between the import
ance, the gravity, in some cases the dry and abstruse

nature, of their subjects and the lightness sometimes

almost approaching levity in its special sense of the

manner in which these subjects are attacked is a triumph

of literary art of which no familiarity dims the splendour,

and T.-hich no lapse of time, affecting as that lapse has

already done to a great extent the attraction of the sub-

jects themselves, can ever impair. The tools of phrase

and diction by which this triumph is achieved were not in

all cases of Pascal's invention—Descartes and Corneille

had been beforehand with him to some ^xtent^but many
of them v/ere actually new, and all were newly and more
skilfully applied. Nor perhaps is this literary art really

less evident in the Pensees, though it is less clearly dis-

played, owing to the fragmentary or rather chaotic condi-

tion of the work, and partly also to the fact that the

subject here for many readers and in many places claims

attention almost to the disregard of the form. The vivid-

ness and distinction of Pascal's phrase, his singular faculty

of inserting in the gravest and most impassioned medita-

tion what may be almost called quips of thought and
diction without any loss of dignity, the intense earnestness

of meaning weighting but not confusing the style, all appear

here, and some of them appear as they have no chance of

appearing in at least the earlier Provinciales.

No such positive statements as these are, however,

possible as to the substance of the Pensees and the attitude

of their author towards "les grands sujets." In the

space and circumstances of the present notice nothing

more can be attempted than a summary of the opinions

hitherto advanced on the subject, and an indication of the

results which may seem most probable to unprejudiced

inquirers who possess a fair knowledge of and interest in

the problems concerned. Hitherto the widest differences

have been manifested in the estimate of Pascal's opinions

on the main questions of philosophy, theology, and human
conduct He has been represented as a determined apolo-

gist of intellectual orthodoxy animated by an almost

fanatical " hatred of zsasoc^" and possessed with a ^uzfose^
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to overthrow the appeal to reason ; as a sceptic and

pessimist of a far deeper dye than Montaigne, anxious

chiefly to show how any positive decision on matters

beyond the range of experience is impossible ; as a nervous

believer clinging to conclusions which his clearer and

jetter sense showed to be indefensible ; as an almost

ferocious ascetic and paradoxer affecting the eredo quia

impossibile in intellectual matters and the odi (juia

amahiU in matters moral and sensuous ; as a wanderer in

the regions of doubt and belief, alternately bringing a vast

though vague power of thought and an unequalled power

of expression to the expression of ideas incompatible and
irreconcilable. In these as in all other matters the first

requisite seems to be to clear the mind of prepossession

and commonplace. It has already been hinted that far

too much stress may be laid on the description of Pascal

by his family as a converted sinner, and it may be added

that at least as much stress has been laid on the other side

on the notion of him as of a clear-headed materialist and

expert in positive science, who by ill-health, overwork, and
family influence was persuaded to adopt, half against his

will, supcrnaturalist opinions. An unbiassed study of the

scanty facts of his history, and of the tolerably abundant

but scattered and chaotic facts of his literary production,

ought to enable any one to steer clear of these exaggera-

tioHs, while admitting at the same time that it is impossible

to give a complete and final account of his attitude towards

the riddles of this world and others. He certainly was no

mere advocate of orthodoxy ; he as certainly was no mere
victim of terror at scepticism ; least of all was he a free-

thinker in disguise. He appears, as far as can be judged
from the fragments of his Pensees, to have seized much
more firmly and fully than has been usual for two cen-

turies at least the central idea of the difference between

reason and religion. ^\Tiere the difliculty rises respecting

him is that most thinkers since his day who have seen

this difference with -equal clearness have advanced from
it to the negative side, while he advanced to the positive.

In other words, most men since his day who have not been

contented with a mere concordat, have let religion go and
contented themselves with reason. Pascal, equally dis-

contented with the concordat, held fast to religion and
continued to fight out the questions of difference with

reason. The emotion, amounting to passion, which he
displays in conducting this campaign, and the superfluous

energy of his debate on numerous points which, for

instance, such a man as Berkeley was content to leave in

the vague must be traced to temperament, aggravated no
doubt by his extreme intellectual activity, by ill health,

and by his identification comparatively late in life and
under peculiar circumstances with a militant and so to

speak sectarian form of religious or ecclesiastical belief.

Surveying these positions, we shall not be astonished to

find much that is surprising and some things that are con-

tradictory in Pascal's utterances on " les grands sujets."

But the very worst method that can be taken for dealing

with these contradictions is to assume, as his critics on
one side too often do, that so clever a man as Pascal could
not possibly be a convinced acceptor of dogmatic Christi-

anity, or to assume, as too many of his critics on the other
do, that so pious and orthodox a man as Pascal could not
entertain any doubts or see any difficulties in reference to

dogmatic Christianity. He had taken to the serious con-

templation of theological problems comparatively late

;

for the Rouen escapade noted above is merely a specimen
of the kind of youthful intolerance which counts for no-
thing when justly viewed. The influence exercised on him
by Jlontaigne is the one fact regarding him v.hich has not
been and can hardly be exaggerated, and his well-known
Entretien with Sacy on the subject (the restoration of

18—1-t

which to its proper form is one of the most valuable

results of recent criticism) leaves no doubt possible as

to the source of his " Pyrrhonian " method. The atmo-

sphere of somewhat heated devotion in which he found

himself when he retired to Port Royal must naturally

count for something in the direction and expression of

his thoughts ; his broken health for something more. It

is unfortunately usual with societies like Port Royal to

generate a kind of mist and mirage which deceives and
distorts even the keenest sight that looks through their

eyes. But it is impossible for any one who takes Pascal's

Pensees simply as he finds them in connexion with the

facts of Pascal's history to question his theological ortho-

doxy, understanding by theological orthodoxy the accept-

ance of revelation and dogma ; it is equally impossible for

any one in the same condition to declare him absolutely

content with dogma and revelation. Excursions into the

field beyond formularies were necessary to him, and he

made them freely ; but there is no evidence that these

excursions tempted him to remain outside, and it appears

particularly erroneous to take his celebrated "wager"
thoughts (the argument that, as another world and its

liabilities, if accepted, imply no loss and much possible

gain, they should be accepted) as an evidence of weakened
belief or a descent from rational religion. It is of the

essence of an active mind like Pascal's to explore and state

all the arguments of whatever degree of goodness which

make for or make against the conclusion it is investigat-

ing, and this certainly is neither the least obvious nor the

weakest of the arguments which must have presented

themselves to him.

In ecclesiastical questions as distinguished from theo-

logical Pascal appears to have been an ardent Jansenist,

adopting without very much discrimination the stand-

point of his friends and religious directors Sacy, Arnauld,

Singlin, and others. In one point he went beyond them,

boldly disputing the infallibility of the pope, and hinting

not obscurely at the propriety of agitation against errone-

ous papal decisions. The .Jansenists as a body could not

muster courage to adopt this attitude. But it is not easy

to discuss isolated points of this kind hore ; indeed their

discussion belongs more properly to the general subject

of Jansenism, and the history of Port Royal.

To sum up, the interest and value of the Pensees

is positively diminished if they are taken as gropings

after self-satisfaction or feeble attempts at freethinking.

They are excursions into the great unknown made
with a full acknowledgment of the greatness of that

unknown, but with no kind of desire for something more
known than the writer's own standpoint. If to any one

else they communicate such a desire that is not Pascal's

fault ; and, if it seems to any one that without such a

desire they could not have beep indulged in, that comes

mainly from an alteration of mental attitude, and from a

want of familiarity with the mental attitude of Pascal's

own time. From the point of view that belief and know-
ledge, based on experience or reasoning, are separate

domains with an unexplored sea between and round them,

Pascal is perfectly comprehensible, and he need not be

taken as a deserter from one region to the other. To
those who hold that all intellectual exercise outside the

sphere of religion is impious, or that all intellectual

exercise inside that sphere is futile, he must remain an

enigma.

There are few wi-iters who are more in need than Pascal of being

fully and competently edited. The chief nominally complete cdiliou

at present in e.-istence is that of Bossut (1779, 5 vols., and since

reprinted), whiclx not only appeared before any attempt had been

made to restore the true text of llie Pensscs, but is in otller ix-sjieLta

quite inadequate. The edition of Laliure, 1S58, is ijot much
I
better, though the Pcnse'cs appear iu their more genuine fcrm. An

XVUI. — X.?
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edition has been long promised for the excellent collection of

Les Grands £crivains de la France ; it has been understood
to be under the charge of 11. Faugere. Jleanwhile, Tvith the
exception of the Frovinciales (of which there are numerous
editions, no one much to be preferred to any other, for the text is

undisputed and the book itself contains almost all the exegesis

of its own contents necessary), Pascal can be read only at a dis-

advantage. There are four chief editions of the true Pensees : that
of M. Faugere (1844), the editio prince})s ; that of M. Havet (1852,

1867, and 1881), on the wliole tlie best; that of M. Victor Rochet
(1873), good, hut arranged and edited with the deliberate intention
of making Pascal first of all an orthodox apologist; and that of

M. Molinier (1S77-79), a carefully edited and interesting text, the
important corrections of which have been introduced into M.
Havet's last edition. Unfortunately, none of these can be said to

be exclusively satisfactory. The minor works must chiefly he
sought in Bossut or reprints of him. Works on Pascal are

innumerable : Sainte-Beuve's Port Poyal, Cousin's >VTitings on
Pascal and his Jacqueline Pascal, and the essays of the editors of

the Pcnsecs just mentioned are the most notewoi-thy. Principal
Tulloch has contributed a useful little monograph to the series of
Foreign Classics for English JJea^fers . (Edinburgh and London,
1878). (G. SA.)

Pascal as Natural Philosopher and MathemaAiian.—
Great as is Pascal's reputation as a philosopher and man
of letters, it may be fairly questioned whether his claim
to be remembered by posterity as a mathematician and
I^hysieist is not even greater. In his two former capa-

cities all «'ill admire the form of his work, while some
will question the value of his rteults; but in his two
latter capacities no one will dispute either. He was
a great mathematician in an age which produced Des-
cartes, Fermat, Huygens, Wallis, and Roberval. There
are wotaderful stories on record of his precocity in mathe-
matical learning, which is sufficiently established by the

well-attested fact that he had completed before he was
sixteen years of age a work on the conic sections, in wiich
he had laid down a series of propositions, discovered by
himself, of such importance that they may be said to

form the foundations of the modern treatment of that

subject. Owing partly to the youth of the author, partly

to the difficulty in publishing scientific works in those
days, aid partly no doubt to the continual struggle on
his part to' devote his mind to what appeared to his

conscience more important labour, this work (like many
oiuers by the same master-hand) . was never published.

We know something of what it contained from a report by
Leibnitz, who had seen it in Paris, and from a r&um^ of

its results published in 1640 by Pascal himself, nnder the

title Essai pour les Coniques. The method which he fol-

lowed was that introduced by his contemporary Desargues,
viz., the transformation of geometrical figures by conical

or optical projection. In this way he established the
famous theorem ^hat the intersections of the three pairs

of opposite sides of a hexagon inscribed in a conic are

coUinear. This proposition, which he called the mystic
texagram, he made the keystone of his theory; from it

alone he deduced more than four hundred corollaries,

embracing, according to his own account, the conies of

Apollonius, and other results innumerable.
Pascal also distinguished himself by his skill in the

infinitesimal calculus, then in the embryonic form of

CavaUeri's method of indivisibles. The cycloid was a
famous curve in those days ; it had been discussed by
Galileo, Descartes, Fermat, RoberVal, and Torricelli, who
had in turn exhausted their skill upon it. Pascal solved

the hitherto refractory problem of the general quadrature
of the myeloid, and proposed and solved a variety of others

relating to the centre of gravity of the curve and its

segments, and ' to the volume and centre of gravity of

solids of revolution generated in various ways by means
of it. He published a number of these theorems without
demonstration as a challenge to contemporary mathema-
ticians. 'iSolutious were furnished by Wallis, Huygens,

Wren, and others ; and Pascal published his own in th%

form of letters from Amos Detton\'ille (his assumed name
as challenger) to M. Cercavi. There has been some dis-

cussion as to the fairness of the treatment accorded by
Pascal to his rivals, but no question of the fact that hi
initiative led to a great extension of our knowledge of the

properties of the cycloid, and indirectly hastened the pro-

gress of the differential calculus.

In yet another branch of pure mathematics Pascal

ranks as a founder. The mathematical theory of proba-

bility and the allied theory of the combinatorial analysis

were iu effect created by the correspondence between
Pascal and Fermat, concerning certain questions as to the
division of stakes in games of chance, which had been
propounded to the former by the gaming philosopher De
Mir^. A complete account of this interesting correspond-

ence would surpass our present limits ; but the reader may
be referred to Todhunter's History of the Thiory of Proha-
biHty (Cambridge and London, 1865) pp. 7-21. It

appears that Pascal contemplated publishing a treatise Ds
Alex Geometria; but aU that actually appeared was a
fragment on the arithmetic^ triangle (" Properties of the

Figiirate Kumbers ") printed in 1654, but not published

till 1665, after his death.

Pascal's work as a natural philosopher was not less

remarkable than his discoveries in pure mathematics. His
experiments and his treatise (written 1653, published

1662) on the equilibrium of fluids entitle him to rank
with Galileo and Stevinus as one of the founders of the

science of hydrodynamics. The idea of the pressure of

the air and the invention of the instrument for measuring
it were both new when te made his famous e.xperiment,,

showing that the height of the mercury column in a
barometer decreases when it is carried upwards through
the atmosphere. This experiment was made in the first

place by himself in a tower at Paris, and was afterwards

carried out on a grand scale under his instructions by his

brother-in-law Perier on the Puy de Dome in Auvergne.

Its success greatly helped to break down the old prejudices,

and to bring home to the minds of ordinary men the truth

of the new ideas propounded by Galileo and Torricelli.

Whether we look at his pure mathematical or at his

physical researches we receive the same impression of

Pascal ; we see the strongest marks of a great original

genius creating new ideas, and seizing upon, mastering,

and pursuing farther everything that was fresh and un-

familiar in his time. After the lapse of more than two
hundred years, we can still point to much in exact science

that is absolutely his ; and we can indicate infinitely more
which is due to his inspiration. (g. ch.)

PASCHAL I., pope from 817 to 824, a native of Rome,
was raised to the pontificate by popular acclamation,

shortly after the death of Stephen V., and before the

sanction of the emperor (Louis the Pious) had been

obtained—a circumstance for which it was one of his

first cares to apologize. His relations with the imperial

house, however, never- became cordial; and he was also

unsuccessful in retaining in Rome itself the popularity to

which he had owed his election. He died at Rome while

the imperial commissioners were investigating the circum-

stances under which two important ofllicers of Lothair, the

eldest son of Louis, had been seized at the Lateran,

blinded, and afterwards beheaded ; Paschal had shielded

the murderers but denied all personal complicity in their

crime. The Roman people refused him the honom- of

burial within the church of St Peter, but he now holds a

place in the Roman calendar (May 16). Like one or two

of his more immediate predecessors he was liberal in his

donations to several churthes of the city, St Cecilia in

Tiastevere having been restored and St Maria in Domnica
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rebuilt by him ; he also built the church of St Prassede.

The successor of Paschal I. was Eugenius II.

PASCHAL n., pope from 1099 to 1118, was the

successor T)f Urban II. Of his early history nothing is

known except that his proper name was Rainieri, that he

was of Tuscan origin, and that in early life he became a

monk, probably of Cluny. He was raised to the cardin-

alate by .Gregory VII. about 1076, and was elected to the

papal chair on August 13, 1099. In the long struggle

with the imperial power. about Investiture (q.v.) he

zealously carried on the Hildebrandine policy, but hardly

with Hildebrandine success. One of his first acts was to

expel from Rome the antipope Clement III., otherwise

known as Guibert of Ravenna, and to renew his prede-

cessor's sentence of excommunication against the emperor
Henry IV., by the help of whose rebellious son it seemed
at one time as if the claims of the church were to become
wholly triumphant. But Prince Henry, who succeeded to

the purple \r 1106 (see Henry V.), proved a still more
active and persistent opponent of papal pretensions than

ever his father had been. Paschal was courteously invited

to Germany to assist in arranging definitely the affairs of

the empire (1107), but, while the pope delayed his journey,

the emperor proceeded actually to exercise all the rights

of investiture to the fullest extent, and, hanng disposed of

various wars in Bohemia, Hungary, and Poland, announced
in 11 10 the intention of proceeding to Rome to be crowned
and to re-establish order in Italy. From Arezzo he sent

ambassadors to Rome, and the pope after negotiation

agreed to his coronation on the footing that the church
should surrender all the possessions and royalties it had
received of the empire and kingdom of Italy from the

days of Charlemagne, while Henry on his side gave up the

form of investiture. But on Henry's arrival in Rome
(Feb. 1111), where feeling was strong against this pact.

Paschal was slow to implement it, and the emperor ulti-

mately found it necessary to withdraw from the zity^—not,

however, until he had compelled the pope and many of the

cardinals to accompany him. After two months the pope
yielded ; the coronation took place in the church of St
Peter on April 13, and forthwith the emperor withdrew
beyond the Alps after exacting a promise that no revenge
should be taken for what had passed. The Lateran
council, however, held in March 1112, repudiated as void,

under penalty of excommunication, the concessions that

had been extorted by the violence of Henry ; and a
council held at Vienne some months afterwards actually

excommunicated him, the pope himself ratifying the

decree. On the death of the Countess Matilda of Tuscany,
who had bequeathed her whole possessions to the' church

(1115), the emperor at once laid claim to them as imperial

fiefs, and, descending into Italy, drove the pope first to

Monte Casino and then to Benevento. Paschal returned
to Rome, after the emperor's withdrawal, in the beginning
of 1118, but died within a few days (January 21, 1118).
His successor was (Jelasius II.

PASCHAL CONTROVERSY. See Easter,' vol. vii.

p. 614.

PASCO. See Cerko db Pasco, vol. v. p. 347.
PAS DE CALAIS, a maritime department of northern

France, formed in 1790 of nearly the whole -of Artois and
the northern maritime portion of Picardy, including the
Bsulonnais, Calaisis, Ardresis, and the districts of Langle
and Bredenarde, lies between 50' 2' and 51° N. lat. and
r 35' and 3° 10' E. long., and is bounded N. by the
Straits of Dover (" Pas de Calais"), E. by the department
of Nord, S. by that of Somme, and W. by the English
Channel The distance from England is only 21 miles.

Nord, which separates Pas de Calais from Belgium, is at
^one place only 3 miles wide, and from Arras (the chief

town) to Paris in a direct line is about 100 mUes. Except
in the neighbourhood of Boulogne, with its cotes de fer or

"iron coasts," the seaboard of the department, which

measures 65 miles, consists of dunes. From the mouth
of the Aa (the limit towards Nord) it trends west-south-

west to Gris Nez, the point of France nearest to England

;

in this section lie the port of Calais, Cape Blanc Nez,.

rising 440 feet above the sandy shores, and the port of

Wissan.t (Wishant). Beyond Gris Nez the direction is due-

soudi ; in this section are the port of Ambleteuse, Boulogne
at the mouth of the Liane, and the two bays formed by
the estuaries of the Canche and the Authie I'the limit

towards Somme). The highest point in the dtpartment

(700 feet) is in the west, between Boulogne and St Omer.
From the uplands in which it is situated the Lys and
Scarpe flow east to the Scheldt, the Aa nort'i to the

German Ocean, and the Slack, Wimereux, and Liane to

the Channel. Farther south are the valleys of the Canche
and the Authie, running from east-south-east to west-north-

west, and thus parallel with the Somme. Vasr, plains,

open and monotonous, but extremely fertile and well culti-

vated, occupy most of the department. The greenest and
most picturesque valleys are in the west. To the north

of the hills running between St Omer and Boulogne, to the

south of Gravelines and the south-east of Calais, lies the

district of the Wattergands, fens now drained by means o:

canalr and dykes, and turned into highly productive land.

The climate is free from extremes of heat and cold, but

damp and changeable. At Arras the mean annual tem-

perature is 47° ; on the coast it is higher. The rainfall

in the one case is 22 inches, in the other 31.

With a total area of 2550 square miles, the department liai 1&9S
square miles (more than two-thirds) of arable land, while woods and
pasture land each occupy only about a twentieth. The live stock ic..

1880 comprised 76,224 horses, 9642 asses or mules, 156,000 cows,.
.35,272 calves, 5080 bulls or oxen, 256,031 sheep, 131,722 pigs;.

26,760 goats. The sheep in 1880 yielded 857 tons of wool, worth.
£57,398. The national sheepfoldt of Tingry are in Pas de Calais.

The 22,260 beehives of the department j-ielded in 1878 1753 tona
of honey and '39A tons of wax. No department except Somme
breeds lowla so extensively. Wheat, beetroot, And oil seeds are
the principal crops. In 1882 wheat gave 9,855,483 bushek, meslia
920,023 bushels; in 1879, rye 781,150 bushels, barley 2,362,133
bushels, oats 9,421,818 bushels, beetroot 1,576,355 tons (almost
entirely consumed by the sugar works), potatoes 7,250,813 bushels,,

vegetables 581,727, and colza seed 30,263. Besides there wera
considerably quantities of poppy-seed, flax (of excellent quality),

hops, hemp, and tobacco (1275 tons). There are two great coal-

fields, that of Pas de Calais proper, a continuation of the coiJ-field of
Valenciennes and Hainault, and that of Boulonnais. The former
contains a total area of 134,270 acres ; the latter is about j. tenth of
that size. Taken together they number 72 pits, 57 of vhich are-

actiw. In 1882 5,036,455 tonsof coal were extracted and :.,378,818
consumed in the department ; the industry gives employment to
22,925 persons. Peat (to the amount of 376,034 tons iu 1882) is

obtained in the valleys of the Scarpe and the Aa. Irop -mines in.

the arrondissement of Boulogne employ 162 workmen (26,ii74 tons)
;,

the stone and marble quarries 2130 workmen ; and tdjoit 800 are
engaged in obtaining phosphates of lime (295,566 tons), which are:

exported for maniu-e. Blast furnaces, foundries, engineer jig works-
naileries, boiler-works, agricultural implement factories, and steel-

pen works are all carried on in tlie department. In 18S3 305 tons
of iron, 16,355 tons of steel, 65,025 tons of cast iron v^ere manu-
factured ; and the average production of pens is 400,C00,000 per
annum. The establishments at Biache St Vaast melt, refine, and roll

copper and zinc, and also work lead and auriferous y Iver. 'The ship-

yards do not launch any large vessels, but in ISSl they built eighty
luggers or sloops, with an aggi-egato burden of 2456 tons. The
eighty-nine sugar-works in 1880 produced 42,121 tons >f sugar and
29, 730 of molasses ; the distilleries 4, 658j 984 gallons of spirits ; tho
oil works 15 tons of hempseed oil, 389 tins of linseed cjil, S066 tens
of poppyseed, rapeseed, and camoline oil, kc, and 797 tons of colza

oil. "There are 553 breweries in the department. Co'.ton-spinning

and weaving employ 116,364 spindles and 625 looms; wool-

spinning 26,300 spindles ; and the flax, heinn, and jut3 manufacture
35,700 spindles and 497 looms. St ricrre-ies-Calais canies on the
weaving of tuUcs in linen, cotton, and silk, employing 10,000 hands,
and producing with its 1506 looms goods to the vala; of £2,400, OtiO

per annum There are besides in the department establishments
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for the manufacture of paper and cardboard, hosiery, embroidery,

boots and shoes (for exportation), flooring, pipes, glass wares,

chemical products, pottery, chicory, starch, biscuits (300 to 400

workmen), and gin. The national powder-mills of Esquerdes are

among the largest in France. The port towns fit out a considerable

number of veKcls for the mackerel, cod, and heiTing fishing—

a

growing inilustry. In 1SS2 Boulogne and Etaples had 340 boats

(13,919 tons) and 45S6 fishermen, and Calais 37 boats (265 tons)

and 281 fishermen, and their nuiteil take was 2356 tons. Tliere is

a large export of sugar, spirits, calves, sheep, and eggs to England.

In 1882 the port of Botdogne had a movement of 3^14 vessels and

that of Calais 4436, with a total burden for the two ports of

2,212,920 tons. In 1S7S 404,769 travellers passed by this way
between France and England. Calais is emphatically a transit port

;

Boulogne has besides an export trade in local products such as

marble, freestone, minerals, and Boulogne horses, remarkable for

size and strength. The roads of the department (national, depart-

mental, ie. ) make a length of 9393 miles, the watenvays 105J miles,

the railways 546 miles, and the Industrial railways 60 miles. The
canal system comprises jx-irt of the Aa, the Lys, the Scarpe, the

Deule (a tiibiitaiy' of tbe Lys passing by Lille), the Lawe (a tribu-

tary of thoj^ys passing by Betliune), and the Sensee (an affluent of

the Scheldt), as well as the various canals proper from Aire to La
Bassee, Ifeuffosse, Calais, &c., and in tliis way a line of communi-
cation is formed from the Scheldt to the sea by Bethune, St Omer,

and Calais, with branches to Gravelines and Dunkirk in Kord.

The total tonnage of the whole inland navigation was 2,124,442

tons in 1873.

In 1881 Pas de Calais had 819,022 inhabitants (31^ per square

mile), ranking sixth among the departments. tn density of popu-

lation. It lorms the diocese of Arras in the archbishopric of

Cambrai, belongs to the district of the first (or Lille) corps d'armee,

and is within the jurisdiction of the Douai court of appeah There
are six arrondissements bearing the names of their chief towns

—

ArAs (27,041 inhabitants), Bethune (10,374), Boulogne (44,842),

Montreuil (3352), St Omer (20,479), and St Pol (3694). Other
places of importance are St Pierre-les-Calais (30,786 inhabitants),

the industrial ton-n of Calais (13,529), Lens (10,515), Lievin (8281),

Garvin (6430)—the last three with important coal-mines, and Aire

(5000), formerly a fortified place.

PASrPHAE. See ifiyos.

PASKEWITCH, Ivan Fedokowttch (1782-1856),

prince of Warsaw, and general-in-chief of the Russian

army, was descended from an old and wealthy famil}', and
was born at Poltava 8tli May 1782. He was educated

at the imperial institution for pages, where his progress

was so rapid that after his first examination he received the

promise of a lieutenant's commission in the guards, and
was named aide-de-camp to the emperor. His first active

service was in 1805, in the auxiliary army sent to the

assistance of Austria against France, when he took part

in the battle of Austerlitz. From 1807 to 1812 he was
engaged in the campaigns against Turkey, and distinguished

himself by many brilliant and daring exploits. During
the French war of 1812-li he was present, in command
of the 26th division of infantry, at all the most important

engagements ; at the battle of Leipsic he took 4000
prisoners. On the outbreak of war with Persia in 1826 he
was appointed second in command, and, succeeding in the

following year to the chief command, gained rapid and
brilliant successes which compelled the shah to sue for peace

19th February 1828. In reward of his services he was
raised by the emperor to the rank of count of the empire,

with the surname of Erivan, and received a million of roubles

and a diamond-mounted sword. From Persia he was sent

to Turkey in Asia, and, having captured in rapid succession

the fortresses of Kars, Erzeroum, and Akalkalaki, he was
at the end of the campaign made a field marshal. In
1831 he was entrusted with the command of the army
sent to suppress the revolt of Poland, and after the fall of

Warsaw, which gave the death-blow 'to Polish independ-

ence, he was raised to the dignity of prince of Warsaw,

and created viceroy of the kingdom of Poland. In this

position he is said to have manifested the highest qualities

as an administrator, and in his relations with the kings of

Prussia and Austria he secured their confidence and esteem.

On the outbreak of the insarrection of Hungary in 1848

he was appointed to the command of the Russian troops

sent to the aid of Austria, and finally compelled the

insurgents to lay down their arms at Vilagos. In April

185-1 he again took the field in command of the army of

the Danube, but on the 9th Jun?, at Silistria, where he

suffered defeat, he received a contusion which compelled

him to retire from active service. He died 29th January

1856

Tolstoy, Essai Biogmphique et Historique sitr U Feld-Marichal
Prince de Varsovic, Paris, 1836; Xctice Hiograjthique sur le Ifariehal

Fnskecitch^ Leipsic, 1856.

PASQUIER, Etiennb (1529-1615), one of the glories

of the French bar, and one of not the least remarkable

men of letters of the 16th century, was bom at Paris oh
the 7th June 1529 by his own account, according to others

a year earlier. Nothing is known of his family, and hardly

anything of his youth, but he seems to have inherited a
small property at Chatelet in the district of Brie. He
certainly studied law early, and in 15-17 was a pupil of

he famous Cujas at Toulouse. Thence, like many of his

contemporaries, he went to finish his studies in Italy. He
was called to the Paris bar in November 1549, having not

yet (or at most barely) reached his majority. He practised

diligently and with success, but by no means neglected

literature. Some of his work both at this time and later is

light and almost frivolous. A treatise on love, the Mono-
phile, appeared in 1554, and not a few similar publica-

tions followed it, one of them, the Ordonnances (TAmour,
being somewhat Rabelaisian in character. Pasquier, how-
ever, though not a stoic, was a man of perfectly regular

life, and he married early ; his wife, who was of his own
age, affluent, and, it is said, handsome, being a widow for

whom he had gained a lawsuit. The next year he had
the misfortune to eat some poisonous mushrooms and very

nearly died of them ; indeed he did not recover fully for

two years. This lost him his practice for the time, and
he again betook himself to general literature, publishing

in 1560 the first book of his great work the Eecherches de

la F>-ance. Before very long, however, clients once more
came to him, and in 1565, when he was thirty-seven, his

fame was established by a great speech stiU extant, in

which he pleaded the cause of the university of Paris

against the Jesuits, and won it. He was thenceforward

constantly employed in the most important cases of the

day, and his speeches, many of which we possess, displayed

a polished eloquence which was new in his time. But he
did not neglect general literature, pursuing the Recherchet

steadily, and publishing from time to time much miscellan-

eous work. His literary and his legal occupations coin-

cided in a curious fashion at the Grands Jours of Poitiers

in 1579. These Grand Jours (an institution which fell

into desuetude at the end of the 17th century, with bad
effects on the social and political welfare of the French
provinces) were a kind of irregular assize in which a com-
mission of the parlement of Paris, selected and despatched

at short notice by the king, had full power to hear and
determine all causes, especially those in which seignorial

rights had been abused. At the Grands Jours of Poitiers

of the' date mentioned, and at those of Troyes in 1583,

Pasquier officiated; and each occasion has left a curious

literary memorial of the kind of high jinks with which he
and his colleagues relieved their graver duties. The Poitiers

work was the celebrated collection of poems -on a flea, of

which English readers may find a full account in Southey's

Doctor. Up to this time Pasqirier had held no regular

office except the lieutenant-generalship of Cognac, where
his wife had property ; but in 1535 Henry III. made him
advocate-general at the Paris Cours des Comptes, an
important body having political as well as financial £ad
legal functions. Pasquier distinguished himself hero~.
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particularly by opposing, sometimes successfully, the mis-

chievous system of selling hereditary places and offices,

which more perhaps than any single thing was the curse of

the older. French monarchy. He was jiresent at the famous

States of Blois, where Guise was assassinated, and ho met
Montaigne there. The civil wars brought him much
personal sorrow. His wife and children had remained in

Paris much harassed by the Leaguers ; Madame Pasquier

was even imprisoned, and, though she regained her liberty,

she died shortly afterwards, in 1590. Her youngest son

was killed fighting on the royalist side the year before.

For some years Pasquier lived at Tours, working steadily, at

his great book, but he returned to Paris in Henry IV. 's

train on the 22d Starch 159i He continued until 1604
et his work in the Chambre des Oomptes ; then he retired.

He survived this retirement more than ten years, produc-

ing much literary work, and died after a few hours' illness

on September 1, 1615, at the age of at least eighty-six.

In so long and so laborious a life Pasquier's work was naturally

considerable, and it lias never been fully collected or indeed printed.

The standard editiou is that of Amsterdam, 1723, 2 vols, folio.

But for ordinary readers the selections of II. Leou Feugere, pub-
lished at Paris in 2 vols. 8vo, 1849, witlian elaborate introduction,

are most accessible. Asa poet, though very far from contemptible,

Pasquier is chiefly iuferesting as a minor member of the Pleia^e

movement As a prose writer he is of much more account. The
three chief divisions of his prose work are his Rcckerchis, his letters,

Bud his professional speeches. AH are of much value as important
documents in the history of the progress of French style. The
Sccherchcs and the letters have a value independent of this. The
letters are of much biographical interest and historical importance,
and the Jiecherchca contain in a somewhat miscellaneous fashion

invaluable information on a vast variety of subjects, literary,

political, antiquarian, and other.

PASQUINADE is a variety of libel or lampoon, of

which it is not easy to give an exact definition, separating

it from other kinds. It should, perhaps, more especially

deal with public men and public things. The distinction,

however, has been rarely observed in practice, and the chief

interest in the word is in its curious and rather legendary

origin. According to the received tradition, Pasquino was
a tailor (others say a cobbler) who had a biting tongue,

and lived in the 1 5th century at Rome. His name, at the

end of that century or the beginning of the next, was
transferred to a statue which had been dug up in a

mutilated condition (some say near his shop) and was set

up at the corner c-f the Palazzo Orsini {al. Palazzo Braschi).

To this statue it became the custom to affix squibs on
the papal Government and on prominent persons. At the

beginning of the 16th century Pasquin had a partner pro-

vided for him in the shape of another statue found in the

Campus Martins, said to represent a river god, and dubbed
^larfoiio, a foro Mortis. The regulation form of the
pasquinade then became one of dialogue or rather question
and answer, in which Jlarforio usually addressed leading
inquiries to his friend. The proceeding soon attained a
certain European notoriety, and a printed collection of the
squibs due to it (they were long written in Latin verse,

with an occasional excursion into Greek) appeared in

1510. In the first book of PanLagrud (1532 or there-

abouts) Rabelais introduces books by Pasquillus and
Marphurius in the catalogue of the library of St Victor,
and later he quotes some utterances of Pasquin's in his
letters to the bishop of Maillezais. These, by the way,
show that Pasquin was by no means always satirical, but
dealt in grave advice and comment. The 16th century
was indeed Pasquin's palmy time, and in not a few of
the rare printed collections of his utterances Protestant
polemic (which was pretty certainly not attempted on the
actual statue) is mingled. These utterances were not only
called pasquinades but simply pasquils (Pasquillus, Pas-
quillo, Pasquille), and this form was sometimes used for
the mythical personage himself. Under this title a con-

siderable satirical literature of quite a different kind from
the original personal squibs and political comments grew

up in England at the end of the 16th and the beginning

of the 17th century under the titles of Pasqtiil's Apology,

Pasquil's ii'ightcap, kc. The chief writers were Thomas
Nash and, after his death, Nicholas Breton. These pieces

(of extreme rarity, but lately reissued by the Rev. A. B.

Grosart, in private reprints of the works of their authors)

were in prose. The French pasquils (examples of which

may be found in Fournier's Yarietes Historiqnes et

Litteraires) were more usually in verse. In Italy itself

Pasquin is said not to have condescended to the vernacular

till the ISth century. During the first two himdred years

of his career few mornings, if any, found him unplacarded,

and the institution supplied a kind of rough and scurrilous

gazette of public opinion. But the proceeding gradually

lost its actuality, and was, moreover, looked on ^\'ith less

and less favour by the authorities. Indeed a sentinel was
latterly posted to prevent the placarding. It it said, how-
ever, that isolated pasquinades, having at least local ap-

jiropriateness, occurred not many years ago.
|
Jlarforio, it

should be added, was soon removed from his companion's

neighbourhood to the Capitol. Contemporary oomic peri-

odicals, especially in Italy, still occasionally use the

Marforio-Pasquiu dialogue form. But this survival is

purely artificial and literary, and pasquinade ha?, as noted
above, ceased to have any precise meaning.
PASSAU, an ancient town and episcopal see cf Bavaria,

lies in the district of Lower Bavaria, and occupies a highly

picturesque situation at the confluence of the Danube, the

Inn, and the Hz, 90 miles to the north-east of JIunich, and
close to the Austrian frontier. It consists of the town
proper, on the rocky tongue of land between the Danube
and the Inn, and of the three suburbs of Innstait, on the

right bank of the Inn, Ilzstadt, on the left bf.nk of the

Hz, and Anger, in the angle between the Hz and the

Danube. Pa.'sau is one of the most beautiful places on
the Danube, a fine effect being produced by the way
in which the houses are piled one above another on the

heights rising from the river. The best general view
is obtained from the Oberhaus, an old fortress now used
as a prison, which crowns a hill 300 feet high on the left

bank of the Danube. A detailed inspection of the
buildings of the town, most of which date from the 17th
and 18th centuries, scarcely fulfils the expectation aroused
by their imposing appearance as a whole. The most
noteworthj- are the cathedral, a florid rococo structure on
the site of an earlier church, which claims to have been
founded in the 5th century ; the post-ofiice, in which the

treaty of Passau was signed ; the episcopal palace ; the old

Jesuit college, with a library of 30,000 vo'umes; the
arsenal ; the Romanesque church of the Holy Cross ; and
the double church of St Salvator. The old forts and
bastions have been demolished, but the Niederhaus, at

the base of the Oberhaus, is still extant, though no longer

maintained as a fortress. The chief products of the'

insignificant industry of the town are tobacco, leather, and
paper. It also possesses iron and copper fou.idries and a
few barge-building yards. The well-known Passau cru-

cibles are made at the neighbouring village of ObernzelL
Trade is carried on in iron and timber, large quantities

of the latter being floated down the Hz. The inhabitants

(15,365 in 1880) are nearly all Roman Catholics.

Passau is a town of very ancient origin. The first settlement here
is believed to have been the Celtic Boiuduruni, on the site of the
present Innstadt ; and the Romans afterwards ests.blished a colony
of Batavian vetci-ans (Castra Batava) on the site of the town proper.
The bishopric was founded in the 8th century, ani. most of tlie sub-
sequent history of Passau is made up of broils bc'.ween the bisliops

and the townsmen. The fortress of Oberhaus was ecscted by the
former in consequence of a revolt in the 13th century, and at a later
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period its guns were often turned on the town.

V. :
• "• " "• - - ---^ --

In 1552 Charles

. and Elector JIaurice of Saxony here signed the treaty of Passau,

by which the former was constrained to acknowledge the principle

of religious toleration. The town was a frequent object of dispute

nd it was taken by the

;d in 1803, and its

The present bishopric

in the war of the Spanish succession, an^

Austrians in 180C. The bishopric was secularized in 1803, and its

territory annexed to Bavaria two years later.

•fas established in 1S17.

PASSERAT, Jean (1534-1602), a poet of merit and a

iontributor to the Satire Menippie, was born at Paris in

1534. He was well educated, but is said to have played

truant from school and to have had some curious .adven-

tures—at one time working in a mine. He was, however,

a scholar by natural taste, and after a time he returned to

lis studies. Having finished them he became in his turn

a teacher at the College de- Plessis^ and at the death of

Bamus was made professor of Latin in the College de

Fiance. This, however, was not till 1572. In thg mean-

•while Passerat had studied law, and had composed much
agreeable poetry in the Pl^iade style, the best pieces being

his short ode "On the First of May," and the charming

villanelle " J'ai perdu ma tourterelle." Like most of the

men of letters and learniiig at the time, Passerat belonged

to the politiques or moderate royalist party, and was

.strongly opposed to the League. His exact share in the

Menippee, the great ftianifesto of ihe politique party when

it had declared itself for Henry of Navarre, is differently

stated ; but it is agreed that he wrote most of the verse,

and the charming harangue of the guerilla chief Rieux is

sometimes attributed to him. Towards the end of his life,

after he had re-entered on the duties of his professorship, he

became blind. He died at Paris in 1602, and his poems

-were not published completely till four years later.

Passerat united with his learning abundant wit and a

faculty of elegant and tender verse, and was altogether a

good specimen of the man of letters of the time, free from

pedantry while full of scholarship, and combining a healthy

interest in politics and a taste for light literature with

serious accomplishments. He had also a considerable

reputation as an orator.

PASSIONFLOWER (Passiflora) is the typical genus

t)f the order to which it gives its name. The species ars

mostly natives of western tropical South America; others

are found in various tropical and subtropical districts of

Ixjth hemispheres. The tacsonias, by some considered to

form part of this genus, inhabit the Andes at considerable

elevations. They are mostly climbing plants (fig. 1) having

a woody stock and herbaceous or woody branches, from

the sides of which tendrils are produced which enable the

branches to support themselves at little expenditure of

tissue. Some few form trees of considerable stature desti-

tute of tendrils, and with broad magnolia-like leaves in

place of the m.ore or less palmately-lobed leaves which are

most generally met with in the order. WTiatever be the

form of leaf, it is usually provided at the base of the leaf-

stalk with stipules, which are inconspicuous, or large and

leafy; and the stalk is also furnished with one or more

glandular excrescences, as in some cases are the leaf itself

and the bracts. The inflorescence is of a cymose character,

the terminal branch being represented by the tendril, the

side-branches by flower-stalks, or the inflorescence may be

reduced to a single stalk. The bracts on the flower-stalk

are either small and scattered or large and leafy, and then

placed near the flower forming a sort of outer calyx or

cpicalyx. The flower itself (seen in section in fig. 2)

consists of a calyx varying in fjurm from that of a shallow

saucer to that of a long cylindrical or trumpet-shaped

tube, thin or fleshy in consistence, and giving off from

its upper border the five sepals, the five petals (rarely

these latter are absent), and the threads or membranous

processes constituting the "corona." This coronet forms

the most conspicuot:? and }>eauttfaT purt of die flower of
many species, and consists of outgrowths from the tube

formed subsequently to the other parts, and having

little morphological significance, but being physiologically

useful in favouring the cross-fertilization of the flower by
means of insects. Other outgrowths of similar character,

but less conspicuous, occur lower down the tube, and

Fio.l.—P(MJ</foraarr«7M, Tar., showing leaf, tlpTile,tendlfl, and detached flower.

their variations afford useful means of discriminating

between the species. From the base of the inner part of

the tube of the flower, but quite free from it, uprises a

cylindrical stalk surrounded below by a smn'I cup-like out-

Fio.2.— Flower of Taflslonflower cnt through the centre to show the arrangement
of its constituent ports.

growth, and bearing above the middle a ring of five flat

filaments each attached by a thread-like point to an

anther. Above the ring of stamens is the ovary itself,

upraised on a prolongation of the same stalk which bears

the filaments, or sessile. The stalk supporting the stamens

and ovary is called the " gynophore " or the " gynandro-

phore," and is a special characteristic of the order, shared
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in by the Capparids aud no other order. The ovary of

passionflowers is one-cellea /nih three parietal placentas,

and bears at the t»p three styles, each capped by a large

button-like stigma. 1 , ovary ripens into a berry-like,

very rarely capsular, fruit with the three groups of seeds

arranged in lines along the walls, but embedded in a pulpy.

arillus derived from the stalk of the seed. This succulent

berry is in some cases highly perfumed, and affords i.

delitate fruit for the dessert-table as in the case of the

"granadiUa," P. qvadrangiilaris, P. edulis, P. macrocarpa,

and various species of Tacsonia known as " curubas " in

Spanish South America. The fruits in question do not

usually exceed in size the dimensions of a hen's or of a

swan's egg, but that of P. macrocarpa is a gourd-like

oblong fruit attaining a weight of 7 to 8 lb. Many species

are cultivated for the beauty of their flowers, and one or

two species are nearly hardy in south and western Britain

and Ireland, the commonest, P. ccerulea, being, singular

to say, a native of southern Brazil. Many species of the

Tacsonia would probably prove equally hardy. The name
passionflower

—

-jlos passionis—arose from the supposed

resemblance of the corona to the crown of thorns, and of

the other parts of the flower to the nails, or wounds, Vhile

the five sepals and five petals were taken to symbolize the

ten apostles,— Peter, who denied, and Judas, who betrayed,

being left out of the reckoning. In some of the botanical

l)ooks of the 16th and 17th centuries curious illustrations

of these fiowers are given, in which the artist's faith or

imagination has been exercised at the expense of actual

fact.

PASSION PLAYS. See Drama, voL vii. p. 404. On
the Oberammergau Passion Play, see Oberammergait.
PASSION WEEK, the fifth week in Lent, begins with

Passion Sunday (Dcminica Passionis or de Passione

Domini), so called frotn verj- early times because with it

begins the more special commemoration of Christ's passion.

In non-Catholic circles Passion Week is often identified

with Holy Week (?.».), but incorrectly.

PASSOVER AND FEAST OF UNLEAVENED
BREAD. It is explained in the article Pentateuch (p. 511)
that the ancient Israelites were accustomed to open the

harvest season by a religious feast. No one tasted the new
grain, not even parched or fresh ears of corn, tiU the first

sheaf had been presented to Jehovah, and then all hastened

to enjoy the new blessings of divine goodness by eating

unleavened cakes, without waiting for the tedious process

of fermenting the dough. This natural usage became
fixed in cusfom, and at a comparatively early date a new
significance was added to it by a reference to the exodus
from Egypt, when, as tradition ran, the people in their

hasty departure had no^ time to leaven the dough already

in their troughs. The two elements of a thankful recogni^

tion of God's goodness in the. harvest, which every one

was eagtr to taste the moment that Jehovah had received

His tribute at the sanctuary, and of graceful remembrance
of the first proof of His kingship over Israel, went very

fittingly together. A similar combination is found in the

thanksgiving of Deut xxvi. 5 sq., in the law, Deut.

xxiv. 19-22, and elsewhere; the yearly blessings of the

harvest were the proof of the continued goodness of Him
who brought Israel forth from Egypt, to set him in a

fruitful and pleasant land

The feast of unleavened bread (Hebrew niVO, maffo^A),

with the presentation of the harvest sheaf, which is its

leading^feature, presupposes agriculture and a fixed resi-

dence in Canaan. In the pastoral life the same religious

feelings find their natural expression in thank-offerings for

the increase of the flocks and herds, consisting of sacrifices

" of the firstlings of the flock and the fallings thereof,"

ai_ch as Gen. iv. 4 makes to dateback from- the very

beginnings of huinan history. The firstlings answer to

the first fruits ; the increase of cattle falls mainly in the

spring ; and spring is also the time of the best pasture in

a climate where the harvest-tide lies between Easter and

Whitsunday, the time therefore when a fat sacrifice can

be selected and when vows would generally be fulfilled

:

especially as the lattei, among the pastoral Hebre^vs as

among the Arabs, would frequently have reference to the

multiplication of the flock. Abel's sacrifice of firstlings

and fallings corresponds in fact exactly to the old Arabic

J'ara' and ^atiro, the former of which was the firstborn of

the herd and the latter a sacrifice offered in the spring

month Rajab in fulfilment of a vow conditional on the

good increase of the herd.' The accumulation of the

sacrifices of firstlings and fallings at one season of the

year would readily give rise to a spring feast, and it appears

from the Jehovist that something of . this kind existed

before the exodus, (see Pentateqch), and gave occasion tc

the request of Moses for leave to lead the people out into

the wilderness to sacrifice to Jehovah. Pharaoh's refusal

was appropriately punished by the destruction of the

firstborn of man and the firstlings of beasts in Egypt.

The recollection of this fact reacted on the old Hebrew

usage, and supplied a new reason for the sacrifice of all

male firstlings after the Israelites were settled in Canaan

(Exod.' xiii. 11 sj.). Up to the" time of Deuteronomj

this sacrifice was not tied to any set feast (contrast Exod.

xxii. 30 with Deut. xv. 20) ; the old sacrificial spring feast,

like the Arabic feast of Rajab, was not wholly dependent

on the firstlings, but might also be derived from vows.

But when Israel was thoroughly united under the kings

the tendency plainly lay towards a concentration of acts of

cultus in publifi feasts at the great sanctuaries ; and the

final result of this tendency, which appears to some degree

in earlier laws, but reached its goal only through the

Deuteronomic centralization of all sacrifices at the one

sanctuary, was that the spring pastoral feast coalesced

with the agricultural i{a(;i;oih, and that its sacrifices were

swollen by the prohibition of continued private sacrifices

of the male firstlings. This is the form of the Deutero-

nomic passover (Deut. xvi. 1 sq.). The passover is a

sacrifice drawn from the flock or the herd, presented at

the sanctuary and eaten with unleavened bread. It is

slain on the evening of the first day of the feast, so that

the sacrificial feast is nocturnal ; and the pilgrims may
return to their homes next morning, but the abstinence

from leaven lasts seven days, aud the seventh day, observed

as a day of rest, is the 'aseretk or closing day of the feast.

The passover is now viewed specially as a commemoration

of the Exodus; and by and by, in Exod. xii. 27, its namr

(Heb. nop, Gr. Traax"-, Lat. pascha) is explained fror

Jehovah " passing over " the Israelites when he smote

Egypt. That this was the original meaning is by no

means clear ; there is no certain occurrence of the name
before Deuteronomy (in Exod. xxxiv. 25 it looks like a

gloss), and the corresponding verb denotes some kind of

religious performance, apparently a dance, in 1 Kings

xviii. 26. A nocturnal ceremony at the consecration of a

feast is already alluded to in Isa. sxx. 29, who also perhaps

alludes to the received derivation of nOS in ch. xxxi. 5.

But the Deuteronomic passover was a new thing in the

days of Josiah (2 Kings xxiii. 21 sq.). It underwent a

farther modification in the exile, when sacrifices in the

proper sense of the word were impossible, but the com-

memorative side of the feast was perpetuated in the house-

hold meal of the paschal lamb, eaten with unleavened

bread and bitter herbs (Exod. xii.—from the Priestly Code).

The paschal lamb is quite different from the paschal

' Ziizeni on Harith's MoaU-^}. 69; Bokhirvyi. 207 (feulak vc^alizea

editloa).
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sacrifices of Deuteronomy and from the ancient firstlings.

In Deuteronomy, for example, the sacrifices may be either

from the flock or from the herd, and are boiled, not roasted

(A.V. in Deut. xvi. 7 mistranslates) ; the paschal lamb is

necessarily roasted, and the only traces of sacrificial

character that remain to it are the sprinkling of the blood

on the lintel and door-posts,' and the burning of what is not

eaten of it. After the restoration the passover seems to

have retained its domestic character, for, though the feast

at the sanctuary was renewed, its public features now con

sisted of a series of holocausts and sin-offerings continued

for seven days (Num. .\xix. 16 sq.). The feast is now
exactly dated.- The paschal lamb is chosen on the tenth day

of the first month (Abib or Nisan) and slain on the even-

ing of the fourteenth. Next day—that i.s, the fifteenth

—

is now the first day of the feast proper (a change from the

Deuteronomic ordinance naturally flowing from the fact

that the properly paschal ceremony is now not festal but

domestic), so that the seven days end with the twenty first

and close with a " holy assembly " at Jerusalem. The old

ceremony of presenting the first sheaf had been fixed, in

Lev. xxiii. 11, for the "morrow after the Sabbath." This

naturally means that the solemn opening of harvest was to

take place on a Sunday. But when the feast was fixed to

set days of the month the " Sabbath " was taken to mean
the first day of the feast or of unleavened bread (Nisan 15),

and the sheaf was presented on the sixteenth.^ As the

feast WIS now again a grsat pilgrimage occasion, there

was a natural tendency to restore to the paschal lamb a

more st 'ictly sacrificial character. This tendency does not

appear as yet in the Pentateuch, where the latest provisions

are those put in historical form in Exod. xii. ; but in 2

Chron. ;:xxv., which must be taken as describing the practice

of the author's own time, the paschal lamb is slain

before the temple, the blood is sprinkled and the fat

burned (? verse 14) on the altar; and at the same time we
find the Deuteronomic paschal sacrifices existing side by
side with the paschal lamb of the later law as subsidiary

sacrifices. The later Jewish usage followed this practice
;

the Deuteronomic sacrifices in their new subsidiary form

constituted the so-called kagiga. The pre-eminent import-

ance wliich the passover (with the feast of unleavened

bread) acquired after the exile, from the fact that its rites,

like those of the Sabbath and of circumcision, could be in

great part adapted to the circumstances of the dispersion,

was still further increased by the fall of the second temple,

and the ritual of the Mishna (Pesahtm) was supplemented

by the later paschal Haggada. The lamb, however, not

being slain at the temple, is not in later praxis regarded

as strictly the paschal lamb of the law. Some of the post-

Biblical features are of interest in connexion with the

New Testament, and especially with the last supper. The
company for a single lamb varied from ten to twenty ; the

bitter herbs and unleavened cakes were dipped in a kind

of sweet sauce called har6seth ; and the meal was accom-

panied by the circulation of four cups of wine and by songs

of praise, particularly the Hallel (Ps. cxiii.-cxviii.).

The Jiistory of the passover is one of tho most complicated sub-

jects in IFebrcw arcliffiolof^y, and has been a threat battlefield of

Pentateuch criticism. The present article should therefore be read

with the article Pentateuch. The older books on Hebrew
archaeology are of little use, except for the later Jewish practice

;

* The sprinkling of blood on a tent in order to put it under divine

protection appears also among the Ar.ibs; Wiikidi, ed. Kremer, p. 28.
^ In everything that has to do with sacrifice a day means the day-

time with the following night; in other words, tho feast days do not

begin in the evening. Compare Reland, Ant. Hcb., iv. § 15.

^ This exegesis and practice are as old as the LXX. version of

Leviticus. The passage of Leviticus ha-s given rise to much contro-

versy ; see the commentaries and Lightfoot*s Horx on Luke vi. 1,

Acts ii. 1.

~on this full details will be found in Bartolocci's Bibliotheca-

HabbiHica, or in Bodcnschatz's Kirchliche Verfassung der Juden,
The Biblical data c^n only be understood in connexion with a criti-

cal view of the Pentateuch, and have been discussed in this con-

nexion by Kuenen (Godsdietist), 'WeWha^useil {FroIego7yiena)t and
others. The present position of those who oppose the GraCan
hypothesis may be gathered from Delitzsch's art. *'Passah" in

Richm's Handiuorterhuch, and from Dillmann's commentary on
Exodus and Leviticus. Hupfeld, De vera et primitiva Festorum
. . . raiionc- 1852-65, and ^v;dM's Antiouities. may also be con-

sulted. (W. E.. S.)

PASSPORT. A passport or safe conduct in time of war
is a document granted by a belligerent power to p~rotect

persons and property from the operation of hostilities. In

the case of the ship of a neutral power, the passport is a

requisition by the Government of the neutral state to sufl'er

the vessel to pass freely with her crew, cargo, passengers,

ifcc., without molestation by the belligerents. The requisi-

tion, when issued by the civil authorities .of the port from

which the vessel is fitted out, is called a sea-letter. But
the terms passport and sea-letter are often used indis-

criminately. A form of sea-letter (literx salvi conductus)

is appended to the treaty of the Pyrenees, IfiS'Q. The
passport is frequently mentioned in treaties, e.g., the treaty

of Copenhagen, 1670, between Great Britain and Denmark.

The violation of a passport, or safe conduct, is a grave

breach of international law. The offence in the United
States is punishable by fine and imprisonment where the

passport or safe conduct is granted under the authority

of the United States (Act of Congress, April 30, 1790).

In time of peace a passport is still necessary for foreigners

travelling in certain countries, and is always useful, even

when not necessary, as a ready means of proving identity.

It is usually granted by the foreign office of a state, or

by its diplomatic agents abroad. Passports granted in

England are subject to a stamp duty of sixpence.

They may be granted to naturalized as well as ratural-

born British subjects. Sweden ,was the first country, to

abolish passports in time of peace, and Russia is one of the

last to retain them. They are demandable from foreigners

in England on their arrival from abroad by 6 & 7 Will.

IV. c. 11, § .3; but this provision is not enforced in-

practice.

PASTE, or Strass." See Glass, vol. x. p. 665.

PASTON LETTERS. This invaluable collection of

documents consists of the correspondence of the principal

members of the Paston family in Norfolk between the

years 1424 and 1506, 'including several state papers and
other documents accidentally in their possession. The
papers appear to have been sold by William JPaston,

second earl of Yarmouth, the last representative of the

family, to the antiquary. Le Neve early im the 18th

century. Aftet Le Neve's death in 1729 they came
into the hands of Mr Thomas Martin of Palgrave, who
had married his widow, and upon Martin's death in or

about 1771 were purchased by Worth, a chemist at Diss,

from whose executors they were subsequently bought by
Mr (afterwards Sir) John Fenn. In 1787 Fenn published

two volumes of selections from the MSS., whose extreme
value was at oncS recognized by Horace Walpole and other

competent judges. In acknowledgment of his services

Fenn received the honour of knighthood, and on this

occasion, May 23, 1787, presented to the king three bound
volumes of JISS. containing the originals of the documents
printed by him. Most unfortunately these volumes have
disappeared, and the originals of two more subsequently

published by Sir John Fenn, and of a fifth edited after his

death by Mr Serjeant Frere, were also lost until very re-!

cently. Under these circumstances it is not surprising

that doubts should have been raised as to the authenticity

of the papers. Their genuineness was impugned by Mr
Herman Merivale in No. 8 of the Fortnightly Stvievi, hwti.
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sfttisfactorily vindicated on grounds of internal evidence

by Mr James Gairdner of the Record Office in No. 11 of

the same periodical. .Within a year Mr Gairdner's position

nras established by the discovery (1865) of the originals of

the filth volume at Mr Serjeant Frere's house at Dungate,

Cambridgeshire. In 1S7.T the original MSS. of the third

and fourth, with many additional letters, were found at

the family mansion of the Freres at Roydon Hall, near Diss.

The MSS. presented to the king have not been found,

and were probably appropriated by some person about the

court. In 1872-75 Mr Gairdner published a most careful

and accurate edition in three volumes in Arber's Englisli

reprints, accompanied with valuable introductions to each

volume, including an historical survey of the reign of

Henry VI., notes, and index, and incorporating more than

four hundred additional letters derived from Magdalen
College, O.xford, and other quarters. Abstracts of some of

the additional letters discovered at Roydon were added in

an appendix. The total number of documents printed

"wholly or in abstract is one thousand and six.

A thousand family letters of the 15th century must
in any case be full of interest ; the Paston letters are

peculiarly interesting from the importance and in some
respects the representative character of the family. The
founder was Clement Paston, a humble peasant living at

the end of the 14th centurj', who throve in the world

and gave his son AVilliam the sound education which

enabled him to rise to the position of justice of the common
pleas. Judge Paston acquired much landed property in

Norfolk, and in the days of his son John, in 1459, the

family was greatly enriched by a bequest from the stout

old soldier but grasping usurer Sir John Fastolf, a kinsman
of Sir John Paston's wife. The Pastons, however, were
even at that time greatly harassed by rival claimants to

their estates ; and Sir John's legacy involved them in a

fresh set of troubles and contentions, which were not

allayed until the time of the third Sir John Paston, about

1480. This perturbed state of affairs imparts especial

interest to the correspondence, causing it to reflect the

general condition of England during the period. It was a
time of trouble, when the weakness of the Government had
disorganized the administration in every branch, when the

snccessioa to the crown itself was contested, when great

nobles lived in a condition of civil war, when the prevalent

anarchy and discontent found expression in tumultuary
insurrections like Cade's, countenanced, as the Paston
letters show, by persons of condition, when any man's
property might be assailed with or without colour of law

i)y covetous rivals, and upstart families like the Pastons

were especially exposed to attack. The correspondence

therefore exhibits them in a great variety of relations to

their neighbours, friendly or hostile, and abounds with
illustrations of the course of public events, as well as of

the manners and morals of the time. Nothing is more
remarkable than the habitual acquaintance of educated

people with the law, which was evidently indispensable to

a person of substance. In its broader aspects the corre-

spondence exhibits human nature much as it is now, except

for the notable deficiency in public spirit, and the absence

of large views or worthy interests in life. The contrast

with our own times is instructive, showing how largely

commerce and literature, art and travel, have contributed

to augment moral and intellectual as well as material

wealth. After the death of the second Sir John Paston,

grandson of the judge, in 1479, the letters become scanty
and of merely personal interest. The family continued to

flourish. In the next century it produced Clement Paston,

a distinguished naval commander under Henry VIII. ; and
in the days of Charles II. Sir Robert Paston was raised

to the peerage as earl of Yarmouth. His son dissipated
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the hereditary property, and the title and the family
became extinct upon his death in 1732. (r. g.)

PASTORAL IS the name given to a certain class of
modern literature in which the "idyl" of the Greeks and the
" eclogue" of the Latins are imitated. It was a growth of
humanism at the Renaissance, and its first home it-as

Italy. V'irgil had been imitated, even in the Middle Ages,
but it was the example of Theocritus (q.v.) that was
originally followed in pastoral Pastoral, as it appeared
in Tuscany in the 16th century, was really a developed
eclogue, an idyl which had been expanded from a single

scene into a drama. The first dramatic pastoral which is

known to exist is the Favola di Orfeo of Politian, which
was represented at Mantua in 1472. This poem, which
has been elegantly translated by Mr J. A. Synionds, was a
tragedy, with choral passages, on an idyllic theme, and is

perhaps too grave in tone to be considered as a pure piece

of pastoral. It led the way more directly to tragedy than
to pastoral, and it is the // Sagrifizio of Agostino Beccari,

which was played at the court of Ferrara in 1554, that is

always quoted as the first complete and'actual dramatic
pastoral in European literature.

In the west of Europe there were various efforts made
m the direction of non-dramatic pastoral, which it is hard
to classify. Early in the 16th century Alexander Barclay,

in England, translated the Latin eclogues of Mantuanus, a
scholastic writer of the preceding age. Barnabe Googe, a
generation later, in 1563, published his Eglogs, Epytaphes,
and Sonndtes, a deliberate but not very successful attempt
to introduce pastoral into English literature. In France
it is difficult to deny the title of pastoral to various pro-

ductions of the poets of the Pleiade, but especially to

Remy Belleau's pretty miscellany of prose and verse in

praise of a country life, called La Bergerie (1565). But
the final impulse was given to non-dramatic pastoral by
the publication, in 1504, of the famous Arcadia of G.
Sannazaro, a work which passed through sixty editions

before the close of the 16th century, and which was
abundantly copied. Torquato Tasso followed Beccari

after an interval of twenty years, and by the success of

his Aminta, which was performed before the court of

Ferrara in 1573, secured the popularity of dramatic

pastoraL Most of the existing works in this class may be
traced back to the influence either of the Arcadia or of the

Aminta. Tasso was immediately succeeded by Alvisio

Pasqualigo, who gave a comic turn to pastoral drama, and
by Cristoforo Castelletti, in whose hands it grew heroic

and romantic, while, finally, Guarini produced in 1590 his

famous Pastor Fido, and Ongaro his fishermen's pastoral of

Alceo. During the last quarter of the 16th centi.ry pastoral

drama was really a power in Italy. Some of the best poetry

of the age was written in this form, to be acttd privately

on the stages of the little court theatres that vere every-

where springing up. In a short time music was introduced,

and rapidly predominated, until the little forms, of tragedy,

and pastoral altogether, were merged in opera.

With the reign of Elizabeth a certain t.endency to

pastoral was introduced in England. In Gs.scoigne and
in ^Mietstone traces have been observed of a tendency

towards the form and spirit of eclogue. It has been con-

jectured that this tendency, combined with the study of

the few extant eclogues of Clement Marot, led Spenser to

the composition of what is the finest example of pastoral

in the English language, the Shepherd's Calendar, printed

in 1579. This famous work is divided into twelve

eclogues, and is remarkable because of xhe constancy

with which Spenser turns in it from the artificial Litin

style of pastoral then popular in Italy, ind takes his

inspiration direct from Theocritus. It is important to

note that this is the first efiort made in liuropean litera-
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tnre to bring upon a pastoral stage the actual rustics of

a modern country, using their own peasant dialect. That

Spenser's attempt was very imperfectly carried out does

not militate against the genuineness of the effort, which

the very adoption of such names as Willie and Cuddle,

instead of the customary Damon and Daphnis, is enough

to prove. Having led up to this work, the influence of

which was to be confined to England, we return to

Sannazaro's Arcadia, which left its mark upon every

literature in Europe. This remarkable romance, which

was the type and the original of so many succeeding

pastorals, is ^vTitten in rich but not laborious periods of

musical prose, into which are inserted at frequent intervals

passages of verse, contests between shepherds on the
" humile fistula di Coridone," or laments for the death of

some beautiful virgin. The characters move in a world of

supernatural and brilliant beings ; they commune without

surprise vnth "
i gloriosi spirti degli boschi," and reflect

with singular completeness their author's longing for an

innocent voluptuous existence, with no he)! or heaven in

the background.

It was in Spain that the influence of the Arcadia made
itself most rapidly felt outside Italy. Gil Vicente, who
was also a Portuguese writer, had written Spanish religious

pastorals early in the 16th century. But GarcQaso de la

Vega is the founder of Spanish pastoral. His first

eclogue. El dulce lamentar de los paslores, is considered on^a

of the finest poems of its kind in ancient or in modern
literature. He wrote little and died early, in 1536. Two
Portuguese poets followed him, and composed pastorals

in Spanish, Francisco de Si de Sliranda, who imitated

Theocritus, and the famous Jorge de Montemayor, whose

Diaim (1524) was founded on Sannazaro's Arcadia.

Caspar GU Polo, after the death of Montemayor in 1561,

completed his romance, and published in 1564 a Diana
enamorada. It will be recollected that both these works

are mentioned with respect, in their kind, by Cervantes.

The author of Don Quixote himself published an admirable

pastoral romance, Galatea, in 1584. The rise of the taste

for picaresque literature in Spain towards the close of

the 16th century was fatal to the writers of pastoral. In
Portugal it can hardly be said that this form of literature

has ever e.xisted, althougli Camoens published idyls.

In France there has always been so strong a tendency
towards a graceful sort of bucolic literature that it is hard
to decide what should and what should not be mentioned
here. The oh&vxmns, padourclles oi the 13th century, with

tlieir knight on horseback and shepherdess by the road-

side, need not detain us further than to hint that when
the influence of Italian pastoral began to be felt in France
these earlier lyrics gave it a national inclination. We
have mentioned the Derr/erie of Eemy Belleau, in which
the art of Sannazaro seems to join hands with the simple

sweetness of the mediieval paslourdle. But there was
nothing in France that could comjiare with the school of

Spanish pastoral writers which we have just noticed.

Even the typical French pastoral, the Astrce of Honoru
d'Urfij (1610), has almost more connexion Avith the

knightly romances which Cervantes laughed at than with
the pastorals which he praisedi D'Urfe had been preceded

by Nicolas de Jfontreux, whose Berr/eries de Juliette arc

just worthy of mention. The famous Astrce was the result

of the study of Tasso's Aininla on the one hand and
Montemayor's Diana on the other, with a strong flavouring

of the romantic spirit of the Amadis. To remedy the

pagan tendency of the Astrce a priest, Camus de Pontcarro,

wrote a aeries of Christian pastorals. Of the romances
which followed in the wake of the Aslriv, and in wliich

the pastoral clement was gradually reduced to a minimum, a

succinct but admirable account is given in Mr Saintsbury's

Shcrt Ilistori/ of French L'Jtrature. The main authors in

this style were Mademoiselle de Scud^ry, La CalprenMe,
-and Gtomberville. Eacon produced in 1625 a pastoral

drama, Les Bergeries, founded on the Astree of D'Urf^.

In England the movement in favour of Theocritean

simplicity which had been introduced by Spenser in

the Shepherd's Calendar was immediately defeated by the

success of Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia, a romance closely

modelled on the masterpiece of Sannazaro. So far from
attempting to sink to colloquial idiom, and adopt a realism

in rustic dialect, the tenor of Sidney's narrative is even

more grave and stately than it is conceivable that the con-

versation of the most serious nobles can have ever been.^

In these two remarkable books, then, we have two great

contemporaries and friends, the leading men of letters of

their generation, trying their earliest flights in the region

of pastoral, and producing typical masterpieces in each of

the two great branches of that species of poetry. Hence-
forward, in England, pastoral took one or other of these

forms. It very shortly appeared, however, that the San-

nazarean form was more suited to the temper of the age,

even in England, than the Theocritean. In 1583 a great

impetus was given to the former by Robert Greene, who
was cdmposing his Morando, and still more in 1584 by
the publication of two pastoral dramas, the Oallathea of

Lyly and the Arraiynment of Paris of Peele. It is

doubtful whether either of these writers knew anything

about the Arcadia of Sidney, which was posthumously

published, but Greene, at all events, became more and
more imbued with the Italian spirit of pastoral. His
Menaphon and his Never too Late are pure bucolic

romances. AVhile in the general form of his stories, how-
ever, he follows Sidney, the verse which he introduces is

often, especially in the Menaphon, extremely rustic and
colloquial. In 1589 Lodge appended some eclogues to his

Scilla's Metamorphosis, but in his Rosalynde (1590) he

made a much more important contribution to English

literature in general, and to Arcadian poetry in particular.

This beautiful and fantastic book is modelled more exactly

upon the masterpiece of Sannazaro than any other in our

language. The other works of Lodge scarcely come under
the head of pastoral, although his Phitlis in 1593 included

some pastoral sonnets, and his Margarite of America

(1596) is modelled in form upon the Arcadia. The Sure

Idillia of 1588, paraphrases of Theocritus, are anonymous,
but conjecture has attributed them to Sir Edward Dyer.

In 1598 Bartholomew Young published an English version

of the Diana of Montemayor.
In 1585 Watson published his collection of Latin

elegiacal eclogues, entitled Amyntas, which was translated

into English by Abraham Fraunce in 1587. Watson is

also the author of two frigid pastorals, Melibotus (1590)
and Amyntx Gaudia (1592). John Dickenson printed at

a date unstated, but probably not later than 1592, a " pas-

sionate eclogue " called The Shepherd's Complaint, which
begins with a harsh burst of hexameters, but which soon

settles down into a harmonious prose story, with lyrical

interludes. In 1594 the same writer published the

romance of Arisbas. Drayton is the next pastoral poet in

date of publication. His Idea : Shepherd's Garland bears

the date 1593, but was probably written much earlier.

In 1 595 the same poet produced an Endimion and Phabe,
which was the least happy of his works. He then turned
his fluent pen to the other branches of poetic literature;

but after more than thirty years, at the very close of

his life, he returned to this early love, and published in

j

1627 two pastorals, The Quest of Cynthia and The
Shepherd's Sirena. The general character of all these

pieces is rich, but vague and unimpassioned. The Queen't
Arcadia of Daniel must be allowed to lie open to the earae-
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charge, and to have been written' rather in accordance

with a fashion, than in following of the author's predomin-

ant impulse. It may be added that the extremely bucolic

title of Warner's first work. Pan : his Syrinje, is mislead-

ing. These prose stories have nothing pastoral about

them. The singular eclogue by Barnfield, 17ie Affectionate

Shep/urd, printed in 1594, is an e.xercise on the theme
" O crudelis Alexi, nihil mea carmina curas," and, in spite

of its juvenility and indiscretion, takes rank as the first

really poetical following of Spenser and Virgil, in distinc

tion to Sidney and Sannazaro. Marlowe's pastoral lyric

Come Hvf vrith Me, although not printed until 1599, has

been attributed to 1589. In 1600 was printed the anony-

mous pastoral comedy in rhyme,' The MtMs Metamor-
phosis, long attributed to Lyly.

With the close of the 16th century pastoral literature

was not extinguished in England as suddenly or as com-

pletely as it was in Italy and Spain. Throughout the

romantic Jacobean age the English love of country life

asserted itself under the guise of pastoral sentiment, and
the influence of Tasso and Guarini was felt in England
just when it had ceased to be active in Italy. In England
it became the fashion to publish lyrical eclogues, usually

in short measure, a class of poetry peculiar to the nation

and to that age. The lighter staves of Tlie Shepherd's

Calendar were the model after which all these graceful

productions were drawn. We must confine ourselves to a

brief enumeration of the principal among these Jacobean

eclogues. Nicholas Breton came first with his Passionate

ShepJierd in 1604. Wither followed with The Shepherd's

Hunting in 1615, and Braithwaite, an inferior writer,

published The Poet's Willoia in 1613 and Shepherd's Tales

in 1621. The mention of Wither must recall to our

minds that of his friend William Browne, who published in

1613-16 his beautiful collection of Devonshire idyls called

BAtannia's Pastorals. These were in heroic verse, and
less dbtinctly Spenserian in character than those eclogues

recently mentioned. In 1614 Browne, Wither, Christopher

Brook, and Davies of Hereford united in the composition
of a little volume of pastorals entitled The Shepherd's Pipe.

Meanwhile the composition of pastoral dramas was not

entirely discontinued. In 1606 Day dramatized part of

Sidney's Arcadia in his Isle of Gulls, and about 1625 the

Rev. Thomas Goffe composed his Careless Shepherdess,

which Ben Jonson deigned to imitate in the opening lines

of his Sad Shepherd. In 1610 Fletcher jiroduced his

Faithful Shepherdess in emulation of the Amitita of Tasso.

This is the principal pastoral play in our language, and, in

spite of its faults in moral taste, it preserves a fascination

which has evaporated from most of its fellows. The
Arcades of Milton is scarcely dramatic ; but it is a bucolic

ode of great stateliness and beauty. In the Sad Shepherd,
which was perhaps wrritten about 1635, and in his pastoral

masques, we see Ben Jonson not disdaining to follow along
the track that Fletcher had pointed out in the Faithful
Shepherdess. With the Piscatory Eclogues of Phineas
Fletcher, in 1633, we may take leave. of the more studied

forms of pastoral in England early in the 17th century.

'WTien pastoral had declined in all the other nations of

Europe, it enjoyed a curious recrudescence in Holland.
More than a century after date, the Arcadia of Sannazaro
began to exercise an infiuance on Dutch literature. Johan
van Heemskirk led the Wsy- with his popular Batavische
Arcadia in 1637. In this curious romance the shepherds
and shepherdesses move to and fro between Katwijk and
the Hague, in a landscape unaffectedly Dutch. Heemskirk
had a troop of imitators. Hendrik Zoeteboom published
his Zaanlandsche Arcadia in 1658, and Lambertus Bos his

Dordtsche Arcadia in 1662. ^^These local imitations of the
Euave Italian pastoral were followed by still more crude

romances, the nutterdamsche A-icadia of Willem den Elger,

the Walchersche Arcadia of Gargon, and the Xoordwijher-

Arcadia of Jacobus van der Valk. Germany has nothing
to offer us of this class, for the Diana of Werder (1644)
and Die adriatische Rosamund oi Zesen (1645) are scarcely

pastorals even in form.

In England the writing of eclogues of the sub-Spenserian

class of Breton and Wither led in another generation to a
rich growth of lyrics which may be roughly called pastoral,

but are not strictly bucolic. Carew, Lovelace, Suckling,

Stanley, and Cartwright are lyrists who all contributed to

this harvest of country-song, but by far the most copious

and the most characteristic of the pastoral lyrists is

Herrick. He has, perhaps, no rival in modern literature

in this particular direction. His command of his resources,

his deep originality and observation, his power of concen-

trating his genius on the details of rural beauty, his

interest in recording homely facts of country life, combined
with his extraordinary gift of song to place him in the

very first rank among pastoral writers; and it is noticeable

that in Herrick's hands, for the first time, the pastoral

became a real and modern, instead of being an ideal and
humanistic thing. From him we date the recognition in.

poetry of the humble beauty that lies about our doors.

His genius and influence were almost instantly obscured

by the Restoration. During the final decline of the
Jacobean drama a certain number of pastorals were still

produced. Of these the only ones which deserve mention

are three dramatic adaptations, Shirley's Arcadia (1640),

Fanshawe's Pastor Fido (164C), and Leonard Willan's

Astrsca (1651). The last pastoral drama in the 17th

century was Settle's Pastor Fido (1677). The Restoration,

was extremely unfavourable to this species of literature.

Sir Charles Sedley, Aplira Behn, and Congreve published

eclogues, and the Pastoral Dialogue betiveen Thirsis anil

Strephon of the first-mentioned w'as much admired. AU
of these, however, are in the highest degiee insipid and

unreal, and partook of the extreme artificiality of the age.

Pastoral carne into fashion again early in the 18th

century. The controversy in the Guardian, the famoa'-

critique on Ambrose Philips's Pastorals, the anger and
rivalry of Pope, and the doubt which must' always exist as

to Steele's share iu the mystification, give 1708 a consider-

able importance iu the annals of bucolic writing. Pope
had written his idyls first, and it was a source of infinite

annoyance to him that Philips contrived to precede him
in publication. He succeeded in throwing ridicule on

PhOips, however, and his own pastorals were greatly

admired. Yet there was some nature in Philips, and,

though Pope is more elegant and faultless, he is not one

whit more genuinely bucolic than his rival. A far better

writer of pastoral than either is Gay, whose Shepherd's

IR'e^- was a serious attempt to throw to the winds the

ridiculous Arcadian tradition of nymphs and swains, and
to copy Theocritus in his simplicity. Gay was far more
successful in executing this pleasing and natural cycle of

poems than in writing his pastoral tragedy of Dione or his
" tragi-comico pastoral farce " of The What d'ye call it

(1715). He deserves a very high place in the history of

English pastoral on the score of his Shepherd's Week. Swift

proposed to Gay that he should write a Newgate pastoral

in which the swains and nymphs should talk and warble

in slang This Gay never did attempt ; but a northern

admirer of his and Pope's achieved a veritable and lasting

success in Lowland Scotch, a dialect then considered no less

beneath the dignity of verse. Allan Ramsay's Gentle

Shepherd, published in 1725, was the last, and remains the

most vertebrate and interesting, bucolic drama produced in

Great Britain. The literary value of this play has been

exaggerated, but it is a very clever and natural essay, and.
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the best prooc ul lis success as a paii.tins; of biKolic life is

that it is still a favourite, after a hundred and fifty years,

among lowland reapers and lailkinaids.

With the Gentle Shepliei-d the chronicle of pastoral in

England practically closes. This is at least tht, last per-

formance which can be described as a developed eclogue

of the school of Tasso and Guarini. It is in Switzerland

that we find the next \\a\ ortant revival of pastoral \ ro-

perly so-called. The taste of tie 18tL century was very

agreeably tickled 1 y the relig ous idyls of Salomon Gessner,

who died in 1787. His Da}hi.is •tiid Phillis aid Der Tod
Abel's were read and imitated through' ut E'lrope. In

German literatuie they left but little mark, but in France

they were cleveily copied by Aiuaud Berquin. A much
more importai.t pastoral wiitei is Jean Pierie Clovis de

Florian, who began by ii litatiug the Gal itea of Cervantes,

and continued with ai. oiiginal bucolic romai.ce entitled

Eatelle. His eclogues had a great j opulaiity, but it

was said that they would be perfect if only there weie

sometimes wolves in the sheepfolds The tone of Florian,

as a matter of fact, is tame to fatiiit) . Neither in France

nOr in Germany did the shepherds and shepherdesses enjoy

any considerable vogue. It haA always been noticeable that

pastoral is a form of literature which disappears before

a breath of ridicule. Neither Gessner nor his followei

Abbt were able to survive the laughter of Herder. Since

Florian and Gessner there has been no reappearance of

bucolic Uterature properly so-called. The whole spirit

of romanticism was fatal to pastoral. Voss in his Luise

and Goethe in Hermann und Dorothea replaced it by poetic

scenes from homely and simple life.

Half a century later something like pastoral reappeared

in a totally new form, in the fashion for Dorfgesehiehten.

About 1830 the Dani'sh poet S. S. Blicher, whose work con-

nects the grim studies of our own Crabbe with the milder

modem strain of pastoral, began to publish his studies of

out-door romance among the poor in Jutland. Immermann
followed in Germany with his novel Der Oherhof in 1839.

Auerbach, who has given to the 19th-century idyl its

peculiar character, began to publish his Sch'warzwalder

Dorfgesehiehten iii 1843. Jleanwhile George Sand was
writing Jeanne in 1844, which was followed by La Mare
au Diable and Francois le Chavipi, and in England Clough
produced in 1848 his remarkable long-vacation pastoral

The Sothie of Toher-na- Vuolich. It seems almost certain

that these writers followed a simultaneous but independent
impulse in this curious return to bucoUc life, in which,

however, in every case, the old tiresome conventionality

and afiectation of lady-like airs and graces were entirely

dropped. This school of writers was presently enriched in

Norway by Bjornson, whose Synnme Solbakken was the first

of an exquisite series of pastoral romances. But perhaps
the best of all modern pastoral romances is Fritz Renter's

Ut mine Stromtid, written in the Mecklenburg dialect of

German. In England the Dorsetshire poems of Mr Barnes
and the Dorsetshire novels 61 Mr Hardy belong to the

same class, which has finally been augmented by the ap-

pearance of Mr Munby's remarkable idyl of Dorothy. It

will be noticed of course that all these recent productions

have so much in common with the Uterature which is pro-

duced around them that they almost evade separate classifi-

cation. It is conceivable that some poet, in following the

antiquarian tendency of the age, may enshrine his fancy once

more in the five acts of a pure pastoral drama of the school

of Tasso and Fletcher, but any great vitality in pastoral is

hardly to be looked for in the futufe. (e. w. o.)

PASTORAL EPISTLES, the name given to three

epistles of the New Testament which bear the name of

St Paul, and of which two are addressed to Timothy and
one to Titus. The reason of their being grouped together

is that they are marked off from the other Pauline epistles\

by certain common characteristics of language and subject-

matter ; and the reason of their special name is that they

consist almost exclusively of admonitions for the pastoral

administration of Christian conrmunities. None of the

Pauline epistles have given greater ground for discussion,

partly ou account of the nature of their contents, partly on
account of their philological peculiarities, and partly on
account of their historical difficulties.

1. Coi.tents.—The Pastoral Epistles are chiefly distin-

guished from the other Pauline epistles by the piominence
W'hich they give to doctrine. From an objective point of

view Christian teaching is "the word" (2 Tim. iv. 2), or

"the word of God " (2 Tim. ii. 9), or " the doctrine of God
our Saviour" (Tit. ii. 10), or "the tiuth" (1 Tim. iii. 15,

2 Tim. ii. 18; iv. i; Tit. i. 14), oi "the faith" (1 Tim. iv.

1). From the point of view of the individual it is "the
knowledge of the truth" (2 Tim. ii. 25; iii. 7); and Chris-

tians are those who " believe and know the truth

"

(1 Tim. iv. 3). It had existed long enough to have
become perverted, and hence a stress is laid upon
" sound " doctrine ' (1 Tim. i. 10 ; 2 Tim. iv. 3 ; Tit. i. 9

;

ii. 1 ; in the plural, "sound words," 1 Tim. vi. 3 ; 2 Tim.
i. 13). It had also tended to become .dissociated from
right conduct; hence a stress is laid upon a "pure con-

science" (1 Tim. i. 19; iii. 8), and the end which it

endeavours to attain is "love out of a pure heart, and
out of a good conscience, and out of unfeigned faith

"

(1 Tim. i. 5). Consequently the "things that befit the

sound doctrine " are moral attributes and duties (Tit. ii. 1

sq.), and the things that are "contrary to the sound
doctrine "

(1 Tim. i. 10) are moral vices. This combina-

tion of sound doctrine and right conduct is " piety

"

{cCcrc(3cia, 1 Tim. ii. 2; iii. 16; iv. 7, 8; vi. 5, 6, U; 2

Tim. iii. 4) or "godliness "
(flcoo-t'/Stto, 1 Tim. ii. 10); and

sound doctrine is, in other words, "the doctrine," or "the
truth, that is in harmony with piety" (1 Tim. vi. 3; Tit.

i. 1). This doctrine or truth is regarded as a sacred

deposit in the hands of the church or community (1 Tim.
vi. 20; 2 Tim. i. 14), and is therefore a "common faith"

(Tit. i. 4), of which the church is the " pillar and stay

"

(1 Tim. iii. 15). Its substance appears to be given in

1 Tim. iii. 16, which has been regarded, not without reason,

as a rudimentary form of creed, and possibly part of a
liturgical hymn. But the church is no longer identical

with " them that are being saved " or " the elect " ; it is

compared to " a great house " which contains vessels

" some unto honour, and some unto dishonour " (2 Tim.
ii. 20). It is in other words no longer an ideal commu-
nity, the " Israel of God " (Gal. vi. 16), but a visible

society. And, being such, its organization had come to

be of more importance than before. But the nature of

the. organization to which these epistles point is an
unsolved problem. The solution of that problem is

attended by the preliminary question, which in the

absence of collateral evidence cannot be definitely answered,

of the relation in which Timothy and Titus are conceived

to stand to the other or ordinary officers. According to a

tradition mentioned by Eusebius, but for which he gives

no definite authority, Timothy was "bishop" of Ephesus
and Titus of Crete ; according to others their position

was rather that of the later " metropolitans " ; and some
modern writers, accepting one or other of these views,

take it as part of the proof that the epistles belong to a

period of the 2d century in which the monarchical idea

of the episcopate was struggling to assert itself. On the

^ Most conimentatorg have omitted to note that the word rendered
'* sound " is a common expression of some of the l:rter Greek philo.

sophers. deDottDg simply "true," «.^., Epictet., Dissert., i. 11, 28;
ii. 15, 2.
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•other hasd, it appears from the epistles themselves tnat

the positions of Timothy and Titus were temporary rather

than permanent, and that they were special delegates

lather than ordinary officers (1 Tim. iii. 14, 15 ; iv. 13
;

Tit iii 12). For the ordinary officers the qualifications

are almost all moral, and they are so similar to each other,

and to the moral qualifications of all Christians, as to

imply that the sharp distinctions of later times between

one grade of office and another, and between the officers

and the other members of the communities, were not yet

developed (1 Tim. iii. 2-12; Tit. i. 6-9, possibly also ii.

2-6). The most piobable solution of the difficulties which

present themselves in relation to the apparent interchange

of the names " bishop " and " elder," and to the apparent

double use of the word " elder," sometimes as a title and
sometimes as a designation of age, is that in these epistles

there is an imperfect amalgamation of two forms of

organization, Jewish ai.d Gentile : in the former the dis-

tinction between the governing and the governed classes

was mainly that of age, and the functions of the govern-

ing class were mainly those of discipline; in the latter

the distinction was mainly that of functions, and the

functions were mainly those of administration. (1) The
distinction between elder and younger appears in regard

to both men and women (1 Tim. v. 1, 2 ; Tit. ii. 2-6).

Out of the elder men some appear to have been chosen

or appointed to preside (oi Trpotormres, 1 Tim. v. 17; a

cognate form of the designation is found in Rom. xii. 8,

1 Thess. v. 12, and constitutes almost the only link of

connexion between the organization of these and that of

the other Pauline epistles), and to have constituted a

collective body or "presbytery" (1 Tim. iv. 14, the word
was in use to designate the Jewish councils of eiders, for

which the more common word was yepovata). Their func-

tions, like those of the corresponding officers in the Jewish
communities, were probably for the most part disciplinary;

to these some of them added the function of teaching

(1 Tim. V. 17). The elder women also were charged with
disciplinary functions ; they had to " train the young
women to love their husbands, to love their children, to

be sober-minded " (Tit. iL 3, 4). Out of such of them as

were widows some were specially entere'l on the roll of

cUurch-officers (xoTaXoyos), and formed a class which,

though it did not long survive the growth of monasticism.

is mentioned in alrao=t all early documents which refer to

ecclesiastical order (see Smith and Cheetham, Did. of
Chris. Aiiiiq., s.v. "Widows"). Whether the younger men
and women, or a selected iiunil er of them had, as such,

correspojiding duties io not clear, but an inference in

favour of the supposition maj' be dra.^n fiom a comparison
of 1 Tim. v. 1, :', 13, Acta ^. 6. 10. (2) Side by side

with this, and sometimes, but not always, blendei with it,

was the organization which was prob?U3alopted from the

contemporary civil societies, especially thoje in which, as

in the Christian coinmun'^ies, there ^^erc funds to iie

administered; the presidi'ig elde'-^, or some o'. them, were
also "bishops" or administrators, an-l some of the younger
men were " deacons " or sei vant.-i A Iwshop was " God's
steward " (Tit. i 7) ; a deacon was the active helper of the

bishops in both administratior and discipline

2. Langii-ige —These epistles are distinguished from the

other Pauline epistles by many peculi'rities of language,

of which only a few can be mentioned here (1) In
1 Timothy there are seventy-four v ords which are not

elsewhere in the New Testam.ent ; in 2 Timothy there are

forty-six such words, and in Titvs forty-eight In the

three epistles taken together there are one hundred and
thirty-three words which, are not found in the other
Pauline iepist!es,'th')ugh they are found elsewhere in the

Nev; Testament ; and niany of the mostijnarked and

frequent expressions of St Paul are absent. (2) There is

a tendency which is not found elsewhere in the Pauline

epistles to form unusual compounds, e.y., Aoyo/u.axfi'i',

hipohiiaiTKaXiiv, v[fnj\o'i>povilu, aOTOKaroKpiTos. (3) W'Ofds

are used for -which the other Pauline epistles invariably

substitute a different, though nearly synonymous, word

;

f.y., Sccttto'tt;? is used for xiipio?, KTicrp-a for ktio-is. (4) The

particles, which are even better tests of identity of style

than nouns and verbs, are different: the Pauline -yap is

rare ; apa, apa ow, en, /iJJTMS, ttoXiv, Cxnrcp, are absent.

(5) " In the other Pauline epist'es the fulness of the

apostle's thought struggfes with the exjirtssion, and

causes peculiar difficulties in exposition. Tne thoughts

slide into one another, and are so intertwined in many
forms that not seldom the new thought begins before a

correct expression has been given to the thought that

preceded. Of this confusion there is no example in the

Pastoral Epistles" (Huther, Introduction, Eng. tr., p. 10).

A complete account of the linguistic peculiarities of these

epistles will be found in Holtzmann, pp. 84-117.

3. Historical Difficulties.—The historical difficulties to

which these epistles give rise are of two kinds:—(1) that of

finding a place for them in any period of the recorded life

of St Paul, and (2) that of determining the state of theo-

logical opinion to which they are relative.

(1) In regard to the first kind of difficulties, each of the

three epistles has its own problems.

The data of the historical position of 1 Tiu.othy appear

to be (a) that St Paul had gone iuto Macedonia, (h)

that he had left Timothy at Ephesus (i. 3). .The chief

hypotheses which have been framed to satisfy the con-

ditions which these data imply are the following. (1)

The majority of older wr'ters .«uppo.ie that St Paul left

Timothy at Ephesus when he went into ^Macedonia after

the ^niente in the theatre (Acts xx. 1). The difficulties

in the way of this hypothesis are that Timothy had been"

sent into Mace.lonia (Acts xix. 22), and probably at the

same time to Corinth (1 Cor. iv. 17), that he had not

returned when St Paul himself reached Macedonia, inas-

much as St Paul waited foi him there (1 Cor. xvi. 11),

that the two were together in Macedonia when- 2 Coiin-

thians was written (2 Cor. i. 1), and that they returned

together to Asia Minor (Acts xx. 4). Some of these

difficulties have been met by the- conjecture that Timothy
never reached Corinth, hut returned to St Paul at Ephesus

and rejoined him in Macedonia ; but the conjecture

implies that Timothy disobeyed the apostle's exhortation

to tarry at Ephesus almost as soon as he had received it,

and that the apostle, so fai from " hoping to come unto

him shortly" (1 Tim. iii. 14), was in reality intending to

go to Jerusalem and to Borne (Acts xix. 21), not evei.

calling at Ephesvis on his way (Acts xx. 17). (2) It has

1/een supposed that the'-e was an unrecorded journey of

St Paul into JIatedonia during his long stay in Ephesus

(Acts xix. l-;;0 ; so Mosheim, Schrader, Wieseler, and
Reuss, the last ofwhom makes the journey extend to

Crete and Illyricum). There is little difficulty in the

supposition of snch a journey into Macedonia, but there'is

g-eat difficulty in supposing that the epistle was written

in the course of it,—first, because its language is not

compatible ivith the idea that Timothy was merely left iiT

ter>iporary charge during a short absence of the apostle,

and, secondly, because the epistle implies the existence of

an organized community which had existed long enough

to have had errors growing up in it (whereas in Acts xx.

29-30 the coming of heretical teachers is regarded as still

future), and in whi;h it was possible that a bishop should

be " not a novice " (1 Tim. iii. 6). (3) It has been sup-

posed that St Paul wrote the epistle during his imprison-

ment at C.-esaies oj at Jerusalem ; but this docs not
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avoid the difficulty which is fatal to the two preceding

hypotheses, that Timothy had been left at Ephesus when
the apostle was "going into Macedonia." (4) In order to

avoid this fatal difficulty some writers (especially Otto,

Die geschichtlichen Verhciltnisse der Pasioralbriefe, Leipsic,

1S60, and Rolling, Der erste Brief Pauli an Timotheus,

Berlin, 1882) have attempted a new but impossible trans-

lation of 1 Tim. i. 3, so as to make it appear that it was

Timothy and not Paul that" was going into Macedonia

{for criticisms of this attempt see Huther's edition of

Meyer's commentary ad loc, and Weiss in the Stndien v.

Kritihn for 1S61, p. 577).

The data of the historical position of 2 Timothy appear to

lie (a) that St Paxil either was or had been in Rome (i. 17),

(i) that he was in prison (i. 16 ; ii. 9), (c) that he had already

Lad a trial (iv. 16), (rf) that he believed himself to be near

the end of his life (iv. 6), (e) that he was expecting shortly

to see Timothy (i. 4; iv. 9, 21), (/) that he had been,

apparently not long before, at Troas, Corinth, and Miletus

(iv. 13, 20). Upon these data two hypotheses have been

framed. (1) It has been supposed that the required his-

torical position. is to be found at the beginning of the
" two whole years " of Acts xxviii. 30, and that con-

sequently the epistle was written before those to the

Philippians and Colossians (so, among others, Schrader,

Otto, and Reuss). The difficulties in the way of this

hypothesis are chiefly two,—first, that of accounting for

the complete change of tone between the close anticipation

»f death of 2 Tim. iv. 6 and the hopefulness of Philippians

ii. 23, 24, Philemon 22, and, secondly, that of accounting

for the " first defence " of 2 Tim. iii. 16 ; this Otto does by
supposing it to be the process before Festus at Caesarea, a

supposition which implies the very improbable further

supposition that the process before Felix was not what
"Was technically known as an " actio," and that the term

'"make my 'defence" (Acts xxiv. 10) was wrongly applied

\>j St Paul himself to his own speeclu (2) It has been

supposed that the required position is to be found in the

period immediately succeeding the " two whole years " of

Acts xxviii. 30, and that the epistle was written after

those to the Philippians and Colossians (so, among others,

"Wieseler). One of the main difficulties in the way of this

iypothesis is that it implies an interval of at least four

years since the journey referred to in chap, iv., and that it

is incredible that St Paul should have written to a disciple

in Asia Minor to mention the casual incidents of a voyage
—such a.s the leaving a cloak at Troas and a companion
sick at Miletus—which had occurred several years before

;

the difficulty would not be much lessened even if the

ingenious conjectures were adopted by which Wieseler

-endeavours to identify this voyage with that of Acts xxvii.

The data of the historical position of the epistle to Titus

are (a) that Paul and Titus had Iseen in Crete together,

and that Titus had been left there, (b) that Paul was
intending to winter at Nicopolis (wherever that may be,

places of that name being found in several Roman pro-

Tinces). Upon these data many conjectures have been
built. It has been supposed that St Paul visited Crete

either (1) at the commencement of this second missionary

journey (Acts xv. 41), or (2) during his residence at

Corinth (Acts xviii. 1, 8; so Michaelis and Thiersch).

Each of these conjectures is met, in addition to other

difficulties, by the fact, which seems fatal to it, that ApoUos,
who is mentioned in Titus iii. 13, was not known to Paul

and his company until after the second missionary journey

(Acts xviii. 24). (3) The same fact is also fatal to the

supposition of Hug and others that the visit to Crete took

place during the journey from Corinth to Ephesus (Acts

xviiL 18, 19), a supposition which is also inconsistent with

Jihe apostle's apparent desire to reach Syria without much

delay, and which requires for its support the further

supposition that, although on his way to Antioch and
Csesarea, ho had selected the almost unknown town of

Nicopolis in Cilicia to winter in. (4) It has been supposed

(Credner) that the visit to Crete was made as a detour in

the course of the journey from Antioch to Ephesus (Acts

xviii. 22, 23; xix. 1); this is not only improbable in itself

but also inconsistent with the summary of that journey :

" Paul, having passed through the upper," i.e., the inland,

"country, came to Ephesus." (D) It has been supposed

that St Paul called at Crete in the course of a journey

which he probably made to Corinth during his long sojourn

at Ephesus (so Wieseler, who thinks that he went first to

Macedonia, 1 Tim. i. 3, and thence to Corinth, Crete, and
back to Ephesus ; and Reuss, who thinks that the route

was Ephesus, Crete, Corinth, lUyricum, JIacedonia,

Ephesus) ; but this supposition seems to be excluded by
the inconsistency between the expressed intention to

winter in Nicopolis (Tit. iii. 12) and the similar intention

to pass the same winter at Corinth (1 Cor. xvi. 6), unless

the ingenious hypothesis of Wieseler be adopted that

he intended to spend part of the winter in one place and
the rest in the other. (6) It has been supposed that he

made his journey from Macedonia to Greece (Acts xx. 1-3)

by way of Crete (so Matthies); but this supposition seems

to be excluded by the. fact that in 2 Cor. viii. 6, 17 (which

was written from Macedonia), Titus who had been with

Paul in Macedonia had gone forward on his own account

not to Crete but to Corinth. And all these endeavours to

find a place for the epistle in St Paul's life before his

voyage to Rome are met by the improbability that, if

Crete had been already so far Christianized as to have

comm-unities in several cities (which is implied in Tit.

i. 5), there should be no hint of the fact in Acts xxvii.

7-13.

The difficulties of all endeavours to find a place for these

epistles in the recorded history of St Paul have been so

strongly felt by most of those modern writers who support

their authenticity that such writers have generally trans-

ferred them to an unrecorded period of his life, subsequent

to the close of the Acts of the Apostles. The external

authorities for the belief that there was such a period, and

that in the course of it St Paul underwent a second im-

prisonment, are chiefly the statement of Clement of Rome
that he went to "the goal of the West," and that of the

Muratorian fragment that he went to Spain (see Paul,

infra, p. 422). Both these statements admit of much dis-

pute, the one as to its meaning, the other as to its

authority ; and their value as evidence is weakened by the

fact that Irenaeus, TertuUian, and Origen, though they

mention the death of the apostle at Rome, say nothing of

any journeys subsequent to his arrival there. In the 4th

century Eusebius, for the first time, mentions a second

imprisonment, but prefixes to his statement the ambiguous
words Xo'yo? €;^ci, " there is a story " or " tradition holds."

Several fathers subsequent to his time repeat and amplify

his statement ; but that statement, if accepted, involves

the further difficulties on the one hand of finding room for

St Paul's journeys before the great Neronian persecution

of 64 A.D,, and on the other hand of accounting for the

fact that, supposing the apostle to have survived that per-

secution, he makes no mention of it. For all these diffi-

culties more or less plausible answers have been framed,

and many narratives of St Paul's unrecorded travels have
been written ; but, although it may be admitted that such

narratives are conceivably true, yet it must be conceded
on the other hand that they rest rather upon conjecture

than upon evidence. It may be added that the hypothesis

of a second imprisonment is rejected not only by writers

like Baur and Hilgenfeld, who deny the authenticity of,
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both the Pastoral EpistlSa and the other " Epistles of the

Captivity," but also by conservative writers, such as Meyer,

Ebrard, Otfo, Wieseler, Thiersch, and De Pressens^

(2) The second kind of historical difficulties, that of

determining the state of theological opinion to which these

epistles are relative, arises partly from the incidental

nature of the references to false teachers in the epistles

themselves and partly from the fragmentary character of

our knowledge of contemporary teaching. The character-

istics of the false teachers are mainly the following, (i.)

They once held " sound doctrine " but have now fallen

away from it (1 Tim. i. 6, 19 ; vi. 5, 21 ; 2 Tim. ii. 18)

;

and, puffed up with self-conceit (1 Tim. vi. 4) and claiming

to have a special " knowledge " (yvulo-is, vi. 20 ; implied

also in Tit. L 16), they oppose the truth (Tit. L 9 ; 2 Tim.

ii 25 ; iii. 8) and teach a different doctrine (1 Tim. L 3)

;

yet they remain within the church and tiause factions

within it (Tit. iii. 10). (iL) They profess asceticism,

" forbidding to marry and commanding to abstain from

meats, " apparently on the ground that some " creatures of

God " are evil (1 Tim. iv. 3), and at the same time their

moral practice is perverted, they are " unto every good

work reprobate "
(1 Tim. vi. 5 ; 2 Tim. iii. 13 ; Tit. L 16),

and they make their teaching of religion a mey.ns of gain

(1 Tim. vL 3 ; Tit. L 11). (iii) Their teaching is concerned

with " fables and endless genealogies " (1 Tim. i 4 ; Tit. i

14), with questionings and disputes of words (1 Tim. vi.

4), with empty sounds and contradictions (1 Tim. vi 20),

with " profane and old wives' fables "
(1 Tim. iv. 7), with

"foolish questionings and genealogies, and strifes and
fightings about the law." (Tit. iii 9), and they held that

the " resurrection is past already " (2 Tim. ii. 18). It has

been sometimes held that these statements refer rather to

errors of practice than errors of doctrine, and rather to

tendencies than to matured systems (Reuss) ; and it has

also been sometimes held that different forms of opinion

are referred to in either different epistles or different parts

of the same epistle (Credner, Thiersch, Hilgenfeld) ; but

the majority of writers think that the reference is to a

single definite form of error. The main question upon
which opinions are di^dded is whether the basis of this

false teaching was Judaistic or Gnostic, i.e., whether that

teaching was a ra'ioualizing form of Judaism or a Judaiz-

ing form of Gnosticism. (1) The former of these views

branches out into many forms, and is held on various

grounds. It is sometimes held that the reference is to

the allegorizing and rationalizing school of which Philo is

the chief representative, and which was endeavouring to

take root in Christian soil, the " fables " being the alle-

gorical interpretations of historical facts, the " genealogies
"

those of the Pentateuch, or possibly the Pentateuch itself,

which served as the basis of philosophical speculations

(Wiesinger, Hofmann). It is sometimes held that the

reference is to what in later times was known as the

Kabbalah, the assumption being made that the Kabbalah
must be dated many centuries earlier than other testimony

warrants us in believing (so Vitringa, Grotius, Schottgen,

and more recently Olshausen and Baumgarten). It is

sometimes held that the false teachers were not so much
theosophic as thaumaturgic, allied to the Judaeo-Samaritan

school of which Simon Magus is the typical representative,

and that this is the ' point of the reference to Jannes and
Jambres and to "jugglers .... deceiving and being

deceived" (2 Tim. iii 8, 13). It is sometimes supposed

that they' combined Essenism with a form of Ebionism,

and this vi&w (the ablest supporter of which is Mangold,

Die Irrlehrer der Pastoralbriefe, 1856) is that which now
prevails among those who contend for the early date of

the epistles, if not for their authenticity. (2) It is con-

tended on the other hand that none of these theories quite

cover the facts. It is maintained that genealogies did not
take the place in the Jewish speculative schools which they
evidently had in the false teaching to which these epistles

refer; that even if they had done so it is difficult to

account for the epithet " endless " which is applied t<^

them ; that there is no sufficient proof that the Essenes

held a dualistic theory of the relatioA of spirit to matter,

or that they denied the resurrection (the testimony of

Hippolytus on this point being more probable than that of

Josephus), or that they taught for gain, or that they pro-

secuted a propaganda among women (2 Tim. iii. 6). It is

further contended that all these points are generally

characteristic of Gnosticism. The use of the epithet
" falsely so called," it is urged, shows that " knowledge

"

(yvuo-is) is used in a technical sense ; in the • " endless

genealogies " writers so early as Irenaeus and Tertullian

recognized Gnostic systems of aeons, to which the phrase

seems exactly to apply ; the abstinence from meats and
from marriage belongs not to any form of Judaism but to

Gnostic theories of the nature of matter ; the description

of the teachers as making a gain of their teaching and as
" taking captive silly women laden with sins" suits no one

so wcU as the half-converted rhetoricians who brought into

Christian communities the practices as well as the beliefs

of the degenerate philosophical schools of the empire. It

is probable that this view is substantially correct ; at the

same time it may be granted that the evidence is too

scanty to allow of the identification of the Gnostics to

which reference is made with any particular Gnostic sect,

and that the several attempts which have been made so to

identify them have failed.

The result of this combination of difficulties—the

differences between the pastoral epistles and the other

Pauline epistles in respect of the character of their con-

tents, their philological peculiarities, the difficulty of

reconciling the historical references with what is known
from other sources of the life of St Paul, the difficulty of

finding any known form of belief which precisely answers to

the opinions which they attack, and the further difficulty

of believing that so elaborate a debaiement of Christianity

had grown up in the brief interval between St Paul's first

contact with Hellenism and his death—has been to make the

majority of modern critics question or deny their authenti-

city. The first important attacks were that of Schleier-

macher, who, however, only rejected 1 Timothy, and a few

years afterwards that of Eichhorn, who rejected all three ;

but the modern criticism of them practically begins with

Baur's treatise Die sogenannten Pasiamlbriefe des AposteVi

Paulus in 1835. Since then the controversy has been

keenly waged on both sides ; the history of it will be found

in Holtzmann, Die Pastoralbriefe (Leipsic, 1880), which

is by far the ablest work on the negative side of the con-

troversy, and which, whether its conclusions be accepted

or not, is more full of accurate information than any
other. The most available works on the conservative side,

for English readers, are the translation of Huther's edition

of Meyer's Commentary (Edinburgh, 1881); Dr Wace's

introduction to the Pastoral Epistles in the Speaker's

Commentary (London, 1881); and Archdeacon Farrar's

excursus on " The Genuineness of the Pastoral Epistles
"

in his St Paul (vol ii. p. 607)'. (e. ha.)

PASTORAL LETTER, a letter addressed, in his pastoral

capacity, by a bishop to his clergy, or the laity of his

diocese, or both. In the Church of Rome it is usual for

every bishop to issue at least one pastoral annually, the

Lei^ten Mandates or Instructions, containing exhortations

relating to that fast, and enumerating the dispensations

granted and devotions prescribed. Others are issued in

Connexion ^ith the principal solemnities of the church, orj

as occasion arises.
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PATAGOXIA, 'n'flie-sridest application of the name,

is that portion of South America which, to the east of the

Andes, lies south of Rio Negro (mouth in 41° 5' S. lat.),

and, to the west of the Andes, south of the Chilian pro-

vince of Chiloe,! with a total area of 322,550 square miles

(306,475 continental, 16,075 insular) according to Dr E.

Wisotzki's measurement (Behm and Wagner, Bevolkerung

der Erde, 18S0). By the treaty of 22d October 1881

this vast region was divided between Chili and the Argen-

tine Republic, the boundary being the unexplored water-

shed of the Andes down to 52° S. lat., and then con-

tinuing along the parallel to 70° W. long., thence to Point

Dungeness, and so southwards (through Tierra del Fuego)

along the meridian of 68° 34' W. long.^ In this way about

62,9.10 of the 322,550 square miles fall to Chili and

255.620 to the Argentine Republic.^

The Chilian portion, the main bulk of which iS com-

prised under the title of Magellan Territory {Terriierio

Magallanes), is chiefly remarkable for the way in which

the combined action of glacier and sea has cut up the

country into a multitude of rugged and irregular islands

and peninsulas, separated by intricate channels and fjords.

South of Chiloe, the first great island of the Chilian coast,

the inlands are grouped under the name of the Chonos

Afthipelago, which is bounded on the south by the spacious

Gulf of Penas. The Chonos Islands (upwards of 1000 in

number, without counting mere islets and rocks) are with-

out exception mountainous, and in some cases the summits

remain white throughout the year, though in th'e lowlands

snow lies only a few days. The general temperature is

remarkably even. A thick covering of vegetation (low

and stunted on the seaward parts) is spread over nearly all

the surface, but the layer of vegetable soil is very thin.

Potatoes grow wild, and cabbage, onions, radish, &c., are

cultivated. The sea-elephant appears to be exterminated;

seals still abound. On Taytao peninsula is found the

pudu, the smallest known deer. The old Indian inhabit-

ants—Chonos—are practically extinct, though their sitting

mummies give name to Momias Bay, and they stiU occupy

some of the islands far south near JIagellan's Strait. There

are only one or two permanent settlements in the whole

archipelago—on the Guaitecas Islands (43° 52' S. lat.) and

at Puerto Americano or Tangbac (45° S. lat.). Wood-
cutters, however, visit the islands in considerable numbers

for the sake of their valuable timber, mainly cipre {Liho-

cednts ietragona).- Besides Magdaleua—which is by far

the largest of the whole group and contains the extinct

volcano of Motalat, 5400 feet high—it is enough to men-

tion Chaffers, Forsyth, Johnson, Tahuenahuec, Narborough

(named after the old English explorer), Stokes, Benja-

min, James, ^lelchor, Victoria, Luz, and Rivero Islands.

The broad Moraleda Channel, from 75 to 175 fathoms deep,

whkh may be said to separate the rest of the archipelago

from Magdalena and the mainland, is continued south by

the Costa and Elefantes Channels, and would have proved

of great service to navigation had it not been that the

southern exit is barred by the narrow isthmus of Ofqui,

which alone prevents the strangely formed Taytao peninsula

from being an island. The glacier of San Rafael, which

discharges into the lagoon of the .same name on the north

side of the isthmus, is nearer the equator than any other

coast-glacier in the world.''

* Chiloe is sometimes considered part of Patagonia.

' Of the Tierra del Fuego archipelago 20,3J1 square miles arc

Cllilian and 7890 Argentine.
> Documents in regard to the disputed possesion will be found in

Qscsada, La Pnlagoiiia y las Ticrras Aiislralis, Buenos Ayres, 1875.

By a treaty in 1855 the titi possiJelis of 1810 was accepted.

* The Chonos Archipelago was explored by E. S;mp5on of the

Chilian navv m 1871-72. See map and text in PcUnnann'a mUheil.,

1878.

South of the Gulf of Penas a navigable channel exis'ts

between the mainland and the long succession of islands

which, under the names of Wellington Island (150
miles long), Madre de Dios Archipelago, Hanover Island,

and Queen Adelaide Archipelago, extend for about 400
miles to the mouth of Magellan's Strait ; and it is now
regularly used by steamers, which are thus protected from
the terrible western storms that make the deep-sea pass-

age along this coast so dangerous. At one or two points

only is the navigation difficult—at the English Narrows
in Messier Channel (as the northern -division is called),

and at the Guia Narrows farther south. The scenery

throughout is of the most beautiful and picturesque de-

scription. Among the serviceable inlets are Connor Cove,

Port Grappler, Puerto Bueno (pointed out by Sarmiento),

and Isthmus Harbour.^

The southern coast of Patagonia is bounded for 365
miles by Magellan's Strait,^ which separates the mainland

from the countless islands of the Tierra del Fuego archi-

pelago and breaks it up into a number of very irregular

peninsulas. Of these the largest are King William IV.

Land and Brunswick Peninsula, and between them lies

the extensive inlet of Otway Water, which is further con-

nected westward by Fitzroy Channel vdih SkjTing Water

On the east coast of Brunswick Peninsula, opposite the

Broad Reach of the strait, and in the finest part of the

straitward district, lies the Chilian military post and penal

settlement of Punta Arenas or Sandy Point. It was
founded in 1851.as a substitute for the unfortunate Port

Famine settlement, which lay farther south on the same

coast. In spite of convict mutinies (as in 1878) and the

questionable character of many of the settlers (chiefly

Chilotes), Punta Arenas begins to flourish; in 1875 its

population was 915, and since that date a series of "fac-

tories " or cattle-stations have been established along the

coast to north and south. The coimtry behind the settle-

ment, unlike the districts at either end of the strait, is

well wooded, mainly with Chilian beech {Faijvs antarctica)

and Winter's bark {Drimys Winteu, so called after Captain

Winter, Drake's companion), and considerable quantities

of timber are exported. Coal also, though of inferior

quality, is worked in the neighbourhood.''

Patagonia ea.st of the Andes is for the most part a region

of vast steppe-like plains. Unlike the pampas of tht

Argentine Republic, with which it is conterminous on the

north, it rises in a succession of abrupt steps or terraces

about 300 feet at a time, and is covered, not \vith soft

stoneless soil, but with an enormous bed of shingle, which

instead of luxuriant grass supports, where it is not abso-

lutely bare, only a thin clothing of coarse and often thorny

brushwood and herbage. So peculiar is this, the largest

tract of shingle in the world, that from D'Orbigny down-

wards geologists have generally characterized it simply as

the Patagonian formation. It is of Tertiary marine origin ;

but, whilst Hove makes it correspond to the Miocene sub-

division, Doering (Roca's expedition) assigns it to the

somewhat older Oligocene. Beneath the shingle, which

is sometimes at least 200 feet thick, and has its pebbles

whitewashed and cemented together by an aluminous

substance, there stretches a vast deposit, sometimes more

than 800 feet thick, of a soft infusorial stone resem-

bling chalk. In the hollows of the plain as far south as

' See Lieut. Eardley- Wilmot, Our Journal in the Pacific, 1873,

especially the appendix; and The Voyages of Ihe "Adventure" and
the '* Bcafite"

' Magellan's Strait was first named, probably by its discoverer.

Canal de Todos los Santos, and in older writers often appears as

Estrecho Palagonico and Estrecho de la n«v« Victoria (Magellan's

ship). -
. "" « * ^

^ Punta Arenas was a Gerr.:r.u s'."'.tion for the obsen'ation of the

transit of Venus in 1882.
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Santa Cruz there are frequently lakes or ponds ; they are

generally impregnated with common salt, Epsom salts, or

some other mineral ingr»dient, the substance varying from
lake to lake without any regularity of distribution (see Bur-

meister, i<i Republique Argentine, vol. ii. (1876) appendix).

Certain limited tracts with finer soil and richer vegetation

occur, especially in the river -valleys, but the general

aspect of the plains is one of sterility and desolation.

The most ordinary bushes are the jume (Salicoi-nia) and
the calafate (Berberis buxi/otia); the ashes of the former
contain 41 per cent, of soda, and the latter makes e.\fel-

lent fuel and bears a pleasant bluish-purple berry known
to the older English explorers as Magellan's grape. Among
the perennial herbs may be named Strongyloma struthium,

Chuquiragas, Adesmias, Azotellas. The palm-tree men-
tioned by many travellers as growing on the south coast is

real])- a kind of fern, Lomaria boryana}
The guanaco, the puma, the zorro or Cants Azarx (a

kind of fox), the zorrino or Mephitis patagonica (a kind of

skunk), and the tuco-tuco or Ctenomt/s mageltanicus (a kind
of rodent) are the most characteristic mammals of the

Patagonian plains. Vast herds of the guanaco roam over

the country, and form with the ostrich (Rhea americana,
and more rarely Rhea Darwinii) the chief means of sub-

sistence for the native tribes, who hunt them on hoi%eback
with dogs and bolas.

Bird-life is often wonderfully abundant. The carrancha
or carrion-hawk (Polyhorus Tharus) is one of the charac-

teristic objects of a Patagonian landscape ; the presence
of long-tailed green parroquets (Conitrus cyanolysius) as

far south as the shores of the strait attracted the attention

of the earlier navigators ; and humming-birds may be seen
flying amidst the falling snow. Of the many kinds of

water-fowl it is enough to mention the flamingo, the ui>
land goose, and in the strait the remarkable steamer duck.
As the Andes are approached, a great change is observed

in the whole condition of the country. The shingle is

replaced by porphyry and granite and vast masses of
basalt and lava ; vegetation becomes luxuriant, majestic
trees—evergreen beeches, alerces, cipres, araucarias, &c.—
combined with jungle-like underwood clothing the ravines
and hillsides ; and, with the richer plant life, animal life

grows more abundant and varied, deer, peccaries, wild
cattle, and wild horses- finding fitting pasture. The fruit

trees planted by the Jesuits in the neighbourhood of Lake
Nahuel-Huapi have spread into vast natural orchards,
which furnish the local tribes of Araucanians with food
and wine, and have given rise to the designation Man-
zaneros or apple-folk by which they are distinguished.

Eastern Patagonia is traversed fiom west to east by a consider-
able number of rivers, but few if any can ever be of much use as
highways. In their p.issage seawards they are joined by compara-
tively few tributaries from the low country ; rain falls seldom, and
the water sinks away among the shingle and sand. The Kio Kegro,
which separates the pampas from Patagonia proper, is formed by
the junction of the Neuquen and the Limay. The former collects
by numerous channels the drainage of the Andes between 36° 2^'

and 38° 40'
; the latter has its main source in the great Nahuel-

Huapi Lake, which was discovered in 1690 by JIascardi the Jesuit
(whose station on the lake was maintained till 1723), and is

reached from Chili by the Bariloche pass, rediscovered by Jorje
Rohde in 1832. For some distance the Rio Negro is navin-able for
steamers drawing 12 feet, but only vessels with powerfuf engines
can make head against the Current. South of this river tliere
stretches north and south a chain of hills—the Valchita and Uttak
range—which, lying from 50 to 100 mile:; from the coast, forms a
secondary watershed, draining westward into the plain as well as
eastward to the Atlantic. The next great Andean river is the
Chubut (Chubat or Chuba, i.e., erosion), which gives its name of

' See Dr Karl Berg, "Eine Naturbist. Eeise nach Pat.agonien," in
Petermann's iltuheilunrjen, 1875 ; and the botanical part of the report
of Roca's expedition (resume in Nature, 1884).

- Hence the name Cordillera de Baguales applied to the southern
extremity of the Andes.

Chuhat Territory to the northern division of Argentine Patagonia,
and is well known from the Welsh colonics established in its valley
in 1865 by Mr. Lewis Jones. Its northmost affluent rises probably
a little south of Nahuel-Huapi, about 41° 25', and its southmost
between 46° and 47°. The latter stream, the Sengel or Senguer
(explored by Durnford 1877, lloyano 1880), has this peculiarity,

that, before entering the shallow basin of Lake Colguape (Huapi),
Colhue, or, as Thomas and Moreno call it, Dillon, the volume of
water is so much larger than when it ia.qLies again that the Welsh
settlers distinguish the lower coui'se of the stream as Sengellen or
the Little Sengel.^ Rio Deseado, which disembogues at Port Desire
(Puerto Deseado), well known in the early history of the coast, has
its source about 46° 42', in the vicinity of a large lake, Buenos Ayres
(20 miles long by 14 broad), which lies, however, ^00 feet below the
level of the river, and consequently'has no connexion with it. Of
the rivers which unite in the Santa Cruz estuary the Rio Chico
(explored by Clusters, Mo}Tino, and Lista) and the Chatta or Sheuen
(explored by Moyano and Moreno) have little that calls for notice ;

but the Santa Cruz is connected with the most remarkable cluster of
mountain-lakes in the country. The largest of these is Capar or
Viedma Lake (discovered by Viedma in 1782) ; northward it com-
municates by a narrow channel with what may be distingtiished as
Jloreno Lake, which again opens into San Martin, and southward it

discharges into the very irregular Lago Argentine or Fitzroy Lake
(discovered, according to Musters, by an adveutm-er called Holsteia
in 1868, and next visited by Fallberg), which in its turn probably has
extensive ramifications. From the east end of Lago Argentine issues

the rapid current of the Santa Cruz. Round these lakes the moun-
tains rise with glaciers and snow. fields from 3000 to 3500 feet, and
at the north-west end of Viedma stands the active volcano of Chalten.

At the time of Moreno's visit in JIarch (the latter part of summer)
gigantic icebergs rising 70 feet above the water continued to float

about Lago Argentiuo. With the melting of the snows the river rosQ

rapidly, and by 17th ilarch was 63 feet above its ordinary level.

So swift was its cuiTent that the explorers sped down the whole
length of its course in twenty-four hours, though they had taken a
month to ascend. In some parts the rate was at least 15 miles per
hour. The Rio Gallegos, the last of the rivers of Patagonia which
flow west and east, is comparatively insignificant except during
thaw-floods, when it completely interrupts communication by its

wide and raging torrent (see Beerbohai's exciting narrative). The
eastern coast of Patagonia contrasts strikingly with the western

;

hardly an island of any considerable size exists on all the 2000
miles of its development, and it is scooped out into spacious and
open gulfs. The peninsula of San Jose or Valdes to the south of the
Gulf .of San Matias is quite exceptional. But the whole seaboard
offers only one or two safe harbours ; and submerged reefs, strong
tides, currents, and overfalls combine to render it highly perilous.

Besides El Carmen or Patagones, near the mouth of tlie Rio Negro,
a place of 1690 inhabitants in 1869, there is hardly a permanent
settlement of any size from the river to the strait ; but, since the
partition between Chili and the Argentine Republic, beginnings of
colonization have been made at the more promising points. A
notice of the native Patagonians is given in the article IxdiaJi's

(American), vol. xii. p. 829 ; and the history of the Araucanian
tribes of the Chilian side has been sketched under Amekic.i,
voL i. pp. 701-702.

History.—Patagonia was discovered in 1520 by Magellan, who
called the country Tien-a de Patagones from the large footsteps
observed near his winter quarters at San Julian, aud on his passage
along the coast named many of the more striking features—Bay of
San Matias, Bay of Santa Cruz, Cape of 11,000 Virgins (now simply
Cape Virgin or De la Vierge), ic. By 1611 the PaUgonian god
Setebos (Settaboth in Pigafetta) was familiar to the hearers of the
Tempest. Rodrigo de Isla, despatched inland in 1535 from San
Matias by Alcazava Sotomayor (on whom western Patagonia had
been conferred by the king of Spain), was the fii^st to traverse the
great Patagonian plain, and, but for the mutiny of his men, ho
would have struck across the Andes to the Chilian side. Pedro de
Mendoza, on whom the country was next bestowed, lived to found
Buenos Ayres, but not to carry his explorations to the south.
Camargo (1539), Ladrilleros (1557), Hurtado de Mendoza, aud
Ercilla (1558) helped to make known the western coasts, and
Drake's voyage in 1577 down the eastern coast through the strait

and northward by Chili and Peru was memorable for several

reasons ; but the geography of Patagonia owes more to Pedro
Sarmiento de Ganiboa, who, devoting himself especially to the south-
west region, made such careful and accurate surveys that from
twenty to thirty of the names which he affixed still appear in

maps (Kohl). 'The settlemeuts which he founded at Nombre de
Dios and San Felipe were neglected by the Spanish Government,
and the latter was in such a miserable state when Thomas Cavendish
visited it in 1587 that he called it Port Famine. The district in

the neighbourhood of Port Desire, explored by John Davis about

» See Dumford's account in The FiclJ, 23d and 3Cth Dec. 1852,

and Proc. Roy. Geogr. Soc, 1883.
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the same period, was taken possession of by Sir John Narboiougli

in name of King Charles II. in 1669. In the latter half of the

18th century our knowledge about Patagonia was considerably

augmented by Byron (1764-6d), Wallis (1766), Bougainville (1766)

;

Thomas Falkner, a Jesuit who " resided near forty years in those

parts," published-his Dcscriptimi of Patagonia (Hereford, 1774);

Francesco Viedma founded El Carmen, and Antonio advanced inland

to the Andes (1782) ; and Villavino ascended the Eio Negro (1782).

The "Beagle "and "Adventure "e-xpeditious under King (1626 -30) and
Fitzroy (1832-36) were of fii-st-rate importance, the latter especially

from the participation of Charles Darwin ; but of the interior of

the country nothing was observed e.\ccpt 200 miles of the course

of the S.uita Cruz. Captain Clusters wandered in company with a

band of natives through the whole length of the couutiy from the

strait to the Manzaneros in the north-west, and collected a great

<leal of information about the people and tlieir mode of life. Since

that date explorations of a more scientific character have been

carried on by Moreno (1873-80), Rogers (1877), Lista (1878-80),

and Moyano (1880, &c. ), a convenient survey of which will be found
in Pctcrmanns Miliheihingcn, 1882.

Bibliographical list-i for Patasonia are given in TTappaus, Eantlhnch 3tiT

Ctogr. II. Slat, des ehemnl. span. Mitlcl- unrf Siid-Anuril^a (Leips., 1S63-70) ; in

<3ucsa<Ia"s work already quoted ; and in Coan, AdventiiTea in Ptttngonin (Sew
York, ISSO). It is enough to mention Darwin's Journal of Rcscarcltes (ISi^) anil

Ceoloflical Observalioits on South America (1S46) ; Snow, A Two Tfors* CriMse off

. . . Patagonia(\Sn)', yinsters. At Ho7n^ with the Palagon)ansi1S~l); C\lnmn^-
liani, Xut. Hi3t, of the Strait of Magellan (ISTl) ; Jloreno, Viage a la Patagonia
iinslml (1ST9J : Lady Florence Dixie, Across Patagonia (ISSO); Lista, Mis
tsploracioncs , , . en la Patagonia (Buenos Ayres, ISSO); IJeerbohm, Wander-
ings in Patagonia (1S7S) ; Inforinc OJiciat . . . tie la Exji. al P^io Negro (under
General Roca, 1S79, Buenos AjTes, 1SS2); Giacoino Hove, Patagonia, Terra
gel Fiioco (Genoa, 1SS3). (H. A. W.)

PATAEENES, a name apparently first used in Milan
about the middle of the 11th century to denote the party

most extremely opposed to the marriage of priests ; besides

Patareni, the forms Paterini, Patarelli, Patara^i occur

among others. Various etymologies, more or less far-

fetched, have been offered ; it seems, however, pretty well

established that the party was so called because, under the

leadership of Arialdus, a deacon of Milan, its members
used to assemble in the Pataria, or ragmen's quarter of

that city (pates being a provincial word for a rag). The
name vltimately came to be applied to the dualistic sect

of the Cathari, who were opposed to marriage altogether,

and indeed was one of their most common designations in

Italy, ]•"ranee, and Bosnia.

PATENTS. Patents for inventions, instruments which
formerly bore the great seal of the United Kingdom, are

now issued at the Patent Office in London under the seal

of that office. By their means inventors obtain a monopoly
in tlieir inventions for fourteen years, a term which, if

insufficient to remunerate the inventor, can be extended.

This monopoly is founded on exactly the same principle

as the copyright enjoyed by authore and artists. There
are persons who argue that no such privilege should be
permitted ; there are others who think that the most
trifling exertions of the inventive faculties should be pro-

tected. The right course lies between these extremes. All

civilized nations have in modern times considered it desir-

able to give inventors an exclusive right to their inven-

tions for a limited period, not only as a matter of justice

to individuals but as a piece of sound policy tending to

the advantage of the whdie community. The monopoly
is granted in the expectation that the inventor will derive

some profit from it ; and the hope of profit is known to

be a great stimulus to invention. When an author writes

a book, or an artist designs a picture, the law allows a

right of property to those persons in their productions, and
accompanies the recognition of this right with the power
to repress infringements. If this were not so, probably
very few persons would employ their time in writing books
or creating works of art ; and hardly any one will be bold

enough to assert that the extinction of the race of authors

and artists is to be desired. The same principle applies

to inventors, who ought to have the works of tlieir brain

protected from piracy fully as much as the other classes

of mental producers. By holding out to tliem the pro-

spect of gain they are induced, at a present loss of time

and money, to attempt to discover improvements in the

useful arts, in machinery, in manufacturing processes, ic.

;

and thus the interests of the community are advanced

more rapidly than if such exertions had not been brought

into play. • Just as the rule of rewarding inventors is in

theory attended with some difficulty, so is the practical ap-

plication of it. To grant a very long term of exclusive

possession would be detrimental to the public, iince it

would tend to stop the progress of improvement. A
limited property must therefore be allowed,—large enough

to give the inventor an opportunity of reaping a fair

reward, but not barring the way for an unreasonable period.

And, when this compromise has been decided on, it will be

seen how difficult it may be to determine beforehand what
is the real merit of an invention, and apportion the time

to that merit. Hence' it has been fotmd necessary to allot

one fixed period for all kinds of inventions falling within

the purview of the patent law.s. This regulation appears

to be open to the complaint that the least valuable and the

most meritorious inventions are placed on the same footing.

But it may be replied that in the result this is of little

consequence, since meritorious inventions alone obtain the

patronage of the public,' those which are destitute of value

being neglected. Besides, if the complaint were well

founded, there is here no sound argument against the

jiolicy of privileges of this nature, seeing that it is impos-

sible to weigh beforehand one invention against another

ia the scale of merit, or to obtain a true standard of com-

parison.

Leaving the discussion of general considerations, we
will now give an outline of the law affecting patent privi-

leges in the United Kingdom. Formerly the reigning

prince considered him.self entitled, as part of his preroga-

tive, to grant privileges of the nature of monopolies to any
one who had gained his favour. These grants became so

numerous that they were oppressive and unjust to variou>

classes of the commonwealth ; and hence, in the reign of

James I., a statute was wrung from that king which de-

clared all monopolies that were grievous and inconvenfent

to the subjects of the realm to be void. (See Monopoly.)
There was, however, a special exception from this enact-

ment of all letters patent and grants of privilege of the
" sole working or making of any manner of new manufac-
ture within the realm to the true and first inventor of sudi

manufacture, which others at the time of making such

letters patent and grants should not use, so they be not

contrary to law, nor mischievous to the state by raising of

the prices of commodities at home or hurt of trade or

generally inconvenient." Upon these words hangs the

whole law of letters patent for inventions. Many statutes

were afterwards passed, but these were all repealed by the

Patent Act of 1SS3 (4G and 47 Vict. c. 57), whicli, besides

introducing a new procedure, modified the law in several

particulars. 'Wlien the law remains unaltered, it has to bo

gathered from the numerous decisions of the courts, for

patent law is for the mo=t part "judge-made law." Of
the law as it now stands we [uoceed to give an outline.

The inventions for which patents are obtained are chiefly

either vendible article? formed by chemical or mechanical

operations, such as cloth, alloys, vulcanized india-rubber,

Jcc, or machinery and apparatus, or proces.ses. It may
be remarked here that a scientific principle cannot form
the subject of a valid patent unless its application to a

practical and useful end and object is shown. An abstract

notion, a philosophical idea, may be extremely valuable

in the realm of science, but before it is allowed to form a

sound basis for a patent the world must be shown hoiv to

apply it so as to gain therefrom some immediate material

advantage. With regard to processes, the language of the

statute of James has been strained to bring them within
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the words "any manner of new manufacture," and judges

on the bench have admitted that the exposition of the Act

has gone much beyond the letter. However, it is un-

doubted law that a process is patentable ; and patents are

accordingly obtained for processes every day.

The"principal classes of patentable inventions seem to be

these:—(1) new contrivances applied to new ends, (2) new
contrivances applied to old ends, (3) new combinations

of old parts, whether relating to material objects or pro-

cesses, (4) new methods of applying a well-known object.

'With regard to a patent for the new application of a

well-known object it may be remarked that there must

be some display of ingenuity in making the application,

otherwise the jmtent will be invalid on the ground that

the subject-matter is destitute of novelty. For example,

a machine already in use as an excavator on land cannot

Ije separately patented as an excavator under water ; nor

can a machine employed in the finishing of cotton goods

be afterwards patented without alteration as applied to

the finishing of woollen fabrics. A small amount of inven-

tion is indeed sufficient to support a patent where the

utility to be derived from the result is great. A small

step in advance, a slight deviation from known processes,

may have been apparently brought about by the exercise

cf little ingenuity ; but, if the improvement be manifest,

either as saving time or labour, a patent in respect of it

will stand. The mere omission of a step from some, com-

monly practised process has been held sufficient to support

a patent for a new method of manufacture ; and how often

do we see what appears to be a very trifling degree of

novelty attended with very advantageovis consequences,

sometimes resulting in the entire revolvkion of a manu-
facture, or in a lowering of price appreciable in every

jiound of an article extensively used by th"! public 1

'SVTiatever be the nature of the invention, it must possess

the incidents of utility and novelty, else any patent

obtained in respect of it will be invalid. The degree of

utility need not, however, be great. As to novelty, this

is the rock upon which most patents split ; for, if it can

be shown that other persons have used or published the

invention before the date of the patent, it will fall to the

ground, although the patentee was an independent inventor

deriving his ideas from no one else. The difficulty of steer-

ing clear of this rock will be apparent at once. Suppose
A in London patents an invention the result of his own
ingenuity and patient study, and it afterwards • appears

that B, in some distant part of the kingdom, had been
jjreviously openly using the same thing in his workshop,

A's patent is good for nothing. This, in one of the cases

which arose out of Heath's carburet of manganese patent

—a patent celebrated in the law-courts—it appeared that

three firms had used a process in the manufacture of steel

Avhich was substantially the same as that forming the

subject of the patent. They had used the process openly

iii the way of their trade previous to the date of the

patent, although it had not become generally known.
This prior use of the invention was held to deprive the

patent of validity. It is therefore a very frequent sub-

ject of inquiry, whether an invention has been previously

used to such an extent as to have been publicly used in

the sense attached by the courts to this phrase. The
inventor himself is not allowed to use his invention, either

in public or' secretly, with a view to profit, before the

date of the patent. Thus, if he manufactures an article

•by some new process, keeping the process an entire secret,

but selling the produce, he cannot afterwards obtain a
patent in respect of it. If he were allowed to do this he
might in many cases easily obtain a monopoly in his in-

vention for a much longer period than that allowed by
lawp^The rule that an inventor's use of the invention

invalidates a subsequent patent does not, however, apply
to cases where the use was only by way of experiment
with a view to improve or test the invention. And it has
been repeatedly decided that the previous experiments of

other persons, if incomplete or abandoned- before the

realization of the discovery, will not have the eflTect of

vitiating a patent. Even the prior discovery of an inven-

tion will not prevent another independent discoverer from
obtaining a valid patent if the earlier inventor kept the

secret to himself, the law holding that he is the " true and
first inventor " who first obtains a patent.

When an invention is the joint production of more per-

sons than one, they must all apply for and obtain a joint

patent, for a jjatent is rendered invalid on shc'wing that a

material part of the invention was duo to some one not

named therein. The mere suggestion of a workman em-
ployed by an inventor to carry out his ideas will not,

however, require that he should be joined, provided that

the former adds nothing substantial to the invention, but
merely works out in detail the principle discovered by his

employer. In certain cases in which patents taken out
by the celebrated Sir Richard Arkwright cama to be in-

quired into, it was proved that the inventions 'vere really

made by persons in Arkwright's employment.. Their value

being perceived by him, he adopted them, and obtained

the patents in question, but under these circumstances

they were adjudged invalid.

If it can be shown that the invention in respect of

which a patent has been obtained was previously described

in a printed book in circulation in Great Britain, whether
such book be in the English or a foreign language, the

patent is also invalid, because a man has n(> right to

obtain a monopoly in that which is already a part of the

stock of public information ; and it is not necessary to •

prove' that the patentee was acquainted with the book,

and derived his ideas from that source. Tlie most usual

prior publication fatal fo a patent is a prior specification

of a similar invention. But persons are allowed to obtain

patents for inventions imported from abroad, if such in-

ventions are new within the realm, and if they acknow-
ledge, on the face of their applications, that the invention.?

are imported, net original. Such jiatents are now common.
The attributes of novelty and utility being po.sse^ed in

due degree by an invention, the chief .remaining difficulty

with which a patent has to contend resides in the com-

plete specification, the instrument by which the inventor

describes the nature of the invention and the means by
which it may be carried into effect. An inventor is bound,

in return for the monopoly conceded to him, to instruct

the public how to work the invention when the monopoly
shall have expired, and to inform them in the meantime
what it is they are shut out from using ; and now the

jiatent is not granted till the complete specification is filed.

The patentee is bound to make by this instrument a full

disclosui'e of his secret ; he must not keep anything back

either vi-ilfully or accidentally ; he must render everything

plain and clear, showing no attempt to mislead, and leaving

nothing ambiguous; he must distinguish what is old from
what is new ; he must point out distinctly what it is that

he claims as his own exclusive property, and he must take

care that he claims no more than he is entit'.ed to. Very
many patents have been invalidated by a disregard of the

requirements of the law, the most common fault being

that the siiecification claims too much ; in other words, it

claims something that is already public property, or another

man's patented invention.*' And here we ar3 brought back

to the question of novelty. If a patentee discovers that

his specification claims more than he is ent.tled to, he may
put the matter right by filing an amendment, and excising

the superfluous parts ; but he will not be aJowed to extend
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his claims in any degree. He may cut out anything, but

he can insert nothing, except maMer which is of the natm-e

of correction or explanation.
_

The term for which a patent is originally granted is

fourteen years, but the crown has been empowered by

parliament and through the intervention of the judicial

committee of the privy council, before which the pro-

ceedings take place, to extend the time of a patent from

its expiration for any additional time not longer than

fourteen years. But an extension will only be granted on

the patentee showing that the invention is meritorious, and

that he has not been adequately rewarded in spite of his

best efforts directed to that end. Wliat is adequate re-

ward depends on the special circumstances of each case.

The crown has hitherto had a right to the free use of a

patented invention, but this right has been aboUshed by

the new Act.

Patent privileges, like most other rights, can be made

the subject of sale. Partial interests can also be carved

out of them by means of licences, instruments which

empower other persons to exercise the invention, either

universally and for the full time of the patent (when they

are tantamount to an assignment of the patentee'sentlre

rights), or for a limited time, or within a limited district.

By an exclusive licence is meant one that restrains the,

patentee from granting other licences to any one else. By

means of a licence a patentee may derive benefit from his

patent without entering into trade «,nd without running

the risks of a partnership.

One of the- regulations of the recent Act" is that a

patentee can be compelled by the Board of Trade to grant

licences to persons who are able to show that the patent,

is not being worked in the United Kingdom, or that the

• reasonable requirements of the public with respect to the

invention cannot be supplied, or that any person is pre-

vented from working or using to the best advantage an

invention of which he is possessed.

A patentee's remedy for an infringement of his^ rights

is by civil suit, there being no criminal proceedings in such

a ease. In prosecuting such suit he subjects those rights

to a searching examination, for the alleged infringer is at

liberty to show that the invention is not new, that the

patentee is not the true and first inventor, itc, as well as

to prove that the alleged infringement is not really an

infringement. But it may here be remarked that a

patentee is not hound down (unless he chooses so to be)

to the precise ir ode of carrying the invention into effect

described in the specification. If the principle is new, it

is not to be expected that he can describe every mode of

working it; he -nill sufficiently secure the principle by

giving some illustrations of it ; and no person will be per-

mitted to adopt some mode of carrying the same principle

into effect on the ground that such mode has not been

described by the patentee. On the other hand, when the

principle is not new, a patentee can' only secure the par-

ticular method which he has invented, and other persons

may safely use other methods of effecting the same object.

Instances of this occur every day ; and it is well known

that scores of patents have been taken out for screw-

propellers, steam-hammers, water-meters, &c., each of

which is limited to the particular construction described,

and cannot be extended further. Again, where the inven-

tion patented consists of a combination of l^arts, some old

and some new, the whole constituting a new machine or a

new process, it is not open to the world to copy the new

part and reject the rest. A man is not permitted to allege

that tlie'patent is for a combination, and that, the identical

combination not having been used, there has been no in-

fringement. If he has borrowed the substance of the

invention, it wil! bo held that he has infringed the patent.

A patent may be revoked by a court of law on any on©

taking proceedings for that purpose, and showing good

ground for a revocation, such as want of novelty or utility

in the invention, the fact of the patentee not being the in-

ventor, insufficiency of the specification, fraud, or the like.

Patents are not now extended to the colonies, and such

of the English colonies as possess a legislature are gradually

acquiring patent laws for themselves (see infra).

The new Act enables the crown to make arrangements

with foreign states for the mutual protection of inventions,

under which a person who has applied for protection for

any invention in a foreign state will be entitled to apply

for a patent in England within a limited time in priority

to other applicants (see p. 358).

The patent business of the United Kingdom is transacted

at the Patent Office in London under the superintendence

of the comptroller, an oflScer appointed by the Board of

Trade, under whose direction he performs his duties. At

this office is kept a register of all patents issued, of aissign-

ments of patents, licences granted under them, &c. An
illustrated journal of patent inventions is published at the

same office, where printed copies of all specifications cku

also be obtained. The proceedings taken with a view to

obtain a patent commence with an application drawn up

in a special form and~accompanied by a description of the

invention and a declaration as to its originality. Any

person, whether a British subject or not, may apply for a

patent. The actual inventor must always be a psu-ty to

the application, but he may join other persons with him-

self, and the patent when issued will be granted to them

all jointly. The fees payable to Government on patents

have been considerably reduced by the new Act, and they

may now be paid by convenient annual instalments.

During the ten years ending with 1882 the average

annual number of patents issued was 3506. There has

been a large increase under the new law, the number of

patents applied for in the first three months of 188-4 being

5748.

Patents are frequently obtained through the intervention

of persons termed patent agents, who devote themselves

to this branch of business.

United States.—Under an Act passed in 1874 a patent

must in aU cases be applied for in the name of the original

inventor, although he may contemporaneously execute an

assignment of the invention, and the patent will thereupon

be issued to the assignee. Every application is referred

to an official examiner. The patent -.vill be refused if any

part of the invention is wanting in novelty, or if the

application is not in proper form. The applicant may,

however, make a re-application, and if the inventor is dis-

satisfied with the report of the examiner he can appeal.

Patents are issued for the term of seventeen years, but

expire with any earlier foreign patents for the same inven-

tion. A foreign inventor may obtain a patent if his inven-

tion has not been in public use or on sale in the United

States for more than two years prior to his application.

Patent Lau-s in India and the British Colonics.

Prior to 1852 British letters patent extended to jU Her Majesty's

colonies, but the Patent Act of 1852 restricted the rights CTanted

to Great Britain and Ireland, tlic Channel Islands, and the Is.o

of Man. Soon after the date of this Act the legislatures of the

colonies began to pass Acts of their own for the protection of inven-

tions, and at tlie present time most English colonics have patent

laws. As a rule, the application in the colony must be made by

petition accompanied with a specification and drawings of similar

nature to those used in the British application ; and in most cases

the application must bo made by the inventor himself or by his

assignee, or by some person holding his power of attorney. The

patMlts are in all cases assignable and the deeds of assignment

must be registered in the respective colonics. The patents arc

usually ginntcd for a term of fourteen years, and the inventions

must iiot have been publicly used iu the colony prior to tho data
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of the applicatioii. InventioT-.s nay \x protected in most if not
all the other British colonics by special Acts of the colonial legis-

latnres.

AustraluiK Colmics.—The colonial Act for New South Wales is

dated Hth September 1S32. Applications are referred to a board
consisting of two scientific men, and upon their report and the
payment of £20 the governor will grant letters patent of registra-
tion, which have the effect of letters patent. These letters ofregistra-
tion are granted for the term of fourteen years. The New South
Wales Act of 1852 still continues in force "in Queensland. By an
Older in council of 6th November 1859 patents similar in terms to
those granted in New South Wales can be obtained, and at the same
cost- By an Act passed in 1867 inventions can be pro\-iaionally
protected, but the prorisional protection only appears to be useful
to residents in the colony. In South Australia the law of patents
is governed by the Acts of 1877 and 1881. The application is

submitted to an official examination. The patent is granted for a
term of fourteen years, and is subject to taies of £2 10s. to be paid
before the e^d of the third year and £2 10s. before the end of the
seventh year. The invention must be worked in the colony within
three years from the date of the grant In Victoria power is given
to the governor to issue letters patent by Act No. 240, 1865. The
snm of £15 must bo paid before the expiration of the third year,
and £20 before the expiration of the seventh vear. For Western
Australia the colonial Act is dated 15th August 1872, under which
bona fide holders of letters patent in any other country can obtain
letters of registration having the force of patents and expiring with
the original patent The government fee is £25. The governor has
also power to grant original patents, but these are seldom applied
for except by residents in the colony. The government fee on
these is £50. The application for a patent must be made before
the application is made in any other colony or country.

British Guiana.—The law of patents is governed by an ordinance
dated 12th July 1861. Patents are granted very much in the
same form and on the same conditions as British letters patent.
A duty of $100 is payable before the end of the seventh year. The
governor has power to prolong the term for a period not exceeding
3even years-

British ffmduras.—The Act for amending the law for granting
Patents for inventions dated 10th September 1862 rules here. This
Act has provisions very similar to the British Patent Law Amend-
ment Act 1852. The government fee on sealing is S30, and the
further government duties payable are S50 at the end of the third
year and $100 at the end of the seventh year. Prolongations of
the original term of fourteen years may be obtained for an addi-
tional term not exceeding seven years.
Canada.—The Acts in force are those of 1872, 1875, and 1883.

Inventors or their assignees may obtain patents for fifteen years
for all inventions not having been in public use or on sale in
Canada for more than a year prior to the application. 'WTien a
period of more than twelve months has elapsed since the date of
any other patent for the same invention the application will be
refiised. A government duty of $20 must be paid for the first five
years, $40 for the second five years, and $60 for the last five years
These duties can be paid either altogether on application or by three
instalments. The invention must be worked in Canada within
two years from the date of the patent The patent is void if after
the expiration of twelve months from the grant the patentee imports
into Canada the objects of the invention manufactured elsewhere

Cape of Good ffopc.—The Act of 1860 prescribes a system very
similar to that laid down by the English Patent Act of 1852 A
stamp duty of £10 is payable at the expiration of the third vear
and £20 at the expiration of the seventh year of the grant The
patent will expire with the expiration of any earUer patent in
any other country for the same invention.

Cri/fon.—The invenHons ordinance of 1859 governs the law of
patents here Patents are granted for a term of fourt:een years from
the time of filing the specification, and the governor has power to
grant prolongations not exceeding fourteen years. The fee on
tiling the specification is £10.
B<mj.Kon<,.—-By the law of 3d July 1862 the governor in councilmay grant natents for inventions which have ah-eady been patented

in England to the inventor or to the owner by assignment of the
British patent. The patent will extend over the same term as the
British patent Subjects of foreign states not having British
patents cannot obtain patents in Hong-Kong.
India.—The law of patents is governed by an Act dated 17thMay 18o9 Where there is no prior English patent the invention

must not have been used or published before filing the application
Where an English patent has already been obtained, the applica-
fion must be made within twelve months from the date of the
English patent. The exclusive privilege is acquired by merely
»lmg a specification of the invention upon leave obtained from the
governor-general for that purpose, and no patent is is.sued The
governor-general has power to extend the original f.-rm for another
term not exceeding fourteen years. The government fees on
tpplication amount to £10 ; no further duties are nayable.

Jamaica.—Chaji. 30, 21 Vict 185", governs the law of patents
here. The invention must be brought into operation in the island
within two years from the date of the patent. A patent bears a
stamp duty of £6 10s., and there is a reference to the attorney-
general, upon which he is paid a fee of £5. The duration of the
patent is limited to that of any prerious foreign patent Improve-
ments on the original invention may be protected by certificates of
adilition. Patents may be extended for a further period of seven
years beyond the original term of fourteen years.

Lccicard Islands.-The law is regulated by the A:ts of 1876 and
1878, the provisions being similar to those of the English Patent
Act of 1852. The patent expires with the terminatio.i of any earlier
patent elsewhere for the same invention. The payments amount
to £28 on every application which is not opposed, .md a duty of
£10 is payable at the termination of the thiid yeij and £20 at
the terminarion of the seventh year.

Mauritius.—The law is regulated by an ordinance dated 22J
May 1875. The governor has power to extend palents for any
period not exceeding fourteen years beyond the original term of
fourteen years. A patent may be applied for by the executors or
administiators of a deceased inventor. Payments oi' £12 are re-
quired to be made upon application for the patent and upon scalinf.

Natal.—Tlie provisions of the colonial Act of 187C' are similar
to those of the English Patent Act of 1852. The fe.is on sealing
are £1 10s.', and there is a third year's duty of £5, atd a seventS
year's duty of £10. The patent expires with the termiration of any
British or foreign patent of earlier date. The lieutenant-governor
can grant a prolongation of the original term for a frejh term not
exceeding fourteen years.

Keio/ou}idland.—Underan Act passed in 1856 patents are granted
for fourteen years, but may be extended upon applii.'ation for a
further period of seven years. The patent expires with the expira-
tion of any previous foreign patent for the same inveiulon. Im-
provements may be protected by certificates of addition. The
invention must be worked in the colony within two years from the
date of the patent.

New Zealand.—Under the New Zealand Patent Act of 1883 in-
ventors can obtain either letters patent or letters of registration as
they think fit. The fee for lettei-s of registration is £10, and for
letters patent ^2 10s., with a further duty of £10 at the end of
five years. LetLers of registration are granted as of course upon
proof of the applicant being the actual owner of the foreign patent.
The inventicn patented must be worked in the colony within two
years from the date of the patent

Tasmania.—The colonial Act for Tasmania is dated 5th November
1858. The proceedings prescribed are very similar to those in
England. The government fees are £7 10s. on application, £15 at
the end of the third year, and £20 at the end of the seventh year.

Patents may also be obtained in St Helena, the Straits Settlements,
and Trinidad.

Foreign Patent Laws.
Argentine Repullic.—Patents are granted under a law dated lltli

October 1864, for five, ten, or fifteen years, to the inventor or to his
assignee. The applications are subjected to an official esaminatiou,
and the patent when granted is liable to government fees and stamp
duties, which vary from about £20 to £60, according to the term
of the patent. The invention must not have been pnb.ished either
at home or abroad prior to the application, and must be worked
in the republic within two j-ears from the date of the issue of the
patent,

A.istria-Hunganj.—'By an imperial decree of the 15th August
1852, although separate patents are issued, they are m.ide upon one
application. The protection extends to Bosnia aud Eerzegovina.
Where the applicant for a patent is a foreigner he must have ob-
tained a patent in his own country for the same irvention, and
patents are only granted to the original inventor or his assignee.
Inventions are considered new when at the time of th i applicationsappli
for patents they have not been put into operation oi made public
in the empire. The government taxes commence at the rate of 26
florins per annum for the first five years, and graciuaUy increase
until in the fifteenth year the duty is 132 florins. If the patent
is originally granted for less than fifteen years it m.iy at any time
be prolonged for that term. The invention must be worked in the
empire ivithin a year from the date of the patent, and the working
must not be suspended for more than two years ; dur ng its continu-
ance there is no objection to the patented articles 'jeing imported
from a foreign country. -,

Belgium.—Patents are granted to the inventor or to his assignee,
or to any one holding the authority of the inventor or that purpose.
The term is fixed at twenty years, except in the c.'.se of inventions
previously patented elsewhere, when the Belgiuri patent expires
with the previous foreign patent of the greatest .ength. Patents
are subject to an annual tax beginning at 10 francs for the first

year, and increasing annually at the rate of 10 francs. Patents of
audition expiiing with the original patent may be obtained. The
inventiou must be worked in Belgium within one year from its.
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lioiiig uorketl abroatl, bnt p.'itentc<^ articles manufactured abroad

uiny be iutioduccd into Bclgimii.

Brazil.—Uy a statute jiasscd in 1SS2 jmtents are gi-anted alUce

to natives nud to forcigiicrs. In the case of a foreigner the anplica-

liou must be made iu Brazil witliin seven montlis from the date of

his foreign patent. The specification must bo in the Portuguese

language. Patents are granted for a term of fifteen yeai-s, subject

to the payment of a duty of £1 for the first year, and increasing

£1 yeaily. The patent must be put into operation in Brazil within

a yc&r from the date of the grant, and the working must not bo

interrupted for move than a year. The Brazilian patent expires on

tlic esjiiration of any earlier foreign patent for the same invention.

Tho foreign patentee must appoint an accredited agent to represent

him in Brazil.

Chili.—Patents are granted for a term of ten years, subject to a

tax of £10 to be paid on application; An extension of a patent

may be obtained when the importance of the invention is con-

hidered sufficient to warrant it. The invention must be worked in

Chili within a term fixed in tlie patent, and the working must not

be discontinued as long as the patent is valid.

Denmark.—Native inventors may obtain patents for fifteen years,

but patents gi-anted to foreigners are limited to five years. A tax

of GO fi"ancs is payable on every patent. The invention must bo

worked in the country during the hi-st year of the patent, and must

be continued without interruption, but the patentee can import

the patented article into the country from abroad.

France.—Grants of patents {brevets d'inveiition) are regulated

in France by the law of 5th July 1844. Patents ave granted to

inventors or their assignees, whether natives or foreigners, aud the

French patent expires with any foreign jvitent of earMer date.

Apjdications for French patents must be made prior to the filing

of the complete specification in any foreign country. Patents are

gi-anted for a term of fifteen years ixyion payment of an annual duty
of £4. All the duties must be paid up prior to an assignment of

the patent being registered. Alterations, additions, or improve-

ments may be protected by patents of addition which expire with

tho original gr-ant. The subject of the patent must be manufac-

tured entirely in France, and cannot be imported from a forei^

country without invalidating the patent. The invention must be

put into execution ^^thin two years from the date of the grant,

iind the working must not then cease for any period of two cou-

i4?cutive yeai-s. The patent extends to all the French colonies.

Gcrvmny.—By a law dated 25th Jlay 1877 patents are granted

for fifteen years to natives and foreigners. The invention must
not have been pj-eviously described in a printed publication in any
way. The patentee may obtain mpplementary jiatents for improve-

ments expiring with the original patent. A goveniment duty of

£1 10s. is paid on the issue of the patent, together with an annuity

commencing at £2 10s. and increasing by £2 lOs. each year for

the whole term. The Government may i-evoke the patent if the

invention has not been carried out in Germany within three years

from the date of tlie patent.

/fo/y.^Patents are granted only to inventors or their assignees

for terms varying from one to fifteen years. The publication of a

previous foi-eign jiatent docs not invalidate the grant provided the

application is made during the continuance of the foreign patent,

I'ut the Italian patent will expire with the previous foreign patent.

Patents of addition are granted expiring intli the original patent.

Putents are lialjle to taxes aniou:iting to about 50 francs for each

of the fn'st three years of the patent, and increasing gradually.

The invention must be woi^ed in Italy within tv.o years from the

date of the grant. The descrii)tioil of the invention may be either

in tho Italian or the French language.

Koricay.—V,y laws of 15th July 1839 and 9th May 1842 patents

arc granted for a term not exceeding ten yeare to inventors only.

The invention must Jiot have been published in Norway prior to

the application, which is subject to an official examination, not

usually of a stiingent character. A payi"cnt of 10 specie dollars

must be made in respect of each application. The invention must
be put in practice in the country within two years fi-om the date

of tnc grant.

Parngiuttj.—Under a law of 20th May 1845 citizens or foreigners

arc alike entitled to protection, and tho term of the grant varies

from two to ten years. M'hero there is a previous foreign patent

for the same invention the patent is not valid for more than six

months beyond the termination of the foreign patent. The inven-

tion patented must be worked within two years from the date of

the grant.

Portugal.—By a royal decree of 3l6t December 1852 inventors,

whetheV natives or foreigners, may obtain patents for terms varying

from ono to fifteen j'cars. Certificates of addition are also gianted,

but expire with the original patent A patent will not be granted

to an inventor for a longer term than that of his original patent.

The government taxes amount to about £1 83. per annum, in addi-

tion to which certain ofilicial fees are payable. The patent becomes

void if the invention is not carried- into practice within two yeai^s

from the date of its gi-ant.

Piissia.—Tlie law is set forth in several imporial decrees, under
which patents are granted to natives and foreigners alike for tho
term of three, five, or ten years, and ujion ]iaymcnt of government
duties of 90 roubles for three years, 150 roubles for five yeais, and
450 roubles for ten years. The patent also covers the kingdom
of Poland. There is gi-cat delay in obtaining patents. A period

of from one to two years usually elapses between the application

and the date of the grant. The specification must be written in the
Russian language. The invention must be worked in Russia within
one quarter of the time for which the patent is granted^ Separate-

patents are issued for Finland.

Spain.—The law is dated 1st August 18/8. Patents are gi-antod

to foreigners as well as to natives for terms varying from five to
twenty years: The application must be made prior to the publica-

tion of the specification of the invention in another country. The
aunual taxes begin with 10 francs for the first year, and increase

at the rate of 10 francs a year. The patent covers the Spanish
colonies of Cuba, Porto- Rico, and the Philippine Islands. Tho
specification must be made in the Spanish language. Certificates

of addition are granted for improvements, expiring with the original

patent. The invention must be put into operation within two
years from the date of the gi'aut.

Sweden.—Patents are granted to natives and foreigners for terms
varying from three to fifteen years, but the patent of a foreigner

expires with the expiration of the foreign patent. The invention

must be put into operation within the country before the expira-

tion of two years from the date of the grant.

Turkey.—Under a law dated 2d March 1880 patents are granted
to natives or foreigners for five, ten, or fifteen years, subject to an
annual payment of two Turkish pounds. A patent expires with
the termination of any earlier foreign patent for the same invention.

Certificates of alteration, addition, or improvement are granted,

and expire with the termination of the original gi-ant. The inven-

tion must bo worked within two yeare from the date of the patent,

and the working mnst not be discontinued for two consecutive

years subsequently. Patented articles manufactured abroad cannot
be imported into Turkey without invalidating the patent

In addition to the above-mentioned countries the following ahso

have laws for the protection of inventions under which foreigners

inay obtain patents :—United States of Colombia, Guatemala, Grand
Duchy of Luxemburg, Mexico, Nicaragua, and San Salvador.

International Patents.

TheGovernnientsof Belgium, Brazil, France, Guatemala, Holland,
Italy, Portugal, San Salvador, Servia, Spain, and Switzerland have
rceently signed, and Great Britain is about to sign, an international

convenrion relating to patents, the salient points of wliich are :

—

(1) that the subjects of each of the above states shall in all the
other states, as regards patents, enjoy the advantages that their

respective laws grant to their own subjects
; (2) that any person who

has duly registered an application for a patent in any one of the
states shall enjoy a right of priority jirotectin^ the first patentee
against any acts accomplished in the interval for a term of six

months—a month longer being allowed for cou,ntries beyond the
sea; (3) that the introduction by the patentee into the country
where the patent has been gi'anted of objects manufactured in any
of the other states shall not entail forfeiture ; but the patentee
remains bound to work his patent in conformity with the laws

of the country into which he introduces the patented objects
; (4)

that the states agree to grant temporary protection to patentable
inventions for articles appearing at officially recognized inter-

national exhibitions. y
It is understood that Holland and Switzerland, where there are

at present no patent laws, will shortly adopt measures in pursuance
of the terms of the' above convention whereby inventions may be
protected. 1 {J. H. J.)

PATERCULTJS, Marcus ^Velleius, a Roman historian,

was probably born about 19 B.C. His father, a cavalry

officer, belonged to a good Capuan family, several membera
of which had risen to some military or magisterial distinc-

tion. The historian himself served as military tribune in

Thrace, Macedonia, Greece, and the East, and in 2 A.D.

was present at the interview on the Euphrates between

C. Caesar (grandson of Augustus) and the Parthian king.

Afterwards as prfefect of cavalry and legatus he served

for eight years (from 4 a.d. onward) in Germany and
Pannonia under Tiberius, in whose triumph (12 a.d.) he
and his brother bore a conspicuous part. For his services

^ For further inrormatiou on tlie subject the reader is referred to
Johnson's Patentee's Manual, fifth edition, 18S4.

^ Marcus is tlie n.ime given by Priscian ; but Renier identifies the
liistorian with the " C. Velleio Paterculo " of a North-African mile-

stone [Acad, des Inscr., Dec. 1875; Pev. Archiol.^ 1875), the dat<*-

of which he places (on inconclusive groucda) in 36 A.D.
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he wr.s rewarded with the qusestorship in 7, and, along

witb his brother, with the pnetorship in 15. He was

still alive in 30, for his history contains many references

to the consulship of M. Vinicius in that year. ^The date

and manner of his death are unknown. It has been con-

jectured that he was put to death in 31 as a friend of

Sejanus, whose praises he celebrates.

He wrote a compendium of Roman history in two.books

dedicated to M. .Vinicius, from the dispersion of the Greeks

after the siege of Troy down to the death of Livia in 29

A.D. The first book brings the history down to the

destruction of Carthage, 146 B.C.; portions of it are want-

ing, including the beginning. The later history, especially

the period from the death of Caesar, 44 B.C., to the death

of Augustus, 14 A.D., is treated in much greater detail

Brief notices are given of Greek and Roman literature,

but, strange to say, no mention is made of Plautus, Horace,

and Propertius. The author is a vain and shallow courtier

;

"full of wise saws," he is nevertheless entirely destitute

of true historical insight. His knowledge is superficial,

his blunders numerous, his chronology inconsistent. He
labours at portrait-painting, but his portraits are daubs.

On Oesar, Augustus, and above all on his patron Tiberius,

he lavishes praise or flattery. The repetitions, redund-

ancies, and slovenliness of expression which disfigure the

work may be partly due to the baste with ^hich (as the

author frequently reminds us) it was nTitten. Some
blemishes gi atel-;,'particularly the clumsy and involved

structure of his sentences, may perhaps be ascribed to

insufficient literary training. The inflated rhetoric, the

straining after effect by means of hyperbole, antithesis, and
epigram, mark the degenerate taste of the Silver Age, of

which Paterculus is the earliest example. He purposed
to write a fuller history of the later period, which should
include the civil war between Cssar and Pompey and the

wars of Tiberius ; but there is no evidence that he carried

out this intention.

Paterculus was little known in antiquity. He seems to have
been read by Lucan and imitated by Sulpicius Severus, but he is

mentioned only by the scholiast on Lucan, and once by Priscian.

All we know of his life is derived from his own statements. The
teit of liis work, preserved in a single badly-written MS. (now lost),

is very comipt, and its restoration has tasked the ingenuity of
many leanied men. The editio princeps appeared at Basel in 1520

;

subsequent editors have been J. Lipsius, Leyden, 1591 ; J. Gruter,
Frankfort, ld07 ; N. Heinsins, Amsterdam, 1678 ; P. Burmann,
Leyden (2d ed.), 1741 ; D. Ruhnken, Leyden, 1779 ; J. C. Orelli,

Leiiisic, 1835 ; F. Kritz, Leipsic, 1S40 and 1848 ; F. Haase. Leipsic
(2d ed.) 1858 ; C. Halm, leipsic, 1876.
Besides the literary histories of Eemhanly and TeufTel, see the prtjlegomena

to Kritz's edition; H. Sauppe, in Schweiz. Museum, i. p. 133; A. Peraice, De
Velhi fide Au/OTicp, Leipsic. 1S6'2 : contributions to the criticism of the text
by J. C. M. Laurent, Loci VelleiaTti, AJtona, 1S36; J. Jeep, Emtadaiioiiss Vttlei-
<>iw, Wolfenblittel, 1S39; N. Madvig, .4(Jfersaria, ii. p. 297 sq. ; EnRlish trans-
lations by Kewcomb, Paterson, and Watson : German by Jacobs, Walther, and
Eyssenhardt : French by Desprcs and Greard ; Italian by Manzi, Boccanera,
and Spiridione Petrettini.

PATERIKES. SeePATAKENEs.
PATERNO, a town of Sicily, in the province of Catania,

stands at the south-west foot of Mount ^tna, 10 'miles
north-west of Catania near the railway from that city to

Leonforte. It is a long straggling place with a mediaeval
castle (1073) and several churches and suppressed convents.
The surrounding country is fertile, producing corn, oil,

wine, flax, hemp, and timber, in which articles an active
trade is carried on. Paterno gives the title of " prince " to
a Sicilian family. In the neighbourhood the remains of
ancient baths, tombs, and aqueduct, and a bridge across
the Simcto have been discovered. The town is supposed
to occupy the site of the ancient Hybla Major. Population
15,230.

PATERSON, the " Lyons of America,'? a city -of the
United States, capital of Passaic county. New Jersey, is

situated on the Passaic river and the Morris'Canal, 17
miles Uorth-w£st of New York by the Erie and the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna, and Western Railroads.^ As the riverj,

which forms the boundary of the city for a distance of &
miles, has at one place a sheer fall of 50 feet, it is "an

unfaUiiig source of abundant water-power ; and Paterson

ranks second among the manufacturing cities of the State.

Silk, iron, and cotton are the great industrial staples,

giving employment to 15,000, 7000, and 3000 hands re-

spectively. One of the ne.xt chief industries is the making

of locomotives. Further, iron bridges, brass waies, flax,

hemp, and jute goods, calico-prints, paper, and chemicals

are all manufactured. The population was 11,334 in

1850, 19,586 in 1860, 33,579 in 1870, and 51,031 in

1880. Founded in 1792 by a cotton company under the

patronage of Alexander Hamilton and named after Gover-

nor William Paterson, who signed its town charter. Paterson

obtained the rank of a city in 1851.

PATERSON, William (1658-1719), founder of- t^vs

Bank of England, projector of the Darieu scheme, and a
voluminous writer on subjects connected with finance, was
born in April 1658 at the farmhouse of Skipmyre, parish

of Tinwald, Dumfriesshire. His parents occupied the farm
there, and with them he resided till he was about seven-

teen. A desire to escape the religious persecution then
raging in Scotland, and a wish to find a wide- field lor

his energies than a poor district of a poor country afforded,

led him southward. He went through England with a
pedlar's pack ("wherof the print may be seen, if he be
alive," says a pamphleteer in 1700), settled for some
time in Bristol, and then proceeded to America. There
he lived chiefly in the Bahamas, and is said by some t<

have been a predicant or preacher,.and by others to hawi,

been a buccaneer. The truth is that his intellectual and
moral superiority to the majority of the British settler*

naturally caused his selection as their spiritual guide,

whilst his' intense eagerness for information led to inter,

course with the buccaneers, from whom alone much of the
information he wanted could be had. It was here he
foimed that vast design which is known in history as the

Darien scheme. On his return to England he was unable
to induce the Government of James U. to engage in his

plan. He went to the Continent and pressed it in Ham-
burg, Amsterdam, and Berlin, but unsuccessfully. A
countrjTnan of his own talks of him as a well-known figure

"in the coffee-houses of Amsterdam " in 16S7, and gives

us some idea of the strange impression that this thoughtful-

looking foreigner produced, as with fluent speech he un-
folded to his astonished hearers a scheme which seemed
wUd and dazzling as a dream of Eastern romance. On his

return to London he engaged in trade and rapidly amassed
a considerable fortune. His activity was not confined to

private business. About 1690 he was occupied in the

formation of the Hampstead Water Company, and in 1694
he founded the Bank of England. "The Government of the
day required money, and the country, rapidly increasing in

wealth, required a bank. The subscribers lent their money
to the nation, and this debt became the bank stock. The
credit of ha'S'ing formulated the scheme and persuaded the
Government to adopt it is certainly due to Paterson. He
was one of the original directors, but in less than a year,

in consequence^ of some dispute with his colleagues, ' he
withdrew from the management. He had already pro-

pounded a new plan for an orphan bank (so called because
the debt due to the city orphans by the corporation of
London was to form the stock). This, they feared, might
prove a dangerous rival to their own undertaking, and be--

sides they looked with considerable suspicion and dislike

on this Scotsman whose brain teemed with new plans in

constant succession.

At that time the people of thtf northern kingdom were
engaged in considering how they might share in the bene-
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fits of that trade wliich was so rapidly enriching their

southern neighbours. Paterson embraced the opportunity

thus offered. He removed to Edinburgh, unfolded his

Darien scheme, and soon had the whole nation in favour

of it He, it is svTpposed, drew up the Act of 1695 which

formed the " Company of Scotland trading to Africa and

the Indies " This company, he arranged, should establish

a settlement on the isthmus of Darien, and " thus hold the

key of the commence of the world." There was to be free

trade the ships of all nations were to find shelter m this

harbour not yet erected, diflferences of race or religion were

to be made nothing of ; but a small tribute was to be paid

to the company, and this and other advantages would so

act that, at one supreme stroke, Scotland was to be changed

from one of ths poorest to one of the richest of nations.

On the 26th of July 1698 the first ships of the expedi-

tion set sail " amidst the tears and prayers and praises of

relatives and friends and countrymen." Some financial

transactions in which Paterson was concerned, and in

which, though he had acted with perfect honesty, the com-

pany had lost, prevented his nomination to a post of im-

portance. He accompanied the expedition as a private

individual, and was obliged to look idly on whilst what his

enemies called his "golden dream " faded away indeed like

the " baseless fabric of a vision " before his eyes. His ^ylfe

died, and he was seized with a dangerous illness, "of which,

as I afterwards found," he says, " trouble of mind was not

the least cause thereof." One who knew him in this evil

time tells us "he hath been so mightily concerned in this

sad disaster, so that ho looks now more like a skeleton than

a man." Still weak and helpless, and yet protesting to the

last against the abandonment of Darien, he was carried

on board sliip, and, after a stormy and terrible voyage, he

and the remnant of the ill-fated band reached home in

December 1699.

In his r ative air Paterson soon recovered some of his

strength, and immediately his fertile and eager mind was

at work on new schemes. First he did all he could to pre-

vent the Darien scheme already engaged in from being

finally abandoned, then he -prepared an elaborate plan for

developing Scottish re.sources by means of a council of

trade, and then he tried to induce King William to enter

on a new Darien expedition. About the beginning of

the century he removed to London, and here by confer-

ences with statesmen, by writing, and by personal persua-

sion helped on the Union, of which his far-reaching mind

enabled him, perhaps better than any other man then living,

to see the advantages. At the Union one of the last acts

of the Scottish parliament was to recommend him to the

consideration of Her Majesty Queen Anne for all he had

done and suffered. The united parliament, to which he

was returned as a member for the Dumfries burghs, though

he never took his scat, decided that his claim should be

attended to, but it was not till 1715 that an indemnity of

£18,2-11 was ordered to be paid him. Even then he found

considerable difficulty in obtaining his due. His last

years were spent in Queen Square, Westminster, but he

removed from his house, though probably to some other

part of London, shortly before his death, which happened

22d January 1719.

As many as twenty-two works, all of thera anonymous, are attri-

buted to Paterson. These are classified Ijy Bannister under six

heads, as dealing with (1) finance, (2) legislative union, (3) colonwl

enterprise, (4) trade, (5) administration, (C) vanous social and

[.olitical questions. Of these the following deserve special uotlcc.

<1) Projinsals and reasons for consVdidiwg a Council of Trade

(Edinbui"h, 1701).' This was a plan to develop the resources of

ills country. A council,

' This work was attributed to John Law (sec Law, vol. xiv. p.

367, note), who certainly borrowed some of his ideas from it. To Law's

"system" Paterson was strongly opposed, and it was chiefly due to his

influence that it made no way in Scotland.

members, was to be appointed. It was to have a revenue coUccteil

from a duty on sales, lawsuits, successions, &c. With these funds

the council was to set the Darien scheme going again, to build

workhouses, to employ, relieve, and maintain the -poor, and to encour-

af'e manufactures and fisheries. It was to give loans without

interest to companies and shijiper^ it was to remove monopolies,

it was to construct all sorts of vast public works. Encouragement

was to be given to foreign Protestants aud Jews to settle iu the

kingdom, gold aud silver were to be coined free of charge, and

money was to be kept up to its nominal standard. All export

duties were to be abolished and import regulated ou a new plan.

By means like these Paterson believed the disasters lately under-

gone woukl be more than retrieved. (2) A 2>ro2>osnl to plant a

colony in Darien to protect the Indians against Spain, and to open

the trade of So,dh America to all nations (1701). This was a proposal

to King William to establish the Darien scheme on a new and

broader basis. It points out in detail the advantages to be mined:

free trade would be advanced over all the world, and Great Britain

w-nld derive great profits. (3) Wednesday Club dialogues- upon

Ike Union (London, 1706). These were imaginary conversations

ill a club iu the city of London about the union with Scotland.

Patersoii's real opinions were put into the mouth of a speaker called

May. The result of the discussion is that till the Darien busi-

ness all Scots were for the Uuion, aud that they weie so still if

reasonable terms were offered. Such terms ought to include an

iucorporating union with equal taxes, freedom of trade, and a

proportionate represeut.ition iu parliament. A union with Ireland

"as likewise with other dominions the queen eitlier hath or shall

have" is proposed. (4) Along with this another discussion of the

same imaginary body, An inguirij into Ihe slate of the Union of

Great Brftain and the trade thereof (1717), maybe taken. This

was a consideration of the consequences of the Union, which, now
" that its honeymoon was past," was not giving satisfaction m some

quarters, aiul also a discussion as to the best meansof paying ofif

tlie national debt,—a subject which occupied a great deal of Pater-

son's attention during the later years of his life.

Paterson's plans were vast aud magnificent, but it is a great

mistake to suppose that he was a mere dreamer. Every one of his

clcsio-ns was worked out into minute detail,^ aud every one was pos-

sible and practical. The Bank of England was a stupendous success.

The Darien expedition failed from hostile attacks and bad arrange-

ments. But the original design was that the English and Dutch

should be partakeis in it, and, if this had occurred, and the arrange-

ments, against many of which Paterson in letter after letter in vam

protested, had been different, Darien might have been to Britain

another India, whose history was shadowed by the memory of no

wrong.' Paterson was a zealous almost a fanatic free-trader long

before Adam Smith was born, and his remarks on finance and his

argument against an inconvertible paper -currency, though then

no° el, now hold the place of economic axioms. In his description

of the " merchants iu an extended sense " Paterson has drawn hi.,

own character for us. They are those " whose education, genius,

general scope of knowledge of the laws, governments, polity, and

inanagemeut of the several countries of the world allow them suffi-

cient "room and opportunity not only to understand trade as ab-

stractly taken but in its greatest extent, and who accordingly are

zealous promoters office and open trade, and consequently of liberty

of conscience, general naturalization, unions, and aune.vions.'

Paterson's works arc well written, and the form as well as the

matter are excellent. As already noticed, they are all anonj-mous,

and they are quite impersonal, for few men who have written so

much ever said so little about themselves. There is no reference

to the scurrilous attacks made on him. They are the true products

of a noble and disinterested as well as vigorous mind, Paterson

was not rewarded for his labours. The Bank of England was a

"rer.t success, but he lost rather than gained by it. In the Danen

scheme he was ruined, and this ruin he never quite retrieved. Tlie

credit oT his other schemes has been usually ascribed to other aud

inferior men. There is thus singular fitness in the motto "sic vos

non vobis " inscribed under the only portrait of him that we jiosscss.

See Lift 0/ jr. Paferso.i, by S. Bannister (EJinl>iirsli, 1S58); Paterson s II orks,

8 vols., byS. B.nnni5tcr (London, 13.W); Tke Dirthplacr and P„nnlt\oe (j/ IK.

Pclersoil by W. P.ig.-in (E.lliiburgh, ^8il5). Tlie brilliant account in tliO fltth

;olunic if .Macaiil.iy's HxMnj Is Incurect and misleading. 'Hmt in ""«»"»

;(is/. 0/ icoH«,irf(vol, viii. oh. 84) is inucll trncr. A list of a uuiilberol t"6"t">e

wntiitgs on Paterson will lie found in Poole's Mag. Index, (1-. WA.)^

» The books of the Darien company were kept after a new and

very innch improved plan, which it is believed was an invention of

Paterson's (Burton's Hist. Scot., vol. viii. p. 36, note).

' The revival of the Darien scheme in our own day is a signal proof

of Paterson's foresight. Of a canal he says :
" From Yenta Crucis to

Panama upon the South Sea tlifre is by land about eight short

French leagues, six whereof is so level that a canal might easily be

cut through, and the other two leagues are not so very high and im-

practicable ground, but that a cut might likewise be made vera it in

these places of the world, but considering the present circumstances nf

things in those it would not be so easy "
(
Works, Bannister's ed., vol.

i. p. 140).
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PATHOLOGY
PATHOLOGY (xaSos, Aoyos, the doctrine of disease or

(lit.) of that which is suffered) holds a peculiar place

among the natural sciences. Although it is laid down,

in the opening sentences of the Hippocratic treatise De
pritca medicina, that the medical art, on which all men
are dependent, should not be made subject to the influence

of any hypothesis (such as that of the four cardinal

qualities, hot, cold, moist, and dry), that the care and cure

of the sick should not be subordinated to pathological

rheorj theory, but should be guided by experience
;
yet the prac-

mdprac- titioners of medicine have at no time been able to dispense
"^'" with theory, not even those avowed followers of the Hippo-

cratic tradition who, while they professed a kind of quiet-

ism amidst the rise and fall of systems, have none the less

been profoundly influenced by theory at every step of

their practice. The position of (?ullen is the only rational

one :
" You will not find it possible to separate practice

from theory altogether ; and, therefore, if you have a

mind to begin with theory, I have no objection. . . .

To render it safe, it ii necessary to cultivate theory to its

full extent."

§ 1.

—

Peogkess a>t) Scope.

The progress of pathology hitherto has been exactly

parallel with the progress of philosophy itself, system suc-

ceeding system in genetic order. No other department

of biological science has shown itself so little able to shake

off the philosophical character, or to run in the career of

positivism or pure phenomenalism. This unique position

of pathology among the natural sciences is doubtless owing

to the fact that it is a theory of practice, a body of truth

and guess-work existing for the benefit of a working pro-

fession which is daily brought face to face with emer-

gencies and is constantly reminded of the need of a reasoned

rule of conduct. It is idle to attribute the philosophizing

habit in medicine, or the habit of system -making, to an

unscientific method in past times. The extremely various

points of view from which the problems of diseased life

are approached in the very latest and most authoritative

writings are an evidence that the difficulty is really in-

herent in the subject-matter.

The positive progress of the biological sciences does

not essentially depend on the philosophical conception

of life as action and reaction ; but the notion of action

and reaction comes to the front in every page of a patho-

logical treatise, and at every step of practice. In con-

sidering the forms of diseased life, if not in the study of

living things themselves, we are constantly driven back
to that ultimate analysis. The influences from without,

which make up Eetiology or the doctrine of causes of

disease, assume a position in medicine the urgency or

immediate interest of which far exceeds that of the bio-

logical problem, " the correspondence between life and
its circumstances." The standing difficulty in pathology

has been its relation to aetiology, or the relation of the

ens morbi to the agens jnorbi. One of the most singular

ways of meeting the difficulty is that of Paracelsus, who
boldly perpetrated the paradox :

" Ens ist ein Ursprung,
welches Gewalt hat, den Leib zu regiren." The five classes

of entia of Paracelsus are a composite catalogue, of which

(1), (2), and (5} stand for influences from without, and
(3) and (4) for spontaneities, dispositions, or liabilities

w^ithin. From time to time the centre of interest has
been shifted to within the body, as in the " animism " of

Stahl, in the " vitalism " of the school of Montpellier (end
of 18th century), and in the "cellular pathology" of

Virchow. A discussion of the inherent difficulty of

holding the balance fair between that which is "exopathic"

in disease and that which is " endopathic " may be read

in Virchow's article, " Krankheitswesen und Krankheits-

ursachen," written in reply to objections that the cellular

pathology was inadequate. " \Vhat I ^^-i3hed to treat of

in the Cellular Pathology," he says, " was the behaviour

of the elements of the living body in the usual kinds of

illness, or, to put it more briefly, the history of the element-

ary processes of disease. Upon that basis, it seemed to

me, the doctrine of the nature of disease should be built.

The respective causes I adverted to only now and then

;

thus I spoke of poisons, aiid even fungi had a place in the

cellular pathology, although a very modest one. If the

Cellular Pathology had ever pretended to be a general

pathology it would have contained also the whole of

aetiology." Thus far Professor Virchow writing in 1 880.

If we now turn to a text-book of the same date, which

does bear the title of General Pathology, that of Professor

Cohnheim, we find pathology defined as "an explanatory

science which seeks (1) to discover, the causes of disease,

and (2) to ascertain the esoteric connexion subsisting

among disease-manifestations." It is only (2) that forms

the subject of Professor Cohnheim's two volumes ; Eetiology,

he remarks, is absolutely without limits. It " comes into

relation with " cosmical physics, meteorology, geology,

sociology, chemistry, botany, and zoology ; from these

sciences it gets its subject-matter. In the general patho-

logy of Cohnheim, accordingly, aetiology is omitted ; and

with it are omitted many of the problems underlying the

philosophical systems of the past, which have " only an

historicij interest," as well as much of the natural history

of disease. General pathology, he says, knows no other

direction and no other order than physiology, " and

accordingly we shall take up successively, and in the same
order as physiology would take them, the pathology of the

circulation, digestion, respiration, tissue-nutrition, and
the like" (the pathology of the nervous system is not

included in the two volumes). Without adducing other

instances of eclecticism in the contents of modern patho-

logical text-books, it will be convenient to give a brief

notice of the latest attempt at a philosophical scheme of

diseases,—the Elements der Pathologie of Rindfleisch, 1883.

There are certain groups of sj-mptoms, says Kindfleisch, Riad-

which recur with the uniformity of a type in the most flebch's

various diseases, depending as they do upon one constant ^ ^'^"'

factor,—the human body and its structural and functional .

tendencies. The larger number of maladies do not arise'

autochthonously or "under a rhole skin," they are gener-

ated by certain morbific causes ; and it is the variety of

causes that corresponds to the variety of disease-species,

or to those ever-changing sequences and coexistences of

symptoms in which the experienced eye of the practitioner

learns to distinguish one disease from another. The mor
bific cause is an invasion upon the normal course of our

life, usually a strong and forcible interference with the

physical and chemical constitution of a particular part of

the bod}'. The disease as a whole stands for the effects

of this interference, and these efi'ects flow in part from the

nature of the morbific cause and in part from the nature

of the body which sufi'ers. That which is uniform in these

effects flows from the nature of the sick body ; that which

is Various flows from the variety of morbific causes. It is

above all the seat of the disease, its duration, the sequence

and combinations cf the type-groups of symptoms which

are determined by the morbific cause. Only this vary-

ing element can be used to distingjiish one disease from

another. Therefore there is only one truly natural prin-

Xnil. — 46
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view.

Eio-
pathic,

'iomiBonl

view.

ciple of subdividing diseases and only one point o£ view
in special pathology from whicli the construction of a

natural system may be approached,—namely, the setiolo-

gical principle of classification and the jetiological system.

In each group of diseases, and in each individual disedSe,

the causation has to be inquired into as closely as possible

md described after the natural-history manner ; we have

to ask how and where the cause acts upon the organism,

ind finally to show how, from this action and from the re-

ieSion of the organism towards the same, we may explain

those special features of disease and that special morbid
process which are peculiar to each group of maladies or

to each malady individually. In a word, the species morbi
ire made by the morbific causes ; all that separates one dis-

3ase from another is contained in the cause; only the causal

differences, and no other, furnish those units of disease-life

which can be brought under genera and species.

If we now inquire into the categories of causation,

according to Rindfleisch, we find that they are five in

number, as were the categories of Paracelsus. They are

(1) injury from without, (2) parasitism, (3) deficient rudi-

ments and defective growth, (4) over-exertion, and (5) pre-

mature involution or obsolescence. It is impossible not

to discover heterogeneous elements in this enumeration

;

it is a composite catalogue like that of Paracelsus, and we
shall find it hard to say in the case of (3) and (5) whether
we are dealing with the ene morbi or with the ayen^ morbi.

A statement of the definition and scope of pathology simi-

lar to that of Eindfleisch had been given by John Simon
n his Lectures on General Pathology. Diseases were for the

nost part the normal phenomena of life under abnormal
circumstances. " \\Tien you know the whole case you are

obliged to admit that, according to the normal constitution

of the body, the sjonptoms in question ought to have
followed the operation of those several causes." The doc-

trine of disease, accordingly, is mostly an "exopathic" one,

although a small residue of it may be " autopathic." It

is impossible, says Simon, absolutely to exclude autopathic
diseased states ; there may be some such, mostly develop-

Ciental, which "are actual caprices and spontaneities of

life, without any exterior causation whatsoever."

The exopathic point of view may be said to be the
dominant one at present ; more particularly, it is from
the a^tiological side that the enormous aggregate of con-

tagious and infective sickness is mostly studied. Thus in

the nosology of Rindfleisch the whole of the specific fevers

and infections (including even climatic fevers) are placed
(tentatively) under the head of "Parasitism," the parasites

being minute living organisms having their independent
place in the scale of being. The numerous researches of

the parasitic school may be regarded as the most formal
attempt as yet made to separate the study of the ageyis

morbi from that of the ens morbi.^

§ 2.

—

Inteod0ction'.

The plan of this article will be to take diseases as they
occur in the concrete, and to apply an analytical method to

them. In a given disease, or in an individual case of the

same, the object would be to find the point of divergence
from the beaten path of health, or, failing that, to seek

out the nearest analogies in the physiological life for the

unaccustomed and even grotesque things of disease. The
effects of disease in man's body may be likened, in a too

pleasing figure, to the effects of a magician's wand ; there is

* Literalurt.— Haaer, Lehrbuch dtr Gesckichte div Medicin UTul der
epidemischen KrankJuUen, 3d ed., 3 vols., Jena, 1875-82 ; Virchow,
" KrankheiUwesen und KranUieitsursacheu," ft Virchow^i Archiv,
vol. Ixxix., 1880 ; Cohnheim, VorUiungcn tiler .allgemeine Patho.
Icgie, 2 vols., Berlin, 1877-80 ; Rindfleisch, DU FAenuntt dtr Patho-
logic, ein natiirlicher Grundrisa der wisaenscha/tiichtn Medicin, Leipsic,

1883; SimOD, Lectiir'.3 on Otiieral Pathology^ London. 1850.

" nothing of him but is changed into something rich and
strange." This fascinating region of science is well outlined

by Buckle in his remarks On the genius of Hunter :

—

" In nature, nothing 13 really irregular or disorderly ; if we are,

apt to fancy that the chain is broken, it is only because we cannot
see every link in it. . . . Being satisfied that everything whicli

happens in the material world is so connected and bound up wit!:

its antecedents as to be the inevitable result of what had pre-
viously occurred. Hunter looked with a true philosophical eye at
the strangest and most capricious shapes. To him they were
neither strange nor capricious. They were deviations &ora the
natural course ; but it was a fundamental tenet of his philosophy
that nature, even in MiQ midst of her Eeviations, -still retains her
regularity." ^

Hunter's own words are :
" Nature is always imiform

in her operations, and, when she deviates, is still regula.r

in her deviations. ... It certainly may be laid down as

one of the principles or laws of nature to deviate under
certain circumstances." The interest of this science, says

Buckle, " depends simply on the fact that, when it is com-
pleted, it will explain the aberrations of the whole organic

world." The same science of deviations was provided for

by Bacon in his clj.ssification of the sciences ; and, after

him, by D'AJembert, under the head of " Prodigies, or

deviations from the usual course of nature," in his classifi-

cation for the Encydopedie.

The science of deviations begins, in the writings of

Hunter and of Paget, with the erratic forms of crystals,

and with the indwelling power of crystals to repair injuries

on the lines of their growth if they bo placed in the pro-

per mother-liquor. In the hands of each of these two
pathologists this science next proceeds to elemental aber-

rations in the life of plants, where there is neither heart

nor nervous system to complicate matters; and, so advanc-
ing from the simpler to the more complex, we should have
a science of the abnormal coextensive with life itself.

Without attempting to treat of pathology in that evolu-

tional order, which proceeds from elemental pathology
upwards, we may still adopt, for the narrower subject of

human pathology, a somewhat analogous order, that is to

say, a method based upon the facts of embryonic develoij-

ment. Confining our attention, then, to the processes of

disease within the human body, and seeking out from
among these the broadest of the facts, we shall find evi-

dence, as we proceed, that the Ufe of the body retains

vividly the memories of its past. Nothing marks so

generally the disease-incidents of life as crudity or re-

crudescence in the activities of cells, tissues, organs, and
mechanisms. In other words, we shall find much in

pathology to show that, when the organism goes wrong, it

retreats to broader ground, or reverts to modes of life

which it had come through. But, even in the normal
functional and structural processes of the mature body, we
find occasional evidences of the same reversion to embryo-
nic modes of life. These are practically limited, in health,

to the reproductive system, or to that part of life which
goes to the maintenance of the species. Here we find

penodicity still ia full force, the same periodicity, prim-
arily following the seasons, which underlies the life of

plants and of most animals. The greatest example in the
human body is the building up anew, from time to time, of
an entire organ, the placenta, for the intra-uterine nourish-
ment of the child ; in this periodical formation we have a
reversion, in the midst of mature life, to vessel-making and
blood-making such as the body goes through otherwise only
during its development. The provision for the nourish-
ment of the child after it is born is a somewhat modi-
fied instance of the safne kind. The full structure and
function of the breast also develop periodically (although
the framework is permanent), and each of these period-
ical developments is a repetition of the incidents in the
original embryonic development of structure and function.

I
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It is when wa come to the several tissues that we
meet with the most striking reminders of persisting de-

velopmental characters, the most universal fact of the kind

being the indwelling embryonic character of the common
binding tissue. In that tissue, indeed, wo have a constant

reminder that in the midst of the very highest or most

perfected modes of cellular life we are but a step removed

from the most rudimentary. Thus in the brain and in the

retina the elaborate nervous mechanism is supported on a

framework of connective tissue ; there is a morbid con-

dition of these organs, called glioma, in which the con-

nective tissue, or neuroglia, absolutely usurps the place of

the nervous mechanism of which it is ordinarily the mechan-

ical support ; and this it may so completely do, as in disease

of the pons Varolii, that even the outward form and mark-

ings of the part are not interfered with. An equally

striking instance of a return to embryonic characters and
jiredominance may sometimes be observed in the primi-

tive nuclei of muscle ; the muscle-fibres will be found to

have surrendered their high function, to have retraced the

steps of their development, and to have sunk their identity

in a rudimentary form of cell-life.

Thus the body nowhere loses altogether the memory
of the past, even when the periods of development and
growth are, strictly speaking, ended. Among the normal

processes of mature life there are such as amount to a

recrudescence of structure and function ; and an analogous

recrudescence in the tissues is one of the most fundamental

facts in the processes of disease. There are several advan-

tages in proceeding in an exposition of pathological prin-

ciples from this evolutional or developmental basis. It

enables us to take up, in an order not unsuited to their

importance, the sections relating to repair, to new growth

of tumours, to errors of growth, such as rickets, to errors

of blood-making, and the. Uke. At the outset comes the

process of repair, for which Paget has formulated the

cmbryological principle as follows :
" The powers for

development from the embryo are identical with those

exercised for the restoration from injuries ; in other words,

the powers are the same by which perfection is first

achieved, and by which, when lost, it is recovered."

§ 3.

—

The Process of Repair.

Sponti- The spontaneity of certain polyps under injuigr is a
•neiij of good example of the indwelling power of all the cells and
'*'^^^'

tissues to return to the established order, to the order and
harmony which had been slowly acquired, and of which
the memory is vividly retained. Trembley cut a hydra
longitudinally, and "in an hour or less," says Paget,
" each half had rolled itself and seamed up its cut edges

so as to be a perfect hydra. He split them into four ; he
quartered them ; he cut them into as many pieces as he
could ; and nearly every piece became a perfect hydra.

He slit one into seven pieces, leaving them all connected

by '.he tail, and the hydra became seven-headed, and he
saw aU the heads eating at the same time. He cut off the

seven heads and, hydra-like, they sprang forth again."

The recovery of perfection may be more gradual. Thus,
Sir J. G. Dalyell (as quoted by the same writer) cut a

specimen of Hydra tuba in halves ; each half regained the

perfect form, but only very slowly, and, as it were, by a
gradual improvement of parts that were at first ill formed.
In Tubularia indivisa, after the natural fall of its head,
the stem was slit for a short distance down ; an imperfect
head was first produced, at right Eiigles to the stem, from
one portion of the cleft ;

" after its fall another and more
nearly perfect one was regenerated, and, as it grew, im-
proved yet more. A third appeared, and then a fourth,

which was yet more nearly perfect, though the stem was
thick and the tentacuia imperfect. The cleft was almost

healed, and now a fifth head was formed, quite perfect
;

and after it, as perfectly, a sixth and a seventh head. All

these were produced in fifteen months." This spontaneity

resides in every living thing, and its efforts are directed

by the memory of what the species had come through in

reaching its place in the scale of organization ; it is able,

indeed, to make perfect reparation for injuries or lo.sses

only where the cells are little differentiated into tissues,

or where the tissues are little specialized for diverse func-

tions. In all animals, and most notably in the higher,

this spontaneity is most effective for repair in the periods

of development and growth. With reference to the degi'ee

of reparative power possessed, Paget forraulates the rule

as follows :
" The amount of reparative power is in an

inverse ratio to that of the development, or change of

structiu-e and mode of life, through which the animal has

passed Ln its attainment of perfection, or on its way
thitherward."

Healing by GranuJaiions.—It will now be convenient to advance Grana*

in medias res, and to give some account of the process of repair in lation-

man, where there is a breach of continuity in the course of the repair,

blood-carrying and lymph-carrying vessels, of the nerves, sinews,

binding tissue, bone, fat, and skin. What is the effort that they
each and all make to adapt themselves to the circumstances, in

the case, let us say, of a stump after amputation t (The repair be-

tween the two ends of a broken bone will be discussed separately.)

Disregarding the cases where the most perfect coaptation of parts

is secured by the surgeon, and selecting the extreme case where the

wound is "left to granulate," the following is the order of events.

The divided vessels being sealed up either by ligature or by clots

of blood (which are in the end absorbed), there oozes from the raw
surface a blood -tinged serous - looking fluid. 'Becoming paler by
degrees, it sets on the surface as a greyish-white film or glazing,

especially on the exposed surface of muscle. The film of surface-'

glazing will be found to contain numerous corpuscles embedded in

it resembling the colourless corpuscles of the blood. They have
probably the same formative or reparative value as the granulation-

cells proper, but it will appear from the facts about to be given
that tiiey are practically superseded by the latter in all cases where
a wound is "left to granulate." After an interval of two or three

days of apparent rest reddish points are seen on the edges of skin,

on the muscular substance, and on the marrow of the bone ; these

are the beginnings of the granulation -tissue, which in the end covers

the whole surface and grows until it fills up the gap somewhat
beyond the level of the edges of skin. When the growth of granu-

lations projects considerably beyond the skin it is known as "proud
flesh. " Usually the surface begins to skin over when the defect of

substance has been sufficiently made good, the new skin showing
as a delicate bluish border or friD to the old skin. This frill

becomes broader and broader until the growing points meet in the
centre, and the continuity of the skin is restored. Meanwhile the

granulation - tissue beneath has been changing into more charac-

teristic forms of mature tissue, although the status quo antea is

never quite restored.

Notwithstanding the regularity of this process, and its daily

occurrence in surgical practice, there is an almost incredible amount
of conflicting opinion as to its details,— radical difi'erences as to the

source or sources of the reparative material, and as to the mode of

development of the new blood-vessels and of the new skin ; and
these diff'erences of opinion must be the measure of the difficulty

of analysis where the interference takes place in the highly com-
plex and subtly integrated life of man. Direct observation of the

reparative process does not of itself suffice to discover the law of it

;

it is necessary to seek elucidation from the nearest analogies, botK
among the regular processes of life and growth and among tho

deviations therefrom. Among the former there is in particular

one rich source of analogous detail to be found in the periodical

new formation on the surface of the uterus for the purposes of the

embryo—in the placenta ; among the latter are certain kinds of

tumours and cysts. Hunter sought for a parallel to the new vessels

of granulation-tissue in the first formation of vessels in the embryo ;

but these arise in the continuity of development, and not as a

somewhat abrupt incident in the mature life. On the other hand,

tlie formative process of the placenta is an example—and a unique

examiile—of an extensive new growth of vascular tissue occurring

perioditally in the adult, and as somewhat of an interruption on

the ordinary course of life. It matters little for this parallelism

whether we accept the extreme position of Ercolani, that a total

destruction of the uterine mucosa nrecedes the placental new growth,

or whether we adopt the more likely view that the new formation

takes place under an intact surface. In either case we have to do

with a remarkable spontaneity of the body, a spontaneity which
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reveals the indweiling power of the tissues, and especially the

vessel-making power.

Placental Annlogy of Placailal new Formali(jits.—The first adaptations for

develop- the placenta are not in the me-existing vessels, but in the pie-

menta. existing tissues around. Tlieelon- .... ....

gated and almost fibre-like cells

become more plump, they join to

form cylinders of nucleated proto-

plasm, the adjoining cylinders

open out to form meshes between

them, and all this takes place in

the intervals between the vessels .,

and their cipillarics (fig. 1). The Jl

cells of the tissue return to that '

li

I

embryonic state which pi-cceded ij

the formation of blooU- vessels, T li'i

, ntcrinc tissue at early stapf

of decidua ; fe, c, the same at later

stages.

supplying their own juices, as it

were, and opening out so as to

form yrasmatic canals in their fic. 1

midst In the placental rudiment

it is a mucus-like albuminous fluid

that they mostly yield, but there is some evidence that they also

yield blood-corpuscles. Meanwhile, the same process of enlarge-

ment has been taking place in the cells inmie<fiatt;Iy surrounding

the blood-vessels ; and
at a later stage it is ^

the perivascular cells

that keep up this acti-

vity (fig. 2). The phase

^ Vi.=^^C

them in meshes of the

tissue, is succeeded by

a new formation of ves-

sels, a more perman-

ent provision. Certain ^ ~ o -- «=. = - o •-

tracts of cells are told f"o- 2 -F!^'" <'«Pe'- r^ of pliicsita (gnmea-picN
tracts 01 cells are lom

^^^^^^ 2^,,,.j cell-growth in and aroand tlie

oil to form the walls ot ^^u „f ^ vesseL

blood-vessels, the chan-

nel of the vessel being the space between two such adjoining tracts

(fig. 3). These selected cylinders of cells become the new and

enlarged system of blood-vessels, adequate to the requirements of

itie part, 'in this placental process the origin-' capillaries play a

Fio. 3.—Xew fonnation df vessels in placenta (gninea-pig).

very subordinate part ; the thin cell-plates that form theu- -walls

are far outrun in the hj-perplastic race by the cells of the tissues

around, and it is the latter which furnish the materials for the new

vessels. That which distinguishes the placental new formation is

the enormous thickness of the walls of the new vessels and theu-

terminal capillary loops. It remains to consider whether this pla-

cental new formation of vascular tissue— the only instance of the

kind in the ordinary course of adult life—offers any help to the

nndersUnding of granulation-tissue.
, ., . .v

TcTidon in a Granulating Slump.—It is at once evident that the

tissues of a stump after amputation have a very unequal value for

formative purposes, and probably all ot them a lowe.- value than

the uterine tissue, which is at no time far removed from embryonic

characters. This inequality is seen in the order m which granula-

tions appear-first on the vascular layer of the skin, on the ends

of muscle, and on the marrow of bone, and last on the ends of

tendon. The attempt of a severed tendon to cover itself with a

cap of granulations is somewhat feeble, and its slowness gives us

an opportunity of marking points of detail Tcndou consists of

wavy bundles of fibres in close order, and in full-grow_n animals its

cellular elements arc reduced to small dimensions They are thin

plates folded round the bundles, presenting in the face view the

appearance in o, fig. 4, and in the side view the appearance in 6,

fig. ' In the granulating end of a tendon the appearance is that

of e, fig. 4 ; t>- thin plates have become solid or cubical, and where

they have increased in number at tbe free end of the tendon they

have lost their orderly arrangement ; they have, in fact, become

granulation-cells. The tendon has drawn upon its reserve of cells

and placed them at the disposal of the reparative process. All the

mm
F:g. 4. —a. tendon-bundle covered by cell-plates, detached plate beneath (highly

magnified; after Ranvier); &, ordinary appearance of normal tendon in section,

the plates being s^tn in profile as linear thickenings ; c, teudou from a gran-

alating stump of the kg,— the cell-plates have become cubical.

ither tissues of the part have already done the same, some much

earlier ai>d more extensively than others. "Wherever capillaries^

are most r.umerous there the cellular activity is greatest, the cells'

nearest to the wall of the capillary becoming more plump or moi-e

embrj'onic. The cellular material for the purposes of repair is

supplied first around the severed vessels {according to some it is even

supplied from within the vessels in the form of colourless blood-

corpuscles) of the highly vascular muscle, of the marrow of bone,

and of the subcutaneous tissue, and ultimately even by the ends

of the tendons. In the placental process the formative materials

had been furnished mucU more evenly over the whole area.

Blood-vessels of Repair.—The next step is towards the nutrition Blooti;,

of the formative cells. Whether their nutrition is for a time plas- vesseKi

matic (as in fig. 1, from the placental growth) does not appear
;
granbla-

about the third day the formative tissue begins to be furnished tion.

with numerous blood-

vessels. Their for-

mation is verj' diffi-

cult to obsen'e in

young granulations

;

in older granulation-

tissue they have the

appearance drawn in.

fig. 5, a series of

parallel tubes mak-
ing straight for the

surface, ramifying

on the same, joining

by numerous loops

near the surface, and
of unequal calibre

throughout their

course, being widest

on or nearthe surface,

mill

Fig. 5.—Blood-vessels is the surface-layer of chronic
grauulatjcns.

These vessels are dif-

ferent in several respects from the vessels in a vascular area of the

noraial organism of corresponding extent, unless it be in the decidv.a

uterlna. They are not branching arterioles ending in a fine capillary

network, but they are of somewhat uuiform and exceedingly simple

structure throughout, and their calibre is often greater at the disUl

than at the proximal end. We have next to consider how these

vessels have originated.
. .

The youngest granulations that can be prepared for examination

consist of a uniform mass ot cells, mostly round, and of somewhat

wide vascular channels separated from the mass of cells by thin

walls of more elongated cells (fig. 6). The moU probable analogy

for these new and wide vessels is not the embryo nor the tadpoles

tail, but the placenta ; that is to say. certain of the cells along pre-

determined lines agminate to form the opposite sides of a tubj^ be-

coming adapted in shape to that end (fig. 3). According to Billroth,

there is hardly ever in granulations an extension of the pre-exi-'ing

capillaries by outgrowth of branching cells from their walls such

1
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Pag.

Pus,

4s may be observed in the tadpole's tail [Untfrsnchungat uhar die

Enivruktlung der Blutge/assc, Berlin, 1S56, j>. 30} ; and the circum-

stances are so little ana-

logons in the two cases

tLit this statement may
be readily credited. How ^:!"^

the new vessels join on ^-; _ y>,

to the old is not easily ^^^-J^'
made out, whether in the S-J;^^^'^^
placenta or in graniila- .C^o^^-^'^-

tions. ^^^ X
As the granulations Ret '^^v ^

older, the vessels acquire i^-'^^^rQ^-^-.^-

a considerable Iong;itud- ,.rC^|^_ ^^
inal coat of spindle-cells. "Sri^^Jv^^^SS^^^^?^^'
The individual granula- Fio.6.—Young granulation-tissae.wliere the ves-
tion-points oa.the surface sels are spaces bounded by rowa of flattened

become fused into a more '=«^^ (After Billroth.)

uniform fleshy stratum, the lower layers contmct as the cells

approximate to fibrous tissue, and skin begins to form on tbo
surface. If a healed surface be.examineil long after, in micro-
scopic sections through the skin and subjacent tissue, the parallel

vessels will still be observed running at intervals towards the
surface, o:!ly more obliquely than in the gi-anulation-tissue. They
are invested by a certain quantity of Bbrous tissue arranged parallel
to their course, while all the rest of the space between two of
them is occupied by horizontal lines of fibrous tissue, with spindle-
shaped cells lying regularly
among the bundles. Thi^ fe^'Jlla Pi

change has been, first of b&dH'^^'
spherical granulation - cells

into spindle-shaped cells, with
developmertt of intercellular

or perinuclear substance (fig.

7), and then fibrillation o(

the latter. It is worthy of

note that a development into
elastic fibres goes on in the
Bcar for months or even years
after healing is complete.
Hairs, hair -follicles, and se-

baceous glauds are not repro-

duced in the skin of scars, nor ^'^•"•—^^^^^^^o^g™""^*''""-*'^"^-^*'^'^

fln>RWPat Miii.U On tlipntli^r
^^"^ invested by longitudinal spindle-

are sweai-gUUdo. Untneotner
cells; tlie interval occupied by round

hand,, fat develops readily in cells or transverse spindle- cells.

the usual situations.

Suppuration in Jirpair.— Meanwhile there has been a remark-
able concomitant of the growth and adaptation of the reparative
material, namely, a flow oi pus or matter from the surface. Matter
or pus varies in its physical characters somewhat

; it may be
creamy and yellowish-'vjiijte {pus laudahilc) or greenish-white, or
it may be thin and watery or more viscid. It has an alkaline
reaction and a faintly sweetish odour. Standing in a vessel, it

separates into two parts,—a supernatant fluid or serosity, clear, and
of a yellowish tint, and a sediment of pus-cells. The serum coagu-
lates when boiled, and it may ^ven happen that a fibrinous clot

forms in pus after death, just as in drawn blood. The serum of pus
contains from 1 to 4 per cent, of albumjn, anH very much the same
salts as blood -serum. The cells of

pus are spherical elements of some-
what uniform size, of the greyish colour

of protoplasm, granular on the surface,

ana disclosing the presence of two,.

three, or four nuclei when treated with
acetic acid (fig. 8). They are capable

of amoeboid movements, and they may
be seen to take into their substance

such particles as charcoal with which
the wound may be dressed.

ftiysiological Analogy of Pus.—Pus
is a very remarkable adjunct of the
reparative process— to go no farther Fig. 8.—Pos-.-torpuscles. a, fresh;

into the inflammatory processes for ^ under ac».tio acid—the nuclei

the present The pus-cells are evi-
^^j^^l^'sS-^"''*^^*^'^

^ '^''™*

dently a condition or product of the
granulation -cells on the extremities and sides of the viiscular out-
growths, and they are detached from these situations^ carrying
with tliem a certain amount of fluid. Is there anything analogous
to this in other formative processes of the body ? The following
'analogy is very close in some at least of the circumstances. The

and interior of a cyst removed by operation from the neck region is

for- found to be covered with vascular tufts, which have precisely the

ans. character of granulations as regards the blood-vessels. Each vas-

cular tuft is covered by a cap of cells like a granulation, and the
same investment of cells can be followed as a cylindrical column
down the vessel into the depth of the cyst-wall. These cells are

somewhat peculiar. They are cubical or polyhedric elements, with a

nucleus and a broad zone of protoplasm (fig. 9, a). On (iic 3ummit
andsidesof a vascular tuft they are found becoming detached and dis-

integrated, the nudeus being cleft

into fragments, which afterwards
coalesce, while the cell-substance
flows otf in the form of spherical oi

oval or pear-shaped vesicles of a
reddish tint ^Bg. 9, h). The cyst
is a blood-cyst,—itscontents,aciear j

brownish fluid \vith many red hlooci-

disks floating in it, having beeii

produced by the disintegration of
the cells covering the vascular
tuft5. The cells are hoematoblasts;
their ccU-substance is disengaged
in drops which afterwards become _ _
Ted blood-disks, and their nucleus, Fio. 9.— i. perfect hspmatol.Iasts;

after being cleft into several frafr- disintei:rated hjetnatoblasts, tli«

ments of unequal size, is remaJe ?'"'^'^";
""l^"'

t^-e protnpiasm aow-
.m«.»

1, 1 , '^V ^ iiic otf to become blood disks . c, r«-
and survives a^- a cell of the size of niains cf the hwmatoUasts, i^sem-
a pus-cell, and containing several blmg pus-corpiiscles in the cleavage

nuclei like a pus-cell (fig. 9, c). This ordispei-sionof the nuclear particles,

is a curious instance of blood-making from connective-tissue cells

late in life, and it is not so much inexplicable in its characters as
it is rale in its occurrence. The formation of pus on the granu-
lations of lepair is one of the commonest of incidents, but it is

open to elucidation even by a rare analogy. In the one case a
blood-like fluid is formed, and in the other pus ; the fluid part of

pus corresponds to the plasma together with the red blood-disks in
the cyst, and the cellular part of pus, the pus-corpuscle, corresponds
to the surviving but broken-un nucleus of the hiEmatoblast. The
granulation-cell is comparable to the perivascular cell of this blood-
making process, and in passing into the condition, of a pus-cell with
several small nuclei it disengages merely a fluid plasma and no red
blood-disks. The cells of the injured part having returned to an
embryonic state, their first activity is a revival of early embrjonic
activity

; if they do not make blood, they yield that which may
be regarded as its substitute, namely, pus.

This analogy will appear all the closer from a consideration of
another cyst. In this new giowth, which occurred under the skin of
the back, and was removed, like the former, by operation, the wall
is lined by a certain thickness of tissue which is practically the
same as the granulation-tissue of repair ; there are the same parallel
vessels ending in loops, the same cells, and the same deliquescence
of the surface. The fluid in the cyst is indoed the result of this
liquefaction—a somewhat turbid brownish fluid. In a small recess
of the cyst there is a formation of a considerable layer of epidermis-
like scales on the surface. One important point of difference is

that the deeper layers of cells show no tendency to become spindle-
shaped, to take a transverse order in the intervals between the

•parallel vessels, and so to become fibrous tissue. On the contrary,
one finds in the depths of the tissue the stems of veiisels surroundtd
by zones of young cells, perivascular sources of the new growth by
which the loss of substance around the tei-niijial loops of the vessels
is constantly made good. On these terminal loops the process is

not one of pus-formation, nor is it altogether one of blood-formation
as in the former cyst ; hut it is an intermediate process which helps
us still further to understand the significance of the pus in repair.

The new formation is comparable to that of the blood-cyst in the
obvious perivascular grouping' of its cells, and it is comparable to
the granulations of repair in the forms of its cells ; and it thus
supplies the link between the blood -yieldirg tufts of the former
and the pus-yielding vascular points of the latter. "What, then,
is the nature of the dtliquescence in the interior

of this cyst? It is partly blood; and there miy ,

be seen also the large cells from whose pro.o-

plasm the blood-disks have been derived. Th-jre

are also seen the remarkable cells with nuch-us /^ --^

cleft into three or four, so like the cells of ]ms ^^ \^
(fig. 10,6); the latter are the surviving nucbus
of the htematoblast, the peculiar form o"

is best explained by watching the more
^

process of blood -formation on the wall of the ^^°- ^0-—"'l^'^^blood-

blood-cyst. Fewer of the cells in the se.ond
Sg^''^"afi ifI /",'J".

cyst undergo this transformation : fewer of b, "their nuclei sur-

them ever attain the perfect form of ha^mato-
blasts so as to be able to undergo it. Foi' the
most part they pursue a devious development,
and it is in this that they resemble granulation-cells. The differ-

ence is only one of degree ; the type or law of the process is the
hrematoblastic type, which may be more or less perfectly attained.

We are accordingly confirmed in the impression that pus-cells are

the surviving nuclei of embrj'onic cells whose perfect law is blood-

making, and that the fluid which accom'^anies them is the cell-pro-

toplasm which has failed to disengage itself in the form of indi^adual

buds that easily pass into red blood-disks, but has become a veritable

albuminous fluid. Pus, then, may be said to be blood abfolutelj

ilS OI ])US — \^
,g nucl2us ^fS| 6
lofwhich^S^^;^
»re perfect ^^

after the de-
tachment of e, the
red bloed-disks.
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Giant
cells.

granting in red blood -ilisVs, snd irith the colourless corpuscles in

enormously disproportionate numbers. We shall afterwards see

that there is a kind of blood— leucocythremic blood— which ap-

proximates to pus in these its essential characters.

Tliat which distinguishes the process f repair from the forma-

tive process in the two cysts, and in all tumoui"S whatsoever, is

that the former is self-limited ; after a time skin forms on tlie

surface of the granulations, and the lower layei-s of cells pass into

the resting condition of fibrous tissue. Each of these adaptations
has now to be described.

Formation of Skin on a Grnnidating Surface.—The new skin

appears a.s a delicate bluish frill extending gradually over the raw
surface from the margin of the old skin. Nothing is more natural,

therefore, than to suppose that it is a continuous growth from the

rells of the rete raucosum of the old skin ; and, according to the

embryological dogma of an impassable gulf between the cpiblast,

mesoblast, and hypoblast for histogenetic purposes, the new
epidennis can have no other source than proliferation from corre-

sponding cells of the old. But, dogma apart, there is a radical

difference of opinion as to the origin of the ejiidermic or epithelial

cells on the surface of granulations. Notwithstanding; the fact

that the new epithelium springs up alongside tlxe old, it has

appeared to many observers witli the microscope that it was derivt-d,

not from subdivision of the latter, but from the granulation-

cells becoming flat and otherwise adapted to surface purposes. In

considering these difficulties let us, as before,, seek analogies among
other formative incidents of mature life. In the fiiift place it

should be mentioned that the new skin may be peculiar. The
gccompauying figure {fig. 11) is drawn from a section througji the

Fio. 11.—Loop-like arransement of rete nuicosinn in the skin of a scar.

ec.tr of an ulcer of the leg which had broken out and healed re-

peatedly. The peculiarity is that the epithelial cells arc every-

where a narrow belt which bends down and encloses the terminal

'vessels as in a loop ; in other words, the surface vessels are driven

through the midst.of the rete raucosum of the new skin. For an

"analogv to this epitheliation of granulation-tissue we may take tho

case of" the cyst already referred to ; it was covered in part with a

thick layer of epidermic scales. The origin of these in the cyst is

not difficult to ti-ace ; they are the ^.

granulation-cells enlarged, with two, Ai^^^^:~;-...__/^^:^'^<^
three, or four nuclei, and wath a ^^'^^^^^o^.'
more homogeneous protoplasm. The 0^,-.^^
isurface-layev is in fact largely made ,,^^q oo ^
jnp of muUinuclear blocks, some of 0®g^%y^<®

^2#^s>^

c. 12.— From surface of a cyst
linei\ with epidermis; above, a
continuous piece of the cyst-wall;
below, inflividual multinuclear
cells exc^ivaled.

[wnich become excavated in their in-

terior, while their nucleated peri-

j>hery forms a narrow belt of suriace-

cells with a descending loop enclos-

•ing a space, in which collections of

blood-corpuscles may sometimes be

seen (fig. 12). If we imagine the

plexus of vessels ramifying on the p
granulating surface to form com-

munications with these excavations

'in the mviltinuclcar blocks, we
should be able to xindcrstand how
it is that they are driven through the rete raucosum of a scar, as

^ in fig. 11.

Giani-ccUs in lUjiair.—These multinuclear blocks are the so-

called giant-cells. Their occurrence

in fungous granulations was de-

scribed by Billroth {op. cit., p. 32)

'in 1856, lie having previously seen

thera in the granulations of bone
|

jind taken them to be elements

"necessary for the new formation

of vessels in osteophytes or in cal-

lus." The accompanying figure

;fig. 13) sJbows several examples of

them from the granulations of a

filo'.v-healing stump. Precisely the

same forms occur in the wall of

the cyst whose structure has been _ ,„-,.„-",_ t-
1 T r 1 • «^ !«.- *^ illi o Fig. IS.—Oiatit-cells from chronic

already referred to in order to illus- gmuulations
trate the griuulations of repair.

Tut for these multinuclear blocks of tissue wo have a clear physio-

lu-^'ical jvirAllel in that unfailing source of analogies for the formative

pi'oci.sacs of mutiuo Ule, uamely, the placenta. The accompanviiig

examples (fig. 14) are drawn from the deepest layer of a discoid

placenta (the guinea-pig's). Here it is evident that they result

fiom the subdivision of a
single nucleus within a ^->:ia
gro^\•ing cell of the inner /itf'^!^^^''^^f^^^l?'^*^\S
uscular coat j and their feV^f

place in the placental pro-^^
cess is as clear as their

histogenesis. They enter

into the formation of the
blood-sinuses of the deeper
parts of the organ, some-
times forming a consider-

able part of tlie wall of a
vessel by being cxcavstovl

in their interior(tlic nuclei
being driven to the side),

at other times forming one
side of a blood-channel,—
a corresponding multinuc- _ ,, „ - .. • » „ , ^
!„„„ V i' 1. f • * t Fio. 14.—vaso-formative mant-cclls fi-om deeper
lear block forming the' layers of placenti(giunca-pi^O.
other, and the lumen of
the vessel being the space between them. Tliey represent a some-
what feebler continuation of those vaso-formative processes in the
placenta which we have already used as the analogy for the pro-

duction of the new vessels of granulations. That tlieir function

and significance in granulations is not wholly vaso-formative will

ai>]-icar from the fact of their co-operating to build up the surface

epithelium.

Conversion of Granvlation-Hsffuc into Scar-tissue.—Tho skin Scar-

of a scar is never perfect ; it is always thin, wanting the descend- tisBL

ing processes and papillre of the natural skin, and wanting also the

hair-follicles, haiiB, sebaceous glamls, and sweat-glands. Its

blood-vessels never become the orderly capillary loops of the

original type ; they remain for a time as an extensive plexus of

large vessels close to the surface, giving a recent scar its livid ap-
pearance; afterwards the channels of tiic vessels become narrower,

and many of them quite occluded ; and the scar has in the end a
somewhat blanched a}>itearance, which continues even when the
surrounding skin is thrown into a state of ruddy glow. The
underlying tissue, however, gradually acquires more of the natural

type. If a section be made through an old scar it will be secii

that the subcutaneous tissue is fibrillar and fibrous, with more or

less of fat-cells. In the figure (fig. 15), dra^vn from a sectioil

Fiu. IS.-rScartissue of an ulcer of theM^ which liatl broken out and liealc*?

rcpcateiUy ; spindle-cells with brown pigment in the iiiterfibrillar spaces.

through the scar of an ulcer r-f the leg which had broken out ami
healed more than Once, the tissue is composed of parallel wavy
fibres, with spindle -cells between them at regular intervals, the

cells having (as a characteristic of scar-tissue after repeated hcal-

iug) brown pigment-grains in their substance. The successive

changes which have led up to this liorizontal fibrillation are not

difficult to follow. "While the ascending vessels acquire more and
more of elongated cells on their walls, tho granulation-cells in the"

intervals between them become extended horizontally or obliquely

(see fig. 7), the spindle -cells among the fibrillar bundles in the

figure being tlie surviving representatives of thent. The change of

the spherical cells into sj»indle-cclls, which precedes the fibrillation,*

takes place first in the deepest or oldest stratum of the granula-

tiou-tissue, and it appears to be accompanied by a certain di-agging

down or obliquity of tho vessels running to the surface. There is'

always a considerable thickness of spindle -cells parallel to the

vessels, so that these, together with the horizontal tracts between
the vessels, make irp a kind of warp and woof. But as the scar-

tissue matures the horizontal bands come to ovei*shadow the vertical

or oblique. Tho fibrillation takes place, as it docs in ordinary

growth, in an intercelhdar or perinuclear homogeneous protoplasm,

which becomes more extensive as the embryonic or purely cellular

character of the granulation-tissue fades. One of the most striking

facts in this development of embryonic tissue into mature tMsuo

in the adult is its shrinkage, corresponding to the well-known con-

traction of the area of a healing surface

r<r]Hdr of a Brolccn Bone.—TXxQ reparative process in bone is Bone-

much simpler and it may be said to be much easier than in the*cua*r,

healing of a stucnp. The bones retain even to old age the materials

out of which new bone may bo produced ; these are the somevhat
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embryonic membrane covering the bone, or the periosteum, and
the marrow. During' the gro^Tng period these two tissues retai'-

proDOuneed embrronic characters, and at

all times they take on a formative action

readily. However unlikely an object, then,

a bone may seem for repair, it has within

and around it the matenals for a tolerably

direct renewal of osseous substance. The
most orderly or intelligible form of the re-

rrative process is that seen in animals.

long bone, snch as the tibia or shin-bone,

after having been broken and carefully set,

presents an appearance such as is dran n in

the figure (fig. 16, a). Opposite the line of

fracture there is a fusiform thickening all

round the bone, which is bulky and carti-

laginous for a time, and afterwards becomes
greatly reduced in extent, and, at the samo
time, osseous in its structure. It is called

the callus. It will be convenient to de-

scribe the details of this process of repair

from actual sitecimens of the tibia of a

young frog which was found undergoing
repair after fracture. The tibia, when
cleared of the muscles, was found to have
a spindle-Uke enlargement about its middle
of the size and shape of an oat (fig. 16, b)

and of a whitish colour. It was easily cut

up into sections passing through its whole
length as well as through the projecting /

ends of tlie spindle represeating the normal

,

shafr of the bone (fig. 17). The bulk ofj

this fusiform enlargement is made up of i

cartilage developed between the upraisM '

periosteum and the dense substance of the *

bone. But there is another and independ-
ent new-formed mass projecring from the

canal of the bone, and clsarly marked off

from the wide extent of cartilage around it,

—this is the direct osseous formation from ^ic. 16. -a, broken tibia of

the marrow. The cartilage has been pro- L^JhinyWDg^ortSti-
daced from the periosteum, ^ach spiudle- Uge-callus opposite the

cell of the latter altering its form and fracture (from Paget) ; 6,

developing a disproportionate amount of
tibia of a young frog with

ceH-substance, which becomes the hyaline
matrix of the cartilage, while the nucleus

of the original cell, generally excavated or reduceu to a crescentic

shape, remains as the cartilage - celL From this cartilage, again,
bone is formed very
much as it is formed
from the ce 1 1 tral rod
of cartilage in the
fatal bone, and it

also resembles the
latter in being
formed only to be
reabsorbed. In
these prcparatious

from the frog, nar-

row spicule of bone
may be seeu start-

ing from the thin
eud of the sL>indIe

and spreading over
the surface of the
cartilaginous cal- ^

las. In the deeper
strata of the latter,

and still at the thin

end of the spindle,

the cartilage - cells

group themselves
round the walla o
alveolar spaces, as
in the ossification

of epiphysial carti-

lage, and that is

doubtless the pro-
cess which extends
throughout the
whole mass o( car-

tilage. Sleanwhile
*''*'•

there has arisen a between periosteum and shaft: 6, intermediate ealHis
fuugUS-like protru- Coone\ growing '•x>n' the cells au-i vesseU of the

sion of new bone n^^rrow.

from the medullary canal of the bone ; it lines th« inner walls of
li" medullary cavity for a short distance up from the line of

fusiform thiclcemDg of
cartilage covering a &ac-
tnre.

I".—Section through broken tibia of a young frog.—upper fragment- o, ensheathinj: callus (cartilage)

fracttire, and projects for a greater distance into the midst of
the cartilaginous callus. This centre of ossification is intimately

connected with the blood-vessels of the marrow ; they form the
framework of the osseous growth, the embryonic marrow -celU
(themselves the lineal descendants of cartilage -cells) becoming
the osteoblasts or future bone -corpuscles. The whole of the new
growth of bone is ultimately moulded into a more compact fenn ;

but the seat of an old fracture will always retain a certain roughness

of exterior, and a certain want of regularity in its Haversian systems.

The repair of bone in man is not altogether the same as in

animals ; the ensheathing cartilage is not usually found except ia

.broken ribs, and the uniting osseous substance corresponds nxjEtly

to that part of the new bone (in the preparation from the frog)

which issues from the medullary cavity in association with the

blood-vessels of the marrow. The callus in man is accordingly

said to be chiefly "intermediate" or between the broken ends,

and partly also " interior," or extending into the medullary canal

;

and it is naturally permanent and not subject to removal like the

"ensheathing" cafltis developed from cartilage. But the sources

of new bone in man depend upon the amount of displacement of

the broken ends ; if the displacement be very considerable, the

connective tissues around may be drawn upon for bone -forming

materials, their cells becoming embryonic in form and ultimately

osteoblasts. Comparing the repair of a bone with the repair df

soft parts, the former is much more direct ; the osteoblastic

tendency or memory is strong iu the tissues within ^nd around

a bone, above all in the periosteum and in the young or re»l

marrow ; and true osseous union is readily effected except in such,

fractures a* the neck of the thigh-bone and the knee-cap, where

the union is often merely ligamentous or fibrous. In the "green-

stick " fractures of children the periosteum is still a succulent

layer engaged in the natural growth of ,

the bones, and there is reason to suppose j

that it is the chief source of whatever |

reparative materials may be needed.

Repair of Sertcs and Muscles.—WTien '

a nerve, such as the ulnar, is divided by
a cut near the wrist, sensibility is lost

over the area of skin to which the nerve

is distributed, and, tmder ordinary cir-

cumstances, it is restored in about three

weeks. The severed ends of the nerve
are joined by a band of tissue, which has
been proved by examination of it at k.;i .(^ , ^ ,} 3='iii *ii
various stages of the reparative process Im'ijt /''i'' *^ tUlitll
in animals to be at first composed of MIIm \ '^''^-11 [ilj'j

embryonic spindle-cells arranged in the lU. Itih^ Mni'vU' ilj

line of the nerve-bundles (fig. IS) ; these l\'W'' !i, ^(fc
'»'>? tTk'.-Ti

cells are derived from the nuclei -'" ^^ i ivl .^

neurilemma, they pass through
ginal embryonic pbases, and ultimately
become more or less perfect nerve-tub^ Fio.is.—Repaired nerTe(frog)

filling the gap in the divided nerve,—a ^» weeks after section;

gap which may ^ a quarter or half an fnf^i'e^f.^SS""^"
men m length. In muscle, also, a cor- BiUioth, after HjelL) Moscla.
respondiag process is described ; but the tepair-
repair of a ruptureJ muscle such as the rectus extensor of the
thigh is commonly fibrous only, and the gap can be felt ever
through the skin.^

§ 4.

—

ErBOES of EiEBRTOLOGICiL GEOTrrH IS' CZETAIU
TiSSDXS

—

MesOBLAETIC TlTMOUllS.

Ko chapter or section treating of tumours as a whole can Tumonr.

be homogeneous ; and, in order to preserve the develop-

mental or evolutional order already sketched, it will be
convenient to consider here only a part of the morbid
processes which result in tumours, leaving the rest to b(

introduced at appropriate points in the sequel. The di*

advantage of appl}'ing the developmental or embryological

idea to all tumours whatsoever comes out in the tumour-
hypothesis of Cohnheini. According to that hypothesis,

the tumours of the body are due to the awakened growth
of small centres or foci of embryonic tissue which had

* LiUraiuTe.—Paget, Lectures on Surgical Pathology, 4tb ed„ Lond.,

1876 ; DanA-in, Animals and Plants under Domestication, voL ii.

cbap. xrvii., newed., Lond., 1SS2 ; Billroth, Ccber die Enttrickelttny

der Blutgefasse, kc, Berlin, 1856 ; Id., in Bettragt zur pnthol. HistoL,

Berlin, 1858, and in his Allgem. Chirurg. Pathol. (ZngL transL);

Ziagler, Cntersitch. nher pt'thol. Bindegeicebs- und Gejassnenbildung,

Wurzbarg, 1876, and in his Pnthol. Ar.aL vnd Pathogeneses Jena,'

1880-84 (Engl, tnin'l.) ; Rimlflfisch, Lehrbueh der pathol. fieicebeleire

{Engl, trans], , 1872-73); Golding Binl, *' Constructive luHammatioi^'

and Ulcers," in Guy's Jiosp. Reports, vol. xxiv., 1879, p. 523..'

el of the ,y,\\ j 't.i\'i' AAi^ftd
the on- VV\\''\'v< .,\' ,r'V,':'

Itimately Uvia,uWi;U:ij,a\i
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remained over from tte foetal development, persisting in

their embryonic characters while all else around them had

assumed the characters of maturity. For the arguments

and illustrations of this hypothesis the reader may refer

to the section beginning at p. 622, vol. i., of Cohnheim's

Vorle&ungtn uber allgemeiiu Patkologie. It must suffice

to say here that groups of resting embryonic cells in the

various organs and parts of the body, or embryonic rudi-

ments in the sense of Cohnheim, are not known to exist at

all generally. That which we are well assured of is an

indwelling power of all the mesoblastic tissues to revert

to embryonic characters,— the spontaneity of the tissues

never quite worn out, or the memory of development

more or less deeply rooted in them to the end of life.

From this point of view we have traced the process of

repair, finding a developmental analogy even for pus.

From the same point of view we have now to consider

certain kinds of new formation as arising, not to make
good defects, but under an erratic impulse, or in the course

of an erratic spontaneity. Congenital tumours have always

been regarded as errors of development, and it will be con-

venient to select a simple congenital tumour to begin with.

Fibrcm*. Fibroma.,—The texture drawn in the figure (fig 19) occurred in

a tumour of the ^ ^^ ^^Vi.— // „ /^/ ^^-^^f^^
backoftheneck .\ .

.
* ^-" '^ . " -> "^Z^^

in a young child

having been
there since

birth. It is a
JibromOy and
consists essen-

tially ofbundles
of wav}' fibres

crossing or de-

cussating in di-

rection, some-
times thick

bundles, some-
times only a few
strands, the
whole forming
a dense warp- Fic. 19.— Consenital fibroma from a chiUls back, warp

and-woof tex- ainl-woof fibrous texture, with embryonic nuclei; bundles

• Ti « « of fibres seen also in cross-section,
tnre, J. he pe-

culiaiity is that such a tissue should have formed under the skin

as a tumour or lump the size of a hen's egg ; spread out in thin

layers, the same warp-and-woof texture of fibres occurs naturally

in the aponeuroses and the sheaths of muscles, and in other fibrous

inembianes, such as the dura mater: and the large number of nuclei

among the fibres, as shown in the figure, would be appropriate to

the fibrous tissue at the early period of life to which the tumour
beIoii;^d. At various centres these embryonic sells had developed

into fat-cells, so that the tumour may be called a fibro-lipoma. The
tissue has increased in three dimensions, and so has resulted in a

mlpably distinct object in the body, which could be dissected out

fiom among the surrounding structures as an individual thing.

The overgiowth had taken place probably in one of the aponeu-

roses of the trapezius muscle, and the noteworthy point is that it

has faithfully adhered to the warp-and-woof texture proper to tlie

tissue on which it is based. The new formation possesses length,

lii-eaJth, and thickness, and its fibres are interwoven in the three

dimensions as if it had been constructed at some unusual kind
of loom. The same interlacing of

bundles of wavy fibres is found very

commonly in the fibromata,— their

favourite seats, besides the flat fibrous

sheaths, aponeuroses, and mem-
branes, being the icterus and its

appendages, where the tumoui-s may
be stalked or sessile. Sometimes the

fibres arc concentrically arranged

round a number of centres, or the

bundles may pursue a sinuous course.

One variety may be specially men-
tioned as exemplifying a modification

of fibrous structure which is often met
with in various normal and patliolo-

gical processes. In this modification

the fibres become as if fos- d into

broader homogeneous bundles the

nuclei being left lying as if iu spaces or holes iu a structureless

\

'^r

Fir,. 21.—Fibrocellular tuuiop'- : decussatiug bundles.

Fio. 20.—Recurrent ossifjin^
fibroma of '..^cr jaw.

ground-substance. This variety of fibroma is generally found in

the bones of the jaws ; it may be ossified at some points, the
nuclei becoming the bone-corpuscles, and the homogeneous ground-

substance becoming impregnated with the earthy substance of bone.

The accompanying figure {tig. 20) is drawn from a preparation of a

fibrous tumour, ossified in part, within the medullar}' space of the

lower jaw in an adult. It had been removed once, and greiy again

{recurrent fibroma or fibroid).

Where the modification takes the direction of an increase of Fibro-

the cells at the

expense of the

fibres, we have

a Jibro- cellular

tumour. The
tumour is com-
posed of elon-

gated elements,

which are vir-

tually nucleated

cells with very

long bodies, c?^^
amounting al-

most to fibres.

The figure (fig.

21) is made from
an extensive

tumour deeply

seated in the carotid region of the neck in a woman aged twenty-two.

There is nothing more remarkable in all these varieties of tumour SarcOQA.

than the constancy of the warp-and-woof texture, and we shall

find that the same is an important characteristic of the class of

tumours where the fibrous stnictnre is wanting and everything

becomes cellular.

the group of sar-

co»ia(a or flesh-like

tumours. Proceed'

ing from the

cellular

last mentioned
sketched,

to the varie

spindle. -cclle\

coma, in wliich the

cells difler from
the fibro- cellular

elements of the

former, chiefly in

the greater promi-
nence of the nuc-
leus and the greater delicacy of the tapering prolongation of cell

substance. It is sometimes called a small spindle-celled sarcoma.

The figure {fig. 22) shows the structure to be purely cellular, with-

out any fibrous supporting tissue. In the cross-section the spindle-

cell appears as a small round celL

In the sarcoma with large spindle-ccUs we have a form of tumour

not uncommon in certain regions of the body, often associated with

brown pigmentation, and very generally malign;int in its course.

One common seat

of it is the choroid
coat of the eye,

where large pig-

mented cells, both
spindle-shaped and
branched, exist

naturally. An-
other cofiiOion scat

is the subcutaneous
tissue, where pig- V^
mentation is not a
normal occurrence.

The illustration

(fig. 23) is taken
from a case where
there was, how- Fic. 23.

ever, brown pig-

mentation of the skin for a considerable distance round the tumour.
Tlie situation was the shin, the common seat of chronic ulcers, and
the tumour seemed to have begun in the scar-tissue of an ulcer of

that kind. The cells are ver>' large spindle-Uke elements grouped
in decus.sating bundles, the distribution of pigment being partial

(omitted entirely in the cut), and not uncommonly confined to the
narrow bands of cells separating two broader or thicker bundles.
The developmental or embryonic character of these cells is suffi-

ciently obnous; but the occasion for their reappearance in mature
life h not so clear. For the particular case of tumour over the shiO'

Fio. 22,—Tumour composed of .small spindle-cells In

decussating bundles.

-Tumour composed of large spindle-cells in

decussating bundles.

4
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the following may be conjectnred. In the pigmented scar of an old

ulcer of the same region the subcutaneous tibrillar tissue is found

to be thickly occupieo, with large spindle-cells full of brovcn pigment
granules (see fig. 15). Now, the skin for some distance round the

tumour in question had precisely^ the brown pigmentation of a scar

that had re-formed repeatedly, and the brown colour resided pre-

sumably in the same erabryouic elements as are drawn in fig. 15. It

cannot be supposed, however, that that explanation applies to all

spindle-celled sarcomas with pigment, even if we do not include

those of the choroid tunic cf the eye. A more OTueral explanation

most be sought for the pigmentation, which wUl apply also to the

pigment in scar-tissue its^.

Traces of Cystic Sarcoma.—The activity of tumours, even of those classes

foQction that we have hitherto considered, is not purely structural or forma-
in tive ; it may be obviously functional, involving an instability of the
tumour- structure. Even .the fibrous tumours may become cystic in their

ttraclOTi interior, as notably in the case of fibroids of the uterus^ and it may
be stated generally that all such traces of cyst-formation in solid

masses of embryonic tissue are so many traces of the deeply-rooted
embryonic function of those tissues. This imi>ortant principle of

tumour pathology may be conveniently introduced through a I'lar-

ticular case of spindle-celled sarcoma, which grew to a great size on
the outer ade of the thigh of a boy aged fifteen, having its root deep
down in the inten-al between —
the tensor fasciae muscle and
tlie vastus extenius. In no
|xirt of this tumour were
traces wanting of an embry-
onic function residing in its

component cells. Although
the section of the tumour
was close

found
the appea;

figure ('

spindle

terrupted b}* spaces lined b_\

cubical cells, which are the

surface -modification of the
spindle-cells. These are the
blood -spaces of the tumour,
and blo<>d is to be seen in

them here and there. Where p,^, 24.-Sarcomatous luu.our growing from
the excavation has been ex, inter-muscularsej>tuinofthethigh;5pace3
tensive the spaces have formed lineU by cubical epithelial-like cells.

communications, and left the spindle-celled tissue projecting into
them as free cylinders or columns, with rounded ends covered with
the same cubical epithelial -like elements. A central area of the
tumour was more spongy in consistence ; and tliat character is

found to depencl upon the greater development of the spaces, ap-
proaching remotely to a cystic development. It is here that one
jSees the »rue physiological or embryological significance of the inter-
stitial spaces, of their contents, and of the cubical cells round their
walls. The surface-row of cubical cells loosen from their attach-
ment, fall into the space, and are succeeded by another row, which
are detached in turn ; and so the excavation proceeds at many
centres. The detached cells do not remain fi-ee solid elements

;

they may sometimes change in loto

into a mttcO^ fluid, but their full

physiological activity is the lisma-
toblastic or blood - making. The
spaces contain the hxmatoblastic
cells and their derivatives in various
forms. One may see the cubical cells

on the margin of the space (fig. 24)
acquiring a yellowish tint, then the
same cells disengaged and lying free

in the space and probably increased

in size (tig. 25), then red blood-disks
of the same colour as the protoplasm
of the bsematoblasts, and cells with Fio. 25.

'^1^

Hsmatoblast'.c process in

\

several nuclei corresponding to those ^''^ spaces of sareoniatous tamour
already described as the sun-ivin" ^'^T °- """"'

T'""
>'^"°"'»'>

-v.. 1 - f *i. J- - i . J L protopUsm, granular or bomo-
nuclei of the disintegrated h.-emato- peneous: 6. blood-lisks of various
blast, the whole lying in the midst shapes ; c, the surviving nncki.

of a mucus-like coagulum. This is neither more nor less than the
early blood-making function of the mesoblast revived. The result
is not by any means alwaj-s or altogether blood, aud in cysts it is
indeed fur the most part a mucous or serous fluid.

In one direction this process goes on to the ultimate destination
of a thin-iDalUd cyst ; and the following case of spindle-celled sar-
comatous tumour may be regarded as an interesting intermediate
phase. The tumour is the size of an orange, from the neck region
of a dog

; the peculiarity of it is that it is excavated completely on
the side next the skin, while the deeper half of the sphere is made
np partly of a firm texture with slits or spaces lined by cubical cells,
as already described, and partly of a beautiful interlacing system

Fig. 2C.—Mucous sarcoma of subcuta-
ueous tissue (liog).

of polished cylinders crossing tHe cavity from side to side, or hang-
ing free into it The pi-ocess of excavation has merely been an
extension of that drawn in fig 24 ; it may be compared to the ex-
cavation of the heart in the embryo,—the columnae cameae and
musculi papiUares and pectinati of the latter corresponding to the
columns and free projecting cylinders of the cyst, ft is noteworthy
that a trabeculated interior is characteristic of many cysts.

ityzcma or Mucous Sarcoma.—In another direction the haemato- Myxoma,
blastic softening process goes on to the variety of tumour called
myxoma or mucous sarcoma ; and tliis change may be actually
observed in parts of the abova-mentioned extensive spindle-celled
sarcoma from the outer side of the thigh. A myxoma is that par
ticular modification of emhiyonic mesoblast in which the softeniup^
or fluid disintegration takes place, not along definite or selected
tracts, but uniformly over a particulai area. The cells become
excavated somewhat as in fat formation, the nucleus remaining at
one side, and their thin membranous walls appearing as bi-anching
pi-ocesses, which join with those of the next cell Hence the nuclei
often lie as if at nodal points of a meshwork of fibres, and they
are often triangular or lozenge-

^ ;-r\'' ^

' '

t-

shaped. This is one comnloii
'

'
-

'
'

form of myxomatous tissue.
,

But the mucous transfoimation .

^

taking place in each individual .

',
,. , . ,_

'
-'

cell may result in a tumour pre- % ^
' I - " '

senting a veiy different appear-
ance. The figure (fig. 26) is

taken fi'om a soft gelatinous

tumour of the subcutaneous
tissue. Nothing could be more
orderly than the grouping of its

large mucus -yielding cells in

rows following the waved coui-se

of the bundles of fibres or fibrils;

they are as regular as the ccll-

platcs of tendon. Their origin

can be traced to the fixed con-
nective-tissue cells of the part,

which have emerged from their
inconspicuous state, and have
acquired breadth and thickness,
a cubical form, and mucus-yielding protoplasm. Precisely the same
process may end in a cystic excavation. The relation of this change
to the indwelling tendency of the mesoblastic cells towards blooil-
making is revealed iu the actual hajniatoblastic character of the
cells here and there, and in the blood-disks and cells with cleft
nucleus Ij-ing around. Another inteimeJiate or occasional form of
the cells in this tumour reveals also the true affinities of spindle-
cells filled with yellow or brown or black pigment Such pigmented
spiiidle-cells replace the mucous cells here and there ; we must
consider them to be also a somev.hat devious development in the
h^matoblastic process, their pigment being practically the same as
blood-pigment

Alveolar Sarcoma.—In this connexion also we must take the Alvexlar
kind of tumour that is often called alveolar sarcoiruu The epithelial- sarccnui.
like form of cell, which lines the spaces among the spindle-cells in
the case already mentioned, now comes to predominate. The follow-
ing is an Instance, with figure (fig. 27).

A tumour the size of a large walnut,
deeply pigmented, with the skin drawn
tightly over it as if it had grown iu the
position of a mole or congenital mark,
was removed from a man's leg. Al-
though the tumour is somewhat black
throughout, the pigment is found to
reside only in certain narrow tracts or
clusters of cells. The stnicture is divided
into oblong or alveolnr spaces by narrow
bands of fibres, the cells within the spaces
being all of the epithelial tj-pe. Some
of the cells are much larger than others,
and these largest elements are tinted
bright yellow or brown. It is no ^reat i

step from this singular structure to the
|

embryonic structure and fiinction of
'

_
former cases. Instead of a few cells at a no. !7.- Melanotic alveolar
time forming an epithelial -like surface sarcoma of subcutaneuua
to an alveolar space (the great bulk of tissue,

the tissue remaining as tracts and columns of spindle.cells), hero
the alveoiation has been general through the whole area, and all

the cells have become as if surface-cells. Furthermore, they have
been fixed in that condition, proceeding to no further develop-
ment, whether mucus-forming or blood-forming,— only certain

groups of them, and these by far the largest and most epithelial-

like, acquiring the yellow colour of haematoblasts, or a brow n colour.

The pigment is otherwise contained in spindle-cells which occnpy
the iuteralveoUr septa, and in them it is in a more granular form.

iS—lo
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Cavenious Blood-tumours. -r\ie pigmented alveolar ^rcoma is

sufficiently common in the situation of congenita! mother-marks

of the skill to be one of their characteristic developments. Another

of their developments or equivalents is the nssvus or angcionm or

mvcrnoi^ tumour, whose structure may be said to consist in general

terms, of a spongy meshwo.k of alveolar spaces, bounded by coarse

and elastic trabeciila= and filled «ith blood. Arteries open into

such tumours and veins pass out from them, the cavernous territory

bein- intermediate ; but, according to several authorities, this con-

neiLiSii with the circulation is not primary to the cavernous tumour

but acquired. Without entering upon a discussion of details, the

analogy of the alveolar sarcoma growing on the same basis ol a

congenital pigment-spot may be kept in view. The alveolation is

fhe same in both cases, although the trabecule in the cavernous

tumour are somewhat stouter, the grand difl-erence being in the

contents. If, however, we suppose the epithelial-like cells of the

alveolar sarcoma all to become large and filled witli a yellowish

colouring matter, as indeed many of them do, and 'f v»:<J !"rPos^

f.iat these iKcmatoblasts (for such they are) go on to fulfil their

destinv, then we should have a cavernous blood-tumour, that is to

say the alveoli would be filled with red blood-corpuscles. It will

(not be possible to olfer evidence of this process except tor tlie

'cavernous blood-tumour of the liver, an organ in which sllch tumours

are comparatively frequent, and mostly in later life. The cylinders

of livei-cells appear to become nar-

rower and iiariTiwer, as if from pres-

sure ofthe capillaries, and ultimately

to disappear. From the supporting

tissue a new growth of cells takes

.place (fig. 28). These are litemato-

lilasts; their protoplasm becomes red

'iblood-'disks, and their :iucleus sui-

ivives with the remarkable trefoil

arrangement of cleavage whicli has *©
been described for several other in-

stances of the li.Tiiiatoblastic pro-

cess. There can be no mistaking

'the identity of this process with that

of the blood-cyst of tlio neck already p^^, os._na.i„atoblastic process in

mentioned • it is essentially a mani- cavernous groM-ths ot bver (dof).

festation of luematoblastic function
J.;^',,'X:[f,V'?"nJo7.1r';X

late in life, differing from that of
^^^.^^^ ^, ),„niatoMasts auJ red

the blood -cyst in the fact that the blootl-aisks side by side,

centres of blood-fonnation are scpa-

rated from one another within alveolar boundaries. These cases

illustrate another striking property of cavernous blood -tumours,

'namely to l,ml snontuncoushj in parts or to develop embryonic scar-

tissue through more or less of their extent (fig. 29, o). The ordinary

cavernous texture of an angeionia is produced by the formative i>ro-

cess stooping short of nnbryonic comudivc tissue or scar-tissuc. i he

accompanying figure (fig."29, 6) is from an enormous angeiomatous

t^f,t/®-|.

H O L O G Y
revived embryonic activity in subcutaneous and other homologous

tissues cannot but bring to light more or less of this all-important

mesoblastic function ; the memory of it is too strong to be ighored

\\e come next to a function of cmbiyonic cells which is only second

to the haimatoblastic, namely, the osteoblastic or bone-making func-

tion ; and even with the bone -making process the earlier blood-

niakin^ process is deeply interwoven, fur in the marrow of the

bones "he hajmaloblastic activity of cells persists long after it has

ceased elsewhere.
. . _

The bone -making function of embryonic tissue—if function it Turnout

may be called—conies into a large number of tumours ; or, in other of bone,

words, a large proportion of all mesoblastic tunifurs are tumours

of tlic'boncs. Ill all of these tiie embryonic law of development and

(»rowth is cleaily present. The results, however, are frequently

more complex than in the tumours hitherto considered ;
or, in

other words, tumours of the bones are exceedingly liable to have

a structure so mixed as almost to baffle sviteujatic description.

One reason of this is that the osteoblastic and haniatoblastic

functions of embryonic cells go hand in hand in their production ;

and the complexity of structure is, accordinfly, greatest in those

which glow from that part of the bone where the blood-making

resides, namely, the marrow. The other great formative tissue ol

bone is the periosteum, a tissue which retains its embryonic struc-

tural features long after the mesoblastic tissues elsewhere in the

body have lost theirs. The marrow and the periosteum are fre-

quently involved in the same tumour ; or an essentially similar

morbid product may be derived from either. That is notably the

case with the tumours of the bones which we come to first, the

cartilaginous tumours or cncliondioniata. .

i;ccA,»i<-/rosis.-It is only rarely that a cartilaginous tumour Cartilagr

grows from cartilage, the observed instances ha^ iug occurred at the tumour,

cartila.'inous lines of union of the base of the skull, at the epiphy-

sial lines in long bones, and in sucli permanent cartilages as those

of the larvnx and trachea. To these direct outgrowths of l?artila^e-

cells Virciiow has given the distinctive name of ccchondroscs. Usually

the cartilaginous tumours do not grow from pre-existing cartilage ;

they grow either from the periosteum or the marrow of the bones,

or they form in certain glandular organs, especially the salivary

fflands (parotid, labial, ic. ), the mammary gland (oftcnest in the dog),

the lacrymal gland, the testis, &c. These latter enchondromata

are a class apart, involving considerations of disordered everyday

secretion rather than of tlie revival of embryonic activity (see

"Errors of Secretion," p. 379 below). The enchondromata that fall

to be considered here are those which grow «ithin or upon the

metacarpal bones and the finger-bones, more rarely in the corre-

simudinS bones of the foot, not unfrequcntly in the bones of the

face, and, it may be, in the leg-bones and arm-boues, or in bone

i,ic/ionrf!Wim.-The simplest cases (but the least frequent) are

those that form between the periosteum and the hard bone Irom

tlie growtli and tiansfolination of the cells of the periosteum, being

directly homologous to the ensheathing cartilage-callus of repair.

Thev dilTe: from tlie cartilage of repair in precisely the same way
• anulation-like sarcoma differs from the granulation-tissue

Fio. 29.-0, cicatricial tissue from cavernous tumour ot liver (dos)

work occupied by red blood-disks, fl-oin cavernous tumour of head (ox),

tumour on the side of an ox's head ; the structure is very like that

of the young connective tissue of the former figure except that the

Mieslies are densely packed witli red blood-corpuselcs. There are,

however, other parts of the tumour where the fibres are broader,

the meshes narrower, and with embi-yonio cells lying m them, in-

stead of or along with blood-corjiuscles.

There is no definite limit between such cavernous blood-tuinours

ajid true blood-cysts ; in tlie latter the numerous hxmatobtetic

centres open communications, and the further process takes place

in the cellular tissue forming the cyst-wall.

,p ,.„f The blood-making office of the mcsoblast is the earliest and

it^oT greatest of the functions of embryonic cells, and it is not surprising

n akine that it should come out more or less obviously i.. those formative

T processes in the common binding tissue of the body where there is a

tumours persistence or revival of e,i,bryonie activity. We seem to find traces
tumour,.

1^^.^ ._^ ^j^^ ,,i„mentation, in the cystic excavation, m the alveolation,

in the mucous or myxomatous transformation, and in the cavernous

structure of mesoblastic new growths. Tlio embryonic snont.ineity

in the middle layer is, of course, wider than mere blood-making ;

but the hren.atoblastic function or tendency is certainly the most

fundamen'a' »'id the traces of it in the foregoing tumours are our

.U«t help t'owaids a rational interpretation of them. Persisting or

of repair,- that is to say, the existence of the tissue is not self-

limited, or it has no tendency, or only a feeble tendency, to cica-

tricial modification, shrinkage, or absorption. These purely sub-

periostea! enchondromata are said by Paget to be nearly character-

istic of the ends of long bones, although they do not encroach on

the articular cartilage. When a cartilaginous tumour occurs in

the shaft of the bone it is partly subperiosteal and partly in tlie

marrow ; and in the most characteristic seat of enclioudromata,

the bones of the fingers, the growth is entirely m the marrow if the

tumours are multiple ; but, curiously enough, it is subperiosteal U

there is only a single tumour (Paget). There arp also cases where

islands of cartilage form in the oompact substance of the bones,

corresponding to Haversian systems.
_

The tissue-affinities of a cartilaginous tumour growing between

the periosteum and the hard bone are not difficult ;
the honiologue,

as we have said, is the callus-cartilage of .-epair. The histogenesis

and physiological analogies of an enchondioma of the medullary

canal o|- a bone are less easy. We know that the marow ^>as pre-

ceded, in the development, by a bluish rod of fatal cartilage, of

which all characteristic traces had disappeared before birth. As

the blood-vessels entered it, it had clianged into a spongy kind ol

bone, in whose spares lay many spherical nucleated cells retaining

a hiematoblastie or blood-making function ;
all the spongy bone is

gradually absorbed in the shaft, the last traces of it being a few

il.iculK on the hard inner wall of the medullary canal and the

cavity is occupied by a highly vascular substance, the red marrow

characteristic of young bones. The spherical cells of the red maf-

row become excavated into fat-cclls, and the red colour changes

to yellow. It is probably in this final phase of the development

inside the shaft of a bone that we must look for the opportunity

of the central enchondromata forming. The secret of the return to

cartilage in some cases, and at certain spots, probably lies in^tlio

change of red marrow into yellow.; instead of becoming fat, it
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becOTDrt ft kind 6{ carxilage. 'ITie tumours in nuestion are most
common, at least, just at the time of life wheu that change in the
character of the marrow takes place. Again, at the spongy ends of
bones, where the marrow remains red, the internal enchondromata
rarely occur (a case is quoted by Paget at the lower end of the
fibula), but chiefly the subperiosteal. If the enchoudromata were
composed of a definite type of cartilage, and, above all, if they
were stable in their structural characters, the relation of them
to the marrow of bones, which these facts point to, would not
be a very intelligible one. But the enchondromata are rather
a kind of new growth in which there is a good deal of gristly
substance of one kind or another, associated with a good deal
of mucous or myxomatojs tissue, with cvstic spaces containing
mucous or honey-like fluid, and even with blood-spaces. Besides
the myxomatous tissue, there may also be tracts and areas of other
soft tissue made up of soindle-cells, moltinudear cells, and various

w
llftv-

.«?
51

fig. ou.

Fio. sa—Foetal or pircncbymatoas carfilage from enchondroma of apper jaw
(liorscX (The hj-aline intercentilar substance is left out.)

Flo. 31.—From enchondroma of upper jaw of woman ; a few large oulilage-
ceUs in a tissue consistuig mosUj of branchetl ceils.

nondescript forms ; and, most significant of all, there may be
much of the cartilaginous substance quite fecial in its characters,—that is to say, consisting almost entirely of cells, with a small
amount of more or less tough hyaline intercellular substance. Fig.
30 shows a highly cellular kind of cartilage from a tumour of the
upper jaw of a horse. The next cut (fig. 31) is from a cartila-
ginous tumour of the upper jaw of a woman ; it shows cartilage-
cells with definite capsules, and surrounded by a kind of tissue
which would be called myxomatous. The shades of difference
*mong the tissues of enchondromata are indeed endless. They
may be said to be all possibilities open to the red marrow (hffimato-
blasts) on the way to become fat ; sometimes one devious route is
taken, sometimes another, and the result may be soft mucous tissue,
various forms of cartilage, or"true bone as an ulterior development
of the cartilage.

Osteoma.—Next to the enchondromata among the tumours of
bone we may take the osUomata, or outgrowths from the bone

_ which, have themsdves the structure of true bone. Their most
Eiostans. comman form is the exostosis, an osseous node or spine, or

rounded turaorj- generally, on the outer surface of a bone. Some-
times an exostosis is found covered by a considerable cap of car-
tilage ; and, whether it 'be or had been partly cartilaginous, or
whether it be entirely osseous, it is a product of the periosteum,
and it illustrates the ordinary osteoblastic function of that tissue.
Sometimes the exostosis is spongy, at other times it is hard as
ivory, the flat bones of the head being the favourite seat of the
latter* variety.

Osteoid Tumours {Subperiosteal Xfalignani Tumours).—By far the
most important of the tumours of bone are those which are com-
posed of a crude kind o( bone, or of various kinds of soft tissue which
show a more or less „_^-a-^ ^^ ^ ^ /.<o -.^
feeble tendency to

osseous transforma-
tion. These tu-

Tnours of the bones
are apt to occur
during the growing
period, or shortly
after growth has
ceased ; they are by
no means rare, and
arc often fatal Like
the enchondromata,
theyare divided into
those which grow
tinder the perios-

teum, or the external tumours of bone, and those which begin in
the medullary canal, or the internal The former are much the
least complex; and, like the subperiosteal enchondromata, thev
are mostly found at the ends of long bones, especially at the end o'f

Osteoid

tumoor.

Fio. 32.—Structure of osteofd tumour.

the femur. The growth is clearly subperiosteal ; the outlines of
the compact bone of the shaft can often be seen running through it.
The structure of this kind of tumour is tolerably nnifomi ; it is
not bone, but an irregular product of the periosteum to which the
name of "osteoid " has been given. The structure is that shown
in fig. 32. There is a network of slender trabeculre, mostly form-
ing long patuUel meshes, and with numerous but less conspicuoas
cross subdivisions; these are impregnated w-ith osseous salts; but
it can hardly be said that bone-corpuscles are enibedded in them
as in the normal growth

'

of bone from periosteum
(fig. 33). The cells which

\

correspond to the osteo-

blasts are ranged along
the sides of these trabe- ^"^- ^-—Spicule from t^if.viog j.arietal bone

culae and in the spaces £'"e<>= ^'S"'""^
becoming included .3

between them ; but they
fall short of the true osteoblastic grouping, and they seldom become
bone-corpuscles embedded in an osseous ground-substance. This is
a peculiar error of the osteoblisric process, but a not unintelligible
one. It may be further illustrated by another form of peoostea]
tumour in which there was no deposition of tbe hardening matter
at all This tumour (fig. 34) grew around the metatarsal" bone of Soft peri-
the little toe, and, like the osteoid kind of tumour last described, osteal
it had a power of infecting the neighbouring tissues and even dis- tumour,
taut organs, which need not be dwelt upon at present. The struc-
txire is a strange reminder of the inherent osteoblastic function
of the periosteum from which it grew. There is not a particle

-s^si^

^ C o -^^^ t-"-^- - - -> '^
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It began as a temporary fcetal cartilage ; it then became spon^'

bone filled \rith red marrow, in which state it remains in the

ends of long bones, in the diploe of flat bones, and in the in-

terior of bones like the vertebne. In the shafts of long bones

the trabeculse of boue are all removed and only red marrow
remains, with a pronounced hrematoblastic function ; but, when
growth is well advanced, the cells of the red marrow become exca-

vated to fr.t-cells, their blood-forming function ceasing therewith.

"We have also seen that, in the process of repair, the marrow and its

blood-vessels together are able to produce new bone between the

broken ends. There are here memories enough to produce very

fantastic results if anything should arise to recall the develop-

mental activity. Disregarding tlie livid or blood-like patches, the

mucous areas (whether myxomatous tissue or colloid fluid), and the

fragments of cartilage and of osteoid tissue, some of which have

been spoken of above, let ns consider the tissue that is most
characteristic of this group of internal bone-tumours. li is the

yellowish or sand-coloured areas of friable texture, corresponding

to the tissue named by Paget "myeloid," or marrow-like. Its name
is due to the fact that it always contains a number of multinuclear

cells, giant-cells or

mycloplaxcs, such
as are found in the
marrow of young
bones. Its yellow-

ish colour is almost
sufficient of itself

to indicate the

presence of these*

ekmeuts. The cut

(fig. 35) shows
several of these ^'^' ^^- -^^>'^'o'J ''^sne of tumour of thigh,

myeloplaxes lying among cells of various shapes with a single

jiucleus. In one direction it is no great step from this to myxo-
matous tissue or other hrematoblastic modificiitions; and in

another direction it is no great step back to curtilage. ^Ve shall

probably not go very wide of the mark if we take the common
starting-point of the various tissues to be fcetal cartilage, as drawn

in fig. 3.0 from an enchondroma of the upper jaw ; and. given foetal

cartilage, it is not difficult to follow it along the various lines of

its historical devciOpmeut in the shaft of a bone, to imagine the

development taking a devious turn at one point or another, and so

to account for the heterogeneous structure of the tiimoar,—some of

the stivictui-e, indeed, being strange to the normal tj'pes of growth.

]>>inDoid Dermoid Cysts.—Having now illustrated two great instances of

CTst. embryonic function revived in after life to the production of

tumours—namely, the blood-making a .id the bone-making functions

—and having therewith disposed of a considerable number of all the

tumours that have a mesoblastic ho.niology, it will be convenient

to advert to a remarkable kind of tumour which shows to the

fullest extent what the embryonic mesoblast can do in the way of

fantastic new prodr.ctions, namely, dermoid cysts. Not only blood

and bone, but teeth, skin, hair, glands, muscle, and nei-ve are pro-

duced as the tumour-constituents in these remarkable new giowths.

Their usual scat, and the invariable scat of the most perfect

of them, is the ovary; and the ovarian is just that mesoblastic

tissue upon which the memories of development are as if concen-

trated ; for it is from at» ovarian cell that the embryo giows in the

jwrfect likeness of the parent These selected cells of the ovary,

or, in other words, the ova, arc specially charged with the recollec-

tions of the past history of evolution and growth ; and the rest of

the ovary appears to possess the same lively memory, if not to the

same extent, yet to a much greater extent than mesoblastic tissue

elsewhere. The stroma of the ovary is the best example in the

body of embryonic spindle-celled mesoblast ; only in some animals

docs it become normally fibrous, and in any animal it may revcit

to embryonic characters with the greatest ease at the generative

periods or at other times, anJ even in extreme old age. But for the

fact that the tissue keeps within normal limits of form and extent

it might pass muster for spindle -celled sarcoma, in all re'^pects,

including the warp-and-woof arrangement of the tracts of cells.

From this tissue cysts are developed intcrstitially, and they are

not the less intei-stitial in their developm^'nt that their homo-

logue ii often, if not always, a Graafian follicle. That, however,

is a region of controversy, and it will be more convenient to take

an unambiguous case first. Such would be a dermoid cyst under

the skin, say in the neighbourhood of the orbit It is tnie that

even these cases arc sometimes explained by assuming that the

skin has somehow become involuted at the particular sjKit daring

dcvclo|)nicnt ; but no observctl facts warrant this assumption, and

the hisiogcnctic facts of the new growth itself are entirely against

it. Fig. 36 shows a portion of new -formed skin on the wall

of a small congenital dermoid cyst over the external angular

Crorcss of the frontal bone ; adjoining the actual skin there may
e seen the interstitial cells of the connective tissue iH-comiug

adapted in form and arrangement to continue the layer of rctc

mucosum over th« cyst-wall beyond. The adaptation is very

much the same which has already been mentioned with reference to

the new skin of a granulating surface ; the counective-tissue cells

become large and cubical, often multinuclear, and elongated towards

^3%

Fio. 3G.—Wall of dermoid c>'st, showing how the surface-stratum is jiroduced

, from interstitial connective-tissue cells.

the surface. The supply of these formative cells comes from the

connective-tissue elements lying among the parallel fibrous bundles

of the cyst-wall.

For a dermoid of the ovary it is impossible in a brief space to

give any idea of the marvellous textures that are being woven side by
side in various parts of the cyst-wall,—the areas of foetal cartilage,

the interlacing bundles of jtlain muscular fibres, the long rows of

pigment-cells, and, not far off, the rows of mucous cells developed,

intcrstitially, and maturing so as to he fused into the fluid of sub-

ordinate cysts. At one place there is a piece of skin, underneath
which will be found an enonnous development of sebaceous glands

;

where the skin ends a brownish velvety patch begins, with no
sebaceous glands, although there are rudimentary hairs at various

depths. This under the microscope wUl be found to approximate to

granulation-like tissue, with many variously-shaped pigment-cells,

and corresponding probably to the congenital mother-marks of the
skin pro^wr. It must sulfice to give a single illustration of the

strange formative activity of this mesoblastic tissue, namely, the

formation of hairs. Hairs in dermoid cysts are formed in a very Hairs of

peculiar manner. It is usual in subcutaneous deimoids to find them dermoid
embedded parallel to the surface at various depths in the midst of cysts,

multinuclear or giant-cells. Some of these nrultiuurlear masses
may be seen undergoing a vitreous transformation down the middle,
as in fig. 37, a ; elsewhere

may be seen the same peculiar

ccutnil rod extending through
a succession of giant - cells ;

and, most remarkable of all,

there is the appearance dra^vn

in c. In this last case the

vitreous rod is capped at each

end by a giant-cell, and the ^«

characteristic imbrication of

scales has developed on it

over the intervening length.

The cross section of such a

hair is seen in d. The section

of hair is evidently a part of

the multinuclear cylinder; it

is in this instance well to one f"""- 3"-,
"t

vitrwt.s transformation along •
., 1. 1 -,. i.-ii 1 J central hne in irlenor of giant-ceil ; 6,

side, but It IS still enclosed
b. hairs lying among piant-crlls in ^all of

by the marginal nuclei of the dennoi.l cyst ; c, hair in dermoid cyst,

cell, which are flattened into capped by p..iiit-ccUs ; d, cross-section of

plates upon it ; in other in-
JniTu' cyso!"^^^""

""^ * g>ant-cell (der-

stances it is found lying out-

side the largest of a cluster of giant-cells and surrounded by the

smaller ones. The nature of the transformation iu the heart of

these multinuclear blocks is not easy to determine; the most
striking circumstance is that other giant-cells, which apprar to be

advancing in the same direction, or to have diverged from the same
kind of development, have an area of deep-brown or orange jtig-

ment in their centre instead of the vitreous or homy transforma-

tion,— the marginal belt being free from pigment This is a

peculiar formative use of giant-cells. M*e have already seen that

they are used in the vessel-making processes of the placenta and of

re]>air ; we have seen also that they may be the media through
which a granulation-surface acquires a covering of epidenuis; and
here we find them playing the part of hair-follicle.

A dermoid cyst reveals the surprising spontaneities of a collec-

tion of embryonic cells of the mesoblast,—the inherited traditions

of their life,—manifested in diverse ways side by side, and mani-

fested often feebly and grotesquely. There is no reason to seek for

the source of these various products beyond the stroma of the ovary

itself; and the variety of the products must be a nuasure of what
that kind of tissue can do in the way of new formation. When
various kinds of structure are thus brought together in their Jc*

velopmt-nt we have an evidence, not only of the indwelling power
of mesobiastic tissue to revert to embryonic modes of life, but also
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§ 5.—Erkors op Development and Growth in-

General.
The more usual departures from the normal type in theembryological rud.meuts or in the growth of particula^organs and parts of the body have been already descr"be^m the article Monster. The present section Vill be devoted to those errors of devblopraent and growth whichanjoun pract.cally to constitutional diseases.^

tsneities of the cells and tissues as manifested in the nroceia nf
.&/."'' '"^"'f^'^d capriciously in son.e tumour-profeies in

we« tle mosTf^l n
"
,'Y

'"-J-"^'^'"S f-ction of the'n b,;:

it Uini fZd ?,?? '^' 1-*" "" ?""""•« tendencies, traces of

^^|.'^t3!l;;x-xr;^-:i^l-:,:^.(^-

§m0SmS b""""" profoundly affected in its health generaMy It is

h^d^^eyh ^ ^i^t^C^-:: i-^.:^z ^^

.^.l:^:';::.a: Tri;=-i:;-j^!;l-lpx'^^

,t.on-i„ membrane or periosteum and i" ttit^e tZt^::
to ttjT-

''" "'" "'" ^' "'"^'^y "nderstooS by rel-e en ?to the accompanytng cut (fig. 38) of normal ossification of tho

Botie-

growtli

in

rickets

is of that gradual and co-ordinated Hn,l tv-» .i. • ,

of free celh left on the surface to kec" - '^ ' " ''''' ^ '''

elements. It is not until trmt.^'^P 'i""'"''™
"^ ''°™''t>V9

cease. The error ""ricklts Tthat 'Lr^'t'-'f
""" osteoblasta

nary circumstances, have become hi.-,l ),^„.
"ouid, under ordi-

sooner or later it becomL V o„ ?f ^°°" ^^ " '"^ fo™ed :

of earthy salt^ is sloT and ?n',h'™
'" '['^^'^-^^^ the deposition

come bent. Not onlvis^W ,

'']^^"\"^<' 'I'e bones have be-

r.ocess, but ttt^"''a"ato" te"« sIVf'the""V';
"'^-'"'•^ing

of the osteoblasts • and in tt,o n M % ,
'^'^""'ar elements or

in the thickness of the hi.
""' ^""""f the skull, this is shown

growing edges The same e^..T';'^'' ''P'^^^^y *'«"? t^cir

what can be used un for hi. "• '^°[">'"»-« material beyond
lai-e at the epTphys^^uTne ThrclrtilT.e /l^f"f'°" Ji™'"

'^^'

the process is sZvn'bv the irre."'^"'°
""^ "^'^"blastic parts of

gulantyof the epiphysial line (fig.
ji»)

;
It IS a straight line normally

but in rickety growth it runs out
and in, cutting off islands of car-
tilage in the midst of spongy bone •

and this irremlarity is due to the
fact that the blood-channels in tho
cartilage are formed sooner at somo
points than at others, the calcifi-
cation following close on them. In
the shaft of a long bone the process
IS the same as in a flat membrane-
bone of the skull ; the periosteum v
13 thick and its inner layers are ?1
biood-red, and in extreme cases
there is what looks like a stratum
of blood between it and the bone
L.one IS at length formed from this
l.iyer, but if is of the spongy kind
so that the shaft is softer and more
porous on the outside than on the f,o 30

»itl, free osteoblasts at one end Md 'imnrrsH . v,"^^^'' ground-substance,
<r, broader bars of bo„e ^ imprisoned bonecorpusclea at the other

;

process goes'^on ii, -nThe , h ",
° ^' T" " '^.""' ""'' '^^''P- Thi

—-^^^ii!l£iihe_l,ony bars or trabe^uh^^and the inclusion

^cr aii.j. paiiioi. Anatomic, Leipsic, 1S7I.

between two hard pl.ites. Sooner tH"^"'"= "^ "''""K"'- (From J
or later, under favourable circum-

Sutton, iu Path. Trans., xxxiv.)

eifd"t":'bot:sra^ek:t";s\:bi:^['"','^^™''r' '•°-' -'^ " t'-

In the worst caLes iefo ^1 ofre^l :orn"',l'"K " """ "^"»'-

olSfneTft taTh' s^o .ir.^ore%:crth":rL^^-°^*'r"°" ^combined with nli^fi/itv ti
""'' ^''ff'icis has to be

step by ^\^t:'^^'i. sl^Hfi^^-if Thaf^H^cf;;:-^' «"'

lion of new h vers r^rti
'^""''"a^''"'!.-^ to ensure the apposi-

mro°.,\r p:;rg;r:\et^fi°x r^d"^^^^lnn™K„„ i""sy I'one Deing tinallv removed in the shafts of

il;i;aS^t!-'-^r^---"-^^
accompanying formation of blood-vessels with ^define ill

also, where the cartilagcstage of the formative tilssue is nrv„goL
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through, there ai-e not wanting indications that the same hiemato-

blastic function is present concurrently with the osteoblastic

Kas^o- Con.iiK' then, to the actual facts ofnckets, we shaU find tkat

5iU's re. those f^^ires of the process on which the p-eatest f-ss has been

s«rcUes laid in the recent elaborate researches of Kassowitz ^^e of he

ori nat.ire of over-vascularization or hyperemia. In the ossihcation

rickets Xm cartilasre he finds that the vessels from the perjchondium
nckots, ^frem car

,„ ^ ,„ extent and with less orderliness thanS then there is a development in the cartilage of colossal.

TesseU and finally of blooci-spaces, packed full of red blood-d.sks,

Ind with no verv definite walls, so that it looks, at the first glance,

as if hiemorrhage had taken place into the bone-marrow. In many

fases there is n? sharp line of separation of the ^-Wom'tWX
from the contents of these blood - spaces ; it is.P™l'?We that the

Mutinous tissue of the former had "passed direct into hsma o-

blastio substance and so into blood-corpuscles." In the penos eum

also there is much more blood than usual, and the same large blood-

spaces are sometimes found. These errors of vascularization Kasso-

?it2 places at the foundation of the rickety process. Deposition

of calcareous salts, he points out, cannot take P'^«
'-^"f

"'''^^ '=

so much blood ; the calcification follows m an orderly way only

irhere the movements of the blood and juices are restrained or.

diitant, the best example of this law being the gradual reduction

of the wide central space of an Haversian system to a narrow

channel containing a single twig ~f blood-vessel.

The excess of vascularity in rickets is, by Kassowitz put dovvn

to inflammation." or to the hyper.-eraia of the same
;
but we have

seen that he also invokes, as a detail in the process, an excessive

hrematobhistic activity in the emhryontc marro^K- cells. Ihe latter

fa a more fundamental and intelligible fact than "inflammation

(which begs all the fundamental questions), and we shall do w-ell

to give it prominence accordingly. We should then interpret the

observations of Kassowitz as follows.
r -n^

The due regulation of the blood-supply, the restiiction of it .to

definite and ever-narrowing channels, is necessary for the proper

deposition of the earthy matter and for the building up of bone

in Haversian systems. The embryonic cells surrender their indi-

vidual ha?matoblastic function, while certain tracts of them become

definite vessels for the supply of all the rest ; and in proportion as

thcv give up individually their primitive function of blood-making,

they are in a position to take on individually the function of bone-

making. In compact bone this change of direction is carried out

most completely ; the cells become osteoblasts in successive rows,

i <n-ound- substance impregnated with earthy matter closes in

around them, and they are imprisoned for ever as bone-corpuscles.

In sponcy bone, however, there is still a reserve of haimatoblastic

force • only thin lamina; of hone are formed out of some of the

cells 'while many of them continue to be hajmatoblasts and to

form' the familiar red marrow. Adopting, then, the figure of a

stni-'olc between the ha-matoblastic and osteoUastlc tendencies lu

embryonic cells, or the perception of a divided/ duty, we shaU con-

clude that rickets is the undue preponderance o^ the former. J t

means spongy bone where there should be hard bone, and much

wider spaces than usual, with much more blood in them m the

proper seats of spongy bone itself; and it means in general a

retardation of the hardeuihg process.

All this enormous hrematoblastic energy or local blood-torma-

tion is unfortunately wasted ; the child is no better for it, and is

more likelv than not to be anemic. The formative powers are

diverted from bone-making, and spent upon blood-making ;
and

the lime-salts in the organism that should have gone to make bone

arc actually 'brown out with the urine, which has been known to

have as muc.i as four or even six times its due amount of phos-

phates. Thi! organism, when rickets overtakes it, is in this fix,

that it makes blood which it can no longer profit by, and has

meanwhile to part with hoiie-salts which it will want again. The

disease is, in fact, an unfortunate contretemps.
. . .

,

Many of the facts of rickets are thus secondary to an initial

error in the embryonic functions of the tissues, and the evidence

seems to show that the error must have begun in most cases before

birth. Although it is well known that the obvious phenomena of

rickets are not usually remarked until the child is a few months

old, vet, as Kassowitz has ascertained, the condition " begins much

more frequently Uian has hitherto been assumed in the later

months of intra-uterine development." The facta point very clearly

to the health of the mother as being primarily at fault. "The

health of the mother," s,iys Sir 'WilUam Jenner, "has a decided

influence on the development of rickets in the child. Whatever

renders her delicate, whatever depresses her powers of forming

Rood blood, that tends to produce rickets in an offsprin,?. . . .

The child of an ill-nourished mother is disposed to become rickety

when placed under unfavourable circumstances after birth, or even

nndcr faveurablo circumstances in some cases." The disposition

must be in most cases, and in the worst cases, congenital in the

child's tissues. Wo should therefore seek in the intra-uUrine con-

nerior b.>tween mother and child for nomc defect on the malemaj

«id» which would induce that which would appear to oo essential

to rickets in the child, namely, a preponderance of the hjemato-

blastic function of embryonic cells over the osteob astic, a reversion

in the cell-life of the growing frame towards independent blood-

makin.' In seeking for this source of error, it will be neccssar.y to

recall °for a moment the nature of the intra- uterine connexion

between mother and child, or the part played by the placenta.

Placental Fimdion in Congenital Disorders.—JVe embryo makerPlaccn-

its own blood and establishes the connexion with the mother by tal coo-

its own blood-vessels. Its blood is carried to the placenta to be nesion

aerated, as the phrase goes ; but it is much more than aerated, acrt

The placenta is a glandular or secreting organ of the mother, rickets,

inasmuch as the maternal blood, flowing slowly tlirough the sponge-

like tissue of thick-walled vessels, receives additions of mucus-like

drops from the deliquescence of the large nuclei in the proto-

plasmic vessel-walls (fig. 40). This mucus-like addition is clearly

an adaptation for the

foetus ;* and the sur-

faces of the placenta,

where the fcetal ves-

sels touch it, are

further adapted,

through a thick-set

cap of nuclei, for

exuding it where it

can be taken up by

the plasmatic tissue

of the chorion. This

placental contribu-

tion is the '' uterine

milk " furnished by

the mother for the

use of the ftetns,

that, although the

latter makes its own
blood (and blood-

vessels), it receives

material additions to

its blood from the

mother. It is obvi- .,.,»-
ons therefore that Fia. 40.—Secreting structure of placenta (gumea-plg).
OUS, inereiore vuii

maternal blood-cliannels are them-
the secretion of the

"f^^ji^jseereting structure, their substance y.eW-

placenta is very es- ,„„ drops of mucus a, wbich mix witli the liood 6.

sential to the foetus,
'

° '

,
j, xi „

and the due endowment of the latter must depend greatly upon

the structural and functional sufficiency of that organ. " sup-

plies the fcttns with much of the fluid that circulates in the latter s

vessels ; it may he said to spare the foetus to that extent the need

of producing such fluid itself, or to dispense with the hsmato-

blastic activity of its tissues, so that they may take other formative

directions, such as bone-making. Or it may be contended that

there are ingredients in the normal placental secretion which are

specially adaiited to hone-making. Now, if there should be any

interference with these placental contributions, we are left to sup-

po.se that there must then be a reversion on the part of the fcetal

cells to self-helping tendencies; and especially to local blood-making.

The excessive blood-making of rickets, and the retardation of hone

-

making consequent thereon, would thus be traced to failure m the

placenul function. . .

But if there be such a change in the direction of tho formative

processes of the fcetus as an adaptation to its special mtra-uterine

conditions, why should rickets not. become declared untd several

months after birth ? In the first place, we have the evidence col-

lected by Kassowitz that there are plain indications of the rickety

process to be observed where death of the child has occurred before

the full term ; and, further, there are analogies to show that it

requires all the extra-uterine functions to have been in action lor

some little time before a congenifeilly-acquired tendency manifests

itself. Although the intra-uterine life comes to an end, ana tne

child ceases to be dependent on the placental function of the

mother yet the acquired tendency, or the adaptation to a deficient

performance of that function, remains for a certain time longer. It

comes to an cr.d,- however, from the second to the fourth year; tho

bone-forming tissues cease to follow the devious direction, the bone-

salts present in the organism are put to their proper use, ossification

resumes its normal coarse, and, as the soft formative material of

bone had accumulated in excess, the bones of the once rickety child

are in tho end harder and thicker than those of normal growth.

There is an assumption in the foregoing which calls for remark,

the assumption, naniclv, that the placental function has been in-

adequate on the mother's side or that the requisite additions to the

blood have not been made. Our almost complete ignorance of tho

patholoTv of the placenta is the reason why the above-mentioned

facts and principles have to be eked out by an as-sumption. We
do indeed, know that the placenta sufl^crs in syphilis of the parent;

and ve know that in congenital syphilis of the child the growth of

tli'e bones is afl'ected in many ways analogouo to the shortcomings

of rickets, and that, as in rickets, the error oi growth may not siow
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itself for some time after birth. It is highly probable tnai the
Slacental structure and function suffer under many less special con-
itions of ill-health and mal -nutrition of the mother. The placenta

is, ill fact, a great formative effort, and ihe formative power cannot
always be aaequate. There are in particular two conditions in
the mother favourable to rickets in the child, in each of which an
absence of structural and functional perfection in the new-formed
organ of intra-uterine nutrition is a prion probable. The one is the
extreme youth or immaturity of the mother, assigned by Schbnlein
as the chief cause of rickets ; the other is child-bearing up to a
comparatively late period, the latest of a succession of pregnancies
being often found to be those which yield the rickety members of a
&nuly. But amongst the poor there must be many other causes
<rf geneial ill -health ia the mother operating from time to time.
Vhattver makes the mother*s milk poor cannot but have told at an
earlier stage upon the placental structure and function ; and that
earlier stage is a rajstly more critical time for the endo^vments of
the child,—for all its formative, nutritive, and functional tendencies.

McUities Osteomalacia.—A sort of counterpart to rickets occurs in the
lesiaiu, disease known as osteomalacia or mollities ossium ; and, curiously

enough, this is a disease (as distinguished from senile softening)

alidost exclusively of women during mature life, apt to occur in the
ptarid state, and especially if there have been repeated pregnancies.
It is mostly -a disease of poor and hard -worked women, just as
rickets is a disease of the children of poor and hard-worked women

;

it is not veiT common, although it is said to be endemic in some
localities. The bones become soft or friable, owing to the encroach-
ment of the medullary cavity upon the compact substance andthe
further absorption of spongy bone ; the encroachment may be so
extensive that only a thin shell of bone or parchment-like mem-
brane remains. This enormous medullary space is filled with
marrow, but not the marro\i«^ of adult life. The marrow is of the
foetal kind, red,, and often containing areas of blood, abounding
in nucleated marronr -cells, and with a decreasing number of fat-

cells. Ultimately the marrow becomes gelatinous. The process
consists essentially of a reduction of the bone to red marrow, as
in the first formation of the medullary canities of long bones ; the
earthy salts are removed, and all the cells of the tissue acquire an
embrj'onic character. Although there are some facts to show that
this process takes place sometimes in the young, especially in
j'oung animals under confinement, yet its characteristic occurrence
is in women during one of their .later pregnancies. It is generally
admitted that tiiere Is tome intimate connexion between the out-
break of mollities ossium and the gravid state. We have found
Teason to conclude that there is an equally intimate connexion
between rickets and the gfravid state, only that the rickets is in
the child. If, in rickets, the child is deprived of something
maternal which it should have received, then in osteomalacia the
mother parts with something for the child which she ought to

have kept. In both cases the organism of the mother is overtaxed
;

l>ut in the more general case, where the child becomes rickety, the
tax has not been met. In the rarer case, the welfare of the child in

Mta'o takes precedence of the welfare of the parent ; one may conceive
that the formative effort for the placenta had been so great that the
organism in general was impoverished. As a matter of feet, the
bones of the mother are robbed of their earthy matter,' and the
commencement, at least, of that diversion of substance is somehow
connected with the gravid state. It is noteworthy, in this con-
nexion, that a fractured bone in a pregnant woman repairs badly,
owing to the deficieut production of bony callus. Having once
begun, the disease progresses, and the patient dies bedridden

;

oniy itt rare instances do the bones become hard again. The loss

of osseous matter in mollities is accompanied by a return to em-
br}-onic character and function on the part of all the cells that
now form the very extensive marrow ; the haematoblastic function
is conspicuous in the process, and there are also numerous myelo-
pla.xes. Both the unmaking of bone in the parent and the diversion
of embryonic tissue from bone-making in the child would appear
to be correlated with the hsematoblastic function of the cells. In
both diseases phosphates are discharged in excess in the urine, and
in neither is there any advantage from the excessive formation
of blood. . In osteomalacia the embryonic state of the marrow
changes after a time to a more gelatinous state ; sometimes a wall
forms round the red pulpy fluid, producing a cyst of the bone
with brownish contents, and in these cases the disease is said not
to progress farther.

Cretin- Cretinism.—A much more profound error or defect of all the
i&m developmental i>owers of the body than that of rickets is found in

CP-'tinism. Certain aspects of this subject have already been treated
of in the articles Cretinism and Insaxitt; and another aspect
of it is referred to in the section of this article dealing with the
thyroid gland (see p 3S5). It remains to mention here a few of
the anatomical and external characters of the disease. With the
low mental development there usually go a large tongue, a broad
and flat nose, loose and thick skin, and stunted limbs. The error
of growth in the bones, which is only a part of a verv extensive
range of erroneous development, is somewhat different from that of

rickets- In the bones of the skull there is usually found sjmostosis,
or premature union at one suture or another, not unfrequently at
the sphen©basilar, giving the base of the skull an up -and -down
direction. The premature union along on? line or other leads to
compensating expansion elsewhere, so that the ^kuU is nisshapen

j

the forehead usually retreats, the top of the head is flat, and the
occiput small, the type of skull being markedly brachycephalic or
broad. One distinctive point in the bone-lesions of cretinism relates
to the stunted limbs, which are not at all characteristic of rickets.
The stimted growth depends upon a complete departure from the
ordinary relation of the ejiiphysis to the shaft A bone such as the
thigh-bone grows normally to the length, chiefly by the acti\'ity of
the cartilage of the epiphysis along the ejjiphysial line : the carti-

lage-cells multiply on the surface of the epiphysis next to the shaft

;

they become grouped in long perpendicular columns ; and, as ossi-
fication proceeds, the new bone becomes an integral part of the
shaft. Meanwhile the epiphysis itself is becoming ossified radially
from the centre outwards, 'in the cretin the activity along the
epiphysial line is somehow checked, and it has been found that a
fibrous band extending inwards from the periosteum forms a kind
of barrier in the position of the proliferating epiphysial line, cutting
off the shaft from the epiphysis ; thus the shaft is deprived of those
accretions at each end upon which its elongation mainly depends.
At the same time the cartilaginous epiphysis spends its proliferatire
force ^^ithin itself; it expands in all directions, becoming a large
knob, and part of its ossification may be effected by a sort of in-
verted activity of the epiphysial line, which proliferates towards
the interior of the epiphysis, instead of growing towards the con-
tiguous shaft. Ko analysis of these pecuSarities of bone-growth in
cretins need be attempted, but some remarks are offered on p. 385
\\ith reference to. the mother's share in this congenital condition.

Chluroais.— Contrasting with rickets, in which the tendency Chlor^
bom with the child produces symptoms of ill-health in children of osis,
both sexes within the first year, and seldom later than th<r second,
chlorosis is a congenital condition of which there are symptoms
first at the age of puberty, and almost exclusively in the female
sex. The congenital nature of this condition has been made prob-
able by the anatomical observations of Virchow, which go to show
that in chlorotic subjects tiiere is very tmiformly found a narrow
or inadequate aorta, much more elastic than usual, with its inner
coat irregular in thickness and disposed to degenerative changes,
and with its intercostal branches coming off in a more than ordi-
narily irregular manner. These anatomical peculiarities are natur-
ally part of the congenital endowment of the individuah The fiiU

force of the chlorotic state is not felt until the time of puberty,
and in the male sex it is hardly felt at all. It is, indeed, associated
in the most intimate way with the remarkable periodicity of ovu-
lation to which the female sex is subject ; it manifests itself in the
years when that function begins, and chiefly at each successive
period of the function. After a few years the indications of it
become feebler and tend to disapy^ear. Want of sunlight in the
daily life of the individual is the chief aggravating circumstance of
the anaemia of chlorosis. The vascalar s«tera is on a small scal^
to begin with, and there is too much blocKi in the body for the size
of the vessek ; the blood is not quite normally constituted, having
too few corpuscles in proportion to the plasma, and in the red disks
there is too little hemoglobin or colouring matter. AVliile the
blood and blood-vessels are poor, the lat of the body, and especially
the subcutaneous, is abundant.

Haemophilia.—This is another general state of the vascular sys-
tem, which is always congenita], and often runs in families, one
or more of whose members are *' bleeders." It is a disorder of the
boys of a family just as distinctively as chlorosis is a disorder of the
girls, A remarkable disposition to bleed, with or without the pro-
vocatiou of an injury, is the wiiole disease ; neither sti-uctm^l change
of the blood-vessels nor peculiar composition of the blood has been
made out, and there is nothing remarkable in the ordinary appear-
ance of a bleeder. "When the bleeding is sjx)ntaneous it comes
from the mucous membranes, especially from the nose, but also from
the mouth, bowel, and bronchial tubes ; one of the most common
and fatal traumatic occasions of bleeding is the extraction of a
tooth. Even slight bruises are very apt to be followed by extrava-
sations of blood into the tissues ; the swollen joints (knee esjiecially)

of a bleeder are probably due, in the first instance, to the escape of
blood into the joint-cavity or into the synovial membrane. It is

always from the very smallest vessels that the blood escapes, and
from these it may escape in such quantities as to cause death within
a few hours. ^ It appears that the same extensive capillar)* hsmor-
rhap;e may occur anj'where in the body provided the opportunity is

furnished, by a slight injury or otherwise, for the blood to escape*

^ Literature.—Of rickets:—W. Jenner, J/«i. Tivtesand Oaz.,18G0,
vol. i; Virchow, Cellular-PaUiologie, 4ih ed., 1871, chap. ii. (also in
his Archiv, voL v., 1S51) ; Kassowitz, Die noniiaU Ossification und
die Erkr.mkungen des Enocliensifsiems bei RacJiiiis und heredit&rer

Syphilis, Vienna, 1883 ; Id., in summary, in Trans. InUrnat. JSed.

CungresSf vol. iv. ^. A5, LoiuL, ISSl ; J. Guerin, Jlemotxis iur U*
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§ 6.—Ereors of Blood-making in Matuee i.ife.

, The words quoted above from Sir William Jenner-

" Whatever depresses the mother's powers of forming good

blood tends to produce rickets in an oflfspring -are a

special application of a general doctrme of blood-making

which has been held empirically by the medical profession

at all times. It is not easy to discover with scientific pre-

cision the facts of blood-making in mature life upon which

this doctrine, otherwise amply justified is based. It is

remarked by Sir Thomas Watson : 'Although we cannot

doubt that any considerable modification or defect of the

fluids that feed and renovate the blood, and particularly

of the chyle, must have a direct influence upon its com-

position and quality, we really know but little about them

except in their effects. We seldom have any means of

procuring these the first products of nutrition so as to ex-

amine them, or to test their qualities, yet we can perceive

causes that are likely to deteriorate or deprave those fluids

(unfit aliment, impure air), and we know that, under the

continued operation of such causes, the blood replenished

bv these fluids, is actually and sensibly modified. Ihe

more recent development of the physiology of metabolism

Las been followed by an extension of our knowledge of the

state of the blood in disease ; thus the text-books speak of

such conditions as glycamiia (glucose in the blood), acetou-

^femia, choloemia (jaundice), lipx^mia (fat in the blood),

unemia, .tc, some of which fall to be spoken of m sec-

tions following. . In the present section it is rather the

corpuscular part of the blood that has to be considered

with reference to its renewals in mature life. It is now

known that red blood-disks are continually being added to

the blood, continually perishing in a like ratio ;
the red

marrow of bone is unquestionably a source of the red disks,

knd so probably is the pulp of the spleen ; again, the liver

plays some part, not yet precisely determined, in the cycle

of changes that the solid elements of the blood undergo.

Confining the attention, then, to the corpuscular elements

of the blood, we shall best approach the question from the

side of the colourless or white blood-corpuscles, the undue

proportion of which is the most obvidus fact in the import-

ant disease called leukaemia.

Lcuhwmia. or LcucocjUuvmia.-rU relation of the colourless

corpuscles of the blood to the red disks is variously e.^plained ;
all

that we know, however, from such occasional cases as blood-cysts

points to the red blood -disks being the detached protoplasm of

the h«matoblast,-the nucleus surviving. Appearances lu the sub-

cutaneous tissue 01 the fuutus, in the thymus, in the spleen, and lu

lione-mariow point in the s.ime direction. The colourless corpuscles

of the blood would thus be the surviving nuclei of the original

hiEmatoblasts, the red disks being detached portions of the proto-

tilasm of the same. There would be in any case several red disks

for one surviving nucleus ; but in actual blood the proportion of

ceUs of the latter kind is very much smaller than that, ihe pro-

portion varies in health from time to time and rt is usually

increased during pregnancy, making a physiological leucocytosis.

Ordinarily the colouiless corpuscles are in tlie luoportion of trom

'1 in 300 red (after a meal) to 1 in 1000 red (in the fasting

state) If the colourless cells are the surviving nuclei of hiemato-

Wasts, we must suppose that the protoplasm continues to be

-renewed around the old nucleus, so that the same ha^inatoblast

'gives off successive generations of red disks The cells of red

marrow, of the thymus (while it lasts), and of the sp e.uo pulp

would thus bo standing sources of new red corpuscles, tvi-

dencds that tlw-y are so are not wanting in fine sections; of these

Tissues, although the process of budding of the ha;moglobm

tinted fragments of protoplasm is not so marked m all its stages as

i.rthose Abnormal instances of hrematoblastic activity to wh cH

reference has been made (blood-cysts, angcioma ol liver). In the

normal process there seems to be less cleavage of the nucleus,

.although the nucleus is not uufre.ineutly seen to be constnctcd or

half-drvided; the marginal protoplasm detaches itse.f from olio

side .as if with little trouble, new protoplasm gathers around the

1 ._ .^i._ _ 1., :„ i.«.,f .,r, ii.cf !i« it" it. were sccrctlOU

DlfformUisd,. SyM,ne osseux, Paris, 1839-43 ! Humphry r/^ i/.'man

Skddon, Camb., 1858; various authors ni Trans. Path. Soc, ^o^.

xxxii LonJ., 18S1. Of osteomalacia :-Kas.ow,tz, oji. cit., chap.

ri ; Cohnl.ein,, Vorles. iibcr allgcm. Pathologic, vol. • P- 613 ;
R.b-

bert, in Virch^o's Archiv, vol. Ixxx Of ."^<""™
(""^J;"* ""^'Tj'^

-V rehow, several papers reprinted in Ins C«. Abhandl.,v-&f^ »?.

Fraukfort, 1856 ; Ebelth, IHefoctaU nachUv> «,,d ,hre llr2,ehu»g n

^.iM^2?^aa^e, ^ifZ..icS^^r,U....nSZ^ Of hemophilia

,

,^. WiokJiam Legs, TrmtUc on nicmophUia, Lond., is/.!.

iide as 11 witn nine iiouuie, iic" iin^iui-...-... h-- .

nucleus, and so the supply is kept up just as il it were secretion

from the cells of a gland. If the cell which had disengaged its red-

dish protoplasm in the form of one or more disks or globules wcro

thereupon to continue in its nuclear state, and to acciune no further

investment of cell -substance, it would practically amount to a

colourless corpuscle of the bloo<l. Thcie are, as we have seen,

always a few such cells in the blood-cne in several hundred red

disks—and the i-eal dilhculty about them is to understand why they

should be present in the circulating fluid at all. In the disease of

leucocvtlueiuia they increase eno.n.ously, so as to be in ti.e ratio or

twenty fifty or even one hundred to the hundred red disks, whicli

are themselves absolutely fewer; and, if we interpret that pheno-

menon according to tho view that they are re.-idual nuclei of

h^vniatobhusts, we shall conclude that the ha;matoblasts have veiy

generally ceased to produce new generations of red disks, ha% o

stood still at the lower grade, and liave passed bodily honi Uielr

blood-forming habitat into tho blood-stream. There xvould be, in

short, an arrest of function, manifesting itself not only m the greav

falliu" otr iu the number of red disks but also in the presence

within the vessels of these sluggish or aipplcd elements of the

blood-making organs and tissues, as if in luu of the red disks

themselves. Wh.at, then, is the actual condition of the propel

seats of blood-making in the Icucocyth.-cmic disease?
„. », ..u;

,

The interest centres in the state of the spleen and o the bone- Morbid

marrow ; according to modern views the so-called lymphatic leuco- aiwitono

cvtlucmia belongs to another class of processes and may be here of k-uk-

disre-arded The spleen is ill all cases enlarged, from twice up kiuix

to fifty times its normal size ; it retains its ioim, but its struc-

ture Is firmer, less sanguineous, sUeakcd with pale or yellowish

lines, or mottled with yellowish patches. Ihe marrow 111 b.e

bones is often changed iu appearance : it lias become grey or red-

dish grey and diffluent ; and Uiis change may be observed even

iu the mariow.fat of long bones. These changes are essentially m
the hffimatobLastic tissue, -iu the splenic pulp and in t.ie bone-

marrow ; the cells of that tissue have to a great extent ceased to

form blood, their activity has taken another and forniati%;e direc-

tion, from which no functional i.iod net results (red blood-disks),

but mere overgiowth of tissue and of cellular nuclei. The li.-ema-

toblasts have, in fact, become constructive when they should

have continued Ainetional. The enormous number of colouiv

less corpuscles thrown into the blood has to be tr.aced to tho

same diversion of the h.-ematoblastic forces which has m tho

spleen led to te:ctural ovngrowtli ; instead of remaining m tlio

seats of blood-making, and continually reclotlung themselves with

llTcmoglobin- tinted protoplasm, the ha^matoblasts have passed

bodilv into the blood -current in their naked nuc ear condition.

The colourless cells of leuka-mia may be said to have the samo

relation to the ha-matoblastic process that was claimed, in a formei

section (see p, 385), for the pus-cells of granulations. Ihe peculiar

state of the bone-marrow characteristic of leukirmia has often been

compared to granulation-tissue ; in some cases it has even the appear-

ance of purifJrm infiltration. Again, the first cases of leucocytha-mia

were described by Hughes Bennett as cases of " suppuration of tho

blood" ; and, if the pus of granulations is an anah.gy for the cells

of lenka;mic blood, the textural developments ofgranulations may

be licld to be an analogy for those formative changes lu the spleen

which are found in its enlarged state.
, ^ ., , „„

fsciirfo-Jcid-a-mw.—Lcucocytliwmia is a definite and generally

fatal disease wherein the increase of colourless cornuscles of tho

blood and the decrease of the red disks are referable m the last

resort, to disordered hapniatoblastic function in the spleen
<>i-.f°»«- _^

marrow, or in both. There may be a state of In^cocylos.s without Lencv

this profound and fatal lucmatoblastic disorder, wherein the in- cytosia.

crease of colourless corpuscles is referable to org.'.ns and tissues

which have no blood-making function. Allectious of the lymph-

atic glands are the principal occasion of this leucocytosis cr

psendS-leukasmia, and such alfections may occur in the course of

morbid processes so various as scrofula, cancer, and typhoid fever.

A considerable degree of leucocytosis occurs also in the later

months of pregnancy as a perfectly normal incident, ihe lympu-

atic glands and the lymphatic follicles of the mucous mem-

branes are collections of lymphoid cells which have no true

blood-making 'function, however closely their cells may resemble

those of the bone-marrow, of tho spleen-pulp, and of the thymus,

they are rather related to the cellular by-products, or the solid

waste of secretion (see section 7). From them, or through them,

the colourless cells in the blood may receive considerable additions

from time to time ; but these have a significance quite different

from the profound disturbance of blood-making which constitutes

leucocytliiemia, and they are better classed under the lieadmg of
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leucocytosis or ps^uilo-lcucooyth.'vniia. The diflerence is even dis-

eovera'ble» accorxling to Virchow, in tlie morpholopcal character of

the colourless coriniscles in the two cases, lu ti'ue leukicmia
(splenic) the corpuscles iu the blooU are some\\h;it large, with
multiple nuclei, and more rarely with a single nucleus ; in the

l^seuJo-leukxmia (lymphatic) the cells are small, the nucleus single

and large for the cell, -the cell -substance being often so nan-ow a

zone as to be hanlly appreciable around the luicleus. These are

pmctically the differences between the cells of lymph -glands or
follicles auil the residual nuclei of hiematoblasts [or pus-cells).

This pseuilo-leuk^mia couuects, on the one hand, with ffodgkin's

disease, a general condition of lymph-gland overgrowth, and, on
the other hand, with solitary hfinplwvmtous tuiiiotirs^ such as grow,
mostly perhaps, in children in the kidney, or iu the follicular

ti:»sue of the intestine, or elsewhere.

Piinicioiis Atueniia.—This is another serious and generally fatal

error of blood-making, which presents both au instructive parallel

to leucocyth.-eniia and an instructive contrast. The onset of this

disease is often sudden, it may be with symptoms of chills and
heats and other febrile manifestations. It occurs at all periods of

life, and in both se.tes. The body seems to become strangely blood-

less, so that even the jioint of the finger will not bleed if cut. There
is much listlessnes-s often giddiness, tendency to haimoiThages,
especially into the retina, and pains in the bones. Recoveries,

temporary or permanent, are more usual than in Icucocythsemia,

especially under the administratiou of arsenic. The blood is pro-

foundly altci-ctl, and the state of it may vary much within a space
of weeks or even of days. The red disks are enormously reduced
in number, anil many of those that are left have departed from
the usual t)-pe ; they may be cither very large or very small, two
or thi-ee times larger tlian usual, or two or three times smaller.

Some of them are oval and flat, aiul some of them pear-shaped
vesicles (fig. 41). They /^S\
may have also an in- vJH-^
creased colouring jiower,

which means an undue
concentration of h.xnio-

globin. When the two
chief bloo^l- making tis-

sues are investigated iu

such cases after death
they do not always fur-

nish a ration.al explana-
tion of the state of tla-

Mood. It is, in fict,

fcomeu'hat rare to find

anythin;^

the state

and the

mostly upon tne bone-
marrow. Not always, bur 'C ^.V'.rTv, . i- , *

rtft tl "- t - • 41.—lied blood-dtsks from a case of pemi-
%'ery Olten, tnis tissue is cious anaemia ; in Hie left lower corner is a
profouutlly altered ; even group of nunnal red blooU-Uisks fur com-
the yellow marrow of the I»rison. (After Laache.)

long bones is red or jelly-like, few or no fat-cells are visible, red
Iilood-disks are everywhere, along with granulation like marrow-
cells, in a fine reticulum, and traversed by blood-sinuses which
liave been compared to the sinuses of the spleen. Sometimes the
nuclear cells of the marrow are found with a zone of reddish pro-
toplasm round thcin or in the state of perfect hrematoblasts. In
this peculiar disorder of the blood-making process tlic salient facts
appear to be the following. Ked disks are formed from hwniato-
l.lasts with dilHculty; they are mostly either much too large or
innch too small ; the h;cnioglobiu is too concentrated in them ; the
Ixme-marrow makes qu'te unusual hreniatobla^tic eflbrts; but the
vessels at large remain ill supplied with blood, while the marrow
itself is everywhere full of blood, and sometimes even tends to or-
pnize itself into a structure like the spleen. Degeneration follows
in the muscular stnicture of the heart and in the walls of blood-
vessels ; to the fonner are owing some prominent symptoms, and
probably to the latter the hemorrhages. One of the niost singular
things in this remarkable dise;ise is the power of recovery, either
temporary or permanent, that the organism may acquire, chiefly
under the stimulus of arsenic. As compared with lencocythaemia
the striking fact is that the part played by the colourless corpuscles
is from first to last a subordinate and even nn recognizable one.

Scurry.—In scur\-y we have a blood-disease of a kind somewhat
different from leucocytluemia and pernicious anxmia, inasmuch as it
depemls, not upon unaccountable and seemingly capricious erroi-s
in the blood-making tissues, but upon errors in the ingesta, upon
'vcll-understood defects of diet. (See Sci'r.vv.)

Inregnlarilla of Blood - distribution.—\\']n\e the facts of blood-
making are among the most fundamental in p.ithology, the facts
of blood-ilistiibution come more visibly into the every-day mani-
festations of disease. The speed and force with wliich the blood
is driven ro<ind its whole circuit vary much ; as measured by the
pulse at the wrist tlieso conditions of the circulation have at all

ng elucidative in C7n
;

ite of the spleen, |aj -j4\ :

! interest is thrown TJ^T"^ i

upon the bone- >!' •

times Dcen held by practitioners to be of the first importance iu
diagnostics and pi-ognostics. The local distribution of blood, or
the amount of it within and the rate of its passage through particular
organs and pails, is a more recently investigated subject bound up
with the doctrine of vaso-motor nerves. One of the most striking
facts in this chapter of physiology is the varying amount of blood
within the "splanchnic crea"from time to time. In pathology
the question of the varying distribution of blood comes largely
into tile doctrine of fever and of inflammation ; the fuithcr discus-
sion of it is reserved for a later part of the article.'

§ 7.

—

Errors of Secretiox.

The pathology of secreting structiires is concerned, not
only with deviations from their normal activities as de-
scribed in physiological treatises, but also with an addi-
tional series of phenomena recalling the more elementary
or embryonic kinds of cellular activity. Besides those
great disorders of glandular structure and function which
fall to be considered in the next section as errors of meta-
bolism, there is a large part of the sum-total of disease
which is merely an affair of elementary cellular irregu-

larities in the mucous surfaces And glandular organs of
the respiratorj-, digestive, and. reproductive systems. In
the foregoing illustrations of pathological processes it has
often occurred to notice the obtrusion, as it were, of earlier

phases of cellular activity into later life, or the revival of
embryonic characteristics, both structural and functional.

The illustrations already given have related chiefly to
blood-making and bone-making ; we now come to a corre-

sponding class of illustrations from the epitheliated parts'

of the body. In the latter also there is a liability to revert

to rudimentary forms of cell-life, wherein the epithelial

cells reveal their inherent power to act as independent units,

or their spontaneity and their self-govSrning properties.

Thus, among the morbid conditions of the respiratory
apparatus there are only a few, such as asphyxia, the
Cheyne-and-Stokes breathing, and the like, which are
directly in contact with the physiology of the respiratory

mechanisms. On the other hand, pulmonary catarrhs and
their structural after-effects (together with laryngeal and
tracheal inflammations) enter largely into the pathology
of the respiratory organs, although they are hardly devia^
tions from those respiratory functions that have the en-
grossing interest for physiology. There is the same class

of elementary celliJar deviations among the morbid states
of the digestive organs, and, most of all, in the pathology
of the geuito-urinary system,—of the uterus, bladder, and
prostate,—and of the breasts. The most universal error
that epitheliated surfaces or organs are liable to is catarrh

;

and closely related to their liability to catarrh is their
liability to polj-jious and simple-glandular tumours, and
under special circumstances, to cancer.

Catarrh in general.— The term catarrh (icoto, down
; fia, flow) Catart

was originally applied to a running from the nose ; the mucus was in gen
called " pituita, " and iu the Hippociatic doctrine of the humours it eral.

'

was exalted to a place side by side with the blood and the bile.
The vague importance assigned to this humour in the medical
philosophy of the Greeks is further shown in the curious fiction
which ma<le it to issue from the hyjiophysis cerebri or "pituitary

"

body. The mucus of the nose may stand for the mucus of the air.'>
passages generally, and it diffei-s only in- degree from that which'
is expectorated when tlieie is considerable bronchial catarrh. It'
is now usual, and the usage is scientifically justified, to include'
all other mucous or muco- purulent or purulent discliarges from
epitheliated surfaces as the result of a "catarrhal " jirocess.
Those mucous surfaces that are most liable to catarrh are ordi^'

uaiily kept moist by an e-vhalation or se;:retiou ; in the mucous.

' See Virchow, CcUtdar-Pothologie. thaps. \\., x. ; Wilks, articles
on leuksmia in Giii/'s llosp. Repn-ts, and in Wilks and Sloxon, Path.
Anal., 2d ed., London, 1875 ; Jlosler, Die Pathologle und Tliempie
der Leukamie, Berlin, 187'2; Cowers, art. " Leucocytha'mia," in JJq/-
nolds's Systein of il'i. ; Malassez, iu Areh. de Physiol., 1877 ij.

;

Pye-Smith, "Idiopathic Auimia of Addison,"in Guy's JIosp. Peporcs,
xxvi.

; Eichorst, Progressive peniiziUse An&mie, Leipsic, 1878; LaacLe,
Pie Auamie, Christi.nnia, 1883; Bizozzero, Kindtleisch, and others ou
the hasmatoblastic functioii.
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iDembrane of the stomach aud intestine the surface-moisture

amounts to a definite layer of glairy or tenacious mucus. In some

of the mucous membranes, such as those of the pharynx and

cEsophagus, trachea and bronchi, there aie distinct racemose glands

which appear to subserve solely the purpose of lubricating or

keeping moist. In every case the normal mucus of an epithelial

surface may be taken to be a product of the epithelial cells ; it. is as

if it-were a common and rudimentary function of surface-epithdium

auterior to the specific secretions of organs. It is in this common

and rudimentary function that the catanhal process has its roots,

a process which not only exceeds the physiological limits of sur-

face-moisture, but may even throw into the shade the specific

secretion of the part or organ. The catarrhal secretion is always

characterized by the large preponderance of cells, and the propor-

tion of celfular elements increases as the mucous substance becomes

muco-puruleiit and purulent. It is important to observe that there

is no definite line wh»ie the limits of normal moistness end and

"inflammation" begins ; and, as it is desirable to put off as long

as possible the introduction of that entity into pathology, we shall

TKst proceed in the study of catarrh by advancing from the physio-

logical activities of cells.

ffhe ca-
' Nature of the Catarrhal ProcMS.—The catarrhal process, like all

iarrhal' the so-called inflammatory processes, has been rendered ambiguous

rfirocess. hy the undoubted share in it that is taken by hyperajmia or afflux

of blood to the particular epithelial region. By some the hyper-

temia has been taken to be the primary fact, the increased rush of

blood to the part and the local stagnation of the same being traced

to an upset of the controlling and equalising nervous mechanism of

the vessels and to alteration of their walls ; by others the local

cellular process has been regarded as determining the afflux of

blood, as if by a kind of attraction. V.'liether the afflux of

blood precedes the unusual activity of the epithelial cells, and

whether some Of the catarrhal cells may not be emigrated colour-

less corpuscles, are questions that may be considered open ; but

there can be no question that catarrh is essentially a hypersecre-

tion of the epithelium, or the secretory activity so modified that it

(becomes to a great extent formative, or its product to a great extent

cellular. The difficulty of pioving this is owing to the fact that

the normal production of mucus from epithelium is a very subtle

and rapid process, the morphological ' phases of which are hardly

to be detected ; in this respect it must be considered analogous to

the formation of red blood -disks from hiematoblasts. And, as

the details of the ha>matoblast'.c process are best seen in certain

abnormal manifestations of it, and even in those cases where the

jnprbid condition is one of anamia, so the complete physiological

.paradigm of mucus-production is best seen where therfe has been

some interference with the perfection of function. We shall per-

haps not go wide of the mark if we describe the catarrhal process

as a reversion to a more embryonic or more elementary type of

cdlular activity. The higher the type of secretion, the less obvious

are the morphological changes in the secreting cell ; in an organ

like the liver, which had been early acquired in tlic evolution of

the animal body, the secretion has become so elaborated in the

(higher animals that the steps of it present hardly any morphologi-

cal features at all ; on the other hand, in an organ like the breast,

which is a late (mammalian) acquisition, the chan.qes in the secret-

ing cell can be followed at leisure. Catarrh in any mucous surlace

is the same primitive kind of secretion, and it may be said, in a

word, to consist of a fluid product and of an additional by-product

of cells. The original epithelial cell is detached bodily, nucleus

and all ; the protoplasm becomes the more or less viscid or semi-

fluid part of the mucus ; and the nucleus goes with it as the

catarrhal cell. The more the cellular elements predominate, the

farther docs the secretion deviate from the normal, until we reach

the limit of pus, where we invoke the entity of "inflammation."

Catar- Succulence and Thickening of the Catarrhal Mucous Membrane.—
/halinfil-A mucous membrane which has been the subject of catarrh for

itration. some considerable time becomes thicker and more succulent. If

it be examined in microscopic sections it will be found that the

iMiderlying connective tissue has become involved ; the tissue is

" infiltrated" with round nuclear cells (fig. 42); thefibres arebecoming

^ H«-.., i.«3 w-^«i^^«
F)0. 42.—Epithelial surfaca and submucoire tissue In a state of catarrh (tiibuler

gland of the dog's skin), a, a', collections of catarrhal cells in the epithelial

layer ; 6, the same in the underlying connective tissue.

thicker ; and the fineness, delicacy, and translucency of tht tissue are

disappearing. At certain spots wliere the " infiltration " and asso-

ciated changes are greatest the surface breaks or ulcerates, and a

" catarrhal ulcer " remains. The central /act "in this process is the

infiltration of the round unclear cells beneath the epithelial surface.

The facile way of accounting for them is to assume that the colour-

less corpuscles of the blood had escaped through the walls of "tjio

small veins ; but it is more in accordance with obserred facts and
with unambiguous analogies to regard them as catarrhal cells which
have found their way into the depths of the tissue instead of flowing

off by the surface. The presence of these cells in the spaces of the

connective tissue is not without effect on that tissue itself ; they

rouse it to a formative activity which conducts to the succulence

and thickening of the mucous membrane, and, it may be, to ulcera-

tion at particular spots. To enter on this subject at present would

be to open up the question of the infective action of one kind oj

cell upon cells of another kind (see pp. 382, 383).

PhysiologicalA nalogics o/Catarrhal Infiltration.—The infiltration

of catarrhal cells beneath the mucous surface has close analogies

in the normal processes of the body. It is exactly "paralleled in

one of those crude forms of secretion to which the catarrhal prrj.

cess has been compared, namely, the kind of secietion, gradually

rising in intensity, which goes on in the breast during the period

of gestation. This process can be most conveniently observed in

the mamma of the cat or dog, where the crude secretoiy products

are for a time cells of considerable size filled with yellow or brown

pigment ; the pigmented cells can be followed from the secreting

structure into the spaces of the surrounding connective tissue,

and thence into lymphatic glands. It would not be carrying this

analogy too far to regard the lymphatic follicles of the mucous

membranes as collections of or receptacles for the cellular by-pro-

ducts of the mucous secretion ; such are the tonsils, the follicles

on the back of the tongue and pharynx, the lymphatic follicles

of the stomach of some animals (but not of man, unless it be in'

infancy), the extensive stratum of lymphoid cells in the villi of

the small intestine and the more definite collections of the same

(Payer's patches), and the lymphatic follicles of the great intestine_.

Certain it is that all these collections of round nuclear cells are

subject to very considerable increase when there is catarrh in the

corresponding mucous surface. Not only so, hut in catarrh they

will show themselves prominently even where they are hardly known
to exist normally ; thus, in the intestinal catarrh (summer diarrhoja)

of young children, even the thin folds of the mucous membrane'

(valvuliE conniventes) will bo found studded with roimd nodular

or somewhat flattened lymphatic follicles. In intense catarrh

these follicles are the favourite scats of ulceration, their substance!

changing into a "follicular ulcer." In other cases the catarrhal

process makes its influence felt in the nearest lymphatic glandi,!

which may be regarded as the second line of reteptacles for the

by-products of secretion (as well as for the matters of absorption),

the submucous follicles being the first line; and, under these

ciicumstances, the lymphatic glands may even suppurate (as in the

axillary lymph-glands of the breast after weaning).

Tumour-diseases of Mucous Membranes and of Secreting Slruelures Ttunoiir

generally.^K catarrh of mucous membranes enters, as Eindfleisch disen.«ns

says, into the larger half of all the morbid conditions to which of epi-

mankind is subject, the tumour-diseases of the epitheliated surfaces tliehatto

and organs may be said to rank among the most formidable of att 5iirfac<is.

maladies, inasmuch as they include cancer. Cancers are diseases

primaiily of mucous membranes and other secreting structures,

most commonly of the stomach, next to it of the uterus, of the

female breast, and of the intestine ; another variety of cancers

(epithelioma) is diseases of modified epithelial surfaces, namely,

the skin in general, and the lip and tongue. There are, however,

much simpler tumour-disorders of eriitheliated siu-faces which, it

will be convenient to take first. ' -

IFarts (Papillomata).— Papillomata of the moisi epitheliated Warts.

surfaces are found almost exclusively in those situations where

there is a transition from skip to inu£ous membrane. The rule

may not he universal, but there are many ipsli-nces in which these

wart-like growths have an undoubted relation to a catarrhal pro^

cess of the surface, where the removal of the catarrhal products

has been interfered with. One of the most striking illustraj

tions of this law occurs in veterinary practice ; in the horse,

especially when he is overworked and ill caied for, the natural

smegma of the prepuce gets retained, owing to the fixity of the

sheath ; the accumulation has more than a mechanical effect, for it

appears to induce a p.ipillomatons condition sometimes of the whole

mucous surface. The jiapillomata are new growths, cither in a broad

layer of the uniform thickness of a quarter •>( ^n inch or more, or

they are large dendriform masses arising at various points and each

attached by a narrow stem. It is hardly a catai rlial process that we

have here to deal with, but it is none the less a disorder of secretion.

The natural secretion not finding an outlet, the secreting surface

adapts itself gradually to the unusual conditions. The surface

becomes ridged or thrown into folds, or papillae arise at isolated

points ; blood-vessels run in the central parts of all these reduplica-

tions of the membrane ; and the epithelium, instead of disengaginj

itself in successive eenerations of cells after the manner of thi

natural smegma, takes on a formative activity and builds up ai

1
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times be seen {as in the mamma of tlie bitch) the most remarkable

development of all, the change of the caltilaOT into hone, with

perfect inedijlary spaces lined by perfect osteoblasts. There are,

indeed, no limits, other than the fundamental embryological limits,

to the' formative possibilities of cells which have reverted to

primitive embrj-ological function. We have already seen that the

standin<' example of an embryonic tissue, the spindle-celled tissue

of the o^ary, contains within itself the whole rant'e of development

which is expressed iu the grotesque variety of a dennoid cyst.

Another common effect of disordered glandnlar function Is the

excessive formation of solid by -products of th- secretion, which

are either retained in the recesses of the gland or are infiltrated

into the spaces of the uuderlying ami supporting conuoctivo tissue.

Where the products are retained within the gland-space we have

the familiar and simple result of cystsfrom ntcnlioit, of which the

sebaceous cysts oi " wens " of the scalp are good examples. But a

&r more momentous ocwuTcnce is the infilti-ation of these crude pro-

docts or by-products of secretion into the dejith. We have already

found reason to believe that the same kind of infiltration below the

surface takes place in catarrhs, that the nuclear cells found in the

deeper layers of a thickened mucous membrane are of tlie same

ori<nn as the catanhal cells of the surface-discharge, and that their

prince iu the spaces of the connective tissue had beeu the cx'it-

ing cause of the fibres becoming thick and coarse, or, in other

words, of the " inflammatory " changes in that tissue. The infil-

tration which comes under our notice in tumours of secreting

structures is different fiom this as regards the charact«j-s .•md pro-

peities of the cells : as regards their characters, the cells retain

more of the epithelial type, that is to say, they are not naked

nuclei, but they have a considerable investment of rcll-substauce
;

as regards their properties, these epithelial cells infiltrated below

the mucosa do not excite "inflammation," but they excite cancer.

What remains to be said of the infiltration of by-products of

alandnlar secretion will be included in the section on cancer

immediately following.

§ 8.

—

Cancek.

The popular estimate of tVie nature of cancer i.s Ni Tvell

founded that a definition is superfluous. Cancer in patho-

logical anatomy differs from cancer as commonly under-

stood in being restricted to the malignant tumour-diseases

of secreting structures and epitheliated surfaces generally,

to the exclusion of a certain number of equally malignant

tumours which grow from the periosteum or the marrow of

bone, or from other mesoblastic tissues. The great majority

of all the cases which have the fatal progres-^iveness of

cancer are diseases of the stomach, the uterus, the breast,

the intestine, and the skin ; this group makes so large an

element in the sum-total of tumour-disease, and is so homo-

geneous within itself, that it may justly appropriate the

name of cancer, leaving the other ca.«es of tumour-malig-

nancy to be described by more technical names. At the

same time it should be clearly understood that the smaller

detached group does contain cases where the particular man-

ner of fatal p'rogression is not different from the progres.ive-

ness of the epithelial tumour-disorder, such, for example,

IS the cases of periosteal tumours becoming parosteal.

ChUf Sotts of Cancer.—Tlie absolute and relative frequency of

cancer in the various scats of secretion has been ascertained by

D'Espine, from the mortality returns of the canton of Geneva, for

"Xith hospital patients and the well-to-do treated at home, to be as

follows over the period from 1838 to 1855 :—
Bcoinach K>9 cases, or 45 percent.
Uterus ..139 „ 15 „
Liver 93 „ 105 „
Breast . 76 „ 85 „
Small and lar^e intestine 30 „ 3'3 „
Rectum 2-> „ 3 „

lieing "62 or 85 3 per cent in a total of 889 cases of malignant

tumours of all sorts. Most cases of cancer of the liver are really

secondary to cancers in the stomach or elsewhere, so that the

leading position of the stomach, and after it of the uterus, the

br=,ist, and the intestine, becomes nioie marked. Accordin'* to*the

facls collected by Virchow from the mortality returns of the town

nf Wiirzburg from 1852 to 1855, the deaths from malignant tumours
wciT' 5 3 percent of the total mortality, and the [)crcentage.=> among
mar'^L'i.it tumours were as follows :

—

Stottiacli 34-S percent.
L'lenis &c 1S*5 .,

Intestine h'\ .,

f.iv^r. tc r-5

Fare an<l lipH 4-9 „
Brouil ... . . IS .,

~,b-t \Kr cent, ol x\\ Hialigaaiit muiour-.

It may be accepted, then, that the digestive ti-art is tho seat in
about one-half of the cases of malignant tumour-disease, and the
female sexual organs (excluding tlio ovaries, bnt including the
breasts) in about one-fourth, while the remaining fourth has to bo
ajtportioued among other epithelial organs or parts and the bones
and other mesoblastic tissues. It must uot be supposed that these

ratios hold gootl equally for all localities
; the breast sometimes

appears to usurp a larger shaie, and sometimes the 1-ectum. Again
it is a notewortliy fact that cancer is a coinpai-atirely rai-o dbiease

among the vast populations within the tl-opics.

The beginnings of cancer have to be sought for in disturbances

of the apparatus and process of secretion. Kvon in the cases where
hereditary or congenital predisjiosition plays a part there must
have been local iiTcgularities of structure and function to deter-

mine the seat of the disease ; thus, of four .sisters of whom three

were married and had fiunilics, one died of cancer of tlie breast,

another of cancer of the stomach, a thinl of cancer of the rectum,

and the fourth of cancer of the ntcnis,— tlie incidence of the disease

iu them all happening about the age of fifty to sixty. Cancer in

secreting structures is essentially one process
; but each of the

favourite scats of cancer has its owii special liabilitv, as well as points

of stracture sjiccial to itself. The liability of tlie Teinalo breast is an

entirely dilfci-ciit thing from the liability of tlio stomach ; and the

liability of the uterus is more closely allied to tliat of the stomach

than to tliat of the breast, althongh the breast and the ntenishave

a (loser systemic relationship. There is, however, something iu the

cellular law of secretion common to them all, and it is that common
featuro of tlie secretory process which fii-st engages tlio attention.

RcMiml of Cancer to Sccrctorij Process.—The product of secretion Cancer

is not, under all circumstances, a fluid ; in the simidcr fonns of and the

animal life, and in more recent or Uss elaborated glands of the secretory

higher forms, it may be thrown olf in cellular shape, just as it is process,

always cellular in its origin. We have already seen tliat iu the

catanhal rtate the cellular admixture is considerable, and tliere can

be hardly any question that the cells of a catarrhal discharge are

derivatives of tlie epitheli.al cells, bciiigindced little other than their

nuclei. We have also seen reason to believe that the infiltration of

unclear cells in tlio thickened mui-ons membrane of cliTOnic catarrh

had been a real infiltration of the catarrhal cells beneath the surface.

Xow tho favourite scats of dirouic catarrh, the stomach and the

uterus, are also tho favourite scats of cancer. What, then, is the

relation between those two veiT dincrcnt diseases, both of tliem

primarily disonlers of tlio apparatus and jiroccss of secretion !

A particular case will bring out the poiuts of resemblance and the Dlfrnsed

points of difl'erence. In a fatal ca.ie of cancer of the stomach tlio cancer o/

wiiole or''an is found to be uniformly tliickcncd, the mucous mem- whole

brano befng much ridged and furrowed ; but its epithelium is un- stomach.

:iiOken. the intm-val of submucous tissue, ordinarily a loose layer

between the mucosa and tlie muscular coats, is occupied through-

out the whole extent of the organ by a nearly uniform stratum

of firm whitish tissue. Tliis is an exceptional case of cancer of Uie

stomach, but it is a very instructive one ; the moibid condition is

as uniformly
dilTuscd over

the organ as if

it had been

the thickening

of chronic ca-

tarrh, and it

vantsthe usual

tumour - char-

acter of cancer

The micro
scopic exanii

nation proves,

whatthewhi'e
nessandalnicst

Flc. 4S.—Inliltrtition of scirrlioii.s cancer luiifoniijy .lilTllse*!

tltiougliout tlie wliole sul»-iiincosa of Mic stouiach.

gristly firmnfss fr'* ^.p^sS <^$
of the subrau- ^^"I^T^-'l^*
cons interval -%^=cl^^^
had sug^sted
thatthedisease

is hard cancer.

The white stra-

tum under the

mucosa has tho

structure slio«-n in the cut (fig. 48), and it is an average example

of the infiltration of scirrhous cancer. Kj.ithelial-like cells, with

a disproportionately large nucleus, are as if juckcd in rows in the

spaces of a very ileiise fibrous tissue, which contains a largo

number of clastic fibres. Besides tho linear processions of cells,

Uiere are elsewhere groups of them arranged round the walls

of spaces like the epithelium of a gland. Throughout the whole

thickness of the coats of the stomacll in this case such collections

of cells are found ; in tlie liiuscul.ir coats tliev are met with diicfly

where there alv fibrous scjita ; and it is noten orthy that tlie glaud-

likc cuUcctioD!' are by far the most uuiiierous iu the tisiUC luost
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remote from the physiological glandnlar surface, namely, the

connective tissus u the serous or external coat (fig. 49). It is

impossible to trace a continoous v^,^£i^'|>^ ^ "^^^^^^^ =

growth of these subserous gland- '.^TTEji..^..^^ _Jf^TZ
Eke groups of cells from the actual '

"'*"' ' "

glands of the mucous surface ; they

the cancerous process is not mere
orergrowth or pi-otmsion of the

secreting structure, nor is it even ^^
an infiltration, iu the literal sense, -^^^^.Z^^^^A^^^ ^rr-^^^^^^::^

of the cast-oflf secreting cells ; it is >:::^-3-:_-*- ^—"-—^-—

an infection of the cells of the sub- Fic. 49— Diffused cancer of stomach

;

jacent tissue to become epithelial tubular-gland croupins of cells in

ceUs and gland-like cell-groups.
sub-peritoneal tissue.

And therein- lies the essence of cancel.

Cic^T- Extoision of Cancer from the Surface to the Depth.—Whereas,

9-js pro* under commoner circumstances, the catarrhal by-products of the

;ess. process of secretion find their way to the underlying textures and
there give occasion to an '* inflammatory " reaction, to hardness and
coarseness of the connective tissue, under other circumstances the

less nuclear or more epithelial by-products of the glandular activity

have the power to induce the remarkable formative process in the

neighbouring tissues which we know as cancer. The cancerous pro-

cess implies, accordingly, such a condition of the secreting structure

and function, or of its individual cells, as can excite this formative

reaction, and it involves also the changing of the surrounding tissue

(or of its cells) into epithelial forms of cells, either in rows op groups

or in gland-like systems. As regards the former, there is no lack

of evidence that cellular by-products of secretion are often the ante-

cedent or concomitant of cancer in an epithelial organ or part ; they

tnay be seen sometimes in the stomach heaped up between the

glandnlar tubules, or in the maminary gland (especially of the bitch)

^-^minfiltrated into the sur-

rounding stroma. The cut

(Qg. 50) is an illustration

from the mamma ; the
rows of cells which lie in

the spaces of the connect-

ive tissue are the cellular

products of the secretoiy

function characteristic of

an immature or low>pow-
ered intensity of secretion,

and they are easily iden-

tified in all phases of the

'

mammary secretion iu the]

dog, whether regular or'

irregular, by their yellon--'

ish- brown pigmentation.
It is not to be expecteil

that such an infiltration of

by-products of secretion,

I

can be proved for everyU
case of cancer, nor is there

reason to suppose that
there is always such an
infiltration. The elements
of the secreting structure

may serve in sUu to excite

or infect the neighbour- p,o. 50._lDflltration of pisinentM epunelUl
ing tissue, and this they cells into the stroma of the iQ.imuja in a

usually do for the con- case of tu:nour (<log).

nective tissue on which tliey immediately rest. But we have to

take due account of the much more important fact that the in-

fection also mauifests itself at a number of remote and isolated

centres, within each of which the new growth amnges itself as if

implicitly according to a design, the pattern being the more or

less regular epithelial type proper to the organ or part. Thus in

Sg. 49, from a diffuse cancer of tlije whole stomach, the glandular
tube-like structures have arisen at a number of points in the con-
nective tissue of the outer coat. The pattern of tubular glands
is often more complex than in that figure, both in other stomach
cases and in cancers of the great intestine and rectum. This
remarkable breaking out, as it were, of vciy perfect epithelial

tuhides, disconnected from the physiological tubules and often in the
midst of dense tracts of plain muscular fibre, appeared to Johannes
Miiller to be so extraordinary that he asciibed them to an inWsible

Ktninitim dispersed through xhe tissues ; according to him, the

seminium was a literal seed whose particles themselves grew to be

the new epithelial cells. AVe do not now admit the possibility

of cells so arising by nrneratio cqnivoai ; every cell must be the

descendant of some !'i-i.H.£iitiiJg cell. And. although i' is uecea-

sary to retain the doctrine of the seminium, the pait played by that

hypothetical element is not formative within its own jvirticles ; but

it is a fertilizing or infecting influence U]«)u the pre-existing cells ol

the neighbourhood. In most cases the cells >o fertilijed are the

corpuscular elements of the common binding- tissue of the body, or

the connective-tissue cells.

Cancerous Infceiion of the Connedive-tissnc Cells.—The cut (fi^.

51) is an exact drawing of a piece of cancerous tumour where the

connective-tissue cells can be seen in the act of transforming into

epithelial cells, or in various stages of that transformation -process.

The process canies us once more back to that embryonic activity

<^' ''^-^

Fig. 51.—Cancerous infection of connective tissue in a case of tumour of

skiu-glancls of the dog.

of cells in mature life which we have had frequently occasion to

discover in other elementary processes of disease. The cells of rtho

connective tissue are ordinarily quiescent iu the form of plates raoru

or less compressed laterally, the cell-plates of tendon bein» extreme

examples. Just as, in the process of repair, they become plump and

graniiar, developing in the third dimension as well, and ultimately

becoming granulation-cells, so in cancerous infection they start frouj

their obscurity among the bundles of fibres, passing by rapid trans-

itions into the form and semblance of the epithelial cells proper to

the occasion ; and they may even go on to assume a glandular

grouping round the wall of a space, acting as if harmoniously oi

according to an implicit design. There is no fact in pathology inoro

noteworthy than this ; if it has any analogy among the facts of

noi-mal biological processes, we shall probably have to go to the very

lowest groups of animals or to the earliest stages of evolution to fiml

it. Wliatever the infective influence may have been, it touches all

the quiescent cells over a certain area simultaneously ; a " terri-

tory " of tissue, larger or smaller as the case may be, but always

involving a number of cells, assumes the embryonic life throughout

its whole extent, and goes through all the steps of the transformation

towards the epitheli.il tjpj and grouping, as if its cells had received

one common impact.

Stales of the Connectiee Tissue predisposing to Infection,—ThQU
are, indeed, reasons for thinking that the special factor in the

production of cancer, and of the production of it at paiticulai

spots in a large area of choice, is not so much the presence of

cellular by-products of the secretion as a particular disposition of

the connective tissue of the particular spot to be easily acted on by

them. Catai-rhal products are often preseut without any infcctioi

following; but the two favourite seats of repeated or chronii

catarrh, namely the stomach and the uterus, may at length become

the seats of cancer. Cancer is hardly ever a disease of the fii-st

half of life ; it is very distinctively a disease apt to occur after tho

meridian is passed. In those who are liable to uteiine and gastric

catarrhs the mucosa and the submucosa at length become thick

and succulent. This happens at particular spots, notably just

within the pylorus of the stomach ; the epithelial surface may not

be appreciably different from the surface elsewhere, but the under-

lying tissues are thickened and, it may be, contracted to a stricture.

It is°in such dense new formations of connective tissue that cancer

is most apt to form ; what is called cicatricial tissue is proverbially

liable to cancer, and a tissue maj- be to all iutents and purposes

"cicatricial" (and apt to shrink) even if it underlie an unbroken

surface. Some cancers of the stomach form entirely below tho

surface, in the thickened floor of a healed ulcer, or ev.-u in the not

unfrequent dense adhesions between the serous nicnibrane of tho

back of the stomach and the piece of peritoneum which is drawn

over the anterior surface of the pancreas. A cancerous stricture of

the intestine or rectum is not unlikely to have bc^n to some extent

a stricture before it became a cancer. The condition of the con-

nective tissue in all such circumstances is not easy to define ; it is

often spoken of as young connective tissue or "embryonic," and

there is probably in it a smaller preponderance of tlia tibious

element over the cellular than is usual in mature life. A general

change in the connecti^-e tissue of the boily has beer, asserted to

take place as age advances, a senile change which has been describc->l

by Tliiersch, for the corium, as a relaxed state. The enitheliatej

localities subject to persistent functional disturbance Jo at least

seem to undergo a change in their underlying or surrounding con-

nective tissue, whereby that tissue becomes predisposed to cancerous

infection. The infection emanates from the secreting stnicturo

proper, for it canies with it the likeness of such structure (in its

more or less irregular or morbid state). The cellular waste or by-

producU of the secretion would appear to ac.iuire son:ething of the

property of sperm-cells ; and, inasmuch as the infected or impreg-

nated connective tissue rrr-lucci uot merely individual enithcUil
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tieflnl-

l..ry

mincer.

Collni.l

'cells of the nrrvorri.ite type but also tlio aprropviate grouping of

Sueli cells, tlu' sperm-cells must be held to carry more than the

influence of coil-units and in fact to be representative of the whole

strnutural ami functional process in whrch they had played a j.art,

yaridics of C.nircr.-Tlie two main varieties of can..erous texture

ire the hard and the soft, or the scirrhous and the n.edn lary.

Sc.rruOns^,-;n-7,o«s cnm-er is very often the "luhltrating l^-'J.J"
J \\\l

^„cer. Tpithelial cells lying in scattered groups or m s,ng e h <>;"Inn tl e

spaces of a peculiarly dense and elas le connective u,sue It is

common in the breast and not raie in the stomach. The mcduUanj

cancer consists of very much larger

and closer groups of cells, which

may be in nondescript heaps or in

the more regular arrangement ol

glalidul.ir structure. Wlicn the

giandnlartypc is very distincUhc

tumour is sometimes called a "de

stmctive adenoma." Colloid can-

cer is a very pefuliar variety, apt

to occur ill' the stomach but not

nnknowu in the lueast ; most of

the structure is changed into a

brownish jelly - like substance

which forms more or less definite

spherical or alveolar masses sepa-

rateil by narrow b.inds of stroma.

Under the microscope (fig. 62)

little of cellular structure of any

kind is found remaining, but in

place of it there are an immense pi^ 5:.—Colloid cancer of the breast,

number of spherical jicarl - like
, , ,. , . . , • .„

bodies, each of which consists of several delicate concentric lamina;

arranged round a more dense nuclear pciiit.

..„>•« of Cancer of the sl^ln, and of the lips and tongue, is generally termed

5kin, ae. einlhclioma ; it is not a disorder of secretion in the s.-,me sense as

.pitheli. Slier cancers are, '«it it is a disorder inc.dent.a to the co istau

,m.) waste and repair of the epithelium of the skin. It is characterized

by the eucroachmeut of processes of the lete mucosum upon the

corinni and subcutaneous tissues, or, in the lips, tongue upper

,,art of the esophagus, &c., of epilhelial colmnns of cols upon

{he snhcpilheliai re-ion. The type of this encroachment is the

iKipillaiy arraugemclit of the normal lete mucosum, where the

inpeaiaiice of regular columns of epithelium reaching dowu into

the oorinm is equally due to the reciprocal protrusion of loops ol

blood-vessels upwards. , .V.,; ....».•>'?. \-;.'.M .!• ii'' ;lv,'"'.'.''.''i*

more
tegular

no
al

F--
ficial microscopic a)

pearances, whether the

ciicioachment of the

epithelium is merely a

ilisplacing or a trans-

forniiug encroailimcnt ,

,

(tig. 53). In some cases, '>-V

such as destructive epi- (•

theliomas of the tongue,

or of chimney-sweep's

cancer, it is possible to

liud reliable evidence in

Thiersch, it is due to a " disturbance of the histogenetic cqmhbnuni

between epithelium and stroma, to the disadvantage of the stroma.

The perfect balance of tissues would be exeni)ilified by that regular

interlocking of vascular papillie from below and epithelial processes

from above which the skin ordinarily shows ; as age advances the

downward force of the epithelial growth prevails, owing to a certain

decreased "turwr vitalis," or to loss of resistance on the part ol

the tissue carrying the blood-vessels, so that, when long-standing

irritation of a particular spot is added, we should have the two

•rcat determining causes of cancer of the skin. But the question

will always rcuiaiu, whether the essence of the disease is not really

ill infective translormation of the quiescent cells of the connective

tissue into the type and patteiu of the irritated epithelial stiuctiire.

The female hrcitst is peculiar among the glands of tlie body in

its "reat liability to cancer ; the disease is of essentially the same

nature as that which we find in the stomach and other epltheliated

organs but tlie occasion of it is quite different. It will therefore

bc°convcnieiit to reserve further remarks on cancer of the feniale

breast until the next section—tliatonthe"liabiIiticsofobsolescence.

Extension ofCunccrto Lymphatic Glands and other Discontinvous

Parts —If tlie beginnings of cancer are to be sought for in some

disorder of the ajiparatus and process of secretion, the disease very

soon passes the limits of the primarily disordered organ or part.

'ri>e cancerous property of a tumour, as we have concluded, is trom

the first an affair of infection of the neighbouring tissues by epithelia.

products ; the infected neighbourhooil is the seat ol the primary

tumour, the progrcssivencss or infiltrating character of winch may

soon cause a large area to be iuvolveil and a large giowth to resnlt

Sooner or later there is discontinuous infection, or the infection ol

more or less remote centres, whereby secondary tuvioiirs arise

This phase of cancerous infectivcness is by no means dependent

on the extent of the primary infection or the infection ol the

original neighbourhood. That which distinguishes second...,y can-

cerous nodules, wherever they are fonml, is the very close mimicry

of the pattern of structure in the indigenous seat of disease, ^

iiattern which is itself determined by the structural and func-

tional characters of the secreting organ or part concerned. In

the majority of cases the nearest lymphatic glands become the

subject of this mimetic process first ; the liver also is very liable

to discontinuous infection, not only in cancers ol the stomach

and intestine, but even in cases of cancer of the breast sub-

maxillary glands, &c. There is always an interval of time before

this secondary infection is set np ; and, .although the cellular

luoccss is not dilVcrcut in kind from the infection of the neiglr-

bourhood of the indigenous disease, it is necessary to regard the

litter as in a sense, the i.areut of the former. This parental

relationship is made all the more probable by the fact that sar-

comatous tiiinouis, which depend in many cases upon a reversion

to or survival of embryonic characters in the niesoblastic cells ol a

particular locality, arc also ajit to be followed bji tumours in distant

parts, particularly in the lungs. In cancers, accordingly, we slionid

Discon

tinuous

iufectioii

Contra*
beti^et

'

sarcouu

and
caucerj

liud reliaOleevmence in • 1

J
''•(•('•''.•i ; l)^ Vi-U'V' '

'. 1' •

the microscopic sections
p,^ 5S.—Epitlicli.al cancer of »kiii ileovly involv-

that the progress! rtncss 1,,; the si.le of tlic neck. Tlie c.vluiilers of

of the disease is really *i.itliplial cells, i-psen,i.lmB tlio,e at tlie reic

.1, i„fn^t;n., liWn flint liuicosMiii, are siuro le.l by lilirous tissue 111-

nn infection, liKe that
.,„„,j,i ,villi small luiclcir cells.

of cancer elsewhere—
.

that is to say, the neighbouring tissues, and more especially the

ronucctive-ti'ssiie cells, are infected so that they assume the e]ii-

thelial type proper to the locality— and that iurectioii tends to

spread w'ithout limit. But the doctrine of continuous growth from

tiic rete mucosum downwards, by mere subdivision of pre-cxistiug

rpithelinm, apjicars to be justified as a f.ait, at least, of the p.itlio-

logy of cancer of the skin. As in cancers of the stomach and uterus,

ilie regions liable to skin-cancer are especially those subject to re-

iicateif irritation or to )Moloiiged functional dioturbancc. One of

the mo-t striking instances of this law iwd to be the cancer of

the skin of the scrotum and groins in eliimney-swccps, a form of

disease wdiich has become much less conimoii of late. Ag.iin, it is

nearly alwavs the lower of the two lips that suflfers, and the rare

cases'of epithelioma of the lip that occur in women are among those

of the sex who smoke pipes. Like other cancers, the cancirrof tiro

ikiu, lips, and toiiguc, He, is a disease of lates life ; accorJiug to

laris, pal liciuai 1^ 111 I'll, i.io^"- *" -""—--. ^-^\, r

ilistingllish three factors, and in sarcomas only two: 111 the lormer

we have first the accumulation of cellular by-products of the secre-

tion next the infection of the predisposed connective tissue hy

these epithelial products, and lastly the parental iiiihience ol the

whole primary seat of infection ; in the latter we have the embryonic

reversion of 'cells over a particular region, together with their

increase or Growth, and then the parental influence of the tumour

whi.li had so arisen. In both cases the primary tnmoiir acqun-es

a kind of individuality and a power to reproduce itself; but it is

only in some ca.-,es of sarcoma, especially those soft tumours of

periosteal origin which become parosteal, that there is infection of

the neighbourhood, whereas a cancer is not a cancer at all nntll

the tissues adioiningor supporting the epithelial secreting structure

are epitheliaily infected. This dilference between sarcoma ana

cancer corresponds to the familiar fact that the former arc only

occasionally "infiltrating" tumours, being in most cases marked

otr from the neighbouring tissues by a definite capsule.
_ ^

The simplest case of discontinuous cancerous infection is in the

himi'hatic (jhinds near the original seat of disease. It is only ex-

cciitionally that the lymphatic glands are infected in sarcomatous

tumours, and those cases apjiear to be mostly the infiltiatins

sarcomas wlii.h have the distinctively cancerous property of 111-

fectiu" the neighbourhood. Infection, of the axillary lymphatic

glau.U is the commmi sequel of cancer of the breast, while the epi-

S.istric i.ortaI,niescntcric,and other abdominal lymph-glands receive

The inlcction in cancer of the stomach and intestine. In epithelioma

of the lip and tongue the infection of lymph-glands is much slower,

and is often so sHght as to be undetected during life
;

it spc.ially

allccts the Ivinph-'glands under the chin. In all cases the tendency

is to reproduce the exact pattern of the primary tumour. In some,

iucludin" those sarcomatous cases where this kind of infection does

take i.lacc the Ivmph-gland seems to have Ijeen transformed ca
1 ' . .-. * 1 IT .1.. _~ 41. ~* ..*..ivc 111 tlio T^Tnccfis arc;

take place, inc lymiui-giiniu =vt.i.o ,„ .»--..

,,,.,,«c veiv rapidly and directly, so that steps in the process a-

hardly to 'be detected. liut in other cases it is possible to linJ.

} tlther witliin tha same gland or among the various glands ol a

cluster, a certain amount of instructive histogcueUc detail as.to thf
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mode of infection. The lymphoid cells become affected, not cer-

tainly in the way of atrophy, but in the way of transformation.

There is indeed nothing more wonderful in the whole range of

biological phenomena than to observe the adaptation of the cells

and tissues of a lymph -glaad to assume the cancerous structure

jJreaJy established in the organ to which they are related, an

adaptation always close iu its mimicry, involving the co-operation

of lai^ groups of cells and fibres, and directed as if by a presiding

intelligence.- In many instances the infecting substance may even

irant the perfect cellular character » it may be no more than the

detritus or the juices of cells and tissues. The most obvious form

of infection, although probably the rarest, is where the new growth
extends continuously along the sides or in the interior of lymphatic

veesels from the secreting structure to the lymph-gland; but even

this continuous extension lias been shown to be, not a protrusion

of the primary tumour by increase or subdivision of its elements,

but a succeasion of infective transformations along the line of cells

constituting the lymph-vessel or investing it. Under all circum-

stances the lymph-gland becomes changed ultimately into a texture

which reproduces with astonishing fidelity the particular pattern of

the primary caucer, a pattern which is never quite the same in any

two cases of tumour-disease even of the same organ. In some cases

it is not always uniform thi-onghout the same tumo'ur ; thus pre-

parations might be described from a cluster of infected lympli-glands

under the cancerous mamma of the bitch wherein two kinds of

structure in the extensive stiip of primary disease are severally

reproduced in different IjTnph-glands.

Isfection The infection of the liver is a very common sequel of cancer of

of liver, the digestive tract, as well as of other cancers, and even of sarcomas

(especially the melanotic) and lymphomas. Opinions differ as to

tke share which the Uver-celis take in the building up of the new
texture ; but there is hardly any room for doubting that it is

from the pre-existing cells of each infected area, even if it be exclu-

sively from the cells of tlie supporting tissue and the capillary

walls, that the elements of the secondary tumours are derived by
infective transformation. The infection breaks out and proceeds

ptti-i passu at a number of areas throughout the liver-substance,

affecting the whole of an area as if at one blow ; there is an absolute

lack of evidence in favour of Ihe assertion often made, that the

secondary tumoUrs are due to the mere increase, by division, of cells

detached from the primary mass and lodged here and there iu the

liver." There is a certain amount of evidence in favour of some
such embolic theory for the secondary tumours of the lungs, which
ai-e usually a sequel of sarcomatous growth in some bone or iu other

mesoblastic tissue. Sarcomatous tumours are apt to grow through
the walls of ueighbouring veins, and pieces of them doubtless get

detached and carried into the pulmonary circulation ; but it is

more than doubtful whether even these emboli give rise to the

secondary tumours of the lungs merely by continuous proliferation

of their cells, and not rather

by the infective action of

their presence.

Prinary Another seat of secondary

lud sec- tumour-formation, both epi-

3i(d/ir/ thelial and melanotic sarco-

lufeo- matous, is the serous mem-
Ikjo - branes. The accompanying

figure (fig. 54), from a nodule

on the diaphragm in a case

of cancer of the colon in the

horse, may be set beside fig.

51 as showiag the substan-

tial identity of the infective &^5
J^rocess in the secondary and^
primary seats of disease ; in ^
both cases the cells of the
connective tissue are seen in

the stages of transformation
towards the epithelial form
audgronping. The infection f"^- ^-—Canceroas nodule on :he peritoneal

of the neighbourhood is the ^'^'/^'^ °f
diaphragm, secondary to cancer

% ^, of the colon (horse),
essence of the cancerous
process. But the discontinuous infection of distant parts is not
different from it in kind. It is merely "Wirkung in der'Ferne,"
and it is more mysterious only because it is more remote.
The disorder of secretion thus eventually assumes a cancerous

character in which traces of its origin may be hard to find. As the
disease persists or extends the patient's colour beco.nes sallow or
dull grey, the colourless cells are increased in the blosd, the bones
may become fi-agile, and general wasting (curiously associated some-
times with local production of fat at the seat of disease) puts an end
to a life of suffering. In abdominal cancers death may be hastened
by dropsy of the peritoneum ; in various forms of the disease there
may be fatal bleeding from an eroded vessel It has often been
Remarked that an appearance of exceptionally blooming health
goes with the liability to cancer ; and the blooming appearance
of the face and plump condition gf the tissues will sometimes

persist when the local ravages of the disease hav^ m?de consider*

able progress. *^

§ 9.

—

The Liabtlhies op Obsolescence.

We have seen in the foregoing sections that various

liabilities to error underlie the embryological tissue-de-

velopments, the process of blood-making, the process Of

bone-making, and the process of secretion. But there

are functions of the body, of its tissues and organs, in

M'hich the morbid liability is something special. The
most striking instance of this is in the reproductive organs,

particularly those of the female ; the obsolescence of the

function, and in part of the structure, in the ovaries, uterus,

and breasts of women long before the natural terra of life

creates a peculiar liability to disease. There are two other

organs, the thyroid and the suprarenal, which hold a some-
what special position ; it cannot be doubted that each of

these organs plays an important part in the economy, but

there are suggestions in their morphology of survivalship

from a former state of things, and their diseased conditions

are not only peculiar iu their occasion but also peculiarly

important in their consequences. Lastly, there are two
minute bodies situated at the bifurcation of great arterial

trunks, the coccygeal gland and the intercarotid body, which
are clearly marked as survivals; and tJie former, at least,

of theee carries a peculiar liability to tumour-disease during
the period of. intra-uterine life. These instances do not

include the so called "involution-diseases" or the liabilities

of old age. The'^elf-limitation of life may be said to be
too large -a** problem for the present purpose; but sexual

involution is a part of this problem which comes directly

into pathology.
Cancer of the Breast ill connexion vnih Obsolescence of Stiiicture OosottA

and FiaictioJi.—The diseases of the climacteric period in women ceace of

make an important chajiter in the special pathology of the sox ; mam-
together with the disorders incidental to maturation, they stand mary
for the larger part of the special ill health of women. It will not fuuctj«n
be possible in this article to give more than a single illustration of
the morbid effects of this peculiar periodicity, namely, (he obsolescence

of the mammary function. The statistics oollected by Paget clearly

show that cancer of the breast in women is peculiarly a. disease of
the climacteric and post-cKmacteric pericd ; throughout the whole
period from the age of about fifteen to about forty-five, during
which the breast is capable of lactation, the cancerous disorder is

rare in it, the tumour-disordeis to which the organ is then liable
being comparatively tractable. "A few words about the physiology
will serve to indicate the pathology of the simpler as well as of
the more formidable malady.
The reproductive functions in the female are not only peculiar

amotig other functions of the organisni in their maturation and
obsolescence, but they are further remaikable for their periodicity
within the period of vigour itself. In the lower species of the
vegetable and animal kingdoms seasonal periodicity is in eveiy'.

thing, in the higher it is only in the sexual and secondary sexual
characters, and in the human species it is practically confined to
the reproductive system. The consequences, as regards the breast,
are that its structure and function unfold during the term of
gestation, continue in full vigour for a longer or shorter period
(which may be arbitrarily limited), and then go through definite
stages of subsidence and upfolding to t^e resting state. This
periodical reductiou of structure in an orderly way is a peculiar
and unique thing ; it is '* as though a rose should shut and be
a bud again." The upfolding and unfolding of sti-uctiue have
corresponding functional aspects ; there are crude secretory pro-
ducts formed and discharged, and hence it is that the breast is a
peculiarly suitable organ in which to investigate the question of
cellular by-products or watte of secretion, and their disposal by
the lymphatic system. Compared with other secreting organs and
parts the breast is not peculiarly liable to catarrh, but it has a
physiological liability of its own which puts it on the same footing,

as regards tumour-disease, with the great seats of catarrhal dis-
order, the stomach and the cervix uteri. Like these organs, it is

not genei-ally subject to caucer until after middle life ; but, where-
as in them the predisposition appears to depend on long-continued
functional irregularities, tlie liability of the breast arises out of its

^ See Paget, Lectures on Surgical Pathology ; Rindfieisch, Die BSS'
artigkeit der Carcinoine, dargesteUt als eine Folge ihrer ortUchen Dt"
structiinidt, Leipsic, 1877 ; various contributors in Pathol. Trans.,
XXV., 1874 ; C. H. Moore, The Antecede7its of Cajiccr, Loud., 1865 :

K. Thiersch, Der EpiilidialkTebSj namenUich der Baut, Leipsic, 1865.
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normal obsolescence. Its secreting mechanism becomes finally

broken up, so that one may find little left besides traces of the

".get ducts in the midst of wide areas of fibrillar tissue and fat.

Traces of the glandular structure rtrsist to a very various c.\tei]t

ill different wouien, and even in different parts of the same breast.

It is ebviou.3 that the process is one which offers numerous oppor-

tuuifos for a devious course ; it may be retarded, or advance un-

iq-ually, or be in the end incomplete. That which in all cases

must be held to create the peculiar liability to cancerous infection

is the readiness of the preponderant connective tissue to be acted

on by epithelial cells dispersed throughout it or otherwise in direct

contact with its corpuscles.

§ 10.— speci.a.l ll/i-bilities of the supkakknal and
Thykoid.

(1) Of the Suprarenal—Addison's Disease.—The peculiar

condition of ill health —always fatal—which Addison dis-

covered to be associated with caseoixs degeneration of both

suprarenal bodies was described by himself as "anaemia,

general languor and debility, remarkable feebleness of the

heart's action, irritability of the stomach, and a peculiar

change of colour in the skin." Some of these symptoms

appear to be due to interference with the function of the

sympathetic nervous system ; the disease, as a whole,

however, is almost certainly the direct effect of withdrawal

from the general life of the body of those services which

the suprarcnals are adapted to render. Where there is no

caseous degeneration (and consequent non- circulation of

blood) in each of the suprarenals the peculiar group of

symptoms constituting Addison's disease does not occur;

there may be hyperplasia (struma suprarenalis) of one or

both suprarenals, or even true cancer of one or both, but

these morbid conditions do not seem to be able to produce

the same effect on the organism which is produced by

caseous degeneration. On the other hand, Addison's disease

lias resulted in a few cases where the suprarenals had not

been destroyed by caseous degeneration, but had undergone

extreme atrophy. We shall best approach this somewhat

intricate disease by considering it from the point of view

of suprarenal function, and of the peculiar relation of the

present probable function of the organ to its past morpho-

logical history.

Evidence of Suprarenal Function.—k simple experiment will

show that the blood passing through the suprarenal receives im-

prrtant additions. If the organ taken quite warm from a recently-

kiiled animal, such as the horse, be cut into pieces and placed in

a solution of potassium bichromate the central region assumes a

rich brown colour. Under the microscope the brown colour will

be found to reside in the coagulated plasma filUng the numerous

lacunar spaces and large veins of the central region and in the

cells a.lhering outside their walls. At the same time it will be

seen that the groups of red blood-disks, wherever they occur in

the coagulated plasma, form areas of bright green colour. These

colour-r°actions with chromium are not known to occur anywhere

else in the tissues and fluids of the body ; there is that in the out-

coing blood of the suprarenal which reduces the orange-red chro-

mium-salt to a brown oxide, and (in the case of the red blood-disks

with more oxygen) to a green oxide. It will hardly prove an easy

t.isk to isolate the substance whose existence is thus indicated, but

it is not difficult to follow in the suprarenal structure the adaptations

for supplying some such substance to the blood. It is precisely

analo-ous to the adaptation of the placenta, as described above

(p 3741 for supplying its metabolic product to the blood destined

for thc'ffftus. Several arteries reach the suprarenal all round its

circumference ; they break up into capillaries which radiate to the

.-entro, carrying the suprarenal cells closely adherent to their walls
;

towards the centre certain lacunar spaces form, and from these the

central outcarrj-ing vessel receives its blood, being proinded w.lh

contractile muscular walls (in man, the horse, &c.). Whatever is

added to the blood passing through the suprarenal must come from

The suprarenal cells. There is reason to suppose that this addition

i, an .actual exuded plasma, just as it is in the placenta. In he

latter case the added fluid drops from the protoplasmic wall of the

vessel into the circulating blood ; in the suprarenal a memhrane

is interposed between the lumen of the vessel and the cylinders of

secreting cells, namely, the wall of the vessel itself In th.srespec

the auprarcnai cells are as well plact'd for contributing to the blood

flowing past them as are the hvcr-cells for exercising their glyco-

pnnic functipn. We shall conclude, at least, that the suprarenal

blotid has received additions whilst in the organ, and that thc=e

additions have been a material exudation (nlasma) from the supra-

renal cells.

The caseous or putty-like or cretaceous change which overtakes the Addi-

suprarenals in Addison's disease involves the complete suppression sou's

of this function, for it practically amounts to the arrest of eii'cula- disease,

tion through the organ ; blood neither enters the orgau nor passes

out of it, and there can be therefore no metabolism. Whatever

be the nature of the services that this remarkable organ is adapted

to render to the general life, Addison's disease is the evidence that

such services cannot permanently be withdrawn with impunity.

The most striking effect is the formation of brown pigment, often

so abundant as to appear almost black, in the lower cells of the

rete mucosuni in certain regions of predilection of the skin, and

here and there in tlie mucous membranes. Doubtless a large part

of the symptoms of Addison's disease might be traced vaguely to

disorder of the sympathetic nervous system ; but, w hile it is diflicult

to prove the existence of such disoider of the solar plexus, except

as an inference from the symptoms, we have the patent fact that

the full train of symptoms in Addison's disease is associated, with

loss of suprarenal structure and function, including naturally so

much of the structure and function of the sympathetic nerve as

properly belongs to the organ.

The causes of the molecular decay of the suprarenals and conse-

quent cessation of their function are various. It may be the mere

contiguity to a lumbar abscess, or it may be a part of general

tuberculous disease in the body, or it may be associated with no

extiinsic morbid condition whatsoever. Enlargement seems

usually to have preceded the final molecular break-down. .The

liability of the suprarenals (with or without preceding enlargement)

to caseous degeneration must be considered to be somewhat special

to the pair of organs, just as the suppression of then function is of

special significance for the life of the body. The caseation soon

overtakes the whole structure on both sides, so that a relatively

small amount of that not very rare degeneration is of fatal import

if the suprarenals be the scat of it. There is a good deal of

morphological and developmental evidence that the suprarenals

are in one sense obsolete, their structure being, however, adapted

or utilized for new functions; associated with this adaptation of

the organs we have the peculiar instability of their protoplasm, the

absence of any power of recovery, and the very marked and fatal

effects that follow the withholding of their contributions to the

metabolism of the body.
. , . . mu

(2) Special Littbiltiies of the Thyroid Gland.—The thjTOid is ui The

some respects parallel with the suprarenals. Its cells furnish atli.noK)

mucus-like plasma which is, in the first instance, poured into the glaml.

closed vesicles of the organ, but is taken up again and carried into

the circulation (as Baber's observations tend to prove, Phil. Trans.,

1876, 1881) by the lymphatic vessels in tlirtr walls.. We have now

to consider those not unimportant or infrequent morbid condi-

tions which aie associated with the oeculiar functional positiou of

this organ.
, , .,.-.. m •.

Goitre,—The grand disease in which the functional activity of boitre.

the thyroid is implicated is goitre. Under certain conditions of

locality Ji large part of the population become goitrous, that is to

say their thyroids undergo enlargement. (See GoiTiiE.) There

have also been epidemics of temporary enlargement of the thyroid

in garrisons. The simple enlargement undergoes a considerable

variety of subsequent changes in the different cases : it may be

general or partial at the outset, it may become cystic or "aneur-

ismal," gelatinous or ha-morrhagic, it may become fibrous, very

Generally it becomes petrified at various centres, sometimes there ia

a kind of osseous framework developed through its substance, and

there may be amyloid concretions. These transformations are too

many and complex to be entered upon, although they are full of

interest for the elucidation of indwelling embryonic tendencies.

The primary fact is enlargement of the thyroid among popula-

tions whose food, water, iiir, or environment generally has soine-

thin<' defective or unsuitable. The enlargement of the thyroid

means that the organ has greater calls upon its ordinary func-

tion that it makes an effort to meet the circumstances of the

case' And there can be no doubt that in most cases the effort

is successful ; for goitre, apart from the inconvenient size of the

thyroid and the mechanical consequences of pressure, is a harmless

condition. The subsequent changes in the enlarged organ are the

inevitable consequences of hvperplasia ; but the primary enlarge-

ment is conservative and adaptive. The adaptation has the efifect

of elaborating from the blood brought to the thyroid more of the

mucous substance which it is the oflice of the thyroid to claboia e,

the same being probably returned to the blood more or less directly.

There is that in the water, food, or air of these populations, aud

in the nutrition of men and animals in isolated cases elsewhere,

which calls for more of this peculiar metabolism.

JI/T/xa'rfCTia.-Surgeons have in some nlaccs practised removal Myxa-

ofthe enlarged thyroid; and attention has lately been called inder..a.

Switzerlandlo the after-effects of such removals. The connective

tissue in all parts of the body has become occupied with a mucus-

like substance or has shown evidence of unwonted functional and
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^^hstic actirity in its (TciIs and fibres. Of eighteen cases of com-

plete removarof the enlarged thyroid at tha hospital of Bern

this condition followed in sixteen, and in the two which escaped

it an "accessory" thyroid had arisen. The condition is that

which had been described b/ Orxl as viyzcedona (from the mucous

dropsy of the skin), a progressive diseaae, with hebetude and

other symptoms of impaired laghcr functions, and tending to a

fatal result in a few years. Tho interesting fact is that in such

cases of idiopathic niyxoedema the thyroid has very generally been

observed to be small or wanting ; where the diminished organ

lias been examined after death it has been found practically re-

duced to a mass of connective tissue in&ltrated with mucus, liko

the connective tissue elsewhere. Tlie relation then' between the

cases of myxcederaa following operative removal of a goitre and

the idiopathic cases would seem to bo that, in the one, a mucous

condition of the whole connective tissue of the body follows when
the thyrtoid, enlarged to meet the metabolic needs of the body, has

been removed by the surgeon, while, in the other, the same condi-

tion has followed where the thyroid has either proved too small

for the ordinary metabolic ends that it -is adapted to serve, or has

degenerated under an unusual call upon its metabolism. Of the

nature of this metabolism we are ignorant ; we know only that a

material fluid b elaborated, and that the fluid is of the mucous kind.

Cre:io- Cretinism.—If reference be made to fig. 40, showing the more

isn:. spongy tissue of the placenta, it will be seen that there also a fluid

is elaborated and added to the blood from the ii(.hly protoplasmic

walls of the vessels ; and that fluid is also of the mucous kind. It

is the "uterine milk"' of earlier authors, and it would appear to

exnde through the densely nucleated marginal tracts of the placenta

where the foetal vessels and their plasmatic supporting tissue touch

it. It is this great metabolic function, so essential to the vigorous

development of the child, that is probably at fault in the poor and
over-worked or otherwise over-taxed mothers whose off"spring become
ricket}' ; and the fault may be said more particularly to be deficient

<iaan*uy or quality of the placental mucous secretion. The simi-

larity of the thyroid and placental metabolisms cannot but come
into ^count in considering tho very peculiar condition of cretinism,

proper to the offspring of goitrous mothers, or of mothers who had
resided during their pregnancy in a goitrous district.

Under the same endemic circumstances which cause the com-
pensatory enlargement of the tliyroid in the parents we meet
with cretinism in the offspring. Although the defects of develop-

ment and growth in cretinism are on the whole different from and
much more universal than those of rickets, yet there is a certain

parallelism between the two conditions. The cretin, like the child

who becomes rickety, must have been born with the disposition.

The condition is not inherited, but it is congenital,—that is to say,

it is derived from the mother in respect of her pregnancy only, and
that means that it is derived most of all from- the placenta.

Cretinism ts to goitrous districts what rickets is to other localities.

And, although there is no positive evidence as to the placental

function either in the one case or in the other, yet the placenta is

clearly pointed to in both cases; and we may conjecture that cretins

are the off"spring of those mothers whose maternal nutriment is

impaired, not by the general hardships of those who bear rickety

children, but by the special endemic conditions which serve also

to tax that other mucus-producing organ, the thyroid gland. The
endemic conditions may not have caused goitre in the mother,
although, as a matter of fact, they generally do ; but, under a special

concurrence of circumstances, as common in goitrous districts as

are the determining causes of rickets elsewhere, they have caused
a cretinous habit of body in the child, and to do so they must have
affected the placental efficiency in some manner as yet unknown.

This mode of associating goitre and cretinism assumes an error

in the placental function which has not been shown by direct
observation of the placenta to have existed. It has probably not
been looked for ; and, even if it had been, there would have been
some difficulty in making out its morphological characters. Under
the circumstances of the case the evidence can bardly be other than
deducrive.

Graves's Grav&s's Disease^ or Exophthalmic Goitre— In certain cases Qf

disease, anaemia in women there is enlargement of the thyroid, fluctuating
in amount or permanent, but not liable to the common develop-
ments or degenerations of endemic goitre. Associated with the
ansemia and the enlarged thyroid there are disturbance of the func-
tions of the sympathetic nervous system and a remarkable promi-
nence of the eyeballs. It is probable that another aspect of the
thyroid function than the mucus-making is involved here. It is an
old contention of Kohlrausch that the droplets of hyaline substance,
often with a yellowish or pale reddish tint, that are found in the thy-
roid mixed with the ordinary mucus of its alveoli were an embryonic
form of blood-globules. In the thyroid of the dog these droplets may
be often seen of a more uniform size, and so like blood-corpuscles
(allowing for irregularities of form and size) that they have been
actually regarded as such, and put down, when in considerable quan-
tities, to "haemorrhage" from the vessels that run on the other side
cf the epithelial wall of cells. There is not the slightest reason to sup-

pose that these droplets have escaped from the blood-vessels ; they
are produced from tne epithelium of tho organ along with the other
mucus-like fluid. They point, indeed, to a haematoblastic function
of tho cells, somehow correlated to their ordinary mucus-yielding
function. There are analogies among the connective tissues, at

least, for this correlation between mucous and hiematoblastic ]>ro-

du^tion, in new growths, and there is an analogy in the early stage

of embryonic fat- formation, in the production of red blood-disks
from the same mesoblastic cells at one stage of their existence and
of mucus-like fluid within them at the next. No\v, although there

is no evidence that the enlargement and increased functional

activity of the thyroid in these peculiar cases of anaemia has a more
special relation to the hsematoblastic side of the function than
to the mucous, yet the coexistence of an enlarged thyroid with
certain cases of antemia becomes intelligible in the light of these

indications of hrematoblastic Amotion. The enlargement of the

thyroid may be considered a special effort, comparable to the effort

of the bone-marrow in pernicious -Qa'mia. The profound dis-

turbance of the vascular system which goes with this condition

must stand as an empirical fr-ct, but it maj' be classed with the
analogous sympathetic distiuLances in Addison's disease ; both the

suprarenal and tho thyroid are to be considered as organs in which
disorder of function has a special relation to the sympathetic,— the

abdominal sympathetic in the one case and the cervical in the other.

It is to be observed that in common goiti }, where there is not so

much an alteration, diversion, or disorder of function as a com-
pensating increase of the ordinary function, there are no symptoms
referable to the sympathetic j so that the relation in tho enlarged

thyroid of ancemia cannot be a mere mechanical one.

Secondary Tumours of the 77iyraid,— The last special liability of

the thyroid to be mentioned is a very peculiar one ; there is a

number of well-authenticated cases in which a simple enlargement
or hyperplasia of the organ lias been associated with the new forma-
tion of masses of the proper thyroid-texture, with the proper
mucous secretion, in the lungs and at various points of the sub-

cutaneous tissue. In these cases the hyperplastic thyroid exhibit?

the propert)' of an infective tumour, tho new growth of thyroid-

tissue at remote points being the secondary products of infection.

Is there anything in the normal overgrowth of the thyroid to

account for its infectiveness as manifested on rare occasions ? One
of the unsettled questions of thyroid physiology is the mode of

development of the new alveoli when the organ enlarges. It is

apt to be too readily assumed that the new structure is foimed by
continuous extension from the pre-existing, by expansion or germi-
nation ; but the point has been raised by observers whether the
new alveoli are not formed interstitially at numerous independent
centres throughout the stroma or supporting tissue of the organ, at

first as small groups of cells which come to develop a space in their

midst, and to group themselves as epithelium round the periphery.
This is the ordinary mode of interstitial development in cancerous
infection ; and, if that mode be substantiated for the physiological

increase of the thyroid (and the facts in the dog's thyroid point
that way), it would enable us to understand how it is that some-
times, as if in a fi-eak, the simple hyperplastic thyroid plays the
part of an infective tumour, reproducing its own likeness at dis-

continuous and even distant centres.*

§ 11.

—

Errors of Metabolism.

In the foregoing sections metabolic functions have been
claimed for the placenta, for the suprarenal, and for the

thyroid. Connected with these obscure and hitherto al-

most unregarded metabolic functions are several important
m-^rbid conditions, which are mostly of the so-called con-

stitutional sort ; with errors of the placental metabolism
we connect such defective intra-uterine endowments of the

foetus as gave rise to rickets and cretinism in the child

(and, it may be added, to some of the manifestations of

congenital syphilis) ; with loss of the suprarenal meta-
bolism we connect Addison's disease ; and with a compen-
sating or conservative increase of the thyroid metabolism
we connect goitre, a condition which is harmless but for

its mechanical effects. It will now bo convenient to pass

to those greater but hardly better understood metabolic

^ See Thomas Addison, On the Constitutional and Local EffecU of
Disease of the Suprarenal CapsiiUs, Lond., 18.55 ; Greeuhow, On
Addison's Diseai-e, Lond., 1875 ; Id., in Trans. Internat. Med. Con-

fjressy Lond., 1S81, vol. ii. ; Wilks, " Addisdn's Disease," in Re>-nolds's

System ofMed., vol. v., Lond., 1879. Goitre, Cretinism, &c.—Hirsch,

Historisch-geographische Pathologies 2d ed., voh ii.,- Stuttgart, 1883

(Engl, trans.) ; Virchow, Qes, Abhandl. zur tmss. Med., Frankfort,

1856, p. 891; Oid, "On Myjtcedema," in Med. Chir. Trans., 1878;
aud vavioas authors in Clin. Trans., 1882-84.
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functions with whose disorders are associated some of the

severe diseases of common occurreiicj, taking them accord-

ing to the organs, and taking the liver first.

The liver-structure is very much that of a blood-gland ;

its system of bile-ducts is subordinate to its blood-system,

just as its biliary function, though the amount of its product

be great, is in modern physiology subordinate to its glyco-

genic. Except in connexion with Jaundice (q.p.), the biliary

function does not concern us ; we come at once to the not

uncommon and very serious malady which may be regarded

as an error of the glycogenic function, namely, diabetes.

Jiobetes. DMctcs.—Like the enoi-s of metabolism treated of in previous

sections, iliabetes is a "constitutional" or general disease. It depends

essentially upon the circumstance that the blood p.issin^ to 'the

kidney is overcharged with sugar ; the kidney drains off tlie sugar

along with an immense quantity of water, so that the piomuiciit

symptom is cojiious urine loaded with sugar. Diabetes can hardly be

called a disease of the kidneys ; these organs are but the ministers

bf ilisordeied metabolism nliose seat is elsewhere, and their structure

.s not even luateiially altered in the disease. In pronounced dia-

betes sugar is everywlieie. There may be half a per cent, of it in

the blood, it is in all the tissue-juices and in all secretions, and it

may enter into the composition of the urine to as much as 10 per

cent. The diabetic patient drinks enormously (the thirst being

due. it is conjcctui ed, to the more concentrated state of the sugary

..lood), and eats or desires to eat two or three times more than lu

Ijealth ; the amount of urine voided is proportionately great, and it

coi.tains a total of urea in the twenty-four hours which corresponds

approximately to the high feeding. All the while there is no

luopcr nntrition ; the body wastes, the skin becomes dry, the hair

f.Tllsont. tlie muscles become flabby, the heart's action is weak, and

'the secreting organs become reduced in bulk and enfeebled in func-

tion. Wounds'tend to become gangrenous, boils and carbuncles

are apt to form, and pulmonary consuniiitiou is a freiiuent com-

plioation.. Tlie saccharine state of the fluids is favourable to tlie

lodomciit of fungi (moulds), and these are found in the centres of

disease in the lun<:s. Tlie disease is an e.'cample of those paradoxes

that we frecpicntly come to in the last resort in the analysis of con-

stitutional disturbances ; in spite of the enormous supplies that the

organism demands (and receives), the tissues and organs are not

nourished. It is only in some cases that the disease is checked

by a pure nitrogenous diet. There is some maladaptation in the

economy whereby there is an enormous quantity of sugar produced

which is not wanted, and a great lack of that which is wanted.

Where does tlie dii^ergeuce occur from the physiological track ?

i The blood ordinarily contains a trace of sugar, and traces of it

may-b« discovered in the urine. It may be permitted to regard

these traces as no more than the slight margin of non-perfect adapt-

ation which is discoverable in inauy structural and functional

effects. But the antecedent of this sugar, namely glycogen, exists

ill coiKsiderable quantity in animals the moment after death, and

is assumed to exist in them during life. Although this assumjition

must be granted, it is not so juititiable to admit, with some authors,

tliat the glycogen of the body is normally changed into sugar, the

latter being at once disposed of in the further course of combustion.

Glycogen is now known to exist in various tissues, more parti-

cnlailv ill inactive muscle ; but it is impossible not to conclude, on

the evidence, that the liver is still the organ of its choice ; and Ber-

nard's original position, that diabetes is a disorder of the glycogenic

function of the liver, may be regarded as the reasonable one. The

structure of the liver is in great part an adaptation to some such

metabolic function, an adaptati-.n to take soinewliat from tlie blood

and to add somewhat to the blood again. The intermediate state

of this metabolism is glycogen, a starchy substance which changes

to su'-ar undn- the action of a fei-ment oct of the body, and changes

to sugar sonietimes in the body. Various kinds of interference

cause glycogen to change to sugar within the body—puncUmng the

medulla obbt'gala at a particular spot with a fine spear-like point

:

the administration of curare, whose chief action is to paralyse tli"

muscles thiovigh their nerves ; the administration of nitnte ol ajnyl,

whose more obvious effect is vaso-motor paralysis of the surface-

vessels causin.' dilatation of them. These interferences produce a

passiuT diabetes. It has been objected that the diabetes so pro-

duced "is too transitory to be counted as analogous to the grave

human malady, but it is well known that tlie same transitory

effects are not uncommonly met with in medical practice. J he

tnie and serious diabetes is merely the established and confirmed

habit oflurniug everything to sugar, and it cannot be doubted tiiat

liernard'.s original experimental aaalogies are still the best clue to

the nature of the disease.
r j i. „r

These experimental interferences point to some profound npsct ol

the nervousrontrol. The spot in the medulla wliere puncture causes

temporary diabetes is otheiwise known to be the vaso-motor centre ;

>be effects of nitrite of amyl are otUcnviM such uerve-ettccts as

blushing ; the several effects of curare are identical with the mnscular

limpness of fear. The observations of clinical medicine point in the

same direction ; a large proportion of all the cases of diabetes

where tho antecedents have lieeu ascertained with any degreeot

relevancy are cases of profound emotional and intellectual strain,

of shocks and jars aiid wonies to the mind, tnd especially to the

piiinnry instincts and afl'ections. Along with these we ha^e a few

signifi'^iiit cases of tumour in, or upon, or in the neighboiirhood of

tlie medulla. These clinical facts point clearly enough to some

upset of the nervous control, although there are certainly few or

none of the usual concomitants of nervous disturbance. The nerve-

paths that are implicated are the same as tlie vaso-motor ; but the

effects themselves are not vaso-motorial. Nitrite of amyl causes

artificial blushing, and it also causes diabetes ; in like manner those

subjective states of the roind (or mechanical states of the brain)

which ordinarily take such outward directions as blushing and

pallor, or the vaso-motorial cUvectiou, sometimes spend themselves

otherwise, causing an upset of the glycogenic adaptation. It is cer-

tainly not a simple affair of vaso-motor paralysis, even if the path

of influence be the same. Some nervous mechanism allied to the

vaso - motor, or using the same path of influence, is probably con-

ccrned, the same kind of unknown nervous mechanism which

would appear to be concerned in Addison's disease (of the supra-

renal) and in Graves's disease (of the thyroid). The upset of this

controlling nerve-force is followed by tlie production of a substance

from the liver-cells which is directly added to the blood as sugar,

and is removed as sugar in tlie urine. This substitution of sugar

in the blood for some other substance is fatal to nutrition ; it i»

so wasteful an expenditure that the physiological bankruptcy

cannot be averted even when the patient receives the enormous

amount of food and drink for which he craves.

For the patliology of diabetes the obvious desiderata arc to know

the normal sources and normal ways of disposal of the glycogen

of the liver. It seems to be premature to infer that, because gly-

cogen, as its name implies, may easily become sugar, therefore it

ordinarily does become sugar as a transition -stage towards some

other product. If the regular conversion of glycogen into sugar bo

assumed, the cause of diabetes would be referred to the inadc |uate

disposal of the sugar {e.g., its inadequate combustion in the lungs).

Cohnheim, after summing up the evidence from all sources, con-

eludes that such inadequate disposal of sugar, properly present in

the body, does occur in diabetes ; and he would seek for the reason

of the failuie in the want of some "ferment" which, in health, brings

about the further breaking up of the sugar. The question, hoy.-.

ever, is a sufficiently open one for us to contend that the initial

error lies in the making of sugar at all ; or, in other words, that

the failure of the ferment (or of the nerve-control of metabolism)

has to be assigned to an eariier stage of the metabolic process

It is probably more than an accidental coincidence that ttie

pancreas has often been found shrunken and indurated in" diabetes,

the shrinkage having followed apparently on an earUer hyperplasia.

According to analogy it would mean that the enor of the liepatic

function had thrown more work upon the pancreas. Apart from

the state of the pancreas there is nothing distinctive tn the struc.

tural conditions associated with diabetes.

ylcute Yellow Alrophv of the iurr.-Here we have another seven f..'ile

constitutional disorder, but much rarer than diabetes, in winch the )t-.iow

hepatic functions are chiefly, and perhaps primarily, conreriied tropny

It arises under a variety of circumstances, the chief of which an I liver

respectively poisoning by phosphorus, profound emotional troubles,

ami the state of pregnancy. The eariy implication of the liepatic

functions is shown by the existence of a degree of common jaiiudice

for some time before the distinctive and fatal onset. Tlie disease

may be said to consist in a complete disorganization of tlie whole

hepatic activitv,— in the arrest of its biliary secretion and of lU

other metabolism. The liver-cells fall into a state of molecular

disintegration, and the organ shrinks bodily, sometimes to a mere

fraction of its original volume. The ducts contain no bile, but a

colourless plasma in place of it ; the cells, where they keep tlieir

outlines, are full of albuminous granules; large quantities of leucin

and tyrosin are found in the organ after death. A\ fiat is there

common to phosphorus -poisoning, profound emotional troubles,

and the state of pregnancv which can be brought into relation

with tills remarkable upset of fuuctiOn and rapid dismtegratiou ot

^
T^ r"Vi ds the effects of i>hosphorus, they belong to a remarkable

class of effects, counterfeiting idiopathic diseased states which it is

the property of certain of the chemical elements, including arsenic,

antiinoiiv, and lead, to induce. The action of this element may

be said to be an arrest of metabolism, falling with special stress

upon the great seat of such function.-il activity (and on the secret.

iiU cells of the .stomach and kidney as well). As regards the

acute yellow atrophy of tlie liver which follows profound emotional

troubles, we have many slighter analogous instances of nervou^

inhibition of visceral function due to more transitory states of

emotion ; the disorganization of the liver -function would be the

yioportionatc cfl'cct of a more profound aud more lastuig meiiti
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trouble. As to the acat« yellow atrophy of the pregnant state the

-ircamstances are doubly complex. In all the incidents of preg-

nancy ive mnst take into account the placental fooction, a meta-

bolism almost as great for the time as that of the liver itself ; and,

if we are to find any link of connexion between the seemingly

iliverse conditions here in queslion, we should have to resort to the

somewhat vague generality that, in a rare concurrence of circam-

stances, the placental function makes demands upon the maternal
blood and tissues, or upon the ordinary metabolisms of the mother^
which are of an upsexting kind, the incidence falling sometixues on
the metabolic functions of the liver.

AlbimiiD- AibutHiH-HTict.—The waste of albumen in the course of the

aha. orio&ry excretion is a much more frequent and hardly less serious

factor in disease than the sugar - waste ; but albuminuria differs

from diaheUs in two important respects : firstly, the albumen which
escapes is, in great part at least, the proi>er albumen of the blood

(serum albumin and globulin ); and secondly, there goes hand in hand
with the error of function a series of progressive structural changes
fatal to the general elEciency of the kidney itself. Albuminuria
is the functional error that corresponds on the whole closely to

BrighCs disease ; but it would be a mistake to suppose that Bright's

disease can be measured by the amount of albumen lost. A con-

sideration of these complex forms of constitutional disturbance

miy proceed, however, from the side of albuminous leakage, and
from the point of view of the a^Iaptations in the- kidney whereby
the leakage is ordinarily prevented or reduced to a minimum.
The problem, as it maybe called, of the renal excretion is how to

discharge from the blood and from the body absolutely the wash-
ings of the tissues, or the waste-matters of metabolism, without
allowing other dissolved substances of the blood to be dischai-gej

at the same time. In adaptation hereto, the kidney is in part a

secreting organ and in part a me-hanical filter. Those parts or

regions of its structure where its epithelium is in the form of very
large and richly protoplasmic cells have a true secretorj" fuuctiou,

so that nothing passes from the b!cx>d to be cast out from the body
except through the interior of a very considerable cell, and in all

probability through a metabolic selective process therein. This is

known to be the urea-region of the kidney ; and the separation of

urea from the blood may be said to be the greatest of the renal

functions. But by far the largest part of the urine, namely the
water of it, is strained off from the blood by another kind of kidney-
structure, which is more truly a mechanism ; not all the water of

the urine, but the greater part of it, is filtered from the blood as it

passes through the remarkable coils or glomeruli of small vessels

which are placed at the farther end of the tubular system. In
these the structural adaptations all point to mechanical filtration

and not to selective secretion. The circulation in the vascular

coils of ths kidney is unique as regards the balance of driving force

and resisting force ; the lateral pressure in these spherical coils of

small vessels is greater than in any other capillary region of the
body. It is indeed great enough to cause a transudation of water

;

but is it so nicely balanced as not to allow an escape cf albumen ?

Physio- There can be no question that albumen does often find its way into

lo^crl the urine without amounting to a serious functional error or to a
albuDio- clinical condition of disease; and it is equally certain that the
aria. leakage takes place at the glcmerulL Albumen is found so often

ia the urine when it is looked for systematically from day to day
• that we may admit, with Senator, that any one may be more or less

albuminuric from time to time. In 119 healthy soldiers, 19, or 16
per cent., had albumen in the urine ; in 200 seemingly healthy
persons examined for life assurance there were 24 with albumen,
or 12 per cent. ; in 61 healthy children, 7, or 11 '5 per cent ; in 32
hospital attendants in good health, 14, or 44 per cent. Add to these
experiences the difficulty of detecting small quantities of albumen
in ordinarily dilute urine and tbs imptssibility of detecting certain

varieties of albumen (known to occur in tie urine) except by
special tests, and we may safely conclude that the filtration of

v,-ater from the blood in the rennj capillaries is very apt to be

attended with a slight leakage of albumen also. The adaptation
that wdber should drain off, but not albumen, is a very nicely

balanced one, and therefore very easily upset. As a matter of fact

it is frequently upset ; the physiological albuniinuxia, like the

physiolf^cal glycosuria, and like the small admixture of colotirless

cells among the multitude of blood-disks proper, is the narrow
mnj^n of non- perfect adaptation which meets us frequently in

ths economy of Uring organisms. The nicely-adjusted balance of

driWng force and resisting force in the vascular tufts is constantly
exposed to disTorbing influences, so that one may reckon to find a
certain small average of albuminous leakage.
The great occasion of this leakage is sluggish circulation through

the glomeruli, whether from over-distension of the veins beyond or
from other cause. The faster the blood passes through these capil-

laries the greater the quantity of water drained off, and the more
luintmal the quantity of albumen that escapes ; but when the blood
travels slower there is absolataly less water filtered off in a given
rime^ and the proportion of albumen that passes with it is increased
fiom a minimal quantity to something considerable. Thus a con*

gcsicd state of ine kidney, whether the embarrassment be traced to
the side of influx or of efflux, to the arterial or the venous side, is
favourable to the leakage of albumen, and a large part of all the
albuminuria of medical practice is of that nature. The congested
state has been often experimentally induced in animals by various
devices, and the laws of albuminous leakage have thus been
determined with an exactitude which is very considerable. In
these experiments the embarrassment of the circulation has bct'u

induced in various ways—by clamping the renal vein so as t3 dam
up the blood in the kidney, by clamping the renal artery, by inter-
fering with the nervous mechanisms, either at the spot or more
centrally, and by introducing toxic substances into the circu-
lating blood. Pix>bably all of these forms of experimental inter-

ference have their analogies in disease, although the gross mechau-
ical impediments are a rare type. The albuminuria of the pregnant
state—not certainly an invariable occurrence, but rather a liability

of that condition—may be referred in great part, if not altogether,
to embarrassed venous reflux, for there are analogous cases of tem-
porary albuminuria in which the cause is not the gravid uterus, but
a uterine or ovarian tumour. In pr^nancv it is specially apt to
occur in primipar^ and in cases of twins, and in tbe later months.
Again, the albuminuria of some forms of heart - dbease, of emphy-
sema, and of chronic bronchitis is an affair of difficult venous
reflux. It is on the arterial side that we have to place the deter-
mining forces of a considerable number of albuminuric cases, and
these the most insidious. In all those cases where the congestion
of the kidney is "inflammatory" there are the irregularities of
circulation usual in inflammation, the parenchymatous cellular
changes of inflammation, and the somewhat diflicult correlation
between these two factors in the process. These cases may be said
to exhaust the instances of albuminuria due to heightened blood-
pressure. The albuminuria of cachectic subjects is known to be
dependent mostly on the impaired integrity of the glomerular
vessel-walls,—on an amyloid change in them which permits the
transudation of albumen nnder the ordinary conditions of pressure.
But there is still a third determining cause of albuminuria, namely,
a changed state of the blood when both the pressure and the state

of the vessel-walls are constants.

It has been mentioned that there are two instructive points of
contrast between the drain of sugar and the drain of albumen : the
sugar is not ordinarily present in the blood, and its discharge by
the kidney is unattended with structural changes in that orgaiL
The albumen of albuminuria is to a great extent the ordinary albu-
men of the blood {serum-albumin and globulin) ; but in the urin^
there are other albumins found which are not ordinarily present ia
the blood, such as the variety identical ^th pepton, and another
variety, hemialbumose, or "propepton," The latter is found itt

cases of osteomalacia, and it may be detected under other circum-
stances as well Even when there are no new and specially diffus-

ible albumins in the blood, it is probable that some alteration in
the relative composirion of the blood— in the proportion of its

salts and the like—will make its albumen more liable to transude
in the renal glomeruli.

The albuminuria of phosphorus-poisoning and of acute yellow
atrophy of the liver raises another possibUity,—the possibility,

namely, that the albumen is produced in the course of the meta-
bolic process in the proper secreting epithelium of the kidney-
tubules. Certainly the large epithelial cells of the kidney in these
two conditions are filled with peculiar granules of "albuminous"
matter. The question has to be at least entertained, whether
certain cases. of albuminuria may not be due to a primary disorder
of the renal metabolism, to some interference with its "fermeut."

Four factors, then, are concerned in the waste of albumen, and
they may act either singly or in combinadoD. In the order of
tlieir importance they are :—(1) disorder ©f the vascular pressure,

whereby the nicely-adjusted filtering mechanism in the glomcniii
is deranged

; (2) states of the blood exceptionally favourable to the
diffusion of its albumen, or even the presence in the blood of pecu-
liar forms of albumen with high diffusibility

; (3) a more perme-
able condition of the vessel-wall (as in amyloid disease) ; and (4) an
error in the proper metabolism of the secreting epithelium where-
by an albuminous by-product is formed from it. It now remains
to consider briefly the other distinctive point in the acquired habit
of albuminous waste, namely, the associated structural changes.

SruetUral Changes in ih<^ Kidney.—If the kidneys be examined Lsr^
from a case in which the symptoms, sometimes lasting for years, white

had been albumen in the urine (with cylindrical casts of the kid- kidoev

ney-tnbules). a more or less scanty amount of urine, and a small

proportion of urea, together with dropsy and marked a^ismia, they
will most likely be found to be enormously enlarged, and of a pale

fawn colour, compared by Watson to the cut surface of a parsnip.

This is the *' large \chitc kidney " of chronic Bright's disease, the

enlargement being in the outer zone of the organ, in the region of

the ^omeruli and secreting tubules. " The incised surface gives one

the notion of some deposit whereby the original texture of the pare

is obscured." How comes it that an attack of congestion at some
more or less remote period, or repeated congested states of tha
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or'^n liave led to so ronaAaUe a result ! It ooes not help us,

fcrth'o nuiTOse of rational analysis, to turn to "mfiammatiojl as

3, last resource j what the analysis really conducts us to is the corre-

lation between the disordereJ function and the stractural changes.

It is impossible not to connect the remarkable form of hyper-

plasia in the large white kidney (or where there 13 also the

iniyloid complication) with the albuminous character of the exuda-

tion ill which the orgau, and more especially its cortex, is bathed.

Suoar as. we have seen, has no such eiftct on structure, nor has

uric acid" as we shall see in speaking of the kidney in gout
;
the

albumcu has a special influence on the local centres of nutrition,

on the cells and tissues of the organ. Again, the excess of nutri-

tion does not conduct to increase on the normal lipes. Thero arc

such cases of normal increase in the kidney's bulk, as wlieuv one

kidney has to do the work of two, owing to removal or congenital

absence of the other. But iu the large white kidney of albumin-

uria tlie increase is of an unprofitable kind ;
it is a liyperplasia that

not only does not add to the efficiency of the organ but even seri-

ously impairs it. The large epithelial ceUs of the secreting region

are clouded with albuminous deposit, and their nuclei show a

fainter reaction to the colouring agents ; or they fall into an unstable

"ranujar condition and into molecular detritus ; or they are shed

bodily into the lumen of the tubule. The flattened cells of the

liow-man's capsule are less apt to degenerate ; they are more likely

to multiply in situ, and to build up an unnaturally thick wall

uivuiid the capsule. Further, the interstices of the tubules and

the margins of the glomeruli are occupied by collections of round

unclear cells, like the collections underlying a catarrhal mucous

membrane. All this activity is misdirected ; it does not help the

function, but overwhelms it. The urine is scanty and the propor-

tion ofJirea small ; and these consequences may be traced, firstly

to the sl"tj{gish circulation within the organ, and secondly to the

complete obliteration of some glomeruli and the cumbrous thicken-

in'T of others, and to the degeneration of the secreting epithelium

interfering with its proper metabolism. There is hardly any

tendency °o rcslilntio ad integrum in the large white kidney, the

unprofitable overfeeding of its elements continuing to the end.

-Granular Contrasting with the large white kidney is the contracted l-idney

con iu another variety of chronic Bright's disease. For the present

Iracted purpose it is necessary to follow the broader lines of distinction,

kidnev and to avoid the transitions and finer shades in the pathology ;
and

it may be stated as a general truth that the large white kidney goes

with scanty urine and much waste of albumen (the waxy modifica-

tion having only the latter), while the small granular contracted

kidney is associated with even copious urine and a waste of albu-

men which is often small, and in any case variable. The error m
tliese latter cases appears to lie with the'arterial side of the circula-

tion ; the left heart is hypertrophied, and so is the muscular coat

of the arteries in the kidney, if not also elsewhere. It is essen-

tially an interstitial disease of the kidney, leading to enormous

development of its supporting tissue ; whole tubules become obli-

terated, but in those that remain the epithelium is not degenerated.

Obliteration also overtakes the glomeruli, but there must bs a

compensating increase in the work done by those that survive to

account for the copious urine ; it often happens, also, that num-

cr»us small cysts are produced.

Shrinkage of the connective tjssue after a period of revived

embryonic activity is the cause of all these changes ; it is the

ordinary shrinkage of cicatricial tissue, and it has the effect of com-

pressing the proper urinary apparatus—the filtering and the secrct-

inrr_to its destruction. The kidn^-s may be reduced even to one-

fourth of their natural size, and their uneven surface shows that

there has been mechanical dragging along certain lines. In the

end the urea-waste accumulates in the blood to such an extent that

death results, usually from urremic coma and convulsions. In some

cases cerebral hremcrrhagc anticipates the fatal effect of ur.Temi.-L

The small granular contracted kidney is usually of a reddish-

brown colour, but it may be whitish, in which case the lobulation

of its surface is larger. It is one of the standing difficulties of

renal patholog)- to decide whether the sm.iU contracted kidney is

not often a later stage of the large white. But there can be hardly

any doubt that it is oftenest the structural manifestation of an

entirely different disease, an arterial disease. That which has been

emphasized by some pathologists as the distinctive process in this

affection is the overgrowth of cells on the inner wall of the arteries,

the so-called endo-arteritis or arterio-capillary sclerosis, whereby

the lumen of the vessel tends to be occluded. But it may be made

a question whether this is not really a part of the revived embry-

onic activity in the connective tissue, whoso shrinkage gives the

ortmn its gianular contracted character. The interest would thus

come to centre in the error of nutrition whereby so much activity

is diverted to the connective tissue, an activity that takes the cm-

bn-onic fomiative direction. We have a close analog)- in cirrhosis

of the liver, a disease associated with the drinking of raw spirits
;

.and it is noteworthy that the insidious form of Blight's disease,

whose morbid anatomy is summed up in the small contracted and

packercd ki^lBev, occurs most freouentlv in thoso who sustain

themselves more by ardent spirits than'by ordinary food, and nSVt

most frequently in the subjects of gout and of lead - poisoning,

although there are a good many cases of the disease remaining to

be accounted for by less obvious causes.

The dropsy of Bright's disease is difficult in its patnology. The Dropsy

watery state of the blood, or the hydrtemia, conseciuent on the loss of

of much of its albumen does not suffice by itself. A subsidiary Bright's

hypothesis, adoptftl by Cohnhcim, is that the blood-vessels of the disease

skin become unusually permeable. Sometimes the dropsy appears

first round the ankhs, at other times it shows itself in pultiness

of the eyelids and a somewhat bloated jiallor of the face.

Gout and the Uralic Diathesis.—llany other states of the system Gonf

besides poda<^a—the disease which usually begins in the night with

pain and reSness of the great-toe joint—are now reckoned as be-

loucin* to gout. The disease, in the extended use of the name, is

iiideed°'a widespread error of metabolism which may manifest itself

iu very various ways. The particular liabilities to enor arise dur-

ing the metabolism of proteids, from the fii-st stage of digestion in

the stomach to the last sUge of excretion in the kidney.- Hence it

is that gout, iu its widest meaning, has been taken to be a form of

"dyspepsia." The opportunity for going wrong may be said to

depend on the fact that thcie are two chief forms of nitrogenous

waste remaining to be got rid of in the end, which are somehow

correlated to one another,—the highly soluble substance urea, and

the highly insoluble substance .uric acid. There are remarkable

differences in the proportions of these two waste-products through-

out the animal kingdom ; in most reptiles and in birds the form

of nitrogenous waste is mostly uric acid, whereas in man (ami other

mammals) it is mostly urea. But in man the waste is still to a

smalt extent in the form of uric acid. Ill normal human urine

the proportions are :—to 1500 grammes (5291 ounces) of water in

the urine of twenty-four hours the total of solids is 72 grammes

(2-54 ounces), of which 3318 (117 ounces) are urea, and only

555 (-019 ounce) uric acid, or not more than one-sixtieth of the

quantity of urea. 'Whether or not we are to regard this small

margin of uric acid as another of those instances of non-perfect

adaptation of which we have previously found instances in the

physiological traces of sugar and of albumen in the urine, and of

colourless corpuscles iu the blood, there can be no doubt that the

adaptation, such as it is, whereby the nitrogenous waste is mostly

the highly soluble urea, but to a very small amount also the less

soluble" uric acid, is the occasion of many and serious morbid con-

ditions. The liability to these gouty and calculous disorders

depends paitlv on the increase of uric acid at the expense of the

urea, together"with the low solubility of the former, but it seems

to depend also on an abnorm.illy low power of the animal fluids

to dissolve uric acid, or of the kiduey to eliminate it when its

quantity is not excessive.

The ijeculiar liability from uric acid is sometimes called the Uratic

uric -acid or uratic diathesis or constitution ; some persons have it ,Jia-

niuch more than others, and it is exceedingly apt to be handed thesis,

down from parent to offspring, so that the stock, in countries and

among classes where ^out is common', may be said to be widely

inocufated with it. 'Where the acquisition of it can be traced at

first hand it is often found that the associated circumstances are

hich-feeding and a life of physical inaction and feeble intellectual

zest. These" are among the best-known conditions of gout, admitted

equally by the ancients and the moderns. It is now known, how-

ever, that practically the same gouty constitution may be and

often is inifuccd by tonditions which have hardly anything iu

common with luxury. Thus gout is a common liability of workers

in lead, being one of the various manifestations of lead-poisoning ;

it is also common among those classes of labourers, such as dock-

labourers on the Thames, whose habitual drink is porter ; and it

is said to have become common among the working-class in Dublin,

where it was rare twenty or thirty years ago, according as they

have taken to drinking porter instead of ardent spirits. There are

still other cases of gouty constitution for which neither heredity,

nor luxury, nor lead-poisoning, nor porter-diinking can be in

voked as an explanation ; and these are the cases which justify the

somewhat wide definition of gout as a form of dyspepsia.

In order^o have the gouty effect there need be no great increase Unc acU'

in the amount of uric acid formed in the course of the meUbolism in gout,

of proteids. During an acute attack of gout, and previous to it,

the amount of uric acid in the uiiuc will probably be much below

the average ; it is the kidney that has failed in its function,^ so

that the uric acid is retained in the blood to be deposited else-

where. The presence of uric acid (urate of soda) in the blood m gout

is the well-known discoTOry of Garrod, who has also pointed out

that its proportion in the urine is at the same time reduced.

But there need not even be failure of the kidney's function, al-

thouMi, as a matter of fact, there often is; the error may lie in

the hei.'htened insolubility of the uric aci.l. It is obsei-ved that

the uric acid of urine is apt to be deposited in the form of urates,

as a brick-red sediment, even when there is no excess of it; a

more acid state of the urine seems to favour the precipitation of

the "ric acid : and it has been conjectured (from the success of the
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alkaliiT* trcitmcnt) that there may be some analogous acidity intro-

duced into the blood and lymph in the form of organic acids {pro-

iluccd in the course of faulty digestion), which would cause the

uric acid to be deposited from the blood as it circulates generally.

It is in the carti!a.?cs of the joints that the deposition usually takes

place, the crcat-toe joint (metatarso- phalangeal) having a (juite

remarkableWl inexplicable liability. The surface of the cartilage

is crusted with patches of a whitish opaque substance, which proves

to be needle-shaped crystals of urate of soda
;
the deposition ex-

tends deeper and affeoU the fibrous structures of the joint ; it may
be so extensive iu other fibrous structures as to amount to tophi

or chalk-stones. In some rare cases of gout such organs as the

parotid glands may be completely disorganized by the chalky de-

|K)sit, or there m.^y be numerous centres of its deposition iu the

membranes of the spinal cord.

AlbiiminHrta and Eczana of Gout.—Two morbid conditions arc

so frequently associated with gout as to be part of its natural

history, namely, eczema of some regions of the skin (eyelids, back

of neck, &c.) and albuminuria. We have absolutely no clue to

the connexion between the skiu-disease and the uratic diathesis ;

for the albuminuria a connexion may be suggested. The albumen
will at first be absent in the intervals of gouty attacks, showing

itself during the attack, or for a few days previously ; its appear-

ance in the nrine thus coincides, so far as it goes, with the decrease

of uric acid in the urine. It is impossible to exclude the possibility

that the albumen is here an error of the renal metabolism. All

the facts of the gouty constitution jwint to a far-reaching disturb-

ance of the metabolic functions, which may be induced by causes

so different as lead-poisoning and a luxurious life ; uric acid is

'not the only metabolic product concerned, although it is the

chief, for there is e\-en an occasional implication of the glycogenic

metabolism, as shown by the presence of sugar in the urine, and
there is the much more common albuminuria. It is impossible to

.believe that there are structural changes in the kidney to account
for the earliest occurrences of albumen in the urine in gout, for the

urinary secretion may be normal for long intervals
; and it is by

no means certain that tlie albumen is a leakage from the glomeruli

owing to the altered pressure of congestion.

The kidney in chronic gout may be affected in obvious characters

;

- 1 will show, on section, streaks of white opaque substance within or

between the tubules,—that which is bet-veen them being composed of

crj'stals of urate soda often in fan-shaped bundles, while that which
is within them is an amorphous mixture of urates of ammonia and
soda and uric acid. The so-called gouty kidney may and often does

assume the progressive structural changes which lead to the state of

contraction and puckering. (There are other renal deposits of uric

acid, as in new-born children, which are transitory.)

The uric-acid diathesis may manifest itself, not in gout, but in

gravel. In this case the excess of uric acid is thrown into the
tubules of the kidney, where it forms concretions ; these may
either be washed out by the uriue as fine grains, or may remain for

a time to increase by accretion, forming renal and vesical calculus.

Obesity, Local Formations of Fat.—Ihe significance of fat under
all circumstances in the animal body is by no means well under-
stood, but il may be conveniently approached from the side of

metabolism. Adipose tissue is a somewhat special development of

mcsoblastic tissue, and most usually of the common binding tissue.

The embryonic cell transforms the greater part of its protoplasm
into an oily fluid which contains no nitrogen, the nucleus being
retained on one side along with a narrow fringe of cell-substance ;

a fat-cell in its early stage thus resembles a signet-ring, and in

its later development jt becomes a thin -walled vesicle which
may be distended by its oily contents much beyond the limits

of even the largest cells of other tissues. This transformation may
happen to the cells of the connective tissue in almost any part
of the body ; but in the ordinary course of development it has
certain seats of election, such as the stratum of gelatinous tissue

underlying the kidney and the subcutaneous tissue. All synovial
and serous membranes, except those of the liver and lungs, are

favourite seats of fat-formation. In the subcutaneous tissue the
first formation of fat appears to be associated with local formation
of blood, the same mesoblastic elements being at one stage hsemato-
blasts and afterwards, in their vesiculated state, fat -cells. It

cannot be doubted that there is a close adaptation to the needs
of the economy iu the vicissitudes of the fat-tissue ; but it must
be admitted at the same time that the adaptation is often singularly
obscure. In many cases the changes in the fat-tissue seem rather
to be a correlated necessity.

One of the earliest facts that we meet with in this connexion
is the gradual replacement of the thymus gland by fat, the fluid

being absorbed in its turn, and the mass of tissue shrinking.
Another fact of the same kind is the change into fat -cells of
"lymphoid" cells elsewhere, as the change of red marrow into
yellow marrow in the central canals of the long bones. Both of
these changes have a protot\'pe or an analoc^' in the transition that
one sees in groups of the subcutaneous spindle-shaped cells from
a hfematoblastic activity to a fat-making activity. The season of

puberty is a time of active fat-formation, more especially in women,
and notably in the breast -region. A still more remarkable dcvcloi>-
nient of fat occurs in many cases of sterility, and iu many wonu-ii
after the child-beatiu^ period has ceased iu ordinary. Such in-

stances of a greater or Itss degree of obesity are so cleatly associattd

with the obsolescence of an important function that they may bo
called physiological. Other instances of obesity have no such
obvious or uniform association. Thus, an obese habit may follow
one or more attacks of malarial fever ; it sonietinies occurs as one
of the lifelong changes induced by an attack of typhoid fever.

There is often a great degree of plumpness along with the extreme
ill health of chlorosis. Idiocy and some forms of insanity are apt
to be associated with fatness ; in the pseudo-hypcrtrophic muscular
paralysis of boys the connective-tissue cells between the muscular
bundles become so active in fat-making that i\\c.y usurp the placo
of the muscle. As au effect of dietetic errors obesity usually follows

the inoi-dinate consumption of starchy and saccharine substances,

and especially the drinking of much beer, stout, and even other
forms of alcohol. As a racial character obesity is found among the
negro populations iu some parts of Africa (South Africa and the
Upper Iv'ile).

Among the most extraordinary developments of true fat arc those Local
cases where it develops locally in association with cancers or other fat-for-

malignant tumours. Thus, in a boy who had suffered amputation maticai&-

of the leg for a malignant tumour of the tibia there was a recur-

rence of the disease in the stump and in the ilium ; he died in a
state of extreme emaciation of all the body except the thigh of

the affected side, which was enveloped m a layer of ordinary sub-

cutaneous fat half an inch thick all round, contrasting strangely
with the wasted limb of the other side. To take anotlier unambigu-
ous case, an extensive development of fat through all its embryonic
phases can actually be traced in the serous covering of the rectum
in a case of cancerous stricture of the jiart. There is usually much
local development of fat round the sac of an old hernia. In certain

glandular organs, such as the pancreas, the supporting connective

tissue sometimes takes on an extensive fat-forming activity, so that

the organ is half transformed into adipose tissue ; the same may
be found around the pelvis of the kidney in old age.

Lipomatous Tumours.-;—It is not always possible to say whether Lipomjf
a local development of fat should be called a lipoma or not ; thus,

the fat around an old hernia may be so circumscribed as practically

to amount to a fatty tumour, and that may be the case also with
the fat around the breast or behind the eyeball. On the intestine,

notably the transverse colon, the masses of fat do become pendulous
fatty tumours (much more often in the domestic quadrupeds than
iu man) of'a uniform or lobulated structure, which may hang by a

lon^ and slender vascular stem, like an apple or a cherry on its

stalk ; when the vascular supply is kept up with difficulty these pen-

dulous masses of fat tend to become calcified or otherwise sclerosed,

and to fall oflf into the abdominal cavity as "loose bodies." The
loose bodies of the joints originate sometimes in the same manner
from the pendulous masses.-of subsynovial fat. On the peritoneal

surface the pendulous growth of fat may have a short stem and
abundant blood-vessels, and go on to form a large lobulated tumour

;

but more usually in that situation the tumour-habit is established

at a number of points, leading to the condition of multiple lipo-

mata. The lipomata of the subcutaneou.s tissue may be single or
multiple ; if they are not congenital they are most often associated

with a general obese habit ; and they may grow to an enormous
size. The submucous tissue of the stomach or intestine is a com-
paratively rare seat of fatty tumour. The most inexplicable lipo-

mata are those which form, under very rare circumstances, as

circumscribed nodular masses in the interstitial connective tissue

of the cortex of the kidney, and in the subarachnoid tissue of the

brain and spinal cord. "".
It is convenient to place these occurrences of obesity, of local Of fat-

overgrowths of fat, and of lipomatcms tumours under the head of makinf
errors of metabolism, but it is dillicuU to find one physiological in gea-
rationale for them all. "Where obesity is due to dietetic errors we eral.

may say that the carbohydrates supplied to the body have been more
than the combustion could overtake, and that the residue is "stored

up " as fat. Where there is a degree of embonpoint in such a malady
as chlorosis we may say that the feeble oxygen-carrying capacity

of the red-blood corpuscles has led to an inadequate combustion
of the carbohydrates supplied in due quantity, and that the

residue has been stored up in that case also. In the unhealthy
fattening that sometimes follows malarial or typhoid fever it does

not appear why there should be the residue re(juiring to be stored

up. Again, there are persons of an obese habit (probably con-

genital) who avoid a diet of carbohydrates, but turn even thoir

meat diet to fat, just as there are confirmed diabetics who turn

everything to sugar. Still further, we have the very remarkable

tendency to make fat when the reproductive functions have ceased

either prematurely or in the ordinary course ; and that is a fre-

quently occurring case which can hardly be brought into the

doctrine of inadequate combustion of carbohydrates. The peculiar

liability of the coanective tissue between or upon the bundles of
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muscle to become fat-tissue may point to some defective com-

bustion ia the work done by muscles. In the cases of pseudo-

hypertrophic paralysis of the leg-muscles in children we are con-

fronted with au enormous development of the same process. Other

cases of local fat- formation, as in the interstitial tissue of the

pancreas or around the kidney, are still more inexplicable. Lipo-

matous tumours, where they are congenital, may be referred to an

early error of tissue - growth ; where they are acquired, we have

usually a coexisting or previous obesity (local or general) to resort

to, and the only difficulty is to understand how ttie lobules of fat

came to acquire the delimitation or individuality of a tumour.

Dt^enera- Degenerations.—In a nosological outline there is perhaps no

tious. move convenient place for some remarks on the general subject of

degenerative changes than at the end of sections dealing with the

liabilities of obsolescence, the special liabilities of the suprarenal

and thyroid, and the larger errors of metabolism.

The usual healthy appearance of the most elementai-y kind of

protoplasm is a soft ti-anslucent grey ; under the microscope this

greyish protoplasm is uniformly and finely granular. From that

standard of health there are various deviations, representing various

kinds or degi-ees of degeneration. The chief degenerations are the

mucous, the albuminous, the fatty, the calcareous, the caseous, and

the amyloid.

Mucous. The imLcons change proceeds on more obvious physiological lines

tJian most of the others ; it is, as we have seen, the proper destiny

of surface-epithelium in many situations ; and we have found also,

in treating of myxomatous tumours, that even in these it has

not very remote atfinities to the haematoblastic function. A some-

what obscure form of it, the colloid change, has been mentioned in

Connexion with cancer of tlie stomach and breast.

Albu* 1 ' The albuminous change is that which is often found in the large

minous. glandular cells of the liver, kidney, &c., in disorders accompanied

by a rise of temperature. The cells are somewhat swollen, and

their substance Is clouded so as to obscure the centml nucleus,

fatty. Merging imperceptibly with the albuminous degeneraiion is the

fatUj, in which numerous small dioplets appear in the cell- sub-

stance, which 1,5 no longer uniform but d'versified with highly-

refracting grannies ; these droplets are of the nature of fat. In

the liver-cells the droplets may run together, so that the liver-cell

has the ordinary appearance of a physiological fat-cell. But there

is in general a broad line of distinction between the transformation

of protoplasmic substance into fat (usually in the connective-tissue

tells) and fatty degeneration as above described. The latter occurs

linder many ciicurnstances. It is an accompaniment of phosphorus-

J>oisoning and of those idiopathic states which run parallel with

the former, such as acute yellow atrophy of the liver. It is apt

to occur in the inner coat of arteries in cnlorotic subjects, producing

[yellowish opaque patches, which sometimes give rise to erosions.

The arteries of the brain are liable to a similar degeneration more
Universally and under other circumstances than chlorosis. The
Very common condition of atheroma of the large arteries («special]y

aorta) is a njoro extensive degeneration of a fatty kind, on the

basis of antecedent swelling or increase of tissue in the deeper part

of the inner coat, or in the interval between the inlier and the

middle coats. This variety of fatty change is often associated with

the production of cholesterin scales, and with a subsequent calcare-

ous transformation. Although it is most common after middle life,

it is not a senile change proper, inasmuch as the most long-lived

pei'sons have none of it.

Calcare- The calcareoiis degeneration is most often found in the cartilages

ous of the ribs after middle life ; but, like the atheromatous change, it

is not properly senile, as the very aged sometimes have their costal

cartilages qui-te soft. Tlie deposition of lime-salts (carbonate of

lime) is in the capsules of the cartilage -cells ; on applying a drop

of hydrochloric acid to a thin slice of such cartilage an efferves-

cence of carbonic-acid gas will occiu". Lime is often deposited in

the enlarged thyroid of goitre, and it is sometimes found in degen-

erated areas of the placenta. In the suprarenal it is much rarer

than the cheesy degeneration. Fatty tumours in the lower animals,

especially in the bovines, are liable to become calcareous ; and the

presence of gi-anules of lime is a very common feature (along with

the cheesy degeneration to be next mentioned) of the peculiar form

of tuberculous growths of the serous membranes, or tuberculous

nodules and infiltrations of the viscera and hnnphatic glands, in

those animals. In other tumours, of man or of animals, it is much
less common. Lastly, foreign bodies lodged in the tissues, and

the encysted trichina-parasite in the muscles, acquire a deposit of

lime in the thickening of tissue which forms their capsule.

The ca^coiis or cheesy form of degeneration is the characteristic

disintegration that the cells and tissues undergo in tuberculous

and scrofulous disease. Collections of pus, as in chronic abscess of

the liver or in chronic empyema (pus in the pleural cavity), are

liable to the same process of drjdng up aiid molecular disintegra-

tion. In the central parts of hard cancers also it is not unusual

to find cheesy areas. A form of degeneration not very unlike

the caseous may be observed as a perfectly normal incident in the

deeper parts of the placenta. It is by far the most commoQ degen-

eration of the suprai-enal cells, whether in associadon with general

tuberculous disease or not. Under all these circumstances the

caseous change follows upon a certain amount of hyperplasia of the

tissue, for the maintenance of which there has been no adequate

provision in the way of new blood-vessels.

The gummatoiLs degeneration of the products of syphilitic infers Oammaf
tion is not always easily distinguished from the caseous ; but, for tous.

the most part, the substance is firmer and more cohesive, as the

name implies, less dry and friable in the section, and of a brown colour

rather than of the yellowish or fawn colour of cheesy degeneration.

A vitreous, hyaline, or waxy degeneration of muscular tibre occurs Vitreour,

in the courseof some fevers.as well as in progressive muscular atroidiy.

The amyloid degeneration is the most peculiar of them all. The Amyi-
degenerate substance was thought to be allied to starch (whence oid.

the name) on account of the reaction with iodine (mahogany-red),

but it is now known to be a nitrogenous principle. When it is

present in large quantity, as in the amyloid hver, it gives the cut

surface a peculiar glance, like that of fat bacon, and hence it has

been called lardaceous or waxy degeneration. Its proper seat is

the walls of the smaller arteries and the capillaries ; these undergo

a kind of hyaline swelling, like the swelling of boiled sago, so that

the aggregate effect in such an organ as the liver is to make it

very much larger, firmer, and more rigid in its outlines. This

alteration irf tlie vessel-wall facilitates the escape of the fluid part

of the blood ; hence the amyloid change in the kidney is a cause

of albuminuria and in the intestine of diarrhoea. In the wall of

the intestine the course of the amyloid vessel may be tracked by

the mahogany -red line left by iodine. This remarkable foi-m of

degeneration of the vessels is associated with long-standing sup*

puration (especially in diseases of bone), with chronic dj'sentery,

syphilis, and other of tha constitutional states called cachectic.V^

§ 12,

—

Errors of the Nervous Control.

Reference has already been made to the obscure impli-

cation of nerve-control in such disorders as Addison's dis-

ease, Graves's disease, diabetes, and acute yellow atrophy

of the liver ; the integrity of the controlling nerve-force

may be said to be necessary to the perfect carrying out of

the give-and-take of metabolism, or to the full effect of

the *' ferment " in each of the breaking-up processes. In a

subsequent section (p. 393 sq.) reference is made to another

controlling nervous mechanism, whose paralysis or dis-

order is immediately accountable for a very large part

of the sum-total of sickness in the world, namely, the

mechanism which regulates the animal heat. The present

section will be devoted to a few morbid conditions of the

cerebro-spinal system, selected to illustrate pathologicali

principles.

Keuralgia and Tcianiis.—One or t^'o instances of neuralgia and Neli*'

of tetanus will serve to illustrate a peculiarity of the disorders of the algig

nervous rystera among morbid processes of the body. A person in

getting up from a stooping posture before the fire hits the right

eyebrow hard against the edge of the mantelpiece ; the blow has

touched the filaments of the supi-a-orbital nerve, and there is more
or less of pain for a time over the limited area to which these small

sensory twigs are distributed. Several weeks afterwards, when the

accident had been forgotten, there is an attack of -severe neuralgia

over the whole of tliat side of the face ; the pain shoots along all

the nerve -brancues above the eyebrow, along all the branches

below the eye-socket (infra-orbital), and along the branches going

to the skin of the lower -jaw region or chin. The sequence of

events means that the injury to the bianch of the trigeminus above

the eyebrow has touched the trunk of the ner\'e in such a manner
that, after a considerable inter\-al, intermittent attacks of pain

are felt along all three sets of branches covering the whole of one

side of the face. In other words, a molecular condition of nerve,

originally peripheral and limited, has become central and difTusive.^

Another instance is as follows. A person seated at a high desk,

day after day exposes the outer side of the ankle and region of the

Achilles-tendon to currents of cold air from the opening and shut-'

' See a. Bernard, XouvtUe fonetion du Foie, comme Organe pro-

duetcuT de Matiere siicrSe, Paris, 1853, and Lei^ons sur U Dtabetf et la

Glycogcnese animale, Paris, 1877 ; Pavy, Researches on the Xature

atid Treatment of Diabetes, Lond., 1862 ; Senator, Die Albiminurie^

Berlin, 1882 ; Cohnheim, Allg. Patkol., vol ii., Beriin, 1881 ; Grainget

Stewart, Practical Treatise on Bright's Disease o/ the Kidneys, Edin.,

1868, and in Trans. Iniemat Med. Congr., Lond., 1831, voh il ; S.

Rosenstein, Die Pathologie und Therapie der Nicrenkraukheiten, Berlin,

1863, and in Trans. Iniemat. Med. Congr., Lond., 1881, vol. ii. ; Garrodi

Treatise on Gout, dc, 3d ed.. Loud., 1876, and on " Eczema and Albu-

minuria in relation to Gout," in Traits. Iniemat. Med. Congr., Lond.

1881, vol. ii.; Virchow, "Lipoma," in Krankhaft^ O'cschwiilsU, vol. Y.
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ting m » door, some occasional pains being felt where the external
saphajflous nerve runs behind the outer ankle and over the outside
of the he«I. After a lapse of time there is an attack of sciatica, the
first of a senea continuing for yeire, in which the course of the
diffusire tvain can be tracked, as if it had had an anatomical know-
ledge of the nerves of the limb, along all the branches of the great
scjanc nerve to the thigh, leg. and foot. In this case the sequence
of events is the same as in the former : the o.nginal excitant had
touched the terminal twigs of the e.tternal saphenous branch of
the great sciatic nenv ; after an interval intense neuralgic pain
be|iu= to be felt far up the great nerre-trunk itself; and the pain
duiuses itself not only to the filaments belonging to the cTtcrnal
saph.-enous branch bat along aU the branches. A limited peri-
pheral disturbance has, after an interval, become central and
diffusive, and the pain apt to recur intermittently for years after.

T9tanns< Let us now take a case of lelanus involving the verj- same peri-
pheral nerve as the last case. A boy engaged on a farm chafes the
outer side of one heel by wearing boots too large for his feet • the
abrasion, which is exactly over the course of the external saphenous
nerve, is disregarded, and the irritation of the boot permitted to
continue. In a few days he is admitted into hospital with tetanus,
that IS to say, with the neck -muscles rigid, the jaw locked the
leatures drawn, the recumbent body bent forwards from time to
time like a bow, its whole weight resting on the head and heels
occasional wild jerfcings of the limbs, and the muscles every%vhere
as hard as boards. This horrible and painful state of the muscular
system usually ends m the paHent dying after a week or ten days
or ICK, exhausted by hunger and thirst and want of sleep, or by
inability to breathe under the vice-like grip in which the chest is
Jield by the muscles of respirarion. The sequence of events is here
closeh- parallel with that in the cases of neuralgia : an irritated
condition of a smaU outlying nerve -twig, which is not a motor
norve, has, after a short interi'al, touched the spinal cord in such amanner that motor force is freely and continuously let loose over
the whole muscular sj-stem, with occasional discharges of a more
intense kind Spasm commencing in the muscles near the iaiury
Las been spoken to by the patients or attendants sometimes ; but
the oljservation has been recorded, on the whole, seldom. Straneelv
enough, it IS m the muscles of the face, neck, and throat that the
tetanic ngidity shows itself first, in whatever part of the body the
injured nene may be. There probably always is an injured nerve
Bomewhere, although it is necessary to admit a few cases of " idio-
pathic tetanus in which the nerve-injury is unknown. Gunshot-
wounds of nerves are most likely to be followed by tetanus, as well
as lacerated contused, and punctured wounds generally, including
the bites inflicted by canine teeth. The tetanic onset may follow
the wound immediately, or it may come on while the wound is

. cleaning or suppuraHng, or during the stage of scarrin.-, orsome time after the cicatrLj has formed. A wound which has
been neglected m the healing, in which foreign parriclcs have been
lelt, or in which the nerve has been involved in the tishtenin"
of the scar is most apt to be followed by tetanus. A certaiS
temperament, or state of the mind and body, predisposes to itthe frequency of tetanus in war may be due to more than one
cause, but it seems necessary to include among the predisposin"
factors the excitement or preoccupation of the battlefield. Certain

.
states of climate predispose to it ; in the dry Australian air it isnot uncommon for wounds to be followed by tetanus, and the
disease is equally common within the tropics, especially under the
circumstances which ordinarily cause chill. Among animals thehorse is particularly liable to it, especially as a sequel of castration.ine rise of temperature m tetanus is probably the effect of the
excessive muscular metabolism.

fy.1',...
fvlos've Discharges of Nerve-force on slight ProvocaHo,x.-

cha.gea Instances of neuralgia and of tetanus as the sequel of a peripheral

tZ'''"'7V^t r'rT.f "^"^'^
"^fT"^

excitations, are uSuon
force. of that remarkable property of the nervous system which Rind-

fff^t ''^T^
"' f involving a "disproportion between cause and

r \- ""'"^ nervous system, he says. " has a capacity forabsorbing enormous qaantides of centripetal or ingoing excitations
as if they left no trace ; but in reality it stores them u? in the for^of potential energy. It is this that enables an impr^ion whichmay hardly exceed the limits of physiological excitadon, but isaiaea in various ways by circumstances, snch as inherited feeble.

thf;.i°T"''.
''"^tio". or blood-poisoning, suddenly to let loosethe whole store of these accumulated forces and to give rise to anoutbreak of the most scute feelings and the most powerful movements. The want of ov.llet at tU time is an error that nnderiiesmuch of nervous disease, both purely psychical and other The

tnr°^li T" "^'i°^'
"^ °'" ™='Sined, the unsatisfied hunger

.?1^ P^ ^' I^"'-"P Of unexpressed emotion under many cir-

Kew zSf;;T **"' '°"""^' "' f'P*'"'^^ °" '^' Australian and^ew z.ealand downs, are among the causes tending to a total un-hinging of the mind. Such illustrations of the general principleare beyond the scope of this article ; the illustrations that'^roncirn

ZtZI^ X'^^u "' '^"""'^ '^"'" '" *•"= Pf"""" ^f «aex nervous
activity, where the response is automatic, not always recorded by
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the consciousness, and little if at all controUed by the will Some
disorders in this group are purely functional, that is to say there
•ore no concurrent structural changes. In others, the functional
disorder IS attended or closely followed by degeneration ; and those
are mostly diseases of the spinal cord. Representative instancesirom each of these two c'asses will now be adverted to briefly

Convuhio7is (Eclampsia). -Af^Tt from the convulsions of urajmic Convulpoisoning, there ar^, two prominent divisions of eclampsia-the sionsconvulsions of infancy and childhood and the convulsions of thepregnant or puerperal state. In infancy the reflex movements and
nncontroUedspontaneiries are predominant, just as the impressions

,

Irom the outer world are but little discriminated or retained. It
lakes little to throw some infants into a fit ; the irritation of
teething, of ill-digested food, of worms, and the like will sufice.
\V.|iethcr m these cases the excitations have been accumulating or
not, the discharge of outgoing energy is always explosive. The
muscles that straighten the back are contracted to the utmost, and
the air is forcibly expelled from the chest with a prolonged cry •

tlie head IS thrown back, and the arms and legs kept rigid The
state of ngid spasm (tonic contraction) is succeeded by rapid con-
tractions and re axations (clonic) of the muscles of the face andlimbs and whole body, which giadually become more comprehensivem sweep and slower in rhythm until they cease. Consciousness
Has meanwhile been suspended, and does not return untU some ten

""•tw!!'^'
"'°"'«^ ^f'" *e convulsive movements have ceased

;

r?.? -^ "T.*"™.
°f consciousness the patient "comes out of the

?/ . /,,*: "»'""ty to such attacks diminishes very strikingly as
the intelligence and the iriU develop and the body hardens. It is
not until the circumstances of pregnancy and childbed arise that
any liabUity to convulsions at all comparable to that of infancy is
again met with. No analysis of the circumstances of puerperal
convulsions can be attempted here ; if they are in some cas^ of
unemic origin, in association with the albuminuria of pre<mancy

there are other cases that are primarily disordeisof reflex" inner-
vatiou.

Epilepsy.—kn epileptic fit does not difl-er materially in its phcno- EpUepsmena from a fit of convulsions as above described ; the tongue is
more apt to be caught between the teeth in the rapid movements
of the lower-jaw muscles, and the spectacle of a grown person in
a ht IS more distressing in every way. That which really distin-
guishes epilepsy from eclampsia is that it is a habit of the nervous
system, with a good deal of regularity in its recurrences. Fits of
convulsions in infancy will cease when the cause is removed, when
teething is over, or worms expeUed, or after the probationary state

°C-, Vu
"<="'ous system has been outgrown. The convulsions of

childbed also, if the patient happily survive the attack, come to
an end when the critical state of the system has passed. But it
IS the distinctive mark of epilepsy that it tends to become an
ingrained habit, that the fit is there in posse, as if detached from
Its exciting cause, established, permanent, and self-existent on the
paths ot ingoing and outgoing nerve-influence. This tendency of
a disordered reflex action to repeat itself is the same "memory"
that has been claimed by Hering for the cells and mechanisms of
the body generally. That which is implied in the original use of
the vyord, namely, retentiveness or the resurrection of past im-
pressions, and the contagion of associated ideas, is a mysten- lar^^enough to cover the minor mystery of morbid habit Epilepsy il
as It were, the self-existent memory of a disordered reflex , and this is
what we may understand by the term " neurosis." It is trae that
a primar)' disorder of reflex action duo to an adequate cause, such
as infantile or puerperal convulsions are, cannot be always shown to
have occurred at one time or anothei in epileptics, "in a certain
proportion of cases there has been an injury to the skull, or there
are evidences of tumour or other new formation within the skull
or there is a tumour of a peripheral nerve, or a nerve involved in
the scar of a wound or sore ; but there arc many more epileptics
in whom such antecedents cannot be made out. The habit in fact,
IS one which tends to be ingrained not only in the individual who
has begun it but also in his or her family. Epilepsy is one of the
clearest instances of a liability transmissible from parent to off-
spnng. The heredity of epilepsy has even been proved by Brown-
bequard for the guinea-pig ; when an epileptic habit was induced
in guinea-pigs by injuring the spinal cord or the medulla oblongata,
or by cutting the sciatic nerves, the litters of such epileptic guuiea-
pigs .vj-ere apt to have epileptic seizures, attributable to nothing but
inherited liability. According to Basse's figures, epUepsy has
begun before the age of twenty in by far the larger number of cases,
and that fact is doubtless an index of the extent of hereditary
influence. If we do not assign all such cases to heredity, the
advent of puberty in girls may be held to be itself a cause of epi-
lepsy

;
that time of life is distinguished by the somewhat abrupt

acquisition of a much wider emotional and intellectual range, and
presumably by some special liability to explosions of reflex nerve-
force upon slight provocation.

ChoreaiSt ri/!is>23ajicf).—This is another variety of uncontrolled St
movement which is also a habit, like epilepsy, and is practically VKas's
confined to girlhood and boyhood. It may occur ia pregnant dance.
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women, but it disappears with delivery. The movements are

intermittent, beginning from a state of repose with a certain

fidgety restlessness, and coing on to the most irrelevant and un-

rhythmical jerkings, hitchings,.and twistings of the limbs, head,

and body, or of one limb only, or one shoulder, or of the head

only, or of the tongue. The muscles do not cease to be the

ministers of the will, but voluntary movements are performed

with some want of aim and certainty ; and the gait in walking

may be seriously affected. The choreic movements themselves can-

not be restrained by the will ; excitement and self-consciousness'

intensify them ; a^d they cease during sleep. One of the most

singular facts in t^u strange nervous habit 13 its association with

rheumatic fever ; a significant proportion of those subject to it are

found to have had rheumatic fever, but there are others, curiously

enough, who afford indications only of that state, of the endo-

cardium (or lining membrane of the heart and its valves) which

often goes with riieumatic fever. This fact of endocarditis has

suggested a theory that the disease is due lo the minute arteries

of i3ie corpus striatum being blocked with small fibrinous plugs

washed off from the inflamed interior of the left ventricle, ot from

the surface of its valves. It is more accordant, however, with all

the phenomena to regard the disease as a functional habit of muscle

and nerve, with the usual intermissions of a nervous habit and the

usnal exacerbations, in which tho implication pf 'the heart-muscle

creates a peculiar liability to endocarditis. A further analysis is

offered at the end of the remarks on rheumatic fever {p. 393).

Mimetic Mimetic and Epidemic Chorea.— The choreic habit has, like

mnd epi- hysteria, a singular power of becoming a fixed idea in others ; there

demio is no douot that choreic movements are involuntarily mimicked by

chorea. . young persons who witness them in orphanages or other institutions

where a number of girls are living under the same circumstances

of work and leisure. Chorea may thus be said to be contagious,

while epileps;- is hereditary. It is no great stej) from these cases,

which depend solely upon the fantastic trick being caught under

the influsnce of the id6ejixe, to the remarkable epidemics of dancing

frenzy of which some are historical, and of which thero are stifl

Instances occurring from time to time under some general excite-

ment, particularly the vivid prepossession of a large number of

persons at once by the same religious hopes and fears.

In this connexion come certain other diseases

—

ecstasy, catalepsy,

and hysteria— of which the details are given in the respective

articles. Ecstasy, &c.

Degcnera- Diseases of the Spi-nal Cord.—In the foregoing group of errors of

tiona the nervous control we have had to consider a mere functional con-

of spinal dition,—a molecular state, no doubt, but one which cannot be seen

cord. any more than can the electricity in a wire. Stnictural changes,

when they occur at all, are a very late effect, as in some cases of

epilepsy. But thero is a very" large and important part cf the

functional errors in the controlling nervous mechanisms which

are associated with textural changes or degenerations. The most
obvious of these are disorders of the reflex functions of the spinal

cord. In respect of these structural changes accompanying func-

tional irregularities, the spinal cord approximates to the organs

and parts of the body which we nave already considered. But
there Is one character in the textural changes of the spinal cord

(and of the brain) which is in a sense unique, namely, tneir tend-

ency to spread up and down in the particular tracts cf fibres.

Hence the ascending and descending degeneration and sclerosis of

the cord, the extensions of bulbar paralysis, and the like.

Loco- Locomotor Ataxia, or rafiesZ^orsa/w.—^The muscles of the body act

luotor ordinarily in groups, so that complex movements, such as carrying

ataxi» a spoonful of soup to the mouth, are performed by a number of

independent voluntary muscles as if by a mechanism or automaton.

The nighest point attained by the cotiscles in this direction is the

precision of military drill. In the disease called locomotor ataxia-

the muscles that Are ordinarily grouped together in their action

become slow to act in concert, the want of co-ordination being

most obvious in the legs and hips in walking. Progression is not
of the usual well-considered kind, but the leg is thrown outwards

as well as forwards, and the foot is brought down as if the inten-

tion were to strike the ground with it, the knee having been pre-

viously straightened. With so little ease are- these muscular com-
binations initiated that the patient reouires to look at his feet as

if the sense of effed were failing and had to be aided by the sight..

Later on the muscles of the upper extremity are in like manner
unable to act consentaneously, so that the patient cannot fasten a

button, pick up a pin, or the like. Still later there is not only

los» of tne nicely-adjusted harmonious action among the muscles,

but thero ia a loss of all moderation or graduation in the move-
ments instituted. Whether or not this also be duo to loss of the

sense of effect, the movement is not adapted to the effect required
;

it is quick and of short range even when it should be slow and
sweeping, and the time and range of the movement of the given

limb are practically the same under all circumstances. These errors

of the locomotor control are so conspicuous as to have given tho

disease one of its names ; to them we have to add other symptoms
-rarying in the different cases, each as Hying pains in the limbs,

numbness, rouinting nnd double vision, and functional disorders

of tho abdominal and pelvic organs. ' A certain painless structural

alteration of the joints (especially tho knee), first described by
Charcot, is now and then met with, and the remarkable coudition

known as perforating ulcer of the foot is sometimes found (but not

every case of it) to be associated with locomotor ataxia.

The structural changes in the spinal cord begin in the lumbar
region and spread upwards ; they are in the posterior columus, and
especially on their outer limits. Grey degeneration is tho name
given to the structural condition, and it depends essentially upon
the loss of the opaque whit& substance that invests the axis-

cylinder of each nerve like an insulating stratum ; this layer

gives the colour to the white .tracts of the cord, and the loss of it

reduces these tracts to the grey condition of the central columns
of cord where the nerves are normally without the white insulat-

ing layer.

The degenerations of the spinal cord, however caused, hav0
little variety ; the loss of the white substance may be followed

by hardening of the tract of tissue (sclerosis), or there may be a

development of the cells of the supporting tissue or neuroglia,

keeping pace with the decay of the nerves themselves, whereby
the tract acquires a gelatinous appearance. Sometimes the degen-

eration is not perfectly continuous, but occurs at many isolated

spots (multiple disseminated sclerosis).

The causes of the degeneration in locomotor ataxia are various. Causes

According to the statistics of Erb, it is nearly always associated of these

with constitutional sypliilis ; other causes are probably always degecera-

peripheral somewhere within the region supplied with nerves from tions.

the lumbar part of the cord.

Tho causes of degeneration other than tbat of tabes dorsalis are

also various, and associated with various groups of symptoms, which
need not further be considered. Mechanical injury to the cord is

followed by degeneration, and the pressure of a tumour may have

the same effect. It is found that the solution of continuity of a

nerve causes the same loss of the white substance in its peripheral

portion as in these degenerations of the cord, and the degeneration

of the nerve is set down to its being cut off from its " trophic

centre." . The same "trophic" hypothesis is applied to the spinal

decay. If the structural degeneration in the cord differs from the

degenerations that elsewhere go with disordered function, in its

remarkable tendency to spread up or down, that is a difference

which may be itself associated with the distinctive conducting

function of the nerves and nerve-centres.

In so-called bulbar paralysis, associated with inarticulateness of Bulbar

speech, there is dcocribed a certain decay of the ganglion-cells in paralyas-

tho nucleus of the hypoglossal uerve, situated in the " bulb " or

medulla oblongata, together with general shrinkage of the nucleus ;

this condition progresses both structurally and functionally towards ,

a more general paralysis.

In infantiU paralysis the structural degeneration is found ner- Infantile

vading the anterior horns of grey matter of the cord (anterior polio- paralysis

myelitis), and it includes the ganglion-cells.

Pseudo-hypertrophic Paralysis, Progressive Muscular Atrophy.— Pseudo-

These are two closely allied conditions, the one in young children and hyper-

the other mostly in male adults, which afford -the most instructive trophic

contrasts. There is gradual loss of muscular power in both, in the paraly-

case of the children's malady chiefly in the course or static muscles sis, pro-,

that keep the body erect, and in the nimble and richly inner- gressive

vated muscles of the hand, forearm, and tongue in the progressive muscular

muscular atrophy of male adults. In both the loss, of musculnr atrophy-

power goes hand in hand with a loss of muscular structure ; but in

the coarse and sluggish groups of muscles wliich are mostly affected

in grovring children the loss of muscular structUE3'is more than
made up for, iri mere bulk, by the development of interstitial con-

nective tissue and fat, while in the nimble muscles of tlfo hand and
tongue, chiefly and primarily implicated in the characteristic disease

of matairity, there is visible shrinkage of the part It is only in

the limbs, when the affection extends to them, that the bulk and
outline are preserved in adults. Hence the affection in children is

called 4>seuap- hypertrophic paralysis, and in adults progressive

muEcular atrophy. A few cases of great interest have been recorded

in which adult^s have had the* tn*o conditions in combination.

Children so affected walk as if on tiptoe, with a waddling gait,

balancing tho body for a perceptible interval on one foot ; when
they are stripped the dorsal contour is peculiar, the shoulders

being thrown back and the belly fon\'arq, the calves and hips

standing out prominent and hard. In the muscular atrophy of

adults the ball of the right thumb is nearly always wasted, and if

the other muscles of the hand are equally attenuated thore is pro-|

duced the characteristic appearance of a bird's claw ; the tongue'

also is often shrivelled.

In contrast to locomotor ataxia, and to paralysis from injury to*

or pressure on the brain and spinal cord, the^e two diseases are'

illustrations of the peripheral relationship of muscle and nerve, of
a loss of integrity in that executive relationship, which brings with
it both loss of power in the muscle and concomitant failure of its

nutrition. They may be quoted as instances of tropho-neuroses.
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•Dis-

prin-

ciple

as long »s it is clearly nnderslood that the term really csplains

nothing. There an;, indeed, changes described for tiiera in the

aaterior comtu of the ^ey matter of the cord, with wasting of the

anterior roots of the spinal nerves.
" Dissolulion " Principle of Ncrvotis Diseases.—It is known from

solntiou" phj-siologicil experiment that a muscle b capable of excitation

when the nen-e-force is withdrawn from it ; muscular substance is

not only a contractile form of protoplasm under the control of

nerres, but it has proper irritability when the nervous influence is

paralysed (as by ti.e action of the curare poison). The condition

of the motor nerves in pseudo-hypertropliic muscular pai-alysis and

in progressive muscular atrophy is such that the muscles are left to

their indigenous conti-actilit\-, being deprived of their innervating

force. We shall find these two diseases a convenient opportunity

-of atatiug a principle in ner\"ous diseases which has been expounded

by Hugluings Jackson under the name of the "dissolution" prin-

cipU. Jloibid sutes of the nen-ous system (or many of them) are

said to be of the nature of a breaking up of the acquisitions of

evolution, with loss of the more finished acquisitions, and a falling

back to a simpler tj-pe, whose unsuitability to the individual in

liis then geuei-al circumstances amounts to a disease. The illus-

trations dready given (5§ 4, 5) of "memories" of development

inherent in the cellular life of the body be'ong to the same class of

facts or the same oidcr of ideas.

In applying tliis iniiiciple to the diseases in question we have to

.onsidcr both the electrical reaction of the muscles and the retro,

grade changes in their structure. The " reaction of degeneration
"

is a i^culiar one, and it is the diagnostic mark of paralysis of peri-

pheral origin. The Jcgeucrated muscle shows a considerable in-

crease of irritability for a time under the galvanic current ; the

contraction is sluggish and sustained ; the anodal closure gives a

stronger contraction than the kathodal, while, conversely, the

kathodal ojiening has the advanta»;e. These peculiarities of the

electrical reaction in " degenerated ' muscles are analogous to the

physiological reaction when the nerve-influence has been abrogated.

We mav take it that a *' degenerating" muscle falls back upon its

proper irritability, that the contractility becomes "ideo-muscuiar
"

as contrasted witli "ueuro-muscular." The muscle, so to speak,

takes lower ground by way of adapting itself to circumstances.

In the disease in question, as it aliccts children, the groups of

muscles that suffer are precisely those in which the contractility

is already of the sluggish, sustained, and ideo- muscular kind,

—

such muscles as the erector spina;, glutei, and others, which
liave an extremely limited nerve-supply in proportion to their

bulk. Side by side with this fact we have the other fact of an
increase of bulk, as shown in the seemir.gly strong and hard
back, hips, and calves. The paralysis of the muscles has brought
with it extreme dilatation of their small arteries, and consequent
venous hyiKneniia ; and this presence of the blood in increased

quantity has given an enormous impetus to the growth of the
interstitial tissue, in the form of young connective tissue and
more particularly in the form of fat-tissue. On the other hand,

in the muscular atrophy as it affects adults (mostly of the male
sex), it is the very uimblcst of all the muscles of the body that are

picked out first—the muscles of the right hand— in which the idco-

muscular contractility is naturally small and the neuro-muscular
contractility naturally great ; and these muscles, with those of the

tongue, undergo a remarkable atrophy with little or no spurious

cnmpcnsatioti from the interstitial tissue. AVhen the disease pro-

jrresses to other muscles, however, there may be so much new-
formed interstitial tissue (fibrous and adipose] that thert may be

no actual loss of volume in the limb. Tlie precise significance

of these differences in the tw-o diseases is not easy to state ; in

both the males are very much more often affected tlian the femaJes,

being in the one mostly very young boys beginning to walk, and
in the other men whose manual dexterity is a foi-med habit.

The structural changes in the muscular fibre itself ai'C very much
the saTnc in both ; as the stiiation of the fibres disappears the quies-

cent muscle-nuclei become numerous and prominent. The muscle
may be said to fall back upon the more embryonic condition, upon
the individual life ot the cell-units which had been fused in the fibre

;

it retreats to earlier ^vound, and, as the proper texture of muscle
finally goes, the life of the part takes the still more elementary
direction of the common binding-tissue and fat In this sequence
of functional and structural events we may discover an illustiatiou

of the dissolution principle. The muscles, having lost, or beginning
to lose, their innervation, fall back upon the more primitive kind
of irritability ; as tlie downward course of failure proceeds, they
retreat still farther to an* embr)*onic structural condition ; when
the muscle itself is pi^^ctically lost the commoner forms of nieso-

blastic tissue take up the retrograde succession ; and, last stage of
all, even the fat and the fibrous dssue waste.'

' See Wilts, Lectures on Diseases of tite Xcrrotis Syste^n^ Lond.,
1873 ; James Rnss, Treatise on Uie Diseases of the Servotts S^stem^ 2
vols., 2.1 eA, Lonti., 16,53; Buzzaj-J, Clin. Led. on Dis. of Xervous
SjU., LcuiL, IS&G; Goners, Bp^^aj and other Chronic Conmilsite

§ 13.—Er.r.oES ix the Regulation of the Bodily Heat.

The constanc}- of the bodily tenipei-ature under all circum-

stances of external heat and cold—of torrid and arctic zones,

of summer and winter, of sunshine and darkness—is not the

least remarkable instance in nature of a self-adapting me-
chanism. The average internal heat of the human body or

of the blood is from 9S° to 99° Fahr., and the healthy range

in different individuals, or in the same individual at various

periods of life, or in various circumstances of exercise and

repose, sleeping and waking, is not more than a degree or

two below or above the mean. It will be at once apparent

that the saisadons of heat and cold are no measure of

the bodily temperature. The mechanism by which the

body's heat is kept uniform is a co-optration of a number
of agencies. It is an equation, of wJiich the two sides

are the amount of heat produced in the organism and the

amount of heat dissipated. In hibernating mammals the

former of these is the side to which adaptation is most

directed, in such wise that the whole fires of the animal

burn lower while the winter cold lasts. But in man the

work and waste go on always, and therefore the heat of

combustion is practically uniform at £,11 times, so that

the adaptation to seasonal and climatic changes of tem-

perature is mainlj' on the other side of the equation, the

regulation of the amount of heat given off from the body.

In cold weather the amount of bodily heat parted with

is limited by warm clothing (or clothing which conducts

heat with difficulty), by keeping up the temperature of

the air artificially by fires, and by the contraction of the

surface-vessels and other muscular structures in the

skin, which has the effect of diminishing the insensible

perspiration and makes the familiar sensation of cold.

AVhiie these adaptations to external cold are decidedly the

greatest, it is not to be supposed that there are no adapta-

tions on the other side of the account. There is, in fact,

an increased production of animal heat lIso, so that more
can be parted with, and the constant temperature of 9S°3
be still unaffected. The increased production is 'often in

the way of increased muscular exercise, which everj' one is

prone to in cold weather; it is to some extent also through

the more active circulation in all the internal organs,

especially brain and liver, their greater functional activity

being attended with a larger amount of the heat of meta-
bolic combustion. A heat-forming diet of carbohydrates

(chiefly fats), and the physical benefit of the subcutaneous

fat resulting therefrom, are well-known elements of the

adaptation in colder latitudes.

'UTien it comes to be an adaptation to great solar heat,

the adaptation is aglin mostly in the -.vay of regulating

the heat lost. The vessels of the skin are dilated, and
its other muscular elements (in the sweat-glands, <tc.) re-

laxed (making the familiar sensation of heat), so that per-

spiration flows freely; the evaporation of the sweat on the

surface of the body is constantly cousiuaing heat, and the

clothing is worn Ught, and of such cohrar and texture as

will readily conduct heat (both of -radiat-on and of evapora-

tion). There is now as much effort to part with the body's

heat as in winter there was effort to retain it. At the

same time the heat of combustion in the body is kept
down as much as possible ; muscular jxertion is avoided,

the brain and the digestive fimctions ire less active, and
fatty substances are partakes of more sparingiy.

The various )art.- of this conservative adaptation are

somehow co-ordinated through the central nenvits system.

The vascular system is obviously a chief means by which

the body's heat is kept constant, net only by the quick

transit of the blood to all parts and the free mixture and

/>i«fi*t-5. Loiul., 1881, and Morbid Conditicns of the Sjnnal Cord, 3«l

eti.. Loud., 1SS4 : J. Hugblings Jackson, "Evolution and Dissolution

ol Uie Nervous System," iu Mril, Med. Joiirn., i., 1SS4.

XXUI. — so
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interchange of its particles, but also by the control of tbe

amount of blood sent to the skin on the one hand (say, in

•n-arm weather) and to the muscles and viscera on the other

(say, in cold weather). The raso-motor nervous mechan-

ism, therefore, is an integral part of the nervous control

of the bodily temperatui-e. But there is reason to think

that the regulation of the bodily heat is committed to the

charge of a still higher and more commanding centre in

the nervous system than the vaso-motor. It is a remark-

able fact, observed from time to time in clinical practice,

that certain cases of injury to the brain, from fracture of

the skull or internal haemorrhage, are attended with a

quite phenomenal rise of the body-temperature—a rise to

lOT" or 108° Fahr.,—and that, too, when there is nothing

strikingly unusual in the vaso-motor effects, as revealed

in the skin or elsewhere. In such cases it is the surface-

region of the pons Varolii, the great cerebellar commissure,

that has been injured or compressed by the effusion and

coagulation of blood. The evidence of specially-devised

experiments confirms and amplifies the clinical evidence

;

and it is considered in physiology to be a well-grounded

fact that there are thermic or heat-regulating centres in

the brain, one, at least, being in the region of the pons

Varolii. Bernard would further assume the existence of

" calorific " and " frigorific " nerves side by side with Taso-

dilator and vaso-constrictor.

Thcnnic Fever and Heat-Strolce.—Such, then, being the nicely-

fcalanced and carefully safecjuarded mechanism for keeping man's

intenial heat about 98° Fahr. under all circumstances, the question

arises whether we may trace auy considerable part of the sickness

and mortality of the globe to a marked and conspicuous failure or

break-dowu of this mechanism of adaptation :

—

" But errs not Nature from this gracious end,
From burning suns when livid Ueatlis descend ?

"

Thennic Uudouotedly the ardent ov' Ihcrmic fever of Indian practice, the

'ever. heat-apoplexy, heat-stroke, or sunstroke, is the direct result of an

Upset or disintegration of the heat-regulating nerve-centre. Either

the disorder of innervation is shown in sudden syncope or depres-

sion of the heart's action, as among labourers working or soldiei-s

marching in the sun ; or the effect of atmospheric heat, direct

solar or other, is a universal state of venous engorgement, irdicat-

ijig profound vaso-motor paralysis, and ending in death from

asphyxia, literally the " lirid death " alluded to in the couplet ; or

tile heat-stroke leads to an attack of thermic or "ardent" fever,

coming on perhaps in the night within a few houi-s of exposure, or

nfter a longer interval, having a prodromal stage of malaise, a rise

of the body-heat to as much as 108° or 110° Fahr., embarrassmet;ts

of the lungs and heart, profound brain-troubles, and probably a

fatal termination in general venous engorgement and asphyxia.

These var' jus forms of heat-stroke all point to a profound dis-

organization of the nervous centres by the more or less direct action

of solar heat,—to cardiac depression in the syncopal form, to more

general vaso-motor paralysis in the asphyxial form, and to dis-

organization of the thermic nerve-mechanism in the hyperpyrexia!

form. "When recovery takes place, as it does in a large proportion

of cases, there are often lasting traces of injury to the nervous

system in other functions than the vaso-motor or thermogenic.

These cases of heat-stroke or thermic fever are the most obvious

illustrations of a break-down of the heat-regulating mechanism,

Init th«y are by no means the most usual illustrations of it. It is

in a vastly more common form of sickness, in malarial fevers of all

kinds, tliat we discover the typical failure of the heat-regulating

centre under circumstances that tax the self-adapting powers of

the body. The enormous prevalence of malarial or climatic fever

may be said to be the greatest indication of failure or imperfection

in the ada]>tation of man to his surroundings. In some few spots,

which even the instinct of the brutes leads them to desert for a

season, the effects of heat and moisture are such as to induce an

endemic diseased habit of body, so universal in its incidence and

60 insidious in its. development as practically to amount to an

ethnological distinction (see Hebcr's description of villagers in the

Terai, Indian Jiinrnal, vol. i. p. 251). Throughout the whole

intertropical zone, and for 5° beyond it in the southern hemisphere

and 20° beyond it in the northern, the climatic fever, in its vaiious

forms, stauds for almost as much sickness and mortality .as all other

diseases put together. So stupendous a jiower has it always been

that its pathology lias with dilficulty emerged from the stage of

Kross materialism and superstition. But malarial or climatic fever

is the true "essential" or "primary" fever of the older writers; its

Jiaro.xysm is the abstract fever of pathological treatises, which is

discussed without reference to communicability from person to

person ; and, if it has a periodicity which seems to give it specific

characters of its own, a little analysis serves to show that its

periods of waxing and waning are no other than the cosmi'ca'

periods of the earth itself.

Cullcn's Theory of Fev-r.—According to Cullen's theory of fever Primary"

{which was a modification of HoITmann's), *' the first incident in or

the chain of sequences constituting fever is a depressed state of essentia}

the brain and nervous system ; sjiasm of the extreme capillaiies fever.

results from this depression ; and reaction of the circulation,

with its accompanying phenomena, is an effort of the system

to overcome the spasm. The CuUenian theoiy, in i modified

form, continues still to be the prevailing creed of those who
adhere to the tenets of solidism, and who believe at the same
time in the existence of primary or essential fever." This is the

language of Chiistison in 1840 (Tweedie's Library of Mediciiic,

voL i. p. 116) ; and he adds that the chief rival to this doctrine

is one which " denies the existence of any primary or essential

fevers, and holds them all to be merely symptomatic of some
local disorder." Cullen did not ignore the differences among
fevers in respect of the local condition, exanthematous or other

;

but his desire for a broad generalization led him to find something
common in the antecedents of them all. This was "diminished

energy of the brain," and the nervous depression was caused by
" human and marsh effluvia." AVhen the disentanglements of

the century following are credited to Cullen's doctrine the latter

will be seen to be still radically sound. The collocation of " humaji

and marsh effluvia" is nothing but a verbal one ; there is no uni-

formity of effect among human " effluvia " themselves, but rather

specific differences ; in marsh effluvia nothing has ever been founJi

but coipmon watery vapour ; and the characteristic effects of
" marsh effluvia " are by no means rare on barren uplands where

there is no standing water or decaying vegetation for miles around.

The modern disentanglement has put into a class by themselves

all the communicable infective diseases which bi-ing more or less

of febrile disturbance, and has fixed the attention on the specific

features and evolutional antecedents of each. Hence the existence

of "primary or essential fever" has come to he denied, except as

the abstract febrile state. But it had been forgotten that, for

malarial or climatic fevers, there is no communicability, and no
specific viius bred in the body or in the body's discharges ; anil

to them therefore belongs the heritage of "primary or essential

fever." 'The common aguish intermittent is the source of all the

concepts that enter into the doctrine of fever,— the initial malaise,

the cold fit and the hot fit, the crisis and the defervescence. It is

to it that the classical description of a febrile paroxysm applies,,

in paragraphs 16 to 23 of Cullen's First Lines, just as the fever

pathology of Hippocrates and Sydenham applies to it ; and tha

first incident in the chain of sequences, according to Cullen, was ai^

"enfeebled energy of the brain." It will be found that this doc-

trine of primary or essential fever, understanding climatic or malarial

fever therein, is fundamentally in agreement with modern physiof

logical teaching as to the animal heat and the errors in its regulation.

Malarial err Climatic Fevers. —Turning, then, to the analysis of a F .v-oxysrt

paroxysm of ague, we find tliat there is a preceding sense of lang«or<»5'aene-

and unfitness for a few hours ; all at once the patient begins to

feel cold, he shivers, his teeth chatter, his skin becomes "j;x)09»»

skin " from the powerful contraction of all the muscular elemeis*^

in it. If this occurred in the orderly course of regulating the

body-heat it would mean that the internal temperature was falling

below the mean ; the vigorous contraction of the blood-vessels on
the surface of the body is by way of preventing the escape of heat.

But the truth is that the body-heat is rising much beyond the normal

all the while that the skin is acting so as to keep in the heat.

This procedure at cross purposes goes on for a few hours, during

which the internal heat may rise to 104° or 105° Fahr. Tlie cold

fit passes into the hot, and then the crisis is reached ; there is a

violent rebound, the muscular elements of the skin and its vessels

relax, perspiration flows freely, the kidneys begin to remove all the

products of excessive and uncalled-for combustion, and in the

morning the patient awakes with probably no very serious efl'ects

after his feverish night Assuming the case to be a common
quartan, the individual goes to his work next day feeling tolerably

well ; on the day after he has probably forgotten all about his

feverish paroxysm, if it be his first ague ; and it is not until the

afternoon of the third day that he is again reminded of it. Let us

say that he is returning from work towards the end of an ordinarilv

active day : suddenly he has the same nncontiolLable feeling of

chills, he shivers, and seeks warmth by crouching over the fire or

by wrapping himself in warm clothes. Tlie drama of three days

before is repeated, he awakes again from a feverish night, the

morning urine being again full of brick-red urates ; he now knows

that he is the subject of quartan ague, and that another paroxysm

is due three days later, which he is fortunately able to prevent or

at least to mitigate by taking quinine in the meantime. HTiatever

may have induced the first paroxysm, the second is a mere imita-

tion of it, an afl'air of habit, just as a return of an epileptic con-
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vulsToir ISs It oaii hai^y Be doubted thai in the repetitiou ol a

simple ague- jwroxTsm we are concerned, not with the nerrous

?>-ste3'as co-ordinating the two sides of the account in the produc-

t!0u and discharge of animal heat, but with an acquired habit of

thfi nervous sysfera, with a usui;patior> of the power committed to

rt for the purgoses of control only. This acquired faculty of the

iieat-rcgulating centre to act quasi-autocratically is often exempli-

fied in those persons who, having suffered from malarial fever under
its usual exciting circumstances, experience a return of it under
widely different circumstances. - Thus, a pronounced ague-shako
has occurred to a person crossing an ice-slope 10,000 feet above the
5ea-Ievel, the original ague having been contracted several, years

before in a malarious locality.

\Ve come next to the circnmstances nnder which the heat'-regu-

^ting centre suffers this disorganisation, the memory of which may
remain with it for long after. The circiunstances of intermittent

ana remittent fevers have been already discussed in the article

Mal.\kta, and it remains to give here only a brief epitome. AVhere-

3ver and whenever malarial fevers occur thereare considerable degrees

Sf solar heat and of moisture in the lowest stratunt of the air, and
1 considerable drop of the temperature after sunset. So far as the

individual is concerned, he incurs risk by working in the sun and
rtsting or sleeping in the chill of the evening, by letting a wind
spch as the mousoon blow upon his fatigued body, by passing
suddenly from the relaxing conditions'of heat to the constricting

conditions of cold, by arriving from cooler latitudes in the hot
season, and by doing one or all of these tilings when his nervous
power, as CuUen said, is enfeebled by such causes as anxiety, in-

temperance in drinking, "and other circumstances which evidently
iveaken the system." A high degree of moisture in the lowest
stratum of the "air is the most universal of the external factors

within the malarious latitudes, and it may be produced either by
ie extreme dampness of the soil or by the extremely rapid cooling
jf a dry soil (even bare rocks) by radiation of heat after sunset,
whereby a moderate degree of atmospheric moisture gives a fall of
dew On the other hand) wherever the atmosphere is exceptionally
dry, as on the southern littoral of Australia, there is no malaria
notwithstanding the great solar heat ; and wherever there are only
a few degrees of difference between the day and night temperature
and a very slight range throughout the year, as at sea within the
tropics, or at such' localities as Singapore and the Amazon valley
under the lide, malaria is far less active than the great solar heat
ina moistnre might lead one to expect ^\^latever in the telluric
ana atmospheric surroundings taxes the nervous mechanism which
keeps the neat of the body always about 98° or 99° Fahr. is a cause
gf malarial fever.

.rs^'Vfi^ The Cold Fit of Fev€r.—The central point of interest in a par-

VLiezeo o^sm of fever, the grand paradox of fever-pathology, is the rise

of the heat of combustion, as shown by the clinical thermometer,
and the simultaneous closing of the natural outlets of excessive
heat, as shown by the shivering and the feeling of '**5oose-skin."
The value of any pathological doctrine of intermittent and renjit-

lent fever may be estimated by its succes-s in, dealing with this
paiaaox.. We may conveniently approach this subject through
the following concrete instance, as given by Oldham. " At Jhansi,
in June 1860, a young officer of the battery of artillery to which
1 belonged was exposed for some time to the sun at mid-day

;

ne then, in a profuse perspiration, came into the house, through
which a hot \vind was blowing, as all the woodwork had been
burned by the rebels, and the tatties, which served for doors
and windows, were" almost dry ; in a few minutes he complained
of being chilly, and in a few more he was in the cold stage of
a sharp attack of intermittent. This officer liad never previously
suffered from fever ; when he went out a short time before he
w-as in perfect health, and he had not, whilst away, been into
any malarious locali"!)- ; in fact, at that season, the whole
country round was parched and dry." This case illustrates an
Important point, ^^nteoedent exposure to great solar heat Exer-
.cise in the sun means active internal combustion in the muscles,
liver, &c., and the body warmed at the same time by the sun's
rays ; the equalizing of the heat made and the heat lost is accord-
ingly a difficult task, which fklls mostly on the skin (and lungs)
to execute, and the heat - regulating centre to order and control.
We may take it that both the regulating function of the nerve-
centre and the executive function of the skin are strained to the
Qtmost In the case qnoted, where there was no interval bet^veen
the cause and the effect, the body in its glowing state is suddenly
exposed to a slight abstraction of heat through the draught in the
house

; the sudden loss of heat, however slight the amount is the
signal. for the skin to close its pores so as to lose no more heat and
hence the passing feeling of chill. But the passing feeling of chill
is in this case succeeded, at only a few -minutes' interval, by the
irolonged state of contracrion of the cutaneous vessels, sweat-glands,
and other muscular structures which corresponds to the rigors and
the cold fit of ague ; and, all the while that the skin is thus vigor-
ously adapting itself to prevent the escape of heat, the heat of the
body is rising several degrees. —The skin and the nervous centre.

the execurive and the central authority, arc at cross purposes so far
as the object. is to keep the temperature at the level of 98° or 99*
Fahr. Now, the rise of temperature in this case can have had nc
other source than internal combustion (in the liver, muscles, brain
&c.); but the combustion is an unnatural one, inasmuch as no
proper physiological work has been got as its equivalent out of the
muscles, brain, or liver, although there has been the due pnysio-
logical w;aste (carbonic acid and ui-ea). A slight chill, or the suddeu
abstraction of a not very large amount of heat from the surface of
the body, has excited the heat-regulating centre in such a way that
it lets loose an extravagant -.mount of its "thermogenic" force.'
The nervous centre has been called upon to equalize the slight
abstraction of heat at a moment when it is still in the state of
strain from its preWous and well -sustained efforts to keop tho
•balance, and it is upset by the sudden call. It answers by a-j

altogether disproportionate discharge of its force, ^hich is both
ill adapted to the momentary needs of the body and continues in
operation much beyoni the occasion for it

Under ordinary circumstances of taking the ague there is usually
an interval between the exposure to heat and the exposure to chill.

Usually, also, the exposure to heat is more or less prolonged or
habitual ; the heat-regulating centre is taxed over and over again,
and it is taxed so much the more if there is moisture in the air along
with solar heat the dissipation of the body's heat by the iusensible
perspiration and by radiation being much more difficult in a damp
atmosphere than in a dry. Whenever the chill comes, it finds the
heat-regulating centre without that tone which would enable it to
act according to the emergency, so that the abstraction of heat,;
even if it be slight, is the signal for an enormous stirring up of all
the internal fires and a rapid combustion to meet a loss of heat
which is not greater than the body endures under other circum-
stances with impunity. This phenomenal burst of heat-makiug is,

so to speak, misunderstood by the motor nerves of the skin ; when-
ever, under the same circumstances of repose, there is the same
thermogenic activity, it means that the heat is wanted to keep up
the level of 98° or 99° Falir., and all the muscular elements iu the
skin and in its vessels contract to keep the heat in, producing the
feeling of external cold, or of shivering if the contraction be
extreme. The same thing happens under the incoherent and
extravagant action of the heat-regulating centre ; and hence the
paradox of the body shivering all the while that its iuternal heat,
is rising to 5° or 6° Fahr. above the average of health.

Another way of expressing the paradox is to employ Bernard's A long
language of "thermic nerves'' ; we should then say that stimula- cold tit

tiou of "calorific nerves " goes with a stimulation of " vaso - con- means a
strictor" nerves in the skin, so that a violent discharge of force mild
along the one path is associated \vith a violent discharge along the fever,
other. Whether, as Traube has suggested, the extravagant action
of the heat-regulating centre might be altogether counteracted by
the usual heat - discharging mechanism but for the inopportun^
constriction in the cutaneous vessels and the surface of the body
generally, is a curious question, but hardly a practical one. In
that degree of shock to or disorganization of ,She nerve - centre
Kjhich occurs in ordinary tertian or quartan intelmittent the dura-
tion and degree of the shivering fit are the index of the mildness
of the attack ; the more pronounced the cold stage, the more prompt
is the crisis and the more certain the defervescence. But in the
much more severe shock which brings a quotidian or a remittent,
the cold stage is short and feeble, and the crisis and defervescence
are proportionately undecided and uncertain. The remittent degree
of climatic fever approximates, indeed, to the forms of conriuued
fever in which the rigor is a mere survival of the great cold fit of
intermittent ; the initial rigors even of pneumonia are little more
than formal, and the hot stage of the process is practically the whole.
It would thus appear that the vaso-raotor constriction, upon which
the phenomena of the cold fit depend, is the due accompaniment
of a certain moderate degree of upset in the thermogenic nerve-
mechanism

; the paradox of the body shivering while its internal
heat is rising is after aU a paradox, and not an antagonism. The
severer types of climatic fever are those in which the primary shock
has been most severe or least well sustained. " Degrees of fever,"
says Ferguson, " might be almost measured by degrees of solar heat,
from the agues of Lincolnshire to the malignant remittents of the
West Indies."

The pcTiodkity of agues is a reflex of tne normal periodicities Penod-
of the bodily heat ; iu health the temperature rises to its highest icity of
point in the course of the afternoon and falls to its lowest a little acues.
after midnight, and in a typical intermittent these are usually the

1 " There is no a priori reason," says Foster (Tejrt-bwk of Pkysiolocy, p. 377X
"positively contradicting the hypothesis that the metalwlismof even inusculai
tissue might be influenced by nerv-ous or by other agency in snch a way tha'
a large decomposition of the muscular substance, productive of much heat
might take place without any contraction being necessarily caused. If w#
were to permit ourselves to suppose that the contractile material whose meta
holism when resulting in a contiBCtion gives rise to so much beat, could undergi
the same amount of metabolism, in so far a different fashion that all the energj
thereby set free took on the form of heat, variations in the temperature of tht
^^^y. at present di^cultto understand, would become readily intelligible."
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"Malarial

cachem,

Dysen-
tery.

Tropical

abscess

of liver.

liOiirswhena pnroxysm liogir.« iiidcnds respectively. These normal
maxima and miuinia of tlie tody's licat within a diurnal levoliition

are probably in their origin an adaptation to the periods of labonr

and rest, both muscnlar and digestive ; but tlie habit is au ingrained

one, and it obtains when the ordinary round of work and leposc,

«f waking and sleeping, is departed from. In short, it follows the

sun and not tlie vicissitndes of human occupation. Again, the

tieriodical recurrences of the febrile paroxysm appear to follow the

lunar intervals. In the United Stites an a^ue is observed which

lias only a weekly paroxysm ; the quartan ot northern latitudes is

the bi-weekly interval. Tertian and quotidian agues would not

of themselves suggest lunar periodicity, but they are related to the

types with obvious lunar intervals. The "critical days" of con-

tinned fcvci-s, whicli were closely obseiTed in foiiner times, have

been brought with much ingenuity under a law of cosmical period-

icity. It is observed in climatic fevers that, if there be au interval

of one or more weeks in which the paroxysms are in abeyance, the

next succeeding paroxysm will occur at its due time, and that

various minor indications of constitutional disturbance in the inter-

val (perhaps neuralgias) will have marked the periods when the full

paroxysm should have developed.

\ It is necessary to pass over the changes in the blood and in the

secretions which accompany the febrile paroxysm. lu ague there

is a remarkable production of free pigment traced to the red blood-

disks, which accumulates in the spleen, the boue-marrow, and else-

wliere. The spleen uiulcrgoes also an enlargement, and so docs

tlie liver ; these are permanent where tlie malarial cachexia exists.

The malarial cachrxia, marked by hydriXmia and hissitnde, occurs

,
most frequently in those who reside on a waterlogged soil, and are

jiermanently subject to the difficulties of heat-regnlatiou during
their work which au atniospliere saturated with watery vapour
entails. In such cases tliei'e may be no febrile paroxysms from
first to last, but a state of adaptation of the body which is at ouce

a disease and almost an ethnological character.

Dyscntcnj.— It is universally admitted that the causes which
produce intermittent in one man of an exposed party may produce
remittent in another, dysentery in a third, and abscess of the liver

in a fouith. The incidence in the form of dysentery is apparently

capricious ; we have simply the fact that, in a certain pro]iortion of

cases, the shock resolves itself into a profound disorganization of the

function of the great intestine, which may pass off in a few days or

become chronic. Tlie d3"senteric seizure is most frequent where there

is extreme atmospheric moisture as well as extreme heat, and wh( re

the surface of the body is most directly exposed. The region of the

loins is somehow a region of great liability, just as the head is, the

tnrban or pith helmet and the loin-cloth of hot countries being the

indications of these liabilities.' One impcutaut point of ditference

between dysentery and intermittent and remittent is that the

Jbrmer disease runs its co\irse in one attack, whereas in the latter

there Is the remarkable habit of repetition. The return of the

ague paroxysm is an evidence that tlie disorder is fundanientally

one of the nerve-centres ; it is an instance of the "memory" or

"habit " which disordered ncrve-mcchanisnis are peculiarly apt to

fall into and to retain. In dysentery the disorder is localized ; it

is not so much central as peripheral. "Whoever has had dysentery
once is apt to have it again, and it may become chronic from the

linst seizure, But it has obvious points of diflcrence fiom climatic

fever, and these dilTeieuces aic associated with the localized inci-

dence of the primary disturbance.

Dysenteiy may arise under other circumstances than e?:posure to

tropica! heat and moisture and to trojncal chill, as in wars and
famines, in cold, and amidst privations and overcrowding. In sui h
cases it is correlated rather to typhus fever than to malarial, but it

is probable that there is the sauie kind of primary effect produced
through the nervous mechanisms as when the vii.issitudcs of a

tropical climate are the cause. Again, the dysentery of slave-shim
(formerly) and of coolie-ships {at present), in tropical waters, would
appear to be a mixed effect.

( The effluvia from dysenteric dejecta (or water contaminated by
the dejecta) appear to have the power of exciting, in persons who
have not been directly exposed to the causes of dysentery, either

dysentery itself or some vicarious infection, such as typhus fever

or yellow fever, according to the source of the dejecta, or the kind
and degi'ee of putrefaction which tliey had undergone, or according
to racial differences in the exposed pei"sons. This question belongs
to another part of the subject.

Tropical Abscess of the Liixr.—This is intimately associated with
dysentery in its causation ; it may be either a primary effect, as it

were, instead of dy>ft]tcry, or it may bean after-effect of one or more
attacks of the latter. The primary effect has been dwelt n]>on

)y some, and the after-effect by others (notably "\V. Budd), but there

A really no antagonism between them. As a primary effect tropical

ibscess of the liver i^ closely parallel vith tropical dysentery and
vith malarial fever. It is not the clfcct of heat by itself, but of
hill as the sequel of great exposure to heat. Solar heat is trying.

o the hepatic function, there being an increase of bile ; when the
iVgan has been thus overtaxed it is sensitive to the vicissitudes of

heat and cold. It is pointed out by Dr James Johnson ( 77k Tnflu-

cure of Tropical Clniiatcs, p. 177) that genuine hepatitis is even
more frequent in tlic Cai natic, with uniform but high temperature,

than in Bengal with a more variable and damp climate. '*Thc
casual visitor may well wonder how cold can bo often apjdied on
the burning const of Coromandel, where the temneratuie is high
and steady by day, where the nights are, for months together, hot,

and seldom raw or damp as at Bombay or Bengal. . . . The
European soldier or .sailoij exhausted by exercise in the heat of the

day and by profuse perspiration, strips himself the moment his duty
is over, and throws himself down opposite a window or port to inhale

the refreshing sea-breeze, his shirt in all probability dripping with
sweat," and the consequences are likely to be an attack of liejiatitis

or abscess of the liver. A slight abstraction of heat completely

upsets the organ which had been most taxed under the particidar

climate; the incidence is not so niucli upon the heat -regulating

central government as upon a most important member of its

executive. As the sudden abstraction of a small amount of heat

from a fatigued and pci-spiring body can produce an extravagant dis-

charge of heat-producing force, or a paroxysm of fever, by touching
the nerve-centre, so it can woduce a peripheral effect in tht most
important of the heat-forming organs, whi' h had under the special

circumstances been overtaxed in its function. But the effe':t ou
this peripheral part of the heat-pro^^luring nic-hanism is not, for the
most part, an increased production of l^at as in fever ; it is, in

fact, local congestion of blood and su]>puration. ^\'hen tlu- strain

falls on the central governnignt tlie effect is fever ; when the strain

falls on an important member of the executive the effect is inflanit

luation.

Pncumcniia.—Congestion of the lungs and pneumonia arc not Pnen-
unfrcquent accompaniments of remittent fever in Ijidia, especially Tiouia.

in those whose health had been previously enfeebled, and among the
more ill-clad nati\es. Pneumonia is liable to occur in those who
had been acclimatized to heat, on their ex]>osurc to unusual degrees

of cold, as among the negroes in the United States. It lias been
aho observed to become widely prevalent, and in a form which
amounted almost to pneumonia pure and simple, among the tioops

from India employed in Afghanistan in 1838-39, and agam in IS73,
nhen they were exjiosed to the winter cold.

Pneumonia is yidted an effect of chill proper to higher lati-

tudes, just as intcrmittents and remittents, dysentery, and hepatic

abscess arc most characteristically the effects of disorder, cither

central or peripheral, in the heat-regulating mechanism as adapted
to tropical and sub-tiopical conditions. That pneumonia is nearly
always caused b}' chill is generally believed (the pneuumnias of con-
tagions origin being excepted) ; but it may not be so readily admitted
that we have here to deal witli a disorder of the heat-regulating

mechanism. Pneumonia is, at all events, a fever ; it iias an initial

period of rigors, more pronounced than in most continued fevers,

although far behind the rohl fit of intermittent ; the pyrexia i.s

sometimes present for some hours before the other symptoms be-

come marked; it usually comes to an end abruptly some time
before the consolidation of the lung is all cleared up ; and that

crisis in the disease is apt to fall within a week ol the onset,

and is seldom delayed more than a day or two over tlic week.
The stress of this disease falls upon the lung, usually upon one
lung, and moie particnlnrly upon the lower half of the lung.

Leaving, for the ]>rc5cnt, the question xvhy the lung is in this case

the organ of nlCtaboli^nl uj'on uliirh the stress falls, let us consider
the nature of the jmlinonary condition.

First, there is engorgement of blood, a condition which is due,

according to all analogies, to paralysis of the vaso-motor nerves.

The abundant capillary vessels round the air-cells are greatly dis-

tended with blood," and the mucous membrane of all the bronchial

tubes is also much injected. Accompanying this state of the pul-

monary circulation there is more or less obvious distrcs.= of breath-

ing, or dyspno-a, together with a strong, full, and quickened action

of the heart. If tlie action of the heart be weak and the distress

of breathing great it is a

sign that the shork has
been more severe than the

patient, as he is then cir-

cumstanced, can stand, and
death may result merely

from congestion of the

lung. Usually the extreme
congestion of the \cssels is

relieved by exudation fjom

them in to the air-cells which
they surround ; if tho pa-

tient should die at this, the

second stage of pneumonia, ^

the lung, or lobe of the

lung, is found to be solid __
enough to sink in water ; it is still red, as in the stage of engorge-

ment, but the cut surface is firm, and Under a Icnp looks to ho

finely granulated.. Each little gianule corresponds to an air-cell.

Fic. 55.— Pneaninnic lunp, stape of red lic-

patization ; alveoli oceupietj liy flbrinoii*

tlifeada and a few cells
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the air-cell no lonj^TT contnininj; air, but a soliil coagiilum censist-

lug of numerous tlircails of fibrin, with a hoinogciioous jilasnia as

the basis, and a few red blood-disks and white blood -corpuscles
(fig. 53). The whole of this is an escape from the overloaded
1>loo»l-eapillar:cs. The lung is just one of tliasc organs where such
an escape from the blood is iK)ss:bIe ; tlic engorged vessels arc dis-

tributed asa pVxus ovvr the thin walls of air-lilie^l spaces, and the
fluid part of the bloo-I, together wit Ii a certain proiwrtion of its

solid jxirtii'lc^. passes through the walls of the vessels into the air-

space. If till .rtJig l>c examined from a ca^* of pneumonia fatal

i day or tac IiI.t, or iu the tliirJ stage, it is .still solid, but the
reduce is inMll-.il with grey,
or hasberoiiK iiiiifonnlygTvy,

TIk- ntini*jcr cf rouml nucleai
rvU.« ill the air -vesicles has
increased cnonnouMy, usuq»-
ing iCe place of the fibrin aijil

^hiiJiia [lig. 56). There is no
good reason to sup|>osc that
Ihia enonnous orcuuinlation ^s,^*^'-
Df cells IS due to successive ^
odilirioiis of colourless cor-

puscles from the blootl ; they
an.* now, many of them, much
larger than tlic blood -cells,

and we may take it that they
are the pnxluct either of su')-

divisiou of the few original

Uood-ccUs or of the epithe-

lium of the air-vesicles. The
soliditr nov- bo:^ns to give
W3T, tlie contents of the air- f'?-- W.-rncTii.K..iic lun^, sta^^-e of grey

vedcles undergoing a mucoid i'^I«^^5'^"; alv««Ul.Ucd»iUiO:lU

or other disiutegration, and they are gradually removed for the
most part by expectoration, lu ten '^ays from the onset the Imig
iT>=r t^ro v>tiin)cd to its normnl condition.

AA'c Bave now to consider briefly this disease as an error in the
lieatregulatiug methanism, iu which the strain falls upon an im-
|>ortaut poriphoral or executive jiart. Hcp.ititis may be tiken to Iv

this kind of eHl'Ct where the chill is a slight abstraction of the
Iwily's heat under tropical conditions ; pneumonia is this kind of
tifsit where the chill is caught under the viciisitudes of th'.-

weather in spring, or iu changeable we.ither generally, ^rithin the
tenijierate zone. Why should the lii'cr be the organ of clioiee in

the one case and the lung in the other? It may be said at least

that each organ, in the res[K?ctive ciirunistauccs, is t!ic Ivci's uiiitv

ris icsiitciil isc. A sudden abstraction of Ijcat is a strain or shock
to the heat-regulating centre, and, if the incidence is to be on the
executive, it «ill fall on thut member of tlie executive whose
function had been, under the circumstance^, most taxed. It is to

be remarkttl tlint such ca-»cs of so-called i>criphci-al incidence are
a-ssociatcfl with individual predisixjsitiou ; hence these tlisea.':'^ are

j^'nerally sitonulic. Something in the antccolents of the individual
has determined the loial character of the elfccts of chill, whereas
the great climatic fc^^era more uniformly befall those who expose
thc-msclvcs.

/Ihciinmlir Fcrcr.—Eheuniatie fever is tuiiversally admitted to

bo an effect of chill. " I know of no other exciting cause oi acnte
rheumatism," says Watson, "than exi»osure to cold, and espxially
cold combinnl with moisture." The conditions, both external and
iire-lisi»sing in the individual, which constitute the jieculiar lia-

Itility to rheumatic fever are nowhert found more distinctively

than in the variable climate of the British Islands, and in the
liabit of bo.ly of the iieople. It is Chi>.cially a disease of early
manhood and woniannoo<l, and of the working class ; when it

occurs liefore puljerty it is assocutevl iu a remarkable way with the
liability to chore.

The onset of the fever is preceded for a few days by general
ill health, chilliiipss, furred tongue, " bi-cak- bone " pains, flying
jains in the joints, some qninsy, and d;--t'irl.~I sleep. If these
symptoms proceml no farther, the patient WouM be juuged to have
liad a chill, a catarrh.il attack, a cjuinsy, or the like. When the
initial upset li.is been moix- consideiable the pains "settle" in
one or more of the larger joints, often the ankles at di-st, the kncc-s

subsequently, or the wrists, ellrows, and shonlders. The jiatient

lies flat on his Kick, not daring to move, and following the objects
around with his eyes only. Trofusc s\\cats hix-ak out from time
to time, having a- peculi.ir ocrid smell, by which rheumatic fever
can even 1» diagno'icd. Tlie joints where the acute [laiu ls seated
for the time being are swollen, tender, and often red and hot, the
swelling iieing either in the fibrous stnictures around the joint or in
jb synovial cavity. Tlie locale both of pain and swelling shifts from
joint to joint : the disease often " flics to tlic heart " (pericardium
and eudocardiuml, more rarely it " flies to the brain " (membranes).
The urine is scanty, high-coloured, dejiositing brick-red urates,
ind with aji excess of urea on analysis ; it is, in fact, the urine of
.li.s..T.Ierpd Jicat-rcgulation. The tcmiici.ituic is 100' or 101' up

to 104° or 103', and in some exceptional cases (of "hyperpyrexia")
rising to 109° I'ahr. There is an aftenioon rise of 1° or more,
and a corresiwnding fall in the night. The severity of the case
—apart from its danger, which really depeirds on the j^ncardial
or endocardial part ol the disease, or on complications with pneu-
monia and the like— is measured by the height of tlie teiujiera-

turc, with which, .ngain, the inlensity of the pjJn in the joints
goes hand iu hand. The outbreaks of sweat do not follow any
obvious law, and they are not "critical," as in iutcrmittents ^
but they seem to give the mtient relief for the tiiiiCj even if they
leave weakness behind. I*ine days is considered an average time
for such an attack to run its course if the patient be well eared
for ; but defcr\-csoencc is gradual, and complete restoration it>

health is oflen slow* much wc.ikness and ansmia remaining to be
mailc good. Wanen, a physician of a former generation, when
asked what was the best remedy for rheumatie fever, answered
"Six weeks." liclapse b not uncommon, a verj- slight chill or
sudden abstraction of htat sufficing to bring the fever back.
Kow if we assume that the oo*.»-='on of an attack of rheumatis

fever is cliill—that is to say, a sudden shock or injury to, or dis-

organization of, the nervous centre which presides over the uniform
Ixidy-tenincraturc—we enter upon a profoundly interesting prolhi

lem in folloivin" out the constitutional manifestations. Every-)
thing points to the mechanisms of locomotion, to the structures and
surfaces where muscular work is applied ; evcu the heart, as "Watsott
remarks, is in its perpetual to-and-fro movement comixirable to'

" one of tlic large joiuls." There is heat of combustion from some
soiiTC or another to account for the rise of temperature, which is

sometimes enormous ; but it is not the heat of work done. We are
again confronted with that most fundamental of all the questions
relating to fever, the question, as stated by Foster, wliether the
"metabolism of even muscular lissTie might be influenced by nerv-
ous or by other agency in such a w.iy that a large dccomjxisition of
the muscular substance, productive of much heat, might take place
without any contraction being necessarily caused ... in such a
way that all the energj' set free would take on *he form <jf heat."
Is rheumatic fever one of those cases where disorder of tlie heat-
regulating mechanism falls on an imiwrtant member of the exe^
cutive, namely, the muscular system, just as it falls on the liver in
troj)ical abscess, and on the lungs in pneumonia'

Certainly we know of no muscle but the heart itself which The
shows ajqircciablc structural changes iu rheumatic fe%-er ; the heart articular
is liable to " myocarditis," as well as to endocarditis and jiericanlitis, nerves,
but, for all other muscles, the changes are iu the tendons, liga-^
ments and synovial membranes only, or, in fact, in those structures
by which the work of muscles is applied. Tlicse stmcturcs havo
nerves, some of them large enough to be looked for in the dis-
scc'.ing-room, although less is made of them iu physiolog}-. The
function of the nerves of tlie joints is not sensory in the ordinary
use of the term, but it may be said to be to coiivcy to the centres
.the sctise cf effect of the work done by muscles. When there is
intense nictalolism of the muscular sul>stauce, but no work done,
the same nerves, having no sense of effect to convey, convey an
acnte seiix of jjaiii. The piin of rheum.atic fever is altogether
more acute than iu inflammations. In tropical abscess pain is
subordinate, and its place is taken by a vague feeling of trouble,
or tightiifss, or weight, or heat in the hypochoudrium, and the
same substitution b sometimes made for the pain in pneumonia ;

but in rheumatic fever jiain may be said always to be the grauj
symptom, and a measure of the very remarkable power of recovery.^

Reversing the maxim which applies to tropical abscess and to the
•vorst eases of pneumonia, we may say of rheumatic fever : " Aflert
plus iloloris quani pcriculi."

Sweating is the other grand symptom of rheumatic fever. It'

can hardly be said to be critical for the disease as a whole, because
the tcmipcrature does not fall ; but the joints aflected for the time
being are relieved by it, and it is critical to that extent. We may,
indeed, say that the tenipcratiire docs not fall because the hrat
goes on being generated in some other group or grpujxs of muscks
in whose joint or joints the i>ain is next felt. ' "
We may regard, then, the sequence of events in rheumatic fever

somewhat as follows. There is an uisct of the hcat-iegulating
centre by chill, owing to which an extravagant amount of heat-
generating nerve-influence is sent out ; this falls, for some rcasoa
of the Ixxly's habit (inherited or proper to the indiWdual's occupa-
tion, or othei-wise siiccial), upon tlie muscular system, whose meta
holism prtxluces heat without work; -the articular nerves which
ore onlinarily employed to convey the sense of effect of wotk done,
from the surfaces where the movement is applied, couvey, under
the change<l circumstances of the muscles' activity, a sense of paiu.

One set of muscles after anotlier generates heat without work, so

that one joint becomes painful after another ; and, although ther»

arc perspirations by which the heat of the body is parted with'

other sets of muscles t.ike up the work of combustion in their tun,
so that the excessive temperature is maintained. Among othe*

muscles the heart is afl'ccteil ; and, just as iu the voluntary muv-lcs
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tcnaons, and aponeorjses, so in the heart they are in the peii-

cardium and in the more fibrous parts of the endocardiom. But

they are sometimes in the cardiac muscular tissue itself, the mus-

cnl4 substance of the heart being peculiar.

Chores. The association with chorea may now be noticed. Chorea is not

and a disorder of 'heaVregulation, and it is not due to chill ; it is a

rheuma- disorderly habit of some nervous centre or centres whereby the

tic>fever. ordinary work of muscles is made irregular, and it -is due to some— '

feebleness in, rather than to injury of, the nervous mechanism.

The cousiderable liability of choreic subjects to rheumatic fever,

the actual endocarditis that they suffer from even if they have

never had rheumatic fever, the occasionally observed choreic

movements of the muscles in the course of true rheumatic fever

in adults, the occurrence of chorea as a sequel of rheumatic fever

^all these associated things go to show that the disordered nerve-

centre is the same in both diseases, and that the discharge of its

force may pass readily from one path to another. It may either

set free muscular heat without muscular work, excessive in degree

and attended by unique pain in the joints ; or it may spend itself in

those gratuitous displays of muscular work which amount to chorea.

Herfca The foregoing diseases have been regarded as errors of the heat-

iQ febrile regulating nervous mechanism. In rheumatic fever we have seen

attacks, that there is a singular relationship to a truly nervous disorder,

namely, chorea. It remains to mention another 'implication of the

nervous system which several of them have in common, namely,

an herpetic eruption about the corners of the mouth. Herpes is

now accepted as an affair of certain cutaneous nerve-areas ; and in

malarial fever, pneumonia, and acute attacks of quinsy due to chill

there are very apt to be eruptions of herpes labialik Why the

'^ial region should be involved is not obvious.*

§ 14.

—

Inflammation.

rhe inflammations may be regarded as an empirically

jiade-up group of disordered states wliich have somewhat in

common. Although inflammation is certainly a provisional

category, there has always been a tendency to overcrowd

it with newly-described morbid conditions, rather than to

empty it of its temporary occupants. Whenever patho-

logists have become impatient to say the last word about

th; endless perplexities of disease the class of inflamma-

tions has become unusually full; this happened in the

aeriod of Broussais, when even the specific infections

were placed therein, as gastro-enteritis and the like ; and

the frequent resort to the termination iiis in more recent

pathobgy may be taken as an evidence of a correspond-

ing habit of mind. Thus there is much fairness in

the bold criticism of Andral :
" Regu dans le langage,

gans qu'aucime id^e precise lui ait jamais 6t6 attachfe,

sous le triple rapport des symptomes qui I'annoncent,

des l&ions qui la caractirisent, et de sa nature intime,

I'expression mflammation est devenue une expression

tellement vagvie, son interpretation est tellemcnt arbitraire,

qu'elle a rieUement perdu toute valeur ; elle est comm?
une vieille monnaie sans empreinte, qui doit ^tre mise

tors de cours, car elle nfe causerait qu'erreur et confusion."

7t is at least the duty of pathology to reduce the congeries

of inflammations to as small a bulk aa possible, to follow

up- the analysis of the inflammations one after another

Until they are reduced to the scientific position of errors

p£ the respective structures and functions. Inflamma-

tions]^ "indeed, are best regarded as an ever-diminishing

residue; there is always the residue, because the correlated

structural and functional aspects of the life of the tissues

cannot be stated with equal clearness for all of them. It

is the great binding tissue of the body that gives occasion

for this nosological residue ; the connective tissue is the

one tissue about whose dual life of structure and function

there is a difficulty. We shall appreciate its unique posi-

tion best by comparing it with so divect a modification of

' > See Senator, JTntcrsuch. iiUr den fieherha/tcn Process, Berlin,

1873 (abstract and criticism ,br Sanderson, in Rep. Med. Off. Privy

Council, 1875); C. F. Oldham, What is Malaria, and why is i( toosI

intense in Hot Climates 1 Lond., 1871 ; CL Bernard; Lei;ons sur la

ChaUur animale, Paris, 1876 ; Morehe{id, Clinical Researclies on

JHseases in India, 2 vo!a, Lond., 1856 j
Jas. Johnson. Influence of

Trojiical Climates, 4th ed., Lond.. 1827.

itself as fat-tisaofl. But even these phlegmasiae are capable

of some further analysis in the direction of disordered

structure and function if we have regard to the functions

of the embryonic mesoblast, and 'to the " memories " of

the «ame that the common binding tissue never quite

loses.

The earliest and most fundamental notions about inflam-

mation, and those which pertain to the residue above

spoken of, were derived from the external parts of the

body when injured, by blows, wounds, scalds, the lodg-

ment of foreign bodies, and such-like palpable irritations.

Along with simple inflamed wounds were taken cases of

erysipelas, a disease which has now become the sole heir

of the original Greek name for inflammation, namely,

phlegmon. It will be convenient to begin with •a brief

reference to erysipelas.

Erysipelas.—Besides phlegmonous erysipelas, or diffuse ismm- Erj-si

mation and suppuration of the cutaneous and subcutaneous con- pelaa,

nective tissues, there is a common form consisting of redness,

swelling, pain, and heat of the siirface only, and stopping short of

suppuration.

ihis condition often follows a wound, especially in the region of

the scalp or face ; it may occur also when there is no obvious

wound, although there will probably have been a catarrhal state

of the nearest mucous membrane. Fever or constitutional dis-

turbance usually precedes the inflammation twenty-four hours or

less, and in this respect erysipelas is comparable "to the effects of

chill already treated of. Wounds received in a drunken brawl are

especially apt to become erysipelatous ; also the wounds of those

suffering from kidney-disease or liver-disease. Erysipelas is most

apt to occur in cold weather with east winds, or in cold and damp
weather. One attack predisposes to others. It often arises spon-

taneously or autochthonously, but it is perhaps equally often

induced by contagion and inoculation from pre-existing cases. Of
its origin de novo from time to time there need be no question ;

thus, it has been observed in a single individual of a ship's com-

pany at sea off Cape Horn. The redness and swelling advance

with a well-marked border from the wound or other starting-point

until they have invaded, it may be, a large cutaneo&s area. 'There

is exuded plasma in the spaces of the connective tissue, and there

are also nuclear cells (leucocytes) in the lymphatic spaces and vessels,

and in the tissue generally. An increase of the colourless cells in

the blood is also described. Since attention has been called to

the presence of minute living organisms in disease there have not

b^en wanting authentic descriptions of micrococci in the lymphatic

spaces of the advancing margin in erysipelas, although they are

said to be absent in the older areas of the inflammation, and during

the stage of subsidence generally.

In pnlcgmonaus erysipelas the connective tissues to a consider- Pbleg-

able depth beneath the skin are soaked in serous fluid, which he- monour

comes turbid, like thin pus ; at a later stage the lines of pus extend erysi-

in all directions along the tracts of binding tissue, fragments of the pelas.

latter being found as detached shreds in the larger purulent centres.

The skin, usually of a limb, may thus become involved over a large

area and to a great depth, considerable pieces of tissue falling at

once into a state of slough. The temperature is often as high as 105°,

and delirium, with other sj-mptoms of ner^ous disorganization, is

common. Death from failure of the heart is probable. This dis-

ease is the most extreme form of phlegmon, by Jar the most formid-

able inflammation that exists. It is usually the sequel of a wound,

but not invariably. Chilliness and all the other symptoms of com-

mencing fever precede the local phlegmon, so that the condition

is comparable to those errors in the regulation of the animal heat,

previously mentioned, in which the incidence falls upon a peripheral

part. That it is itself a local effect of general temperature disorder

cannot be maintained, inasmuch as there is usually nothing in the

antecedent circumstances to implicate directly the hcat-regulating

centre. However, it is not the extent of the local injiu-y that

serves to account for the inflammation, but the habit of body of

the patient, especially the drinking habit. It is not an overtaxed

hcat-regulating centre that is implicated, but a ner\ous system

overtaxed in more general respects. A peripheral injury, not

necessarily a severe one, tells in an unusual way upon the unstable

centres, just as in tetanus ; and the outgoing response falls in a
pecuUar way or with a peculiar force upon the wounded part, pro-'

dncing phlegmon there and fever generally. 'Whether the rise ol

the body - temperature is mainly due to over -combustion withia

the injured area is open to discussion. The connective tissue &a

a source of heat has not hitherto come into our consideration ; "iS

it is i^ be regarded as a member of the heat-producing executive;

under the central nervous control, its membership is at Icist not

important except wheii the redne.-«, swelling, he it, a:.d pain.of.

^inflammation are present
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The same state of the tissues as in pKlegmonous erysipelas is

brought about, all but the redness of the surface, by a very different

cause—rhe introduction of a minute quantity of venom, eiihST the

cadaveric venom introiluced in a dissection-wound or the venom
of the rattlesnake and adder. The bites or stings of many other

animals produce more transitory inflammatory effects.

In common inflammation^ such as follows the lodgment of a-

spicule of broken glass under the skin of the hand or arm (to bor-

row Watson's illustra'tion), there is first pain ; soon there is redness

around the point of entrance, with swelling and heat ; the skin

becomes of a bright-red colour ; the swelling increases, becoming

hard and firm at the cen tre of the inflamed area, and exquisitely tender,

or painful to the touch. If these local eftects are at all considerable

(according to the nature and extent of the injur)', and to the sus-

ceptibility or habit of body of the individual) there is inHammatory
fever some hours later. At first there is usually chilliness and
feebleness, then there is a general feeling of heat and dryness, with

a quick, full, and hard pulse, headache, wandering pains in the

iiinbs, restlessness, some mental confusion, disturbed sle^j;!, a white

tongue, thirst, and loss of appetite. If the piece of glass be removed
all these symptoms, local and general, may subside quickly. If the

source of irritation remain, or even, notwithstanding its removal, if

the primary shock has been severe, the s}"mptoms continue and
intensify. Relief to the constitutional disturbance comes with the

further developments in the injured area—with suppuration or, at

the latest, with the bursting or letting out of the matter. Healing
then proceeds as described under "repair."

This is the usual sequence of events Jn common inflammation,

in the inflammation of moderate degree in a healthy person. It

•differs from er)'sii"»elas or phlegmon in the important respect that

the fever follows the local effects at an interval of several hours.

Where the injury is of the most violent kind, as in some machinery
accidents, neither the local effects nor the fever are pronounced

;

the " reaction " is said to be in abeyance, and death is apt to occur
from shock. In these cases the face is blanched, the action of the
heart and lungs feeble, and the mental faculties profoundly oj^t-

pressed ; the presiding control has been so upset by the injury to

even a limb that the forces of the body do cot rally.

The heat of an inflamed part is not merely in the feelings of the

patient ; it is actually several degrees (up to 0° or 7* Fahr. ) higher
than the temperature of the part in health or of the corresponding

I^art on the opposite side, although it is never above the central

blood-heat of health. It is not solely dependent, therefore, on the
general state of fever. Neither can it be said that the general state of

fever is solely dependent on the increased local combustion. In
erj'sipelas, as we have seen, the general fever usually precedes the
local, and must depend upon some general error of heat-making.
Again, in a common inflamed wound, the general fever may, and
usually does, subside some time before the cellular changes in the
part, degenerative or formative or both, have passed their climax.

Implication of the Nervous Control in Infiammation.—From slight

inflammatious, with little more than redness and pain at the seat

of injury, to the most shattering strokes there is a succession of

steps. The nervous system is implicated iu them all, for the
reason that the nerves are everywhere, and everj*where ready to

transmit impressions to the centre. It is not surprising, then,

that in every doctrine of infiammarion since the time of CuUen
the events have been largely traced to the direct action of the
nerves and nerve-centres. Amidst all the conflicting views taken
of the nature of inflammation in current writings, there is agree-

ment on this point at least, that the neiTous control has much
to do with it,— if not always the central control, yet some local

control whose existence would hardly be suspected but for the
phenomena of inflammation. The differences of opinion begin
when we come to ^e details of the nen'ous control. Does the
nervous system preside ^er the action of the vessels only, or
does it preside over the whole cellular life or the nutrition of the
part ? Opinions have had a pudency to range themselves on
two sides, corresponding in the mam to the more mechanical or
to the more *' vitalist " conception of life as a whole. The afflux

of blood, which every one recognizes as the first conspicaous event
in an inflamed part, has been attributed in the latter view to an
aUraclion exercised by the cells of the part, to a hunger for blood
comparable to that which causes a determination of blood in an
organ that is going to be physiologically active. "The facts,"

says Alison, "afford a strong presumption that the impressions
made on the capillaries, and on the blood contained in tliem, solicit

the flow through them on the principle of a vital attracCion of the
fc^oorf rather than of relaxation of the vessels." This is the "soli-
citation of fluids," the "movement of turgescence" or the "vital
erection of vessels " of the older authors. If the needs of nutrition
are the ordinary attraction, they may be simulated by such in-
cidents as wounds, scalds, and the like ; and it is the peculiarity
of inflammation that the incidence of these is on a tissue whose
physiological interest is ordinarily of little or no account, namely,
the common binding tissue. It is with justice that Rin^fieisch
^emphasizes the intimate connexion between the common binding

tissue and the peripheral nerves and jierve-plexuses."" "They run
exclusively in the connective tissue ; in it they divide and form
plexuses, which ultimately join, without any definite demarcation,
with the network of connective-tissue corpuscles. Their distribu-

tion in the connective tissue designates these nerves for some de-

finite function ; they are admirably adapted to. play a part in tho
general physical and chemical change of the organs, to give i»-

lormation of the same to the central nervous system through their

corresponding states of excitation. With the connective tissue

they participate in the most intimate structure of organs, ^Tith the
connective tissue they are stretched and pressed upon, with it also

they suffer those chemical excitations which any considerable accH-
muiation of waste matters brings with it. " Now, it is known from
numerous experiments that, if a nerve of common sensation be

stimulated, the outgoing response from the centre is by way ol

removing the tonicity of the arteries of the part, so that they dilate

and transmit much more blood. This outgoing intiuence is assumed
to travel by a special set of fibres called, for convenience, " depre'^sor

fibres," because the effect has been to take off the tonic contraction

of the arteries. The same effect is strikingly seen (although it is

there accompanied by a. conscious mental state) in the rising wattles

of a cock, for which class of erectile effects the nerves are called
*' ncrvi "erigentes.

"

But if this kind of turgescence is the best physiological analogy
for the redness of inflammation it goes but a little way with us

into the morbid condition. The tonic contraction of the arteries

is no doubt taken off, and the vessels become distended with blood
passing through them ; but the next eveut is peculiar to inflamma-
tion,—the current of blood becomes slower, slow even to a stop in

some of the numerous cross-channels of the capillaries. There is

nothing in the mechanics of the circulation to account for this

dallying of the blood at the seat of injury. The fuither discussion

of the subject will be made easier by a reference to slight degrees

of inflRmmation set up experimentally in transparent and delicate

parts where the process can be watched through the microscope,

—

in a piece of frog's mesenteiy drawn out through an aperture of the
abdomen, or in the everted membrane -like tongue of rhe sam©
animal. When the microscope was first applied to the study of

inflammation these same effects were often observed by Paget and
Wharton Jones in the wing of the bat, an animal which has the
advantage of being comparatively warm-blooded.

Experimental Study of Inflammation.—The frog having been Ejfpcri-

paralysed by curare, a loop of the intestine is pulled out through a nient ic

slit in the abdomen, and its mesentery sti'etched over a ring of iuflam-

cork, so that the light may be reflected to it from the miiTor of the mation.

microscope. It hardly wants an irritant, such as a drop of weak
acid, to produce the inflammatory effecti on this thin membrane

;

mere exposure to the air suffices. In -.en or fifteen minutes tho
arteries begin to dilate and then the veins, and the vessels go on
dilating for the next two hours, when th^y will have reached about
twice their ordinary calibre. They remain so dilated, and in an
hour or two the cxu-rent of the blood becomes slower in them. In
the older observations on the bat's wing acceleration of the current

through the dilated vessels was first noted ; then came the transi-

tion to the peculiar inflammatory action, namely, slowing of the

current, the vessels still remaining dilated. This slowing of the

stream is most obvious close to the injured point, where there may
be complete stagnation in the capillaries, the crowded corpuscles

giving the central area a brilliant carmine appearance. Farther
away from this area the streams are more rapid ; and at the farthest

limits there is the unusually full and rapid flow of normal.hyper-
iemia. The fulness of these dilated vessels exhausts their elasticity,

so that the pulse-wave of the blood, wbich should be felt only iu

larger vessels, becomes perceptible also in the smallest.

in the area of retardation in the frog the blood-disks and- the
white corpuscles cling to the sides of the capillaries and smaU veins,

instead of forming, as usual, a procession in the central line of the

tube. Most cf all do the colourless corpuscles adhere to the walls,

in the experiment on the frog, until they form a kind of outlined

mosaic on the side of the vessel. Then, if a particular sjiot be

watched for several hours continuously, it will be found that some
of these cells have actually Tforked theii- way slowly through the

wall of the small vein. ' This is the important phenomenon of emi-

gration of the cells of the blood, known to Gendrin and W. Addison,

accurately followed by Waller, and rediscovered by Cohnheim.
Incontinence of the Vessel-icalIs.—The incontinence of the vascular Incou-

walls in inflammation is proved, not only by this emigration oftinence

cells from the small veins, but also by the escape of i-ed blood-disks of vessel-

from the capillaries, and by the familiar and old-established fact walls.

of exudation of.the fluid part of the blood,—the plasma* or serosity.

In the words of Alison: "First, the surrounding textiires aie loaded

with a serous fluid ; but gradually changes take place in this fluid,

which indicate that other constituents of the blood have exuded

from the vessels ; or part of the fluid effused assumes a gelatinous

consistence, and forms flakes or layei-s which gradually become

solid. In the semi-fluid matter first effused, according to Gendriu

and others, decolorized globules of the blood may often be per
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ceived ; and in many cases globules of pnsV known by their larger

size and freer motion on one another (and, when observed in mass,
by their yellow colour), soon appear in this eflfused matter ; and it

assumes more or less rapidly, and more or less generally, the form
of purulent matter. . . . Along with the semi-fluid lymph effused

in the earlier stage of inflammation there is often extravasation of

the coloui-ing matter of the blood, and sometimes of entire blood."
This, then, is the central fact of inflammation,—the incontinence
of the vessels and the exudation from them.

Addison adopted the theory that the pus of inflammation was
nothing but the colourless cells of the blood that had been washed
out with the plasma ; and that doctrine has been revived by
Cohnheim with little or no reserve. There have been serious
objectiqus to this doctrine of the origin of pus

; practical burgeons
have always failed to understand how all the pus could come from
/io MuoJ, >\hiQh has not only a mere trace of coloxirless cells iu it,

^ut, moreover, contains nbither more nor less of these cells during
suppuration than at other times. Again, in cases of leukaemia,
where the number of them is enormously increased, the course of
inflammation does not appear to bo affected thereby. Lastly, it is

pointed out that we cannot infer altogether fully from the extremely
susceptible transparent membranes of the frog to the subcutaneous
and other connective tissues which are the usual scats of the in-

flammations met with in practice. So far, then, we are justified

iu admitting only the iucontinenco of the vessel-walls, the escape
of some colourless cells, and of plasma, the latter yielding fibrin

under some circumstances, in combination with the paraglobulin
and the ferment known to reside in the white corpuscles.
The cause of the incontinence of the vessel-walls naturally

engi'osses attention. Iu an cxpeiiment of Cohnheim's a similar
coudiiion was produced in the vessels of the frog's tongue by Hga-
tui-ing the tongue bodily at the root, so as to stop the circulation
in it altogether. If the ligature were kept on for six days the
tongue be^n to mortify, and the circulation showed no power to
re-establish itself; ifut were removed after forty-eight hours the
current slowly resumed its flow, the arteries returned from tht-ir

dilated condition, but not th« veins, and the colourless cells began
to escape from the latter ; on removing it after twenty-four hours
only, the circulation quickly resumed its normal course without
any transient emigration of cells. The conclusion was that the
walls of the vessels suffered a certain loss of "integrity" if the
circulation through tliem were stopped beyond a certain limit of
time, and this loss of integrity seemed to be analogous to the altera-

tion of the vessel-walls under the blow of an inflammation. On
the other hand, it has been pointed out that not the vesseMvalls
only, but thecells in closest proximity to and in intimate nutri-
tive relation with them, are aftected by the stroke of inflammation

;

where such cells have processes, and can be seen, they are found
to draw in their processes under an iiTitant. In the e,xposition of
^ohnheim, however, these changes in the cells of an inflamed part
are not admitted to be other than regressive or passive ; according
to him, the walls of the vessels only are ati"ected, and affected in
;their molecular constitution.

Sni «<r?a- Suppuration.—We have seen that thert still remains the difficulty

tiou_ of accounting for the large quantity of pus ; and it will probably
be found that to account for the pus we shall have to ascribe a more
than passive attitude to the connertive-tissue corpuscles of the
inflamed area. Where the suppuration is diffuse, a» iu phlc^uon,
and still more where it is discontinuous, as in secondarily inflamed
lymphatic glands, it is not to be supposed that the pus is a mere
aggiegate of blood -cells brought thither. Something from the
primary seat of inflammation has caused the more distant parts,

whether they be continuous or discontinuous, to take on tlie in-

flammatory and suppurative action ; but it is quite clear, if we
examine a lymphatic gland beginning to suppurate, that its own
cells j-ield the pus. There has been an action of presence on the
parenchyma of the lymphatic gland ; and it will be difficult to
account for the production of pus in acute primarj' inflammation
without assuming the same action of presence. In inquiring after

the catalytic agent suspicion falls on the substances exuded from
the vessels, and mostly upon the emigrated colourless cells. Sup-
ipuration, when it occurs, is subsequent to and secondary to the

I^^U'^.2tion. When no suppuration occurs, as in what is called

adhesive injlaminaiioii, which is the commonest kind on free sur-

faces, the exuded blood-plasma simply coagulates, forming a fibrin-

ous layer, in the meshes of which are a larger or smaller number
of colourless blood -corpuscles. In the further development these

blood-cells are probably themselves the active elements ; they pro-

duce the tissue of adhesions, which is a form of the tissue of repair.

In situations which are not free surfaces— that is to say, in the
subcutaneous tissue, or more generally in the tracts or planes of
the common binding tissue— the exuded substances are less apt to

coagulate or to take the adhesive fibrinous course. It is in these
deeper situations that we ordinar'.ly get suppuration, an event
subsequent to exudation and undoubtedly dep^-ndont thereon. It

is true that "inflammation" may be excited on the surface of
articular cartilages antj la the cornea, where there are no blood-

to yield an exudation ; but tne inflammation is not of the
ordinary kind, and in particular there is no true suppuration until

the nearest blood-vessels have projected their system as far as, or
close up to, the irritated area. Artificial keratitis has been the
chosen ground of controversy to determine whether it is the vessels,

or not rather the cells, of the part that are primarily and actively

concerned in the inflammatory process ; but it will probably be
found that the two sides of the controversy correspond to two dif-,

ferent sets of facts. The transparent superficial ulcer of- the cornea'

has hardly anything to do with inflammation ; it does not sup-i

purate, although there is some formative action iu the cells of the'

part to enable it to heal. Whenever there is true inflammation of
the cornea it is accompanied by or preceded by extension of the
nearest vessels to the transparent and non-vascular surface.

Changes in the Co?incctive Tissue.—In the events of true inflam-

mation, thertfore, exudation from the vessels precedes suppuration
;

and it can hardly be doubted that they are cause and effect, to the

extent, at least, that exudation is a necessary antecedent. At the

same time the connective-tissue cells of the pait can hardly have
escaped that molecular injury, or injury to their nutrition, which
the elements of the vascular wall would appear themselves to have
suffered ; they are, as Rindfleisch points out, intimately bound up^

with the plasmatic circulation or the ultimate dinusion of the
juices ; they are in closest relation with the terminal nerve-plexuses

;

and, histogenetically, they are the remains of that **parablastic"i

embryonic tissue from which the blood-channels themselves were^

made. It would be surprising, indeed, if they escaped the shock
which had deeply affected the integrity of the cells in the vascular

wall. A concurrent alteration, at least, must be postulated for

them ; but that can hardly account for more than a preparedness

in them to form pus.' According to Strieker, the elements of the

connective tissua.revert to an embryonic character before pus is

formed from them. If the hardness of the central core ofan inflam-|

mation under the skin be analysed, it will be found to depend, says

Strieker, upon the following things : the tissue is thickened, the

network of cells in it is swollen, the intercellular substance is re-

duced, the network of cells has broken up into independent pieces

of nucleated*protoplasm. This is the swelling of the tissues which
precedes abscess-softening ; it is essentially a return to a more pro-

toplasmic and less fibrillar state, and accoidinglytoa more embryonic
state. Of this power of reversion to an embrj'onic state, which the

common binding tissue of the body retains as a memory of develop-'

ment, we have already had illustrations in the jirocesses of repair,

of tumour formation, and of cancerous infection. In all these cases

the tissue falls back upon a more elementary condition, or we mayi
say that it retreats to broader ground, where, however, it cannot
stand still. Its special dectiny is settled for it in each case by the
circumstances, and, ftjr th6 particular case of inflammation (as dis-

tinguished from the process of repair), its special destiny is to form
pus. If the analogy adduced in the section on "repair" has any
value, pus is the by-product of a kind of blood-making from the

embryonic cells, a htematoblastic activity in which no red disks are

formed, but only pus-corpuscles and a fluid, the corpuscles stand-

ing for the residual nucleus of the hsematoblast (with evidence of

cleavage in it) and the liqxior puris for both the red disks and the

plasma. This haeraatoblastic doctrine of pus would correspond, in

form at least, to Hunter's conjecture that "the new-formed matter
iKiculiar to Buppuration is a remove further from the nature of the

blood." So long as the intensity of the process lasts, the connective

tissue uses its reacquired embrj'onic powers only to make pus ; when
the effects of the blow have subsided (or if they have been from tht

first slight, as in the reparative process) the formative powers of

the tissue make granulation-cells and uew blood-vessels (includirig

even new blood within the vessels), and so the incident ends in

repair. The pus of a granulating surface would thus differfrora

the pus of acute inflammation only in degree. In like manner,:
common inflammation ^vith a moderate degree of fever differs on]y^>

in degree from phlegmon, or-diffuse suppuration, with its peculiar

fever. The ditiuse suppuration of phlegmon is the case where the

infection or action of presence extends by continuity along the
tracts of connective tissue ; the implication of lymphatic glands (it

may be at the outset) is the case where the infectiou is carried to

a distance by the lymph-drainage of the tissues. Contrasting with
such cases, the area of suppuration in a healthy subject (where there

has been no extrinsic poison introduced) is a limited one ; but,

however limited the focus, it seems necessary to resort to infection

of the connective tissue for an explanation if the exuded fluid turn
to pus or the inflammatory swelling turn to abscess. It is in this

sense that every inflammation may be said to be infective.

Assuming, then, that pus-formation is due to an infective infln-

ence impressed apon the protoplasmic connective ti.ssue, and know-
ing, as we do, that the exudation from the blood-vessels is an invari-

able antecpd<*T>^ the r6]e of infecting cells would precisely suit those

elements of the exudation about whoso share in the inflammatory
process there has been much controversy, namely, the emigrated
colourless ce.ls of the blood. As a material contribution to the

pus all the Jills that escape from the. blood would go but a" little
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way; as iuftcCing c Ms thev mi^ht be the agents of much suppura-
tion. anJ, fhr<>ufii tb^i:' wandtTiiit: propeiijiinesi. or sui*puration
at dbeontiDuous poiuti«. 'fhcy would ihu? havi* a no«sr in i«-

flnuuuHtion iinalogous to tiiat whii-h his bi:en claimed m a former
section for catarrhal uxid other epitii'^Ua! celU of n mucous mem-
brane (or of a ^laiid) which had found their way into the support-
ing coMueo'ave tissue.

-\mong the thiugs that determine the degree and course of an
in&iiuimation, be:?ides the kind ami extent of the injury, may be
mentioned the tlorid or anieiiiic habit of body, the gouty habit, the
alcoholic dyscrasia. the diabt^tic cachexia, the scrofulous inherited
constitution, and the sypliilitio taint. There are even eases where
the predisposing cause is, as it were, strong enough to dispense
with all but the slightest exciting ojiuse; where, accordingly, the
inflammation would be called iJiopatbic But. however much the
•*cra.-is'* of the blood or influeiKv nt tiie nerve force may deter-
mine the degree and kind of inflainmation, it is clear that the
si.ignation of the blood, the incontinence of the vessel-walls, the
exudation, and the suppuration may all follow an injury where
th'-' crasis and the general nervous control are perfectly normal.
The siffiiificiuce of micro-orsanisms in the inflamed area must be
jud^eil from the same point of view; nil tin- events of inflamma-
tion iiiav happen without them, but they may help to determine
the kind and extent of the inflammatory effects.*

§ 15.

—

Infectiveness.

One of tlie most dreaded results of a wound, or an
in£an'.mation fron; other causes, happily rarer in modern
surgical practice than in former times, is pyaemia, septic-

xmir^ or purulent infection. About a week, more or less,

after the injui^, the jiatieut has a fihlvering fit followed

by a pert^iration ; he may feel comparatively comfortable

for a time, but there soon- begin to be grave symptoms
of constitutioTial disttirbance. He becomes unetsy, has

[.ains in the limbs, a weak and quick pulse, fever, loss of

appetite and thirst, a dry and brown tongue, a somewhat
jaundiced skin, and sometimes diarrhoea. The shivering

fit returns at intervals followed by the sweating, the tem-

perature rising to a grea*; height and falling rapidly to

a corresponding degree. Death usually ensues, sometimes

not for two, three, or four weeks, being preceded by mut-
tering delirium and imconsciousness. A curious symptom
accompanying these phenomena is the»sweetish odour of

the breath. Meanwhile the wound, where there is one,

will have ceased to discharge pus freely, becoming dry

and brownish and yielding only a thin ichor; at a dis-

tance from the wound one or more joints may become
swollen and painful, or an abscess may form at one or

more points under the skin, or there may be pustules and
discoloured patches on the skin.

Wound- In the examination after death the secondary abscesses may be

tDfecUon. very various in their seat, oftenest perhaps in the lungs, under
certain circumstances in the liver, or in, one or more joints, or in

the substance of the heart, or at the back of one or both wnsts.

The parotid glands are peculiarly liable to diffuse secondary in-

flammation. In a class of cases called septicfemic for distinction,

CO secondary inflammations or products of inflammation can be
discovered anj^u'here ; in these cases the periodical shivering fits

are not marked, altho'i.^^h there may be profuse sweatings from
time to time. In anothei class of cases, to which Paget has called

special attention, the course of the disease is very protracted, beinf^

marked by relapses from time to time ; and the chances of recovery

are found to be in proportion to the chronicity.

In the pathology of these cases attention has always been fixed

on the state of the veins leading from the wounded part, and of

the blood in them. The old doctrine was that the veins s»creted

pus from their walls, which was carried into the blood-stream.
This pre-microscopic opinion has given way to the modem doctrine

of thrombosis and infective embolisms elaborated by Virchow.
Kot only the veins leading from an external wound, but the veins
of the uterus after deliver}'-, and other internal veins nnder various
circumstances, may become lined by a layer of coagulum, or even
blocked in their entire lumen ; the coagulura undergoes puriform
(although not purulenti^degeneration

;
pieces of it, or molecular

* See Paget, S-irfj. Path.; Simon, "Inflammation," in Holmes's
Si/St. of SuT/;., vol. i., 2d ed. ; Sanderson, i6., vol. ,v.; Cohnheim,
Ifeue UrUersuchungcn ulcr die Eiitz'ondung, Berlin, 1872; Strieker,
VorUs. iiher cdlg. und exper. Paihohgie, Vienna, 1878-83, and in
AMiurst's IntcrnaL Eiicyd* c/ S.urg., vol i., Philad. auu Lond., 1882;
Van Bnren, ilAd-

18—16

particles of it, get washed off, carried into the blood-str?ara, and
lodged as embola in the small vessels of a terminal vascular area

of the lungs or other organ or part, where an unliealthy form ol

inflammation arises secondarily. Iliesc events will become more
intelligible by reference to a particular case.

A woman undergoes an operation for internal pilca—saccular
dilatations of the inferior liiemorrhoidal veins. The hiemonhoids
had been ligatured, and for some reason there ensues an altogethir
unusual course of events. In a few days the patient has symptoms
of pyaemia, and death follows in a fortnight. At the examination
the inferior mesenteric vein, all the way up from its ligatured

inferior hremorrhoiJal brancli to where it joins the splenic on its

way to the liver, is found much dilated, lying along the left side

of the lumbar vcrtebrre as thick as the little finger, of a greyish
appearance externally, and filled with greyish puriform detritna.

In the liver, to which this vein conducts, there are a number of in-

flammatory centres, some of them merely dark -red or livid circular

areas, othez-s of them purulent centres or true pyiemic abscesses.

In this case the wall of the ligatured vein had taken on some
action which had affected the clot fonned naturally within it

;

instead of the clot organizing, it had become a semi-fluid mass of

puriform detritus; it had extended by continuity far up the main
trunk of the inferior mesenteric vein, the puriform softening follow-

ing it
;
particles or larger pieces of this unnatural clot had passed

into the portal vein, and had become. impacted in certain capillary

territories of the liver, where they had infected the elements of the
part (probably the connective tissue exclusively) to take on an
inflammatory and suppurative action.

It is questioned by some whether there may not be a class of Infectivi

pyremic and scpticKmic cases in whicli im thrombosis (with inirifoi m Ihrom-

softening Of the thrombus) of jieripheral veins occurs ; but it can- bosis.

not be doubted that this kind of thrombosis, and the discharge of
particles or pieces of the thrombus into the general circulation,

are very general accompaniments of pyreinia and scpticcemia, puer-
peral and other. The interest centres in the state of the vein-wall,

which causes the blood to clot within it, where it would nf^t other-

wise have clotted, and causes the clot to undergo a puriform
degeneration, or to acquire an infective power. The state of tho
primary wound must De held answerable in general for all tiic

secondary events, from the thrombosis onwards. In the wound the
ordinary products of inflammation cease to be formed, and, instead

of them, there is an ichorous foul-smelling discharge, or a dry anj
semi-gangrenous condition of ihe parts ; whatever this action may
be, it communicates itself to tho walls of the vessels, and the throm-
bosis (with detachment of the puriform particles) follows.

There are certain well-understood circumstances in which wounds
fake on such an action : the crowding of a number of cases ot

suppurating wounds in a limited space without adequate attention
to the removal of the putrid discharges from the wounds, great
nervous prostration of tho subjects of wounds, tJie coexistence of

kidney-disease, and such-like constitutional states personal to the
case. The situation of the wound or exposed surface comes also

into account ; thus injuries of the bones (as in compound fractures),

and especially injuries of the cranial bones, are more liable to tako
the pyiemic direction. Above all, the suiface of the uterus after

delivery, or contused wounds of the labia, or other lacerations, w ill

take on an unhealthy action, either from the circumstances of the
patient, or owing to a very minute quantity of infective substance
(cadaveric or other) having reached it from without, or from the
putrescence of portions of retained placenta. The liabilities •<{

child-bed are increased by the circumstance that the blood in the
puerperal condition is unusually liable to clot in the veins, even
when their walls are in good condition, and also by the fact that
the venous sinuses of the uterus after delivery are such as to afford
opportunities for stagnation of the blood in them (unle&s the vigor-
ous contraction of the organ have practically obliterated them), in
which respect they resemble the venous Sinuses of the dura mater.

Experimental Scpticssmia.—The injection of small quantities of Experi*
putrid substance into the circulation in animals, such as the dc^, mental
produces symptoms of septic poisoning corresponding somewhat to septic-
the sjTnptoms as obsert-ed in practice. In this experimental septic- ^mia,
cemia, as well as in the septic piocesses of man, there are many
facts to show that bacteria are concerned. How these micro-organ-
isms are concerned is another and much more diflScult question.
According to one view the lowered vitality of the tissues in a certain
class of injuries, or in the injuries of a certain class of subjects, gives
these ubiquitous organisms their opportunity. Id this view the
organisms initiate nothing ; they are incidental to the morbid state
of the tissues, and their presence in large numbers is rather the
index of the liability to septic infection than the cause of any
septic infection that may occur. The most extreme claim made
for these organisms in purulent and septicaemic infection (as well
as in erysipelas, ulcerative endocarditis, and diphtheria) is that
their physiological activity (if not even tlieir mech.Tnical presence)
determines tht nature of the morbid process, including the tissue-

changes, the type of constitutional disturbance, and, in general, the
development, course, and tLTiuination of the infrctionealn judging

xviii. — SI
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oetween the two csrtreme poutions it should be remembered that

there is nothing morphologically distinctive in these organisms

found in diseased or injured tissues, that their so-called physio-

logical activity in disease is merely begging the question, and that

their mechanical presence, even if they were always present in

sufficient numbers, has not yet been brought into any intelligible

relation with the sjiuptoms and the morbid anatomy. On the

other hand, there cannot be the slightest doubt that one of the

greatest desiderata of surgical practice is to keep tliem out of

wounds (see Surgery).
Tumour- Tumour-mfection.—This subject has already been treated of in

Jufection. the section on "cancer," but it will be convenient to add a few re-

marks on the parallelism between tumour-infection and purulent

infectiou. In both cases we have a primary seat of morbid action

and a secondary infection, and in each case the seats of secondary

infection correspond on the whole closely. The closest correspond-

ence is perhaps with sarcomatous tumours, which have the same

relation to veins that primary infective inflammations have, and the

same predilection for the lungs. Again, where the liver becomes the

seat of secondary tumours, the first steps of the process of infection

are on the whole parallel with those that may be observed in

multiple abscesses of that organ, that is to say, the liver-tissues

at a number of points undergo changes which are practically simul-

taneous witliin a certain radius, leading to a circumscribed abscess

in the one case and to a circumscribed tumour -nodule in the

other. Both the abscess-area and the tumom'-area may be found

at half-way stages of their development, the former being often

recognizable in the section of a pyjemic liver as a somewhat livid

circular spot. In the tumour-process the morphological characters

are always very definite, and the e-xciting agent has plainly come
from the primary disease, carrj'ing the structural marks of the pri-

mary disease in it. The primaiy inflammatory process wants the

definite structural characters of the primary tumour-process, and
still more does it want the endless variety of the latter ; but it is

still a te.xtural process of the body, and its secondary processes are

like it. The tumour-analogy, therefore, is strongly in favour of the

idea that purulent infection, and inflammatory infection in general,

has an autochthonous origin in the life of the cells and tissues.

Melan- Ifdamsis.—The term " melanosis " is used in pathology in at least

otic in- two distinct senses. It is applied, in the first place, to the general-

fection. ization or secondary extension of a primary tumour (usually sar-

comatous), containing black or brown pigment ; and, in the second

place, it has reference to a remarkable generalization or \^idespread

deposition of black pigment in the bone-marrow and elsewhere in

the horse, particularly in those horses which are apt to lose what-

ever hair-pigment they may have had. Each of these two very dif-

ferent cases nas its interest for general pathology.

The generalization of a melanotic tumour, even a very small one,

is one of the most remarkable facts of infection. It is not unfre-

quently seen in the case of the spindle-celled sarcomatous tumours

which grow from the pigmented connective -tissue ceUs of the

choroid tunic of the eye (not the choroidal epithelium of the

retina). In such cases the primary tumour is serious enough from

its pressure effects, but it is infinitely more serious from its infect-

iveness. The liver may be full of large tumour -masses, black

throughout or in part, and there may be other secondaiy gro\vths

elsewhere. Even more striking is the generalization which is apt

to ensue fi-om a ^bcutaneous melanotic sarcoma, or from a small

epot of pigmented new growth on the basis of an old pigmentary

mole, or nsevus, or mother-mark (melanotic alveolar sarcoma). The
secondary tumours occur at other points under the skin, often

widely remote from the primary, and in the axilla, in the membranes
of the' spinal cord, in the liver, in the lungs, and even on the serous

membranes. We have here to do with the ordinary considerations

of tumour-infection, as already spoken of; but the presence of

pigment in the cells and partitions of the new growth raises a

further consideration. If we collect all the secondary tumours

from a case where infection has been extensive, and express from

them all the pigment, we should get a very considerable quantity,

perhaps half a pint, of a thick black fluid not unlike printers' ink.

The source of all this pigment has been perhaps a small speck of

melanotic tumour-tissue in the skin, or, to mention a particular

case, in the granulation-like tumour-tissue in the bed of the thumb-

nail after an injury. How is it that from so small a source so much
of this black substance has been produced ?

The pigment is, of course, contained within the individual cells

of the secondary tumoui-s ; these cells are a mimicry of the primar\'

tumour-elements, and, as they reproduce the form and size of these,

so also they reproduce their pigment -granules. So stated, there

is nothing remarkable in the quantity of black fluid that may
be collected from a case of generalized melanotic sarcoma. The
primary tumour impresses the type of its own life upon a number

of distant centres of cellular activity, so that these grow to be

tumours, their cells at the same time becoming each a laboratory for

the manufacture of pigment, extracting it from the blood for their

erratic purpose. The true suggestiveness of these events is really

in the way of analogy for another class of iafectioas. It is often

said that, in an infection likp smal\.ox, the virus must be aa
independent living organism, because it multifilies within th«
body during the evolution of the disease, the body which had
received a most minute quantity of vims becoming in its turn a
centre from which a thousandfold of the viius may issue. But, if

a small speck of melanosis m.ay yield half a j'int of inky fluid by
so impressing the cells of the body that tney become so many
laboratories of black pigment, then we can understand how, iu
smallpox, the cells of the skin at many j^oints become laboratoiiea

in like manner, not indeed yielding black pigment, but supplying
that which has to tlie primary contagion cf a case of small-

pox the same relation that the generalized pigment of melanosis
has to the primary speck or nodule of pigmented spindle-celled or

alveoli sarcoma. It is not necessary a priori to go so far afield

as the ferment - action of living organisms for an analogy of this

tliousandfold multiplication ; there is an analogy nearer heme in

the marvellous metabolic capabilities of the body's own protoplasm.

Melanosis of the Horse.—It .sometimes happens that v.-e find, in Mefai.

the carcase of an aged grey or white horse which had been originally o^is of

broi^-n or black or other shade of colour, that the marrow of all the horse,

bones in its body is changed into a uniform black inky l>ulp or

fluid, that the clusters of Ijinphatic glands are full of the same in

a drier form, and that there are black patches on the more exposed
parts of the mucous membranes. This remarkable malady is not
found except in horses whose co.at had lost its originally abundant
hair-pigment. Trousseau and Leblane, who investigated the facts

on a large scale at the Paris horse-knackei-s', were of opinion that in

every horse which had turned white, more particularly if it had been
originally black or brown or roan, the inguinal lymphatic glands
were full of black pigment ; and they conclv.ded that the pigment
there deposited was the equivalent of tlie colouring matter that the

hair had lost, and that the blood bei'ig, as it were, overcharged

mth colouring matter, had deposited pigment in unusual ] daces.

It is difficult to suppose that the melanosis in these cases is

a mere quantitative equivalent of the pigmeiit lost from the hail'.

The pigment of melanosis is more probably a true metabolic pro-

duct of cells ; and it is significant that it is most abundant, in

the horse, in the old seats of hamoglobin-formation, namely, the

red bone-marrow. The bone-marrow (with other tissues as well)

takes on a pigment-making activity, coincidently with the blanch-

ing of the horse's coat, and vicariously thereto. The melanosis of

the horse is a striking instance of a constitutional vialadij, that

is to say, it illustrates the very important pathological doctrine

that an error in one- part or function of the organism entails' vital

consequences elsewhere.'

§ 16.

—

Specific Infections.

Infective disease of one kind or another stands for a,

very large part of the total sickness and mortality of man-
kind. It is entitled, therefore, to a larger space in -a

nosological outline than a single section at the end of an
article. Each infective disease has to be considered by
itself, from the natural -history point of view, and thu

salient facts of its history, geography, and ethnology, and
its other particular circumstances to be taken along with its

morbid anatomy and clinical history. It will be necessary,

for the present purpose, to adopt a mach more restricted

programme, and to indicate little mora than the place of

the specific infections in the general scheme of disease.

Of diseases that have the property of infectiveness we
have already dealt with cancers and other malignant

tumours, and with the common infective inflammations.

Reference has also been made to erysipelas, which is

sometimes not merely infective as reffards the individual

body in which it arises, but a souice of infectiou (or

contagion) also for other bodies through conveyance of

a virus. Iu the communicable class of infections we
have to include so ordinary and simple a malady as a
common cold, which is notoriously apt to go through a
whole household, having been acquired in the usual way
by some one member of it. The greiit historical epidemics

of influenza which have overrun whole continents from

time to time are held by some to be little else than colossal

' See Virchow, Gesammette Abhandl. am- dan Gebiete der wissatsc/t.

Med.f Frankfort, 1856, CelljUar-patholoifie, chaps, x. and xi., and
Krankhaften Oeschwiilste, \o\. i. chap. 3, and vol. iL ("Melanosis");

Billroth, Allgemeine ch^tirgische Pathologic, 8th ed., Berlin, 1876
(Engl, transl.. New Syd. Soc, 2 vols., 1877); R Koch, Actiologie

der Wundinfcctiona-krankhiilen, Leipsij, 1878 (Engl, transl., New
Syd. Soc, 1880).
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d^elopments of those catarrhal epidemics wbich we meet

with on a homely scale within single households. Another

example of the same kind of communicability of a simple

catarrhal affection of a mucous membrane is the Egj-ptian

form of "cold in the eye" or ophthalmia, which was

brought to England by a few of the troops returning from

the expedition of ISOl, and which spread by contagion

for several years through the home-garrisons with a viru-

lence quite unknown in the Egyptian climate, so that

more than two thousand soldiers had to be pensioned for

total blindness due to it.

ipeoieiof In such instances a common and, it may be, trivial

*"*"*• malady becomes a species of disease ; it acquires the

'remarkable power of reproducing itself in persons who
' had not been exposed to the primary exciting causes.

Not one in a hundred of the soldiers who were blinded by

ophthalmia during the first ten years of the century had

ever been in Egypt, just as, in a household where catarrh

ias become prevalent, perhaps not more than one member

of it had sat in a draught, or been caught in the rain, or

.otherwise been subject to the conditions that ordinarily

bring on a common cold. It is the acquired catarrhal

condition that spreads from person to person, being faith-

sully reproduced in each new victim. The morbid con-

Sdition becomes a kind of individual thing, of which the

seminal particles are scattered abroad and induce the same

morbid condition where they find a favouring soil or a

ffavourable lodgment.

If all the instances of infection could be reauced to the

same category as these, we should simply have to regard

the specific infective diseases as the spreading or com-

municable forms of morbid conditions of the body other-

wise accounted for—as states of disease leading a kin'd of

independent life, but traceable in the last resort each to

its origin in certain structural and functional errors of the

Jxidy. The great problem of the species of disease would

thus become an evolutional problem. \Miile this cvoIut-

tional problem would always have underlying it the unique

'difificulty of conceiving how a morbid state of the body

could be integrated to become a semi-independent exist-

ence, with the power of reproducing itself by its germs

as in the generation of living things, the interest for each

specific disease would be to follow up, historically, geo-

graphically, ethnologically, sociologically, and otherwise,

the conditions of body out of which the complex natural

history of the disease-species had grown.

Proceeding, then, in the natural -history manner, and
attempting, in the first instance, a grouping of the species

of disease, the broad lines of division are into the chronic

and the acute, and, among the acute themselves, into exo-

genous and endogenous.

£iogeii, j4eule In/cclire Diseases—Bxogmmts and Endogenous.—The endo-
oa^ ami genous species oi disease are those in which the infecting particles
enJogfTi- pass directly froni the sick body to the sound, giWng rise in the
ons acn'fc latter to a morbid state which follows the same order of unfold-
>lLsease-. ing, and attains the same type as in the former. The e.xogenous

species of disease are those in which the infecting or germinal
particles have an intermediate state of ripening in the soil, or in
water, or amidst other favouring condition.3, producing a definite
set of morbid phenomena in the exposed body, but a set of pheno-
mena which may be, and often are, different in important respects
from those of the primarily-ailing subject. These contrasts between
the endogenous and the exogenous infections.may be 'illustrated
by a reference to smallpox on the one hand and to cholera on the
other. Any person whose skin is covered ^ith the drying crusts
of smallpox pustules may give off infecting particles which will
set up the same disease if they find a lodgment in a susceptible
person, the contagiousness of such a case of smallpox being some-
what heightened, no doubt, by a close atmosphere and the like.

But for cholera, speaking generally, much more than this is wanted
for the development of the communicated disease ; the infecting
particles have in most cases to undergo an intermediate sta^e of
ripening in the soil or in other outside media Ye!'o\v fevei is

>*. 'en ugore than an exogenous infectior -. it u, also vicarious, inas-

much as, over and over again, it has been from the emanations of

dysenteric dejecta of the negro (who can hardly take yellow fever),

and not necessarily from the effluvia of pre-existing yellow fever

cases, that tlie infective power has proceeded. The vicariousness-

of yellow fever brings it into close relation with typhus fever, which Typhus
is not otherwise counted as an infection of the exogenous group, fever."

No attempt to trace all cases of typhus to pre-existing cases of the

same fever can possibly succeed ; the succession has been broken

repeatedly, and repeatedly started anew, amidst well-known circum-

stances of cold, hunger, filth, and general misery. In the larger

proportion of typhus cases it is the miserable themselves who have

suffered from the disease in addition to their other miseries ; but

there are numerous classical instances in which the more wretched

of mankind have imparted typhus to their more comfortable fellows

without themselves exhibiting the symptoms of the disease. The
best-known historical *ases are the Black Assi-^es, when prisoners

who were brought into court from filthy dungeons so tainted the air

of the court-house that the judges, the members of the bar, the

jurjTnen, and the public were seized with a virulent typhus infec-

tion. If, in such cases, it should be contended that the prisoners

carried the specific effluvia of tyj hus about their persons, although

they themselves did not suffer with the specific symptoms of the

fever, there are other cases where such a contention is entirely in-

admissible. Perhaps the most remarkable of these is the case of

the Egyptian ship-of-war which brought an e]iidemic of typlius to

Liverpool in 1861. (Epidcni. Traiw., i. p. 2-16, 1862.) More usually,

however, it is the miserable themselves who first develop this morbus
miserite, afterwards communicating it to the physicians and others

who enter their dw-ellings or otherwise come near them. The de

novo development of the symptoms of typhus, and subsequently of

the independent contagion of typhus, has been abundantly illus-

trated in the naval and milit.-iry history down to the close of the

Napoleonic wars. The wTitings of Huxhani, Lind, Pringle, D.

Monro, Blane, and others, who served in the great typhus period,

are full of evidence of that kind ; the doctrine of the continuous

reproduction of the typhus virus always from preexisting cases is

a purely academical affair, which dates from the ingenious dialectic

of Bancroft's Essay on the Yelloio Ferer, kc, 1811. The rational

doctrine of this kind of infective disease, based upon the practical

experience of all times, is that which is stated by Pliny; " Primo,

temporis ac loci vitio, et regri erant et moriebantur
;
posiea, curatio

ipsa et contactus jegroi-um vulgabat morbos " (xxv. 26).

Relapsing Fever.— Closely related to typhus in the circumstances Relaps;

of its origin is relapsing fever, which has extremely slight power of ingfeter,

spreading among the well-to-do. Its synonym offamine fever is on

the whole a sufHcicutly accurate designation of its circumstances of

origin. Its more recently -acquired synonym, spirillum fever, is

derived from the presence in the blood of a minute spiral living

organism, as to which the standing question arises whether it is

there because the particular state of fever is favourable to it, or

whether the fever is there because the organism has, for .some

reason, invaded the body. Here, again, the conflict arises between
academical dialectic and the more tangible facts of experience. It ,

is maintained that relapsing fever can be given to the monkey by

injecting the spirilla ; but that circumstance by no means ser\'es

to show that the pre-existing cases of relapsing fever had occurred

because spirilla had invaded the bodies of a certain number of

persons. Relapsing fever is someti:nes, though rarely, conveyed

bv infection to those who had not been living in a state of over-

crowding and of semi-star\ation ; and such an incidence of the

disease is s6 entirely arbitrary that even the spirilla, if they came
from other cases, might be accepted as the active agents. The
.spirilla would have a real interest if it could be shown that they

could initiate relapsing fever proprio motu. As the case stands,

the predisposing causes of relapsing fe^ er completely overshadow all

other elements in the causation. The disease is always and every-

where morbus pauperum, and verj often it is typhus famelieus.

Typhoid fever.—Th\s fever holds a peculiar place in the history of Typhoid*

specific diseases. It is unqueitionabiy a far more common disease

at present than it was fifty years ago, end it is -ertain that it was

prevalent in Paris for some time before it begin to occur, except as a

rarity, in London and Edinburgh. The evidence of Christison and

of other highly observant pathologists may be implicitly accepted

that, while Louis and others in Paris were finding ulceration of

the small intestine in fatal cases of typhus-like fever, no such

lesion was oiiiinarily found in the Edinburgh practice. More

generally, it may be said that tj'phoid fever has been a prominent

factor in the mortality during the periods when typhus has been

an insignificant one. The coincidence of decided tj-phoid years

^vith the cholera years is perhaps irrelevant. But there can be

little doubt that there is a close connexion between the rise of

t}-phoid and the niore or less considerable diminution of intermit-

tent fever ; there is indeed much evidence in a certain number of

localities in favour of the opinion of Boudin, that malaiial fever and

typhoid fever are mutually exclusive in a given place.

Typhoid fever is undoubtedly a disease associated with the

manner of disposal -of- human excrement. . 'Whtther the trphoJ
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malarial fever of the American Civil "Wa?, and of Kome, I^aples, and
other localities, is al?o an excremesititious infection is not so clear.

The ordinary typhoid is peculiarly bound up with the modern
system of water-closets and sewers, and with the faulty construc-
tion of the same ; it was a familiar observation in Edinburgh that
the Old Town, with its closes and huge tenement-houses, without
the water-closet system, remained practically free from typhoid for

many years after the disease began to be common in the New
Town. The association with faulty sewerage is, however, not an
invariable one. The disease occurs among remote and primitive
communities, such as Norfolk Isdaud in the Pacific, in Fiji, in

Greenland, and elsewhere.

According to the contention of Murchison, and of many other
living authorities, typhoid fever may, and often does, develop dc

novo in an individual who has received, either by the breath or in

his food or drink, some peculiar or not altogether ordinary product
of ficcal decomposition. It is not alleged by this school that
fsecal decomposition under ordinary circumstances (especially under
the free access of air) is attended with tlie risk of typhoid fever

;

but that a virulent property may, and often does, develop under
some peculiar conciurence of circumstances, especially when faecal

matters percolate and accumulate where little air reaches. If the
process of typhoid fever be so induced in an isolated case, the de-
jecta of the patient are specifically virulent ; and from one such
case many may be poisoned by means of specifically tainted water
or milk distributed in common. The possibility of a cfc novo origiu

of typhoid fever now and then is vehemently objected to by the
more doctrinaire school of pathologists; according to them there
is always a pre-existing case, the virus of typhoid having been
continuously reproduced ab asterno.

The Exanthemata.— Another class of acute infections is those
which are virtually independent of external circumstances, which
affect all classes equally, and which pass by direct contact from
the sick to the sound. The chief diseases of this class are small-

Small- pox, measles, and scarlet fever. As to smallpox, it has been con-
pox, tended, on the historical and geographical evidence, that it is

primarily an African and Indian skin-disease which has acquired
spreading power ; and there is really no rival hypothesis of its

Measles, origiu. For measles the evolutional clue would appear to be en-
tirely lost. Tlie old notion about it, expressed in the name "raor-
billi," was that it corresponded to a lesser kind of smallpox.
There can be no doubt, however, of its present absolute nosological
distinctness. It is as nnivei-sal in its distribution as smallpox,
sparing no race, and, like smallpox, committing its greatest
savages among virgin communities and among the dark-skinned.

Scarlet The natural history of scarlet f&vcr is altogether different. It is

fever. peculiarly a disease of northern Europe; it is practically unknown
as an epidemic t%oughout the whole continent of Asia (except
Asia Minor), and the whole of Africa (except Algiers); and iu
North and South America and Australasia it seems to have fol-

lowed the European immigration. One gf the most remarkable
facts concerning it is that it may occur in quite sporadic or isolated
cases in extra-European countries. Some favourable concurrence
of circumstances had given it a permanent hold in Europe, or had
enabled ail occasional erythema of the skin, with fever, to develop
into a species of disease, in which the almost diphtheritic affection

of the throat, the brawny swelling of the neck (with tendency to
sioughing), and the acute affection of the kidneys may be so pro-
nounced in certain individuals, and in all the cases of certain
epidemics, or of the epidemics of certain localities, that the simple
type of disease is obscu ed and the line of evolution lost. Perhaps
one clue to the development of scarlatina from non-specific states
of the body may be found in the cases of scarlet rash iu children,
in the surgical wards of hospitals. The evidence seems to show
that in such cases there is something different from a merely
heightened predisposition to the specific scarlatinal poison, on the
supposition that the latter is ubiquitous ; that there is, in fact, an
inherent liability in some children to develop a scarlet rash, with
fever, near a wound or sore, the condition so developed becoming
communicable to others, as iu the analogous case of erysipelas.

S>^ilis.
^

Chronic Infective Diseases. -r-The greatest of the chronic infections
is syphilis, unless, indeed, we admit tubercle unreservedly into the
same class. Its enormous prevalence in modern times dates, \vith-

out doubt, from the European libertinism of the latter part of the
15th century. It is almost certain that the same disease, with
symptoms of constitutional infection, had developed in various
parts of the ancient world under similar circumstances ; but it is

not less certain that a great redevelopment came in abont the year
1490 in France, Italy, and Spain, so that we do not even require
to assume a continuity of the virus from earlier times. The his-
torical evidence may bo read, in a convenient abridgment, in the
third volume of Haser's Gcschichte der Mcdicin und der epidanischen
Krankhcitcn.
Two forms of sore are described concurrefatly in all \viitings upon

syphilis, and, although it has been usual 'during the last thirty years
to regard only one of these as truly syphilitic, there his aluays'been
ACertaiu inability in the prolession at large fo apprehend the' reason

for making a radical distinction. One of the forms is a considerable

and quickly-developed ulceration, sometimes multiple and with a

marked tendency to extend its borders ; it heals under treatment,
like any other ulcer, and in many cases there are no after-e&':'..ta

throughout tlie body generally. The same person may develop
such sores repeatedly. For a considerable time after the establish-

ment of the doctrine of " true " or. indurated infecting sore it was
taught that these simple ulcers were never followed by constitu-
tional infection ; but it is now very generally admitted that ;uch
teachiug is too rigid ,or dogmatic, not according with the facts of

experience. A recent writer on the subject in Berlin, who has hept
records of his private practice, estimates that no fewer than 40 per
cent, of all the cases which developed constitutional symptoms
were consequent on primary ulcerations that would not have been
included in the definition of "true" or Hunterian soreg. It is not
seriously disputed that these simpler ulcerations ma}- arise inde-
pentlently of conveyance, as the direct results of gioss personal

negligence. It is at the same time admitted that they may become
inveterate, that the process of healing may become irregular, and
that they may gradually acquire that character of "induration"
which is distinctive of the "true" sore. The various circum-
stances under which this change of type or development of char-

acters may take place have, for obvious reasons, escaped being
recorded with scientific accuracy ; but of the fact of some such
evolution there can be hardly any doubt.

The "true" or Hunterian sore is usually at first asmall indurated
papule, which breaks after a time, but causes little trouble in heal-

ing. The after-eflects are, in their severity and loug-continuance,
iu striking contrast to cDe disease at the outset. This form of

the disease is an affair of infection from beginning to end, from
the primary papule to the "gummatous" internal nodules years

after ; ibere is no evolution in the individual of an infective virus

out of a common and unclean ulceration. The simple sore, the
i-esult of common inflammation under circumstances of gross per-

sonal negligence is not without a degree of infectiveness of its own.
It has a tendency to spread, to enlarge its borders by including

the margin of sound tissue in the ulcerative process, and it has
also a tendency to infect the nearest packet of lymphatic glands
with a suppurative action. Further, it is highly communicable to

the persons of others by contact, reproducing one or more sores

very like itself, and such communication is accountable for its

wide distribution. But that degi'ce of infectivenesa is a very dif-

ferent thing from the true and full syphilitic infection. The
latter is often an affair of years, and, it may be, of a lifetime,

and it passes directly to the offspring. Its earlier constitutional

manifestations are in the throat, the skin, and th^ hair ; its later

in the bones, some muscular structures aud some of the viscera,

and more particularly in their blood-vessels, or in the blood-vessels

of their coverings. It infects the lymphatic glands with au indura-

tive rather than a suppurative process, and uot only the nearest

packet of them but also the lymph -glands in the neck and else-

where.

In seeking for the beginnings, of this profound constitutional

taint, for the first steps in the evolution of the infection out of a
common morbid state of the body, we naturally arrive at tliat

irregular process of healing, or the inveterate soreness which tlie

granulations of a simple ulcer (due to personal uncleanncss or con-

tact with the same) sometimes assume. The tissue <Jf syphilitic

formations, wheresoever occurring, has been named by Virchow
"gianuloma," being a persistent state of granulation -like tissue,

not proceeding to ordinary cicatrization, but to indurative and
degenerative changes. In true syphilis, as we have said, this kind
of formation is from first to last the product of an infective virus,

equally the primnry hard papule, the indurated lymph-glands, the
thickening and destruction of mucous surfaces, the nodes and
inflammatory products in the periosteunt, and the gummata iu aud
upon the viscera. But the type of all this mimetic formative r.ction

must have been somewhere actjuired or evolved ; and we shall prob-
ably uot err if we seek for tne acquisition of the granulomatous
±ype in the inveteracy and irregular healing of the granulations of

an ordinary foul sore undi-r the peculiar circumstances of its own
degree of local infectiveness, and in the continuous reproduction of

such sores. In this way we should have granulations becoming
specifically infective towards the body, or its distant parts, just as

the products of simple acute inflammation may be infective to a
distance, or as melanotic and other slight primary tumours are apt
to propagate their texture and characters far and wide, or even as

a common granulating sore under certain circumstances of irritation

may develop the characters of tumour-tissue and a high degree of

tumour-infectiyeness. The products of syphilis have a near affinity

to new growths of the tumour kind; and it is with justice that
Virchow includes them among tumours as one of the gi-anulomata,

and Klebs makes provision for them, along with tubeicle, glanders,

lupus, &c., in a class of "infective tumours." If \\q take the
prinuiry type to be the granulation-rissue of repair we shall assign

it an intermediate position, and, at the same time, do justice to the
circumstances in which this infective granulatiou-likc hpw growth
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probably had its origin, namely, the reparative process in inveterate
or neglected ulcers of common and every -day origin, but with a
contagiousness of their own, and with a certain infectiveness of
their own towards the adjoining tissues and the nearest packet of
lymphatic glands.

The most charact.-ristio form of the generalized syphilitic infec-
tion, which may not manifest itself for several years after the
reception of the virus, is a nodular or iiiaitrating new giowth in
ranous organs—m the liver, in the testes, in or upon the brain
in the muscles (tongue and jaw-muscles especially), in the peri-
osteum, and in the lungs. These nodules are called gummata from
the somewhat tenacious, firm, opaque brownish appearance of the
fresh-cut surface. The structure, where its vascularity is perfect
consists of small round cells lying mostly in rows among; thin
fibres, a.^d it closely resembles granulation - tissue, only thai the
cells are smaller and the intercellular substance (fibre::) harder or
denser. Molecular death, or necrosis, overtakes this new forma-
tion at various central points, owing to tlic inadequacy or suppres-
sion of the blood-supply. One of the most remarkable featuii^ of
the process is the enormous overgrov.tli of cells in the inner coat
or the arteries withm the alTected area, leading to an accumulation
ol elongated cells and intercelliiUr substance, which may even
obliterate the channel of the vessel altogether.

Over the later products of syphilitic infection, both the nodular
and the infiltrated, tiiere are two drugs, mercury and iodide of
potassium, which have a remarkable power, causiii<' their absorp-
tion and conducting the infective process to a safe issue. Syphilis
has been comparwl by Hutchinson to a very prolonged fever with
Its stages separated by intervals of months ; like a fever, it burns
Itself out, so that a time comes in the course of years, if the patient
l.ave not succumbed to the effects, when the system is practically
Iree of the virus, just as it is free of the virus of smallpox in three
weeks. In a certain proportion of cases only the secondary symp-
toms occur, and not the tertiary, the virus having presumaLly
e.Thausted it'jelfm the earlier manifestations.

la the sijphtlis of Ihe offspri,ig it is necassary to distinguish two
classes of effects. On tiie one hand, there arc the effects of general
lutra-uterine raal-nutrition, due to the placental syphilis of the
mocher

; and, on the other hand, there are the true specific effects
acquired by mhentance from cither parent and conveyed, along
\vith all other inherited qualities and tendencies, in the sperm
elements or in the o^nim. These two classes of effects are com-
mingled m such a w.->y as not to be readily distinguished ; but it
IS probable tliat the enoneous growth of bone, at the epiphysial
line in the long bones (sometimes amounting to suppuration) and
on the surfaces of the membrane-bones of the skull is a result
of general placental mal-nutrition, like the corresiwnding errors of
growth in nckets. The i-ashes and fissures of the skin, the snuffles
and suchlike well-known sj-mptoms in the offspring of syphilitic
parents are to be counted among the true mimetic effects of the
specific taint

;
so also the peculiar nuclear overgrowth in the sup-

porting tissue of the liver, the interstitial pneumonia alba of theImgs and the like. As in rickets, it is in many cases some
months afUr birth before the congeniUl syphilitic effects show
tliemselves, while other effects, such as interstitial keratitis, the
malformations of the jiermanent teeth, and the rarer occurrence of
Urynptis, come to light during cluldliood and youth. Injury to
a syphilitic child is apt to have unusual consequences; thus a
blow on the arm may be foUowed by a gummatous growth in one

and Scrofula.—laherde and scrofula are among the
;
and most fatal diseases of mankind. No cliapter in

of the muscles.
Tubercle Tubercle
and scro- commonest <i..a most larai aiseases ol mankind. No cliaptt. ,..
f-il.1. pathology has a more pressing interest ; none is surrounded by somuch theoretical difficulty, or concluded by so much practical

failure. It is not only in Europe, but in America and the British
colonies, as well as throughout the whole inter-tropical zone that
this remarkable wasting disease is found. The most considerable
degree of immunity is said to be in Iceland and on the AsiaHc
steppes. While the mortality from this disease is very oreat in
some European countries amounting to one-seventh of tlfe death-
rate, and that, too, among the youth and flower of the people there
IS everywhere evi<?ence that a very much laj-gcr proportion had
incurred a slight degree of the malady and had survived it^othmg IS more common in the course of post-mortem examinations
than to find traces of "obsolete tubercle " in the lungs and lympli-
atic glands. Cohuhcim recalls with some approval a saying that
used to be cnrrent at Greifswald, that almost every one proved to
have been "a little bit tuberculous--; and Rindfleisch bases his
pathology of the disease on the assumption that i tuberculous dis-
position has become practically universal throughout the human
stoclt, so that inflammations, under certain aggravated circuni-
sUnces, may light up the disease in almost any one. It is peculiariycommon in prisons, barracks, and workliouscs

; and in the last-
mentioned, tuberelo and scrofula are not rare among the a^ed.
There are msUnces within the knowledge of most people where the
marnage of f^rst cousins, and still more certainly of double cousius,

ilowed by a vcjy p.-onounccd consumptive teudeury in
has been foil

the offspring, even if there had been no very clear history of con-
sumption on either side before. No disease runs more in' families
than tubercle. While there arc all these evidences of a widespread
constitutional liability to tubercle, it is at the same time clear that
the victims of the hereditary taint are only here and there,—perhaps
one out of a large family, or one member of a family in childhood
and another in the second half of life, according as they had been
exposed to sufficient exciting causes. In the most extreme rases
of heredity, which are not so rare but that one or more are familiar
to every circle, the members of a family fall into consumption one
after another as they grow up, as if by an inevitable fate.
The relation of scrofula to tubercle is a subject of much intricacy.

The familiar instances of scrofula are the enlarged clusters of lymph-
atic glands of the neck in boys and girls, who are either of the fair
and delicate type or of the dark and coarse type. Another large
class of scrofulous cases are subject to white swellings or other
chronic diseases of joints, usually the knee, hip, or elbow. But
many slighter conditions, such as eczema of the head and face in
children, are set down to scrofula. Again, serious visceral disease
leading to a fatal result, especially in the kidneys, testes, ovaries,
and bladder, is for some reason reckoned scrofulous rather than
tubercular. But this latter class of cases is certainly tubercular,
as much as anything can be said to be tubercular. A gieat part of
all that is reckoned scrofulous may be said to be inherited tubercle,
affecting the lymphatic glands of the neck most conspicuously,
running a very chronic course, often disappearing at puberty, and
associated with a delicate skin, fair hair, large eyes, and other
features of a well-known type. Of the cases of scrofulous disease
in the genito-urinary system ahd in the joints there may be some
in which the disease had been inherited, but there are others in
which it had been acquired. The senile scrofula of workhouses
and the like is almost certainly an acquired condition. Whether
as an inherited disease or as an acquired, scrofula can be separated
from tubercle by no very definite line.

Tubercle, as the name implies, is a small tuber or round nodule

;

the nodules are often "miliary" or the size of millet-seed. For
the variety of diffuse or " infiltrated " tubercle, which is often found
in the lungs, it has been made a question whether it should be
reckoned as tubercle at all, by reason of its wanting from first to
last the character of distinct small nodules. Tubercles are some-
times large, especially the tubercles of the genito-urinaiy organs
and of the brain ; and these are generally made up of a niiniber of
smaller nodules fused together, and surrounded by a common cap-
sule. The larger tubercular masses, or conglomerates of 4;ubercles,
are those that have been claimed as in a peculiar sense scrofulous.
The fusion of numerous small tubercular centres into one lai"e area
can often be seen in lymphatic glands in all its stages under the
microscope. ^ The prevalent modern opinion is tiiat all these vari-
ous manifestations are due to the infective action of a virus, just
as in syphilis

; and, as the effects of tlie syphilitic virus include
not only gummatous nodules but also " inflammations "of the skin,
mucous membranes, periosteum, and other textures, so the effects
of the tubercular virus include not only "tubercles," properly so
called, but also a variety of diffuse " inflammatory " conditions.
The most common seat of the tuberculous process is the lungs, so

that tubercle and phthisis pulmonalis have almost come to' be
sjTionymous. In a certain proixirtion of cases the tubercles ana
tuberculous " infiltrations " are found in the lungs only ; but in
many cases the pulmonary tuberculosis is only a part of a general
infection which includes the serous membranes and lymphatic
glands, the intestine, the liver, the spleen, the kidneys, the brain-
membranes, the choroid coat of the eye, the bones, and the joints.
Cases have been described also of tuberculous-ulcere of the tongue
and stomach, and of tubercles in and around the thoracic duct.
On the assumption that tubercle is due to an introduced virus, it

has been attempted to classify the cases according to the probablf
way of ingi-ess of the virus

; those with the pulmonary condition
most prominent would have received the infection with the breath,
while another class, including the numerous cases where miliary
tubercles are found in the liver when carefully looked for with the
microscope, would have absorbed the virus along witli the food
from one part or another of the digestive mucous membrane

; the
tuberculous kidney (with ureters and bladder), again, would be
explained on the hypothesis of that organ attempting to eliminate
the virus from the system. But even among the pulmonary cases
there are some in which the tubercles had arisen fioni infection
brought by the venous blood, just as in the dissemination of sarco-
matous tumours; it has been shown by the very elaborate dissec-
tions of Weigert that tubercles may grow into the walls of veins,
tlie tuberculous substance so getting carried into the blood-current,
wherein the first resting-place would be the pulmonary capillaries,
except when the vein was tributary to the portal syste'ni.

It is difficulf to say what is the most characteristic structure of
a. tubercle. In the class of small grey translucent tubercles, all
the same (miliary) su;e, the cells are practically gi-anulation-ceils

;

these are not uncommon in childhood .ind youth, where the attack
is sudden and tlie progress r.=>"id. In another kind, \vliich hind'
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fleiscli wouU t^ard aa distinctively "scrofulous, tlic substance is

opaque and yellowish-white ; there are many epithelial-hke cells,

or cellswith a consiJeiable zone of protoplasm round the nncleus,

and, mixed with these, giant -cells or cells with many nuclei,

usually marginal. Except iu the most acute cases of miliary

tuberculosis, the new formation, whether in the shape of isolated

nodules or continuous tracts of "infiltration, undergoes changes

Sometimes it becomes a fibrous substance, but by far the most

common change is into a yellow cheesy matter. This degeneration

is comparable to the gummatous change in syphilitic formations,

but in tubercle the degenerate tissue is much less cohesive, niore

friable drier, more apt to fall into a molecular detritus. Hie

caseous change is the distinctive degeneration of tubercle, the more

occasional fibrous and calcareous changes being either its associates

or its modifications. The reason of this change is the insuflicient

blood-supply of the new formation. Nothing so clearly accounts

for the structural as well as the degenerative charactei-s of tubercle

as gi-owth of tissue -without adequate provision for admitting the

blood into it.
, ,. ^ ^i j *-

Bovine Bomnc Tubercle.—In the corresponding disease of the domesti-

tubercle. cated bovines-a very common disease of cows in town dairies-the

characters of the new formations are equaliy determined by the kind

and degree of blood-supply. In this form of tubercle the nodules

are in the first instance, on the serous membranes of the thorax

and abdomen; they often attain a considerable size, and sometimes

the size of quite large tumours; the vascularity of their surface is

ven' considerable, and it is around their periphery that they grow,

as in the case of sarcomatous tumours ; but the blood-vessels do

not go all through the nodules, their central parts being either

calcareous, or caseous, or reduced to a thick mortar-like substance.

The chief differences between this form of tubercle and the varieties

ordinarily met with in man are that it is a more vascular structure,

more like a sarcomatous or fibromatous tumour, with a power ol

giowth from its surface (where the vessels are numerous), and some-

times attaining a great size, often suspended from the serous mem-

brane by a vascular stalk or pedicle, and, in the interior of organs

such as the lung, surrounded by a translucent capsule of vascular

tissue, or excavated into a smooth-walled cavity, the thick trans-

lucent capsule being all that remains of the original nodule.
_

The origin of these peculiar multiple new formations m the

domesticated bovines is a more likely subject of inquiry than the

ori=Kn of human tubercle. Tlie bovine disease is generally admitted

to Save its nodules referable to two distinct classes—primary and

secondary : the primary are the multiple nodular tumour-like

growths of the serous membranes, and the secondar)- are the in-

fective descendants of these in the lymphatic glands, the lungs, the

liver spleen, kidneys. Fallopian tubes, bones, and joints. Ihe

secondary infectiveness of primary new growths is othenvise intel-

ligible, according to analogies, and the interest therefore centres

in the conditions of origin of the primary, parent, or infecting

growths on the serous membranes. They occur by far most Ire-

quently in the cows of town dairies, that is to say, in animals

closely confined for long [leriods, deprived of pure air and sunlight,

forced in their feeding and milking, and altogether placed under

such conditions of nutrition as commend themselves, not to an

intelligent acquaintance with ruminant requirements, but to the

short-sighted maxims of profit and loss which govern the policy ot

the cowkeeper. The vicissitudes of nutrition are pretty clearly

indicated as the starting-point of tubercle in the cow.

In human tubercle we have no such indications of a division into

primary new formations arising out of errors or vicissitudes of

liiltrition iu some tissue, and into secondary new formations due to

the infectiveness of the primary. On the other hand, the various

new fonuatious in a case of tubercle m man would appear to be

co-ordinate, or all of them due to a common cause. Human tubercle

is not hy any means a miiltiple nodular erupHon on the serous

membranes fii-st and in the lymphatic glands and lungs afterwards ;

if the disease occur in these three localities it is necessary to assurae

the same infccti^-e cause for it in them all. Most usually the first

indications of human tubercle are at the apex of one or both lungs,

and in a considerable proportion of cases, the disease never goes

beyond the lungs. But it is not on that account a purely' pul-

monary disease. For some reason the l;.ngs are most apt to become

the seat of the infection ; but there are many cases in which ilie

infection locates itself elsewhere as well, and there are some cases

In which it avoids the lungs altogether. An infective nrus has to

be assumed, aud yet we are unable, as in bovine tubercle, to dis-

cover any primary source of it in the physiological aberrations ol

the human body itself The problem of human tubercle therefore,

may be said to bo : Does the infection reach the body from with-

out ? and if so, whence are its structural or morphologically mimetic

characters originally derived ? While some such question as that

has to be sUted for human tubercle in. the last resort;, it has to be

kept in mind that a verylarge part of the sum-total of human

tuberculous disease is an affair of strong hereditary predisposition,

and even of direct inheritance. In bovine tubercle itself, which is

often acquired cU novo by cows subjected to grossly artifitial cou-

ditions of life, inheritance is credibly estimated to be answerable

for more than one-half of its present very considerable total.

The pathology of tubercle (bovine and other) has had much

light thrown on it by experiments lo produce it artificially ill

animals by inoculation of minute quantities of tuberculous matter

under the skin, or by mixing considerable quantities of tuberculous

matter with the food for a length of time, or by feeding with the

mUk of tuberculous cows. A very suggestive proportion of all

such experiments have succeeded. It has been boldly alleged by

Koch that the active agent in the inoculative production of

tubercle is not the tuberculous matter from a previous case, but a

minute rod -like living parasite belonging to the order of schizo-

mycetes (see Schizomycetes). According to this view tubercle is

from first to last an affair of a parasite, equally the human tubercle

and the bovine, although these two forms of tubercular disease

are widely different in their anatomy. Tlie weak point in the

experimental evidence of Koch is that we are not sufficiently assmed

of the absolute separation of the tuberculous matter from the

parasites. There is not reason enough to suppose, from the pub-

lished details of these experiments, that the original tuberculous

matter had all been got rid of ; and there is therefore not rea.son

enough to suppose that the induced tuberculous inffction is due to

anything but that matter itself, whose infective p .wer, although

not initiated by the organisms present, would probably be multi-

plied by their cultivation.

Iu the same class with syphilis and tubercle should be taken

glanders, primarily a disease of the horee, but now and then com-

njunicated to man. There are various ti-opical and sub-tropical

granulomatous infections of gi-eat scientific interest which can only

be mentioned, such as yaws, verruga Pcrmiana, Aleppo boil, Delhi

boil. There is also the button- scurvy of Ireland, now probably

extinct. Lujms holds a peculiar place in this class of diseases.

The position of leprosy also is an intermediate one, and its patho

lotT the most dilficult of all the constitutional endemic inlective

diseases. It was with reference to leprosy, and with particular

reference to its enormous medieval prevalence and subsequent

extinction in most parts of Europe, that Sir James Y. Simpson

wrote as follows in 1841 ("Antiquarian Notices of Leprosy and

Leper Hospitals in Scotiand and Eng:land," Edin. Med. and Surg.

Joum , vol. Ivi. )
:—"

' The generatio de novo of a really new species of

disease,' says Dr Mason Good (Study of Med., i. pref p. x.^iii.), 'is

perhaps as much a phenomenon as a really new species of plant or of

animal.' Dr Good's remark is probably too sweeping in its pnnei-

ple ; for, if necessary, it might be easy to show that, if the particular

diseases of particular animal species are liable to alteration at all,they

must necessarily alter more frequently than those animal species

themselves. In pursuing such an inquiry the pathologist labours

under comparative disadvantages. The physiologist can, by the aid

of geological research, prove that the individual species of plants and

animals inhabiting this and other regions of the earth have again

and a^ain been changed. The pathologist has no such demonstra-

tive data to show that, in the course of time, the forms and species

of morbid action have undergone great mutations, like the forms

and species of normal life. But still we have strong grounds lor

believiu" that, in regard to our own individual species alone, the

diseases°to which mankind are subject have already undergone

in some respects, marked changes within the historic era ol

medicine." ^
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§ 17.—Toxic Diseases.

In various parts of the yvorld and at various periods

there have been widespread outbreaks of sickness due to

1 See Hirsch, Handbueh der historisch.geographischen Pathologic,

vols. i. and ii., 2d ed., Berlin, 1881-83 (Engl. tr.ansl., vol. i., New

Syd. Soc, Lond., 1883); H.aser, Lehrhuch der Geschiclite dcr Medtcin

und der epidcmis:hen KrankheUcji, vol. iii., 3d ed., Jena, 1882;

Robert Williams, On Morbid Poisons, 2 vols., Lond., 1836-41 ; Mm--

chison. The Continued Ferers of Great Britain, 2d ed., Lond., 1S73 :

G. Gregory, Lectures on the Ervptire Fevers, Lond., 1843 ; Chnstison

on "Fevers" and "Continued Fever," in Tweedie's Library of Medi-

cine vol i., I/ind., 1840; La Roche, Yellow Fever, 2 vols., Phila-

delphia ISS.'J ; Atidou.ard, RecueU de Mi-moires sur le Typhus nautique,

ou Fiel-re jamie, Paris, 1825; John Simon, "On Filth Diseases,

Report of the Med. Officer of the Privy Council for 1874 ; J. Hutchin-

son, ainical Memoirs . . . on inherited SyphUis, &c., Lond., 18l)J,

and "Constitutional Syphilis," in Reynolds's Systein of Medicine, vol.

i 1866- Virchow, Ueber die yatur der eonstitutionell-syphilitischen

AlTectionen, Berlin, 1859, and in his KrankhafUn Geschu-Olste, toI ii.,

chapter on "Granuloma" ; Klebs, " Ueber die Eotstehung der Tuber-

cnlose und ihre Verbreitung im Kijrper," ViTchow s Archiv, vol. xbv.,

1868- Cohnheim, Die Tubereidose vom Standpunkte der Infeelionslenrc,

Leipsic 1880; Walley, 77ie Four Boume Scourycs, chapter on "Bovme

Tuberculosis," Edin., 1879 ; Lydtin, "Die Perlsucht, in Archiv fir

wissensch. und pract. ThierheUkunde tor mi (Eng . ed by Fleming)

;

R. Koch, "Die AetiologiederTubercolose, Serl. Klin. Wochenschri/ti

April 1882.
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certain toxic or poisonoxis substances mixed witn tlip

staple food of the people. Perhaps the best known of

these is gangrene caused hy ergot of rye. One form of

the disease is characterized by acute pain and gangrenous

destruction of the skin, the gangrene sometimes spreading

to the deeper structures and to the bones, and leading to

loss of the limbs. At times'the mortality from this disease

has been great. Xumerous epidemics of it have occurred

in France (rarely during the present century) ; in other

j>art5 of the continent of Europe (Sweden, Norway, Russia)

the effects of ergotism have taken the form of a nervous

(convulsive) disease called ** Kriebelkrankheit." The effects

are those due to ergot, the compact myceliimi of Clavict^ps

purpurea^ produced within the paleai of the common rye.

This substance, well known in medicine, is accidentally

ground ^\*ith the rye, and produces gangrene by contract-

ing the muscular coats of the arteries of the skin so as

to seriously diminish the amount of blood sent to it. or it

affects the nervous system. (See Ergot.)

Another toxic effect closely allied ic ertjotism is the pellagra of

LomK^i-dy. (Sec Pellagra.)

Aero- A tliini disease of tlie same kiiu'i Is aa^odyma, having a resem-

dynia, etc.Mauce to ergotism on tlie one hauJ and to i>ellagi"a ou tlie other.

It ai>i>ear3 to U; somehow connected witii l>ad giain, but tlie actual

|K>iso!: has not been traced, as in the case of eicjot. The observa-

tions relating to it liave been mostly made in f'rance, and in the

Frencu army in Syiia, in Algiers, and in Mexico. The succession

of symptoms is somewhat complex, including disorders of the

stom.ich and intestine, conjunctivitis, oedema of the face, disorders

of sensibility and locomotion, aud erythematous rashes, mostly on
the hands and feet

lu Colombia (South America) a peculiar disease, characterized by
the hair coming out {iKladc), is traced to the ergot -pai-asite of

tnaize.

In the prairie States of the American Union there is a disease of

cattle (and sheep) called **Oic trembles" supixised to be due to some
toxic substance in the jjastnrage. In the human subject in those

localitie* tb«re is a corresponding malady called " the milk-sUkncsSy"

and sus]>ected of being caused by partaking of the milk or flesh of

cows which had been primarily affected.

Lead Among toxic diseases we have to include also lead coHc, or " dry

\oUc, ic belly-ache," to which workers in the various compounds of lead'

are liable, as well as communities here and there whose food or

drink, in the course of its preparation or storage, has bc^n con-

taminated by lead. Workers with pliosphorns, also, are liable to

necrosis of the lower jaw. ilore occasional effects are produced by
» some otlier chemical elements used in manufacture.

•tlcobol- By far the most important toxic agent is alcohol, which b
I ^IL often sold' in public-houses when it has all the powerfully in-

jurious properties of new spirit in it. The enormous excise duty
of lOs. per gallon is apt to make us forget the coarse and cheap
nature of the alcohol often sold as whisky ; this product of

distillation may be purchased new from distilkri«a at fu low a tate

(IS la. 6d. per galljjn. The retailing of such new whisky is answer-

able for an amount of disease—to say nothing of violence and crime

—which an equal quantity of mellowed spirit would by uo^raeans

produce. There arc some not imcomnion forms of kidney-disease

and of liver-disease wKich are, in the great majority of cases, the

direct results of raw spirits. Both in the liver and the kidney the

effect of such spirits is to cause an active growth of the support-

ing tissue of tlie or^jan at the expense of its proper metabolic or

glandular tissue. In the case of the liver it causes ciiThosis

or hobnailed liver, which is accompanied by abdominal dropsy
;

in the case of the kidney it causes a contracted, condition, to

wiiich the name of cirrhosis is also applied, being one of the forms

of Bright's disease. Besides these organs the stomach is apt to

become affected by coarse spirits taken frequently ; it falls into a
state of chronic catarrh, oa the basis of which cancer is apt to

plant itself.

g IS.—P.UIASITIC Diseases.

Reference has been made to the occurrence of a spiral

micro-organism in the blood in ca.ses of relapsing fever, to

the so-called *' bacillus of tubercle," aud to the occurrence

of micrococci in erysipelas and infective inflammations.

For the splenic fever and other anthraceous diseases of the

domestic animals, very conclusive experimental evidence

has been brought forward by Pasteur and others that the

virus somehow goes with or resides in the bacilli which are

apt to swarm in the blood. These bacilli also occur in the

malignant pustule and wool-sortere' disease of man,—forms

of anthrax which are produced by handling the hides and

fleeces of animals. In diphtheria and ulcemtive endocarditis

micrococci are abundant in the tissues of the affected

localities. They are also, described for malignant osteo-

myelitis, anda peculiar double form (diphcocais) has been

discovered in pneumonia. The doctrine of infective para-

sitism is applied by some pathologists to the whole of the

specific infective diseases, acute and chronic, as well as to

malarial fevers, which are non-communicable. There can

be no doubt of the occurrence of very various forms of

micro-organisms in the tissues after death from diseases,

specific and other, and in the blood and tissues during the

course of some diseases, and even in states of fair health.

It is premature to call all these bacteria^ "pathogenic."

Their significance in morbid states of the body will be

considered, along with their natural history, in the article

SCHIZOMYCETES.

The animal parasites infesting the human body and the

fungi concerned in some skin-diseases and in actinomycosis

are treated of in the articles PAEASixisii, Nematoidea,
and Tapewotul (c. c.)

IXDEX.

Addison's disease, 3S4.

A'Jenonia, 379.

Etiology, 361.

Ai^ue paroxysm, 394.

.X,;ues, jtericxiicity of, 3d
Aibuininiiria, 3S7.

.Mcoliolism. 407.

Aiigeioma, 370.

Atropliy, acute yeuow, 2S6i.

Bacillus. 407.

Bacteria, 401.

Blood-iiiakintr, 3/6.
Gright's disease, 3S7.

Callus, 3^7.

Cancer, 380.

cnUoid, 3S2
Catarrh, 377.

Chlorosis. 375.

Chorea, 391, 393.
Cicatrix, 366.

Convulsions. 391".

Cretinism. 375, 3S\
Degenerations, 3^.
Dermoid cysts, 372.

Diabetes. 2S6.

"Dissolution principle" in ucrvous
diseases, 393.

Dropsy, 388.

Dysenter\-, 396.

Emigration of blood-corpnscjes, 3&9.
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Epilepsy, 391.
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„ malarial, 394.
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Lipoma, 3&0.

Locojnotor ataxia, 392.

Melanosis, 402. ^

„ of liorse, 402.

Myxa-dema. 3S4.
Myxrma, 369.

Ner^t-re^^tair. 3G7.
Neuralgia. 390.

Obesity, 3S9.

Obsolescence, 383.

Osteomalacia, 375.

Pam in rheumatic fever, 397.
Parasitic diseases, 407.

Pernicious anaemia, 377.

Phlegmon, 39S.

Phosphorus poisoning, 5SG.

Placental function in congemtal
diseases, 374.

Pneumonia, 396.

Pol>-pi (mucous), 379.

Progressive muscular atrophy, 392.

Pseudo-hypertrophic paralysis, 392.
Pus. 365.

Pyaemia, 401.

Repair. 363.

Rickits. 373.

Rigors, 395.
Sarcoma, 568.

cystic, 369.
Scar, 366.

Schizomycetes, 406, 407.

Scroftfla> 405,

Septicivnna, 401.

SkJn in dermoid cyst, 372. .

„ of scar, 366.

Species of disease, 403.

„ Simpson on, 406.

Spinal cord, degenerations of> 302.

Suppuration, 365, 400.

S>-philis, 404.

Tendon -re pair, 364:,

Tetiinus, 391.

Thrombosis, 401.

Thyroid, secundarj ..umOttTS of, 385.

Toxic diseases, 406.

Tropical abscess, 396.

Tubercle, 405.

,,
' bovine, 406.

Tumour-infection, AQQ.
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367.
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Typhoid, 403.
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Uratic diathesis, 388.

Warts, 378.
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PATIALA, one of tlio cis-Sutiej states, Punjab, India,

lying between 'Id' 23' 15" and 30° 54' N. lat., and be-

tween 74° 40' 30" and 76° 59' 15" E. long., has an area

of 5887 square miles, and a population (1881) of 1,467,433.

The estimated gross revenue is £471,624. The larger

l)ortion of the state is situated in the plain south of the

Siitlej, -while the other is hill countrj- stretching up to

Simla, which formerly belonged to Patiila. The u.sual

cereals form the principal agricultural products. The ruling

family are Sikhs of the Sidhu J;U tribe,

PATMOS (now pronounced by the natives "Patino"), an

island in the east of the ^gean S«a, one of the group of

the Sporades, about 28 miles south-south-west of Samos.

It lies in 37° 20' N. lat and 26° 35' E. long. Its greatest

length from north to south is about 10 miles, its greatest

breadth 6, its circumference, owing to the winding nature

of the coast, about 37. The island, -which is volcanic,

is bare and rocky throughout ; the hills, of -niiich the

highest rises to about 9-30 feet, command' magnificent

views of the neighbouring sea and islands. The -wood-s

which once covered the island have disappeared ; of the

palms, from -which it formerly received its Italian name
(if Palmessa, not more than one is left. Some poor olive

trees and a few specimens of the mulberry, the fig, thi

orange, the lemon, the carob, the cypress, the oak, '.nd

the pine here and there refresh by their verdure an eye

wearied by the prospect of barren mountains, only relieved

in places by scrubby bushes or clumps of thyme. ~ The skill

of the natives as seamen is proverbial in the archipelago.

The deeply-indented coast, here falling in huge cliffs sheer

into the sea, there retiring to form a beach and a harbour,

is favourable to commerce, as in former times it -was to

piracy. Of the numerous bays and harbours the chief is

that of La Scala, which, running far into the land on the

eastern side, divides the island into two nearly equal

portions, a northern and a southern. A narrow isthmus

separates La Scala from the Bay of Merika on the -west

coast. On the belt of land between the two bays, at the

junction between the northern and southern half of the

island, stood the ancient towTi. To judge from its traces,

it may have contained 12,000 to 13,000 inhabitants. On
the hill above are still to be seen the massive remains of

the citadel, built partly in the polygonal style known as

Cyclopean. The modern town stands on a hill-top in the

southern half of the island. A steep paved road leads to

it in about t-wenty minutes from the port of La Scala.

The town clusters at the foot of the monastery of St John,

which, crowning the hill with its towers and battlements,

resembles a fortress rather than a monastery. Of the 600
>1SS. once possessed by the library of the monastery only

240 are left, badly preserved, and none of them of value.

The houses of the town are better built than those of the

neighbouring islands, but the streets are narroV and wind-

ing. The population is about 4000. The port of La
Scala contains about 140 houses, besides some old well-

built magazines and some potteries. Scattered over the

island are about 300 chapels.

Patmos is mentioned first by Thucydides (iiL 33) and afterwards

by Strabo and Pliny. From an inscription it has been inferred that

the name was originally Patnos. There are some grounds for the

conjeeturc that the island was first colonized by Carians. Another
ancient inscription seems to show that the lonians also settled there

at an early date. The chief, indeed the only, title of the island to

fame is that it was the place of banishment of St John the Evan-

gelist, who according to Jerome {Dc Scr. lit., c 9) and others, was

exiled thither under Domitian in 95 a.d.. and released about

ei^hteca months afterwards under Nerva. Here he is said to have

written the Apocalypse ; to the left of the road from La Scala to the

town, about half-way up the hill, a grotto is still sllO^^•n (t6 ffirfiXaiou

rrp 'AxoifaXtl^cwj) in -which the apostle is said to have received the

heavenly vision. It is reached through a small chapel dedicated

to St Anno. In the library of the monastery there is a Greek SIS.

containing a curious history of St John, purporting to be by Pro-

chorus, oue of his disciples but apparently composed in the 4tb
century. It nan-atcs the miracles wrought by the a]>ostle during
his stay on the islanil, but, strangely enough, while describing; how
the Gospel was revealed to him in Patmos, it does not so much as

mention the Apocalypse. Duriijg the Dark Ages Patmos seems to

Lave men entirely deserted, probably ou account ot the pirates.

iu loss the emi)eror Alexis Coinuenus, by a golden bull, which is

still preserved, granted the island to St Christodulus for the jmr-

pose of founding a monastery. This was the origin of the monastery
of St Jolin, which now owns the greater part of the southern half

of Patmos, as well as farms iu Crete, Sauios, and other neighbouring
islands. The embalmed body of the saiutly founder is to be seen

to this day in a side chapel of the church. The number of the
monks, which amounted to over a hundred at the beginning of last

century, is now much reduced. The abbot {ijyovf/fvos) has tiie rank
of a bishop, and is subject only to the patriarch of Constantinople.

There is a school in connexion with the monastery which formerly

enjoyed a high reputation in tJic Levant. The lay population was
originally confined by St Cliristodulus to the northern part of the
island, but at the beginning of the 13th century the people received

permission to build tlicir houses ncartlie monastery for protection

against the pirates. Hence arose the modern town. It was recruited

by refugees from ConstaJitinoplc iu 1453, and from Crete in 16G9,

when these places fell into the hands of the Turks. The ti'ade of

the island seems to have been considei-able. it was in iutercoui-se

with Geuoa and Venice that the poi t received its modern name of

La Scala ; its ancient name sG<inis to have been Phora. The island

is subject to Turkey ; the governor is the pasha of Rliodes. The
pojiulation is Greek. The women, who are handsome, arc chiefly

engaged in knitting cotton stockings, which, along with some pot-

tery, form the chief exports of tbe island.

Sec Tourncfnrt, Relation d'un I'oi/dge du Levanl, Lyons, 1717; Walpole,
Mfmo'tTS (i-elatilig to Turkey), London, 18-.J0 ; Ross, Reixen auf tlen priccAisc/i^n

liisttit, Stultj;art and Halle, 1810-52; and esi»ecially Guerin, Dcicriittwn dt I'He
de I'atnuTs, Paris, 1S56.

PATNA, a district in the lieutenant-governorship of

Bengal, and in the division or comraissionership of Patna,'

l}-ing between 24° 58' and 25° 42' N. lat., and between
84° 44' and 86° 5' E. long., is bounded on the N. by the

river Ganges,, -which separates it from SAran, Muzailarpur,

and Darbhangah, on the E. by Monghyr, on the S. by
GayA, and on the W. by the Son, which separate.', it from

ShAhAbad. Patna district, with an area (1881) of 2079

square miles, is, throughout the greater part of its extent,

a level plain ; but towards the south the ground rises into

hills. The soil is for the most part alluvial, and the

country along the bank of the Ganges is peculiarly fertile.

The general line of drainage is from -west to east ; and
high ground along the south of the Ganges forces back the

rivers flowing from the district of GayA. The result is

that, during the rains, nearly the whole interior of the

district south of a line drawn parallel to the Ganges, and
4 or 5 miles from its bank, is flooded. There are no
forests or jungles of any extent, but fine groups of trees

are found in many places. In the south-east are the

RajAgrihA Hills, consisting of two parallel ridges running
south-west, with a narrow valley between, intersected by
ravines and passes. These hills, which seldom exceed 1000
feet in height, are rocky and clothed with thick low jungle,

and contain some of the earliest memorials of Indian Buddh-
ism. Hot springs are common on the RAjagrihA Hills.

The chief rivers are the Ganges and the Son. The total

length of the former along the boundary of Patna is 93
miles. The Son first touches the district near Slahiballpur

village, and flows in a northerly direction for 41 miles, till

it joins the Ganges. The only other river of any con-

sequence is the Piinpun, which is chiefly remarkable for

the number of petty irrigation canals which it supplies.

So much of the river is thus diverted that only a small

portion of its water ever reaches the Ganges at FatwA.

Great changes have from time to time taken place in the

course of the Ganges, and the point at which the Son

' The division of Patna lies between 24° 17' 15" and 27° 29' 45" If.

lat., and between 83° 23' and 86° 46' E. long., and comprises the

districts of Patna, Gayd, Shahdbad, Darbhangah, Muzatfarpur, Saran,

and Champinin. The area (1881) was 23,647 squai-e miles, and

the population 15,068.944, viz., Hindus 13,327,728, Mohammedans
1,730,093, Christians 5!j75, and "others" 24S.
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joined this river was once several miles east of its present

position. Large game is not abundant except on the

Rajagrihii Hills, where bears, wolves, and jackals are com-

mon, and hyaenas -.re sometimes seen. Of smaller game,

duck, quail, and ortolan are abundant, and partridges and

wild geese are also found.

The census of 1381 returned the population at 1,756,856 persons

(males 858, 783, and females 898,073). Hindus numbered 1, 541, OtJl,

Mohammedans 213,111, Christians 2588, and "others" 66. Qj,

higlj-caste Hindus there are ,47, 041 Brahmins and 64,332 Kaj^ts.

Ranking next to these two castes are the Babhaus, a class who
number 121,381 in Patna district, and whose origin is much dis-

pared. Th^ asset t themselves to be Sarwaria Brahmans, but,

although they are held in high respect, this rank is not generally

accorded to them. Among tlie Sudras the most numerous are the

GoaIa;or Ahire, the great herdsman class, ofwhom there are 217,845;

and the Kurmis, an agricultural caste, who number 194,222.

Among the serai-Hinduized aboriginal tribes the Dosadhs, the or-

dinary labouring class of Behar, number 99,976. The Wahabis
form the most interesting section of the Mohammedan community.

Thev are a numerous body, and include several wealthy traders,

'

though the majority belong to the lower classes. The foUomng
towns in the district contained a population In 1881 exceeding

10,000—Patna citvi'170,654)>; Behar (48,968) ; Dinapur, including

the. cantonment '(37,893); Barh (14,689); Khagaul (14,075);

Mukama (13,052) ; Fatira (10,919).

Rice, which forms the staple of the district, is divided into two

great crops—the kartikd or early rice, sown in June or July and
reaped in October or November ; and the aghdiil or winter rice, sown
after the commencement of the rains and cut in November or

December. The boro or spring rice is also cultivated to a limited

extent, being sown in November or December and reaped in April

or May. fiy far the most important of these is the aghdni crop, of

which forty-six varieties are named. Among the other principal

crops are wheat and barley, khesdri^ gram, pease, cotton, tobacco,

sugar-cane, a little indigo and mustard, several other oil-producing

plants, and poppy. All the poppy grown in the provirfce of Behar

is manufactured at Patna city.

Patna is subject to blights, floods, and drought, but seldom to such

an extent as to seriously interfere Tvith the general harvest. There are

abundant facilities for importations of grain in case of distress. The
trade of the district centres in Patna city, which, next to Calcutta,

is the largest river -mart in Bengal. The total length of district

and provincial roads is 454 miles. The East Indian Railway tra-

verses the entire length of the district for 86 miles. Several news-

.
papers are published at Patna, the most important being the Behar
\fferald, published weekly and conducted by the native pleaders of

:the Patna bar.

Patna is one of the two places in British India where opium is

manufactured. The poppy cultivated is exclusively the white

variety (Papaver somni/erum album), and the crop'requires great

attention. The amount of produce from various lands differs con-

siderably. Under favourable circumstances of soil and season, the

out-turn per acre may be as high as 41 lb of standard opium {i.e.,

containing 70 per cent, of pure opium and 30 per cent of water),

paid for by the Government at the rate of 5s. per lb ; Jjut the aver-

age is from 21 to 27 lb per acre. The opium is made up into cakes

weighing about 4 lb, and containing about 3 lb of standard opium.
These cakes are packed in chests (forty in each), and' sent to Cal-

cutta for exportation to China. The price which they fetch varies

cverv year; the average rate per chest in 1880-81 was about £135
and "the cost £39.

The net revenue of Patna m 1882-83 aniounted to £278,550, of

<>hich £147,205 was derived from the land-tax. In 1874-75 there

were, exclusive of the Patna college, 309 Government and aided

schools with 9003 pupils ; by 1877-78 the number had risen to

816, and the pupils to 16,396. The Patna college was founded in

1862, and is the only institution for superior instruction in Behar
;

the total number of pupils in 1881-82 was 166. The climate of

Patna is considered remarkably healthy. The average annual rain-

fall is 35 •66 inches.

PATXA, chief city of the above district, is situated in

25' 37' 15" N. lat. and 85° 12' 31" E. long., on the right

or south bank of the Ganges, and adjoining Binkipur, the

civil station and administrative headquarters of the dis-

trict. Its central position at thg junction of three .great

rivers, the Son. the Gandak, and the Ganges, where the

trafiBc of the North-Western Provinces meets that of Bengal,

gives it great natural advantages. The city proper com-
prises the large business quarters of Miriifganj, M4n-
siirganj, the Kila or fort, the Chauk. with Mirchaiganj,

Mah4rAjganj,SAdikpur,Alabakhshpur,GulzArbigh,Colonel-
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ganj, and other petty bazaars extending westwards as far

as Bdnkipur civil station. According to the census of

1S81 its population was 170,654— Hindus 127,076,'

Mohammedans 43,086, "others" 492.

iTtstori/..—Patna city has been identified with Pataliputra (the

Palibothra of Jilegasthenes, who came as ambassador from Seleucus

Nicator to Chandragupta about 300 B.C.). Megastheoes describes

Palibothra as being the capital city of India. He adds that its length

was 80 stadia, and breadth 15, that it was surrounded by a ditch 30

cubits deep, and that the walls were adorned with 570 toweis and
64 gates. According to this account the circumference of the city

would be 190 stadia or 25^ miles. When Hweu T'sang visited

the place in 637 A.D. the kingdom of Magadha was subject to the
rule of Kanauj. The old city had then been deserted for a long
time, and was in ruins, although a new Pataliputra had sprung tt^

close to it. In the south-east of Patna district, in the Rajagriha
Hills, are found some of the earliest remains of Indian Buddhism.
During the early years of Mohammedan rule the governor of the
province resided at Behar town in the south-east of the district.

During Sher Shah's revolt against the Mughals, Patna became the

capital of an independent state, which was afterwards reduced to

subjection by Akbar. The two events in the modem history of the

district are the massacre of Patna (1763) and the Sepoy Mutiny in

1857. The former occurrence, which may be said to have settled

the fate of Mohammedan nile in Bengal, was the result of a quaiTel

between the nawab, Mir Kasim, and the Ehglisli authorities re-

garding transit duties, which ultimately led to open hostilities

The company's sepoys, who had occupied Patna city by the orders

of the company's factor, were driven out by the nawab's troops

and nearly all killed. The remainder afterwaids suriendered, and
were put into confinement, together with the Emopean officeis

and the entire staif of the Kasimbazai factor}', who had also been
arrested on the first outbreak of hostilities, ilii Kasim was defeated

in two pitched battles at Gheria and Udhanala (Oodeynullali) in

August and September 1763, and in revenge ordered the mas^cre
of the whole of his prisoners, which was carried out with the help

of a Swiss renegade in his employment, named Waltei Reinhardt
(afterwards the husband of the famous Begam Samru). About
sixty English prisoners were murdered on this occasion, the bodies

being thrown mto a well belonging to the house in which they were

confined.

At the outbreak of the mutiny in May 1857 the vhiee sepoy

regiments stationed at Dinapur (the militaiy cantonment of Patna,

adjoining the city) were allowed to retain their arms till Juli',

when, on an attempt being made to disarm them, they broke* into

open revolt. Although many who attempted to cross the Ganges
in boats were fired into and run down by a pursuing steamer, the

majority crossed by the Son river into Shahabad, where they joined

the rebels under Kuar Siuh, who were then besieging a small

European community at Arrah.

PATNA, a native state in the Central "Provinceis of

India, lying between 20° 5' and 21° N. lafr., and betweeSB

82° 45' and 8'3° 40' E. long., has an estimated area of 2399
square miles, of which 550 are under c.iltivation, and

other 950 are returned as cultivable. The country is at

undulating plain, rugged and isolated, with ridges of hills

crossing it here and there, and shut in on the north by a

lofty irregular range. Rice forms the staple produce, but

pulses, oil-seeds, sugar-cane, and cotton are also grown.

A vast forest extends for 30 miles around Patna village

containing valuable large timber, but infested by tigers,

leopards, and other wild animals. Iron ore exists in many,

parts of the state, but no mines are regularly worked.'

The only means of communication are a few bullock or

pony tracks. The estimated population in 1881 .was

257,959, nearly all of whom were Hindus. Patna was
formerly the most important of the cluster of chiefships

known as the Athdra Garhjdt (The Eighfeen Forts), but

under its later nders it greatly declined. Since '4871,'

however, when it was taken under direct British manage-'

ment, it has gradually been regaining prosperity.

PATRAS, or Patr.e (Ital. P.ttrasso, Turkish Bc.lia-

badra), a fortified city of Greece, the principal ])ort of the

Morea, and the chief town of the nomos of Achaia and

Elis, lies on the north coast of the Morea on the east side

of the Gulf of Patras, which opens into the Gulf of Corinth

by the Little Dardanelles, marked by forts Kastro Moreas

and'Kastro Rumelia^s. ..Since the War of Independence

Patrai has been"?ne of the most prosperous cities in the'

XVm. — 52
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kingdom ; the quarters of the new town are well laid out;

its old harbour being considered hardly safe in winter, a

new harbour defended by a breakwater was commenced in

1880; new roads (to Kalavryta, for example) are opening

up communication with the interior ; a railway to connect

the city with Corinth and Athens is in process of con-

struction (1884); and the proposed cutting of the canal

across the isthmus of Corinth would add new elements to

its commerce. The population, which had sunk to 8000

at the time of the war, was 16,641 in 1870, and 24,993 in

1879. Patras is the seat of one of the four courts of

appeal in the kingdom, and the residence of the arch-

bishop of Patras and Elis. The custom-house is the' most

important in all Greece. Like the ancient city, the modern
Patras previous to the revolution occupied the high ground

of Scatovuni (a hill connected with Jlount Voidia or Pan-

achaicum, the dominant summit in this region), but since

then it has spread out over the plain towards the sea. The
two most interesting buildings are the castle, a medireval

structure on the site of the ancient acropolis, and the

cathedral of St Andrew, vhich is highly popular as the

rejjuted burial-place of the saint, and has been rebuilt

since the revolution. The commerce of Patras consists

mainly in the export of currants, valonia, olive-oil, wine,

and sheepskins (value in 1881, 19,369,270 francs, of which

18,104,046 francs were for currants alone), and the import

of cotton and woollen goods, grain, flour, and colonial

wares (value in 1881, 16,560,600 francs). Great Britain

and Austria almost divide the foreign shipping trade, with

a preponderance in favour of the former country, which

takes more than half of the currants. August and Sep-

tember are tlie months when the jjort is at its busiest

with British vessels. Famous even in antiquity for its

flax manufactures (whence the number of females in the

city was double that of the males), Patras at present

contains several steam factories with about 4000 spindles

producing coarse cotton twist from cotton grown in north-

ern Greece ; and there are also sulphur-crushing mills,

flour and macaroni mills, and an iron-foundry. Oao n-nrks

and water-works were constructed about 1874.

The fouiulatioii of Patras goes back to pi-ehistoric times, the

legendaiy acooi.iit being that Eumclus, liaving been taught by
Triptolcuius liO\i' to grov.- grain in the rich soil of tlie Glaucus
valley, establish^tl tliree townsliips, Aroe {i.e., plouglilanil), Antheia
(tlie Hon-ery), anil Mesntis (the middle settlcliieiit), which were united

by the common worsliip of Artemis Triclaria at hev shrine on the

liver Weilichus. The Achaians having strengtlicned and enlarged

Aroe called it Patn^ a.s the exclusive residence of the luling families.

In 419 B.C. the town was, by the advice of Alcibiades, connected
with its harbour by long walls in imitation of tliose at Atlieus.

The whole armed force of Patne was destroyed by Metellus after

the defeat of the .\cliaians at Scarpheia, and many of the remain-

ing inhabitants forsook the city ; but after the battle of Actinm
Augustus restored the ancient name Aroe, introduced a military

colony of veterans from the 10th and 12th legions (not, as is usiiallj

said, the 22d), and bestowetl the rights of coloni on the inhabitants

of Rhy|i0e and Dyme, and all the Locri Ozolie except those of Am-
phissa. Colonia Augusta Aroe Pati-ensis became one of the most
populous of all the towns of Greece ; its colonial coinage extends from
Augustus to Gordian III. That it was the scene of the martyrdom
of St Andrew is purely apocryphal, but, like Corinth, it was an early

and effective centre of Christianity ; its archbishop is mentioned in

tlie lists of the council of Sardica in 347. In 551 Patraj was laid

in ruins by an earthquake. In 807 it was able without e.xternal

a-^sistance to defeat the Slavonians (Avars), though most of the

credit of the victory was assigned to St Andrew, wliose church w.ts

enriched by the imperial share of the spoils, and wdiose archbishop

was made superior of the bishops of Methone, LacciLTUion, and
Corone. Captured in 1205 by William of Champlitte and Ville.

hardouin, the city became the capital and its archbishop the

primate of the principality of Achaia. In 1387 De Hercdia, grand-

master of the order of the Hospital at Rhodes, endeavoured to

nlake himself master of Achaia, and took Patras by storm. At
the close of the 15th century the city w-as governed by the arch-

bishop in name of the pope ; but in H2S Constantine, son of .lohn

VI., managed to get possession of it for a time. Taken by a

Spanish fleet under Andrea Dori.i in 1532, sacked by another

Spanish fleet in 1595, and again sacked by thi knights of Malta
in 1603, Patras was at length in 1687 surrendered by the Turks to

the Venetians, who made it the seat of one of the seven fiscal boards
into which they divided the Morea. It was at Patras that the
Greek revolution began m 1821 ; but the Turks, confined to the
citadel, held out till 1828, when the French troops took possession
of the Morea.

See C. I. L., vol. iii. 1 ; Dm'slan, Gcogr. von Griechenland and Finlay's HUt.
0/ Greece.

PATRIARCH (TraTpLapxiTs, lit. the head or ruler of a
-uTpid, tribe, family, or clan) occurs four times in the

New Testament, being applied to Abraham, the twelve

sons of Jacob collectively, and David, and several times

in the LXX., where the word is used to denote the officials

called by the chronicler "princes of the tribes of Israel,"

" princes of hundreds," " chiefs of the fathers." Under the

late Roman empire the title' was officially applied down to

the 5th century to the chief rabbi in Palestine (see Cfjd.

T/ieod., xvi. 8, 1 ; and comp. Israel, vol. xiii. p. 428) ; the

head of the synagogue at Babylon a])pears also to ha:vo

been known as patriarch until 1038. The title at an early

date passed over into the Christian church as an honorific

though not official designation of all biriiops ; thus Gregory
of Nyssa (Or. Fun. in Mel.) alludes to the fathers assembled

in council at Constantinople as " these patriarchs." After-

wards the Easterns showed a tendency to limit tJie appella-

tion to the occupants of the more important sees, just a^

in the West the so-called "metropolitans" began to receive

more definite recognition. At the present day the heads

of the various extant churches and sects in the East are

very commonly called patriarchs (see vol. xi. p. 154 s(j.),

and in the West the Roman Church gives the honorary

title to several dignitaries, such as the archbishops of

Lisbon and Venice. In a strictly technical sense, how-
fever, that church recognizes only five patriarchates, those

of Constantinople, Alexandria, Jerusalem, Antioch, and

Rome. This peculiar restriction of the word, which may
be said to date from the council of Chalcedon in 451,

can be traced downwards from the time of Constantine,

when the altered political circumstances and the civii

division of the empire into four prefectures (Orientis,

lUyrici Orientalis, Italic, Galliarum), each containing a
number of "dioceses," gave a new importance to ques-

tions of ecclesiastical jurisdiction. Thus the council of

Nice (can. 6) adjusted the jurisdiction of the "bishop"
of Alexandria so as to include Libya and Pentapolis as

well as Egypt, the ancient rights of Rome, Antioch,

and the other "ei>archies" being at the .same time con-

served. The third canon of the council of Constantinople

assigned precedence to the " bishop " of Constantinople

immediately after the "bishop" of Rome; and by the

2Sth of Chalcedon the "metropolitans" of Thrace, Pontus,

and Asia were appointed to receive their consecration

at his hands. The same council invested the bishop of

Jerusalem, formerly under the jurisdiction of the metro-

politan of Antioch, with supremacy over the whole of

Palestine. Thenceforward a certain co-ordinate primacy wa.^

thus accorded to Rome,C'onstantinople, Antioch, Alexandria,

and Jerusalem ; but it is to be observed that in no official

document belonging to this period is the title "patriarch"

given to the bishop of any one of these sees, though the

word "eparch" or "exarch" is occasionally employed
We find Theodosius, however, so designating the bishop

of Rome, and not only is it given to the bishop of Con-

stantinople in the Xoi-ellsc of Justinian, but we find Mennas
in 536 claiming to be called o oi'koi'/jci'ikos TuTpiapj^i;?,

not, of course, without violent protest in the West. After

the fall of Jerusalem (637), Antioch (638), and Alexandria

(640) into the hands of the Saracens, the importance of

these sees became of course nominal merely, and it grew

easier for Rome, at the head of the unbroken Western

church, to give practical expression to its claims of iuperi-
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orify over it? soie snmving Eastern rival. Finding it

<liflicult, however, to avoid the appearance of equality that

was involved in the name of "patriarch," now convention-

Ally bestowed on the occupants of other ancient and

ai>ostolic sees, the bishops of Rome rather avoided the

title, preferring the more colourless designation of papa
or pope (see Pope).

PATRICL\N'. The history, in the Roman state, of the

hereditary patrician order {ixitricii, patres, house-fathers,

goodmen) who originally constituted the entire populus

Romanus has been traced in the article Nobility (vol.

xvii. pp. 525-G). With the transference of the imperial

capital to Byzantium under Constantine, the title pati-icitis

became a personal and not an hereditary distinction ; the

name was held to denote a fatherly relation to the emperor,

and those who bore it stood first among the illusdes, re-

ceiving such appellations as "magnificentia," "celsitudo,"

"eminentia," "magnitudo." High civil and military office

was usually conferred on them, and they were frequently

sent into the provinces as viceroys. After the overthrow

of P>omulus Augustulus in the West, Odcncer claimed and,

practically at least, received from the emperor Zeno the

title of " [latricius," in virtue of which he governed Italy.

It was similirly assumed by other barbarian conquerors.

In 754 it was conferred by Pope Stephen on Pippin the

Short, and it aviis afterwards borne by Cliarlemagne. It

was as p.itrician of Kome that the emperor Henry TV.

claimed the right to dejiose Pope Gregory VII. The title

was aboli.=Jied by Pope Eugenius III. in 1 1 i5.

PATRICK, St. In one of the incursions of the Scots

and Picts upon the neighbouring Roman ]irovince south

of the wall of Severus, proliably that of 41 1 A.D., the year

after Honorius had refused aid to the Britons, a youth

of about fifteen was carried ofiT with many others from
the district in the neighbourhood of the wall at the head

of the Solway, and sold as a slave on the opposite coast

of Ireland in the territory of the Irish Picts called Dal
Araide.' This youth was the future apostle of the Irish.

As his name implies, he was of noble birth, and he tells us

so himself. He was the son of the deacon Caliiurnius,

who was the son of Potitus, a priest. His father was a

decurio or magistrate, and, as Patrick according to tradi-

tion was born at Kerathur,- he miut have exercised his

functions of magistrate at that place, but on the with-

drawal of the Roman garrisons from Britain probably

* Ihe province of Valentin, reorg.iuized by Tlieoilosius I., was com-
prised hctM ecu the wall of Anloiiinus, wliich exten-led from the Clyde
to tliG Firth of Forth, and the wall of Severus, which extended from
the Solway to Tyneniouth. Altliough the destruction of the pagan
temples wa^* dccrecl in 3^1, and the pagan religion prohibited in 390,

that is, a few years after the restoration of Roman power in Biltaiii

and the reorsani2.Ttion of this province by Tlieodoiius, the greater

part of the Romanized i>opulation of Britain seems to have heen pagaTi

at the end of the 4 th century, and especially in Valeiitia, where Patrick
w.\s born abont 396. Amidst the many evidences of Roman occupa-
tion that have l^een found there not a relic of Roman Cliristianity has,

?o far as we know, been yet discovereiL In the south-west part of

\'alentia, along tlie north shore of the Pohvay Firth from the Nith to the
Irish Cliaunel, Ptoh-niy placed the triijo of the Xovant.p, its jirincipal

*lun or oppiiluni Ix-ing on the west side of Wigtown Bay, and called
by him Leukopiljia, a name still jire-servcd in ^Vhithorn. During the
threat displai-ement-; of tribes consequent upon the Roman conquests
and tlic inroaiU of the & ots and Picis, the British NovanUe disap]var,
ai.d in their pl.aco ne find .at tlic end of the 4th century Goidelie
I'ruiihui or Pict*. Their jmsition in the miUt of a British jiopulation,

and thi-ir contiguity to the part of Ulster occupie.i by the Irish

Cniithni or Pict-, clearly in.licate that the Picts of Galloway were
jurt of the Ulidian or Irish Picts pre-scd out of Iieland by the intru-

sion of the Scots. Tliis stttUmcnt of the Irish Picts in Galloway
.(Iforvled an excellent vantage gi-ound for such attacks as that spoken
of in the ten.

- There cau Iv no doubt that Xemthur was situated at the Clyde
end of the wall of Antoninus, wh^rt Dumbarto^i now is. It is called
Noviur in the 01 J 'Welsh 31.-;. kiiowu a. the " r.;.u.k Book ol Car-
rtiartlicn."
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retired for safety south of the wall of Severus, where, as

Patrick tells us, he had a small country place (villula)

near the town (vicus) of Bannavera Tabernia5, whence
Patrick was carried off. The country along the south of

the wall, especially near the Sohvay, was a region of camps
or military posts to which the designation Tabernia would
be appropriate. Eannavem seems to be a Romanized form

of a British name signifying "river foot," and most
probably was the Banna of the Cliumgraphy of Ravenas,

and of the inscription on an altar said to have been found

at BIrdoswald (the Romano-British Amboglanna), and now
at Lanercost Priory. The name also occurs or the well-

known bronze cup found about two hundred years ago at

Rudge in Wiltshire, which dates from about .350 Banna
must have been near Petriana, the former being probably
the vicus or town, and the latter the military station proper.

Towards the end of the 4th century, before the withdrawal
of the Roman garrisons, there were along the wal 10,300
foot and 1500 horse according to the JVulitirt In perii\ so

that Eannavem Taberniie, or Bannavem of the military

posts or encamiiments, was descriptive of the dist 'let, and
the office of decurio in st'.ch a place one of cou;iderable

dignity.

The youth Succat or Patrick remained in hard slavery

for six years, tending cattle, probably on Sleniish Mountain
in the county Antrim. He seems to have been of an
entliusiastic temjierament, and much given to prayer and
meditation. Learning of a means of escape, it t-o filled

his mind as to give rise to vi.-Jons. The bays and creeks
of the west and north-west of Ireland, especially Killala

Bay, were much frequented in ancient times, for they
afforded secure retreats to sea-rovers when they crept

round the coast of Ireland and swooped down on tliat of

Roman Britain. Ptolemy's town of ICagnata was probably
on the bay just named ; it is celebrated in the stories of

Fomorians, Norsemen, and other sea-rovers. The kindred

of the Ard Ri or paramount king of Ireland of the time,

Dathi or rather Athi, one of tb-.- greatest leaders among
the invading Scots, dwelt there; it was conseqvently a
place which offered facilities forgoing to Britain, and froni

that place most jirobably Patrick succeeded in escaping.

After his escape he appears to have conceived tie noble

idea of devoting himself to the conversion of the Ir sh, and
to have gone somewhere for a few years to prepare himself
for the priesthood. His biographers take him to Tours to

St Martin, who was then dead several years, afterwards

to the island of Lerins in the Mediterranean, and .astjy to

Rome, where he received a mission from Pope C;lestine.

For all tliis there is no evidence whatever, the whole story

being the result of the confusion of Palladius with the real

Patrick. The tradition of some connexion betveen tlie

Irish apoitle and St JIartin of Tours, the monastic fy[ie

of the earliest Irish Church, the doubts as to Patrick's

fitness for the work which led to his Avriting his C^'ii/cssioii.,

and indeed all the difficulties that beset the question of the

origin of the Irish Church, receive a simple and sa isfactory

explanation upon the hj-pothesis of Patrick having pre-

pared himself for the prit^Uiood at Caiuli'ila Casn, the

mona.stic institution founded by St Nixi.tx ('/.v.t.

Patrick tells us that after a few years (i.e. after his

escape) he was among the Britons with his kindred, who
received him as a son. He was evidently bent ui)on hi-i

mission, for they besought him after snch tribulations not

to part from them again. Full of it, he dreams that a

man whose name was Victoricus came to him bearing

innumerable epistles, one of which he received and read
;

the beginning of it contained the words, ' The voice

of the Iri.sh"; whilst repeating these words he says, "I
imagined that I heard in my mind (in mente" the voice of

those who were near the wood of Fochlad, nhich is near
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the -western sea, and thus they cried : We pray thee, holy

youth, to come and henceforward walk amongst us." The

wood here referred to, which was in the neighbourhood

of Killala Bay, was most probably the place where he

remained concealed when waiting for a boat to make his

escape from slavery. This dream was followed by others,

which shows how completely his mission occupied his

mind. Patrick was about twenty-two years of age when

he escaped from slavery, and, if we allow seven or eight

years for the "few years'" preparation, he probably was

not more than thirty years of age when he entered on his

mission about 425. There is a passage in his Confession

which shows that he was still a young man when he

commenced his work :
" You know and God knows how

I have lived among you from my youth up." Probus, the

author of the fifth life published by Colgan, who has

many claims upon our confidence, supports this view that

Patrick began his mission while still a priest. We see in

Patrick's own authentic acts that he must have sought

among his friends in Bi itain to be made a bishop, for he

complains in his Confession that a friend to whom he had

communicated some fault he had committed when about

fifteen years old had urged this thirty years after as a

reason against his being consecrated to the higher office.

This proves that he was only about forty-five years old

when made bishop. If we assume that 411 was the year

he was carried off as a slave, his consecration as bishop

would fall in about 441, the fifteenth year of his mission,

a date which corresponds with the results of Dr Todd's

speculations based on a close analysis of all available

chronological data. Compare in general on the conversion

of Ireland what has been said in vol. xiii. p. 247 sq.

The date of St Patrick's death is as uncertain as that

of every other event connected with him. The Annals of

tlie Four Masters give 493, \vith which Ussher agrees

;

Tirechan's Annotations, on the other hand, state that

Loegaire, son of Niall, king of Ireland, lived from two

to five years after St Patrick. According to this account

the death of St Patrick took place in 469, and that of

Loegaire in 471 or 474, after a reign of thirty-si.x years,

so that Loegaire's reign began either in 435 or 438. The

Annals of the Four Masters record the death in 457 of Senn

Patraicc, or Old Patrick, and of Loegaire in the following

year, 458. The Patrick who died in 493 is a fiction due

to the fusion of the acts of the two real Patricks, Palladius

Patrick and Senn Patraicc, doubtless so called because he

was the Patrick known as a priest before the arrival of

the Roman bishop. Assuming Tirechan's statement as

correct, and that St Patrick died in 4G9, his mission as

priest and bishop lasted about forty-four years.

The m.iteri.ils for a life of the apostle of Ireland are very scanty
;

they consist indeed of only tu'o Latin pieces—one the so-called

Confession and the other an EpisUc about a certain Coroticus.

Some persons, apparently in Britain or Gaul, seem to have accused

Patrick of presumption in having undertaken so great a work as

the Christianizing of Ireland, and of incapacity for the task; the

Confession is a defence of himself against those charges, and is a

kind of autobiographical sketch. The Epistle is a denunciation of

a British chief called Coroticus, supposed to be Caredig or Ceredig,

son of C)'nedda, conqueror of Xorth Wales, who had 'ravaged the

coast of Ireland, killed a number of Christian neophytes on the

very day of their baptism while still clad in white garments, carried

off others into slavery, and scoffed at a deputation of clergy Patrick

had sent to ask their release. There is a copy of the Confession iu

the MS. called the " Book of Armagh," written about the year 807,

and apparently made from Patrick's autograph, which the scribe

several times complains of being then obscure. There are copies in

other MSS. which contain nearly as much atlditional matter not in

the ** Book of Armagh " as would, if put together, be nearly equal

to the test of the MS. just named. Are these additions part of

the original work of Patrick omitted by the scribe because they

were illegible, or for some other iTason, or arc tliey interpolations ?

Judging by many examjdes in other Irish MSS., the fomier appears

to te the better interpretation, for they are VTitteu iu the same

rude and archaic style, exhibit the same peculiarity of gi'ammatical
construction somewhat lik« Irish, and are not inconsistent with tlio

rest. He modestly tells us himself that he is unlearned (indoctus)

and very rustic (rusticissimus). Tiie Epistle is uc.(t in the " Book
of Armagh," but both pieces possess all the characteristics of tho
time and place, and may be regarded as genuine documents, and
have been so regarded by nearly all scholars who have written on
the subject.

There are also several old lives of the saint, seven of which have
been published by Colgan in his Trias Thaitmaturga, the last of
which, known as the Tripartite life, is the most copious. These
lives are based upon the two genuine documents above mentioned,
and are a tissue of legends and miracles, and, though no doubt
containing a few genuine ti'aditions, are only of value for manners
and customs, and even for this purpose requii-e mucli care in their

use.

The place, time, and circumstances of Patrick's labours have
largely contributed to the obscurity which surrounds him. His
very name has helped to increase it. Patricius, like Augustus,
seems to have been commonly used, even down to the 7th century,

in the sense of nobleman or gentleman ; thus Dynamius, who
lived iu the beginning of the centuiy just referred to, is described

as *'Vir illustris &c j*atriciHS Galliarum." Patrick's real name,
according to tradition, was Succat, but in his own WTitings he calls

himself Patrick. There was, however, another Patrick who under
the name of Palladius was unquestionably sent as bishop to Ireland

by Pope Celestine in the year 431, that is, the year before the other

Patrick commenced his mission according to the generally received

accounts. Irish writers also mention a third Patrick^ Senn
Patraicc, or Old Patrick, the head of St Patrick's community (caput

sapientum seniorum ejus) according to one account, and his tutor

according to another. The three Patricks have sorely puz2led

h.agiologists, and created so much confusion and conjecture in tlie

history of the early church tliat some have doubted the existence

of such a personage as St Patrick at all. The absence of any con-

temporary reference to him, or of any mention of hin\ by Colum-
banus, Bede, and indeed w ith very few exceptions by any writers

outside of Ireland before the 9th century, adds very mucli to the

uncertainty and obscurity of the subject. (W. K. S.)

PATRICK, St, Oedee of. See Knighthood, vol. xiv.

pp. 123-24.

PATRICK, Si-vox (1626-1707), bishop of Chichester,

and afterwards of Ely, author of a number of works in

practical divinity, was born at Gainsborough, Lincolnshire,

on 8th September 1626, entered Queens' College, Cam'-

bridge, in 1644, and, after taking orders in 1651, became
successively chaplain to Sir AValter St John, and vicar of

Battersea, Surrey. He was afterwards (1662) preferred

to the rectory of St Paul's, Covent Garden, London, where

he continued to labour during the year of the plague.

Dean of Peterborough from 1678, he became bi.shop of

Chichester in 1689, in which year he was employed,

along with others of the new bishops, to settle the affairs

of the church in Ireland. In 1691 he received the bishop-

ric of Ely, which he held until his death, 31st May 1707.

His sermons and devotional writings, wdiich are very numerous,

were held in liigh estimation in last century, and his edifying

Commentary on the Historical and Poetical Bools of the Old Testa-

ment, in 10 vols., brought down as far as to the Song of Solomon,

has been reprinted comparatively recently (1S53}. His Friendlij

Debate betu-ccn a Conformist and a XoneonformiU was a contro-

versial tract which excited considerable feeling at the time of its

publiLatinii in 16CS, but he lived long enough to soothe by his

mo'lcraliun and candour the exasperation it had caused. Tlic first

collected edition of his works appeared at Oxford in 1859 (9 vols.,

8vo); a small Axdobiotjraphy was published also at Oxford iu 1830.

PATRON AND CLIENT. Clientage appears to have

been an institution of most of the Gra;co-ItaIian peoples

in early stages of their history; but it is in Rome that wv

can most easily trace its origin, progress, and decay. Until

the jeforms of Servius Tullius, the only citizens proper

were the members of the patrician or gentile houses; they

alone could participate .in the solemnities of the national

religion, take part in the government and defence of tho

state, contract quiritarian marriage, Hold property, and

enjoy the protection of the laws. But "alongside of theni

was a gradually increasing non-citizen population com-

posed of slaves and clients. Some historians class amongst

the latter, as clieuts of the state, those vanquished com-
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munities which, having made an unconditional submission,

were allowed to retain a qijasi-corporate existence under

the protection of Kome. But the name (derived from

cluere, itAixti', to obey) was common before Rome had

made any conquests, and was usually applied to indi-

viduals who had attached themselves in a condition of

dependence to the heads of patrician houses as their

patrons, in order thereby to secure a de facto freedom.

The relationship was ordinarily created by what, from the

client's point of view, was called adplicaiio ad patronum,

from that of the patron, suscepiio clientis,—the client being

either a person who had come to Rome as an exile, who
had passed through the asylum, or who had belonged to

a state which Rome had overthrown. According to Diony-

sius and Plutarch, it was one of the early cares of Romulus
to regulate the relationship, which, by their account of it,

was esteemed a very intimate one, imposing upon the

patron duties only less sacred than those he owed to his

children and his ward, more urgent than any he could be

called upon to perform towards his kinsmen, and whose

neglect entailed the penalty of death {Tellumoni sacer esto).

He was bound to provide his client with the necessaries of

life ; and it was a common practice to make him a grant

during pleasure of a small plot of land to cultivate on his

own account. Further, he had to advise him in all his

affairs ; to represent him in any transactions with third

parties in which, as a non-citizen, he could not act with

effect ; and, above all things, to stand by him, or rather

be his substitute, in any litigation in which he might be-

come involved. The client in return had not only gener-

ally to render his patron the respect and obedience due by

a dependant, but, when he was in a position to do so and
the circumstances of the patron required it, to render him
pecuniary assistance. As time advanced and clients

amassed wealth, we find this duty insisted upon in a great

variety of forms, as in contributions towards the dowries

of a patron's daughters, towards the ransom of a patron

or any of his family who had been taken captive, towards

the payment of penalties or fines imposed upon a patron,

even towards his maintenance when he had become reduced

to poverty. Neither might give evidence against the other,

—a rule we find still in observance well on in the 7th

century of the city, when C. Herennius declined to be a

witness against C. Marius on the ground that the family

of the latter had for generations been clients of the

Herennii (Plut., Mar. 5). The client was regarded as a

minor member (yaitilicius) of his patron's gens ; he was
entitled to assist in its religious services, and bound to

contribute to the cost of them ; he had to follow his patron

to battle on the onjer of the gens; he was subject to its

jurisdiction and discipline, and was entitled to burial in

its common' sepulchre. And this was the condition, not

only of the client who personally had attached himself to

a patron, but that also of his descendants ; the patronage

and the clientage were alike hereditary. In much the

same position as the clients, in the earlier centuries of Rome
at least, were the freedraen ; for originally a slave did not

on enfranchisement become a citizen ; it was a de facto

freedom merely that he enjoyed ; his old owner was always

called his patron, while he and his descendants were sub-

stantially in the position of clients, and often so designated.

In the two hundred years that elapsed before the Servian

constitutional reforms, the numerical strength of the clients,

whether in that condition by adplicatio, enfranchise-

ment, or descent, must have become considerable ; and
it was from time to time augmented by the retainers

of distinguished immigrants admitted into the ranks of

the patriciate. That all these, concurrently with the un-

attached I'Ifebeians, must have been admitted by Servius

to nominal citizenship can hardly be dojibted. They

probably were included in the four urban tribes ; ou^,

being incapable as yet of owning land, they could have
no admission to the higher centuries, paid no census-

tribute, were not qualified to serve in the legion, and most
Ukely ranked no higher than accensi. With the institution

of the assemblies of the plebeians of the tribes they must,

thanks to their numbers, have gained in influence politic-

ally. But it was only with the enactment of the XII.

Tables that their relations to their patrons were sensibly

affected. For, while that code still denied them, in common
\vith the plebeians generally, the right of intermarriage

with the patrician families, it conferred upon them most
of the other private rights of citizens ; in piirticular, it

entitled them to hold and acquire property, to enter into

contracts on their own responsibility, and to litigate in

person on their own behalf. The relation of jiatron and
client, it is true, still remained ; the patron could still

exact from his client respect, obedience, and service, and
he and his gats had still an eventual right of succession

to a deceased client's estate. But the fiduciary duties of

the patron were greatly relaxed, and practically Jttle more
was expected of him than that he should continue to give

his client his advice, and prevent him falling into a con-

dition of indigence ; sacer esto ceased to be the penalty of

protection denied or withheld, its application being limited

to frails facta, Avhich, in the language of the Tables, meant
positive injury inflicted or damage done. So matters re-

mained during the 4th and 5th centuries. In the 6th a

variety of events, social and political, contributed stiU

further to modify the relationship. The rapacity of patrons

was checked by the Cincian law, which prohibited their

taking actual gifts of money from their clients ; marriages

between patron and client gradually ceased to be regarded as

unlawful, or as ineffectual to secure lo the issue the status of

the patron father; political changes opened to the clients the

rural tribes and the higher centuries, and qualified them
for the legion, the magistracy, and the senate ; hereditary

clientage ceased when a client attained to a curule dignity;

and, in the case of the descendants of freedmen enfranchised

in solemn form, it came to be limited to the first generation.

Gradually but steadily one feature after another of the

old institution disappeared, till by the end of the 7th

century it had resolved itself into the limited relationship

between patron and freedman on the one hand, and the

unlimited honorary relationship between the pitron who
gave gratuitous advice on questions of law and those who
came to consult him on, the other. To have a la;ge follow-

ing of clients of this class was a matter of atabition to

every man of mark in the end of the republic ; it increased

his importance, and ensured him a band of zealous agents

in his political schemes. But amid the rivalries of parties

and with the venality of the lower orders, bas'jr methods

had to be resorted to in order to maintain a patron's influ-

ence ; the favour and support of his clients had to be

purchased with something more substantial than mere

advice. And so arose that wretched and degrading clients

age of the early empire, of which Martial, vho was not

ashamed to confess himself a first-rate specimen of the

breed, has given us such graphic descriptions
;
gatherings

of miserable idlers, sycophants, and spendthrifts, at the

levees and public appearances of those whom, 'ji their fawn-

ing servility, they addressed as lords and masters, but whom
they abused behind their backs as close-fisted upstarts,

—

and all for the sake of the sportula, the diily dole of a

dinner, or of a few pence wherewith to procure one. With

the middle empire this disappeared ; and, w'aen a reference

to patron and client occurs in later times, it is in the sense

of counsel and client, the words patron and advocate being

used almost synonymously. It was not so in tke days of

the great forensic orators. The word advocate, it is said,
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occurs only once in the singiolar in the pages of Cicero

;

and by advocati was generally understood at that time the

body of friends who stood by a litigant in a great cause

to give him in any shape their countenance and support.

The orator who then appeared in the cohiitia or before a

judge was almost invariably called patron, though the

name of client was not so commonly given to the litigant

he represented. But at a later period, when the bar had
become a profession, and the qualifications, admission,

numbers, and fees of counsel had become a matter of state

regulation, adiocali was the word usually emplo)-ed to

designate the pleaders as a class of professional men, each

individual advocate, however, being still spoken of as

patron in reference to the litigant with whose interest he

was entrusted. It is in this limited connexion that patron

and client come under our notice in the latest monuments
of Roman law.

Litcratnrc.—On the clientage of early Rcme, see Mommsen, " Die
Roraisclie Clieutel," Roiii. Forschungcny vol. i. p. 355 (Berlin, 1864)

;

Voigt, " Ueber die Clientel und Libertinitiit, " in Bcr. d. pkil. histor.

Clnsse d. Kbni^l. Sclchs. Gcsdhch. d. Wisscnscha/tcn (1S73, pp. 147-

219) ; Marqnardt, Primtlcbcn d. J}dmcr, pp. 196-200 (Lcipsic,

1879) ; Voigt, Die XII. Ta/cin, vol.. ii. pp. 667-679 (Lcipsic, 1SS3).

Earlier literature is noted in Willems, Lc Droit Ptthlic Romain, 4th

cd., p. 26 (Lo'uvain, 18S0). On the clientage of the early empire,

see Becker, Gallus, vol. ii.. Excursus 4 ; Friedlander, Sittcii-

Gcschichte Horns, vol. L pp. 207-219 (Leipsic, 1862) ; Marquavdt,
op. ciL, pp. 200-208. On the latest clientage, see Grellet-Dumazeau,

Le Barrcan Romain (Paris, 1851). (J. M*.)

PATTESON, JoHX Coleridge (1S27-1871), bishop of

Melanesia, was the eldest son of Justice Patteson and
Frances Duke Coleridge, a near relation of Samuel Taylor

Coleridge, and was born in Gower Street, Bedford Square,

2d April 1827. He was educated at Ottery St Mary, and

at Eton, where he greatly distinguished himself on the

cricket-field. He entered Balliol College, Oxford, in 1845,

and graduated B.A. in 1848. After spending some time

on the Continent in the capacity of tutor, he in 18-52 be-

came a fellow of MertoQ College. In 1853 he became
curate of Alfington, Devon, and in the following year he

was ordained priest and joined the mission to the Mela-

nesian islands in the South Pacific. There he laboured

with great success, visiting the different islands of the

group in the mission ship the "Southern Cross," and by
his good sense and unselfish devotion winning
the esteem and affection of the natives. In

1861 he was consecrated bishop of Melanesia,

and in this capacity did much to promote

the Christianization of the islands until his

premature death by the hand of a native,

20th September 1871. Ic«i„i=^

See Life by Charlotte M. Yonge, which first ap-

peared in 1873, and has gone through several

e»litions.

PAU, a city of France, formerly the capital

of Beam, and now the chief town of the de-

partment of Basses Pyrenees, and the seat =1^^^.
of a court of appeal, is situated in 43° 17' i^^p
X. lat. and 0° 23' W. long., on the edge of

^^-^'

a plateau 130 feet above the right bank of

the Gave de Pau (a left-hand affluent of the

Adour), at a height of about 620 feet above

the sea. It thus enjoys an admirable view

of the Pyrenees, which rise about 25 miles

to the south. A small stream, the Hedas,

fiowing in a deep ravine and crossed by several

bridges, divides the city into two parts. The
ol'der and larger is enclosed between the

HWas, the Gave, and its other tributary the

Ousse, and ends with the castle in the west,

whDe the new districts stretch northward in the direction

qf the landes of Pon^long. The modern importance of Pau

is due to its climate, which makes it a great winter health-

resort. The most striking characteristic is the stillness of

the air, resulting from the peculiarly sheltered situation.

The town is built on a sandy soil, and the line of the
streets running east and west is favourable to ventilation.

The average rainfall is about 40 inches, and the mean
winter temperature is 44', the mean for the year being
62°.

Apart from an export flour-trade and some manufactures
of chocolate and B^arn linen, the inhabitants of Pau depend
entirely on their four thousand winter - visitors. Place

Royale (in the centre of which, instead if the older statue

of Louis XIV., now stands Raggi's statue of Henry IV., with

bas-reliefs by Etex) is admired for the view which it affords

over the valley of the Gave and the Pyrenees ; it is coh-

nected by a fine boulevard with the castle gardens. Be-

yond the castle a park of thirty acres planted with beech

trees stretches along the high baiik of the Gave. The
castle is bounded on the north and west by the H^das,

on the south by a canal drawn from the Gave, and on the

east by a moat 30 feet deep ; access is obtained by three

bridges, that across the Hedas being of ancient construction.

The castle is flanked by six square towers : south-east is

that of Gaston Phcebus (113 feet high) ; north-east is the

tower of Montauset or Montoiseau, so called because

reached by removable ladders ; east, the new tower

;

Borth-west, that of Billires ; and on the west are those of

Maz^res. .A.nother to the south is named after the mint
in which Calvin used to preach.

In the gardens tg the west of the castle stand a statue

of Gaston Phoebus by Triquety and two porphyry vases

presented 'by Bernadotte king of Sweden, who was born

at Pau. In the castle court is a well 223 feet deep, with

100 feet of water; but it has been closed since lSo5- On
the ground-floor is the old hall of the estates of Beam, 85

feet long and 36 feet wide, adorned with a white marble

statue of Henry TV., and magnificent Flemish tapestries

ordered by Francis I. Several of the upper chambers are

adorned with Flemish, Brussels, or Gobelin tapestry, with

tables in Swedish porphyry, Sevres vases, fine coffers

(notably a Gothic coffer from Jerusalem), arm-chairs of the

16th century, Venetian and St Gobain glass, itc. ; but the

Plan of Pan.

most interesting room is that in which Henry W. was

born, still containing his mother's bed (from the castle of
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Richelieu) and his own cradle made of a tortoise- sHelL

In the keep is a ITbrary of 6000 Tolumes, mainly of works

relating to Henry IV. The two Gothic churches of St

Jacques and St Martin are both modern ; but the latter is

of note for the height and elegance of its tower, its stained

glass, and the fine Pyrenean marbles used in the high

altar, the baldachin, and the sanctuary. Besides the state

Protestant church (figlise Fran^se Eeformee) there are

Presbyterian, Anglican, and Kussian places of worship.

The population of Pan (about 6000 at the close of the

18th century) was 27,300 in 1S71, and 29,971 in 1S81.

Pan derives its name from tlie " pale " fin Langne i'Ou * pau ") or

palisadd sorrooniling the old castle mentioned in the /ors of Ossau
in 1221. By tli* tractioa ^363) of the present castle Gaston
Phcebns made the town a lAatx of importance, bat the Tiscouiits

of B^am continued to reside at Orther till the reign of Gaston XI.,
when tb* «tat«a of Beun were united at Pan. Gaston's grand-
son and successoj Francis Phoebus, became king of Xavarre in 1479.
Margaret of Valois, who married Henry d'Albret, embellished the
castle and gardens, and made her court one of the most brilliant

of the time. In the religious disturbances under her daughter,
Jeanne d'Albret, several Catholic nobles were put to death in the
castle as rebels. In 1572, while a prisoner, Henry (afterwards IV.
of France) restored the Catholic religion in Beam, but the proTincial
estates met at Pau and rejected the decree, which Henry himself
cancelled when he obtained his freedom. Pau continued to be tha
capital till 1620, though in 1611 the states of France demanded
the onion of Beam and Basaa Xavarre with the Frenek crown.
VThen Louis XIIL entered the town in 1620 he restored tha
Catholic clergy to their privileges and possessions, disbanded the
forces of Beam, and caused the parliament of Pan to register the
e^lict of nnion. The castle was occupied by Abd-el-Eader during
part of his captivity.

PAUL
SaVL, who is also (called) Paul,'' was a " Hebrew

of the Hebrews," t.f., of pure Jewish descent'

anmixed with Gentile blood, of the tribe of Benjamin

(Piom. sL 1 ; 2 Cor. sL 22 ; PhiL iii. 5). In the AcU of

the Apostles it is stated that he was born at Tarsus in

Cilicia (is. 11, xsL 39, xxii. 3); but in the 4th century

there still lingered a tradition that his birthplace was
Giscala, the last of the fortress-toTvns of Galilee which

held out against Rome (Jerome, De vir. itlustr. c. 5 ; Ad
Bbia . al Fki/em. V. 23).' The fact that he was called by two names
Pao^- has been accounted for in various ways. Saul (the Aramaic

form, ijed only as ft vocative, and in the narratives of his

conversion. Acts ix. i, 17, rxii. 7, 13, xsvi. H; ebe-

where the Hellenized form, SaiJAos) was a natural name
for a Benjamite to give to his son, in ~cmiry of the first

of Jewish kings ; Paul is more difficult of e.xplanation. It

is first found in the narrative of the conversion of Sergius

Paulus, the proconsul of Cj-prus (Acts siii. 9), and it has

sometimes been supposed either that Paul him^lf adopted

the name in compliment to his first Gentile convert of

distinction (Jerome, Olshausen, Meyer, Ewald), or that

the writer of the Acts intended to imply, that it was so

adopted (Baur, ZeUer, Hausrath). Others have thought

that it was assumed by Paul himself after the beginning

of his ministry, and that it is derived from the Latin

pcnifas in the sense either of " least among the apostles
"

(St .\ugustine) o* "little of stature" (Mangold, with
reference to 2 Cor. s. 10; GaL iv. 13). But these and
many similar conjectures may probably be set aside in

favotir of the supposition that he had a double name from
the first, one Aramaic or Hebrew and the other Latin or

Greek, like Simon Peter, John JIark, Simeon Xiger, Joseph
Justus ; this supposition is confirmed by the fact that

Patil was not an uncommon name in Syria and the eastern

parts of Asia 5Iinor (instances will be found in the Iiidej:

Sominuni to Boeckh's Corp. Inscr. Grsec). "Whatever be
its origin, Paul is the only name which he himself uses of

himself, or which is used of him by others when once he
bad entered into the Roman world' outside Palestine. The
.\cts speak of his having been a Roman citizen by birth

(sxiL 2S; cf. xvi 17, xriii. 27), a statement which also

has given rise to several conjectures, because there is no
clue to the ground upon which his claim to citizenship was
bgaed. Some modern writers question the fact, consider-
ing the statement to be part of the general colouring which
the writer of the Acts is supposed to give to his narrative;
and some abo qneatioa the fact, which is generally con-

Socas .idered to support it, of the appeal to the ernperor? That
"""" he received part of his education at Tarsus, which was a

• "h -xis an E'Diorite slanrter that ite was not a Jew at all, but a
t^^sek (Epiphan., M^r,^ liju 16^.

tiont

great seat of learning, is a possible inference from 5i3
use of some of the technical terms which were current
in the Greek schools of rhetoric and philosophy ; but, since

the cultivation of a correct grammatical and rhetorical

style was one of the chief studies of those schools, Paul's
imperfect command of Greek syntax seems to show that
this education did not go very far. That he received tho
main part of his education from Jewish sources is not ordy
probable from the fact that his family were Pharisees, but
certain from the whole tone and character of his writings.

According to the AcU, his tea-her was Gamaliel, who as
the grandson of Hillel took a natural place as the head of
the moderate school of Jewish theologians ; nor, in spite

of the objection that the fanaticism of the disciple was at
variance with the moderation of the master, does the
statement seem in itself improbable. A more important
difficulty in the way of accepting the statement that Jeru-
salem was the place of his education is the fact that in

that case his education must have been going on at the
time of the preaching and death of Jesus Christ. That he
had not seen Jesus Christ during His ministry seems to be
clear, for a comparison of 1 Cor. is. 1 with xv. 8 appears
to limit his sight of Christ to that which he had at his
conversion, and the " knowing Christ after the flesh " of

2 Cor. V. 16 is used not of personal acquaintance but of
" carnal " as opposed to " spiritual " understanding ; nor
does the difficulty seem to be altogether adequately ex-

plained away by the hypothesis which some writers (e.y.,

Keander, Wieseler, Beyschlag) have adopted, that he was
temporarily absent from Jerusalem at the times when
Jesus Christ was there. Like all Jewish boys, he learnt a
trade, that of tent-making ; this was a natural emplojTnent
for one of Cilician origin, since the hair of the Cilician

goat was used to make a canvas (cilicia) which was specially

adapted for the tents used by travellers on the great routes
of convmerce or by soldiers on their campaigns (cf. Philo,

De anim. saa-if. idon., L vol. ii. p. 23S, ed. Mang.).
^Vhether he was married or not is a question which has
been disputed from very early times ; liis expressions ia
1 Cor. vii. 8, ix. 5, were taken by TertuUian to imply
that he was not, and by Clement of Alexandria and Origen
to imply that he had once been, but that he had become a
widower.

The beginning of his active life was doubtless like its Inog
maturity; it was charged with emotion. He himself gives ^J
a graphic sketch of its inner history. His conversion to °"pr^
Christianity was not the first great change that he had^
undergone. 1^1 was alive without the law once" (Rom.
vii. '9). He had lived in his youth a Dure and'guileki
Kfe. He had felt that;,which is atoncfi tne charm and the
icircc ui suvi. a iiie, the \inconsciousri;*i 5f wrong. But,
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xvhile his fellow-disciples in the rabbinical schools had been

content to dissect the text of the sacred code with a minute

anatomy, the vision of a law of God which transcended

both text and comment had loomed upon him like a new

revelation. And with the sense of law had come the sense

of sin. It was like the first dawn of conscience. He
awoke as from a dream. " The commandment came." It

•was intended to be "imto life," but he found it to be

"unto death"; for it opened up to him infinite possibili-

ties of sinning: "I had not known last except the law had

said. Thou shall not lust." And the possibiUties of sinning

became lures which drew him on to forbidden and hated

ground: "sin, finding occasion through the commandment,

beguiled me and through it slew me" (Rom. viL 7-11).

This was his inner life, and no man has ever analysed it

with a more penetrating and graphic power. In his out-

ward life this sense of the law of God became to him an

overpowering stimulus. The stronger the consciousness of

his personal failure the greater the impulse of his zeal.

The vindication of the honour of God by persecuting

heretics, which was an obligation upon all pious Jews, was

for him a supreme duty. He became not only a persecutor

but a leader among persecutors (Gal. i. 14). Wlat he

felt was a very frenzy of hate ; he " breathed threatening

and slaughter," like the snorting of a war-horse before a

battle, against the renegade Jews who believed in a false

Messiah (Acts ix. 1, xxvi. 11). His enthusiasm had been

known before the popular outbreak which led to Stephen's

death, for the -witnesses to the martyr's stoning "laid

down their clothes" at his feet (Acts vii. 58), and he

took a prominent place in the persecution which followed.

He himself speaks of having " made havoc " of the com-

munity at Jerusalem, spoiling it like a captured city (Gal.

i. 13, 23); in the more detailed account of the Acts he

went from house to house to search out and drag forth to

punishment the adherents of the new heresy (viii. 3).

A\Tien his victims came before the Jewish courts he tried,

probably by scourging, to force them to apostatize (xxvi.

11); in some cases he voted for their death (xxii. 4, xxvi.

10). The persecution spread from Jerusalem to Judaea

and Galilee (be. 31); but Paul, with the same spirit of

enterprise which afterwards showed itself in his missionary

journeys, was not content with the limits of Palestine.

He sought and obtained from the ecclesiastical authorities

at Jerusalem letters similar to those which, in the 13th

century, the popes gave to the " militia Jesu Christi contra

haereticos." The ordinary jurisdiction of the synagogues

was for the time set aside ; the special commissioner was

empowered to take as prisoners to Jerusalem any whom
he found to belong to the sect known as " The Way *

(Acts ix. 2, x-xii. 4, xxiv. 14; it is possible that the

phrase was used of Christians by themselves. Uke the

phrase " The Cause " among some of the nonconforming

churches of England). Of the great cities which lay near

Palestine Damascus was the most promising, if not the

only field for such a commission. At Antioch and at

Alexandria, though the Jews, who were very numerous,

enjoyed a large amount of independence and had their own
governor, the Roman authorities would probably have

interfered to prevent the extreme measures which Paul

demanded. At Damascus, where also the Jews were

numerous and possibly had their own civil governor (2

Cor. iL 32), the Arabian prince Aretas (Haritha), who
then held the city, might naturally be disposed to let an

influential section of the population deal as they pleased

with their refractory members.

J.
On Paul's way thither an event occurred which has

Rion to proved to be of transcendent importance for the religious

Clirij- liistorj' of mankind. He became a Christian by what he
•i.nmty believed to be the personal revelation of Jesus Christ.

His own accounts of the event are brief, but they are at

the same time emphatic and luiiform. " It pleased God
... to reveal His Son in me " (Gal. i. 16) ; " have I not

seen Jesus Christ our Lord" (1 Cor. ix. 1); "last of all

He was seen of me also as of one born out. of due time "

(1 Cor. XV. 8, where tJ^Si; ko^oi must be read in the sense

of the parallel expressions a<f>9r] K7)<^a, ic. ; in other words,

Paul puts the appearance to himself on a level with the
appearances to the apostles after the resurrection). These
accounts give no details of the circumstances. St Paul's

estimate of the importance of such details was probably
different from that which has been attached to them in

later times. The accounts in the Acts of the Apostles are

more elaborate ; they are three in number, one in the con-

tinuous narrative, ix. 3-19, a second in the address on the

temple stairs, xxii. 6-21, a third in the speech to Agrippa,
xxvi. 12-lS; they aU differ from each other in details,

they all agree in substance ; the differences are fatal to

the stricter theories of verbal inspiration, but they do not

constitute a valid argument against the general truth of

the narrative.'

It is natural to find that the accounts of an event which
lies so far outside the ordinary experience of men have
been the object of much hostile criticism. The earliest

denial of its reality is found in the Jud«eo-Christiau
wiitings known as the Clementine Homilies, where Simon
JIagus, who is made to be a caricature of Paul, is told

that visions and dreams may come from demons as well

as from G!od {Clem. Horn., xvu. 13-19). The most import-

ant of later denials are those of the Tiibingen scliool,

which explain the narratives in the Acts either as a trans-

lation into the language of historical fact of the figurative

expressions of the manifestation of Christ to the soul, and
the consequent change from spiritual darkness to light

{e.ff., Baur, Panl, E.T., vol. i. p. 76; Zeller, Acts, E.T., vol.

i. p. 2S9),-or as an ecstatic vision (Holsten, Das Evangelium
des.Paulus, p. 65). But against all the difficulties and ap-

parent incredibilities of the narratives there stand out the

clear and indisputable facts that the persecutorwas suddenly

transformed into a believer, and that to his dying day he
never ceased to believe and to preach that he had " seen

Jesus Christ."

Nor was it only that he haa seen Him; the gospel which His

he preached, as well as the call to preach it, was due to specia!

this revelation. It had " pleased God to reveal His Son Jui^sion.

in him " that he " might preach Him among the Gentiles "

(Gal. i. 12, 16). He had received the special mark of

God's favour, which consisted in his apostleship, that all

nations might obey and believe the gospel (Rom. i. 5, cf.

xii. 3, XV. 15, 16). He had been entrusted with a secret

(/iiKmJpioi') which had "been kept in silence through times

eternal," but which it was now his special office to make
known (Rom. xi. 25, xvi. 25, 26 ; and even more promi-

nently in the later epistles, Eph. i. 9, iii. 2-9, vi. 19; Col.

i. 26, 27, iv. 3). This secret was that "the Gentiles are

fellow-heirs, and fellow-members of the body, and fellow-

partakers of the promise in Christ Jesus through the

gospel." This is the key to all his subsequent history.

He was the "apostle of the Gentiles," and that "not
from men, neither through man" (Gal. i. 1); and so

thoroughly was the conviction of his special mission

BTought into the fibres of his nature that it is difficult to

give full credence to statements which appear to be at

variance with it.

Of his life immediately after his conversion ho himself

^ For a clear a-.,d concise suroinary of the points of agreement and
difference between the three accounts, reference may be made to an

article by F. Zimner, "Die drei Berichte der Apostelgeschiclite iiber

die Bekehrung des Paulus," in Htlgenfeld's Zcilschr, /. unsacnscJi,

ruot.. 15S2, p. i65».
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gives a clear account :
" I conferred not with flesh and

bloed, neither went I up to Jerusalem to them which

were apostles before me ; but I went away into Arabia "

(OaL' L 16, 17). The reason cf his retirement, whether

it was to the Haurin (Renan) or to the Sinaitic peninsula

(Holsten), is not far to seek. A great mental no less

than a great bodily convulsion naturally calls for a period

of rest ; and the consequences of his new position had to

be drawn out and realized before he could properly enter

upon the mission-work which lay before him. From
Arabia he returned to Damascus (Gal. L 17), and there

began not only his preaching of the gospel but also the

long series of "perils from his, own countrymen," which

constitute so large a part of the circumstances of his sub-

sequent history (Acts ix, 23-25 ; 2 Cor. li. 32, 33).

It was not until "after three years," though it is un-

certain whether the reckoning begins from his conversion

or from his return to Damascus, that he went up to Jeru-

salem ; his purpose in going was to become acquainted

with Peter, and he stayed with him fifteen days (Gal. L

18). Of his life at Jerusalem on> this _ occasion there

appear to have been erroneous accounts current even in

his own lifetime, for he adds the emphatic attestation, as

of a witness on his oath, that the account which he gives

is true (Gal. L 20). The point on which he seems to lay

emphasis is that, in pursuance of his policy not to " confer

with flesh and blood,"' he saw none of the apostles except

Peter and James, and that even some years afterwards he
was still unknown by face to the churches of Judaea which
H-ere in Christ.'

To Sytl>, From Jerusalem he went " into the regions of Syria and
**• Cilicia," preaching the gospel (GaL i. 21, 23). How much

that brief expression covers is uncertain ; it may refer

only to the first few months after his departure from Jerusa-

lem, or it may be a summary of many travels, of which that

which is commonly known as his "first missionary journey "

is a type. The form of expression in Gal. iL 1 makes it

probable that he purposely leaves an interval between the

events which immediately succeeded his conversion and
the conference at Jerusalem. For this interval, assuming
it to exist, or in any case for the detail of its history, we
have to depend on the accounts in Acts xi 20-30, lii. 25
to xiv. 28. These accouBts possibly cover only a small

part of the whole period, and they are so limited to Paul's

relations with Barnabas as to make it probable that they
were derived from a lost "Acts of Barnabas." This sup-

position would probably account for the fact that in them
the conversion of the Gentiles is to a great extent in the
background.

The chief features of these accounts are the formanon
of a new centre of Christian life at Antioch, and a journey
which Paul, Barnabas, and for part of the way John Mark
took through Cyprus and Asia Minor.
The first of these facts has a^ignificance which has

Bcuietimes been overlooked for the history not only of
Paul himself but of Christianity in general. It is that the
mingling together, in that splendid capital of the civUized
East, of Jews and Syrians on the one hand with Greeks
and Romans on the other furnished the conditions which
made a Gentile Christianity possible. The religion of
Jesus Christ emerged from its obscurity into the full glare
of contemporary life. Its adherents attracted enough
attention to receive in the common talk and intercourse
of men a distinctive name. They were treated, not as a
Jewish sect, but as a political party. To the Greek equiva-
lent for the Hebrew " Messiah," which was probably con-
sidered to be not a title but a proper "name, was added the

' A different account of this %nsit to Jerusalem is given in Acts ix.

25-30, iivL 20 ; the account cf the trance in the Umple, Acts iiii.
17-21, u in ecure kuuiony witli Paul's o»ti words.

termination which had been employed for the followers Oi
Sidla, of Pompey, and of Cxszs. It is improbable that
this would have been the case unless the Christian com-
munity at Antioch had had a large Gentile element ; and
it is an even more certain and more important fact that in
this first great mixed community the first and greatest of
all the problems of early C'nristian communities had been
solved, and that Jews and Gentiles lived a common life

(GaL ii. 12). 'What place Paul himself had in the forma-
tion of this community can only be conjectured. In the
Acts he is less prominent than Barnabas ; and, although it

must be gathered from the Epistle to the Galatians that
he took a leading part in the controversies which arose,
still it is to be noted that he never elsewhere mentions
Antioch in his epistles, and that he never visited it except
casually in his travels. It may be supposed that from an
early period he sought and found a wider field for his
activity. The spirit of the Pharisees who "compassed
sea and land to make one proselyte " was still strong
within him. The zeal for God which had made him a
persecutor had changed its direction but not its force.

His conversion was but an overpowering call to a new
sphere of work. It is consequently difficult to believe
that he was content to :ake his place as merely one of a
band of teachers elected by the community or appointed
by the Twelve. The sense of a special mission never passed
away from him. "Necessity was laid upon him "

(1 Cor.
ix. 16). Inferior to the Twelve in regard to the fact that
he had once "persecuted the church of God," he was
" not a whit behind the very chiefest apostles " (2 Cor.
xi. 5) in regard both to the reality and the privileges of
his commission, and to the truth of what he preached
(1 Cor. ix. 3-6; 2 Cor. iii. 1-6; Gal. L 12). It is also
difficult to believe that he went out with Barnabas simply
as the delegate of the Antiochean community ; whatever
significance the laying on of hands may have had for him
(-^ts xiii. 3), it would be contrary to the tenor of all his
^^-ritinp to suppose that he regarded it as giving him his
commission to preach the gospel.

The narrative of the incidents of the single journey Jooraej
which is recorded in detail, and which possibly did not through

occupy more than one summer, has given rise to much C.vprus

controversy. Its general credibility is supported by the jiinor.^'
probability that in the first instance Paul would follow

'

an ordinary commercial route, on which Jewish missionarit
as well as Jewish merchants had been his pioneers. Foi
his letters to his Gentile converts all presuppose their
acquaintance with the elements' of Jndaism. -They do
not prove monotheism, but assume it.

According to the narrative, Paul and his companions
went first to Cyprus, the native country of Barnabas, and
travelled through the island from its eastern port, Salamis,
to its capital, Paphos. At Paphos a Jewish sorcerer. Bar
Jesus, was struck with blindness, and the proconsul, Sergius
Paulus, was converted. From Cyprus, stiU following a
common route of trade, they went into the south-east
districts of Asia Minor, through Pamphylia to Antioch in
Pisidia. At Antioch, on two successive Sabbaths, Paul
sjxjke in the synagogue ; the genuineness of the addresses
which are recorded in the Acts has been disputed, chiefly

because the second of them seems to imply that he " turned
to the Gentiles," not as a primary and unconditional obli-

gation, but owing to the rejection of the gospel by the
Jews. Expelled from Antioch, they went on to Iconium
(where the apocrj-phal " -Vets of Paul and Thekla " place
the scene of that improbable but not ungraceful romance),
and thence to Lystra, whera the healing of a cripple

caused the simple and superstitious Lycaonians to take
them for gods. Their farthest point was the neighbouring
town of Derbe. from whence they returned by the routg

XVIIL — 5 J
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by -which they had come to the sea-coast, and thence to

Antioch in Syria.

But, although the general features of the narrative may
be accepted as true, especially if, as suggested above, its

basis is a memoir or itinerary not of Paul but of Barnabas,

yet it must bo conceded that this portion of the Acts

Las large omissions. It is difficult to believe that the

passionate zeal, of an apostle who was urged by the stimu-

lus of a special call of Jesus Christ was satisfied, for

the long period of at least eleven years, with one short

missionary journey, and that, with the exception of a

brief visit to Jerusalem (Acts xi. 30), he remained quietly

at Tarsus or at Antioch (xi. 25, xiii. 1, xiv. 28). In this

period must fall at least a portion of the experiences which

lie records in 2 Cor. xi. 24-27, and for which no place can

be found in the interval between the conference at Jeru-

salem and the writing of that epistle. The scourging in

the synagogues, the beating with the lictor's rods in the

Roman courts, the shipwrecks, the " night and day in the

deep," the " perils of robbers," arid " perils in the wilder-

ness " belong no doubt to some of the unrecorded journeys

of these first years of his apostolic life. A more important

omission is that of some of the more distinctive features

of his preaching. It is impossible to account for his atti-

tude towards the original apostles in his interview with

them at Jerusalem (Gal. ii. 1-10) except on the supposi-

tion that before that interview, no less than after it, he

Avas that which he had been specially called to be, the

" apostle of the Gentiles " and the preacher of the " gospel

of the uncircumcision."

His rela- At the end of fourteen years, either from his conversion
tion to

jjj. {j.pjj^ jjjg .^,;gi|. ^.g J>eter at Jerusalem, the question of the

Twelve, relation of the communities which he had formed, and of

the gospel which he preached, to the original Christian

communities, and to the gospel of the Twelve, came to a

crisis. His position was unique. He owed neither his

knowledge of the gospel nor his commission to preach it to

any human authority (Gal. i. 1, 11, 12). As Jesus Christ

had taught and sent forth the Twelve, so had He taught

and sent forth Paul. He was on equal terms \vith the

Twelve. Until a revelation came to him he was apparently

at no pains to co-operite with them. But between their

respective disciples there was evidently a sharp contention.

The Jewish party, the original disciples and first converts,

maintained the continued obligation of the Jlosaic law and

the limitation of the promises to those who observecl it

;

the Pauline party asserted the abrogation of the law'and

the free justification of all who believed in Jesus Christ.

The controversy narrowed itself to the one point of cir-

cumcision. If the Gentiles were without circumcision

member?of the kingdom of God, why was the law obli-

gatory on the Jews 1 If, on the other hand, the Gentiles

had to be circumcised, the gospel had but a secondary im-

portance. It seemed for a time as though Christianity

would be broken up into two sharply-divided sects, and

that between the Jewish Christianity, which had its seat

at Jerusalem, and which insisted on circumcision, and the

Gentile Christianity, which had its seat at Antioch, and

which j-ejected circumcision, there would be an irreconcil-

able antagonism. It was consequently "by revelation"

(Gal. ii. 2) that Paul and Barnabas, with the Gentile con-

vert Titus as their "minister" or secretary, went to confer

with the leaders among the original disciples, the "pillars"

or "them who were of repute," "James, and Cephas, and

John." He j)ut the question to them : Was it possible

that he was spending or had spent his labour in vain ^

(/rnirus . . . (&pa/iov in Gal. ii.
'2 form a direct question

depending on aic^c/^i/i-). He laid before them the "gospel

of the uncircumcision." They made no addition to it (Paul

Bays of himself i.vtOifiTjv, and of " them who were of re-

pute " oi'Sev vpiyravWivTo, Gal. ii. 2, 6), but accepted it as-

Paul preached it, recognizing it as being a special work of

God, and as being on the same level of authority with

their own (Gal. ii. 7-9). The opposition was no doubt

strong; there were "false brethren" who refused to eman-

cipate the Gentile'world from the bondage of the law;,

and there was also apparently a party of compromise

which, admitting Paul's general contention, maintained

the necessity of circumcision in certain cases, of which the

case of Titus; for reasons which are no longer apparent,

was typical. But Paul would have no compromise. From
his point of view compromise was impossible. " Justifica-

tion" was either "of faith " or "by the works of the law";-

it was inconceivable that it could be partly by the one and

partly by the other. And he succeeded in maintaining his

position at all points. He received " the right hand of

fellowship," and went back to Antioch the recognized head

and preacher of the "gospel of the uncircumcision." With-

in his own sphere he had perfect freedom of action ; the

only tie between his converts and the original community
at Jerusalem was the tie of benevolence. Jew and Gentile

were so far " one body in Christ " that the wealthier Gen-

tile communities should "remember the poor."'

When Paul returned to Antioch Peter followed him, Peter

and for a time the two apostles worked in harmony. Petec ™<1

" did eat with the Gentiles." He shared the common table
^"Ji^^ij

> Few passages of the New Testament have been more keenly de-

bated of late years than the accounts of this conference at Jerusalem Confcv'

in Acts XV. 4-29 and Gal. ii. 1-10. The only Nvriters of eminence in ence at

recent times who thinl; that tlie two accounts refer to separate events Jeru-

are Caspari, who identifies the visit to Jerusalem mentioned in GaL salem.

ii. 1-10 with tli.it of Acts xi. 30, xii. 25, and WieSeler, ivho identifies

it with that of Acts xviii. 21, 22 ; both theories are chronologically

impossible. Almost .ill writers agree in thinking that the two accounts

refer to the same event, but no two writers precisely agree as to the

extent to which they can be reconciled. (1) The differences between

them were first insisted on by Schwegler, has nachapostolische Zeit-

atlur, 1845, vol. i. 116 ; then by Zeller, Dk JpQStdgeschichle, E.T.,

vol. ii. 8 ; Baur, Paulus, E.T., vol i. 109 ; Hilgenfeld, Der Galu-

lerbrief, 1852, p. 52, and in his Ehihitunff in das Ncue Testament,

1875, p. 227, &c. ; Krenkel, Paidiis, 1869, p. 62; Lipsius, s.v.

" Apostelkonvent," in Schenkel's Bibel-Lextkon, 1868, vol. L 194;
Overbeck, in his edition of De Wette's JpostelgeschicUe, 1870, p.

ai6 ; Pfleiderer, Paidinismus, 1873, E.T., vol. ii. 5 and 234, and

also in his " Paulinische Studien," in the Jahrb. /. prot. ThcoL, 18S3,

No. 2 ; Weizsiicker, in the Jahrb. f. rleiitschc Theol., 1873, p. 191 ;

Hausrath, Xeuleslaincnlliche Zeitgeschichle, 2d ed., vol. iii. 151, vol.

iv. 249 ; Holsten, Zum Evangelium des Paulus und Pelrus, pp. 241,

292, Das Evangelium des Paulus, p. 143; Holtzm.ann, " Der Apos-

telconvent," in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschr. f. Kissensch. Theol., 1882 p.

436, 1883 p. 129 (to which articles the writer is indebted for several

of the references here given). (2) The harmony of the two accounts

is maintained, mostly in opposition to the above-named writers, by

Neander, Geseh. d. Pflanzung, 5th ed., 1862, p. 158; Ewald, Oesch.

d. Volkes Israel, 3d ed., 1863, vol. vi. 470 ; RitschI, Ent. d. allkalh.

Kirche, 2d ed., 1857, p. 128 ; Lechler, Das aposid. u. nachapostol.

Zeitalter, 2d ed., 1857, p. 397 ; Baumgarten, Die ApostelgeschicMt,

2d ed. , 1859, i. 461 ; Pressensc, Hist, des trots premiers slides, 2d

ed., 1868, vol. i. 457 ; Weiss, Zehrb. d. bib. Thed. (des N.T.), 2d ed.,

1873, p. 141 ; Schenkel, Das Chrislusbild der Apostd, 1879, p. 38;

K. Schmidt, s.v. " Apostel-Konveut," in Herzog's Real-Encyklopadie,

2d ed., vol. i. 575; Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 123; Wendt, in his edition

of Meyer's Apostdgesch., 1880, p. 311; Sieffert, in Meyer's Brief

an die Galaler, 18S0, p. 84, &c.; Zimmer, Galalerbrief und Apostd-

gesdiidde, 1882 ; Nosgen, Comm. vjber die Apostdgeschichle, 1882,

p. 237. (3) A compromise between the two accounts is attempted

by Kenan, St Paul, 1869, p. 81 ; Reuss, Die Gesch. d. heU. Schr.,

jV.T., 5th ed., 1874, p. 57 ; Keim, "Der Apostelconvent,'J. in his Aua

dem Urchristenthum, 1878, p. 64; Grimm, "Der Apostelconveut,"

in Studien u. Kriliken for 1850, p. 405.

The main points of difficulty in the two accounts are these. (1)

The Acts say that Paul went up by appointment of the brethren at

Antioch ; Paul himself says that he went up " by revelation." (2) In

the Acts Paul has a subordinate position ; in his own account he

treats with " the three " on equal terms. (3) In the Acts Peter and

James are on Paul's side from the first ; in Galatians they arc so only

,at the and of the conference, and after a discussion. (4) The Acts

make the conference result in a decree, in which certain observlnces

are imposed upon the Gentiles ; Paul himself expressly declares that

the only injunction was that they "ahould remember the poor."
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at which the Jewish distinctions of meats were disregarded.

He thereby accepted Paul's position. But when " certain

came from James " he drew back. The position of James
was probably that, even if the law had ceased. to be valid

as a means of justification, it was sti!l valid as a rule of

life. For reasons which are not apparent, possibly the

wish not to break with the community at Jerusalem, not

only Peter but Barnabas and the whole of the Jewish party

at Antioch accepted that position, with its consequent

obligation of separation from the Gentile brethren, not only

in social life, but probably also in the partaking of the

Lord's Supper. Paul showed that the position of Peter

was illogical, and that he was self-convicted (Kareyvaxr/xcVos

5", GaL ii. 11). His argument was that the freedom from

the law was complete, and that to attach merit to obedience

to the law was to make disobedience to the law a sin, and,

by causing those who sought to be justified by faith only

to be transgressors, to make Christ a "minister of sin."

Obedience to any part of the law involved recognition of

the whole of it as obligatory (Gal. v. 3), and consequently

"made void the grace of God."

The schism in tfie community at Antioch was probably

never healed. It is not probable that Paul's contention

Was there victorious ; for, while Paul never again speaks of

that city, Peter seems to have remained there, and he was
looked upon in later times as the founder of its church.

£is niis-_ But this failure at Antioch served to Paul as the occasion
''?°*'7 lor carrying out a bolder conception. The horizon of his

"" mission widened before hi n>. The " fulness of the Gentiles
"

had to be brought in. His diocese was no longer Antioch,

but the whole- of the Roman empire. The years that

followed were almost wholly spent among its great cities,
' preaching among the Gentiles the unsearchable riches of

Christ " (Eph. iii. 8). He became the spiritual father of

many communities, and he watched over them with a

father's constant care. He gathered round him a company
of faithful disciples, who shared with him his missionary

work, and whom he sent sometimes to break new ground,
sometimes to arrange disputes, sometimes. to gather con-

tributions, sometimes to examine and report. Of his travels,

whether with them or alone, no complete record has been
preserved ; some of thera are minutely described in the

Acts, ethers within the same period are known only or

chiefly from his epistles. In giving an account of them
it is necessary to change to some extent the historical

perspective which is presented in the Acts ; for, in working
up fragments of itineraries of Paul's companions into a
consecutive narrative, many things are made to come into

the foreground which Paul himself would probably have
disregarded, and many thyigs are omitted or thrown into

the shade to which, from his letters, he appears to have
attached a primary importance.'

The first scene of his new activity, if indeed it be allow-

able to consider the conference at Jerusalem and the subse-

quent dispute at Antioch as having given occasion for a
new departure, was probably the eastern part of Asia Minor,

In and more particularly Galatia. Some of it he .had visited
Galfltia. before ; and from the fact that the Galatians, though they

had been heathens (Gal. iv. 8), were evidently acquainted
with the law, it may be inferred that he still went on the
track of Jewish missionaries, and that here, as elsewhere,
Judaism had prepared the way for Christianity. Of his

preaching he himself gives a brief summary ; it was the
vivid setting forth before their eyes of Jesus a^ the crucified

^ The most important instance of this is probably the almost enfire
omission of an account of his relations with the community at" Corinth ;

one of his visits is entirely onjitted, another is also omitted, though it

may be inferred from the general expression "he came into Greece"
(ix. 2) ; and of the disputes in the community, and Paul's relations
to them, there is not a single word.

Messiah, and it was confirmed by evident signs of the
working of the Spirit ^Gal. iii.. 1, 5). The new converts

received it -nuth enthusiasm ; ho felt for them as a father

;

and an illness (some have thought, fi-om the form of ex-

pression in Gal. iv. 15, that it was an acute ophthalmia)
which came upon him (assuming this to have been his first

visit) intensified their mutual affection. What we learn

specially of the GaLatians is probably true also of the other

Gentiles who received iim ; some of them were baptized

(Gal. iii. 27), they were formed into communities (Gal.

i. 2), and they, were so far organized as to have a distinc-

tion between teachers and taught (Gal. vi. 6).

But an imperative call summoned him to Europe. Thi5

western part of Asia Minor, in which afterwards were formed
the important churches of Ephesus, Colossa;, Hierapolis,

and Laodicea, was for the present left alone. He passed
on into Macedonia. The change was more than a passage In .Mace

from Asia to Europe. Hitherto, if Antioch be excepted,
'''^°'"-

he had jireached only in small provincial towns. Hence-
forward lie preached chiefly, and at last ijxclusively, in the

great centres of population. He began with Philippi, which
was at once a great military post and the wealthy entrepot

of the gold and silver mines of the neighbouring Mount
Pang^us. The testimony of the eye-witness whose account
is incorporated in Acts xvi. 12-18 tells us that his first

convert was a Jewish proselyte, named Lydia ; and Paul
himself mentions other women converts (Phil. iv. 2). There
is the special interest about the community which soon
grew up that it was organized after the maimer of the
guilds, of which there were many both at Philippi and
in other towns of Macedonia, and that its administrative

officers were entitled, probably from the analogy of those

guilds, " bishops " and " deacons."

In Europe, as in Asia, persecution attended him. He
was "shamefully entreated " at Philippi (1 Thess. ii. 2),

and according to the Acts the ill-treatmetit came not from
the Jews butj^from the Gentile emploj-ers of a frenzied

prophetess, who saw in Paul's preaching an element of

danger to their craft. Consequently he luft that city, and
passingover AmphipoliSjthe political capital of theprovince,

but the seat rather of the official classes than of trade, he
went on to the great seaport and commercial city of

Thessalonica. His converts there seem to bave been chiefly

among the Gentile workmen (1 Thess. iv. 11 ; 2 Thess. iii.

10-12), and he himself became one of them. Knowing as

he did the scanty wages of their toil, he " worked night

and day that he might not burden any of them " (1 Thess.

ii. 9 ; 2 Thess. iii. 8). But for all his working he does

not seem to have earned enough to support his little com-
pany ; he was constrained both once ana again to accept

help from Philippi (Phil. iv. 16). He Vfa.s determined that,

whatever he might have to endure, no sore id thought should

enter into his relations with the Thessalonians ; he would
be to them only what a father is to his children, behaving
himself "holily and righteously and vnblanieably," and
exhorting them to walk worthily of Gcd who had called

them (1 Thess. ii.' 10-12). But there, as elsewhere, his

preaching was " in much conflict." The Jews were actively

hostile. According to -the account in tue Acts (xvii. 5-9),

they at last hounded on. the lazzaroni of the city, who were

doubtless moved as easily as a Moslen crowd in modern
times by any cry of treason or infid'ility, to attack the

house of Jason (possibly one of Paul's kinsmen, Eom. xvi.

21), either because Paul himself was edging there, or be-

cause it was flee meeting-place of the community. Paul

and Silas were not there, and so escaped ; hut it was thought

prudent that they should go at once, and secretly to the

neighbouring small town of.Beroea. Thither, however, the

fanatical. Jews of Thessalonica pursued them ; and Paid,

leaving his companions Silas and Timothy at Bercea, gave
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up h^s preacliiiig in Macedonia for a time and went south-

vrards to Athens.

M The narrative which the Acts give of his stay at Athens
Athens, jg one of the most striking, and at the same time one of

the most difficult, episodes in the book.- What is the

meaning of the inscription on the altar! What is the

Areopagus t How far does the reported speech give Paul's

actual words ? What did the Athenians understand by the

Resurrection ? These are examples of questions on which it

is easy to argue, but which, with our present knowledge,

it is impossible to decide. One point seems to be clear,

both from the absence of any further mention of the city

in Paul's writings and from the absence of any permanent
results of his visit, that his visit was a comparative failure.

It was almost inevitable that it should be so. Athens was
the educational centre of Greece. It was a great university

city.- For its students and professors the Christianity

which Paul preached had only an intellectual interest.

They were not conscious of the need, which Christianity

pr^upposes, of a great moral reformation ; nor indeed was
it until many years afterwards, when Christianity had
added to itself certain philosophical elements and become
not only a religion but a theology, that the educated Greek
mind, whether at Athens or elsewhere, took serious hold

of it.
' Of Paul's own inner life at Athens we learn, not from

the Acts, but from one of his epistles. . His thoughts were

not with the philosophers but with the communities of

^Macedonia and the converts among whom he had preached
Arith such different success. He cared far less for the

world of mocking critics and procrastinating idlers in the

chief seat of culture than he did for the enthusiastic

artisans of Thessalonica, to whom it was a burning ques-

tion of dispute how soon the Second Advent would come,
and what would be the relation of the living members of

the church to those who had fallen asleep. He would fain

have gone back to them, but "Satan hindered him" (1

Thess. ii. 17, IS); and he sent Timothy in his stead "to
comfort them as concerning their faitli," and to prevent
their relapsing, as probably other converts did, tmder the

pressure of persecution (1 Thess. iii. 2, 3).

At From Athens he went to Corinth, the capital of the
Corintn. Roman province of Achaia, and the real centre of the busy

life of Greece. It was not the ancient Greek city with
Greek inhabitants, but a new city which had grown up in

Roman times, with a vast population of mingled races,

who had added to the traditional worship of Aphrodite
the still more sensuous cults of the East. Never before

had Paul had so vast or so promising a field for his preach-

ing ; for alike the filthy sensuality of its wealthy classes

and the intense -nTetchedness of its half-million of paupers
and slaves (n^r /SBiXi'piav rwy (Keia-e Trkovciiov Kal riitv

!7fyijTU)V dOKtoTTjTa, Alciphr. iii, 60) were prepared ground
u;x)n which his preaching could sow the seed, in the one
case of moral reaction, and in the other of hope. At first

the greatness of his task appalled him :
" I was with you

in weakness, and in fear, and in much trembling "
(1 Cor.

ii. 3). But he laid down for himself from the first the

fixed principle that he would preach nothing but "Jesus
Clirist, and him crucified" (1 Cor. ii. 2), compromising
with neither the Jews, to whom "the word of the cross,"

i.e., the -doctrine- of a crucified Messiah, was "a stumbling-

block," nor with the Gentile philosophers, to whom it was
" foolishness "

( 1 Cor. i. 1 8, 23). It is probable that there

were other preachers of the gospel at Corinth, especially

among the Jews, since soon afterwards therewas a Judaizing

party ; Paul's own converts seem to have been chiefly

among the Gentiles(l Cor. xii. 2). Some of them apparently

belonged to the luxurious classes (1 Cor. vi. 11), a few of

them to the influential and literary classes (1 Cor. i. 26)

;

but the majority were from the lowest classes, the " foolish,"

the "weak," the "base," and the "despised" (1 Cor. i.

27, 28). And among the poor ha lived a poor man's Ufe.
It was his special "glorying"" (1 Cor. ix. 15 ; 2 Cor. xi. 10)
that he would not be burdensome to any of them (1 Cor.
ix. 12; 2 Cor. xi. 9, xii. 13). He worked at his tra^.e

of tent-making; but it was a hard sad life. His trade
was precarious, and did not suffice for even his scanty nee ds

(2 Cor. xi. 9). Beneath the enthusiasm of the preacher
was the physical distress of hung» and cold and ill-usage

(1 Cor. iv. 11). • But in "all his distress and affliction"

he was comforted by the good news which Timothy brought
him of the steadfastness of the Thessalonian converts ; the

sense of depression which preceded it is indicated by the

graphic phrase, " Now we live, if ye stand fast in the Lord "

(1 Thess. iii. 6-8). With Timothy came Silas, both of them
bringing help for his material needs from the communities
of Macedonia (2 Cor. xi. 9 ; Acts -xviii. 5 ;

perhaps only
from Philippi, Phil. iv. 15), and it was apparently after

their coming that the active preaching began (2 Cor. i. 19)
which roused the Jews to a more open hostility.

Of that hostility an interesting incident is recorded in

the Acts (xviii. 12-16); but a more important fact in Paul's

Hfe was the sending of a letter, the earliest of all his letters

which have come down to us, to the community which he
had founded at Thessalonica. Its genuineness, though
perhaps not beyond dispute, is almost certain. Part of it

is a renewed exhortation to steadfastness in face of perse-

cutions, to purity of life, and to brotherly love
;
part of it

is apparently an answer to a question which had arisen

among the converts when some of their number had died

before the Parousia ; and part of it is a general siunmary
of their duties as members of a Christian community. It

was probably followed, some months afterwards, by a second

letter ; but the genuineness of the Second Epistle to the

Thessalonians has been much disputed. It proceeds upon
the same general lines as the first, but appears' to correct

the misapprehensions which the first had caused as to the

nearness of the Parousia.

After having lived probably about two years at Corinth

Paul resolved, for reasons to which "he himself gives no
clue, to change the centre of his activity from Corinth te

Ephesus. Like Corinth, Ephesus was a great commercial
. t

city with a vast mixed population ; it afforded a simila" ^'^ ^
field for preaching, and it probably gave him increased

facilities for communicating with the communities to \. hich

he was a spiritual father. It is clear from his epistles

that his activity at Ephesus was on a much larger scale

than the Acts of the Apostles indicate. Probably the author
of the memoirs from which this part of the narrative in

the Acts was compiled was not at this time with him
;

consequently there remain only fragmentary and for the

most part unimportant anecdotes. His real life at thia •

time is vividly pictured in the Epistles to the Corinthians.

It was a life of hardship and danger and anxiety :
" Even

unto this present hour we both hunger and thirst, and are

naked, and are buffeted^ and have no certain dwelling-

place ; and we toil, working with our own hands ; being

reviled, we bless ; being persecuted, we endure ; being

defamed, we intreat ; we are made as the filth of the world,

the offscouring of all things even until now" (1 Cor. iv.

11-13). It was almost more than he could bear: "We
were weighed down exceedingly, beyond our power, inso-

much that we despaired even of life " (2 Cor. i. 8). Ho
went about like one condemned to die, upon whom the

sentence might at any moment be carried out (2 Cor. i. 9).

Once, at leiit, it seemed as though the end had actually

come, for he had to fight with beasts in the arena (1 Cor.

XV. 32) ; and once, if not on the same occasion, he wa-s

only saved by Prisca and Aquila, "who for his life laid

down their o^vn necks " (Rom. xvL 4). But that which
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filled a larger place m Ws tliouglits than the " perils " of

either the past or the present was the " care of aU the

churches." He was the centre round which a system of

communities revolved ; and partly by letters, partly by
sending his companions, and partly by personal visits, he

kept liimself informed of their varied concerns, and en-

deavoured to give a direction to their life.

His most important relations vnn tho^e with the communities
of Asia Minor and of Corinth. .\.- .

(A) It is probable that from Ephesus he went to the churches of

Galatia. Before writing to the Galatians he had paid them at least

two visits (Gal. I 9, iy. 13), and, although it is conceivable that

Both visits may belong to his earlier journevs, yet the tone of his

letter impUes that no great interral had elapsed since his last visit

(GaL L 6). The Acts mention tba: soon after his arrival at Ephesus
he went to Syria, and returned " through the region of Phrygia and
Galatia in order, stablishing all the disciples ' (iviii. 23) ; and,

although the motive which is* assigned for that journey has been
called in question, the joimiey i'^self is not inconsistent with the

statements of his epistles.* He appears to have been followed by
vigorous opponents, who denied his authority as a Christian teacher,

and who taught "another gospel" (Gal. i. 6, 7). He consequently

wrote a letter, the Epistle to the Galatians, which, froin its marked
antithetical character, throws greater light upon the essential points

of his preaching than any other which has come down to us. It

is xnainly directed to three points : first, to assert that what he

preached had its origin in a direct revelation to himself, and was
consequently of divine aathority ; secondly, to show that the bless-

tngs of the gospel wei^a not Umited to the seed of Abi-aham, but

were given to all that believe ; thirdly, to maintain that submis-

sion to the requirements of the law was not merely unnecessary,

but an aliandoument of the gospel. To this he adds the practical

C-vhortatiou that they should not "use their freedom for an occa-

sion to the flesh," but " walk by the Spirit," from whom their uew
life came.

It is also probable that during his stay at Ephesus several com-
munities were formed in tho western comer of Phrygia, in the

valley of the Lycus, at Laodicea, Coloss.-c, and Hierapolis. If the

testimony of the Epistle to the Colossians be accepted, they were

Ibnned, not by Paul himself, but by Epaphroditus (CoL L 7, tL

1, iv. 12, 13).

(B) His relations at this time with the community at Corinth
may for the most part be clearly inferred from his epistles, but,

since they are ignored in the Acts and since the words of the epistles

are in some cases ambiguous, there are some points of comparative
uncertainty. The following is the most probable account of them.

(1) Corinth, soon after Paul left it, was \-isited by ApoUos, who
is describefi in the Acts as an Alexandrian Jew, "a learned man "

and "mighty in t!io Scriptures" (xviii. 24). Paul had "planted,"
and ApoTlos "watered" (1 Cor. iiL 6) ; to the unrhetorical and
unphilosophical gospel of the one was added the rhetorical and
philosophical preacliing of the other ; they both preached in effect

the some gos|->el, but between their followers there soon came to be

o rivalry ; and it is probably in contrast to Apollos that Paul sub-

sequently protests that his own preaching was "not In persuasi\'e

words of wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and of power"
(1 Cor. iL 4). (2) It is probable that Paul then went to Corinth a

second time ; since his next visit was his third (2 Cor. xiiL 1, which,
however, has sometimes been understood of an unfulfilled intention I

(3) The Corinthians afterwards wrote to ask his a^lvice on sevci-nl

points, viz., on marriage, on virgins, on things sacrificed to idols, on
spiritual gifts, on the collection for the poor, and ou his rel.itions

l\ith Ajwllos (it is probable that the Sections of Paul's letter which
begin with the prejxjsition rtpi, "concerning," are the direct

answers to the letter of the Corinthians). He also received news
of the state of affairs at Corinth from the slaves of Chloe, who told

him of the divisions in the community (1 Cor. I 11), and from
Stephauas, Fortunatus, and Achaicus, ^Yho not only gave him
better news, but probably also brought him material help (1 Cor.

xvL 17). He probably also learnt something fi'om Apollos, who

* It has been customary to give this visit to Syria a factitious im-
jx>rtance by representing it as constituting the point of division be-

tween the second and the third missionary' journeys. But the arrange-

ment of Paul's active life into " missionary journeys'* is artificial and
unsatisfactory. The so-called " first missionary journey " is, as has

been [loiutcd out above, only a single episode in at least eleven years

of work ; and, even if it be allowed that the conference at Jerusalem
constitutes a sufficiently iinportanc epoch m his life to warrant a

break in his biography, there is no solid i-eason whatever for fixing

apon this particular visit to Syria as constituting such au epoch. If

the latter part of his biography be broken up into chapters at all, it

would be much more useful to divide it according to the centres at

which he settled from time to time, and from which his activity

mliatod, Coriutb, Ephesus, Cxsarca (probably), and Kome.

had come to him (1 Cor. srvL 12). (4) He then sent Tunothy to

ti'.em (1 Cor. iv. 17, rvi. 10, 11), possibly by way of llacedonia,

and with Erastus (Acts xix. 22). It has been thought that Timothy
never reached Corinth (Neander, De 'Wette, Hausrath, partly on
the ground that he would have been mentioned in 2 Cor. xii. 17)

;

but, on tho other hand, since his intended visit was mentioned in

the first letter, his non-arrival would probably have been expressly

accounted for in the second (Heinrici, Holtzmann). (5) Before

Timothy reached Corinth Paul addressed to the Corinthians the first

of the two letters which have come down to us. (6) Afterwards,

possibly in consequence of the news which Timothy brought to

him at Ephesus, he sent a second letter, which has not been pre*

served ; this is an inference from 2 Cor. ii. 3, 4, vii. 8-12, wher»

the description of a letter written "with many tears," which made
the Corinthians "sorry," does not seem applicable to the existing

1 Cor. ^Hausrath thinks that this intermediate, letter is to be

recognized in 2 Cor. x.-xiii. ; but his hj-pothesis is ' rejected

by Hilgenfeld, Beyschlag, Klbpper, Veiisacker, Holtzmann, and
othci-s). (7) Then he sent Titus, probably with a view to the col-

lection of alms for the poor Christians in Pal.istine (2 Cor. viiL 6,

xii. 17, 18 ; 1 Cor. xri. 1-3). (8) After this, without waitin" for

the return of Titus, he resolved to carry out the intention which he
had for some time entertained, but which ht had abandoned or

postponed, of going again himself (1 Cor. xvi. 5, 6 ; 2 Cor. i. 15,

23 ; it may be noted that, while in the first epistle his intention

was that which he actually carried out, viz., fc) go first to Mace-

donia and then to Corinth, in the second epis-Je the order of his

intended route is altered).

An ^meute which took place at Ephesus was, according

to the Acts, the occasion if not the cause of his leaving

that city ; " a great door and effectual Lad been opened

unto him " there (1 Cor. xvi. 9), and thu growth of the

new religion had caused an appreciable diminution in the

trade of those who profited by the zeal of the worshippers

at the temple (Acts xix. 23 to xx. 1). He went overland

to Troas, where, as at Ephesus, " a door was opened unto

him in the Lord" (2 Cor. ii. 12); but the thought of

Corinth was stronger than the wish to make a new com-

munity. He was eager to meet Xitus, and to hear of the

effect of his now lost letter ; and he went on into Mace-

donia. It is at this point of his life more than at any

other that he reveals to us his inner history. At Ephesus

he had been hunted almost to death ; he had carried his

life in his hand ; and, " even when we were come into

Macedonia, our flesh had no relief, but we were afflicted

on every side ; without were fightings, within were fears
"

(2 Cor. vii. 5). But, though the "ou-.ward man was

decaying, yet the inward man was renewed day by day "

;

and the climax of splendid paradoxes which he wrote soon

afterwards to the Corinthians (2 Cor. vi. 3-10) was not a

rhetorical ideal, but the story of his actual life. But after

a time Titus came with news which gladdened Paul's

heart (2 Cor. vii. 7). He had been well received at

Corinth. The le-.ter had made a deep impression. The
admonitions had been listened to. The Corinthians had

repented of their conduct. They had^rid themselves of

"him that did the wrong," and Pau'. was "of good

courage concerning them" (2 Cor. vii. 8-16). He then

wrote the second of his extant letters to them, which was

sent by Titus and the unknown " brother whose praise in

the gospel is spread through all the churches," and who
had been elected by the churches to tra.'el with Paul and

his company (2 Cor. viii. IS, 19). It wis probably in the

course of this journey that he went beyond the borders of

Macedonia into the neighbouring province of Illyricum

(Rom. xv. 19); but his real goal was Corinth. For the

third time he went there, and, overconiiiig the scruples of

his earlier visits, he was the guest of Gf.ius, in whose house

the meetings of the community took place (Rom. xvi. 23).

Of the incidents of his visit no record remains; the

Acts do not even mention it. But it was the culminating

point of his intellectual activity ; for in the course of it

he wTote the greatest of all his lette.-s, the Epistle to the

Romans. And, as the body of that epistle throws an

invaluable light upon the tenor of Ms preaching at this
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s!aie"to the communities, among which that of Rome can

jardly have been singular, so the salutations at the end,

whether they be assumed to be an integral part of the

vrhole or. not, are a wonderful revelation , oT the breadth

Vnd intimacy oi his relations with the individual members

of those communities. But that which was as much in

iiis mind as either the great question of the relation of

faith to the law or the needs of individual converts in

the Christian communities was the collection of alms " for

the poor among the saints that were atJerusalem " (Rom.

iiv. 26). The communities of Palestine had probably

uever ceased to be what the first disciples were, communi-

ties of paupers in a pauperized country, and consequently

dependent upon external help. And all through his mis-

sionary journeys Paul had remembered the injunction

which had sealed his compact with " the three " (Gal. ii.

10)i In Galatia (1 Cor. xvi. 1), among the poor and

persecuted churches of Macedonia (Rom; xv. 26 ; 2 Cor.

viii. 1-4), at Corinth, and in Achaia (1 Cor. xvi. 1-3;

2 Cor. viii. and ix.), the Gentiles who had been made
partakers with the Jews in spiritual things had been

successfully told that " they owed to them also to minister

unto them in carnal things" (Rom. xv. 27). The con-

tributions were evidently on a large scale ; and Paul, to

prevent the charges of malversation which were sometimes

made against him, associated with himself " in the matter

of this grace " a person chosen by the churches themselves

(2 Cor. viii. 19-21, xii. 17, 18); some have thought that

all the persons whose names are mentioned in Acts xx. 4

were delegates of their respective churches for this purpose.

He resolved to go to Jerusalem himself ^vith this material

testimony of the brotherly feeling of the Gentile communi-

ties, and then, " having no more any place " in Greece, to

go to the new mission fields of Rome and the still farther

West (Rom. xv. 23-25). He was not certain that his

peace-offering would be acceptable to the Jewish Christ-

ians, and he had reason to apprehend violence from the

unbelieving Jews. His departure from Corinth, like that

from Ephesus, was probably hastened by danger to his

life; and, instead of going direct to Jerusalem (an intention

which seems to be implied iu Rom. xv. 25), he and his

companions took a circuitous route round the coasts of

the iEgean Sea. "His course lay through Philippi, Troa.s,

Mitylene, Chios, and Jliletus, where he took farewell of

the elders of the community at Ephesus in an address of

which some reminiscences are probably preserved in Acts

zx. 18-34. Thence he went, by what was probably an

ordinary route of commerce, to the Syrian coast, and at

last he reached the Holy Citj

The narrative which the Acts give of the incidents of

his life there is full of grave difficulties. It leaves alto-

gether in the background that which Paul himself mentions

as .his^ chief reason for making the visit ; and it relates

that ne accepted the advice which was given him to avail

himself of the custom of vicarious vows , in order to show,

by his conformity to prevalent usages, that " there was
no truth" in the reports that Etfhad told th6 Gentiles

"uot to circumcise their< children, npither to walk after

the customs" (Acts xxi.', 20-26).^ , If this narrative be

judged by the principles which Paul proclaims in the

Epistle to, the Galatians, it seems hardly credibl6.\ He
had broken with Judaism, and his whole preaching was
a preaching of the "righteousness which is of faith,"

is an antithesis to, "and as superseding, the " righteou.s-

ness which is of the law."_ But ^now he is represented

as resting his defence on his conformity to the law, on

his being " a Pharisee and the son of Pharisees," who
•was called in question for the one point only that he
believ.cd, as other Pharisees believed, in the resurrection

of the 'dead.

WTiat^colouring of a later time, derived from later con-

troversies, has been spread over the original outline of the

history cannot now be told. While on the one hand the

difficulties of the narrative as it stands cannot be over-

looked, yet on the other hand no faithful historian will

undertake, in the absence of all collateral evidence, the

task of discriminating that which belongs to a eontempc,
rary testimony and that which belongs to a subsequent
recension. From this uncertainty the general concurrence

of even adverse critics excepts the "we" section (Acts xxviL

1, XXviii. 16); whoever may have been the author of

those " we " sections, and whatever may be the amount of

revision to which they have been subjected, they seem to

have for their basis the diary or itinerary of a companion
of Paul, and the account of the voyage contains at least

the indisputable fact that Paul went to Rome.
But his life at Rome and all the rest of his history arc

enveloped in mists from which no single gleam of certain

light emerges. Almost every writer, whether apologetic

or sceptical, has some new hypothesis respecting it ; and
the number and variety of the hypotheses which have been
already framed is a warning, until new evidence appears,"

against adding to their number. The preliminary ques-

tions which have to be solved before any V^othesis can

be said to have a foundation in fact are themselves ex-

tremely intricate ; and their solution depends upon con-

siderations to which, in the absence of positive and deter-

mining evidence, diiferent minds tend inevitably to give

difterent interpretations. The chief of these preliminary

questions is the genuineness of the epistles bearing Paul's

name, which, if they be his, must be assigned to the lat;3r

period of his life, viz., those to the Philippians, Ephesians,

and Colqssians, to Philemon, to Timothy, and to Titus. As
these epistles do not stand or fall together, but give rise in

each case to separate discussion, the theories vai-y o,ccord-

ing as they are severally thought to be genuine or false.

The least disputed is the Epistle to Philemon ; but it is

also the least fruitful in either doctrine or biographical

details. Next to it in the order of general acceptance is

the Epistle to the Philippians. The Epistles to the Ephe-
sians and to the Colossians have given rise to disputes

which cannot easily be settled in the absence of collateral

evidence,' since they mainly turn partly on the historical

probability of the rapid growth in those communities of

certain forms of theological speculation, and partly on the

psychological probability of the almost sudden develop-

ment in Paul's own mind of new methods of conceiving

and presenting Christian doctrine. The pastoral epistles,

viz., those to Timothy and to Titus, have given rise to still

graver questions, and are probably even less defensible.

But, even if this preliminary question of the genuine-

ness of the several epistles, be decided in each instance in

the affirmative, there remains the further question whether

they or any of them belong to the period of Paul's imprison-

ment at Rome, and, if so, what they imply as to his history.

It is held by many writers that they all belong to an

earlier period of his life, especially to his stay at Csesarea

(Acts xxiv. 23, 27). It is held by other writers that

they were all sent from Rome, and with some such writers

it has become almost an article of faith that he was im-

prisoned there not once but twice. It is sometimes further

supposed that in the interval between the first and second

imprisonments he made his intended journey to Spain

(Rom. XV. 24, which is apparently regarded as an accom-

plished fact by the author of the Muratorian fragment)

;

and that either before or after his journey to Spain he

visited again the communities of the yEgean seaboard

which are mentioned in the pastoral epistles.

The place and manner and occasion of his death ftre

not less uncertain than the facts of his later life. The
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only fragment of approximatelj- contemporary evidence is

a vague and rhetorical passage in the letter of Clement of

Rome (c. 5) :
" Paul . . . having taught the whole world

yighteousness, and having come to the goal of the West
(art r^ ripfia -n}? SiVcms), and having borne witness {/J^ap-

tvprj(7as) before the rulers, so was released from the world
«nd went to the Holy Place, having become the greatest

example of patience." The two material points in this

passage, (1) "the limit of the West," (2) "having borne
witness," are fruitful sources of controversy. The one
may mean either Rome or Spain, the other may mean either

"having testified" or "having suffered martyrdom." It

is not tmtil towards the end of the 2d century, after

many causes had operated .both to create and to crush

traditions, that mention is made of Paul as Tiaving suffered

about the same time as Peter at Rome ; but the credibility

of the assertion is weakened by its connexion in the same
sentence with the erroneous statement that Peter and Paul
went to Italy together after having founded the church at

Corinth (Dionysius of Corinth, quoted by Eusebius, II. E.,

ii. 25). A Roman presbyter named Gains speaks, a few

years later, "bi the martyr-tombs of the two apostles being

visible at Rome (quoted by Eusebius, /. c.) ; but neither

this testimony nor that of Tertullian {Dt precscr. 36,

Scorp. 15, Adv. ilarc. iv. 5) is sufficient to establish more
than the general probability that Paul suffered martyi'dom.

But there is no warrant for going beyond this, as almost

all Paul's biographers have done, and finding an actual

date for his martyrdom in the so-caUed Neronian persecu-

tion of 64 A.D.l

The chronology of the rest of his life is as uncertain as

the date of his death. We have no nieans of knowing
when he was born, or how long he lived, or at what dates

the several events of his life took place. The nearest

approach to a fixed point from which the dates of some
events may be calculated is that of the death of Festus,

which may probably, though by no means certainly, be
placed in 62 a.d. ; even if this date were certainly knovm,
new evidence would be required to determine the length

of time during which he held office; all that can or could

be said is that Paul was sent to Rome some time before

the death of Festus in 62 a.d. How widely opinions

differ as to the rest of the chronology may be seen by a

reference to the chronological table which is given by Meyer
in the introduction to his Covimentary on the Acts, and after

him by Farrar, St Paul, vol. ii. p. 624.2

His per Of his personality he himself tells us as much as need
-onalltj. be known when he quotes the adverse remarks of his

opponents at Corinth :
" his letters, they say, are weighty

and strong ; but his bodily presence is weak, and his speech

of no account" (2 Cor. x, 10). The Christian romance-
writer elaborated the picture, of which some traits may
have come to him from tradition :

" a man small in stature,

bald-headed, bow-legged, stout, close-browed, vnih a slightly

prominent nose, fuU of grace ; for at one time he seemed
like a man, at another time he had the face of an angel"
("Acta Pauli et Theclse," c. 3, ap. Tischendorf, Ada Apos-

iolorum Apocrypha, p. 41); and the pagan caricaturist

speaks of him in similar terms, as " bald in front, with a

slightly prominent nose, who had taken an aerial journey

^ The Martyrium Pauli in Zacagni, CoU. mon. vet. eccl., Rome,
1698, p. 535, gives not only details but an exact date, viz., 29th
June 66 a.I>. ; the day has been adopted by the Latin Church as the
common anniversary of St Peter and 9t Paul.- All the early evidence
'which bears npon the point has been collected by Kunze, Prascipua
patrum ecdesiasticorum testimonia qnse ad mortem Pauli aposioli

spcctanl, Gottingen, 1848.
- The literature of the subject is extensive ; the most convenient

summary of the discussions, for English readers, will be found in the
introduction to Meyer's Commentary, which is mentioned above, and
of which there is an English translation.

into the tnird heaven " (pseudo-Lucian, Philopatris, c. 1 2).
Some early representations of him on gilded glasses and
sarcophagi stiU remain ; accounts of them will be found
in Smith and Cheetham, Diet. Chr. Ant., vol. ii. p. 1621

;

Schultze, Die Katakomben, Leipsic, 1882, p. 149. That
he was sometimes stricken down by illness is clear from
Gal. iv. 13 (some have thought also from 2 Cor. ii. 4);
and at his moments of greatest exaltation "there was
given to him a stake in the flesh . . . that he should not
be exalted overmuch" (2 Cor. xii. 7), The nature of this

special weakness has given rise to many conjectures ; the
most probable is that it was one of those obscure nervous
disorders which are allied to epilepsy and sometimes mis-
taken for it.2

Of the WTitings whica are ascribed to him in the current lists of PseuQO-
the canonical books of the New Testament, and also of the Epistle uymous
to the Hebrews, accounts "will be found in separate articles under writings,
their respective titles. The writings which are ascribed to him
outside the canon, and which are all imquestionably pseudonymous,
are the following.. (1) The Epistle to the Laodiccans. This is sup.
posed to be the letter mentioned in Col. iv. 16 ; it has been recog-
nized as apocryphal from early times (Jer., Catal. script, eccl., c.

5 ; Theodoret on Coloss. iv. 16, &c. ), but it is found in many Latin
MSS. of the New Testament. The text, which is a cento from
genuine Pauline epistles, will be found, e.g., in Anger, Ucbcr den
Lxodicencrbrirf, Leipsic, 1813 ; Lightfoot, C'olossia7is, p. 274, who
also gives a convenient summary of the views which have been held
respecting the letter which is actually mentioned. (2) A Third
Epistle to the Corinthians, i.e., the letter mentioned in 1 Cor. v. 9.

This is found in an Armenian version, together with an equally apo-
cryphal letter of the Corinthians to Paul ; it has been several times
printed, the best edition of it being that of Aucher, Armenian and
English Grammar, Venice, 1819, p. 183. An English ti'anslation will

be found in Stanley, Epistles of St Paul to the Corinthians, p. 593.

(3) Letters between Paid and Seneca. These are ilrst mentioned by
Jerome, Catal. script, ecclcs., c. 12, and Augustijie, Epist. 54(153),
ad Macedonium, and have given, rise to interesting discussions as
to the possibility of personal relations having actually existed be-
tween the two men. Tho letters will bo found in most editions of
Seneca, e.g., ed. Hasse, vol. iii. 476 ; for the questions which have
been raised concerning them reference may conveniently be made
to Funk, " Der Briefwechsel des Paulus mit Seneca," in the Theol,
Quartalsehr., Tiibingen, 1067, p. 602, and Lightfoot, Philippians,

p. 327. Besides these apocryphal letters there are several apocry-
phal works which profess to add to om- information respecdng his
life ; the most important of these are (1) The Acts of Peter and Paul,
(2) The Acts of Paul and Thecla, (3) Tlie Apocalypse of Paul ; the
first two are printed in Tischendorfs Acta Apostolontm Apocrypha,

pp. 1, 40, fhe third in his Apocalypses Mosis, Esrie, Pauli, p. 34 ;

all three will be found in an English version in The Apocryphal
Gospels, Acts, and Revelations, translated by A. Walker, Edinburgh,
1870; an elaborate and trustworthy account of them will appear
in the not yet completed work of R. A. Lipsius, Die apokryphcn
Apostelgeschichten und Apostellegendcn.

Pauline Theology.

The consideration of Paul's theology i.s rendered difficult by Difficnl-

several circumstances. Some of these circumstances attach to the ties at-

theology itself. (1) It has two elements, the logical and the mysti- taching

cal, which are seldom altogether separable from each other ;. it to his

cannot be stated in a cpnsecutive series of syllogisms, nor can any theology,
adequate view of it leave out of sight elements which- belong to

another order of thought than that v.-ithin which the modern world
ordinarily moves. (2) He belonged to an age in which abstract

conceptions had a greater power over men's minds than they have
now ; the extreme tendency of that featu.re of his age is seen in
Gnosticism, which not only gave abstract ideas an independent
existence but endowed them with personality ; and, although he
was not a Gnostic, yet he lived at a time at which Gnosticism was
conceivable, and some of his own expressions are not out of har-

mony with it. (3) Since he was in some instances attaching new
meanings to words which were already in \ise, and since in such a

case it is difficult for even the most rigidly logical writer to keep

the new meaning entirely distinct from the old, it is natural to

find that a writer of Paul's temperament, especially when writing

as he did under different circumstances and to different classes of

Seople, should sometimes use the same word in different senses,

ther circumstances arise from the manner in which his theology

^ See Krenkel, " Das korperliche Leideu des Paulus," in the Zeitschr.

f. mssensch. Theol., 1873, p. 238 ; and for various views, Lightfoot,

Galatiana, p. 188 j Farrar, St Paul, vol L, Excurs. x. p. 652.
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has been treated. (4) It has proved to \e difficult fox nost writers

to avoid attacliiug 1.3 some of tlie uoids wiiichrhe uses, and which,

are also used b}- writers of other parts of the New Testament, ideas

which may be true in themselves, and which were probably in the

minds of those other writers, but which do not appear to have

entered into Paul's own system of thought (5) It has proved

to be difficult for most writers to keep Paul's own ideas clear

from their later accretions. Those ideas form the basis alike of

Au^^ustinianism, of Thomism, and of Lutheranism ; and, since one

or other of these systems of theology, or some modification of it,

forms part of the education of most theological students, and is

embodied in the catechism or confession with whose words, if not

always with their meaning, every member of a Christian community

is more or less familiar, it is not unnatural to iind that almost all

"Kritsrs have approached the subject with a certain amount of

pre 'iGssession in favour of some particular interpretation or com-

bin-tion of Paul's phrases. (6) Another kind of difficulty arises

from the very limited extent to which it is possible to apply to his

theology the method of comparison. If it were possible to recover

a sufficient amount of current Palestinian theology for the purpose,

any exposition of Paul's theology would begin by setting forth

the main points of the system of ideas in which he was educatedj

iind would proceed to show how far they were affected by the new
elements which were introduced into that system by his conversion.

Much light is thrown upon some points by the large knowledge of

current Alexandrian theology which may be obtained from Philo
;

but, although Palestinian and Alexandrian theology had many
elements in common, they seem to have diH'ered most of all in those

respects in which a knowledge of the former would have thrown
lic;rit iipon PauL It becomes necessary, in the absence of most

of the materials which would have been valuable for comparison, td

content ourselves with putting together the predicates which he

attaches to the several terms which he employs, with disentangling

the winding threads of his arguments, and with endeavouring to

ascertain what conceptions will best account for the several groups

of his varying metaphors. The danger of stating the results of

these processes in a systematic form is partly that, without the

checks and side-lights which are afforded by a knowledge of their

antecedents and surroundings, any such statement is liable to have

a false perspective, by making prominent that which was subordinate

and giving to unimportant phrases a disproportionate value ; and
partly that Paul's own variety and complexity of expression re-

liect the variety and complexity of the spiritual truths with which
he d?als, and for which any single form of statement is inadequate.

Sin, the The most fundamental conception, both historically in the de-

funda- relopment of Paul's own thought, and logically as the ground
mental from which the rest of his theology may be deduced, is that of sin.

coDcep- The word is used sometimes to denote the actual doing of a wrong
tion. action, or the consciousness of having done it, and sometimes to

denote the tendency to do such pxtions, or the quality of such

actions in the abstract. This tendency or quality is conceived as

a quasi-personal being, which dwells in men (Rom. vii. 20), which
exercises dominion over them (Rom. v. 21, vi. 12, 14), to which
they are slaves (Rom. vi. 13, 17 sg., vii. 14), which pays them
wages (Rom. vL 23), which imposes its law upon them (Rom. vii.

23, 25, viii. 2), which keeps them shut up in prison (Gal. iii. 22),

or which, in less metaphorical language, causes evil desires (Rom.
viL S). It is not precisely defined, but, since it is the opposite of

obedience (Rom. vi. 16), its essence may be regarded as disobedience.

No such definition was at the time necessary, for neither in his

belief in the existence of sin nor in his conception of its nature

did he differ from the great mass of his countiymen. His pecu-

liarity was that he both believed in its universality and made that

fact of its universality the basis of his teaching. In the early

chapters of the Epistle to the Romans he rests the proof of the

fact on an appeal to common experience. But the proof is rather

of rbBtorical than of logical validity. It was easy in addressing a

congregation of Gentiles to point to the general and deep depravity

of the society which surrounded them, and in addressing Jews not

only to show that they fell short of their own standard, but also to

clench the argiiment by an appeal to Scripture, which declared that

"there is none righteous, no not one " (Ps. xiv, 1 ; Rom. iii. 10
;

cf. Gal. iii. 22). But the general prevalence of depravity did not

sho" its universality, and the appeal to Scripture was not convincing
to a Gentile. These arguments are not further insisted on, and a

more cogent proof is found in the fact of the universality of death
;

for it was a fixed Jewish belief that "God created man to bo

Immortal" (Wisd. ii. 23), and the fact that all men died showed
that all men sinned (Rom. v, 12). Nor was even this proof suffi-

cient. What had to be shown, for the purposes of his further
arguments, was not merely that sin was universal- but that it was
M inevitably. This is done by showing that sin is inseparable

from human nature on two grounds, the relation of which to each
yther ia neither clear in itself nor clearly explained by Paul.

[1) The one is that mankind as a race were involved in the sin of

Adam (Rom. v. 12-19; 1 Cor. xv. 21, 22). "Through the one
oiaa's disobedience the many were made sinners" (Rom. v. 19j is

an alt^rnatTTe expression with "fhrough the trespass of the on*
the many died " (Roia. v. 15). But as to the mode in which th«
"disobedience" or "trespass" of Adam affected, the whole human
race no infciniation is given, and the question has been one of the
chief puzzles of Christian theology in all ages. It is a point upon
whicli, more than perhaps upon any other, light would be thrown
by a fuU^r knowledge of contemporary Jewish theology (c£ Ecclesi-

asticus, XXV. 24, "of the woman came the beginning of sin and
through her we all die "

; the question is complicated by the men-
tion of Adam in 1 Cor. xv. 47 as "of the earth, eai'thy," and
appaiently corruptible by virtue of his earthy nature, without
reference to hh trrngression (2) The second ^j-ound is at one©
more pcomincnt and more Intelligible to" a modern mind. It is-

that human nature consists of t^s-o elements, and that one of them,
as Paul gathered from his own experience, which he took to be
identical in this respect with the universal experience of mankind,
is constantly suggesting sinful actions. "Whether it does so becausa
it is in itself essentially sinful, or because sin has effected a perma^
nent lodgment in it, is a question which has been, viporously^

debated, and which is the more difficult of solution because eouiB
of Paul's expressions appear to favour the former view and some
the latter. To this element of human nature he gives the name
"flesh," apparently including under it not only the material body
but also, and more especially, the affections and desires which
spring out of the body, such as love and hate, jealousy and anger

;

its tendency or "mind" {^p6fj]^a) is always in antagonism at once
to the higher element or "spirit" (Gal. t. 17) and to the law of
God, so that "they that are in the flesh cannot please God"
(Rom. viii. 7, 8).

So far, in his conception of the dualism of human nature, of thff

inevitable tendency of the lower part to prevail over the higher,

and of the consequent universality of wrongdoing, Paul did not
differ from the majority of those who have at any time reflected

either upon themselves or upon mankind. The idea of sin waa
common to him with the Stoics. But it was impossibls for him to

stop where the Stoics stopped, at the exliortation to men to livo

by the rule of what was highest in them, and so to "follow Ood.

"

For he was not a, philosopher but a theologian ; he was not a
" citizen of the world " but a " Hebrew of the Hebrews. " God had
stood to his race in an especially close relation ; He had given it a
code of laws, and that code of laws was to a Jewish tlieologian the
measure not only of duty but of truthi- How was the conception

of the universality of sin consistent with i.he existence of "statutes"

and "judgments, which if a man do he shall live ir them" (Lev.

xviii. 5, quoted in Rom. x. 5; Gal. Iii. 12)? That stafiment of

Scripture clearly implied, and most of his countrymen believed,

that the perfect observance of the law was possible, and that 60 a

man might be " righteous before God."
It was at this point that he broke off, not only fi'om the majority I?a ccrf

of his countrymen, but from his own early beliefs. The thonght ceptioo

came to him with the overwhelming power of a dh-ect revelation, of the

that the law not only had not been, but could not be, perfectly law.

observed. In one sense he seems to have held even to the end of

his life that there was "a righteousness that is in the law" (PhiL

iii. 6). But in another and truer sense such a righteousness was
impossible. " By the works of the law shall no fleeh be justified,"

(Gal. it 16), and that not only in fact but of necessity. For tlio

law went deeper than was commonly supposed.^ It touched not
only the outer but also the inner life, and in doing so it inevitably

failed from the very constitution of human Mature. The existence

in that nature of the "fleshly" element was of itself a constant
breach of the law. The "mind," the "inner man," might delight

in the law of God, but the "flesh," even if it were not inherently

sinful, was in perpetual "captivity to the law of sin." And for

this state of things the law had no remedy. On the one hand, it

was external to men ; it could not give them the force of a new
life (fuioTTot^cat, Gal. iiu 21). On the other hand, the flrsh was
too strong for it (Rom. viii. 3). Its failure had been foreseen and
provided for. The blessing of which, before the law, God had
spoken to Abraham was to come, not by observance of the law,

but as the result of " promise " on the part of God, and of " ftuth
"

on the part of men (lioni. iv. 13-14 ; Gal. iii. 11-18). And when
the question uatui-ally presented itself, Why, if the law was an
inevitable and predestined failure, it had been given at all ? two
answers suggested themselves ; the one was tliat " it was added
because of liansgressions, " V.c, probably to make men's sins and
their failure to avoid them more apparent (Gal. iii. 19), f*aoo
" through the law came the knowledge of sin " (Rom. iii. 20) ; the

other was that the law came in "that the trespass might abound"
(Rom. V. 20), and that so " Uirough the commandment sin might

1 It must be Tioted that there appears to te a constant lnt«rchnnge In lils

mind between the conception of the Mosaic law and the ideal conc*ptinn of

law in tha abstract; but it is difficult to maintain that th» *wo conception*

may always be distinguished by the presence or absence of the Grech article;

I Cor. ix. 20, Phil, iii- 5, seem of themselves sutflclent to make such a dlstino-

tion untenable, but the contrary view is maintained in an exccUfent dteoussion

of the point by Vc Gifford, " Introduction to the Epistle (o tile BonmiUi" JW

i\ sq., m the Upcaker's CommcitUiri/ on Vie New Te*taaieuc.
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become csceeJinj sinful" (Rom. vi;. 13 ; so 1 Cor. xv. 55, " tte

strength of sin is the Uw "). It was consequently a jailer and
"tutor," keepincr men under restraint and discipline, until they

were ready for tnat which God had purposed to give them in due
time (Gil' iii. 23, 24).

For "in due season, when the fulness of the time was come, God
sent forth His Son," "in the likeness of sinful flesh and for sin,"

to do that w!;ich "the law could not do" (Rom. v. 6, viii. 3;
GaL ir.-S). This was a "free gift" of God (Rom. iii 24. v. 15).

The. constant expression for it, and for the sum of the blessings

which flow from it, is " grace " or " favour "
(x^P^s), a term which

was already becoming specialized in an analogous sense in Hellen-

istic Greek [f.g., Wiri iiL 9, iv. 15, "grace and mercy is to His
saints"; Philo, voL L p. 102, ed. Mang. , "the bcHnning of crea-

tion ... is the goodness and grace of Ged"). Two corollaries

followed from it ; in the first place, the law, having failed, T\-as

superseded, and, so far from the performance of its requirements
being necessary to ensure peace with God, "if ye receive circum-
cision, Christ \vill profit you nothing" (Gal. v. 2) ; in the second
place, the distinction betneen Jew and Gentile was abolished, " for

ye are all one in Christ Jesus " (GaL iiL 28).

TTie This was "the-gospel of the grace of God " (Acts xx. 24), which
.gospeL it was his special mission to preach ; he speaks of it sometimes as

" my gospel " (Rom. iL 16, xvi. 25), or the "gospel of the uncircum-
cision " (GaL iL 7), as well as in a special sense *'the gospel of

God" (Rom. L 1, xv. 16 ; 2 Cor. xL 7 ; 1 Thess. iL 2, 8, 9), or

"the gospel of Christ" (Horn. L 9, xv. 19; 1 Cor. ix. 12, IS; 2
Cor. iL 12, ix. 13, x. 14 ; Gal. L 7 ; PhiL L 27 ; 1 Thess. iiL 2

;

2 Thess. L S), or "the gospel of the rrlory of Christ " (2 Cor. iv. 4) ;

-nd elsewhere he speaks of it as his special '* secret " or " myster)*

"

( r.om. xvi 25 ; 1 Cor. ii 1 [Codd. S, A, C], and more emphatically in

the later epistles, Eph. L 9, iiL 3-9, vL 19, Col. L 26, 27 ; iv. 3).

Christ, Of this gospel Christ is the beginning anJl the end: theology
the aTid Christology are blended into one. Sometimes He is represented
fOspeL as haring been "sent forth " (Rom. viii. 3), or " set forth " (Rom,

iiL 25), or "given up" (Rom. viii. 32), by God; sometimes, on
the other hand, it is said that He "gave Himself" 'Gal. L 4j, or
"gave Himself up" (CfcJ. iL 20 ; Eph. v. 2), or "made Himself
poor" (2 Cor. viiL 9), or "emptied Himself" (Phil. u. 7-8). The
act by which He accomplished what He designed or was designed
to do was His death on the cross (Rom. v. 6, 8, vL 10, viiL 34,
xiv, 15 ; 1 Cor. viiL 11, xv. 3 ; 2 Cor. v. 14, 15 ; GaL iL 21 ; 1

Thes«. V. 10). The "blood" of Christ (Rom. iiL 25, v. 9 ; 1 Cor.

xL 25 ; Eph. L 7, iL 13 ; CoL L [14], 20), the "cross" of Christ
(1 Cor. L 17; GaL v. 11, vL 12, 14; Phil iL 8, iiL 18 ; Eph.
iL 16; CoL L 20, iL 14), "Christ «rueified" (1 Cor. L 23, ii. 2;
GaL iiL 1), are tharefore used as concisd symbolical expressions
for His entire work." The act by which the completion of that
work was ratified and made manifest was His resurrection from the
dead (Rom. L 4 ; cf. Acts xiiL 33, 34, xviL 31); hence "He was
delivered up for our ofieuces and raised again for our justification

"

(Rom. iv. 25). The resurrection is thus the guarantee of the truth
of the gospel ; without it there is no certainty that God has for-

given us; "if Christ be not risen then is our preaching vain,

and your faith is also vain "
(1 Cor. .xv. 14). What quality there

was in the death of Christ which gave it efficacy is probably indi-
cated in Rom. v. 19, Phil. iL 8, where it is spoken of as an act of
" obedience." The precise force of the expressions, " being made a
curse for us" (GaL iiL 13), "He made Him to be sin for us" (2
Cor. V. 21), which probably also refer to the efficacious quality of
the death of Christ, is less obvious.

Christ s Xhe death of Christ was a death on our behalf {inrtp tjiuo', Rom.
death. -,-. 6, 8, viiL 32, xiv. 15 ; 1 Cor. L 13 [Codd. K, A, C], [v. 7], xL

24 ; 2 Cor. v. 15 ; Gal. iL 20, iiL 13 ; 1 Thess. v. 10 [Co<ld. N, B]

;

c£ Eph. T. 25), or on behalf of our sins (1 Cor. xv. 3 ; GaL L 4
[Cod. B]), or on our account (xipi ri/iay, 1 Cor. L 13 [CcKld. B, D] ;.

1 Thess. v. 10 [Codd. A, D]), o- on account of oujt -.ans (GaL L i
{Codd. K, A, D]), or of sin in general (Rom. viiL 3), or because of us
or our transgressions (3ia ra z-apaTnLfiara, ot* oiV6i', Eom. iv. 25

;

1 Cor. viiL 11 ; c£ 2 Cor. viii. 9). These general expressioiis are
expanded into more explicit statements in various wavs ; for the
nature of the work which the death of Christ efiectcd was capable
of being regarded from several points of view, nor was any one
metaphor or form of words adequate to express all its relations
either to God or to mankind.

(1) "Hie nature of Christ's work is sometimes expressed in lan-
guage which is relative to the idea of sacrifice ; and it is conceivable
that,- if the contemporary conception of sacrifice were better known
to us,- most of the other expressions would be found to be relative
to the ideas which were connected by that of sacrifice (1 Cor. v. 7,
" Christ our passover is sacrificed " [some ilSS. add "for ns"] ; the
uncertain expression iXa<rnjp<w>, Rom. iiL 25, probably belongs to

1 This view of the pUce of the d€ath of Christ in the economv of redemp-
tion is so constant and integral a part of Paul's teaching as to outweigh and
se^aside the inference which some writers have drawn from Rom. viii. 3, that
the "sending" of Christ—i.«.. His incamation—was itself sufficient for tte
end in view.

the sa:ne group of ideKs ; the expressions with trip and irepf, which
have been quoted above, are sometimes regarded as bein<» in all
cases primarily sacrificLil).

(2) It is sometimes expressed in language which is relative to
the conception of sin as rebellion or enmity against God ; what
God effesied through Christ was a reconciliation (icaraXXo-rf, Eom.
V. 10, 11 ; 2 Cor. v. 18, 19), or peace (Rom. v. 1 ; Eph. iL 14 ;

hence the special force of the salutation "Grace to you and peace
from God,* which is prefixed to every epistle).

(3) It is sometimes expressed in language which is relative to
the idea of deliverance or "salvation" {ijJi^ecrecu, ai^nipla, Rom.
L 16, v. 9, and in all the epistles ; droXin-pt^vn,^ Rom. iii, 24 ;

1 Cor. L 30; Eph. i. 7; CoL L 14). The idea was originally
Messianic, and referred to national deliverance from foreign egres-
sion : but it had been raised into a higher sphere of thought, that
from which men are saved being conceived to be the "wrath" of
God, i.e.. His punishment of sin (Rom. v. 9).

(4) It is sometimes expressed iu language which is relative to
the idea of purchasing a slave (1 Cor. vL 20, vii. 23, and probably
Rom. xiv. 8, 9). That to which men were in bondage was the
law (GaL iv. 5), which cursed those who did not fully obey it (Gal.
iiL 10, 13), or the " elements of the universe " (GaL iv. 3, 9), i.e.,

the sun and stars and other material things (cf Wisd. xiii. 2),
which are spoken of in a later epistle as " principalities and
powers " over which Christ " triumphed " by rising fiom the dead
(Col. iL 15). Hence, probably, Paul's own description of himself
as the "slave of Jesus Christ " (Rom. L 1).

(5) It is sometimes expressed in langu.nge which is relative to
the conception of God as the supreme lawgiver and judge. Sin is

regarded as aflTording ground for a charge (f7«:Xi;/ui, cf Eom. viiL
33) against the sinper, and, sin being universal, all the world was
liable to the judgment of God (Rom. iii. 19). But it was possible
for the Judge, for certain reasons which He considered valid, i.e.,

on account of the sufficient ex^bition or declaration of His
righteousness in the death of Christ, not to take account of the
offences charged, but to acquit (SiKatoOy) instead of pronounciu<T
sentence of condemnarion ; by this acquittal the person acquitted
was placed in the position of one against whom no charge existed
(oiicaioi KararroB-^oyrai, Eom. V. 19) ; and, since the acquittal
mi^ht be regarded in its dilTerent relations as a consequence of
either the favour of God, or the death of Christ, or the trust in
God which made it valid for the individual, men are said in various
passages to be acquitted by God's favour (Rom. iiL 24), or by the
blood of Christ (Rom. v. 9; c£ Gal. iL 17), or by faith (Rom. iii

23, V. 1 ; Gal. iiL 8, 24).'
*

(6) It is sometimes expressed in language which is relative to the
conception of a mystical union between Chiist and the human race,
or part of it, of such a kind that when He died men also died,
and that when He rose again they alsc rose with Him (Rom. vi.

3-10
; Gal. ii. 20 ; and also in the later epistles, Eph. ii. 5, 6 ; CoL

iL 12, iiL 3).

Some of these expressions are occasionally combined ; for example,
the ideas of acquittal and reconciliation (Rom. v. 1 ; 2 Cor. v. 19),
those of acquittal and deliverance (Rom. v. 9), and those of sacrifice,

in which Christ is conceived as dying on men's behalf, and ofmystical
union in which they die with Him (2 Cor. v. 14). The facts both
of their variety and of their combination afford a strong argument
a^nst treating any one mode of expression as though it stood
alone and gathered up into a single metaphor the whole of the new-
relations of God to men.
The effect of Christ's work upon mankind is also expressed in Christ's

various ways. Sometimes it is expressed under the forjn of au work,
imparted attribute, sometimes under that of a new condition of life

or a new relation to God. It is most frequently spoken of as (1)
righteousness, or (2) life, or (3) sonship. (1) When spoken of f.s

righteousness, it is sometimes said to have been given to men (Eon;.
V. 17) ; sometimes it is reckoned to them or placed to the:r account
(Rom. iv. 6, 11 ; Gal. iiL 6) ; sometimes it is a power to which they
have become, or ought to become, subject (Rom. vi. IS, x. 3) ;

sometimes it is regarded as a quality which men already possess by
virtue of Christ's death (Rom. v. 17) ; sometimes it is still to be
attained (Rom. iv. 24, vi. 16 ; Gal. v. 5). (2) When siwken of as
life, the conception also seems to vary between that of a life which
men have already received, or into which they have already entered
(Rom. vL 4, viiL 10), and that of a life which is future (Rom. v.

17 ; GaL vL 8 ; ef CoL iiL 3, 4, where it is conceived as being now

* This word seenis to have lost its etymological sense of "ransoming,"
and to have connoted only "deliverance," e.g., in the LX5., Dan. iv. 29 (31X
Nebuchadnezzar speaks of 6 XP^^^ ^5 dT'oXiTpd-aeb^ fiov, " the time
of my deliverance " ; in Iren.Tus, t 9, 5, it is used of the dismissal of the
spectators in a tbeatr^

3 It is dithcult to estimate the mischief which has been caused by the fact

Xh^t justiJUare was adopted bom early times as the translation of ducatov^,

and the consequent fact that a large part of tVestem theology has been bAsed
upon the etymological signification ot jusiif.care rather than opou the mean*
ing of its Greek originat One of the clearest instances of the meaning of

Stuaiotv in Biblical Greek is LXX. Exod. xxiii. ~, ov StKtUiitrfti rdr dffe^ij

iy£Key 3;ip:^'p, " thoa shalt not acquit the ivicked man for bribes."
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'hia with Christ in Gocl," to be manifested at His coming)

;
and

similarly sometimes men are regarded as having already died with
i • --- ' '.n.ooHiB Christians life IS regarded

' of the " deeds of
Christ (Rom. vi. 6-11), and sometimes the Christian'slife isregarded

as a prolonged act of dying in the " mortiBcation

the body" (Rom. viii. 13; of Col. iii. 5). (3) When spoken of a^

sonship, the conception also varies between that of a perfected and

that of a still future "adoption"; on the one hand we have

Faith a

state of

mind.

all
received a spL-it of adoption" (Rom vui. 15). so that we are

Eons of God through faith in Christ Jesus" (Gal. lu 26) and on

the other hand we are still " waiting for the adoption, the deliverance

of our body " (Rom. viii. 23).
, „ „ r. n i

For, altliough Christ di<rd for all men (Eom. v. 18 ; 2 Cor. v. 14,

15 ; so in the pastoral epistks, 1 Tim. iL 4, 6 ; Tit. ii. 11), it does

not therefore follow that all men are at once in fuU possession of the

benefits which His death made possible to them. Their righteous-

ne«s or life or sonship is rather potential than actual. It becomes

actual by the co-operation of their o^vn mind and ^ylU, that is, by

th» continuous existence in them of the state of mmd called trust

o- " faith
" ' For this view of the place of trust or " faith St i'aul

finds support, and may perhaps have found the original suggestion

in the Old Testament. Abraham had believed that God both cc.uld

and would perform His promises, and this belief " was counted to

liim as righteousness" (Gen. xv. 6; Rom. iv. 3; Gal. lu. 6);

Fabakkuk had proclaimed that " the just shall live as a consequence

of his faith" (Hab. ii. 4 ; Rom. L 17 ; Gab iiL 11) ;
and another

prophet had said, "whosoever belicveth in Him shall not he put to

Ihaiae" (Rom. be. 33, x. 11). The object of this trust or faith is

variously stated to be " Him that raised Jesus our Lord from the

tl-ad" (Rom. iv. 24 ; x. 9), "Him that justifieth the ungodly

(Rom. iv. 5), or "Jesus Christ "{Rom. iii. 22; Gal. u. 16, &c.), or

His "blood" (Rom. iii. 25 probably). Hence the statement, that

the gospel is "the power of God unto salvation," is limited by the

condition " to every one that believeth " (Rom. i. 16). Hence, also,

since this state of mind is that by which the death of Christ becomes

of value to the individual, while he is said on the one hand to be

Bcquitted or justified by Christ's blood (Rom. v. 9), he is said

on the other hand to be acquitted or justified as a result of his faith

(Rom. V. 1). Hence, also, the new relation of "righteousness" in

which men stand to God,—while on the one hand it is "God]s

righteousness," as being a relation which is established by His

favour and not by their merit (Rom. i. 17, iii. 21, 22, v. 17), it is

on the other hand a " righteousness which results from faith " (i; (k

TTfiTTfU! iiKoaomi-q, Kom. x. 6). From another point of view it is

an act of obedience or state of submission (Rom. i. 5, vi. 16, 17,

X. 16, xvi. 19, 26 ; 2 Cor. x.«5, 6), being the acceptance by men

of God's free gif: as distinguished from "seeking to establish their

own righteonsne.is," i.e., to attain to a freedom from sin which their

fleshly nature renders impossible (Rom. x. 3).

It is obvious that such a doctrine as that of acquittal from the

guilt of wrongdf.iug by virtue of an act or state of mind, instead

of hy virtue of a course of conduct, is " antinomian," not merely in

the sense that it supersedes the law of Moses, but also because it

appears to supersede the natural law of morality. It was no wonder

that some men should infer, and even attribute to Paul himself

the inference, "Let us do evil that good may come" (Rom. in. 8).

The objection was no doubt felt to be real, inasmuch as it is

more than once stated and receives more than one answer. (1) One

of the answers which Paul gives to it fRom. vi. 15 sy.) is due to his

conception of both sin and righteousness as external forces. He

liad regarded sinful acts as the effects of the dominion of a real

power residing witlli» men and compelling them to do its will.

lie now points out that, to those who believe, this dominion is at

an end. The believer is not only acquitted from the guilt of sin,

but also emancipated from its slavery. He has become a slave

to righteousness or to God (Rom. vi. 18, 22). This is stated partly

as a fact and partly as a ground of obligation (Rom. vi. 18, 19) ;

and the disregard of the obligation, or " building up again those

things which I destroyed," brings a man again under the cognizance

of God's law as a transgi-essor (Gal. ii. 18). (2) Another answer is

due to the conception which has been mentioned above of the

mystical union between Christ and mankind. This also is stated

partly as a fact and partly as a ground of obligation. In one sense

the believer has already died with Christ and risen with Him . "our

old man was crucified with Him" (Rom. vi. 6), "they that are

Christ's have crucified the flesh" (Gal. v. 24), "the life which I

now live in the flesh I live in faith, the faith in the Son of God,

who loved me and gave Himself for me" (Gal. ii. 20) ;
so that on

the one hand Christ is said to be in the believer (2 Cor. xiii. 6),

and on the other hand the believer is said to be "in Christ."

Whichever mode of conceiving the Christian life be adopted, a life

of sin is impossible to it :
" if any man be in Christ, he is a new

creature" (2 Cor. v. 17), and the "new man "'which thus comes

I "Fs.th" is not llell^cd Iw Paul, but his use of the term so nearly re-

sembles Philo's ai to be explicable by it. With Thilo it is the hichest fom of

Intellectual conviction, bcinB more certain than either that which comes ft-om

the senses or tliat which comes irom reaaoDing ; ct, fcj., De jrxmu etsanu,

c. 5. vol. ii. p. ill, eU. Mang.

into being " is created after God in righteousness and true holiness
"

(Eph. iv. 24). In another sense tins mystical dying with, Christ

and living with Him is rather an ideal towards which the believer

must be continually striving ; it affords a motive for Ijis resisting

the tendency to sin : " reckon ye also yourselves to be dead indeed

unto sin, but alive unto God in Christ Jesus our Lord ;
let not sin

therefore reign in your mortal body " (Rom. vi. 11, 12). (3) A third

answer, which, though less directly given, is even more constantly

implied, is that faith is followed by, if it be not coincident with,

an immediate operation of God upon the soul which becomes for

it a new moral power. For, although in the " natural man " there

is an element, "the flesh," over which sin has such an especial

dominion as to be said to dwell in it, there is also another element,

the "mind" (•oCt), or"spirit" (weC^, or "inner man." (4 fo-u

ivOpunro!), which is the slave, not of the "law of sin," but of the

"law of God." 2 Against this the flesh wages a successful war and
" brings it into captivity to the law of sin " (Rom. vii 22-25). The

result is that the mind may become " reprobate " {adda/io!, Rom. i.

28; cf Col. ii. 18, where the "mind" is so completely under the

dominion of the flesh as to be called " the mind of the flesh "), or it

may become defiled and ultimately lost (2 Cor. viL 1 ; 1 Cor. v. 5).

It is upon tliis part of man's nature that God works. By means

of faith (Gal. iii. 14), or as a result of faith (Gal iii. 2, v. 5), God

gives and men receive His own Spirit (1 Thess. iv. 8) or the

Spirit of Christ (Rom. viiL 10 ; Gal. iv. 6 ;
PhU. i. 19). Some-

times the Spirit of God is said to "dwell in " them (Rom. vm. 9 ;

1 Cor. iii. 16), and once the closeness of the union is expressed by

the still stronger metaphor of a marriage :
" ho that is joined to

the Lord is one spirit" (1 Cor. vi. 17). This indwellhig of, or union

with, the Spirit is for the believer a new life ; Christ has become

for him " a life-giving spirit" (1 Cor. xv. 45) ; this is a fact of his

spiritual nature which will in due time he manifest even m the

quickening of his mortal body (Rom. viii. 11), but in the mean-

time it becomes, like the facts of emancipation from sin and of

union with Christ, a ground of moral obligation. " If we live by

the Spirit, by the Spirit also let us walk " (GaL v. 25) ;
and the

4'reedom from spiritual death is conditional on the "mortifymgof

the deeds of the body" (Rom. viii. 13). '

It will be evident that, although Paul nowhere defines his

conception of faith, he did not conceive it as a mere intellectual

assent ; it was a complete self-surrender to God (Gal. ii. 20), and

on its human side it showed its activity in the great ethical prin-

ciple of "love," which is the sum of a man's duties to his feUow-

But.'as' his conception of the efl'sets of Christ's death, and of the Esch.i.to-

nature of faith by which these effects are appropriated by the indi- logical

vidual, has, so far as the present life is concerned, chiefly a moral fiinction

aspect, and connects iteelf with practical duties, so, on the other of faitb.

hand, it comprehends the whole physical and spiritual being of

man, and connecU itself with his cschatology. The resurrection

of Christ is not merely the type of moral resurrection from sm to

holiness, but at once the type and the cause and the pledge of the

actual resurrection of the body. " If we believe that Jesus died

and rose again, even so them also that are fallen asleep in Jesus

will God bring with Him" (1 Thess. iv. 14) ; "He which raised up

the Lord Jesus sh^U raise up us also with Jesus" (2 Cor. iv. 14)

;

"if we died with Christ, we believe that we shall also live with

Him "
( Rom. vi. 8). Sometimes the new life of the body is viewed

in relation to the mystical union of the believer with Christ :
"we

which live are alway delivered unto death for Jesus' sake, that the

life also of Jesus may be manifested in our mortal flesh " (2 Cor. iv.

11) ; and it follows from the conception of the " last Adam " as a

"life-giving spirit" that, " as we have borne the image of the earthy,

wo shall also bear the image of the heavenly " (1 Cor. xv. 49 ;
this

will follow from the context, even if with most uncial MSS. we

read " Id us also bear "). Sometimes this new life is viewed as a

result of the present indwelling of the Spirit :
" if the Spirit of Him

that raised up Jesus from the dead dwelleth in you, He that raised

up Christ Jesus from the dead shall also quicken your mortal bodies

through" (or "because of") "His Spirit that dwelleth in you

(Rom. viii. 11). This redemption or deliverance of the body frorn

the "bondage of corruption" is the completion of the "adoption,

" the liberty of the glory of the children of God " (Rom. viii- 21,

23) ; but the nature of the new body is not clearly explamed.

Sometimes the language seems to imply that this mortal body will

be "quickened" or "transformed" (Rom. viii. 11 ;
Phil. m. 2U

and the analogy afforded is that of a seed which after being buried

new form (1 Cor. xv. 36, 37) ; sometimes, on the
reappears in

! The relation o! voOt to meO/xaL has been much discussed ;
among contem-

porary theologians Holsten and Weiss deny the existence ot a rvevua in the

natural man, Lildemann and Meiderer nllow it. It is certain that the two^

words are used in the same sense bv Thilo ; and it is most probable that the«

are also so used by Paul. One of many proors is that in quoting Isa. xl. l»

in 1 Cor. ii. IS he adopts yoCv from the LXX. as the translation ot nil (whereai

ryediia is the more usual translation), and proceeds to use the phrase oi;^

Xp.<rToC for TrveCMo XpiOToO, which tie arBument requires, and with whioU

it mu^t he Identical.
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Other hand, it s«ms to be implied that the earthly body will be

dissolved, and that what awaits us is a new body, '' a building

o( God, a house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens

"

(2 Cor. V. 1).

This change will come to all believers at the " advent *' {rapoivia,

1 Cor. [L 9/Cod. D.] iv. 23; 1 Thess. ii. 19, fcc), or "revelation"

(dTo<c(l\i-/t^ 1 Ccr. L 7; 2 Thess. L 7), or "manifestation" {hrt-

pjj'titL, 2 Thess. ii. 8, and afterwards in the pastoral epistles) of

lesns Christ, Sonre of them will have "fallen asleep in Christ,"

in which state he seems to conceive that they are " at home with

the Lord " (2 Cor. t. 8) ; and others, amon^ whom, in the lan^age
of confident hope, he includes himself, wUl be still alive (1 Thess.

iv. 15-171. For "the day of our Lord Jesus Christ" (1 Cor. i 8,

T. 5 ; 2 Cor. L 14, &c) was conceived to be not far distant : "the
night is far spent, the day is at hand" (Rom. liiL 12), and "the
mystery of lawlessness," which was to be revealed before that day
could come, was already at work (2 Thess. ii 3-7). But the "day"
itself is rariously conceived ; sometimes the eternal life of believers

In and with Christ appears to begin at the very moment of the

Advent (1 Thess. iv. 17), and hence the day is spoken of as "the
day of deliverance" (Eph. iv. 30) ; but more frequently "the day
of the Lord " is also the day of judgment (Kom. ii. 5, 16), according

to the eschatological ideas which had for some time been current

among the Jews ; in it all men, believers and unbelievers alike, are

represented as standing before the judgment-seat of God (Rom. adv.

10; or of Christ (2 Cor. v. 10) to give account of themselves to

God, and to receive the reward of the things done in the body, whether
good or eviL There is a similar variety of view in regard to what
will hapj en after the Advent. The language which is used some-
times Icaus to the inference that the destruction of the enemies of

xbe cross will be immediately effected (2 Thess. i. 9, iL S), and
sometimes to the inference, which was also in accordance with
current eschatological ideas, that there will be a Messianic reign,

during which Christ ^"ill " put all enemies under His feet " (1 Cor.

IT. 25). And, while in some passages unbelievers or evildoers are

said to be punished with " eternal destruction from the face of the

Lord" (2 Thess. L 9 ; of. Rom. ii. 8. 9), the view elsewhere seems
to be that "in Christ shall all be made alive," the universality of

the life in Christ being coextensive i»-ith the universality of the

death in Adam (1 Cor. xv. 22),

It is difficult to reconcile these conceptions with one enotner,

and* still more so to reconcile some of them with other parts of

Paul's doctrine of salvation, eictpt perhaps on the hypothesis that
even after his conversion many of the apocalyptic ideas which were

current among his countrjTnen remained in his mind ; this hypo-
thesis is made the more probable by the fact that in the later and
the probably post-Pauline epistles the apocalyptic elements are

rare, and that the most definite eschatologic^ statement which
they conta^ is in full harmony with the conception of the believer's

mysrical union with Christ, "when Christ, who is our life, shall

appear, then shall ye also appear with Him in glory " (CoL iii 4).

Such are the main elements of Paul's soteriology. To most of

the philosophical questions which have since been raised in con-

Bexion with it he neither gives nor implies an answer. It is

possible that many of suoh questions did not even suggest them-
selves to him. The chief of all of them, that of the necessity of

sacrifice, was probably axiomatic to a Jewish mind, and its place in

Paul's system must be accepted with all the difficulties which such
an acceptance involves. But there is one such philosophical ques-

tion which even in Paul's time had begun to have a fascination for

Relation Oriental thinkers. ^Vhat is the relation of free will to God? or in

of free other words, Is what men do the result of their own choice, or is it

vU\ to determined for them ; and, if it be determined for them, how can

Ood, God punish them as though they had been free (Rom. iii. 5, ix.

19)? The answer is given in the form of an antinomy, of which
' the thesis is the sovereignty of God and the antithesis the respon-

sibility .of men. The sovereignty of God is absolute. Instead of

entertaining the objection which has since been raised, that God,
having created rational and moral agents, has placed Himself under
an obligation to deal with them as such, he makes the dependence
of men upon God to be unconditioned, and the alleged rights of

men as against God to be as non-existent as those of an earthenware
vessel against the potter who has given it shape (Rom. ix. 20-21).

Some men are "vessels of wrath fitted, unto destruction," some are
" vessels of mercy . . . prepared unto glory " (Rom. ix. 22, 23) ; and
God's dealings with them are as little conditioned by necessity as His
original creation of them : " He hath mercy on whom He will, and
whom He will He hardeneth" (Rom. ix. IS). But, over against this

view of God's sovereignty, and without any endeavour to reconcile

the diflBculties which suggest themselves, he places the feet of

human responsibilitj'. The purpose of God worked itself out in his-

tory, but not without men's co-operation. He had first "called" the
Jews ; and thongh, on the one hand, " God gave them a spirit of
stupor, eyes that they should not see, and ears that they should
not hear" (Rom. xi 8), yet, on the other hand, they were "a
disobedient and gainsaying people" (Rom. x. 21), "seeking to
establish their own righteousness," and not subjecting themselves

"to the righteousness of God " tEom. x. 3j. God had now carried

out another part of His purpose. He had "called" the Gentiles.

In the earlier epistles P.nii spoke of this calling as having been
not only part of God's purpose, but also expressly announced from
time to time by the prophets (Rora. ix. 25, 26, x. 20) ; but in the
doubtfiil later epistles it is spoken of as a " mystery which hath
been hidden from all ages and generations " (Ci)l. J, 26), but now
had been "made known through the church" "unto the principali-

ties and the powers in the heavenly places " {Eph. iii. 9, 10). But
as with the Jews so with the Gentiles, the divine call was not only
a fact but also a ground of obligation. "While, on the one hand,
"we are His workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works,
which God afore prepared that we should walk in them " (Eph. iL

10), yet, on the other hand, the Ephesians are entreated to "walk
worthily of the calling wherewith ye were called " (Eph. iv. 1). In
the Epistle to the Romans a still further part of God's purpose is

indicated.. The salvation which had come to the Gentiles by the
fall of the Jews was "to provoke them to jealousy" (xi. 11) ; as in

time past the Gentilec "were dioobedient to God but now have
obtained mercy " by the disobedience of the Jews, " even so have
these also now been disobedient, that by the mercy shown'to you
they also may now obtain mercy" (xi. 30, 31). And so not only
would "the fulness of the Gentiles come in," but also "all Israel

shall be saved " (xi. 25, 26) ; " for God hath shut up all unto dis-

obedience that He might have mercy upon all " (xi. 32).

But, just as the apparent fatalism of the theory of absolute pre- Tlie

destination without reference to works stands side by side with the "called

'

obligation of men to " work out their own salvation with fear and or the
trembling" (Phil. ii. 12), so this apparent universalism stands side "saints.'

by side with the fact that all men do not receive the gospel. Out
of the mass of men some, whether Jews or Gentiles, are "called."
They constitute a separate class. As from one point of view they
are the "called according to God's purpose" (Rom. viii. 28), or
"called to be saints" (Rom. i. 7 ; 1 Cor. i. 2), or simply "called"
(1 Cor. i. 24 ; it is to be noted that the expression does not occur
in the later epistles), or "chosen " (Rom. viii. 33; Col. iii. 12),

so, on the other hand, they are "they that believe" (Rom. iii. 22;
1 Cor. L 21, xiv. 22 ; Gal. iii. 22 ; Eph. i. 19 ; 1 Thess. i. 7, ii. 10,

13 ; 2 Thess. i. 10) ; the call and the belief are complementary of
each other, and therefore the terms are used as convertible (1 Cor.

i. 21, 24). But the more frequent terms are those which came to

Paul from his earlier associations. The Jews had known one
another, and had spoken of themselves, in contrast to the rest of
the world, as "brethren" (e.g., Dent. xv. 12, xvii. 15 ; Philo, ii.

285, ed. Mang.) or "saints" {e.g., Deut. xxxiiL 3 ; Dan. vii. 21).

Paul applies these terms to the new "people of God"; they are
" brethren " {e.g., Rom. i. 13, most commonly as a term of address)::

and "the saints" {e.g., Rom. xii. 13, xv. 25 ; 1 Or. vi. 1). As
such they are regarded as forming collectively a unity or society,

which Paul, adopting a current Latinism, calls a "body" {corpus

is frequently used in this sense ; <rw/ic is its Hellenistic translation

in, e.g., the letter of Mark Antony in Joseph., Ant. Jud., xiv. 12, 3,

rb 7-$t 'Acrt'as ffCifia). A more important and permanent application
of the view that those who believed in Jesus took the place'of the
Jews, and stood to God in the same special relation in which
the Jews had stood, was the use of the term " congregation " or
"assembly" (Heb. gahal, which the LXX. renders by both (jwa-
-ytijy^ and iKKXrjcia ; in the Epistle of James (ii. 2) the former of
these words is used of a particular Christian congregation ; Paul
uses the Litter only, and the En^-lish tran#ators render it invariably

by " church ") to designate the mass of believers regarded as a
unity. The use of the word iKK\Tj<Tia in this sense in the undis-

puted epistles is rare,—probably only in 1 C^r. xv. 9, Gal. i. 13,

in each of which passages it is qualified, as in, e.g., Deut, xxiiL 1,

Kehem. xiii. 1, as "God's congregation." But either towards the
end of his life, or, according to many modem critics, only among
his followers after his death, this conception of Christians as

forming a congregation was idealized. The common metaphor oi

a " body " by which that congregation had been designated, and
which had already been elaborated as indicative of the diversity of
parts and functions in the several Cliristian communities (1 Cor.

xii. 12-30), is elaborated in the Epistles to the Ephesians and
Colossians as indicative of the relation of the aggregate of believers

to Christ. They are conceived, not as forming a society which
bears Christ's name, but as bearing to Him partly the relation

which the several members of an organized body bear to the head
(Eph. i. 22, iv. 15, 16 ; Col. L IS, 24), and partly the relation of a
wife to a husband (Eph. v. 23-32). In a phrase of difficult and
doubtful meaning the congregation of Christians, or "church," is

spoken of as His "fulness " (i-X^/xj^a, Eph. i 23), and the progress

in Christian virtues is represented partly as the growth of an

organism to its full stature (Eph. iv. 14-16 ; CoL il 19), ajid r .tly

as the filling out or realization of that which is empty or impen'ect

(Eph. iii. 19 ; Col. L 9).

Side by side with this conception of the " called " or " saints
"

as collectively forming a " body " or " congregation," which was
the Christian counterpart and fulfilment of the Jevish " congre^
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gation," wa> cLe feet tliat whorerer the gospel was preacFed,

especially in tlie ^eat" cities of the empire, the converts tended to

-Christian form communities. Such communities, whether for religious or

coramu- non-religious purposes, were among the commonest, phenomena
jjities. of the age. How lev Paul him&elf encouraged the formation of such

communities among his converts is uncertain ; but many considera-

tions lead to the inference that where they were so formed they were

formed rather upon the Gentile than upon the Jewish modeL Out
of several names which were in current use to designate them, that

wl'.ich Paul used was common to both Gentile and Jewish com-
munities, and it was also that which he continued to use in

another sense to designate the whole body of Christians. Hence
has arisen the confusion whiclLpen.'ades almost all Christian litera-

ture between the use of the word €KK\ijffia, Oi- " church,'' to denote

the whole multitude of those who will be saved regarded as an
ideal aggregate, and the use of the same word to denote a visible

community of professing Christians in any one place or country.

The raison d^Hre of these communities was mutual help iu the

spiritual, the moral, and the outward life^ Every member of a

community had received the new life of the Spirit, and the diver-

sities of character and opportunity which exist between man and
man 'veve conceived as diversities of manifestation {tpavipbjtji.^) of

the Spirit who lived witliin them, or, from another point of view,

-as diversities of gifts (xaptV/xara). "But to each one was given the

.manifestation of the Spirit to profit withal " (1 Cor. xii. 7). "When
the community met in assembly some of its members " prophesied,"

preaching as though with a divine inspiration ; some spoke in such
ecstasy tltat their words seemed to ba those of an unknown tongue
^md needed an interpreter ; some taught again the lessons Yvhich

they had learned from Paul ; some had "a psalm" ; some had "a
revelation" (1 Cor. xiv. 26 sq.). Sometimes the aim was ratlier

moral than spiritual "edification." They exhorted one another,

and "admonished" one another (Rom. xv. 14). Sometimes on
points of practice they earned this "judging" of one another

farther than Paul approved. The Cliristian liberty, which was no
less a bond of union than the recognition of the new Christian law,

was iu danger of being overthrown ; and more than once Paul

tliought it necessary to insist that they should not judge one another

any more, but rather strive not to put a stumbling-block in each

<)ther's way (Rom. xiv. 10 sq. ; 1 Cor. x. 25 sq.). If, however,

the offence of any member were gross and open, the assembly
"became a court of discipline. To the community at Corinth, which
liad bean slow to recognize the necessity of being thus " children of

God without blemish in the midst of a crooked and perverse genera-

tion," Paul wf 'Q peremptorily "not to keep company, if any man
that is called a brother be a fornicator, or covetous, or an idolater,

orareviler, or a drunkard, or an extortioner "
(1 Cor. v. 11). In one

fliigrant case they were bidden to " put away the wicked man from
Eimong themselves" (1 Cor. v. 13) ; but the right of the community
to deal with such cases at their discretion was also recognized j for,

when the guilty person had on his repentance been forgiven, or

punished with a lesser punishment, instead of being expelled, Paul

wrote agciu tliat the action of the majority was sufficient and had
Tiis approval (2 Corrii. 6, 10). But all such action was subordi-

nated to the general rule, which is repeated in many forms, "let

all that ye do be done iu love" (1 Cor. xvi. 14). A not less promi-

nent aim of these communities was mutual help in the material

and outward life. Some of their members were necessitous or

sick ; and the duty of helping all such was discharged partly by
giving contributions to the common fund and partly by distri-

Iftiting it. Sometimes also the ciembers of other communities came
as strangers, travelling as men did, "quorum cophinus fccnuvique

supcllcx ' (Juvenal, iiL 14, of Jews). For such men, who probably

brought, as in later times, lettprg of recommendation from one
community to another (2 Cor. iii. 1), there was an ungrudging
hospitality ; and not long afterwards, if not in Paul's own time, it

was a necessary qualification for a widow who wished to be placed

as such on the roll of tlie community that she should not ouly
have "used hospitality" but £i,lso herself have "washed the feet"

of the tired travellers as they came in (1 Tim. v. 10). In Thessa-

lonica, ,where the community was probably both poor and small,

it seems probable that the members worked together at ccmraon
trades, making contributions tb a common fund and sharing a

common table. It was natural that some should presume on the

goodness of their brethren, and try to share the latter without
making contributions to the former. ::^ Paul made a special rule

that this should not be the case, -and he himself, though he had
the right to exemption, yet, for the sake of example, would not
" cat bread for nought at any man's hand, but in labour and travail

worked night and day" that he might not burden the slender

lesonrces of the brethren (2 Thess. iii. 8 ; 1 Thess. ii. 9).

In such communities, where the "gift " of each member was used
for the common good, organization had not the importance which it

had in an ordinary secular society. All work which the members of

the community did for one another, including that which was done
hy the apostle himself, was a "ministry" {SiaKovla), and every one
w!:'^ did such work was, so far forth, a " minister " (SidKovos). The

names which ultimately came to be appropriated by special officerg,

appointed to do delegated work, were at tirst common to the whole
body of members. As is natural in all communities, there were
some who devoted themselves to the work with especial zeal ; and
the most rudimentary form of organization is found at Thessalonica,

where certain persons are spoken of as devoting themselves to the
special works of "labouring," i.e., probably attending to the material
needs of the poorer brethren, "admonishing," i.e., probably bring-

ing back erring brethren to the right way, and " presiding," or more
probably (though the word is of uncertain meaning) "acting as

protector," like a Roman "patronus^" against oppression f: am with-
out. The commuuity are erijolued to recoguize such pTson* " and
to e<;teera them very highly in love ior their work's sake " (1 Thess.
V. 12, 13). In a similar way at Corinth, where the democratical
character of the community is even more apparent, Paul beseeches
the brethren to "be in subjection" to those who had "set .them-

selves to minister unto the saints" (1 Cor. xvi. 15, 16): Bat this

recognition of the special zeal of ceitain members was very far from
bein^ a recognition or appointment of officers as such. The functions

whicli came in time to be regarded as giving those who discharged

them an exceptional status, were only regarded as "rifts," rcEembling
in kind and not surpassing in excellence tho<!e of the other members
of the community. In the Epistle to the Romans, " he tliat rulcth

"

(or "protecteth ") is in the same rank as "he that giveth " and
"he that exhorteth " (Rom. xiL 8) ; and in the First Epistle to the

Corinthians "lielps" and "governments" are not prominent above
"miracles," "healings," and "divers kinds of tongues" (1 Cor.

xii. 28). It is not until the later period, and probably also the

different circumstances, of the Epistle to the Philippians that officers

are found with definite titles, and probably also with a distinct

status ; Paul there writes "to all the saints . . . with the bishops
and deacons " (Phil. L 1). Still later, in the Epistle to the Ephesians,

it seems probable that those who are spoken of as "apostles,"
"prophets," "evangelists," "pastors and teachers," are distinct

from the great body of the community (Eph. iv, 11, 12). But
it is to be noted that in no certainly authentic epistle does Paul
make any mention of "presbyters." The view of Grotius and
Vitringa that the "church" took the place of the "synagogue"
seems, as far as the Pauline communities are concerned, to have
little foundation. Those comm\inities had a much closer resem-

blance to the Greek and Roman associations in the midst of which
they gi-ew ; they stood side by side with the Je\vish communities,
but distinct from them, as "the churches of the Gentiles" (Rom.
rvi. 4).

Admission to tne community, or at least to full membership of Baptiso)

the community, seems to have been effected by the rite of baptism :

"iu one spirit were we all baptized into one body" (1 Cor. xii. IS).

So important was this form of admission conceived to be that when
a believer died before baptism another appears to have been baptize^l

vicariously for him (1 Cor. xv. 29). It was a baptism "into Christ

Jesus" (Rom. vi. 3; "into Christ," Gal. iii. 27),—a phrasa v.hich

must probably be intei-preted by the analogous expressions in i Cor.

i. 13, 15, to mean that the name of Jesus Christ alone was -used

(that the name of the Ti'inity was noc invariably used ii^ ecrly

times is clear from St Ambrose, De Spiriiu Sancto, i. 3). Put in

the teaching of the apostle baptism was more than an initiatory

rite, aifd baptism " into Christ Jesus " had for him a special signi-

ficance. The immersion of the body in water was a " being buried

with Christ," and that not only symbolically but in a real, though
mystical, sense ; the rising out of the water was in a similar sense

an actual rising "nith Christ into a new life, "that, like as Clirist

Avas raised from the dead through the glory of the Father, so we
also might walk in ne\vness of life " (Rom. vi. 4, where the word
fui^?, "life," must be taken in its customary sense of actual or

physical, not metaphorical or mcirU, life). It was otherwise ex-

pressed as the " putting on " of Christ, i.e., the being endowed with
His nature (Gal. iii. 27, where the same word is used as in 1 Cor.

XV. 53, " this mortal must jnU on immortality "}. In the later form .

of Paul's doctrine an analogy wjis dra^vn between baptism and cir-

cumcision (C-ol. ii. 11, 12), the point of the analogy apparently

being, not merely that each was an initiatory rite, but that, as in

circumcision there was a " putting off" of a part of the body, so iu

baptism the whole "body of the flesh" was destroyed and the
" new man " put on. There was the further significance in the rite

that by baptism " into one body " the distinctions of race were

obliterated. The baptized became "one man in Christ Jesus," so

that there could no longer "be either Jew or Greek, bond or freo>

male or female (Gal. iii. 2S ; cf. 1 Cor. xii. 13). The differescer

between the several members were merely the differences of functioDa

which result from the diversity of parts in an organic whole ; and
thereby the foundations of a world-wide society were laid.

The most significant act of the community when it met together Tlie

was the common meal. Like the members of most contemporary Lord'^

associations, the members of the Christian communities dined Supper

together. This common meal was a sacred meal ; it was " the Lord's

Supper"; it continued and fommemoratcd the Paschal supper at

which the Lord had bidden His Jis'Tjles to cat the bread whicli was
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His boJy, and to drink of the cup which was the " new covenant I

111 His blood," in remembrance of Him ; it thereby " proclaimed

the Lord's death till He como " (1 Cor. xi. 24-26). Possibly owin^

to the double sense of the word icotvwv/a, viz., "partaking," and

-sharing in common," two views seem to be mingled together in

the signilicance which Paul attached to the rite. The one is that,

as in " Israel after the flesh" "they which eat the sacrifices" had
•'communion with the altar," and as those who partook of the

heathen sacrifices had "communion with demons" (i.(r., with the

felse gods to whom the sacrifices were oifered), so to those who
* partook of the table of the Lord '* the " Cup of blessing " was "-a

rartieipatioiv in the blood of Christ " and the " bread which we
r«ak" was "a participation in the body of Christ" (1 Cor. x. 16-

21). The other view is that in thus partaking in common of the
** body of Christ " the members of the community realized and con-

solidated their unity ; " seeing that it is one bread, we who aro

many are one body" (1 Cor. x. 17). Both views must be regarded

m relation to his conception of the mystical union of Christ with

those who were baptized into His name, and of their conseijuent

onion with one another.

TAtrrcturf.—The literature which bears apon St Paul is so extensive that a
complete account of it would be as mucli beyond the compass of tliis article as

it would be bewildering to its readers. The books which are here mentioned
»re the more important modem books wliich, without beins in all cases con-
clnsive or satisfactory, will enable a student to leam the nature of the main
questions which have been'iaised. I. Lire :—Neander, Geschichtf dcr Pfiansung
H. Leitun^ der christlichin Kirche durch die Apostd (vol. i., 4th ed,, Hamburg,
1S47, Eng. tr. in Bohn's Standard Library); Baur, Paultis dcr Aposld Jem
Christi (Leipsic, 1S45, Eng. tr. in Theological Translation Fund Library);
Reoan, Us Jpifres (Paris, 1866X and Saint Paul (18'J9); Krenkel, Pavlus der
ApostfX der Hftden (Leipsic, 1SG9); Haasrath, Der Apostel Paittus (M cd.,

Heidelbei;g, 1S72), aad art *' Paulus," in Scheckcl's Bibd'Lexicon ; Straatmann,

Patilus de Avosid ran Jtziis Chrisius (.^mstenlsn', lt""4); Bcyschlag, in Riehtn's
HandtrSrterh. des hibt. Allerthunts ; W. SchluiJt, i'l Hcr-og's Iieuhrcfj!:L ('JJ

cd.) ; .ind, in English. Conylaearc and Howson, TJte Life aril t:jtistles cf St Pav'. ;

Farrar, The Li/c and Work of St Paul \ Lewin, The Life cud Epistles of^'l I'aul,

Detailed discussions of most of the important points will also be found in

books upon the .Vets of the Apostles ; e.g., in Overbcck's edition of De Wette'a
Kur:'jtjass'..s ej:i'jr.'i^hcs Handbuck (Leipsic, 1S70; the Introduction is translated
and prefixed to the translation of Zeller's Die Aposletgcschichte in the Tlicolo-

gical Translation Fund Library); Wendt's edition of Meyer's Jfrifiscft-erege/isiJws

Maitdbueh (Gottingen, ISSO)
; and K. Schmidt, Die Apastelgeschiehti (vol. i_,

Evlaiipcn, 158:2, tlie best modern book on the apologetic side). 11. Th;.oloov:—
The books which first opened up the study of St Paul's theology in distinction

fi-om that of other writers of the New Testament were Usteri's Die Entwickehtng
del paulinischen Lehrbegriffs (Zurich, 1S24, 6th ed. 1851), and Dahnc's book
with the same title (Halle, lS3a). The most import-ant books on the subject
which have since appeared (in addition to some of those which have been
mentioned above) are Ritschl, Die Entslehung dcr aUkalholi.iclien Kirche (2d ed.,

Bonn, 1857); Reuss, Histoirc de la titeologic c\reticnne att si^cte amstolique
(Strasburg, 3d ed., 1S64) ; Eolsten, Znm Evangdium des Panhis u. Petrus
(Rostock, 1S68), and Das Evangeiium ties Pautus dargeatellt (part i., Berlin,
1£S0): Plleiderer, Der PauUnismiis (\je\'^\c, 1S73, Eng. tr. in the Theological
Translation Fund Librar>'); Sabatier, Vap6tre Paid (2d ed., Paris, 1881);,
Menegoz, Le Feeki et la lUdemption d'apres S. Paul (Paris, 1882) ; Emesti,
Die Etkif: des Apostels Pavlus{3<i ed., Gottingen, 1882). English literature is

singularly deficient in works on St Paul's theology, as distinguished from the
philological and arch<pological questions which arise out of hia life and epistles

;

almost the only impoi-tant contributions to the subject are contained in the
essays appended to Jowett's Epistles cf St Paul to the Thessalonians, Galatia-AS.

and Eomans (2d ed., 1859). Further information as to the literature of the
subject, and esi>ecially as to the numerous monograplis and magazine-articles
on special points, will be found in the Ixoks which deal with New Testament
literature in general ; especiallj-, for the ohier literature, Credner, Einleitnng in
das y. T. (Halle, 183G), and, lor more recent literature, Reuss, Die Geschichte
der heiligen Scliriftcn N. T.'s (-tth ed., Brunswick, 1874) ; JIangold's edition
of Bleek's Fin?eit:ntg in das y. T. (Berlin, 1875); Hilgenfeld, Historische-,

kritische Einleitung in dris y. T. (Leipsic, 1S75) ; Weiss, L:hrbueh der biblischen
Theotogie des N. T.'a (3d ed., 188a. Eng. tr. in Clark's Foreign Theological
Library). (B. HA.)

PAUL THE Deacoit. See Padxtjs Diacontts.

PAUL OF Samosata, bishop of Antioch from about

260 A.D., is famo'os in church history as the author of the

last attempt to replace the doctrine of the essential (phy-

lical) divinity of Christ by the old tIcw of the human
personality of the Redeemer. The effort was not success-

ful even within his own community. At an Oriental

general council, held at Antioch as early as the year 264,

his teaching was investigated ; but no conclusion was come
to because it was alleged Paul had been cunning enough
to disguise his real opinions. A second synod was equally

abortive ; but at a third (probably in the year 268), after

% discussion between Paul and a presbyter named Mal-

chion—a sophist of Antioch, and head of a scholastic

institution— the metropolitan was excommunicated and
his successor appointed. Under the protection of Zeuobia,

however, Paul continued in his office for four years

longer ; and the church of Antioch was split into two
factions. Li the year 272 the city was taken by the

emperor Aurelian, who decided in person that the church-

building belonged to the bishop who was in epistolary

communication with the bishops of Rome and Italy. This
decision of course proceeded on political considerations

;

and indeed it is probable that behind the theological con-

troversy there had been all along a political disagreement,

the opponents of Paul being enemies of Zenobia and ad-
herents of the Roman party. About the life of Paul wo
know scarcely anything. His enemies, indeed, describe

him as an unspiritual prelate, an empty preacher, an arro-

gant man of the world, and a crafty sophist ; but this

portrait must not be. too readily acceptei We are told,

that he preferred the title'of Ducenarius to that of bishop.

This probably implies that he actually was a procurator
dtieenarius, a civQ post 'of considerable dignity, . and we
may well believe that he was very conscious of his posi-

tion, maintained its formalities with some pride, and used
it to give effect to his peculiar views. As an accomplished
theologian he strenuously opposed the old expositors, i.e.,

the theologians of Alexandria, and prohibited the use in
public worship

' of all those church hymns in which the
essential divinity of Christ found expression.

His doctrine was no novelty, but merely a development
of primitive Christian belief as represented, e.g., by Her-
mas, and at a later time by the so-called Alogi in Asia

Minor, and the Theodotians and Artenicnites in Rome.
Even in Syria it was not extinct at the end of the 3d century

(see the Acta Archelai) ; but in the great churclies of the

empire—especially in the West and in-Egj-pt—tlie Logos-
Christology was already in the ascendant. And, since the
previous state of things had passed from memory, it soon
came to be regarded as "heresy" and "innovation" to

think of Christ as most Christians had thought in the 2d
century. It was chiefly Origen and his philosophical dis-

ciples, however, who had brought about the victory of the
Logos-Christology, and discredited contrary opinions not
only as unchurchly but also as unscientific. Thus the under-

taking of Paul was no longer in harmony with the times.

And yet his much-abused doctrine, as is now more and more
clearly perceived, deserves the highest respect, inasmuch
as it is an attempt to express the significance of Christ's

person without the aid of cosmology or philosophical

theories. The leading outlines of his Christology are as-

foUows. God is to be conceived as one person ; from
Him, however, there proceeds eternally as force a Logos
(cro<^ia), who may be called " Son." This Logos worked
in the prophets, and at last, in the highest degree and in

a unique manner, in Jesus. Jesus is in His own nature a
man, originating in time ; He is " from beneath." But, by
means of inspiration and^ indwelling, the divine Logos
worked upon Him " from above." A physical tmion is out
of the question, because the Logos Himself is no "^iVis."
To this divine endowment of Jesus corresponds His tried

^
moral perfection. Through the unchangeableness of His
mind and will He became like God -, through love He be-
came one -svith Hlm.-«,Tor, said Paul, "the only kind of

unity which can exist between two persons is that of dis-

position aild direction of will, which comes to pass through
love ; only that wliich results from love has value, what-
ever is physical is worthless." Thus during all His life

the Redeemer moved steadily onward, the Father enabling
Him to perform mighty works, and finally He proved His
indissoluble union in love with God by His death. " As the
reward of victory for His love and for His work among
men He has received from God ,the name which is above
every name ; God has invested Him with divine honour,
so that now we maycall Him "the God born of the virgin."

Since Jesus was eternally foreordained by God, we may
e\en speak of a pre-existence of Christ; and Paul goes
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so far as to use these words : "By the grace of Goa, and

through progressive developmeat under trial, Christ be-

came God."

Although Paul was excommunicated, his teaching did

not remain altogether without effect in the church. It

had a marked influence on Lucian, and through him on

Arianisra. But it is in the Christological statements of

Theodore of Mopsuestia, of Diodorus, and of Theodoret that

we can most clearly recognize the influence of the teaching

of Paul of Samosata.

Sources.—Euseb., JT. E., vii. 27-30. Compare also the collection

in Routh, Hcliq. Sacr., iii. pp. 286 sq., 300 sq., 326 5*7. Literature.—
Bernhardt, Geschiehte des roin. Kciches scit dcm Tode Valerian's,

pp. 170 sq., 178 sq., 306 sq.; Hefele, Vonciliengcsch. , 2d ed., p.

135; Lipsius, Chronologie der rom. Bischo/e (1869); Feuerlin, Ve
hseresi FauH Sam. (1741); Ehrlich, De crrorihus Fauli Savl.

(1745) ; Schwab, Diss, de Pauli Sam. vita atque doctrina (1839) ;

Harnack, art. "Monarchiar.lsnias," in Rcalcncykl. f. Thcol. «.

Kirche, 2d ed., x. p. 178 sq. (A. HA.)

PAUL, the name of five popes.

Paul I., po^e from 757 to 767, succeeded his brother

Stephen III. on 29th May 757. His pontificate was chiefly

remarkable for his close alliance with Pippin, king of

France, to whom he made a present of books highly signi-

ficant of the intellectual poverty of the times, and for his

unsuccessful endeavours to effect a reconciliation with the

iconoclastic emperor of the East, Constantine Copronyraus.

He died on 2Sth June 767, and received the honour of

canonization, which he seems to have merited by his piety

and virtues. His successor was Stephen IV.

Paul II., Pietro Barbo, pope from 1464 to 1471, was
born at Venice, 28th February 1418. He was on the

mother's side the' great-nephew of Gregory XII. and the

nephew of Eugenius IV., to whose favour he owed his ele-

vation to the cardinalate at the early age of twenty-two.

He seems, however, to have made no especial figure at

the papal court until the death of Calixtus III. in 1458,

when we hear of his interfering actively to protect the late

pope's nephew, Pietro Luigi Borgia, from the vengeance of

tile Roman nobility, and escorting him safely to Civita

Vecchia. Upon the death of Pius II. he was unanimously
and unexpectedly elected his successor, 31st August 1464.

Vain of his personal appearance, he wished to take the

name of Formosus, and afterwards that of Mark in honour
of the patron saint of his native city, but, being dissuaded

from both, called himself Paul. He abandoned his prede-

cessor's projects for a crusade, which he saw to be impractic-

able, and made it his leading objects to preserve peace in

Italy and to enhance the dignity of the papal see by a dis-

play of outward magnificence. He embellished the costume
of the cardinals, collectejl jewels for his own adornment,
entertained the Roman people with shows and banquets,

and introduced the sports from which the Corso takes its

name to this day. If the spirit of his pontificate was
secular, its administration was in general prosperous, and
no serious reproach would rest upon his memory but for

his violent persecution of the humanists and scholars who
adorned his court, the truth respecting which it is exceed-

ingly difficult to discover. Whether actuated by a per-

ception of the incompatibility between Renaissarice culture

and traditional Christianity, -r by a panic fear of imaginary

conspiracies against his own person, he appears to have

acted with much arbitrary severity, and to have exhibited

himself in the unamiablc light of a comparatively illiterate

jnaa persecuting letters and learning. At the same time,

his severities have been without doubt considerably ex-

aggerated by the sufferers, from whom our knowledge of

them is almost entirely derived, and his o\vn ofiicial acts

and documents give a much more favourable view of his

character, confirmed by the tranquillity of Italy in his day.

.He was undoubtedly not a man of quick parts or enlarged

PAUL
views, but he must have possessed considerable administra-

tive ability, and his lavish ostentation, not in itself wholly

impolitic, was frequently accompanied by displays of charity

and munificence. He died very suddenly, probably of

apoplexy, on 2Sth July 1471. The inventory of his per-

sonal efl'ects, recently published by M. Eugene Muntz, is

a valuable document for the history of art. He was suc-

ceeded by Sixtus IV.

Paul III., Alessandro Farnese, pope from 1534 to

1549, was born 28th February 1468, of an ancient and
noble Roman family. He received an excellent education,

but his youth was dissolute and stormy, and he owed his

promotion to the cardinalate (September 1493) to the ad-

miration of Alexander VI. for his beautiful sister Giulia,

whence he was derisively nicknamed Cardinal Petticoat.

He soon showed himself, however, to be a man of ability

and character, and his reputation and influence went on

steadily increasing until, upon the death of Clement VII.,

being at the time senior cardinal of the sacred college, he

was unanimously elected pope after a conclave of only two

days, having been in a manner nominated by his prede-

cessor (13th October 1534).

Succeeding the most unfortunate of the popes, at the

most critical period in the history of the church, the part

assigned to Paul III. was one of no common difliculty.

But he also possessed no common qualifications,—prudence

increased and vigour tempered by age, learning, modera-

tion, and a prolonged experience of affairs. It was his

misfortune to be not altogether a man of his own day

:

deeply penetrated with the ambitious, luxurious, and
secular spirit of the Renaissance, he found it difficult to

adapt himself personally to the changed circumstances of

the times by entering into the CathoUc Puritanism which,

however disagreeable to a man of taste and refinement,

was an indispensable necessity in combating the Reforma-

tion. The want was in a manner supplied by the men
whom, conscious perhaps of his own deficiencies, he called

around him. No pope has made so many distinguished

cardinals, and his promotions included both men of evan-

gelical piety inclined to the new doctrines like Contarini,

and fanatical devotees of the old system like Caraffa. The
latter group, though Paul had probably little personal

inclination for them, triumphed in his councils. The bull

instituting the order of the Jesuits (1540) marks the

commencement of the Roman counter-reformation ; two

years afterwards the Roman Inquisition was established,

Contarini died with strong suspicions of poison, Ochino

was hunted from Italy, and a persecution broke out which

soon exterminated Protestantism inside the Alps. Another
memorable measure extorted from Paul by the necessities

of his position was the convocation of the council oj

Trent in 1545; but he soon found means to suspend its

sittings, which were not resumed for many years. His
brief condemning slavery (1537) ranks among the most
honourable actions of his reign. As a politician Paul con-

tinually strove to trim between Charles V. and Fl-ancis I.,

and to preserve the peace of Italy as far as compatible

with his darling aim of procuring an establishment for his

natural son. AH these objects were accomplished. Paul's

contemporaries respected and courted him, Italjy in general

enjoyed tranquillity, and the monster who biought such

disgrace upon him acquired the principalities of Parma and

Piacenza. After, however, the murder of this unworthy

son, the ingratitude of his grandsons broke Paul's heart,

and, overcome by a sudden fit of passion, he expired on

10th November 1549,—enjoying the rare distinction of

being one of the very few popes who have died lamented

by their subjects. His character was in many lespects a

very fine one, but in every respect the character of a prince

and a scholar, not of an ecclesiastic. He v.'as a munificent
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Mtron of learning, was versed in science, and had an

espejial weakness for judicial astrology. The arts also

owed much to him. Michelangelo's Last Judgment and

other- works of the first rank were completed under his

auspices, and he greatly improved and beautified the city

of Rome. Julius III. was his successor.

Pacx IV., Giovanni Pietro Caraifa, pope from 1555

to 1559, born 2Sth June 1476, was the nephew of Car-

dinal Oliviero Caraffa, by whose interest he became at an

early age chamberlain to Pope Alexander VI., arid subse-

quently, though contrary to his own inclination, archbishop

of Chieti. He was afterwards nuncio in England and

Spain, both of which missions he discharged with credit

;

but in 1524, under the influence of strong religious im-

pressions, he resigned his archbishopric, distributed his

goods among the poor, and retired from the world to direct

the monastic order of Theatins, foimded by himself. In

1536 the fame of his sanctity induced Paul III. to call

him to his court and confer the dignity of cardinal upon

him, notwithstanding his own reluctance. He now be-

came the head of the reactionary party at Rome, bent on

crushing all tendencies to religious innovation, while in-

sisting -on reforms in discipline and moral deportment.

Such was unquestionably the policy required by the times

from the exclusive point of view of the interests of the

church, and it was thoroughly incarnate in Caraffa, in

whom the spirit of the Dominican exterminators of the

Albigenses seemed to revive. Having taken an important

part in two conclaves, he was himself unexpectedly elected

pope on 23d May 1555, after the death of Marcellus 11.,

notwithstanding his personal unpopularity and the positive

Teto of Charles V. Raised to the pontifical throne, Paul

showed himself a man of extreme counsels in every respect.

He endeavoured to efface the prejudice against his former

austerity by excessive magnifi,cence. He rushed into

politics, and evinced himself as rash in his pafti§^ship as

his predecessors had been dexterous and aflfbiguotC.' His

open espousal of the cause of France brought upon him a

Spanish invasion which would have destr^^d"hi3 temporal

sovereignty but for the superstition of Philip II. and his

general Alva, who embraced the first opportunity of making
peace. He called his nephews to court and trusted them
with blind confidence, but unhesitatingly disgraced them
when convinced of their unworthiness. He refused to

acknowledge Ferdinand as emperor of Germany, maintain-

ing that Charles had no right to abdicate or Ferdinand to

succeed without his own permission. Amid all these

agitations he never lost sight of the main purpose of his

life : he struggled incessantly against heresy, and was the

first pope to issue a full ofiicial Index Librorum Prohibit-

orum (see vol. xii. p. 730). He died, on 18th August 1559,

recommending the Inquisition to the cardinab with his

last breath, and leaving the character of a pope of rare

energy of body and mind, upright in all his thoughts and
actions, but intoxicated with fanaticism and the pride of

office, and more perverse, obstinate, and impracticable than
any occupant of the papal chair since Urban VI. His
memory was so detested by the Roman people that the

hawkers of glass and earthenware were compelled for a

time to discontinue their usual cry of " carafe " and cry
" ampolle." He was succeeded by Pius IV.

PauitV., Camillo Borghese, pope from 1605 to 1621,
was born in Rome, 17th September 1552, of a noble
family. He followed the study of canon law, and after

having filled various important offices was made a cardinal
in 1596. He succeeded Leo XL on 16th May 1605, after

an unusually long and stormy conclave, the vicissitudes of

which are dramatically narrated in ilr T. A. TroUope's
Paul the Pope and Paul the 'Friar. No one, till the last

moment, had thought of Borghese, who owed his election

to his supposed inoffensiveness and the inability of the

leaders of the factions to agree upon any other man-
Scarcely had he been elected ere he' gave convincing proof

that his character had been very much mistaken. He
showed himself harsh, domineering, impatient of advice,

fanatical in his devotion to the secular as well as the

spiritual prerogatives of the church, and inflexible in his

resolution to uphold thf i. He began by successfully re-

pressing numerous encroachments of the ciWl power in

various Roman Catholic countries, and thus became tempted

to embark in a contention with the republic of Venice,

which inflicted a deeper wound on Rome than an.3'thing

that had taken place since the Reformation. The dispute

was occasioned by the claim of the Venetians to try eccle-

siastical culprits before the lay tribunals, and by the ex-

tension of old laws forbidding the unauthorized formation

of religious corporations and the acquisition of property

by ecclesiastics to the entire territory of the republic. _ Paul

protested and menaced (October 1605), and, when the

Venetians refused to yield, he- launched (April 1606) a

buU of excommunication against them, and placed the whole
republic under an interdict. The Venetians set him at

defiance, forbidding their clergy to pay the least attention

to the papal censures, and banishing those who disobeyed

from their dominions. A vehement literary controversy

arose, in which the famous Father Sarpi, the chief coun-

sellor of the Venetian senate, especially distinguished him-
self. Paul found himself impotent, and, disappointed in

his expectations of material aid from Spain, was thankful

to escape from the difficulty by the mediation of France,

whose representative, Cardinal Joyeuse, negotiated a com-
promise in April 1607. The Venetians made some nominal
concessions, but gained every substantial point at issue

;

the main result of the contention, however, was to demon-
strate the inefficacy of the spiritual weapons on which
Rome had so long relied, and the ^disrepute into which
papal pretensions had fallen even among Catholic nations.

Throughout the remainder of his long pontificate Paul
acted with comparative moderation, maintaining, never-

theless, the character of a zealous pontiff intent on combat-

ing heresy, and especially active in his encouragement of

foreign missions. He ranks among the popes who have

contributed most to the embellishment of Rome ; the nave,

facade, and portico of St Peter's were completed by him
;

he also erected the sumptuous Borghese chapel in Santa

Maria Maggiore, and greatly benefited the city by improv-

ing streets and constructing public fountains. He died

on 28th January 1621, and was succeeded by Gregory
XV. (r. g.)

PAUL (1754-1801), emperor of Russia, son of Peter

III. and of Catherine, was born on the 2d of October
1754. During the early part of his life he was treated

with great harshness by his mother, who had usurped
the throne and did not allow him to take any part in

the government. There is little doubt that she did not

intend him to succeed, but her will was burnt by one of

Paul's adherents. His days were spent in retirement,

with the exception of a tour which he made in the west

of Europe in the year 1780. He was tvdce married, first,

in 1773, to Augusta, princess of Hesse Darmstadt, who
died three years afterwards, leaving no issue ; secondly, in

1776, to Dorothea Sophia, princess of Wiirtemberg, who
was received into the Greek Church as Maria Feodorovna.

Paul Petrovich ascended the throne on the death of his

mother Catherine, 17th November 1796. One of his first

acts was to cause the body of his father to be exhumed
from the Nevski monastery and buried with the empress

his. wife in the Petropavlovski church among the rest

of the czars. Orloff and the other person's impUcated in

Peter's assassination were compelled to follow ths coffins.
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and afterwards banished the empire for ever. The chief

ministers of the ne'vv emperor were Eostopchin and Arak-

cheeff. Paul now gave signs of a benevolent disposition
;

among other acts of generosity he set at liberty Kosciusko,

who had been detained a prisoner at St Petersburg. He,

however, revived many obsolete imperial privileges which

were offensive to the nobility, and became unpopular

by introducing German regulations into the army. He
altered the oiikaz (ukase) of Peter the Great which

made the succession to the throne dependent upon the

'vill of the reigning sovereign^ and declared it inbtreirt;

in the eldest son. In 1798 he was appointed grand-

master of the order of the Knights of Malta. Alarmed

at the progress of the French Republic, he joined Turkey,

England, Austria, and Naples in a coalition against Bona-

parte. To command the Russians, the veteran Suwaroff

was summoned from his rural retreat, to which he had
been banished in consequence of making some satirical

veVses on the new regulations which had been introduced

by Paul. For the campaigns of the Russian general, the

article Russia may be consulted. It may suffice to say

here that he, triumphant at first, was eventually compelled

to retreat, and was recalled by Paul. He died in disgrace

in the year 1800. Soon afterwards the capricious emperor

completely changed his plans. Having been flattered by
Bonaparte, t«i secretly made overtures to him and quarrelled

with England, seizing English vessels and goftds which hap-

pened to be in the Russian ports. Bonaparte now entered

into an agreement with Paul, whereby they should simul-

taneously invade the English possessions in India. But
the coalition was broken up by the assassination of the

Russian emperor in the night of 23d to 24th JIarch

1801, which Bonaparte had the meanness to declare in

the Moniteiir had been planned by the English. The
story of his death is well known : he was strangled in

the Mikhailovski Palace by Zouboff, Pahlen, and other

conspirators. Their original object appears to have been

only to make him abdicate. An interesting account of

the events immediately preceding the emperor's death has

been given by General Sabloukoff, who was on duty that

evening at the palace. The empress Maria survived till

1828.

The solution of the incongruities of the character of

Paul seems to lie in the fact that he was more or less

insane. Hence his outbursts of cruelty in such cases as

those of the pastor Seidler and Kotzebue, alternating with

generosity, as in his treatment of Kosciusko and other

Poles. Englishmen are familiar with some of his mad
pranks from the highly interesting travels of Edward
Clarke, who suffered from the despot's caprice. Among
other whimsicalities, Kotzebue tells us that he seriously

proposed that the sovereigns of Europe should settle their

differences by single combat. He had' so imperilled the

position of the covmtry by his extravagance and eccentric

policy that his death, however unjustifiable the means,

seemed almost a necessity. All Russia breathed afresh

when Alexander II. ascended the throne.

The only event of the reign of Paul of permanent im-

portance to Russia was the annexation of Georgia in 1799.

PAUL, St Vincent of. See Vincent of Paul, St.

PAULDING, James Kieke (1778-1860), in his day a

successful politician, and a writer of some distinction,

was born in Dutchess county. New York, United States,

on 2 2d August 1778, and, after a brief course of edu-

cation at the village school, removed to New York city

in 1800, to reside with his brother-in-law, William
Irving, a brother of Washington Irving. In connexion
with the latter Paulding began in iS07 a series of brief

lightly humorous articles, which, under the title of " The
Salmagundi Papers," soon became popular, and continued

to appear until 25th June ISOS, when they terminated
with the twvBnticth number. Six years later he published

a political pamphlet. The United States and England, which
attracteifl the notice of President Madison, who in 1814
appointed the author secretary to the Board of Navy Com-
missioners. Subsequently Paulding was for twelve years

naA-y agent in New York city, and from 1837 to 1841 secre-

tatry of the navy, under President Van Buren. Although
much of his literary work consisted of political contributions

to the press, he yet found time to write a large number of

essays, poems, and tales. His marriage in 1818, the death

of his wife, and his own withdrawal from public life in

1841, with his death on 5th April 1860, comprise the chief

rbnaining facts of his useful, honoui-able, and uneventful

career.

From his fatljer, who was an active revolutionary patriot, Pauld-
ing inherited strong anti-British sentiments, which colour much of

his satire, but otherwise he was a just and genial critic, and a deli-

cate and kindly humorist. Of a reserved disposition and hasty

temper, with many prejudices, and of e.xtieme political views, he

was yet an eminently upright man ; of an affectionate nature and
a forgiving disposition ; a hater of debt, lies, and shams ; and an

absolutely incorruptible official, who, in every relation of life,

was inspired by a lofty, if sometimes mistaken, sense of honesty
and honour. In literature he merits notice chiefly as a pioneer,

and, though his placevvas never high, and will certainly not be per-

manent, h§*\vas among the first distinctively American as opposed
to English writers, and protested more vigorously than any of his

contemporaries against intellectual thraldom to the mother-country.
As a prose writer he is chaste and elegant, with a fine negligence,

which is sometimes the result of art, more frequently of haste ; and,

while not so elaborate as Irving, so diffuse as Cooper, or so frank as

Neal, he is generally just, neat, fanciful, and realistically desciip-

tive. Among his short stories perhaps the best are Dyspcpsy and
The Politician, among the long The I)iUchvians Fireside. As a

poet he is gracefully commonplace,—a weak relle-xion of Thomson,
with a dasli of the prairie and the backwoods. His longest and
most ambitious poem is—or was, for it is now forgotten

—

The Back-
woodsman, which is ill-constructed and tedious, and the only liues-

of Pairlding's which survive in popular memory are the familim
" Peter Piper picked a peck if pickled peppers

;

WTiere ia the peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper pickedV
which may be found in Koningsmarke,
The following is a list of his writings :

—

The Diverting Hiktory of John in^u

and Brother Jonathan (lSi2); The Lay of the Scottish Fiddle^ a Tate of Havre
<Je Grace, supposed to he written by Walter Scott Esq. (1813), a gnod-natured
parody on The Lay of the Last Minstrel ^vritten with the special intention of ridi-

culing certain American follies and exposing the excesses of the British in the
Chesapeake; The United States and England OSM); LettersfroA the Sonlhflsn);
The Backwoodsman; a Poem (IS18J; Salmagundi, second serjes (1S19-20); A
Sketch of Old England, hy a New England Man (1S22) ; Koningsmarke, the Long
J^inite (1823), a quiz on the romantic school of Scott ; John li\tll in America

:

or the New Munchausen (1824), a broad caricature of the early (type of British

traveller in America; The Merry Tales of the Three M'ise Men of .Gotham (1826);

The New Mirror for Tr<ivellers (iS2S) ; The Tales of the Good ii'oman, by n Donbt.

ful Genileman,—otherwise James K. Paulding (1S29) ; Chronicle^ of th^ City CJ

Gotham, from the papers of a retired Common Conncilman (18S0) ; Q'he Lion of the

West; a Comedy (1S31) ; The Dutchman's Fireside 0S31); Westward //a.'(lS32);

A Life of Washington (183.1), ably and gracefully written ; Slavery in the United

States (ISZ6) ; The Book of Saint Nicholas, a series of stories of the old Dutch
settlers (1S37); A Gift from Fairyland (li2S)\ The Old Continental; or the

Price of Liberty (1846); American Comedies, the joint production of himself and
his son William J, Paulding (1847); and The Puritan and his Daughter ilSi9).

The same son also published a posthumous volume hy his father, entitled A
Book of Vagaries, which is included in an edition of Paulding's Select Works (4

vols:, 1S67-GS), and a most unsatisfactory biography, mostly made up of long
extracts from Paulding's writings, called Literary Life of Javus K. Paulding
(1867).

PAULI, Reinhold (1823-1882), historian, was born at

Berlin on 25th May 1823. • From his mother, who was of

Huguenot descent, he derived a vivacious temperament

;

from his father, a minister of the Reformed Chiu'ch, sprung

of a family of clergymen and theological professor.s, he

inherited strong religious convictions. He spent his boy-

hood in Bremen, from whose republican citizens he early

imbibed a hearty admiration of liberal self-government,

moral discipline, and extensive sea-trade. With the ex-

ception of two semesters when he heard Dahlmann at Bonn,

he studied at the university of Berlin (1842-46), where he

acquired a lifelong predilection for the HohenzoUerns and

for the civil service and army of Prussia. Ranke was young

Pauli's model historian, but he had far too much individu-

ality to bind himself slavishly to any school. After having

taken his degree and passed the public schoolmaster's ex-

amination, he becaiiie in 1847 private tutor in the family
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of Mr BannatTue, a solicitor in Glasgow, and stayed seven

years in Great Britain. During 1S49-52 he served as

private secretary to the Prussian ambassador Bunsen in

London, and made the acquaintance of many eminent

politicians of the day and of distinguished antiquaries, such

as Kemble, Thorpe, and Hardy. Never a mere book-scholar,

he saw various parts of England with an ob;erTant eye, and

followed public questions with warm interest. He now
conceived the plan of investigating the history of England

in it5 original sources. In this way he was the first faith-

fully to copy some of the Anglo-Saxon annals ; but, as soon

as he learned that Thorpe was going to edit them for the

Master of the Rolls, he liberally committed his transcripts

to him. The roots of Great and Greater Britain appeared

to him to lie in Anglo-Saxon, not in Celtic, institutions,

and therefore his first book was Eonig Ael/red (Berlin,

1851). Though critically destroying many long-cherished

legends, he described his hero's character and times in

warm colours. The book was twice translated into English,

and Lappenberg, the best judge then living, declared its

author worthy to continue his own Geschichte von England.

Xot without material privations Panli continued his stay

in England, and between 1853 and 1858 published three

large volumes, comprising the period from Henry 11. to

Henry VII. In 1855 he became privat-docent at Bonn, and
he obtained a professorship at Rostock in 1857. Thence ha
removed in 1859 to Tubingen, where, however, in 1866 he

offended the Wiirtemberg Government by vehemently de-

nouncing its Austrian policy in an essay which appeared

during the Prussian war in the Preussisc/ie Jahrbiicher.

Exiled to a remote country seminary, he ) neferred to resign.

He now returned to his native country and obtained in

1867 a post in the university of, Marburg, which he once

represented in the Prussian Upper House. In 1870 he
found an honourable position at Gottingen, where the

former dynastic union of Hanover with Great Britain had
left a splendid English library, and where Waitz had
brought together a flourishing historical school.

Pauli's later life was chiefly devoted to modem history,

and the Geschk-hie Englands 181-1-52, in 3 vols. (Leipsic,

1864-75) made his name widely known. He fulfilled his

duties as a teacher and examiner and as a fellow of different

learned societies with punctual accuracy ; he became member
of the academies of Gottingen, Munich, and Berlin, and
honorary doctor of Oxford and Cambridge. He helped

friends and pupUs with untiling kindness ; in his happy
and social home he was often visited by distinguished

English scholars. And he was for a whole generation a

living link between the historical literature of England
and Grermany, " those two columns of the Teutonic world,

which, for the benefit of human progress be firmly believed

in, he fondly hoped would never be torn asunder." When
suddenly called away by a stroke of apoplexy on 3d June
1882, he was deeply lamented on both sides of the ChanneL

Panli's History o/Eiiglnnd was remarkable for its research. Xever
Defore had the records, then piled up in the Tower Tvithout calenJ.irs

or indexes, been tised in so fiill a way ; never before had the
chronicles and memoirs been so thoroughly criticized. The short
review of these original sources, given in the appendices, formed a
guide to the medieval historio^phy of England, and was later on,

when better editions appeared, supplemented by Pauli's critiques

contributed to German periodicals. The main narrative follows the
king, but at the end of each reign the literary, religious, social,

economical, and especially the commercial features of the period are
cleverly grouped together. Though Pauli was no regular jurist,

even the development of the constitutional side of his subject was
then superior to the general standard. Indeed these parts, and these
Duly, Pauli lived to see without jealousy siiperseded by Gneist and
Stubbs, whil^ in every other respect his work, then an immense
idvance upon Lingard, still remains the most solid of its kind. It

has never been translated, perhaps on account of its almost annal-
istic form, and its contempt for the popular attractions of moralizing
remarks, philosophical speculation, or pictures<}ue style. To gain

new facts, to show the way for further investigation, seemed \o
Pauli a worthier tisk than to amuse the public with a biilliaut

story. The history is ;smarkab!c for the completeness with which
the author has used all reports, letters, and memou-s he could lay
his hands upon. He was a.so allowed to inspect private papers of
Cobden aru' of the Prussian ambassadors Blilow and Bmiseu ; and
he knew something by personal recollection. Still he openly con-
fessed that this contempoi-ary history could be only preliminary,
on account of tlie wide gaps iu our knowledge of the secret policy,

and because "he felt, in dealing with the flowing formless mass
of living characters, as if he were touching hot lava that could
not yet he shaped into constructive materid. " Nevei-theless the
carefully -weighed judgment and the pi-ofound understanding of
the manifold and tangled tendencies of modern strife are simply
astonishing, if w-e consider that the author was a foreigner. Abroad
no guide through the English history of the 19th centuiy can rival

this work, while the English reader will find at least the chapteis
on forei^ policy to contain much that is new, and will be sure to
admire the impai-tial views of a distant but lofty and noble observer.

Pauli had learned to love the organic gi-owth of the English cou>ti-

tution, and could not look without misgivings on the radical de-

struction of its aristocratic basis.

Besides a great many essays on the Jliddle Ages, of which ouly
the popxdar ones have been collected in Bild^r atts AU-Englanit
(Gotha, 1850 ; 2d ed. 1876, translated 1861), and in Ju/saLu: zur
EnglUchsTi Geschichte (Leipsic, 1869 ; KcueFolge^ edited by Hartwig,
Leipsic, 1883), Pauli published two monographs : "Grossetcste und
Marsh," in tlie Tiibingen Program for 1864, and Simon von MoiitforC

(Tiibingen, 1867). From a literary point of view these biograpliies

are the best things Pauli wrote, and iu them he w.is successful iu

creating fio;ures of impressive character ; but his general histories

also usually centi-e round a hero, e.g.. Canning and Peel in his

history of England in our own times. "Well vereed iu pal.-eography,

Pauli discovered several important memorials, and never despised

the humbler task of an editor ; he edited Gower's Confcssio AminUis
(1857), The Libell o/Englishc Policyc o/" 1436 (1878), and tlii-ee ti-acts

on political economy of the time of Henry YIII., Traiisadioiis oj

thi GoUiiigciL Society, 1878. For the Monumciiici Gomanix JIistori<-tr

he furnished a quantity of MS. collations, and extracted coujointly
with Liebermann pieces of interest for Gennauy out of English
historians before 1300 A.D., which appeared iu part in vol xiii.

(1881), and in part will fill vol. ixvii. For the Berlin Academy he
selected and copied a mass of recorxls relating to German}-, mainly
of the 14th cenjuiy, which did excellent serWce for the Hanscatic

Eublications. For the Camden Society he had prepared the account
ook of the Prussian crusade of Henry Earl of Derby in 139"2, which,

it is hoped, will be edited by an eminent English historian. He
contributed numberless reviews and detailed, often exhaustive,

essays on minor subjects of English history to Sybel's HisioriscJie

Zcitschrift, Preussische Jahrbiicher, Grenzboten, P.undschau, Im
Keaen Ecich, Forschungcit car DciUschcn Geschichte, Archiv far
tiltcre deiUschc Gcschichiskunde, Hansische Gcschichtsblattcr, ZeU-
schrift fur Kirchcnrecht, Deutsche Littc-raturzeitung, Gotiingisclic

XadirichieTi, GUtiiigische Atizeigen. These articles possess in some
respects a very high value as material for future scholai-s. Pauli's

last studies on Henry VIII. and the Hanoverian succession, baseil

on the discovery of the papers of Robethon, the elector's agent, ai-c

printed in the Avfsdt^c, Kciie Folge.

Hartwig prefixed a sketch of Panli's life to the Avfsatzt, Xeut Folgt, and
Frensdora delivered a lecture upon hiin, printed In the TransaclloHs of tlie

Gottingen Society (1SS2). (F. L)

PAULICLANS (TiavkiKiavoi.), the name of a religious

sect which sprang up in Armenia in the latter half of the

7 th century. Their founder was Constantine, belong-

ing to a village near Samosata called Mananalis, where a

dualistic, perhaps ilarcionite, community had long sub-

sisted. About 660 A.D. his attention had been drawn to

the Isew Testamer:t, o.nd especially to the epistles of Paul,

whence he derived a set of opinione which, ia their com-
bination at least, were quite peculiar to himself, and
under their inspiration he forthwith came forward as a

reforming preacher. The scene of his first efforts was
Cibossa, in the district of Colonia in Armenia Prima,

where, in token of his Pauline discipleship, he called himself

Sylvanus and his flock Macedonians. He died about the

year 684, but had a succession of like-minded followers

—

Simeon (called Titus), Paul, Gegnaesius (Timothy), Joseph

(Epaphroditus)—under whom the sect continued to spread

into Asia Minor, ultimately taking up its headquarters in

Phaner^a in Helenopontus. According to Petrus Siculus,

whose Historia Maniclixorum was written about 870, they

held the ordinary dualistic doctrine conuuou to all the

XYIU. — 55
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Manichaaans, expressly distinguishing the Being to -whom
the present world owes its creation and government from the

maker and<ruler of that which is to come ; further, besides

being quite out of sympathy with the Catholic doctrine

as to the Theotokos, they rejected the Old Testament, the

sacraments, the symbol of the cross, and the ordained

ministry of the church. The morals of the followers of

Constantine seem to have been for the most part unex-

ceptionable, tending to severity, but one of his remoter

successors, Baanes by name, gave way to such excesses as

to earn for himself the surname of o pwrapog ; and Sergius

(Tychicus), about the beginning of the 9th cent.ury, found

so gr«at scope for a moral reformation and was so success-'

fid in his efforts for this end that he is sometimes spoken

of, not extraTagantly,'as the second founder of the sect.

Their aversion to images made them specially obnoxious to

persecution by both parties during the iconoclastic con-

troversy,—the iconoclasts specially finding it necessary to

give practical demonstration of their antipathy to the

Paulician heretics. The violence of Leo the Armenian in

particular compelled many of their number, and Sergius

among them, to seek refuge in the Saracen part of Ar-

menia, where the emir of Melitene assigned them a seat

in the little town of Argaum ; from this settlement, not-

nithstanding the remonstrances of their head, they made
frequent and damaging inroads on the Byzantine territory.

After the death of Sergius in 835 their government be-

came more political and republican, until the violence of

Th«odora <irove new reinforcements to their camp, includ-

ing an able military leader named Carbeas, who presently

placed himself at their head. The sect continued to grow

and to found' new settlements, among which Tephrica is

specially mentioned by the Byzantine historians as a cause

of embarrassment. At the head of an army composed of

Paulicians and Moslems, Carbeas more than once invaded

the territory of the empire and inflicted defeat on the

opposing forces. Chrysocheir, his stepson and successor,

was still more successful ; sweeping all opposition before

him, he overran the whole of Asia Minor, pillaging Nice and

Nicomedia, Ancyra and Ephesus,—Basil the Macedonian

yainly appealing now to arms and now. to negotiation.

At last, however (871), he was surprised and slain, and

his followers were driven back to their mountain fastnesses.

In 970 John Zimisces succeeded in removing a large

colony of them, as guardians of the frontier, to the region

about PhiUppopolis in Thrace, where fuU religious liberty

was guaranteed them. Here they continued to flourish in

virtual independence for more than a century, until Alexius

Comnenus inflicted chastisement on them for having de-

serted his standard in the course of the Norman war. In

1115 that emperor fixed his winter quarters in Philippo-

polis to use for their conversion the various powers of

persuasion at his command, and the, orthodox city of

AlexiopoUs was founded in the immediate neighbourhood.

The sect, however, called " Popelicans " by Villehardouin,

continued to subsist in Thrace until at least the beginning

of the 13th century, as did also the Euchites, afterwards

Bogomili, who had been attracted* to the locality by the

toleration of Zimisces. Meanwhile, branch societies of

Paulicians had established themselves in Italy and France,

and reappear in history there under various names, such as

Bulgari, Patareni, Cathari, and Albigenses.

Tlie Paulicians are the subject of a monograph by F. Schmidt

(Historia Paulicianomm Oricntalium, Copenhagen, 1826) ; and the

Historia of Petnis Sicuhis, already referred to, has been edited

(Gbltincen, 1846) by Gieseler, whose " Untersuchungen iiber die

Geschiclite der Paulicianer," in Stud. u. KtU. (1829), as well as the

ri-lative sections of his Church History, deserves special mention.

See also vol. iii. of Neander's Kirchcngcschichte.

PAULINUS, St, of Nola. Pontius IMeropius Anicius

Paulinus, who was successively a consul, a monk, and a

bishop, was bom at Bordeaux in 353 a.d. His father,

praifectus praetorio in Gtaul, was a man of great wealth,

so that Augustine could speak of Paulinus,^whjo inherited

it, as " opulentissimus dives," and Ausonius, himself a man
of property, could speak of his estates as " regna." The
literary education of the futiu'e saint was entrusted to his

elder contemporary and townsman Auspnius, and how con-

siderable was the degree of culture to which he attained

as a writer both in prose and verse can yet be seen from
his extant works, though it'xs of course impossible for any
one in cold blood to concur in all the friendly praises of

Ausonius and Jerome, the latter of whom compares him
as a letter-writer to Cicero. In 378 he was raised to the

rank of consul suffectus, and in the following year he
appears to have been sent as consularis into Campania.
Here, whether in an ofiicial capacity or not, he certainly

remained for some time; and, according to his own account,

it was at this period, while present at a festival of St Felix

of Nola, that he first entered upon his lifelong devotion

to the cultus of that saint. Probably before this time he
had married a wealthy Spanish lady named Therasia ; the

union appears to have been a sympathetic and happy one,

though not unclouded by domestic sorrows, among which
may be mentioned the death in infancy of their only child,

—a bereavement which, combined with the many disasters

by which the empire was being visited, did much to foster

in them that world-weariness to which they afterwards gave
such emphatic expression. _From Campania Paulinus re-

turned to his native place and came into correspondence

or personal intimacy with men like Martin of Tours and
Ambrose of Milan, whose example could cot fail to ke.ep

before him the claims of Christianity as conceived by them
;

and ultimately (about 389) he was formally received into the

church by Bishop Delphinus of Bordeaux, whence shortly

afterwards he withdrew with his wife beyond the Pyrenees.

This withdrawal from the pursuits and pleasures of the

world called forth the playful banter and serious remon-

strances with which alternately he was pUed by Ausonius

;

all appeals, however, to the common memories of an old

friendship and to the claims of patriotism and of ambition

were made in vain. It is impossible, of course, to say what
precise amoupt of truth may underlie the poet's hint at

an undue feminine ascendency over his friend, which is

implied in the expression " Tanaquil tua." Therasia was
certainly at least not behind her husband in eagerness to

have done ^ith the fast -failing friendship and help of

" the world "
; but Paulinus is unflinching in his reply to

everyreproach and entreaty : "Negant .Camcenis, nee patent

Apollini dieata Christo pectora. . . . Nunc alia mentem
vis agit, major deus. . . . O beata injuria, displicere cum
Christo." The personal asceticism of Paulinus and his

liberality towards the poor soon brought him into great

repute among all the devout of the region in which he

had settled ; and while he was spending Christmas at

Barcelona' the enthusiasm of the people rose to such a

pitch that they insisted on his being forthwith ordained

to the priesthood. The irregularity of Ais step, however,

was resented by many of the clergy, and the occurrence is

still passed lightly over by his Boman Cathohc panegyrists.

In the following year he went into Italy, and after visit-

ing Ambrose at Milan and Siricius at Rome—the latter of

whom, however, jealous probably of the growing monkish

spirit and mindful also of the irregular ordination, received

him somewhat coldly—he proceeded into Campania, where,

in the neighbourhood of Nola, he settled among the rude

structures which on his former visit he had caused to be

built around the tomb and relics of his " dominsedius ','

(lord of th'e edifice) and patroa saint. Along with Ther-

asia (now a sister, not a wife), while leading a life of rigid

asceticism, he devoted the whole of his vast wealth to th»
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entertainment of need}- pilgrims, to payment of the debts of

the iiisoivent, and to public works of utility or ornament

;

besides building basilicas at Fondi and Nola, he provided

the Iatt'e^ place »ith a much-ueeded aqueduct. At the

next Tacancy, not later than i09, he succeeded to the

bishopric of Xola, and this oiEce he held with ever-increas-

ing honour until his death, which occurred shortly after

that of Augustine in 431. He is commemorated by the

Church of Rome on 22d June.

The extant wiitings of Pauliuus cousist of some fifty Epistolie,

aJilressed to Suli icius Sevcrus, Delphiiius, Augustine, Jerome, and
others ; tLiity-twt. Cat-mijia in a great variety of metre, including

a series of hexan.eter "i.atales," begun about 393 and continued

.innuaily in Louour of tlie festival of St Felix, metrical ei>istles to

.Vusoi.ius and Gestidias, and i>araphrases of three psalms ; and a

Passio S. Gtiicsii, They i-eveal to us a kindly and cheerful soul,

well veiscfl in the liteiavy accomplishments of the period, but

without auy strength of iutellectual giusp and ]>eculiavly prone to

superstition. The somewhat coi.spicnous place in church history

occui ied by PauUnus is chiefly due to the effect his great iniluence

had in pioniotiug the practice of pilgviu.agB, relic -hunting, and
pictuie- worship, as well as the uncritical acceptance of every

alleged miracle ; to the intellectual development of Christianity he
cputiibuted nothing aud it may well be questioned whether the

maunei in whioh he dischaiged the stewardship of his "-eilth was
as judicious and beneficial as it certainly was generous.

His works were e«rted by RosweyJe and Fi-ni,tor le Due in 1622 (.Vntwerp,
Svo), and tl eir text was rei-riiited h- I] e Bibt. nm--. patr. (1677). The next
eOitor was Le Biun <W% Marettes (Paris. IGSo, 2 lols. 4to), whose text w.is

reprodaceU in substaiice by Muratori (Veruua, 1736), acd reprinted by Migne.

PAULUS, Heinrich Eberhard Gottlob (1761-18.51),

the distinguished representative of the rationalistic school

of German theologians of the beginning of this century,

was born at Leoi.beig, near Stuttgart, 1st September
1761. His father, the Lutheran clergyman at Leonberg,

was convinced of the immortality of the soul by spirit-

ualism, and was deprived of his living in consequence of

His belief in the intercourse of departed spirits with men.
He likewise required of his children unconditional obedi-

ence, and commanded them to believe the doctrines of

religion without asking wherefore. The father's spiritual-

ism and dogmatism drove the son by natural reaction

to the rationalism which prevailed at the time, and of

which, in its application to Biblical history, Paulus became
the most famo'is representative. ' He was educated at

Tubingen, was three years master in a German school,

and then spent two J.ears in travelling through England
and the principal countries of the Continent. He subse-

quently published interesting pas.sages from the journal of

his torn-. 1 Lu 1789 he was chosen ordinary professor of

Oriental languages at Jena. In addition to the studies

of his'own departiaeut he prosecuted especially mathe-

matics, as the be.st preparation for clear thinking. At
Jena he lived in close intercourse with Schiller, Goethe,

Herder, and the most distinguished literary men of the

time.'; In 1793 he succeeded D-^erlein as professor of

theology. His special work was the exposition of the

Old and Xew Testaments in the light of his great Oriental

learning and according to his characteristic principle of
" natural explanation." He held that miracles in the

strict sen?6 were impossible, that the events recorded in

the Bible took place n^iturally, and that the narratives of

the Gospels are the true reports of men who either were eye-

witnesses or had obtained information from such as were.

From a purely apologetic motive he sought to remove
what other interpreters regarded as miracles from the

Bible by distinguishing between the fact related and the

author's opinion of it, by seeking a naturalistic "exegesis

of a" narrative, f.jr, that (ttI t^5 daXda-a-i)^ (Matt. xiv. 25)
means bt/ the shore and not on the sea, by supplying circum-

stances omitted by the author, by remembering that the

author produces as miracles occurrences which can now be
explained otherwise, e.r/., exorcisms. The chief exegetical

works"oi "Eaulus are Ms PhiUiloyiich-kritiscIier,jmdxli.utor-

ischer Coiniuentai- iibei das A'eue Testament (' vols., ISOO-

1804), Ctaiis iiber die Psalmai (1791), and Clacis iiber

Jesaias (1793), and particularly his Exer/etisches Handbuek
iiber die drei ersten Evangeliiin (3 vols., 1830-33; 2d ed.,

1841-42). His Life of Jesus (2 vols., 1828) is a synop-

tical translation of the Gospels, prefaced by an account of

the preparation for the Christ and a brief summary of His
history, and accompanied by very short explanations iuter-

woven in the translation. The form of the work was fatal

to its success, and the subsequent Exegetisches Ilandhnch

rendered it quite superfluous. In the latter work Paulus

really contributed much to a true interpretation of the

Gospel narratives, notwithstanding his entire failure to ex-

plain the miracles away. The historical and geographical

excursuses and dissertations interwoven in his conmient-

aries are of considerable value. He was particularly well

acquainted with the conditions of Oriental life. In the

year 1803 Paulus left Jena on account of his health, and
filled various posts in south Germany until 1811, when
he became professor of exegesis and ecclesiastical history

at Heidelberg. It was there that he found the freest

scope for his great learning and tutoiial abilities. He
filled this chair until 1844, when he letiied on account of

his great age. He died, faithful to his first rationalistic

position, a staunch friend of intellectual and political fre_e-,

dom and light, 10th August 1851, in his ninetieth year.

The literaiy laboui-s of Paulus were i.ot confined to exegp^is. V He,

edited, a collected small edition of Spinoza's woilis {1SO*2-1803), a'

collection of the most noted Eastern tiavels (I792-1S03), .Schel-

ling's Vo)lcsungc7i iiber die Offenbannig (1843), ke. He was also

the author of Skizzcn aus vicincr Bildun'js- und Lchc)u>rf^schichtc

(1839), and he left beliipid him the n.ateiials^br a biogiaphy, wliicli

was published by Profes.sov Reichlin-Mcldegg, under the* title II,

E. G. Paulus und seine Zeit (1853).

PAULUS, Julius. ' See Eoman Law.
PAULUS (or PAtJLLCs), Lucius iEsnuus, a dis-

tinguished Roman geneial, of the patrician family ot the

..Emilii, was born about 229 B.C. He was the son of the

consul of the same name, who fell at Cannrc. As cuiuje

«dile in 192 he gave a proof of his integrity by pro.^e-

cuting the persons who niade an illegal use of the public

pastures. His first laurels were won in Further Spain,

whither he was sent as pra;tor in 191. Though at

first defeated with loss, he finally overthrew the enemy in

a bloody battle (189) and tranquillized Spain. • In 182
he was consul, and in the following year subdued the

Ingauni, a piratical tribe of Liguria, dismantling their

towns and carrying off their ships. For this service he
was granted a triumph. After a period of retirement from
public life he was elected consul a second time, for 168,

and entrusted with the command in tlie Macedonian war,-

which the incapacity of previous
_
Roman.; generals had

allowed to drag on witho'.it success lot three iieara Paulus
brought the war to a 'speedy termination by the battle

of Pj'dna, fought on 22d June (Julian calendar) 168.

The battle decided the fate of Macedonia, which was
henceforward a Roman province, t. The JIacedonian king
Perseus surrendered shortly afterwards and met with a
courteous reception from the Roman general. • Paulus now
availed himself of his position to make the tour of Greece,

visiting with an intelligent interest the places immortalized

in Greek history and legend. Afterwards, assisted by-ten

Roman commissioners, he arranged the affairs of Macedonia.

In obedience to the orders of the senate, on his return

through Epinis to Italy he gave up seventy to\vns to pillage

and carried off 150,000 of the inhabitants as slaves. A
magnificent triumph, graced by the presence of the captiy,e'

king Perseus and his three children, rewarded the con?

queror of ilg-cedonia (167). But his public glory waS
closely attended by private misfortune ; of the two sons

iorne him by his second wife one died a few days l^efore,
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the other a few days after, his triumph. The veteran was

thus left mthout a son to bear his name ; for of his two

sons by his first wife Papiria, the elder had been adopted

by Quintus Fabius lHaximus, Hannibal's great opponent,

and the younger by the son of Scipio Africanus. The

latter, known as P. Cornelius Scipio yEmilianus, was the

conqueror of Carthage and Numantia. Paulus was censor

in 164, and died in 160. At the funeral games e.xhibited

in his honour the Ilecyra of Terence was acted for the

second and the Adelpid for the first time.

Paulus was a fine siiccimcn of a Roman noble. An aristocrat to

the backbone, lie was yet beloved by the people, whose favour he

never deigned to court by unworthy means. His iutcgiity was

perfect ; of the vast sums brought by him into the Roman treasury

from Spain and Jlact-donia he kept not a penny to himself. At

liis death his property with difficulty sufficed to pay his wife's dowry.

As a general he was a strict disciplinarian ; as au augur he dis-

charged the religious duties of his office with conscientious care and

exactness. His piety passed into superstition, as when before the

battle of Pydna he sacrificed to the moon, then under eclipse.

His sympathy with Greek learning and art is attested by the Greek

masters whom he procured for his sous, as well as by his travels in

Greece, the works of art he brouglit lionie, and liis friendship for

the historian Polybius. His nobility of nature won him the alTec-

tion and esteem of all who knew him, of his enemies no less than

of his countrymen. An affecting proof is the fact recordcS by

I'lutarch tliat his body was carried to tlie grave, by volunteers

from all the nations he had conquered, while old men from Spain,

Uguria, and Macedonia followed lamenting the man who (accord-

i]ig to them) was at once their conqueror and their saviour.

Tliere te a life of him by Plutarch. bi!t his campaigns in Liguria and Mace-

ilonia are more fully described by Livy (xl. 25-2S ; xjiv. 17 - xlv. i\).

PAULUS jEGINETA. See ^sixet.\, vol. i. p. 181,

and Medicine, vol. xv. p. 804.

PAULUS DIACONUS, the historian of the Lombard

dominion in Italy, flourished in the 8th century (see

Lombards, vol. xiv. p. 813). An ancestor of his named

Leupichis entered Italy in the train of Alboin and received

an allotment of lands at or near Forum Julii (Friuli). By

an invasion of Avars all the five sons of this warrior were

swept off into Illyria, but one, his namesake, returned

through many perils and restored the ruined fortunes of

his house. His grandson was Warnefrid, who, by his

wife Theodelinda, became the father of Paulus. The

future historian (born about 720 or 725) received an

education unusually good for his times, possibly in part

conducted at the court of King Ratchis in Pavia. From

a teacher named Flavian he received at least the rudiments

of Greek. In middle life, probably, he retired into the

great Benedictine monastery of Monte Cassino, which his

patron King Katchis had entered in 749. The ruin which

befell the Lombard monarchy in 774 at the hands of

Charles the Great may have caused him to take this step.

In this ruin was involved his brother Arichis, whose estates

were confiscated, himself confined in prison for seven years,

and his Avife and children reduced to beggary. About

781 Paulus left his monastery and travelled to France,

probably in order to intercede for this brother, and after

considerable delay his request was granted. Meanwhile,

his literary gifts had come to be highly appreciated by the

Frankish king. The letters and the verses which passed

between Charles (employing the pen of a secretary) and

Paulus give a pleasant idea of the relation between the

two parties, and remind us of the intercourse between the

Italian princes and the scholars of the Renaissance. After

some years' residence in France Paulus returned to Italy

and to his convent, and died, probably between 790 and

800, at his beloved Monte Ca.ssino. His surname, Diaconus

(or Levita), shows that he took orders as a deacon, no

doubt during his residence in the monastery.

The chief works of Panhis are bis Contintnition of Eidropius and

his Lombard Jlnlory. The former (one of liis earliest works) was

written at the request of Adeljierga, wife of tlie duke of Benevento.

Faulus recommended her to read the Roman history of Eutropius,

but, as she complained that this licatheu writer said ndthiug of

church affairs, and stopped short at the death of Jovian, Paulus

interwove some extracts fi-om the ecclesiastical historians, and
added si.x books (xi.-xvi. ), bringing down the history to 553 a.d.

At this point his Lombard Histo>-y, in six books, written in the

later years of his life and cut short by his death, 'takes up the tale,

which is told henceforward from the point of view of a Lombarii

patriot. The sagas of the Langobardic warriors, pleutifiiUy inter- .

spersed, give to the narrative a wild barbaric intoreot. The
document called the Origo Geniis Langolardica: and tha lC6t his-

tory of Sccundus of Trient furnished some of his materials. Ho
also makes free use of Gregory of Tours, Bede, Isidore, and others.

In some aspects Paulus naturally suggests a comparison with
Jordanes, that otlier historian of a barbarian nation falling into

I'uin, but in learning and literary honesty the Lombard is greatly

the superior of the Goth. His style is, for his age, wonderfully

good, though his grammar shoA's the breaking down of the old

Latin inflexions into the lingua volgare.

Paulus wrote also a history of the bishops of Metz, some homilies,

and several small poems, some rhythmical, some metrical. His
works were frequently copied in the Middle Ages. Of the Lovibard

History there are more thau a hundred MSS. extant, those of Assisi,

Cividale, and St Gall being the most important. The edition of

his histories published as part of the Momancnta Gcrmaniat

Historica (1873-79) supersedes all others. For further informa-

tion, the student may consult G. Waltz's preface to the Lombard
History in that edition, and F. Dahn's Langobardischs Studien, au
able monograph, but perhaps too negative in its conclusions. The
English reader will find an excellent sketch of Paulus's life, and
writings iu Ugo Balzani's Early Chroniclers of Italy (London,

1883).

PAUPERISM. See Poor Laws.
PAUSANIAS, the general who led the Greeks to vic-

tory at Plataea, was a Spartan and a member of the Agid

branch of the royal house. In 479 B.C. he succeeded his

father Cleombrotus as regent and guardian of his cousin

the youthful king Plistarchus, and in the same year he

was appointed, by virtue of his rank, to lead the army
despatched by the Spartans to help .the Athenians against

the Persians under Mardonius. He commanded the

united Greek army at the memorable battle of Plataea

(479), which for ever secured the freedom of Greece

against the Persians. The credit of that great victory

belongs to the soldiers rather than to their general, for

Pausanias seems to have acted without any settled plan,

and to have given battle only when he was forced to do

so by the enemy. Indeed, hi.: attempt to withdraw the

Spartan contingent from the post of honour on the right,

in order to avoid encountering the native Persian troops

under Mardonius, savours of positive cowardice. But, if

he feared the living, he respected the dead ; a proposal

made by a Greek after the battle to avenge the death of

Leonidas by mutilating the corpse of the gallant ^lardonius

received from Pausanias a stern rebuke. - After the expul-

sion of the Persians from Greece Pausanias led a Greek

fleet (478 or 477) to Cyprus and thence to Byzantium,

which he captured from the Persians. But the successes

he had hitherto enjoyed only fed without satisfying his

ambition. He conceived the design of making himself

master of all Greece, and with this view he opened a corre-

spondence with Xerxes, ofi"ering to marry his daughter and

reduce Greece to a Persian province. The proposal was

hailed with delight by the Persian monarch. Pufl"ed up

with these hopes, Pausanias now assumed by anticipation

the airs and state of a tyrant, and by his overbearing

manners offended the Greeks so deeply that in disgust

they transferred the leadership of the allied forces from

Sparta to Athens,—a momentous step, from which sprang

the maritime empire of Athens. Pausanias was recalled

to Sparta and tried, but, though convicted and punished

for minor oflTences, the evidence was insufficient to sub-

stantiate the charge of treason, and he was acquitted.

Having afterwards the folly to return to Byzantium in a

private capacity and reopen communications with Persia,

he was again recalled and put on his trial. There was

stron" suspicion of his treason, but no positive evidence.

It was knovra, too, that he had incited the Helots to revolt,
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jiromising them freedom and citizenship if they would

join him ; but, ^?^th characteristic caution, the authorities

declined to accept the evidence of a Helot against a

Spartan, and Pausanias might, after all, have been acquitted

if it had not been that a messenger to whom he entrusted

a letter for Artabazus, the Persian satrap, opened it, and,

finding in it a direction to put the bearer to death, carried

it to the ephors. But not until they had contrived to over-

hear a conversation between Pausanias and his messenger

were the ephors satisfied of his guilt ; and then they pro-

ceeded to arrest him. Foreseeing their intention, Pausanias

took refuge in the temple of Athene of the Brazen House.

The ephors took off the roof, blocked up the doors, and
starved him. When on the point of death he was dr^igged

out, that his corpse might not defile the sanctuary. This

•"appened about 467.
The principal authorities for the life of Pausanias are Herodotus

(ir. 10 sq.) and Tliucydides (i. 91, 95, I2S-134). There is a

biography of him by Cornelius Nepos. See also Diodorus, xi. 29-

34, 44-46 ; Pausanias, iii. 4, 7 and t*. 17, 7 ; Plutarch, Themistocks,

23 ; Id., Aristidis, 11, 14-20, 23 ; Aristodemus, iL iv. vL-viii. (in
'
iliiller's Fragrrt. Ilist. Grxc.j vol. v.) j- Justin, 2, 14.

P.A.USANIAS, a prose-wftter (Aoyoy/ja^os) of Greek
traditions, mythical and historical, and a critic of Greek
art. His important work, in ten books, called 'E\Aa5os
IlepnQyr)a-ii, usually known as Pausanix Descfiptio Grascix,

has come down to us entire. It is strictly an itinerary

through the Peloponnesus, including Attica, Boeotia, and
Phocis, with a rather slight mention of the adjacent islands

aad some of the principal towns on the Asiatic coast.- It

was evidently compiled by one whose interest was mainly
centred in making notes of art-collections as they existed

in the Greek temples and public places in the time of the

Antonines. In connexion with these he expatiates on the

myths and legends locally preserved, and thus he has

handed down to us much valuable mythological material

which would otherwise have been lost. A large portion of

his work, however, is devoted to Greek history, properly so

called, though, after the manner of Herodotus and the early

logographers, he draws no distinction between legend and
history. In a general sense he may be styled an antiquary

rather than an art-critic, a man of industry rather than of

genius, and one who deserves praise more fi-o.Ti the matter

of his work than for the manner of it. Of the personal

history of Pausanias nothing is recorded. He Lived during

the prt^perous times of the Roman empire under Hadrian,

whom ne often mentions by name, and his successors An-
toninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius, the latter of whom be-

came emperor in 161 a.d. His wars against the German
Marcomanni are alluded to,' and Antoninus Pius- is also

named in reference to his successful contest with the

Moors. Mention is also made of the " wall " raised be-

tween the Forth and the Clyde by the elder Antonine to

keep off the assaults of the Brigantes. About himself and
his birthplace the author is singularly reticent. Nor has
his work any formal introduction or conclusion. He com-
mences abruptly with a description of Attica :

" The
mainland of Hellas off the Cyclades and oijposite the

jEgean Sea is called Attica, the jutting headland of which
is Sunium. There is a harbour when you have sailed past

this foreland, and a temple of Athena the Sunian goddess
on the height." He goes on to describe Athens at consi-

derable length, and gives i, valuable though too brief

account of the Parthenon and the great bronze statue of

the goddess on the Acropolis, the work of Phidias,' the

V Descr. Gr., \-iii. (Arcadica), 43, 6.

* viii. 43, 5, TouTov EtJ(Te/3^ tov ^aciX^d iKaXeaav ol 'FufUiToi,

Stiri TTj li t6 BiLQv Tifi^ fia\i<rra ^tpaifero \piJ:fievos. The epithet is

nsaally attributed to the affection shown to the Diemory of Hadrian,
by whom he had been adopted.

3 i. 28, 2. This statue is referred to by Aristophanes {Eq., 1172)
and Enripides {Here. Fur., 1003).

spear and helm of which were visible to those sailing into
the harbour from Simium. On the ivory and gold statue
of the goddess in the Parthenon (c. 24) he writes very
briefly ; on the Erechtheum and its antiquities he expa-
tiates more largely. The great temple of Ephesus, the very
site of which was lost till Mr 'Wood's explorations between
1863 and 1874, appears to have been perfect in his time,
but he does not describe it; he merely says^ that "Ionia
contains temples such as are not elsewhere to be seen, and
first of all that of the Ephesian goddess, remarkable for

its size and its wealth in general."

Like Herodotus and Strabo, Pausanias was a traveller

and an te'quirer. In some respects it is probable that he
imitates the manner of Herodotus, as in his credulity*
and the affectation of reserve in sacred matters. But,
while geography and ethnology chiefly engaged the atten-

tion of Strabo, art and antiquities generally form the
staple of Pausanias's work. The passion of the Romans
for securing specimens of Greek art had long been fed by
the plunder of temples and the removal of statues from
the towns of the Greek provinces, so graphically described

in the orations against Verres. Pausanias comments on
the great antiquity of this kind of sacrilege. "It is clear,"

he remarks,* " that Augustus was not the first who estab-

lished the custom of carrying away offe;ings from the

temples of conquered nations, but that he merely followed

a very old precedent." And he quotes many examples of

statues removed by right of conquest, as from Troy, from
Brauron and Branchidie by Xerxes, from Tiryns by the
Argives, &c.

In the age of the Antonines special attention was' directed to
the works of art still remaining in the Greek cities. The work
known as Antonine's Itinerary, which is a kind of handbook of
the whole Roman empire and its complex system of roads and
colonies, may have suggested to Pausanias a "Description of
Greece," on the lines laid down by Herodotus and Strabo ; but wo
have no exact date of the composition of either work. Leland
compiled his Itinerary or tour through Britain on much the same
principles, and his record of churches and castles as they remained
in the later years of Henry VIII. is a survey of medieval art which
resembles the notes of Pausanias formed from his own inf^uiry and
observation.

The vast wealth of the Greek cities in statuary and sculpture,
which had been accumulating from the 5th century B.C. till the
capture of Corinth by JIummius, may be judged of by the records
of the plunderings of Yerres and the costly purchases of Cicero '

and his successors to the time of Kero, and even of Hadrian, which
are matters of history. Nevertheless, after the drain of more than
three centuries, "Pausanias," says Mr Westropp,' "was able to
describe 2S27 statues."

Whether Pausanias had any real taste or enthusi.-ism for or
judgment of fine art does not appear from his somewhat matter-
of-fact accounts. He reminds us of a catalogue of goods mado
with the view of a sale, minus the auctioneer's "puffing." Nor is

his moti\'e much more apparent ; he may have written to l-'t

connoisseurs know wliat was yet to he had, or to put on record
existing works, with the names of the artists, as a protest against
further spoliation, or he may have been commissioned by imp»fial
authority to make a list of the art-treasures still exhibited **>

travellers in the Roman provinces. In the century from Augustus
to Trajan Greek education in art, literature, and philosophy was
much affected by the rich and well-born Romans, and collections of
Greek bronzes and real or spurious articles of antifiuity were keenly
competed for, as we know from many of the epigiams of Martial.'

, Pausanias does not usually say that an object is beautiful ;

he tells us what it is, where it is, and who executed it ; that is

generally all. Occasionally he remarks that a statue is "worth

* vii. (Achaica), 5, 2.

' As when lie says, as if seriously (viii. 2, 4), that it seems to Iiim

quite credible that Lycaon was changed into a wolf and Xiobe into

a stone in the good old tirpes when '-- gods conversed W'ith men on
earth.

'

- 6 riii. 46, 2.

^ Often referred to in his letters to Atticus.
* The Cycle of Derelopment of the Art of Sculpture in Greece and

Home, lect. v. p. 166.
* Propertius has a curious critique on the relative merits of the

Greek sculptors and painters (iv. 8, 9-16). In elegy 4 of the same
book, ver. 6, he disclaims the character of a wealthy collector, "nee
miser a;ra paro clade, Corinthe, tua."
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looking at," Was 4|ioi', but criticism, in the true sense of the

word, is hardly ever attempted. In iL 27, 5 he speaks highly of

Polyclitus. as an architect, and says that none can rival him for

beauty or proportion- In vii. 5, 2 he says the temples of Hera in

Samos and ot Athena at Phoca^a "were objects of admiration,"

though they had been burned and greatly injured by the Persians.

Occasionally (as vii. 5, 4 ; 26, 6) he guesses the name of an un-

known artist from the style of a sculpture ; in vii 25, 4 he describes

some marble statues of women as showing a good style of art,

^ofaat rix^tji eC. His descriptions of a series of designs, like

those paiated by Polygnotus in the Lesche at Delphi,' are dry and

without a glimpse of discrimination,—mere lists of names and sub-

jects, like modern " guides " to a gallery or museum of art. At the

same time the minuteness of observation and the careful record

of all the inscribed names are most commendable, and the value

of the account to us from a literary point of view, as sho\ving what

subjects were regarded as " Homeric " in the time of Polygnotus,

a contemporary of Pericles, cannot be overrated. The same re-

marks apply to the account of the famous "chest of Cypselus,"

preserved at Olympia, and claiming a great antiquity from the

inscriptions being written ^ovffTpotprjo6v, alternately from left to

right and right to left.- He ends his description of scenes chiefly

taken from the Troica with these words :
^ " Who the maker

of this chest was we had no means of forming any conjectm-e.

The inscriptions upon it may perhaps be by another hand ; but our

general impression was that the designer was Eumelus of Corinth,

mainly on account of the processional hymn which he composed for

Delos." This Eumelus is believed to have flourished about 750

B.C. The suspicion of Pausanias that the inscriptions were later

make it probable that the whole design and workmanship were

imitative on an arc^'^aic model.

Recent explorations, especially those at Olympia, are largely

indebted to tnc caref^ and detailed accounts of Pausanias.* The
temples at Ephesus, Branchidae; Claros, Samos, and Phocaea he

merely mentions, his researches being limited to the cities of western

Greece.' His notes on the topography of Athens, though he passes

over several of the more important buildings, as the great theatre

and the Odeum, with little more than a mere reference, are still

the principal authority confirming the allusions in early writers.

He seems, indeed, to have admired objects more for their antiquity

than for their beauty. He often diverges into long details of his-

tory, largely mixed with legend, as in his long account of the Mes-

senian wars in book iv. ; indeed, mythology and history proper

stand with Pausanias in precisely the same category. He does not

soow any great advance in this respect from the times of Hecatseus

or Pherecydes of Syros.

The style of Pausanias is simple and easy, but it is wanting in

the quaintness and vivacity of Herodotus, and it has not the florid

eloquence of Plato or Lucian. The simple and genuine credulity

of Herodotus seems foolish or affected in a writer who lived in a

much more advanced period of human knowledge. Thus he gravely

tells us ' that the water of the Styx will break, crystal and precious

stones and vessels of clay, and cause metals, even gold, to decay,

and can only be kept in a horse's hoof.

The titles of the several books are taken from the divisions of

the Peloponnesus, together with the three lying immediately north

of the isthmus ; the first book being devoted to Attica, the ninth

to Bceotia, and the tenth to Phocis. The remainder arc (ii. ) Cor-

inthiaca, (iii. ) Laconica, (iv. ) Messeniaca, (v. and vL ) Eliaca, (vii.

)

Achaica, (viiL ) Arcadica. In adopting this nomenclature he prob-

ably followed the Troica, Pcrsica, &c. , of Hellanicus. "A vast mass

of information is contained in these several books, which may be

closely compared in their treatment and in the great variety of

subjects mth English "county histories."

Without the sustained interest and the genial humour which
characterize the work of Herodotus, composed as it evidently was

for recital and not for private reading, Pausanias is an accurate

and diligent recorder of what he saw and knew. He copied inscrip-

tions, and, like Herodotus, he often quotes oracles ; in ascertaining

the names of artists he is particularly careful. That he had made
great research into the history and topogi-aphy of Greece is abun-

dantly shown ; but he is rather chary in his reference to previous

authors. Of Herodotus he makes mention in eight or nine places,

of Plutarch in one (i. 36, 4), of Plato in four. Thucydides is

referred to once (vL 19, 6), AcnsUaus once (ii. 16, 4), Hellanicus

' X. (Phocica), 25-31. = v. (Eliaca), 17-19. " 19, 2, p. 427-

•• Eliaca (II.), book vi., the later chapters of which give a very full

description of Olympia and its buildings and statues.

* viL 5, 4. Here occurs one of the few faint expressions of pleasure

or praise that the writer indulges in. "You would be pleased," he

saye, "also with the temple of Hercules at Erythrs, and that of

Athena at Priene, the latter on account of the statue, the Heracleum

for its antiquity. " These remarks show that he had visited and knew
something of the temples in Ionia. The tomb of Mausolus at Ha''-

caruassus he mentions in terms approaching to praise, Tiii. 16, 4.

• ViiL (Arcadica), 18, 5

twice, Hecatieus four times, Strabo nowheie. Of the poets, epic,

lyric, and dramatic, he displays a good knowledge, as well as of

Pindar, whom he frequently quotes. It is clear, therefore, that
Pausanias was a literary man, and perhaps it is more an idiosyn-

crasy than a fault that he is cold and prosaic in his descriptions.

Of the author's birth, family, or country there are no indications.

The name is Doric, but the style is the Attic of Plutarch, Strabo,

and Lucian.
The best editions of Pausanias are those of Sicbelis (5 vols. Svo, Leipsic,

1S2-2-28), and of Schutart and Walz (3 vols. Svo, Leipsic, IS38-40). Schubart's
text was reprinted in the Tnibner series (2 vols. 12lno, Leipsic, 1S62), with
brief introductory critical notes and a very careful and complete index. Tliis

is an excellent and accurate edition,.and one which leaves nothing to be de-

sired. (F. A. P.)

PAUSILIPO, or PosiLLipo. See Naples, vol. xvii. p.

187.

PAVLV, a city of Italy, the chief town of a province,

and a bishop's see, is situated at a height of 270 feet above

the sea-level, 22i- miles by rail south of Milan, on the

left bank of the Ticino, about 2 miles above its junction

with the Po. The railway from Milan to Genoa, which is

there joined by lines from Cremona, <i-c., crosses the river

on a fine bridge constructed in 1865 ; and, farther down,
the city is connected nith the suburban village of Ticino

by a remarkable brick -built covered bridge dating from

the 14th century. Though it has lost its importance as a

fortified town, and no longer deserves the designation of

"City of the Himdred Towers," Pavia is stil! for the most
part surrounded by its ramparts, which in a circuit of

about 3^ miles enclose an area of 400 acres. Several of

its buildings are of great architectural interest. The
basilica of San Michele is one of the finest specimens ex-

tant of the Lombard style (cf- Architecture, vol. ii. p.

435), and as it was within its walls that the cro\\-n was

placed on the head of the " kings of Italy," from whom
the house of Savoy claims to be descended, it has received

the legal title of Basilica Eeale (royal decree of 1863). A
careful restoration has since been effected. The cathedral of

San Stefano, of which the first stone was laid by Bishop

Ascanio Sforza in 1488, is still unfinished, the original

design by Cristoforo Rocchi, a pupil of Braihante, consist-

ing of a central octagon from which four arms projected

so as to form a cross. In the interior is the tomb of St

Augustine, a remarkable specimen of 14th-century sculp-

ture, which presents the saint life-size in pontifical robes,

and is surrounded by a profusion of bas-reliefs and minor

figures representing saiiits of his order, liberal arts, and
cardinal virtues—in aU, 420 heads. The relics which it

enshrines are said to have been brought from Hippo to Sar-

dinia by African refugees, purchased in 724 by Liutprand,

and deposited in the now ruined church of San Pietro in

Ciel d'Oro, and thence transferred to the cathedral subse-

quent to their rediscovery in 1695. Beneath the high

altar is the tomb of Boetius, whose remains were also

brought from San Pietro ; and from the roof of the build-

ing is suspended the lance of Roland (Orlando).^ Of

^ The famous Certosa of Pavia, one of the most magnificent monas-

teries in the world, is not situated within the city, but at a distance of

about 5 miles towards the north. Its founder, Gian Galeazzo Visconti

(to whom we also owe the Milan cathedral), laid the first stone on 27?h

August 1396, and the building was nominally finished in 1542. A
parallelogram, about 140 yards long by 110 broad, is suriouaded on

all sides by a lofty cloister formed of 123 arches. The church, whose

marble fayade is more richly decorated than any other in north Italy,

is in the form ot a Latin cross, 253 feet long by 177 feet wide, with

three naves and a vast octagonal dome. In the south transept stands

the mausoleimi, in Carrara marble, of Gian Galeazzo Visconti, designed

by Galeazzo Pellegrini in 1490 ; and in the north transept are the

marble statues of Lodovico Sforza il Moro and his consort Beatrice by
Cristoforo Solari. The Carthusian monks, to whom the monastery was

entrusted from the first by its founder, were bound to employ a certain

proportion of their annual revenue in prosecuting the work till its

completion ; and even after 1542 they voluntarily continued to expend

large sums on further decoration. The Certosa of Pavia is thus a

practical text-book of Italian art for well-nigh three centuries (see

Durelli, La Certosa di Pavia, Milan, 1823 ; and Grunev's Fresco De-

corations, 1854, and Terra Cotta Architecture in Horlh ftaly, 1867).
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secular edifices in Pa-via the most notesrorthy is the palace

or castle of the Viscouti, begun in 13G0 for Galeazzo II.

It is a vast quadrangle, presenting to the outside heavy

fronts of massive masonry, but in the 15th and 16th

centuries it was as remarkable for sumptuousness as for

strength. - Originally there was a square tower at each

comer; two were destroyed by the French artillery in

1527.' The university of Pavia (formally constituted in

1361 by the emperor Charles IV., but claiming to have its

first origin in a school founded by Charlemagne) has

faculties of law, medicine, and science. The professors

number between forty and fifty, but the students have de-

creased from 1475 in 1S60 to 604 in 1S8U8-2. Among its

subsidiary establishments are two colleges—the Borromeo

and the Ghislieri— founded respectively by Archbishop

Borromeo (1563) and Pope Pius V. (1569) for the gratu-

itous maintenance of a certain number of poor students

;

a museum of natural history, instituted in 1772 under

Spallanzani; a botanical garden, commenced in 1774; an

agricultural garden, bestowed on the university by Napo-

leon in 1806 ; and the oldest anatomical cabinet in Italy.

The university library was founded by Maria Theresa in

1754 ; the famous collection of books which Gian Galeazzo

brought together by the aid of Petrarch was carried oflF to

Blois by the French in 1500. The civil hospital of San
Matteo is a large and flourishing institution, dating from

1449; like the Borromeo and Ghislieri colleges, it has

large landed estates in the circondario. Comparatively

few manufactures are prosecuted in Pavia, but there is

considerable trade by water as well as by rail, barges being

able to pass down the Po to the Adriatic and along the

canal to ililan. The population of the city was 27,885 in

1871 and 27,792 in 1881, or, including the'suburbs Ticino,

Calvenzano, and Borgorato, 29,836 ; that of the commune
was 29,6^8 in 1871 and 29,941 in 1881.

History.—Ticinum—it was not till the close of the 7th century
that the city was called Papia or Pavia—was a place of some import-
ance under the Roman empire, having, according to Pliny, been
founded by two Gallic tribes at the time of tlie first Gallic immigra-
tion into Italy. It was at Ticinnm that Augustus met the funeral

procession of Drusus ; and Claudius II. was first saluted emperor
by the garrison in the city. Ravaged by Attila in 452 and by
Odoacer in 476, Ticinum was, after 439, raised to much more than
its former position by Theodoric the Goth, who restored its fortifi-

cations and made it the seat of a royal palace. From Theodoric's
successors it was recovered for the Eastern empire by Narses ; but
the imperial garrison, after a siege of more than three years, was
obliged by famine to surrender to the Lombards in 573, and Ticinum -

iPavia became, as the capital of the Lombard kingdom, one of the
leading cities of Italy. By the conquest of Pavia and the capture
of Desiderius in 774 Charlemagne completely destroyed the Lom-
bard supremacy ; but the city continued to be the centre of the
Barolingian power in Italy, and a royal residence was built in the
neighbourhood (Corteolona on the Olona). It was in San Jlichele
ilaggiore in Pavia that Berengar of FriuU and his quasi-regal
successors down to Berengar II. and Adalbert II. were crowned
"kings of Italy." Under the reign of the first the city was sacked
and burned by the Hungarians, and the bishop was among those
who perished in the flames. At Pavia was celebrated in 951 the
marriage of Otto I. and Adelheid (Adelaide), which exercised so
important an influence on the relations of the empire and Italy

;

but, when the succession to the crown' of Italy came to be dis-

puted between the emperor Henry II. and Hardnin of Ivrea, the
city sided strongly with the latter. Laid in rains by Henry, who
was attacked by the citizens on the night after his coronation in
1 001, it was none the less ready to close its gates on Conrad the
Salic in 1026. The jealousy which had meanwhile been growing
up between Pavia and Milan having in 1056 broken out into open
war, Pavia in the long run had recourse to the hated emperors to
aid her against her now more hated rival ; and for the most part

Tbe Carthusians were expelled in 1782, and, after being held for a
time by Cistercians (1784) and Carmelites (1798), the monastery
was closed in 1810 ; but it was restored to the Carthusians in 1843,
and was exempted from confiscation in 1866. The lead was all

stripped from the roof in 1797 by order of the French Directory ; but
the building as a whole is still in excellent preservation.

' See Professor Magenta's monograph, / Viscanti e gli Sfona ntl
CaeUUe di Pavia, Milan, 1884, 2 vols., fplio,'*-

she remained!, thrniigh all the broils and revolutions of the time,

attached to the GhiDelline party till the latter part of the 14tli

century. From 1360, when Galeaz/.o was appointed imperial

vicar by Charles IV., Pavia became practically a possession of tbe
Yisconti family, and in due course formed part of the duchy of

Milan. For the success which attended iPs insurrection against th-*

French garrison in 1499 it paid a terrible penalty in 1500, being

both given over to pillage and forced to furnish a contribution of

50,000 gold crowns. Having been strongly fortified by Charles V.,

the city was in 1525 able to bid defiance to Francis I., who was so

disastrously beaten in the vicinity ; but two years later the French
under Lautrec subjected it to a sack of seven days. In 1655 Prince

Thomas of Savoy invested Pavia mth an army of 20,000 French-
men, but had to withdraw after fifty-two days' siege. During the

18th century the city had its full share of the wars. The Austrians

under Prince Eugene occupied it in 1703, the French in 1733, and
the French and Spaniards in 1745 ; and tho Austrians were again
iu possession from 1746 till 1796. In May of that year it was
seized for the French republic by Napoleon, who, to punish it for an
insurrection, condemned it to three hours' pillage. The revolu-

tionary movement of February 1848 was crushed by the Austrians
and the university was closed ; and, though the Sardinian forces

obtained possession in March, the Austrians soon recovered their

ground. It was not till 1859 tjiat Pstvia passed with the rest of

Lombardy to the Sardinian crown.

At several periods Pavia has been the centre of great intellectual

activity. It was in a tower which, previous to 1584, stood near the
church of Dell' Annunziata that Boetius wrote his Dc Consolatione

PhilosopMa ; the legal school of Pavia was rendered celebrated in

the 11th century by Lanfranc (afterwards archbishop of Canter-
bury) ; Christopher Columbus studied at the university about 1447

;

and printing was introduced in 1471. Two of the bishops of

Favia have been raised to the papal throne as John XIV. and
Julius III. Lanfranc, Pope John aIV., Porta the anatomist, and
Cremona the mathematician were born in the city.

See Breventano, Istoria dl Pavia, 1570 ; Marroni, De ecclesia H epi^opis
papiensibus commtntarius, 175"

; Capsoui, Mem. stor. di PavUt, 1782 ; Garpa-
nelli, Compeifdio istorico delte cose paveb-i, 1817 ; and various monographs by
tbe local trntiquarians Magenta and Dcll' Acqua.

PAVLOGRAD, a town of European Russia, at the head
of a district in the government of EkaterinoslaS' on the'

river Voltch'ya, 13 miles from its junction with the Samara
(a tributary of the Dnieper), and a short distance to the

left of the railway from Kharkoff to Sebastopol. It dates

from the latter half of the 18th century, and was originally

known as Luganskoe Selo. It was made a district town
of Ekaterinoslaff in 1784. Its population increased from
8653 in 1865 to 11,400 in 1870; und it is the seat of

three annual fairs, and has a large trade in cattle.

PAWNBROIQNG. See Pledge; also Usctey xsd
UsTTRY Laws.
PAWTUCKET, a town of tbe United States, in Provid-

ence county, Rhode Island, 4 miles north-east of Providence

by the Providence and Worcester Railroad, is situated on
both sides of the navigable Pawtucket river (Blackstone

river above the falls), which falls about 50 feet at this point,

affording abundant water-power. At Pawtucket in 1790
Samuel Slater erected the first water-power cotton-factory

in America. In the early part of the present century Paw-
tucket was the seat of shipbuilding and of considerable

commerce. It is now a place with nearly 100 difi'erent

industries, including the Conart Thread Works (employ-
ing over 2000 hands), large manufactories of cotton and
woollen cloths, steam-engines, fire-engines, &c. The exports

and imports amount to several million dollars annually.

In 1862 Pawtucket, originally belonging to Massachusetts,

became part of Rhode Island. The population in 1880
was 19,030, and in 1884 (estimated) about 23,000.
PAXO, or Paxos, one of the Ionian Islands {g.v.),

about 8 miles south of the southern extremity of Corfu, is

a hilly mass of limestone 5 miles long by 2 broad, and not

more than 600 feet high. Though it has^'only a single

stream and a few springs, and the inhabitants were often

obliged, before the Russians and English provided them
with cisterns, to bring water from the mainland, Paso is

well clothed with olives, which produce oil of the very

highest quality. Gaion (or, less correctly, Gaia), the prin-

cipal village, Lies on the east coast, and has a small bar-
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hour. Towards the centre, on an eminence, stands Papandi,

the residence of the bishop of Paxo, and throughout the

island are scattered a large nuQiber of churches, whose

belfries add greatly to the picturesqueness of the views.

On the west and south-west coasts are some extensive and

remarkable caverns, of which an account will be found in

Davy's Ionian Islands, vol. i. pp. 66-71. Ancient writers

—

Polybius, Pliny, ic^-do not mention Paxos by itself, but

apply the plural form Paxi (IIo^oi) to -Paxos and the smaller

island which is now known as Antipazo (the Propaxos of

the Antonine Itinerary). Compare Pan, p. 208 above.

PAXTON, Sir Joseph (1803-1865), architect and orna-

mental gardener, was born of humble parents at Jlilton

Bryant, near Woburn, Bedfordshire, and was educated at

the grammar-school of that town. Ha-ving served his

aijprenticeship as gardener, he obtained employment at

Chiswick, the seat of the duke of Devonshire, and eventually

became superintendent of the duke's gardens and grounds

at Chatsworth, and manager of his Derbyshire estates.

The design according to which he remodelled the gar-

dens and grounds has awakened the general admiration

i»f landscape gardeners ; and he also built a grand con-

servatory, in which he introduced various improvements of

greit value in construction and arrangements. To this

ecifics there attaches a peculiar interest from the fact that

it formed the model for the Great Exhibition building of

^85J. The happy suggestion of Paxton solved a difficulty

wtich threatened to render it impossible to hold the exhi-

bition, and in recognition of his great services he received

lie honour of knighthood. On the formation of the

Ctystal Palace Company he was invited to prepare the

design for the building at Sydenham, and was also appointed

lUrector of the gardens and grounds. Subsequently he

teceived several commissions as an architect, his -most

important design being that for the mansion of Baron

James de Rothschild at Ferrieres in France. His versa-

tility of invention was also shown by his organization of

the Army Work Corps which served in the Crimea. In

1854 he was chosen M.P. far Coventry, which he continued

to represent till' his death, which occurred at his residence

near the Crystal Palace, 8th June 1865. Paxton was

elected in 1826 a Fellow of the Horticultural Society, in

1833 a Fellow of the Lmnean Society, and in 1844 he

was made a knight of the order of St Vladimir by the em-

peror of Russia. He is the author of several contributions

to the literature of horticulture, including a Practical

Treatise on- the Culture of the Dahlia (1838) and a Pocket

Botanical Dictionari/ (1st ed., 1840). He also edited the

Cottage Calendar, the Horticultural Register, and the

Botanical Magazine.

PAYMEN'T, in English law, is one of the modes of per-

formance of an obligation, and consists in the discharge of

a sum due in money or the equivalent of money. In order

that payment may extinguish the obligation it is necessary

that it should be made at a proper time and place, in a

proper manner, and by and to a proper person. If the

sum due be not paid at the appointed time, the creditor is

entitled to sue the debtor at once, in spite of the readine-ss

of the latter to pay at a later date, subject, in the case of

bills and notes, to the allowance of days of grace. In the

common case of sale of goods for ready money, a right to

the goods vests at once upon sale in the purchaser, a right

to the price in the seller ; but the seller need not part

with the goods till payment of the price.

Payment may be made at any time of the day upon

which it falls due, except in the case of mercantile contracts,

where the creditor is not bound to wait for payment '.jeyond

the usual hours of mercantile business. If no place be

fixed for payment, the debtor is bound to find, or to use

reasonable means to find, the creditor, unless the latter be

abroad. Payment must be made in money which is a legal

tender (see below), unless the creditor waive his right t&

payment in money by accepting some other mode of pay-

ment, as a negotiable instrument or a transfer of credit. If

the payment be by negotiable instrument, the instrument

may operate either as an absolute or as a conditional dis-

charge. In the ordinary case of payment by cheque the

creditor accepts the cheque conditionally upon its being

honoured : if it be dishonoured, he is remitted to his

original rights. The creditor has a right to payment in

full, and is not bound to accept part payment imless by
special agreement. Part payment is sufficient to take the

debt out of the Statute of Limitations. It is a technical

rule of English law that payment of a smaller sum, even

though accepted by the creditor in full satisfaction, is no

defence to a subsequent action for the debt. The reason

of this rule seems to be that there is no consideration for

the creditor foregoing his right to full payment. In order

that payment of a smaller sura may satisfy the debt, it

must be made by a person other than the person originally

liable, or at an earlier date, or at another place, or in another

manner than the date, place, or manner contracted for.

Thus a bill or note may be satisfied by money to a less

amount, or a money debt by a bill or note to a less amount

;

a debt of £100 cannot be discharged by payment of £90
(unless the creditor execute a release under seal), though

it may be discharged by payment of £\0 before the day

appointed, or by a bill for £10. Payment must in general

be made by the debtor or his agent, or by a stranger to

the contract with the assent of the debtor. If payment

be made by a stranger without the assent of the debtor, it

seems uncertain how far English law regards such payment

as a satisfaction of the debt. If the debtor ratify the pay-

ment, it then undoubtedly becomes a satisfaction. Pay-

ment must be made to the creditor or his agent. A hona

fide payment to an apparent agent may be good, thougli

he has in fact no authority to receive it. Such payment
will usually be good where the authority of the agent has

been countermanded without notice to the debtor. The
fact of payment may be presumed, as from lapse of time.

Thus payment of a testator's debts is generally presumed

after twenty years. A written receipt is only presumptive

and not conclusive e^adence of payment. If payment be

made under a mistake of fact, it may be recovered, but it

is otherwise if it be made under a mistake of law, for it is

a maxim of law that ignorantia legis neminem exntsat.

Money paid under compulsion of law, even though not due,

cannot generally be recovered where there has been no

fraud or extortion.

Appropriation of Payments.—"Where the creditor has two debts

clue to him from the same debtor on distinct accounts, the general

law as to the appropriation of paj-ments made by the debtor is that

the debtor is entitled to apply the payments to such accoimt as lu-

thinks fit. Soli-ititr in modum solvoUis. In default of appropria-

tion by the debtor the creditor is entitled to determine the applica-

tion of the sums paid, and may appropriate them even to the dis-

charge of debts barred by the Statute of Limitations. In default

of appropriation by either debtor or creditor, the law implies aii

appropriation of the earlier payments to the earlier debts.

Pctijment into and out of Court.—Honey is generally piid into

court to abide the result of pending litigation, as in interpleader

proceedings, or where litigation has already begun, as security for

costs or as a defence or partial defence to a claim. Payment into

court does not necessarily (except in actions for libel and slander)

operate as an admission of liability. Jloney may sometimes be

paid into court where no litigation is pending, as under the Trustee

Relief Act, 1847. Payment of money out of court is obtained by

the order of the court upon petition or summbns or otherwise, or

simply on the request or the written authority of the person

entitled to it.

Payment of Wages.—Bv the "Truck Act," 1 and 2 Will IV. c.

37 (w'hich applies to Great Britain), the payment of wages to roost

kinds of labourers and workmen otherwise than in coin is prohi-

bited. This Act does not apply to domestic or agricultural servants.

The provisions of the Act are e.N.tende4 to the hosiery trade bj- 37

\
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nil SSTict. c 48. Piyment of wages in public-houses (cicept in

the case of domestic servants) is illegal by the combined effect of 35

iDd 36 Vict ce. 76 and 77, and 46 and 47 Vict, c 31.

Tender.—T'.;;s is payment duly proifered to a creditor, but ren-

dered abortive hy the ict of the creditor. In order that a tender may
be good in law i": mi3t as a rule be made under circumstances ^hich

would make it a good pjyment if accepted. The money tendered

mast be -a Ic^l tender, unlsr3 the creditor waive his ri^ht to ^
legal tender, as where he objects to the amount and not the mode
•yf LinacK E-nk of Engliad notes are legal tender for any sum
above £5, except by the biak itself, 3 and 4 Will. IV. c. 98,

s. 6. Gold is legal tender to any amount, silver up to 405., bronze

ap to Is., 33 and 34 Vict. c. 10. By 29 and 30 Vict. c. S5 the

gold coinage of colonial mints may be made legal tender by pro-

clamatioc. Under the powers of this Act the gold coinage of the

Sydney mint has been declareil to be legal tender. The effect of

tender is net to discharge the debt, but to enable the debtor, when
sued for the debt, to pay the money into court and to get judg-

ment for the costs of his defence.

Sc^land.—The law of Scotland as to payment agrees in most

points with that of England. Where a debt is constituted by writ

revnicnt cannot be proved by witnesses ; where it is not consti-

tuted by writ, payment to the amount of £100 Scots may be proved

by vltnessis ; Ijoyond that amount it can only be proved by writ or

oath of party. The term tender seems to be strictly applied only

to a judicial offer of a sum for damages and expenses made by the

defender during litigation, not to an offer made by the debtor before

litigation. Bank of England notes are not a legal tender in Scot-

land, 8 and 9 Vict c. S3, s. 15, or in Ireland, 8 and 9 Vict c. 37, s. 6.

United Stales.—In the United States the law as a rule does not

materially differ from English law. In some States, however,

!noi-e7 iT'ay be recovered, even when it has been paid under a mis-

take of law. The question of le^l tender has l^en an important

one. In 1862 Congress passed an Act making treasury notes legal

tender. After much litigation, the Supreme Court of the United
States finally decided in 1870 in favour of the constitutionality of

this Act, both as to contracts made before and after it was passed

(see 1 KenCs Comm., p. 252). These notes are legal tender for all

purposes except duties on imports and interest on the public debt.

Al! gold coins, silver dollars, and silver coins below the value of a

dollar coined before 1854 arc legal tender to any amount. Silver

coins below the value of a dollar of 1854 and subsequent years are

lejal tender for snms not exceeding five dollars. Silver three-cent

pieces of the dates 1851 to 1853 are legal tender for sums not exceed*

ing thirty cents, those of subsequent years for sums not exceeding
five dollars. Cents and foreign coins are not le^al tender. Postage
currency is not legal tender for private debts (Bouvier's Imuj Diet.,.

"Legal Tender"). It faUs exclusively within the jurisdiction of

Congress to declare paper or copper money a legal tender. By

,

the constitution of the United States, " no State . . . shall make
anything but gold and silver coin a tender in payment of debts

"

(art. i. s. 10).

PATSAXDU, formerly Sax Bexito. a port and depart-

mental tovm of Uruguay, is situated on the left bank of

the river Uruguay in 32° 20' S. lat. and 58' 1' W. long.,

270 miles by river from Montevideo, and 120 miles by road

from Durazno, the present terminus of the railway. The
long streets run east and west at right angles to the river,

and the slope of the ground makes drainage easy. Paysandu
has been a great battle-ground : in 1846, for instance, it

was held by Oribe and bombarded by Rivera, and in 1865
it was captured by the Brazilians after a twenty-eight days'

siege. But the name is best known in Europe for the ox-

tongues, &c., preserved in its extensive saladeros. In 1868
the population was about 9000, and it has since, consider-

ably increased. Taking Paysandu to mean Father Sandd
or Alexander, the inhabitants call themselves Sandus^ros.

PAYTA, or Patta, a town of Peru, in the province of

Piura, with only 2390 inhabitants in 1876, but of im-

portance as the northr"/:-: harbour of tbe Peruvian coast,

the port of the city cf Pi'.jia (.San Miguel de)," with which
it'is connected by raJ, jltp^i'^t i.'5^1iihc;-T,jace for steamers,

and a great rendezvotis for whaling vessels." It consists of

^ single narrow street of reed and wattle houses, but there

sre,.a good harbour and an iron cvistom-house. The great
drawback of the place used to be want of water, previous
to the construction by the Government of an aqueduct
from the Chira river. Straw hats, cattle, hides, and cotton
art, exported. Formerly a rich and flourir.hing place,

PajTta has.never recovered from the.rffects of LordAnson'a.

IS—17*

attack in 1741, whan only two of its jhurches were spared.

There is a raised beach at Payta 300 feet high ; the slate

and sandstone are covered by conglomerate sand and a
gypsum formation containing shells of livinf^ species.

PAZ DE AYACUCHO, La. Sea La Pa/5.

PEA {Pisum), a genus of Leg-uminocx, consisting of

herbs with compoimd pinnate leaves ending in tendrils, by
. means of which the weak stems are enabled to support
themselves, and with large leafy stipules at the base. The
flowers are typically "papilionaceous," with a "standard"
or large petal above, two side 'petals or wings, and two
front petals below forming the keel. The stamens jre

ten,—nine united, the tenth usually free or only slightly

joined to the others. The ovary is prolonged into a long,

thick, bent style, compressed from side to side at the

tip and fringed n-ith hairs. The fruit is a characteristic

"legume" or pod, bursting when ripe into two valves,

which bear the large globular seeds (peas) on their edges.

These seeds are on short stalks, the upper extremity of

which is dilated into a shallow cup or aril ; the two
cotyledons are thick and fleshy, with a radicle bent along

their edges on one side. The genus is exceedingly close

to Lathyrus, being only distingmshed technically by the

style, which in the latter genus is compressed from above
downwards and not thick. It is not surprising, therefore,

that under the general name "pea" species both of Pisum
and of Lathyrus are included. The common field or grey

pea with compressed mottled seeds and two to four leaflets

is Pisum arvense, which is cultivated in all temperate parts

of the globe, but which, according to the Italian botanists,

is truly a native orcentral and southern Italy. The garden
pea, P. sativum, is more tender than the preceding, and
its origin is not known. It has not been found in a wild

state anywhere, and it is considered that it may be a fom*
of P. arvense, having, however, from four to six leaflets to

each leaf and globular seeds of uniform colour.

P. sativum was known to Theophrastus ; and De Candolle poinf3
out that the word "pison " or its equivalent occTirs in the Albanian
tongue as well as in Latin, whence he concludes that the pea was
tmown to the Aryans, and was perhaps brought by them into
Greece and Italy. Peas have been found in the Swiss lake-dwell-
ings of the bronze period. The garden peas differ considerably in
size, shape of pod, degree of productiveness, form and colour of
seed, &c. The sugar peas are those in which 'the inner lining of
the pod is very thin instead of being somewhat homy, so that the
whole pod can be eaten. Unlike most papilionaceous plants, pea-
flowers are perfectly fertile without the aid of insects, and thus do
not intercross so fre'ely as most similar plants do. On the other
hand, a case is known wherein the pollen from a purple-podded
pea applied to the stigma of one of the green-podded sugar peas
produced a purple pod, showing that not only the ovale but even
the ovary was affected by the cross. The numerous varieties of
peas in cultivation have been obtaini'd by cross-fertilization, but
chiefly by selection. Peas constitute a highly nutritious article of
diet from the large quantity of nitrogenous materials they contain

in addition to starchy and saccharine matters.

The Sweet Pea, cultivated for the beauty and fi-agranoe of its

flowers, is not a true Pisum, but a species of Lathyrus (i. odoraius),

a native of southern Europe. The Chicle Pea {Cicer ar^tinum),
not cultivated in England, is still farther removed from the true
peas. The Everlasting Pea of gardens is a species of Lalhynis,
with very deep fleshy roots, bold foliage, and beautiful but scentless

flowers. L. laiifo'.iics, a British wild plant, is the source of most
of the garden varieties.

PEABODY, a towmTof the United States, in Essex
oiXluty, Massachusetts, 2 miles north-west of Salem. In-

corporated as South Danvers in 1855, it adopted its pre-

sent name in 1868 in honour of the philanthropist George

Peabody, who was born in the township and in 1852
erected there the Peabody Institute, which nDw contains

.-various memorials of its founder, the portrait of herself

presented by Queen Victoria,- the Congress medal, kcl

Peabody contains a large number of leather and morocoo

factories, and several glue-works, print-works, ifec. Its

inhabitants numbered 7343 in 1870 and 902S in 1S80.

iXYIIL — 56
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PE.\B0D\', George V^, "95-1869), philanthropist, was

descended from an old.yeoriian -family of Hertford^ire,

England, named Pabody or Pebody, who, six generations

before his-birth, had emigrated to New England. He was

born at Danvers (now Peabody), Massachusetts, 18th •

February 1795. The only regular education he received

was at the district school, and when only eleven years of

age he became apprentice at a grocery store. At the end

of four years he became assistant to his brother, who kept

a dry goods shop, and a year afterwards, on the shop being

burned, to his uncle, who had a business in George Town,

Pistrict of Columbia. After serving as a volunteer at Fort

Warburton in the short war between Great Britain and

the United States in 1812, he became partner with Elisha

Eiggs in a dry goods store, Riggs' furnishing the capital,

while Peabody had the practical management. As bagman
he travelled through the western wilds of New York and

Pennsylvania and the plantations of Maryland and Vir-

ginia. Through his energy and skill the business increased

with astounding rapidity, and on the retirement of Riggs

about' IR.SO Peabody found himself at the head of one

of the argest mercantile concerns in the world. About
1837 he established himself in London as merchant and

money-broker at Wanford Court, City, and in 1S43 he.-

withdrew from the concern in America. It is, however,

as a sagacious and generous philanthropist that Peabody

has made his name a household word. While holding

aloof from the strife of politics in the United States, he

was ready to give his native country the benefit of his

business skill and the aid of his wealth in its financial

difficjilties. The number of his great benefactions to

public objfects is too great for bare mention here. It must

suffice to name among the more important a gift of

£25,000 for educational purposes at Danvers; of £100,000
to found and endow an institution for science in Baltimore,

a sum afterwards increased by a second donation of

£100,000 ; of various sums to Harvard University ; and of

£350,000 for the erection of dwelling-houses for the work-

ing-classes in London, which sum was increased by his will

to half a million. If this last benefaction has failed to

produce the good results anticipated, this has been due to

causes for which Peabody was not responsible, and which

do not at aU detract from the wise beneficence of the gift.

He received from the Queen the offer of a baronetcy, but

declined it. In 1867 the United States Congress awarded

him a special vote of thanks for his many large gifts to

public institutions in America. He died at Eaton Square,

London, 14th November 1869.

PEACH. By Bentham and Hooker the peach is in-

cluded under the genus Pninus {Prunus persica), and its

resemblance to the plum is indeed obvious ; others have

classed it with the almond, Amygdqlus; while others again

haveH:onsidered it sufficiently distinct to constitute a genus

of its own under the name Persica.

In general terms the peach may be said to be a medium-

sized tree, with lanceolate, stipulate leaves, borne on long,

slender, relatively unbranched shoots, and with the flowers

arranged singly, or in groups of two or more, at intervals

along the shoots. The flowers have a hollow tube at the

base bearing at its free edge five sepals, an equal number

of petals, usually concave or spoon-shaped, pink or white,

and a great number of stamens. The pistil consists of a

single carpel with its ovary, style, stigma, and solitary ovule

or twin ovules. This carpel is, in the first instance, free

within the flower-tube, but, as growth goes on, the flower-

tube and the carpel become fused together into one mass,

the flesh of the peach, the inner layers of the carpel be-

coming woody to form the stone, while the ovule ripens

into the kernel or seed. This is exactly the structure of

the plum or apricot, and difl"ers from that of the almond,

which is identical in the first instance, only in the circum-

stance that the fleshy part of the latter eventually becomes

dry and leathery and cracks open along a line called the

suture.

The nectarine is a variation from the peach, mainly

characterized by the circumstance that, while the skin of,

the ripe fruit is downy in the peach, it is shining and
destitute of hairs in the nectarine. That there is no
essential difference between the fwo is, however, shown
by the facts • that the seeds of the peach will produce
nectarines, and vice verm, and that it is not very uncommon,
though still exceptional, to see peaches and nectarines on
the same branch, and fruits which combine in themselves

the characteristics of both nectarines and peaches. The
blossoms of the peach are formed the autumn previous to

their expansion, and this fact, together with the peculiarities

of their form and position, requires to be borne in mind
by the gardener in his pruning and training operations, as

mentioned in Hokticultuke (vol. xii. pp. 272, 273). The
only point of practical interest requiring mention here is

the very singular fact attested by all peach-growers, that,

whUe certain peaches are liable to the attacks of a para-

sitic fungus kno\\'n as mildew, others are not, showing a

difi'erence in constitution analogous to that observed in the

case of human beings, some of whom will readily succumb
to particular diseases, while others seem proof against their

attacks. In the case of the peach this peculiarity is in

some way connected %vith the presence of small glandular

outgrowths on the stalk, or at the base of the leaf. Some
peaches have globular, others reniform glands, others none

at all, and these latter trees are much more subject to mil-

dew than are those provided with glands.

The history of the iieach, almond, and . nectarine is interestiaiE

and important as regards the question of the origin of species and
the prod^iction and perpetuation of varieties. As to the origin ol

the peach two views are held, that of Alphonse de CandoUe, who
attributes all cultivated varieties to a distinct species, probably of

Chinese origin, and that adopted by many naturalists, but more
especiiiUy by Darwin, who looks upon the peach as a modification

of the almond. .The importance of the subject demands that a

summary of the principal facts and inferences bearing on this ques-

tion should be given. In the first place, the peach as we now know
it has been nowhere recognized in the wild state.' In the few

instances where it is said to have been found wild the probabilities

are that the tree was an escape from cultivation. Aitchisou, how-
ever, gathered in the Hazaraarakht ravine in Afghanistan a form
with different-shaped fruit from that of the almond, being larger

and flatter. "The surface of the fruit," he observes, "resembles that

of the peach in texture and colour ; and the nut is quite distinct

from that of 419 [the wild almond]. The whole shrub resembles

more what one might consider a wild form of the peach than that

of the almond." It is admitted, however, by all competent botan-

ists that the almond is wild in the hotter and drier parts' of the

Mediterranean and Levantine regions. Aitchison also mentions
the almond as wild in some parts of Afghanistan, where it is known
to the natives as " beddm," the same word that they apply to the

cultivated almond. The branches of the tree are carried by the

priests in religious ceremonies. It is not known as a wild plant

in China or Japan.
As to the nectarine, of its origin as a variation from the peach

there is abundant evidence, as has already been mentioned ; it is

only requisite to add the very important fact that the seeds of the

nectarine, even when that nectarine has been produced by bud-J

variation. from a peach, will generally produce nectarines, or, as

gardeners say, "come true." .. . ™
Darwin brings together the records of several cases, not only oi

yi-adations between peaches and nectarines, but also of iutermediate

forms between the peach and the almond. So far as we know,
however, no case has yet been recorded of a peach or a nectarine

producing an almond, or vice versa, although if all have had a com-

mon origin such an event might be e.^pected. Thus the botanical

evidence seems to indicate that the wild almond is the source ol

cultivated almonds, peaches, and nectarines, and consequently thai

the peach was introduced from Asia Minor or Persia, whence the

name Perska given to the peach ; and Aitchison's discovery in

Afghanistan of a form which reminded him of a wild peach lends

additional force to this view.

On the other hand, Alphonse de CandoUe, from philological and

.other considerations, considers the peach to be of Chinese origins
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The peach has not, it is true, been found v.-ild in China, but it has

lieen cultivated there froBi time immemorial ; it has entered Into

the literature and folk-lore of the people I and it is designated by

a distinct name, " to " or " tao, " a word found in the writings of

Confucius five centuries before Christ, and even in other writings

dating from the 10th century before the Christian era. Though
now cultivated in India, and almost >vild in some parts of the nortn-

west, and, a3 we have seen, probably also in Afghanistan, it has no

Sanskrit name ; it is not mentioned in the Hebrew text of the

Scriptures, nor in the earliest Greek times. Xenophon makes no

mention of the peach, though the Ten Thousand must have traversed

the country where, according to some, the peach is native, but
Theophiastus, a hundred years later, does speak of it as a Persian

frait, and De CandoUe suggests that it might have been introduried

ir.to Greece by Ale.tander. According to his view, the seeds of the

peach, cultivated for ages in China, might have been carried by
the Chinese into Kashmir, Bokhara, and Persia between the period

of the Sanskrit emigration and the Grseco-Persian period. Once
established, its cultivation would readily extend westward, or, on
the other hand, by Cabal to north-western India, where its cul-

tivation is not ancient. While the peach has been cultivated in

China for thousands of years, the almond does not grow wild in

that country, and its introduction is supposed not to go back
farther than the Christian era.

On the whole, we should be inclined to attribute greater weight
to the evidence from botanical sources than to that derived from
philology, particularly since the discovery both of the wild almond
and of a form like a wild peach in Afghanistan. It may, however,
well be that both peach and almond are derived from some pre-

existing and now extinct form whose descendants have spread over

the whole geographic area mentioned ; but of course this is a mere
speculation, though indirect evidence in its support might be ob-

tained from the nectarine, of which no mention is made in ancient

literature, and which, as we have seen, originates from the peach
And reproduces itself by seed, thus offering the characteristics of a
species in the act of developing itself. (M. T. M.

)

PEACOCK (the first syllable from the Latin Pavo, in

Anglo-Saxon Paice, Dutch Pauuvj, German P/au, French
Paon), the bird so well known from the splendid plumage
of the male, and as the proverbial personification of pride.

A native of the Indian peninsula and Ceylon, in some
parts of which it is very abundant, its domestication dates

from times so remote that nothing can be positively stated

en that score. » Setting aside its importation to Pales-

tine by Solomon (1 Kings x. 22; 2 Chron. ix. 21), its

assignment in classical mythology as the favourite bird

of Hera or Juno testifies to the early acquaintance the

Greeks must have had with it ; but, though it is mentioned
by Aristophanes and other older writers, their knowledge
of it was probably very slight until after the conquests of

Alexander. Throughout all succeeding time, however, it

has never very freely rendered itself to domestication,

and, retaining much of its wild character, can hardly be
accounted an inhabitant of the poultry-yard, but rather an
ornamental denizen of the pleasure-ground or shrubbery

;

while, even in this condition, it is seldom kept in large

numbers, for it has a bad reputation for doing mischief in

gardens, it is not very prolific, and, though in earlier days
highly esteemed for the table,^ it is no longer considered

the delicacy it was once thought.

As in most cases of domestic animals, pied or white
varieties of the ordinary Peacock, Pavo cristatus, are not
unfrequently to be seen ; and, though lacking in propor-

tion the gorgeous resplendence for which the common
bird stands unsurpassed, they are valued as curiosities.

Greater interest, however, attends what is known as the
"japanned" Peacock, often erroneously named the Japanese
or Japan Peacock, a form which has received the name of

P. nigripennis, as though it were a distinct species. In
this form the cock, besides other less conspicuous differ-

ences, has all the upper wing-coverts of a deep lustrous
blue instead of being mottled wi(h brown and white, whUe
the hen is of a more or less greyish-white, deeply tinged

' Classical authors cootain many allusions to its high appreciation
at the most sumptuous banquets ; and mediaeval bills of fare on state
occasions nearly always include it. In the days of chivalry one of
the most solemn oaths was taken " oa the Peacock ", which seems to
have been sen-ed up garnished with its gaudy plumage.

with dull yellowish-brown near the base of the neck and
shoulders. It " breeds true "

; but occasionally a presum-
ably pvu-e stock of birds of the usual coloration throws
out one or more having the "japanned" plumage, leading

to the conclusion that the latter may be due to " reversion

to a primordial and otherwise extinct condition of the

species ", and it is to be observed that the "japanned

"

male has in the coloratioft of the parts mentioned no
little resemblance to that of the second indubitably good
species, the P. muticus (or P. spici/er of some writers) of

Burma and Java, though the character of the latter's

crest—the feathers of which are barbed along their whole
length instead of at the tip only—and its golden -green

neck and breast furnish a ready means of distinction. The
late Sir R. Heron was confident that the "japanned " breed

had arisen in England within his memory,^ and Darwin
{Anim. and Plants under Domestication, i. pp. 290-292) was
inclined to believe it only a variety ; but its abrupt appear-

ance, which rests on indisputable evidence, is most suggest-

ive in the light that it may one day throw on the question

"Japanned " or " black -shouldered " Peafowls,

of evolution as exhibited in the origin of " species ". I(

should be stated that the "japannefl " bird is not kniwn
to exist anywhere as a wild race. The accompanying
woodcut is copied from a plate drawn by Mr Wolf, givei

in Mr Elliot's Monograph of the Phasianidse.

The Peafowls belong to the group Gallinse, from the norma]
members of which they do not materially differ in structure ; and,

though by some systematists they are rafsed to the rank of a

Family, Pamnidsi, most are content to regard them as a Subfamilj
of Phasianidie (Pheasant, q.v.). Akin to the genus Pavo is Poly-

plectrum, of which the males are armed with two or more spurs oc

each leg, and near them is generally placed the genus Argiisiamis.

containing the Argus-Pheasants, remarkable for their wonderfuU}
ocellated plumage, and the extraordinary length of the secondary

quills of their wings, as well as of the tail-feathers. It mus'
always be remembered that the so-called "tail" of the Peacock ii

formed not by the rectrices or true tail-feathers, but by the singula)

development of the tail-coverts, a fact of which any one may b«

satisfied by looking at the bird when these magnificent piumes an
erected and expanded in disk -like form as is his habit wh£n dia

plaving his beauty to his mates. (A. N.)

PEACOCK, George (1791-1858), mathematician, wai

born at Thornton Hall, Denton, near Darlington, 9th Apri

^ This is probably not the case. The present «Titer has i distinc

recollection of having seen a bird of this form represented in aa oli

Dutch picture, though when or where fie cannot state.
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1791. He was educated at Richmond, Yorkshire, and

entered Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1809. He was

second wrangler in the mathematical tripos of 1812 (Sir J.

F. W. Herschel being senior), was elected fellow of his

college in 1814, and became assistant tutor and lecturer

in 1815, full tutor in 1823, and sole tutor of "his side"

in 1835. Peacock distinguished himself by his business

capacity, and by his broad views of the duties and func-

tions of the educational institution in whose management
he had so large a share.

Peacock was all his life an ardent educational reformer.

While still an undergraduate he formed a league with

Herschel, Babbage, and Maule to conduct the famous

struggle of "d-ism versm dot-age," which ended in the

introduction into Cambridge of the Continental notation

in the infinitesimal calculus to the exclusion of the®
fiuxional notation (j/) of Newton. This was an import-

ant reform, not so much on account of the mere change

of notation (for nowadays mathematicians foUow Lagrange

in using both these notations), but because it signified the

opening to the mathematicians of Cambridge of the vast

storehouse of Continental discoveries. Up to that time

Cambridge mathematicians had been resting supinely under

the shadow of Newton, despising the Continental methods,

but doing nothing to demonstrate the power of their own.

The analytical society thus formed in 1813 published vari-

ous memoirs, and translated Lacroix's DijfsrenticJ, Calculus

in 1816. Peacock powerfully aided the movement by pub-

lishing in 1820 A Collection of Examples of the Application

of the Differential and Integral Calcvlus, which remains a

valuable text-book to this day. He also took a great in-

terest in the general question of university education. In
1841 he published a pamphlet on the university statutes,

in which he indicated the necessity for reform ; and in

1850 and 1855 he was a member of the commission of

inquiry relative to the vmiversity of Cambridge.
In 1837 he was appointed Lowndean professor of

astronomy. In 1839 he took the degree of D.D., and
the same year was appointed by Lord Melbourne to the

deanery of Ely. Without in any way neglecting his

university duties. Peacock threw himself with character-

istic ardour into the duties of this new position. He
improved the sanitation of Ely, published in 1840 06-

servations on Plant for Cathedral Reform, and carried out

extensive works of restoration in his own cathedral. He
was twice prolocutor of the lower house of convocation for

the province of Canterbury.

This list by no means exhausts the sphere of Peacock's

activity. He was a prime mover in the establishment of

the Cambridge Astronomical Observatory, and in the

founding of the Cambridge Philosophical Society. He
was a fellow of the Royal, Royal Astronomical, Geological,

and other scientific societies. In 1838, and again in 1843,

he was one of the commissioners for standards of weights

and measures ; and he ako furnished valuable information

to the commissioners on decimal coinage, a matter in whic^
he took great interest. He died on the 8th November
1858, before the university commission, in whose work he

took so great an interest, had finished its labours.

It will excite little surprise that a man of so many occupations

should have left more mark npon the men of his own day than
upon the science of the succeeding ffeneration. Although Peacock
was most distinguished and will be longest remembered as a mathe*
matician, it would be difficult to point to much work of his which
is of importance at the present day. His original contributions to

mathematical science were concerned chiefly with the philosophy
of its first principles. He did good service in systematizing the

operational laws of algebra, and in throwing light upon the nature
and use of iraaginaries. His work in this field was, however, thrown
into the shade by the later and farther -reaching discoveries of

Hamilton and Grassmann. Two great services be did for mathema-

tical education which deserve especial mention. He published,
first in 1830, and then in an enlarged form in 1842, a Treatise on.

Algebra, in which be applied his philosophicAl ideas concerning
algebraical' analysis to the elucidation of its elements. This text-

book was probably too far ahead of his age, for it does not seen^ to

have come into very general use ; at all events, it might with great

advantage be studied by the teachers of elementary mathematics at

the present day, and is very much superior in method and arrange-

ment to any of the English text-books at present in,vogue. The
second great service was the publication in the British Associati&n
Reports for 1833 of his " Report on the Recent Progress and Present
State of certain branches of Analysis. " English mathematicians of
this generation will doubtless find -on reading this brilliant summary
a good many dicta which they will call in question, and they "will

see a good deal of evidence that Peacock did not always fully appre-
ciate, or perhaps always quite understand, the work of the foremost
Continental mathematicians of his time ; but they will be ready to

condone these shortcomings when they remember that they W2re
carried on tke shoulders of Peacock and his *'d-istic league" out
of the mire into which English mathematics had fallen, and that
it is but natural that they should catch a better view of the sur-

rounding scenery than did their bearer. Whatever its defects may
be. Peacock's report remains a work of -permanent value, one of tho

first and one of the best of those valuable summaries of scientific

progress which have enriched the annual volumes of the British

Association, and, which would have justified its existence had it

done nothing else for the advancement of science.

PEACOCK, Thomas Love (1785-1866), novelist and
poet, was bom at Weymouth, 18th October 1785. His
father, a glass merchant in London, died soon after his

son's birth, and young Peacock received his education at

a private school at Englefield Green, where he distinguished

himself by unusual precocity. After a brief experience of

business he elected to dgvote himself to study and the

pursuit of literature, living with his mother on their

private means. His first books were poetical, The Motiks

of St Mark (1804), Palmyra (1806), The Genius of thf

Thames (1810), The Philosophy of Melancholy (1812),—
works of no great merit. He also made several dramatic

attempts, which did not find their way to the stage. He
served for a short time as secretary to Sir Home Popham
at Flushing, and paid several visits to Wales. In 1812
he became acquainted with Shelley, who made him his

executor together with Lord Byron. In 1815 he evinced

his peculiar power by writing Headlong Hall, the proto-

type of all his subsequent novels. It was published in

1816, and Melincourt followed in the ensuing year. During
1817 he lived at Great Marlow, enjoying the almost daily

society of Shelley, and writing Nightmare Abbey and
Rliodidaphne, by far the best of his long poems. In 1819
he received the appointment of assistant examiner at the

India House, at the same time as "Mill and Strachey.

Peacock's nomination appears to have been due- to the

influence of his old schoolfellow Peter Auber, secretary to

the East India Company, and the papers he prepared as

tests of his ability were returned to him with the high

encomium, "Nothing superfluous and nothing wanting."

This was characteristic of the whole of his intellectual

work ; and equally characteristic of the man was his

marriage about this time to a Welsh lady, to whom he pro-

posed by letter, not having seen her for eight years. His

oflSciaJ duties greatly interfered with independent com-

position. Maid Marian nevertheless appeared in 1822,

The. Misfortunes of Elphin in 1829, and Crotchet Castle in

1831 ; and he would probably have wr-itten more but for

the death in 1833 of his mother, to whom he was deeply

attached. He also contributed to the Westminster Review

and the Examiner. His services to the East India Com-
pany, outside the usual official routine, were considerable.

He defended it successfully against the attacks of Mr J.

S. Buckingham and the Liverpool salt interest, and made
the subject of steam navigation to India peculiarly his

own. He represented the company before' the various

parliamentary committees on this question ; and in 1839

and 1840 superintended the construction of iron steamers
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which not c jly made the voyage round the Cape success-

fully, but proved very useful in the Chinese war. He also

framed instructions for the Euphrates expedition, pro-

nounced by General Chesney to be models of sagacity.

In 1S36 he succeeded Mill as chief examiner, and in 1856

be retired upon a pension. During his later years he

contributed' several papers to Fraser's Magannf, including

reminiscences of Shelley. He also wrote in the same

magazine his last novel, Gryll Grange (1860), inferior to

his earlier writings in humour and vigour, but still a

surprising effort for a man of his age. He died 23d

January>1866 at Lower Halliford, near Chertsey, where,

so far as his London occupations would allow him, he had

resided for more than forty years.

Peacock's position in English literature is unique. There

was nothing like his type of novel before his time ; though

there might have been if it had occurred to Swift to invent

a story as a vehicle for the dialogue of his Polite Conversiz-

tion. But, while Swift's interlocutors represent ordinary

types. Peacock's are highly exceptional ; while the humour
of the former consists in their stereotyped conventionality

or unconscious folly, the talk in Peacock's novels is brilliant

;

and, while Swift's characters utter proverbs, Peacock's are

equipped from the author's own stores of humorous observa-

tion or reflexion.
, He speaks as well in his own person as

through his puppets ; and perhaps no writer since Pope

has enriched English literature with such an abundance of

quotable things. This pithy wit and sense, combined with

remarkable grace and accuracy of natural description, atone

for the primitive simplicity of plot and character. There

is just enough of both to keep the story going, and the

author's plan required no more. Of his seven fictions.

Nightmare Abbey and Crotchet Castle are perhaps on the

whole the best, the former displaying the most m comica

of situation, the latter the fullest maturity of intellectual

power, and the most skilful grouping of the motley crowd
of " perfectibilians, deteriorationists, statu-quo-ites, phreno-

logists, transcendentalists, political economists, theorists

in all sciences, projectors in all arts, morbid visionaries,

romantic enthusiasts, lovers of music, lovers of the pictur-

esque, and lovers of good dinners," who constitute the

dramatis personee of that comedy in narrative, the Pea-

cockian novel. Maid Marian and The Misfortunes of
Elphin are hardly less entertaining, but are somewhat
cramped by the absence of portraiture from the life and
the necessity for historical colouring. Both contain de-

scriptive passages of extraordinary beauty. Melincourt

is a comparative failure, the excellent idea of an orang-

outang mimicking humanity being insufficient as the sole

groundwork of a novel. Headlong Hall, though more
than foreshadowing the author's subsequent exceflence, is

marred by a certain bookish awkwardness characteristic

of the recluse student, which reappears in Gryll Grange
as the pedantry of an old-fashioned scholar, whose likes

and dislikes have become inveterate and whose sceptical

liberalism, always rather inspired by hatred of cant, than
enthusiasm for progress, has petrified into only too earnest

conservatism. Pianos and perspective equally with com-
petitive examinations and "panto-pragmatism" are the

objects of the writer's distaste, and for the first time in

his career we feel inclined to laugh at him, being no
longer able to laugh with him. The book's quaint resolute

paganism, however, is very refreshing in an age eaten up
with introspection ; it is the kindliest of Peacock's writings,

and contains the most beautiful of his poems, "Years
Ago," the reminiscence of an early attachment. In general
tie ballads and songs interspersed through his tales are

models of exact and melodious diction, and instinct with
tnle feeling. His more ambitious poems are worth little,

except Rhododaphne, attractive as a story and perfect as a

composition, but destitute of genuine poeticail inspiration.

His critical and miscellaneous writings are always mterest-

ing, especially the restorations of lost classical plays in th'e

Horx Dramaticie, but the only one of great mark is the

witty and crushing exposure in the Westminster Review of

Moore's ignorance of the manners and belief he has ven-

tured to portray in his Epicurean. Peacock resented the

misrepresentation of his favourite sect, the good and ill of

whose tenets were fairly represented in his own person.

Somewhat sluggish and self-indulgent, incapable of enthu-

siasm or self-sacrifice, he yet possessed a deep undemon-
strative kindliness of nature ; he could not bear to see any
one near him unhappy or uncomfortable ; and his sym-
pathy, no less than his genial humour, gained him the

attachment of children, dependants, and friends. His
feelings were steady rather than acute ; he retained

throughout life with touching fidelity the memory of an
early affection. In official life he was upright and conscien-

tious ; his judgment was shrewd and robust, and the quaint

crotchets and prejudices which Contrasted so curiously

with his usual sagacity were in general the exaggeration

of sound ideas held with undue exclusiveness. As a

candidate for literary immortality he should be safe. The
same'causes which restrict his popularity ensure his perma-

nence. His novels depend but slightly on temporary

phases of manners, but are vitally associated with standard

literature, and with general tendencies innate in the human
mind. Neither his intellectual liberalism nor his constitu-

tional conservatism will ever be out of date ; and what
Shelleyjustly termed "the lightness, strength, and chastity"

of his diction secures him an honourable rank among those

English writers whose claims to remembrance depend not

only upon matter but upon style.

Peacock's works were collected, though not completely, and pub-
lished in three volumes in 1875, at the expense of his friend and
former protege. Sir Henry Cole, with an excellent memoir by his

grand-daughter Mrs Clarke, and a critical essay by Lord Houghton.
Other criticisms have been written, by Mr Spedding in the Edin-
burgh JRcvicw and by James Hannay in the North British Jieview.

For an interesting personal notice, see A Poet's Sketch Book, by
R. W. Buchanan, 18S4 (R. G.)

PEAR (Pyrus communis). The pear has essentially the

same floral structure as the apple. In both cases the so-

called fruit is composed of the flower-tube or uppe*- end of

the flower-stalk greatly dilated, and enclosing within its

cellular flesh the five cartilaginous carpels which constitute

the " core " and are really the true fruit From the upper
rim of the flower-tube or receptacle are given off the five

sepals, the -five petals, and the very numerous stamens.

The form of the pear-and of the apple respectively, although

usually characteristic enough, is not by itself sufficient to

distinguish theni, for there are pears which cannot by
form alone be distinguished from apples, and apples which

cannot by superficial appearance be recognized from pears.

The main distinction is the occurrence in the tissue of the

fruit, or beneath the rind, of clusters of cells, filled with

hard woody deposit in the case of the pear, constituting

the "grit," while in the apple no such formation of woody
cells takes place. The appearance of the tree—the bark,

the foliage, the flowers— is, however, usually quite char-

acteristic in the two species. Cultivated pears, whose
number is enormous, are without doubt derived from one

or two wild species widely distributed throughout Europe

and western .Asia, and sometimes forming part of the

natural vegetation of the forests. In England, where the

pear is sometimes considered wild, there is always the

doubt that it may not really be so, but the produce of

some seed of a cultivated tree deposited by birds or other-

wise, which has degenerated into the wild spine-bearing

tree known as Pyrus communis.

The cultivation of the pear extends to the remotest
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antiquity. Traces of it have been found in the Swiss lake-

dwellings ; it is mentioned in the oldest Greek writings,

and was cultivated by the Romans. The word "pear" or

its equivalent occurs in all the Celtic languages, while in

Slavonic and other dialects diflferent appellations, but still

referring to the same thing, are found,—a diversity and
multiplicity of nomenclature which leads De CandoUe to

infer a very ancient cultivation of the tree from the shores

of the Caspian to those of the Atlantic. A certain race

of pears, with white down on the under surface of their

leaves, is supposed to have originated from P. nivalis, and
their fruit is chiefly used in France in the manufacture of

Pep.ky (q.v.'). Other small-fruited pears, distinguished by
their precocity and apple-like fruit, may be referred to

P. cordata, a species found wild in western France, and
in Devonshire and Cornwall.

The late Professor Earl Koch considered that cultivated pears

were the descendants of three species

—

P. persica (from which the
bergamots have descended), F. dwagri/oliu, and A sinensis. De-
caisne, who made the subject one of critical study for a number of

years, and not only investigated the wild forms, but carefully

studied the peculiarities of the numerous varieties cultivated in the

Jardin des Plantes, refers all cultivated pears to one species, the
individuals of which have in course of time diverged in various

directions, so as to form now si.^ races :—(1) the Celtic, including
F, cordata

; (2) the Germanic, including F. communis, F. Ackras,
and F. pirastcr

; (3) the Hellenic, including F. parvijlora, F. sinaica,

and others
; (4) the Pontic, including F. clsagrifolia

; (5) the
Indian, comprising F. Ffischas ; and (6) the Mongolic, represented
by P. sinensis. With reference to the Celtic race, F. cordata, it is

interesting to note its connexion with Arthurian legend, and the
Isle of Avalon or Isle of Apples. An island in Loch Awe has a
Celtic legend containing the principal features of Arthurian story

;

but in this case the word is ** berries" instead of "apples." Dr
Phene visited Armorica (Brittany) with a view of investigating
these matters, and brought thence fruits of a small berry-like pear,

which were identified by the writer with the Fynts cordata of

western France, as well as with a tree which had then been recently

discovered in some parts of Devonshire and Cornwall by Mr Briggs.
(For cultivation of pears see Horticulture, vol. xii. p. 274.)

PEARL. Pearls are calcareous concretions of peculiar

lustre, produced by certain molluscs, and valued as objects

of personal ornament. It is believed that most pearls are

formed by the intrusion of some foreign substance between
the mantle of the mollusc and its shell, which, becoming a
source of irritation, determines the deposition of nacreous
matter in concentric layers until the substance is com-
pletely encysted. The popular notion that the disturbing

object is commonly a grain of sand seems untenable
;

according to Dr Gwyn Jeffreys anji some other . concho-

logists, it is in most cases a minute parasite ; while Dr
Kelaart has suggested that it may be the frustule of a
diatom, or even one of the ova of the pearl -producing
mollusc itself. The experience of pearl-fishers shows that

those shells which are irregular in shape and stunted in

growth, or which bear excrescences, or are honeycombed
by boring parasites, are those most likely to yield pearls.

The substance of a pearl is essentially the same as that
which lines the interior of many shells, and is known as
" mother-of-pearl." Sir D. Brewster first showed that the

iridescence of this substance was an optical phenomenon
due to the interference of rays of light reflected from micro-

scopic corrugations of the surface—an effect which may
be imitated by artificial striatioos on a suitable medium.
When the inner laminated portion of a nacreous shell is

digested in acid the calcareous layers are dissolved away,
leaving a very delicate membranou-s pellicle, which, as

shown by Dr Carpenter, may retain the iridescence as long

as it is undisturbed, but which loses it when pressed or

stretched.

Although a large number of molluscs secrete Mother-
op-Pearl (q.v.), only a few of them yield true pearls. The
finest are obtained fiom the so-called "pearl oyster," the

Avicula {Meleagrina) margaritifera, Linnjeus, while fresh-

water pearls are procured chiefly from the "pearl mussel,"

Unio {Margaritana) viargaritiferus, L.' These river-pearls

are generally of dull leaden hue, and interior in beauty to

those of marine origin.

It is obvious that if a pearl presents a perfectly spheri-

cal form it must have remained loose in the substance of

the muscles or other soft tissues of the mollusc. Fre-

quently, however, the pearl becomes cemented to the in-

terior of the shell, the point of attachment thus interfering

with its symmetry. In this position it may receive suc-

cessive nacreous deposits, which ultimately form a pearl of

hemispherical shape, so that when cut from the shell it

may be flat on one side and convex on the other, forming
what jewellers know as a "perle bouton." In the course of

growth the pearl may become involved in the general de-

posit of mother-of-pearl, and be ultimately buried in the

substance of the shell. .It has thus happened that fine

pearls have occasionally been unexpectedly brought to

light in cutting up mother-of-pearl in the workshop.

When a pearl oyster is attacked by a boring parasite

the mollusc protects itself by depositing nacreous matter
at the point of invasion, thus forming a hollow body of

irregular shape known- as a "blister pearl." Hollow warty
pearl is sometimes termed in trade " coq de perle." Solid

pearls of irregular form are often produced by deposition

on rough objects, such as small fragments of wood, and
these, and in fact all irregular-shaped pearls, are termed
" perles baroques," or "barrok pearls." It appears that the

Romans in the period of the Decline restricted the name
unio to the globular pearl, and termed ' the baroque
margantum. It was fashionable in the 16th and 17th

centuries to mount curiously- shaped baroques in gold

and enamel so as to form ornamental objects of grotesque

character. A valuable collection of such mounted pearls

by Dinglinger is preserved in the Green vaults at Dresden.

A pearl of the first water should possess, in jewellers'

language, a perfect "skin" and a fine "orient"; that is

to say, it must be of delicate texture, free from speck or

flaw, and of clear almost translucent white colour, with a

subdued iridescent sheen. It should also be perfectly

spherical, or, it not, of a symmetrical pear-shape. On re-

moving the outer layer of a pearl the subjacent surface is

generally dull, like a dead fish-eye, but it occasionally

happens that a poor pearl encloses a "lively kernel," and
may therefore be improved by careful peeling. The most
perfect pearl Lu existence is said to be one, known as " La
Pellegrina," in the musevim of Zosima in Moscow; it is a

perfectly globular Indian pearl of singular beauty, weigh-

ing 28 carats. The largest known pearl is one of irregu-

lar shape in Mr Beresford Hope's collection at the South
Kensington museum. This magnificent pearl weighs 3 oz.,

has a circumference of 4^ inches, and is surmounted by
an enamelled and jewelled gold crown, forming a pendant
of great value.

Pearl Fisheries.—The ancients obtained their pearls

chiefly from India and the Persian Gulf, but at the present

time they are also procured from the SuJu seas, the coast

of Australia, the shores of Central America, and some of

the South Pacific islands. The ancient fisheries of Ceylon
(Taprobane) are situated in the Gulf of Manaar, the fishing-

' Meleagritia margaritifera, L., belongs to the family Avicididsi of

most zoologists, to the family Avicidacese, order Monomya, of article

McLLUSCA. 3/e^«t^rtwa is merely a sub-genus of yli?icu7a. The animal
which produces fresh-water pearls in Britain and other parts of Europe
was named Unio mfirgaritiferus by Retzius in Kova Oen. Test., and
this is the name adopted by most modem zoologists ; the animal was
placed in a separate genus, Margaritana, by Schumacher for insuffi-

cient reasons. It belongs to the order Isoraya, family Unionacese.

The molluscs from which river-pearls are obtained in the United States

and other parts of the world are mostly species of Unio or Anodonta.
The above are all Lamellibraucbs.
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banks lying from 6 to $ miles off the western shore, a little

to the south of the i^le of Manaar. The Tinnevelly fishery

is on the Madras side of the' strait, near Tuticorin. These

Indian fishing-grounds are under the control of Govern-

ment inspectors, who regulate the fisheries, and permit

fishing only when they consider the banks to be in a satis-

factory condition. The oysters yield the best pearls at

about four years of age. Fishing, when permitted, gener-

ally commences in the second week in March, and lasts

for from four to six weeks, according to the season. The
boats are grouped in fleets of from sixty to seventy, and
start usually at midnight so as to reach the oyster-banks

at sum'ise. Each boat generally carries ten divers. On
reaching the bank a signal-gun is fired, and diving com-

mences. To facilitate the descent of the diver, a stone of

granite weighing about 40 lb is attached to the cord by
which he is let down. The divers work in pairs, one man
diving while the other watches the signal -cord, drawing

up the sink-stone first, then hauling up the baskets of

oysters, and finally raising the diver himself. On an
average the divers remain under water from fifty to

eighty seconds, though some can endure a much longer

submergence, and exceptional instances are cited of men
remaining below for as long as six minutes. After resting

for a minute or two at the surface, the diver descends

again ; and so on, until exhausted, when he comes on
board and watches the rope, while his comrade relieves

him as diver. Using neither diving dress nor bell, the

native descends naked, carrying only a girdle for the sup-

port of the basket in which he places the pearl-oysters.

In his submarine work the diver makes skilful use of his

toes for prehensUe purposes. To arm himself against the

attacks of the sharks and other fishes which infest the

Indian waters, he carries spikes of ironwood ; and the

genuine Indian diver never descends v.ithout the incanta-

tions of shark -charmers, one of whom accompanies the

boat while others remain on shore. Noi only is the

diver exposed to the danger of attack by sharks, but his

exciting calling, in a tropical climate, is necessarily ex-

hausting, and as a rule he is a short-lived man.
The diving continues from sunrise to about noon, when

a gun is fired, and the work stopped. On the arrival of

the fleet at shore, the divers carry their oysters to a shed,

where they are made up into four heaps, one of which is

taken by the diver as his remuneration. The oysters are

then sold by auction in lots of 1000 each. The pearls,

after removal from the dead oysters, are " classed " by
passing through a number of small brass cullenders, known
as " baskets," the holes in the successive vessels being
smaller and smaller. Having been sized in this way, they
are sorted as to colour, weighed, and valued. (For .the

history and production of the Ceylon fishery, see Ceylon,
vol. V. p. 364.)

Since the days of the Macedonians pearl -fishing has
been carried on in the Persian Gulf. It is said that the
oyster-beds extend along the entire Arabian coast of the
guK, but the most important are on sandbanks ofif the
islands oi Bahrein. According to Colonel Pell/s report
in 1863, there were 1500 boats belonging to Bahrein alone,
and the annual profit from the pearl-fishery was about
£400,000. The chief centre of the trade is the port of
Lingah. Most of the products of this fishery are known
as "Bombay pearls," from the fact that many of the best
are sold there. The shells usually present a dark colour
about the edges, like that of " smoked pearl." The yellow-
tinted pearls are sent chiefly to Bombay, while the whitest
go to Baghdad. Very small pearls, much below a pea in
size, are generally known as "seed-pearls," and these are
valued in India and China as constituents of certain electu-
aAes, while occasionally they are calcined for ckunam, or

lime, used v.it]i betel as a masticatory. There is a small
pearl-fishery near Kurrachee on the coast of Bombay.
From the time of the Ptolemies pearl-fishing has been

prosecuted along the coast of the Red Sea, especially in

the neighbourhood of Jiddah and Koseir. This fishery is

now insignificant, but the Arabs still obtain from this

district a quantity of mother-of-pearl shells, which are

shipped from Alexandria, and come into the market as

"Egyptians."

Very fine pearls are obtained from the Sulu Archipelago,

on the north-east of Borneo. The mother-of-pearl shells

from the Sulu seas are characterized by a yellow colour

on the border and back, which unfits them for many orna-

mental purposes. Pearl-oysters are also abundant in the

seas around the Aru Islands to the south-west of New
Guinea. From Labuan a good many pearl-shells are

occasionally sent to Singapore. They are also obtained
from the neighboiu-hood of Timor, and from New Caledonia.

The pearl-oyster occurs throughout the Pacific, mostly in

the clear water of the lagoons within the atolls, though
fine shells are also found in deep water outside the coral

reefs. The Polynesian divers do not employ sink-stones,

and the women are said to be more skilfid than the men.
They anoint their bodies with oil before diving. Fine
pearl-shells are obtained from Navigators' Islands, the
Society Islands, the Low Archipelago or Paumota Isles, and
the Gambler Islands. Many of the Gambler pearls present

a bronzy tint.

Pearl-fishing is actively prosecuted along the western
coast of Central America, especially in the Gulf of California,

and to a less extent around the Pearl Islands in the Bay
of Panama. These pearls are obtained from the Meleagrina
californica, Cpr., and the mother-of-pearl shell is known
in commerce as "Panama" or "buUock" shell. The
fishing-grounds are in water about 40 feet deep, and the

season lasts for four months. An ordinary fishing-party

expects to obtain about three tons of shells per day, and it

is estimated that one shell in a thousand contains a pearl.

The pearls are shipped in barrels from San Francisco and
Panama. Some pearls of rare beauty have been obtained
from the Bay of Slulege, near Los Coyetes, in the Gulf of

California; and in 1882 a pearl of 75 carats, the largest

on record from this district, was found near La Paz in
California. The coast of Guayaquil also yields pearls.

Columbus f und that pearl-fishing was .carried on in his
time in the GuLf of Mexico, and pearls are still obtained
from the Caribbean Sea. These are produced chiefly by
Meleagrina squamulosa, Lam. ; and the mother-of-uearl
shells are known as "blue-edged " or " black-lipped," the-se

being less valuable than the "silver-lipped" shells of
India. In the West Indies the best pearls are obtained
from St Thomas and fro!e the island of Margarita, off the
coast of Venezuela. From ilargarita Philip IL of Spain is

said to have obtained in 1579 a famous pearl of 250 carats.

Of late years pearl -fishing has been started ^^ith con-
siderable success in the Australian seas. Good pearls are
found in Shark's Bay, on the coast of West Australia,
especially in an inlet termed Useless Harbour. Mother-
of-pearl shells are also fished at many other points along
the western coast, between the 15th and 25th parallels of
south latitude. An important pearl-fishery is also estab-
lished in Torres' Strait and on the coast of Queensland.
The shells occur in water from four to six fathoms deep,
and the divers are generally Malays and Papuans, though
sometimes native Australians. On the western coast "of

Australia the pearl-shells are obtained by dredging rather
than by diving. Quite recently (1884) pearl-shells have
been found at Port Darwin. Pearls have also been found
in Oakley Creek, New Zeahind.

liver-jjearls are produced by the fresh-water mussels inhabitiiig
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the mountain-streams of temperate climates in the uortheni hemi-
sphere,— especially in Scotland, "Wales, Ireland, Saxony, Bohemia,
bavaria, Lapland, and Canada. The pearls of Britain are men-
tioned by Tacitus and by Fliny* ^nd a breastplate studded with
British pearls was dedicated by Julius Caesar to Venus Genetrix.

As early as 1355 Scotch pearls are referred to in a statute of the

goldsmiths of Paris ; and in the reign of Charles II. the Scotch

pearl trade was sufficiently important to attract the attention of

parliament. "Writing in 1705, John Spruel says, ** I have dealt in

pearls these forty years and more, and yet to this day I could never

sell a necklace of fine Scots pearl in Scotland, nor yet fine pendants,

tlie generality seeking for Oriental pearls, because farther fetched.

At this verj' day I can show some of our own Scots pearl as fine,

more hard and transparent, than any Oriental " (An Account
Current hetioixt Scotland arid England, Edinburgh, 1705). The
Scotch pearl-fishery, after having declined for years, was revived

in 1860 by a German named Moritz Unger, who visited Scotland
and bought up all the pearls he could find in the hands of the
peasantry, thus leading to an eager search for more pearls the

following season. It is estimated that in 1865 the produce of the
season's fishing in the Scotch rivers was worth at least £12,000.

This yield, however, was not maintained ; the rivers were over-

fished, and the industry was discouraged inasmuch as it tended to

interfere with the salmon-fishery, and in some cases injured the

b^.nks of the streams. At the present time only a few pearls are

obtained at irregular intervals by an occasional fisherman.

The principal rivers in Scotland which have yielded pearls are

the Spey, the Tay, and the South Esk ; and to a less extent the

Doon, the Dee, the Don, the Ythan, the Teith, the Forth, and many
other streams. In North "Wales the Conway was at one time cele-

brated for its pearls ; and it is related that Sir Richard Wynn,
chamberlain to the queen of Charles II., presented her with a Con-
wAy pearl which is believed to occupy a place in the British crown.

In Ireland the rivers of Donegal, Tyrone, and "Wexford have yielded

pearls. It is said that Sir John Hawkins the circumnavigator had
a patent for pearl-fishing in the Irt in Cumberland. Although the

. pearl-fisheries of Britain are now neglected, it is otherwise with
those of Germany. The most .imj»ortant of these are in the forest-

streams of Bavaria, between Ratisbon and Passau. The Saxon
fisheries are chiefly confined to the basin of the "White Elster, and
those of Bohemia to the Horazdiowitz district of Wotawa, For
more than two centuries the Saxon fisheries have been carefully re-

gulated by inspectors, who examine the streams every spring, and
determine where fishing is to be permitted. After a tract has been
fished over, it is left to rest for ten or fifteen years. The fisher folk

open the valves of the mussels with an iron instrument, and if they

find no pearl restore the mussel to the water.

River -pearls are found in many parts of the United States, and
have been systematically wcrked in the Little Miami river, Warren
I'ounty, Ohio, The season extends from June to October. Japan
produces freshwater pearls, found especially in the Anodonta
iaponica. But it is in China that the culture of the pearl-mussel

is carried to the greatest perfection. The Chinese also obtain

marine pearls, and use a large quantity of mother-of-pearl for

decorative purposes. More than twenty-t^j-o centuries before our
era pearls are enumerated as a tribute or tax in China ; and they
are mentioned as products of the western part of the empire in the

Jih'ya, a dictionarj- compiled earlier than 1000 B.C. A process for

promoting the artificial formation of pearls in the Chinese river-

mussels was discovered by Ye-jin-yang, a native of Hoochow, in

the 13th century ; and this process is still extensively carried on
near the city of Teh-tsing, where it forms the staple industry of

several villages, and is said to give employment to about 5000
people- Large numbers of the mussels are collected in May and
June, and the valves of each are gently opened with a spatula to

allow of the introduction of various foreign bodies, which are in-

serted by means of a forked bamboo stick. These "matrices" are

jionerally pellets of prepared mud, but may be small bosses of bone,
brass, or wood. After a number of these objects have been placed in

convenient positions on one valve, the unfortunate mollusc is turned
over and the operation is repeated on the other valve. The
mussels are then placed in shallow ponds connected with the
caiials, and are nourished by tubs of night-soil being thrown in

from t.mfe to time. After several months, in some cases two or
three years, the mussels are removed, and the pearls which b^ve
iormed over the matrices are cut from the shells, while the molluscs
themselves sen'e iis food. The matrix is generally extracted from
the pearl and the cavity filled with white wax, the aperture being
neatly sealed up so as to render the appearance of the pearl as perfect

as possible. Millions of such pearls are annually sold at Soo-chow.
The most curious of these Chinese pearls are those which present

the form of small seated images of Buddha, The figures are cast

in very thin lead, or stamped in tin, and are inserted as previ-

ously described. As many as twenty may sometimes be seen,

ranged in parallel rows, in the valves of a single individual.
Covered wiih nacreous matter, closely adherent to the shell, they
have all the appearance of natural objects, and, exciting the wonder

of the ignorant, are prized as amulets. Specimens of these Buddha
pearls in th& British Museum are referred to the species Dipsas
plicata. It should be mentioned that Linnseus, probably ignorant
of what had long been practised in China, demonstrated the pos-

sibility of producing artificial pearls in the freshwater mussels of
Sweden.

Pink pearls are occasionally found in the great conch or fountain

shell of the "West Indies, Slrombus gigas, L. ; but these, though
much prized, are not nacreous, and their tint is apt to fade. They
are also produced by the chank shell, Turhinella scolymus, L.*

Yellowish-brawn pearls, of little or no value, are yielded by the
Piwna squamosa^ and bad-coloured concretions are formed by the
Placuna plaanta.^ Black pearls, \7hich are verj" highly valued,

are obtained chiefly from the pearl-oyster of the Gulf of Mexico.

Artificial pearls were first made in western Europe in 1680 by
Jacquin, a rosary-maker in Paris, and the trade is now largely

carried on in France, Germany, and Italy. Spheres of thin glass

are filled with a preparation known as "essence aorient," made from
the silvery scales of the bleak or "ablette," which is caused to adhere

to the inner wall of the globe, and the cavity is then filled with
white wax. The scales are in some cases incorporated with celluloid.

Many imitation pearls are now formed of an opaline glass of nacre-

ous lustre, and the soft appearance of the pearl obtained by the

judicious use of hydrofluoric acid. An excellent substitute for

black pearl is found in the so-called "ironstone jewellery," and
consists of close-grained hsematite, not too highly polished ; but the
great density of the haematite immediately destroys the illusion.

Pink pearls are imitated by turning small spheres out of the rosy

part of the conch shell, or even out of pink coral.

See W. H. Dall, " Pearls and Pearl Fisheries," in Jmeru^an Naturalist, x^ii.,

1883, p. 549 ; P. L. Simmonds, The Commfrcial ProdTuts o/the Sec (.Lonion, 1879);
Clements B. Markham, " The Tinnevelly Pearl Fishery," in JourTi. Soc Arts,

IV., 1867, p. 256 ; D. T. Macgowan, *' Pearls and Pearl-making in China," ibid.

ii., 1854, p. 72; F. Hague, "On the Natural and Artificial Production of Pearls
in China," in Joitnu R. Asiatic Soc., xvi., 1356 ; H. J. Le Beck, " Pearl Fishery
in the Gulf of Manar," in Asiatic Researchts, v., fTSS, p. 393 ; T. Von Hessling,
Die Perlmuschel und ihre PprUn (Leipaic, 1S59) ; K. Mobius, Die tchten PerUn
(Hamburg, 1857). (F. W. R.)

PEAKSON, John- (1 6 1 2 -1 686), a learned English bishop,

was bom at Great Snoring in the county of Norfolk, on
the 28th of February 1612. After attending Eton,

he entered Queens* College, Cambridge, 10th June 1631,

and was elected a scholar of King's in April following

and a fellow in 1634. Entering holy orders in 1639,

he was collated to the prebend of Nether-Avon, in the

church of Sarum. In 1640 he was appointed cjijiplain

to the lord-keeper Finch, by whom he was presented

to the living of Thorin'gton in Suffolk during the same
year. In 1650 he was made preachet of St Clement's,

Eastcheap, in London. Seven years later he and Peter

Gunning had a dispute with two Roman Catholics upon
the subject of schism, a one-sided account of which was
printed at Paris by one of the Roman Catholic disputants,

under the title Sckum Unmasked^ 1658. In 1659 Pearson

published at London his celebrated Ei^position of the Creed,

dedicated to his parishioners of St Clement's, Eastcheap,

to whom the substance of that now standard work had
been preached several years before, and by whom Ke had
been desired to make it public. The same year he likewise

published the Golden Remains of the ever-memorable Mr
John Hales of Eton, to which he prefixed a preface con-

taining a character of that eminent man, with whom he

had been acquainted for many years, drawn up with great

elegance and force. Pearson had also a principal share in

the editing of the Critici Sacri, first published in 1660.

Soon after the Restoration he was presented by Juxon,

then bishop of London, to the rectory of St Christopher's

in that city; and he was also in 1660 created doctor of

divinity at Cambridge, in pursuance of the king's letters

mandatory, installed prebendary of Ely, archdeacon of

Surrey, and made master of Jesus College, Cambridge. In

1661 he was appointed Lady Margaret professor of divinity

' Strcrmhus gigas, L., is a Gastropod belonging to tbe family Strontf

bidse, of the order Azt/gobranchia. Turbimlla scolymus, Lam., is ft

Gastropod belonging to the family Muricidse, of the same order.

' Placuna placenta, L, belonga to the family Ostreida of tbe

manuals (family Oslracea of article Mqlldsca); it is found on the

shores of North Australia. Pinna squamosg., Gmelin, belongs to the

Mytilidse (the Mytilacfse of article Moixusca) ; it occura in the Medir

terranean. Both are LameUibra&chs.
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in tJiat university ; and on tlie first day of the ensuing year

he was nominated one of the commissioners for the review

of the liturgy in the conference held at the Savoy. On
the 14th of April 1662 he was elected master of Trinity

College, Cambridge, and in August resigned his rectory of

St Christopher's and his prebend of Ely. In 1667 he was

admitted a Fellow of the Royal Society. In 1672 he

published at Cambridge Vindici^e Epistolaricm S. Ignatii,

in 410, in answer to Daille, to which is subjoined Isaaci

Vossii Epislola' dux adfersus Davidem Blonddlum. Upon
the death of Dr. AS'ilkins in 1672, Pearson was appointed

his successor in the see of Chester. In 1682 his Annahs
Cyprianici were published at Oxford, with Fell's edition

of that father's works. Pearson was disabled from all

public service by ill heolth a considerable time before his

death at Chester on the 16th of July 1686. His last

work, the Two Dissertaiions on the Succession and Times of
the First Bishops of Rome, formed the principal part of

his Opera Postkuma, edited by Henry Dodwell in 1688.

' See the memoir in Biographia Britannica, and auotherby Edward
Churton prefixed to tlie edition of Pearson's Minor Theological'

fForts, 2 vols., 0.vfoid, 18

PEAT. See Ftnx, vol. ix. p. 808.

PECCAEY. Under this name are included two species

of- small pig-like animals forming the genus Dicotyles of

Cuvier, belonging to the section Suina of the Artiodactyle

Ungulates (see M.V.mm.vlia, vol. xv. p. 430). They are

peculiar to the New World, and in it are the only surviv-

ing members of the large group now represented in the

Old World by the various sjjecies of swine, babirussas,

wart-hogs, and hippopotami.

The teeth of the peccaries differ from those of the true

pigs (genus Sm) numerically, in wanting the upper outer

incisor and the anterior premolar on each side of each

jaw, the dental formula being i 5, c \, p f, m §, total 38.

The upper canines have their points directed do%vnwards,

not outwards or upwards as in the boars, and they are

very sharp, with cutting hinder edges, and completely

covered with enamel until worn. The lower canines are

large and directed upwards and outwards, and slightly

curved backwards. The premolar and molar teeth form a

continiious series, gradually increasing in size from the

first to the last. The true molars have square quadricus-

pidate crowns. The stomach is much more complex than

in the true pigs, almost approaching that of a ruminant.

In the feet the t^o middle (third and fourth) metapodial

boneSj which are completely separate in the pig.s, are united

at thc'r upper ends, as in the ruminants. On the fore

foot the two (second and fifth) cuter toes are equally de-

veloped as in pigs, but on the hind foot, although the inner

(or second) is' present, the outer or fifth toe is entirely

wanting, giving an unsymmetrical appearance of the mem-
ber, very unusual in Artiodactyles. As in all other exist-

ing Ungulates, there is no trace of a first digit (poUex or

hallux) on either foot. As in the pigs, the snout is trun-

cated, and the nostrils are situated in its flat, expanded,

disk-like -tei mination. The ears are rather small, ovate,

and erect ; and there is no external appearance of a tail.

The. surface is well covered with thick bristly hair, and
rather behind the middle of the back is a large and pecu-

liar gland, which secretes an oleaginous substance with a

powerful ymusky odour. This was mistaken by the old

travellers ' for a second navel, a popular error which sug-

gested to Cuvier the name of Dicotyles. When the animal
is killed for food, it is necessary speedily to remove this

gland, otherwise it will taint the whole flesh so as to

render it uneatable.

There are two species, so nearly allied that they will breed
together freely in captivity. Unlike the true pigs, they
never appear to produce njore than two young ones atabirth.

The collared peccary {D. tajacii, Linn., torguatus, Cuvier)

ranstes from the Red river of Arkansas through the forest

districts of Central and South America as tar as the Rio

Negro of Patagonia. Generally it is found singly.or in

pairs, or at most in small herds of from eight to ten, and

is a comparatively harmless creaiure, not being inclined to

attack other animals or human beings. Its colour is dark

grey, with a white or whitish band passing across the

chest from shoulder to shoulder. The length of the head

and body is about 36 inches. The white-lipped peccary

or warree (D. hihiatus, Cuvier) is rather larger, being about

40 inches in length, of a blackish colour, with the lips and

lower jaw white. Its range is less extensive ; it is not

found farther north than British Honduras or south of

Paraguay. It is generally met with hi large droves of

from fifty to a hundred or more individuals, and is of a

more pugnacious disposition than the former species, and

capable of inflicting severe wounds with its sharp tusks.

A hunter who encounters a herd of tlieni in a forest has

often to climb a tree as his only chance of safety. Both

species are omnivorous, living on roots, fallen fruits,

worms, and carrion ; and when the;, approach the neigh-

bourhood 'of villages and cultivated lands they often inflict

great devastation upon the crops of the inhabitants.

Fossil remains of extinct species of jieccaries of the

Pleistocene period have been found in the caves of Brazil,

and also as far north as Virginia and South Carolina.

They have also been traced backwards in time, with appar-

ently little modification of structure, to the Upper 5Iio,cene

formations of Oregon.

PECS. See Funfkiechen, vol. ix. p. 827.

PEDO>fETER is an apparatus in the form of a watch,

which, carried on the person of a traveller, indicates the

number of paces made, and thereby approximately the

distance travelled. The ordinary form lias a dial-plate

with chapters for yards and miles respectively, but in

some, miles and their fractions only are indicated, while

others are divided for kilometres, &c. The registration js

effected by the fall of a heavy pendulum, caused by the

percussion of each step. The pendulum is fbrced back to

a horizontal position by a delicate spring, and with each'

stroke a fine-toothed ratchet-wheel attached to it is moved

round a certain length. The ratchet communicates with a

train of wheels which govern the dial-hands. In using

the apparatus a measured mile or other known distance is

walked, and the indication thereby made on the dial-plate

observed. According as it is too great or too small, the

stroke of the pendulum is shortened or lengthened by a

screw which correspondingly affects the ratchet motion,

XVIII. —.57
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and thereby regiilat«s the indication to tlie average jiace.

Obrioufly the pedometer is little better than an ingenious

toy, depending even for rough measurements on the uni-

formity of pace maintained throughont the journey
measured.

PEDRO (Petee), the name boDie by several sovereigns

of Aragon, Castile, and Portugal. Tlu-ec of them were
contemporaries, and, to add to the confusion to which this

has given rise, each of them was the son and successor of

an Alphonso.

;

Ara'jon.—Pedeo TV. ' (1317-1387), surnamed "the
Ceremonious," succeeded his father Alfonso IV. in 1336,
placing the crown upon his own head at Saragossa. to

make it quite plain that he did not hold of the pojie. In
1344- he deposed his brother-in-law Jaynie from the throne

of Majorca, and again made the Balearic Isles, Cerdagne,
and Roussillon directly subject to the crown of .'b-agon. In

1 346 jealousy of his brother Jayme led him to alter the

succession in favour of his daughters, but two powerful

unions or leagues in Aragon and Valencia compelled him
in the following j-ear anew to recognize the legitimate

heir-presumptive. The victory of Epila, however, in 134S
enabled him to triumph over his factious nobles and to

cancel the privileges they had extorted from him. In 13)1
Pedro, desiring to strengthen his precarious hold upon the

island of Sardinia, entered into an alliance with Venice, and
began hostilities against Genoa, whicli, carried on at inter-

vals for many years, were definitively terminated otily by
his successor. In 1356 a breach of neutrality by some
Catalan ships at San Lucar led to a war with the king of

Castile, which was carried on with occasional suspensions

until 1375, when the infanta Leonora of Aragon was
married to Don Juan (afterwards John I.) of Castile. In

1377 Pedro succeeded in reconquering Sicily after the

death of Frederick III., but, to avoid the threatened inter-

dict of Urban VI., he ceded the island to Martin, his

grandson, retaining the suzerainty only. In 13^'' he sent

troops to Greece to seize, on his behalf, the duchy of

Athens. Pedro died at Barcelona on 5th January 1387,

and was succeeded by his son John I. He left a curious

history of his reign, written in Catalan, ^^hich has been

printed by Carbonell in his Chroniques de Espanya (1547).
Three other kings of Aragon bore this name. Peduo I. sue- •

oeeded his father Saiicho Ramirez oil tlxe tluoue of Aragon ami
Navarre in 1094, and died in 1104. The leading event of tiis

reign was the conquest of Huesoa (1096). Pedro 11. (1174-121S)
succeeded his father Alphonso II. in 1196. In November 1204
he was crowned in St Peter's, Rome, by Innocent III., in return

for which honour lie declared his kingdom feudatory of the Roman
see and promised an annual tribute, not, however, without a strong

protest on the part of his subjects, whose hostile demonsti-ations

in the following year he liad diRioulty in repressing. In 1209 lie

purchased peace witli Sancho VII. of Navarre, and in 1212 he,

along with that sovereign, gave valuable lielp to Alplionso of Castile

in securing tlie splendid victory over the Ai-abs at Navas de Tolosa.

In the following year, having taken up arms on behalf of his brother-

in-law, Count Raymond of Toulouse, he was slain in the disastrous

battle of JIuret (12th September 1213). He was succeeded by his

only son, Jajnne I., " el Conquistador. " P.EDUO III. (1236-1285),
son of Jaynie I. and grandson of Pedro II., succeeded to the crowns
of Aragon, Catalonia, and Valencia in 1276. • In 1262 he had
married Constance, daughter of Manfred, king of the Sicilies, and
on the strength of this alliance he took advantage of the Sicilian

Vcspei-s to lay claim to the kingdom of Sicily. This involved him
in a ruinous war, in the course of which his dissatisfied subjects

united to assert their ancient "fucros" or privileges, exacting from
him at Saragossa in 1283 the " Privilegio General ", which in spirit

and import may be compared to the English Great Charter. Charles

of Valois, invested by the pojie with the crown of Aragon, sought
to invade the kingdom, but was repulsed both by land and sea.

Charles's death in 1285, wliich terminated the war, was followed by
that of Pedro in the same year.

Castile and Leon.—Pedro I. (1333-1369), commonly
surnamed " the Cruel," but sometimes referred to as " the

Justiciary," was the only legitimate son of Alphonso XI.,

and was born at Burgos on 30th August 1333. AVhen

rai.scd to the throne at Seville by Iiis father's jireniature

death before Gibraltar (L'flth M.-irrh 13.50), IVdro was a

mere lad, with e.xceptiona'ly smail exp<M-ience of courts,

and camps, having lived in compaialive ix-tirenicnt along
with his mother. Dona Maria of I'ln-tngal, in the Andalu-
cian capital, while his illegitimate brothers, the children

of Leonora 'do Guzman, the eldest of whom were Don
Enricpie (Henry), count of Trastamara, and Don Fadri(iue

(Frederick), grandmaster of Santiago, had remained beside

Alphonso, and had acconqianied liini nn his warlike exiic-

ditions. At the beginning of his reign he. was thus, almost

of necessity, compelled to abandon the conduct of affair.s

to more experienced hands ; l>j the skilful jwlicy, accord-

ingly, of the powerful and ambitious Juan Alonso de
Alburquerque, who Irad been his father's chancellor ami
prime minister, his many enemies and rivals were, for a

time at least, successfully kept at bay. The king, how-

ever, soon began to assert his independence ; whereupon
the minister, remembering how helpful a royal mistress

had been for the furtherance of his own ends during the

j)receding reign, did not scruple to encourage Pedro'.s

jiassion for the young, well-born, and beautiful Maria de

Padilla, even after his marriage with Blanche de Bourbon
had been arranged. His experiment proved avdisastrous

one, and not least .so to him.self. The influence of Maria
and of her relations, which rajiidly became great, was soon

turned against the too politic Albunpterqne ; and, as a first

step towards his dismissal from power, they succeeded in

making him seem less indispensable by effecting a superficial

reconciliation between the king and his brothers. Then,

on the minister's remonstrating against the conduct of Pedro
in deserting Blanche for his mistress almost immediately

after his marriage at Valladolid in June 1354, a complete

change of administration took place, and Alburquerque
retired to his estates. . Shortly afterwards he was joined

by the king's Mothers Enrique and Fadrique in raising the

standard of revolt in Castile ; in this formidable movement
they were speedily joined by Pedro's cousins, the infantes

of Aragon, as well as by increasing numbers of the ri,cos

hombres and caballeros of tlie kingdom, and by several of

the towns, their grievances being his repudiation of Blanche,

his deposition of Alburquerque, and the murder of Juan
Kufiez de Prado, the master of Calatrava . for whkh he was
believed to be responsible. The cortes of Toro accordingly

asked him to take back his queen and dismiss the Padillas;

and so general was the national feeling in this matter that

even his own mother deserted his cause, and on his giving

evasive repUes he found himself before the end of the year

practically stripped of all his real authority, surrounded by
officials of his enemies' choosing, and virtually a prisoner

in their hands. He succeeded, however, in making his

escape from Toro to Segovia with a handful of followers

in the following year, and the divergence of interest that

soon arose to separate the Aragonese princes from the bas-

tard sons of Alphonso XL so wrought in his favour that he

was soon able (1356) to recover all the authority he had

ever had, and to secure at least a transitory peace by the

policy of reckless assassination which years previously he

had inaugurated while Alburquerque was still his minister,

and which he brought to a climax in the cold-blooded murder

of his brother Don Fadrique at Seville in 1358, the tragedy

to which he is said to have been specially indebted for' hia

unenviable surname. In 1356 he already found himself

strong enough to enter upon a war irith his namesake

Pedro IV. of Aragon, and, with inconsiderable intervals of

truce brought about through the intervention of thepapal

legate, he continued to carry it on for several years. In

1365 lie was still campaigning beyond the borders of His

kingdom when Castile was invaded by the'"fr«e companies
"

of French and English troops under Du Guesclin and.
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Calverley on behalf of Don Enrique, whose cause had now
been espoused by France. He returned only to find him-

self practically unthroned, and towards the close of 1366

he sailed from Coruiia for Guienne almost unaccompanied,

save by his three daughters, but taking with him a con-

siderable quantity of money and jewels. He was befriended

in his exile by the Black Prince, and by liberal promises

obtained his alliance and assurances of material help ; the

English troops accordingly crossed the Pyrenees in the

following spring, and, by the bloody victory of Xajera

OP Navarrete near Logrouo (13th April 1367), once

more restored him to his kingdom. Pedro, however, was
unwilling or unable to implement the bargain he had
made, and by his arrogant demeanour soon alienated

his chivalrous ally ; before the close of the year Don
Enrique had again begun to collect his forces, while the

Black Prince, injured and indignant, turned his face home-
wards. A final battle between Pedro and his brother took

place at Montiel (13th March 1369), with the result that

the former was driven for shelter into the fortress. Ten
days afterwards he was induced to visit the camp of

Enrique by illusory hopes of a favourable treaty through

Du Guesclin ; the brothers, who had not seen each other

for fifteen years, met for the last time ; angry words

passed between them, soon they came to blows, and in the

desperate struggle that ensued Don Pedro met his death.

Pedro was in no way remarkable either as a soldier or as

a ruler of men, and his character, so odious in the one

feature expressed by his only too well deserved surname,

presents singularly few redeeming traits ; it is not even

picturesque. The best that can be alleged by way of

apology for him and excuse for his barren reign is the

untowardness of the circximstances of his birth, education,

and accession. To a narrow and uncultivated mind like

his " the tyrant's plea " could hardly ever have appealed

with greater plausibility. It is significant, however, that

in Spain itself there are two nearly opposite points of

view from which Pedro appears not as " el Cruel " but as
" el Justiciero." On the one hand, the common people of

Andalucia among whom he lived, the Jews whose com-
merce he encouraged, the Moors whom his very want of

religion enabled him to tolerate, have helped to keep alive

the tradition of the substantial if occasionally capricious

and whimsical justice he often delighted personally to

administer. The other point of view is that of such raon-

archs as Isabella " la Catolica " and Philip II., who could

not but be grateful to him far all he had done to weaken
the power of the nobles of Castile.

The chief soarce for the incidents of the reign of Don Pedro is

the Chronicles of Castile, by Pero Lopez de AyaLi, of which there
are bvo redactions knon-n as the Vuljar and the Abreviada. These
form the basis of Prosper Meiimee's ifis/oiw dc Don Pidrc, Premier
Koide Castille (1848; 2d ed. 1365; Eng. trans., anon., 1849).

PoHugal.—?EVi-e.o L (1320-1367) was the son of Al-

phonso IV. and Beatrice of Castile, and in 1339 married
Constance, daughter of the duke of PeBafiel and marquis
of Villena. The story of his passion for Inez de Castro^

of his supposed marriage with her, of her cruel murder
in 1355, and of the exhumation and coronation of her
dead body has been told elsewhere (see vol. v. p. 202).
He succeeded to the throne in 1357 and died in 1367,
after a peaceful and comparatively uneventful reign of

ten years.

For other sovereigns bearing this name see Brazil and Portugal.

PEEBLES, a midland county of Scotland, is bounded
N. and N.E. by Midlothian, E'. and S.E. by Selkirk, S.

by Dumfries, and W. by Lanark. Its outline is somewhat
irregular, the greatest length from north to south being
about 30 miles, the greatest breadth about 20, and the
smallest about 10. The area is 226,899 acres, or about
355 square miles.

From the fact that the county lies ^vithin the upper
valley of the Tweed, it is sometimes known as Tweeddale.

The surface consists of a suQCes'^'on of hills broken by
the vale of the Tweed, which in some parts attains con-

siderable breadth, and by the narrow valleys forming the

courses of numerous " waters " and smaller streams. The
lowest point above sea-level is about 450 feet, but the

hills generally vary in height from 900 to 1500 feet, while

several attain an altitude considerably over 2000 fee'-.

The highest summits are Broad Law (2754 feet), Cramalt
Craig (2723 feet), and Dollar Law (2680 feet). The hills

fcr the most part are rounded in form. The scenery is

thus generally devoid of very striking or picturesque

features, and its quiet pastoral character has a pleasing

effect, while the exuberant plantations w-hich clothe the

sides and summits of the hills in the neighbourhood of

the Tweed, with the well- cultivated fields adjoining its

banks, lend to this district an aspect of rich luxuriance.

The Tweed has its source in a small fountain named
Tweed's WeU at the base of a hill on the south-western

border called Tweed's Cross, from the farther side of which
flow the Annan and the Clyde. It rises about 1300 feet

above sea-level, and, with waters of sparkling clearness

and purity, justly entitling it to the name of the " silver

Tweed," flows with rapid course north-eastwards to the town
of Peebles, receiving continual accessions from mountain
streamlets, the principal being the Biggar Water from the
west at Drumelzier, the Lyne from the north-west at

Lyne, the Manor Water from the south near Edderston,
and the Eddlestone Water from the north at Peebles.

After passing Peebles the river bends in a more easterly

direction, receiving, before it leaves the county, the Quair
Water from the south and the Leithen from the north.
The Megget Water flows eastwards into St Mary's Loch,
which forms, for a very short distance, the south-eastern
boundary of the county with Selkirkshire. The Medwin
Water separates a portion of the south-western boundaiy
of Linton parish from Lanarkshire. Peebles is, perhaps,

more resorted to by anglers than any other county in

Scotland, and it would be difficult to find anywhere else

in the kingdom, within an equal area, so many streams
and rivers affording such good sport and so unhampered
by restrictions. Apart from St Mary's Loch, on the bor-

ders of the cotmty, there are no sheets of water of much
extent.

Geology.—Peeblesshire is included in the Silurian table-

land of southern Scotland, and consists chiefly of Upper
Silurian rocks, having generally a north-western dip. 'The

strata have been thro-mi into great flexures by volcanic
action, and are frequently mingled with igneous rocks,

such as trap, felspar, and porphyry. In the viUey of the
Tweed, where there is a great anticlinal flexure, slates

with thin beds of anthracite are found, and also limestone.

In a slate-quarry near Traquair graptolites, trilobites, and
shells are met with, but nowhere else in the county have
fossils been discovered. There are evidences of glacial

action in the rounded forms of the hiUs, the frequent
groovings along their flanks, and the largj number of

striated boulders. In the northern part of the county, in

the parishes of Linton and Newlands, the Siliu-ian rocks
dip beneath the Carboniferous strata of the Wjest of Scot-

land coal-field. In Peeblesshire the strata consist of sand-

stone and coal-beds. Ironstone is also found, and lead-

ore occurs in thin beds near the Leithen. Limestone and
marl are abundant, and at Stobo there is a quarry of

excellent blue slate.

Climate, Soil, and Agriculture.—In the uplands the

climate, though colder than that of the Lotliians, is gener-

ally pure and dry, and remarkably healthy. The a.'erage

rainfall is about 29 inches. On the summits and slopes o{
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'lie hills frequent showers occur vrhen it is quite fair in the

valleys. The reflexion of the ''slaiiters" on the hillsides

sometimes greatly increases the heat in the valleys and

assists the early ripening of tlie crops. The character of

the soil varies ..considerably, moss, gravel, and clay being

all represented. The flat lands consist generally of rich

loam, composed of sand and clay.

As may be supposed from its hilly character, the county is

pastoral rather than agricultural. The old system of small farms

is nearly completely broken up, the average size of the holdings

being now about 200 acres of arable land, with pasturage for 600

to 800 sheep attached. Acconling to the agricultural returns of

1883, of the total area only 42,433 acres, or a little l?ss than a

fifth, were under cultivatioi:, ccrii crops occupying 9S32 acres, green

crops 5716, rotation grasses l-2,or8, and pormaneut pasture 14,763.

There were 10,177 acres under woods, 11 acres of niarktt-gardens,

and 6 of nursery -erounds. The mosi; common rotation of crops is a

six-course shift of (!) turnips, (2) bailey or oats, (3), (4), and (5)

grass or pasture, and (6) oats. The principal crops are oats, which
in 18S3 occupied S797 acres, or about nine-tenths of the total area

under corn crops, and turnips, for which the soil is s]>ec'jliy ^'^1

adapted, and which occupied 4679 acres, or ahout four-fifths of

the total area under green crops. Hordes in 1883 numbered 3142,

cattle 5664, and sheep 192,122. The horses are fre'|uently Clydes-

dales, and many are bred in the county. The rtiost comnvjn breed

of cattle in the county is a cross between Ayrshire and siiorthorns,

the cows bein;:! principally Ayrshire. Yorkshiie calves and stirks

are cecasionally bought ibr feeding. The pasture, on account of

the hilly character of the land, is better adapted for slieep than

for cattle. On the green grassy pasture Cheviots and half-breds

are the sheep "most commonly preferred, and tha heathery ranges

are stocked with blackfaced. Crosses of blackfaced, Cheviot, and
half-bred ewes with Leicestershire rams are conmion.

According to the latest return, the land was divided among 70S

proprietors, possessing 232,410 acres, with an annual valuation of

£142,614, the anniial average value per acre being about 12s. 3d.

Of the owniers, 532, or about 75 per cent., possessed less than one

kcTQ each. The following possessed over ooOu acres each :— carl of

Wemyss and March, 41,247; Sir G. G. Montgpmeric, 18,172; Sir

J. Murray Nasm}-th, 15,435; John Miller, 13,000; James Tweedie,

11,151 ; trustees of the late earl of Traquair, 10,778; ColonelJames
JC'Kenzie, 9403 : Sir Robert Hay, 9155 ; Sir W." H. G. Carmichael,

C7$6 ; John White^ 6366 ; George Graham Bell, 6600 ; James
Tt'olfe Murray, 5108.

Afanufacturcs.—Althou^n the county has the advantage of con-

venient railway communication both by the North British and
Caledonian systems, and possesses also abundant wat^..'- power,

the only textile industries are the weaving of tweeds and shawls

at Peebles and Innerleithen. The other manufactures are con-

nected with the immediate wants c'.'an agricultural population.

Administralion and Population.— The county includes sixteen

parishes, and one royal burgh, the county town. Along vdih the

jieighbouring county of Selkirk it forms a parliamentary county,

which returns one member to parliament. Within the last fifty

years the population of Peebles has increased about one-third, and;

while in the first decade, between 1831 and 1841, there was a

decrease from 10,578 to 10,499, the rate of increase has since then

augmented in every succeeding decade. In 1861 the population

amounted to 11,408, in 1871 to 12,330, and in 1831 to 13,822, of

whom 6628 were males and 7196 females. _In 1831 iemales ^-ere

in a minority, bcirig only 5236 to 53(2 males. The county includes

two towns, Ptebles (3195) and Innerleithen (2313), and two
villages, "Walkerburn (1026) and ^Vest Linton (434). The town

population in 1881 numbered 580S, the village 1460, and the

Tural 6554.

Gistoiy and Antiquities.—There are a great number of British

remains including five circular British camps and numerous

sepulchral tombs, where many cists and stone coffins have been dis-

covtrred, sometimes containing armillre of gold, and stom axes and

hamme!*s The standing-stones of Tweedi^muir and the remarkable

^artheu terraces on the hillsides, especially at Puivis Hill near

Innerleithen and at Romanno, also deserve notice. The only im-

portant Roman remains are traces of a camp on the Lyne, which

some suppose to be the Coiia of Ptolenij. The di.strict was included

in the old kingdom of Northumbria, and passed to the kingdom

of Scotland in t!io 11th century. By DaWd I. it was made a

dcanerv in the archdeaconry of Peebles, and it was subsequently

included in the diooese of Glasgow. About the middle of the 12th

century it was placed under the jurisdiction of two sheriffs, one of

whom was settled at Traquair and the other at Peebles. There

are a considerable number of old castles, some of special interest, as

Teidpath Castle on the Tweed, nbout a mile west from Peebles,

originally a Norman keep, built about the time of David I., and

enlarged for a baronial residence by the Havs, who came into pos-
^

B^siou of it iu the 15th ceutwv : HorsbLUgh Castle^ aj^ictui^syuc ^

ruin near Iuner!oith?r.. once the seat of the Horsburghs, lieieditaiv

sheritfs-depute of Peebles; and the mansion-house or palace or

'I'raquair, Irequently resided iu by the Scottish kings when tiisy

came to imnt in Ettrick Forest.

See Penneciiick, DcscrtptioK <ij Tj-TC '..'nfi-, 1715 ; ^. C::ambers, Hlstoiy p}
Peeblesshire, l<>Qi.

Peebles, the county town of Peeblesshire, -is f.nely

situated at the junction of the Eddlestone Water and the

Tweed, and on the North British and Caledonian Fiailways,

22 miles south of Edinburgh. The new to-.vn, consisting of

a main street (High Street) ^\*ith several streets diverging,

is situated on the south side of the Eddlestone Water; and
the old town, consisting now of only a small number of

houses, is on the north side ; while a number of viilas

cover the elevated ground on the south of the Tweed.
The Tweed is crossed by a bridge of five arches, lately

widened and improved, and the Eddlestone Water by two
bridges. Among the modern public buildings are the

town -hall, the corn exchange, and the hydropathic estab-

lisliinent, At tbo b<^ginning of the present century Peebles

possessed manufactures of fine cottons, but the industry

is now discontinued. The town possesses woollen mills

and meal and flour mills ; it is also a centre of agriculture

and has attractions as a summer residence. The popula-

tion iu 1801 was 2088, whidi had increased in 1831 to

2750, and, although in 1871 it had diminished to 2631,

by ISSl it had iiicreased to 3-195. The population of the

royal burgh in 1881 was 2609.
The caat]p of Peebles had disappearpd about tlie beginning of the

ISth century, and its site is now occupied by the parish church.

There are still, iiowever, numerous am:i«]ue architectural relics,

including some portions of the old town wall ; the ruins of the

chmcli of th*' Holy Cross, founded in 1261, and of St Andrews
parish church, founded iu 1195, both in the old town ; vaulted

cellars of the 16th and 17th centuries, situated in a close behind
Mungo Park's laboratory, and built for security against Border
freebooters. Queensberry Lodge, formerly the town residence of

the duke of Queen.rbcrry, a building in the old style of Scottish
uoiiieati.' architecture, was purchased by the late ^Villiam Chambers
of Edinburgh, and, after being fitted up as a public reading-room,
museum, and gallery of art, was presented by him to his native

town under the name of the Chambers' Institution (opened in 1859).

The ancient cross of Peebles now occupies the centre of the court-

yard of the institution.

Peebles was at a very early period a favourite residence of Scottish

kings, who came to hunt in the neighbouring Ettrick Forest. It

received its original charter in all probability from Ale.xander III.,

who built and endowed the church of tha Holy Cross, and also

founded ci monastery for red friars. It was created a royal burgh
in 1367, In 1545 the town and the ancient churches were de-

stioyed by Protector Somerset, and iu 1604 it suffered severely

:rqiJi_ accidental fire, its charter was extended by James VI., but

after the union of the English and the Scottish crowns it lost ita

eaTTy importance.

PEEKSKILL, a manufacturing village of the United
States in Cortlandt township, Westchester county, Nev-

York, lies on the east bank of the Hudson, 43 miles

above New York city, with which it has communication

by rail and (in summer) by river. Besides iron -smelt-

ing, it carries on the manufacture of railings, stoves, and
fire-bricks. A church, dating from 1767, and the Van
Cortlandt mansion are among its principal buildings.

Incorporated in 1816, Peekskill had 6560 inhabitants in

1870 and 6893 in 1880.

PEEL, Sir Robert (1788-1850), twice prime minister

and for many years the leading statesman ol England, was
born 5th February 1783 in a cottago near Chamber Hall,

the seat of his family, in the neighbourhood of Bury (Lan-

cashire),—Chamber Hall itself bping at the time under

repair. He was a scion of that now aristocracy of wealth

which sprang from the rapid jirogress of mechanical dis-

covery and manufactures in the latter part of the 18th

century. His ancestors were Yorkshire yeomen in the

district of Craven, whence they migrated to Blackburn in

Lanca^'hire. Ilis grandfather, Robert Peel, first of Peelfold,

and afterH'ards of Brookside. near Blackburn, was a £aLict>-
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printer, who, appreciating the discovery of his tcmisman

Hargreaves,took to cotton-spinning vrith the spinning-jenny

and grew a wealthy man. His father, Robert Peel, third

son of the last-named, carried on the same business at Bury

with still greater success, i.. partnership with Mr Yates,

whose daughter Ellen he married. He made a princely

fortune, became the owner of Drayton Manor and rnember

of parliament for the neighbouring borough of Tamworth,

n-as a trusted and honoured, as weU as ardent, supporter

of Pitt, contributed magnificently towards the support of

that leader's war policy, wss rewarded with a baronetcy,

and founded a rich and powerful house, on whose arms he

emblazoned, and in whose motto he commemorated, the

prosperous industry from which it sprang. The example

and precepts of the father took early eflfect upon his eldest

son, whom from the first he destined and prepared to

serve his country in public life. At Harrow, according to

the accounts of his contemporaries. Peel was a steady

industrious boy, the best scholar in the school, fonder of

solitary walks than of the games of his companions, but

ready to help those who were duller than himself, and

not unpopular among his fellows. At Christ Church,

where he entered as a gentleman commoner, he studied

hard, and was the first who, under the new examination

statutes, took a first class both in classics and in mathe-

matics. His examination for his B.A. degree in 1808 was

an academical ovation in presence of a numerous audience,

who came to hear the first man of the day ; and a relation

who was at Oxford at the time has recorded that the

triumph, like both the triumphs and reverses of after life,

was calmly borne. From his classical studies Robert Peel

derived not only the classical, though somewhat pompous,

character of his speeches and the Latin quotations with

which they were often happily interspersed, but something

of his lofty ideal of political ambition. Nor did he ever

cease to love these pursuits of his youth ; and in 1837,

when elected lord rector of Glasgow university, in his

inaugural speech he passed a glowing eulogy on classical

education. To his mathematical training, which was then

not common among public men, he no doubt owed in part

his method, his clearness, his great power of grasping

steadily and working out difficult and complicated ques-

tions. His speeches show that, in addition to his academi-

:al knowledge, he was well versed in English literature,

in history, and in the principles of law. \Vhile reading

.lard he did not neglect to develop his tall and vigorous

frame, and fortify his strong constitution, by manly exer-

cises ; and, though he lost his life partly through his bad

riding, he was always a good shot and an untiring walker

after game. Sprung from the most religious class of

English society, he grew up and remained through life a

religious man, and from that source drew deep conscien-

tiousness and tranquillity under all difficulties and in all

fortunes. His Oxford education confirmed his attachment

to the Protestant Church of England. His practical mind
remained satisfied with the doctrines of his youth ; and he

never showed that he had studied the great religious con-

troversies, or that he understood the great religious move-
ments of his day.

In 1809, being then in his twenty-second year, he was
brought into parliament for the close borough of Cashel,

which he afterwards exchanged for Chippenham, and
commenced his parliamentary career under the eye of his

father, then member for Tamworth, who fondly saw in

him the future leader of the Tory party. Pitt, Fox, and
Burke were gone. Sheridan shone with an expiring ray.

But in that House of Commons sat Wilberforoe, Windham,
Tierney, Grattan, Perceval, Castlereagh, Plunkett, Romilly,

Mackintosh, Burdett, 'Whitbread, Horner, Brougham, Par-

Oell, Huskisson, and, above all, George Canning. Lord

Palmerston entered the house at the same time, and Lord
John Russell a few years afterwards. Among these men
young Peel had to rise. And he rose, not by splendid

eloquence, by profound political philosophy, or by great

originality of thought, but by the closest attention to all

his parliamentary duties, by a study of ail the business of

parliament, which made him at length familiar with the

whole range of public questions and public interests, and
by a style of speaking whitih, owing its force not to high

flights of oratory, but to knowledge of the subject in

hand, clearness of exposition, close reasoning, and tact in

dealing with a parliamentary audience, backed by the

character and position of the speaker, improved with his

information, practice, station, and experience till it gave
him an unrivalled command over the House of Commons.
The Tory party was then all-powerful at home ; while abroad

Europe was at the feet of Napoleon. But Napoleon's for-

tune was about to turn ; and, with the close of the struggle

against revolutionary France, political progress in England
was soon to resume the march which that struggle had
arrested. Young Peel's lot, however, was cast, through

his father, with the Tory party. In his maiden speech in

1810, seconding the address, he defended the \yalcheren

expedition, which he again vindicated- sodsi^ afterwards

against the report of Lord Porchester's committee. It is

said that even then Lord Liverpool discerned in him a
dangerous tendency to think for himself, and told his

father that he must be put at once into the harness of

office. At all events he began official life as Lord Liver-

pool's private secretary, and shortly afterwards, in 1811,

was made under-secretary for the colonies by Perceval.

In 1812 he was transferred by Lord Liverpool to the more
important but unhappy post of secretary for Ireland.

There he was engaged till 1817 in maintaining, by insur-

rection Acts and other repressive measures, English and
Protestant ascendency over a country heaving with dis-

content, teeming with conspiracy, and ever ready to burst

into rebellion. A middle course between Irish parties was
impossible. Peel became, by the necessity of his situa-

tion, " Orange Peel," and plied the established engines of

coercion and patronage with a vigorous hand. At the

same time, it was his frequent duty to combat Grattan,

Plunkett, Canning, and the other movers and advocates

of Catholic emancipation in the House of Commons. He,
however, always spoke on this question with a command
of temper wonderful in hot youth, with the utmost courtesy

towards his opponents, and with warm expressions of sym-
pathy and even of admiration for the Irish people. Nor
was the ground he took against the Catholics that of

religious principle never to be abandoned, but that of

political expediency, which political necessity might over-

come. He also, thus early, did his best to advocate and
promote secular education in Ireland as a means of recon-

ciling sects and raising the character of the people.
, He

materially improved the conduct of ordinary business in

his office, and gave great satisfaction to merchants and
others with whom he had to deal. But his greatest

service to Ireland as secretary was the institution of the

regular Irish constabulary, nicknamed after him " Peelers,"

for the protection of life and property in a country where

both were insecure. His moderation of tone did not save

him from the violent abuse of O'Connell, whom he, young,

hot-tempered (though his temper was generally under con-

trpl), and sensitive on the point of honour, was ill advised

enough to challenge,—an affair which covered them both

with ridicule. In 1817 he obtained the highest parlia-

mentary distinction of the Tory party by being elected

member for the university of O.xford,—an honour for which

he was chosen in preference to Canning on account of his

hostility to Catholic emancipation. Lord Eldon lending
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him his best support. In the follow-ing year he resigned

the Irish secretaryship, of the odious work of which he

had long been very weary, and remained out of office till

1822. But he stUl supported the ministers with official

zeal, even in the question of the " Peterloo massacre." In

the affair of Queen Caroline, however, he stood somewhat

aloof, disapproving some steps taken by the Government,

and sensitive to popular opinion ; and when Canning

retired on account of this affair Peel declined Lord Liver-

pool's invitation to take the vacant place in the cabinet.

During this break in his tenure of office he had some time

for reflexion, which there was enough in the aspect of the

political world to move. But early office had done its

work. It had given him excellent habits of business,

great knowledge, and a high position ; but it had left him

somewhat stiff, somewhat piinctilious, somewhat too cold

and reserved to win the hearts of those whose confidence

he might command, and somewhat over anxious for formal

justifications when he might well have left the essential

patriotism and probity of his conduct to the judgment of

men of honour and the heart of the people. At the same

time he was no pedant in business ; in corresponding on

political subjects he loved to throw off official forms and

communicate his views n-ith the freedom of private corre-

spondence ; and, where his confidence was given, it was
given without reserve.

At this period' he was made chairman of the bullion

committee on the de^th of Horner. He was chosen for

this important office by Huskisson, Kicardo, and their

fellow-economists, who saw in him a mind open to con-

viction, though he owed hereditary allegiance to Pitt's

financial policy, and had actually voted with his Pittite

father for a resolution of Lord Liverpool's Government
denying the existence of any depreciation in the paper

currency. The choice proved judicious. Peel was «Ai-

yerted to the catrency doctrines of the economists, and
proclaimed his conversion in a great speech on the 24th

of May 1819, in which he moved and carried four reso-

lutions embodying the recommendations of the bullion

;ommittee in favour of a return to cash payments. "^ This

laid the foundation of his financial reputation, and his

;o-operation with the economists tended to give a liberal

turn to his commercial principles. In the course he

took he somewhat diverged from his party, and parti-

aularly from his father, who remained faithful to Pitt's

iepreciated paper, and. between whom and his schismatic

ion a solemn atid touching passage occiu'red in the debate.

The author of the Cash Payments Act had often to defend

ais policy, and he did so with vigour. The Act is some-

times said to have been hard on debtors, including the

nation as debtor, because it required debts to be paid in

;ash which had been contracted in depreciated paper

;

md Peel, as heir to a gi-eat fundholder, was even charged

vith being biassed by his personal interests. But it is

mswered that the Bank Restriction Acts, under which the

iepreciated paper had circulated, themselves contained a
irovisiou for a return to cash payments six months after

)eace.
''^

V In 1820 Peel married Julia, daughter of General Sir

Fohn Floyd, who bore him five sons and two daughters,

rhree of his sons, Robert, Frederick, and Arthur, have

followed him in holding parliamentary office, the youngest

being now (ISS-t) speaker of the House of Commons;
while another, William, the sailor, has run a bright course

in another sphere, and found a glorious grave. The writers

who have most severely censured Sir Robert Peel as a
public man have suspended their censures to dwell on the

virtues and happiness of his private and domestic life. He
.vas not only a most loving husband and father but a true

IndiWarm-hearted friend. In AVTiitehall Gardens or at

Drayton "Hanor he gladly opened his miiid, wearied with
the cares of state, to the enjoyments of a circle, in which it

was his pleasure and his pride to gather some of the most
distinguished intellects of the day. He indulged in free

and cheerful talk, in which he showed a keen sense of the

ridiculous, and a dry sarcastic humour, which often broke
out also in his speeches in the House of Commons. He
sought the conversation of men of science ; he took delight

in art, and was a great collector of pictures ; he was fond

of farming and agricultural improvements ; he actively

promoted useful works and the advancement of knowledge;

he loved making his friends, dependants, tenants, and

neighbours happy. And, cold as he was in public, even

to those whom he desired to n-in, yet in his gay and social

hour few men whose minds were so laden couJd be more
bright and genial than Sir Robert Peel.

In 1822 Peel consented to strengthen the enfeebled

ministry of Lord Liveqiool by becoming home secretary
;

and in that capacity he had again to undertake the office

of coercing the gromng discontent in Ireland, of which he

remained the real administrator, and had again to lead it.

the House of Commons the opposition to the rising causr

of Catholic emancipation. In 1825, being defeated on th

Catholic question in the House of Commons, he wished Jc

resign office, but Lord Li\erpool pleaded that his resigna-

tion would break up the Government. He found a happic

and more congenial task in reforming and humanizing tht

criminal law, especially those parts of it which relate tc

offences against property and offences punishable by death.

The five Acts in which Peel accomplished this great work,

the first step towards a complete and civilized code, r

weir as the great speech of 9th March 1826, in which h,

opened the subject to the House, will form one of the mos'.

solid and enduring monuments of his fame. Crim.inal la%

reform was the reform of Romilly and Mackintosh, fron;

the hands of thie latter of whom Peel received it. But the

masterly bills iii^which it was embodied were the bills of

Peel,—not himself a creative genius, but, like the founder

of his house, a profound appreciator of other men's creations

and unrivalled in the power of giving them practical and

complete effect. This great measure, beyond the sphere c

party, was probably also another step in the emancipation

of Peel's mind. '

In 1827 the Liverpool ministry was broken up by the

fatal illness of its chief, and under the new premier,

George Canning, Peel, like the duke of Wellington anc
other high' Tory members of Lord Liverpool's cabinet,

refused to serve. Canning and Peel were rivals ; but

we need not interpret as mere personal rivalry that

which was certainly, in 'part at least, a real difference of

connexion and opinion. Canning took a Liberal line, and

was supported by many of the ^^^ligs ; the seceders were

Tories, and it is difficult to see how their position in Can-

ning's cabinet could have been otherwise than a false one.

Separation led to public coolness and occasional approaches

to bitterness on both sides in debate. But there seems no

ground for exaggerated complaints against Peel's conduct.

Canning himself said to a friend that " Peel was the only

man who had behaved decently towards him." Their

private intercourse remained uninterrupted to the end
;

and Canning's son afterwards entered public life under

the auspices of Peel. The charge of having urged Catholic

emancipation on Lord Liverpool in 1825, and opposed

Canning for being a friend to it in 1827, made against

Sir Robert Peel in the fierce corn-law debates of 1846.

has been withdrawn by those who made it.

In January 1828, after Canning's death, the duke ot

Wellington formed a Tory Government, in which Pee,

was home secretary and leader of the House of Commons
This cabinet, Tory as it was, did not include the impracti-
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cable Lord Hdon, and did include Husidsson and three

more friends of Canriing. Its policy was to endeavour to

stave off the growing demand for organic change by ad-

ministrative reform, and by lightening the burdens of the

jieople. The civil list was retrenched with an unsparing

hand, the public expenditure was reduced lower than it

Bad been since the %Revolutionary war, and the import

of corn, was permitted under a sliding scale of duties.

Peel also introduced into London the improved system of

police which he had previously established with so much
success in Lreland. But the tide ran too strong to be thus

headed. First the Government were compelled, after a

defeat in the House of Commons, to acquiesce in the

repeal of the Test anJ Corporation Acts, Peel bringing

over their High Church supporters, as far as he could,

through Dr Lloyd, bishop of Oxford, his tutor at Christ

Church, and now his beloved friend and the partner of

his counsels in political matters affecting the interests of

the church. Immediately afterwards the question of

Catholic emancipation was brought to a crisis by the menac-
ing power of the Catholic Association and the election of

O'Connell for the county of Clare. Peel expressed to

the duke of Wellington his conviction that the Catholic

question must be settled. The duke consented. The
consent* of the king, which could scarcely have been
obtained except by the duke and Peel, was extorted,

withdrawn (the ministers being out for a few hours), and
again extorted ; and on the 5th of March 1829 Peel pro-

posed Catholic emancipation in a speech of more than
four hours, which was listened to with unflagging atten-

tion, and concluded amidst cheers which were heard in

Westminster HalL The apostate was overwhelmed with
obloquy. Having been elected for the university of

Oxford as a leading opponent of the Catholics, he had
thought it right to resign his seat on being converted to

emancipation. His friends put him again in nomination,

but he was defeated by Sir R. H. Inglis, though the great

majority of distinction and intellect was on his side. He
took refuge in the close borough of Westbury, whence he
afterwards removed to Tamworth, for which he sat till

his death. Catholic emancipation was forced on Peel by
circumstances ; but it was mainly owing- to him that the

measure was complete, and based upon equality of civil

rights. This great concession, however, did not save the

Tory Government. The French Revolution of July 1830
gave fresh strength to the movement against them, though,
schooled by the past, they promptly recognized King Louis
Philippe. The parliamentary reform movement was joined
by some of their offended Protestant supporters. The
duke of Wellington committed them fatally against all

reform, first by cashiering Huskisson for voting in favour
of giving the forfeited franchise of East Retford to Bir-

mingham, and then by a violent anti-reform declara-ion

in the House of Lords. The elections went against them
on the demise of the' crown ; they were compelled, by
popular feeling, to put off the king's visit to the city

j

they were beaten on Sir H. PameU's motion for a com-
mittee on the civil kst, and resigned.

While in office. Peel succeeded to the baronetcy, Drayr
ton . Manor, and a great estate by the death of his father

3d May 1830. The old man had lived to see his fondest
hopes fulfilled in the greatness of his son ; but he had also

lived to ^e that a father must not expect to fix his son's

opinion^j-^above all, the opinions of such a son as Sir

Robert ' I^e!, and in such an age as that which followed
the French Revolution.

The ability and obstinacy of Sir Robert Peei s iSsistince

t" the Reform Bill won back for him the allegiance of his

party. His opposition was resolute, but it was temperate,

aud f.n such as to inflame the fierce passionsjDf the time,

delay the return of civil peace, fff put an insurmountable
barrier between his friends and the more moderate amonL;
their opponents. Once only he betrayed the suppressed
fire of his temper, in the historical debate of the 22d Aj-ril

1831, when his speech was broken off by the arrival of the

king to dissolve the parliament which had thrown out

reform. He refused to join the duke of Wellington in the

desperate enterprise of forming a Tory Govemruent at the

height of the storm, when the Grey ministry had gone
out on the refusal of the king to promise them an ni:-

limited creation of peers. By this conduct he secured for

his party the full benefit of the reaction which he no
doubt knew was sure to ensue. The general election of

1832, after the passing of the Reform Bill, left him with
barely 150 followers in the House of Commons; but
this handful rapidly swelled under his management into

the great Conservative party. He frankly accepted the

Reform Act, stamped it as final, taught his party to

register instead of despairing, appealed to the intelligence

of the middle classes, whose new-born power he appreciated,

steadily supported the Whig ministers against the Radicals

and O'Connell, and gained every mofal advantage which
the most dignified and constitutional tactics could afford.

The changes which the Reform Act necessarily drew with

it, such as municipal reform, he rather watched in the

Conservative interest than strongly opposed. To this

policy, and to the great parliamentary powers gf its author,'

it was mainly due that, in the course of a few yearsj the

Conservatives were as strong in the reformed parliament

as the Tories had been in the unreformed. It is vain to

deny the praise of genius to such a leader, though his

genius may have been of a practical, not of a speculative

or imaginative kind. The skill of a pilot who steered for,

many years over such waters may sometimes have resem-

bled craft. But the duke of Wellington's emphatic eulogy

on him was, "Of all the men I ever knew, he had the

greatest regard for truth." The duke might have added
that his own question, " How is the king's Government to

be carried on in a reformed parliament !" was mainly
solved by the temperate and constitutional policy of Sir

Robert Peel, and by his personal influence on the debates

and proceedings of the House of Conunons during the

years which foUowed the Reform Act.

In 1834, on the dismissal of the Melbourne ministry,

power came to Sir Robert Peel before he expected or

desired it. He hurried from Rome at the call of the

duke of Wellington, whose sagacious modesty knew his

superior in politics and yielded him the first place,' and
became prime minister, holding the two offices of3 first

lord of the treasury and chancellor of the exchequer.

He vainly sought to include in his cabinet the two recent

scceders from the 'Whigs, Lord Stanley and Sir James
Graham. A dissolution gave liim a great increase of

strength in the House, but not enough. He was outvoted

on the election of the speaker at the opening of the session

of 1835, and, after stniggling on for sis weeks longer, was
finally beaten, and resigned on the question of appropriat-

ing the surplus revenues of the church in Jreland'.^to

national education. His time had not yet come ; but the

capacity, energy, and reso.urce he displayed in this short

tenure of office raised him immensely in the estimation

of the House, his party, and the country. Of the great

budget of practical reforms which he brought forward,

the plan for the commutation of^tithes, the ecclesiastical

commission, and the plan for settling the question of

dissenters', marriages bore fruit, then or afterwards.^. His

scheme lOr aettiing the question of dissenters' marriages,

framed in the amplest spirit of liberality, was a striking

instance of his habit of doing thoroughly and without

reserve that wiucn he had once made up his roind t.o_dQ.-
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from 1835 to 1840 he pursued the same course ot

patiettt-and far-sighted opposition, the end of wi'.ieh, sure

though distant, was not .only office but power In 1837

the Conservative members of the House of Commons, with

victory now in sight, gave their leader a grand banquet at

Merchant Taylors' Hall, where he proclaimed in a great

speech the creed and objects of his party. In 1839, the

VVhigs ha^ang resigned on the Jamaica Bill, he was called

on to form a Government, but failed, through the refusal

of the queen, by^idvice of Lords John Russell and Palmer-

ston, to part with the ladies of her bedchamber, whom he

deemed it necessary to replace by ladies not connected with

his political opponents. His time was not even yet fully.

come.' In 16-10 he was hurried, it is believed by the

ardour of his followers, into a premature motion of want'

of confidence, which was brought forward by Sir John
Yarde BuUer and failed. But in the following j'fear a

similar motion was carried by a majority of one, and the

^Vhigs were compelled to appeal to the country. The
result was a majority of ninety -one against them on a
motion of want of confidence in the autumn of 18-11,

upon which they resigned, and Sir Robert Peel, becoming
first lord of the treasury, with a commanding majority

in both Houses of Parliament, the country in his favour,
.

^nd many colleagues of the highest ability and distinction,

grasped with no doubtful hold the reins of power.

The cri.sis called for a master-hand. The finances were
in disorder, s For some years there had been a growing
deficit;, which for 1841 was upwards of two millious, and
attempts to supply this deficit by additions to assessed

taxes and customs duties had failed. Distress and discon-

tent reigned in the country, especially among the trading

and manufacturing classes. The great financier took till

the spring of • 18-12 to mature his plans. He then boldly

supplied the deficit by imposing an income-tax on all in-

comes above a certain amount. He accompanied this tax

with a reform of the tariff, by which prohibitory duties

vere removed and other duties abated on a vast number
of articles of import, especially the raw materials of manu-
factures and prime articles of food. The increased con-

sumption, as' the reformer e"xpected, countervailed the

reduction of duty. The income-tax was renewed and the

reform of the tariff carried still further on the same prin-

ciple in 1845. The result was, in place of a -deficit of

Tipwards of two millions, a surplus of five millions in 1845,

and the removal of seven millions and a half of taxes up
.
to 1847,,not only without loss, but with gain to the ordi-

nary revenue of the country. The prosperous state of the

finances and of public affairs also permitted a, reduction of

the interest on a portion of the national debt, giving a
yearly saving at once of '£625,000, and ultimately of a

million and a quarter to the public. In 1844 another

great financial mer.sure, the Bank Qiarter Act, was passed

^nd, though severely controverted and thrice suspended at

a desperate crisis, has ever since regulated the currency

of the country. In Ireland O'Connell's agitation for the

repeal of the Union had now assumed threatening propor-

tions, and verged upon rebellion. The great agitator was
prosecuted, T^'ith his chief adherents, for conspiracy and
sedition ; and, though the conviction was quashed for in-

formality, repeal was quelled in its chief. At the same
time a healing hand was extended to Ireland. The Chari-

itablo Bequests Act gave Roman Catholics a share in the

administration of charities and legal power to endow their

own religioA^The allowance to Maynooth was largely

increased, notwithstanding violent Protestant opposition.

Three queen's colleges, for the higher education of all the

youth, of Ireland, without distinction of religion, were
founded, notwithstanding violent opposition, both Protest-

ant and Roman Catholic. The principle of toleration, once

accepted, was thoroughly carried out. The fast remnants
of the penal laws were swept from the statute-book, and
justice was extended to the Roman Catholic Church in

Canada and Malta. In the same spirit Acts were passed
for clearing from doubt Irish Presbyterian marriages, for

settling the titles of a large number of dissenters' chapels
in England, and removing the mujicipal disabilities of the

Jews. The grant for national education was trebled, and
an attempt was made, though in vain, to introduce effective

education clauses into the factory bills. To the alienation

of any part of the revenues of the Established Church Sii

Robert Peel never would consent ; but he had issued the

ecclesiastical commission, and he now made better provi^

sion for a number of populous" parishes by a redistribution

of part of the revenues of the church. • 'The weakest part

of the conduct of this great Government, perhaps, was its

failure to control the railway.mania by promptly laying

down the lines on a Government plan. It passed an Act
in 1844 which gave the Government a right of purchase,

and it had prepared a palliative measure in 1846, but was
compelled to sacrifice this, like all other secondary measures',

to the repeal of the corn laws. It failed also, though -not

without au effort, to avert the great schism in the Church
of Scotland. Abroad it was as pro.sperous as at home
It ohad found disaster and disgrace ia Afghanistan It

speedily ended the war there with honour. By the hand
of its governor-general of India the invading Sikhs were
destroyed upon the Sutlej. Guizot has said that the ob-

jects—not only the ostensible but the real objects—of Sii

Robert Peel's foreign policy were peace and justice among
nations. The angry and dangerous questions with France,

touching the right of search, the war in Morocco, and the

Tahiti affair, and with the United States touching the

Maine boundary aud the Oregon territory, were happily

settled by frank and patient negotiation. In this and in

other jjarts of his administration Sir Robert Peel was well

seconded by the ability of his colleagues, but the premier
himself was the soul of all.

Yet there was a canker in all .this greatness. There
were malcontents in Sir Robert Peel's party whose presence

often caused embarrassment and twice colhsion and scan-

dal. The Young Englanders disliked him because he had
hoisted the flag of Conservatism instead of Toryism on the

morrow of the Reform Bill. The strong philanthropists

and Tory Chartists disliked him because he was a strict

economist and an upholder of the new poor law. But the

fatal question was protection. That question was being

fast brought to a crisis by public opinion and the Antij

Corn-Law League. Sir Robert Peel had become in prin-

ciple a free-trader. Since his accession to power a new
responsibiUfy had fallen on him, which compelled him to

think less of a class and more of the people.* He had
expressed to Guizot a deep;' nay, a passionate' conviction

that something must be done to relieve the suffering and

precarious condition of the labouring classes. ^' He had

lowered the duties of the sliding scale, and thereby caused

the secession from the cabinet of the duke of Buckingham^

He had alarmed the farmers by admitting foreign cattle

and meat under his new tariff, and by admitting Canadian

corn. He had done his best in his speeches to pyt the

maintenance of the corn laws on low ground, and to n-ean

the landed interest from their reliance on protection. But

to protection the landed interest fondly clung ; and lt*i.<!

hard to say how far Sir Robert Peel himself dreaded th^

consequences of repeal to the steadiness of prices and to

mortgaged estates. The approach of the Irish famine in

1845 decisively turned the wavering balance. The ports

must be opened, and, being opened, they could not again

be closed upon the same conditions. The Clare election

and Catholic emancipation were played over,.again! Su
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Hobert proposed to his cabinet the repeal of the corn laws.

Lord Stanley and the duke of Buccleuch dissented, and
Sir Robert resigned. But Lord John RusssU fuiled to

form a new Govemment. Sir Robert again came into

ofiSce ; and now, with the consent of all the cabinet but

Lord Stanley, who retired, he, in a great speech on 27th

January ISie, brought the repsal of the corn laws before

the House of Commons. In the long and fierce debate

that ensued he was overwhelmed, both by political and

personal enemies, with the most virulent invective, which

ha bore with his wonted calmness, and to which he made
no retorts. His measure was carried ; but immediately

afterwards the offended protectionists, goaded by Lord

George Bentinck and Disraeli, coalesced with the Whigs,

and threw him out on the Irish Coercion Bill. He went

home from his defeat, escorted by a great crowd, who un-

covered as he passed, and he immediately resigned. So fell

•a Conservative Government which would otherwise have

probably ended only with the life of its chief. Those who
overthrew Sir Robert Peel have dwelt on what they natur-

ally believe to have been the bitterness of his fall. It is

certain that he was deeply pained by the rupture with his

party, but it is doubtful whether otherwise his fall was so

bitter. For evening had begun to steal over his long day
of toil ; he had the memory of immense labours gone

through, and of great things achieved in the service of the

state ; he had a kiagly position in the country, great

wealth, fina tastes, and a happy home.

Though out of office he was not out of power. He had
"lost a party, but won a nation." The Whig ministry

which succeeded him leant much on his support, wth
which he never taxed them. He joined them in carrying

forward free-trade principles by the repeal of the naviga-

tion laws. He joined them in carrying forward the prin-

ciple of religious liberty by the bill for the emancipation

of the Jews. Ona important measure was his own. While
in oflSce he had probed, by the Devon commission of

inquiry, the sores of Ireland connected with the owner-

ship and occupation of land. In 1849, in a speech on the

Irish Poor Laws, he first suggested, and in the next year

he aided in establishing, a commission to facilitate the sale

of estates in a hopeless state of encumbrance. The Encum-
bered Estates Act made no attempt, like later legislation,

to secure by law the uncertain customary rights of Irish

tenants, but it transferred the land from ruined landlords

to solvent owners capable of performing the duties of pro-

perty towards the people. On the 28th of June 1350 Sir

Robert Peel made a great speech on the Greek question

against Lord Palmerston's foreign policy of interference.

This speech, being against the Government, was thought

to show that he was ready to return to office. It was
his last. On the following day he was thro\vn from his

hoji^e on Constitution Hill, and mortally injured by the

fall. Three days he lingered in all the pain which

the quick nerves of genius can endure. On the foiuth

(2d July 1850) he took the sacrament, bade a calm fare-

well to- his family and friends, and died ; and a great

sorrow fell on the whole land. All the tributes which
respect and gratitude could pay were paid to him by the

sovereign, by parliament, by public men of all parties,

by the country, by the press, and, above all, by the

great towns and the masses of the people to whom he
had given " bread unleavened with injustice." He would
have been buried among the great men of England in

Westminster Abbey, but his will desired that he might
be laid in Drayton chiu'ch. It also renounced a peerage
for his family, as he had before deolin2d the garter for

himself when it was offered him by the queen through
Lord Aberdeen.

Those who judge Sir Robert Peel will remember that he

was bred a Tory in days when party was a religion ; that
he entered parliament a youth, was in office at twenty-four

and secretary for Ireland at twenty-five ; that his public

life extended over a long period rife with change ; and that

his own changes were all forwards and with the advancing
intellect of the time. They will enumerate the great

practical improvements and the great acts of legislative

justice of those days—Catholic emancipation, freedom for

dissenters, free trade, the great reforms in police, criminal

law, currency, finance, the Irish Encumbered Estates Act,

even the encouragement of agricultural improvement by
loans of public money—and note how large a share Sir

Robert Peel had, if not in originating, in giving thorough
practical effect to all. They will observe that of what he
did nothing has been undone. They will reflect that as

a parliamentary statesman he could not govern without r.

party, and that it is difficult to govern at once for a party

and for the whole people. They will compare his admin-
istration with those that preceded and those that followed,

and the state and fortunes of his party when he was at its

head with its state and fortunes after his fall. They will

consider the peace and goodwill which his foreign policy

diffused over Europe. They will think of his ardent love

of his country, of his abstinence from intrigue, violence,

and faction, of his boundless labour through a long life

devoted to the public service, i Whether he was a mode!
of statesmanship may be doubted. Models of statesman-

ship are rare, if by a model of statesmanship is meant a

great administrator and party leader, a great political

philosopher, and a great independent orator, all in one.

But if the question is, whether he was a ruler loved and
trusted by the English people, there is no arguing against

the tears of a nation.

Those who wish to know more of him will consult his own post-

humous memoirs, edited by his literary executors Earl Stanhope
and Viscount Cardwell ; the four volumes of his speeches ; a sketch
of his life and character by Sir Lawrence Peel>; an historical sketch
by Lord Dalling ; Guizot's Sir Robert Peel (1857) ; KUnzel's Leben
nnd Bcden Sir Jiobert Peel's (1851) ; Disraeli's Life of Lord George
Bentinck {\Sbi) \ "iiLoiXQy'^ Life of Cobdtn) and the general histories

of the time. (G. S.— C. S. P.)

PEELE, George (1558-1598), was one of the group

of university poets with whom Shakespeare entered into

competition at the beginning of his career. His exact

age has been ascertained and the facts of his life diligently

searched out by Mr Dyce, the editor of his works. It

appears from a deposition made by him at Oxford that he
was twenty-five years old in 1583. He took his bachelor's

degree at Oxford in 1577, and his master's degree two
years afterwards. Before he reached middle age, Peele

was " driven to extreme shifts " fOT a living, and he be-

came so notorious for disreputable practical jokes that a

body of " merrie conceited jests " was fathered upon him
;

but he began life brilliantly. He was " a noted poet at

the university." He married a woman of property.

AVhen a distinguished foreigner was entertained at Christ

Church with elaborately-mounted plays and pageants,

Peele was entrusted with the superintendence of the show.

He was complimented in Latin pentameters on his trans-

lation of one of the plays of Euripides. He wrote The

Arraignment of Paris, a bright little comedy with pretty

songs, for representation before Queen Elizabeth. This

was published in 1584; and in 1587 his friend NaSh

declared him to be " the chief supporter of pleasance now
living, the atlas of poetry, and primus verbotiim artifex."

From this brilliant height the reckless poet quickly slid

down to a much less respectable position, and 'acquired

r^no-s.ii of a different kind by his clever tricks on creditors,

tavern-keepers, and " croshabells." He began to write for

the common players, whose ingratitude to gentlemen of

education was bitterly deplored by his friend Qrasne. Of
xvnL — JS
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these productions the foUov.-ir.g have been preserved and
edited by Mr Dyce :

—

The Chronicle History of Edward
l. (pubUshed in 1593); The Battle of Alcazar (1594);
The Old Wives' Tale (1595); David and Bethsahe (1599);
Sir Clyomon and Sir Clamydes (1599). These plays,

which are very different in kind, testify to Peele's versatility

and adroitness, but do not entitle him to much considera-

tion either as a poet or as a dramatist. Quickness of wit

and fancy ar.d a certain neatness of ' versification are their

highest qualities. As Peele Uved through the transition

from the first tentative essays to the full ma"turity of the

great Elizabethan drama, his works have an historical

interest as showing what an' ingenious man of culture

could do with the common stock of theatrical characters,

situations, and imagery. His comedies are often pretty,

but his tragedies are iaflated and preposterous.

PE E E AGE
IT was remarked in the article Nobility (vol. xvii. jip.

529, 530) that the existence of the peerage, as that

word is understood in the three British kingdoms, is

something altogether peculiar to those kingdoms, and that

it hts actually hindered them from possessing a nobility

Srpcial %': the Continental type. Before we try to trace out the

'"'JJ"'''^'' history of the British peerage, it will be well to show
tish more fully than was done in that article in what the insti-

criige. tution consists, and in what it differs from those institu-

tions in other countries which are most like it. And to

this end we must define what we understand by tt.e word
peerage in the British sense. In its historical use it takes

in all the members or possible members of the House of

Lords and no other persons. But modern usage and
modern decisions seem to limit the use of the name on
one side, and to extend it on another. There is no kind

of doubt that, according to the earliest precedents—pre-

cedents reaching up to the earliest official use of the word
peer—the spiritual lords are equally peers with the temporal.

But it has been held, at least from the 17th century, that

t'le spiritual lords, though lords of parliament equally with

the temporal lords, are not, like them, peers. Again, in

earlier tim'es no peers were heard of except members of the

House of Lords, but membership of that House, even as

a temporal lord, was not necessarily hereditary. But a

decision of the present reign has ruled that a life-peerage

is possible, but that the holder of such a jieerage has no
right to a seat as a lord of parliament. And an Act of

the present reign of later date has actually called into

being a class of lords who, it wculd seem, may possibly be

either lords of parliament mthout being peers, or peers

without being lords of parliament. These doctrines, some
of which trample all the facts of .history under foot, but
which must be supposed to declare the modern law, establish

the possibility of peers who are not lords of parliament, as

well as of lords of "parliament who are not jieersi'' The
question ^,whether all lords of parhament were^ peers has

been debated for several centuries; that all peers were in

esse or in posse lords of parliament, that the right to a seat

in parliament was the essence of peerage round which all

other rights have groivn, was surely never doubted till

year 1856.

Still these later doctrines, though founded on altogether

KTong historical grounds, give us a definition of peerage"

which is intelhgible and co^ivenient. . Setting aside the

possible peers who are not lords of parliament, the two
decisions between them rule that the parliamentary peer-

age is confined to the temporal lords, and that,' except in

the case of the very modern official lords, their 'peerage

is necessarily hereditary. This definition is convenient in

practice, because it is the hereditary temporal peerage

whose growth and constitution is of that unique kind which
distinguishes it from all other bodies which beai^'the same
name or which present any likeness to it in otlier ways.

It will save trouble in this inquiry if we use the word
j>eerage in what—with the possible exception of the las>

created official lords—seems now to be its legal sense, as

meaning the hereditary temporal peerage only.

In this isense then the peerage of England—continued
after the union between England and Scotland in the peerage

of Great Britain, and after the union between Great Britain

and Ireland in the peerage of the United Kingdom—is

a body of men possessing privileges which are not merely

personal but hereditary, privileges which descend in all

cases according to some rule of hereditary succession, but
which pass only to one member of a family at a time. In

this the peerage differs from nobility strictly so called, in

which the hereditary privileges, whatever they may con-

sist in, pass on to all the descendants of the person first

created or otherwise acknowledged as noble. The essen-

tial and distinguishing privilege of the peer, as defined

above, is that he is an hereditary lord of parliament, that

he has, by virtue of his birth, a right to a summons from
the crown to attend personally in every parliament and to

take his seat in the House of Lords. He is thus, by right

of birth, a member of the great council of the nation, an
hereditary legislator, and an hereditary judge. Whatever
other privileges, substantial or honorary, the peer may pos-

sess, they have all gathered round this central privilege,

which is that which distinguishes the peer from all other

men. The peer of parliament thus holds a different position

from the lords spiritual, equally lords of parliament with

himself, but holding their seats by a different tenure from
that of an hereditary peerage. He holds a different position

from the possible non-parliamentary peers implied in th#

decision of 1856. He holds a different position from the

official lords of parliament created by the last Act. The
number of the peerage is unlimited ; the crown may raise

whom it will to any of its ranks ; but it is now understood

that, in order to make the persons so raised peers in the

full sense, to make them lords of parliament, the creation

must extend to their heirs of some kind as well as to

themselves.'

The special character of the British peerage, as distin-

guished from privileged orders in any other time or place,'

springs directly from the fact that the .essence of the

peerage is the hereditary right of a personal summons to

parliament. To determine the origin of the peerage is

thus to determine how a certain body of men came to

possess this hereditary right of summons. But, before we
enter on this inqtiiry, one or two remarks will be needful

which are naturally suggested by the definition of peerage

which has just been given.

It has been said above that the holder of a peerage as

defined is a lord of parliament in esse or in posse- It has

become necessary during the present and last centuries to

add these last words to the definition. ;
FoT it is, plain

that, since the successive unions of England and Scotland

and of Great Britain and Ireland, an hereditary peerage

has not always in practice carried with it a seat in the

House of Lords (cf. the Lords' Report on the Dignity of

a Peer, ii. 16). ' For since those unions certain persons,

namely those peers of' Scotland and Ireland who are not

representative peers and who do not hold peerages of Eng-

land, of Great Britain, or of the United Kingdom, have been

.undoubted peers, they have enjoyed some or all of the per-
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sonal privileges of peerage, but they have'tad no seats in the

Houseof Lords. But this is a modem accident and anomaly.

The persons spoken of hold peerages which entitled their

holders to seats in the parliaments of Scotland and Ireland

as long as those parliaments were distinct bodies. And
their present holders, if not members of . the House of

Lords i» esse, are such in po&se. They have a capacity for

being chosen to seats in that House which is not shared by
other persons. Their membership of the House is rather

suspended than altogether taken away. Their rather

anomalous case hardly affects the general principle that,

as far as the hereditary peerage is concerned, peerage and
membership of the House of Lords are the same thing.

ir'stiTO A few words are also needed as to the effect of the
IS K> the earlier doctrine which rules that peerage is 'an attribute

"^t^°*
of the lords temporal only and not of the lords spiritual

lords (^66 Lords' Report, i. 323, 393 ; ii. 75). This is doubtless

!jL-ituaL meant to imply a certain inferiority on the part of the

spiritual lords, as not sharing in that nobility of blood

which is looked on as the special attribute of the heredi-

tary peerage. ' But the inferiority thus implied, as it has

nothing to do with parliamentary powers, has also nothing

to do with precedence. The lords spiritual as a body are

always mentioned first ; one class of them, namely the

archbishops, take precedence of all temporal peers who are

not of the royal family, as the other bishops take preced-

ence of the temporal barons. What the distinction is con-

cerned with is simply certain personal privileges, such as

the right of being tried by the court of our lord the king
in parliament, that is by the House of Lords or some part

of it, instead of in the ordinary way by a jurj-. The
doctrine which denies " peerage " to the spiritual lords

is altogether contrary to earlier precedents ; but the way
in \fhich it came about is one of the most curious parts of

our inquiry. ; It was the natural result of the ideas under
whose influence the temporal peerage grew up and put on
its distinguishing character.

The use of the word peers (pares) to denote the members
of the House of Lords first appears in the 14th century,

and it was f'oUy established before the end of that century.

Same of The name seems to be rather a direct importation from
peers. Prance than anything of natural English or even Norman

growth. In the 12 th and 13th centuries the great men
of the realm appear under various names, English, Latin,

and French, tritan, sapientes, magnates, proceres, grantz,

and the likfe ; they are pares only incidentally, as other

men might be. In the Great Charter the word pares,

in the phrase judicijan parinin, has simply the general

meaning which it still keeps in the rule that every man
shall be tried by his peers, the peer (in the later sense)

by his peers and the commoner by his. In the 13th

century this seems to have still been the only meaning of

the word in England. This is illustrated by the story of

Peter des Roches, bishop of Winchester (see R. Wendover,
iv. 277 ; M. Paris, ed. Luard, iii. 252 ; Stubbs, Const.

Hisl., ii. 48, 183), when in 1233 the right of being tried

by their peers was asserted on behalf of Richard earl

Marshall^ and others. The bishops and other lords exhort

the king to make peace with certain of his nobles and
other subjects, "quos absque judicio pariiim exsulaverat,

"

ic. The Poitevin bishop, either through ignorance or

of set purpose, misunderstood the phrase, and answered
ihat in England there were no peers (pares) as there

were in France, and that therefore the king might- deal

with all his subjects as he chose by means of his own
justices only.^ The word pares is here clearly used in one
sense and understood in another. The English lords used

1 "Quod non sunt pjtres io Anglia, sicut in regno Francorum, node
licet -regi Anglorurn per justttiarios quos constituent quosUbet de
,Tcgno suo exulare et mediante judicio condeninare.

"

the word in it3:older general sense ; Peter des Roches used
it in the special sense which it bore in France. Neither
used it in the'sehse which it took in the next century. It
was perfectly true that there' was in England no body 'of

men answering to the peers of France, of whom we shall
speak presently. But there is every likelihood that th"e

name, as describing a particular body of.nien in England,
was borrowed from the peers of France.

But the thing is more important than the name. What-
ever view may be taken of the constitution of the ancient

Witenagemot, we may safely assume that that assembly,
with whatever change in its constitution, is per.sonaHy

continued in the House of Lords. That house consists House o;

of two classes of men who have never lost their right ?'°'''^V

to a personal summons, together with certain other classes ''.' "['

Vhohave acquired that right in later times. Twofo^titn
classes of men, namely earls and bishops, have, with at!on;t>n

certain interval in the 17th century, sat continuously ^shop-

in. the councils of the nation from the earliest times.
"'"'"'''

These two classes are those whose presence connects the

earliest and the latest English assemblies. From the time
when the House of Lords began to take anything like its

present shape, other classes of men, spiritual and temporal,

were summoned as well a!s the bishops and earls, but
not with the same regtilarity as they were. Some abbots
were always summoned from the beginning, and a few
Other churchmen afterwards obtained the same right.

But, while every bishop—except in a few cases of personal

enmity on the part of the king—was summoned as a
matter of course, there was great irregularity in summon-
ing of abbots. So some barons were always summoned
as well as the earls ; but, while every earl was—with a few
such exceptions as in the ease of the bishops—summoned
as a matter of course, there was great irregiilarity in sum-
moning the barons. The bishops and earls in short were
personages too great to be left out ; so were a few of the
greatest abbots. Lesser men, spiritual'or temporal, might
be simimoned or not according to a hundred reasons of

convenience, caprice, or accident. But it is only the common
tendency of things that the occasional summons should
grow into the perpetual summons, and that the perpetual
summons should, wherever it was possible, that is, in the
case of the temporal lords, g^ow into the hereditary sum-
mons. In other words, the doctrine was gradually estao- Growth

lished that, when a man was once summoned, a right of °f 'lif

summons was created for him and his heirs for-ever. The j"*""'"

establishment of this doctrine called into being a new order t,;^
of men, of lower rank than the bishops and earls but of

equal parliamentary power, namely the class of barons
having an hereditary right to seats in parliament. Pre-

sently, in the course of the 14th and loth centiiries, the

ranks of the temporal peerage were increased by the in-

vention of new orders, those of duke, marquess, and vis-

count, the two former classes taking precedence of..the
ancient earls.

It is easy to see how the growth of these several classes New
of hereditary lords of parliament tended to strengthen the position

notion of the temporal peerage as a body by itself, apart "' *'"

from all other men, even from those lords of parliament P*"^*^

whose seats were not hereditary. Here were five classes of

men who were not peers in the sense of strict equality

among themselves, for they were divided by rigid rides of

precedence, but who were peers in the sense of having each

of them an equal right to something peculiar to themselves,

something which was so far from being shared with any
who were not lords of parliament that it was not shared by
all who were. The archbishop took precedence of the duke,

the bishop took precedence of the baron ; but duke and
baron alike shared in something which archbishop and
bishop had not, the hereditary right to a summons to
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parliament. The peerage of the temporal lord came to be

looked on as something inherent in the blood, something

which could not, like the official seat of the churchman, be

resigned or lost by any means except by such legal pro-

cesses as ijivolved "corruption of blood." The parlia-

mentary poVers, the formal precedence, of the spiritual

lords were not touched, but the idea silently grew that

they were not the peers of the hereditary members of the

Doctrine House. In short, the doctrine grew that the temporal lords

of the en- alone s-ere peers, as alone having their blood "ennobled^"

which is the hcvald's way of saying that they held their

seats by hereditary right. The extinction of so many
temporal peerages in the Wars of the Roses, the creation

of so many new peerages under the Tudors, while in one

way -they lowered the strength and dignity of the order,

in another way helped more and more to.-iark it out as a

separate order, distinct from all others.

But the spiritual lords were not the oniy class that lost

by the growth of the doctrine of hereditary peerage. No
doctrine about blood or peerage could get rid of the fact

that the parliamentary position of the bishops and the

greater abbots was as old as that of the earls, far older

than that of the barons, to say nothing of the ranks more

lately devised. But there was another body of men whom
the growth of the hereditary doctrine hindered from be-

coming peer.?, and from becoming lords of parliament in any

full sense. These were the judges. As the judges grew to

be a distinct and recognized class, they came to be sum-

moned to parliament like the barons. The same reason

which made it expedient to summon bishops, earls, and

barons, made it expedient to summon judges also. It

would not have been unreasonable if, in the many shiftings

and experiments which took place before the constitution

ofthe two Houses finally settled itself, the judges had come
to hold official seats in the House of Lords in the same

way as the bishops. But the growth and strengthening of

the hereditary doctrine hindered the judges as a body from

ever winning the same j)osition in parliament as the bishops

and abbots. They had not the same antiquity ; they had

not the same territorial position ; their tenure was less

secure ; the spiritual lord might lose his office by resigna-

tion or by a legal process ; the judge might lose his by the

mere arbitrary will of the sovereign. The bishops then

could be denied the right of personal peerage ; they could

not be denied their full parliamentary position, their seats

and votes. But the same feeling which deprived the

bishop of his personal peerage hindered the judge from

ever obtaining the personal peerage, and even from obtain-

ing a full seat .and vote in parliament. Oydng to these

influences, the judges have ever held an anomalous position

in parliament ; they came to be in a manner in the House

of Lords but not of it, to be its counsellors and assessors,

but not its members.

The groift-th of the hereditary doctrine pressed hardly,

we must allow, on both bishops and judges. But its

working on _ either of those classes has been of small

moment indeed compared with the effect on the nation at

large. There is no institution for which England has

greater reason to be thankful than for her hereditary

peerage ; for, as we began by saying, it has saved her from

the curse of a nobility. Orrather, to speak more accurately,

the growth of the peerage with its comparatively harmless

privileges hindered the real nobility from keeping or

winning privileges which would have been anything but

harmless. If the word nohility has any real meaning, it

must, according to the analogy of lands where there is a

real nobility, take in all who bear coa'-armour by good

right (see Nobility). It is a remark which has been

made a thousand tinie.s, and no remark can be truer, that

countless families which would be reckoned as noble any-

Peerage

binders

nobility.

where else are not reckoned -as nibble in England. That is

to say, though they may be rich knd ancient, though they
may claim an illustrious pedigree and may be able to

prove their claim, yet they have nothing to do with the

peerage. In England no family is looked upon as noble
unless its head is a peer. In other words, the idea of peerage
has altogether displaced the older idea of nobility. The
growth of the order of peers has hindered the growth of any
nobility apart from the peerage. The hereditary dignity

of the peer, the great political position which it carries

with it, stands so immeasurably above any hereditary

dignity which attaches to the simple gentleman by coat-

armour, that the gentleman by coat-armour—the noble of

other lands—ceased in England to be looked on, or rather

perhaps never came to be looked on, as noble at all. In

other words, the growth of the peerage saved the country

from the curse of a nobility after the fashion of the nobility

of France or of Germany. The difference in this respect

between England and other lands is plain at first sight,

and there really seems no othei way to exiilain the diffei-

ence except that every notion of hereditary dignity and
privilege gathered so exclusively round the hereditary

peerage as to leave nothing of any account to gather

round any smaller hereditary position.

But, while the growth of the peerage thus hindeied the

growth of a nobility of which every gentleman should be

a member, it was still possible that a real nobility might
have grown up out of the peerage itself. That is to say,

it might have come about that, w hile r.one but the descend-

ants of peers were privileged, all the descendants of peers

should be privileged. A nobility might thus have been

formed, much smaller than a nobility taking in all lawful

bearers of . coat-armoiu-, but still a nobility by no means
small. But in England no such nobility has ever giown

up. No one has any substantial privilege exc3pt tlie peer

himself. No one in short is noble but the peer himselL

Even in common speech, though we speak of a noble family,

we do not personally apply the word nolle to any other

member of that family, unless, in the case of the higher

ranks of the peerage, to a few immediate descendants of

the J3eer. In short, while the blood of the peer is said

to be ennobled, it is ennobled with a nobility so high and

rare that it cannot pass to more than one at a time even

of his own descendants (see the plain si)eaking of Dr
Stubbs, Const. Hist., iii. 443). The eldest son of a duke is

leg'ally a commoner ; the children of his younger sons are

not only legally but socially undistinguishable from other

commoners. That is to say, the hereditai-y possession of

the peer is not nobility at all in the sense which that

word bears in other lands. It is a fiction to say that the

peer's blood is ennobled, when the inheritors of his blood

are not inheritors of his nobility. In short, as there is

no nobility outside the families whose heads are peers,

neither is there any real nobility within those families.

As the growth of the hereditary peerage made nobility

impossible outside the families of peers, so the particular

form of its growth made true nobility impossible even

within those families. For, after all, the esstfice of

peerage is simply that the peer becomes by birth what

other men become either by royal nomination or by popu-

lar election. The official origin of the peer still cleaves

to him. The best description of his position is that he

holds a great hereditary office. His place as legislator and

judge is in itself as strictly official as the dignity of the

bishop or the .'^eriff; but, as, unlike the dignity of the

bishop and the sheriff, it has become hereditary, something

of the ma^c sentiment of hereditary descent haa spread

itself over its actual hoi lerand over a few of his immediate

descendants. But, as the dignity is in itself official, the

hereditary sentiment has n'of been able to go fui'ther than
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this ; it has not prevailed so lar as to establish any nobility

or any privilege of any kind for all the descendants of the

hereditary legislator and hereditary judge.

This result was further strengthened by the peculiar

nature of the otBee which became hereditary in the peers

of England ; it is an office which can be discharged only

iu concert with others ; the very essence of the peerage

is the summons to take part in the proceedings of an

assembly. In itself nothing is more natural than the

growth of nobility out of office ; it is as one of the chief

waj-s in which nobility has come into being. And, to*

take a i^osition higher than that of mere nobility, men in

other lands whose dignity was in its beginning yet more

purely official than that of the peers of England, say the

dukes and counts of Germany, contrived, not only to make
their offices hereditary but to make at least their honorary

privileges extend to all their descendants for ever and ever.

That is to say, they- grew into a nobility—a nobility to be

sure within a wider nobility—in the strictest sense. ^Vhy

did not the "English peerage do the same 1 For two reasons,

which are in truth different forms of the same reason,

different results of the fact that the royal power was so

much stronger in England than it was in Germany. One
is because the growth of the dukes and counts of Germany
belongs to a much earlier state of things than the growth

of the English peerage, to a state of things when national

unity and the royal authority, tliough much stronger than

they were afterwards, were much less firmly established

than they were in England in the age when the hereditary

peerage grew up. But partly also, and chiefly, because

the dignity and authority of the German duke or count

was mainly a local and personal dignity and authority, a

dignity and authority which he held in himself and exer-

cised apart from his fellows, while tho dignity and autho-

rity of the English peer was on'' Mhich ho could hold and

exercise only in partnership with his fellows. . To the

German duke or count his position in the national assembly

was the least important part of his powers ; to the English

peer it was the essence of his whole position. After the

purely official character of the earldoms had died out, the

English peer was nothing apart from his brother peers.

His greatness was the greatness of the member of a power-

ful assembly. He might be hereditary legislator and
hereditary judge ; but he could not act as either except in

concert with all the other hereditary legislators and here-

ditary judges. The earls and bishops of England, each

by himself, might, if the royal authority had been weaker,

have grown into princes, like the dukes and bishops of

Germany. The earls, after the change in their character,

and the other ranks of peerage from their beginning,

were shown to be simple subjects by the very nature of

their dignity and power. The piosition of the German
duke or count doubtless came from a royal grant ; but it

was from a royal grant of some distant age. The position

of the English peer rested altogether on a writ from the

crown, and that not a vrrit of past ages, but a writ which,

though it could not be refused, needed to be renewed in

each s.uccessive parliament. In other lands the assembly

of the nobles was great and powerful because it was an
assembly of great and powerful men ; in England the peer

was great and powerful because he was a member of a
great and ix>werful assembly. A parliamentary dignity of

this kind, even when it became strictly hereditary, was
very different from the rjuasi princely position of the great

nobles of other lands. And, though the peer commonly had
a great local position, sometimes an almost princely position,

it was not as peer that lie held It. ,. "Whatever might be

his local dignity and local rights, they had nothing to do
with his peerage ; they were shared in his degree by the

smallest lord of a manor In short, the hereditary dignity
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of Vie peer, hereditary membership of the great council

of the nation, was on the one hand so transcendent as to

extinguish all other hereditary dignities; on the other

hand, as resting en membership of in assembly, it could

not well grow into nobility in the strictest sense. The
peerage therefore, the office of hereditary legislator and
hereditary judge, passed, and such nobility as it conferred

passed vdih it, to one member only of the family at a time.

The other members had no share in the office, and therefore

had no share in the nobility which it conferred.

It was then in this way that the peerage, growing out of

the hereditary summons to parliainent, hindered the growth

of any nobility outside the families of peers and by the same
means hindered the growth of any real nobility n-ithin their

families. To the exist«nce of the peerage then, more than

to any other cause, England owes its happy freedom from

the curse of a really privileged class, the happy equality in

the eye of the law of all men Who are not actually peers,

—

an equality vhich reaches so high that the children of the

sovereign himself, whatever may be their personal honours

and precedence, are, unless they are formally created peers,

in the eye of the law commoners like other men. The
privileges of the actual peerage have been a small price to

pay for such a blessing as this. But we must remember
that this happy peculiarity, like all other features in the

English constitution, came about by accident, or more truly

by the silent working of historical circumstances. As no
English lawgiver ever decreed in so many words that there

should be two Houses of Parliament and not one, three, or

four—as no lawgiver ever decreed in so many words that

one of these Houses should be elective and the other here-

ditary or official—so no lawgiver ever decreed in so many
words that the children of the hereditary lord of parliament

should be in no way partaker of his privileges. All these

things came of themselves ; we cannot point to any parti-

cular enactment which established any of them, or to any
particular moment when they were established. . Like

everything else, they grew by usage, not by enactment

;

later enactments confirmed them or took them for granted

(see Lords' Report, i. 47, 483 ; ii. 25). But we can see

that the rule which has established but one form of real

distinction among Englishmen, that which parts the actual

peer and the commoner, grew out of the way in which

the elements of the parliament finally settled themselves.

The parliamentary line was in the end drawn between the

baron and the knight. One is rather surprised that it was
drawn at that point. The gap between the earl and the

baron, and again the gap between the knight and the

citizen, might either of them seem wider than the gap
between the baron and the knight. Yet in the end the

barons were lifted up to the fellowship of bishops and earls,

while the knights were thrust down to the fellowship of

citizens and burgesses. This must have done much to hinder

the knightly families, families which in any other land would

have ranked as noble, from keeping or claiming any strictly

hereditary privilege. On the other hand, as we have al-

ready seen, the nature of that privilege of peerage which

the barons were admitted to share hindered the baronial

families from claiming any fresh hereditary privilege be-

yond the hereditary transmission of the peerage itself.

Such is a general view of the nature and origin oi

peerage in England, following at greater length the lines

already traced out in the article Engl.^nd. This view

may now be confirmed by a few of the special facts and TheW ii-

dates which stand out most conspicuously in that course ^"f®^^^^

of events which led to the received doctrine of peerage.
,(^^5^

We assume the House of Lords as the personal continua- ,„ ti,e

tion of the ancient? Witenagemoi, ifycel Gemot, Magnum Hou.se

Qoncilium bv whatever name we cho^^^-^ ic call tiiat im- "^ ^"'*
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memorial bodr which, whatevar was its constitution, was

certainly not rejiresentative in the sense of being elective.

Alongside of tiiis older body grew up that newer repre-

sentative and 'elective body which became the House of

Commons. ^AVe may^best place the beginnings of the

peerage at the point when we can distinctly see that barons

are personally summoned to the one House, .while knights

find their way into the other only by election. It hardly

needs to be explained that the word baron, originally

meaning simply man, has in itself nothing to do with

peerage or with seats in parliament. Survivals of its

earlier and wider meaning may still be traced in the titles

of the Barons of the E.Kchequer and the Barons of the

Cinque Ports, and in other uses of the word, more common
perhaps in Scotland and Ireland than in England. Baro

often translates the older English i/ie^n, and perhaps neither

of these names is very easy to define. By the 13th century

the name brrjvn had come specially to mean the highest

cla.ss among the king's lay tenants-in-chief under the rank

of earl ; the baron was the holder of several knight's fees.

In a wider and vaguer sense, the word often takes in both

the earls and the spiritual lords. In its narrower sense

it means those who were barons and notWiore than barons.

A.S the practice of personal summons to parliament came

in, the barons formed a class of men who might reasonably

hope or fear, as the case might be, that the personal

summons might come to them ; and to many of them it

did come. And its coming or not coming established a

distinction between two classes of barons. A distinction

between greater and lesser barons is implied m the Great

Charter (c. xiv.), which asserts the right of the "niajores

I jirones " to a personal summons along with the arch-

bishops, bishops, abbots, and earls, while the other tenants-

in-chief—among them by implication such barons as did

not come under the head of majores—were to be summoned
generally by the sheriff. And this ordinance must be taken

iu connexion with the earlier -n-rit of 1215 (Selden, Titles of

Honour, 58" ; Stubbs, Select Charters, 278, and Const. Hist.,

i. 568), in which the sheriff is bidden to summon the knights

in arms, and the barons without arms, and also four discreet

men from each shire, "ad loquendum nobisciim de negotiis

regni nostri," that i.s, in other words, to a parliament. The

Charter thus secures to the greater barons, as a separate

class, the right of being personally summoned by the king,

and not by the sheriff along with other men. It parts

them off from other tenants-in-chief and puts them along-

side of the prelates and earls. These two documents be-

tween them may be taken as giving us at once the first

distinct approach to the notion of peerage and the first

distinct approach to the notion of representation. The
" majores barones " are not defined ; but the summons sup-

plied the means of defining them, or rather it became a

means of making them the only barons. As the summons
became hereditary, barons came more and more to be

looked on simply as a class of men who had seats in the

House of Lords. The word came to mean a rank in the

peerage, and it was gradually forgotten that there ever

had been territorial barons who had no claim to seats in

parliament.

But it was only by slow degrees that the hereditary

summons, or even the necessary summons of every man
who had once been summoned, became the established

rule. Throughout the 13th century the language in which

the national assembly is spoken of is wonderfully shifting.

Sometimes its constitution seems more popular, sometimes

less so. Sometimes its more dignified members are spoken

of Taguely under such, names as magnates, without dis-

tinction into particular classes. But, when particular classes

arc reckoned up, the barons always form one class among
them ; but the number of barons summoned varies greatly.

T2e Charter gives the majores haronts the right of persona."

summons ; but the majores barones are not as yet a defined

and undoubted class of men like the bishops and earli.

None but the holder of a barony in the territorial sense,

was likely to be summoned ; but the king still had a wide

choice as to whom among the holders of such baronies he
would acknowledge as majores barones ; and we find that

dissatisfaction was caused by the way in which the king

exercised this power. In 1255 there is a remarkable notice

in Matthew Paris (v. 520, ed. Luard ; cf. Hallam, Middle
Ages, ii. 1 53) where the "magnates " complain that all of theirj

number had not been summoned according to the Charter,

and they therefore decline to grant an aid in the absence

of their peers.^ It is possible that some bishops or earls*

may, for some personal reason, have been left xmsummoned,'

but the complaint is far more likely to have come from the

barons specially so called. Here the word pares is still

used in its more general sense, but it is used in a way that

might easily lead to its special use. On the other hand,

it has been alleged that, by a statute of the later years ofi

Henry III., it was formally ordained that no barons, or

even earls, should come to parliament, except those whom
the king should specially summon (see Selden, Titles of
Honour, 589 ; Hallam, Middle Ages, ii. 142 ; Stubbs,

Const. Hist., ii. 203). The existence of such a statute

may be doubted ; but, as far as the barons are concerned,

the story fairly expresses the facts of the case. Under First

Edward I. an approach, to say the least, is made to the J'S^^
"'

creation of a definite class of parliamentary barons. Dr
jj^^

,!"

Stubbs marks the year 1295 as "the point of time from ^miuaonai

which the regularity of the baronial smnmons is held to

involve the creation of an hereditary dignity, and so to

distinguish the ancient qualification of barony by tenure

from that of barony by WTit" (Const. Hist., iii. 437). In

another passage (ii. 183) he thus marks the general resulr

of Edward's reign—

•

" The hereditaiy summoning of a laige iiroportion of gieat vassals

was a miiliUe course Iretwecn the very limited peerage which in

France coexisted with an enormous mass of privileged nobility,

and the unmanageable, ever-varying assembly of the whole masa
«f feudal tenants as prescribed in Magna Carta.

"

It may be thought that the hereditary nature of the

barony is here put a little too strongly for the days of

Edward I. One may certainly doubt whether Edward,

when he summoned a baron to parliament, meant positively

to pledge himself to summon that baron's heirs for ever

and ever, or even necessarily to summon the baron himself'

to every future parliament. The faSts are the other way

;

the summons still for a while remains irregular (see Nicolas,'

Historic Peerage, xxiv., xxv., cd. Courthope ; Lords' Report^

ii. 2S, 290). But the perpetual summons, the hereditary

summons, gradually became the rule, and that rule may iu

a certain sense be said to date from 1295.' . That is, from

that time the tendency is to the perpetual summons, to the

hereditarysummons ; from that time anything else gradually

becomes exceptional (cf. Const. Hist., ii. 203 with iii. 439)

;

things had reached a point when the lawyers were sure

before long to lay down the rule that a single sumnions

implied a perpetual and an hereditary summons. * It is not

too much to fix the reign of Edward I. as the time when

the hereditary parliamentary baronage began, without

rigidly ruling that the king could not after 1295 lawfully,

refuse a summons to a man who had been summoned
already.

From this time then we may looK on the class of par- Growth

liamentary barons with succession as beginning and steadily of ";«

growing. And the admission of the barons had a great P^j^j^j,,,

' "^ baronage
' " Responsura fuit, quod onines tunc temporis non fuenmt juxta;

tenorem ni.igns carts suse, et ideo sine paribus suis tunc absentib'"'

nullum responsum dare vocatj^auxilium concedere aut pwestare."
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effect on the position of the older members of the House,

the prelates and earls. It was in fact their admission

which gave the English peerage its distinctive character.

A house of earls, bishops, and- great abbots would "have

remained an official house. The earldom might pass from

father to son : but it woiid pass as an hereditary office7

entitling its holder to a seat by virtue of his office, just like

those lords who held their seats by virtue of offices which

did not pass front father to son. Indeed we must not

forget the meaning of the word heredtlari/ in early times.

It is applied to whatever goes by succession, whether that

succession is ruled by natural generation, by election or

nomination, or by any other way. The office and estate of

the bishop or abbot is hereditary in this sense ; it must

pass to some successor, and it is therefore often spoken of

as hereditary. Indeed, as long as the earl was apjwinted,

his office was hereditary only in the same sense as that of

the bishop. The only difference was that the office of the

bishop could not possibly become hereditary in the modem
sense, while the office of the earl easily might, and there-

fore did. But, if the earls had continued to have no fellows

in the Upper House except the prelates, the earldom could

hardly have sunk into a mere rank. It was the addition

of a class which had no official position—save that which
their seats in parliament conferred upon them—a class

whose seats were first purely personal and then purely

hereditary in the modern sense, which helped more than

anything else to do away with the official character of the

earls. And in so doing it helped to widen the gap between

the spiritual and temporal lords. The earl and the baron

alike came to be looked on as sitting by some hereditary

virtue of descent ; their blood was said to be ennobled,

while the bishop and the abbot still sat only by what
might seem to be in some sort the lower claim of holding

an elective office.

It is then to the days of Edward I. that we are to look,

not strictly for the creation of peerage in the modem sense,

but for the beginning of a system out of which peerage in

that sense very naturally grew. In the words of the great

constitutional historian, Edward I. must,

" ill. the selection of a smaller nunibet' to be the constant recipi-

ents of a summons, have introduced a constitutional change scarcely

inferior to that by which he incorporated the representatives of the
commons in the national council ; in other words, he created the
House of Lords as much as he created the House of Commons."

That is to say, he did not create the first elements of

eilher, which existed long before, nor did he give either

its final shape, which neither took till afterwards ; -but

he established both in such a shape that all later changes
may be fairly looked on as merely changes in detail.

The succession of regular parliaments in the established

sense of the word thus begins in 1295, and from that time
we have a House of Lords consisting of prelates, earls, and
barons, of whom the barons are fast becoming hereditary

as well as the earls. But the body so formed is still

spoken of by various names (see Lords' Jiejx>rt, i. 273, 277,

279, 302, 316—where we find the word nobles—et al.).

First use The earliest use of the word peer in anything like its present
of tie sense is found in the*Act against the Despensers, 1322

{Lords' Report, L 281), where, as Bishop Stubbs says (Cotist.

Hist, iL 183), " it is used so clumsily as to show that it

was in this sense a novelty." . The words are " prelatz,

countes, baronnes, et les autres piers de la terre," and again
"nous piers de la terre, countes et barouns." It comes
again in the act of deposition of Eichard U. (Lords' Report,
i. S49)in the form "pares et proceres regni Anglias, spirit-

uales et temporales." Nothing therefore can be plainer
than that the spiritual lords were looked on as peers no
less than

J
the temporal. The point indeed was formally

settled at an intermediate time, namely by the Act of 1341

I. bow
"ar the

:restor

5f both

Houses.

ivord

(Lords' Report, i. ol3 ; Stubbs, Const. Hist., ii. 3S9), when Rights oi

Archbishop Stratford secured the right of the peers (" piers ">« pes"

de la terre") of both, orders to be tried only by their peers ^'™I*1

in parliament (" en pleyn parlement et devant les piers ou
le roi se fait partie"). It is worth, noticing that at this

point the Lords' Report stops to comment at some length

on the special position of the peerage now established, As
the committee puts it,

" The distinction of the peei-s of the realm as a separate class,

by privileges confined to themselves personally as peers, and not
extending to any othei-s, but throwing at the same time all the

rest of the free population into one class, having all equal rights, is

a singularity which mai'ks the constitution of the English govern-
ment, and was first apparently clearly established by this statute

to which all the other subjects of the realm gave theii' assent."

And again they remark (p. 314) that

" the coufiuement of the privilege of peei-age to those called the
peers of the realm, as a personal privilege, giving no privilege or
even legal rank to tlieii" families, and moulding all who had not
that privilege, however high their birth, into the mass of the
commons, has beeu considered an important feature in the consti-

tution of the government of England. It may have prevailed, and'
probably did in some degree prevail, before j but by this statute

it was clearly and distiuctly recognized.

"

This is true
;
yet the object of the statute is not to shut

out the peers' children from privilege, but to assert the

disputed privilege of the peers themselves. The exclusion

'

of the peers' children from privilege is a mere inference,

though a necessary one. No legislator ever decreed in so

many words the exclusion of the children of peers from
privilege, because no legislator ever decreed in so many
words the privileges of the peers themselve:

. By this time we may look on the position of the peerage The posi-

as fuUy established. It is now fully received, as at least tion of

the ordinary rule, that the baron who was once summoned ^^^ ^'^"
3.^6 now

should be always summoned, and that his right to the ^stab-
summons should pass to his representative after him (Lords' lished.

Report, ii. 28). In short the parliamentary jjosition of baron

has become successive, a word answering pretty well to

hereditary in the older sense. A question might now arise

as to the nature of the succession, a question'which could

not arise as long as the person summoned had no certainty

that he would be summoned again. • In other words, was
it necessarily hereditary in the later sense of that word

!

That is to say, the question of peerage by tenure, or rather Peerage

the question whether the succession to a peerage might be >>) "»•

by tenure, now sprang up. Did the right to the summons, ""^^

and hereby the right to the peerage, go with the territorial

barony itself, or did it ge according to the line of natural

descent from the fiYst baron ? There was a good deal to be
said for the first view. We cannot doubt that barony by
vrrit arose out of barony by tenure, that is, that the writ of

summons was originally sent only- to persons who held by
barony, and, as the phrase " majores barones" implies, not to

all of them. If then the barony and the natural line of

descent of the first baron should be parted from each other,

it was by no means unreasonable to argue that the writ, a

consequence of the tenure, should go with the actual barony
rather than follow the line of natural descent. And the

same notion seems implied in the ancient practice of

sending writs to the husbands of heiresses, even, by the

courtesy of England, after the death of their wives (see.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., iii. 438 ; Hist. Peerage, xxxviii.). On
the other hand the natural feeling in favour of direct

hereditary succession would tell the other way, especially as

soon as the doctrine of the ennobling of the blood had fiJly

come in. It is that doctrine more than anything else

which has got i-id alike of peerages by tenure, of peerages

for life, and of peerages held by the husbands of heiresses.

If the peerage could pass by marriage or purchase, the doc-

trine of nobility of blood was set aside. Till that doctrine

was fully established, there .was nothing unreasonable in
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either practice. Again, as ILe hereditary right to the

summons became the rule, writs, held to be no less heredi-

tary than those issued to the barons by tenure, began, even

under Edward I., to be issued to persons who had no

'baronial tenure at all (see Stubbs, Const. Hist., ii. 20-1 ; Bis-

ioric Peerage, xxvi. ). This practice would of course tell in

favour of strict hereditarj' succession and against succes-

sion by tenure. The result has been that hereditary suc-

cession became the rule, but that the claim of succession

by tenure was brought forward in some particular cases, as

the earldom of Arundei and the baronies of Abergavenny,

"Berkeley, and others. The case of the earldom of Arundel

(more truly of Sussex) is discussed at length in the Lords'

Report (i. 405 sq.), and it is held (iL 320) to be the

only case in which peerage by tenure has been allowed.

Yet nothing can be more contrary to all ancient notions

of an ejirldom than that it should follow the possession of

certain lands and buildings, as the castle and honour of

Arandel. What is chiefly proved is tbat by the eleventh

year of Henry VI. the ancient notion of an earldom had

paissed away, and that the earldom had sunk to be a mere

rank. The succession to the earldom of Arundel was settled

by Act' of Parliament in 1627 (Lords' Report, ii. 242), an

Act whose preamble seems to. acknowledge the fact of the

earldom by tenure. But successioii by tenure seems as

distinctly agreeable to the oldest notion of a baror^y as it

is contrary to the oldest notion of an earldom. The tend-

ency of later times has been against it, because it contra-

dicts the fancy about " ennobling " of blood
;

yet those

who have at different times claimed a place in the peerage

by virtue of baronies by tenure have not been without

strong arguments in the way of precedent. The latest.

claim of the kind, that to the barony of Berkeley, was
not formally decided. The facts and arguments will be

foulid at great length in Appendix UJ. to Sir Harris

Nicolas's Sejx»-t on the Bafony of Lisle. His conclusion

IS against the claim by tenure
;
yet it certainly seems that,

when the castle of Berkeley, the tenure of which was said

to carry with it the lisrony and peerage, was separated

fl-om the direct lin& of succession, as specially when the

castle was held by the crown in the 16th century (see

pp. 321-327), the heirs were not .sunimoned to parliament,

or were summoned .as a new creation (see on the other hand
Lords' Report, ii. 143). There is no strictly legal decision

of the genei^ question; but an order in council in 1669
(Lords' Report, ii. 242) declares against barony by tenure,

rather on grounds of expediency than of law. It was
declared in the case of the barony of Fitzwalter that

"barony by tenure had been discontinued .for'many ages,

and was not then in ieing, and so not fit to be revived

or to admit any pretence of right to succession thereon."

And the Lords' Committee (p. 241) give their own opinion

<hat "the right of any person to cjaim to be a lord of

ptttliament, by reason of tenure, either as an «arl ' or as a

baron, supposing such a right to have existed at the time

of the charter of John, may be considered as abrogated by
the chabge of circumstances, without any distinct law for

the purpose." That is to say, the claim was as legal as

any other claim of peerage, resting equally on usage ; but
itwas iiux)nvenient according to Uxe new: doctrine about
blood being " ennobled."

.^cw The S^me age which saw tne earls and barons put on
classes of tiie shape of an hereditary peerage was also that" which saw
**""" the order enlarged .by the .creation of new classes of

peers. The ancient earls' of England now saw men placed

over their heads bearmg the French . titles of dule and
marrpifss. Xeither title was absolutely new in England

;

but both wsre now used in a ne^t sense. Lhil'e and earl

were in truth the same thing ; dux, afterwards supplanted
by comes, was the .older Latin translation of the English

Or<ier in

council .

of 1669.'

ealdorman or fori, and eorl was the English word commonly
used to express the dukes as well a."; the coxMts of other lands.

So the marchio, marhgraf, mariuis, was known in England
in his official character as the lord marcher. But now, first

dukes and then marquesses come in as distinct ranks of

peerage higher than earl. That the earls of England put
up with such an assumption was most likely owing to the

fact that the earliest dukes were the king's own sons and
near kinsmen, the first of all being the eldest son of Edward
m. He was created duke of Cornwall in 1337, a duke-
dom to which the eldest son of the reigning sovereign is

bom. Marquesses began imder Richard II. in 1386, when
Robert "Vere, earl of Oxford, was created marquess of Dub-
lin and directly afterwards duke of Ireland (Lords' Fifth

Report, 78, 79). Lastly, in the next century, the tale of

the ranks of the temporal peerage was made up by the in-

sertion of another French title, that of viscount, between

the earl and the baron. John Beaumont was in 1440
created '\'iscount Beamnont (Lords' Fifth Report, 235).

The choice of a title, as concerned England, was a strange

one, since, at least from the ICorman Conquest onwards,

viscount, xncecomes, had been the everyday French and
Latin description of the ancient English sheriff (see

Stubbs, Const. Hist., iii. 436, and the patent of creation in

Lords' Report, v. 235, where tiie new viscount is placed
" super omnes barones regni "). Since that time no title

conveying the rights of peerage has been devised. The
Lords' Committee (i. 470) look on it as doubtful whether

such a power abides in the crown, and a decision in the

spirit of the Wensleydale decision would most likely tule

that such a creation would at least give no right to a seat

in the House of Lords. Yet, if the crown be, as lawyers

tell us it is, the fountain of honour, it is hard tq see why its

streams should not flow as readily in one age as in another.

If Henry VI. could give his new invention of viscounts

seats in parliament with precedence over barons, it is hard

to see why James I. might not, if he had chosen, have

given his new invention of baronets seats in parliament

with precedence over dukes.

The five ranks of the temporal peerage were thus estab-

lished in the order of duke, marquess, earl, viscount, baron.

But it must be noticed that duke, marquess, and viscount,

are strictly speaking titles in a sense in which baron is not.

Baron in truth is very seldom used as a personal descrip-

tion (Stubbs, Const. Hist., iii. 440), except in two or three

special cases which are hard to account for, those chiefly of

the baronies of Stafford and Greystock (see Lords' Report,

i. 261, 394; ii. 185). The baron is commonly described

by some of the endless forms of senior, or as chivcder, or

sometimes—doubtless if he held that particular dignity

—

as banneret. To this day, though in familiar speech all

ranks of peerage under duke are often confounded under

the common description of lord, yet the names marquess,

earl, and viscount are all far more commonly heard than

the name baron, which is hardly ever used except in the

most formal language. . As for bannerets, though they

seem sometimes to be mentior?«l along n-ith various ranks

of peerage (Lords' Re/x>rt, i. 328), it does not appear (see

Stubbs, Cotist. Hist., iii. 446) that banneret ever really was

a rank of peerage, like the others from baron up to duke.

The invention of these new ranks of peerage undoubtedly

helped to strengthen the notion of the temporal peerage

as an order distinct both from all who are not lords of

parliament and from the spiritual Iprds also. Another

novelty alsocame ioralong with the dukes and marquesses.

The right of the earls was immemorial ; the right of the

barons had grown up by usage. Edward III. began to

create earls and, when dukes were invented, dukes also, by

patent. They were commonly created in parliament ami

with becoming ceremonies. Earls wars tluis first createil

the wc^'
baron.

\

Creatior
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in 132S. Tliis be=towal of en earldom as an hereditary

nmk is another processfrom grsaiting an earldom, conceived

IS an office or even a? an e^tatj. Later in the century, in

13S7, Ricliarl II. began to create barons also by patent

{Hutoric Peerage, p. slii.), and this form of creation gradu-

ally supplanted the ancient peerage by -writ. The object

of this chan7<? seems to have been (see Historic Peerage, p.

nviii.) the better to mark the dignity as hereditary (for

the hereditary nature of the barony by writ was after all

only a matter of usage or inference), and at the same time

to define the line of succession. This, in the baronies by
writ, is said to be in the heirs-general of the grantee—
words to be understood, as it would seem, of the heirs-

general of his body only ; in a barony or other peerage

conferred by patent the line of succession may take any

shape that the crown chooses, the most common limitation

being to the heirs-male of the body of the grantee. Very
singular lines of succession have sometimes been chosen

{Historic Peerage, xlv.), as specially in the case of the

dukedom of Somerset in 15-17, in which the line of the

eldest sou was placed after that of the second. And the

manifest right of the cro^\"n to name no line of succession

•it all, that is, to create a life-peerage only, was often exer-

cised in the first days of dukes and marquesses. A duke
of Exeter was created for life as late as 1-116. Perhaps

the strangest case of all is the patent of the barony of

Lisle in 1444, which may be called the creation by patent

of a barony by tenure. The whole story of the Lisle

barony has been dealt with by Sir Harris Xicolas in a

separate volume (see also Lords' Eeport, ii. 199 sj. ; Stubbs,

Const. Hist., iii. 437) ; but it is only this patent that

;oncQrns us. It seems to grant a barony nith a seat in

parliament to the grantee John Talbot and his heirs and
issigns, being lords of the manor of Kingston Lisle (see

the document, the language of which varies in different

parts, in the Lords' BejioH, ii. 199; v. 243). This is

certainly strange ; but, if we once grant the royal power
to create peerages and to limit their succession at pleasure,

it seems necessarily to follow that the crown may exercise

that power in any way that it chooses, whether by limiting

it to the grantee personally or giving any kind of remainder

that it is thought good.

Denial of The temporal peerage being thus fully Established on
peenige its present ground in the course of the loth century, we

lords
come in the course of the next two centuries to see the

spiritu.iL efifict of the theories under which it had grown up. A
series of deductions are gradually made, naturally enough as

deductions from the premises; but then the premises can

be admitted only bj trampling ancient precedents under
foot. First of all, we have the denial already spoken of

of some of the personal pri%ileges of peerage to tie spiritual

lords. This was silently brought about in the Tudor times,

when Bishop Fisher and Archbishop Cranmer—one might
perhaps add .^bbot \Vhiting—were tried by juries in- de-

fiance of the principle laid down by Archbishop Stratford

under Edward III. Against this course no remonstrance
seems to have been made ; indeed the times v."ere not
favourable for remonstrances, least of all for remonstrances
made by spiritual persons. The doctrine that the spirit-

ual lords were lords of parliament but not peers was estab-

lished by a standing order of the House of Lords older than
1625, as it is referred to in the journals of die House in

that year. It was then referred to a committee of privi-

leges for further consideration, but no report is recorded
(cf. Coke's Jnslitutes, ii. 30).

Presently all the powers both of the spiritual and the
temporal lords were for' a while extinguished, and those of

the spiritual lords by an undoubted legislative act. The
Act of 1642, by which the bishops lost their seats in par-

liament, stands distinguished, as a real and lawful act of

18—18
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the legislature, from the process by which so much of the

so-called law on the subject grew up through a series of

resolutions, dictated mostly, we may venture to say, neither

by precedent nor by written law, but . by the prejudices

and assumptions of a particular class of men. The exclusion

of the bishops by the regular Act of 1642 was followed in

1649 by the less regular exclusion of the temporal lords

also. -The House of Lords was abolished by a vote of the

House of Commons only. The essence of peerage waa
thus taken away, but the peers kept their titles and pre-

cedence, and they were allowed to be chosen to seats in the

House of Commons. V.Tien the old parliamentary con-

stitution revived in 1660, the Act of 1649 was naturally

treated as null, while the Act of 1642 was of course treated

as valid. In 1660 therefore a House of Lords again sat

which consisted of temporal lords only. But the bishops

were restored to their seats by an Act of the next parlia-

ment in 1661, and the lords again ordered a committee
"to consider of an order in the standing orders of this

House which mentions the lords the bishops to be only lords

of parliament and not peers, whereas several Acts of Parlia-

ment mentions them to be pears." Nothing came of the

labours of this second committee, and the doctrine which

it was to consider has since been held for law. Both the

doctrine and the reason for it have raised the indignation,

not only of the two great constitutional historians, one of

them himself a churchman, but of at least one gieat legal

authority (see Blackstone, book i. c. 12, vol. i. p. 401, ed.

Christian ; and contrast Stephen, Xtw Comme/iianes, ii. 590,

and Kerr'xS Blackstone, i. 407 ; cf. Hallam, Middle Ages, ii.

138 ; Lords' Report, ii. 323, 339). The attack on the rights

of the spiritual lords was carried yet further by the Com-
mons in the case of the earl of Derby in 1679, when they

objected to their voting on an impeachment even in its pre-

liminary stages. Their right to take a part in all such pro-

ceedings up to the question which iiiight involve life or death

(a share in which on the part of churchmen would be con-

trary to canon law) is asserted by the eleventh article of the

Constitutions of Clarendon (Stubbs, Select C/iarters, 133).

The question now raised, which i.as decided in favour of

the bishops, according to the terms of the Constitutions,

did not directly touch the question of the peerage of the

bishops, but it had an indirect connexion with it. The
denial of the bishops' peerage implied that they had no
right to be tried as peers in the court of the king in par-

liament, as not being, as the phrase goes, "of trial by
nobility." It might therefore be plausibly argued that

they had no right to be judges in that court. The right

of the bishops to vote on a bill of attainder, which, on
any canonical ground, would seem quite as objectionable

as their voting on an impeachment, was never denied,

because a bill of attainder is a legislative act, and doea
not touch the question of peerage. Indeed, we may say
that the law is still far from clear on the whole matter.

The statute of 1696 (7 and 8 Will. III.) for " regulating of

Trials in cases of Treason and Misprision of Treason" speaka

of " trials of jieers " and of " all the peers who have a
right to sit and vote in parliament," without distinctly

defining whether the word peer is meant to apply to the

lords temporal only.

In the same century another step m the development

of the theory of peerage was taken by the resolutions of

the lords in 1640 and 167S that a peer cotdd not relin-

quish liis peerage. This inference also, whatever may be

thought of it, though distinctly against eaj-lier precedents,

follows (see Lords' Report,"u. 25, 26, 48) diiectly from the

doctrine of " ennobling of blood."

The next point in the history of the peerage is one
which, like the exclusion of the bishops iu 1642, was a

matter of real leaislation, as distinguished from mere
XVIII. — 59
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decisions and resolutions. This was tlie change in the

theory of peerage which followed on the union of England

and Scotland in 170". By the treaty of union the peerage

of Scotland was to be represented by sixteen of its number
chosen for each parliament by the Scottish peers them-

selves. This amounted, as has been already set forth, to the

creation of a class of men who are peers as concerns their

personal privileges, but who are lords of parliament only

in posse and not in esse. The Scottish peers were made
incapable of sitting in the House of Commons, and the

Scottish peerage w^s doomed to gradual extinction, as no

new peers of Scotland were to be created. And further,

by a resolution of the lords in 1711, it was held during the

greater part of the last century that a patent of peerage

of the United Kingdom granted to a Scottish peer did

not give him a seat in parliament. Presently an attempt

at legislation with regard to the peerage was made which,

if carried, would have altogether changed its character.

Peerage' This was the Peerage Bill of 1719. That bill was not

1719 carried, but its proposals are worth notice, not only because

they would, if they had become law, have altogether

changed the nature of the peerage as a political institution,

but also .because they illustrate the way in which, like

everything else in English constitutional history, the peer-

age and everything belonging to it had grown up gradually

by force of precedent. The right of the crown to create

peers at pleasure, and to entail., their peerages on any line

of succession that it thought good, had never been disputed,

but neither had it ever been the subject of any legislative

enactment. The proposed bill, in limiting both powers,

would have given them their first being by formal legisla-

tion. The proposal was that the peerage of the United

Kingdom should, after a creation of six peers, be confined

to its existing number, with an exception in favour of

members of the royal family. For the future, with that

exception, no peerage could be created, except when one

had become extinct. Instead of the sixteen elective peers

of Scotland, the king was to bestow hereditary seats on

twenty-five members of the Scottish peerage, and the

number. was to be kept up by a new promotion whenever

any of the twenty-five peerages became extinct. It was
forcibly remarked at the time that this would place the re-

mainder of the Scottish peerage in a condition politically

inferior to that of all other British subjects, as they would

have been incapable both of sitting in either house of parlia-

ment and of choosing those who should sit in either. But
the general effect of the bill on the constitution of the

country would have been far more important. The crown

would have lost one of its chief powers, and the relations

between the peers and the rest of the nation would have

been altogether changed. They would not have come any
aearer to the strict notion of a nobility, for it was not pro-

posed to confer direct privilege on any but the peers them-

selves. But the bill would have placed both the peers and

their families in a wholly new position. They would have

become a body into which no one could be raised, except

in the occasional case of a peerage becoming extinct. It

would have been impossible to move a statesman from the

Commons to the Lords at any moment when it might be for

the public good that he should be moved. Even the lord

chancellor, the speaker of the House of Lords, could not

have received a peerage unless one chanced to be extinct

at the needful time. It is plain that the peers, if they

did not become a nobility, would have become an oli-

garchy, a close body, cut off both from the crown and

from the mass of the people in a way in which they had
I never been cut off before.

I

The next change in the peerage was that which followed

the union with Ireland in 1800. The terms of that union,

as regarded the peerage, differed a good deal from those of

the union with Scotland. The twenty-eight representative The
peers of Ireland are chosen for life, and the other Irish P^" "t

peers are capable of sitting in the House of Commons for
'™1'*'''

constituencies in Great Britain ; only by so doing they lose

the privileges of peerage (other than mere titles and pre-

cedence) so long as they are members of that body. The
Irish, peerage is not doomed to extinction as well as the
Scottish ; one Irish peerage may ahyays be created when-
ever three have become extinct, and the Irish peerage is

always to be kept up to the number of one hundred, not
counting those who hold peerages of the United Kingdom.

The changes with regard to the lords spiritual intro- Irish an.

duced by the union with Ireland, by the disestablishment English

of the Irish Church, and by the increase in the number '''^'lop*-

of English bishoprics have affected the character of the

House of Lords, but not that of~ the hereditary temporal
peerage. By the Act of Union one Irish archbishop and
four bishops—afterwards only three—were entitled to seats

in rotation, changing, not from parliament to parliament,

but from session to session. This arrangement was probably
practically more convenient ; but it seems contrary to the

nature of a summons, which must surely be a summons for

the whole life of a parliament. Each Irish bishop was thus

an in posSe lord of parliament, like the Scottish and Irish

temporal peers, only with the certainty of a seat some time,

if he lived long enough. By the Act of Disestablishment

in 1869 the Irish bishops lost their seats altogether. And
by two Acts of the present reign the English prelates,

except the holders of the two archiepiscopal sees and those

of London, Durham, and Winchester, have their position

completely changed. The number of bishops has been in-

creased, but not the number of spiritual lords. The bishop

therefore who holds any see but one of those five waits for

his summons to parliament till he reaches it'by seniority.

Till then he too is a lord of parliament in posse.

In our own day too we come, in 1856, to the case of Life-

the Wensleydale peerage, which has been already referred peerages,

to (see May, Constitutional History, i. .291-298). Sir

James Parke was by letters -patent created a peer for life Case of

only, and a summons to parliament was issued to him accord- Lord

ingly. This was a return to the ancient practice of the 14th
^^^^l^

and 1 5th centuries ; but the power does not appear to have

been exercised in later times except in the case of peeresses

(see Nicolas, Historic Peerage, xlvi. ; May, i. 292). One
hardly knows what to make of such creations as those of

Lord Hay in 1606 and Lord Reede in 1644, the accounts

of which in the Historic Peerage .(xWi. 243, 394) seem some-

what contradictory. But, if the creation of Lord Hay was

a real creation of a peer for life, but .without the right to

a seat in parliament, it was so defined by a clause in the

patent itself, which would seem to imply that, without such

a clause, the creation would have given a right to a seat in

parliament. The right of the crown to create life-peers,

though not exercised, was constantly asserted by the best

lawyers, and it is admitted even in the Lords' Beport (ii.

37; see May, i. 294). Yet in 1856 the House of Lord.s

took upon itself, in defiance of the whole history of their

order, to refuse admission to a baron lawfully created, law-

fully summoned, merely because the crown had not bound

itself, in the 19th century any more than in the 13th or

14th, to summon the representatives of the baron so created

for ever and ever. This decision seems to be now accepted

as law; yet it is hard to see how, except when they have

been taken away by Act of Parliament, any powers which

were exercised by Edward I. can be refused to Queen
Victoria. In short, the rights of the crown, the reason and

expediency of the case, were all sacrificed to the supersti-

tion about " ennobling of blood." And Sir T. E. May, re-

cording the resolution with admiration (i. 296), tells us that

" by constitutional usa.ae. having the force of law, the Hoiirf

leydalc.
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of Lords had been for centuries a chamber consisting of
liereditary councillors of the crown," and that " the crown
could not change its constitution by admitting a life-peer
to a seat in parliament." Three pages further on he found
out that the House of Lords contained other members
whose seats were not " hereditary " in the modern sense,
and we can hardly think that he used that word in its

ancient meaning. The crown yielded to the pretensions
of the lords ; Lord Wensleydale received a fresh creation
by a patent extending to his imaginary heirs, and it is to
he presumed that he was thereby " ennobled in blood " to
the satisfaction of those with whom he had to sit. While
the question of life-peerage was left in abeyance, the official

peerages referred to at the beginning of this article were
created by an act of 1876. These are the Lords of Appeal
in Ordinary, paid officers who hold theiroffice, like other
judges, during good behaviour, who are lords of parliament,
with a right to a writ of summons to sit and vote so long as
they hold office, and who rank for life as barons with such
titles as the crown may appoint. In the case therefore of
the resignation or removal from office of a lord of appeal
we should have the non- parliamentary baron revived.
Whether in such a case he would be entitled to be tried in
the king's court in parliament does not appear. Nor does
the .let rule whether the lord so created is a peer, either
while he is a lord of parliament or after he ceases to be
such. The doctrine of " ennobling of blood " would seem
to imply that, as his title is not hereditary, he is not a
peer. It would follow then that a lord of appeal who has
resigned or has been removed, though " entitled to rank as
a baron for life," is a baron who is neither a peer nor a
lord of parliament.

A peerage, by the decisions of 1640 and 1678 {Lords'
Report, ii. 25, 49) cannot be either surrendered to the
crown or alienated to any other person. It can be for-
feited only by attainder or by Act of Parliament. Of this
last process there seems to be only one case, that of George
Neville, duke of Bedford, degraded by parliament in the
reign of Edward IV., as not being wealthy enough to
support his dignity. This of course, like attainder by
Act of Parliament, comes under the general principle that
parliament may do anything. It is further held. (Historic
Peerage, kviii.) that, while an attainder for high treason
extinguishes a peerage of any kind, an attainder for felony
only e.xtinguishes a peerage by writ, but not a peerage by
patert. A peeress in her own right by descent or creation
has all the privileges of a peer, except that of sitting in
parliament, which is suspended while the peerage is held
by a female, but revives when it passes to a male heir.
The wife or widow of a peer, not being a peeress in her own
right, has also the same privileges ; but she loses them if

she marries a commoner. By social usage she keeps her
title, but, if charged with treason or felony, she is tried by
a jury and not by the lords. If a peerage which passes to
heirs-general, like the ancient baronies by writ, is held by
•a man who leaves no son, but more than one daughter, the
peerage goes into abeyance ; that is, it is held by no one
till the abeyance is terminated. If there comes to be
only one person representing the claims of all the sisters,
he can claim the termination of the abeyance as a matter
of right. The crown also can terminate it at any moment in
favour of any of the persons between whom it is in abeyance,
that is, in favour of the representative of any of the sisters!
It is by this transmission through females that the ancient
baronies have mainly lived on, often overshadowed by
higher but more modern titles. Those peers who can
show a direct succession in the male line from 1295 are
few indeed. By female succession also the titles of these
and other ancient baronies have in most cases got parted
from the original surnames of the holders. This seems to
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have led to the practice, which of late has been rather the
rule than the exception, of creating peers with fancy titles,
often very strange ones, sometimes neither their own
surnames nor the name of any place with which they have
anything to do. Yet, by a survival of the ancient notion
of barony, the baron is always created Lord A of B (per-
haps more strictly Lord A, Baron of B), though the place
named is by no means always his own manor. The earl
of course could originally be only the earl of a shire—the
name of the shire and of the shire-town being often used
indifferently. But, as the order of earls became' more
numerous, and as the official character of the earldom was
quite forgotten, men were made earls of places of all
kinds, and in modern times a surname has often been the
title of both earls and marquesses. It is needless to say
that the titles of marquesses, when territorial, have had
no necessary reference to the original meaning of the title,

as keeper of a march. The titles of dukedoms seem always
to have been territorial, unless in the singular ca.se of
" Duchess Dudley " in the reign of Charles I. Dudley
was the lady's surname

; she does not seem to have been
in any sense duchess of the town of Dudley. Clarendon
always talks of " Duke Hamilton "

; but here the surname
is taken from a place. Viscounts take their titles both
from names and places; but the viscount who has a
territorial title is never spoken of as viscount of A, as
the duke is always, and the marquess and the earl in
language which is.at all formal.

Children of peers have a definite precedence and an Position
elaborate system of courtesy titles and epithets which "f

perplexes foreigners and sometimes natives. The eldest
"^J"'^'*''son of a peer ranks immediately after peers of the rank

''°"*'

next below that of his father ; the younger sons rank after
peers of the next degree below that. Thus a duke's eldest
son ranks next after marquesses ; a marquess's eldest son
ranks next after earls, and a duke's younger son next after
eldest sons of marquesses. The precedence of daughters
follo^ys the general principle, the principle implied in the
doctrine of abeyance, that aD daughters rank with the
eldest son. Then again the eldest sons of dukes, mar-
quesses, and earls bear by .courtesy the second title of
their fathers, and the eldest sons of the eldest sons of
dukes and marquesses bear what may be called the grand-
father's third title. All these, though called by a title
of peerage, are, as we have already had need to insist,
legally commoners

; but the eldest sons of peers have been
not uncommonly summoned to the House of Lords by
the title of some barony held by their fathers. Their pre-
cedence is in no way affected by the title which they may
happen to bear. The eldest son of a duke always ranks
next after marquesses, whether his courtesy title, that is
the second title of his father, is marquess or baron. Th"
younger sons of dukes and marquesses bear the courtesy
title of Lord with the Christian and surname, and, on
the principle which regulates the precedence of daughters,
the title of Lady extends to the daughters of earls as
well as to those of dukes and marquesses. The daughter
of a peer married to a commoner keeps her rank ; but, if
she marries a peer, she takes the rank of her husband,
whether that be higher or lower than the rank which
she has by birth. In all these matters the substantial
privileges of the peerage and its mere honorary titles

and precedence are often at curious cross purposes with
one another. All sons of peers are esquires of right. By
courtesy all children of peers who do not bear any higher
title are entitled to the conventional epithet of " honour-
able "

;
" noble " they are not in any, even conventional,

sense. The style formerly was, with perfect correctness,
"Hon. A B, Esq." The "Esq." is now left out; it is

not easy to see why.
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It is curious to compare the peerage of England, and tlie

[lecragcs of Scotland and Ireland formed after its model,

nith the famous body of the twelve peers of France, from

which we cannot doubt that the name p'ires was transferred

to the English assembly of witan, mfi^nntes, or proceres.

The twelve were the archbishop and duke of Rheims, the

bishops and dukes of Langres and Laon, the bishops and

counts of Beauvais, Xoyon, and ClAlons, the dukes of Bur-

gundy, Normandy, and Aquitaine, the counts of Flanders,

Toulouse, and Champagne. The list of the spiritual peers,

a little startling at first, is easily understood when we take

in the circumstances of the French kingdom in the 12th

century. The six prelates are those who held of the king

of the Frencli as king ; the other great churchmen of the

Western Kingdom held either of one of the vassal princes

(as tlie arclibishop of Eouen did of the duke of the Nor-

mans) or of the king as duke, as did among others the

I'ishop of Paris, whom at first sight we might have looked

for on the list. The institution of tliis body is commonly
attributed to the age of Philip Augustus, and indeed to

that king personally ; and it can hardly be doubted that

it liad its origin in the romances of Charlemagne. The
twelve peers are said to have a[>peared at Philip's corona-

tion, and also to have formed the court by wliich John,

duke of tlio Normans and king of the English, was

deprived of the lands that he hehl in fief of the French

crown. But it is certainly hard to see them all in the

character of twelve peers on either occasion, though it is

certain tl-.at some of them were present at Philip's corona-

tion in 1179, and among them the then duke of the Nor-

mans and husband of the duchess of Aquitaine, Henry
king of the English.^ Nor does the e.xact name of ;)«rfs

Kcem to be given by any contemporary writer to the body

by which John is said to have been condemned, though it

is so used in the Jiext century (see Prxclara Francoriim

'xicinora, ap. Duchesne, Rer. Franc. Script., v. 764). But

tliat there was an acknowledged body of peers of France in

the 13th century is shown, if by nothing else, by the speech
of Peter bishop of Winchester quoted above. Gradually all

the temporal peerages became united with the crown, savo

only Flanders, which was released from vassalage when the

emperor Charles V, was its count. It therefore became need-

ful on ceremonial occasions that, while the spiritual peers

appeared in person, the temporal peers should be repre-

sented by persons who were created peers for the occasion.

The later peerage of France, those dukes, counts, and barons Hie Liter

who were distinguished as peers, dates from the lith cen- French

tury. The' duchies so distinguished were at first confined r'^rage.

to the royal family, and in some sort represented the

ancient peerage ; but the title of tlide and peer was after-

wards extended to others, among them in 1674 to at least

one prelate, that of Paris, then become an archbishopric.

The counties and baronies distinguished as peerages were
but few, and most of them were reunited to the crown

;

they are therefore much less known than the duchies. In
the more modern use of the word, the Chamber of Peers Tlic

dates from the charter of Louis XVIII. in 1814. It was.a Chambi'i

body of hereditary members created by the crown after the"' P'"*

I

model of the temporal peerage of England. After the revolu-

tion of li:^30 this was changed into a Chamber of Peers fc-

life, which "ceased to exist" at the revolution of 1848.

The fullest account of tlie oiigin and fjrowtli of the English peer

;
age will be found in the five volumes of the Reports of the Lords
Commificcs loitchhuj the Digiiitij of a Par of the Hr.ili.t (1820-1829).

' Tlie mass of information broui;lit together is u ondeiful, and, though
1 the prejudices of the order sometimes peep through, the general

I
treatment of the subject is on the whole fair and highly creditable,

especially when wo icmenibcr that the inquiry was begun before

any light had been thrown on the subject by modern research.

Besides this, the works of Scldcn, Hallani, Kicolas, and Stubbs
have been, as will liave been rcjnaiked, constantly referred to

throughout the article. But it is sometimes curious to compare
the point of view of a professional antiquary like Sir Harris Nicolas

with that of the two great constitutional historians. (E. A. F.)

PEG.A.SUS, a famous horse of Greek fable, .was said to

have sprung from the trunk of the Gorgon Medusa when

her head ^vas cut off by Perseus. Bellerophon caught him

as he drank of the spring Peirene on the Acrocorinthus at

Corinth, or (according to another version) received him

tamed and bridled at the hands of Athene. Mounted on

I'esasus, Bellerophon slew the Chimasra and overcame the

Soiymi and the Amazons, but when he tried to fly to

heaven on his back the horse threw him and continued

Ills heavenward course. Arrived in heaven, Pegasus served

Zeus, fetching for him his thunder and lightning. Hence

some have thought that Pegasus is a symbol of the thunder-

cloud. In later legend he is the horse of Eos, the Morning.

Pindar and later poets represent him as winged. The

name is from iri/yd?, "compact," "stout." The erroneous

ileiivation from -^r/'h "a spring of water," may have given

liirth to the legends which coiuiect Pegasus with water, as

that his father was Poseidon, that he was born at the

springs of Ocean (like the fabulous Indian horse Ucc'aihs-

ravas, prototype of. horses, produced at the churning of

Ocean), and that he had the power of making springs gush

from the ground by a blow of his hoof. This was said to

have been the origin of Hippocrene (Horse-spring), the

fountain of the Muses ou Mount Helicon, as well as of

another spring of the same name at Troezen. But there

are facts that speak for an indejiendent mythological con-

nexion between horses and water, e.f/., the sacredness of

the horse to Poseidon, the epithets Hippies and Equester

' See Rigordu-?, De O'estis Phitipjii A ufjusti, ap. Duchesne, Hist.

Fmnc. Scrifl., v.; Will. .\rra., ib. 101 ; Ben. Petrib. 242, ed. Stubbs ;

Matthew Paris, ii. 653, ed. Luard ; cf. Sismondi, Jlistoire des Fran-

^U. i., 363, 489-492

applied to Poseidon and Neptune, the Greek fable of the

origin of the first horse (produced by Poseidon striking

the ground with his trident), and the custom in Argolis of

sacrificing horses to Poseidon by drowning them in a well.

(The Illyrians similarly sacrificed horses by drowning.)

From his connexion with Hippocrene Pegasus has como
to be regarded as the horse of the Muses and hence as

a symbol of poetry. But this is a modern attribute of

Pegasus, not known to the ancients, and dating only from

the Orlando Innamorato of the Italian poet Boiardo.

PEGU, a division of British Burmah, comprising the

districts of Kangoon, Hanthawaddy, Tharawadi, and Prome,

has an area of 9159 square miles, with a population (in

1881) of 1,162,393. The province of Pegu was annexed

by the British after the second' Burmese war in 1852-53.

Pegu, an ancient town in the Rangoon district of

British Burmab, is situated on the Pegu river, 20 miles

west of the Tsit-toung, in 17° 20' N. lat. and 96° 30'

E. long. It was founded in 573 a.i>., and w-as for a

long time the capital of the Talaing kingdom, overthrown

by Aloung-bhura in the middle of the ISth century.

Earfjf European travellers describe the city as of great

size, strength, and magnificenoe. Modern Pegu lies close

to the river-side, and had a population in 1881 of 5891.

PEHLEYI. See PahlavI.

PEIRCE, Benjamin (1809-1880), mathematician and

astronomer, was born at Salem, Massachusetts, 4th April

1809. Graduating at Harvard College in 1829, he be-

came mathematical tutor there in 1831 and professor in

1833. He had already assisted Bowditch in his transla-

tion of the Mecanique Cclxte, and now produced a series

of mathematical text-books characterized by the brevity

I
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During the periods above taentioned the extent and
boundaries of the city varied considerably. Under the

Kin dynasty the walls extended to the south-west of the

Tatar portion of the present city, and the foundations of

the northern ramparts of the Khan-balik of Kublai Khan
are still to be traced at a distance of about 2 miles in a

northerly dii-ection beyond the existing walls. The modern
city consists of two parts, the niii ch'ing, or inner city,

commonly known to foreigners as the " Tatar city," and
the wai ch'ing, or outer city, known in the same way as

the " Chinese city." These names are somewhat mislead-

ing, as the inner city is not enclosed within the outer city,

but adjoins its northern wall, which, being longer than the

nui ch'ing is wide, outflanks it considerably at both ends,

as may be seen in the accompanying plan. The outer

walls x>i the double city contain an area of about 25
square miles, and measure 30 mDes in circumference.

Unlike the walls of most Chinese cities, those of Peking
are kept in perfect order. Those of the Tatar portion,

which b the oldest part of the city, are 50 feet high,

with a width of 60 feet at the base and 40 feet at

the top, while those of the Chinese city, which were
built by the emperor Kea-tsing in 1543, measure 30
feet in height, and have a width of 25 feet at the base

and 15 feet at the top. The terre-plein is well and
smoothly paved, and is defended by a crenellated parapet.

The outer faces of the walls are strengthened by square

buttresses built out at intervals of _ 60 yards, aud on

and terseness which marks all his work and made his

teaching unattractive to inapt pupils. To young men of

real talent, on the contrary, his teaching and warm personal

interest in their work were of the greatest ad%-antage, and

he holds a most honourable place in the development of

American mathematics. After Bowditch's death in 1S3S
Pcirce stood at the head Of American mathematicians ; but

the first work that gave him a wder fame was his com-

putation of the general perturbations of Uranus and Nep-
tune (Proc. Amer. Acad., 184S). lu 1849 he became con-

sulting astronomer to the iVmerican Nautical Almanac,
and for this work he prepared new tables of the moon
(1852). Another piece of important astronomical work
was his discussion of the equilibrium of Saturn's ring, in

which he showed that a fluid ring was necessarily imstable

as well as a solid one. From 1867 to 1874 he was super-

iuiendent of the coast survey; in 1S57 he published his

largest and most characteristic work, the System of Ana-
lytical Mechanic He himself, however, seems to have
thought most of his Liiteat Associative Algebra (lithogmphed

privately in a few copies, 1870 ; reprinted in the American
Joum. of Math., 1882). His death took plac* at Cam-
bridge, United States, on 6th October 1880.

PEKIXG or Pekix, the capital of the Chinese empire,

U situated in 30° 54' 36" N. lat. and 116° 27' E. long.,

and stands on the northern extremity of the great al-

luvial delta which extends southwards from its walls for

700 miles. For the last nine centuries Peking, under vari-

ous names and under the dominion of successive dynasties,

has, with some short intervals, remained an
imperial city. Its situation near the north-

ern frontier recommended it to the Tatar

invaders as a convenient centre for their

jxjwer, and its peculiarly fortunate position

as regards the supernatural terrestrial influ-

ences pertaining to it has inclined succeeding

Chinese mouarchs to accept it as the seat of

their courts. In 986 it was taken by an in-

vading force of KJbitan Tatars, who adopted
it as their headquarters and named it Nan-
king, or the "southern capital." During the

early part of the 12th century the Chinese
recaptured it and reduced it from the rank
of a metropolis to that of a provincial city

of the first grade, and called it Yen-shan Foo.

In 1151 it fell into the hands of the Kin
Tatars, who made it a royal residence imder
the name of Chung-tu, or " central capital."

Less than a century later it became the prize

of Jenghiz Khan, who, having his main in-

terests centred on the Mongolian steppes,

declined to move his court southwards. To
his great successor Kublai Khan ( 1 280-1 294),
however, the establishment of a capital within
the frontiers of China became a necessity, and,

following the example set him by preceding
sovereigns, he made choice of Yenking, as he
rechristened tht city. With his usual magni-
ficence, he rebuilt the town, which became
known in Chinese as Ta-tu, or "great capi-

tal," and in Mongolian as Khanbalik, or "city
of the khan." During the reign of the first

emperor of the dynasty (1368-1399)' which V
succeeded that founded by Jenghiz Khan the |-

ijourt resided at the modem Nanking, but in |]

the ej*es of the succeeding sovereign Yung-
lo (1403-1425) the political advantages of

a -Dorthem residence appeared so obvious Han of Peking. (Scale, one mile and a half to an inch.)

Jtbat he transferred his court to Peking {i.e., the northern I the summits of these stand, the guard-houses for the
cd.pital), which has ever since been the seat of government. I troops on duty. Each of the sixteen gates of the city
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IS protected ty a semicircular enceinte, and is surmounted
with a high tower built in galleries and provided with

:ountless loopholes.

The population of Peking is reckoned to be about

1,000,000, a number which is out of all proportion to the

immense area enclosed within its walls. This disparity is

lartly accounted for by the facts that large spaces, notably

in the Chinese city, are not built over, and that the grounds

surrounding the imperial palace, private residences, and
temples are very extensive. Viewed from the walls

Peking looks like a city of gardens. Few crowded neigh-

bourhoods are visible, and the characteristic features of

the scene, which meets the eye are the upturned roofs

of temples, palaces, and mansions, gay with blue, green,

and yellow glazed tiles, glittering among the groves of

trees n'ith which the city abounds. Enclosed within the

Tatar city is the Hwang ch'ing, or "Imperial city," which
in its turn encloses the Tsze-hin ch'ing, or " Purple For-

bidden city," in which stands the emperor's palace. On
the north of the Tsze-kin ch'ing, and separated from it by
a moat, is an artificial mound known as the King shan, or
" Prospect Hill." . This mound, which forms a prominent
object in tlie view over the city, is about 150 feet high,

and is topped ^vith five summits, on each of which stands

a temple. It is encircled by a wall measuring upwards of

a mile in circumference, and is prettily planted with trees,

on one of which the last emperor of the Ming dynasty

(J6,44), finding escape from the Manchu invaders impos-

sible, hanged himself. On the west of Prospect HiU is

the Se yuen, or " Western Park," which forms part of the

palace grounds. This park is tastefully laid out, and is

traversed by a lake, which is mainly noticeable from the

remarkably handsome marble bridge which crosses it from
east to west. Directly northwards from Prospect Hill

stand the residence of the Titu, or "governor of the city,"

and the Bell and the Drum Towers, both of which have
attained celebrity from the nature of their contents,—the

first from the huge bell which hangs in it, and the second
from the appliances it contains for marking the time. The
bell is one of five which the emperor Yung-lo ordered to

be cast. In common with the others, it weighs 120,000 B),

is 14 feet high, 34 feet in circumference at the rim, and
is 9 inches thick. It is struck by a wooden beam swung
on the outside, and only at the changes of the night-

watches, when its deep tone may be heard in all parts of

the city. In the Drum Tower incense- sticks, specially

prepared by the Astronomical Board, are kept burning to

mark the passage of time, in which important duty their

accuracy is checked by a clepsydra. Another of Yung-lo's
Dells is hung in a Buddhist temple outside the north-west
ingle of the city wall, and is covered both on the inside

and outside with the Chinese texts of the Lankavatara
Sutra, and the Saddharma pundai-ika Silt7-a.

Tm-ning south-wards we again come to the Purple For-
bidden' city, the central portion of which forms the
imperial palace, where, in' halls which for the magnificence
of their proportions and barbaric splendour are probably
not to be surpassed anywhere, the Son of Heaven holds
Ills court, gives audience to ambassadors from tributary
states, and *ceives the congratulations of his ministers

it the annual seasons of rejoicing. In the eastern and
western portions of this city are situated the residences of

thp highest dignitaries of the empire ; while beyond its

confines on the south stand the offices of the six official

boards which direct the affairs of the eighteen provinces.

It was in the "yamun" of one of these boards—the
Le Pu or board of rites— that Lord Elgin signed the
Ireaty at the conclusion of the war in ISGO,—an event
which derives esi)ecial interest from the fact of its having
Jjeen tlie first occasion on which a Eurouean pleniijoten-

tiary ever entered Peking accompanied by all the pomp
and circumstance of his rank.

Outside the Purple Forbidden city the most noteworthy
building is the Temple of Heaven, which stands in the

outer or Chinese city. Here at early morn on the 22d of

December the emperor ofi'ers sacrifice on an open altar to

Shang-ti, and at periods of drought or famine presents

prayers for relief to the same supreme deity. The altar

at which these solemn rites are performed " consists of a

triple circular marble terrace, 210 feet wide at the base,

150 in the middle, and 90 at the top." The uppermost
surface is paved with blocks of the same material forming
nine concentric circles, the innermost consisting of nine

blocks, and that on the outside of eighty-one blocks. On
the central stone, which is a perfect circle, the emperor
kneels, "surrounded first by the circles of the terraces

and their enclosing walls, and then by the circle of the

horizon." In the same temple stands the altar of prayer

for good harvests, which is surmounted by a triple-roofed

circular structure 99 feet in height. The tiles of these

roofs are of glazed porcelain of the most exquisite deep-

blue colour, and add a conspicuous element of splendow
to the shrine, which even without their aid would inspire

admiration by the grace of the design and the rare beauty

of the materials CTtiployed in its construction.

The other powers of nature have shrines dedicated to

them at the altar to Earth on the north of the city, the

altars to the Sun and Moon outside the iiortli-eastern and
north-western angles respectively of the Chinese city, and
the altar of Agriculture inside the south gate of the

Chinese city. Next to these in religious importance comes
the Confucian temple, known as the Kivo-is-e-heen. Here
there is no splendour ; everything is quite plain ; and one

hall contains all that is sacred in the building. There the

tablets of " the soul of the most holy ancestral teacher,

Confucius," and of his ten principal disciples stand as

objects of worship for their countless followers. In one

courtyard of this temple are deposited the celebrated ten

stone drums which bear poetical inscriptions commemor-
ative of the hunting expeditions of King Suen (827-781
B.C.), in whose reign they are believed, though erroneously,

to have been cut ; and in another stands a series of stone

tablets on which are inscribed the names of all those who
have obtained the highest literary degree of Tsin-sze for

the last five centuries.

In the south-eastern portion of the Tatar city is the

observatory, which was built by order of Kublai Khan in

1 296.- During the period of the Jesuit ascendency in the

reign of K'ang-he (1661-1721), the superintendence of this

institution was confided to Roman Catholic missionaries,

under whose guidance the bronze instruments now existing

Avere constructed. Unlike the thoroughfares in the cities

of central and southern China, the streets of Peking are

wide and open, but, being unpaved and the soil being light

and alluvial, they easily become almost impassable from

mud in wet weather and ankle-deep in dust in dry weather.

The inhabitants of Peking being consumers only, and in

no way producers, the trade of the city is very small, and

the article of the European treaties which prohibits foreign

merchants from trading within the walls is, therefore, to

be regretted only as an instance of the naiTow-mindedness

of the Chinese Government.

E. Bretsclmeider, Arclixolorikal and JJistorkal Researches on,

Peking and its Environs (1S76) ; S. Wells Williams, The Middle
Kingdom (188-1); EUkins, Peking (1870). (R. K. D.)

PELAGIA, St. An Antiochene saint of this name, a

virgin of fifteen years, who chose death by a leap from the

housetop rather than dishonour, is mentioned by Ambrose
(De Virg., in. 7, 33 sq., Ep. xxxvii. ad Simpl.), and is the

subject of two sermons by Chrysostom. More famous is
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the story of another Pelagia of Antioch, a famous ballet-

gir! of the town, who, in the full flower of her beauty and
guilty sovereignty over the youth of the city, was suddenly

converted by the influence of the holy bishop Nonnus,
whom she had seen and heard for a moment as he preached

in front of a church which she happened to pass vriih her

gay train of attendants and admirers. She sought ?ut

Konnus, and her tears of genuine penitence overcame his

canonical scruples ; she was baptized, and, disguising her-

self in male attire and in the dress of a penitent, she retired

to the grotto on the Mount of Olives which still bears her

name, and there died after three years of strict penance.

This story, Which seems to combine with the name of the

older Pelagia some traits from an actual history referred to

by Chrj-sostom (Horn. Ixvii. tn Mat. § 3), is preserved in a

narrative bearing the fictitious name of John, a deacon of

the equally fictitious Nonnus, which by internal evidence

is assigned by Usener to the second quarter of the 5th

century. Usener, however, has shown that the very

popular legend has a much older basis, and that, in common
with a number of other female saints, including Marina or

iLiKGARiT.i (q.v.), and Pelagia of Tarsus, whose story is

closely akin to the Marina legend, Pelagia is only a
Christianized travesty of an old local form of Aphrodite.

The name of Marina or Pelagia is an epithet of Aplirodite

;

the parallel figure of Anthusa in Seleucia of Cilicia bears

a name to be explained by the Anthera of Cnossus ; the

corresponding saint at Tyre is Porphyria, corresponding to

Venus Purpurissa. The contradictory attributes of a pure
virgin and a penitent are explicable in legends proper to

the Syrian coast, where Astarte-Aphrodite had corre-

spondingly opposite forms and character ; the masculine

garb of the converted Pelagia is to be explained from the

hermaphrodite Aphroditus -Aphrodite of western Asia, the

Cyprian Amathusia.

See Usener, Legeiuint dcr Kciligcn Pelagia, Bonn, 1879, and
Gildemeister's edition of the Syriac version of the legend of Pelagia
of Antioch, Bonn Univ. Progr. of 22d March 1879.

PELA.GIUS. Of the origin of Pelagius almost nothing

is known. The name is supposed to be a Grsecized form

of the Cymric Morgan (muir, sea
;
ym, begotten). His

contemporaries understood that he was of British birth,

and gave him the distinctive appellation Brito. He was
a large ponderous person, heavy both in body and mind,

if v^e are to believe Jerome ("stolidissimus et Scotorum
pultibus prcegravatus"). Bom during the second half of

the 4th century, he was influenced by the monastic enthu-

siasm which had teen kindled in Gaul by Athanasius (336),
and which, through the energy of Martin of Tours (361),
rapidly communicated itself to the Britons and Scots. For,

though Pelagius remained a layman throughout his life,

and though he never appears in any strict connexion with

a coenobitical fraternity, he yet adhered to jnona.stic disci-

pline (" veluti monachus "), and distinguished himself by
his purity of life and exceptional sanctity ("egregie Chris-

tianus "). He seems to have been one of the earliest, if

not the very earliest, of that remarkable series of men who
issued from the monasteries of Scotland and Ireland and
carried back to the Continent in a purified form the religion

they had received from it. Coming to Rome in the be-

ginning of the 5th century (his earliest known writing is of

date 405), he found a scandalously low tone of morality

prevalent. From his extant Commentaries on the Epistles

of St Paul it may be gathered that men were encouraged
to rely on a profession of the Christian creed, and on the

magical efificacy of the sacraments, while they entirely

neglected to cultivate a Christian character. This state of

Aiags Pelagius denounced. But his remonstrances were
met by the plea of human weakness ("durum est, arduum
^st, nta possumus, hon;ines sumus, fragili carne circum-

dati '). To remove this plea by exhibiting the actual powers

of human nature became his first object. It seemed to him
that the Augustinian doctrine of total depravity and of

the consequent bondage of the will both cut the sinew of

all human effort and threw upon God the blame which

really belonged to man. Unless mJfti had the power to do

God's will, it was vain for Him to declare it. And, if men
believed they )\'ere incapable of virtue, they would make
no effort to reach it. His favourite maxim was, " If I

ought, . I can." Accordingly, he expressed unmeasured
disapproval when he heiard a bishop at Rome quoting with

approbation the characteristic words of Augustine :
" Give

what Thou coramandest, and command what Thou wilt."

The views of Pelagius did not originate in a conscious

reaction against the influence of the Augiistinian theology,

although each of these systems was developed into its

ultimate form by the opposition of the other. Neither

must too much weight be allowed to the circumstance that

Pelagius was a monk, for he was unquestionably aUve to

the delusive character of much that passed for monkish
sanctity. Yet possibly his monastic training may have
led him to look more at conduct than at character, and to

believe that holiness could be arrived at by rigour of dis-

cipline. This view of things suited his natural tempera-

ment, which was essentially matter-of-fact and somewhat
shallow. Judging from the general stylo of his writings-,

his religious development had been equable and peaceful,

not iftarked by the prolonged mental conflict, the spiritual

turmoil, the hand-to-hand wrestling with God, the abrupt

transitions, which characterized the experience of his great

opponent.- With no great depth of mind, he saw very

clearly the thing before him, and many of his practical

counsels are marked by sagacity, and are expressed with

the succinctness of a proverb ("corpus non frangendum,

sed regendum est "). His interests ws-re primarily ethical

;

hence his insistence on the freedom of the will and his

limitation of the action of divine grace.

The peculiar tenets of Pelagius, though indicated in the

commentaries which he published at Rome previous to

409, might not so speedily have attracted attention had
they not been adopted.by Coelestius, a much younger and
bolder man than his teacher. Coeles-ius had been trained

as a lawyer, but abandoned his profiission for an ascetic

life. When Rome was sacked by the Goths (410) the two
friends crossed to Africa. There Pelagius once or twice

met with Augustine, but very shortly sailed for Palestine,

where he justly expected his opinions would be more
cordially received. Coelestius remained in Carthage with

the view of receiving ordination. But Aurelius, bishop of

Carthage, being warned against him, summoned a synod,

at which Paulinus, a deacon of Milan, charged Coelestius

with 'holding the following six errors:—(1) that Adam
would have died even if he had not sinned

; (2) that the

sin of Adam injured himself alone, not the human xace

;

(3) that new-born children are in the same condition in

which Adam was before the fall
; (4) that the whole

human race does not die because of Adam's death or sin,

nor will the race rise again because of the resurrection of

Christ
; (5) that the law gives entrance to heaven as

well as the gospel
; (6) that even before the coming of

Christ there were men who were entirely without sin.

To these propositions a 7th is sometimes added, "that

infants, though unbaptized, have eternal life," a corollary

from the third. Coelestius did not deny that he held these

opinions, but he maintained that they were open questions,

on which the church had never pronounced. The sjTiod,

notwithstanding, condemned and- excommunicated him.

Coelestius, after a futile appeal to Rome, repaired to

Ephesus, and there received ordination.

In Palestine Pelagius lived unmolested and reveroH.
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until in 415 Orosius, a Spanish priest, came from August-

ine to warn Jerome against him. The result was that in

June of that year Pelagius was cited before John, bishop

of Jerusalem, and charged with holding- that man may be

without sin, if only he desires it. This prosecution broke

down, and in December of the same year Pelagius was

summoned before a synod of fourteen bishops at Diospolis

(Lydda). The prosecutors on this occasion were two

Gallican bishops, Heros of Aries and Lazarus of Aix, but

on account of the illness of one of them neither could

appear. The proceedings, being conducted in various lan-

guages and by means of interpreters, lacked certainty, and

justified Jerome's application to the synod of the epithet

" miserable." But there is no do.ubt that Pelagius repu-

diated the assertion of Coalestius, that " the divine grace

and help is not granted to individual acts, but consists in

free will, and in the giving of the law and instruction."

At the same time he affirmed that a man is able, if he likes,

to live without sin and keep the commandments of God,

inasmuch as God gives him this ability. The synod was

satisfied with these statements, and pronounced Pelagius

to be in agreement with Catholic teaching. Pelagius natur-

ally plumed himself on his acquittal, and provoked August-

ine, to give a detailed account of the synod, in which he

shows that the language used by Pelagius was ambiguous,

but that, being interpreted by his previous written state-

ments, it involved a denial of what the chnrch understood

by grace and by n.m's dependence on it. The North-

African church as a whole resented the decisions of Dios-

polis, and sent up from their synods of Carthago and
Mileve (416) an appeal to Innocent, bishon of Rome, who
decided the question in favour of the African synods on
" the broad, popular, and unanswerable ground that all

Christian devotion implies the assistance of divine grace,

that it is admitted in every response of the service, in

every act of worship." And, though his successor Zosimus

wavered for a time, influenced partly by his Greek training,

which led him to consider the points in dispute as idle,

and partly by the Confession of Faith which Pelagius had

addressed to the see of Rome, he at length fell in with what

he saw to be the general mind of both the ecclesiastical

and the civil powers. For, simultaneously with the largely

attended African synod which finally condemned Pelagian-

ism in the West, an imperial edict was issued at Ravenna
on 30th April 418, peremptorily determining the theological

question and enacting that not only Pelagius and Ccelestius

but all who accept their opinions shall suffer confiscation

of goods and irrevocable banishment. Thus prompted,

Zosimus drew up a circular inviting all the bishops of

Christendom to subscribe a condemnation of Pelagian

opinions. To this document signature was refused by
nineteen Italian bishops, among whom was Julian of Ec-

lanum (Apulia), a man of good birth, approved sanctity,

and great capacity, who now became the recognized leader

of the movement. But not even his acuteness and zeal

could redeem a cause which was rendered hopeless when
the Eastern Church (Ephesus, 431) confirmed the decision

of the West.

Pelagianism.

The system of Pelagius is a consistent whole, each part involving

the existence of every otlier. Starting from the idea that " ability

limits obligation," and resolved that men should feel their responsi-

bility, ho insisted thai man is able to do all that God commands,
and that there is, and can be, no sin where the will is not absolutely

free,^able to choose good or evil. The favourite Pelagian formula,

"Si necessitatis est, peccatum non est ; si voluntatis, vitari potest,"

has nn appearance of finality which imposed on superfichal minds.

The theory of the will itivolved in this fundamental axiom of

Pela,c;iani^ra is that which is commonly known as the "liberty of

indilfcrence," or "power ofcontrary choice,"—a theory which affirms

the fiendorii uf the will, not in the sense that the individual is self-

determined, but in the sense that in each volition and at each

moment of life, no matter what the previous career of the indi-

vidual has been, the will is in equipoise, able to choose good or

evil. We are b<yn characterless (non pleni), and with no bias

towards good or evil (ut sine virtute, ita et sine vitio). It follows

that we are uninjured by the sin of Adam, save in so far £ts the
evil example of our predecessors misleads and influences us (non
propagine sed exemplo). There is, in fact, no such thing as
original sin, sin being a thing of will and not of nature ; for if it

could be of nature oui' sin would be chargeable on God the creator.

This will, capable of good as of evil, being the natural cudowment
of man, is found in the heathen as well as in Uie Christian, and
the heathen may therefore perfectly keep such law as they know.
But, if all men have this natural ability to do and to be all that
is required for perfect righteousness, what becomes of grace, of the
aid of the Holy Spirit, and, in a word, of Christianity ? Pelagius
vacillates considerably in his use of the'word "grace." Sometimes
he makes it equivalent to natural endowment Indeed one of his

most careful statements is to this eflect ;
" We distinguish three

things— the ability, the will, the act (posse, velle, esse). The
ability is in nature, and must bo referred to God, who has bestowed
this on His creature ; the other two, the will and the act, must be
referred to man, because they flow from the fountain of free will

"

(Aug., Dc Gr. Christi, c. 4). But at other times he admits a

much wider range to grace, so as to make Augustine doubt whether
his meaning is not, after all, orthodox. Bat, when he speaks of

grace "sanctifying," " assisting," and so forth, it is only that man
may " more easily " accomplish what he could with more difficulty

accomplish without grace. A decisive passage occurs in the letter he
sent to the see of Rome along with his Con/cssio Fidci :

" We main-
tain that'^ree will exists generally in all mankind, in Christians,

Jews, and Gentiles ; they have all equally received it by nature,

but iu Christians only is it assisted by grace. In others this good
of their original creation is naked and unarmed. They shall be

judged and condemned because, though possessed of free will, by
which they might come to the faith and merit the,gi'ace of God,
they make an ill use of their freedom ; while Christians shall bo

rewarded because, by using their free will aright, they merit the

grace of the Lord and keep His commandments" {ib., c. 33, 34).

Pelagius allowed to grace everything but the initial determining
movement towards salvation. He ascribed to the unassisted

human will power to accept and use the proffered salvation of

Christ. It was at this point his departure from the Catholic

creed could be made apparent : Pelagius maintains, expressly

and by implication, that it is the human will which takes the

initiative, and is the determining factor in the salvation of tin-

individual ; while the church maintains that it is the divine will

that takes the initiative by renewing and enabling the human will

to accejit and use the aid or gi'ace offered.

Scmq}cla(jinn ism.

It was easy for Augustine to show that this was an "impia
opinio "

; it was easy for him to expose the defective character of a

theory of the will wliich implied that God was not holy because He
is necessarily holy ; it was easy for him to show that the positions

of Pelagius were anti-Scriptural (see Al'GUSTIXe) ; but, though his

arguments prevailed, they did not wholly convince, and the rise of

Semipelagiauism—an attempt to hold a middle course between the

harshness of Augustinianism and the obvious errors of Pelagianism

—is full of significance. This earnest and conciliatory movement
discovered itself simultaneously in North Africa and in southern

Gaul. In the former church, which naturally desired to adhere to

the views of its own great theologian, the monks of Adrumctum
found themselves cither sunk to the verge of despair or provoked
to licentiousness by his predestinarian teaching. When this was
reported to Augustine he wrote two elaborate treatises to show that

when God ordains the end He also ordains the meajis, and if any
man is ordained to life eternal he is thereby ordained *o holiness

and zealous effort. But meanwhile some of tlie monks themselves

had struck out a via mulia which ascribed to God sovereign gi-ace

and yet left intact man's resnousibility. A similar schcnio was
adopted by Cassian of JIarseilles (hence Semipelagians are often

spoken of as Massilians), and was afterwards ably advocated by
Vincent of Lerins and Faustus of Khegiuiii. These writers, in

oiqiosition to Pelagius, maintained that man was damaged by the

fall, and seemed ifideed disposed to purchase a certificate of ortho-

doxy by the abusive epithets they heaped upon Pelagians (ramv,

musAe moritura;, &e.). The differentia of Semipelagianisni is the

tenet that hi regeneration, and all that results from it, the divine

and the human will are co-operating (synergistic) cocllicient factors.

After finding considerable acceptance, this theory was ultimately

condenmeil, because it retained the root-principle of Pelagianism,

—

that man has some ability to will goqd and that the beginning of

salvation may be with ni.aU. The councils of Orange and Valence

(529), however, which condemned Semipelagiauism, did so with

the significant restriction that predestination to evil was not to

be taught,— a restriction so agreeable to the general feeling frif the

church that, three centiuics after, Gotlachalk was sentenced to bo
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degraded from the priestnood, sJonrged, and imprisoned for teaching

reprobation. The questions raised by Pelagius continually recur,

but, without tracing the strife as sustained by Thomista and

J&nsenists on the one side and^the Jesuits and Arminians on the

other, this article can "only indicate the general bearing of the con-

troversy on society and the church. m

The anthropology of Pelagius was essentially naturalistic. It

threatened to supersede grace by nature, to deny all immediate

divine influence, and so to make Chiistianity practically useless.

Pelagius himself did not carry his rationalism through .to its

issues ; but the logical consequence of his system was, as Augustine

perceived, the denial of the atonement and other central truths of

revealed religion. And, while the Pelagians never existed as a sect

separate from the chuich catholic, yet wherever rationalism has

infected any part of the church there Pelagianism has sooner or

later appeared ; and the term " Pelagian " has been continued to

denote views which minimize the eifects of the fall and unduly
magnify man's natural ability. These views and tendencies have

appeared in theologies which ar« not in other respects rationalistic,

as, c.«L, in Arminianism ; and theii" presence in such theologies is

explained by the desire to remove everything which might seem to

discourage human effort.
"*

It is not easy to determine how far the vices which ate so deeply

into the life of the church of the Middle Ages were due to the

sharpness with which some of the severer features of the Augustin-

ian theology were deSned during the Pelagian controversy. The
pernicious oelief in the magical efficacy of the sacraments and the

consequent defective ethical power of religion, the superstitious

eagerness to accept the church s creed without examining or really

believing it, the falsity and cruelty engendered and propagated

by the idea that in the church's cause all weapons were justifiable,

these vices were undoubtedly due to the belief that the visible

church was the sole diWnely-appointed repository of grace. And
the sharply-accentuated tone in which Augustlnianism affirmed

man's inability quickened the craving for that grace or direct

agency of God upon the soul which the church declared to be need-

ful aud administered through her divinely-appointed persons and
sacraments, and thus brought a decided impulse to the development
of the sacei-dotal system.

Again, although it may fairly be doubted whether, as Baur sup-

poses, Augustine was permanently tainted with the Manichxan
fiction of the inherent evil of matter, it can scarcely be questioned

that his views on marriage as elicited by the Pelagian contro-

versy gave a considerable impulse to the already prevalent idea of

the superiority "of virginity. When the Pelagians declared that

Augustine's theory of original sin disci"edited marriage by the impli-

cation that even the diildren of the regenerate were bom. in sin, he
could only reply {Dc Xujjtiis ct Concupisccnlia) that marriage now
«annot partake of the spotless pimty of the marriage of unfallen

man, and that, though what is evil in concupiscence is made a

good use of in marriage, it is still a thing to be ashamed of,—not

only with the shame of natural motlesty (which he doM not take

into account) but nith the shame of guilt So that, even although
Ire is careful to poiut out the advantages of marriage, an indelible

stigma is still left even on the lawful procreation of children.

The remark of ililinan, that "all established religions subside

into Pelagianism, or at least semi-Pelagianism," is unexpected, but
the converse remark, tliat **i:o Pelagian ever has or ever will work
a religious i-evolution, " may be easily substantiated. It has indeed
become a commonplace of historical science that in order to do or

to eudure great things men must believe in one form or other of

predestination. They must feel confident that they are made use

of by God to accomplish things that to Him seem worthy, and
that until these be accomplished no earthly power can defeat or

barm them. They must feel that their will is embraced in the
livine and empowered by it. And it is the consciousness of their

Dwn impotence tliat leads men to yield themselves as instruments
of the divine power. Pelagianism is the creed of quiet times and
fioramonplace people ; Augustinianisni is the inevitable faith of

periods that are dangerous aud eventful, iud in which men must
exhibit some heroism.

Of tlie writings cf Pelagius there have been preserve*! to ns In the works of
Jerome (jtli vol. of Mai-tiaiiay's ecK, and 11th vol. of Vallarsi's ed.):^l) Com-
wuntani in KpiitoUis PauH : (2) Eptstntn ail Deittetrinthm (also published sepa-
rately by Semler, Halle, 1775); (3) Itbcli'is Fidei. But iu Augustine's various
irntings a.z:iiiiat Pelagiauisiii (in the 10th vol.. Bene;!, ed.) many passages are
citad froni the writings of Pelagius ; and in tlie appendix of the same volume a
i-aluable collection of documents connected with the controversy will be found.
In the ordinary histories of llie church other authorities are mentioned, and
reference iieed here be made only to Wiggei-s. Versiich. . . '. ties Aiigiiilhusmns
null Pet'Kj. (Hamburg. 1833; translate<l by Eiiiei-son, .\iKlover, 1840): Woiter,
Dtr PelagiaKi=«ntu(iti ed., Freibupg, 1S74) ; Gaizot, Histoireilcla CiviUsi'iion c«
i'roKce, 5Iei;.>ii)-, Mozley, Ai'Qi'stiaiaii D'<trinenfPi-etUsCntaUoiiQjomXon, 1S55);
and Cunniiighaiii, Ht^trtricul TiKoh'jy (E^lin., 1S'J3). (II. D.)

PEL.^GIUS I., pope from 555 to 560, was a Eoman by
birth, and first appears in history at Constantinople in the

rank of ^eacon, and as apocrisiarius of Pope Silverius,

whose overthrow in favour of Yigilius Jiis intrig"afi pro-

18—18*

moted. Vigiliua continued him in his diplotoatic appoint-

ment, and he was sent by the emperor Justinian in 542
to Antioch on ecclesiastical business ; he afterwards took

part in the synod at Gaza which deposed Paul of Alex-

andria. In his official position he had amassed some

wealth, which on his return to Rome he so employed

among the poor as to secure for himself great popularity

;

and, when VigOius was summoned to Byzantium in 544,

Pelagius, now archdeacon, was left behind as his vicar,

and by his tact in dealing with Totila, the Gothic invader,

succeeded in saving the citizens from murder and outrage.

He appears subsequently to have followed his master to

Constantinople, and there to have taken part in the Three

Chapters controversy ; in 553, at all events, he signed the

" constitutum " of Vigilius in favour of these, and for

refusing, along with him, to accept the decrees of the fifth

general council (the 2d of Constantinople, 553) shared

his sentence of exile. Like Vigilius, he afterwards, how-

ever, condemned the chapters, and accordingly, when the

citizens of Rome, through the mediation of Narses, begged

for the restoration of the pope and his clergy, both were

recalled from banishment. The emperor now asked the

Roman representatives whom they should prefer—Vigilius

or Pelagius—and it may safely be presumed that their reply,

to the effect that they would not choose the latter as long

as the former was alive, was hardly such as Justinian had

expected or wished. Both set out for Rome, but Vigilius

died mysteriously on tRe way at Syracuse. Pelagius, as

the nominee of Justinian, at once succeeded on his arrival

in Rome, but most of the clergy, suspecting his orthodoxy,

and believing him to have had some share in the unlooked-

for removal of his predecessor, shunned his fellowship, and

only two bishops and one presbyter could be got to take

part in his ordination to the pontificate. He enjoyed,

however, the support of Narses, and, after he had publifly

purged himself of the charge of complicity in Vigilius's

death by solemn oath in the church of St Peter, he met
with toleration, at least so far as his own immediate

diocese was concerned, the populace remembering his

former charities and his success irk dealing with Totila.

The rest of the Western bishops, however, stiU held aloof

from the man who, by condemning the Three Chapters,

had put a slight, as they thought, upon the council of

Chalcedon ; and the episcopate of Tuscany caused his

name to be removed from the diptychs. This elicited

from him a circular, in which he asserted his loyalty to the

four general councils, and declared that iu their action

against the holy see the hostile bishops had been guilty of

schism. The bishops of Liguria and ^-Emilia, headed by

the archbishop of Milan, and those of Istria and Venice,

headed by Paulinus of Aquileia, also withheld their fellow-

ship from one who had taken part in the council of Con-

stantinople ; but Karses resisted the appeals of Pelagius,

who would fain have invoked the secular arm. Childebert,

king of the Franks, also, even after the pope had sent a

confession of his faith, refused to interfere. Pelagius died

on 3d March 560, and was succeeded by John III.

PELAGIUS II., a native of Rome, but of Gothic

descent, was pope from 578 to 590, having been cons->

crated successor of Benedict I., without awaiting the.

sanction of the emperor, on 27th November of the former

year. To make his apologies for this irregularity he sent

deacon Gregory, who afterwards became Pope Gregory the

Great, as his apocrisiarius to Constantinople. In 585 he

sought to heal the schism which had subsisted since the

time of Pelagius I. in connexion with the Three Chapters

controversy by writing to the bishops of Istria with the

exhortation to "avoid foolish and unlearned questions,"

but his efforts as a peacemaker were without success. In

588 John, patriarch of Constantinqile, by revivir^ the.

XVIU.— 6q
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told and dii<puted claim to tlis title of (Bcumenic patriarch,

elicited a vigorous protest from Pelagius, but the decretal

which professes to convey the exact words of the docu-

iment is now known to be false. He died in January 590,

and was succeeded by Gregory I.

PELAKGONIUM. See Geranium, vol. x. p. 439, and

Horticulture, vol. xii. pp. 263-4.

PELASGI. See Greece, vol. xi. p. 90, and Italy,

'vol. xiii. p. 444.

PELEW (Pellew, Palau, or Palao) ISLANDS, a group

in the western Pacific at the intersection of 134° 30' E.

long, by 7°, 8°, and 9° N. lat., which, as it is often con-

sidered part of the Caroline Archipelago, has been described

. in the article Caroline Isl iNds, vol. v. pp. 125, 126. The

name Islas Palaos, by which the islands are first designated,

IS of doubtful but certainly not of native origin, and was

originally applied by the Spaniards in an indefinite way
to all the islands east of Mindanao (Philippines). The

English form " Pelew " may be a corruption either of Palao

or of Peleliu (Pellelew), the proper name of one of the

southern islands. According to Jliklukho-Maklay {Isvyest-

iya of the Imp. Russian Geogr. Soc, 1878, pp. 257-297
;

cf. Zeitsckr. f. Ethnol., Berlin, 1878) the ordinary nomen-

clature on our maps is often erroneous, the correct forms

being Babeltop, Kayangel (not Yanguel or Kiangle), N'yaur

(not Angaur or Angour), Arkledeu (not Korph), Namalakal

(not Amanakal), &c. The men vary in height from 5 feet

to 5 feet 7 inches, the women from 4 feet 9 to 5 feet 2.

The character of the hair differs greatly in different indi-

viduals ; both sexes wear it wound up in a back-knot.

Tattooing (but not of a very elaborate type) is in vogue,

especially among the women, by whom the operation is

always performed. The skull shows a strong tendency to

brachycephalism. Adults of both sexes have their teeth

Darefully blackened by teldaleh (a kind of earth). Sir

John Lubbock {Tlte Origin of Civilisation) places the

Pelew Islanders among the peoples destitute of religion

;

but Miklukho-Maklay found among them a well-developed

Shamanism, every village having a l-alit, or shaman, and

the group containing fiie high kalits with an extensive

lurisdiction. The ornithology of the Pelew Islands has

been investigated by Dr Otto Finsch [Journal des Museum
Godeffroy, 1875), who enumerates fifty-six species, of which

twelve are peculiar to the group. The occurrence of

Galhis banliva and the Nicobar pigeon and the absence

of parrots and finches are points of interest.

PELHAjr, Hexey (1696-1754), prime minister of Eng-

land, was the younger brother of Thomas Holies Pel-

ham, duke of Newcastle, and was born in 1696. He was
educated by a private tutor and at Christ Church, Oxford,

which he entered in July 1710. As a volunteer he served

in Dormer's regiment at the battle of Preston in 1715;
subsequently he spent some time on the Continent, and

in 1718 entered parliament for Seaford, Sussex. Through
•strong family influence and the recommendation of Walpole

he was cho.sen in 1721 a lord of the treasury. The follow-

ing year he was returned for Susse.x county. In 1724 he

entered the cabinet as secretary of war, but this office he

exchanged in 1730 for the more lucrative one of paymaster

of the forces. He made himself conspicuous by his support

of Walpole on the question of the excise, and during the

subsequent attacks, which ultimately led to his resignation

in 1742. In the following year a union of parties resulted

in the formation of the administration of which Pelham
was prime minister, with the additional office of chancellor

of the exchequer. Being strongly in favour of peace, he

carried on the war with languor and indiflferent success,

but the country, wearied of the interminable struggle, was
disposed to acquiesce in his foreign policy almost without

a murmur. The king,- thwarted in his favomite schemes,

made overtures in 1746 to Lord Bath, but his purpose was
upset by the sudden resignation of the Pelhams, who, how-
ever, at the king's request, immediately resumed office.

His very defects were, in the peculiar condition of parties,

among the chief elements of Pelham's success, for one with

a strong personality, moderate self-respect, or high concep-

tions of statesmanship could not have restrained the dis-

cordant elements of the cabinet for any length of time.

Moreover, he undoubtedly possessed the important re-

quisites of considerable practical tact and a thorough
acquaintance with the details of business and the forms
of the House. 'Whatever quarrels or insubordination might
exist within the cabinet, they never broke out into open
revolt, and during his administration there was seemingly

a complete lull in the strife of parties. Nor can a high

degree of praise be denied to his financial policy, especially

his plans for the reduction of the national debt and the

simplification and consolidation of its different branches.

He died 6th March 1754.
See Coxe, Memoirs of the Pelham Administration, 2 vols., 1829.

PELIAS, PELIADES. Pelias, a celebrated character

in Greek fable, was the son of Poseidon and Tyro, daughter

of Salmoneus. Because Tyro afterwards married her

father's brother Cretheus, king of lolcus in Thessaly, to

whom she bore .^son, Pheres, and Amythaon, Pelias was

by some thought to be the son of Cretheus. He and his

twin-brother Neleus were exposed by their mother, but

were found and nurtured by a herdsman, who called one

of them Pelias, because his face was discoloured by a blow

from the hoof of a mare, and the other Neleus, because a

bitch had out of pity suckled him. When grown to man-
hood they discovered their mother, and Pelias slew Sidero,

Tyro's stepmother, on the altar of Hera, whither she had
fled, because she had ill-used their mother. On the death

of Cretheus Pelias made himself master of the kingdom
of lolcus. (According to others, after the death of his

half-brother jEson, he ruled as regent for ^son's son

Jason.) He had previously quarrelled with his brother

Neleus, who went to Jlessenia, where he founded Pylus.

Pelias married Anaxiboea, daughter of Bias, or, according

to others, Philomache, daughter of Amphion, and became

the father of a son, Acastus, and of daughters, Pisidice,

Pelopea, Hippothoe, and Alcestis ; to these daughters

(called Peliades after their father) others add Amphinome,
Evadne, Asteropeea, and Antinoe. In order to rid himself

of Jason Pelias sent him to Colchis in quest of the golden

fleece, and he availed himself of the absence of the son in

order to put to death his father ,Eson together with his

mother and brother. A\nien Jason returned with the

golden fleece he cast about how he should avenge the

death of his parents. In this he was helped by Medea,

who persuaded the Peliades to cut in pieces and boil their

father Pelias, assuring them that he would thus be restored

to youth. Acastus drove out Medea and celebrated far-

famed funeral games in honour of his father. The Peliades

fled to Mantinea in Arcadia, where their graves were shown

in the time of Pausanias.

The tragic death of Pelias was the subject of Sophocles's

drama Rhizotomoi (Root-cutters), and in the Tyro he treated

another portion of the legend. Peliades was the name of

Euripides's first play.

PELIC.A.N (Fr. Pelican, Lat. Pelecanus or Pelicanut), a,

large fish-eating water-fowl, remarkable for the enormous

pouch formed by the extensible skin between the lower

jaws of its long, and a])parently formidable but in reality

very weak, bill. The ordii>ary Pelican, the Onocrotalus of

the ancients, to whom it was w ell kiwwn, and the Pelecanus

onocroialvs of ornithologists, is a very abundant bird in

some districts of South-eastern Europe, South-western

Asia, and North-eastern Africa, occasionally straving, it Li
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believed, into the northern parts of Germany and France

;

but the jx)saibility of suoh wanderers having escaped from

confinement is always to be regarded,' since few zoological

gardens are without examples which are often in the finest

condition. Its usual haunt-s are the shallow margins of

the larger lakes and rivers, where fishes are plentiful,

since it requires for its sustenance a vast supply of them,

pursuing them under water, and rising to the surface to

swallow those that it has captured in its cajjacious pouch.

The nest is formed among the reeds that border the waters

it frequents, placed on the ground and lined with grass.

Therein two eggs, with white, chalky shells, are commonly
laid. The young dm-ing the first twelvenionth are of a
greyish-brown, but this dress is slowly superseded by the

growth of white feathers, imtil when mature almost the

whole plumage, except the black primaries, is white, deeply
suffused by a rich blush of rose or salmon-colour, passing

into yellow on the crest and lower part of the neck in front.

A second and somewhat larger species, Pehcanus crispus,

also inhabits Europe, but in smaller numbers. This, when
adult, is readily distinguishable from the ordinary bird by
the absence of the blush from its plumage, and by the

curled feathers that project from and overhang each side of

the head, which with some differences of coloration of the

bill, pouch, bare skin round the eyes, and irides give it a.

wholly distinct expression.- Two specimens of the humerus
of as many Pelicans have been found in the English fens

(Ibis, 1868, p. 3C3; Proc. Zool. Society, 1871, p. 702), thus
proving the former existence of the bird in England at no
very distant period, and one of them being that of a you^lg

example points to its ha\-ing been bred in this country.

It is possible from their large size that they belonged to

P. crigpus. Ornithologists have been much divided in

opinion as to the number of living suecies of the genus
Pelecanus (cf. op. cit., 1868, p. 264; 1869, p. 571 ; 1871,

p. 631)— the estimate varying from six to ten or eleven
;

but the former is the number recognized by the latest

author on the subject, M. Dubois {Bull. Mus. de Belgique,

1883). North America has one, P. erytlirorhyndms, very
similar to P. onocrotalus both in aijpearance and habits,

but remarkable for a triangular, compressed, horny excres-

cence which is developed on the ridge of the male's bill in

the breeding, season, and, as ascertained by Mr Ridgway
{Pns, 1869, p. 350), falls off without leaving trace of it*

existence when that is over. Australia has P. conspicillatus,

easily distinguished by its black tail and wing-coverts. Of
more marine habit are P. pkilippeyisis and P. fuscus, the
former having a wide range in Southern Asia, and, it is

said, reaching Madagascar, and the latter common on the
coasts of tne warmer parts of both North and South
America.

The' genus Pelecanus as instituted by Linnaeus included
the CoEMOEANT (vol. vL p. 407) and Gannet (vol. x. p.

70) as well as the true Pelicans, ajid for a long whUe these
and some other distinct groups, as the SmjUlE-birds (q.v.),

FEIGATE-BIP.DS (vol. ix. p. 786), and Teopic-bleds (q.v.),

which have aU the four, toes of the foot connected by a web,
were regarded as forming a single Family, Pelecanidx ; but
this name has now been restricted to the Pelicans only,
though all are still usually associated under the name
Sterjanopodea (Okxithology, p. 46). It may be neces-
sary to state that there is no foundation for the venerable
legend of the Pelican feeding her young with blood from

This caution was not neglected by the prudent, even so long ago
as Sir Tliomis Browne's days ; for he, recording the occurrence of a
Pelican iji Norfolk, was careful to notice that about the same time one
of the Pelicans kept by the king (Charles II.) in St James's Park
had beeu lost.

' It is also said toTiave twenty-two rectrices, while the ordinary
species bos onJv ei'-'hteen

her owTi breast, which has given it an important .place in
ecclesiastical heraldry, except that, as Mr Bartlett has
suggested {Proc. Zool. Society, 1869, p. 146), the curious
bloody secretion ejected from the mouth of the Flamingo
may have given rise to the belief, through that bird having
been mistaken for the " Pelican of the wilderness." (a. n.)

PELIGNL- See It.u-Y, vol. xiii. p. 444.

PELISSIER, Jean Jacqites Amable (1794-1864),
duke of Malakhoff, marshal of France, was born 6th
November 1794 at Maromme (Seins Inferieure), where his
father was employed in a powder-magazine. After attend-
ing the military college of La Fleche and the special school
of St C}-r, he in 1815 entered the army as sub-lieutenant
in an artillery regiment. A brilliant examination in 1819
secured his promotion to the staff. He served as aide-de-

camp in the Spanish campaign of 1823, and in the expedi-
tion to the Morea in 1828-29, at the conclusion of which
he received the grand cross. In 1830 he took part in an
expedition to Algeria, and on his return was promoted to
the rank of major. Nine, years later he was again sent to
Algeria as chief of the staff with the rank of ' lieutenant-
colonel, and remained^ there in active service till the
Crimean war, taking a prominent part in many important
operations, and, by gradual promotion, advancing to the
rank of general of division. The merciless severity of his
conduct in suffocating a whole Arab tribe in a cavern,'

where they had taken. refuge and refused to surrender,
awakened in 1846 such astrong ^feeling of indignation in
Europe that Marshal Soult, the French minister of war,
expressed in the chambers his regret at its occurrence; but
Marshal Bugeaud, the governor -general of Algeria, not
only gave it 'his approval but ^shortly afterwards secured
for Pelissier further promotion. On the declaration of war
with Russia Pelissier was sent to the Crimea, where on
16th May 1855 he succeeded Marshal Canrobert as com-
mander-in-chief of the- French forces before SebastopoL
After the capture of the fortress he was, on the 12th
September, promoted to be marshal. On his return to
Paris he was named senator, created duke of Malakhoff
(22d July 1856), and rewarded with a grant of 100,000
francs per annum. From March 1858 to May 1859 he
acted as French ambassador in London, whence he was re-

called to take command of the army of observation on the
Rhine. In 1860 he was appointed governor-general of
Algeria; and he died there 22d May 1864.

See Algeria {vol. i. pp. 568, 669) ; Jlarbaud, Le Marechal
Pelissier, 1863 ; Castille, fortraits Historiqucs, 2d series, 1859.

PELL, John (1610-1GS5), mathematician, was born
on 1st March 1610 at.Southwick in Sussex, where his
father was minister. He was educated at the free school
of Steyning, and entered Trinity College, Cambridge, at the
age of thirteen. During his university career he made him-
self an accomplished linguist, and even before he took his

M.A. degree (in 1630) he was engaged in learned corre-

spondence with Briggs and other mathematicians. Hi's

great reputation and the influence of Sir William Boswell,
the English resident, with the States -General procured his
election in 1643 to the chair of mathematics in Amsterdam,
whence he removed in 1646, on -the invitation of the
prince of Orange, to Breda, where he remained tiU 1652.
From 1654 to 1658 Pell acted as Cromwell's political

agent to the Protestant cantons of Switzerland. On his

return to England he took orders and was appointed by
Charles IL to the rectory of Fobbing in Essex, and in

1673 he was presented by Bishop Sheldon to the rectory

of Laindon in the same county. His devotion to mathe-
matical science seems to have interfered alike with Lis

advancement in the church and with the proper manage-
ment of his private affairs. Cheated, it is said, by Lis

tenants and relations, he was reduced to the utii.i>st
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poverty. For a time he was confined as a debtor in the

King's Bench prison. He lived, on the invitation of Dr
Whistler, for a short time in 1682 at the College of Physi-

cians, but died 12th December 1685 at the house of Mr
Cothorne, reader of the church of St Giles in the Fields.

He was buried at the expense of the rector of this church

and of Dr Busby, the master of Westminster School.

Many of Pell's manuscripts fell into the hands of Dr
Busby, and afterwards came into the possession of the

Pioyal Society ; they are still preserved in something like

forty folio volumes, which contain, not only Pell's own
memoirs, but much of his correspondence with the mathe-

maticians of his time.

The Diophautine analysis was a favourite subject with Pell ; he

leeturej on it at Amsterdam ; and he is now best rememboreJ for

his solution of the indeterminate equation, ax"^ ~y-=\, which is

now known by his name, and which had been proposed by Fermat

as a challenge to the English mathematicians. His cliicf works

are Astronomical History of Observations of Heavenly Motions and
Appearances, 163i ; Ecliptica Prognostica, 1634 ; Controversy with

Longomontanns concerning the Quadrature of the Circle^ 1646 (?) ;

An Idea of the Mathematics, 12mo, 1650 ; Branker's Translation

of Bhoniiis's Algebra, much altered ajtd augmented, 4to, 1668; A
Tabic of Ten Tltousnnd Square Ntimhcrs, fol., 1672.

PELLA. See Macedonia, vol. xv. p. 137.

PELLAGRA (Ital. pelle agra, smarting skin) is the

name given, from one of its early symptoms, to a peculiar

disease, of comparatively modern origin, occurring among
the peasantry in Lombardy and other provinces of northern

Italy, and in the Asturias {mal de la rosa), Gascony,

Roumania, and Corfu. It is a progressive disease of nutri-

tion tending towards profound paralytic and mental dis-

orders, and is associated to a very significant extent, if

not even invariably, with a staple diet of damaged maize

along with other peculiarly wretched and hopeless con-

ditions of living. Although Lombardy is the garden of

Italy, its peasantry are over-worked, under-paid, and under-

fed ; instead of a diet suited to their severe labour, their

sustenance consists largely of the more worthless kinds of

Indian corn of their o^vn growing, the produce of poorly-

cultivated ground, sown late, harvested before maturity,

and stored carelessly in its wet state ; even if they grow a

certain proportion of good maize-corn the millers, to whom
they are often in debt, are more likely to grind the worst

samples for the peasants' own use. The fiour is either

made into a kind of porridge—the " polenta " of Italy, the

"cruchade" of Gascony, or the "mamaliga" of Roumania

—

or it is made into loaves, without yeast, baked hastily on

the surface only or on one side, and raw and wet within,

large enough to last a week, and apt to turn sour and.

mouldy before the week is out.'

That pellagra is not a morhus miserix pure and simple,

wanting some more specific cause, will be at once apparent

when we consider that the misery of living is as old as the

human race, whereas pellagra is a disease of the last

hundred years or so, and that in Ireland, Russia, Upper
Silesia, Galicia, or other headquarters of the morbi miseriee,

* Of the peasantry of the Asturias, Townsend, a traveller of the last

century, says :

"They eat little flesh, they drink little wine; their nsnal diet is Indian
com, with beans, pe.xs, chestnuts, apples, pears, melons, and cucumbers ; and
even their bread, made of Indian corn, has neither barm nor leaven, but is

unfermented, and in the state of dough ; their drink is water "
(ii. 14),

The following is the most recent account (by Dr Petit) of the

condition of the peasantry in the pellagrous district of the Gironde :

" Tlie cultivation of this district consists of millet, rye, a small quantity of
maize, and a few i:are \*ineyards. Tlie soil does not suffice for tlie nourislurient

•if the miserable population who cultivate it. They are slovenly, and sleep in

their clothes ; their labour is in geucral of the seveiest kind, and they are very
ill fe<l. Their food is mostly a porridge of millet ; maize is rarely part of their

diet [elsewhere he says, " in all these provinces the flour of maize enters largely

into the food of the people"), which includes a little rye-bread, sour most of

the time, a few sanlines, and rancid lard. Meat is almost excluded from their

foo<l ; sometimes on fete-days one may see a quarter of mutton or veal at the
repast. Their usual di-ink is water, and mostly bad water ; wine is not drunk
Except in well-to-do families. Their dwellings are deplorable ; they are low-
roofed and damp, built of wattle, and constantly enveloped in reek. It often

happens that man and beast live together. Fella;;ra rages as an cudcltiic

oinoug these populations."

pellagra is unknown. The special factor is undoubtedly

maize as an article of diet or as the staple diet ; but it is,

on the other hand, perfectly clear that there is nothing in

a maize diet itself to induce pellagra. Compared with

the enormous extent of the maize-zone both in the western

and eastern hemispheres, the pellagra-area is a mere spot

on the map ; excluding Corfu, it lies between the parallels

of 46° and 42° N.; and the exception of Corfu is a signi-

ficant one. It is only since 1856 that pellagra has become

endemic in that island. Maize has always thriven well

there ; but wine-gro\^'ing has displaced it to a great extent,

and the maize, which is still largely in request with the

peasantry, is now mostly imported ; it is in fact chiefly

Roumanian maize of an inferior kind, and all the more

deteriorated o^ving to its long water-transit by way of the

Danube and Black Sea. Again, in the Danubian provinces

themselves the peasantry of Transylvania, who are by no

means well off, are free from pellagra, notwithstanding their

addiction to polenta, having long ago learned the art of

husbandry f,rora the Saxon part of the population ; they

aUow.Jhe maize to ripen to the utmost, and then let it dry

on the ground and afterwards in barns, whereas the Wallack

peasantry of Roumania, who are subject to pellagra, gather

the corn before it is ripe, and shoot it into pits where it

becomes musty. In other countries where the conditions

of climate and soil are somewhat trying for maize, as in

Burgundy, Franche Comt^, and the Bresse in France, and

in Mexico, the greatest care is taken to dry the Indian corn

before it is stored ; and it may be said that wherever these

precautions are taken pellagra does not follow. It has

happened on several occasions, after a particularly bad

maize-harvest, that pellagra has risen almost to an epidemic.

Again, its prevalence within its actual endemic area varies

much from province to province or from commune to com-

mune, being always last where the maize-diet is supple-

mented by wheaten flour, rice, beans, chestnuts, potatoes,

or fish.

Characters of the Disease.—The indications of pellagra

usually begin in the spring of the year, declining toward.^

autumn, and recurring with increasing intensity and per-

manence in the spring seasons foUomng. A peasant who
is acquiring the malady feels unfit ior work, suffers from

headaches, giddiness, singing in the ears, a burning of the

skin, especially in the hands and feet, and diarrhoea. At
the same time a red rash appears on the skin, of the nature

of erysipelas, the red or livid spots being tense and painful,

especially where they are directly exposed to the sun.

About Jiily or August of the first season these symptom:
disappear, the spots on the skin remaining rough and dry.

The spring attack of the year following will probably be

more severo and more likely to leave traces behind it

;

with each successive year the patient becomes more like i>^

mummy, his skin shrivelled and sallow, or even black at

certain spots, as in Addison's disease, his angles protruding,

his muscles wasted, his movements slow and languid, and
his sensibility diminished. Meanwhile there are more
special symptoms relating to the nervous system, including

drooping of the eyelid, dilatation of the pupil, and other

disorders of vision, together with s}Tnptoms relating, to

the digestive system, such as a red and dry tongue, a

burning feeling in the mouth, pain on swallowing, and
diarrhcea. Peasants with this progressive malady upon
them come to the to-mis spring after spring seeking relief

at the various hospitals, and under a good regimen and a

permanently improved diet the malady is often checked.

But after a certain stage the disease is confirmed in a pro-

found disorganization of the nervous system ; spasms of

the limbs begin to occur, and contractures of the joint;.

from partial paralysis of the extensor muscles and pre-

ponderant action of the flexors; melancholy, imbecility.
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»na a strong suicidal tendency are common accompani-

ments. A large number of pellagrous peasants end their

days in lunatic asylums in a state of drirelling wretched-

hess or raving madness ; many more drag out a miserable

existence in the communes where their working years had
been spent, sometimes receiving the communal relief to

which the law entitles thera ; while the cases that are

reckoned curable are in Italy received into the various

endowed hospitals, of which there are a large number.

Cases that are rapidly fatal end in delirium or a state of

typhoid stupor ; the more protracted cases are cut off at

last by rapid wasting, colliquative and ill-smelling sweats,

profuse diarrhoea, and dropsy. After death a variety of

textural changes are found, which may be referred in

general to trophic disorders, or disorders of tissue-nutrition
;

in a considerable number the kidneys are in the contracted

state corresponding to the clinical condition of Bright's

disease without albuminuria ; another condition often

remarked is thinning of the muscular coats of the intes-

tine ; deposits of pigment in the internal organs are also

characteristic, just as the discoloration of the skin is

during life.

Treatment.—There is hardly any doubt as to the remedy
for pellagra, just as there is hardly any doubt as to its

cause. The question is mainly one of the social condition

of the peasantry, of their food and wages ; it is partly, also,

a question of growing Indian corn on a soil or in a climate

where it wiU not mature unless with high farming. There
is nothing in the resources of medicine proper to cure this

dfsease.j as the cause is, so must the remedy be.

*AJi}iUics of Pellagra.—The disease lias the general characters of

ft tropho-neurosis. The early involvement of certain areas of the
skin, especially in exposed places such as the hands and feet, suggests*
leprosy ; as iu that disease, there is first hypenesthesia and then loss

of sensibility, sometimes a thickening of the surface and discolora-

tions ; and, although in pellagra the onset each successive spring and
the subsidence towiinls autumn are distinctive, yet ui leprosy also the
cutaneous disorder is apt to come and go at first, reappearuig at tlic

same spots and gradually becoming fixed. The grand difference in
lej[)rosy, at least in the nwlular variety of it, is that a new growth
oia granulomatous kind arises at these spots in the skin and around
thftnerv^e The occasional deep discoloration of the pellagrous skin
in certalu IpoCa haa suggested a resemblance to Addison's disease of
the suprarenals, and has even made the diagnosis difficult. But
after the cutaneous disorders the coui-se of pellagra is something
SKI ijciieris ; the melancholy, imbecility, or mania, as well as the
mummified state of the body, are peculiar to it. With ergotism
the points of resemblance are more perhaps in the causation than
ill the nosological cliaracters ; both diseases are specifically due to
ilamaged grain, ergotism being caused by the presence of an actual
bulky parasitic mould on rye, whereas jwllagia is more probably
caused by fermentation and decomposition within the proper sub-
stance of the maize-corn. As regards heredity, it is much less

marked iu pellagra than in leprosy, but tliere are good grounds for
licUeviiig that the disease is in fact inherited sometimes by the
offspring ; infants at the breast may show the symptoms of it, but
that fact is not in itself conclusive for heredity, for the reason that
infants at the breast are prtly fed on the household polenta. As
regards contagiousness, there is uo more proof of it iu pellagra
than there is in lc]>rosy.

Geographical Distribntion and History.—Pellagra is pecuhaily a
disease of the peasantry, being hardly ever seen in residents of tlie

towns. In Italy the number of peasants affected by it was estimated
in 1879 at 100,000, the distribution being as follows :—Lombardv,
40,833 ; Venetia, 29,386 ; Piedmont, 1692 ; Liguria, 148 ; ^Emilia,
13,728 ; Tuscany, 4382 ; the Marches and Umbria, S155 ; Rome, ^6.
In Lombardy the worst centres are iii the provinces of Brescia,
Pavia, Piacenza, and Ferrara. In Italy the disease has increased
very considerably within the last thirty years; thus, in the pro-
rince of Vicenza the number of persons known to be pellagrous in
1853-56 was 1380, in I860 it was 2974, and in 1879 it had iisen to
3400. There are no accurate returns from the Asturias and other
affected provinces of Slain, but the malady theie is said to have
declined yer)- materially of late. In Gascony, where it did not
wetpn until about fifty years ago, it is somewhat common, more in
«.;>« Landcs than in the Giionde ; in one district of the latter Petit
tstui.ates that there are 200 cases in a population of 6000. In
»t.-.imania the' total nuniber> given at 4500, Moldavia having a

briber share than 'Wallachia," lo Corfu it exists in 27 out of the

117 communes, tlie proportion of cases for the wnoie island being
3-2 per 1000 inhabitants.

Maize was grown in Europe for many years before pellagra showed
itself (see Maize) ; but the outbreak of the disease corresponds on
the whole closely iu time (particularly in Gascony and Roumania)
with the introduction of an inferior kind of maize as the staple
food of the peasantry. The first accounts of pellagra come from
Spain. Casal in 1762 described the disease in the Asturias under
the name of v\al de la rosa ; it is said to have been noticed first in
1735 around Oriedo, being then confined within very narrow limits.

The Asturias are still its headquarters in Spain, but it is prevalent
also in Burgos, Navarra, Zar.igoza, Lower Aragon, Guadalajara,
and Cuenca, and it is met with in other provinces as well. In Italy
it was first reported from the vicinity of Lago Maggiore, and a few
yeai-s later (in 1750) it broke out simultaneously in the districts of
Milan, Brescia, Bergamo, and Lodi, extending afterwards to Como,
Cremona, Mantua, and Pavia, and to the whole of Lombardy before
the end of the century. It became endemic also iu Venetia on the
one side and in Piedmont on th*c other, aLraost ^contemporaneously
with this. Within the present century it has extended its area
southwards into Jl^milia and into T\iscany, while it has become
more prevalent in its earlier seats at the same time. There is very
little of it in central Italy, while southern Italy with Sicily, is

absolutely exempt, notwithstanding the common use of Indian
corn in the form of bread and macaroni. The first authentic in-

formation of its existence in Gascony cam« from near Arcachon in

1818, after which it spread along the coast of the Gironde and the
Landes. It has extended subsequently along the left bank of the
Garonne and towards the Pyi'enees ; but around Dax it is said to
have decreased considerably of late. In Roumania, where tlie

medical profession is unanimous in tracing it to the use of damaged
maize, it dates from about 1833-46. It is only since 1856 that it

has become endemic iu Corfu, under the circumstances already
mentioned.
LitenUtire.—La Pellagra in Jtalia, Rome, lSSO(officiaJ report, with appendices

relating to France, Spain, and Roumania, antl a copious bibliography extending
to fifteen pages). An article ou "Tlie Pellagra in Italy," in tlie Ediii. Rev. for
April ISSl, is based on this report. The authority for Corfu isTypaldos. The
best inquiries on tlie toxic pi-operties of damaged maize are those of Lombroso.
See also Hirsch, Histt^risch-gcoijrajikische Puthototjie, vol. ii., 2d ed., Stuttgart,
18S3 (Eiigl. trans.). (C. C.)

PELLICANUS, Conrad (1478-1556), one of the most
interesting minor figures in German theology and scholar-

sliip in the great age of the Reformation, was born at

Ruffach in Alsace in the winter of 1478. His paternal

name was Kiirsner, his father's father having been a
currier of Wyl in the Black Forest. The Latin name of

Pellicanus was chosen for him by his mother's brother
Jodocus Gallus, an ecclesiastic connected with the Univer-

sity of Heidelberg, who gave his nephew sixteen months
at the university at the cost of some fourteen florins in

1491-92. Pellican's parents were worthy peo])le, but very
poor ; the boy was eager for learning, but had no books

;

at school at Ruffach, where he had learned well, "with
much fear and many a scourging," it was only the richer

boys who had a copy of the Ulm Donatus of 14S5. So
when his uncle tired of him and he came back to Ruffach,
with some knowledge of the great Latin classics as well as

of the usual bachelor's course, he was glad to teach gratis

in the Minorite convent school that he might borrow books
from the library, and in his sixteenth year he resolved to

become a friar. This step helped his studies, for he was
sent to Tubingen in 1496 and became a favourite pupil

of the guardian of the Minorite convent there, Paulus
Scriptoris, a man of considerable general learning and of

much boldness and honesty, who anticipated Luther in his

open preaching on such topics as vows, indulgences, and
the sacraments. There seems to have been at that time
in south-west Germany a considerable amount of sturdy

independent thought among the Franciscans, and more
genuine conformity to the original ideas of the order than

is often supposed ; Pellicanus himself became a Protestant

very gradually, and without any such revulsion of feeling as

marked Luther's conversion; at the moment when he went
to Zurich and threw off the cowl he was pleased to think

that the good St Francis would not abhor him for his

change of dress, and for learning for the first time at

the age of forty-eight the difference between crowns, florins,

and bat2£n. At Tubingen the future " apostate in three
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languages " was able to begin tlie study of Hebrew. He
had no teacher and no grammar ; but Paulus Scriptoris

carried him a huge codex of the prophets on his own
shoulders all the way from Mainz. He learned the letters

from the transcription of a few verses in the Star of the

Messiah of Petrus Niger, and, with a subsequent hint or

two from Reuchlin, who also lent him the grammar of

Moses Kimlu, made his way through the Bible for himself

with the help of Jerome's Latin. He got on so well that

he was not only a useful helper to Reuchlin but anticipated

the manuals of the great Hebraist by composing in 1501

the first Hebrew grammar in a European tongue. It was

printed in 1503, and afterwards included in Keysch's

Margarita Philosaphicc. Hebrew remained a favourite

study to the last. Pellicaq's autobiography is full of

interesting details as to the gradual multiplication of

accessible books on thp subject, which he hunted up in

every journey ; and ultimately he not only studied but

translated a vast mass of rabbinical and Talmudic texts.

With a cooler judgment than Reuchlin, however, he was

not deceived as to the true value of the later Hebrew
wisdom, and his interest in Jewish literature was mainly

philological. In linguistic knowledge he reached a high

standard for that time,—certainly higher than that of his

better-known pupil, S. Miinster. The chief fruit of these

studies is the vast Biblical commentary published at

Zurich in his later years (1532-39, 7 vols.), which shows a

remarkably sound judgment on questions of the text, and

a sense for historical as opposed to typological exegesis,

such as soon disappeared from the Protestant Church and

was hardly equalled by any in his own day. Pellicanus

became priest in 1501 and continued to serve his 5rder at

Ruffach, Pforzheim, and Basel till 1526. At Basel he did

much laborious work for Froben's editions, and acquired a

thorough knowledge of the early fathers, through which

his dissatisfaction with current dogma gradually ripened

into conviction that the church taught many doctrines of

which the early doctors of Christendom knew nothing.

He spoke his views frankly, but he disliked polemic, and

was happy in his convent or in long journeys in the service

of his order, which carried him over all south Germany
and through Italy as far as Rome ; he found also more

toleration than might have been expected, even after he

became active in circulating Luther's books. Thus, sup-

ported by the civic authorities, he remained guardian of

the convent of his order at Basel from 1519 till 1524, and,

even when he had to give up this post, remained in the

monastery for two years, professing theology in the

university and always toiling with; indefatigable zeal. At
length, when the position was becoming quite untenable,

he received through Zwingli a call to Zurich as professor

of Hebrew, and, formally throwing oflf his monk's habit,

entered on a new life. '' Here he remained till his death in

1556, falling into his new surroundings with the ease of

a simple affectionate nature, happy in the friendship of

Zwingli and Bullinger, hospitably entertaining the many
learned strangers who viated Zurich or the poor students

who crowded to its school, avoiding religious controversy,

and aiways deep in his books. The step in life which cost

him most thought was his marriage, but this also proved

so happy an experiment that he lived to be married a

second time. In his later years he was afflicted with the

stone, the torture of so many of the older scholars, but he

continued active till the last.

Pellicaii's scholai-ship, though not brilliant, was really extensive
;

Itis sound sense and hiS singularly pure ajid devoted character gave
Uira a great influence, as is apparent even in the too modest auto-

biography -wliich he wrote for his son. He was curiously free from

the pedantiy of the time for a man who had lived so much among
hooks ; his views about the use of the German vernacular as a

vehicle of culture {Chron., 135, 36) are a striking proof of this.

As a theologian his natural affinities veerewith Zwingli, with whom
in his smaller sphere he shared the advantage of having grown up
to the views of the Reformation, without any sudden and violent

mental struggle, by the natural progress of his studies and religious

life. Thus he never lost his sympathy with humanism and with
its great German representative, Erasmus. The Reformed Church
might have had a happier course if it had longer kept to the

lines of the first Zurich doctors. Pellican's Latin autobiography
{Ckronicon C. P. ii. ) is one of the most interesting documents of

the period. It was first published by Riggenbach in 1877, and in

this volume the other sources for his Ufe are registered.

PELLICO, Silvio (1788-1854), ItaUan dramatist, was
born at Saluzzo in Piedmont on 24th June 1788, the earlier

portion of his life being passed at Pinerolo and Turin under

the tuition of a priest named Manavella. A taste for the

drama, fostered by private theatrical recitals, showed itself

at the age of ten in the composition of a tragedy under the

inspiration of Csesarotti's translation of the Ossianic poems.

On the marriage of his twin sister Rosina with a materna'

cousin at Lyons he went to reside in that city, devotin{

himself during four years to the study of French literature.

His patriotism having been re-awakened by the reading of

Foscolo's Pei Sepolai, he returned in 1810 to Milan, where

he became pirofessor of French in the Collegio degli Orfani

ililitari. 'The appearance of Carlotta JIarchionni on the

Jlilan stage induced him to compose for her the tragedy

Francesca da Rimini, which, despite the adverse criticism

of Foscolo, was brought out with success on the return of

the actress to the city a few years later. Its publication

was. followed by that of the tragedy Enfemio da Messina,

but the representation of the latter was forbidden. Pellico

had in the meantime continued his work as tutor, first to

the unfortunate son of Count Briche, and then to the two

sons of Count Porro Lambertenghi. In this capacity he

was brought into contact with many of the foremost men
of the day and threw himself heartily into an attempt to

weaken the hold of the Austrian despotism by indirect

educational means. Of the powerful literary executive

which gathered about Counts Porro and Confalonieri,

Pellico was the able secretary,— the management of the

Conciliatore, which appeared in 1818 as the organ Of the

association, resting largely upon him. But the paper,

under the -felentless censorship of the Austrian officials,

ran for a single year only, and the society itself was'

broken up by the more vigorous action of the Government
consequent upon the formation of the constitution of

Naples. In October 1820 Pellico was arrested on the

charge of carbonarism and conveyed to the Santa Mar-

gherita prison. Occupied at first in preparing his defence

and in religious meditation, he found means, after his

removal to the Piombi at Venice in February 1821, to

resume literary work, composing there several Cantiche and
the tragedies Ester d'Engaddi and Iginia d'Asti. The
sentence of death pronounced on him in February 1822 was
finally commuted to fifteen years carcere duro, and in the

following April he was placed in the Spielberg at Briinn.

His chief work during this part of his imprisonment was
the tragedy Leoniero da Dcrtona, for the preservation of

which he was compelled to rely on his memory. After

his release in 1830 he commenced the publication of his

prison compositions, of which the Ester was played at

Turin in 1831, but immediately suppressed. In 1832

appeared his Gismonda da Mendrizio, Erodiade, and the

Leoniero, under the title of Tre nuovi Tragedie, and in the

same year the work which gave him his European fame,

Le Mie Prigioni. The last gained him the friendship of

the Marchesa di Barolo, the reformer of the Turin prisons,

and in 1834 he accepted from her a yearly pension of 1200

francs! His tragedy Tommaso Moro had been published

in 1833, his most important subsequent publication being

the Opere Inedite in 1837. On the decease of his parents

in J 838 he was received into the Casa Barolo, where he
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remained till his death, assisting the iparchesa in her

charities, and writing chiefly upon religious themes. Of
these works the best known is the Dei Doven degli Uomini,

a series of trite maxims which do honour to his piety

rather than to his critical judgment. A fragmentary

biography of the marchesa by Pellico was published in

Italian and English after her death. He died 31st

January 1S54, and was b.uried in the Campo Santo at

Turin. His writings, whether in prose or verse, are chaste

and graceful, but defective in virility and breadth of

thought, and his tragedies display neither the insight into

character nor the constructive power of a great dramatist.

It is in the simple narrative and naive egotism of Le Mie
Prigioni that he has established his strongest claim to

remembrance, winning fame by his misfortunes rather

than by his genius.

Cf. Piero Maroncelli, Addizioni nltc Mis Prigioni, Paris, 1S34
;

the biographies by Latour ; Gabriele Rosselli ; Didier, Revue dcs

Bmx Mondcs, September, 1842 ; De Loraenie, Gahrie da ConUmp.
IlhiStr., iv., 1842 ; Chiaia, Turin, 1852 ; NoUet-Fabert, 1854

;

Giorgio Briano, 1854 ; Bourdon, 1868 ; and the life of the Mar-
chesa di Barolo.

PELOPIDAS, a distinguished Greek general, who, in

conjunction with Epaminondas, raised his native city Thebes
to a pitch of power such as she never attained to before or

afterwards. He was the son of Hippoclus and member of

an illustrious Theban family. The large property to which

he succeeded in his youth, and which he seems to have in-

creased by a brilliant marriage, was liberally employed by
Tilm in the relief of the destitute. When he could not

persuade his friend Epaminondas to share his wealth, he
imitated that great man in the stern simplicity and fru-

gality of his life and in his cheerful endurance of hard-

ships. Though his taste for hunting and gymnastics, and
his fiery temper, contrasted with the studious habits and
the "gentle and majestic patience" of his friend, no one
appreciated better than Pelopidas the greatness of. Epami-
nondas, to whom, if inferior as a general and a statesman,

he was equal in romantic courage and unselfish devotion

to his fatherland. Their friendship continued unbroken
till death. It was cemented by a battle in which Epami-
nondas saved the life of Pelopidas. When the Spartans
under Phoebidas seized the Cadmea or citadel of Thebes
(summer of 383 or 382 B.C.), Pelopidas, as a member of

the democratic club which was opposed to the Spartans,

was forced to flee. Aling with other exiles he found a

refuge at Athens. Epaminondas, protected from suspicion

by his poverty and his studies, was suffered to remain in

Thebes. Though a very young man, Pelopidas took a lead-

ing part in persuading his fellow-exiles to strike a blow
for the liberation of Thebes. Having concerted a plan
with their friends in Thebes, Pelopidas, with a few com-
panions, entered the city in disguise, surprised and slew

the magistrates favourable to Sparta, and roused the people
to attack the Spartan garrison in the citadel. But the

Spartans capitulated and marched out. This happened in

the early winter of 379. Pelopidas and two others of the
liberators were elected " bceotarchs," or chief magistrates
of BcEOtia, an office which had been in abeyance for some
years. Henceforward to the end of his life Pelopidas was
annually elected to one of the chief offices of the state.

The treacherous attempt made soon afterwards by the
Spartan Sphodrias to seize the Piraeus was said, with
little probability, to have been instigated by Pelopidas in

order to embroil Sparta -nith Athens. The liberation of

Thebes was followed by some years of desultory warfare
with Sparta. At Tanagra, however, Pelopidas defeated
the enemy and slew the Spartan governor. Still more
brilliant was the victory gained by him at Tegyra over a
numerically superior force of two Spartan divisions. His
success was due chiefly to the disciplined valour of the

Sacred Band, a picked regiment of 300 men, whom Pelopidas
led to glory on many a bloody field. The battle of Tegyra,
as the first occasion on which the Spartans had ever been
worsted by an inferior force, made a deep impression on
Greece. At the great battle of Leuctra (July 371), which
permanently crippled the power of Sparta, Pelopidas and ,

the Sacred Band were again conspicuous. Pelopidas was
one of the generals in command of the Theban army which
invaded the Peloponnesus in 370-369, and he joined is-ith

Epaminondas in persuading their colleagues to prosecute
the campaign even after the'expiry of their year of office.

For this the two friends were tried for their life, but
acquitted. Soon afterwards (apparently in 369), in

response to a petition of the Thessalians, Pelopidas waj
despatched wth an army to Thessaly against Alexander,
tyrant of Pheroe. After occupying Larissa and freeing the

Thessalians from the oppression of the tyrant, Pelopidas

marched into Macedonia, where, at the requfest of the belli-

gerents, he acted as arbitrator between Alexander king of

Macedonia and the pretender Ptolemceus. Having con-

cluded an alliance with the Macedonian king, he brought
back to Thebes, amongst other hostages, the youthful
Philip, brother of the king and afterwards father of Alex-
ander the Great. In the following year (368), Pelopidas
returned to Thessaly as ambassador and without an army.
Learning that Ptolemzeus had killed Alexander of Mace-
donia and seized the throne, he collected a body of mer-
cenaries and marched against him. Ptolemteus induced
the troops of Pelopidas to desert their leader, but he was
too prudent to press his advantage, and agreed to act as

regent for the brothers of the late king and to be an ally

of Thebes. On his return from Macedonia Pelopidas was
seized and detained by Alexander of Pherae. From this

captivity, in which his scornful bearing excited the wonder
of his captor, he was released by a Theban force under
Epaminondas. By the exertions of Epaminondas and
Pelopidas, Thebes had by this time become the most
powerful state in Greece ; and that she might be formally
recognized as such Pelopidas was sent as ambassador
(367) to the Persian court. Favourably impressed by
the renown and still more by the personal character of the
envoy, the Pei-sian king, Artaxerxes, loaded him with marks
of honour and ratified all his proposals. These were, that

Messene should be independent, that Athens should lay

up her warships, and that any city which declined to

follow the leadership of Thebes should be treated as an
enemy by Persia. The purpose of the treaty, to strengthen
Thebes by weakening Athens and Sparta, was obvious.

It found no favour with the Greek states and remained
a dead letter. In 364 the Thessalian to\\Tis once more
appealed to Pelopidas for help against their old enemy
Ale.xander of PheriE. Disregarding an ominous eclipse of

the sun, Pelopidas pushed on with a handful of troops,

leaving the main body to follow. At the heights of

Cynoscephalje, near Pharsalus, he came up with the tyrant

Alexander at the head of a much superior force. The
valour of Pelopidas secured another victory, but it was his

last,—catching sight of his hated foe, he rushed on him
single-handed and fell covered with wounds. The Thes-

salians, in whose cause he died, requested and received the

honour of carrying the hero to his last home, and the

crowns, trophies, and golden arms by which the coffin was
surrounded bore witness to the love and sorrow of a whole
people. His friend did not long survive him. He too

was to die fighting his country's battles in a foreign land.

The pre-eminence of Thebes was the work of these two men
alone, and with them it passed away.

Our chief authority is Plutarch's Life of Pelopidas. Xenophou
was a contemporary, and his history covers the whole period of the
life of Pelopidas, but, with his usiikl malignity to the enemica c
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Sparta, he only mentions Pelopidas in connexion with his fruitless

embassy to Persia. There is a meagre life by Cornelius Nepos.

See also Diod. Sic., n. 52, 67, 71, 75, 80, 81.

PELOPOiSTNESUS. See Greece.

PELOPS, a hero of Greek mythology, was the grand-

• son of Zeus, son of Tantalus and Dione, and brother of

Niobe. His father's home was on Mount Sipylus in Asia

ilinor, whence Pelops is spoken of as a Lydian or a

Phrygian, or even as a Paphlagonian. Tantalus was a

friend and comiDanion of the gods, and one day he served

up to them his own son boiled and cut in pieces. The

gods detected the crime, and none of them would partake

except Demeter (according to others Thetis), who, dis-

tracted by the loss of her daughter Pei-sephone, ate of

the shoulder. The gods restored Pelops to life, and the

shoulder consumed by Demeter was replaced by one of

ivory. Wherefore the descendants of Pelops had a white

mark on their shoulder ever after. This tale is perhaps a

reminiscence of human sacrifice, of which numerous traces

remain in Greek legend and history. Poseidon admired

Pelops, the beautiful boy, and carried him off to Olympus,

where he dwelt with the gods, till, for his father's sins,

he was cast out from heaven. Then, taking much wealth

with him, he crossed over from Asia to Greece. He went

to Pisa in Elis as suitor of Hippodamia, daughter of King

CEiiomaus, who had already vanquished in the chariot-

race and slain many suitors for his daughter's hand. But

by the help of Poseidon, who lent him winged steeds, or

of CEnomaus's charioteer Myrtilus, whom he or Hippodamia

bribed, Pelops was victorious in the race, wedded Hippo-

damia, and became king of Pisa. Pelops's race for his wife

was a favourite subject of Greek poetry and art. It may
be a confused recollection of the custom of wife-snatching

prevalent in early times. When Myrtilus claimed his

promised reward, Pelops flung him into the sea near

Geraestus in Eubcea, and from his dying curse sprang

those crimes and sorrows of the house of Pelops which

supplied the Greek tragedians with such fruitful themes.

Among the sons of Pelops by Hippodamia were Atreus,

Thyestes, and Chrysippus. According to others Chrysippus

was his son by a different mother. Atreus and Thyestes

were jealous of Clirysipf^us and murdered him, wherefore

Pelops drove them out. According to another story it

was Hippodamia who murdered him and fled, but after-

wards her bones were brought back to Olympia, where she

had a temple, iu which the women offered her a yearly

sacrifice. From Pisa Pelops extended his sway over the

neighbouring Olympia, where he celebrated the Olympian

games with a splendour unknown before. He warred

against and treacherously slew Stymphalus, king of Arcadia.

His power and fame were so great that henceforward the

whole peninsula was known to the ancients as Peloponnesus

(Isle of Pelops). In after times Pelops was honoured at

Olympia above all other heroes ; a temple was built for

him by Heracles, his descendant in the fourth generation,

in which the annual magistrates sacrificed to him a black

ram. During the Trojan war the- Greeks were told tliat

Troy could not be taken until they fetched a bone of

Pelops. So a shoulder-blade of Pelops was brought from

Pisa, Wlien it was being brought back again the ship

carrying it was wrecked off Euba;a. Many years after-

wards the bone was taken up by Damarmenus, a fisher-

man, in his net. Astonished at its size, he went to inquire

of the t)elphic orac'e. There he met envoys from Elis

come to discover a remedy for a pestilence. The oracle

bade them recover the bone of Pelojis, and comnianded

Damarmenus to restore it to them. He did so, and he

and his descendants were appointed custodians of the

bone. Some tliought tliat the Palladium was made of the

bones of Pelops. This belief in the miraculous efficacy of

the bones of heroes was common in Greece (witness, e.^.,

the story of the bones of Orestes in Herodotus). Prom
the great size of the bones they may sometimes have been

those of large extinct animals.

From the reference to Asia in the tales of Tantalus,

Niobe, and Pelops it has been conjectared with some
probability that Asia was the original seat of these legends,

and that it was only after emigration to Greece that the

people amongst whom they were current localized a part

of the tale of Pelops in their new home. In the time

of Pausanias the throne of Pelops was still shois-n on the

top of Mount Sipylus. The story of Peleps is told in

the beautiful first Olympian ode of Pindar. The prosaic

version of the story found in Nicolaus Damascenus (17)

differs in several points from the usual legend.

PELOUZE, Theophile Jules (1807-1867), French

chemist, was born on 26th February 1807 at Valognes

in Normandy, where his father was manager of a porcelain

manufactory. The elder Pelouze was a man of great

ability and energy, but of a peculiarly susceptible tempera-

ment, which made it impossible for him to remain long in

any position. He gave up his post at Valognes, and

found employment successively at the glass-works of St

Gobain, the iron-works at Charenton, and in gas-works.

This moving life was unfavourable for the family finances,

but doubtless gave young Pelouze opportunities of seeing

and becoming familiar with a great variety of chemical

operations on a large scale. He studied pharmaceutical

chemistry first at La Fere, and afterwards, under Chevalier,

at the ficole de Pharmacie in Paris. He then became a

clinical clerk under Magendie in the Salpetriere hospital.

One day, when returning from a visit to his father at

Charenton, he was surprised by a heavy shower, and seeing

what he took to be a public carriage—the omnibus of the

period—he hailed it. It contained only one passenger,

but the driver, instead of stopping for another fare, drove

on without taking the least notice. Pelouze rushed up
and stopped the horse. On this the solitary passenger,

who was Gay-Lussac, explained that he had hired the

vehicle for his own use, but that he would be glad of the

company of the new-comer. The result of this accidental

introduction was that Peloiue abandoned medicine and

continued thestudyof chemistry in Gay-Lussac's laboratory.

From 1827 to 1829 he acted as assistant to Gay-Lussac

and Lassaigne, and in 1830, on the recommendation of

Gay-Lussac, he was appointed professor of chemistry at

Lille. Returning to Paris, he was appointed in 1831 pro-

fessor of chemistry at the ficole Polytechnique and at the

College de France, in 1833 assayer to the mint, and in

1848 president of the Mint Commission. In 1850 he

succeeded Gay-Lussac as chemical adviser to the glass-

works of St Gobain. He was elected a member of the

Institute of France in 1837. He died, after a short illness,

on the 31st of May 1867.

Along with Fremv, Pelouze published a Treatise on Chcmistri/

(1349-50; 2d ed. 1854-60). His nunieroiis thenucal papers were

published in the Aunalcs dc Chimie d clc Physique and in the

Comptes rnidris. Among tliese the most important are :—" Ou
Beetroot Sugar" (1831), "On Salicine " (1830 and 1831), "On the

Tiansformation of Hydrocyanic Acid and Water into Formiate of

Ammonia" (1831), "On Lactic Acid" (with Cay-Lussac, 1833),

"On Tannin, Gallic Acid, Pyrogallic Acid, kc. " (1833), "On the

Product of the Distillation of Organic Acids " (1834), "On Kitro-

sulpliates" (1835), "On Butyric Acid" (with Gelis, 1844), "On
Gnu-cotton" (1846 and 1847), "On the Effect of Light on the

Colour of Glass" (1S65 and 1867).

PELTIER, Je.\n Ch.\rles Athaxase, was originally a

watchmaker, but retired from business about the a^e of

thirty and devoted himself to experimental and observa-

tional science. He was born at Ham (Somme) in February

178.5 ; his death took place at Paris in October 18'45.

His great exi)erime'ntal discovery wa4 the heating or
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cooling of the junctions in a heterogeneous circuit of

metals according to the direction in which an electric

current is made to pass round the circuit (1834). This

reversible effect is proportional directly to the strength of

the current, not to its square, as is the irreversible genera-

tion of heat due to resistance in all parts of the circuit.

It is found that, if a current pass from an external source

through a circuit of two metals, it cools one junction and

heats the other. It cools the junction if it be in the

same direction as the thermo-electric current which would

be caused by directly heating that junction. In other

words, the passage of a ciurrent from an external source

produces in the junctions of the circuit a distribution of

temperature which leads to the weakening of the current

by the superposition of a thermo-electric current, running

in the opposite flirection. The true importance of this

so-called " Peltier effect " in the explanation of thermo-

electric currents was first clearly pointed out by Joule; and
Sir W. Thomson (see vol. viii. p. 97) further extended the

subject by showing, both theoretically and experimentally,

that there is something closely analogous to the Peltier

effect when the heterogeneity is due, not to difference of

quality of matter, but to difference of temperature in

contiguous portions of the same material. Shortly after

Peltier's discovery was published, Lenz effected by means
of it the freezing of small quantities of water by the cold

develojied in a bismuth-antimony junction when a voltaic

curreiit was passed through the metals in the order named.

Peltier's other papers, which are numerous, are devoted

in great part to atmospheric electricity, waterspouts,

cyanometry and polarization of sky-light, the temperature

of water in the spheroidal state, and the boiling-point at

great elevations. There are also a few devoted to curious

points of natural history. But his name will always be

as.'sociated with the thermal effects at junctions in a voltaic

circuit, a discovery of importance quite comparable with

those of Seebeck and Gumming.
PELUSIUM, an ancient city of Egypt, at the mouth of

the most easterly (Pelusiac) branch of the Nile, was the

key of the land towards Syria and a strong fortress, which,

from the Persian invasion at least, played a great part in

all wars between Egypt and the East. It has not, however,

been satisfactorily identified with any place mentioned in

the hieroglyphic monuments, and the conjecture of Jerome,

who supposes it to be the Sin of Ezekiel xxx. 15, 16,

though admirably suited to the context and certainly

preferable to the Sais of the LXX., cannot be positively

established. Pelusium is the Farara.i of the Arabs ; the

neighbouring place still called Tina is hardly to be identified

etymologically with Sin. The country about Pelusium was
noted for the production of flax ; the fame of the Pelnsian

linen is, perhaps, still preserved in the word " blouse."

The whole district has now relapsed into sand and marsh,

and the site has not yielded any important remains.

PEMBEFiTON, an urban sanitary district of Lanca-

shire, England, situated on the Lancashire and Yorkshire

Railway, 2\ miles west from Wigan. Near the town are

stone quarries and collieries, and the town itself possesses

cotton-mills, chemical works, and iron-foundries. At a
short distance is Hawkley Hall, an ancient timber bouse.

At Ancliff in the township of Pemberton there was, accord-

ing to ancient records, a burning well of considerable fame,

but the name Ancliff has now disappeared, and the site

cannot be verified. The population of the urban sanitary

district (area 2894 acres) in 1871 was 10,374, and in 1881
it was 13.762.
• PEMBROKE, the most westerly county of South Wales,

lies to the west of the counties of Cardigan and Carmar-

then, and is bounded on three sides by the ocean—on

the S. by the Bristol Channel, oh the W. by St Greorge's I

Channel, and on the N. by Cardigan Bay. Its length from
Strumble Head to St Gowan's Head is about 30 miles,

and its average breadth a little over 20. The area is

393,682 acres, or about 615 square miles.

The coast-line is extremely irregular and extends to over

1 00- miles, the principal inlets being Newport Bay ; Fish-

guard Bay, 3 miles in breadth, with an average depth of

from 30 to 70 feet, and possessing a good anchorage-ground
of mud and sand ; St Bride's Bay, 8 miles long by 8 broad

;

and Milford Haven, a splendid landlocked natural harbour,

having a length of about 20 miles, and including numerous
small bays and creeks. A considerable number of islands

adjoin the coast, the largest being Ramsey, which (except-

ing some small rocks) includes the most westerly land in

Wales ; Skomer and Stockham, between St Bride's Bay
and ililford Haven ; and Caldy, south of Tenby. The
southern coast, consisting of bare, broken, and beetling

limestone cliffs, in many cases 200 feet in height, is exposed
to the full force cf the Atlantic, which in several places

has hollowed out long funnel-shaped cavities into which
the sea has entrance, the most remarkable being Bosheston

Mere, near St Gowan's Head. Owing to the ocean storms

the county is almost bare of trees, and the bareness is not

relieved or atoned for by mountains, although in many
parts of the coast the scenery is wildly picturesque. Fsr
the most, part the surface is gently undulating, the small

rounded hills rising in height towards the north, until they

merge in the Preseley range, which runs from east to west
and divides the county irtto two parts, the highest summits
being Cwm-Cerwyn, 1754 feet, in the centre of the chain,

the lesser eminences of Moel Trigarn and Carn-meyn in

the east, and Bwlch-gwnt and Foel Eryr in the west. The
principal rivers are the Teifi, which forms for a short

distance the north-eastern boundary of the county with
Cardiganshire ; the Cleddy or Cleddou, of which there

are two branches, an eastern and a wes;ern, both flowing

south and mingling their waters in SLlford Haven ; the

Nevern, which flows north into. Newport Bay ; and the

Gwaen, which flows through a narrow and beautifully-

wooded glen to Fishguard Bay.
Geology and Minerals.—Three-fourths of the county,

including the northern portion stretching westwards to

the western Cleddou river, and, with certain exceptions, to

the Channel, is formed of LlandeiLo flags. The Carbonifer-

ous strata from, the South -Wales coal-field extend across

'he centre of the county from east to west, their area
narrowing towards the west. The Pembrokeshire coal-field

differs entirely from the South-Wales coal-field both in the

lie of the strata and in the character of its beds, due to

the occurrence of volcanic action. It is separated also

from the main field by an interpolation of Old Red Sand-
stone. North, east, and north-west it is founded by beds
of mountain limestone and millstone grit, and on the

south by Cambrian beds and by the ocean, below which
the Coal-measures extend. The strata are composed of

Coal-measures, Carboniferous Limestone, and Old Red Sand-
stone, and are frequently extremely contorted. Igneous
stratified rocks also occur in the Preseley range, and in the

neighbourhood of St David's Head. The coal is anthracite,

and when put on the fire in a wet state emits a blue flame

without smoke. About 80,000 tons are now dug annually,

the coal being used for furnaces and for smelting and brew-

ing purposes. There is a lead mine at LlanfjTnach, from
which a considerable yield of silver is obtained, the annual

value of the ore raised being about £15,000. In caves

explored near Tenby and on Caldy Island there have been

found remains of various species of extinct mammals.
ClimaU, Soil, and Agriculture.—Although Pembroke-

shire is exposed to frequent violent gales from the south-

west, the climate in the south is verv mild and warm ; and
- 'XVIEL — 6i
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flowers, fruits, and vegetables are earlier than in most other

districts of the United Kingdom. Towards the north,

especially on the higher ground, it is much colder, and

damp fogs and rain are frequent. The most common sod

is a dark-grey loam, which is much improved by admixture

with lime and sand. The sandstone and limestone forma-

tion in the south produces an e.xcellent quick soil, admir-

ably adapted for horticidture, which is generally pursued

iu this district. In the more northerly and higher regions

moie attention is given to cattle-rearing and dairy-farming

than to tlie raising of crops or sheep -farming. The farm-

houses and buildings, which formerly were rude and primi-

tive in co;istruction, with low mud-walls, are now generally

built of stone on improved methods. The cottages of

the peasants are, however, still for the most part uncom-

fortable huts built of a clay and straw compound called

" clom." Great improvements have lately taken place m
farming, owing in great part to the enlightened encourage-

ment of the landlords.

PEMBROKE-
fu!. Iu caves, diff-castles, hogs, kitchen-miJdens, 8:0. ,

implements

of the polished stone a,<;o are frerjuently found, tut, strange to say,

tlie long barrows typical of this period are wanting ;
dolmens or

cromlechs, liowever, are very commou : the ordnance map gives

eighteen, but this is by no means an exhaustive list. Llech-y-

Drybedd near Nevcni, I'cntre Evan near Newport, anotlier one in

the same town, Longhousc near Mathry, Tre Llys on I'encair, are

magnificent specimens of Jlegalithic work. Stone circles, cairns,

monoliths, and earthworks abound in the county ; what proportion

of these are attributable to tlie dolichocephalic non-Aryan Silurea

who used stone implements it is impossible to say.

The Coidcl or Gaelic branch of the Celtic family has the credit

of having introduced bronze and round tumuli with cremated

bodies ; ol' these latter there are a great number in Pembrokeshire,

and considerable quantities of bronze implements have been dis-

covered. A mixture of .Silures and Goidels seem to have held

the country until they were conquered by the Romans about the

vcar 70 A.n. Ilonian remains are but scantily represented in

Pembrokeshire. Via Julia terminated at St David's, but no trace-

of the peculiar Roman roadmaking exist. Fcnton, the county

historian, fancied he discovered the station Ad Figcsimum of

the sinnions Iliuerartj of Antouine at Ambleston, and there can

be no doubt that a large Roman building of .some sort did exist
.> -. 1 FT«i 1 ..- n-.r X>^n^.-«-/-.n "Till Afi- T? T,3\4**

From 5933 in 1875 the number of holdings had increased to

5999 iu 18S0 (the latest return). Nearly four-hfths, 4222, were not

above 50 acres each in extent, 837 were between 50 and 100 acres, 8j3

between 100 and 300, and only 87 above 300 acres. In 1S83 there

were 305,6 U acres, or about 77 per cent, of the total area, under

tillage, corn crops occupying 55,011 acres, green ciops 13,26b,

rotation grasses 28,409, permanent pasture 206,0d2, and fallow

0906 The principal cereals are barley occupying 24,/ 9? acres ami

oats (of wliich the black species occupy a large area) 25,494 acres

wheat occu-.ying.ouly 4604 acres. Potatoes were grown on 3042

acres, turnips and swedes on 8038, and mangolds on 1322. Horses

iu 1833 numbered 14,3S3 (of which 8665 were used solely for

pm-poses of agriculture), cattle 83,436 (of which 31,7,9 «-ere_cows

ind heifers in milk or in calf), sheep 91,901, and pigs 2, 623

The principal breed of cattle are the native Castk-martins black

in colour, and well suited to the climate and the system of farm-

m' as they both fatten reailily and yield large supplies of milk.

H?refords and Alderneys have lately been introduced on manv

farms, but the old breed is still the favourite.

According to the latest return the land was divnlcd among 31 1

owners, possessing 356,699 acres, at an annual valuation ol £389,/ 1,

or about £1 Is. lOd. per acre. The estimated amount of common

or waste land was 11,260 acres. Of the owiien 1492, or about 44

per cent., possessed less than one acre each. The lollowmg owne.

Sv r SCOb^cres each, viz., C. E^ G. Phillips, 18,, 2 -«s: ea.

of Cawdor, 17,736 ; Sir Owen Scourheld, Bart. 11,21.3 :
Lord

Kensington, 6537; bishop of St David's, 5651; Geoigc Haines,

5173 ; and M. A. Sawiu, 5168
. .

Manufachim.—nmnAs, are woven in various towns, ana aio

the principal textile manufacture of the county ;
there are also

rope .ind sail works, and hat-making is I'ractised. Many of the

inhabitants are engaged in coal-miuing and in hshing At later

tiiere is a very extensive dockyard, and shipbuilding is earned on

at several other ports. Since the opening up ol railway communi-

cation the shipping trade, and the mining and other .industries

ha^e made extensive progi'ess, but the railway connexion is still

somewhat imperfect
i. •

i i ,.„„„
AdminUlnaioa and Popnlalion.-TU countj' includes seven

hundreds ; the municipal boroughs of Haverfordwest (6398), Pem-

broke (14,150, and Tenby (4750), and part (2058) of the municipal

borough of Cardigan, the remainder ol* which is iii Cardiganshire.

In add tlon to Haverfordwest, Pembroke, »'H.,T™by, here are

four other market towns.-Fishguaid (2009), Jl.lford 3812) Isar-

berth (2334), and Newport (1504). The county is duelled into

th ee poor-l.iw unions-Haverfordwest, Pembroke and Xarberth

It is included iu the south-westeni circuit. It has one court o

Muarter-sessions, and is divided into seven petty and special sessional

divisions. One member is returned to parliament for the fount),

one for the Haverfordwest district of boroughs, consisting of Hsh-

K aid Haverfordwest, and Narberth, and one for the Pembroke

fl^trict of boroughs, consisting of Jlilford, Pembroke, Tenby and

Wiston. Pembrokeshire contains 153 civil parishes^ with part ol

one other It constitutes the archdeaconry of St David s in tne
one other. It constitutes me arcime.icuM.j. ~^, ^^ ^ -

;"oc»sp of the same name, and forms part .
of the province of

Cantrfburv. From 56,280 in 1801 the population liad increased

bi IS'l to74,009, in 18.51 to 94.140, but in 1871 it had dimiuishod

to 9r998 ard in 1881 to 91,824, of whom 43,449 were m.ales and

48 375 fenSes. The number of inhabited houses in 1881 was

19;462, the average number of persons to an acre 0-23, and of acres

'° //'XT ^-c -Although the limestone caves of Pembrokeshire

abound with relics of the Pleistocene fauna no traces have as yet

been discovered of Pala;olllhic man. Keolithic remains are plenti-

be no doubt tllat a large noman uuimiug oi .=.uun.- o^i i, u.v. ^.,.o.

at thit place. The late Professor Rolleston and Mr E. Laws

discovered Saniiau ware in the cave of Longbury near Tenby, and

Roman coins, ringing from Vespasian, 78 .\.d., to Constantine II.,

340 \ D. , have bceu found very plentifully in the county.

When the Saxons pressed the Cymric tribe of Brytlionic Celts in

Cumbria, the latter ajipear to have migrated into \\ ales, and to

have conquered the inhabitants ; the Pembrokeshiio Goiuels seem

to have held out for some time. During this troubled period there

was a gieat incui-sion of missionaries, both Goidel and Cymric .

to these we owe the nomenclature of many villages. To this period

must be attributed the sepulchral inscriptions in that strange char-

acter which has been called Ogam. Of these so many are to be

found in I'embrokeshire that it has been considered probable they

were invented in tha district. They are usually in base Latin
;
good

specimens are to be seen on Caldy Island, St Uogmel s Cwmgloyiie

near Ncvern, and Trefrgarne near Haverfordwest. Most of he

crosses iuust be attributed to this period, though probably the

inscribed ones at Carew and Nevern are of later date.

After Wales had been, completely conquered by the t-ymrv,

Rhodii Mawr divided it among his sons, and Pembrokeshire fell

to Cadell in 877. From that period until its complete incornora-

tion with England it sudcred terribly from the lanii y feuds o

tl-e Welsh princes. The Scandinavians also proved a tearlul

scourge. Their first incui^ion, according to the Brut-y-Tywysogion,

took place in 795. The cieeks of Pembrokeshire were peculiarly

adaptsd to the wants of the vikings, and they seem to have fornieJ.

a strong colonv in the county, of which such names as Asgar, ,

Fish-'urrd, Gr.ifsholm, Frcy.trop, Gooawich, Milford Haven iMid-

fjonf Havn), Haverfordwest (Havards Fjord), S;c., are an abiding

^"Durht" the reign of William Rnfus. Arnulph de Montgomery,

son of Roger do lielesmc, invaded the southern portion of the

conntv wifh the king's sanction ; he gained .a district and built

Pembroke Castle :' Maiiorbier was most likely erected! at the same

time. Ill 1107 a colony of Flemings was stnt into 1 einbrokeshire

by the king (Henrv 1.); they settled at Haverford and Tenby

A second pSrtv of Flemings and other adventurers was despatched

to Pembroke by Henry II. ; these were mcrcenancs who l'?d served

in the civil war between Stephen and Maud. In April 11,0 a

party of Pembrokeshire men invaded and overran the eastern shores

of Ireland. , .it ,.u,.

In 1 405 Owen Glendower harned the country ; he occupied Teiih)

with 10,000 Welshmen, and was joined by a trench force o' 1-.™"

men who had landed in Milford Haven. In 1456 Henry A II. «as

born in I'embroke Castle, the residence of his unc e Ja>per fudor

,arl of Pembroke. After a long exile he landed at Brun near

Dale with French troops; here he was joined by Sir Rhys ap Thomas

at the he.ld of a large number of Welshmen, with whom he marched

to Dosworth field. When the churdi i-roperty was disposed of

under Henry VIII., Lamphey Court, once a bishops seat, t.-U to

the Devereux famil)% and it was the residence of the three Devereux

earls of Essex. These noblemen were extremely popular, and it was

most likely in consequence of the political views held by Robert

Sie th rd earl th.it when the civU war broke out Pembrokeshire

as fon id to be "the most seditions county in al Wales, or rather

of En"lam for the inhabitants were like ^English corporations

uiUke^loyl Welshmen" i^Mcrau-lus ^„;/c„., 29th week, 20 h

J y 16 if. Pembroke and Tenby held out until 1648, when he

P esbvterians rebelled against the Indenendents ;
then under Mayor

and Colonel Poyer the° royal standarJ was hoisted on I'embrok

keep. Cromwell himself besieged Pembroke, which yielded to

'''Be:rdJIthe'rl"of''the fine castle of Pembroke, many others .are

to be found iuthecouuty-M-anorbier, Carew, Lamphey, Narberth.
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Llawhaddon, Haveiford, Rocli, Newport ; but Newport lias been

tiiraeU into a moilcni dwcUiug-house. Jlostof those are EdwarJian

ei-ectious on Norinan'work, some of tlicni having Tudor additions.

The most imjiortant ecclesiastical building is the cathedral of St

David's. Some sort of church existed on the site from tlie 6th

ceutUi'V, but the earliest work now remaiiiing is tliat of Bishop

Peter ile Leia (USO). This was seriously injured by the fall of the

tower in 12'20 ; the damage had scarcely been reiiaired when the

church was wrecked by an earthquake in 1248. hi 1323 Henry
Oower succeeded to the bishopric, the most numificent benefactor

the church of St David's ever saw ; he transformed the cathedral,

introducing the Decorated style throughout the edifice. After the

Reformation the building was permitted to fall gradually into de-

ay, until it had become little iK-ttcr than a ruin. But in 1863

the edifice, more especially the tower, was thoroughly restored

under the late Sir Gilbert Scott.

PE.MBROKE, a municipal and parliamentary borough

of South Wales, is picturesquely situated on an elevated

ridge at the head of Pennar Mouth Creek, on the south side

of Milford Haven, 30 miles soutli-west of Carmarthen. The
ruins of the ancient castle, originally founded by Arnulph

de Montgomery in 1094, occujjy the summit of the ridge.

The castle was one of the strongest of the ancient fortresses

of Wales. Beneath it is an enormous natural cavern,

called " The Wogan," 70 feet long and 50 feet ^-ide. At
the beginning of the Civil War the castle was held for the

Parliament, but, the commandants having gone over to

the Royal cause, it was taken by Cromwell after si.x weeks'

siege. Near the castle are the ruins of Monkton Priory

church, in the Norman style, containing a long vaulted

nave in good preservation. The church of St JIary, in

the Early Pointed style, i)033esses a massive steeple. ' At
Pater, 2 miles west of Pembroke, is Perfibroke dock, an

important Government dockyard, surrounded with very

strong fortifications. The dock b 70 acres in extent, and
the yard affords emjiloyment to about 2400 artisans.

There are also artillery and infantry barracks. Pembroke
possesses a town-hall, assembly rooms, a mechanics' insti-

tute, an infirmary, and several charities. The to\vn was
incorporated by Strongbow, earl of Pembroke, in the reign

of Stephen, but the earliest charter preserved is one granted

by John, which was confirmed by successive sovereigns.

The population of the municipal borough (area, 5626 acres),

which includes the two wards of Pater and Pembroke, in

•1871' was 13,704, and in 1881 it was 14,156. The popu-

lation of the parliamentary borough (area, 6298 acres) in

the latter year was 16,339.

PEMPHIGUS. See Skiu, Diseases op.

PEN, an instrument for writing or for foi'ming lines

with an ink or other coloured fluid. The English word,

as well as its equivalents in !^>ench (plume) and in German
{Fedfr), originally means a wing-feather, but in ancient

times the implements used for producing written charac-

ters were not quills. The earliest writing implement was
probably the stylus (Gr. o-rrXos), a pointed bodkin of metal,

bone, OT ivory, which, however, was only used for produc-

ing incised or engraved letters. The calamus (Gr. xaAa/ioj)

or artmdo, the hollow tubular stalk of grasses growing in

marshy lands, was the true ancient representative of the

modern pen f hollow joints of bamboo were similarly

employed- The use of such pens can be traced to a remote
antiquity among the civilized nations of the East, where
reeds and canes are to this day in common use as writing

i'.istruments. The earliest specific allusion to the quill

pen occurs in the writings of St Isidore of Seville (early

jiirt of the 7th century).' But there is no reason to

assume that the quill pen was not in use at an earlier

|r2riod, and, indeed, remains have been found which prove
t!iat even metal pens were not altogether unknown to the

ftncient Romans.

* " In<;trunieDta scribs calamus et peiina ; ex his euim verba paginis
infijuntur

; sed calamus arboris est, ])enna avis, cujus acumen divi-

ditur in duo."

The quills, formerly in exclusive use, and still largely

employed among Western communities as wniting instru-

ments, are obtained principally from the wings of the

goose. Swan-quills are also highly prized, and for special

purposes crow-quiUs and the wing-feathers of certain other

birds are adopted. For the method of preparing quills, ic,

see Feathers, vol. ix. p. 60. In 1809 Joseph Brarnah,

the famous inventor, devised and patented a machine for

cutting up the quill into sejiarate nibs by dividing the

barrel into three or even four parts, and cutting these

transversely into "two, three, four, and some into five

lengths." Bramah's invention first fanuliarized the public

with the appearance and use of the nib and holder in place

of the complete quill or barrel, and in that sense he anti-

cipated the form of pen now most commonly used. In

1818 Charles Watt obtained a patent for gilding and pre-

paring quills and pens b}' manual labour and. chemical

means, which may be regarded as the precursor of the

gold pen. But a more distinct advance in this direction

was effected in 1822, when Hawkins and Mordan patented

the application of horn and tortoise-shell to the formation

of pen-nibs, the points of which were rendered diir«ble by
impressing into them small iiieces of diamond, ruby, or

other very hard substance, or by lapping a small piece of

thin sheet gold over the end of the tortoise-shell, and by
various other ways securing a hard unalterable point to

the pen.

Metallic pens, though perhaps not altogether unknown
even in classical times, did not come into use till the pre-

sent century, and indeed did not become common till

near the middle of the century. At the meeting of the

British Association in Birmingham in 1839 steel pens

were scarcely known ; ten years later the nianufacture had
become an important local industry. In 1803 a steel pen
was made and sold in London by a Mr Wise, which was in

the form of a tube or barrel jien, the edges meeting to form
the slit with sides cut away as in the case of an ordi-

nary quill. These sold at about five shillings each, and as

they were hard, stiff, and unsatisfactory instruments they
were not in great demand. In 1808 a metallic pen was
patented by Bryan Donkin, made of two separate parts, flat

or nearly so, with the flat sides opposite each other forming
the slit of the pen, or, as an alternative, of one piece, flat

and not cylindrical as in the usual form, bent to the proper

angle before being inserted into the tube which forms its

holder. In Birmingham a steel pen was made by a split-

ring manufacturer, Harrison, for Dr Priestley towards the

end of the 18th century. Harrison in after j'ears became
associated in the split -ring business with Josiah Mason,'

who was one of the great pioneers of the steel-pen trade.

Mason developed the manufacture on the basis of an in-

vention by James Perry, who in 1830 obtained a patent

for improvements which must be regarded as the founda-

tion of the steel -pen industry. Perry's improvements
consisted in producing pens from hard, thin, and elastic

metal, the most suitable material being described as the

very best steel brought to a spring temper. The necessaiy

flexibility was given to the pen by a central hole formed
in the pen between the nib and the shoulder in connexion

with a central slit, and by making between the nib and
the shoulder one or more lateral slits on each side of the

central slit. Joseph Gillott, who divides with Mason and
Perry the credit of perfecting the metallic pen, does not

appear as a patentee till 1831, when he patented an im-

provement which consisted in forming elongated points on

the nibs of pens. These early pens lacked softness, flexi-

bility, and smoothness of action, and subsequent inventions

of Perry, Gillott, Mordan, and others were largely devoted

to overcoming such defects. Metals other than steel were

also frequently suggested by inventors, those most commonly
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proposed being silver, zinc, German silver, aluminium, and
aluminium bronze, the last-named having at one time come
into extensive use. The development of the gold pen can-

not be traced through the patent records in the same way
as some others. Dr Wollaston, it is recorded, used a gold

pen composed of two thin slips of gold tipped with rhodium,

made apparently on the principle patented by Donkin in

1 808. Messrs Mordan of London have the credit of being

the earliest regular makers of gold pens with tips of osmium-
iridium alloy, and that manufacture was subsequently de-

veloped by Messrs Wiley of Birmingham. The gold {)ens

now made are provided with iridium tips, and their manu-
facture is a special industry, requiring processes and
machines different from those used in the steel-pen industry.

Fountain pens and jjenholders in which considtyable

reservoirs of ink could be carried ready for use were intro-

duced by a patented invention of. the ingenious Joseph
3ramah. Of his several plans for a fountain pen one
proposal was a hollow tube of silver or other metal, the

tube being made so thin that it could readily be compressed

out of shape and so cause an escape of ink to the nib, and
another plan was to fit the tube with a piston which
might slide down the interior and so force out ink.

John Scheffer in 1S19 patented a device consisting of a

reservoir in the holder operated on by a stud, which, when
pressed by the thumb, yielded a flow of ink to the nib.

]ylany forms of attachment and modifications of the shape

cf the pen have also been introduced .with the view of

enabling the pen itself to carry a considerable supply of

ink, and to discharge it in writing in a safe and equal

manner. A highly original and comparatively successful

form of fountain pen of recent introduction is known as

the stylograph, in which the ordinary form of nib is dis-

pensed with, and connected with the barrel or reservoir is

a finely-tapered point tipped with iridium pierced with a

fine aperture. Into the aperture is fitted an iridium needle

or plug attached internally to a delicate gold spring, and
the act of writing sufficiently pushes back the needle to

allow the escape of the requisite flow of ink by the aperture.

The two principal forms of stylograph are that of Mac-
kinnon, patented first in the United States in March 1879,
and that of Cross, the United States patent for which
was secured in January 1878.

The finish which the common steel pen now shows, ami tl^e low
price at which it can be soUl, are triumphs of manufacturing skill,

the cieJit of which is largely due to Birmingham. For the fraction
of a fartliing there can now be purchased an article incomparably
superior to that which in the early years of the century cost five

shillings. The metal used consists of rolled sheets of cast steel

of the linest quality, made from Swedish charcoal iron. These
sheets are cut into striiis of suitable width, annealed iu a muffle
furnace, and pickled in a bath of dilute sulphuric acid to remove
the oxidized scale from the siuface. The strips so cleaned are next
rolled between steel rollers till they are reduced to ribbons the
thickness of the pens to be made. At this stage the raw material
is ready for the series of manufacturing operations, most of which
are performed with the aitl of hand fly-presses, moving suitable
cattnig, stamping, and embossing attachments. The pen blanks
arc first cut out ol the ribbon so as to leave as little scrap as possible.

These blanks are next pierced, that is, the central perforation and
the side or shoulder slits by which flexibility is secured are made
at one operation. After again annealing, they are marked and em-
bossed with maker's name, tr.-ide-mai-k, or any of the endless variety
of marks by which pens are Jistinnuished from each other. Up
to this point the blanks are flat ; they are now raiSed or rounded
into tlie scnu-cylindrical form iu which pens are used. At this
stage the pens are tempered by heating in iron boxes is a muffle,
plunging in oil, and heating over a fire iu a rotating cylindrical
vessel till their surfaces attain the d\dl blue colour characteristic
of spring steel elasticity. They are then scoiued and polished
by being revolved in large tin cylinders, in which they are mixed
with sand, poundeil crucibles, or such substances. The giindin"
of the points next follows, an o|>eration performed by small i-ai)idl)*^

revolving emery-wheels, on which the points ai-e first ground
lengthwise and then across the nib, the object of the process being
to increase the elasticity of the point. The slittiug process which

follows—that is, the cutting of the pen-slit from the perforation to
the point—is effected with a chisel-cutter worked by a hand screw-
press. On the precision with which the slit divides the point
depends the perfection of the pen, to finish which it now only re-

mains to colour the surface in a revolving cylinder over a charcoal
fire, and to varnish it in a solution of shellac.

Birmingham, which was the firet home of the steel-pen industry,
continues to be its principal centre, but steel pens are also made iu
the Uuited States aiul in France and Germany. (J. PA.)

PENANCE. The word " penance " (pceniteniia) has a
double signification,—its strict legal meaning of a penalty
inflicted by the formal sentence of a spiritual authority in
punishment of an offence, and with the primary object of

amending and so benefiting the offender ; and its wider
and more popular sense of any ascetic practice adopted,
whethel: voluntarily or under compulsion, for the exjiiation

of sin or for advance in spiritual attainment. Broadly
speaking, no trace of such a theory is visible in classical

paganism, from which the idea of sin as a moral defile-

ment is almost absent. There are faint marks discernible

in the Greek heroic legends of something analogous to

penance, when we read of a hero being driven into exile

for some crime (most usually unpremeditated homicide),

and not permitted to return till he had found, some one
able and willing to purify him with certain lustral sacrifices.

In the historical period these lustral sacrifices continue,

but the accompanying penalty disappears. Punishments
for religious offences, and of a very severe kind, extending
to death itself, as in the case of Socrates, are frequent,

but they are not of the nature of penance, not having the
amendment of the offender in view, but only the safety of

the state, to be secured by an act of vengeance designed

to avert the anger of the gods and to prevent the repetition

of the crime believed likely to invoke it. The Oriental

religions, contrariwise, teem with the ascetic principle, and
personal austerities form a large part of the Zoroastrian,

Buddhist, and Brahman systems. Yet. with the exception

of the pilgrimages, whicb enter so deeply and widely intcv

the religious habits of the peoples professing these creeds,

and involve much toil and suffering in the case of the

poorer pilgruns, these austerities are not of general inci-

dence, but are confined to a' comparatively small, and, so

to say, professional body of devotees, such as the Indian

Jogis, who are entirely distinct from the main body of

their co-religionists. Islam had originally nothing even
remotely like the practices in question, save in so far as
the annual fast of Kamadan and the hajj to Mecca and
other sacred places necessitated self-denial ; and it is even,

on record that Mohammed himself directly discouraged an
ascetic spirit which displayed itself in some of his trustiest

companions and disciples, such as 'Omar, 'Ali, Abu-Dharr,
and Abu-Horeirah. But the reaction of conquered Persia,

long the home of Zoroastrian asceticism, on the Arab
victors was marked and early, and an inner body of austere

devotees arose in the midst of Jlohammedanism within a-

century and a half of the Flight, though having no justifi-

cation in the Koran or in the body of early tradition for

their tenets and usages. They were in almost every

instance of Persian origin, and the most famous of them
all, the converted robber Fodheil Abii "All Zalikhdni, the
Benedict of Islam, who first organized the scattered ascetics

into the brotherhood of dervishes, was himself a KhorAsAnl
of pure descent. But, like the Indian Jogis, the Moham-
medan dervishes and fakirs have continued as an isolated

class, and have never exerted the kind of influence which
Christian monachism, especially in the West, has done.

Nor has the principle of penance ever formed an import-

ant integer of the Jewish religion. The Levitical code
enjoips the pwformance of various lustral sacrifices in

expiation of certain sins ; but the cost of the victims is

the only element of penalty, being virtually a money fine
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on the offender. The prophets, while dwelling much on

the necessity of repentance, of a moral change in the

sinner, are almost entirely silent as to any accom])anying

acts and observances of an ascetic nature ; and, though

occasional references to prolonged fastings and to the

wearing of sackcloth as penitential exercises are found,

jret they appear as exceptional and spontaneous, and not

&i part of an accredited system, nor as enjoined by any

iuthority external to the devotee or penitent himself.

Even under the Talmudic code there is nq^^organized

.system of penance. The three degrees of excommunica-

tion, nidjui, tJierent, and s!iammata, ascending from mere

exclusion from the congregation for a month, through

the stage of anathema, to that of public and ignominious

expulsion from fellowship in Israel (.ind that at first

irrevocably, though the penalty was afterwards relaxed),

practically exhaust the code, since there are no formal

provisions for inflicting other penalties, whatever voluntary

observances may at anj* time have been superadded.

The Christian theory of penance ultimately rests on the

view that the Christian church is the precise analogue of

the Jewish people under the elder dispensation. As the

Je«-3 were the one family on earth in direct covenant

with Grod, so that it became necessary for all Gentiles who
desired to be brought into the like relation to abandon
their own proper nationality and to become Jews by adop-

tion, forsaking their former habits and associations together

with their creed ; and as various offences against the law

of Moses were punished with temporary or final exclusion

from fellowship in the Hebrew polity ; so was it from a

very early period in the Christian church. One marked
difference between the Rabbinical and the Christian dis-

cipline is indeed visible from the first, that the former in-

volved the suspension or deprivation of civil rights, whereas

the latter, in all the earlier centuries at any rate, was a

purely spiritual penalty. But they are agreed in com-
bining two ideas, one wholly foreign (as already observed)

to paganism, and the other but vaguely shadowed therein,

—the aim of healing the offender himself and the need of

liis making public satisfaction to the society whose rules

he had broken, and which might suffer in reputation

and influence by reason of his misconduct. It is this

notion of satisfaction which has led to the extension of the

word " penance " itself from its more restricted and legal

meaning to its wider use as covering the whole range of

ascetic practices. And, ' as it soon came to be accepted
that the inward sorrow for sin would be attended with an
outward token of that sorrow, involving pain or humilia-

tion in some form or other, there are four distinct stages

in the ecclesiastical use of the word " pc:nitentia,"—first, as

denoting the change of mind due to sorrow for sin ; next,

the external penalty attached to each offence ; thirdly, the

discipline of the church in dealing with all spiritual offences

;

and lastly, any piece of austerity practised with a religious

motive ; and the fact of the Latin language having no
doublets like the English " penitence " and " penance " to

express the distinct though allied ideas of the mentaL
attitude and the outward action has powerfully conditioned

Latin theology and practice.^

There is naturally but Httle to oe found in the New
Testament on the subject of discipline ; but the whole
principle is provided for and anticipated in one saying of

* The Greek woni fisravoia, which stands both for repentance and
for the sacrament or mystery of penance, has undergone a singular
degeneration of m«aning in ecclesiastical language, being often used to

denote an obeisance of head and body, because that gesture is one which
was enjoined upon penitents as part of the outward expression of sorrow
trs sin. But this ambiguity has had no theological results ; because
^Qft penalty imposed in the confessional is not called fieTdvota, but
.^t^i/ua, and thus no confusion can arise, especially as the context
always shows clearly when ijxtqmoui stand;s for a mere gesture.

Christ—that which directs that he who neglects to hear
the chuich as arbiter in a dispute shall be regarded as a
heathen man and a publican, and which goes on to con-

fer upon the apostles the power of binding and loosing

(Matt, xviii. 17, IS),—words which they, with their Jewish

experience and associations, must needs have interpreted

as authorizing, and even enjoining, the infliction of pen-

alties, and notably that of excommunication, upon members
of the new society. Accordingly, the leading example o;

such discipline, the case of the incestuous Corinthian,

attests plainly some form of trial, a sentence of excom-

munication, some proof of repentance, and the consequent

reconciliation and restoration of the offender (1 Cor. v.

;

2 Cor. ir. 6-10); and it is most probable that some such

method was pursued in the sub-apostolic church, each case

being dealt with locally, and on its separate merits, long

before any formal system or code came into existence.

The penalties seem at first to have been very simple and
lenient, leaving out of account the ditficult problem of the

phrase " delivering to Satan," twice found in this connexion

(1 Cor. V. 5 ; 1 Tim. i. 20), which may mean merely

relegating to heathen fellowship by exclusion from the

society of Christians, but also may cover much more
ground. Exclusion from the eucharist itself, exclusion

from non-communicating attendance at the eucharist, and
exclusion from all religious assemblies for even the minor
offices of worsliip are the only censures discoverable in

the earlier period, though it is not long before certain

additional penalties accompanying these grades of separa-

tion begin to appear. The following broad rtdes govern

all cases of penitential discipline in the ancient church.

(1) Penance related only to baptized aiid communicant
Christians. Even catechumens were not held capable of

it, to say nothing of Jews or Pagans. (2) It was ex-

clusively spiritual, and in no way touched the civil con-

dition of the penitent, even after the conversion of the

empire. (3) It was not compulsory, but spontaneous ; nay,

so far was it from being imposed, that it had to be sought

as a favour. Of course, where it was not so sought the

excommunication of the offender remained in force', but
this excommunication was not regarded as in itself a
penance in the later vise of that term. (4) The most
usual rule allowed of penance but once. The relapsing

offender had no second opportunity granted him. (5) It

was always preceded by confession (e^o/noAoyijtris), a term
which, however, even as early as Tertullian's time, was
already extended to include, over and above the oral

acknowledgment of guUt, the external acts of mortification

accompanying it {De Pren., c. 9). (6) There was a careful

classification of the offences involving penance, and after

a time a corresponding classification of penitents into

certain fixed grades, through which it was in many cases

necessary to pass, from the lowest to the highest, before

receiving absolution and being restored to full communion.
The case dealt with by St Paul establishes one point,

that of the comparative brevity of the time of penance,

even for very grave offences, since three years is the

longest period which can have elapsed between the two

epistles to the Corinthians ; whereas under the later

system periods of fifteen and twenty years are not rarely

to be found, and in some cases penance was for life,

however protracted. The earlier method can be shown
to have come into wide acceptance far within the 2d

century, because it forms the subject of a charge made
against the church by TertuUian in one of his Montanist

treatises {De Pudicitia) ; and the more stringent discipline

of the succeeding era appears to be due to the nearly

simultaneous action of two causes,—the great success

which attended the persecution set on foot by the emperor

Decius in 249, resulting as it did in a far larger propor-
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tion of apostasies and compromises than any of the others,

and the rise of Novatianism within two years, in protest

against the leniency exercised towards the lapsed. Although

the church rejected the extreme theories of rigid discipline

which Novatian formulated, yet it was tacitly admitted

that he did but exaggerate a truth, and the reins began

to be drawn tighter from that time forward. Much in-

formation regarding the practical working of the system

in the third century can be gathered from the epistles of

Cyprian, and from his treatise On the Lapsed ; but the

fact that he had to struggle against a lax party in Africa,

at the very time when laxity was preponderant in the

Italian Church, proves that no uniform system had yet

been evolved. The -ith century is the period when
broad general rules, intended to apply to all cases, begin

to be laid down, and when the distribution of penitents

into fixed classes or grades is clearly evident. The Eastern

Church took the lead in this development, and canons of

Ancyra and Neo-Cajsarea in 314 refer to the grades of

penance in terms which imply their general recognition as

already established. They are first defined in an epistle

ascribed to Gregory Thaumaturgus about the year 258,

and are as under : ( 1
) Weepers, forbidden to enter a church,

and permitted merely to assemble at the doors to ask the

prayers of tliose entering
; (2) Hearers, .<<uffered to come

in for the Scripture lessons and the minor offices, but

obliged to depart before the eucharistic office began

;

(3) Kneelers, allowed to attend the earlier part of the

eucharistic office, as far as the close of the introductoi"y

jiortion, but obliged to withdraw then along with the

catechumens
;
(i) Standers, who might remain throughout

the entire rite, but were not suffered to communicate.

This minute subdivision does not seem to have made good

a footing in Western Christendom, where the first of these

degrees is not found on record (Morinus, De Foeniteni., vi.

8), nor did it hold its ground very long in the East itself,

disappearing as it does during the 5th century. The
jienitential observances usually imjwsed on those who
were admitted to these grades were public confession of

their offence in presence of the congregation, and that, in

the case of the lowest grade, several times over
;
the disuse

of all ornaments, and tlie assumption of a sackcloth garb,

with the strewing of ashes on the head (Euseb., it. £., v.

28) ; men had to cut oft" their hair and shave their beards
;

women to wear their hair dishevelled and to adopt a special

A eil ; all had to abstain from baths, festivals, and, gener-

ally speaking, all physical enjoyments, and fasting on bread

and water was often enjoined ; they were bound to much
more frequent and regular attendance at all religious assem-

blies than the faithful or the catechumens (Cone. Carthag.

IV., c. 81) ; if possessed of means, they were required to

give largely in alms, or to assist actively in works of charity
;

and they were, for the first ten centuries, incapable of being

admitted to ordination. One result of the crowds of peni-

tents which had to be dealt with after the lull that followed

the Decian persecution was that the bishops were no longer

sufficient in numbers to deal with each case separately,

though under the earlier system the bishop alone (even

when the presbyters acted as his assessors) could put to

]>enance, as he continued for a long time to be the only

officer who could reconcile and readmit those who had per-

formed their appointed penance. A practice arose, therefore,

of appointing certain presbyters to confer with all persons

applying for admission to penance, and to receive their

confessions privately, in order to prepare them for the public

confession which made an integral part of penance, and

indeed to decide whether they could be admitted thereto

at all. These officers, known as "jienitentiaries," were

abolished in the church of Constantinojjle by the patriarch

Nectarius about 390 (Socrat., H. E., v. 19 ; Sozom., U. £.,

vii. 16), and his example was followed throughout nearly

the whole East ; but the office continued in the West, witli

various modifications necessitated by the gradual change

of discipline.

The main difference between the earlier and later systems

lies in the fact that penance was for some centuries

restricted to certain very grave sins, to wit, idolatry,

adultery, and murder, with such lesser offences as were
closely allied (as, for instance, the delivery of the sacred

books to pagan inquisitors, that traditio which has given

the words " treason " and " traitor " to modern diction) ;

nor does it appear that any distinction was made between
the treatment of those penitents whose guilt was notorious

and those whose own voluntary confession alone made it

manifest. Minor offences were punished with suspension

of communion and with refusal of oblations at the hands

of the offender, and many were left wholly to the indi-

vidual conscience. But the catalogue of canonical offences

was miutih enlarged at the time w'hen the penitential system

was developed and codified,— theft, usurj', false witness,

polygamy, habitual drunkenne.os, and some others being

included amongst those which had to be publicly expiated.

Yet it was this increased severity which led to the almost

total abrogation of public penance, because of the scandal

given by the publication of the numerous offences on the

new list, whereas the cases under the older rule were

necessarily few, however serious. It is clearly stated by
both Socrates and Sozomen that the motive of Nectarius

in abolishing the office of penitentiary was to avoid the

recurrence of an uproar occasioned by the public confession

of a lady of high rank, implicating others in a disgraceful

fashion, so that he judged it better to leave the question

of communion to be settled in private by penitents with

their religious advisers, and not to be made matter of

general publicity. This became the rule at once in the

East, but public penance held its .place in the West for

many centuries longer, and in fact has never become
entirely obsolete. There was, however, a considerable

innovation introduced after the 7th centurj', in that offences

privately committed were put in a different category from

public sins, and were no longer made liable to public

penance, but might be, and soon were, dealt with by private

confession and penance only. Kot only so, but, whereas

the accusation of any person to the bishop as an offender

was the usual mode of bringing his case under ecclesiastical

cognizance in the earlier Christian centuries, on the other

hand the discipline introduced in the Middle Ages was to

exact public penance from such alone as had been convidted

on trial before secular judges. The first beginnings of this

innovation on We.tern usage are attributed by Morinus
w'ith much ]>robability to Theodore of Tarsus, the Greek
archbishop of Canterbury, who sat from 668 to 690, and

whose Peniti'ndal (or code of ecclesiastical discipline),

though not the earliest even now extant in the British Isles,

soon achieved wide acceptance throughout the West, not-

withstanding that it followed the then long- established

Eastern usage in favour of private as opposed to public

confession. A more serious innovation, fraught with

dangerous consequences, made its appearance somewhat
later, that of buying off a penance by a money payment
to be expended in alms, a system in full force in the 9th

century, as attested by the capitularies of Hincmar of

Rheims and Herard of Tours. Another custom which

tended to break down the efficiency of the earlier discipline

was that of resorting to Rome to have the more serious

cases adjudicated on by the pope. At first this was an

exceptional mode of dealing with difficult matters, regarded

as too serious or too intricate for local decision, but by
the 11th century it had become a fashion, so that offenders

of any rank or wealth refused habitually to eubmit to
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pen'ance at the Lands of the local authoriti^ and betook
themselves to Rome, where they stated their case in their

own way, with no evidence to check them, so that they
were enabled either to evade the canonical penances
altogether or to get them much lightened. This abuse
was combated by various councils, notably that of Seligen-

stadt in 1022, which decreed in its eighteenth canon
" that no indxdgences obtained from the Roman pontiff

should avail for penitents, unless they had first fulfilled

the penanoes set them by their own priests according to

the degree of their offence ; and, if they chose to go then
to Rome, they must procure a permit from their own
bishop, and letters on the matter in question to be carried

,to the pope." But this attempt to check the practice

iWa3 unsuccessful, and it became established that, just as

certain cases of conscience were reserved to the bishop,

and could not be dealt with by ordinary parish priests, so

certain other cases were withdrawn from the cognizance
of the bishops themselve.?, and reserved for the hearing
and decision of the pope alone. Many alterations in the
nature and incidence of penances were made in the course

of the lat«r Middle Ages, but the detaib are unimportant
except for specialists ; it will suffice to mention such ex-

amples as imprisonment in monasteries, penitential pil-

grimages, and flagellations, the last having been introduced
by the hermit Dominic the Cuirassier (died 1060).

It is time to speak of the position occupied by penance in

the theological systems of the Latin and Greek Churches.
Both of them account penance, taken in its widest sense

of the method of dealing spiritually with sins by confession,

discipline, and absolution, as a sacrament, but there are

various differences in their theories and methods. The
Greek and Armenian Churches are in full agreement with
the Latin Church in regarding confession as an integral

and essential part of penance, of which they consider it

the outward and visible sign, whUe the spiritual part of

the sacrament consists in the form of absolution, whether
precatory or declaratory, pronounced by the priest. And
they lay down that the external acts of asceticism per-

formed by the penitent are not strictly part of the sacra-

ment itself, but merely the fulfilment of the church's

injunctions, and tokens of that repentance which shoidd
attend the confession of sins. And confession, though
recommended as a religious observance, is not a matter of

formal ecclesiastical precept in the Eastern Church, but
is left to the individual conscience, though it is usual

to practise it at least once a year, prior to the Easter
communion. There are also certain public penances some-
times enjoined in the East for sins of exceptional gravity,

publicly or legally proved, but they do not form part of

the normal system, one part of which, in strict agreement
«-ith ancient usage, consists in suspending heinous offenders

from com*union for some years, during which they can
receive only the dvY(S<iipov or blessed bread. And in all

cases the Easterns deny that penances are in any sense

satisfactions or expiations of sins made to appease divine

justice.

In the Latin Church the first noticeable divergence
from Oriental usage is that the old public form of penance,
technically known as " solennis," still survives in a docu-
mentary fashion Lq the Pontifical, though it has dropped
into virtual abeyance. It consists of two distinct and
correlative parts,—the public expulsion of penitents from
church on Ash Wednesday and their reconciliation and
readmissiou on Maundy Thursday following. As these
rites preserve in essentials the traditions of very early

NYestern usage, it is well to give some account of them here.

On Ash "Wednesday, then, those penitents whose names are

written down on a list for the purpose assemble, in coarse raiment
and barefoot, at the cathedral of their diocese at nine o'clock a.m. ;

Tneir penances are then assigned them severally by the penitentiary,
or sotno other officer deputed for the purpose, nfter which they are
sent out of the church, and bidden to wait at the doors. The
bishop, attended by the clergy and choir, takes his seat in the
niiuJla of the nave, facing the doors, having previously blessed
ashes for the comin" rite. The penitents are ne.':t admitted, and,
kneeling before the bishop, have ashes sprinkled on their heads by
him or by some other dignitary present, and sackcloth is also laid
upon them in similar fashion. The penitential psalms and the
litanies are tlien said, all kneeling ; after this the penitents stand
up to hear a sermon from the bishop, at the close of which he tnkes
one of them by the right hand, and leads him towards the doors,
followed by all the other penitents, each grasping another's hand,
and also holding lighted tapers, when they ate ejected in a body.
They kneel outside, and are again addressed by the bishop, enjoining
them to spend the time of penance in prayers, fastings, almsdeeds,
and pilgrimages, and to return on llaundy Thursday for reconcilia-
tion. The church-doors are then shut in theii- faces, and the bishop
proceeds to celebrate mass.

The office on JIaundy Thursday begins with the penitential
psaims and the litanies, said by the bishop and clergy in chuicli,
while the penitents wait, barefoot and with unlighted tapeis, out-
side the doors. After some preliminary ceremonies, a deacon goes
to the penitents with a lighted candle, and kindles their tapirs.
The bishop then seats himself, as in the former rite, and the peni-
tents are presented to him collectively by the archdeacon nfth a
formal -address. The bishop then rises, and with his immediate
attendants advances to the doors, where he delivers a short address
to the penitents, which ended, he returns into the church, still
keeping near the doors, and, while a psalm is sung, the penitents
enter and kneel before him ; then the archiieacon or archpricst
petitions for their reconciliation, and, having replied to the bishop's
question as to their fitness, recites certain versicles and responses
alternately with the choir, while the bishop takes hold of the hand
of one of the penitents, who in his turn takes that of another, till

all form a chain, and thus they are led by the bishop to the middle
of the church, where he recites a form of absolution over them.
Psalms and prayers, closing with another absolutory form and a
benediction, end the office, after which the penitents resume their
ordinary dress, laying aside that which they had worn during Lent.

A further difference between the Eastern and Latin
Churches is that the latter has made confession a formal
precept ever since the canon of the Lateran council under
Innocent III. in 1215, Omnis vlriusque se.rus, which enjoins
all those arrived at years of discretion to confess at least
once a year to their own parish priest, or to another priest
with consent of the parish priest, the act being no longer
left optional. And the choice of a confessor is limited
also by the rule that absolution is not accounted valid
unless pronounced by a priest having local jurisdiction
and faculties. The chief divergence, however, between
East and West on the sacrament of penance is due to the
remarkable developments both in the doctrinal and the
disciplinary aspects of the rite which took place in Latin
Christendom during the Middle Ages. The former of these
is mainly concerned vvith the new application, in the 12th
century, of the system of indulgences, from its original

character of a relaxation of the duration or severity of the
temporal penalties annexed to offences by the canons to the
remission of purgatorial chastisement of departed souls in

the intermediate state—a tenet which seems to have been
first developed by Hugh and Richard of St Victor—which
gave rise to the practice of penitential observances bypersons
not lying under any censure, with the aim of acquiring the
advantages thus held out to them for themselves or others,

living or departed, to whom they are at liberty to transfer

them. The latter is due to the legal, methodizing, and
codifying temper which forms such a marked peculiarity

of the Latin mind, in contrast with the more speculative

Greek. Hence has arisen a copious literature, beginning
with those Penitentials, or codes of disciplinary canons,

already mentioned, but amplified at a later time into a vast

system of moral theologj' and casuistry, mainly elaborated in

the 1 6th and 1 7th centuries (see Liguori), whereby the whole
modern administration of penance in the Latin Church is

regulated. The Oriental churches have no corresponding

system or text-books, and continue to observe the les.>
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methodized and determinate order in use during the 6th

and immediately succeeding centuries. ThTe is no theo-

logical difference between them, however, in respect of their

view of absolution, although in the one case a declaratory,

and in the other a precatory, form is employed. But a dis-

tinction in practice is maintained hereupon, for even the

United Greeks are obliged, in virtue of an instruction issued

by Clement VIII. in 1595, to use only the declaratory

form when pronouncing absolution. In Latin theology the

matter of the sacrament of penance is distinguished as

" remote "and " proximate," as " exterior " and /' interior,"

as " necessary " and " sufficient." The remote and exterior

matter of penance is all post-baptismal sin, with the remis-

sion and correcjiion of which penance ha;; to do. The class

of mortal sins are the neces.sary exterior matter, because

confession is the only recognized mode of obtaining their

remission. Venial sins are sufficient or voluntary matter

of penance, because confession of them is'not compulsory,

and remission may be otherwise had. The contrition,

confession, and satisfaction of the penitent are the proxi-

mate and interior matter of penance, with this further

distinction, that the two former are "essential" and insepar-

able parts of it, while satisfaction, though an " integral

"

part, is not essential, being capable of dispensation. The
form of the sacrament is the absolution pronounced by
the priest. And, as before stated, the acts of bodily or

spiritual mortification enjoined on the oenitent as parts of

his satisfaction, are called penances.

In the Church of England, penance, governed by pi-e-

Reformation canons and statutes, has continued to be

inflicted by sentence of the ecclesiastical courts down to

very recent times,—one of its commonest forms being that

of standing at the church-door clad in a white sheet. Pre-

cautions were taken by constitutions of Cardinal Othobon
and Archbishop Stratford against the abuse of money com-

mutations of penance ; and the right of the spiritual courts

to deal with cases involving penance, whether corporal or

pecuniary, was protected against writs of prohibition by the

statutes Circmnspede ar/atis, 13 Edward I. st. 4, and Articuli

Cleri, 9 Edward II. st. 1, c. 2. The Reformatio Legum
provided that ecclesiastical, penances should not be com-
muted for money, save for some grave and necessary cause,

and that such money should be applied to the relief of the

poor, while a repeated offence sliould admit of no com-
mutation. This same question came up frequently, having

been dealt with under Queen Elizabeth, Charles I., William

III., and Queen Anne, on the last occasion by Convocation,

which laid down rules that no commutation-money should

be allowed by any ecclesiastical judge without the consent

of the ordinary in writing, nor disposed of without the like

consent. The commination office in the Book of Common
Prayer makes reference to the scjemn Lenten penance
described above, as a thing desirable to be restored ; but

no action has ever been taken for the purpose.

In the Lutheran communion, penance, tliough at first

amongst the usages intended to be maintained, and
acknowledged in the Articles of Schmalkald, and also in

the Apology for the Confession of Augsburg, has never

held an effective place, being in truth incompatible with

the doctrines and polity elaborated by Luther himself ; so

that, although confession and absolution continue as sur-

vivals in the Lutheran system, they are not associated

with any regular discipline. Far otherwise is it with

Calvinism. The twelfth chapter of the fourth book of

Calvin's Institutes is mainly taken up with the question of

ecclesiastical discipline, whose necessity is broadly stated,

and alleged to extend to the whole body, clerical and lay

alike, and to be derived from the power of the Keys. No
precise rules are laid down, beyond saying that censures

may begin with private monition, but should ascend in

severity in proportion to the grr /ity and notoriety of

offences ; but, in point of fact, the system raised on this

basis by most of the Calvinist societies was a stringent

and searching one. In particular, the First and Second

Books of Discipline, put forth by John Knox and by the

second generation of Scottish Reformers, lay down the

principles for dealing with offenders against religion and
morals with much clearness and precision, and the Form
of Process in the Judicatories of the Kirk, as approved by
the General Assembly in 1707, prescribes the manner of

proceeding to inflict the several penalties enacted against

a variety of offences and scandals. These at one time

covered a wide area, but in later times only certain forms

of immorality have continued to be brought under ecclesi-

astical cognizance for jjublic censure and penalties. AH
the other more important Protestant sects have their own
systems of discipline, more or less stringent, but they are

virtually restricted in operation to suspension of communion
with the body, or to expulsion from membership, no other

penalties being provided.
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PENANG. See Prince of Wales Island.

PENARTH, a seaport of Glamorganshire, Wales, is

picturesquely situated on rising ground on the south side

of the mouth of the Taff ojjposite Cardiff', from which it

is four miles distant by rail and two by steamer. It

was a small and unimportant village until an Act was
passed in 1856 for making a tidal harbour. The docks

(1865-84) are on a very extensive and complete scale, and
the town is now an important shipping port for the minerals

of South Wales, especially alabaster, coal, and iron. In

1883 there entered 1130 steamers and 567 sailing-vessels

with an aggregate registered tonnage of 1,316,265 tons.

The total quantity of coal and coke shipped in the same
year was 2,274,003 tons. A line of rails 4 miles in length

connects the docks with the Taff Vale R.iilway.,v- The town
is frequented in summer as a bathing-place, and the Rhtetic

beds at the head are of special interest to geologists. The
principal buildings are the custom-house and dock-offices,

and tlie church of St Augustine, in the Early English style,

erected by the Baroness Windsor, who also built national

schools. The population of the urban sanitary district

(area, 2202 acres) in 1871 was 3104, and in 1881 it was
6228.

PENATES, Roman gods of the store-room and kitchen,

derived their name from penus, " eatables, food." The
store-room over which they presided was, in old times,

beside the airitim, the room which served as kitchen, par-

lour, and bedroom in one ; but in later times tlie store-

room was in the back part of the liouse. It was sanctified

by the presence of the Penates, and none but pure and chaste

persons might enter it, just as with the Hindus the kitchen

is sacred and inviolable. The family hearth, which
anciently stood in the atrium, was their altar ; on it were
placed their images, two in number, for the Penates were
always in pairs—the name does not occur in the singular.
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They had no individual names, but were "always known
under the general designation, Penates. Closely associated

with the Penates were the Lares, another species of domestic

deity, who seem to have been the deified spirits of deceased

ancestors (see Lams). But while each family had two

Penates it had but one Lar. L: the household shrine the

image of the Lar (dressed in a toga) was placed between

the two images of the Penates, which were represented as

dancing and elevating a drinking-horn in token of joy and

plenty. The three images together were sometimes called

Penates, sometimes Lares, and either name was used meta-

phorically for " home." The shrine stood originally in the

atriur,:, but when the hearth and the kitchen were sepa-

rated from the atriian and removed to the back of the

house, and meals were taken in an upper story, the position

of the shrine was also shifted. In the houses at Pompeii

it is sometimes in the kitchen, sometimes in the rooms.

In the later empire it was placed b-hind the house-door,

and a taper or lamp was kept biuning before it. But the

worship in the interior of the house was also kept up even

into Christian times ; it was forbidden by an ordinance of

Theodosius (392 a.d.). The old Roman used, in company
with his children and slaves, to offer a morning sacrifice

and prayer to his household gods. Before meals the

blessing of the gods was asked, and after the meal, but

before dessert, there was a short silence, and a portion of

food was placed on the hearth and burned. If the hearth

and the images were not in the eating-room, either the

images were brought and put on the table, or before the

shrine was placed a table on which were set a salt-cellar,

food, and a burning lamp. Three days in the month, viz.,

the Calends, Nones, and Ides (i.e., the first, the fifth or

seventh, and the tnirteenth or fifteenth), were set apart for

special family worship, as were also the Carislia (22d

February) and the Saturnalia in December. On these

days as well as on such occasions as birthdays, marriages,

and safe returns from journeys, the images were croi^Tied

and offerings made to them of cakes, honey, wine, incense,

and sometimes a pig. As each family had its o^m Penates,

so the state, as a collection of families, had its public

Penates. Intermediate between the worship of the public

and private Penates were probably the rites {sacra) observed

by each clan {gens) or collection of families supposed to be

descended from a common ancestor. The other towns of

Latium had their public Penates as well as Rome. The
sanctiiary of the whole Latin league was at Lavinium. To
these Penates at Lavini'am the Roman priest's brought
yearly offerings, and the Roman consuls, prcetors, and dic-

tators sacrificed both when they entered on and when they

laid down their oflice. To them, too, the generals sacri-

ficed before departing for their provinces. Alba Longa,

the real mother-city of Latium, had also its ancient Penates,

and the Romans maintained the worship on the Alban
Mount long after the destruction of Alba Longa. The
Penates had a temple of their own at Rome. It was on

the Telia near the Forum, and has by some been identified

with the round vestibule of the church of SS. Cosma e

Damiano. In this and many other temples the Penates

were represented by two images of youths seated holding

spears. The Penates were also worshipped in the neigh-

bouring temple of Vesta. To distinguish the two wor-

ships, it has been supposed that the Penates in the former
temple were those of Latium, while those in the temple of

Vesta were the Penates proper of Rome. Certainly the

worship of the Penates, whose altar was the hearth and to

whom the kitchen was sacred, was closely connected with

that of Vesta, goddess of the domestic hearth.

The origin and nature of the Penates was a subject of

much discussion to the Romans themselves. They were
traced to the mysterious worship of Samothrace ; Dar-

danus, it was said, took the Penates from Samothrace to

Troy, and after the destruction of Troy jEneas brought

them to Italy and established them at Lavinium. From
Lavinium Ascanius carried the worship to Alba Longa,

and from Alba Longa it was brought to Rome. Equally

vmsatisfactory with this attempt to connect Roman religion

with Greek legend are the vague and mystic speculations

in which the later Romans indulged respecting the nature

of the Penates. Some said they were the great gods to

whom we owe breath, body, and reason, viz., Jupiter

representing the middle ether, Juno the lowest air and
the earth, and Minerva the highest ether, to whom some
added Mercury as the god of speech (Servius, on J^n.,

ii. 296 ; Macrobius, Sat., iii. 4, 8 ; Arnobius, Adv.

Nat., iii. 40). Others identified them with Apollo and
Neptune (Macrob., iii. 4, 6 ; Amob., I.e. ; Serv., on
.£»,., iii. 119). The Etruscans held the Penates to be

Ceres, Pales, and Fortuna, to whom others added Genius
Jovialis (Serv., on ^n., ii. 325 ; Arnob., I.e.). The late

writer Martianus CapeUa records the view that heaven was
divided into sixteen regions, in the first of which were

placed the Penates along with Jupiter, the Lares, ifec.

More fruitful than these misty speculations is the suggest-

ion, made by the ancients themselves, that the -worship of

these family gods sprang from the ancient Roman custom
(common to many savage tribes) of burying the dead in

the house. But this would account for the worship of the

Laves rather than of the Penates. A comparison \\-ith other,

primitive religious beliefs suggests the conjecture that the

Penates may be a remnant of that fetishism or animism
(i.e., the attribution of life, thought, and feeling to all

objects animate and inanimate) in which many savage

tribes exist to this day, and through which the higher races

have probably passed at some period of their history,

whether we suppose animism to be the primitive state of

the human mind, or to be itself a development from the

worship of ancestors, as Mr Herbert Spencer believes, or

from some lower form of belief. The Roman genii seem
certainly to have been fetishes, and the Penates were per-

haps originally a species of genii. Thus the Penates, as

simple gods of food, are probably much more ancient than
deities like Jupiter, Neptune, Apollo, and Minerva, whose
wide and varied attributes represent a power of abstraction

and generalization in the minds of their worshippers such

as is not possessed by very primitive men. ^yith the

Penates we may compare the kindly household gods of old

Germany ; they too had their home on the kitchen hearth

and received offerings of food and clothing. In the castle

of Hudemiihlen (Hanover) there was a kobold for whom a

cover was always set on the table. In Lapland each house

had one or more spirits. The souls of the dead are regarded

as house-spirits by the Russians ; they are represented as

dwarfs, and are served with food and drink. Each house

in Servia has its patron-saint. In the mountains of ilysore

every house has its bhuta or guardian deity, to whom
prayer and sacrifices are offered. The Chinese god of the

kitchen presents some curious analogies to the Penates

:

incense and candles are burnt before him on the first and
fifteenth of the month ; some families burn incense and

candles before him daily ; and on great festivals, one of

which is at the winter solstice (nearly corresponding to

the Saturnalia), he is served with cakes, pork, wine, in-

cense, itc, which are placed on a table before him.

See HartuEg, Die Religion dcr Homer ; Heitzberg, Dc diis

Soman, pair. PrcUer, Bom. ifylhot. ; M.arquaidt, Rom. Slaats-

vcrimlt. , vol. iiL For household gods of other peoples see Bastian,

Dcr Mcnsch in dcr Gcschichtc, iii. p. 202 sq. (J. G. FR.)

PENCIL (Lat. penicillus, a small tail), a name originally

applied to a small fine-pointed brush used in painting, and

still employed to denote the finer camel's-hair and sable

XXllL — 62
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brushes used by artists, has, in English, come commonly to

iignify solid cones or rods of various materials used for

RTiting and drawing. Some method of producing black or

coloured markings with rods of solid material on parchment,

paper, wood, and-other like smooth surfaces must have been

known from time immemorial, but the ordinary so-called

black-lead pencil does not possess a very high antiqmty.

It has been asserted that a manuscript of Theophilus,

attributed to the 13th century, shows signs of having been

ruled with a black-lead pencU ; but the first distinct

allusion to the common form of the instrument occurs in

the treatise on fossils by Conrad Gesner of Zurich (1565),

who describes an article for wTiting formed of wood and
a piece of lead, or, as he believed, an artificial composition

called by some stimmi anglicanum (English antimony).

The famous Borrowdale mine in Cumberland having been

discovered about that time, it is probable that we have

here the first allusion to that great find of graphite which

for so long supplied the world n-ith its best lead pencils.

While the supply of the Cumberland mine lasted, the

material for the highly-esteemed English pencils consisted

simply of the native graphite as taken from the mine.

The pieces were sawn into thin veneers, which again were

cut into the slender square rods forming the "lead" of the

pencil These leads were either cased in pencil cedar

(the wood of the Virginian cedar, Juniperus virginiana),

forming ordinary pencils, or they were, by an ingenious

and delicate process of turning, in which ruby-tutters were
xised, rendered circular to supply the "ever-pointed pencils,"

which, however, are of comparatively modern origin.

Strenuous efforts were made on the Continent and in

England to enable manufacturers to become independent

of the product of the Cumberland mine. In Nuremberg,
where the great pencil factory of the Faber family was
established in 1761, pencUs were made from pulverized

graphite cemented into solid blocks by means of gums,
resins, glue, sulphur, and other such substances, but none
of these preparations yielded useful pencils. About the

year 1795 Cont6 of Paris demised the process by which
now all black-lead pencils, and indeed pencils of all sorts,

are manufactured. In 1843 Mr Brockedon patented a

process for compressing pure black-lead powder into solid

compact blocks by which he was enabled to use the dust,

fragments, and cuttings of fine Cumberland lead. He sub-

mitted the powdered substance to enormous pressure, and,

by concurrently exhausting the air from the dies and the

block of graphite in process of compression, he succeeded

in forming a dense compact and uniform cake which could

be treated in the same way as natural massive graphite

from the mine. Brockedon's process would have proved
successful and important had the supply of fine English
black lead continued, but the exhaustion of the Borrowdale
supplies and the excellence of Conte's process have rendered

it more of scientific interest than of commercial value.

The pencil leads prepared by the Conte process consist of a most
intimate mixture of graphite and clay, both first brought to a con-
dition of the finest subdi^'ision. The gi-aphite is reduced to fine

powder in a mortar ; it is sifted and sometimes treated with mineral
acid, to free it from iron, &c,, then washed, and thereafter calcined

at a. bright-red heat. To get it in the condition of fine division,

it is mixed mth water and poured into a vat, where the heavier

particles sink- From this vat the water bearing the lighter particles

I'lasses into another at a lower level, and so into one or two more,
in each of which the comparatively heavy particles sink, and only

the still finer particles are carried over. That which sinks in the

last of the series is in a condition of extremely fine division, and is

used for pencils of the highest quality. The clay, which must be

free of sand and iron, is treated in the same manner, and brought
to a state of great uniformity and smoothness. Clay and graphite

so prepared are mixed in varying proportions from about equal parts

to two of clay for one of graphite according as the pencils are to be
hard or soft. They are thoroughly incorporated and ground to-

gether, then placed in bags and squeezed in a hydraulic press till

they have the consistency of stiff dongh, in which condition they
are ready for forming pencil rods. For this purpose the plastic

mass is placed in a strong upright cylinder of brass, into which a
plunger or piston works, moved by a powerful screw-preas. The
bottom of the cylinder consists of a thick bronze plate having in it

a number of small apertures the section and size of the leads to be
made. By the application of pressure to the plunger the graphite
mixture is squeezed in continuous threads through the holes, and
these threads are received and arranged in straight continuous
lengths on a board, on which they are left to dry for some hours.
For further drj'ing by gentle heat they are placed in straight grooves
in a grooved board, covered with another board, in which position
they harden to stiff rods. These are aftei-wards cut into lengths
for pencils, which are packed with charcoal in a covered crucible

and submitted to a high fumace-heat The two elementa which
regulate the comparative hardness and blackness of pencils are the
proportions of graphite and clay in the leads and the heat to whicl
they are raised in the crucible. According aa the proportion oi

gi-aphite is greater and the heat lower the pencil is softer and of

deeper black streak.

The cedar in which pencils are cased is cut into two sets ol

rectangular slips of unequal thickness ; but so that a thick and a
thin slip put together form in section a square. In the thick or
body piece is formed the groove or depression to receive the lead,

which perfectly fits and fills it. The thinner covering piece i3

glued on and the pencil rounded between revolnng cutters working
at great speed. The cutters leave the rounded surface perfectly

smooth, aud it only remains to stamp the finished pencil with
name and grade, &c. Very many pencils—but not usually good
English qualities—are lacquered or varnished, and have the names,
ic, stamped in gold letters.

Black pencils of an inferior quality are made from the dust of
graphite melted up with sulphur and run into moulds. Such, with
a little tallow added to give them softness, are the pencils commonly
used by carpenters. Coloured pencils consist of a mixture of clay,

with'appropriate mineral colouring matter, wax, and tallow, treated

by the Conte method as in making lead pencils. In the iudelible

and copying pencils which have come into use in recent years, the
colouring matter is an aniline preparation mixed with clay and gum.
The mixture not only makes a streak which adheres to the paper,

but, when the \vriting is moistened with water, it dissolves and
assumes the appearance and properties of an ink.

Nuremberg is the great centre of the pencil trade, possessing

twenty-six factories which give employment to 5500 persons, the
annual output of pencils numbering not less than 250 millions, of a

value of upwards of £100,000. (J. PA.)

PENDULUM. See Clocks, vol. vi p. U, and
Mechasics, vol. XV. pp. 705, 718, 768.

PENELOPE, the faithful wife of the Greek hero Odys-

seus (L^lysses), immortalized by Homer in the Odyssey.

She was the daughter of the Spartan Icarius and Periboea.

Shortly before Odysseus left his native island of Ithaca ta

war against Troy, Penelope bore him a son, Telemachus.

Wben her husband tarried long many chieftains of Ithaca

and the islands round about wooed her to wife ; they

behaved wantonly, wasting the substance of Odysseus,

insulting his son, and corrupting the maidservants. The
heart of Penelope yearned for Odysseus, and, to rid herself

of the importunities of the wooers, she bade them wait till

she had woven a winding-sheet for old Laertes, the father

of Odysseus. But ever)' night she undid the piece which

she had woven by day, so that the web was always un-

finished. This she did for three years, till her maids

revealed the secret to the wooers. Robbed of her pretext

for delay she was in sore straits, till she was relieved by
the arrival of Odysseus after an absence of twenty years.

He slew the wooers, and the long-parted husband and wife

were united once more.

Such is the story of Penelope in Homer. Later WTiters add other

particulars about her. She w as won by Odysseu» in a race proposed

by Icirius to his daughter's suitors. When Icarius would fain

that Odysseus should bide with him in Sparta, or at least leave him
his daughter, and Odysseus let Penelope choose whether she wouM
go with him to Ithaca or stay with her father in Sparta, slio

silently drew her veil over her face. Her father understood hei

and let her go (Pausan., iii. 12, 20). Some said that she bore a son,

Ptoliporthes, to Odysseus after his return from Troy. Others {mar
ring Homer's picture of her as a true and loving wife) said that ir

her hueband's absence she bore Pan to Ileimes or the suitors.

Another story was that on his return Odysseus repudiated her as
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«infaithful, that she went to Sparta and thence to Mantinea, where

she died aad where her tomb was shown (Paiisan., viii. 12). Ac-

cording to others, after the death of Odysseus she married Telegonus

(son ol Odysseus and Circe) in Mie\ or in the Islands of the Blest.

The name is connected with rijvor, xtJfi;, ** woof," and hence means
"weaver." The Homeric form is Fenelopeia.

PEXGUIN, the name (of very uncertain origin) of a

flightless sea-bird,^ but, so far as is known, first given to

one inhabiting the seas of Newfoundland, as in Hore's

"Voyage to CS.pe Breton," 1536 (Hackluyt, Hesearck^s, iii.

pp. 168-170), which subsequently became known as the

Great Auk or G.4-RK-powl (vol. x. p. 78) ; and, though the

French equivalent Pinyouin - preserves its old application,

at the present day, the word Penguin is by English ornitho-

logists always used in a general sense for certain Birds

inhabiting the Southern Ocean, called by the French Man-
chots, the Spheniscidse of ornithologists, which in some
respects form perhaps the most singular group of the whole

Class, or at least we may say of the Carinate Subclass. For

a long while their position was very much misunderstood,

some of the best of recent or even living systematists having

placed them in close company with the Alcichs or Auks, to

which they bear only a relationship of analogy, as indeed

lad been perceived by a few ornithologists, who recognized

in the Penguins a very distinct Order, Impennes. The view

of the latter is hardly likely to be disputed in future, now
that the anatomical researches of MM. Paul Gervais and

Alix (Joum. de ZoologU, 1877, pp. 42-1-470), M. Filhol

{Bull. Soc, Philomathique, ser. 7, vi. pp. 226-248), and
above all of Prof. Watson {Zoology, Voy. Challenger, part

iViii.) have put the independent position of the Spheniscidse

in the clearest light.' The most conspicuous outward

character presented by the Penguins is the total want of

quills in their wings, which are as incapable of flexure as

the flippers of a Cetacean, though they move freely at the

shoulder-joint, and some at least of the species occasionally

make use of them for progressing on land. In the water

they are most eflicient paddles, and are usually, if not

always, worked alternately with a rotatory action. The
plumage which clothes the whole body, leaving no bare

spaces, generally consists of small scale-like feathers, many

^ Of the three derivations assigned to this name, the tirst is by
Drayton in 1613 {Polyolbion, Song 9), where it is said to be the Welsh
pen gicyn, or " white head "

; the second, which seems to meet with

Littre's approval, deduces it from the Latin pinguis (fat) ; the third

supposes it to be a corruption of "pin-wing" {Ann. j^at. History,

ser. 4, iv. p. 133), meaning a bird that has undergone the operation

of pinioning or, as in one part at least of England it is commonly
called, " pin-winging. " In opposition to the first of these hypotheses

it has been urged (1) that there is no real evidence of any Welsh dis-

covery of the bird, (2) that it is very unlikely for the Welsh, if they
did discover it, to have been able to pass on their name to English

navigators, and (3) that it had not a white head, but only a patch of

white thereon. To the second hypothesis Prof Skeat {Dictionary, p.

433) objects that it " will not account for the suffix -in, and is therefore

wrong ; besides which the 'Dutchmen* [who were asserted to be the

authors of the name] tiuTi out to be Sir Francis Drake " and his mefl.

In support of the third hypothesis Mr. Reeks ^VT0te {Zoologist, ser. 2,

p. 1854) that the people in Newfoundland who used to' meet with this

bird always pronoimced its name "Pin wing." Prof. Skeat's inquiry

{loc cit. ), whether the name may not after all be South-American,
is to be answered in the negative, since, so far as evidence goe"*, it

was given to the North-American bird before the South-American was
known in Europe.

^ Gorfou, has also been used by some French writers, being a corrup-

tion of Geirfugl or Gare-fowl.
' Though the present writer cannot wholly agree with the conclusions

of the last of these investigators, his remarks (pp. 230-232) on the
" Origin of the Penguins " are worthy of all attention. He considers that

theyare the sui-viving members of a group that branched off early from
I he priaiitive "avian" stem, but that at the time of their separation

the stem had diverged so far from Reptiles as to possess true wings,

though the metatarsal bones had not lost their distinctness and become
fused into the single bone so characteristic of existing Birds. The
ancestral Penguin, Prof Watson argues, must have had functional
wings, the muscles of which, through atrophy, have been converted

into non-contractde tendinous bands.

of them consisting only of a simple shaft without tlie

development of barbs; but several of the species have the

head decorated with long cirrhous tufts, and in some the

tail-quills, which are very numerous, are also long.'' In

standGng these birds preserve an upright position, gener-

ally resting on the "tarsus"' alone, but in walking or

running on land this is kept nearly vertical, and their

weight is supported by the toes alone.

The most northerly limit of the Penguins' range in the

Atlantic is Tristan d'Acunha, and in the Indian Ocean Am-
sterdam Island, but they also occur off the Cape of Good
Hope and along the south coast of Australia, as well as

on the south and east of New Zealand, while in the Pacific

one species at least extends along the west coast of South

America and to the Galapagos ; but north of the equator

none are found. Jn the breeding season they resort to the

most desolate lands in higher southern latitudes, and indeed

have been met with as far to the southward as navigators

have penetrated. Possibly the Falkland Islands may be

regarded as the locality richest in species,* though, what-

ever may have been the case once, the.ir abundance there

King-Penguin (Aptenodyics pennanti).

as individuals does not now nearly approach what it is in

many other places, owing doubtless to the ravages of man,

whose advent is always accompanied by massacre and

devastation on an enormous scale—the habit of the help-

less birds, when breeding, to congregate by hundreds and

thousands in what are called " Penguin-rookeries " contri

buting to the ease >vith which their slaughter can be effected

Incapable of escape by flight, they are yet able to make

enough resistance or retaliation (for they bite powerfully

* The pterylographical characters of the Penguins are well describee

by Mr Hyatt (Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. History, 1871). Mr Bartlett has

observed {Proc. Zool. Society, 1879, pp. 6-9) that, instead of moulting

in the way that birds ordinarily do. Penguins, at least in passing fron:

^be immature to the adult dress, cast off the short scale-like feathen

from their wings in a manner that he compares to " the shedding of th*

skin in a serpent."
' The three metatarsals in the Penguins are not, as in other birds,

united for the whole of their length, but only at the extremities, thu>

preserving a portion of their originally distinct existence, a fact probabl)

attributable to arrest of development, since the researches of Prof

Gegenbaur shew that the embryos of all birds, so far as is known

possess these bones in an independent condition. More receutly Prof

Marsh has found that in the Dinosaurian genus Ccratosaurus thi

metatarsals acquire a condition very similar to that which they pr^sea

in the Penguins {.im. Joum. Science, -\ug. 1884).

' An interesting account of the Penguins of these islands is given

by Capt. Abbott (Ibis, 1860, p. 336).
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when tliey get the chance) to excite the wrath of their

murderers, and this only brings upon them greater destruc-

tion, so that the interest of nearly all the numerous accounts
of these " rookeries " is spoilt by the disgusting details of

the brutal havoc perpetrated upon them.

The Spheniscidsi have been divided into at least eight

genera, but three, or at most four, seem to be all that are

needed, and three can be well distinguished, as pointed out

by Dr Coues in th6 Philadelphia Proceedings for 1872 (pp.

170-212), by anatomical as well as by external characters.

They are (1) Ajjtenodyies, easily recognized by its long and
thin bill, slightly decurved, from which Pt/goscelis, as

Prof. Watson has shewn, is hardly distinguishable
; (2)

Ettdyptes, in which the bill is much shorter and somewhat
broad ; and (3) SphenUcus, in which the shortish bill is

compressed and the maxilla ends in a conspicuous hook.

Aptenodytes contains the largest species, among them those

known as the "Emperor"and "King " Penguins, A. patagonica

and A. longirostris.^ Three others belong also to this genus,

if Pygoscdis be not recognized, but they seem not to require

any particular remark. Eudyptes, containing the crested

Penguins, known to sailors as " Rock-hoppers " or " Maca-
ronis," would appear to have five species, and Spheniscm
four, among which ,S. mendiculus, which occurs in the

Galapagos, and therefore has the most northerly range of

the whole group, alone needs notice here. The generic

and specific distribution of the Penguins is the subject of

an excellent essay by Prof. Alphonse Milne -Edwards in

the Amiales des Sciences Katurelles for 1880 (vol. ix.

art. 9, pp. 23-81), of which there is a German translation

in the Mittheilungen of the Ornithological Union of Vienna
for 1883 (pp. 179-186, 210-222, 238-241). (a. n.)

PENK, William (1644-1718), the Quaker, was .the son

of Admiral William Penn and Margaret Jasper, a Dutch
lady, and was born at Tower Hill, London, on 14th October
1644. During his father's absence at sea he lived at

AVanstead in Essex, and went to school at Chigwell close

Vjy, in which places he was brought under strong Puritau
influences. Like many children of sensitive temperament,
he had times of spiritual excitement; when about twelve
he was "suddenly surprised with an inward comfort, and, as

he thought, an external glory in the room, which gave rise

to religious emotions, during which he had the strongest

conviction of the being of a God, and that the soul of man
was capable of enjoying communication with Him. He
believed also that the seal of divinity had been put upon
him at this moment, or that he had been awakened or

called upon to a holy life." It would indeed have been
unnatural if a mind so disposed had not, when the time
came, seized with avidity upon the distinctive doctrine of

the Friends, that of the " inward light."

Upon the death of Cromwell, Penn's father, who, like

Monk, was purely an adventurer, and had served the Pro-

tector because there was no other career open, and who,
according to Clarendon, had previously oflfered to bring over

the fleet to Charles, remained with his family on the Irish

estates which Cromwell had given him, of the value of

£300 a year. On the deposition of Pichard Cromwell he
at once declared for the king and went to the court at

Holland, where he was received into favour and knighted
;

and at the elections for the Convention Parliament he was
returned for Weymouth. During these events young Penn
studied under a private tutor on Tower Hill until, in

October 1660, he was entered as a gentleman commoner at

Christ Church. He appears in the same year to have
contributed to the Threnodia, a collection of elegies on the

death of the young duke of Gloucester.

* An example, presumably of the former species, weigliiDg 78 lb,

was, according to Dr M 'Cormick (
Voyages of Discovery, i. p. 259),

obtiiined by the "Terror" in January 18il2.

The rigour with whick the Anglican statutes ~were
revived, and the Puritan heads of colleges supplanted,

roused the spirit of resistance at Oxford to the uttermost.

With this spirit Penn, who was on familiar terms with

John Owen, and who had already fallen under the influ-

ence of Thomas Loe the Quaker, then at Oxford, actively

sympathized. He and others refused to attend chapel and
church service, and were fined in consequence. So far did

the vQunj enthusiasts proceed in the expression of their

hatred to the Anglican regulations that it is said they fell

upon the students who were clothed in surplices and
violently tore the hated vestments from them. How far

his leaving the university resulted from this cannot be

clearly accertained. Anthotjy Wood has nothing regarding

the cause of his leaving, but says that he stayed at Oxford
for two years, and that he was noted for proficiency in

manly sports. There is no doubt that in January 1662
his father was anxious to remove him to Cambridge, and
consulted Pepys on the subject ; and in later years he speaks

of being " banished " the college, and of being whipped,

beaten, and turned out of doors on his return to his father,

in the anger of the latter at his avowed Quakerism. A
reconciliation, however', was effected ; and Penn was sent

to France to forget this folly. The plan was for a time

successful. Penn appears to have entered more or less

into the gaieties of the court of Louis XIV., and while

there to have become acquainted with Robert Spencer,

afterwards earl of Sunderland, and with Dorothy, sister to

Algernon Sidney. 'What, however, is more certain is that

he somewhat later placed himself under the tuition of

Moses Amyraut, the celebrated president of the Protestant

college of Saumur, and at that time the exponent of liberal

Calvinism, from whom he gained the patristic knowledge
which is so prominent in his controversial writings, and
whose example, doubtless, stimulated the tolerant views

he already entertained. He afterwards travelled in Italy,

returning to England in August 1664, with " a great deal,

if not too much, of the vanity of the French garb and
affected manner of speech and gait." ^

Until the outbreak of the plague Penn was a student of

Lincoln's Inn. For a few days also he served on the staff

of his father—now great captain commander—and was by
him sent back in April 1665 to Charles with despatches.

It will be observed thatiis letters to his father even at this

,time are couched in quaintly devout phraseology. Return-

ing after the naval victory off Lowestoft in June, Admiral
Penn found that, probably from the effect upon his mind
of the awful visitation of the plague, his son had again

become settled in seriousness and Quakerism. To bring

him once more to views of life not inconsistent with court

preferment, the admiral sent him in February 1666 with
introductions to Ormonde's pure but brilliant court in

Ireland, and to manage his estate in Cork round Shannan-
garry Castle, his title to which was disputed. Penn appears
also later in the year to have been " clerk of the cheque "

at Kinsale, of the castle and fort of which his father had
the command. AVhen the mutiny broke out in Carrick-

fergus Penn volunteered for service, and acted under Arran
so as to gain considerable reputation. The result was that

in May 1666 Ormonde offered him his father's company
of foot, but, for some unexplained reason, the admiral

demurred to this arrangement. It was at this time that

the well-known portrait was painted of the great Quaker in

a suit of armour; and, strangely enough, it was at this time,

too, that the conversion, begun when he was a boy, accord-

ing to Penn's own account, by Thomas Loe in Ireland, was
completed at the same place by the same agency.'

On 3d September 1667 Penn attended a meeting of

' Pepys, 30th August lUb4.
' Webb, T!ie Psnns and Penningtons, 18C7, p. 174.
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Quakers in Cork, at which he assisted to expel a soldier

who had disturbed the meeting. He was in consequence,

with ethers present, sent to prison by the magistrates.

From prison ho WTOte to Lord Orrery, the president of

Monster, a letter, in whicii he first publicly makes a claim

for perfect freedom of conscience. He was immediately

released, and at once returned to his father in London,
with the distinctive marks of Quakerism strong upon him
—the use of the " thee " and " thou," and the refusal to

remove his hat. So staunch on the hat question was he

that he could not accept even the compromise suggested

by his father, viz., that he should uncover before the king,

the duke of York, and himself.

Penn now became a minister of the denomination, and
at once entered upon controversy and authorship. His

first book. Truth Exalted, in which he summons to trial

princes, priests, and people, was "a short but sure testi-

mony against all those religions, faiths, and worships that

have been formed and followed in the darkness of apo-

stacy," and declared Quakerism to be " the alone good way
of life and salvation." Its tone and language were violent

and aggressive in the extreme. The same offensive per-

sonality is shown in The Guide Mistaken, a tract written

in answer to John Clapham's Guide to the True Edigisn.

It was at this time, too, that he appealed, not unsuccess-

fully, to Buckingham, who on Clarendon's fall was posing

as the protector of the Dissenters, to use his efforts to

procure parliamentary toleration.

Penn's first public discussion was with Thomas Vincent, a

London Presbyterian minister, who had reflected on the

"damnable " doctrines of the Quakers. In this he appears

to have acted as second to George Whitehead.^ The dis,

cnssion, which had turned chiefly upon the doctrine of the

Trinity, ended uselessly, and Penn at ones published The
Sandy Foundation Shaken, a tract of ability sufficient to

excite Pepys's astonishment, in which orthodox views on
the Trinit)', plenary satisfaction, imputed righteousness,

and other doctrinal points were so offensively attacked that,

at the instance of the bishop of London, Penn was placed

in the Tower, wliere he remained for nearly nine months.

The imputations upon his opinions and good citizenship,

made as weU by Dissenters' as by the church, he repelled

in Innocency with her Open Face, in which he asserts his

full belief in the divinity of Christ, the atonement, and
justification through faith, though insisting on the nece^ity
of good works." It was now, too, that he published the

most important of his books, If'o Cross, no Crown, which,

besides the lessons of constancy and resignation indicated

by the title, contained an able defence of the Quaker doc-

trines and practices, and a scathing attack on the evils of the

age, especially the loose and unchristian lives of the clergy.

While completely refusing to recant or to yield to the

persuasions of StilHngfleet, who, it is stated on doubtful

authority, was sent to argue with him, Penn addressed a

letter to Arlington in July 1669, in which, on grounds of

religious freedom, he asked him to interfere. It is note-

worthy, as showing the views then predominant, that he
was almost at once set at liberty.

An informal reconciliation .now took place with his

father, who had been impeached through the jealousy of

Rupert and Monk (in April 1668), and whose conduct in the

operations of 1665 he had publicly vindicated; and Penn
was again sent on family business to Ireland. There is

good reason for thinking that the extent of the differences

between him and his father have been much exaggerated.'

While there he regularly attended Quaker meetings, and
was active in intercession for imprisoned Friends. At
the desire of his father, whose health was fast failing, Penn

1 Sev.-el's Hist, of Friaids, p. 172.

', Granville's Memorials of Sir W. Penn, vol. ii. p. 571.

returned to London in 1670, and was immediately involved

in fresh trouble. Having found the usual place of meeting

in Gracechiirch Street closed by soldiers, Penn, as a protest,

preached to the people in the open street. With William

Mead he was at once arrested and indicted at the Old

Bailey on 1st September for preaching to an unlawful;

seditious, and riotous assembly, which had met together

with force and arms. The Conventicle Act not touch-

ing their case, the trial which followed, and which may
be read at length in Penn's People's Ancient and Just

Liberties Asserted, was a notable one in the history of trial

by jury. The prisoners and the jury were alike brow-

beaten and threatened by the bench, and particularly by
the recorder. With extreme courage and skill Penn ex-

posed the iOegality of the prosecution, while the juiy,

for the first time, asserted the right^of juries to decide

in opposition to the ruling of the court. 'They brought in

a verdict declaring Penn and Mead "guilty of speaking in

Gracechurch Street," but refused to add " to an unlawful

assembly"; then, as the pressure upon them increased,

and as they were sent back time after time without food,

light, fire, or tobacco, they first acqtiitted Mead, while

returning their original verdict upon Penn, and then, when
that verdict was not admitted, returned their final answer
" not guilty " for both. The court fined the jurymen 40
marks each for their contumacy, and, in default of payment,

imprisoned them, whereupon they vindicated and estab-

lished for ever the right they had claimed in an action

before the Court of Common Pleas, when all twelve judges

unanimously declared their imprisonment illegal. ^
Penn himself had been lined for not removing his hat

in courl, had been imprisoned on his refusal to pay, and

had earnestly requested his family not to pay for him.

The fine, however, was settled anonymously, and he was
released in time to be present at his father's death on 16th

September 1670, at the early age of forty-nine'. Penn now
found himself in possessioa of a fortune of £1500 a year,

and a claim on the crown for £15,000, lent to Charles IL
by his father. The admiral appears, from a later statement

of Penn, to have asked the king and James to become his

son's protectors, and James accepted and acted up to the

engagement in a special manner. Upon his release Penn
at once plunged into controversy, challenging a Baptist

minister named Ives, at High Wycombe, to a public dispute

and, according to the Quaker account, easily defeating him.

No account is forthcoming from the other side. Hearing

at Oxford that students who attended Friends' meetings

were rigorously used, he wrote a vehement and abusive

remonstrance to the vice-chancellor in defence of religious

freedom. This found still more remarkable expression in

the Seasonable Caveat against Popery (January 1671), in

which, while refuting the arguments of Roman Catholics,

he urges, far in advance of his age and of aU other sects,

entire and unlimited tolera'tion of faith and worship,-:—not,

be it observed, on the grounds of expediency or of Scripture,

but upon the distinctively Quaker doctrine of the "inward

light."

In the beginning of 1671 Penn was again arrested for

preaching in Wheeler Street meeting-house by Sir J;

Robinson, the lieutenant of the Tower, formerly lord

mayor, and known as a brutal and bigoted churchmaii.

Legal proof being \ranting of any breach of the Conventicle

Act, and the 0.xfbrd or Five Mile Act also proving inap-

plicable, Robinson, who had some special cause of enmity

against Penn, urged upon him the oath of allegiance. This,

of course, the Quaker would not take, and consequently was

imprisoned for six months.. A saying is recorded of Penn

on this occasion worthy of remembrance. Robinson had

ordered a corporal and some soldiers to take him to prison.

" Xo, no," said Penn, " send thy "lacquey. I knew the way
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to Newgate." During this imprisonment Penn wrote
several works, the most important being The Great Case
of Liberty of Conscience (February 1671), a nobie defence

of complete toleration. Upon his release he started upon
a missionary journey through Holland and Germany ; at

Emden he founded a Quaker Society, and established an
intimate friendship with the princess palatine Elizabeth.

In his letters wTitten during this journey will be found a

full exposition of the doctrine of the " inward light."

Upon his return home in the spring of 1672 Penn
married Gulielma Springett, daughter of Mary Pennington
by her first husband, Sir William Springett; she appears to

have been equally remarkable for beauty, devotion to her
husband, and firmness to the religious principles which she
had adopted when little more than a child.' He now settled

at Rickmansworth in Hertfordshire, and gave himself up
to controversial writing. To this year, 1672, belong the
Treatise on. Oaths and EnglamXs Present Interest Considered,

in the latter of which, written immediately after the v,-ith-

drawal of the Declaration of Indulgence, is contained an
pble statement of the arguments against comprehension
and for toleration. It should not be omitted by any one
who desires to understand the state of feeling on the sub-

ject. In the year 1673 Penn was still more active. 'He
secured the release of George Fox, addressed the Quakers
in Holland and Germany, carried on public controversies

with Hicks, a Baptist, and Faldo, an Independent, and
published his treatise on the Christian Quaker and his

Divine Testimony Vindicated, the Discourse of the General
Rule qf Faith and Practice," Reasons against Railing (in

answer to Hicks), Counterfeit Christianity Detected, and a

Just Rebuke to One-and-twenty Learned Divines (an answer
to Faldo and to Quakerism no Christianity). His last

public controversy was in 1675 with Richard Baxter, in

which, of course, each party claimed the victory. During
this year his active sympathies were enlisted on behalf of

imprisoned Quakers at Aberdeen. At this point Penu's
connexion with America begins.

The province of New Jersey, comprising the- country
between the Hudson and Delaware rivers on the east and
west, had been granted in March 1663-64 by Charles II.

to his brother ; James in turn had in June of the same
year leased it to Lord Berkeley and Sir G. Carteret in

equal shares. By a deed, dated 18th March 1673/74, John
Fenwick, a Quaker, bought one of the shares, that of Lord
Berkeley (Stoughton erroneously says Carteret's) in trust

for Edward ByHinge, also a Friend, for £1000. This sale

was confirmed by James, after the second Dutch war, on
6th August 1 680. Disputes having arisen between Fen^\-ick

and Byllinge, Penn acted as arbitrator ; and then, Byllinge

being in money difficulties, and being compelled to sell his

interest in order to satisfy his creditors, Penn was added,

at their request, to two of themselves, as trustee. The
disputes were settled by Fenwick receiving ten out of the

hundred parts into which the province was divided,^ with
a considerable sum of money, the remaining ninety parts

being afterwards put up for sale. Fenwick sold his ten

parts to two other Friends, Eldridge and Warner, who
thus, with Penn and the other two, became masters of

West Jersey, West New Jersey, or New West Jersey, as

it was indifferently called.* The five propriators appointed
three commissioners, with instructions dated from London
6th August 1676, to settle disputes with Fenwick (who

* For a very charming account of her, and the whole PeniUDgtoD
connexion, see Maria Webb's Th€ Ptnns and PenningtotiS.

* See*on this Stoughton's Penn, p. 1]3.
' The deed by which Fenwick and Byllinge conveyed New West

Jersey to Penn, Gawry, and Nicholas is dated 10th February 1674/7D
* The line of partition was " from the east side of Little Egg Harbour,

straight north, through the country, to the utmost branch of Delaware
jiver."

had bought fresh land from the Indians, upon which Salem
was built, Penn being himself one of the settlers there)

and to purchase new territories, to survey and divide

them, and to build a town,—New Beverley, or Burlington,

being the result. For the new colony Penn drew up a

constitution, under the title of " Concessions," which he
himself thus describes :

" There we lay a foundation for

after ages to understand their liberty as men and Chris-

tians, that they may not be brought in bondage but by
their own consent ; for we put the power in the people."

The greatest care is taken to make this constitution " as

near as may be conveniently to the primitive, ancient, and
fundamental laws of the nation of England." But a
democratic element is introduced, and the new principle

of perfect religious freedom—"that no men, nor numbers
of men upon earth, hath power or authority to rule over

men's consciences in religious matters "—stands in the first

place (chap. xvi.). With regard to the liberty of the

subject, no one might be condemned in life, liberty, or

estate, except by a jury of twelve, and the right of

challenging was granted to the uttermost (chap. xvii.).

Imprisonment for debt was not abolished (as Dixon states),

but was reduced to a minimum (chap, xviii.), while, theft

was punished by twofold restitution either in value ir in

labour to that amount (chap, xxviii.). The provisions of

chap, xix., taking their rise doubtless in Penn's own trial

at the Old Bailey in 1670, deserve special notice. All

causes were to go before three justices, with a jury. " They,

the said justices, shall pronounce such judgment as they

shall receive from, and be directed by the said twelve men,
in whom only the judgment resides, and not otherwise.

And in case of their neglect and refusal, that then one of

the twelve, by consent of the rest, pronounce their own
judgment as the justices should have done." The justices,

and constables, moreover, were elected by the people, the

former for two years only (chap. xli.). Suitors might
plead in person, and the courts were public (chap. xxii.).

Questions between Indians and settlers were to be arranged

by a mixed-jury (chap. xxv.).

An assembly was to meet yearly, consisting of a hundred
persons, chosen by the inhabitants, freeholders and pro-

prietors, one for each division of the province. The election

was to be by ballot, and each member was to receive a
shilling a day from his division, " that thereby he may be
known to be the servant of the people." The executive

power was to be in the hands of ten commissioners ^ chosen

by the assemblj'. Such a constitution, which is in marked
contrast with Locke's aristocratic one for Carolina, settled

eight years previously, soon attracted large numbers of

Quakers to West Jersey.

It was shortly before these occurrences that Penn in-

herited through his wife the estate of Worminghurst in

Sussex, whither he removed from Rickmansworth. He now
(25th July 1677) undertook a second missionary journey to

the Continent along with George Fox, Robert Barclay, and

George Keith. Of this journey a full account, published

seventeen years later, vrM be found in his selected works.

He visited particularly Rotterdam and all the Holland

towns, renewed his intimacy with the princess Elizabeth at

Herwerden, and, under considerable privations, travelled

through Hanover, Germany, the lower Rhine, and the

electorate of Brandenburg, returning by Bremen and the

Hague. It is worthy of recollection that the American

settlers from Kirchheim, one of the places which responded

in an especial degree to Penn's teaching, are noted as the

first who declared it unlawful for Christians to hold slaves.

Penn reached England again on 24th October.

° Penn's letter of 26th August 1676 says twelve, and Clarkson has

followed this ; but the Concessions, which were not ajisented to by tha

inhabitants until 3d March 1676/7', say ten.
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Bis attention was at once taken up both with ine

.'.isputes which had arisen within the Quaker body itself

D3 questions of discipline, and still more with an endeavour

to secure some decent measure of toleration for the Friends.

He tried to gain the insertion in the BiU for the relief of

Protestant Dissenters of a clause enabling Friends to affirm

instead of taking the oath, and twice addressed the House
of Commons' committee with considerable eloquence and
effect. The Bill, however, fell to the ground at the sudden

prorogation.

In 167S the Popish Terror came to a head, and to calm

and guide Friends in the prevailing excitement Penn wrote

his Epistle to the Children of Light in this Generation.

A far more important publication was An Address to Pro-

testanii of all Persuasions, by William Penn, Protestant, in

1 679. In the first part of this work he inveighs against

the five crying evils of the time so far as they are "under

the correction of the civil magistrates," with an address to

the magistrates for redress of those evils ; the second part

deals similarly with " the five capital evils that relate to

the ecclesiastical state of these kingdoms " ; the whole

work is a powerful exposition of the doctrine of pure toler-

ance and a protest against the enforcement of opinions

as articles of faith. This, was succeeded, at the general

election which followed the dissolution of the pensionary

parliament, by an important political manifesto, England's

Great Interest in the Choice of this Kew Parliament, in

which he insisted on the following points :—the discovery

and punishment of the plot, the impeachment of corrupt

ministers and councillors, the punishment of "pensioners,"

the enactment of frequent parliaments, security from

Popery and slavery, and ease for Protestant Dissenters.

Next came One Project for the Good of England, perhaps

the most pungent of all his political writings. A single

sentence wiU show the homely style of illustration which
Penn usually adopted. " But since the industry, rents, and
taxes of the Dissenters are as current as their neighbours',

who loses by such narrowness more than England, than

the Government, and the magistracy? . . . Till it be the

interest of the former to destroy his flock, to starve

the horse he rides and the cow that gives him milk, it

cannot be the interest of England to let a great part of

her sober and useful inhabitants be destroyed for things

that concern another world." - But he was not merely active

with his pen. He was at this tiilie in close intimacy with

Algernon Sidney, who stood successively for Guildford and
Bamber. In each case, owing in a great degree to Penn's

eager advocacy, Sidney was elected, only to have his elec-

tions annulled by court influence. Toleration for Dissenters

seemed as far off as ever. The future of English politics

must have appeared to Penn well-nigh hopeless. Encouraged

by his success in the New Jersey provinces, he again turned

his thoughts to Americai** In repayment of the debt men-
tioned above Penn now asked from the crown, at a council

held on 24th June 1630, for "a tract of land in America

north of Marj'land, bounded on the east by the Delaware,

on the west limited as Maryland {i.e., by New Jersey], north-

ward aa far as plantable " ; this latter limit Penn explained

to be " three degrees northwards." This formed a tract

300 miles by 160, of extreme fertility, mineral wealth, and
richness of all kinds. Disputes with James, and isith Lord

Baltimore, who had rights over Maryland, delayed the

natter until 2-tth March 1681, when the grant received

the royal signature, and Penn was made master of the

province of Pennsylvania. His own account of the name is

that he suggested " Sylvania," that the king added the

"Penn" in honour of his father, and that, although he

strenuously objected and even tried to bribe the secretaries,

•e could not get the name altered. It shovild be added

,hat early in 16S2 Carteret, grandson of the original pro-

prietor, transferred his rights in East Jersey to Penn and
eleven associates, who &oon afterwards conveyed one-half

of their interest to the ,;arl of Perth and eleven others.

It is uncertain to what e.ct^mt Penn retained his interest

in West and East Jersey, and when it ceased. The two
provinces were united unde-.- one government in 1699, and
Penn was a proprietor in 1700. In 1702 the government
of New Jersey was surrendertd to the crown.

By the charter for Pennsylvaala Penn was made proprie-

tary of the province. He was supreme governor ; he had
the power of making laws with the advice, assent, and appro-
bation of the freemen, of appointing officers, and of grant-
ing pardons. The laws were to contain nothing contrary to

English law with a saving to the crown and the English
council in the case of appeab. Parliament was to be supreme
in all questions of trade and commerce ; the right to levy

taxes and customs was reserved to England ; an agent .to

represent Penn was to reside in London ; neglect on the part
of Penn was to lead to the passing of the government to

the crown (which event actually took place in 1692); no
correspondence might be carried on with countries at war
with Great Britain. A clause added at the last moment
illustrates curiously both the strength and the jealousy of

the Anglican Chvtrch at the time. The importunity of the
bishop of London extorted the right to appoint Anglican
ministers, should twenty members of the colony desire it,

thus securing the very thing which Penn was anxious to

avoid,—the recognition of the principle of an establishment.

Having appointed Colonel Markham, his cousin, as

deputy, and having in October sent out three commis-
sioners to manage affairs until his arrival, Penn proceeded,

to draw up proposals to adventurers, with an account of

the resources of the colony. He negotiated, too, with
James and Lord Baltimore with the view, ultimately
successful, of freeing the mouth of the Delaware, wrote
to the Indians in conciliatory terms, and encouraged the

formation of companies to work the infant colony both in

England and Germany, especially the "Free Society of

Traders in Pennsylvania," to whom he sold 20,000 acres,

absolutely refusing, however, to grant any monopolies.

In July he drew up a body of " conditi6ns and con-

cessions." This constitution, savouring strongly of Har-
rington's Oceaw^., was framed in consultation with Sidney,

though to what extent is doubtful. The inferences drawn
by Hepworth Dixon from a single letter of Penn to Sidney,

given at length by Stoughton, are quite unjustifiable.

This sketch of a constitution was democratical in the

purest sense. Until the council of seventy-two (chosen by
universal suffrage every three years, twenty-four retiring

each year) and the assembly (chosen annually) were duly

elected, a body of provisional laws was added.

It was in the midst of this extreme activity that I'enn

was made a Fellow of the Eoyal Society. Leaving his

family behind him, Penn sailed with a hundred comrades
from Deal in the "Welcome" on 1st September 1682.

His Last Farexeell to England and his letter to his wife

and children contain a beautiful expression of his pious

and manly nature. He landed at Newcastle on the Dela-

ware on 27th October, his company having lost one-third

of their number by smallpox during the voyage. " After

recei\'ing formal possession, and having visited New York,

Penn ascended the Delaware to the Swedish settlement

of Upland, to which he gave the name of Chester. The
assembly at once met, anu on the 7th December passed the
" Great Law of Pennsylvania." The idea which informs

this law is that Pennsylvania was to be a Christian state

on a Quaker model. Only one condition is made necessary

for office or citizenship, viz., Christianity. The constitu-

tion is purely democratic ; all offices, for example, are

elective. In many other provisions Penn showed him-
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self far in advance of .Ms time, but in none so much as

where the penalty of death was aboIlEhed far all offences

except murder. Lawsuits were to be superseded by arbi-

tration, afways a favourite idea with Penn. Philadelphia

was now founded, and withinx two years contained 300
houses and a population of 2H)0. At the same time an

Act was passed, uniting under the same government the

territories which had been granted by feoffment by James
in 16S2. Realistic and entirely imaginative accounts {cf.

Dixon, p. 270), inspired chiefly by Benjamia West's picture,

have been given of the treaty which there seems no doubt
Penn actually made in November 1682 with the Indians.

His connexion with them was one of the most successful

parts of his management, and he .gained at once and
retained through life their intense affection. At his death

they sent to his widow a message of sorrow for the loss

of their "brother Onas," with some choice skins to form
a cloak which might protect her " while passing through

the thorny mlderness without her guide."

Penn now vrrote an account of Pennsylvania fi'om his

own observation for the "Free Society of Traders," in

which he shows considerable power of artistic description.

Tales of violent persecution of the Quakers, and the

necessity of settling disputes which had arisen with Lord
Baltimore, his neighbour in Maryland, brought Penn back
to England (2d October 1 GS4) after an absence of two years.

In the spring of 1683 he had modified the original charter

at the desire of the assembly, but ftithout at all altering

its democratic character.^ He was, in reference to this

alteration, charged with selfish and deceitful dealing by
the assembly. Within five months after his arrival in

England Charles II. died, and Penn found himself at once

in a po:iition of great influence. His close connexion

with .Ta-nes, dating from the death of his father, was
rendered doubly strong by the fact that, from different

causes, each was sincerely anxious to establish complete

liberty of conscience. Even before his coronation James
had told Penn that "he desired not that peaceable men
should be disturbed for their religion." Penn now took up
his abode at Kensington in Holland House, so as to be

near the court. His influence there was great enough to

secure the pardon of John Locke, who had been dismissed

from Oxford by Charles, and of 1200 Quakers who were in

prison. At this time, too, he was busy with his pen once

more, writing a further account of Pennsylvania, a pam-
phlet in defence of Buckingham's essay in favour of tolera-

tion, in which he is supposed to have had some share, and
his Persuasive to Moderation to Dissenting Christians, very

similar in tone to the One Project for the Good of England.

When Monmouth's rebellion was suppressed he appears to

have done his best to mitigate the horrors of the western

commission, opposing Jeffreys to the uttermost ; ^ and he

stood by Cornish and Elizabeth Gaunt at their execu-

tions. He says himself in a letter dated 2d October 1685,
" About 300 hanged in divers towns in the West, about

1000 to be transported. I begged twenty of the king."

Macaulay, the grotesqueness of whose blunders on this

matter is equalled only by the animus that inspired them,

and by the disingenuousness with which he defended them,

has accused Penn of being concerned in some of the worst

actions of the court at this time. His complete refutation

by Forster, Paget, Dixon, and others renders it unneces-

sary to do more than allude to the cases of the JMaids of

Taunton, Alderman Kiflin, and Magdalen College (Oxford).

In 1686, when making a third missionary journey to

Holland and Germany, Penn was charged by James ivith

ar; informal mission to the prince of Orange to endeavour

io gain his assent to the removal of religious tests. Here

> Dixon, p. 276.
s Biir"~» iii. 66 : Dalrymple, i. 2S2.

he met Burnet, from whom, as ffom the prince, he gained

no satisfaction, and who greatly disliked him. On his

return he went on a preaching mission through England.
His position with James was undoubtedly a compromising
one, and it is not strange that, wishing to tolerate Papists,

he should, in the prevailing temper of England, be once

more accused of being a Jesuit, while he was in con-

stant antagonism to their body. Even TUlotson took
up this view strongly, though he at once accepted Peun's
vehement disavowal. It was in reference to this that Penn
wrote one of his pithy sentences :

" I abhor two principles

in religion, and pity them that own them ; the first is obe-

dience upon authority without conviction ; and the other,

destroying them that differ from me for God's sake. Such
a religion is without judgment, though not without teeth."

In 1687 James published the Declaration of Indulgence,

and Penn probably drew up the address of thanks on the

fart of the Quakers. It •fully reflects his views, which
re further ably put in the pamphlet Good Advice to the

Chxirch of England, Poman Catholics, and PrUestant Dis-

senters, in which he showed the wisdom and duty of

repealing the Test Acts and Penal Laws.

At the Revolution he behaved with courage. He was
one of the few friends of the king who remained in

London, and, when twice summoned before the council,

spoke boldly in his behalf. He admitted that James had

asked him to como to him in France ; but at the same
time he asserted his perfect loyalty. _ During the absence

of William in 1690 he was proclaimed by Mary as a dan-

gerous person, but no evidence of treason was forthcom-

ing. It was now that he lost by death two of his dearest

friends, Robert Barclay and George Fox. It was at the

funeral of the latter that, upon the information of the

notorious informer Fuller, an attempt was made to arrest

him, but he had just left the ground ; the fact thit no
further steps were then taken shows how little the Govern-

ment believed in his guilt. He now lived in retirement

in London, though his address was perfectly well known
to his fi;iends in the council. In 1691, again on Fuller's

evidence, a proclamation was issued for the arrest of Penn
and two others as being concerned in Preston's plot. Ho
might, on the intercession of Locke, have obtained a pardon,

but refused to do so. He appears to have especially felt the

suspicions that fell upon him from the members of his own
body. In 1692 he began to write again, both on questions

of Quaker discipline and in defence of the sect. Just Mea-
sures in an Epistle of Peace and Love, The New Athenians

(in reply to the attacks of the Athenian Mercury), and A Key
opening the Way to every Capacity are the principal publi-

cations of this year.

Meantime matters had been going badly in Pennsyl-

vania. Penn had, in 1687, been obliged to make changes

in the composition of the executive body, though in 1689
it reverted to the original constitution; the legislative

bodies had quarrelled ; and Penn could not gain his rents.

He was closely concerned also in this )'ear with a dispute

between East and West Jersey regarding the dividing

line, in which he espoused the cause of the former (and

richer) province. The chief difficulty, however, in Penn-
sylvania was the dispute between the province

—

i.e., the

country given to Penn by the charter—and the "territories,"

or the lands granted to him by the duke of York by feoff-

ment in August 1682, which were under the same Govern-

ment but had differing interests. No sooner had Penn
by.a skilful compromise 6*ttled this matter than the colony

was torn by the religious schism caused by George Keith.

The difficulties which Quaker principles placed in the way
of arming the colony—a matter of grave importance i".

the existing European complications—fought most hardly

against Penn's power. On 21st October 1693 an order of
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council was issued <3epriving Pcna o-" the governorship

of PennsylTania, and gi\Ing it to Colouel Fletcher, the

governor ci Xew York.' To this blow -wero added the

illness of his v.ife and a fresh accusation of treasonable

correspondence with James. In his enforced retirement

be wrote -the most devotional and the most charming of

his works,—the collection of maxims of conduct and reli-

gion entitled The FruiU of Solitude. In December, thanks

to the efforts of his friends at court, among whom were

Buckingham, Somers, Rochester, and Henry Sidney, he

received an intimation that no further steps would be

taken against him. The accusation, however, had been

public, and he insisted on the withdrawal being as public.

He was therefore heard in full council before the king, and

honourably acquitted of all charge of treason. It was now
that he wrote an Essat/ towards the Present and Future

Peace of Europe, in which he puts forth the idea of a great

court of arbitration, a principle which he had already

carried out in Pennsylvania.

In 1694 (23d February) his wife Gulielma died, leaving

two sons, Springett and William, and a daughter Letitia,

afterwards married to William Aubrey. Two other

daughters, Mary and Hannah, died in infancy. He con-

soled himself by writing his Account of the Hise and
Progress of the People called Quakers. The coldness and
suspicion with which he had been regarded by his own
denomination had now ceased, and he was once more
regarded by the Quaker body as their leader. About the

same time (20th August) he was restored to the governor-

ship of Pennsylvania ; and he promised to supply money
and men for the defence of the frontiers. In 1695 he went

on another preaching mission in the west, rnd sent a peti-

tion to parliament pra)^ng that affirmations might be sub-

stituted for oaths. This year and the next were busUy
occupied with preaching and writing, one of his auditors

being no less a person than Peter the Great. In March
1696 he formed a second marriage, with Hannah Callow-

hill, his son Springett dyin^ five weeks later. In this

year he wrote his work On Primitive Chrisiianitj/,mv,'hich.

he argues that the faith and practice of the Friends were

those of the early church. In 1697 Penn removed to

Bristol, and during the greater part of 1698 was preaching

with great success against oppression in Iri,land, whither

he had gone to look after the property at Shannangarry.

In 1699 he was back in Pennsylvania, landing near

Chester on 30th November, where the success of Colonel

Quary, judge of the admiralty in Pennsylvania, who was in

the interests of those who wished to make the province an
imperial colony, and the high-handed action of the deputy
Markham in opposition to the crown, were causing gr(at

difficulties. Penn carried nath him particular instructicns

to put down piracy, which the objc-.ions of the Quak'jrs

to the use of force had rendered audacious, and concern-

ing which Quary had made ftrong representations to vhe

home Government, while Markham and the inhabitants ap-

parently encouraged it. Penn and Quary, however, came
at once to a satisfactory understanding on this matter,

and the illegal traffic was vigorously and successfully

attacked. The next question he took up was slavery,

and his attitude towards it is curioua In 1696 the Phila-

delphian yearly meeting had passed a resolution declaring it

contrary to the first principles of the gospel. Penn, how-
ever, did not venture upon emancipation ; but he insisted

on the instnictior» of ne{jru.^t i'tTiri;.;-inr. for them to marry,

* Colonel Fletcher's commissioii recites "that by reason of great
7. jilect and miscarriage in tlie government of Pennsylvania Her Majesty
found it necessary to take the government into her hands and under
ber immediate protection." The attorney-general and the solicitor-

general were of opinion (on 12th July 1694) that, when the aforesaid
reasons failed or ceased, the right of government belonged to the
J^titioner.
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repression of polygamy and adultery, and proposed regula-

tions for their trial r.nd punisnaient. The assembly, how-
ever, a very mixed body of all nations, now refused to

accept any of these proposals except the last-named.

His great success was v.^ith the Indians ; by their treaty

with him in 1700 thsy promised not to help any enemy
of England, to traffic only with those approved by the
governor, and to sell fiu-s or skins to none but inhabitants

of the province. At the same time he showed his capacity

for legislation by the shara he took with Lord Bellomont
at New Ycik in the consolidation of the laws in use in the
various parts of America.

Affairs now again demanded his presence in England.
The king had in 1701 written to urge upon the Pennsylvania
Government a union with other private colonies for defence,

and had asked for money for fortifications. The difficulty-

felt by the cro'n-n in this matter was a natural one. A Bill

was brought into the Lords to convert private into crown
colonies. Penn's son appeared before the committee of the

House and managed to delay the matter until his father's

return. On 15th September Penn called the assembly to-

gether, in which the differences between the province and
the territories again broke out. He succeeded, however,

in calming them, appointed a council of ten to manage the
province in his absence, and gave municipal institutions to
Philadelphia. In May 1700, experience having shown
that alterations in the charter were advisable, the assembly
had, almost unanimously, requested Penn to revise it.

On 28th October 1701 he handed it back to them in the
form in which it afterwards remained. An assembly was
to be chosen yearly, of foiu- persons from each county,

with all the self-governing privileges of the English House
of Commons. Two-thirds were to form a quorum. The
nomination of sheriffs, coroners, and magistrates for each
county was given to the governor, who was to .'select from
names handed in by the freemen. Moreover, the councit

was no longer elected by the people, but nominated by the
governor, who was thus practically left sin jle in the execu-

tive. The assembly, however, who, by the first charter, had
not the right to propound laws, but might only amend or
reject them, now acquired that privilege. In other respects

the original charter remained, and the inviolability of con-

science was again emphatically asserted. Ptnn reached Eng-
land in December 1701. The accession of Anne appears to
have put an end to the Bill in the Lords, and to his troubles

on this score. He once more assumed the position of leader

of the Dissenters and himself read the address of thanks
for the promise from the throne to maintain the Act of
Toleration. He now too took up his abode again at Kensing-
ton, and published while here his More Fruits of Solitude.

In 1703 he went to Knightsbridge, where he remained
until 1706, when he removed to Brentford, his final resi-

dence being taken up in 1710 at Field Euscombe, near
Twyford. In 170i he wrote his Life of Bulstrode White-

locke. He had now much trouble from America. Tlie tcn-i-

torialists were openly rejecting his authority, and doing their

best to obstruct all business in the assembly ; and matters
were further embarrassed by the injudicious conduct of Go-
vernor Evans in' 1706. Moreover, pecuniary troubles came
heavily upon him, while the conduct of his son WiUiani,

who became the ringleader of all the dissolute characters in

Philadelphia, was another and still more severe trial. This

son was married, and had a son and daughter, but appears

to have been left entirely out of account in the settlement

of Penn's proprietary rights on his death.

Whatever were Penn's great qualities, he was deficient

in judgment of character. Tiis was especially shown in

the choice of his steward Ford, from whom he had borrowed

money, and who, by dexterous swindlintt, had managed,

at the time of his deati, to establish a claim for iUjOOCi
XVIU. — 63
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against Penn. Fenn, however, refused to pay, a^d spent

nine months in the Fleet rather than give way. He was

released at length by his friends, who paid £7500 in

composition of all claims. Difficulties with his govern-

ment of Pennsylvania continued to harass him. Fresh

disputes took- place with Lord Baltimore, the owner of

Maryland, and Penu also felt deeply what seemed to him

the untTateful treatment which he met with at the hands

of the assembly. He therefore in 1710 wrote, in earnest

and affectionate language, an address to his "old friends,"

setting forth his wrongs. So great was the effect which

this produced that the assembly which met in October

of that year was entirely in his interests ; revenues were

properly paid ; the disaffected were silenced and com-

plaints were hushed ; while an advance in moral sense was

shown by the fact that a Bill was passed prohibiting the

importation of negroes. This, however, when submitted

to the British parliament, was cancelled. Penn now, in

F'ebruary 1712, being in failing health, proposed to sur-

render his powers to the crown. He appears, from Dixon's

work (p. -113), to have offered previously, just before he

\va5 arrested by the Fords, to give up his government for

-X20,000, but with stipulations which rendered the crown

unwilling to take it. On the present occasion the com-

.-.nission of plantations recommended that Penn should

receive £12,000 in four years from the time of surrender,

Penn stipulating only that the queen should take the

Quakers under her protection ; and £1000 was given

IhLm in part payment. Before, however, the matter could

go further he was seized with apoplectic fits, which shat-

tered his understanding and memory. A second attack

occurred in 1713, and from that time until his death his

powers gradually failed, although at times his .intellect was

clear and vigorous. He died on 30th May 1718, leaving

three sons by his second wife, John, Thomas, and Richard,

nnd was buried along with his first and second wives at

Jourdan's meeting-house, near Chalfont St Giles in Bucking-

iamshire. It has finally to be mentioned that in 1790 the

proprietary rights of Penn's descendants were bought up

-for a pension of £4000 a year to the eldest male descend-

:ant by his second wife, and that this pension was commuted

in 1884 for the sum of £67,000. (o. a.)

PENNANT, TH0M.4.S (1726-1798), naturalist and anti-

•quary, was descended from an old Welsh family, who for

many generations had resided at Downing, Flintshire,

Avhere he was born 14th June 1726. He received his

early education at Wrexham and Fulham, and afterwards

rattended Queen's and Oriel Colleges, 0.xford, but did not

take a degree. At twelve years of age he was inspired

•with a passion for natural history through obtaining a

present of Willughby's Ornithology ; and a tour in Corn-

wall in 1746-47 after leaving Oxford awakened his strong

interest in minerals and fossils. In 1750 his account of

.an earthquake which he felt at Downing was inserted in

the Philosophical Tt-ansactions, where there also appeared

in 1756 a paper on several coralloid bodies he had col-

lected at Coalbrook Dale, Shropshire. In the following

year, at the instance of Linnsus, he was elected a member

of the Royal Society of Upsala. In 1766 he published

a folio volume entitled British Zoolorjy. The work is

meritorious rather as a laborious compilation than as an

original contribution to science, but that it served a good

purpose is evidenced by the number of editions (see Orni-

THOlOGV, p. 9 above) through which it passed. During its

progress he visited the Continent and made the acquaint-

5,nce of Bufibn, Voltaire, Haller, and Pal'a.s. In 1771 was

published his Synopsis of Quadrupeds, cflerwards extended

into a History of Quadrupeds. At t!'0 end of the same

jear he published A Tour in Hcoth-v.' in 1769, which

proving remarkably popular was followed in 12;74 by an

account of another journfv in Scn'land published in two
volumes, afterwards distinguished as the second.and third

Tour. In these works he manifested the rare faculty of

investuig with interest details of antiquarian lore, while
they have also proved invaluable as preserving the recor <

of important antiquarian relics which have now perished.

In 1778 he brought out a similar Tour :'?i Wales, which
was followed by a Journey to Snou'don (part i. 1781, pa^t iL

1783), afterwards forming the second volume of the Tour.
In 1782 he published a Journey from Chester to London.
He brought out Arctic Zoology in 1785-87. In 1790
appeared his Account of London, which has gone through

a large number of editions, and has justly been termed
" the most popular book ever written on the subject."

Three years later he published the Literary Life of the late

T. Pennant, written by himself. In his later years Ee was
engaged on a work entitled Outlines of the Globe, vols L
and ii. of which appeared in 1798, and vols. iii. and iv.,

edited by his son David Pennant, in 1800. He was also

the author of a number of minor works, some of which
were published posthumously. He died at Downing 16th

December 1798. Pennant was in 1767 elected a member
of the 5.oyal Society, and he was a member of many
other learned societies, both home and foreign. In 1771

he received the degree of D.C.L. from the university of

Oxford.

PENNI, GLiNFRANCEsco (1488-1528), Italian painter,

surnamed " D Fattore," from the relation in which he stood

to Raphael, whose favourite disciple he was after Giulio

Romano, was a native of Florence, but spent the latter

years of his life in Naples. He painted in oil as well as

in fresco, but is chiefly known for his work in the Loggie

of the Vatican.

PENNSYLVANIA, one of the original thirteen States Faten
of the North American Union, lying between 39° 43' and
42° 15' N. lat., and between 74° 40' and 80° 36' W. long.,

is 160 mUes wide, and more than 300 miles long from east

to west. Its northern, southern, and western border-lines

were meant to be straight ; the eastern follows the course

of the Delaware river. It is bounded by the States of

New York and New Jersey on the N. and E., by Ohio on
the W., and by Delaware, Maryland, and' West Virginia

on the S. At its north-west corner a small triangular

addition gives it a shore- line of 40 miles, with one good
harbour, on Lake Erie. At its south-eastern corner, a circle

of 10 miles radius (struck from the court-house at New-
castle) throws a small area into the State of Delaware. Its

surface, subdivided into sixty-seven counties, measures

nearly 28,800,000 acres or 45,000 square miles ; less than

one-half of its acreage is in cultivated farms, and only

1,000,000 of the people live in separate farm-houses. Out
of a population of 4,283,000, nearly 2,000,000 lived in

towns and cities in 1880, and more than 2,000,000 in

country hamlets or factory villages, at iron mines and
furnace-s, at coal-mines and coke-ovens, at lumber-camps

and oil-wells, or along the many lines of canal and railroad

which traverse the State in all directions.

Physical Features.—Pennsylvania is topographically divi-

sible into three parts: a south-east district, the open country

between the South Mountains and the sea; a middle belt of

parallel valleys separated by low parallel mountain-ridges;

and a northern and western upland, behind the escarpment

of the Alleghany Mountain. One and a half millions of

its people inhabit the fertile and hir;;hly-<;ultivated south-

eastern triangle, which is nowhere more than 600 or 700

feet above the level of the sea. One million inhabit the

middle belt of higher-lying valleys, rich in iron ore and

anthracite coal. One and a half millions occupy the great

bituminous coal and oil regions of the northern and -svestcrn

counties, elevated from 1000 to 2500 feet, above the sea.
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ffhicL constltnte at least one-half of the State, and drain,

noi ei.6i»ard into the Atlantic, but northward into the St

l^wrence and westward inio tho Jlisiisiippi.

The valleys of the middle belt are of two charactars, dis-

tinguished by the farming popv.lati"-! of the Atlantic States

as •' rich valleys " and " poor valleys. ' The former, whether

larsre or small, are completely enclosed and comparatively

level arenas of limestone land, surrounded by rocky and

wooded barriers, less than 1000 feet high, through narrow

gaps in which streams enter or issue. A curiously sculptured

slate-terrace, half the height of the encircling mountain,

overlooks each of these secluded valleys. Their entire

limestone floor has been under cultivation for a centurj-,

and the best iron-ore deposits of the State and its oldest

mines are situated in them. They are gardens of fertility,

yielding heavy crops of wheat, rye, and maize to the frugal,

thrifty, and laborious descendants of their early settlers.

Innumerable caverns ramify beneath the surface ; sink-

holes receive the drainage of the fields ; many of the water-

courses appear and disappear beneath sunken arches of

limestone ; and wells are the chief source of supply. Old
orchards and great planted trees abound, and more pictur-

esque landscapes cannot be found. Nittany, the largest

of these isolated valleys, occupies the centre of the State.

It is 60 miles long, but its greatest width is only 10 miles
;

4nd it is subdivided at its north-eastern end by long pro-

jecting mountain-spurs into narrow parallel coves, each of

which is known by a special name. Brush valley, Penn's

valley, <fec. Sinking Spring valley is at its south-western

end, and here it is traversed by the Little Juniata river,

along the banks of which runs the Pennsylvania Railroad.

A narrow valley, called Canoe valley, leads southward into

Morrison's cove, which is half as large as Nittany valley.

The next largest limestone valley is Kishicoquilis, 40 m'les

long by 5 miles wide, ending southward in a point, and split

at its north-east end into three. German Amish (Mennonite

sect) and Scotch-Irish Presbyterian settlers, separated by
an ideal cross line, have made this valley famous for its

loveliness and wealth. Farther south is M'Connell's cove,

west of this Friend's cove, and still farther west Millikin's

cove. Two little oval holes in the mountains north-east

c-f Nittany valley, Nippenose valley and Oval valley, and
two long slit-like depressions in Tuscarora and Black Log
Mountains conclude the short list of these remarkable

limestone threshing-floors of Pennsylvania.

Across the whole State, however, stretches the Great
Yalley in a wide and gentle curve from east to south, one-

half its surface covered with the soil of the terrace-slate,

the other half with the same limestone soil which causes

the exceptional fertility of the isolated valleys above
enumerated. This very remarkable feature of the Atlantic

side of the continent extends in an unbroken line for

nearly 1000 miles, from eastern Canada to the low-

lands of the Gulf of Mexico, only 150 miles of its length

heing in Pennsylvania, where its average width may be
called 15 miles. Everywhere on its north-west side rises

a sharp and regularly level-crested ridge, about 1000 feet

high, heavily timbered. On its other or southern side a

range of irregu:ar mountain-land completely secludes the

Great Valley from the seaboard, except for about 50
miles in Pennsylvania This mountain-range is known in

Vermont as the Green Mountains, in Massachusetts as the

Taconic ilountains, la New York and New Jersey as the

Highlands, in Pennsylvania and ilaryland as the South
Mountains, in Virginia as the Blue Ridge, m North
Carolina as the Unaka or Smoky Mountains. In t'neir

northern extension they rise to heights of 3000 and 4000
feet ; in the southern States they have summits from
4000 to 7000 fret above the sea.. In Pennsylvania few

Oiirtsof- the range exeee^JSQO feet; and at the broken

gap of 50 miles already mentioned the Great Valley lime-

stone land protrudes southward through the interrupted

range, to make of Lancaster the richest agricultural county

in the State. Before the era of railways Lancaster county

made the markets of Philadelphia the cheapest and most
luxurious in the wprld. It was on this exceptional out-

spread of the Great Valley limestone that the Germans
of the first immigration settled. The limestone plain of

Lancaster spre.ids west across the Susquehanna river into

York county, c-.A east into Berks and Chester counties to

within 20 miles of Philadelphia. The whole plain swarms
with life ; the I'.ouses are small, but the stone barns are of

colossal size, 100 and even 150 feet long and from 30 to

50 feet high, the barnyard-wall supported on ranges of

hea\-y columns, while on the other side of the building an
earthen slope ascends to the great barn door.

The eight counties which lie along the face of the South

Mountains, in the south-eastern region of the State, are in

the highest state of cultivation, and resemble the most
picturesque rural districts of England,—a country of roll-

ing hills and gently sloping vales, with occasional rocky

dells of no great depth, and low cascades utilized for grist-

mills, factories, and machine shops ; a country of wheat, rye,

maize, potatoes, tobacco, turnip-fields, orchards, meadows,
and patches of woodland ; a country of flowing water,

salubrious, fertile, and wealthy ; dotted with hamlets,

villages, and towns, and with the country-seats of aflSucnt

citizens. But the region as a whole is divisible inio al

least four districts, diS'ering as much in population as in

soil and situation. The counties of York and Adams,
lying west of the Susquehanna river along the Maryland
line, are inhabited by Germans, who for the most part still

use the patois of their fatherland, mixed with English

words and phrases. The counties of Montgomery and
Bucks, lying between the Schuylkill and Delaware rivers,

have a mingled population of the descendants of Germans,
Quakers, and French Huguenots. The hilly district of

northern Chester is also partly German. Southern Lan-

caster, southern Chester, and Delaware counties support

the most intelligent and virtuous population in the State,

largely composed of the descendants of Penn's colonists,

who have mostly escaped the narrowing und enervating

influences of the city, and enjoy the mental and physical

activity, the simplicity of manners, and the loyalty to

truth, justice, and charity which characterized the Quakers
at the origin of the sect in England. The district which
they inhabit is a veritable fairj-land, and its principal

town, Westchester, has be a for a long time one of the

notable centres of scientific life in the State.

Climate.—The climate of so great a State is necessarily

various, and is made more variable by its situation on the

eastern side of the continent facing the Gulf Stream. The
north-west wind is dry and cold in winter, the south-west

wind ahvays mild and rainy, and the south-east ocean wind
wet and s.'ltry in summer ; but the dreaded north-easters

of New England lose much of their rigour by the time

they reach the Delaware. The northern highlands of the

State are buried under 4 or 5 feet of snow four months
of the year. The southern middle counties enjoy genial

weather the whole year round, interrupted only by a few

short intervals of intense heat or cold, never lasting more

than three consecutive days. The midland valleys are

very hot in midsummer and very cold in mid-winter, the

thermometer ranging between 0° and 100,° with a not

unfrequent sudden fall after a sultry week of 30° or 40' in

a few hours, endmg with thunderstorms, and followed, by

dry, clear, cool weather, with winds from the north-west.

The climate of the south-western counties is comparatively

dry and equable, but with a sufficient annual rainfall, and

plenty of snow in winter, productive of great river-floods
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in spring. The average annual raiuiall ranges from 36

inches in the -n-estern counties to 42 inches at Philadelphia.

Destructive " freshets " descend the eastern rivers when
the ice breaks up ; for the Delaware and Susquehanna
rivers are almost every year frozen over from tide -water

to their sources ; thunderstorms happen in the midst of

winter ; the January thaw is always to be apprehended
;

and when heavy rains break up the ice and it accumulates

in the gaps of the mountains, the main river -channels

become scenes of inevitable disaster. In 1837 the valley

of the Lehigh was swept clean for 60 miles, the dams and
locks of the canal were all destroyed, and every bridge

and mill disappeared. Along the lower Susquehaima the

floating ice has often been piled upon the railroad embank-
ment to the height of several yards. Even in midsummer
a heavier downpour than usual in 1836 carried destruction

through the valley of the Juniata. But the affluents of

the Ohio river in the western part of the State are subject

every year to this danger.

Geolo'jy.—For unknown geological reasons Pennsylvania

is peculiar for exhibiting the Pateozoic system in its

maximum devGlo[;ment, that is, from the Permian forma-
tion down to the base of Murciiison's Lower Silurian,
with a total thickness of ncro than -lO.OCO feet at the

'

eastern outcrops, diminishing to half that amount in the
western counties. As all the formations are thrown into

great anticlinal and synclinal folds, and cut through trans,

versely by the rivers, they can be measured along numerous
continuous and conformable section lines. Near Harris-
burg, at Pottsville, and at Mauch Chunk the Carboniferous,
Devonian, and Upper Silurian rocks, standing vertical,

show a cross section 5 miles thick. At the Delaware and
Lehigh water-gaps the Lower Silurian slates are 6000 feet

thick. In Canoe valley the underlying Lower Silm-ian
limestones have been measured 6500 feet thick. In the
south-western corner of the State about 1000 feet of

Permian rocks overlie the Coal-measures proper. Thus
the following Palaeozoic column can be studied with peculiar
advantages jn Pennsylvania, many of its more iijipcrtant

stages either becoming greatly attenuated or wholly dis-

appearing when followed into the neighbouring States of

New York, Ohio, and Virginia.

13.

t Peniiian, or Upper Carboniferous.

I Upper productive Coal-measures S

"I
Barren measures I -

1.1

Geological Map of Pennsylvania.

1- Middle Carboniferous.'

Lower Carbouiferouc.

Catskill red sandstone ; Upper Devonian.
'Chemung and Portage shales ; Middle Devonian.
Tennessee, Hamilton, and Mar-'j

cellus |- Lower Devonian.
.Upper Helderberg limestone J
Oriskany sandstone.
Lower Helderberg limestones "\

Clinton shales lUpper Silurian.
Medina and Oneida sandstones I

Hndson river and Utica slates \

2. Trnton and Great Valley Um„- [-Lower Silurian.
•stones I

1. J'olsdam sandstone.

The geology of south-eastern Pennsylvania is not under-
stood. Tlicre can be no doubt that the copper-bearing
porphyritic Huronian system is well represented in the
South Mountains, south of the Chambersburg fault, on the
borders of Maryland ; but the systematic age of the gneisses,

mica schists, garnetiferous schist.s, .serpentine and chrome
iron rocks, of the Philadelphia belt, commencing at Trenton,

11.

10.

8.

7.

6.

o.

4.

3.

crossing the Schuylkill river on a section line 15 miles
wide, and extending through Delaware and Chester counties

into Maryland, is still under discussion, some geologists

considering them of pre-Cambrian ago and others regard
iiig them as metamorphosed Silurian rocks. They contain

minute quantities of gold and are evidently a prolongation

of the great gold-bearing belt of Virginia and the Carolinas.
Minerals.—The mineral resources of Pennsylvania have never

been exaggerated except by those who compaj-e its iron-mines with
those of other States. It possesses a virtual monopoly of anthra-
cite. The output of rock-oil is still amazing. The bituminous,
coking, and block coal district is only one large part of an enormous
area which includes eastern Oliio, West Virginia^ middle Tennes-
see, and northern Alabama ; and the ranges of. iron-ores extend
through New Jersey and New York into New England and Canada,
and through Slarylaud, Virginia, Kovth Carolina, and eastern

Tennessee into Alabama, with no sensible diH'erence of quantity
or quality in either direction. But Pennsylvania has the advan-
tage over other States of a first plant, both in iron-works and coal-

mines, and in a consequent multiplication and concentration of

capitnl for these industries, which must keep \\Qr facile jirinceps in

this rcsfwct for a long time to come. Sooner or later she n)ust

take a second rank in iron, but never in coal and coke. It is

possible that the oil-fields of the three States to the soutli and west

of her may become as productive as her own, although no signs of

such an event are visible yet to geologists ; but no contingency of

events can atieci, her absolute control of the anthracite market
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Tliree anthracite coal-regions in eastern Pennsylvania are recog-

nized by railroad men, coal-dealers, and statisticians ; but they do

not exactly correspond to the three anthracite coal-fields of the

peolo^cal sun'ey reports. (1) By the Scliuylkill region is mesmt

all the surface of coal -land which is drained by that river, with

twj small additions from the upper water-basins of the Shanio-

kiu and Swatara rivers, affluents of the Susquehanna. In 1822 it

supplied tho Philadelphia market with 14 SO tons of coal ; in 1?S0

it distributed, in all directions alon? the lines of the Reading liail-

road, 9,500,000 tons. (2) By the Lehigh region is meant all the

coal-lands on that river, furnishing in 1821 1073 tons, and in 1882

5,700,000, chiefly to the city of New York. (3) By the Wyoming
region is meant theisolated valley of the Susquehanna (north branch)

and Lackawanna rivers, commencing its snipnicuts in 1829 with

7000, and sending in 1SS2 14,000,000 tons of coal eastward, north-

ward, and westward, to Boston, Montreal, and Chicago. In 1883

these three regions shipped a total of 31,800,000 tons.

The three anthracite coal-fields into wliich the region divides

itself geologically—the southern, the middle, and the northern—are

three groups of narrow parallel basins filled with crumpled Coal-

niijasures. Each field lias a characteristic grouping of its basins

different from the other two: the southern in jwrfectly straight

lines, except at its western end, which has a long fork or fish-tail

;

the middle in echelon ; the northern in a long sweeping curve from

west by east to north. The southern field has lor its southern

lK>rder a sharp low mountain -ridge, 62 miles long, bearing about

N. by 60* E., and ending abruptly westward near the Susquehanna
liver and eastward at the Lehigh river. It is gapped in four places,

by the Swatara, by the Schuylkill, and by its two principal branches,

giring passage to three i-ailways and two canals, one of which has

been abandoned and the other is little used. In this mountain
the lower Coal-measures descend vertically to a deptli of 3000 feet

below tide-lcvc-1, and then rise again in a series of wavts to the tojj

of a much higher mountain which borders tlie field upon the north.

From the top of this broad mountain the Coal-measures have been

swept away. They are next seen descending steeply northward
into the middle field, where they sink to various depths of 1000 or

2000 feet below sea-level, rolling six times so as to make that

number of mining basins, and then rise into the air, along a

bounding mountain at the northern edge of the field, not to de-

scend again to the present surface of the earth for 40 miles. Only
the lowest beds, however, appear there in narrow strips upon the

highest plateau of the State, and not as anthracite, but as bitu-

minous coal. This description, however, only applies to the western

division of the middle field. Its eastern division has a very different

character. On the broad rollino; top of the Beaver Meadow Moun-
tains, west of the Lehigh river, Tie a group of closely-folded parallel

troughs, in which the coal-beds descend steeply to depths of 1000
or 2000 feet, and rapidly rise again to the surface, each trough
being pointed at both ends and disapp'jaring on the summits of

mountain-spurs, which look down upon deeply-indented red-shale

valleys. The collieries of this eastern division of the middle field

are all on very high land, from 1600 to 1800 feet above the sea; and
branch railroads descend from them by steep gradients to the two
rival main lines, which follow the banks of the Lehigh and Dela-
ware rivers to the Atlantic coast.

The northern field corresponds exactly to the Wyoming region.

It is a moon-sliaped trough, 50 miles long by 6 miles wide, tapering

to a point both ways. Its eastern half is drained by the Lacka-
wanna river westward into the Susquehanna river, where the latter

breaks through the northern mountain-wall and begins to meander
westward ihiough the Kingston flats in the centre of the coal-field

Made famous by the inuidenta of Indian warfare. A few miles

farther on the river breaks half through the northern wall, split-

ting it lengthwise, and then cuts off the western point of the basin,

K-aving a little patch of it capping the isolated spur. This magni-
ficent coal-field is traversed diagonally by anticlinal and synclinal

fplds in the Coal-measures in such a manner as to subdivide it into

hiore than thirty small coal-basins, all connected underground,
;he deepest of which hold more than 3000 feet of Coal-measures

;

so that in a hilltop near AVilkesbarre fossil-shells of the Permian
formation, the uppermost division of the Carboniferous system,
liave been collected.

Until the maps of the anthracite section of the State Geological
Survey have been completed, the area of anthracite coal-land in

all three fields cannot be accurately states!. The total number of

coal-bods cannot be stated, because some are liardly noticeable
;

otliera are composed of several layeis separated elsewhere by 50 or

100 feet of intervening rock The identitication of the beds across
the intervals which separate the fields, and even from colliery to
colliery, is not in all cases satisCictory. It may, however, be
said generally that the whole column of Coal-measures contain^
more than a hundred coal-beds. Less than onc-fouitli of these
have hitherto been considered of desirable size and quality for

mining. Most of the outjmt in past years and at present comes
from five or six of them, from tlie Lykeus valley bed, from the
Buck Mountain bed, esj^)ucially from' the Manunoth bed—all of

them white ash—and from two or three red ash beds next higher
in the series. The fii-st quantities of coal which were sent to the

market came from an open quarry on the summit of the mountain
at Mauch Chunk, where the Mammoth bed is 60 feet thick. In
subsequent- years a long range of extensive collieries wero created

on the iline Hill sloye of the bed behind Pottsville. Later still

the Mahanoy and Shenandoah collieries were established behind
the Broad Mountain. From early years the great bed was worked
in the "Wyoming region by the Baltimore Company. Other cor-

porations have extensively exploited it throughout the valley.

Old mines in this bed are worked on a great scale also at Ha2&lton
and Beaver Meadow, and later plants were made at JeanesviUe,

Clifton, and elsewhere. A choice though smaller bed, called the

Buck Mountain vein, extends through all three fields, and is largely

mined in many places, sometimes in tunnel-connexion with the

Jl'ammoth and sometimes alone. The Lykens valley bed, holding

10 and 12 feet of exceedingly choice coal, lies ntar the bottom of

the Millstone grit (the base of the Coal-measures), but is scarcely

workable anywhere except at the western end of the southern field.

The waste in mining anthracite coal is enormous, although it

has been somewhat diminished by the concentration of most of the

coal-properties under the control of a few raihvay companies, who
employ competent engineers and superintendents. But the markets

demand the delivery of the coal in sizes. Iron furnaces alone

accept the run of the mine. The "breaker," an anthracite inven-

tion, and a monster of destruction, is an edifice of wood and iron

100 feet high, furnished with slopes and lifts to take the mine-

cars to the top, with rollers set with teeth to crush the larger

lumps, with bolting screens to separate the sizes, with picking

banks and boys to throw out slate descending the shoots, and wit li

bays or pockets from which the coal is drawn at will to fill railway

trains passing underneath. The waste is carted off to a neighbour
ing hillside. Hills of this "dust," 100 feet high And hundreds

of feet long, encumber the country, and awaken the anxiety ot

proprietors respecting its future disposal. AH plans for utilizing

it cheaply on a large scale have as yet failed, and no serious change

in the situation can take place until the supply in the earth begins

to fail. The time for that is distant. The annual output can

reach 50,000,000 tons, and, in spite of the waste, can continue at

that figure for three centuries. An exact calculation of solid con-

tents in the gi'ound, of waste in mining and breaking, and oi

quantity sent to market has been made for only one division ol

one fielU/

At the eastern end of the southern field, for instance, six Deds, as

yet locally worked by only thirteen collieries (four of them now-

abandoned), contained originally 1,033,000,000 tons, of which only

54,000,000 have been extracted (between 1820 and 1S82), leaving

979,000,000 tons still untouched. The output in 1S20 was less

than 400 tons, that of 1349 nearly 400,000 tons, that of 1882

838,000. In a few years it will reach '> ^00.000. and might con-

tinue at that rate five centuries. ^

The number of working collieries m the anthracite region is con-

stantly changing. The list for 1881-82, reported by the official

mine inspecto's, numbers 141 in the northern field, 51 in the easteni

middle, 91 in the westeni middle, and 70 in the southern field, 353

collieries in all. The fuel they send to market is both white coal

from the lower and red-ash coal from the higher beds of the series,

the market sizes being designated egg, stove, chestnut, pea, and

buckwheat. By sampling carefully the contents of five cai-s from

one colliery carrj'ing each a different size of coal, and analysing the

samples, it was found that, while there was little difi'ereuce in the

percentage of water (say 1"7), of sulphur (say 0'7), and of volatile

matter (say 4'0), the percentage of ash regularly increased as the

size diminished (egg 5'662, stove 10'174, chestnut 12'666, pea

14*664, buckwheat 16*620), showing the finer breakage of the slaty

liiyers, and the mixture of slate-dust with the smaller sizes-of coaL

The percentage of solid carbon, of course, diminished directly ^vitk

the size, from 88*5 in egg-coal to 76*9 in buckwheat. The coal-

dust of the heaps about the mines, before alluded to, i<? therefore,

no doubt, still lower in solid carbon
;
yet Captain Wootleus durt-

burning locomotives on the Reading Railroad have been a success ;

and the dust or "braize" of the Philadelphia cf^I-yards is sold for

use in fire-boxes of suitable construction.

The bituminous coal-region of Pennsylvania covers the westeni

third of the State, the greatest thickness of Coal-measures being in

the south-western corner. Six wide mrallel basins sweep round

from the boundary-Hue with Xew York State south-westward into

Ohio and West A'lrginia. The summit of the Alleghany Mountain,

containing the lowest coals, limits the region towards the south-

east ; an in-egular line parallel with and 30 miles distant from the

shore of Lake Erie limits it on the north-west. The basins all

gradually deepen going south-west, and are all subdivided into

smaller local basins by gentle rolls. In one or two neighbourhoods

the coal-beds dip as much as 30° ; but over almost the entire area

they are so nearly horizontal that a dip of 2° or 3" is cxceptionaHy

great. Over thousands of square miles they He as flat as geological

formations can ever lie, -considering the accidents of original dejioai*
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tion in the quiet Carboniferous sea. There is a striking uniformitj''

in the composition of the whole formation, which is naturally
divisible into: {!) upper (Permian) barren-measures; (2) upper
(Pittsburgh) productive Coal-measures

; (3) lower barren-measures
,

(4) lower productive Coal-niPasures; (5) Jlillstone grit (PottsviJle

conglomerate)
; (6) Mauch Chunk shale and mountain limestone

;

(7) Pocoiio sandstone and lowest (worthless) coal-beds. These rest

on more than 10,000 feet of Devonian rocks.

The area cjf the State actually covered by one or more workable
bituminous coal-beds is about 9000 square miles. Dr H. M.
Chance's calculation of area, thickness, content, &c. (in a paper
read before the Am. Inst. Jlin. Eng., October 1881), is the most
trustworthy yet made. He assumes sixteen important coal-beds,

none workable over the whole area of thirty-one counties,—only

the lowest beds being presented in ten, and the principal upper
beds only in seven of these counties. Beds less than 2 feet thick
are' ignored. Beds from 2 to 3 feet thick are estimated only from
outcrop do^vn to water-level ; beds from 3 to 5, to 150 feet below
water-level ; beds over 5, to 400 feet below water-level. Allowing
1650 gross tons per foot to the acre (less 11 per cent, for slate,

bone, and sulphur partings, say 1500 gross tons) the mass of beds
over 6 feet is 11,000,000,000 tons; of beds between 6 and 3 feet,

19,500,000,000 ; and of beds under 3 feet, 3,000,000,000,—making
a total of 33,500,000,000 gross tons, 75 per cent, of which can be

mined, i.e., 25,000,000,000 tons ; of this 10,500,000,000 are in the
Pittsburgh bed. An CAaggeratcd statement was current thirty years
ago that the Pittsburgh coal-bed within the limits of the State of

Pennsylvania would equal the whole annual British coal-trade

(then 100,000,000 tons) for ^00 years. According to our present
knowledge such an output would exhaust it in a single century.

The upper productive Coal-measures, about 300 ie&t thick, con-

tain four workable beds, of which the lowest (Pittsburgh) is the
mainstay of the coke and iron interests of the seven south-wer.tern

counties, furnishing to 77 collieries in Allegheny county 4,000,000
tons, to 50 in Fayette county 1,506,000, to 45 in Westmoreland
county 2,335,000, to 31 in "\V.ishington county 793,000, to 14 in

Son;erset county 200,009,—total nearly 9,000,000 tons mined out of

217 collieries, most of them mcro auits into the hillsides, at various

levels {from 30 to 300 feet) above the water-level of the Ohio river,

or its main branch, the Monongahela river, and its branch the
Youghuogheny river. Along thcso streams railroad stations and
slack water pools receive the coal let down by trestle-work slopes

from the adits. A few shafts are sunk to the bed where, for short
distances, it sinks a few yards beneath water-level.

Tlie iron-ores of Pennsylvania formerly sutnced for stocking the
furnaces of the State ; but for more than twenty years past large

outside supplies have been in demand,—the. red hjematites of

Michigan, the magnetic ores of Canada, northern New York, and
especially of northern New Jersey, and the "limonites of Virginia,

not to speak of numerous cargoes of Algerian ore. To understand
the native ores it will be necessary to refer to the schedule of the

geological formations of the State (see p. 500 above). The more
lecent formations—the Tertiary and the Cretaceous—poor in iron

ores, are not found in Pennsylvania, being confined to the Atlantic
seaboard. The next older formation— the Trias—also poor in iron

ore, makes an indjependent belt across the State through Bucks,
Montgomery', Chester, Lancaster, York, and Adams counties.

Hence we have only to consider five sources of supply,

—

{a) the

carbonate ores of the Coal-measures, with brown linematite outcrops
;

{h) the lower Devonian brown haematites
;

(c) the Upper Silurian

red fossil-ore
;
{d) the Lower Silurian brown hematites ; and {c) the

Azoic magnetites, some of them apparently in Cambrian rocks,

overlai'i by Tiiaa, and the rest of them interbedded with the oldest

(Laurentian ?) gneisses.

The ordinary ironstone of the Coal-measures occurs in .ball or
plate layers throughout the bituminous coal-region, but is almost
wanting in the anthracite region. Brown haematite deposits,

always connected with the limestone beds in the Coal-measures,
were formerly extensively mined, but the supplies of Carboniferous
ore of both kinds are far from meeting the present demand, and
the make of charcoal iron from them has been vii-tually abandoned.
At the base of the Devonian seiies the Marcellus still yields con-
siderable quantities of brown h.-ematitc from the outcrop of a fer-

ruginous clay-bed, but only in two or three noteworthy localities.

The Clinton beds of red fossil-ore (soft and rich at the outcrop, hard
and lean lower down) at Danville and Bloomsbury, at Frankstown
and Plollidaysburg, at Bloody Run and Bedford, kept furnaces
going for a good many years, and are still used as mixtures at

Johnstown and elsewhere. The Lower Silurian brown hrematite
mines, however, have been the chiefdependence of the industry.

They are ver}* numerous in the isolated limestone valleys and along
the whole course of the Great Valley. Some of these open quarries

arc of vaet size, and between 100 and 200 feet deep ; furnishing
shot and ball and jiipe ore of the finest quality, both cold-short and
red-short

; and the high reputation of American or Juniata iron is

based upon the history first of the charcoal and then of the an-

thracite make of pi^-metal from these special ores. Railroads now

carry them long distances to the present centres of the iron mahr-
facture, in the heart of the bituminous coal-region, or in front «r
the anthracite region, on the Lehigh, Schuylkill, and SusquehanuA,
ri\-ers, where they can be mixed with the subcrystalline iion ores

of the South Mountains or of the Highlands of New Jersey, The
South Mountains of Pennsylvania, however, cannot be said to be
rich in these last-mentioned deposits, a few of which are inJced
mined to a considerable extent ; but no thorough e.^ploratioii of the
range has yet been undertaken to see if the deep-lying strata contain
the Canadian and New York magnetites which^re to be expected.
Some of the oldest and largest miues are situated at the edge of
the Trias belt, aud were formej-ly supposed to be of Trias age ; but
it seems now Tirobable that they belong to a Cambrian slate forma-
tion covered by the Trias ; and in all cases they are touched or
surrounded by trap-dykes, which cut the Trias or trap beds that
interlie the Trias. The most remarkable of these mines is the
"Cornwall" near Lebanon, where great quantities of cupriferous

magnetite are obtained by stoping the walls of a vast o^w
quarry.

The iron industry of Pennsylvania has always competed with
the cotton growth of the southern States and the cotton industry
of the eastern States for political power in Congress, to save itself

against a foreign importation of rolled iron. The iron-masters of
Pennsylvania have led in eveijr debate upon a protective tariff.

Pennsylvania has always furnished one-half of the total amount of
pig-iron cast in the United States. In 1883 it made 2,638,891
tons out of a total of 5,146,972 tons made in twenty-four States

and one Territory. Of these 1,416,468 tons were anthracite pig,

1,184,108 coke and raw coal pig, and only 38,349 were charcoal pig;
aad the number of furnaces at the end of 1883 was 142 in blast and
129 out of blast. In like manner Pennsylvania has always rolled

more than one-half of the iron and steel rails of American manufac-
ture,—in 1S83, for instance, 857,818 tons out of a total of 1,360,694,

aud of tliese 819,544 were Bessemer. So of crucible-steel ingots

Pennsvlvania in 1883 made 63,687 out of a total of 80,455 ; open-
heartli steel ingots, 72,333 of a total of 133,679 ; In a word, of all

kinds of roiled iron, lil81,163 tons out of a total of 2,348,874-

The petroleum statistics for 1882, partly mixed with those of
an acfjoining district in New York, show a product of 30,541,740
barrels (of 42 gallons).

Vcjctation.—The vegetation of the State corresponds in variety
with the variety of elevation and distance from the seabo^^rd. The
mountains are clad with forests of pine, hemlock, oak, taecli,

maple, walnut, wild cherry, cucumber, dog\vood, nnd laurel, and
cultivated apple, chcrr.*, pear, and peach trees grow :n the clearings.

^\'ild grapes ctow in sheltered places; wild huckleberries, straw-
berries, and blackberries flourish. Oats, barley, and timothy grass

yield heavy crops. The original forest remains only here and there

in secluded spots. All its white-pine timber has been cut, and
none grows to replace it. The spruce -pine, hemlock, and oak
woods have been girdled by settlers, or barked by tanners and left

to die. Extensive iron -furnace tracts have been systematically-

cut several times ; the deserted charcoal grounds in the anthracite

and coke districts have become covered v.ith a dense low growth of

oak, maple, birch, dogwood, and other deciduous vcgetarion. Two
other motives have co-operated for the destruction of the original

forest,— the demand for railway sleepers and the still greater

demand for timber and slabs in mines. The annual forest fires,

sometimes of enormous magnitude, help to keep the size of fcrest-

wood small, and to cover the uncultivated part of the State with
brushwood. The early settlers of the low country also cut with-
out mercy and vrithout fear ; no shadow was allowed to fall on a field.

The traditional practice lasted long ; but the scarcity of wood at
length made itself felt. The last generation began to plant ; the
present cherishes and multiplies trees, in and around fields, along
roads, and on rough ground. The old settled parts of the State

are becoming again well wooded. The mountain-ridges will always
remain so, for outcrops of sandstone make them rocky, and the
terracing of their steep slopes is not yet to be thought of. In the

north-western counties the discover}' of petroleum in 1859 produced
a great demand for derrick lumber, and the ephemeral wooden cities-

which sprang up during the succeeding twenty-five years caused a

rajnd bringing under cultivation of at least 5000 square miles, lying

between 1000 and 2000 feet above the level of the sea.

Two hundred and eight}--four genera and 544 species of j^lants

are enumerated as growing on the plateau of Wayne county, in

the north-east corner of the State, a typical portion of the whole

upland region, covered with glacial drift-sand and gravel, with

innumerable lakes, ponds, and small swamps, lying at various

elevations from 1100 to 2000 feet above the sea.

Fauna.—The zoology of Pennsylvania exhibits that transition

stage of its histoi'y in which wc live. The elk has disappeared ;

but the panther (puma) and the small wolf are occasionally met
with. The black bear is not by any means extinct, and can always

find its way anew into the State from AVest Virginia. The wild

cat is common in the least settled counties. Hedgehogs, ground-

hogs, weasels, polecats, squirrels of three species, mice of several
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roecies, and mnsk-rats abound ; but the beaver, which lias given

name to so many moimteius, rivers, creeks, and swanips all over

the State, no longer exists. The v.ild turkey is practically exter-

minated, but is occasional'y shot on tno mountains. Owls, wood-

coves, thrushes, tnd oJier'birds are abundant. Harmless snakes

f f various species lie innumerable, especially a constrictor, the

b:ack snake, vehich grows to a length of 5 or G feet. Two venomous

snakes ar« still numerous, the copper-head in the half-cultivated

districts rnJ the rattlesno-ko in the mountiins. The latter, in

spite of all efforts to exterminate it, breeds with incredible rapidity.

In summer it descends iato the valleys. But, while the more

dreaded copper-head is active and malicious and bites without

warnins, the rattlesnake is always sluggish and tirnid, and takes

so much time to get into coil, and is so noisy about it, that it is

an object more of contempt than of apprehension. The black

snake is its worst enemy and is always victorious ; the deer also

bounds around it, leans ujwn it, and scatters it in pieces ; tha

lioj feeds upon it ; aiid yet half the State is infested with it.

Poisonous insects are alniost unknown ; but infinite swarms of

gnats torment cattle aud men in the forest counties. During a

short season in summer mosquitoes abound along the tidal rivers,

when the south wind blows. Fleas have only recently been im-

jwrted ; but ticks are common in the lowland woods, and the

native bed-bug, which breeds under the bark of the hemlock, lias

become domiciled throughout the Stats, and is the curse not only

of the traveller but of a large part of the resident population.

Government.—The constitution of 1S7* gives the right to vote to

ever,' male citizen over twenty-one years of age who has been a

citizen of the United States one month, resident in Tcnnsylvania

one year, and in his election district two mouths ; but, if over

twenty-two years old, he must have paid a tax at least two months

before the day of election. The legislative power is vested in a

general assembly of two hou:cs,— fifty senators elected by the

people for four years and two hundred representatives for two yeai-s.

There are strong constitutional guards against special legislation.

The executive department consists of a governor, lieutenant-gover-

nor, and secretary of internal affairs, elected each for four years, an

auditor for three, and a treasurer for two, together with a secretary

of state, an attorney-general, and a superintendent of public in-

struction, each appointed for four yeai*s by tlie governor with con-

sent of the senate. The judiciary consists of a supreme court of

eeven judges elected for twenty-one years ; forty-three district coui ts

of common pleas each with one or more judges elected for ten years,

and exercising probate jurisiliction except in cities where ther,- are

orphans' courts ; and local magistrates of minor jurisdiction. The
State sends twenty-seven reprc^rcntatives to the national Confess ;

and federal courts for the eastern districts are hold at Pliiladelpliia,

and for the western district at Pittsburgh, AVilliamspovt, and Erie.

Population,—The population was estimated in 1755 at 200,000.

The results of subsp^^ueut censuses are shown in the following table

—

i Census.
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T^i frt-m various business licences. The State imposes no tax «n
real estate, but collects $437,776 from taxes on money at interest,

v.-atcbc3, and carriages. The expenditure, exclusive of payment on

debt, was $5,024,766. The debt was $20,225,033, with $7,992,933

of assets in the sinldng fund. Thirty-eight counties report debts

aggregating $76,301,876, and there are heavy municipal debts.

The value of real estate reported in 1882 was $1,598,430,041, of

which §110,000,126 were legally exempt from taxation. •
Militia.—Distributed over the State and organized into regiments

and brigades are 137 volunteer companies, containing 8220 men
tnA ctiicers, and called collectively the "national giiard." They
Include three batteries of artillerj', three companies of cavalry,

apd 131 of infantry, and are armed, equipped, and supplied by
the State at an annual expense of about §242,000,

History.—The grant of the extensive territory call- "Tennsyl-
vania, made by Charles II. in 1681 to 'U'illiam Pesn [q.v. '. carried

with it full proprietorship and dominion, saving only tne king's

sovereignty. Penn at once created a quick market for lands by
publishing in England and on the Continent his liberal scheme of

government aiid his intention to try the,'' holy experiment " of

"a free colony for all mankind." In 1682, when he crossed the

sea to take possession, he found the western bank of the Delaware

already occupied by nearly 6000 Swedes, Dutch, and English, the

Swedes having begun a setllement in 1638. To these, as to settlers

from all nations, he conceded equal liberties. The desire to escape

from spiritual and temporal despotisms, and the chance of acquir-

ing rich lands in a salubrious climate on easy terms, drew thojisands

of immigrants ; English Quakers, Scottish and Irish Presbyterians,

German Mennonites, French Huguenots, men of all religions, were

alike welcome ; the population increased for a few years at the rate

of one'thousand a year ; then more rapidly, so that at the end of

seventy-five years it exceeded 200,000. Penn tmce visited Penn-

sylvania, staying each time two years. In December 1682 he

summoned delegates to meet him at Upland (now Chester) to con-

fer about government ; the land was divided into counties, and in

March following representatives chosen by the people of these dis-

tricts agreed on a constitution, based upon popular suffrage, and
griaranteeing liberty of conscience. All magistrates and officers

were to be chosen by the people, Penn sun'endering all claim for

revenue by taxation, and retaining for himself and his deputies

only the governorship. For his further connexion with Pennsyl-

i-ania, see Penn. In 1682 Philadelphu {q.v.) was founded.

The failure to settle the boundary-line between Pennsylvania and

Maryland, in dispute between Lord Baltimore and Penn, long

caused great irritation among the settlers, who were liable to double

taxation ; but in 1750 Lord -Hard wick's decree in Chancery con-

firmed the original claims of Penn, and in 1763-67 Mason and

Dixon definitely fixed and marked 246 miles of the line, since

made famous as the separation between free and slave States.

For over sixty years the predominance of the Quakers in the

assembly had prevented any legislation for public defence,— of

which, indeed, there was little need so long as Indians and whites

kept their covenant. But in 1744 the Indians became allies of the

French, then at war with Great Britain. French military posts

established in western Pennsylvania not only violated the integrity

of the province but threatened to confine the English to the east of

the Alleghanies, and perhaps to crowd them oflf the continent. The
party of non-resistance was overborne by a sense of public danger,

which found strong expression in a pamphlet by Franklin ; and in

1747 the assembly permitted volunteer organization. One hundred

and twentj' companies were soon enrolled, ten of them, of a hundi"ed

men each, in Philadelphia. But there was no efficient manage-

ment nor hearty co-operation with adjacent colonies. Braddock's

defeat in 1754 intensified the alarm ; Fort Duquesne (site of Pitts-

liurgh), which he aimed to reduce, was held by the French till 1768.

The peace of Paris in 1763 did not quiet the Red Men. Pontiac,

a famous sachem, united the western tribes in a war of extermina-

tion, only ended when the whites had proved their mas^tery. The
Toyaj council, displeased with self-governing tendencies, annulled

the militia law of Pennsylvania ; but the pressure of common
clanger and the dread of tomahawk and torch not only led to the

clfer of a bounty of $130 for Indian scalps, but taught the lessons

nf comradeship and co-operation,- and nourished tne self-reliant

contBge of the generation which was to strike for independence.

Though stout against the Stamp Act of 1765 and other parliamentary

encroachments, Pennsylvania was not swift to move ; the assembly

sought to mediate between the parliament and the colonics, but

the course of events soon made neutrality impossible. A long

adjournment was construed as abdication ; a committee of safety

seized the reins till the people could speak tlirouph a representative

convention. The convention espoused the revolution ; in Septem-

ber 1776 a State constitution was promulgated ; in 1778 the old

charter was formally annulled and the Penn claims silenced by

payment of £130,000. During the war Pennsylvania was the

scene of important events,—the deliberations of the Confess and

the Dcclnr.ilion of Independence in 1776 ; the battles of Brandy-

«rine and Germantown in 1777 ; the British occupation of Phil-

adelphia, and the encampment of 'Washington at Yalley Forge,

in 1777-78. A brief but violent mutiny oj tne unpaid soldiery of

Pennsylvania in 1731 led Congress to adopt a better system of

finance, under the ft"ise guidance of Robert Ivfcrris of Philadelphia.

In 1312, at the outbreak of war with Great i.titain, Pennsylvania
promptly furnished its quota of troops. At the opening of the war
with the southern States in 1861, in response to the president's

call for 14,000 men as the State's quota, Pennsylvania sent 25,975,
and during the w^ar furnished a total of 337,284. No othernorthern
State was invaded. At Gettysburg, near the State border, a three
days' battle was fought, 30th June to 3d July 1863, resulting in a

decisive victory of tne Federal forces. In 1864 Chambersburg was
burned by the Confederates. For more than two centuries Penn's
commonwealth has been advancing in population and prosperity,

and the great body of the people have dwelt in peace. There have
been five serious local disturbances. Between 1791 and 1794 there

was organized resistance to the collection of a federal tax on distilled

spirits, but a strong display of force quelled the insurrection without
bloodshed. In 1844 thei'c were riots in Kensington, a suburb of

Philadelphia, betv.een " native Americans " and Catholic Irish, re-

sulting in the destruction of thirty dwellings, three churches, one
convent, and many lives. Between 1835 and 1861 anti-slavery

meetings in Philadelphia were often roughly interrupted, and in

1838 Pennsylvania Hall was burned by a pro-slavery mob. A
criminal combination in the anlhracite mining region, known as

the "Molly Maguires," was broken up in 1876 by due course of

law, twenty men being hanged for murder. In 1877 the "railroad

riots," an outbreak of dissatisfied railway employes, caused a vast

destruction of property at Pittsburgh and vicinity, but were ijuelled

by tile military. The constitution has been four times revised,

—

in 1838, 1850, 1857, 1874. (J. P. L.— C. G. A.)

PENRITH, a market-town of Cumberland, England,

is situated near the river Eamont, and on the Lancaster

and Carlisle section of the London and North-Westem
Railway, 18 miles south of Carlisle, and 5 north-east of

Ullswater. The town consists chiefly of one long and ivide

street. To the west once stood an ancient castle, erected

as a protection against the Scots, on the site of an old

Roman encampment. But it was dismantled by Charles I.

;

the ruins still remain. The principal public buildings are

the grammar-school, founded by Queen Elizabethin 1566,

the. agricultural hall, the mechanics' institute, and Ae
working-men's literary institute. There are breweries,

tanneries, and saw-mills, but the town depends chiefly pn
agriculture. The population of the urban sanitary district

in 1871 was 8317, and in 1881 it was '9268.

Old Penrith, the IJremetenracum of the Romans, was about 5

miles north by west of the present town. At the Conquest the honour

of Penrith was a royal franchise ; but it was alternately in the pos-

session of the English and Scottish kings until given to Anthony
Beck, bishop of Durham, by Edward I. The town more than once

lapsed to the crown. In 1696 it was granted to William Bentinck,

earl of Portland, and in 1783 it was sold by the duke of Portland

to the duke of L vonshire.

PENSACOLA, a city of the United States, capital of

Escambia county, Florida, on the north-west coast of

Pensacola Bay. "The harbouK has recently been improved

so as to secure a uniform depth of 24 feet. Pensacola is

the terminus of three railway lines which connect it with'

Mobile, Montgomery, Jacksonville, and Millview, the start-'

ing-place of steamers plying to Cedar Keys, i-c., and the

seat of a large trade in lumber (mainly pitch pine), early

vegetables, and winter fruits. About 7 miles west of Pen-

sacola lies a United States navy-yard. The value of tie

exports to Great Britain and the British colonies in 1882

was §1,481,702, to other foreign countries $1,091,113,

and to the United States 8535,225. The total importe

were only 8169,082. In 1850 the population was 2164,

in 1870 3347, and in 1880 6845; and it has since in-

creased to upwards of 8000.
Pensacola Bay is said to have been discovered by Narvaez in 1528.

French, and afterwards Spanish, colonists settled on the site of the

town in the close of the 17th century. In 1719 it was captured by

Bienville, in 1723 restored to the Spaniards, in 1763 occupied by

the British, in 1781 captured by General Galvez, in 1814 taken

from the British by the United S-'".*"s general Jackson, and again

in 1818 taken by the same ge-.eral from the Spaniards. In 1821,

according to the treaty of 1819, it became, with the rest of Floiida,

part of the United States territory.
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ihip.

PENTATEUCH aitd JOSHUA. The name Penta-

teuch, aV.cady found in TertuUian and Origen, corresponds

to tho Je^.-lsh minn ''C'nin nmn \the fivo-fifths of the

Torah, or Law) ; tho several tocks n-crs naincd hy the

Jews from their initial words, though at least Leviticus,

NumV ers, ind Deuteronoaiy had also titles corresponding to

those we use, \iz., D'3~3 miD, D'llpSn K't^n {Ayp.(a-<f)-:ku>Sciji^

Origea, in Tas., II. .F., vi. 25), and rn*n r;;.L'>:;. The
Pentateuch, together with Jcshui, Judges, and Ruth,

with whi^h it is usually united in Greek MSS., makes up
the Octateuch ; tho Pint^teuch and Joshua together have

recently heen named the Hexateuch. The date of the

division of tho Torah into five books cannot be made out

;

it is probably cider than the Septuagint translation.

Traili- Moses is already taken for the author ol the Pentateuch
tional in 2 Chronicles xsv. i, xxxv. 12 sq.; only the last eight
^thor- verses of Deuteronomy are, according to the rabbin."!, not

from his pen. From the synagogue belief in the Mosaic

authorship passed to the church, and is still widely pre-

valent among Christians. At an early date, indeed, dov.bts

suggested thsrastlTes as to the correctness of this view,

but it was not till the 17th century that these became so

strong that they could net be suppressed.' It was ob-

served that Closes does not speak of himself in the first

person,, but that some other T.Titer speaks of him in the

third,—a writer, too, who lived long after. The expression

of Gen. sii. 6, " the Canaanite was then in the land," is

spoken to readers who had long forgotten that a diTeront

nation from Israel had once occupied tho Holy Land ; ihs

words of Gen. xxxvi. '31, "these are the kings that

reigned in EJom, before there reigned any king over the

children of Israel," have no prophetic aspect ; they point

to an author who wrote under the Hebrew monarchy.

/gain, the " book of the wars of Jehovah " (Num. xxi. 14)

cannot possibly be cited by Moses himself, as it contains

a record of his own deeds ; and, when Deut. xxxiv. 10
(ccmp. Num. xiL) says that "there arose not a prophet

idnce in Israel like unto Moses," the writer is necessarily

jnw" wl.o !ooVp.-l back to Moses through a long series of

later prrj.hets.

At the same time attention '^^ drawn to a variety of

'contradictions, inequalities, transpositions, and repetitions

of events in the Pentateuch, such as excluded the idea that

the whole came from a single pen. Thus Peyrerius re-

marked that Gen. xx. and xxvi. stand in an impossible

chronological context ; and on the incongruity of Gen. i.

and ii., which he pressed very strongly, he rested his h}^!©-

thesis of the Prc'damites. Such observations could not but

grievously shake the persuasion that Mosei was the author

of the Pentateuch, while at the same time they directed

criticism to a less negative task^viz., the analysis of the

Pentateuch. For this, indeed, the 17th century did not

effect anything considerable, but at least two conclusions

came out with sufficient clearness. Tho first of these was
the self-contained character of Deuteronomy, which in

these days there was a disposition to regard as the oldest

book of the Pentateuch, and thit with the best claims to

authenticity. And in the second place the Pentateuchal

laws and the Pentateuchal history were sharply u.stin-

guished ; the chief difficulties were felt to lie in tho

narrative, and there seemed to be less reason for question-

ing the Mosaic authorship of the laws.

Spinoza's bold conjecture that in their present form not

only the Pentateuch but also the other historical books of

the Old Testament were composed by Ezra ran far ahead
of the laborious invcstigatio.i of details necessary-to solve

1 Hobbes, Levialhan, chap, xxxiii. ; Pe>Terius, Stjsi. iheol. ex Prip-

ndntn'tar-'m Ili/pothesi, iv. 1, 2; Spinoza, Tr. Theoiogico-poi.^chap.vii. ;

R. Simon, y?"3(f. Vrit. dti V. T., i. 5-7; Le Clerc, Setithnens de qneiqucs

VUologiena de Hoilande (Amit., 1685), lett. G.

J :<-.?'

the previous question of the composition of the Pentateuch.
Jean Astruc -has the merit of opening the true path of Astrac
this investigation. He recognized in^ Genesis two main
sources, between Trhich he divided the whole materials of

the book, v.ith some few e;cceptions, and these sources he
distinguished b.y tho mark that the one used for God the
name Elohim (Gen. i., v.; comp..Exod. vi. 3) and the other
the nam3 Jehovah (Gen. ii.-iv.).2 Astruc's hypothesis,

fortified by tho ob.nervation of other linguistic differences

v.hich regularly corresponded with the v^iiation in the
liamcs of God, was introduced into Germany by Eichhorn's
Eir.leHung in d. A.T., and proved there the fruitful and just

point of departure for all further inquiry. At first, indeed,

it wasv/ith but uncertain steps that critics advanced from
the analysis of Genesis to that of the other books, where
the simple criterion of the alternation of the divine names
was no longer available. In the hands of the Scotsman
Geddes and the German Vater the Pentateuch resolved

itseli into an agglomeration of lo.iger and shorter fragments, Pr.Vg.

between which no threads of continuous connexion could I'-eiitJirj-

bo traced ^ (« Fragmentary Hypothesis "). The fragmen^ ^P°:
ary hypothesis was mainly supported'by arguments drav.-n

from the middle books of the Pentateuch, and as limited

to these it Kong found wide support. Even De Wette Do Woit«k

started from it in his investigations ; but this was really

sn inconsistency, for his fundamentivl idea was to show
throughout all parts of the Pentateuch traces of certain

common tendencies, and even of one deliberate plan; nor
was he far from recognizing the close relation between the
Elohist of Genesis and the leHslation of the middle books.

De Wette's chief concern, however, v.as not with tho
literary but with the historical criticism of the Pentateuch,

and in the latter he made an ej^och. ifn his Diss. Critica

of 1805 (Opusc. Theol., pp. 149-168) he placed the composi-
tion of Deuteronomy in the time of King Josiah (arguing

from a comparison of 2 Kings xxii., sxili., -A-itb Deut. xii.),

ard pronounced it to bo the most reCT-.t stratum of the
Pentateuch, not, rs had previously bc_n supposed, the
oldest. In his Critical Enquiry ir.lo the Credibility of the

B00I3 of Chronicles (Halle, ISOG) he showed that the laws
of Moses are unknown to tho post,-5fosaic history ; this he
did by instituting a close comiKirison of Samuel and Kings
with the Chronicles, from which it appeared that the

variations of the latter are not to be explained by the use
of other sources, but solely by the desire of the Jewish
scribes to shape the history i 1 conformity with the law,

and to give the law that place in history which, to their

surprise, had not been conceded to it by the older historical

books. Finally, in his Criticism of the Jfosaic History
(Halle, 1807) De Wette attacked the method then preva-

lent in Germany of eliminating all miracles and prophecies

from the Bible by explaining them away, and then ration-

alizing what remained into a dry prosaic pragmatism. De
Wette refuses to find any history in the Pentateuch; all is

legend and poetry. The Pentateuch is not an authority for

the history of the time it deals with, but only for the time
in which it was written ; it is, he says, the conditions of

this much later time which the author idealizes and throws

back into the past, whether in theformof narratfveorof law.

De Wette's brilliant debut, which niade his reputation

for the rest of his life, exercised a poi.^crful influence on

his contemporaries. For several decennia all who were

ODcn to critical ideas at all 'stood under his influence.-

Gramberg, Leo, and Von Bohlen wrote under this influence;

Gesenius in Halle, the greatest Hebraist then living, taught

under it; ray, Vatke and George were guided by Ds;

^ Conjectures mr Ics mhnoircs oriffinatiXy dont il paroii qvte Moif^>

s*est servi pour composer h livre de la Gcnhs (Brussels, 17^3). Coni_
.^

Journ. des Sracans, Oc'olicr 17G;, pr>. 291-S05.
' J. S. Vn'ier, Commentar vher dcit reiitatench, HaUc, 1502- ISCw

XVIIL — 6a
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Wette's ideas and started from the ground that he had
conquersd, although they advanced beyond him io a much
more definite and better established position, and were

alio diametrically opposed to him in one most important

Doint, of which we shall have more to say presently.^

Positive But meantime a, reaction was rising which sought to
iiterary. direct criticism towards positive rather tlicin negative re-

sults. The chief representatives of this positive criticism,

wliich now took up a distinct attitude of opposition to the

negative criticism of De Wette, were Eleck, Ev/ald, and

Movers. By giving up certain parts of the Pentateuch,

especially Deuteronomy, they thought themselves able to

vindicate certain other pavts as beyond doubt genuinely

Mosaic, just in the same way as they threw over the Davidic

authorship of certain psalms in order to strengthen the

"laim of others to bear his name. The procedure by which

particular ancient hymns cr laws were sifted out from the

Psalter or the Pentateuch had some resemblance to the

decrelum absolutum of theology ; but up to a certain point

the reaction was in the right. The youthful De Wette
and his followers had really gone too far in applying the

same measure to all parts of the Pentateuch, and had been

satisfied with a very inadequate insight into its composi-

tion and the relation of its parts. Historical criticism

had hurried on too fast, and literary criticism had now to

overtake it. De Wette himself felt the necessity for this,

and from the year 1817 onwards—the year of the Srst edi-

tion of his Eiiileitun^—he took an active and useful part

in the solution of the problems of Pentateuchal analysis.

The fragmentary hypothesis was now superseded ; the con-

nexion of the Elohist of Genesis with the legislation of

the middle books was clearly recognized ; and the book of

Joshua was included as the conclusion of the Pentateuch.'

The closely-knit connexion and regular structure of the

narrative of the Elohist impressed the critics ; it seemed

to supply the skeleton which had been clothed with flesh

and blood by the Jehovist, in whose contributions there

was no such obvious conformity to a plan. From all this

it was naturally concluded that; the Elohist had written

the Grundschi-i/t or primary na.rative, which lay before the

Jehovist and was supplemented by .him (" Supplementary

H}'pothesis ").-

Hr.pfclJ This view remained dominant till Hupfeld in 1853 pub-

lished his investigations on The Sources of Genesis and the

Method of their Composition. Hupfeld denied that the

Jehovist followed the context of the Elohistic narrative,

merely supplsmenting it by additions of his own. He
jiointed out that such Elohistic passages in Genesis as

clearly have undergone a Jehovistic redaction {e.g., chaps.

X.X., x.xi., xxii.) belong to a different Elohist from the author

of Gen. i. Thus he distinguished three independent sources

in Genesis, and he assumed further, somewhat inconse-

<iuently, that no one of them had anything to do with the

others till a fourth and later writer wove them all together

into a single whole. This assumption was corrected by

N^ldt'kc. Noldeke, who showed that the second Elohist is preserved

only in extracts embodied in the Jehovistic book, that

;be Jehovist and second Elohist form one whole and the

Grundschrifl another, and that thus, in spite of Hupfeld's

discovery, the Pfentateuch (Deuteronomy being excluded)

was still to be regarded as made up of two great layers.

Noldeke had also the honour of having been the first to

' H. Leo, Vorlcstiyjrjen iiber die Cesc/iichte (hs judischcn Siaats,

Berlin, 1828 ; C. P. W. Gr.imVcrj, Krilische Geschiclilcder Itdigiuna-

iiUcn des A.T., Berlin, 1.S29.30 ; P. v. Bohlen, iJic Genesis, Kouigs-

"berg, 1835; W. Vatke, BtbliscJie Tlicologie, Berlin, 1835; J. F'. L.

<;enrge, Die iiltercn j'ddischen Fcste, Berlin, 1S35.
- Bleeli, iu Rosemniiller's Repettarium, 1822, and in Stud, und

/{-it., 1831 ; Ewald, Stud. il. Krit., 1831 ; Tuch, Kimmtnlrir iii. d.

*''e>icsis, Ualle, 1S38 ; especially De Wette iu tbe various editions "f

<.i< Einleitung

trace in detail how the Eiohiilie Grundsckrifi runs through
thewhole Hexateuch, and of having de-scribed with masterly
hand the peculiar and inflexible type of iis ideas and
language. In thi;; ta>:l: 1:3 v a.s aided by the commentary
of Knobel, whose industry furnished very valuable materials
for men of judgment to work upon.'

Thus the investigation into the composition of the Penta^
tench had reached a point of rest and a provisional con-
clusion. The results rnay be thus summarized. The five

books of Mo.^es with Joshua form one whole ; and it is not

the death of Moses but the conquest of the promised land
which forms the true close of the history of the patriarchal

age, the exodus, and the wanderings in the wilderness ; it

is therefoi-e mors correct to spc:;: cf the Hexateuch than of tus
the Pentateuch. From this whole it is most easy to detach !<-».

the book of Deuteronomy, and accordingly its independence *«"'•'-

was very early recognized. Of the other elements, that

wliich has the most marked individuaUtj' is the work of

the Elohist, wliich we shall in the sequel call the Priestly The

Code. This too, like Deuteronomy, is a law-book, but it Pri'^tlj'

has an historical setting. Its main stock is Leviticus, with
°'

the cognate parts of the adjacent boc'ks, Exod. xxv.-xl.

(except chaps, xxxii.-sxxiv.) and Num. i.-x., xv.-xLx., xxv.-

xxxvi. (with some inconsiderable exceptions). This law-

book does not, like Deuteronomy, embrace precej'ts for

civil life, but is confined to aflairs of worship, and mainly
to the esoteric aspect of public worship, that is, to

such points as belonged to the function of the priests as
distinguished from the worshipping i)eople.. The legal

contents of the Code are supported on a scaffolding of

history, which, however, belongs to the literary form rather

than to the substance of the work. .It is only where some
point of legal interest is involved that the narrative acquires

any fulness, as it docs in the book of Genesis in connexion

with the three ]ireparatory stages of the Mosaic covenant

attached to the names of Adam, Noah, and Abraham
Generally speaking, the historical thread is very thin, ano

often (Gen. v., xi.) it becomes a mere genealogical Une, on

which is hung a continuous chronology carried on from

the creation to the exodus. The Priestly Code is charac-

terized by a marked predilection for numbers and measures,

for ai-rangenient (titles to sections) and formahty of scheme,

by the poverty and inflexibility of its language, by standing

repetitions of certain exjiressions and phrases such as are

not elsewhere found in old Hebrew. Thus its distinguish-

ing marks are very pronounced, and can always be recog-

nized without ('.ifficulty. If now Deuteronomy and the

Priestly Code are successively subtracted from our present

Pentateuch the Jehovistic history-book remains, distin- Je£><

guished from both the other, by the fact that it is essentially vistii;

narrative and not law, and by the i>leasure it takes in -

bringing out details of the historical tradition, so that

individual points of the story receive full justice' and are

not sacrificed to the interests of the general plan. The
patriarchal history belongs almost entirely to this docu-

ment, and forms the most characteristic part of it ; here

that history forms no mere epitomized introduction to more
important matter, as in the I'riestly Code, but is treated

in all fulne.ss as a subject of first-rate imiiortance.j Legis-

lative elements are incorporated in the Jehovistic narrative

only at one point, where they naturaMy fail into the his-

torical context, viz., in connexion " ith liiu law yiving on

Sinai (Exod. xx.-xxiii., xxxiv.).

These, then, are the three main component parts of the

Hexateuch— Deuteronomy, the Priestly Code, and tbe

Jehovist. But the Jehovist has v\oven together in his

history-book two sources, one of which uses the nam©

' Knol)eI, Lie Genesis crklliit {Leipsic, 1852), Eiodus und Levilieua

(1 an ), Xiimcri, Thuterrm., mid -lusmi (1861) ; Xuldeke, Untersv.chiingf

zur Knlik des A.T. (Kiel, 1869).
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E!ohim (Hupfeld's younger Eloliist), -^vhile the other says

lahw^, as does the Jehovist himself. So, too, the Priestly

Code is not a perfectly incomposite structure ; it has one

main stock marked by a very definite historical arrange-

ment and preserved \\'ith l:ttle admixture in the book of

Genesis ; but on the one hand some older elements have

been incorporated in this stock, while on the other hand
there have been engrafted on it quite a number of later

novdlxj which in point of form are not absolutely homo-
geiieous with the main body of the Code, but in point

of substance arc quite similar to it, reflecting the same
tendencies and ideas and usin^ the same expressions and
mannerisms, so that the whole may be regarded as an

historical unity though not strictly as a literary one.

The very name of Deuteronomy shows that from the earliest

times it has been regarded as at least possessing a relative inde-

pendence ; the only difficulty is to determine where this section of

the Pentateuch begins and ends. In recent times opinion has in-

clined more ami more to the judgment of Hobbes and Vacer, that the

oripnal Deuteronomy mxist be limited to the laws in chaps, xii-xxvi.

Separa- 1 he reasons that compel us to distinguish the Priestly Coile from

tiOD of the Jehovisc, and the relation that subsists between these two
Priestly elements, may be cieraplified and iUustratctl by the first nine

Code chapters of Gcnesi-s. We begin by comparing Gen. i. 1 to ii. Aa

from witji Gen. ii. 4& to iii. 24. The history of the lirst man in paradise

;<ehoxtst. has vothing to do with the preceding reconj of the creation of the

Xvorld in six days, which is neither referrtJ to nor presupposed.

"In the day that Jehovah madi the eartli there was as yet no
}»lar.t of the field uiwn t!ie earth, and no herb grew in tlie field

;

or Jehovah had not causeil it to rain upon the eai th, and there was
uot a man to till the ground. But a mist went up from the osrth

and watered the whole face of the ground. And Jehovah formed •

man of the dust of the OTOund and brer.thed into his nostrils the

breath of life." It might be supposed that the picture drawn in

chap, i, i:j here briefly referre*! to in order to add a particular

feat-i"e which had not been fully brought out there. But there is

no situation in chap. i. which this scene fits. There man is made
last of all, but here first of all, before vegetation, and according to

ii. 19 sq. alco before the beasts. There man and woman are created

togetlier, here at first the man is alone. There vegetation and
wet stind opposed, the plants spring up as soon as there is dry
laud ; here the condition of vegetation is the moistening of the

dry land—it must first rain ; the earth, therefore, was originally

not water but a parched desert,—the same conception as in the

book of Job, v.^icre the sea bui-sts forth from the womb of the hard
eartli. The conceptions of the two narratives are different all

tlirough, as appears equally in what follows. "Jehovah planted a
(prden eastwards in Eden, at the place where the four chief rivers*

of the world are parted from a common source. Here among other

goodly trees grew the tre? of life and the tree of knowledge. In

this garden Jeiiovah set He man, to dress it and to keep it, to eat

of all the fruits save .ouly that of the ti^ce of knowledge.'' In
than. i. man receives from the first us his portion the whole great

earth as he now occupies it, and his task is a purely natural one
;

"be fmitful and multiply, and fill t"..3 earth and subdue it." But
in chap, ii the fii-st man is placed in a mysterious garden of God,
with a very limited cphere, whi^ie all is supernatural and marvellous.

To sp?ak generally, the idcis of God and man in chap. i. are rational

and tnlightened, but bare and prosaic ; in chaps, ii,-iii. they aij

childlike and primitive, but full of meaning. The point of the

contrast is mainly this: in Gen. ii. , iii., man is in fact forbidden

to lift the veil of tilings and know the world, represented by the

tree of knowledge ; in Gen. i. this is his primary task, to rule over

all the earth, for sovereignty and knowledge come to the same thing.

There nature is to man altogether a marvel ; here it is a mere
thing, an object for him. There it is robbery for man to seek to be

as Goil ; here God from the first created man in His ov. n in\oge, after

Kis likeness, and appointed him His vicegerent on earth. "With

tliise incongruities in the substance and spirit of the two sections

wk must take also the differences of form and language observable

alike in the whole manner of the narrative—which in Gen. L is con-

fined by a precise and formal scheme, while in Gen ii, xii., it has a

fr?e poetic movement—and in individual expressions. Thus Gen.
i hc3 Elohim, Gen. ii. , iii., Jehovah ;^ Gen. i. has the technical

word N13, "create,!' while the other narrative uses the ordinary
words tV^]3, " make," 1V, " form ;

" and so forth.

The contrast between the tv.o records appears in a somewhat
different way when we go on to compar^^ Gen. v. with Gen. iv. 17 sq.

Thevelements of the gcnealog)- of ten members in the Priestly Code

•^ The addition of Elohim, which pr-" '.ices the un-Hebrew form
Jehovah Elohim, in Gen. ii., iii., is due to an editor who desired to

.'Len the abrupt transition from the Elohim of the ouc narrator to th"
^ tihovah of the other.

and that of seven members in the Jehovist correspond, save that
the former adds Noah after Lamech, and that at the beginning
Adam -Cain is doubled and becomes Adam- Seth-EnOoh-tainan,
Adam and Enosh both niean *' man, " so that the latter series is equi-

v::lent to Adr-ra-Seth-Adim-Cainan ; in other words Enosh-Cainan
is the beginning of a series corresponding to that in chap, iv., and
Adam-Seth is a parallel and variation. Linguisticall}' chap. v. ib

distin^iished from chap. iv. by the use of "Ivlr^ in place of '^y.

In Gen. i.-v. we find the tvo narratives lying side by side ir

continuous pieces and without intermixture ; iu Gen. vi.-ix., on
the other hand, vre h-ve a kind of mosaic, in which elements t.al-:en

from each are interwoven to form a single narrative. The narrative

of the Priestly Code is preserved entire in vi. 9-22, vii. 11, 13-16

{except the last clause of ver. 16}. 19-22, 24, viii. 1-5 (with one
small exception), 13, 14, ix. 1-17. The Jehovistic narrative, on
the other hand, is curtailed to prt.eiit repetition; it would not
have done to relate twice over the building of the ark and the
diviue command to do so, or to give the ordinance of the rainbow
cace after viiL '22, and then a^ain in ix. 9 rq. The hand that
fused tli2 two sources together into one coutinuous account is very
plainly recogni::ed in vii. S, 9, as compared on the one side with
vi. 29, 20, and on the other with vii. 2.

The justice cf Hupfeld's obiiervation, that besides the first Elohist
(our Priestly Code) there is a second a'j.thor who uses the same
name of God, can be bcit proved from Gen. xx.-xxii, where this

second Elohist appears for the first time. According to the Priestly

Code Ishmael was fourteen years old at the birth of Isaac, and
thus would be seventeen when some three years later Isaac was
weaned. But how docs this accord with xxi. 9 sq., where Ithmael
appears not zs a lad of seventeen hut as a child at play vpHi'D,
ver. 9), who is Ir.id en his mother's shoulder (ver. 14), and when
thrown down by her in her dt^soair (ver. II) is quite unable to help

himself? Similar inconsistencies appear if we attempt to place chap.

XX. in the context of the Priestly Code ; it was already observed by
Peyrerias that it is "non vero simile, regem Gerane voluisse Saraui

vetulam cui dcsierant fieri muliebria, " NVe come, then, to ask what
is the relation betwcpn tliis second Elohistic writing, from which'
the greater part ol Gen. xx.-xxii. is derived, and tiie Jehovistic

history. In their matter, their points of view, and also in language

—

apart from the names of God—the two are on the whole similar, as

may be seen by comparing chap. xx. with chap. xxvi.. or chap. xxi.

with chap. xvi. Jloreover, the Elohistic historj* is presen-ed to us

in a Jeho>'istic setting, as can be plainly discerned, partly by certain

slight changes (xxi. S3, xxiL ll-li), partly by larger additions (xx.

18, xxi 1, o'2b, xxii, 15-18). Eat we cannot suppose that it was t'lc

principal narrator of the Jehovistic history—the author of the mr iu

mass of chaps. xiL, xiii-, x'.n., xviii., xix., xxiv., xxvi.—wno incor-

porat3d chaps. xx.-xxii. in his own book. For how can we imagine
anything so absurd as that, before or after, he should liave chosen
to tell again in his own words and with full detail and important
variations almost all the stories which he borrowed from another
work ? Rather must we conclude that the union of the Elohistic

work (E) with the main Jehovistic narrative (J) was accomplished
by a third hand. This third author is most conveniently designated
as the Jehovist, and his work is compendiously cited as JE; the
authors of its Uvo component parts are frequently called for dis-

tinction the Jahvist and the Elohist The editorial hand of the
Jehovist can be traced not only in E but in his main source J (tho

source which uses the name lahwe) ; compare, for example. Gen. xvi.

8-10 with Gen. xxv. 1.5, 18.

Still more complicated than the work of the Jehovist is the

Priestly Code, at least in its main section, the ritual legislation of

the middle books. It is conceded on all hands that the collection

of laws in Lev. xvii- xxvi. was originally a small independent code,

though it has now been worked int j the Priestly Code by the aid ot

very considerable editoiial treatment. It is equally undeniable,

though not as universally admitted, that— to take one example—
Exod. XXX. and xxxi. cannot be placed in the same line with Exod.
xxv.-xxix., but fonn a supplement to the last-named section. No
reason can be assigned why the author of Exod. xxv.-xxix., if he
intended to mention the golden altar of incense at all, should have
failed to include it in the passage where he describes all the other

furniture within the tabernacle,—the ark, ^ercy-seat, golden

table, and candlestick ; that the altar of incense is first mentioned

in Excd. XXX. 1-10 is only to be understood on the assumption that

chaps, sxx. and xxxi. were added by a later author.
^

Such are the main lines of the view now most prevalent

as to the composition of the Hexateuch. "We come next

td consider the date and mutual relations of the several

sources. As regards Deuteronomy and the Jehovist thero

is tolerably complete agreement among critics.. Some,

indeed, attempt to date Deuteronomy before the time of

Josiah, in the age of Hezekiah (2 Kings sviii. 4,. 22),

I or even Ptil) r'^r'.'.cr ; biit en the v.-hc'c th'> date orisinallv
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assigned by De Wette has held its ground. That the

author of Deuteronomy had the Jehovistic work before

him is also admitted ; and it is pretty well agreed that the

latter is referred, alike by the character of its language and

the circlo of its ideas and by express references (Gen. xii.

C, xxxvi. 31, xxxiv. 10 ; Num. xxii. sq.; Deut. xxxiv. 10),

to the golden age of Hebrew literature, the same which

has given us the finest parts of the books of Judges,

Samuel, and Kings, and the oldest extant prophetical

writings,—the age of the kings and prophets, before the

dissolution of the sister states of Israel and Judah.

Kitp-.f On the otht;- hand, the date of the Priestly Code is

Prif^b disputed. Till pretty recently it was commonly regarded
'^'^'-

as the oldest p-irt of the He.xateuch. The fact that it

is mainly legal seemed to give it the priority over the

histary of the Jehovist; for Sloses was a lawgiver, not

a narrator. Again, the priestly legislation has reference

to worship, and regulates all points of ritual with great

exactness; and by the rule that the earliest forms of

religion lay most weight on ceremonies of worship and all

matters of form, this fact seemed to mo.rk the Priestly Code

ai older than Deuteronomy, where affairs of ritual wor-

ship are less prominent than precepts of ethical conduct.

Once more, the demands made by Deuteronomy for the

maintenance of the priesthood and ritual service are much

less heavy than the corresponding demands of the Priestly

Code ; and here again it was natural enough to argue that

practical difficulties had led to the abolition or modifica-

tion of the heavier burdens. And these conclusions were

confirmed by the prevalent impression that the final

redaction of the Pentateuch, and still more of the book of

Joshua, VMis Deuteronomic, and that the same Dcuteronomic

redactioiT'could be traced also in th* other historical books.

But even more wei;;ht than was laid on these really

plausible arguments was held to attach to another point

which seemed not merely to prove the priority of the

Priestly Code but to indicate that it was at least partly

of Mosaic origin. Alike in the Jehovistic Book of the

Covenant and in Deuteronomy ihe legislation is expressly

constructed on tha supposition of a nation no longer

nomadic but settled in the land of Canaan. The Priestly

Code, on the contrary, is throughout directed to Israel as it

lived encamped during the wilderness wanderings, and never

makes anticipatory reference to later conditions. So also

in Genesis the Priestly Code strictly observes the difiTerence

between the patriarchal age and later times, and is careful

uut to transfer Mosaic institutions to the times of the

Hebrew forefathers. This air of antiquity, combined with

a corresponding severe simplicity in the style and form,

and a cast of language which differs profoundly from

classical Hebrew, and was conjectured to bo of an older

mould, was the principal feature relied on as evidence that

the Priestly Code deserved the title of the GrmidscJirift,

the original and fundamental part of the Hexatcuch.

But, in point of fact, it was none of these arguments

which really gave rise to the doctrine of the priority of

the Priestly Code ; that doctrine had its veritable source

in the supplementary hypothesis described above. After

the supplementary hypothesis was given up, the infer-

ences originally drawn from it continued to hold their

groun:' ; though it was made out that the Jehovist did

net presuppose the existence of the Priestly Code, critics

still assun-jd without question that the latter was the

older work of the two. Critical analysis made steady pro-

gress, but the work of synthesis did not hold even pace

with it ; this part of the problem was treated rather

slightly, and merely by the way. Indeed, the true scope of

the problem was not realized ; it was not seen that most im-

ixjrtant historical questions were involved as well as ques-

tions merely literary, and that to assign the true order of

the different strat?.. of the Pentateuch was equivalent to

a reconstruction of the history of Israel. As regains the

narrative matter it was forgotten that, after the Jehovistic,

Deuteronomic, and priestly versions of the history had

beet' felicitously disentangled from one another, it was

necessary to examine the mutual relations of the three, to

consider them as marking so many stages of an historical

tradition, wiuch had passed through its successive phases

under the action of living causes, and the gi-owth of

which could and must be traced and historically explained.

Still greater faults of omission characterized the critical

treatment of the legal parts of the Pentateuch. Bleek,

the oracle in all such matters of the German school of

" Vermittelungstheologen " (the theologians who tried to

mediate between orthodoxy and criticism alike in doctrine

and in history), never looked beyond the historic-al frame-

work of the priestly laws, altogether shutting his eyes to

their substance. He never thought of instituting an exact

comparison between them and the Deuteronomic law, still

less of examining their relation to the historical and pro-

phetical books, -snth which, in truth, as appears from his

Introduction, he had only a superficial acquaintaitce.

Ewald", on the other hand, whose views as to the Priestly

Code were cognate to those of Bleek, undoubtedly had an

intimate acquaintance with Hebrew antiquity, and under-

stood the prophets as no one else did. But he too neglected

the task of a careful comparison between the different

strata of the Pentate'ichal legislation and the equally neces-

sary task of determining how the several laws agreed with

or differed from such definite data for the history of religion

as could be collected from the historical and prophetical

books. He had therefore no fixed measure to apply to

the criticism of the laws, though his conception of the

history suffered little, and his conception of prophecy still

less, from .the fact that in shaping them he left the law

practically out of sight, or only called it in from time to

time in an irregular and rather unnatural way.

Meanwhile, two Hegelian writers, starting from the

original position of De Wette, and moving on lines apart

from the beaten track of criticism, had actually effected

the solution of tlie most important problem in the whole

sphere of Old Testament study. Vatke and George have

the honour of being the first by whom the question ol the

liistorical sequence of the several stages of the law was

attacked on a sound method, with full mastery over the

available evidence, and with a clear insight into the far-

reaching scope of the problem. But their works made no

permanent impression, ajid were neglected even by Reuss,

although this scholar had fallen at the same time upon

quite similar ideas, which he did not venture to publish.'

sratlites remoiitent phis liaut que les lois clii Pentateuque et la n-ilac-

Ion des premieres est antijrieure ri celle des secoiides, 4. LHutoi-Ct

' Tlic following proposiUons were formulated by Eeuss in 1833 (or, P.enss

as he clsewhero gives the date, in 1834), tliough they were not published

till 1879. 1. L'eliiment liistorique du Pentateuque pent et doit itre

examine k pr.rt et ne pas etre confoudu avec I'elerjent legal. 2. L'un

et I'atltre oat pu exister sans redaction ^crite. La mention, cliez

d'ancieus ecrivains, de certaiiies traditions patriarcales on jnosniqnes,

ue prouvQ pas I'existence du Peutateuque, et une nation pent avoir

iin droit coutumicr sans code i^crit. Les traditions oationales des

Isr;

tlon des pren

iniucipal de I'liistorien doit porter sur la date des lois, parco quo snr

ce tenain il a plus de diance d'.arriver a des resultata certains. 11

faut en consequence proceder a I'iuterrogatoii-e des temoins. 5. L'liis-

toire racontee dans les livres des Juges et de Samuel, et ml-me cu

partie celle comprise dans les livres des Rois, est en contradiction avee

dos lois dites mosaiques ; done cdles-ci ctaieut inconuues a I'cpoquo

da la redaction de ces livres, a plus forte raison elles n'ont pas exisle

dans les temps qui y soiit decrits. 6. Les prophetes du S' et du 7"

siccle ne savent rien dn code mosaique. 7. Jereniie est Ic pnniier

propbito qui connaisse une loi ecrite et ses citations rapporteiit au

DeutcronoTne. 8. Le Deut^ronome (iv. 45-xxviii. 68) est le Iuto que

Ici prctrcs pretendaient avoir trouve d..ns le temple, du tciiips du roi

Josias. Ce code est la partie la plus nncienno de la K'sislatioll

(redigee) comprise dans le Peutateu<l»c. 9. L'histoire des Israelitei'
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The new ideas lay dormant for thirty years, when they

were revived through a pupil of Reuss, K. H. Graf. He
too was deemed at first to offer an easy victory to the

weapons of "critical analysis," which found many vulner-

able points in the original statement of his Wews. For,

while Graf placed the legislation of the middle books very

late, holding it to have been framed after the great captivity,

Le at first still held fast to the doctrine of the great antiquity

of the so-called Elohist of Genesis (in the sense which that

term bore before Hupfeld's discovery), thus violently rend-

ing the Priestly Code in twain, and separating its members
by an interval of half a millennium. This he was compelled

to do, because, for Genesis at least, he still adhered to the

supplementarj- hypothesis, according to which the Jehovist

worked on the basis laid by the (priestly) Elohist. Here,

however, he was tying himself by bonds which had been

already loosed by Hupfeld ; and, as literary criticism actu-

ally stood, it could show no reason for holding that the

Jehovist was necessarily later than the Elohist. In the

end, therefore, literary criticism offered itself as Graf's

auxiliary. Following a hint of Kuenen's, he embraced the

jiroffered alliance, gave up tha violent attempt to divide

the Priestly Code, and proceeded without further obstacle

to extend to the historical part of that code as found in

Genesis those conclusions which he had already established

for its main or legislative part. Graf himself did not live

to see the victory of his cause. His Gotl, to speak with

the ancient Hebrews, was Professor A. Kuencn of Leyden,

who has had the chief share in the task of developing and

enforcing the hypothesis of Graf.'

The characteristic feature in the hypothesis of Graf is

that the Priestly Code is placed later than Deuteronomy,

so that the order is no longer Priestly Code, Jehovist,

Deuteronomy, but Jehovist, Deuteronomy, Priestly Code.

The method of inquiry has been already indicated ; the

three strata of the Pentateuch are compared with one

another, and at the same time the investigator seeks to

place them in their proper relation to the successive phases

of Hebrew history as these are known to us from other

and undisputed evidence. The process may be shortened

if It be taken as agreed that the date of Deuteronomy is

known from 2 Kings xxii. ; for this gives us at starting a

fixed jxjint, to which the less certain jKjints can be referred.

The method can be applied alike to the historical and legal

parts of the three strata of the Hexateuch. For the

Jehovist has legislative matter in Exod. xx.-xxiii., xxxiv.,

and Deuteronomy and the Priestly Code embrace historical

matters ; moreover, we always find that the legal stand-

point of each author influences his presentation of the

history, and vice versa. The most important point, how-
ever, is the comparison of the laws, especially of the laws

about worship, with corresponding statements in the his-

torical and ijrophetical books.

The turning-point in the history of worship in Israel is

the centralization of the cultus in Jerusalem by Josiah

, (2 Kings xxii., xxiii.). Till then there were in Judah, as

there had been before in Samaria, a multitude of local

en tant qu'il s'a^t du dcveloppcmeiit national diJterniin^ par des lois

tH:rit€s, se divisera en deux pcriodes, avant et apies Josias, 10,

£zecbiel est antmeur a la redaction du code rituel et des lois qui ont

diifiuitivement organise la hierarchie. 11. Le li\Te de Josue n'e.'it pas,

tant s'en faut, la partie la plus recer.te de rou\Tage entier. 12. Le
redacteur du Pentateuque se distin^e clairement de I'ancien prophete
Moyse. {Vliisloire saiiile el la lot, P.iris, 1879, pp. 23, 24.)

» K. H. Graf, Die gcsihicJilh'cheii Dicker des A.T., Leipsic, 1866;
essays by Graf, in Merx's Archiv, i. 225 sq.y 466 sq. ; A. Kuenen,
" De priesterlijke Bestanddeelen van Pentateucli en Jozua," in Theol.

To-lsehrift, 1670, p. 391 sq., and De Godsdienst van Israel, 2 vols.,

Haarlem, 1869-70. See also J. V.'ellhaHsen, Prolegomena zur
iieschlcku Israels, 2d ed., Berlin, 18S3 (Eng. tr., Ediuburgli, A. k
<'. Black, 1885); the first edition appeared in 1878 as GesckicIiU
Israels, vol. i.

sanctuaries, the legitimacy of which no one dreamt of dis-

puting. If Hezekiah made an attempt to abolish these
local shrines, as we are told in 2 Kings xviii. 4, 22, it is

yet plain that this attempt was not very serious, as it had
been quite forgotten less than a hundred years later. Josiah's
reforms were the ffrst that went deep enough to leave a
mark on history. Not, indeed, that the high places fell at

one blow ; they rose again after the king's death, and the
attachment to them finally disappeared only when the
Babylonian exile tore the nation from its ancestral soil and
forcibly interrupted its traditional customs. The returning

exiles were thoroughly imbued with the ideas of Josiah's

reform, and had no thought of worshipping except in

Jerusalem ; it cost them no sacrifice of their feelings to

leave the ruined high places unbuilt. From this date all

Jews understood as a matter of course that the one God
had only one sanctuary. Thus we have three distinct

historical periods,—(1) the period before Josiah, (2) the

transition period introduced by Josiah's reforms, and (3)
the period after the exile. Can we trace a correspondence

between these three historical phases and the laws as to

worship t

1. The principal law-book embodied by the Jehovist, the First

so-called Book of the Covenant, takes it for granted in Exod. period.

XX. 2't-26 that altnrs are many, not one. Here there is no
idea of attaching value to the retention of a single place

for the altar ; earth and rough stones are to be found
everywhere, and an altar of these materials falls into ruins

as easily as it is built. Again, a choice of materials is given,

presumably for the construction of different altars, and
Jehovah proposes to come to His worshippers and bless

them, not in the place where he causes His name to be cele-

brated, but at every such place. The Jehovistic law there-

fore agrees with the customary usage of the earlier period

of Hebrew history ; and so too does the Jehovistic storj',

according to which the patriarchs wherever they reside

erect altars, set up cippi {ma<;<;eho(]i), plant trees, and dig

wells. The places of which these acts of the patriarchs

are related are not fortuitous, they are the same places as

were afterwards famous shrines. This is why the narrator

speaks of them ; his interest in the sites is not antiquarian,

but coiTesiXjnds to the practical LmiKirtance they held in

the worship of his own day. The altar wliich Abraham
built ^t Shechem is the same on which sacrifices still con-

tinued to be offered ; Jacob's anointed stone at Bethel was
still anointed, and tithes were still offered at it in fulfil-

ment of vows, in the writer's own generation; The things

which a later generation deemed offensive and heathenish

—high places, mari;ehoih, sacred trees, and wells—all appear'

here as consecrated by patriarchal precedent, and the narra-

tive can only be understood as a picture of what daily took

place in the first century or thereabout after the division

of the kingdoms, thrown back into the past and clothed

with ancient authority.

2. The Deuteronomic legislation begins (Deut. xii.). Second

just like the Book of the Covenant, with a law for the i>eriod.

place of worship. But now there is a complete change

;

Jehovah is to be worshipped only in Jerusalem and no-

where else. The new law-book is never weary of rejjeating

this command and developing its consequences in every

direction. All this is directed against current u.sage,

against " what we are accustomed to do at this day "
; the

law is polemical and aims at reformation. Tnis law

therefore belongs to the second period of the history, the

time when the party of reform in Jerusalem was attack

ing the high places. 'When we read, then, that King Josiah

was moved to destroy the local sanctuaries by the discovery

of a law-book, this book, assuming it to be [ireserved in the

Pentateuch, can be none other than the legislative part of

Deuteronomy, which must once have had a separate evst
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ence in a sliori-er form than the present boc': of Deutero-

nomy ; thi.^, too, is the inference to which we are led by

the citations and references in Kings and Jeremiah.

Tfiird 3. In the Priestly Code all worship depends on tlie

penod.
tabernacle, and would fall to nothing apart from it. The

tabernacle is simply a means of putting the law of unity

of worship in an historical form ; it is the only legitimate

sanctuary ; there is no other spot where God dwells and

shows Himself, no other where man can approach God and

seek His face with sacrifice and gifts. But, while Deutero-

nomy demands, the Priestly Code presupposes, the limitation

of worship to one sanctuary. This principle is tacitly

assumed as the basis of everything else, but is never

asserted in so many words ; the principle, it appears, is

now no novelty, but can be taken for granted. Hence we
conclude that the Priestly Code builds on the realization of

the object aimed at in Deuteronomy, and therefore belongs

to the time after the exile, when this object had been fully

secured. An institution which in its origin must necessarily

have had a negative significance as an instrument in the

hands of polemical reformers is here taken to have been

from the first the only intelligible and legitimate form

of worship. It is so taken because established customs

always appear to be natural and to need no reason for their

existence.

Priest- The abolition of the local shrines in ft our of Jerusalem
hood. necessarily involved the deposition of the piovlncial priest-

hood in favour of the sons of Zadok in the temple of

Solomon. The law of Deuteronomy tries to avoid this

const:juence by conceding the privilege of offering sacrifices

at Jerusalem to the Levites from other places ; Levites in

Deuteronomy is the general name for priests whose right

to .officiate is hereditary. But this privilege was never

realized, no doubt because the sons of Zadok opposed it.

The latter, therefore, were now the only real priests, and the

priests of the high places lost their office with the destruc-

tion of their altars ; for the loss of their sacrificial dues they

received a sort of eleemosynary compensation from their

aristocratic brethren (2 Kings xxiii. 9). The displacing of

the provincial priests, though practically almost inevitable,

went against the law of Deuteronomy ; but an argument

to ju.slify it was svipplied by Ezekiel (Ezek. xliv.). The

other Levites, he says, forfeited their priesthood by abusing

it in the service of the high places ; and for this they shall

be degraded to be mere servants of the Levites of Jerusalem,

who have not been guilty of the oflTence of doing sacrifice

in provincial shrines, and thus alone deserve to remain

priests. If we start from Deuteronomy, where all Levites

have equal priestly rights, this argument and ordinance are

plain enough, but it is utterly impossible to understand

them if the Priestly Code is taken as already existing.

Ezekiel views the priesthood as originally the right of all

Levites, while by the Priestly Code a Levite who claims

this right is guilty of baseless and wicked presumption,

such as once cost the lives of all the company of Korah.

And the position of the Levites which Ezekiel qualifies as

a punishment and a degradation appears to the Code as

the natural position, which their ancestors from father to

son had hold from the first. The distinction between priest

and Levite, which Ezekiel introduces ex-pressly as an

innovation, and which elsewhere in the Old Testament is

known only to the author of Chronicles, is, according to

the Code, a Mosaic institution fixed and settled from the

beginning. Ezekiel's ideas and aims are entirely in the

same direction as the Priestly Code, and yet he plainly

does not know the Code itself. This can only mean that

in his day it did not exist, and that his ordinances formed

one of the steps that prepared the way for it.

The Priestly Code gives us an hieroeracy fully developed,

such as existed after the exile. Aaron stands above

his sons as the sons of Aaron stand above' the Levites.

He has not only the highest place, but a place quite unique, ro>iljoii

like that of the Eornan pontiff; his sons minister under "f '''s''

his superintendence (Num. iii. 4) ; he himself is the only
'"''"'•'•

priest with full rights ; as such he wears the Urim and
Thummim, and the golden ephod ; and none but he can

enter the holy of holies and offer incense there. Before

the exile there were, of course, differences of rank among
the priests, but the chief priest was only primus infei-

pares ; even Ezekiel knows no high priest in the sense of

the Priestly Code. The LTrim and Thummim were the

insignia of the Levites in general (Deut. xxxiii. 8), and
the linen ephod was worn by them all, while the golden

ephod was not a garment but a gold-jilatcd image such as

the greater sanctuaries used to possess (Ju'dges viii. 27 ;

Isa. xxx. 22). Moreover, up to the exile the temple at

Jerusalem was the king's chapel, and th.e priests were his

servants ; even Ezekiel, who in most points aims at secur-

ing the inde[>endence of the priests, gives the prince a

weighty part in matters of worship, for it is he who
receives the dues of the people, and in return defrays the

sacrificial service. In the Priestly Code, on the other hand,

the dues are paid direct to the sanctuary, the ritual service

has full autonomy, and it has its own head, who holds his

place by divine right. Nay, the high priest represents

more than the church's independence of the state ; he
exercises sovereignty over Israel. Though sceptre and
sword are lacking to him, his spiritual dignity as high

priest makes him the head of the theocracy. He alone is

the responsible representative of the commonwealth ; the

names of the twelve tribes are written on his shoulders

and his breast. Offence of his inculpates the whole people

and demands the same expiation as a national sin, while

the sin-offerings prescribed for the princes mark them out

as mere private persons compared with him. His death

makes an epoch ; the fugitive manslayer is amnestied, not

on the death of the king, but on the death of the high

priest. On his investiture he receives a kingly unction

(whence his name, "the anointed priest"); he wears the

diadem and tiara of a monarch, and is clad in royal purple,

the most unpriestly dress possible. When now we find

that the head of the national worship is as such, and

merely as such—for no political powers accompany tho

high priesthood—also the head of the nation, this can

only mean that the nation is one which has been deprived

of its civil autonomy, that it no longer enjoys political

existence, but survives merely as a churcji. In truth the

Priestly Code never contemplates Israel as a nation, but

only as a religious community, the whole life of which is

summed up in the service of the sanctuary. The con\-

munity is that of the second temple, the Jewish hieroeracy

under that foreign dominion which alone made such an

hieroeracy possible. The pattern of the so-called Mosaic

theocracy, which does not suit the conditions of any earlici"

age, and of which Hebrew prophecy knows nothing, even

in its ideal descriptions of the commonwealth of Israel as

it ought to be, fits post-exilic Judaism to a nicety, and

was never an actual thing till then. After the exile the

Jews were deprived by their foreign rulers of all the

functions of public political life ; they were thus able,

and thus indeed compelled, to devote their whole energies

to sacred' things, in which full freedom was left them.

So the temple became the one centre of national life, and

the prince of the temple head of the spiritual common-

wealth, while, at the same time, the administration of the

few political affairs which were still left to the Jews them-

selves fell into his hands as a matter of course, because

the nation had no other chief.

The material basis of the hierarcliy was supplied by the fijm-iJ

sacred dues. In the Prie:.tly Code the priests receive all ''""•
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sin-offerings and guilt-offerings, the greater part of the cerial

accompaniments of sacrifices, the skin of the burnt^offering,

the breast and shoulder of thank-offerings. Further, they

receive the male firstlings and the tithe of cattle, as also

the firstfruits and tithes of the fruits of the land. - Yet

•with all this they are not even obliged to support at their

own cost the stated services and offerings of the temple,

which are provided for by a poll-tax. The poll-tax is not

.ordained in the main body of the Code, but such a ti<.x, of

theamotint of one-third of a shekel, began to be paid in the

time of Xehemiah (Xeh. x. 32), and in a novel of the law

(Exod. XXX. 15) it is demanded at the higher rate of half a

shekel per head. That these exorbitant taxes were paid to

or claimed by the priests in the -n-ilderness, or during the

anarchy of the period of the judges, is inconceivable. Kor
in the period of the kingship is it conceivable that the

priests laid claim to contributions much in excess of what

the king himself received from his subjects ; certainly no

such claim would have been supported by the royal author-

ity. In 1 Sam. viii. 15 the tithes appear as paid to the king,

and are viewed as an oppressive exaction, yet they form

but a single element in the multiplicity of dues which the

priests claim under the Priestly Code. But, above all, the

fundamental principles of the system of prie-stly dues in

the Code are absolutely irreconcilable ^\ith the fact that

as long as Solomon's temple stood the king had the power

to dispose of its revenues as he pleased. The sacred taxes

are the financial expression of the hierocratic .«^^tem ; they

accord with the conditio i f the Jews after the exile, and
under the second temple they were actually paid accord-

ing to the Code, or with only minor departures 'from its

provisions.

Before the exile tlie sacred gifts were not paid to the

priests at all but to Jehovah ; they had no resemblance to

taxes, and 'their religious meaning, which in the later

t^-stem is hardly recognizable, was quite plainly marked.

They were in fact identical with the great public festal

offerings which the ofierers co-'-nmed in solemn sacrificial

meals before Jehovah, that is, at the sanctuary. The
change of these offerings into a kind of tax was connected

with an entire transformation of the old character of

Israel's worship, which resulted from its centralization at

Jerusalem. In the old days the public worship of the

nation consisted essentially in the celebration of the yearly

fU'-ijiaos feasts ; that this was so can be plainly seen from the pro-
feasts. phets,—from Amos, but especially from Hosea. And accord-

ingly the laws of worship are confined to this one point in

the Jehovist, and even in Deuteronomy. After the exile

the festal observances became much less important than the

tCim'id, the regular daily and weekly oiTerings and services
;

and so we find it in 1he Priestiy Code. But, apart from this,

the feasts underwent a qualitative cL^nge, a sort of de-

generation, which claims our special attention. Originally

they were thanksgiving feasts in acknowledgment of

Jehovah's goodness in the seasons of the year. The ex-

[irCision of thanks lay in the presentation of the firstlings

and firstfruits, and these constituted the festal offerings.

The chief feast, at the close of the old Hebrew year, was
die autumn feast of ingathering (Feast of Tabernacles),—

a

thanksgiving for the whole produce of the winepress and
the corn-flour, but especially for the vintjge and the olive

harvest. Then, at the beginning of the summer half-year,

came the feast of unleavened bread (Mac^oth, Easter),

which in turn was followed by the harvest feast (Pente-

cost). Between the two last there was a definite interval

of seven weeks
; hence the name " Feast of Weeks " (Exod.

xxxiv.). In Deut. xvi. 9 the seven weeks are explained

as " seven weeks from (;uch time as thou beginnest to put

the sickle to the corn." The Easter feast, therefore, is the

commencement of the corn harvest, and tliis throws light

on its fixed relation to Pentecost. The one is the end of

the harvest, the other its commencement in Abib (the

month of "corn-ears") ; betw^een them lie the "determined

weeks of harvest " (Jer. r. 24). The whole of this tanpus

dausum is one great time of gladness (Isa. is. 3), bounded

by the two feasts. According to Lev. xxiii. 9-22 the dis-

tinguishing ceremony at Easter is the presentation of a

sheaf of barley, before which no one is allowed to taste the

new corn ; the corresponding rule at Pentecost is the pre-

sentation of leavened wheaten bread. The barley of course

is the first and the wheat the last grain ripe ; at the be-

ginning of harvest the firstfruits are presented in the sheaf,

and men also partake of the new growth in the shape of

parched ears of corn (Lev. xxiii. 14 ; Josh. v. 11) ; at the

end of harvest the firstfruits take the form of ordinary

bread. We cow see the meaning of the "unleavened

bread." Unleavened cakes are quickly prepared, and were

used when bread had to be furnished suddenly (1 Sara,

xxviii. 2-4) ; here it is the new meal of the year whicli is

hastily baked into a sort of bannock without waiting for

the tedious process of leavening. The unleavened bread

contrasts with the Pentecostal cake in the same way as the

barley sheaf and the" parched ears do, and so, as we see

from Josh. v. 11, parched corn may be eaten instead of

unleavened bread,—a point worthy of notice.

Thus the three feasts are all originally thanksgivings Thj

for the fruits of the ground, and in all of them the offering PassoTer/

of firstfruits is the characteristic feature. Quite similarly

the Passover, which was celebrated at the same season

as the Easter feast of unleavened bread, is also a thanks

giving feast ; but here the offerings are not taken from tlie-

fruits of the ground but from the male firstlings of the:

cattle (sheep and oXen). The Jehovistic tradition iti.

Exodus still exhibits this original character of the Pass-

over with perfect clearness. Jehovah deniands that His

people shall go forth and celebrate His feast in the wilder-

ness with sacrifices of sheep and oxen ; and, because Pharaoh

refuses to allow the Hebrews to serve their God by offer

ing the firstlings of cattle that are His due. He takes

from the king t'.ie firstborn of his subjects. The feast,

therefore, is older than the exodus, and the former is the

occasion of the latter, not vice versa. In the Priestly Code
the true sigmiiicance of the feasts appears only din.';) in

particiJai' details of ritual ; their general character is

entirely changed. They no longer rest on the seasons and
the fruits of the season, and indeed have no basis ii. the

nature of things. They are simply statutory ordinances

resting on a positive divine command, which at most was
issued in commemoration of some historical event. Their

relation to the firstfruits and firstlings is quite gone ; indeed

these offerings have no longer any place in acts of worship,

being transformed into a mere tax, which is holy only in

name. This degeneration of the old feasts is carried

furthest in the case of the Passover. An historical rea.=.yn

is assigned to the Passover, as early as Deuteronomy and
the Deuteronomic redaction of the Jehovist, but in these

writings the real character of the feast remains so far

unchanged that it is still celebrated by the sacrifice of the

.
firstlings of oxen and of sheep. But in the Priestly Code
the paschal sacrifice has quite lost its old character, and
consists of a yearling sheep or goat, while the firstLLr>gs

have no more connexion with the Passover, but are a mere

due to the priests without any properly religious character.

The other feasts have also lost their individuality by being

divorced from the firstfruits and celebrated instead by
stated sacrifices, which are merely the tainld en a larger

scale, and have no individualitj' of meaning. All this is

a consequence' of the centralizing process which took the

observances of worehip away from their natural soiki

spiritualized them, and gave them a stereotj-ped reference tc
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Jehovah's relation with Israel as i whole, and to the sacred

history. This centralization, indeed, was not the work of

the Priestly Cods but of the prophets ; but in the Code
we find all its consequences fully developed, while even in

Deuteronomy the process is still quite in an early stage.

Jewish practice after the exile is guided by the Priestly

Code, not in every detail, but quite unquestionably in its

main features. In the time of Christ no one thought of

any other kind of Passover than that prescribed in the

•Code ; the paschal lamb had obliterated all recollection of

the sacrifice of the firstlings.

The conclusions which we have reached by comparing
the successive strata of the laws are confirmed by a com-

jBuison of the several stages of the historical tradition

•embodied in the Pentateuch. The several threads of nar-

rative which run side by side in the Pentateuch are so

distinct in point of form that critics ivere long disposed to

assume that in point of substance also they are independ-

ent narratives, without mutual relation. This, however,

is highly improbable on general considerations, and is seen

to be quite impossible when regard is jiaid to the close

correspondence of the several sources in regard to the

arrangement of the historical matter they contain. It is

lecause the arrangement is so similar in all the narratives

that it was possible to weave them together into one book;

and besides this we find a close agreement in many notable

fioints of detail. Here too analysis does not exhaust the

task of the critic ; a subsequent synthesis is required.

When he has separated out the individual documents the

critic has still to examine their mutual relations, to com-

j)rehend them as phases in a living process, and in this

-way to trace the gi-adual development of the Hebrew
liistorical tradition. In the present article, however, we
cannot say anything of the way in which the Deuteronomist

views the Hebrew history, nor shall we attempt to char-

acterize the differences between the two sources of the

Jehovist, but limit ourselves to a general comparison be-

tween the Jehovistic narrative and that of the Priestly

Code.

Nam- Bleek and his school viewed it as a great merit of the

tiT« of latter narrative that it strictly observes the difference
Jehorist between various ages, mixes nothing Mo3a.ic with the

rriMtlv
patriarchal period, and in the Mosaic history never forgets

CoJecoii- that the scene lies in the wilderness of wandering. They
tixsteil. also took it as a mark of fidelity to authentic sources that

the Code contains so many dry lists, such a mass of un-

importo.nt numbers and names, such exact technical

<iescriDtions of details which could have no interest for

posterity. Against this view Colenso, in the first part of

iis Pentateuch and Book of Joshua criticaUy examined

^Lond., 1862), proved that just those parts of the Hexa-

teuch which contain the most precise details, and so have

the air of authentic documents, are least consistent with

the laws of possibility. Colenso, when he wrote, had no

thought of the several sources of the Hexateuch, but this

only nir-kcs it the more remarkable that his criticisms

mainly affect the Priestly Code. Noldeke followed Colenso

with clearer insight, and determined the character and

value of the priestly narrative by tracing all through it

an artificial construction and a fictitious character. In

fact the supposed marks of historical accuracy and depend-

ence on authentic records are quite out of place in such a

narrative as that of the Pentateuch, the substance of

which is not historical but legendary. This legendary

character is always manifest both in the form and in the

substance of the narrative of the Jehovist ; his stories of

the patriarchs and of Moses are just sucli as might have been

gathered from popular tradition. '\\ ith him the general

plan of the history is still quite loose ; the individual stories

•are the important thing, and they have a truly living

individuality. They have always a local connexion, and
we can still often see what motives lie at the root of them ;

but even when we do not understand these legends they
lose none of their charm ; for they breathe a sweet poetic
fragrance, and in them heaven and earth are magically
blended into one. The Priestly Code, on the other hand,
dwells as little as possible on the details of the several

stories ; the pearls are stripped off in order that the thread
on which they were strung may be properly seen. Love
and hate and all the passions, angels, miracles, and theo-
phanies, local and historical allusions, disappear ; the old
narrative shrivels into a sort of genealogical scheme,—

a

bare scaffolding to support a pragmatic construction of the
connexion and progress of the sacred history. But in

legendary narrative connexion is a very secondary matter

;

indeed it is only brought in when the several legends are

collected and written down. ^Vhen, therefore, the Priestly

Code makes the connexion the chief thing, it is clear that

it has lost all touch of the original sources and starting-

points of the legends. It does not, therefore, draw from
oral tradition but from books ; its dry excerpts can have
no other source than a tradition already fixed in writing.

In point of fact it simply draws on the Jehovistic narrative.

The order in which that narrative disposed the popular

legends is here made the essential thing ; the arrange-

ment, which in the Jehovist was still quite subordinate to

the details, is here brought into the foreground ; the

old order of events is strictly adhered to, but is so em-
phasized as to become the one important thing in the

history. It obviously was the intention of the priestly

narrator to give by this treatment the historical quint-

essence of his materials, freed of all superfluous additions.

At the same time, he has used all means to dress up the*

old naive traditions into a learned history. .Sorely against

its real character, he forces it into a chronological system,

which he carries through without a break from Adam to

Joshua. Whenever he can he patches the story with

things that have the air of authoritative documents, g^eat

lists of subjects without predicates, of numbers and names
which could never have been handed down orally without

being put in writing, i.;;d introduces a spurious air of

learned research in the most unsuitable places. Finally,

he rationalizes the history after the standard of his ovi'n

religious ideas and general culture ; above all, he shapes it

so that it forms a framework, and at the same time a
gradual preparation for the Mosaic law. With the spirit

of the legend, in which the Jehovist still lives, he has

nothing in common, and so he forces it into conformity

with a point of view entirely different from its own.

The greater part of the narratives of the Pentateuch cannot be

measured by an liistori^cftl standard ; but x\'ithin certain limits that

standard can be applied to the epical age of Moses and Joshua.

Thus wc can apply historical criticism to the several versions of

the way in which the tribes of Israel got possession of tlie land of

Canaan. The priestly narrator represents all Canaan as reduced

to a tabula rasa, and then makes the masterless and uniwopled
land be divided by lot. The first lot falls to Judah, then conic

Manasseh and Ephraim, then Benjamin and Simeon, and lastly

the five northerly tribes, Zebulon, Issachar, Asher, Naphtali, Dan.

"These are the inhfritances which Eleazar the priest and Joshu.a

the son of Nun and the heads of tho tribes of Israel apportioned

by lot at Shiloh before Jehovah at the door of the tabernacle."

According to the Jehovist (Josh. xiv. 6) Judah and Joseph seem

to have had their portions assigneil to tlieni wliile tl\c Israelite

headquarters were still at Cilgal—but not by lot—and to have

gone forth from Cilgal to take possession of them. A good deal

later the rest of the land was divided by lot to the remaining tribes

at Shiloh, or perhaps, in the original form of the narrative, at

Shot hem (Josh, xviii. 2-10) ; Joshua casts tlie lots and makes the

assignments alone, Eleazar is not associated with him. The abso-

lute uniformity in the method of the divi.sion of the land to all

the tribes is in some degree given up in this account ; it is still

more strongly contradicted by the important chapter, Judges i.

Fragments of this chapter are found also in tho book of Joshua, and

there is no doubt that it belongs to tho Jeliovistic group of uarra-
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tives, in common with whicn it speaks of the Angel of Jehovah.

It is in truth not a continuation of hut a parallel to the book of

Joshua, presupposing tlie conquest of the lanJs east of the Jordan,

but not of western L'anaan. The latter conquest is what it relates,

and ia a way (juita different from the book of Joshua. Fi-oni

Gilgal, where the Angel of Jehovah first set up his camp, the tribes

go forth singly each to conquer a laud for itself, Judah going first

and Joseph following. It is only of the movements of these two
tribes that we have a regular narr.itive, and for Joseph this is

limited to the first beginnings of his conquests. There is no men-
tion of Joshua ; a commander-in-chief of all Israel would indeed

be out of place in this record of the conquest, but Joshua might
Lave appeared in it as commander of his own tribe. The incom-
pleteness of the conquest is frankly admitted ; the Canaanites con-

tinued to hold undisturbed the cities of the" plain, and it waa only

in the time of the kingship, when Israel was waxen strong, that

they became subject and tributary. From ail that we know of the

subsequent history there can be no doubt that this account of the

conquest is vastly nearer to the facts than that which prevails in

the Dook of Joshua, where everything is done with systematic

completeness, and the whole land dispeopled and then divided by
lot. This latter and less historical view is most consistently carried

tlirough in the priestly narrative, which accordingly must be the

narrative most remote from the origin of the Hebrew tradition.

The same conclusion may be drawn from the fact that the priestly

writer never names the tribe of Joseph, but always the two tribes

of Ephraim and ilanasseh, which, moreover, do not receive nearly

so mu(*h notice as Judah, although Joshua, the leader of Ephraim,
is retained in the character of leader of all Israel from an old and
originally Ephi-aitic tradition.

^teio- The middle position wliich the legal part of Deuteronomy
^omic holds between the Jehovist and the Priestly Code is also

.itre*
characteristic of the Deuteronomic narrative, which is

founded throughout on the narrative of the Jehovist, but
from time to time shows a certain leaning to the points of

view characteristic of the priestly narrator. The order of

the several parts of the Hexateuch to which we have been
led by all these arguments is confirmed by an examination
of tbo other historical books and the books of Chronicles.

The original sources of the books of Judges, Samuel, and
Kings stand on the same platform with the Jehovist ; the

editing they received in the exile presupposes Deuteronomy;
and the latest construction of the history as contained in

Chronicles rests on the Priestly Code. This is admitted
and need not be proved in detail; the conclusion to be
drawn is obvious.

We have now indicated the chief lines on which criticism

must proceed in determining the order of the sources of

the Hexateuch, and the age of the Priestly Code in parti-

cular,—though, of course, it has not been possible at all to

exhaust the argument. The objections that have been
taken to Graf's hypothesis partly rest on misunder-
standing. It is asked, for example, what is left for Moses

The -if he was not the author of the Torah. But Moses may
author- have been the founder of the Torah though the Penta-

the''
°' teuchal legislation was codified almost ,a thousand years

Tondi. Ister
;
for the Torah was originally not a written law but the

oral decisions of the priests at the sanctuary—case-law, in

short, by which they decided all manner of questions and
controversies that were -brought before their tribunal

;

their Torah was the instruction to others that came from
their lips, not at all a written document in their hands
guaranteeing their own status, and instructing themselves
how to^ proceed in the sacrificial ritual. Questions of

clean and unclean belonged to the Torah, because these
were malters on which the laity required to be directed

;

but, speaking generally, the ritual, so far as it consisted in
ceremonies performed by the priests themselves, was no
part of the Torah. But, while it was only at a late date
that the ritual appeared as Torah as it does in the Priestly
Code, its usages and traditions are exceedingly ancient,
going back, in fact, to pre-!^fosaic and heathenish times.
It is absurd to speak as if Graf's hypothesis meant that
the whole ritual is the invention of the Priestly Code, first

But into practice after . the exile ; all that is affirmed by

the advocates of that hypothesis is that in earlier times
the ritual was not the substructure of an hierocracy, that
there was in fact no hierocracy before the ^xile, but that
Jehovah's sovereignty was an ideal thing and not visibly

embodied in an organization of the commonwealth under
the forms of a specifically spiritual power. The theocracy
was the state ; the old Israelites regarded their civil con-
stitution as a divine ihiracle. ' The latti Jell's assumed
the existence of the state as a natural thing that required

no explanation, and built the theocracy over it as a special

divine institution.

There are, however, some mora serioiis objections taken
to the Grafian hypothesis. It is, indeed, simply a mis-

statement of facts to say that the language of the Priestly

Code forbids us to date it so late as post-exilic times.

On the other hand, a real difficulty lies in the fact that, DilE-

while the priestly redaction extends to Deuteronomy (Deut. cnlties ol

i. 3), it is also true that the Deuteronomic redaction ^"'"™

extends to the Priestly Code (Josh. xx.). The way out of jh^
this dilemma is to be found by recognizing that the so-

called Deuteronomic redaction was not a single and final

act, that the characteristic phrases of Deuteronomy became
household words to subsequent generations, and were still

current and found application centuries after the time of

,

Josiah. Thus, for example, the traces of Deutefonomie
redaction in Josh. xx. are still lacking in the Septuagint

;

the canonical text, we see, was retouched at a very late

date indeed. Of the other objections taken to the Grafian
hypothesis only one need be mentioned here, viz., that tho
Persians are not named in the list of nations in Gen. x.

This is certainly liard to understand if the passage waa
written in the Persian period. But the difficulty is not
insuperable ; the Persians, for example, may have been
held to be included in the mention of the iledians, and
this also would give the list the archaic air which tho
priestly writer affects. At any rate, a residivj of minuto
difficulties not yet thoroughly explained cannot outweigh
the decisiveV arguments that support the view that tho
Priestly Code originated in and after the exile. Kuenen
observes with justice that "it is absolutely necessary to start

with the plain and unambiguous facts, and to allow them
to guide oiu- judgment on questionable points. The study
of details is not sui>erfluous in laying down the main lines

of the critical construction, but, as soon as our studies

have supplied us with some really fixed points, further pro-

gress must proceed from them, and we must first gain a
general view of the whole field instead of always working
away at details, and then coming out with a ro»nded
theory which lacks nothing but a foundation."

Finally, it is a pure petitio principii, and nothing more,
to say that the post-exilic age was not equal to the task
of producing a work like the Priestly Code. The posi-

tion of the Jews after ihe exile made it imperative on
them to reorganize themselves in conformity with the
entire change in their^ situation, and the Priestly Code
corresponds to all that we should expect to find in a consti-

tution for the Jews after the exile as completely as it fails

to correspond with the conditions which a law-book older
than the exile would have had to satisfy. After the final

destruction of the kingdom by Nebuchadnezzar, they found
in the ritual and personnel of the temple at Jerusalem
the elements out of which a new commonwealth could be
built, in conformity with the circumstances and needs of

the time. The community of Judjea raised itself from
the dust by holding on to its ruined sanctuary. The old

usages and ordinances were reshaped in detail, but as a
whole they were not replaced by new creations ; the novelty

lay in their being worked into a system and applied as

a means to organize ;he " remnant " of Israel. This was
the origin of llio sacred constitution of Judaism. Religion

X^^II. — 6 c
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in old Israel Had been a faith wliicli gave its support to

the natural ordinances of human society; it ivas now set

forth in external and visible form as a special institution,

within an artificial sphere peculiar to itself, which rose far

above the level of common life. The necessary presup-

position of this kind of theocracy is service to a foreign

empire, and so the theocracy is essentially the same thing

as hierocracy. Its finished picture is drawn in the Pi'iestly

i^.ranosi- Code, the product of the labours of learned priests during
ti3« ana tije exile. Wlien the temple was destroyed and the ritual
introduc-

interrupted, the old practices were WTitten down that they

Priestly might not be lost. Thus in the exile the ritual became

Code matter of teaching, of Torah ; the first who took this step,

a step prescribed by the circumstances of the time, was

the priest and prophet Ezekiel. In the la.5t part of his

book Ezekiel began the literary record of the customary

ritual of the temple; other priests followed in his footsteps

(Lev. xvii.-xxvi.); and so there arose diu-ing the captivity

a school of men who wi-ote down and systematized what

they had formerly practised. 'WTien the temple was restored

this theocratic zeal still went on and produced further

ritual developments, in action and reaction -ftith the actual

l)ractice of the new temple ; the final result of the long-

continued process was the Priestly Code.

This Code, incorporated in the Pentateuch and forming

the normative part of its legislation, became the definitive

Mosaic law. As such it was published and put in action

n 444 B.C. by the Babylonian priest and scribe Ezra.

Ezra had come to Jerusalem as early as 458, at the head

of a considerable body of zealous Jews, with full authority

from Artaxerxes Longimanus to reform the community of

the second temple in accordance with the law of God in

his hand. But Ezra did not introduce this law imme-

diately on his arrival ; it took him fourteen years to effect

his purpose. The external circumstances of the young

comraunity, which were exceedingly unfavourable, made it

at first undesirable to introduce legislati^•c innovations

;

]ierhaps, also, Ezra needed time to correct the product of

Babylonian learning by the light of Juda;an practice, and
wished, moreover, to train assistants for his t?.sk. The
chief reason of the delay seems, however, 'o have been

that, in spite of the royal favour, he could not get any

inergetic support from the local repiesetitalives of the

Persian Government, a'nd without this he could not have

given authority to his new law. But in 445 a kindred

spirit, Kehemiah b. Hakkeieiah, came to Jerusalem as

Persian governor of Juda;a. Ezra's opportunity had now
arrived, and he v/as able to introduce the Pentateuch in

agreement witli the governor. The record of this step is

contained in Neh. viii.-x. ; it is closely analogous to tho

narrative of the introduction of the Deuteronvm.ic law

under Josiah in 2 Kings xxii. Just as we are told there

that Deuteronomy became knowi. in 621 B.C., having been

unknown previously, so we are told here that tho Torah

in the rest of the Pentateuch became kno\i-n in 444, and
was unknown till that date. This shows us, in the first

place, that Deuteronomy contains an earlier stage of the

law than the priestly Torah. And furthep, as the date of

Deuteronomy can be inferred from the date of its publi-

cation and introduction under Jcsiah, so in like manner
the date of the composition of the Priestly Code can be

inferred from its publication and enforcement by Ezra

and Nehomiah.
The establishment of the right date for the written law

s of tho highest importance for our understanding of the

irophets, and for our whole conception of the history of

'srael. fiee the articles Israel and Pkophet. (j. we.)

^E^fTECOST, a feast of the Jews, was in its original

ncaning, as has been explained in Pentateuch {supra,

p. 511), the closi. g feast of the harvest gladness, at which,

according to Lev. xsiii. 17, leavened bread was presentisJ

at the sanctuary as the firstfruits of the new cereal store^

Hence the names "Feast of Harvest" (Exod. xxiii. 16),
" Day of Firstfruits " (Num. xxviiL 26) ; but the com-
moner Old Testament nrme (Exod. rmv. 22 ; Deut. xvi.

10, 16 ; 2 Chron. viii. 13) is "Feast of Weeks," because it

fell exactly seven weeks (Deut. xvi. 9), or, on the Jewish

way of reckoning an interval by counting in both termini,

just fifty days (Lev. xxiii. 16) after the ofi'ering of the

first sheaf of the harvest at the Feast of Unleavened Bread.

Pentecost or " Fiftieth " day is only a Greek equii-alent of

the last name (irc^T-r/Kocm) in the Apocrypha and New
Testament). The orthodox later Jews reckoned the fifty

days from the sixteenth of Nisan, cutting the ritual sheaf

on the night of (that is, on our division of days, the night

preceding) that day (see Passotek). In Deuteronomy
Pentecost, like the other two great annual feasts, is a pil-

grimage feast (Deut. xvi. 10), and so it wai5 observed in

later times ; but, unlike the others, it lasts but one day,

agreeably to its character (expressed in the name FH'iV,

'AcrapOa, given to it by Josephus and the later Jews) as

merely the solemn closing day of harvest-time. Like the

other great feasts, it came to be celeb) ated by fixed special

sacrifices. The amount of these is diflerently expressed

in^ the earlier and later piriestly law (Lev. xxiii. 18 sq.

;

Num. xxviii. 26 .«7.) ; the discrepancy was met by addin2
the two lists. The hiter Jews also extended the one da?
of the feast to two. Further, in accordance with uie t'ua-

ency to substitute historic.il for economic explanations

of the great feasts, ppntecost came to be regarded as the

feast commemorative of tiio Hinnitio li^gislation.

To the Christian church Pentecost acquired a new sig-

nificance through the outoourins of the Spirit (Acts ii.).

See Whitsunday.
PENZA, a government ot eastern Russia, bounded on

the N. by Nijni Novgorod, on the E. by Simbirsk, and

on the S. and W. by Saratoff and Tamboif, and having an

area of l'<,000 square miles. The surface is undulating,

with deep valleys and ravines, but even in its highest parts

it does net reach more than 600 to 900 feet above sea-

level. It iu chiefly Kade up of Cretaceous sandstones,

sands, marls, and chalk, covered in the east by Eocene

deposits.- Chalk, potter's clay, peat, and iron are the chief

mineral products, in the north. The soil is a black earth,

more or less mixed v.-ith clay and sand; the only marshes

of ar.y extent occm- in the Krasncslobodsk district ; and

considerable pand-areas ajipear in the broad valleys of the

larger rivers. There are extensive forests in the north,

but the south shows the characteristic features of a steppe-

land. The government is watered by the Moksha, the

Sura (both navigable), and the Khoper, belonging respect-

ively to the Oka, Volga, and Don systems. Timber is

floated down several smaller streams, while the Moksha
and Sura are important means of conveyance for grain,

spirits, limber, metals, aiid oils. The climate is harsh and

continental, the average temperature at Penza being

only 39°-8 (12°-2 in January and 68°-5 in July).

Tlie population—1,356,600 iu 1831, and in 1884 estimated at

about 1,4155,000—consists principally of Russians, mixed to some

extent with Mordvinians; there are also about 150,000 Mordvinians

who arc to a large extent Russified ; some 40,000 Jlescheryaks, who
have undergone the same process stiH more fully; and 60,000

Tatars, who still keep their own religion, language, and customs.

The Russians profess the Greek faith, and very many, especially in

the north, are Kaskolnihs. Somewhat less than 10 per cent, of the

population (133,250 in 1S81) live in toMTis ; the chief occ-pation of

the inhabitants is agriculture, 61 per cone, of the soil being arable.

Wheat .ind millet are raised only to a limited extent, the chief

crops bei;i5 rve, oats, buckwheat, hemp, potatoes, and beetroot. The

averages for 1870-77 were 3,900,000 quartei-s of corn and 1,779,200

bushels of potatoes. The chief centres of corn export aic Penzn.

Karovtchat. and Golovinshtchina. Market -gardening is suciessfully

i
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.jpied on in several districts, and improved varieties of fniit-trees

are being introduced through the imi>erial botai'.ical pariicn at Penza

and a private school of |;ardening in the Gorodislitohe district.

Fourteen per cent, of the area is under meadows or prazin" !nnd ; and

in 1381 tliere were within the government 244,000 head of cattle,

aSS,000 horses, and 235,000 pigs. Slieep-breoding is csiKcialljr

developed in Tchembar and Insar (670,000 sheep, iucUiding 72,000

of finer breeds, in 18S1). The Mordvinians are very partial to bee-

keeping. The forests (620,000 acres) are a considerable source of

wealth, especially in Krasnoslobodsk and Gorodishtche, whence

timber, a variety'of. wooden wares, and also pitch and tar are ex-

iwrted to the south. As many as 30 per cent, of the adult male

l>opulation leave the government in search of employment, either

on the Volga or in southern Russia-

The manufact>ires ar« few, employing only 13,300 hands.

The vearlv returns in 1S79 did not e.tceed 13,325,000 roubles

(£1,332,500). The distilleries come first (£973,200), followed by the

woollen cloth indnstry (£237,000), the paper industry (£37,200),

tanneries, soap-works, glass-works, machine-works, iron-works, and
beetroot-sugar factories. Ti-ade, which has been favoured by the

completion of the railway from Tula to Samara, is still limited

to the export of corn, spirits, timber, hemp-seed oil, tallow, hides,

honev, wa.v, some woollen cloth, potash, and cattle, the chief

centres for trade being Penza, Nijni Lomoff; Mokshan, Saransk,

Krasnoslobodsk, and Golovinshtchina.

The government is divided into ten distiicts, the chief towns of

which are:—Penza (41,650), Gorodishtche (3200>, Ins.ar (523C),

Kerensk (12,450), Krasnoslobodsk (7000), Mokshan (13,050),

Xarovtchat (5150), Kijni Lomotf (10,500), Saransk (13,450), and
Tchembar (5320). Troitsk (5700), Verkhnii Lomoff (7S00), and
SheshkeefT (3500) also have municipal institutions.

The present government of Penza was formerly inhabited by

Monlvinians, who had the Mescheryaks in the west, the Bulgars in

the north, and the Burtases in the sbuth. In the 13th century

these populations fell under the dominion of the Tatars, with whom
they fought against Moscow. As early as the 14th century they

possessed the town of Narovtchat. The Russians penetrated into

the country in the 16th century, founding the town of Moksh.-.n in

1535, and several others in the course of that and the following

centuries. Penza was founded in the beginning of the 1 7th century,

the permanent Russian settlement dating as far back as 1666. Its

woodea fort, on the site of the present cathedral of the Saviour,

protected the neighbourhood against rising of the Mordvinians

and Jlescherj-aks. In 1776 it was taken by Pugatcheff. The town
was almost totally destroyed by the great conflagrations of 1836,

1S39, and 1858. •
,

-EKZ.\, capital of the above province, is situated 440

miles by rail .<outh-east from Moscow. It is mostly built

of wood, on tlie slopes of a plateau 730 feet above the sea,

r.t the "onfluence of the little Penza with the navigable

Sura. "he Spasopreobrajensky cathedral was built in

the end of the 17th century, the monastery of the same

name, which formerly adjoined it, being now in the suburbs.

A few educational and philanthropic institutions, a theatre

which has played some part in the history of the Russian

stage, and a municipal bank are the chief buildings of

Penza, which derives its importance chiefly from its being

the seat of the provincial authorities and the see of a

bishop. The great bulk of the inhabitants are peasants,

who support themselves by agriculture or fishing in the

Sura, some artisaiLs, and a few merchants. An imperial

botanical garden is situated v.rithin 2 miles of the town.

Apart from a paper-mill and two steam flour-mills, the

manufacturing establishments (producing soap, candles,

v.'ax-cacdles, cosmetics, machinery), distilleries, breweries,

and saw-mills are small. Trade in corn, oil, tallow, and

spirits is on the increase. There are two fairs where cattle

and horses are sold for export, grocery and manufactured

wares being the corresponding imports.- The population

in 1881 had reached 41,650.

PENZA2'\CE, a seaport and municipal borough of Corn-

wall, and the westommost borough of England, is finely

situated on gently rising ground on the north-western

shore of Mount Bay, at the terminus of the Great Western

llailway, 10 miles east-ncrth-east of Land's End and 20

west-south-west of Truro. It is the nearest port to the

Scil'.y Isles, which are about 40 miles distant to the west-

south-west. The market-place is in the centre of the town,

and near it the four principal streets intersect each other at

right angles. The southern arm of the pier was built in

1772, the Albert or new pier on the east in 1845. The
piers are connected by a wharf, viaduct, and swing-bridge

(1882) ; and a dock is being at present constructed at a
cost of i60,000, which will extend to about 3 acres. The
limits of the port have lately (1884) been e.vtended. The
churches are St Mary's, constructed of cut granite, in the

Perpendicular style, with lofty pinnacled tower and peal

of eight bells ; St Paul's, of cut and rubble granite, in the

style of the 1 3th century (1843) ; and St John's, of stone.

Early English (1881). The public buildings, erected of

granite in the Italian style in 1SG7, include the town-hall

and council-chambers, St John's Hall for puuUc meetings,

the lecture-hall, the public library (upwards of 18,000

volumes), the news-rooms, the masonic hall, the museum
of the Penzance Natural History and Anticjuarian Society,

and the museum and other rooms of the Geological Society

of Cornwall. The market-house (1837), in the Grecian

style, with a central dome, includes a meat-market on the

ground-floor with a corn-market above, and in the east end
of the building is the grammar-school, founded in 1789.

In front of the east end is a marble statue of Davy.

Somewhat east of the market-house are the post and tele-

graph offices, completed in 1883. Among the benevolent

institutions is the West Cornwall Infirmary (1874), which

includes the dispensary (1809). The town has a con-

siderable shipping trade, the total number of vessels which

entered the port in 1882 being' 1829 of 197,933 tons

burden, the number which cleared 1774 of 187,569 tons.

The exports include tin, copper, granite, serpentine, and
fish, and the imjiorts coal, timber, and provisions. Large

quantities of pilchard are annually exported to Italy.

Fruits, flowers, and vegetables are grown in the neighbour-

hood for the London market. On account of its sheltered

situation and its remarkably mild and equable climate, the

town has a high repute as a \Wnter residence for persons

suffering from pulmonary complaints ; and on accoimt of

its fine scenery it is also becoming a favourite watering-

place. The poptilation of the municipal borough in 1871

was 10,414, and in 1881 it was 12,409.
Penzance is said to mean "holy head," the name being denved

from a chapel dedicated to St Anthony, formerly situated on a head-

land now forming the base of the old pier, around which a few-

fishermen built their huts and thus originated the town. A castle

built by the Tyes, possessors of the manor of Alwarton or Alverton,

is supposed to have occupied the present site of St ilary's Church-

Alice de Lisle, sister and heiress of the last Baron Tyes, obtained

for the town the giant of a weekly market from Edward III. In

the 15th century Penzance was known as a "place of ships and
merchandise ;" and on the 16th JIarch 1512 it received from Henry
VIII. a charter granting to the inhabitants all profits arising from

ships visiting the harbour upon condition that the quays and bul-

warks of the town were kept in repair. In 1595 tiie to'\-n was
burned and pillaged by the Spaniards, aud in 1644 sacked by

Fairfax. In 1614 it was incorporated by James I. ; and in 1663 it

obtained a coinage charter,—a privilege it retained till 1838. • On
account of the usurpation of its chief magistrate its municipal

charter was forfeited in the beginning of the reign cf Queen Anne,
but was restored in 1706. By the Municipal Act of 1835 the govern-

ment was made to consist of a mayor, six aldermen, and eighteen

councillors.
Lach-SzjTma, Bislory c/Penzan(X, 1678 ; Millett, Peiuoiux Pcisi aiid PrrsenI

187(i-lSS0.

PEONY. See P.eony.

PEORLA., a city of the United States, capital of Peoria

county, Illinois, lies on the edge of a rolling prairie at

the lower end of the so-called Lake Peoria, an expansion

of the Illinois river, and is connected by the Michigan

Canal with Chicago. It is a flourishing place, the meeting-

point of nine railway lines, the trading centre for an exten-

sive district, and the seat of a large grain traffic and of

various manufactures; 117,158,670 proof gallons of high

wines were made in 1883. From 5095 in 1850 its popu-

lation increased to 14,04.5 in ISGO, 22,849 in 1870, and

29,259 in 1880. Though its permanent settlement dates
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only from 1811 and its city charter from IS-} 4, Peoria was
one of the trading ports established by La Salle (16S0),

and was long known as a point of some importance on the

route between Canada and Louisiana.

PEPPER, a name applied to several pungent spices

knOTSTi respectively as Black, White, Long, Red or Cayenne,

Ashantee, Jamaica^ and Melegueta Pepper, but derived

from at least three different natural orders of plants.

Black pepper is the dried fruit of Piper nic^ntm, L., a

perennial climbing shrub indigenous to the forests of

Travancore and Malabar, from whence it has been intro-

duced into Java, Sumatra, Borneo, the Malay Peninsula,

Siam, the Philippines, and, the West Indies. It is one of

the earliest spices known to mankind, and for many ages

formed a staple article of commerce between India and
Europe,—Venice, Genoa, and the commercial cities of cen-

tral Europe being indebted to it for a large portion of their

wealth. Tribute has been levied in pepper ; one of the

•articles demanded in 408 by Alaric as part of the ransom
of Rome was 3000 B) of pepper. Pepper-corn rents pre-

vailed during the Middle Ages, and consisted of an obliga-

tion to supply a certain quantity of pepper, usually 1 lb,

at stated times ; and the term still lingers in use at the

present day. The
price of the spice

tUu'ing the Middle

Ages was exorbi-

tantly high, and
its excessive cost

was one of the in-

ducements which
led the Portu-

guese to seek a

sea-route to India.

Tlie discovery of

the pas-sage round
the Cape of Good
Hope led (1498)
to a considerable

fall in the price,

and about the

.same time the

cultivation of the

jilant was extend-

ed to the western

islands of the Ma-
lay Archipelago.

Pepper, however,

remained a monopoly of the Portuguese crown as late

as the ISth century. In Great Britain it was formerly

taxed very heavily, the impost in 1G23 amounting to 5s.,

and as late as 1823 to 2s. 6d. per n>.

The largest quantities of pepper are produced in Penang,

the island of Rhio, and Johore near Singapore,—Penang
affording on an average about half of the entire crop.

Singapore is the great emporium for this spice in the East,

the largest proportion being shipped thence to Great

r>ntain. In 1880 the imports into England from Singa-

lore amounted to 21,179,059 lb, valued at £385,108,

and from" other countries 559,909 Bj, valued at £12,979,

the re-exports being 12,925,883 lb, chiefly to Germany,

Italy, Russia, Holland, and Spain. The varieties of black

pepper mot with in commerce are known as !Malahar,

Alejipy or Tellicherry, Cochin, Penang, Singapore, and
Siara. The average market value in the London market

is—Malabar, 3Jd to ^^. per lb; Penang, 2|d to ild;
Singapore, 3Jd to i\^.

Pepper owes its pungency to a resin, and its flavour to a

volatile oil, of which it yields from 1'6 to 2 '2 per cent. The
oil agrees with oil of turpentine in composition as well as

PlptT nignim. a. Twig with fruit; 6, longitudinal
section of flower ; c, section of fruit.

in specific gravity and boiling point. In polarized light

it deviates the ray, in a column 50 mm. long, 1°'2 to 3°'4

to the left. Pepper also contains a neutral crystalline

substance, called piperin, to the extent of 2 to 8 per cent.

This substance has the same empirical formula as morphia,

CjoHjjiNOj, but differs in constitution and properties. It

is insoluble in water when piu'e, is devoid of colour, flavour,

and odour, and may be resolved into piperic acid, CjoHj^O^,

and piperidin, CjHjjN. The latter, is a liquid colourless

alkaloid, boiling at 106° C, has an odour of pepper and
ammonia, and yields crystallizable salts. A fatty oil is

found in the pericarp of pejiper, and the berries yiel<' on
incineration from 4'1 to 5'7 of ash. The only use of pepper

is as a condiment. Notwithstanding its low price and
the penalty of £100 to which the manufacturer, possessor,

or seller of the adulterated article is liable, pow-dered

pepper is frequently diluted with st-arch, sago, meal, and
other substances, which can be readily detected under the

microscope. •

In the south-west of InJia, ivhere tiie pepper-plant grows wiltl,

it is found iu rich, moist, leafy soil, in narrow valleys, propagating
itself by i-unniiig alonij the ground and giving off roots into the
soil. The only method of cultivation adoittcd by the natives is to

tie up the end of the viues to the neighbouring trees at distances
of at least 6 feet, especially to Uiose having a rough bark, iu order
tliat the roots may easily attach themselves to the surface. The
underwood is then cleared away, leaving only sutficient trees to
provide shade and permit free ventilation. Tlie roots are manured
with a heap of leaves, and the shoots are trained twice a year. In
localities where the pepper does not grow wild, ground is selected
w-hich permits of free drainage, hut wlijch is not too dryjior liabie

to inundation, and cuttings are planted at about a foot fr.om the
trees either in the rainy season in June or in the dry season in

February. Sometimes several cuttings about 18 inclies long are

placed in a basket and buried at the root of the tree, the cuttings
being made to slope towards the trunk. In October or November
the young plants are manured with a mixture of leaves and cow-
dung. On dry soils the young plants require watering every other
day during the dry season for the- first three years. The plants

bear in the fourth or fifth year, and if raised from cuttings are

fruitful for seven years, if from seed for fourteen years. The pepper
from plants raised from cuttings is said to be superior in quantity
and quality, and this method is in consequence most frequently
adopted. Where there are no trees the ground is made iuto terraces

and enclosed by a mud-wall, and branches of £njthriim indica are

put into tlie ground in the rainy season and in the course of a year
are ca]-ablc of supporting the young pepper plants. In the mean-
time mango trees are planted, tliese being preferred as supports,

since their fruit is not injured by the pepper jdant, while the
Erythrina is hilled by it in fourteen or fifteen years.

In Sumatra the ground is cleared, ploughed, and sown with rice,

and cuttings of the vine are planted in September 5 feet apart eadi
way, together with a s.apling of quick growth and rough bark.

The plants are now left for tw-clve or eighteen months and then
entirely buried except a small piece of bent stem, whence new
shoots arise, three or four of which arc allowed to climb the tree

near which they are pl.mted. These shoots generally yield flowers

and fruits the next year. Two crops are collected every year, the
princijial one being in December and January and the other in

July and August, the latter yielding pepper of inferior quality and in

less tiuantity. Two or throe varieties are met with in cultivation
;

that yielding the best kinds has broadly ovate leaves, five to seven
iu uumber, nerved and stalked. The flower-spikes are opposite the

leaves, stalked and from 3 to 6 inches long ; the fruits are sessile

and fiesliy. A single stem w ill bear from twenty to tliirty of these

spikes. The har\"est commences as soon as one or two berries at the

base of the spikes begin to turn red, and before the fruit is mature,
but when full-grown and still hard.; if allowed to rijien, the berries

lose pungency, and ultimately fall off and are lost The spikes are

collected iu bags or baskets and dried in the sun, on mats or hard
ground, for two or three days. "When dry the pepper is put into

bags containing from 04 to 128 lb, and is then ready for the market.
The yield varies in different localities. In Sumatra it is estimated

at nbout \\ \h per plant per annum. In Malabar each vine gives

2 lb a year up to the fifteenth or twentieth year, or about 24 lb from
each tree, a single tree sometimes supporting eight or t-ft-elve vines ;

an acre is calculated to bear '250P plants, to cost abcut .£-1 iu outlay

lo bring it into bearing, and to yield a produce of £50 when in its

best condition.

^ Hassall, Food and its Adulteration (1S55), p, rr, and Evans,

Phann. Journ., [2] i. p. 605.
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White pepper is obtained from the same plant as the

black, and differs only in being prepared from the ripe

fruits. These, after collection, are kept in the house three

days and then bruised and washed in a basket with the

hand until the stalks and pulpy matter are removed, after

which the seeds are dri9d. It is, however, sometimes pre-

|iarcd from the dried black pepper by removin;; the dark

outer layer. It is less pungent than the black but

l>ossesses a finer flavour. It is chiefly prepared at the

island of Rhio, but the finest comes from Tellicherry.

The Chinese are the largest consumers. In 1S77 Singa-

l-ore exported 43,-t61 piculs (apieul = 133| lb) to that

country. The London market value is about 4|d to 7d

l'=r lb. 'White pepper affords on an average not more than

rO per cent, of essential oil ; but, according to Cazeneuve,

as much as 9 per cent, of piperin, and of ash not more than
1"! per cent.

Lon^ pepper is the fruit-spike of Piper offlcinarum,C.TiC.,

and P. lottgum, L., gathered shortly befqre it reaches

maturity and dried. The former is a native of the Indian

Archipelago, occurring in Java, Sumatra, Celebes, and
Timor. It has oblong, ovate, acuminate leaves, attenuated

to the base, which are pinnate and veined. The latter is

indigenous to Ceylon, Malabar, eastern Bengal, Timor, and

the Philippines ; it is distinguished from P. officinarum

by the leaves being cordate at the base and five-veined.

]^ng pepper appears to have betn known to the ancient

Greeks and Romans under the name of re-tpi fiaKpiv ; and
in the 10th century mention is made of long pepper, or

macropiper, in conjunction with black and white peppers.

The spice consists of a dense spike of minute baccate

fruits closely packed around the central axis, the spike

being about 1 i inch long and J inch thick ; as met with in

commerce they have the appearance of having been limed.

In Bengal the plants are cultivated by suckers, which

are planted about 5 feet apart on dry rich soil on high

ground. An English acre will yield about 3 maunds (80
B)) the first year, 12 the second, and 18 the third year;

after this time the yield decreases, and the roots are there-

fore grubbed up and sold as pipli mid, under which name
they are much used as a medicine in India. After the

fruit is collected, which is usually in January, the stem

and leaves die down to the ground. Long j>epper contains

piperin, resin, and volatile oil, and yields about 8 per cent.

of ash. Penang and Singapore are the principal centres

in the East for its sale. In 1871 Singapore shipped 3366
c«-t., of which 447 were sent to Great Britain. Penang
etports annually about 2000 to 3000 piculs. The value

in the London market is from 37s. to 45s. a cwt.

Ashantee or West African pepper is the dried fruit of

Piper Clusii, C. DC, a plant widely distributed in tropical

Africa, occurring most abundantly in the country of the

Niam-niam. It differs from black pepper in being rather

smaller, less wrinkled, and in being attenuated into a stalk,

I.kacubebs, to which it bears considerable resemblance ex-

ternally. The taste, however, is pungent, exactly like that

of pepper, and the fruit contains piperin. It was imported

from the Grain Coast by the merchants of Rouen and
Dieppe as early as 1364, and was exported from Benin by
the Portuguese in 1485 ; but, according to Clusius, its

importation was forbidden by the king of Portugal for fear

it should depreciate the value of the pepper from India.

Iq tropical Africa it is extensively used as a condiment,

and it could easily be collected in large quantities if a

d-'mand for it should arise.

Jamaica pepper is the fruit of Pimenta ojicinalii!, Lindl.,

an evergreen tree of the Myrtle family. It is more correctly

termed " pimento," or " allspice," as it is net a true pepper.

Melegueta pepper, known also as "Guinea grains,"

"grains of paradise," or "alligator pepper," is the seed of

Amomum Melegueta, Roscoe, a plant of the Ginger familv;

the seeds are exceedingly pungent, and are used as a spice

throughout central and northern Africa. See vol. vi. p. 36.

For Cayenne jyepper, see vol. v. p. 280. (e. m. h)
PEPPERMINT, an indigenous perennial herb of the

natural order Labiate, and genus Mentha, the specific

name being Mentha Piperita, Huds., is distinguished from
other species of the genus by its stalked leaves and oblong-
obtuse spike-like heads of flowers. It is met with, near
streams and in wet places, in several parts of England and
on the Continent, and is also extensively cultivated for

the sake of its essential oil in England,^ in several parts

of continental Europe, and in the United States. Yet it

was only recognized as a distinct species late in the 17th
century, when Dr Eales discovered it in Hertfordshire

and pointed it out to Ray, who published it in the second

edition of his Synopsis Stirpinm Britannicaruyn (1696).
The medicinal properties of the plant were speedily recog-

nized, and it was admitted into the London Pharmacopoeia
in 1721, under the name of Mentha pipcritis sapore.

Two varieties are recognized by growers, the one being
known as white and the other as black mint. The former
has purplish and
the latter green

stems ; the leaves

are more coarsely

serrated in the

white. The black

is the variety mora
generally culti-

vat«d, probably

because it is found
to yield more oil,

but that of the

green variety is

considered to have

a more delicate

odour, and obtains

a higher price. •

The green is the

kind chiefly dried

for herbalists
;

it is said to be y^^
of less vigorous

growth than the black. The annual yield of peppermint

oil from all parts of the world has been estimated at

90,000 tt>, but this is probably much below the mark,,

without taking into consideration the Chinese and Japan-

ese oils of peppermint, which, however, are obtained from
a different species of mint.

Peppermint oil varies considerably in commercial value,

that of Mitcham commanding nearly three times the price

of the finest American. The flavour varies to a slight

extent even with particular plots of land, badly drained

ground being known to give unfavourable results both a»

to the quantity and quality of the oil. That of the Japan-

ese and Chinese oil also differs slightly from the English,

and is thus distinguishable by experts. In America the

oil is liable to be injured in flavour by aromatic weeds
which grow freely among the crop, the most troublesome

of these being Erirjeron eanadense, L., and Ereehthitei

hierarifolia, Raf. 'WTien pure the oil i.i nearly colourless-

and has an agreeable odour and powerful aromatic taste,

followed by a sensation of cold when air is drawn into the

mouth. It has a specific gravity of 0-84 to 092, and boils

at 365° Fahr. Mitcham oil, when examined by polarized

light in a column 50 mm. long, deviates from 14°"2 to 10* '7

' Ncur Mitcham in Surrey (il9 .icres in 18G4), Wisbesch iu Cim-
bridjcshire. Market Deepiug in Lmcoln^re (150 acres m 1881), ani
Hitchin iu HerlfoixUlure.

—Mentha FipfnlH. a. Flowering branch ,

,
flower showiDg fonn of caljx teeth.
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to the left, the American 4:°'3. When oil of peppermint is

cooled to 4° C. it sometimes deposits colourless hexagonal

prisms of menthol, CmHjdO, which are soluble in alcohol

and ether, almost insoluble in water, and fusible at 92°

Fahr. The liquid portion of the oil -appears to consist

chiefly of the compound CioHjjO, but it has not been

thoroughly investigated. Oil of peppermint is often adul-

terated with a third part of rectified spirit, which may be

detected by the milkiness produced when the oil is agitated

with, water. • Oil of rosemary and rectified oil of turpen-

tine are sometimes used for the same purpose. If the oil

contains turpentine it will explode with iodine. If quite

pure it dissolves in ita own weight of rectified spirits of

wine. Peppermint oil is

largely distilled at Canton, a

considerable quantity (about

300 rattles annually) being

sent to Bombay, also about

600 catties of menihol. The
exports from Canton in 1883
amounted to about 1200 ib.

The species cultivated in the

neighbourhood of Canton, and

probably at Shanghai also, is

Mentha a>-vensis, var. glahrata.

Peppermint is chiefly culti-

vated in the province '^ of

Keang-so ; and according to

native statements as much as

40 piculs of oil of peppermint

are sent annually to ports on

the coast. In Japan also the

distillation of oil of pepper-

mint forms a considerable
- 1 , ,1 1 . ii'„ i J Fto. 2.

—

Merdha oTVrmis. var. pivtr-
mdustry, the nlant cultivated ^^,„. <^ Flowering branch ; 6,

being M. arvensis, var. piper- ^I'l^ showing form of teeth.

ascens (see Pk. Jour/i. [3] vol. ii. p. 324), of which both a

purplish and a white form appear to bo grown. The oil,

under the na-ie of hahxa no ahura, is exported from Hiogo

and Ozaka, but is said to be frequently adulterated. Since

1872 the peppermint camphor or menthol has been largely

exported in the separate state from Japan to Germany and
Great Britain. The menthol is obtained by subjecting the

oil to a low temperature, when it crystallizes out and is

separated. The two varieties of M. arvensis just named
yield much more menthol than 2f. Piperita. It is re-

niarlxible, however, that the M. arvensii, var. javaniea,

Blume, growing in Ceylon, has not the flavour of pepper-

mint but that of garden mint, while the typical form of

J/, arvensis grown in Great Britain has an odour so

diflerent from peppermint that it has to bo carefully re-

moved from the field lest it should spoil the flavour of the

peppermint oil when the herb is distilled. M. incana,

Willd., cultivated near Bombay as a herb, also possesses

the flavour of peppermint. In the form in which menthol
is imported it bears some resemblance to Epsom salts, with

which it is said to be sometimes adidterated. It is u.sually

not eiiiirely free from the essential oil, and consequently

undergoes purification and recrystallization in Englaiid

and on the Continent. The amount of menthol imported

by a large firm at Leipsic between September 1883 and
April 1884 is staled by them to have been 6330 tt), whib. it

is certain that at least an equal quantity is imported into

England from Yokohama. Although the Japanese pe; per-

mint plant has been imported by a London merchant, no

attempt has as yet been made to cultivate the plant in

order to manufacture menthol in England. Menthol is

now (1884), however, manufactured from M. Piperita in

the United States, where silso M. arvensis, var. piperascens,

U cultivated.

Oil of peppermint is used in medicine as an antispasmodic

for the relief of griping pains in the alimentary canal, to

expel flatulence, to relieve nausea, to hide the taste of

other medicines, and to act as an adjunct to purgatives.

The dose is usually from one to three minims. It forms a

most valuable remedy in diarrhoea, acting as an antiseptic,

and as a stimulant to the circulation, and as an anodyne.

The oil rubbed over the head is used in China to cure sun-

stroke. Menthol has lately come largely into use as a

reraedy for neuralgia, being moulded by heat into the form
of small cones, which are rubbed over the part affected.

A small portion placed on the tongue frequently relieves

he K ache, and catarrh and coryza if placed in the nostril.

The largest consumption of the oil is in the manufacture

of peppermint lozenges.

Tlie following mode of cultivation is adopteJ by Mr HoUanJ,
at Market Deeping. A rich friable soil, retentive of moisture, is

'-"ted, and the ground is well tilled 8 to 10 inches deep. Tho
p»a».-. "-'^nagated in the spring, usually in April and May.
\Vhen they^ i^ shoots from the crop of the previous year havo
aitained a height of about 4 inches they are pulled up and trans-

planted into new soil. They grow vigorously the first year, and
throw out numjrous stolons on the surface ol^ the ground. After

the crop has been removed these are allowed to harden or become
woody, and then farmyard manure is scattered over the field and
ploughed in. In this way the stolons are divided into nu::ierou3

f'eces, and covered with soil before the frost sets in. If the

autumn is wet they are liable to become sodden, and rot, and tho

next crop fails. In the spring the fields are dressed with Peruvian

guano. In new ground the peppermint requires Land-weeding two
or tliree times, as the hoe cannot be used without injury to the

plants. Mcist heavy weather in August is apt to cause the fo)iage

to drop off and leave the stems almost bare. Under these circum-

stances rust (Puccinia Mcnthce) also is liable to attack the plants.

This is prevented to a certain extent by a rope being drawn across

the plants, by two men walking in the furrows, so as to remove
excessive moisture. The average yield of peppermint is about 165
cwt per acre. The first year's crop is always cut with the sickle

to prevent injury to the stolons. The herb of the sccoud and Vhird

year is cut with scythes, and then raked bv women into loose hcapa
ready for carting. The field is then gleaned by boys, who add
what they collect to the heaps. The plants rarely yield a fourth

crop on the same land. The harvest usually commences in tlie

beginning or^ middle of August, or as soon as the plants begin to

flower, and lasts for six weeks, the stills being kept going night

and da}'. The herb is carted direct from the fijld to the stills,

which are made of copper, and contain about 5 cwt. of the herb.

Before putting the peppermint into the still water is poured in to

a depth of about 2 feet, at which height a fal;:e bottom is placed,

and on.this tho herb is thrown and trodden down by men. The
lid, which fits into a water-joint, is then let down by pulleys and
fastened by two bars, any excess of pressure or temperature being

indicated by the water that is ejected at the joint. The distillation

is conducted by the application of direct heat at the lowest pos-

sible temperature, and is continued for about four ;.nd a half hsurs.

When this operation is completed, the lid is removed and a rope is

attached to a book on tho false bottom, which, as well as the herb
resting on it, is raised bodily by a windliss and the peppermint
carried away in the empty carts on their return journey to the fields,

where it is placed in heaps and allowed to rot, being subse-^uently

mixed with the manure applied in the autumn as cbove stated.

At Mitchaai extra payment is given to the reapers to induce

them to keep the mint free from corn mint {Mentha arvensis) and
other herbs, which would injure or spoil the flavour of the oil if

not removed before distillation. The usual yield of oil, if the

season be warm and dry, is said to be 1 oz. from 5 !b of the fresh

flowering herb, but, if wet and unfavourable, the product is barely

half that quantity. Lir Holland estiraates the yield of a charge

of the still r.t from 1 ft 12 oz. to 5 tb. Tho oil improves in mellow-
ness even if kopt as long as ten or fourteen years. The greeu

colour sometimes present in th.^ oil is stated to be due to a quantity

of water larger than necessary hcv'j'g beep used in the distillation
;

on th.^ o:her hand, if the herb be left in the still from Saturday to

ifondcy, the oil assumes a bromi tint.

In France peppermint is cultivated on damp rich ground at Sena,

in the department of the Yonne. In Germany it is grown in tho

neighbourhood of Leipsic, whore the little town of Cclleda produce-s

annually as much as 40,000 cwt. of the herb. In the United
States peppermint is cultivated on a most extensive scale, chiefly

in southern Michigan, the west districts of New York State, and
Ohio. The amount of pepperriint oil nov.- j-roduccd in the United
States has been estimated at 70,00" 'h annually, of which 30,000 n
are exported, &boat two-thirds of iius quantity Iteing produced iu
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1\e\r York State and the remaining cne-tli-rJ in Miohigan. The
yield avenges from 10 to 30 ft per acre. T!ie cultivation of pepper-

mint has recently been extended to the southern States. In Jlichi-

gan the plant was introduced in 1855, and in 1S5S there were about

•2100 acres under cultivation, and 100 distilleries yielding 15,000 "o

jf oil. In ISro one of the best-kuown glowers of New York St-.te

is said to have sent out as much as 57,365 tb. In 1876 the United

States exported to Hamburg 25,810 ft' of peppermmt oil against

14,390 tb sent by Great Britain to the same port. (E. M. H.)

PEPPER TREE. The tree usually so called has no

r^l consanguinity with the true pepper (Piper), but is a

n^ember of the Anacard family known botanically as

Schinus Afo/le or Mulli, the latter epithet representing, it

is said, the Peruvian name of the plant. It is a small tree

with unequally pinnate leaves, the segments Hnear, entire

or finely saw-toothed, the terminal one longer than the

rest, and all filled with volatile oil stored in large cells or

cysts, which are visible to the naked eye and appear like

holes when the leaf is held up to the light. When the

leaves are thrown upon the surface of water the resinous

or oily fluid escapes with such force as violently to agitate

them. The flowers are small, whitish, arranged in terminal

clusters, and polygamous or unisexual, with five sepals, as

many pEi-als, ten stamens (as large as the petals in the ca.se

of the male flower, very small in the female flower, but in

both springing from a cushion-like disk surrounding the

base of the three -celled ovary). The style is simple or

three-cleft, and the fruit a small, globose, jiea-like drupe
"»-ith a bony kernel enclosing a single seed. The fleshy

portion of the fruit has a hot aromatic flavour from the

abundance of the resin it contains, and to this circumstance

the tree probably owes its popular name. The resin is

used for medicinal purposes by the Peruvians, and has
similar properties to mastic. The Japan pepper tree is

Xanthoxylum piperitum, the fruits of which have also a

hot taste. Along the Riviera the tree known as ilelia

Azedarach, or the " Pride of India," a very ornamental tree

with elegant foliage and dense clusters of fragrant lilac

fiowers, is also incorrectly called the pepper tree by visitors.

PEPSIN. See Nutkition, vol. x\u. p. 675 sq.

PEPYS, Samuel (1633-1703), was the fifth chiia of

John Pepys and Margaret (Perkins? Dianj, 17th Septem-
ber 1663), and was born on 23d February 1632/3. His
family was of the middle class, and at this time was in

humble circumstances, his father being a tailor in London,
while an uncle and an aunt, named Perkins, lived in

poverty in the Fens near ^Visbeach; • His father's elder

brother Robert had a small property at Brampton in

Huntingdonshire, and Samuel was at school at Hunting-
don about 16-14. Thence he went to St Paul's, London,
and on 21st June 1650 was entered as a sizar at Trinity

College, Cambridge, but was transferred on 1st October in

the same year to Magdalene, where he became pen sioner

on 4th" March following. On 3d April 1651 be; was
elected scholar on the Spendliiffe foundation, and ('U 4th
October 1653 on that of Dr John Smith. E.xactly a
fortnight afterwards he was admonished by the registrar

before all the fellows in residence for being " scandalously
overserved with drink the night before." His love of

drink, so constantly illustrated in the earlj' pages of his
Diary, would have been a serious drawback to his advance-
ment, had not his love of work and order been a still

stronger impulse. ' The crisis was reached on Sunday, 29ih
September 1661, when he was too drunk to trust himself
to read prayers to the household. After that he makes
resolute vows against wine, which he often breaks, and with
regard to which he displays curious powers of self-deception.

Nothing more i.-. knojvn of Pepys's college career, though
he tells us that he was addicted to writing romances. He
became a moderate classical scholar ; it is, however, a

curious commentary upon the university training of those

days that, after his appointmsnt to the nary board, he is

found busy with the multiplication table, which he .speaks

of as entirely new to him, and of his daily progress in

which he is not a little proud. After this he becomes en-

amoured of arithmetic and teaches his wife the science also.

In October' 1655 Pepys married Elizabeth St Michel,

a girl of fifteen, of great beauty, whose father, a Hugue-
not refugee in England, was at this time in very poor
circumstances. She was a good cook and a good houses

keeper, and was both clever and warm-tempered ; Pepys,

vain, quarrelsome, fussy, and pedantic, was unfitted, save

by a general goodness of heart, to manage a high-spirited

girl ; and the pages of the Diary are full of bickerings and
downright quarrels arising out of trifles, the entries of which,

though often amusing, are as often extremely pathetic.

Pepys and his wife, who were destitute of funds, were
received by Sir Edward Montagu, afterwards earl of

Sandwich, whose mother had married Pepys's grandi'ather.

Pepys probably acted as Montagu's secretary. He was
successfully cut for the stone on 26th March 1657/8, an
anniversary which he always notes with gratitude. In
March 1658/9 he accompanied Montagu and Algernon
Sidney to the Sound on board the "Naseby" (afterwards

the " Charles "). To this he more than once refers as the

beginning of his fortunes. On his return he was employed
as a clerk in the atmy pay-office of the exchequer under
Downing, afterwards Sir George Downing.

In January 1659/60 Pepys began to keep his Diary.

He was at this time living in Axe Yard, ^Yestminster, in

a small house with one servant, on straitened means. On
29th January he can count but X40; his great object is

to get on and to " put money in his purse ; " and by 24th
May 1661 he is worth £500. Political principles ho bad
none, though his personal attachment to James (IL)inakea
him call himself a Tory ; but it is r oticeable that even
before the Restoration he regularly attt nded the Church of

England service carried on by Peter Cunning, afterwards
successively bishop of Chester and C'f Ely. Of active

religious convictions Pepys leaves no trice, but he was ever

a steady church-goer ; and the epithets he applies to the
sermons are very happy in their causticity. In February
he went to Cambridge to settle his brother in his old
college. One side of what was distinctly a coarse-grained
nature is exhibited in an entry during this week, where he
describes himself (as on many other occasions) as " playing
the fool with the lass of the house." His views of women,
indeed, are almost always vulgar ; he was given to clumsy
gallantry, and he was certainly unfaithful to his wife.

In March Montagu gave Pepys the post of secretary to
the generals at sea. \Yhile the fleet lay off the Dutch
coast he made a short journey into Holland. At this time
he secured the favour of the duke of Y'ork; and he retained
it through life. On 2Sth June he became clerk of th.e acts

of the navy, an oflice which Montagu had procured for him
against powerful competition. A salary of a Uttle over
£100 a year, afterwards increased to £350, was attached
to the post, but Pepys had to pay an annuity of £100 to

his predecessor in office. On 23d July he became clerk of

the privy seal, the fees from which, at any rate for a time,

brought him in an additional £3 a day {Diary, 10th
August 1660). In this month he took his M.A. degree.

On 24th September he was sworn in as J.P. for Middlesex,
Essex, Kent, and Southampton. He now lived in Seething
Lane, in front of the navy oiEce, Crutched Friars. In
July 1661, on the death of his uncle, the Brampton estate,

worth £S0 a year, came to his father, and on the latter's

' Pepys himself gives 10th October .is the dito ; the registers of St
Marg.nret's church (Westminster) say that the banns were published
on 19th, 22d, and 29Lh October, and that he w.os married OQ Ist
December. See Xol-r. ind (jMriex, SOth .\ugnst 1SS4.
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deatli in 1680 to Pepys himself. In July 1662 he was

made a younger brother of the Trinity House.

Pepys's untiring industry in ofEce; his prudence, his

unfailing usefulness, nis knowledge of business, which he

was ever diligent to increase, and his general integrity

secured him the greatest confidence at headquarters. As

oarly as August 1662, when placed on the Tangier com-

mission, he had found himself " a very rising man."
_
In

Jlarch 16G4/5 he was made treasurer to the commission,

and received ajo tiie contract for victualling the garrison,

both lucrative appointments ; and in October, through the

influence of Sir W. Coventry, he was further made sur-

veyor-general of the victualling office, a post which he

resigned at the conclusion of the peace. His conduct

during the Great Plague, when, alone of aU the navy board,

he stayed in the city of the dead and carried on the whole

administration of the navy, was admirable. During the

Fire also his readiness and presence of mind were of the

greatest service in staying the conflagration.

In the spring of 1667/8, in the blind rage at the

national disgrace generally termed the miscarriage of

Chatham, the whole navy board were summoned before

the House of Commons to give an account of their con-

duct. Pepys was deputed by his colleagues to conduct

the defence, and he did so with complete success on 5th

March in a speech of three hours' duration, which gained

him groat reputation.

In 1669 the increasing weakness of his eyesight com-

pelled him to discontinue the Diary, his last entry being

on Slst May. What was to us an irremediable misfortune

was to Pepys "almost as much as to see myself go into

the grave." He now took leave of absence and spent some

months in trave-Uing through France and in revisiting

Holland. On the day of his return his wife fell ill, and

died in the early spring, before 3d March 1669/70. In July

1669 Pepys stood as the duke of York's nominee, backed

by the Howard influence, for the borough of Aldborough

in Suff'olk, but was defeated. In November 1670 we find

him engaged in a quarrel with the Swedish resident, which

was likely to have been foUowed by a duel, as Pepys, doubt-

less to hb exceeding comfort (for he was a great coward),

received an order from the king neither to send nor accept

a challenge. In 1672 he was promoted to the secretary-

ship of the admiralty ; and, when James resigned his ofBce

of lord high admiral, Pepys did all the work until the

commission was appointed. He was placed also upon the

nc / commission for Tangier.

In June 1673 he was chosen at a by-ciection, again as

James's nominee, for Castle Rising, a Howard borough, but

a vote of the committee of privileges declared the election

void. Pfpys, on the authority of Sir J. Banks and the

earl of Shaftesbury, was denounced before the House of

Commons as being a Papist; but, when these persons were

called upon, they denied any definite knowledge of the

altar and crucifix which he was charged v/ith having in

his house. The parliament being prorogued, he retained

his seat, and is recorded as speaking on 17th May and

26th October 1675, on the latter occasion against the pro-

posal made, in distnist of the crown, to lodge the money

for the ships in the chamber of London instejid of in the

exchequer; and again on 11th May 1678, iu the debate

on the king's message to quicken supply for the navy,

when he was sharply reproved by Sir B. Howard for

speaking " rather like an admiral than a secretary, ' I ' and
' we,' " an amusing instance of how completely Pepys had

obtained control of the business of the navy and had

identified himself with the work. He was afterwards, in

1678/9, returned for Harwich (see a note on p. 122 of

vol. vi. of Bright's edition of the Diary). In the list,

however, of members of the parliament wiiich met on 6th

JIarch in that year, which is given by the Parliamentary

History (vol. iv. p. 1082), the members for Harwich are

recorded as being Sir Anthony Deane and Sir Thomas
Pepys. An investigation of the records of Harwich leaves

no doubt that the Parliamentary History is wrong upon
this point, and that Pepys did sit for the borough during

this parliament.

On 7th August 1677 Pepys was elected master of the

Clothworkers' Com'jjany, who still possess the silver cup
he gave them on the occasion. He continued to hold the

secretaryship until 1679, when fresh complaints of mis-

carriages in the navy were made before the" House. The
country was then in the throes of the popish terror. Pepys
was accused, on the evidence of one Colonel Scott, an in-

famous character, "a very great vindicator of the Sala^

manca doctor" {Intelligencer, 20th May 16S1), of sending

secret information regarding the English navy to France
{Intelligencer, 23d May 1681), and was again charged with

Ijeing a Papist. On 22d May he was sent, nominally on
the first charge, though really on the second, to th£ Tower,

with his colleague Sir Anthony Deane. As he himself

wrote to James on 6th May, " a papist I must be, whether

I will or no, because favoured by your royal highness."

On 2d June he appeared before the King's Bench, and
was remanded three times, bail being refused by Jones,

the attorney-general. At length Pepys was allowed out

on bail for £30,000. The trial was four times postponed,

in the hope that evidence would be obtained, and at last

on 12th February 1680 he was released only because Scott

refused to swear to his depositions, and no prosecutor ap-

peared, and because his old servant, who had given evidence

against him, being now on his deathbed, confessed that it

was utterly false. This illustrates admirably the wild in-

justice that prevailed during that feverish time.

In April 1680 Pepys attended the king by command to

Newmarket, and there took down in shorthand from his

own mouth the narrative of his escape from AVorcester. His

post had nteantime been abolished, or at £Cny rate the con-

stitution of the navy board changed. We find him writing

to James on 6th May 1679, asking leave to lay down " this,

odious secretarj'ship," and to be placed on the commission

of the navy. James urged his claims upon Charles, but

the imprisonment in the Tower probably put an .end to-

the affair. In May 1682 Pepys accompanied James when
he took the government of Scotland, and while there made
with Colonel Lcggo a tour of the chief towns. In tlie

autumn of 1683 he sailed with the same Colonel Legge,

then Lord Dartmouth, on the expedition to destroy the

fortifications of Tangier, though not aware when he started

of the object of the oxpoditiou. Thy ships reached Tangier-

.oa Friday, 14th September, Here he stayed, with the

exception of a short visit to Spain, until 5th March and

arrived in London on 6th April.

On his return Pepys was again made secretary to the

admiralty. In this same year (1684) he was elected pre-

sident of the Royal Society. At the coronation of James

II. he figured as one of the barons of the Cinque Ports

;

and he sat in James's parliament for his old seat of Har-

wich along with his former coUeague Sir Anthony Deane,

—a fact which illustrates how completely the crown had

regained possession of political power in the boroughs.

He lost both his seat and his secretaryship at the Revolu-

tion, though he was consulted on navy matters to the time

of his death. Having been rejected at Har.vich in the

new elections, he tried in vain to find anc'her seat. His

wcll-lcnown intimacy with and regard for J^aies made him

a special object of suspicion to the Government, and in

1C90, in common with others suspectcJ for similar reasons,

though without cause, he was ^iidd-^nly arr;^stcd and sent

to the Gato House, but was almost immedia.tely released.
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ISv October, on bail (see Tiis letter, Bright, vol. vi. p. 169).

He IS, however, cfraid of fresh attacks as late as Easter

1692 (Letter to Evelyn, Bright, vi. p. 173). It was about

this time that he published his long-intended Memoirs of

tht A'avy. He gave, as in former years, great attention to

tho govcrnaient of Christ's Hospital, and especially to the

ina.ieraaiicsJ foundation ; and he was concerned with the

establishmer^t of Sir William Boreman's mathematical

school at Greenwich. He was, too, a benefactor of his old

school of St Paul's, and of Magdalene College.

In the spring of 1700, being very 'ill with the breaking

out of the wound caused by the operation of ) 658, he

removed to the house of his eld clerk William Hewer, at

Clapham, and, agsinst the urgent advice of his doctors

(Bright, Preface), gave himself up to indefatigable study,

feeling that his health was restored by the change. He
himself, however, on 7th August J 700, wrote in a charm-

ing letter ^ that he was doing "nothing that will bear

laming, and yet I am not, I think, idle; for who can,

ihat has so much of past and to come to think on as

T. have ? And thinking, I take it, is working." And he

ipcaks of himself in September as making several country

(icursions. He y/as, immediately after this, confined

intirely to the house with his old disease Oi stone, and
'jTaduaUy failed. He bore his long and acute sufferings

^th extreme fortitude, and died, in reduced circumstances

(though he claimed a balance of £28,007 2= lj\i against

ihe crown), on 26th May 1703. He was buried by the side

(i his ^vife in St Olave's, Crutched Friars, London, on 5th

June. His library of 3000 volumes, which he had collected

vrith much labour and sacrifice, and which he would not

allow to be divided, was bequeathed to Magdalene College.

The last fact to be recorded of Pepys iz- that on 16th

li'irch 1884, two centuries after his official employment,
•a monument was unveDed in the church where he was
b iried to the " Clerk of the Acts and Seroiary to the

Admiralty" (Times, 19th March 1884).
The importance of Pepys's Diary, historically speaking, may be

iummed ap by saying that without it the history of the court of

Charles II. could not have been written. "We do not, it is true,

gain from it any inforniatioa as to what was going on in the
country. Utterly destitTite of imagination or political knowledge,
Pepys could only record the sights and the gossip that were evident
to dlL It is l^cause he did record these, without hesitation or
concealment, that from his Diary we can understand the brilliancy
and wickedness of the court, as well as the social state and daily
life of the bourgeois class. Viewed in another light, it is unique
as the record of a mind formed of inconsistencies. To him espcci-

^ally would his own motto apply, "Mens cujusque, is est quisque."
Prjbity in word and iGte^ity in office, along with self-confessed
niindacity and fraud ; modesty, with inordinate self-conceit ; inde-
pendence of mind, with the vulgarest striving after and exultation
at the marks of respect which he receives as he rises in the world,
;und at little advantages gained over others; higb-mindedncas,
with sordid spite ; dignity, with buffoonery ; strong common sense,
with great superstition ; kindness, nith brutality ; the eager pursuit
of money, with liberality in spending it,— sucli are a few of the
more obvious contrasts. He gained his reputation by fair moans,
and yet was willing enough to lie in order to increase it ; he practised
extreme respectability of deportment before the world, while he wor-
shipped the most abandoned of Charles's mistresses, and now and
-again gave loose rein to his own very indifferent morals ; and he
-combined with courage amid difficulties and devotion to duty in
the face of almost certain death a personal poltroonery to v.-hich

fow men would care to confess. The best tribute to him as a man
is that in his later years Evel;.-n became his firm and intimate
friend, and that he died amid universal respect.

Authorltiet.—Diary {Brig'hVs editian ; ccmDared with which other editions
•re of slight value); Rev. J. Smith, UU, Jo-jrnals, and Correspondence o/Pepvs
a841); Parliavigntary Bis'orv, vol. iv.; journals ojthe Horist cfCcmmons ; Evelyn,
Viorv ; Wneatley, Samjut Pept/t and tltc World ht Lttcd in (ISSO) ; and articles
,a various magatincs snd reviews.

, (Q. a,) .

PERA. See Cosstamtinople, vol. vi. p. 306.
PER^A. See Gflead, vol. x. p. 595.
PERAK. See Mai,ay Peninsitla, vol. xv. p. 320 sq.,

nd Straits Settlements.
^ He carried on an active correspondeiice with '"terary friends,

imong them being Dryiien, Sloane, and Evelyn.

PERCEVAL, AMAifD-PiKKRE OiCWT?.- w (1795-18711,

Orientr.list, was born at Paris, where his father v-'as pro-

fessor of Arabic in the College de France, on 1 3th January
1795. In 1814 he went to Constantinop!-: as a student
interpreter, and afterwards travelled in Asiatic Turkey,
spending a year with the Maronites in the Lebanon, and
nnally becoming dragoman at Aleppo. Returning to Paris,

he became professor of vulgar Arabic in the school of

living Oriental languages in 1821, and also professor of

Arabic in the College de France in 1833. In 1849 he
was elected to the Academy of Inscriptions. " He died at

Paris during the siege, 15th January 1871, regretted not
only for his ripe scholarship but for the gentleness and
modesty of a character which represented the best features

of the old school of French savants.

Caussin de Perceval published a useful Orammaire Ardbe vulgaire,
which passed through several editions (4th ed. 1858), and edited
and enlarged Bocthor's Dictionnaire Frani^ais-Arabc (3d ed. 186^)

;

but his great reputation rests almost entirely on one book, the
Essai sur I'kiiloin dcs Arabcc (3 vols., Paris, \&iT-ic:), in which
the nativctraditions as to the early history of the Arabs, down to
the death of Mohammed and the complete subjection of .all the
tribes to Islam, are brought together with wonderful industry and
set forth with much learning and lucidity. One of the principal
^IS. sources used is the great KitUb al-Aghdny, which has -since

been published in Egypt ; but no publication of texts can deprive
the Essai, which is now unhappily very scarce, of its value as a
trustworthy guide through a tangled mass of tradition.

PERCEVAL, Spencer (1762-1812), prime minister of

England from 1809 to 1812, was the second son of John,
second earl of Egmont, and was born in Audley Square, Lon-
don; in November 1762. He was educated at Harrow and at

Trinity College, Cambridge, where he graduated M.A. in

1781. He was called to the bar at Lincoln's Inn in 1786.
A very able speech in connexion with a famous forgery

case having drawn attention to his talents, his success was
from that time rapid, and he was soon regarded as the
leading counsel on the Midland circuit. Entering parlia-

ment for Northampton ia April 1796, he distinguished

himself by his speeches in support of thj administration

of Pitt. In 1801, on the formation of the Addington
administration, he was appointed solicitor-general, and ia

1802 he became attorney-general. An ardent opponent
of Catholic emancipation, he delivered in 1807 a speech
on the subject which helped to give the deathblow to the

Grenville administration, upon which he became chancellor

of the exchequer under the duke of Portland, whom in

1 809 he succeeded in the premiership. Notwithstanding
that he had the assistance in the cabinet of no statesman
of the first rank, he succeeded in retaining office till he
was shot by an assassin, perhaps a madman, named Bel-

lingham, in the lobby of the House of Commons, 11th
May 1812. Perceval wiU be chiefly remembered for his

strenuous opposition to Catholic emancipation, an opposi-
tion due to a conscientious dread of the political evils that
might result from it. He was a vigorous debater, specially

excelling in replies, in which his thorough mastery of all

the details of his subject gave him a great advantage.
PERCH {Perca flumatUis), a freshwater fish generally

distributed over Europe, northera Asia, and North America,
and so well known as to have been selected for the type of
an entire family of spiay-rayod fishes, the Percidee, which
is represented in European freshwaters by several other
fishes such as the pope (Acerina cernua) and the pike-perch
(Lucioperca). It inhabits rivers as well as lakes, but
thrives best in waters with a depth of not less than 3
feet ; in large deep lakes it frequently-desoends to depths
of 50 fathoms and more. It occurs in Scandinavia as far

north as the 69 th parallel, but does not extend to Iceland

or -any of the islands north of Europe. In the Alps it

ascends to an altitude of 4000 fo=t.

The shape of its body is well proportioned, but va&ny

XVin. — 66
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variations occur, some specimens being singularly higli-

backed, others low and long-bodied ; sometimes such Taria-

tibns are local, and Agassiz and other naturalists at one

time thought it possible to distinguish two species of the

commou perch of Europe; there are not even sufficient

grounds, however, for separating specifically the North-

American form, which in the majority of ichthyoiogical

works is described as Perca fiavesceks. The brilliant and

The Perch, Pcrca /luviatilis.

striking colours of the perch render it easily recognizable

even at a distance. A rich greenish-brown, with goWen
refiesions covers the back and sides, which are ornamented

•B-ith five or seven dark cross-ljands. A large black spot

occupies the merabranel between the last spines of the

dorsal fin; and the ventral, anal, and lower p?.rt of the

caudal are bright venmiiion. In the large peaty lakes of

north Germany a beautiful variety is not uncommon, in

which the golden tinge prcvaib, as' in a gold-fish

The perch is strictly carnivorous and most voracioi'-s

;

it wanders about in small sho?Js within a certain district,

playing sad havoc among small fiches, and is therefore

not to be tolerated in waters where valuable fry 'a culti-

vated. Perch of three pounds in weight ^-e not unfrc-

quently caught in suitable localities ; one of five would

now be regarded as an extraordinarily large specimen,

although in older works we read of individuals exceeding

even that weight.

Perch are good wtiolesome fooa, and highly esteemed

in inland countries where marine fish can be obtained only

with difSculty. The nearly allied pike-perch is one of

the best European food-fishes. The perch is exceedingly

prolific; it begins to spawn when three years old, in April

or in the first half of May, depositing the ova, which are

united by a viscid matter in lengthened or net-shaped

bauds, on water plants.

PERCIV^Uj, James Gates (1795-1856), an American

writer of many-sideH activity, but clii?{ly remembered by

his verses, was bom at Berlin, Connecticut, on 15'.h Sep-

tember 1795, and studied at Yale, graduating in 1815,

and taking a medical degree in 1820. His life v.-as

straitened by poverty and divided among a. variety of

occupations. He was by turns an army suigeon, professor

of chemistry at West Point, a recruiting surgeon ."•.t Boston,

geological surveyor of Connecticut (writing a li^pyrt pub-

lished in 1842), and State geologist of Wisconsin, where

he died at Hazel Green, 2d May 1856. The interval™, of

these employments were filled up with literary work of a

miscellaneous kind. An edition of his collected poems

appeared at Boston in 1859 (2 vols. 8vo). Some of his

miscellaneous and patriotic verses hold a high place in

American poetry.

PERCY. This family, whose deeds are so prominent

in English hktory, claimed descent from one Manfred de

Perci, who was said to have come out of Denmark into

Normandy before the adventure of the famous Eollo. But

it is more certain that two brothers, William and Serlo de

Percy, came into England with William the Conqueror,

who endowed his namesake the elder with vast possessions
'•^ Hampshire, Lincolnshire, and Yorkshire, among which

were Topclitfe in the North Riding and Spofforth in the

West Riding, the pricciTial seats of the family for many
ages afterwards. This William .deserves special notice

besides, since he refounded the noble abbey of Whitby,
which had. -been destroyed by the Danes,^obt.aiuing a

grant of the lordship from Hugh, earl of Chester. Yet
his piety would seem to have been of a rather unsteadfast

character, for, having endowed ' the abbey with tertain

lands, he resumed them in order to reward a faithful

dependant, tm his brother Serlo, the abbot, complained

to King William, and caused him to inake restitution.

The family, however, did not really descend in a. direct

male line from this William ; for in.the reign of Henry II.

his male descendants became eitinct, and the inheritance

was divided for a time' between two sisters, though by
failure of issue of one of them it was reunited in the nest

generation.- Agnes, the sister from whom all the subse-

quent Percies were descended, accepted as her husband
JosceKne, a son of GeQiJ'rey,.dukG of Louvain, on the ex^

press condition thsit he and his posterity should bear the

surname of Percy, and assume the'arms of her family, re-

linquishing their own. This Josceline was a brother of

Adelais or Alice of Louvain, the second queen of Henry I.,

and by an aiTangement with his sister, confirmed by Henry
n. when .duke of Normandy, he became possessed of the

honour of Pctvrcrth in Sussex. He was also castellan at

Arundel, and held several other important posts in the

south of England. His son Richard and Richard's son

WiUiam were among the barons who rose in arms against

John and Henry IIL respectively ; but the grandson made
his peace with his sovereign, and had his lands restored

to him. It should be remarked, however, as a feature of

the times, that Richard de Percy was not the eldest but

the youngest son of Josceline, and that, according to

modem notions, he w.'is really a usurper, who occupied

the inheritance of a nephew; his right, however, passed

undisputed. He was one of the twenty-five barons ap-

pointed to enforce the observance of Magna Charta.

The" next important member of the family is Henry de

Percy, whom Edward I., after the deposition of John
Baliol, appointed governor of Galloway, and who was one

of his most active agents in the subjugation of Scotland,

till the success of Robert Bnice drove him out of Turn"berry

Castle, and made him withdraw into England. He wis

rev.-arded by Edward II. with the barren title of earl of

Carrick, declared to be forfeited by the Scottish hero ; and
the same king appointed him 'governor of the castles of

Bamborough and Scarborough. But he himself made his

position strong in the north of England by purchasing

lands from Anthony Beck, bishop of Durham, among which

was the honour of Alnwick, the principal seat of the family

ever since. His son, another Henry, took part in the

league against Edward II. 's favourites the Despensers, v.-as

in favour with Edward III., and obtained from Edward
Baliol as king of Scotland grants of Lochmaben, Annan-
dale, and Moffatdale, which he siirrendered to the English

king for the castle and constableship of Jedburgh or Jed-

worth, with the forest of Jedworth and some neighbouring

towns. A few years later, in fuller recompense of the

unprofitable gift of Baliol, a grant of 500 marks a year

was made to him out of the old customs at Berwick ; and
in 1340 he did splendid service to his sovereign by defeat-

ing and taking prisoner David, king of Scotland, at the

battle of Neville's Cross.

To him succeeded another Henry Percy, a feudal baron

like his predecessors, who fought at Crecy during his

father's lifetime ; and to him another Henry, who was

made earl ofNorthumberland at the coronation of Richard

II. It may be remarked incidentally that the succession

of the name of Henry in this family is altogether cxiraor-

dinary. For three generations before this Urst earl o£
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Xorthumberland, and for five different descents afler liim

(making altogether a period of 233 years), the head of the

liouse invariably was a Henry. Such a remarkable con-

tinuance of a single Christian name would have been less

surprising in later and more peaceful times, when we might

reasonably have expected the eldest born to succeed his

father quietlj- through many generations. But the first

four earls of this family were all slain in battle or in civil

tumult, and the heir-apparent of the first, a Henry like

the rest, was cut off in the same way during his father's

lifetime. Was it that the incessant activity due to Border

raids and moonlight expeditions created in these men a

physical vigour of constitution which protected them to a

large extent against disease and infirmity t

The first earl of Northumberland, certainly, had lea a

busy life enough, not only on the Borders but elsewhere.

He had been in the French wars of Edward III. ; he had
been at times a warden of the marches against Scotland, or

a commissioner to treat for peace with that country. He
had ravaged the lands of the earl of Dunbar and had won
Berwick. Powerful in the south as well as in the north,

he was the Lord Henry Percy who protected Wiekliffe

when cited before the archbishop at St Paul's. As earl

of Northumberland he exhibited his independence of

Kichard II. in a way characteristic of a northern baron.

Sent for to court, he neglected to come, was disgraced and

banished, and thereupon fled to Scotland. He repaired to

Henry of Lancaster soon after his landing at Eavenspur,

and helped treacherously to decoy Richard II. into his

hands at Conway. Naturally he received great honour

from Henry aft«r he had become king. He v.as made
constable of England for life, and received a gift of the

Isle of Man and a number of important ofSces in Cheshire,

Wales, and the borders of Scotland. He was even appointed

one of the commissioners for the marriage of the king's

daughter Blanche with Louis, duke of Bavaria ; and for the

first three years of the reign both he and his family seemed

'aishful to the new dynasty which they had greatly helped

io establish. In 1402 he and his brave son Henry, the

celebrated Hotsp^ir, won the battle of Hornildon Hill and
took the earl of Douglas prisoner. But immediately

afterwards Harry Hotspur, .whose character is so well

known through Shakespeare's play of Henry the Fourth,

resenting the king's injustice to his brother-in-law, Sir

Edmund Mortimer, who had been taken prisoner by the

Welsh, and whom Henry, for reasons of policy, declined to

ransom, entered into a league vdih Owen Glecdower, in

whose custody Mortimer was. for a combined war a^fainst

the king

The whole family of the Percies seem to have feit .uat

their services to Henry of Lancaster were ill requited. Th*
carl himself joined the conspiracy. His brother Thomas
Percy, earl of Worcester (so created by Richard II.), stood

also to all appearance in high favour with the king, who
had entrusted him with the care of his son Henry, prince

of Wales. But he suddenly left the court and joined his

nephew in the north, both sending forth proclamations

and raising the country. The rebellion was crushed in the

battle of Shrewsbury (140.3), in which Hotspur was slain,

and the earl of Worcester was beheaded just after the fight,

while Northumberland was marching southwairds to join

with them. Having taken no active part in the movement,
the earl pretended that he had really been going to assist

the king, and had wished to avert hostilities. He after-

wards went peaceably to the king at York, and was placed

in custody ; but such was his power and influence that

next year he was acquitted of treason in full parliament,

and had all his honours and possessions restored to him.

.\11 confidence, however, between him and the king was at

an end, and in 1405 he joined the insurrection of Arch-

bishop Scrope, who, after being beneaded as a rebel, was
venerated as a martyr over the whole north of England.

Then he fled to Scotland, afterwards to Wales, and in the

end, returrfiug to his own country, perished in a new
rebellion at Bramham Moor.

The title and estates Were thus forfeited. But, by an

act no less gracious*- than politic, Henry V. restored them
to this earl's grandson, then a prisoner with the Scots,

whose liberation he had no difficulty in prociu-irig from the

duke of Albany during the time of James I.'s captivity.

From that day the loyalty of the family to the house of

Lancaster was steadfast and undeviating. Tlie second earl

died fighting for Henry VI. at the first battle of St Albans

in 1455 ; the third was slain in the bloody field of Towton

(1461); the foiu-th was killed in quelling an insurrection

in the time of Henry VII. So strong was the Lancastrian

feeling of the family that even Sir Ralph Percy, a brother

of the earl who fell at Towton, though he had actually

submitted once to Edward IV., turned again, and when he

fell at Hedgley Moor consoled himself with the thought that

he had, as he phrased it, "saved the bird in h:^ bosom."

No wonder, then, that in Edward IV.'s days the title

and estates of the family were for a time take a away and

given to Lord Montagu, brother of Warwick the king-

maker. But the north was so accustomed to the rule of

the Percies that in a few years Edward saw the necessity

of restoring them, and did so even at the cost of alienating

still further the powerful family of the Nevilles, who were

then already on the point of rebellion.

A crisis occurred in the fortunes of the family in the

reign of Henry VIII. on the death of the sixth earl, whose

two brothers, much against his will, had taken part in the

great insurrection called the " Pilgrimage of Grace." A
thriftless man, of whom it is recorded that in his youth he

was smitten with the charms of Anne Boleyn, but was forced

to give her up and marry a woman he did not love, he

died childless, after selling many of the family estates and

granting the others to the king. The title was forfeited,

and was granted by Edward VI. to the ambitious Dudley,

earl of Warwick, who was attainted in the succeeding reign.

It was restored in the days of Queen Elizabeth to Thomas
Percy, who, being a staunch Catholic, was one of the three

earls who took the lead in the celebrated "Rising in the

North," and was beheaded at York. His brother Henry,

who succeeded him, "was no less unhappy. Involved in

Throgmorton's conspiracy, he was committed tc- the Tower,

and was supposed to have shot himself in bed with a pistol

found beside him ; but there were grave suspicions that it

had been discharged by another hand. His sDn, the next

earl, suffered Like his two predecessors for hit attachment

to the religion of his forefathers. The crcwn lawyers

sought in vain to implicate him in the Gunpowder Plot

;

but he was imprisoned for fifteen years in th; Tower and

compelled to pay a fine of £30,000. The son who next

succeeded was a Parliamentary general in ths Civil War.

At length, in 1G70, the male line of this illustrious family

became extinct, just five hundre'' years after the marriage

of Agnes de Percy with Josceline of Louvain.

Not one of the English noble houses is so distinguished

as the Percies throughout the whole range of English

history. It is remarkable alike^or its long unbroken li-'e,

its high achievements, its general culture of arts and of

letters. Pre-eminent also, as remarked by Sir Harris

Nicolas, for its alHances among the peerage, it continues

to this day, though represented once mo;e by a female

branch. "The present dukedom of Nortl umberland was-

created in 1766 in the family of Smithsoa, who assumed,

the name of Percy and have borne it (:ver since.
_

Sir

Hugh Smithson, who became the first duke, married a

granddaughtei of a daughter of the last earl. (j. GA.)
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PERCY, Thomas (1729-1811), bishop of Dromore, the

editor of the Percy Beliqna, was born at Bridgnorth loth

April 1729 and baptized at St Leonard's Church 29th

April. His father, Arthur Lowe Percy, a grocer by trcde,

lived in a large house at the bottom of the street called

" The Cartway," and acquired sufficient means to send his

son who had received the rudiments of his education at

Bridgnorth grammar-school, to Christ Church, Oxford, in

1746! He graduated in 1750 and proceeded M.A. in

1753. In the latter year he was appointed to the vicarage

of Easton ilaudit, Northamptonshire, and three years later

instituted to the rectory of Wilby in the same county,

benefices which he retained until 1782. On the 2-tth of

April 1759 Percy was married at Desborough, North-

amptonshire, to Anne, daughter of Barton Gutteridge.

During his residence in the delightful but secluded neigh-

bourhood of -Easton Maudit most of the literary work for

which he is now remembered—including the lieliques—
was completed. When his name became famous through

his publications he complied with the request of the duke

and duchess of Northumberland that ho would reside

with them as their domestic chaplain, and was tempted

into the belief that he belonged to the iUostrious house of

Percy. Through this connexion he became dean of

Carhsle in 1778 and bishop of Dromore in Ireland in

1782, from which date he was a constant resident in his

adopted country. His wife predecea^d him at Dromore

Palace, 30th December 1808; the good bishop, blind but

otherwise in sound health, lived until 30th September 1811;

both of them- were bui:ied in the transept which he added

to Dromore Cathedral.

For many yeai-s Dr Percy entbusirsl-'cajy laboured in the fields

of literature..' He translated the Song of Scilomon and published a

key to the New Testament, a work often reprinted; he edited poetry

from the Icelanoic language and translated Mallet's Northern Aiili-

quitks. His reprint of The Household Book of the Earl of Korthum-

bcrland in 1512 is of the greatest value for the illustrations of

domestic life iu England at that period. But all of these works

are of little estimation when compared with the Bcliques of Ancient

English Poetni, a publication which has entranced successive gen-

erations of schoolboys and students since its first appearance in

February 1765. It was based on an old manuscript collection of

poetry, but, unfortunately for the editor's peace of mind, it was

modernized iu style, a circumstance which exposed him to the

sneers and suspicions of Rit3on. The work as originally issued by

Percy has been re-edited by many British antiquaries, '-'hilst selec-

tions have becn-issued for boys and girls, and the manuscript on

which he worked has been edited in its complete form by J. W.
Hales and F. J. FurnivalL The bishop was possessed of great

poetic feeling. His ballad of "The Hermit of Warkworth" was

too simple lor. the austere taste of Dr Johnson, but it has always

and deservedly been popular; and his song now generally known
as "0 Nanny, wilt tnou gang wi' me?" is a universal favourite,

from its own merits as well as from the musical Ktting of an

Irishman called Thomas Carter. The greater part of the seventh

volume of Nichols's fliiistrationa of the Literary History of the

ISth C^nlunj is filled with Bishop Percy's corresjwndence.

PERDICCAS, son of Orontes, a distinguished Jlace-

donian general under Philip and Alexander the Great,

and regent of the empire from the death of the latter till

he perished in a mutiny in 321 B.C. See M-4.cedonian

Empire" vol. xv. p. 142, and Persia, infra, p. 585.

The same name was borne by three kings of Macedonia :

Pet.diccas I., whom Herodotus calls the founder of the

.monarchy of Macedon ; Pekdiccas II., the enemy of Athens

in the Peloponnesian ^yar (died c. 414 B.C.); and Pekdiccas

III. (died 359 B.C.).

PEREKOP, ^ to^-n of European Russia, in the Crimea,

CO miles south-east of Kherson on the isthmus which con-

nects the peninsula vnth the continent, and, as its name
(perekop, a cutting) indicates, commanding the onco de-

fensive ditch and dyke which cross from the Black Sea to

the Sivash lagoon. It was formerly an importa'nt place,

with a great transit trade in salt (obtained from the great

salt lakes of the immediate neighbourhood), which occupied

so large a place in popular estimation that the Tatars of

the Crimea vrere usually styled the " Perekop horde " and
thuir khans the " Perekop khans." Since the opening of

the railway route to the Crimea it has greatly decline 1.

In 18G5 the population of Perekop and its mercantile

Suburb (Armyanskii Bazar, 3 miles to the south) was only

4927, and the number has slightly decreased since.

In ancient times the isthmus was crossed (about 1 \ miles south
of the present to\vn) by a ditch which gave the name of Taphros to
a Greek" settlement. 'This line of defence having fallen into dccav,
a fort was erected and a new ditch and dyke constructed in the 15th
century by Mengli Girai and his son and successor Sahib Girai.
The fort, known as Kapu or Or-Kapi, became the nucleus of the
town. In 1736 Perekop was captured by Field-Marshnl T.Iimnich,
and in 170S by Field-Marshal Lascy, who blew up the fort and de-
stroyed a great part of the dyke. In 1754 tlie fort was rebuilt by
Krim Girai ; but the-Greek and Armenian inhabitants of Perekop
)>referred to form a new settlement at Armyanskii Bazar (Armenian
Market). Captured by the Russians in 1771, the town pa.ssed into
Russian possession with the rest of the Crimea in 1783.

PEREYASLAFy, a town of European Russia, in the
Poltava government, 175 miles west-north-west of Poltava,

at the junction of the Trubezh and the Alta, which reach

tho Dnieper 5 miles lower down at the town's .port, the

village of Andrushi. . Besides the town proper there are

three considerable suburbs. Though founded in 993 (by

Vladimir Svyatoslavitch in memory of his signal success

over the Petchenegs), Pereyaslaff has now few remains

.of antiquity; while the original erection of some of the

churches goes back for many hundred years (that of the

Assumption, f.7., to 1010), the actual buildings are not

older than the 1 7th century. The town has trade in grain,

salt, cattle, and horses, and some manufactures— tallow,

wax, tobacco, <tc. The population was 10,835 in 186-5

and 9300 in 1870.
From 1054 Pereyaslaff was the chief town of a principality which

passed from one prince to another of the Msiislavitches, Vladimir-
ovitchcs, and Olgovitches. As a southern outj^ost it often figures

in the 11th, 12th, and 13th centuries; in later times it was one
of the great centres of the Cossack movement ; and in 1628 the
neighbourhi)od of tho town -was the scene of t'.ic extermination of
the Polish forces known as "Taras's Ni^ht." It was by the treaty

of Pereyaslaff that in 1654 Bogdan Khmyelnitzkii and the Cossacks
acknowledged the supremacy of Alexis. At that time the town
contained from 25,000 to 30,000 inhabitants.

PEREYASLA^^i, or Pekeslavx (called Zalyesskii, or
" Beyond the Forest," to distinguish it from the older town
in Poltava after which it weis named), ig one of the earliest

and most interesting cities in north-west Russia, situated

in Vladimir government, 87 mileo east of Moscow on the

road to Yaroslavl, and on both banks of the Trubezh near

its entrance into Lake Pieshtcheevo. Pereyaslavl was
formerly remarkable for the number and importance of its

ecclesiastical foundations (there were in 1764 no fewer

than eleven monasteries in the town and neighbourhood,

and the churches about the same period numbered thirty-

seven). Among those still standing are the 12th-century

cathedral of the Transfiguration (with ancient Vr-all-paint-

ings and the graves of Demctriuc, son of Alexander Nev-

skii, and other princes), and the church of the Birth of John
the Baptist, founded by Euphrosyne, wife of Demetrius

Donskii, in the close of the 14 th century. It is by its

extensive cotton manufactures (the spinning factory alone

empioj-ing 1700 hands and proda'.cing to the annual value

of JS195,000) that Pereyailavl is now best known through-

out Russia ; and it also manufr.cturcs linen, leather, and

tobacco, liie fisheries on the lake (20 square miles in

extent and 175 feet deep) have long been of great value.

The population was 6253 in 1864, 7210 in 1870, and
8700 in 1880.

Foiin'fed in 1152 by Yurgli (George) Tladimirovitcli Do'.goruki,

prince. of Suzdal, Perey.aslavl soon began to plav a considerable

part. in the history of tho country. From 11 35' till 1302 it had
princes of-its own ; and the princes of Moscow, to whom it was

then bequeathed, kept it (apart frota some temporary alienations
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in the nth century) as part of theii patrimony throughont the

15th anJ 16th centuries. The town enjoyed a great many privi-

leges, and in return was bound to furnish the court with fish. Its

eartiK'u walls, from 20 to 50 leet in height and 7260 feet in circuit,

nniaiucd til! 17D9. Lake Fleshtcheevo was the scene of Peter the

Great's tirst attempts at creating a lieet.

PEREZ, Antonio (c. 1540-1611), for some years the

favourite minister of Philip II. of Spain and afterwards

for many more the object of his unrelenting hostility, was

by birth an Aragonese. His reputed father, Gonzalo Perez,

an ecclesiastic, has some place in history as having been

secretary both to Charles V. and to Philip II., and in' litera-

ture as author of a Spanish translation of the Odyssey {La
UJyxea de Romero, Antwerp, 1556). Antonio Perez, who
was legitimated by an imperial diploma issued at Valladolid

in 1542, was, however, believed by many to be in reality

the son of the well-known Ruy Gromez, prince of Eboli, to

whom, on the completion of a liberal education at home
and abroad, he appears at least to have owed his first

introduction to a diplomatic career. In 1567 he became
one of the secretaries of state, receiving also about the

same time the lucrative appointment of protonotary of

Sicily, and in 1573 the death of Buy Gomez himself made
room for Perez's promotion to be head of the "despacho uni-

versal," or private bureau, from which Philip attempted to

govern by assiduous correspondence the affairs of his vast

dominions. Another of the king's secretaries at this time,

though in a less confidential relation, was a friend and
contemporary of Perez, named Juan de Escovedo, who,

however, after the fall of Tunis in 1574, was sent oS' to

supersede Juan de Soto as secretary and adviser of Don
John of Austria, thus leaving Perez without a rival. Some
time after Don John's appointment to the governorship

of the Netherlands Perez accidentally became cognizant of

his inconveniently ambitious "empresa de Inglaterra," in

which he was to rescue Mary queen of Scots, marry her,

and so ascend the throne of England. This secret scheme

the faithful secretary at once carried to Philii), who char-

acteristically resolved to meet it by quietly removing his

brother's aider and abettor. With the king's full cognizance,

accordingly, Perez, after several unsuccessful attempts to

poison Kcovedo, succeeded in procuring his assassination

in a street of Madrid on 31st March 1578. The imme-
diate effect was to raise Perez higher than ever in the royal

confidence and favour, but, wary though the secretary had
been, he had not succeeded in obliterating all trace of his

connexion vdth the crime, and very soon a prosecution

was set on foot by the representatives of the murdered

man. For a time Philip was both willing and able to

protect hb accomplice, but ultimately he appears to have

listened to those who, whether truly or falsely, were con-

tinually suggesting that Perez had had motives of his

own, arising out of his relations with the princess of Eboli,

for compassing the assassination of Don John's secretary

;

be this as it may, from trjmg to screen Perez the king came
to be the secret instigator of those who sought his ruin.

The process, as such matters often are in Spain, was a

slow one, and it was not until 1589 that Perez, after more
than one arrest and imprisonment on a variety of charges,

seemed on the eve of being convicted and condemned as

the murderer of Escovedo. At this juncture he succeeded

in making iis escape from prison in Castile into Aragon,

where, under the ancient " fueros " of the kingdom he

could claim a public trial in open court, and so bring into

requisition the documentary evidence he possessed of the

king's complicity in the deed. This did not suit Philip,

who, although he instituted a process in the supreme tri-

bunal of Aragon, speedily abandoned it and caused Perez

to be attacked from another side, the charge of heresy

being now preferred, arising out of certain reckless and even

blasphemous expressions Perez had used in connexion with

his troubles in Castile. But all attempts to remove the

accused from the civil prison in S«.ragossa to that of the

Inquisition raised popular tuiaulls, which in the end led to

Perez's escape across the Pyrenees, but unfortunately also

furnished Philip with a pretext for sending an army into

Aragon and suppressing the ancient " fueros " altogether

(1591). From the court of Catherine de Bcarbon, at Pau,
where he was weU received, Perez passed to that of Henry
rV. of France, and both there and in England his talents

and diplomatic e:j;perience, as well as hb well-grounded

enmity to Philip, secured him much popularity. \Vhilc in

England he became the " intimate coach-ccmpanion and
bed-companion " of Francis Bacon, and was also much in

the society of the earl of Essex. The peace of Vervins in

1598 greatly, reduced his apparent importance abroad, and
Perez now tried to obtain the pardon of Philip III., that

he might rettuii to his native country. His efforts, how-
ever, proved vain, and he died in comparative obscurity in

Parb on 3d November 1611. Some years afterwards his

wife and family were relieved from the ban of the Inquisi-

tion, under which, along with himself, they had been laid.

Perez's earliest publication was a email quarto, dedicated to the
earl of Esser, written and apparently printed in England abont
1594, entitled Pedazos de i/'wforia, ' and professedly published at
Leon. A Dutch translation appeared in 1594, and in 1598 he pub-
lished his Helacioius, including the Memorial del Hecho dc sii Caiisa,

drawn up in 1590, and many of liis letters. The Paris edition is

dedicated to Henry IV., but apparently another issue was inscribed

to the pope. Both dedications are given in the fullest reprint,

that of Geneva (1654), which includes a collection of ''apliorisms"
culled from the author's writings. The literary performances of

Perez owe their importance almost exclusively to the fascination

of his personal narrative, which, however, gi\'*:s no ,^eat impres-
sion of simplicity and straightforwardness ; tlie letters, though
admittedly models of idiomatic Castiliau, are somewhat tedious

reading. Much has recently been done, by JliTnet (Jnloyiio Perez
el Philippe ir., 1845, 4th ed., 1874) and by Froude ("An Unsolved
Historical Riddle," Nineteenth Cent., 1883) among others, towards
the elucidation of various difficult points in Perez's somewhat per-

plexing stor}'.

PERFUMERY is the art of raanip'aUting odoriferou.'^

substances for the gratification of the sense of smell.

Perfumes may be divided into two clashes, the first of

which includes all primitive or simple odoriferoui bodies

derived from the animal or vegetable kingdom, as well as

the definite chemical compotmds s;jecially manufactured,

while the second comprises the vario'os " bouquets " or
" melanges " made by blending two or more of the fore-

going in varying proportions;—toilet powders, dentifrices,

sachets, and the like. To the former cla'ss belong (1) the

animal products, ambergris, castor, civet, musk; (2)

essential oils (more properly called attars), mostly procured

by distillation
; (3) the philicome butters or oils, which

are either solid or liquid fats charged with odours by
the processes of inflowering or maceration

; (4) the odori-

ferous gum -resins or balsams which exuds naturally or

from wounds in the trunks of various trees and shrubs,

such as benzoin, opoponax, peru, tolu, storax. myrrh
; (5)

a few chemical bodies, similar in odour to oi' identical in

odoriferous active principle with certain plants, e.g., nitro-

benzol, called attar of mirbane or false almond, vanillin

or methyl-protocatechuic aldehyde, coumarin or coumaric

anhydride, and a few others. Ammonia and acetic acid

are used respectively as smelling salts and in the prepara-

tion of aromatic vinegar, but can scarcely be considered as

perfumes. The second class contains the endless combina-

tion of tinctures for scenting the handkerchief sold under

fancy names which may or may not afford a clue to their

composition, such as "comCdie fran^aise," " (AW. de senteur,"

"eau de Cologne," "lavendre ambrie," " blumengeist."

These are sometimes made upon a quasi scientific basis,

namely, that of the odophone or gamut of odours of the

late Dr Septimus Piesse. Their number! may be almost
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infinite; one large firm in London is known to manufacture

several hundreds.

Sources -and Commercial Values.—For the sources of the

various animal perfumes the reader is referred to the

articles Ameergeis ' (vol i. p. 660), Beaver- (vol. iii. p.

476), CiTET^ (vol. V. p. 796), and MrsK< (vol xvii. p. lOS).

The sources of the attar.3 are the different parts of the

plants which yield them,—the wood (lign aloe, santal,

cedar), the bark (cinnamon, cascarilla), the leaves (patch-

ouli, bay, thyme), . the flowers (rose, lavender, orange-

blossom), the fruit (nutmeg, citron), or the seeds (caraway,

almond). Some plants yield more than one, such as lemon

and bergamot. They are mostly obtained by distilling

with ivater that part of the plant in which they are con-

tained : but some few, as those from the rind of bergamot
(from Citrus bergamia), lemon (citron zeste, from C.

Zimonum), lime (C. Litnetta), by "expression." The outer

layer of the cortex is rasped off from the unripe fruits, the

raspings placed in a canvas bag, and squeezed in a screw

or hydraulic press. The attars so obtained are separated

from the admixed water by a tap-funnel, and are then

filtered (see Oils, Essestlvl, vol. xvii. p. 748). Certain

flowers, such as jasmine, tuberose, violet, cassia, either do
not yield their attars by distillation at all, or do it so

sparingly as not to admit of its collection for commercial

purposes; and sometimes the attar, as in the case of orange

(neroli), has an odour quite different from that of the fresh

blossoms. In these cases the odours are secured by the

proces.>es of inflowering (enfleurage), or by maceration.

Both depend upon the remarkable property which fats

t.nd oils possess of absorbing odours. The former process

has already been described in the article Jasmine (voL

xiii. p. 595). Maceration consists in soaking the flowers

in heated fat ; in due time they are strained off and re-

placed by fresh ones, as in the enfleurage process. The
whole of the necessary meltings and heatings of the per-

fumed greases are effected by means of water-baths,

whereby the temperature is kept from rising too high.

For the manufacture of perfumes for the handkerchief

the greases now known as pomades, butters, or philocomes

are treated with rectified spirit of wine 60° overproof, i.e.,

containing as much as 95 per cent, of absolute alcohol by
volume, which practically completely abstracts the odour.

The gum-resins have been employed as perfumes from

the earliest ages > manyare referred to in the Old Testament

;

see LICENSE (vol. xii. p. 718) and Feaxki>-ce>"se (voL ix.

p. 709). They are largely used in the manuf''.cture of

perfumes, both for burning as pastilles, ribbon of Bruges,

incenses, &c., and in tinctures, to which they impart their

characteristic odours, affording, at the same time, a certain

fixity to other perfumes of a more fleeting nature when
mixed with them. The chemical perfumes are relatively

new. Vanillin, the odoriferous principle of vanilla
(
V.

plani/olia), was first artificially prepared by Tielman and
Hermann in Germany, who obtained it from the sap of

certain kinds of fir, and established its composition. Their

research was afterwards remarkably verified by Dr C. R.
-older Wright, who prepared it from crude opium. It is a

pale straw-yellow crystalline substance, smelling exactly

like vanilla, and said to be forty times stronger. Its value

commercially is about 233. per oz. Coumarin, the odori-

ferous principle of Tonquin beans (Dipterix odoraia), is

aUo artificially prepared. In appearance it rescmbko
vatuUin, and ia valued at 9s. per oz. Some similar bodies

with fancy names, such as " hemerooalle," "bromelia,"
" aub^pine," are in the market, but have scarcely yet found

* The present (1884) value of ambergris ia about 903. per oz.

* The present value of castoreum is about 32d. per lb.

' its price is about 9s. per oz.

* Average value about £5 per oz.

their way into the perfume manufactory. >7!tro-benzo!,

before mentioned, is employed only for imparting an
almond-like odour to inferior soaps. The various com-
pound ethers called artificial fruit essences, from their

resemblance to the odours of certain fruits (jargonelle pear,

pine-apple, plum, ic), find no place in perfumery, though
largely used in confectionery for flavouring.

As before stated, the bouquets constituting the second
class of perfumes are but alcoholic solutions, i.e., tinctu">s

of some of the foregoing blended together in various pi..

portions, of which the follo^-ing well-known recipes are
examples :

—

"Roudeletia."
Kxt. Vanilla ; 2 pints.

„ Musk 1

„ Civet 1

Attar Rose 1 oz.

,, Mitcham Lavender 1 ,,

"Bouquet du RoL"
Ert. Xeroli 2 pints,

,, Rose 2 ,,

,, Musk J „
,, Vanilla \ „

Attar Rose 1 drnm.

Thi Odophone.—The late Dr Septimus Piesse endeavoured to
show that a certain scale or gamut existed amongst odours as
amongst sounds, taking the sharp smells to correspond with high
notes and the heavy smells with low. He illustrated the idea by
classifying some fifty odours in this manner, making each to corre-

spond with a certain note, one-half in each clef, and extending
aboTe and below the lines. For-example, treble clef note £ (4tn
space) corresponds with Portugal (orange), note D (1st space below
clef) with violet, note F (4th space above cleQ with ambergris.

It is readily noticed in practice that ambergris is much sharper in

smell. (higher) than violet, while Portugal is intermediate. He
asserted that properly to constitute a bouquet the odours to be
taken should correspond in the gamut like the notes of a musical
chord,— one false note among the odours as among the music
destroj'ing the harmony. Thus on his odo'phone, santal, geranium,
acacia, orangs-flower, camphor, corresponding with C (bass 2d line

below), C (bass 2d space), E (treble 1st line), G (treble 2d line), C
(treble 3d space), constitute the bouquet of chord C.

Otk^r Branches of Perfumery.—For the preparation of scented

soaps two methods are in use ; both start with a basis either of fine

yellow soap (which owes its odour and colour to the presence of

resin), or of curd scap (which is hard, v.-hitc, and odourless, and is

prepared witliout resin). In one process the soap is melted by super-

heated steam, and while still hot and semi-iluid mixed by means of

a T-shaped stirrer of wood with iron cross-bar, technically called a
" crutch," with the attars and colouring matter. It is th«.n removed
from the melting pan to a rectangular iron mould or box, the sides

of which can be removed by unscrewing the tie-rods which hold
them in position ; when cold the mass is cut into slabs and bars

with a tbm brass wire. In the other or cold process the soap is

first cut into chips or shavings by a plane or " chipping machine,'^

then the colouring matters arc added and thoroughly incorporated

by passing the soap between granite rollers driven by steam-power

;

the tinted coap emerges in a continuous sheet but little thicker

than paper. The attars are then added, and after standing for

about twelve hours the soap is again sent through the polling

machine. It is next transferred to a bar-forming machine, which
consists of an Archimedean screw i\-ith tapering thread revolving in

a box ; the soap in sheets is roughly squeezed through a hopper over

the widest threads of the screw and is forced; as this revolves, towards
the distant end of the box, to an opening of the required size,

through w-hich it emerges in a continuous bar almost as hard as

wood. Soap thus worked contains less than 10 per cent cf water

;

that prepared by melting contains 20 and even 30 per cent The
amount of attars added depends upon the nature of the perfume,

and amounts usually to about 7 or 8 per cent The finest soaps

are always manufactured by the cold j.rccecs. Toiict poicders are

of various sorts. They consist of rice-starch or whe?.t-starch, with
po-»Tdered orris-root in varying proportions, and with or without
the addition of oxide of zinc, oxide of bismuth, or French chalk.

The constituent powders, after the addition of the attars, are

thoroughly incorporated and mixed by sifting throu^jh a fine sieve,

Violet powder for the nursery should consist entirely of powdtred
violet root {Iris fiorentina), from the odour of which the i»owd« ia

named. It is of a yellowish tint, soft, and pleasant to the touch.

The white common so-called "violet po'.vdcrs" consist of starck

only scented with attar of bergamot, nnd are in every sense

inlorior. Tooth potcdcrs consist lor the most part of mixtures of

powdered orris-root with precipitated chalk, and some other con-

stituent destined to particularize it as to properties or fiavoor, sucii

as charcoal, iinely-pulvcrizcd pumice, quassia, sugar, camphor, &c
The perfume of the contained orris-roct is modified, if required, by
the addition of a little of some attar. Tcjth j>aslcs are not much in

vogue; they are formed of the same constitucntsas the powders, and
are worked into a r^ste by the addition of z little honey or glucose-
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srnip. v.*h:ch substances are usually believed ultimately to have an

iiqurious effect on the teeth. Fer/um^ sa^hcL'i consist cither of a

iK>wder composed of a mixture of vanilla, musk, Tonquiii beans, kc,
one or other predominating as i^uircJ, contained in an ornamental

silk sac ; or of some of the foregoing substances spread upon card

or chamois leather or flannel after being made into a paste with

mucilage and a little glycerin. When drj* the card so prepared is

daintily covered with various party-coloured silks for sale. Where
the ingredients employed in their manufacture are of good quality

these cards, known as "peau d'Espagne " sachets, retain their odour

unimpaired for years.

Adulterations.—There is, as might be expected, considerable

scope for the adulteration of the *' matieres premieres " employed in

perlumery, and it is to be stated with regret that many unscrupulous

dealers avail themselves of the facilities offered for this dishonourable

practice. Thus, in the case of musk, the "pods "are freuuently found

to bo partially emptied of the grain, which has been replaced by hide

or skin, while the vreight has been increased by the introduction of

lead, kc. In other instances the fraud consists in the admixture
of refuse grain, from which the odour has been exhausted with
spirit, with dried blood, and similar substances, whilst pungency is

secured by the addition of carbonate of ammonia. Attar of rose is

diluted down with attar of- Palma rosa, a variety of geranium of

only & quarter or a cfth of the %"aluc. The main adulterant of all

the attars, however, is castor oil. This is a bland neutral body,

practically odourless, and completely soluble in alcohol ; it therefore

presi?nts all the reijuisites for the purpose. Its detection is difficnlt

even by chemical analysis, which is obviously inapplicable in most
instances ; the safeguard of the purchaser is the "knowledge resulting

from experience.

Statistics.—In Europe, flower-farming for perfumery purposes is

almost exclusively confined to that triangular portion of the valley

of the Var (France) which has Grasse for its apex and the Mediter-

ranean shore between Nice and Cannes for its base, with an area of

about 115,000 English acres. It is here that the jasmine, tuberose,

cassia, rose, and \-iolet grow to such perfection, and that the processes

of cnfleurago and maceration are commercially worked. Subjoined
is an estimate ^ of the weight of flowers annually employed.
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tnere. Two tributaries of the Caicus, named Selinus and
Cetius, flowed through cr near the city. The ancient

name ia still preserved under the form " Bergamo.''

The exoavatioas conducted by the f russian Government at Pr-
gamum undec the direction of Humaun and Eohn have disclosed

many of the buildings vrith which the acropolis was adorned, tlie

temples of Athena and Augustus, the Stoa, &c., have recovered

great part of the frieze on the alta.r of Zeus, and have given materials

of every kind for the elucidation of Pergamenian history and Greek
antiquities generally, vhich it will take years to classify and place

before tlie public (see the preliminary reports published by Conze,

Bohn, and Huraann).

_ PERGOLESI (or Pehgolese), Giovanki Battista
(1710-1736), Italian musical composer, was born at Jesj,

Ancona, 3d January 1710, and educated at Naples in

the Conscrvatorio dei Poveri di Gesu Cristo, wlieie he
studied the violin under Domenico de Matteis, and cottn-

terpoint under Gaetano Greco, Durante, and' Francesco

Peo, While learning all he could from these great

teachers he struck out from the very first a style of hia

own, and brought it prominently forward in his earliest

known composition, an oratorio, called La Conversione

di S. Gnglielmo, performed in the church of S. Aguello

in 1731, in which year he also produced his first opera,

Sallustia, at the Teatro Fiorentino. After receiving fur-

ther instruction from Vinci he produced another opera,

Recimiro, which failed lamentably. This disappointment

led him to devote his chief attention to church music ; and
his next great works—two masses, one for two and the

other for four choirs, with double orchestra—established

his reputation as a genius of the highest order, and proved

that he was at least as great in his newly-adopted style as

in his dramatic pieces. Nevertheless, the greatest success

that he was ever destined to attain was reserved for his

celebrated intermezzo'—or, aswe should now call it, operetta—La Serva Padrona. This delightful work, fairly success-

ful on the occasion of its first production in 1731 or 1733,

became after Pergo'esi's death a recognized favourite at

every theatre of importance in Europe. In 1746 it found

its way to Paris, and had a long run at the Th^^tre Italien,

followed in 1752 by an equally successful one at the

Acadimie. Two years later it was translated into French,

and ran for 150 successive nights. As late as 1867 it was
revived in this form at the Opera Comique ; and in 1873

it was revived in London at the Royalty Theatre. The
libretto by Nelli is unusually bright and sparkling ; and

so fresh is the music that it still sounds as if composed but

yesterday. In this characteristic, indeed, lies the secret of

its extraordinary success, for the scale on which it is written

is of the smallest imaginable dimensions. The dramatis

personam consist of three characters only, one of them being

mute, and the orchestra is limited entirely to the stringed

band, unrelieved by a single wind instrument. But the

fire of genius breathes in every bar, and the whole work
has the character of a continuous inspiration.

In 1734 Pergolesi was appointed maestro di cappella at

Lorcto. Soon after this his health began to fail rapidly,

but he worked on incessantly to the end. His last com-

positions were a cantata for a single voice, Orfeo ed Euri-

dice ; a lovely Salve Eegina, also for a single voice ; and

his famous Stahat Motor, for two female voices. For this

last-named work—the best known of all his sacred com-

positions—he received in advance ten ducats (£1 15s.),

and thought the price enormous. He was barely able to

finish it before his death, which took place at Pozzuoli,

16th March 1736.

Pcrgolesi's works comprise fourteen operas and intermezzi, nine-

teen sacred compositions, and many charming pieces of chamber
music,—a long list, when one remembers that he died at the age of

*iH years and 3 moaths. The purity of his stylo has not been ex-

^ A light buffo piece, the acts of which were interpolated, for the

cake of relief, between those of a serious oporo.

ceeded by any composer of the Italian school ; and in his orchestra*
effects and other points of little less importance ho shows hinicif
immensely in advance of all his predecessors.

PESIANDEE was born about 665 B.C. and succeeded
his father Cypselus as despot of Corinth in 025 B.C. His
rule appears to have been at first mild and beneficent, but
evil advice or domestic calamity converted him into a cruel

tyrant. There runs a well-known story that he sent to

ask the advice of Thrasybulus, tyrant of Miletus, who, in-

stead of replying, walked with the messenger through a
cornfield and struck off r.3 he walked the tallest and fairest

of the ears. Periander took the hint, and proceeded to

extei-minate the most eminent of his subjects.' Whatever
the cause, there seems no reason to doubt that the latter

part of the despot's life was darkened: by crime. Goaded
by the slanders of concubines, he murdered his beloved wife

Melissa, daughter of Procles, tyrant of Epidaurus, and then,

in a fit of remorse, burned the slanderers alive.^ The
murder of his wife alienated from the tyrant the affection

of his favourite sen Lycophron, whom, failing to move
either by rigovu- or blandishments, he banished to Corcyra,

then a dependency of Corinth. At last, enfeebled by age,

PeriandeT offered to resign the tyranny to his son and to

retire himself to Corcyra ; but the prospect alarmed the

Corc3Teans, and they put Lycophron to death. The tyrant

took his revenge by sending three hundred of the noblest

Corcyrean youths to Alyattes, king of Lydio, to be made
eunuchs of ; they were rescued, however, by the Samians.

Periander did not long survive his son ; lie fell into a deep
despondency, and died either of grief or by violence volun-

tarily incurred in 585 B.C., at the age of eighty.

The accounts of Periander's character are at first sight discrepant.

One writer (Heraclides) describes him as just and moderate, an enemy
of vice and luxury, which he severely rcpiessed. But more com-
monly he appears as cruel and oppressive. He surrounded himself

witli ft body-guard, and, according to Aristotle, reduced tyranny to

a system by putting dowu eminent and aspiring citizens, impover-
ishing the rich, maintaining spies, and sowing distrust between
classes and individuals. His costly offerings to the gods drained
the resources, while his public works and constant wars taxed the

energies and distracted the attention of the citizens. The privilege

of settling in Corinth was placed by him under certain restrictions.

On the other hand, he not only patronized literature in the person
of the poet Arion but was himself the author of a collection of moral
ma.xims in 2000 verses. His reputation for wisdom stood so high
tl'.at he was commonly reckoned amongst the seven wise men,
though some, as Plato, denied his claim. Amongst the wars to

which he owed his military fame v/ere successful expeditions against

Epidaurus and Corcyra. He built a fleet and scoured the seas

on both sides of the isthmus, through which it is said that he
meditated cutting a canal. To him were due the Greek colonies

of Apollonia, Anactorium, and Leucas. On the whole, Periander

would appear to have been one of those brilliant despots whose
personal vices have not destroyed their literary and artistic sense, and
who by their abilities have raised the states which they governed

to a h'gh pitch of outward prosperity and power. Certain it is

that with the close of his dynasty, which happened a few years

after his death, when his successor Psammeticnus perished in a

popular rising, the golden aj^e of Corinthian history came to an end.

Theie was another Periander, tyrant of Ambracia, said to have
been a relative of the tyrant of Corinth. He was deposed by the
people, probably not long after the death of the latter.

The chief authorities for the life of Periander are Herodotus (iii. 48-53

;

v. 92), Aristotle {Pol., v. 11, 12), Heraclides PonticuF (v.X Kicol. Damasc.
(59, 60), Diog. Laert, (i. 7). The letters in Diogenes ascribed to Periaoder are

no doubt spurious.

^ In Aristotle's version of the story the rOles of Periander and
Thrasybuius are reversed.

^ The relations of Periander to his dead wife form the subject of a
curious tale. It is said that he got a necromancer to call up the spirit

of ifelissa (as Saul called up Saraiiel), in order to question her about

a hidjden treasure, just as people in Wurtemberg used to call up ghosts

in churchyards for a similar purpose. But the ghost refused to answer.
" For, " said she, " I am cold ; I cannot wear the g.arments laid in my
grave, because they have not been burned." So Periander called to-

gether all the women of Corinth in their beet attire as for a festival,

stripped thera, and burned' their g.-.rments on the grave of his wife,

that her ghost might not go naked, Simihir to this is the stcry in

Lucian of the ghost of a dead wife appearing to her husband and

begging hira to find and bum one of hsr gclJcn sandals which had fallen

underneath the chest and co had not been burned with the other.
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PERICLES, a great Athenian statesman, and one of

the most remarkable men of antiquity, was the son of

Xanthippus, who commanded the Greeks at the battle of

Mycale in 479 b.c. By his mother Agariste, niece of

CUsthenes, who refonned the democracy at Athens after

the expulsion of the Pisistratidte, he was connected both

with the old princely line of Sicyon and with the. great

but unfortunate house of the Alemaeonidse.* The date of

his birth is unknown, but his youth must have fallen in

the stirring times of the great Persian war. From his

friendship with the poet Anacreon, his father would seem

to have been a man of taste, and as he stood in relations

of hospitality to the Spartan kings his house was no doubt

a political as well as literary centre. Pericles received the

best education which the age could supply. For masters

he had Pythoclides and the distinguished musician Damon,
who infused into his music lessons a tincture of philosophy,

whereby he incurred the- suspicions of the vulgar, and

received the honour of ostracism.- Pericles listened also

to the subtle dialectics of the Eleatic Zeno. But the man
who swayed him most deeply and permanently was the

philosopher Anaxagoras. The influence of the speculative

genius and dignified and gentle character of the philosopher

who resigned his property that he might turn his thoughts

mora< steadily to heaven, which he called his tome, and
who begged as his last honour that the school-children

might have a holiday on the day he died, can be traced

alike in the intellectual breadth and the elevated moral
tone of the pupU, in his superiority to vulgar superstitions,

and in the unruffled serenity which he preserved through-

out the storms of political life.' It was probably the

grand manner of Pericles even more than his eloquence

that won him the surname of Olympian Zeus.* In his

youth he distinguished himself in the field, but eschewed
politics, fearing, it is said, the suspicions which might be
excited in the populace not only by his wealth, high birth,

and powerful friends, but by the striking resemblance to

the tyrant Pisistratus which old men traced in his personal

appearance, musical voice, and flowing speech. But, when
the banishment of Themistocles^ and the death of Aristides

had somewhat cleared the political stage, Pericles came
forward as the champion of the democratic or progressive

party, in opposition to Cimon, the leader of the aristocratic

or conservative party. The two leaders diS'ered hardly less

than their policies. Both indeed were men of aristocratic

birth and temper, honourable, brave, and generous, faith-

ful and laborious in the service of Athens. But Cimon
was a true sailor, blunt, jovial, freehanded, who sang a
capital song, and was always equally ready to drink or

fight, to whose artless mind (he was innocent of even a
smattering of letters*) the barrack-room life of the bar-

barous Spartans seemed the type of htmian perfectibility,

and whose simple programme was summed up in the

' Herod., vi 131.
= Pliit.,i"«r.,4; cp.Plato,Xa<:to,pp.l80,19",200,aodi2y).,400,424.
* If the statement reported by Diogenes Laertius (ii. 3, 7), that

Anaxagoras spent thirty years at Athens, is correct, he probably arrived
there about 462, and Pericles must have reached maturity before he
met him (see Zeller, Dii Philosopkie der Griechtn^ i. p. 865 sq. ).

* It is said that once, when Pericles was transacting business in

public, a low fellow railed at him all day long, and at nightfall dogged
him to his house, reviling him in the foulest language. Pericles took
no notice of him till he reached his own door, when he bade one of
the servants take a torch and light the man home.

' Variously placed in 476 (Kriiger), 471 (ainton), and 470 (Cur-
tins). Considerable divergence of opinion prevails as to the dates of
most events between the Second Persian War and the outbreak of the
Peloponnesiao War (sec Piersou, in PhUologui, 1869 ; Classen's Thucy-
dides, book i. Anh.). Pericles, who died in 429, is said to have had
a public life of forty years ; hence he probably began to take part in
politics about 469.

* Pint, dm,, 4. It is amusing to read of this stout old salt sitting in
vdgment on the respective merits of ^schylus and Sophocles (iJ., 8).
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maxim "fight the Persians." Naturally the new ideas of

political progress and intellectual development had no

place in his honest head ; naturally he was a sturdy sup-

porter of the good old times of which, to the popular

mind, he was the best embodiment. Pericles, grave,

studious, reserved, was himself penetrated by those ideas

of progress and culture which he undertook to convert into

political and social realities
;
philosophy was his recrea-

tion ; during the whole course of his political career he
never accepted but once an invitation to dinner, and he
was never to be seen walking except between his house

and the popular assembly and senate-house. He husbanded

his patrimony and regulated his domestic affairs with rigid

economy that he might escape both the temptation and
susJ)icion of enriching himself at the public expense.

The steps by which he rose to the commanding position

which he occupied in later life cannot be traced with cer-

tainty. According to Plutarch, Pericles, whose fortune

did not allow him to imitate the profuse hospitality by
which Cimon endeared himself to the people, sought to

outbid him by a lavish distribution of the public moneys
among the poorer classes ; this device was suggested to

him by Damonides, says Plutarch on the authority of

Aristotle. We may doubt the motive alleged by Plutarch,

but we cannot doubt the fact that Pericles did extend, if

not originate, the practice of distributing large sums among
the citizens either as gratuities or as payment for services

rendered,—a practice which afterward attained most mis-

chievous proportions. According to Plato {Gorgias, 515
E), it was a common saying that Pericles, by the system of

paymentswhichhe introduced, had corrupted the Athenians,

rendering them idle, cowardly, talkative, and avaricious.

It was Pericles who introduced the payment of jurymen,

and, as there were 6000 of them told off annually for duty,

of whom a great part sat daily, the disbursement from the

treasury was great, while the poor and idle were encouraged

to live at the public expense. But the pajTnent for

attendance on the public assembly or parliament (of which
all citizens of mature age were members), though probably

suggested by the payment of the jurymen, was not intro-

duced by Pericles, and indeed does not seem to have
existed during his lifetime.^ It was he who instituted

the payment of the citizens for military service,^—

a

measure but for which the Athenians would probably not
have prolonged the Peloponnesian War as they did, and
in particular would not have been so ready to embark on
the fatal Sicilian expedition. There was more justifica-

tion, perhaps, for the practice, originated by Pericles, of

supplying the poorer citizens from the public treasury

with the price of admission to the theatre. For in an
age when the study of the poets formed a chief element

of education, and when the great dramas of jEschyhis,

Sophocles, and Eiu-ipides were being put on the stage in

all their freshness, such a measure may almost be regarded

as a state provision for the education of the citizens. It

was part of the policy of Pericles at once to educate and
delight the people by numerous and splendid festivals,

processions, and shows. But the good was mixed with
seeds of evil, which took root and spread, till, in the days
of Demosthenes, the money which should have been spent

in fighting the enemies of Athens was squandered in

spectacles and pageants. The Spectacular Fund or Theori-

kon has been called Ae cancer of Athens. Vast sums
were further spent by Pericles in adorning the city with

those buildings which even in their ruins are the wonder
of the world. Amongst these were the Parthenon, or

Temple of the Virgin (Athene), and the Erechtheum,

' See Boeckh, Staalshaushattung der Athater, i.'p. 320; Curtiua^

Oneck. Gescli., ii. pp. 227, 842.
^ Ulpiau ou Dema>ith., vepl ffvwd^., 50 A, ap. Boeckli, i. 377.
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both on the Acropolis, thef^rmer completed in 438,^ the

latter left unfinished at Pericles's death ; the magnificent

Propylcea or vestibule to the Acropolis, built -137-432 ; and

the Odeum or music-hall, on the south-eastern slope of the

Acropolis, completed before 444. The musical contests

instituted by Pericles, and for which he himself laid down
the rules and acted as judge, took place in the Odeum.

Many, artists and architects were entrusted with the

execution of these graat works, but under the direction of

the master-mind of Phidias, sculptor, architect, painter,

—

the Michelangelo of antiquity. But Pericles fortified as

well as beautified Athens. It had been the policy of

Themistocles to make her primarily a naval and commercial

power, and to do so he strengthened the marine, and gave

to the city as far as possible the advantages of an insular

situation by means of fortifications, which rendered both

it and its port (the Pir^us) impregnable on the land side.

By thus basing the Athenian state on commerce instead of,

like Solon, on agriculture,- he at the same time transferred

the political predominance to the democratic or progressive

party, which is as naturally recruited from a commercial

as a conservative or aristocratic party is from an agricul-

tural population. This policy was fully accepted and
carried out by Pericles. It was in his time and probably

by his advice that the Long Walls were built, which, con-

necting Athens with Piraeus, converted the capital and its

seaport into one vast fortress.' Further, in order to traiu

the Athenians in seamanship, he kept a fleet of sixty ships

at sea eight months out of every year. The expenses

entailed by these great schemes were chiefly defrayed by
the annual tribute, which the confederates of Athens

originally furnished for the purpose of waging war against

Persia, but which Athens, as head of the league, subse-

quently applied to her own purposes. If, as seems prob-

able, the transference of the treasury of the league from

Delos to Athens, which sealed the conversion of the

Athenian headship into an empire, took place between

4G0 and 454, the step was probably suggested or supported

by Pericles, and at all events he managed the fund after

its transference.* But, though the diversion of the fund

from its original purpose probably did not begin with

Pericles, yet, once established, he maintained it unwaver-

ingly. The Athenians, he held, fulfilled the trust committed

to them by defending their allies against all comers, and the

tribute (increased during his administration from 460 to

600 talents annually) was their wages, whiclTit was their

right and privilege to expend in works which by employ-

ing labour and stimulating commerce were a present benefit,

and by their beauty would be "a joy for ever." That

Athens ruled by force, that her empire was in fact a

* The date of the commencement of the Parthenon is variously put

at Hi (Leake), 454 (Michaelis), ami 460 (Wachsmnth). From an

ioscriptiou it would seem that the building of the t^ple extended at

Igast as far back as 44". See Curtius, Gr. GcscA., ii. p. 852.

' Solon's classification of the citizens for political purposes rested

*xclusively on the possession of cultivated land.

* There were three of these walls, of which the northern (to Pirseus)

anil the southern (to Phalerum) were completed after the battle of

(Enophyta (Thucyd., 1. lOS) in 456. The foundation of these two walls

Ecems to have been laid by Cimon (Plut., dm., 13) about 462. See

Leake's Topography of Athens^ i. p. 424. Some scholars, relying on

.in interpretation of Thucydides (i. 107, 108), suppose that these walls

were begun in one year and finished in the next. But considering the

length of the walls (8 miles) and their massiveness (as shown 1^ their

remains) thia seems quite impossible. The middle wall, which ran

parallel to the northern' wall and at no great distance from it, was
built Uter (it was not began before 449, An'locides, He pact aim Laoed.,

7, and the progress was slow, Plut., Per., 13), and there is no doubt
that Pericles advised its construction (Plato, Gorgins, 455 E). The
wall to Phalerum seems afterwards to have fallen into decay,' and

the middle wall then went by the name of the southern, and it and

the northern were known as the Long Walls (Harpocration, s.v. Sta

fifffov Tcixoi^ ; Leake, i. p. 427).
* Justin, iii. 6, 4 ; Diod., lii. 38 ; Cnrtius, Or. Gtsc/i., ii. 168, 837..

tyranny, he fully admitted, but he justified that tyranny i

by the high and glorious ends which it subserved.^
\

The rise of Pericles to power, though it cannot be
followed step by step, has an obvious and sufiicient explana-
tion in his combined wisdom and eloquence. Plato traces

his eloquence largely to the influence of Anaxagoras , in-

tercourse with that philosopher (he says) filled the mind
of Pericles with lofty speculations and a true conception
of the nature of intelligence, and hence his oratory possessed

the intellectual grandeur and artistic finish characteristic

of the highest eloquence (P/ixdrus, 270 A). The range
and compass of his rhetoric were wonderful, extending from
the most winning persuasion to the most oveswhelming
denunciation. The comic poets of the day, in general very
unfriendly to him, speak with admiration of his oratory :

" greatest of Grecian tongues," says Cratinus; " persuasion

sat on his lips, such was his charm," and. " he alone of the

orators left his sting in his hearers," says Eupolis ; "he
lightened, he thundered," says Aristophanes. His speeches

were prepared with conscientious care ; before rising to

speak he used to pray that no inappropriate word might
fall from his Ups." He left n» wTitten speeches," but the

few sa)-ings of his svhich have come down to us reveal a
passionate imagination such as breathes in the fragments

of Sappho. Thus, in speaking of those who had died in

war, he said that the youth had perished . from the city

like the spring from the year.^ He called the hostile

island of jEgina " the eye-sore of the Piraeus," and declared

that he saw war " lowering from Peloponnesus." Three

of his speeches have been reported by Thucydides, who
may have heard them, but, though their substance may
be correctly recorded, in passing through the mediiun of

the historian's dispassionate mind they have been shorn of

the orator's imaginative glow, and io their cold iron logic

are hardly to be distinguished from the other speeches in

Thuojdides. An exception to this is the speech which

Thucydides reports as having been delivered by Pericles

over the slain in the first year of the Peloponnesian War.
This speech stands quite apart from the others ; and as

well in particular touches (e.g., the sajing that " the grave

of great men is the world "
) as in its whole tenor we catch

the ring of a great orator, such as Thucydides with all his

genius was not. It is probably a fairly close report of the

speech actually delivered by Pericles.

The first public appearance of Pericles of which we
have record probably fell about 463. AVhen Cimon, on
his return from the expedition to Thasos, was tried on

the utterly improbable charge of having been bribed by
the Macedonian king to betray the interests of Athens,

Pericles was appointed by the people to assist in conduct-

ing the prosecution ; but, more perhaps from a conviction

of the innocence of the accused than, as was said, in com-

pliance with the entreaties of Cimon's sister Elpinice, he

did not press the charge, and Cimon was acquitted. Not
lon^ afterwards Pericles struck a blow at the conservative

' Cp. Thucyd., i. 143, and fi. 63, 64 ; Plut., Per., 12.

' Compare the story in Plutarch (De ediic puer,, 9), that on one

occasion, though repeatedly called on by the people to speak, he

declined to do so, saying that he was unprepared.

' Plut., Per., 8. In the time of Cicero there were some writings

bearing his name (Brutus, 7, 27 ; De Or, ii. 22, 93), but they were

no doubt spurious. Cp. Quintilian, iii. 1, 12 ; lii. 2, 22 and 10, 49.

' Cope (on Aristotle, P.heloric, i. 7, 34) denies that Pericles was

the author of the saying. Hiii only plausible ground is that a similai

sajing is attributed to Gelon by Herodotus (viL 162). But from the

clumsy way in which the simile is there applied it has all the appear-

ance of beiug borrowed, and Herodotus, who long survived Pericles,

may have borrowed it from him. It is more open to question whether

the simile oceurred in the funeral speech delivered at the close of th«

Samian War, or in that during the Peloponnesian War, but the former

is more probable. In Thucydides's report of the latter speech th«

siinile does not occur.
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perty By attaekitfg tie Areopagus, 3 C0un::l composed of

iife-members who had worthily discharged the duties of

archon. The nature of the functions of the Areopagus at

this period is but ^ttle known ; it seems to have had a

general supervision over the 'magistrates, the popular

assembly, and the citizens, and to have exercised this

supervision in an eminently conservative spirit. It sat

also as a court for the trial of certtJn crimes, especially

murder. Pericles seems to have deprived it of nearly ail

its functions, except its jurisdiction in cases of murder.'

The poet jEschylus composed his Eumenides in vindica-

tion of the ancient privileges of the Areopagus. Though
Pericles was the real author of the attack on the Areo-

pagus, the mcasar« was nominally carried by Ephialtes.

It was, indeed, part of Pericles's policy to keep in the

background, and to act as far as possible through agents,

reserving himself for great occasions. Ephialtes, a friend

of Pericles, and a patriot of inflexible integrity, paid dearly

for the distinction ; he feU by the hand of an assassin

employed by the oligarchical party,—an event the more
striing from the rarity of political assassinations in Greek

history. The popular party seems to have immediately

followed up its victory over the Areopagus by procuring

the ostracism of Cimon,- which strengthened the hands of

Pericles by removing his most influential opponent (-161).

Pericles took part in the battle of Tanagra (457) and bore

himself with desperate bravery. After the battle Cimon
was recaUed from banishment, and it was Pericles who
proposed and carried the decree for his recall. In 454
Pericles led an Athenian sqtiadron from the port of Pegje

on the Corinthian Gulf, landed at Sicyon, and defeated

the inhabitants who ventured to oppose him ; then, taking

with him a body of Achseans, he crossed to Acamania, and
besieged the town of CEniada, but had to return home
without capturing it. Not long afterwards ' Pericles con-

ducted a successful expedition to the Thracian Chersonese,

where he not only strengthened the Greek cities by the

addition of 1000 Athenian colonists, but also protected

them against the incursions of the barbarians by fortifying

the. isthmus from sea to sea. This was only one of Pericles's

many measures for extending and strengthening the naval

empire of Athens. Colonies were established by him at

various times in Naxos, Andros, Oreus in Eubcea (in 446),

Brea in Macedonia (about 443), and .iEgina (in 431).

They served the double purpose of establishing the

Athenian power in distant parts and of relieving the

pressure of population at Athens by providing the poorer

citizens with lands. Somewhat different were the famous
colonies established under Pericles's influence at Thurii in

Italy, on the site of the ancient Sybaris (in 443), and at

Amphipolis on the Strymon (in 437), for, though planted
under the conduct of Athena, they were not exclusively

Athenian colonies, other Greeks being allowed, and even
invited, to take part in them. This was especially true of

Thurii, which was in a manner a national Greek colony, and
never stood in a relation of subjection to Athens. On one
occasion (some time apparently between 454 and 449)*

' Cp. Philochorus, 141 b, m Mailer's Frtigm. Siit. Grwc., vol. i. ;

Pint, Prr., 9, md dm., 15 ; Aristotle, Pd., \'^H a, 7 ; ThirlwiUn
BisL of Greect, u. pp. 458, 459.

* The ostracism of Cimon Listed between fonr and five yeara (Thee-
pompns, 92, in Ft. Hist. Gr. ; cp. Corn. Nep., Cimat., 3). Hence, if

hia recall took place shortly after the battle of Tanagra ^?l^It., dm. ,17,
and Per., 10), say at the beginning of 456,«he mast liave t*en ostracized

about the middle or latter part of 461. Diodorus (xL 7?^ places the
attack on the Areopagus in 460 ; but, if that attack preceded (as

Plntarch implies) the banishment of Cimon, it would be necessary, in

order to harmonize Diodorus and Theopompns, to pl.ace the recall of
Cimon in 455 or 454

—

i.e., between one and two years after the battle

of Tanagra—and this seems forbidden by Plutarch's narrative.
* In 453, accoTi5in^ to Died., xi 88.
* The expcuaon ia only recorded by Plotareh (Per.. 20\ and is

Pericles sailed at the head of a splendid armament to the

Black Sea, where he helped and encouraged the Greek
cities and overawed the barbarians. At Sinope he left a
force of ships and men under the gallant Lamachus, to

co-operate with the inhabitants against the tyrant Timesi-

leus, and on the expulsion of the tyrant and his party he
carried a decree for the despatch of 600 Athenian colonists

to Sinope, to occupy the lands vacated by the exiles. But,

with the sober wisdom which characterized h\m^ Pericles

never allowed his plans to exceed the bounds of the pos;

sible ; he was no political dreamer like Alcibiades, to be

dazzled with the vision of a universal Athenian empire

in Greece, Italy, and Africa, such as floated before the

minds of many in that and the following generations.^

The disastrous expedition which the Athenians sent to

Egypt, to support the rebel Inarus against Persia (460-455),

received no countenance from Pericles.

When Cimon died in 449 the aristocratical party sought

to counterbalance the power of Pericles by putting forward

Thucydides, son of Melesias, as the new head of the pany.

He seems to have been an honest patriot, but, as the event

proved, he was no match for Pericles. The Sacred War
in 448 showed once more that Pericles knew how to defend

the interests of Athens. The Phocians, under the protec-

tion of Athens, had wrested the control of the Delphic

oracle from their enemies the Delphians. The latter were

friendly to Sparta, an"! accordingly the Spartans marched

into Phocis and restored the oracle to the Delphians.

When they had departed, Pericles, at the head of an

Athenian force, placed the oracle once more in' the hands

of the Phocians. As the seat of the great oracle, Delphi

was tc ancient Greece much what Rome was to mediaeval

Europe, and the friendship of the god, or of his priests,

was no small political advantage. When the Athenians

despatched a small force under Tolmides to crush a rising

in Boeotia, they did so in spite of the warnings of Pericles.

These warnings w6re soon justified by the unfortunate battle

of Coronea (447), which deprived Athens at a blow of the

continental dominion she had acquired a few years before

by the battle of CEnophyta (456). . The island of Euboea
now revolted from Athena, and hardly had Pericles crossed

over with an army to reduce it when word came that the

Megarians had massacred the Athenian garrison, and, in

league with Corinth, Sicyon, and Epidaurus, were up in

arms, while a Peloponnesian army under King Plistoanax

was on the point of invading Attiea. Pericles recrossed

in haste to Attica. The Peloponneaians returned home,
having advanced no farther than Eleuais and Thria. It

was said that Pericles had bribed Cleandridas ; certain it is

that both Cleandridas and Plistoanax were charged at Sparta

with having misconducted the expedition and were found
guilty. Having saved Attica, Pericles returned to Euboea,

reduced it to subjection, expelled the Histiseans, and settled

the Athenian colony of Oreus (446) on their lands. The
thirty years' peace, concluded soon afterwards (445) with

Sparta, was probably in large measure the work of Pericles.

The Athenians had evacuated Boeotia immediately after

the battle of Coronea, and by the terms of the peace they

now renounced their other continental possessions,—Achaea,

Troezen, Nisaea, and Pegse. The peace left Pericles at

liberty to develop his schemes for promoting the internal

welfare of Athens, and for making it the centre of the

intellectual and artistic Ufa of Greece. But first he had

to settle accounts with his political rival Thucydides ; the

struggle was soon decided by the ostracism of the latter

in 444. Thenceforward to the end of his life Pericles

mentioned by him immediately af^er the expedition against CEniads

(454) and before the Sacred War (449).
» Thucyd., Ti 15, 90 ; Diod., liL 54 ; Plut, Per., 20, and Alcib.. 17

:

Pausan., i. 11, 7.
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guided the destinies of Athena alone ; in the words of the

historian Thucydides, the government was ;n name a de-

mocracy, but in fact it -nas the rule of the first citizen.

The unparalleled ascendency which he wielded so long over

the fickle people is one of the best proofs of his extraor-

dinary genius. He owed it entirely to his personal character,

and he used it for the wisest and purest purposes. He
was neither a vulgar demagogue to truckle to the passions

and caprices cf the mob, nor a vulgar despot to cow it

by a hireling soldiery ; he was a citizen among citizens,

who obeyed hira because they tru,sted him, because they

knew that in his hands the honour and interests of Athens

were safe. The period during which he ruled Athens was

the happiest and greatest in her history, as it was one of

the greatest ages of the world. Other ages have had theii'

bright particular stars ; the age of Pericles is the MUky
Way of great men. In his lifetime there lived and worked

at Athens the poets jEschylus, Sophocles, Euripides,

Cratinus, Crates, the philosophers Anaxagoras, Zeno, Pro-

tagoras, Socrates, the astronomer Meton, the painter Poly-

gnotus, and t!he sculptors Myron and Phidias. Contem-

porary with these, though not resident at Athens, were

Herodotus, the father of history ; Hippocrates, the father

of medicine ; Pindar, " the Theban eagle "
; the sculptor

Polyclitus ; and the philosophers Empedocles and Demo-
critus, the latter joint author with Leucippus of the atomic

theory. When Pericles died other stars were rising or

soon to rise above the horizon,—the historians Thucydides

and Xenophon, the poets EupoUs and Aristophanes, the

orators Lysias and Isocrates, and the gifted but unscru-

pulous Alcibiades. Plato was born shortly before or after

the death of Pericles. Of this brilliant circle Pericles

was the centre. His generous and richly-endowed nature

responded to all that was beautiful and noble not only

in literature and art but i.i life, and it is with justice that

the age of Pericles' has received its name from the man in

whom, more than in any other, all the various lines of

Greek culture met and were harmonized. In this perfect

harmony and completeness of nature, and in the classic

calm which was the fruit of it, Pericles b the type of the

ideal spirit, not of his own age only, but of antiquity.

It seems to have been shortly after the ostracism of

Thucydides that Pericles conceived the plan of summon-
ing a general congress of all the Greek states to be held

at Athens. Its objects were the restoration of the temples

which the Persians had destroyed, the fulfilment of the

TOWS made during the war, and the establishment of a

general peace and the security of the sea. Invitations

were sent to the Greeks of Asia, the islands from Lesbos

to Rhodes, the Hellespont, Thrace, Byzantium, Boeotia,

Phocis, Peloponnesus, Locris, Acamania, Ambracia, and
Thessaly. The aim of Pericles seems to have been to

draw the bonds of union closer between the Greeks and to

form a national federation. The beneficent project was
defeated by the short-sighted opposition of the Spartans.

But, if in this scheme Pericles rose above the petty

jealousies of Greek politics, another of his measures proves

that he shared the Greek prejudices as to birth. At an

early period of his career (apparently about 460) he

enacted, or perhaps only revived,' a law confining the

rights of Athenian citizenship to persona both of whose

parents were Athenian citizens. In the year 444, on the

occasion of a scrutiny of the list of citizens, nearly 5000

persons claiming to be citizens were provedr to be aliens

under this law, and were ruthlessly sold into slavery.

The period of the thirty years' peace was not one of

uninterrupted tranquillity for Athens. In 440 a war
broke out between the island of Samos (a leading member

' See SchSmaan's AntiquUia o/Oreece, p. 357, Eog. tr. ; Hennaim's
StMitsaUerthiimer, § 118.

of the Athenian confederacy) and Miletus. Athens sided

with Miletus ; Pericles sailed to Samos with an Athenian
squadron, and established a democracy in place of the

previous oligarchy. After his departure, however, some
of the exiled oUgarchs, in league with Pissuthnes, satrap

of Sardis, collected troops and, crossing over to Samcs,
overpowered the popular party and revolted from Athens.

In this revolt they were joined by Byzantium. The situa-

tion was critical ; the example set by Samos and Byzantium
might be followed by the other confederates. Pericles

discerned the danger and met it promptly. He led a

squadron of sixty ships against Samos ; and, after detach-

ing .some vessels to summon reinforcements from Chios

and Lesbos, and others to look out for the Phtsnician fleet

which the Persians were expected to send to the help of

Samos, he gave battle with forty-four ships to the Samian
fleet of seventy sail and defeated it. Having received

reinforcements of sixty-five ships, he landed in Samos and
laid siege to the capital. But, when he sailed with sixty

ships to meet the Phoenician vessels which were reported

to be near, the Samians sallied out with their vessels,

defeated the besiegers, and remained masters of the sea for

fourteen days. On his return, however, they were again

blockaded, and were compelled to surrender, nine months
after the outbreak of the war (spring of 439).

Though Pericles enjoyed the confidence of the people as

a whole, his policy and opinions could not fail to rouse

the dislike and suspicions of many, and in the last years

of his life his enemies combined to assail him. Two points

in particular were singled out for attack, his administration

of the public moneys and his religious opinions. With

regard to the former there must always be a certain

number of persons who will not believe that others can

resist and despise a temptation which to themselves would

be irresistible ; with regard to the latter, the suspicion

that Pericles held heretical views on the national reli-

gion was doubtless well grounded. At first, however, his

enemies did not venture to impeach himself, but struck at

him in the persons of his friends. In 432 ^ Phidias was

accused of having appropriated some of the gold destined

for the adornment of the statue of Athene in the Par-

thenon. But by the prudent advice of Pericles the golden

ornaments had been so attached that they could be taken

off and weighed, and when Pericles challenged the accusers

to have recourse to this test the accusation fell to the

ground. More dangerous, for more true, was the charge

against Phidias of having introduced portraits of himself

and Pericles into the battle of the Amazons, depicted on

the shield of the goddess : the sculptor appeared as a bald

old man lifting a stone, while Pericles was represented as

fighting an Amazon, his face partly concealed by his raised

spear. To the pi»us Athenians this seemed a desecration

of the temple, and accordingly Phidias was clapped into

gaol. Whether he died there or at Elis is uncertain.'

Even mere deeply was Pericles wounded by the accusation

levelled at the woman he loved. This was the famous

Aspasia, a native of Miletus, whose talents won for her

general admiration at Athens. Pericles divorced his wife,

a lady of good birth who had borne him two sons, Xan-

thippus and Paralus, but with whom he was unhappy,

and attached himself to Aspasia. With her he lived on

terms of devoted affection to the end of his Ufe, though,

as she was a foreigner, their union was not a legal marriage.

She enjoyed a high reputation as a teacher of rhetoric, and

' A scholiast on Aristoph. , Pax, 60^ places the condenmatioa of

Phidias seven years before the ontbreak ot the Peloponnesian War, or

in 438 (according to Palmer's correction) ; see Miiller ad I., in Fraj.

Bist. Or., T. p. 18.

' Different views of the fate of Phidias are taken by scholars. Sea

Phidlas.
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geems ft have been the centre of a briliiant intellectual

society, which included Socrates and his friends.. The

comic poet, Hermippus, brought her to trial on the double

charge of impiefy and of corrupting Athenian women for

the gratification of Pericles. A decree was further carried

by a religious fanatic named Diopithes, whereby all who
denied- the existence of the gods or discussed the nature

of the heavenly bodies were to be tried as criminals.

This blow was aimed directly at the aged philosopher

Anasagoras, but indirectly at his pupil Pericles as well as

at Aspasia. When this decree was passed, and apparently

while the trial of Aspasia was still pending, Pericles him-

self was called upon by a decree of the people to render

an account of the money which had passed through his

hands. The result is not mentioned, but we cannot doubt

that the matter either was.dropped or ended in an acquittal.

The perfect integrity of Pericles is proved by the unim-

peachable evidence of his contemporary, the historian

Thucydides. Aspasia was acquitted, but not before

Pericles had exerted all his eloquence in her behalf.

Anaxagoras, tried on the charge of impiety, was obliged

to quit the city.'

It was in the same year (432) that the great contest

oetween Athens and Sparta, known as the Peloponnesian

War, broke out. We may dismiss as a vulgar calumny the

statement, often repeated in antiquity,- but quite unsup-

ported by Thucydides, that the war was brought about by
Pericles for the purpose of avoiding a prosecution. The
war was in truth inevitable ; its real cause was Sparta's

jealousy of the growing txiwer of Athens ; its immediate

occasion was the help lent by Athens to Corcyra in its

war with Corinth.. At first, with a hypocritical regard

lor religion, the Spartans demanded a3 a condition of peace

that the Athenians should expel the race of the Alcmaeon-

idje (including, of course, Pericles), whose ancestors had
been guilty of sacrilege about two centuries before. The
.Athenians retorted in kind, and, after a little more diplo-

matic fencing, the Spartans were constrained to show their

hand by demanding bluntly that Athens should give back

to the Greeks their independence,—in other words, renounce

her empire and abandon herself to the tender mercies of

Sparta. Pericles encouraged the Athenians to reject the

demand. He pointed out that Athens possessed advan-

tages over the Pelopontiesians in superior wealth and
greater unity of counsels. He advised the Athenians, in

case of war, not to take the field against the numerically

superior forces of the Peloponnesians, but to allow the

enemy to ravage Attica at will, while they confined them-
selves to the defence of the city. Through their fleet they
would maintain communication with their island empire,

procure supplies, and harass the enemy by sudden descents

on his coasts. By pursuing this defensive policy without

attempting to extend their empire, he predicted that they
would be victorious. The people hearkened to him and
replied to the Spartan ultimatum by counter -demands,
which they knew would not be accepted. Pericles had
not neglected in time of peace to prepare for war, and
Athens was now well equipped with men, money, and
ships. In June of the following summer (431) a Pelo-

ponnesian army invaded Attica. By the advice of Pericles

the rural population, with their movables, had taken
refuge in the citj-, while the cattle had been sent for safety

to the neighbouring islands. The sight of their country

ravaged under their eyes excited in the Athenians a long
ing to march out and meet the enemy, but in the teeth of

popular clamour and obloquy Pericles steadily adhered to

* The accounts of the issue of the trial are somewhat discrepant

;

see £eller, Die Phitosophit der GriechtTi, i. p. 872.
' Aristophanes, Pax, 605 sq., with schoL ad I. ; Diod., xii. 38-

40; Plat., Per., 31, 32; Aiistodcmusl-tvi. ; Suidas, m. "•J>«51ai."

his defensive policj, content to protect the suburbs of

Athens with cavalry. Meanwhile, Athenian fleets retaliated

upon the enemy's coasts. About the same time, as a
punishment for the share that they were supposed to have
had in bringing on the war, the whole population of ^gina
was expelled from their island to make room for Athenian

colonists. This measure, directed by Pericles, relieved to

some extent the pressure in the overcrowded capital, and

secured a strong outpost on the side of the Peloponnesus.

In the autumn, after the Peloponnesian army had been

obliged by want of provisions to quit Attica and disband,

Pericles conducted the whole available army of Athens

into the territory of Megara, and laid it waste.

It was a custom with the Athenians that at the end of

a campaign the bones of those who had fallen in battle

should be buried with public honours in the beautiful

suburb of Ceramicus, the Westminster of Athens, and the

vast crowd of mourners and spectators gathered about the

grave was addressed by a citizen chosen for his character

and abilities to pay the last tribute of a grateful country

to its departed brave. On the present, occasion the choice

fell on Pericles. Once before, at the close of the Samian
War, it had been his lot to discharge a similar duty. The
speech which he now delivered, as reported to us by
Thucydides, is one of the noblest monuments of antiquity.

It is indeed the creed of Athens and of Greece. In its

aristocratic republicanism—recognizing at once the equal

legal rights and the unequal intrinsic merits of individuals

—it differs alike from the monarchical spirit of mediseval

and modern Europe, with its artificial class distinctions,

and from that reactionary communism which -preaches the

natural as well as the legal equality of men. In its frank

admiration of art and letters and all the social festivals

which humanize and cheer life it is as far from the sullen

asceticism and the wild debauchery of the East, as the grave

and manly simplicity of its style is removed from the

fanciful luxuriance of Oriental rhetoric. Finally, in the

words of comfort and exhortation addressed to the bereaved,

the speech— to adopt Thirlwall's description of another

great effort of Athenian oratory ^—" breathes the spirit of

that high philosophy which, whether learnt in the schools

or from life, has consoled the noblest of our kind in prisons,

and on scaffolds, and under every persecution of adverse

fortune."

The fortitude of the Athenians was put to a still severer

test in the following summer (430), when to the horrors

of war (the Peloponnesians had again invaded Attica) were

added the horrors of the plague, which spread havoc in

the crowded city. Pericles himself escaped the scourge,*

but many of his relations and best friends, amongst them
his sister and his two sons Xanthippus and Paralus, were
struck down. With the elder of his sons, Xanthippus, a
worthless young man, the father had been on bad terms,

but the death of his surviving son, at an interval of a few-

days, affected him deeply, and, when he came to lay tjie

wTeath upon the corpse, though he struggled hard 'to

maintain his habitual calm, he broke down, and for the

first time in his public life burst into a passion of weeping.'

But neither private grief nor public calamity shook fer a
moment the lofty courage and resolution with which he
continued to the la^t to oppose a firm front alike to enemies
without and to cravens within. While refusing as before to

risk a battle in Attica, which he allowed the Peloponnesians

^ The speech of Demosthenes "On the Crown."
* Plutarch, admitting that Pericles was not attacked by the plague

in its acute form, believes that it so far affected him as to throw hini

into a lingering decline. But we do not gather from Thucydides's

description of the plague that it ever had this effect.

* Not inconsistent \sith this are the accounts of the general fortitude

with which he bore his bereavement (Plut., Consd, ad AjpoU.^ 33*

Slian, I'ar. 3is(., il. 6; Val. Max., v. 10),
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to devastate at pleasure, he led in person a powerful fleet

against Peloponnesus, ravaged tlie coast, and destroyed

the town of Prasiae in Laconia. But the Athenians were

greatly disheartened ; they sued for peace, and when their

suit was rejected by Sparta they vented their ill-humour

on Pericles, as the author of the war, by subjecting him
to a fine. However, they soon repented of this burst of

petulance, and atoned for it by re-electing him general

'

and placing the government once more in his hands.

Further, they allowed him to legitimate his son by Aspasia,

that his house might not be without an heir. He survived

this reconciliation about a year, but his name is not again

mentioned in connexion with public affairs. In the autumn
of 429 he died. We may well believe that the philosophy

which had been the recreation of his happier days supported

and consoled him in the clouded evening of his life. To
his clement nature it was a peculiar consolatipn to reflect

that he had never carried political differences to the shed-

ding of blood. Indeed, his extraordinary, almost fatherly,

tenderness for the life of every Athenian citizen is attested

by various of his sayings.' On his deathbed, when the

friends about him were telling his long roll of glory, rous-

ing himself from a lethargy into which he had fallen, he

reminded them of his fairest title to honour :
"No Athenian,

"

he said, " ever put on black through me."

He was buried amongst the great dead in the Ceramicus,

and in after years Phormio, Thrasybulus, and Chabrias

slept beside him.' In person he was graceful and well

made, save for an unusual height of head, which the comic

poets were never weary of ridiculing. In the busts of

him which we possess, his regular features, with the straight

Greek nose and full lips, still preserve an expression of

Oljmpian repose.

The chief, perhaps the only trustworthy, authority for the life of

Pericles is the history of his contemporary Thucydides. The bio-

graphy by Plutarch is compiled from Thucydides, Ephorus, Ion,

Stesimbrotus, Duris of Samos, Aristotle, Idomeneus, .^schines,

and Heraclides Ponticus, together with the comic poets Cratinus,

Teleclides, Hermippus,.Plato, Eupolis, and Aristophanes. Ephorus,

a pupil of Isocrates, must have had plenty of mfeans of ascertaining

the facts, but how little his judgment is to be trusted is shown by
his account of the origin of the Peloponnestan War,—an account

also followed by Diodorus Siculus, whose history adds nothing of

importance to the narratives of Thucydides and Plutarch. . Ion
and Stesimbrotus were contemporaries of Pericles, but, as both
were admirers of Cimon and opposed to the policy of Pericles, their

accounts have to be received with caution. (J. G. FR.)

PERIDOTE, a name applied by jewellers to the green

transparent varieties of olivine. When yellow, or yellowish-

green, the stone is generally known as " chrysolite." The
colour of the peridote is never vivid, like that of emerald,

but is usually some shade of olive-, pistachio-, or leek-green.

Although sometimes cut in rose-forms and en cohochon, the

stone displays its colour most advantageously when it is

worked in small steps. Unfortunately the peridote is the

very softest of gem-stones, its hardness being only about
6 '5, or but little above that of glass; hence the stone,

when polished, rapidly loses its lustre, and readily suffers

abrasion by wear. There is considerable diflSculty in

polishing the peridote ; the final touch is given on a copper

wheel moistened with sulphuric acid, yet, curiously enough,

the'mineral is soluble in this medium. The peridote is a

silicate of magnesium and iron, having a specific gravity

of about 3'4, and crystallizing in the orthorhombic system

(see fig. 468, Mineraloot, vol. xvi. p. 410). Good crystals,

' There were ten generals at Athens annually elected by the votes

of the people. They seem to have bad civil as well as military duties,

and the importance of the office .must have increased in proportion to

the degradation of the offices which were filled by lot. After the

ostracism of Thucydides Pericles was elected to the o£3ce again and
again.

' Plut., Per., 18, 33, 38; Reg. el imp. Apoph, ; Pracept. gcr,

Reip., ivii. 4.

»-J>auaan., i. 29, 3 ; cp. Cic, Dt Finn T» 9

however, are extremely rare, the mineral being usually

found as rolled fragments.. The localities for peridote and
chrysolite are Egypt, Ceylon, Pegu, and Brazil, while the

dull varieties of olivine enjoy a world-wide distribution in

various eruptive rocks and in serpentine. Olivine is found
also in meteorites.

There can be little doubt that the ancient " topazion "

was our peridote or chrj-solite, and that the mineral now
called topaz was unknown to ancient and medifeval writers.

The earliest mention of the word " peridote " is said to

occur in the Wardrobe Book of 27 Edward I., where,

among the jewels of the bishop of Bath and Wells which
had escheated to the crown, mention is made of "unus
annulus auri cum perediiis." The origin of the word has

given rise to much speculation, some authorities deriving

it from jrtpiSoTos, "a wager," and others from jrepi'Scros,

" banded," while others, again, refer it to an Arabic origin.

For the history of the stone see King's NaiuTal History, Ancient
and Modem, of Precious Stones, 1865.

PfiEIGORD, an old province of France which formed

part of the military goverrmient of Guienne and Gascony,

and was bounded N. by Angoumois, E. by Limousin and

Quercy, S. by Agenais and Bazadais, and W. by Bordelais

and Saintonge. It is now represented by Dordogne and

part of Lot-et-Graronno. The capital was Peeigueux (g.v.).

PliRIGUEUX, formerly capital of Perigord, now chief

town of the department of the Dordogne, France, situated

on the slope of an eminence commanding the right bank
of the Isle, one oi the tributaries of the Dordogne. It is

310 miles by rail south-south-west of Paris and 79 miles

east-north-east of Bordeaux. P^rigueux is divided into

three distinct parts. In the middle, oa the slope of the hill,

is the town of the Middle Ages, with narrow, crooked, and
dirty streets, above which rises the cathedral of St Front

;

higher up comes the modern town, its houses separated

by gardens and public walks ; and at the foot of the hill

and lying along the Isle are small houses of modern con-

struction, built on the fine ruins of the Roman town. Three

bridges connect P^rigueux with the left bank of the Isle,

where stood Vesunna, the capital of the Petrocorii. Hardly

a trace of this old Gallic oppidum remains, but not far

off, on the Plateau de la Boissiere, the rampart of the old

Roman camp, 1970 feet long and half as wide, is still to

be recognized. On the right banK of the Isle, in the Roman
city, there have been discovered some baths of the 1st or

2d century, which had a frontage of 200 feet, and were

supplied by an aqueduct 4 miles long, which spanned

the Isle. In several places numerous mosaics have been

found, some of which have been placed in the museum. A
circular building, called the " Tower of Vesunna," 68 feet in

diameter and 89 feet in height, stands at what was formerly

the centre of the city, where all the chief streets met. It

is believed to have been originally the cella or main part

of a temple, of which the peristyle has disappeared, prob-

ably dedicated to the tutelary deities of Vesunna. Of the

amphitheatre there still remaiii huge fragments of wall

built of pebbles and cement, staircases, vomitories, and

partly uncovered vaults. The building, which held 40,000

spectators, had a diameter of 1312 feet, that of the arena

being 876 feet ;
judging from its construction it must be

as old as the 3d or even the 2d century. The counts of

P^rigueux used it for their chateau, and lived in it from

the 12th to the end of the 14th century. In 1644 it was

given over by the town to the Order of the Visitation, and

the sisters took from it the stones required for the con-

struction of their nunnery. At present it is private pro-

perty. The most remarkable, however, of the ruins of old

Vesunna is the Chateau Barriere. It rests on stones of great

size, and dates in part from a very remote period. Two

towers date from the 3d or 4th century, and formed part
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of the fortified enceinte ; the highest tower is of the 10th

century; and the part now inhabited is of the 11th or

12th century, and was formerly used as a burial chapel.

The bulk of the chateau is of the 12th, and some of the

windows of the 16th century. Lastly, there are still to

be traced the two tiers of wall of the enceinte, built round

the city in the 5th century ; but these are partly hidden

by restorations of a later date. Numerous courses of

stone are also to be seen, shafts of columns, and marbles

of various shapes and sizes. Of the medixval town the

feature most worthy of notice is the cathedral of St Front,

which is indeed (or rather was) one. of the most interesting

of sacred buildings. It bears a striking resemblance to

the Byzantine churches and to St Mark's at Venice, and

was built from 984 to 10i7, contemporaneously with the

latter (977-1085). It consists of five great cupolas, arranged

in the form of a Greek cross, and conspicuous from the

outside. The arms of the cross are 69 feet in width, and

the whole is 18-t feet long. These cupolas, 89 feet high

from the keystone to the ground, and supported on a

vaulted roof with pointed arches after the manner charac-

teristic of Byzantine architecture, served as models for

many other churches in Aquitania ; thus St Front is

entitled to a prominent place in the history of art. The
pointed arches imitated from it prepared the way for the

introduction of the Gk)thic style. The restoration of the

edifice, begun in 1885, resulted, unfortunately, in an almost

complete reconstruction, in which the old features have

been largely lost. The belfry of St Front is the only one

in the Byzantine style now extant ; it dates from the 11th

century, and is composed of two massive cubes, placed the

one above the other in retreat, with a circular colormade

surmounted by a dome. The interior of the church has

a fine altar-screen of carved oak. Near St Front are the

ruins of the old basilica bmlt in the 6th century. The
bishop's palace, in the grounds of the ancient abbey, has

a curious subterranean cloister of the 12th, 13th, and

14th ceivturies. Perigueux has several old and curious

houses of the mediajval and Renaissance periods ; a large

prefecture of some architectural merit, built at great

expense a few years ago in the style of the Eenaissance

ana of the 18th century; a museum which is singularly

rich in Roman, Frank, Egyptian, and pre-Celtic antiquities
;

and a library of 30,000 volumes. In the squares are

statues of Montaigne, F^nelon, General Baumesnil, the

defender of Vincennes (181-1-15), and Marshal Bugeaud.'

The town has iron and copper foundries, serge and bom-

basin factories, tanneries, and dye-works. It does a large

trade in flour, wine, brandy, hides, poultry, and in the

celebrated patiis du P^rigord. It is the junction of the

railway from Pan^ to Agen with that from Bordeaux

to Lyons via Clermont. The population in 1881 was

25,036.
Vesunna, as has already been said, was the capital of the Petrocorii,

allies of Vercingetorix when Cffisar invaded Gaul. The countr)*

was afteiwards occupied by the Komans, who built a second city of

Vesuuna on the right bank of the Isle opposite the site of the Gallic

oppidum. It contained public buildings, and Roman roads led

from it to Limoges, Agen, Bordeaux, and Saintes. The barbarian

iuvasion brought this prosperity to a close. In the 6th century St

Front preached Christianity here, and over his tomb there was
raised in the 10th century an abbey, which became the centre of

the new town, called Puy St Front The latter soon began to rival

the old city in importance, and it was not until 1269 that they were
united by a solemn treaty. After the time of Charlemagne Perigord
was governed by a line of counts. During the Hundred Years' War
Periguetix was twice attacked by the English, who took the forti-

fied town in 1356 ; and the town was ceded to them by the treaty of

Bretigny, but returned to the French crown in the reign of Charles

v. The county passed by mar»iage into the hands of Anthony of

Bombon, father of Henry IV., and was converted by the latter

into royal domain. During the Huguenot wars Perigueux was
frequently a Calvinist stronghold, and it also suffered during the

troubles of the Fronde.

PEEINTHUS, a town ot Thrace, on the Propontis, 22
miles to the west of Selymbria, strongly situated on a
small peninsula on the Bay of Perinthus, on the site of

the modern Eski EregU. It is said to have been a Samian
colony, and to have been founded about 599 B.C. Accord-

ing to Tzetzes, its original name was Mygdonia ; later it

was called Heradea (Heraclea Thraci^, Heraclea Perinthus).

It figures in history chiefly by its stubborn and success-

ful resistance to Philip of Macedon in 340, at which
period it seems to have been even more important than

Byzantium itself. A number of extant coins of Perinthus

show that it was the seat of large and celebrated festivals.

PEEIODICALS
PERIODICALS may be broadly divided into two classes,

the one chiefly devoted to general literature, apart

Irom political and social news (a subject dealt with under

the heading of Newsp.vpees), and the other more exclvisively

tc science and art, or to particular branches of knowledge

or trade. The former class, and those of general interest

only, will be principally dealt with in this article, where

an endeavour is made to trace briefly the history of the

rise and progress of that vast and increasing body of

printed matter which, under the different names of re-

views, magazines, kc., forms so large a part of current

iiterature.

Beitish.

1 7th anA The first literary periodical in English was the Mercurius
18th cen- ^ihrariris, or a Faithful Account of all Books and Pamphlets
"""•

(1680), a mere catalogue, followed by Weeklt/ Memorials

for the Ingenious (16th Jant:ary 1681 82 to 15th January

1683), which was more of the type of the Journal des

Savants, whence it borrowed many contributions, and by
the Bibliotheque Universelle et Historique (January 1686-93),

begun by Jean Leclerc, continued with the assistance of

J. de la Crose, and carried on during the last six years of

its existence by J. Bernard. Of the History of Learning

(1691 ; another with the same title in 1694) only a few

numbers appeared, as the conductor, De la Crose, started

the Works of the Learned {Augast 1691 to April 1692),
devoted principally to Continental scholarship. The Com-
pUai Library (1692 to December 1693) was a ventureof John
Dunton ; the Memoirs for the Ingenious (1693) ran to six

monthly numbers, and another with the same title appeared
in the following year, only to enjoy an equally brief career.

The first periodical of merit and influence was the History

of the Works of the Zear/jec?(1699-1712), largely consisting

of descriptions of foreign books. The Memoirs of Litera-

ture, the first English review consisting entirely of original

matter, published in London from 1710 to 1714, had for

editor Michel de la Roche, a French Protestant refugee,

who also edited at Amsterdam the Bibliotheque Angloise

(1717-19), and subsequently Memoires Litteraires de la

Grande Breiagne (l720-2i). Returning to England in 1725,

he recommenced his AVw Memoirs of Literature (1725-28),

and in 1730 a Literary Journal. Dr Samuel Jebb started

Bibliotheca Literaria (1722-24),which dealtwith medals and
antiquities as well as with literature, but only ten numbers

appeared. The Present State of the Pepublick of Letters

was commenced by Andrew Reid in January 1728, and

completed in December 1736. It contained not only^

excellent reviews of English books but papers from the

works of foreigners, and, as well as the, Historia Literaria
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(1730-34) of Archibald Bower,' was very successful. The
Bee (1733-34) of the unfortunate Eustace Budgell, and the

ZriVfrory ATa^ajinf^ 1735-36), withwhichEphraim Chambers
had much to do, were very short-lived. In 1737 the History

of the Works of t/u Learned appeared again, and was con-

tinued without intermission until 1743, when its place was
taken by A Literary Journal (Dublin, 1744-49), the first

review published in Ireland. The Museum (1746) of R.

Dodsley united the character of a review of books with

that of a literary magazine. Although England can show
nothing like the Journal des Savants, which has flourished

almost without a break for 220 years, a nearly complete

series of reviews of English literature may be made up
from 1681 to the present day.

After the close of the first quarter of the 18th century

the literary journal began to assume more of the style of

the modern review, and in 1749 the title and the chief

features were united in the Monthly Revieiv, established

by Ralph Griffiths,- who conducted it until 1803, whence
it was edited by his son down to 1825. It came to an end
in 1845. From its commencement the i?e2iVM; dealt with

science and literature, as well as with literary criticism.

It was Whig in politics and Nonconformist in theology.

The Tory party and the established church were defended
in the Critical Revieio (1756-1817), founded by Archibald

Hamilton and supported by Smollett, Johnson, and Robert-

son. Johnson took a considerable part in the Literary

Magazine (1756-58). The reviews rapidly increased in

number towards the end of the century. Among the prin-

cipal were the London Review (1775-80), A New Review
(1782-86), the English Review (1783-96), incorporated in

1797 with the Analytical Review (1788-99), the Anti-

Jacobin Revieiv and Magazine (1798-1821), and the British

Critic (1793-1843), the organ of the High Church party,

and first edited by Archdeacon Nares and Beloe.

These periodicals had now become extremely numerous,
and many of the leading London publishers found it con-

venient to maintain their own particular organs. It is

not a matter of surprise, therefore, that the authority of

the reviews should have fallen somewhat in public estima-

tion. The time was ripe for one which should be quite

independent of the booksellers, and which should also aim
at a higher standard of excellence. As far back as 1755

Quarter- -A.dam Smith, Blair, and others had endeavoured to carry
lira. on such a quarterly without achieving success, and in 1773

Oilbert Stuart and William Sraellie issued during three

years an Edinburgh Magcuine and Reiieto. To the northern
capital is also due the first high-class critical journal which
has kept up its reputation to the present day. The Edin-
burgh Revieiv was established in 1802 by Jeffrey, Scott,

Horner, Brougham, and Sydney Smith. It created a new
era in periodical criticism, and assumed from the com-
mencement a wider range and more elevated tone than
any of its predecessors. The first editor was Sydney Smith,
then Jeffrey for many years, and afterwards Macvey Napier.
At one time 20,000 copies are said to have been published,

but the circulation declined in 1832 to less than 9000.
Scott, being dissatisfied with the new review, persuaded
John Murray to start its brilliant Tory competitor, the
Quarterly Renew (1809), first edited by William Gifford,

then by Sir J. T. Coleridge, and subsequently by J. G.
Lockhart. The Westminster Remew (1824), established by
the disciples of Jeremy Bentham, advocated radical reforms

' Archibald Bower (1686-1766) was educated at Douai, and be-
came a Je.<mit. He subsequently professed himself a convert to the
Anglican Church, and published a number of works, but was more
esteemed for his ability than for his moral character.

' The biographers of Goldsmith have made us familiar with the
name of Griffiths, the prosperous publisher, with his diploma of LL.D.
jranteJ by an American university, and with the quarrels -between
him and the poet.

in church, state, and legislation. In 1836 it -was joined
to the London Review (1829), founded by Sir William
Molesworth, and then bore the name of the London and
Weslmiri^ster Review till 1851, when it returned to the
original title. The other quarterly reviews are the Eclectic

Review (1805-68), edited down to 1834 by Josiah Conder
and supported by the Dissenters; ih^British Review (1811-
25); the Christian Remembrancer (1819-68); the Retro-

spective Review (1820-26, 1828, 1853-54), for old books;
the Foreign Quarterly Review (1827-46), afterwards incor-

porated with the Westminster ; the Foreign Review (1828-

29) ; the Dublin Review (1836), still continued as the organ
of the Roman Catholics ; the Foreign and Colonial Quar-
terly Revieiv (1843-47) ; the Prospective Review (1845-55),
given up to theology and literature, previously the Christian

Teacher {1%Z5-U) ; the Korth British Review (1844-71);
the British Quarterly Review (1845), successor to the
British and Foreign Review (1835-44) ; the Kew Quarterly
Review (1852-61) ; the Scottish Review (1853-62), published
at Glasgow; the Wesleyan London Qimrterly Review (1853)

;

the Xational Review (1855-64); tlr^ Diplomatic Remew
(1855-81) ; the Irish Quarterly Revie-ia (1851-59), brought
out in Dublin ; the ffome and Foreign Revieiv (1862-64);
the Fine Arts Quarterly Review (\863-65); the New Quar-
terly Magazine (1873-80); the Catholic Union Review

(1863-74); the Anglican Church Quarterly Review (1875)

;

Mind (1876), dealing with mental philosophy ; the Modem
Review (1880) ; and the ScottL^h Review (1882).
The monthly reviews include the Christian Observer MoTith

(1802-57), conducted by membe»s of the established church ''s^s.

upon evangelical principles, with Zachary Mae^iday as the

first editor ; and the Monthly Repository (1806-3f7), origin-

ally purely theological, but after coming into the hands of

the Rev. W. J. Fox made entirely literary and political.

The Fortnightly Remew (1865) was intended as a kind of

English Revue des Deux Mondes. Since 1866 it has

appeared monthly. The Contemporary Review {\8&G) 3.^6.

the Nineteenth Century (1877) are similar in character,

consisting of signed articles by men of mark of all opinions

upon questions of the day. The National Review (1883)
was brought out to supply the demand for an exclusively

Conservative review, and Modem Thought (1879) for the

free discussion of political, religious, and social subjects.

The weekly reviews dealing generally with literature, Week.

science, and art are the Literary Gazette (1817-62), first''"-

edited by William Jerdan, which had for many years a circu-

lation of 6000 copies; the Athenseum (1828), established

by Silk Buckingham, but which was not very success-

ful until it was taken over by C. W. Dilke ; and the

Academy (1869), founded, and at first edited, by Dr
Appleton. Those which also include political and social

topics are the Examiner (1808-81), the Spectator (1828),
the Saturday Revieiv (1855), and the CArontV/e (1867-68).

The reviews in the Academy are signed.

Soon after the introduction of the literary journal in

England, one of a more familiar tone was started by the

eccentric John Dunton in the A thenian Gazette, or Casuistical

Mercury, resolving all the mosf Nice and Curious Questiong

(1689/90 to 1695/96), a kind of forerunner of Notes and
Queries, being a penny weekly sheet, with a quarterly

critical supplement. In the last part the publisher an-

nounces that it will be continued " as soon as ever the glut

of news is a little over." Defoe's Review (1704-13) dealt

chiefly with politics and commerce, but the introduction

in it of what its editor fittingly termed the " scandalous

club " was another step nearer the papers of Steele and

the periodical essayists, the first attempts to create an

organized popular opinion in matters of taste and manners.

These little papers, rapidly thrown off for a temporary

purpose, were destined to form a very important part of
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the literature of the 18th century, and in some respects

its most marked feature. Although the' frequenters of

the clubs and coflfee-houses were the persons for whom the

essay-papers were mainly written, a proof of the increas-

ing refinement of the age is to be found in the fact that

now for the first time were women specially addressed as

Title^i part of the reading public. The Tatter was commenced
t^ by Richard Steele in 1709, and issued thrice a week until

1711. The idea was at once extremely popular, and a

dozen similar papers were started within the year, at least

one half bearing colourable imitations of the title. Addi-

son contributed to the Tatler, and together with Steele

established and carried on the Spectator (1710-14), and
subsequently the Guardian (1713). The newspaper tax

enforced in 1712 was a sore blow. Before this time the

daily issue of the Spertator had reached 3000 copies ; it

then fell to 1600; the price was raised from a penny to

twopence, but the paper came to art end in 1714. Dr
Drake (Essays illustr. of the Hamhler, A-c, ii, 490) drew
up an imperfect list of the essayists, and reckoned that

from the Tatler to Johpson's Rambler, during a period of

forty-one years, 106 papers of this description were pub-

lished. Dr Drake continued the list dowu to 1809, and
described altogether 221 which had appeared within a

hundred years. The following is a list of the most con-

siderable, with their dates, founders, and chief contri-

butors.

TatUr (12th AprU 1/09 to 2ii January 1710/11), Steele, Addison,
Swift, Hnghes, &c. ; Spectator fist Slarch 1710/11 to 20th December
1714), Addiion, Steele, Budgell, Hughea, Grove, Pope, ParneU, Swift,

kc. ; Guardian (12th March 1713 to .1st October 1713), Steele,

Addison, Berkeley, Pope, Tickell, Budgell, ic. ; Rambler (20th
March 1750 to 14th March 1752), Johnson; Adventurer (7th No-
vember 1752 to 9th March 1754), Hawkesworth, Johnson, Bathurat,

Warton, Chapone ; IVorld (4th January 1753 to 30th December
1756), E. Moore, earl of Chesterfield, R. 0. Cambridge, earl of Orford,

Soame Jenyns, kc. ; Connoisseur (31st January 1764 to 30th Sep-
tember 1756), Colman, Thornton, Warton, earl of Cork, kc. ; Idler

(15th April 1758 to 5th April 1760), Johnson, Sir J. Reynolds, and
Bennet Langton ; Bee (6th October 1759 to 24th November 1759),
O. Goldsmith ; itirror (23d January 1779 to 27th May 1780),
Mackenzie, Craig, Abercromby, Home, Bannatyne, kc ; Lounger,
(5th February 1785 to 6th January 1787), Mackenzie, Craig, Aber-
cromby, Tytler : 06stfnw (1785 to 1790), Cumberland ; 'Xoo/tcr-on

(10th March 1792 to 1st Febraary 1794), W. Roberts. Beresford,
C!Jhalmer3.

As from the "pamphlet of news" arose the weekly
paper wholly devoted to the circulation of news, so from
the general newspaper was specialized the weekly or

monthly reriew of literature, antiquities, and science,

which, when it included essay-papers, made up the maga-
zine or miscellaneous repository of matter for information

and amusement. Several monthly publications had come
^(odcm' into existence since 1681, but perhaps the first germ of
^fS^- the magazine is to be found in the Gentleman's Journal
iinea.

(1691-94) of Peter Motteux, which, besides the news of the
month, contained miscellaneous prose and poetry. In
1722 Dr Samuel Jebb included antiquarian notices as well

as literary reviews in his Biblwtheca Literaria (1722-24),
but the Gentleman's Magazine, founded in 1731, fully

established, through the lajA and energy of the publisher
Edward Cave, the type of the magazine, from that time
so marked a feature of English periodical literature. This
magazine, so long a source of fortune to its successive
owners, was vainly offered during four years to different

publishers before Cave was able to start it himself. The
first idea is due to Motteux, from whom the title, motto,
and genera! plan were borrowed. The chief feature in the
new venture at first consisted of the analysis of the journals,
which Clave undertook personally. Prizes were offered for
poetry. In April 1732 the leading metropolitan publishers,
jealous of the interloper Cave, started the London Maga-
zine, or Gentleman's Monthly Intelligencer (1732-34), which

1.S—2U«

had a long 'ana prosperous career, The new magazine
closely copied Cave's title, plan, and aspect, and bitter war
was long waged between the two. The rivalry was not
mthout benefit to the literary public, as the conductors

of each used every effort to improve their own review.

Cave introduced the practice of giving engravings, ma^js.

and portraits, but his greatest success was the addition of

Johnson to the regular staff. This took place in 1738,
when the latter wrote the preface to the volume for that year,

observing that the magazine had "given rise to almost

twenty imitations of it, which are either all dead or very

little regarded." The plan was also imitated in Denmark.
Sweden, and Germany. Cave edited his magazine down
to his death in 1754, when it was continued by his brother-

in-law David Henry, afterwards by John Nichols and his

son. The specially antiquarian and historical features

were dropped in 1863, and it was changed to a miscellany

of light literature.

Many other magazines were produced in consequence of

the success of these two. It will be sufficient to mention
the foUr-jring. The Scots Magazine (1739-1817) was the

fii-st published in Scotland; from 1817 to 1826 it was
styled the Edinburgh Magazine. The Universal Magazine
(1747) had a short, if brilliant, career ; but the European
Magazine, founded by James Perry in 1782, lasted down to

1826. Of more importance than these, or than the Royal
Magazine (1759-71), was the Monthly Magazine-4U^Q-
1843), with which Priestley and Godwin were originally

connected. During thirty years the Monthly was con-

ducted by Sir Richard Phillips, under whom it became
more statistical and scientific than literary. Class maga-
zines were represented by the Edinburgh Farmer's Maga-
zine (1800-25) and the Philosophical Magazine (1798),
established in London by Alexander Tilloch ; the latter at

first consisted chiefly of translations of scientific articles

from the French. The following periodicals, all of which
date from the 18th century, are still published :—the
Gentleman's Magazine (1731), the Gospel Magazine (1768),
Wesleyan Methodist Magazine (1778), Curtis's Botanical
Magazine (1786), Evangelical Magazine (1793), Methodist
Jfeta Connexion Magazine C1797), Philosophical Magazine
(1798).

The increased influence of this class of periodical upon
the public opinion of our own era was first apparent in

Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, founded in 1817 by the
publisher of that name, and carried to a high degree of

excellence by the contributions of Scott, Lockhart, Hogg,
Magirm, Syme, and John Wilson, the editor.' It is still

issued, and has always remained Liberal in literature and
Conservative in politics. The ICew Monthly Magazine is

somewhat earlier in date. It was founded in 1814 by
the London publisher Colbum, and was edited in turns by
Campbell, Theodore Hook, Bulwer Lytton, and Ainsworth.
Many of Carlyle's and Thackeray's pieces first appeared in

Eraser's Magazine (1830), long famous for its personalities

and its gaUery of literary portraits. The Metropolitan
MagaziTie was started in opposition to Eraser, and was first

edited by Campbell, who had left its rival. It subsequently
came into the hands of Captain Marryatt, who printed in

it many of his sea-tales. The British Magazine (1832-49)
included religious and ecclesiastical information. From
Ireland came the Dublin University Magazine (1833). The
regular price of these magazines was half a crown ; the
first of the cheaper ones was Tail's Edinburgh Magazine
(1832-61) at a shilling. It was Radical in politics, and
had Roebuck as one of its founders. Bentley's Miscellany

(1837-68) was exclusively devoted to novels, light liter-

ature, and travels. Several of Ainsworth's romances,
illustrated by Cruikshank, first saw the light in Bentley.

The Kautical Magazine (1832) was addressed specially to

XVin. — 68
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sailors, and Colbum's United Service Journal (1829) to

both serrices. The ^sialic Journal (1816) dealt with

Oriental subjects.

From 1815 to 1820 a number of low-priced and unwhole-

some periodicals flourished. The Mirror (1823-19), a two-

penny illustrated magazine, begun by John Limbird,' and

the Mechanics Magcuine (1823) were steps in a better

direction. The political agitationof 1831 led to a further

popular, demand, and a supply of cheap and healthy serials

for the reading multitude commenced with Chambers's

Edinburgh Journal (1832), the Pennii Magazine (1832-45)

of Charles Kuight, issued under the patronage of the

Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, and the

Saturday Magazine (1832-44), begun by the Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge. The first was published

at lid. and the last two at Id. Knight secured the best

authors and artists of ihe day to write for and illustrate

his magazine, which, though at first a commercial success,

may have had the reason of its subsequent discontinuance
,

it: its literary excellence. At' the end of 1832 it had

n ached a sale of 200,000 in weekly numbers and monthly

isirfs. It came to an end in. 1845 and was succeeded by
knight's Penny Magazine (1845), which was stopped after

as monthly parts. These periodicals were followed by a

number of penny weeklies of a lower tone, such as the

Family Herald (1843), the London Journal (1845), and

Lloyd's Miscellany ; the two former are still thriving. In

1850 the sale of the first of. them was placed at 175,000

copies, the second at 170,000, and Lloyd's at 95,000.« In

1846 fourteen penny and three halfpenny magazines,

twelve social journals, and thirty-seven book-serials were

produced every week in London. Afurther and permanent

improvement in cheap weeklies for home reading, may be

traced from the foundation of Howitt's Journal (1847-49),

and more especially Household Words (1850), conducted by

Charles Dickens, All the Year Round (1859), by the same

editor, and afterwards by his son. Once a -Week (1859), and

ihe Leisure Hour (1852). The plan of Notes and Queries

(1849), for the purpose of intercommunication among
those interested ' in special points of literary and anti-

quarian character, has led to the adoption of similar depart-

mepts in a great number of newspapers and periodicals,

and, besides several imitators in England, there aie now

parallel journals in Holland, France, and Italy.

' Recent shilling monthlies began with Macinillan (1869),

the Cornhill (1860), and Temple Bar (1860), The Corti-

lull, first edited by Thackeray, was known for its specially

literary tone down to 1883. St James's Magazine (1861),

lielgravia (1866), St Paul's (1867-74), London Society

(1862), and Tinsley's (1867) are devoted chiefly to novels

and light reading.- The sixpenny illustrated magazines

commenced with Good Words (1860) and the Quiver (l"6l),

^»oth religious in tendency. In 1882 Eraser changed its

aiame to Longman's Magazine, and was entirely popularized

and reduced to sixpence. The Cornhill followed the same

example in 1883, reducing its price to sixpence and devot-

ing its pages to light reading. The English Hlustrated

Maganne (1883) was brought out in competition with the

Americaa Harper and Century. Of the artistic period-

icals we may signalize the AH Journal {\Si9), long known

.for its line engravings, the Portfolio (1870), which has

done much to popularize etching, and the MagaUne of

drt (1878).

The following statistics furnish an idea of the marvel-

lous-increase in the number of periodicals issued at different

times during the last fifty years. In figures submitted

1 John Limbird, to whom even before Chambers or Koight is due

<he carrying out the idea of a cheap and good periodical for the people,

died so recentlyas 31st October 1883, without haviug achieved the

f.vprldly prosperity of his two followers.

to the House of Commons in 1864' Sir Edward Baines
estimated the circulation of the monthly magazines 'A

1831 at no more than- 125,000 copies; when he spoke
the number had increased to 3,609,350. The weeklies

might be reckoned in 1831 at about equal to the monthlies
in circulation, and the miscellaneous serials at 120,000,
amounting altogether to 420,000 copies. In 1864 the

circulation of weeklies and monthlies reached a total oi

6,094,950 {Journal of Statist. Soc, 1864; 'pp. 410-412).

Concurrently -with this increase in the whole number pub-
lished there may be observed an equally regular decrease

in the average cost of each. .In 1831 there were issued

in London alone 177 monthlies, costing £11, 12s. 6d., or

an average of 2s. apiece. At the end of 1833 there were
236 of the same class, costing £23, 3s. 6d., emd the average

price had decreased to Is. ll^d. Twenty years later, ini

1853, there were 362 monthlies, costing £14, 17s, 6d., the

average cost of each being now only 9Jd. (Knight's Old
Printer and Modern Press, 263).

In London itself the increase of the weeklies, monthlies,

and quarteMies at different periods has been as follows :

—
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if(kJ., S^'pt. 1S7C S?5 : "PeHMicals dnrinp 1712-S2.'" in KoUs and Qurrie^

set. I'ii., vol. \x. 72, *c.. X. 13-1 ;
" Catholic Period. Ut.," ib., ser v

,
vol. \i.

427 4W :
" E»rly Komao Catholic Magazines," i6., ser. vi.. vol iii. 4J, &c,

IT. 211 ; Timperley, £nc». c/ LU. Ante, 1342 ; C. Koicht, The Oiil /Vinlcr and

lfc« Modrrn frrss, 1S64, and P^ssaofs i\f a Working Li/e, 1SC4-65 , Memoir of

Robert Cha^ben, 1872 ; The Lotuion Cat. of Feriodicais, ytwspapti-^, Ac, 1S44S4
;

Mitchell, Sewspaper Prvss Dimrtory, IS46-&4 ; May, British and Irish Prtss

tJvidt, lS74-*4 ; Im Bookseiler, Kelx 1S<J7, Jane auU July ISOS, Aug. 1874, July

1879.

Sudia. India arid the British Colonics.—The fii-st Indian periodical "waa

the Calcutta Monthhj Register (1790\ which lasted but a shoit time.

A Calcutta LUcrary Gazette camo out iu 1S30. In 1844 appeared

the first number of the Calcutta Review (1844), which is stul the

most important serial of the Indian empire. Tlie Bombay Quarterly

Review was foundtxl in 1855. Madras had a Journal of Literature

and Science and the Oriental ifa^fozine and Indian Hvrkuru (1819).

The Reli(jious and Theological Magazine was produced at Colombo

in 1833. The Chrisiia:i College Magazine was commenced in 1883.

At Singapore the Journal of the Indian Archipelago appeared from

1847 to 1655. The Chinese Repository (1832), edited at Canton by

, Morrison, dealt with the farther East
See "Periodical Utftature la India" in Dark Blue, 1872-78.

British Hubbard [Kcxcspaper Directory) estimates the existing periodicals

Colonies, (omitting newspapers) of British North America at 652.

The number of weekly, monthlv, and quarterly pulJications of

Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand is placed by the same
authority at 570. The Melbourne Review (1876) deserves special

mention.

FOREIOK.

France France.—We owe the literary journal to France, where it soon

attained to a degree of importance unapproachcd in any other

country. The first idea maybe traced in the Bureau d'Adresse

of Thcophraste Renaudot, civing the proceedings of his conferences

upon literary and scienti&c matters (1633-42). About the year

1663 Mezeray obtained a privilege for a re^Iar literary periodical,

which came to nothing, and it was left to i)enis do Sallo, counsellor

of the parliament of Paris and a man of rare merit and learning, to

actually carry the project into effect. The first number of the

Journal des Savants appeared on 5th January 1665, under the

assumed name of the sieur dTTttlouville. The prc^pectus promised

to give an account of the chief books published throughout Europe,

obituary notices, a review of the progress of science, besides legal

and ecclesiastical information anu other matters of interest to cul-

tivated persons. The criricisms, however, wonnded^alike authors

and the clergy, and the journal was suppressed after a career of

three months. Colbert, seeing the public utility of such a periodical,

ordered the abbe Gallois, a contributor of De Sallo's, to re-establish

it, an event which took place on 4tli Januai-y 1666. It lingered

nine years under the new editor, who was replaced in 1675 by the

abbe de la Roque, and the latter in his turn by the president

Cousin in 1686. From 1701 commenced a new era for the Journal,

which was then acquired by the chancellor de Pontchartrain for

the state and placed under the direction of a commission of learned

men. Just before the Revolution it developed fresh activity, but

the troubles of 1792 caused it to be discontinued until 1796, when
it again failed to appear after twelve numbers had been issued.

In 1816 it was definitively re-established and replaced under
Government patronage, remaining subject to the chancellor or

garde-des-sceaux until 1857, when it was transferred to the control

of the minister of public instruction. Tlie present organization

much resembles that of an academy. The members of the commis-
sion are elected, approved of by the minister, and d'vided into

assistants and authors, the latter furnishing at least three articles

per annum at a fixed and modest rate of payraent. All communica-
tions are discussed at fortnightly conferences.

Louis Auguste de Bourbon, sovereign prince of Dombes, having
transferred his parliament to Trevoux, set up a printing press, and
was persuaded by two Jesuits, ilichel le Temerand Philippe Lalle-

man, to establish the Mimoircs pour servir d VHistoire des Scicnc-cs

ct des Arts (1701-67), more familiarly known as the Journal de
Trevoux, long the best-informed and bcst-^v^itten journal in France.

One feature of its career-was its constant appeal for the literary

assistance of outsiders. It was continued in a more popi',lar style

as Journal des Stienccs et des Beaux- Ai'ts (1763-75) by the abbe
Aubert and by the brothers Castilhon (1776-78), and as Journal de
LUterature, des Scirjices^ et des Arts (1779-82) by the abbe Grosier.

The first legal periodical was the Journal du Patais (1672) of

Blondeau and Guerct, and the first devoted to medicine the Nouvelles
iMcouvertcs dans toutes Ics Parties de la Medecine (1679) of Nicolas
de Blegny, frequently spoken of as a charlatan, a term which some-
times means simply a man of many ideas. Religious perioilicals date
from 1680 and the Journal EccUsia^iquc of the abb6 de la Roque.
The prototype of the historico-literaiy periodical may be discovered
in La Clef du Cabinet des Princes de tEurope (1704-6), familiarly

known as Journal de Verdun, and carried on under various titles

down to 1794.

literary criticism was no more free than political discussion, and

no person was allowed to trespass either upon the domain of tfie

Journal dcf Samnts or that ot the Mercure de F)-ance without the

jxiyment of heavy subsidies. This was the origin of the clandestine

press of Holland, and it was that country which for the next
hundred years supplied the ablest periodical criticism from the pens

of Frencli Protestant refugees. During that period thiity-ono

journals of the first class proceeded from these sources. From its

commencement the Journal des Savants was pirated in Holland,

and for ten years a kind of joint issue made up with the Journal
des r?-t^'OHjr appeared at Amsterdam. From 1764 to 1775 miscel-

laneous articles from different French ai'd English reviews were

added to this reprint Bayle, a born journalist and the most able

critic of the day, conceived the plan of the 2^'ouvclh-s dela Ji^pub-

lique des LeUres (1034-1718), which at once became entircl> sccess-

ful and obtained for him during the three yeai-s of his conirol tho

dictatorship of the world of letters. He was succeeded as editor

by La Roque, Barrin, BcrnartI, and Lcclerc. Bayle's method was
followed in an equally meritorious perioclical, the Uistoire des

Ouvragcs des Savants (16S7-1704) ot H. Basungo de Boauval.

Another continuator of Bayle was Jetfn L&.'lerc, one of tho most
learned and acute critics of the 18th century, who carried on Uirce

reviews, tho Bibliothique UnivcrscHe et Sis'.orique (16S6-93), tht»

Bihliothcque Choiste (1703-13), and tho Bihliothique Ancicnne ct

Moderne (1714-27), They form one series, ind, besides valuable

estimates of new books, include original disstrtations, articles, and

biogi-aphies like our modern learned magnzincs. The Journal

LiUeraire (1713-22, 1729-36) was founded ly a society of young
men, who made it a rule to discviss their contributions in com
mon. Specially devoted to English literature were the BibUnthiqif

Aiiglaise (1716-28), tho Mtmoircs Litt&raircs cie la Grande Brctagve

(1720-24), the Bibliotheque BrUannique (1733-34), and the Journal

Britannique (1750-57) of Maty,* who took for his principle, "pour
pcnser avec liberte il faut penser soul." One of these Dutch-

printed reviews was VEurope Savantc (1718-20), founded chiefly by
Theraiseul de Saint-Hyacinthe, with the intention of placing eaclli

separate department under the care of a specialist. The Bibliothique

Gcrmaniquc (1720-40) was established by Jacques Lenfant to do for

northern Europe what the Bibliotheque Britannique did for England.

It was followed by the Kouvcllc Bibliotheque Gcrvianique (1746-59).

The Bibliotheque Raisonnie des Ouvragcs des Sivants (1728-53) was
supplementary to Loclerc, and was succeeded by the Bibliotheque

des Sciences ct des Beaux-Arts (1754-80). Nea'ly all of the preced-

ing were produced either at Amsterdam or Rotterdam, and, altliough

out of place in a precise geographical arrangement, really bcloug to

France by the close ties of language and of bloixi.

Taking up the exact chronological order again, we find tha

Buccess of the English essay-papers led to their prompt introduction

to the Continent. An incomplete translation of the Spectator W3s

fiublished at Amsterdam in 1714, and many volumes of extracts

rora the Taller, Spectator, and Guardian were issued in France

early in the 18th century. Marivaux brought out a Spcctaieur

Prant^ais (1722), which was coldly received ; it was followed by
fourteen or fifteen others under the titles of la Spcctatrice (1723-

ZQ\ Le Radoteur (1775), Le Babillard (V7S-7^), kc. Of a similar

character was Le Pour ct le Contrc (1723-40) nf the abbe Prevost,

which contained anecdotes and criticism, with special reference ti>

Great Britain. Throughout tho Isth centuiy, in France as iii

England, a favourite literary method was to wiite of social subject*

under the assumed character of a foreigner, gi^nerally an Oriental,

with the title of Turkish Spy, Lcttrcs Chinoise.^ kc. These produc-

tions were usually issued in periodical form, anc , besides an immensa
amount of worthless little-tattle, contain some valuable matter.

During the first half of the century France has little of import-

ance to show in periodical literature. The NouvcUcs Eeelesias-

tiques (1728-1803) were first printed and circulated secretly by tha
Jansenists in opposition to the Constituticn Unigenitus. Tho
Jesuits retaliated with the SuppUmcnt des Kouvcllcs EccUsiastiqucs

(1734-48)i The promising title may have had something to do
with the temporary success of the Me'moircs Srcrcis dc la Rijnibliqua

des Lcttrcs (1744.-48) of the marquis d'Argens In the Observations

sur Ics Perils Modcrncs (1735-43) Desfontaines held the gates of

Philistia for eight years against the Encyclcpa^dists and even tho

redoubtable Voltaire himself. It was continued by the JugomcnXt

sur quelques Ouvragcs noui^awx (1744-45). The name of Freron,

perhaps the most vigorous enemy Voltaire ever encountered, was

long connected with Lcttrcs sur qiielques J^c'its de cc Temps (1749-

54), followed by VAnnee LitUraire (1754-90). Among tho con-

tributors of Freron was another manufacturer of criticism, the abbe

de la Porte, who, having quaj'i-elled with his confrere, founded

Observations sur la Li'f^-alure Moderne (17' 9-52) and L'Obsermteur

Litterairc (1758-61).

A number of special organs camo into existence about this period.

The first treating of agriculture and domestic economy was the

Journal iconmniquc (1751-72) ; « Journal ie Commerce was founded

1 Matthew Maty, M.D., boro in Holland, 1718, died principal librarian of

the British Museum, 1776. He settled in Englond in, 1740, published sevena

books, and wrote the preface to Gibbon's first work, £fiirfe dc la LUtinUurt.
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;
periodical biography may be first seen in the Kecrologc dcs

Homnics C^Ubres de France (1764-82); the political economists
established the £ph^miridcs du Ciioycn in 1765 ; the first Jourjial
d'Education was founded in 1768, and the Courrier de la Mode in

tlie same year ; the theatre had its first organ in tlie Journal dcs
Thedtrcs (1770); in the same year were produced a Journal dc
Musique and the Encydopidic Militairc ; the sister service was
supplied ^vith a Journal de Mai-ine in 1778. We have already
noticed several journals specially devoted to one or other foreign
literature. It was left to Freron, Grimm, Prevost, and others in

1754.to extend the idea to all foreign productions, and the Jouriial
Stranger {115 i-QT) was founded for this purpose. The Gazette
Litterairc (1764-66), which had Voltaire, Diderot, and Saint-
Lambert among its editors, was intended to swamp the small fry
of criticism; the Journal dcs Dames (1759-78) was of a light
magazine class ; and the Journal dc Monsieur (1776-83) tad three
jihases of existence, and died after extending to thirty volumes.
The Memoircs Secrets pour scrvir d VEistoire dc la E^hlique dcs
Lctircs (1762-87), better known as Memoircs de Ba^fiaumonC, from
tile name of their founder, furnish a minute account of the social

and literary history for a period of twentj'-sii years. Of a similar
character was the Corrcspondance Littiraire SecrHe (1774-93), to

which Metra was the chief contributor. VEsprit dcs Journaux
(1772-1818) forms an important literary and historical collection,

which is rarely to be found complete. .

The movement of ideas at the close of the century may best be
traced in the Annalcs PoUtiqixcs, Civilcs, et LitUraircs (1777-92) of
Lin^uet. The Ddcade Fhilosophiquc (year V. or 1796/97), founded
by Ginguene, is the first periodical of the magazine class which
appeared after the storms of the Revolution. It was a kind of
resurrection of good taste ; under the empire it formed the sole
refuge of the opposition. By a decree of 17th January 1800 the
consulate reduced the number of Parisian journals to thirteen, of
which the Decade was oue ; all the others, with the exception of
those dealing solely with science, art, commerce, and advertise-
ments,' were suppressed. A report addressed to Bonaparte by
Fievee ^ in the year XI. (1802/3) furnishes a list of fifty -one of these
periodicals. In the year XIH. (1804/5) only seven non-political
serials were permitted to appear.

Between 1815 and 1819 there was a constant struggle between
freedom of thought on the one hand and the censure, the police,

and the law-officers on the other. This oppression led to the
device of " semi- periodical " publications, of which La Minerve
Frani-aise (1818-20) is an instance. It was the Satire M&nippie of
the Restoration, and was brought out four times a year at irregular

intervals. Of the same class was the Bibliothique Historiqu^ (1818-

20), another anti-royalist organ. The censure was re-established

in 1820 and abolished in 1828 with the monopoly. It has always
seemed impossible to carry on successfully in France a review upon
the lines of those which have become so numerous and important
in England. The short-lived Revue Fran^aise (1828-30), founded
by Guizot, Remusat, De Broglie, and the doctrinaires, was an
attempt in this direction. The well-known Revue des Deux Mondes
was established in 1829 by Segur-Dupeyron and Mauroy, but it

ceased to appear at the end of the year, and its actual existence

dates from its acquisition in 1831 by Fran9ois Buloz," a masterful
editor, under whose energetic management it soon achieved a world-
wide reputation. The most distinguished names in French litera-

ture have been among its contributors, for whom it has been styled
the " vestibule of the Academy." It was preceded by a few months
by the Revue de Paris (1829-45), founded by Veron, who introduced
the novel to periodical Literature. In 1834 this was jiurchased by
Buloz, and brought out concurrently with his other Revue. While
the former was exclusively literary and artistic, the latter dealt

more with philosophy. The Revue Ind^pendante (1841-48) was
founded by Pierre Leroux, George Sand, and Viardot for the
democracy. The times of the consulate and the empire were the
subjects dealt with by the Rente de VEmpirc (1842-48). In Le
Correspondant (1843), established by Montalembert and De Falloux,
the Catholics and Legitimists had a valuable supporter. The
Revue Contemporaine (1852), founded by the comte de Belval as a
royalist organ, had joined'to it in 1856 the Athenaeum Fran/^ais.

The Revue Gcrmanique (1858) exchanged its exclusive name and
character in 1865 to the Revue Moderne. The Revue Europicnne
(1859) was at first subventioned like the Revue CoTitcmporaine, from
which it soon withdrew Government favour. The Revue Nationale
(1860) appeared quarterly, and succeeded to the Magaziii de
Libraire (1858).

, The list of current periodicals, to which should be added the

1 The novelist and publicist Joseph Fiev6e (r767-lS39X known for his rela-

tions with Napoleon I., has been made the subject for a study by Sainte-Beuve
(,Cfli(«r(£s, V. 172).

2 Tiiis remarkable nian(18041877)be[ianlifeasashephcrd. Educated through
the charity of M. Naville, he came to Paris as a compositor, and by translating
from the English earned sufficient to purchase the moribund Revue dcs Deux
Mondes, which acquired its subsequent position in spite of the tyrannical,
editorial behavionr of the proprietor. M. Monod (Academy, 20th Jan. 1S77)
States that latterly Buloz enjoyed an Income of 365,000 franca from the Revue.

Rci-uc dcs Deux Mondes and the Correspondant, include the following,
drmong those devoted to literature and criticism may be mentioned,
the Revue Britannique (1825) ; the Revue Critique d'Mistoire ct d*
Littirature (1866), one of the first of European weekly reviews ;

Revue Politique et Litleraire, successor to the Revue dcs Cours Littir*
aires (1863), also weekly ; Le Livre (1880), confined to bibliography
and literary history, monthly ; and the NouvcUc Revue (1879),
already a serious rival of the Pwvue dcs Deux Mondes, which it

resembles in character and mode of publication, although distinctly-

Republican in politics. History and archosology are represented by
the BibliotMque de Vilcolc dcs Chartcs (1S39), which deals especially
with the Middle Ages, and is published evei-y two months ; the
Cabinet Bistorique (1855), a monthly, devoted to MSS. and un-
published documents ; the Revue Eistorique (1876), two-monthly ;

and the monthly Rcvuc ^rcheologiquc(l8Q0), The fine arts are cared
for by the Gazette cus Beaux-Arts (1859), monthly, and L'Art (1875),
published weekly. "We may also mention the Rcv^ic Philosophique
(1876), monthly,^ and Le Tour du Monde (1860), an illustrated
weekly, consisting entirely of voyages and travels.

In 1883, apaw; from political newspapers, there were published
in Palis 1379 p^r jdicals of all kinds. They may be classified in the
following order :- -theology 96, jurisprudence 130, reviews 75, popular
reading 169, hi., ory and geography 37, political economy and finance
243, science generally 26, mathematics 6, medicine 101, natural
science 21, military 14, naval 12, fine arts 75, fashion 81, education
46, technology 137, agriculture 46, sport 24, miscellaneous 40.

Authorities.—ilie subject of French periodicals has been exliaustively treated
in the valuable works of Eugene Hatin,—//isfoire de la Presse en Fraiioe,
1859-61, 8 vols. ; Les Gazettes de Hollande et la Presse Clandestine aux 17« et 18«
Siecles, 1865 ; and Bibliographie de la Presse Piriodique Fran^aise, 1866. ISee

also Catalogue de VHistoire de France, 1865-79, 11 vols. ; V. Geb6, Catalogue dfS
Journaui, etc., publics a Paris, 1S79 ; Bninet, Manuel du Libi^ire, avec SuppU-
ment, 1860-80, 8 vols. ; H. Le Soudier, Catalogue-tarif des Journaux, Revues, et

PubHcations,Ph-iodiqu€S parus en Paris jusqu'en ISSS, 1SS3 ; F. Mege, Les
Journaux etEcriti Periodiques de la Basse Auvergne, 1869.

Germany.—The earliest trace of the literary journal in Germany Germany
is to be .found in the Erbauliche Monatsunterredungen (1663) of the
poet Johann Rist and in the Miscellanea curiosa medico -pkysica
(1670-1704) of the Academia naturce cui'iosorum Leopoldina-Caro-
lina, the first scientific annual, uniting the features of the Journal
dcs Savants and of the Philosophical Transactions. D. G. Morholi
the author of the well-known Polyhistor, conceived the idea of a
montlily serial to be devoted to the history of modern books and
learning, which came to nothing. "While professor of morals at

Leipsic, Otto Mencke planned the Acta Eniditorum, with a view
to make known, by means of analyses, extracts, and reviews, the
new works produced throughout Europe. In 1630 he travelled in

England and Holland in order to obtain literary assistance, and
the first number appeared in 1682, under the title of Acta Erudi-
torum Lipsicnsium, and, like its successors, was written in Latin.

Among the contributors to subsequent numbers were Leibnitz,

Seckendorf, and CeUarius. A volume came out each year, with
suppleinents. After editing about 30 volumes Mencke died, leaving

the publication to his son, and the Acta remained in the possession

of the family down to 1745, when they extended to 117 volumes,
which form an extremely valuable history of the learning of the

period. A selection of the dissertations and articles was published
at Venice in 7 vols. 4to, 1740. The Acta soon had imitators. The
EpheoneHdes Litterarias (1686) came out at Hamburg in Latin and
French. The Nova Litteraria maris Balthici et Septentrionis (1698-

1708) was more especially devoted to north Germany and the univer-

sities of Kiel, Eostock, and Dorpat. Supplementary to the preceding
was the Nova Litteraria Germanise collecta Eaiiiburgi {17OZ-9), wuicU
from 1707 widened its field of view to the whole of Europe. At Leip-

sic was produced the Tcutsehe Acta Eruditorum (1712), an excellent

periodical, edited by J. G. Rabener and 0. G. Jbcher, and continued
from 1740 to 1758 as Zuverldssige Nachrichten. It included portraits.

The brilliant and enterprising Christian Thomasius brought out
periodically, in dialogue form, Ms Monatsgesprdchc (1688-90)»

written by himself in the vernacular, to defend his hovel theories

against the alarmed pedantry of Germany, and, together with
Strahl, Buddeus, and others, Observati&nes sclectmad rem litterariam

spectantes (1700), written in Latin. W.-E. Tenzel also published

Monatliche VnXcrredungen (1689-98), continued from 1704 as Curi-

eusc Bibliothck, and treating various subjects in dialogue form.

After the death of Tenzel the Bibliothekwas carried on under differ-

ent titles by C. Woltereck, J. G. Krause, and others, down to 1721.

Of much greater importance than these was the Monailichcr Auszug
(1701), supported by J, G. Eccard and Leibnitz. Another periodical

on Thomasius's plan was Neue Unterrcdungen (1702), edited by
N. H. Gundliag. The Gundlingiana of the latter person, published

at Halle (1715-32), and written partly in Latin and partly in

German by the editor, contained a miscellaneous coUecrion of juri-

dical, lustorical, and theological observations and dissertations.

Nearly all departments of learning possessed their several special

periodical organs about the close of the 17th oj- the beginning of

the 18th century. The Anni Franciscanorum (1680) was edited

by the Jesuit Stiller ; and J. S. Adami published, between 1690

and 1713, certaiu theological repertories under the name oiDelicitt*
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riistorical journalism was first represented by Elcda Juris Publici

(1709), philology by .Vfii« ^4cerra Philologica (1715-23), philosophy

by the Acta FhilosophonLm (1715-27), medicine by Dcr patriotischc

Mcdikus (1725), music by Dtr musikalische Patriot (1725), and edu-

cation by Die ilatrone (1728). Reference has already been ujade to

the Miscellanea ctiriosa mtdico-physica (1670-1704) ; the Monatlidie
Erzahlungen (1689) was also devoted to natural science.

Down to the early part of the 18th century Halle and Leipsic

were the headquarters of literary journalism in Germany. Other
centres began to feel the need of similar organs of opinion. Hamburg
had its Kiedersdchsisclu iieue ZeUuiigc7i, styled from 1731 Xi<:der-

$dch3ische Xa^hrichicn, which came to an end in 1736, and Mecklen-
burg owned in 1710 its Kcucr Vorratk, besides others brought out
at Rostock. Prussia owes the foundation of its literary periodicals

to G. P. Schulze and M. Lilienthal, the former of whom began with
Oelehrtes Preti^scH (1722), continued under different titles down to

1729 : the latter helped with the ErlaiUcrtr:s Preussen (1724), and
was the sole editor of the Ada Borussica (1730-32). Pomerauia
and Silesia also had their special periodicals in the first quarter of
the 18th century. Franconia commenced with Kova Littcraria,

and Hesse with the Kurze Historic^ both in 1725. In south Germany
appeared the Wiirt^mbcrgi^chc ycbenstiindcn (1718), and the Par-
nassus Boicus, first published at llunich in 1722. The Frankfurter
gelchrie Zcitungen was founded in 1736 by S. T. Hocker, and existed
down to 1790. Austria owned Das merkumrdige IVien,

In 1715 the Neue Zeitungcn von gelekrten Sachcn was founded by
J, G. Krause at Leipsic and carried on by various editors down to
1797. It was the first attempt to apply the form of the weekly
political journal to learned subjects, and was imitated in the Ver-
mischte Bibliothek (1718-20), and the Bibliotheca Kovissima (1718-

21), both founded by J. G. francke in Halle. Shortly after the
foundation of the university of Gottingen appeared Zeitungcn von
gelehrten Sackscn (1739), still famous as the Gottingischi gekhrte
Anzeigcn, which during its long and influential career has been
conducted by professors of that univei-sity, and among others by
Haller, Heyne, and Eichhom.

Influenced by a close study of English writers, the two Swiss
Bodmer and Breitinger established i>t> Discursc dcr Malcr (1721),
and, by paying more attention to the matter of works reviewed than
to their manner, commenced a critical method new to Germany.
The system was attacked by Gottsched, who, educated in the French
school, erred in the opposite direction. The war between the two
parties gave fresh life to the literature of the country, but German
criticism of the higher sort can only be said really to begin with
Lessing. The Berlin publisher Nicolai founded the Bibliothek dcr
schonen Wisscnschaften, and afterwards handed it over to C. F.
Weisse in order to give his whole energy to the Briefe, die neucstc
Literatur bctreffcnd (1759-65), carried on by the help of Lessing,
Jlendelssohn, and Abbt To Nicolai is also due the Allgcmcine
eieutsche Biblmthck (1765-1806), which embraced a much wider
field and soon became extremely influential. Herder founded the
Kritische Wilder in 1766. Der dcutsche Mcrkur (1773-89, revived
1790-1810) of Wieland was the solitary representative of the French
school of criticism. A new era in German periodical literature
began when Bertuch brought out at Jena in 1785 the Allgemcine
Liicraturzeitung, to which the leading writers of the country were
contributors. On being transferred to Halle in 1801 it was re-

placed by the Jcnaische allgemcine Literaturzeitung, founded by
Eichstadt. Both reviews enjoyed a prosperous career down to the
year 1848.

At the commencement of the present century we find the Erlanger
Liicraturzeitung (1799-1810), which had replaced a Oelchrte Zeitung
(1746) ; the Lcipzigcr Literaturzcitung (l&OQ-Zi) ; the Bei^clbcrgische
Jahrbiieher der Literalur (1808) ; and the Wiener Litcraturzcitiing

(1813-16), followed by the Wiener Jahrbilchcr der Literatur (1818-
48), both of which received Government support and were like the
Quarterly Ecview in their Conservative politics and high literary
tone. Hermes, founded at Leipsic in 1819 by W. T. Krug, was dis-

tinguished for its erudition, and came out down to 1831. One of the
most remarkable periodicals of this class was the Jahrbucher fiir
wissenscha/tliche Kritik (1827-46), first published by Cotta. The
Ballische Jahrbucher (1838-42) was founded by Ruge and Echter-
meyer, and supported by^the Government. The Repertorium dcr
gcsammten deutschen Literatur, established by Gersdorf in. 1834,
and known after 1843 as the Leipxiger Repertorium der deutschen
nnd ausldndischen Literatur, existed to 1860. Buchner founded
the Literarisehc Zeitung at Berlin in 1834. It was continued by
Brandes down to 1849. The political troubles of 1848 and 1849
were most disastrous to the welfare of the literary and miscellaneous
periodicals. Gersdorfs Bepertorium, the Gelchrte Anzeigen of Gottin-
gen and of Munich, and the Heidelberg Jahrbucher were the sole
survivors. The Allgemcine Manatschrift filr Literatur (1850), con-
ducted after 1851 by Droysen, Nitzsch, amd others, continued only
down to 1854 ; the Literarisches Centralblatt (1850) had a longer
existence. The Blatter fur literarisehc Unterhaltung sprang out
of the LiUrarisches Wochenblatl (1818), founded by Kotzebue

;

fcince 1865 it has been edited by R. Gottschall with considerable I

success. Many of the literary journals diu not disdain to occupy
themselves with the fashions, but the first periodical of any merit
specially devoted to the subject was the Bazar (1855). The first
to popiUarize science was Kalur (1852). The HausbldtUr (1S55X a
bi-mouthly magazine, was extremely successful. The SaUii (1868)
followed more closely tts type of the English magazine.
About this period arose a great number of serials for popular

reading, kno-«i as "Sontagsblktter," of which the Gartcnlaube (1868)
and Dahcim are examples. Of a more solid character are the
Dcutsches Museum {lS5\-57) o{ Ptutz and Freuzel; the Grcnzbotm;
the Preussische Jahrbilchcr (1858); the Berliner Revue (1855);
Unscrc Zeit (1S57), at firgt only a kind of supplement to Brockhaus's
Convcrsationslexikon, but now an important review of matters of
contemporary interest ; Die Gcgenwart (1872) ; the new Literatur-
zeitung (1874) of Jena ; the Deutsche Rundscliau (1874), conducted
upon the method of the Revue dcs Deux Moyie/es ; and many others.

Periodicals have been specialized in Germany to an extent perhaps
unequalled in any otlier country. Those of a really high class
have become so numerous and form so marked a feature in the
current literature that it may be usefid to give a classified list
of the chief of them, including the many Jahrcsbcriditc which
supply summaries of the works published annually in particular
departments. Bibliographical and Literary :—PcfaAo/rf<'s ncuer
Aiizciger; Centralblatt fur Bibtiotheksteissenschaft; Allgcmcine Bib-
liographie fur Deulschlaiui

; Bibliographie una liierarisclic Chronik
dcr Schweiz ; Polytcchnische Bibliothek ; Blattc-fur literarisehc Un-
terhaltung, ed. by Rud. von Gottschall ; Literarisches Centralblatt
fiir Deutschland ; Die Gcgenwart; Die Grenzbo'cn; Deutsche Rund-
schau

; Im ncuen Reich
; Preussische Jahrbucher ; Magazin fur

die Literatur des In- und Auslandcs ; Die niuc Zeit ; Archiv f.
Literaturgeschichte

; Weslcrmann's illusfrirte a'cutschc Mmalsheftc.
Theology -.—Der Kalholik ; Theologische Liicraturzeitung ; Thco-
logische Studien und Kriiikcn

; Theologische Studicn aus Wurltcm-
berg; Theologische Quartalschrift ; Zeitschrift fiir Kirchcngcschichte

;

Kcue evangelische Eirclun-Zeitung
; ProteitanlischeKirchen-Zeitung;

Monatsschrifi fiir Oeschiehie d. Judcnthums. Law, Political
Economy, &c. :

—

Jahrbuchf. Qcsetzgebung
; Jahrbjich dcr deutschen

Gerichtsverfassung
; Zeitschrift fUr Rcchtsgcschichte

; Jahrbuch dcr
preussischen GeriefUsverfassung ; Annalcn d. Rcichsgerichls ; ScufferVs
Archivfur Enischeidung dcr obersten Geriehte ; Scuffcrt's Blatterf.
Rcchtsanwcndung

; Jahrbuch fiir das dc\itsche l^ersicherungswcsen
;

Jahrbucher fur Nationalokoncmie und Statistik ; Zeitschrift f. gc-
sammtc Staatsunssenschaft; Vierteljahrsschrift fiir Volkswirtschaft;
Statistisehe Monatsschrifi. Medicine and Surgery:— Archiv
fiir Anthropologic

; Archiv f. exjyerimcntcUe Pathologic ; Schmidt's
Jahrbucher dcr in- und ausldndischen gcs. Mcdiiin ; Zeitschrift f.
klin. Medicin ; Archiv fur Anatomic und Pftysiologie ; Morpho-
logisches Jahrbuch ; Arehiv fur Gynakologie ; Deutsche Zcitschl-ift
fiir Chirurgie

; Archivf. klin. Chirurgie ; Graefc's Archiv ; Viertel-
jahrsschrift fur gerichtl. Medicin. Natural Science -.—Archiv
fur Anatomic u. Physiologic ; Archiv fiir Katurgcschichte ; Annalc^i
dir Physik und Chemie

; Annalen der Mathematik und Physik ;.

Boianiseher Jahresbcricht ; Botan. Jahrbucher; Flora; Botanische
Zeitung

; Zoologischer Jahresbcricht ; Zeitschrift fur wissensehaftl.
Zoologie ; Jahresbcricht uber d. Fortschritte d. Chemie ; Licbig's
Annalen d. Chemie. Philosophy :

—

PhilosojAischc Monalshcfte
;

Zeitschrift fur Philosophic. Education -.Shcinische Blatter
;.

Neue Jahrbucher fiir Philologic ; Pddagogiicher Jahresbcricht.
Juvenile 'Ln^it.KnrR^ -.—HcrzUattchens Zeitvertreib ; Deutsche
Jugend. Classical Archeology and Phil<>logy -.—Jahrbucher
fur class. Philologic; Hermes; Rhelnisehcs Museum; Philologus;
Archaologische Zeitung; Jahresbcrichte ub. d. Fortschritte d. class.

Altcrthutnswisscnschaft. Oriental Literature -.—Zeitschrift d.
deutschen morgenldndischen Gesellschaft; Zeitschrift f. Volkcrjisycho-
logie. Modern Lanouages -.—Anglia ; Archiv f. d. Studium d.
ncuercn Sprachcn ; Germania ; Zeitschrift f. dcut.' Allcrthum.
History, &c. -.— Sybel's hist. Zeitschrift ; Jahresbcrichte dcr Gc-
sehiehtswissensehaft ; Archiv f. Anthropologii- ; Archiv f. ocsterr.

Gesehiehte ; Das Staatsarchiv ; Forschungen z. deut. Gcschichtc ;

Baltisehe Studien
; Zeits. f. Museologie ; Zeits.f. Numismalik. Geo-

CEApm-;— ffcoyr. Jahrbuch; Glo'ms; Das Ausland ; Petcrmann's
Milteilungen

; Zeitschrift f. Ethnologic. Mathematics and Asteo-
NOMY -.—Jahrbuch Ub. d. Fortschritte d. Mxlhemalik ; Archiv d.
Mathematik u. Physik; Journal f. d. reinc u. angcuandtc Math.

;

Zeitschrift f. Mathematik ; Astroymnischc 2iachrichtcn. Apmy and
Navy:— Jahresbcrichte Ub. d. Vcrdjiderunjcn im Militdnccscn

;

Dcutsdie Hceres-Zeitung ; Jahrbucher f. d. dcut. Armec u. Marine
;

Militdr.Liicraturzeitung; Militdr-Wochenblatt; Strcffieur's bsrerr-

Militdr-Zeitschrift. Trade Organs, &c :

—

Borscnblatt f. d. dcut.

BueJihandcl ; Deulsches Handclsarchiv ; Stammer, Jahresbcricht u. d.

Zuckerfabrikation ; Geuerbchalle ; Polyiec'nn. Kotizblatt. Archi-
tecture, Engineering, ic. :

—

Allgcmcine Bauzcitung ; Der Civil-

ingenieur ; Dingler's polytechnisches Journal ; Zcilscltrift f. Bau-
wcsen; Osterr. Zeitschrift f. Berg.- u. HiMcnwcscn; Jahrbuch der

Erfndungcn auf d. Oebictcn der Physik u. Clumie, der Technologic,

u.s.w. Railway^s, Telegraphy, Shipping, &c. -.-Bansa ; Mil-

teilungen aus d. Qebicte d, Seewesens ; EUJclTotechnischt Zeitschrift ;
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ycutUchcs Jahrbuch; Dcr UascMxenbaucr. Fokestkt and Spor.T-

l-<a:—Forst!iche Blatter ; Allg. Forsl- u. Jagdzeitmvg ;
Zeilschnft f.

Forst- u. Jandxiicscn. Aoricultdre, Gardening, &c •.—Bie-ncnzcit-

v>ui- Forsciuingenaufd. OMclc d. AgrikuUurphysik ;
Landwirlk-

schaftliche Jahrhiicher ; Allg. ZcUungfiir deut. Land- w. Forslmrlhc ;

Garlcnfiora ; Ncuherfs dad. Oartenmagazin ;
Deut. allg. Zciluug

f. Landwirthscha/l, u.s.ia. Theatres :—AVi/fr Thcalcrdimcr
;

Munchencr Thcater-Jmmml. Fine Arts :—Jahrbuch d k pmts3

Kunstsammhingen ; Die graphischen Kilnste ; Zeitschnft f. Kunst-

und Antiquilalcmammlcr. Music -.—Neue Berliner Musil-cdung ;

NeucZcitsckrlftf.Musik. YiCTioa:—Deut. Eomansatung. Ste^o-

GRAPHY -.—Jahrbuch d. Schulc Oabclsbcrgers ; Allg. deutschc Steno-

grafcJizcilung. Popular Reading .—Dahcim ; Die Oartenlaube ;

Ueber land und Mccr : Vom Fcls zu.m Mccr. Freemasonry :—

Freimaureryritung. 1i\iis.o&OT!s:— Fliegcnde Blatter; Kladdcr-

adatsch. CaSi-i:— Deutsche Schachzeitung. MiscELL. Illus-

trated :

—

ntusirirte Zeitung.
.

There were in Austria in 1848 22 literary and 41 special penod-

icals, atd in 1873 110 literary and 413 special periodicals (see

tbe extremely valuable statistical inquiry of Dr Johann Wmckler

Die period. Press-: Ocsterrcichs, 1875). Germany possessed in 1848

about 947 periodicals [Dcutscher Zcilungs-Katalog, 1848), and in

1884 1550 (Gracklauer'B Dcutscher Journal Katalog fur 1884).

According to the Dcutscher Zeitschrifltn-Katalog, 1874, there were

published in Austria, Germany, and Switzerland in 1874 2219

periodicals in the German language.

AtUhoH'.ics.—FoT the general history of the Bnbject Mnsult C. Jine''",

Schediasvia de tphcmmdibus cmdilorttm. Leipsic, 1692; H. Kurz, GescliKhlt

dcr dcutschen LiteraUr. Leipsic, 1832 ; B. Prutz, a^icliMle dajkul^tin Jour-

tialismus. vol. i., 1846—unfortunately It does not go beyond 1713 l
M. wuu,<e,

DU deulschen Zeilschriften, 1875 ; and P. E. Eichter, Yeruid.nien der Penodim

tm Besitze der k. of. Sibl. nt Dresden, 1880.

Su'itxrlajui.—'The A'ova Litteraria Helvetica (1703-15) of Zurich

is the earliest literary periodical which Switzerland can show. From

1728 to 1734 a Bibliothique Italique, and towards the end of the

century the Bibliothique Britunnigue (1796-1816), dealing with

agriculture, literature, and science, in three separate scries, were

published at Geneva. The latter was followed by what stUl re-

mains the leading periodical of French - speaking Switzerland, the

Bibliothique Universelte (1816), which also has a scientific and a

literary series. The Reme Suisse (1838) was produced at Neuchatel.

/(oZy.—Prompted by M. A. Ricci, Francesco Nazzari, the future

cardinal, established in 1668 the Oiomale dc' LelUrati upon the plan

of the Journal des Savants. His collaborateurs eafih agreed to

undertake the criticism of a separate literature, wl^ile Na^an re-

tained tbe general editorship and the analysis of the French books.

The journal was continued to 1675, and another seriss was earned

on to 1769. Bacchini brought out at Parma (1688-90) and at

Modena (1692-97) a periodical with a similar title. A much better

known GiomaU was that of Apostolo Zeno, founded with the help

of Maffei and Muratori (1710), continued after 1718 by Pietro Zeno,

and after 1728 by Mastraca and Paitoni. Another Giornale,io

which Fabroni contributed, was publishiid at Pisa in 1771 ; it has

been continued almost down to our own times. The Qallena di

Minerva was first published at Venice in 1696. One of the many

merits of the antiquary Lami was his connexion with the Novelle

Letterarie (1740-70), founded by him, and after the first two years

almost entirely written by him. Its learning and impartiality gave

it much authority. The Frusta Lctterana (1763-66) was brought

out at Venice by Giuseppe Baretti under the pseudonym of Aristarco

Scannabue. The next that deserve mention are the Gwrnale End-

clopcdico (1806) of Naples, followed by the Progresso dellc Scienzc

(1833-48) and the Museo di Scienze e Lctteratura of the same city,

and the Oiornale Arcadico (1819) of Rome. Among the contributors

to the Poligrafo (1811) of Milan were Monti, Perticari, and some

of the first names in Italian literature. The Bibliotcca Jtaliana

(1816-40) was founded at Milan by the favour of the Austrian Govorn-

ment, and the editorship was offered to and declined by Ugo Foscolo.

It rendered service to Italian literature by its opposition to the

Della-Cruscan tyranny. Another Milanese serial was the Concilia-

tore (1818-20), which, although it only lived two years, will be

remembered for the endeavours made by Silvio Pellico, Camillo

Ugoni, and its other contributors to introduce a more dignified and

courageous method of criticism. After its suppression and the

falling off in interest of the Biblioteca Italiana the next of any

merit to appear was the Antologia, a monthly periodical brought

out at Florence in 1820 by Gino Capponi and Giampetro Vieusseux,

but suppressed in 1833 on account of an epigram of Tommaseo, a

principal writer. Some striking paperswere contributed by Giuseppe

Mazzini Naples had in 1832 /! Progresso of Carlo Troj'a, helped

by Tommaseo and Ccntofanti, and Palermo owned the Oiomale di

Statistica (1834), suppressed eight years later. The Arehivio Storico,

consisting of reprints of documents with historical dissertations,

dates from 1842, and was founded by Vieusseux and Gino Capponi.

The CivilM Cattolica (1850) is stiH the organ of the Jesuits. The

Rivista Contemporanea (1852) was founded at Turin in emulation

of the Revue des Deux Mondcs, which hasbeen the tvpe followed by

40 many Continental periodicals; it still appears. The PolilemKo

(1839) of Milan was suppressed in 1844 and revived lu 1859. The

Nuova Antologia {li6i) has already acquired a well-deserved reputa-

tion as a high -class review and magazine. Its rival, the PUcisla

Europea, is now considered the special organ of the Florentine

men of letters. The Eassegna Scltimanale was a weekly political

and literary review, which after eight years of existence gave place

to a daily newspaper, the Rasscgna. The Arehivio Trcntino (1832)

is the organ of "Italia Irredenta." The Rasscgna Xa:nc^ialt, con-

ducted by the marchcse Manfredo di Passano, a chief of the moder-

ate clerical party, the Kum-a Rivista of Turin, the Fan/vlla delta

Domcnica, and the Gazzctta Lcttcraria may also be mentioned.

During the last few years Italy has been showing such vigour in

her periodical literature that it may be worth while to append the

titles of the chief of those which are now appearing : Annali di

Ucdemalica (1867) ; Annuario di Giurisprvdenza (1883) ; Arehivio

di Statistica (1876); Arehivio storico Lomiardo (1874); Archivii

Veneto (1871); Arehivio per lo Sttidio delle Tradizimti popolari;

Arehivio per la Zoologia -,
II Bibliejilo; Bolhttino di Arclicologia

cristiana ; II Filangieri (1876) ; La Katura (1884) ;
Know

Giomak botanico (1869) ; G-iormIe degli ErudUi (1883) ;
Oiomale

di Filologia Romanza ; Giornale storico delta Lctteratura Italiana

(1883) ; Kuora Rivista inlemaiionale (1879) ; II Politcenico (1853)

;

La Rasscgna Italiana (1881) ; Rivista storica Ilaliaiia (Uai) ;
Revue

Internationale (1883).

Not counting political newspapers, there were published in Italy

in the year 1871 133 literary periodicals, 43 devoted to the fine arts,

132 commercial, 49 scientific, 19 administrative, 20 humorous, &c.

showing a total of 416. Ten years later, in 1881, the number had

increased to 892, of which 46 were religious, 23 administratii e, 114

scientific, 52 agricultural, 86 humorous, &c. _

AulliontUs.—See G. Ottino, La Slamjxi Fericdica in Halm, Milan, 1675;

RaccoHa del pn-iorfici prescijata all' Esposliwni in Uilarw, 1881 ; A. Boul, la

tUtiralure contemporaine en Jtalie (1S73-SS), Paris, 18S3.

Belgium.—Th6 .Journal Encyclopidique (1756-93), founded by Belgium

P. Rousseau, made Liege a propagandist centre for the philosophical

party. In the same city was also fii-st established L'Esprit des

Journaux{\m -ISli), styled by Sainte-Beuve "cette considerable

et excellcnte collecrion," but "journal voleur et compilateur." The

Journal historiquc ct littiraire (1788-90) was founded at Luxem-

burg by the Jesuit De Feller ; having been suppressed there, it was

transferred to Liege, and subsequently to ilaestricht. It is one of

the most curious of the Belgian periodicals of the 18th century,

and contains most precious materials for the national history. A
complete set is very rare and much sought after. The Revue Beige

(1835-43), in spite of the support of the best writers of the kingdom,

its successor the Revue dc Liige (1844-47), the Tr^sor National

(1842-43), published at Brussels, and the Revue de Belgiqut

(1846-51) were all shortlived. The Revue de Bruxcllcs (1837-48),

supported by the nobility and the clergy, had a longer career.

The Revue Rationale was the champion of Liberalism, and came

to an end in 1847. The Messager des Sciences historiques (1833V

which still comes out at Ghent, has been much more successful,

ami is in repute on account of its historical and antiquarian char-

acter. The Revue Catholique is also still published by the pro-

fessors of the university of Louvain. In 1846 it began a contro-

versy with the Journal hiatoriquc ct littiraire of Kersten (1834) upon

the origin of human knowledge, which lasted for many years and

excited gieat attention. The Revue TrimeslrieUe was founded at

Brussels by Van Bemmel in 1854. The Athenssum Beige (1868)

did not last long.
.

Amon" Flemish serials may be mentioned the Ncderduttsche il'nLWk

Lettcrocfiniiu/cn (1834) ; the Belgisch Museum (1836-46), edited by

Willems ; the Brocderha^d, which did not appear after 1846 ;
the

Taalwrbund of Antwerp ; the Kunsi- en Letterblad (1840-43) ; and

the llacmsche Rcdeniker (1844).

The Annates des Travaux PuhHcs{\ai^), the Bidtetin de TIndus-

trie (1842), the Journal des Beaux-Arts (1858), the Catholic Pricis

historiques (1852), the Protestant Chr6lim Beige (1850), Van Bene-

den's A-chives de Biologic, the Revue dc Betgique (1868), and the

Revue de Droit international are representative of their several

respective classes.

It has been calculated that in 1860 there wore 51 periodicals

published in Belgium. In 1884 the number had increased to 412.

See U. Capitaine, 7V«*m:?iM stir Iti joumaiati la ierila ftriciiqua LUntoU,

IS50; Rtln-t dt lout Its IcrUs jptriodiqHK Jul » fuWmt dant U royaumi dt

Belgiiat, 18T5; Catalogue dts j&uma-jz, renin, et pabUailioM pMod\ques dt la

Betgique, ISSS ; Annvaire de la lihraire Beige, 1884.

Holland.—This country occupies a distinguished position in. the BoUani.

history of the periodical literature of the 18th century, from the

labours of the French refugees already referred to (see p. 539). The

first serial wTitten in Dutch was the Boekzaal van Europa (1692-

1708, and 1715-48), which had several changes of name during its

long life. The next of any note was the Rcpubtijk der Gelcerdcn

(1710-48). The English Spectator was imitated by J. van EfTen in

his Misanthrope (1711-12), written in French, and in the HoUandsche

Spectator (1731-35), in Dutch. An important serial was the long-

lived Vadcrlandschc Letteroc/eningcn (1761). The Algemeene Kunat-

en Lctterbode (1788) was long the leading review of Holland j
in
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1S60 it was joined to the Nederlandsch SpecUUor (1855). Of those

foanJed in the present century may be mentioned the RcccmttU

(1803) and Xienux Jiecensai! ; the A'ederiandsch Museum (1835)

;

the Gids (1837) ; the Tijdstroom (1857) ; the Tydspkgd^ a literary

journal of Protestant tendency ; The Thtologisch Tijdschnfl (1S67),

ihe or^n of the Leyden school of theolpgy ; and the Didxhc
Wamnde, a Roman Catholic review devoted to the national anti-

quitiee. Colonial interests have been cared- for by the Tijdschrifl

mcT Xederlaruisch Indie (1848). The 2^'idc-landish Sagarin and
itiiterra are still published.
Se« Alpfiabftixhe ^(UJtnlijst ran Bctktn (ITSO-ISTS), Amsterdam, 1835.7S.

Den- SMndinaria.—Early in the 18th century Denmark had the X'ye

lOark. Tidender (\720), continued down to 1836 under the name of Dansk-
VUraturtidendc. The Uinerva (1785) of Rahbek was carried on to

1S19, and the Skandinavisk ifusctini (1798-1803) was revived by
the LitUratur Seiskabs SkTifler'{lSOo). These were followed by

the Lterde E/irrrcijiinger (1799-1310), afterwards styled Litleratur-

TidetwU (1811-36), the AOiene (1813-17), and UUtorisk Tidsskrifl

(1840). In more modern times appeared Tidssh-i/t for LUUralur
og£:rUii (\S32-i-2, 1S43); Matmedssk-rijl /<rr LilUrahir (lSi9-3S)

;

Aori oj5y<i (1848-49) of Goldschmidt, succeeded by Ud« og ITjemme,

still published : and the Bansk Maarudssk-ri/l (1858) of Stceastrup,

with signed historical and literary articles. One of the most note-

worthy Scandinavian periodicals has been the A\>rdisk UnivcrsiUts

Tidsskrift (1S54-64), a bond of union between the nniversities of

Christiania, Upsala, Land, and Copenhagen.
See Uene da Dtux Mond^s, 1st August 1S€1.

Iceland. Iceland has had the Mtiuk Sagnablod (1817-26), Skirnir (1827),

still published, Kj Pjtlagsrit (1841-73), and Oefn (1870-73).
See I. MobiQs, Gil. Uhi. Islnnd. il Kontgicorum, Leipsic, l&Se-SO.

Honray. The first trace of the serial form of publication to be fonnd in

Norwav is in the Ugenilige k&rU Afhandlinger i^lGQ-^l)^ "Weekly
Short 'treatises," of Bishop Fr. Nannestad, consisting of moral and
theological essays. '^\i^ Muanedligi Afhandlinger {Xi^l), "Monthly
Treatises," was supported by several writers and devoted chiefl}' to

rural economv. These two were followed by Polkik og Sislorie

(1307-10) ; Saga (1816-20), a quarterly review edited by J. S.

Hunch ; Ben A'or^ke Tilskuer (1817-21), a miscellany brought out

at Bergen ; /Tcrmafer (1821-27), a weekly aesthetic journal; Iduna,
(1822-23), of the same kind but of less value ; Vidar (1832-34), a

weekly scientific and literary review ; Nor (1840-46), of the same
type; Norsk Tidsskrift for Videnskab og LiUeratur (1847-55);
Illustrerei NyhcdsUad (1851-66), "Illustrated News"; Norsk
Maanedsskrift (1856-60), " Monthly Review for Norway," devoted to

history and philology ; and Norden (1866), a literary and scientific

review. Popular serials date from the Skilling Magazin (1835),

which first introduced wood-engraving, and is stiU published. The
Norsk Familjeblad is a current weekly of the same class.

See P. Botten-Hansen, La Korvige LUUrairt, Cnristiania, 186S; ATorsfc Bog-
FtrrUgmUe (1814-72X

Sweden. The SuKnskaArgiis{\7ZZ-%i) cf Olof Dalin is the first contribution

of Sweden to this subject. The next were the Tidningar om den

Lardas Arbeten (1742) and the Ldrda Tidningar. The patriotic

journalist C. C. Gjorwell established about twenty literarj- period-

icals, of which the most important was the Sicenskn. ilerturius

(1755-89). Atterbom and some fellow-students founded about 1810

a society for the deliverance of the country from French pedantry,

which with this end carried on a periodical entitled Phosphoros

(1810-13), to propagate the opinions of Schlegel and Schelling. The
Sven'sk Lileralur-Tidning (1813-25) of Palmblad and the Polyfem
(1810-12) had the same objects. Among more recent periodicals we
may mention SX-aiui/a (1833-37); LUeralurlladet {UZS-iO) ; Stdll-

ningar och Forhallaiiden (1838) of Crusenstolpe, a monthly reWew
of Scandinavian history ; Tidskrift for LiUeratur (1850) ; Norsk
Tidsskrift (1852), weekly, still published ; Forr och Nu ; and the

Bcvm SiUdoise (1858) of Kramer, written in French. The Ny illus-

trered Tidning and Hemvdmun are current illustrated weeklies ;

the Svenska VeckobUtd is also weekly.
Sec Bxvue d« Deta Mondu, 1st Angust 1S61.

Spain. Spain and Portugal.—Spain owe5 her intellectual emancipation
to the monk Benito Feyjoo, who in 1726 produced a volume of

dissertations somewhat after the fashion of the Spectator, but

on graver subjects, entitled Teatro Critico, which was continued
down to 1739. His Chrtas Eruditas (1742.60) were also issued

periodically. The earliest critical serial, the Biario de los Literalos

(1737-42), kept up at the expense of Philip V., did not long sur-

vive court favour. Other periodicals which appeared in the 1 8th
century were llafier's ifercurio (1738) ; the Biario Noticioso (1758-

i\)\El Pensador (1762-67) of Joseph Clavijo y Fajardo ; Bl Belianis

Liierario (1765), satirical in character ; the Semanario Erudiio

(1778-91), a clumsy collection of documents ; Bl Oorreo Literario

de la Europa (1781-82) ; El Censor (1781) ; the valuable Memorial
Literario (1784-1808): El Correo Literario (1786-91), devoted to

literature and science ; and the special organs El Correo Mercaiitil

(1792-98) and El Semanario de AgricuUura (1797.1805). In the

present century we have Variedadcs dc Ciencias, Litcratura, y
Artcs (1803-5), among whose contributors have been the distin^

guished names of Quintana, Moratin, and Antillon ; Misceldnca de

Comercio (1819) ; and iXario general de las Cieneias Medieas. Tho
Spanish refugees in London published Oeios de Espafioles Befugiados

(1823-26) and Misceldnea hispano-ajnericnnd {\S2i-2S), and at Paris

Uiseeldnea cscojida amcrica7ia (1826). The CrOniea citnlifica y
literaria (1817-20) was afterwards transformed into a daily news-

paper. Subsequently to the extinction of El Censor (1820-23) there

was nothing of any value until the Cartas Espaholas (1832), since

known as the Bc'vista EspaRola (1832-36) and as the Bevisia d»

Madrid (1833). Upon the death of Ferdinand VII. periodicals

had a new opening ; in 1836 there were published sixteen journals

devoted to science and art. The fashion of illustrated serials was

introduced in the Semanario pitUort-sco Espaftol (1836.57), notice-

able for its biographies and descriptions of Spanish monuments.
El Panorama (1839-41) was another literary periodical with

engravings. Of more recent date have been the Bevista Ihirica

(1861-63), conducted by Sanz del Rio; La America (1857-70),

specially devoted to American subjects and edited by the brothers

Asqucrino ; and the Bevista de CataluHa, published at Barcelona

The chief of those published at tho present time are the Bevista de

Espafia, the Bevista Contempordnea, the Bevista £uropea, and the

Bevista de Arckivos.

Apart from newspapers, there were issued at Madrid in 1867

47 periodicals, of which 10 were religious, 32 literary, 17 official,

7 satirical, &c. In 1882 the number of periodicals issued in Spain

was 377—24 legal, 24 agricultural, 35 commercial, 15 army and
navy, 14 theatrical, 45 illustrated, 36 literature and science, 52

medical, 11 fashions, 51 education, 44 religion^ 26 miscellaneous.

See G. TicknoT. History qf Spanish LiUralure, New York, 1872; G. Hubbard,
HUtoirt dt la Utteralure ccntemporaine en Espagnc, P.iris. 1876 ; E. Harteen-

busch, Periodicos di Madrid, 1876 ; LapejTe, Catalogo-tari/a de los periodicof,

Ttvistas, y Uuslraciones en EspaOa, 1SS2.

Portugal could long boast of only one review, the Jornal Snei Portag'

clopedico (1779.1806), which had many interruptions ; then camc-

the Jornal de Coimbra (1812-20) ; the /"aiiorayna (1836-57), founded

by Herculano ; the Bevista Universal Lisboncnse (1841-53), estab-

lished by Castilho ; the Instiluto (1853) of Coimbra ; the Archive

Pittoreseo (1857) of Lisbon ; and the Jornal da Socicdadc dos Amigos
das Lclteras. In 1868 a review called Voz-Fcmeniiia, and COB-

ducted by women, was established at Lisbon.
I. F. Da Silva, Diccionario Bibl. Portugnes. 1S58.

(rreece.—The periodical literature of modern Greece commences Greeo*
with 'O Xbyio^'^piirp, bronght out at Vienna in 1811 by Anthimos
Gazi and continued to 1821. A philological serial with the same
title is still published. In JEgina the klyivala appeared in 1831,

edited bv Mustoxidis f and at Corfu, in Greek, Italian, and English,

the 'kt'$o\oyia (1834). After the return of King Otho in 1833 a

literary review called 'Ipiswas commenced. Lc SpectatcurdeT Orient,

in French, pleaded the national cause before Europe for three years

from 1853. A military journal was published at Athens in 1855,

and two years later the archfcological periodical conducted by
Pittakis and Rangavi. For many years Iia.v5uipa (1850-72), edited

by Rangavi and Paparrigopoulos, was the leading serial. Among
existing periodicals Auu-is deals with natural science, the TtatoviK&

with agriculture, and the 'Icpo/ij'Vwi' with theology.
See A. 5- P.angab^, Els'., litth-airf de la Griee Moderne, Paris, 1879 ; R Nicolai,

Gt^hichte der neugriecJiischen Literattir, 1S76.

Bussia.—The historian Muller made the first attempt to establish Rossis,

periodical literature in Russia in his Yejem'yesyntchniyaSotehineniya

(1755-64), or "Monthly Works." In 1759 Suniarakoff founded the

Trudolyubivaya Ptchcld, or " Industrious Bee," giving translations

from the Spectator, and, for the first time, critical essays. Karamsin

brought out in 1802 the V'ycstnik Evro2>i, an important review with

Liberal tendencies, which is still appearing. The Conservative

Busskoi Vyestnik (1808) was reWved at Moscow in 1856 by Kattkoff,

and is also published now. The romantic school was supported

by Sin Oletcheslva (1812), " Son of the Fatherland," united in 1825

to the Severnoi Arkhic (1822), which dwindled and came to an

end soon after 1839. One of the most successful Russian reviews

has been the Bibliotcka dl'ya Tchtenia (1834), or "Library of Read-

ing." The Slavophile party is represented by the Busskaya Missl,

"Russian Thought," published in Moscow.
Finland h.is had Suomi (1841), written in Swedish.
See C. Conrri^re. Hisloire de la litterature eonttmporaine en Hussie, Puis, 1875,

and the bibliographical works of Mejoff.

Slavonic Countries.— Bohemia has had the Casopit Ceskeho

Museum (1827), founded by Palacky ; Ziva (1853), a review of

natural history ; and the Sai7iatky Areheologiske.

Hungary can show the Uitgrisches Magaiir, (1781-87, 1791), Hangar

published at Pressburg, and the Magyar Muteum (1788). _The

Tudomdnyos gyijctem^iy (1817-41) and the I'igyclmezo (1S37-43)

deserve mention. UJ Magyar Muzeum was a scientific magazine,

and the Budapesti S:emle (1857) of a more general character.

Before the revolution of 1830 Poland had the Pamietnik War- Polard

szawski of Lach Szyrma. Among other reviews may be mentioned

the Bziainik Literaeki of Lemberg, the Biblioteka Warstaioska of

Warsaw, and the Przeglaiid PoLki of Cracow.

Roumania commenced with the Magasinal iitorica pentru Bacia Ron-

(1845), containing valuable historical documents, and Moldavia mania,

with Bcma Literaria (1840) and Archiva Bonwnesca (1841).
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Servia. The best literary review Servia has had was the JFila, edited

by Novakovic.
See A. Bourgeanlt, Hiatoirc des Utteraturcs itrangbres, 1876, 3 vols.; D. larea,

HibliogTaJia chroiuAogica rvBtana, 1873.

United States. ^

United Spurred by the euccesa of the Oenileman^s Magazine in England,

St&tes. BenjomiD Franklin printed and published the earliest miscellany

in America, under tlie title of tne General Magazine (1741), at

Philadelphia, which, owing to want of support, expired after six

monthly numbers had appeared. Franklin's rival, John Webbe,
brought out in opposition the Americaii Magazine (1741), which
ran only to two numbers. Further attempts at Philadelphia in

1757 and 1769 to revire periodicals with the same name were both
fruitless. ' The other pre-revolutionary magazines were the Boston
A m^ican Magazine {XliZ-^l), in imitation of the London Magazine

\

the Boston TVeckhj Magazi)U (1743) ; th6 Christian History (1743-

44); i\\Q'SGV!York Independent ReJieClor {\7^2-b\)\ the New England
Magazine (1753-60), a collection of fudtive pieces; the Boston Royal
American Magazine (1774-75) ; ana the Pemisylvania Magazine
(1775-76), which, founded by R, Aitken, with the help of Thomas
Paine, came to an untimely end upon the commencement of the

war. Tlje Columbian Magazine (1786-90) was continued as the Uni-
versal Asylum (1790-92). Matthew Carey brought out the Ar>uri-

can Museum in 1787, and it lasted until 1792. Five or six more
magazines ran out a brief existence before the end of the century.

One of the most successful of them was the Farmer's Museum
(1798-99), supported by perhaps the most brilliant staff of writers

American periodical literature had yet been able to show, and edited
byDennie, who in ISOl commenced" the publication of the Portfolio^

carried on to 1827 at Philadelphia. For five years it was a weekly
miscellany in quarto, and afterwards an octavo montlily ; it was the

first American serial which could boast of so long an existence.

The Literary Magazine (1803-S) was established at Philadelphia by
C. B- ferown, who, with Denaie, may be considered as having been
the first American professional man of letters. The Anthology Club
was founded at Boston in 1803 by Phineas Adams for the cultiva-

tion of literature and the discussion of philosophy. Ticknor,
Everett, and Bigelow were among the members, and were con-
tributors to the organ of the club, the Monthly Anthology {\%QZ-\\),
the forerunner of the North Ameriean Revieio. In the year 1310
Thomas {Printing in America, it 292) informs us that 27 periodicals

were issued in the United States. The first serious rival of the
Portfolio was the Ajuiledie Magazine (1813-20), founded at Phil-

adelphia by Moses Thomas, with the literary assistance of "W". Irving
(for some- time the editor), Paulding, and the ornithologist "Wilson.

In spite of a large subscription list it came to an end on account of

the costly style of its production. The first southern serial was
the Monthly Register (1805) of Charleston. New York possessed

no periodical worthy of the city until 1824, when the Atlantic
Magazine appeared, which changed its name shortly afterwards to

tlie New York Monthb/ Review^ and was supported by R. C. Sands
and W. C. Bryant. For many years Graham's Magazine was the

leading popular miscellany in the country, reaching at one time a
circulation of about 35,000 copies. The first western periodical was
the Illinois Monthly Magazine {ISZO'32), published, owned, edited,

and almost entirely written by James Hall, who followed with his
Western Monthly Magazine (1833-36), produced in a similar manner.
In 1833 the novelist C. F. Hoffman founded at New York The
Knickerbocker {\%ZZ-QO\ which soon passed under the control of
Timothy Flint and became extremely successful, most of the leading
native \vriters of the next twenty years having been contributors.

Equally popular was Putnajn's Monthly Magazine (1353-57, 1867-69).

The Dial (1841-44), Boston, the organ of the traosccndentalists,
nras'firat edited by Margaret Fuller, and subsequently by R. W.
Emerson and G, Ripley. Among other extinct magazines may be
mentioned the American Monthly Magazine (1833-3S), the Southern
Literary Messenger (1834), Richmond, the Gentleman's Magazine
(1837-40), and the International Magazine (1850-52), edited by
R. W. Griswold. The Y'ale Literary Magazine dates from 1836.
The Merchants' Magazine was united in 1871 with the Commercial
and Financial Chronicle. Foremost among existing magazines
come Harper's Monthly Magazine (1850) and Scribner's Monthly
(1870), now The Century, both famous for their unrivalled wood-
engraving and "literary excellence. Within the last few years the
circulation of these two periodicals has increased to a remarkable
degree both at home, and abroad. Not less admirable iu their

way are the Atlantic Monthly (1857), LippincoU's Magazine, and
the Manhattan.
The first attempt to carry on an American review was made by

Robert Walsh in 1811 at Philadelphia with the American Review
of History and Politics, which lasted only a couple of years. Still

more brief was the existence of the General Repository and Review
(1812), brought out at Cambridge by Andrews Norton with the
help of the pi'ofessors of the university, but of which only four
numbers appeared. Niles's IVeekhj iif^tsi^r (1811-48) was political,

historical, and literary. The North American Review, the oldest

and moat prosperous of all the American reviews, dates from 1815,

and was foimaed by William Tudor, a member of the previously-

mentioned Anthology Club. After two years' control Tudor handed
over the review to the club, then styled the North American Club,

whose most active members were E. T. Channing, R. H. Dana,
and Jared Sparks. On his return from Europe in 1819 E. Everett

became~lhe editor ; his elder brother Alexander acquired the pro-

perty in 1829. The roll of the contributors to this review numbers
almost every American writer of note. Since January 1879 it has
been published monthly. The American Quarterly Review (182r-

37), established at Philadelphia by Robert Walsh, came to an end
on his departure for Europe. The Southern Reinew (1828-32), con-

ducted by H. Legar^, S. Elliott, and G. W. Sirams in defence ol

the politics and finance of the South, enjoyed °a shorter career.

It was resuscitated in 1842, and lived another ten years. These
two were followed by the Democratic Review (1838-52), the Ameri-
can Review, after^-ards the American Whig Review (1845-52), the
Massachusetts Quarterly Review (1847-50), and a few more. The
Neto Fnglander (1843), the Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review

(1825), and the National Quarterly Review (1S60) are etill published.

The crirical weeklies of the past include the New York Literary

Gazette (1334-35, 1839), De Roiv's Review (1846), the Literary

World (1847-53), the Criterion (1855-56), the Round Table (1863-

64), the "Citizen (1864-73), and Applctons Journal (1869). The
leading weeklies of the day include the Na^'on (1865), the Literary

World {IS70), and the CrUic (1881).

Religious periodicals have been extremely numerous in the
United States during the last hundred years. The earliest was
the Theological Magazine (1796-98). ITie Christian Examiner
dates from 1824 and lasted down to 1870. The Panoplist (1805),

changed to the Missionary Herald, still represents the American
Board of Missions: The Methodist Magazine dates from 1818 and
the Christian Disciple from 1813. The American Biblical Reposi-

tory (1831-50), a quarterly, was united with the Andover Bibliothcca

Sacra (1843) and with the Theological I^lectic (1865). Broicmsons
Quarterly Review began as the Boston Quarterly Review in 1838,

and did much to introduce to American readers the works of the

modern French philosophical school. Among more recent aerials

of this class we may notice the Protestant Episcopal Quarterly

Review (1S5A), the Presbyterian Magazine (1851-60), the Catholic

World (1865), the Southern Review (1367), tha New Jerusalem
Magazine (1827), Avierican Baptist Magazine (lSi7), the Church
Review (1848), the Christian Review (1836), the Universalist

Quarterly (1S44). Among historical periodicals may be numbered
the American Register (1806-11), Stryker's American Register (184S-

51), Edwards's American Quarterly Register (1829-43), the Nei'-

England Historical and Genealogical Register (1847), Folsom's
Historical Magazine (1857), the New York Genealogical Record

(1S69), and the MagaziTie of American History (1877).

For many years t"he leading English periodicals have been
regularly reprinted in the United States, and many saial publica-

tions have been almost enrirely made up of extracts froin English

sources. Perhaps the earliest example is to be found in Select

Views of Literature (1311-12). The Ecledic Magazine (l"8i4) and
LittelVs Living Age (1844) are still published.

In 1817 America possessed only one scientific periodical, the

Journal of Mineralogy. Professor SiUiman established the journal

known by his name in 1818. Since that time the American Journal

of Science has enjoyed unceasing favour. Among other special

periodicals of the day may be menrioned the Arnerican Naturalist,

the American Journal of the Medical Sciences, the American Jour-

nal of Spectdaiive Philosophy, the American Journal of Philology,

the American Railrocui Journal, the Banker's Magazine, the Inder
Medicus, and the Journal of the Franklin Institute.

The number of periodicals devoted to light literature and to

female readers has been, and still remains, extremely large. The
earliest in the latter class was the Lady's Magazine (1792) of Phil-

adelphia. The name of the Lowell Ofering (1841), written chiefly

by factory girls, is well known in England. Godey's Ladies' Book
is still issued. Children's magazines originated with the Young
Misses' Maga^ne (1806) of Brooklyn ; St Nicholas is a modem
high-class representative of this kind ; another current example

is the Child's Paper (1852).

The following estimate of tne number of periodicals now appear-

ing in the Uaited States is taken from G. P. Rowell and Co.'s

American Newspaper Record (1883). Weeklies, and those pub-

lished more frequently than once a week, are omitted on account

of the difficulty of distinmiishing them from newspapers. The
numbers given are^bi-weeklies 47, semi-monthlies 175, monthlies
1034," bi-monthlies 12, quarteriirs 59 ; toUl 1327.

See an excellent article on the snbject in Ripley and Dstia's American Cwrfo

yaedia • Cacheval Clarigny, Histcire de hi prrtat ct. AngUUm et mix Etats UnU,
1837; H. SteTtna, Catalogue of Amsr-iain Books in the Library of Oit Briiish

Museum, 1S06, and American Books with Tails to 'em, 1873 ; I. Thomas, History

of PriTUing in America^ Albnny, 1S74 ; J. Nichol, American Literature (1620-

18S0), 1S82 ; PettcnpU's Neicspaper Directory for 1878 ; O. P. Rowell and Co.'s

American Newspaper Dirfctorv, New York, 1S69-83: Hubbard's Newspaper

Directory of thf Wcrld, New York, 18S2-S4. The leading periodicals of tie

United States are iodexed la W. F. Pooles IntUx^ Bostgo, 1SS2. and Librarji

JoumtU. (P " T-^
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PERIPATETICS was the name given in antiquity to

the followers of Aristotle, frwn their master's habit of

walking up and down as he lectured conversationally to

his pupils. Others derive the name from the jrc/jiVaros, or

covered walk of the Lyceum. An account of the Aristotelian

philosophy will be found in the articles Ajristotle, Ethics,

Looic, and Metaphysic. Here it must suffice to recall

those features of the system which mainly conditioned the

development of the school. Aristotle's central conception

is tha correlative opposition of form and matter. This

may bo called the supreme category \inder which he views

the world ; it is the point where, as Zeller puts it, Aris-

totle's system £.t once refutes and completes the Platonic

doctrine of the " idea " in its relation to phenomena. But

Aristotle did not succeed in expelling the dualism which

he blamed in Plato. His deity is pure form, and dwells

in abstract self-contemplation withdrawn from the actual

life of the world. The development of the world remains,

therefore, unrelated to the divine subject. In Aristotle's

doctrine of man, precisely the same difficulty is experienced

in connecting the active or passionless reason >vith the in-

dividual life, the latter being a process of development

bound up with sense, imagination, and desire. The soul is

originally defined as the entelechy of the body, and, more-

over, not of body in general but of its particular l^dy. It

is impossible, therefore, from this point of view to speak of

soul and body as separate entities. Yet Aristotle holds that

besides the individual mind, which is all things potentially

—which becomes all things—there is superinduced upon

the process of development the active or creative reason,

the pure actuality {ivepyna) which the development pre-

supposes as its necessary ^rt'ws, just as the world-process

presupposes God. This reason is " separable," and is said

to enter " from without " when it unites itself to the pro-

cess of individual life. It must therefore exist before

the individual, and it alone outlasts the death of the body
;

to it alone properly belong the titles of " immortal " and
"divine." But its relation to the universal divine reasonwas

not handled by Aristotle at all. The question was destined

to become the crux of his commentators. In general it is

evident that, if reason in man be identified with the process

of natural development (and there is Aristotelian warrant

for declaring these to be simply two aspects of the same
thing), we drift into a purely naturalistic or materialistic

doctrine. On the other hand, the doctrine of the " active

reason " may be maintained, but what Aristotle left vague

may be further defined. The rational soul of each indi-

vidual may be explicitly identified with the divine reason.

This leads to the denial of individual immortality and the

doctrine of one immortal impersonal reason, such as we
find, for example, in the rationalistic pantheism of Averroes.

A third position is possible, if the statements of Aristotle

be left in their original vagueness. Aristotle may then be
interpreted as supperting monotheism and the immortality

of separate rational souls. This was the reading adopted

by the orthodox scholastic Aristotelians, as well as by those

early Peripatetics who contented themselves with para-

phrasing their master's doctrine.

Aristotle's immediate successors, Theophrastus, who pre-

sided over the Lyceum from 322 to 288 B.C., and Eudemus
of Rhodes, were distinguished by a learned diligence rather

than by original specuk.tive power. They made no inno-

vations upon the main doctrines of their master, and their

industry is chiefly directed to supplementing his works in

minor particulars. Thtis they amplified the Aristotelian

logic by the theory of the hypothetical and disjunctive

syllogism, and added to the first figure of the categorical

syllogism the five moods out of which the fourth figure

was afterwards constructed. The impulse towards natural

science and the systematizing of empirical details which

distinguished Aristotle from Plato was shared by Theo-
phrastus. His two works on the Ristort/ of Plants and
Onuses of Plants prove him to have been a careful and acute

observer. The same turn for detail is observable in his

ethics, where, to judge from the imperfect evidence of the

Characters, he elaborated still further Aristotle's portraiture

of the virtues and their relative vices. In his doctrine of

virtue the distinctive Peripatetic position regarding tha

importance of external goods was defended by him with

emphasis against the assaults of the Stoics. He appears

to have laid even more stress on this point than Aristotle

himself, being doubtless led to do so, partly by the heat of

controversy and partly by the importance which leisure

and freedom from harassing cares naturally assumed to

a man of his studious temperament. The metaphysical

ajropi'ai of Theophrastus which have come do\vn to us

show that he was fully alive to the difficulties that start

up round many of the Aristotelian definitions. But we
are ignorant how he proposed to meet his own criticisms

;

and they do not appear to have suggested to him an
actual departure from his master's doctrine, much less any
radical transformation of it. In the difficulties which he
raises with reference to the relation of the active and the

passive reason, as well as in his ascription of the physical

predicate of motion to the activity of the soul, we may
perhaps detect a leaning towards a naturalistic interpreta-

tion. The tendency of Eudemus, on the other hand, is

more towards the theological or Platonic side of Aristotle's

philosophy. The Eudemian Ethics (which, with the

possible exception of the three books common to this

treatise and the Kicomachean Ethics, there need be no

hesitation in ascribing to Eudemus) expressly identify

Aristotle's ultimate ethical ideal of 6e<jipia -with the know-
ledge and contemplation of God. And this supplies

Eudemus with a standard for the determination of the

mean by reason, which Aristotle demanded, but himself

left vague, ^^'hatevcr furthers us in our progress towards

a knowledge of God is good ; every hindrance is evil. The
same spirit may be traced in the author of the chapters

which appear as an appendix to book i. of Aristotle's

Metaphysicn. They have been attributed to Pasicles, the

nephew of Eudemus. For the rest, Eudemus shows even

less philosophical independence than Theophrastus. Among
the Peripatetics of the fiirst generation who had been

personal disciples of Aristotle, the other chief names are

those of Aristoxeuus of Tarentum and Diciearchus of

Messene. Aristoxenus, " the musician," who had formerly

belonged to the Pythagorean school, maintained the posi-

tion, already combated by Plato- in the Phixdo, that the

soul is to be regarded as nothing more than the harmony
of the body. Dicsarchus agreed with his friend in this

naturalistic rendering of the Aristotelian entelechy, and is

recorded to have argued formally against the immortality

of the soul.

The naturalistic tendency of the school reached its full

expression in Strato of Lampsacus, who succeeded Theo-

phrastus as haad of the Lyceum, and occupied that posi-

tion for eighteen years (287-269 B.C.). His predilection

for natural science earned for him in antiquity the title of

"the physicist." He is the most independent, and was prob-

ably the ablest, of the earliei- Peripatetics. His system is

based upon the formal denial of a transcendent deity.

Cicero attributes to him the saying that he did not require

the aid of the gods in the construction of the universe

;

in other words, he reduced the formation of the world to

the operation of natural forces. We have evidence that

he did not substitute an immanent world-soul for Aristotle's

extra-mundane deity ; he recognized nothing beyond natural

necessity. He was at issue, however, with the atomist:o

materialism of Democritus in regard to its twin a8sunii>-

XVIII. — 6o
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tions of absolute atoms and infinite space. His otto specu-

lations led him ratlier to lay stress on the qualitative

aspect of the world. The true explanation of things was

to be found, according to Strato, in the forces which pro-

duced their attributes, and he followed Ai-istotle in de-

ducing all phenomena from the fundamental attributes or

elements of heat and cold. His psychological doctrine

explained all the functions of the soul as modes of motion,

and denied any separation of the reason from the faculties

of sense -perception. He appealed in this connexion to

the statement of Aristotle that we are unable to think

without a sense-image.

The successors of Strato in the headship of the Lyceum

were Lyco, Aristo of Ceos, Critolaus (who, with Carneades

the Academic and Diogenes the Stoic, undertook in 155

B.C. the famous embassy to Rome, more important in its

philosophical than in its political beArings), Diodorus of

Tj're, and Erymneus, who brings the jjhilosophic succession

do\ni to about the year 100 B.C. Other Peripatetics

belonging to this period are Hieronymus of Rhodes, Pry-

tanis, and Phormio, the delirus senex who attempted to

instruct Hannibal in the art of war. Sotion, Hermippus,

and Satyrus were historians rather than philosophers.

Heraclides Lembus, Agatharchides, and Antisthenes of

Rhodes are names to us and nothing more. The philo-

sophic unfruitfuluess of the school during this whole period

is expressly, charged against it by Strabo, who explains it

by his well-known story of the disappearance of Aristotle's

writings after the death of Theophrastus. But it is im-

possible that this story should be true in the shape in

which it is tcld by Strabo ; and a sufficient explanation

of the barrenness of the school may be found in the general

circumstances of the time. From the outset the character-

istic of the Aristotelian philosophy had been its disinter-

ested scientific character ; but the age was one for which

speculation as such had lost its attractiveness. At such

a time it was natural, therefore, that the Peripatetic

school should suffer more than the others. It had also in

practical matters taken up a mediatizing position, so that

it lacked the attractions which, in the case of extreme

views, enlist supporters and inspire them with propa-

gandist zeal. The fact, at all events, is not to be denied

that, after Strato, the Peripatetic school has no thinker of

any note to show for about 200 years. With Strato,

moreover, the scientific activity of tlie school has an end

;

when it received a new infusion of life its activity took

another direction. Strato accuses the Peripatetics of this

period of devoting themselves to the tricking out of

commonplaces. This seems in great measure true of those

who still occupied themselves with philosophy ; they culti-

vated ethics and rhetoric, and were noted for- the elegance

of their style. But the majority followed the current

of the time, and gave themselves up to the historical,

philological, and grammatical studies which mark the

Alexandrian age.

Early in the 1st century B.C. all the philosophic schools

began to be invaded by a spirit of eclecticism. This was

partly the natural result of the decay of speculative interest

and partly due to the unconscious influence of Rome upon

the ijhilosophcrs. The Roman mind measured philosophy,

like other things, by the standard of practical utility. As

an instrument of education, and especially as the inculcator

i>f moral principles, the Roman welcomed and appreciated

philosophy ; but his general point of view was naively

put by the proconsul Gellius (about 70 B.C.), who proposed

to the representatives of the schools in Athens that they

should settle their differences amicably, at the same time

offering his personal services as mediator. Though the

well-meant proposal was not accepted, this atmosphere of

indifference impercejitibly influenced the attitude of the

contending schools to one another Thus Boethus the

Stoic deserted the pantheism of his school and assigned

the deity, as Aristotle had done, to the highest sphere.

He likewise embraced the Peripatetic doctrine of the

eternity of the world. A similar approximation to Peri-

pateticism is seen in Panaetius. About thi same time,

Antiochus of Ascalon,founder of the so-called fifth Academy,

tried to combine Plato, Aristotle, and Zeno, asserting that

they differed only in words. Meanwhile the Peripatetic

school may be said to have taken a new departure and a

new lease of life. The impulse was due to Andronicus of

Rhodes, the well-known editor of Aristotle's works, who
presided over the Lyceum towards the middle of the 1st

century B.C. His critical edition indicated to the later

Peripatetics the direction in which they could profitably

worii, and the school devoted itself henceforth almost

exclusively to the WTiting of commentaries on Aristotle.

Boethus of Sidon and Aristo of Alexandria carried on the

work of interpretation begim by Andronicus. Boethus

appears, like many of his predecessors, to have taken the

naturalistic view of Aristotle's doctrines, and even in some

respects to have approximated to the Stoic materiaUsm.

Staseas, Cratippus, and Nicolaus of Damascus need only be

named as belonging to this century. The most interesting

Peripatetic work of the period is the treatise De Mvndo,

which has come down to us under Aristotle's name, but

which internal evidence obliges us to assign to a date later

than the writings of the Stoic Posidonius. The interest

of the treatise lies .in the evidence it affords within the

Peripatetic school of the eclectic tendency which was

then in the air. The admixture of Stoic elements is so

great that some critics have attributed the work to a Stoic

author ; but the writer's Peripateticism seems to be the

more fundamental constituent of his doctrine.

Our knowledge of the Peripatetic school during the first

two centuries of the Christian era is very fragmentary

;

but those of its representatives of whom anything is known
confined themselves entirely to commenting upon the

different treatises of Aristotle. Thus Alexander of ^Egse,

the teacher of Nero, commented on the Caiegorits and

the De Ccelo. In the 2d century Aspasius and Adrastus

wrote numerous commentaries. The latter also treated of

the order of the Aristotelian writings in a separate work.

Somewhat later, Herminus, Achaicus, and Sosigenes com-

mented on the logical treatises. Aristocles of Messene, the

teacher of Alexander of Aphrodisias, was the author of a

complete critical history of Greek philosophy. This second

phase of the activity of the school closes -with the compre-

hensive labours of Alexander of Aphrodisias, the exegete

par excellence, called sometimes the second Aristotle. He
became head of the Lyceimi during the reign of Septimius

Severus, some time between 198 and 211 a.d. Alexander's

interpretation proceeds throughout upon the naturalistic

lines which have already become familiar to us. Aristotle

had maintained that the individual alone is real, and had

nevertheless asserted that the universal is the proper object

of knowledge. Alexander seeks consistency by holding to

the first position alone. The individual is prior to the

universal, he say.% not only "for us," but also in itself,

and universals are abstractions which have merely a sub-

jective existence in the intelligence which abstracts them.

Even the deity must be brought under the conception of

individual substance. Such an interpretation enables us

to understand how it was possible, at a later dote, for

Aristotle to be regarded as the father of Nominalism.

Form, Alexander proceeds, is everywhere indivisible from

matter. Hence the soul is inseparable from the body

whose soul or form it is. Reason or intellect is bound up

with the other faculties. It exists ])rimarily in man only

as a disposition or capacity

—

vov% vXikos xat i/>v'<riKdr—and
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is afterwards developed into actual intelligence— vors

(TTiKTTjToi—the iiitillecttis ntv^idsifT/s of the Scholastics. The

active reason—roCs jtoiijtikos—which effects this develop-

ment is, according to AJexander, no part of the soul, but

simply the divine reason acting upon it. The influence of

God upon nature is elsewhere reduced by Alexander, as

far as possible, to a mechanical process. Aristotle's ethico-

mystickl conception of God as the ultimate and tran-

scendent object of desire is set aside ; and the influence of

the deity is represented simply as a diffusion of force, first

into the heavens and thence downwards, each lower element

eceiving less according to its greater distance from the

iouree. The commentaries of the Aphrodisian formed the

foundation of the Arabian and Scholastic study of Aristotle.

Soon after Alexander's death the Peripatetic school was

merged, like all others, in the Neoplatonic. Neoplatonists

like Porjihyry, lamblichus, Themistius, Dexippus, SjTiaiius,

Ammonius, Simplicius, and Philoponus carried on the work

of commenting on Aristotle till the final disappearance of

Greek philosophy. For the further history of .Aristotelian-

ism, see AR.vBiAJf Philosophy and Scholasticism.

The authorities on whom we depend for onr knowledge of the

Peripatetics are collected and sifted with exhaustive care by Zeller

ia tne telative sections of his PhilosophU dcr Grkchen (ii. 2 and

liL 1). (A. SK)

PERIPATU& See'MYRHPODA, vol. xrvii. p. 116.

PERITONITIS, inflammation of the peritoneum ^r

membrane investing the abdominal and pelvic cavities and

their contained viscera. It may exist in an acute or a

chronic form, and may be either localized in one part or

generally diffused.

r Acute periloratis may attack persons of both sexes and

of any age. It is sometimes brought on, like other inflam-

mations, by exposure to cold, but it would appear to arise

quite as frequently in connexion with some antecedent

injury or disease in some of the abdominal organs, or with

depraved conditions of the general health. It is an

occasionul result of hernia and obstructions of the bowels,

of wounds penetrating into the abdomen, of the perfora-

tion of "iscera by disease (f.y-, in ulcer of the stomach and

in tyiihoid fever), of the bursting of abscesses or cysts

into the abdominal cavity, and also of the extension of

inflammatory action from some of the abdominal or pelvic

organs. Not unfrequently it is at first localized, and then,

spreading onwards, becomes general.

The changes which take place in the peritoneum are

similar to those undergone by other serous membranes
when inflamed, viz., (1) congestion; (2) exudation of lymph
in greater or less abundance, at first greyish in colour and
soft, thereafter yellow and- becoming tough in consistence,

causing the folds of intestine to adhere together
; (3)

effusion of fuid, either clear, turbid, bloody, or purulent

;

(•i) absorption more or less complete of the fluid and
lymph. Occasionally shreds or bands of unabsorbed

lymph remain, constituting a subsequent danger of strangu-

lation of the bowel. The symptoms usuaUy begin by a

rigor, together with vomiting and pain in the abdomen of

a peculiarly severe and sickening character, accompanied
with extreme tenderness, so that the slightest pressure

causes a great aggravation of suffering. The patient lies

on the back with the knees drawn up, and it will be
noticed that the breathing is rajiid and shallow and per-

formed "by movements of the chest only, the abdominal
muscles remaining quiescent, unlike what takes place in

healthy respiration. The abdomen becomes swollen by
flatulent distension of the intestines, which increases the

patient's distress. There is usually constipation. The
skin is hot, although there may be perspiration ; the pulse

is small, hard, and wirj' ; the urine is scanty and high-

coloured, and uassed with pain. The patient's aspsct is

one of anxiety and suffering. These symptoms may subside

in a day or two, but if they do not the case is apt to go

on rapidly to a fatal termination. In such an event the

pain and tenderness subside, the abdomen becomes more
distended, hiccough and vomiting of bro^vn or blood-

coloured matter occur, the temperature falls, the face be-

comes pinched, cold, and clammy, the pulse exceedingly

rapid and feeble, and death takes place from collapse, the

jiatient's mental faculties generally remaining clear till the

close. 'WTien the peritonitis is due to perforation, as may
happen in the case of the "gastric ulcer, or the ulcers of

typhoid fever, the above-mentioned symptoms and the

fatal collapse may all take place in from twelve to twenty-

four hours. Further, the puerperal form of this disease,

which comes on within a day or two after parturition, is

always very serious and is often rapidly fatal. The symp-

toms are similar to those already described, but in addition

there are generally superadded those of septiccemia ^lood-

poisoning).

Chronic peritonitts occurs in two forms- (1) as a result

of the acute attack
; (2) as a tubercular disease. In the

former case, the acute symptoms having subsided, abdominal

pain to some extent continues, and along with this there

is considerable swelling of the abdomen, corresponding to

a thickening of the peritoneum, and it may be also to fluid

in the peritoneal cavity. Occasionally a condition of this

kind appears to develop slowly without there having been

any preceding acute attack. In this form of peritonitis

there is considerable constitutional disturbance, together

with loss of strength and flesh; nevertheless, although tfie

disease is essentially a chronic one, it is often recovered

from. The tubercular form of peritonitis occurs either

alone or associated with tuberculous disease of the lungs or

other organs. The cliief symptoms are abdominal pain and

distension, along with disturbance of the functions of the

bowels, there being either constipation or diarrhoea, or each

alternately. Along with these local manifestations there

exist the usual phenomena of tuberculous disease, viz., high

fever, with rapid emaciation and loss of strength. Cases

of this kind are of grave im^MDrt, and their tendency is to

a fatal termination.

In the treatment of acute pentonitis the remedy npon which most
reliance is to be placed is opium, which affords relief to the pain,

and appears to exercise a certain controlling influence upon the

inflammatory process. It requiixs to be given in considerable

quantity, yet with due care, so as to avoid its nai'cotic action. The
old plan of covering the abdomen with., leeches is now seldom
resorted to ; nevertheless a moderate absti-action of blood by this

means in a previously healthy person may contribute to the relief

of the pain. Hot fomentations with turpentine or opium applied

over the abdomen are of value. The strength must be maintained

by milk, soups, and other light fonns of nourishment. It is not in

general desirable that the bowels should act, and this is one of the

benefits obtained by the internal administration of opium. In the

simple chronic fonu the use of iodine externally and of tonics with

cod-liver nil internally will be found of service ; while in the tuber-

cular form remedies are as a rule of little value, but such symptoms
as paiu, 'fever, diarrhoea, kc, must be dealt with by paliiatire

measures appropriate to these conditions.

PERIZONIXJS, Jacob (1651-1715), clas-sical scholar,

the most distinguished member of a learned Dutch family

of that name (Voorbroek in the vernacular), was the eldest

son of Anton Perizonius, author of a once well-known

treatise, De rations studii theolorfu-i, and was born at Dam
in Groningen on 26th October 1651. He received his

school education at Dam and Deventer, and afterwards

studied in the university of Utrecht, where he came under

the influence of Graivius and abandoned theology for

pure literature. The death of his father and other un-

toward circumstances involved him in a struggle with

various outward difficulties, but the ir.fluence-of' Heinsius

and Graevius, who already ai>preciated him highly, and

expected great things from him, ultimately procured for
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Iiim in 1682' tlie appointment to the cliair of eluquence and

liistory at Franeker, where his expositions of Cicero,Terence,

Florus, and Suetonius, as well as his lectures on general

history, attracted a large and increasing number of hearers.

In 1693 he was promoted to the corresponding chair at

Leyden, where he succeeded F. Spanheim in 1701.^ His

death took place in that city on 6th April 1715.

^ Tlie works of Peiizonius both as an aiitlior and as an editor were

verj' numerous, and by universal consent entitle him to a place of

the highest rank among the scholai-s of his age. Special interest

attaches to his edition of the Minerva of Sanctius or Sanchez (1st

ed. 1687, 4th ed. 1714), whicli may be said to he one of the last

developments of the study of Latin grammar while in its pre-

scientific stage, when the phenomena of language had not yet ceased

to be regarded as for the most part disconnected, conventional, or

fortuitous. Mention must also be made of liis Animadixrsioncs

historkm, in guibus quam plurima in priscis Eomniuirum rcrum

scd utriusque lingitx audoribits notmitur, mulia Mam illuslntxtur

atqm emendantur, raria dcnique anliquorum rititmn cruuntur ,et

ubcrius ajilicanlur (1685), a work which Bayle has characterized as

deserving to bo entitled "The Errata of scholars and critics," and

of his Disscrlationcs duss de Jtcpublira Eomana, alluded to with

honour by Niebuhr in the preface to his Roman Histonj {4tli ed.,

1833) as marking the beginning of that new era of classical study

with which his own name is so closely associated.

PERJURY is an assertion upon an oath duly admin-

istered in a judicial proceeding, before a competent court,

of the truth of some matter of fact, material to the question

depending in that proceeding, which assertion the assertor

does not believe to be true when he makes it, or on which

he knows him.self to be ignorant (Stephen, Dic/est of the

Criminal Line, Art. 135). In the early stages of legal

history perjury seems to have been regarded rather as a

sin than a.s a crime, and so subject only to supernatural

penalties. The injury caused by a false oath was supposed

to be done not so much to society as to the Divine Being

in whose name the oath was taken (see Oath). One of

the practical effects of this view was to make perjury so

common in the Middle Ages that the' probable reason for

preserving trial by combat was the difficulty of securing a

just cause against the perjury of witnesses.(Hallam, Middle

Ages, ch. ix. pt. 1). The almost universal existence of

compurgation was no doubt another explanation of the

frequency of perjury. In cases of\ compurgation, or in

cases where wager of law was allowed, it is dilficrdt to

imagine that the defence could as a rule have been an

honest one. In ' Roman law, even in the time of the

empire, the perjurer fell simply under divine reprobation,

and was not dealt with as a criminal, except where he nad

been bribed to withhold true or give false e^-idence, or

where the oath was by the genius of the emperor. In the

latter case punishment was no' doubt inflicted more for the

insult to the emperor than for the perjury. False testi-

mony leading to' the conviction of a person for a crime

punishable with death constituted the offence of homicide

rather than of perjury.' In England, perjury, as being a sin,

was originally a matter of ecclesiastical cognizance. At a

later period, when it had become a crime, the jurisdiction

of the spiritual courts became gradually confined to such

perjury as was committed in ecclesiastical proceedings, and

did not ex'tend to perjm'y committed in a temporal court.

The only perjury which was for a long tiine noticed at

common law was the perjury of jurors. Attaint of jurors

(who were originally rather in the positien of witnesses

than of judges of fact) incidentally subjected them to

punishment for perjury. Criminal jurisdiction over perjury

by persons other than jurors seems to have been, first

a.ssumed by the Star Chamber, acting under the powers

suppo-sed to liave been conferred by 3 Hen. 'VII. ch. 1.

-Vter the abolition of the Star Chamber by the Long Parlia-

ment in 1641 and the gradual diminution of the authority

of the spiritual courts, perjury (whether in the strict sense

Dft'he word or the taking of a false oath in non-judicial

proceedings) practically fell entirely within the jurisdiction

of the ordinary criminal tribunals. The jurisdiction of the

spiritual courts over perjury- may now be considered

obsolete. An unsuccessful attempt was made as lately as

1876 to induce the Court of Arches to entertain a crimin^S

suit against a layman for a false oath taken before a surro-

gate (Phillimore v. Machon, Law Hep., 1 Prob. Div., 481).

See further, for the history of the law of perjury, Stephen,

History of the Criminal Lmo, vol. ii. p. 408 ; vol. iii. p.

240. At common law only a false oath in judicial pro-

ceedings is jierjury. But by statute the penalties of perjury

have been extended to extra-judicial matters, e.g., false

declarations made for the purpose of procuring marriage

(19 and 20 Vict. c. 119, s. IS), and false affidavits under the

Bills of Sale Act, 1,878 (41 and 42 Vict. e. 31, s. 17). False

affirmation by a "Jierson permitted by law to affirm is

perjury (32 and 33 Vict. c. 68, s. 4 ; 33 and 34 Vict, c 49).

In order to support an indictment for perjury the prosecu-

tion must prove the authority to administer the oath, the

occasion of administering it, the taking of the eath, the

substance of the oath, the materiality of the matter sworn,

the falsity of the matter sworn, and the corrupt intention

of the defendant. The indictment must allege that the

perjury was wilful and corrupt, and must set out the false

statement or statements on which perjury is assigned,

subject to the provisions of 23 Geo. II. ell (which also

ap])lie3 to subornation of perjury). By that Act it is

sufficient to set out the substance of the oflfence, without

setting forth the bill, answer, kc, or any part of the record,

and without setting forth, the commission or authority of

the court before whom the perjury was committed. The
matter sworn to must be one of fact and not of mere belief or

opinion. It is not homicide, as in Roman law, to procure the

death of another by false evidence, but the Criminal-Code,

ss. 118, 1B4, proposes to make such an offence a substantive

icrime of greater gravity than ordinary jicrjury, and punish-

able by penal servitude for life. It is a rule of evidence,

founded upon obvious reasons, that the testimony of a

single witness is insufficient to convict on a charge of per-

jury. There must be corroboration of his evidence in

some material particular. Perjury is a common law mis-

demeanour, not triable at quarter-sessions. Proceedings

may also be taken under 5 Eliz. c. 9, but this Act is of

little practical importance, as the common law is more

extensive than the statute. Most persons in a judicial

position have the right of directing the jirosecution of any

witness, if it appears to them that he has been giiilty of

perjury (14 and 15 Vict. c. 100, s. 19). The provisions of

the Vexatious Indictments Act (22 and 23 Vict. c. 17)

extend to perjury and subornation of perjury. By that

Act no indictment for either of such offences can be pre-

ferred unless the prosecutor or accused is bound by recog-

nizance, or the accused is in custody, or the consent of a

judge is obtained, or (in the case of jierjury) a prosecution

is directed under 14 and 15 Vict. c. 100.

Subornation of perjury is procuring a person to commit

a ]>eijury which he actually commits in consequence of

such prociu-eraent. If the person attempted to be suborned

do not take the oath, the person inciting him, though not

guilty of subornation, is liable to fine and corjioral punish-

ment. Perjury and subornation of perjury are punishable

at common law with fine and imprisonment. By the

combined operation*of 2 Geo. II. c. 25 and later statutes,

the punishment at present appears to be penal servitude

for any term, or imprisonment with or without hard labour

for a term not exceeding seven years (see Stephen,

Digest, Art. 137). Perjury or prevarication committed

before a committee of either House of Parliament may be

dealt with as a contempt or breach of privilege as well as

by prosecution. As to false oaths not perjurj-, it is a
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misdemeanour at common law, punishable by fine and
imprisonmeut, to swear fabely before any person antkor-

ized to administer an oatb upon a matter of common con-

cern, under such circumstances that the false swearing, if

committed in judicial proceedings, would have amounted
to perjun*. There are some cases of making false declara-

tions which are punishable on summary conviction, e.y.,

certain declarations under the Registration of Births and
Deaths Act, 1S74, and the Customs Consolidation Act,

1876. A conviction for perjury subjects the person con-

victed to certain disqualifications. He cannot hold a
jiarish office (4 and 5 Will. IV. c. 76, s. 48). If a solicitor,

and he attempt to practise after conviction, he is liable on
summary conx-iction by a judge to seven years' penal
servitude (12 Geo. I. c. 29, s. 4). If the prosecution be
under the statute of Elizabeth, the person convicted is

disabled from giving evidence for the future (5 Eliz. c. 9,

s. 2). The provisions of the last two Acts may, however,

be regarded as virtually obsolete. The perjury of a witness

may be a ground for pardon where the perjury has taken

place in a criminal trial in which accused was convicted,

or for a new trial in a civil action. In order to procure a
pardon or a new trial it is generally necessary to show
that the witness was a material one, and also that the

perjurer has been prosecuted to conviction.

- In Scotland the law, as a general rule, agrees with that of En^-
laniL Perjury may be committed by a party on reference to oatli

a-s well as by a witness, A Tiitness making a false affirmation is

guilty of perjury (28 Vict, c 9). The Acts H and 1» Vict c. 100
«nd 22 and 23 Vict c. 17 do not extend to Scotland. The trial,

tliongh usually by the Court of Justiciary, may be by the Court
of Session if the perjury is committed in the course of an action
before that court. The punishment is penal servitude or imprison-
ment at the discretion of the court, formerly a person conricted
of perjury was disabled from giWng evidence in future ; this dis-

ability was abolished by 15 Vict c. 27, s. 1.

In the United States the common law lias been i xi ended by most
States to embrace false affirmations and false evidence in ]>roceedings

not judidal. Perjury in the United States courts is dealt with by
an.Act of Congress of 3d March 1825, by which the maximum
|>unishment for perjury or subornation of perjurj- is a fine of ?2000
or imprisonment for five years. The jurisdiction of the States ttf

punish perjury committed in the State courts is specially preserved
ny the same Act. Statutory prorisions founded upon 23 Geo. II.

ell have been adopted in some States, but not in others. In the
States which Iiave not adopted such provisions, the indictment
must set out the offence ^\ith the particularity uecessaiy at commou
law. (J. Wt.)

PERKIXS, J.\coB (1766-1849), inventor and physicist,

was born at Xewbur\-port, Massachusetts, in 1766, and ap-

prenticed to a goldsmith. He soon made himself known
by a variety of useful mechanical inventions, and in 1818
came over to England with a plan for engraving bank-notes
on steel, which, though it did not find acceptance at once,

ultimately proved a signal success, and was carried out by
Perkins in partnership with the English engraver Heath
during the rest of his long business life. Perkins con-

tinued to be fertile of inventions, and his steam-gun,
exhibited in 1S24, attracted much attention, though the
danger attending the use of highly-compressed steam pre-

vented its practical adoption. His chief contribution to

physics lay in the experiments by which he proved the
oompre^ibility of water and measured it by a piezometer
of his own invention ; see vol. viL p. 801, and PhU.
Trans., 1820, 1S26. He retired in 1834, and died in

London, 30th July 1849.

PERM, a government of Russia, on both slopes of the
Ural Mountains, with an area of 128,2-50 square miles.

Though Perm administratively belongs entirely to Russia
in Europe, its eastern part (about 57,000 square miles) is

-•situated in Siberia, in the basin of the Obi. It is traversed

from north to south by the Ural range, a low ridge, from
30 to 4.5 miles in width, thickly covered with forests, and
deeply excavated by rivere. The highest summits do not

vise above 3600 feet in Hie northern section ct the rani^e

(the Vogulian Ural) ; in the central i)ortion, between 59°

and 60' 30' N. lat., they once or twice exceed 5000 feet

(Denezhkin, 5027 feet, and Konzhakovskii Kamen, 5135
feet) ; but the chain soon sinks towards the south, where
it barely attains an elevation of 3000 feet. WTiere the
great Siberian road crosses the ridge the highest point is

1400 feet. Westward the plain of the river Kama is still

500 feet above sea-level at a distance of 120 miles from
the main watershed, but to the east the secondary ridges
and spitfs of the central chain fall away somewhat more
rapidly,—Kamyshloff, 100 miles distant, being situated
amidst the lowlands of the Obi at an altitude of less than
200 feet.

The geology of Perm has been the subject of very many
investigations since the journeys of Humboldt and 3Iur-
chison ; but several parts of the government still remain
unexplored. Granites, diorites, jrorphyries, seri^entines,

and Laurentian gneisses and limestones, containing iron,

copper, and zinc ores, constitute the main axis of the
Ural chain ; their western slope is covered by a narrow
strip of Huronian crystalline slates, which disappear in

the east under the Post-Tertiary deposits of the Siberian
lowlands, while on the west narrow strips of Silurian

limestones, quartzites, and slates, and separate islands of

Devonian deposits appear on the surface. These in their

turn are covered with Carboniferous clays and sandstones,

containing Coal-measures in several isolated Lasins. The
Permian dejjosits extend as a regular strip, parallel to the

main ridge, over these last, and are covered with the so-

called "variegated marls," wTiich are now considered as

Triassic, and which appear only in the western corner of

the territor)'. Perm is the chief mining region of Russia,

owing to its wealth in iron, silver, jilatinum, copper, nickel,

lead, chrome ore, and auriferous alluvial deposits. Many
rare metals, besides, such as iridium, osmium, rhodium,
and ruthenium, are found along with the above, as.also a
great variety of precious stones, such as sapphires, jacinths,

beryls, phenacites, chrysoberj-ls, emeralds, aquamarines,
toi>a2es, amethysts, jades, malachite. Salt-springs appear
in the west ; aod the mineral waters, though still Uttle

known, are also worthy of mention.

The government is very well watered by rivers belonging
to the Petchora, Tobol (affluent of the Obi), and Kama
systems. The Petchora itself rises in the northern corner

of the government, and its tributary the Yolosnitsa is sepa-

rated by a distance of only 4900 yards from the navi-

gable A'ogulka, a tributarj' of the Kama,—a circumstance
of some commercial iniix)rtance. The tributaries of the

Tobol (Sosva, Tura, Isset, and Ui) are far more important.

Their sources, which approach those of the tributaries of

the Kama very closely, early became a link between Russia
and Siberia, and the first section of the Siberian railway

(comiileted for 312 miles from Perm to Ekaterinburg) has
been planned to connect the Kama at Perm with the Tura
at Tumen, whence there is a navigable route by the

Siberian rivers to the very heart of western Siberia at

Tomsk. The chief river of Perm is, however, the Kama,!
whose great 'navigable tributaries the Tchusovaya, Sylva,

and Kolva are important channels for the export of the

heavy iron goods to Russia,—5,000,000 cwts., valued at

upwards of £2,000,000, being annually shi(>ped on these

rivers to the A'olga. Timber also is floated do«-n many
of the smaller streams. Altogether, the rivers supply to

some extent the want of roads or the defects of those

which exist, the great Siberian highway even {via Kazan,

Okhansk, Perm, Ekaterinburg, and Tumen) being usually

in a bad state.

The government is dotted with a great number of lakes

of comparatively trifling size, and marshes also are extensive
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in the hilly tracts of the north. No less than 45,750,000

acres are forest; of this large area only 2,175,600 acres

are under proper forest administration. The forests are

distributed very unequally, covering 95 per cent, of the area

in the north, and only 25 per cent, in the south-east. Fir

^Abies sUnrica, Ficea obomta), pine {Fini(s siflvestris), cedar

(Pinus CemJird), larch (L. sibirica), birch, alder {Atmts),

and lime are the most common woods ; the oak appears

only in the south-west. The liora of Perm (956 Phanero-

gams) presents a mixture of Siberian and Russian species,

several of which have their north-eastern or south-western

limits within the government. The climate is severe, the

average temperature at different places being as follows :

—
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PEfiAr, capital of tlic above government, stands on the

left bank of the Kama, on the great highway to Siberia,

930 miles north-east from Moscow. During summer it

has regular steam communication with Kazan, 6S5 miles

distant", and it is connected by rail with Ekaterinburg. The

town is mostly built of wood, with broad streets and wide

squares, and has a somewhat, poor aspect, especially when

compared with Ekaterinburg. It is the see of a bishop, and

has an ecclesiastical seminary and a military school. The

manufactures are few ; the Government manufactory of

steel guns and munitions of war, in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the town, turns out about 1600 tons of guns

annually. The aggregate production of the private manu-

factories of all kinds did not exceed £165,000 in 1879
;

they included tanneries (£7S,600), distilleries (£61,000),

ropo-works (£9500), brick-works, breweries, soap and

candle works, iron-wire and copper-ware works. Numerous
flour-mills and several oil-works occur within the district.

The town derives its commercial importance as being the

chief place of storage for merchandise to and from Siberia

(tea, metals and metal-wares, skins, leather, butter, wool,

bristle^i, tallow, cedar nuts, linseed, Ac), which is un-

shipixjd here from the steamers coming up the Kama, and

despatched by rail or on cars and sledges to Siberia, or

vice versa. The trade is chiefly in the hands of Nijni Nov-

gorod, Kazan, Ekaterinburg, and Siberian merchants. The
population of Perm in 1879 was 32,350.

The present site of Pcmi was occupied, as early as the year 1568,

by a settlement named Bnikbanovo, founded by one of the Strogo-

noffs ; this settlement seems to have received tlie name of Perm in

the 17tb century. The Yagozbikbinsky copper-work was founded

in the immediate neigbbourhood in 1723, and in 1781 it received

oiScially the same of Perm, and became an administrative centra

both for the country and for the mining region. The mining
authorities left Perm for Ekaterinburg in 1830.

PERMUTATIONS. See Algebka, vol. i. p. 560.

PERNAMBUCO, or Recife, a city and seaport of Brazil

and the chief town of the extensive province of Pemam-
buco. As it is situated on the coast in 8° 3' 27" S. lat.

and 3-1° 50' 14" W. long. (Fort Picao), not far from the

point where the continent begins to trend towards the

south-west, it is naturally the first port visited by steamers

from Lisbon to Brazil. The reef, which can be traced

more or less distinctly along the Brazilian seaboard for

several hundred miles, rises at Pemambuco into a perfectly

straight artificial-looking wall, 3^ miles long, with even

duced by the successive growth and death of the small

shells of Serpulee with some few barnacles and nullipores,

proves so efiectual a protection of the outer surface that

though it is exposed to the full force of the waves of the

open Atlantic the oldest pilots know of no tradition of

change in its appearance.^ The belt of water within the

reef is about a mile in width and forms a safe but rather

shallow harbour; vessels drawing 19i feet can enter, and

there is abundant room for mooring along the shore and

•reef, but mail-steamers usually anchor in the roads and

discharge by means of lighters. • Sir John Hawkshaw'a
scheme for the improvement of the harbour (1874) was

rejected by the Government as too costly ; but extensive

dredging operations are being prosecuted. The city of Per-

nambuco lies low, and is surrounded by a swampy stretch

of country, with no high ground nearer than the hill on

which Oliuda is built, 8 miles to the north. It used to be

considered the most pestilential of Brazilian seaports ; but

its sanitary condition has greatly improved, partly owing

to drainage-works executed by an English company. There

i
ar- three natural divisions in the citj'—Recife ("the Reef ''),

' situated not on the reef proper but on an island forming

i the southern end of a sandbank that stretches north towards

Olinda ; Sant' Antonio, on a peninsula separated from the

island by the united waters of the Capibaribe and the

Biberibe ; and Boa Vista, the fashionable residential district

on the mainland opposite Sant' Antonio. In Recife the

streets are narrow and crooked and many of the houses

are of great age and present Dutch characteristics ; but

Sant' Ajitonio has broad straight streets, with well-paved

side -walks, tramways (worked by mules), and modern-

looking houses. Among the public buildings in Pernani-

buco it is enough to mention the governor's palace, the

episcopal palace, the hospital of Pedro IL (5000 patients

per annum, with French sisters of mercy as nurses), the

foundling hospital, the poorhouse, the new lunatic asylum

(1881), the university (18 professors and 530 students in

1879), the normal school, and the provincial library (13,000
vols., 11,581 readers, in 1880). The great commercial

staple is sugar, and the brown sticky mud of the streets

owes its peculiar character to the juice of the cane ; 825,711

bags of sugar were brought to the market in 1875-76 and

1,715,637 bags in 1879-80. Cotton, which was first ex-

ported in 1778 and continued a small item till 1781, now
holds the second place,—130,925 bales in 1875-76 and
60,117 in 1879-80. Coal began to be imported in 1834,-
2.5,314 tons in 1879-80. The total value of the expor +

and imports has .greatly increased.

Plan of Pemambuco.

sides ana a smooth and almost level top from 30 to 60
yards in width. It is of a hard pale-coloured sandstone,

breaking with a very smooth fracture ; and a tough layer

of calcareous- matter, generally several inches thick, pro-

imports
Exports
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I
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The port was opened to British vessels in 1808, and gooc*?,

which formerly had to pass through Portugal, began tr

be brought to England direct. A cemetery for British

subjects was opened in 1814, a British hospital in 1821,

and a British chapel in 1836. In 1880, out of a total of

1047 vessels (674,227 tons) calling at Pemambuco 451

(249,912 tons) were British. Pemambuco is connected

with Olinda by a steam-tramway line and with Caxanga

(8i miles) by a mule-tramway; the Recife and San
Francisco Railway (1856-62) runs 78 miles to Una, and
is continued by a narrow-gauge line to Garanhuns ; and
another narrow line strikes up the Capibaribe 52 miles

to Limoeiro. ' In 1878 the population of the town and

immediate suburbs was 94,493.

The name of Pemambuco (/icm, "astone," tiambiio), "pierced")

appears to have been originally applied to Itaniaraca (a town iu

' See Darwin '5 account in Land., Edinh., and Diihl. Phil. Mag., vol,

tAx., 1811, p. 257 ; and yalumllsfs Voyaje, p. 493.
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T 44' S. lat, now decayed, but formerly tlie capital of an independ-

ent captaincy), where also there is an opening in the reef. In 1532
Diwrte Coelho founded the city of Olinda, which continued to bo
tlie capital of the captaincy of Peruambuco till 1710. When in

1580 the country passed into the hands of Spain it had 700 stone

houses, 4000 to 5000 negro slaves were employed in its sugar-planta-

tions, and from 40 to 50 vessels came annually to load with sugar

and Brazil wood, often called simply Pernambu<?o or Fernambulc.

Recife, which was a mere Collection of fishere* huta when occupied

by the French under Villegaguon in 1561, shortly afterwards began
to attract attention as a port. It was captured and held for thirty-

four days in 1595 by Sir J.uiEs Lancaster (g'.v.), who did not,

however, succeed in his attack on Olinda. In the 17th century
tliis part of Brazil was the scene of a great struggle between the,

Spaniards and the Dutch. Olinda and Recife were captured by the

Dutch under Admiral Loncq in 1630, and in the following year,

when they were obliged to retreat to the reef, they left Olinda in

fiames. Fort Brun was built in 1631. In 1639 (Recife already con-

taining 2000 houses) Count Maurice laid out a new town (Maurits-

stad) on the island of Antonio Vaz, and built himself a palace

(Vriiburg or Sans Souci) of materials obtained by the demolition
of Olinda. A^bridOT was thrown across from Recife to ilauritsstad,

and another from Slauritsstad to the mainland, where the count
had his summer palace of Schoonzigt or Boa Vista. An observa-

tory was erected under Marcgraf and De Laet. In 1654 the Dutch
ganison, neglected by the authoiities at home, who were at war
with Ciomwell, was obliged to capitulate to the Portuguese (26th

January).
See J. B. Feruandes Gaina, Menu hlsl. da Prov. dc Pfrnamftuco (Pcmambuco,

1S4+) ; Bavlseus, Rerttm in Brasilia geslarum historia (1600) ; and Netsclier, " Le3
UoUaud&is au Bresil," in U iloniUur des Indes Orient, ei Occid. (IS4S-19).

PERNAU, in Russian Peenoff, a seaport town and
watering-place of European Russia, in the government of

Livonia, is situated in 58° 23' N. lat. and 24° 30' E. long.,

155 mUes north of Riga, on the left bank of the Pernau
or Pernova, which about half a mile farther down enters

the Bay of Pernau, the northern arm of the Gulf of Riga.

The town proper is well and regularly built, and contains

two public gardens and two public parks (Salon Park and
Bade Park), a town-house, a hospital, and a public library.

On the rigbt side of the river lies the suburb of Bremer-

seite. The harbour is small, and the depth of water on
the bar under 10 feet. The exports, which consist mainly

of flax (to Great Britain, France, and Portugal), linseed

(to Germany), mats, and cereals, had a value of 8,220,421

silver roubles in 1880, and of 5,427,465 in 1881 (a bad
year). The population was 6690 in 1863, 9525 in 1867,

and 12,918 in 1881.
Founded on the right side of the river in 1255 by one of the

bishops of Oesel, Pernau, with its walls and castle, soon became a

flourishing place. In the 16th centuiy it was occupied in succession

by the Swedes, the Poles, and the knights of the Teutonic order.

After 1599 the Poles transferred tlxe town to the left side of the

river ; and in 1642 the Swedes, who had been in possession since

1617, sti'engthened it with regular fortifications. In 1710 it was be-

sieged and taken by the Russians, and the fortress is now demolished.

PERNE, Andrew (1519-1589), a notable character in

16th -century history, was born at East Bilney in Nor-

folk in 1519. He received his education at St John's

College, Cambridge, was afterwards a fellow of Queens'

College, and finally master of Peterhouse in the same
university. He is best known as a reniKi-kable example
of the tergiversation in reference to religious profession

which, owing to the sudden changes in the prescribed

theological belief of the state, was only too common in his

age. In the reign of Henry VIII. he defended the adora--

tion of saints, but subsequently abandoned this doctrine

in the reign of Edward VI., and became distinguished

as an active promulgator of .Reformation tenets. In the

reign of Mary he subscribed the Roman Catholic articles,

and when the remains of JIartin Bucer and Paulus Fagius,

—two Protestant professors in the university—were ex-

humed and burnt, he preached on the occasion. He was
rewarded for his subservience by being promoted to the

deanery of Ely. Notwithstanding this discreditable com-
pliance, ho succeeded in gaining Elizabeth's favour on her
accession ; he signed the grace for restoring the names of

Bucer and Fagius in the lists of honours and dignities

from which they had been expunged ; and he was elected

by the university to the oflSce c>f vice-chancellor. He thus,

like Symond Symonds, the vicar of Bray, was tvrice a
Papist and twice a Protestant. During the remainder of

his career he was known as a moderate supporter of

Church of England doctrine against the Puritan party.

"What bishop or. politician in England," asks Gabriel
Harvey, "was so great a temporizer as he 1" The wags
of the university invented a verb, pemo, which, they de-

clared, meant, "I rat," "I change often." Yet the

satirist, notwithstanding, admits his many . excellent

qualities and eulogizes him for his urbanity and singular

tact in his intercourse with men of every class and shade

of opinion. To this latter characteristic we must attribute

the fact that, while, throughout his life, Perne preserved

the friendship of austere churchmen like ^Vhitgift, he was
popular with critics of a very different stamp, such as the

dissolute Thomas Nash, who declares that "few men lived

better." It is not a little to Perne's credit that the social

influence which he thus acquired was uniformly exerted

to bring about the ends which he had in view as a philan-

thropist and a true lover of learning. He was a dis-

tinguished benefactor of the university in which his life

was mainly passed, and its library was restored chiefly

through his efforts. His own library at Peterhouse was
said to be the best at that time in England. Dr Peme died

in 1 589 while on a visit to Archbishop Whitgif t, on whose
gratitude he had established a lasting claim by the protec-

tion he accorded him during the persecution under Mary.

He belongs to the class of men whose influence during

their lives is felt rather than seen ; and the services he
rendered to his generation become increasingly apparent

in proportion as this period of English history is more
closely studied.

P^RONNE, chief town of an urrohdissement of the

department of the Somme, France, and a fortified place

on the right bank of that river at its confluence with the

stream called the Doingt or Cologne, lies 94 miles north-

north-east of Paris on the railway from Paris to Cambrai.

Wet moats surround the ramparts, which are built of brick.

The church of St Jean (1-509-1525) was greatly damaged
during the bombardment of 1870-71, but has since been

restored. The castle of Peronne, in one of the bastions of

the enceinte, was partially destroyed by fire in 1877; it

still retains four large conical-roofed towers dating from

the Middle Ages, one of which is eaid to have been the

prison of Louis XL, when he had his famous encounter

with Charles the Bold (1468). The town-hall, which was
built in the 16th century, has an elegant campanile of

modern construction. The population of Peronne in 1881

w4s 4696.

The Prankish kings had a villa at Peronne, whidi Clovis II. gave

to . Erchinoaldus, mayor of the palace. The latter founded a

monastery here, and raised in honour of St Furcy a coUegiato

church, which was a wealthy establishment until the Revolution
;

it is the burial-place of Charles the Simple, who died of starvation

in a dungeon in Peronne, into which i\b had been thrown by the

count of Vcrmandois (929). After the death of Philip of Alsaco

Peronne, *which lie had inherited through his wife, escheated to tho

French crown (1199), and in 1209 received a charter with municipal
privileges from Philip Augustus. By the treaty of Arras (1435) it

was given to the Burgundians ; bought back by Louis XI., it passed

again into the hands of Charles the Bold iu 1465. On the death of

Charles, however, in 1477, Louis XI. resumed possession. In 1536 tho

emperor Charles V. besieged Peronne, but without success ; iu its

defence a woman called Marie Fourre greatly distinguished hei-self,

and the anniversary of tho raising of the siege was celebrated at

Peronne for many years. It was the first town after Paris at whicli

the League was proclaimed in 1577. Peroniie's greatest misfortunes

occun-ed during tho late Franco-Gprman war. It was invested on

27th December 1870, and bombarded from the 2Sth to the 9th of

tho following January, ujion which date, on account of the suficr-

ings of the civil population, among whom sinall|X).x had broken

out, it was comiielled to capitulate. Out of "00 houses 600 wcra
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more or Ifss injured and eighty-two buildings set on fire ; ihe tower

of the church of St Jeau was also burnt, its roofing and timber-work

destroyed, and the bells melted by the fiames. . Thia damage has

siUL-e been repaired.

^"tROUSE. See La Pebocse, voL xiv. p. 298.

PERPETUAL MOTION, or Perpetuxtm Mobile, in its

usual significance does not mean simply a machine which

will go on moving for ever, but a machine which, once

set in motion, will go on doing useful work ^vithout draw-

fng on any external source of energy, or a machine which

in every complete cycle of its operation will give forth

more energy than it has absorbed. Briefly, a perpetual

motion usually means a machine which will create energy.

The earlier seekers after the "perpetuum mobile" did not

always appreciate the exact nature of their quest ; for we
find among their ideals a clock that woTild periodically

rewind itself, and thus go without human interference as

long as its machinery would last. The energy created by

such a machine would simply be the work done in over-

coming the friction of its parts, so that its projectors might

be held merely to have been ignorant of the laws of friction

and of the dynnamic theory of heat. Most of the perpetual

motionists, however, had more practical views, and ex-

plicitly declared the object of their inventions to be the

doing of useful work, such as raising water, grinding com,

and so on. Like the exact quadrature of the circle, the

transmutation of metals, and other famous problems of

antiquity, the perpetual motion has now become a vener-

able paradox. Still, uke these others, it retains a great

historical interest. Just as some of the most interesting

branches of modem pure mathematics sprang from the

problem of squaring the circle, as the researches of the

alchemists developed into the science of modern chemistry,

so, as the result of the vain search after the perpetual motion,

there grew up the greatest of all the generalizations of

physical science, the principle of the conservation of energy.

There was a time when the problem of the perpetual

motion was one worthy of the attention of a philosopher.

Before that analysis of the action of ordinary machines
which led to the laws of dynamics, and the discussion of the

dynamical interdependence of natural phenomena which
accompanied the establishment of the dynamical theory of

heat, there was nothing plainly unreasonable in the idea

that work might be done by the mere concatenation of

machinery. It had not then been proved that energy is

uncreatable and indestructible in the ordinary course of

nature ; even now that proof has only been given by in-

duction from long observation of facts. There was a time
when wise men believed that a spirit, whose Maintenance
would cost nothing, could by magic art be summoned from
the deep to do his master's work ; and it was just as

reasonable to suppose that a structure of wood, brass, and
iron could be found to work under like conditions. The
disproof is in both cases alike. No such spirit has ever

existed, save in the imagination of his describer, and no
such machine has ever been known to act, save in the
fancy of its inventor.

The principle of the conservation of energy, which in

one sense is simply a denial of the possibility of a perpetual
motion, rests on facts drawn from every branch of physi-
cal science ; and, although its full establishment is not half

a century old, yet so numerous are the cases in which it

has been tested, so various the deductions from it that
have been proved to accord with experience, that it is now
regarded as one of the best -established laws of nature.

Consequently, on any one who calls it m question is

thrown the burden of proving his case. If any machine
were produced whose source of energy could not at once
be traced, a man of science (complete freedom of investi-

gation being supposed) would in the first place try to

trace its power to some hidden source of a kind already

known ; or in the last resort he *ould seek for a source

of energy of a new kind and give it a new name. Any
assertion of creation of energy by means of a mere machine
would have to be authenticated in many instances, and
established by long investigation, before it could be
received in modern science. The case is precisely as with

the law of gravitation ; if any apparent exception to this

were observed in the case of some heavenly body, astro-

nomers, instead of denying the law, would immediately seek

to explain the occurrence by a wider application of it, say

by including in their calculations the effect of some dis-

turbing body hitherto neglected. If a man likes to indulge

the notion that, after all, an exception to the law of the

conservation of energy may be found, and, provided he
submits his idea to the test of experiment at his own
charges without annoying his neighbours, all that can be

said is that he is engaged in an unpromising enterprise.

The case is otherwise with the projector who comes for-

ward with some machine which claims by the mere in-

genuity of its contrivance to multiply the energy sup-

plied to it from some of the ordinary sources of nature

and sets to work to pester scientific men to examine his

supposed discovery, or attempts therewith to induce the

credulous to waste their money. This is by far the largest

class of perpetual-motion-mongers nowadays. The interest

of such cases is that attaching to the morbid anatomy
of the human mind. Perhaps the most striking feature

about them is the woful sameness of the symptoms of their

madness. As a body perpetual-motion seekers are ambi-

tious, lovers of the short path to wealth and fame, but
wholly superficial. Their inventions are very rarely char-

acterized even by mechanical ingenuity. Sometimes in-

deed the inventor has simply bewildered himself by the

complexity of his device ; but in most cases the machines
of the perpetual motionist are of child-like ^simplicity,

remarkable only for the extraordinary assertions 'of the

inventor concerning them. Wealth of ideas there is none

;

simply assertions that such and s«ch a machine solves the

problem, although an identical contrivance has been shown
to do no'such thing by the brutal test of standing still in the

hands of many previous inventors. Hosts of the seekers

for the perpetual motion have attacked their insoluble

problem with less than a schoolboy's share of the requisite

knowledge ; and their confidence as a rule is in proportion

to their ignorance. Very often they get no farther than a
mere prospectus, on the strength of which they claim some
imaginary reward, or offer their precious discovery for sale

;

sometimes they get the length of a model which- wants
only the last perfection (already in the inventor's brain)

to solve the great problem ; sometimes fraud is made to

supply the motive- power which their real or pretended
efforts have failed to discover.

It was no doubt the barefaced fallacy of most of the

plans for perpetual motion that led the majority of scien-

tific men to conclude at a very early date that the " per-

petuum mobile " was an impossibility. We find the Parisian

Academy of Sciences refusing, as early as 1775, to receive

schemes for the perpetual motion, which they class with
solutions of the duplication of the cube, the trisection of

an angle, and the quadrature of the circle. Stevinus and
Leibnitz seem to have regarded its impossibility as axi-

omatic ; and Newton at the beginning of his Principia

states, so far as ordinary mechanics are concerned, a prin-

ciple which virtually amounts to the same thing (see

Mechanics, vol. xv. p. 715).
The famous proof of De la Hire simply refers to some

of the more common gravitational perpetual motions, to

which we shall refer shortly. The truth is, as we have

said already, that, if proof is to be given, or considered

XVIIL — 70
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neiiessary, it must proceed by induction from au physical

phenomena.
[t would serve no useful purpose here to give an

exhaustive historical account of the vagaries of maukind
in pursuit of the "perpetuuin mobile." The reader may
consult on this subject the two volumes by Henrj' Dircks,

C.E., published by E. and F. N. Spon, London, 1861 and

1870, from which, for the most part, we select the follow-

ing facts to give the reader some idea of this department

of the history of human fallibility.

By far the most numerous class of perpetual motions is

that which seeks to utilize the action of gravity upon rigid

solids. We have not read of any actual proposal of the

kind, but the most obvious thing to imagine in this way
would be to procure some substance which intercepts

gravitational attraction. If this could be had, then, by

introducing a plate of it underneath a body while it was

raised, we could elevate the body without doing work

;

then, removing the plate, we could allow the body to

fall and do work ; eccentrics or other imposing device

being added to move the gravitation intercepter, behold

a perpetual motion complete ! The great difficulty is that

no one has found the proper material for an intercepter.

Fig. 1 represents one of the most ancient and oftenest-

repeated of gravitational perpetual motions. The idea is

that the balls rolling in the compartments between the

felloe and the rim of the wheel will, on the whole, so com-

port themselves that the moment about the centre of those

on the descending side excesds the moment of those on the

ascending side. Fndless

devices, such as curved

spokes, leverswith elbow-

joints, eccentrics, &c.,

ha'.-e been prop(8ed for _
effecting this impossibi- '/ \^, \y^

'\~^^^~^^^^U \

lity. The modern student
1

1 ^^^51 *-* )^-, ^xfl »
of dynamics at once con-

vinces himself that no

machinery can effect any
sui:h result ; because, if

we give the wheel a com-

plete turn, so that each

ball returns to its ori-

ginal position, the whole work done by the ball will, at

thv most, equal that done on it. If we were to start the

wheel and balls in the most general way possible, we
shimld doubtless have a very pretty problem to solve

;

but we know that, if the laws of motion be true, in each

step the kinetic energy given to the whole system of wheel

and balls is equal to that taken from the potential energy

of the balls less what is dissipated in the form of heat by

friotional forces, or vice versa, if the wheel and balls be

losing kinetic energy,—save that the friction in both cases

leads to dissipation. So that, whatever the system may
lose, it can, after it is left to itself, never gain energy

during its motion.

The two most famous perpetual motions of history, viz.,

the wheels of the marquis of Worcester and of Councillor

Orffyreus were probably of this type. The marquis of

Worcester gives the following account of his machine in

liLs Centuri/ of Invenlionf^ (art. 56).

"Toproviile and make that all the 'Weights of the descending

side of a Wheel shall be perpetually turther from the Centre than

those of the mounting side, and yet e<iuiil in number and heft to

th« one side .is tli£ otlier. A most incredible tiling, if not seen, but

tried before the late king (of blessed memory) in tlie Tower, by

my directions, two Extraordinary Embassadors accompanjing His

Majesty, ami tlie Duke of Richmmirl, and Uuke Hamilton, with

•most of the Court, attending Him. The Wheel was 14. Foot over,

anil jn. Weii;ht3 of 50. pounds apiece. .Sir William Balfon, tlicn

Lieutenant of the Tovcr, can justify it, with several others. They

all saw, that no sooner these great Weights passed the Diameter-

line of the lo .ver side, but they hung a foot further from the Centre,
nor no sooner passed the Diameter-line of the upper side tiut they
hung a foot nearer. Be pleased to judge the consequence."

Orffyreus (whose real name was Bessler) also obtamed
distinguished patronage for his invention. His last wheel,

for he appears to have constructed more than one, was 12
feet in diameter and 1 foot 2 inches broad ; it consisted

of a light framework tjf wood covered in with oil-cloth so

that the interior was concealed, and' was mounted on an
axle which had no visible connexion with any external

mover. It was examined and approved of by the land-

grave of Hesse-Cassel, in whose castle at Weissenstein it

ia said to have gone for eight weeks in a sealed room,

'tlie most remarkable thing about this machine is that it

evidently imposed upon the mathematician 's Gravesande,

who wrote a letter to Newton giving an account of his

examination of Orffyreus's wheel undertaken at the request

of the landgrave, wherein he professes hunself dissatisfied

with the proofs theretofore given of the impossibility of

perpetual motion, and indicates his opinion that the in-

vention of Orffyreus is worthy of investigation. He him-

self, however, was not allowed to examine the interior

of the wheel. The inventor seems to have destroyed it

himself. One story is that he did so on account of diifi

culties with the landgrave's Government as to a licence for

it ; another that he was annoyed at the examination by
's Gravesande, and wrote on the wall of the room containing

the fragments of his model that he had destroyed it because

of the impertinent curiosity of Professor 's Gravesande.

The history of this case is noteworthy, because it con-

tains all the characters that usually appear in such comedies

even now,—the fraudulent paradoxer, the illustrious and

intelligent patron, the simple-minded, unbiassed, scientific

witness.

It is worthy of remark that the overbalancing-wheel

perpetual motion seems to be as old as the 13th century.

In his second series Dircks quotes an account of an inven-

tion by Wilars de Honecort, an architect whose sketch-book

is still preserved in the licoles des Charles at Paris. De
Honecort says, " Many a time have skilful workmen tried

to contrive a wheel that shall turn of itself; here is a

way to do it by means of an imeven number of mallets,

or by quicksilver." He thereupon gives a rude sketch of

a wheel with mallets jointed to its circumference. It

would appear from some of the manuscripts of Leonardo

da Vinci that he had worked with similar notions.

Another scheme of the perpetual motionist is a water-

wheel which shall feed its own mill-stream. This notion

is probably as old as the first miller who experienced the

difficulty of a dry season. One form is figured in the

Mathematical Magic of Bishop Wilkins (16U-1672) ; the

essential part of it is the water-screw of Archimedes, which

appears in many of the earlier machines of this class.

Some of the later ones dispense with even the subtlety

of the water-screw, and boldly represent a water-wheel

pumping the water upon its o^vn buckets.

Perpetual motions founded on the hydrostatical paradox

are not uncommon ; Papin, the

well-known inventorof the digester,

exposes one of these in the Philo-

sophical TransactiotisioT 1685. The
most naive of these devices is that

illustrated in fig. 2, the idea of

which is that the larger quantity

of water in the wider part of the

vessel weighing more will over-

balance the smaller quantity in the

narrower part, so that the water will run over at C; and

so on continually.

Capillary attraction has also been a favourite field for
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the vain quest ; for, if by capillary action fluids can be

made to disobey the law of never rising above their own
level, what so easy as thus to produce a continual ascent

and overflow, and thus i>erpetual motion? Various schemes

of this kind, involving an endless band which should raise

more water by its capillary action on one side than on the,

other, have been

proposed. The
iuOsl celebrated

is that of Sir Wil-

liam Congreve,

who invented the

rockets that bear

his name. EFG
(fig. 3) is an
inclined plane

over pulleys ; at

the top and bot-

tom travels an
endless band of

•sponge, abed, and over this again an endless band of

heavy weights jointed together: The whole stands over

the surface of still water. The capillary action raises the

water in ab, whereas the same thing cannot happen in the

part ad, since the weights squeeze the water out. Hence,

inch for inch, ah is heavier than ad ; but we know that if

lib were only just as heavy inch for inch as ad there would
be equilibrium, if the heavy chain be also uniform; there-

fore the extra weight of ab will cause the chain to move
round in the direction of the arrow, and this will go on
continually.

The more recondite vehicles of energy, such as electricity

and magnetism, are more-seldom drawn upon by perpetual-

motion inventors than might perhaps be expected. In-

stances do occur, but devices of this kind have not become
.1 common part of the folklore of nations like the over-

balancing wheel and the self-sufficient water-mill. Gilbert,

ill his treatise De Muynete, alludes to some of them, and
Bishop W'ilkins mentions among others a machine "wherein
a loadstone is so disjiosed that it shall draw unto it on a
reclined plane a bullet of steel, which, still as it ascends

near to the loadstone, may be contrived to fall through
some hole in the plane and so to retxirn unto the place

whence at first it began to move, and being there, the

load-stone will again attract it upwards, till, coming to this

hole, it will fall down again, and so the motion shall be
peqietual." The fact that screens do exist whereby elec-

trical and magnetic action can be cut ofif would seem to

oi)en a door for the perpetual-motion seeker. Unfortu-
nately the bringing up and removing of these screens

involves in all cases just that gain or loss of work wnich
is demanded by the inexorable law of the conservation of

energy. A shoemaker of Linlithgow called Spence pre-

tended that he had found a black substance which inter-

cepted magnetic attraction and repulsion, and he produced
two machines which were moved, m

~

as he asserted, by the agency of

])ermanent magnets, thanks to the

black substance. The fraud was
speedily exposed, but it is worthy
of remark that Sir David Brewster

thought the thing worth mentioning
in a letter to the Annates de Chiinie,

1818, wherein he states " that Mr
Pljyfair and Captain Kater have
inspected both of these machines
and are satisfied that they resolve

the problem of perpetual motion."
Not very long ago the writer of this article received by

post an elaborate drawing of a locomotive engine which

was to he worked by the agency of permanent magnets.

He forgets the details, but it was not so simple as the

plan represented in fig. 4, where M and N are permanent

magnets, whose attraction is "screened" by the wooden

blocks A and B from the upper left and lower right quad-

rants of the soft iron wheel W, which consequently is

attracted round in the same direction by both M and N,

and thus goes»ou for ever.

One more page from this chapter of the iiook of human
folly ; the author is the famous John Bernoulli. We
translate his Latin, as far as possible, into modern phraseo-

logy.

In the first place we must premise the following (see fig. 5).

1. If there be two fluids oidifferent densities whose densities are

in the ratio of G to L, the height of equipouderati.ig cyliuders on
ct^ual bases will be in the inverse ratio of L to 0.

2. Acco! diiigl.v, if the height AC of one fluid, contained in

the vaiie AD, Ik iu this ratio to the height EF of the other litjuid,

which is iu a tube oi>eu at both ends, the liipiids so placed will

rciuaiu at rest.

3. Wherefore, if AC be to EF in a gi'eater ratio than L to G, the

liquid in the tube will ascend ; or if the tube be i ot sufliciently

long the liquid will overflow at the orifice E (thi.' follows from

hydrostatic principles).

i. It is possible to have two liquids of difTercut density tliat

will mix.
5. It is possible to have a filter, colander, or other separator, by

means of which the lighter liquid mL^ed with the havicr mav bo

separated again therefrom.

Construction.—These things being presupposed, I thus construct

a perpetual motion. Let there be taKen in any (if you please, iu

equal) quantities bvo liquids of different densities mixed together

(which may be had by Hyp. 4), and let the ratio of their densities

eR

c-

IriS.

be first determined, and be the

heavier to the lighter as G to L,

then with the niixtxire let the vase

AD be filled up to A, This done,

let the tube EF, open at both

ends, be taken of such a length

that AC:EF>2L:G + L; let the

lower orifice F of this tube Ik /V

stopped, or rather covered with tin-

(liter or other n;aterial separating

the lighter liquid from the heavier

(wUich may also be had by Hyp. 5)

;

now let the tube thus ]irepared be

immei-sed to the bottom of the ves-

sel CD ; I say that the liquid will

I'ontinually ascend through the ori-

fice F of the tube and overflow by
the orifice E upon the liquid below.

Vononstration.—Because the ori-

fice F of the tube is covered by the

filter (by cotistr. ) which separates

the lighter liquidffrom the heavier, it follows that, if the tube \*e

immersed to the bottom of the vessel, the lighter liquid alone whiiU
is mixed with the heavier ought to rise through the filter into the
tube, and that, too, higher than the surface of th-: surrounding
li«iuid (by Hvp. 2), so that AC : EF = 2L : G + L ; but since (by
constr.) AC:"EF>2L:G + L it necessarily follows (by Hyp. 3)
that the lighter liquid will flow over by the orifice E into the vessel

below, and there will meet the heavier and be again mixed with it;

and it will then penetrate the filter, again ascend the tube, and be a
second titne driven through the upper orifice. Thus, therefore, will

the flow be continued for ever. Q.E.D.
He then proceeds to apply this theorj' to explain the perpetual

rise of water to the mountains, and its flow in rivers to the sea,

which others had falsely attributed to cajiillary action,—his idta

being that it was au effect of the different densi'.ies of salt and
fresh water.

One really is at a loss M-ith Bernoulli's worderful theory,

whether to admire most the conscientious stiitement of the

hypothesis, the prim logic of the demonstration, so care-

fully cut according to the pattern of the f ncients, or the

weighty superstructure built on so frail a foundation.

^lost of our perpetual motions were clear.y the result of

too little learning ; surely this one was the product of too

much. (g. ch.)

PERPIGyAN (Spanish, Perpinan), the ancient capital

of Roussillon, and now the chief town of the department

of Pyrenees Orientales, France, and a first-class fortress,
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stands about 66 feet above sea-level, on the right bank of

the Tet, 7 miles above the point where it falls into the

Mediterranean. The streets of Perpignan are narrow and

crooked, and the houses have no architectural pretensions.

The cathedral of St Jean, in the Third Pointed style, was

commenced in" 1324 by the bishop of Elne, and carried

on by Sancho 11., king of Majorca. The chancel, built

when Louis XI. was master of Rou.ssillon, bears the arms

of France. The nave is 259 feet long, 64 wide, and 89

high. The most noteworthy feature in the building is an

immense reredos of white marble, begun in 1618 by Bar-

tholomew Soler of Barcelona. The tomb of Louis de Mont-

mor, first French bishop of Elne after the annexation of

Roussillon to France, is also worthy of notice ; the black

marble sarcophagus is supjiorted by foiu: white marble

lions, and surmounted by the recumbent figure of the

bishop. The bede- tower, built over a small Romanesque

chapel, is crowned by an iron cage which dates from 1V42.

The Place de la Loge, which derives its name from the

Spanish word lonja (market or bazaar), was built in 1396

in a Pointed style suggestive of the Moorish, and was in-

Phn of Perpignan.

tended for a cloth-exchange. The gate-house adjoining the

Narbonne road, built in the time of Louis XI., has elegant

turrets. The fortifications of the citadel, which is large

enough to' contain 2000 men, are of various times. The
kings of Majorca had a castle on the terrace commanding
the town, of which all that now remains is the keep. The
chapel is remarkable as being a mixture of the Romanesque,

Pointed, and Moorish styles ; the top of its tower com-

mands a view of the whole plain of Roussillon, with its

flourishing market-gardens and vineyards, overhung on

the south-west by Mount Canigou, and bounded by the

Corbieres on the north, the Albtres on the south, and

the Mediterranean on the east. The ramparts surround-

ing the citadel are the work of Louis XL, Charles V.,

and Vauban. The sculptures and caryatides still to be

seen on the gateway were placed there by the duke of

Alva. Perpignan was the seat of a university founded by

the kings of Aragon, and the town still possesses an inter-

esting museum of sculptures and pictures, where are to

be seen the first photographic proofs produced by Daguerre,

a natural history collection, and a library containing 30,000

volumes. In one of the squares of the town is the statue of

.\rago, unveiled in 1S79. The manufactures of Perpignan

are cloth-making, cork-cutting, tanning, and cooperage, and
it has a large trade in wine, brandy, honey, fine wool, fruit,

and vegetables. The population in 1881 was 31,735.
Perpignan had its origin in a Benedictine monastery, and its

name first appears in charters of the 10th century. The place hail

already grow-u into a town when Pliilip the Bold, king of Vrance,
died there in 1285, as he was returning from an unsuccessful expedi-

tion into Aragon. At that time it belonged to the kingdom of
Majorca, wliicli was created in 1262, and its sovereigns resided

there until, in 1344, that small state reverted to the possession of

the kings of Aragon. When Louis XI. occupied Houssillon as

security for money advanced by him to the king of Aragon, per-

pignan resisted the French arms for a considerable time, and only
yielded through stress of famine (15th March 1475). Roussillon
was restored to Aragon by pharles VIII'., and Perpignan was again
besieged in 1542 by Francis I., but without success. Later on,

however, the inhabitants, angered by the tyranny and cruelty of

the Spanish governor, surrendered the town to Louis XIIL The
citadel held out until the 9th of September 1642, and the place has
ever since belonged to France, to which it was formally ceded by
the treaty of the Pyrenees.

PERRAULT, Charles (1628-1703), the most pro-

minent author of France in a specially French kind of

literature^the fairy tale—and one of the chief actors in

the famous literary quarrel of ancients and moderns, was
born at Paris on 12th January 1628. His father, Pierre

Perrault, was a barrister, all whose four sons were men of

some distinction,— Claude, the second, who was first a
physician and then an architect, being the best known
next to Charles the youngest. The latter was brought up
at the College de Beauvais, until he chose to quarrel with

his masters, after which (an incident rather rare at the

time when patriarchal government of families was in full

fashion) he was allowed to follow his own bent in the way
of study. He took his degree of " licenci^ en droit " at

Orleans in 1651, and was ahnost immediately called to the

Paris bar, where, however, he practised for a very short

time. In 1654 his father bought himself the post of

receiver-general at Paris, and made Charles his ckrk.

After nearly ten years of this employment he was, in

1663, chosen by Colbert as his secretary in a curious and
not easily describable office. Put shortly, Perrault's duties

were to assist and advise the minister in matters relating

to the arts and sciences, not forgetting literature. The
protection of Colbert procured a place in the Acad^mie
Fran^aise for his protege in 1671, and Perrault justified

his election in several ways. One was the orderly arrange-

ment of the business affairs of the Academy, another was
the suggestion of the custom (which more than anything

else has given the institution a hold on the French public)

of holding jiublic seatirjs for the reception of candidates.

Colbert's death in 1683 put an end to Perrault's oflScial

career, but even before that event he had experienced the

morose and ungenerous temper which was the great draw-

back of that very capable statesman. He now gave him-

self up to literature, in which, like most men of his time,

he had made some experiments already. The famous
dispute of ancients and moderns is said to have arisen in

consequence of some words used by Perrault in one of the

regular academic discourses, on which Boileau, with his

usual rudeness, commented in violent terms. Perrault,

though a very good-natured man, had ideas and a will of

his own, and the Paraltele des Anciens et des Modtmes,
which appeared between 1688 and 1696, was the result.

The well-known controversy that followed in its train

raged hotly in France, passed thence to England, and in

the days of La Motte and Fenelon broke out again in the

country of its origin. As far as Perrault is concerned,

he was inferior to his adversaries in learning, but decidedly

superior to them in \ni. It is not known what, except

the general pojiularity of the fairy tale in the last decade

of the century, drew Perrault to the composition of the

only works of his which are still read. The first of them,

Griselidis, which is in verse, appeared in 1691, Peau d^Ane

and Les SoukmU Riditules, also in verse, in 1694. But
Perrault was no poet, and the merit of these pieces is

entirely obscured by that of the prose tales, La BeHe au
Buis Dnrmant, Petit Chaperon Rouge, La Barhs Bteve, Le
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Chat Botti, Les Fees, Cendrillon, Rvjuet d. ta Houppe,

which, after being published in a miscellany during 1696

and 1697, appeared in a volume with the last-named year

on the title-page, and with the general title of Hutoires du

Temps Passe. No criticism of these famous productions

is necessary, and it is scarcely less superfluous to observe

that Perrault has no claim to the invention of the subjects.

His merit is that he has treated them with a literary skill

in adapting style to matter which cannot possibly be ex-

ceeded. Of his other work some ilemoires and academic

£loges reed alone be'mentioned. He died on 16th May
1703.

Except the tales, PerraHlt's works have not recently bten re-

printed. Of the tales the best recent editions are thos9 of GirauJ
(Lyons, 1865) and Lcfevre (Paris, 1875).

PERRONE, GiovAXXi (1794-1876), Roman Catholic

theologian, was born at Chieri (Piedmont) in 1794, studied

theology at Turin, and in his twenty-first year went to

Itome, where he joined the Society of Jesus, and, after his

ordination to the priesthood, became a teacher in the Col-

legium Romanum. From Ferrara, where he w£is rector of

the Jesuit college after 1830, he returned to hi.s teaching

work in Rome, being made head of his old college in IS.'iO.

He died on 26th August 187G. He was the author of

numerous dogmatic works, which, as clearly and faithfully

reflecting the prevailing tendencies of Roman theology,

obtained wide currency and were extensively translated.

They may still be regarded as representing most nearly

the modem orthodoxy of his church. The Preelectiones

Theologies may be specially named (1st ed, 1835, 31st

ed. 1866).

PERRY, an alcoholic beverage, obtained by the fermenta-

tion of the juice of pears. The manufacture is in all

essentials identical with that of Cider (9.!'.), though there

are some variations in detail arising from the more abund-

ant mucilage of the pear. The clearest and most concise

account of making cider and perry is contained in the

fourth part of the Herefordshire Pomona for 1881 (p. 133
J"/.). The fruits are either taken at once to the crushing

mill or allowed, like apples, to remain in heaps so as to

ri|jen uniformly ; they are then crushed between rollers

of granite or millstone grit, and the must or juice poured

into casks. In making the better kinds of perry only the

best sorts of pears are used mthout admixture ; but for

ordinary purposes pears of various kinds are mixed indis-

criminately, although, as in the case of the apple, the

fruits used for the manufacture of perry are not those

which are the most suitable for dessert. It is con-

sidered better not to crush the pips, as the flavour of the

perry is thereby deteriorated. The most scrupulous clean-

liness is absolutely requisite, and all the metal-work of the

machinery should be sedulously kept bright, otherwise the

acids of the juice dissolve the oxides, and, in the case of

lead, produce poisonous salts. Pear-juice contains grape-

sugar, tannic, malic, and tartaric acids, albumen, lime, pectin,

mucilage, and other ingredients. The quantity of potash

and phosphoric acid in the juice is relatively large. At a

temperature ranging from 50° to 80° the juice undergoes
natural fermentation without the addition of yeast. This

fermentation, however,^- is . brought about by the agency
of a "ferment" (saccharomyces), which feeds on the

grape-sugar of the juice, decomposing it, and causing the

rearrangement of its constituents in the form of alcohol,

carbonic-acid gas, glycerin, ic. The saccharomyces fer-

ments in the first instance absorb oxygen and liberate car-

bonic acid, as in the process of respiration, but the air of

the fluid in which they live speedily becomes exhausted of

its oxj-gen, and then the ferments obtain further supplies

from the glucose, in effecting the decomposition of which

they set free more oxygen than they require, and this,

uniting with the hyarogen and the carbon, forms the pro-

ducts of fermentation.

In practice the pulp is removed fron\ the mill and placed

in open vats for forty-eight hours or longer. Gentle

fermentation sets in, as shown by the formation of froth

and bubbles of carbonic-acid gas. The pulp is then placed

in layers separated by hair-cloths, which act as sieves or

filters when the mass is placed in a press like a cheese-

press. The pressure is gradual at first and afterwards

increased. The juice or must is poured into hogsheads,

leaving an unfilled space as " ullage." The hogsheads

are placed in a cool cellar, when fermentation begins as

above explained, and a thick scum forms on the surface

called the " upper lees." At the same time mucilage and
ferment-cells with the more solid particles sink to the

bottom and form the " lower lees " at the bottom of the

barrel. A\Tien the fermentation has subsided the liquor

between the upper and lower lees sl'ould b? bright, but in

the case of perry, owing to the hrg^ quantity of mucilage,

the juice has to be filtered through filters of Forfar lin«!n,

—

a tedious process. The clear liquor is now racked ofl' into

clenii casks, not quite filled, but leaving space for " ullage,"

and kept uncorked at a low temperature. A better practice

is to close the cask with a bung, through which a curved

siphon-like tube is passed, one end of it being in the
" ullage " and the portion of it outside the cask being bent

downwards and then upwards ; then either the bend of thf,

tube may be filled with one or two tablespoonfuls of water,

or the outer end of the bent tube may be plunged in a cup

of water,—the object in all cases being to provide for the

escape of gas from the cask and to prevent the passage of

air into it. In a week or so the fermentation ceases or

nearly so, the liquor becomes clear and quiet, when isinglass

is added in the proportion of one ounce to a hogshead of

100 to 115 gallons. (In Devonshire, the hogshead con-

tains uniformly fifty gallons.) In January or February

the bungs are driven in firmly. While fermentation is

going on, a temperature of 50° to 70° is most propitious,

but after the liquor has been racked off it should be kept

in a uniformly cool cellar as near to 40° Fahr. as can be

done. When it is desirable to restrain over-violent or

hasty fermentation, sulphur or salicylic acid is employed.

The latter, being the simpler and cleaner, is the better

agent to be adopted. An ounce or an ounce and a half to

a hundred gallons should be poured into the fermenting

liquor immediately after it has been racked. It is very

effectual, and leaves no sensible effects on the liquor if

carefully used, being tasteless and free from smell. Great

care should be taken, however, not to aUow the acid to

come into contact with any metal such as iron, or a black

colour will result. Perry contains about 7 per cent, of

alcohol, and will keep in casks if well made for three or

four years, or longer if in bottle. It does not, however,

travel well.

PERSEPHONE. See Pkosekpdte.
PERSEPOLIS. • In the interior of Persia proper, some

40 miles north-east of Shiriz, and not far from where the

small river PulwAr flows into the Kur (Kjtus), there is a

large terrace with its east side leaning on Kuhi Rahmet
(" the Mount of Grace "). The other three sides are formed

by a retaining wall, varying in height with the slope of

the ground from 14 to 41 feet; and on the west side a

magnificent double stair, of very easy steps, leads to the

top. On this terrace, which is not perfectly level, stand

and lie the ruins of a number of colossal build.ugs, all

constructed of exquisite dark-grey marble from the adja-

cent mountain. The stones were laid without mortar, and

many of them are still in situ, although the ..un clamps

by which they were fastened together have been stolen of

destroyed by rust. The mason-work is excellent, and the
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style of the lofty palaces, colonnades, and vestibules most

imposing. Especially striking are the huge pillars, of

which a number still stand erect. No traveller can escape

the spell of these majestic ruins.' It is impossible to

give a minute account of them here; the reader must

refer to the numerous descriptions and illustrations in the

works of ancient and modern travellers.^ It is to be

observed that several of the buildings were never finished.

Stolze has shown that in some cases even the mason's rub-

bish has not been removed, and remarks accordingly that in

those early times, just as at the present day, an Oriental

prince would rather commence a new building of his own
than complete the unfinished work of his predecessor.

These ruins, for which the name Ckihil men/ire or "the

forty minarets"^ can be traced back to the 13th century,*

are now known as Takhti Janishid, "the throne of Jamshid"

(a mythical king). That they represent the Persepolis

captured and partly destroyed by Alexander the Great

has been beyond dispute, at least since the time of Pietro

della Valle.^ Amongst the earlier scholars the fanciful

notions of the Persians, who aie utterly ignorant of the

real history of their country before Alexander, often re-

ceived too much attention ; hence many of them were of

opinion that the buildings were cfE much higher antiquity

than the time of Cyrus ; and even those who rightly

regarded them as the works of the Achsemenians were

unable to support their theory by conclusive evidence.''

The decipherment of the cuneiform Persian inscriptions

found on the ruins and in the neighbourhood has put an

end to all doubt on this point. We now read with absolute

certainty that some of the edifices are the work of Darius

I., Xerxes, and Artaxerxes III. (Ochus), and with equal

certainty we may conclude that all the others were built

under the Achaemenian dynasty.

Behind Takhti Jamshid are three sepulchres hewn out

of the rock in the hillside, the facades, one of which is

incomplete, being richly ornamented with reliefs. About

S miles to the north-north-east, on the opposite side of

the Pulw.Ar, rises a perpendicular wall of rock, in which

four similar tombs are cut, at a considerable height from

the bottom of the valley. The modern Persians call this

place Kakski Rustam ("the picture of Rustani ") from

the Sasanian reliefs beneath the opening, which they take

to bea representation of the mythical hero Rustam. That

the occupants of these seven tombs were kings might be

inferred from the sculptures, and one of those at Nakshi

Rustam is expressly declared in its inscription to be the

tomb of the great Darius, concerning whom Ctesias relates

* See the description of Ma-s'iidi (ed. Batbier de Meynard, it. 76 sqX
writteQ 944 a.D. ; and tliat of Makdisi (Mokaddasi, ed. De Goeje,

p. 444), writteu-forty years later.

* See especially Chardin, Kaempfer, Niebubr, and Ouseley. Niebuhr's

drawing*i, thoagh good, are, for the purposes of the arcbitectaral student,

inferior to the great work of Texier, and still far more to that of

Flandin and Coste. Good sketches, chiefly after Flandin, are given

by Kossowicz, Inscriptioncs palmo-persicm, St Petersburg, 1S72. In

addition to these we have now the photographic plates in Stolze's

Ptrstpolia (2 vols., Berlin, 1882). Stolze's " photogramnietric " plan

surpasses all previous attempts in accuracy. The numerous reliefs

found in this group of ruins (especially on the great double stair),

executed in a very remarkable style of art, were first brought within

the scope of accurate examination by these works, since, with some

individual exceptions (as in Ouseley), the drawings of the figures in the

older works were quite inadequate.

^ Xeitlier "the forty towers" nor "the forty pillars ' is a correct

rendering of the expression. The round pillars with their heavy

capitals have a much closer resemblance to the turrets of the Moham-
medan mosques than to our church towers. An older name for all

the splendid ruins through the Pulwir valley is \az&r jutun, "the

thousand pillars" (Hamza Isp., ed. Gottwaldt, p. 38), A thousand
is, of course, like forty, a round nulnber.

• Sir W. Ouseley, TravtU, ii. 369.
' Lettcra xv. (ed. Brighton, 1843, ii. 246 97,).

• See the discussion of this question ill Ouseley.

that his grave was in the face of a rock, and fOUld

be reached only by means of • an apparatus of ropes,

Ctesias mentions further, with regard to a number of

Persian kings, either that their remains were brought «
IlE/xras, "to the Persians," or that they died there.' Now
we know that Cyrus was buried at Pasargad*, the modern
MurgAb, two days' journey north-east from Persepolis,'*

and if there is any truth in the statement that the body
of Camhyses was brought home "to the Persians" his

burying-place must be sought somewhere beside that of

his father. In order to identify the graves of Persepolis

we must bear in mind that Ctesias assumes that it was
the custom for a king to prepare his own tomb during liis

lifetime. Hence the kings buried at Nakshi Rustam are

probably, besides Darius, Xerxes I., Artaxerxes I., and
Darius II. Xerxes II., who reigned for a very short time,

could scarcely have obtained so splendid a monument, and
still less coidd the usurper Sogdianus. The two com-
pleted graves behind Takhti Jamshid would then belong

to Artaxerxes II. and Artaxerxes IIL The unfinished

one is perhajis that of Arses, who reigned at the longest

two years, or, if not his, then that of Darius III. (Codo-

mannus), who is one of those whose bodies are said to

have been brought " to the Persians." '

Another small group of ruins in the same style is found
at the village of Hdji Abdd, on the Pulwar, a good hours
walk above Takhti Jamshid. ^hese formed a single

building, which was still intact 900 years ago, and was
used as the mosque of the then existing city of Istakhr.

For there is no other place that can have answered to the

description of the eminent geographer Malfdisi, who was
himself in this neighbourhood, when he says :

" The chief

mosque (jdmi') of Istakhr is situated beside the bazaais.

It is built after -ihe fashion of the principal mosques in

SjTia,'" with round pillars. On the top of each pillarMs a
cow." Formerly it is said to have been a fire-temple. The
bazaars surround it on three sides " (p. 436).

In the time of its greatest prosperity the Persian metro-

polis must undoubtedly have covered a great part of the

extremely fertile valley of the PulwAr. It is not at all

necessary to suppose that its limits are determined by the.

two heaps of ruins. The great bulk of the houses would,

of course, be built in the wTetched manner which is all

but universal in the East.

Since Cj-rus was buried in Pasargadaj, which moreover

is mentioned in Ctesias as his own city,'- and since, to

judge from the inscriptions, the buildings at Persepolis

commenced with Darius I., it was probably under this

king, with whom the sceptre passed to a new branch of

thS royal house, that Persepolis became the capital.'^ At
least it is probable that the great city, in the original

home of the djmasty, with its lordly palaces and royal

sepulchres, was theoretically considered the metroi)olis of

the whole empire. But certainly, as a residence for the

rulers of such extensive territories, a remote place in a

' This statement is not made in Ctesias (or rather in the extracts

of Photius) about Darius II., which is probably accidental ; in the

case of Sogdianus (Sekydianus), who as a usurper was not deemed

worthy of honourable burial, there is good reason for the omission.

' See art. PEr.sl.v (p. 667 beloV). The complete^ proof will be found

in Stolze's work already mentioned, and in his paper cited below.

* .-Vrrian, iii. 22, 1.

'"> This refers only to its solidity and magnificence, and perh.aps also

to some of its minor features, but not to its geucral style. These

Moslems had no great discernment in matters of style. For instance.

Makdisi and others compare the ruins of Takhti Jamshid to those of

PalmjTa and Baalbek.
^ Capitals formed of recumbent animal figures are peculiar to the

buildings of the Achaemenians.
" Cf. also in paiticular, Plutarch, Artax., iii., where Pasargadse is

distinctly looked on as the sacred cradle of the dynasty.
" The story of MVmn (ff. A., i. 59), who makes CjTUS build his

royal palace ia Persepolis, deserves 110 attention.
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difficult alpine region was far from convenient. The
jilactical capitals were Susa, Babylon, and Ecbatana..

This, at the sanSe time, accounts for the fact that the

Greeks were not really acquainted with the city uatO it

was taken by Alexander.^ Ctesias must certainly have

known of it, and it is possible that he may have named it

simply THipcrai,'- after the people, as is undoubtedly done

by certain writers of a somewhat later date.' But whether

the city really bore the name of the people and the Country

is another question. And it is extremely hazardous to

assume, with Sir H. Rawlin.son and Oppert, that the words

and Pdrsd, "in this Persia," which occur in an inscription

on the gateway built by Xerxes (D. lin. 14), signify "in

this city of Parsa," and consequently prove that the name
of the city is identical with the name of the country.

The name Persepolis appears to have been first used by
Clitarchus, one of the earliest, but unfortunately one of

the most imaginative annalists of the exploits of Alexander.

The word was no doubt meant to allude to the " Persians,"

but apparently he preferred this extraordinary form * to

the regular " Persopolis"* for the sake of a play on the

destruction (Tcpcris) which he relates. Later writers have

followed him in the use of the name Persepolis.^ For
information about the capture and treatment of the city by
Alexander we are almost entirely dependent on narratives

which are based on Clitarchus, since Arrian unfortunately

disposes of this episode in a very summary fashion. The
course of events may be traced somewhat as follows.

Alexander, having crushed the resistance of the Persian

army under Ariobarzanes at the " Persian Gates," ^ marched
rapidly on the capital. Ariobarzanes had made his way
thither with a few followers, but was refused admission

by Tiridates, the commandant of the citadel, who had
already commenced negotiations with Alexander, and at

last surrendered the place with its immense treasures to

the conqueror. In a febsequent battle Ariobarzanes weis

lulled.* Alexander then ordered a general massacre, and
gave up the city to be plundered. In the citadel he placed a

garrison of 3000 men under Nicarchides,* and then caused

^ .(Eschylus, whose knowledge of the world is certainly not very
extensive, takes the "city of the Persians " to be Susa. Cf. especially

Pers., T. 15 with t. JBl {rH^ imi Zoiaui'). Herodotus does not
mention the capital of Persis at all.

' The only eipression that could be interpreted in this se)^ is h
lUpcai, *' to the Persians. " But perhaps ^e Il^paas, with him, means
only "to the laud of Persis." No doubt, when he says that the body
of Cyms was conveyed h H^fxrat, this might be explained on the
supposition that he wrongly imagined that Cyrus was buried in Perse-

polis. Xenophon, who knew of Pasargada from Ctesias, calls it U^pcai
{Cyr., viii 5, 21) ; but, as he was not acquainted with the country,
this goes for nothing. Of more importance is the fact that Plutarch,

Artax., iii. (probably after Dinon), places Pasargadae ^v niptrtus^ where
the expression applies to the country and not to the city.

' So undoubtedly Arrian (iii. 18, 1, 10), or rather his best authority.

King Ptolemy. So, again, the Babylonian Berosus, shortly after

Alexander. See Clemens Alex., Admoti, ad gentes, c. 5, where, with
Georg Hoffmann (Pers. Mirtyrtr, 137), Koi is to be inserted before
^ipuoLS, and this to be understood as the name of the metropolis.

* Ile/w^r^j^ii means strictly " citynieatroying." Jlc/xroiiroXii, a well-

jittthenticated reading in Strabo and .(Elian (/.c. ), is no improvement.
* This form is actually restored by later scholars, and seems to have

been used by the geographer Ptolemy (vi, 4).

* Besides the historians who draw upon Clitarchus (Diodorus,
Cnrtius, Justin, Plutarch in Alexander), Strabo (79 sq., 727 sq.\ Pliny
(vi. 115, 213), and several others. Justin (i. 6, 3) introiduces the name
Persepolis in an account which is based on Ctesias, just as Arrian
(vii. 1, 1) once employs it, although he can scarcely have got it from
his excellent sources.

* On this locality, see the paper of Fr, Stoixe in the Verhand'
langen der GesMschaft fur Erdkun.de in Berlin, 1883, Nos. 3 and 6.

® This is mentioned byCurtius only, but it has great intrinsic prob-
ability. The massacre at the taking of the city appears to be confirmed
by Plutarch (Alex., 37) from the letters of the king.

' This ag.iin is only found in Curtius. Alexander was in the heart
nt a country which he had laid waste, but by no means thoroughly
subdued, which hated him bitterly, and which was the native land of
the dj-naaty ; he was amongst a people who still felt themselves to be

the royal palaces to . be set on fire,—certainly not in a
drunken freak, but apparently with deliberate calculation,

on the effect it would produce on the minds of the Asiatics."

Now it has hitherto been universally admitted that
" the peaces " or " the palace " (to fia&iXda) burned down
by Alexander are those now in ruins at Takhti Jamshld,

as already described. From Stolze's investigations it

appears that at least one of these, the castle built by
Xerxes, bears evident traces of having been destroyed by
fire." The locality described by Diodorus after Clitarchus

corresponds in important particulars with Takhti Jamshid,

for example, in being supported by the mountain on the

east.'^ And, if there are other details, such as the triple

wall, which it is difficult to reconcile ivith the existing

state of things, we must bear in mind on the one hand
the great destruction that must have been wrought in

the course of thousands of years, and on the oflier that

small inaccuracies are not to be wondered at in a writer

like Clitarchus, who is constantly straining after effect.

There is, however, one formidable difficulty. Diodorus

says that the rock at the back of the palace containing

the royal sepulchres rises so steep that the bodies could

be raised to their last resting-place only by mechanical

appliances. This is not true of the graves behind Takhti

Jamshld, to which, as Stolze expressly observes, one can

easily ride up ; on the other hand, it is strictly true of the

graves at Nakshi Rustam. Stolze has accordingly started

the theory that the royal castle of Persepolis stood close

by Nakshi Kustam, and has sunk in course of time to

shapeless heaps of earth, under which the remains may be

concealed. He and Andreas, our highest authorities on the

topography of this district,'^ consider this spot peculiarly

adapted for the site of a citadel, while the water-supply

would suffice for a numerous court-retinue and garrison,

and for a royal residence with its palaces and gardens.

Nevertheless we are unable to adopt this suggestion.' The
vast ruins of Takhti Jamshld, and the terrace constructed

with so much labour, appear to us of more importance than
any number of doubts and conjectures. These remains can

hardly be anything else than the ruins of palaces and the

other belongings of a kingly residence ; as for temples, the

Persians had no such thing, at least in the time of Darius
and Xerxes. And it can hardly be supposed that such
solid structures were much more numerous in former times,

and that these alone have survived owing to their peculiar

situation on the terrace. For, in the first place, it is

evident at a glance that the situation itself is of an excep-

tional kind. Moreover, Persian tradition at a very remote
period knew of only three architecttiral wonders in that

region, which it attributed to the fabulous queen Humii
(Khumdi)—the grave of Cyrus at Murgdb, the building at

Hijl dbdd, and those on the great terrace." It is safest

therefore to identify these last with the royal palaces

destroyed by Alexander. Clitarchus, who can scarcely

have visited the place himself, »Jias simply, with his usual

the dominant race, and knew that their king was still alive. That in

these circumstances he should have a strong garrison under a trust-

worthy Macedonian was simply a matter of course. Nicarchides after-

wards commanded a trireme in the Seet that sailed from the Indus to

the Tigris (Arrian, Indicn, lix. 5 ; after Nearchus).
'» See art Persia (p. 532 below).
" Dr Stoke has kindly explained to the writer of this article that

the layer of charcoal in the "hall of a hundred pillars" is apparently

the result not of a conflagration but of gradual decomposition.
^2 The name of this mountain too, ^axrCKiKbv 6pot, is identical with

Shihkih, -which is at least tolerably well established by Ouseley (ii.

417) as a synonym of Euki rafimet.

^ We are here again indebted to private communications from Stolae,

as well as to his published papers.
" See especially Hamza Isp., 38 ; Tabari, i. 690, 816 (cf. Noldeke,

Oeschichte der Perser . . . am . . . Tabari, p. 8). The niins at Takhti

Jamshld are alluded to as the work of Humai, in connexion with an

event which occurred shortly after 200 A.D.
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xlessncsa of statement, confounded the tombs behind the

palaces with those of Nakshi Rustom ; indeed he appears

to imagine that all the royal sepulchres were at the same

place. It is possible, however, that the discrepancy ori-

ginated with Diodorus, who often makes his extracts in

a very perfunctory manner.*

If it should prove that, after all, the terrace is not large

enough to have contained the treasure-houses and the

barracks of the garrison, in addition to the palaces, or that

Alexander could not have set fire to the latter without en-

dangering the former and the safety of the whole fortress,

then we should have to assume that a separate-citadel {S.Kpa)

stood somewhere outside of the terrace -n-ith the palaces.

There are many positions naturally adapted for defence in

the vicinity. But, as far as yet appears, such an assump-

tion is scarcely required.- Of course we need not suppose

that the number 3000 represents the actual strength of

Alexander's garrison ; and we must consider that, when

Darivis, in the height of his power, laid out this place in

the'iheart of his empire, he was thinking more of regal

magnificence than Of security. A high wall and a guard

of 200 men would suffice for the protection of the treasures

at a time when battering engines were unknown.
^n 316 B.C. Persepolis la still the capital of Pei-sis as a province

of the great llaccdonian empire (see Dioi'., 19, 21 sq., 46
;
probably

after Hieronymus of Cardia, wlio w,-is living about 316). The city

must have gradually declined in tlie course of time
;
but the ruins

of the Achasmenians remained as a witness to its ancient glory.

It is probable that the principal town of the country, or at least

of the district, was always in this neighbourhood. About 200 a. n.

we find there, the city Istakhr- as the seat of the local governors.

There the foundations of the second great Persian empire were

laid, and once more there arose round the tombs of the Acha;-

mcnians what was for centuries the theoretical metropolis of a

great monarchy whose administrative capitals lay far to t^y; w'est.

J.stakhr acquired special importance as the centre of priestly wisdom

aiid orthodoxy. In its most flourishing days it was probably as

lar"-e as Persepolis had been, whose ruins undoubtedly furnished

mu°h of the material for its houses. The peaceable resident, intent

on building his house or hut, has too often proved more destructive

to ancient buildings than a foreign in\t.der or even the disintegrat-

ing forces of nature. The Sasanian kings have covered the face

of the rocks in this neighbourhood, and in part even the Achse-

menian ruins, with their sculptures and inscriptions, and must

them»elves have built largely here, altliongh never on the same

scale of magnificence as their ancient predecessors. The Romans
knew as litfle about Istakhr as the Greeks had done about Perse-

polis, and this in spite'of the fact that for four hundred years they

maintained relations, friendly or hostile, with the empire, while their

own sway extended far into the heart of Asia. So remote is Persis !

At tlio time of the Arabian conquest Istakhr offered a desperate

resistance, which was renewed again and again before the place was

fin.illy eabdued. Blood ftowed like water in these struggles for

religion and liberty. Ne^rtheless the city was still a place of

considerable importance in the first century of Islam, although its

greatness was speedily eclipsed by the new metropolis Shiraz. In

the 10th century Istakhr had be<!oaie an utterly insignificant place,

as may be seen/roui the descriptions of Istakhri, a native (c, 950),

and of Makdisi (c. 935). At this time tlie little town occupied

approximately the site assigned to it on Flandin's map, near the

present village of Hdji abad, surrounding the ruined structure of

the Achremenians, and principally on the left side of the stream.

During the following centuries Istakhr gi-adually declined, until,

as a cily, it ceased to exist. This fruitful region, however, was

covered with villages till the frightful devastations of last century
;

and even now it is, comparatively speaking, well cultivated.

The "castle of Istakhr" played a conspicuous part several times

during tlie Mohammedan period as a strong fortress. It was the

middlemost and the highest of the tliree steep crags which rise

from the valley of the Kur, at some distance to the west or north-

west of Nakshi Rustam.' We learn from Oriental writers that one

* Curtius repeatedly confounds the palace with the metropolis (both

being ri ^a^lXna), and so speaks of the rifif being set on fire.

2 Properly Stakhr, as written in Pahlavi ; on the coins of the

Sasanids "st" stands as an abbreviation for the name. The Armenians

write Stahr. The form with the prosthetic vowel Istakhr is New
Persian; the Syrians used at a still earlier time the form Isfahr or I»(ahr.

^ This height is now called; from its situation, Miy&nkala (middle

fortress). Older writers and travellers give other names, the nomen-

clature of all this part of Persia having greatly altered ; but the name
" castle " or " hill of Istakhr '* appears not to have entirely disappeared.

of the Buwaihid sultans in tha 10th century of the Flight con.

structed the great cisterns, which may yet be seen, and Jiaye been

visited, amongst others, by James Morier and Flandin.^ Ouseley,

who has extracted a vast amount of information from Persian

authors about the ruins of Persepolis and about Istakhr," points out

that this castle was still used in the 16th century, at least as a

state prison. But when Delia Valle was there iu 1621 -it was
already in ruins. (TH. N.)

PERSEUS, a hero of Grecian fable, son of Danae (q.v.'i

and Zeus. When Perseus was grown to manhood Poly-

dectes, the/wicked king of Seriphus, cast his eye on Danae;

and, that he might rid himself of the .son, he exacted of

him a promise that he would bring him the head of the

Gorgon Medusa. Now the dreadful Goroons (q-v.) dwelt

with their sisters the Grsese (the Gray Women) by the

great ocean, far away in the west. Guided by Hermes

and Athene, Perseus came to the Groece. They were three

hags, with but one eye and one tooth between them, which

they handed one to the other. Perseus stole the eye and

tooth, and would not restore them till the Grsese had

guided, him to the Nymphs, from whom he received the

winged sandals, the wallet (Kt/3i(ris), and the cap of invisi-

bility. These he put on, and, being armed by Hermes

with a scimitar (apirq), came upon the Gorgons as they

slept and cut off Medusa's head, while with averted eyes

he looked at her image on his brazen shield lest he should

be turned to stone. Perseus put the Gorgon's head in his

wallet and fled. Coming to' .(Ethiopia he delivered and

married Anduomeda (q.v.). With her he returned to Seri-

phus in time to rescue his mother and Dictys from Poly-

dectes, whom he turned to stone along with all his court by

showing them the Gorgon's head. The island itself was

turned to stone, and was still and lonely ever after; the

very frogs of Seriphus (so ran the proverb) were dumb.

Perseus then gave the head of Medusa to Athene, who
put it on her shield, and, with Danae and Andromeda, he

hastened to Argos to see his grandfather, Acrisius,once more.

But he, fearing the oracle, had gone to Larissa in Thessaly.

Thither his grandson followed him, but at some games

given by Teutamias, king of Larissa, he threw a quoit

which lighted on his grandfather's foot and caused his

death. Ashamed to return to Argos, Perseus gave his

kingdom to Megapenthes, and received from him Tiryns

in return. There he reigned and founded Midea and the

famed Mycenae, and became the ancestor of the Persides,

amongst whom were Eurystheus and Heracles.

The legend of Perseus was a favourite theme of Greek poetry and

art Sophocles and Euripides had each several dramas on the sub-

ject, and sculptor and painter vied with each other in depicting tho

rescue of Andromeda from the sea-mouster. The story was localized

in various places. Italy claimed that the ark with Danae and

Persons had drifted to the Latin coast (Servius on Virg., ^n., vit

372, and viii. 345). The Persian kings were said to have sprung

from a son of Perseus (Apolkid., ii. 4, 5 ; Herod., vii. 61) ; and,

according to Pansanias Daraascenus, Perseus taught the Persians

to worship fire, and founded the Slagian priesthood. Thetale of

the rescue of Andromeda by Perseus from the seabeast is akin

to that of Heracles and Hesione. Both have been interpreted of

the sun slaying the darkness, Andromeda or Hesione. being the

moon, whom the darkness is about to devour. According to one

version Heracles rescued Hesione from the sea-beast by leaping into

its mouth, from which he came forth after three days spent in the

belly of the beast. This points to a connexion with the Semitic

story of Jonah and the hsh. Greek sculptures of Andromeda's

monster were the models for Jonah's fish in early Christian art, and

on a rock at Joppa they showed the chains which had bound

Andromeda, and the bones of the sea-bea.st (Pliny, I{. N., v. 13 ;

Mela, i. 11). Tarsus in Cilicia was said to have neon founded by
Persens, who appears on coins of the city, as well as on coins of

Pontus and Cappadocia. ^__
* See the plans and sketches in Flandin, to whom it was stated that

the castle-rock was called Kalai saro, "castle of the cypress," ti-om a

. solitary cypress growing there. It is unfortunate that for this particular
'

locality the newest map of Hausknecht (Berlin, 1 382) is quite unreliable.

' These referenccjs are still very useful, although we have now the

advant^ige of knowing the extremely valuable Arabian sources ol

many of his Persian narratives from printed texts.

\\
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PERSIA
PERSLA, or fRix. In modem political geography these

two terras are sj-nonymous ; the kingdom which we
call Persia the Persians themselves call trin. But each

of the words has a somewhat complicated history, a brief

sketch of which will best explain the connexion between

the several subjects which, in an encyclopaedic treatment,

naturally demand notice under one or other of the names
which head this article.

Persia, or rather Persia (Greek exclusively Hepa-k), is

the Latinized form of a name which originally and strictly

designated only the country bounded on the N. by Media
and on the N.W. by Susiana, which of old had its capital

at Persepolisor Istikhr, and for almost twelve centuries

since has had it at ShlrAz. This country and its people

were anciently called Pirsa (now Pirs or Firs). The oldest

certain use of the name is in Ezekiel (xxvii. 10, xxxviii.

5). The Greek form TJifxrai, with e for a, which all Euro-
pean languages follow, seems to have come from the lonians,

who disliked to pronounce a eveil in foreign words. Thus
Tlfpa-ai would stand for Il^fxrat, which in turn stands to

Pirsa as Mj}3oi to MAda.
The name of Persian was naturally extended to the great

monarchy of the Ach^menians who came forth from Persis
;

and so again, when a second great empire, that of the

Sasdnians, arose from the same land, all its subjects began
to be called Persians, and Persis or Persia was sometimes
used of the whole Sasinian lands (Ammianus, xxiii. 6, 1).

The prevalent language of this empire (see Pahlavi) had
a still better right to be called Persian, for it seems to

have had its basis in the language of the old Persia. The
same thing is true of the so-called Xew Persian, which has
been a literary language for the last thousand years.

Historically, then, the term Persian is fitly applied to

.ne two great empires which rose in Pdrs or Persis—the

form Persis will bo used in this restricted sense throughout
the present article—and not unfitly to the modem state

which embraces Persis and its sister lands, and in which a

descendant of the ancient tongue of Persis is still the

official and literary language.

iTie name IrAn, on the other hand, was originally of

much wider signification than Persia, and the whole upland
country from Kurdistin to Afghinistdn may, in accordan-s"

with the native use of its ancient inhabitants, bL callea

the Iranian npland. The inhabitants of this upland,

together with certain tribes of the same race in adjacent

lands, shared with their near kinsmen, in India the name
of Aiyans (Arlya, Airya of the Avesta; Sk. Arya). King
Darius calls himself " Persian son of a Persian, Aryan son
of an Aryan," and Herodotus (vii. 62) knows 'Ap:oi as an
old name of the Medes. The ancient nobles affected names
compounded with Arya,—Ariyarimna (Apiapafii-q^), Alio
barzanes, and the like. The lands of the Aryans, as a
whole, were called Ariyina (Airiyana of the Avesto);

Eratosthenes and after him Strabo and others are cer-

tainly wrong in limiting 'Apiav-rj, 'ApiavoC, to eastern Irin
(Afghanistdn, BaluchistAn, ic.).'

Ardashlr, the first SAsAnian, is Called on coins and
inscriptions " king of the kings of firAn," his son ShApiir

or Sapor is "king of the kingd'of £rAn and not-firAn."

Now Ardashlr, as well as his son, had non-Aryan subjects,

the main population of Babylonia and other provinces

being of Semitic race ; £rAn and not-firAn therefore must
here be used not ethnographically but in a definite politico-

geographical sense. The official name of the empire, how-
ever, was always ^.tkn, and the great officers of state had
such titles as ij-An-SpAhpat, "general of firAn," ErAn-
AnbArakpat, " store-master of ^rAn." ^

For the last 500 years most Persians have pronounced
IrAn instead of £rAn (more recently also tr6n, Inin),

and this is the official title of the kingdom which
once had IspahAn, and now has TeherAn, as capital.

Modem IrAn, or Persia, does not embrace nearly the whole'

Iranian upland, still less all men of Iranian nationality,

that is, all who speak an Iranian dialect akin to Persian.

On the other hand, the modern kingdom of IrAn has many
subjects who are not Iranians ethnographically, but come
originally from Central Asia or Arabia, and speak Turkish
or Arabic.

PART L—ANCIENT IRAN.

Section L—Medo-Peesian Empiee.

Plate V 11 The Babylonian Berosus, writing soon after Alexander
the Great, states that at a very early time, which we must
place somewhat over two thousand years before Christ, the

Medes conquered Babylonia, and that eight Median kings

reigned thereafter in Babylonia for a'space of 22-t years.^

This is- an early Instance of the occupation of the rich low-

lands by warlike tribes of the neighbouring highlands;
and indeed the contrast between the plain of the Euphrates
and Tigris, peopled mainly by Semites, and the tableland

of the Iranians, surrounded by lofty mountains, is a very
important factor in the whole history of wide regions of

Asia. But it is, to say the least, not certain whether
Berosus means the Iranian people afterwards called Medes.
The expression might have a merely geographical significa-

tion, and it is at all events possible that at that distant
period tribes of different descent dwelt in the land. In
any case, we have here no Iranian empire, but only a
Babylonian djmasty founded by foreigners.

Be this as it may, it is certain that at an early period
there were regular monarchies of sonfe size even in the
distant Iranian lands. Unmistakable traces lead us to

' Less carefn] writers, like Pliny, confuse Ariana w\th Aria, properly
Haria, the land of Haraiva, the later Har^v, Har^ Had ; Arabic Herit.

assume an old empire in Bactria—the Iranian land far to

the east, in the region of the Oxu.'i, beyond the great table-

land—which must have developed a tolerably high civiliza-

tion. But we have no exact information about it.

The series of the great Iranian monarchies begins for utdea

us with the Median empire of Ecbatana. Unfortunatelj
we possess but little trustworthy information about its

history, being almost wholly dependent on what two
Greeks, Herodotus and Ctesias, who wrote long after the
fall of the kingdom, report from the mouths of Orientals.

These two authorities differ so widely that their statements
are to a great extent mutually exclusive. Nevertheless
careful investigation has shown that many of the state-

ments of Ctesias (which are only preserved through the
medium of later writers, like Diodorus) rest or the same
basis as those of Herodotus. This common basis included
an artificially arranged chronology.* According to Herod-

Sasanian ioscriptions ii. Cbalilaic Pahlavf still show the ancient

form Arian (JK^IN), and Greek inscriptions of the older kings have
the genitive pi. 'Aptafw**. But the corresponding common Pahlavf

inscriptions and the coins already show the form txkn (jKI^N), fol-

lowing an established law of phonetic decay.
^ The information is preserved by Easebius, who took H from Alex-

ander Polyhistor ; see Eusebius, Chronicort, ed. Schoene, 25.
* See Hupfeld, Exercitatinnes UerodctesB Spec. II. : sive de veUrc

Medorum regno, iUoteln, 1843.
XVIU. — 71
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CL7IS-63i. otiis the Medes freed themstives from the Assyrians, and
lived for a time without a master till Deioces obtained the

kingly power by stratagem. There reigned then

Deioces 63 years \., ) «
Phraortes22 „

J
" ^^^^

inOje^
Cyaxares 40 ,, 1 -,, I •'

Astyages 35 „ j '" '• )

The totals show how the figures are arranged on an

artificial system. The duration of the kingdom is exactly

a century and a half, divided into two exactly equal por-

tions, each of which' is occupied by the reigns of two kings.

But further, according to Herodotus, the rule of the Medes
over Upper Asia, i.e., the land east of the Halys, lasted

1 28 years, save only (irdpe^) the twenty-eight years during

which the Scythians ruled. It is easy to see that " save

only "means "minus," and that thus the foreign supre-

macy of the Medes is reckoned at exactly 100 years, or

two-thirds of the total duration of the kingdom. Obvi-

ously such figures can at most be only approximately
correct. Now the number 1 28 is got by adding the reigns

of the first king and the last two. This number is certainly

due to an error on the part of Herodotus, who has com-
mitted similar mistakes in arithmetic elsewhere ; in adding
up he took the reign of Deioces for that of Phraortes. We
may conjecture that the original statement received by
Herodotus was that the supremacy, represented by the

last three reigns, lasted a century, a round number being

put for 97 (22 + iO + 35). With regard to the indi-

vidual items, it is somewhat suspicious that the second

half (75 years) is divided into its two most convenient

fractions, 40 and 35. Consequently we cannot place much
reliance on the figures representing the reigns of the first

two rulers either, especially as it can be made probable

that they also rest on an artificial basis.

Now it can be proved that Ctesias's list of nine or

properly ten kings was based on that of Herodotus, but

with all the numbers doubled. Probably this list of

Ctesiks assigned 350 years as the total duration of the

empire, which is the number given in Justin, i. 6, 17.

The Mede from whom Ctcsias derived his information, or.

the Median source on which his informant drew (there is

no mistaking the Median colouring which pervades Ctesias's

narrative), wished to glorify the empire of his people by
the length of its duration, hence the doubling. The source

from which the names of the Median kings in Ctesias are

derived is still a mystery ; they are quite different from

those of Herodotus. Even Oppert's hypothesis, that the

names of the last fdiu- kings in Ctesias are the Iranian

translation of the non- Iranian names in Herodotus and

belong to the language of the second kind of cuneiform

writing, though perhaps plausible at first sight, is on close

examination untenable. In general there is no warrant

for the assumption that as late as the time of the iledian

and Persian empires there was a large non-Iranian popula-

tion in Media,—an assumption which conflicts with all

tradition and originates solely in the difficulty of finding

a home for the second kind of cuneiform wTiting. But

the names of the kings in Herodotus are now all authenti-

cated, directly or indirectly, by the inscriptions lately dis-

covered. Probably too the reckoning of the total duration

of the empire at a century and a half is about right.

Indeed such chronological systems sometimes correspond

better, on the whole, with the facts than their artificiality

would lead us to expect.

Ctesias's narrative opens with a highly-coloured descrip-

tion of a real event, namely, the destruction of Nineveh by

the leader of the Medes, called by him Arbaces, with the

helpof the Babylonian Belesy3(the historical Nabopolassar).

But the fact tliat by this event the position of Media as a

great power was for the first time assured ia mixed up by

Ctesias with the beginning of the monarchy itself. In

addition, he grossly exaggerates the duration of the empi re

;

60 that we arrive at the monstrous result that between 006
or 607, the real date of the destruction of Nineveh, and
550, the year of the fall of the Median supremacy, more
than 300 years are supposed to have elapsed.

Down to the destruction of Nineveh we must ignore

Ctesias almost completely and follow Herodotus alone.

We will not repeat Herodotus's naive story of the foundar Deioea

tion of the Median kingdom by Deioces, son of Phraortes,

a story in which Greek and Oriental colours are charm-
ingly blended. We may assume as certain that Deioces

possessed a principality, the central point of which was
Ecbatana (or Agbatana ; Old Persian Hagmatdna, now
HamadAn), a place which for thousands of years has held the

rank of a capital. This principality probably never embraced
the whole of Media (i.e., nearly the present provinces of Irik

Adjenii and Azerbljdn with a portion of Turkish KurdistAn),

but by his successors it was enlarged into the great Median
empire. Of course there was no smooth and formal con-

stitution, no fixed frontier, no exact determination of the

prerogatives of different chiefs in the particular districts.

From of old the Assyrians had made frequent attempts to

subjugate the country of the Medes, but perhaps never

quite possessed the whole land with its numerous inaccess-

ible mountains and warlike robber tribes. Nevertheless

they made successful expeditions into the interior of

Media even down to the time at which Herodotus regards

Media as independent.' Neither the liberation of Media
nor the foundation of the monarchy is an event which can

be limited to a particular year, the thing took place gradu-

ally. In the period not long before Deioces, according to

Herodotus's reckoning, very many tributary Jledian chief-

tains are mentioned in the Assyrian inscriptions ; this

confirms, in some measure at least, the statement that

"anarchy " then prevailed.- In 715 B.C. there was carried

off as prisoner one Dajaukku ; this is certainly the same
name, perhaps the same person (for his captivity may have

been brief), as Daiokes, which appears in Herodotus in

the Ionic form Deiokes. AVe can certainly identify Herod-

otus's first king with the prince whose land, called Bit

Dajaukku, i.e., land of Dajaukku, King Sargon of Assyria

conquered in 713 B.a The man who thus gave his name
to the land must have occupied a high station. The date

is not very remote from that assigned by Herodotus to

Deioces ; for we get from Herodotus as the date of Deioces

709-656, or, if we correct his error in dating the end of

the empire, 700-647. Deioces was not a king of kings

;

he was forced to bow to the Assyrians repeatedly, but he

was the founder of the empire. Three kings followed him.

It is possible that there were really more, and that in the

summary list the shorter reigns are passed over. Nor can

we place much reliance on Herodotus's assertion that each

successive ruler was the son of his predecessor.

In perfect harmony with the conditions of development P!ir»-

of a small state into a great power is the statement of Herod- °rte«-

otus that the second king of the Medes, Phraortes (Fraimiii;

according to Herodotus's reckoning G56-634 [647-625]),

extended his sway beyond the limits of Media and first of

all subjugated Persis, or Pei-sia proper, the secluded moun-

tain-land south-east of Media. During all this time indeed,

as we learn from Darius's great inscription, Persis had kings

of its own ; but these were simply vassals of the sultan

* For this and what follows compare, besides the works of the Ass}Tio-

logists, A. V. Gutschmid, Xeue Beitrage air OeschichU des alien Orimis,

87 sq.

' That parts at least of Media were subject to Assj-ria at that period

is further sho^\Ti by 2 Kings xvii. 6, xviii. 11—surer evidence than

that of the inscriptions, which may not always be rightly interpreted,

and contain, besides, many exaggerations.
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who had his seat ia Ecbatana. After conqnering the

Perakn. Phraortes, says Herodotus, subjugated piece after

piece of Asia, until he ^i^as discomfited and slain in the

attempt to conquer the Assyrians in Nineveh, whose empire

was by that time completely lost. Allowing for some

exaggerations with resj)ect to the extent of the empire,

there is nothing in these statements that need excite sus-

picion. Independent evidence seems to show that towards

the middle of the 7th century the Assyrian empire had

fallen very low ; '•and that the inhabitants of the cluster

of vast cities to which Nineveh belonged were able to repel

the first attack of an enemy who could hardly have been

their match in the art of siege-warfare is perfectly natural.

Besides, the stability of the Median military, political, and

court institutions, which were afterwards taken over im-

altered by the Persians, must surely have required for its

development a longer time than some modem inquirers,

following exclusively the cuneiform inscriptions, have

assumed for the actual duration of the Median empire.

Cr-ixares. Phraortes's successor Cyaiares {Hvicakkshatara ; accord-

ing to Herodotns's reckoning 634-594 [625-5S5]) brought

the empire to the highest pitch of power. He is said to

have introduced fixed tactioU arrangements into the army.

It was to him that the pretenders whom Darius had to over-

come traced their descent, as he tells us himself. Cyaiares,

according to Herodotus, took the field successfully against

Nineveh, but as he was besieging the city the inroad of

the "Scythians" compelled him to forego for a time all the

fruits of victory. Who these Scythians were is unknown.

Herodotus took them for the people tolerably familiar to

the Greeks, whose true name was Scolotae ; but his evidence

does not go for much, since he often falls into the popular

misuse of the term " Scythian " as a name for all the

(leoples of the steppes, and brings the inroad of these

Scythians' into a most unlikely connexion with the

desolating raids of Thracian trees (the Trares or Treres,

commonly called Cimmerians) in Asia Minor. We must
content ourselves with assuming that we have here one of

those irruptions of northern barbarians into Iran of which

we hear so often in later times. Probably these nomads
came, as Herodotus indicates, through the natural gate

between the Caucasus and the Caspian Sea, the pass of

Derbend, though it is quite possible that they came from

the east of the Caspian, from the steppes of TurkestAn.

Whether these Scythians are really the same people who
made their way as far as Palestine and Egypt ^ is, indeed,

far from being as certain as is commonly supposed, nor

can the date of the irruption into these countries be deter-

mined. At any rate, the barbarians overthrew the Medes
and flooded the whole empire. From what we know of

the doings of Huns, Khazars, Turks, and Mongols in later

times we can infer how these Scythians behaved in Iran.

Cyaiares must have come to some sort of terms with them
;

and at last he rid himself of them in a truly Eastern fashion,

by inviting most of them

—

i.e., of their chiefs—to a feast,

where he made them drunk and slew them at their wine.-*

It is not in the least surprising that Cyaiares afterwards

had Scythians in his service ; savages like these have no

steady national feeling, and serve any potentate for pay.

With the Scythian disorders we might combine the

contests which, according to Ctesias, the Parthians and
Sacse {i.e., the inhabitants of the Turkoman desert, who
are also called " Scythians " by the Greeks) waged with

* The Assyrian inscriptions bre-'\k off abruptly with the year 644 ;

Gat hmid, op. cU., 89.
' Herod., L 105 ; compare Trogus, in Justin, iu 3, and Jordanes,

Di oriy. Get., 6, whose account perhaps goes back to Dinon.
* Between the ye.:rs 1030 and 1040 a.d. we know three cases where

princes of Iranian lands desp-itched inconvenient Turkomans in exactly

similar fashion ; see Ibn Athir, ix. 266 sq. , 272.

Cyaiares or Astibaras, as Ctesias calls him.* But it is 6.^'4-o8&

not safe to do so, as the whole narrative is only the frame
work for a pretty romance.

Cyaxares marched a second time 'against Nineveh and XineveV

destroyed it about 607. Not only Ctesias but also Berosus ' ts''*"

asserts that the king of the Medes achieved this great

success in league with the king of Babylon. That the

Median tradition represented the Mede and the Babylonian
tradition the Babylonian as suzerain, and the other king
as a vassal, is not surprising. The more powerful of the

two was doubtless the iledian, the richer the Babylonian.

Unfortunately Herodotus's work does not include the

"Assyrian memoirs," in which he intended to give a fuUer

account of the fall of Nineveh,—probably because he died

before completing the task. In order to protect himself

against his ally, who by the fall of the Assyrian empire
had grown too powerful, the Chaldasan king had recourse

to a double precaution : he married his son, afterwards the

potent Nebuchadnezzar, to Amyite or Amj-itis, daughter of

the Median king ; but he also- erected extensive fortifica-

tions. After the fall of Nineveh, Nebuchadnezzar made
himself master of Syria and Palestine, and Cyaxares
acquired most of the rest of the Assyrian territory. Prob-

ably Assyria proper belonged to him also, and we can thus
explain Xenophon's error that the Assyrian cities before

their destruction belonged to the Medes {Anah., iii. i, 7-

10). When Cyaxares afterwards began the war with the War- 'th

Lydians he was already master of Armenia and Cappadocia, LydiWH.

though he probably did not acquire them until after he
had got rid of the Scj-thians and destroyed Nineveh. The
pretext for the war was afforded by the llight of some
Scythians in Cyaxares's service to Alyattes,' king of Lydia

;

but the real cause was doubtless thirst of conquest. The
war lasted for five years with varying fortune, and was
ended by the battle during which the eclipse of the sun,

said to have been predicted by Thales, took place. The
terrified combatants saw in this a divine warning and
hastily concluded peace. An impression so profovmd could

be produced by nothing short of a total eclipse. Now,
according to Airy's calculation, of all the eclipses of that

period the only one which was total in the east of Asia
Minor (where we must necessarily look for the seat of war)
was that of 28th May 585. Ancient writers " also place

the eclipse in this year. But this only proves that learned

Greeks of a much later age calculated the year of an eclipse

which they took to be that of Thales
;
yet in this case they

have hit the truth. More exact calculations have shown
that the eclipse of 30th September 610, formerly regarde4
as that mentioned by Herodotus, was total only to the

north of the Black Sea. Besides, it is inconceivable that

this war and the new grouping of states which it involved
should have taken place before the destruction of Nineveh.
The 28th of May 535 is perhaps the oldest date of a great

event which can be fixed with perfect certainty down to the

day of the month. The conclusion of peace which followed

affords us a remarkable instance of diplomatic mediation iu

' r e Diod., u. 34 ; XicoL Dam., 6 ; Anonymns de mnlieribus,
' :« Eoseb., Chroxicon, pp. 30, 35, 37, and Sj-ncellns, 210 R The

first passage refers to Abydenus, who made use of Berosus. He
names the Median king 'AffnixyTs, which Gntschmid regards as a

corruption of 'Atm-dpTp= 'A<m^/jijr. This is acute, but it seems bettei

to suppose that Abydenus or an excerptor confused C>"axare3 witfc

the last king of the Medes.
• He reigned, according to Herodotus's reckoning, from 618 to 561,

As this is'narrated by Herodotus in his history of LydLa, he probably
has it from Lydian sources, and we may regard this as a welcome con-

firmation of what we are told on Medi;^ authority about the destmc
tion of the Scythians.

' Pliny, ff. 3'., it § 53, and other pas3.ages ; iwmpare Gelzer, in

Rhein. Museum fir Philciogie, N. F., ixx. 264 »q. An astronomer,

a friend of the writer of this article, has by independent calculatious

confirmed the dates assigned in the text for both eclipses.
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iljj-o50. very ancient times. The peace was brought about by

Syennesis, prince of Cilicia, and Nebuchadnezzar, king of

Babylon.' Astyages, son of Cyaxares, married Aryenis,

daughter of Alyattes. But according to Herodotus's cal-

culation the above date does not fall within the time of

Cyaxares ; and even with the necessary correction (of nine

years ; see below) Astyages ascended the throne in this

same year. We might suppose that the battle fell in the

father's, the peace in the son's time. But, as we saw cbove,

the dates of these reigns are not of a sort in which we

can place much confidence, and it is more likely that the

reign of Astyages did not last so long as tradition asserts.

Thus Cyaxares probably died after 585.

Istjages. Of the reign of his son Astyages (in CtesJM Astyigas,

in a Babylonian inscription Jshtmngu) we have no par-

ticulars. It is not even certain that he was cruel, for

Herodotus's account of him and of the revolt of Cyrus is

not impartial, based as it is on the narratives of the de-

scendants of Harpagus, who had an interest in portraying

in unfavourable colours the prince whom their ancestor

had betrayed. On the other hand, Ctesias's Median

authority (Nicolaus Dam., 64 57.), which sets Astyages in

a very favourable light, has no better claim to credence on

this point.

Statfi of The Median empire must at this time have reached a
Median tolerably high degree of civilization. As remarked above,

'^"'^
the political and military institutions of the Persians are sub-

stantially those of the Medes ; even the dress (of the Persian

troops) was borrowed from the Medes.'* Of buildings

erected by the Median kings there are, so' far as we know,

no remains. The colossal Hon, stiU to be seen, though in

a sadly mutilated state, at Haraadin, and about which

Arabian writers have all sorts of wonderful tales, is perhaps

a monument of the Median age. The fortifications of

Ecbatana must certainly have been mag-nificent ; according

to Herodotus's description, they showed strong traces of the

influence of the star-worship practised by the neighbouring

Babylonians, whose civilization was of a much earlier date.^

It may be that careful explorations in the neighbourhood

of HamadAn or excavations will one day bring to light

traces of that distant age, perhaps even some distinct

inscriptions of Median kings. Such inscriptions would be

of the highest value ; and we might almost conjecture

that the langiiage and writing would be identical with

those of the Persian kings. Since the Jtagi are expressly

described by Herodotus as a Median tribe, and since in the

age of the Acha;menians the Persian priests were drawn
as exclusively from the Magi as in later times, it is highly

probable that the Median kings established the Zoroastrian

religion as the state religion, and appointed this Median
tribe to be the priests. The religion itself arose in the far

east, probably in Bactria. It is often assumed nowadays
to have originated in Media, but the fact that its sacred

books know nothing of the Magi tells particularly against

this view. .How firmly the Median Magi were in posses-

sion of the priesthood in Persia proper (Persie) about the

year 522 we learn from the circumstance that they main-

tained their position in spite of the catastrophe of *he

false Smerdis. They must therefore have already he a it

for some time, and this carries us back almost necessarily

to the influence of the Median empire. If this is correct,

the Median empire has an extraordinary importance in

the history of religions. The consideration enjoyed by the

Median monarchy is proved by the fact that in Western
lands which never came in contact with it at all its name

* For the latter Herodotus wrongly 8ubstitttt«3 hia successor

I.iibpietae (Nabunaid ; Persian Ndbunaita).
' Herod., vli. 62.
' Seo Sir H. Rawlinsos, in O. RavUnson's Herodottts, 1. 98, and

Joli. Brandis, In Herma, 11 264.

was so familiar that more than a hunared years after its

fall the Persians were still mostly called Medes by the

Greeks ; in particular the wars of independence with the

Persians still went at a much later date simply by the

name to. ^Irjd/iKd*

Nor was the Median empire properly destroyed by
Cyrus ; it was only transformed. Another race of the

Iranian people and another dynasty stood at the head of

the Iranian empire and carried out, as far as it was at all

possible, Cyaxares's scheme for the conquest of Asia and
the border-lands. That the Persian empire was the direct

heir of the Median was known both to the Greeks—for

only on this supposition were the above-mentioned expres-

sions possible—and to the Hebrews (Isa. xiii. 1 7 ; Ezra

i. 3, &c.).

We possess three accounts of the mode in which the Fall ot

transition was effected, that of Herodotus, that of Ctesias, ilt^li""

(of which that of Dinon, preserved only in some fragments ^"'l'''''^

and vestiges, is merely a variation), and that of Xenophon
in the Cyropxdia. Though Xenophon had before hin\

the works of both Herodotus and Ctesias, we must, with

Niebuhr,' regard his book as nothing more than an ex-

tremely silly romance; the attemjits to employ it as an in-

dependent historical source have always failed. Herodotus
probably got his charming narrative directly or indirectly

from the descendants of Harpagus, a man who undoubtedly

played a chief part in transferring the supremacy from the

Medes to the Persians. Ctesias's narrative, which we are

obliged to piece together from Nicolaus Damascenua,

Photius, Justin, Polysnus, and Diodorus, is highly coloured,

but in parts very pretty, and has, in contradistinction to

Xenophon's romance, a genuinely Oriental stamp. It

appears to be based on the account of a Mede, who gave a
marked preference to his own people, and represented the

founder of the Persian empire in as unfavourable a light as it

was possible for a Persian subject (and probably an ofiBcial)

to do. There was no denying the fact of Cyrus's final

victory, but in Ctesias's narrative he achieves his greatest

successes by cunning and deceit. He is a genuine herds-

man's son, takes early to robbery, and discharges menial

services, in the course of which, significantly enough, be
gets plenty of hard knocks. His accompUce QSbares is a

cowardly rascal. Astyages defeats Cyrus in Persis itself

and pursues him to his home, Pasargadse ; he is only saved

by the intervention of the women. On the other hand,

Astyages magnanimously spares Cj'rus's fp.ther, who hail

fallen into his power. It is particularly significant that

over the corpse of Astyages, who had been left by stratagem

to pine in the wilderness, a rojal guard of lions kept watch
and ward. Of course all this does not exclude the sup-

position that this partisan narrative is founded on a genuine
Persian legend. For the rest, the narrative of Ctesias

agrees in some particulars, and even in some names, with

that of Herodotus.

That Cyrus {Knru, nominative Evrush, or rather Kdru, Cj-ria.

KArush ^) was not of lowly descent but of a princely house
was long ago seen to be a necessary supposition. Popular
legend loves the elevation of sons of the people to the

throne, but aa a matter of fact national kingdoms are not

easily founded anywhere, and least of all amongst primitive

peoples, except by persons of distinguished birth. A know-
ledge of the Persian inscriptions has put it beyond a doubt

* It is noteworthy, however, that jii^schylus in the Perste sa>'a

"Persians" almost exclusively, but "Medes" ouly exceptionally (ver.

236, 791, and so in his epitaph)
;
perhaps the poet chose " PeraianB**

a5 the less usual expression.
* Lectures on Ancient Bistory, I. 96, Eng. tr.

' The « is long, as is shown by the agreement of KC^T, .Sschyt,

Pert., 788, and Bni3 of the Old Testament. The long u makea it

impossiblo to identify the name with the Indian Eurn, as Spiegel

propoaee.
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that Cyrus was of royal blood. A cylinder with air in-

scription of his, found lately at Babylon,' affords us fuller

information. Cyrus's father was, just as Herodotus tells

us, Cambyses (Kambn/iya), his grandfather Cyrus, his

great-grandfather Sispis {i.e., the Persian Chaispi, Greek

Teispes). We can combine the contents of this cylinder,

on the one hand with the list of Darius's ancestors in

Herodotus (vii. 11), and on the other hand with Darius's

own statements in the great Behistiln iascription. The
last list is shorter by three than that of Herodotus ; but,

a»rly as Darius says that eight of his family were kings, and
r*i»iuii that they reigned in two lines, while neither he nor his
^°^ successors in their inscriptions give the title of king to

his immediate predecessor, we must assume that the Be-

histiin list of ancestors is somewhat curtailed ; and we can

with some probability draw out the complete list in exact

harmony with Herodotus.- We shall indicate the kings

by figures and give the names in the ordinary Greek form.

Achfenienos.

.1

1. Teisjiea.

I

2. Carabysea

I

3. CvTua.

'.I
i. TcUpca.

5. Cvraa.

"I

6. Camojses.

I

7. Cyrus (groat king).

Ariaramuea.

I

Arsaines.

Hystaspoa.

I

.8. Cambyses (groat king). 6. Darius (great king). J

Achsmencs (Persian Ilakhdmani), ancestor of the whole
family, is perhaps not an historical personage, but a heros

eponjrmus. According to our calculation Teispes, the first

king, flourished aVjout the year 730, therefore somewhat
earlier than the foundation of the Median empire, but
somewhere about the time which Herodotus assigns for

the beginning of the independence of Media. Perhaps
the rise of the provincial dynasty is connected with the

weakening of the Assyrian power in Iran. Now on the

cylinder Cyrus calls himself and his forefathers up to

Teispes not kings of Persia but kings "of the city Anshan."
Similarly on a lately-discovered monument of still greater

importance, a Babylonian tablet,^ he is called "king of

Anshan," but also " king of Persia." Anshan has been
looked for, without sufficient grounds, in the direction of

Susiana. Even if it be true that Anshan, WTitten as here
in two ways, elsewhere means Susiana—and this Oppert
emphatically denies—we should still have to regard this

only as a Babylonian inexactitude of expression. It is

far more likely that Anshan was a place in Persis, the
proper family seat of the Achaemenians, therefore perhaps
near Pasargadae or identical with it. An attempt has
even been made, in consequence of this designation, to

<leny that Cyrus was a Persian at all, although Darius
calls himself an Aryan and a Persian, and therefore regarded
Cyrus and Cambyses as such ; indeed he expressly desig-

nates them members of his family. It may be that the
Achaemenians ruled in a part only of Persis ; but we have
just as good a right to assume that, as Herodotus and
Ctesias assert, Cyrus's father at least was governor of the
whole province. His mother, according to Herodotus, was
Ihe daughter of Astyages. This may very well be historical,

' Tram, of ike Roy. As. Soc, N. S., xii. 70 tq. (Sir H. Rawlinson).
_' See Budinger, DU neuenldeckten Inackri/tm Uier Cyrus, p. 7

(Vienna, 1881). Tlie pedigree is almost certain, though possibly it

may be incomplete and may not contain all " kings.

"

* TranaactUma of tht Soc. o/ Bible Arch., vii. 139 tq. (Pinches).

tnough the confirmation by the oracle which describes him 550-547.

as a " mule " (Herod., i. 55) does not go for much, since
these oracles are tolerably recent forgeries, and it is con-
ceivable that we have here nothing more than an exam-
ple of the well-known tendency of lords of new empires
in the East to claim descent, at least in the female line,

from the legitimate dynasty. Ctesias indeed tells us that
CjTus afterwards married a daughter of the dethroned
Astyigas, Amytis (which was also the name of Astyages's
sister, wife of Nebuchadnezzar). Of course this does not'

absolutely exclude the possibility of Cyrus being the son
of another daughter of the king.

Stripped of its romantic features, Herodotus's narrative Cjtus's

of the rise of Cyrus is in fundamental harmony with eonquest

the new document which we possess on the subject, jn"'^'"^'
the shape of annals inscribed on a Babylonian tablet.

According to Herodotus, Cyrus and the Persians revolted

,

Harpagus the Jlede, who was in league with him, was
despatched against him. A part of the Median army
fought, but another part went over to Cyrus or fled. In
a second battle Astyages was defeated and taken prisoner.

Now the tablet tells us among other things :
" and against

Cyrus king of Anshan, . . . went and . . . Ishtuxigu,
his army revolted against him and in hands took, to Cyrus
they gave him." Thereujion, it proceeds, Cjrus took
Ecbatana and carried off rich booty to Anshan. This
summary account of the Babylonian annalist by no means
excludes the supposition that Cjtus had fought a previoas
battle against Astyage.?. Both accounts say that the
treachery and faithlessness of the army procured Cyrus
the victory. We might even harmonize the Babylonian
document with Ctesias's narrative that Cjtus was at first

hai'd pressed and driven back as far as Pasargad^, if there
were not other grounds, quite apart from its fabulous
embellishments, which render this account ini])robable.

The date of the overthrow of Astyages and the taking of

Ecbatana is, according to the Babylonian tablet, the sixth
year ; and, as it is in the highest degree probable that the
years in this memorial are those of the Babylonian king
Nabunaid, we must place these events in the year 550.
Hitherto it has been supposed, following Herodotus, that
the reign of Cyrus (559-530) was to be reckoned from the
fall of the Median empire, and that accordingly the latter

event was to be placed in 659. But now we see that

Cyrus numbered his years from the time when he ascended
the throne in Persia. 'Wbether the revolt against Astyages
began when he ascended the throne, we do not know.
We may very well believe Herodotus (i. 130), that Cyrus
treated Astyages well down to his death. On this point
Ctesias agrees with Herodotus.

After the taking of Ecbatana, which made C^yrus the
great king, he must have had enough to do to subdue the
lands which had belonged to the Median empire. Little

reliance can be placed on Ctesias's account of these struggles.

Herodotus (L 153) states that the Bactrians, who accord-
ing to Ctesias were soon subdued, were, like the Sac«e, not
subjugated until after the conquest of Babylon.

The next war was against the powerful and wealthy king War
Croesus of Lydia, who ruled over nearly the whole western sgai""*

half of Asia Minor. It was a continuation of the war be-.*^™"""

tween the Medes and Lydians which had been broken off

in 585. Here again the story in Herodotus is embellished

with many marvellous incidents, and is employed to exem-
plify moral doctrines. If Croesus really began the war, he
assuredly did so not frivolously but deliberately, in order

to anticipate the inevitable attack. A fierce struggle

seems to have taken place in Cappadocia (Herod., i. 76,

and especially Polysnus, vii. 8, 1 sq.), which already be-

longed to Cyrus. Crresus retreated to prepare for another

campaign, but Cyrus followed hard after him, routed him
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E47>639. when he offered battle, and captured his capital Scrdis

after a short siege. Not only Herodotus but also apparently

his contemporary Xanthus the Lydian, quite independently

of Herodotus, told how Cyrus would have burned Croesus

alivc.i The statements of Ctesias and Xenophon to the

same effect are borrowed from Herodotus. But there is

also a vase of the time of Pericles representing Croesus

seated on a pyre and maje.stically pouring out a libation.-

We may hot of course infer from this that Croesus offered,

himself as a willing sacrifice ; but it certainly shows that

a hundred years later there was a general belief that

Croesus had stood upon the pyre. And it is by no means

inconceivable that Cyrus, whom we must picture to our-

seWes, not as the chivalrous and sentimental hero of Xeno-

phon, but as a savage conqueror, should have destined such

a punishment for * vanquished foe, against whom he may
personally have been especially embittered. No doubt to

pollute the fire with a corpse was even in those days an

impiety in the eyes of the Persians, but who knows whether

Cyrus in his vrrath paid much more heed to such religious

maxims than did his son Cambyses! However, Croesus

was pardoned, after all, perhaps because some external

circumstance interposed (because a sudden shower pre-

vented the fire from burning ?), or because the conqueror

changed his mind before it was too late. The pious and

believing saw in the event a direct intervention of Apollo

on behalf of the man who had honoured the Delphic

shrine so highly.^

The date of Croesus's fall is not quite certain. It may
have been 547 or 546. When Cyrus had marched away,

the Lydian Pactyas, whom Cyrus had appointed guardian

of the treasures, raised a revolt, but it was speedily put

down by the king's generals. From that time forwards

the Lydians never made the slightest attempt to shake off

the Persian rule.

Mrarwith But now began that struggle of the Persians with the

Asiatic Greeks which has had so much importance for the history
Greeks

^j ^^^ world. The Lydian kings had subdued a number

of Greek cities in Asia Minor ; but even these latter shrank

from submitting to the still barbarous Persians, whose

rule was far more oppressive, inasmuch as they ruthlessly

required military service. But Harpagus and other Per-

sian leaders quickly took one Greek town after the other

;

some, like Priene, were razed to the ground. Some of the

-lonians, such as the Teians, and most ,of the Phocseans,

avoided slavery by emigrating. Miletus alone, the most

flourishing of all these cities, had early come to an under-

standing with Cyrus, and the latter pledged himself to lay

no heavier burden on it than Croesus had before him. In

most of the cities the Persians seem to have set up tyrants,

who gave them a better guarantee of obedience than demo-

cratic or aristocratic governments. In other respects they

left the Greeks alone, just as they left their other subjects

alone, not meddling with their internal affairs so long as

they paid the necessary contributions, and supplied men and

ships for their wars. Most of the other peoples in the west

of Asia Minor submitted without much resistance, except

the freedom -loving Lycians. Driven into Xanthus, the

capital, they perished in a body father than surrender.*

Some Carian cities also defended themselves stoutly. This

' See Nicolaus Dam., 67 (apparently put together from Herodotus

asd Xanthus).
" iton. de VIntt. Arch., i. 64.

' ' Croesus's good repute amongst the Greeks of the mainland (see Pin-

dar, Pyth., i. 184 [94]) was due to his liberality to the Delphians. Even

400 years afterwards the Delphians apponled to their old friendship

with the people of Sardis (i.?., with Crasus). BxUletin de cfnresp.

hdUniqtie, v. 383, 389 sq. That Crccsus could also bo inhuman

enough is .shown by Herod., i. 92.

* About 500 years later the inhabitants of Xanthus followed their

example in the eti'uggle with that champion of freedom, Brutus.

may havo given a Persian here and there an inkling even

then that the little peoples on the western sea were, after

all, harder to manage than the nations of slaves in the

interior of Asia. Sardis became and remained the mainstay
of the Persian rule in western Asia Minor. The governor-

ship was one of the most influential posts in the. empire,

and the governor seems to have exercised a certain supre-

macy over some neighbouring governorships.

Though Cyrus had made, and continued to make, con- Babylor

quests in the interior of Asia, he was still without the true takeu.

capital of Asia, Babylon, -the seat of primeval civilization,

together with the rich country in which it lay, and the

wide districts of Mesopotamia,^ Syria, and the border-

lands over which it ruled. Now that we know the two
Babylonian memorials mentioned above we can dispense

with most of the various, often very fabulous, accounts

which Greek writers give of the conquest of Babylon ; but
when these documents are rightly understood the diver-

gence between them and the account of Berosus ^ is, on the

main points, not very gr^at.. Before the capture of the

city, in the summer of 539, a great battle took place, in

consequence of which Cyrus occupied the capital without

any further serious fighting, since the Babylonian troops

had ihutinied against their king. Late in the autumn
of 539 '' Cyrus marched into Babylon, Nabunaid, the king,

having previously surrendered himself. According to

Berosus, Cyrus appointed Nabunaid governor of Carmania,

east of Persis ^ ; but in the annals inscribed on the tablet

it is said to be recorded that Nabunaid died when the city

was taken. If both memorials represent Cyrus as a pious

worshipper of the Babylonian gods, if, according to the

cylinder, the Babylonian god Merodakh, wroth with tho

king of Babylon because he had not served him aright,

actually himself led a#id guided Cyrus, such a piece of

priestly diplomacy ought not to impose on any student of

history. 'The priests turned to the rising sun, whether

they had been on good or bad terms with Nabunaid.

Cyrus certainly did not put down the Babylonian worship,

as the Hebrew prophets expected ; he must even have

been impressed by the magnificence of the service in the

richest city of the world, and by the vast antiquity of the

rites. But he was no more an adherent of the Babylonian

religion, because the priests said he was, than Cambyses
and the Roman emperors were worshippers of the Egyptian

gods, because Egyptian monuments represent them as doing

reverence to the gods exactly in the style of Egyptian

kings. Sayce doubts whether Cyrus could read their

documents ; we doubt whether Cyrus understood their lan-

guage at all, and regard it as inconceivable that he learned

their complicated writing ; indeed, on the strength of all

analogies, we may regard it as scarcely probable that he
could read and write at all.^ The countries subject to

V,
^ We always use "Mesopotamia" in the sense in which alone this

geographical conception ought to be used, viz., as equivalent to the

Arabic Jazira, i.e., to denote the cultivated land between the middle

Euphrates and the Tigris, which is separated by the Mesopotamiaa
desert from the totally different 'IrAk (Babylonia).

' In Josephus, c. Ap. , i. 20. On many particular points in these

memorials the AssjTiologists themselves hold different opinions ; but

the part which concerns us most seems to be free from doubt.
' On 3d MarheshwAn, which month corresponds nearly to our

November. The year which begins with Bth January 538 is, in tho

astronomical canon, the first year of Cyrus as king of Babylon. If,

as the strict rule requires, we make the smalt remainder of the year

after the taking of the city to be the first year of Cyrus's reign, then

the events in the text fall in 538, But probably the remainder of the

year was not reckoned in, and for this there arc analogies. (See below.)

^ This statement is further supported by that of Abydenus, doubt-

less taken from Berosus, that Darius drove Nabunaid out of Carmania

(Euseb., Oiron., p. 41). This is certainly not an invention. At the

most, the former king of Babylon might have been confounded with

another B.abylonian prince.

^ Even the comparatively simple Persian cuneiform writing was

certainly always the secret of a few j otherwise it could not hav»
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R-ibylon seem to have submitted without resistance to the

Persians. The fortress ot" Gaza alone, in the land of the

Philistines, perhaps defended itself for a time.' On the

other hand, the Phoenician cities, some of which offered a

sturdy resistance to other conquerors, submitted immedi-

ately, and remained steadily obedient to the Persians dovra

almost to the end of the empire. It seems, however, that,

as the real prop of the naval power of Persia, they were

almost always treated with special consideration by the

latter. In tie very first year of his reign in Babylon^ (538)

Cyrus gave the Jewish exiles -u ,I:n '.^ve to return

home (2 Chron. xxxvL 22 sq. = Ezra L 1 sq.). Compara-

tively few availed themselves of this permission, but these

few formed the starting-point of a development which has

been of infinite importance for the history of the world.

i,>nM's How far to the east CynjS extended his dominion we do

"»T- " not know, but it is probable that all the countries to the

east which are mentioned in the older inscriptions of Darius

as in subjection or rebellion were already subject in the

time of Cyrus. In this case Chorasmia (KhArezm ; the

modem Khiva) and Sogdiana (Samarkand and BokhArd)

belonged to him. Agreeably with this, Alexander found a

city of Cyrus (CyropoUs) ^ on the Jaxartes, in the neighbour-

hood of the modem Kh6kand. He doubtless ruled also

over large portions of the modern Afghdnistin, though it

is hardly likely that he ever maue his way into the land

of the Indus. The story of his unsuccessful march on

India * seems to have been invented by way of contrast

V) Alexander's fortunate expedition.

Death of Different accounts of Cyrus's death were early current.
Cyrns. Herodotus gives the well-known didactic story of the battle

n-ith Tomyris, queen of the Massagetse, as the most prob-

able of many which were told. If we accept Herodotus's

statements, we must look for the Massagetae beyond the

Jaxartes. In Ctesias Cjtus is mortally wounded in battle

with the Derbices, who probably dwelt near the middle or

upper Oxus. A fragment of Berosus^ says that Cyrus fell in

the land of the Dai (Dahae), i.e., in the modern Turkoman
desert, perhaps in the southern or south-western portion of

it ; this account may very well be derived from contem-

porary Babylonian records. Be that as it may, Cjtus met
his death in battle with a savage tribe of the north-east.

The battle was probably lost, but the Persians rescued his

body, which was buried at Pasargadie in the ancient land

of his race. To this day there is to be seen at MurghAb,

north of Persepolis (on the telegraph line from Abushehr

to Teherin), the empty tomb and other remains of the great

mausoleum, which Aristobulus, a companion of Alexander,

described from his own observation ^
; and on some pillars

there the inscription is to be read :
" I am Cyrus, the king,

the Achaemenian." Till lately the same inscription was also

to be found high on the pillar which bears in bas-relief a

winged figure of a king. This figure is furnished with a

"pshent," i.e., such an ornamented crown as is worn by
kings and gods oa Egyptian monuments.' This was no

happened that, eg., the Behistiin inscriptions of Darius should have

been described to Ctesias as those of Semiramis (Diod., ii. 13).
' According to the conjecture of Valesius in Polyb., xvl 40, ttjv

JlepaOjn, which, though not absolutely certain, is still the best emenda-
tion of the passage.

* This statement goes to show that the small remainder of the year
flft<r the taking of Babylon was not reckoned in Cyrus's fii-st year.

For he had at that time something move important to do than to

trmible himself straightway about the Isjaelites.

' Arrian, iv. 2 sq. ; Curtins, vii. 6, 16, vii. 6, 20 ; Strabo, 517
;

Ptnl., vL 12; Steph. Byz. ; Plin., vL 49 ; Solinns, jtlix. 4.

* Nearchus, in Arrian, vL 24, 2 ; Strabo, 686, 742.
' Baseb., Chrm., p. 29.
' See Strabo, 730 ; Arrian, vi. 29, 4 sq.

' See the copies in the great works of Texier and of Flandin and
Coste. The most exact representations are those from photographs in

Stolze, Persepolis (Berlin, 1882), tab. 128 sq., 132 sq. The proof that

this is really the grave of Cyrus is given in Stolze'a Introduction, as

doubt meant by Cambyses as a special mark of honour to his 539-525.

father, whose monument must have required years to finish.

It is quite natural that the ancient art of Egypt should have

made a deep impression even upon those of its conquerors

who in other respects had little liking for Egyptian ways.

If one could accept without question the judgment of the His

Persians as recorded by Herodotus (iii. 89, 160), expanded character,

by Xenophon, and repeated by later writers (from Plato

downwards), Cyrus must have been the most perfect model

of a ruler. But we must view with great suspicion a

tribute of praise like this paid to the founder of an empire

by those who reaped the fruits of his labours. The founder

of the SisAnian empire is also described as a paragon of

wisdom and virtue, though his deeds strikingly belie such

an estimate. We must be content to know that we are no

better informed about the character of many other great

men of the past than about that of Cyrus. That he was

a very remarkable man and a great king is a matter of

course. Whether he deserves the reputation of a great

statesman, which even in modern times has been accorded

to him, we cannot say. Certain it is he left the empire

still in a very unformed condition. To expend the immense

treasures of Ecbatana, Sardis, and Babylon for the benefit

of the empire was to be sure an idea which certainly would

never have entered into the head of any Eastern conqueror.

The treasures simply became the property of the king,

though of course a large part went to the leading Persians

and Medes who filled the most important ofiices.

Cyrus died in the beginning of the year 529. He left

behind him two sons, Smerdis ^ (Persian Bardiya) and

Cambyses {Kambujiya) ; their common mother was accord-

ing to Herodotus an Achaemenian, according to Ctesias

the daughter of the Median king. The great inscription

of Darius states that Cambyses caused Smerdis to be put Cam-

to death without the people being aware of it. From this liyses.

it follows that the partition of the kingdom between the

two brothers, of which Ctesias speaks, can hardly have

taken place ; for the murder of a king or consort coid<^

not have remained concealed. Besides, in both the Baby-

lonian inscriptions, of which mention has been frequently

made, Cambyses is spoken of in a way which distinctly

shows him to have been heir -apparent. This fratricide,

the true motives of which we do not know, was the fore-

runner of many similar horrors in the dynasty. The
inscription proves, as against Herodotus, that the deed

was done before the expedition to Egypt. Nothing else

is told us about the earlier part of the reign of Cambyses.

It is only when we come to his conquest of Egypt that Conquest

we have more exact information. The pretexts for the°fEg)-pt.

Egyptian war need not detain us. The riches of Egypt
had from of old allured the lords of the neighbouring lands,

and Herodotus takes it for a matter of course that Cyrus

had occupied himself with plans against Egypt. According

to the statements of Manetho ' and of the Egyptian monu-

ments, the conquest of Egypt took place in the spring of

525. Vast warlike preparations preceded the expedition.

The Greeks of Asia Minor, the Cyprians, who had just

submitted, and the Phoenicians had to furnish the fleet.

A countryman of Herodotus, the mercenary captain Phanes

of Halicarnassus, deserted from the Egyptians to the-

well as in his paper in the Ver-handl. der Cesetlscha/l far Erdkunde
m Berlin, 1883, Nos. 5 and 6 (p. 19 sq. of the separate edition).

® So Herodotus (the name being assimilated to a genuine *Gre€k

name Smerdies, Smerdes). ^:schyL, Pers., 774, has JIardos ; Justin,

i 9, 9 sq., Mergis ; the scholium on >Esch. , I. c, Merdias.

' See Wiedemann, Gescliichte Jigi/pUns ron Psammetidi I. bis aut

Alexander den Grossen, p. 218 sq. ; conip. too Diod., L 68. For

what follows, and for all that concerns the rel.itions between %yrt
and Persia, the work of Wiedemann is to be consulted. At the same

time the assumption of the year 525 as the date of the conquest is

open to some objections : there are many arguments in favour of 527.
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BZo-JSl. Persians and made himself very useful in the conquest. It

seems that only one great battle was fought, at Pelusium,

the gateway of Egypt. The Egyptians, utterly beaten,

fled to Memphis, which soon fell into the enemy's hands.

Thus Egypt became a province of Persia ; and a pretext was

soon found for executing the captured king Psammenitus.

This was followed by the submission of the neighbouring

Libyans and. the princes of the Greek cities of Cyrene and

Barca. The peculiar religious feelings of the Egyptians

were almost as easily wounded as those of the Jews were

in later times. The Persians, flushed vrith victory, recked

little of Egyptian \visdom or folly, least of all recked the

brutal king. It is true that even Egyptian inscriptions

represent him as a pious worshipper of the Egyptian gods,

but this is only the courtly ecclesiastical style, which the

'Egyptians, partly from servility, partly from long habit, can

never drop. And, even if Cambyses did once in a way
gratify a pious Egyptian, e.(/., by ordering his troops to

quit a temple which they had occupied as a barrack, no

great importance is to be attached to the fact. No doubt

the Egyptian priests grossly exaggerated the king's wicked-

nesses, but enough remains after all deductions. The

dreadful hate which again and again goaded the naturally

jiatient and slavish nation into revolt against the Persians

dates from this time ; Darius could not atone for the guilt

of Cambyses. The brutality of the latter began with

maltreating and burning the mummy of the former king

Amasis, who had personally insulted him or his father ; to

the Persians, as Herodotus expressly says, the burning of

the body was no less an impiety than to the Egyptians.

Prom Egypt he sent an expedition to the shrine of Ammon
Sn the Libyan Eiesert, but, caught presumably in a simoom,

it was never heard of again. He led in person a great

expedition to Nubia (" jEthiopia "). It does not seem to

have been such an utter failure as one might at first infer

from Herodotus's narrative, for some districts to the south

of Egypt were conquered ; but the results purchased by

hecatombs of men who perished by fatigue or were buried

in the sands were far from contenting the king. Returning

to Memphis, he ]"ound the people exulting over the discovery

of a new Apis. Their joy did not fall in with his mood.

In a fury, or perhaps out of a tyrant's caprice, he inflicted

with his own hand a mortal wound on the sacred steer and

instituted a mas-iacre among its worshippers. We may well

believe Herodotus that from that time his barbarity to the

Egyptians showed itself in ever darker colours. He spared

not even the Persians. Ctesias too calls him bloodthirsty.

Added to this was his drunkenness. But his marriage

with one or two sisters, at which Herodotus takes oS'ence,

was really, according ta Persian notions, an act of piety.'

Similarly, when he put to death a corrupt judge of the

highest family and caused his skin to be made into a

covering for the seat on which his son was to sit and

administer justice, the act was one which all Orientals

recognized as truly kingly (Herod., v. 25).

The empire was extended in another direction, when
Polycrates, the powerful tyrant of Samos and the neighbour-

ing islands, sought safety in submission to the great king.

The filae Suddenly, however, the empire rang with the news that

Bmerdia.-
tj,g king's brother Smerdis had seized the crown in Persis.

We are now in possession of Darius's own account of these

events, and can fairly dispense with the Greek narratives
;

but we may note that here again, in spite ot his poetical

colouring, Herodotus stands the test much better than

Ctesias.2 GaumAta (in Ionic form Gdmcles, Justin, i. 9), a

* Herodotus's Persi.in informants told him much of the real or pre-

tended virtues of their people, but concealed things which would have

offended him.
'' Small remains of another auciCEl and trustworthy accou"t aro to

be found in Justin.

Magian, gave himself out as Smerdis (spring of 522) and
formally assumed the government. Even Darius's account

lets us see that Cambyses was very unpopular, and the same
thing appears from the fact that everybody sided with the

new king. Cambyses seems to have marched against him
as far as Syria, but there he put an end to himself,—an
end plainly aflirmed by the great inscription, and quite in

keep-ng mth the wildly passionate nature of the man.

Gaumita reigned, universally acknowledged, and, as it

seems, beloved, because he granted extensive remissions of

taxes. He appeared in the character of Smerdis, son of

Cyrus, and therefore as Persian king. This is enough to

show that there can be here no question of a political

opposition of the Medes to the Persians, such as Herodotus

imagines, nor yet of a religious opposition to the Persians

by the Magians. The changes for the worse now intro-

duced, and abolished again by Darius when he ascended

the throne,^ seem to imply no more than a very intelligible

disregard of the leading Persian families, whom GaumAta
could not but fear, since they knew much better than the

people that he was an impostor. He fell, not through the

patriotic indignation of the Persian people, but through

the enmity of these families. Seven persons conspired

against him ; their names, each with that of his father, are

given by Darius in full agreement with Herodotus, while

the list of Ctesias presents somewhat more divergence.'*

No doubt they were members of the seven most illustrious

houses, but certainly not the actual heads of these houses

;

for such a life-and-death enterprise, where all depended

upon energy and silence, could not be entrusted to person-s

who happened to be heads of families and some of them

perhaps old men. Moreover, Darius himself, who was

undoubtedly from the outset the real leader, was certainly

not the head of his house, for his father Hystaspes (Visht-

Aspa) was still alive and in full vigour, since he afterwards

governed a province and fought the rebels. But the ring-

leaders would choose one out of each of the seven families

in order to commit the families themselves. The conspiracy

was completely successful ; and the seven killed GaumAta

in the fortress Sikathahuvati near Ecbatana, in the land

of Nisa in Media. This happened in the beginning of

521. Darius was then made king. He was probably the

only one of the seven who was qualified to be so, for he

alone belonged to the royal family, of which, it is true,

there may have been many members more nearly related

to Cambyses. -At any rate there was hardly another can-

didate for the crown as able as he.

Darius I^Ddraynvahu, in the nominative D6rayavahmh)V>vAxal

was then, according to Herodotus (i. 209), about thirty;

years of age. Amongst other measures for securing himself

and adding to his dignity he took to wife Atossa, daughter

of Cyrus, who had already been married to her brother

Cambyses and to the false Smerdis. Hp soon showed

that his six comrades were not his peers by executing

Intaphernes, who had forgotten the respect due to the

king, together with his whole family. "That at first his

seat on the throne was far from firm is intimated by Herod-

otus (iii. 12"), who also mentions cursorily an insurrection

of the Medes against him (i. 130), but it is only from the

king's great inscription that we learn the gigantic nature

of the task he undertook when he ascended the throne.

He had first to unite the empire again ; one province after Tnsiirroc

the other was in insurrection ; the west alone remaijied ''°"* "'

quiet, but it was partly in the hands of governors of ^™^^

' Unfortunately in this interesting pass.ige of the great Behistdn

inscription the particulars are very obscure.

* (n Ctesias the name of a son is twice given for that of the father.

It is obvious that we are here dealing with the ancestors of the seven

great families, and one generation could very easily be named by

mistake for another.
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doubtful loj-alty. Darius gives the day of the month for

the most important events, but unfortunately not the

year. Moreover, in consequence of the mutOation of the

Babylonian text it is only of some of the Persian months
that we can say with certainty to what parts of the year

they roughly correspond.' Thus the particular chronology

of these insurrections remains in many points quite un-

certain, especially as it can be seen that many events nar-

rated as successive were contemporaneous. In any case

Darius acted very energetically and promptly ; .aid the

chief provinces were undoubtedly again reduced to sub-

jection in the first three years of his reign. The insur-

rection of Athrina in Susiana was- promptly suppressed

by a Persian army. . More dangeroxis was the revolt in

Babylon of Nidlntubel (Xadintabaira), a teal or pretended

member of the Babylonian royal house who assumed
the august name of Nabukadrachara (Nebuchadnezzar}.

Darius hastened thither and defeated him in several

battles. But the long siege after which, -according to

Herodotus, the rebel city fell into the hands of Darius,

cannot have taken place then.^ While Darinis was in

Babylon a whole series of revolts broke out. That of

Martiya in Susiana, who caUed himself Imani, and appeared
in the character of king of that country, was indeed soon
put down with the help of the people of Susiana them-
selves, but in Media, the heart of the monarchy, the 'situa-

tion was much more grave. Phraortes (Fraicarii), who
gave himself out to be a scion of the old royal house of

Media, was made king of Media, and the Parthians and
Hyrcanians to the eastward, whose satrap was llystaspes,

father of Darius, sided with him. The king's generals

could effect nothing decisive against Phraortes ; at last he
was overthrown by the king in person. Like all rebels

who deduced their descent rightly or wrongly from the

old dynasties, he was put to death with circumstances of

especial cruelty. In the meantime one of Darius's generals

had put down a second false Kebuchadnezzar in Babylon
;

others had to suppress insurrections in two regions of

Armenia, which were, perhaps, connected with the revolt

of Phraortes, and a rising in the distant Margiana (the

district of Merv). Even Persis had risen. Another false

Smerdis, Vahyazdita, appeared in the east while Darius
was in Babylon, and crowds flocked to him. His power
increased so much .that he was even able to send an army
to Arachosia (a part of western Afgh4nist4n). WTiile

Darius in person took the field against Phraortes, he
despatched against Vahyazddta a general who at last over-

threw the rebel. Arachosia, too, was reduced to subjection.

So, too, was the nomad tribe of the Sagartii (perhaps on
the northern ~or north-eastern frontier of Persis), with
Chitratahma at their head, who also claimed to be of the
royal house of Media. Afterwards Gobryas (Gauhruva),
one of the seven, suppressed a third revolt in Persis. The
king in person reconquered the Sacoe, who had been in

subjection before. The generals employed by Darius were
Persians and Medes ; but there was one Armenian among
them. His faithful army was composed of Persians and
Medes, but his adversaries were also supported in part by
Persians and Medes. Darius must have been a great ruler
to conquer them all. Picture his position when he took

' The obvious assumption that the strange name Andirvaka, i.e.,
" aoonjTnoQs, " for a month means an intercalary month would compel
ns to infer that all the events falling in this month belonged to one
and the same year, for two succesaive years or every other yeai- cannot
each have an intercalary month. But a careful consideration of the
particulars shows that all these events could not fall in the same year.
Another obstacle to regardiug Anamaka as an intercalary month is

the circumstance Ihat it corresponds to the tenth Babylonian mouth
Tebet, i.e., probably to December or January, whereas intercalary
months usually follow the twelfth or sixth mouth.

' See below nudar Xerxes.

18—21*

the field against Phraortes ; Babylonia was his once more, 521-$15,

and its wealth must have supplied him with the means of

war, but almost the whole of Iran and Armenia was in

the hands of men whom he calls rebels and liars, but some
of whom, at least, had perhaps .more right than he to the

S)vereignty, and whose people were devoted to them. Ko
sooner had he reached Media than Babylon was again Ln

arms. Nothing but great energy and circumspection covJd

have carried him safely through all his diSiculties.

The satrap of Sardis, Oroetes, had not revolted, but hia

conduct T^-as that of an independent prince. Him Darius
put out of the way by stratagem (Herod., iii. 120 sq.).

At the same time &,mos became definitively a Persian pro-

vince, after a royal army had, with much bloodshed, set

up as t3Tant Syloson, brother of Polycrates, whom Orcetes

had put to death. The removal of Aryandes,^ governor

of Egypt, who assumed, even at that date, the royal privi-

lege of minting money, seems to have followed not long

afterwards.* He had extended his power westwards. But
we see from Herodotus that to the west of the last mouth
of the Nile the Persian rule was always precarious ; and
that he can have conquered Carthage, whose naval power
was perhaps a match for that of the whole Persian empire,

is quite incredible. At the most it is possible that the

prudent leaders of that commercial state may in negotia-

tions and treaties have occasionally recognized the king
in ambiguous- phrases as their lord.

The experience gained by Darius in the first unsettled Organ!-

years of his reign must have been in part the occasion of zation oj

his introducing numerous improvements into the organiza- ^""P''*

tion of the empire. Governors with the title of satraps

(khshathrapdvan, i.e., land-rulers) there had been before, but
Darius determined their rights and duties. Vassal princes

of dangerous power were tolerated only with reluctance.

The satrap had indeed the power and splendour of a king,

but he was nevertheless under regular control. The comt
received from special officials direct reports of the conduct

of the governors, and from time to time royal commissioners

appeared with troops to hold an inspection. The satrap

commanded the army of his prov ince, but the fortresses he
was obliged to leave in the hands of troops directly under
the king. But the most important part of the reform was
that Darius regulated the taxes and imposed a fixed sum
upon each province, with the exception of the land of his

fathers, which enjoyed immunity. The Persians were
discontented at this, and dubbed Darius in consequence
" higgler " (KOTrrjAos) ; but this is doubtless only the cry of

high officials, to whom any regulated fiscal system was
objectionable, as making it somewhat more ' difficult for

them to fleece their subordinates. It is not at all to be
supposed that the irregular contributions ("presents,"

•Herod., iii. 89) previously levied were less burdensome to

the subjects. However imperfect the Persian state system

was, and however illusory the measures of control may
often have been, still the organization introduced bj' Darius

marks a great step in advance over the thoroughly rude

old Asiatic system.

In the Behistun inscription, which is placed not long Eipedi-

after the conclusion of the great revolts, India does not as tion to

yet appear as a province, though it does in the later
''"''«•

inscriptions of Persepolis, and in the epitaph of Darius.

Herodotus says that Darius caused the Indus to be explored

from the land of the Pactyans (Pakhtu, Afgh.-ins) to its

mouth by Scylax, a Greek or rather Carian, and then con-

quered the country. But in any case this Persian " India
"

was only one portion of the region of the Indus. If this

conquest was somewhat adventurous, much more so was

* Polyaenus, vii. 10 7, calls liira Oryandres.
* Wiedemann, op. cit., p. 236, flies as the date the year 617 ; but

his grounds are not conclusive.

xvin. — 72
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J15-500. the enterprise against the Scythians. Profound motives

for this expedition have been sought for, but it no doubt

sprang simply from the longing to conquer unknown
lands. That Darius, an energetic and valiant Eastern

prince, always hitherto favoured by fortune, should have

been free from lust of conquest is in itself very unlikely.

Scythi.in The expedition against the Scythians falls about 515.
pipeJi- With regard to the preparations and the beginning of the
"""' expedition up to the crossing of the Danube we are well

informed. The Greek subjects, of whom even by this

time there were many on the European (Thracian) side

—

such as the inhabitants of Byzantium and the Thracian

Chersonese—were obliged to supply the fleet. Mandrocles

of Samos built a bridge over the Bosphorus. The Persians

must soon have found how useful the skill of the Greeks

might hp to them, without suspecting the dangers with

which the Greek spirit threatened them. The king's march

may be followed as far as the Danube ; it lay pretty nearly

due north, the warlike Getoe, a Thracian people, being

subdued on the way. With the entry into the Scythian

country itself Herodotus's narrative becomes comptetely

fabulous. His chief error is in leaving out of sight the

enormous distances in these regions (the southern part of

modern Russia) and the great rivers. Hence he represents

the native tribes and Darius as marching the distance

between the Danube and the Don, or even the Volga,

twice in not more than two months, as if the distances

were as in Greece. Darius, who passed the Danube by a

bridge in the neighbourhood, perhaps, of Isaktchi, can

hardly have crossed even the Dniester. Strabo, who either

possessed more exact accounts of the expedition, or drew

correct inferences from the disaster which afterwards over-

took King- Lysimachus in this neighbourhood, forms a very

intelligent judgment on these matters. The expedition

failed, not through the superior tactics of the Scythians,

who behaved just as might be expected of such nomads,

with a mixture of timidity and audacious greed of booty,

but through the impassable and inhospitable nature of the

country, through hunger and thirst, through exhaustion

and disease. After sustaining heavy losses Darius was

obliged to retreat across the Danube. The king, or at all

events his army, was saved by the Greek tyrants, especially

Histioeus of ^Iiletus, who refused to follow the advice of

their colleague Miltiadcs to break down the bridge. But

the damage to the prestige of the empire was great ; the

Greeks had seen their lord and master in distress. Never-

theless the district south of the Danube was retained.

That the Scythians immediately followed up their enemy,

or that they even opened negotiations with the Spartans,

as Herodotus states,^ is not to be supposed. Moreover,

Jlegabyzus, whom Darius on his return left behind in

Europe, subdued great districts of Thrace along with the

Greek cities on the coast. The king of Macedonia also

acknowledged the great king as his liege lord. The cities

on the Hellespont,^ which after the failure of the expedi-

tion made no secret of their feeling towards the Persians,

and in part expressed their hostility in overt acts against

them, received sharp punishment. The islands of Lemnos
and Imbros wero occupied. At the mouth of the Hebrus
(Maritza) Doriscus was converted into a fortress with a

standing garrison.'

* The story of the dealings of King Cleomeues with the Scj"thians

(HeroJ., vi. 84) jests ou a joke,—he drank immoderately, *" like a

Scythian.

"

"•* Tliis expression is used to designate the towTis lying on the Helles-

jx>nt, Pj-opontis, and Bosphorus.
* To the same time may be referred the foundation on the Asiatic

side of Dareium, named after Darius, just as Harpagium probably has

its name from Harpa^rus. It is to be observed tliat in the district of

Old Phrygia such towns called after persons are found from of old, as

21:J;t:iuui, Gordia^iuni, Dascylium, and others.

The eyes of the Persians were now turned towards Persian

Greece proper. While the Greek coast of Asia ilinor was ''"='=;''°'^

indispensable to the power which held the interior, the " "^^^^

possession of the mother-country of Hellas was, as we can

easily see, not only unnecessary but positively dangerous to

the Persians, especially as they were themselves absolutely

unfitted for the sea. But to the Persians of those days,

absorbed in schemes of universal empire, cpnsiderations

such as these coiUd not present themselves? Besides, the

enterprises of the Persians against the Greeks were to a

large extent suggested and furthered' by the Greeks them-

selves. Repressed factions, tyrants in exile or in danger,

were but too ready to invoke the help of the foreigner at

the price of slavery. MiTien the Persians attacked a Greek
state there was always another at enmity with it which

at once took their side. Even the inconsiderable enter-

prise which was the outward occasion of the Ionian revolt,

namely, the attack of the Persians on Naxos, was brought

about by the banished aristocrats of the island, who
applied to Aristagoras, lord of Miletus, and hence to his

superior, Ai'taphernes, the king's brother and satrap of

Sardis. The enterprise failed, and in his embarrassment

Ai'istagoras gave the signal for the revolt which he and
his father-in-law Histiaeus, the proper tyrant of Miletus,

who was detained at the court of Susa, had planned long

before.

The great rising of the lonians and otner Greeks and Revoll of

non-Greeks shows a vigorous love of freedom, and much lomaua.

individual boldness and skill on the side of the insiu'gents
;

but, quife apart from the vast odds against them and the

unfavourableness of their geographical situation, their

enterprise was from the outset doomed to failure, because

they did not form a compact party, because not even the

Ionian cities practised that discipline and subordination

which for war are indispensable, and lastly because Arista-

goras and Histiajus were adventurous intriguers and tyrants,

but without the gifts of rulers or generals. Of the history

of the revolt, in addition to the excellent accounts which

he derived from Hecatseus of Miletus, a contemporary and
actor in the events he describes, Herodotus has all sort*

of popular fables to tell. The chronology is uncertain;

probably the revolt began in 500 or 499, and was substan-

tially ended by the capture of Miletus in 495 or 494 (six

years later, Herod., vi. 18). Aristagoras made himself

master of the fleet on its return from Naxos, took prisoner

the tyrants on board at the head of the contingents of

their cities, and restored the republic in Sliletus, only of

course with the view of thereby ruling the confederacy.

The Spai-tans, admittedly at that time the first power of

Greece, were sober enough to refuse the help requested.

But the Athenians, who had already excited the WTath

of the Persians by refusing to comply with the demand of

Artaphernes that they should receive back Hippias as

tyrant, had the courage or rather the foolishness to de
spatch twenty ships to the help of the lonians. They thus

mortally insulted the Persians without really benefiting

their friends. The Athenians shared in the march on
Sardis. The confederates burned the city, but could not

capture the citadel ; on the contrary, they were obliged

to beat a hasty retreat, and were after all routed at

Ephesus. However, the Persian army did not as yet per-

manently take up quarters in Ephesus. The Atheniansj

who may have dreamed of pressing forward into the

interior of Asia, returned home with their illusion dis-

lielled, and Athens took no further part in the war. But
the impression produced by this unsuccessful expedition

upon a modern critic is very difi'eTent from that which it

produced upon the Asiatics of those times. They said

:

" The lonians have risen against the king ; the lonians

from beyond the sea have come to their help ; they have
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burned the king's capital," and many added, " It is all

over with the king's sujiremacy !
" Not only did the Hel-

lespontine cities, with Byzantium at their head, join the

lonians, but also a great part of the Carians, the Greeks

in the Troad, and almost the whole of the very flourishing

island of Cji^rus. By this time the possession of these

lands was really endangered by the revolt. But now the

Persians came with a great fleet to Cyprus. The lonians

sailed to meet them, beat them at sea off Salamis in

Cyprus, but were beaten by the Persians on land. After

great struggles, which are described in an almost epic

style, befitting the primitive state of the island, Cyprus
came once more under the power of the Persians, after

being free only one year. This was the first heavy blow

to the insurrection. Much fighting took place on the

mainland ; and most of the Persian enterprises were success-

ful, but not all. In particular the Carians, who in general

displayed great gallantry in this war, annihilated a whole

Persian army under a son-in-law of Darius. But the

longer the war lasted, the more marked became the progress

made by the Persians. Aristagoras left the seat cf war,

and withdrew to his possessions of Myrcinus on the Lake
of Prasias in the south of Thrace, near what was afterwards

Amphipolis, but was there slain by natives as early as

497.' Darius then despatched HistiaeUs, whom hs stil!

continued to beheve faithfiU, to Ionia, probably in order

to open negotiations. He availed himself of the oppor-

tunity to seek to regain the lordship of Miletus and put
himself at the head of the whole revolt, but the Milesians

would have nothing more to do with him or with Aris-

tagoras. The great intriguer had connexions on all sides,

but no one trusted him in the long run. He became at

last a pirate on his own account ; and after many adven-

tures he fell into the hands of the Persians and was crucified.

It is a noteworthy f^t that Histisus had actually concerted

a conspiracywith the Persians in Sardis, against Artaphernes
and Darius, the discovery of which cost many their head.

Fidelity has never been an Iranian virtue.

The decisive struggle was concentrated about Miletus.

There, at the little island of Lade, as Grote points out,

the odds against the Greek fleet (600 triremes against 353)
were not so unfavouralile as they were at Salamis, and the

want of unity of leadership was not much greater than it

was there ;
but the lonians and Lesbians were not, or were

no longer, the equals of the European Greeks in bravery

and warlike skill. A complete overthrow was the result,

in which treachery on the Greek side had its share. Miletus

long defended itself by sea and land, but was at last taken
and destroyed ; the women and children were sold as slaves.

The captured Milesians were carried off into the heart of

Asia and settled at Susa. Miletus, up to that timo by far

the most important of all Greek cities in Asia, though it

afterwards recovered, still never regained its old position.

The most important city of the coast was henceforward
Ephesus, which took no part in the battle of Lade, and
perhaps had at that time already submitted amicably to

the Persians.

The subjugation of the rest of the Greeks of the main-
land and islands, as well as of the Carians, now rapidly

followed, not without dreadful massacres and devastations.

The Phoenicians, who formed the main body of the Persian

fleet, seem to have been especially zealous in the work of

destruction. The old bitterness between the Canaanites and
the Hellenes, so vividly shown during these centuries in

Sicily, cannot have died cut in the east. In ruined Ionia
a frightful state of things must have prevailed, so that at

last Artaphemes saw himself obliged to undertake a regu-

lar organi2ation to ensure the peace of the country. At

riiuc, 102.
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the same time he caused the land to be surveyed, and estab- 5eo-48i

lished fixed imposts,- These were not higher than before

the war, but naturally they now pressed much harder on the

impoverished lonians. Thereupon the young Mardonius,
son of the Gobryas who has been mentioned before, and
brother-in-law and son-in-law of the king, establishpd de-

mocracies in all Ionian cities. The weakened communities
might well seem to the Persians at that time less dangerous

than ambitious tyrants. However, this measure apparently

applied only to the lonians of the mainland, not to the

islanders nor to the other Greeks of the mainland.

Mardonius cherished great designs. He wished to con-

quer Greece itself. He did actually conquer Greeks and
non-Greeks in the north-west of the .\rchii)elago, but at

the promontory of Athos his fleet was shattered by a

storm.

The second expedition against Greece was on a greater

scale. Under the conduct of the Mede Datis and the

younger Artaphemes, son of Darius's brother of the same
name, the Persians took Naxos, and destroyed Eretria in

Eubcea, the inhabitants of which had iient five ships to

help the lonians at the beginning of the revolt. But at

Marathon they were utterly defeated by the Athenians
and Platieans (September or October 490). They quickly

renounced the project of subjecting Athens to Hip]>ias as

tyrant and to Darius as suzerain, and departed home.
Miltiades, who, as lord of the Thracian Chersonese, had
once been the king's vassal and had afterwards been obliged

to fly, had taken the measure of the Persian. By his

victory Athens had rendered immortal service to Europe
and thccause of civilization. It was the first great victory

of the Greeks over the Persians in the open field ; the
moral impression had an immense effect in the sequel,

when the danger was much greater.

The south-west of the empire alone had hitherto re-

mained free from rebellion against Darius. Darius, who
had been with Cambyses in Egypt (Herod., iii. 139), treated

the Egyptians with forbearance, and in return loyal priests

praised him to fellow-countrymen and Greeks. If a notico

of Polyaenus is to be trusted, he must have gone in person

to Egypt in the year 517,' in order to lighten the burdens
of the people. Amongst other measures which promoted
the material wellbeing of the land, he made a canal from
the Nile to the Red Sea, as an inscription of the king
himself testifies to this day. But the hatred of the Egyp-
tians to the Persians was too great. In the year 486
(Herod., vii. 1, 4) the first great insurrection of the Egyp-
tians against the Persians took place. From an inscription

we know that during it Khabbash or Khabash was king
of 'Egypt. Darius did not live to see the revolt put dovni,

for he died in the following year, 485.

Darius is the most remarkable king of the dynasty of Darius's

the Achasmenians, and perhaps the most remarkable of all charscler.

the native kings of Iran. So far as we know, only the

SAsAnid Khosrau I. in the 6th and the Safavid AbbAs
the Great in the 17th century a.d. can be compared with
him. He was as energetic as he was prudent. He was
of course a despot, and could be ruthless and even cruel,

but on the whole he was inclined to be mild. We lay

especial weight on the testimony of .lE.schylus, who had
himself fought at Marathon against the army of Darius,

and who shared the exasperation of the Athenians against

the Persians, but nevertheless in his Persx expresses very

high respect for the king. This, then, was the judg-

ment of educated Greeks on the prince who had brought

such untold misery upon their nation. To such a judgmeni

great weight is to be attached. In harmony with it are

the particulars which we know of the doings and orJi-

= Hero,l., vi, 42 ; DioJ., r. .'iP

" See Wiedemann, op. cit.. p. 2'->7

RelatiiNv
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Egypt
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jbo-i-Q. nances of Darius. He seems, too, to have shown a correct

insight ill his choice of the i)ersons to whom he entrusted

important jiositions.

XeixesJ He was succeeded, apjiarentiy without any disturbance,

oy his son Xerxes (Klisluiydrshd) I., who, as son of Atossa,

eider daughter of Cyrus, had probably always been regarded

as heir-apparent." The time was not yet come wlien claim-

ants to the throne and suspects were assassinated. On
the contrary, the king's blood-relations played under Xer.xes

as under Darius a great role as leaders and counsellors.

Cut the whole generation was probably deeply degenerate,

though the difference could hardly anywhere have been so

great as that between Darius and Xerxes, who begins the

series of- weak and unworthy kings.

The subjugation of Egypt was effected in 484 (Herod.,

vii. 7). The measures taken by Khabbash to protect the

mouths of the Nile against the " flee* ^i the Asiatics " had
thus been unsuccessful. According to Herodotus a much
harder yoke was laid on Egypt than before. The king's

own brother Achsmenes was made satrap of the country.

B.ibylou Babylon too seems to have again risen in revolt. Ctesias

revolt-y assigns to this date the revolt with which the well-known

story of Zopyrus- is connected, naming instead of Zopyrus

his son Megabyzus. The long siege of which Herodotus

spi^aks does not, as we saw, fit in with the revolt under

Darius it belongs, perhaps, to the time of Xerxes. Ctesias

givesus to understand that Xerxes wounded the religious

feelingB of the Babylonians, and Herodotus speaks ex-

pressly of the desecration of their sanctuaries by the same
king (i. 183). To the victorious Macedonians, who em-

phatically asserted that they were come to avenge the

destruction of Greek temples by Xerxes, the Babylonian

priests afterwards told many tales of the outrages he

perpetrated on their sanctuaries.' Doubtless they grossly

exaggerated, but they did not invent everything. Of
course such sacrileges may equally well have taken place

when the city was reconquered, or have been the occasion

of a revolt.

Invasion Darius was firmly resolved to wipe out the disgrace of

ofGreec;. JIarathon, and to bring the whole of Greece under the

yoke. His mighty preparations for the march thither had
been interrupted by the revolt of Egj'pt, and, if our con-

jecture is right, of Babylon. They were now vigorously

recommenced ; and provision was made for the mainte-

nance of the array, at least within the limits of the Persian

domain. Xerxes himself went to Sardi.s, the first great

rendezvous. From there he set forward in the spring of

480. We will not further describe the great expedition,

which, afteir the dearly-bought successes at Thermopyla;

and Artemisium, ended with the defeats of Salamis (Seiv

tember 480) and Plataja (479)—all this belongs rather

to the history of Greece—but we will briefly discuss the

causes which procured for the disunited and far from

numerous Greeks a victory over the mighty power of the

great empire. It may very well be said that it v/ould

have been possible to subdue even Hellas, and to put an
incalculable check upon the Greek spirit, if the great enter-

prise had been conducted with more sagacity. There was
no lack of Greek traitors, nor even of traitor states, from

which the king inight have learned how to set about the

business. But the blind arrogance of the Asiatic king was
bent on bearing down everything by the sheer weight of

his masses, and when he failed in this his arrogance passed

at once into childish cowardice. The fleet certainly mus-

tered over 1 200 sail at the beginning of the war, and even

• In spite of the anecdote in Herod., vii. 2-4 ; Justin, ii. 10;'Plut.,

De fral. amnrey p. 488, and Iteg. apophth., p. 173.
' This story, with all sorts of variations, is very widely spread in

.he East, but it can hardly rest on an historical fact.

' AiTian, rii. 17, 2; Strabo, TSi.

after the heavy losses by storms at Euboea, losses, however,
which the Greeks no doubt exaggerated, it must with rein-

forcements have numbered fully 1000 ships of war,—a force

too large to operate, at least in a single mass, in the narrow
Greek seas. Moreover, it was without an able head. If

the ships furnished by the Phoenicians and the subject
Greeks were fairly a match for those of the free Greeks,
on the other hand the Persians, Medes, and SaCK who
manned the fleet as soldiers probably cut but a sorry iigtire,

and the Persian officers associated with the. native ship

captains cannot have contributed to the more efficient

working of these powerful engines of war. Again, the

army, which in any case numbered over a million men,
was far too numerous to find sufficient sustenance for any
length of time, in spite of the frugal habits which mostly
characterize Asiatics. To this must be added the circum-

stance that the levies were drawn from peoples many of

whom were totally unused to the Greek climate. Famine
and pestilence must have wrought dreadful havoc among
the soldiers. By far the most of them were a useless rabble.

Of the Asiatics proper probably only some Persian and
Median regiments of guards were well armed, but even
they were not to be compared, man for man, with the

heavy-armed soldier-citizens of Greece. Moreover, in the

use of their weapons on land the Greeks, and above all

the Spartans, were far superior to all the Persians. Even
the Greeks on the Psrsian side were no match for the

Greeks of Europe ; some of them fought half-heartedly,

and an anxious watch was kept on them, so that they were

more a hindrance than a help. If the Persians were kept

well informed of the enemy's affairs by means of traitorous

Greeks, much more so were the Greeks through deserters

and friends in the enemy's camp. Even when the Persians

were driven 'by necessity to take the resolution of sending

back all worthless troops, and when the king had fled,

Greece was still in great danger, for an able man. Mar
donius, now stood with the best part of the army in thb

heart of the country. But even with a defeat at Platsea

all would not have been over, for the enemy was without

his fleet. Add to all this the excellent bearing of those

Greeks who remained faithful to their fatherland. Exem-
plary above all was the conduct of Athens ; she durst not

allow the laurels won at Marathon to wither. The Spartans,

too, with their morbidly exaggerated sense of military

honour, earned immortal reno^\'n. Even petty Greek

communities like Thespi.-e, Tegea, and .(Egina came glori-

ously to the front. At the head of the Greeks stood many
distinguished men, above all Themistocles. On the whole,

we may say that here Greek intellect, Greek valour, and
Greek virtue triumphed over the spiritless and hejpless

hordes of Asiatic slaves.

Here and there a modern * has expressed the opinion

that the conquest of the Greeks by the Persians would

have been no such great misfortune after all, inasmuch

as the intellectual superiority of the former would have

asserted itself even under a foreign dominion, especially

as the Persians were not regular barbarians ; but this

opinion is entirely false. Only in a free country could

the Greek spirit fully unfold itself, only in democratic

Athens could it accomplish its highest work and achieve

imperishable results for all time. In the externals of

civilization the Asiatics might, in some respects, be actu-

ally the superiors of the Greeks ; but genuine free human
culture first arose among the latter, and if there was one

pride that was justified it was that of the cultivated Greeks

as against all barbarians. The Greeks themselves had no

inkling of the high sense in which the watchword at

Salamis, " All is at stake " (^schyl, Pers., 405), was ap-

plicable to the whole of human culture.

* E'j., Masjteio, Hist, ancicnne des ^tcujile- de I'Orientt chap, xiv.
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.King Xerxes had shown himself in the war a thoroughly

commonjilace Eastern despot, as boastful as he was effemi-

nate. The dreadful sacrifice described by Herodotus (vii.

114) may be excused dn the ground of religious supersti-

tion, but the mutilation of the corpse of Leonidas and the

decapitation pf the Phoenicians who commanded the fleet

show the spirit of the man. His disgraceful flight must

have been welcome to Mardonius. The latter fell like a

man at Platcea ; indeed the battle of Plata;a did honour

to a large part of the vanquished. Of course great masses

Persuns of the vast army returned to Asia,' several doubtless still in

'"''«n good order, but many, very many, must have perished in
^ck to

(j^pggce, and in Thrace, where the savage Thracians cut off

large numbers of the fugitives.

The Greek fleet did not at first venture to pursue the

Persians to Asia, but afterwards it crossed at the request

of the Greek islanders. At the headland of Mycale, not

far from Miletus, the remainder of the Persian fleet was

annihilated just about the time of the battle of Platan.

The liberation of the islands and of the greater part of

the Greek cities on the coast of Thrace followed. Thrace

and Macedonia regained their independence without any

effort of their own. The whole of the islands were per-

manently wrested from the Persians, and the liberation of

the Asiatic coast was already begun.

We stand here at the decisive tuming-jxxnt of Persian

liistory. Henceforward Greece might be coveted and
designs against it cherished, but no enterprises were under-

taken. The Persians were thrown back upon the defensive.

Though they often afterwards exercised an influence on

the history of Hellas by means of money or diplomacy,

Still the respect for their fighting power was gone, and so

far it is possible to regard Alexander's expedition as a

result and continuation of the old struggles, and the saying

of .^schylus, " In Salamis the power of the Persians lies

buried. ^ may be called prophetic.^

Xerxes"was still in Sardis when his full brother Masistes

^me thither with the beaten forces from Mycale. Dis-

ijuieted probably by the neighbourhood of the victors, the

king retired into the depths of Asia. About the same
•time he deeply offended Masistes on a point of family

honour ; in revenge Masistes intended to go to his province

pf Bactria and there raise a revolt, but was cut down by
horsemen despatched after him (Herod., vii. 108 sq.). This

story (like that told by Herodotus in iv. 13) exhibits all

those horrors of a later age which Ctesias loves to paint.

The idea of a revolt, moreover, was not far to seek after

the profound humiliation inflicted by the Greek war and the

dreadful losses of men,—how many Sogdianians, Indians,

and Nubians can have returned to their home? ? The in-

habitants of distant frontier lands may even then have
severed their connexion with Persia, and even then mountain
and desert tribes in the very heart of the empire may have
regained their full independence.

Unfortunately the work of Herodotus breaks off abruptly

with the battle of Mycale, and with it our only continijous

ancient history of the empire comes to an end. The frag-

ments of Ctesias and the occasional statements of other

writers can only, to a small extent, supply the deficiency.

Henceforward we possess tolerable information on the

shiftimg relations between the Persian empire and the

Greek states, but on little else.

Pan- Under the conduct of Pausanias, the victor of Plataea,

««nias. the Greeks sailed (477) first to Cyprus and then to By-
zantium. At the capture of the latter many distinguished

•Persians fell into their hands, and Pausanias, who must have
appeared to Xerxes as a sort of king of Greece, took advan-

tage of this opportunity to open a correspondence with

' .^•«:hyl., Pers.y .^6 s<i. The brevity and simplicity of the e.xpres-

aoB 'x^' ''^ Jleoffw^ canDot b^ readered in any modem language.

the Persian monarch. Artabazus, son of the Pharnaces 479-461

who had held a command under Mardonius, received the

satrapy of HellespontinB^'hrygia (where his family retained

the jiower thenceforward down to the fall of the empire),

for the purpota of conducting the negotiations. The
definite statements of Thucydides leave no doubt as to

Pausanias's guilt. In particular the king's letter (i. 129)

bears every mark of genuineness. Happily he proved

himself a clumsy intriguer, and when long afterwards in

Sparta retribution at last overtook him he had ceaseii to

be dangerous, at least for the freedom of Greece as a

whole. The conduct of' Pausanias, together with a want

of inclination and capacity for distant naval expeditions,

caused the Spartans to resign the conduct of the maritime

war against Persia. They withdrew, and the command
pas.sed into the haiAls of the Athenians (476). The naval

power of Sparta was quite insignificant, and was certainly

surpassed by that of some of her allies, such as jEgina

and Corinth ; and the advantage to Persia of the absence

of the Peloponnesian fleet was far more than counter-

balanced by the circumstance that the Greek naval forces

were now under a single energetic leadjrship, which aimed

at nothing less than the exrlusion of the enemy from all

Greek seas and coasts. The 'n-ar lasted for a long time,

but few of its details are known to us. though the scanty

statements of the Greek writers are partly illustrated by

Attic inscriptions. The European coast Tvas soon completely

cleared. Eion fell after an- arduous siege (about 470).

Doriscus alone continued for long to be a Persian possession.

The most brilliant episode of this period of the 'svar is the Cimon's

great naval expedition of Cimon.- He liberated the Greek naval

cities of the Carian and Lycian coast, and took the bilingual ^^"^ °' *

towns, which n'ere occupied by a Persian force ; all were

incorporated in an Attic maritime league. The important

Phaselis on the borders of Lycia and Pamphylia also fell

into his hands. Ai the mouth of the Eurvmedon the Persian

fleet, under a son and a nephew of Xerxes, was defeated and

destroyed, and a land-victory for the Greeks followed im-

mediately. Upon this Cimon sailed hastily for Cyprus,

where he captured eighty ships. Here for once the Greeks

were numerically superior, but nevertheless it was a great

exploit to have advanced victoriously so far beyond their

own waters.

About this time Xerxes was assassinated. From various Xerxes

writers we can piece together an account of this event by ssassjn-

Ctesias, and another by Dinon,^ -which differ from each

other in numerous particulars ; a third version is given

by Aristotle {Pol., p. 1311 b). ' For such scenes, occurring

in the interior of the seraglio, an outsider is not a trust-

worthy authority, but this much is :lear : Xerxes was

killed by Artabanus, captain of the body-guard; his

youngest son Artaxerxcs, in league ^rith the murderer,

put to death his elder Ijrother Dariu-i, who had a better

title to the throne. It does not, hcwever, follow -n-ith

certainty that Artaxerxes was a parric.de. "We have here

a change of sovereign of the sort which abounds in Oriental

history. . Artabanus was soon afterwards put out of the

way by Artaxerxes. Later chronologists represent him as

actually reigning for seven months, but this is probably a

mistaken interpretation of expression:; used by Knon.
Artaxerxes {ArtalUiathra*) I. cane to the throne in Arta-

464. His surname " Longhand " (MoKpo'xeip), which »"^'' ^

seems to have been first mentioned by Dinon, has no

doubt a symbolical meaning, " of far-reaching power," but

later Greek -wi^iters took it literally. Ctesias tells of a

= About 465. Perhaps it falls within tl.e reign of Art-axerxes.

^ He wrote in the time of Alexander.
* A second form, ArlakhshasJU, is represented by Hebrew and

Egyptian forms, and by 'Afnai^arr^i on s Greek inscription (X« Bas

and Waddingtou, No. 1651).
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461-445. rising of the Bactrians immediately after liia accession to

the throne, which may have been instigated by Hystaspes,

the king's elder brother, who was then in his satrapy of

Bactria (Diod., xi. 69). T\ro battles took place, the

second of which ended iir a decisive victory for the

royalists, so that Bactria was once more reduced to sub-

jection.

In the early part of the reign of Artaxerxes falls the

Sppearance of Themistocles at the Persian court ; so say

the contemporary Charon of Lampsacus (Plut., Themist.,

G"), and also Thucydides (i. 137); to their authority that of

pU later •WTiters, who here mention Xerxes, must give way.

On calmly weighing the trustworthy accounts and taking

into consideration the circumstance that even at a later

cime Themistocles as a " traitor " was refused a grave in

Attic earth, we can hardly avoid concluding that the

gifted saviour of Greece, the founder of the Attic sea-

power, a man far superior intellectually to Pausanias,

but of boundless ambition, and with a strong propensity

to intrigue, was really guilty of entering into traitorous

communication with the Persians in his own interest.

Certainly he knew admirably how to give himself out as"

an old friend of the Persians,' and to hold out to them the

prospect of still doing them valuable service against his

countrymen. The king gave him Magnesia on the

Maeander in Lydia and two other towns ; as the tyrant

of these places under Persian supremacy the victor of

Salamis lived some time longer.- Like this illustrious

fugitive, other Greek exiles or adventurers came to the

Persian court from time to time, and played there occa-

sionally a certain role.

Second Hardly was Artaxerxes seated on the throne when the

EgyptiiB second great revolt of Egypt broke out. Inarus, son of

fevolL Psammetichus, a Libyan prince, placed himself at the head

of the Egyptians and was made king of the whole country.

The satrap Achaamenes, son of Darius, fell in battle. Inarus

summoned to his aid the Athenians, who were still at war

with the Persians, and the Athenians were rash enough to

involve themselves in the struggle (about 460). They had

just come once more to Cyprus with 200 ships. They

sailed to Egypt, and with the help of the Egyptians shut

up the Persians and the Egj'jjtians who sided with them in

the castle of Memphis. Persia had recourse to diplomacy :

an embassy was sent to Sparta in order to stir up the Spar-

tans to make a vigorous diversion against Athens. When
this attempt failed, a large army was at last despatched

under Megabyzus, -son of Zopyrus, which subdued the

country after hard fighting ; for, with all their hatred of

the Persians, the Egyptians were no match for them in

battle. The Athenians in Egypt were annihilated (prob-

ably 455) ; the same fate befell a reinforcement of fifty

ships. Inarus fell by treachery into the hands of the

Persians and was crucified. His son Thannyras, however,

received (Herod., iii. 15) his original province (probably

the Libyan nome), which points to the war having been

concluded by a treaty, of which Cte-sias also makes mention.

In the swamps of the Delta Amyrtseus (Amun-art-rut)

maintained himself as an independent king ; and by him

the Athenians were once more invited to Egypt (450 or

449). Cimon, who was again at Cyprus with 200 ships,

despatched sixty to his help, but they soon returned,

probably without accomplishing much. Cimon died during

the siege of Citium, one of the most important cities of

Cypnu, and the mainstay of the Phcenician nationality on

• But the letter in Thac, L 137, cannot be regarded as an authentic

document.
^ Hero, too, he coined money. Of tlie two specimens Icnown to us,

one is plated, "wljioh seenn to sl:ow that »Tth the coinage the

cunning Athenian combined a financial speculation," Brandis, MUnz-,

i/aas; und Ocmcfiticesen Vcrrderasiexs, p. 469.

that island. The Athenians raised the siege, but achieved

on their retreat once more a brilliant victory by sea and
land."

These are the last contests of the Athenians and their Peace

allies vrith the Persians. Peace must have been concluded between

shortly afterwards. We cannot here enumerate and criticize
'^^'"""

the arguments which have often been adduced for and j^nenlins
against the supposition that a regular peace (though not

a " peace of Cimon ") was concluded. No one probably

would have questioned the reality of such a peace were it

not that the Attic orators of the 4th century, by grossly

exaggerati^ig the terms of a treaty which in their time had
long been a dead letter, had rendered the very existence

of the treaty open to suspicion, and that the able historian

Theopompus, moved apparently by dislike of the Athenian

democracy and a desire to gratify his powerful patron.

King Alexander, had attempted by false .though learned

arguments to disprove the genuineness of the original

treaty of p'feace, of which only a copy was extant in his

time. The text of the original document was given by the

best authority on Attic decrees, Craterus.* It is hardly

conceivable that the great, war should have died out of

itself without the Athenians getting some security that

their possessions and their widely ramifying commerce
would be left unmolested. Moreover, all that we are told

or can infer as to the contents of the treaty agrees perfectly

with the political relations of the time. The treaty was
not at all. in the spirit of the high-flying plans of Cimon 's

party ; for, while the Persians acknowledged the independ-

ence of the Greek towns on the west coast, including the

Lycian, and pledged themselves to send no ships of war

into Greek waters, the Athenians in return renounced all

rights in the eastern seas. The most sagacious of the

Athenians had perceived that Cyprus, and much more

Egypt and Phoenicia, lay outside the natural sphere of

Atheni'in power. We can understand, however, that Callias,

the author of the treaty, earned the dislike of the Athenians

for his pains. The balance of advantages secured by the

peace was on the side of Athens, but the Persians resigned

nothing which they actually possessed, and they were now
secured against Athenian raids. It was certainly anomalous

that the great empire which Owned the rest of Asia Minor

should have no rights over the narrow «trip of coast, which

could everywhere be overlooked from tie interior. Even
the capital of the Hellespontine-Phrygian satrapy, Dascyl-

ium, from which that province is sometimes called Dascyl-

itis, was DOW a member of the Attic naval confederacy.

The satraps were still obliged as before to pay to the king

the taxes due from the coaat-lands, and this must have

been a Constant incitement to them to reconquer those

lands. There was no Persian fleet in the Black Sea. The
Greek towns on its coast were free, and some of them
belonged to the Athenian league and were occasionally

visited by Athenian war -ships. At most a portion of the

natives of the countries round about the Black Sea were

in a state of loose dependence on the Persian empire. In

Lycia and Caria there were districts which obeyed neither

the king nor Athens, or at least were not closely dependent

on any foreign power.*

The condition of Egypt at this time is very obscure.

Amyrtteus had no doubt been finally overthrown by the

Persians, but his son Pausiris was left by them in posses-

sion of his father's kingdom. In the year 445 we find an

Egyptian or Libyan lung, Psammetichus, who presented

the Athenians with a great quantity of com.^ This was

' The epigram which Diodoru.i (xi, 62) wrongly applies to the battle

of the Enryniedon refers to this battle.

' Shortly after Alexander. ' Compare Thnc, ii. 69 ; iii, 19.

« rlnlochorus, inschoL Aristoph. I'fip., 716; schol. Aristopli. PfW,
178 ; Plut., Pericles, 87.
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l>erliaps another son of Inanis. But we know nothing

more 21 him and his reign.

Ti.3 conclusion of peace did not prevent the Persians,

or at least individual satraps, from' occasionally supporting

enemies of Athens. Samian oHgarehs, with the help of

Pissuthnes, satrap of Sardis, made themselves masters of

the island (-440 or 439), and estranged it from Athens. The

Athenians feared that a Phoenician fleet might come to

the help of the oligarchs, but not a Persian interfered

when they reduced the island once more to subjection.

About 430 Colophon was made over to Itamenes (no doubt

a Persian general or governor) and the barbarians by a party

Rraong the inhabitants favourable to Persia, and thereupon

Kotium,! a dependency of Colophon, was also occupied

by the royalists, for thither also Pissuthnes despatched

Persian troops, who entrenched themselves in the town.

Amongst these troops were Arcadian mercenaries. This

is the first undoubted mention of Greek mercenaries in

Persian pay ; henceforward they play a very great part

in the history of the empire. The Persian rulers had

observed how far superior the Greeks were to the Asiatics,

and in Greece there were always plenty of stout fellows who
were impelled by political events, the love of adventure,

or poverty to enter foreign service as soldiers of fortune.

Most of them came from the Peloponnesus, presumably from

the mountains of Arcadia, which yielded but a scanty sub-

sistence to its inhabitants. The Athenian party in Kotium
called in the Athenian admiral Paches ; by shameful per-

fidy he made himself master of the entrenchments, and

put the garrison to the sword. With Xotium, Colophon

was now once more a member of the Athenian league.

No further consequences followed from these hostilities.

During the early years of the Peloponnesian War the

Spartans repeatedly held communications with the Persians,

wh':.i^ assistance they desired against Athens. These

negotiations were, for the time being, without result. The
Spartan diplomatists were unskilful, and the Persian

authorities were cowardly, indolent, ignorant, and selfish.-

The impecunious Pelopormesians wished above all for

Persian ^old, and, moreover, for the Phoenician war-ships.

The Athenians also tried to tap the inexhaustible source

of wealth for their own benefit, but of course in vain.^

Intenial Of the internal state of the empire during the long
state of jgign of Artaserxes L we know very little. Ctesias, or
empire,

^^jj^gj. jj^g extract of hira made, not always carefully, by

Photius, tells us indeed various stories, but he jumbles

together fact and fiction, history and anecdote. Of most

importance is the quarrel of Megabyzus, conqueror of

Egypt, with the Persian court ; he maintained a rebellion

for several years in Sj-ria, till at last, after several conflicts,

a full pardon was assured him by treaty. It is not im-

probable that this war was the occasion of the destruction

of the walls and gates of Jerusalem lamented by Nehemiah
(in the year 445). According to Ctesias, Megabyzus after-

wards fell into disgrace again, but was again taken into

favour. In all these complications an important part is

played by those cruel, intriguing, dissolute women, the

queen-mother Amestris, daughter of Otanes, of whose
character we get a very unpl^asing view from Herodotus

(vii. 114; ix. 109 sj.), and her daughter Amytis, wife of

Megabyzus. Even without an exact knowledge of the

circumstances, we can well imderstand how it was that

Zopyrus, son of Megabyzus, came tc take refuge in Athens.

He fell while attempting, in company with the Athenians,

* In addition to purely political oppositiou, the local jealousy be-

tween Notiaiu and its "superior town" CoiopUou had its share in

the matter. See Aristot., PoL, p. 130-3 b.

- See Thac, ii. 67 ; iii. 31 ; iv. 50.
* Aristopbaues, in the Achamians {represented January 425 Blc.),

ridicules these long and fruitless negotiations of the Gredu with the

Persian king.

to capture Caunus (in Caria^, which had revolted. His 445-410:

grandmother Amestris got the Cariau who had killed him
into her power and haul him crucified.

From Xehemiah's memoirs we see tnat in those days

one who was not a Persian might not only fill the tolerably

high office of cupbearer 'in the royal household, but might

also become deputy-governor over his fellow-countrymen.

The history of Ctesias, untrustworthy as it is in par-

ticulars, shows us the manner of life at court.- .Artaxerxes

L was a very weak man, and women and favourites took

the government out of his hands. Still, he may have

deserved the praise, often bestowed on him , of good-nature.

He may also have been of stately presence ; as an Iranian

chief he was doubtless an excellent huntsman ^ ; but hi«

"incredibilis virtus belli" (Nepos, De regibus, 1) is precisely

"incredibilis." In reading the eulogies of Persian kings

we must always remember that the ultimate sources ol

writers like Ctesias and Dinon are court news, wherein

even the deceased kings are spoken of in a courtly "tone.

Artaxerxes died in 424. His successor, Xerxes II., the Xerxes

only one of his eighteen sons who was legitimate.^ wasU-

murdered after a month and a half by his brother Secy-

dianus or Sogdianus. But after six and a halt months'

the murderer was in his turn overthrown by his brother

Ochus, satrap of Hyrcania, and, in violation of solemn

oaths, put to death.^ Ochus assiuued the name of Darius,

ascending the throne about the beginning of the year 423.'

Darius II. is called Kothus or Syrus,'" because his mother Dtirins

was a Babylonian concubine. From the first mention of 11-

him by Ctesias his wife and sister Parysatis apiiears as the

prompter of aU his acts and all his crimes ; and this mis-

chievous woman possessed the greatest influence for many
years. The king's full brother Arsites, in conjunction

with another son of Megabyzus, .Artyphius, raised the

standard of revolt, probably in Syria. But his Greek

soldiers were bribed, and thus he fell into the hands of

the royalists, and, in violation of the oath, was put to

death at the instigation of Parysatis. The same fate

befell some of those who had taken part in the murder of

Xerxes II. Darius had presumably come forward from

the beginning as his avenger. Soon after 410 the great

revolt of the Egyptians was successfully accomplished.

The first independent king was called Amyrtajus, and was

presumably a grandson or other relative of the former

Amyrtsetis. • The deep decay of the Persian military power

is proved by the fact that for sixty years it failed to reduce

the unwarlie Egyptians, though the latter were frequently

divided amongst themselves by internal dissension and
double rulers.

The above-mentioned Pissuthnes, satrap of Sardis, had

abo revolted. Tissaphernes, who here appears for the first

time, put down the rebellion by the usual means of bribery

and perjury ; the Athenian Lycon, leader of Pissuthnes's

Greek mercenaries, plays a far from honourable part in

the affair. The events fall after 424, and at least some

years before 41 2. But Pissuthnes's son Amorges continued

* Cp. Herod., iii. 34, and XicoL Damasc. (i.e., Ctesias), 64.

* Cp. the anecdote of Ctesias in Photius about his lion hunt.

® This probably means that the wife r.-ho bore him was of a noble

Persian family.
^ No reliance is to be pLiced ou these numbers in Ctesias. Others

assign to the two monarchs two and seven months respectively. In

any case they did not together reign a full year, since the astronomical

canon ignores them.
* Cp. also Pausanias, vi. 5, 3, where probably we should read 2*7-

btov with Bekker.
' The beginning of 411 falls, according to the doctunent in Thnc,

viiL 58, in his thirteenth year ; this is probably a reckoning which

begins the year with the spring, and accordingly reckons his first year

(or rather the year in which he came to the throne) from the spring

of 424 to 423. The astronomical canon begins the year of his accessioa

with 7th December 424.
" Hj-pothesis of JLschyL, Pas., and schoL on v. 6.
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410-401. the revolt in Caria, and was supported . therein by the

Athenians, perhaps because they already knew for certain

that Tissaphemes was preparing to help the Spartans.'

RelntioDs When the power of Athens seemed annihilated by the
*"" dreadful catastrophe in Sicily, the Persians expected to
'"' ^ regain the whole sea-coast. Tissaphernes, .satrap of Sardis,

and his rival Pharnabazus, satrap of Helleepontine Phrygia,

vied with each other in invoking the help of the Spartans.

The party hostile to Athens in the cities of the mainland

and inr the islands displayed great zeal in bringing about

the alliance. Moreover, the no less able than infamous

Alcibiades strained every nerve to secure so favourable

an opportunity of distinguishing himself personally and
injuring his native city. Not without reluctance the

Qpartans resolved on a decisive step. They might have
ftnown beforehand that they would only receive real sup-

port from the Persians on condition of surrendering to

them a great portion of the Greek cities which had once

been fjeed by Athens, though now mostly hostile to her.

They chose to attach themselves to the more powerful but,

as it soon appeared, wholly untrustworthy Tissaphernes

rather than to Pharnabazus. Of course the confederates

did the Athenians much damage, and wrested from them
a great P^rt of their domain. The Laceda;monir.ns actually

served the satrap as catchpolls against Amorges, who
resided in lassus near Miletus, and so he could be taken

captive and carried alive to the king. But the Athenians

stUl exhibited astonishing endurance and resource. It is

true that neither of the confederates meant honestly by
the other. Whether from avarice or mere whim, Tissa-

phernes supplied the Peloponnesians in insufficient measure

with money and stores, and \vithout these they were not

in a position to wage war in Asia. The intrigues of Alci-

biades contributed to sow mistrust and confusion. The
Spartan leaders repeatedly concluded treaties with the

satrap, but they were not ratified. At last it was agreed

that the whole mainland of Asia, and therefore aU the

Greek cities there, should belong to the king, but that in

return for this the Persians should give the Spartans

effective help. If Tissaphernes had rapidly and energetic-

ally carried ovit the terms of this treaty, the war might

perhaps have been ended quickly enough. But to keep

faith was contrary to the nature of the man. Moreover,

he had probably promised more than he could perform :

to bring up the great Phcenician fleet was not quite in his

power. The Phoenicians themselves, and perhaps high

Persian lords also, had certainly little desire to engage

again the Attic galleys which had handled them so roughly

at the Eurymedon and at Cyprus. Pharnabazus supported

the Spartans much more honourably and effectively. This

he showed especially when the Athenians were again mak-
ing steady "progress (410) under the leadership of Alci-

biades after his return. The Athenians now devastated

the king's territory in various places, and Pharnabazus

had at length to engage to forward Athenian envoys to

the king for the purpose of conducting negotiations for a

peace (409) at the court itself. But events now took a

decisive turn. Cyrus, the king's son, was made satrap of

Lydia, Great Phrj-gia, and Cappadocia, and commander-
in-chief of all the troops in Asia Minor, Tissaphernes re-

taining only the coast-cities (408). Cyrus possessed burn-

ing ambition, and longed to avenge the defeats which his

house had experienced at the hands of the Athenians.

Hence he sought to unite himself closely with the Spartans.

Just at this time the commancLiell to the cunning, ener-

getic, and unscrupulous Lysaiiaer. These two men were
the ruin of Athens. Cyrus granted Lysander, who had

* On the other hand, Andochles i^De pace, p. 27), twenty years later,

it is tnie, represents the support given to Amorgea rather oa the cause

of the king's enmity to the Athenians.

completely won his affection, all the money he wanted,

and when after Lysander's temporary recall the relation!^

with Sparta were disturbed, because the noble Callicratidas

did not care to play the courtier to the barbarians, the

return of Lysander sufficed to put everything on its former
footing. When Cyrus was summoned to the bedside of

Darius (either really ill or pretending to be so), he left his

Spartan friend the most abundant resources and the fullest

authority. With this help Lysander succeeded in at last

compelling Athens, now completely isolated, to accept the

melancholy peace of March 404. Even after all the mis-

fortunes of Athens it was onjy Persian gold which enabled

the Spartans to humble her.

According to Ctesias, Terituchmes revolted against King
Darius, caused his wife Amestris, daughter of the king

and Parysatis, to be put to death, but was himself slain

by treachery. This event, garnished in the usual manner
with a full measure of perfidy and cruelty, is perhaps to

be connected with the unsuccessful revolt of the Medes
mentioned by Xenophon (Hell., i. 2, 19) under the year

410/409. In the fall of Terituchmes his sister Statira,

wife of the king's eldest son Arsicas,- was nearly involved
;

thenceforward the bitterest hatred subsisted between Pary-

satis and her daughter-in-law Statira.

About the time of the conclusion of peace between Atta-

Athens and Sparta Darius II. died. Arsicas ascended 'c""

the throne under the name of Artaxerxes (II).* The sur-

name " Mnemon " (the mindful) seems again to have been

first mentioned by Dinon.* The younger and much abler

son Cyrus, preferred by Parysatis, came with 300 Greek Cynin,

mercenaries, no doubt to seize the throne, but he was too "'*

late. Tissaphernes, professedly the friend of Cyrus, *''"I'-

warned the king against him, and with good reason.

Cyrus was arrested, but at the instance of Parysatis he
was released and sent back to his satrapy,-—a very unwise

measure, for his ambition was only infiamed by his im-

prisonment and by his exasperation against Tissaphernes.

Meantime Lysander lorded it over the Greeks, He
even possessed sufficient influence to induce Pharnabazus,

who in other respects was remarkably respectable ' for a
satrap, to violate the law of hospitality by causing Alci-

biades to be put to death. But even the patience of

Pharnabazus was at last worn out by Lysander ; he urgently

demanded the recall of the latter, and the Spartans, who
had allowed the atrocities of Lysander towards the Greeks
to pass unnoticed, respected the satrap's demand, and re-

called their admiral (402 or 401).

No sooner was "Cyrus in his satrapy again than he began
to make great encroachments. He gained over the Ionian

cities which belonged to the province of Tissaphernes and
laid siege to Miletus, which adhered to Tissaphernes. On
Orontes, a partisan of the latter, he made open war. Mean-
time he collected under false pretexts an army of Greek
mercenaries, and in 401 set out with the real purpose of

seizing the throne. He had with him nearly 13,000
Greek mercenaries commanded by Clearchus, a Spartan

exile, and a vast host of Asiatics. But Tissaphemes
hastened into the interior before him to carry the tidings.

Of this expedition we have the well-known account by
Xenophon, who took part in it.* The .Spartans favoured

^ Arsikas is the form in Ctesias ; Pint., Art,, 1. From this Photius
has wrongly made Ajsakea. Dinon called him Oarses. The iDitiol

sound was perhaps w.
^ At the very beginning of the new reign Ctesias has again some

Mreadful stories of murder and iutrigue to tell. As court physician of

Parysatis he had seen only too much of such things, which are charac-

teristic of the Persian court.

• See PluL, I.e.

^ But the worth of his character has been often over-estimated ; the

contrast with the baseness of Tissaphemes is apt to place Pharnabazus
in- too favourable a light.

• Good supplementary information is given by Diodorus, who has
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SaiKt

the enterprise of their friend, but without opealy breaking

The Ten with the king. Cyrus advanced boldly, confident in the
Tliou- military superiority of the Greeks ; but he had some trouble

in carrying them with him as f^ as Syria and Babylonia,

for they were not engaged for so distant a goaL He made
his way without difficulty into the heart of the empire.

Neither the passes of the Taurus leading from Cappadocia
into Cilicia nor those of the Amantis from CUicia into SjTia

were blocked. The vassal-prince of Cilicia, Syennesis, put

a good face on a bad business and let him through. Even
the line of defence between Babylonia and the Mesopota-

mian desert was unoccupied. At Cunaxa, 500 stadia from
Babylon,' they came upon the mighty royalist army. The
Greeks carried everything before them ; the king proved

a miserable coward and fled. But, in fighting the Asiatic

rabble, Clearchus seems to have adhered too pedantically to

the cautious Spartan tactics, and not to have dashed with

sufficient rapidity at the enemy's centre. C}tus, however,

••ushed foolhardily into the melee and there fell.

^ Even if we deduct much from Xenophon's idealistic

portrait, we must stLU admit that Cjtus was a very able

and in many respects honourable man, far worthier of the

throne than his brother. From his grim mother he probably

inherited his spirit and energy. Certainly none of the

kings after Darius L can be compared with him, except

perhaps Artaxerxes HL But for Greece, as Grote shows,

it was very fortunate that at that time the kingdom of

Persia did not fall to a man whose most ardent endeavour

it woiid have been to bring the Greeks into subjugation

to himself, and who had learned in the school of Lysander
ind ekewhere the best means of accomplishing that object.

Cyrus's Greeks were an object of terror to the king's

croops. All the deception and crimes employed against

them had their source in cowardice. The king's hosts

were reinforced by the army of Cyrus, which after their

leader's fall passed over to the enemy ; but all these

^isiatics trembled before the dauntless Greek mercenaries,

comparatively few in number as they were and strangers

to the country. It is characteristic of the state of the

empire that Tissaphemes allowed the Greeks to plunder

the villages which were the special property of Parysatis

;

he probably thought that with the death of her favourite

son her power was broken, while he himself had succeeded

in appearing as the deliverer of the empire. After elect-

ing fresh leaders in place of those who were foully assas-

sinated, the "ten thousand" made themeelves a way through
wild mountains and wild peoples ; they had to endure a

thousand dangers and hardships, but from the king's forces

they experienced no serious hindrance.

This expedition revealed to the Greeks the weakness of

the empire and the cowardice of its rulers and defenders.

Cyrus had penetrated to its centre without striking a blow,

and an army of ordinary Greek mercenaries proved itself

more than a match for the power of the whole empire. It

was perceived how helpless the colossus was; it was perceived

that great territories, which had been regarded as royal

provinces, were completely independent.- Independent
at that time were the predatory Mysians (in Olympus),
Pisidians, and Lycaonians ; ' the Lycians (entirely ?) and
the Bithynians and Paphlagoniaus half and half,—the last

two peoples had kings of their own ; further, the Greek

indirectly made use of the narrative of another writer who shared in
the expedition.

' So says Ctesias, who knew the conntry. Xenophon says 360
stailia. These figures .are equal to nearly 58 and 42 English miles
respectively,—about 93 and 67 kilometres.

' On the effect produced bv the exoedition. see Xenoohon, Bdl.,
ri: 1, 12 ; Isocrates, passim.

® At least in part ; such mountain peoples did not, of course, form
integral wholes, and, if one tribe was indeoeudent, another may have
obeyed the satrap.

cities on the Euxine ; finally, the Carduchi and other wild 101-391
peoples in the south and north-west of Armenia.
The death of Cyrus widened the breach between Parysatis

and Statira. The former could not forget her darlinc, and
succeeded in bringing to a cruel end one after another all

who had participated in his death. Statira was exultant

;

but she was eventually poisoned by her mother-in-law.
Artaxerxes was indignant at this deed and banished Pary-
satis for ever from his sight ; but he could not live without
the firm guidance of his mother, and soon recalled her.

Tissaphemes succeeded to all the privileges of the post
which Cyrus had occupied. This could not but hasten
the inevitable conflict with Sparta, which now, at the War
height of her power, could not bring herself to fulfil the ^^f!i*

treaty and resign to the Persians all the Greek cities of
^1™^

Asia Minor. The Greeks expected to be protected by Sparta
against Tissaphemes, who was already enforcing his rights

with the strong arm, and the war which the Spartans began
in 401 against thePersians in Asia ^Minor was no doubt
popular, but as a land-power with limited resources they,

were not in a position to conduct much more than a purely,

predatory war. The state of Ionia and iEolis must have
changed very much for the worse since the termination of
the Attic supremacy, and the Asiatic Greeks were now
perhaps for the most part unworthy of the blood thatj

ran in streams on their behalf. Tissaphemes and Phar-
nabazus sought each to shift upon the other the burden
of the war, the conduct of which was not essentially

altered when the command of the Spartans devolved ou
Agesilaus (396), who strove in vain to give the struggle

the prestige of a Pan-hellenic enterprise. But, when Agesi-

laus had gained a great victory close toSardis, Tissaphemes,
who had meantime, more from cowardice than treachery,

remained inactive in Sardis, was quietly displaced by a
successor in the person of Tithraustes, who succeeded in

seizing and executing him.* The real cause of his fall was
the hatred of Parysatis. The game of treaties, which neither

side meant to keep, and the efforts of the one satrap to

thrust the Spartans upon the other, began afresh. lu
course of time Agesilaus certainly gained ground rapidly.

But his successes were in part much exaggerated even by
contemporaries.' On the whole, they were predatory ex-

peditions on a large scale, which showed with ever greater

clearness the weakness of the empire, but did not directly

affect its stability. Even after his great victory, Agesilaus

did not venture to attack Sardis—a striking contrast to

the speed and thoroughness with which- Alexander took
possession of these lands. In 394: Agesilaus was recalled,

for Sparta needed him in Europe more than in Asia ; the

intolerable nature of the Spartan supremacy had done more
than Persian gold to rouse even the proved allies of Sparta,

such as the Thebans and Corinthians, into leaguing them-
selves with Athens in revolt. ^Vhen Agesilaus reached the

frontier of Boeotia he heard the dreadful tidings of Cnidus.

After the decisive defeat at jEgospotami the admiral of

the Athenian fleet, Conon, had fled to Evagoras, prince

of Salamis in Cyprus. Evagoras, a tyrant of the "grand "

type like Pisistratus or Gelo, favoured Conon's efforts to

enter into relations with the Persian king with a view to

raise Athens from her fall. When the war between Persia

and Sparta broke out, Pharnabazus had made it clear to

the court that it was absolutely necessary to raise a fleet,

and that no better commander could be found for it than

the tried sailor-hero of Athens. Under the leadership of

such a man the Persians actually dared to send Pho2nician

ships once more into those Greek waters which they had
long anxiously avoided. But Conon's successes, such especi-

ally as the revolt of Rhodes from Sparta (probably in 396),

* See Diod., xiv. 80 ; Plat,, Art., 23 ; Polyanus, vii. 16, 1.

' Isocrates, Pantg., 70.

XVUL — 73
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891-376. were crippled by the miserable Oriental administration,

^.•7., 'the tardiness in paying the men. Hereupon Conon
went himself to the king at Babylon, obtained a grant of

the necessary money and powers and the king's consent to

bestow the nominal command of the fleet upon the trust-

worthy Pharnabazus. Then at the head of the Persian

fleet the Athenian admiral utterly defeated the Spartans

at Cnidus (beginning of August 394). In a short time

nearly all the islands and cities on the Asiatic coast were

freed from the Spartan prefects ("harmosts"), and Conon
carried his point of nowhere occupying the citadels with

Persian garrisons. The Spartan sovereignty of the seas,

after lasting ten years, was over for ever. Pharnabazus

sailed to the Peloponnesus' (393), and at Corinth was joy-

fully greeted by the Greeks gathered for the war with

Sparta. He supplied them liberally with money and then

returned home, while Conon restored the marine fortifi-

cations of Athens. Thus as a matter of fact a Persian

fleet now ruled the Archipelago, but it was a menace
and danger to Greek freedom no more. It was only with

Greek help, under the leadership of a man like Conon,

that the king's ships could still achieve much.
As the land-war in Greece dragged on for a long time,

the Spartans had again recourse to diplomacy. The new
satrap in Sardis, Tiiibazus, who in some measure revived

the vacillating policy of Tissaphernes, met their advances.

He overthrew Conon, who escaped death at his hands

only with extreme difficulty and fled to Evagoras, at whose

coiu't he mus'; have died soon afterwards. ^ But Tiribazus

soon received in the person of Struthas a successor more
favourably disposed to Athens. Many conflicts of Greeks

against Greeks iitill took place by land and sea, but all the

belligerents were exhausted, at least financially. So, when
the Spartans at last succeeded through their ambassador

Peace of Antalcidas and through Tiribazus in bringing about a
Antal- peace, all the :'iiore important states of Greece found
cidas. themselves obliged to accede to it, however unwillingly.

This is the notorious peace of Antalcidas, which Tiribazus

laid before the delegates of the Greeks at Sardis or

Ephesus in 387. It is not a mutual compact but a simple

edict of the king. It sets forth that in the king's opinion

aU cities of the Asiatic mainland, as well as the islands of

Clazomena; and Cyprus, ought to belong to him ; that, on

the other hand, all other Greek states, even the petty ones,

ought to be independent, with the single exception of

Leninos, Imbros, and Scyros, which should continue as of

old to belong to Athens. If any one refused to acccj i

this decision, upon him the king and his allies (particularly

the Spartans) would %vage war with all their power.

It is hardly likely that the true import of this document
was understood at the Persian court. That the great

liing should issue a simple order was there regarded as a

matter of course, but the Persian statesmen, who really

knew the state of affairs, may have had trouble in securing

the acknowledgment of the freedom of the islands. By
this peace the Spartans personally gained a great success

;

for they gave up nothing which they still posses.sed, while

by the declaration of the independence of even the pettiest

communities they secured this advantage, that the cities

which had hitherto ruled over wider areas were restricted

to their own special domain, that, e.g., Thebes, hitherto

head of Bteotia, now remained only one of many independ-

ent Boeotian cities. Thus Greece was split up into a thou-

sand petty communities, which Sjiarta, who did not dream
of extending the independence to her own subjects, could

with ease dominate collectively. Through this peace the

Spartans gained for about sixteen years a much greater

Thi3 follows, In oppoaitiou to other Btatemcnts, from Lysias, Pro
honU Aristoph.f p."lB5 ; cp. Isocr., Paneg., 73, and Dinon in Nepos's

Conon, at the end.

power oyer the Greek mainland than tney had ever

possessed before, and they ruthlessly turned it to account.

Athens, slowly regaining her strength, was appeased by
the three islands, but nowhere was " the peace sent down
by the king " felt to be a disgrace more keenly than at
Athens. In that peace the king issued orders to the
Greeks as to his subjects, and the express and definitive

siurrender of all the Greeks on the Asiatic coasts was felt

all the more bitterly in the intellectual capital of Greece
because there was no prospect of ever again freeing them
as in the days of Xanthippus and Cimon. And yet it

was known that the Persian empire was now much weaker
than it had been then, and that it was only maintained .

by Greek mercenaries.- The real gain to Persia by the
peace was a firm hold on the sea-coast. The domineering
attitjade towards the other Greeks was a mere appearance.

In the lollowing decades the king repeatedly commanded
peace, even after Thebes had completely broken the power
of Sparta (371). The powers for the time being employed
Persian intervention as a means to their own ends, and
there were plenty of diplomatic negotiaticns with the king,

but Persia had no advantage from them. Moreover, now
one, now another Greek state supported rebel satraps and
vassals. They all, the king as well as the rebels, procured
mercenaries from Greece.'

Meantime another enemy had arisen to the Persian Eva.

supremacy in the west—an enemy who, if Athens, hisEo™*
friend and sympathizer, had at that time been once more
a great naval power with an aggressive policy, might
perhaps have excluded the Persians from all the western

seas. Evagoras of Salamis had made himself the almost
independent lord of Cyprus, relying on the ancestral an-

tagonism of the Greek to the Phoenician element in the

island. As early as 390 forces were levied against him.

Athens, under obligations to him on Conon's account, sup-

ported him openly, although she was at that time still

formally leagued with the Persians against Sparta. After

the peace of Antalcidas Persia made great eflforts to reduce

Evagoras again to subjection. He was in league with
Egypt, scoured tho seas far and wide, and had even for

some time maintained a siege of TjTe. The cunning
Cypriot also kept up a secret correspondence with the

vassal princes of Cariii. After a ten years' struggle he had
to yield to superior force, but by skilful negotiation with

the satraps he was able to procure a tolerable peace. Soon
afterwards he was mmdered, but his descendants long con-

tinued to be princes of difierent towns in Cyprus.

About this time probably the expedition of Artaxerxes Caduslan

against the Cadusians took place, of which Plutarch, after '*?'=''••

Dinon, has given us a detailed account.^ The Cadusians
''°°'

are the inhabitants of the modern Gildn, who were prob-

ably never completely subdued, and who certainly by their

raids inflicted much annoyance on the neighbouring terri-

tory of the king. Darius II. had taken the field against

them shortly before his death,' and the repeated mention

in the fragments of Ctesias of the Cadusians at the time

of the Median empire is presumably a reflex of the state of

things in his own day. Artaxerxes's campaign turned out

disastrously. The king probably thought to crush the wild

mountain tribes—who, however, are only to be caught by

small and skilfully led armies—by masses of troops ; but

he fell into an ambush, from which he was only saved by

" Compare many passages in the orators and Plato. Especially

interesting is the passage in Isocr., Epist. ad Architi., p. 436, on tlio

%vild doings of the Greek mercenaries, who were specially burdensome

to the Greek cities under Persian rule.

^ We are told that the king desired the intenial peace of Greece,

because he hoped thereby to procure mercenaries all the more easily

from that country (Diod., xv. 38).

* Arlax., 24 ; cp. Diod., xv. 8, 10.

" Xenophon, Bell,, ii. 1. 13.
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>he negotiations which Tiribazus astutely opened vriih the

rebel chieftains. Xo doubt he had to jiay a large sum for

his liberation.

EgypUi« Meanwhile the war with Egypt was never quite at a
""• standstill. Even before the subjugation of Evagoras much

fighting took place, but without result. Our knowledge

of the particulars, even of the chronology, is very inexact.

.\fter tho conquest of Cyprus the war was renewed. The

Egyptian king invited the Athenian Chabrias to take the

command, but Pharnabazus contrived that the Athenians

should recall him (376/375). Pharnabazus, who by this

time must have been about seventy years old, was placed

at the head of the army which was being mustered at

Accho on the Phoenician coa.st. The Athenian mercenaries

"Fere commanded by Iphicrat«!!, who had been sent from

Athens. The campaign opened succe-vifully, but dissen-

sions arose between Iphicrates and Pharnabazus, whose

proceedings were much too slow to_ suit the dashing free-

lance, for Pharnabazus had to report everything to court

and to ask instructions from the same quarter. This,

along with other circumstances, saved Egypt once more

(374). There is the old story, too, of the ditficulties of the

wars of this period— a mutiny amongst the mercenaries

fbr arrears of jiay. The third of the great Athenian

condottieri, Titnotheus, son of Conon, who fought In the

king's service against Egypt in 372, seems also to have

been unable'' to effect anything,

tovolts The last jiart of the reign of Anaxerxes II. is filled

111 Asia with revolts of the satraps and chiefs of Asia Minor, of

• which we have numerous but mostly isolated and, to a

large extent, inexact accounts. It is impossible to deter-

mine the connexion of events. We do not even know in

all cases whether the- same names designate the same
persons ; and we are nowhere exactly informed of the

motives which induced the individuals to revolt. It is the

more difficult to form a judgment on the events because

sometimes the same persons side now with, now against

the king. These revolts, which lasted in part into the

reign of Artaxerxes III., must have weakened immensely
the imperial power in the western provinces, and jirepared

the way for the Macedonians. Rich Greek cities and
energetic tyrants probably won for themselves at that time

a tolerably independent position. At the head of those

who remainted faithful to the king we find Autophradat«s,

satrap of Lydia. He fought the rebels repeatedly. Never-

theless Diodorus (xv. 90) names him among the rebels

;

and it is, after all, possible that there is here no confusion,

but that Autophradates was also a rebel for a time. If

we omit some smaller risings, such as that of Tachos,

who established himself in a fortress on the Ionian coast

(after 380), the series begins with Ariobarzanes, successor

of Pharnabazus in the Helles}iontine satrapy, and no
doubt a near relative. Before the beginning of the revolt

(about 367) he had formed connexions with Sparta and
with Athens, which again stood at the head of a naval

confederacy, and he was supported, at least indirectly, by
both states. Accordingly, by the diplomatic intervention

of Sparta, Autophradates and Mausolus of Caria were in-

duced to raise the siege of Assus (in the Troad), into which
Ariobarzanes had thrown himself. The satrap fell by the

treachery of his own son Mithradates into the hands of

the royalists and was crucified (probably about 365).i

Mausolus (or rather, according to the inscriptions and
coins, Maussollos, MaiVo-uAXo?), a native hereditary prince
of part of Caria (probably 375-351=), had extended his

' Xen., Cyrop., viii. 8, 4 ; Aristot, Pot., 1312a ; Harpocration, >.v.

AfAo^api^afrii. Ke is to be distinguished from Ariobarzanes (about
362-337), ancestor of the kings of Pontus, ^^ll0, however, seems to
have belonged to the same house, and was probably heir to a district

on the Propontis. ' See Pliny, xxxvi. 30, 47.

power tolerably far. These Carian potentates, who bore 376-35S

the title of satraps, were in point of fact but little depend-

ent on Persia, and were watched by the Persians with

great mistrust. In their cunning and in the sagacity with

which they profited by circumstances they recall the Mace-
donian kings of that period, whom they also resemble in

their patronage—often perhaps ostentatious—of Greek art

and manners. Mausolus appears to have once been in

open conflict with his suzerain ; but, though nothing de-

finite is known on tho subject, there is no doubt that he

came off without serious harm.

Datames, satrap of Capiiadocia, of Carian race, had ren-

dered many good services ; in particular he had reduced

the nearly independent Paphlagonians once more to sub-

jection to the great king.^ But at last he also revolted in

league with Ariobarzanes. He was a man of great shrewd-

ness and versatility, whose stratagems and adventures af-

forded much entertainment even to later generations. He
long kept the king's troops in check, till he was at last

treacherously murdered by Mithradates, son of Ariobar-

zanes,— the same Mithradates probably whom we found

above betraying his father.

The command of the rebel forces was entrusted to

Orontes, satrap of Mysia.* From the confused accounts

it is unfortunately impossible to determine whether he is

identical with one or other of the persons of that name
who are elsewhere mentioned. Further, we have no clear

conception of the position which he occupied in the revolt,

nor of the way in which he came to betray his comrades.

We read, moreover, of the treachery of a. less conspicuous

confederate. The rebels had despatched Eheomithres to

Tachos, king of Egjqjt, who sent them fifty war-ships and
much money. Rheomithres summoned the commanders
to a rocky fortress on the northern coast of Ionia, bound
them, and delivered them up to the king.

In the year 361 Tachos actually assumed the offensive Tachoa

against the Persians. On his side he had once moreofEgJTt-

Chabrias as leader of mercenaries, and the aged Agesilaus,

oflicially sent by the Spartans, who were bitterly enraged

at the Persians because they had now, after the destruc-

tion of the Spartan power by Epaminondas, recognized

the independence of Messenia, though in doing so they

only carried out the letter of the peace of Antalcidas.

But, when Tachos was engaged in Phcenicia, his nephew
Nectanebus set himself up as rival king, and Tachos was
obliged to take refuge with the Persians. If the Persians

had been still energetic they would have used the oppor-

tunity, when the legitimate king of Egypt had fled to

them and two claimants were struggling for the throne,

to subjugate the country. Btit they did nothing of tho

kind, even when Chabrias had returned to Athens and
Agesilaus had died on the way home (probably 360).

At the instigation of Parysatis Artaxerxes had mar- Intrigues

ried his own daughter Atossa. She used her interest "'O-'his.

to secure the succession for the energetic and violent

Ochus, who is said to have promised to many her ; the

Persian religion approved marriage not only with a sister

but also with a daughter, and even with a mother. The
elder son Darius was already invested with the succession

and the royal title, but having engaged in a conspiracy

against his father he was tried and executed, and Ochus,

it is said, found means of getting rid of his other brothers,

who stood in his way. Soon afterwards the aged Arta-

xerxes died after a reign of forty-six years (in the course

of the year 358). Many stories are told of his mildness

^ Tlie Greek cities on the. southern coast of the Euxine, which

Xenophon about 400 found quite free, wer« again subjugated at this

time. Datames coined money in Siuope, as did also his (proljaUy

indirect) successor Ariarathes.
* Diod,, XV. 91. .Mysia is not otherwise known as a satrapy projier,.

But at any rate Asia Minor waa the scene of his exiiloits.
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S58-344. and affability, but, even if they are true, ttey have little

significance'. The contempt for his brother which Cyrus

exhibited was perfectly justified ; under the effeminate

king the empire gradually fell to pieces.

A-rta- But his successor, Ochus, who took the title of Artaxerxes
leriea (lU.), was of a different stamp. True, it is not perfectly

certain that the great restoration of the empire is to be

ascribed to his personal influence ; it may be that the

whole merit belongs to some of his ofiicials, and that he

only lent it his name, but it is much more probable that

tie initiative was his. He was, it appears, one of those

great despots who can raise up again for a time a decayed

Oriental empire, who shed blood without scruple and are

not nice in the choice of means, but who in the actual

position of affairs do usually contribute to the welfare of

the state as a whole. At the very beginning of his reign

he secured himself on the throne by a massacre of his

nearest relatives, though no doubt the statement of Curtius

(x. 5, 23) is exaggerated.! The judgment of the Greek

writers on Artaxerxes III. was too much influenced by

such deeds as found an historian in Dinon, as well as

by the hatred of the Egyptians, whom he humbled and

mortally offended; hence it was one-sided and unjustly

unfavourable.

Defection But for a while the empire was in a state of absolute dis-

bazu^'^
solution. Artabazus, satrap of the Hellespontine Phrygia,

very probably a son of Pharnabazus and immediate suc-

cessor of Ariobarzaces, had fought against Autophradates

as early as 365 and been taken prisoner by him. At that

time the Athenians had acted against him openly enough,

at least towards the end.- But it is not clear how far

Artabazus then rebelled against the king, who was father

to his mother, Apama. But at the time of the so-called

Social War (about 355) he fought against the king's sa-

traps and was powerfully supported by the Athenians.

Chares won for him a great victory over Tithraustes.

And, when, at the king's threats, Athens left him in the

lurch, he was able, being well furnished with money, to

procure the services of the Theban Pammenes, and main-

tained himself for a long time. The turn in his fortune

5eem3 to have come from the Thebans also entering into

an understanding with the king. About 350 we find Arta-

bazus a fugitive at the court of Philip of Macedonia, and

with him his brother-in-law, the Rhodian Memnon. How-
jver, after the subjugation of Egjqit, Memnon's brother

Mentor, who, like Memnon, was one of the most distin-

guished generals of his time, succeeded in procuring

pardon for both, and thenceforward Artabazus remained

loyal down to the overthrow of the empire.

Re ,w. of The revolt of Orontes (or Orontas) fell somewhat later.

Orontes. probably he b the same whom we found above betraying

his coinrades. He may very well have received the rule

over a wide coast district ' as the price of his treachery (see

Diod., XV. 92). He is mentioned in 354 by Demosthenes

> More distant relritives wtie left alive, as he who was aftenvanla

Dariiu III. and his brother, Oxyathres. A son of the Darius who

was eiecnted appears in Arrian, L 16, 3 (334 B.C.). Thus the king

did not extirpate even the branch th;it was most dangerous to him.

It is to be remembered that even Alexander the Great, after ascending

the throne, put several near relatives out of the way.

' Owing to the inconstant nature of the foreign policy of Athens

at that time—a policy too often influenced by the personal interests

of the great captains of mereeneries— as well as to the shying atti-

tude of the satraps, it is impossible for us to form a clear conception

of theee events from the isolated statements of contemporaries (like

Demosthenes and £aeaa Tactions) and later writers. It is to be

, observed that in these decades violent revolutions took place in some

Greek cities under Persian supremacy, and that they even made war

on each other. With the restless charscUr of the Greeks such things

were not to be averted nnles* each town was occupied by a Persian

garrison, which was certainly not the caae.

' There are coins ascribed to Lampsocu and to Cln20meua bearing

yijft Qame of aa Orontesw

^ suKlued

(De symmoriU, 186) as an enemy of the king. In S49/348
the Athenians formed an alliance with him. From the

fragmentary inscription in which this is recorded it does

not follow with certainty that at that time he was still in

rebellion. About his end we know nothing, but perhaps

he was removed after the restoration of Artabazus.

That from the outset Artaxerxes lEI. was believed to bo
a person of greater activity than his father may perhaps

be inferred from the rumour current in 354/353 that the

king was preparing a great expedition against Athens and
Greece. Many Greek states may certainly have had a
guilty conscience towards the king on account of their

wavering policy and the purely mercenary support which
they had repeatedly lent to rebellious satraps. Demosthenes
warned the Athenians against taking up a hostile attitude

to the king on the ground of mere rumours.*

The war in Egypt still went on. And now the cities of Fha>-

Phcenicia, previously so trustworthy, also revolted, and so ^"^

did the kings of Cyprus. Even in Judaea there must have ^

been an insurrectionary movement. The revolted Sidonians

showed such exasperation that we can hardly avoid the

supposition that Persian rulers had wounded their religious

feelings,—the sensitive side of Semitic peoples. The satraps

Mazzeus (Mazdai) of Cilicia and Belesys of Syria were

driven back by Mentor, whom Nectanebus, king of Egypt,

had sent to the help of Tennes, king of Sidon. But, when
the great king himself took the field at the head of a
powerful army, which included 1 0,000 Greek mercenaries,'

Tennes and Mentor made terms. Sidon surrendered

—

though probably only after a severe siege—and was fear-

fully punished. More than 40,000 men are said to have

burned themselves in Sidon on this occasion. The fate of

the first-born of Canaan quickly brought the rest of the

Phcenicians to their knees. At this time much blood was

shed in Judsea also, though we have only scattered notices

of the fact.* Mentor now went over to the king's side and

fought against his former employers. It was to him and

not to the Persian eunuch Bagoas that the king chiefly

owed his success ; but undoubtedly the royal presence

contributed much to the result by facilitating rapid deci- Egy'A

sions and preventing dangerous jars. Mentor succeeded '°"'

in everywhere sowing dissension between the Greek mer- ''"'

cenaries of the Egyptian king and the Persians ; and even

more by intimidation than by the sword Egyjit was, after

long independence, again made a Persian province (344).'

Artaxerxes seems to have made the "vae victis" thoroughly

clear to the Egyptians, and to have treated even their

religion with little more respect than Cambyses before

him : temples were desecrated and sacred animals slaugh-

tered. For a time the Egyptians had to satisfy their rage

with nicknaming the king, after the unclean Typhonian

beast, " ass." Cyprus, too, was again reduced. The en- Cypm-^

terprise was conducted by the prince of Caria, Idrieus. ""'uwl-

The Greek mercenaiies were led by the well-known

* In the speech Dc si/TJimoi-iis, Similarly in the speech De Rhodiorum
libfrtaU (191 9q,) he advises the Athenians not to offend the king

frivolously (351 B.C.).

* Through Diodonu ana some statements of others we poesesa

by exception fairly good information about these struggles.

* Josephns, Arch., xi. 7, 1 ; by Eusebius's canon 1657 from Abr.,

and his copiers ; Solinus, iiiv. 4. The king at that time settled a num-
ber of Jews in Hyrcania. Jttdiea was forcibly paci6ed, perhaps by
Orophemes (or Olophemes), brother of the then satnvp of Cappadocia,

Orophemes distinguished himself in this war (Diod., xxjcL 28) ; the

assumption that it was he who reduced Judrea would explain why
in the book of Judith—mere romance though it is—an Olophemea

appears as the wicked commander who fights against the Jews.
* So Manetho, who makes Ochus reign six years in Egypt. In

harmony with this we learn from Isocrates {Phil., 102) that in 347/848

E^ypt was not yet subdued, while according to the letter of King Philip

(Demosth., p. 160) ir 340 the reduction of Egypt and Phoenicia haU
long been effected.
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Athenian Phocion,' and with him was a pretender Evagoras,

of the family of the famous Cyprian prinoe of that name.

Thus bj force and policy the old state of the monarchy
was restored in all the western lands. Mentor, the real

conqueror of Egypt, was splendidly rewarded. He received

the sa<rapy of the T>eM coast of Asia Minor, and quickly

removed by cunning and treachery Hermias, tyrant of

Atarneus and the friend of Aristotle, who had concluded

treaties like an independent prince * and stood in suspicious

relations to King Philip of Macedonia. It has been already

mentioned that Mentor procured the pardon of his brother-

in-law Artabazus and his brother Memnon. It is not im-

N>nUct probable that the bestowal of this province on the skilful

"'* general and diplomatist, and the restoration of Artabazus

icuui
*° ^ hereditary satrapy, may be connected with the

attention which the king paid to the plans of the Mace-

donian, which were gradually disclosing themselves more
and more. Of course no one thought of danger to Asia

Minor, much less to the whole empire, but Philip's efforts

to secure the mastery of the Bosphorus and Hellespont

were enough in themselves to excite grave anxiety.

As early as 350 the story went that Philip had sent an
embassy to the king,' and it is definitely stated that he
concluded a treaty with Ochus.^ The pacific intentions

of the Persians, at least for the moment, were no doubt
sincere ; not so those of Philip, who had to subdue
Greece before he could put into execution his designs on
Asia Minor, a circumstance overlooked by the honest but
politically short-sighted Isocrates in his exhortation to

Hiilip to attack Persia (347/346). Probably Demosthenes
was not alone in perceiving that the safety of Greece now
lay in an alliance with the Persians against Philip. Negotia-
tions went on busily between Athens and the king, who
at all events sent subsidies repeatedly for the conflict with
Macedonia. In the year 340 Persia interfered actively by
rescuing, in conjunction with Athens, the town of Perinthus
on the Propoiitis (and therefore close to Persian territory),

which was besieged by Philip ; and the Macedonians could

l^rhaps with some right assert that with this step the war
between the Persians and them had begun.* But the
Persians did not see, what to us is obvious from the result,

that it was necessary for them to prevent the subjugation
of Greece ; or, if they saw it, they lacked the energy to act.

Artaxerxes probably did not reach the battle of Chae-

ronea (August 338), which made Philip master of Greece.

So far as we can judge, however, it was a great misfor-

tune for the empire that this king, the first since Darius I.

who had in person energetically conducted a great ex-

pedition and restored the empire, died just at this critical

moment. Probably he was murdered by Bagoas, v/ho

placed Arses, the youngest of the sons of Artaxerxes, on the

Anes. throne.' But, when Arses was preparing (so it is said) to

punish Bagoas, the latter put him and his children to death

(335). We know nothing further of this king. Under
his reign (spring 336) a Macedonian army first crossed

into Asia, after Philip had previously caused himself to be
nominated general of the Greeks against the Persians. The
Macedonians gained some not unimportant successes, but
the undertaking was checked in the very same year by
the assassination of Philip. The commander Parmenio re-

turned to Europe, and Memnon, who after Mentor's death
commanded in these regions, probably won back from the

* Diod., xvi. 42 ; the aourcea &t>m which our biographera of Phocion
(Plutarch and Nepos) draw did not mention this fact, which does not
accord very well with the pattern of philosophic virtne which they
made out Phocion to be.

' Cp. the treaty with Erythrae, Lo Baa and Waddington, No. 1535.
^ Demosth., Phil. I., p. 64.
' Arrian, iL 14, 2. • Arrian, li. 14, 6.

" In Plut., D«/ort. .^fea:.,p.336»g.,heiacalledOarae8. The Persian
form of the name is not known.

Macedonians nearly all their conquests in Asia, though it 344-333.'

is likely that Abydus, commanding the jjassage of the
Hellespont, and perhaps one or two more strong places,

remained in their hands.

In order to rule securely Bagoas placed on the throne, not Darius

a near relation of the murdered man,' but Codomannus,^ "I-

who reigned as Darius (III.), a great-grandson of Darius
II., and a man of about forty-five years of age.? But the

king-maker was caught in his own snare, for Darius soon
put hira out of the way.

Over the last of the Achremenians misfortune has thrown
a halo of romance, but sober criticism can see in him only
an incapable despot like so many whom the East has pro-

duced. It may be true that in earlier life, under Artaxerxes
III., he once proved his personal bravery in the war against

the Cadusians, and was rewarded with the satrapy of

Armenia ; '" as a king he always behaved like a coward
in the moment of danger. Vast attempts and a shameful
flight, feeble or rather effeminate behaviour combined with
braggart pride, lack of intelligence, especially in the con-

duct of war,—these are features which fully justify Grote
in comparing him with Xerxes. It is no reproach that he
was not a match for perhaps the greatest general in history,

but an Ochus would doubtless have made the task a some-
what harder one, and would scarcely have been guilty of the

folly of beheading, in a fit of bad temper, so useful a man
as the old condottiere Charidemus, who thoroughly under-

stood the mode of fighting the Macedonians.

The history of Alexander the Great is given under the Alex-

articles Alexander the Great and Macedonian Empire ;
"'"'er'a

here we can only enumerate the chief steps in the down- ""'^'°"

fall of the Persian empire. We see how great is the force

of cohesion in such an empire, eVen after all the shocks

it has received, and under an incapable ruler. What the

giant powers of Alexander achieved in a few years might
never have been accomplished at all by the (jualities and
resources of an Agesilaus.

After placing a terrible curb on the Greek love of

freedom by the destruction of Thebes, Alexander crossed

the Hellespont in the beginning of spring 334. A few
weeks later, on the Granicus, he annihilated the gfeat

Persian army which should have barred his onward m^rch.
Sardis, the capital, at once fell into his hands. Here, for

the first time, we see the miserable spectacle of a high
Persian officer going over to the enemy and surrendering
to him the town or district committed by his king to his

charge. At the beginning of winter the whole coast as far

as Pamphyliawas Alexander's; Miletus and Halicamassus
were the only places which he had had seriously to besiege,

and it was only the narrowly-enclosed citadel of the latter

town which yet withstood all attacks. But there was still

a great danger. The Rhodian Memnon, who had been
joint-commander at the Granicus, undertook with all his

might to kindle a conflagration in Alexander's rear, and
to force the king to cross over to Greece. The Persian

fleet, which he commanded, ruled the sea ; several of the

most important islands were occupied ; and from the Greek
mainland thousands of patriots were looking for Memnon's
arrival in order to rise against the Macedonians. But
Memnon died suddenly. The death of this man, his only

worthy adversary, is perhaps the greatest of those pieces

of luck which so highly favoured the great Alexander.

His successor Phamabazus, son of Artabazus, continued,

it is true, the naval operations, but he was not able to

carry out Memnon's plans. Meanwhile Alexander secured

* We read of a son o( Ochus in 330 (Arrian, iii. 19, 4). We hail

above a grandson of Artaxerxes II. Tims Bagoas had not killed all

" the brotlrers." of Arses, and the king's family was not extinct, as

Diodorus asserts (xvil. 5).

* The name is given only by Justin (frora Dinon), x. 3.

' Acrian, iii. 22, 6. '» JusUn, l.f. : Diod., xviL 6.
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S33-331. the most important parts of Asia Minor, and tlien set out

on his forward march. At the farthest extremity of Cilicia

Darius in person met him at the head of a huge army, but

the field of battle was so badly chosen that the numerical

superiority of the Persians did not come into full play.

The brilliant victory of Issus (about November 333) and

the flight of Darius threw wide regions into the power of

Alexander, who, with all his daring, was also cautious, and

did not follow the Persian king in his flight into the in-

terior. He sought first to make himself master of the

whole Phcenician coast, in order to cut off from the Per-

sians every possibility of annoying him any longer at sea.

And in reality the fleet, which was chiefly furnished by

the Phoenicians, melted away when Alexander had taken

possession of their country. The Cyprian ships, too, re-

turned home, and Cyjirus also submitted. But Tyre with-

stood the great conqueror for seven months' (332), and

had to pay a dreadful penalty for its resistance. Gaza,

too, defended itself brave'y. Egypt welcomed exultingly

the Macedonian who freed them from the hated Persians.

After the acquisition of Egypt Alexander possessed a

territory large and strong enough to be able to survive, if

need be, a reverse. In the spring of 331 he left Egypt

and marched through Syria and Mesopotamia to Assyria

proper, where Darius awaited him at the head of vast

masses of trooj^s, and this time in a favourable position.

Over- But on 1st October 331 Alexander defeated the king at

tlirow of Gaugamela so decisively that henceforward the Persian
Persian

gj^pjj.^^ g^ such, was shattered. Darius fled to Media.

Without striking another blow Alexander captured the

capitals, Babylon and Susa, with their vast treasures. In

vain the wild independent Uxians (better "Huxians")

barred a difficult mountain-pass against him, in vain did

a Persian army do the same : he quickly forced a passage

through the mountains and marched into Persia proper.

Pasargadae and Persepolis, the cradle of the monarchy,

were his. Persepolis, in the immediate neighbourhood of

which another conflict took place, was given up by him to

his soldiers to plunder ; the royal palace he eaused to be

burned.- In this act we discern, in opposition to the

iisual view, a well-considered measure, excellently calcu-

lated to work upon the Asiatic mind. The burning of the

royal castle was meant to show the Asiatics that their

empire was utterly overthrown, and that Alexander was

their only lord. Besides the Greeks might see in the

step an act of vengeance for the destruction of the Greek

temples by Xerxes, as the ofiicial phrase ran.

Thereupon Alexander hastened to Media in pursuit, once

for all, of Darius. The latter fled eastwards. He had stUl

a considerable army with him, but only the Greek mercen-

aries were absolutely true to him, like the Swiss gua'd to

iJessus. Louis XVI. At last Bessus, satrap of Bactria (and Sogdiana

apparently), seized the person of the king, in order either

to make use of him for his own ambitious purposes or to

put hira out of the way. As a matter of fact, he murdered

him in Parthia, just when the pursuing -Alexander had

nearly overtaken him (July or August 330). Such was

the melancholy end of the last of the Achcemenian great

kings.

Bessus thereupon hastened into his satrapy and assumed

the title of king and the name of Artaxerxes (TV.). We
know tlif t he was a " kinsman " of Darius

;
perhaps in

his case this means more than that he was merely con-

nected with hira by marriage, and this satrap of Bactria

* The resistaucc of the TjTians is certainly not explained by their

attachment to the Persians, scarcely either by their love of freedom.

We suspect here again a religions motive. Alexander desired to offer

sacrifice in the temple of Heracles, and probably the pions Canaanites

would as little allow this as the Jews would have permitted any foreign

niler to enter their temple.
' Cp. the article Persetolis.

may have actually belonged to the race of the Achaemenians,

like his predecessors the princes Masistes and Hystaspes.

It would thus be more "!asy to explain why various

grandees favoured his undertaking, and why he was recog-

nized as king, e.ff., by the satrap of Aria (the district of

Herit), and vigorously supported. That he enjoyed the

royal title for some time is due only to the circumstance

that Alexander first made himself securely master of

eastern Iran before he marched into Bactria and Sogdiana.

After many adventures Bessus fell into Alexander's power

on the farther side of the Oxus, and was put to death.

After the return from India the satrap of Media con-

ducted in chains to .Alexander a certain Baryaxes, who
during Alexander's absence had declared himself king of

the Persians and iledes. Of course he was executed. He
is said to have been a Mede, not a. Persian. Certainly

his movement had never even a momentary importance

;

he is only once mentioned (Arrian, vL 29, 3). But such

last throes of a mighty monarchy are, after all, worthy of

attention.

XiVcra/iirc—Rawlinson, The Five Great Mffiiarchics, vols. iL, iil

(2d ed., Loudon, 1871), gives a useful account of the Jledo-Persian

history down to .-Vlexander, as does also vol. ii. of Fr, Spiegel's

ErdniscJic Alterthumskunde (Leipsic, 1873). Neither work is ex-

haustive, and in both we frequently miss tnie historical criticism.

For the time down to Xerxes Duncker's GcschicJtte dcs AUcrlhums,
vol.iv.(5th ed., Berlin, 1880; Eiig. tr. by.4bbot, 1877-83), is recom-

mended by its very careful use of all the sources and its acute mode
of combining them, though the latter quality often leads to some-

what arbitrary construction. Owing to the dose contact between

Persian and Greek history the larger works on the latter are obliged

to cover much of the same ground as the former. In this department

Grote 6 xdM- is to be named above all ; unfortunately at the time

lie wrote it was not in his power to make use of the important

Persian inscriptions- (TH. N.)

Section II.

—

Greek Aim Paethtan Empibes.

After the decisive battle of Gaugamela (331 B.C.) Alex-

ander proclaimed himself king of Asia.^ He never ac-

cepted the compromise recommended by Parmenio, which

would have left to the Persians the upper satrapies east

of Mount Zagrus, and established a sharply-marked natural

and ethnographic frontier. Soon a sj-mbolic act, the

burning of the palace of Persepolis, announced to the

Asiatics that the Achiemenian monarchy was dead, and

that Alexander claimed its whole inheritance. The pimish-

ment of Bessus, exactly modelled on that inflicted on

pretenders by Darius I., showed that Alexander claimed

to be the. legal heir of the Achasmenians. Bessus's ears

and nose were cut off', and he was brought to Ecbatana

for execution before the assembled Medes and Persians,

for " this Bessus lied and said. I am Artaxerxes king of

Persia."

After Alexander had by his rapid and effective move- Comple-

ments taken actual possession of the whole empire. Media *""" "'

was swiftly traversed, but the eastern frontier was not
-^^j_

subdued and secured so easily. Crossing the mountain-

wall that separates the southern margin of the Caspian

from the rest of Iran, Alexander received in person the

homage of the coast-lands. Khorisin and the region of

the Oxus were traversed by his armies in all directions

;

from Bactria the march was obliquely through Sogdiana

to the Jaxartes on the farthest limits of the empire, and

an onslaught was even made on the Scythians beyond that

river. * Alexander was determined to secure a frontier so

important for the trade of Central Asia, and to free the

peaceful industry of Iran from the incursions of its here-

^ Plut, Jlar., 34, 37, does not prove that there was another, still

less a preferable account of the date of this occurrence.

* Here perhaps occurs the first trace in history of the Turkish ra.-e.

Carthasis, the brother of the Scythian king in Curtius (vii. 7, 1), may

be, as Noldeke observes, Turkish fxirddshy, "his brother," from dajh,

of which tash is the older form.
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ditary enemies the Tnranian nomads. Prestige rather

than material advantage ^^-as gained by the rapid fall of the

supposed impregnable rocky nests of Arimazes in Sogdiana,

of Chorienes or Sisimithres in the mountain region of 'he

upper Oxus,' and, above all, of the Indian fortress Aornns.

Though usually clement to the conquered, Alexander was

terrible to those who rose against him—to the Ariana, for

example, and to the strong cities that headed the insur-

rection in Sogdiana ; when the movement was crushed, he

laid the land waste far and wide and slew all the males

;

120,000 Sogdians are said to have thus lost their lives.

Alexander too, like Caesar, did not shrink from a breach of

faith if it served his purpose ; this was seen in the massacre

of th& Indian mercenaries who had defended Mas.saga,

which was meant to spread terror before him as he entered

India.- The Achaemenian power at its climax had never

crossed the Indus ; Alexander passed the river and pushed
into India proper. This adventurous march was under-

taken wholly for the sake of prestige, and was specially

meant to impress the imagination of the Greeks, to whom
India was a land of marvels. Alexander propa=ied to reach

the Ganges and the ends of the habitable earth ; and it

was sorely against his will that his ovm soldiers forced him
to confine his plans to the rational scope pi securing the

Indus as his frontier and adding to his r|alm its com-
mercially important delta.' Alexander had now accom-
plished what, in the eyes of the Arian peoples, was neces-

sary to give the last stamp of legitimacy to the new
empire ; he had led his armies round all the frontiers and
taken personal possession of his lands. To close the circle

he had .still to march back through Gedrosia and Car-

mania. But it may well be doubted if he would have
faced this last exploit had he known beforehand the full

terrors of the burning desert ; not a fourth part of the

forces that began the march from India survived a jour-

ney which has been fitly compared with the retreat from
Moscow.

A series of minor expeditions completed the work of the

great canipaigns by reducing a number of mountain tribes,

which had shaken oflF the weak yoke of the Achaemenians,

exacted tribute at the chief passes, and in their irreclaim-

able savage habits of plunder were like the modem Kurds,

the bom foes of the Iranian peasant. Such were the

Uxians, the Mardians in Persis, and the people of the.

same name to the south of the Caspian, and finally the

Cossaeans, whom Alexander disposed of in his last cam-
paign in forty mid-winter days. The future obedience of

these brigands was secured by planting fortresses at the

most difficult points of the roads, and they were compelled
to settle down and take to husbandry.*

Alci- These vast results were only obtained by the aid of
aoder's Continual fresh levies in Europe, and strong garrisons had
colonies. ^^ y^ jgfj j^ jjjg conquered lands. Alexander's work could

not last unless, the European occupation became perma-
nent ; and therefore he planned a great network of new
cities, in which colonies of Greek or Macedonian soldiers

were planted. According to Plutarch (De Alex, fort., i. 5,

p. 328 F) more than seventy cities owed their origin to

Alexander ; some forty of these can still be traced.* In
Media, in the Cossaean neighbourhood, and in Cannania we

* The last two places aie identical. All the sources know only two
fortresses taken by Alexander in these regions : those which mention
Sisimithres omit Chorienes and vice versa ; and the essential points are
the same in Arrian (iv. 21) and Cnrtius (riii 2, 19-33).

* Diod., ivii. 84. The official Macedonian account in Arrian (iv. 27)
ignores the treachery.

» As the Greeks then knew India only ftom Ctesias, whose geography
is of the Taguest, Alexander probably nnder-estimated the vast size of
the penin-snla.

* Arriap, /mf., 40, 8.

» See the careful encmeration in Sroyseo, Gctch. d. BeSeniamus,
«a ed., ToL iii pt. 2, p. 187 «?.

know only two oy name, though we are told that in the 331-328.
first two districts there were really a large number of such
towns, seemingly inconsiderable places. In the east of
Iran the settlements were more important, and twenty-six
can be enumerated in Aria, the country of the Paropanisus,

Bactria, Sogdiana, India, and the land of the Oritae,

—

Bactria and Sogdiana alone claiming eight of these.* The
composition of these settlements is illustrated by the

details given for Alexandria in the Indian Caucasus
;

according to Diodorus, the city and one or more minor
settlements within a day's journey of it received 7000
barbarians, 3000 camp-followers, and as many of the

mercenaries as volunteered to stay ; but Curtius, who cer-

tainly reproduces the common source more accurately than

Diodorus, names 7000 Macedonian veterans and a number
of mercenairies whose engagement had expired. The Greek
element in this colony must have been large, for the town
still keeps its Greek name (Alasadda) in an Indian book
of the 4th century a.d. Alexandria on the Tanais
(Jaxartes), again, was partly peopled by Sogdian insur-

gents, forcibly transplanted from their homes, which the

conqueror had destroyed. Some of Alexander's last orders

refer to the founding of cities and the transplanting of

Europeans to Asia and Asiatics to Europe, a measure
designed to promote the a.ssimilation of all parts of the

empire. Macedonia alone did not suffice for this gigantic

scheme of colonization, and it was chiefly Greeks who
were planted in the most eastern satrapies, in Bactria

and Sogdiana. At such a distance from home the Greeks
coidd have no other interest than loyalty to Macedon ; it

was the same policy as dictated to the Romans the

establishment of Latin colonies in their new conqiiests.

But the antagonism between Greeks and Macedonians was
too great to allow the former to forget that they were, after

allj really men deported by the great king (aiaoTracrroi,^

;

and so even from the first there were seeds of discord

between them and the rest of the empire.

Alexander's capital was Babylon, the nattiral centre of Satrapia

an empire that embraced both Iran and the West, and ^""l

recommended also by its command of the great lines of S"''™'

international traffic, and by its historical traditions of

empire. The Achasmenian system of satrapies was re

tained ; kingships were left only in the exceptional case

of India." The satrapies of the upper country seem to

have been fourteen : Persis, Paraetacene, Carmania, Media,
Tapuria with the Mardian country, Parthia with HjTcania,
Bactria, Aria with Drangiana, Gedrosia with the Oritae;^

Arachosia, the Paropanisus country (which probably was
quite independent under the later Achaemenians, and was
first placed imder a satrap by Alexander), India on this

side the Indus, India beyond the Indus (from the Bactrian
frontier to the confluence of the Indus and the Acesines),

and beyond this the province of the lower Indus extending
to the sea. The last three satrapies were also new. Alex-
ander retained the old satraps of Darius in three provinces

;

in Paraetacene and Tapuria it would have been impossible

to drive the old rulers from their mountains without a
tedious campaign, and in Aria Satibarzanes was confirmed
in his post to detach him from Bessus. But in all three

* Strabo, xu p. 517. Alexandria on the Tanais and twelve other

towns are spoken of by Justin (lii. 5, 16), but xii. is perhaps a cor-

ruption of vii.

' Oxyartes is sometimes called king Dy a mere inaccuracy. Deiippus,
ap. Phot, cod. 82, p. 64. b. srii. (Bekker), makes Alexander give Oropius
the ^oySuiMuy ^affiXeiap. The geographical order, and the fact that

Sogdiana has been mentioned before, demand the correction SoiwioJ'u'i',

and for KowCts we must read Ktivos ; see Justin, xiiL 4, 14. Oropius
was the successor of Abulites. The province seems to have been
officially designated a kingdom, but that does not make its govemoi
a king.

* This province was perhaps formed by Alexander ; it was after-

wards joined to Arachosia.
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331-323. cases the old satraps were superseded on the fh'st oppor-

tunity. Most new appointments, however, were given

to Persians ; at first there were Macedonian satraps only

in rebellious Arachosia, Gedrosia, and the three new
Indian provinces. This policy helped the subjects to fall

in with the new rule ; but on second appointments Mace-

donians generally took the place of Persians, and at

Alexander's death there were Persians only in Media (from

which Atropates, as the sequel proved, could not have

been removed without a fight), in Parthia, and in the

Paropanisus, which wa.s held by Alexander's father-in-law.

The power of the satraps was considerably reduced ; in

Parthia, Aria, and the Paropanisus there seems to have

always been a JIacedonian resident (tTria-Koa-os) beside the

satrap, with the control of the military. Indeed in all the

provinces the command of the forces seems to have been

separated from the office of satrap, though it was not

always entrusted to a single officer. The satraps also lost

the right to engage mercenaries and to coin ; and in the

western countries, of which we know most, a single officer

—always a Macedonian—was sometimes charged with the

tribute of several provinces. Perfect order and an exact

definition of the functions of every officer could not be

attained from the very first
;
yet even in this period of

transition the finances of the empire improved. At Alex-

ander's death 50,000 talents (£11,288,515) lay in the

treasury, and the annual tribute was 30,000 talents, or

six and three-quarters millions sterling. \¥hat was of

more consequence, the treasures of the East were no longer

hoarded in the eld Oriental fashion, but put in circulation

and applied to a number of great and useful enterprises.

Such were the exploration of the course and mouths of

the Indus ; the voyage of Nearchus, which opened the sea-

road between the Indus and the Euphrates; the restora-

tion of the trade of Babylon by removing the weirs which
obstructed navigation, and by works on the canals and
the Pallacopas; the attempt to discover a sea-way round
Arabia, in which Hiero of Soli explored the east coast of

the peninsula ; and the commission given to Heraclides

for exploration c^f the Caspian.

Alexander sought to assure the permanence of the em-
pire by fusing Greeks and Persians into one mass. Thirty

thousand Persians, the so-called ejri'yoroi, were armed and
disciplined like Macedonians, and Persians were received

on equal footing in the Macedonian corps and even, to the

disgust of the Macedonian nobles, in the corps cCelite of

:he cavalry, in which the latter served. Macedonia, in

truth, was not populous enough to keep the cadres full.

Alexander adopted the regal robes of Persia and the regal

state. The court was served by eunuchs, and men kissed

the ground before the great king. It was a strange sight

for Hellenes when a poor wTetch from Messene was ordered

to execution because he had inadvertently sat on the kingly

throne.'

To the Greeks a union with a barbarian was no regular

marriage ; but the Bactrian Roxana was Alexander's queen.

His friends were urged,, to follow his example ; eighty of

his courtiers married Persians on the occasion of the great

wedding at Susa, and 10,000 soldiers who had chosen

.Asiatic wives received gifts on the occasion. Still more
startling was the introduction of polygamy ; the king took

a second wife, Statira, daughter of Darius, and a third,

Parysatis, daughter of Ochus.

All this was Persian fashion ; but when Alexander
claimed divine honours as the son of Jupiter Ammon he
asked both Persians and Macedonians to adopt from the

Egyptians the most perfect model of devout submission to

their sovereign. Could this compound of nationalities

jirove more than a kingdom of iron and clay 1 The answer
' Plut., Alau, 73.

lay in the attitude of that part of its subjects which still

retained a vigorous life. The western nations, long schooled

to slavery, were passive under the change of rule. The
Persians, too, and ull western Iran acquiesced after the first

conflict was decided. In the east it was not so. Here the

northern province of Chorasnria had been independent of

the later Ach^menians, and its kings had ruled the great

plains as far as the north-east slopes of the Caucasus.^

Bactria, Sogdiana, Aria, Arachosia, Drangiana, and the

borderlands towards India had obeyed Persian satraps,

but Bessus and his partisans did not forfeit their allegiance

by the murder of Darius. These eastern Iranians, who had
no close connexion with Persia, opposed the most obstinate

resistance to the conqueror : the Arians rose again and
again ; and an energetic chief like Spitamenes could always
stir up a party in Sogdiana. These risings began in the

castles of the numerous chieftains (vTrap-^oi.), but it was a
national spirit that made them so obstinate and bloody

;

the Iranians of Sogdiana and Bactria had acquired in their^

constant wars with the Turanians a sense of self-respect

which the effeminate Medes and Persians wanted. Their
situation, too, favoured their resistance ; for their ancient

enemies in the desert had a common interest with them in

opposing a strong central government, and were easily

persuaded to lend them succour or shelter. Sacse and
Daha- fought for Bessus, and Spitamenes found refuge with

the Massagetae
;

the wilderness ofi"ered a retreat' where
regular troops could not follow, and from which a' petty

warfare could always be renewed. In India the Brdhinans

had been the soul of a still more vigorous resistance ; they
preached revolt to the rajahs of the lower Indus, and were
the object of Alexander's special severity. Eastern Iran was
the cradle and always remained the chief support of Zoro-

astrianism,' and religion must have had its part in the

patriotic resistance of Bactria and Sogdiana. Alexander
forbade the practice of thro\ving the dying to the dogs
(Onesicritus, ap. Strabo, xi. p. 517), which the Bactrians

certainly took from the Ai'esta ; and this was just the

kind of decree which drives an Oriental people to despera-

tion. The Macedonians did pay some attention to Iranian

thought ; a magian Osthanes is said to have been in the

train of Alexander, and Theopompus, a contemporary of

the conqueror, shows the first traces of acquaintance with

the Avesta. The Pei-sian tradition that Alexander burned

the twenty-one nosks of the original Atxsta, and that only

one part of the holy book was subsequently recovered from

memory, is of course not historical, but it rests on a very

true feeling that the new order of things was at irrecon-

cilable war with the old faith.*

Alexander desired to fuse the Greeks and barbarians Aln-

together, but the practical means directed to this ideal i""'"'"

aim were such as brought him into conflict with the natural
'""""

leaders of the new state. By asking the Greeks as well

as the barbarians to worship him as divine he destroyed

the whole effect of the theatrical arts in which he was a

master, and by which he hoped to recommend his mission

as an eminently Hellenic one to the masses ; even Callis-

thenes, the enthusiastic herald of the new era, was bitterly

undeceived, and, turning against Alexander, fell a victim

to the despotism of the man who had been his idol. But,

what was still more fatal, the not result of his efforts at a
fusion of races was not to Hellenize the Persians but to

teach the Macedonians to exchange their old virtues for the

effeminacy and vices of the East. It is not fair to say that

if the Macedonians had possessed a riper civilization they

' So in the Middle Ages Khjirerrn and Kipch.ik stood under the eomf
sovereign, nnd were not included in the re.ilm of JagataL

^ Sinimithres's wife waa his own mother, a union which the A vest*

specially approves..
' See Spiegel, Z. D. M. O., ix. 174
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might have resisted the foreign influence ; their numbers

were too small, an(i.A!exander pushed his plans too hastily

and with too exclusive regard to surface- effect, to make

any other issue possible. Nay, Alexander \s-ished to have

it so, and there was no surer path to his favour than to

wear a Persian coat and talk broken Persian like the schem-

ing Peucestas. Alexander liked Oriental splendour and the^

Oriental ceremony which placed an infinite distance be-

tween the king and his highest subjects
;
great statesmen

generally love to be absolute, and Alexander enjoyed

Oriental despotism and mechanical obedience much more

than councils of state and discussions of policy with the

Macedonian soldier-nobility, whose sturdy independence was

always asserting itself, and whose kings, unless in virtue

of great personal qualities, had never been more than primi

inter pares. Then, too, Alexander, in the splendour and

magnitude of his conquests, lost touch of the movements

that were going on at home. The true task of Macedonia

in the world's history was to unite Greece under its hege-

mony,—a task clearly marked out, and one which Philip

had pursued with masterly skill. But the completion of

this task called for a modest .ind unsensational line of^

action quite foreign to Alexander's spirit ; Antipater's hard-

won victory at Megalopolis, but for which his father's work

would have fallen to pieces behind him, was received with

a characteristic sneer on the war of mice which seemed to

be going on in Arcadia.^ Philip's old generab judged

otherwise and judged better ; it was not blindness to the

conqueror's genius, but a just perception of what was

practicable and desirable, and an instinctive dread of the

unknown issues of the king's plans, which gradually

estranged from him his truest councillors ; and it was an

evil sign that his only close friend was a poor creature

like Hephaestion, who could not boast of a single service.

Then came the first conspiracy and the murder of the

aged Parmenio, whose son Philotas was mixed up with it,

—

a crime to which Alexander was led simply through fear.

The wild extravagances of grief that marked the death of

Hephaestion, and of which a pyre worth two and a half

millions sterling was the least, show how Alexander lost him-

self more and more as he broke with the Macedonian char-

acter. His last orders, cancelled at hb death by Perdiccas,

included an invasion of 'Carthage by land and sea, with a

further view to Spain, and the erection to King Philip of a

tomb surpassing the, Great Pyramid. The extravagance of

these plans was as palpable to the ilacedonian soldiery

as to their leaders, and they too shared the growing aliena-

tion from the monarch. There were mutinies as well as

conspiracies ; the soldiers were tired of following from
adventure to adventure, arnl^^t the Hyphasis they had
their way. In his later days Alexander was repeatedly

wounded, a fact significant of a change in the spirit of the

troops, for no great general would expose himself as

Alexander did—for example, in storming the city of the

Malli—unless his men required this stimulus.

The want of coherence in the empire was seen even
while Alexander was in India. Many satraps broke all

restraint, renewed the old oppressions of the Persian time,

hired mercenaries again, and only awaited a fit moment
for open rebellion ; the generals of the array that lay in

Media committed sacrilege and criipes of every kind ; the

treasurer Harpalus violated his trust and escaped T\ith

his plunder. Alexander, on his return, soon restored order

with terrible severity, but the ferment was still at work,
especially in the west, and was increased through the dis-

1 anded mercenaries of the satraps who returned to the

coast. There is one event of the time of anarchy when
Alexander was in India which, though passed over in the

official sources of Arrian, deserves special notice as a pre-"^ '

' PluL, AgaU., 15.

lude of what was to come (326 B.C.). The Greeks settled 331-312.

in Bactria and Sogdiana rose against the Macedonians on
a false rumour of Alexander's death. Three thousand of

them seized the citadel of Bactra, gained the support of

the natives, and, crowning their leader Athenodorus, pro-

posed to make their way home. Athenodorus was assassin-

ated, but his followers remained unmolested, and joined

the mass of their countrymen in the general rising of the

Greek military stations after Alexander's death.

One Macedonian custom Alexander had retained, that Death of

of carousing with his generals. A series of debauches in *''^'-

the malarious climate of Babylon brought on a violent"" "

fever, which ended in his death (13th June 323).- The
object of his life, the fusion of Macedonians and Persians,

was not attained. The Persians still felt themselves subject

to a foreign power, and in eastern Iran this feeling was

bitter. The JIacedonians again had been carried by Alex-

ander's genius far out of their true path of development

into a giddy career, in which a capable and valiant nation

found its ruin. Alexander did not die too soon, if he

was not to see the collapse of his work.

Terrible civil wars broke out at once on Alexander's Civil

death, and lasted n'most unbroken for forty-two years, "^"^

tearing his work to pieces, and scattering to the winds

Macedonia's claims to universal empire. There was no
legitimate heir, but the name of "king" was borne by Philip

(323-317), a bastard of the elder Philip, and by Alexander

II., Alexander's posthumous son by Roxana (323-311).

The real power lay at first with Perdiccas, who as regent P«-
^

governed the whole empire from Babylon, and, after Per-'^'^'^i

diccas was killed in a mutiny in the Egyptian campaign of

321, passed for the moment to Pitho and Arrhidsus, till in

the same year the regency fell to Antipater. As he ruled

from Macedonia, the eastern satrapies were pretty muct
left to themselves, but Pitho, who held the chief of thest

—that of Media—took the first place, and soon appears «s

strategus of all the upper satrapies. But his ambition

united the satraps against him, and he was driven not only

out of Parthia, which he had occupied after murdering the

satrap Philip, but out of ifedia too. The satraps now
joined hands with Eumenes .ind placed themselves under

his leadership when he came to Susa in 316 as the king's

strategus at the head of the argyraspids. Pitho had
meantime fled to Seleucus, satrap of Babylon, and with

him sought help from Eumenes's great enemy, Antigonus.

A war in Media and Susiana ensued, and Eumenes, whose
military successes were constantly frustrated by disobedi-

ence and treason in his followers, was betrayed to Antigonus

and put to death in 315. Antigonus, already furnished

with a commission as strategus from Antipater, now lorded

it over all. Pitho, still greedy of power, and thinking of

conspiracies to reco^ er it, was executed ; the Persian satrap,

Peucestas, who had led the allies against Pitho, was super

seded, and Seleucus fled to'Ptolemy. Soon, however, the Seleacos

other potentates united against the threatening power of ^^

Antigonus, and in the war that followed Seleucus, with

some help from Ptolemy's soldiers, repossessed himself of his

satrapy of Babylon,—an important event, which forms the

epoch of the Seleucid era (1 Sel. = 312/311 B.C.). Presently

a victory over Nicanor, who held Media for Antigonus,

made Seleucus master of Media and the adjoining provinces.

Antigonus had still some temporary successes, but at the

end of the war Seleucus was acknowledged lord of Baby-

lonia and the upper satrapies.

In these conflicts we can distinguish two main interests,

represented by the cavalry and the infantry, or, what is

^ The exact date in our cafendar, which cannot be calculated from

the Macedonian date 27 or 29 Dasius, is found by the aid of Pseudo

Callistheues (Cod. A in C. Sluller's ed., p. 151 ; Arm. Tr. in Zacher

Pseudo-Cai., p. 100).
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S12-280. the same thing, by the higher and lower nobility respect--

ively. The former fought for the unity of the realm of

Alexander, the latter for the national traditions of Macedon.

In the first years the mass of the army made its wishes very

distinctly felt, e.g., in the rising against Perdiccas ; even the

esprit de corps of a single body like the argyraspids had

often a decisive influence on general politics. The fall of

Perdiccas was really the end of the Perso-Macedonian empire

founded by Alexander, as was made manifest by the fact

that Babylon ceased to be the capital, and Antipater with

the kings passed into Europe. On the ruin of Alexander's

political structure the ruin of his house directly followed

;

all the political and military talent of Eumenes, its one

sincere defender, could not avert the catastrophe, for

Eumenes, who as a Greek was always looked on with

suspicion, soon fell a victim to Macedonian jealousy. With

him the kingship really came to an end, though the empty

name of it lasted a little longer. The later conflicts have

a difi'erent character; a certain niunber of leaders had

risen gradually above the mass of the officers, attaching to

their parties the less prominent' men, and it was the con-

flicting interests of these leaders which were now repre-

sented in politics and war. Last of all, the particular

interests of the subject provinces came to find expression

in the conflicts of their chiefs, and the signal was given

for the formation of distinct kingdoms. In the wild

struggles for supremacy the last remains of Macedonian

loyalty disappeared ; when we are told that the strategi

and satraps of the upper provinces were still faithful to

the royal house, and that Antigonus, as late as 315,

counted on it in making war against Cassander, the loyalty

can hardly be regarded as a genuine sentiment, but was

merely a cover for the pride of chieftains who were willing

to acknowledge a distant and merely nominal sovereign,

but not to obey men who had lately been their equals.

And in truth the sentiments of the upper satrapies were

of little consequence. The power to give them effectual

expression was lacking, and these lands, till much later,

received all their political impulses from the west.

To make up for this, Iran was little touched by the civil

wars ; only Media and Parthia were seats of war, and that

for a short time. Among the satraps Peucestas of Persia,

Tlepolemus of Carmania, and Stasanor of Bactria are re-

presented as good ruler.s, beloved by the natives ; when

Antigonus deposed Peucestas, a Persian notable told him

to his face that the Persians would obey no one else, and

lost his life for his frankness. Antigonus's realm was

less than Alexander's by Egypt, Syria, Thrace, and Mace-

donia, and the tribute from it was 1 1,000 talents (two and

a half millions sterling). The ordinary taxes, therefore,

had not been raised ; but Antigonus raised special war-

taxes also, 5000 talents at one time in Susiana aijd as

much in Media.
Satra- The list of satrapies at this period is known from the records of

lies. tlie partitions of Babylon (323), Triparadisus (321), and Perscpolis

(315). There were twelve upper satrapies, Persis, Carmania, Great

Media, Lesser Media, Partliia with Hyrcania, Bactria with Sogdiana,

Aria with Dran^iana, Arachosia with Gedrosia, the Paropanisada,

India from the Paropanisadte to the Indus, India between the

Indus and Hydaspes, India on the lower Indus with Pattala. Of
Alexander's satrapies we miss Paraatacene, included in Persis, and
Tapuria, which Alexander himself seems to have joined to Parthia.

The only new satrapy is Lesser Media. It was thought proper to

place Media, the most important Iranian province, In the surer

hands of the Macedonian Pitho, son of Crateuas, but the north-west

part of the province was left to the old satrap Atropates, whom
Alexander had sent to Media in 328. He was father-in-law of

Perdiccas, and so claimed consideration, but probably he could not

have been displaced if it had been tried.' At the new division on

' On Atropates see Arrian, iv. 18, 3, and Pseudo-Cal. in C. Miiller,

p. 149, where after XlevK^ffTT] read 'Ar/jaTrdTijt/ 'O^uSdrTji' /xcraar^o'ai

dwb T^s Mri5iat. His connexions in north-east Media are illustrated

ly the fact tliat he had with him at Gaugamela Cadusians, Albanians,

and Sacesius.

the death of Perdiccas (321) Pitho was confirmed in Media as far as

the Caspian Gates, but nothing is said of Lesser Media, which was
really no longer part of the empire. Thus Atropates was the

founder of a small separate kingdom, which thenceforth continued

to bear his name, in Greek Atropatene, in Arabic and Persian Adhar- Atropa-

haijan, and in Armenian (more nearly conformed to the original) tene.

Atrpatakan. It was never a very important state, but is worth
notice as the first new native realm within the empire of Alexander
and the first symptom of the Iranian reaction against Hellenism."

Except in the case of Media the partition of Babylon made no
change in the holders of the upper satrapies. So we are expressly

told (Curt., X. 10, 4, and Just, xiii, 4, 19, where for ulUriore read

uUcriusqiu), and the apparent exceptions to the principle are per-

haps merely due to our ignorance of previous changes. The most
remarkable of these is that Pitho, son of Agenoi-, who under Alex-

ander shared with a Persian the satrapy of the lower Indus, is now
found in India Citerior in room of Nicanor, while his old satrapy

has fallen to no other than King Porus.^ "We may be sure that

the Macedonians sanctioned this extension of the power of the

Indian king only because they could not help it, and it is probable

that Porus had usurped the province in the troubles that broke out

in India as soon as Alexander left it in 326 (Arr., vi. 27, 2). Thus
one more province was now only nominally attached to the empire.

Porus, indeed, was assassinated through Macedonian intrigue be-

tween 321 and 315, but the country never again came permanently
under their power.

The partition of 321 was less conservative. Kicanor was removed
from Aria to Bactria, and Philip from Bactria to Parthia, super-

seding Phratapherncs. These changes had probably some con-

nexion with the rising of the Greeks in Bactria and Sogdiana after

Alexander's death. No Persian satraps now remained except

Atropates and Oxyartes, who had connexions by marriage with the

conquerors. Antigonus, to please the natives, changed this policy,

and even put the Mede Orontobates in the great province of Media,
but he returned at the same time to Alexander's policy of limiting

the satraps' power. We hear nothing of strategi in the satrapies

from 321 to 315, so it is probable that Perdiccas and his immediate
successors had allowed the satraps to hold also the military com-
mand in their provinces. Antigonus again appointed strategi,

who were always filacedonians.

In a time of civil war it is not surprising that the old

disorders of the Achsmenian period reappeared. During
the wars of Eumenes and Antigonus the Uxians and
Cossasans again appear as independent, and as plundering

travellers. But a much more serious outbreak was that of

the Greek settlers in the north-east against the Macedonians.

On the news of Alexander's death in 323 the military

colonies, rose under Philo, the jEnian, and with 20,000 foot

and 3000 horse attempted to fight their way home. They
were met by Pitho, governor of Media, and defeated by
an inferior force through the treachery of one of their

chiefs. Pitho granted them terms if they would lay down
their arms and return home, but the Macedonians refused

to respect the convention ; they knew Perdiccas had or-

dered the extermination of the rebels, and, falling on the

disarmed foe, they massacred them and divided their spoil.

Such a catastrophe could not fail to embitter the rela-

tions between eastern and western Iran, between Greeks

and Macedonians. It is hardly accidental that the only

notice we have as to how Seleucus Nicator (reigned 312-

280) came into possession of the upper satrapies is that he

subdued Bactria by force of arms. To his Asiatic subjects

Seleucus appeared as a king from the first ; ofiicially, and

among the Greeks, he received this title only in 306. His

first care was directed to India, where, probably during

the wars of Eumenes and Antigonus, the Macedonian

officials had been slain and obedience transferred to Chan-

dragupta, founder of the Maurya kingdom. Seleucus

crossed the Indus, but Chandragupta obtained peace on

favourable terms, giving Seleucus five hundred war-

elephants, but increasing his dominions by the parts of the

Paropanisadse, Arachosia, and Gedrosia that lay towards

" The hypothesis that Atropatene was an important place as a

refuge for the Bre-worshippers has no other basis than a false etymology,

Adharbaijap = Fireland. It became important politically only in the

later Middle Ages, when it was the gateway of the Turkish migration

westward and received a Turkish population.
» This is certain from Arrian, ap. Phot , cod. S2, p. 71, b. xl. (Bekker),

where Pattala is said to have obeyed Porus.
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the Indus. The kings swore to this treaty ana became
lasting allies.

Instead of the twenty-one Asiatic satrapies of the parti-

tions Seleucus divided his empire into seventy-two, thus

diminisliing the dangerous strength of the individual

governors. But the old arrangement was restored later,

and at the beginning of the reign of Antiochus III. we
find Media, Persia, Susiana, and the district of the Ery-

thraean Sea (separated off from Babylonia) standing each

under one head (Polyb., v. 40-51). Apparently an eparch

came to be appointed with military command over all the

sections of each old satrapy, and gradually drew to himself

all the functions of the satraps in the old regime, so that

he could be spoken of indifferently as satrap or strategus.

Seleucus had built for himself a new capital, Seleucia on

the Tigris, but in process of time his chief attention came
to be more and more engrossed by the affairs of the west,

and the seat of power was shifted to Antioch in Syria. A
kingdom like that of Seleucus could hardly be governed

from Syria, which lay so far from its natural centre, and
about 293 or a little later Seleucus found it advisable to

make over the upper satrapies to Antiochus, his son by
his first marriage with Apama, daughter of Spitaraenes,

giving him Seleucia as his capital and his stepmother

Stratonice as wife. Seleucus, like Antigonus, dreamed
of regaining the whole monarchy of Alexander, and fancied

himself within reach of his goal after the fall of Lysimachus,
knii- when he was himself removed bj' assassination. Antiochus
ociias I. Sotgr (280-261) was prudent enough to be content with

what he possessed and acquiesce in the actual division of

the empire into three realms, practically corresponding to

the three continents.

No one had been so zeaious as oeleucus in extending

Alexander's schemes of colonization ; he is said to have
founded seventy-five cities. Among such of these as we
know an unusual proportion lies in Media—the breast of

Iran, as the Orientals call it—where it was doubly import-

ant to strengthen the Macedonian element. A Greek settle-

ment in Ecbatana and the cities of Laodicea, Apamea near

Rhagse, and Europus were his foundations ; Alexandria

Eschata, in the extreme north-east, was strengthened by
new recruits ; and even beyond this city, as it seems, in

the land of the Scythians, an Antioch was founded. These
last undertakings probably came after the association in

the empire of Antiochus, who, through his grandfather

Spitamenes, had special reasons for interest in these parts.

It was then that Demodamas crossed the Jaxartes and
raised altars beyond it to the Apollo of Didyma, the patron

god of the dynasty. Then, too, Alexander's plan of explor-

ing the Caspian was resumed; the admiral Patroc'.es made
a voyage of discovery, and got only just far enough to be
confirmed in the false notion of a north-east passage to

India,—probably, therefore, to the extremity of the penin-

sula of Mangishlak. It w^ seen, on the other hand, that

the Caspian was not connected with the Msotis ; but
Seleucus shortly before his death still entertained a jjlan

for a canal from the Caspian to the Cimmerian Bosphorus.

Antiochus carried on his father's work of founding cities,

and built Laodicea in the east of Persis; but he gave more
attention to eastern Iran. A wall of 1500 stadia (about 172
miles) was carried round the oasis of Merv, and there, at

the confluence of the Margus and the Zothales, the ruined

city Syriana was rebuilt as Antioch, with a circuit of 8

miles. In Aria Antiochus Soter founded Sotira, his general

Achjeus Achaia ; the older chief towns Artacabane and
Alexandria on the Arius received new walls, the latter with
a circuit of from 3 to 6 miles. Alexandropolis in Arachosia
had been similarly strengthened by Seleucus. With all

these efforts, however, Hellenism made no such deep im-

pression on Iran as on the west, nor did the loosely-jointed

empire attain to anything higher than a Hellenistic repro- 280-250

duction of the kingdom of the Achsmenians. Even in the

fragmentary records that we possess we hear from the first

of rebellions little favourable to consolidation of the realm;

Seleucus, like Alexander, still had an army of Macedonians
and Persians together, while the later Seleucids, at least in

their western wars, used natives sparingly and only as bow-
men, slingers, or the like, and preferred for these services

the wild desert and mountain tribes of Iran.^ Of the

Persian troops of Seleucus we read that 3000 rebelled, and
were mastered and destroyed only by treachery ; another

and seemingly connected story speaks o:' a rising of 3000
Macedonians (Polysenus, vii. 39, 40). Antiochus himself

executed his eldest son, Seleucus, on suspicion of conspiracy

against his life; the heir of the kingdom ^^as his second son,

Antiochus II. Theos (261-246), a drunken and dissolute Auti-

prince, who neglected his realm irl the so:iety of unworthy oc^"s 11

favourites.

This king is mentioned in a remarkable contemporary
Indian inscription. The Seleucids were corstant allies of the

great Maurya (Magadha) kingdom. Between 311 and 302
Megasthenes repeatedly went as ambassador from Seleucus

to Chandragupta, and Dairaachus went in 'ike manner from

Antiochus to the court of Chandragupta'; successor, Ami-
IraghSta (280-276). The next king, Asoka, became a

Buddhist about 263. He then founded hospitals for men
and beasts throughout his realm, planted places where
nothing had grown before, and provided wells and grew
trees along the roads for the refreshment of man and beast.

Further, he tells us, he caused his example in these things

to be followed by his neighbours, whether southern or

western. Among the latter Antiochus, kirig of the Greeks,

has the first place.

Under the weak Antiochus II. north-eastern Iran was lost

to the empire. Wliile the Seleucids were busy elsewhere,

probably in the long war with Ptolemy Philadelphus, which
occupied Antiochus's later years, Diodotus, viceroy of

Bactria, took the title of king. The new kingdom included

Sogdiana and Margiana from the first, while the rest of

the East, with a single exception scarcely noticed at the

time, adhered to the Seleucids.- Now the formation of

a strong local kingdom, heartily supported by the Greek
colonies, and likely to control the neighbouring nomads
and protect its own frontiers with strictness, was by .10

means agreeable to the chiefs of the desert tribes who, like

the modern Turcomans, had been wont to pillage the settled

lands, and raise blackmail with little hindrance from the

weak and distant central authority at Aiitioch.^ Accord-
ingly two brothers, Arsaces and Tiridai es, whose tribe, Arsafes

the Parnians, a subdivision of the Dahae, had hitherto I-

pastured their flocks in Bactria, on the banks of the Dchus,
moved is'est into Seleucid territory near Parthia. An in-

sult offered to the younger brother by thi; satrap Pherecles

moved them to revolt ; Pherecles was slain, and Parthia

freed from the Macedonians. Arsaces wes then proclaimed

first king of Parthia (250 B.C.). Such is the later official

tradition, and we possess no other account of the beginnings

of the Arsacid dynasty. But when the official account

transforms Arsaces, who, according to genuine tradition, was
the leader of a robber horde and of uncertain descent, into

a Bactrian, the descendant of Phriapite;., son of Artaxerxes

II. (who was called Arsaces before his accession), and makes
him conspire with his brother and five others, like the seven

' See the accounts or the army ef Autiach'is III. iu Poljb., v. 79,

and Livy, xxxvii. 40.
* Justin, xli. 4, 5, exaggerates rhetorically, on the basis of some such

expression as that used by Strabo, in speakirg of the event.

' These brigands had destroyed two of Alexander's cities, .\leiandria

in Margiana and Heraclea iu Media, before the time of Antiochus I.

;

Pliuy, ^'. U., vi. 47, 48.
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250-220. who slew the false Sraerdis, we detect the Inventions of a

period when the Arsacids had entered on the inheritance of

the Achaemenians, and imitated the order of their court.

The seven conspirators are the heads of the seven leading

noble houses to whom, beyond doubt, the Karen, the Suren,

and the Aspahapet belonged.' And further, genuine tradi-

tion does not know the first Arsaces as king of Parthia at all,

and as late as 105 B.C. the Parthians themselves reckoned

the year (autumn) 2-18/2-47 as the first of their empire.-

But 248 is the year in which Arsaces I. is said to have been

killed, after a reign of two years, and succeeded by his

brother, who, like all subsequent kings of the line, took

the throne-name of Arsaces. The first Arsaces must have

existed, for he appears as deified on the reverse of his

brother's drachmre, but he was not king of Parthia. Nay,

we have authentic record that even in the epoch -year

248/247, the year of the accession of Tiridates, Parthia was

-still under the Seleucids. These contradictions are solved

by a notice of Isidore of Charax {Geog. Gr. Min., i. 251),

which names a city Asaak, not in Parthia, but north-west

from it, in the neighbouring Astauene, where Arsaces was
])roclaimed king, and where an everlasting fire was kept

burning. This, therefore, was the first seat of the mon-
archy, and Pherecles was presumably satrap of Astauene,

not eparch of Parthia.

The times were jiot favourable for the reduction of the

rebels. When Antiochus II. died, the horrors that accom-

Selencus panied the succession of his son Seleucus 11. Callinicus

II. (246-226) gave the king of Egypt the pretext for a war, in

which he overran almost the whole lands of the Seleucids

as far as Bactria. Jleantime a civil war was raging between

Seleucus and his brother Antiochus Hierax, for whom the

Galatians held, and at the great battle of Ancyra in 242

or 241 Seleucus was totally defeated and thought to be

slain. At this news Arsaces Tiridates, whom the genuine

tradition stiU represents as a brave robber-chief, broke into

Parthia at the head of his Parnians, slew the Macedonian
eparch Andragoras, and took possession of the province.'

These Parnian Dahae were a branch of the Dahaa who lived

beyond the Sir Darya and the Sea of Aral (the Tanais and
Mteotis of Strabo, xi. p. 515, and Curt., vi. 2, 13, 14), and
were called Xandians or Parnians ; but, in consequence of

internal dissensions, they had migrated at a remote date

to Hyrcania and the desert adjoining the Caspian.^ Here,

and in great measure even after they conquered Parthia,

they retained the peculiarities of Scythian nomads. The
Parthian language is described as a sort of compound
between Median and Scythian ; and, since the name of the

Uah« and those of their tribes (Strabo, xi. p. 511) show
that they belonged to the nomads of Iranian kin, who in

antiquity were widely spread from the Jaxartes as far as

the stejipes of south Russia, we must conclude that the

mixed language arose by the action and reaction of two
Iranian dialects, that of the Parthians and that of their

masters.^ Their nomad costume the Parnians in Parthia

gradually gave up for the Median dress, but they kept

their old war-dress, the characteristic scale-armour, com-

' Moses of Chorene (iL ^8) knows only these three lines besides the

Arsacids. Other Armenian historians, however (Langlois, i. 109, 199),

knew four lines of Arsacids which may have taken the pl^ce of lost

families.

^ See the cuneiform tablet in 0. Smith, Assyrian Discoveries^

p. 3S9, which agrees with Euseb., Cfiron., p. 299 (Aucher).
* Justin, xli. i, 2. What is said of Andragoras in xii. 4, 12, rests

on a slip of the memory.
* The common tradition connects the migration with the conquests

of the Scythian king landysus, a contemporary of Sesostris. Ifadds
that Parthian means "fugitive" or "exile" (Zend, pSr?tu). But the

name Parthava is found on the inscriptions of Darius long before the

immigration of the Parnians.
* An idea of the ditference between the two may be got from the

fragments of Khdrezmian, preserved by BcrunC

Arsaces

Tiridates

Parthia.

plstely covering man and horse. The founder of the

empire appears on coins in this dress, with the addition

of a short mantle, and so again does Mithradates 11. The
hands and feet alone are unprotected by mail ; shoes with

laces, and a conical helmet with flaps, to protect the neck
and ears, complete the costume.' The conquerors of Parthia

continued to be a nation of cavalry ; to walk on foot was
a shame for a free man ;. the national v.-eapon was the .

bow, and their way of fighting was to make a series of

attacks, separated by a simulated flight, in which the rider

discharged his shafts backwards. Many habits of the life

they had led in the desert were retained, and the Parthian

rulers never lost connexion with the nomad tribes on their

frontiers, among whom several Arsacids found temporary

refuge. Gradually, of course, the rulers were assimilated

to their subjects; the habitual faithlessness and other

qualities ascribed to the Parthians by thp Romans are such

as are common to all Iranians. The origin of the Parthian

power naturally produced a rigid aristocratic system : a
tew freemen governed a vast population of bondsmen

;

manumission was forbidden, or rather was impossible,

since social condition was fixed by descent ; the 10,000
horsemen who followed Surenas into battle were all his

serfs or slaves, and of the 50,000 cavalry who foueht

against Antony only 400 were freemen.

Arsaces Tiridates soon added Hyrcania to his reaim and
raised a great host to maintain himself against Seleucus,

but still more against a nearer enemy, Diodotus of Bactria.

On the death of the latter, however, the common interests

of the Parthians and Bactrians as against the Seleucids

brought about an alliance between Arsaces Tiridates and

Diodotus II. With much ado, Seleucus had got the

better of his foreign and intestine foes and kept his king-

dom together, and in 238 or a little later, having made
peace with Egypt and silenced his brother, he marched

from Babylon into the upper satrapies. Tiridates at first

retired and took shelter with the nomadic Apasiacae, but

he advanced again and gained a victory, which the Par-

thians continued to commemorate as the birthday of their

independence. Seleucus was unable to avenge his defeat,

being presently called back by the rebellion stirred up by

his aunt Stratonice at Antioch. This gave the great

Hellenic kingdom in Bactria and the small native stat« in

Parthia time to consolidate themselves. Tiridates used

the respite to strengthen his army, to fortify towns and

castles, and to found the city of Dara or Dareium in the

smiling landscape of Abevard. Tiridates, who on his coins

appears first merely as Arsaces, then as King Arsaces, and
finally as " great king " (probably in imitation of Antiochus

Magnus), reigned thirty-seven years, dying in 211/10.

His nation ever held his memory in almost divine honour.

Seleucus III. Soter (226-223) died early, and was

followed by Antiochus III. Magnus (223-187), who in his Anti-

brother's lifetime had ruled from Babylon over the nppej »<=•"" "I

satrapies. Molon, governor of Media, supported by hia

brother Alexander in Persis, rose against him in 222 and
assumed the diadem.' The great resources of his province,

which followed him devotedly, enabled Molon to- take the

oA'cnsiveand even to occupy Seleucia after a decisive battle

with the royal general Xenoetas. Babylonia, the Erythraean

district, all Susiana except the fortress of Susa, Parapotamia

as far as Europus, and Mesopotamia as far as Dura were

successively reduced. But the young king soon turned

the fortunes of the war. Crossing the Tigris in person, he

* Mithradates I. was the first to adopt the robes of a Persian great

^ The coins of "King Molon " show that his rebellion has nothing

to do with the King Antiochus of C. /. (?., 4458. The latter, appearing

in a list of deified kings arranged in the order of their deification or

death, is the eldeit son ofAntiochaa III., who died in 193.
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]ienetrated into ApoUoniatis and cut off Melon's retreat.

Melon was forced to accept battle near ApoUonia ; his left

wing passed over to the enemy, and, after a crushing defeat,

he and all his kinsmen and chief followers died by their

own hands (220). Antiochus now marched to Seleucia to

regulate the affairs of the East. He used his victory with

moderation, mitigating the severities of hi? minister

Hennias ; but he had effectually prevented the rise of a

new kingdom in the most important province of Iran. In

the same year, before he returned to Syria, he marched
across Mount Zagrus against the aged Artabazanes, the

most powerful of the native princes, who ruled not only

Atropatcne but the neighbo'iring lands, especially east

Armenia (Polyb., v. 55, ~), and by the terror of his approach

extorted an advantageous treaty.

A period followed in which the king was fully occupied

in the west, but after this he began a campaign of several

years in the upper satrapies, to which his contemporary

renown was inainly due. First ha regulated the affairs of

the Armenian kingdom of Arsamosata, who.=e king, Xerxes,

had fallen by the intrigues of his own wife, a sister of

Antiochus.^ Then, descending the Euphrates by ship to

Seleucia, he appeared in Media in 209, hardly as an enemy,

though he seized the gold and silver decorations of the

temple of the goddess .lEne in Ecbatana. Thence with

100,000 foot and 20,000 horse he marched against the new
Anaccs Parthian king, Arsaces 11.,- son and successor of Tiridatcs.
"• Crossing the desert obliquely to Hecatompylus, he forced

his way into Hyrcania over Mount Labus (the eastern part

of the £lburz mountains), defeating the Parthians on the

summit, and besieged the fugitives in Sirynca. The
Parthians planned an escape by night, and massacred the

Greek residents to prevent its betrayal; but the plan

failed. The city yielded, and the war ended in a treaty

which left Ai^aces his kingdom, but beyond question

reduced him to a vassal. In 20S began the much more
serious war with Bactria. Here the successors of Diodotus
had been dethroned by a usurper, Euthydemus of Magnesia,

whose coins indicate a long reign. Euthydemus tried to

defend the line of the Arius (Herirud), but Antiochus

effected a passage a little west of the city Guriana,' inflicted

a decisive defeat on the hostile cavalry, and forced Euthy-
demus to retreat to Zariaspa. But the siege of Bactra,

the capital, proved tedious, and the war made little progress.

Antiochus himself opened negotiations and was impressed

by the declaration of the Bactrian king, that if he were
reduced to extremities he must call in the help of the

nomads, which would be fatal to the Greek civilization of

the land. At length, in 206, a peace was arranged, and
Antiochus was visited in his camp by Demitrius, the

youthful son of Euthydemus, who pleased the king so well

that he betrothed to him his daughter ; Euthydemus was
left on his throne, and the two powers swore an alliance

offensive and defensive, which cost Bactria no more than
certain payments of money, the victualling of the Mace-
donian troopB, and the surrender of the war-elephants. The
Bactrian Greeks were grateful for this moderation ; their

memorial coins place Antiochus Nicator with Euthydemus
Theos, Diodotus Soter, and Alexander Philippi among the

founders of their political existence.* Antiochus next

* John of Antioch, in Miiller, iv. 557.
* This king seems to have had Arsaces as his proper name, for

Jnstin always nses the proper name of Parthian kings. Vaillant's
eoDjecture, which gives him the name of Artabanns I., has no basis.

' For Ta-joupiar, Polyb. , x. 49, where all editors adopt the geograph-
ically impossible Tareip/a'- of Reiske, read t4 Tavpiayau comparing
PtoL, Ti. 10, 4.

f~ r- e

* That Antiochns Nicator is AnUochus HI. Hagnns follows from
Valalaj^ L 261 ; if the style of his Bactrian coins, resembling as they
do those of Diodottis. really demands an earlier date, they must belong
tt the last of the Ihodotides not mentioned by the authors, not, as
th** nnmisniatists suppose, to Antiochus IX.

crossed the Paropanisus into the valley of Cabul, renewing 220-164

the friendly relations of his dynasty with the Indian king
Subhagaseoa, and receiving from him 150 war-elephants.

The return march was through Arachosia and Drangiana,

the winter being spent in Carmania. Thus it appears that

south of the Paropanisus political re'ttions had remained

unchanged for a hundred years, and the successes of

Antiochus in Upper Asia, together with the prudent limita-

tion of his schemes to what was practicable, did much to

give permanence to the empire in the East, notwithstand-

ing its many points of weakness. The series of victorious

campaigns was concluded by a maritime excursion in 205
against the rich merchant-community of Gerrha on -the

Arabian shore of the Persian Gulf, ii which Antiochus

again showed his moderation, receiving from the Gerrhsans
a gift, 500 talents of silver, 1000 talents of incense, and
200 t -.lents of oil of myrrh, but lea\-ing them the freedom
they had enjoyed from time immemorial.

Under very different circumstances did Antiochus revisit

the eastern lands eighteen years later, Ilj prestige broken

by the war with Rome, and his position as a great power
shattered in a way that could not fail ultimately to react

on his Asiatic subjects. His most urgent difficulty, how-
ever, lay in an exhausted treasury, and the demands of

Rome for a heavy war-tribute. Antiochus came to Susa

in search of money and seized a pretext to plunder the

rich and famous temple of Bel in Elymais ; but the attempt

was fatal to its author, who was destroyed, together with

his followers, by a rising of the Elymaeans (187). This, no

doubt, was the moment when Elymais became independent

and formed a small separate kingdom iii the upland part

of Sosiana.

Antiochtis was followed in the kingdom by his sons,

first the weak Seleucus IX. Philopator (187-175), and
then the gifted Antiochus r\^ Epiphants (175-164), whoAnt-"-

had a clear insight into the e\ils that were sapping theix^hnslV

empire, but attempted to cure them and bind the loose

complex of provinces more closely to the centre with such

impatience and violence that he only hastened the fall

of his dynasty. He too, like all the later Seleucids, was
in chronic want of money, and it was .chiefly to raise

tribute that he marched into the East in 166. He first

made for Greater Armenia and the neighbouring Sophene,

which had never paid much more than nominal allegiance

to Macedon, and after the defeat of Antiochus the Great by
Rome (189) had formed themselves into kingdoms under
Artaxias and Zadriades, the former strategi. Antiochus
penetrated into Armenia and took Artixias prisoner, but

restored him to his kingdom. He wjis next called by
urgent affairs to the shores of the Persian Gulf. Over the

Persians we read that his lieutenant in Mesene gained a

double victory in one day, by sea and ly land, at the pro-

montory of Xaumachsea' over against tie Carmaniaii coast.

This victory, however, implies that !?ersis had already

cast off the Macedonian yoke,* and that the new kingdom
had already extended its sway over t)ie opposite coast of

"Omin, as we know to have been the case about 70 a.d.^

At the mouth of the Tigris Antiochus restored an old

city of Alexander's and called it An'.ioch f it had been

destroyed by an inundation, a sign that the negligent

government of the later Seleucids had let the canal system,

* Pliny, vi. § 152 ; but one is tempted to suspect a corruption of

the text and read Drymatina, Mscx ; honim, j:c.

• Strabo, xv, p, 736, gives a general conirmation of the existence

of a kingdom here in the time of the Macedtinians.
' Peripl. it. Et. (Gtog. Gr. J/in., i. 2Sf)- The connexion of the

opposite coasts is natural ; in the 10th certury the Buwaihids ruled

over 'Oman.
^ Pliny, X. B.f vi. 139, says " Antiochiis quintus regum," reckon-

ing Antiochus Hierax. We call Enpalor Antiochus V., but he cannot

be meant, and there is no way of coantii]{; which would make Sidetes

the 5th Antiochus.
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191-171. restored by Alexander, fall again into ruin. Another of

Epiphanes's measures directed to the strengthening of the

Hellenic element in the East was the occasion of the

change to Epiphanea of the name of the Median capital.

But against these useful efforts must be set the plundering

Oi '.he temples of the barbarians, a sure way to exhaust

Oriental patience, and one -which involved the king in a

catastrophe so like to that of his father that we should

suspect some confusion were the accounts not so well con-

firmed.' The king, we are told, heard of a rich temple of

the goddess Nanaea in Elymais stored with the gifts of

many generations ; he marched out to plunder it, but was

driven back by the natives to Babylon. In Persis he

received tidings of the formidable rising in Judiea, excited

by similar acts of violence ; apparently he was then on

his way against the Persian rebels, but on the journey he

died of consumption in the Persian town of Taba; (164).

Antiochus had given Mesene with its capital, Antioch, to

a native dynast, Hyspaosines, as satrap ; and, when Antioch,

like its predecessor Alexandria, was soon ruined by floods,

the city was removed to an artificial hill and protected

by an embankment. Under the name of Spasinu Charax

(Hyspaosines's pile-town) the new city rose to commercial

prosperity, and became the capital of the petty kingdom
Chara- of Characene, which probably became independent at the
<:e"e. death of Antiochus. Thus the Seleucid empire was now

quite cut oS" from the Persian Gulf by a circle of small

native states.^

Now followed the troubled reign of the child -king

Antiochus V. Eupator (164-162), which was cut short by
Dene- Demetrius Soter (162-150). The latter was constantly
trius (>. .persecuted by the Romans, who raised enemies against him

on every side, and so the times seemed to invite a renewal

of the enterprise of Molon. Since the time of Epiphanes

the satrap of Media had been one Timarchus of Miletus,

brother of the intriguing and influential treasurer Hera-

clides, and, like the latter, a favourite of the late king, who
had often sent him to Rome. Knowing the ground there,

he went to Rome, and easily persuaded the senate to grant

him the title of king (161).^ He made a treaty with

Artaxias of Armenia against Demetrius, compelled the

neighbours of Media to acknowledge him, and extended

his power as far as Zeugma, and finally over Babylonia.*

But he fared in the end no better than Molon. The
Babylonians were oppressed and hated him, and the self-

conceived majesty of Timarchus, who on his coins called

himself "the Great," soon broke down in conflict with

Demetrius, one of the most gifted princes of a highly-

gifted dynasty. Timarchus was slain, his brother fled,

and the victor was saluted as " saviour " (Soter) by the

grateful Babylonians (160). It was a great victory for

Demetrius ; he had saved the best part of Iran for hjs

monarchy, and he had shown all who speculated on the

support of Rome that the decrees of the republic were

powerless in regions to which its arm could not reach.

The true danger for the Macedonian monarchy came not

from rebellious lieutenants but from the ever stronger re-

action of the Oriental element, of which the little state ot

Parthia was the most vigorous champion. The kings of

Parthi? had long kept quiet after thewarwith Antiochus the

Arsnces Great. Phriapatius, successor of Arsaces II., who reigned
Mill- fifteen years (c. 191-t. 176), calls himself on his coins

' Coinp, Gran. Liciiii.m.
,
p. 9, with the first confused account in the

letter of the Jews to .\ristobulus, 2 Mac. i. 10 sq.

^ Hyspaosines was not an Arab, as Pliny states, vi. § 139. The
Iranian names of the older kings of Characene justify Juba's account

of their extraction.
^ The corrupt passage of Diodorus, Exc, Esciir., 13, ought to run

thus, Ti/idpxV ^^fi*'a( Kal aiTW ^act\^a elvat,

* In Diod., ic, read t^j Baiiv\uiuia$ for ttJs /SafftXct'as. lience the

error of Appiun, who does uot meution 2dedia at all.

"Arsaces Philadelphus," perhaps because he had marnea a
sister, and (first of all Parthian kings) Philhellen.^ By the

last title he presents himself, at a time when the Seleucid

power was sinking, as the protector of his present and
future Greek subjects. His eldest son and successor,

Phraates I. (Arsaces Theopator of the coins), conquered
the brave Mardian highlanders and transplanted them to

Charax in the neighbourhood of the Caspian Gates, a proof

that the Partliians had already detached Comisene and
Choarene^ from Media (Strabo, xi. 514), probably just after

the death of Antiochus the Great.

About 171 Phraates died and left the crown not to his

sons but to his brother Mithradates (Ar.<=dce» Epiphanes and
apparently also, on tetradrachms of 139. 13S, Arsaces Phil-

hellen), a prince of remarkable capacity, who made Parthia

the ruling power in Iran. His first conquests, it would
seem, were made at the expense of Pactria.

The kingdom of Baotria had made vast advances utfder

Euthydemus, whose son Demetrius cro.;sed the Iiidian

Caucasus and began the Indian conquests, which soon

carried the Greeks far beyond the farthest point of Alex-

ander. The Punjab was reduced and the city of (^ikala,

under the name of Euthydemia, became the capital of the

Indian conquests; but besides this it appears that Demetrius
himself marched down the course of the Indus, conquered
Pattala and the kingdoms of Saraostes (SurAshtra) and
Sigerdis, probably the district of the commercial city

Barygaza. The object, it is plain, was to reach the sea

and get a share in the trade of the world ; and it is possible

that the extension of the power of the Bactrian Greeks
over Chinese Tartary as far as the Seres and Phaunians
had a similar object, viz., to protect the trade-route with

China along the Tarym river. For the Seres are the

Chinese, and the Phauni, accoiding to Pliny," lay west of

the Attacori (the mythical people at the 30urces of the

Hoang-ho) and east of the Tochari, whose earlier settle-

ments were east of Khoten. They occupied, therefore, the

very region which, according to Chinese sources, was then

held by a nomadic pastoral pec^jle, the Tibetan No-kiang.

History shows that Chinese Taitaiy is easily conquered

from the Oxus and Jaxartes, but \ery hard to hold, and
there is thus no reason to doubt the truth of the Bactrian

advance in this direction. Strabo, unluckily, does not tell

us whether the campaign was made by Demetrius ; it must
have fallen before 177, when the great conquests of

the Hiung-nu began, but after 201, when the founder of

the Han dynasty regained the country as far as the Great

Wall, and put China in a position to take part in the trade

of inner Asia. This is precisely the period of the greatrest

power of the Greeks in Bactria. Demetrius, having suc-

ceeded his father, was displaced in Bactria by the able

usurper Eucratides, some time between ISl and 171.* A
thousand cities obeyed Eucratides, and both he and his

rival Demetrius sought to extend the Greek settlements,

the one founding Eucratidia in Bactria, the other Deme-
trias in Arachosia. Now Justin tells us that the Bactrians

were so exhausted by wars with the Sogdians, Arachosians,

Drangians, Arians, and Indians that they at length fell

an easy prey to the ^^ eaker Parthians ; but Eucratides ho

describes as a valiant prince, who once with 300 men held

out during five months, though besieged by 60,000 men of

Demetrius, king of India, and then, receiving succours,

subdued India.

^ For these and otlicr Parthian coins P. Gardner's work is the

authority. One of them is dated 125 Sel. = 187 B.C.

^ Choarene contains the only Greek city in the older conquests of

the Parthians, and the coin with Greek date and title is of the yeai,

of Autiochiis's death.
' aV. II., vi. 55, where read "Phuni et Thocari.''

* Sallet's numismatic arguments, which place Eucratides about 200

B.C., are uot conclusive, and do vtoleucti to the other te&timonks.
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This implies that besides the kin°^om of Bactria and that of

Demetrius—the latter now confined to India and probably to the

lands east of the Indus—there were independent states in various

districts still Seleucid in 206. Justin's statement is confirmed

bv the coins, which also show that Eucratides came forth as victor

from a series of wars with the lesser states. Sogdiana, accord-

ing to Chinese authorities, was occupied by the Scythians in the

lifetime of Eucratides ; Antimachus, to judge from a naval victory

recorded on his coins, once reigned on the lower Indus ; the prin-

cipal place where coins of him and his successor Antialcides have

been found is the Cophen valley ; the latter prince, who borrows

from Antiochus Epiphanes the title "Nicephorus,"may be viewed

as his younger contemporary. The neighbouring realm of Plato

was ephemeral, but his money is unique as giving a date by the

Seleucid era (165 B.C.). Pantaleon and Agathocles, whose coins

are chiefly to be found in Begram, Cabul, Ghazni, Kandahar, and
Sistan, wei% doubtless kings of Arachosia and Drangiana. Before

this these countries belonged to Demetrius, and even, as the coins

show, to his father Euthydemus, who cannot have been contem-
porary with the last years of Antiochus the Great, so that they
were probably given as a dowry to his daughter when she married

Demetrius. This marriage really took place, for the Seleucid name
Laodice is found among the Bactrian Greeks. The victories of

Eucratides are proved by his surfrapp^ coins. Thus he restruck

coins of Antialcides and appeai-s posthumously as "God of the city

Karifi"* on money of Apollodotus, king of the Indians. Heliocles,

CO. regent and successor of Eucratides, and Strato, apparently the

successor of Apollodotus, restruck each the money of the other, and
Heliocles's name also appears over what is perhaps a coin of Philo-

xenus, who reigned in the region of Peshawar."

On his way back from the conquest of India Eucratides

was murdered by his son and co-regent, probably Helio-

cles.' The date of this murder may be fixed by that of

Demetrius, who must have been bom not later than 224,

and may be taken to have lost his kingdom not later than

159. Eucratides cannot, according to Justin's account,

have lived many years longer. This would giver. 155 b.c.

as the lowest possible date for the death of Eucratides.

A little before this time notable signs of concession to the

rising spirit of the natives appear on the coins. The
medals of the older Greek kings follow the Attic standard

and have only Greek legends, but from the time of Deme-
trius the reverse bears a legend in the Indian language
spoken in the Cabul valley and in the so-called Arianian
character, a letter derived from the Semitic. At the same
time we begin to find square coins, and in the later part

of the reign of Eucratides a new native standard begins to

prevail *

Mithra- In the midst of the civU wars, which became mora
^»^ "f serious after the death of Eucratides, Mithradates of Parthis.

began to extend his dominions at the expense of Bactni

;

even in the lifetime of Eucratides he succeeded in annexin ^

the satrapies of Aspiones and Turiua. These seem to havs
covered Aria, for the Hindu- Kush is named as the eastern
boundary of the Parthians (Justin, xli. 6, 8),—whence
perhaps the mention of Arians amongst the foes of Eucra-
tides. Another account makes Mithradates rule as far

as India, and declares him to have obtained without war
the old kingdom of Poms, or the mle over all nations be-
tween the Indus and the Hydaspes.' The two accounts
are reconciled by Chinese records, which tell that k. 161
B.C. the nomad people Sse broke into the valley of the
Cophen and founded a kingdom in the very place of the

' I.e., Cliaris, a Greek town, which Appian, Sur., 57, placed m Parthia
with two other towns which really lay in Ana.

^ See in general, A. ?. Sallet's " Nachf. Alex. A. Gr," in ZeiUchr.
/ iVuOT., VI

, and Cunningham, JV'um, Chron., ix. I.

' This IS the usual assumption, for Heliocles appears on coins both
as contemporary and as successor of Eucratides, and there is a surirappt'
coin of his which was originally struck by Eucratides for the marriage
of Heliocles with Laodice (perhaps a daughter of Demetrius by his
Seleucid queen). But there is much to be said for the view of
Cunningham {Joum. As. S. Beng., 1840, p. 869; ..Vim. Chron., ii.

239), that the murderer was Apollodotus, whose title "Philopator"
always points to a co-regency.

* Sallet, op. cit, p. 25 sq.

' This account goes back through Oros., v. 4 (following Livy), and
Died., p. 697, to the excellent authority of Postdoaius.

Parthia.

Parthian conquests in India, which must therefore have 164-138.

been ephemeral. This fact has its importance, as illustrat'

ing the way in which the internal wars of the east Iranian

Greeks helped to prepare the ground for the Scythian in-

vasion. After this success in the east Mithradates turned,
his attention to the west, where the chances of success were
not less inviting. Demetrius had at length fallen beforb

a coalition of the neighbouring sovereigns, powerfully sup-

ported by the Romans through their instrument the exile

Heraclides. A pretender, who called himself son of Anti-
ochus Epiphanes, was put up as king by the coalition ; he
appeared in Syria in 152, and slew Demetrius in battle in

150. The pretender, who took the name of Alexander
Theopator Euergetes, proved quite incompetent, and lost

the support of Ptolemy Philometor, who in 147 put up
Demetrius, the son of Demetrius, against him. At length,

in 145, Alexander, utterly defeated by Ptolemy, was slain

in his flight by an Arab chieftain. Demetrius II. Nicator,

however, soon made himself bitterly hated, and a certain ^
Diodotus of Casiana, in the region of Apamea, a man of Dcme
mean origin, was able first to set up against him Alelander's '""" ^^

young son Antiochus Epiphanes Dionysus, and then to

murder his puppet and proclaim himself as King Trypho.
Five years of fighting drove Demetrius out of the greater
part of Syria. Such was the state of the empire when war
broke out between Media and Parthia, and was finally

decided in favour of the latter. Mithradates left Bacasia
in Media and turned to Hyrcania. Media in this account
appears as independent, and that this was so is confirmed
by the notice in Diod., £xc. Esc., 25, that a certain
Dionysius "the Mede" raised Mesopotamia in 142 against
Trj-pho to avenge the murder of the young Antiochus.
Dionysius must be as son of Timarchus ; Heraclides, when
he installed Alexander in SjTia, must have thought also of
his own family, and raised it again to the throne of Media,
which the senate had already recognized as a separate king-
dom. But the short-lived independence of Media was, as
we have seen, soon cut short by Mithradates, who did not
lose the opportunity afforded by the civU wars of Syria in
14". Babylonia followed the fate of Media; Demetrius's
Ueutenant was defeated, and thii whole province, nith its

capital Seleucia, fell into the hands of the Parthians.
Thus the East Vas finally lost to the Macedonians.

The change of rule was not well received by the new
subjects of Parthia, least of all by the Greeks and Mace-
donians of the upper provinces, who sent embassy after

embassy to Demetrius. That prince, who had now little

to lose in Syria, at length accepted their invitation to
come and take the mle over them, hoping that if he could
secure the upper satrapies they would help him against
Trypho. In 140 he marched into Mesopotamia, and thence
by Babylon to the upper provinces. Ht was well received
by the natives, and even the small native states made
common cause with him against the proud barbarians,
whose neighbourhood they felt as oppressive. He was
joined by the Persians and Elymseans, and the Bactrians
helped him by a diversion, appearing now for the last time
as an mdependent people. At first things went weU, and
the Parthians were defeated in several battles, but in

Media in 139 Demetrius was suiprised by the lieutenant
of Mithradates during negotiations for peace ; his forces

were annihilated, and he himself taken prisoner and dragged
in chains through the provinces that had joined his cause.

The Parthian king received his captive with favour and
assigned him a residence and suitable establishment in

Hyrcania. He even gave him his daughter Khodogune,
and promised to restore him to his kingdom, but this plan
was interrupted by death.

Mithradates's last campaign was against the king of

Elymais, Demetrius's ally ; the rich temples of Elymais,

\
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138-128. that of Attena, and that of Artemis or Nanaea in Azara

yielded him a booty of 10,000 talents (£2,258,000), and

the great town of Seleucia on the Hedyphon was taken ^

(Strabo, xvi. p. 744). The country was brought under

Parthia, but continued to have its own kings. The coins

make it likely that Mithradates simply set up a new

dynasty, a branch of his own house.^ Mithradates died in

a good old age in 138, or a little later,^ His memory was

reverenced almost equally with that of the founder of his

house, but his real glory was much greater, for it was he

who made Parthia a great power. He is praised as a just

and humane ruler, who, having become lord of all the

lands from the Indian Caucasus lo the Euphrates, intro-

duced among the Parthians the best institutions of each

country, and so became the legislator of his nation,

parthiau The divisions of the empire which he founded can be sketched
* kin", by the aid of an excerpt from the itinerary of Isidore of Charax

doms/' (at the beginning of the Christian era) and of Pliny {N. ff., vi. 44,

112). Th"c empire was divided into the upper and lower kingdoms,

separated by ttie Caspian Gates. The lower kingdoms were seven

—(1) Mesopotamia and Babylonia, (2) Apolloniatis, (3) Chalonitis,'*

(4) Carina,^ (5) Cambadene, (6) Upper Jlcdia, (7) Lower or Rhagiau

Media.^ The' upper kingdoms were eleven — (8) Choarene, (9)

Comisene/ (10) Hvrcania, (11) Astauene, (12) Parthyenc, (13)

Apauarcticene,^ (14) Margiana, a part of Bactria, (15) Aria, (16)

the country of the Anauans (a division of Aria), (17) Zarangiana,^

(18) Arachosia, now called " White India." The eighteen Parthian

kingdoms thus correspond to six old satrapies ; the new divisions

were probably derived from tlie provinces of Seleucus Nicator (see

especially Posidonius in Strabo, xvi. p. 749). But upper and lower

provinces have changed their meaning ; apart from Arachosia, the

upper provinces are the old conquests of the Parthians before they

occupied Jledia and became lords of Iran, and the lower all the

later conquests in the west. The Partliians, we see, gave much
less attention to the west than did their predecessors, and they

still left MesopotaTuia as the only great satrapy, and perhaps first

added Babylonia to it when Ctesi4ihon became the residence of the

Ai*sacids. We note also tliat they cared little for reaching the sea,

which they can have touched only for a little way at the mouth of

the Euphrates ; and even here they allowed the petty Characene

quite to outstrip them in competing for the great sea-trade. As
compared with the older Macedonian empire, the Parthian' realm

lacked the east Iranian satrapies, Bactria with Sogdiana, and the

Paropauisado?, and also the three Indian ones, which, with Parstacene,

or, as itwasafterwavdscalled, Sacastane, remained under the Bactrian

Greeks and their successors. In the north they lacked Lesser Media,

which had long been an independent state, and in the south they

lacked Susiana, which now belonged to Elymais, and the satrapies

of Persis and Carmania, which the Persians held along with the

* In giving this order of events it is assumed that the capture of

Demetrius, omitted in Justin's epitome of Trogus, xli. 6, comes after

§ 7, not, as has been assumed since Vaillant, after § 8. When Trogus

mentions such uniraportaut events as the nomination of Bacasis to

Media and the visit of Mithradates to HjTcania, we must suppose that

thtse facts bore on others of more note, that Bacasis was the captor

of Demetrius, and that the royal court was in Hyrcania when the

captive Was brought before the Parthiau king.

=* Coins of the venerable Camuascires, whom Pseudo-Lucian Macrobii

calls a Parthian, but separated from the great kings by Armenia and

Characene, have been brought from Baghdad and Sbuster, and can

hardly have been struck elsewhere than in Elymais. He was preceded

by an ArKices, not one of the main Partliian line. See Sallet, in Z.

f. Xnvi., viii. 207 sq.

3 Demetrius had married Rhodogune when Antiochus VII. married

his deserted wife Cleopatra in 138, and there were children by the

marriage, though not earlier than the time of Demetrius's second

attempt to escape ; hence both attempts must have been after the

death of Mithradates.
* These three make up the old satrapies of Mesopotamia (with

Arbelitis) and Babylonia. The whole land between the Euphrates and

the Tigris was now put together, and the countries to the east of

the Tigris dttached, Apolloniatis being taken from Babylonia, and

Chalonitis from Arbelitis.

' In Isld., § 4 (Gcog. Min.t i. 250), read 'EcTey^ti' MTj5ia Kal x^P°-
'\\6.pi.va, ^T(S KttT^x^t cxoivov^ K/S*, 7} apxh a^rQif.

* Nos. 4 to 7 are all parts of the old satrapy of Media.
^ The two most eastern parts of Media that were the first Parthian

conquests.
8 Nos. 10 to 13 form the old satrapy of Parthia and Hyrcania.

® Nos. 15 to 17 belong to the old satrapy of Aria with Draugiana.

Sacastane, another part of this satrapy, was not Parthian, but, as

Isidore remarks, belonged to the Saca;.

western part of Gedrosia {Per. Mar. Er., § 37). In the extreme
west they lacked Arbelitis proper, which formed a small kingdom
under the name of Adiabene, first mentioned in 69 B.C. (Pint,
Lucullits, 27). The kingdom of Mannus of Orrha (Md»'»'ou "Oppar,
so read) in north Mesopotamia, which acccrdiug to Isidore (^ 1)
reached a good way south of Edessa, seems also to have been independ-
ent, and, like Adiabene, probably existed before the Parthian time.
From these small kingdoms the Partliians asked only an acknowledg-
ment of vassalship. When Parthia was vigorous the vassalship was
n:al, but when Parthia was torn by factions it became a mere name
(SUraho, xvi p. 732). The relation was always loose, and the political

power of Parthia was therefore never comparable to the later power
of the Sasanians. Arsaces Tiridates O-nd his successors called them-
selves "great king." Mithradates, asoverlord of theminorkingshi|)s,
first bore the title "great kin^ of kings. " The title seems to have
been conferred, not assumed in mere boastfulness ; for (apart from
a single usurper in times of disorder who calls himself "king of

kings") none of his successors bears it until Phraates III., seventy'

years later,—a fact clear from the coins, but hitherto unnoticed.
The nobility had great influence in all things, and especially in the
nomination of the king, who, however, was always an Arsacid. Next
to the king stood the senate o( probuH,^^ from whom all generals and
lieutenant-governoi-s were chosen. They were called the king's kin,

and were no doubt the old Paniian martial nobility. A second
senate was composed of the Magians and wise men, and by those two
senates the king was nominated (Posidonius, ap. Strabo, xi. p. 515).

The Partisans were, in fact, very pious, conscientious in observing
even the most troublesome precepts of Zoroastrianism as to the dis-

posal of dead bodies, which were exposed to birds of prey and dogs,

the bare bones alone being buried (Justin, xli. 3, 5, 6). When the
Parthian prince Tuidates visited Nero he journeyed overland that
he might not be forced to defile the sea when he spat, and his

spiritual advisers the Magians travelled with him (Plin., xxx. 17).

The Magians were notj indeed, so all-powerful as under the Sasanians,

but it is quite a mistake to thiuk that the Parthians were but
lukewarm Zoroastrians.

The complete annihilation of the Macedonian empire in Full of

Iran was closely followed by the destruction of Greek in- Greeks ii

dependence in eastern Iran, north of the Paropanisus. The^' *""*

last mention of independent Bactria is in 140 ; no king of

Bactria and Sogdiana is known from coins after the parri-

cide Heliocles. Classical writers give only two laconic

accounts of the catastrophe. Strabo says that "the no-

madic peoples yf the Asii, Pasiani, Tochari, and Sacarauciu

(so read for "^aKapavkoi Kai in xi. p. oil), dwellers in the

land of the Saca?, beyond the Jaxartes [in its middle

course], opposite to the Sacse and Sogdians, came and took

Bactria from the Greeks." Trogus (ProL, xli.) names the

Scythian peoples Saraucre and Asiani.^^ Fortunately the

lively interest taken by the Chinese in the movements of

the nomads of Central Asia enables us to fill up this meagre
notice from the report of the Chinese agent in Bactria in

128, as recorded a little later by the oldest Chinese

historian, and from other notices collected by the Chinese

after the opening of the regular caravan route with the

west, about 115, and embodied in their second oldest

history.^2 According to these sources the Yue-chi, a nomad Chincst,

people akin to the Tibetans, lived aforetime between -accounts

Tun-hoang {i.e., Sha-cheu) and the Kilien-shan moun-
tains, and about 177 were subjugated, like all their neigh-

bours, by the Turkish Hiung-nu. Between 167 and 161

they renewed the struggle without success; Lao-shang,

the greai khan of the Hiung-nu, slew their king Chang-
'** For poj}idoru7R (Just., xli. 2, 2) a s}'uouym of soiatus (xlii. 4, 1)

is wanted ;
write, therefore, probitlorum.

^^ Modern writers since Bayer make the Greek kingdom in Bactria

fall before the Parthians, appealing to Just, xli. 6, 3. But the epi-

tome here contradicts its source, and confounds the fall of the king-

dom with the earlier loss of two satrapies to the Parthians under Eucra-

tides. The right account is to be found elsewhere in Justin himstlf,

ii. 1, 3; 3, 6.

*- Comp. the Sscki of Ssematsieii (100 B.C.), tr. by Brosset, Xo>tr.

Joum. As., ii. 418 5^., and the Annals {o/ the first Han) of Panku (80

A.D.), excerpts from which are given by Ritter, Erdk., pt vii. bk. 3,

pp. 604-728 ; Deguignes, JUst. des Huns, 1, 2, p. Ixiv. sq., 41 sq., and
" Rccherches siir quelques evcnements," &e., in ^f€m, Ac. Inscr., xxv.

17 sq.\ Abel Kt-musat, on the Fo?-kou?-kt, p. 37 sq. The account

given in the text is based wholly on the two oldest sources, without

reference to the newer Chinese cncyclopiedias. Comp. further Richt*

hofen, China, p. 447.
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Ion, and made a drinking-cup of his skull,^ ana the great

mass of the vanquished people (the great Yue-chi) left

their homes and moved westvrard, and occupied the land

on Lake Issyk-kul, driWng before them another nomad
race, the Sse. The Sse took the road by Utch and Kash-

gar, ultimately reaching and subduing the kingdom of

Kipin (the Cabul vaUey)^ while their old seats were occu-

pied by the Great Yue-chi, till they in turn were soon

attacked by the Usun, who lived west of the Hiung-nu,

and forced to move farther west (160 or 159). The older

Chinese account ignores the residence of the Yue-chi at

Lake Issyk-kul, which can at most have lasted only for a

few years ; the later account goes on to say that, moving

westward, they conquered the Ta^hia, i.e.^ the Bactrians.

The language of the older narrative has been held to imply

that they went by way of Ferghana and remained there

for some time ; but in reaUty it only says that they retired

beyond Ferghana and conquered the Ta-hia, thereupon

pitching the royal camp north of the Oxus, and so it ap-

pears that in 159 they moved straight on Sogdiana, reach-

ing that land just at the time when internal wars were

undermining the might of Eucratides. The conquest, how-

ever, may have been gradual, since Bactria is still named
03 independent in 1-iO.

When the Yue-chi were already settled in theimew homes the

kin? of China sent a certain Chan^^-kicn to urge them to return and
help him to clear the cararan-road by thrusting back the Hiung-nu.
He was arrested on his way by the latter, but escaped in 129 to

Ferghana, and thence was led to the Yue-chi through the land of

the Khang-kiu, on the middle course of the Jaxartes, But the

Yue-chi were too Kappily settled in a rich, and peaceful land to

listen to his representations, and after a year's residence {123-127)

he returned to China, which he reached in 126, after falling again

into the hands of the Hiung-na on the way. From him are derived

almost all the accounts of the country and its inhabitants given
by the Chinese historians. There were, wo are told, settled and
agricultural peoples in Great Wan (Ferghana), Ta-hia (Bactria),

and An-si (Parthia). All the races fi-om Ferghana to Parthia had
deep-set eyes and strong beard and moustache ; their dialects

varifrd, but as they all understood each other all must have been
Iratiian in speech. Their manners, too, were much alike ; they
paid great respect to women, and the men were very complaisant
to their wives. This is almost exactly what Bardesanes says of

the position of women in his time among the Kushan in Bactria ;*

hnt it was quite otherwise in Parthia, where the Oriental seclusion

of women was carried to the extreme (Just., xlL 3, 1, 2). They were
all knowing traders, and understood the preparation of silk and
lac, but not metallurgy till they were taught that art by Chinese
gents and deserters. They then imported the precious metals
from China and made gold and silver vessels, but not money, being
in this respect behind the Parthians.* Great AVan probably corre-

sponds to tnc OCapvot of Ptolemy (though he misplaces them) and tlie

\ arena of the Vcndidad ; it was a separate kingdom, ^nth a popula-
tion estimated at 300,000 souls in the 1st century B.C., and seventy
subject cities. The king, probably a native who Lad risen on the
fall of the Greeks, lived in Kuei-shan (probably Khojend, at the
mouth of the Ferghana valley), and could call out an army of 60,000
men,—lancers, archers, and mounted bowmen. The land was famous
for its wine and for horses of diWne race which sweated blood, and
for the possession of which China went to war with Great Wan in
104-103, and again in 102-98. Lucerne p.nd grapes were exported
to China; the name of the latter, "po-tao," is held to be the Greek
66rpv%^ which would show that the vine was introduced by the
Greeks of Alexandria Eschata. South of the Wei or Oxus lies Ta-
hia (probably Zend Dahviju, the land*). Here there was no king,
but the several cities were the seats of chiefs, a state of things
s\ich as Alexander ha I found in the country and as reappeared
under the Turks in the 7th centurj' A.n. Chang-kien estimated
the population at a million ; they were bad and cowardly soldiers,

hut excelW in trade, and the chief town, Lan-shi, had rich bazaara
of many wares. This town must be one of the commercial cities

on the river Bactrus, along which lay the traJe-route from India
to the north (Pliny, vL 52), i.e., either Bactra or Eucratidia
(which, according to Ptolemy, vi 11, 8 [Codd. B., E., Pal. 1], lay
lower down the stream on the left bank). In the latter case Lan-
»hi may stand for 'EXXtjj-cs. North of Ta-hia lay the Great Yue-chi,

* The Lombards had the same custom, learned, no doubt, in the
'childhood of the race from their Avarian neighbours.

» See Lnnjjlois, Coll d.hist. de CAnnhiie, L 84.
* SsematsieD, in Bitter, vjL 3, p." S42.
* Certainly not Dabs, for they were never in Bactria.

18—22

and west of the latter was An-si towards the Oxus. Tliis was a 160-<f

very great coxtntry,' whose 'length might be 1000 li (358 miles),

and it had 100 cities great and small. The first caravan from

China to An-si passed on its way from the east frontier to the capital

{called in the 1st century B.c. Fan-teu, i.e., probably Parthau), a

dozen walled cities, which lay almost close together, so dense was

then the population of the fertile part of Khorasan. The merchants

of An-si visited the neighbouring lands with waggons or with

ships for distances of several thousand li. The coinage was silver,

with the image of the king, and was called in and restam}ied on a

new accession.* Writing was on skins in horizontal lines. Now,
though the money as here described fits Parthia, the mercantile

character- of the race does not at all correspond to that of the

Parthian aristocracy. Both here and in the general description

given above, which also contains features not applicable to the

Parthians, we see that the Chinese did not distinguisli the ruling

race from their subjects, and mainly described the latter, who were

in point of fact very similar to the people of Bactria and Ferghana.

As An-si extends to the Oxus the description is taken from the

inhabitants of Margiana, a country which must have been then

subject to Parthia. A later Chinese account, referring to the period

24-220 A.D., places on the east frontier tlie city Mo-lu or Little

An-si, which is plainly the Moui-u of the Vendidad, modem Merv-

i-rud, and the Greek Antioch i] IwSpos ; An-si is a cormption of

the last name, ji;st as the Persians call the S}Tian Antioch Andiv,

and so came to be a name for the Parthian rulers of the city. West
of An-si, on the western (Caspian) sea, lay Tiao-chi (Media), an agri-

cultural country with a dense population, a dependency of An-si,

and in partgovemed by tributary chiefs. Chang-kien is thinking

less of the central jiarts of Media Uian of Gilan and ilazandai-aii,

for he speaks of the warm moist climate where rice is produced.

And in this quarter tliere were really various petty states ; not

only Atropatene but Dilem had its own king, as appears for the

year 65 b.c. from Plutarch, Fomp., 36 (where for 'EXi'/xafwv read

AeXu/ioiw*-), and the Gelre and Cadusians doubtless stood under tlieir

own mountain chiefs as they had done under the later Achfemenians,

and did a^in under the first Sasanians. It is a proof of the solid

power of the empire founded by ilithradates that Parthia was able

to assert some Kind of supremacy over these hardly accessible

districts. North of An-si lay Li-kau (Hyrcania), whose wizards,

with those of Tiao-chi, had great reputation. It is clear from this

whole account that tlie centre of the empire was still in the old

Parthian lands, and that the lower satrapies were viewed as mere
dependencies, " outer lands." In the folJ ywing century the Chinese

obtained knowledge of the west by t/^caravan-reute which passed

through Kipin (the Cabul valley) to U-ghe-shan-li (Arachosia)

;

and now we find a chan^d state of affairs ; these two countries

are bounded on the west by Tiao-chi, whose powerful king has his

capital a hundred days* journey from the frontier. An-si is now only

mentioned incidentally as reached from Aiachosia by going fiist

north and then east, which is correct if we take the name in its

original sense of the subjects of Parthia in ^Margiana and its capital

Antioch. But the empire of Parthia, which now had its centre in

Media and the western lands, is cciiainly Tiao-chi, a word that is

probably connected with the word for "land" in the official Ian*

guage of the Achcemenians, old Peisiau dahijdiis. '

As nomadic peoples Cliang-kien names the Great Yue-chi in

So"diana, the Khang-kiu on the middle course ofthe Jaxartes,

and the Yen-tsai in Chorasniia. The Yue-chi could put from

100,000 to 200,000 bowmen in the field ; later they were reckoned

at 100,000 warriors and their families. The royal camp had been
north of the Oxus even after the conquest of Bactria, but they
finally withdrew entirely to this district Their capital is called

Lan-shi; and the name of Ta-hia disappeared before that of

" Land of the Great Yue-chi." At the conquest they had a single

king ; afterwards they foimed five priuciiialities. The fifth of these

corresponds to Cabul, so that the division is younger tlian the

Scythian invasion of Asia after the death of Phraates II. Imme-
diately north of Ferghana, but separated from the Yue-chi in the

south and the Hiung-nu in the east by a series of small kingdoms,
were the pasture-grounds of the Khang-kiu on both sides of the

Jaxartes ; their force was 80,000 to 90,000 bo^\-men. North-west of

these were the Yen-tsai on the Aral, the northern neighbours of the

An-si, and east of HjTcania, that is, in Chorasmin. If there is

no error in the T\Titing of tlie number they mustered but 10,000

warriors ; then again considerable changes had taken place wheu
the Chinese made war on the Khang-kiu in 44 B.C. The small

kingdoms south and east of the latter have disap^wared, so that the

Khang-kiu border on the Hiung-nu and the great Yue-chi ; but
the latter have now moved south, and now, too, the Klian^-kiu are

the northern neighboui-s of An-si, and not the Yen-tsai ; the latter

are their dependants, and a tribute of mouse-skins is even drawn
from the kingdom of Yen beyond the Yen-tsai. Such a tribute

cannot have come from any place south of the Mukhajar moun-

• On this point the younger Chinese account falls into a confusion

with the coins of the kings of Kipin.

xvm. — 7 5
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138-128. tains. The Khang-kiu have risen in numher as the Yue-chi fall,

and have now 120,000 bowmen, or a population of 600,000 souls.

Like the Yue-chi, tliey are divided into principalities, which are

five in number, and the king is the prince of Su-hiai, with his

winter residence in a place of that name east of Ferghana, and his,

summer court much farther west at Lo-yuei-ni. '-Ihe east of the

Khong-kiu country was often subject to the Hiung-nu, and the

pressure of this Turkish tribe seems to have been the cause which
pushed the Khang-kiu and Yen-tsai farther west The latter ^ave
now at least 100,000 bowmen, and extend westwards to the limits

of Great Tsin or the Roman empii-e. This compels us to conclude

that the Yen-tsai are the Aorsi, the western part of whom ranged
between the lower Don and the west coast of the Caspian, while

the older upper Aorsi were roun'd the north coast, and so on to the

neighbourhood of the lower Jaxartes (Strabo, xi p. 506 ; Ptol., vL

14, 10). When Pharnaces ruled on the Bosphorus (63-47 B.c.) both
parts of the Aorsi intervened in the affairs of the neighbouring
Kingdom with large armies, and as Pharnaces was a client of Rome
the Chinese statement is intelligible. Later Chinese accounts

relating to the first Christian century give A-Ian-na as the later

name of the Yen-tsai, which agrees with the fact that the Aorsi

appear last in history in 49 a.d. (Tac, Ann.^ siL 15 sq.\ and that

Lucan, ten or fifteen years later, is the first to name the Alans, who
succeed to their geographical place. When ve ^understand the

Chinese data we can speak with more definiteness about the four

nations to whom Strabo ascribes the fall, of Greek Bactria, and
which Ptolemy also seems to name from a source relating to the

time when the invasion began^ From these data, compared with-

our Chinese sources, we can be sure that the Tochari are the great

Yue-chi, the former being probably the name of the nation and the

latter that of the leading horde. The Asii of Strabo, Asiani of

Trogus, Jatii of Ptolemy, will then be all attempts to render the

difficult name of the horde which the Chinese call Yue-chL But,

while the classical writers place the Sacaraucie in the west to

balance the Tot haii in the east, the Chinese know no second great

nation between the latter and the Parthians in MargiaQa, We
must therefore suppose that the Sacaraucae are the Scj'tbians who
occupied part of the Greek lands, and were in turn conquered by
Parthia according to Strabo (xi. 515) ; that the part was JIargiana

is kno^vn from a drachma of Phraates II. (Gardner, Parthian

Coinage, p. 33) ; the conquest must have taken place a good while

tefore 128, when Chang-kien visited Sogdiana, since by that time

the Parthians had again displaced them. But he must have known
and mentioned the Sacai_';;ca; in some form, and they can hardly

be other than the most pc iror ."ul nation known to him in Trans-

oxiana, the Khang-kiu. These, like the Sacaraucse, came from
beyond the Jaxartes ; they were the northern neighbours of Parthia

just at the time when the Sacaraucse are so described. The only

other tribe that can be thought of, the Yen-tsai, are known to the

Greeks and Romans by a diflerent name, as the Aorsi ; and Trogus

{ProL, xlil ) mentions the fall of the Sacaraucae as one of the latest

events in Scythian history, which, as he wrote soon after 2 B.C.,

agrees with the fact that the last mention of the Khang-kiu in

whinese history is in 11 B.c. ; while the Aorsi are mentioned much
later. Khang-kiu seems to be properly the name of a countiy

identical with the Kangha of the Khorda-Av^ta and the Gangdiz

of FirdausL Finally, the Pasicse or Pasiani are the sanie as the

Apasiacae of the earlier Parthian history ; the Sacarauca; will have

conquered them and swept them with them as the Mongols did

with many Tatar tribes. The conquest of Bactria probably fol-

lowed soon after the last hopes of the Eastern Greeks in Demetrius

II. came to nothing. It is very remarkable that Chang-kien
notices no difference between the Greeks who had been rulers and

the Iranians who were their subjects. This implies not merely

some lapse of time but a marked decrease in the number of the

Creeks, and probably also that here, as in other Eastern parts, they

had become more and more completely Orientalized,

Phraates Phraates II., ^ who succeeded his father in 138, and
"• continued his work, wresting Margiana from the Scythians

of Bactria in an expedition commemorated on extant coins,

had also to meet the last and most formidable attempt to

restore the sovereignty of the Seleucids. Antiochus VII.,

^ne of the ablest kings of his race, had put down the civil

wars in SjTia, even taking Jerusalem and compelling the

Jews to acknowledge his might by paying him military

service, and in 130 he marched eastward at the head of a

force of 80,000 combatants, swollen by camp-followers to

a total of 300,000. Many of the small princes, on whom
the hand of Parthia lay heavy, joined him as they had

joined his brother ; the enemy was smitten on the Great

Zab, and in two other battles ; Babylon and then Ecbatana

' In coins Arsaces Tbeopatcr Euergetes Epiphanes Philhellen.

opened their gates to the conqueror; and the subject-nations

rose against the Parthians, who, when Antiochus took up
his winter quarters in Media, were again confined to their

ancient limits. When the snows began to melt, an embassy
from Phraates appeared to ask for peace ;' but the terms

demanded by Antiochus—the liberation of Demetrius, the

surrender of all conquests, and the payment of tribute for

the old Parthian country—were such as could not be
accepted without another appeal to the fortunes of war.

Demetrius, indeed, was released and sent to Syria, but

only to stir up a hostile party in his brother's rear. During
the winter the Syrian host had been dispersed over a wide
range of cantonments ; the disorderly insolence of tho

soldiers, for which the general Athenaeus was held to be
mainly responsible, and of the levies raised in the towns had
disgusted the natives ; the Medes made secret terms with

Parthia, and all the cantonments were attacked by concert

on a single day. Hastening to relieve the nearest corps,

Antiochus was met by the Parthian with a superior force of

120,000 men; he refused the advice of his officers to fall

back to the neighbouring mountains, and accepted battle

on a field too narrow for the evolution of his troops. The.

Syrian soldiers, enervated by luxury, were readier to imitate

the flight of Athenaeus than the valour of his master ; the

whole host was involved in the rout and annihilated.

Antiochus himself escaped' wounded from the fray and
cast himself from a rock that he might not be taken alive.

This catastrophe (February 129 -) freed the Parthians for

ever from danger from Syria

Phraates paid funeral honours to the fallen king, and
afterwards sent his body to Syria in a silver coffin. He
entertained his captive family royally, married one of the

two daughters, and sent the eldest son Seleucus to Syria to

claim the sovereignty, and so serve future plans of his own

;

for an attempt to follow and recapture Demetrius, made
immediately after the battle, had proved too late. But
dangers in the east soon turned the Parthian's attention

away from enterprises in the west. In his distress die

had bribed the Scythians' to send him help ; as they arrived

too late he refused to pay them, and they in turn began
to ravage the Parthian coimtry. Phraates marched against

them, leaving his charge at home to his favourite, the

Hyrcanian Euhemerus, who chastised the countries that

had sided with Antiochus, made war with Mesene, and
treated Babylon and Seleucia with the utmost cruelty.

But the Scythian war proved a disastrous one ; the enemy
overran the whole empire, and for the first time for five

hundred years Scythian plunderers again appeared in

Mesopotamia *
; in a decisive battle Phraates was deserted

by the old soldiers of Antiochus, whom he had forced into

his service and then treated with insolent cruelty ; the

Parthian host sustained a ruinous defeat, and the king

himself was slain (spring 128, or somewhat later).'

Artabanus I.^ (third son of Phriapatius), who now became Arta-

king, was an elderly man. The Scythians, according to banus L

the too favourable account by our chief authority, were con-

tent with their victory, and moved homewards, ravaging

the country. But we know from John of Antioch (66, 2)

that the successor of Phraates paid them tribute ; and the

southern part of Drangiana must now have been per-

^ The date is,fixed by Livy, who, according to Orosius, v. 10, and

Obseq., De Prodiff., 28, places the expedition in the consular year 130.

With this it agrees that Antiochus came to the throne in 138 and reigned

nine years. Too much weight is often attached to Porphyry's dates by
Olympiads, which are merely calculated from the ycirs of reigns.

3 Justin, xlil. 2, 1-2, plainly distinguishes -these Scythians from the

Tochari, so the Sacirauca must be meant.
* Jo. Ant., in Miiller, iv. 561.
* The remains of Antiochus reached Syria in tne reign of Alezanaer

II., who came to the throne in 128 (Justin, xxxix. 1, 6);

' Aisaces Theopator Nicator of the coins.

/
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manently occupied by the Scythian tribes, who gave it the

name of Sacastane (Sistan), for that name appears in Isidore

of Charax (1 B.C.), which implies that the Scythian occupa-

tion was even then of long standing. Finally, the coins

reveal the existence of Arsacids who were rival kings to

Artabanus I. and Mithradates II., and perhaps borrow

from individual successes against the Scythians the proud

titles which so strongly contrast with the really wretched

condition of the empire. One of these pretenders, Arsaces

Euergetes Dicaios Philhellen, resumes the style " king of

kings," which had lapsed since Mithradates I. ; and his

title "the just," which seems to be imitated from the

Bactrian Heliocles, suggests that he may have come with

the Scythians from the land where Heliocles once reigned.

Meanwhile it would appear that the men of Seleucia,

driven to desperation, had seized the tyrant Euhemerus and

]mt him to a cruel death.' Artabanus, when they sought

his p»rdon, threatened to put out the ej'es of every man of

Seleucia, and was prevented only by his death, in battle

Avith the Tochari, after a very short reign.

Withm- His son and successor, Mithradates II. the Great,- was
dates II.

fjjg restorer of the empire.' We are briefly told that he

valiantly waged many wars with his neighbours, added

many nations to the empire, and had several successes

against^ the Scythians, so avenging the disgrace of his

jiredecessors. His successes, however, must have been

j)ractically limited to the recovery of lost ground, and

the eastern frontier was not advanced. It has been

common to connect ^nth his successes the appearance of

Parthian names among the Indo-Scythian princes of the

Cabul valley ; but this must be false, for even Candahar
(U-ghe-shan-li), which lies so much farther west, is repre-

sented by the Chinese as an independent kingdom in the

middle of the 1st century B.C. On the other hand, Mithra-

datesvcf not the first to conquer Mesopotamia, was the first

lO fix the Euphrates as the western boundary of the empire,

and towards the end of his reign he was strong enough to

interfere with the concerns of Great Armenia and place

Tigranes II. on the throne in a time of disputed succes-

sion (94), accepting in return the cession of seventy

Armenian valleys. Now, too, the Parthians, as lords of

Alesopotamia, came for the first time into contact with

$ome, and in 92, when Sulla came to Cappadocia as

IJropriEtor of Cilicia, he met on the Euphrates the ambas-

sador of Mithradates seeking the Roman alliance.^ This

embassy was no doubt connected with the Parthian

schemes against Syria ; Mithradates about this time was
at war with Laodice, queen of Commagene or some neigh-

bouring part; and her cousin, Antiochus X.,^who supported

her, fell in battle with the Parthians. A few years later

Strato, tjTant of Bercea, called in the Arab phylarch Azizus

and the Parthian governor of Z'lesopotamia, Mithradates

Sinaces, against Demetrius III., who reigned at Damascus.
The Seleucid was compelled to surrender with his whole
army and ended his life as a captive at the Parthian court.

Mithradates the Great seems to have died just after this

event ; there is no reason to suppose that he lived to see

the disasters which followed so close on his great successes.

* In Diod., Exc, Vai.^ p. 107, there can be little doubt tliat iviov is

a corruption of Ei^ij^epou.

- Ob coins Arsaces Tlieos Euergetes Epiphaues Philhellen.
^ The time of his accession follows approximately from the date

123 on a coin of his rival, Arsaces Kicephorus.
* The ambassador allowed Sulla to take the place of honour, and on

bis return w.ts punished for this by death.
' The queen tCiv TaXixiji-i^ of Jos., Anl., xiii. 1.3, 4 (Leydcn MS.

—

the usual text has " queen of Gilead "'
is doubtless the Laodice Thea

philadelphos, daughter of Antiochus VUI. of Syria, who, as Monimsen
has shown (.l/iWi. Arch. Inst. Alhen., i. 32), was ancestress of the later
sovereigns of Commagene. Tlie word in Josephus is not perhaps a

iomiption of Commagene bnt of some neighbourins place— .say

Artabanus II. was the next monarch,^ but after him thel28-6&.

style of king of kings was taken by the Armenian THgranes,

one of the most dangerous foes Parthia ever had. In Tigrana

86 it was still a reason for choosing Tigranes as kingof^""

of part of Syria that he was in alliance with Parthia™""
(Just., xl. 1, 3), but very soon the latter state was so

ruined by civil and foreign war that it was no match for

Armenia (Plut., Lu<:v/lus, 36). Of the details in this

history we know only the last act. In 77 the Arsacid

Sinatruces ' returned from the land of the Sacarauca: to

take the throne at the age of eighty, and reigned seven

years. There were probably other usurpers ; the silence

of the coins does not prove the contrary, but rather that

the times were so bad that no money was struck, a case

of which Parthian numismatics offer other examples.

Tigranes conquered Media—primarily, that is, Atropatene

—but he also entered Great Media and destroyed the city

of Adrapanan, 7 miles west of Ecbatana, " the castle of

those who have their seat in Batana" (Ecbatana),* i.e., of

a line of the Arsacids, for, though jNIithradates I. had had
his seat iji Hyrcania, Phraates II. and his successors down
to Mithradates III. held their court in Media (Diod., Ejcc.

V(i(., p. 603). The seventy valleys which had been the

price of his throne were restored to Tigranes, and he also

ravaged the country of Arbela and Nineveh, and compelled

the cession of Adiabene, hitherto a Parthian dependency,

and of Mesopotamia, with the fortress of Nisibis. This

last war was against Sinatruces," and was probably going

on in 73 when Mithradates Eupator of. Pontus made
a vain appeal for help to both combatants (Memnon, in

Photius,p. 23-1 b, 27).
'

Phraates III. succeeded his father Sinatruces a little Phraale

before the arrival of Lucullus in the East in 70,^° and in ^^

69 refused a second invitation to give help against Rome
which Mithradates and Tigranes addressed to him jointly,

the latter offering to reward iiim by giving up all that

he had taken from the Parthians. His hatred of Tigranes

made him more disposed to alliance with Rome ; and after

a period of hesitating neutrality Phraates accepted the

overtures of Pompey and prepared to invade Armenia

(66), guided by the younger Tigranes, who had quarrelled

with his father and taken refuge in Parthia, where he

wedded the daughter of the king. Tigranes the elder

fled to the mountains ; and, after forming the siege of

Artaxata, which proved tedious, Phraates turned home-
ward, leaving young Tigranes with part of the army to

continue the war. The latter, who alone was no match for

his father, fled after an utter defeat to Pompey, who wasPotnpey

just preparing to invade Armenia, and to whom the elder >" Ar-

Tigranes presently surrendered at discretion. The Roman, ™s"''''-

however, gave him very good terms, altogether abandon-
ing his son's cause and even casting him into chains.

® luTrogus, P/o^,41,the sentence "successores deinde eius Art.abanus

et Tigranes cognomine Deus a quo subacta est Media et Mesopotamia
dictusque in excessu Arabi.-e situs" is wrongly referred (after Vaillant)

to Mithradates I. of Parthi.a. It can really refer only to the famous
Tigranes, anH in that case must have originally belonged to Prol., 42,
having dropped out by homoioteleuton, and been restored from the

margin in a f.alse pl.acc. Artabanus II., therefore, follo\\c(l Mithradates

If., and his probably are the base coins of Arsaces Euergetes Epi-
phaues Philhellen, which according to Gardner, p. 3S, seem to belong
to this time.

" Oil coins Arsaces Autocnator Philopator Epiphanes Philhellen.
* Isid. Char., in Ccny. Or. MIn., L 250.
' Sallilst, Hist., iv. fr. 19, § 3.

'" So Memnon, ir Photins, p. 239 a, 13, confirjned by Phlegon, ibid.,

p. 84 a, 1*5. These .sources, being independent, have more weight

than Appian, MitJtT., 104, and Die Cassius, xxxvi. 45, who speak of the

arrival of Poni])ey. Phraates III. is the "king of* kings, Ars.ices

Dicaios Epiphanes Tlieos Eujiator Philhellen," whose coins Gardner
wrongly ascribes to Mithradates III. "We have express testimony

that Plirajites was styled "king of kings " and had the ej>ithet "Theos
"

(Plut., Point)., 33 ; Dio Cass., xxxvii. 6 ; Phlegon, Mt si'p.^.
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46-53 B.o.^Meantime PhraateS had occupied the Parthian conquests

of Tigranes, which the Romans had promised him, and

invaded Corduene (Beth-Kardo, now Jezirat beni 'Omar),

whence he sent an embassy to Pompey to intercede for

his son-in-law. But the Romans had no further occasion

for Parthian help ; and, instead of gi-anting his request,

Pompey commanded him to leave Corduene, and followed

up the command by sending Afranius to clear the coun-

try and restore it to Tigranes. Immediately afterwards

Pompey's officer marched into Syria through Mesopotamia,

which by treaty had been expressly recognized as Parthian;

and it was another grievous insult that Pompey in writing

to Phraates had withheld from him the style of " king of

kings." This no doubt was done out of regard to Tigranes,

who claimed the sole right to the title, and had probably

enforced his claim upon the weak predecessors of Phraates.

Of the four subordinate kingships, the patronage of which

was held to give a right to the title, Atropatene, Adiabene,

Corduene are known, and the fourth was probably Or-

rhoene. All these had once stood under Parthian suzerainty,

and, now that Phraates had recovered the lost territory of

his predecessors including these states, he resumed, as his

coins show, the proud title which had dropped since the

days of Mithradates I., and to which Tigranes had lost his

real claim. Nevertheless Phraates at first contented him-

self with again sending a fruitless embassy to demand that

Pompey would observe the treaty and acknowledge the

Euphrates as the Parthian frontier, and it was only when
Pompey had gone to Syria (6-t) that he again attacked

and defeated Tigranes. ' Pompey declined to interfere by
force and burden himself with a' Parthian war while

Mithradates of Pontus was still under arms, but, as both

sides appealed to him, he sent umpires to settle the dis-

pute (which probably turned on the possession of Cor-

duene), and a peaceable solutionwas effected.' The Romans
had done more tian enough to irritate Parthia and not

enough to inspire respect, but, as the Parthians were only

beginning to recover from' the inner and outer troubles

of the last two decennia, they were not yet prepared to

enter on a struggle with Rome.
For a century and a half ,ip to the death of, Mithradates

the Great there had been an unusual degree of unity in

the house of the Arsacids ; but the ' corruptions to which

every Eastern dynasty ultimately falls a prey appeared at

length. About 57 Phraates, the restorer of the empire,

Orcdes L was murdered by his two Sons, one of whom, Orodes or

Hyrodes I. (Zend, Huraodha), took the throne, while his

brother Mithradates III. got Media ;
^ but the latter ruled

so cruelly that he was expelled by the Parthian nobles, and

Orodes reigned alone. Mithradates, with a loyal follower,

Orsanes, fled to Gabinius, proconsul of Syria, who had
already crossed the Euphrates to restore him by force v.-hen

he was summoned by Pompey to restore Ptolemy XI. to

the throne of Egypt (55). Mithradates, dismissed by the

Romans, now tried what he could do without help. Orodes

had at fiist to flee, but soon regained his position, mainly

through the help of Surenas, a young noble who had the

hereditary right of crowning the king, and was the second

person in the empire in point of wealth, nobility, and

* Dio, usiug in xxx\ii. 6 a different source from that which lay

before him at xxxvL 51, has not observed that the former recapitulates

the whole litory from the begianing, including the rebellion and defeat

of the younger Tigranes as related above.

2 This is Die's account, and, though other writers dissent, it is justified

by the coins. The corns of Arsaces Philop.itor (or Theopator) Euergetes

Epiphanes Philhellen belong to Mithradates,— not, as Gardner thinks, to

his father, for Theopator denotes a king whose father was Arsaces Theos,

and these coins call him only "great king," while Orodes {Arsaces Philo-

pator—or Euergetes—Dicaios Epiphanes Philhellen) is called "king

of kings." Both princes, it will be observed, ultimately give up the

title of Fhilopr.lor, which marks them as colle.igues or recognized heirs

of their father,—an indirect conlirmation of their guilt as parricides.

influence, and the first in courage and political skill.

Surenas took Seleucia by storm ; Babylon received Mithra-

dates, but was reduced by famine ; Mithradates then sur-

rendered to his brother and was killed before his eyes.

These events carry us far into the year 54.

Meantime Crassus, hoping for a rich and easy prey, Cam-
had invaded Mesopotamia without a shadow of pretext, paign o

had defeated a small Parthian force at Ichnte, and occu-
'^™^''^

pied a number of large towns, such as Nieephorium,
Ichnse, CarrhiJe, whose Greek inhabitants welcomed the

Romans as liberators. As Mithradates was at this time

in arms in Babylonia, we can understand why Crassus

was blamed for a grave error of judgment in not march-
ing direct from Nieephorium on Seleucia and Babylon
(Plut., Crassus, 17). Instead of this, he retired to winter-

quarters in Syria, leaving 7000 foot and 1000 horse to

garrison the Mesopotamian cities. Thus his hands were

tied for the follo-tving campaign, and he could not accept

the mvitation of Artavasdes II. of Armenia to advance

through his country and have his co-operation. A Par-

thian embassy appeare_^ in Syria in spring to remonstrate

against the faithlessness of Rome, but at the same time

the Parthians were ready for war. Surenas, with Silaces,

satrap of Mesopotamia, was pressing the Roman garrisons,

and prepared to confront Ci'assus with an army wholly

composed of cavalry, while Orodes in person invaded

Armenia. In the spring of 53 Crassus crossed the Euphrates

at Zeugma 'with seven legions and 8000 cavalry and light

troops, making up a total of 42,000 or 43,000 men,^ and

was persuaded by Abgar of Orrhcene to leave the river and

march straight across tho plains against Surenas. At mid-

day, 6th May (9th June as the calendar then stood) the

Romans had crossed the Balissus (Nahr Belik) and met
Surenas half way between Carrhae and Ichnje, or a little

nearer the latter town. They were not, therefore, in the

deserti—as the older account represents—for it begins be-

yond the Chaboras.* Surenas kept the mass of his troops

concealed by a wooded hill, sho'sving only the not very

numerous vanguard of cataphracts till the Romans were

committed to do battle. The Roman cavalry under Publius

Crassus, son of the proconsul, charged the enemy to pre-

vent a threatening flank movement, and were drawn away
from the mass of the army by the favourite Parthian man-
oeuvre of a simulated flight, and then surrounded and cut to

pieces. The mass of the Roman host lost courage at this

disaster, and already had sufl'ered terrible loss from the

light-armed hordes of Parthian serfs who hovered round

the enemy at a safe distance and galled it with arrows

shot with deadly precision. The legionaries serried their

ranks and covered themselves v,dth their shields ; but in

this close order they were easily broken by the charge of

the Parthian freemen with their long heavy lances and
almost impenetrable suits of complete armour. The heat,

too, thirst, and dust oppressed the. Romans, and this first

day would have decided their fate but that the Parthians

withdrew before evening, true to their rule of encamping

3 Floras says eleven legions and Appian 100,000 men ; but Appian
has made the mistake of adding to the legion its auxiliaries and count-

ing the whole at the higher footing adopted under the empire. Seven

such legions with the 8000 cavalry and light troops, and the 8000 men
in garrison, make up his tot.aL For the campaign of Crassus we have
two independent narratives preserved in Plutarch and Dio ; Plutarch's

is the older account, full of colour and valuable detail, but lacking in

topographical precision ; in this s-espect Dio's sourae is much to be
preferred, but it has suffered from that author's somewhat ar'oitrary

v;ay of meddling with his materials. The accounts based on Livy

(Perioche lib,, 106; Flonis, iii, 11; Fest\is Rufus, Brcv., 17, and
Orosius, vi. 13) agree in all essential points" with Plut.arch, who, how-
ever, draws not from Livy but from some Greek writer, perhaps Nicolaus

of Damascus.
* Plutarch himself speaks of marshes (cap. 25) ; the only modem

account that agrees with the facts is that of G. Rawlinson, p. 163 sq.

/
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at a distance from the foe. Crassus retired at night, leav-

ing all \rho were badly wounded beliiiid him, and reached

Carrhw saf^y ; but his army was sadly demoralized, and

he himself lost his head, and, though fairly secure at Carrhae,

thought only of immediate retreat to Syria.' He marched

by night northwards towards the mountains ; the several

divisions lost one another and each sought only to shift

for itself. The qujestor Cassius, one of Crassus's best

officers, returned to Carrhfe and thence regained Syria

in safety. Crassus himself, after getting dangerously en-

tangled in marshy ground, had almost reached the moun-

tains when he was induced, by the despair of his troops

rather than by error of his own judgment, to yield to

treacherous proposals of Surenas and descend again into

the plain. As he mounted the horse which was to convey

him to a meeting with the enemy's general the gestures

of the Parthians excited suspicions of treachery, a struggle

ensued, and Crassus was struck down and slain. Scarcely

10,000 men out of the whole host reached Syria by
way of .\rmenia (Appian, B. C, ii. IS); 20,000 had

fallen and 10,000 captives were settled in Antioch, the

capital of Margiana. The token of victory, the hand and
head of Crassus, reached Orodes in Armenia just as he

had made peace with Artavasdes and betrothed his eldest

son Pacorus to the daughter of the Armenian king. The
Roman disaster was due primarily to the novelty of the

Parthian way of assault, which took them wholly by sur-

prise, and partly also to bad generalship ; but the Romans
always sought a traitor to account for a defeat, and in the

jiresent case threw the blame partly on Andromachus of

Carrhie, who really did mislead Crassus in his retreat, and
was rewarded by the Parthians with the tyranny of his

native town (Nic. Dam., in Athen., vi. p. 252 D),- but had
CO great influence on the disaster, and partly on Abgar,

whose advice was no doubt bad, but not necessarily treach-

erous,' while the silence of the older account disposes of

Dio's improbable assertion that the men of Orrhoene fell

on the rear of the Romans. That the Parthians did not

:ount Abgar their friend and punished him with deposi-

;ion may be fairly inferred from the list* of kings of Edessa

jiven by Dionysius of Telmahar, which shows that the

reign of Abgrr IL ended in 53, and was followed by a year

of interregnum.

Surenas, the victor of Carrhee, whose fame was now too

great for the condition of a mere subject, was put to death

a little later, the victim of Orodes's jealousy ; the victory

rtart itself was weakly followed up. Not till 52 was Syria
»'th invaded, and then with forces so weak that Cassius found
(lomins.

jjjg defence easy. In July 51 (Sextilis, according to the

old calendar) the attack was renewed with greater forces

;

the Romans were still weak in troops, their harshness and
injustice had alienated the provincials, and some districts

—

as Judaea— openly sympathized with the foe. Thus all

the chances were stiU favourable to the Parthians, who
indeed overran the open country, but were too unskilled in

siege to take Antioch. As they drew off, Cassius stopped

their way at Antigonia and inflicted on them a defeat in

which Osaces, the real leader of their host under the young
prince Pacorus,was mortally wounded (August 51). Pacorus
wintered in Cyrrhestica, the Romans under the new pro-

consul Bibulus not venturing beyond the walls of Antioch
;

* That he waited for the new moon

—

i.e., some twenty days, a3 Dio
says—seems to be a mistake. Perhaps it is due to Dio himself ; at all

events, the older account is preferable.
' The Parthians leaned much on the despots of the Greek cities.

Zenodotia, the only Mesopotamia!! town that Crassus had to storm.
had a despot, Apolloniu

* The alternative of a march along the Euphrates was also open to

serious military'objections. "^

* It must be remembered that a correction of four years has to be

applied to all the dates in this list. ^

but, the satrap of Mesopotamia* having raised a revolt 53-38 B.a
against Orodes in the name of Pacorus, the latter was
recalled by his father and Syria was entirely evacuated

by May 50.

Orodes avoided the threatened breach with his son by
associating Pacorus in the empire ; ^ but the Parthians

took little advantage of the civil wars that preceded the

fall of the Roman republic. They occasionally stepped in

to save the weaker party from utter annihilation, but even

this policy was not followed with energy, and Orodes

refused to help Pompey in his distress because the Roman
would not promise to give him Syria. The Pompeian
CjecLlius Bassus was saved from Caesar's general Antistlus

Vetus by the sudden appearance of a Parthian force under

Pacorus, which, however, retired when winter came on

(December 45). In 43, again, Cassius had a fcrce of

mounted Parthian bowmen with him in Syria, but dismissed

them when he marched to join Brutus and face the

triumvirs. Labienus was with Orodes negotiating for

help on a larger scale when the news of Philippi arrived,

and remained with him till 40, when he was at last sent

back to Syria, together with Pacorus and a numerous host.

The Roman garrisons in Syria were old troops of Brutus

and Cassius, who had been taken over by Antony ; those

in the region of Apamea joined Labienus ; Antony's legate

Decidius Saxa was defeated, and fled from the camp afraid

of his own men. Apamea, Antioch, and all Syria soon fell

into the hands of the Parthians, and Decidius was pursued

and slain. Pacorus advanced along the great coast road and
received the submission of all the Phoenician cities save

Tyre. Simultaneously the satrap Barzaphranes appeared in

Galilee; the patriots all over Palestine rose against Phasael

and Herod (see Israel, vol. xiii. p. 425) ; and five hundred

Parthian horse appearing before Jerusalem were enough
to overthrow the Roman party and substitute Antigonus

for Hyrcanus. The Parthian administration was a favour-

able contrast to the rule of the oppressive proconsuls, and
the justice and clemency of Pacorus won the hearts of the

Syrians. Meantime Labienus had penetrated Asia Minor

as far as Lydia and Ionia ; the Roman governor Plancus

could only hold the islands ; most of the cities opened theii

gates to Labienus, the " Parthicus Imperator," Stratonicea

alone resisting and successfully standing a siege. But
Rome- even in its time of civil divisions was stronger than

Parthia ; in 39 Ventidius Bassus, general for Antony,
suddenly appeared in Asia and drove Labienus and his

provincial levies before him without a battle as far as the

Taurus. Here the Parthians came to Labienus's help, but,

attacking rashly and without his co-operation, they were

defeated by Ventidius, and Labienus's troops were involved

in the disaster. Labienus himself escaped to Cilicia, but
was captured and executed by tlie Egj'ptian governor of

Cyprus. In the passes of the Ams.nus the Romans were

again in danger, but Ventidius at length gained a decisive

victory at Trapezon, north of the Orontes valley, where

Phranipates, the ablest lieutenant of Pacorus, fell ; and thf

Parthians evacuated Syria. Before Ventidius had com-

pleted the resettlement of the Roman power in Syria and

Palestine, and while his troops were dispersed in winter-

quarters, the Parthians fell on him again with a force of

more than 20,000 men and an unusually large proportion

of free cavaliers in full armour. Ventidius, however,

gained time to bring up legions from Cappadocia by de-

ceiving a dynast of Cj-rrhestica, who was Pacorus's spy.

Then a battle was fought near the shrine of Hercules at

Gindarus in Cyrrhestica, on the anniversary, it is said, of

the defeat of Crassus (9th June 38), and the Parthians were

' Tlie name was Orondapates, corrupted to 'Ofvoho.vij'-nj in Die,

a1. 30
* So the coins show, Gardner, p. 41.
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»6=27 8.0. utterly routed and Pacorus himself slaiti.~ His head was

sent round to the cities of Syria which were still in revolt

to prove to them that their hopes had failed. There was

no further resistance save from Aradus and Jerusalem.

i- Orodes, now an old man and sorely afflicted by the death

of his favourite son, nominated his next son, Phraates, as

his colleague, and the latter began his reign by making

away with brothers of whom he was jealous as the sons of

a princely mother, daughter of Antiochus of Commagene,

and then strangling his father, who had not concealed

his anger at the crime (37). The reign of Orodes was

the culminating point of Parthian greatness, and all his

successors adopted his title of " king of kings, Arsaces

Euergetes" (taken from Phraates II.) "Dicaios" (first

borne by the pretendant spoken of at p. 595, who was
perhaps father of Sinatruces, and so ancestor of the suc-

ceeding princes) "Epiphanes" (like Mithradates I.)

" Philhellen "
' (like Phriapatius). It was he who moved

the capital westward to Seleucia, or rather to Ctesiphon

(Taisefun), its eastern suburb.^
niraates Phraates IV. continued his reign in a series of crimes,

murdering every prominent man among his brothers, and
even his own adult son, that the n&les might find no
Arsacid to lead their discontent. Many of the nobbs fled

to foreign parts, and Antony felt encouraged to plan a war
of vengeance against Parthia.' Antony had no hope of

forcing the well-guarded Euphrates frontier, but since the

death of Pacorus Armenia had again been brought under
Roman patronage, and he hoped to strike a blow at the heart

of Parthia through Atropatene. Keeping the Parthians

in play by feigned proposals of peace while he matured
his preparations, he appeared in Atropatene in 36 with

60,000 legionaries and 40,000 cavalry and auxiliary troops,

and at once formed the siege of the capital Phraaspa
(Takht-i-Suleimin). The Median king Artavasdes, son

of Ariobarzanes,^ had marched to join Phraates, who looked

for the attack in another quarter. Phraates had only

40,000 Parthians, including but -100 freemen who never

left the king, and probably 10,000 Median cavalry ;5 but

these forces were well handled, and the two ^ings had
reached the scene of war before Antony was joined by his

baggage and heavy siege-train, and opened the campaign
by capturing the train and cutting to pieces its escort of

7500 men under the legate Oppius Statiauus. Actony
was still able to repel a demonstration to relieve Phraaspa,

but his' provisions ran short, and the foraging parties were
so harassed that the siege made no progress ; and, as it was
now October, he was at length forced to open negotia-

tions with Phraates. The Parthian promised peace if the

Romans withdrew, but, when Antony took him" at his word,

abandoning the siege-engines, he began a vigorous pursuit,

and kept the Romans constantly on the defensive, chastis-

ing one officer who hazarded an engagement by a defeat

which cost the Romans 3000 killed and 5000 wounded. Still

r * Orode3 indeed knew Greek and cared for Greek literature. The
Bacchw was performed at his son's betrothal.

I * Ctesiplion was capital at the time of Crassus's invasion, and
Ammianus (jcxiii. 6, 23) calls Pacorus the second founder of the city,

the first Vardanes being perhaps a mj-thical person. A coin of
Orodes with the title Krio-rTji (Gardner, 39) may refer to this.

' Of this war we have three accounts, all b.ised on one source, prob-
ably a tnonograph by Dellius. The best is Plutarch's {Ant, 37 sq.,

favourable to Antony). The later minor historians (who drew from
Livy) and Dio (xlix. 23 sq.) ar« hostile to Antony (Octavianist) ; but
the former, while sharing Dio's general point of view, approach Plutarch
ID many points of detail. Plutarch drew from the original source,
indirectly perhaps through Nic. Dam.; Dio used Livy, but not esclu-
•ively. The point in the story where the mutual rel.itions of the
Mveral narratives come out most clearly is in what is said of the
adviser who saved the Romans from utt^r destruction.

* Hon. J\ncyr., col. vi. 1. 12.

" Plut., Ant.,ii; Justin, xli. 2, 6. The number 10,000 U given by
ApoUonides in Strabo, zi. p. 523.

greater were the losses by famine and thirst and dysentery
;

and the whole force was utterly demoralized and had lost

a fourth part of its fighting men, a third of the camp-
followers, and all the baggage when, after a retreat of

twenty-seven days from Phraaspa to the Araxes by way
of Mianeh (276 miles), they reached the Armenian frontier.

Eight thousand more perished of cold and from snow-
storms in the Armenian mountains ; the mortality among
the wounded was terrible ; the Romans would have been
undone had not Artavasdes of Armenia allowed them to

winter in his land. The failure of the expedition was
due partly to the usual Roman ignorance of the geo-

graphical and cUmatic conditions, partly to a rash haste

in the earlier operations, but very largely also (as in the

case of Napoleon's Russian campaign) to the lack of dis-

cipline in the soldiers of the Civil War, which called for

very stern chastisement even during the siege of Phraaspa,

and culminated at length in frequent desertions and in

open mutiny, driving Antony to think of suicide. The
Romans laid the whole blame on Artavasdes, but without

any adequate reason. At the same time the disaster of

Antony following that of Crassus seemed to show that

within their own country the Parthians could not safely be

attacked on any side, and for a century and a half Roman
cupidity left them alone.

The Median Artavasdes, whose little country had borne

tne whole brunt of the v.'ar, fell out with the Parthians

about the division of booty, and made overture.^ to Antony
for alliance with Rome ; and in 33, when the Romans
had treacherously seized the person of the Armenian Arta/-

vasdes and occupied his land, a treaty was actually con-

cluded by which Symbace, which had once been Median,
was again detached from Armenia, and Roman troops wera
sent to co-operate with the Median king in repelling the

efl'orts of the Parthians to reseat on the throne of his

fathers Artaxes, son of the deposed king of Armenia.

These troops, however, were recalled before the battle of

Actium, and then Media and Armenia fell before the

Parthians ; the Romans tAo were still in the country were
slain, and Artaxes II. was raised to the Armenian throne

(30). In the very next year, however, the course of Par-

thian affairs led Artaxes to make his peace with Rome.

"

Phraates's tyranny had only been aggravated by his

successes, and open rebeUion broke out in 33. ^Y'e have
coins of an anonymous pretender dating March to June 32.'^

To him succeeded Tiridates II., whose rebellion was at a Tiridites

climax during the war of Actium. Towards the end of ^^•

30 Tiridates succumbed and fled to Syria, where Octa-

vian, who was wintering in the province, allowed him to

remain. A fresh attempt made from this side, with the help

perhaps of the Arabs of the desert, and by crossing the

Euphrates at the island now called Koha, had better success.

The order of events here given is that deduced b}' Vaillant

and Longuerue, combining the Roman history of Dio
with the Parthian of Trogus,— Lachmann, who makes
Tiridates be expelled only once and supposes a mistake on
the part of Trogus as to place and date of his meeting
with Augustus, assigning 1st March 29 as the date of

Horace, Cann., iii. 8 ; but the chronological difficulties of

this view are insuperable. Phraates was taken by surpris*

and fled, slaying his concubines that they might not fall a
prey to his victor (Isid. Char., 1). Tiridates seated him-

'

self on the throne in June 27,* and Phraates wandered
for some time in exile till he persuaded the Scythians to

undertake his cause.

* See coins iu Eckhel, vi. 82, compared with Dio, 11. 16, and the

reference in Horace, Carm., ii. 9, 20-22.

^ Ascribed to Tiridates II. by Gardner, p. 44 sq.

^ Dxsius, 285 Sel. In this month there are coins of Phraates and
also of an Arsaces Euergetes Autocrator Epiphanes Philhellen, who
must be Tiridates II.
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Kastera To nnderstand who his helpers were w* must take ap again the

Greei thread of the history of the far Eastern lands. It was now a century

king- since the Tibetan races ^ho had supplanted the Greeks to the north

doms. of the Hindu Kush had first exercised a decisive influence on western

affairs, and during most of that time there had been little change

in the boundaries of empire in eastern Iran. Since the time of

Eucratides the ceutre of Greek influence had lain more to the south

of the Hindu Kush and in India proper, and this was perhaps one

reason why Sogdiana and Bactria were lost so early ; since that

I9SS Greek power and culture had their chief and most lasting seat

h the CabttI valley, where colonies of Alexan''er were particular^

lumeronsi
The places where corns have been found—aad these are almost

our only source of knowledge *—prove that on the death of Eucra-

tides the Indian coantiy fell to Apollodotus and Bactria to Hcliocles.

Each of these held for a'time the greater part of east Iran, but Apollo-

dotus was the last Greek king who ruled over Kandahar and Sistan.

For a time there were also separate kingdoms in the Cabul valley

Vider Antialcides, and in the district of Peshawar under Lysias, but

after a period of civil wars they were all merged in one great Grseco-

Indian realm extending from Cabul to the Sutlej, and at times as far

south as Barygaza ; the capital was Qakala (officially called Euthy-

demia). Eight Yavana kings, says the Vdyu-Purdna, reigned eightj--

two years, and just eight names ' are found on coins whose distri-

iution justifies us in attributingthem to kings whose sway extended

over the whole Greek realm. This confirms the historical value of

the Indian source, and the eighty-two years will have to be reckoned

from the time when Demetrius was driven ouc of Bactria and fixed

his residence in the Punjab (c. 175), so that the end of the kingdom
will fall about 93. Menander, the most importaqt of the eight (c.

125-c. 95 ?),' carried his arms farther than any of his predecessors,

crossed the Hypasis, and pushed as far as the " Isamus," a locality

which must be sought much farther east than used to be supposed,

since his coins are common as far as Jfathura (Muttra) and Kampur,
mnd Indian sources' tell us that the Greeks subdued Ayodhya, the

land of the Panchala, and ilathiira, and even took the old capital,

Pataliputra. The Greeks were too few to hold these exorbitant

conquests without much concession to native habits and prejudices,

and wo learu without very great surprise from a Buddhist book
that Menander became a Buddhist. The same source * tells us that

Menander was bom at Alasanda (Alexandria ad Caucasum) or at

the (neighbouring ? ) village of Kalasi "Buddhism was strong in this

quarter at an early date, and a Buddhist stupa appears as type on

a coin of Agathocles, who reigned in Arachosia and Drangiana about
•180-165 (Sallet, op. at., p. 95). A Greek source praises Men-
ander's just rule ; the Milinda-prasna says, " In the whole of Jam-
budipa there was no one comparable to Milinda Raja ... he was
endowed with riches . . . and guarded by military power in a state

of the utmost efficiency " (Jour. As. Sac. Beng., v. 532). When he

died in the camp he received every honour paid to a deceased

^"chakravartti,"and his ashes were divided, as Buddha^shadbeen.in
cenotaphs erected in every town. Perhaps political mingled with

pious motives ; the struggle for the dust of Menander mentioned by
a Greek writer may be compared with that among -the *'diadochi

"

for the bones of Alexander, and so will be one phase of the many and

long divisions among the Indian Greeks testified to by the coins.

In little less than a century we have the names of twenty-three

kings all later than Eucratides, and nine of them apparently later

than Menander. They appear to belong to four kingdoms, the

npper and lower Cabul valley, Peshawar, and the Punjab, and as

.there are but two names common to more than one king we may
conclude that the rapid changes were often violent, that these were

not fixed dynasties, perhaps that the kings rose by military election.

All this confirms the Indian source (in Kem, ut supra, p. 38), " the

'fiercely-fighting Greeks did not stay in Madhyade^ ; there was a

cruel dreadful w^r in their own kingdom between themselves.

"

All the time that the Greek kingdom lasted there was beside it

another whose kings bear Scythian or Parthian names ; their coins

belong chiefly to the western Punjab, the outrunners of the Kashmir
Himalayas, and west of the Indus, Bajawar, and sometimes Bamian.
The founder of this kingdom was Maues, a younger conteraporarj-

of Demetrius and Apollodotus, whose types are imitated on his

coins. The coins confirm the Chinese notice that the Sse, driven

from their seats at Balkash and Issi-knl, founded a kingdom in

Kipin (Cabul valley) about 161, mth the correction that the
kingdom did not at once extend so far west, the coins of Maues
being found only in the Punjab. Xow this is just the country
(between the Indus and Hydaspes) which is said to have submitted

I For the facts ased in this paiagrsph see especially CunniDgham, in A'um.
Ckron., new series, x., xii.

* Demetrius, Eucratides, Apollodotus, Strata I., Strato 11., Zoilus, Menander,
Dionysios. —

^

> He must have had a long reign ; see Sallet, Kaeh/oVjcr AL d. Cr., p. S4.

* "Gar^-Sanhita," in Kem}4'ardA«-.Vi?itra, p. 37. This is an astroncmical
work of the 1st century of nur era. The Isamus of Straho, xi. p. 516, is prob-
ably the Sambuj of An-., Jnd., 4, 4. The name is presumably corrupt, and
Cunningham's conjecture, TiAvov (the fona) for 'Jaa^v, would suit best
but for the graphical difficulty it involves.

s " Uilinda-piasna," in Hardy, ifanuo^ ctf Buddhism, pp. 516, 440.

without a war to Mithradates I. of Parthia, and we must probably c. 176-32

assume that it was the Sse who put themselves under the Parthian B.c. •

empire, but that the arrangement was not a lasting one, the parties

to it lying so far apart.

, The kings of the Sse Jo not seem to have been Parthians,' but Kings of

tflfe nation was one of the many Iranian nomad ti-ibes that once the Sse.'

roamed over the steppes north of Sogdiana, while their coins show
that they were influenced by the culture of the Indian Greeks, from

whom they copied the titles of "satrap" and " strategus. " The
kingdom lay north of the Greeks, rougnly bounded by the Cabul

river and a line continuing eastward in the same latitude, and it is

one of the unsolved puzzles of this obscure history how such a strip

of mountain-land ever became so prosperous and powerful as it did

under the second king, Azes, and ho* it was able to resist the

might of Menander. We know fi-om the Feriplus that on the

lower Indus the Parthians who fixed themselves there in the first

Christian century had been preceded by a Scythian kingdom of

sufficient permanency to leave to the district the name of Scythia

or Indo-&:ythia. But that the Sse were the founders of this

remote kingdom is not so certain as is usually supposed ; it is

quite as possible that at the time when the Scythians overran Iran

the founders of the Indo-Scythian kingdom advanced from Sacas-

tane through the Bolan Pass. The Sse ceitainly did not force

themselves wedge -like between the Greek settlements, and the

chronology of the coins precludes the easy solution that their

power developed only after the fall of the Greeks. The coins

name five supreme kings^Maues, Azes, Azilises, Onones, Spalirises

;

the dynasty began about 161 ; Azes, the second king, restrock coins

of Apollodotus ; and there is not the least reason to doubt that he
directly followed him, and that the power of the Sse under Azes

fell in the time btfore Menander, when the Greeks were weak and
divided. It was probably 5Ienander who again drove the Scythians

within narrower limits. The coins show further a lack of unity

in the late- days of the Scjrthian kingdom, and, taking this fact

with the smallness of the total number of names, we cannot con-

clude that it lasted much later than the Greek realms.

Hermaius, the last of the Greek kings, held the lower valley of Chiness

the Cabul river and Peshawar with the district around it and the annals,

belt of the Punjab opposite, and he reigned, as the effigies on his

coins show, from youth to old age. These last days of Greek rule

in the East fortunately receive light from the Chinese Annals {oj

the first Ban).^ After the opening of ti-ade with the West about

105 B. c. the Chinese also visited Kipin, but their agents in this

remote realm were repeatedly plundered by the King tJ-to-lac(

(between 105 and 87). At length, under the son of the latter, the,

Chinese commander on the frontier joined lu-mo-fu, son of the king

ofYung-khiu, in a^udden attack on the king of Kipin, who was slain

and In-mo-fu installed in his place. Difficulties arose between the

new king and China, and when In-mo-fu ultimately tried to make
his peace the emperor Hiao-yuan-ti had just resolved to break on

all connexion with the distant western lands. As the Chinese kept

no military guard of the western frontier tUl 59 B.C.,' and the new
policy of Hiao-yuan-ti began soon after 49,' In-mo-fu must have

begun to reign in Kipin some time between 59 and 51. In 32 he

again, but still in vain, sent tribute and attempted to reopen the

profitable commerce with China. The coins keep us so well in-

formed of the names of rtilers in this period that In-mo-fu must be

capable of identification, and no ruler can be meant but Hermseus,

who in the commonest dialect of Prakrit would be Hermaio, a word

necessarily mutilated bv Chinese inability to pronounce r. Yung-
khiu is therefore Yonaki "the city of the Greeks." The dethroned

king of Kipin and his father U-to-lao must, from what the Chinese'

records tell of the origin of their power, be kings of the Sse ;

U-to-lao is probably Azo Rao, " king Azes.

"

We have Chinese accounts of the eastern lands of Iran in the

time of open trade along the great south road from Phi-shan on the

Chinese frontier over the Hanging Pass (beside Lake Yashil-Kul at

the west end of the Alichur Pamir),'" and so south-west to Hian-tu

(the Indians), and then to the fruitful and temperate plain of Kipin;

The king of Kipin, a mighty lord, resided at Siiu-Siin (perhaps

iuoviiaov, Dionysopolis or Nagara, now Jalalabad). The inhabitants

were industrious and ingenious in carving, building, weaving, and

embroidery, and in silk manufacture ; vessels of gold and silvei-j

utensils of copper and tin, were found in their bazaars. Their

coins of gold and silver had a horseman on one side and a human

head on the other. The silver pieces here described may be these

of Hippostratus, or of any other of the later Greek, or of the

Scythian kings ; but as none of these kings struck gold the pieces o>

« Moi>i)S differs only hy a formative syllable from Mauiunjs, leader of the

Sacs at Gaugamela (Arr., Ui. S, 3). 'Ovuv-q^ is a Parthian name, but reaUj

identical with that of Eunones, king of the Aorsi (Tat, Ann., m. 15), «>e

other five names can hardly be Parthian. .,

? See Ritter, Enft-u.idf, viL 3, 682 sq- i
and Abel Remusat, hmiaaux MMnga

Asialiipies. i. 205 sq.

8 Abel Remusat, Mini, de TAc, viii. 0S27) p. 119.
...

s See what is related for the Tear 46 in Hist. Gin. dt la CftiM, iii. 16!.

l» This identification is obtained by comparing the old descnpt.on <" "><

Hanging Pass (Remusat, .Vour. .\U!.. i. 209) with that of the pass traversed ti>

' the Chinese expedition to Badakhshan in 17S9 (Hist Cen., li =•'-••
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27 B.C.-

21 AD.

Wan

luarcliy

- Eucratidea with his bust on one aWe and the mounted Dioscuri

on the other will still have had course. South-west of Kipiu lay

the hot plain of U-ghr>-shan-Ii (Kandahar and Sistan), where the

southern road ended (necessarily at a considerable commei-rial

town, therefore at Alexandria in Arachosia). Hence a road leads

to An-si (in its original sense, supra, p. 593), first northward (to

Herat) and then east (to Merv). The inhabitants of U-ghe-shan-li,

which was too remote to be often visited from China, hated blood-

shed and had weapons adorned with gold and silver. Their coins

are described in the same terms as tliose of Kipin ; and probably

the latter had course, and there was no native mint. But there

was an independent kingdom ; and, as it is certain that Drangiana

and Arachosia were not at this time (middle of 1st century B.C.)

subject to the Greeks—no coins of the successoi-s of Apollodotus

having been found there—we conclude that this kingdom was that

of the SaciE, who overran Iran in 123. Later Chinese writers, say

that the country was subject to An-si (Parthia), and Isidore of

Charax (1 B.C.) makes Aiacliosia a Parthian satrapy. It was prob-

ably ur.der Orodes that Arachosia was conijuered and the Sacie

confined to Sacasfanc.

The latest coins of Hermans bear also the name of a king, Kujnla-

Kaso, first in tlic Arianian and finally also in the Greek legend

(Kofoi/Xo-Kao^tfou). Now the Cliinese tell W5{M&in. dc I'Ac, xxv.

•27, 29) that about a ceutui-y after the Tochaii (Yue-chi) conquered

Bactria— i.e., 39-27— Kieu-tsieu-khio, prince ^)f 'Kuei-shuang,

conquered the other four principalities of the Tochari and named
his whole kingdom K\iei-shuang (Kashan). He then warred against

the Partliians and took the great land of Kao-fu (Cabul), which liad

been subject to India, Kipin, and Parthia, as well as the neigh-

bouring lands of Po-ta (north of U-ghe-shan li ; to be identified

with the Pactyes or Patans originally settled in Gli6r) and Kipin.

The last fact sliows that Kieu-tsieu-khio is none other than
Ko^ov\o-Ka5fpi^ov, who indeed is called on the coins Kashana-
Yavugo, "king of Kashan," and "steadfast in the fai.'h," i.e., in

IJuddhisni, v.-hiclt early found entrance among the Tochari. AVith

this account of the conquest of Cabul it agrees that Isidore names
Arachosia but nc't Cabul as Parthian. Now the war of the king
of Kashan with the Partliians is none other than that undertaken
by tlie Scythians to restore Phractes to the tliroue. Trogus had
an excursus in tliis connexion on the Asiauic kings of the fochari

and the fall of the Sacarauae (doubtless before the increased might
of the realm of tlie Tochari). These' intestine conflicts of the

Scythians seem to have been at tlieir height during the exile of

riiraates, and t leii' issue decided his fortunes. The Romans
followed these movements \\-ith attention because they threatened
Tiridates, and Horace has repeated references to them of a kind
that is more than poetic fancy [Carin., i. 26, 3 517., and especially

iii. 29, 26 57. ,
—

' Tanais discors, " wars of Tochari and Sacaraucae
;

"plans of the Seres," the Chinese stood in close relation to these

lands and had powerfully intervened in the afl'airs of the Sacaraucx
in 44).

Before the great Lost of the Scythians Tiridates retired

without a contest. On 1st iMarch ' 26 ^ the news of

this had not reached Rome ; but in June, as the coins

jirove,- Phraates again held the throne. Tiridata^i fled to

Augustus, who refused to give him up, but agreed not to

support liira, and restored to Pliraates a son wliom Tiridates

had carried oflF and placed in his hands as a hostage. The
Parthian in return promised to give up the captives and
ensigns taken from Crassus and Antony, and fulfilled his

]>romise in 20, when Augustus was in Syria. He would
hardly have done so perhaps had not his throne been

again insecure ; there is a break in the Parthian coinage

after October 23, and it is not resumed for many years

— a sure sign of inner troubles. There is just one coin

known of Phraates's later years (October 10 B.C.; Gardner,

p. 62), which probably marks his return from a second

exile; for we know from Josephus {Ant., xvi. S, 4) that

between 12 and 9 B.C. Mithradates IV. was on the throne

of the Arsacids, and that Herod of Judiea was accused

of plotting with him against Rome.^ The revolt of

Media Atropatene, which asked a king from Rome some
time between 20 B.C. and 2 A.D., and received Ario-

^ Hor., Car., iii. 8, 19-20, belongs**to this year, as appears from

Phraates's coinage of Dresius, 286 Sel. The reduction of the Can-

tabri-ins refers to Augustus's personal presence in Spain in the end of

27 (Dio, liii. 22), not to their second reduction in 25, which could

linrdly be known in Rome on 1st March. The retreat of tlie Scj-thians

refers to tlio Sarmatian war (Florus, iv. 12, 20).

* Piokesch-Osteu, ^fcnlnaits des Rois ParOues, p. 37.

1^ Yaillant having missed this passage, no later writer cites Si. >

barzanes II., son of Artavasdes, was probably about this

time {Mon. Anc, vi. 9). In 10 or 9 B.C. Phraates took the

precaution of sending his family to Rome so that the

rebels might have no Arsacid pretender to put forward,

keeping only and designating as heir his youngest son by

his favourite wife Thea Musa Urania, an Italian slave-girl

presented to him by Augustus. This was mainly a scheme

of Urania's, and she and her son crowned it by murdering

the old tyrant. Phraates V., or as he is usually called

Phraataces (diminutive), was thus the third Arsacid, in

successive generations, to reach the throne by parricide.*

.

Phraates V., whose first coin is of May 2 B.C., tried ailPhrSates

energetic policy, expelling Artavasdes III. and the Roman ^'•

troops that supported him from Armenia, and seating on

the throne Tigranes IV., who had been a fugitive under

Parthian protection. Ariobarzanes of Atropatene was
probably expelled at the same time ; a little later we
find him in exile at Rome, and (in spite of Strabo, xi. p. 523,

who perhaps had not the latest news) the old Ime of

Atropates seems now to have been superseded by a line of

Pythian princes. As Augustus did not wish to extend

the empire, and Phraates was not'very secure on his throne,

neither party cared to fight, and an agreement was patched

up after some angry words, Phraates resigning all claim

on Armenia and leaving his brothers as hostages in Rome
(1 A.D.). Phraates now married his mother, who appears

with him on coins from April 2 a.d., a match probably

meant to conciliate the clergy, as he knew that the nobles

hated him. In fact he was soon driven by a rebellion

(after October 4 a.d.) to fiee to Roman soil, where he died,

it seems, not long after-n-ards.

The Parthians called Orodes II. from exile to the throne. Civil

Of. him we have a coin of autumn 6 a.d. ; but his wiW*'"^-

and cruel temper soon made him hated, and he was

murdered while out hunting. Anarchy and bloodshed

now gaining the upper hand, the Parthians sent to Rome
(before 9 a.d.), and received thence as king Vonones, the

eldest of the sons of Phraates IV., a well-meaning prince,

whose foreign education put him quite out of sj'mpathy

with his country. He preferred a litter to a horse^ cared

nothing for hunting and carousals, liked to be with Greeks,

and relaxed the stringent etiquette that barred approach

to the sovereign, and at the same time he tried to chect

peculation. A strong reaction of national feeling took place,

and the main line of the Arsacids being now exhausted

by death or exile, Artabanus, an Arsacid on the mother's

side, who had grown up among the DahaB and had after-

wards been made king of Media (Atropatene), was set up

as pretendant in 10 or 11 A.D. Artabanus was defeated

at first,* but ultimately gained a great and bloody victory

and seated himself in Ctesiphon. Vonones fled to Armenia

and was chosen as king of that country (16 A.D.), but

Tiberius, who was anxious to avoid war, and did not wish

to give Artabanus III. any pretext to invade Armenia, Aria-

persuaded Vonones to retire to Syria. By and by he washaim.^

interned in Cilicia, and in 19 a.d. -lost his life in an"'-

attempt to escape.

The clearest proof of the miserable results of continual

civil war in Parthia at this t'me is that a- Jewish robber

state maintained itself for fifteen years in the marshes of

Nearda and the Babylonian Nisibis a little after 21 a.d.,

' Of the Beni Jelldb, who reigned in Tugurt till after the middle

of the present centurj-, every sultan is said to have murdered his

father, and M.ahmud Shah of Guzerat (1538-54) made all his wives

procure abortion as the only possible protection for a king againct

attempts of sons on his life.

° A drachma of King Vonones when he had conquered Artabanm

is one of the earliest examples of the u=;e of the person.-il name of the

king instead of the throne name. The practice became common, and

marks an era of disputed successions, when it was necessary to indi-

cate to which pretendaiit a coin belonged.
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and that, wnen some satrapies were in revolt and others

threatened it, the great king made a pact with the bandits

to keep Babylonia in control in his absence. Yet amidst

such constant rebellions Artabanus TTT., shrewd and

energetic, not merely held his own but waged successful

foreign wars, set his son Arsaces on the throne of Armenia,

and challenged Borne still more directly by raising claims

to lordship over the Iranian population of Cappadocia.

Through the whole first century of the Roman empire all

relations to Parthia turned on the struggle for influence in

Armenia, and, much as he loved peace, Tiberias could not

suffer this disturbance of the balance of power to pass un-

noticed. He persuaded PharasmaneSj king of Iberia, to

put forward his brother Mithradates as claimant to the

Armenian throne. The Iberians, after having procured

the assassination of Arsaces, advanced and took Artasata,

the capital ; and, when the Parthians came against them
under Orodes, another son of Artabanus, Pharasmanes

strengthened himself by opening the Caucasian Gates to

the Sarmatiar^s,' whose chiefs were easily gained to fight

where there was money or booty to be got. A bloody

bottle ensued ; Orodes was wounded in single combat

with Pharasmanes, and his troops fled, believing him to

be dead. In 36 Artibanus himself took the field, but

a widespread revolt, long prearranged by Tiberius with a

Parthian party led by Sinnaces, rose behind him in the

name of Tiridates, a grandson of Phraates IV., who had
been chosen as pretendant from the Parthian princes at

Borne, and Artabanus retired to Hyrcania to resume his

old relations with the adjacent nomads. The Roman legate

of Syria, Lucius Vitellius, with his legions, led Tiridates

into Parthia, where his followers joined him; Mesopo-
tamia, Apolloniatis, and Chalonitis did homage ; and the

S3rrian and Jewish population of Seleucia, which hated

the party of Artabanus (the oligarchy of the 300 " adi-

ganes " drawn from the old Greek families), were grati-

fied by democratic institutions. In Ctesiphon Tiridates

was crowned by Surenas, but without waiting for Plu-aates

and Hiero, satraps of two chief provinces (Upper and
Bhagian Media?), who became his enemies for this slight.

Nor were they alone in their jealousy of the absolute

court -influence of Sinnaces and his father Abdagases.
Artabanus was called back and appeared from Hyrcania
with an auxiliary force of Dahs and Sacss ; Tiridates re-

tired to Mesopotamia, where his party was strongest, but
his army melted away, and in 36 a.d. he took refuge in

Syria. Much as Artabanus hated the Romans, his insecure

position at home drove him in 37 to make an accommoda-
tion on terms favourable to them and send his son Darius
as hostage to Tiberius, Indeed, he was again for a short

time an exile with Izates of Adiabene,who, however, effected

his restoration and was rewarded by the transference of

Xisibis to him from Armenia, which the Parthians had
again got in their hands, taking advantage of the foolish

policy of Gaijis Cjesar, who had tempted Mithradates of

Armenia to Rome and imprisoned him there. Artabanus
died soon after his second restoration, probably in 40 a.d.,

as Josephus {Ani., xviiL 7, 2) still mentions him in 39.
Gotix«3 In Artabanus's lifetime the second place in the empire
^^"' had been held by one Gotarzes, who appears to have been

his colleague in the upper satrapies, and perhaps his lieu-

tenant in his flight to Adiabene. But there is monumental
evidence - that he was not, as Josephus says and Tacitus

' Josephus, AnI., iviii. 4, i (according to the MSS.), says Alina

;

ZtvOat is an interpolation. In modem as in ancient times Fberian
kings have repeatedly followed the same dangerous policv to increase
their strength. The power of the Christian kings of Georgia in the
12th cenlnrr rested wholly on alliance with the mountain tribes.

' On a Greek inscription at Bisntun he is " satrap of satraps and
Ti&To6f)ot" (son of Gew) ; on a coin he probably appears as G6ter2*U,
king of the kings of the Areani (east Iranians), son of Ge, " kalymenos "

18-22*

implies, Artabanus's son (except by adoption), and so we 21-45 a. o.

find that the succession first fell to Vardanes, who coined

money in September 40. But in 41 Gotarzes appears as

king. The cruelties of Gotarzes gave Vardanes an oppor.

tunity of return ; in two days he rode 345 miles, and
taking his rival by surprise forced him to flee, and occupied

thfe lower satrapies, where he coins regularly from July 42
onwards. Vardanes now laid siege to Seleucia, which had
been in rebellion since it opened its gates to Tiridates in

36, but was presently called away to me^t Gotarzes, who
had secured the aid of the Hyrcanians and Dahs. The
renewal of civil war enabled the emperor Claudius, with

the aid of the Iberians, to drive the Parthian satrap

Demonas from Armenia and reseat Mithradates on the

throne.' Meantime Gotarzes and Vardanes were face to

face in the plain of western or Parthian Bactria, but an

attempt on the life of the latter having been disclosed by
his foe they made peace, and Gotarzes withdrew to Hyr-

cania, while Vardanes, confirmed in his empire, returned to

Seleucia and took it in 43 after a siege of seven years.

Seleucia was then a city of vast resources ; in the time of PUnv Seleacia.

it reckoned 600,000 sools, and the neighbourhood of Ctesiphon had
iSot ruined it as Seleucia had ruined Babylon. Indeed Stisbo (xvi

p. 743} is probably to be believed when he says that Ctesiphon was
founded as the winter residence of the Parthian kings mainly out
of consideration for Seleucia, whose merchants would have been
inconimoded by the quartering on them of the rude hordes of
nomads who formed the larger part of the army which surrounded
the court. The friendship of the Parthiaus was necessarily impaired

by the long rebellion and the insolence of the Seleucians : in 41 the

Syrians and Greeks put aside their own quarrels and united to

slaughter the Jews ; the survivors fled to Ctesiphon, and even
here the hatred of the Seleucians followed them in despite of the

great king. Probably, therefore, it was as a rival to Seleucia that
Volagases (or Vologeses) I. founded a little later Yologesocerta

(near Hira) on a site very favourable for commerce. From the

middle of the first Christian century Greek influence declined, and
Orientalism revived in Parthia. The types of the Arsacid drschmse

—the imperial money—grow more and more barbaric from the time

of Artabanus III. ; and Pahlavi legends, first found on coins of

Yolagases I., become predominant with Mithradates YI., the con-

temporary of Trajan.

Vardanes was deterred from an attempt on Armenia by
the threatening attitude of Vibius Marsus, legate of Syria

from 42 to 44, and the rest of his reign was fvilly occupied

by internal affairs. In February 45 Gotarzes had renewed

his pretensions and struck money, supported by the re-

bellious nobles, and Vardanes, after defeating him at the Yar-

passage of the Erindes,' pursued him eastwards through "ianea,

the deserts, driving the nomads before him as far as the

Sindes (Tejend), which divided the Dahse from the Arians,

and returned boasting " that he had reduced nations who
never before had paid tribute to an Arsacid." The glory

that was held to surround these exploits on a stage scarcely

different from that on which the oldest Parthian history

had been enacted is a striking proof of the neglect of

the original home of the monarchy under the pressure of

Western affairs ; b'jit that Vardanes was a great king is

plain from the high praise of Tacitus and the attention

which the greatest of Reman historians bestows on a reign

which had no direct relations to Rome. Vardanes, whose

last coin is of August 45, was murdered while himting—

a

victim, we are told, to the hatred produced by his severity

to his subjects. But in judging of the charges brought

against him and his two predecessors we inust remember
that the rise of a new dynasty like that of Artabanus is

of Artabanns. The last title seems to mean "alter ego" ; it appeals

miswritten ToXiJ/iwo! in Dio, xl. 12, as applied to Silaces, whom
Orodes L sent against Crassus ; comp. New Persian tafirrmur., " agent."

Philostratns, in his life of ApoUouius, which contains much that is

useful for this period, regards the expulsion of Gotarzes as a restoration

of the .\rsacids.

• In the chronology of what follows Longueme's arrangement has

been brilliantly confirmed by the coins.

« Or Charindas (Ptol., vi. 2, 2), now the Kerind, which separated

Mazandaran from Astarabad.

xvni — 76
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-75 A.D. always accompanied by deeds of violence, and that the

oppressed subjects are simply the utterly unruly Parthian

nobles who had lost all discipline in the long civil wars,

and could only be controlled by force.

Gotarzes. After another period of dispute we now find Gotarzes

again on the throne and coining regularly from September

46 onwards. But his qualities had not improved, and in

47 a secret embassy of malcontents was at Rome asking

Claudius to send them as king Meherdates, son of Vonones.

In 49 the legate. Gains Cassius, did in fact conduct Meher-

dates (Mithradates V.) as far as Zeugma, where he was

met by divers Parthian magnates, and ultimately, after a

detour through the snows of Armenia, got as far as Nineveh

and Arbela. But his only real strength lay in Carenes,

satrap of Mesopotamia ; Abgar V. and Izates, the kings of

Orrhoene and Adiabene, pretended to be with him, but

were in private understanding with Gotarzes, and deserted

before the decisive battle in which Carenes was surrounded

and Meherdates taken (50 a.d.). Gotarzes cut off his rival's

ears, but spared his life—an act of leniency most unusual

in the East, which proves how much the national feeling

of the Iranians despised the pretenders foisted on them
by Rome.

Gotarzes died of a sickness, not before June 51, and
was followed by Vonones IL, who had been king in Atro-

patene, and "was probably a brother of Artabanus III.

According to the coins his short reign began before Sep-

tember 51 and did not end before October 54.' He was

Vola- succeeded by his eldest son, Volagases I., the brothers

B^ses L acquiescing in his advancement, although his mother was

only a concubine from Miletus (comp. Tac, Ann., xii. 44,

with Plut., Crassus, 32), and receiving their compensation

by being nominated to kingdoms which gave them the

second and third places after the " king of kings,"—Pacorus

to Media or .A.tropatene and Tiridates to Armenia,^ which

the Parthians invaded (La 52 )) to expel the usurper Rada-

mistus, murderer of King Mithradates. Radamistus was

Inot finally disposed of till 54, when his own people rose

against him. The Armenians now oflfered no resistance

to the Parthians, but the Romans were not content to lose

their influence in the land, and their plans were favoured by

the rising of a new pretendant, the son of Vardanes, against

Volagases. The latter had marched to chastise Izates of

Adiabene, whose conduct had been very ambiguous in

previous embroilments with Rome, when a great army of

Dahae and Sacae entered Parthia. Of the son of Vardanes ^

we have coins from December 55 to July 58, and as the

series of coins of Volagases begins only in 6 1 it was prob-

ably not till then that he had quite mastered his more

powerful rival and consolidated his own authority. At first

Le had to evacuate -\xmenia, and in 55 he even gave up the

chief Arsacids as hostages to Domitius Corbulo, Nero's

'commissioner on the frontier. In 58, however, Volagases

was again able to commence great operations in Armenia,

though direct war between Parthia and Rome was still

avoided, both sides accepting the fiction that what was

done in Armenia was the private affair of Tiridates. The
Parthians, indeed, were still in no condition for a great

war ; the intestine discords continued, and in 58 Hyrcania,

» Gardner (p. 51) is wrong in ascribing this coin to Volagases I.

Tacitus makes Volagases come to the throne in 52 or 53, but if this

is right he must have been associated in the empire under Vonones.
^ Tac, Ann.f xv. 2. There was at this time a fourth monarchy

under a Parthian l(ing in east Iran and on the Indus, and a tifth

among the Scythians {or rather the Maslthuth) on the northern slopes

of the Caucasus, where an Arsacid reigned in 19 a.d. (Tac, Ann.y ii.

68). As the Median kingdom was subsequently united to the chief

empire, the later Armenian historians, Agathangelus {Langlois, L 109)

and Sebtfus {ibid., p. 199), are right in speaking of four Arsacid

kingdoms.
' His name was probably Nanes, for BN.^NO on a copper coin

{Gardner, p. 51) must be read B[(U7t\^wi] Nd»'o{f].

one "of the oldest Parthian lands, revolted and sent an
embassy to seek alliance -with Rome. In the same year,'

and in that which followed, Corbulo was able with little

resistance to destroy Artaxata, occupy Tigranocerta, and
set on the Armenian throne, supported by Roman troops,

Tigranes V., a prince of that branch line of the Herods
which had been established in Cappadocia. At length,

in 61, Volagases made peace with the Hyrcanians, ac-

knowledging their independence ; then, solemnly crowning
Tiridates as king of Armenia, he directed his whole forces

against Tigranes. Open war \vith Rome, however, was
still delayed by negotiations with Corbulo, who proposed

a peace with a secret condition that the Roman troops

should be withdrawn from Armenia. He felt, no doubt,

that Tigranes, who had inherited the servility but not the

vigour of his ancestor Herod, was not ftrong enough to

secure the obedience of a population which greatly pre-

ferred the rule of the Parthians as their brethren in faith,

manners, and descent. But Rome refused to confirm the

treaty, and war was declared.* The first year of the war
(62) was unfortunate for the Romans, ai>d ended with the

capitulation of Caesennius Pstus (who now commanded in

Armenia) at Randea, on the southern bank of the Arsanias

{i.e., Aradzani, the Armenian name for the upper Euphrates),

near Arsamosata. The Romans evacuated Armenia and
had also to build the Parthians a bridge over the Arsanias.

Corbulo meantime was in Syria, and had purposely left

Paetus in the lurch, contenting himself with securing the

passages of the Euphrates and guarding them by castles

on Parthian soil. He now came to an agreement with the

Parthian general, Monaeses, to raze the castles in return

for the evacuation of Armenia by the Parthians till Rome
should be again consulted. Next year the war was re-

sumed, and Corbulo, crossing the Euphrates at Melitene,

had penetrated into Sophene when the Parthians earnestly

sought peace. It was agreed that Tiridates should lay

down his diadem and go to Rome in person to receive it

again from the emperor, which was done accordingly in

66. The real advantage of the war lay more with Parthia

than with Rome, for, if the Roman suzerainty over Armenia
was admitted, the Parthians had succeeded, after a contest

which had lasted a generation, in placing an Arsacid on

the -Armenian throne. After Nero's death Volagases formea

very friendly relations with Vespasian, which endured till

75. Meantime all Iran was sorely troubled by the Alans, Alan

who had spread themselves a little before over the plains inroad

on the north-west slopes of the Ca'ucasus as far as the

Don and the Sea of Azoff. In 72 the king of Hyrcania

opened the pass of Derbend to these barbarians, whc
ravaged Media and drove King Pacorus into the recesses

of his mountains, even capturing his harem. Armenia was
also plundered, and the bandits retired laden with booty.

In 75 the Alans entered Parthia itself and pressed Vola-

gases so hard that he made an ineffectual application for

help to Vespasian.^ Vespasian's refusal very nearly led to

war, and Trajan, who was now governor of Syria, was pre-

pared for a Parthian invasion,^ but Vespasian's pacific

firmness ultimately averted an outbreak.^

We have the evidence of Tacitus {Ann., xi. 8) and Joseplius {Ant.,

XX. 4, 2) that Bactria w-as the eastern limit of the Parthian empire

* Tacitus and Dio in this part of the history are both dependent
on the very mendacious memoirs of Corbulo. Tacitus, as appears from

Ann., XV. 16, distrusted his source and followed it with more discrimi-

nation than Dio, but is still more favourable to Corbulo than a criticism

strictly proceeding on the known facts can admit to be right.

5 It must have been against the Alans that Vespasian in this year,

according to a Greek inscription of Metskheta {Joum. As., ser. 6,

-xiii. 93), fortified the castles of the Iberian Mithradates and of Ibc

Jamasdaitea.
,

* This is all that is meant by " Parthica lauru^" Plin., Pantg., 14.

^ In Victor, Vees., 9, 10, read "ab illo" for "ac bello." comparing

the epitome.
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in 42 and 54 a. P., but in 59 the Hvrcanian ambassador were able

to return home from a port on the" Persian Gulf without touching

Parthian soil (Tac, Ann., xiv. 25). This implies that all the upper

satrapies had been lost to the empire. The Hyn;anians were still

independent c 155 during the reign of Antoninus Pius (Victor,

Minor £pi!., 15, 4). In 72 they held the whole southern coast of the Cas-

kin^om plan, and for a time at least bordered on a Parthian kingdom which
ui.aist had succeeded that of the Scj-thians in Sacastane at a date subse-
*"' quent to that of Isidore of Charax (1 B.C.). The names of seven

kings of this dynasty, beginning apparently with an Arsaces Dicieus,

are known from coins. The most powerful of these was the Gon-

;lophares under whom, according to the legendary Acta Thoyna,^

the apostle Thomas came to India in 29 a.d. ; he reigned over a

great territory, which in large part had formerly belonged to Par-

thia, his coins being found mainly in Herat, Sistan, and Kandahar,

but also in Begram and sometimes in the Punjab ; an inscription

at Takht-i-Bahi, north-east of Peshawar, makes his twenty-sixth

year the hundredth of an era which is probably that of the intro-

duction of Buddhism in the Cabul valley.' The dynasty of Gon-

dophares, however, was but loosely constituted : we often find two

kings at one time ; and the Periplus (70 a.d.), which tells us of the

possession of old Indo-Scythia by these Parthians, says that one

ting was constantly displacing another, a snre symptom of a mori-

bund condition. One of the last kings, Sanabares, reigned a little

after 78 a.d. (Sallet, op. cit., p. 158). The author of the Periplus

n* had also heard of the independent and very warlike jiation of the

Tochari Bactrians, i.e., the Tochari, whose greatest conquests fall at this

time. Kieu-tsicu-khio, the founder of their power, died, according

to Chinese accounts, at the age of eighty, and was succeeded by
Ilia son Yen-kao-chin, who conquered the Incus lands. The Tochari

were then more powerful than ever, and ruled as far as Sh"ao-ki or

Oude. The coins, on the other hand, lead us to distinguish between

Kozola - Kadaphes, the immediate successor of Kozulo-Kadphizu
(who borrows the latter's name and titles, and whose copper money
found at Manikyala in the Punjab may be dated by its offering a

close imitation of the head of Augustus on denarii struck between

4 B.C. and 2 a.d.), and the real conqueror of India, Oo^mo-Kad-
phises (Ar. Hima Kapitjo), who reigned from about the middle of

the 1st century A.D., and whose might is proved by his striking

gold, which no one had done since Eucratid^s, His coins, frequent

in Kabulistan and the Punjab^ have been found as far as Benares.

This evidence is reconciled with the Chinese account by an Indian

notice in Kern, I'ardha-.Vihira, p. 39, which shows that the con-

quests of the Tochari were for a time interrupted. It speaks of a

robber Caka king who was very powerful {i.e., Yen-kao-chin, or

Kozola- Kadaphes), after whom there were five native kings. Of
these the first four reigned but a few years, while the fifth, who is

unnamed, had a reign of twenty years over a happy land, after which

the ^kas began their depredations again." The unnamed king may
be identified with a king wearing earrings, and therefore Indian,

whose coins, found by sackfvils in Begram, and occasionally in the

Punjab, Malwa, and even farther east, mark him as a neighbour

and probably contemporary of Gondophares ; they bear no name,

bnt only the title "king of kings" and "great saviour."' The
recommencement of the ^aka conquest will thus begin with

Ooemo-Kadphises, who was the immediate predecessor of Kanerki

or Kanishka, the founder of the Turushka dynasty, whose accession

in 79 a.d. is the epoch of the faka era (Oldenberg, Z.f. Xum.,
viit 290 sq. ), and marks the consolidation of affairs in the East.

Volagases I. died soon after the Alan wars, leaving a

just reputation by his friendly relations to his brothers—

a

thing so long unknown— his patient steadfastness in

foreign war and home troubles, and his foundation of a

Intestine new capital. Perhaps also he has the merit of collecting

disMdets. from fragments or oral tradition all that remained of the

Avesta.* From June 78 we find two kings coining and

reigning together, Volagases II. and Pacorus II., probably

brothers. From 79 there is a long break in the coins' of

ttie former, and "Artabanus IV. takes his place with a coin

struck iu July 81. This Artabanus appears as the pro-

tector of a certain Terentius Maximus, who pretended to

b6 Nero '
; he threatened to restore him and displace Titus

by force, and, though the pretender was at length given

pp, th6 farce, which was kept up till 88, might have ended

J See A'. Rhcin. Mua., six. 161 eg.

' This was 500 years after Buddha {Z. f. K. d. ilorgen!., iii. 129),

which would give the date 57 A.D.
' This is perhaps the king qui regnavit sine nomine of Suetonius,

De Rcgibus (Auson., Ep., 19).
* Dinkart, in Haug, Pahi.-Paz. Gloss., p. 144, calls the king who

did this only Valkosh (i.e., Volkash), descendant of Ashkan.
' Zonaras, li '8 : Orac. Sib., iv. 124, 137.

in earnest but for the disorders of the times, indicated by 75-116>A.E

a break in the Parthian coinage between 84 and 93, iu

which latter year Pacorus appears as sole king.'

At this time the political horizon of Parthia was very
wide, and its intercourse with the farthest East was
livelier than at any other date. In 90 the Vue-chi had
come to war with the governor of Chinese Tartary and
been reduced to vassalship ; in 94 a Chinese erpedition

slew their king, and, advancing to the " North Sea

"

(Lake Aral), subdued fifty kingdoms.' The Tochari, one

sees, like the Greeks before them, had neglected the

lands north of the Hindu-Kush in their designs on India

;

even of Oo6mo-Kadphisi5s no coins are found north Of that

range. In 97 Chinese envoys directeil to Rome actually

reached the Mediterranean, but were di;auaded from going

farther by Parthian accounts of the terroi-s of the sea voyage,

and i's 101 Muon-kiu, king of the An-ii (Parthians), sent

lions and gazelles of the kind called " fu-pa " (ySoi'/SaXos)

to the emperor of China. Muon-kiu reigned in Ho-to,

i.e., Carta or Zadracarta in Hyrcania ; he was therefore a

king of the Hyrcanians, who also held the old Parthian

lands east of the Caspian Gate, and may be identical with

a king, rival to Pacorus, who struck ccpper coins in 107
and 108, if the latter is not identical with the later

monarch Osroes. But anyhow the representative of the

Parthian power in the west was still Pacorus II., who
in 110^ sold the crown of Edessa to Abgar VII. bar Izat,

and died soon after, making way for his brother Osroes,

who coins in the same year, but had to reckon with two
rivals, viz., Volagases II. (who reappears after an interval

of thirty-three years), from 112 onwards, and Meherdates

(Mithradates) VI. The latter was a brother of Osroes,

and so probably was the former. None of the three

was strong enough to conquer the others, and continual

war went on between them till Osroes was foolish enough

to provoke Roman intervention by taking Armenia from

Exedares, son of Pacorus, to whose appointment Rome had

not objected, and transferring it to another son of Pacorus

called Parthamasiris. Trajan, who had quite thrown overTrajti's

the principle of the Julii and Flavii, that the Danube and con-

the Euphrates were the boundaries of the empire, and was I''"'*-

fully embarked on the old Chauvinist traditions of the

republic, would not let such an occasion slip ; and, refus-

ing an answer to an embassy that met him at Athens, he

entered Armenia and took Arsamosata ^ without battle,

after receiving the homage of western Armenia (114).

Parthamasiris submitted himself to the emperor, but Trajan

declared that Armenia must be a Roman province, appointed

an escort to see the Parthian over the border, and whan
he resisted and tried to escape ordered his execution,

—

a brutal act, meant to inspire terror md show that the

Arsacids should no longer be treated with on equal terms.-

Armenia and the neighbouring kings to the north having

given in their submission, Trajan marclied back by Edessa,

receiving the homage of Abgar. The campaign of 115

was in Mesopotamia, and the burden of it fell on Mebar-

sapes of Adiabene and his ally Mann us of Singara. At

^ There is a naive personal character abou'- all the feelings of the

Arsacids towards the Csesars. Artabanus III. orders deep mourning

for Germanicus, and sends Tiberius an insultiig letter, advising him to

escape the hate of his subjects by suicide. Vo.agases I. urges the senate

to honour the memory of Nero. In the support given to the pseudo-

Nero legitimist sympathies with the Julii may have combined with

the wish to pay back in their own coin the Romans who had so often

backed Parthian pretendants. ' Hisl. Oe i. de la Chine, iii. 393 sq.

' The third year of Abgar VII. was the fifteenth of Trajan (Cureton,

Anc. Syr. Doc, p. 41) ; this involves a corn ction of -1-23 years applied

to all Dionysius of Telmahar's dates for the later kings of Edessa,

as well as a blank of nineteen years before Abgar VII.
* Read Mxf^^

' Afxra^Loffdrtav in Dio, Uviii. 19. Samosata was »

Roman to»-n, and if they had lost it first this would have been

mentioned.
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115^ Wl. its close Mesopotamia wm made a Roman province ; the

Cardueni and the Marcomedi ' of the Armenian frontier

had also been reduced, and Trajan received the title of

"Parthicus." In 116 the Tigris was crossed in face of

the enemy (probably at Jezlrat ibn 'Omar), and a third

new province of Assyria absorbed the whole kingdom
of Mebarsapes. Once more the Tigris was crossed and

Babylonia invaded, still without resistance from the

Parthians, whose intestine disorders continued. A Roman
fleet descended the Euphrates and the ships were conveyed

across on rollers to the Tigris, to co-operate with the

army ; and now Ctesiphon fell and Osroes fled to Armenia,

the north-east parts of which cannot have been thoroughly

subdued. The Roman fleet descended the Tigris and
received the submission of Mesene ; but now, while Trajan

was engaged in a voyage of reconnaissance in the Persian

Gulf—plainly aiming at Bahrein—all the new provinces

revolted and destroyed or expelled the Roman garrisons.

The rebels, whose centre was in Mesopotamia, set Meher-

dates VI. at their head ;^ and, when he died by a fall from

his horse in a foray on Commagene, his son, Suaatruces

n., took his place, and was aided by an army which Osroes

sent from Armenia under his son Parthamaspates. The
reconciliation of the Arsacids among themselves was
rewarded by the dQfeat and death of the Roman general

Maximus; but jealousy now sprang up between the cousins,

end of this Lusius, a second general sent by Trajan from

JBabylon, took advantage to draw Parthamaspates to the

Roman side by a promise of the Parthian throne. Sina-

truces was defeated and slain, Nisibis retaken, Edessa

Btormed and destroyed, and the whole rebellion put down

;

but Trajan now saw what it would cost to maintain direct

Roman rule over such wide and distant conquests, and
Parthamaspates was solemnly crowned in the great plain

by Ctesiphon in the presence of Romans and Parthians

(winter 117). An unsuccessful siege of Atra (Hatri) in

the Mesopotamian desert was Trajan's next undertaking
;

illness and the revolt of the Jews prevented him from

resuming the campaign, and after Trajan's death (7th

August 117) Hadrian wisely withdrew the garrisons from

the new provinces, which would have demanded the con-

stant presence of the imperial armies, and again made the

Euphrates the limit of the empire. Parthamaspates too

had soon to leave Parthia, and Hadrian gave him Orrhoene.^

Thus Trajan's Chauvinist policy had no other result than

to show to the world the miserable weakness to which

discord had reduced the Parthians.* And the discord did

not cease even now, for, though Osroes was restored, Vola-

gases still continued to coin, whether as rival or as partner

of his rule, in some part of the realm. Hadrian continued

to preserve peace, though a war threatened in 123,^ and in

130 he restored to Osroes his daughter taken captive by

Trajan at Ctesiphon. Osroes died soon after, and Volagases

XL became sole monarch, dying in November 148 at the

age of about ninety-six, after a reign of seventy-one years.*'

' Eutr., viii. 3 ; Festus Rufus, Brev., 20. Marcomedi are the Medes
called Markh, the plural of Mar, " Mede " in Armeuian.

2 What follows is drawn from Malalas, who has two passages (L 351-

352 and 357*358) drawn from Arrian's Parthica, but pl.aced in a

wrong context.

* He is the Parnathsapat who was king of Edessa from 119 to 123
;

this fact and its relation to Spart., Uadr., 6, has escaped notice owing

to the false chronology of Dion. Telm.
* A proof of this ia that very few silver drachmae and no tetra-

drachme were struck between 96 and 120.
* See Diirr, Reisen des K. Hadrian, p. 48. The removal of Partha-

maspates and restoration of the old dynasty of Osrhoene may have
been a concession made on this occasion.

* The VolagEEsus who appears in connexion with an Alan invasion

of Media, Armenia, and Cappadocia in 135 is from the context a

different person, viz., the unnamed king of Armenia who was appointed

by Hadrian in 117 (Spart., Hadr., 21), and whose successor took the

throne between HO and 143 (Eckhel, Doft. num. vet., vii. 14).

Volagases m., who succeeded, had designs on Armenia, Voh

but an interview between him and Antoninus Pius (spring P'^e' ilL

155) delayed for a time the outbreak of war.^ However,
martial preparations went on, and on the death of

Antoninus Volagases entered Armenia (162),' expelled

the Arsacid Sohaemus, who was a client of Rome, and
made Pacorus king. The destruction of a Roman legion

under the legate of^ Cappadocia (^Elius Severianus), who
fell on his own sword, laid Cappadocia and Syria open to

the Parthians ; Attidius Cornelianus, legate of SjTia, was
routed, and the provincials were Ln such distress that they

even began to speak of revolt from Rome. When late in

the year .^lius Verus arrived from the capital he found
the troops so demoralized by defeat that he was ready to

offer peace ; but, when Volagases refused to treat, the

able lieutenants whom Verus directed from Antioch soon

changed the face of affairs. The war had two theatres,

and was officially called the Armenian and Parthian war.'

Armenia was regained and Sohaemus restored by Statins

Priscus and Martins Verus (1 03, 1 64), while Avidius Cassius

drove Volagases from Syria in a bloody battle at Europus,

and, entering north Mesopotamia, took Edessa and Nisibis,

though not without serious opposition.^" At length, deserted

by his allies (i.e., by the local kings, who were becoming
more and more independent), Volagases abandoned Meso-
potamia, and Cassius entered Babylonia, where, on a frivo-

lous pretext, he gave up to rapine and fire the friendly city

of Sel-eucia, still the first city of the East, with 400,000
inhabitants. The destruction of Seleucia was a hideous

crime, a mortal wound dealt to Eastern Hellenism by its

natural protectors ; that Cassius next, advancing to Ctesi-

phon, razed the palace of Volagases to the ground may,
on the other hand, be defended as a sj'mbolical act calcu-

lated more than anything else to impair the prestige of the

Parthian with his Oriental subjects. Cassius returned to

S^Tia in 165, with his victorious army much weakened
through the failure of the commissariat and by the plague,

which, breaking out in Parthia immediately after the fall

of Seleucia, spread over the whole known world. In the

same year Martins Verus won hardly less considerable

successes in Media Atropatene, then apparently a separate

kingdom.^' The peace which followed in 166 gave Meso-

potamia to Rome. This was the greatest of all wars

between Rome and Parthia, alike in the extent of the

lands involved and the energy of attack shown by the

Parthians. The Romans used their victory with modera-

tion, but Parthia, after this last effort, continued steadily

to sink.

The Romans at the same time made an effort to compete
with Parthia for the Chinese trade (especially in silk),

which the latter had jealously kept in their own hands,

and in 166 an envoy of An-thun (M. Antoninus) reached

the court of the emperor Huan-ti, via the sea and Tong-

king. But the effort to establish a direct trade with Chini

was unavailing, and the trade still flowed in its oli

channels when a second Roman agent reached China in

226, a little before the fall of the Parthian emjiire. T^e
Chinese tell us that with India also the Parthians drove

a considerable trade. '^

' Aristides, Or. Sacra, i. 493, Cant. ; cp. Waddington '- Mi'^ Ac
Inscr., ixvi. (1867) p. 200 sq.

^ For this war cp. the excellent monograph of E. isam De rebus

imp. M. Aur. Ant. in Or. gestis, 1879.
» a I. L., vi. Nos. 1377, 1457, 1497. For the order of "vepta cp.

Lucian, De Come. Hist. , 30.

" Details in Suidas, s.v. ZfOyfia ; Luc, op. ciL, 29 ; Fronto, Ejjp,

ad Verum, ii. 1, 121, Naber.
n This seems to follow from the fact that both emperors, who were

already called "Armcniacus" and "Parthicus Maximus," also call them-

selves " Medicus " (on a coin earlier than 28th August 165), Eckhel

iv. 76 ; inscr. of Signia, Orelli, No. 859.
13 xhe "Annals of the Second Han," in Deguignes, Mtm.Ac. Inscr,^
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Yolagases III. died in 191, having reigned forty-two

years without civU war, and was succeeded by Volagasea

rV. During the civil troubles of Rome which preceded

the establishment of the military empire this prince main-

tained friendly relations nvith Pescennius Kiger ; and his

vassal Barsenius of Atra was permitted to supply a force

of bowmen, who took part in the fighting against Septimius

Sevenis at Nicaea (194). When Niger's cause declined,

however, Volagases allowed his clients of Adiabene to join

with Orrhoene, now in revolt against the Roman power.

The strongholds of Mesopotamia were taken, and their

garrisons put to the sword ; Nisibis itself was besieged.

In truth, the Parthian could no longer pretend to control

the policy of the princes on his frontier, who felt them-

selves their own masters since they had borne the chief

brunt of the last two Roman wars. But in summer 195
Cam- Sevenis appeared in Mesopotamia, received the submission

^^°^ol Abgar Till, of Orrhoene, and from Nisibis (which, with

true insight into its strategic importance, he raised to a

colony and great military station) directed two successful

campaigns against Adiabene' (196) and the Arabs of the

Singara district, incorporating the latter in the province

of Mesopotamia.- The Parthians made no movement till

Severus was busy with Albinus, when they ravaged Meso-

potamia and besieged Laetus in Nisibis; but in 198
Severus was again on the scene of war, and they fell back
without fighting, leaving the emperor free to prepare for

next year a campaign on a great scale. In 199 a fleet on
the Euphrates co-operated with the Roman army, and
Severus, taking up an unaccomplished plan of Trajan,

dredged out the old Naarmalca canal, through which his

ships sailed into the Tigris, and took the Parthians wholly

by surprise. Seleucia and Coche ' were deserted by their

inhabitants ; Ctesiphon was taken by the end of the year
with terrible slaughter, 100,000 inhabitants being led cap-'

ive and the place given up to pillage, for the great king

had fled powerless at the approach of the foe. Severus,

whose force was reduced by famine and dysenteries, did

not attempt pursuit, but drew ofiF up the Tigris. The
army was again in its quarters by 1st April 200 (C.I.L., vi.

225 a), and for some time thereafter Severus was occupied

in Armenia. But in 201 he undertook a carefully organ-

ized expedition against Atra, from whose walls the Romans
had been repulsed with great loss when Severus, returning

from the Tigris in the previous year, had attempted to

carry it by a co-jp de main. This city, which in Trajan's

time was neither great nor rich, was now a wealthy place,

and the sun-temple contained vast treasures. The classical

authors call Atra Arabian, but the king's name is Syriac,

Barsenius, i.e., Bar Sin, son of the moon, and we may
suppose that it was really an Aramsean principality,* which,

like Palmyra, had its strength from the surrounding Arab
tribes that it could call into the field. Severus lay before

Atra for twenty days, but the enemy's cavalrj' cut oflf his

foraging parties, the admirable archers galled the Roman
troops, a great part of the siege train was burned with
naphtha ; and, when, in addition, two assaults had been
repulsed with tremendous loss on two successive days, the

emperor was compelled to raise the siege,—a severe blow
to Roman prestige in the East, and one that greatly raised

the name of Atra and its prince, but did not help the decay-
ing power of Parthia in the least.

iirii. (1768), p. 358 ; Pian-i-tian, in J/tm. Ac. Ir.scr., viii. (1S27) p.
124 sj. ; and Joum. As., ser. 3, viiL 278, 2S0 sq.

In Dio, \xxv. 3, read ttjv *Ap^Ti\tTw for ttj^ apx^y.
* Not only Herodian, iii. 9, but Capitol., Macrinus, 12, implies that

these Arabs were Yemenites ; the great migration of southern Arabs,
which led to the foundation of the kingdom of Hira, had therefore
already taken place.

' Dio, Exc. , liiv, 9, has Babylon, but it was a mere heap of ruins
in the beginning of the 2d century i.D.

' Cp. Ndldeke, Tabari, p. 34.

In 209 Volagases IV. was succeeded by his son Volagases lSl-219k

v., under whom in 212 tho fatal troubles in Persis began,
while in 213 his brother Artabanus rose as rival claim-
ant of the kingship ;

' and the civil war lasted for many
years. A fresh danger arose when Tiridates, a brother of
Volagases IV., who had long been a refugee with the
Romans and had accompanied Severus's cam^ign of 199,
escaped, in company with a Cilician adventurer, the Cynic
Antiochus, to the court of his nephew Volagases ; for the

emperor Antoninus (Caracalla) demanded their sturender,

and obtained it only by a declaration of war (215). About
the same time Artabanus gained the upper hand, and in Arta-

216 he held Ctesiphon and its district ; but Volagases still banns,

held out in the Greek cities of Babylonia, as his tetra-

Jrachms prove (till 222). Artabanuss strength lay in the

north ; the Arab histories of the Sisdnians make him kimg
of the Median region, and agreeably with this he coins

only drachmae.* Presently Artabauu.s had a war with
Rome on his hands ; the pretext was that he had refused

his daughter to Antoninus, but the emperor was mindful
of his father's dying advice to enrich the soldiers and
despise all other classes, and saw a prospect of rich booty.

In 216 the Romans penetrated to Arbela by way of

Carduene and Calachene,' and violated the graves of the

kings of Adiabene, which they falsely took for those of the

.\rsacids. Thus far the Parthians, who had been taken by
surprise in full peace, had offered littlo or no resistance;

but Antoninus was murdered (8th April 217) while he was
preparing for a new foray, and his successor Macrinus at

once found that Artabanus was now armed, and was not
the man to let the insult to his territory pa.ss with im-
punity. An overwhelming Parthian force fell on Mesopo-
tamia and refused to be appeased by the restoration of the

captives of the previous year ; Macrinus was beaten in two
engagements* and compelled to retire to Syria, abandoning
the Mesopotamian plain; and in the winter of 217/218 he
was glad to purchase peace for an indemnity of 50,000,000
denarii (£1,774,298). In or about 222 Artabanus must
also have displaced his brother in Babylonia, for he was a
patron of Rab Abba, who became head of the Jewish school

of Sura in 219.9

Persis, which dealt the last blow to the Arsacids, had Prasi*

through the whole Parthian^eriod held an isolated position,

and is so seldom mentioned that our knowledge of its

history and native princes is almost whcUy due to recentlv-

found coins. 1"

These embrace a triple series of silver coins and a class of copper
pieces. The oldest of the latter class bears th< name of Camnascires,
and his is the only name in the class known to us from other
sources, for Hyrodes and Phraates (each of which names was borne
by two kings of the series) are not Arsacid gi"eat kings, as their,

title is only "king," not "king of kings" (against Mordtmann).
Nor do they seem to have ruled in the same :iuarter with the kings
who struck silver ; ta6 latter were native kin^ of Persis, the former
rather Elym;eans, who in the times after Cunnascires were forced

back in a sctith-east direction (as appears from the places in which
the coins are found), and ruled parts of Pen.is side by side with the

^ According to Mani, in the book Shaburkan, the 4th year of

Ardhab4n = 216/217 ; sec Al-Beriini, tr. by Sa;hau, pp. 121, 190. This
proves that in 216 Artabauus was the recognized sovereign in the

district of Ctesiphon to which Mardinu (on Hihl Ibrahim) belongs ; cf.

Noldeke, Tabari, p. 16.

' See above, p. 601.
? Dio says they invaded Media, but AntciinuR Vid -ct such a hold

of Armeuiaas to open to him the rovt« of tlie triumvir Antony, and
a march from Ga2aca to Arbela "v&r Mount iagrus is incredible. But,

if Media at this time extp:;ded so far west as to include Arrapachitis

and Calachene (the Varcomedians of Trajin's wars), the camp.iign is

intelligible, and 3partian's mention of the Cadusians and Babylonians

am be expUined as a misreading of Kap5owuas Kai 'Ap^^Xuy in a Greek
source

' fhe lacuna in Dio, Ixiviii. 26, is to be supplied by a passage of

Xiphilinus, not given in recent editions,

f 9 yost, Oesch. d. Jud., ii. 139.
'" 'Sea Mordtmann in Z. f. .A'liin., iv. 152 sq., vii. 40 sq.
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«9-228. native princes. C^mnasclres appears 99 ati old man on coins of

82 and 81 B.C., and his ttn successors whom fte know from the

coins cari-y us down to 36 a.d., the latest date at which the

Blym.-eans are mentioned as independent (Tac, Ann., vL 44). The

older coins have Greek inscriptions and often fiz^ures of Greek gods,

tut under the fiftli successor of Camnascircs, i.e., about the time

of Christ, Tahlavi takes the place of Greek and Mithras of Sevapis.

The silver class, again, has in all three series Pahlavi legends

and the fire-altar on t!ie reverse. The first series has seven princes

with the unexplained title " Feritkara," the second has three kings

(Malka), the third ten kings ; the names are throughout either

Achajmenian (Artahshetr, Daryav), pointing perhaps to a claim of

Achremenian descent, or sacred names like those common with the

Sasanians (Nerseh, Yerdikert), or are taken from sacred legend

(Miniichetr), The second and third scries appear to be continuous

(a-ainst Jlordtmann) ; the last king of the second series is Zaturdat

(11.), the first of the third Dary.av (I.) son of Zatuvdat. With

Daryav I. the kings assume a Parthian costume, and his son

Artahshetr II. is the only king of that name who from the number

and various types of his coins can be fairly identified with the

Artaxerxes of Isidore of Cliarax, who reigned " in the time of his

fathers "
(c. 80-50 B.C.), and was slain at the age of ninety-three by

his brother Gosithres. As Riryav I. must also have reigned for

a considerable time this datum places him about the commencement

of the Parthian supremacy, which naturally explains his Parthian

dress. Then the princes of the first silver series will be Seleucid

vassals, and the shorter series of kings before Daryav independent

princes falling between the Seleucid and Parthian suzerainty.

Finally Gosithres, brother of Artahshetr II., has the same name

as Goiihr, the last Bazrangi king before the rise of the Sasanians,

so that it was probably one dynasty. The eight kings, in at least

sis different generations^ who appear on coins between Artahshetr

II. and Tirdat II., will carry us roughly to the middle_ of the

second Christian century, leaving a space sufficient for Gozihr, the

last B.izrangian, and the anarchy of the first days of the Sisanians.

The emblems on the coins show that Persis was always

loyally Zoroastrian, and at Istaklir stood the famous fire-

temple of the goddess AnAh6dh. Its priest was SAsAn,

whose marriage ^%^th a BAzraJigian princess, RAmbehisht,

laid the foundation of the greatness of his house, while

priestly influence, which was very strong, doubtless favoured

its rise. PAbak, son of SAsAn, and Ardashlr, son of PAbak,

begin the history of the SAsAnian dynasty, which occupies

the next section of this article. Artabanus did nothing to

check the use of the new power till Ardashfr had all Persis

in his hand (22i) and had begun to erect a palace and temple

at G6r (Firuzabad). Nir6far, king of Elymais, was then sent

against him, but was defeated, and now Ardashfr passed

beyond Persis and successively reduced Ispahan (Paraeta-

cene), Ahwaz (Elymais), and Mesene.i After this victory

Ardashir sent a challenge to Artabanus himself; their

armies met by appointment in the plain of HormizdjAn,

and Artabanus fell (28th April 227). Ctesiphon and

Babylonia must have fallen not much later, though Vola-

<mses V. seems to have re-established himself' there on his

brother's death, and a tetradrachm of 539 Sel. shows that

he held the city till autumn 227. The conquest of Assyria

and great part of Media and Parthia is assigned by Dio

expressly or by implication to the year 228, and so the

Parthian empire was at an end.

Indo- The part of Parthia of which Dio speaks can only be Choarene and

Iranian Comisene ; it was only in a later expedition that Ardashir reached

frontier. Sacastane, Hyrcania, Nishapur, and Merv, and these do not seem to

have been Parthian. Indeed, from 58 A. n. Comisene appears to have

been the most eastern satrapy of the Arsacid empire. Eastern Iran

was in this period very flourishing under the Tochari of the dynasty

which Indian sources call Turushka, and which cau be traced on

inscriptions till 213 and 259 (or 359). Kanishka, the founder of the

dynasty, is said to liave ruled Cabul and all Hindustan, and in

fact his coins extend over all northern India. The empire t)f which

Kashmir was a main province was wider than that of the Greeks

had been, and also more consolidated, for strategi took the place of

the native kings {Journ. As., ser. 3, viii. 264, and scr. 4, x. 95). So,

. • The flourishing state of Mesene had, as its coins show, been long

sinking into barbarism ; the latest date they supply is 167 (Z. f. Kmn.,

viii. 212 ij.). A little earlier, in 143, they are associoted with coins

of Meredates, son- of Phobas, king of the Omouians. The hitter,

already known to Pliny as dwelling in the desert west of Cliarai, must

be the Azd from 'OniAn, a part of whom shared the great migration and

finally settled in Anbi- and Hiia

too, Kanishka banished the native language from his coins, usin"

Greek letters and his own foreign language. His predecessor had
supplanted the Greek gods, except Helios, by Oriental divinities,

and now Helios too gives way to the Iranian Mttpo or Mto^o. The
motley pantheon on the coins of Kanishka and his successors gives

an interesting glimpse of the faith's of the Indo-Iranian frontier.

We find here the old Iranian popular deities : Mao, the moon-god
;

Mttpo, the sun-god ; Nara, the goddess of war ; Oa3o, the wind-god
;

OpXayi-o, I.e., Verethraghnd (see Benfey, Z.D.M. G., viii. 459) ; kvpo,

identical with the Zoroastrian Ahura-niazda ; we find also abstrac-

tions like the Izeds of the heavenly hierarchy in oihcial Zoroastrian-

ism, e.g., Ovtp, i.e., Aniran, the eternal self-created lights, and ^appo
(Pers.

,
/arr ; synonymous with Zend, hvarhid), the royal majesty,

side by side with Indian deities, such as Siva, and a number of un-

known deities with barbarous names brought from the old homes of

the Tochari. Heracles and Helios appear transformed by barbarous
pronunciation or epithets, and Zapa-ro is the cosmopolitan Serapis,

probably introduced, as in Elymais, by Alexandrian sailors. Buddha,
too, appears (Sallet, Ncu:hf. AL, p. 189 S}.). The Buddhists were

the most active religious body in the kingdom, and the king, if not

actually a convert, as the legend claims, showed them such favour

as gave their faith a wide missionary field and unparalleled success.

The kings built many Buddhist meeting-houses, monasteries, and
shrines, and it was Kanishka who called together in Kashmir the

council of 500 fathers that finally redacted the Tripitaka collection.

Ptolemy (vii. 1, 47) speaks of Tochari as the Kocririparot ; the Chinese

bear witness to their might in 159 ; and from 220 to 265 their empire

retained its old compass {Journ. As., ser. 3, viii. 263, 268). Kashmir
was lost in the course of the 3d century, but the western provinces

remained. About 100 A.D. Greek ceased to he understood in east Iran,

and from this time we can trace a growing Iranian influence on tho

coins of the Tochari, especially in the Sasanian period. The latest

coins of the Tochari come mostly from Balkh, so that they seem to

have been gradually pushed backwards to the point from which

they started. Finally, their empire was overthrown by another

branch of their own race, for, early in the 5th century, those of

the Great Yue-chi who had remained in their old homes, a little

west of Badakhshan, were compelled, by the pressure of the Juan-

juan of Tartary, to move west to Po-lo or Balkh, and thence, under

their warlike king Ki-to-lo (Kidara ; whence they are called Cidaritic

Huns by Priscus, in Fr. H. &r., iv. 102), crossed the Hindu-Kush
and destroyed the old empire of the Tochari, founding in its place

the kingilom of the Little Yuo-clii. The date of this invasion

can, from a variety of data, be fixed as c. 430, just about the time

when the Sasanians, in 429, destroyed the last of the Arsacids in

Armenia ; and with this agrees the Indian statement that eighteen

faka kings reigned 330 years (50-430 A.D.). Their successors

were still powerful in India about 620, and in their old homes
their empire fell in 562.

Souras.—1. For the Macedonian Period.—For Alelfinder the sourceg are

of two classes. <1) Arrlan, and for the most part Plutarcli also, drew from

official Macedonian sources, fspecially tlte works of KinR Ptolemy and Artsto-

bulus of Cassandrea. (2) An unotticial history, written by a Greek Clitarclius

fur the Greeks, is faithfully excerpted by Diodorus. Curtius and Justin (or rather

Trogus) drew from a later work based on the same source but supplemented

by extracts from a book of the first class and another book hostile to Alexander

and of very indifferent authority. Droysen follows the writings of the first

class exclusively, and indeed for military and historical points they alone are

to bs trusted. Grote uses also the works of lh« second class, which, though
rhetorical, romantic, and uncritical, have the advantage of telling us many
things that the official histories passi over, and, though they show little judg-

ment themselves, are rich in materials to guide our judgment. The historian

must deal with tlie material as a philologist would deal with a book preserved

in two classes of MS3., one good, the other interpolated but independent.

One must first restore as nearly as may be the archetype of the second class

and then use it to correct the text—or hero the history—based on the first

class. For tlie immediate successors of Alexander, Diodorus, the excerpts from

Arrian in Photius, and Plutarch's lives of Eunieues and Demetrifis are our best

guides, all thl-eo drawing from the excellent HieronjTnus of Cardia. Trogus

(Justin) makes a defective use of Indifferent sources, and is good fi'f little.

Droysen's is the best modem book ;
GroLe is useful because he does not take so

purely Macedonian a standpoint, but he deals mainly with the West. We have

no really continuous ancient account for 301-220 B.C., for Ju.stin's narrative is

even less worthy of the name of a history than in the preceding period. The
scattered mat«ri.-'.l is best collected by Droysen, From 220 onwards we have

the excellent work of Polybius. at first complete and then in large excerpts.

There are some good modern monographs, but nothing that can bo called,

evea a tolerable general history of the latest period of JIacedonlan ru'.o Id

Asia.

2, For -hie PAniHiAN Period.-The only continuous account of Partiifan

and Bactrian history which has reached us is Justin's abridgment of _Ti-ogu»

Pompeius, ending with 9 b.c., and having also a lacuna, due to Justin's care-

lessness, between 94 and 55 B.C. For the wars with Rome in 63 and 36 B.c,

Plutarch's Crassus and ^nfoniiis give ftill accounts. Under the early Cae.sars

the Parthians were, in a sense, viewed as sharing the empire of the world with

Rome (Strabo, xi. p. 515 ; Just,, xli, 1, 1), and Roman historians began briefly

to note events in Parthian history which liad no direct connexion with Roman
affairs. Thus, from 69 B.C. to 72 A.D,, Dio, Josephus, and Tacitus give us prett>'

coinplet* accounts. Between 94 ond G9 B.C. and between 72 and 227 a.d, the

history is very much lost. Tlie coins ore most valuable, especially after S7

B.C., when they begin to bo dated ; for the later period they are our chief aid,

tie excerpts from Dio not helping us much,
Aids.—Yoy Valllant, Arsacidarum i.apcrhim (Paris, 1T2S), and Du Four de

Longuerue, .4nna/es..4rs£icirfarwm(Strasb., 1732), are still indispensable compila-

tions, to which G. E. J. Guilhem de Sainte. Croix, "Mfm, sur le gouvemement
des Porthes," Mhn. Ac. Inscr., 1, 48 sq., 765 sq., gives a good supplement. The
most important modem books are those that explain the coins historically—
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K. Q. Visconti, levm, Cr., iii.; Bartholomsi, "Rech. sar U num. Aisac.,' Mfm.
Soc Ardt., iL; A. de Loncperier, ifm. sur la cAron. et Viconogr. da rois ParVtfs

Artac (Paxis, lS53K-&nd"Uie catalognes of coins in Prokesch-Osten's ifownaits

<fes n>i5 /NirtA^i (Paris, lS74-75)aiid P. Gardners Parthian Coina^ (London, 1STT)l

Tbei« are also rw»nt histories of Parthia bv- Rawlinson. Schneiderwirth, and
Spiegel, and a book on the coins by Lindsay, As regards Bactria Bayer's

uiitoria (Petersb,, 1738) is poor, and quite upset by recent finds cf coins.

Tbe (Chinese material is still best given by Deguignes in ifein. Ac Inscr., xxv.

17 aq- Of recent books see H. H. Wilson, Ariana Antiqva (London, 1S41);

Lassen, Znr G*s^.' dtr GriecK Hud Indoslyth. Koni^ (Bonn, lSi3) and Irul.

AUrrtkumsk., ii. The best works on tbe coins are by Thomas, in his edition of

Prtnsep, fssoyi on /ad. Antitpiities^ ii. 173 sq, ; A. Cunningham, in Hum.
Ckrvn., Tols. viiL-xiL; and Sallet, iiacl\/oigtr Alaxtiidtr^ des Gt. in BaktHtn

%Mi ItdUn (BerUn, 1S78). (A. v- G.)

Section DX—SASA^^A^• Empire.

Of the minor kings who ruled in Persis, in the Arsacid

period, in real or nominal allegiance to the Parthian " king

of kings " we know some names from coins or ancient

writers, but we cannot tell whether they were all of one

dynasty. In the beginning of the 3d century the kings,

who then belonged to a dynasty of which the name prob-

ably was Bazrangik, had lost much of their power; lesser

potentates ruled in various parts of the land, which, by

being all mountainous, falls naturally into Ul-connected

sections. One of these local princes was Pipak, or, in

the more modem pronunciation, Pibak,^ son or descend-

ant of SAsdn, a native of the village of Khir on the southern

margin of the great salt lake east of ShirAz. Pdbak
overthrew G<3zihr, the last prince of the Bdzrangik, and

became master of the district of Istakhr (Persepolis), ind

the coins and inscriptions of his son give him the title

of king. His legitimate heir was his son Shipiir, for

whom Pabak is said to have asked recognition from the

Arf«slilr Arsacids ; but on Pibak's death a second son, Ardashir,
^ refused to acknowledge his brother, and was in arms against

him when Shipilr died suddenly, and hardly by mere
accident. That Ardashlr's claims were opposed by his

brothers and that he put them to death are not to be

doubted, as we have these facts from a tradition of strictly

legitimist tendency.

Ti^dition names various local princes conquered by
Ardashir for himself or for his father, and perhaps Pdbak
before his death was already lord of all Persis. Ardashir,

at least presumably, was so when he struck the coins stLU

extant.^ Ardashir, who is to the SAsanian what Cyrus was
to the Achaemenian empire, probably came to the throne

in 211/212 A.D.^ From the first he plainly leaned on the

clergy of the Zoroastrian faith, which all through the

Macedonian and Parthian eras had undoubtedly continued

to be the religion of the people in Iran proper, and especi-

ally in Persis. The Parthian monarchs were Zoroastrians,

but probably often very lukewarm in the faith. Ardashir,

on the contrary, ostentatiously placed symbols of fire-wor-

ship on his coins, and on his inscriptions boasts himself

a "ilazdayasn," or orthodox Zoroastrian. From his days
onward the often fanatical and persecuting clergy enjoyed

great power in the Sisauian empire, and the hierarchical

organization of the state church, so similar to that of the

Christian clergy, probably dates from Ardashir; it is referred

to, at least, on the inscriptions of his immediate successors.

Popularity and a certain religious prestige were the natural

fruits of this orthodox zeal on the part of Ardashir, but
his success was essentially the fruit of his energy and

* The Arabs, having no p^ pronounce Babak ; but tbis is not Persian.
In general the forms of proper names followed in this article ,^ve the
more recent pronunciation, which may hare prevailed about the eud
of the Sasanian period.

^ These show a full-face portrait with the legend " Artakhshathr
king," The reverse has his father's portrait in profile with the legend
"son of the divine Papak." The older form of Ardashir's name,
Artakhshathr, is the ancient Athcemenian name, which tbe Greeks
write Artaierxes, and which, singularly enough (together with the name
Darius, Daryav, Darab, Dara), had survived in the home of the Acha-
meuians, although genuine Persian tradition had lost all memory of
the old empire.

' See A. V. Gutschmid, in Z.D.M.G., zziiv. "34.

valour. Slowly and not without toil he rose from king 212-238

of Persis to be king of the kings of Irdn. He began by
subduing successively Kirmin, Susiana, and the petty states

at the mouth of the Tigris. But after this he came into

conflict with the great king, whom, according to the con-

temporary account of Dio Cassius, he smote in three battles.

The decisive engagement vrith Ardavan (Artabanus) in

which the last Parthian monarch fell, and where Ardashir

gained the title of "king of kings," seem: to have been on
28th April 22-t (or 227, according to A, v. Gutschmid), and
was probably fought in Babylonia or Susiana, for the next

enterprise of Arclashlr was an unsuccessful attack on the

strong walls of Hatra, which perhaps was not taken and
destroyed till the reign of his successor. Ardashir con-

quered Media, where an Arsacid prince was his adversary,

and gained the greater part of the Iranian highlands, but
faUed in Armenia, whither a son of Ardavdn had fled.

The Romans saw with concern the rise of a prince who
already directed his aims against their Asiatic possessions,

and seems to have had some success in this quarter, till in

233 he was smitten by Alexander Severus in a great battle.*

Henceforth, though peace was often made between the
two powers, they remained constant rivals,—and rivals on
equal terms, for, though under able rulers and when the

inner conditioa of the empire was not greatly disturbed,

the Europeans of Rome or Byzantium were still too strong

for the Asiatics, the tables were not seldom turned, and.

Rome sustained many a shameful defeat. This struggle

fills the chief place in the political history of the SasAnians ;

and the inner development of the empire, its martial and
political institutions, its art and industry, were also most
powerfully influenced by the superior civilization of the

West.

The nominal capital was always at Istakhr, where, for Sasinia

example, the holy " pyreum " of the royal house stood, and ^""S^-

where the heads of conquered foreign kings were hung up.

But the real metropolis was the Arsacid capital of Ctesiphon,
with Ardashir's new foundation of Veh-Ardashir, just across

the Tigris on the site of the oid Seleucia. The rich

alluvial land that surrounded these twin cities was no
part of Irin proper, and its iulabitants were mainly Sem-
ites ; but old example, and probably its vicinity to Roman
soil, marked it out for the true seat of government.
The extent of the empire at the time of Ard?.£hir's

death is uncertain, for the national tradition ascribes to him
some conquests that were really made by his successors,

and others which the Sdsdnians never made at all, Shipiir,
his son, calls himself on his inscriptions king of the kings of
Irin and non-Irin, where his faUier says only " of Iran "

;

so that it was the son who first extended the realm beyond
the bounds of what was then known as Irdn, Js on-Irdn may
refer to districts in the far East, where, however, the Sisdn-
ian power never reached so far as that of the Achajmenians,
and it may also include Armenia. At any rate, Ardashir-
won a great empire and consolidated it, so that it held to-
gether for four centuries. He gave a powerful blow to
the system of vassal swjes, which had become more and
more prevalent under the Arsacids, and reduced most of
these states to provinces. In this sense he is Justly viewed
by tradition as the restorer of the unity of Irin ;^ but the

* Lampridius, Al Sev., 56, His statement rests on documentary
evidence, and is accepted by Tillemont and by Clinton, who coufinns
it from coins. The attachment of the troops from Orrhoene for
Alexander (Capitol., Maximinus, iL) was probably connected wit> his
liberation of their country from tlie Persians. Rawlinson's and SpiegeiV
preference for the statement of the romancer Herodian, that the Pei^
sians were the victors, is pseudo-criticism.

' It most not be supposed that the Persians had a clear recollection;

of the might and breadth of the Achsmenian empire, though Western,
writers, who knew the old history from books, sometimes make Per-
sians speak as if they shared in that knowledge. No doubt a.SasiniaD
would sometimes hear from a Greek or Syrian how his predec«esors
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2S3-2S2 unity, of course, was not such as in'a modera European state.

The great barons in particular were still very powerful, and

were more than once a danger to the kings. At bottom

they were a continuation of 'the Parthian nobility, falling

into divers classes, headed, a in the Achcemenian empire,

by the seven noblest houses. There was also a numerous

ininor nobility. Later generations looked back upon the

founder of the empire as the best of lawgivers and the

ideal monarch ; and, of course, so great a patron of Zoro-

astrianism left a high reputation for piety. A man of

mark he certainly was, but the fratricide that opened his

reign, and such a barbarity as tradition itself relates of his

conduct to the conquered Ardaviin, whose head he spurned

with his feet, show him to have been very far from a

jiattern character. It is interesting to find his memory

intertwined with similar romantic legends to those told of

Cyrus. He was born of (we are told) a mean father, and

lived as a page at the court of ArdavAn, as Cyrus lived at

that of Astyages, and so forth. Dreams and portents

figure in the later as in the earlier legend, and even a

mythical conflict with a dragon is recounted.^ Fortunately

a much more historical picture has been preserved by

genuine tradition.

ArdashJr is said to have adopted his son ShApur as

partntr of his throne, and this is confirmed by coins on

which a youthful head appears along with Ardashfr's like-

Sliapilr ness. He died late in 241 or early in .242. ShApiir I.

I.'s wars (older form Shahpuhr ; Sapor or Sapores of the Westerns)

Rome.
^^''^^ probably crowned on 20th March 242. Legendary

tradition makes his mother an Arsacid princess taken at

the capture of Ctesiphon ; but, according to a more prob-

able account, Shdpiir was already able to bear arms in the

decisive battle with ArdavAn. Nor can he have been a

mere stripling when his reign began, as his prowess against

Rome shows ; for in Ardashfr's last years, in the reign of

Maximin (236-238), the war had been renewed, and Nisibis

and Carrha; (Haran), two fortresses which constantly re-

appear in this history, had been taken. In 242 Shipiir

had penetrated to Antioch, before Gordian III., or rather

his father-in-law Timesitheus, drove him back and retook the

Jlesopotamian strongholds. The Persians were defeated

It ReshainA, and Gordian proposed to march on the capital

by way of the Euphrates, as Julian subsequently did ; when

almost on the frontier, a little below the junction of the

Euphrates and Chaboras, he was murdered by Philip the

Arab (244), who concluded a humiliating peace with

ShApiir, and is said—for the details are obscure—to have

given up to him Armenia and Mesopotamia. Our whole

knowledge of the Perso-Roman wars in the 3d century is

very defective ; but there seems now to have been a lull for

some years, till in 251 or 252 ShApiir again was in motion,

now at length effecting an occupation of Armenia and com-

pelling its king to flee to Roman soil. Th^ Roman world

was at this period so shaken that Syria was again and

again invaded,—how often we can hardly say ; nay, a

Syrian, Cyriades, himself led the Persians to Antioch and

assumed the purple under their protection. At last the

emperor Valerian took the field in person ; but, after pro-

tracted operations in Mesopotamia, fortune turned against

the Romans and Valerian himself became ShApur's captive

(260), under unknown circumstances, and, according to

hail reigned as far as Constantinop'.?.. but this -was not living tradition.

Western scholars again sometimes mixed up the old and the new

state, as when Libanius supposes that Susa, the residence of Xer.\es

and Artaxer.xes, must also be the residence of his contemporary Sapor

(Ship\\r). The Sis.'lnians, however, regarded themselves as successors

ot the mythical kings of Irdn.

^ An abridged extract of the romantic history of Ardashir has been

preserved in the original PahlaW, and has been published by Niildeke

(see p. 135, note 1, above). The same legendary material is used by

Firdausi; cp. also Z.D.M.O., xxxiv. 685, 599,

Roman accounts, through treachery, but certainly not till he

had entered into negotiations and vainly sought to purchase

a free retreat for his army with gold. ShApiir now pene-|

trated with an invading host far into Roman territory

towards Asia Minor, but he met with not unsuccessful

opposition. The general Ballista cut off many Persians

;

but a heavier blow was struck by Odsenathus at the head

of his Palmyrenes, who, in this or a subsequent campaign,

smote the retreating Persians and even captured the royal

harem ; nay, once, if not twice, he laid siege to Ctesiphon

itself (for details see Palmyra). Presumably now as

in later times the Persian empire proved unable to sustain

the cost of prolonged campaigns. These Oriental kingdoms

are on the whole poor, though they include some fertile

regions, and though the kings accumulate large stores of

treasure. The Persians had no great standing army like

the Romans, and the levies summoned to the standard

could not long be kept together ; hence so many brilliant

debuts in warfare without lasting result. ShApiir effected

no permanent gain of territory, for even Armenia seems

now to have fallen again under Roman suzerainty.^ But

Valerian was not delivered, and died in captivity. The
figures of the victorious king and the captive Caesar are

still to be seen hewn, perhaps by Roman subjects, on the

rocks of Persis, and Persian tradition, which preserves

so few historical facts as to the immediate successors of

Ardashir, has not forgotten this crowning humiliation of

Rome. Some of the traditional deeds of ShApiir I. really

belong to ShApiir II., but we may accept him as the author

of the great irrigation works at Shiishtar, and it '"as he

who built Giind^v ShApiir (Ar. Jundai-SAbiir, Syr. B6th

LApAt), which was often used by the kings as their second

residence, and stood to Ctesiphon as its neighbour Susa in

Acha;menian times did to Babylon. ShApiir's sway over

non-IrAnian peoples has been already referred to ; but the

Augustan historians are certainly right in speaking of the

Bactrians as a nation still independent and often hostile

to Persia, and the same is true of the Cadusians (Pollio, Yal.,

ch. i.), i.e., the Delamites of GilAn, who were never subdued

by the SAsAnians. At the very beginning of ShApiir's reign

Mani, founder of the Manipha;an sect (see Manich-eism),

began to preach, against which the Persian priests fought

for centuries as vigorously as against the various sections

of Nicene Christians.

The close of ShApur's reign saw great changes in the

Roman east (see Palmyra). At the fall of Palmyra;

ShApiir was probably no longer alive. His son Hormizd Success

{Ohrmazd) I. came to the throne in 272 or 273, leaving ^on^of^

previously been governor of KhorAsAn. His title, " the

hero," appears to have been gained by prowess against

the Romans before his accession, for his reign of one year

gave little time for great deeds.

His successor, BahrAm {Varahrdn) I., was not his son

as tradition represents, but, according to an inscription, his

brother. He is said to have been a weak prince, given to

pleasure. The execution of Mani falls within his reign,

which (subject to a possible error of as much as two years,

which affects all dates of reigns between BahrAm I. and

ShApiir II.) may be dated between 274 and 277.

Of his son, BahrAm II. (c. 277-204), Persian tradition

has next to nothing to tell. To him may be probably

ascribed two long but ill-preserved inscrijjtions,- religious

in content, almost sermonizing, and of very clerical colour.

He had wars with Rome, of which we only know that they

were terminated by a peace with Probus (276-282),^ and

that Probus was murdered before he could renew the con-

= See an essay by Gutschmid, ^. /).-V.O., xxxi. 51, which is instruct-

ive as to the relations between Persia and Armenia generally.

2 Vopiscus, Probus, 17, who, as Tillemont remaiks, ivronglypuU
** Nareeus " for " Bahr&m.

!'
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flict Carus, however, in 283 led his army as far as the

hostile capital, and had taken Ct«siphon and Coche (a part

of Seleucia) when he suddenly died (by lightning, it is

said), and the Romans drew otF. Carus is said to have

been favoured by intestine disorder*, vrhich at this period

werfl certainly common in Persia. In 291 a rhetorician

mtBiions the rebellion of a certain Hormizd (Ormier.)

against his brother the king, in alliance with barbarians.

A youthful son, who appears opposite the quseii on coins

of Bahrim II., seems never to have ascended the throne,

which was probably contested between BahrAm III. (a

son of Hormizd 1. 1) and Karseh (according to an inscrip-

tion, son of Shdpiir I.). BahrAm IIL, called Sagin Sh.'ih,

because he had been governor of SagastAn (SistAn), reigned,

or at least held the capital, for a very short time; Narseh
reigned from c. 293 to 303, ?.nd, following up Sh.Apur's

poUey, occupied Armenia and defeated Galeiius (probably

in 297) between Carrhoe and Callinicus (Rakka) in Meso-
potamia. But under Diocletian's wise rule Galerius soon

restored the honour of the Roman arms, totally defeating

Narseh in Armenia and taking his nives and children. A
brilliant peace (298) rewarded the victors ; to recover his

family the Persian ceded Armenia and Mesopotamia, and
even some districts east of the Tigris as far as KurdistAn.

The peace lasted forty yearj.

Narseh's son, Hormizd IL, came to the throne about 303
and was succeeded early in 310 by his son, Adharnarseh,
who was soon deposed, and probably slain, ostensibly for

his cruelty. , The nobles now held the reins of power, and,

having blinded one brother of the fallen king and im-

fifiapot pflssned another (Hormizd),' cro-wned ShApur IL, the new-
1'.' bom (or unborn) son of Queen IfrA (?) Hormizd (310).

The rule of the queen-mother and nobles was what may
be readily imagined in an Oriental empire, which above all

things needs a strong man at the head ; but such a man
young Shapiir, one of the greatest princes of the dynasty,

soon proved himself to be. Persian tradition preserves

few really historical notices of ShApiir II., but is fuU

of stories of astounding campaigns against the Arabs,

highly coloured by hatred of that race ; and there is no
doubt that ShApiir did devote himself with energy to the

always important task of repelling the plundering Bedouins
from the civilized lands on which their deserts border.

Anothes fiotablo undertaking was the new foundation

of Susa after it had rebelled and been chastised by total

demolition, the very ground being stamped do^Ti by the

king's elephants. .NisHipuE (q.v.), i.e., Nev-sJtdhpuhr, may
be his foundation, or that of ShApiir I.

In ShApiir's youth fell the victory of Roman Clu-istian-

ity over paganism under Coustantine, and the Christians

of Persia at once threw in their sympathies with the

Ch.ristian state. These feelings were openly shown v,'Sen

ShApur in 337 or 338 began a Roman war, as appears in a
housily of the SjTian bishop Aphraates^ a subject of Persia.

The bishop of the capital, too, ventured to use language
against the king which no Oriental prince, least of all

"?6rteei -Due like ShApur, could submit to. And so almost simul-
:ion of taneously with the Roman war a terrible persecution of

-tJaS *''® Christians broke out (339/340), of which tie Syrian

Acts of Persian ifartyrs give a lively picture,—iLstructive,

too, for the light cast on persons and affairs in the realm.

ShApur was no fanatic, as even the Ads of the martyrs
show, and he did not molest the Jews, whom his priests

hated quite as much as the Christians. But, like Diocle-
tian, he wished to destroy the organization of the church,
and therefore used the utmost rigour against the lower as
well as the higher clergy, and destroyed the ecclesiastical

' Horntlzd escaped to the Romans in 323 and remained with them
ill his life. As late as 363 he shared the Koman camjiaigu against
nishtlf-brother Shapiir.

Home.

buildings. To break up cocgregatiO'is he often constrained 282-248.

prominent church members to stone their own priests.

The Persian priests, of course, used the opportunity to

gi-atify their hatred of the Christians, and other impure
passions increased the cruelty of ShApiir's hard measures.

The Christians on their part showed much heroic courage

mixed with not a little cowardice.

Rom~fi sources tell us that the war was begun by the S!iip!\T

Persians with an invasion of Mesopotamia.^ Constantine ^-'^ eon-

died on 22d May 337, before he could march against them *"' ^*'

But ShApiir's great preparations, as we loarn from Aphraatesi

fell in the year that begins with autumn 337. With manj
vicissitudes and long pauses the war endured for twenty-

five years, but only for its second part do we possess fuller

accounts by contemporaries and in part eye-witnesses.'

ShApiir's aim was to drive the Romans from the upper
Tigris, where they were dangerously near Ctesiphon, and
especially to seize Nisibis, and then to reduce Armenia,
that old apple of discord between East and West. Three

times Nisibis victoriously resisted a severe siege (338, 346,

350), and other sieges occupy a great place in the story of

the war. Constantius, when he took the field in person,

was always defeated, as in 348 at the great battle of Sin-

gara (ShingAr, Ar. SiiijAr). Yet ShApiir's successes bore

little fruit, mainly perhaps because Diocletian and Con-

stantino had put tli9 fortresses in the best condition, and
in all respects had made wis9 provisions to cover the

threatened districts. Even when victorious the Persians

could hardly penetrate into western Mesopotamia, and if

ShApur had taken all the strong places he could hardly

have garrisoned them. Thus he took Amida (Amid) after

long and costly sieges, and in the very next year (360) the

Romans found it uugarrisoned. Tho Romans wereLieJpad.

too, by the trouble which ShApur had with barbarous enp-

mies ;" the third siege of Nisibis was all but successful when
the Persian was called away to KhorAsAn by urgent affairs

there. These eastern conflicts were the prelude to a long

pause in the contest (350-358), broken only by Small forays,

When, however, the Romans opened negotiations (356 to

358) ShApiir had made peace in the east and offered no
conditions that could be accepted. In 359 and 360 the war
was again hotly renewed, and ShApur took several im-

portant fortresses. Then there was a lull till 363, when
the warlike, active, and ambitious Julian, now sole emperor,

resolved to strike at the capital of the enemy, as Trajarri

Severus, and Carus had done. He left Antioch for Meso-
potamia in March and swiftly descended the Euphrates,

wasting the enemy's land with fire and sword and taking

several cities by short sieges, among others the royal city

of MAh63 MalkA, not far from Ctesiphon. Julian now
occupied Seleucia, but, finding he was not strong enough tvJ

take Ctesiphon, the fortified capital on the opposite bank of

the Tigris, he ordered a retreat along the left bank. And
now for the first time ShApiir's troops began to harass him,

but the army might have regained Roman soil without seri-

ous loss had not Julian fallen mortally womided in a skir-

mish (26th June 363). The army chose Jovian emperor,

a man too weak for such an occasion, who managed his

soldiers and the negotiations so badly that a shameful peace

v,-as the result, and Shaqer regained the lands east of the

Tigris lost to Galerius, and part of Mesopotamia with

Nisibis and Singara. "Nisibis was the gravest loss, for in

all f^iture wars it was to the Persians a sure base for

advance and a bulwark for defence. But a still more
shameful condition was that the Romans should not help

their ally Arsaces of Arnienia against ShApur. The
Persian, nevertheless, did' not find Armenia an easy con-

quest. He took Arsaces caiptive, but this did not decide

the fate of the whole country, divided as it was by nature

in±o a number of separate regions iinder almost independent

XVm. — . 77
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S63-429rl*ptains. The Christian Annenians leaned on the whole

towards Rome, while the Zoroastrians, who still formed a

large part of the nation, inclined to Persia, and the personal

interests of the great barons, who preferred to recognize

no lord, inclined them now to this side, now to that. Papa,

son of Arsaces, fled to the Romans and got help from them,

first secretly and then openly ; but he was only their tool

in the design of reducing Armenia to a province. Con-

flicts between the rival empires took place also to the

north of Armenia in Iberia, and after five years they were

practically again at war. In 371 Shipiir was openly met
by Roman troops in Armenia, which both parties were

determined to have by force or by fraud. Once and again

negotiations failed, but a general war was still averted by
external circumstances (on Rome's part by the Gothic war)

and considerations of prudence.
Ardash) Shipir II., who is justly celebrated by the later traai-

]/ *°. tions, died towards the end of the summer of 379, and was

jy
""" succeeded by his brother, Ardashir II., an old man, who

was perhaps chosen king for similar reasons to those

which governed the choice of ShApilr as an infant. As
prince and governor of Adiabene Ardashir had taken an
active part in the suppression of Christianity in 344 and
as late as 376, but with his accession the persecution ceased

—whether of purpose or merely from the Oriental lack of

persistency we cannot tell—and a bishop was again ad-

mitted even in the capital. Ardashir was deposed in 383
or 384, having taken strong measures against the nobles

and put some of them to death.

His successor, Shdpiir III., son of Shipilr II., at once

sent ambassadors to Constantinople and made a definite

treaty of peace (384). In 388 or 389 he was mr.rdered

by the nobles. His successor (a son, or perhaps a brother),

Bahrim IV., called Kirmdn Shiih,' kept peace with Rome
and was clement to the Christians. In 390 Armenia was

divided by treaty, much the larger part becoming a vassal

state of Persia and the rest falling to Rome. The division,

with various modifications and vicissitudes, lasted into Arab
times. Bahrdm was shot by a band of " miscreants " in

the summer of 399.

Yazde- Yazdegerd I., son of Shipiir II. or Shdpiir III.", seems
E*"^ I- to have been designated heir to the throne while BahrAm

rV. was still alive, or at least he held such high dignity

that his name appears on coins of his predecessor. Persian

tradition makes him wise but very wicked. Christian

ivitnesses, on the other hand, speak very favourably of him,

and it ai>pears certain that his surname, " the Sinner," was

gained by a severity, perhaps tyrannical, towards the

grandees, by tolerance towards the Christians, and little

favour shown to the priests. In 410 the Christians were

even allowed to hold a regularly constituted synod in the

capital, and the king employed the " Catholicus "

—

i.e., the

primate of the church, a functionary possessed of full

religious autonomy—on a mission to the emperor, and even

in settling differences with his own brother, who governed

Persia. Yazdegerd had no personal inclination towards

Christianity, and he severely punished the fanaticism of

Bishop 'AbdA, who had insulted a Zoroastrian sanctuary

in Susiana, but his habitual tolerance was enough to make
him hated of the Persian priests. The warlike nobles also

found cause for dissatisfaction in his earnest endeavours

to keep on quiet terms with Rome, with whom he made a

treaty of peace and friendship in the summer of 408, when
he seems to have pledged himself to support the throne of

Theodosius II. during his minority. Over Persian Armenia
he set his own son ShApiir. We have every reason to deem
Yazdegerd an excellent prince for the time and circum-

stances, but he was not well pleasing to the god of the

' He had ruled in Kirman, and from liim two towns, in Kurdistin
and in Kirman, take the name Kirmdnslidli&n.

Persians, who smote him with sudden ana miraculous death

in distant Hyrcania. The explanation of the miracle is

no doubt that he was murdered by the magnates (probably

late in summer 420).

Shipiir, hurrying from Armenia on the news of tis

father's death, was slain by the grandees, who had resolved

altogether to exclude from the throne the seed of the

hated Yazdegerd. A distant relation, Khosrau, was made
king, but had to contest the throne with another son of

Yazdegerd, Bahrim, who in his father's lifetime had dwelt

apparently in a sort of exile, with the powerful vassal

prince Al-Mondhir (Alamundaros) of Hira, on the borders

of the desert to the west of the Euphrates. Mondhir
energetically supported the claims of his guest-friend, and
appeared with a vast Arab horde before- the gates of^

Ctesiphon, which is 'Only three or four days' march from

Hira. As Bahrdm doubtless had support among the'

Persians also, Khosrau gave way, and BahrAm took the

throne, but with a promise to reign in a different spirit

from his father and please the magnates and the priests.

This is the first important intervention of the Arabs in

the affairs of Persia.

BahrAm V., surnamed G6r or Wildass, is the favourite Bahraa

hero of Persian tradition, which tells many incredible^-

stories about him. He came to the throne young, and

was always a jolly prince, very fond of women, and whose

personal strength and prowess as a huntsman,^ perhaps

also in war, blinded men's eyes to the real weakness of

his sv.'ay. The change of policy was at once announced

in a systematic persecution of the Christians and in war

with Rome. For the latter there were pretexts enough

on both sides, but the Romans would not have begun the

war merely because the Christians were persecuted ; its

real authors were presumably the Persian nobles. The
chief seat of war was the north of Persian Mesopotamia

and the mountain-land above. The Persians were led by

one of the greatest nobles, Mihr Narseh, whom Persian

tradition represents as taking Constantinople, while w©
know that he really sustained heavy defeat at the very,

commencement of the war (August 421). Nisibis was

attacked by the Romans, but relieved after a siege of some

length. In 422 both parties were glad to make peace;

religious freedom was given to Christians' in Persia and to

Zoroastrians in the Roman empire. There seems to have

been no change of frontier, but the Romans promised to

receive no Arabs who wished to change their allegiance,^

and to pay an annual sum towards the maintenance of

the defences of the Caucasian Gates (the pass of Dariel),

which protected both powers from the inroads of the

northern barbarians. This last condition reappears in

almost all treaties and always caused soreness. For, how-

ever carefully the provision was worded, both sides looked

on the contribution as a tribute, of which the Romans
evaded payment whenever they could.

The Persians, we may suppose, were the readier to

make peace that they were again embroiled with the

nation of Kiishin or Haital, the Hephthalites or, "white

Huns," who then ruled in Bactria and the surrounding

lands. Constant wars of Persia with this people went

on during the 5th century and gjtve the Romans repose,'

and we are hardly bound to believe the Persian tradition

that BahrAm had a glorious victory over the Hephthalites.

A movement for freedom had taken pVice in Persian

Armenia during the Roman war; but after the peace

BahrAm established a new vassal king, till in 429 the

conduct of the selfish Armenian nobles led the Persians

- The Bedouin tribes, " nee amici nobis unquam nee hostea optandi
"

{Ammian., xiv. 4, 1), and the petty states that had been formed out

of them, under Roman or Persian suzerainty, were a constant troubl«>

to both empires in war and in peace.
~"
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to maKe Annenia a province,—a change whicli was sup-

ported by a strong party among the Armenians themselves.

But the Persian governors had as much trouble with

barons and clergy tis the old kings had had.

Bahram, dying in 43S or 439, was succeeded by his son,

Y«xde- Yazdegerd II., of whom little good can be said. He per-

RwJ 'I- secuted both Jews and Christians, abolished the audiences

on the first day of each month on which every man of posi-

tion could approach the king with petitions or complaints,

and is recorded to have married his daughter (that, of course,

was no crime in a Zoroastrian) and then murdered her.

In 441 he very nearly came to war with Rome, but

peace was concluded without further coiVfiict than some
harrying of the marches, and it was provided (as in later and

probably in earlier treaties) that no new fortresses should

be erected on the border by either party. Yazdegerd was

much in KhorAsin, where he sustained repeated defeats

from the Hephthalites ; and in 450/451 he had to deal

with a serious rebellion in Armenia, mainly produced by

persecution of the Christians, which was not quelled till

he jiromised complete freedom of Christian worship.

On the death of Yazdegerd 11. (457) the throne was for

two years contested between his two sons by Dinak '

—

fitii. Hormizd, prince-governor of Sagastin, and Periiz. The
latter, who was the younger, proved successful by aid of

the Hephthalites and the energy of KahAm of the house

bf MUirdn, and put his brother and three others of the

nearest royal kin to death'. Firdz was again a persecutor

p( Jews and Christians, but had political wisdom enough

to favour the reception of Nestorianism by his Christian

subjects when that party was driven from the Roman
empire. At the synod of Beth LApdt (483 or 484) the

old Christian church of Persia adopted the Nestorian con-

fession, and was thus separated from Byzantium by a wide

breach. But in truth Christianity in Persia had never been

''•eally much of a danger to the state.-

The Hephthalites and P^roz soon fell out about the

'eward for their services, and fierce fighting ensued, in which
Peroz gained several victories ; but the seat o! war was a

desert very unfavourable to his operations, and twice he

bad to make peace on disadvantageous terms, while at

least once he was himself taken prisoner and released on
heavy ransom, leaving his son KavAdh a hostage for its

payment for the space of two years. But P^roz always

broke faith again with the foe, and at length, iu 484, he

was among the mis.sing after a terrible battle, in which

his daughter was taken captive and placed in the harem
of the Hephthalite king. The conquerors now overflowed

Persia, which for a time was without a monarch till order

was restored by Zarmihr, of the great house of Karen,

who at the time of Peruz's death had been successfully

dealing with a revolt in Armenia, and now hastened to the

capital and made Bah-lsh, Peroz's brother, king. The
Hephthalites seem to have been bought oflF by a yearly

Balasb. tribute.'-' Balish's brother, Zareh, who also claimed the

crown, was vanquished and put to death. But the new
king had little power, and secured the obedience of the

Armenians only by granting that the Persian state religion

should be wholly e-xcluded from their land. The clemency

of Balish is praised by the Syrians and Armenians, possibly

for no other reason than that his relations with the Persian

priesthood were unfriendly. Their enmity proved fatal to

him ; his treasuries were empty, so that he could neither

' Dinak's likeness is preserved on a gem ; see B. Dorn, in Comple-
rendu de la Com. Arch, pour ISIS, 1S70, p. 162 sq. (St Petersburg).

^ The Armenians, on tlie other hand, joined the Monophysites, wlio

had a large party in the Roman empire and often had the upper hand
tliere.

'' Persian-ti-adition makes Sokhrd (/.?., Zarmihr) humble the enemy
and comijel them to restore their booty.

gain a party among the nobles nor secure the support of 429-526

an army, and in 488 or 489 he was deposed and blinded.

His nephew and successor, KavAdh I., son of Per6z, Kavidh

lound the land in a very disturbed state ; there were/
rebellions among the barbarous mountain tribes and there

was another rising in Armenia. Now KavAdh was not

disposed to be the humble servant of the priests and
nobles to whom he owed the cro^mi, and to humiliate them
he played the dangerous game of encouraging Mazdak,
the energetic priest of a new religion, which dernanded in

the name of justice that he who had a superfluity of goods

and several wives should impart to those who had none.

This theory was actually put in practice to some consider-

able extent, but then the nobility and clergy rose, deposed

KavAdh, and imprisoned him in the " Castle of Oblivion," *

placing his brother JAmAsp on the throne (c. 49C). But
KavAdh escaped to the Hephthalites, svhere he had once

lived as a hostage, received in marriage the daughter of

the king (whose mother was the captive sister of KavAdh),

and with his help expelled JAraAsp and recovered his king-

dom (498 or 499).^ KavAdh held severe judgment on the

traitors, and it v/as probably at this time that he gave up
Zarmihr into the hands of his most dangerous rival,

ShApur of the house of MihrAn. He does not seem to

have carried his JIazdakite experiment farther, and he had
put the realm into fair order when he began a war with

Rome.
Between Rome and Persia there had been such a series

of negotiations and compacts, none of which had been
scrupulously observed, that either side could find a casus

belli at will.. KavAdh had the will, arid in summer 502
he opened that era of hideous strife between Rome andj

Persia which so exhausted both powers as to pave the way,

for the new empire of the Arabs. In August he seized'

without a fight Theodosiopolis (Karin, Erzerim), capital of

Roman Armenia. On 10th January 503 Amida fell after

a siege of three months and was cruelly chastised for its

resistance, tens of thousands of the inhabitants being put

to the sword." The Romans acted with little energy or unity

of plan, and in the course of the war Mesopotamia suffered

terribly. Amida was restored to the Romans by compact,

or rather by purchase, after a long siege in 504 ; and after

much fighting a peace was concluded in the autumn of 506,

leaving things as they were before the war. The Persians,

we are told, were ready for peace because they had on

their hands a war with the " Huns,"— a very vague word
in the mouth of a Greek. But KavAdh must have been

in considerable difficulty, for he tamely submitted to a
gross breach of the treaty when Anastasius raised the

village of Dara to a great fortress to hold Nisibis in check.

There was no more war while Anastasius was emperor, but

Justin I. (518-527) seems to have ceased the payment for

the Caucasian Gates again stipulated in the peace of 506,

tv which KavAdh replied by letting loose his Arabs on the

empire, and the Romans retaliated by forays in Persian

Armenia. There were also serious disputes about the

suzerainty of the lands between Caucasus and Pontus, but

KavAdh was still anxious to avert war, from which pre-

sumably he saw that no permanent advantage could flow.

At the same time he was very eager to secure the succes-

sion for his favourite son, Khosrau, who was not his

eldest ; and he thought that if he could induce the emperor

to adopt Khosrau as his own son this would form a sort

of guarantee and greatly impress the Persians. A nego-

* Identified by Sir H. Rawlinson as Gilgerd in northern Susiaua.

' Kavadli's escape and restoration seem to have been favoured by

some of tlie greatest nobles, and Persian tradition, which, however, Ls

very confused in this whole chapter, makes Zarmihr the companion cfi

his flight. J
° Of this war we have good accounts iu contemporary ^Syriao

sources.
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528-546. tiation on fina and other matters at Nisibis (525 or 526)

seems, however, to have been badly managed on both

sides, and its failure cost the Roman ambassador his place

and the Persian his head. War now began on the borders

in 527 before Justin's death (i.e., before 1st August).i

A Roman attack on Nisibis and a Persian on Dara failed.

Fighting, broken by negotiations, went on for several years,

and in it Belisarius first came to the front as a general.

Mondliir An important episode in this war is the invasion of Syria by

•of Hiia- Mondhir of Hira. This prince seems to have been more powerful

than was safe for Persia, and Kavadh had stripped him of all or

part of his possessions and given them to Harith, a scion of the

widespread house of the kings of the Kinda. When war broke

out Mondhir, who was an experienced warrior, was restored to his

old sway, and in 529 he fell on Syria, pillaging and holding captives

to ransom as far as Antioch. llondhir was a savage heathen, who
on one day sacrificed 400 nuns of a Syrian cloister to his goddess

'Uzza (the planet Venus). In the same year he slew Harith in

battle and executed in Hira a number of captives of the Kinda
house. For half a century he was the terror of the subjects of

Rome, little recking whether they were at peace or at war with hia

master, till in 554 he fell in battle with a Eoman vassal, Harith
ibn Jabala, whose son he had also sacrificed to "Uzza.

Under Mondhir's infiuence Kavddh in 531 vmdertook a

regular campaign against Syria, the first since centuries.

The Persians crossed the Euphrates and had pressed far

to the north when Belisarius compelled them to turn back.

In a battle at Rakka Belisarius was defeated, but the

Persians found it expedient to continue their retreat (19th

April 531). In Mesopotamia the Persians were this year

successful, and had almost reduced the great fortress of

Martyropolis (Maiferkat, Arab. May4f4rikin) when news
came of KavAdh's death, and a tnice was made.

In 528 or 529 KavAdh, through his son Khosrau, had

made a bloody end of the Mazdakites, whose success proved

too dangerous to society to be longer endured.

KavAdh died, eighty-two years old, 13th September 531,

and was succeeded by his destined heir, Khosrau (Chosroes),

surnamed An6sharvin, " the Blessed," whom his father is

said to have caused to be crowned as he lay on his death-

bed.^ Khosrau I. was a great king, and deserved the title

of "the Just," though he was not the ideal prince that

Khosrau Eastern writers make him. By carrying out the regula-
r's in-

tJQj, ,jj ji^g land-tax already commenced by his father, and

rule' ^y measures to control the collection of taxes, he benefited

his subjects as well as the treasury. In Babylonia at

least, the richest province, his fiscal ordinances proved

productive, and, according to an Eastern standard, not too

oppressive, down to the fall of the Sdsinian empire; the

Arabs themselves contrast the old Persian system with the

oppressive taxation of Mo.slem times, which was ruinous

to the finances of the state as well as to the inhabitants.

The public welfare, too, was served by the construction

or repair of bridges, canals, embankments, and the like.

The priests favoured Khosrau for his extirpation of the

Mazdakites, which he completed at the beginning of his

reign ; but they were not permitted to rule his policy.

He managed the great nobles with tact, rather strengthen-

ing than weakening the aristocratic basis of the realm,

but making it serviceable to himself. Measures were

taken to relieve the insecurity which the Mazdakites had
introduced in relations of property and the family, and
the army was the object of special care. Khosrau had a

decided leaning to Western civilization ; and, though an

Oriental despot could not be expected to sympathize with

the highest fruits of Hellenic genius at a time when they

^ The principal sources for this war are Procopius and the Sj*rian

account in Land, Anecdota, iii.

' That the nomination of Khosrau surprised the Persian nobles is

simply impossible. Procopius, it must be remembered, drew for the

events at Khosrau's accession on the tales of the (true or false) pre-

teodant Kavadh, son of Jam, and grandson of King Kavadh. But it

is quite possible that such things as the removal of princes and the

execution of valuable officials took olaoe under Khosrau.

were little appreciated even in Europe, and the heathen

philosophers who came to Persia to seek a philosophic

state soon returned undeceived, it is to his honour that

the Persian secured for them the free exercise of their

faith by a clause in the treaty of 649. The Christmns,

so long as they obeyed the laws, were unmolested ; nay,

Khosrau helped to maintain the worship not only of the

Nestorians but even of the Monophysites, who had much
more friendly relations to the Eoman empire. Apostasy

from Zoroastrianism was forbidden by ancient law, and
proselytizing by Christians was strictly prohibited, yet the

Monophysite abbot Ahiidemmeh, who had got a large

contribution from the king to build his monastery, and
thereafter baptized a son of Khosrau, who presently fled

to the Romans, was punished only by a mild imprisonment,

in which he was allowed to see his scholars.' Nor did

the Christians suffer for their sympathy with the rebellious

prince Au6shaz4dh ; and yet Khosrau was no weakJ'ig,

but energetic, warlike, and on occasion cruel*

The negotiations begun in 531 issued in September 532
in a "perpetual peace," the Romans promising a large

annual subsidy and other concessions, while the Persians

gave back certain castles in LAzistan at the eastern end of

the Black Sea. Khosrau had need of peace, and used it

probably to protect the frontiers from divers barbarous

foes, for tradition speaks of his measures for the safety of

the borders towards the Caucasus and on the east. Un-
manageable tribes, too, were moved to new homes. In a
few years he was strong enough to go to war again, feel-

ing perhaps that Justinian's successes in Africa and Italy

had made the hereditary foe too strong. This danger, no

doubt, was forcibly set before him by the emissaries of the

Gothic king Vitiges, and a tempting opportunity was
presented by an appeal which came to him from the rebel

nobles of Roman Armenia, Christians though they were.

Pretexts for war were never lacking, if only through the

Arab subjects of the two powers. But Khosrau certainly War witl

desired the war, and early in 540 he set forth to attack Rome.

Syria as ShApiir I. had done, and marched through the

land to the shore of the " Roman sea," taking and pillaging

such strong cities as did not buy him off. Antioch in

particular yielded an enormous booty ; it was burned and
the inhabitants carried captive. Turning homewards, the

Persian traversed north Syria and Mesopotamia from west

to east, levying a contribution even from the hated fortress

of Dara. Carrhaj alone, whose population was still mainly

heathen, and so presumably inclined to the non-Christian

empire, escaped scot free. Ctesiphon was reached at the

close of summer, the whole campaign having come off

without a single pitched battle. Khosrau, still more than

Siipiir II., sought in the barbarous old usage of whole-

sale captivities a means of appropriating to his own
service the culture and technical skill of the West. Thus
he made for the captive Antiochians a new mimicipality

(Khosrau-Antiochia, or " the Roman town ") hard by the •

royal residence, which was a notable tribute to the

superiority of Roman culture and life. The town was
made as Western in character as could be, and the inhabits

ants were established in comfort, and had religious freedom,

and even a Christian mayor. They retained their national

manners till the fall of the empire. Chariot -races, for

example, were as popular as they had been in old Antioch.'

Next year Khosrau was invited to LAzistdn by the

natives, and penetrated to the Black Sea and took the strong

place of Petra. In Mesopotamia war went on for several

' This is known from an nnprinted Syrian biography by a disciple

of Ahiidemmeh, who manages to make the king a tyrant by inventing

a silly mimcle to explain his clemency. Ahiidemmeh died, after twp-

years' imprisonment, 2d August 575. ^
* Procopius naturally speaks unfa>ourably of so dangerous (lu

enemy of the Romans.
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years with chequered fortune. In 546 the Eomans paid

, large sum for a five years' truce, and another five years'

juce followed in 553, though Lizistdn was excluded from

both truces until 556, when the Romans had gained suc-

cesses there ; but during all this time the Persian and

Roman Arabs never laid down their arms. At length,

about Christmas 562, a fifty years' peace was concluded,

the Eomans again promising a considerable yearlysubsidy,

and the Persians withdrawing their claims on LazistAn,

though the possession of the neighbouring Suania was left

an open question. The treaty also provided for religious

freedom to the Persian Christians, while all proselytizing

among Zoroastrians was Strictly forbidden.

ISasteni During the truces (546-562) great changes had taken
MD- place in the East, where a powerful empire had been formed
•"' in the northern steppes by the Turks, whose name then, for

the first time, became known in the West. The khdkdn
of the Turks, whom the Greeks call Sikibulos and the

Arabs (after the Persians) name Sinjibu, took from the

Hephthalites the right bank of the Oxus, while Khosrau
(seemingly in alliance with the khAkdn, whose daughter

he wedded) occupied the left bank (c. 560). Thus
Bactria, from which the SisAnians had suffered so much,
was at length embodied in their empire, and Peroz was
fully avenged.' But the friendship of Turks and Persians

was soon changed to that hostility which has long made
the rulers of Turkestin and the deserts appear the natural

enemies of the lords of KiordsAn. Khosrau must have

made other conquests about the same time, for in the

negotiations with Rome the Persian representative boasts

that his master had conquered ten nations, and tradition

enumerates the conquest, or rather recovery, of seven eastern

lands. These statements must be taken with some discount,

and it is not to be believed that Khcrau really ruled in

Afghanistan or Sind, as tradition says, tjough he doubtless

widened and secured the eastern limits of the empire.^

About 570 an expedition was sent against Yemen, which
the Christian Abyssinians had conquered in 525. A native

prince invited Khosrau to expel the Blacks, and, after some
hesitation, he sent a small force under Vahriz which easily

effected this object. Persian rule was nominally maintained
in Yemen till the time of Islam, and tribute was paid

more or less irregularly ; but, as the Persians were not a
seafaring people, this remote province beyond the waters

was of no practical use to them in the way of diverting

trade from the hands of the Eomans. Khosrau had pre-

sumably hoped otherwise, for affairs of trade, especially the

overland sUk trade in inner Asia, had considerable influence

on Sasdnian policy.

About 551 Khosrau had to deal with a rebellion of his

son An6shaz4dh, who was then in disgrace in Susiana

;

hearing that his father was dangerously ill, he claimed the

crown, leaning on the Christians, whose religion was that

of his mother. The rebel was easily overpowered and
taken; his punishment was not death, but such a partial

blinding as made him unfit to reign.

Second L his last yeai-s Khosrau had again to face tne Romans.
Romsa The Roman alliance with the Turkish khikin, the efforts

of Khosrau to hamper their intercourse with that potent-

ate, now his. dangerous foe, the annoyance of the Christian

empire at the fall of the Christian realm in Yemen, and
the refusal of Justin 11. (565-578) to pay the stipulated

subsidy were all pretexts for war, but the decisive thing
was that all Armenia suddenly threatened to become
Roman, There were already plans of rebellion among the

' A cnrious proof of the late character of Persian tradition is that

it regards the Oxus as having always divided Iran and Tiiran, and the
Turks as having always been next neighbours of Persia.

' Purely fabulous exploits, like the conquest of Ceylon, mean only
that to the Persians Khosrau, like Bahrani V., was lord of the whole
world.

Armenian nobles when an outburst of popular fanaticism 546-58ft
V.VIS caused by the attempt to erect a fire-temple in the
capital Dovin, and tho. Persian Silr^n' was slain (spring

571). The rebels and the king of Iberia turned to Con-
stantinople, and were taken under the protection of the
incapable emperor, who fancied that he could regain both
countries. This, of course, was a declaration of war. The
events that followed are kno%vn from good contemporary
sources, but cannot be arranged in clear chronological
order. One of the first operations was an unsuccessful
siege of Nisibis by the Romans. Khosrau, on the other
hand, took Dara in 573, after a siege of six months, and
was joined beneath its walls by his captain AdharmahAn,
returning from a successful campaign ill Syria on the
model of that of 540, in which he had destroyed Apamea.''
Tiberius, who with the empress Sophia held the reins of
power in Constantinople and was recognized as co-regent
in the end of 574, desired peace ; but Armenia was ex-
cluded from the three years' truce that he procured. In
575 Khosrau penetrated through that country into Cappa-
docia, and, though he had to retire before the Eomans
and leave his camp to be piUaged, he escaped safely,

burning Sebastia and Melitene on the way. The Romans
pressed forward and spent the winter in Persian iVrmenia,
but were driven back next year ; they had not even
secured the sympathy of the Monophysite population.
Even beyond Armenia the war broke out again before the
truce had expired, and the Romans conducted it with no
more humanity than the Persians, leading captive the
Christian inhabitants of Arzanene, and making it a special

favour to give them a place in Cyprus (577^ Negotia-
tions for pe&ce were frequent ; the Roinans saw that it

was vain to try to hold Armenia and Iberia, and might
even have consented to give up the temporal and spiritual

heads of the rebellion who had taken refuge at Constan-
tinople, but they very naturally would not make peace
without recovering Dara. So things stood when Tiberius
became sole emperor, and some months later Khosrau died
{c. February 579).

Hormizd IV., son of Khosrau by the Turkish princess, Horm*^
was a proud enterprising prince. The Greeks speak ill of rv

him, and indeed were much offended from the first that
he neglected the usual courtesy of formally announcing his

accession at Constantinople. Persian tradition makes him
ill-disposed and a shedder of blood, and we know that he put
his brothers to death when he took the throne, but that,

as the contemporary Christian narrator says, was a Persian
custom. On the other hand, tradition acknowledges the
strict impartial justice with which he upheld the cause of
the poor against the great. It was the great man who
felt his severity. In the army, too, he was careful of the
plebeian troops, and lowered the status of the aristocratic

cataphracts. Much to his honour is his reply to the priests

when they asked him to withdraw his favour from the
Christians. " As our royal throne," he said, " cannot stand
on its front legs alone, so our rule cannot stand and be
firm if we turn against us the Christians and members i5f

other alien religions. Cease, therefore, your attacks on
the Christians and follow zealously good works, that the

Christians and others of alien faith may see them, and
give praise and be drawn towards your faith." In many
respects Hormizd seems to have resembled Yazdegerd L,
whose fate, too, he shared ; the misfortune was that he had
not his father's tact in managing the nobles and the clergy.

The war with Rome went on throughout his reign with

varying fortune. There was a serious war, too, with the

Turks, but over these, or rather over one of their vassals,

the Persian general Bahrim Ch6bfa gained so complete

^ A member of the same house with the conqueror of Crassus.
* Part of the captive Apameans were settled in New Aatioch.
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689-623. a victory that he is said to have made the Turks pay

instead of receiving tribute. Bahrim was next sent into

the lands south of the Caucasus to strike a great blow at

Ronje (589), but here he was utterly defeated, and Hor-

inizd was foolish enough to dismiss him with disgrace.

The general, who was head of the great house of Mihr4n,

replied by open revolt, feeling, no doubt, that he could

reckon on the discontent of the nobles and the other

armies. The troops in Mesopotamia which had been

driven back on Nisibis by the Romans and were afraid of

punishment did in fact mutiny and open communication

with BahrAm, who marched against the capital and reached

the Great Z4b. An army sent forth against him also

mutinied, but declared for Hormizd'a son, Khosrau, who
was on bad terms with his father. Next, part of the

troops rose in Ctesiphon, whither Hormizd had hurried

from Media. Eind6e, Khosrau's maternal uncle, was in

prison there, and his bro'cner BistAm (Vistahm) set him

free by force. Hormizd was deposed and soon after put

to death, and Khosrau, who had probably consented to a

crime he could not prevent, was proclaimed king (summer

590).

CivU Khosrau IT. Parvte, " the conqueror," had now to deaf
"'"• with Bahrdm, who sought the crown, or at least the regency,

for himself. But the pusillanimous king could not inspire

his troops with courage to face the experienced general

;

he was deserted in the first shock of battle, and fled to

Circesiura to cast himself on the aid of the emperor

Maurice, who undertook to restore Khosrau, but, able

prince as he was, missed the great opportunity of securing

an adequate equivalent for the service. Himself a man
of obscure descent, he seems to have been flattered by the

idea of posing as " father " of a legitimate king of ancient

stock. The enterprise was not very difficult, for though

BahrAm had seized the crown and begun to coin in his

own name the nobles would not submit to one of their

own peers, and the people were still stricter legitimists

than they had been under the Arsacids. In their view the

royal majesty {farraki kaydnih) was innate ia the house

of ArJashlr, and none outside of it could be king. BahrAm
had to put down an insurrection in Ctesiphon itself, and

Bind6e escaped and took up his nephew's eause. In the

beginning of 591 a Roman host drew near, and Khosrau

caused the gates of Martyropolis ' and Dara to be opened

to them. He was now joined by the Persian army of

Nisibis, and Persian and some Ai-menian grandees came in

to him day by day. The other armies took the same side.

In Atropatene BistAm, Bind6e's brother, gathered a host

against BahrAm, while the united Persian and Roman
forces advanced along the left bank of the Tigris and
smote him in a decisive battle near the ZAb (summer 591).

Seleucia, Ctesiphon, and New Antioch had already been

taken by troops sent through the Mesopotamian desert.

Khosrau Thus Khosrau was restored, and peace with Rome followed

II- of course. The Romans ceased to pay tribute, but only

recovered their old frontier, Nisibis still remaining Per-

sian. BahrAm fled to the Turks and was honourably re-

ceived, but was murdered not long afterwards. Khosrau

was still so insecure that he asked a bodyguard of 1000
Romans, and now he set himself to remove all dangerous

persons, especially Bind6e and the other conspirators who
had overthrown his father and set himself on the throne.

BistAm was not so easily reached. When he saw himself
' condemned he made himself king in Media, and held out

for almost six years with the help of the remnants of

BahrAm's forces and in alliance with Turks and D61amites.

He fell by treachery probably in 595 or 596.

To a land already weakened by long wars all these

T This to\vu had been betrayed to the Peruans, and the Romans
bad Iain before it for some time.

disorders were ruinous. Nor was Khosrau IT. the king
fit for such times. A weak coarse-minded man, at onco
boastful and timid, avaricious and fond of luxury and
splendour, he was at best a very ordinary Oriental despot.'

He found the treasury empty and left it full, while the

empire was impoverished by wars. And in these he won
no glory ; his victories were those of his generals. To
the Christians he long extended protection and favour,

and even built them churches ; for he fancied that not

only the Christian empire but St Sergius himself, the

chief saint of the Roman Syrians and Arabs, had a share

in his restoration, and he was much under the influence

of a Christian %vife, Shlrfn, and of some other Christians,'

such as his physician Gabriel.^ But in later ytars his

disposition toward the Christians was altogether reversedj

When Maurice fell by treason and the hideous tyrant

Phocas seized the throne (November 602) Khosrau felt

himself called to avenge his " father " and protect Maurice's

supposed son, Theodosius, who had fled to the Persian

court. Narses too, the commandant of Edessa, called for

help against Phocas. Khosrau accordingly imprisoned

the ambassadors who came to announce the new accession,

and a war began, early in 60-1, which for twenty years laid

the Roman lands open to such ravages as had never before

been known ; so helpless was the empire under the bad
rule of Phocas and through the pressure of Avars and
other barbarians. Khosrau was present at the taking of

Dara (604),' but had no personal share in the war after

that event. After a few years the Persian -armies ivere

seen as far west as Chalcedon over against Constantinople.'

Yet the real weakness of the SAsAnian realm was strikingly

exposed in these vety years (604-610) in the battle of

Dliii KAr, a small affair in itself, but very significant.

Khosrau had abolished the kingdom of Hira and put King
No'mAn to death, thus ridding himself of a troublesome

vassal, but at the same time losing a very useful

means of influencing and checking the desert tribes.

And soon after No'mAn's fall the tribe of Bakr ibn WAil
actually defeated a regular army at Dhii KAr near the

Euphrates, but a few days' journey from Ctesiphon, and
maintained themselves on the soil in spite of the Persians.

Arabic vanity greatly exaggerated this success, and the

result was a notable increase of self-confidence on the part

of the Arabs, by which the Moslems ultimately benefited

when they came to attack Persia.

The Romans still had the worst of the war when id

October GIO Phocas gave place to the valiant Heraclius.

The new emperor, hard pressed on all sides, vainly asked
for peace. In 613 Damascus was taken, and the country
round it, on which the Persians had never before set foot,

was ravaged in a way of which coimtless ruins bear wit-

ness to this day. In June 614 Jerusalem fell, and, to the

horror. of all Christendom, the "precious and life-giving

cross " went into cai)tivity. Next Egypt was conquered,

and Asia Minor swept as far as Chalcedon. Heraclius was Cam-

not able to strike a counter blow till 622, when an ex- X^e<^ f-f

pedition towards Armenia and the Pontine territories from ^
™*

the Gulf of Issus restored respect for the Roman arms.

His great campaigns began in the following year and
carried him deep into the Persian country, often quite cut

off from his base, in a way that could not have succeeded

with any leader who was not a great politician as well

as a great general. In the first year of these camoaigns
he destroyed one of the holiest of Persian shrines, the

fire-temple of Ganjak, near Lake Urmiyah, and so

- Shirin and the king even took part in the quarrels of JTestori;.ns

and Monophysites, and foolishly took the side of the latter, who were
the minority and less Persian in sympathy. There are good conteic'-

porary Syriac records of all this which in part are stSU unused,
3 Land, Anecd. Syr., i. 15.
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Bvenged Jerusalem. Now we find ln'm near the Caucasus,

now in eastern Asia Minor, now again in Mwipotamia,

never beattTj, often victorious, but oftener peiliapa out-

witting superior forces by adroit movements. In 626

Khosirau attempted a diversion by sending his best gene-

ral, Shahrbuiz, with a great force directly againft Chal-

cedon. It was an anxious summer in Constantinople,

with the Av^ws behind and the Persians in front, and the

emperor almost lost in the depths of Asia. But in the

beginning of August the Avars drew off, the Persians,

who had no ships, having failed to cross the ]^osphorus

and effect a junction with them. Heraclius replied by
drawing the Khazaks (q.v.) down into Persian territory,

and in 627 he ventured to strike a blow at the heart of

the monarchy. The feast of 6th January 62S he cele-

brated in Dastagerd, which was but some three days'

march from Ctesiphon, and had been Khosrau's usual

residence for twenty-four years. Khosrau had fled in terror,

and did not deem himself safe till he and his harem were

over the bridge of Ctesiphon. The capital was, of course,

too strong to be carried by the small forces that the Roman
had been able to lead by a rapid march from the Caucasus,

and Heraclius turned swiftly before any great army could

be gathered against him, and cut his way through the

enemy's country back to Ganjak over the Kurdish Alps

amid the snows of February and March,—an exploit

almost unparalleled in the history of war.

Meantime there was revolution in Ctesiphon. Khosrau's

tyranny and greed had offended high and low ; his panic

flight had made him contemptible ; and, to crown all, his

legitimate heir Kav4dh and most of his brothers were

pining in prison to leave the heirship open to Mard4nsh;Ui,

son of Shirin, who, even in advanced years, had retained

absolute command of her husband, in spite of his thousands

iiiidb of_ other wives. Certain nobles liberated KavAdh and pro-
11- claimed him king (2oth February 628), and Khosrau,

deserted by all, was dragged from his hiding-place and
executed (29th February). Thus miserably perished a

prince whose armies had covered almost the whole breadth

of the Achaemenian empire. No hand was raised to help

him, and the Christians, who had never forgiven the insult

to the true cross, were the first to welcome the elevation

of the parricide Kavddh, in which, indeed, one of their

'own number, ShamtA, son of the farmer-general Yazdln,

had a leading part.

The first act of Kavddh II. Sh6r6e was to murder some
eighteen brothers, his second to ask peace from the Romans.
A truce was conceded, but Heraclius was too much master

of the situation to agree to a final peace at once. Persian

troops were recalled from Roman soil, but, when Heraclius,

after a hasty reorganization of Mesopotamia, had; gone on
to Syria, he learned that the Persian king was alreauy

dead after a reign of but six months, in which the chief

occurrence was a terrible pestilence.

sSpchy. Ardashlr III., son of Kavddh, was now crowned at the

age of seven. An era of distress and trouble followed, in

which children or women sat on the throne, and the nobles

disputed with t»ie another for the reality of power. The
holy cross was sent back from Ctesiphon through the

primate of the Nestorians ; and the feast of the Elevation

of the Cross still commemorates the jo)-ful day (14th
September 629) when Heraclius solemnly re-erected it in

Jerusalem. The Government at Ctesiphon was powerless
;

the Khazars harried the empire ; and it was perhaps at this

time that Khosrau, son of Kavddh, and grandson of

Hormizd TV., who had been brought up among the Turks,
sought to make himself king in IQiordsdn, but was slain

after a few months. A more dangerous pretend.int was
the victorious general Shahrbardz, who met with Hera-
[clius in June 629 at Arabissus in Cappadocia, and prob-

ably there obtained an approval of his enterprise from the 623-634.

emperor, who naturally favou'-ed the cause of disorder in

Persia. Shahrbardz took Ctesiphon with a small force

aided by treason within ; Arda.shir was put to death (27th

April 630) ; and robbery, murder, and every terror raged

in the royal city.. But Shahrbardz, too, fell on the 9th of

June a victim to the envy of his peers and the spirit of

legitimism. His body was dragged through the streets,

and tradition speaks with grotesque irony of the man who
sought to be king but could not, because he was not of

the lawful house.

B6rdn, daughter of Khosrau II., now sat for a time on

the throne (till about autumn 631), and appears to have

closed the treaty of peace with Heraclius. The conditions

are not recorded, but were probably the same as in the

peace with Maurice ; at all events the Persians kept

Nisibis. Bi5rdn was followed in Ctesiphon by her sister

Azarmldokht, probably after a short interval in which a

certain Per6z reigned. But in Nisibis the soldiery of the slain

Slahrbardz put forward Hormizd V., a grandson of Khosrau

II., and he rnaintained himself in that quarter for a time

(631-32). Azarmldokht was dethroned by Rustam, the

powerful hereditary marshal of Khordsdn, whose father's

death she had procured. Our confused records of this

age of disorder do not permit us to give a clear chrono-

logical or geographical view of all pretenders who arose in

the capHal and provinces ; but in Ctesiphon, we know,

thers reigned for a time a certain Fernikhzddh (or Khor-

rezddh) Khosrau, apparently a child.^ But another child,

Yazdegerd III., son of Shahriydr, and so a grandson otYazde-

Khosrau II., was put forward by certain nobles in Persis, gerd HI.

and crowned in the fire-temple of Ardashlr (second half

of 632 or first half of 633). Soon Khosrau was slain and
Yazdegerd acknowledged in the capital, and without much
resistance in the provinces also. '

Fond hopes could now be entertained that the wounds
of the monarchy might be healed under a legitimate prince

unstained by descent from the parricide Stiir6e, conse-

crated in the cradle of the monarchy, and upheld by the

strong hand of Rustam. Some temporary recovery seems

actually to have taken place ; but a new foe more danger-

ous than Julian or Heraclius was already knocking at the

gates of the monarchy. That Yemen and some tracts in

north Arabia had already been lost by Persia to the

Moslems had scarcely been observed at Ctesiphon amidst

so many greater disasters. But now the Moslems already

hovered on the frontier. Mothannd, one of the boldest

leaders of those Bedouins who since Dhu Kdr had made
frequent forays on Persian soil, accepted Isldm, and had
its strength at his back. These attacks became bolder and
bolder. Presently Khdlid, in all the prestige of his victory Moslem

over the revolt of the Arabs against Isldm (see vol. xvi. p. invasion.

562), appearedwith a small force on the lower Euphrates

to take the lead of these Bedouins. Persian troops and
their Arab allies were repeatedly beaten in smaU engage-

ments, and soon a number of frontier -posts were in the

hands of the Moslems.- . The inhabitants of the western

bank of the lower Euphrates, who were all Christians and
had little attachment to Persia, submitted themselves and
promised to supply the victors with intelligence. Soon
the Arabs ventured to cross the river and plunder the

villages west of the Tigris.^ In the early summer of 634,

however, Khdlid was called away to Syria ; his successor,

Abii 'Obaid of Tdif, though strengthened by reinforce-

^ He appears beardless on his only known coin. By some account^

he was the only son of Khosrau II. who had escaped massacre.
- The history of the conquest is here given mainly after Beladbori,

whose short notices stand examination much better than Tabari and
the historians who follow him. The chronology is in many points

uncertain.
' Baghdad, then such a rillage, was plundered on a fair tide.
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ments, was utterly defeated and skin on tis first meeting

with a regular Persian host^n the hard-fought "battle of

the bridge " at the Euphrates, and lIothannA had great

difficulty, in saving the remains of the army (26th Novem-

ber 634). Not without hesitation the caliph 'Omar

resolved to send a greater force to 'IrAlf, calling on his

Arabs to win for themselves the treasures of the Khosraus

and paradise ; and now for the first time a considerable

Persian army was defeated at Bowaib (635 or 636), with'

the loss of its general, a prince of the house of Iilihrdn.

In Sa'd ibn Ab( WakkAs the Moslems had now an ener-

getic and cautious leader, and the Persian coiurt began to

see its danger, especially when the news arrived of the

battle of Yarmiik, by which Syria was lost to Heraclius.

Kustam in person placed himself at the head of a great

army, over .which, in sign of the gravity of the enterprise,

was borne the venerable sacred banner of the empire

{dirqfshi kdviydti). Sa'd fell back before the Persian

advance and posted himself at 3<AdLsiya on the edge of

the desert south or south-west of Hira, wl^ere the armies

lay facing each other for months. The Arab force must

have been inferior in strength, for no great army could

have long held such a barren post nourished only by forays

and what the caliph coiUdsend from Medina. At length,

towards the close" of tJTs year 636, or in 637, battle was

joined and raged for several days, Sa'd giving orders to

his men in spite of a sickness under which he laboured.

The Persians were better armed, but the Arabs fought

with desperate energy. The elephants, which formed part

of every regula.r Persian army, greatly terrified them at

first, but oltimately these huge beasts, getting out of com-

mand, only aided the discomfiture of the Persians. Of the

mass of a Persian host no great bravery was to be expected;

yet it was only after a hard fight that the victory was de-

cided, Rustam slain, and the sacred banner taken.

The battle ol' Kidislya virtually decided the fate of the

Tigris valley ; but there -was still some fighting on the

plains of Babylonia, at Birs (Borsippa), and Seleucia was

not taken without a lengthy siege. Then the Arabs

crossed the Tigris and fell on Ctesiphon, Yazdegerd fleeing

before them to Holw4n on • the Medo-Babylonian frontier.

At JaliilA on the road to HohvAn the Arabs gained a fresh

victory over Rustam "s brother, IChorrezAdh, and Yazdegerd

continued his flight. Meantime another body of Arabs

had occupied Lower 'Ir.Ak and entered Susiana. A strong

and mse leader might still perhaps have saved Irdn

proper, and 'Omar, as energetic as cautious, was in fact

slow to allow his armies to assail the highlands. It

was not till some time between 640 and 642 that the

" victory of victories," as the Arabs rightly call it, was
gained at NehAvend (a little south of the. old high road
from Babylon to Ecbatana), and the last great army of

the Persians was shattered by No'mAn, who fell on the Over-

field, and tHe Jleccan Hodhaifa. Even now many indi- tirow of

vidual provinces and cities did not yield without stubborn *"'"''

resistance, and in many places rebellion after rebellion

had lO be crushed, especially in the region around Istakhr,

the cradle and sacred hearth of the fallen monarchy.
Everywhere' the great local barons and even the lesser

nobility dealt with the Arabs as independent chiefs, and
in many cases came to peaceful terms with them.

Yazdegerd fled from one to another of his lieutenants

without venturing himself to strike a blow for his crown
and his life. He stiU retained the forms of sovereignty,

and coins were still struck in his name ; but one host

after another dismissed him as a burdensome guest, and
at length he was miserably murdered in the remote dis-

trict of Merv, not, it would appear, without the conniv-

ance of MAh6e, governor of that province (651 or 652).
Che great similarity in the ends of tbe Achamenian and Sasdnian

empires is no mere accideut, but significant of the internal resemJ
blance between the two. Granicus which showed the reality of the
danger, Issus which lost "Darius his western provinces, Gaugamela
wliich broke up the monarchy and' yet did not at once give pos-

session of the several lands of the realm, have their parallels a
thousand years later at Bowaib, Kadisiya, and Kehdvend. The
tli,!:;:iit of Darius to the farthest north-east, and bis death by the
hand of traitors, not of the foe, are repeated in the fate of Yazde-
gerd, who resembles Darius also in his lack of heroism. The
nobles showed more loyalty and patriotism against the Arabs thaa
against Alexander, and indeed religious antipathy and the bar-

barism of the Ai-abs made it less easy in the later case for a Persian

to accept the foreign yoke
;
yet even now there were too many

traitoi's and deserters among the nobles high and low. Fully ta

subdue the Persian monarchy cost the Arabs a much longer time
than it had cost the Macedonians ; but the conquest went far

deeper,—Hellenism never touched more than the surface of Persian

life, but Irdn was penetrated to the core by Arabic religion and
Arabian ways. See Mohammkdakism.
A fr.agment of the Sasdnian empire lasted for a considerable time

in the mountains of Tabaristan (Wazandaran), to which the here-

ditary generals {Sjidhpat, Ispchhcdh) of Khorasan, of the house of

Kdren, withdrew, and where they reigned for over a hundred years,

though sometimes paying tribute to the caliphs. They reniained

faithful to Zoroastri.mism, and apparently viewed themselves as

direct successors of Yazdegerd, since the era eniploytd on their

coins seems to have his death as its epoch.

Literature.—G. P..i\vlinsnn, Th^ Seventh Crent Oriental IJoiuirclty (Ix>n(lon,

1S70), is inadequale, FuUer but still inadequate use of Orient.il sources is

m.tde by Spiegel, Lranische Atfcrthiimtr, vol. iii. (Leipsic. 187s), Tlie docu-
uientary evidetice is luostly collected iu Xoldeke's translation of Tabari
{Gcschichte cter Perser, i:c.. Leyden. 1ST9). For the relations of tlic Sasauians
with Rome, Tiileniont. Hist, tle^ Empcrenrs, and Clinton, fasti /.'omadt. must
be used, .and Saint- Alaitin's ntitcs to Lebeau, Hist, ilti Bt's.LutynTe (Paris,

]S'2S-3G), are still useful. A great, de.vl of serviceable matter is to be found in

HofTmann's translation of exceri ta from the Syriac Acts of Persian Martyrs
{Syrxsche Akteii PersixJter iiiirtyrir^ Leipsic, ISSU). (TH. N.)

PART II.— MODERN PERSIA.

Section I.

—

Geogeaphy and Statistics.

Plate " LoNQ prior to the Christian era the satrapies of Cyrus
'^'' comprehended roughly an immense range of territory,

from the Mediterranean to the Indus and from the

Caucasian chain and Jaxartes to the Persian Gulf and

Aiabian Ocean. In the 17th and 18th centuries a.d. the

conquests of 'AbbAs and NAdir kept up these boundaries

more or less on the cast, but failed to secure them on the

west, and were limited to the Caucasus and O.vus on the

north. Persia of the present day is not only, in the

matter of geographical definition, far from the vast empire

of Sacred Writ and remote history, but it is not even the

less extensive, though very expansive dominion of the

Safawi kings and NAdir ShAh. It may be said, however,

to comprise now quite as much settled and consolidated

territory as at any period of its political existence of which

We can speak with the authority of intimate acouaintacce.

If it has less extent of land than before its latest disastrous

war with Russia, there is certainly within its recognized

limits less rebellion and more allegiance. And, if the trus

interests of Persia, considered as a living power, were only

understood by her kings and ministers, she might reason-

ably seek to attain a state of security which would amply
compensate for the loss of precarious and profitless ex-

panse.

Boundaries.—The region of Ararat presents a good

starting-point for the definition of a western and northern

boundary to the kingdom of NAsru'd-Din ShAh. East of

the Greater Arar'at a short oblique line from the Arras

to the south-west divides it from Russia. BeiOW tbi?

begins the Perso-Turkish frontier, for the settlement of

which a mixed commission was appointed in 1843. The

outcome of the labours of this commission, which lasted

more than twenty- five years, has been rather a careful

I delineation of the disputed tract than the delimitation of

1 itrito-

I^ersian

f.ontier

line.
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an exact boundary, while the cession of Kotur to Persia,

though part of the general question, must, if carried out

at all, he looked upon as a sejiarate result, due only to

later diplomacy. The territorial claims of Turkey and

Persia bear chiefly upon Kurdistan and the respective

tribes which inhabit the plains and valleys of that exten-

sive mountain region. They are founded upon the treaty

of Sultan Murid IV. with Shah §ilfi in 1639, a later

one of Nidir Shih with Sultan Mahmud I. in 173G, and
->ne more recent still between Fath "Alf Shdh and Mahmud
II. in 1823,— the last two maintaining the status quo

•stablished by the first. But, when the Anglo-Russian

commission first met, the boundary of possession fell far

short of Turkish pretensions. These would have extended

the pashalik of Baiyazid (Bayazid) in the province of

irzrum (Erzeroum) to a line including Makii, chief place

n the district, and situated on the bank of the river of

that name.' Farther south, again, the sultan insisted on
increasing the area of the province of Van by the forcible

annexation of Kotur. Such an act, after the assembly of

a commission for the demarcation of the disputed frontier,

was neither justified by precedent nor could it enhance the

merits of the Turkish claim, and the reason alleged, that

Kotur was essential to the Ottoman Government for stra-

tegical reasons—in other words, that it gave the Turk free

access into his neighbour's territory— could scarcely be

taken to account in the estimation of their opponents.

The question was submitted on behalf of Persia to the

Berlin Conference in 1878, and a special Anglo-Russian
commission appointed to consider it in July 1880. The
proposed cession, if accepted, would substitute for the

present curve eastwards a line more direct but with a

westerly inclination, whereby the fort and station of

Kotur become embodied in Persian territory. This
section of frontier is overlooked on the north by the

mountains Bebi Kourgui, Guerdi Beranan, and Khidhr
Baba, passes through Tep6 Avristan on the west to the

Turkish road to Kotur, follows this road to the west
for half a mile, and then turns due south between
Mount Kevlik and the river Shiva Resh to the sources

of the latter, whence it zigzags to the easttvard to re-

join the general boundary-line overlooked by the KAra
Hisir, Mir "Omar, Guere - Sourava, and Gu^re - Berian
Mountains. Sir Henry Rawlinson saw difficulty in de-

fining a line of frontier from Ararat to Kotur ; for the

country was not only intersected by ranges running in

every possible direction, but it wanted a fixed population,
and was, moreover, liable to the incursions of wild Kurdish
tribes, who would have no respect for boundary-marks.
Below Kotur, and south-west of the important Persian
town of Khoi, the old line of possession inclined consider-

ably to the westward, but Turkey claimed a more advan-
tageous line running nearly north and south to the passes
between Siik Bulak and Rowandiz, one of which was
crossed in 1875 by Thielmann, who gives an interesting

account of the surrounding country. The plain of Lahijan
on the Persian side— some 20 miles long and 20 miles
broad— he describes to be at an elevation of 5650 feet,

"watered by the two sources of the Little Zdb, which,
several miles after their junction, traverses the mountain
range through a deep rent . . . and then flows towards the
Tigris." On the west of this district is the "gigantic
wall of the Zagros Mountains, the frontier-line between
Turkey and Persia." Hence, to the latitude of Sulimaniya,
or for more than 100 miles, the Turks claimed farther than
the ancient limits assigned to them, and sought to include

' Under the treaty of San Stefano (3d March 1878) the old Perso-
Turkish became the Perso-Kussian frontier as far south as to include
the post -road below Baiyazid; but the territory so taken from the
Turks was restored under the later treaty of Berlin.
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within the Ottoman territory the border-fort of Sardasht

on the left bank of the Aksu.
Continuing the line of disputed frontier to the southward,

tne same difficult country still presents itself to perplex

the decisions of commissioners or arbitrators, but from
the warmly-contested district of ZohAb in the province of

Karmanshah up to Dizful on the Diz river the mountains
may be said generally to indicate Persian and the plains

Turkish territory. Lilristan and Khilzistan (with Arabistan)

are the frontier provinces of the shAh, and the Hamrin
Hills, with Hawfzah, Muhamrah, and the east bank of tho

Shattu 'l-'Arab, show the Persian possessions to the head
of the gulf.

The want of a determined lino of demarcation between
the two countries for the 700 miles from Ararat to the

Shatt, or outlet into the sea of the waters of the Tigris

and Euphrates, may have political advantages, but is

inconvenient to the geographer and most unfavourable to

the cause of order and good government. Even without
,the evidence of open conflict, it may bq assumed that there

are few inhabited sections of the strip of disputed frontier

(from 20 to 40 miles in breadth) where mutual ill feeling is

not the rule, and where the Turkish Sunni does «ot abstaiij

from friendly association with the Persian Shi'ah. More
recently attempts have been made, and apparently with
success, to reconcile differences by British and Russian

mediation, and a renewal of the days need not be antici-

pated when telegraph-posts were torn up or destroyed,

lands laid waste, and villages plundered, owing to the

prevalence of the old spirit of hostility. A fixed boundary
would, however, in a great measure facilitate settlements

of dispute, because it would more clearly make known the

actual transgressors.

From the already-adverted-to point on the Arras east of Rosso-

the Greater Ararat the river itself supplies a northern Persian

boundary to Persia up to the fortress of 'Abbasabad, where
J^™"''^'''

a cession of strategical works to Russia is noted by a loop

on the southern bank. Thence the line is generally marked
by the bed of the Arras for a distance of about 180 miles,

descending as low as 38° 50' N. lat., and rising again to
39" 30' north-east of the steppe of Moghan. An oblique
line running south-east to the Bulgaru Chdi makes that

stream the southern boundary for 13 miles to the conflu-

ence of the Adina Bazir and Sairkamish, the former of

which then limits the Persian territory on the east. From
the source of the Adina Bazir the crest of ' the mountains
towering over the more distant Russian ports on the
western shores of the Caspian, and separating the Talish

from the Arsha, marks the division of the two territories

up to the river of Astara, the port of which name completes
the demarcation on the sea-coast. Thus far the result of the

treaty of Turkminchdi, dated 10 [22] February 1828, which
involved Persia in a serious loss. To the southward all

is Persian, and the two large maritime provinces of Gllan
and JIazandaran, both laved by the watfrs of the Caspian,
representthe northernmost parts of the shdh's dominions be-

tween the t9th and 54th meridians of E. long. In the south-

eastern corner of the Caspian the island of AshurAda in the

Bay of AstrAbdd was appropriated by Russia in 1842 as a
convenient post for overawing the Turkmans (Turkomans).

Eastward of the Caspian, from the Hasan Kiili Gulf, Jv'onh-

the line of Persian territory cannot be indicated with ^-i*'

absolute certainty, because the Russian maps do not f"^"'"'"'-

correspond with those prejiared by the war department in

England ; and' it need hardly be added that the former
give to Russia far more land than do the others. Accord-

ing t-o Colonel Stewart, an officer for some time resideni

in the vicinity of the Atak, or skirt of the mountains

fronting the Black Sand Desert, the line follows the Atrak
(Atrek) from its mouth to Shatt, where it leaves the rivej

XVIII. — 78

line.
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ana passes obliquely west of the Simbar to a point within

15 miles of Kizil Arvat,' and then turns towards the Tekke
range t«!*arahg4z, which district it includes in an outer

curve, passing on to the Tajand at SSrakhs. The Russian
official map, however, brings the line south and east of

the Simbar, and otherwise impovpoishes Persia to the

benefit of her powerful neighbour, '^ut the first article

of, the Russo-Persian treaty signed in December 1881 at

Tehran (Teheran) thus describes the situation :

—

"From Chat (Shatt?) the frontier-line follows in a north-easterly

'direction the ridges of the Songou Dagh and Sagirim ranges, thence
'extending northward to the Chandir river, reaching its bed at Cha-
kan Kala. From this point it runs in a northerly direction to the
mountains dividing the Chandir and Sinibar valleys, and extends
along the ridge of these in an easterly direction, descending into the
jbed of the Simbar at the spot \vhere the Ak-Agayan stream falls

into it. Hence, eastward, the l«d of the Simbar marks the frontier

as far as the ruin^of Masjid Daraanah, where a local road forms the
bouudar}' to the riJge of the Kopet Dagh, along which the frontier

extends south-eastward, turning south among the mountain heights
iwhich divide the valley of the Simbar from the source of the
Garraab. Taking a south-easterly course across the summit of the
Misino and Chubcit Mountains, it then strikes the road between
Garmdb and Ribat at a distance of less than a mile north of the
jaUer, and, -following a higli ridge, proceeds in a north-easterly
diwction to the boundaries of Giuk kaital. Hence, after crossing
|the gorge of the river Firuz^, it turns south-east till it reaches the
summits of the mountain range, bounding the valley on the sou^n,
through which the road from the Russian station of Askabad to

Firuze passes, and pursues its course along the crest of these moun-
tains to the most easterly part of the range. The frontier-line now
crosses over to the northernmost summit of the Aselm range, whence
it seeks out the junction of the mountains called Ziri Kuh an
KizU Dagh, extending south-eastward along the suicmits of the
former until it issues into the valley of the Baba Durmaz stream.
It then takes a northerly direction and reaches the oasis at the
road from Gawars to Lutfabad, leaving the fortress of Baba Durmaz
to the east."

The distance from Baba Durmaz to Sarakhs is about.

1?5 miles, and the intervening boundary is that of the

ataks of Darahgdz and Kelat, both of which districts

belong to Persia. The word " atak," signifying " skirt,"

applies to the whole hill-country separating Persia from
the Turkman- desert, though these mountains and their

passes and valleys are not all within the shdh's present

dominion. That they present a formidable barrier and
remarkable geographical features may be inferred from the

ascertained height of the loftier peaks, which, though in-

ferior to those situated some 50 miles to the south, can still

boast a figure varying from 5000 to 10,000 feet. In the

Hazdr Masjid range is one of 10,500. Adopting Kawlin-
son's divisions and distances, the whole Atak, or " D4man-i-
Kuh," as the Persians call it, is divided into three districts;

the Akhal Atak, extending for 160 miles, from Kizil Ai-vat

to Darahgaz, the last Tiirkman camp {obah) in which is at

Gawars ; the DarahgAz Atak, 70 miles, to Abiverd ; and
the Kelat Atak, 60 miles, to Mehna. Thence to Sarakhs
another 70 miles may be reckoned, to accomplish which
the traveller leaves the mountains on his right and the

wonderful natural fortress of Kelat-i-Nddirl in his rear, to

strike the Tajand at the crossing point between Merv and
Mashhad (Meshed).

The subjection by Russia of the Turkman tribes and
the planting of her standard in the hill-country on the

western side of the Atak have immensely strengthened her

power in the region east of the Caspian. These new Cos-

sacks of the Black Sand Desert will be a great acquisition

to her force, though their antecedents denote propensities

rather aggressive than protective. In one respect the

Persians should be gainers by the encroachment. It is

hardly probable that under the new arrangements in the

Atak the north-east frontier of Persia will be so frequently

\he scene of plunder and invasion as it has been of old, or

that the marauders will be allowed by the Russian con-

^ .Probably a plural or perversion of rihdt^ a caravansara.

querors to continue the unchecked exercise of their infamous

profession in Khurisan (Khorisan).

Specia,! mention of Sarakhs, the extreine outpost of Sarakhs

Persia in the north-east, appears to be appropriate, both

on account of its geographical position and of its political

importance. This place, situated on the plain of the

same name,^ was fifty years ago a mere outpost of Maz-
duran, the frontier hill-station on the shortest of three roads

(and somewhat more than midway) between Mashhad the

capital of Khurdsan and.<Sarakhs. It was visited in I860
by M. de BlocqueviUe, who found there a recently-con-

structed Persian fort, with strong walls and protected by %
ditch. Some of the towers contained as many as ten guns.

He says nothing of the ruins of the old to-svn on the east

of the Tajand, though he forded the river ; but Burnes,

who in 1833 put up in a ruined tomb amid the Turk-
man tents or " khargahs " in that particular locality, had
been equally silent regarding it. The last-named traveller

speaks of the shrine of a Muhammadan saint, of a small

weak fort, and of a few mud-houses only, and states that,

at the third mile after leaving his encampment to enter

Persia, he crossed the Tajand,—not supposing it, however,

to be the Herat river. Sir Charles Macgregor was at New
Sarakhs in 1879. s He describes the fort as immense,—aa
irregular polygon, with eleven bastions, and citadel attached.

It had a, garrison of some 700 infantry, mth a few horse--

men, and eleven guns of more or less use. From its waUa
he reviewed the surrounding country. On the north,

stretched, one vast plain almost unbroken by tree, bush,

mound, or undulations, for the bed of the Tajand v\inding

round to the north-west was too low to be visible. On
the north-east lay the road to Merv stretched out beyond
the dark tamarisk foliage of the river. To the east all

was clear; south-east were undulating rounded ridges

extending towards the MiirghAb ; south was Mazduran

;

and north of west was a confused mass of rugged hills in

the direction of Kelat-i-N4dirl. Lastly, we have the testi-

mony of Lessar, the Russian engineer, who, visiting the

place in 1882, found it extensively fortified and occupied

by a battalion of Persian infantry ; the armament of the

fortification, however, consisted only of six old guns, which

were never discharged, while the artil!er)Tnen were igno-

rant of their duties, and neither drilled nor exercised.

Water was supplied from wells inside the walls and by
canal from the Tajand.^

To define the eastern boundary of Persia, the lower Easten?

course of the Hari Riid, under its name of Tajand, may be bound-

accepted generally up to Pul-i-Khdttin, whence to Tuman ^^^'

Agha the line is continued by the river in its own name.

From this point it runs due south across the mountain
range overtopped by the conical peak of the Sang-i-

Dukhtar, and through the edge of the Salt Desert, leaving

Kuhsan and Zangi Suwar, villages near the Hari Riid, and
the more important Ghurian in Afghan territory.* Again
crossing the ranges which intersect the desert from the

north-east, the line, inclining somewhat to the west of

south, is continued to Chih Sagak (the "dog's well"), an

elevated spot on the old caravan route between India and
Persia, as far as which the Afghans have the right of

pasturage. To the westward is the Persian province of

KAiyan. The surrounding country bears the significant

name of DMht-i-Na-Umaid, or " Waste of Hopelessness."

For 8 miles south-east, 8 miles due 'east, and 24 miles

south, in all about 40 miles, the line is carried to the

» West of the Tajand, called by Dr Wolff the " Dariya " (or sea) of

^arakfas.

* Other modem travellers have written of Sarakh.<f, among them an

intelligent Indian, Diild Khan, tut they give no information additional

to that of the authorities quoted.
* When Mr Forstex was at Khaf in 1783, Timnr 3ii4h. the niler ia

Afghanistan, had his boundary between that place and Turshiz,
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Piyah Kuh, or "Black Hill," on the border of the district

of Xehbandan. Here begins the line of frontier determined

by the Sistan arbitration of 1872. The British commis-
sioner (Sir F. Goldsmid) decided that an oblique line

drawn from the Siyah Kuh to the southern limit of the

reedy marsh called " Naizar," and pro'longed to the main
outlet of the Helmand, would fairly sepai-ate and dis-

tinguish the possessions of the two states respectively in

the north of Sistan. On the east the bed of the Helmand
itself would be the boundary up to Kuhak, where was the

large " band " or dam which diverted the waters of the

river into the more fertile lands to the west. From K^diak

a line south-west to the Kuh Malik Siydh completed the

delimitation by leaving the two banks of the Helmand in

the hands of the Afghans, and placing a large tract of

partly desert and partly inundated country between the

litigants. Subsequent surveys by Sir Charles Macgregor
have thrown new light upon the large and little-populated

tract to the far south of Sistan, and ajp suggestive of an
Afghan-Baluch as well as of a Perso-Afghan frontier.

In whatever light it be :fegarded, the line of Persian

frontier from the Kuh Malik SiyAh to the sea rather con-

cerns Baluchistan than Afghanistan ; but, though roughly

delineated by St John and ilacgregor, it cannot be described

with scientific accuracy until it reaches the district of Jalk,

or after a south-easterly passage of 170 miles through the

deserts of Pir Kaisar and the Mashkel or Mashkid,»-names
used as the more likely to identify the region traversed.

From Jalk the Perso-Kelat boundary begins, as determined

by Major-General Goldsmid, the British commissioner in

1871, and verified in the subsequent year by Captain (now
Sir Oliver) St John, R.E. The state of Kelat (Khelat), it

should be explained, is now that of western Baluchistan,

the western half of that country having become annexed to

Persia by a process of gradual encroachment. It was this

action of Persia, and the disquiet and mischief which it occa-

sioned in Makran and other parts of Baluch and Brahui
territory, that brought about the British mediation.

From Jalk to the sea is about 150 miles as the crow
flies. By the line laid down it is very much farther, as

the nature of the country and of the claims of the con-

tending parties did not admit of other than a tortuous

course. The small district of Kuhak, lying south-east of

Jalk, should, in a geographical sense, have been included

among the lands on the Persian side, but the evidence of

right and possession was insufficient to warrant its separa-

tion from Kelat, and, whatever may have been its subse-

quent fate, it was not made over to the shih's governors
by the original decision, which was ' expressed in the

following terms :

—

"The territory of Kelat is bounded to the Tvest by the large Persian
district of Dizak, composed of many dehs or minor distiicts, those
on the frontier beiiig Jalk and Kalagdn. Below these two last-

named is Kuhak, including Kunarbasta and Isfandar. This small
district belongs to the Naushirwanis, and, as its chief pays no tribute,

cannot be included among the conquests of Persia. It therefore
remains as a tract of country within the Kelat frontier. Arljoining

Enhak to the east is the district of Panjgiir, with Parura vl other
dependencies, which are in the possession of Kelat ; wi;^^on the
Persian side Bampusht is the frontier possession. Below Panjgiir
the frontier possessions of Kelat to the sea are Bulaida, including
Zamrda and other dependencies, Mand, and Dasht. Within the
Persian line of frontier are the villages or tracts belonging to Sarbdi
and Bahu DastiarL The boundary of Dasht is marked by a line
drawn through the Drabol hill, situated between the rivers Bahu
and Dasht, to the sea, in the bay of Gwatar.

"

The boundaries of the frontier districts or village-lands

named are well known, and may be distinguished by
uKTintains, hills, hillocks, rivers, streams, or cultivation.

In some places desert tracts occur which can offer no in-

ducement lor encroachment on either side, but through
which a line may at any time be declared, if necessary, both

by geographical computation and the erection of pillars.

The frontiers of Persia on the west, north, and east have Southera

now been described. The southern, or more strictly the coast-

south-western merging into the southern boundary, is the
*•

coast-line of the Persian Gulf and Arabian Ocean. This

extends from the Khor Abdullah west to the port of

Gwatar east, and uay be held to be comprised between

the meridians 49° and 61° 30' E. long. It will be observed

that the Caspian Sea boundary, on the immediate north

of Persia, is only two-fifths of this extent. On the Persian

shores of the gulf are the ports of Bushahr (Bushire),

Lingah, and Bandar -'Abbds, with the islands of Karag,

Shaikh Sh'ab, Hindardbi, Kais, Kishni, HangAm, Hormuz
(Ormus), and Larak, of which the last four are habitually

held in lease by the imdm of Maskat (Muscat). On the

Perso-Baluch coast are the telegraph stations of Jask and
the qnasi-ports of ChArbir (or ChahbAr) and Gwatar. In

some parts of the generally dry and barren coast are

ranges of rugged mountains, sometimes rising to a very

considerable heighfc

Physical Geography.—Major (now Sir Oliver) St JohrT,

R.E., is perhaps the latest recognized authority on the

physical characteristics of the large fxtent of country

comprised within the boundaries just described. He has

himself surveyed or travelled over no ins'.gnificant portion,

and has carefully studied the labours of his colleagues and
predecessors in a similar field. In the following adapta-

tion of that officer's account of its orography and hydro-

graphy attention has been given to the results of independ-

ent observation, as well as to those theories put forward

by other travellers which seem to merit acceptance.

Persia— that is, modern- Persia— occupies the western

and larger half of the great Iranian plateau which, rising to

a height of from 4000 to 8000 feet between the valleys of

the Indus and Tigris, covers in roiuid numbers more than a

million square miles. Taking the Kuren Dagh and Kopet
Dagh to form the northern scarp of this plateau east of

the Caspian, we find a prolongation of it in the highlands

north of the political frontier on the Arras, and even in

the Caucasus itself. In St John's own words :
—" The

Caucasian provinces of Russia are but an excrescence of

the great elevated mass to the south-east ; differing from

it only in characteristics produced by the more bounteous

rainfall which has scooped out the valleys to a greater

depth." On the north-west Persia is united by the high-

lands of Armenia to the mountains of Asia Minor ; on the

north-east the Paropanisus and Hindu Kush connect it

with the Himalayas of ancient India. The lines of boundary

on the western and eastern faces are to be traced amid
high ranges of mountains brokea- here and there by deserts

and valleys. These ranges lie for the most part north-

west and south-east, as do those in the interior, with a

marked exception between Tehran (Teheran) and Bujniird,

and in the mor^ recently acquired territory of Baluchistan,

where they lie rather north-east and south-west, or, in the

latter case, sometimes east and west, ^.^he real lowlands

are the tracts near the sea-eoast belonj^ng to the forest-

clad provinces of the Caspian in the north and the shores

of the Persian Gulf below Basrah and eisewhere.

Wit.h regard to the elevation of the Persian motmtains, jroun-

the PvUSiian Caspian survey gives to the Iiighest, Damdvand, ta'*'-

18,600 feet, and to Mount Savalan in Adarbaijan (Azer-

bijan) 14,000. St John estimates the Kuh HazAr and

summits of the Jamal BAriz in the province of Karman
(Kirman) at a greater figure than the last, but he believes

the chain of the Kuh DinAr—snow-clad mountains in FArs,

visible from the sea at a distance of 130 miles, and over

rangesknown to be 10,000 feet high—io present the highest

continuous range in Persia. To the Kiiril range, between

Ispahan and Kp.-< an, he gives an elevation of above 11,000

feet, and notes the absence of prominent spurs in all ranges
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except the Alburz (Elburz), and to a lesser extent in the

IChurisan hills,

riains.. The Khilzistan delta is cited as the only plain of extent

tind importance at sea-leveL In the north-west, that part

of the Moghan steppe which belongs to Persia and the

delta of the Safid Kiid are large and fertile tracts. St

John \mtes ;

—

" Inland the long and narrow plains between the ridges rise gradu-
ally from 1000 feet to eight times that height in the valleys between
the ridges on the east side of the western water-parting, and 4, 5,

and 6000 farther south and east. The plains of Isfahan, Shiriz,

and Persepolis are about 5000 feet ; that of Karman somewhat
liigher. The valleys of Adarbaijan present alluvial slopes furrowed
by torrents, and the only extensive tableland in Persia, that of

Sultaniah.

"As they recede fiom the east and north, the intervals between
the ridges are wider, and the rainfall smaller, till grassy valleys are

replaced by gravelly deserts, which culminate in wastes of shifting

sand. The valley between Abadah and Yazd, a prolongation of the

Zaindanid valley, contains the first of these sandy wastes, which,
under the influence of the strong south-easterly winds, occasionally

invade the neighbouring cultivated ti-acts. The original city of

Rhagcs, south-east of Tehran, is said to have been abandoned on
this account."

hiver Estimating the extent of Persia proper at 610,000 square
drainage, miles, St John thus distributes the drainage ;—(1) into the

Arabian Sea and Persian Gulf, 130,000; (2) into the

Caspian and Aral Seas, 100,000
; (3) into the Sistan Lake,

40,000 ; (4) into the large lake of Urmiya or Cfrumiyah,

20,000
; (5) interior drainage, 320,000. No. (1) comprises

the south-west provinces and the whole of the coast-region

up to the small port of Gwatar in Baluchistan
; (2) relates

to the tracts south, south-west, and south-east of the Cas-

pian
; (3) is the tract adjudicated to Persia, including the

Hamun and part of the Helmand basin
; (4) is a compara-

tively small area on the western frontier containing the

basin of Lake Urmfya, shut off from the rest of the inland

draining of Persia
; (5) takes in Ispahan, Karman, and

the province of Khurisan, with the Dasht-i-Kavlr, or

"Great Salt Desert." He points out that the area draining

into the ocean consists of a long strip nearly parallel to

the Tigris and sea-coast without a single protrusion in-

land, but is uncertain whether an outlet exists from the

Bampiir plain in Persian Baluchistan to the sea. A later

traveller, Floyer, mentions the names of two rivers de-

bouching on the coast, namely the Sadaich and Gabrig,

which might represent such outlets, but their courses have
not been traced with sufficient completeness to supply a

solution to the problem. If the native evidence taken by
Major Goldsmid at Fanoch in 1866 can be relied on, the

river entering the pass of that name from the highlands of

Bamp\ir, after undergoing two or three changes of nomen-
clature, passes out into the ocean as the Kilig.

Caspian According to St John, a narrow strip of land, not more
'>**'''• than 30 to 50 miles wide, along the southern coast of the

Caspian, drains into that sea. On the west it suddenly
widens out to a depth' of 250 miles, meeting the watershed

of the Tigris on the one side and that of the Euphrates
and Lake Van on the other, and embracing between the

two the basin of Lake Urmfya, which forms with the ba.sin

of Lake Van what may be termed the supplementary

plateau of Armenia, differing only from the Persian and
Helmand basins in its superior' altitude and smaller area.

On the east the watershed of the Caspian gradually in-

creases in breadth, the foot of the scarp extending con-

siderably to the north of the south-east angle of that sea,

three degrees east of which it turns to the south-east,

parallel to the axis of the Kuren and Kopet ranges, which,

as before stated, are a prolongation of the Caucasus. A
little short of Herat the Caspian water-parting turns east-

ward, separating the valleys of the Hari RiW and HAriit

rivers. West of Herat the desert plateau of Khif divides

the Caspian from the Helmand basin.

The three rivers belonging essentially to Persia, in

reference to the Caspian watershed, are the Kizil Uzain or

Safid Eiid on the south-west and the Atrak and Gurgan
at the south-eastern corner of that inland sea. The first

is stated by St John to drain about 25,000 square miles

of country east and south of the Urmiya basin. According

to Colonel Stewart, the Atrak has its source in the Hazdr
Masjid range of mountains, a distance, probably, of 250
miles as the crow flies, from the river mouth. The Gurgan
rises to the west of it and passes to the sea south of the

Atrak. Observing that the Tajand, taking a sweep round

Sarakhs, forms a swamp in the Atak about the 58th

meridian, the same authority explains that as far south

as 30° N. lat.—
*' the eastern slopes of the ranges which shut off the valley of

the Helmand from the deserts of eastern Persia drain directly

towards the Sistan Lake. South of that parallel the surplus water
flows by several channels in a south-easterly direction, or away from
the lake. About latitude 29°, the water-parting of the Baluchistan
mountain-system, running east and west, changes the direction of

these streams, and collects them into a single channel, which, under
the name of the Mashkid river, bursts through the northern scarp

of the Baliich hills into the Kharan desert. Here it takes a north-

westerly course, thus reversing the original direction of its waters,

which are lost in the desert not far from their mc^t northern sources.

It is very ]irobable that these, finding a subtcn'anean channel some
distance farther to the north, aid to fill the Zirreh swamp, the
southern of the three depressions which, united by flood-waters,

form the Hamiin or Siatau Lake."

The great central area of Persia, included in the water- »

sheds he has describee!, " forms a figure nearly triangular,

with a base running south-west about 1000 miles long,

and nearly equal sides north and east of 700 miles."

St John observes that the streams draining southern Streams

and western Persia into the sea diminish regularly in im- of *««'

portance from nortt-west to south-east. He notes the^" ..

DiyAlah and Karkhah flowing into the Tigris from the

mountains of Kurdistan ; the Diz and Kiriin, which unite

below Shiistar (Shuster), and reach the Shattu 'l-'Arab at

Muhamrah ; and the Jarahi and Tib, which with the

Kiriin form " the delta of Persian Arabistan, the most
extensive and fertile plain in Persia." After these he lays

stress upon the fact that not a single stream unfordable at

all seasons bars the passage of the traveller along the coast

till he reaches the Indu?. Those rising amid the high

mountains north of Bushahr and Bandar-'Abbds are, with

the exception of the Mira, which debouches at 60 miles

below Bushahr, nameless in the most trustworthy maps

;

and in Persian Baluchistan we have the Jagln, Gabrig,

Sadaich, Ribij, Kair, and KAju.

The Kiriin merits especial notice as a navigable river

for small steamers up to within a mile or two of Shiistar,

though not favourable to the establishment of a regular

service, owing to the existence of rapids at Ahwaz. By
land there are perhaps somewhat more than 100 miles

from Muhamrah to Shtistar ; and Colonel Champain, an
excellent authority, states that from Shiistar to Ispahan tho

distance is as nearly as possible the same as frotr, Sh(r4z

to Ispahan, the high road for ordinary travellers passing

to and fro between Tehran and the sea-coast. Little need

be said on the streams having no outlet to the sea, the

water of which is utilized by cultivators both before they

reach the alluvial plain between the ranges and afterwards

in irrigating the banks. Keferring to these St John notes

the constant affluents which prevent the rapid exhaustion

of water, and the salt swamps or lakes formed by the

rivers at points far removed from their source. Six of

these inland streams he mentions by name, viz., the Aji

Chii and Jaghatu, flowing into the salt-lake of Urmiya

;

the Haraadan Riid or Kdra Sii and the Shiirdb, flowing

eastwards to the Salt Desert ; the Zainda Eiid, a river of

Ispahan, lost in an unexplored swamp ; and the Kiir oi>-

Baudamir, which forms the salt-lake of Nirls. He seear
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.causa for believing the lakes of SUraz and Kazriin to be I

fed mainly by springs. :

St Jolrn pyrites further :

—

'

tUin&n " It will ba readily believed that the rainfall on the Oceanic and

umI Caspian watersheds is far in excess ofthat on the interior. Wherever

iiKls. tlie water-parting is formed, as it is in most parts, by a lofty moun-
tain ridge, it intercepts the moisture-bearing clouds from the sea

rhich are discharged from its outer slopes. The Alburz chain,

vhich shuts off the plateau from the Caspi.in, may be taken as the

^'pical instance of this. Its northern face is furrowed into deep

^alleys by the constant and heavy showers which have clothed them
n forests of almost tropical luxuriance, while the southern generally

Presents a single abrupt scarp, rising above long gravel slopes,

inchannelled by anything worthy the name of a river, and bare of

jiy vegetation risins to the dignity of a tree. At the most moderate
estimate the rainfall of Gilan and ilazandaran may be taken as five

ames that of the adjoioing districts across the ridges to the south.

•'In other parts, however, we find the water-parting consider-

ibly below the level of th» summits farther inland ; and here the

nterior has a more plenteous rainfall than the coast. This is par-

ticularly the case in south-eastern Persia, where the Khurasan,
3arhad, and Dizak hills, far exceeding in altitude the ranges to

;he south, attract to themselves the major portion of the scanty

mnply of moisture home inland from the sea. Again the rainfall

iifrers very much in different parts of the country, under apparently

nmilar conditions as regards mountains and distance from the sea
;

the east and south being lar drier than the north and west, while

the dampest parts of the Tigris valley have not half the rainfall

>f the southern and south-eastern shores of the Caspian.

"Two palpable causes unite to produce the prevailing winds
;liroughout Persia and the Persian Gulf. These are, with an exlraor-

linary nnifonnity, north-west or south-east. The first cause is

ihe position of the Black Sea and Mediterranean on the north-west,

uid of the Arabiaji Sea on the south-east The second is the bear-

ag of the axes of the great mountain chains, which lie mainly in

;he same direction, and thus tend to guide the cvrrents of air in a

bniform course. The south-west, moreover, is not felt, except as

moderating the tempe:-atura of the llakran coast inside a line from
Kds-al-Hadd, south of Maskat, to Karachi.
"The effect of the sun on the great Iranian plateau is to produce

% heated stratum of air, which, when it rises, is succeeded by a
mrrent from the colder atmospheres above the seas to the south-
ttst or north-west, Natnrallj the latter is the colder, and there-

ore, as might be expected, north-west winds are most prevalent
Sot in southern Persia and the gnlf it often occurs that the two
mrrents meet, and that a north-westerly gale is raging at Bushahr
ffhile a south-easter is blowing at Bandar-Abbas.- This latter wind
J the rain-bearer throughout the greater part of Persia, the excep-

ion being the north-west, where occasional rain-clouds from the

Black Sea and the. Caspian find their way across the Kurdish
cnountoins or the Alburz. It is true that it often rains even on
the gnlf during a north-wester, but only when this has followed a

accession of south-easterly gales, the moisture borne by which is

^turned from the opposite quarter."

There are no sufficient statistics available accurately to

^timate the. rainfall in Persia, but St John, himself a

."esident of some years in the country, was of op,.nion that

in no part of it excepting the- watersheds of the Caspian
ad Persian Gulf (north of 28° lat.) and their immediate
reverse slopes, with perhaps the iJrmiya basin, is there an
werage of 10 inches, taking mountain and hill together.

He believed that throughout the greater part of central

and south-eastern Persia and Baluchistan the annual rain-

fall could not be much more than five inches, and that,

were it not for the snow stored on the lofty hills, nine-

tenths of the country would be the arid desert which one-

half was found to be when he wrote (1876). Cultivation

is carried on mainly by artificial irrigation, the most
approved arrangement being an underground tunnel called

"kanit," whereby wells are connected and supplies of water
ensured

Ravi™. One remarkable feature in the plains of Persia which
naturally engaged St John's attention was the salt-swamp
called '^.ka\Tr.'' He applied the term to those bogs of

slimy mud found in the lowest depressions of the alluvial

soil, where th<5 supply of water, though constant, was
ansufficient io .form a lake. In winter they are covered
•sith brine, and in summer with a thick crust of salt.

The principal kavir is that in Khurdsan, and marked in

tne maps as the Great Salt Deseirt. St John describes

it as " the eastern part of what is probably the mos'
extensive plain in Persia, that intercepted between the

Alburz and its parallel ridges on the one hand and thf

heads of the ranges of the central plateau which run south

east on the other. Westward, it is divided into twc

valleys, originating, one in the Sultaniah plateau, and th(

other north of and near Hamadan. These are drained bj

rivers named respectively the Shiirib and the KAra SO,

which, with another considerable afiluent from Turshiz, on

the east, unite to form the great kainr." He was unable

to determine the altitude of this exbinsive swamp furthei

than that it might be below the level of the sea, but couJd

not be much above it.

Other kavlrs he finds in the Sarjan or Sayiddbid plain

west of Karman and in the neighbouring valley of Kiitrii.

Among ordinary kavirs, which are " inniunerable," he con-

siders the largest to be on the south of Khif, and the best

known that north of Kiim.

It is clear, from the description given, that the range of tLcse

particular salt-swamps or kavirs is confined to the actual depres-

sion which has been directly affected by the p.-issage of water, and
that the term is not intended to apply to the surrounding wastes.

But it seems to have been otherwise understood by the generality

of travellers, and the better-known writers on Persia have seldom
made the actual distinction here implied. Malcolm in 1800 crossed

a "salt-desert" between Pul-i-Dallak and Hauz-i-Sultan, which,

he says, was called Dariya-i-Katir, or "the great sea." Morier,

nine years later, calls the place the "swamp of kavcer, . . . part

of the great desert which reaches unto Khurasan, the soil of which
is composed of a mixture (at least equal) of salt and earth." Colonel

Johnson, passing over precisely the same road in 1817, describes it

as leading "over a saline plain, leaving here anl there hollows of

considerable magnitude, white with salt ; . . . eastward it stretches

as far as the eye can see, and is said to reach to ilausila, distant 4C

miles." The vmter would probably have been surprised to learn

that it extended for at least ten times the distance named. He
does not, however, use the word "kavir," which, while duly
recorded as a Persian word in the dictionary, meaning salsuginous

ground, is strangely like the Arabic adjective "kabir," which
llalcolra, as just mentioned, has coupled with "dariya" in his

Sketches of Persia. St John states that in the south the salt-

swamps are called "kafeh."
The last writer asserts that hut one Europ'^an, Dr Biihse, a'

Russian, had seen the tnie kavir, having crossed it in about 3-;* lat,

when going from Damghan to Yazd. Sir Charles Macgregor must
have been close upon this .traveller's track in 1875, for in the district

of Biabanak (the " little desert "), which he visited, one of the eight

villages, Jandak, is marked«in St John's map as an oasis just above
the parallel mentioned. Biabanak is, according to Macgregor, situ-

ated "south of the kavecr" but it is joined to Semnan (on the
Tehran.Mashhad highway) by a "regular road" which "cro.sses a
bit of kavecT of about 80 miles ^thout water."

The drier deserts of Karman and Bampiir cannot be
included in the category of swamps ; and the term " lilt,"

made use of by the Russian geographer Khanikoff ir'

reference to the former, whatevei' its original derivation,

must simply be accepted as the common local expression,

in eastern Persia and western Baluchistan, for a waste
waterless tract.

Geology.—ilr W. T. Blanford has givea us an interest- Geology.

ing sketch of the geology of Persia. H3 found that by
far the greater number of those who had treated the same
subject before him had restricted their inquiries to the

north-western provinces, and that few had penetrated 'iast

of Dam.avand or south of Tehran. Mr Loftus had impa rted

a fair knowledge of western Persia, and Eussian and
German explorers had made students tolerably acqufinted

with Adarbaijan, Gilan, and Mazandarai Khuras-'in and
eastern Persia generally were, however, in a geological

sense unknown, and the south was almost equally a terra

incognita, unless exceptioa were mad;; for cert' in stray

observations on the shores of the Pers'.an Gulf. The fol-

lowing passages are extracted from his paper.

"The most striking circumstance notice! during a journey in

Persia is the great prevalence of formations, such as gravel, sand,

and clay, of apparently recent origin ; the w"jole of the great plains,

covering at l€a.st one-half the surface of the country, consist either
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of a fine, pale-coloured allurial loam, whicli covera the lowest

portion of the surface, or of gravel, fine or coarse, which, usually

forms a long gentle slope from the surrounding hills to the alluvial

flat, and fills up with long slopes the broad valleys opening into

the larger plains. All these deposits are mora conspicuous than

they are in most countries in consequence of the paucity of vegeta-

tion and the absence of cultivation throughout the greater' part of

the surface. Nor is this prevalence of recent or sub-recent de-

trital accumulations confined to the plains, for the slopes of the

hills up to a considerable elevation are in some cases composed of

similar unconsolidated formations, from which only occasional

peaks of solid rock emerge. This, however, is by no means uni-

versally the case, many ranges consisting entirely of rock. Again,

the descent in Baluchistan from the plateau to the sea-coast is over

broad terrace -like fiats of gravel and sand, separated from each

other by ranges of hills running parallel to the coast-line.

"The mountains and hill-ranges of Persia comprise a consider-

able variety of geological formations, a few of which, however,

prevail over large areas of country. So far as our knowledge at

|>rescnt extends, the great mass of the Zagros chain (the term being

used in the widest sense for the whole mountain-range from Mount
Ararat to Shiraz, together with the numerous parallel minor ranges

north-east of the main chain) consists of cretaceous (hippuritic) and
tertiary formations, the former constituting the north-east half of

the range and its slope towards the central plain of Persia, whilst

the nummulitic and later formations prevail almost exclusively

on the south-west watershed overlooking the Tigris valley. Older

rocks occur, but they are of subordiuate importance, and it appeared

probable, both to Mr Loftus and myself, that part at least of the

altered rocks which form no inconsiderable portion of the range to

thenorth-east is very probably of cretaceous origin. Old granite

rocks, however, form a great band, extending from Lake Urumiah
to a point nearly due west of Isfahan, and tlie same crystalline

masses appear in the ranges between Isfahan and Kashan.

"

The general direction of the Persian mountains north-west to

south-east has already been noticed. Speaking of these, Blanford

says that, so far as they have been examined, "they have the

same geological features as the Zagros, and consist similarly in the

main of cretaceous and nummulitic rocks, the former prevailing to

the north-east towards the desert, the latter to the eouth-west near

The sea. Here, again, raetamorphic rocks occur, some of them
granite, others but little altered, and closely resembling in facics

the cretaceous beds in their neighbourhood. Volcanic formations

also occupy an extensive area, and whilst some appear of very late

origin, others are possibly contemporaneous with tlie cretaceous

epoch.

"

Of the southern border-land of the Persian plateau he writes

—

"Where crossed by Major St John and myself, between Gwadar
and Jalk, it consisted of low ranges running east and west, and,

except near the sea, was almost entirely composed of unfossiliferous

sandstones and shales, associated with a few beds of nummulitic
limestone. So far as could be ascertained, these ranges appear to

belong entirely to the older tertiary epoch. Here and there a few

isolated masses of basaltic igneous rock have been introduced

through the strata, but their occurrence is exceptional. Along the

sea-coast, however, from the frontier of Sind to the Persian Gulf,

and probably throughout a large portion of the north-east shores

of the gulf, a newer series of rocks rests upon the nummulitics.
This newer series is easily recognized by the presence of thick beds

of hardened clay or marl ; it is of great thickness, and abounds in

fossils, a few of which appear to be living forms, whilst others are

extinct. The exact age has not been ascertained ; the mineral

character is very different from that described by Loftus as charac-

teristic of the gypseous series, and it is therefore premature to class

these beds of the Persian coast, for which I have proposed the

name of Makran group, more definitely than as newer tertiaries.

It is highly probable that they represent a portion at least of the

gypseous series. Along the coast itself are a few mud-volcanoes."
Remarking that hippuritic limestone had not been noticed on the

eastern frontier,^ he turns to north-v;estcrn Persia, a region " widely

explored by various Russian and German travellers.".

" There would appear, both in Adarbaijan and the Alburz range,

to be a greater development of older Mesozoic and Palseozoic forma-

tions than in any other parta of western or in southern Persia.

From the very brief visits I was enabled to pay to the Alburz and

the small area examined, I can form but an imperfect conception

of the range as a whole, but the impression produced by my visits

is that the geological composition of this mountain-chain presents

a striking contrast to that of all other parts of Persia which I had
previously seen. It appears probable that a very considerable

portion of this range consists of carboniferous and Devonian beds,

and that Jurassic or Liassic rocks are also extensively developed.

The same formations extend to Adarbaijan, but here, as well as in

the eastern parts of the Alburz, cretaceous and nummulitic rocks

are also found. Metamorphics (granite , &c.) exist in several places,

i It has since been found extensively in southern Afghanistan and

around Kwatta,

whilst volcanic outbui-sts occupy a considerable area, and the
highest mountain in Persia, Damavand, in the Alburz chain, about
60 miles east-north-east of Tehran, is a volcano which, although
dormant in the historical period,- is of recent formation, and still

gives vent to heated gases. The volcanic masses of Ararat, Sahend,
south of Tabriz, and Savalan are also, in great part at least, of
geologically recent origin."

Minerals, d-c.—Of the value and extent of minerals in Persia Minerals,

muph still remains a matter of surmise. Iron and lead are to be &c.
found, copper and coal also, but gold and silver have not yet
become substantial results, and the turquoise is perhaps the only
product of high price and estimation. This gera, however, is not
readily procurable at Nishapiir, its birthplace, but should rather
be sought for at Tehran or Ispahan, where it comes into the market
with other exotics. The mines are situated at the base of the hill

of Sulaimaniyah, lying north of Zamanabad, a village on the high-
road from Mashhad to Tehran. When the Sistan mission was at

Nishapiir in 1872 they were farmed by the Government for 8000
"tumans" per annum, or about £3200 in English money.
In Malcolm's days, though coining was held to be a choice privi-

lege of royalty, foreign piastres and ducats were in considerable

vogue. Accounts are kept in "tumans," "krans," and "shahis,"
of which the value of the first has deteriorated to 8s., the second is

barely the French franc, and the third is about a halfpenny. Less
than the last is called "pul-siyah," or black money. The "shahi"
and the "panabat," a silver coin worth about 5d., have for long
been in common circulation. In late years the manufacture of
false money and forging the royal seals had become such common
practices that the old rough hammer-struck coinage was called in,

and medals in gold and silver with milled edges were substituted.

But these also were counterfeited, and a head of police was called

in from Austria to endeavour to check the evil.

The Yazd marble has a watered appearance with yellowisn tin^e."

A handsome specimen is to be seen in the tomb of Hafii at Shiraz.

There is a quarry on the road from Yazd to Karman. The petri-

factions called Tabriz or Maragha marble are found on the road
between those tv^o places.

Eastwick describes the coal obtained from the pits at Hit, in the
hill-country west of Tehran, as light, brittle, glittering, and with
occasional red stains. There were no large blocks visible.

Though petroleum and naphtha appear indigenous to Persia, and
Floyer visited an oil-spring in Bdshalcard, the produce of which was
burnt in lamps at Minab near Bandar- Abbas, the produce of the
oil-wells at Baku has found its way to Mashhad, and meets there

with a ready sale. In connexion with this circumstance, Lovett
states that a great number of lamps of the most trumpery German
manufacture are imported into Khurasan and sold at large profits.

Dr Bellew, referring to the twelve divisions of the district of

Nishapur, and to its 1200 villages and hamlets, mentions the report

that it possesses also twelve different mines, yielding turquoise, salt,

lead, copper, antimony, iron, together with marble and soap-stone.

The statement needs, however^ verification.

Climate.—The climate of Persia varies much according Climatc\,

to locality. In the Caspian provinces, where rain is fre-

quent, it is hot, humid, and unhealthy for the greater part

of the year. In the tablelands it is intensely cold in win-

ter, and, though it is hot in summer,- its dry clear heat is

temperate in comparison with that of Sind and the Punjab.

The spring and autumn are the best seasons. In the south

and south-west, towards the Persian Gulf and in Baluch-

istan, the heat is intense throughout the summer and
often in the spring and autumn. The three regions of

Nearchus and the old travellers—illustrated by parching

heat, sand, and barrenness in the south, a temperate

climate, pastures, and cultivation in the centre, and severe

cold with bare or snow-clad mountains in the north—may
still be accepted as conveying a fairly accurate descrij)-

tion of the tracts lying generally between Bushahr and
Tehran ; but of course there are seasons and seasons, and
it may be very hot as wed as very cold in the north as else-

where. In June the traveller, starting from the former place

en route to the capital (Tehran), will for more than 50 miles,

or up to the bridge of DAlaki, experience a fierce heat

during the day, and not always find relief in a cool night.

Reaching the plateau of KunAr Takhtah, 12 miles farther,

at an elevation of 1800 feet, he will not then necessarily

have escaped the influence of hot winds and a thermo-

meter ranging to 100°. Some 50 miles farther he will

have felt a most agreeable change at an altitude of 7000

feet; and in another 24 miles, at Khan-i-Zanian, he will
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jiave haa every cause to be grateful for a delightful tem-

perature. ShXriz, though some 4750 feet above sea-level,

and in respect of climate so belauded by the native poets,

can be hot enough in the summer, and is subject to

drought, scarcity, and other contingencies of Persia.

Mounsey considers May the finest month, when the plains are

i'resh and green, the gardens fiJed with roses and nightingales, the

cherries ripe, and the green almonds in vogue. Binning, writing

from Ispahan on the 1st of July, had not seen the thermometer higher
than S7* in his room ; in the morning at sunrise it was generally 70^
Sleeping, as others, on the roof of his house, he described the air

to be very dry, and the nights clear and bright, the little dew which
fell being so pure as to be innocuous. He expected hotter weather

towards the close of the month, but a long autumn would make
f.mends for a little heat. Many years before Binning, Mr Jukes

liad,recorded that, from the averam of 27 days, including the end

of May and beginning of June, the thermometer at Ispahan at

sunrise was 56°, at 2 P.M. 87°, and at 9 r.M. 67°. Sir John Malcolm
remarked that this city appeared to be placed "in th*-. happiest

temperature " that Persia could boast Lady Sheil, whose experi-

ences were chiefly gained in Tehran, limits the '* glorious weather

of Persia " from the " Xau-ruz " or New Year (21st March) to the

middle of May ; but most persons would perhaps prefer the autumn
in the highlands of the north, as in many other parts of the

country. September and October are beautiful months. The blue

sky, with its tempering haze, aa it were a veil of reflected ssow
githered from the higher peaks and ridges of continuous mountain
chains, is too exquisite a sight to be readily forgotten ; and the

«njojTnent is all the more complete when the temperature is that

of October. To those who come from India direct, or to whom an
Indian heat is habitual, the change to Persia is most grateful. In

the late spring, fashion moves out a few miles from Tehran to the

"yalaks of Shamiran," or cooler residences near the hills, and
summer rendezvous of the various foreign legations, returniag in

the late autumn to the precincts of the capital, which, it may be

-noted, have been considerably extended of late years, and are de-

signed for yet further extension. On the 5th of June 1871 the

thermometer in Tehran was at 1 a.m. at 62° and at 2 p.m. at 75°.

On the t^vo following days it was at 6 A.M. at 62° and at 2 p.m. at

80°. In February the traveller across the plains of Suliiaaniya, or

approaching the capital from Tabriz, will sometimes experience the

most bitter cold.

Bushahr and the Caspian provinces have already been

mentioned, but the heat of the former place is fairly

shared by other ports on the seaboard to the south,—among
them, Lingah, Bandar-'AbbAs, and Chirbir. AMien the

Sistan mission was at Bandar-'Abbds in December 1871,

malarious fevers Tvere prevalent, and enlarged spleen was
a common complaint. The average maximum temperature

was then only 72° and the minimum 52° ; but the summer
and winter heats are in this locality extreme. More than

a month later the officers of the mission slept out on the

desert plains south of Sistan, and woke in the morning to

i^nd their beds and bedding covered with frost and icicles,

tlimatj 'With reference to the Caspian provinces the consular report
of Oas to t]je English Foreign Office for 1881 is available. Major
^.'*° P"' L ovett, remarking that the "minimum isotherms passing

tliTough the north of continental Europe are deflected con-

siderably to the south on approaching the longitude of

the Caspian," calls attention to the fact that, while during

the winter the northern part of that large inland sea is

frozen over, farther south, at only 10° distance, the climate

of Astrdbdd (if there be no wind from the north and the

sun shine) is like that of Madeira at the same time of the

year. Though the preceding cold season had been un-

usually severe, and heavy snow had fallen at Bakii and
lower down, the lowest reading of the thermometer was 25°

Fahr., and the maximum during the months of December,-
January, and February was 62" in the shade.

The following extract from the report is interesting, as

it bears on the products as well as the climate of the north

of Persia.

. " It must be remembered, in connexion with the influence the
Caspiam Sea has on the climate of its shores, that its surface is 8-4

feet below the level of the ocean ; and, conseq\iently, the superin-
cumbent strata of air being denser than, ceteris paribus, elsewhere,
it is also more capable of absorbing solar heat and moisture than the
iir at ocean-leveL This partly accounts .'or tha mildness aa.well

as for the dampness of the climate. I cannot give the ailiount *j(

rainfall, having no gauge ; but it rained, during the 245 days of

recorded observations, forty-five times, and the sky was overcast

seventy times besides. This tolerable proportion of rain and cloud

is doubtless due to the action of cold northerly blasts impinging or

the warm and moisture-laden air shrouding the slopes of the Elburz,

and hemmed in, as it were, between them and the icy northern wind.

Currents thereupon are set up from the central region of the southern

shores of the Caspian that blow to the east and to the west The
central region is a zone of much greater rainfall than the districts

more remote. The westerly current, p-issing over this province, has

its fertilizing influence expended on reaching the Goklan hills, 100
miles from the sea. The breadth and intensity of this moisture-

bearing current is well marked by the gradually proportionate

deuseness of the vegetation extending from the sands of the Atrak
steppe to the mountaiu summits. Tye action of these damp winds
is distinctly traceable on nil portions of the moflntain-range exposed

to the sea-breeze, even by the channels afforded by the valleys ol

the rivers that debouch on t* the Caspian. Such are densely

clothed with forest of a type similar to that found in southerly

temperate climates. The flora is distinctly not tropical. In
addition to the trees already mentioned, I should add that wild

hops and plums are to be found. In the spring the hillsides are

covered with tliick excellent pasture. In tha gardens and orchards

of Astrabad are *^jbj3e found vines, fig trees, orange trees, pome-
granate, and lemon trees, and the vegetables chiefly cultivated are^

melons, pumpkins, marrows, lettuce, aubergines, kc, that form at

their seasons food-staples for the people. Tobacco, used for manu-
facturing cigarettes, is also grown here on a small scale.

" The Turkman steppe l>"ing north of Astrabad is, as far as the

Atrak, a prairie of exceeding fertility, "Wheat reproduces itself

more than a hundredfold without artificial irrigation or any trouble

beyond sowing."

Soil and Products.—Where there is irrigation the pro-

ductiveness of the soil in Persia is remarkable, but un-

fortunately there is too much truth in the notion that

two -thirds of the tablelands of the country are sterile

from want of water. The desert is the rule, fertility the

exception, and generally in the form of an oasis. Yet Prod

wheat, barley, and other cereals are grown in great per-

fection ; there are the sugar-cane and rice also, especially in

Mazandaran, where the soil is favourable 'and water pro-

curable ; opium, tobacco, and cotton, madder roots, henna,

and other dyes, are as well-known ex-ports as the woollen

goods of Persia ; and the first may become of in.iortance

in its bearing upon the Indian market.^ In Gllau)" *=mou3
for its mulberry plantations, silk has been one of the most
valuable of products. Yazd and Mazandamn contribute

also the same material, butiof late years the worm has

comparatively failed to do its office, and disease has de-

stroyed crop after crop. According- to Mr Secretary

Dickson's report of August 1882 the peasants of Gilan had
turned their attention to th/e cultivation of rice, and, though
a marked improvement was perceptible in the sUk produce,

they were not disposed to revert to this branch of culture

on the former large scale. " SUk, once the staple produce
of Persia, upon which it mainly depended for repaying the
cost of its imports, is not likely," he fears, " to resume its

former importance. In its flourishing days about 20,000
>iales, or 1,400,000 ft, representing a value of £700,000,
were annually exported. Now not more than a fourth of

that quantity can be obtained." Kice was found to suit

the cultivators better ; it gave them less trouble and pro-

vided them with an article of daily food. The production

of silk, on the other hand, profited the richer landed pro-

prietors, and subjected the cultivators to oppression.

Consul Beresford Lovett, iu his report before quoted, sayat

that at Astrdbdd the soil is so productive, and subsistence

is practicable on so small a piece of land and with so little'

labour and expense, that many very poor emigrants come

' In 1881 the crop at Karmanshah yielded about 13,500 lb ; Ispa-

han claimed to have produced 3000 chests ; in Khurasan it was re-'

ported that the cultivation of the poppy had increased tenfold, and^so

extended was the area that the opium realized was estimated at an
eighth of tite whole produce of the provincef'the yield for 1SS2 being

reckoned at 33,750 !b. At Yazd it was largely cultivated, at Tehran
to a small extent only.
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there to settle from distant parts of Persia, Afgliauistan,

and the Indian border. "Rice," he writes, "is husked

under tilt-hammers worked by a water-wheel apparatus, a

rude and clumsy contrivance, but strong, simple, and
cheap. Com and barley are ground by water mills of

primitive construction ; the best wheat-flour produced is

inferior to English ' middlings.' They are careless as to

the use of rusty corn ; the effect of eating bread made
with flour containing any of the noxious element is to

render those unused to it very giddy."

Sir John Malcolm considered the shores of the Persian

Gulf to be sandy and unproductive in comparison with the

rich clayey soil on those of the Caspian. Yet at Bushahr,

ind elsewhere on the lowlands of the southern border,

patches of luxuriant vegetation may be found and a soil

producing wheat and barley.

(Tines. Vines are abundant, and the Persian grapes are not only

of a good flavour and kind, but the wines made from them
by the Jews and Armenians have more than a mere local

reputation. That of Shiriz is the most iiniversally known
and celebrated ; but a description of port manufactured at

Ispahan is equally palatable and less astringent. It might
not, however, bear the vicissitudes of export. A light

wine made at Hamadan, diluted with water, is found very

drinkable by European visitors and residents. Other

cities in Persia could be cited where the juice of the grape

is turned to similar account. Samuel Gottlieb Gmelin,

who explored the southern shores of the Caspian in 1771,

observed that the wines of Gilan and Slazandaran were

all made from the wild grape only.

Forests. /'/ora.—Eastwick refers to the trees in the low country

of Gilan as " part of that great forest which extends some

400 miles from Astarabad to Tedish." Ko longer do the

sparse olive,and occasional plantation of fruit-trees here

meet the eye of the traveOer descending from the Persian

plateau, but his path will be through dense thickets of

"jangal," amid which the birch and the box and many
familiar friends are recognized. There is an oak-forest

in the vicinity of Shlriz, but no part of the country is so

thickly wooded as the tract south of the Caspian. For the

greater part of the province of Astrabid, Lovett surmises

that nine-tenths of the surface is covered with forest. He
excepts the pasture-lands of Shdh Kub, a high mountain-

range between Shih Riid and the sea. The trees are

mostly deciduous. He had counted forty different kinds,

including shrubs, but was unable to identify all. There

were the oak, beech, elm, walnut, plane, sycamore, ash,

yew, box, and juniper, but no pine, fir, or cedar,—though

these last were said to exist in the dense forests of Fin-

derisk, and on the slopes of the Goklan Hills to the east-

ward. He applies to the oak, beech, and elm used in

building the native names of "mizii," "n\is,"and "azad."

Fruits. Fruits and flowers are abundant, and are fully appre-

ciated in Persia. Poets sing of them, and prince and

peasant delight in them. Of fruits the variety is great,

and the quality, though not always the best, is in some

cases unrivalled. There is perhaps no melon in the world

superior to that of Nusrabad, a village between Kashan

and Kiim. It were easier to name the few English fruits

—such as the gooseberry, strawberry, raspberry, currant,

and medlar—that are seldom, if at all seen, than the

many that are commonly enjoyed by Persians. Apples

and pears, filberts and walnuts, musk-melons and water-

melons, grapes, peaches, plums, nectarines,— all these are

to be had in profusion and so cheap as to be within reach

of the poorest inhabitant.

Flowers. Among the flowers are roses of many kinds, the mari-

gold, chrysanthemum, hollyhock, narcbsus, tulip, tube-

rose, convolvulus, aster, wallflower, dahlia, white lily

(much valued)' hyacinth, violet, larkspur, pink, and manj?

ornaments of the European parterre. Of the roses. Lady
Shell observes that they are so profuse during the spring

at Tehran that some are cultivated in fields as an object

of trade to make rosewater. The double-coloured orange
rose at NlshApiir is exceptionally attractive and fragrant.

As with fruits and flowers, so also with vegetables for Vege-

the table. If the parsnip be excepted, which is probably tables,

not found because not wanted, all those commonly used
in England are to be had in Persia.

Fauna.—ifr W. T. Blanford has described with great care

and minuteness the zoology of Persia. In company with
Major St John, R.E., he made a large collection of the verte-

brate fauna in a journey from Gwatar to Tehran iu 1872.

Having added to this a previous collection made by the

same officer with the assistance of a native from Calcutta,

he had before him the principal materials for his work.

Before commencing his analysis he adverted to bis prede-

cessors in the same field, i.e.. Gmelin (whose travels were
published in 1774-84), OU'vier (1807), Pallas (18H),
Menetries (1832), Belanger (1834), Eichwald (1834-41),

Aucher i^loy (1851), Loftus, Count Keyserling, Kok-
schy, Chesney, the Hon. C. Murray, De Filippi (1865),

Hume (1873), and Professor Strauch of St Petersburg.

All of these had, more or less, contributed something to

the knowledge of the subject, whether as writers or

as collectors, or in both capacities, and to all the due
meed of credit was assigned. Blanford divided Persia into

five zoological provinces : (1) the Persian plateau, or from Soologi-

the Kopet Dagh southwards to nearly 28° N. lat., includ- '^' P">-

ing all Khurasan to the Perso-Afghan border, its western ^ '""^

limit being indicated by a long line to the north-west from
near Shiraz, taking in the whole upper country to the

Russian frontier and the AJburz
; (2) the provinces south

and south-west of the Caspian; (3) a narrow strip of wooded
country south-west of the Zagros range, from the Diyih
river in Turkish Arabia to Shir4z

; (4) the Persian side of

the Shattu 'l-'Arab, and Khijzistan, east of the Tigris ; and

(5) the shores of the Persian Gulf and Baluchistan. The ,

fauna of the Persian plateau he described as " Palaearctic,

with a great prevalence of,desert forms ; or, perhaps more
correctly, as being of the desert type with Palaearctic

species in the more fertile regions." In the Caspian pro-

vinces he found the fauna, on the whole, Palaearctic also,

" most of the animals being identical irith those of south-

eastern Europe." But some were essentially indigenous,

and he observed "a singular character given to the fauna

by the presence of certain Eastern forms, unknown in other

parts of Persia, such as the tiger, a remarkable deer of the

Indo-Malayan group, allied to Cervus axis, and a pit viper

(Halys)." Including the oak-forests of ShirAz with the

wooded slopes of the Zagros, he found in his third division

that, however little known was the tract, it appeared to

contain, like the second, " a Palaearctic fauna with a few

peculiar species." As to Persian Mesopotamia, he con-

sidered its fauna to belong to the same Palaearctic region

as Syria, but could scarcely speak with confidence on its

characteristic forms. The fifth and last division, Baluch-

istan and the shores of the Persian Gulf, presented,

however, in the animals common te the Persian highlands
" for the most part desert types, whilst the characteristic

Palaearctic species almost entirely disappear, their place

being taken by Indian or Indo-African forms." Blan-

ford adds : "Just as the fauna of the Persian plateau has

been briefly characterized as of the desert type with a

large admixture of Palaearctic forms, that of Baluchistan

and the shores of the Persian Gulf may be described as

. being desert with a small admixture of Indian species."

Irrespective of scientific classification and detail, it may beDoines-tK-

stated that among the tame animals of Persia the horse, animils.

mule, and camel occupy an important position, and, jointly
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perhaps with oxen (used for tilb'ng purposes), are first and

foremost in usefulness to man. The Persian -Gulf Arab,

though not equal to the pure Arabian, is a very serviceable

animal, and has always a value in the Indian market.

Among others, the Kashgais, or those wandering semi-

Turkish tribes brought down from Turkestan to tha neigh-

bourhood of Shlri2, have the credit of possessing good

steeds. The Turkman horse of Khurasan and the Atak
is a large, bony, and clumsy-looking quadruped, with

marvellous power and endurance. Colonel C. E. Stewart

speaks of a " splendid breed of camels " in the north-

eastern district, of which Eadkan, a small town of 4000
iohabitants with a deputy-governor, is the capital. He
also states that the Khurasan camel is celebrated for its

size and strength, that it has very long hair, and bears

cold and exposure far better than the ordinary Arabian or

Persian camel, and that, while the ordinary Persian camel
only carries a load of some 320 lb and an Indian camel one

of some 400 lb, the Khurdsan camel will carry from 600
to 700 R. The best animals, he notes, are a cross between
the Bactrian or two-humped and the Arabian or one-

humped camel. Sheep, goats, dogs, and cats are good of

their kind ; but not all the last are the beautiful creatures

T,hich, bearing the name of the country, have arrived at

such distinction in Europe. Nor are these to be obtained,

as supposed, at Angora in Asia Minor. Lake Van or Ispa-

han is a more likely habitat. The cat at the first place,

called by the Turks "Van kedisi," has a certain local

reputa.tion.

^iVi Among the wild animals are the Hon, tiger, leopard,
sDirnal?. lynx, wolf, jackal, fox, hare, wild ass, wild sheep, wild cat,

mountain-goat, gazelle, and deer. The tiger is peculiar to

the Caspian provinces. Lovett says they are plentiful in

AstrAbid ; " they do not attack men, but hardly a week
passes but some cow belonging to this town is reported to

have fallen a victim to the tiger's rapacity." He measured
two specimens, one 10 feet 8 inches, the other 8 feet 10
inches from the tip of the nose to the end of the tail.

Lynxes and bears were to be found in the same vicinity,

and the wild pig was both numerous and destructive.

Avifaana. Poultry is good and plentiful, and the game birds, if

not of many varieties, have admirable representatives in

the " durraj " (black partridge) and the three kinds of

partridge called respectively the "kabk," "kabk darah,"

and "tihii." The "hubdra," a kind of bustard, is well

known to the sportsman in northern India.
£"<""• Commerce, ic.—The most direct and accurate information obtain-
irerce. able in England on the trade of Persia must be looked for in the

reports of the secretary of H.ll. Legation at Tehran, the resident
at Bushihr (Bushire), and the consul-general at Tabriz.
Mr Secretary Dickson's report of the 30th August 1882 Ls hopeful

as to the general prospects of trade and improvement of the condition
of the people. There had been a good harvest ; but money was scarce
at the capital, cash sales were difficult operations, aud considerable
failures had occurred to render the native bankers cautious. Man-
chester gocds, however, still sold well at Ispahan and elsewhere.
The comparative failure of silk had given an impetus to the culti-

vation of opium, the greater part of which, when prepared for the
market, was shipped to China. Carpets had found new favour in
Europe, and the value of those exported was estimated at ten times
the amount of former days. But a fear was expressed that the
introduction of European designs and dimensions, and deterioration
in quality of the articles supplied, would eventually prove prejudicial

Opium.
to the trade.

The larger traffic in opium effected both in 1880 and immediati^y
preceding years is remarkable, and will be seen in the following
table
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Shawls.

gem and seal engraving, are exquisite of their kind, and that the

fcarpets manufactured by the " ustads " or skilled workmen of local

repute, when left to themselves and their native patterns, are to a

great extent unrivalled. One shown to Colonel Goldsmid at Karmaii,

under preparation for the tomh of Shah Niy'amat_Ullah, situated

at the neighbouring village of Mahun, would have been greatly

prized in Europe. In company with Murdoch Smith that officer

visited the carpet manufactories of the city in 1865. Of this in-

teresting branch of Persian art Smith \vrites :— "Carpets are now

made in many parts of Persia, but chiefly in Kurdistan, Khurasan,

Feraghan (in Irak), and Karman ; each of these districts producing a

distinctive kind both in texture and style. The finest are unques-

tionably those of Kurdistan, of which good specimens exist in the

museum. The pattern does not represent flowers, bouquet , or

other objects thrown up in relief from a uniform ground, like so

many of the inappropriate designs of Europe, but looks more Kke a

layer of flowers strewn on the ground, or a field of wild flowers in

spring ; a much more suitable style of ornament for a fabric meant

to-lie under foot. The borders are always well marked and usually

of brighter colours than the centre. Besides the ordinary ' kali,'

or pile carpet, others, called 'do-ni,' very thin and smooth and alike

en both sides, are made in Kurdistan, of which there is a specimoK

in the museum. These 'do-ru,' from their portability, are much
used in travelling for spreading by the roadside during the halts

for pipes and tea. The carpets of Feraghan resemble those of

Kurdistan in style, although the texture is looser and the pattern

simpler. They are consequently much cheaper and in more general

use. . . . The Khurasan carpets are somewhat superior in texture

to those of Feraghan, but the patterns are generally more realistic ;

the flowers, &c., being represented as standing out of the ground.

There is a fine Khurasan carpet in the museum made by the Kurdish

settlers on the Turkman frontier. Karman carpets are the next

in value to those of Kurdistan, but the designs are usually still

more realistic thin those of Khurasan. Besides flowers, figures of

men and animals are not uncommon." Referring to the Turkman
carpet he says: "The texture is very good and the pile is pecu-

liarly velvety to the touch. The design, however, is crude, and

the colours although rich are few in number. Still it is astonishing

to think that, such as they are, these carpets are woven in the tents

of a wild nomadic race like the Turkmans. Of late years there has

been unfortunatc;ly a slight importation fiom Europe into Persia

both of colours and designs which are far from being an improve-

ment. The carpets of every description are made without even the

simplest machinery, the loom being simply a frame on which the

•warp is stretched. The woof consists of short threads woven into

the warp with the fingers without a shuttle. 'When a row of the

woof is thus completed, a sort of comb is inserted into the \varp

and pressed or hammered against the loose row of woof until it is

sufficiently tightened to the rest of the web. The pile is formed

by merely clipping the ends of the woof until an even surface is

obtained. The weaver sits with the reverse side of the web towards

him, so that he depends solely on his memory for the formation of

the pattern. . .

"Felts or namads are made in many parts of Persia, but chiefly

a Ispahan and Yazd. The material consists of all kinds of wool

mixed together, that of the camel predominating. The colour is

generally brown, but the surface on one ^de, jnd sometimes on

both, is ornamented with geometric and other designs in different

colours which are inlaid (so to speak) in the namad, and not

simplv stamped on the surface.

"The shawls of Karman are not much inferior to those of Kash-

mir. They are woven by hand similarly to the carpets. The
material called 'kiirk' of which the shawls are made is the

under wool of a particular kind of white goat : numerous flocks of

this animal are in the neighbourhood of Karman. Like the merino

sheep in Spain, these flocks migrate annually according to the

season, in which respect they are like almost all the flocks and

herds of Persia. I therefore made enquiries at Karman why the

'kilrk'- producing goats were only to be found in that neighbour-

hood, and was informed that in that district the rapid descent from

the high plateau of Persia to the plains near the sea afforded the

me3ns"of keeping the flocks throughout the year in an almost even

temperature and in abundant pastures, with a much shorter dis-

tance between the summer and winter quarters than in other parts

of Persia, and that such an even climate without long distances to

traverse in the course of migration was necessary to the delicate

constitution of the animal, or rather to the softness of its wool.

The whole of the ' kiirk ' is not made use of in the looms of

"Karman, a lart'e quantity being annually exported to Amritsar in

!ipper India, wliere it is manufactured into false Kashmir shawls.

Besides the ordinary long shawls of which, men's and women's

tunics are made, others of a single colour are made at Karman,

which are afterwards richly ornamented with needlework. Of these

there are in tlic museum several specimehs, in which the softness of

the shawl and the richness of the embroidery are both to be admired.

Shawls of a coarser kind are alao made at Yazd, of which a speci-

^en may be s-cn in the museum in a pair of door curtains."

Political Divisions.—According to the latest information obtained,

or up to 1884, the 36th year o^the reign of Nasru 'd-Din Shah,
Persia is found to be portioned out into four large divisions and six

smaller governments, of which governors-general or governors arc

appointed by the king. The four diHsions are:— (1) Adarbaijan
(Azerbijan) in the west

; (2) the North Central Districts
; (3)

Khurasan in the east, including Sistan
; (4) Southern Persia, or

from the Shattu 'l-'Arab to the Mashkid. The minor governments
are :—(5) Astrabad, (6) Mazandaran, (7) Gilan, (8) Khamsah with
Zanjan, (9) Kazvin, (10) Germs.

Adarbaijan, the ancient Atropatene, is under the "wali-'ahd," or Adar-
heir-apparent, Muzaffaru'd-Din Ivlirza, second son of the shah, who ba^'an.

resides at Tabriz, and appoints governors to the several districts

within his range. Among the more important of these are Ardabil,

Sarab, and Khalkhal towards the Caspian, Maku, Khoi, and trumiya
in the west, Maragha in the centre, and Solduz, Saujbulak, and
Sain Kalah in the south. Adarbaijan is about 250. miles in length

from the Little Ararat to Sardasht, and the same distance in

breadth from Kotur to the Talish. It is separated from Armenia
in the north by the Arras, which rises in the mountains to the

westward, and from 'Irak in the south by the Kizil Uzain, which,

after a long winding course from Kurdistan, and union with

other streams, empties itself into the Caspian under the name of

Safid Rud. On the west it is enclosed by tr?5 Kurdish mountains,

and to a great extent on the east by those overlooking the Caspian

shores. It is a land of mountains, ravines, plains, and plateaus.

Lake tlrumiya, about 75 miles in length by an average breadth

of 30, is one of its most remarkable geographical features. In parts

it is fertile, and produces wheat, barley, and maize, also cotton

and tobacco. Markham says that its villages " are embosomed in

orchards and gardens, which yield delicious fruits," and that its

most picturesque and flourishing portion is ai-ound the townc of

Urumiya (west of the lake) and Khoi. Tabriz, the capital, has

long been the most populous city of Persia. The other chief towns
of the province are Ardabil, tJrumiya, Khoi, and Maragha.
. The North Central Districts is a name given to the country under Nortfr

the immediate supervision of the naibu 's-sultanah, or "deputy of Central

the kingdom," the shah's third son, who appoints governors to District

Tehran and Firiizkah in the north, to Zarand, Sawah, Kum, Kashan,

and Natanz, south of Tehran, and to ilahaldt, Sultanabad in 'Irak,

Malaiyir, Nahdwaud, Hamadan, and Tiisirkan, west of Kum and
Kashan. The places named will serve to indicate the range of this

division, one of some 150 miles in length, but of very irregular

breadth. There are included in it remarkable centres of popu.

lation, besides Tehran. Kum is held in high repute as .a sacred

city, second in importance to Mashhad only. It contains the

tomb of Fatinia, the sister, or, as some affirm, the daughter of the

imam Riza, and the bones of thousands of Muhammadans, bequeathed

to its honoured soil by the affection or superstition of sorrowing

friends and relatives. It is a large, straggling, ill -kept, semi-

ruined, uninviting place, relieved by patches of a new and well-

built bazaar. The many domes of Kum recall it readily to memorj',

but they are more characteristic than striking. Kashan has not

much more attraction as a residence, but is held in good estimation

for its silks, and is deservedly famous, above all towns in Persia, for

its tiles and potteries.

The large province of Khurasan is perhaps not less than 500 Khor-

miles in length from the Perso-Tiirkmau frontier to the southern isan.

limit of Persian Sistan. In breadth it is irregular, but from Pul-i-

Khatiin or the Lady's Bridge on the Tajand to Pul-i-Abrishm or

the Bridge of Silk on the Kal Mura—a fair limitation for Khurasan

proper, exclusive of Sistan—it is about 260 miles. The mountainous

character of its northern frontier has been noticed in the descrip-

tion of the general boundaries of Persia. It is, however, worthy of

remark that tlie supposed connexion of the Alburz range and that

of the Parapanisus does not prevent an easy passage into Heiat

by the valley of the Hari Rud. The mention of rivers east and

west of Khurasan must not lead to the inference that the water-

supply is abundant ; one, the Tajand, has' to fertilize the desert

tracts of the Persian Atak ; at the other, the Kal JIura, the bridge

is often useless, owing to the drjTiess of the river-bed. Central

and southern Khurasan are more or less a vast desert with kavirs.

Parts of Kaiyan and Sistan on the .\fghan border arc fertile, though

barren mountains and desert plains abound in the former, and the

second has no lack of waste, notwithstanding the proximity of the

Holmand.
The principal city in Khurasan proper is Slashhad, the capital,

which jnay be said to contain, without contradiction, the most

venei^ted aud popular shrine in the whole of Pei-sia, that of the

eighth imam, Riza. A pilgrimage to this spot has, owing to its

convenient site, become a duty more essential if not more important

than one to Karbala in Turkish Arabia, or even to Mecca and Medina

;

and the thousands who year by year win the privilege of becoming

"Mashhadis" testify to the value set upon it. Mashhad, built on

the perpetual Persian plain, and admirably situated as to roads of

traffic with Biikhara (Bokhara), Khiva, Herat, and Kandahar, h»s

little in its general exterior, except the imatu's golden dome, to dia-
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tinguisb it from other cities in the shah's territory ; but it can boast

ilso the tomb of the famous Harun al-Rashid and of Gauhar Shah

Agha, the favourite wife of Shah Rukh ; and its canal and quays

merit at least a p^^ssing remark from their rarity. It is divided

into two towns, the sacred and the secular, each of which has its

disrinct governor—the first called the '" muUv.-ali," the second being

also governor of the whole provicce of Khurasan, and often a prince

of the biood-rcyal. After Mashhad, among the chief towns of

Khurasan are Nishapiir and Sabzawdr on the highroad to Tehran,

the first an ancient city within walls, the second notable for its

surrounding cultivation ; Bujnurd on the north, which in Burnes's

time was "a rather large place standing in a spacious valley"
;

Tiirbat-i-Haidari, the chief town of a populous district with ten

Tillages, visited bv ConoUy in 1830, by Goldsmid in 1872, and by

Stewart in 1S30 ;'Sa!tanabad, capital of the Turshiz district (in

which there is no specific "Turshiz"), called by Colonel Stewart

**a small and flourishing town of some 5000 inhabitants "
; Kaiyan,

once capita! of the district of that name, and still a town of some

importance,much frequented by "muUas " and "saivids " ; Tun, which

Macgregor describes as " decidedly a picturesquely situated town,

surrounded by a wall (of irregular outline), which goes outside all

the houses, and encloses besides a space—quite equal to that occupied

bv the houses—taken up with cnltivation and gardens. Thus it is,

"

he adds, " that Tub may be said to be a town 4 miles in circum-

ference, though, if only the space occupied by houses was calculated,

it would dwindle to one-eighth of this. There are no buildings of

ar.v note in the place, but a few mosques and colleges are to be

foan'd, while most of the better houses, of which there is a total of

Ajout 1500, have badgirs." * Coupled with Tun is Tabas, to which

the same writer gives no importance ; then come Birjand, pictur-

esque and clean, with a better class of mud buildings, well situated

at the foot of hills, and having rather high mountains to the west-

ward, the modem capital of the Kaiyan district ; and finally, Sikuha,

the true but somewhat insignificant chief town of Sistan, here chosen

ic preference to Nasrabad, its military headquarters. Mr Rozario,

medical attache to the mission of 1872, described Sikuha as "com-
posed of 200 arch-roofed mud-bnilt houses, connected with each

other without any kind of woodwork about them, " the land wanting

in rice and timber, but producing wheat, barley, beans, and cotton

in abundance.
teatbera The fourth. Southern Persia, is a very extensive division, em-
^rxia. bracing not only the whole seaboard between 48* and 61* 30' E.

long, but a great part of the country as far north as 32' 40', the

parallel of Ispahan. Nothing cotild better illustrate the arbitrary

and uncertain mode of parcelling out a kingdom than the separa-

tion of natural and the combination of abnormal elements of union
to be found in this vast territory entrusted to the charge of the

"zil-i-sultan," or "shadow of the monarch," the title given to the

shah's eldest son. That such an arrangement can work at all is

one of many strange truths which are intelligible only to persons

•icquainted with the centralizing power exercised in Tehran. General
3chindler, an ofiBcer of great local knowledge and experience, has
giiai-anteed the correctness of the statement that the prince-gover-

r.or or governor -general of Southern Persia— residing himself at

Shiraz (or at Ispahan)—appoints governors to the following

places :— Kurdistan, Karmanshah, Liiristan, Bunijird, Dizful,

Shustar, Muhamrah, Behbahan, and Ram Hormuz in the west

;

the tracts occupied by the Bakhtiaris, Gulpaigan, Khonsar, Fari-

dun, Chabar Slahal, Yazd (with Nain, Baft, and Shahr-i-Babek)

;

Pars (with Fasa, Darab, Lar, Parum, and Kazarun) in the centre ;

nushahr and Lingah on the coast ; and Karman (with Bam, Bam-
piir, Rafsinjan, Khabis, Sirjan, Jiruft, and RudbarJ to the east.

Among the more prominent cities or towns within this lange are :

— Ispahan, a fine city, still worthy from its site, buildings, gar-

Jens, river, and surroundings to be the royal residence ; Shiraz,

happily sitixated with pleasant neighbouring resorts and the ordi-

narj' requirements of a first-class Persian town,—possessing, more-
over, a special national prestige for high and low, yet not a genial

residence for strangers, who can accomplish its lions in a couple
of days; Yazd, a large and fairly populated city, with one remark-
able mosque and a handsome new bazaar, but somewhat gloomy in

character and drearily situated on a flat plain in an amphitheatre
of hills ; Karman, a place of pleasant recollection to those English
travellers who experienced the genuine kindness and hospitality

of the wakilu '1-mulk, Muhammad Ismail Khan, its governor in

1865-66, and not wanting in material attractions of its o-wn ; lastly,

Bam and Bampiir, visited by Lieutenant Pottinger in 1810, more
than half a century afterwards by Colonel Goldsmid, and later still

by Majors St John and Lovett,— the one a frontier town with
associations of border warfare, the other a mere Perso-Baluch
cantonment with a fort and mud buildings, long the residence of
Ibrahim Khan, a chief of notoriety serving the interests of Persia.

3Iuhamrah, Bushahr, Lingah, and Bar. Jar-'Abbas are ports, but
there is no real harbour between Fdo at the mouth of the Shattu
1- Arab and Karachi (Kurrachee) in Briti:h India.

» Literally "wind-catchers,"-
t":ises of ventilatiun.

-towers erectrl ,n tlte roofs of honses for pur-

Astrabad is a town and district near the entrance of the bay of Minor
the same name on the Caspian. In 1884 it was governed by govem-
Habib UUah Khan, the "sa'idu '1-daulah," or "arm of the state.'* ments.
Mazandaran and Gilan are the Caspian provinces, par cxcelUnce^

of Persia. General Schindler makes them distinct governments,
but they appear to have once formed part of the northern divisior

under the prince-governor.

Khamsah, a district on the high road between Tabriz and Tehran,
of which the chief town, Zanjan, is a place of some importance.
The governor's name in 18S4 was Nasr Kiili Khan, the "'amidt
'1-mulk," or "prop of the kingdom."

Kazvin, a considerable town, with surrounding distnct, in th(

plains south of the Alburz, and not a hundred miles from Tehran,
was governed in 1884 by Mirza Riza, the **mu'ayinu 'Isultanah.*

or '*helper of the kingdom."
Gerrus is a district on the south of Khamsah.
Population.—Although the present section deals with statistics

only, the following well-considered remarks of Mr Robert Grant
\Vatson, formerly a secretary in the Persian legation, form an
appropriate preface to the record of population.

'* Persia is peopled by men of various races.
" A very great pro* Races,

portion of the population is composed of wandering tribes, that is,

of a large number of families who pass a portion of the year on
the hills. It is in this sense only that they can be considered
wanderers. They invariably occupy the same pasture-grounds one
year after another. Their chiefs are possessed of great authority
over the tribesmen, and all dealings between the Government and
the tribes are carried on through the heads of these divisions
Through the chief the taxes, whether in money or in kind, are
paid, and through him the regiments which his tribe may furnish
are recruited. The office of chief is hereditary. The tents in
which the tribesmen dwell are for the most part composed of a
light framework of the shape of a beehive. This is covered with a
coating of reeds, and above it is placed a thick black felt. It has
but one door, and no window or chimney. This is the Turkman
tent, which is used by the Shahsavand and other tribes, but the
Iliyats in central Persia make use of tents of another construction,

with flat or slightly-sloping roofs.

"The provinces near the Persian Gulf contain many Arabs and
men of Arab extraction. Such are for the most part the inhabitants
of Laristan and of the country Ijing to the left of the Shattu'1-Arab
and of the lofrer part of the Tigris. The Bakhtiari mountains,
between the valley of the lower Tigris and the plain of Ispahan,
are the dwelling-place of tribes of another race, and of whom and
their country very little is known. The mountains of Kurdistan
give birth to a warlike people, who are attached to their own tribe-

chiefs, and who never go far from the borders of Turkey and of

Persia, sometimes proclaiming themselves subjects to the Porte,

and sometimes owning allegiance to the Shah. At the foot of one
part of these mountains, on the borders of the lake of Unimia,
there is a plain on which dwell many Christian families who hold
the tenets of Nestorius. At Ispahan, at Tehran, at Tabriz, and
in other parts of Persia, there is a more or less considerable popu-
lation of Armenians. At Hamadan, at Ispahan, at Tehran, at
Mashhad, at the town of Damavand, and elsewhere in Persia, Jews
are found in considerable numbers. The province of Gilan is in-

habited by a race of men peculiar to itself, the descendants of
the ancient Gelse. The people of Mazandaran speak, as do the
Gileks, a dialect of their own. The province of Astrabad is partly
inhabited by Turkmans ; and in the districts claimed by Persia,

which border on Afghanistan and Baluchistan, the Afghan and
Baluch elements are prominent in the population. At Karman a
few Hindus reside, and at Yazd there are about 2000 families of
the original fire-worshippers of Iran.^ But the two principal races
to be met with in Persia are the Turks and the Persians or Mongols.
The former are, as a general rule, spread over the northern pro-
vinces ; the latter over the southern. The Persians of Mongol extrac-

tion for the most part speak only the Persian language, while those
of Turkish race speak the Turkish language in preference to Persian.

" The inhabitants of Persia may be divided into two classes,

—

those who inhabit the towns and villages, and those who dwell
exclusively in tents. The former class remain stationar.' during
the greater part of the year, the richer orders only leaving the towns
for two months during the summer heats, when it is possible to

obtain cool air in the hills or upper grounds close by. The tribes

^ho dwell in tents move from place to place with the varying
seasons of the year. In the springtime they drive their flocks and
herds to their accustomed pasture-grounds, and if they have a right

to the pasture of mountains which are inaccessible in spring, they
M '-e up tj their sum.mer quarters as soon as the snow disappears.

^^ - iter finds them on the plains, prepared, in their black tents, to

l.j.ve its utmost rigour. These Iliyat tribes serve each a separate

chief.^ For the Iliyats of Fars there is a hereditarj' chief called

the Ilkhani, to whom they all owe allegiance ; from whom they
receive the laws that rule their conduct ; and to whom they pay
the revenue imposed upon them. They contribiite a certain number

s Since greatly rtd.:D=d ir. :;u2:bei3.
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of soW'ers 'o tti Shali''»: an^y. "Very little is known as to the

finmbers ind the {Kicuiiaritics o." these nomads. The Iliyat tribes

CS Turk'sh descent havo an llfchani appointed by the Shah.

Besides these tribes there are wanderers who are less numerous,

and who occupy a less prominent position.—Jhe gipsies common to

so many countries."

It is difficult to form an estimate of the p->pul3tion of Persian

towns or districts. In the first place, opinion is divided upon the

approximate figure to be accepted for the.kingdoju at "large. Accord-

ing to St John, the discrepancy is between ten and four millions

;

and if the smaller one were made a basis there would be b-.it a scanty

number indeed for partition among the cities and principal ceu'res.

The famine of 1S70 was, moreover, severe and fatal enough tc cai.se

a considerable diminution in the totals calculated prior to itj ocour-

rence. When returning through Slashhad in the spring of IS;'?

the British commissioner for the Sistan boundary settlement was

informed that no less than 100,000 persons had been carried off

within the limits of the prince -governor's rule, of whom 24,000

were from the city itself, where, exclusive of passing pilgrims,

reckoned by thousands, a population of 70,000 might well be sup-

posed. InYazd and Ispahan the losses were also very great, and

must have sensibly affected the figures.

Statistics The official estimate for 1881 is recorded as follows :—inhabitants
of popu- of cities, 1,963,800; wandering tribes, 1,909,800; inhabitants of,

l»tion. Tillages and country, 3,780,000; total, 7,653,600. It is probable

that 8,000,000 would be a fair estimate in round numbers ;
and

this should include the comparatively new accessions of territory

5n Sistan and western Baluchistan.

The population of certain cities may be recorded as follows.

Those figures marked with an asterisk are from the official returns

given in the Slatemian's Year Book for 1884. Tehran, * 100, 000 ;

Astrabad (city), 8000— in the province, 26,000 (Lovett, 1881) ;

Tabriz, *120,000 ; drumiya, *40,000 ; Hamadan, *30,C00
;
Kar-

manshdh, 25,000 ; Rasht, 20,000 ; Kazvin, 25,000 ; Zanjan or

iZanjdnah, 20,000 (Eastwick, 1860) ; Kiim, 20,000 (Euan Smith said

in 1871 that out of 20,000 houses which it originally possessed only

4000 were then habitable) ; Ispahan, 60,000 ;
Shir;iz,*30,000 ;

Bush-

ahr, 11,000; Yazd, *40, 000; Karman, 40,000 ; Birjand, 12,000 (Sis-

tan mission, 1872) ; Ard.akan (Khurasan desert), 20,000 (Colonel

Stewart, 1830) ; Bam, 600C (Goldsmid, 1866-72).

With regard to three interesting places in eastern Persia visited

by Macgregor in 1875, this active explorer gives no clue to the

population of Tabas, beyond the fact that it is a wall-enclosed town

about half a mile in length by a quarter in breadth, with an " ark
"

or citadel, but no bazaars ; of Tun, his 1500 " better houses " may

imply about 6000 well-to-do people only ; and Bashruyah, between

Tabas and Tun, he calls a village of some 600 houses, equivalent

to a population of between 3000 and 4000.

Admvuiv Ooremmciil.--The shah is regarded as vicegerent of the Prophet,

trati'M. and, as such, claims implicit obedience so long as Jiis commands

do not go against the Koran and the sacred law. The executive

government is carried on by a ministry of which the personnel is

subject to constant change, and the distribution of duties depends

much upon the standing in royal favour of individual ministers.

It may be said, as a rule, that those who fill the more important

functions and do the most real work are better known by their

family names than the official titles accorded them. The some-

what common prefix "mirza" is usually taken by high function-

aries of state,— a word which invariably denotes a member of the

royal house when used as an affix.^

The division of the country for administrative purposes has been

mentioned above, p. 626. Provinces are further subdivided into

districts under "hakims," or chiefs, who collect the revenue as

well as exercise a general superintendence. In villages the "kat-

khuda," or magistrate, administers justice.

Of the Armenians under Persian rule there are said to be 43,000,

chiefly in Julfa near Ispahan, and of Nestorians and Chaldaians

23,000, chiefly in tJrumiya and Salmas. There are probably 70,000

Christians of eveiy denomination. The number of Jews given is

19,000, and of Gabars (Guebres) or Parsis 8000. Perhaps the Nes-

torians have been uuder-estimated ; but the Parsis have greatly dim-

inished in recent years. However tolerant the declared principles

of the Government towards aliens in religion, there is no doubt that

much could yet be done to improve the condition of the shah's non-

Moslem subjects in respect of taxation, civil and social rights, and

general treatment by local authorittes. Efforts on behalf of the

Nestorians have from time to time been made in late years, with

the support of the British Government, and special agents have

been deputed to Crumiya to report upon supposed grievances

1 In 1884 the following were amonp the more prominent ministers :

—

War.—Nalba 'e-Saltanah, Kamran Mirza. /
Jnttrior and ^Irianoe.—Mustofiu 1-Main:ilil;, Mirza Tilsuf IlLdn.

Foriign AJfairn.— '&isTyx 'I-Mulk. Mirza Mahmud Kldn.
./iLsdcc—Mushira 'd-Daulah, Mirza Abdul Wahib.
WonMp and rf?e'7nipAs.—Mal<hbara 'd-Daulah, 'AH Kiill Khdn.
Of these, Mirra Malinmd Klian. the "nisru "l-mulk," had bcenminister in

London. Bis predecessor In the cabinet had been alvrays Imown as simply

Mirza Sa'ld Khin.

with a view to their alleviation or removal. The temporary

appointment of a Christian governor was an indication of ths

shah's good wishes, but can hardly be said to have attained tho

desired end. It is just possible that the desire awakened in

England in the second half of the 19th century to know more of

the Eastern churches may residt in the exercise of a beneficial

influence over the fortunes of a people who have suffered various

forms of oppression for five centuries or more. See Nestoeiaks,

ToL xvii. p. 3?7 sq., where statistics, &c., are given.

Army.—llilitary service is not popular, and could not be pro- ArTiy

vided for at all but by compulsory enrolment. Pay is always kept

in arrears, generally for two or three years ; and, when issued, it

is reduced from its legitimate amount by the exactions of distri-

6uting officers, from the "sarhang," or lieutenant-colonel, down-

wa.-ds. The native officers are, as a rule, incapable and ignorant

of mi'itary affairs; and the European drill-instructors, whatever

thei: loral rank, have no actual command in the native army. The

comm?u "safbaz," or Persian infantry soldier, might with good

officers and good training be made very eflicient In the perform-

ances of Lis long marches—24 or even 40 miles a day—he has very

often a companion, his donkey, withdut which adjunct -no picture

of a Persiaa i.ifantry soldier would be complete. Setting such aid

aside, the niaivhing and endurance of the sarbaz are wonderful,

and, though better food might in some respects improve hisphysique,

his frugality is suoh as to account in some measure for his bodily

strength. Ifwanting in the discipline that is considered in England

essential to the well-being of the service, the fault is that of hia

superiors, by whom he is ill -commanded, ill -taught, and ever

accursed with an e\Tl e-^aoiple. In fact, the moral value of the

soldier deteriorates as the so.^ial grade rises. It is much the same

in Turkey, where the state of things is perhaps Oriental rather

than national. The post of " vrakil," or non-commissioned officer,

becomes thus the first step tc demoralisation. Above this person

b the "naib," or lieutenant, corresponding to the Turkish

"mulizim" ; then comes the "sultto, ' or captain, the Turkish

"yuzbashi"; "yawar," or major, the Turkish "binbashi"; "sar-

hang," or lieutenant-colonel, thi Turkish " kaim - makam "
; and

the "sartip," or colonel, the Turkish "mir-alai"; such are roughly

the respective grades which represent the commissioned ranks.

The most business-like cavalry the present writer can recall in

the shah's dominions were the sti'ay horsemen met with in the

Karman province. Their dress, bnown.from top to toe, with the

KvpfiaaicL of Herodotus and the carbine' slung over the back, ap-

peared simple and soldier-like ; and nothing but hereditary aptitude

could make the horseman so fitted to tha horse. Both in 1866 and

in 1871 the governor of Bampiir, in Baluchistan, had good stuff to

discipline into irregular cavalry in his nuounted Baluchis as. well

as Persians ; and the same remark applies to the Persian governor

of Sistan in 1872. The "istikbal," or motley troop of cavaliers,

sent out to meet the writer by either chief, presented a singular

specimen of rough but sufficiently formidable-looking satellites

—

men who had, clearly, fighting propensities, and might be moulded,

without much effort, into very serviceable soldiers. Colonel (now

Sir Charles) Jlacgregor found the few irre^lar cavalry incidentally

brought under his observation in Khurasan very fairiy mounted

in a working sense. Over the saddle and behind it they seemed

to carry all that belonged to them. With less than £2 a year in

pay, over and above a grain allowance, he says truly of these cava-

liers, that, "if not the best light horsemen in the world, they are

the very cheapest." At Mashhad he saw^ several Peisian regiments

encamped outside the citv. They were composed of men generally

of fine physique, hardy and muscular ; but their small pay of seven

"tumans' (not £2, 16s.) per annum was seldom realized up to

half the amount, and they had to subsist chiefly on their rations.

Their uniform consisted of a black lamb's-wool busby, with a lion

and sun in brass on the front, a dark-blue tunic, on the European

model, with white bands across the breast, blue trousers with red

stripe, and shoes (if they like to wear them). They had " clumsy

percussion, smooth-bore muskets and bayonets, with locks ol

French manufacture"; but they did not clean them, and it was

probable that more than half were unfit for actual use. The

artillery he states to be probably the most efficient branch of the

service, not smart, but rough and ready.

Although there were no English officers employed in training

the Persian troops during any of the present writer's visiU to

Tehran, there were two Englishmen connected with the arsenal tc

whom the local Government was indebted for useful sen^ice. The

chief control of the arsenal, however, and indeed the direction 01

the whole Persian artillery, was in the hands of an Armenian ;
the

two principal drill -instructors were Italians, a Florentine and c

Neepolitan ; while that vital part of the public works department

comprising roads and bridges was under an Austrian officer hold-

ing the rank of general. There were, besides, two or three other

Emoprans holding quasi-military posts.
_

Sir Henry Kawlinson, who was for five years in the shdh saimy.

believes that, "if the Persian material were placed at the dispell

of a European power who would encourage and take care of tba
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men, and develop their military instincts, a fine workin^f onay,
very superior to anything that Turkey could produce, might be

obtained in a very short period of time."

It is difficult to rely on statistics in the present case, but the
following are found in the latest and most trustworthy records.^

"The Persian array, according to official returns of the minister
of war. numbers 105,500 men, of whom 5000 form the artillery,

53,900 the infantry, 31,000 the cavalry, regular and irregular, and
7200 militia. Of these troops, however, only one-thim are em-
ployed in active service, the standing army of Persia consisting,

on the peace footing, of a total of 30,000 men. By a decree of the
Shah, issued in July 1S"5, it was ordered that the army should
for the future be raised by conscription, instead of by irregular
levies, and that a term of service of twelve years should be substi-

tuted for the old system, under which the mass of the soldiers were
retained for life ; but the decree has not been enforced to any ex-
tent. The organization of the army is by provinces, tribes, and dis-

tricts. A province furnishes several regimenta ; a tribe gives one,
and sometimes two, and a district contributes one battalion to the
army. The commanding officers are almost invariably selected
from the chiefs of the tribe or district from which the regiment is

raised. The Christians, Jews, and Guebres in Persia are exempt
from all military service. In recent years the army has been
under the training and organization of.European officers."

Rereoue. Rertnut.—According to the Slattsman's Year Sooi for 18S-4 the
revenue.and expenditure of the Government are known only from
estimates. If we accept these as based on consular reports, the
total receipts of the Government amounted, on the average of the
years 1S72 to 1875, to £1,900,000 per annum, while the expendi-
ture daring the same period was at the rate of £1,756,000 per
annuDL The receipts of the year 1832 amounted to £1,600,000 in
money, besides £230,000 in land, consisting of barley, wheat, rice,

and silk, making the total revenue equal to £1,830,000 ; and of
this sum £1,520,000 came from direct taxes and £353,600 from
customs. The expenditure amounted to £1,800,000, of which
£760,000 was for the army ; £360,000 for the regal court ; the priest-
hood, ic, £240,000; foreign affairs, £23,000; other departments,
£60,000; education, £12,000. The surplus is paid into the shah's
treasnry. Atx)ut one-fourth of the receipts are constituted by pay-
ments in kind, mostly reserved for the use cf the army and the "shah's
own household. The whole revenue is raised by assessments upon
towns, villages, and districts, each of which has to contribute a
fixed sum, the amount of which is changed from time to time by
tax-assessors appointed by the Government Almost the entire
burthen of taxation falls upon the labouring classes, and among
these upon the Muhammadan subjects of the shah. The amount
of revenue collected from the Christian population, the Jeivs, and
the Gabars is reported to be verj- small. The Government has no
public debt. The Almanack de Gotha adds to the above items of
expenditure in 13S2 the sum of £30,000 for the priesthood, kc.

In 1868 the revenue demanded from each province, under the
divisions then made, was :—Adarbaijan, £248,000 ; Gflan, £176;000

;

Ispahan, £168,000; Fars, £152,000; Khurasan, kc, £88,000;"
Arabistan, £86,000; Tehran, 4:c, £34,000; Karman, £84,000;
Karmanshah, kc, £80,000 ; Khamsah, £72,000 ; Yazd, £68,000

;

Mazandaran, £44,000 ; Kazvin, £28,000 ; Kashan, £28,000 ; Burii.
Jird, £24,000 ; Gulpaigan, £24,000 ; Kurdistan, £20,000 ; Hamadan,
£12,600 ; Astrabad, £10,000 ; Kum, £6000 ; total, £1,502,000.
The customs were £214,664, and the value of income received in
kind w-as £220,336,—making a total revenue of £1,937,000, or
something less than two millions.
A prince-royal appointed to a province is often little more than

a nominal ruler. On the other hand, some governors, such as
Muhammad Isma'Q Kh.in,the late wakilu '1-mulk of Karman,
attend to even the minute details of administration, and pay
especial attention to the collection of revenue. It is not always
an easy matter to pay into the royal treasury the sum insisted on,
or even voluntarily offerecj for the government of a province

National Xaticnat CAarac^«r.— Malcolm's Skeldics and ilorier's Hajji
rharacter. Baba are still, after more than half a century, unsuperseded as

standard records of accurate information en the manners and
customs of an Oriental people. A clever volume ' published in
1883, which is also worth quoting, contains, among many other
faithful delineations, the following.
"The character of the Persian is that of an easy-going man with

a wish to make things pleasant generally. He is hospitable,
obliging, and specially well disposed to the foreigner. His home
virtues are many : he is very kind and indulgent to his children,
and, as a son, his respect for both parents is excessive, developed
in a greater degree to his father, in whose presence he will rarely
siti and whom he is in the habit of addressing and speaking of as
•master.

'
The full stream of his love and reverence is reserved for

his mother
; he never leaves her to starve, and her wishes are laws

1° v ^Jl'^^
mother is always the most imporUnt member of the

household, and the grandmother is treated with veneration. The
1 StQiisj.ian's y'ear Book, 1SS4, pp. 796. 797.
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presence of the mother-in-law is coveted by their sons-in-law, who
l"ok on them as the guardians of the virtue of their wives.

'

The
paternal uncle is a much nearer tie than with us ; while men look
on their first cousins on the father's side 4s their most natural
wives.

" Black slaves and men-nurses or ' lallaks ' are much respected
;

the * dyah ' or wet nurse is looked on as a second mother and usu-
ally provided for for life. Persians are very kind to their servants

;

a master will often be addressed by his servant as his father, and tho
servant will protect his master's property as he would his own. A
servant is invariably spoken to as ' bacha ' (child). The servants
expect that their master will never allow them to be wronced.
The slaves in Persia have a good time ; well fed, well clothed,
treated as spoiled children, given the lightest work, and often
given in marriage to a favourite son or taken as 'segah' or con-
cubine by the master himself; slaves have the certainty of a well-
cared-for old age. They are looked on ai! confidential servants, ar»
entrusted with large sums of money, and the conduct of the most
important affairs ; and seldom abuse their trust. The greatest
punishment to an untrustworthy slave is to give him his liberty
and let him earn his living. They vary in colour and value : tho
' Habshi ' or Abyssinian is the most valued ; the Suhali or Somali,
next in blackness, is next in price ; the Bombassi, or coal-black
negro of the interior, being of much less price, and usually only
used as a cook. The prices of slaves in Shiraz are, a good flabshi
girl of twelve to fourteen £40, a good Somali same age, half as
much

; while a Bombassi is to be got for £14, being chosen merely
for physical strength. They are never sold, save on importation,
though at times they are given away. ... I have never seen a
Persian unkind to his own horse or his slave, and when overtaken
by poverty he will first sell his shirt, then, his slave.

" In commercial morality, a Persian merchant will compare not
unfavourably with the European generally. ... To the poor,
Persians are unostentatiously generous ; most of tho rich have
regular pensioners, old servants, or poor relations who live on their
bounty; and though there are no workhouses, there are in ordinary
times no deaths from starvation ; and charity, though not organized,
is general . . . Procrastination is the at'tribute of all Persians,
'to-morrow' being ever the answer to any proposition, and the
' to-morrow * means indefinite delay. A great dislike is shown gener-
ally to a written contract binding the parties to a fixed date ; and,
as a rule, on breaking it the Persian always appeals for and expects
delay and indefinite days of grace. . , .

"Persians are clean in their persons, washing themselves and
their garments frequently. The Persian always makes the best of
his appearance ; he is very neat in his dress, and is particular as
to the sit of his hat and the cut of his coat All Persians are 'ond
of animals, and do not treat them badly when their own property.

" Cruelty is not a Persian vice ; torture and punishments of an
nnusual and painful nature being j)art of their judicial system.
There are no vindictive punishments, such as a solitary confinement,
penal servitude for long terms of years, &c. Seldom, indeed, is

a man imprisoned more than twelve months, the rule being that
there is a general jail delivery at the New Year. Koyal clemency
is frequently shown, often, perhaps, with want of judgment"
The close adherence to ceremony and etiquette, the ready

adaptation to foreign habits, together with the capacity for using
and love of receiving the grossest forms of flattery—whick in the
days of Herodotus were found to be notable features of the national
character—are still to be seen in the 19th centurj-.

Jloricr, in his Second Journey through Persia, relates how on
arrival at Bombay his fellow-traveller, the Persian ambassador,
returning from a mission to the court of St James's, would not call
at Government House until the governor had visited him, on the
plea that, when in London, the chairman and deputy-chairman,
whom he stj-led the father and grandfather, of the East India
Company, as well as the " viziers " and " grand ^-izier " himself
(Mr Spencer Perceval), had made the fii-st call upon him,—clothed,
moreover, in the very dress they had worn before their own sove-
reign ! The present writer, when discussing the necessary conduct
of British diplomatists accredited to Persia, said:' " In some courts
. . . there is a meaning in ridiculous minutise, the comprehension
of which is of vital importance to the envoy and the cause he
advocates. ... A chair pushed one inch or two forward or back-
ward, so as to transgress the border of a particular carpet marked
for its limit, may cause serious offence ; a cup of tea, or a tobacco
pipe missing from the conventional number offered to a guest, may
awake hostile feelings, there may be hidden mischief in a misapplied
word of welcome or farewell, in a clumsy gesture, in a new-fashioned
article of wearing apparel. Trifles could hardly go fiirther in the
way of puerility ; but it is a part of common-sense diplomacy to
acknowledge with gravity things which are to all seeming the
most opposed to coramon-sen^e.

"

Forms of compliment and adulation are in such constant requisi-

tion with him that a Persian is never at fault to find occasion for

their use. If the following example be too characteristic to bo

" Lecture 3t the Royal Initsd Service Institution, 2«h May 1S76.
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admitted, be it understood that it indicates » grosser kind of pro-

ccdure than that which, at the present day, is known to the higher

classes. It is a common custom on the arrival at the gate ot a

town of a distinguished traveller for some duly appointed oftcial

to strike off the head of a sheep, and roll it, with the blood drip-

ping, across the path of the new-comer. Morier gives a revolting

jlluitration of the length to which this ceremony was earned on

the arrival of the shah at thf halting -place of Morchikar. Ihe

head man of the village went so far as to strip his own son naked

from the waist upwards, and. having tied the lad s^ hands behind

his back, to lift his knife as though to cut the victim s throat, i ne

conclusion of the story is not told ; but it is to be hoped that the

shah exercised his prerogative of preventing any evil results.

Costume. Coshime.-The costume ' of the Persians may be shortly described

as fitted to their active habits. The men invariably wear an un-

-stP.rched shirt of cotton, sewn with white silk, often, particularly

in the south of Persia, elaborately embroidered about the neck

It fastens in front by a flap, having two small buttons or knots at

the left shoulder, and seldom comes below the hips. It has no

collar, and the sleeves are loose. The lower orders often have it

dyed-blue ; but the servant and upper classes always prefer a white

shirt. Silk shirts are now seldom seen on men. Among the very

religious during the mourning month (" Muharram ) the shirt is

at times dyed black. The "zi'r-jamah," or trousers, are of cloth

among the higher classes, particularly those of the military order,

who affect a garment of a tightness approaching that wofn by

Europeans. The ordinary " zi'r-jimah " are of white, bhie, or red

cutton, very loose, and are exactly similar to the " nai-jimahs worn

by Europeans in India. They are held up by a thin cord of red or

green silk or cotton round the waist, and the labouring classes,

when engaged in heavy or dirty work, or when running, generally

tuck the end of these garments under the cord, which leaves their

legs bare and free to the middle of the thigh. The amplitude of

this part of his attire enables the Persian to sit without discomfort

on his heels ;
chairs are only used by the rich, great, or Europeauued.

Over the shirt and "zir-janiah" comes the "arkhalik, generally

of quilted chintz or print, a closely-fitting garment, coUarless, with

tight sleeves to the elbow, whence, to the wrist, are a mimber

of little metal buttons, fastened in winter, but not in summer.

Above this is the "kamarchin," a tunic of coloured calico, cloth,

Kashmir or Karman shawl, silk, satin, or velvet (gold embroidered

or otherwise), according to the time of year and the purse and

position of the wearer. This, like the " arkhalik is open in front,

and shows the shirt. It sometimes has a small standing collar,

and is double-breasted. It has a pocket-hole on cither side,^ giving

access to the pockets which are always in the "arkhalik, where

also is the breast-pocket in which watch, money, jewels, and seals

are kept. The length of the "kamarchin" denotes the class ot

the wearer. The military and oHicial classes and the various

servants wear it short, to the knee, while fops and sharpers wear

it even shorter. Priests, merchants, villagers, especially about

Shiraz, townsmen, shopkeepers, doctors, and lawyers wear it very

long, often nearly to the heels. Over the "kamarchin is worn

the " kulaiah," or coat. This is, as a rule, cast off in summer save

on formal occasions, and is often borne by a servant or carried over

the shoulder by the owner. It is of cloth shawl, or camel-hair

cloth and islined with silk or cloth, flannel or fur. It has like

the Turkish frockcoat, a very loose sleeve, with many plaits behind.

It has lapels, as with us, and is trimmed with gold lace, shawl or

fur, or is worn quite plain. It has a roll collar and false pockets.

Besides these garments there are others : the long jubba or

cloth cloak, worn by "mirzas" (secretaries). Government employes

of high rank, as ministers, farmers of taxes, courtiers, physicians,

priests ; the " abba," or camel-hair cloak of the Ar.ib, worn by tra-

vellers, priests, and horsemen ; the " pustin," or Afghan skin-clcak,

used by travellers and the sick or aged ; the " nimtan, or common

sheepskin jacket, with short sleeves, used by shopkeepers and the

lower class of servants, grooms, &c., in winter; the "yapanjali,

or woollen Kurdish cloak, a kind of felt, having a shaggy side of

immense thickness, worn generally by shepherds, who use it as

greatcoat, bed, and bedding. There is also the felt coat of the

villac-cr, very warm and inexpensive, the cost being from 5 to 15

krans (a kran = lOd. ). The " kamarband," or girdle, is also charac-

teristic of class. It is made of muslin, shawl, or cotton cloth among

the priests, merchants, bazaar people, the secretary class, and the

more aged Government employes. In it are carried, by literati and

merchants, the pen -case and a roll of paper ; its voluminous folds

•iro used as pockets ; by the bazaar people and villagers, porters

and merchants' servants, a small sheath knife is stuck in it
;

w;hile

by "farrashes," the carpet -spreader class, a large "khanjar, or

curved dagger, with a heavy ivory handle, is carried. The headgear

is very distinctive. The turban worn by priests is generally white,

consisting ofmany yards of muslin. When the wearers are
^^

saiyid

of the Prophet, a green turban is worn, ahso a "kamarband ol gran

muslin or shawl or cotton cloth. Merchants generally wear a turban

of muslin en-ibroi_dcred in colouiB. or of a yellow pattern on straw-

1 Dr. Wills'a UistrucUve volume again supplies tins informatioo.

coloured muslin, or of calico, or shawl. Tlie distinctive mark of

the courtier, military, and upper servant class is the belt generally

of black varnished leather with a brass clasp ;
princes and courtiers

often replace this clasp by a huge round ornament of cut stones.

The "kulah," or hat, is of cloth ov sheepskin on a frame of paste-

board. The fashions in hats change yearly. The Ispahan mer-

chant and the Armenian at times wear the hat very tall. (The

waist of the Persian is generally small, and he is very proud of his

fine figure and broad shoulders.)

The hair is generally shaved at the crown, or the entire head is

shaved, a " kakul," or long thin lock, being sometimes left, often

2 feet long, from the middle of the crown. This is to enable the

prophet Muhammad to draw up the believer into paradise. The

lower orders generally have the hair over the temporal bone long,

and brought in two long locks turning backwards behind the ear,

termed "ziilf"; the beaux and youths are constantly twistmg

and combing these. The rest of the head is shaven. Long hair

however is going out of fashion in Persia, and the more civilized

afl'ect the cropped hair worn by Europeans, and even have a part-

ing in it. The chin is never shaved, save by " beauty men, or

"kashangs," though often clipped, while the moustache is usually

left long. At forty a man generally lets his beard grow its full

length, and cherishes it much ;
part of a Persian's religious exercises

is the combing of his beard. Socks, knitted principally at Ispahan,

are worn ; they are only about 2 inches long in the leg. The rich,

however, wear them longer. They are of white cotton in summer

and coloured worsted in winter. Villagers only wear socks on state

occasions. Shoes are of many patterns. The " urussi," or Russian

shoe, is the most common ; next, the " kafsh " or slipper of various

kinds. The heel is folded down and remains so. The priests wear

a peculiar heavy shoe, with an ivory or wooden lining at the heel.

Green shoes of shagreen are common at Ispahan. Blacking is un-

known to Persians generally. Boots are only used by horsemen,

and are then worn much too large for ease. Those worn by couriers

often come up the thigh. With hoots are worn '

' shalwa?s or baggy

riding breeches, very loose, and tied by a string at the ankle ;
a sort

of kilt is worn by couriers. Pocket-handkerchiefs are seldom used,

save by the rich or the Tehranis. Most Persians wear a "shab

kulah," or night hat, a loose baggy cap of shawl or quilted material,

often embroidered by the ladies.

Arms are usually carried only by tribesmen. The natives ol the

south of Persia and servants carry a "kammah," or dirk. The

soldiery, on or off duty, alwaj-s carry one of these or their side-

arms, sometimes both. They hack but never thrust with them.

On the road the carrying of weapons is necessary.

The costume of the women has undergone considerable change

in tlie last century. It is now, when carried to the extreme of

fashion, highly indecent and must be very uncomfortable, the

garment doing duty as a chemise is called a
'

'
piiahan ; it is with

the lower orders, of white or blue calico, and conies down to the

middle of the thigh, leaving the leg nude. Among the upper classes

it is frequently of silk. At Shiraz it is often of fine cotton and

elaborately ornamented with black embroidery. With the rich it is

often of gauze, and much embroidered with gold thread, pearis, &c.

The head is usually covered with a " char-kadd, or large square

of embroidered silk or cotton, folded so as to display the corners,

and fastened under the chin by a brooch. It is often of consider-

able value being of Kashmir shawl, embroidered gauze, ic.
_
A

"iika
" a jewelled feather-like ornament, is often worn at the side

of the head while the front hair, cut to a level with the mouth, is

brouL'ht up in love-locks on cither cheek. Beneath the char-

kadd "
is generally a small kerchief of dark material, only the edge

of which is visible. The ends of the "char-kadd' cover the

shoulders, but the gauze "pirahan" is mute transparent. A pro-

fusion of jewellery is worn of the most solid description, none hollow

;

silver is worn only by the very poor, coral only by ncgvesses. Neck-

laces and bracelets are much affected, and chains with scent-caskets

attached, while the arms are covered with clanking gkiss bangles

called "alangu," some twenty even of these being on one arm.

Jewelled "baziibands," containing talismans are often worn on the

upper arm, while among the lower orders and south Persian or Arab

w omen ncse-rings arc not uncommon, and bangles or anklets of beads

Tbe face on important occasions is usually much painted, save

by young ladies in the heyday of beauty The colour is very freely

applied, the cheeks being as much riddled as a clown s and the neck

smeared with white, while the eyelashes are marked round with

kuhl." This is supposed to be beneficial to the eyes, and almost

every woman uses it. The eyebrows are widened and painted till

thcv appear to meet, while sham mMes or stars are painted on the

chin and cheek ;
even spangles are stuck at times on the chin and

forehead. Tattooing is common among the poor and m villages,

Lid is seen among the uPPer classes. The hair though general y

hidden by the "clar-kac\i," is at times exposed and F a't^d uit"

innumerable little tails of great length while a coquettish lit le

skull-cap of embroidery, or shawl, or coloured silk is worn, false

hair is common. The Persian ladies' hair is very luxuriant, and

never cut ; it is nearly always dyed red with henna, or with mdigo
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to a Uaeblack tinge ; it is naturally a glossy black. Fair hair is

not estetaicd. 31ue,fyes are not uncommon, but brown ones are

the rule, A full-moon face is much admired, and a dark com-

£lesion
termed " namak '' (salt) is the highest native idea of beauty.

lost Persian women are small, with tiny feet and hands The figure

is always lost afi?r maternity, and no support of any kind is worn.

A very short jacket, of gay colour, quite open in front, having

tight sleeves with many metal buttons, is usually worn in summer,
and a lined outer coat in cold weather. In winter a pair of very

short white cotton socks are used, and tiny slippers with a high

heel ; in summer in the house ladies go often barefoot. The rest

of the costume is composed of the "tumbx'in" or "shalwar," short

skirts of great width, held by a running string,— the outer one being

usually 01 silk, velvet, or Kashmir shawl, often trimmed with gold

lace, or, among the poor, of loud-patterned chinti or print. Beneath
are innumerable other garments of the same shape, varying in tex-

tiue from silk and satin to print. The whole is very short, among
the women of fashion extending only to the thigh. In winter an

over-mantle like the "kulajah," or coat of the man, with short

sleeves, lined and trimmed with furs, is wcm. Leg-cover^gs aro

now being introduced. In ancient days the Persian ladies always

wore them, as may be seen by the pictures in the South Kensington
Museum. Then the two embroidered legs, noxv so fashionable as

Persian embroideries (" nakoh "), occupied a girl from childhood to

marriage in making ; they are all setcing in elaborate patterns of

great beauty, worked on muslin in silk. The outdoor costume of

the Persian women is quite another thing. Enveloped in a huge
blue sheet, with a yard of linen as a veil perforated for two inches

square with minute holes, the feet thnist into two huge bags of

coloured stuff, a wife is perfectly unrecognizable, even by her hus.

band, when out of doors. The dress of all is the same and, save

in quality or costliness, the effect is similar.

As for the children, they are alwaj-s when iniants swaddled
;

when they can walk they are dressed as little men and women,
and with the dress they generally ape the manners. It is a strange

custom with the Persian ladies to dress little girls as boys, and
little boys as girls, till they reach the age of seven or eight years

;

this is often done for fun, or on account of some vow,—oftencr, to

avert the evil eye.

i.ecgra- a. summary'of personal impressions of Persia may serve
r-hical to convey a tolerably correct idea' of the country, without

the necessity of serious study or the aid of science and
statistics. The reader is asked to suppose a tableland

dropping to the Caspian Sea for nearly one-third of its

northern frontier, and to the Persian Gulf for its southern
limit. The lowlands, naturally, are the coast-tracts. In
the north these are covered with forest, and the climate

there is damp, 'feverish, relaxing ; in the south they are

dry and barren, and the ninds are hot and violent, yet a

relief to the scorching summer atmosphere. In the central

highlands (that is, Persia generally) there are few rivers,

and the coimtry is either composed of parallel mountain-
ranges and broad intervening plains, or of irregular moun-
tain-masses with fertile valleys, basins, and ravines. One
plain on the last is of exceptionally large extent, and is

called the Salt Desert of Khiirdsan, The theory that this

was once a sea is supported by the circumstance that at

one of its extreme edges is the village of Yunsi, so called

because the prophet Jonah (Yiinas) is locally believed to

have been cast.up there by the whale. For irrigation the
plains and valleys depend on the mountains, and at the
base of these are "kandts," or underground canals, with
watercourses on the surface. Yet where rain and snow fail

during the ye'ir there is scarcity of water, and where-^both

are wanting tnere is always distress and sometimes famine.
The valleys and ravines are more fertile than the plains,

affording often bright, picturesque, and grateful prospects,

while the latter are for the most part barren and sandy
wastes, scored or streaked, as it were, rather than orna-
mented with patches of green, oases. Forests are rare and,
except in Gilan, not dense

,

'numerous gardens are com-
monly found in the neighbourhood of large towns, not
cared for as in Europe, yet pleasant in their wildness ; and
there are many beautiful trees usually also near the centres
of population. Persian cities are not like cities in Europe.
The passing stranger sees no street or house in any of them
at all comparable to a respectable street or building, as

inm
marv

England, France, or Germany rate structural respectability.

Blank mad-walls and narrow ill-paved thoroughfares are the
rule ; the windowed or terraced front of a Persian house is

for the inner court or inner precincts of the abode, and not
for the world without. Some mosques are handsome, some
caravansards solid, some bazaars highly creditable to the
designer and builder; but everything, is irregular, nothing
is permanent, and architectural ruin blends with architect-

ural revival in the midst of dirt, discomfort, and a total

disregard of municipal method. . Even Constantinople and
Cairo cannot bear the ordeal of close inspection. Beautiful
and attractive as they may be from without— and the first

has a charm beyond description, while the second is always
interesting in spite of her barbarous boulevard—they are
palpably deficient in completeness n-ithin ; and yet Tehran,
BaghdAd, Ispahan, Tabriz, Mashhad, Shlrdz are far behind
them in civilized construction and order.

Sources.— Independently of original sources, information has been
obtained from otfacial and parliamentary records, to which access
was kindly facilitated under authority ; from Eastern Persia, 2 vols.

(1876); and various books of travel by authors already named. The
writer has also to e.vpress his thanks to General Schindler, in the
service of the shah, to llirza Hasan 'Ali Khan, attach^ to the Russo-
Afghan boundary commission; to Colonel Eateman-Champain,
R.E., Mr \V. T. Blanford, Mr Andrews (of the Indo-European
telegraph), and others, who have more or 'ess favoured him with
special information, written or oral.

Section II.

—

Histoky.

Oriental history, as told by Oriental historians, is for

the majority of readers in Europe a study of little attrac-

tion. Its genealogies and oft-repeated names are weari-
some ; its stories of battle, murder, and rapine are mono-
tonous and cast in one mould ; the mind cannot readily
impart life to the dry bones of the more prominent
dramaiis persons by conceiving for them any flesh-and-

blood individuality. .The court-chronicler of an Eastern
potentate writes to order, and in accordance with a pre-

cedent which fetters style and expression; and even the
painter of state-portraits strives rather to turn out a con-

ventional and model monarch than the likeness of an
original human being. In the palace of Kirich, near
Tehran, is a picture of Fath 'AU Shdh and his sons. There
may be a certain waxwork beauty in some of the faces, but
they give no more signs of innate character or mental idio-

syncrasy than do the kings and knaves of a pack of cards.

The Timurides in these respects were exceptionally fortu-

nate. Timur himself, their great progenitor, though not
the distinct figure of an English king as delineated by
Maeaulay, has been handed down to us in some kind of

personality in the history called Zafamdma^ in his

Malfuziit or utterances, and in the "tuziikdl or institutes.*

There are, moreover, portraits of him in existence which
are professed likenesses. Babar, Akbar, and Jahdnglr
were either their own chroniclers or had comparatively
competent men to write for them ; and, to illustrate the
period in which they lived, we obtain— in addition to

records of events—biography, memoirs, and something also

of the current sayings, T\Titings, and doings. But the
reigns of these three monarchs rather concern the annals
of India than of Persia, whereas Timiir has so much to

do -with the latter that a brief retrospect of the career of

tliat conqueror and his immediate despendants as it affected

the countries generally south of the Caspian will be an
appropriate opening to the present history.

^ Unfortunately, perhaps, there are two histories bearing this title.

In the one, as Sir William Jones explains, "the Tartarian conqueror

is represented as a liberal, benevolent, and illustrious prince " ; in

the other he is "as deformed as impious, of a low birth and detestable

principles." The authenticity of the J/a//ujdMs disputed.
* Both these last terms, however, are indifferently applied to the

writings of Timur. Tuzuk is the passive participle of tiutnak, "to
arrange," hence tuzikdt, " arrangement"
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1105-1506. The Timurides and Turkmans (U05-1499).— Timiir

died in 1405, when in the seventieth year of his age

lljiiir. and about to enter upon a new war,— an invasion of

China. Besides exercising sovereignty over Transoxiana

and those vast regions more or less absorbed in Asiatic

Russia of the 19th centurj', inclusive of the Caucasus,

Astrakhan, and the lower Volga, and overrunning Meso-

potamia, Syria, Asia Minor, Afghanistan, and India, he

had at this time left his indelible mark upon the chief

cities and provinces of Persia. Khurdsan and Mazandaran

had submitted to him in 1381, Adarbaijan had shortly

after followed their example, and Ispahan was "seized in

1387. If the chroniclers are to be trusted, the occupation

of this place was accompanied by the slaughter of 70,000

inhabitants,—a number in excess of its whole population as

officially estimated in 1868. From Ispahan he passed on

to Shiriz, and thence returned in triumph to his own
capital of Samarkand. "^ Five years later his cruel hand
was stretched out to subdue a formidable resistance in

Mazandaran, and later still he was again at Shirdz, having

efifected the subjugation of Luristan and other provinces

in the west. It may be said that from north to south, or

from AstrAbAd to Hormuz, the whole country had been

brought within his dominion.

_. . ,, The third son of Timiir, Miran ShAh, had ruled over

successors. part of Persia in his father's lifetime; but he was said to

be insane, and his incapacity for government had caused

the loss of Baghdad and revolt in other provinces. His

claim to succession had been pufaside by Tiinilr in favour

of Pir Muhammad, the son of a deceased son, but Khalil

ShAh, a son of the discarded prince, entered the lists against

the nominee and won the day. The reign of this chief,

kowever, was not of any duration. His lavish waste of

time arid treasuri; upon a fascinating mistress named
ShAdu '1-Mulk, the "delight of the kingdom," soon brought

about his ruin and deposition, and in 1408 he gave

way to ShAh RukJi, who, with the exception of Miran

ShAh, was the only surviving son of Tlmilr. In fact the

uncle and nephew changed places,—the one quitting his

government of KhurAsan to take possession of the Central-

Asian throne, the other consenting to become governor

of the vacated Persian province and abandon the cares of

the empire at Samarkand. In the following year Khalil

ShAh died ; and the story goes that on his death ShAdu '1-

Mulk stabbed herself and was buried in the same tomb
with her royal lover at Rhe, one of the towns which his

grandfather had passed through and partly destroyed.

ShAh Rukh, the fourth son of Timiir, reigned for thirty-

eight years, and appears to have been a brave, generous,

and enlightened monarch. He removed his capital from

Samarkand to Herat, of which place he rebuilt the citadel,

restoring and improving the town. Merv also profited from

his attention to its material interests. Sir John Malcolm
speaks of the splendour of his court and of his encourage-

ment of men of science and learning. He sent an embassy

to China ; and an English version of the travels to India

of one of his emissaries, "Abdu 'r-RazzAk, is to be found

in the volumes of the Hakluyt Society. As regards his

Persian possessions, he had some trouble in the north-west,

where the Turkmans of Asia Minor, known as the KAia
Koiyiin,' or " Black Sheep," led by Kara Yiisuf - and his

sons Iskandar and Jahan ShAh, had advanced upon Tabriz,

the capital of Adarbaijan, a province in which they had

supplanted the settlers of Halaku, called, after him, 'IlkhAni.

The distance from Herat—supposing that city to represent

* They were commonly called Kara Koipin-lu and the "White
Sheep" Turkmans Ak Koiyun-lu, the affix "lii " signifj-ing possession,

i.e., possession of a standard bearing the image of a black or white sheep.

' According to Erskine, this chief killed Miran Shah, whose dwelling-

place was Tabriz.

the centre of imperial power—was favourable to intrigue

and revolt in these parts. On the death of ShAh Rukh in

1446 he was succeeded by his son Ulugh Bey, whose taste

for scientific pursuits and active patronage of scientific

men are practically demonstrated in the astronomical

table^ bearing his name, quoted by European writers when
determining the latitude of places in Persia. He was,

moreover, himself a poet and patron of polite literature,

and built a college as well as an observatory at Samarkand.
On the other hand, there is no evidence to show that

he did much to consolidate his grandfather's conquests

south of the Caspian. Ulugh Bey was put to death by
his son 'Abdu 'I-Latif, who, sLx months later, was in his

turn slain by his own soldiers. BAbar—not the illustrious

founder of the .Mughal dynasty in India, but an elder

member of the same house—next obtained possession of

the sovereign po-ver, and established himself in the govern-

ment of KhurAsan and the neighbouring countries. He
did not, however, achieve any special reputation, and died

after a short ru'e, from habitual indulgence in intemperate

habits,—an abuse which he had vainly striven to check by
the registry ci a solemn vow. After him .ibii Sa'id,

grandson of Miran ShAh, and once governor of FArs,

became a candidate for empire, and was to a great extent

successful. This prince allied himself with the Uzbek
Tatars, seized upon BiikhAra, entered KhurAsan, and
waged war upon the Turkman tribe aforesaid, which, since

the invasion of Adarbaijan, had, under Jahan ShAh, over-

run 'IrAk, FArs, and Karman, and pillaged Herat. But he
was eventually taken prisoner by Uzun Hasan, and killed

in 1468.

It is difficult to assign date.s to the few events recorded

in Persian history for the eighteen years following the

death of 'Abdu '1-Latif ; and, were it not for the happy
intervention of chance European missions, the same diffi-

culty would be felt in dealing ^vith the period after the

death of Abii Sa'id up to the accession of Isma'il §ufi in

1499. Nor can the chain of events within the range of

Persia proper be connected with certainty for the period

specified by the aid of native annals or histories. Sultan

Ahmad, eldest son of Abii Sa'id, reigned in BiikhAra

;

his brother, 'Umar Shaikh, in FarghAna ; but the son of

the latter, the great BAbar, was driven by the Uzbeks to

Kabul (Cabul) and India. More to the purpose is it that

Sultan Husain Jlirza, great-grandson of 'Umar Shaikh, Hnsafii

son of Timiir, reigned in Herat from 1487 to 1506. His Mirz'-

siege and capture of the fort of that city are incident-

ally told in Babar's Commentaries, where he is described

as an old and experienced soldier. He was a patron of

learned men, and as such his reign is remarkable for many
brilliant names inscribed as visitors to his court. Among
others are those of the historians Mirkhund and Khiin-

damlr, and the poets JAmI and HAtifi. But at no time

could the control exercised by this scion of a far-famed

stock have extended over central and western Persia.

The nearest approach to a sovereignty in those parts on

the death of Abii Sa'id is that of Uzun Hasan just

mentioned, who achieved his greatness by individual

prowess and the force of circumstances. He was the

leader of the .AJc Koiyiin, or " White Sheep " Tiirkmans,

and conqueror of the " Black Sheep," whose chief, Jahan

ShAh, he defeated and slew. Between the two tribes there

had long been a deadly feud. Both were composed offiun

settlers in Asia Minor, the "Black Sheep" having con- ''"'"•

solidated their power at Van, the " \Miite " at Diarbekir.

Sir John Malcolm states that at the death of Ami
Sa'id, Sultan Husain Mirza "made himself master of

the empire, ' and, a little later, that " Uzun Hasan, after

he had made himself master of Persia, turned his arms in

the direction of Turkey " ; but the reader is left to infer
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for himself what was the real " empire " of Husain Mirza,

and what the limit of the " Persia " of Uzun Hasan. The
second could not well be included in the first, because the

Turkmans were in pcKsession of the greater part of the

Persian plateau, as understood in modem geography, while

the " sultan ' was luxuriating in Herat, to which Khurasan

belonged. It may be assumed as a broad fact that an

empire lite that acquired by Timiir could not long be

maintained by his descendants in its integrity, even though
separate kingdoms or sovereignties were formed in its more
important divisions. The retention of particular provinces,

or groups of provinces, must have depended not only on
the loyalty but on the capability of particular rulers and
their subordinate governors ; and it was manifestly impos-

sible for an emperor at Samarkand or Herat to know what
revolutions were taking effect at Baghdad, Tabriz, or

similarlj remote places, inland or on the seaboard, which
passed away from the original "empire" through the

weakness or treachery of unfit agents, even when these

were lineal descendants of its distinguished foun^M.

The Turkish adjective uzun, ^^)j}' "long," applied to

Hasan, the Turkman monarch of Persia (called also by
the Arabs Hasanu 't-JawH), is precisely the qualifying

Persian word :l .J used in the compound designation of

Artaienes Longimanus ; and Malcolm quotes the state-

Ttnetjin ment of a Venetian envoy in evi4ence that Uzun Hasan
mors. ^^3 " J taU thin man, of a very open and engaging counte-

nance." This reference, and a further notice in Markham's
more recent history, supply the clue to a store of valuable

information on the place and period made generally avail-

able by the publications of tie Hakluyt Society. The
narratives of Caterino Zeno, Barbaro, and Contarini, envoys
from Venice to the court of Uzun Hasan, are in this

respect especially interesting, and throw much light on
the personality of one who was a genuine shih of Iran.

Zeno was sent in 1471 to incite this warlike ruler against
the Ottoman sultan, and succeeded so far in his mission as
to bring the two powers into open warfare. That the
result was disastrous to the shah is not surprising, but the
whole affair seems to hold a comparatively unimix>rtant
place in the annals of Turkey.
Uzun Hasan had married Despina (Gr. A«rs-oiva),

daughter of the emperor of Trebizond, Calo Johannes of
the house of the Comneni; and Zeno's wife was niece
to this Christian princess. The relationship naturally
strengthened the envoy's position at the court, and he was
permitted to visit the queen in the name of the republic
which he represented. Barbaro and Contarini met at
Ispahan in 147-i, and there paid their respects to the shah
together. The description of the royal residence—" in the
middle of a field, through which a river flowed, in a very
delightful locality "—recalls the palaces in that city, such
as the Haft Dast, where strangers of disrinction are lodged
in the present day. Moreover, the continual and excessive
instalments of " good confections " brought to satisfy the
travellers' appetites show that the lavish hospitality of the
local authorities is a time-honoured institution. Kim and
Tauris or Tabriz (then the capital) were also visited . by
the Italian envoys following in the royal suite ; and the
incidental notice of these cities, added to Contarini's
formal statement that " the extensive country of Ussun-
cassan [sic] is bounded by the Ottoman empire and by
Caramania," and that Siras (Shlrdz) is comprehended in
it, proves that at least Adaxbaijan, 'Irdk, and the main
part of the provinces to the south, inclusive of Firs, were
within the dominions of the reigning monarch.

There is good reason to suppose that Jahan Shih, the
Black Sheep Tiirkman, before his defeat by Uzun Hasan,
»^<>d set np the standard of rovalty ; and Zeno. at the

outset of his travels, calls him " king of Persia " • in 1450. H68-14«
Chardin alludes to him in the same sense ; but, even ad-
mitting the validity of his precarious tenure, the limits of
his sovereignty were too confined to warrant more than
casual mention of his name in an historical summary.

Hasan the Long is a far more prominent figure, and has
hardly received justice at the hands of the historian.

Indeed, his identity seems to have been lost in the various
modes of spelling his name adopted by the older chroniclers,
who call him indiscriminately - AJymbeius, Asembeius,
Asembec, Assimbeo, or Ussan Cassano. He is said to have
earned the character of a wise and valiant monarch, to
have reigned eleven years, to have lived to the age of
seventy, and, on his death in 1477 or (according to
Krusinski and Zeno) 1478, to have been succeeded on the
throne of Persia by his son Ya'kiib. This prince, who had
slain an elder brother, died by poison, aiter a reign of
seven years. The dose was offered to him by his wife,

who had been unfaithf\il to him and sought to set her
paramour on his throne. Krusinski thus tells the story.

"Notwithstanding the assurance she pnt on at the very moment
she was acting the crime, the king her husband fancying he saw
an air of confusion in her countenance, had a suspicion of ner, and
required her to drink first As she could not get off of it without
condemning herself, she swallowed the poison with an affected
intrepidity ; which deceived the king, and so encouraged him that
after ne had drunk of it himself, he commended it to the lips of the
prince his son, then with him, who was eight years of age. The
poison was so quick, that all three died of it that night in the
year li35."

Writers differ as to the succession to Ta'k'Sb. Zeno's Anarcir
account is that a son named Allamur (called also Alamut,
Alvante, El-wand, and Alwung Bey) was the next king, who,
"besides Persia, possessed Diarbekir and part of greater

Armenia near the Euphrates." On the other hand, Kru-
sinski states that, Ya'ktlb dying childless, his relative

Julaver, one of the grandees of the kingdom, seized the

throne and held possession of it for three years. Baisingar,

it is added, succeeded him in 1488 and reigned till

1490, when a young nobleman named Eustan (Kustam!)
obtained the sovereign power and exercised it for seven
years. This account is confirmed by AngioleUo, a traveller

who followed his countrymen Barbaro and Contarini to

Persia ; and from the two authorities combined may be
gathered the ftirther narration of the murder of Eustam
and usurpation of the throne by a certain Ahmad, whose
death, under torture, six months afterwards, made way
for Alamut, the yoiing son of Hasan. These discrepancies

can be reconciled on reference to yet another record bound
up with the narratives of the four Italians aforesaid, and
of much the same period. In the Travels of a Aferc/iant

in Persia the story of TaTciib's death is supplemented
by the statement that " the great lords, hearing of their

king's decease, had quarrels among themselves, so that for

five or sis years all Persia was in a state of civil war, first

one and then another of the nobles becoming sultan. At
last a youth named Alamut, aged fourteen years, was raised

to the throne, which he held till the succession of Shaikh
Ismail." Who this young man was, is not specified ; but
other writers call Alamut and his brother Murad the sons

of YaTfiib, as though the relationship were unquestioned
Now little is known, save incidentally, of Julaver or

Eustam ; but Baisingar is the name of a nephew of "Umar
Shaikh, king of Farghana (Ferghana) and contemporary of

Uzun Hasan. There 'was no doubt much anarchy and
confusion in the interval between the death of Ya'kub and
the restoration, for two years, cf the dynasty of the White
Sheep. But the tender age of- Alamut would, even in

civilized countries, have necessitated a regency ; and it

may be assumed that he was the next legitimate and more

^ See also Kamusio's preface. * Knolles, Purchas, Zeno

xym. —.So
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3 «50-1499. generally recognized sovereign. Martham, in designating

this prince the last of liis house, states that he was de-

throned by the renowned founder of the §afawi dynasty.

Tliis event brings us to one of the most interesting periods

of Persian history, any account of which must be defective

without a prefatory sketch of Isma'il Sufi.

Shaikh TIk Sufi or Safaioi Dynast)/ (1499-1736).—Shaikh Saifu
Siifi. 'd-Diu IzhAk'—lineally descended from MilsA, the seventh

imdm—was a resident at Ardabil, south-west of the Caspian,

some time during the 14th century. It is said that his

reputation for sanctity attracted the attention of Timiir,

who sought him out in his abode, and was so charmed by

the visit that he released, at the holy man's request, a

number of captives of Turkish origin, or, as some affirm,

Georgians, taken in the wars with Baiyazid, who had been

probr.bly reserved for some more cruel end. The act

ensured to the shaikh the constant devotion and gratitude

of these men,—a feeling which was loyally maintained by

their descendants for the members of his family in success-

ive generations. Morier's description of the mausoleum

erected to the memory of Shaikh Sufi in Ardabil enables

the reader to form some idea of the extraordinary venera-

tion in which he was held. Among the offerings on the

tomb,- which was covered with brocades and shawls,

bunches of feathers, ostrich eggs, and other ornaments,

was a golden ewer set \vith precious stones, said to have

been presented by the Indian emperor HuniAiyiin.

His son Sadru 'd-Din and grandson KwAjah 'All (who

visited Mecca and died at Jerusalem) retained the high

rej)Utation of their pioua predecessor. Junaid, a grandson

of the last, and not a whit less prominent in the pages of

history, married a sister of Uzun Hasan, and by her had a

son named Shaikh Haidar, who married his cousin Martha,

daughter of Uzun Hasan and Queen Despina. Three

sons were the issue of this marriage. Sultan 'AH, Ibr,ihim

Mirza, and the youngest, Isma'il, the date of whose birth

is put down as 1480 for reasons which will appear here-

F^aikh after. So great was the influence of Shaikh Haidar, and
Ualdai'. so earnestly did he carry out the principles of conduct

which had characterized his family for five generations,

that his name has become, as it were, inseparable from

the dynasty of his son Isma'il ; and the term " Haidari

"

(leonine) is applied by many persons to indicate generally

the ^afa-Ris of Persia. As to the nature of his teaching,

and the peculiar tenets professed, this is hardly the place

for their discussion ; but it may be broadly stated that

the outcome was a division of Muhammadanism vitally

momentous to the world of IslAm. The Persian mind was

peculiarly adapted to receive the form of religion prepared

for it by the philosophers of Ardabil.

The doctrines presented were dreamy and mystic ;
they

rejected the infallibility of human wisdom, and threw

suspicion on the order and arrangement of human ortho-

doxy. They breathed in harmony with the feelings of a

people who, partly in the Athenian spirit and wholly with

Athenian perversity, were ever ready " to tell or to hear

some new thing." There was free scope given for the

indulgence of that poetical imagination which revels in

revolution and chafes at prescriptive bendage. As Malcolm

truly and happily remarks, " the natives of Persia are

enthusiastically devoted to poetry ; the meanest artisan

of the principal cities of that kingdom can read or repeat

some of the finest passages from their most admired

^ Accordir.g to Langles, the annotator of Chardin, hia real designa-

tion was Abii '1-Fath Izhak, the Shaikh Saifu '1-Hakk wu 'd-Din or
*' pure one of truth and religion."

• Xanglta finds 1334 to be tfie year of his death. This is impos-

sible if he was contetMporary with Timur, who was born in 1336.

Walcolm's opinion, derived fl'Om the Zubdatu 't-taio<irikh, that the

conqueror's vii.it was j.aid to Sadru *d-Diu, is, however, the mor^
credible theory.

writers ; and even the rude and imlettered soldier !eave.i

his tent to listen with rapture to the strain of the minstrel

who sings a mystic song of divine love, or recites the tale

of a battle of his forefathers." And he adds, "the very

essence of Sufi-ism is poetry . . . the Masnavi . . . the works

of the celebrated JAmi . . . the book of moral lessons of

the eloquent Sa'di, and the lyric and mystic odes of Hifiz

... to them they (the §\ifis) continually refer ; and the

gravest writers who have defended their doctrine take

their proofs from the pages of these and other poets whom
they deem to have been inspired by their holy theme."

Those authorities who maintain that Ya'kiib Sh.^h left no

son to succeed him consider valid the claim to the vacant

throne of Shaikh Haidar Sufi. At any rate, he could not be
otherwise than formidable to a usurper such as Kustam,
both from relationship to the deceased monarch and position

as one of the most noted of §iifl teachers. Purchas says

that Ya'kilb himself, "jealous of the multitude of Aidar'a

disciples and the greatness of his fame, caused him to be

secretly murthered "
; but Krusinski attributes the act to

Rustam a few years later. Zeno, the anonymous merchant,

and Angiolello affirm that the devotee was defeated and

killed in battle,-— the first making his conqueror to be

Alamut, the second a general of Alamut's, and the third

an officer sent by Fiustam named Sulaiman Bey. Malcolm,

following the Zuhdatu 't-taiodrikh, relates that Shaikh

Haidar was vanquished and slain by the governor of

Shirwan. The subsequent statement that his son, Sultan

'All, was seized, in company with two younger brothers,

by Ya'kiib, " one of the descendants of their grandfather

Uzun Hasan, who, jealous of the numerons disciples that

resor!:d to Ardabil, confined them to the hill fort of Istakhr

in Fars," seems to indicate a second interpretation of the

passage just extracted from Purchas, and that there is

confusion of persons and incident somewhere. One of the

sous here alluded to was Isma'il, whom Malcolm makes to

have been only seven years of age when he fled to Gilan

in 1492. Zeno states that he was then thirteen, which is

much more probable,^ and the several data available for

reference are in favour of this supposition.

The life of the young Siifi from this period to his assump- Isma'3 1.

tion of royalty in 1499 was full of stirring adventure
;

and his career as Isma'il I. was a brilliant one for the

annals of Persia. According to Zeno, who seems to have

carefully recorded the events of the time, he left his

temporary home on an island of Lake A^an before he was

eighteen, and, passing into Karabagh,* between the Arras

and Kur, turned in a south-easterly direction into Gilan'

Here he was enabled, through the assistance of a friend of

his father, to raise a small force, with which to take pos-

session of B.^kii on the Caspian, and thence to march upou

Shumakhi in Shirwan, a to'svn abandoned to him without

a struggle. Hearing, however, that Alamut*\vas advancing

to meet him, he was compelled to seek new levies from

among the Jengian Christians and others. In this_he

was quite successful. Finding himself at the head of an

army of 16,000 men, he thoroughly routed his opponents,

and, having cleared the way before him, marched straight

upon Tabriz, which at once surrendered. He was soon after

proclaimed shdh of Persia (1499), under the designation

which marked the family school of thought.

Alamut had taken refuge at Diarbekir ; but his brother

Murid, at the head of an army strengthened by Turkish

auxiliaries, was still in the field with the object of con-

testing the paternal crown. Isma'il lost no time in moving

against him, and won a new victory on the plains of Tabriz.

Murid fled with a small remnant of his soldiers to Diar-

3 So thinks *he editor and annotator of the Italian Travels in PersiOf

Mr Charles Grey, f

* Possibly Kara-d^h, as bciug Ihe more direct road.
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bekir, Iho rallying-point of the 'VThite Sheep Tiirkraans.

One authority (Zeno) states that in the folloviing year

Isma'll entered upon a new campaign in Kurdistan and

Asia Minor, but that he returned to Tabriz without accom-

pli^ing his object, having been harassed by the tactics of

Alau'd-Daulah, a beylarbey, or governor ir. Armenia and

parts of Syria. Another, ignoring these movements, says

that he marched against Mur.W KhAn in 'Irik-'Ajmi

("Irii-'Adjemi) and Shi'dz. This last account is ex-

tremely probable, and would show that the young Tiirkman

had wished to make one grand effort to save Ispahan and
ShlrAz (with Kazvin and the neighbouring country), these

being, after the capital Tabriz, the most important cities

of Uzun Hasan's Persia. His men, however, apparently

dismayed at the growing prestige of the enemy, did not

support him, and he was defeated and put to flight. One
writer says that ho was slain in battle; and, since he

appears to have made no further attempt on Persia, the

statement is perhaps correct. There is similar evidence

of the death of Alamut, who, it is alleged, was treacher-

ously handed over to be killed by the shAh's own hands.

Omtai Isma'll returned again to Tabriz (1501) "and caused
"•^

. .
great rejoicings tp be made on account of his victory."

aujbani.
jjj 1 503 he had added to his conquests BaghdAd, Mosul,

and Jazirah on the Tigris. The next year he was called

to the province of Gilan to chastise a refractory rulef.

Having accomplished' his end, he came back to his capital

and remained there in comparative quiet till 1507.'

Malcolm's dates are somewhat at variance with the above,

for he infers that BaghdAd was subdued in that particular

year ; but the facts remain. All writers seem to agree

that in 150S the king's attention was drawn to an inva-

sion of KhurAsan by ShaibAni, or ShAhi Beg, the Uzbek, a

descendant of Jenghiz and the most formidable opponent
•of BAbar, from whom he had, seven years before, wrested

the city of Samarkand, and whom he had driven from
Turkestan to Kabul. Since these exploits he had obtained

great successes in Tashkand, FarghAna, Hissar, Kunduz,
and KhwArizm (Kharezm), and, at the time referred to, had
left Samarkand intent upon mischief south and west of the

Oxus, had passed the MilrghAb, and had reached Sarakhs.

Isma'll encamped on this occasion at Ispahan, and there

concentrated the bulk of his army,— strengthening his

northern (and probably north-eastern) frontier with large

bodies of cavalry. Zeno's statement that the royal troops

were kept for the whole year in a state of su.spense and
preparation for encountering their powerful adversaries

derives a colour of truth from the circumstance that, before

the Uzbek army of invasion could have quite overrun the

KhurAsan of Husain Mirza, it found occupation to the

eastward in Herat and Kandahar
; and it must have been

represented, even in Mashhad, NishApur, AstrAbAd, and
Turshiz—all named as the scenes of conflict—rather by
lieutenants than by the leader in person. Such diversion

from any direct invasion of his own territories may have
caused the shAh to maintain an attitude of simple watch-
fulness. In 1510, when ShaibAni had invaded KhurAsan
the second time, and in person, and had entered the fine

province of Mazandaran—then in the possession of an inde-

pendent chief—it was discovered that his troops, in the
wantonness of success, had ravaged the Persian province
of Karman. ShAh Isma'il had asked for redress, referring

to the land encroached on as "hereditary"; and ShaibAni
had replied that he did not understand on what was
founded the claim "to inherit." Mutual taunt and
recrimination followed ; and eventually the Persian troops
•were put in movement, and the Uzbeks, having been
divided into small detachments scattered over the country,
fell back and retreated to Herat. Their leader, however.

Angiolello.

not being in a position to oppose the shAh in the field, 1499.151ij

repaired to Merv, where ho could obtain sufficient rein-

forcements, or whence he could, if hard pushed, retire

across the Oxus. Isma'll quickly followed him there, and
enticed him out to battle by the use of taunt and reproach

at his remaining within walls. ShaibAni was defeated

and fled, but was overtaken in his flight, surrounded, and
put to the sword, together ivith numerous relatives and
companions (see Mongols, vol. xvi. p. 749).

The next remarkable event in Isma'il's reign is his warWor
with Sultan Salim I. Its origin may be traced to the "*?'

Ottoman emperor's hatred and persecution of all heretical
"

Moslems in his dominions, and the shAh's anger at the

fanaticism which had urged him to the slaughter of 40,000
Turks suspected to have thrown off the,orthodox Sunni
doctrines. The declaration of war sent by Salim in the

form of a letter is one of the most sing'alar of documents,

and breathes the true spirit of the age :
" I, the glorious

Sultan . . . address myself to thee, An:.ir Isma'il, chief O'

the Persian troops, who art like in tjTa iny to Zohak and
Afrasiab, and art destined to perish like the last Dara."
M'ords such as these might well provoke a less haughty
potentate than the Siifi ; and, when to them was added
the accu.sation of iniquity, perjury, blasphemy, impiety,

heresy, and schism, it is not surprising that the response

was a ready resort to arms.- As a preliminary, however,
to this decisive step Isma'il replied to the sultan in a calm
and dignified letter, denying the existence of a casvs belli,

expressing willingness to resume peaceful relations, and
regretting the mode of address it had been thought fit to

adopt towards himself ; but he nullified the conciliatory

passages by the ironical conclusion that the sultan's com-
munication must have emanated from the brain of a secre-

tary who had taken an overdose of narcotics,— a remark
the significance of which was aggravated by the accom-

paniment of a box of opium, and the popular belief that

Salim was addicted to the use of the drug.

The sultan's army advanced into Adarbaijan and western

Persia through Tokat and Arzinjan. Isma'il had at this

tinle the greater number of his soldiers employed in his

newly-conquered province of KhurAsan, and was driven to

raise new levies in Kurdistan to obtain a suflicient force

to resist the invasion. It is asserted ly some that his

frontier then extended westward to Sivas, a city situated

in a large high plain watered by the Kizil Irmak, and
that thence to Khol, 90 miles west of T£.briz, he followed

the approved and often successful tactics of ravaging and
retreating, so as to deprive his advancing enemy of sup-

plies. There is good evidence to show that the Turkish
janissaries were within an ace of open re'.'olt, and that but
for extraordinary firmness in dealing with them they would
have abandoned their leader in his intended march upon
Tabriz. In fine, at or near Khoi, the frontier- to l^'n of

Adarbaijan, the battle (1514) was fought between the two
rival monarehs, ending in the defeat of the Pers'-ms and
the triumphant entry of Salim into their capital.

There are stirring accounts of that actipn and of the

gallant deeds performed by Salim and lima'il, both person-

ally engaged in it, as well as by their generals.^ Others

maintain that Isma'il was not present at all.^ It is tolerably

' Creasy's Ilislorij of the Ottoman Tur::3.

* Kcolles, Malcolm, Creasy, Markham, &c.
* Zeno. Angiolello says that " the Sophi mcnarch bad left for Tauris

[Tabriz] in order to assemble more troops. ' Krusinski iDfers mnch
to tbe same effect, for be notes tbat " Selim ;ame in person and toot

Tauris from Ismail, but at the noise of his 2pproach was obliged to

retreat with precipitation." Tbe battie must thus have been fought

and the victory gained when the shah was himself absent. \ et

Markbam quotes a journal which thus records bis feats of prowess :

" It was in vain tbat tbe brave Shah, with a blow of bis sabre, severed

a chain with which the Turkish guns were fastened togetherjo resist

the shock of the Persian cavalrv.''
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IS1*-1561. certain that tie Turks won the day by a better organization

of the arms of the military service, superiority of numbers,

and more especially the use of artillery. On the side of

the Persians the force consisted of little more than cavaliy.

Salim remained at Tabriz no more than eight days.

Levying a contribution at that city of a large numbfer of

its skilled artisans, whom he sent off to Constantinople,

he marched thence towards Karabagh with intent to fix

his winter quarters in those parts and newiy invade Persia

in the spring, but the insubordination of his troops rendered

necessary his speedy return to Turkey. His expedition,

if not very glorious, had not been unproductive of visible

•fruits. Besides humbling the power of an arrogant enemy,

he had conquered and annexed to his dominions the pro-

vinces of Diarbekir and Kurdistan.

From 1514 to 1524, although the hostile feeling between

the two countries was very strong, there was no serious

no-; open warfare. Salim's attention was diverted from

Persia to Egypt ; Isnia'll took advantage of the sultan's

death in 1 5 1 9 to overrun and subdue unfortunate Georgia,

as Jahan Shih of the "Black Sheep" had done before

him ; but Sulaiman had not won without cause his attri-

bute of " great," and was too strong a successor to the

imperial throne to admit of reta.liatory invasion being

carried out with impunity at tije cost of Turkey.
Ismail's In 1524 Isma'il died' at Ardabil when on a pilgrimage
•taracter. jg jjjg ^^^^ gf jjjg father. " The Persians dwell with

rapture on his character," writes Sir John Malcolm, for

they deem him " not only the founder of a great dynasty,

but the person to whom that faith in whioh they glory

owes its establishment as a national religion. He is styled

in their histories Shah Shian, or ' king of the Shiahs,' an

appellation which marks the affection with which his

memory is regarded. Though he may not be entitled to

jtheir extravagant praises, he certainly was an able and

valiant monarch." And he quotes a note handed down
by Purchas from a contemporary European traveller which

reports of him thus. " His subjects deemed him a saint,

and made use of his name in their prayers. Many dis-

dained to wear armour when they fought under Ismail

;

and so inthusiastic were his soldiers in their new faith

that they used to bare their breasts to their enemies and

court death, exclaiming, ' Shiah ! Shiah !
' to mark ^he

holy cause for which they fought."

The proposition has been already laid down that Oriental

celebrities, whether heroes or tyrants, as depicted by native

limners, bear commonly so strong a family resemblance

one •n'ith another that the European reader i-s unable to

discriminate between the 'Abbdses and Akbars, the Timiirs

and the Nidirs ; and it cannot be pleaded that Isma'il

ShAh Siiff is an exception to the rule. He is belauded

and reviled according to the lights or prejudices of his

historian. " Reputed one of the greatest and most famous
kings that ever ruled in the East," - he is at the same time

charged with acts of the greatest cruelty and most flagrant

vice.^ Purchas, apparently guided by the " Italian mer-

chant " and Angiplello, has described him as " of faire

countenance, of reasonable stature, thicke and large in the

shoulder, shaueu al but the mustaches; left-handed, &nd
stronger than any of his nobles."

Shih Sli.ih Tahmisp,* the eldest of the four sons of Isma'il,
Takmisp.

\ 1

1 jralcolm s.iys 1523, Kmsiuski 1525 ; An^olello heard of his

death at C-iro iu August 1524. Krusinski adds that he wa3 I'orty-

five years of age. - Krusinski.
^ See chaps, xiv. and xxiL of Travels of a Merchant in Persia, Hak-

luyt reprint, 1873.
* Angiolello calls him " Shiacthemes. " As an instance of the

absurd transliterating current in France as in England the word
" Ach-tacon " may be mentioned. It is explained iu Chardin's text to

mean "les bopitaux k Tauris : c'est-a-dire ticiix ou Von /ail profusion

dc vivres," Chardin's editor remarks, "La demiere pajtle de ce mot

succeeded to the throne on the death of his father.^ The
principal occurrences in his reign, pk^ed is nearly cs
possible in. chronological order, were a renewal of war
with the Uzbeks, who had again invaded Khurisan, and
the overthrow of their army (1527) ; the recovery of

BaghdAd from a Kurdish usurper (1528); the settlement

of an internal feud between Kizil-bAsh tribes (Sh4mlu and
Tukiilu), contending for the custody of the royal person,

by the slaughter of the more unruly of the disputant;

(1529); the rescue of Khur.isan from a fresh irruption,

and of Herat from a besieging army of Uzbeks (1530);
a new invasion of the Ottomans, from which Persia was
saved rather by the severity of her climate than by the
prowess of her warriors (1533) ; the wresting of BaghdAd
from Persia by the emperor Sulaiman (1534); the king's

youngest brother's rebellion and the actual seizure of

Herat, necessitating the recovery of that city and a march
to Kandahar (1536); the temporary loss of Kandahar in

the following year (1537), when the governor ceded it to

Prince Kamran, son of Bibar ; the hospitable reception

accorded to the Indian emperor Humiiyiin (1543); the

rebellion of the shAh's brother next in age, IlkhAs, who,
by his alliance with the sultan, brought ou a war with
Turkey (1548) ;

^ and finally a fresh expedition to Georgia,

followed by a revengeful incursion which resulted in the

enforced bondage of thousands of the inhabitants (1552).
Baiyazid, a son of the Turkish emperor, rebelled, and War

his army was beaten in 1559 by the imperial troops at"'""

Koniah in Asia Minor. He fled to Persia and took refuge "' '^

with ShAh TahmAsp, who pledged himself to give him a

permanent asj-lum. Sulaiman's demand, however, for

extradition or execution was too stern and peremptory
for refusal ; the pledge was broken, and the prince was
delivered up to the messengers sent to take him. Another
accouBt ignores the pledge and makes the surrender

of the guest to have been caused by his own bad con-

duct. AVhatever the motive, the act itself was highly ap-

preciated by Sulaiman, and became the means of cement-

ing a recently-concluded peace between the two monarchs,
which theretofore, perhaps^ had been more formal than

real^ Perhaps the domestic affliction of the emperor and
the anarchy which in his later years had spread in his

dominions had, however, more to do with the maintenance

of tranquillity than any mere personal feeling. It is to be

feared that at this time not only was there religious fana-

ticism at work to stir up the mutual hatred'^ ever existing

between Sunni and Shl'ah, but the intrigue of European
courts was probably directed towards the maintenance of

an hostility which deterred the sultan from aggressive

operations north and west of Constantinople. " 'Tis only

the Persian stands between ns and ruin " is the reported

saying of Busbecq, ambassador at Sulaiman's court on the

part of Ferdinand of Austria ; " the Turk would fain be

upon us, but he keeps him back."

In 1561 Anthony Jenkinson arrived in Persia with

est mcconnaissable, et je ne puis deviner quel mot Fersan siguifiant

profusion a pu douner naissance a la corruption qu'on voit ici." In

other words, the first syllable ** ach "
( Anglice ash) was understood in

its common acceptance for " food " or '* victuals "
; but "tacon"was

naturuf/y a puzzler. The solution of the whole difficulty is, however,

to be found in the Turco-Persian AJ'^ i)UUjj=^ khastah hh&nah, pro-

nounced by Turks hasta hona, or more vulgarly asia khon and even

to a French ear ash-iacon, a hospital, literally a .sick-house. This word
is undoubtedly current at Tabn'2 and throughout northerrf Persia,

' The other brothers were Ilkhas, Bahrani, aud S;im Mirza, each

having had his particular apanage assigned Lim.
* Professor Creasy says that " Suiiman led his armies 3g:iinst tha

Persians in several campaigns (1533, 1534, 1635, 154S, 1553, 1554),

during which the Turks often suffered severely through the <difficult

nature of the countries traversed, as well as through the bravery and
activity of the enemy." All the years given were in tho reign of

Tahmasp a.
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a fetter from Queen Elizabeth to the shih. He was to

treat with his majesty of " Trafique and Commerce for our

English Jlarchants," ' but his reception was not encour-

aging, and led to no result of importance.

Tah- Tahtnisp died in 1576, after a reign of about fifty-

•"isp'' two years. He must have been some sixty-six years of
death. ^^ having come to the throne at fourteen. Writers

describe him as a robust man, o{ middle stature, wide-

lipped, and of tawny complexion. His long reign was

hardly a profitable or glorious one to Persia, especially in

respect of the losses to Turkey. He was not wanting in

soldierly qualities ; but his virtues were rather negative

than decided. While one writer acquits him of any re-

markable vices, and even calls him prudent and generous,

another taxes him with love of ease, avarice, and nnjustice.

If it be true that he abandoned his old capital, Tabriz, for

Kazvin because the former was too close to Ardabil, his

birthplace, aind reminded him too keenly of the mean con-

dition of his grandfather. Shaikh Haidar, his morale must
have been low indeed.- •

The deceased shdh had a numerous progeny, and -on his

death his fifth son, Haidar Mirza, proclaimed himself king,

supported in his pretensions by the Kizil-bdsh tribe of

Ustiijulii. Another tribe, the Afshir, insisted on the

succession of the fourth son, Isma'Il. Had it not been that

there were two candidates in the field, the contention

would have resembled that which arose shortly after

TahmAsp's accession. As it was, the claim to guardian-

ship of the royal person was put forward, but each tribe

declared for its own particular nominee. Finally Isma'll,

profiting from- his brother's weak character and the in-

trigues set on foot against him, obtained his object, and
ivas brought from a prison to receive the crown.

Isma'a The reign'of Isma'il II. was a short one,—less than two
'I- years. He was found dead in the house of a confectioner

in Kazvin, having left the world either drunk, drugged, or

poisoned. No steps were taken to verify the circumstances,

for the event itself was a cause of general relief and joy.

He has been represented as a tyrant of the worst type, but

it is only right to observe that his youth and part of his

manhood had been embittered by injustice and ill-treatment.

A prisoner in a dreary fort for years, if his accession to

power was marked by cruelties such as disgraced the name
of Tiberius, he had, like Tiberius, been brutalized by a

hard and continuous provocation.
Muham- He was succeeded by his eldest brother, Muhammad
"?^

, Mirza, otherwise called Muhammad Khudibanda, whose

banda
' <^'^'™ ^° sovereignty had been originally put aside on the

ground of physical infirmity. A few words will- dispose of

this prince's career as a sovereign of Persia* Historians

are divided as to his qualities, though he 'certainly failed

to prove, in any shape, equal to the opportunity opened to

him. He had the good sense to trust his state affairs

almost wholly to an able minister ; but he was cowardly

enough to deliver up that minister into the hands o^ his

enemies. His kingdom was distracted by intestine divi-

sions and rebellion, and the foe appeared also from without.

On the east his youngest son, 'Abbas, held possession of

KhurAsan ; on the west the sultan's troops again entered

Adarbaijan and took Tabriz. His eldest son, Hamza ilirza,

nobly upheld his fortunes to the utmost of his power,
reduced the rebel chieftains, and forced the Turks to make
peace and retire ; but he was stabbed to death by an assas-

sin. On the news of his death reaching Khurisan, Murshid
Kiill Khin, leader of the Ustujulu Kizil-bdsh, who had made
good in fight his claims to the guardianship of 'AbbAs, at

once conducted the young prince from that province to

Kazvin, and occupied the royal city. The object was evi-

dent, and in accordance with the popular feeling. 'AbbAs,

' Parchaa- ' Krusiaski.

. Great.

who had be.en procIaiSied king by the nobles at NlshApiir 1561-1609.

some two or three years before this occurrence, may be said

to have now undertaken in earnest the cares of sovereignty.

His ill-starred father, at no time more than a nominal ruler,

was at Shlriz, apparently deserted by soldiers and people.

Malcolm infers that he died a natural death, but when *

or where is not stated. Alluding .to him at this period,

he writes, "He was never afterwards mentioned." The
stories originated by Olearius that Hamza and a second

son, Ismji'il, each reigned a few months may refer to

attempts on the jiart of the Kizil-bdih chiefs to assert, for

one or the other, a share of sovereign power, but do not

seem to merit particular, consideration.

Shih 'Abbds, the Great, commenced his long and glorious 'Abbis

reign (1586) by retracing his steps towards KhurAsan, which t*"*

hHd been reinvaded by the Uzbeks almost immediately after

his departure thence with the Kizil-bdsh chief. They had
besieged and taken Herat, killed the governor, plundered

the town, and laid waste the surrounc^ng country. 'AbbAs

advanced to Mashhad, the provincial capital and great

resort of Persian pilgrims as the bui-ial- place of Imim
Riza, but owing to internal troubles he was compelled to

retuirn to Kazvin without going farther east. In his

absence 'Abdul Munim Khin, the Uzbek commander,

attacked the sacred city, obtained possession of it while

the shAh lay helplessly ill at Tehran, and allowed his

savage soldiers fuU licence to kill and plunder. The whole

kingdom was perplexed, and 'AbbAs had much work to

restore confidence and tranquillity. But circumstances

rendered impossible his immediate renev.-al of the Khurdsan

warfare. He was summoned to ShlrAz to put down re-

bellion in FArs ; and, that being over, before he could give

hb individual attention to drive out the Uzbeks, he had

to devise the best means of securing himself against Turkish

inroads threatening from the west. He had been engaged

in a war with MurAd III. in Georgia. Peace was con-

cluded between the two sovereigns in 1590 ; but the terms

were unfavourable to Persia, who lost thereby Tabriz and

one or more of the Caspian ports. A somewhat offensive

stipulation was included in the treaty to the effect that

Persians were not to curse any longer the first three khalifs,

—a sort of privilege previously enjoyed by Shl'ahs as part

and parcel of their religious faith.

In 1597 'AbbAs renewed operations against the Uzbeks,

and succeeded in recovpring from them Herat and KhurAsan.
Eastward he extended nis dominions to Balkh, and in the

south his generals made the conquest of Bahrain (Bahrein),

on the Arabian side of the Persian Gulf, and the territory

and isfends of the Persian seaboard, inclusive of the moun-

.

tainous province of Lar. He strengthened his position in

Khurdsan by planting colonies of Kurdish horsemen on the

frontier, or along what is called the " iitak " or skirt of the

Turkman mountains north of Persia. In 1601 the war
with the Ottoman empire, which had b;en partially renewed

prior to the death of Sultan MurAd in 1595, with little

success on the Turkish side, was now entered upon by
'AbbAs with more vigour. Taking advantage of the weak-

ness of his ancient enemy in the days of the poor volup-

tuary Muhammad III., he began rapidly to recover the

provinces which Persia had lost in preceding reigns, an4

continued to reap his advantages in succeeding campaigns

under Ahmad I., until under Othman II. a peace was

signed restoring to Persia the bouudaries which she had

obtained under the first Isma'il. On the other side?

Kandahar, which TahmAsp's lieu'.enant had yielded to

the Great Mughal, was recovered from that potentate

in 1609. The following slightly abridged extract from

Clements Markham's history of Persia, relating to dis-

tinguished Englishmen of the period, will be an appro-

s Krusinski says m 1685.
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iS9S-1641. priate conclusion of tlie narrative of events as above

summarized.

European " In 159S Sir Anthony and Robert Shirley, two English gentle-

envoys, men, arrived at the Sh;i!i's court at Kazvin with a numerous

retinue. They were well recefved, and after some months Sir

Anthony returned to Europe with credentials to several Christian

princes. Robert, with five Englishmen, remained at the court of

the Shih. He married a Circassian lady named Teresia, and in

1607 was sent by 'Abbds as his ambassador to James 1, of England.

After travelling through Europe and remaining a loni; time at

.Madrid, Sir Robert Shirley and his Circassian wife landed in his

native country in 1611, and was received by James I. with every

respect, as the ambassador of a powerful sovereign. His object

was to open a trade between England and Persia, but he did not

meet with success, owing to the opposition of the Levant mer-

chants. He sailed from Dover with his wife in 1613, and after

visiting the court of the Groat Mogul, reached Isfahan in 1615.

He was soon afterwards sent as ambassador to Spain, where he re-

mained until 1622. In 1618, while Shirley was residing at JIadrid,

the government of Philip III. of Spain seitt an embassy to Persia,

at the head of which was Don Garcia de Suva y Figueroa, an abb

and learned diplomatist, who made good use of his time in coUect-

inc information, and in writing a detailed account of his mission

and of Persia, including a Life of Timiir. Garcia de Silva landed

at Ormuz, and proceeded thence to Shiraz, where he was most

hospitably entertained. The ambassador was forwarded to Kaxwin

in June, and had an audience of the Shah, who received him very

graciously. Many conversations afterwards took place between

'Abbas and the stately Spaniard, touching Spanish victories over

the Turks, and other matters of state. But the main object of the

embassy, namely, security for Ormuz, which was now, through the

absorption of Portugal, a Spanish possession, was not obtained.

Garcia de Silva returned home by way of Aleppo, and embarked

at Tripoli for France on 12th November 1619, devoutly praying

that his friend the Shah might be victorious over the Grand Turk.

"In the meanwhile Shah 'Abbas was occupied in establishing

and regulating the important trade of the Persian Gulf. Lar had

previously been completely subdued ; and Fars Twis ruled by one

of the Shah's most trusty and faithful servants. In 1622 the

Shah determined on the expulsion of the Portuguese from the

Persian Gulf. They had seized upon the Isle of Ormuz in 1507,

nnder the famous Albuquerque, and in their hands it had.jttained

great prosperity, and become the emporium of all the commerce of

the gulf. But they were quite independent of the Shah of Persia,

whose jealousy and resentment they excited. Assisted by the

Enclish East India Company, 'Abbas collected a fleet at Gombroon,

and embarked a Persian force under Imam Kiily Khan. They

laid siege to Ormuz, and the Portuguese, having no hope of succour,

were forced to surrender. The island is now covered with desolate

heaps of ruins. The port <^ Gombroon, on the mainland, and

sheltered by the islands of Kishm and Ormuz, rose on the fall of

the Portuguese city. It received the name oC Bandar 'Abbds, and

both the English and Dutch were allowed to establish factories

tl>^re.
. , . „ , ,

"In 1623 Sir Robert Shirley again arrived in England on an

embassy from the Shah ; and in 1627 sailed for Persia, in company

with Sir Dormer Cotton, who was sent as envoy from Charlea I. of

England to the Shah of Persia. They landed at Gombroon in 1628,

and Sir Dormer obtained a very gracious reception from 'Abbas, at

Kazvin, where he soon afterwards died. Sir Robert Shirley had

now grown old in the service of Persia. On his return he was

slighted by the Shih and his favourite, Muhammad 'Aly Beg, and

he died at Kazvin in July 1628. Of all the brave and gallant adven-

turers of the glorious age of Elizabeth, Sir Robert Shirley was by

far the greatest traveller, with the exception, perhaps, of Anthony

Jenkinson."

Charac- At the age of seventy, after a reign of forty-two years,

ter and 'Abbis died at his favourite palace of Farahabad, on the

^hil°' <^°*5' °f Mazandaran, on the night of the 27th January
'

1628. Perhaps the most distinguished of all Persian kings,

lis fame was not merely local but world-wide. Ispahan

.vas his capital, and he did much for its embellishment and

mlargement. At his court were ambassadors from England,

Russia, Spain, Portugal, Holland, and India. To his

Christian subjects he was a kind and tolerant ruler. His

sonquests have been already mentioned ; but there are few

sovereigns of an age so closely following the mediaeval who

have done such real good to their country by material

improvement and development of resources. The establish-

ment of internal tranquillity, the e.xpulsion of interlopers

and marauders like Turks and Uzbeks, the introduction of

salutary laws, and the piomotijn of public works of utility

—

these alone would render remarkable his two-score years

of enlightened government. Even in the last quarter of

the 19th century the gratified traveller admires the magni-

ficent caravansdrAs which afford him rest and shelter, and
the solid bridges which facilitate his " chapar " (posting),

and of which, if he ask particulars, he invariably hears that

they were constructed by ShAh 'Abbis.^ With a fine face,

"of which the most remarkable features were a high nose

and a keen and piercing eye,"^ he is said to have been

below the middle height, robust, active, a sportsman, and
capable of much endurance. It is, however, to be regretted

that this monarch's memory is tarnished by more than one

dark deed. The murder of his eldest son, §iifi Mirza, and the

cruel treatment of the two youiiger brothers, were stains

which could not be obliterated from the page of history by
an after-repentance. All that can be now said or done in

the matter is to repeat th ' testimony of historians that his

grief for the loss of Siifi jlirza was profound, and that, on

his death-bed, he nominated that prince's son (his own
grandson) his successor. Krusinski adds that, on being

told at that time by his confidential officers of a prophecy

which some astrologers had made to the effect that the new
king would reign but three months at most, he replied,

" Let him reign as long as he can, though it be but three

days. I shall be glad of the assurance that one day, at

least, he ivill have that crown upon his head which was
due to the prince, his father."

SAm Mirza was seventeen years of age when the nobles, Shih

in fulfilment of the charge committed to them, took him Sufi,

from the " haram " and proclaimed him king under the title

of Shih Siifl. He reigned fourteen years, and his reign was

a succession of barbarities, which can only be attributed to

an evil disposition acted upon by an education not only

wanting the ingenus artes but void of all civilizing t.ements

and influences. Taught to read and write, his diversions

were to shoot with the bow ar '. ride upon an ass. There

was a rumour, moreover, that his father, to stunt the possible

growth of wit, ordered him a daily supply of opium. Wlien

left to his own devices, he became a drunkard and a

murderer, ond is accused pf the death of his mother, sister,

and favourite queen. Among many other sufferers Imim
KilH Khin, conqueror of Lar and Ormuz, the son of one

of 'Abbds's most famous generals, founder of a coUSge at

ShlrAz, and otherwise a public benefactor, fell a victim to

his savage cruelty. During his reign the Uzbeks were

driven back from KhurAsan, and a rebellion was suppressed

in Gllan ; but Kandahar was again handed over to the

Mughals of Dehli (Delhi), and Baghddd retaken from

Persia by Sultan Mtu-id,—both serious national losses.

Tavernier, without charging the shih with injustice to

Christians, mentions the circumstance that " the first and
only European ever publicly executed in Persia was in his

reign." He was a watchmaker named Rodolph Stadler,

who had slain a Persian on suspicion of intrigue with his

wife. Offered his life if he became a Moslem, he resolutely

declined the proposal, and was decapitated. His tomb is

to be recognized at Ispahan by the words " Cy git Eodolphe
"

on a long wide slab. Shdh §iiff died (1641) at Kaihan
and was buried at Kilm.

His son, 'AbbAs II., who succeeded him, appears to'AhWfl

have possessed some good qualities, and to have been ^•

actuated by liberal sentiments ; but his accession to the

throne in extreme youth, and the restraint put upon
him by his advisers, were fatal to healthy development,

and on arriving at an age which should have been that

^ It would be unfair, however, to forget th.it there are, in parts of

Persia, especially Karman, some fine caravansar^s whose construction

is due to the munificence of governors or private individuals. 'Abbfis

seems certainly to have set the example, and to have furnished thfi best

specimens. ^ Malcolm.
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of discretion he became wilfully indiscreet. Beyond the

credit of regaining Kandahar, an operation which he

is said to have directed in person when barely sixteen,

there is not much to mark the period of his life to the

outer world. As to foreign relations, he received em-

bassies from Europe and a deputation from the French

East India Company ; he sought to conciliate the Uzbeks
by treating their refugee chiefs with unusual honour and
sumptuous hospitality ; he kept on good terms iwith

Turkey ; he forgave the hostility of a Georgian prince when
brought to him a captive ; and he was tolerant to all re-

ligions,—always regarding Christians with especial favour.

But he was a drunkard and a debauchee, and chroniclers

are divided in opinion as to whether he died from the

effects of drink or licentious living. That he changed the

system of blinding his relatives from passing a hot metal

over the open eye to an extraction of the whole pupil is

indicative of gross brutality. 'Abb4s 11. died (1668) at

the age of thirty-eight, after a reign of twenty-seven.years,

and was buried at Kiim in the same mosque as his father,

.-"nlairasn 'Abbas was succeeded by his son, Shih §iiff II., crowned

a second time under the name of ShAh Sulaiman.

Sir John Malcolm remarks that from the middle of the

reign of "Abbas II. till the elevation of NAdir Sh4h, or for

about eigl^ly years, there are but few Persian histories

which give particular jor authentic accounts of current

events ; and he attributes this circumstance to the absence

for nearly a century of any one political event of magni-

tude. " And yet," he writes

—

" this extraordinary calm was productive of no advantage to Persia,

^e princes, nobles, and high officers of that kingdom were, it is

tme. exempt from the dangers of foreign or internal war ; but
their property and their lives were the sport of a succession of

weak, cruel, and debauched monarchs. The lower orders were
exposed to fewer -e%'il3 than the higher, but they became every

day more unwarlike ; and what they gained by that tranquillity

which the state enjoyed, lost almost all its value when they ceased

to be able to defend it This period was distinguished by no
glorious achiev-ements. No characters arose on which the historian

could dwell with delight The nation may be said to have existed

Ijpon the reputation which it had before acquired till all it possessed

-was gone, and till it became, from the slow but certain progress of

a gradual and vicious decay, incapable of one effort to avert that

dreadful misery and ruin in which it was involved by the invasion

pf a few Afghan tribes, wliose conquest jif Persia affixed so indelible

1 disgrace upon that country, that we caiipot. be surprised that its

^torians have shrunk from the painftil and degrading narration.

"

Though weak, dissolute, and cruel, Sulaiman is not with-

out his panegyrists. Chardin, whose testimony is all the

more valuable from the fact that he was contemporary with

him, relates many stories characteristic of his temper and
habits. The statement that on one occasion he compelled

his grand wazir to drink to intoxication, and on another to

have his hair cut by a barber after the unorthodox fashion

of the day, contrary to the old man's religious prejudices,

belongs to the record of unworthy and disgraceful acts. He
kept up a court at Ispahan which surprised and delighted

his foreign visitors, among whom were ambassadors from
European states ; and one learned wTiter, Kaempfer, credits

him with wisdom and good policy. Au reste, during his

reign Khurisan was invaded by the ever-encroaching

Uzbeks, the Kapcbak Tatars plundered the shores of

the Caspian, and the island of Kishra was taken by the

Dutch ; but the kingdom suffered otherwise no material

loss. He died in 169-t, in the forty-ninth year of his age
and twenty-sixth of his reign.

About a year before his death he is described by Sanson,'

a missionary from the French king Louis XFV., as tall,

strong, and active, "a fine prince,—ajittle too effeminate

for a monarch," with "a Roman nose very well pro-

portioned to other parts," very large blue eyes, and " a

midling mouth, a beard painted black, shav'd round, and

' Present State of Persia, London, 1695.

well turn'd, even to his ears." . His air was " affable, 1641.171)

but nevertheless majestic"; he had a masculine and agree-

able voice, and*sweet manner of speaking, and was " so

very engaging that when you but bow'd to him he seem'd

in some measure to return it by a courteous inclining of

his head, and which he always did smiling." The same
writer greatly praises him for his kindness to Christian

missionaries.

Krusinski's memoir is full of particulars regarding Shdh
Husain, the successor of Sulaiman. He had an elder and.

a younger brother, sons of the same mother, but the eldest

had been put to d|ath by his father's orders, and the

youngest secreted by maternal precaution lest a similar

fate should overtake him. There was, however, a second

candidate for power in the person of a half-brother, 'AbbAs.

The latter prince was the worthier of the throne, but the

other better suited the policy of the eunuchs and those

noblemen who had the right of election. Indeed Sulaiman

himself is reported to have told the grandees around him,

in his last days, that " if they were for a martial king that

would always keep his foot in the stirrup they ought to

choose Mirza 'Abb4s, but that if they wished for a peace-

able reign and a pacific king they ought to fix their eyes

upon Husafn." But he himself made no definite choice.

Husafn was selected, as might have been anticipated.

On his accession (1694) he 'displayed his attachment to

religious observances by' prohibiting the use of wine,—

-

causing all wine -vessels to be brought out of the royal

cellars and destroyed, and forbidding the Armenians to sell

any more of their stock in Ispahan. The shah's grand-

mother, by feigning herself sick a»d dependent upon wine
only for cure, obtained reversal of the edict ; and the

process by which the venerable lady made her son, in pflre

regard to herself, drink the first glass with her (and there-

by become a confirmed tippler) is woven into a story good
enough to attract a writer of vaudevilles. For the follow-

ing account of Shih Husain and his successors to the

accession of Xidir Shih, Markham's abstract history has

been mainly utilized.

The new king soou fell under the Jufluence of muUas, and was le<J

so far to forget his own origin as to persecute the Sufis. Though
good-hearted, he was weak and licentious ; and once out of tho
hands of the fanatical party he bec^me ensnared by women and
entangled in harem intrigues. For twenty years s profound peace
prevailed throughout the empire, but it was the precursor of a
terrible storm destined to destroy the Safawi dynasty and scatter

calamity broadcast ove*" Persia. In the mountainous districts of

Kandahar and Kabul the hardy tribes of \fghans had for centuries

led a wild and almost independent life. They were divided into
two great branches— the Ghikais of Ghazni and Kabul and tho
SaJuzais of Kandahar end Herat More than one fanciful explana-

tion is given of the etymology of the first name ; the most probable
one is perhaps that which connects them wi*h a Turki tribe of

Khalji or Khilagi, a word not impossibly derived from the Turkish
kilij, "a sword," the affix *'chi" or "ji" always denoting posses-

sion. The second take their name from Sadu, their leader in tho
time of Shah 'Abbas. In 1702 a newly -appointed governor, ono
Shah Nawaz, called Gxirji Khan from having been " wali " or

ruler of Georgia, arrived at Kandahar with a tolerably large force.

He was a clever and energetic man, and had been instructed to take
severe measures with the Afghans, some of whom were suspected of

intriguing to restore the city to the Dehli emperor. At this time
Kandahar had beeu for sixty years uninterruptedly in the sh,-iirs

possession. The governor appears to have given great offence by
the harshness of his proceedings, and a Ghilzai chief named Slu
AVa'i?, who had complained of his tyranny, was sent a prisoner to

Ispahan. This person had much ability and no little cunning.

He was permitted to go on a pilgi-image to Mecca, and on his re-

turn in 1708 he so gained upon the conhdence of the Persian court

that he was%llowed to go back to his country. At Kandahar he
plauned a conspiracy against the Government, slew Giirji Khan
and his retinue, seized the city, defeated two Persian armies sent

against him, and died a natural death in 1715. His brother, Mir
'Abdallah, succeeded him in the government of the Afghans ; but

after a few months, Mahmud, a son of Mir "Wa'iz, a very young man,
murdered his uncle and assumed the title of a sovereign prince.

In the meanwhile dark clouds were rising all round the horizoa
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1715-1 1 36- ready to overwhelm the JooTTcd Safawi dynasty. The Saduzai

tribe revolted at Herat, and declared itself independent in 1717 ;

the Kurds overran the rountry round Hamadau ; the Uzbeks deso-

lated Khurasan ; and the AraDs of Maskat seized the island of Al-

Bahrain and threatened Bandar-'Abbis. Thus surrounded by

dangers on all sides the wretched shall was bewildered. He made

one vain attempt to regain hia possessions in the Persian Gulf ; but

the Portuguese fleet which had promised to transport his troops to

Al-Bahrain was defeated by the imam of Maskat and forced to

retreat to Qoa.
Afghan The court of Ispahan had no sooner received tidings of this

iivvasiou disaster than Jlahmud, with a large army of Afghans, invaded

Persia in the ycar'l721. seized Karman, and in the following year

advanced to within four days' march of the city of Ispahan. The

shah offered hira a sum of money to return to Kandahar, but the

Afghan answered by advancing to a place called Gulnabad, within 9

miles of the capital. The effeminate and luxiuious courtiers were

taken completely by surprise ; no preparation had been made, and

the capital was unprovided with either provisions or ammunition.

The ill -disciplined Persian army, hastily collected^ advanced to

Itack the refeels. Its centre was led hy Snaikh 'All Khdn, coverei'

by twi'iity-foiir aeld-pieccs. The will of Arabia commanded the

right, and the 'itinLadii' d-danlah, or prime mini 'er, the left wing.

The whole force amounted to 50,000 men, while the Afghans could

not count half that number.
On 8th JIarch 1722 the richly -dressed hosts of Persia appeared

before the little- band of Afghans, who were scorched and disfigured

liy their long marches. The wah of Arabia commenced the battle

by attacking the left wing of the Afghans with great fury, routing

it, and plundering their camp. The prime minister immediately

aftenvards attacked the enemy's right wing, but was routed, and

the Afghans, taking advantage of the confusion, captured the

Persian guns and turned them on the Persian centre, \yho fled in

confusion without striking a blow. The wali of Arabia escaped

into Ispahan, and Malimud the Afghan gained a complete victory.

Fifteen thous.ind Persians remained dead on the field. A panic

now seized on the sunoiinding inliabitants, thousands of country

people fled into the city, *nd the squares and streets were filled

with a helpless multitude. Ispahan was then one of the most

magnificent cities in Asia, containing more than 600,000 inhabit-

aifts. After hb victory llahmnd seized on the Armenian suburb

of Julfa, and invested the doomed city ; but Tahmisp, son of the

shah, had previously escaped into the mountains of Mazand'aran.

Famine soon began to press hard upon the besieged, and in

September Shah Husaiu offered to capitulate. He agreed to

abdicate in favour' of Jlahmud, and to deliver himself up as a

Nah- prisoner. Having been conducted to the Afghan camp, he fixed

inu'i'« the royal plume of feathers on tlie young rebel's turban vrith his

uiarpa- own hand ; and 4000 Afghans were ordered to occupy the palace

tion. and gates of the city.' Jlahmud entered Ispahan in triumph, with

the captive shah on his left hand, and, seating himself on the throne

in the royal palace, he w-as saluted as sovereign of Persia by the

unfortunate Husain. When 'Tahmasp, the fugitive prince, received

tidings of the abdication of his father ho at once assumed the

title of •'hah at Kazvin.

Turkey and Russia were not slow to take advantage of the cala-

mities of Persia. The Turks seized on Tiflis, Tabriz, and Hamadan,

while Peter the Great, whose aid had been sought by the friendless

Tahmisp, fitted out a fleet on the Caspian.^ The Russians occupied

Shirwan, and the province of Gilan on the south-west corner of

the Caspian' ; and Peter made a treaty with fahmisp II. in July

1722, by which he agreed to drive the Afghans out of Persia on

condition that Darband (Derbend), Bakii, Gilan, ilazapdaran, and

Astribid were ceded to Russia in perpetuity. These were all the

richest and most important northern provinces of Persia.

Meanwhile the cruel invader was deluging Ispahan with the

blood of its citizens. Dreading rebellion, in 1723 he invited

three hundred of the principal Persian nobility to a banquet and

massacred them. To prevent their children rising up in vengeance

they wtrc all murdered also. Then he proceeded to slaughter vast

tiumliers of the citizens of Ispahan, until the place was nearly

depopulated. Not content with this, in February 1725 he assem-

bled all the captives of the royal family, except the shah, in the

courtyard of the palace, and caused them all to bo murdered, com-

mencing the massacre with his own hand. The wretched Husain,

* We have an account of the Afghan invasion and sack of Ispahan

from an eye.witnes.'i. Father Krusinski, procurator of the Jesuits at

that place, whose interesting work was translated into English in the

last century.
- In 1721 Sultan Husain sent an embassy to the Russians, seeking

aid against the Afghans. In May 1722 a flotilla descended the Volga

commanded by Cz-ir Peter, and on 19lh July the Russian flag first

waved over the Caspian. Gilan was occupied by 6000 men under

General Matuachkin.
' The Russi.ans remained in Gilan until 1734, when they were

obliged to evacuate it, owing to the unhealthiness of the climate.

frantic with grief, rushed to this scene of horror, and was himself

wounded in endeavouring vainly to. sa^e his infant son, only five

years of age. All the males of the royal family, except Husaiu
himself, 'Tahmasp, and two children, are said to have perished. At
length the inhuman miscreant Mahmiid died, at the early age of

twenty -seven, on 22d April 1725. With scarcely any neck, he

had round shoulders, a broad face with a flat nose, a thin heard,

and squinting eyes, which were generally downcast.

Mahmiid was . succeeded in his usurpation by his first cousin

Ashraf, the son of Mir 'Abdallah. He was a brave but cruel Afghan.

He gave the dethroned shah a handsome allowance, and strove,

by a mild policy, to acquire popularity. In 1727, after a short

war, he signed a treaty with the Turks, acknowledging the sultan

as chief of the Moslems. But the fortunate star of Tahmisp II.

was now beginning to rise, and the days of Afghan usurpation were

numbered. He had collected a small army in Mazandaran, and
was supported by Fath 'Ali Khan, the powerful chief of the Kajar

tribe. In 1727 the fugitive shah was joined by Nadir Kiili, a

robber chief, who was already famous for his undaunted valour,

and who was destined to become the mightiest conqueror of the

age. He murdered Fath 'All, and, having easily appeased the

shah, received the command of the royal army. In 1/29 Ashraf Expul-

became alarmed at these formidable preparations in the north, and sion of

led an Afghan army into Khurasan, where he was defeated by Afghajis

Nildir at Damghan, and forced to retreat. The Persian general

followed close in his rear, and again entirely defeated him outside

Ispahan in November of the same year. The Afghans fled through

the tovra ; and Ashraf, murdering thfe poor old sn-ah Husain on his

w-ay, hurried with the wreck of his ai-my towards Shiriiz. On 16th

November the victorious Nadir entered Ispahan, and was soon

followed by his master, the young shah 'Tahmasp II., who hurst

into tears when he beheld the ruined and defaced walls of the

palace of his ancestors. His mother, who had escaped the numerous
massacres by disguising herself as a slave, and performing the most
degrading offices, now came forth and threw herself into his arms.

Nadir did not give his enemies time to recover from their defeat.

He followed them up, and again utterly routed them in January

1730. Ashraf tried to escape to Kandahar almost alone, hut was
murdered by a party of Baluch robbers ; and thus, by the genius

of Nadir, his native land was delivered from the terrible Afghan
invaders.

The ambition of Nadir, however, was far greater than his

loyalty. On the pretext of incapacity he dethroned "Tahmasp II.

in 1732, and sent him a prisoner into Khurasan, where he was
murdered some years afterwards by NAdir's son, while the conqueror

was absent on nis Indian expedition. For a short time the wily

usurper placed TahmAsp's son on the throne, a little child, with

the title of 'Abbas III., while he contented himself with the office

of regent Poor little 'Abbas died at a very convenient time, in Fall of

the year 1736, and Nidir then threw ofl' the mask. He was pro- Safawis.

claimed shah of Persia by a vast assemblage on the plain of

Moghan.

By the fall of the Safawi djiiasty Persia lost, as it

were, her race of national monarchs, considered not only in

respect of origin and birthplace but in essence and in

spirit. The Persians have never been governed by more

truly representative kings than Isma'fl, Tahmisp, and

"Abbis : and, whatever their faults arid failings, they were

Persian and peculip.r to Persians. Thoroughly to realize

this truth we must endeavour for a moment to change our

own for the Oriental standpoint, and accept even the

murders and excesses committed as an outcome of the age,

place, and circumstances, and as natural as are the freaks

of unrestrained childhood. Regarded in a sober English

spirit, the reign of the great 'AbbAs is rendered mythical

by crime. No sovereign could be great in the estimation

of civilized Europe who acted as he did on certain occasions.

Ko victory or healthy legislation could compensate for

moments of madness, which, under Western orthodoxy,

must mar a whole career. But something liberal in the

philosophy of their progenitors threw an attractiveness

over the earlier f?afa\vi kings which was wanting in those

who came after them. In course of time the old philo-

sophical element disappeared ; and one of Shdh Husafn's

immediate predecessors not only disavowed all sympathy

with i^ilfism but threatened to crush it where detected.

The fact is that, two centuries after Sh.'lh Isma'Il's acces-

sion to the throne, the f?afaT\-i race of kings was effete ;
and

it became necessary to make room for a more vigorous if

not a more lasting rule. Nidir was the strong man for
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the hour and occasion. He has^jeen designated a '" robber

chief " ; but his antecedents, like those of many others

who have filled the position, have redeeming points of

melodramatic Interest. He was driven to this mode of

life by injustice, and raised to consideration above ordi-

nary banditti by ability as much as by physical force. It

was the repute he had thus obtained which catised Saifu

'd-Din Beg, a general of Shah TahmAsp, and chief of a

tribe, to unite his fortunes to Nidir's, and so enable him to

rise on the ladder of his ambition. That Nidir misused his

advantages by acts W treachery is not to be denied. Such
was, unfortunately, one of the visible roads to success in

those barbarous times.

Pei^u m A map attached to Krusinski's volumes (see Plate VIII.)
1728. illustrates the extent of Persian territory in 1728, or one

year before Ashraf was finally defeated by Nddir, and some

eight years prior to the date on which Nidir was himself

proclaimed king. It shows, during the reign of the §afawis,

Tiflis, Erivan, Khoi, and BaghdAd to have been within the

limits of Persia on the west, and in like manner Balkh

and Kandahar to have been included within the eastern

border. There ia, however, also shown, as a result of the

Afghan intrusion and the impotency of the later Safawl

kings, a long broad strip of country to the west, including

Tabriz and Hamadan, marked "conquests of the Turks,"

and the whole west shore of the Caspian from Astrakan to

Mazandaran marked "conquest* of the czar of Muscovy";
Makran, written Mecran, is designated "a warlike inde-

pendent nation." If further allowance be made for tie

district held by the Afghan invaders as part of their own
country. It wUl be seen how greatly the extent of Persia

proper was reduced, and what a work NAdir had before

him to restore the kingdom to its former proportions.

But the former proportions had been partly reverted

to, and would doubtless have been in some respects

exceeded, both in Afghanistan and the Ottoman dominions

and on the shores of the Caspian, by the action of this inde-

fatigable general, had not his sovereign master, TahmAsp
n., acting on his own account, been led into a premature
treaty with the Turks. Nddir's anger and indignation

had been great at this weak proceeding ; indeed, he had
made it the ostensible cause of the shAh's deposition. He
had addressed, letters to all the military chiefs of the

country, calling upon them for support ; he had sent an
envoy to Constantinople insisting upon the sultan's restora-

tion of the Persian provinces still in his possession—that

is, Georgia and part of Adarbaijan,—and he had threatened

Baghdad with assault. As regent, he had failed twice in

taking the city of the khaLifs, but on the second occasion

he had defeated and killed its gallant defender, Topal
'Othman, and he had succeeded in regaining Tiflis, Kars,

and Erivan. 1

Russia and Turkey, naturally hostile to one another,

had taken occasion of the weakness of Persia to forget

their mutual quarrels and unite to plunder the tottering

kingdom of the §afaivl kings. A partition treaty had been
signed between these two powers in 1723, by which the

czar was to take Astrdbid, Mazandaran, Gilan, part of

Shirwan and Daghistan, while the acquisitions of the

Porte were to be traced out by a line drawn from the
ju'.iction of the Arras and Kur rivers, and passing along
by Ardabil, Tabriz, and Hamadan, and thence to Karman-
shih. Tahmisp was to retain the rest of his paternal
kingdom on condition of his recognizing the treaty. The
ingenious diplomacy of Russia in this transaction was
manifested in the fact that she had already acquired the
greater part of the territory allotted to her, while Turkey
bad to obtain her share by further conquest. But the
combination to despoil a feeble neighbour was outwitted

* Malcolm.

by the energy of a military commander of remarkable l"28>r38
type;

Nadir Shdh.—Nidir, it has been said, was proclaimed Nadit

shilh in the plains of Moghan in 1736. Mirza Mahdi '^°''<"'

relates how tlus event was brought about by his address to
"""^

the assembled nobles and ofiicers on the morning of the
' NAu-ruz, " or Persian New-Year's Day, the response to that

appeal being the offer of the crown. In the spirit of the

tliird English Richard, he refused to accept the high dignity,

but eventually suffered his petitioners, on certain conditions,

to " buckle fortune on^iis back." The conditions were that

the crown should be hereditary in his family, that the

claim of the Safawis was to be held for ever extinct, and
that measures should be taken to bring the Shi'ahs to

accept uniformity of worship with the Sunnis. The mulla
bdshi (or high priest) objecting to the last, Nddir ordered

him to be strangled, a command which was carried out

on the spot. On the day following, the agreement having
been ratified between sovereign and people, he was pro-

claimed emperor Of Persia. At Kazvin the ceremony of

inauguration took place. Having girt on the royal scimitar

and put the crown on his head, he took the accustomed
oath. The edict expressing the royal will on the religious

question is dated in June, but the date of coronation is

uncertain. From Kazvin N.^dir moved to Ispahan, where
he organized an army for a proposed expedition against

Kandahar, then in the possession of a brother of Jlalimiid,

the conqueror of Shdh Husaln. But before setting out

for Afghanistan he took measures to secure the internal

quiet of Persia, attacking and seizing in his stronghold

the chief of the marauding BakhtiAris, whom he put to

death, retaining many of his men for service as soldiers.

With an army of 80,000 men he marched through Khur-
Asan and Slstan to Kandahar, which city he blockaded

inefi'ectually for a year ; but it finally capitulated on the

loss of the citadel. Balkh fell to Riza KtLf, the king's son,

who, moreover, crossed the Oxus and defeated the Uzbeks
in battle. Besides tracing out the lines of Nadirabad, a
town since merged in modern Kandahar, NAdir had taken

advantage of the time available and of opportunities pre-

sented to enlist a large number of men from the AbdAli and
GhilzAi tribes. It is said that as many as 16,000 were at

his disposal. His rejection of the Shl'ah tenets as a state

religion seems to have propitiated the Sunni Afghans, and it

is not to be otherwise wondered at that a man of his war-

like habits should have succeeded in attaching many of the

rough mountaineers to his person. Such a force, in addi-

ticm to his own army, rendered him a truly formidable foe,

and the prospect which now opened out before him must
have fired his heart and the hearts of his warriors with

restless exultation.

He had sent an ambassador into Hindustan requesting Invasion

the Mughal emperor to order the surrender of certain of India,

unruly Afghans who had taken refuge within Indian terri-

tory, but no satisfactory reply was given, and obstacles

were thrown in the way of the return of the embassy.

The Persian monarch, not sorry perhaps to find a plausible

pretext for encroachment in a quarter so full of promise

to booty-seeking soldiers, pursued some of the fugitives

through Ghazni to Kabul, which city was then under the

immediate control of NAsr KhAn, governor of eastern

Afghanistan, for Muhammad Shah of Dehli. This function-

ary, alarmed at the near approach of the Persians, fled to

PeshAwar. Kabul had long been considered not only an

integral part but also one of the main gates of the Indian

empire ; notwithstanding a stout resistance on the part

of its commandant. Shir or Shlrzah KhAn, the place was

stormed and carried (1738) by NAdir, who, after slaugh-

tering the greater part of the garrison, took possession of

it and moved on to the eastward. Mirza Mahdi relates

XVTII. — 8'
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1738-1747. that from the Kabul plain he addressed a new remonstrance

to the Dehli court, but that his enroy was arrested and
killed, and his escort compelled to return by the governor

of Jal41ab4d. The same authority notes the occupation

of the latter place by Persian troops and the march thither

from Gandamak. There are some doubts as to the exact

route now taken, but it was probably through the Khaibar

(Khyber) Pass that he passed into the Peshawar plain, for

it was there that he first defeated the imperial forces.

The invasion of India had now fairly commenced, and its

successful progress and consummation were mere questions

of time. It wiU not do to cite a triumphal march of an

irresistible horde in example of what may still be achjsTcd

by an inroad upon modem Hindustan, The prestige of

this Eastern Napoleon was immense. It had not only

reached but had been very keenly felt at Dehli before the

conquering army had arrived. There was no actual religious

war ; all sectarian distinction had been disavowed ; the

contest was between vigorous Muhammadans and effete

Muhammaiijns. Kidir had not, Uke Csesar, come, and

eeen, and conquered. His way had been prepared by
circumstances, and as he progressed from day to day

his army of invaders increased. There must have been

larger accessions by voluntary recruits than losses by
death or desertion. The victory on the plain of Kamdl,
whether accomplished by sheer fighting or the intervention

of treachery, was the natural outcome of the previous

situation ; it was the shifting of the scene as anticipated

and prepared, and the submission of the emperor followed

as a matter of course. But the coming and going of Nddir

are studies quite as interesting and instructive as the

coming and going of Alexander, and belong to compara-

tively recent days.

Dehli must hive experienced a sense of relief at the de-

parture of its conqueror, whose residence there had been

rendered painfvUy memorable by carnage and riot. The
marriage of his son to the grand-daughter of Aurangzib

and the formal restoration of the crown to the dethroned

emperor, both prominent parts of the first pageant, were

doubtless politic, and his parting counsels to the wretched

Muhammad ShAh .were, it is pi"obable, good and appro-

priate ; but the descendant of Bdbar could not easily forget

how humiliating a chapter in history would remain to be

wTitten against him. The return march of Nddir to Per-

sia is not recorded with precision. On the 5th ilay 1739

he left the gardens of Shalimar, north of Dehli, to proceed,

by Lahore and Peshiwar, through the passes to Kabul.

Thence he seems to havf^ returned to Kandahar and, eit'f^T

in person or by his lieutenants, to have recrossed the Indus

into Sind. But the subjection of Nur Muhammad, the

Kalhora chief then ruling in that province, woidd hardly

have been a sufficient inducement to bring back the great

N4dir KuU so far as 'Umarkot ; and in May 1740—just

one year after his departure from Dehli—he was in Herat

displaying the imperial throne and other costly trophies

to the gaze of the admiring inhabitants. Sind was cer-

tainly included in the cession to him by Muhammad Shih

of "all the territories westward of the river Attok," but

only that portion of it, such as Thattah (Tatta), situated

on the right bank of the Indus.

North- From Herat he moved upon Balkh and Biikhdra, and
era con- ^^ ^ short distance from the latter city received the sub-
quests.

,,ji35JQ„ of _^1j^ '1-Fdiz Khdn, the Uzbek ruler, whom he

restored to his throne on condition that the Oxus should

be the acknowledged boundary between the two empires.

The khin of KhwArizm was his next opponent ; and, as

this chief rejected conciliation, and had given serious

cause of offence by repeated depredations in Persian terri-

tory, he was made prisoner and doomed, with some of his

pfficers, to execution. Nidir then visited the strong

fortress of Kelat, a place which now bears his name and
to which he was greatly attached as the scene of his boyish

exploits, and Mashhad, which he constituted the capita!

of his empire. Here he spent three months in festivity
;

and if extension of dominion be a cause for gratulation

he could well justify the demonstration, for he had
extended his boundary on the east to the Indus, and to

the Oxus on the north.

On the south he was restricted by the Arabian Ocean Wars

and Persian Gulf ; but the west remained open to his '" ""^

further progress. He had in the first place to revenge "* "

the death of his brother Ibrdhim Khin, slain by thS

Lesghians ; and a campaign against the Turks might follow

in due course. The first movement was unsuccessful, and
indirectly attended with disastrous consequences. Nidir,

when hastening to the support of some Afghan levies who
were doing good service, was fired at and wounded by
a stray assailant ; suspecting his son, Eiza KilU, of com-

plicity, he commanded the ujifortunate prince to be seized

and deprived of sight. From that time the heroism of

the monarch appeared to die out. He became morose,

tyrannical, and suspicious.. An easy victory over the

Turks gave him but little additional glory ; and he readily

concluded a peace with the sultan which brought but

insignificant gain to Persia.^ Another battle won from
the Ottoman troops near Diarbekir by Xdsr Ullah ^[ir:a,

the young prince who had married a princess of Dehli,

left matters much the same as before. " It was agreed

that prisoners on both sides should be released, that

Persian pilgrims going to the holy cities gf Mecca and
Medina should be protected, and that the whole of the

provinces of Irak and Adarbaijan should remain Tvith

Persia, except an inconsiderable territory that had be-

longed to the Turkish Government in the time of Shaii

Ismail, the first of the Sulfavi kings." ^

The last years of Xddir's life were full of internal trouble.

On the part of the sovereign, murders and executions ; on
that of his subjects, revolt and conspiracy,—these were the

ordinary topics of common interest throughout the country.

Such a state of things could not last, and certain proscribed

persons plotted together for the destruction of a sovereign

who had now become a half-demented tyrant. He was
despatched by Salah Bey, captain of his guards, to whom,
with three others, was committed the work of his assassina-

tion (1747). He was some sixty years of age, and had
reigned eleven years. About the time of setting out on his

Indian expedition he was described as a most comely man,
upwards of 6 feet high, well-pK portioned, of robust make
and constitution ; inclined to be fat, but prevented by the

fatigue he>underwent ; with fine, large black eyes and eye-

brows ; of sanguine complexion, made more manly by the

influence of sun and weather ; a loud, strong voice ; a
moderate n-ine-drinker ; fond of simple diet, such as pil4os

and plain dishes, but often neglectful of meals altogether,

and satisfied, if occasion required, with parched peas and
water, always to be procured.^

Malcolm winds up a long account of his idiosyncrasies

with the following.

" The (^racter of this wonderful man is, perhaps, exhibited in'

its truest colours in those impressions which the memory of his

actions has left upon the minds of his countrymen. They speak

of him as a deliverer and a destroj-er ; but -^^hile they e.xpatiate

with pride upon his deeds of glory, they dwell with more pity than
horror upon the cruel enormities which disgraced the latter years

of hisjeign ; and neither his crimes, nor the attempt he made to

abolish their religion, have subdued their gratitude and veneration

for the hero, who revived in the breasts of his degraded couDtrymen

^ Professor Creasy says the war broke out in 1743, but was termi-

nated in 1746 by a treaty which made little change in the old arrange*

ments fixed under Murad IV.

'Malcolm. ' Frm^-'' ffislc'y o/ A'ddir Shdh {17ii).
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a seEse of their former Tame, and restored Persia to her independenco

as a nation.

"

During the reign of NAdir an attempt was made to

establish a British Caspian trade with Persia. The names

of Jonas Hanway and John Elton were honourably con-

nected with this undertaking ; and the former has left

most valuable records of the time and country.

Period of From Kddir Shdh to the Krjdr Di'nasli/.—Alter the
»n»r<:''J'- death of NAdir Shih something like anarchy prevailed for

thirteen j"ears in the greater part of Persia as it existed

under Shih 'Abbis. No sooner had the crime become
known than Ahmad Khdn, chief of the Abdili Afghans,

marched oflf rapidly with his men to Kandahar and took

possession of that city and a certain amount of treasure.

The chief of the Bakhtiiris, Rashid, also with treasure,

fled to the mountains, from which his people had been

drawn prior to the Indian expedition ; and the conspirators

who had done the murderous deed invited 'All, a nephew

of the deceased monarch, to ascend the vacant throne. By
the action of Ahmad AbdAli, Afghanistan was at once lost

to the Persian crown, for this leader was strong enough to

found an independent kingdom. The Bakhtiiri encouraged

his brother, 'All Mardan, to compete for the succession to

Nadir ; and the nominee of the disaffected party hastened

from Sislan to Mashhad to take advantage of his nomina-

tion. The prince was welcomed by his subjects ; he told

them that the murder of his uncle was due to his own
instigation, and, in order to conciliate them towards him in

a practical manner, remitted the revenues of the current

year and all extraordinary taxes for the two years following.

Taking the title of 'Adil Shih, or the "just" king, he

commenced his reign by putting to death the two princes

Riza Kiili and Nisr Ullah, as well as all relatives who
could, in his estimation, be considered his competitors,

with the exception of Shah Rukh, son of Ri2a Kiill, whom
he spared in case a lineal descendant of Nidir should at

any time be required by the people. His calculations

proved, however, no wiser than beneficent. He had not

removed all dangerous members of the royal house, nor

had he gauged the temper of the times or people. "Adil

Shih was soon tlethroned by his own brother, Ibrihim, and
Bhih he in his turn was defeated by the adherents of Shih Rukh,
r.ukh. ^Jio made their leader king.

This young prince had a better and more legitimate

title than that of the grandson of Nidir, whose usurpa-

tion was too recent an occurrence to have eradicated and

supplanted a comparatively ancient dynasty of national

kings. He was also grandson, on the mother's side, of

the Safawl Shih Husaln. Amiable, generous, and liberal-

minded, and of prepossessing exterior, he proved to be a

popular prince. But his friends and supporters had done

well to have left him in honourable obscurity ; for he was

neither of an age nor character to rule over a people led

hither and thither by turbulent and disaffected chiefs, ever

divided by the conflicting interests of personal ambition.

No sooner had his claim to succession been admitted

than his authority was subverted. Sa'id Muhammad, son

of Mirza Diiid, a chief muUa at Mashhad, whose mother

was the reputed daughter of Sulaiman, collecting a

body of men, and assuming the name of his maternal

grandfather, declared himself king, and imprisoned and
blinded Shih Rukh. Yiisuf 'All, the general command-
ing the royal troops, came to the rescue, defeated and slew

Sulaiman, and replaced his master on the throne, reserving

to himself the protectorship or regency. A new combina-

tion of chiefs, of which Ji'afir the Kurd and Mir "Alam

the Arabian are the principal names handed down, brought

about the death of Yiisuf 'All and the second imprisonment

of Shih Rukh. These events were followed by a quarrei

terminating in the supremacy of the Arab. At this jiuac-

ture Ahmad Shih Abdili l-eappeared in Persian Kliurisan 1747.1763

from Herat ; he attacked and took possession of Mashhad,
slew Mir 'Alam, and, pledging the local chiefs to support

the blinded prince in retaining the kingdom of his grand-

father, he returned to Afghanistan. But thenceforward this

unfortunate young man was a mere shadow of royalty,

and his purely local power and prestige had no further

influence whatever on Persia as a country.

The land was partitioned among several distinguished Further

persons, who had of old been biding their opportunities, «>"'»•

or were born of the occasion. Foretnost among these waa-""""'

Muhammad Hasan Khin, hereditary chief of those Kajirs

who were established in the south-east corner of the

Caspian. His father. Path 'All Khin, after sheltering Shih
fahmisp II. at his home in Astribid, and long acting as

one of his most loyal supporters, had been put to death by
Nidir, who had appointed a successor to his chiefdom

from the " Yukiri " or " upper " Kajirs, instead of from

his own, the " Ashigha," or " lower." ' JIuhammad, with

his brother, had fled to the Turkmans, by whose aid he
had attempted the recovery of Astribid, but had not

succeeded in regaining a permanent footing there until

Nidir had been removed. On the murder of the tyrant

he had raised the standard of independence, successfully

resisted Ahmad Shih and his Afghans, who sought tc'

check his progress in the interests of Shih Rukh, and
eventually brought under his own sway the valuable pro-

vinces of Gilan, Mazandaran, and Astribid, ^—quite a little

kingdom in itself. In the large important province of

Adarbaijan, Azad Khin, one of Nidir's generals, had
established a separate government ; and 'All Mardan,
brother of the Bakhtiiri chief, took forcible possession of

Ispahan, empowering Shih Rukh's governor, Abil 'l-Fath

Khin, to act for the new master instead of the old.

Had 'AU Mardan declared himself an independent ruler

he would have been by far the most important of the three

persons named. But such usurpation at the old Safawl

capital would liave been too flagrant an act for general

assent ; so he put forward Isma'il, a nephew of Shih Husaln,

as the representative of sovereignty, and himself as one of

his two ministers,—the other being Karim Khin, a young
chief of the Zend Kurds. Shih Isma'U, it need scarcely

be said, was a mere nominal king, and possessed no real

authority; but the ministers were strong men in their way,

and the Zend especially promised to be useful in his

generation, for he had many high and excellent qualities.

After a time 'All Mardan was assassinated, and Karlm
Khin became the sole living power at Ispahan. The
story of the period is thus told by Watson.

" The three rivals, Karim, Azad, and Muhammad Hasan, pro- Struggle

ceeded to settle, by means of the sword, the question as to which of of the

them Tvas to be the sole master of Persia. A three-sided war then three

ensued, in the course of which each of the combatants in turn rivals,

eemcd at one time sure to be the final conqueror. Karim, when
he had arranged matters at Ispahan, marched to the borders of

Mazandaran, where the governor of that province was ready to

meet him. After a closely-contested battle victory remained with

Muhammad Hasan ; who, however, was unable to follow up the foe,

as he had to return in order to encounter Azad. That leader had
invaded Gilan, hut, on the news reaching him of the victory which

the governor of Mazandaran had gained, he thought it prudent to

retrace his steps to Sultaniyah. Kariia reunited his shattered

forces at Tehran, and retired to Ispahan to prepare for a second

campaign. When he again took the field it was not to measuro

himself once more with the Kajar chief, but to put down the pre-

tensions of Azad. The wary Afghan^ however, shut himself up in

Kazvin, a position from which he was enabled to inflict much in-

jury on the a-my of Karim, while his own troops remained unharmed

^ * There were three branches of the Kajdr tribe, i.e., the Suldiis,

TAngkut, and Jalaiyar. The last, according to Watson, became settled

in Iran and Turan, and seem at Erst to have given their name to r.ll

the tribe.

' Watson. Malcolm says that Gilan was Tindar o'-e of iti own chiefs,

Hidiiyat Khin.
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1752-1TT9. behind the walls of the town, Kan'in retired a second time to

Ispalian, and in the following spring advanced again to meet Azad.

A pitched battle took place between them, in which the army of

Karim was defeated. He retreated to the capital, closely pressed

by the foe. Thence he continued his way to Shiraz, but Azad was
still upon his traces. He then threw himself upon the mercy of

the Arabs of the Garmsir, or hot country, .near the Persian Gulf, to

whom the name of the Afglians was hateful, and who rose in a body
to turn upon Azad. Karim, by their aid, once more repaired his

losses and advanced on Ispahan, while Muhammad Hasan with

fifty thousand men was coming from the opposite direction, ready

to encounter either the Afghan or the Zend. The Afghan did not
await his coming, but retired to his government of Tabriz.

"The Zend issued from Ispahan, and was a.second time defeated

m a pitched battle by the Kajar. Karrm tdo.v refuge behind the

walls of Shirdz, and all the etforts of the enemy to dislodge him
were ineffectual. Muhammad Hasan Khan in the following year

turned his attention to Adarbaijan. Azad was no longer in a posi-

tion to oppose him in the field, and he in turn became master of

every place .of importance in the province, while Azad had to seek

assistance in vain—first from the Pasha of Baghdad, and then from
his former enemy, the Tsar of Georgia. Next year the conquering
Kajar returned to Shiraz to make an end of the only rival who now
stood in his way. On his side were 80,000 men, commanded by a

general who had twice defeated the Zend chief on an equal field.

Karim was still obliged to take shelter in Shiraz, and to employ
artifice in order to supply the place of the force in which he was
deficient. Nor were his efforts in this respect unattended with
success : seduced by his gold, many of the troops of the Kajar

began to desert their banners. In the meantime the neighbour-

hood of Shiraz was laid waste, so as to destroy the source from
which Muhammad Hasan dre.v his provisions ; by degrees his army
vanished, and he had finally to retreat with rapidity to Ispahan
with the few men that remained to him. Finding his position

there to be untenable, he retreated still further to the country of

liis own tribe, while his rival advanced to Ispahan, where he re-

ceived the submission of nearly all the chief cities of Persia. The
ablest of Karira's officers. Shaikh 'Ali, was sent in pursuit of the

Kajar chief. The fidelity of the commander to whom that chief-

tain had confided tlle care of the pass leading into JIazandaran, was
corrupted ; and, as no further retreat was open to him, he found
himself undc- the necessity of fighting. The combat which ensued
resulted in his complete defeat, although he presented to his

followers an example of the most determined valour. "While

attempting to effect his escape he was recognized by the chief of

the other branch of the Kajar ti-ibe, who had deserted his cause,

and who had a blood-feud with him, in pursuance of which he now
put him to death.

Karlin " For nineteen years after this event Karim Khan ruled Avith the
Khan. title of wakil, or regent, over the whole of Persia, excepting the

province of Khur.as:ln. He made Sliiraz the seat of liis government,
and by moans of Iris brothers put down every attempt which was
made to subvert his authority. The rule of the great Zend chief
was just and mild, and he is on the whole, considering his educa-
tion and the circumstances under which he was placed, one of the
most faultless characters to be met with in Persian history."

Karfe Khdn died at his capital and favourite resi-

dence in 1779 in tlie twentieth year of his reign, and,

it is said, in the eightieth of his age. He built the

great bazaar of SliirAz, otherwise embellishing and . im-

proving the city, had a tomb constructed over the re-

mains of H4fiz, and repaired the " tiirbat " at the grave
of Sa'df, outside the walls. He encouraged commerce and
agriculture, gave much attention to the state of affairs

along the shores of the Persian Gulf, and carefully studied

the welfare of the Armenian community settled in his

dominions. In his time the British factory was removed
from Gombroon to Bushahr (Bushire). It would be plea-

sant, if space allowed, to repeat the anecdotes creditable

to his memory ; for it is unusual to find so worthy a
figure in Oriental annals.

Z.nlcL On Karlm's death a new period of anarchy supervened.

His brother, Zaki, a cruel and vindictive chief, and withal

a pardoned rebel—for, when governor of Ispahan, he had
revolted against Karim—assumed the government. At
the same time he proclaimed Abu '1-Fath Kh,in, second son
of the deceased monarch, and hjs brother Muhammad 'All,

joint-successors to the throne. The seizure of the citadel at

Shiri^z by the adherents of the former, among v/hom were
the more influential of the Zends, may have induced him to

adopt this measure as one of prudent conciliation. But the

garrison held out, and, to avoid a protracted siege, he had
recourse to treachery. The suspicious nobles were solemnly

adjured to trust themselves to his keeping, under promise

of forgiveness. They believed his professions, tendered
their submission, and were cruelly butchered. Zaki did

not long enjoy the fruits of his perfidious dealing. The
death of Karim KhAn had raised two formidable adver-

saries to mar his peace, who could not fail to bring on a

denodement of some kind seriously aflfecting his interests.

Agha Muhammad, son of Muhammad Hasan, the Kaj.ir

chief of AstrAbdd, a prisoner at large in Shirdz, was in

the environs of that city awaiting intelligence of the

old king's decease, and, hearing it, instantly escaped to

^Mazandaran, there to gather his tribesmen together and
put himself in a condition to compete for tke crown of

Persia. Taken prisoner by NAdir and barbarously mutilated

by "Adil ShAh, he had afterwards found means to regoin his

jjeople, but had surrendered himself to Karim KhAn when
his father was killed in battle. On the other hand, SAdik,

brother to Zaki, who had won considerable and deserved

repute by the capture of Basrah from the Turkish governor,

abandoned his hold of the conquered toivn on hearing of the

death of Karim, and appeared with his army before ShirAz.

To provide against tlie intended action of the first, Zaki
detached his nephew, "All JIurAd, at the head of his best

troops to proceed with all speed to the north ; and, as to

the second, the seizure of such families of SAdik's followers

as were then within the walls of the town, and other violent

measures, struck such dismay into the hearts of the besieg-

ing soldiers that they dispersed and abandoned their leader

to his fate. From Karman, however, where he found an
asylum, the latter addressed an urgent appeal for assistance

to 'Ali MurAd. This chief, encamped at Tehran vihen the

communication reached him, submitted tl,« matter to his

men, who decided against Zaki, but put forward their own
captain as the only mast«r they would acknowledge. 'All

MurAd, leaving the pursuit of Agha Muhammad, then re-

turned to Ispahan, where he was received with satisfaction,'

on the declaration that his one object was to restore to his

lavfful inheritance the eldest son of Karim KhAn, whom
Zaki had set aside in favour of a younger brother. The
"sequel is full of dramatic interest. Zaki, enraged at his

nephew's desertion, marched out of ShirAz towards Ispahan.

On his way he came to the town of Yezdildiast,—a singular

place, steep and rugged, something like a section, or three

upper stories, of the' old town of Edinburgh set upon a

natural foundation of crumbling stone. It comes upon the

traveller as an abrupt elevation in a dreary vale, and the

surrounding scenery savours of the ,weird and romantic.

Here he demanded a sum of money from the inhabitants,

claiming it as part of secreted revenue ; the demand was
refused, and eighteen of the head men were thrown down
the precipice beneath his window ; a " sAiyid," or holy man,
was the ne.\t victim, and his wife and daughter were to be

given over to the soldiery, when a suddenly-formed cDt>-

spiracy took effect, and Zaki's own life was taken in retribu-

tion for his guilt (1779).

"When intelligence of these events reached Karman, SAdik
KhAn hastened to ShirAz, proclaimed himself king in place

of Abii '1-Fath KhAn, whom he declared incompetent to

reign owing to dissipation and indolence, and put out the
eyes of the young prince. He despatched his son Ji'afir

to assume the government of Ispahan, and watch the move-
ments of "AU MurAd, who appears to have been then absent

from that city; and he gave a younger son, 'Ah Naki, com-
mand of an army in the field. A campaign ensued with

success from time to time on either side, but ending in the

capture of ShirAz and assumption of sovereignty by 'Ali 'Ali

Miu-Ad, who caused SAdik KhAn to be put to death. Mnri'd.
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From this period up to the accession of Agha Muhammad
Khan the summarized history of Markham will supply the

nrincipal facts required.

'All Murad reigned over Persia until 17S5, and carried on a

successful war with Agha Muhammad in Mazandaran, defeating

him in several engagements, and occupj-ing Tehran and SarL He
died on his way from the former place to Ispahan, and was suc-

reeded by Ji'afir, sou cf Sadlk,^ who reigned at Shiran, assisted in

the government by an able but unprincipled "kalantar," or head

magistrate, named Ha^i Ibrahim. This ruler was poisoned by

the agency ot conspiral oi-s, one of whom, Saiyid Murad, succeeded

to the throne. Hajji Ibrahim, however, contriving to maintain

the loyalty of the citizens towards the Zend reigning family, the

* ntf ' Mi nsnrpcr was killed, and Lutf 'AH Khan, son of Ji'afir, proclaimed

^bir king. He had hastened to Shirdz on hearing of his father's death

and received a warm welcome from the inhabitants. Hajji Ibrahim

became his chief adviser, and a new minister was found for him in

Mirza Husain Shirazi. At the time of his accession Lutf 'All Khan
was only in his twentieth year, very handsome, tall, graceful, and
an excellent horseman. To his fearless braver}- and indomitable

jterseverance he united the nobler virtues of generosity and mag-
nanimity. He formed many enduring friendships ; and, though
false-hearted traitors forsook him in the hour of adversity, others

loyally stood by him to the last. While differing widely in character,

he was a worthy successor of Karim Khan, the great founder of the

Zend dynasty, Lutf 'Ali Khan had not been many months on the

throne when Agha Muhammad advanced to attack him, and in-

vested the city of Shirdz, but retreated soon afterwards to Tehran,
which he had made the capital of his dominions. The young king
then enjoyed a short period of peace. Afterwards, in the year 1790,

he collected his forces and marched against the Kajars, iu the direc-

tion of Ispahan. But Hajji Ibrdhira had been intriguing against

his kind young sovereign, to whose family he owed everything, not
only with his officers and soldiers but also with Agha Muhammad,
the chief of the Kajars, and arch-enemy of the Zends. Lutf 'AH
Khan was suddenly deserted by the whole of his army, except
scTenty faithful followers ; and when he retreated to Shiraz he
found the gates closed against him by Hajji Ibrahim, who held
the city for the Kajar chief. Thence falling back upon Bushahr,
he found that the shaikh of that town had also betrayed him.
Surrounded by treason on every side, basely deserted alike by his

dearest friends and by those who had been raised from the dust
by his family, yet, still undaunted by the black clouds that gathered
round him, with his little- band he boldly attacked and routed the

<;hicf of Bushahr and blockaded the city of Shiraz. His uncon-
querable valour gained him many followers, and he defeated an
army sent against him by the Kajars in 1792.

Agha Muhammad then advanced in person against his gallant

young rival. He encamped with an army of 30,000 men on the
plain of Mardasht, near Shiraz. Lutf 'Ali Khan, in the dead of

night, suddenly attacked the camp of his enemy with only a few
hnndrtd followers. The Kajars were completely routed and thrown
into conrusion ; but Agha Muhammad, with §xtraordinar)' presence

of mind, remained in his tent, aud at the firet appearance of dawn
his "muazziu," or public crier, was ordered to call the faithful to

morning prayer as Usual, Astonished at this, the few Zend cavaliers,

thinking that tlie whole army of Kajars had returned, fled with
precipitation, lea,ving the field in possession of Agha Muhammad,
J'he successful Kajar then entered Shiraz, and promoted the traitor

Hajji Ibrahim to be his wazir. Lutf 'AH Khan took refuge with
the hospitable chief of Tabas in the heart of Khurasan, where Tie

succeeded in collecting a few followei% ; but, advancing into Fars,

lie was again defeated, aud forced to take refuge at Kandahar.
In 1794j however, the undaunted prince once more crossed the

Persian frontier, determined to make a last effort, and either regain

;apTare h^ throne or die in the attempt. He occupied the city of Karman,
J"Xar- then a flourishing commercial town, half-way between the Persian

naiL. Gulf aud the province of Khurasan. It had a veiy fine bazaar

aud was'well fortified. Agha Muhammad besieged it with a large

army in 1795, and, after a stout resistance, the gates were opened
through treachery, For three hours the gallant young warrior

fought in the streets with determined valour, but in vain. AV'hen

he saw that all hope was gone he spurred his faithful horse against
the ranks of the enemy and, vdih only three followers, fought his

way through the Kajar host and escaped to Bam-Narmashir, the
moat eastern district of the proWnce of Karmau on the borders of

Sistan.

Furious at the escape of his rival, the savage conqueror ordered
a general massacre ; 20,000 women and children were sold into
slavery, and 70,000 eyes of the inhabitants of Kamian were brougVt
to Agha Muhammad on a platter. The monster counted th'.m
with the point of his dagger, then, turning to his minister, he
2xclaimed, ** If one had been wanting I would have made up the

^ A five days* usurpation of Bakir Khan, governor of Ispahan, is

Aot taken into account.

number with your own eyes." Karman has never fully recovered 1779-178*
from the efTects of this fiend's atrocities.

Lutf 'Ali Khan took refuge in the town of Bam ; but the gov-
ernor of Narmashir, anxious to propitiate the conqueror, basely
surrounded him as he was mounting his faithful horse Kuran to
seek a more secure asylum. The young prince fought bravely

;

but, being badly wounded and overpowered by numbers, he was
secured and sent to the camp of the Kajar chief. The spot where
he was seized at Bam, when mounting his horse, was marked by a
pyramid, formed, by order of his revengeful enemy, of the skulls of

the most faithful of his adherents. The most hideous indignities

and atrocities were committed upon his pei-son by the cruel Kajar,
in whose breast not one spark of generous or humane feeling had
ever found a place. Finally, the last reigning prince of the house
of Zend was sent to Tehran and murdered, when only in his twentj'-

sixth year. Every member of his family aud every friend was
ordered to be massacred by Agha Muhammad ; and the successful

but guilty miscreant thus founded the dynasty of the Kajai-s at
the price of all the best and noblest blood of Iran.

The Zend is said to be a branch of the Lak tribe, dating

from the time of the Kaianian kings, and claims to have
been charged with the care of the Zend-Avesta by Zoroaster

himself.2 The tree attached to Markham's chapter on the

dynasty contains the names of eight members of the family

on]}', i.e.j four brothers, one of whom had a son, grandson,

and great-grandson, and one a son. Four of thu eight

were murdered, one was blinded, and one cruelly mutilated.

In one case a brother murdered a brother, in another an
uncle blinded his nephew,

Kajar Dyjiasty.—Agha Muhammad was undoubtedly Agha

one of the most cruel and vindictive despots that ever M^iham-

di'sgraced a throne. But he was not without care for the ^

honour of his jmpire in the eyes of Europe and the outer

world, and his early career in Mazandaran gave him a

deeply-rooted mistrust of Russia, with the officers of which

power he was in constant contact. The following story,

told by Forster,^ and varied by a later writer, is charac-

teristic. A party of Russians having obtained permission

to build a " counting-house " at Ashraf, in the bay of that

name, erected instead a fort with eighteen guns. Agha
Muhammad, learning the particulars, visited the spot, ex-

pressed great pleasure at the work done, invited the officers

to dine with him, imprisoned them, and only spared their

lives when they had removed the whole of the cannon
and fazed the fort to the ground. As this occurrence

must have taken place about 1782, when he was engaged
in family feuds, and the sovereign power was vested in

the hands of "^Ali Mur4d, it may be received as an illustra-

tion not only of his patriotism but of the independent

action he was ever ready to exercise when opportunity

offered.

Forster was travelling homeward by the southern shores

of the Caspian in January 178-i, and from him we gather

many interesting details of the locality and period. He
calls Agha^Muhammad chief of Mazandaran, as also of

AstrAbAd and " some districts situate in Khurasan," and
describes his *ribe, the KajAr, to be, like the Indian Rajput,

usually devoted tojhe profession of arms. \ATiatever hold

his father may have had on Gilan, it is certain that this

province was not . then in the son's possession, for his

brother, Ji*afir Kiill, governor of Balfrush (Balfroosh), had
made a recent incursion into it and driven Hidaiyat Khdn,

its ruler, from Rasht to Enzali, and Agha Muhammad was

himself meditating another attack on the same quarter.

The latter's palace was at Sari, then a small and partly

fortiiied town, thickly inhabited, and with a plentifully-

supplied market. As "the most powerful chief in Persia"

since the death of Karim KhAn, the Russians were seeking

to put their yoke upon him, and he was naturally averse

to the infliction. It is not clear, however, from the contf^xt

^ Markham. Morier says of Karim Khan's family, "it wa^ a low

branch of an obscure tribe in l^urdistan."
3 Journey from Bengal to England ^1798), voL ii. r>- -01 J see also'

Markham, pp. 341, 342^,
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1'83-1797. what Forster means wLen lie writes that Agh4 Muhammad
is " the only Persian chief bordering on the Caspian Sea

whom the empire of Russia has yet made tributary, or

rendered subservient to its policy."

Cam- As Agha Muhammad's power increased, his dislike and
P"'?" jealousy of the Muscovite aasnined a moi-e practical shape,
gainst

jj.^ victory over Lutf 'Ali was immediately followed by an
" '

expedition into Georgia. After the death of NAdir tha

will or prims ruler of that country had looked around him

for the safest and surest means of shaking off the offensive

yoke of Persia ; and in course of time an opportunity bad

offered of a promising kind. In 1783, when the strength

of the Persian monarchy was concentrated upon Ispahan

and Shir.iz, the Georgian czar Heraclius entered into an

agreement with the empress Catherine by which all con-

nexion with the shih was disavowed, and a quasi-vassal-

age to Russia substituted,—the said empire extending her

aegis of protection over her new ally. Agha Muhammad
now demanded that Heraclius should return to his position

of tributary and vassal to Persia, and, as his demand was

rejected, prepared for war. Dividing an army of 60,000

men into three corps, he sent one of these into Daghistan,

another wai to attack Erivan, and with the third he him-

self laid siegs to Shishah in'the province of Karabagh. The

stubborn resistance offered at the last-named place caused

him to leave there a small investing force only, and to

move on with the remainder of his soldiers to join the corps

(JCarmee at Erivan. Here, again, the difficulties presented

caused him to repeat the same process and to effect a junc-

tion with his first corps at Ganja, the modern Elisabethpoi.

At this place he encountered the Georgian army under

Heraclius, defeated it, and marched upon Tiflis, which he

pillaged, massacring and enslaving ' the inhabitants. Then

he returned triumphant to Tehran, where (or at Ardabil on

the way) ho was publicly crowned shAh of Persia. Erivan

surrendered, but Shishah continued to hold out. These

proceedings caused Russia to enter the field. Darband

was taken possession of by Imhoff, Bdkii and Shumakhi

were occupied, and GlLan was threatened. The death of

the empress, however, caused the issue of an order to

retire, and Darband and BAkil remained the only trophies

of the campaign.
Opera- In the meantime Agha Muhammad's attention ^ad
tions in been called away to the east. KhurAsan could hardly

?^ be called an integral part of the shih's kingdom so long

as it was under even the nominal rule of the blind grand-

son of NAdir. But the eastern division of the province

ar.d its outlying parts were actually in the hands of the

Afghans, and Mashhad was not Persian in 1796 in the

sense that Dehli was British at the outbreak of the Indian

mutiny. ShAh Rulch held his position, such as it waf.,

rather under Ahmad ShAh and his successors in Afghanistan

than under any other sovereign power. Agha Muhammad
determined to restore the whole province to Persia, and,

alter a brief residence in Tehr.-.n on his return from the

Georgian expedition, he set out for Mashhad. It is im-

portant to note that on the occasion of his coronation he

had girded on the sabre consecrated at the tomb of the

founder of the Safawis,— thus openly pledging himself

to support the Shi'ah faith.

But there had been continual dissatisfaction in the

capital of KhurAsan, and there had been constant inroads

upon it from without, which the powerless royal puppet

was unable to prevent. His popularity was real, but

wholly wanting in political vigour. It never seemed to

have effect outside the limited sphere of personal sympathy

and regard. Owing to the frequent revolutions in the

^ Lady Sheil says (1849) :
*' I saw a few of the-^e unhappy captives,

v.ho all had to embrace Mahomraedanism, anil many of whom h.id risen

lo tLe highest stations, just aa the Circassian slaves in Constantinople."

holy city the generals of Tlmtir ShAh, king of the Afghans,

had mads three expeditions on ShAh Rukh's behalf. Mash-
had had been taken and retaken as though he were not a
resident in it, much less its dejvre king. Moreover, his two
sons NAdir Mirza and WAU Ni'amat had been long waging,

one with the other, a predatory war, and the former was
practically in 1796 the actual rider of the place. Three

years before Timilr had died, and his third son, Zaman
ShAh, by the intrigues of an influential sardAr, Paiyanda
KhAn, had been proclaimed his successor at Kabul.

Agha Muhammad's entry into Mashhad was effected

without a struggle on the part of those in possession. The
KajAr shAh walked on foot to the tomb of ImAm Riza,

before which he knelt and kissed the ground in token of

devotion, and was recognized as a Shfah of Shi'ahs. ShAh
Rukh submissively followed in his train. Then began the

last act of the local tragedy. The blind king's gradual

revelation, under horrible torture, of the place of conceal-

ment of his several jewels and treasures, and his deporta-

tion and death (of the injuries thus received, at Damaghan,
CM route to Mazandaran), must be classed among the darkest

records of Orisntal history.

From Mashhad Agha Muhammad sent an envoy to

Zaman ShAh, asking for the cession of Balkh, and explain-

ing his invasion of KhurAsan ; but the Afghan monarch
was too perplexed with the troubles in his own country

and his own insecure position to do more than send an

unmeaning reply. It is not shown what was the under-

stood boundary between the two countries at this particular

period ; but Watson states .that on the shAh's departure

he had received the submission of the whole of KhurAsan.

and left in Mashhad a garrison of 12,000 men.

Agha MuJiammad had now fairly established his capital Deatli

at Tehran. On his return thither in September 1796 he™<i<:'i»'

dismissed his troops for the winter, directing their re- ^ j

assembly in the following spring. The reinvasion by Muham-
Russia of the provinces and districts he had recently mad.

wrested from her west of the Caspian had made great

progress, but the circumstance does not seem to have

changed his plans for the army. Olivier, who had in

those days come to the Persian court on a commercial and

political mission from the French republic, and whose

book is quoted by Watson, expressed his surprise to the

prime minister that, while his majesty thought it necessary

to strangle some twenty-seven Russian sailors sent in as

prisoners, he took no immediate measures to check the

Muscovite forces in the field. The reply was that there

was no hurry in the matter. Although, when the spring

arrived and the shAh led his forces to the Arras, the Russians

had, it is true, retreated, yet territory had been regaineii

by them as far south as the Talish. Agha Muhammad had

now arrived at the close of his career. He was enabled,

with some difficulty, to get his troops across the river,

and fake possession of Shishah, which had given them so

much trouble a year or two before. There, in camp, he

was murdered (1797) by his own personal attendants,

—

men who, singularly enough, were under sentence of death,

but allowed to be at large. He was then fifty-seven years

of age, and had ruled over part of Persia for more than

eighteen years,— over the kingdom generally for about

three years, and from his coronation for about one year

only.

The brutal treatment he had experienced in boyhood

under the orders of 'Adil ShAh, NAdir's wretched nephew,

and the opprobrious name of " eunuch " which attached

to him, and with which he was taunted by his enemies,

no doubt contributed to embitter his nature. '« His vindic-

tiveness and inhumanity were notorious, and exemplified

at almost every period of his life. On the other hand, his

contempt of luxury and frugality of diet, his av.oidance
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of iyperbole and dislike of excessive ceremony, his pro-

tection to commerce and considertClion for his soldiers,

the reluctance with which he assumed the crown almost

at the close of his reign, his positive refusal to wear any

royal headgear but the small circular pearl-adorned diadem

in which he is commonly represented by tUo native

painter,— all these would havo been praiseworthy in

another man ; but the fearful weight of evil oa the other

side of the scales made them of compara'ively small con-

sideration, and on his death the memory of his atrocious

tyranny alone survived! Those who have seen his portrait

once will recognize the face wherever presented. " Beard-

less and shrivelled," T^xites Sir John Malcolm, "it re-

sembled that of an. aged and wrinkled woman, and the

expression of his comitenance, at no time pleasant, was

horrible when clouded, as it very often was, with indigna-

tion. He was sensible of this, and coidd not bear that

any one should look at him." •

F»th Agha Muhammad had made up his mind that he should

^i be succeeded by his nephew Fath 'AK Sh4h, son of his
"" fuU brother, Husain KiiU Khin, and governor of Firs, a

young prince with whom he had always been on good

terms, and to whom he had proved himself exceptionally

well disposed. There was a short interval of confusion

after the murder. The remains of the sovereign were

exposed to insult, the army was disturbed, the recently-

captured fort on the left bank of the Arras we^s abandoned
;

but the wisdom and resolution of the minister, Hajji

Ibrihlm, and of Mirza Muhammad Khin KajAr, a high

functionary, prevailed to secure order and acceptance of

the duly-appointed heir. The first, proclaiming' his own
allegiance, put himself at the head of a large body of

troops and marched towards the capital. The second closed

the gates of Tehran to all comers jmtil Fath 'All ShAh
came himself from Shirdz. Though instantly proclaimed

on arrival, the new monarch was not crowned until the

spring of the following year (179S).

Keb«l- The so-called rebellions which followed were many,
i«us. -b^it not of an}' magnitude. Such as belong to local history

are three in number, i.e., that of Sudik Khiin Shakiki, the

general whose possession of the crown jewels enabled him,

after the defeat of his army at Kazvln, to secure his personal

safety and obtain a government ; of Husain Kiill Khdn,
the shih's brother, which was compromised by the mother's

intervention ; and of Muhammad, son of Zaki Khan, Zend,

who was defeated on more than one occasion in battle, and
fled into Turkish territory. There may have been other

names mixed up with these, but of aiders and abettors

rathsi- than principals. Later, Sadik Khin, having ugaiu

incurred the royal displeasure, was seized, confined, and
mercilessly bricked up in his dungeon to die of starvation.

Another adversary presented himself in the person
of Nddir Mirza, son of Shah Kixkh, v.ho, when Agha
Muhammad appeared before Mashhad, had taken refuge

with the Afghans. This prince, hearing of the death of

his father's destroyer, gathered around him a military force

and made a show of independence. Fath 'Ali sent to warn
him of the consequences of his act, but without the desired

effect. Finally, he advanced into Khurasan with an army
which appears to have met with no opposition save at

Nishdpur and Tiirbat, both of which places were taken,

and when it reached Mashhad Nadir Mirza tendered his

submission, which was accepted. Peace having been further

cemented by an alliance between a Kaj,^r general and the

prince's daughter, the shdh returned to Tehran.

Now that the narrative of Persian kin^s has been brought up to
the period of the consolidation of the Kajar dynasty and commence-
ment of the 19th centurj-, there remains but to summarize the
principal events in the reigns of Fath A'l Shah and. his immediate
successors, Muhammad Shah and Nasru 'd-Din Shah.
' Fath 'All Shah came to the thron: at about thirty-two years

of age, and died at sixty-eight, after a reign of thirty-six years. 17'^"-1309

The period was an eventful one. It was that of George III., George
IV., and 'William IV. in England, of Napoleon I. from first consul
to emperor, of the restoration of the Bourbon kings and the inter-

position of the honse of Orleans, in France. The sens of Paul,
Alexander and Nichclas, were emperors of Russia ; and, except
for the last few years of Salim II., the second Mahmud ruled
over the Turkish dominions. No other European nations had any
direct concern with Persia. In Afghanistan it was the epoch ol

the revolution which broke up its short-lived unity as a kingdom.
The straggles of ilahmiid Shah and Shuj'au 'I-6iulk enabled them
to be quasi -sovereigns for a time ; but Kabul was divided from
Kandahar, and Kandahar from Herat, and the work of Ahmad
AbdAli was all undone. Among the governors-general of India ia

those days are the distinguished -names of "Wellesley, Cornwallis,

Hastings, and "William Bentinck.
Persia's great aim was to recover in the north-west, as in the north-

e.ast of her empire, the geographical limits obtained for her by the
Safawi kings ; and this was no easy matter when she had to contend
with a strong European power whose territorial limits touched her
own. Fath 'Ali Shah tmdertook, at the outset of his reign, a con- war
test with Russia on the western side of the Caspian, which became with
constant and harassing warfare.

"^

Georgia was, clearly, not to revert Russia,
to a Muhammadan suzerain. In 1800 its czar, George, son and
successor of Heraclius, notwithstanding his former professions of

allegiance to the shah, renounced his crown in favour of the Russian
emperor. His brother Alexander indignantly repudiated the act
and resisted its fulfilment, but he was defeated by General Lazcroif

on the banks of the Lora. Persia then, re-entered the field. Ainon^
the more notable occurrences which folio.ved were a three days
battle, fought near Etchmiadzin near Erivan, between the crown
prince, 'Abbas Mirza, and General Zizianoff, in which the Persians

suffered much from the enemy's artillery, but would not admit they

were defeated ; unsuccessful attempts on the part of the Russian

commander to get possession of 'Erivan ; and a surpnse, in camp,
of the shah's forces, which caused them to disperse, and necessitated

the king's own presence with reinforcements. On the latter occa-

sion the shah is credited with gallantly swimming his horse across

the Arras, and setting an example of energy and valour. In tho
following year 'Abbas ^irza advanced upon Shishah, the chief

of which place and of the Karabagh, though an old foe to Agha
Muhammad, had declared for Russia ; much fig'nting ensued, and
Erivan w?.s formally taken possession of in the name of the shah.

The Russians, moreover, made a futile attempt on Gilan by landing
troops at Enzali, which returned to Baku, where ZizianofT fell a
victim to the treachery of the Persian governor. Somewhat later

Ibrahim Khalil of Shishah, repenting of his Russophilism, deter-

mined to deliver up the Muscovite garrison at that place, but
his plans were betrayed, and he and his relatives put to death.

Reprisals and .engagements followed with varied success ; and the
crown prince of Persia, after a demonstration in Shirwan, returned
to Tabriz. He had practically made no progress ; yet Russia, in

securing possession of Darband, Bakri, Shirwan, Sheki, Ganja, the
Talish, and Moghan, was probably indebted to gold as well as to

the force of arms. At the same time Persia would not listen to

the overtures of peace made to her by the governor-general who
had succeeded Ziziauoff,

Relations had now commenced with England and British India, Relations
A certain Mahdi 'Ali Khan had landed at Bushahr, entrusted by with
the govemsr of Bombay with a letter to the shdh. His mission Engknd'
had reference to the politics of Afghanistan, and appears to have India,

been fairly successful ; but he was followed shortly by an English and
envoy from tlie governor-general. Captain Malcolm of the Madras Franco
army. He had not only to talk about the Afghans but about the

French also, and the trade of the Persian Gulf, The results were
a political and commercial treaty, and a return mission to India
from Fath 'AH Shah, To him France next sent her message. In
ISOl an American merchant fronr Baghdad had appeared as tho

bearer of credentials from NaDoleon, but his mission was mistrusted

and came to nothing, So.-ue five years afterwards Jaubert, after

detention and imprisonment on the road, arrived at Tehran and
went back to Europe with a duly-accredited Persian ambassador,
who concluded a treaty with the French emperor at Finkenstein.

On the return of the Persian diplomatist, a mission of many officers

under General Gardanne to instruct and drill the local army was
sent from France to Persia, Hence arose the counter-mission of

Sir Harford Jones from the British Government, which, on arrival

at Bombay in April 180S, found that it had been anticipated by a
previously-sent mission from the governor-general of India, under
Malcolm again, then holding the rank of brigadier-^nerai. rf *

The home mission, however, proceeded to Bushahr. and Malcolm's
return thence to India, from pressure of circumstances, enabled Sir

Harford to move on and reach tho capital in February 1S09, A few
days before his entry General Gardanne had been dismissed, as the

peace of Tilsit debarred France from aiding the shah against Russia,

However open to criticism may have been the after-conduct of t]ie

British diplomatist, his diplomacy was so far successful that he
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'609-1830. concluded a treaty with Persia the month after his arrival at the

capital ; but the Government of India were not content to leave

matters in his hands : not^vithstanJing the anomaly of a double

mission, Malcolm was in 1810 again despatched as their own parti-

cular envoy. He brought with him Captains Lindsay and Christie

to assist the Persians in the war, and presented the shah with some
serviceable field-pieces ; but there was little occasion for the c:^ercise

of his diplomatic ability save in his non-ofiicial intercourse with the

Eeople, and here he availed himself of it to the great advantage of

imself and his country.^ He was welcomed by the shall iu camp
at Ujan'i, and took leave a month afterwards to return via Baglulad

and Basrah to India. The next year Sir Harford Jones was relieved

as envoy by Sir Gore Ouseley.

Renewal Meanwhile hostilities had been resumed with Russia : the crown

of Riis- prince vainly attempted to penetrate Georgia ; and one or two en-

Bian war. gagements ensued with more or less assertion of success on either

side. In 1812 the British envoy used his good offices for the restora-

tion of peace between the belligerents, and a Russian officer of high

rank was sent to the Persian camp to propose the appointment of

deputies. But there was no possibility of agreement, and the

endeavour failed. To add to the Persian difficulty, it so happened

that in July of this year a treaty was concluded between England

and Russia "for re-establishing the relations of amity and good

tinderstanding between the two kingdoms respectively"; and this

circumstance caused the envoy to direct that British officers should

take no further part in Russo-Persian military operations. Christie

and Lindsay, however, resolved to remain at their own risk, and
advanced with the Persian army to the Arras. On the 31st October

the force was surprised by an attack of the enemy, and retreated
;

tha next night they were again attacked and routed at Aslandiiz.

Christie fell bravely fighting at the head of his brigade ;
Lindsay

saved two of his nine guns ; but neither of the two Englishmen
was responsible for the want of proper disposition of the troops

which mainly caused the disaster. Lankuran was taken by Persia,

but retaken by Kussia during the next three months ; and on the

13th October 1313, through Sir "Gore Ouseley's intervention, the

treaty of Gulistan put an end to the war. Persia formally ceded

Georgia and the seven provinces before named, with Karabagh.

On the death cf the eniperor Alexander in December 1825 PrLnce

MenschikofT was sent to Xehran to settle a dispute which had arisen

between the two Governments regarding the prescribed frontier.

But, as the claim of Persia to a particular district then occupied

by Russia could not be admitted, the special envoy was given

his congi, and war was recommenced. The chief of Talish struck

the first blow, anil drove the enemy from Lankuran. The Persians

then carried all before them ; and the hereditary chiefs of Shirwan,

Sheki, and Baku returned from exile to co-operate with the shah's

general in the south. In the course of three weeks the only

advanced post hi:Id by the governor-general of the Caucasus was

the obstinate little fortress of -Shishan. But before long all was
again changed. Hearing that a Russian force of some 9<)00 men
was concentrated at Tiftis, Muhammad Mirza, son of the crown
prince, advanced to meet them on the banks of the" Zezam. He
was defeated ; and his father, seeking to repair the loss, was routed

more seriously still at Ganja. The shah made great efforts to renew
the war ; but divi.;ions took place in his son's camp, not conducive

to successful operations, and new proposals of peace were made.
Ardabil, and even Tabriz, had been threatened, and, although the

threat had been rather signified than expressed, the presence of

Russian troops south of the Arras was calculated to strike terror

in Adarbaijan. But Russia demanded Etivan and Nakhtchivan
(Nakhichevan) as well as the cost of the war; and in 1S27 the

campaign was reopened. Briefly, after successive gains and losses,

rot only Erivan was taken from Persia but Tabriz also, and finally,

through the intervention of Sir John Macdonald, the English

envoy, a new treaty was concluded at Turkmanchai, laying down
the boundary between Russia and Persia -very much as it has been

formed in ISS^I. Among the hard conditions for the latter country

were the cession in perpetuity of the khanates of Erivan and Kakh-
tchivan, the inability to have an armed vessel in the Caspian, and
the payment of a war indemnity of some £3,000,000.

War After Russia, the neiglibouciog state next in importance to the

with wellbeing of Persia was Turkey, with whom she was united on the

Turkey, west by a common line of frontier. Path 'Ali Shah was fortunate in

- having had but one war with the sultan during his whole reign, and
that one of no duration. Salim had not scrupled, it Is true, in 1804

and 1S05, toallow the Russians to make free use of the south-eastern

coasts of the Black Sea, to facilitate operations against the shrih's

troops ; and there had been a passage of arms between the king's

eldest son, Muhammad 'Ali Mirza, and Sulaiman Pasha, son-in-law

of the governor-general of Baghdad, which is locally credited as a

battle won by the former. But there was no open rupture between

the two sovereigns until 1821, when the frontier disputes and com-
1' Tiie " wakiliT'l-mulk." governor of Karman, toM Colonel Goldsmid, when

his guest in 1866, that " liia father had been Sir John Malcolm's Mihmanddr,
There never was such a man as ' Malcolm Sahib.' Not only was he generous
on the part of his government, but with his own money also" {Teltgrajih and
Travel, p. 685).

plaints of Persian travellers, merchants, and pilgrims culminated in

a declaration of war. This made 'Abbas ilirza at once seize upon
the fortified places of Toprak Kal'ah and Ak Sara: within the limits

of the Ottoman empire, and, overcoming the insufficient force sent

against him, he was further enabled to extend his inroads to Mush,
Bitlis, and other known localities. The Turkish Government
retaliated by a counter -invasion of the Persian frontier on the
south. At that time the pasha of Baghdad was in command of
the troops. He was defeated by Muhammad "Ali Mirza, then
prinuB- governor of Karmanshah, who drove his adver2ary back
towards his capital and advanced to its immediate environs. Being
attacked with cholora, however, the Persian commander recrossed

the frontier, but only to succumb under the disease in the pass of

Kirind. In the sequel a kind of desultory warfare appears to
have been prosecuted on the Persian side of Kurdistan, and thj
shah himself came down with an army to Hamadan. Cholera
broke out in the royal camp and caused the troops to disperse.

In the north the progress of 'Abbas Mirza was stopped at Baiyazid
by a like deadly visitation ; aud a suspension of hostilities was agreed
upon for the winter season. At the expiration of four months th<

sardar of Erivan took possession of a Turkish military station od

the road to Arzrura (Erzeroum), and the crown prince marched upor
that city at the head of 30,000 men. The Ottoman army which
met him is said to have numbered some 52,000 ; but victory wa£-

on the side of their opponents. Whether the result was owing ic

the defection of 15,000 Kurds or not the evidence adduced is insuflfi-

cient to decide. In the Endish records of the period it is stated

that " the defeat of the Turks was complete ; the gieater part oi

their army fled in disorder from the field, abandoning all their

tents and baggage, and fourteen pieces of artillery. " It is added :

"the prince royal followed up his successes, and advanced within
two days' march of Arzrum, but the cholera morbus is said to have
again broken out in his army, and in such a manner as effectually

to arrest its further advance."*' ^

Profiting from this victory, 'Abbas Mirza repeated an offer of peace
before made without avail to the pasha of Arzrum ; and, in order
to conciliate him more effectually, he retired within the old limits of

the dominions of the shah, his father. But more troubles arose at

Baghdad, and other reasons intervened to protract negotiations for

a year and a half. At length, in July 1823, the treaty of Arzrum
closed the war between Turkey and Persia. It may be remarked that
this document is sensible and business-like, and provides especially

against a recurrence of the proved causes of war, such as interference

in one another's frontier districts, extorting taxes from Persian

travellers or pilgrims, disrespect to the ladies of the royal harem
and other ladies of rank proceeding to Mecca or Karbala (Kerbela),

irregular levies of custom -duties, non- punishment of Kurdish
depredatars transgressing the boundary, and the like. Path 'Ali

Shah in it is styled " King of kings, the Sultan son of a Sultan

—

the Conqueror,' and Mahmvid II. is "Protector of the Faith,

Guardian of the Holy Cities, Ruler by Sea and Land, the Sultan

son of a Sultan — the Conqueror."
"With respect to the eastern boundaries of his kingdom, path 'Ali'The

Shah was fortunate in having to deal with a less dangerous neigh- Afghan

hour than the Muscovite ot persistent policy and the Turk ofquestioa

precarious friendship. The Afghan was neither a contemptible foe

nor a sure ally, but lie was not tainted ivith that fictitious civiliza-

tion of semi-Oriental people which makes duplicity the essence of

diplomatic intorcourse. He had seen too little of Europeans to

imitate them in their worst and weakest points ; and, though equal

to the Persian in physical force and prowess, he was his inferior

in worldly knowledge and experience. Quite as dishonest as his

neighbours and more treacherous than most, he had not the polished

ingenuity to conceal his dishonesty and double-dealing. Moreover,

the family divisions among the ruling houses of Afghanistan grew
from day to day more destructive to that patriotism and sense of

nationality which Ahmad Shah had held out to his countrymen as

the sole specifics for becoming a strong people.

The revolt of Nadir Mirza had, as before explained, drawn the

shah's attention to Khurasan in the early part of his reign ; but,

although quiet had for the moment been restored at Mashhad by

the presence of the royal camp, fr-;sh grounds of complaint were

urged against the rash but powerlesa prince, and recouisij was had

to extreme measures. Charged with the murder of a holy saiyid,

his hands were cut off and his tongue was plucked out, as part ol

the horrible punishment inflicted on him.

It does not appear that Nadir Mirza's cause was ever seriously

espoused by the Afghans, nor that Path 'AH Shah's claim to Mash-

had, as belonging to the Persian crown, was actively resisted. But
the large province of Khurasan, of which Mashhad was the capital,

and which included Darahgaz and Kelat-i-Xadiri \u the north and
Kiiiyan in the south, had never been other than a nominal dependency

of the crown since the death of Nadir ; and in the autumn of 1830

* Annual Retjisier, " History of Europe " (1822). There is a note In connexion
with the text from which these extracts are taken, on the state of Anglo- Persian

relations and the predominance of Russian influence at Tehran, well worthy
the reader's perusal.
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1 536- 1848. and Kandahar and Ghazni were to be recovered, as belonging to

tire empire of the Safavri dynasty. The advice of the British envoy
was dissuasive in this respect, and therefore distasteful.

Sir John Campbell, in less than a year after the sovereign's

installation, went home, and was succeeded as British envoy by

Mr Henry Ellis. The change in personnel signified also a transfer

of superintendence of the Persian legation, which passed from the

(Government in India to the authorities in England. In 1836, on

the return home of Mr Ellis, Mr M'Neill became charge d'affaires.

About this time fhe arrangements for the expedition were matured.

It was to commence with acampaign against the Turkmans,—Herat

being its later destination. The king would command in person,

and the array would be formidable in numbers and war material.

Such counter-proposals as Mr EHis had suggested for consideration,

'in his earnest euaeavours to divert the shah from his purpose, had

been politely put aside, and the counsels of the war-party had pre-

vailed. Should the main operations designed be successful, and

Herat fall to Persia, it was impossible to foretell the result ; and

the case v.as now more than ever complicated by the action of the

13arakzai chiefs of Kandahar, who had sent a mission to Tehran to

offer assistance against their Saduzai rival at Herat. Fresh provo-

cation had, moreover, been given to the shah's Government by the

rash and incapable Kamran.
About the close of *''e summer the force moved from Tehran.

The royal camp was m^ar Astrabad in November 1S36. Food was

scarce ; barley sold for ten times the usual price, and wheat was not

procurable for any money. The troops were dissatisfied, and, being

kept without pay and on short rations, took to plundering. There

had been operations on the banks of the Gurgan, and the Turkmans
had been driven from one of their strongholds ; but little or no

progress had been made in the subjection of these marauders, and

the Heratis had sent word that all they could do was to pay tribute,

and, if that were insufficient, the shah had better march to Herat.

A military council was held at Shahrud, when it was decided to

return to the capital and set out again in the spring. Accordingly

the troops dispersed, and the sovereign's presence at Tehran was
taken advantage of by the British minister to renew his attempts

in the cause of peace. But remonstrance was vain, and, although

on the present occasion Count Simonich ostensibly aided Mr M'Neul,

no argument was of any avail to divert the monarch from his pur-

pose. He again set out in the summer, and, invading the Herat

territory in November 1837, began the siege on the 23d of that

month.
S'egf ^' Not until September in the following year did the Persian army
lierat. withdraw from before the walls of the city ; and then the move-

ment only took place on the action of the British Government.
Ordinary pressure and argument had failed- It had become neces-

sary to use strong language, and to resort to strong measures, the

purport of which could not be mistaken. Mr M^eill, who had
ioinad the Persian camp on 6th April, left it again on 7th June.

He had in this inter\'al done all in his power to effect a reasonable

agreement between the contending parties by personal communi-
cation with Afghans in Herat as well as with tlie shah and his

minister ; but both in this respect and in the matter of a com-

mercial treaty with England, then under negotiation, his efforts had
been met \vith evasion and latent hostility, and this last feeling

had been notabl/ evinced in the seizure and violent treatment of a

messenger bearing an ofl^icial communication from a foreign Govern-

ment to the British minister at Tehran. The Russian envoy, who
had appeared among the tents of the besieging army almost simul-

taneously T\'ith his English coUeamie, no sooner found himself alone

in his diplomacy than he resumed his aggressive counsels, and little

more than a fortnight had elapsed since Mr McNeill's departure

when a vigorous assault, planned, it is asserted, by Count Simonich
himself, was made upon Herat. The Persians attacked at five

points, at one of which they would in all likeliliood have been
successful had not the Afghans been aided by Eldrcd Pottinger, a

young Englishman, who with the science of an artillery officer

combined a courage and determination which inevitably influenced

his subordinates. Through his exertions the assailants were beaten

back, as they wore also independently at the other points noted.

Still the garrison was disheartened ; and, had not Colonel Stoddart's

arrival on 11th August to threaten tlic shah with British inter-

vention put a stop to further action, there is no knowing what
mischief might have resulted from. the incompetence and intrigiies

of Kamran and his advisers. As it happened. Colonel Stoddart's

firm attitude and refusal to allow any but British mediators to

decide the pending dispute won the day ; and that officer was able

to report that on 9th September Muhammad Shah had "mounted
his horse" and gone from before the walls of the beleaguered city.

The siege of Herat was the great event in the reign of Muhammad
Shah. It lasted for nearly ten months ; and the story of its pro-

gress is a strange record of a desultory campaign in which intrigue

and conspiracy were the continuously working ogencies, while
military action was spasmodic. The British expedition in support
of ShAh Shuj'a, which may be called its natural consequence, in-

volves a question foreign to the present narrative. Persia's con-

nexion with Afghanistan can only be partial, and confined to Herat,
Kabuli Kandahar, or one section of the country only. A united
Afghanistan would always be distasteful to her.

The remainder of the king's reign was marked by new difficul-

ties with the British Government ; the rebelUca of Agha Khdn
Mahlati, otherwise kno\vn as the chief of the Assassins ; a new
rupture with Turkey ; the banishment of the asafu 'd-daulah,
governor of Khurasan, followed by the insurrection and defeat of

his son ; and the rise of the sect of the Babis. The first of these
only calls.fjir o.Tiy detailed account.

In the demands of the British Government was included the DiflS-

cession by Persia of places such as Ghurian, Farah, and Sabzawar, culty
which had been taken during the war from the Afghans, as well af vuh
reparation for the violence offered to the courier of the Britisl 'in^iaiid

legation. The shah, in ill-humour at his fruitless expedition tc

Herat, defeiTed compliance with these requisitions, and indoeil

sought to evade them altogether. M'Neill gave a certain time foi

decision, at the end of which, no satisfactory reply having reached
him, he broke off diplomatic relations, ordered the British officer?

lent to the shah to proceed towards Baghdad en route to India, anti

retired to Arzrum with the members of his mission. On the Persian

side, charges were made against M'Neill, and a special envoy, sent

to England to support them, was instructed to represent the so-

called injuries which British diplomatic action had inflicted on the

shdh. An endeavour was at the same time made to interest the

cabinets of Europe in influencing the British Government on behall

of Persia. The envoy managed to obtain an interview with the

minister of foreign affairs in London, who, in July 1839, supplied

him with a statement, fuller than before, of all English demands
upon his country. Considerable delay ensued, but the outcome of

the whole proceedings was not only acceptance but fulfilment of

all the engagements contracted. In the meantime the island of

Karak had been taken possession of by an expedition from India.

On 11th October 1841 a new mission arrived at Tehran from
London, under Mr (now Sir) John M'Neill, to renew diplomatic
relations. It was most cordially received by the shah, and it need
scarcely be added that, as one of its immediate results, Karak was
evacuated by the British-Indian troops.

There had been a long diplomatic correspondence in Europe on
the proceedings of Count Simonich and other Russian officers at

Herat, Among the papers is a very important letter from Count
Nesselrode to Count Pozzo di Borgo in which Russia declares herself

to be the first to counsel the shah to acquiesce in the demand made
upon him, because she found ** justi';e on the side of England " and
"wrong on the side of Persia." She withdrew her agent from
Kandahar and would "not have with the Afghans any relations

but those of commerce, and in no wise any political interests."

She recalled to the Eno;lish cabinet her wishes before expressed.
"To re-establish proiiiptly the relations of friendship between the courts of

London and of Tehran ; to put an end to the hostile measures adopted in the
Persian Gulf; to abstain from disturbing the tranquillity of the people of the
centre Of Asia by nourishing their animosities ; to be contented with competing
in industry in those vast countries, but not to engage there in a struggle for

political influence ; to respect the independence of the intermediate countries
which separate * her own from British territory. Such, it was eniphatically
stated, was " the system which England and Russia have a common interest

invariably to pursue, in order to prevent tl.e possibility of a conflict between
these two great powers, which, that they may continue friends, require to

remain each within its own limits, and not to advance against each other in

the centre of Asia." ^

Agha Khan's rebellion was fostered by' the defection to his cause

of a large portion of the force sent against him ; but he yielded at

last to the local authorities of Karman and ficd the province and
country. He afterwards resided many years at Bombay, where,
while maintaining among natives a quasi-spiritual character, he is

better known among Europeans for his doings on the turf.

The quarrel with Turkey, though specific in the case of indi-

vidual actoi-3, was generally about frontier relations and trans-

gressions of the border. Eventually the matter was referred to an
Anglo-Russian commission, of which Colonel Williams {since Sir

Fenwick Williams of Kars) was president. A massacre of Persians

at Karbala mi^ht have seriously complicated the dispute, but, after

a first burst of indignation and call for vengeance, an expression of

the regret of the Ottoman Government was accepted as a sufficient

apology for the occurrence.

The rebellion of the asafu *d-daulah, maternal uncle of the

shah, was punished by exile, while his son, after giving trouble to

his opponents, and once gaiuing a victory over them, took shelter

with the Turkmans.
Sa'jd Muhammad 'Ali, founder of the Babis, was bom atTha

Shiraz about 1810.^ Adopting a life of seclusion, and practising Labis.

aTcind of exaggerated Sufisro, ho followed for some time the call-

ing of a dervi^, and when at Kazimain near Baghdad he openly

asserted his pretensions as a prophet. The Turkish authorities

1 CoTTt^pondence rdating tn Persia and Afghanistan, London, 1839. The
annexation of Sind and the Panjab will, it is presumed, be given as excuses

for the partial absorption of Turkestan. But the cases are in no way analogous.

The occiipati.m by Russia of the Persian island of AshurAda in th« south-cast

corner of the Caspian followed the British reverses in Kabul of 1S41.

3 Lady Sheit. Gobineau says 1624.

I
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would have put him to Jeat^i. but the Persian consul, claiming

him as a subject, saved his life, and scut him to his native place.

Thencefons'ard his career is strange and adventurous ; and even
when he himself had been committed to prison his agents were
employed in promulgating his doctrine, with sufficient success to

occasion the issue of a decree making it a capital crime to profiess

the tenets of Babism. More will be said on the subject shortly.

Before closing the reign of Muhammad Shah note should be

taken of a prohibition to import African slaves into Persia, and a

commercial treaty with England,—recorded by Watson as gratifying

achievements of the period by British diplomatists. The French
* missions in which occur the names of MM. de Lavalette and de

Sartiges were notable in their way, but somewhat barren of results.

In the autumn of 1S4S the shah was seized with the malady, or

combination of maladies, which caused his death. Gout and
er}'sipelas had, it is said,* ruined his constitution, and he died at

his palace in Sharairan on 4th September. He was buried at

Kum, where is situated the shrine of Fatima, daughter of Imam
Ri^ by the side of his grandfather, Fath 'All, and other kings

of Persia. In person he is described as short and fat, with an

aqifiline nose and agreeable countenance.*
»w--rn Oq the occasion of his father's death, Nasru M-Din Mirza, who
*d-Din had been proclaimed wall 'ahd, or heir-apparent, some years before,

SUih. was absent at Tabriz, the headquartei-s of his' province of Adar-
ba\jan. Colonel Farrant, then charge d'affaires on the part of

the British Government, in the absence of Colonel Shell, who
had succeeded Sir John MT^'eill, had, in anticipation of the shah's

decease and consequent trouble, sent a raesseng^ir to summon him
instantly to Tehran. The British officer, moreover, associated

himself with Prince Dolgorouki, the representative cf Russia, to

secure the young prince's accession ; and there waa nc doubt in

the minds of the wiser lookers-on that, if the two diplcn'atists

were really of one mind in the matter, they would attain thei: crtf

in spite of all obstacles.

They did so after a time, and with the aid of the queen-mother, who,
as president of the council, showed much judgment and capacity

in conciliating adverse parties. But the sis or seven weeks which
passed between the death of the one king and the coronation of the

other proved a disturbed interval, and full of stirring incident.

The old minister, Hajji Mirza Aghasi, incurred the displeasure of

the influential part of the community by shutting himself up in

the royal palace with 1200 followers, and had to take refuse in the

sanctuary of Shah 'Abdu 'l-'Azim near Tehran. On the otner hand

'

Mirza Agha Khan, a partisan of the asafu 'd-daulah, and himself
an ex-minister of war, whom the hajji had caused to be banished,

was welcomed back to the capital. At Ispahan, Shi'rdz, and
Karman serious riots took place, which were with difficulty sup-

pressed. While revolution prevailed in the city, robbery was" rife

in the province of Yazd ; and from Eazvin the son of 'AH Mirza,
otherwise called the "zillu 's- sultan," the prince -governor of

Tehran, who disputed the succession of Muhammad Shah, came
forth to contest the crown with his cousin, the heir-apparent.
The last-named incident soon came to an inglorious termination
for its hero. But a more serious revolt was in full force at Mash-
had when, OB the 20th of October 184S, the young shdh entered
his capita] and was crowned at midnight king of Persia.

The chief events in the long reign of the present shah, Kasru
'd-Din, may be reviewed under four heads: (1) the insurrection

in Ehurasan, (2) the insurrection of the Babis, (3) the fail of the
amiru 'n-nizam, and (4) the war with England.

lusmrrec- It has been stated that the asafu 'd-daulah was a competitor
tion in with Hajji Mirza Aghasi for the post of premier in the cabinet of
Khar- Muhammad Shah, that he was afterwards, in the seme reign,
isan. exiled for rising in rebellion, and that his son, the salar, took

shelter with the Turkmans. Some four months prior to the
late king's decease the latter chief had reappeared in arms against
his authority ; he had gained possession of Mashhad itself, driv-

ing the prince-governor, Hamza Mirza, into the citadel ; and so

firm was his attitude that Yar Muhammad of Herat, who had
come to help the Government officials, had retired after a fruitless

co-operation, drawing away the prince -governor also. The salar

now defied ilurad Mirza, Nasru *d-Din's uncle, who was besieging
the city ; he found secret means of obtaining money and supplies

;

ind, by occasionally repelling an assault or effecting a skilful sortie,

he kept up a prestige of power, which, added to his personal popu-
larity, commanded the sympathy and good wishes of the multitude.
In April 1850, after a siege of more than eighteen months, fortune
turned against the bold insurgent, and negotiations were opened
between the citizens and besiegers for the surrender of the town and
citadel. Treachery may have had to do with the result, for when
the shah's troops entered the holy city the salar sought refuge in

the mosque of Imam Riza, and was forcibly expelled. He and his
brother were seized and put to death, the instrument used being,
according to Watson, " the bowstring of Eastern story." The con-
queror of Mashhad, Murad Mirza, became afterwards himself the
prince-governor of Khurasan.

I Perse-

' cubion

I
of the

Babis,

Lady Sheil has written a graphic account of the death of Sa'fd 13i8-lJ^5>
Muhammad *Aii. After repeated arrests and warning to no pur-
pose the spread of his doctrines had become so raj'id among all

classes that ii was thought necessary to remove him by the severest
punishment of the law. He was conveyed to Tabriz, and brought
out in the great square for execution.
"A company of soldiers was ordered to despatch Bab by a volley. When ;

the smoke had cleared away Bdb had disappeared from sight It had so (
happened that none of the balls h-id touched hira, and, prompted by an impulse
to preser\-e his life, he rushed from the spot. Had Bab possessed sufficient

^

presence of mind to have fied to the bazar ... he would in all prohabiHty 1

have succeeded in effecting his escape. A miracle palpable to all Tabriz would
have been performed, and a new creed would have been established. But he
turned in the opposite direction, and hid himself in the guard-room, where he
was immediately discovered, brought out, and shot. His body was thrown
into the ditch of the town, where it was devoured by the half-wild dogs which
abound outside a Persian city. Bab possessed a mild and benignant counte-
nance, his manners were composed and dignified, his eloquence was impressive
and he wrote rapidly and well."

Later on she wrote

—

"This year (1S50) seven Bibis were executed at T<'hr4n for an allege<^. con-
spiracy against the life of the prime minister. Their Tate excited general sjin-
pathy, for every one knew that no criminal act hsd been committed, and
suspected the accusation to be a pretence. . . . Previously to decapitation
they received an offer of pardon, on the condition of reciting the kafama (or
Muhammadan creed). ... It was r^ected, and these visionaries died stcdfast
in their Eaith. ... In Zanjan the insurrection, or the religious movement, as
the Babis termed it, broke out with \iolence. This city is only 200 miles from
Tehran, midway to Tabriz. At its head was a muUa of repute and rvno"*n,
who, with his associates, retired into an angle of the city, which they strength-
ened as best they could. For several mouths they detecded themselves with
unconquerable resolution against a large force in infantry and puns, sent
against them from Tehran. It was their readiness to meet death that made
the Babis so formidable to their.assailants. From street to street, from hiuse
to house, from cellar to cellar, t'.-sy fought without flinching. All were killed
at their posts, excepting a few who were afterwai-ds bayoneted by the troops
in cold blood."

In the summer of 1852 his majesty was attacked, while riding

in the vicinit}' of Tehran, by four men, one of v.hom fired a pistol

^-nd slightly wounded him. This man was killed, and two others

wer* captured by the royal attendants ; the fourth jumped down
a well. The existence of a conspiracy was then discovered, in

which some forty persons were implicated ; and ten of the con-

spirators (one a young woman) were put to death,— some under
cruel torture. A short reign of terror then ensued which is well

illustrated in the following extract from Watson s History.
"The prime minister . . . was fearful of drawing down upon himself and

his family the vengeance of the followers of the Bah ; ami, in order that otheis
might be implicate! in these executions, he hit upon the device of assigning a
criminal to each department of the state ; the several ministers of the Shah
being thus compelled to act as executioners. The minister f'lr foreign affairs,

the minister of finance, the son of the prime minister, the adjutant-general of
the army, and the master of the mint, each fired the first shot, or made the
first cut with a sabre, at the culprits assigned to their several departments,
respectively. The artillerj', the infantry, the camel artillery, and the cavalry,
each had a victim.3 . . . But the result of all this slaughter was, as might
have been expected, to create a feeling of sjTnpathy f^r the Babis, whose
crime was lost sight of in the punishment which had overtaken them. They
met their fate with the utmost flininess, and none of them cared to accept the
life which was offered to them on the simple condition of reciting the Muslim
creed. While the lighted candles were burning the flesh of one follower of the
Bab, he wis urged by the chitf magistrate of Tehran to, curse the Bab and
live. He would not renounce the Bab ; but he cursed the magistrate who
tempted him to do so, be cursed the Shah, and even cursed the prophet Sluham-
mad, his spirit rising superior to tha agony of his torture.

"

The movement, however, was not only felt in Tehran and Zanjan
but also in Mazandaran, Pars, Karman, and Tabri: ; and, in spite of

the fearful punishments with which the professo -s of the doctrine

have been visited, the complete extinction of B;'.bisrn by fire and
sword is a consummation hardly to be set within the range of

human probability.

Mirza Taki, the amiru *n-nizam (vulgarly amir ntzam), or com-
mander-in-chief, was a good specimen of the self-made man of J

Persia. He was the son of a cook of Bahrdm Mirza, Muhammad 1

Shah's brother, and he had filled high and in portant offices of

state and amassed much wealth when he was made by the young
shah Nasru 'd-Din, on his accession, both his bro\her-in-law and his

prime minister. The choice was an admirable one ; he was honest,

hard-working, ahd liberal according to his lights ; and the services

of a loyal and capable adviser were secured for the new regime.

For the rebellion in Khurasan and all emergencies that occurred

during his three years' tenure of office, he was the same active and
intelligent mentor that he had been when associf.ted with the prince

in his government'of Adarbaijan. Unfortunately, he did not boast

the confidence of the queen-mother ; and this circumstance greatly

strengthened the hands of those enemies whom an honest minister

must ever raise around him in a corrupt Oriental state. For a

time the shah closed his eyes to the accusations and insinuations

breathed against him ; but at last he fell imdir the evil influence

of designing counsellors, and acts which shoald have redounded

to the minister's credit became the charges en which he lost his

office and his life. He was credited with an intention to grasp in

his own hands the royal power ; his influence over the army was

Fall of

F Mirza

I Taki

3 "Even the Shah's admirable French physician, the late lamented DrClo^juet,

was invited to show his loyalty by following the e::ample of the rest cf Uie

court. He excused himself^ and pleasantly said tha\, he killed too many mea
professionally to permit him to increase their numb^ by any .voluntary boaii*

cide on his part" (Lady Sheil).
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1851-1872. cit»d as a cause of danger ; and on the night of 13th Novemher

1851 he was summoned to the palace and informed that he was

no longer premier. Mirza Agha Khan, the
"
'itimadu 'd-daulah,"

was named to succeed him, and had been accordingly raised to the

dignity of "sadr'azim." As the hostile faction pressed the neces-

sity of the ex-minister's removal from the capital, ho wa3 offered

the choice of the government of Fars, Ispahan, or Kiim. He

declined all ; but, through the mediation of Colonel Shell, he was

afterwards offered and accepted Kashan. It is not probable that

Mirza Taki, once fallen from his high estate, would have long

stu'vived, or rather would have been long sutfered by his rivals or

foes to survive, this crisis in his career. For intriguers and char-

latans he was too real a character to be harmless, and means would

have doubtless been devised to get rid of him altogether. As it

happened, opportuuity was taken of an ill-timed if well-meant

interference on his behalf of the Russian legation, and the shah's

ire was aroused more than ever against him.
" Once having got hini out of the way," write3 Major Euan Smith from infor-

mation gathered on the scene of the tragedy he is recounting, " his enemies had

full play, and, forty days after his banishment, prevailed upon tlie king

to issue orders for his execution. . . . The executioners arrived at Fm,

and seeing the ex-minister, told him -that they had been sent by the shah

to asl: after his healtlu Mirza Tahi lihdn at once saw that his iiite was

sealed ; he merely aslced tliat, instead of having his throat cut, he might be

allowed to die in his own way. The request was granted ; he went into the

Itammim, where tiie kings barber opened the two principal arteries in each

arm, and he quietly sat there and bled to death." l

Rupture When England was »ngaged in the Crimean War of 1854-55 her

with alliance with a Muhammadan power in no way added to her popu-

England. larity or strengthened her position in Persia. The
^

Sunni Turk

was almost a greater enemy to his neighbour the Shfah than the

formidable Muscovite, who had curtailed him of so large a section

of his territory west of tho Caspian. Hence during the war Peisia

coquetted with Russia as to a possible secret alliance, rather than

ivith France or England. Moreover, since Sir John M 'Neill's arrival

in Tehran in 1841, formally to repair the breach with Muhammad
Shah, there had been little differences, demands, and explanations,

which were portentous of a storm in the future ; and these synaptoms

had culminated in 1856, the year of the peace with Russia. As

to Afghanistan, the wazir Yar Muhammad had in 1842, when the

British troops were perishing in the passes, or otherwise in the

midst of dangers, caused Kamran to be suft'ocated in his prison.

Since that event he had himself reigned supreme i»-TIerat, and,

dying in 1851, was succeeded by his son Sa'id Muhammad. This

chief soon entered upon a series of intrigues in the Persian interests,

and, amonff other acts offensive to Great Britain, suffered one 'AbbdS

Kiili, who ^ad, under guise of friendship, betrayed the cause of the

salar at Mashhad, to occupy the citadel of Herat, and again place

a detachment of the shah's troops in Ghurian. Colonel Sheil

remonstrated, and obtained a new engagement of non-interference

with Herat from the Persian Government, as well as the recall of

'Abbas Ki'iK. In September 1865 Muhammad Yiisuf Sdduzai seized

upon Herat, putting Sa'id Muhammad to death with some of his

followers who were supposed accomplices in the murder of his uncle

Kamran.
About this time Kohan Dil Khan, one of the chiefs of Kandahar,

died, and Dost Muhammad of Kabul annexed the city to his terri-

tory. Some relations of the deceased chief made their escape to

Tehran, and the shah, listening to their complaint, directed the

prince-governor of Mashhad to march across to the eastern frontier

and occupy Herat, declaring that an invasion of Persia was imminent.

.Such was the situation when the Hon. Mr Murray was fulfilling

his second year of duty at the legation in Tehran. He had relieved

Mr Taylour Thomson, Colonel Shell's locum Icncns, at a time when
' relations were somewhat strained, and coolness and want of con-

fidence were daily becoming more apparent betvwen the British

representative and the court to which he was accredited. The
following passage is from a recently-published work treating of the

place and period.*

"At the end of 1S55, our relations with the court of Tehran were anything

but satisfactory. Even the outward sembl.ince of civility towards the English

representative was disregardtil, and, in like manner, the veneer of courtesy was

wanting in the official communications bearing the sign-manual of the Shah or

his rcsponsibla minister. So great was tlie tension of ill-feeling occasioned,

that our envoy withdrew to Bagltdad. declining to resume the functions of his

otticc until ample apology had been made, by certain persons named, for certain

nlfenccs charged, after a manner detailed by himself. A crisis such as this

may. it is true, be brought about in Persia by ourselves, through defective

diplomacy and ignorance of the native character, ways, prejudices, and, to some

extent. U.nguage ; but it may also arise from many other causes—among others,

n wilful pi-e-detennination on the part of the local government. Once instructed

to give offence to strangers and provoke a rupture, the Persian is a wonderful

adept in fulillling his instructions ; and will prove as capable in bandying

insult and innuendo as in the more complex and refined gameof compliment and

cajolery. In the present instance, there was in the attitude of Persia evidence

of wilfulness and an exhibition of moie than ordinary temper; for not only

were tlie Shah's own words full of insult, but his expressions were supplemented

by deeits. Finally, by sending a large military expedition ur\der his royal uncle.

Prince Murad Mirza. to take possession of Herat, ho showed his contempt of

treaties, and aimed a blow at England's Eastern policy in llio most sensitive part.

1 Bistern Persia, vol. 1. p. 156. The palace of Fin, near Kaahan, was the

residence of the amir nizAm
- .'ciruM Oulram : a Biograpliy, vol. U., London, ISSO.

"Tliis octHjrrcd in December, the same month in which the British envoy
quitted Tehran. In the first week of ISiO. negotiations were opened at Con-
sUntinople, when the Persian charge d'affaires in that city related his version

of the quarrel to our well-known ambassador there. Discussion was prolonged

for some months in 1856. during which an 'ultimatum' from Lord Clarendon

had been put forward without avail ; and in October, a plenipotentiary named
Farrukh Khan arrived at the Porte with the Shah's insti'uctions to settle the

whole matter in dispute. But although this personage went so far as to sign a

declaration that Herat should immediately be evacuated by the troops of his

sovereign, other engagements were required from him which he could not
undertake, and the attempt at a settlement failed. Lord Stratford presented a
new ' ultimatum * on November 22d ; but it was then too late to avert an out-

break. The news that Herat bad been captured on October 20th, and that

three proclamations declaring war against Persia had been issued by the ^
govemor-i7ener:ll of India on November 1st. soon reached Constantinople, and
Farrukh khan's occupation was, for the moment, gone."

.In less than three -weeks after issue hy the governor-general of

India of the proclamation of war with Persia the Sind division of

the field force left Karachi (Kurrachee). On 13th January following

the Bombay Government orders notified the formation of a second

division under Lieutenaut-General Sir James Outram. Before tho

general arrived the island of Karak and part of Bushahr had both

been occupied, and the fort of Rishir had been attacked and car-

ried. After the general's arrival the march upon Barazjiin and

the engagement at Khushab—two places on the road to Shiraz

—

and the operations at Muhamrah anil the Kdi'iin Mvcr decided tho

campaign in favour ol^ England. On 5th April, at iluhamrah,

Sir James Outram received the news that the treaty cf priico had

been signed in Paris, where Lord Cowley and Farrukh Khan had

conducted the negotiations. The stipulations regarding Herat were

much as before ; but there were to be apologies made to the mission

for past insolence and ludeness, and the slave trade was to be sup-

pressed in the Persian Gulf.

With the exception of a small force retained at Bushahr under

General John Jacob for the three months assigned for execution

of the ratifications and giving effect to certain stipulations of the

treaty with regard to Afghanistan, the British troops retu'-ned to

India, where their presence was greatly needed, owing to the out-

.break of the mutiny. The envoy retraced hi5 steps from Baghdad

to Tehran, to receive the excuses of the shah's minister. Before

Mr Murray's arrival, however, an act of so-called retaliation, but

savouring rather of sheer revenge, had been perpetrated, which

could not have commended itself to the mind of an English diplo-

matist on the spot. One of the articles of the treaty of peace pro-

vided for the release of all prisoners taken by the Persians at Herat.

Among these was the ex-ruler Muhammad Yiisuf, liho, having

resisted the besieging army, had been brought captive to Tehran.

The provision of mercy was in his case tantamount to a sentence

of savage death, for the relatives of Sa'id Jluhammad (whom he

had slain in return for tho murder of his uncle Shah Kamran)

awaited his release literally to hew him to pieces in front of the

K.isri Kajar, a royal palace about 5 miles from t'ne walls of the

capital. When Colonel Taylor and the pfficers deputed with him

to certify the evacuation of Herat by tho Persian soldiers reached

their destination, they were received by a newly-appointed governor,

Sultan Ahmad Khan, better known as Sultan Jan, nephew and

son-in-law of the amir Dost Muliammad. It is unnecessary to refer

to other than the political reasons of the war. They soon ceased

to interest the minds of even European residents in Persia ; and

the war became a thing of the past. Mr Murray was succeeded in

1869 by Sir Henry Rawlinson as Bl'itish envoy. No more popular

nomination could have been made than that of this justly-dis-

tinguished Oriental statesman ; but he barely remained a year

at the work. Retiring at his own request, he was succeeded by

Mr Charles Alison, whoso marvellous acquaintance with Turks

and their language had rendered him an invaluable secretary at

Constantinople.

It now only remains to mention those incidents which have

engaged the attentiou of the British Government, or in which

British officers have had to play a part. Such are the establishment

of a telegraph, the settlement of the Perso-Baliich, and the arbi-

tration on the Perso-Afghan frontier. Tlie proceedings of Russia

in the countries cast of tho Caspian and bordering oil the Oxus

have, moreover, a bearing more or less direct on the interests of

Great Britain, with especial reference to her Indian empire.

The question of constructing a telegraph in Persia as a link in Anglo-

the overland line to connect England with India was broached in ludiaji

Tehran by Colonel Patrick Stewart and Captain Champain, officers telegraj.h

of engineers, in 1862, and an agreement ou the subject con- line,

eluded by Mr Edward Eastwick, when chai'gci d'affaires, at the

close of that year. Three years later a more formal convention,

including a second wire, was signed by Mr Alison and the Persian

foreign minister ; meantime the work had been actively carried on,

and communication opened on tho one side between Bushahr and

Karachi and the Makran coast by cable, and on the other between

Bushahr and Baghdad via Tehran. The untrustworthy character

of the line through Asiatic Turkey caused a subsequent change

of direction ; and an alternative line—the Indo-European—from

London to Tehran, thiough Rus ia and along the eastern shores of

'.the Black Sea, was constructed, and has worked well since 1872,
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in conjunction with tlie Persian land telegraph system and the
Bushahr- Karachi line.'

The Sistan missiou, under Majoi-General (aftenvards Sir Fred-

eric) Goldsmid, left England in August 1870. and reached Tehran
on 3d October. Thence it proceeded to Ispahan, froci which city

it mored to Baluchistan, instead of seeking its original destina-

tion. Difficulties had arisen both in arranging the preliminaries to

irbitration and owing to the disordered state of Afghanistan , and
it was therefore deemed advisable to commence operations by set-

tling a frontier dispute between Persia and the Kelat state. Unfor-
tunately, the obstructions thrown in the way of this settlement by
the Persian commissioner, the untoward appearance at Bampiir of an
liuexpected body of Kelatis, and the absence of definite instructions

marred the fuliUment of the programme sketched out ; but a line

of boundary was proposed, which has since been accepted by the

litigants, and which, except perhaps in the case of a small district

on the north, has, it is believed, been generally respected. In the

following year the same mission, accompanied by the same Persian

commissioner, proceeded to Sistan, where it remained for more than
five weeks, prosecuting its inquiries, until joined by another mis-
sion from India, under Major - General (afterwards Sir Richard)
Pollock, accompanying the Afghan commissioner. Complications
then ensued by the determined refusal of the two native officials to

meet in conference ; and the arbitrator had no course available but
to take advantage of the notes already obtained on the spot, and
return with them to Tehran, there to deliver his decision. This
.was done on 19th August 1872. The contending parties appealed
to the British secretary of state for foreign aSairs, as provided by
previous understanding ; but the decision held good, ana was event-
ually accepted on both sides (see above, p. 619).

The Russo-Persian boundary question of ISSl might have been
considered to belong to history, but has been treated elsewhere. It

is, however, a strictly pacific arrangement, and has nothing in

common with the treaties of Gulistan'or Turkmanchai.
Mr Alisou died at Tehran in April 1S72. Mr Ranald Thomson,

whose experience of Persia is of thirty-five years' duration, then

becams charge d'affaires, and held the post until relieved by his
brother, Mr (since Sir) Taylour Thomson from Chill. On the re-
tirement of the latter in April 187S', Mr {sinceSir Ranald) Thomson
succeeded as envoy. During the later years of the reign of Nasru 'd-
Din several Englishmen have distinguished themselves as explorers
in the northeast. Among them the names of O'Donovan, Napier,
Baker, GBl, Clayton, and Stew.Art will be readily remembered.
Colonels Bateman-Champain, Murdoch Smith, Sir Oliver St
John, Beresford Lovett, and the late Major Fierson, all engineer
officers connected with the telegraph, have made theii- mark in the
country. Nisru'd-Din Shah, unlike his predecessors, has paid two
visits to Europe,— one in 1873 and one in 1879. On the first
occasion only he extended his journey to England, aud was then
attended by his "sadr 'azim," or prime minister, the late Mirza
Husain Khan, an able and enlightened adviser, withal a Grand
Cross of the Star of India. His second vbit was to Russia, Germany,
France, and Austria, but he did not cross the Channel. Among the
shdh's latest projects are the possession of a little fleet in the Persian
Gulf, and of some vessels On the Kariiu. In 1884 it was stated that
a thousand-ton steamer (the " Persepolis ") ajid a smaller one for river
navio;ation were actually in course of construction. The route by
the Kariin was to be opened, and a carriageable road constructed from
Siiistarto Tehran, via Dizful, Khuramabad. Buriijird, Sultanabad,
and Kiim. Ordere had been given for building two tugs to pull native
craft up the Kan'm. The arrangements for the road, transport, and
administration from Muhamrah to Tehran were confided to General
Houtum Schindler, the inspector-general of Persian telegraphs.^

The works which have been mainly followed and quoted in the above his-
torical sketch are Sir John Malcolm's History of Persia ; the more modem
histories by Robert Grant Watson and Clements .Markham ; the Trai-ds o]
Vtnetiana in Persia, edited by Lord Stanley of Alderley, printed for the
Hakluyt Society (1873) ; and the History o/ the tale R:volvtions in Persia, taken
from the memoirs of Father Krusinski, procurator of the Jesuits at Ispalian
(1733). Those which have contributed information in a minor degree are Lady
Shell's Diary in Persia; Erskine's Biibar ; Chardin's Travels, annotated by
Langles; Professor Creasy's History o/. the Ottormji Turks; Ferrier's History
0/ the A/glians; Telegraph and Travel (1874); aud others mentioned in the
footnotes.

'

(p. J. G.)

PAET m.- -LANGUAGE AND LITEEATURE.
Section I

—

Persian (Iraniajj) Languages.
Under the name of Persian is included the whole of that great

family of languages occupying a field nearly coincident with the
modem Iran, of which true Persian is simply the western division.

It is therefore common and more correct to speak of the Iranian
family. The original native name of the race which spoke these

tongues was Arian. King Darius is called on an inscriptioi "a
I'ersian, son of a Persian, an Arian of Arian race "

; ajid the followers
of the Zoroastrian religion in their earliest records never give them-
selves any other title but Airyav6 danghavd, that is to say, ** Arian
races." The province of the Iranian language is bounded on the
west by the Semitic, on the north and north-east by the Ural-altaic
or Turanian, and on the south-east by the kindred language of India.

The Iranian family of languages is one of the seven great branches
of the^nJo-European stem, and was first recognized as such by Sir

William Jones aud Friedrich Schlegel. Whatever uncertainty still

remains as to the exact relationship betTveen all the several branches
of the Indo-European family, it is at least certain that Indian and
Persian belong together more closely than the rest, and that they
continued to develop side by side for a long period after the other
branches had been already severed from the parent stem.
The common characteristics of all Iranian lan^agts, which dis-

tiJiguish them especially from Sanskrit, are as follows.

(1) Change of the original -« into the spirant k. Thu&—
Zend. Old Persian. 1,'cv; Persian.Sanskrit.

hind
har

hend.

Bindhu (Indus) bindu hindu
sarva (all) hauna haruva
sama (whole) hama hama
santi (sunt) henti hantiy

(2) Change of the original aspirates gk, dk, hh (=X) ^> ^) inTO the
corresponding medials

—

Sanshrit. Zmd. Old Persian. New Persian.
bhumi (earth) buiiii bumi biim
dhiU {d(T^) d4U data dad
^harma (heat) garema ganna garm.

(3) k\ t, p before a consonant are changed into the spirants hh,

Sansktr. Zend. Old Persian. New Persian:.
prathama (fir<:t) fraiema fratam? fradum U'arsi)
knitn (insight) kh.ratu khuad.

(4) The development of soft sibilants

—

* The Indo-European Telegraph Company have now (1?S4), on rathprmore
than 450 miles of wire, from Julfa on the Arras to Tehran, in what is caflsii the
"Maintenance Department," six stations with fifteen employes; the "com.
raercial " stations, with twenty employes, are at Tabriz and Tehran only. The
Persian telegraph system, under British officers, has fourteen stations" in all,

tbo chief being at Tehran, Ispahan, Shiraz. and Bushahr. The ofBcial staff
numbers between thirty-five and forty. The number of paid words passing
through these lines has steadily increased from 305.483 in 1877 to 1,177.412 in
1883. The average time taken by a message from Loudon tD Calcutta via Tehran
varies from one and a half to two and a half hours.

Sanskrit. Zend. Old Fersta-.i. lfn> Pertlim.
Asurij Medhas 3 Ahuro Mazddo Auram^zda Ormu2d
bah u (arm) bazu bami
hima (hiems) zima .... zim.
Our knowledge of the Iranian Unguals in older periods is too

fragmentary to allow of our giving a complete account of this family
and of its special historical development. It will be sufficient here
to distinguish the main types of the older and the more recent
periods. From antiquity we have sulBcient knowledge of two
dialects, the first belonging to eastern Iran, the second to western.

1. Zend, or Old .B«c(rio)i.—Xeither of these two titles is well Zend,
chosen. The name Old Bactrian suggests that the language was
limited to the small district of Bactria, or at least that it Ras
spoken there,—which is, at the most, only an hypothesis. Zend,
again (originally d;xiintish), is not the name of a language, as Anquetil
Duperron supposed, but means "interpretation "or " explanation,

"

and is specially applied to the meJiaval Pahlavi translation of the
Avesta. . Our "Zend-Avesta" does not mean the Avcsta in the
Zend language, but is an incorrect transcription of the original
expression " Avistak va zand," !'.<?.,,"the holj text (Jvfste) together
with the translation." But, since we still lack sure data to &x
the home of this language with any certainty, the convenient name
of Zend has become generally established in Europe, and may be
provisionally retained. But the home of the Zend language'was
certainly in eastern Iran ; all attempts to seuk it farther west—e.g.,

in Media*—must be regarded as failures

Zend is the language of the so-called Jtcsla,' the holy book of
the Persians, containing the oldest docummts of the religion of
Zoroaster. Besides this important monument, which is about twice
as large as the Iliad and Odyssey put togetler, we only possess very
scanty relics of the Zend language in mediff"al glosses and scattered
quotations in Pahlavi books. These remain i, however, suffice to give
a complete insight into the structure of the language. Not only
amongst Iranian languages but amongst !.ll the lanCTiages of the
Indo-European group, Zend takes one of t le very highest places in

2 In the transcription of proper names in Pait II. aa endea^oor io render
the pronunciatim ciirrenf in Persia has caused the modification of the more
conventional, and perhaps the more strictly correct, mode elsewhere followed
in this work. On this principle it is that the e is replaced by t and a, and
the by.u, as in Makran for Mekran, Rigan for Fegan. Khurasan for Khorasan,
Slc. In Arabic words, however, the w is not exchanged for v, nor is the y
necessarily used for the l-?, except where the repetition of i would be confusing,
as in sAiyid. Asa general rule the system of spelling Indian woitls, accepted
for official correspondence, has been applied to the transliteration of Persian.
When a final a is not accented it represents ah, as kdra for kdrah, and so forth.

3 Name of the i^uprerae god of the Persianc.

^ *,Cp. I. Darraesteter, £tndes Iranievnes. i. 10 (Paris. 1S83).
* 6 As was said above, this, and not Zmd-Avesta, is the correct title Tor
the oricinal text of the Pei-sian Bible. The origin of the word is doubtful, and
we cannot point to it before the time of the Sasanians. Perhaps it means
"announcement..".*invelatioD."
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importance for the comparative pKilologist. In age ic aimost rivals

Sanskrit ; in primitiveness it surpasses that language in many
points

; it is inferior only in respect of its less extensive literature,

and because it has not been made the subject of systematic gram-
matical treatment. The a^e of Zend must be examined in connexion
wiih the age of the Avcsta. In its present form the Avesta is not
the work of a single author or of any one age, but embraces collec-

tions produced during a long period. The view which became current
through Anquetil Duperron, that the Avesta is throughout the work
of Zoroaster ^in Zend, Zaraihusktra), the founder of the religion,

has long been abandoned as untenable. But the opposite view,
which is now frequently accepted, that not a single word in the book
can lay claim to the authorship of Zoroaster, also appears on closer
study too sweeping. In the Avesta two stages of the language arc
plainly distinguishable, for which the supposition of local dialectic
variation is not sufficient explanation, but whieh appear rather to
be an older and a j-^ounger stage in the development of the same
language. The older is represented in but a small part of the whole
work, 'the so-called Gdthds or songs. These songs form the true
kernel of the book Yasna^ ;,they must have been in existence long
before all the other parts of the Avesta, throughout the whole of
which allusions to them occur. These gathas are what ihey claim
to be, and what they are honoured in the whole Avesta as being,

—

the actual productions of the prophet himself or of his time. They
bear in themselves irrefutable proofs of their authenticity, bringing
us face to face not wnth the Zoroaster of the legends but with a real
person, aunounciug a new doctrine and way of salvation, no super-
natural Being assured of victory, as he is represented in later times,
but a mere man, often himself despairing of his final success, and
struggling not with spirits and demons but with human conflicts of
every sort, in the midst of a society of fellow-believers which was
yet feeble and in its earliest infancy. It is almost impossible that
a much later period could have produced such unpretentious and
almost depreciatory representations of the deeds and personality of
the prophet ; certainly nothing of the kind is found outside the
gathas. If, then, the gathas reach back to the time of Zoroaster,
and he himself, according to the most probable estimate, lived as
early as the 14th century B.C., the oldest component parts of the
Avesta are hardly inferior in age to the oldest Vedic hymns. The
gathas are still extrem.ely rough in style and expression ; the lan-
guage is richer in forms than the moi recent Zend ; and the voca-
bulary shows important differences. The predominance of the long
vowels is a marked characteristic, the constant appearance of a long
final vowel contrasting with the preference for a final short in the
later speech.

c- , . ^ • ,

.

* Sanskrit. Gathd,
abhi (near) aihi
ihd (work) Izha

The clearest evidence of the extreme age of the language of the
wdthas is its striking resemblance to the oldest Sanskrit, the
language of the Vedic poems. The gatha language (much more
than the later Zend) and the language of the Fcdas have a close
resemblance, exceeding that of any two Romanic languages ; they
seem hardly more than two dialects of one tongue. Whole strophes
of the gathas can be turned into good old Sanskrit by the applica-
tion of certain phonetic laws ; for example

—

*' mat vao padaish ya Trasruta \zhayao
pairijas^i mazda ustanazasto
at vao asha aredrahyaci ncmanghd
at vao vangheush manangho huaaretata,**

becomes in Sanskrit

—

" mana vah padaih yi pragruta ihiyih
parigachai medha uttanahastah
at va rtcna radhrasyaca namasa
at v6 vasor manasah sunj-taya,"3

The language of the other parts of the Avesta is more modem,
but not all of one date, so that we can follow the gradual decline
of Zend in the Avesta itself. The later the date of & text, the
simpler is the grammar, the more lax the use of the cases. We
h^ve no chronological points by which to fix the date when Zend
ceased to be a living language ; no part of the Avesta can well be

fmt later than the 5th or 4th century B.C. Persian tradition at
east regards the collection and arrangement of the holy texts as
eomplcted before Alexander's time. At that period they are said to
have been already ^\Tiiten out on dressed cowhides and preserved in
the state archives at Perse])olis.

The followers of Zoroaster soon ceased to understand Zend. For
this reason all that time had_spared of' the Avesta was translated
into Middle Persian or Pahlavi' {q.v.) under the Sasanians. This
translation, though still regarded as canonical by the Parsis, shows
a very imperfect knowledge of the original language. Its value for

modern philology has been the subject of much needless contro-

1 The Avesta is divided into three parts: (1) Tasna, with an appendix,
/isparad, a collection of prayers and forms for divine service ; (2) VcDdidad,
^ntalnlng directions for purification and the penal code of the ancient
Persians

; (3) Khordah-Avesta, or the Small Avesta, containing the Yasht, tha
contents of which are for the most part inythelogical, with shorter prayers for
private devotion.

* "Witli versei* of my making, which now are heard, and with prayerful
hands, I come btfore thee, Mazda, and with the sincere humility of the upright
man and witli the believer's »««£ of praise."

Later Zend.
aiwi
l2h2.

versy amongst European scholars. It is only a secondary means
towards the comprehension of the ancient text, and must be used
with discrimination. A logical system of comparative exegesis,'

aided by constant reference to Sanskrit, its nearest ally, and t» the
other Iranian dialects, is the best means of recovering the lost sense

of the Zend texts.

The phonetic system of Zend consists of simple signs whii^h

express the different shades of sound in the language with great
precision. In the vowel-system a notable feature is the presence
of the short vowels c and o, which are not found in Sanskrit and
Old Persian ; thus the Sanskrit santi, Old Persian kantiy, becomes
henti in Zend. The use of the vowels is complicated by a tendency
to combinations of vowels and to epenthesis, i.e., the transposition

of weak vowels into the next syllable ; e.g., Sanskrit hharati, Zend
haraiti (lie carries); Old Persian margu,-^Ze\\6. vwurva (Merv) ;

Sanskrit rinakti, Zend irinakhti. Triphthongs are not uncommon ;

e.g., Sanskrit (u-^vehhyas {Aa.ti\e plural of a<;va, a horse) is in Zeml
aspaiihyo ; Sanskrit krnoti ^he does), Zend kercnaoiti. Zend ha."?

also a great tendency to insert irrational vowels, especially neai

liquids ; owing to this the words seem rather inflated ; c.g.y savya
{on the left) becomes in Zend Juivaya; hhrdjati (it glitters), Zend
bardzaiti

;
gvd {yvvrj), Zend gend. In the consonantal system wc

are struck by the abundance of sibilants (s and sh, iii three forms
of modification, z and zh) and nasals (five in number), and by th«
complete absence of I. A characteristic phonetic change is that of

rt into sk ; e.g., Zend asha for Sanskrit rta. Old Persian arta (in

Arta-zerxes)
; frai^ashi for Vahlarvi /rava7'dln, New Persian /fryoc

(the spirits of the dead). The verb displays a like abundance of

primary forms with Sanskrit, but the conjugation by periphrasis is

only slightly developed. The noun has the same eight cases as iu

Sanskrit. In the gdth.is there is a special ablative, limited, as iu

Sanskrit, to the "a" stems, whilst in later Zend the ablative is

extended to all the stems indiflerently.

We do not know in what character Zend was written before ^V;;

time of Alexander. From the Sasanian period we find an alpha^

betic and very legible character in use, derived from Sasanian Pahlavi,

and closely resembling the younger Pahlavi found in books. The
eldest known manuscripts are of the 14th century a.d.^

Although the existence of the Zend language was known ^o thw
Oxford scholar Hyde, the Frenchman Anquetil Duperron, who
went to the East Indies in 1755 to visit the Parsi priests, was the

first to draw the attention of the learned world to the subject
Scientific study of Zend texts began with E. Burnouf, and has

since then made rapid strides, especially since the Vedas have
opened to us a knowledge of the oldest Sanskrit.

2. Old Persian.—This is the language of the ancient Persians O'-*

properly so called,* in all probability the mother-tongue of Middle Persian

Persian of the Pahlavi texts, and of New Persian. We know
Old Persian from the rock-inscriptions of the Achsemenians, now
fully deciphered. Most of them, and these the longest, date from
the time of Daring (Old Persian, Darayavaush) ; but we have
specimens as late as Artaxerxes'Ochus. In the latest inscriptions

the language is already much degraded ; but on the whole it is

almost as antique as Zend, with which it has many points in

common. For instance, if we take a sentence from an inscription

of Darius, as

—

" Auramazda hya imam bumim ada hya avam asmdnam ada hya mart!yam ada
hya siyatim ada martiyahya hya Darayavaum klishayatbiyam akunaush aivaiii

paruvniiu khshayathiyam,"

it would be in Zend—
" Ahuro mazdao yo imam bumi'm adat yo aom asmanem adat y6 mashim ad;i(

yo shaitim adat mashyahe y6 darayatvohum ki?shaetem akerenaot oyuiii pourU'
nam khsha€teni."5

The phonetic system in Old Persian is much simpler than iv.

Zend ; we reckon twenty-four letters in all. The short vowels e,

are wanting; in their place the old "a" sound still appears as

in Sanskrit, e.g., Zend hagem, Old Persian bagam, Sanskrit bhagam
;

Old Persian hamaraJia, Zend kaniercna, Sanskrit sa7nara7ia. As
reg3.^'-^i consonants, it is noticeable that the older z (soft s) still

preserved in Zend passes into d,— a rule that still holds in New
Persian ; compare

—

Sa-nskrit. Zend. Old Persian. Kew Persian.

hasta (band) zasta dasta dast
jrayas (sea) zrayd daraya daiya
aham (I) azcm adam .

Also Old Persian has no special /. Final consonants arc almost
entirely wanting. In this respect Old Persian goes much farther

tlian the kindred idioms, e.g., Old Persian o6ara, Sanskrit «6Artra/,

Zend abarat, ftptpe ; nominative baga, root -form baga-s, Sanskrit

3 Grammar by Spiegel (L«ipsic, 1S67) ; Dictionary by Justi (I^ipsic, 18C4)

;

edition of the Avc^la by Westergaard (Copenhagen, 1852), translation into

German by Spiegel (Leipsic, 1852), and into English by Darmesteter (Oxford,

1S80) in the Sacred Books o/lhe East.
* And perhaps of the Medes. Although we have no record of the Median

language, we cannot regard it as differing to any great extent from the Persian.

The Medes and Persist** were two closely-connected races. There Is nothin;;

to justify us In looking for the true Median language either in the cuneifon.i

writings of the second class or in Zend.
s "Ormuzd, who created this earth and that heaven, who created man and

man's dwelling-place, who made Dariu3 king, the one and only king of manv.'
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bhagas. The difTerencea in declension between Old Persian and
Zend are onimportant.

Old Persian inscriptions arc written in the cuneiform character

of the simplest form, known as the " first class." Most of the

inscriptions have besides two translations into the more complicated

kinds of cuneiform character of two other langua^s of the Persian

empire. One of these is the Assyrian ; the real nature of the

second is still a m\*stery. The interpretation of the Persian cunei-

fonn, the character and dialect of which were equally unknown,
was begun by Grotefend, who was followed by Burnouf, Kawlinson,

and Opi'ert. The ancient Persian inscriptions have been collected

in a Latin translation with grammar and glossaries by Spiegel

(I^insic, 1S62). The other ancient tongues and dialects oi this

family are known only by name ; we read of peculiar idioms in

Sogdiana, Zabulistan, Herat, &c. It is doubtful whether the

languages of the Scythians, the Lycians, and the Lydians, of which
hardly anything remains, were Iranian or not

After the fail of the Achxmenians there is a period of five

centuries, from which no document of the Persian language has
come down to ns.

Under the Arsacids Persian nationality rapidly declined ; all that

remains to us from that period—namely, the inscriptions on coins

—is in the Greek tongue. Only towan^ the end of the Parthian

dynasty and after the rise of the Sasanians, tinder whom the national

traditions were again cultivated in Persia, do we recover the lost

traces of the Persian language in the Pahlan inscriptions and
literature.

Middle 3. MiddU iVrsian.-^The singular phenomena presented by Pah-
Persiau. bW writing have been discussed in a separate article (see PahlavI).

The language which it disguises rather than expresses— Middle
Persian, as we may call it—presents many changes as compared
with the Old Persian of the Achsemenians. The abundant gram-
matical forms of the ancient language are much reduced in number

;

the case -ending is lost; the noun has only two inflexions, the
singular and the plural ; the cases are expressed by prepositions,—e.g.^ rubdn (the soul), nom. and ace. sing., plnr. r^bdndn; dat.

tal or avo rubdn, abL viin or az rti&dn. Even distinctive forms
for gender are entirely abandoned, e.g., the pronoun avo signifies

**he," "she," "it." In the verb compound fonns predominate. In
this respect Middle Persian is almost exactly similar to New Persian.

New 4, jWyj Persian.—The last step in the development of the Ian-
Persian, guage is New Persian, represented in its oldest form by Firdausi. In

grammatical forms it is still poorer than Middle Persian ; except
tnglish, no Indo-European language h.is so few inflexions, but
this is made up for by tne subtle development of the s^Titax. The
structure of New Persian has hardly altered at all since the Shdh-
ndma ; but the original purism of Firdausi, who made every effort

to keep the language free from Semitic admixture, could not lon^
be maintained. Arabic literature and speech exercised so powerful
an influence on New Persian, especially on the written language,
that it could not withstand the admission of an immense number
of Semitic words. There is no Arabic word which would be refused

acceptance in good Persian. But, nevertheless, New Paraian has
remained a language of genuine Iranian stock.

Among the changes of the sound system in New Persian, as con-
trasted with earlier periods, especially with Old Persian, the first

that claims mention is the change of the tenues k, t, p, c, into

g, dj b, z. Thus we have

—

Old Persian or Zend. Pahlavi. 2sew Persian.
mahrkft (death) mark marg
Thraetaona Fn^un Feridiin
ap (water) ip ab
hvat6(5eI0 kh6t khod
raucah (day) roj nlz
haca aj az.

A series of consonants often disappear in the spirant ; thus

—

Old Persian or Zend. Pahlavi. iiew Persian.
kaufa (mountain) kof k6h
gathu (place), Z. gdtu gis gah
cathware (four) .... clh^r
baitdaka (slave) bandak bandah
spada (army) ,.., sipah
dadami (I give) dilum.

Old d and dh frequently become y—
Old Persian or Zend, PaJUavi lew Persian

madha(wine) mat
baodho (consciousness) b6d boi

Eadha (foot) .... paj
adha (when) Kai.

Old y often appears as/ : Zend ydma (glass), New Persian yd?7i ;

r/atxin (a youth), New Persian javdn. Two consonants are not
allowed to stand together at the beginning of a word ; hence vowels
are frequently inserted or prefixed, e.g.. New Persian sUddan or
istddan (to stand), root std ; birddar (brother), Zend and Pahlavi
hrdtar.^

* Grammars of New Persian, by Lumsden (Calcutta, 1820), Chodzko
(Paris, 1852). Vullers (Giessen, 1870). For the New Persian dialects

see Fr. Muller, in the SUzungsber, der Wien. Akad.y vols. Ixivii.,

IjycviiL

Amongst modem languages and dialects other than Persian whicn Modem
must be also assigned to the Iranian family may be mentioned— dialects.

1. Kurdish, a langtiage nearly akin to New Persian, with which
it has important characteristics in common. It is chiefly dis-

tinguished from it by a marked tendency to shorten words at all

costs, e.g., Kurd, berd (brother) = New Persian birddar ; Kurd, rfim
(I give) = New Persian rfiAa?n ; Kurd. S3t)i(white) = New Persian sipt^d.

2. Baluch, the language of Baluchistan, also very closely akin to
New Persian, but especially distinguished from it in that all the
old spirants are changed into explosives, e.g., Baluch vdb (sleep) =
Zend hvafna ; Baluch hap (slime)= Zend kafa, New Persian kaf\
Baluch hapt (seven) = New Persian hafi.

3. Ossctic, true Iranian, in spite of its resemblance in sound to
the Georgian. ^

4. Afghan, which has certainly been increasingly influenced by
the neighbouring Indian languagesininflexion, syntax, and vocabu-
lary, but is still at bottom a pure Iranian language, not merely
intermediate between Iranian and Indian.
The position of Armenian alone remains doubtful. Some scholars

attribute it to the Iranian family ; others prefer to regard it as a
separate and independent member of the Indo-European group.
Many words that at first sight seem to prove its Iranian origin are

only adopted from the Persian.^ (K. G.)

Section II.—Modern Pes-sian Literatuee.

Persian historians are greatly at variance about the

origin of their national poetry. Most of them go back
to the 5th Christian century and ascribe to one of the

Sasanian kings, BahrAmgilr or Bahrdm Y. (420-439), the

invention of metro and rhjTne ; others mention as author

of the first Persian poem a certain Abulhafs of Soghd,

near Samarkand. In point of fact, there is no doubt that

the later Sasanian ruTers fostered the literary spirit of

their nation (see Pahl-Wi). Pahlavi books, however, fall

outside of the present subject, -which is the literature of the

idiom which shaped itself out of the older Persian speech

by slight modifications and a steadily increasing mixture

of Arabic words and phrases in the 9th and 10th centuries

of our era, and which in all essential respects has remained
the same for the last thousand years. The national spirit

of Iran, although smothered and stifled by the Arab con-

quest, could not be entirely annihilated. The system of

centralization wa.s at no time very strong in the extensive

dominions of the Omayyad and *Abb^id dynasties ; and
the more their power and influence decayed the more
they lost their hold on Persia, especially since the native

element began to aspire to governorships and to take the

political management into its own hand. The death of

Hinin al-Rashld in the beginning of the 9th century,

which marks the commencement of the decline of the

caliphate, was at the same time the starting-point of

movements for national independence and a national litera-

ture in the Iranian dominion, and the common cradle of

the two was in the province of Khordsdn, between the

Oxus and Jaxartes. In Merv, a Khorisdnian town, a

certain 'AbbAs composed in 809 a.d. (193 a.h.), accord- Earlie?!

ing to the oldest biographical writer of Persia, Mohammedpersisb
'Aufi, the first real poem in modern Persian, in honour of poet,

the 'Abbdsid prince ^la'miin, HAriin al-Rashld's son, who
had himself a strong predilection for Persia, his mother's
native country, and was, moreover, thoroughly imbued n-ith

the freethinking spirit of his age. Soon after this, in 820
(205 A.H.), TAhir, who aided Ma'miin to wrest the caliphate

from his brother Amln, succeeded in establishing the fii-st

semi-independent Persian djmasty in KhordsAn, which was
overthrown in 872 (259 a.h.) by the family of the Safl'A-

rids, founded by YaTjub b. Laith, originally a brazier in

Sistdn or ZdbulistAn.

The development of Persian poetry under these first

native dynasties was slow. Arabic language and literature

had gained too firm a footing to be supplanted at one©

- Compare HubschmanD, in Kuhn's Zeitschrifl, xxiv. 396.
^ Compare P. de Lagarde, Armoiische Studien (Gottingen, 1677) ;

H. Hubschmann, A rmcnische Studien (Leipsic, 18S3).
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by a new literary idiom still in its infancy ; neTertheless

the few poets who arose under the Tahirids and Saffarids

show already the germs of the characteristic tendency of

all later Persian literature, which aims at amalgamating
the enforced spirit of Islamism with their own Aryan
feelings, and reconciling the strict deism of the Moham-
medan religion with their inborn loftier and more or less

pantheistic ideas ; and we can easily trace in the few
fragmentary verses of men like Hanzalah, Hakim Flriiz,

Fonnr c'and Ab>i Salfk those principal forms of poetry tDW used
Jisteif in common by aU Mohammedan nations—the forms of

f""*^ the kasida (the encomiastic, elegiac, or satirical poem),

the gha-al or ode (a love-ditty, wine-song, or religious

hymn), the rubd'i or quatrain (our epigram, for which the

Persians invented a new metre in addition to those adopted

from the Arabs), and the mathnain or double-rhymed poem
(the legitimate form for epic and didactic poetry). The
first who wrote such a mathnawf was Abii Shukiir of

Balkh, the oldest literary representative of t'-'? third

dynasty of Khorisin, the Siminids, who had been able

in the course of time to dethrone the f?affirids, and to

secure the government of Persia, nominally still under the

supremacy of the caliphs in Baghdad, but in fact with fuU
sovereignty. The undisputed reign of this family dates

from the accession of AmirNasr II. (913-942 ; 301-331 a.h.),

who, more than any of his predecessors, patronized arts

ifiustreV ind sciences in his dominions. • The most accomplished
5f 10th minstreb of his time were Mohammed Faralidl ; Abil
^nfirj l-'Abbis of BokhAri, a writer of very tender verses ; Abii

1-Muzaffar Xasr of Xlshipur; Abii 'AbdaUdh Mohammed of

Junaid, equally renowned for his Arabic and Persian poetry

;

Ma'nawl, full of original thoughts and spiritual subtleties
;

Khusrawini, from whom even Firdausi condescended to

borrow quotations ; Abu '1-Hasan Shah id of Balkh, the first

who made a dlwin or alphabetical collection of his lyrics

;

and Master Eiidagi, the first classic genius of Persia, who
impressed upon every form of lyric and didactic poetry its

peculiar stamp and individual character (see Rudagi). His

graceful and captivating style was imitated by Hakim
Khabbiz, a great baker, poet, and quack ; Abu Shu'aib

54lih of Herdt, who left a spirited little song in honour of

a young Christianmaiden ; Raunaki of BokhArd ; Abu '1-Fath

of Bust, who was abo a good Arabic poet ; the amir Abii

'1-Hasan 'All Alagitchl, who handled the pen as skilfully as

the sword ; 'Umdrah of Merv, a famous astronomer ; and
KisA'l, a native of the same town, a man of stem and
ascetic manners, who sang in melodious rhythm the praise

of "Ali and the twelve imims. All these poets flourished

under the patronage of the Sdminid princes, who also

fostered the grovring desire of their nation for historical

ind antiquarian researches, for exegetical and medical

studies. JIausilr I., the grandson of Rudagi's patron,

ordered (963 ; 352 a.h.) his wazlr Bal'aml to translate the

T«b»ri famous universal history of Tabarl (224-310 a.h.) from
Arabic into Persian ; and this Ta'rihh-i-Tahari, the oldest

prose work in modem Persian, is not merely remarkable

from a philological point of view, it is also the classic

model of an easy and simple style. The same prince

employed the most learned among the ulemd of Trans-

oxiana for a translation of Tabari's second great work,

the Tafiir, or commentary on the Koran, and accepted the

dedication of the first Persian book on medicine, a phar-

macopceia by the physician Ab\l MansiSr iluwaff'ak b. 'Ali

cf Herdt (edited by Seligmann, Vienna, 1859), which forms

a kind of connecting link between Greek and Indian medi-

cine. It was soon after further developed by the great

Avicenna (died 1037 ; 428 a.h.), himself a Persian by
birth, and author of pretty wine-songs, moral maxims,
psychological tracts, and a manual of philosophic science,

the Ddnishndma-i-'Ald'i, in his native tongi-

A stm greater impulse was given, both to the patriotic

feelings and the national poetry of the Persians, by Mansi'ir'a

son and successor, Prince Niih 11., who ascended the throne

in 976 (365 a.h.). FuU of enthusiasm for the glorious

past of the old Iranian kingdom, he charged his court poet

Dakiy, who openly professed in his ghazab the Zoroastrian Dakikl

creed, to turn the Parsl collection of the venerable legends

and traditions of the heroic ages of Iran, the Khodtfindma,
or " Book of Kings " (which had been translated from the
Pahlavl under the gaffdrid Ya'ktib b. Laith), into Per-

sian verse. Shortly after commencing this work Dak (Iff

was murdered in the prime of life ; and the fall of the

minstrel was soon followed by that of the Sdmdnid dyn-
asty itself, which was supplanted by the younger and
more vigorous house of Sabuktagin, the founder of the

Ghaznawids, who had rapidly risen from the rank of a

common Turkish soldier to that of an independent ruler of

Ghazna(Ghazni, Ghuznee)and all the surrounding countries,

including a considerable portion of India. But Dafefkl'e

great enterprise was not abandoned ; a stronger hand, a

higher genius, was to continue and to complete it, and this

genius was found in Firdausi (940-1020; 328-411 a.h.), rin^aosi

with whom we enter the golden age of the national epopee
in Persia (see FiKDorsi). In 1011, after thirty-five years

of unremitting labour, he accomplished his gigantic task,

and wrote the last distichs of the immortal Shdhndma,
that " glorious monument of Eastern genius and learning,"

as Sir W. Joties calb it, " which, if ever it should be gener-

ally understood in its original language, will contest the

; merit of invention with Homer itself." And, although it

was not he, the unrivalled master of epic art, but his old

friend and patron, the less-renowned 'Unsurl, who officiated

as " king of poets " in the court of Mahmiid of Ghazna (998-

1030 ; 388-421 a.h.), who had continued his father Sabuk-
tagin's conquests, and founded an empire extending from
the Caucasus to Bengal and from Bokhdrd and Kashgar
to the Indian Ocean, he was nevertheless the central sun

round which all the minor stars revolved, those four hundred
poets who formed the famous " Round Table " in the

sultan's magnificent palace. Firdausi's fame eclipsed that

of all his contemporaries (however well founded their claim

upon literary renown),—men like 'Unsiiri, Famikhl, Asjadi,

Ghadd'irl, Miniitchehrl, and others, whose eloquent praises

of Mahmiid have come down to us in very scarce copies,

and even that of his own teacher Asadf, who survived his

great pupil, and established a reputation of his own by
introducing into Persian literature- the novel form of the

mundiarah or strife-poem, the equivalent of the Provencal

tenson and the English estrif or joust. The Shdhndma, Imita-

from the very moment of its appearance, exercised such an '"""

irresistible fascination upon all minds that there was soon c^^
a keen competition among the younger poets as to who nAma.
should produce the most successful imitation of that classic

model ; and thb competition has gone on under different

forms through all the following centuries, even to the most
recent times. First of all, the old popular traditions, so

far as they had not yet been exhausted by Firdausi, were

ransacked for new epic themes, and a regular cycle of

national epopees gathered round the Book of Kings, drawn
almost exclusively from the archives of the princes of Sistdn,

the family of Firdausi's greatest hero, Rustam. The first

and most ambitious of these competitors seems to have

been Asadl's own son, 'Ali b. Ahmad al-Asadi, the author

of the oldest Persian glossary, who completed in 1066 (458

A.H.), in upwards of 9000 distichs, the Garshdspndma, or

marvellous story of the warlike feats and love-adventures

of Garshdsp, one of Rustam's ancestors. The heroic deeds

of Rustam's grandfather were celebrated in the Sdmndma,
which almost equals the Shdhndma in length ; those of

Rustam's two sons, in the Jahdngimdma and the Fard-
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mur:ndjna ; those of his daughter, an amazon, in the

Brunhi'.J style of the German Kibelunge, in the Bdnu
Giishdspndma ; those of his grandson, in the Sarsundma

;

those of his great-grandson, in the ShahriydmiSma (ascribed

to Mukhtari and dedicated to Mas'vid Shah, who is probably

identical \»-ith Mas'ud b. Ibrahim, Sultan Mahmud's great-

grandson, lOSS-llU; 481-508 a.h.) ; and the wonderful

exploits of a son of Isfandiy4r, another hero of the Skdh-

ndma, in the Bahmanndma:
1 When at last these old Iranian sources were almost

entirely exhausted, the difficulty was met in various but

equally ingenious ways. \\'here some slight historical re-

cords of the heroic age—no matter how doubtful their

authenticity—were still obtainable, poetical imagination

seized upon them at once, and filled the wide gaps by its

own powerful invention ; where no traditions at all were

forthcoming.fiction pure and simple asserted its indisputable

right ; and thus the national epopee gave way to the epic

story, and—substituting prose for verse—to the novel and
the fairy tale. Models of the former class are the various

Iskandamdmas, or "Books of Alexander the Great," the

oldest and most original of which is that of Nizami (com-

pleted about 1202; 599 a.h.); the latter begins with the

Kitdh-i-Samak 'lydr, a novel in three volumes (about 1189;
585 A.H.), and reaches its climax in the Biistdn-i-Khaydl,

or " Garden of Imagination," a prose romance of fifteen

large volumes, by Mohammed Talfi Khayil, written between
1742 and 17t)6 (1155 and 1169 a.h.). Many aspirants to

poetical fame, however, were not satisfied with either of

these expedients : they boldly struck out a new path and
explored hitherto unknown regions , and here again a

twofold tendency manifested itself. Some writers, both in

prose and verse, turned from the exhausted fields of the

national glory of Persia to the comparatively original soil

of Arabian traditions, and chose their subjects from the

chivalrous times of their own Bedouin conquerors, or even

from the Jewish legends of the Koran. Of this description

are the Anbiydndma, or history of the pre-Mohammedan
prophets, by Hasani Shabistarl 'Ayini (before the 8th
century of the Hijra) ; Ibn Husam's Khduiamdma (1427;
830 A.H.), or the deeds of 'AH; Badhil's Hamla-i-IIaidari,
which was completed by Najaf (1723 ; 1135 a.h.), or the

life of Mohammed and the first four caliphs; Kizim's Far-
ahndma-i-Fdtima, the book of joy of FAtima, Mohammed's
daughter (1737 ; 1150 a.h.),—all four in the epic metre of

the Shdhndma ; and the prose stories of Hdtim T£i, the

famous model of liberality and generosity in pre-Islamitic

'

times ; of Amir Hamzah, the uncle of Mohammed ; and of

the Mu'judt-i-ifusaui, or the miraculous deeds of Moses,
by Mu'in-almiskln (died about 1501 ; 907 a.h.).

Quite a different turn was taken by the ambition of

ailother class of imitators of Ftrdausl, especially during the

last four cctturies of the Hijra, who tried to create a new
heroic epopee by celebrating in rhythm and, rhyme stirring

Later events of recent date. The gigantic figure of Timur inspired
tpics. Hatifi (died 1521; 927 a.h.) with his Timumdma ; the

stormy epoch of the first Safawi rulers, who succeeded at

last in reuniting for some time the various provinces of

the old Persian realm into one great monarchy, furnished
Kisiml (died after 1560 ; 967 a.h.) with the materials of
his Shd/mdma, a poetical history of Shah Isma'Il and Sh4h
Tahmisp. • Another Shdhndma, celebrating Shih "Abbis
the Great, was written by KamdU of Sabzawdr ; and even
the cruelties of Nddir Shah were duly chronicled in a
pompous epic style in 'Ishrati's Shdhndma'-i-Nddiri (1749;
1162 A.H.). But aH these poems are surpassed in length
by the 33,000 distichs of the Skdhinshdkndma by the
poet-laureate of the late Feth "AH Shih of Persia, and the

40,000 distichs of the Georgendma, a poetical history of

India from its discovery by the Portuguese to the conquest

18—2-'

of Poonah by the English in l817. In India especially

this kind of epic versification has flourished since the

beginning of Huraayun's reign (1530-1556); the court-

poets of the great Mogul emperors of Delhi, as well as of

all the minor dynasties, vi^d with one another in glorifying

the exploits of their respective sovereigns, as is sufEciently

proved by the Zafarndma-i-Shdhjahdni by Kudsl (died

1646; 1056 A.ir.);" the Shdhinshdhndma by filib Kalfm
(died 1651 ; 1061 a.h.), another panegyrist of Sh.-lh Jahin

;

Atashi's 'Adilndma, in honour of ShAh Mohammed 'Adil

of BijApiir, who ascended the throne in 1629 (1039 a.h.) ;

the Taivdrikh-i-Kull lyutbshdh, a metrical history of the

Kutb shahs of Golkonda ; and many more, down to the Fath-

ndma-i-Tipil SulUin by Ghuldra Hasan.(1784 ; 1189 a.h.).

But the national epopee, with both its legitimate and its

illegitimate ofispring, was not the only bequest the great

Firdausl left to his nation. This rich genius gave also

the first impulse to the higher development of those other

branches of poetical art which were to flourish in the

following ages-— particularly to romantic, didactic, and

mystic poetry ; and even his own age produced powerful

co-operators in these three most conspicuous departments

of Persian literature. Romantic fiction, which achieved its Romance

highest triumph in NizAmI of Ganja's (1 141-1203 ; 535-590 Action.

A.H.) brilliant pictures of the struggles and passions in the

human heart (see NiZ.iMi, vol. xvii. pp. 521, 522), sent

forth its first tender shoots in the numerous love-stories

of the Shdhndma, the most fascinating of which is that of

ZAl and Rudabeh; and developed almost into full bloom
in Firdausiis second great mathnawf Ytinif u Zal'Md,
which the aged poet wrote after his flight from Ghazna,
and dedicated to the reigning caliph of Baghdad, AlkAdir-

billih. It represents the oldest poetical treatment of the

Biblical story of Joseph, which has proved so attractive

to the epic poets of Persia, among others to "Am'ak of

BokhdrA (died 1149), who was the first after Firdausl to

write a Yiisuf u Zalikhd (which can be read in two dif-

ferent metres), to JAmi (died 1492), Mauji KAsim KJiAn,

HumijTin's amir (died 1571), Nizim of HerAt (died lofO),

and Shaukat, the governor of ShirAz under Feth 'Ali Shah.

Perhaps prior in date to Firdausi's Yiisuf was his patron

'Unsuri's romance Wdmik u Adhrd, a popular Iranian

legend of great antiquity, which had been first written in

verse under the Tihirid dynasty. This favourite story was
treated again by Fasihl Jurjdnl (in the course of the same
5th century of the Hijra), and by many modern poets,

—

as Damiri, who died under the Safawl ShAh Mohammed
(1577-1586; 985-994 a.h.), NAmi, the historiographer of

the Zand dynasty, and Husaln of ShirAz under Feth "All

ShAh, the last two flourishing towards the beginning of

the present century. Another love-story of similar anti-

quity, which had originally been written in Pahlavi, formed
the basis of Fakhr-uddin As'ad JurjAni's Wis u Rdmin,
which, was composed in IsfahAn (IspahAn) about 1043
(440 A.H.),— a poem remarkable not only for its high

artistic value but also for its close resemblance to one of

the epic masterpieces of mediaeval German literature, Gott-

fried von Strasburg's Tristan und Isoli.

The last-named Persian poet was apparently one of the'

earliest eulogists of the Seljiiks, and it. was under this

Turkish d3-nasty, which soon became a formidable rival

both of the Ghaznawids and of the Arabian caliphs of

BaghdAd, that lyrical romanticism—that is, panegyrical Encomi

and satirical poetry— rose to the highest pitch. ^Vhat ^s'f f
""^

Firdausi, in 'his exalted descriptions of royal power and

dignity, and the court-poets of Sultan Mahmiid, in their

unbounded praise of the great sovereign and protector

of arts, had commenced, what other encomiasts under

Mahmud's successors—for instance, Abii '1-FaraJ Euni of

Lahore anH '^fas'ud b. Sa'd b. Salman (under Sultan
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IbrAhim, 1059-1088)—had successfully continued, reached
its perfection in the famous group of panegyrists who
gathered in the first half of the 6th century of the Hijra
round the throne of Sultan Sanjar, and partly also round
that of his great antagonist, Atsiz, shAh of KhwArizm. This
group included Adlb §4bir, who was drowned by order of

the prince in the Oxus about 1145 (540 a.h.), and his

pupil Jauhari, the goldsmith of BokhirA; Amir Mu'izzl, the
king of poets at Sanjar's court, killed by a stray arrow in

1147 (542 A.H.) ; Rashid WatwAt (the Swallow), who died
in 1172 (568 a.h.), and left, besides his kasidas, a valuable
treatise on poetry {Ilnild'ik-essihr) and a metrical transla-

tion of the sentences of 'All; 'Abd-alwAsi' Jabali, who sang
at first, like his contemporary Hasan Ghaznawl (died

1169; 565 a.h.), the praise of the Ghaznawid shih Bahrdm,
but afterwards bestowed his eulogies upon Sanjar, the con-

queror of Ghazoa ; and Auhad-uddin Anwarl,^the most cele-

brated kasida-writer of the whole Persian literature. Anwarl
(died between 1191 and 1196; 587 and 592 a.h.), who
in early life had pursued scientific studies in the madrasah
of Tiis and who ranked among the' foremost astronomers of

his time, owes his renown as much to the inexhaustible store

of poetical similes and epitheta ornantia which he showered
upon Sanjar and other royal and princely personages as

to his cutting sarcasms, which he was careful enough to

direct, not against special individuals, but against whole
classes of society and the cruel wrongs worked by an in-

exorable fate,—thus disregarding the more manly example
of Firdausl, whose bold attack upon Sultan Mahmild
for having cheated him out of the well-earned reward for

his epopee is the oldest and, at the same time, most finished

specimen of personal satire. This legitimate branch of

high art, hovever, soon degenerated either into the lower
forms of parody and travesty—for which, for instance, a
whole group of Transoxanian writers, Suzani of Samar-
kand (died 1174 ; 569 a.h.) and his contemporaries, Abii"

'All Shatranji of the same town, Limi' of Bokhdri, and
others gained a certain literary reputation—or into mere
comic pieces and jocular poems like the "Pleasantries"

{Ha:li!/)/di) and the humorous stories of the "Mouse and
Cat " and the " Stone-cutter " [Sangtarask) by 'Ubaid
I^AkAnf (died 1370; 772 a.h.). Anwarl's greatest rival

v.as iCli.'ikinl (died 1199 ; 595 a.h.), the son of a carpenter

in t^liirwin, and panegyrist of the ",hihs of ShlrwAn, usually

called the Pindar of the East on account of the difficult

and enigmatic style of his verses. Oriental critics, of

course, greatly admire the obscure allusions, far-fetched

puns, and other eccentricities with which the otherwise

energetic and harmonious language, both of his laudatory

odes and of his .satires, is loaded ; to European taste only

the shorter epigrams and the double-rhymed poem Tuhfat-
td'iriikain, in which KhikAni describes his journey to Mecca
and back, give full satisfaction. Among his numerous
contemporaries and followers may be noticed Mujir-uddin

Bailakinf (died 1 198 ; 594 a.h.), Zahir FAryibl (died 1202-
598 A.H.), and Athfr Akhsikatl (died 1211; 60S a.h.),—
all tliree jjanegyrists of the atAbegs of AdharbaijAn (Azer-

bijan), and especially of Sultan Kizil Arslan— KamAl-uddin
IsfahAnf, tortured to death by the Jfoguls in 1237 (635
A.n.), who sang, like his father JamAl-uddin, the praise of

the governors of I-sfahAn, and gained, on account of his fer-

tile imagination, the honorary epithet of the "creator of fine

thoughts" (KhallAlf-ulma'Ani) ; and Saif-uddin Isfarangi

(died 1267; 666 a.h.), afavouriteof theshAhsof Khwirizm.
Didactic Fruitful as the 6th and 7th centuries of the Hijra were
lid ; panegyrics, their literary fame did not rest upon these

r^^'° alone ; they attained an equally high standard in two other

branches of poetry, the didactic and the mystic, which
after a short period of separate existence entered into a

close and henceforth indissoluble union. The origin of

both can again be traced to Firdausf and hia time. In the

ethical reflexions, wise maxims, and moral exhortations

scattered thi-oughout the Shdhndma the didactic element
is plainly visible, and equally plain in it are the traces of

that mystical tendency which was soon to pervade almost all

the literary productions of Persian genius. Sufic pantheism,
which tends to reconcile philosophy with revealed religion,

and centres in the doctrine of the universality and absolute

unity of God, who is diffused through every particle of the

visible and invisible world, and to whom the human soul

during her temporary exile in the prison-house of the body
strives to get back through progressive stages till she is

purified enough to be again absorbed in Him, is already

hinted at in the numerous verses of the " Book of Kings "

in which the poet cries out against the vanity of all earthly

joys and pleasures, and expresses a passionate desire for a

better home, for a reunion with the Godhead. But the

most characteristic passage of the epopee is the mysterious

disappearance of ShAh Kaikhosrau, who suddenly, when at

the height of earthly fame and splendour, renounces the

world in utter disgust, and, carried away by his fervent

longing for an abode of everlasting tranquillity, vanishes for

ever from the midst of his companions. The first Persian

who devoted poetry exclusively to the illustration of Silfic Sufic

doctrines was Firdausi's contemporary, the -renowned P°'^''

sheikh Abii Sa'id b. Abd '1-Khair of Mahna in KhorAsAn
(968-1049 ; 357-440 a.h.), the founder of that specific form
of the rubA'f which gives the most concise expression to

religious and philosophic aphorisms,—a form which was
further developed by the great freethinker 'Omae r.

KhayyIm {q.v.), and Afdal-uddin KAshl (died 1307 ; 707
A.H.). The year of Abu Sa'ld's death is most likely the

same which gave to the world the first great didactic

mathnawl, the Eushand'indma, or " Book of Enlighten-

ment," by Ni.siR B. Khoseau (q.v.), a poem full of sound

moral and ethical maxims with slightly mystical tendencies.

About twenty-five years later the first theoretical handbook
of Siifism in Persian was composed by 'AH b. 'UthmAn
al-jullAbi al-hujwtrl in the Kashf-ulmalijub, which treats of

the various schools of Silffs, their teachings and observ-

ances. A great saint of the same period. Sheikh 'Abdallih

AnsAri of HerAt (1006-1089; 396-481 a.h.), assisted in

spreading the pantheistic movement by his Mundjdt or in-

vocations to God, by several prose tracts, and by an import-

ant collection of biographies of eminent Silfis, based on an

older Arabic compilation, and serving in its turn as ground-

work for JAml's excellent Nafdhdt-aUms (completed in 1478;

883 A.H.). He thus paved the way for the publication < f

one of the earhest text^books of the whole sect, the lladiknt-

ulhakikat, or "Garden of Truth" (1130; 525 a.h.),' by
Hakim SanA'I of Ghazna, to whom all the later §ilfic poet*

refer as their unrivalled master in spiritual knowledge.

In this extensive mathnawi in ten cantos, as well as in his

smaller poetical productions, he skilfully blended the purely

didactic element, which is enhanced by pleasant stories and

anecdotes, with the chief tenets of higher theosophy,—an

example which has been strictly adhered to by all the

following Siific poets, who on'j differ in so far as they give

preponderance either to the ethical or to the mystical side

of their writings. As the most uncompromising Silfif

appear the greatest pantheistic WTiter of all ages, JelAl-

uddln Rilmi (1207-1273 ;
604-672 a.h.; see Ri)Mf), and his

scarcely less renowned predecessor lartd-uddin 'AttAr, who
was'slain by the Moguls at the age of 114 lunar years in

1 230 (627 A.H.). This prolific writer, originally a druggist

('attAr) in NlshApiir, after having renounced all worldly

affairs and performed the pilgrimage to Mecca,, devoted him-

self to a stern ascetic life, and to the composition of S'ific

works, partly in prose, as in his valuable " Biography ol

eminent Mystic Divines," but mostly in the form of math-

I
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worlu.

lawfa (upwards of twenty in number), among which the

Pandndma, or "Book of Counsels," and the Mantik-ullair,

or the " Speeches of Birds," occupy the first rank. In the

latter, an allegorical poem, interspersed with moral tales

and pious contemplations, the final absorption of the §ufi

in the deity is most ingeniously illustrated, and the seven

valleys through which the birds travel on their way to the

fabulous phoenix or simurg (literally thirty birds), and in

which all except thirty succumb, are the seven stations

of the mystic road that leads from earthly troubles into

the much-coveted Fani or Nirvina.
SadL In strong contrast to these advanced Stiffs stands the

greatest moral teacher of Persia, Sheikh Sa'di of ShlrAz

(died about 110 lunar years old in 1292; 691.A.H. ; see

Sa'di), whose two best known works, the BiUtdn, or " Fruit-

garden," and the Gulistdn, or "Rose-garden," owe their

great popularity both in the East and the West to the

jiurity of their spiritual thoughts, their sparkling wit,

charming style, and the very moderate use of mystic

theories. HoT?ever, both have found comparatively few
imitations,—the former in the Dastumdma of Nizdrl of

Kohistin (died 1320 ; 720 A.H.), in the Dak Bdb, or "Ten
Letters," of K4tibi(died U34; 838 A.H.), and in the Gulzdr

of Hairati (murdered 1554 ; 961 a.h.) ; the latter in Mu'in-

uddin Juwainl's Nigdrutdn (1335 ; 735 a.h.) and JAmi's

Bakdristdn, or "Spring-garden" (1487; 892 a.h.); W-hereas

an innumerable host of purely Siific compositions followed

in the wake of Sand'i's, 'Attjir's, and Jelil-uddin Ruml's
Fartber mathnawis. They consist partly of mere expositions of
S>i6<: doctrines with or without illustratioiis by tales and anec-

dotes, partly of complete §ufic allegories, often disfigured

by the wildest eccentricities. It will suffice to name a few
of the most conspicuous in each class. To the former

belong the Lama'dt, or "Sparks," of 'Irikl (died between

1287 and 1309; 686 and 709 a.h.), the Zddulmusdfinn,
or "Store of the Wayfarers," by HusainI (died 1318; 718
A.H.), the Guhhan-i-Rdz, or "Rose-bed of Mystery," by
llahmiid Shabistari (died 1320 ; 720 A.H.), the Jdm-i-Jam,
or "'Cupof Jamshid,"byAuhadl(diedl338; 738 A.H.), the

AnUrul ^Arifin, or "Friend of the Mystics," by KAsim-i-
AnwAr (died 1434; 837 a.h.), and others; to the latter

'AssAr"* ilihr u Mushtari, or "Sun and Jupiter" (1376
;

77'8 A.H.), 'Arifi's Gui u Chauffdn, or "The Ball and the

Bat" (1438; 842 a.h.), Husn u DH, or "Beauty and
Heart," by FattiW of Nishapiir (died 1448; 852 a.h.),

Sham' u Parwdna, or " The Candle and the Moth," by
Ahli of ShirAz (1489 ; 894 a.h.), Shdh u Gadd, or "King
and Dervish," by HilAli (put to death 1532; 939 a.h.),

BahA-uddin 'Amili's (died 1621 ; 1030 a.h.) Kdn u Halwd,
or "Bread and Sweets," Shir u Shakar, or "Milk and
Sugar," and many more.

Xj-rio During all these periods of literary activity, Ij/ric poetry,
poetry,

-pxix-^ and simple

—

i.e., the ghazal, in its legitimate form

—

had by no means been neglected ; almost all the renowned
poets since the time of Rudagi had sung in endless strains

the pleasures of love and wine, the beauties of nature, and
the almighty power of the Creator ; but, however rich the

ghazals of Sa'di in lofty thoughts and pious feelings, how-
ever sublime the hymns of JelAl-uddin Rumt, it Nvas left

to the incomparable genius of HAfiz (died 1389 ; 791 a.h.
;

see ^.iFiz) to give to the world the most perfect models

^ of lyric composition ; and the lines he had laid down were
•.az.ll- more or less strictly followed by all the ghazal-writers of
.iters, the 9th and 10th centuries of the Hijra,—by SalmAn of

SAwa (died about 1377 ; 779 a.h.), who excelled besides

in kaslda and mathnawi; KamAl Khujandf, HSifiz's friend,

and protege of Sultan Husain (776-784 a.h.); Mohammed
Shlrln Maghribi (died at Tabriz in 1406 ; 809 a.h.), an inti-

mate friend of KamAl , Ni'mat-ullAh WaU (died 1431 ; 834
3), tLe founder of a special religious order; KAsim-i-

AnwAr^see above) ; Amfr ShAhi (died 1453 ; 857 a.h.), of

the princely famUy of the SarbadArs of SabZawAr ; BannA'I
(died 1512; 918 a.h.), who also wrote a romantic poem,
Bahrdhi a Bihruz; BAbA FighAnf of Shfr.Az (died 1519;
925 A.H.), usually called the " Little HAfiz"; Nargisf (died

1531; 938 .i.H.); LisAnl (died 1534; 941 a.h.), who himself
was imitated by Damiri of IsfahAn, Mulitasha'm KAshl, and
Wahshl BAfikl (all three died in the last decade of the 10th
century of the Hijra); Ahli of ShirAz (died 1535; 942
A.H.), author of the Sihr-i-JfaJdl, or "La^^ful Witchcraft,"

which, Kke KAtibCs (died 1434; 838 a.'b.) Jfajma'-nlbahrain,

or the " Confluence of the Two Seas," can be read in two
different metres ; Nau'i (died 1610 ; 1019 a.h.), who -wTote

the charming romance of a Hindu princess who burned
herself in Akbar's reign with her deceased husband on the

funeral pUe, styled Siis u Guddz, or " Burning and Jlelt-

ing." ic. Among the immediate predecessors of HAfiz

in the 8th century of the Hijra, "in -rfhich also Ibn Yamin,
the great kit'ah-wTiter,' flourished, the highest fame was
gained by the two poets of Delhi, Amfr Hasan and Amir
Khosrau. The latter, who died in 1325 (725 a.h.), two
years before his friend Hasan, occupfes the foremost place

among all the Persian poets of India by the richness of

his imagination, his graphic style,-and the historical interest

attached to his wTitings. Five extensive diwAns testify \o
his versatility in all branches of lyric poetry, and nine

large mathnawis to his mastership in the epic line. Four
of the latter are poetical accounts of contemporary events

during the reigns of the emperors of Delhi, 'AlA-uddln

Mohammad ShAh Khilji (1296-1311), -his predecessor

Firiiz ShAh, and his successor Kutb-uddin MubArek ShAh,

—

the Miftdh-ul/utuh, or " Key of Mysteries," the Kirdn-ussa-
dain, or "The Conjunction of the Tfi-o Lucky Planets,"

the Nuk Sipihr, or " Nine Spheres," and the love-story

of Khidrhhdn u Duwcdrdni. His other five- -mathnawis
formed the first attempt ever made to imitate JSizAml's

famous Khamsah, or fivt romantic epopees, and this attempt
turned out so well that henceforth almost all epic poets

wrote quintuples of a similar description. KhwAju KirmAnf
(died 1352 ; 753 a.h.) was the next aspirant to NizAmi's
fame, with five mathnawis, among which Humdi u
Humdyi'm is the most popular, but he had to yield the

palm to "Abd-urrahmAn JAml (1414-1492 ; 817-898 A.H.),'jami

the last classic poet of Persia, in whose genius were summed and lalei

up, as it were, all the best qualities of his great predecessors, P""^''-

and who combined, in a manner, the moral tone of Sa'di with
the lofty aspirations of JelAl-uddin Riiml, and the graceful

ease of HAtiz's style with the deep pathos of NizAmi, to

whose Khamsah he -wrote the most successful counterpart

(see his Yusv/ u Zalikhd mentioned above). Equally
renowned are his numerous prose works, mostly on Stific

topics, and his three diwAns. Many poets follo\>ed in

JAmCs footsteps, first of all his nephew HAtifi (see above),

and either WTote whole khamsahs or imitated at least

one or other of NizAml's epopees; thus 'we have a Lailr

u Majnun, for instance, by Maktabi (1490), HilAli (sec

above), and Ruh-ulamin (died 1637). But their efforts could

not stop the growing corruption of tastf, and it was only

at the court of the Mogul emperors, particularly of the

great Akbar (1556-1605), who revived Sultan Mahpiiid's
" round table," that Persian literature still enjoyed some
kind of " Indian summer " in poets like GhazAli of Mash-

had or Meshed (died 1572); 'Urfi of ShirAz (died 1691), who
wrote spirited kasfdas, and, like his contemporaries Wahshf
and Kaut^ari, a mathnawi, Farhddu &hinn; and Faidl (died

1595), the author of the romantic poem, I\^at u Daman, -(vho

also imparted new life into the rubA'i. In Persia propsr

^ A kit'ah or mukatta'ah is a poem eontaiuing moral reflexioDS ar.vi

differs from'*he kasida-'and ghazal only by the absence of a matla' or

initial distich.^
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only Zuldll, whose clever romance of " Sultan Mihmud and

his {avourite Ay4z" (1592) is widely read in the East, §A'ib

(died 1677), who is commonly called the creator of a new

style in lyric poetry, and, among the most modem, Hitif

of Isfanan, the singer of sweet and tasteful Odes (died

about 1785), deserve a passing notice.

But we cannot conclude our brief survey of the national

literature of Persia without calling attention to the rise of

quite a novel form of Iranian poetry, the drama, which has

only sprung up in the beginning of the present century.

Like the Greek drama and the Mysteries of the European

Middle Ages, it is the ofispring of a purely religious cere-

mony, which for centuries has been performed annually

during the first ten days of the month Moharrem,—the

recital of mournful lamentations in memory of the tragic

fate of the house of the caliph 'All, the hero of the

Shi'itic Persians. Most of these passion-plays deal with

the slaughter of 'All's son Hosain and his family in the

battle of KerbelA. But lately this narrow range of dramatic

subjects has been considerably widened; Biblical stories and

even Christian legends have been brought upon the Persian

stage ; and there is a fair prospect of a further develop-

ment of this most interesting and important movement.

In the various departments of general Persian literature,

not touched upon in the foregoing pages, the same wonder-

ful activity has prevailed as in the realm of poetry and

fiction, since the first books on history and medicine ap-

peared under the SAminids (see above). The most im-

portant section is that of historical works, which, although

deficient in sound criticism and often spoiled by a highly

artificial style, supply us with most valuable materials for

our own research, especially when they relate contemporary

events in which the authors took part either as political

agents or as mere eye-witnesses. Quite unique in this

respect are the numerous histories of India, from the first

invasion of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna to the English con-

quest, and even to the first decades of the present century,

most of which have been described and partly translated

in the eight volumes of Elliot's History of /rerfj'a (1867-78).

Persian writers have given us, besides, an immense variety

of universal histories of the world, with many curious

and noteworthy data (see, among others, Mirkhond's

and Khwindamlr's works under Miekhoni), vol. xvi. p.

499) ; histories of Mohammed and the first caliphs, partly

translated from Arabic originals, which have been lost

;

detailed accounts of all the Persian dynasties, from the

Ghaznawids to the still reigning Kajars, of Jenghiz KhAn
and the Moguls (in Juwaini's and WassAf's elaborate

Ta'rliJis), and of Tlmiir and his successors (see an account

of the Zafamdma under Petis de l.4. Ceoix) ; histories of

sects and creeds, especially the famous Dabistdn, or "School

of Manners " (translated by Troyer, Paris, 1843) ; and many
local chronicles of Iran and TiirAn. Next in importance

to history rank geography, cosmography, and travels (for

instance, the Kuzkat-ulkulub, by HamdallAh Mustaufi, who
died in 1349,and the translations of Istakhri's and Kazwini's

Arabic works), and the various tadhldras or biographies of

Sufis and poets, with selections in prose and verse, from
the oldest of "Aufl (about 1220) to the last and largest of

all, the Makkzanr-ulgkard'ih, or "Treasure of ilarvellous

Matters" (completed 1803), which contains biographies

and specimens of more than 3000 poets. We pass over the

well-stocked sections of philosophy, ethics, and politics, of

theology, law, and S'ifism, of mathematics and astronomj,

of medicine (the oldest thesaurus of which is the " Treasure

of the shAh of Khwarizm," 1110), of Arabic, Persian, and
Turkish grammar and lexicography, and only cast a parti

ing glance at the rich collections of old Indian folk-lore Indun

and fables preserved in the Persian versions of Kalilah u folk-lore

Dimnah (see Ri>DAGi), of the Sindbddndma, the Tutindma,

or "Tales of a Parrot," and others, and at the translations

of standard works of Sanskrit literature, the epopees of

the Rdmdyana and Makdbkdrata, the BhagavadrGitd, the

Yoga-Yasishtka, and numerous Purdnas and Upantskads,

for which we are mostly indebted to the emperor Aklmr's

indefatigable zeal.

A complete hiEtory of Persian literature is still a desideratum.

Hammer's Schonc EcdekilnsU Pcrsiens, Vienna, 1818, is altogether

unsatisfactory and obsolete. Concise sketches of Persian poetry

are contained in Ouseley's Biographical 2\^otices ; in Fliigel's article

in Ersch and Gruber's Allgcmcine Encyklopadic (1842) ; in Bland's

papers in the Journal of the Hoy, ^sialic Society, vol vii. p. 345
sq. and vol. ix. p. 122 sg. ; and in Barbier de Meynard's Poisie en-

Perse, Paris, 1877. Real mines of information are the catalogues

of Sprenger, Calcutta, 1854 ; llorlcy, London, 1854 ; Fliigel, S
vols., Vienna, 1865; and Rieu, 3 vols., London, 1879-83. For
the first five centmies of the Hijra compare Ethe's editions and
metrical translations of " Rudagi's Vorlaufer und Zeit^nossen," in

Morgenldndische Forschungen, Leipsic, 1875; of Jklsa'i's songs,

Firdausi's lyrics, and Abu Sa'id b. Abu '1-Khair's ruba'is, in SitZ'

ungsberichte der baijr. Akadcmic (1872, p. 275 sq.; 1873, p. 622 sq.%

1874, p. 133 sq. ; 1875, p. 145 sq. ; and 1878, p. 38 sq. ); of A'ricenna's

Persian poems, in GoUinger Nachrichtcn, 1875, p. 555 sq.', and of

Asadi and his munajardt, in " Persische 'Tenzonen," Verhandlungm
dcs tlcn Orienlalislcn-Congrcsses, Berlin, 1882, part ii., first half,

p. 48 sq.; Zotenberg's Chronique de Tahari, Paris, 1867-74;

Jurjani's Wis u Rdmin, edited in the Bibl. Indica, 1864 (trans-

lated into German by Graf in Z. D. il. O., x.\iii. 375 sq.); and Kasi-

mirski's Specimen du diwan de McnoiUc/ickri, Versailles, 1876. On
Khdkani, see Khanykoff's "Memoire," in Journal Asiatiqve, 6th

series, vol. iv. p. 137 sq. and v. p. 296 sq., and Salemann's edition

of his ruba'is, with Russian transl., Petersburg, 1875; on Farid-

uddin 'Attar, Sacy's edition of the Pandndma, Paris, 1819, and
Garcindeiassy's-Vaii^it-K/.^ai'r, Paris, 1857 ; on fhe Gulshan-i-rdz,

E. H. Whinfield's edition, London, ISSO ; and on Amir Ehosiau's

mathnawis, the abstracts given in Elliot's History of India, vol iii.

p. 524 sq. German translations of Ibn Yamin were published by
Schlechta-Wssehrd, BruchslUckc, Vienna, 1852 ; of Jami's minor

poems, by Rosenzweig, Vienna, 1840 ; by RUckert, in Zcitsehrift fia-

die Kunde dcs Morgcnlandes, vols. v. and vi., and ZcilscJirift der D.

ilorgcnl. Geseltsch., vols, it, iv., v., vi., xxiv., xxv., and xxix. ; and

by Wickerhauser, Leipsic, 1855, and Vienna, 1858 ; German trans-

lation of Yiisuf u Zatikhd, by Rosenzweig, Vienna, 1824, English

by Griffith, London, 1881 ; French translation of LaiU u ilajniin,

by Chezv, Paris, 1805, German by Hartmann, Leipsic, 1807;

HilaU's "Kbnig und Denvisch," by Ethe, in Morgenland. Stud.,

Leipsic, 1870, p. 197 sq. On the Persian drama, compare Gobineau's

Religions el Philosophies de VAsie ccntrale, Paris, 1S6G ; Chodzko's

Thidtre person, new ed., Paris, 1878; and Ethe, "Persische Pas-

sionspiele," in ilorgenl&nd. Stud., p. 174 sq. (H. E.)
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PERSIGNT, Jean Gilbeet Victor Fialin, Dvc i>e

(1808-1872), the most devoted servant of Napoleon III.,

who with the duo de Moray and Marshal Saint-Arnaud

formed the triumvirate which established the second em-

pire, was born at Saint-Germain Lespinasse (Loire) on 1 ith

January 1808. He came of a good family, but not a noble

one, and, as his father had been killed at the battle of Sala-

-nanca in 1812, he was brought up by an uncle, who sent

him to be educated at the college of Limoges. He entered

the 3d Hussars in 1825, the cavalry school at Saumur in

1826, and became marshal des logis in the 4:th Hussars in

1828. He was at tlus time a Legitimist, but was soon made

a Republican by his captain, and he helped to persuade

his regiment to assist in the insurrection of 1830. For

this service he expected great rewards, but got none, and

was eventually dismissed from the army for insubordination

in 1831. Finding himself without resources, he took to

journalism, and assisted in editing the Temps, and in 1833,

by which time he had become a profound Bonapartist,

he issued a solitary number of a new journal, the Occident

francais, in which he proclaimed his political creed. This

number was sent to Queen Hortense at Arenenberg, and

when M. Fialin followed it in person, calling himself the

vicomte de Persigny, he met with a warm reception, and

soon became indispensable to Louis Napoleon. He had

two qualities which gave him ascendency over the young

prince, fidelity and audacity. He it was who planned the

attempt on Strasburg in 1836, and that on Boulogne in

1840. For his share in the last escapade he was sentenced

to imprisonment in a fortress for twenty years, which was

commuted into detention at Versailles, where he wrote a

curious book to prove that the Pyramids were built to

keep the Nile from silting, up. Wben the Revolution of

1848 broke out he laboured indefatigably for the Bona-

partist cause, securing the election of Louis Napoleon to

the Constituent Assembly in June and in September

1848, ar,d to the presidency in December 1848. His own
prosperity was now secured ; he was made aide-de-camp

to the prince president, and elected to the Legislative

Assembly in May 1849 for the department of the Loire.

He then became one of the secret plotters of the coup

d'etat, and was at first desi^iied for the o^ce of minister

of the interior, but a man of more capacity, De Moray, was

chosen for this post, and Persigny only accompanied

Colonel Espinasse to take possession of the hall of the

assembly. On securing the throne Napoleon III. hastened

to reward his most faithful personal adherent. Persigny

became minister of the interior in the place Of De Morny
in January 1852, and a senator in December 1852. He
resigned office in 1854 and became ambassador in London,

with but one short interval (1858-59), from May 1855 to

November 1860, when he again became minister of the

interior. His second tenure of office lasted tiU June 1863,

when he resigned in disgust at the influence which M.
Rouher was attaining over the mind of the emperor, and
was made due de Persigny in September 1863. As a

minister he showed very little capacity, and throughout

the years of his political influence he never seemed to

understand, like De Morny, the real bases of the existence

of the second empire. He, however, from dislike of Rouher,

supported OUivier in 1869, and defended the pUbiscite,

Mid when the empire fell in 1S70 escaped to England.

He did not long survive the overthrow of the idea which

he had so strenuously supported, and died at Nice on 1 1 th

January 1872. Fialin de Persigny was certainly only an

adventurer, but he had om merit, which the other founders

of the second empire did not possess, fidelity to his master.

For Persigny's life, see a most eulogistic biography by Delaroa

{Le due de Persigny et les doctrines dc Vemjnre, 1865) ; a sliort

biograplyr in Mirecourt's Portraits conttrnporaiJis (1858) ; and Cas-

t.lie's Portraits polltiqum d hidoriques (1S59). His own curious

booV. Z)& to, destination et dc VutUiti pemianente des Pyramided
d'£qyptG et de ^'ubie, was published in 18-15, and he wrote various

political pamphlets, of which the most interesting relates to the

Strasburg attempt, Relation de Ventreprise da prince Napoleon Louis

(Lond. 1837). For his political career under the empire, see Taxile

Delord's Histoire du seeond empire (1868-75).

PERSIMMON, the name given to the fruits of Diospyros

inrginiana in the United States. The tree which bears

them belongs to the order Ebenaces, and has oval entire

leaves, and monoecious flowers on short stalks. In the

male flowers, which are numerous, the stamens are sixteen

in number, arranged in pairs, and with the anthers opening

by slits. The female flowers are solitary, with traces of

stamens, and have a glabrous ovary with one ovule in

each of the eight cells,—the ovary being surmounted by

four styles, which are hairy at the base. The fruit-stalk

is very short, bearing a subglobose fruit an inch or rather

more in diameter, of an orange-yellow colour, and with a

sweetish astringent pulp. It is surrounded at the base by

the persistent calyx- lobes, which increase in size as the

fruit ripens. The astringency renders the fruit somewhat

unpalatable, but, after it has been subjected to the action

of frost, or has become pai-tially rotted or "bletted" like

a medlar, its flavour is improved. In some of the south-

ern States the fruit is said to be kneaded -liWh bran, made
into cakes, and baked. From the cakes a fermented liquor

is made with the aid of yeast. The tree is cultivated in

England, but rarely if ever ripens its fruit, and in the

States it is said not to ripen north of New Jersey.

The Chinese aud Japanese cultivate another species, the Diospyros

Kakif of \Yhich there exist numerous ill-defined varieties, which,

according to Mr Hicrn in his exhaustive monograph of the Menacex,
all belong to one species. The fruits are larger than those of the

American kind, vaaiable in shape, but have similar properties.

Some varieties have been introduced into Great Britain, and have

produced their fruits in orchard-houses. The fruit is in appearance

something like that of the apricot, but very astringent to the taste.

After "bletting," however, it becomes sweet and agreeable. Some
specimens analysed by Dr Voelcker for the scientiftc committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society contained, roughly, 84 per cent, of

water, 2i per cent, of tannic acid, aud 9*8 of sugar, pectin, &c.,

with small quantities of woody, dbuminoid, and mineral matters.

PERSIUS (A. Persius Flaccus) stands third in order

of time of those recognized by the Romans as their four

greatest satirists. These represent four distinct periods of

the national development— the revolutionary era of the

Gracchi, the years immediately preceding the establishment

of the monarchy, the first years of the reign of Nero, the

age of Domitian and the dawning of the better era which

followed on the accession of Nerva. Their relative value

consists in the truth, freedom, and power with which they

expressed the better spirit of their time, commented on its

vices and follies, and described the actual personages, the

prevailing types of character, and the fashions and pur-

suits—the " quicquid agunt homines "—by which it was

marked. Of these four representatives of the most dis-

tinctly national brarich of Roman literature— Lucilius,

Horace, Persius, and Juvenal— Persius is the least im-

portant. He is indeed inferior to none of them in the

purity and sincerity with which he expresses the best

spirit of his age ; but he was inferior in literary originality

and vigour to Lucilius, in literary art to Horace and

Juvenal,— less powerful in his denunciation of evil than

Lucilius and Juvenal, less searching in his criticism

than Horace,—less true to life in his delineation of men
and manners than the two earlier satirists, less powerful

in his eS"ect3 than the latest among them. This inferior-

ity is to be ascribed partly to the circumstances of his age.

Its literature was more artificial, and also more opposed

to the true principles of art, than that of any other stage

in the development of Roman letters. The generation which

succeeded the Augustan age—the generation which lived
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under Tiberius, Gains, and Clandius^had not the gtnius

to originate a literature of its own nor the sense of security

which would enable it to perpetuate the literary accomplish-

ment of the preceding age. No period between the Cicer-

onian era and the reign of Hadrian was so unproductive.

The accession of the young emperor, in whom were ulti-

mately realized the worst vices of the tyrant along with the

most despicable wtoknesses of the Ikie'rateur and artiste—
" scenicus ille " is the term of contempt applied to him in

Tacitus—gave a fresh impulse to that fashion of verse-

making which Horace remarked as almost universal among
his educated contemporaries, and'which was stimulated by

the rhetorical education of the day. But the writers of the

Neronian age had neither the genius nor the true- sense of

art which distinguished the Ciceronian and Augustan ages,

nor had they acquired the cultivated appreciation and good

taste of the later Flavian era, nor were they animated by

that sense of recovered freedom of speech and thought

which gave to Roman literature its two last great repre-

sentatives. The writing of the Neronian age was, for the

most part, a crude and ambitious effort to produce sensa-

tional effects by rhetorical emphasis. Of its representatives

four can still be read with a certain though by no mfeans

an unmixed pleiasure,— Seneca, Lucan, Petronius, and

Persius. Of these Persius had least of the true literary gift.

He had neither the smooth and fluent elegance of Seneca,

the " ingenium amoenum et auribus illius temporis accom-

modatum " attributed to him by Tacitus, nor the rhetorical

passion of Lucan, nor the cynical realism and power of

representation which enabled Petronius to originate a new
form of literature. Persius could not have become a satirist

of the type of Petronius or of Martial : he could not have

treated human degradation in a spirit of cynical sympathy

or ot amused tolerance. On the other hand earnest satire

directed against its legitimate objects, the emperor and his

favourites, could" not at such a time express itself openly.

"Pone Tieellinum-" is an expressive reminder that it

was safer to write sickly sentimentalism about "Phyllis

and Hypsipyle " than to assume the K'le of Lucilius.

But apart from the influence of his time and the natural

limitations' of his genius, the personal circumstances of

Persius were unfavourable to success in the* branch of

literature to which he devoted himself. The shortness of

his life and the retirement in which it was spent, his

studious tastes, his delicate health, and that which is most

adraimUe in him, his exceptional moral purity, all con-

tributed to keep him ignorant of that world which it is

the: business of- a satirist to know. Lucilius, Horace,

Petronius, Martial, Juvenal, were all men of the world,

who,knew the life of their day by close personaj contact

with it, and had no need to imagine it through the medium
of impressions received from literature, or situations in-

vented as themes for rhetorical exercises. Some aspects

of his time, such as the outward signs of literary affectation

and effeminacy, did come within the range of Persius's

observation, and these he describes with no want of the

pungency, '"Ttalura acetum," characteristic of his race.

But from any intimate knowledge, even through the medium
of conversation, of the vices and vulgarities from which

Petronius lifts the curtain he was debarred by the purity

alike of his moral instincts and of his taste. Thus his

satire, while able' to lash- " the sickly morals " of his time

(" pallentes radere mores ") in fervi<l generalities, cannot

per-orra the more important function of probing them
through living examples.'

But Pvoman satire had another function besides the re-

presenfation and criticism of. men aiid manners. More
than any other branch of Literature it -n-as the exj^ession

of the -writer's owh nature and convictions. The frank

sincerity with which these were expressed -was a great cause

of the personal hold which Lucilius had on hLs readers ; it

is still one of i-he secrets of the personal charm of Horace.
The sympathy -with which Persius was read in the, early

days of Christianity and the enthusiasm which many
readers have felt for him in modern times are mamly due
to the impression of character which he produces. But he
is to be regarded further, not as an isolated specimen of

purity in an impure age, but as an important -n-itness of

that undercurrent of moral and spiritual sentiment which
gathered force as a protest against the corruption and
tyranny of the first century of the empire. The conscious-

ness of moral evil which became intensified diiring that

period is very apparent when we compare the spirit .of

Cicero and Horace, men in their own day seriously con-

cerned with questions of gonduct, with that of Tacitus and
Juvenal. This great inward change was stimulated and
directed by the teaching of Stoicism ; and it was in the

reign of Nero that Stoicism gained its chief ascendency

over educated men, and supplanted among the adherents

of the republic the fashionable Epicureanism of the days

of Lucretius and Horace. Of the Stoical spirit of tl^t

time, represented also by Seneca and Lucan, Persius S the

purest representative. His chief claim to consideration is,

not that he is a great poet, satirist, or humorist, or even
an agreeable. -writer, but that he is one of the earliest, and,

amongst classical writers, one of the most sincere preachers

of a pure personal morality based on a spiritual conception

of religion.

The impression of him produced by his writings is

confirmed by the accounts transmitted of his life, .for

which we are inde'bted to. the contemporary'grammarian,

Valerius Probus of Berytus Written when the impression

left by him was fresh on the memory of his friends', it may
be accepted as trustworthy in regard both of outward facts

and of the sentiments which he inspired.

Well born and well connected, and the inheritor of a
good estate, Persius lived the uneventful life of a student,

and was chiefly remarkable for his affection for his friends,

his teachers, and his family. He was a native of Etruria,

a district which contributed less than any other in Italy to

the literary distinction of Rome. And it is noticeable that,

while Persius has all the characteristic moral fervour of the

more serious Roman writers, he shows less, compared with

those who have an important place in the national litera-

ture, of that sensuous vivacity and suscepti'oility to beauty

in art and nature with which the purely Italian race was pre-

eminently endowed. He was born at Volaterrre in the year

34 A.D., and received his early education there. His fathe/

died -n-hen he was six years of age, and his mother, Fulvia

Sisennia, whose latter name by its termination is indicative

of an Etruscan stock, married a second time and was soon

again left a widow. In one of the satires he speaks of

the eagerness with which his father used to bring his

friends to listen to his recitation of the dying speech of

Cato. It is not likely that at the age of six he could

have been so far advanced in his rhetorical education, and

perhaps, though he uses the word "pater," this reminiscence,

which is told not without satirical colouring, may be a testi-

mony to the, interest which his stejifather took in watching

his progress. The nature of the lesson
— "morituri verba

Catonis"— is suggestive of an early direction tow-ards

Stoicism given in his teaching ; but by what he tells us. ot

his way of shirking his lessons and of his healthy pre^

ference of play to work, he seem" t- ' '"« done what he

could to escape the doom of becoming a precoi-iv^us prodig)-.

He was taken at the age of f^velve to Rome, and continued

his education under the two most famous grammarians and

rhetoricians of the day, Remmius Palaemon and Virginiu.s

Flavus. The decisive influence of his life was his friend-

ship -with the Stoic philosopher, Annsus Cornutus, whose
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pupil lie became on assuming the " toga virilis " at the age

of sixteen. To the charm of this man's conversation and

teaching Persius attributes his escape from the temptations_

to a Kfe of pleasure, to which youths of good position and

fortune were exposed at Rome. Besides his friendship with

Comntus, he enjoyed during ten years of his life the inti-

mate friendship of Thrasea Paetus, the noblest specimen of

Stoicism which the Roman world produced in the first

century of the empire. This intimacy was probably due,

in the first place, to the relationship of Persius to the

younger Arria, the wife of Thrasea. Though a much
younger man, he gained so completely the affection of

Thrasea that he often went with him as the companion of

his travels. The knowledge that he was an intimate mem-
ber of the circle of Thrasea and Hehidius gives an addi-

tional interest to the opinions of Persius on literature and

conduct, and also to the indications of his attitude towards

the reigning power. He was introduced also to Seneca,

but was not much attracted by his genius. The influence

"of Thrasea may have had something to do with this want

of sympathy. The true Stoic, who " kept as holidays the

birthdays of the two Brutuses and of Cassius," was not

likely to have been among the admirers of the apologist

for parricide.*

He was also intimate with some of the younger poets

of the time, especially with Caesius Bassus, to whom he

"addresses his sixth satire. He was acquainted with his

younger and more famous contemporary, Lucan, who is

said, with the generous impulses which seemed to have

been mixed with the fatal weaknesses of his character, to

have been carried away by great enthusiasm when he first

heard Persius reciting some of his verses. His biographer

tells us that the impulse to writing satire was derived from

reading a book of LucUius. He was evidently a diligent

student both of him atfd of Horace. He himself justifies

his adoption of this mode of writing by his natural tendency

to satiric criticism,
—"sum petulanti splene cachinno."

But his satire shows as little of the humorous amusement
in contemplating the comedy of life, which is one of the

motives of the satire of Horace, as of the fierce indigna-

tion which the tragic spectacle of its crimes produced in

Juvenal. We should rather be inclined to conclude that, as

his Stoicism was a protest against the vices and tjTanny of

the time, so his adoption of that masculine national form

of literature which took its subjects from the actual expe-

rience of Roman life was a protest against the effeminate

style and exotic themes which were then fashionable with

the social class to which he belonged.

There is no trace in his writings of any participation in

the active interests of public or professional life. More
than any other Roman writer, e.\cept jjerhaps Lucretius,

he chose the " secretum iter et fallentis seniita vitie " (the

flowery path that winds by stealth). But his life, if appa-

rently much happier, was not enriched by the fulness of

contemplative intiz-est and of delight in nature which
lightened up the gloom of the older poet. His latest

satire, addressed to his friend Caesius Bassus, is written

from the port of Luna on the Gulf of Genoa ; but, while

celebrating the mildness of its winter climate, grateful to

him as an invalid, he is silent about the charm of its natural

beauty. He died at the age of twenty-eight, on one of

his own estates on the Via Appia, ^lithin eight miles of

Rome. His satires were reused by Cornutus, and edited

at his own request by Caesius Bassus. The former is said

to have altered into a vague generahty an expression re-

flecting on the poetical gifts of Nero, a subject aa danger-

ous to deal with as his "vices and tyranny. Dying in the

^ Cf. ** Ergo Don iam Ifer<?, emus immanitas omnium questus auteibat,

acd Seneca adversy rumore erat, quod oratioae tail conXessiouem scrip-

bisset'' (Tac, Ann.t jtiv. llj.

year 62 .\.d., Persius did not witness the worst crimes of

that reign, and escaped the fate which awaited Seneca,

Lucan, and Thrasea.

His character is thus'summed up by his biographer. "He
was of a most gentle disposition, of maidenly modesty,

handsome in person, and marked by exemplary aflfection

towards his mother, sister, and aunt. He lived soberly

and chastely." The characteristic of "virginalis pudicitia"

it is natural to associate with the pure family atmosphere

in which he lived ; and the existence of cultivated women
who could exercise such an influence is a warning not to

judge Roman society, even in its worst time, altogethei"

from the representation of Juvenal. The letters of Pliny

amply confirm the belief that the world was not all so bad
as it appears in that representation. The tone of the

biographer as well as his explicit statements attest the

warm affection which Persius inspired in his lifetime.

Mere asceticism unaccompanied by other graces of character

cannot account for this sentiment of affection ; and tiio

Roman world had a keen eye to detect insincere professions

of austerity. But, while there are many signs of inexperi-

ence of life and much forced and artificial writing iu

Persius, there is in the expression of his deepest convictions

an unmistakable ring of genuineness. He seems to lova

virtue without efibrt, because his nature finds in the love

and practice of virtue the secret of happiness. There is

abo in the personal addresses to his friends, as in that to

Macrinus, a tone of genial sympathy with the innocent

enjoyments of life. In the expression of affection for those

whom he loved no ancient writer is so cordial and single-

minded, except one, as much separated from him by the

licence of his life as by the force of his genius, who also

died in early youth, the ardent true-hearted poet of Verona.
Peisius ia said to have "nTitteu slowly and seldom, and, though

he seems to have composed, probably before he devoted himself to

satiie, a tragedy on a Roman subject, an account in verse of son>e

of his travels, and some lines on the elder Arna (none of which
were ever given to the woild), the only result of his literary activity

is the short book of six satires which we now possess. The contrast

between the small amount of Iiis contributions to literature and the

reputation which he enjoyed is noticed by two ancient writei-s, \\lio

indicate their appreciation of his value, Quintilian and Slartial.

The satires are not only fewer in number than those of Horace and
Jnreual, but they are for the most part shorter. Only one of them,
the fin>t, fulfils the proper function of satire by reiireseuting any
phase of the life of the time and pointing its moral. It exposes by
personal sketches and representative imitations the fashionable taste

in poetry, and marks its connexion with the lu.\ury and effeminacy
of the age. The satire was believed in ancient times to be aimed
at the eraperor ; and this is confirmed, not only by the tradition of

the substitution by Cornutus of the vague genei ality *' quis uon " for

the pointed "ilida res, " but also by the parody "Torva Mimal-
loneis implerunt cornua bombis," &c., wliich is in keeping with tho
account we have in Tacitus and other wiiteis of the style of the
emperor's compositions. In an age abounding in informers it

would have been dangerous to have published or even to have read
before a circle of friends a more direct comment ; but the attitude

of Persius towards the absolute ruler of the day may be infen'et'

from other references iu the satires, as from the passage iii 35, be

ginning '* ilagne pater divum "
; and again at iv. 20, iu the words,

"Ast ego Dinomaches," we may suspect a protest against the de-

gradation of the Soman world in submitting to be governed by the

son of Agrippiua. Even iu the abstinence from one single word ol

compliment to the ruling power we enjoy an agreeable contrast to

the time-serving of Seneca and the adulation of Lucan.
"While the first satire is, lik-e most of those of Lucilius, Horace,

and Juvenal, essentially representative, and has its motive in the

desire to paint in satiric colours a prevailing fashion and some
of the actual personages or types of cnaracter of the day, all the

rest are essentially didactic ana have their motive in the desire to

enforce and illustrate some lesson of morality or tenet of Stoicism.

The second is an admirable sermon on prayer, and illustrates by ex-

amples that union of worldliness and covetousness with religious

faith and practice which has not been absolutely confined to Pagan-
ism. The third is aimed at the exposure and correction of tlie

weakness of character which, in spite of good resolutions, siiccumbs

to the attacks of sloth and pleasure. » The fourth, suggested by the

first Alcibiadcs of Plato, though perhaps also written with covert

reference to one whose " Greek levity "may have prompted biia to
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pose as a Roman Alcibiades, is- directed against the arrogant claims

of a sensual vouth to deal, on the ground of his hereditary distinc-

tion, with affairs of state and to govern men. The fifth, the most

elaborate of all, illustrates the Stoical doctrine of the difference

between true and false freedom, a'nd shows the power^of avarice,

luxurV) the passion of love, ambition, and superstition to make
men slaves. It is the same subject as that which Horace treats in

the third satire of the second book ; ibut it is treated with neither

the irony nor the direct knowledge 6f life which Horace applies to

it. The last- satire is chiefly devoted to-.a subject which played a

large part in the satire of Horace and Lucilius,—the proper use of

money. In all these latter pieces the subjects are the common-
places of satire and moral disquisition, illustrated rather by new
versions of old characters than by pictures of the living men and
women of the day. Though he expresses admiration for the spirit of

Lucilius and the. old comedy, he seems to keep clear of all personality

and detraction. He professes "ingenue culpara defigere ludo,"

and, whatever may be thought of his-humour, he at least always

writes in the spirit of a gentleman. So far as there is real contact

with life in h:3 satires, it is with the vanity and weakness of the

class to whicli he himself belonged that he shows familiarity. Other

sketches, however, show original observation, as that of the pro-

vincial ledile, of the brawny centurion who laughs at all philosophers,

and, the most elaborate of all, that of the man torn asunder by his

avarice and his love of luxury, who shrinks from the hard roughing
of a sea-voyage, to which he is prompted by his cupidity (i 129,-»

ii. 76-87, V. Ul-150).
In point of form he aims at reproducing the dialogue of the old

*'satura," to which Horace finally adhered. But for the dramatic
vivacity of ordinary speech ho substitutes the curt questions and
answers of Stoical disquisition. This is a great source of the obscurity

of his WTiting. Some of his satires take the for^ of a familiar

epistle, but in tlicm also there is a large intermixture of dialogue.

In style, while he protests against other modes of affectation, he can-

not escape the pe -verse fashion of forced and exaggerated expression.

AVhile disclaiming imaginative Inspiration and avoiding poetical

ornament, he falls into the opposite extreme of excessive realism,

and disguises hi.i plain meaning under contortions of metaphor,
taken from the fqrge, the pottCj^'s wheel, the carpenter's rule, the

baker's oven, &.c. He is fond, too, of the realism of physical ex-

pression to denote states of mind and feeling, such as "fibra,"

"pulpa," "glutc,"&c. ; and this tendency, combined perhaps with
the wish to imitate Lucilius, has led Mm occasionally to disfigure

the purity of hi; pages with unnecessary coarseness. It is only
rarely, and when he is at his best, that we are not conscious of a

constant strain to express his meaning with unnecessary emphasis.

Though single phrases of forcible coudensation can be quoted
from him, yet almost eveiy period and paragraph seems to have
been made harsh and obscure with the purpose of arresting attention.

In the pictures vhich he draws from life, as in that of the reciting

poet in the first sitire, he strives by minuteness and exaggeration of

detail to produce a strong sensational impression ; and this is still

more observable in those numerous cases where he distorts and cari-

catures the temprrate and truthful effects of Horace's sketches. No
Latin writer is lts3 naturab His works have engaged the industry of

many commentators both in ancient and modern times. None could
claim' less the praise which JIartial claims for his own, of *' pleasing
«;iajnmarians without needing the aid of their interpretation."

It is not, accordingly, among wniters but among moralists that
he holds a high place. Among the professoi-s of Stoicism some were
btitter wTiters, others were greater men ; no one was purer in all his

instincts, more sincere in all his nature, or inspired with a more
genuine enthusiasm for virtue. , It is when he gives expression to

this enthusiasm and to his single-hearted affection for his friends

that he is able for a few lines to WTite \\-ith simple force and with
impassioned earnestness. Such lines as these—

" Compositum ias fasque animie, sanctosqu^ recessus
Srentis, et iDcoctum geiieroso pectus honeSto" (ii. 73, 74)

;

" Quid sumus et quidnam victuri gignlmur . . .

. . . qUGiLi te (leus esse
Jnssit et huinana qua iiarte locatus es in re" (iii. 66-72), 4c.;'

are in a strain more in accordance with the best modem ideas

of man's highest duty and his true position in the world than
anything to be found in the other satirists of Rome. The aim of

Lucilius was to make men good citizens. He judged their

life by the standard of public virtue and utility. The aim of

Horace's satire was to make men happier in themselves and more
agreeable in their intercourse with one another. He judged them
by the standard of good sen'se, good feeling, and good manners.
The aim of Juvenal—so far as it was sincere—was to raise human
life from the degradation into which it had fallen. The standard
by which he judj^ed the men of his day was that of the manliness
and dignity realized in the best ages of the republic. The aim of
Persius was to make men live in accordance with the dictates of a
pure cojiscience. His standard was that ideal of human conduct
which has' arisen out of the aspirations and convictions of an en-
lightened theism.

The best recent editions of PTsius are those of 0. Jahn and of Professor
Conington. The edition of Mr Pretor is also to be named. All of these.oon-
tain, in their introductions, important contributions to the critical estimate or
Persius. An excellent account of his life, character, and writings is to bo
found in Martha's Les Moralisles liomaiJis, and an interesting, though some-
what disparaging, criticism of him as a writer is contained in Nisard's Poetes
Latijis de la Decadeiux. (W. Y. S.)

PERSONAL ESTATE. Strictly speaking, the term
Estate (q.v.) is confined in English law to' the extent of

interest "which can exist in real property. But " personal

estate " is a term often conveniently, if pot accurately,

applied to all property th.at is not real property. The
division of property into real and personal represents

in a great measure the division into immovable and mov-
able incidentally recognized in Roman law and generally

adopted since. *' The only natural classification of the

objects of enjoyment, the anly classification which corre-

sponds with an essential difference in the subject-matter,

is that which divides them into moveables and immove-
ables " (Maine, Aiicient Law^ ch. viii.). " Things personal,''

according to Elackstone, '* are goods, money, and all other

moveables which may attend the owner's person wherevei

he thinks proper to go" (Comm.j vol. ii. p. 16). This

identification of things personal with movables, though
logical in theory, does not, as will be seen, perfectly

express the English law, owing to the somewhat anomal-

ous position of chattels real. In England real property

is supposed to be superior in dignity to personal property, .

which was originally of little importance from a legal

point of view. This view is the result of feudal ideas,

and had no place in the Roman system, in which immov-
ables and movables were dealt with as far as possible in

the same manner, and descended according to the same
rules. The law of personal property has developed more
rapidly and freely than that gf real property, as it is of

more modern growth and has not been affected by the

notion of tenure. The main differences between real and
personal property which still exist in England are these.

(I) In real property there can be nothing more than

limited ownership (see Estate) ; there can be no estate

properly so called in personal property, and it may be
held in complete ownership. There is nothing correspond-

ing to an estate-tail in personal property; words which

in real property would create an estate-tail will give an

absolute interest in personalty. A life-interest may,'

however, be given in personalty, except in articles quss

ipso vsu consum-untur. Limitations of personal property,^

equally with those of real property, fall within the rule

against perpetuities. (See Real Estate.) (2) Personal

property is not subject to various incidents of real property^

such as rent, dower, or escheat. (3) On the death of the

owner intestate real property descends to the heir
;
personal

property is divided according to the Statute of Distribu^

tions. (4) Real property as a general rule must be trans-

ferred by deed
;
personal property does not need so solemn

a mode of transfer. (5) Contracts relating to real pro-

perty must be in writing by the Statute of Frauds, 29

Car. IT. c. 3, s. 4 ; contracts relating to personal prope'rty;

need only be in writing when it is expressly so provided

by statute, as, for instance, in the cases falling under s. 17

of the Statute of Frauds, (o) A will of lands need not

be proved, but a will of personalty or of personal and real

property together must be proved in order to give a title

to those claiming under it. (7) Devises of real estate

fall as a rule within the Mortmain Act, 9 Geo. II. c. 36

(see Charities, Corporation); bequests of pergonal pro-

perty, other than chattels real, are not within ' the Act.

(8) Mortgages of real property need not generally be

registered ;
mortgages of persona! property for the most

part require registration under the Bills of Sale Acts (see

Pledge; and Bill of Sale, vol. iii. p. 674).

Personal estate is divided in English law into chattels
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real and chattels personal ; the latter are again divided into

ehoses in possession and choses in action. Chattels real are

personal interests in real estate, -which, though they are

annexed to land, still descend in the same manner as

personal estate. Blackstone speaks of them as being " of

a mongrel amphibious nature." Examples are a term of

years, the next presentation to a benefice, an estate pur

autre vie, and money due upon a mortgage. Under the

head of chattels personal fall all kinds of property other

than real estate and chattels real. In cases of bequest to

a charity the terms pure and impure or mixed personalty

are often used. The latter class is almost conterminous

with chattels real. It falls as a rule within the Mortmain
Act. A chose in action denotes the right of recovery by
legal proceedings of tliat which, vrhen recovered, becomes

a chose in possession. Choses in action were before the

Judicature Acts either legal, as debts (whether arising

from contract or tort), recoverable in a court of law, or

equitable, as legacies (residuary personal estate of a

deceased person), or money in the funds. A legal chose in

action was not assignable. A consequence of this view

was that until 1875 (subject to one or two statutory ex-

ceptions, such as actions on policies of insurance) an action

on an assigned chose in action must have been brought at

law in the name of the assignor, though the sum recovered

belonged in equity to the assignee, and in equity he might

have sued in his own name, making the assignor a party

as co-plaintiff or as defendant. The Judicature Acts have

made the distinction drawn between legal and equitable

choses in action of no importance. The Judicature Act,

1873, 3C and 37 Vict. c. 66, s. 25, (6), enacts that the

legal right to a debt or other legal chose in action may be

passed by absolute assignment in writing under the hand
of the assignor. The old law as to the reduction into

jxjssession by a husband of his wife's choses in action (see

Husband and Wife) seems to have been practically

rendered obsolete by the Married Women's Property Act,

1882. Blackstone, who is followed by Mr Joshua Williams

{Law of Personal Propertt/), recognizes a further division

of incorporeal personal property, standing between choses

in action and choses in possession, and including personal

annuities, stocks and shares, patents, and copyrights.

.
Interest in personal property may be either absolute

or qualified. The latter case is illustrated by animals

ferie naturx, in which property is only coextensive with

detention. Personal estate may be acquired by occupancy

(including the accessio, commixtio, and confusio of Roman
law), by invention, as patent and copyright, or by transfer,

either by the act of the law (as in bankruptcy, judgment,
and intestacy), or by the act of the party (as in gift, coii-

tract, and will).

There are several cases in which, by statute or other-

wise, property is taken out of the class of real or personal

to which it seems naturally to belong. By the operation

of the equitable doctrine of conversion money directed to

be employed in the purchase of land, or land directed to

b° turned into money, is in general regarded as that species

of property into which it is directed to be converted. An
example of property pnjna facie real which is trcAted as

jiersonal is an estate pur autre vie, which, since 14 Geo.

II. c. 20, s. 9 (now replaced by 1 Vict. c. 26, s. 6), is

distributable as personal estate in the absence of a special

occuiiant. Examples of property jyrima facie personal

which is treated as real are Fixtures (q.v.), heirlooms, such
as deeds and family portraits, and shares in some of the

:lder companies, as the New River Company, which are

eal estate by statute. In ordinary cases shares in com-
panies are personal estate, unless the shareholders have
ndividually some interest in the land as land.

The terms hcrilaile and movable of Scotch law to a great extent
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correspond with the real and personal of English law. Tlie main

points of diflorence arc these. (1) Leases are lieritablo as to tlie

succession to the lessee, unless tlie destination expressly exclude

heirs, but arc movable as to the fisk. (2) Money due on mortgages

and securities on land is personalty in England. At common hw
in Scotland debts secured on heritable property are tliemselveg

heritable. But by 31 and 32 Vict. c. 101, s. 117, herita'olo securi-

ties are movable as far as regards the succession of the creditor,

unless executors are expressly Excluded. Tlrey still, however,

remain heritable quoctd fiscum,, as between husband and wife, in

computing legitim, and as far as regards the succession of the debtor.

(3) tip to 1868 the heir cf heritage succeeded, to certain movabla

goods called heirship movables, which bore a strong likeness to

the heirlooms of English law. "This right of the heir was abolished

by 31 and 32 Vict. c. 101, s. 160. (4) Annuities, as having traclum

fuluri tempons, are heritable, and an obligation to pay them falls

upon the heir of the deceased (Watson, Lam Did., s.v. "Annuities").

The law in the United States agrees in most respects with that

of England. Heirlooms are unknown, one reason being, no doubt,

that ihe importance of title-deeds is much less than it is in England,

owing to the operation of the Registration Acts. Long terms in

some States have annexed to them the properties of freehold estates.

Thus in Jlnssachusetts, if the original term be a hundred or more
years, it is deemed a fee as long as fifty years remain unexpired

{Moss. Gen. Stat., c. 90, § 20). lu the s.iiue State estates j)«r autre

vie descend like real property (Ocn. Slat:, c. 91, § 1). In New
York and New Jersey an estate pur autre vie is deemed a freehold

only during the life of the grantee ; after his death it becomes a

chattel real. In otlier States the heir has a scintilla of interest as

special occupant (Kent, Comm., voL iv. p. 27). In some States

railway rolling-stock is considered as purely personal, in others it

has been held to be a fixture, and so to partake of the nature of

real property. Shares in some of the early American corporations

were, like l^ew River shares in England, made real estate by
statute, as in the case of the Cape Sable Company in Maryland
(Schouier, Law of Personal Property, vol. i. p. 619). In Louisiana

animals employed in husbandry are, and slaves were, regarded as

immovables. Pews in churches are generally real property, but in

some States they are made personal property by statute, e.g., in

Massachusetts {Gen. Stat., c. 30, § 38). The assignment of choses

in action is generally permitted, and is in most States regulated

by statute. The circuit court has no jurisdiction in the case of an

assigned chose in action unless a suit might have been prosecuted

in that court if no assignment had been made {Prevised Slat, oj

U. S., tit. xiii. § 629). (J. Wt?)

PERSPECTIVE. See Projection.

PERTH, an inland county of Scotland, is situated almost

in the centre of the country between 56° 4' and 56° 57'

N. lat., and between 3° 4' and 4° 50' W. long. "Dia

larger part of its border-line is formed of natural bound-

aries, the Grampians separating it on the west and north

from Argyll, Inverness, and Aberdeen, while the Ochils

and the Firth of Tay in the south-east divide it from

Kinross, Clackmannan, and Fife. In the south the river

Forth forms a large portion of the boundary with Stirling,

but the boundary With Forfar in the north-east is almost

at no point defined either by rivers or mountains. The

county is of an irregular circular form, the diameter

being about 70 miles. A small portion in the south-east

is separated from the main portion at the junction of

Clackmannan and Fife, and another .small portion is sur-

rounded by Stirlingshire. Perthshire is the fourth largest

county in Scotland, the total area being 1,617,808 acres,

or 2528 square miles. Situated on the Highland border^

Perthshire embraces characteristics scarcely combined in

any other county of Scotland, and it excels them all in the

picturesqueness and multiform variety of its scenery. The

finest passes into the Highlands are Killiecrankie, Leny, and

the Trosachs. With hardly any exception the rivers and

streams flow east and south and reach the ocean either

by the Forth or the Tay. They generally issue from large

elongated lochs formed by depressions at the foot of the

mountains. The Ericht in the extreme north-west unites

Loch Ericht and Loch Rannoch ; and from the latter Hows

the Tummel, which, after passing through Loch Tummel

and forming a series of rapids and falls, joins the Tay.

The Tay, which rises on the borders of Argyllshire, passes

through Loch Dochart and Loch Tay, and in its course
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of rather over 100 miles receives nearly the wt-ole drainage

t)f the county, discharging a larger volume of water to

the sea than any other river in Great Britain; its principal

tributaries are the Tupmiel at Logierait, the Bran near

Dunkeld, the I?Ia near Kinclaven (after its junction with

:ae Ericht), the Almond near Perth, and the Earn from

Loch Earn, at the borders of Fifeshire. The Forth from

Loch Ard skirts tlie southern boundary of the county, and

receives the Teith from Lochs Katrine, Achray, Vennacher,

Voil, and Lubnaig, the Goodie Waver from Loch Menteith,

and the Allan, which rises in the Ochil Hills. Loch

Ericht, partly in Inverness-shire, and Loch Tay are each

more than 14 miles in length. Loch Rannoch is 9 miles

long, Lochs Earn and Katrine are 7 each, and Lochs Vcn-

inacher, Lubnaig, and Voil each between 5 and 3. There

are an immense number of small lochs varying in length

from 1 to 3 miles, among which may be mentioned Garry,

Tummel, Lows, Lyon, Dochart, Freuchie, Ard, and Men-

teith. The lochs and rivers abound in salmon and varieties

of trout ; and scarcely any of the streams have been per-

ceptibly injured by the pollution of manufactures. About
four-fifths of the surface of the county, chiefly in the west

and north-west, is occupied by the Grampians, or encroached

on by their ridges or by isolated summits, among the

highest of the chain in Perthshire being Ben Lawers

(3984 feet), north of Loch Tay; Ben More (3843) and

Stobinnain (3321), south of Loch Dochart; Ben-y-Gloe

(3690), and other peaks, near Glen Tilt ; Schiehallion

(3547), south of Loch Rannoch; and Ben Voirlich (3180),

south of Loch Earn. The Ochils, occupying a consider-

able area in the south-east, attain in many cases a height

of over 2000 feet, and the Sidlaws, practically a con-

tinui'.tion of the Ochils running into Forfarshire, reach

a height of about 1500 feet. The lowland districts consist

chieiiy of the straths and river-valleys, as Strathtay ; Strath-

more, extending into Forfarshire ; Strathearn, stretching

across the county from west to eaoc, xnd 'jonrijed tn the

south by the Ochils ; the district of Menteitn twfween the

Teith and the Forth ; and the Cai-se of Gowrio between

the Sidlaws and the Firth of Tay.

Geology and Minerals.—As regards its geology Perth-

shire consists of two distinct areas, that differ from each

other entirely in the rocks of which they are composed

and consequently in their scenery. The larger of these

regions comprises the mountainous ground and occupies

the northern and by much the larger part of the county.

The rocks in this region belong to the series of crystal-

line schists, and include varieties of gneiss, mica-schist,

clay-slate, hornblende -rock, <fcc., with important ' bands of

quartzite, quartz-schist, and limestone. These rocks are

arranged in approximately parallel folds, the' axes of

which range in a general sense from south-west to north-

east, the same groups of strata being repeated again and

again by successive plications. The quartzites from their

durability and whiteness form specially marked zones

across the county, as in the ranges of Schiehallion and
Ben-y-Gloe. The limestones also from their persistence

afford excellent horizons for interpreting the geological

structure. A notable band of them runs along the valley

of Loch Tay, plunging under Ben Lawers and rising up
again in Glen Lyon, whence it continues across Strath

Tummel into Glen Tilt. These various crystalline rocks

are believed to be prolongations of the schistose series

that overlies the Lower Silurian rocks of Sutherland ; but

they have not yet yielded fossils. They are here and

there pierced by masses of granite, porphyry, or other

eruptive rocks.

The southern (or more correctly south-eastern) limit of

the mountain ground is defined by a line drawn from the

foot of Loch Lomond by AberfoylCj Pass of Leny, Coiarie.

a little below Dunkeld, and Bridge of Cally, to Lintrathen.

On the southern side of this line the ground presents

distinctively lowland scenery. It is occupied by the

Lower Old Sandstone with its included conglomerates,

flagstones, and volcanic rocks. A remarkable dislocation,

which nearly coincides with the line just traced, separates

the younger series of formations from the older rocks of

the mountains. But here and there on the north side of

the fracture, in bay-like hollows of the'hills, the massive

conglomerates of the Old Red Sandstone can be seen rest-'

ing upon the upturned edges of the schists. These con-

glomerates with their associated strata appear to have been

laid down in a large lake or inland sea 'B'hich lay across

central Scotland and northern Ireland, and was tenanted

by the peculiar Old Red Sandstone fishes [Cephalaspis, ifec).

A long line of active volcanoes extended through this lake.

Their sites are still traceable in the Ochil and Sidlaw Hills.

See Geology, vol. x. p. 343 sq. Much of the lower ground

is covered with the clays, gravels, and sands left by the ice-

sheets and glaciers that once occupied the surface. Raised

beaches marking recent upheaval of the land are seen in

the Firth of Tay. The larger rivers present a succession of

three or more alluvial terraces. Copper ore is found in

the southern Ochils and coal at their base. Ironstone is

wrought at Culross. Lead and other metals are found

sparingly in the neighbourhood of Tyndrum, Ben Ledi,

and Glen Lyon. Roofing slates are quarried at Bimam.
In many valleys there are large deposits of peat.

Agriculture.—The climate and soil of Perthshire present

greater varieties than in any other county of Scotland.

In the higher western regions it is very moist ; and long

stretches of exposed uplands alternate with 'finely-sheltered

valleys. The arable land is chiefly in the drier eastern

districts. For the most part the soil is sharp and fertile.

The county, agriculturally, may be classed in four divisions;

deer-forests, chiefly the wilder mountain districts
;
grazing

and pasture lands on the hills, embracing about four-fifths

of the total area ; light soils in tlje lower undulating dis-

tricts, including the north portion of Menteith and the

upper portion of the principal river-valleys, specially suited

for oats, barley, turnips, and potatoes ; clay and carse land,

chiefly in the Carse of Gowrie, which extends to about

100,000 acres, in the Carse of Stirling north of the Forth

and in the lower part of Strathearn below and above Bridge

of Earn. The Carse of Gowrie has as its basis the bouldei

clay, above which rests the blue clay proper, or peat, (fr

the carse clay,—a mixture of sand and clay, ranging from

the finest clay soil to poor whitish "end clay." The best

heavy carse land is very rich and productive, but requires

to be thoroughly wrought, limed, and manured. The dis-

trict is well adapted for wheat, although the area sown is

decreasing. A considerable area is occupied by orchards,

the light quick soil on Tayside and in the upper districts

of Menteith being admirably adapted for apples.

Between 1875 and 1880 the number of lioldings decreased from

5296 to 5123, although their area increased from 331,890 to 344,728

acres. Of the lioldings 179 in 1880 were above 300 acres in

extent, 1033 between 100 and 300 acves, 786 between 50 and 100

acres, and 3126 did not exceed 60 acres each. Tliere are a large

number of small holdings in the Highland valleys and in the

neighbourhood of the villages and small towns. According to the

agricultural returns for 1883 there were 344,2-10 acres, or only a

little less than a fifth of the total area, under cultivation, 103,050

acres being under corn crops, 60,799 acres green crops, 100,631

rotation grasses, 87,064 permanent pasture, and 2696 fallow. Of

the corn crops, 70,424 acnes were under oats, 22,770 acres barley

and bcro, 6238 wheat, and 3087 beans ; and of the green croiis,

31,059 acres were under turnips and swedes and 18,611 under

potatoes. The number of horses was 13,651, of which 10,524,

chiefly Clydesdales, were used solely for agricultural purposes.

Cattle numbered 73,097, of which 18,755 were cows and heifers in

milk or in calf. Although dairy-farming is not in itself an im-

portant industry, a large number of cows are £,enerally kept on the

lowland farms. The cows are principally Ayrshires, but the West
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iiigWand or -Kyloe breed of cattle is common in the straths and

lower grounds adjoining the Highlands. Sheep in 18S3 numbered

696,640. All the pasturage in the Grampians, not in deer-forests,

is occupied by sheep, and there are also large sheep-runs on the

Ochils. Tho "blackfaced are principally kept in th« Grampians,

bat there 'Sre also a large number of Cheriots, and in the lower

grounds South Downs and Leicesters are common. In 1812 there

were 203,850 acres under wood, of which 61,164 were planted and

142,716 natural. The area under woods in 1SS4 was 94,563 acres,

in addition to which 424 acres were under orchards, 635 acres

narket-^jdens, and 113 acres nurseries. In Breadalbane and

iiienteith there are still extensive remains of the old forest

According to the latest retum(1872-73) the landwaadividedamong

6737 proprietors, possessing 1,612,001 acres at an annual value of

£959,365, or about lis. lOd. an acre. Of the proprietors 4680,

or nearly four-fifths, possessed less than ona acre each. The follow-

ing possessed upwards of 20, 000 acres each, viz. , duke of Athole,

194,640 ; earl of Breadalbane, 193,504 ; Baroness Willoughby

d"Eresby, 76,837 ; trustees of marquis of Breadalbane, 40,662 ; earl

of Moray, 40,553 ; Hon. Lady Menzies, 35,600 ; Sir A. D. Drummond
Stewart, 33,274 : trustees of R. Stewart Menzies, 33,000.; Sir

Robert Menzies, 32,784 ; duke of Montrose, 32,294 ; earl of Mans-

field, 31,197 ; D. E. 'Williamson, 29,494 ; C. H. Drummond Moray,

24,980 ; Mrs Mary Stuart Robertson, 24,000 ; W. M. Macdonald,

22,600; David Carnegie 22,205- and Lieutenant -Colonel Far-

quhaison, 20.056.

Manufactures.— The manufacture of coarser linen fabrics is

largely carried on in the towns and villages, and there are a con-

siderable number of flour-raUis. Cotton-works exist at Deanston

and Stanley; hand -loom weaving is carried on at Auchterarder,

Dunblane, Doune, Crieff, and elsewhere, and in several places the

mannfacture of sha.wls, blankets, and other fabrics. For the indus-

tries of the city of Perth see telow.

Eailuiays.—Tho lowland districts of the county are tntereected

by branches of the principal railway lines of Scotland, supplying

coBvenicnt communication between all the principal towns ; and
by the Highland and Oban railways, supplemented by coaches and
steamers on the larger lochs, the finest scenery in the county has

been rendered easy of access.

Administraticm and Popidali(m,—Anciently the county was
divided into the hereditary jurisdictions of Athole in the north,

Balquhid'ier in the south-west, Breadalbane in the west, Gowrie in

the east, Menteith in the south, Perth in the south-east, Bannoch
in the north-west, and Stormont and Stratheam in the middle.
These jurisdictions were abolished by the Act of 1748, and in 1795
an Act was passed dividing the county for administrative purposes
into the ten districts of Auchterarder, Blairgowrie, Carse of Gowrie,

Crieff, Culross, Coupar-Angus, Dunblane, Dunkeld, Perth, andWeem.
The sheriffdom is divided into an eastern and a western district,

the seat of the one being Perth and of the other Dunblane. The
county is represented in parliament by one member, the city of

Perth by one member, and Culross is included in the Stirling dis-

trict of burghs. Perthshire embraces eighty-one parishes, and con-
tains three ancient cities, Perth, formerly the capital of Scotland,

and Dunkeld and Dunblane, formerly the seats of bishoprics, as

was also Abomethy. The royal burghs are Perth (27,207) and
Culcoss (380); and Auchterarder, Abemethy, and Dunblane formerly
held this rank. The police burghs are Abemethy (906), Alyth
(2377), Blairgowrie (4537), Callander (1522), Coupar-Angus (partly
in Forfarehire), Crieff (4469), Dunblane (2186), Perth (26,951), and
Rattray (2533). The population of the county in 1831 was 142,166,
which by 1851 h&d diminished to 138,660, and by 1871 to 127,768;
but in 1881 it had increased to 129,007, of whom 61,552 were
males and 67,455 females. The increase has been whoUy in the
town population, from 44,250 (in 1871) to 49,642 (in 1881), there
being a decrease in the village population from 23,321 to 22,349,
and in the rural from 60,197 to 57,016. The number of persons
speaking Gaelic was 14,505, or more than one-ninth of the total

population.

Eialory and AntiquUia.— In the 2d century the district was
divided, according to Ptolemy, among three tribes. The Danuionii
inhabited Menteith, Stratheam, and Forthryfe (including the
western part of Fife), aod had three principal oppida—Alauna, at
the junction of the Allan and Forth, guarding tne entrance to the
Hignlauds from the south ; Lindura, at Ardoch ; and Victoria, at
Loch Orr .in Fife. The Venicones inhabited part of Fife and the
adjoining district of Perthshire, with the town of Orrea, probably
Abemethy, at the junction of the Earn and Tay, the nearest Roman
station to which was at Ardargie. The Vacoflagi skirted the High-
land region, and had the towns of Tamea in Inchtuthil (an island
in the Tay), wher« remains sHll exist, and Banatia, at Buchanty
on the Almond, where there was a strong Roman station. In 83
A.D. Agricola explored tho country beyond' the Forth, and in the
following year pr«bably carried his'legions to the foot of the Gram-
pians. At Mobs Graupius or Granpius, whose site is not ascertained,
out which is, according to the most probable conjecture (Mr Skene's),
in the district of Stormont in Perthshire, amongst the outliers of

the Grampians near Meikleour, where the Cleavers Dyke and
Buzzard Dykes perhaps mark the camps of Agricola arid Galgacus,

and the Hill of Blair the scene of battle, the Romans (according

to thein own accounts) defeated the tribes of Caledonia with great

slaughter ; but they deemed it impradent to pursue the victory.

Perthshire was accordingly left in the possession of its native

tribe's till its invasion by Severus in 207. , The Roman road of

Severus passed by Alauna to Lindum at Ardoch, where there are

extensive remains of a Roman station, and thence by Strageath

near Auchter.irder, Dalgin Ross near Comrie, where there were

prominent remains a century ago, and Buchanty, where one branch

passed east\vard3 to the. coast, and the other turned northwards

over the Grampians.

As Sevcms renewed the wall of Antoninus, he does not appear to

have retained possession of the county north of the Forth and the

Clyde. Perthshire was included in the kingdom of the Southern

Picts, who had their capital first at Abemethy and afterwards at

Forteviot On the burning of Forte riot by the Northmen in the

8th century the seat of the Govemnent was changed to Scone,

which continued to be the capital of Albany, the chief royal resi-

dence in Scotland, and the place where its kings were crowned,

though circumstances led to James II., James III., and Mary
being crowned elsewhere. But, as Perth increased in population,

it became the seat of the parliament, and the favourite residenco

of the kings, until it was succeeded by Edinburgh in the reign of

James II. In the early history of the county fall the. defeat of the

Danes at Luncarty in the 10th century and of Macbeth by Earl

Siward at Dunsinane in 1054. To its later history, apart from

incidents connected with the city of Perth, belong the removal

of the coronation stone from Scone to ^Vestminster by Edward I.

;

the battle of Dupplin, where Edward Baliol defeated the earl of

Mar ; the rout of the troops of General Mackay at Killiecrankie by

the Highlanders under Dundee, 17th July 1689 ; and the indecisive

battle at Sheriffmuir, 13th November 1715, between the adherents

of the Pretender under the earl of Mar and the forces of the Govern-

ment under Aigy]\. Apart from the camp at Ardoch Roman remains

are not important. , Of hill-forts the most remarkable is that on

Dunsinane Hill. ATUong other relics of an early period are a

ship-barrow of the vikings on the Hill of Rattrey ; weems in the

parishes of Monzie, Alyth, and Bendochy ; the witchstone near

Caimbeddie, where Macbeth is said to have met the witches,—pro-

bably a septilchral memorial of some old battlefield ; another stone

in Meigle parish called Macbeth 's Stone ; a group of standing stones

near Pitlochrie ; and a number of sculptured stones at Meigle.

Abemethy, originally founded by the Pictish king Nertan in the

5th century, and refounded by St ColuiBba in the 6th, succeeded

lona as the seat of the primacy of Scotland, afterwards transferred

to St Andrews. The round tower in the churchj'ard, resembling
those in Ireland, is supposed to have been built in the time or

Kenneth Macalpine. The Culdees had monasHc churches at Dun-
blane, Dunkeld, Abemethy, and Muthill. Dunblane (g. v.) and
Dt'NKELD {q.v.) were subsequently erected into bishoprics. The
Canons Regular had an abbey at Scone, founded in 1124 and burned
in 1559, its site being now occupied by a modem mansion ; a priory

at Loch Tay, 1114 ; a priory at Inchafray, 1200 ; a priory at Strath-

fiUan, 1314 ; and a priory at Abernethy, 1273. The Dominicans
had a convent at Perth, 123], where there was also a Carthusian
monastery, 1429, and a Greyfriars monastery, 1460. Culross abbey,
of which the tower and the Gothic choir still remiin, was founded
by the Cistercians in 1217, and there was also an abbey of Cistercian

nuns at St Leonards, Perth, founded in 1296. A Carmelite convent
was founded at TuUiallan in 1 267. There were collegiate churches at

Methven and Tullibardine. Of the old castles of the chiefs mention
may be made of Ekho Castle on the Tay, 4 miles south of Perth

;

Blair Castle, garrisoned by Montrose in 1644, stormed by Cromwell
in 1653, occupied by Claverhouse in 1689, dismantled in 1690, and
restored in 1870 ; Castle Iluntly, built in 1452 by Lord Grey,

master of the household to James II.; the ruins of Castle Dhu, near

Moulin, once a stronghold of the Campbell family ; the ruins ol

Finlarig Castle, Killin, the cradle of the Breadalbane family
;

Cluny Castle, on the island in the loch of the same name between
Dunkeld and Blairgowrie ; and Doune Castle, on the Teith, a pic-

turesque ruin of very old date, rebuilt by Murdoch, duke of Albany.
Among modern mansions the principal are Keir House, the seat

of the late Sir 'W. Stirling- Maxwell ; Blair Drummond House,
the seat of the Drammonds ; Blair Castle, duke of Athole

;

Taymouth Castle, earl of Breadalbane ; Doune Lodge^ earl of

Moray ; Dupplin Castle, earl of Kinnoul ; Scone Palace, earl of

Mansfield ; Gleneagles, earl of Camperdown ; Strathallan Castle,

Viscount Strathallan; and Drommond Castle, Baroness 'Willoughby

d'Eresby. ,

PEETH, an ancient city, a royal and parliamentary

burgh, and the chief town of the above county, is beauti-

fully situated at the foot of Kinnoul Hill, chiefly on the

west bank of the Tay, about 40 miles north of Edinburgh

and about 20 west of Dundee. Jt is substantially built
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of stone, and contains a number of good public buildings,

vhile the lower slopes of Kinnoul Hill are studded with

villas embosomed in woods. To the north and south of

the town along the banks of the

Tay are the extensive meadows

of the North and South Inches.

The Tay is crossed by a stone

bridge for carriage traffic, erected

in 1771 and widened in 1S69,

and by a stone and iron rail-

way bridge with a footway.

Notwithstanding iu importance

in early times, the city now ro-

'tains almost no relics of anti-

quity. The religious houses

were razed by the mob after

John Knox preached his famous J

sermon in St John's church '

against the idolatries of Rome.

The Dominican or Blackfriars

monastery, founded by Alex-

anderU. in 1 2 3 1 and a residence

of the Scottish kings, occupied

a site near the west end of the

present bridge ; the site of the

Carthusian monastery, founded

by James I. in 1429, and where

he and his queen, and Margaret

queen of James FV.,were buried,

has since 1750 been occupied

by the hospital founded by

James VI. ; Greyfriars monas-

tery, founded in 1460, stood on

the present ftreyfriars church-

yard ; and a little west of the

town was a house of the Carmelites or Whitefriars, founded

;u 1260. The parliament house, where the ancient parlia-

ments of Scotland were held, was cleared away in 1818,

and was succeeded by the Freemasons' Hall ; Earl Gowrie's

palace, founded in 1520, wa^ removed iu 1805 to make way

for the county buildings ; the Spey tower near the Spey gate,

a mural fortress long used as a prison, was taken down about

fifty years ago. The cross, erected in 1668 in place of that

demolished by Cromwell, was removed in 1807. The old

church of St John is said to have been founded in the 5th

century; the transept and nave of the existing structure date

from the early part of the 13th century and the choir in its

present state from the 15th; the building is now divided

irto an east, a middle, and a west church. Among other

J)
ibUc edifices the principal are the county buildings (erected

1819-20 at a cost of £32,000, and enlarged in 186G), the

general prison for Scotland (originally erected in 1812 as

a dep6t for French prisoners, remodelled as a convict prison

in 1840, and enlarged in 1858 and 1881), the city and

county jail (1819), the military barracks (1793-94), the

public seminaries (1807), Marshall Museum and Library

(1823), Murray's Royal Lunatic Asylum (1827), the

infirmary (1836), the general railway station (1848), the

new public hall (1881), the Boys' and Girls' Religious

Society hall (1881), the new municipal buildings (1881),

—a fine range in the Tudor style, cost £13,000.

Somo of the raost extensii'e blDach-5elds in the kingdom are in

the immediate neighbourhood of Perth on the banks of the Tay and

the Almond. Perth itself has manufactories of gauge glasses,

muslins, ginghams, imitation India shawls and scai-fs, union goods,

and boots and shoos ; and there are rope-works, coach-building yards,

ron-foundries, breweries, and distilleriea. The Tay has valuable

kilmon fisheries. The navigation of the river is considerably

obstructed by sand. In 1834 an Act was obtained' for constructing

I harbour and docks and enlarging the quays, which were further

extended in 185Q. In 1840 Perth was made an independent port

;

resseU of 200 tons can unload at its quays. The number of vessels

in cargo and in ballast that entered the port in 1883 was 124 of

9767 tons, that cleared 124 of 9731 tons. The principal imports

are Baltic timber, coal, salt, and manure, and the exports corn.

Plan of Perth.

potatoes, timber, and slates. The population of the parliamentary
burgh in 1851 was 23,835 ; this had increased by 1861 to 25,250, and
by 1S81 to 28,949, of whom 13,453 were males and 15,496 females.

Hi^ory.—Perth is stited to have been anciently called Bertha,

and to have been situated at the junction of the Almond and Tay,
whence it was removed to its present site after an inundation in

1210. In any case the church of St John was founded long before

this ; and a variety of Roman remains seem to indicate that there

was a Roman station on the present site of the city. The obscurity

of its early history is accounted for by the fact that its records were
removed by Edward I. Perth is stated to have been a burgh as

early as 1106. The charter granted it by James VI, makes mention
also of another granted by David I., and the charter of King David
was renewed by William the Lion, by whom Perth was created a royal

burgh. It was fortified by the last-named king in 1210 and again

by Edward I. in 1298. It was attacked without success by Robert
Bruce iu 1306, but in 1311 he succeeded in scaling its walls one dark

night. It was captured by Edward III. in 1335 and retaken by
the Scots in 1339. Tlie carl of Cornwall is statea by Fordun to

have been stabbed in 1336 by his brother Edward III. before the

great altar in the parish church of St John. In 1396 a famous
combat took place on the North Inch, between Clan Chattan and
Clan Kay, which has been made familiar to English readers by Sir

W. Scott in his Fair ifaid of Perth. The Blackfriars monastery,

where the kings then resided, was the scene in 1437 of the murder

of James I. by Walter, earl of Athole, and Cowrie House in 1600 of

a mysterious conspiracy against James VI. Perth succeeded Scone

as the capital of Scotland, but after the murder of James I. the

Sarliament and courts were transferred to Edinburgh, which was

eclared the capital in 1482. The city was visited by the plague

in 1512, 1585-87, 1608, and 1645, by the cholera in 1S32, and by

inundations in 1210, 1621, 1740, 1773, and 1814. It was taken by

Montrose in 1644, capitulated to Cromwell in 1651, and was occupied

by Dundee iu 1689 ; it was recovered by Argjll from the adherents

of the Pretender in 1 71 5, and was occupied by Prince Charles Edward
in 1745. The famous articles of Perth were agreed to at a meeting

of the General Assembly in the parish church of St John, 25tli

August 1618.

Scott, StatistiKil Account of the Tovn and Parish of PertK 179G : Maldment,

7T« CironWco/i'trH/rora 1510 (0 IMS, IS31: Penney, rroJi(toi«o/i>frfA, 1836:

Lawson, Tht Boak of I'trth, 1847 ; Peacock, Ptrlh, its AanaU and Archiiea, 1849.

PERTH, a city of Australia, capital of the colony of

Western Australia, is picturesquely situated on the Swan
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river, 31' 57' 10" S. lat., 115° 52' 20" E. long., 12 miles

above Freemantle and 1700 west-north-west of Melbourne.

The streets are wide and regular, and the houses are built

chiefly of brick and stone. It is the seat of an Anglican

and of a Roman Catholic bishop. In addition to the

cathedrals the principal buildings are the town-hall, built

entirely by convict labour, the mechanics' institute, the

governor's palace, and the high school. Perth was founded
in 1829, received a municipal constitution in 1856, and
was created a city in ISSO. In the same year railway

communication was opened up by means of the Eastern

Iiailway. The population of the city, including the military,

in 1871 was 5007, and in 1881 it was 5044.

PERTHES, FsiedrichChkistoph(1772-1843), German
publisher, was born at Rudolstadt on 21st April 1772. At
the age of fifteen ie became an apprentice in the service

of Bohme, a bookseller in Leipsie, with whom he remained

about six years. In Hamburg, where he settled in 1793
as an assistant to the bookseller Hoffmann, he started in

1796 a bookselling business of his own, in developing which
he soon gave evidence of remarkable tact, energy, and
intelligence. In 1798 he entered into partnership with

his brother-in-law, J. H. Besser, with whose aid he rapidly

succeeded in forming an establishment which commanded
universal confidence and respect. By his marriage with
a daughter of the poet Matthias Claudius (in 1797)
he was brought into intimate relation with a group of

Protestant writers, who, although of a liberal tendency,

retained a strong belief in the essential doctrines of

Christianity ; and they exercised a powerful influence on
the growth of his religious opinions. This, however, did

not prevent him from being on friendly terms with a

number of eminent Roman Catholic authors. Perthes

was an ardent patriot ; and.during the period of Napoleon's
supremacy he distinguished himself by his steady resist-

ance to French pretensions. His zeal for the national

cause led him to issue (in 1810-11) Das Deutsche Museum,
to which many of the foremost publicists in Germany
contributed. For some time the French made it impos-
sible for him to live in Hamburg; and when, in 1814, he
returned, he found that his business had greatly fallen off

and that it would have to be thoroughly reorganized. In
1821, his first wife having died, he left Hamburg, trans-

ferring his business there to his partner, and went to

Gotha, where he established what ultimately became one
of the first publishing houses in Germany. Among other

important works issued by him may be named the Tkeo-

logische Studien vnd Kritiken and the GesckichU der
europaischen Staaten, the latter conducted in the first

instance by Heeren and Ukert, afterwards by Giesebrecht.
Perthes died at Gotha on 18th May 1843.

Of the three sons of Perthes, the youngest, A. H. T. Perthes,
succeeded him as a puhlisher. The elder sons became authors of
aome erainenco, and one of them, C. T. Perthes, wrote an excellent
biography of his father, FrUdrich Perthes' tebm. In 1785 a pub-
lishing house was founded in Gotha by the uncle of F. C. Perthes,
J. G. Justus Perthes, whose son Wilhelm became distinguished as
a publisher of works relating to geography. Bemhard WiUielm.

Wilhelm's son, wno succeeded to the business in 1853 and died iu
1857, greatly extended its operations. In lS5i he established a
geographical institute, and tne Mitthcilungcn aus Justus Perthes'
gcographischcm Institute conducted by A. Petermann, soon gained
a European reputation. This house issues the Almanack dc Gotha^
and has published the maps and writings of many of the most
eminent German geographers and travellers.

PERTINAX, Helvius, Roman emperor, was the son

of a charcoal-burner, and was born in 126 a.d. in Liguria,

or at Villa Martis among the Apennines. From being a
teacher of grammar he rose through many important
offices, both civU and military, to the fconsulate, which he
held twice. Chosen on 31st December 192 to succeed the

murdered Commodiis, he was himself a.ssassinated in a
mutiny of the soldiers after a reign of eighty-six days.

PERTZ, Georo Heinrich (1795-1876), editor of the

Monumenta Germania Hislorica, was born at Hanover on
28th March 1795. From 1813 to 1818 he studied at

Gottingen, chiefly under Heeren. H-s graduation thesis,

published in 1819, on the history of the Merovingian
mayors of the palace, attracted the attention of Baron
Stein, by whom he was engntged in 1820 to edit the Caro-

lingian chroniclers of the newly-foundel Historical Society

of Germany. In search of materials for this purpose, Pertz

made a prolonged tour through Germany and Italy, and
on his return in 1823 he received at the instance of Stein

the principal charge of the entire work of the society, which
was to be the publication, under the "Jtle of Monumenta
Germania Historica, of accurate texts of all the more im-
portant historical waiters on German afiairs down to the

year 1500, as well as of laws, imperial and regal archives,

and other valuable documents, such as letters, falling witJiin

this period. In the discharge of this, the principal task of

his life, Pertz made frequent journeys of exploration to the
leading libraries and public record offices of Europe, pub-
lishing notes on the results of his explorations in the

Archiv der Gesellsdi.f. Deutsche GesckMtskunde {\S2i-72).

In 1823 he had been made secretarj' of the archives,

and in 1827 principal keeper of the royal library at

Hanover; from 1832 to 1837 he edited the Hannover-
ische Zeitung, and more than once sat as a representative

'it the Hanoverian Second Chamber. In 1842 he was
called as chief librarian to Berlin, where he shortly after-

wards was made a privy councillor and a member of the
Academy of Sciences. Failing health and strength led to

the resignation of all his appointments in 1874, and on
7th October 1876 he died at Munich while attending the
sittings of the historical commission.

The Monumeiita, with whicli the name of Pertz is so closely asso-
ciated, began to appear in 1826, and at tiie date of his resignation
24 volumes ("Scriptores," "Lepes," "Diplomats") had appeared.
The work, which for tlie first tjme made possible the existence of
the modern school of scientific historians o^ niedireval Germany,
continues to bo carried on under Waitz, Wattenbach, Dummler,
and others. In connexion with the ilonuy unta Pert?, also pub-
lishea Scriptures rerum Gcrmanicarum in luum Scholamm ; among
his other literary labours may be mentioi ed au edition of tljo

Gcsammctte Werkc of Leibnitz.and a life of Sti in (Lcbcn dcs Ministers
Freiherrn mm Stnn, 6 vols., 1849 55; also iu an abridged form,
Aus Stein's Lcben, 2 vols., 1866).

PERU
?lateIX. T)EHU has, in different periods, included areas of terri-

Jl tory of varying extent. The empire of the Yncas
and the Spanish viceroyalty were not conterminous with
the modern republic nor with each other. In the present
article the sections relating to physical geography and the
moral and material condition of the people will be confined
to the limits of the republic, while in the historical section
there will necessarily be references to events which took
place beyond the existing limits of the country.

Extent.—The republic of Peru is fituated between the Extent

equator and the Tropic of Capricorn, yet, owing to the
differences of elevation, it includes regions with every
variety of climate. It lies between the parallels of 3° 21' &
and 19° 10' S. and between 68° and 81° 20' 45" W. lono;.,

and has an area of about 480,000 square miles.' The

^ Before the war with Chili the soothera limit of Peru was in 22°

23' S. lat., the coast-line measured 1400 mil;s, and the area was 504,000
square miles fsee p. 679 below).
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length along the Pacific coast is 1240 miles, while ine

[

^ndth ranges from 300 to 400 miles.

Bound- Boundaries.—The republic i? boun led en the W. by the
aries Pacific Ocean, on the E. by Brazil and Bolivia, on the

N. by Ecuador, and on the S. by Chili. The northern

boundary commences at the village of Santa Rosa, near

the southern shore of the Gulf of Guayaquil, whence it

passes southwards to the river Macara, a tributary of the

Chira, which falls into the Pacific. It takes the course of

the Macara, up the ravine of Espindula, to its source in

the Cordillera of Ayavaca ; in the Amazonian basin it

follows the river Cauches to its junction with the Chinchipe,

and the Chinchipe to the Maranon. The Maraiion then

forms the boundary until the first Brazilian town is reached

at Tabatinga, The frontier with Brazil was determined by

article ii. of the treaty of San Ildefonso in 1777. A treaty

dated 23d October 1851 further settled the boundary,

which was fixed by the commissioners who explored the

Yavari in 1866 and 1871. It first follows the course of

the Yavari from the point where it falls into the Amazon,

in 4° 13' 21" S., up to a point near its source in 7° 1' 17" S.

;

from this it forms a straight line to a point in 6° 52' 15" S.

on the left bank of the Madeira, beiiig half the distance

between the mouth of the Mamor^ and that of the Madc'ra.

This is the point where the frontiers of Peru, Brazil, and

Bolivia meet. The Peru-Bolivian frontier, within the basin

jf the Ansazcjn, has not been accurately defined. It follows

the Madeira to the mouth of the Mamori, then the Beni and

its tributary the Madidi to the junction of the latter with

a stream called the Pablo-bamba, ascending the ravine of

;he Pablo-bamba to the source of that stream in the eastern

Andes. The Une then crosses the Andes in a straight line

athwards to the village of Conima on the shore of Lake
Titicaca. Thence it passes across the lake in another straight

line to the isthmus of Yunguyo, and thence to the mouth
of the Desaguadero. From the Desaguadero the frontier

takes a south-south-west direction to the source of the river

JIauri, and- then, until the recent war with Chili, it ran

south along the watershed of the Maritime Cordillera to

the source of the river Loa, which falls into the Pacific.

The southern boundary separating the Peruvian province of

Tarapaca froai the Bolivian province o^Atacama was formed

by the ravine of Duende, south of the Loa, to the coast of

the Pacific in 22° 23' S. near Tocapilla. This part of the

frontier was carefully delineated in 1628, and the boundary

marks are recorded in a document which is still extant. But

the Chilians conquered and in 1884 annexed the Peruvian

province of Tarapaca.

Physic.-.l Pht/sical Geoyraphi/.—Peru is divided longitudinally into

regions, three well-defined regions, the coast, the sierra, and the

montafia. The coast, extending from the base of the

Maritime Cordillera to the Pacific Ocean, consists of a

sandy desert crossed at intervals by rivers, along the banks

of wlaich there are fertile valleys. The sierra is the region

of the Andes, and is about 250 miles in width. It con-

tains stupendous chains of mountains, elevated plains and

table-lands, warm and fertile valleys, and ravines. The

montana is the region of tropical forests within the valley

of the Amazon, and skirts the eastern slopes of the Andes.

The The coast has been upraised from the ocean at no very

wasJ. distant geological epoch, and is still nearly as destitute of

vegetation as the African Sahara. It is, however, watered

by fifty streams which cros.s the desert at intervals. Half

of these have their origin in the summits of the Andes,

and run with a permanent supply of water into the ocean.

The others, rising in the outer range, which does not

reach the snow -line and receives less moisture, carry a

volume of water to the sea during the rainy season, but

for the rest of the year are nearly dry. The absence of

rain here is caused by the action of the lofty uplands of

'he Anaes on the traae-wind. 'rhe south-eas!; trade-wind
blows obliquely across the Atlantic Ocean until it reaches

Brazil. By this time it is heavily laden with vapour, which

it continues to bear along across the continent, depositing

it and supplying the sources of the Amazons and La Plata.

Finally, the trade-wind arrives at the snow-capped Andes,

and here the last particle of moisture is wrung from it

that the very low temperature can extract. Coming to

the summit of that range, it rushes down as a cool and
dry wind on the Pacific slopes beyond. Meeting with no
evaporating surface, and with no temperature colder than

that to which it is subjected on the mountain-tops, this

wind reaches the ocean before it becomes charged with fresh

moisture. The constantly prevailing %pind on the Peruvian Climate

coast is from the south. From November to April there o° '^°'^'^

are usually constant dryness, a clear sky, and considerable,

though by no means oppressive, heat. From June to

September the sky is obscured for weeks together by fog,

which is often accompanied by drizzling rain called "garua."

In 1877 the maximum temperature at Lima was 78J°
Fahr. in February and the minimum 61i° Fahr. in July.

At the time when it is hottest and driest on the coast it

is raining heavily in the Andes, and the rivers are full.

When the fivers are at their lowest, the "garua" prevails on
the coast. The climate of various parts of the coast is,

however, modified by local circumstances.

The deserts between the river- valleys vary in extent,

the largest bejng upwards of 70 miles across. On their

western margin steep cliffy generally rise from the sea,

above which is the " tablazo " or plateau, in some places

slightly undulating, in others with ridges of considerable

height rising out of it, the whole apparently quite bare of

vegetation. The surface is generally hard, but in many Sand-

places there are great accumulations of drifting sea-sand, tills.

The sand usually forms if!olate4 hillocks, called "medanos,"

of a half-moon shape, having their convex sides towards

the trade-wind. They are from 10 to 20 feet high, with an
acute crest, the inner side perpendicular, the outer with a

steep slope. Sometimes, especially at early dawn, there is a

musical noise in the desert, like the sound of distant drums,

which is caused by the eddying of grains of sand in the

heated atmosphere, on the crests of the "medanos." • Appa-
rently the deserts are destitute of all vegetation

;
yet three C-'ast

kinds of herbs exist, which bury themselves deep in the"'''^

earth, and survive long periods of drought. One is an amar
anthaceous plant, whose stems Tamify through the sand-

hills ; the other two are a Marli/nia and an Aniscia, which

maintain a subterranean existence during many years, and
only produce leafy stems in those rare seasons when suffi-

cient moisture penetrates to the roots. In a few hollows

which are reached by moisture the trees of the desert find

support, the "algarrobo" (Prosopis horrida), alow tree of

very scraggy growth, the "vichaya" (Capparis erolonoidcs),

and "zapote del perro" (Colicodendrum. scabridum), mere

shrubs. Far away towards the first ascents to the Andes a

tall branched cactus is met with, and there are Salicoi-nias

and Salsolas near the coast. But, when the mists set in,

the low hills near the coast bordering the deserts, which

are called "lomas," undergo a change as if by magic. A
blooming vegetation of wild flowers for a short time covers

the barren hills. Near Lima one of the low ranges is

brightened by the beautiful yeH'iw lily called "amancaes"

(Ismene Amancaes). The other flowers of the " lomas" are

the "papita, de San Juan" {Begonia gcranifolia), with red

petals contrasting with the white inner sides, valerians,

the beautiful Bomarea ovata, several species of Oxalis,

Solanum, and crucifers. But this carpet of flowers is very

partially distributed and lasts but a short time. Generally

the deserts present a desolate aspect, with no sign rf v

living creature or of vegetation. Only in the ve'v loftiest
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regions of the air the majcotic condor or the turkey buzzard

may be seen floating lazily
j

perhaps a lizard tvill dart

across the path > and occasionally a distant line of mules

or a solitary horseman seems to shimmer weirdly fh the

refraction on the distant horizon.

Villeys. The valleys form a marvellous contrast to the surround-

ing desert. A great mass of pale-green foliage is usually

composed of the " algarrobo " trees, while the course of the

river is marked by lines or groups of palms, by fine old

willows (Sa/ijc kumholdiiana)^ fruit-gardens, and fields of

cotton, maize, sugar, and lucerne. In some valleys there are

expanses of sugar-cane, in others cotton, whilst in others

vineyards and olive -yards predominate. The woods of

" algarrobo " are used for pasture, cattle and horses greedily

enjoying the pendulous yellow pods.

Coast For purposes of description the coast -region of Peru may be

•ectioiu. divided into six sections, commeucing from the north:—(1) the

Piora region
; (2) the Lambayeque and Truxillo section

; (3) the

Santa valleys
; (4) the section from Lima to Nasca ; (5) the Are*

qoipa and Tacna section
; (6) Tarapaca.

(1) The great desert-region of Piura extends for nearly 200 miles
ttdtm the Gulf of Guayaquil to the borders of the Morropo valley,

ani is traversed by tliree rivers—the Tumbez, Chira, and Piura,

thatwo former receiving their waters from the inner cordillera and
breaking through the outer range. It is here that the coast of

South America extends farthest to the westward until it reaches

Capes Blanco and Parifia, and then turns southward to the Bay of

Payta. The climate of Piura is modified by the lower latitude, and
also by the vicinity of the forests of Guayaquil. Fog and "garua"
are much less frequent than in the coast-region fartlier south, while
positive rain sometimes falls. At intervals of about ten years
there are occasional heavy showers of rain from February to ApriL
(2) The second section of the coast -region includes the valleys of

the Morropo, the Chiclayo, and Lambayeque, the SaBa, the Jeque-
tepeque, the Chicama, Moche, Viru, and Chao. "With, the inter-

vening deserts this section extends over 200 miles. All these
valleys, except ilorrope and Chao, are watered by rivers which
liave their sources far in the recesses of the mountains, and which
furnish an abundant supply in the season when irrigation is needed.

(3) The third section, also extending for 200 miles, contains the
valleys of Santa, Nepefta, Casma, Huarmey, Fortaleza, Pativilca,

Supe, and Huaura. The river Santa, which rises in the lake of
Couococha, 12,907 feet above the sea, £^nd has an entire length of
180 miles, is remarkable for its long course between the outer and
central ranges of the Andes, in a trough known as the " Callejon
Je Huaylas," 100 miles in length. It then breaks through in a
Jeep gorge, and reaches the sea after a course of 35 miles over the
coast -belt, and after fertilizing a rich valley. The Santa and
JTepeiia valleys are separated by a desert 8 leagues in width, on the
shores of which there is a good anchorage in the bay of Ferrol, where
the ]>ort of Chiinbote is to be the terminus of a projected railway.

Tlie Nepefia, Casma, Huarmey, Fortaleza, and Supe rivers rise ou
the slope of an outer range called the Cordillera Xegra, and are
consei^uently dry during the great part of the year. Wells are dug
in their beds, and the fertility of the vallevs is thus maintained.
The Pativilca (or Barranca) river and the huaura break through
the outer range from their distant sources in the snowy cordillera,

and have a perennial supply of water. There are 9 leagues of desert
between the Nepe&a and Casma, 16 between the Casma and Huar-
mey, and 1 8 between the Huarmey and Fortaleza. The latter desert,

much of which is l«ose sand, is called the ** Pampa de Mata Cavallos,"
from the number of exhausted animals which die there. Between
the Supe and Pativilca is the desert called the " Pampa del Medio
Mundo." (4) The next coast-section extends for over 300 miles
from Chancay to Xasca, and includes the rivers of Chaucay or
I^cha, of Carabayllo, Rimac, Lurin, Mala, Ca5ete, Chincha, Pisco
or Chunchanga, Yea, and Rio Grande. Here the maritime ran^e
approaches the ocean, leaving a narrower strip of coast, but the fertile

valleys are closer and more numerous. Those of Carabayllo and
Rimac ai-e connected, and the view from the Bay of Callao extends
over a vast expanse of fertile plain bounded by the Andes, with
the white towers of Lima in a setting of verdure. Lurin and Mala
are smaller valleys, but the great vale of Cafiete is one green sheet
ctsugar-cane ; and narrow strips of desert separate it from the fertile

plain of Chincha, and Chincha from the famous vineyards of Pisco.
The valleys of Yea, Palpa, San Xavier, and Jsasca are rich and
fertile, though they do not extend to the sea ; but between Nasca
and Acari there is a desert 60 miles in width. (5) The Arequipa and
Tacna section extends over 350 miles, and comprises the valleys of
Acari, Atequipa, Atico, Oco&a, Majes or Camaua, Quilca, i\-ith the
inttrior valley of Arequipa. Tambo, Ylo or Moquegua, Ite or
Locuraba, Sama, Tacna, and Azapa or Arica. Here the Maritime
•Cordillera recedes, and the important valley of Arequipa, though

on its western slope, is 7000 feet above the sea, and 90 miles from
the coast Most of the rivers here have their sources in the central

range, and are well supplied with water. The coast-valleys through
which they flow, especially those of Majes and Locumba, are *'amous

for their vineyards, and in the valley of Tambo there are extensive

olive plantations. (6) The most southern coast-section is that of

Tarapaca, extending, between the cordillera aud the Pacific, in »
narrow strip from the ravine of Camarones, south of Arica, to tho

former soutliem frontier of PeriL Only two rivers reach the sea in.

Tarapaca, the Tiliviche in the north of tho province, and tho Loa in

the extreme south. The other streams are lost in the desert a,>^•*

after they issue from their ra\'ine3 in the Andes. The reason of

this is that in Tarapaca there is an arid range of hills parallel

with the sea-shore, wnich is about 30 miles in width, and covered

with sand and saline substances. Between this coast-range and the

Andes is the great plateau called the " Pampa de Tamarugal," from
3000 to 3500 feet above the sea, which is about 30 qiiles wide, and
extends the whole length of Tarapaca. This plateau is covered

with sand, and contains vast deposits of citrate of soda. Here and
there a few "tamarugas" or acacia trees are met with, which give

their name to the region.

The coast of Peru has few protected anchorages, and Ixaudi

the headlands are generally abrupt and lofty. These and
the few islands are frequented by myriads of sea-birds,

whence come the guano-<leposit5, the retention of ammonia
and other fertilizing properties being due to the absence

of rain. The islets off the coast are all barren and rocky.

The most northern is Foca, in 5" 13' 30' S., near the coast to the

south of Payta. The islands of Lobos de Tierra and Lobos de
Afuera (2), in 6° 27' 45" S. and 6° 56' 45' S. respectively, are off the
desert of Sechura, and contain deposits of guano. The two Afuera
islands are 60 and 36 miles from the coast at the port of San Jose.

The islets of Macabi, in 7* 49' 20" S., also have guan6-deposits, now
nearly exhausted. The two islets of Guaiiape, surrounded by many
rocks, in 8"* 34' S., contain rich deposits. Chao rises 450 feet above
the sea, off the coast, in 8° 46' 30" S. Corcobado is in 8° 57' S. Di
Viuda is off the port of Casma, in 9" 23' 30' S. ; and Tortnga is %
miles distant to the north. Santa Islet lies off the bay of Cosca, in
9" 1' 40', and the three high rocks of Ferrol in 9° 8' 30" S. Farther
south there is the group of islets and rocks called Huaura, in 11° 27'

S., the chief of which are El Pelado, Tarabillo, Chiquitana, Bravo,

Quitacalzones, and Mazorque. The Hormigas are in 11" 4' S. and
11** 53', and the Pescadores in 11° 47' S. The island of San Lorenzo,'

in 12° 4' S., is a lofty mass, i\ miles long by 1 broad, forming the
Bay of Callao ; its highest point is 1050 feet. Off its south-east
end lies a small but lofty islet called Fronton, and to the south-west
are the Palomitas Rocks, Horadala Isles, with a hole through
it, is to the south of Callao Point. Off the valley of Lurin are the
Pachacaraac I'^lands, the most northern and largest being half a
mile long. The next, called San Francisco, is like a sugar-loaf»

.perfectly rounded at the top. The others are mere rocks. Asia
Island is farther soutti, 17 miles north-west of Cerro Azul, and about
a mile in circuit. Pisco Bay contains San Gallan Island, high, with a
bold cliff outline, 2^ miles long by 1 broad, the Ballista Islets, and
farther north the three famous Chincha Islands, whose vast guano-
deposits are now exhausted. South of the entrance to Pisco Bay
is Zarate Island, and farther south the white level islet of Santa
Rosa, The Infiemillo rock is quite black, about 50 feet high, in the
form of a sugar-loaf, a mile west of the Point of Santa Maria, which
is near the mouth of the Yea river. Alacran is a small islet oH'

the lofty "morro" of Arica. A low island protects the aachorage of
louique on the coast of Tarapaca, and farther south are the three
islets of Patillos in 20° 46' 20" S., and the Pajaros, with guano-
deposits, in 22" 6' 4'' S. All these rocks and islets are barren and
uninhabitable, mere outworks of the desert headlands.

The more common sea-birds, -which haimt the islets and Sea-

headlands in countless myriads, are the Sula variegata or ^ds.

guano-bird, a large gull called the Lams modest-us, the

Pelecanus thayus, and the Sterna Yncaj a beautiful tern

with curved white feathers on each side of the head. The
rarest of all the gulls is also found on the Peruvian coast,

namely, the X^xafurcatum}- The immense flocks of birds,

as they fly along the coast, appear like clouds, and one
after another is incessantly seen to plunge from a height

into the sea to devour the fishes, which they find in extraor-

dinary numbers. The guano-deposits are in layers from

40 to 50 feet thick, of a grejTsh-brown colour outside, and

more and more solid from the surface downwards, owing tc

the gradual deposit of strata and evaporation of fluid par-

* The third known example was shot in Paraccas Bay. near Piscc

by Captain Markham, in 1881.
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tides. Sea-lions {Otaria forsteri) are common on the rocky
islands and promontories. These large creatures frequent

particular islets for the purpose of breathing their kst, the

wounded or aged being helped there by their companions.

The Maritime Cordillera, overhanging the Peruvian

coast, contains a long line of volcanic mountains, most of

them inactive, but their presence is probably connected
Earth- with the frequent and severe earthquakes, especially in

1°^^'- ' the southern section of the coast. Since the year 1.570

there have been seventy violently destructive earthquakes

recorded on the west coast of South America, but the

register is of course incomplete in its earlier part. The
most terrible was that of 1745, which destroyed CaUao.

There had been subterranean noises for some days previ-

ously ; the first shock was at 10.30 p.m. on 28th October,

and there were 220 shocks in the following twenty-four

Lours. The town was overwhelmed by a vast wave, which

rose 80 feet ; and the shocks continued until the following

February. On 13th August 1868 an earthquake nearly

destroj'ed Arequipa, and great waves rolled in upon the

ports of Arica and Iquique. On 9th May 1877 nearly

all the southern ports were overwhelmed. These fearful

catastrophes are in greatest force where there are vol-

canoes, whether active or extinct, in the vicinity. That

of 1877 had its origin in the volcanic mountains near the

frontier of Peru and Bolivia, and spent its chief fury near

its centre of origin, gradually working itself out as it went

north. Usually the line of disturbance is meridional and
along the coast, but in some instances the line takes a

seaward direction at an angle with the mountain-chains.

The The most important part of Peru is the region of the
sierra. cordilleras of the Andes divided into "puna" or lofty unin-

habited wilderness, and "sierra" or inhabitable mountain

slopes and valleys. This great mountain-system, running

south-east to north-west with the line of the coast, consists

of three chains or cordjlleras. The two chains which run

parallel, and near each other on the western side, are of

identical origin, and have been separated by the action of

water during many centuries. On these chains are the

volcanoes and many thermal springs. The narrow space

between them is for the most part, but not always, a cold

and lofty region known as the "puna," containing alpine

lakes,—the sources of the coast-rivers. The great eastern

chain, rising from the basin of the Amazon and forming

the inner wall of the system, is of distinct origin. These

three chains are called the Maritime Cordillera, the Central

Cordillera, and the Andes. Paz Soldan and other Peruvian

geographers give the name of Andes, par excellerue, to the

eastern cordillera.

Sraritiino The Peruvian Maritime Cordillera contains a regular

Cor- chain of volcanic' peaks overlooking the coast-region of
auicra. Tarapaca, which attain a height of 16,000 to 18,000 feet.

Chief among them are the snowy peak of Lirima over

the ravine of Tarapaca, the volcano of Isluga overhanging

Camina, the unmeasured peak of Sehama, and Tacora near

the Bolivian frontier. In rear of Moquegua there is a

group of volcanic peaks, clustering round those of Ubinas

and Huaynaputina. A great eruption of Huaynaputina
commenced on 15th February 1600 and continued until

the 28th. An incessant rain of fine white sand was poured

over the surrounding country for a distance of 40 miles,

accompanied by a mighty subterraneous roaring sound.

But generally these volcanoes are quiescent. Farther

north the Misti volcano rises over the city of Arequipa

in a perfect cone to a height of over 18,000 feet, and near

its base are the hot sulphur and iron springs of Yura.

As the maritime- chain advances northward it fully main-
• tains its elevation. The peak of Sarasara, in Parinacochas

(Ayacucho), is 19,500 feet above the sea, and in the

mountains above Lima the passes attain a height of more

than 15,000. In latitude 10° S. the maritime chain
separates into two branches, which run parallel to each
other for 100 miles, enclosing the remarkable ravine or

Callejsn de Huaylas,—the eastern or main branch being
known as the Cordillera Nevada and the western as the

Cordillera Negra. On the Nevada the peak of Huascan
reaches a height of 22,000 feet, according to the trigo-

nometrical measurement of the railway engineer Hindle.

The Huandoy peak, above Carhuaz, reaches to 21,088
feet ; the Hualcan peak, overhanging the town of Yungay,
is 19,945 feet high; and most of the peaks in this part

of the chain reach a height of 19,000 feet. During the

rainy season, from October to May, the sky is generally

clear at dawn, and the magnificent snowy peaks, with
sharply -defined outlines, stand out in lovely contrast to

the deep-blue background. But as the day advances
the clouds collect, and the whole is shrouded in a dense
veil. In most parts of the Peruvian Andes the line of

perpetual snow is at 16,400 feet above the sea; but on
the Cordillera Nevada, above the Callejon de Huaylas, it

sinks to 15,400 feet. This greater cold is obviously

caused by the intervention of the Cordillera Negra, which
intercepts the warmth from the coast. As this lower chain

does not reach the snow- line, the streams rising from it

are very scantily supplied with water, while the Santa,

Pativllca, and other coast-rivers which break through it

from sources in the snowy chain have a greater volume
from the melted snows. At the point where the river

Santa breaks through the Cordillera Negra that range

begins to subside, while the Maritime Cordillera continues

as one chain to and beyond the frontier of Ecuador.

The Central Cordillera is the true water-parting of the Central

system. No river, except the Maranon, breaks through it Cor

either to the east or west, while more than twenty coast- '
""

streams rise on its slopes and force their way through the

maritime chain. The Central Cordillera consists mainly

of crystalline and volcanic rocks, on each side of which are

aqueous, in great part Jurassic, strata thrown up almost

vertically. In 14° 30' S. lat. the central chain is connected

with the Eastern Andes by the transverse mountain-knot of

Yilcanota, the peak of that name being 17,500 feet above

the sea. The great inland basin of Lake Titicaca is thus

formed. The central chain continues to run parallel with

the Maritime Cordillera until, at Cerro Pasco, another

transverse knot connects it with the Andes in 10° 30' S.

lat. It then continues northward, sei^arating the basins

of the Maranon and Huallaga ; and at the northern frontier

of Peru it is at length broken through by the Slaranon

flowing to the eastward.

The Eastern Andes is a magnificent range in the southern Eastern

part of Peru, of Silurian formation, with talcose and clay Andes.,

slates, many quartz veins, and eruptions of granitic rocks.

Mr Forbes says that the peaks of Illan)pu (21,470 feet)

and lUimani (21,040 feet) in Bolivia are Silurian and

fossiliferous to their summits. The •astern range is cut

through by six rivers in Peru, namely, the Maranon and

Huallaga, the Perene, Mantaro, Apuriniac, Vilcamayu, and

Paucartambo, the last five being tributaries of the Ucayali.

The range of the Andes in south Peru has a high jilateau

to the west and the vast plains of the Amazonian basin

to the east. The whole range is highly auriferous, and

the thickness of the strata is not less than 10,000 feet.

It is nowhere disturbed by volcanic eruptions, except at

the very edge of the formation near Lake Titicaca, and in

this respect it difi'ers essentially from the Maritime Cordil-

lera. To the eastward numerous spurs extend for varying

distances into the great plain of the Amazons. It b here

that the majestic beauty of the Andean scenery is fully

realized : masses of dark mountains rise for thousands ot

feet, with their bases washed by foaming torrents and tbeii
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summits terminating in sharp peaks or serrated ridges

;

the lower slopes are covered with dense vegetation ; and

everywhere there is flowing water in cascades or rushing

torrents, the condensed moisture of the trade-winds hurry-

ing back to the Atlantic. The Andes lose their majestic

height to the northward; and beyond Cerro Pasco the

eckstern chain sinks into a lower range between the Hual-

laga and UcayalL But throughout the length of Peru

the three ranges are clearly defined.

Sections For purposes of description the sierra of Peru may be conveni-

of sierra, ently divided into foiir sections, each embracing portions of all

three ranges. The first, from the north, comprises the upper basins

of the Marafton and the Huallaga, and is 350 miles long by 100

broad. The second extends from the Knot of Cerro Pasco to Aya-

cucho, about 200 miles, includiug the Lake of Clunchay-cocha and
the basin of the river Xauxa. Ihe third or Cnzco section e.xten<.ls

250 miles to tiie Knot of Tilcahota with the basins of the Pampas,

Apurimac, Vilcamayu, and Paucaftambo. The fourth is the basin

of Lake TiLicaca, about 150 miles in length and breadth.

Lakes. The Lake of Chinchay-cocha, in the second section, is 36 miles

long by 7 miles broad, and 13,000 feet above the sea. Its mai"shy

banks are overCTOum with reeds and inhabited by numerous water-

fowl. From this lake 'the river Xauxa flows southwards through

a populous valley for 150 miles before entering the forests. Lake
Titicaca, in the fourth or most southern section, is about 80 miles

long by 40 broad, the frontier of Bolivia passing across it diagonally.

It is 12,545 feet above the sea by the railroad-levefe. The drainage

is carried off southwards by tJie river Desaguadero to the great

swampy Lake of Aullagas in tlie south of Bolivia, while it is fed by
streams from the Andes anJ the Central Cordillera. The largest is

the Ramiz, formed by the two streams of Pucara and Azangaro,

both coming from the Knot of Vilcafiota to the north. The Sudilz,

formed by the Cavanilla and Lampa streams, falls into the lake oo
the north-west side, as well as the Yllpa and Ylave. Much of the

water flows out by the Desaguadero, but a great proportion is

taken up by evaporation in the dry season from April to September.

The waters are CTadually receding under the coraoined influente of

evaporation and the sediment brought down by the rivers. The
deepest part of the lake is on the Bolivian side ; in other parts

it is very shoaly, and along the shore there are many acres of

tall reeds. The principal islands are Titicaca and Coati (at the

south end near the peninsula of Copacabana), Campanaria (9 miles

from the east shore), Soto, and Esteves. There are two other lakes

in the Collao, as the elevated region round Titicaca is called. Lake
Arapa, a few miles from the northern shore of Titicaca, is 30 miles

in circumference. Lake Umayo is on higher ground to the west-

ward. The lake in Peru which is third iu size is that of Parina-

cochas on the coast watershed, near the foot of the snowy peak of

Sarasara. It is 12 miles long by 6 broad, but has never beeu visited

and described by any modem traveller. The smaller alpine lakes,

often forming the sources of rivers, are numerous,

reivers of The great rivers of the sierra are the Marahon, rising in the Lake
sierra, of Lauricocha and flowing northward in a deep gorge between t^ie

Maritime and Central Cordilleras for 350 miles, when it forces its

way through the mountains at the famous Pongo de Mauseriche
and enters the Amazonian plain. The Huallaga rises north of

Cerro Pasco, and, passing Huauuco, flows northwards on the other
side of the Central Cordillera for 300 miles. It breaks through
the range at the Pongo de Chasuta and falls into the Mara&on.
The other great rivers are tributaries of the Ucayali. The Pozuzu,
flowing eastward from the Knot of Cerro Pasco, joins the Pachitea,

which is the most northern important aflHuent of the UcayalL The*
Xauxa, becoming afterwards tne ilantaro, receives tlie drainage of
Xauxa, Huancavelica, and Ayacurho. The southern valleys of this

part of the sierra furnish streams which form tlw main rivers of
Pampas, Pachachaca, and Apurimac. These, uniting with the
Mantaro, form' the Ene, and the Ene and Perene (which drains
the province of Tambo) form the Tambo. The classic river of
A'ilcamayu rises on the Knot of Vilcafiota, flows north through a
lovely valley, receives the Ya^atilde and Paucartambo on its right
hank, and, uniting with the Tambo, forms the Ucayali. Most of
these main streams flow through profound gorges iu a tropical
climate, while the upper slopes yield products of the temperate
zone, and the plateaus above are cold and bleak, affording only
pasture and the hardiest cereals.

Plerra The great variety of elevation within the sierra produces vege-
flora- ' tatioLU belonging to every zone. There is a tropical flora in Sie

deep gorges, higher up a sub-tropical, then a temperate, then a
sub-arctic flora. In ascending from the coast-valleys there is first

an arid range, where the great-branched cacti rear themselves up
among the rocks. Farther inland, where the rains are more plenti-
ful, is the native home of the potato. Here also are other plants
with edible roots—the "oca" (Oxalis tubcrosa), "uUuca" {iflUtcua
tuberosics)," massua "

(
Tropceolum tuberosum), and '* learc(5 " {Pohjm-

nia sonchi/oJ Ui), Among the first wild shrubs and trees that ara
met with are the "chilca" {Baccharis Fcuillei), with a pretty
yellow flower, the Mulisia acuminata^ with beautiful red and,
orange flowers, several species of Saiecio, calceolarias, the Schinus
MoUc, with its graceful oranches and bunches of red berries, and
at higher elevations the " lambras " {Alnus acuminata), the "sauco"
{Sambucus peruviana), the "quefluar" {Buddlcia inf:ana), and tho
Polyhpis raccmosa. The Buddhia, locally called "oliva silvestre,"

flourishes at a height of 12,000 feet round the shores of Lake
Titicaca. The temperate valleys of the sierra yield fruits of many
kinds. Tliose indigenous to the country are the delicious "cl iri-

moyas," "i>alta3" or alligator pears, the "paccay," a spec'es of
Inga, tho "lucma," and the "granadilla" or fruit of the passion-
flower. Vineyards and sugar-cane yield crops in the warmer ravines;
the sub-tropical valleys are famous for splendid crops of maize

;

wheat and oarley thrive on the mountain slopes ; and at heights
fi-om 7000 to 13,000 feet there aie crops of "quinua" {CUno-
podium Quinua). Iu the loftiest regions the pasture chiefly con-
sists of a coarse grass {Stipa Y'chu), of which the llamas eat the
upper blades while the sheep browse on the tender shoots beneath.
There are also two kinds of shrubby plants, a thorny Composita
called "ccanlli" and another called "tola," which is a resinous

Baccharis, and is used for fuel.

The animals which specially belong to the Peruvian Andes are Fauni
the domestic llamas ancl alimcas and the wild vicuiiasL There are
deer, called " taruco " (Ccri»5 anliscnsis), the '* viscacha," a large

rodent, a species of fox called "atoc"; and the "puma" {Fclis

coiicolor) and "ucumari" or black bear with a white muzzle, when
driven by hunger, wander into tlie loftier regions. The largest

bird is tho condor, and there is another bird of tho vulture tribe,

with a black and white wing feather, formerly used by the Yncas
in their head-dress, called the "coraquenque " or "alcamari." The
"pito " is a brown speckled creeper which flutters about the rocks.

Tnere is a little bird, the size of a starling, witli brown back
strined with black, and white breast, which the Indians call " ynca-
hualpa" ; it uttei-s a monotonous sound at each hour of the night.

A partridge called "yutu" frequents the long grass. On the lakes
thtive is a very handsome goose, with white body and dark-green
wings shading into violet, called "huacliua," two kinds of ibis, a
large gull {Larus son-anus), frequenting the alpine lakes in flocks,

flamingoes called "parihuana," ducks, and water-hens. Many pretty
little fiiiches fly about the maize-fields and fiuit-gardens, and a little

green parakeet is met with as high as 12,000 feet above the sea.

The third division of Peru is the region of the tropical Montafia

forests, at the base of the Andes, and within the basin of

the Amazons. It is traversed by great navigable rivers.

The Marafion, having burst through the defile of the
Pongo de Mauseriche, and the HualJaga through that of

Chasuta, enter the forests and unite after separate courses
of about 600 and 400 miles, the united flood then flowing
eastward to the Brazilian frontier. After 150 miles it is

joined by the Ucayali, a great navigable river with a
course of 600 miles. The country between the Huallaga
and the Ucayali, traversed by the eastern cordillera, is called

the Pampa del Sacramento, The forests .drained by the
Maraiion, Huallaga, and Ucayali form the northern portion

of the Peruvian montaua. The southern half of the mon-
tafia is watered by streams flowing from the Eastern Andes,
which go to form the river Madre de Dios or Amaru-mayu,
the principal branch oi the river Beni, which falls into

the Madeira. The region of the Peruvian montaiia, which
is 800 miles long from the Maraiion to the Bolivian

frontier, is naturally divided into two sections, the sub-

tropical forests in the ravines and on the eastern slopes of

the Andes and the dense tropical forests in the Amazonian
plain. The sub-tropical section is important from the

value of its products, and interesting from the grandeur and
beauty of its scenery. Long spurs run off from the Andes,
gradually decreasing in elevation, and it is sometimes a
distance of 60 or 80 miles before they finally subside

into the vast forest -covered plains of the Amazon basin.

Numerous rivers flow through the vaJleys between these

spurs, which are the native home of the quinine-yielding

chinchona trees. The most valuable species, called C. Cali-

sai/a, is found in the forests of Caravaya in south Peru
and in those of Bolivia, The species between Caravaya
and the head-waters of the Huallaga yield very little of

the febrifuge alkaloid. But the forests of Huanuco and
xvm. — 8?
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Popula-
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P.litical
divitk'DS.

ITuamalies abound in species yielding tlie grey bark of

commerce, which is rich in chinchonine, an alkaloid effica-

cious a^ a febrifuge, though inferior to quinine. With the

rhinchona trees grow many kinds of Melastomacese, especi-

ally the Lasiandra, with masses of purple flowers, treg-ferns,

and palms. In the warm valleys there are large 'planta-

tions of coca (Erythroxyhn Coca), or CccA (see vol. vi p.

084), the annual produce of which is stated at 15,000,000
tb. The other products of these warm valleys are most ex-

cellent coffee, Gocoa, sugar, tropical fruits of all kinds, and
gold in great abundance. In the vast untrodden forests

farthereast there are timber trees of many kinds, incense

trees, a great wealth of india-rubber trees of the Uevea

genus, numerous varieties of beautiful palms, sarsaparilla,

vanilla, ipecacuanha, and copaiba. The abundant and
varied fauna is the same as that of the Brazilian forests.

Population.—The earliest reliable enumeration of the

people of Peru was made in 1793, when there were 617,700

Indians, 241,225 mestizos . (Indian and white), 136,311

Spaniards, 40,337 negro slaves, and 41,404 mulattos, giv-

ing a total of 1,076,977 souls, without counting the wild

Indians of the montaSa. The ecclesiastics numbered 5496,

including 1260 nuns. This teUs a sad story of depopu-

lation since the fall of the Yncas, to which the abandoned

terraces on the mountain-sides, once highly cultivated, bear

silent testimony. In 1S62 the jxipulation was officially esti-

mated at 2,487,716. The latest census was taken in 1876

mth much care. The result was 2,673,075 souls (males

1,352^151, fem:iles 1,320,924) ; of these 57 per cent, were

Indians, 23 per cent, mestizos, and 20 per cent, of Spanish

descent, negroe.'^ Chinese, and foreigners ; so that Peru is

still the country of ihe Ynca people.

Political Divirions.—The empire of the Tncaswas divided

into four main divisions. Chinchay-suyu to the north of

"Cuzoo, Anti-suyu to the east, Colla-suyu to the south, and

Cunti-suyu to the west, the whole empire being called

Ttahuantih-suyii, or the four governments. Each was ruled

by a viceroy, under whom were the " huaranca-camayocs," or

officers ruling over thousands, and inferior officers, in regular

order, over 500, 100, 50, and 10 men. All disorders and

irregularities were checked by the periodical visits of the

" tucuyricocs " cr inspectors. The Spanish conquest threw

this complicated system out of gear. In 1569 the governor.

Lope Garcia de Castro, divided Peru into " corregimientos "

under officers named "corregidors," of whom there were 77,

each in direct communication with the Government at Lima.

An important administrative reform was made in 1784,

when Peru was divided into 7- "intendencias," each under

an officer called an "intendente." These ''intendencias"

included about 6 of the old "corregimientos," which were

called "partidps," under officers named " sub-delegados."

Thus the number of officers reporting direct to Lima was

reduced from 77 to 7, a great improvement. The republic

adoi)ted the same system, calling the " intendencias

"

" departments " under a prefect, and the " partidos

"

"provinces" under a sub-prefect. Peru is divided into IS

departments, 2 littoral provinces, and what is called the

constitutional province of Callao. The departments contain

95 provinces. The Government recognizes 65 cities, 70
towns, 1337 smaller towns, 641 villages, 40 hamlets on

tKe sea-coast, and 600 in the rural districts. The dej)art-

ments (going from north to south) are :'-

Coaal.

Piura.

jjimbayeque.
Lib^rtad.

Ancachs.
Lima.
Yea.
^requipac.

i\o<f:.fo (/.

Sterra.

Caxaniarca.

Huanuco.
Junin.

Huancavelica.
Ayacucho.
Apurirnac.

Cuzco.

Puno.

Hontana.

I
Amazonas and Loreto.

Tmcns and Seaports.^—The principal towns on the coast, Towns
except Payta, Callao, and Arica, are always some distance ^"d

from the seashore. San Miguel de Piura, founded by ^'*P<"'-

Pizarro in 1532, is on the river of the same name. The
towns in all parts of Peru are built on the same plan
where the ground will allow of it, in squares or "quadras,"
with the streets at right angles, and a quadrangular open
space or " plaza," one side being occupied by the principal

church, near the centre. The church usually has an orna-

mental facade in the Renaissance style, with two towers.

The houses on the coast are flat-roofed, with folding doors
to the street, leading to a court or " patio," vrith rooms
opening on it. Piura is a town of this class. Farther south
are the cities of Lambayeque, Chiclayo, and Sana. Truxillo,

founded by Pizarro in 1535, is of more importance. .It is

of oval shape, and was surrounded by walls witu fifteen

bastions, built in 1 686, which have recently been demolished.
Besides the cathedral, seat of a bishopric founded in 1609,
there are three churches, and formerly four monasteries
and a Jesuit college. Truxillo is the most important city

north of Lima.
To the north of Lima there are five principal ports and

tnirteen smaller ones. Payta has a good anchorage and
exports the cotton of the Chira and Piura vaUeys, the

anchorages of Tumbez to the north an'd Sechura to the

south being subsidiary to it. Pimentel is the port for the

valleys of Lambayeque and Chiclayo, and Eten for that

of Ferrenafe, the older port of San Jos^ having been
abandoned as more dangerous. Pacasmayo, also a pre-

carious anchorage, is the port which taps the rich valley

of Jequetepeque. Farther south Malabrigo is the port

for the valley of Chicama. Huanchaco was formerly the

port for Truxillo, but Salaverry, a few miles to the south,

has been substituted as affording a safer anchorage. San-

tiago de Chao and Guanape iirthe Yim district are lesser

ports, the latter being resorted to by ships loading with

guano at the adjacent islands. Chimbote, in the bay of

Ferrol, has a good anchorage, and is important as the

principal outlet for the Santa valley and the department
of Ancachs. Farther south are the lesser ports of Santa,

Samanco, Casma, Huarmey, Sup^ Huacho, Chancay, and
Ancon.

Lima, the capital (see vol. xiv. p. 644), according ta

the census of 1876, had a population of 100,046, of whom
33,020were of European descent, 23,010 half-castes, 19,630
Indians, 15,378 foreigners, and 9008 negroes. South of

Lima are the cities of Chincha and Yea, with the principal

seaport of Pisco, whence the wines and spirits of the

adjacent valleys are exported. The small j^orts of Cerro

Azul and Tambo Mora export the sugars of the Canete and
Chincha valleys. • -Farther south the exposed port of Chala.

with a bad anchorage, is used for the valley of Acari and
the province of Parinacochas in the mountains. South-east

of Yea are the charming agricultural towns of Palpa and

Nasca. Areqctp.4. (see vol. ii. p. 484), the most important

coast-city south of Lima, was founded by Pizarro in 1536.

South of Arequipa is the littoral province of Jloquegua,

with a pleasant town, the centre of a vine-growing industry.

The cities of Tacna, Arica, and Iquique are in the Chilian

province of Tarapaca. The jiorts of Arequipa were formerly

Quilca, then Islay, and now MoUendo. Ylo and Pacocha,

in the same bay, are the ports of Moquegua ; S^^ia, under

the lofty headland of the same name, is a port where

landing is impossible except in "balsas," and it is little

used. Arica was a very important port befoYe the Chilian

invasion, as through it passed all the trade to Bolivia.

Iquique and Pisagua are the chief porta of Tarapaca, tho

others being Junin, MexUlones, Molle, Chucumata, Patillos.

In the sierrt .acre is the same regularity in inte-iion

in lajing out the plan of the towns, but it is often interleied
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A\-ith by the irregularity of the grouna. High-pitciied red

tiled roofs take the place of the fiat roofs of the coast. The

upp«r stories often recede, leaving wide corridors under the

overhanging eaves, and in the " plazas " there are frequently

covered arcades. Fruit-gardens and fields waving with

lucerne and barley encircle the towns, and there is almost

always a background of mountain -ranges. The principal

interior towns in the nortl\ of Peru are Caxamarca, Huaraz,

Huanuco, Cerro Pasco, the centre of the great silver-mining

industry, 13,200 feet above the sea, Tarma, and Xauxa.

lluancavelica cwed its existence to the famous quicksilver

mine. Ayacucho, formerly Guamanga, founded by Pizarro

in 1539, is a charming abode amidst lo-'oly scenery. Be-

tween Ayacucho and Cuzco are the plasant towns of

Andahuaylas and Abancay. Cuzco (see vol. vi. p. 744),

the centre of Peru, the old capital of the Yncas, lies at the

foot of the famous hill of Sacsahuaman. South of Cuzco

are many delightful places in the vale of Vilcamayu, and

the towns in the CoUao, the chief being Puno on the shore

- of Lake Titicaca.

Com- Commerce.—The resources of Peru consist of its miueral wealth,
merce. its flocks, yblJiug valuable wool, its crops, and the products of its

virgin-forests. Silver-mines extend along the whole length of the

conlilleras from Hualgavoc to Puno. The mines are worked here

and there, the great centre of this industry being at Cerro Pasco,

where 1,427,592 ounces of silver were produced in 1877. The value

of the silver exported from Peru in that 3'ear was £575,000, of

copper £330,000 ; of cold there is no return. The exportation of

guano from the Cbincha Islands began in 1846 and conlimued until

1872. Between 1853 and 1872 there were 8,000,000 tons shipped
ft-om these islands. The deposits on the GuaBape Islands were
firet worked in 1869, and from that year to 1871 as many as 838,853
tons were shipped,—460,000 tons remaining. On the three Macabi
Islands there were 400,000 tons of guano in 1872, and large deposits

on the Lobos Islands. But the most important discoveries of guano-
deposits, since the exhaustion of the Chincha Islands, have been
on the coast of Tarapaca. In 1876 the quantity at Pabellon de Pica
was calculated at 350,000 tons, at Punta de Lobos 200,000 tons, at

Huanillos 1,000,000 tons (buried under huge boulders of rock), at

Chipana 250,000 tons. The total quantity of guano on islands north
of Lima may be 600,000 tons, and on the coast of Tarapaca 1,800,000
tons.

Since 1830 nitrate of soda has been exported from the southern
i>orts of Peru, the deposits being found on the western side of the

I'ampa de Tamarugal in Tarapaca. This region contains sufficient

nitrate for the supply of Europe for ages. From 1S30 to 1850 the
rxport from Inuiquc amounted to 239, 860 tons ; iu 1875 the annual
export rpached its maximum (326,869 tons).

The su^r cultivation in the coast -valleys is a great source of
wealth. In 1877 the yiel^ was estimated at 85,000 tons, valued at

£1,360,000; of this quantity 63,370 tons went to Great Britain.

Cotton, an indigenous product of the coast-valleys, is next in im-
l»ortance to sugar, the estates being worked with intelligence and a
due outlav of capital. The cultivation of the vine is also a pro-

fitable industry,—a well-known spirit and excellent wine being
made in the valleys of Pisco and Yea, and in the districts of Slajes
and Moquegiia. Rice-crops are raised at FerreSafe ; olives are grown
largely in the Tambo valley; and the silk- worm and cochineal
insect have been successfully cultivated. In the sierra large

(piantities of wheat, barley, and potatoes are raised, and millions
of pounds of alpaca and sheep's-wool are exported. From the
forests of the montaHa come chinchona bark, coca, coffee of the
finest quality, cocoa, india-rubber, and some medicinal roots.

Cora- Cffmm«nu:rt/iojf.—Several railroads have been constructed of late

•nnnica- years to connect the coast-towns and valleys with their seaports.

Joa. That from Payta to Piura, contracted for in 1872, is 63 miles long
;

one from the port of Pimentcl to Chiclayo and Lambayeque has a
length of 45 miles. There are 50 miles of railway from Eten to
Ferrebafe, 93 from Pacasmayo to Slagdalena, 25 from Malabrigo to
Ascope and the Chicania vallev, 85 from Salaverry to Ti-uxillo, 172
from Chimbote to Huaraz {only 52 finished). Several short Kiies
radiate from Lima. A line from Pisco to Yea is 48 miles long,
from iloUendo to Arequipa 107, from YIo to Sloquegna 63 miles,
from Arica to Tacna 39 miles ; and there are railroads in Tarapaca
connecting the nitrate-works with the ports of Pisagua, Iquique,
and Patilios. At Cerro Pasco a short line, begun in 1869, connects
the silver-mines with the town. A railroad was commenced in 1870,
from Callao and Lima, across tho western and central cordilleras to
Oroya, 12,178 feet above the sea in the valley of Xauxa, a distance
of 136 miles. It ascends the valley c* the Rimac, rising nearly
5o00 feet in the first 46 miles. It then threads- intricate goigcs of
the Andes, along the edges of precipices and over deep chasms. It

tunnels the Andes at a height of 15,645 feet. Tlicre are sLxty-threo

tunnels, and the bridge of Yerrugas spans a chasm 580 feet wide,
resting on three piers, the centre one being 252 -feet high, made of
hollow flTOUght-iron. This great work is completed (1SS4) as far as

Chicla, a distance of 86| miles. Another luiiroad across the Andes
connects Arequipa with Puno on tho shores of Lake Titicaca. The
summit is crossed in a cutting only 6 feet deep, 14,660 feet above
the sea. The first locomotive reached Puno on 1st January 1874.

The line is 232 miles long, and is to be prolonged to Cuzco. The
cost of the Oroya line has been £4,625,887, and of the Arequina
and Puno line £4,346,659.
Two steamers wej-e launched on Lake Titicaca in March 1874,

which carry the traffic from Bolivia to Puno. Ex,tensive harbour-
works have been completed at Callao since 1870 ; and iron piers have
been constructed at other ports. Steam communication connects
tho Peruvian ports on the Huallaga and ilara&ou with the Braziliau

line at Tabatinga.
Kducation and Literature^—Universities and colleges were founded

in Peru very soon after the conquest, and there was intellectual

Srogress both among the Indians and the families of Spanish
escent. The univei-sity of San Marcos at Lima is the most

ancient in the New "World, having been created by order of Charles
V. in 1551. The college of San Carlos was founded in 1770, and
the school of medicine in 1792. At Cuzct) the univei-sity of

San Antonio Abad was founded in 1598, and the college of San
Geronimo at Arequipa iu 1616. Since the independence there has
been very considerable intellectual and educational progress in the
country. There is a university of the first rank at Lima, 5 lesser

universities, 33 colleges for boys and 18 for girls, 1578 schools for

boys and 729 for girls, besides private schools. The most prolific

author in Spanish times was Dr Pedro de Peralta y Bamuevo, author

of an epic poem called 'iiVna Fundada and many other works.

Towards the latter end of the last century scientific studies began to

receive attention in Peru. M. Godin, a member of the French com-
mission for measuring an arc of the meridian near Quito, became
professor of mathematics at San Marcos in 1750 ; and the botanical

expeditions sent out from Spain gave further xest to scientific re-

search. Dr Gabriel Moreno (died 1809), a native of Huamantanga in

the Maritime Cordillera, studied under Dr Jussieu, and became an
eminent botanist. Don HipoUto Unanue, born at Arica in 1755,

wrote an important work on the climate of Lima and contributed

to the Mcrcurio Feruano. This periodical was commenced in 1791

at Lima, the contributors forming a society called " Amantes del

Pais," and it was completed in eleven volumes. It contains many
valuable articles on history, topography, botany, mining, commerce,
and statistics. An ephemeris and guide to Peru was commenced
by the learned geographer Dr Cosme Bucno, and continued by Pr
Unanue, who brought out his guides at Lima from 1793 to 1798.

In 1794 a nautical school was founded at Lima, with Andres Baleato

as instructor and Pedro Alvarez as teacher of the use of instruments.

Baleato also constructed a map of Peru. A list of Peruvian authors

in viceregal times occupies a long chapter in the life of St Toribio ^

by Montalvo ; and the bibliographical labours of the Peruvian Leon
Pinelo are still invaluable to Spanish students.

The topographical labours of Cosme Bueno and Unanue were
ably continued at Lima by Admiral Don Eduardo Carrasco, who'
compiled annual guides of Peru from 1826. But the most euiinent

Peruvian geographer is Dr Don Mariano Felipe Paz Soldan, whose
Gcograjia del Peru appeared in 1862. His still more important
work, the Diccionario gcograjico cstadistico del Perxi (1877), is a

ga2etteer on a most comj)lete scale, displaying an immense amount
of labour, research, and literary skill. In 1868 appeared his first

volume of the Bisioria del Peru Iiidcpeitdientc, and two others

have since been published. The earlier history of Peru has been

written in three volumes by Sebastian Lorente ; Mariano Riveio
has ably discussed its antiquities ; and Manuel Fuentes has edited

six interesting volumes of memoirs written by Spanibh vicei-oj^s.

But the most valuable and important historical work by a modera
Peruvian is undoubtedly General Mendiburu's Diccionario Historico-

Biografico del Peru, a monument of patient and conscientious re-

search, combined with critical discernment of a high order, whicli

has certainly secured for- its accom]»lishcd author a permanent
place in the history of literature. As laborious historical students,

Don Jose Toribio Polo, the author of an ecclesiastical history of

Penivian dioceses, and Don Enrique Torres Saldamando, the

historian of the Jesuits iu Peru, have great merit. Among good

local annalists may be mentioned Juan Oilberto Yaldivia, who has

written a history of Arequipa, and Pio Benigno Mesa, tlie author

of the Annals of Cuzco.

The leading Peruvian authors on constitutional and legal sub-

jects are Dr Jose Santistevan, who h^ published volumes on civil

and criminal law ; Luis Felijic A'illaran, author of a work on oon-

1 The city of Lima produced two saints, the archbishop St toribio,

who flourished from 1578 to 1606, and Santa Ro-^a, the patron saint

of the city of th« kings (15SG-1616), whos^ festival is celebi-ated on

26th August

Fduca-
lion.
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fititutional riglit: Dr Francisco Garcia Calderon (late president of

Peru), authorof a dictionary of Peruvian legislation in two volumes
;

Dr Francisco Xaviev Mariateg\ii, one of the fathers of Peruvian inde-

pendence ; and Dr Francisco de Paula Vijil {died 1875), cator and

statesman as well as author, whose work Dcfcnsa dc los Gohicrnos

13 a noble and enlightened statement of the case for civil govern-

ments against the pretensions of the court of Rome. Manuel A.

Fuentes, an able statistician and the author of the Estadistica dc

Lima, has also written a manual of parliamentary practice.

On the whole, Peruvian literature since the independence has

attained to highest merit in the walks of poetry and romance. The
Guayaquil author Olraedo, who wrote the famous ode en the victory

of Juniu, and the Limenians Felipe Pardo and Manr 1 Segura are

names well known wherever the Spanish language is spoken. Pardo,

as well as Segura, wrote in a satirical vein. Both died between

1360 and ISTO. The comedies of Segura on the customs of Lima
soc'ety, entitled Un Paseo a Amancaes and La Saija y Manto, have

no equal in tlie dramatic literature of Spanish America and few in

that of modern Spain. From 1848 date the first poetical efforts

of Anialdo Marquez, Manuel Nicolas Corpancho, Adolfo Garcia,

Clemente Althaus, Pedro Paz Soldan (better known under his nom
deplume of "Juan de Arona"), Carlos Augusto Salaverry, a son of

the ill-fated general, Luis Benjamin Cisneros, Trinidad Fernandez,

Conotantino Carrasco, Narciso Arestegui, Jose Antonio Lavalle,

Hicardo Palma, and Numa Pompilio Llona. Marquez is undoubtedly
the most correct in diction and the most richly endowed with ima-

ginative sentiment among Peruvian poets of the present generation.

Corpancho was a dramatist of the fomantic school and author of a

briglit little volume of poems entitled Brcvas. He perished in a

shipwreck off the coast of Mexico when barely thirty years old.

Adolfo Garcia is the poet of most robust and vigorous thought, and
he has ^vritten much, but only one volume of his select poems has
been published (Havre, 1870). Amon" other productions of great

inerit this book contains a sonnet toBolivar, which is one of the

most beautiful that has appeared from the muse of Peru. Altliaus

(d. 1880} was a poet, imaginative, tender, elegant, and very careful

as regards rhythm and diction. Paz Soldan, a good classical

scholar, has published three volumes of poems. Salaverry is one
of Peru's best lyrical poets ; and the novels of Cisneros, entitled

Julia and Edgardo, have secured him a lasting reputation, Fer-

nandez and Carrasco were two poets of merit who died very young.

The principal work of Carrasco was his metrical version of the

Quichua drama of OUantay. Lavalle and Arestegui are chiefly

known as novelists. Palma has published three books of poetry,

entitled Armonias, Verbos y Ocrundos, and Fasioiiarias. Since

1870 he has devoted his great literary powers to wi-iting the his-

torical traditions of Peru in prose, of which six volumes have
already appeared. They display great research, and are written in

a graceful and agreeable style. Palma is a member of the Spanish

Academy, a distinction shared, among Peruvian poets, with Felipe

IVdo. The collected poems of- Llona have recently been pub-

lished ; his Canto de la Vida is highly spoken of -for its depth of

thought and elegance of diction.

Peruvians have not neglected their early history and the study

of the literature and language of the Yncas. Several have followed

in the footsteps of Rivero. Jose Sebastian Bairanca, the naturalist

and antiquary, and Gaviuo Pacheco Zegarra, a native of Cuzco,

liave published translations of the ancient Ynca drama of OUantay.

Among Peruvian naturalists since the independence the most
<listinguished have been Rivero, the geologist and mineralogist, and
his friend and colleague Nicolas de Pierola, author of Memorial
dc Cicncias Natiirales. Dr Cayetano Heredia, rector of the college

of medicine in Lima from 1845 to his death in 1861, was an ardent

Eatron of medical science. His successor, Dr Miguel de los Rios,

as followed in his footsteps ; and since 1856 many valuable con-

tributions have been published by Peruvian physicians in the Gaccta

Mcdica dc Lii'na.

The most prominent publicists of Pern have been Mariategui,

Vijil, Reynaldo and Cesareo Chacaltana, Ricardo Heredia, Joso

Casimiro UUoa, Toribio Pacheco, and Luciano Cisneros.

The Peruvian priesthood, though justly accused of tyranny in

their relations with the Indians in early times, and of immorality

in many instances, can point to numerous learned and upright pre-

lates, to devoted paiish priests, to noble-minded teacliers and ardent

patriots, in their body. Founded in 1541, and raised to archiepis-

copal rank in 1545, the see of Lima has been ruled by twenty-three

prelates. The first was ji Dominican fiiar, Dr Geroninio de Loaysa

(1542-1575), who was more a politician than a priest. But the

second, Dr Toribio Mogrovejo (1581-1606), devoted himself to the

welfare of his flock, and died in the odour of sanctity, being finally

canonized as St Toribio. Since the independence, Archbishop Luna
Pizarro has added lustre to the see by his learning and ability.

The bishopric of Cuzco was founded by Pope Paul III. in 1537, and

lias had twenty -seven prelates. Among them, Dr Gorrichatemii

(1771-76) was an excellent Quidiua scholar and preacher and a

devoted friend of the oppressed Indians ; Dr Moscoso y Peralta

(1777-89) was a prelate of consummate virtue and learning. The

bishoprics of Arequipa, Guamanga (Ayacucho), and TruxiUo were
created in 1609. The missionary bisliopric of Maynasor Chachapoyas
was founded in 1802, those of Huanuco and Puno in recent times.

The Jesuits were once very powerful and wealthy in Peru, and both
Jesuits and Franciscans, while working at their calling as mission-
aries, achieved much valuable geographical work on tlie rivers and
in the forests of the montaiia. Since the independence the religious

orders have been gradually suppressed, yet monks as well as priests

were in the front rank in advocating the cause of liberty. The
ecclesiastical seminaiy at Lima, founded by St Toribio in 1601,
was removed to part of the monastery of San Francisco in 1859,
where it still flourishes, and where yoxths intended for holy orders
are educated. The priests occupy a very important position in the
social system, and much of the teaching is in their hands. Such
men as Luna Pizarro and Vijil have performed their duties in a
sin;^ularly faithful and enlightened spirit. Unfortunately there is

still deplorable laxity among parish priests, though tnere are many
noble exceptions.

Inhabitants.—The early inhabitants of Peru originally consisted Native
of several distinct nations, subdivided into many tribes, which were irdiabit

eventually combined in the empire of the Yncas. The principal ants,

race was that of the imperial Yncas themselves, inhabiting the two
central sections of the sierra, from the Knot of Cerro Pasco to that
of Vilcahota, a distance of 380 miles. Here nature has worked on
her grandest and most imposing scale. The scenery is magnificent,

the products of every zone are collected in the valleys and on
the mountain-sides ; but the difficulties in the way of advancing
civilization, caused by the obstacles of nature, are such as to tax
man's ingenuity to the utmost. A country like this was well
adapted for tlie cradle of an imperial race. Six nations originally

peopled this central mountain-region—the Yncas in the valley of the
Vilcamayu and surrounding plateaus, the Canas round the sources

of the Apurimac, the Quichuas along the uj^per courses of the
Pachachaca and the Apurimac, the Chancas, a very warlike people,

from Guamanga to the Apurimac, the Huancas in the valley of the

Xauxa, and the Rucanas round the summits and on the slopes of

the Maritime Cordillera. Tlicse six nations were divided into
" ayllus " or tribes, the most distinct of which were, the still famous
Morochucos and Yquichanos, brave mountaineers of the Chanca
nation. There are reasons for believing tliat these nations once
spoke different languages, especially the Chancas, but, excepting a
few words imbedded in the general language of the Yncas, they
are now lost.

In the basin of Lake Titicaca there was another race, anciently

called Colla, but now better known as Aymara. Theii* language
survives, and, though closely allied grammatically, the vocabulary
diff"er3 from that of tlie Yncas. XVithin the Colla region, but
difl"ering from the rest of the inhabitants both in language ami
physical appearance, there was a savage tribe called Urus, inhabit-

ing the reed-beds and islands in the southern part of Lake Titicaca.

In the region uorth of the Knot of Ccrro Pasco comprising the basin

of the ^Marafion there were many warlike tribes speaking a language
which the Yncas called Chinchaysu3-u. The most important of

these tribes were the Conchucos, Huamachucos, and Ayahuecas
far to the north.

The Peruvian coast appears originally to have been inliabited by
a diminutive race of fishermen called Changes, a gentle and hos-

pitable people, never exceeding 5 feet in height, with flat noses.

They fished in boats made of inflated seal-skins, lived in seal-skin

huts, and slept on heaps of dried seaweed. Vestiges of this early

race may be traced in the far south, as well as at Eten, Morrope,
and Catacaos in the north. The later and more civilized coast-

people were a very different and an extremely interesting race.

They appear to have formed distinct communities in the different

valleys each under a chief, of whom the most civilized and powerful

was the Chimu, who ruled over the five valleys of Pativilca, Huarmey,
Santa, Viru, and Moche, where Truxillo now stands. The subjects

of this prince made great advances in civilization, and liis vast

palaces near Truxillo now form extensive ruins. The irrigation

works of this coast-people were most elaborate ; every acre of cul-

tivable ground was brought under cultivation, and water was con-

veyed at high levels from great distances. The Yncas called tJicse

people Yuncas, but tliey have entirely passed away, giving place

to the negroes and Chinese labourers who now swarm in the coast-

valleys. There is no dictionary of the Yunca language, but there is

a grammar and a short list of words written in 1644, before it had
entirely ceased to be s]>oken.

The Ynca or Quichua tribes of the Andes of Pern average a

height of 6 feet to 5 feet 6 inches. They are of slender build, but

with well-knit muscular frames, and are capable of enduring gr-eat

fatigue. Their complexions are of a fresh olive-colour, skin very

smooth and soft, beardless, hair straight and black, the noso

aquiline. They are good cultivators, and excel as shepherds by

reason of their patience and kindness to animals. They are natur-

ally gentle, most affectionate ,to their families, witti an intense Iv^vo

of home ; but at the same time they are enduring and brave. The

Aymaras are more thick-set than the Yncas, and their chief phy-_
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sical peculiarity is that the thigh, instead of Iwing longer, is rather

shorter than the leg. The whole build is admirably adapted for

mountain-climbing.
The policy of the Yncas was to enforce tl»e use of their language,

^ called by the earliest Spanish grammarian "Quichna," among all

the conquered tribes. Hence its very general use throughout the

r ountainous part of Peru, the only differences being the survival

of words in some of the districts from the language or dialect that

was superseded. Quichiu was the language of a people far advanced
in civilization ; it was assiduously cultivated by learned men for

several centuries ; not only songs but elaborate dramas and rituals

were composed in it ; and it is still the language of the majority of

the people of Peru. Aymara, which is a closely-allied tongue, id

spoken along the shores of Lake Titicaca.

The "ft-ild Indians of the raontafta, except a few ti'ibes on the

skirts of the Andes, do not belong to the Peruvian family. They
are part of the gieat Tupi group of nations, and belong to the region

of the Amazons. On tne nanks of the Huallaga are the Cocomas,
Cholones, Panos, and Motilones ; and on tlie Ucayali the wild tribes

of the Cashibos, Capahuanas, Remos, Amajuacas, and Mayorunas.
The Conibos, Pirros, Sencis, Setebos, and Shipibos are peace-

ful traders. The Antis or Campas form a large and important
tribe on the upper course of the Ucayali, with pi-obably a large

share of Ynca olood iu their veins. The savage Indians on the

tributaries of the Beni are called Chunchos. It is, however, to

another family of the American race that the tribes of the Ainazoas
mainly belong.

History.—Cyclopean ruins of vast edifices, apparently never com-
pleted, exist at Tiahuanaco near the southern shore of Lake Titicaca.

Kemains of a similar character are found at Huaraz in the north
of Peru, and at Cuzco, OUantay -tambo, and Huihaquc between
Huaraz and Tiahuanaco. These works appear to have been erected

by paverful sovereigns with unlimited command of labour, possibly

with the object of giving employment to subjugated people, while

feeding the vanity or pleasing the taste of the conqueror. Their
unfinished state seems to indicate the break-up of the Govemment
which conceived them and which must have held away over the

whole of Peru, and tbe occurrence of Aymara words, especially iu

the names of places over the whole area, points to an Aymara
origin for this lost and prehistoric empire. It is certain that for

ages afterwai'ds the country was again broken up into many sepa-

Smpire rate nations and tribes. Then the most civilized and most powerful

3f Yncas.' people, the Yncas of Cuzco and the Vilcamayu, began slowly to

build up and cement together a later and more civilized empire.

This great work, which probably occupied five centuries, was just

completed when the Spaniards discovered Peru. The history of

Ynca civilization has yet to be T\Titten. Our knowledge even of

the Spanish wiitei-s who collected information at the time of the

conquest is still veiy incomplete. Much that is essential for a

correct appreciation of this interesting subject is still inedited and
in manuscript. But, to comprehend it, a knowledge is also neces-

sary of the people, of their country and langu iges. "Without such

qualifications for the task, the numerous traaitions, customs, and
beliefs cannot be understood nor assigned to the particular epochs
and nationalities to which each belonged. With our existing

imperfect knowledge the subject cannot be adequately treated with-

out a detailed and critical examination of conflicting evidence which
would be foreign to the purpose of the present article.

The great Ynra Huayna Ccapac died in 1527, the year when
Pizarro first appeared on the coast. His consolidated empire

extended from tlie river Ancasmayu north of Quito to the river

Slaule in the south of Chili. The Yncas had an elaborate system
of state-worship, with, a ritual, and frequently recurring festivals.

History and tradition were preserved by the bards, and dramas
were enacted before the sovereign and his court. Roads with post-

houses at intervals were made over the wildest mountain-ranges
and the bleakest deserts for hundreds of miles. A well-considered

system of land-tenure and of colonization provided for the wants
of all classes of the people. The administrative details of govern-

ment. were minutely and carefully organized, and accurate statistics

wefekept by meansof the "quipua"or system of knots. The edifices

displayed marvellous building skill, and their workmanship is un-
surpassed. The world has nothing to show, in the way oi stone-

cutting and fitting, to equal the skill and accuracy displayed in

tbe Ynca structures of Cuzco. As workers in metals and as potters

they displayed infinite variety of design, though not of a high order,

while as cultivators and engineers they in all respects excelled

their European conquerors.
Conquest The story of the conquest has been told by Prescott ffnd Helps,
hy who give ample references to original authorities ; it will be

Pizarro. sufficient here to enumerate the dates- of the leading events. On
10th March 1526 the contract for the conquest of Peru was signed

by Almagro and Luque, Caspar de Espinctea supplying the funds.

In 1527 Francisco Pizarro, after enduring fearful hardships, first

reached the coast of Peru at Tumbez. In the follo^ring year he
went to Spain, and on 26th July 1529 the capitulation with the

crown lor the conquest of Peru was executed. Pizarro sailed from

San Luca? with his brothers in January 1530, and landed at Tumbez
in 1532. The civil war between Huascar and Atahualpa, the sons

of Huayna Ccapac, had been fought out in the meanwhile, and the
victorious Atahualpa was at Caxamarca on his way from Quito to

Cuzco, On 15th November 1532 Francisco Pizarro with his little

army entered Caxamaica and in February 1533 his colloaguo

Almagro arrived with reinforcements. The murder of the Ynca
Atahualpa was perpetrated on 29th August 1533, and on 15th Nov-
ember Pizarro entered Cuzco. He allowed the rightful heir to the

empire, Manco the legitimate son of Huayna Ccapac, to be solemnly

crowned on 24th March 1534. Almagro then undertook an ex-pc-

dition to Chili, and Pizarro founded the city of Lima on 18th

January 1535. In the following year the Yncas made a brave

attempt to expel the invaders, and closely besieged tlie Spaniards

in Cuzco during February and March. But Almagro, returning

from Chili, raised the siege on 18th April 1537. Immediately
afterwards the dispute arose between tlie Pizarros and Almagro as

to the limits of their respective jurisdictions. An interview took

place at Mala, on the sea-coast, on 13th November 1537, which led

to no result, and Almagro was finally defeated in the battle of Las
Salinas near Cuzco on 26th April 1538. His execution followed.

His adherents recognized his young half-caste son, a gallant and
noble youth generally known as Almagro the Lad, as his successor.

Bitterly discontented, they . conspired at Lima and assassinated

Pizarro on 26th June 1541. Meanwhile Vaca de Castro had bc:.i

sent out by the emperor, and on hearing of the murder of Pizarro

he assumed the title of governor of Peru. On 16th September 1512

he defeated the aimy of Almagro the Lad in the battle of Chupas
near Guamanga. The ill-fated boy was beheaded at Cuzco.

Charles V, enacted the code known as the "New Laws" in 1542. CX ii

" Encomiendas," or grants of estates on which the inhabitants were wjtfs.

bound to pay tribute and give personal service to tbe grantee, were

to pass to the crown on the death of the actual holder ; a fixed sum
wn,s to be assessed as tribute ; and forced personal service was for-

bidden. Blasco Nunez de Vela was sent out, as first viceroy of

Peru, to enforce the "New LaM's." Their promulgation aroused a

storm among the conquerors. Gonzalo Pizarro rose in rebellion, and
entered Lima on 23th October 1544. The viceroy fled to Quito, but

was followed, defeated, and killed at the battle of Anaquito on 18th

January 1546. The " New Laws " were weakly revoked, and Pedro

de la Gasca, as first president of the Audiencia (court of justice)

of Peru, was sent out to restore order. He arrived in 1547, and
on 8th April 1543 he routed the followei-s of Gonzalo Pizarro on
the plain of Xaquixaguana near Cuzco. Gonzalo was executed on

the field. La Gasca made a redistribution of "encomiendas" to

the loyal conquerors, which caused gieat discontent, and left Peru

before his scneme was made public in January 1550. On 23d
September 1551 Don Antonio de Mendoza arrived as second viceroy,

but died at Lima in the following July. The country was then

ruled by the judges of the A.idiencia, and a formidable insurrection

broke out, headed by Francisco Hernandez Giron, with the object

of maintaining the right of the conquerors to exact forced service

from the Indians. In May 1554 Giron defeated the army of the

judges at Chuquinga, but he was hopelessly routed at Pucara on
lUhOctoberl554, captured, and on7tn December executed at Lima.

Don Andres Hurtado de Mendoza, marquis of CaHete, entered Lima
as third viceroy of Peru on 6th July 1555, and ruled with an iron

hand for six years. He at length brought the turbulent conquerors

to their knees. All the leaders in former disturbances were put on

board a ship at Callao and sent to Spain. Corregidors, or governors

of districts, were ordered to try summarily and execute every tur-

bulent person within their jurisdictions. All unemployed persons

were sent on distant expeditions, and moderate "encomiendas"
"n-ere granted to a few deserving officers. The previous anarchy

was thus completely stamped out. At the same time the viceroy

wisely came to an agreement with Sayri Tupac, the son and successor

of the Ynca Manco, and gi-anted him a pension. He took great

care to supply the natives with priests of good conduct, and pro-

moted measures for the establishment of schools and the founda-

tion of to^\-ns in the different provinces. The cultivation of wheat,

vines, and olives, and European domestic animals were introduced.

The next viceroy was the Conde de Nieva {1561-64). His successor,

the licentiate Lope Garcia de Castro, who onlj had the title o(

governor, ruled from 1564 to 1569. From this time there was u

succession of viceroys until 1824. The viceroys were chief magis-

trates, but they were not supreme. In legal matters they had to

consult the Audiencia of judges, in finance the Tribunal de Cuentis,

in other branches of administration the Juntas de Gobierno and

de Guerra. ^ t j .

Don Francisco de Toledo, the second son of the count of Oropesa, Toledo s

entered Lima as viceroy on 26th November 1569. Fearing tbatadmiras-

the little co*urt of the \nca Tupac Amaru (who had succeeded his tration.

brother Sayri Tupac) might become a formidable focus of rebellion,

he sent troops to seize the young prince, and unjustly beheaded

the last of the Yncas in the square of Cuzco in the year 1571.

After a minute personal inspection of every province in Peru,

he, with the experienced aid cf the learned Polo de Oudegardo
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and tho juJ^o Jfatienza, established tho system nn<lei \ 1 io\ .jie

native population of Peru was ruled for the t\ro succoding cen-

turies ; and future viceroys referred to him as tho great master

of statesmanship who was their guide, and to his ordinances as

their acknowleaged text- book. His Zibro dg 7aso3 fixed Uio

tribute to be paid by tho Indians, exempting all men under

eighteen and over fifty. He found it necessary, xn order to secure

efficient government, to revert in some measure to the systom of

the Yncaa. The people were to be directly governed by their

native chiefs, whoso duty was to coUoct the tnbuto and exercise

magisterial functions. The chiefs or '* curacas " had subordinate

native officials under them called " pichca-pachacas " over 500 men,

and "pachacas" over 100 men. The office of curaca (or "cacique")

was made hereditary, and its possessor enjoyed sftvei-al privileges.

Many curacas were descended from tho imperial family of tho Yncas,

or from great nobles of tho Yncarial court. In addition to the

tribute, which was in accordance ivith native usa^e, there was tlio

"mita," or forced labour in mines, farms, and manufactories. ToWlo
enacted that one-seventh of the male population of a village should be

subject to conscription for this service, but they were to bo paid, and

were not to be taken beyond a specified distance from their homes.

Vice- In their legislation the Spanish kings and viceroys showed

royalty. ?- desire to protect the people fi-om tyranny, but they were unable

to prevent -'ve rapacity and lawlessness of uistant officials. The
country vnTd depopulated by the illegal methods of enforcing tho

mita, and an air of sadness and desolation 'spread over the land.

Toledo was succeeded in 1581 by Don Martin Henriquez, who died

at Lima two years afterwards. The subsequent history of the vice-

royalty is well worthy of detailed attention by students of history

in all countries possessing a colonial empire. The Spanish coloni-s

suffered from the strict system of monopoly and protection, which

was only slightly relaxed by the later Bourbon kings, and from the

arbiti-ary proceedings of the Inquisition. Between 1581 and 1776

as many as fifty-nine heretics were burned at Lima, and there weie

twenty-nine "autos," but the Inquisition affected Eui'opeans rather

than natives, for the Indians, as catechumens, were exempted from

its terrors. The curacas sorrowfully watched the gradual extinc-

tion of their people by the operation of the mita, protesting from

time to time against the exactions and cruelty of the Spaniards.

At length a descendant of the Yncas, who assumed the name of

Tupac Amaru, rose in rebellion in 1780. The insurrection lasted

until July 1783, and the cruel executions which followed its sup-

pression failed to daunt tho people. The death of Tupac Amaru
shook the power of Spain and made it totter to its faU. From
that time both Indians and Peruvians of Spanish descent began to

think for themselves, and to entertain ideas of liberty and pro-

gress. Tupac Amaru was followed by Dr Pedi*> Jose Chavez de

la Rosa, the Spanish bishop of Arequipa, and Dr Toribio Rodriguez

de Mendoza, rector of the university of San Carlos nt Lima, whose

pupils, among whom were the future republican statesmen Drs

Luna Pizano and Yijil, became ardent advocates of reform. "When,

on 3d August 1814, Mateo Garcia Pumacagua, a Peruvian chief,

raised the cry of independence at Cuzco, he was joined by many
Peruvians of Spanish descent, but was defeated in the battle of

Umachiri (12th March 1815), taken, and executed. At the same

time the youthful and enthusiastic poet Melgar suffered death in

the cause of his country.

Peru Peru was the centre of Spanish power, and the viceroy had

inde- his military strength concentrated at Lima. Consequently the

pendent, more distant provinces, such as Chili and Buenos Ayres, were able

to throw off the yoke first. But tlte destruction of the viceroy's

power was essential to their continued independent existence.

The conquest of the Peruvian coast must always depend on the

command Oi the sea. A fleet of armed ships was fitted out at

Valparaiso in Chili, under the command of Lord Cochrane and

officered by Englishmen. It convoyed an army of Argentine troops,

with "some Chilians, under the command of the Argentine general

San Martin, which landed on the cf^st of Pern in September 1820.

San Martin was enthusiastically received, and the independence of

pKru was proclaimed at Lima on his entrance, after the viceroy had
withdrawn (2Sth July 1821). On 20th September 1822 San Martin

resigned the protectorate, with which he had been invested, saying

that the "presence of a fortunate soldier is dangerous to a newly-

constituted state," and on tlie same day the first congress of Peru

became tho sovereign power of the state. After 'a short period of

government by a committee of three, the congress elected Don
Jose de la Riva A{;aero to be fij-st president of Peru on 26th February

1823. He displayed great energy and capacity as an administrator,

but the aid of the Colombians under Bolivar was sought, and the

native ruler was unwisely deposed. Bolivar arrived at Lima on

1st September 1323, and l>egan to organize an army to attack the

Spanish viceroy in the interior. On 6th August 1824 the cavalry

action of Junin was fourjht^v.-ith tho Spanish general Canterac

near the chores of the lake of Chinchay-cocha. It was won by a

gallant charge of the Peruvians under Colonel Suarcz at the critical

moment. Soon afterwards Bolivar left the army to proceed to

the coast, and the final battle of Ayacucho (9th December 1824)

with the viceroy and tho whole Spanish power was fought by his

second in command. General Sucre. The Spaniards were com-
pletely defeated. The viceroy and all his officers were taken

prisoners, and Spanish power in Peru came to an end.

General Bolivar now showed that he was actuated by personnl
^

ambition ; he intrigued to impose a constitution on Pern, with
himself as president for life. He failed, and left the country on

8d Soptei iber 1826, followed by all the Colombian troops in March
1827. Genei-al Lamar, who commanded the Peruvians at Ayacucho, Earl)

was elected president of Peru on 24th August 1827, but was deposed, presi-

aftcr waging a brief but disastrous war with Colombia, on 7th June denta,

1829. General Gamarra, who had been in the Spanish service, and
was chief of the staff in the pati'lot array at Ayacucho, was elected

third president on 31st August 1829.

For fifteen years, from 1829 to 1844, Peru was painfully feeling' her
\ray to a right use of independence. The ofhcers who fought at

Ayacuclio, end to whom the country felt natural gratitude, were

all-powerful, and they had not learned to settle political differences

in any other way tiian by the sword. From 1837 to 1839 there was
a lawless and unprincipled intervention on the part of Chili which
increased the confusion. Three men, during that period of proba-

tion, won a prominent place in their country's history. Generals

Gamarra, Salavcrry, and Santa Cruz. Gamarra, born at Cuzco in

1785, never accommodated himself to constitutional usages; too

often he made his own will the law ; but he attached to himself

many loyal and devoted friends, and, with all his faults, which
were mainly faults of ignorance, he loved his country and sought

its welfare according to his lights. Salaverry was a very different

cJiaracter. Born at Lima in 1806, of pure Basque descent, he

joined the patriot army before he was fifteen and displayed his

audacious valour in many a hard -fought battle. Feeling stro^^ly

tho necessity that Peru had for repose, and the guilt of civil

dissension, he \vrote patriotic poems which became very popular.

Yet he too could only see a remedy in violence. He* seized tlnj

supreiJie power, and perished by an iniquitous sentence on 18th

February 1336,* Andres Santa Cruz was an Indian statesman.

His mother was a lady of high rank, of the family of the Yncas,

and he was very proud of his descent. Unsuccessful as a general

in the field, he nevertheless possessed remarkable administrative

ability and for nearly three years (1836-39) realized his lifelong

dream of a Peru-Bolivian confederation.^ Bnt Peruvian history

is not confined to the hostilities of these military rulers. Three

constitutions were framed, in 1828, 1833, and 1839. There wero

lawyers, statesmen, and orators who could defend the rights and

liberties of the people. On 7th November 1832 Dr \ijil, the

deputy for Tacna, rose in his place in congress and denounced the

unconstitutional acts of President Gaman^a in a memorable speech

of great eloquence. Nor should a much humbler name ever be

omitted in writing the history of republican Peru. Juan Rios, a

private soldier, was senti-y at the door of congress when Gamarra
illegally sent his troops to disperse the members. He defended his

post against two companies, and fell mortally wounded.

In 1844 General Pamon Castilla restored peace to Pern, and was

elected constitutional president on 20th April 1845. Ten years of

peace and increasing prosperity followed, in 1849 the regular pay-

ment of the interest of the public debt was commenced, steam com-

munication was established along the Pacific coast, and a railrond

was made from Lima to Callao. After a regular term of office of six

years of peace and moral and material progress Castilla resigned,

and General Echeuique was elected president. But the proceedings

of Echenique's government in connexion with the consolidation of

the internal debt were disapproved by the nation, and, after hos-

tilities which lasted for six months, Castilla returned to power in

January 1855. From December 1856 to March 1858 he had to

contend with ^nd subdue a local insurrection headed by General

^ivanco, but, with these two exceptions, there was peace in Peru

frmn 1844 to 1879, a period of thirtj'-five years. The existing consti- Constitii

tution was framed in 1856, and revised by a commission in 1860. tion.

Slavery and the Indian tribute were abolished ; by its provisions

tho president is elected for four years, and there are two vice

l^residents. The congress consists of a senate and chamber of

deputies. The senators are elected by departments and the deputies

by the people, every 30,000 inhabitants having a representative.

At^hcn congress is not sitting there is a pennanent commission of

tho legislature, elected at the end of each session, and consisting of

seven senators and eight deputies. The chamber of deputies may
accuse the president of infractions of the constitution and the senate

passes judgment. The president appoints the prefects of depart-

ments and sub-prefects of provinces ; the prefects nominate the

governors of districts. In each province there is a judge ; a superior

court of justice sits at the capital of each department; and there is

I Tlie romance of his life has been admirably written by Manuel Bilbao (Ist

ed., Lima, 1853 ; 2d ed., Buenos AjTes, 1867).

' Tlifl succession of presidents and supreme chiefs of Teni fron lS29tolS44

was as follows :—1629-S3, Agnstin Gamarra; 1834-35, Luis Josfi Orbegoso;
18;i5-36, Felipe Santiago Salaverry; 183(j-39, Andres Santa Cruz ; 1839-41, Agustln

Gamarra; 1841-44, Manuel Menendez.
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^'
;itcr «r. aptveal to the supreme court at Lima. CastiUa retired at tlie

presi- end of his terra of office in 1862, and died in 186S. On 2d August

iSents. 1S68 Colonel BalU was elected president. Before liis time tlie

public debt had been moderate, amounting to £4,491,042, and the

interest had been regularly paid since 1849. But Balta's govern-

ment increased it to £49,000,000, fhe payment of the interest of

which from the ordinary revenues was simply imi>ossible. Tlie

creditors, as security,' had the whole of the guano and i\itrate de-

iKJsits assigned to them. . With the vast sum thus raised IVeeideut

lialta comqienccd the execution of public works, principally rail-

roads on a gigantic scale. His period of office was signalized by

the opening of an international exhibition at Lima. He was

succeeded ("id August 1S72) by Don Manuel Pardo, an honest and

enlightened statesiuaii, who did all in his power to retrieve the

country from the financial difficulty into whidi it had been brought

by the reckless policy of his predecessor, but the conditions were not

capable of solution. Ho regulated the Chinese immigration to the

coast-vafleys, which, from 1860 to 1872, had amounted to 5S,606.

He paid great attention to statistics, promoted the advance of educa-

tion, and encouraged literatore. He was the best president Peru has

Bver kno\vn, and'his death in 1878 was a public calamity. On 2d

August 1876 General Prado was elected, and his term of office saw

the commencement of that calamity which has since overwhelmed

his country.*

War On 5th April 1879 the republic of Chili declared war upon Peru,

wi'h the alleged pretext being that Peru had made an offensive treaty,

Chili. directed against Chili, with Bolivia, a country with which Chil^

had a dispute ; but the publication of the text of this treaty made
known the fact that it was strictly defensive an(f contained no

just cause of war. The true object of Chili was the conquest of the

rich Peruvian province of Tarapaca, the appropriation of its valu-

.-ible guano anu nitrate deposits, and the spoliation of the rest of

the Peruvian coast.

After the capture of the "Huascar" off Point Angamos on 8th

Oijtober 1879 oy two Chilian ironclads and four other vessels,

the Peruvian coast was at the mercy of the invaders, and Tara-

iiaca, surrounded by trackless deserts, yet open to the sea, though
bravely defended for some time by the Peruvian array, fell into

the hands of the enemy after the hotly-contested battle of Tarapaca

on 17th November 1870.

Chili then landed an army farther north, and on 26th May 1980
the battle of Tacna was fought, followed by the capture of the |K>rt

of Arica on 7th June. In these combats the Peruvians lost 147
officers alone. The possession of the sea enabled the Cliilian ships

to desolate the whole coast ; and, the Peruvian army having been

almost annihilated, only a force of volunteers and raw recruits

could be assembled for the defence of the capital. After the two
desiwrately-contestad battles of ChoiTillos and Miraflores on the

I3tn and loth of January 1881, Lima w:a3 entered on the 17th,

and was not evacuated by the invaders until 22d October 1883.

During that period General Caceres, the hero of the defence, carried

on a gallant but unequal stm^le in the sierra. At last a provi-

sional Government, under General Iglesias, signed a treaty with the

Chilians on 20th October 1883, by which the province of Tarajiaca

was ceded to the conquerors, Tacna and Arica were to be occupied

by the Chilians for ten years, and then a vote by plebiscitura is to

decide whether they are to belong to Peru or Chili ; and there are

clauses respecting the sales of guano ; w'hile all rights to the nitrate

deposits, which are hypothecated to the creditora of Peru, have
been appropriated by the Chilian conquerors. This most disastrous

war has brought ruin and misery on the country, and has thrown
Peru back for many years. The country contains the elements of

l-ccovery, but it will be a work of time.
Bibliography.—The history of Ynca civilization is to W found In works con-

tfnip(Jraneoii3 with the conquest or nxitten in the succeeding century, in the
native literature, and in the luodern descriptions of ruins »nd other remains.
Tlie highest authority Is Pedro de Cieza de Leon, whose Chronicle, which bears
tlie stamp of impartiality, accuracy, and intelligence, was written within twenty
yeara of the conquest (Eng. tr. of parta i. and iL bv the Haklu>'t Society,
1S64, 1S83). The valuable \mtinjjs of the learned lawyer Polo de Ondegar-lo,
which discuss the polity and aUipinistratave rule of the Yncas, have been
e-litei! in Spanish, and one of his interesting reports has been translated and
issueil by the Hakluyt Society. Cristoval de Molina, tlie priest of the hospitnl
Df Cuaco, has described ihe rites, Ceremonies, and ritual of the Yncas in ere.it

detail ; he wrot« in 15S0, but his manuscript was not translated and issued (by
the Haklort Society) until 1ST3. It has since been ably edited ifi Spanish, at
Madrid. Miguel Balboa, who' was in tlje country from 1506 to 13S6, wrote an
excellent historical work, which is translated into French in the series of M.
S^emaux Coiopans. The Natural History of the liviies, by the Jesuit Jos6 de

Acosta, is a work of consiJeraWe repntp, first publishp-1 in l^M. An KnjilUh
version, which originally appeared in K>04, was repniilpd atid ikUIisI for the

Hakluyt Society in 18S0. The famous coniinentaries of lUrcilasso At la Vcl-s

were published in 160f ; anil the Ilrst part, relatin" to the Yncas. was trans-

lated and issued by the Hakluyt Society in 1S(39. '1 lie >uma y Snrr,vlo» ilf hit

Yncas, by J\ian de Betanzos, is certainly one of thr niosf valiiablp of the (sarlicr

authorities, as the author was an .excellent 5cli"lar, well aciiuaii'teil \nlh Hie

Vnca language, snd a citizen of Cuzco But most of his work is h>s1. Tlie

remainder was edited in Si>anish by SoAnr Espaila in 18S0. The works of
Avila, Arricga, and Ramos give accounts of local superstitions and Uliofs bomi
after the conquest. In the 17lh century valuable Icboui-s on Ynca history rr^

given out by t'ernandu Montesinos, whose work was traiislnt<»d into Fnncli
in tlie Ternaux Compans edition, antl by a native naniol .lunu de SaiifA l.ruE

Salcamayliua. The latter curious narrative has been editetl in Siwinish rocfiitly»

and issueil in a trauslated form by the Hakluyt tiociety. tleneral nccount.s of
Ynca civilization have beeu written by Robertson, rip-*cotl. and Ileljis, noiio

of whom, however, were acquainted with more than a porti.'u of these auihor-
ities, or with the native languages, and none hail been in the rountry. A
valuable niotlern work on Peruvian antiquities is ihp Aiili4jtiriln,Jff Prrunn^is^

by Don Mariano Rivero, publiaiied at Vienna in 1851, and tiauslateil into Eng-
lish at New York. Markliam's Cioro and Lima (18j5) contains the results of a
Krsonal visit to the coast and to the ruins in and round Cuzco, P'Orbifmy

3 described the ruins near Lake Titicaca ; but the best nioleni wiTk Iri-nt-

ing of ai-chitectnral remains thron?;hout Peru, as they may be seen now, is E.
G. Squier's Peru (1S77). Pirou et liulivie, by Charles Wiener (ISiM)!. is aWo a
valuable work. Tne langua^^e and literature of the Yncas have l»cpii trvfllctl

of by Rivero, who gives a list of earlier grammai'a and vocabularies ; in the
Quichuagrainniarand dictionary, and thetianslation of the drama of (^/uti/i7_u,by

Markham ; in Dr Von Tschn.irs Kfchua Si'mche (1853), and in his siil>se<iucut

critical work published in 1S75 ; and by Uavino Zegarra in the fourth volume
of Collection Linguistique Amcricnine {IS'S). Don Vicente Lopi-i of Ihicuoa
Ayr^ has also written a learntd work on the sulyect entilleil Ktirrt Aryctuc-s,

The career of Pizarro and the conquest of Peru are recounted in the gcnoral
histories of Herrera and Goniara, and in Qarcilasso ile la Ve^-a (pari ii,). The
best accounts of the first part of tlie conquest are by Francisco de Xeres, (he
conqueror's secretary, and by Hernando Pizarro. Uotli have l»een translated
into English and issued by th* Hakluyt Society. The nanative of Pcd">
Pizarro has only recently been c-dited at Madrid, an<l, as the aiitlior was one o£
the conquerors and an eye-witness, it is very imporLiiit. A+:ustin dc Zarate,
who was employed in Peru very soon after the conquest, wmte ahist^iry wliicll

is valuable, especially the latter portion relating to events uf which he was an
eye-witness. The history of tlie Quito war by Cieza de Leon remained in

manuscript until 1877, when it was admirably edited by Sofior Eniwidft. These
authorities (excepting the last) were loade use of by KoberLsnn, I'lcscott, and
Helps. But none of the tliree brings the narrative down to the conclusion of

the civil wars in Peru and the settlement of the country. An account of the
lost rebellion, led by Francisco Hernandez Giron, and of llic liual settlement, is

given by the Palencian Diego Fernandez in his history of Peru (Seville, 1071)t

There is no translation of this work. Tliere is no history of the colonial period ;

there are, however, abundant materials for it in the laws and ordinances, in the
detailed reports of successive viceroys, in the histories of religious onlera, and in
innumerable memoirs, biographies, and reports buth printed and in manuscripts
Stevenson, -in his narrative (;i vols,, lSi3), gives simito account of the last years
of viceregal government. A mass of documents relating to the great rebellion
of th. Ynca Tupac Amaru was published by Don Pedro de Angelis at Buenoa
Ayres In 18.16. The work of Don Gregorio Fiincs, dean of Cordova, published
in 1817, contains further information, and the diary of the governor of La Paz^
while besieged by the Indians, will be fonml In Temple's Travels in Pent,
There arc narratives of the rebellion in the l'o^f7« daris U nord de Bolivig by
Weddell, and in the Trxtvels in Peru arui Indi'i (I8U2) by Markham. The events
which led to the final achievement of Peruvian independence have been traced
out In an interesting work by Don Benjamin Vicufia Mackcnna, entitled La
Hisioria dc la tndependencia. del PeriL 1809 l^^ 9 (Lima, 18i;0). Ihe events cf
the war of independence ai*a narrat'l by tli« Si^niards Garcia Camba and
Terrajas, and in English in the charming jlf^i-iirs of Gtneral Miller, and, as
regards naval affairs, in the autibip^pliy of the carl cf Dundonald. Tliree
volumes of the history of the republic have been published by Dr Don Pax
S-ddan. There are useful materialn for history in the two anonyn:ous volumes
published in 1Sj8 ancl sigiirni " Prrivonena," in the lives of Lamar by ViUaran,
of Salavcrry by Bilbao, and in the history of the campaij-n of Yungay by
Placencia. The w. irks of Colonel Espinosa, esiKrcially his /5i'C'"t"irio iienuh-
licano, and of Dr Vijil arc also impoi-tant. Histories of the war t-rtwecii Pem
and Chili have been hurriedly pulilished by two Chilians, Diego iJari'^.g Arana
and VicUi^a Mackenna. The former is a mere partisan production of no valuo
as a history. The latter, though prejudiced, is honestly written, and is usijftil

as cont-aining many original documents. Another history will be written by
Paz H-'ldan ; and meanwhile narratives have been published tn English bv

( MarkJiani, and in Italian by Caivano.
I The most valuable geographical and topographical works on Peru are by
Peruvians, including trie ivritings of Cosme Bueno and Unanue, articles in thtj

Mercurto Prmano, and the works already mentioned of Dr Paz Soldan. Sumo
papers by Haenke, Miller, Eollaert, Raimondi, Pontland, and Markham will l»e

found in the Journals of the Royal Geo ;raphical Society. But the most inip<^rt-

ant of all is the great official work by Don Antonio Raimondi, three volumi-g
of which have already appeared, besides the same author's geographical acc»uiit
of the department of Ancachs. The natural history cf Peru has been des'-rilM-tj

in the German works of Dr Von Tachudi, and briefly in the English tTanslati(in
of his travels (1S47). The first great work on Peruvian botany was the Floiri

Peruriana by Riuz and Pavon, followed by the Chloris Andina of Dr We<ldell,
which forms two volumes of the great work of Castelnau. In his QiiinrJf^ie

Weddell describes the quinine-jielding chinchona trees of Peru and Bidivia,
and further infonnatien on the chinchona genus, as well as on coca cultivation,

Cuaco maize, and quinoS, will be found in Markham'a Pf^rnvian Bark- (\SSf>X

Besides the works already mentioned, Dr A. Smith published a b-^ok giving
useful information respecting the climate of Lima and other parts of Pent
entitled Peru as it is (1835); and tliere are some other books of travel of uo
snecial value. (C. R. M.)

PERU, a city of the tJnited States in La Salle county,

HUiDois, li63 68 miles above Peoria at the head of naviga-

tion on the Illinois river, is a station on the Chicago, Rock

* ^jJTh^ succession of presidents of Peru, since the establishment of
jeace by Ca5tLllft in 1844, has been as follows :—1845-51, Ramon
Castilla'; 1351-55, Jose Rufino Echeniaue ; 1855-62. Ramon Castilla :

1362-63,* Miguel San Roman (died 3d April 1863) ; 1863-65, Jos^
[

AAonif -Pezet (vice-president); 1865-63, Mariano' Iguacio Prado:

Island, and Pacific Railroad, and is connected by a tramway

(1 mile) with La Salle, the terminus oi the Illinois and
Michigan Canal. Flour-mills, a plough-factory, and zinc-

works are among the chief industrial establishments ; coal-

1868-72, Jos^ Balta ; 1872-/6, Manuel Pardo ; 1876-79, Mariano

Ignacio Prado; 1879-81, Nicolas do Pierola (supreme chieO ; 1881

(12th March), Francisco Giircia Calderon ; 1883 (20th Octobei-;,

General Iglesias.
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mining is largely prosecuted in the vicinity ; and 125,000

tons of ice are yearly despatched to the southern markets.

The population was 3132 in 1S60 and 4632 in 1880

(township, 5053).

PERUGIA, a city of Italy, the chief town of the pro-

vince of Perugia (formerly Umbria), lies 1550 feet above

tho sea on a beautiful and green-clad hill, which afifords a

magnificent view over a wide sweep of the Apennines and

the great Umbrian plain through which the Tiber flows.

The railway station at the foot of the ascent, more than a

mile from the city-gate, is 48i miles south-east of Arezzo

and 128 miles north of Rome. The walls, which follow a

very irregular ground-plan, have a circuit of 8300 yards,

and the length from Sant' Angelo in the north-west to

Porta San Costanzo in the south-east is 2500 yards. Of
the forty-two towers which could be counted in the 14th

century only three or four—the Torre degli Scalzi, <tc.

—

remain ; but away from the line of the present enceinte

there are several relics of the ancient Etruscan and Roman
fortifications, notably the so-called arch of Augustus, a

magnificent gateway in the Piazza Grimana, with the

ancient inscription Avgvsta Pekvsia on the archivolt

and a beautiful Renaissance loggia boldly crowning one

of its towers. The Gittadella Paolina—a great fortress

erected by Paul III. on a site previously occupied by ten

churches, two monasteries, the palaces of the Baglioni, and

a number of private houses—was destroyed by the citizens

in 1848, and its place has been partly taken by a substan-

tial block of public offices (the museum, itc). In modern
Perugia the great centre of interest is the Piazza del

Duomo at the north end of the Corso. On one side stands

the cathedral of San Lorenzo, a Gothic structure of the

14th and 15th centuries, in the plan of a Latin cross; on

the other side is the Palazzo Pubblico, presenting a fine

Gothic facade of the first half of the 14th century with the

figures of the Perugian griffin and the Guelf lion above

the outside stair ; and in the centre rises the great marble

fountain con5;ructed about 1277 by Bevignate, Frate

Alberto (both Perugians), and Bgninsegna (a Venetian), and

adorned by statues and statuettes sculptured by Niccol6

and Giovanni Pisano. The cathedral contains the burial-

place of the three popes. Innocent III., Urban IV., and
Martin IV., and a reputed relic of great celebrity in Italy

—

the A'irgin's wedding-ring ; and at the north-west corner,

in the Piazza del Papa, is a sitting statue ^ of Pope Julius

III. by Vincenzio Danti, erected about 1555 by the people

of Perugia in gratitude for the restoration of their civic

privileges. On the decoration of the Sala del Cambio or

old exchange, contiguous to the Palazzo Pubblico, Peru-

GiNO iq.v.) put forth the full force of his genius. Most of

the movable paintings for which Perugia is famous have

since 1863 been collected in the Pmacoteca Vannucci,

established in the same Monte Morcino monastery of the

Olivetans which now accommodates the university ; besides

a considerable number of pieces by Perugino, there are

specimens of Pinturicchio, NiccolO) Alunno, Bonfigli, ic.

This centralization has somewhat impaired the interest of

several of the churches; but others remain with undimi-

nished wealth. San Domenico, a Gothic edifice originally

designed by Giovanni Pisano, but rebuilt in 1632, contains

that artist's magnificent monument of Pope Benedict XL,
and in its east front a beautiful stained -glass window by

Bartolommeo da Perugia. San Pietro do' Casinensi (out-

side the Porta Romana) is a basilica with a triple nave,

founded in the beginning of the 11th century by Vincioli,

and remarkable for its conspicuous spire, its granite and

marble cohimns, its walnut stall-work designed by Raphael,

and its nunjerous pictures (by Perugino, Parmigiano, Ra-

Ijhael, (tc). The Cbiesa Xnova (formerly San Giovanni

' See Hawtliorue's descriptiou in tUe MarUc i'aiui. ..

Rotondo) possesses the tombs of Baldassare Ferri, the

Perugian musician, and Vermiglioli, the leading Perugian

antiquary. The university, which is not one of the " royal

universities," though it dates from 1307 and has faculties

of law, science, and medicine, numbers only seventy-nine

students (1881-82). Other educational and benevolent

institutions are a botanical garden, a meteorological obser-

vatory, a commercial library founded in 1582 by Prospero

Podiani,- the Santa Margherita lunatic asylum, and the

hospital of Santa Maria. Woollens, silks, wax candles, and
liqueurs are manufactured on a small scale. The popula-

tion of the city was 16,708 in 1871, and 17,395 in 1881 ;

that of the commune 49,503 and 51,354 respectively.

A notice of ancient Perugia (Perusia) has been given under
Etruria, vol. viii. p. 635. After the disaster of the Peruvian
war (41 B.C.) the city was rebuilt by Augustus ind took the title

Augusta ; and at a later date it became a regular colony, Colonia

Vibia. Its recovery from the Goths by Belisarius in 537, its pro-

tracted siege and sack by Totila (549), its restoration to the Eastern

empire by Narses in 552, and its long occupation by thr Lombards
are the maiu points in the history of Perugia previous to the 9tli

century. At that time, with the consent of Charles the Great and
Louis the Pious, it passed under the supremacy of the popes ; but

for many centuries tlie papal authority existed rather in name than

in reality, and the city continued to maintain an independent and
enterprising life, warring against its enemies and subduing many
of the neighbouring lands and cities,—Foligno, Assisi, Spoleto,

Montepulciano, &c. It remained true for the most part to the

Guelfs. On various occasions the popes found a personal asylum
within its walls, and it was the meeting -place of the conclaves

which elected Honorius II. (1124), Honciius IV. (1285), Celestine

V. (1294), and Clement V. (1306). But Perugia had no mind
simply to subserve the papal interests. At the time of Rienzi'a

unfortunate enterprise it sent ten ambassadors to pay him honour ;

and, when papal legates sought to coerce it by foreign soldiery,

or to exact contributions, they met with vigorous resistance. In

the 15th century the real power, after passing from despot to-

despot, was at last concentrated in the Baglioni family, who, though
they had no legal position as rulers or magistrates, defied all other

authority, and filled the streets of the city with their broils and
butcheries. Gian Paolo Baglioni was lured to Eome in 1520, and
beheaded by Leo X. ; and in 1534 Rodolfo, who had slain a papal

legate, was defeated by Pier Luigi Fai-uese. and the city, captured

and plundered by his soldiery, was deprived of its privileges and
given over to the "worse tjTanny of priests and bastards." In

1797 Perugia was occupied by the French ;. in 1832, 1838, and
1854 it was visited by earthquakes ; in Jfay 1849 it was seized by
the Austrians ; and, after a futile Insurrection in 1859, it was finally

united, along with the delegation, to Piedmont in 1860.

See B. Rossi Scotti, Guida di Pervgia ; Bonazzi, Storia di Ferygia (157$, ic.);

J. A. Sjlnonds, Sketches in Grtece ntid Italy (1874).

PERUGINO, Pietro (1446-1524), whose correct family

name was Vanntjcci, one of the most advanced Italian

painters immediately preceding the era of Leonardo da

Vmci and Raphael, was born in 1446 at Citti della Pieve

in L'mbria, and belongs to the L^mbrian school of painting.

The name of Perugino came to him from Perugia, the chief

city of the neighbourhood. Pietro was one of several

children born to Cristoforo Vannucci, a member of a re-

spectable family settled at Citt^ della Pieve. Though
respectable, they seem to have been poor, or else, for some

reason or other, to have left Pietro uncared for at the

opening of his career. Before he had completed his ninth

year the boy was articled to a master, a painter at Perugia.

\Vho this may have been is very uncertain ; the painter is

spoken of as w^holly mediocre, but sympathetic for the

great things in his art. Benedetto Bonfigli is generally
'

.surmised ; if he is rejected as being above mediocrity,

either Fiorenzo di Lorenzo or Niccolo da Foligno may
possibly have been the man. Pietro painted a little at

Arezzo ; thence he went to the headquarters of art,

Florence, and frequented the famous Brancacci Chapel in

the church of the Carmine. It appears to be sufficiently

established that he studied in the atelier of Andrea del

Verrocchio, where Leonardo da, Vinci was also a pupil.

He may have learned perspective, in which he particularly

" See the curious history in The Fortnighlbj Reaew, 1866.
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exceUed for that period of art, from Pietro della Trancesca.

The date of this first Florentine sojourn is by no means

settled ; some authorities incline to make it as early as

1'470, while others, with perhaps better reascn, postpone

it till 14V9. Pietro at this time was extremely poor, and

his prospects of rising in his art, save by the exercise of

incessant diligence day and night, were altogether dim

;

he had no bed, but slept on a chest or trunk for many
months, and, bent upon making his way, resolutely denied

himself every creature-comfort.

Gradually Pemgino rose into notice, and in the course

of some years he became extremely famous not only

throughout all Italy but even beyond her bounds. He
was one of the earliest Italian painters to practise oil-

painting, in which he evinced a depth and smoothness of

tint which elicited mufh remark ; he transcended his

epoch in giving softness to form and a graceful spacious-

ness to landscape-distances, and in perspective he applied

the novel rule of two centres of vision. The Florentine

school advanced in amenity under his influence. Some of

his early works were extensive frescos for tha Ingesati

fathers in their convent, which was destroyed not many
years afterwards in the course of the siege of Florence

;

he produced for them also many cartoons, which they

executed with brilliant effect in stained glass. Though
greedy for gain, his integrity was proof against temptation;

and an amusing anecdote has survived of how the prior of

the Ingesati doled out to him the costly colour of ultra-

marine,, and how Perugino, constantly washing his brushes,

obtained a surreptitious hoard of the pigment, which he

finally restored to the prior to shame his stingy suspicious-

ness. Another (and possibly apocryphal) anecdote, to show
that he was not incapable of rising superior to all soi-did

considerations, is that he painted some excellent frescos

for the oratory annexed to S. Maria de' Bianchi and would
only accept an omelette as a gratuity. A third anecdote

(but it belongs to a late period of his life) is that, as he
would trust no one, he was accustomed to carry his money
about with him in travelling after he had received a pay-

ment," and on one occasion was robbed and had a narrow
esca^pe of his life ; eventually, however, the bulk of the

money was recovered. A good specimen of his eaJy style,

in tempera, is the circular picture in the Louvl-e of the

Virgin and Child enthroned between Saints.

Perugino returned from Florence to Perugia, and thence,

towards 1483, he went to Rome. The painting of that

part of the Sixtine Chapel which is now immortalized by
Michelangelo's Last Judgment was assigned to him by
the pope ; he covered it with frescos of the Assumption,
the Kativity, and Moses in the Bulrushes. These works
were ruthlessly destroyed to make a space for his suc-

oessors more colossal genius, but other works by Perugino
still remain in the Sixtine Chapel,—Moses and Zipporah
(often attributed to Signorelli), the Baptism of Christ, and
Christ giving the keys to Peter. This last work is more
especially noted, and may be taken as a typical example
both of Perugino's merits and of his characteristic defects,

—such as formal symmetry of composition, set attitudes,

and affectation in the deiign of the extremities. Pintu-

ricchio accompanied the greater Umbrian to Eome, and
was made his partner, receiving a third of the profits ; he
may probably have done some of the Zipporah subject.

Pietro, now aged forty, must have left Rome after the

completion of the Sixtine paintings in 1486, and lu the

autumn of that year he was in Florence. Here he figures

by no means advantageously in a criminal court. In
July 1487 he and another Perugian painter named
Aulista di Angelo were convicted, on their own confession,

of having in December waylaid with staves some one (the

name does not appear) in the street near S. Pietro

Maggiore. Perugino limited himself, in intention, to

assault and battery, but Aulista had made up his mind for

murder. The minor and more illustrious culprit was fined

ten gold florins, and the major one exiled for life. The
next recorded incident in his career is also not wholly

honourable to Perugino,—that of his undertaking but not

fulfilling a contract to paint in Orvieto ; as the commission

fell through we need not pursue the details.

Between 1486 and 1499 Perugino resided chiefly in

Florence, making one journey to Eome and several to

Perugia. He had a regular shop in Florence, received a

great number of commissions, with proportionate gain and

fame, and continued developing his practice as an oil-

painter, his system of superposed layers of colour being

essentially the same as that of the Van Eycks. One of

his most celebrated pictures, the Picti in the Pitti Gallery,

belongs to the year 1495. From about 1498 he became

increasingly keen after money, frequently repeating his

groups from picture to picture, and leaving much of his

work to journeymen. In 1499 the guild of the Cambio
(money-changers or bankers) of Perugia asked him to

undertake the decoration of their audience-hall, and he

accepted the invitation. This extensive scheme of work,

^hich may have been finished within the year 1500, com-

prised the painting of the vault with the seven planets and

the signs of the zodiac (Perugino doing the designs and

his pupils most probably the executive work), and the

representation on the walls of two sacred subjects—the

Nativity and Transfiguration—the Eternal Father, the

four Virtues of Justice, Prudence, Temperance, and Forti-

tude, Cato as the emblem of wisdom, and (in life-size)

numerous. figures of classic worthies, prophets, and sibyls.

On the mid-pOaster of the hall Perugino placed his own
portrait in bust-form. It is probable that Raphael, who
in boyhood, towards 1496, had been placed by his uncles

imder the tuition of Perugino, bore a hand in the work of

the vaulting ; but,' besides Raphael, the master had many
and distinguished scholars acting as his assistants. The
Transfiguration in this series has oftsn been spoken of as

the latest work of eminent excellence produced by Peru-

gino, and from about 1500 he declined in a marked degree;

this, however, is not to be accepted as true without some
qualification, as we shall see in the sequel It may have

been about this time (though some accounts date the event

a few years later) that Vannucci married a young and
beautiful wife, the object of his fond affection ; he ioved

to see her handsomely dressed, and would often deck her

out with his own hands. He was made one of the priors

of Perugia in 1501.

While Perugino, though by no means stationary or

unprogressive as an executive artist, was working con-

tentedly upon the old lines, and carrying out, almost to

their highest point of actual or potential development, the

ancient conceptions of subject-matter, treatment, style,

and form, a mighty wave of new art flooded Florence with

its rush "^nd Italy with its rumour. Michelangelo, twenty-

five years of age in 1500, following after and ''.istancing

Leonardo da Vinci, was opening men's eyes and minds to

possibilities of achievement as yet unsurmised. '"'annucci

in Perugia heard Buonarroti bruited abroad, and was
impatient to see with his own eyes what the stir was all

about. . In 1504 he allowed his apprentices and assistants

to disperse, and he returned to Florence. It was not in

the nature of things that he should sirnply swell the chorus

of praise. Though not openly detracting, he viewed with

jealousy and some grudging the advances made by Michel-

angelo ; and ilichelangelo on his part replied, with the

intolerance which pertains to superiority, to the faint

praise or covert dispraise of his senior and junior in the

art. On one occasion, ir- company, he told Perugino to

X^^TT — S6
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his face that he was "a bungler in art" (goffo nell' arte).

This was not to be borne, and Vannucci brought, with

equal indiscretion and ill success, an action for defamation

of character. Put on his mettle by this mortifying trans-

action, he determined to show what he could do, and he

produced the chef-d'ceuvre of the Madonna and Saints for

the Certosa of Paria. The constituent parts of this noble

work have now been sundered. The only portion which

remains in the Certosa is a figure of Grod the Father with

cherubim. An Annunciation has disappeared from cog-

nizance ; three compartments—the Virgin adoring the

infant Christ, St Michael, and St Raphael with Tobias

—

are among the choicer treasures of the London National

GSallery. The current story that Raphael bore a hand in

the work is not likely to be true. This was succeeded in

1505 by an Assumption, in the Cappella dei Rabatta, in

the church of the Servi in Florence. The painting may
have been executed chiefly by a pupil, and was at any

rate a failure : it was much decried ; Perugino lost his

scEolars ; and towards 1 506 he once more and finally

abandoned Florence, going to Perugia, and thence in a

year or two to Rome.
Pope Julius II. had summoned Perugino to paint the

Stanza in the Vatican, now called that of the Incendio

del Borgo; but he soon preferred a younger competitor,

that very Raphael who had been trained by the aged

master of Perugia ; and Vannucci, after painting the

ceiling with figures of God the Father in different glories,

in five medallion-subjects, found his occupation gone ; he

retired from Borne, and was once more in Perugia from

1512. Among his latest works one of the best is the

extensive altar-piece (painted between 1512 and 1517) of

S. Agostino in Perugia ; the component parts of it Eire

now dispersed in various galleries.

Perugino's last frescos were painted for the monastery

of S. Agnese in Perugia, and in 1522 for the church of

CasteUo di Fontignano hard by. Both series have dis-

appeared from their places, the second being now in the

South Kensington Museum. He was still at Fontignano

in 1524 when the plague broke out, and he died. He was
buried in unconsecrated ground in a field, the precise spot

now unknown. The reason for so obscure and unwonted

a mode of burial has been discussed, and religious scepti-

cism on the painter's own part has been assigned as the

cause ; the fact, however, appears to be that, on the sudden

and widespread outbreak of the plague, the panic-struck

local authorities ordained that all victims of the disorder

should be at once interred mthout any waiting for religious

rites. This leads us to speak of Perugino's opinions on

religion. Vasari is our chief, but not our sole, authority

for saying that Vannucci had very little religion, and was

an open and obdurate disbeliever in the immortality of

the soul. Gasparo Celio, a painter of the 16th century,

cites Niccolo delle Pomarance (whose wife was related to

Perugino's wife) as averring that the aged master on his

deathbed rejected the last sacraments, and refused to

confess, saying he was curious to know the final fate of

an unconfessed soul, and therefore he was buried in uncon-

secrated ground. For a reader of the present day it is

easier than it was for Vasari to suppose that Perugino

may have been a materialist, and yet just as good and
laudable a man as his orthodox Catholic neighbours or

brother-artists; still there is a sort of shocking discrepancy

between the quality of his art, in which all is throughout

Christian, Catholic, devotional, and even pietistic, and
the character of an anti-Christian contemner of the doctrine

of immortality. It is difficult to reconcile this discrepancy,

and certainly not a little difficult also to suppose that

Va.sari was totally mistaken in his assertion ; he was born

twelve years before Perugino's death, and must have talked

with scores of people to whom the Umbrian pamter had
been well known. We have to remark that Perugino

in Xi^i painted his own portrait, now in the Uffizi Gallery

of Florence, and into this he introduced a scroU lettered

"Timete Deum." That an open disbeliever should inscribe

himself with " Timete Deum " seems odd ; one's first im-

pression is either that he cannot have been a disbeliever

or else that he must have been a hypocrite as well, which,

however, is still inconsistent with Vasari's account of the

facts. It is possible, after all, that a man might fear God
and yet have no confidence in immortality, or in many of

the things which seemed in 1 494 to be essentials of religion.

The portrait in question shows a plump face, with small

dark eyes, a short but well-cut nose, and sensuous lips ; the

neck 13 thick, the hair bushy and frizzled, and the general

air imposing. The later portrait in the Cambio of Perugia

shows the same face with traces of added years. Perugino

died possessed of coniderable property, leaving three sons.

rhe character of Pemgino's art is, as we hare just said, throu^-
out religious, althoogh, in some iostances already indicated, he
strayed outside the cu-cle of Christian history and tradition. His
art is reserved, self-contained, not demonstrative, yet coaspicuoualy

marked by a tendency to posing and balance, and to little artifices

wherein the graceful merges in the affected. He had a particular

mastery over abstracted purism of expression j this appears con-

stantly in his works, and, while it carries .the finer of them to a

genuinely ideaJ elevation, it leaves upon many a mincing and
ipawkish taint which it is not easy to view without some impatience.

Pernio did not recruit his strength from study of the antique ;

his drawing, though frequently solid and able, is unequal, and
ther'3 is a certain littleness of style in his forms, especially (with
rare exceptions) the nude. His technical attainment was excep-

tional, and in colour he may be regarded as standing first in his

generation in central Italy if we except Francia. Perugino does

not leave upon us the impression of personal greatness ; he does

not seem to have had struggling within him a profounder message
to convey than he succeeded in conveying. There is neither

massiveness of thought, nor novel initiative, nor plowing intensity,

though there is some fervour of inspiration. Still, within bis own
province, he is a rare and excellent master.

Among the very numerous works of Perugino a few not already

named require mention. Towards 1501 he produced the picture

of the marriage of Joseph and the Virgin Mary (the " Sposalizio ")

now in the museum of Caen ; this served indisputably as the

original, to a great extent, of the still more famous Sposaliiio

which was painted "by Raphael in 1504, and which forms a leading

attraction of the Brera Gallery in Milan. A vastly finer work
of Perugino's than his Sposalizio is the Ascension of Christ, which,

painted a little earlier for S. Pietro of Perugia, has for years past

been in the museum of Lyons ; the other portions of the same
altar-piece are dispersed in other galleries. In the chapel of the

Disciplinati of Citti della Pieve is an Adoration of the Magi, a

square of 21 feet containing about thirty life-sized figures ; this

was executed, with scarcely credible celerity, from the 1st to the

25th March (or thereabouts) in 1505, and must no doubt be in

great part the work of Tannucci's pupils. In 1507j when the

master's work had for years been in a course of decline and his

performances were generally weak, he produced, nevertheless, one

of his best pictures—the Virgin between St Jerome and St Francis,

now in the Palazzo Penna. In S. Onofrio of Florence is a much-
lauded and much-debated fresco of the Last Supper, a careful and
blandly correct but not inspired work ; it has been ascribed to

Perugino by some connoisseurs, by others to Raphael ; it may
more probably be by some different pupil of the Umbrian master.

Our account of PeruRino rollows in its main lines th»t given by Crowe and
CavalCAselle in their History of Painting in Ital^, Tol. iii. Vasari is, as nsoal.

by far the most graphic narrator, bat lax in his facts (thoagh not so much ao

as in several other instances). Other leading anthorities are Orsini, f'ito, <fc,

di Pietro Ptnigino e degti Scotari, 1S<M, and Mezzanotte, Kita, rfc, di Pietro

Vannvcci. 1836. (W. M. R.)

PERUVIAN BARK. See CiycHoyA and Quisrs^
PERUZZI, BAUiASSAEE (1481-1536), architect and

painter of the Roman school, was bom at Ancajano, in

the diocese of Volterra, and passed his early life at Siena,

where his father resided. T\"hile quite young Peruzzi-went

to Rome, and there studied architecture and painting

;

in the latter he was at first a follower of Perugino. Tho

choir-frescos in San Onofrio on the Janiculan Hill, usually

attributed to Pinturicchio, are by his hand. One of the

first works which brought renown to the young architect

was the villa on the banks of the Tiber in Rome now
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known as the Farnesina, originally built for the Sienese

Agostino Chi^ a wealthy banker. This villa, like all

Pcrozzi's works, is remarkable for its graceful design and

the delicacy of its detail. It is best known for the frescos

painted there by Raphael and his pupils to illustrate the

stories of Psyche and Galatea. One of the loggie has

frescos by Peruizi's own hand,— the story of Medusa, a

work of considerable decorative beauty. On account of his

success in this building Peruzzi was appointed by Leo X.

in 1520 architect to St Peter's at a salary of 250 scudi, a

handsome sum for that time ; his design for its completion

was not, however, carried out. During the sack of Rome
in 1527 Peruzai was taken prisoner, and barely escaped

with his life, on condition of his painting the portrait of

Constable de Bourbon, who had been killed during the

siege (see Vasari). From Rome he escaped to his native

city Siena, where he was made city architect, and designed

fortifications for its defence, a great part of which still

exist. Soon afterwards he returned to Rome, where he

made designs for a palace for the Orsini family, and built

the palaces Massimi and Vidoni, as well as others in the

south of Italy. He died in 1536, and was buried by the

side of Raphael in the Pantheon.

Peruzzi was an eager student of matnematics and the

science of perspective ; he was also a fair classical s-cholar,

and was much influenced by the treatise of Vitruvius.

Like many of the great artists of his time, he was remark-

able for the varied extent of his knowledge and skill. A
most able architect, a fair painter, and a scientific engineer,

he also practised minor arts, such as stucco-work in relief,

sgraffito, and the decorative painted arabesques which
the influence of Raphael did so much to bring into use.

His best existing works in fresco are in the Castel di Bel-

caro and the church of Fontegiusta in Siena. For Siena

cathedral he also designed a magnificent wooden organ-

case, painted and gilt, rich with carved arabesques in friezes

and pilasters ; he also designed the high altar and the

Cappella del Battista.

His chief pupil was the architect Serlio, who, in his

work on architecture, gratefully acknowledges the great

debt he owed to Peruzzi's instruction. The English
National Gallery possesses an interesting drawing by his

hand (\o. 167). The subjec' is the Adoration of the

Magi, and it is of special value, because the heads of the

three kings are portraits of Michelangelo, Raphael, and
Titian. The Uflizi and the library at Siena contain a
number of Peruzzi's designs and drawings, many of which
are now of priceless value to the student of Roman anti-

quities, as they show ancient buildings which have been
destroyed since the 16th century.

Vasari, Vita di Baldassare Peruzzi (Milanesi's ed., vol. iv. p. 489,
1882) ; Milizia, Memorie degli Ardiitetti (1781, vol L pp. 210-215);
Delia Valle, LeUere Samsi (1782-36); Gave, Carteggio inedito
d'Artisti (1839-40); Lanzi, Sloria i=i«oriar "(1804) ; and Plainer,
BcschrcihungdcT Stadt Rom (1830-42)

PERVIGILIUM. See Vigil.

PERVIGILIUM VENERIS, the Vigil of Venus.a short

Latin poem, in praise of spring as the reason of love and
flowers. Written professedly in early spring on the eve
of a three-nights' festival (Vigil) in honour of Venus
(probably April 1-3), it describes in warm and poetical lan-

guage the annual awakening of the vegetable and animal
world in spring through the all-pervading influence of the
foam-born goddess, whose birth and connexion with Rome
and the Cjesars are also touched upon. The joyous tone
which runs through the poem passes suddenly at the close

into one of lyric sadness :
" 'The nightingale is singing,

but I am silent. When comes my .spring !" It consists

of ninety-three verses in trochaic tetrameter catalectic

and is divided into strophes of unequal length by the re-

frain. ^'Cras amet qui nunquau amavit
;
qui-jue amavit

eras amet." The author, date, and place of composition

are vmknown. Formerly it was ascribed to Catullus, but
from its late Latinity, approximating in some points to

Italian,^ it can hardly have been earlier, and was piob-

ably later, than the latter half of the 2d century a.d. It

is certainly earlier than Fulgentius (about 480-550 i.T).),

who imitated it. The references to Hybla and Etna (or

Enna), from which some have thought that the poem is

Sicilian, need be no more than poetical allusions to Sicily

as the flowery land. Virgil's description of spring (^Georg.,

ii. 323-342) is imitated somewhat closely; compare especi-

ally verse 62 with Virgil's 327 ; again, v. 85 is a copy of

^neid, xi. 458. This seems to disprove Bernhardy's con-

jecture that the poem is a translation from the Greek.

From its exuberant rhetoric Orelli ascribes it to an African

poet of the 3d or 4th century a.d. Biicheler places it

between Floras and Nemesianus, t'.^., in th; 2d or 3d
century a.d. Werusdorf suggested as its au.hor Annius
Florus in the time of Hadrian ; Heidtmann conjectured

Appuleius ; Baehrens refers it to Tiberianus, a poet of the

4th century. But there are not data enough to determine

the authorship.

The Pervigilium is preserved in the -Paris MSS. 10318 (Codex
Salniasianus) and 8071 {Cod^x Tkuaneus or Pilhocaniu); the former

(the better of the two) belongs to the 7th or beffinning of the 8th
century, the latter to the 9th or beginning of the 10th. Tlrey

differ too much to have been copied from the same original. Tlie

age of the MSS. refutes the theory, sometimes broached, that the

poem is modern. The first edition was published by Lipsius at

Antwerp in 1611 ; and there are modern editions by Wemsdorf
(Poctm Laiini ilinores, vol. iii.), Orelli (1832), Biichder (1859),

Baehrens (1877). There are translations into English verse by
Thomas Stanley (1651) and Parnell, into prose by W. K. Kelly ; a

French translation by Sanadon'; a German one by Kirchner.

PESAEO, a city and seaport of Italy, the capital of

the province of Pesaro and L^rbino, lies on the coast of

the Adriatic 36 miles north of Ancona and 20i; south of

Rimini on the right bank of the Foglia, tho ancient

Pisaurus. The ground on which it is built is only from 10

to 40 feet above the sea, but it is surrounded by hills,

—

on the east by Monte Ardizio, on the west by Monte Accio

or San Bartolo, which derives one of its names from the

Roman dramatist L. Attius, born and buried on the spot.

The city walls, which were strengthened by bastions and
moat and made a circuit of about a mile, were in 1830

transformed into a public promenade. Besides the ancient

cathedralof the Annunciation (restored since 1860] the more
conspicuous buildings are the prefecture (a palace Driginally

erected by the Sforza, and restored by Francesco Maria

della Rovere), the seminary, the Rossini theatr'i (opened

in 1818), the fortress or Rocca Costanzia (built by Costanzo

Sforza in 1474), the harbour-fort (due to Napoleon 1.), and
the large lunatic asylum. Rossini, who was a native of

Pesaro, left all his fortune to found a musical lyceum in

the city, and his statue by Marochetti (1864) stands near

the railway station. The Olivieri library (esta'jlished by
the antiquary of that name, author of Marmora F-'saurensia,

<tc.) contains about 14,000 volumes, MSS. of Tisso's, ic,
various antiquities, and a fine collection of majoliia from the

old UrbLno manufactory. Among the industries of Pesaro

are the growing, spinning, and weaving of sili, tanning,

ir»n-founding, and the manufacture of glass and pottery.

The harbour is of no great importance, and thj aggregate

burden of the 437 vessels entering or clearing in 1883

was less than 12,000 tons. The population of the city

and port in 1870 was 11,952 and in 1880 l.',913; that

of the commune 19,691 and 20,909 in the sane years.

The ancient Pisaurum in the . territory of the Galli Seuonea

became a Roman colony in 184 E.c. and soon grew ti. be a flourish-

' Thus de is very frequently used like Italian di ; tots; (v. 22) in-

stead of omnes, Ital. tutti ; and mane [ii. ) in tie-sense c.f " to-momw,

J

Ital. dojiuini.
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ing to'^ni. It was recroited with & body of military colonists by
I'liirk Antoay, and after the disastrous earthquake of 31 B.C. re-

ceived another accession from Augustus and took the title Colonia

Julia Felix. Destroyed hy Vitiges the Goth, it was restored and
strengthened by Belisarius, and afterwards along with Ancona, Fano,
Sinigaglia, and Rimini formed the Pentapolis Maritima. . In the

coarse of the 13th century Pesaro was sometimes under the govern-
ment of the popes, sometimes under that of the emperors ; but
the Malatesta family, which first took root in the city about 1285,
pradually became the real masters of the place. In 1445 they sold

their rights to Francesco Sforza ; and in 1512, through the influence

of Julius II., the Sforza were supplanted by his nephew Francesco
Maria, duke of Urbino. Leo X. took the city away from Francesco
and gave it to Lorenzo de' Medici ; but on Lorenzo's death Fran-
cesco was restored and Pesaro became the ordinary residence of the
dukes of Urbino till the death of Francesco Maria 11. in 1631,
when it reverted to the States of the Church. It has formed part
of the present kingdom of Italy since I860. Terenzio Mamiani
della Kovere, poet and statesman, was born at Pesaro in 1800.

PESHAWAR.i or Peshawtjr, a district in ths lieu-

tenant-governorship of the Punjab, with an area of 2504
square miles, situated in the extreme north-western comer
of British India, between 33" 50' and 34' 30' N. lat. and
71° 30' and 72' 50' E. long. Except on the south-east,

where the Indus flows, it is encircled by mountains, and
is bounded on the N. by the Mohmand, Utman Khel, and
other hills, E. by the Indus, S. by the Khatak and Afridi

Hills, and "W. by the Khyber Mountains. I: forms an
important psrt of the frontier of the Punjab, being crossed
by the great route from India to Cabul. The only hills

of any consequence in the district are the Khatak Hills, a
continuation of the Afridi Hills, which are themselves a
spur of the great Sufed Koh range. The plain consists of

alluvial deposits of silt and gravel, and throughout the
whole valley ita surface is studded with water-worn shingle

or boulders. The district presents, especially in its western
and central portions, an appearance of great beauty ; it is

covered with luxuriant vegetation, which is relieved by
the meanderings of the numerous canals and set off b^ its

bare stony surroundings and the far distant snowy peaks.

Its rivers, all tributaries of the Indus, are the Cabul, Swat,
Bara, Budni, and Ludnai. The district is naturally fertile

and well watered, and the valley is entirely drained by the

Cabul river. The temperature ranges from a minimum of
17" in February to a maximum of 137" in July. The
average rainfall is about 14 inches.

According to the census of 18S1 the population was 592,674, of
whom 329,524 were males and 263,150 females. The people are
mostly Afghans and almost entirely of the Moslem religion, no
lees than 546,117 being Mohammedans, while Hindus numbered
only 39,321, Christians 4088, Sikhs 3103, and others 45. The
largest tribe in the dirtrict is that of the Pathans, of whom in

1881 there were 276,656. The Moslem portion of the population
is occupied chiefly in agriculture and the rearing of cattle, while
the Hindus are engaged in trade as bankers, merchants, and shop-
keepers. The prevailing languages are the Urdu and Pushtu,

Out of the total area of 2504 square miles 1414 are cultivated
and 470 are returned as cultivable. The chief products are wheat,
barley, maize, millet. Peshawar also produces some of the finest

rice in the world, known as '* Bara rice," named after the river by
which the ground yielding it is irrigated. Since the district came
into British possession its trade has increased considerably. The
principal foreign markets with which it deals are Cabul and Bok-
hara ; the imports from the former are chiefly silk, nuts and fruits,

skins, timber, dyes, and spices, and from the latter gold bullion
and gold thread, which go principally to Bombay. The exports
consist mainly of piece goods, tea, fancy wares, sugar, salt, and
spices. The chief manufactures are Peshawar scarves, celebrated
throughout India for their fine texture and tasteful colouring,
leather goods, cutlery, the preparation of snuff, and a great deal
of broadcloth. The gross rovenue of the district in 1832-83 was
X95,931, of which the land revenue contributed £68,201.

Peshawar in 1831 had five towns with a population exceeding
5000, namely Peshawar (see below); Nowshera, 12,963; Tangi,
90 37 ; Maira Parang. 8374 ; and Charsadda. 8363.

' rhe division of thU name comprises the three districts of Peshawar,
Knbat, and Hazara, with an area of 8381 square miles. In 1881 it

had a population of 1.181,289—males 649,509, females 531,780. By
*^igion 1,101,095 were Moslems, 68,992 Hindira, 6724 Sikhs, 4390
Jhrhtiana. and 88 othera.

Bistory.—The first authentic record of the tribes seated about
Peshawar is in the time of Mahraud. What little is heard of them
before then points to their being a bold and independent race.

Buddhism was introduced into the district in the reign of Asoka,
263 B.C., and one of his rock edicts still exists. From the time of

Sabuktagin, govem»r of Khorasan, in 978 a.d., who took possession

of the country up to the Indus, Peshawar became the scene of fierce

contests. Mahmud, his son, was the first Moslem conqueror of
liindustan, and succeeded in converting the Pathans to the Moham-
medan feith ; and this tribe remained true to him in all his subse-

quent engagements with the infidels. The last decisive battle of

Mahmud with the Hindus was fought on the plains of Chach in

Rawal Pindi, where he totally defeated Anang Pal, the last cham-
pion of the Hindu creed and nationality in the north. For a
century and m.ore after Mahmud's death (1028) Peshawar continued
to be a province of Ghazni ; and under his numerous successors it

acquired great importance, becoming the centre of their dominions,
which were extended to Lahore. Timnr's invasion of India at the
close of the 13th century did not disturb the district or the tribes

about it, but a century later the Khakhai Pathaus, a body of roam-
ing adventurers, invaded the district in three main clans— the
Yusafzai, Gigianis, and Muhammadzaf—and obtained permission
from the Dilazaks, who then held it, to settle on a portion of their

waste lands. Quarrelling with the Dilazaks, they routed them and
swept them into the neighbouring di_strict of Hazara. The Gigianis
then settled in the fertile strip of land about the confluence of the
Swat and the Cabul ; the Muhammadzai took Hashtnagar, and the

Yusafzai the remainder of the country north of the Cabul river.

For some time these tribes remained unmolested, but in 1519 Babar,
fifteen years after his capture of Cabul, allied himself with the in-

jured Dilazaks and subdued the Afghans of Peshawar. After his

death in 1530 the country was the scene of constant feuds, which
ended in the Dilazaks being complefcely ousted. The year 1550
marks the last immigration of Afghans into the district. In 158/
Akbar came to the throne. During the sext three reigns tha
valley rendered an unii\-illing allegiance to the central authority,

and in the reign of Aurangzeb the Pathans succeeded in freeing

themselves from Mogul supremacy. In 1738 Nadir Shah held pos-

session of the district, and under the succeeding Durani dynasty
it was often the residence of the Cabul court. On the death of

Timur Shah in 1793 the throne was left to be contended for by his

sons, whose adventurous enterprises and varied fortunes form a
romantic page in Oriental history. In 1818 the Sikhs advanced
into the valley and overran the whole district to the foot of the
hills; and the country continued to be ravaged by them until it at

last fell into their hands, when they ruled it with their usual
severity. In 1848 the district became an integral portion of British
India, and, except for its connexion with the mutiny in 1857, there
is little else of importance to notice.

PESHAWAR, chief town in the above district, situated

in 34° 2' N. lat. and 71° 37' E. long., is about 14 miles

east of the Khyber Pass, and distant from Lahore 276

miles and from Cabul 190 miles. Its population in 1881

was 79,982 (50,302 males, 29,660 females). It is built on

a plain 1068 feet above the sea, and is sturounded by a

mud wall 10 feet high. Among the chief buildings of the

town are the Ghor Khatri, originally a Buddhist monas-

tery, afterwards rebuilt as a Hindu temple, and now used

as a serai. Peshawar is commanded by a mud-fort to the

north-west, built on the ruins of Bala Hissar ; and it is

well watered, and said to be one of the best-drained cities

in the Punjab.

PESSI^IISM is a word of very modem coinage, employed
to denote a mode of looking at and estimating the world,

and especially human life, which is antithetical to t'le

estimate designated by the term (a much older one)
'* Optimism." Both terms have a general as well as a special

application. In their non-technical usage they denote a

composite and ill-defined attitude of mind which giveS

preponderating importance to the good or to the evil, to

the joys or to the sorrows, respectively, in the course of

experience. The optimist sees everything in couleur de rose
;

the pessimist always turns up the seamy side of things.

But in their special and technical employment, optimism

and pessimism denote specific theories elaborated by philo-

sophers,— thfj former to show that the world is the work
of an author of infinite goodness and wisdom, and is, all

things considered, conducive to the Iiappinessof its sentient

life ; the latter, that existence, when summed up, has an
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enormoas surplus of pain over pleasure, and that man in

particular, recognizing this fact, can find real good only

by abnegation and sell-sacrifice. As a speculative theory

optimism is chiefly associated with the Theodkee of Leib-

nitz (1710), while pessimism is the work of Schopenhauer

(Die Welt ah Wille und Vorstellung, 1st ed. 1819) and Von
Hartmann (PMlosopMe des Unbeuitstten, 1st ed. 1369). In

either case, however, the modem doctrines have their pre-

decessors. The Stoics and the Keoplatouisto ^cre earlier

labourers in the cause of optimism, in their attempt to

exhibit the adaptations in nature for the welfare of its

supreme product man. And in the metaphysical dogmas
of Brahmanism) as well as in the practical philosophy of

the Buddhists, the creed of the modern pessimist, that the

world is vanity and Ufe only sorrow, is found preluded

with startling sameness of tone.

Kataru Though later as a philosophical creed in the European
»nd in- world, pessimism is far earlier than optimism as a mood of
itmctive

fggiing in mankind at large. The ordinary human being,

so long as he is engrossed with action and identified with

his immediate present, is neither optimist nor pessimist.

But in proportion as reflexion awakens—as the fulness of

life and vigour of will give place to the exhaustion of age

or to brooding thoughtfulness—there comes a sense of

doubt as to the value of the aims on which energy is spent

and as to' the issue of the struggle with nature. It is

failure that excites meditation : the obvious disproportion

between desire and attainment impresses the poet and
thinker, as they scan the page of human life, with the pre-

dominant darkness of the record. The complaint is heard

from every land and in every language that the days of

man are few and evil, that the best lot of aU is not to be

ISom at all, and next in order is the fate of those cut oil

by early death. Even the great king himself (says Socrates

in the Apology, xxxii.), far less any private man, as he
reviews the course of his past life, cannot point to any
better or happier time than a night of dreamless sleep

;

and Byron bids us

—

"Count o'er the joys tmne hours have seen.

Count o'er thy days from anguish free,

And know, whatever thou hast been,

'Tis something better not to be."

In a religious form this pessimism appears as a belief that

man is a creattire at the mercy of more potent agents, to

whom his wishes and fears are of slight importance. Called

into existence by instrumentalities over which he has no
control, he is involved in a lifelong conflict with forces,

natural and supernatural, which work out their inevitable

issues with utter indifference to his weal or woe. The
wheels of the universe are deaf to the cry of human hearts.

There is a hopeless sense of inequality in the struggle

between the petty self-centred will of man a^^ the capri-

cious and irresistible forces of nature.

This natural and instinctive pessimism is contempo-
raneous with the non-theistic religions of the world,—with
aU the forms of nature-worship, from the grossest and most
trivial polytheism to the abstrusest schemes of naturalistic

Methods pantheism. In such a state of belief man tries to obtain
f reliet relief from the burden of troubles in various ways. There

is first of all the vulgar method of adulation and sacrifice.

The powers of the unknown which lie ready to thwart the

plans of man, and which he conceives in the likeness of

beings with vaster forces but with passions and suscepti-

bilities like his own, may be bribed by gifts or placated by
flattery. Hence the common practices of superstitious

worship. A second^ means of escape from the burden of

life is given by what may be called Epicureanism. While
not denying the divine, it explains away the gods of popular
religion, and at the same time rejects the attempt to trans-

form the idea of necessary oonnesion from a principle for

the explanation of phenomena into a controlling agency at

the summit of the universe. Within the limits fixed by
his natural conditions it represents man as free to work
out his own welfare without interference from superior

powers. But it is forced .to admit that the happiness

which man can obtain is after all only negative,—all plea-

sure is but the withdrawal of pain, and the utmost range

of pleasure lies in varying the methods of such deliverance.

Epicureanism is pessimistic ; but it is an egoistic pessimism

which is content to aim at the maximula of painlessness

for the individual, and which ignores the metaphysics of

universal pain and of universal relief from that pain.

The third method of relief from the troubles of existence Buddli-

has a closer analogy with the pessimism of modern times. istio_

It is the Buddhism of the East. Buddhism, whatever be P«ssiii>-

the uncertainty attaching to its founder's personal story, is

to all intents a shoot which has been cut off from the main
tree of Brahmanism. Its theory rests on the metaphysics

of the Brahmanical schools ; its scheme of life is one out

of the many phases of Hindu asceticism. Buddhism left

the parent stock of Hindu religion at a time when the

metaphysicians had carried up the polytheism of their

covmtry into a unified pantheism, when the philosophy

of the Upanishads had worked up the comparatively rude

theology of the Vedio hymns into a compact doctrine.

The fundamental dogma presented by this system is the

contrast between the true self or permanent reality of the

world and the changes and plurality of the phenomenal
scene in which men live or seem to live. On the one hand
is Brahma, or Atman : from one side, the universe, the

All, and everything,—from another, the true self, the Ego,

the absolute, whose name is the No, No, because no words

can describe him, the very reality of reality. On the other

hand is the world of growth and decay, of sorrow and
death,— the world, as it was subsequently called, of illu-

sion, MiyA, where the semblance of firm reality is deceit-

fully assumed by the phantoms of creation. And as in the

universe, so is the contrast in the human soij. There is

the unredeemed soul, which desire and action (the will in

posse and in esse) hold fast in the bonds of changeable

existence, in the mutations of metempsychosis; there is

also the redeemed soul, which by ascetic virtues, by renun-

ciation of domestic ties, by the continued practice of self-

denial and mortification, has found its way from the worid

of illusory semblances to its trus and abiding self.

It is on some such conceptiop of the world, in which
over against Brahma in his eternal quiet there stands man
suffering and yearning for relief, that Buddhism ultimately

reposes. But, while the speculative theories of the I'l-ah-

mans put in the foreground the angus'; mystery of the

All-one, Buddha starts from the other side of the picture,

from the actual experience of life. The four truths of

Buddhism, which are the foundation of its religious creed

and the recurring burden of its teachings, leave the meta-

physical basis out of sight. All life is sorrow, says the first

:

birth, age, disease, death, is sorrow ; and the cause of this

sorrow, adds the second truth, is the -.hirst which leads

from birth to birth,—the thirst for pleas.tirjs, for existence,

for power. The third is, that sorrow c£,n only be removed
by the complete annihilation of desirj ; and the fourth

prescribes the means of word and act forming the eight

parts of the way which frees from sorrow. The practical

need is everything; the theoretical basis, the Brahma,

which the orthodox schools presentee, as the sole reality,

is so completely lost sight of that the modern critics are

at variance with each other as to how far the goal of

Buddhist endeavour can be described as anything positive.

That all life is pain is the one perpetual refrain of Buddh-

ism. The search for pleasure is vain and ends in increased

misery. But the true Buddhist does not allow the per-
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cilktiOD.

ception of this fact to cause, still less to perpetuate, a feel-

ing of melancholy. It only urges him to have compassion

on his suffering brothers, and to lock forward joyously to

the goal of release which he has set before himself.

For further details reference may be made to the article

on Buddhism. It is enough to say here that the chief

point of Buddhist theory is to see in all apparent being

only a process of becoming : events happen, nothing is

;

the only permanence can be but the law of their occurrence.

The cosmic philosophy of Buddha is like that of HeracUtus.
" All things flow ; nothing abides " ; only this flux of

everytiiiog serves to emphasize the fact that the happiness

of man is thereby rendered vairu The end which Buddha
seeks is the redemption of man from this toilsome world

of birth and death. It is not absorption in the unity of

Brahma, not felicity in a higher and better world. It is,

to cast off the conditions which trammel existence, the

consciousness which leads to desire and action, the body
and aU its appurtenances ; it is, to attain death in life, to

have so mortified flesh and spirit that the individual can

no longer be in the ordinary sense .said to exist. He has

attamod, when so perfected, what is called NirvAna, " the

land of peace where transitorineas finds rest."

Icc;;gions Before discussing the development of this pessimistic
rtccn- ethics in modern days, it remains to notice a fourth issue

from the evil that is in the world. This view of life and
of the universe is specially connected with Hebrew mono-
theism and its later developments in Mohammedan as well

as Christian doctrine under the potent stimulus of Greek
philosophy. It is in the belief of a moral God—a good and
wise creator and governor of the universe—that the opti-

mistic problem and theory finds its chief origin. ^Vhen
the idea of God has been purged of its naturalism and
identified with the ideal or wisdom, goodness, and justice,

there soon arises for thinking minds the necessity of a
" th^odicte,"—a justification of providence. Can the evil

and misery found upon earth, the disproportion between
merit and recompense, be explained on the hypothesis of

a wise and beneficent ruler in heaven 1 One of the most
familiar and typical instances of such a feeling is given by
the book of Job. In the later times of Israel, when the

vigour of creative faith was undermined by a critical spirit,

born of bitter fates and foreign influences, voices were

heard, like those of the writer of Ecclesiastes, giving utter-

ance to pessimistic doubt. The story of Job is another

end more edifjing presentation of the same theme. How,
it is asked, can the misfortunes of the just man be har-

monized with the idea of a righteous Godl Is suffering

the penalty of sin, and must virtue be always paid its

wages in pleasure!

'i'he difficulty, it is evident, arises with the perception of

the antagonism between the natural and the moral, and
implies a desire to bridge over the gulf between them.

With the gradually deepening conviction that the central

principle of the universe is a moral principle, the need is

felt lor explaining the immorality (so to speak) of the

naturaJ laws, for reconciling the unconditiosal imperative

of the word of duty with the indifference to right and
wrong displayed in the facts of life. Sometimes we are

referred for answer to another world, which shall compen-
sate for the mistakes of the present. At other times it is

suggested that physical evil has the function of a moral
discipline, that suffering teaches nobility, that misfortunes

are blessings in disguise.

_
The optimism oT Leibnitz is of a different cast, and goes

timismr more boldly to face the real difficulty of the situation. It

argues against the common estimate of mora! and physical

evil, and seeks to reduce thjsm both to little more than
privations of good,—to mere absence of good, to a defect

mthei than a blemish, to what is called metaphysical evil.

Leib-

The world, it is admitted, is far from perfect, but it is as

good as it could be made if all the good which it contains

was to be realized, like everything else, it is not free

from, the defects of its qualities. It is, we may be sure,

the best of possible worlds. But this is far from saying

that it is a good world. Ignorant as we are of the limits

of what is possible, it is not for us to say that the quality

of the best, under the given cu'cuiastances, is at all distin-

guishable from what is really very bad. The defence of

theism which Leibnitz thus imdertook against the sceptical

suggestions of Bayle is only the common argument that

the work must be judged as a whole, that it is imfair to

pronounce judgment on an isolated event 'or tning apart

from the question how it is affected by its interdepend-

ence. But, unfortunately, in the case before us, in the

problem of the universe, we do not know the whole, and

can only grope our way tentatively from point to point,

feebly endeavouring to forecast the plan of the total

structure.

But Leibnitz goes farther than this assertion of inter-

connexion or adaptation. It is the ultimate assumption

of his argument that the forces of the universe are in the

hands of a perfectly wise inteUigence, that, as in man
there is a rational power of initiation and guidance, so in

the world ae a macrocosm there is a primal reason which

g«vems its movements and co-ordinates them to a desirable

end. The actual phases of existence only carry out in

palpable shape and successive or simultaneous manifesta-

tions an ideal or rational plan, which is their original and
sufficient reason. The world at large is' somewhat of a

machine, or a congeries of machines, which run down
according to their own internal and innate conditions of

existence ; but these machines are wound up by one

supreme machinist, who has predetermined the aim and
object of their combined movements. ThuS the doctrine

of the pre-8stablished harmony, while on the one hand it

is an apotheosis of logic by the emphasis it lays on the

necessary causal interdependence of the several partial

movements, is on the other hand, by its principle of suffi-

cient reason—the principe du meilttur or de coHitnance—
a doctrine of teleology, whereby an ideal principle of de-

sign interpolates the contingent and subordinates necessitj'

to freedom. The world is not a mere group of causes and
effects governed by the logic of contradiction and identity

;

over and above the necessitarian logic is a mind which

looks behind and before, and combines all events, not reck-

lessly or necessarily, but in the bends of reciprocal subser-

vience to the greatest good of which they admit.

In this argument Leibnitz is opeu to the criticism of

Kant, that he has passed from a legitimate conception

presiding over the synthesis of phenomena to the illegiti-

mate idea of a self-subsistent and personal principle, which,

far from being a mere ideal of complete synthesis, itself

creates and predetermines that synthesis. ' To the logical

scientist the phenomena are merely connected by a formal

unity ; to the theist like Leibnitz this unity is identified

with a cosmical mind, an intelligent power which regulates

the evolution of things and subordinates them all to the

fulfilment of its original plan. Leibnitz thus manipulates

two ideas, the logical and the rehgious, as nf they were
interchangeable, though in resdity they lie in different

planes. The reason which at one time is treated as an
abstract principle of self-consistency is at another tiaie

clothed in the concrete mental life associated with it

under its human aspects. Mere reason, says Aristotle, can

initiate no change ; it neither chooses nor commands, but
simply asserts. But human reason is always in the long-

run wrapped up with some aim, is always (in. the technical

sense) practical, and only for moments of abstraction ever

merely theoretical. Thus the reason in the universe was
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spoken of as God, and conceived anthropomorphically after

the pattern of human personality.

Goglish The optimism of Leibnitz found its well-sounding but

riews. someTi-hat misleading phrase that all is for the best in this

best of possible worlds bitterly satirized in Voltaire's

Candies, and painfully commented upon by the earthquake

of Lisbon. But the real object of the Frenchman's wit

\vas the baser optimism of the age which sheltered its

vulgar features under the mask of the Leibnitian Theodicee.

An easy-going generation had settled down in the pleas-

ing faith that their bams were filled with good things for

many years, and that they might eat, drink, and be i&erry.

The creed found in England a prophet of solemn pomp in

Pope, whose Essay on Man has fixed in pregnant lines

the main half-truths of the Leibnitian theory, which the

poet had probably learned from Bolingbroke. The same

optimism appears in Shaftesbury ('"Tis good which is

predominant "), and shows its presence in Paley. Some
opposition to the current eudaemonism is found in the

well-weighed and all but sceptical judgments pronounced

by Butler, as well as in the cynical pessimism that tried

to raise its voice in MandevUle. But the great instance

against the comfortable view of life is the striking passage

which Hume in his Dialogws concerning Natural Religion

has put in the mouth of Demea, beginning " The whole

earth, believe me, PhUo, is cursed and polluted. A per-

petual war is kindled amongst all living creatures," (fee.

German In Germany, under the head of Natural Theology, the
-Vatnral ordinary optimism flourished amain. The whole range of
Theology, creation was ransacked to show how well man had been

provided for by God. The poetry of Brockes (the translator

of Pope) is full of the theme,—the laudation of the many
gilts we owe to Providence, of the multifarious uses to

which each animal and plant can be put. It is an anthro-

j.ioccntric optimism which thus makes man's welfare the

main end of the creation, and which, above all, finds that

walfare in what we eat and drink and wherewithal we are

clothed. The good which Leibnitz had spoken of was

understood as material prosperity, comfort, happiness.

God's goodness was measured by the amount of worldly

v.ellbeing which He bestows upon us.

Attitude The great Kant, as late as 1759, when he printed a
of KaDt. short sketch On Optimism, was still inclined to keep terms

with this base caricature of a great theory, and spoke with

full agreement of that theory itself. But here as elsewhere

Hume's influence was potent upon him, and in a paper

published in 1791 (On the Failure of all Philosophical

Attempts in Theodicy) he had altered his tone. Our intelli-

gence, he argues, is absolutely powerless to discover the

proportion in which the world, at least as known to us in

e-vperience, stands to the supreme wisdom. And to the

grounds adduced to prove that the pleasures of life far

exceed its pains his reply is ; take a man of sound mind,

who has lived long enough and thought enough on the

value of life to be able to form a judgment on the subject,

and ask him whether he would like to play out the game
of life once more (not on the same terms, but) on any terms

he pleaaes, be it only in this terrestrial world of ours, and
not in fairy land. In one direction indeed Kant may be

called optimist (or at least meliorist),— in his belief in the

ample possibUitiee of moral and political improvement,
and in his enthusiastic hopes for the cessation of some
chief causes of human misery.

But io one way Kant had laid the axe to the chief root

of optimism. That root lb the utilitarian or eudaemonistic

theory of conduct,— the theory which seeks to explain

morality away into a sort of magnified selfishness, and
regards the authority of moral rules as due to their origin

in counsels of panidence. The moral law, said Kant, is

the one dear utterance of the Absolute. And the lesson

thus taught bore fruit. At first indeed idealism with its

optimistic interpretations returned. The double-faced

dictum of Hegel, that the real is the xatioual and the Hegefa

raUonal the real, was often understood to justify the prin-'^*^' "p

ciple that, whatever is, is right. The net of Hegelian *'°"^™'

thought seemed to grasp everything ; everything fell as

it were naturally into its place, and seemed to be justified

by the symmetry of its position in the logical evolution.

For in idealism we find the true home of optimism. The
world as experienced in sense and feeling is full of discords

and defects, and the more we abstract each part of the

whole into its "beggarly elements," the greater seems the

weakness and the triviality. But, when we rise in thought

to the contemplation of the unity and order, these real

discords pale before the spectacle of ideal harmony. The
formal symmetry carries the day. The corpse may be

hideous and yet the theory of the ahatomist has its beauty.

The sorrows of the hero do not make impossible the plea-

sure of the spectator in the drama. Just as the hardships

long ago endured are sweet to remembrance, so the indi-

vidual suflferings are lost in the conception of the universal

ends they .vjbserved. The real pain is compatible w-ith a
formal pleasure ; reason can find commendable and good

what Ls torment to flesh and blood.

But, while the life-work of Hegel had been to show that

at bottom the principle of being and the principle of thought

were the same, that nature and history were the incarna-

tions of reason, the succeeding philosophy of Schopenhauer

reverted to the distinction of Kant, which it emphasized,

between thought and existence. Schopenhauer dwthroced Schopen>

reason and claimed to have discovered the real root of that ^*"^'"\

being which we know as an idea. This root of existence ^).^^^
is what he called WilL The source of the reality wliich

i^-ajjiv'

we cognize—the secret essence which is objectified in the

forms of the universe as it presents itself to our concep-

tions—is Will. By this WUl he meant a blind but irre-

sistible eflTort to exist, a craving of inexpugnable strength

towards life and objective being, an unconscious lusting

after the pleasure of manifesting itself as something acting

here and now. It is something less than Wil], as we know
will, and yet something more than force. Under every

known kind of actions and phenomena in space-and-time

—

phenomena, known by their reciprocal relations—there is an
unknown but f«lt something, an endless, aimless, limitless

struggle to be upraised into the light of existence. This
ultimate basis of will-force we must assume as the fact

presupposed by all specific causal explanations. But in its

generic basis the Will has no definite aim ; it is the wUl
to be everything in general and nothing in particular,

—

the will to be, to do, to act. End or purpose supervenes

only with the rise of consciousness. Intelligence comes
forward at first as a mere organ in the service of the Will

;

it is only a means for the preservation of the individual

and the species. It is observable first in the animal, where
the purely instinctive stimuli fail to procure sufiicient

material for subsistence, where the food has to be selected,

and the motions of the animal are accordingly dependent

on motives, i.e., on conceptions of objects to be attained.

It is this need which occasions the development of the

brain ; with the brain intelligence rises upon" the scene

;

and thus the world now comes to see itself, not in its

reality, but in its phenomenal objectification, as the realm

of causes and effects in the element of space and time.

This conscious, knowledge, which at first consists merely

in momentary and individual perceptions, attains higher

powers, as abstract and general reason, by the aid of speech.

Now intelligence, which originally came with the forma-

tion of brain-tissue as a mere tool of the Will in the more
complex forms of its objectification, may rise at length,

according to Schopenhauer, to be the liberatior of the
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liuman race from the restless tyrant which works in them
now, as it erewhile brought them to the birth. For, firstly,

knowledge in its own character emancipates ; it lets its

possessor know that he suffers and why he suffers. Such

is the first prerogative of reason. But, secondly, in the

occasional intervals when the storm of Will is laid to rest,

the mind, instead of striving in the interests of practical

intelligence to detect the causal relations of things, can

•'oncentrate itself exclusively on a single isolated object.

A transformation is thus accomplished.whereby the object,

ceasing to be a mere particulatr, becomes the type-idea, the

WiU and eternal form, the generic and adequate embodiment of

Art Will in a special grade ; while, on the other hand, the in-

dividual who has become absorbed in such contemplation

is no longer a mere individual, but has become the " will-

less, painless, timeless subject of knowledge." It is this

power of rising above the prosaic requirements which

science gratifies, of seeing the permanent and one reality

in the dependent and disunited phenomena of the particu-

lars, which what we caU Art imitates by production. The
artist produces the eternal types which the blind Will only

realizes in many imperfect and particular adumbrations

;

he conquers nature by n.xing in a single image the traits

avhich* constitute the true and permanent meaning con-

fusedly presented by her in many exemplars. For the

imind which can see that idea in the natural forms, or

which beholds it in the works of art, for him who contem-

plates without reference to the Will, " the wheel of Ixion

stands still ; freed from the prison-house of blind desire,

he enjoys the sabbath of esthetic beatitude."

iJchor^n- But the relief obtained in art is only for blessed
haners moments. Perennial consolation can be found only in the

ethical life, and in an ethics of asceticism and self-sacrifice.

True life begins only when we have learnt that happiness

is impossible by means of gratifying the cravings of desire.

Each satisfaction of the will is only a starting-point for

fresh effort ; the achievement of the desired object sug-

gests a new want. " Alles Leben ist Leiden." , At every

point desires are thwarted ; even when they gain their end

the satisfaction is merely negative. The weary Titan of

humanity knows no repose ; his feeble pleasures are drops

in a sea of pain. Thus the central principle of pessimism

asserts that in the order of nature, i.e., so long as the will

to live remains unbroken, happiness in the true sense is

impossible. Life as life necessarily involves misery. No
'doubt the man of the world may turn round and declare

that notwithstanding this he means to gather the rose

jvrithout the thorn. Undismayed by the analysis of the

jconsequencas involved in will, he affirms the will to life.

'Adopting the principles of the Cyrenaic hedonists, he closes

ihis eyes to far-reaching eventualities and lives in the

'moment ; he turns life in every portion into art ; he revels

in the inspiring sense of action without care for past obli-

gations and future an.xieties. It is otherwise with the man
who has surveyed all the issues of things, who looks at

the net result of life as a whole and in all individuals.

For him it is a duty to deny and abjure this will to life.

He must, in other words, renoimce the works of egoism

and of injustice. • He must see through the illusion of the

principittm, individuationis, must recognize that his very

self, his will, is identical in essence with every creatijre,

even -with the suffering. 'When he has done this, and is

in love and sympathy with all around him, " the veil of

Maya " has for him become transparent. In every way he

proceeds (over and above cultivating in active love com-
passion for others) to deny the exercise of the will to life

in his individual case, in his own body. He will, above

all, according to Schopenhauer, perpetually keep the vow
of chastity ; he will by fasting and penance so mortify his

body that the will to life shall be utterly broken in him.

"And," adds Schopenliauer (§ 67), "I think I may assume
that along with the highest manifeetation of will the feebler

counterpart of it in the animal kingdom would also dis-

appear." Man, by ascetic mortification of tlie will, and by
sanctity of beneficence, becomes the redeemer even of the

rest of the animated creation.

The contrast betwfeen nature and grace, between the

physical and the moral, the life of the flesh and the life of

the spirit, stands out in these outlines as the central doctrine

of pessimism. It is in essentials- the same doctrine which
was preached by Buddha, which is put into the mouth of

Socrates in the Plisdo (philosophy is a rehearsal of death :

fieKcTTjixa Oai'drov) ; it is the doctrine which stands indelible

in the early archives of Christianity, and was proclaimed

as the better and more excellent way by myriads of the

noblest Christian teachers for more than ten centuries of

the church. The pessimistic ethics of Schopenhauer casts

aside the feeble compromises by which it is alternately

asserted that morality makes for happiness and happiness

is morality ; it rejects the postulates by which Kant tried

to lighten for human nature the burden of imperative

duty; it goes behind the. social sanctions which see in

good conduct acts subservient to the good of a human
community. In pessimistic ethics—and the pessimism of

Schopenhauer has essentially an ethical aim—we have the

wreck left on the wastes of time by Hegelianism. Hegel-

ianism had taught, or seemed to teach, that God was in

the beginning by Himself as a Logos, or self-evolving idea,

which uttered itself in the unconscious forms of nature, till

in the conscious spirit of man He gradually realized Him-
self in moral and intellectual life, in art and religion.

Schopenhauer stripped this cycle of its first period. There
was no idea, no logical machinery, at the basis of things

;

nature began out of a blind impulse ; and it was only in

man's intelligence that the vague longing of the heaving

world knew itself to be. But that intelligence has for its

supreme aim—not, as in Hegel, to enter into and carry on

the great process which is the absolute, but—to deny its

creator and annihilate the principle of being. The world

of Will, in its process of objectification, has thus given

birth to a child which in the fulness of time will destroy

the womb that bore it.

It will be apparent that in Schopenhauer's system we
can distinguish two parts,— the first, the doctrine of the

positivity of pain, and that life is always and only pain :

the second, the ethical condemnation of the principle of

such a world, and the method for correctmg the evil which
it had introduced. In the latter lies his chief and charac-

teristic achievement,—in what we may call his metaphysic

of ethics. Man by morality (ascetical morality) is to be
the redeemer of the world. In this conviction Schopen-

hauer shows himself the descendant of the metaphysical

systems of the past, which find in man the key to the

mystery of the universe. . It is a strange and a weary way
of redemption which he delineates ; the cross is heavier

than humanity seems able to bear. Yet the suggestion

to deliver ourselves shows that the old belief in human
spontaneity, in the primacy of the moral principle, in the

possibility of noble deeds and of a victory over egoism,

was still vigorous in his mind. Another pessimism

neglects this ethical element altogether. To this ignoble

pessimism man is in truth only an animal like the rest,

and the distinction on which he prides himself—his moral

natvu-e—is but a confused and illusory product of simpler

animal experiences. He has knowledge of wider range, it is

true ; but knowledge is powerless to change his nature; His

acts in every case are necessarily determined ; his fancied

freedom is found on examination to be so whit more spon-

taneous than the fall of the unsupporfsd stone. The
necessitarianism of evolutioil did away with the- indepfend-
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ent existence of morality, and reduced it to conventional

stereot)-ping of natural sjnnbols, with forgetfulness and
misinterpretation of their meaning and applications.

To an age so minded the consolations of pessimism

sounded faint and unreal. They had lost the old ttov otw,

—the optimistic creed that man was the undisputed head

of creation. They saw themselves no longer a select race,

favourites of God, but as engaged in the struggle for life

with thousands of other species. The role of saviour of

the world was not for them. And so, turning a deaf ear

to the high words of Schopenhauer, they sought easier con-

solations in the common and casual pursuits and pleasures

in the world ; they determined to make the best of this

vale of tears,—^even in Pandemonium there might be

shady spots and cool retreats. A few spirits who had
drunk more deeply at the wells of suffering, and who were
alike without the mental energy of Schopenhauer and the

comfortable inconstancy of the mass of men, could not rise

beyond the ever-present sens& of the emptiness and in-

felicity of life. There are many such types in literature

;

but perhaps no more perfect expression has been given to

the strange abysmal melancholy of a withered life than by
the Italian poet-scholar Leopardi. At one time dallying

lovingly with the idea of death, ?,t another finding only

deception and illusion in love, liberty, progress, and all

human ideals, and almost always with irony, bitterness,

and hopelessness living in the sense of an inexorable

destiny, a malign nature, which calmly motions man to

destruction, Leopardi presents pessimism in its naked
terrors. For him there are no consolations, either base or

noble. Man is at the mercy of a pitiless nature ; he must
fendure a thousand deaths daily. This mood of Leopardi's,

however he himself protested against the suggestion, was
unquestionably to a main extent due to the tremendous
disproportion in which his mental and aesthetic nature
stood to the circumstances of his life, and not a little to

the general political condition of his country.

When the first edition of Schopenhauer's great work
appeared in 1319 it did not attract much immediate
attention. Pessimism was in the air : the Romantic
school in Germany, and especially Heine and Lenau,
Byron in England, and Chateaubriand in France,—nnt to

mention many other names,—all in their several ways gave
expression to the " Weltschmerz." Yet it was not till

18-ii that a second and much enlarged edition of the work
ippeared, followed by a third in 1859. By this time the
doctrines of Schopenhauer had found many enthusiastic
followers, and a flood of literary works poured from the press

in criticism or support of them. With the year 1866 the
title " Pessimism " began to show itself in books which
discuss his views. And in 1869 appeared the Plahsophy
of the Unconscious, by E. von Hartmann. The popularity of

this work was enormous. In the ten years which elapsed
between its publication and that of Hartmann's next
systematic work {The Phenomenology of the Jforal Con-
sciousness) it had run tiirough eight editions. The lesser

works of Hartmann, his articles in reviews, the pamphlets
by friends and opponen-s during the last fifteen years, are
truly named legion. The question "Is life worth living?"
has become a question of the day, to which the problems
of socialism, liberalism, and religion contribute their quota.
The novels of Turgenieff and Sacher-Masoch are full of the
ideas of Schopenhauer's pessimism.

Hartmann's first work was WTitten when its author was
twenty-five. It bears traces of the paradox and exaggera-
tion which sometimes go with youthful talent, and occa-
sionally pays the tribute of imitation to the naturalistic
pruriency and sensationalism of the contemporary novel.
The style is cumbersome and pretentious. And yet its

iiopularity proves that its nuthor has the faculty of directing

18—25

with no unskilful or incompetent hand the vague and in-

coherent tendencies of the cultivated masses. The world
which has lost hold of, and perhaps broken \Wth, the faith

of its fathers is on the look-out for a " Weltanschauung "

;

it wants to know the metaphysical inferences to be gathered
from the recent advances of scientific theory. Not merely
had Darwinism, as may be seen from the character of

Hackel's Xatural History of Creation, caught the public

ear more widely in Germany than in England, but the

deductions from its principles had been carried to far

greater lengths. Amid the decay of distinctively Chris-

tian beliefs, and even of theism, the doctrine of pessimism
attrsR^ed a sort of religious fervour. The prevalent sensa

of dissatisfaction and baffled endeavour was met by a
theory that the principle of the universe was radically per-

verse, and could not be amended. And, if it be urged

that it is difficult to believe in the genuineness of a pes-

simism when its professors take their ease and mirthfully

jeer the stranger who expected to find people not clad

in soft raiment nor dwelling in kings' houses, it may be
replied that pessimism is not the only temporizing creed.

The moral indignation [Entriisiungs-Pessimismiis') of a
Carlyle or a Juvenal, which pours its vials of scorn on the

selfish meanness of mankind, and the churchly exhibition

of the sores and frailties of human flesh and blood ia
which books like the De Contemptu Mundi of Innocent lU.
revel, alike overshoot their mark and leave the world un-
convinced of its nothingness.

It is out of place here to enter into any lengthened es- Voa

position of Hartmann's metaphysics. This world, accord- Hart-^

ing to him, is the work of an Unconscious, a being which '"""" ®

is at once will and intelligence,—a will urging to be and phjiica
to do somewhat and an intelligence which adapts means
to ends. But the -n-ill is only instinct, and the intelligence

is the unconscious reason which guides the somnambulist
or the clairvoyant. Thus there is wisdom in the frame of

the world, but the original resolution to exist was the work
of a blind wilL Reason did not prompt the initial act,

yet at every movement tovrards existence an unconscious
reason effectively correlates the elements into united action.

The various individuals seem indeed to be acting of them-
selves : they pursue aims of their own ; but they are only
puppets in the hand of nature, the unconscious intelligence

and will. Apparently, there are many agents, each in

some degree independent ; really, there is only one source
of action, the union of will and idea in instinctive adapta-
tion and unwitting design.

With man at length consciousness awakes, and the pos-
sibility is laid for a new relation between the two elements
in the universal principle. Knowledge, however, is not
an end in itself ; it is not enough to know the process of
the world. The consciousness which is generated at length
by the unconscious reason out of the workings of will has
its function marked out for it beforehand by its uncon-
scious author. Its final purpose is to revoke the effects

of that irrational step by which the unconscious will in its

eagerness to exist dragged the idea with it in its service.

The hour of vengeance may come some day. The intelli-

gence which has becom.e conscious in man may at length

induce his R-ill to take the backward step, to retire into
non-existence even as it ercwhile rose into existence. Ia
that day when the force of will has been mainly accumu-
lated in the province where intelligence prevails, it is prob-

able that a successful act of suppression of the will to
life on the part of human reason would entail the uttei-

prostration and annihilation of the will to life throughout
the universe. By the act of its intelligent portion, in

which the major part both of the cosmical will and intelli-

gence has been gradually accumulated, the world, as 9
whole, will commit suicide.

xvni. — S7
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But HartBiann is not mereiy a metaphysirian ; he pro-

poses to supply inductive proof for his propositions. The
question of the preponderance of pleasure or pain in the

world is to be worked out by observation of facts and

summation of figures. So far differing from Schopenhauer,

ho admits the positivity of pleasure, but maintains

oevertheless that pleasure and pain are representable by

quantities of the same denomination, pi efaced respectively

ty the plus or minus sign. When tte accounts of debt

and credit are drawn out, it appears that the balance is

enormously on the side of pain. To him who has once

perceived the surplus of pain it is ^n obvious duty to

extinguish the source whence sprahg tke unmitigated evil.

Yet mankind in the past has shrunk from the acceptance

of this conclusion, and sought refuj.e in three successive

illusions: (1) the naive illusion of '.he natural mind that

happiness is to be found in this f resent world
; (2) the

illusion that happiness, though a failure here, will be

realized in the world beyond the { rave
; (3) the illusion

-which puts its hopes on the amelioration of humanity in

the future history of the world. ( 'ne after another these

illusions are shown to be vanity. A little taste of pleasure,

amid the insipidity and bitterness c f life, is snatched by a

select few from the consolations of art and science. But

at last, as wisdom grows and the hopeless monotony of

.grief is more acutely felt by the ' ace, humanity will rise

up boldly to the last great act of despairing suicide, and

.O'educe the unconscious to its primeval nullity.

. If we pass from this grandiose drama of the birth and

destruction of the universe to consider the etliical doctrine

which Hartmanp supposes himself to base upon his meta-

.
physical theory, we find ourselves on safer ground. For,

apart from the method by which he reaches it, his moral

princi;)le is not very dift'erent from the general view on

such subjects. The basis of morality in his theory is the

'relation of the individual consciousness to the Absolute

in which consists its true being. It is in this ultimate

identity of the individual with the All-one—not merely

in the preservation of his phenomenal welfare, or of the

welfare of the society he belongs to, or the furtherance

of some one ideal good—that the obligation to be moral

is to be sought. On the other hand, there is nowhere in

the universe a surplus of pleasure ; and therefore the

moral agent cannot either here or elsewhere look for happi-

iiess in a positive sense as the reward of his virtue. Ego-

ism of every range—from the more materialistic to the

more religious pleasures'— is incompatible with genuine

virtue. The aim of morality is the redemption of the

whole world from the evil into which its initial act has

plunged it. And in this act of redemption—the result

of which will net be joy, but rest, the quietude of the

universe—pian by his intelligence and will is the main
worker, the fellow-worker of the Absolute ; it is by him
that God works out the redemption of himself and of the

tiniverse. " Real existence," so closes the Phenomenology of

the Moral Consciousness, " is the incarnation of the God-

head ; the world-process is the story of the Passion of the

God who has become flesh, and at the same time the way
to the redemption of Him who is crucified in the flesh ; but

morality is the co-operation towards shortening this way
of suffering and redemption."

It would be vain to criticize in detail these speculations,

out of which a few principal points have been adduced,

and which, besides being in themselves vague, are pliable

in the hands of their author. But a few remarks may be

made on some main Ljsues involved in the dispute. It

may be admitted in the first place that the doctrine of the

origin of existejice In an a-logical principle is but an extra-

vagant way of stating that the intelligence when it awakes

to consciousness finds itself in presence of another world of

nature and custom ("ftich ^eems. irrational and autagonistic

—a world which is outside of us and seetna to mock our

puny individual efforts for its improvement. Secondly, it

nlay be admitted that there is no evidence for the thesis

that the world was intended to suit the convenience of

man, or of any species whatever. As a matter of fact, there

is abundance of misery in the world. But, quite apart

from the reducibility of the amount by the application

of intelligent means, it seems certain that no attempt to

draw up a balance-sheet of absolute cosmic misery or hap-

piness is ever likely to be successful. It is as irrational to

^jronoimce this to be the worst of all possible worlds as the

best. The superlatives employed in the terms " optimism "

and " pessimism " betray a passionate estimate of things.

Life, one has said, would be tolerable but for its, pleasures.

Even those who, like Leopardi, have declared ,themselves

in love with death, show, by still electing to live, that life

has something not measurable by pleasures, yet chosen

even amid mental tortures and extreme ill-health. As
Aristotle said long ago, w« are not unbiassed judges in re

Pleasure v. Pain. Thirdly, if it •were worth while, it might
be urged that the main terms of the pessin;ysts are ex-

tremely vague. The " Will " and the " Unconscious " can-

not be tied down to a definite meaning without losing their

power ; the contrast between the positivity and negativity

of pleasure and pain shows an ignorance of logic ; and,

above all, the habit of transferring the terms of religion

to express what are supposed to be analogous ideas in

pessimistic metaphysics is misleading.

The pessimistic theories of modern times are in part a

commendable protest against the common compromises

which slur over the antithesis between the moral and the

natural. They shotv tolerably conclusively that the world

is not a felicific institution, and that he who makes happi-

ness the aim of his life is on the wrong tack. But, when
they proceed to dogmatize that existence has a root of

bitterness and life is a burden of pain, they fall into the

common error of exaggerating a statement relatively true

into an absolute principle. You cannot tell if life is worth
living, so long as life is held to be the sum or difference

of pains and pleasures. If pains and pleasures v/ere only

and always such, the argument might be admitted ; if they

were permanent real entities, not liable to be transforme<l

into each other, not constantly associated in the .same act, it

might be possible to treat them as ultimate and irreversible

standards for our estimate of life and the guidance of our

conduct. If pleasure and pain are unequally and unfairly

distributed, it is j)robable that this is a fault which human
agency can cure to an unspeakable degree, quite without

the desperate remedy of self-torture or cosmic suicide. If

pessimism can teach the world that the highest reward of

virtue is self-respect, and that there is no pleasure available

anywhere to bribe us to be good, it has done well. It has

also done well if it points out the barriers to happiness in

this world, so long as these barriers prevent true life and

can be removed by wise methods. But in the meanwhile,

till the burden of existence has.become universally unbear-

able, it may be well to remember that we shall be as

likely to benefit the Absolute by doing our work well as

by macerating ourselves, and that the sum of existence is

a big thing, of which it were rash to predicate either that

it is altogether and supremely good or altogether and

supremely bad.

The works on pessimisBi have b^en numerous lately. Most oi

them, however, deal with it mainly in connexion with the two
German philosophers, ami of these several treat exclusively of the

special metaphysical and psychological theories. For Buddhism,
see Buddhism, vol. \y\ p. 4,24 s^. , and also Oldenberg's Biuidlia

(1881), since translated into English. An account* of Schopcu-
liauer was given by R. Adarason in Mind for 1876, and in Alias

Zuamiin's Life of Schopenluiucr (\%';^) ; the Erst acco'aut of Hart-
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maun to )&igUsh raadere was given ia an articlo by E. Wallace

in the fTestminsUr Hevicc (1876). In 1877 there was published a

full discussion of the subject by J. Sully, Pessimism : a Uistiyry atid

a Criiicism. There are chapters on the question in many recent

works ; among the latest Tulloch, Modem Theories in Philosophy

and lieligion (1834). In France we have Ribot, Schopenhauer

(1874) ; Caro, Lf Pcssimisme au XIX' Siicle (1878), who gives an
account of Leopardi, Schopenhauer, Hartmann. In Italian may
be mentioned Barzelotti, It pessimismo dillo Schopenhauer (1878).

The books published in Germany are countless, e.^., Diihring, Z>er

iVerth des Lebens (1865) ; Bahnseh, Zur Philosophic der Geschichte

(1872) and Pcssimisten-Brexicr (1879); Hartmann, Philosophische

Abhandlungen (1872); Meyer, ireltdcnd «. JVeltschmerz (1872);
Tanbert, Dcr Pcssimismus und seine Gegner (1873) ; Volkelt, Das
Unbetctissk u. der Pcssimismi^s (1873) ; E. Pileiderer, Der Modems
Pessimistnus (1875); Gass, Optimismus w. Pcssimisntus (1876);
Hnber, Der Pessimistnus (1876) ; Rehmke, Die Philosophic: d^s IVelt-

achmerzes (1876) ; Soramer, Der Pessimismits und die SUtejilehre

(1SS3) ; FlUmacher, Der Pessimismits in Tergangenheii u. Oegenwart,

gesth. u. kritisch. (1SS4). There is a list of books on the subject up
to 1880 in Laban's Schopenhauer Litteratur. . For Leopard), see

voL liv. p. 464 sq. Schopenhauer's JVelt als JVille und Vorstellung

is in course of translation by H.^ldane and Kemp (vol. L, 1SS3)
;

and Hartmann'si'AiVosqpAwtfw Unbexcussten has been translated" by
\V. Coupland, 3 vols. (1883). (W. W.)

PESSINUS, or Pesinus (Hcotth'ovs, nccrivovs), au

ancient city of Galatia in Asia Minor, situated on the

southern slope of Mount Dindymus. It stood on the left

bank of the river Sangarius, about 150 stadia (17 miles)

from its source, and 16 miles south of Germa on the road

from Ancyra to Amorium. It was the capital of the

Tolistobogii and the chief commercial city of the district.

It was famous for its worship of the mother of the gods

(CJybele), who here went by the name of Agdistis. Her
priests were anciently princes as well, but in the time

of Strabo (1st century B.C.) their privileges were much
diminished. The kings of Pergamum built a new temple

adorned with porticos of white marble. The image

of the goddess, a stone (or piece of wood) said to rave

fallen from heaven, was taken to Rome in 204 B.C., in

compliance with an oracle in the Sibylline books to the

effect that the foreign foe could be driven from Italy if

the Idsean Mother (Cybele) were brought from Pessinus

to Rome. But the goddess continued to be worshipped

in her old home as well as at Rome ; her priests, the (ialU,

went out to meet Manlius on his march in 189 B.C., and
at a later age the temple was visited by .Julian the Apostate.

In the division of the empire under Constantine, Pessinus

was made the capital of the province Galatia Salutaris.

It was also the seat of a metropolitan bishopric. After

the 6th centurj- the town disappears from history. The
ruins discovered by Texier occupy three hills near the

village of Bala-Hissar, 9 or 10 miles south-east of Sevri-

Hissar. They include a theatre in partial preservation

and numerous fragments of marble columns, friezes, <S;c.

The modern toivn of Sevri-Hissar is built at the height

c f about 3000 feet on the southern base of a steep granite

rock, half-way up which are the ruins of a castle.

PESTALOZZI, JoH.iNN Heixrich (1746-1827). See

Edpcatiox, vol. vii. p. 677.

PESTH, the chief town of Hungary and the second of

the Austrian-Hungarian monarchy, is situated on the left

bank of the Danube, 140 miles to the south-east of Vienna,
in 47° 29' 10" N. lat. and 19° 2' 56" E. long. Since 1873
it has formed one municipality with Buda {q.v.) on the

opposite bank, and the joint city, officially styled Buda-
pest (Ger. Pest-Ofen), is the capital of Hungary, the

second residence of the Austrian emperor, the seat of the

Hungarian ministry, diet, and supreme courts, and the

headquarters of the commander of the Honveds or Hun-
garian landwehr.

The imposing size of the Danube, here somewhat wider
than fhe Thames at Loridon, and the sharp contrast of the

two banks, place Budapest among the most fiisely-situated

or the larger towns of Europe. On the one side is a flat

sandy plain in which lies Pesth, modern of aspect, regularly

laid out, and presenting a long frontage of handsome white

buildings to the river. On the other the ancient town of

Buda straggles capriciously over a series of small and steep

hills, commanded by the fortress and the Blocksberg, and
backed by spurs of the vine-clad mountains beyond. The
Danube is crossed by three bridges ; the fine suspension

bridge constructed by the brothers Clark in 1842-49, at a

cost of £440,000 ; the iron Margarethenbriicke, a little

farther up, dating from 1872-76 ; and a long railway

bridge at the lower end of the town.

Budapest is divided into ten municipal districts, three

of which are on the right bank and belong to Buda. The
nucleus of the town on the left bank is formed by the

inner town or old Pesth on the Danube, in a semicircle

round which lie the districts of Leopoldstadt, Theresien-

stadl, Elisabethstadt, Josephstadt, and Franzstadt, while

1. New Building.
2. Academy.

"

3. Exchange.
4. Redoute.
5. C&rl's Barracks.
6. Parish Church.

Plan of Pestli

7. Town House.
8. National Museum.
9. National Theatre.

10. Custom House.
11. Opera House.
12. Leopold Church.

19. Arsenal.

Academy of Mnslc
Exhibition.
Ludoviceum.
S>*naKogue.
Post Office.

Palace.

to the east of these is the outer district of Steinbruch.

Perhaps the most attractive part of Pesth is the line of

broad quays on the Danube, which extend for a distance

of 2J miles, from the Margarethenbriicke to the custom-

house, and are lined with imposing white buildings. The

inner town, part of which is somewhat irregularly built,

is separated from the other quarters by a ring of spacious

boulevards on the site of the old wall, and the lines of

demarcation between the different districts also consist of

wide tree-shaded streets, mostly paved with asphalt. Most

of the larger public buildings are in the Leopoldstadt,

which shares in the fine frontage on the Danube, or in

the handsome new Radial Strasse, wluch traverses the

Theresienstadt, with a width of 100 to 150 feet. Pesth

covers more ground than most towns of a similar popula-

tion on account of the large number of one-storied houses,

which form 70 per cent, of its buildings (as compared

with 8 per cent, in Paris, 3 per cent, in Leipsic, i-c).

Though of ancient origin, Pesth has nothing to show in

the shape of venerable buildings ; and the modern edifices

may perhaps be described as more noticeable for the general

air of prosperity they diffuse than for marked individual

merit. The oldest ecclesiastical edifice is the parish church,

dating from 1500, while the university church and those

of the Leopoldstadt and the Franzstadt are the best of

the more modern stmctures. The sj'nagogue, however, is

finer in many respects than any of its Christian rivals. The

long range of substantial buildings fronting the Danube
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includes the new houses of parliament, the academy, the

exchange, the redoute, a large structure in a mixed

tlomanesque and Moorish style, erected for balls and other

social purposes, the Greek church, ,the parish church,

the old town-house, the extensive custom-house at the

lower end of the quays, and several fine hotels and

insurance offices. In the Radial Strasse are the new
opera-house, the academy of music, the exhibition build-

ing, and the national drawing-school. The largest building

in Pesth is the so-called New Building, in the Leopoldstadt,

erected by -Joseph II., and covering as much ground as an

ordinary London square. It is at present u»ed as artillery

barracks ; and the Carl's Barracks in the inner town, also

used for housing troops, are little inferior in size. Another

large military escablishment is the Ludoviceum, or officers'

college, at the south-east end of the town. The remaining

buildings remarkable for their size or interest are. the new
town-house, the post-office, the national museum, the

theatres (of which there are a,bout hiff a dozen), and the

palaces of several of the Hungarian magnates. To the

south-east of the town lie the new slaughter-houses, which

are admirably fiLted up, and, with the adjacent cattle-

market, cover nearly 30 acres of ground.

The artistic and scientific culture of Pesth, and indeed

of Hungary, finds its most conspicuous outward expression

in the academy of sciences and the national museum, two

large and handsome modern buildings. The academy,

founded for the encouragement of the study of the

Hungarian language and the various sciences, possesses a

Tibrary of 100,000 volumes, and harbours the national

picture gallery, a good collection of 700 to SOO works,

formed by Prince EszterhAzy, and purchased for £130,000.

The national museum contains extensive collections of

t.ntiquities, natural history, and ethnology, a gallery of

mediocre paintings, and a library of 150,000 printed

volumes and 12,000 documents. Pesth also possesses

numerous societies for the cultivation of science and art,

most of which, however, limit their usefulness by publish-

ing their proceedings in the Magyar tongue alone. The
university of Pesth, the only one in Hungary proper, was

established at Tyrnau in 1635, removed 'to Euda in 1777,

and transferred to Pesth in 1783. It is attended by up-

wards of 2000 students, and possesses the visual medical

and scientific collections, an admirable chemical labora-

tory, a boH^mic garden, and a library of 120,000 volumes.

Pc^th also contains a Protestant theological college and a

rabbinical institute. The second place among the educa-

lional establishments of the town is taken by the Poly-

technic Institute, with its three faculties of applied

chemistry, engineering and architecture, and mechanics

;

it is attended by about 1000 students. The other schools

comprise six gymnasia, six normal seminaries, and a large

number of special and elementary schools, in spite of

which 32 per cent, of the adult population were unable

to read or write in 1880. The charitable institutions of

ths city are on a liberal scale. Characteristic of Budapest

is the large number of its public baths, the most interest-

ing of which are at Buda.

In commerce and industry Budapest is by far the most

important town in Hungary, and in the former, if not also

in the latter, it is second to Vienna alone in the Austrian-

Hungarian monarchy. Ths chief articles of manufacture are

machinery, railway plant, carriages, gold and silver wares,

chemicals, cutlery, starch, tobacco, and the usual articles

produced in large towns for home consumption. The

great staple of trade is grain, of which about 4i million

bushels are brought into the town annually. One-fourth of

this amount merely passes through Peslh, while most of the.

remainder is ground into floui' and exported in this form.

Other important articles of commerce are wine, wool.

cattle, timber, hides, honey, wax, and " slivovitza,'' an in-

ferior spirit made from plums. The imports, so faj m thej

do not belong to the transit trade, consist chiefly of manu-
factured articles and colonial produce. The four annual

fairs, formerly attended by many thousand customeis, have
now lost much of their importance. The swine market of

Steinbruch is the largest in Hungary, about half a million

animals being annually disposed of. The trade of Pesth

is in great part carried on by the Danube, the navigation

of which has increased enormously since the intioductio

of steamboats in 1830; but the town is also conr.ectfid by
railway with all the chief places of Austria and Hui.gd,ry.

The largest and most popular of the public gardens and
prom.enades in Pesth itself is the Stadtw.T,ldchen on the

north-east side', with its pleasant lake and trees. A still

more delightful resort, hov/ever, is the M»rgaret Island,

a long narrow island in the Danube, laid out in the style

of an English park, with line trees, velvety turf, and a

group of villas and bath-houses.

Few European tornis have grown so rapidly as PestU during tlie

present century, and probably none has witnessed such a thorough
transform-Ttion in the last twenty years. In 1780 Pesth was still

a badly-buiit to%^Ti of the third rank, with only 13,500 inhabitants,

and it was not till 1799 that its population (29,000) surpassed that

of Buda (24,000). By ISIO, however, Buda had added but 14,000

souls to its population, while that of Pesth had more than doubled ;

and of the .joint population of 270,000 "in 1869 fully 200,000 fell

to the share of Pesth. In 18S0 the population of Budapest was
370.767 souls, including a g.irrison of 10,000 nicu, showing an
ii^'^/'ease since 1S69 of 32 per cent., and since ISOO of an average

of'fi per cent, per annum. Of this tot^t 198,746 were returned as

having Hungarian for their mother-tongue, 119,902 as Germans,
and 21,581 as Slovaks. Divided according to religious sects, w-e

find 242,931 Roman Catholics, 70,879 Jews, 42,254 Protestants,

and 3614 members of the Greek Church. Of these the Jews show
the greatest relative increase since 1869 (56 per cent.) and the

Roman Catholics the least. Of the gross increase of population ia

Hunga'-y between 1869 and ISSO no less than two-thirds are due tj

Budap _L alone, which in the same interval rose from the twenty-

third to the fifteenth place among the towns of Europe. About 25

per cent, of the population are supported by trade and industry, 20

per cent, are engaged in service, and 4 per cent, belong to the pro-

fessional and olhcial classes. Nearly 50 per cent., including women
and children, are returned as belonging to the non-working classes,

but less than 1 per cent, arc described as living on their capital or

property. In spite of the large proportion of one-storied houses, the

ratio of inhabitants to each dwelling-house is somewh.it high (33, as

compared with 8 in London, 35 in Paris, and 59 in Vienna).

As Paris is sometimes slid to be France, so may Pesth with almost

greater truth be said to be Hungary. Its composite population is a

faithful reflexion of the heterogeneous elements in the empire of the

Hapsburgs, and the trade and industry of Hungary are centralized

at Pesth in a way that can scarcely he affirmed of any other Euro-

pean capital. In virtue of its museum and academy it is also the

scientific centre of Hungary, and ninc-ifnths of all books in the

Magyar tongue are published here. The average rate per head of

imperial taxation is five or six times as great in Pesth as in the

rest of Hungary. The recent pati'iotic movement in favour of

Slagyarizing all institutions has found its strongest development

in Pesth, where the German names have all been removed from

the streets and buildings. It is found, too, that the children of

German parents born in Pesth e.asily become Magyarized, while a

survey of Hungary at large during the last si.xty years shows a

relative increase of barely 1 per cent in the Hungarian as opposed

to the German tongue. The inhabitants are good-naturea, hos-

pitable, and fond of luxury and display. The upper classes are

much addicted to sports of all kinds, and cultivate horse-i-acing,

fox-hunting, and rowing with energy and success. Almost the

only popular festival of importance is tliat of St Stephen on the

20th August, whe'i tbOQ^andsof p«opl© flock to inspect the relief

of that saint in the pal.ace-church of Buda.

History.—The origin of Pesth proper is tbscure, but the name,
apparently derived from the old Slavonic "pestj," a stove (like

Ofen, the German name of Buda), seems to point to an early Slavonic

settlement The Romans never gained a foothold on this side of

the river, though Aquincum, on the site of old Buda, is believed,'

from the extant remains, to have contained about 80,000 inhabit-

ants. ^Vhen it first appears in history Pesth was essentially a

German t-ettlemcnt, and a chronicler of the 13th century describes

it as "Villa T?ntonica ditissima." Christianity was introduced

early in the llth centurj'. In 1241 Pesth was destroyed by the

Tatars, after whoso departure in 1244 it was created a royal free
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city by Bela IV., and i^pcopled witli colcnists of Tarious national-

ities. Tlie suoceejinp period seems to have been one of consider-

able prosperity, though Pesth was coiiipletely eclipsed by the sister-

town of Buda with its fortress and palace. In 1526 Pesth was
taken and pillaged by the Turks, and from 1541 to 1686 Buda was
the scat of a Turkish pashx Pesth in the meantime entirely lost

its importance, and on the departure of the Turks was left little

more than a heajj of ruins. Its favourable situation and the renewal

of former privileges helped it to revive, and in 1723 it became the

seat of the highest Hungarian officials. Maria Theresa and Joseph
II. did much to increase its importance, but the rapid growth
which enabled it completely to outstrip Buda belongs entirely to

the 19tli century. A signal proof of its vitality was given in 1S3S

by the speed and case with which it recovered from a disastrous

iDQndation that destroyed 3000 houses. In 1S48 Posth became
the seat of the revolutionary,* diet, but in the foUowinjc year the

insur^nta had to letirc before the Austrians under Wiu'iischgratz.

A little later the Austrians had to retire in their turu, leaving a

garrison in the fortress of Buda, and, while the Hungarians en-

deavoured to captuie this position. General Hentzi retaliated by
. bombarding Pesth, doing great damage tq the town. The inhabit-

ants to the number of 80,000 took refuge in the Stadtwiildchen.

Between 1S67 and 1S73 Pesth is said to have doubled in size, and
during the last four or five years the building activity has been
little if at all inferior.

See Hauffler, " Budapest," HistorUeJie Skiisen^ I. Abth, C1S^4) ; Hevesi, Buda-
jKSt und seine rn^efcunjen (1S73); Sturm, KulturbiUer aui Budapfsi (Leipsic,

IS7«); Hek34;h, illttslrierltr Fuhrer durch Budapest (18S2); Korosi, Die Haup-
ttadt Biidapcft nn John 1S31 ; publications of the Statistical Bureau in Btida-
pest. (J. F. M.)

PETAU, Dents (1583-1652), better known in soma
departments of literature under the Latin form of his name
as DiosYsrrs PEiAVirs, a highly-distinguished Catholic

thetjogian and one of the most learned men of the 17th
century, was born on 21st August 1583 at Orleans, where
his father was a well-to-do merchant with some literary

culture. Petau received his early education at Orleans, but
finished his university course in Paris, where, after gradu-
ating in arts, he attended theological lectures at the Sor-

bonne. By Isaac Casaubon, who had perceived his abilities,

he was introduced to the MS. treasures of the Bibliotheque

Koyale; and, at the suggestion of that scholar, he began to

work for the edition of Synesius which he afterwards

published. In 1603, before he had completed his twentieth

year, he received a teaching appointment in the faculty of

philosophy at the university of Bourges ; here his leisure

hours were devoted to his editorial labours and to a system-
atic study of the ancient philosophers and mathematicians.
Having come under the influence of the learned Jesuit

Fronton le Due, he was induced to resign his post at

Bourges in order that he might join the Society of Jesus,

and in June 1605 he entered upon his novitiate at Nancy.
After an interval of four years, he taught rhetoric success-

ively at Eheims, La Fleche, and Paris, taking the four vows
of the order at the last-named place in 1618 ; from 1621 to

1644 he was professor of positive theology in the college

of the order. On account of gri'^ing infirmities and to

secure leisure for his great work, to be mentioned below,
he then retired from teaching duti^t, but retained the
librarianship in the College de Clermont until his death,
which took place on 11th December 1652.

Tbe list of Petau's literary labours bears witness to an extraor-
dinary and many-sided activity, and iudndes several works which
still enjoy the recognition of scholars. He edited SjTiesius (1611,
2d ed. 1631, 3d ed. 1633), Themistius (1613), JuUan (1630),
the Srcmariun of Nicephorus (1616), and Epiphanius (1622)

;

his AnimadvcTsioncs on the last-named have been reprinted by
Dindorf, as a still unexhausted mine of valuable material, in the
fifth vol. of his Epiphanii Opera (1859). Carrying on and improving
on the chronological labours of Scaliger, he published in two folio
volumes an Opits de doctriiia Umporum (1627 ; frequently reprinted),
followed in 1630 by Uranolofjion s. sysiema variorum aiUhomm
qui dc s-phsera ac sideribus corumqve motihus graxc commeTilafi suill
and Variarum dissertationuui ad Uranologion libri VIII. Of the
first-mentioned of these he made an abridgment, entitled Ration-
arium lemporum, which passed through numerous editions, was
translated into English and French, and in a recent reprint has
been brought down to tlio year 1S49. In theology proper Petau's
first appearance v.as polemical, and quite in the manner of that
time,— a pseudonj-moua criticism on the recently-published com-

mentary of Salmasius on Tertullian's\De PaUio {Aiitonii Kcrloelii
Arcmorici animadversionuni liber, 1622). The controversy was con-
tinued in a series of replies and rejoinders, and was renewed iu
connexion with other publications of his distinguished antagonist."
In particular, some references to the church doctrine as to the
authority of bishops made by Salmasius in his Vefmnore trapezitico
was the occasion of Petau's Disscrialionum ecchsiasticarum libri

diiOf in quibus de cpiscoporum dignitaic ct potcstats deque aliis

ccelcsiaslieis dogmatibus disvulalur (1641) and also of his De
e(clesiastica hierarchia libri V. (1641). Petau also had his share in
tho Jansenist controversy, and has the honour of being twice men-
tioned as a Jesuit authority in the Provinciates. His firet appear-
ance in the dispute was against Arnauld's De lafrequcntc communion,
which he met with a treatise, De la p&niUnce publique ct de la pri-
peiralion a. la cor,imun.ion (1643) ; his subsequent works, viewed in
the light of the struggle then at its height, explain themselves by
their titles (Dc lege ct gratia libri II. (1648), De Xridcniini concilii

iiilerpretatioiie ct S. Augustini doctrina (1649), De adjutorio sine

quo non el adjnlorio quo (1651). In his; great but unfinished work,
Dc thcologicis dogmatibus (5 vols, fol., 1644-50), he deals with the
doctrine of God, the Trinity, Creation, and the Incarnation ; his

design had been to complete it by an exhaustive treatment of the
sacraments and of the Christian graces and virtues. Its scope,
which was to free theology from the subtleties of scholasticism and
to rest the science on the simple and firm basis of Scripture, the
councils, and the fathers, is well enough explained by his own
avowal, "nova quffirant alii, nil nisi prisca peto." The work is a
treasury of well-digested learning, and justly eutitles its author to
the praise of iluratori, who speaks of him as " the restorer of dog-
matic theology." By some of his fellow-Jesuits he was supposed
to have been too ready to recognize the Jansenism of Augustine; and
in various quarters his declaration that many of the ante-Nicene
fathers were less orthodox than the decrees of the fiist council haa
been made a matter of reproach. But in these charges the impar-
tial critic will recognize only proof of his candour. Petau, it may
be added, was a rigid ascetic, and iu particular is said to have
indulged in the.discipline r/ .self-fiagelltition to a degi-ee that iniured
his health.

^'

PETER. Simon Peter was "an apostle of Jesus
Christ" (1 Peter i. 1). His two names are both found
in two forms : of the one the fuU form is Symeon (pSO'Lf'j

"Zviuiiv, which is' found in the speech of James, Acts xv.

14, and in most MSS. of 2 Peter i. 1), the shorter and more
usual form being Simon ; the other is found both in its

Greek form Peter (Her^os) and in the Grajcized form Cephas
(Kiji^as) of the Aramaic Kepha (N3'3). Siuion is the

name by which he is always addressed by Jesus Christ

;

Peter is that by which he is most commonly spoken of

in the Synoptic Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, and
subsequent ecclesiastical literature ; the combined name,
Simon Peter, is found cnce in St Matthew, once in St
Luke, and frequently in St John ; sometimes Peter is

expressly stated to be a surname (Matt. iv. 18, x. 2 ; Acta
X. 5, 18, 32, xi. 13); St Paul, in 1 Gor. and in Gal.

i. 18, ii. 11, 14 (according to the chief uncial MSS.,
except D), uses Cephas, but in Gal. ii. 7, 8, he uses
Peter.i The name of his father is also found in two
forms, John flwari'v^s, 'luavijs, in mo.st MSS. of John i. 42y
xxL 15, 16) and Jonas Clwi-as, Matt. xvi. 17, and cod.

A in John). In John i. 44 he is said to have been of
Bethsaida, which was possibly the place of his birth ; but
it appears from Mark i. 29 ( = Matt. riii. 14; Luke iv. 38)
that he and his brother Andrew had a house together at

Capernaum. With the same brother, and with James and
John as partners, he was engaged in what was probably
the thriving business of a fisherman on the Lake of Genne-
saret ; and from the fact that he went back to his business

after the resurrection it has been inferred that, at least

up to that time, he had never wholly left it. That he
was married is clear from the mention of his wife's mother

' Throughout the New Testament the Peshito-Syriac uses Cephas
where the Greek has Peter, and there is no reasonable doubt of the
identity of the two names ; but Clement of Alexandria, in a fragment
preserved by Eusebius, H. E., i. 12, 3, and the so-called " Two Ways "

(Harnack, Lehrt der z-xolf Aposlcl, p. 225, and Hilgenfeld, Koe. TtsL
extra Canonem reccftum, fasc. iv. p. HI) take them to refer to differ-

ent persons, probably from an unwillingness to believe that Gal. ii. 11
really referred to Peter
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(Mark i. 30 and parallels), and that his wife accompanied

him when he finalfy left his home to preach the gospel is

implied by St Paul (1 Cor. ix. 5) ; there is an early tradi-

tion, which is not inconsistent with probability, that she

also'^uffered martyrdom, and that Peter called out to her

as she was being led away, " O wife, remember the Lord !
" ^

The statement that he had children - is probably only an

inference from the fact of his having been married ; the

alleged name of his daughter, Petronilla, is as suspicious

as the story of his haying cured her of the palsy*; and

the majority of commentators take the expression " Mark,

my son," in 1 Peter v. 13, to refer only to spiritual

kinship.

Of the beginningof his discipleship there are two accounts

which have sometimes (by Baur, Keim, Holtzraann, and

others), though without sufficient reason, been supposed

to be inconsistent with each' other.

(1) According to St John, he was brought to Jesus by

his brother Andrew, who had been a follower of John the

Baptist, but who, after the Baptist's testimony, recognized

in Jesus the promised Messiah (John i. 40-42). The fact

that he was then not at Capernaum but in the Jordan

valley, where John was baptizing, seems to indicate that

he,- like his brother, had been attracted by John's preach-

ing. It is not stated that he at once became one of those

who followed Jesus, and there is consequently room for

the supposition that he returned home ; and the statement

that it was upon the occasion of this first meeting that he

received his distinctive surname, Cephas or Peter, is not

inconsistent with Mark iiL 16, Luke vi. 14, which men-

tion the fact rather than the occasion, or with Matthew
svi. 1 8, which gives to an existing name a new application.

(2) According to St Matthew and St Mark, it was at

the beginning of the Galilaean ministry, that Jesus called

Simon and Andrew to become " fishers of men " (Matt. iv.

18-20; Mark i. 16-18). The manner of the call seems

to imply a previous acquaintance, and is consequently not

out of harmony with that of St John. It is less easy to

determine whether the account in Luke v. 1-11 refers to

the same or to a different incident ; Schleiermacher,

Neand-er, Bleek, and others treat it as the fuller and more

accurate account ; Ewald, Weiss, Keim, and others regard

the miraculous draught of fishes as a reminiscence of a

later tradition, and probably identical with John xxi. 5-11.

From the time of his call Peter has a place in most of

the important events of the Gospel narrative. It was to

his house in Capernaum that Jesus went as if to a home
(Matt. viii. 14; Mark i. 14, 33; Luke iv. 38), and it is

consequently sometimes spoken of as simply " the house "

(Matt. ix. 28, xiii. 1, 36, xvii. 25). He formed, with his

two former partners, James and John, an apostolic trium-

virate, which was admitted when all others were excluded,

and to whom, wjth Andrew, was committed the great pro
phecy of the last days (Mark xiii. 3). The most important

incident which is recorded of hira between his call and the

crucifixion is that which happened at CiEsarea Philippi

(Matt. xvi. 13-23; Mark viii. 27-33; Luke ix. 18-22;

probably recorded in substance, though in a different form,

in John vi. 66-69). The incident links itself closely with

the history which had immediately preceded it. The ex-

pectation which the Galih'ean peasantry had begun to f6rm

of Jesus had been disappointed ; the miracles of healing

and feeding had not been followed by the assumption of

the national leadership ; many of the disciples had begun

to drift away, and those who were looking for the Messiah

saw in Hira only "one of the prophets." Those who

} Clem. Alex.. Strom., vii. 10, p. 869, quoted ty Eusebiua, H. £.,

iii. 30, 2.

' Clem. Alex., Strom., iii. 6, p. 535, quoted by Eusebius, ihid.

' St Augustine, c. Aditnant. Manich., c. 17, vol. viii. 139. ed. Ben.

remained were tested by a direct question ; whether the

form of the question was that of the Synoptists, " Whom
say ye that I am ? " or that of St John, " Will ye also go
away 1 " it was Peter who answered for the rest, in words
which have an equivalent meaning, whether they were in

the form " Thou art the Christ," or in the form " Lord, to

whom shall we go ! Thou hast the vfords of eternal life."

The further detail which St Matthew gives, xvi. 17-19,

has sometimes been thought to be a later addition, reflect-

ing a fact of subsequent ecclesiastical history ; but its

absence from St Mark does not seem to be an adequate

ground for rejecting it, and its substance is found in Justin

JIartyr {Tryph., c. 100). Round the words which St

Matthew records many controversies have raged ; nor does

it seem possible, with existing means of investigation, to

fix to the sentence " upon this rock I will build My church "

a meaning that will he beyond dispute. Whatever may
be its precise meaning, it seems at any rate to be in har->

mony with other passages of the Synoptic Gospels, which

indicate, not only that Peter was foremost among the

apostles by virtue of natural force of character, but that

he was also their ordinary leader and representative : the

most important passage is Matt. x. 2, where the expression

"the first," which is applied to him, cannot be restricted

to mere priority of enumeration in the list. It is possible

that his colleagues James and John, or their more ambi-

tious mother, endeavoured to dispute this position with

him (>Iatt. xx. 20, 21 ; Mark x. 35-37), and it has been

contended (Baur, Strauss, Holtzmann) that in the Fourth
Gospel John holds the place which the Synoptists assign

to Peter ; but even if this contention were admitted it

would merely afford one more argument to show that the

priority of rank was limited by natural affection as well

as by the law of equality among the Christian brotherhood

(Matt, xxiii. 8-11; Mark i.x. 33-35'; Luke xxii. 24-27).

But, although Peter was foremost in expressing the con-

fident belie: of the disciples that Jesus was the Messiah,

it seems clear that in his conception of the Messiah he did

not rise above the current ideas of his countrymen. " He
that should come " was to be a national deliverer. This

conception appears on two occasions especially—when Jesus

first told the disciples of His coming sufferings, " Peter

took Him and began to rebuke Him," and received the

answer, " Get thee behind Me, Satan," as though this atti-

tude of the disciples were a new temptation (Matt. xvi.

21-23; Mark viii. 31-33); and, when Jesus was actually

in the power of His enemies, and no " legions of angels "

.appeared either to rescue or to enthrone Him, Peter's

natural hopefulness gave way to complete despondency,

and he more than once "denied that he knew Him."
In the earliest account of the resurrection (that of St

Paul, 1 Cor. XV. 5) it is mentioned that Jesus appeared to

Peter before and separately from the twelve ; and the last

chapter of the Fourth Gospel gives him an especial pro-

miinence : it adds one more example of the impulsive energy

of his character (ver. 7); it portrays more viv.'Hly than any

other passage in the Gospels the depth of his attachment

to his Master (vers. 15-17) ; and it forecasts the manner of

his death (vers. 18, 19). His prominence in the early

community at Jerusalem is proved by the testimony of St

Paul ; for it was to visit "Cephas" that he made his firsti

journey to Jerusalem after his conversion, and fourteen'

years afterwards, though James and John as well as Cephas
" were reputed to be pillars," it was the latter who stood

out above the rest as the special preacher of " the gospel

of the uncircumcision " (Gal. i. 18, ii. 1-10). These facts

undoubtedly confirm the general picture of the relations

of Peter to the early church which is drawn in the Acts

of the Apostles ; at the same time no part of the New
Testament has been more strongly attacked by modern
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writers than the first twelve chapters of that book, in

which the " Acts of Peter " are contained. The attack has

been made (Baur, Schwegler, Overbeck, Zeller, and others)

partly on the speeches and partly on the narrative. (1)

It is alleged that the Petrine speeches form no exception

to the general uniformity of phraseolog)- and style which

characterizes the Acts, and that they ignore the marked
differences in the conception of Christianity between Peter

and Paul. It must be admitted that the coincidences are

such as to render it probable that the author of the Acts

dealt freely with his materials, but at the same time the

peculiarities are sufficiently numerous to support the view

that these speeches contain a true representation of the

primitiTe teaching.^ (2) The narrative passages which

have been most keenly contested are those which relate to

Simon of Samaria and to Cornelius. It is alleged that

the account of the former is the mere reflex of the later

legends in which the name of Simon Magiis was substituted

for that of St Paul as the representative of false Christ-

ianity, and it is said of the latter that it is a mere attempt

to claim for Peter the opening of the door to the Gentiles

which was the special honour of Paul, and that it carmot

be reconciled with the division of labour between the

apostle of the circumcision and the apostle of the vmcir-

cumcision which is spoken of in the Epistle to the Gala-

tians.' At the great crisis of early Christianity which is

known as the conference or council of Jerusalem Peter

advocated (according to the Acts), or accepted (according

to Paul), the policy of conciliatioik Afterwards he went
to Antioch, where Paul had preceded him, and there he
carried out his acceptance of Gentile Christianity to the

further point of eating at the common meftls at which
Gentiles were present. For this step the members of the

original community at Jerusalem were not prepared ; and,

when a depuiation from them came to Antioch, Peter

"drew back and separated himself" (Gal. ii. 12). There-

upon followed an argument and a remonstrance on the part

of Paul which has been fruitful of results to both ancient

and modem Christianity. Peter was "withstood to the

face" because of (1) inconsistency, (2) practical calumny
of Chrbt, (3) transgression of the law, (-t) making void

the gift of God (Gal. ii. 14-21). It is altogether too much
to assume that this remonstrance led to a permanent alien-

ation of the two apostles from one another ; it is more
probable that with a character such as Peter's, which had
more energy than steadiness of resolution, it may even
have been effectual. But it is upon the assumption of such
an alienation that the Jewish party in the ancient church
pictured Peter as the champion and hero of the faith, and
Paul as its vanquished opponent, and also that in modern
times the Tubingen school have endeavoured to reconstruct

not only early church history but also the New Testament.
This incident at Antioch is the last that is certainly

kaowu of Peter. The prophecy recorded in John xxi. IS,

19, is in harmony with early tradition in pointing to a

violent death. But of the time and place of that death
we know nothing with even approximate probability,

rhe only historical mention of him for more than a hundred
/ears afterwards is in Clement of Rome {Ep., i. 5, i), who
5ets before the Corinthians the example of "Peter, who
through zeal undertook not one or two but numerous
labours, and so having borne witness went to the place

Xhe qnestion of the relation of their language to the rest of the
Acts and to the Petrine epistles is discussed in detail wity various
results by several -writers, e.g., Mayerhoff and Weiss in tl ; works
mentioned below, and more fully Kiihler-in St^dun u. Kntiken iox

1873; p. 492 tq. .

•The details of the discussion will be found in most recent books
which deal with the Acts ; on the negative side the most convenient
booj! for English readers is the translation of Zf:\\<:t'ajContmU and
Origin of the AcU of the JpcslUs, lS/5.

that was due to him." It is sometimes supposed that an
indication of the place in which he " bore witness " or
" suffered martyrdom " is afforded by the phrase " among
us," i.e., among the Romans, in the next chapter ; but this,

though possible, is quite uncertain. Outside this state-

ment, which if it were more definite would be conclusive,

there is only the doubtful interpretation of " Babylon " in

1 Peter v. 13 as meaning "Rome," and the echo of a
vague tradition in the apocryphal Petri ei Pauli Pricdicalio?

The testimony of the " presbyter " who is quoted by Papias

in reference to Peter's connexion with Mark (Euseb., H. E.',

iii. 39, 15) says nothing of the place at which they were

together, and the coupling of the names of Peter and Paul

by Ignatius (Ad Roman., c. 4) would not, even if the early

date of Ignatius were established, afford a solid argument

that " in their death they were not divided." But from'

the beginning of the last quarter of the 2d century the

testimony to the presence and death of Peter at R»me is

almost ujaiform ; the tradition, whatever may have been its

foundation in fact, had firmly established itself. Diony-

sius of Corinth (Euseb., H. E., ii. 25, 8) says that Peter

and Paul founded the church at Corinth together and

then proceeded to Italy. Irenseus {Adv. Heeres., iii. 1) speaks

of Peter and Paul as having together founded the church

at Rome ; the Muratorian Fragment (not earlier than the

end of the 2d century) refers to the " passion of Peter ';

i.e., his martyrdom ; the presbyter Gains (Euseb., E. E.,

ii 25, 7, early in the 3d century) says that he saw the

TpoTraia (whatever that may mean) of the two apostles

Peter and Paul at Rome; in Tertullian {e.g., Scorp., c. 15 ;

De Pixscr., c. 24 and 36) the tradition is fairly established;

and no later Latin fathft expresses any doubt of it.

But, besides the fact that there is an interval of more
than a hundred years between what must have been, in the

ordinary course of nature even if not through violence, the

approximate time of Peter's death and the first certain

tradition of the place and manner of it, there are two other

important considerationswhich render the ordinary patristic

statements doubtful. (1) One stream of tradition, for

the existence of which it is difficult to account if the other

tradition had been uniform, represents Peter as having

worked at Antioch, in Asia Minor, in Babylonia, and in

the "country of the barbarians" on the northern shores

of the Black Sea. This is in harmony with the geo-

graphical details of the first of the two epistles which beat

his name. That epistle is addressed to the " elect who
are sojoiirners of the dispersion in Pontns, Galatia, Cappa-

docia, Asia, and Bithynia," and the " Babylon " from which

it is obviously written (v. 13) is best understood not as a

cryptographic expression for Rome, but, like the othei

geographical names of the epistles of the New Testament,

in a literal sense. All this, no doubt, is not inconsistent

with the supposition that Peter went to Rome towards

the end of his life, but it seems to exclude the theory

that he made a lengthened stay there and was the founder

of the Roman Chvu-ch. (2) The other consideration is that

the presence of Peter at Rome is almast inextricably bon^d
up with a story of whose legendary character there can be
little doubt, that of the Simon Magus of the Clementines.*'

Under the name of Simon Magus the conservative Jewish

Christians, who could never forgive the admission of the

Gentiles to be " fellow-heirs " with the " children of the

promise," seem to have represented Paul ^ ; and, throwing

' Hilgenfeld, Xov. Test, extra Can. ree., fasc. iv. p. 37..

' Uhlhom, DU Homilien u. JReccgnilitnm des CUmeiu Romanut,
Gdttingen, 1852, makes an unsuccessful attempt to show that the two
stories may be separated.

* For the detailed proofs of this reference may be made to Baur,

Church Bistory, E T., vol. i. p. 91 ; Zeller, The AcU of the Apostlet,

E. T. , voL i. p. 250 ; and Hilgenfeld, in his Zeitschri/l /. tcisienxh.

^-Jheologie, 1868, p. 367,
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back into the 1st century, and into the personal relations

between the two apostles, the violent controversies between

the catholic and the Jewish parties which came to a head

in the 2d century, they framed a romance of which Peter

was the hero, and in which, under the mask of Simon

Magus Paul played the part of the " false apostle. The

romance in its original form has perished ; its substance

is partly preser\ed and partly recast in the Clementine

Homilies and Recognitions, of which the former exist m
their original Greek, the latter in an incomplete Latin

translation. In course of time the original
_

identity of

Paul with Simon IMagus was forgotten, and in the later

forms of the legend (see the Acts of Peter and Paul

below) Peter and Paul are joined together in the combat

with the pretender. But in almost all later patristic

accounts of Patar Siinea jlagus has an important place

;

he is said to have gone to Kome in the time of Claudius,

and Peter 'is said to have at once followed him m 42

;a.d. ;
hence, as Peter lived until the Neronian persecution

'in 67 there was room for an episcopate of twenty-five

years This last tradition can hardly be reconciled with

the facts mentioned in the New Testament of his presence

at Jerusalem and at Antioch (Acts xv. ; Gal. ii.) ;
but

Lipsius has endeavoured to show, not only that single

points in the story must be given up, but tliat the whole

tradition of the presence of Peter at Home is a fiction

which grew out of the Judaso -Christian attack upon

Pa'"'-
, u , J

The probabilities of the case are evenly balanced ;
on

the one hand it is' difficult to account for the complete

silence as to Peter in the' Pauline epistles, and it is impos-

sible with th.ose epistles in sight to regard Peter as the

founder of the Roman community ; on the other hand, it

is difacult to suppose that so large a body of tradition

had no foun.lation in fact ; such a supposition, besides its

genera' improbability, would assume that the extreme

form of JudEO-Christianity which the Clementines reflect

had a much greater influence over the conceptions of the

2d century than the evidence warrants.'

J The question whether Peter was ever at Rome has been so much

idiscussed that the foUowiug list of the chief treatises and articles on

either side will be convenient for reference ; it is not exhaustive. The

'question was at first discussed as one between Protestants and CathoUcs

-The earliest treatise on the Protestant side is probably th.at of Ulnch

Vehlen (Velenus) iu his Dcmonstmiio amtra Roimuu papse primatus

figmentum, 1520, reprinted by M. Flacius Illyricus in \i,sJie/utatio

imedivie Bruni contra cniturias historiie ecclesiastic.T, p. 8& ;
it was

answered at the time by Bishop Fisher of Rochester lu hisCommh.o

mbmnmrum Ald'icM Vdeni, reprinted in his works, ed. Wurzburg,

5 597 p 1299 The most complete account of th», older .arguments on

the Lutheran side is that of Spanheim, Dissertalio dc ficia profectwne

Petri ApostoU in -orbcm Romam deque non una traditwmi^rigine,

3679, reprinted iu his works, Leyden ed., 1/03, vol. u. p. 331. In

fcodern times the question has been discussed chiefly on literary

Vrounds and without reference to its bearing on the Roman controversy.

h was first stated on the negative side by Baur in the TiXhmgen. ZcU-

'schrift fir Tluologie, 1831, p. 136, and in his PauUs, E. T vol. l.

p 228 His most important follower has been Lipsms, whose two

works, the Chronologic der rlimischen BiscM/e, Kiel, 1809, and D,c

Oiidlen der rlimischen Pctrus-Sagc, Kiel, 1872, are of great raU.e

apart from the results which they endeavour to establish ;
he also deals

Iwith the question more concisely in the Jahrbb. /. dcutsche ncol

1876 p 661. On the same side are Mayeiholf, llistonsch-knlisclie

lEinlcitungindieparinischen Schri/ten, Hamburg, 1835 ;
Gnndert, m

fthe Jahrhb. /. dcutsche Thcol. , 1869, p. 306 ;
Holtzman, s.v ' Petrus,^

in Schenkel's Bibcllcxicon ; Hausrath, .YTlichc ZeUgeschjchte, vol. in.

p 344 • Zcller, in the Deutsche Rundschau, 1875, p. 215 (rcpnutrf in

{.is Vortrage u. Abhandlungen, 2te Samml., 1377), and in the Z f.

,oissenscli.neol., 1876, p. 31. The truth of the early tradition has

teen maintained in opposition to these writers by Credner, t-^nlcdung m
das N. r., 1836, r. fi28 ; Olshausen, RUmerbr., 1840, p. 40 ;

Wieseler,

ClironologU dcs aposl. Zcit.ilcrs. 18 48, p. 552 ;
Ewald, (ycsch les 1 olLcs

Israel, vol. vi. p. 616 ;
Hilgenfeld, iu his Z /. uns^aisch. Theol., 1872

r 372 1376 p. 57 (in answer to the article of Zcller in the same

immber mentioned «bove), 1877 p. 466 (in answer to the artale of

Lipsius mentioned above); Dclitzsch, in Stud, und hrit.;\b,i, p,

ai3j Kenan VAntcchrist, p. 186. and appendix ;
Seycrlen, Enlstchmg

It would be inappropriate to enter in the present article into the

causes and consequences of the enormoos influence which the

belief that Peter founded and presided over the first Christiao

community at Rome has exercised upon Christianity. It was no

doubt natural, considering that influence, that curiosity should be

largely exercised as to the details of his life and death at Rome,

auS that legends of respectable antiquity should express themselves

in visible memorials. JloJern Rome contains niauy such memorials.

The chapel of S. Pietro iu Carcere preserves the, tradition that he

was imprisoned in the Tullianum, ami that a spring of water issued

from the ground that he might baptize his gaolers. The churches

of S. Prassedc aqd S. Pudonziana preserve the tradition that much

of the later part of his life at Rome was spent in the house of Pudens

on the Viminal Hill. The latest localization of a legend has built

a church outside the old Porta Capena to mark the spot where,

when he was fleeing from persecution, he met his Master going into

Rome. " Lord, whither goest Thou ? " (Domine, quo vadis ! ) was

his question. " I go to Rome to be crucified again " was his Mas-

ter's answer.' Besides these visible memorials of Petrine legends

there are four annual feasts. (1) On 29th June is celebrated the

Feast of St Peter and St Paul. The day is supposed to be that

of their martyrdom ; it is in reality that of the rebunal of their

supposed remains in 258, which is recorded in the Kalendarntm

Liberianum of 354 (printed by Mommsen in the Abhandlungen da-

konigl. sacks. GcscUschafI, phil.-hist. Classe, 1850, p. 362). Those

of Peter were then reburied "ad catacumbas," i.e., in the ceme-

tery of St Sebastian on the Appian Way ; they were afterwards

said to have been transferred to the basilica which Constantino

erected on the Vatican. (2) On 22d February is celebrated a feast

in commemoration of Peter as bishop of Antioch [Fcstmn Cathedr^

Petri Anliochcns:), which also is mentioned as early as the Kalcnd.

Libcrianum. (3) On 18th January has been celebrated since the

Sth century a feast in commemoration of his bishopric of Kome.

(4) On 1st Aucust has been celebrated since the 9th century a feast

in commemoration of his imprisonment (Fcstum S. Petri ad Vmculi:),

but whether of that by Herod which is mentioned in Acts xu., or

of that by Nero, is uncertain.

Besides the two canonical epistles (see Pr.TEn, Epistles of) the

following works have either been (erroneously) attributed to bim

or bear closely upon his history. ,„ „ io o n\
1 The Gospel according to iXer.—Eusebius (ff. E., vi. li, i-t>)

mentions that the public use of this Gospel, was at one time allowed,

but afterwards disallowed on the ground of its Docetism, by Sera-

pion, the successor of Theophilus in the bishopric of Antioch (191-

213). It is mentioned by Origen iHom. in Matt., x. 1". vol.

iii p. 462), by Jerome {Dc Vir. lllnstr.. c. 1), and by Theodoret

(Hmrd. Fab., ii. 2). Hilgenfeld (iVor. Test, extra canon, rec., fasc

iv p 39) thinks that it held a middle place between the Oospel

according to the Jlcbmes and the Gospd of the Ebionites. No certain

fragments of it remain.

2 The Preaching of Pder (fliTfov Kripvyii.a) ;
and

3 The Journeys of Peter {nirpov rrcploioi). —These two works arc

mentioned together in the EinsVe to James which is prefixed to the

Clementine Recognitions; the former appears to have been Judajo-

Christian the latter was an attack on Paul under the guise of Simon

Ma.'us. Bnth works undeilie the Clementine Recognitions and

Homilies ; the patristic references to them will be found in Hilgen-

feld, I.C., p. 52, and Einlcilung, pp. 42, 155, 580, 613.

4 Tlic Preaching of Pder and /".ntf.—This, in distinction from

the'prcredin", belongs to the period at which Pauline and Petnne

tendencies hSd become combined. The fragments of it and refer-

ences to it are collected by Hilgenfeld, ;.c., p. 56.

5 The Ads of Peter and Paul—The, history of this work is

obscure • in its present form (as printed by Tischcndorf, Ada Apos-

lolorum Apocrypha, pp. l-3!i) it is probably a late recasting of an

earlier work or works. Of such earlier work or works there are

traces which are collected by Hilgenfeld, I.e., p. 66 ;
m addition

to these it has been thought that the Mctrlgrium Pdrid Pavli of

Symeon Metaphrastcs contains part of the original ^ds of Pder;

but the section of the great work of Lipsius, Duapok. Aposfelgesch.

n Apostelleg., which will probably unravel the present literary

dilficulties of these Acts has not yet (1884) appeai-ed

6. The Apocalypse of Pc/cr.-This is mentioned as a deutero-

canonical book in the Muratorian Frajnient, by Clement of Alex-

andria (ap. Euseb., H. E., vi. 14, 1), and by Eusebius (// E., u. 25.

4> Methodius of Tyre placed it " among the inspired Scriptures

i'Sumpos., ii. 6), and Sozomen {H. E, vii. 19) says that in some

churches of Palestine it was publicly read once a year: A few short

nnd crste SchicUsale der Christengemeinde zu Rom, 18/ 4, p. 51 ;
Schmld,

/>f<ri«m ieom, Lucerne, 1879 (which is aconvenieutsummary of eariier

literature and arguments rather than an in'YP-='',^':"V°"'"''"„'°°
*°

the subject)- Langcn, Geschichte der rbouschen Kmhc, 1881, p. 4U

.

Sieffert, in Herzog-Plitt, R. E., s.v. "Petrus."
., ., ^ , . „.

' The story is first found in a sermon sometimes attnbilterf .0 tit

Ambrose and printed in some editions of his works, e.g., ed. *»ri»,

1603, vol. V. p. 100.
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fragmciiU of it are collected by Grabe, spkil., L 74, and by Hilgen-

!M, Lc, p. 71. (The work under the same title which was partly

translated by Jacobus de Vitriaco in the 13th century, and of

which some MSS. still remain, €,(j., an Arabic translation in the

Bodleian library— Miy'S. Arab. Christ., xlviii.— ia a much later

imposition.

)

7. Epistle cf Peter to James.—This is prefixed to the Clementine
Homiiia (ed, l^garde, p. 1) ; according to Photius {Biblioth., cod.

42, 113) there was a similar letter, which is now lost, prefixed to

the Beeo^iiions. Its character and literary value are the same as

those of the Clc^runtincs in general
8. The Teaching of Simon Cephas in Rome.—This treatise exists

5n Syriac, and was first published and translated by Cureton, Ancient

Syriae JDocummts, 1864, p. 35 (since by B. P. ]?ratten, in tho Anto-

Nicene Library, vol. xx. ). (E. HA-

)

PETER, Epistles of. 1 Peter.—Th^ first of the two

canonical epistles which bear the name of St Peter is

addressed " to the elect who are sojourners of the disper-

sion in Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia."

Most commentators in both ancient and modem times {e.ff.,

of the former, Athanasius, Jerome, Epiphanius ; of the

latter, Lange, Weiss, and Bcyschlag) have interpreted this

phrase to refer primarily to Jewish Christians. But this

interpretation create.? a difficulty. The countries named
were countries in which St Paul and his companions had
been especially active, and in which they had formed many
communities, chiefly from the Gentile population. If

therefore "the sojourners of the dispersion " be understood

to refer to Jews, it becomes necessary to suppose the

existence side by side in the same countries of two sets of

communities, Pauline and Petrine, and further to suppose

either (with Weiss) that the latter were already in exist-

ence when Paul preached, or (with the majority of writers)

that Peter followed Paul upon his own ground. Both
these suppositions are improbable, and it is preferable to

understand the phrase of the "children of God that are

scattered abroad " whether Jews or CJentiles. That some of

the latter were included in it seems clear from i. 2 1 , ii. 1 0,

which imply that before they were Christians they knew
not God, and from iii. 6, which implies that their wives

had only now become daughters of Abraham.
The epistle was evidently written at a time when the

Christians of Asia Minor were both calumniated (ii. 12,

iii. 16, iv. 4, 14) and persecuted (L 6, J, iiL 14-17, iv.

12-19). It exhorts those to whom it was addressed not

^n!y to bear their trials patiently, and even to rejoice

inasmuch as they were " partakers of the sufferings of

Christ " (iv. 13), but also to give no occasion to the hostile

world which surrounded them to reproach them as evil-

doers (iL 12, 15, iv. 14, 15), and it specializes this ex-

hortation to well-doing by addressing separately servants

(ii. 18-25), wives (iii. 1-6), and husbands (iii. 7). This
fact that Christianity had come to be persecuted, and also

the fact, which is manifested in its whole tone, that

Christians were in danger of retrograding, show that the
epistle cannot be placed in the earlier part of the apostolic

age. The time of the Neronian persecution is the earliest

that will satisfy the required conditions ; and some («.y.,

Schwegler, Banr, Hilgenfeld) have thought that even this

is too early for those conditions, and that it must be
referred to the time of Trajan. It may, however, be said

in reference to this latter view that the words of Tacitus in

regard to the Christians under Xero^ if they be not merely
a reflexion from his own time, exactly suit the circum-
stances to which this epistle refers ;

" quos per f.agitia

invisos vulgus Christianos appellabat " (Ann., xv. 44).

Like most documents of the apostolic age, it deals less

with doctrine than with practice. But, though the doctrine
is incidental, it is clear ; taken in connexion with the
Petrine speeches in the Acts of the Apostles, with which
it is on the whole in harmony, it probably gives a faithful

transcript of the original apostolic teaching. The Messiah

of wh^m the prophets had spoken had been revealed (L
10-12); He had come to suffer (L 1

1 ) for sins(ii. 24, iii. 18),
and by His sufferings He had rescued the elect from their

former evil life (L 18-20) and brought them to God (iii. 18),
and in His conduct under suffering left an example for
them to foUow (ii. 21-23). Belief in God who raised Him
from the dead on the one hand is a purification of the soul
and an obedience to the truth, and on the other it results

in love of the brethren (i. 22) ; it constitutes a bond of

brotherhood, like that which had existed between the
children of Abraham, and made the elect, what the Jews
had failed to be, "a royal priesthood, a holy nation " (ii. 9,

from Exod. xix. 6). But the fulfilment of the promise
is not for this world ; Christians are " strangers and tra-

vellers" (ii. 11) ; the end of all things is at hand (iv. 7),

and that is the revelation of the glory of the ilessiah

in which those who believe in Him will be partakers
(iv. 13, v. 1).

The picture of the Christian communities which the
epistle presents is of the simplest, and is in entire harmony
with the general facts of the apostolic and sub-apostolic

age. The organization was that of the Jewish synedria

;

the "elders" were as shepherds of the flock, exercising
over the younger members the control of a simple discipline.

The ministering to the wants of those who needed help
was the common and personal duty of aU who had where-
with to minister (iv. 10), and a special class of officers for

the purpose was not yet needed. It is evident that
" liberty of prophesying " prevailed ; the only injunction
on the point is, "if any man soeak, let him speak as the
oracles of God " (iv. 11).

The coincidences of thought and expression between some pass-
ages of this epistle and some passages in the epistle of James
and in both the disputed and undisputed epistles of St Paul have
given rise- to much discussion. The chief coincidences are the fol-

lowing:—(1) between 1 Peter and James, i. 6, 7, and i. 2, 3, L 12
and L 2."), i. 22 and iv. 8, ii- 1 and L 21, iv. 8 and v. 20, v. 5, 9,
and iv. 6, 7, v. 6 and iv. 10

; (2) between 1 Peter and Romans, L
14 and xii. 2, ii 5 and xii. 1, ii. 6-10 and ix. 32, ii. 13 and xiii. 1,
iiL 9 and xiL 17, iii. 22 and viiL 34, iv. 3, 7, and xiii. 11, 12, iv.

9 and xiiL 13, iv. 10 and xii. 6 ; (3) between 1 Peter and Ephs-
sians, i. 1 $q. and L 3 sq., L 14 and iL 3, iL 18 and vL 5, iii. 1
and V. 22, iiL 22 and L 20, v. 5 and v. 21. Of these coincidences
several explanatioBS have been given. Weiss {Die petrinische
Lehrbcgriffe, 1855, and Biblical Thcolomj of the New Testament,
E. T., vol. L p. 167) holds that this epistle preceded the other
epistles and gave rise to the expressions which they contain. The.
Tubingen school hold that the contrary is the case, and that it

represents either a late and weakened form of Paulinism (Baur,
Zeller, Pfleiderer), or an attempt to mediate between the Pauline
and Petrine parties by clothing the doctrines of the latter in tho
phraseology of the former (Schwegler). Others (notably Mayerhoff,
Einleitung in die petr. Schriftcn, 1835) consider that there is no copy-
ing on either the one side or the other, but that all the coincidences
of expression come from a common stock of apostolic teaching.
The epistle was used by PapL-is and is possibly referred to by

Polycarp, and it is expressly quoted by Iren»us and TertuUian
;

it is not mentioned in the Muratorian Fragment, but it is trans-
lated in the Peshito version, and is included by Eusebius among
the admitted books (homologoumena). Its genuineness was generally
admitted until the present century ; and some of its peculiarities
have been accounted for by the hj'pothesis of its havij.g hica
originally written Lo Aramaic, and translated, or possibly amplified,
by ilark or Silvanus- On the other hand there are some who hold
that the attacks upon it by Schwegler, Baur, Pfleiderer, Holtz-
mann, and others have been stronger than the defence of it.

2 Peter.—The second epistle is addressed to a nndcr
circle than the first, i.e., to Chri^ians in generah Its aim-

is mainly polemical ; it is directed partly against a tendency
towards Ubertinism, which was gron-ing up and which took
for one of its supports the Pauline doctrine of Christian

freedom (ii. 1, iii. 16), and partly against the reaction which
had set in against the earlier eschatology (iii. 3, 4). It

protests in powerful language against the separation of

Christianity from holy living, maintaining that Christ-

ianity without holy living b worse than no Christianity at

XVm. — 88
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all (c. ii.); and it reasserts the reality of the Second Coming,

resting it upon the reality of the supernatural evidence

of the First Coining (i. 16-18).

The correspondence between this epistle, especially c. ii.,

and that of Juda is too strong to be a mere coincidence. It

was at one time supposed to be the original which Jude

imitated (so Semler and Michaelis, and more recently

Luthardt and Hofmann), but the preponderance of opinion

in modern times is in favour of the opposite view (not

only by those who question the authenticity of this epistle

but by some aLso of those who maintain it, e.g., Weiss). A
leading argument in favour of the latter hypothesis is

that 2 Peter ii. 13-17 is an amplification (and some main-

tain also a misapplication) of Jude 11, 12, and that 2 Peter

ii. 11 requires Jude 9 for its explanation. An equally

well-marked correspondence has recently been pointed out

between this epistlo and Josephus, and the balance of prob-

ability is in favour of the priority of the latter'.^

The differences of style which distinguish the second

from the first epistle have been noted since the time of

Jerome {De Vir. Illustr^ c. 1, and EpUt. ad Hedih., c. 11).

They are sometimes explained on the ground of the epistles

Laving had different purposes, or having been written at

different times ; they are more commonly used as indica-

tions of a difference of authorship ; and, although the argu-

ment from differences of style in comparatively short

documents cannot be held to be decisive w-here the external

evidence in their favour is strong, such is not the case

with this epistle. The external evidence for it is singularly

weak ; there are no certain traces of it earlier than the 3d

century, when Origen (ap. Euseb,, U. E., vi. 25), who is the

first to mention it, also mentions that it was questioned.

It is not included in either the Miiratorian Fragment or

the Peshito-Syriac (though it is in the later Philoxenian).

Eusebius {H. E., iii. 3) ranks it among the disputed books

(antilegomenn), and Jerome, although he included it in his

translation (which fact probably accounts for its general

acceptance in the Western churches), mentions that many
rejected it. These doubts of early writers, which were

revived by Erasmus and Calvin, have been shared by a

large proportion of those who have AiTitten on the book

in modern times ; at the same time it cannot be said that

there is a consensus of opinion against it.

The best editions of both the epistles are those in the comment-
aries of De Wette and Meyer, as revised the former by Biiickner

and the latter by Huther (this has been translated, with the rest

of ^lever's Commcntanj, into English) ; there is a convenient short

Knglish commentary by Dean Plumptre in the Cambridge Bible

for Schools. For the doctrinal and other questions which arise

out of the two epistles reference may be made, in addition to the

works mentioned in the course of the article, to AVeiss, **Die

petrinisclie Frage," in Stud. u. Krit., 1865, p. 619; Grimm, "Das
Problem d. crsten Peti'Usbr.," ibid., 1S7*2, p. 657 ; Schmid, Kew Tes-

tament Theology, translated in Clark's Foreign Theological Library ;

Jlessner, Die Lchrc der ApotUl, 1856; Farrar, Early Da ijs of Christ-

ianity, vol. i. pp. 121, 174 ; and .Sieffert, s.v. "Petrus," in Herzog-
Plitt's Rcal-Encyklopadic, 2d ed. vol. xi. (E. HA.)

PETER OF Blois, otherwise known as Peteus Blesensis,

a writer of the 12th century, was born at Blois in France

about the year 1 120. He studied theologj- at Paris, where

one of his teachers was John of Salisbury, who exercised a

considerable influence over him ; he afterwards resided for

some time as a student of law at Bologna. He was then

appointed preceptor to William IL of Sicily, and in 1167
made keepfer of the privy seal (sigillifer)

;
political occur-

rences, however, compelled his return in the following year

to France, whence he was invited into England by Henry
II., who made him his private secretary. About 1176 he
withdrew from court and entered the household of Kichard,

archbishop of Canterbury, whose chancellor he became.

' Abbott, in the Ezpodtor, 1882, p. 49, and Farrar, The Early
Days of Chiistianiln- vol. i. D. 190.

"EJiis office he also held under Baldwin, Richard's successor,

by whom he was sent to Rome in 1187 to support his

cause in the controversy with the monks of Canterbury.
Peter died about 1200.

His writings, which cover all the fields of intellectual activity

then accessible, show him to have been one of the most widely
and deeply learned men of his age. They include a number o!

allegorizing sermons and edifying tracts, a hortatory address, De
Jeresolymitana pcrcgrinatione acceleranda, a discourse Contra per-
Jldiam Judmorum, and, most interesting '/or its bearing on the
political and ecclesiastical history of his time, a collection of 183
letters to Henry II., as well as to various popes, prelates, and
scholars, including his old master John of Salisbury. The best
edition of his works is that of Pierre de Goussaiiivi'Ile, Fails,

1667, fol.

PETER THE Heemit, the apostle of tne first crusade,

was born of good family, it is supposed, in the diocese of

Amiens about the year 1050. His early history is obscure,

but he appears to have seen some military service under
the counts of Boulogne before his ^vithdrawal from the

world as a hermit. His crusading zeal originated in a
pilgrimage he made to the Holy Sepulchre shortly before

1094, in which year he began to preach in the transalpine

countries the immediate deliverance of Jerusalem from
the infidel (see C'KUs.iDES, vol. vi. p. 623 sq.). After the

failure of the expedition headed by him in 1096, he
founded and became first prior of the abbey of Neuf-
moustier at Huy in the diocese of Liege, where he died ou
7th July 1115.

PETER I., Alexeievich, suruamed Thb Great (1672-

1725), czar of Russia, was born at Moscow on 11th June
1672. His mother, Katalia Isarishkina, was the second
wife of the czar Alexis. He was taught readir>g and
writing, and the limited range of subjects which then con-

stituted education in Russia, by the deacon Nikita Zot6ff.

He came to the throne in the year 1GS2, on the death of

his elder brother Feodore ; there was another brother,

Ivan, -who was six years his senior, but he was weak both
in body and mind. Feodore therefore had mshed Peter

to succeed him, but Sophia, his sister, a woman of strong

character and great ambition, was desirous that Ivan should

rule, so that she might be proclaijned regent and in reality

exercise the sovereignty. She therefore fomented a revolt

of the " streltzi," or native militia, and the result was a

compromise, whereby Ivan and Peter were to reign jointly.

On the death of Ivan in 1696 Peter became sole ruler,

and punished Sophia by incarcerating her for life in the

Devichi monastery, where she died in 1704.

With the aid of Lefort, a Swiss adventurer, and other

foreigners, Peter commenced his remarkable reforms, for

which see Russia. Here nothing more than a brief sum-
mary of the leading events of his life is given. In the

year 1696 he besieged and took Azoff, his great object

being to give Russia a seaboard. In 1697 he made his

first Continental tour, on which occasion he worked at the

dockyards of Zaandam and Deptford. On leaving Eng>

land he took with him many ingenious men who wished

to try their fortunes in a new country,—among them
Perry the engineer, who has left us an interesting account

of Russia at that time. From England Peter went to

Vienna, where he studied the tactics of the imperial army,

then enjoying a great reputation throughout Europe, and
was meditating a visit to Italy when he heard of a revolt

of the streltzi, fomented by the partisans of the old regime,

in consequence of which he hurried back to Moscow, and
on his arrival punished the rebels ^vith the greatest severity.

In the year 1700 he joined Poland and Denmark against

Sweden. Although defeated at Narva the same year, he

pursued his plans unremittingly, and in 1709 won the

battle of Poltava, after which Charles, tlie Swedish king,

became a fugitive in Turkey. In 1703 the foundations

of St Petersburg were laid. Peter had married in 1689
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Eudoxia Lopukhin, but had divorcee' l-.er in 1(590; she

bore hiin a son, Alexis. In 1711 ho took as his second

wife Martha Skavronska, whom he caused to be baptized in

the Greek Church under the name of Catherine. In this

year took place Peter's unsuccessful campaign in Turkey,

which ended with the loss of AzoS. The well-known story

of his being rescued by Catheriue when on the point of

being obliged to surrender to the enemy has been shown

to be of Tery doubtful authority. In 1713 Peter had made
himself master of a considerable strip of the Swedish coast.

In 1716 ho went on another European tour in the company
of his wife ; on this occasion he visited, among other places,

Amsterdam, Copenhagen, and Paris. During his absence

his son Alexis, who had been a constant source of trouble

to him, became more rebellious and estranged from his

father. He was openly leagued wnth the reactionary party

in Russia, who looked forward to his assistance in rev6r!<ing

the policy of Peter, as soon as he should succeed to the

throne. Peter on his return in 1718 forced his son to

renounce all claim to the sovereignty. Alexis was after-

wards tried for high treason and sentenced to death ; soon

it was given out that Tie had died suddenly. The fate of

this wretched young man has only been ascertained in

modern times ; it seems tolerably clear that be sank under

repeated inflictions of torture. His death is a dark stain

upon the character of Peter. On 10th September 1721
the peace of Nystad was concluded, by which Sweden
ceded Livonia, E'^thonia, Ingria, Carelia, Viborg, and the

adjacent Wands to Russia. In 172-1 Peter went to inspect

the works on Lake Ladoga, and further weakened his

constitution, which had long been in an unhealthy state

on account of the continual excitement and arduous labours

of his life. The czar died on 2Sth January 1725.

The character of Peter exhibits a strange congeries of

opposed qualities. According to some he " knouted " Russia

into civilization ; others see in him the true " father of his

country " and the founder of Russian greatness. In spite

cf his errors, no olie will deny that he was a man of great

genius; his was the " fiery soul that, working out its way,''

exhausted prematurely a vigorous physical organization.

Although frequently cruel, on many occasions he showed
humanity and tenderness, and even in his most violent fits

of temper was amenable to advice, as he evinced in enduring

the rebukes of Prince James Dolgoruki. All Russia seems

but the monument of this strange colossal man. He added

six provinces to her dominions, gave her an outlet upon
two seas, a regular army trained in European tactics in

lieu of the disorderly militia l>^e^ iously existing, a fleet,

and a naval academy, and, besides these, galleries ef j)aint-

ing and sculpture and libraries. The title of " Great

"

cannot justly bo refused to such a man.
PETER n., Alexeievich: (1715-1730), son of Alexia

and grandson of Peter tue Great, was born at St Peters-

burg in 1715, and ascended the throne in 1727. He was
under the guarrtianship of Menshikoff, to whose daughter
Mary he was betrothed. The faction of the MenshikofFs

was. overthrown, however, by the Dolgorukis, to a daughter

of whose house the czar was now to be married. All these

political plans were rudely broken by the death of Peter in

.lannary 1730. During his short reign this youth showed
reactionary tendencies, and it seemed as if the capital of

Russia was again to be transferred to iloscow. The young
czar was biuied in the cathedral of the ^Vrchangel in that

city.

PETER m., Feodorovioti (1728-1762), was son of

Anna, daughter of Peter the Great, who had married the

duke of Holstein. He was born at Iviel in 1728, his real

namen being Karl Peter Ulrich ; he went to Russia in

1743 on being named heir to the throne. In 1745 he

married Sophia Augusta, princess of Anhalt-Zerbst, who.

on entering the Greek Church, took the name of Catherine.

They lived very unhappily together. In January 1762 the

czarina Elizabeth died and Peter succeeded her. lie soon

became unpopular on account of his fondness for the

Prussians and the introduction of German regulations ir,

the army. His wife took advantage of his unpopularit)

and caused herself to J)0 crowned empress, July 1762,

Peter showed great want of energy, and only attempted

to stem the insurrection vrhen it was too late. He was
removed to Ropsha in the government of St Petersburg,

and, after having been forced to sign a renunciation of all

rights to the throne, was strangled by Orloff and others.

He was first buried in the Alexandro-Nevski monastery,

but his remains were removed in 1796 by Paul to the

Petropavlijvski church.

PETERBOROUGH, a city and municipal and pailia-

mentary borough, chiefly in Northamptonshire, but partly

in Huntingdonshire, is situated on the river Nene, 76 miles

north of London by the Great Northern Railway. The
town is also a station on the London and North-Western,

the Great Eastern, and the Midland systems. It is built

chiefly along the river on the north side, the streets being

straight and wide, and containing many good houses. The
first bridge over the Nene at Peterborough was erected in

1140, the present bridge in 1872. The cathedral of St

Peter is the third church that has occupied the site ; the

first, founded by Peada, king of the Mercians, in 656, was

entirely destroyed by the Danes in 870, and the second,

founded by King Edgar in 971, was accidentally burnt in

1116. The present building, founded in the following

year, was, inclusive of the west front, 120 jears in build-

ing, being consecrated on 4th October 1237. It is one of

the three Norman cathedrals in England, and, though

scarcely entitled to a place among cathedral.-' of the first

rank, possesses special features rendering it second almost

to none in point of architectural interest. It embraces in

all eight periods of construction, and in no other building

can the transition be better studied through the various

grades of Norman to Early English, while the later addition

is an admirable example of Perpendicular. The edifice

proceeded as u.-'ual from east to west, and, while an increase

in elegance and elaboration is observable in the later parts,

the character of the earlier buildings has been so carefully

kept in mind that no sense of incongruity is produced. A
series of uniform Decorated \vindows were added through-

out the church in the 14th century, and the effect has been

rather to enhance than detract fron; ths unity of design.

The choir, Early Norman, was founded on I2th March 1117
(or 7th March 1118) by John de Sez, aid dedicated in

ll40 or 1143 ; the ais'::3 of both transepts and the whole

of the south transept were built by Martin of Bee, 1140-55;

the remaining portions of the transepts and the central

tower, of three .'tories, were completed by WiUiam de

"Waterville, 1155-75; the nave. Late Norman, was com-

pleted by Abbot Benedict, 1177-93, who added a beautiful

painted roof of "wood : the western transepts, Transition

Norman, were the work of Abbot Andrew, 1193-1200; the

western front, with its magnificent triple arch, the unique

feature of the building, and one of the finest specimens

of Early English extant, must have been built between

1200 and 1250 ; but there exists no record of it-S construc-

tion. The lady chapel, builjt parallel with the choir by
WiUiam Parys, prior, was consecrated in 1290; the bell-

tower was erected by Abbot Richard between 1260 and

1274; the south-west spire, the pinnacles of the flanking

tower of the west portal, and the enlargement of the

windows of the nave and aisles were the work, of Henry
de Morcot in the beginning of the 14th century ; the new
building or eastern chapel in the Perpendicular stylo, be

gun in 1438, was not completed tiU 1528. In 1541 tb--
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sote of Peterlxiroagh, the government of Trhicli was vested in th»
lord paramount, the custos rotulorum, and- magistrates appointed

by the crown, with powers equal to those of judges of assize ; a
high bailiff of the city was appointed by the dean and chapter as

lords of the manor, who acted as returning officer till the incorpora-

tion of the citj' in 1874. Peterborcragh is divided into three wards
;

for municipal and sanitary purposes it is governed by a mayor,

six aldermen, and eighteen councillors, but for vuagisterial and

passional purposes is still included in the liberty of i'eterborough.

Gunton, History of tht CAurch of Pctcrtxrough, 16S5; gritton, Eistory and
Antiquities of tile Abbey and Cathedrai ChunJl of Fetcrborovgh, 1828; Pal'iy,

Remnrks on the ArtAiteclurt ofFeterborough Cathcdnd, 1849; Sweeting Kotes oii

PeUrborovgh Calhedrxtl^ 1869.

PETERBOROUGH a>-d MOXMOUTH, Charles Moe-
BAUNT, Earl of (c. 1658-17 35), a man whose whole life was

passed in the turmoil of excitement, was born about 1658.

His father, John Mordatint, waa create Baron Mordaunt

of Eeigate, Surrey, in 1659 ; his mother w^"! Elizabeth,

tlie daughter and sole heirccs of Thomas Giry, the second

son of Robert Gary, earl of Monmouth. He entered upon
a long career of warfare when only about sixteen years

of age by joining Sir John Narborough's fleet in the

Mediterranean, and won his first distinction in arms in

Cloudesley Shovel's destruction of the dey's fleet under

the very guns of Tripoli. On two subsequent occasions

—

the first in September 1678, the second in June 1880—he

embarked in expeditions for the relief of Tangier, but the

adventure met with little success, and that troublesome

possession was soon after abandoned. His father died 5th

June 1675, and Charles Mordaunt succeeded to the peerage.

On his return from the second expedition to Tangier he

plunged into active political life as a zealous Whig and an

unswerving opponent of the duke of York. But his con-

tinued hostility lo James II. forced him to retire to

Holland, when he proposed to William of Orange to invade

England. The disposition of the cold and cautious WilUam
had little in common with the fierce and turbulent English

peer. His plan was rejected, though the prudent prince o*

Orange deemed it judicious to retain his fiery adherent by

his side. When William sailed to Torbay his friend accom-

panied him, and when the Dutch prince was safely estab-

lished on the throne of England honours without stint

were showered upon Lord Mordaunt. He was sworn of

the privy council Hth February 1689, made a lord of the

bedchamber in the same month, created lord-lieutenant of

Northamptonshire shortly after, and in April of the same

year appointed first lord of the treasury and advanced in

the peerage to be earl of Monmouth. In less than a year

he' was out of the treasury, but he still remained by the

person of his monarch. He was with William, in his

dangerous passage to Holland in January 1691 ; and in

June 1692, when crossing from England to the same
country, he narrowly escaped shipwreck. Although the

English king had r»fused his consent to a bill for triennial

parliaments in the previous session, Lord Monmouth did

not shrink from reintroducing it in December 1693. This

led to a disagreement with the court, though the final

breach did not take place until January 1697, when Mon-
mouth was accused of complicity in Sir John Fenwick's con-

spiracy and of the use of " undutiful words " towards the

king. He was committed to the Tower, staying in confine-

ment until April 1697, and deprived of his emploj-ments.

Some consolation for these troubles came to him in June
of the same year, when he succeedtd to the earldom ot

Peterborough. The four years after his release from the

Tower were mainly passed in retirement at Parson's Green,

Fulham, at a house long since pulled down, but famous for

its " extraordinary good rooms " and its spacious gardens.

At the close of William's reign Lord Peterborough emerged

from his suburban retreat for a time to take part in the

prosecution of Lord Somers, and on the accession of Anne

Sret of^Edward'Yv. "the borough Ta^ returned "hi-o me"mbmItoiJje plunged into political' life again with avidity. His first

|iriiameut Until 1874 the city was included in the liberty or I act was to draw down on himself in Febniary 1702 the

church wfts converted into a cathedral, the abbot Wng
made the first bishop. The extreme length of tK^Tjuilding

is 471 feet, and of the nave 211 feet, the breadth of the

west front being 156 ; the height of the central tower, as

reconstructed in the lith century, was 150, that of the

spires and tower of the west front is 156 feet. In 1643

the building was defaced by the soldiers of Cromwell, who

destroyed nearly all the brasses and monuments, burnt the

ancient recor4s, levelled the altar and screen, defaced the

windows, and demolished the cloisters. To obtain mate-

rials for repairs the lady chapel was taken down. In the

latter pari of the ISth century the church was repaved.

In 1831 a new throne, stalls, and choir-screen were erected

and other restorations completed. On account 'of the in-

secure state of the central tower in 1883, it was taken

down ; but it is now (1884) being rebuilt. Catherine of

Aragon was interred in the cathedral in 1536, and Mary

queen of Scots in 1587, but the body of the Scottish queen

was removed to Westminster Abbey in 1 6 1 2. Of the mon-

astic buildings there are some interesting remains. Tlie

cathedral is approached by a Norman gateway, above

which is the chapel of St Nicholas, built by Abbot Bene-

dict, and now used as the music school, and on the left the

chapel of St Thomas a Becket, built by Abbot Ashton in

the loth century, and now used as the grammar-school.

The gate way to the bkhop's palace, formerlj' the abbot's

house, was built by Abbot Godfrey de Croyland in 1319,.

and the deanery gate by Abbot Kirton in 1515. One of

the eanonry houses is formed partly from a hall of the

13th century.- To the north of the cathedral is TouthiU,

said to have been erected for the defence of the monastery.

Peterborough is included for civil purposes in the parish of St

John the Baptist, but for ecclesiastical purposes it is divided into

four, the additional parishes being St JIarv's Boongate (1857), St

Mark's (1858^, and St Paul's (1869). The old parish church of St

John originally stood to the east of the cathedral, but was rebuilt

on its present'sitc in the centre of the city (1401-7) in the Perpen-

dicular ctflo. It consists of chancel, nave, aisles, and an embattled

tower adorned wittrpiunacles. The educational establishments in-

clude the Henry VIII. grammar or chapter school ; the St Peter's

training college for schoolmasters for the dioceses of Peterborough,

Ely, and Lincoln, erected from designs of Sir Gilbert Scott (1864),

and attended by forty-six pupils ; the practising school attached

to the training college, attended by 250 boys ; and Deacons and
Ireland's charity school, established In 1721 for the clothing and
educating of twenty poor boys, but lately reorganized. The prin-

cipal puDlic buildings are the market-house (1671), used as a town-

hall, the com exchange (1S48) in the Italian style, the liberty jail

and house of correction in the Xorman styli) (erected in 1S4S and
enlarged in 1855 and 1670), the assembly rooms (1S53), and the

county court and probate office (1873). A cattle-market, 5 acres

in extent, was opened in 1867. The. benevolent institutions in-

clude the dispensary and infirmary, several almshouses, and the

union workhouse. Tha mV^yn prosperity and rapid growth of the

town are chiefly due to the (fade caused by the junction of so many
railway lines. Adjoining the town are extensive works and sheds

connected with the Great Northern end Midland Railways. Im-
portant cattle • markets and fairs are held, and there is a large

transit of meat and cattle to London and elsewhere. An extensive

trade in corn, coal, and timber is also carried on. The principal

manufacture is that of agricultural implements. The entire par-

liamentary city of Peterborough has an area of 6558 acres (of which
6310 are in Northamptonshire), with a population of 22,394 (of

whom 20,123 are in Northamptonshire). The population of the

municipal borough (are^ 1818 acres) in 1871 was 16,310, and in
18'31 it was 21,223. Since 1S41 it has more than trebled.

The ancient name of Peterborough was M^d^sh^nisUde. The
foundation of the great Benedictine abbey of St Peter was laid in

655 by Oswy, king of Northumbria, and Peada, the first Christian

king of Mercia. It was the first of the Benedictine abbeys in

Gvrwa land (Fenland). In S70 it was plundered by the Danes, j
after which it remained desolate till 966, when it was restored to

its former splendrtor by Athwald, bishop of Winchester. From
that time the town was called a borough, being probably then
surrounded by walls ; and under Abbot Lcofric, nephew of Earl

Leofric of Mercia», the alj^v became one of the wealthiest in

England. In 1169 it was plundered by Hereward. Since the
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censure of the House of Commons for the. part which he

took in the attempt to secure the return ol his nominee

for the borough of Mahnesbury. In the same year he was

appointed goveinor of Jamaica, but he never visited the

island over which he ruled, preferring to remain in a part of

the world where he could play a more active part in the

government of affairs. Through the fear of the ministry

that his restless spirit would drive him into opposition to

its measures if he stayed at home, he was appointed early

in 1705 to command an expedition of English and Dutch
troops in Spain. He was Created sdtj commander of the

land-forces and joint-commander with Sir Cloudesley Shovel

of the fleet, and at the same time was reinstated a member
of the privy council. His first exploit was to seize Denia

in Valencia ; then, with all the impetuosity of his char-

acter, he urged upon the Austrian claimant to the throne

the expediency of dashing for Madrid, less than 250 miles

distant, only to find that he was overruled by his col-

leagues in council. After this repulse he sailed for Bar-

celona (August 1705) and commenced to besiege that

town. For three weeks the siege languished, until, by a

sudden night-attack on 14th September, Peterborough

seized the outworks of Montjuich, and three nights later

captured the citadel itself. On 14th October the city was
his. This was his greatest . feat, and in this enterprise he

showed, what was usually wanting in his character, both
tact and conciliation. After this victory Catalonia declared

for the Austrian prince, and Peterborough advanced into

Valencia with the object of reducing it to subjection. By
threats, cajolements, intrigues, and plots he obtained pos-

session of its chief towns, but the prince for whom he was
fighting allowed himself to be surrounded in Barcelona.

Peterborough's advice, that Charles should travel by sea

to Lisbon and march against Madrid with the allied force

of 25,000 men, was disregarded,Sind the English commander
with his little body of 2000 foot and 600 horse then ad-

vanced towards Barcelona, which was besieged by a greatly

superior force of the enemy. The city was on the point of

being captured, when Peterborough, warned of the approach
of the English fleet—it is said that the signal of its arrival

was a blank sheet of paper—put ofi' in an open boat, and,

after journeying to and fro, met with his countr)''s vessels.

On 8th May he brought the leading ships into the port of

Barcelona, and three days later the French beat a retreat.

Again did the English commander urge upon the Austrian
claimant of the Spanish throne the expediency of imme-
diately advancing to Madrid, and again was the advice
rejected, although the capital was occupied by the allied

forces under Galway and Das Minas. Charles remained
at Barcelona for some weeks, and when at last he did move
towards Madrid it was by a route which Peterborough dis-

approved of. ^^^len difficulties beset Charles on his way
the earl joined him, but he soon retired to Valencia in

disgust, and then left the country to raise money at Genoa.
In a short time he returned to Spain once more, but during
his absence the prospects of the allied forces had passed
from bad to worse. The leaders of the army differed in

their views, and Lord Peterborough quitted the country
foi ever (March 1707).

On his return to England he allied himself with the
Tories, and received his reward in being contrasted, much
to' his advantage, with the Whig victor of Blenheim and
Malplaquet. The differences between the three peers,

Peterborough, Galway, and Tyrawley, who had served in

Spain, formed the subject of angry debates in the Lords,
when the majority declared for Peterborough ; after some
fiery speeches the resolution that he had performed many
great and eminent services was carried, and votes of thanks
were passed to him without any division. His new friends

were not desirous of detaining him long on English soil,

and they sent him on a mission where he characteristically

engaged the ministry in pledges of which they disiipproved.

His resentment at this disagreement was softened by the
command of a cavalry regiment, and by his appointment
as a Knight of the Garter. A few months before the close

of Queen Anne's reign (November 1713) he was despatched
as ambassador-extraordinary to the king of Sicily, but was
recalled by the 'UTiigs as soon as they obtained the reins

of power. With the accession of George I. Lord Peter-

borough's influence was gone. Hatred of Marlborough be-

came the ruling passion of his mind. His last twenty years
of life were passed with the recollection of disappointed
hopes and with the continual presence of disease. Worn
out -n-ith suffering, he died at Lisbon, 25th October 1735.
His remains were brought to England and buried at Turvey
in Bedfordshire, 21st November.

Lord Peterborough was short ia stature and spart in habit of
body. His activity knew no bounds. He was said to have seen
more kings and postilions than any man in Europe, aid the whole
point of Swift's lines on " Mordanto " consisted in a description of

the speed with wliich he hastened from capital to capital Nature
had bestowed many gifts upon him, but had denied hin niore. He
was eloquent in debate and intrepid in war, but his influence in

the senate was ruined through his inconsistency, and his vigour in
the field -was w.isted through his want of union with his colleagues.
He could do nothing like other men. His first wife, Caroy, daughter
of Sir Alexander Fraser of Mearns, died 13th May 1709, and was
buried at Turvey 20th May. Some years later ho married Anas-
tasia Robinson, a dramatic singer of great beauty and sweetness of
disposition ; but she was unrecognized as his wife, and lived apart
from him at her mother's house at Parson's Green. Nor was it

until a few months before his death tUat she was introduced to
society as the countess of Peterborough. (W. P. C.)

PETERHEAD, a seaport, market town-, burgh of barony,
and parliamentary burgh of Aberdeenshire, Scotland, is

situated on a rocky peninsula on the North Sea. about 30
miles north-north-east of Aberdeen and 2 north of Buchar
Ness. It has railway communication by a section of the
Great North of Scotland line, opened in 1862. The town
is built of the red granite of the district. At the extrem-
ity of the peninsula is the in,sular suburb of F.eith-Inch.

Among the principal buildings are the town-hall (1788),
with a granite spire 125 feet high, the music hall, and the
court-house. The reading society (1808) possesses a library

with upwards of 5000 volumes, and the mechanics' insti-

tute one with about 1000 volumes. The Arbuthnot
Museum contains natural history specimens, a collection

of coins, and objects of antiquarian interest. In front of

the town -hall is a statue to Field-Marshal Keith (1696-

1758), presented to the burgh by William I. of Prussia in

1868. A market cross was erected in 1832 when the town
was created a parliamentary burgh. Peterhead at an early

period had an extensive trade with the jxirts of the Baltic,

the Levant, and America. Formerly it was a bonding sub-

port to Aberdeen, but was made independent in 1832.
The north and south harbours lie between the town and
Keith-Inch, and the isthmus dividing them is pierced by a

canal, which is crossed by an iron swing-bric.ge. In the

north harbour are two graving-docks. A r.ew harbour
was completed in 1878, and the south harbour has been
deepened and enlarged. The south bay is to be converted

into a national harbour of refuge. The Aictic seal and
whale fishing, which in 1802 was prosecuted by only one
vessel, employed in 1857 as many as 32 vessels, but since

that time it has declined somewhat.* The hirring fishing,

in which the port has long held a leading position (631
boatis in 1883), was begun in 1818 by a joint-stock com-
pany. The general trade is of. considerable importance.

The chief exports are herrings (£180,000 in 1883), granite,

cattle, and agricultural produce. I»-'18S? the number of

vessels that entered the port with sargoes and in ballast

was 864 of 87,839 tons, the nunAer that cleared 840 of

86,318 tons. The town possesses ship and boat building
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yards, saw-mills, an iron-foundry, cooperages, agricultural

implement works, woollen manufactories, breweries, and a

distillery. In the neighbourhood there are extensive granite

and polishing works. The Umits of the police burgh and
the parliamentary burgh are identical, with a population

in 1871 of 8535 and in 1881 of 10,922.
The town and lands of Peterhead belonged anciently to the abbey

of Deer, built by William Gumming, earl of Buchan, in the 13th
century. "When the abbey was erected into a temporal lordship in

the family of Keith, the superiority of the town fell to the earl

marischal, with whom it continued till the forfeiture of the earldom
in 1715. The tovra and lands were purchased in 1720 by a fishing

company in England, and on their failure by the Merchant Maiden
Hospital of Edinburgh for £3000, who are still the superiors of the

town. Peterhead was made a burgh of barony in 1593 by George
Keith, fourth earl marischal of Scotland. It was the scene of the
landing of the Pretender, 25th December 1716. Peterhead is in-

cluded in the Elgin district of burghs.

PETERHOF, a town of European Russia, in the govern-

ment of St Petersburg, and 18 miles west of the capital,

on the south coast of the Gulf of Finland, has grown up
round the palace built by Peter the Great in 1711, was
constituted a district town in 1848, and has increased its

population from 76i7 in 1866 to 14,298 in 1881. It is

almost exclusively a residential town, but is garrisoned by
a cavalry regiment and has the military schools lodged in

its barracks for six weeks in the summer. The palace,

which is still occupied by the imperial family during part

of the summer, has undergone alterations and additions,

but retains a distiqct Petrine stamp. It is built on a height

60 feet above the s^. ' The gardens, which owe their

magnificence to Alexander I. and Nicholas I., are laid out

in the Versailles style, with elaborate water-works. From
the "Marly" summer-house Peter I. loved to watch his

fleet beneath the Cronstadt batteries, and in that of " Mon-
plaisir" he died. It was at Peterhof that the empress

Alexandra used to celebrate her birthday by fetes at

which more than 100,000 persons were present. Peterhof

is connected with Oranienbaum on the west and with

Strelma on the east by an uninterrupted series of gardens

and villas.

PETERS, or Peter, Hugh (1598-1660), a man whose

name has for three centuries been rarely mentioned except

in terms of infamy, was the son of Thomas Dyckwoode alias

Peters, by Martha, daughter of John Treffry ofPowey, Corn-

wall, and was baptized in Fowey parish church 29th June

1598. His parents were in good circumstances, and they

sent him to Trinity College, Cambridge, where he took the

degree of B.A. in 1616 and M.A in 1622. About the

latter date he was licensed by Dr George Montaigne,

bishop of London, to the lectureship at St Sepulchre's,

London, but his first definite post in the church was at

Rotterdam (1623-32), as colleague of Willia-r Ames, whom
he much admired, and who died "in his bosom." In

October 1635 he emigrated to Boston ia New England,

and in the following year became the minister of the first

"hurch at Salem in Massachusetts. His abilities soon

fave him a prominent place in all the civil and ecclesiastical

affairs of the colony, and in 1641 his reputation was so

great that he was sent to England as the best guardian of

t '«e colony's interests at home. His shrewd judgment, his

I >ddy wit, and his zeal for the cause of the Parliament

endeared him to the army and its leaders ; he accompanied

Fairfax and, Cromwell on their campaigns, and described

their achievements in numerous letters to the House of

Commons. To the adherents of the vanquished cause

Hugh Peters always lent his good offices. He was desirous

that Laud should be banished, and not executed. It was

through his influence that JUxon was permitted to attend

Charles after his condemnation, and his acts of kindness

to some of the Royalist clergy are mentioned in Walker's

Sufferings of the Ckrgy. Through the favour of the Pro-

tector he filled several important offices. He was one of
the twenty-one persons appointed to consider the abuses
of the national laws ; he was a judge for granting probates
of wiUs, and a trier for licensing candidates to the miniitry.
At the Restoration he was seized and imprisoned in the
Tower of London, where he composed his affecting tract,
" A Dying Father's Last Legacy to an Only Child." His
trial as a regicide took place on 13th October 1660, and he
was, of course, condemned to death. Four days later

he was drawn on a sledge to Charing Cross and there
hanged and quartered, his head being set on a pole on
London Bridge. Hugh Peters suffered his cruel death
vrithout any sign of wavering. For many years after his

death the grossest charges against his memory were cir-

culated in catchpenny pamphlets by his enemies, and his

name was held up to general execration ; but it is clear

that these accusations are but the creation of party malice
He was twice married ; his first wife was Elizabeth, said

to have been the daughter of Thomas Cooke of Pebmarsh,
Essex, and the widow of Edmund Read, who died at Wick-
ford in the same coimty November 1623. She died about

1640, and he subsequently married Deliverance Sheffield,

the mother of his only child, 'Blizabeth Peters. The
writings of Hugh Peters and the publications, in print

and manuscript, relating to his life are described in the

Bibliotheca Comubiensis. He pleaded, in opposition to

Prynne and others, for the admission of the Jews into

England. The chief blot on his fame is his advocacy of

the burning of the records.

PETERSBURG, a city and port of entry of the United
States, in Dinwiddle county, Virginia, lies 22 miles south

of Richmond on the south side of the Appomattox river,

which is navigable for large vessels from the James, river

up to the falls opposite the city, and for flat boats 107

miles above the falls to Farmville. Petersburg is an
important railway junction, manufactures tobacco, cotton

goods, and iron wares, and carries on a very extensive

shipping trade in the. export of tobacco, cotton, flour, and
peanuts (groundnuts). Its public buildings comprise a
court-house, a custom-house, and post-office, two markets,

and a theatre ; there are two public libraries and two
public parks. Central and West End. The population was
14,010 in 1850, 18,266 in 1860, 18,950 (10,185 coloured)

in 1870, and 21,656 in 1880.
Petersburg was laid out at the same time with Kichmond (1733)

by Colonel William BjTd, on the site of an Indian village destroyed

in 1676. It was first incorporated in 1748. During the Revolu-

tionary War it was twice the headquarters of the British under
General William Phillips, who died while in possession of the town
in 1 7S1. The braver}' of the Petersburg volunteers on the Canadian
frontier in 1812 procured it the title of Cockade City of the south.

The terrible siege of Petersburg, lasting from June 1864 to 3d April

1865, was the final scene of the Civil War.

PETERWARDEIN (Hungarian Petervdrad, Servian

Petrovaradin), a to^vn and strong fortress of Hungary, is

situated on a promontory formed by a loop of the Danube,

45 miles to the north-west of Belgrade. It is connected

with Neusatz on the opposite bank by a bridge of boats

800 feet long. The fortifications consist of the upper

fortress, on a lofty serpentine rock rising abruptly from

the plain on three sides, and of the lower fortress at the

northern base of the rock. The latter includes the. town,

which contains (1880) 3603 inhabitants, engaged in wine-

growing, agriculture, and the manufacture of liqueurs

(rosoglio) and vinegar. The two fortresses can accom-

modate a garrison of 10,000 men. The arsenal contains

interesting trophies of the Turkish wars.

Peterwardein, the "Gibraltar of Hungary," is believed to repre-

sent the Roman Acuraincum, and received its present name from

Peter the Hermit, who here marshalled the levies of the first

crusade. It was captured by the Turks in 1526 and retained by

them for 160 years. In 1716 it witnessed a signal defeat inflicted
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on the Turks by Prince Eugene. During the revolutior-'r struggles

of 1S4S-49 the fortress was held by the insurgents for a short time.

PETION DE VILLENEUVE, Jer6me (1753-1794),

ifas the son of a procureur at Chartres, -nhere he was bom
in 1753. He himself became an avocat in his native place

in 1778, and at once began to try to make a name in litera-

ture. His first printed work was an essay, Sur hs Moyms
de prevenir rInfanticide, which failed to gain the prize fer

which it was composed, but pleased Erissot so much that

he printed it in vol. vii. of his Bibliotheque philosophique

des Ltffislateurs. Petion's next works, Les Lois Civiles, and

£s3ai sur U Mc.riaye, in which he advocated the marriage

of priests, conurmed his position as a bold reformer, and

when the elections to the States-General took place in 1789

he was elected a deputy to the Tiers Etat for Chartres.

Both in the assembly of the Tiers fitat and in the Con-

stituent Assembly Potion showed himself a radical leader.

He supported ^Iirabeau on 23d June, attacked the queen

on 5th October, and was elected president on 4th December
1790. On 21st June 1791 he was chosen one of three

commissioners appointed to bring back the king from

Varennes. After the last meeting of the a^-sembly on 30th

September 1791 Kobespicrre and Potion were made the

popular heroes and were crowned by the populace 'n'ith civic

crowns. Petion received a still further proof of the affection

of the Parisians for himself on 14th November 1791, when
he was elected second mayor of Paris in succession to Bailly.

In his mayoralty he exhibited clearly his republican

tendency and his hatred of the old monarchy, especially

on 20th June 1792, when he allowed the mob to overrun

the Tuileries and insult the royal family. For neglecting

to protect the Tuileries he was suspended from his func-

tions by the Directory of the department of the Seine, but

the leaders of the Legislative- Assembly felt that Potion's

cause was theirs, and rescinded the suspension on 13th

July. On 3d August, at the head of the municipality of

Paris, Petion demanded the dethronement of the king, and
on 10th August, while the mouarchy was falling with the

Tuileries, he patiently underwent a form of detention in his

own mairie. He was still mayor of Paris when the mas-

sacres of September in the prisons took place, and must
bear the blame of not having endeavoured to interfere.

He was elected to the Convention for Eure-et-Loir, and
became its first president. Manuel then had the folly to

propose that the president of the Assembly should have
the same authority as the president of the United States

;

his proposition was at once rejected, but Petion got the

nickname of " Roi Petion," which contributed to his fall.

His jealousy of Robespierre allied him to the Girondin

party, as did also his assiduous attention at Madame
Roland's salon. With the Girondins he voted for the

king's death and for the appeal to the people, as one of

them he was elected to the first committee of general

defence in March 1793, as their representative he attacked

Robespierre on 12th April, and it is no matter of wonder,

therefore, that his name was among those of the twenty-two

Girondin deputies proscribed on 2d June. Petion was one

of those who escaped to Caen and raised the standard of

^.Tovincial insurrection against the Convention ; and when
the Norman rising failed he fled with Guadet, Buzot,

Barbaroux, Salle, and Louvet to the Gironde, and hid

in a grotto at St Emilion. At last, but a month before

Robespierre's faU in June 1794, the escaped deputies felt

themselves tracked down, and deserted the grotto ; Louvet
tound liio way to Paris, Salle and Guadet to Bordeaux,

where they were soon taken ; Barbaroux committed
suicide ; and the bodies cf Petion and Bu?ot wsre iou^d in

a field, half-eaten by wolves.

For Petion's published works, see the edition of hU CEuw«, Z
vols., 1792 ; for nts life, see the ridiculous eulogy in J.J. Regnault-
Warin's Vie dt PUion, 1792, and M'miircs *n^ii-i de .feiioii- U

ilemoires de Buzot el de Barlarotix, with an iotroduction by C. A.

I'auban, 1866 ; and for his last days and death, see 0. Vatel, Char-

lotte Corday el Its Girondins, 3 vols., 1872.

PETIS DE LA CROIX, Francois (c. 1653-1713), tha

best representative of Oriental learning in France during

the last decades of the 17 th century and the beginning of

the 18th century, was born in Paris about 1653. He was
son of the Arabic interpreter of the French court, and

inherited this oflice at his father's death in 1695, after-

wards transmitting it to his own. son, Alexandre Lo'ois

Marie. At an early ago he was sent by Colbert to the

East ; during the ten years he spent in Syria, Persia, and

Turkey he mastered Arabic, Persian, and Turkish, and

also collected rich materials for future writings.' He found,

besides, opportunity to equip himself for those diplomatic

missions which the French Government entrusted to him

soon after his return to Paris in 1680. Having served

a short time as secretary to the French ambassador in

Morocco, he accompanied as interpreter the French forces

sent against Algiers, and greatly contributed to the satis-

factory settlement of the treaty of peace between the two

countries, which was drawn up by himself in Turkish and

ratified in 1684. In a similar capacity he conducted the

negotiations ^-ith Tunis and Tripoli in 1685 and those vrith

Morocco in 1 687 ; and the zeal, tact, and linguistic knowledge

he manifested in these and other transactions with Eastern

courts were at last rewarded in 1692 by his apix)intment

to the Arabic chair in the CoUiSge Royal de FrancCj which

he filled until his death in 1713.

He published Contes Turcs, Parb, 1707, and Lcs ililU d xtn Jours, 5
vols., Paris, 1710-12, and proved his acquaintance with the Armenian
and Ethiopic languages (a powerful impulse to the study of the latter

having been given just at that time by the masterly works of Hiob
Ludolf) in his Armenian Didionai-y and his Account of Ethiopia.

But the lasting monument of his literary fame, the one standard-

work that has outlived many generations and still keeps a distinct

merit of its own, is his excellent French version of Sharaf-uddiu

'All Yazdfs Zafamdma, or History of Tim^r (completed 828 A.H. ;

1425 A.D.), which was given to the world nine years after his death,

1722 (I vols., Paris ; translated into English by J. Darby, London,

1723). This work, renowned throughout the East as a model of

elegant style, and one of the rare specimens of a faii-t? critical history

Persia can boast of, was compiled unde.- the auspices of ilirza

Ibrahim Sultan, the son of Shah Rukh and grandson of the great

Timur himself. This prince collected all the official records of

Tiniur's reign, both in Turkish and Persian, collated and revised

them, and had then an accurate text drawn up by his secretaries,

which was turned by Sharaf-uddin into elegant and refined language

and revised by Ibrahun. Sultan himself (see Rieu's Cat. Persian

^fSS. in the Brit. Mus., i. p. 173 sq.). The only error committed
by Petis de la Croix in his otherwise very correct translation is

that ke erroneously ascribed tlie important share which Ibrdhim
Sultan had in the Zafamdma. to Timiir himself.

PETITION is an application for redress by a person

aggrieved to an authority capable of relieving him. It

may be made in the United Kingdom to the crown or its

delegate, or to one of the houses of parliament.

The right of petitioning the crown was recognized in-

directly as early as Magna Charta in the famous clause,

^Tulli vendemtte, nnlli negahimus aut diferemus, rectum aut

pKCittam, and directly at various periods later, e.ci., in the

articles of the Commons assented to by Henry TV., by
which the king was to assign two days in the week for

petitions, it being an honoui'able and necessary thing that

his lieges who desired to petition him should be heard

{Hot. Pari, 8 Hen. IT., p. 585). The case of the" seven

bishops in 1688 confirmed the right, and finally the B:'l

of Rights in 1689 declared "that it is the right of the

subjects to petition the king, and all commitments and

prosecutions for such petitioning are illegal." Petitions

to the crown appear to have been at first for the redress o£

* Many of these—as the account of Jerusalem, Modern and Ana'eni,

the Travels thraugh Si/ria and Persia, iha Antiquities and Monuments
oj Egi/pt, the translations of Pseudo-Vi'akidi's Conquest of Syria and

of Hdji Khalfa's DicUonary, and the History oj the Ottoman Empire—
atUl remain in manuscript.
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pnvate and local grievances, or for remedies beyond those

possessed by the courts. As equity grew into a system, peti-

tions of this kind tended to become superseded by bills in

chancery (see Chancery). Statutes were originally drawn
Tip by the judges at the close of the session of parliament

from the petitions of the Commons and the answers of the

crown. In the drawing up of the statutes frauds were at

times committed, the judges not always reciting correctly

the tenor of the petition or answer. To obviate this

danger complete statutes in the form of bills began to be
introduced into parliament in the reign of Henry AT. The
crown could accept or reject them, but could not alter

them (see Hallam, Middle Ages, ch. viii. pt. 3). A relic

of the old form of the statute 'founded upon petition still

remains in the preamble of Appropriation Acts and other

statutes creating a charge upon the public revenue. It

runs thus: "We, your majesty's most dutiful and loyal

subjects, the Commons of the United Kingdom ... do

most humbly beseech your majesty that it may be enacted

;

and be it enacted, Ac," from this point following the en-

acting words common to all statutes. Petitions to the

crown from the House of Commons in other matters now
usually take the form of addresses. The crown may refer

petitions presented to it to be adjudicated upon by a dele-

gated authority. This is the course pursued in the case of

. peerage claims, which are referred to the House of Lords,

and by that House to the committee for privileges, and in

the case of petitions to the cro^vn in council, with which

the judicial committee in most cases deals (see below); or

the crown may delegate the power of receiving petitions in

the first instance. Examples of petitions to the delegated

authority are those addressed to a court of justice or those

addressed to the home secretary for the pardon or mitigation

of punishment of a convicted criminal. Petitions to the

houses of legislature seem to have been later in origin than

petitions to the crown. The political importance of petition-

ing dates from about the reign of Charles I. The develop-

ment of the practice of petitioning had proceeded so far in

the reign of Charles II. as to lead to the passing of 1 3 Car.

II. c. 5 against tumultuous petitioning. This is still law,

though it has ceased to be enforced. It provides that no

petition or address shall be presented to the king or either

house of parliament by more than ten persons ; nor shall

any one procure above twenty persons to consent or set

their hands to any petition for alteration of matters estab-

lished by law in church or state, unless with the previous

order of three justices of the county, or the major part of

the grand jury. Up to 1688 petitions usually dealt only

with some specific grievance ; from that time dates the

present practice of petitioning with regard to general

measures of public policy. Since 1833 more than 700,000

petitions on public matters have been presented to the

House of Commons. Petitions to the crown need not

apparently be in any particular form, but no doubt they

would not be received if couched in unbecoming language.

Petitions to the Houses of Lords and Commons must be

framed in a prescribed form. They must be properly

superscribed, and must conclude with a prayer. They

must be in -ivritlng (in 'the Commons), must contain none

but genuine signatures, and must be free from disrespectful

language or imputations upon any tribunal or constituted

authority. They must be presented by a member of the

House, except petitions to the House of Commons from

the corporation of London, which may be presented at the

liar by the sheriffs, and from the corporation of Dublin,

which may be presented by the lord mayor. Though a

petition is made to the House, in practice petitions to the

Commons are referred to the committee on public peti-

tions, under whose directions they are classified and

«malysed. In the Lords receivers and triers of petitions

are still appointed, though their functions have long been
obsolete. Petitions may be sent free by post to members
of either house, provided they fulfil certain conditions as

to weight, &c. (see May, Parliamentary Practice, ch. xix.).

In the United States the right of petition is secured by
Art. 1 of the Amended Constitution, which enacts that
" Congress shall make no law abridging . . . the right of

the people peaceably to assemble and to petition the

Government for a redress of grievances."

Petitions to a Court of Justice.—Strictly speaking these

are no doubt an indirect mode of petitioning the crown,

for in the theory of English law the crown is the fountain

of justice. But it is more convenient to treat them sepa-

rately, as they now form a part of the practice of the
courts. Appeals to the House of Lords and the privy

council are prosecuted by petition of appeal. The House
of Lords has now no original jurisdiction in judicial

matters ; the original jurisdiction of the privy council in

such matters is confined to petitions under certain statutes,

such as the Endowed Schools Acts 1867 and 1S73, the

Public Schools Act 1868, the Universities Act 1877, and
the Patents Act 1883. In most cases the petitions are

referred to the judicial committee of the privy council.

Petitions may be addressed to the lord chancellor in a few
instances, such as the sealing of patents and the removal
of coroners and county court judges. The most important
use of petitions in England is in the Chancery Division of

the High Court of Justice. They may be presented either

as interlocutory proceedings in the course of an action, or as

original proceedings where no litigation exists,—a petition

being generally a more cheap and speedy form of remedy
than an action. Petitions in the course of an action are

usually presented to the court in which the action is

brought. Examples of original petitions are those under
the Lands Clauses Acts, the Trustee Acts, the Companies
Acts. In a few cases they may be brought by way of

appeal, e.g., under the Charitable Trusts Act 1860. Peti-

tions are also modes of procedure in other courts with juris-

diction in equity, as the chancery courts of the county
palatine of Lancaster and the covmty courts, in the latter

only in certain cases falling within the County Courts Act
1865, 28 and 29 Vict. c. 99, s. 1 (5) and (6). They are

used to initiate proceedings in bankruptcy and divorce,

but are almost unknown in the Queen's Bench Division
;

the only case of procedure by petition in that division

seems to be the petition to sue in forma pauperis. Evi-

dence in support of a petition is usually given by affidavit.

In Scotland petitions in the Court of Session are either

original or in a pending action. Original petitions are

presented to one of the divisions of the inner house, unless

they are included in any of the matters mentioned in 20
and 21 Vict. c. 56, s. 4, when they are brought before

the junior lord ordinary, or unless, by special statutory

provision, they may be brought before any lord ordinary,

as in the case of petitions under the Conjugal Rights Act
1861, or the Trusts Act 1867. In the sheriff court actions

are commenced by petition (39 and 40 Vict. c. 70, s. 6).

A petition and complaint is a process of a quasi-criminal

nature by which certain matters of extraordinary jurisdic-

tion are brought under the notice of the Court of Session.

It lies against magistrates and officers of the law for

breach of duty, against parties guilty of contempt of court,

&c. The concurrence of the lord advocate is necessary to

a petition and complaint. A reclaiming petition, obsolete

in the Court of Session, is a form of process of appeal in

the sheriff court. See 39 and 40 Vict. c. 70, ss. 28, 30.

In the United States petitions can be presented to the

courts under much the same circumstances as in England.
" It is a general rule in such cases that an affidavit should

be made that the facts therein contained are true as far as

I
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known to the petitioner, and that those facts -n-hieh he

states as knowing from others he believes to be true

"

(Bouvier, Laie Diet.).

Election Petition.—The article Electioxs must now be

read subject to the Parliamentary Elections Act 1879 and

the Judicature Act ISSl. By the' Act of 1879 the trial

of an election petition is conducted before two judge?

instead of one, as before. If the judges differ in opinion

as to whether the member petitioned against is duly elected

or not, he is deemed to be duly elected. The Att of 1 S81

provides for the annual appointment of three judges of the

Queen's Bench Division for the trial of election petitions,

and makes the judgment of the High Court of Justice in

alectfon cases final unless leave be given to appeal to the

Court of Appeal. No appeal lies to the House of Lords,

nor can any judge who is a peer sit on the trial of an elec-

tion petition.

Petition of Right is a term confined to Englbh law. It

is used in two senses. (1) It denotes the statute 3 Car. I.

c. 1, a parliamentary declaration of the liberties of the

people. (See Enc-lant), vol. viii. p. 345.) (2) It denotes

a mode of prosecuting a claim against the crown by a sub-

ject. This remedy is said to owe its origin to Edward I.

It lies as a rule for obtaining possession of real or pef^onal

property, or for breach of contract, not for breach of public

duty, as failure to perform treaty obligations, or for tres-

pass, or for negligence of cro\^-n servants. The remedy

where the cro'mi is in possession of property of the sup-

pliant, and the title of the cro\vn appears by record, as by
inquest of office, is a somewhat difierent one, called mon-

strans de droit. The procedure on a petition of right is

either at common law or by statute. At common law the

petition suggests such a right as controverts the title of

the crown, and the crown indorses upon the petition Soil

droit fait al partie. Thereupon a commission is issued to

inquire into the truth of the suggestion. After the return

to the commission, the attorney-general pleads or demurs,

and the merits are then determined as in actions between

subject and subject. If the right be determined against

the crown, judgment of omsterlemain or amoveaS manus is

given in favour of the suppliant. The Petitions of Eight

Act 1860 (23 and 24 Vict. c. 34, extended to Ireland

by 36 and 37 Vict. c. 69) preserves to the suppliant his

right to proceed at common law, but gives an alternative

remedy. In proceedings under the statute the petition is

left with the secretary of state for the home department

for her majesty's consideration. She, if she think fit,

grants her fiat that right be done, whereupon the fiat is

served upon the solicitor to the treasury, and a statement of

.lefence is put in on behalf of the crown. The proceed-

ings are thenceforth assimilated as far as possible to those

in an ordinary action. _ A judgment in favour of the sup-

pliant is equivalent to a judgment of amovecis manus.

Costs are payable to and by the crown. A petition of

right is tried in the Chancery or Queen's Bench Division,

unless the subject-matter of the petition arises out of the

esercLse of belligerent right on behalf of the crown, or

would be cognizable in a prize court if the matter were in

dispute between private persons. In either of these cases

the suppliant may at his option intitule his petition in the

A-dmiralty Division (27 and 28 Vict. c. 25, s. 52). (j. wf.)
PETRA (17 YlkrpcL, in ecclesiastical writers also o! flcr/jai),

the capital city of the XABAT.E.iNS (q.v.), and the great

centre of their caravan trade, is described by Strabo (xvi. p.

779) as lying in a level place, well supplied with water for

horticulture and other uses, but encircled bya girdleof rocks,

ibnipt towards the outer side. The surrounding country

was barren, especially towards Judsea ; the distance from

Jericho was three to four days' journey, and from Phoenicum

Dn the Red Sea coast five (see plate \1., vol. vii.). Accord-

ing- to Pliny {X. n., vi. 144) the little valley of Petra is not

quite 2 miles acrosi, and lies at the junction of two roads,

from Palmyra and Gaza respectively, 600 miles from the

latter. These and other ancient notices leave no doubt as

to the identitj- of the site with the modern WAdy MusA in the

mountains which form the eastern wall of the great valley

between the Dead Sea and the Gulf of Akaba. Wridy Musa
lies just north of the watershed between the two seas, in

30° 19' X. lat. and 35° 31' E. long.^ Travellei-s coming up

the Arabah usually approach the ruins of Petra from the

south-west by a rough path, partly of artificial construc-

tion -
; but the natural entrance is from the east down a

narrow defik more than a mile long, called the Sik

("shaft"). The Sik is a contraction in the valley of a

stream which comes down from the east, rising in a spring

now known as the Fountain of. Moses ("Ain MiisA),^ and

passing between the villages of Elji and 'Aireh (Palmer).

Both these places are ancient ; the latter is the fortress

Wo'aira of YSkiit,^ while Eljf, mentioned by Edrisi, is the

" Gaia urbs juxta civitatem Petram " of the Onomasticon.^

Below 'Aese and above the ravine the characteristic rock-

cut tombs and dwellings of the Xabataeans begin to appeal.

But to reach the city proper from these Upper settlements

one must traverse the whole length of the defile, which is

simply a narrow waterway, in some places not more than

10 or 12 feet broad, and walled in by rich brown or red

precipices rising from 60 to 120 feet (De Luynes : Stanley

doubles this height) above the stream. In ancient times

there was a paved path beside the channel, and remains oi

an arch spanning it are seen high in the air near the en-

trance. Towards the lower end of the gorge, a turn in the

dark path and the descent of a side valley admit a sudden

flood of light, and here stands the most famous ruin

of Petra, the so-called Khazna, or " treasury of Pharaoh,"

v.ith a rich facade of late Roman style, not built but hewn

out of the rose-coloured limestone. The next turn gives

room for a rock-cut theatre, and from this point the gorge

begins to open out into the little plain described by Strabo.

and gives perhaps the most striking view of the multi-

plicity of grottoes with elaborate classical facades which

line the enclosing mountain-wall. The plain itself is

strewn with ruins of temples and other buildings, and stairs

once led up the rocky walls to higher structures, of which

the most notable is now called the " convent " (Al-Deir •

The grottoes are inhabited in cold weather by the Liya-

thina Fellahin, who also hold the upper part of the valley.

and are so troublesome and extortionate that no thorough

exploration of the district has yet been carried out. It in

not even known where the torrent -bed leads on leaving

the plain of Petra. De Luynes describes the water as

wholly absorbed by the sands near the theatre, but there

is an unexplored gorge to the south-west vrhich is the con-

tinuation of the valley.

The Nabatajans, as we *e from Diodorus, used Petra as

a place of refuge and a safe storehouse for their treasures

of frankincense, myrrh, and silver before they gave up their

nomadic habits. But Petra was not only safe and well

1 The latitude and longitude are taken from De Lujmes's map.

Ptolemy, who, according to Olympiodorus, spent some time in Petr.i,

and doubtless owes to this fact bis excellent information about the

caravan-routes in Arabia, gives the latitude, with surprising accuracy,

as 30° 20'.

= Compare Diod., ill. 97, who describes the Kabat»an fortress

—

it was not a town at tbi time in question (312 B.C.), for the S-abataans

were still nomads when they were attacked by Antigonus—as ascended

to by a single artificial path.

3 This seems to be the fount.nin mentioned by Xowairi, ap. Quatre-

mere's Milanges, p. 84, which flowed with blood and was changed to

water by Moses. The name Od-dema, which gave rise to this l^ead..

may possibly be a relic of the old name of Edom.

Perhaps also the Iram, QTy, of Gen. jsrri. 43.

= See Tuch's Genesis, 2d ed., p. 271, note.

'SATn. — Zg
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watered, it lay close to the most important lines of trade.

The modern pilgrim-road from Damascus to Mecca, which

has taken the place of the old incense-route, passes indeed

a little to the east by Ma'an. But to touch Petra involves

no great detour even on this line, and in ancient times,

when Gaza was the great terminus of the Arabian trade,

Petra was the place where the Gaza road ^wnched off from

that to Bostra, Palmyra, and north S}Ti3. The route from

Egypt to Damascus is also Commanded by Petra, and from

it too there went a great route direct through the desert

to the head of the Persian Gulf. Thus Petra became a

Centre for ail the main lines of overland trade between the

East and the West, and it was not till the fall of the

Nabata^n kingdom that Palsttra (q.v.) superseded it as

the chief emporium of north Arabia. Many Homf.n and

other foreign merchants were settled here even in the time

of Stiabo, and he describes the caravans which passed

between it and Leuce Come on the Red Sea ccast as

comparable to armies.

Petra^ is a Greek name which cannot have been tiat

used by the Semitic inhabitants, and from Josephu/ (Ant.,

iv. 7, 1 ; 4, 7) and the Orwiiiastica (ed. Lag., p. 286 sq.) it

may be concluded that the natives called the place Refeem

(ap^), a designation probably derived from the variegated

c /lours of the rocks about WAdy MiisA, to which all

travellers refer with admiration.- But Petra had yet

another ancient name familiar from the Bible. The
Biblical Sela (generally with the article y^En), a city of

Edom (2 Kings xiv. 7 ; Isa. xvi. 1 ; also Judges i. 36, where

E.V. has "the rock"; perhaps also Isa. xlii. 11), appears

to be identified with Petra by the LXX., and certainly is so

by the Onomastica. Petra, in fact, or the "rock,'' seems

to be simply a translation of Sela, but a somewhat loose

one,—for the Hebrew name, corresponding to the Arabic

Sal', is properly a hollow between rocks, just such a

place as Petra is. The fortress of Edom, according to

Obadiah 3, lay " in the clefts of the Sela," and seemed

impregnable. And that the name of Sela survived the

NabaU-ean occupation is known from YAkut, who places a

fortress Sal" in WAdy MiisA (comp. NSldeke in Z.D.M.G.,

XXV. 259). Petra, therefore, was a city before the ISTabatceans,

and, occupying one of the few cultivable spots in the dis-

trict, probably never wholly ceased to be inhabited. This

identification disposes of another which was accepted alike

by the Jewish and Christian Aramaic versions of the Old

Testament, and, passing from the AramaBans to the Arabs,

has given rise to the modern names Fountain and W4dy
of Moses (comp. Yaljut, iv. 873). According to these

versions Rkem, Rk.-im, or more precisely Rljem of Gaia

(that is, Elji), is Kadesh Barnea, where flowed the waters

of Strife or "well of judgment" (Gen. xiv. 7; Num. xx.

1 sq., xxvii. 14), where Moses struck the rock. This view

is ably supported by Greene {The Hebrew Migration from
Egypt); others identify Kadesh with 'Ain Kadis (Kudais)

on the south border of Judiea.

Potr.i survived the fall of the Nabat^ean kingdom, and indeed

most of the buildings may >ie dated from the 2d and 3d centuries.

It appears from coins that Hadrian took it into favour and gave it

his name. But PalmjTa absorbed its trade \\ith the Persian Gulf,

and long before Islam the great incense-route was deserted and left

Petra, like the more southern Nabatiean city of Egra (Hijr), to fiU

Into ruin. The ruins were an object of curiosity in the Middle
Ages, and were visited by Sultan Bibars {Quatremere, I.e.). The
Brst European to describe them was Burckhardt, and since his time

they have often been visited. See the descriptions, plans, and
riews of Labovde and Linant, Arabip PctrU (Paris, 1830-34) ; the

Due de Luynes, Voyage iTcxploratwn d la mer morO:, &c. , Paris,

^ Arabia Petraea is not properly Stony Arabia, but the Arabia of

vbich Petm is the centre

—

t) Kari. n^'rpaf 'Apa^la of Agathements.
' The rock-hewn city of Rakim (Istakhri, C4 ; Geoar. d'Abui/'-, Fr.

T.. ii. 2, 5), which Schultens (/«(/. Oeoff. in Vil. Sol.) proposes to

dentify with Tt^n;, is a di^ereut place, close to 'Animi!U> (31okaddasi,

s.1. ; Ptfimer, Desert of Vic. Exodus, vol. ii., iSTl ; Stanley, Sinai
and Palestine ; Guerin, Terre Saitilc, 18S3. (W. R. s.)

PETRAECJT '1 ''04-1.3.J1). Francesco Petracca, eminent
in the nisiory of literature both as one of the four classical

Italian poets and also as the first true reviver of learning

in mediaeval Europe, was born at Arezzo on 20th July
1304. His father Petracco held a post of notary in the

Florentine RoUs Court of the Riformagioni ; but, having
espoused the same cause as Dante during the quarrels of

the Blacks and Whites, Petracco was expelled from Florence

by that decree of £7th January 1302 which condemned
the poet of the Divine Comedy to lifelong exile. With his

wife he took refuge in the Ghibelline town-iip of Arezzo
;

and it was here, on the very night when his father, in

company with other members of the WTiite party, made
an unsuccessful attempt to enter Florence by force, that

Francesco first saw the light. He did not remain long in

his birthplace. His mother, having obtained permission

to return from banishment, set' led at Incisa, a little village

on the Arno above Florence, in February 1305. Here
Petrarch spent seven years of boyhood, acquiring that pure

Tuscan idiom which afterwards he tised with such con-

summate mastery in ode and sonnet. Here too, in 1307,

Kis brother Gherardo was born. In 1312 Petracco set up a

house for his family at Pisa ; but soon afterwards, findinp

no scope there for the exercise of his profession as jvirist_

he removed them all in 1313 to Avignon. This was a

step of no small importance for the future poet -scholar.

Avignon at that period still belonged to Pro^•ence, and
owned King Robert of Naples as sovereign. But the

popes had made it their residence after the insidts ofiFered

to Boniface VIII. at Anagni in 1303. Avignon was there-

fore the centre of that varied society which the high

pontitl's of Christendom have ever gathered round them.

Nowhere else could the youth of genius who was destined

to impress a cosmopolitan stamp on medieval culture and

to begin the modern era have grown up under conditions

more favourable to his task. At Incisa and at Pisa he had
learned his mother-tongue. At Carpentras, under the

direction of Convennole of Prato, he studied the humani-

ties between the years 1315 and 1319. Avignon, at a

distance from the party strife and somewhat parochial

politics of the Italian commonwealths, impressed his mind
with an ideal of civility raised far above provincial pre-

judices. ^\Tiat Petrarch lost in depth and intensity he
gained in breadth and serenity by this exile's education.

That disengagement from local circumstance which marks
his patriotic theories, that conception of self-culture as an
end in itself which distinguishes the humanism he in-

augurated, were natural to a man who had no country, and
who found the spiritual city of his studies and his aspira-

tions in all quarters of the habitable globe.

Petrarch's real name, according to Tuscan usage, was
Francesco di Petracco. But he altered this patronymic,

for the sake of euphony, to Petrarca, proving bj this slight

change his emandpation from usages which, had he dwelt

at Florence, would most probably have been imposed on

him. It does not appear that he was attached to either

his father or his mother ; and, though he loved his brother

Gherardo dearly, we recognize in him that type of character

for which the self-chosen ties of friendship are more en-

thralling than the piety of domestic affection. Petracco,

who was very anxious that his eldest son should become

an eminent jurist, sent him at the age of fifteen to study

law at Montpellier. Like Ovid and many other poets,

Petrarch felt no inclination for his father's profession.

His intellect, indeed, was not incapable of understanding

and admiring the majestic edifice of Roman law ; but he

shrank witJi disgust from the illiberal technicalities of

iiractict^ There is an authentic story of Petracco'a flinging.
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tlie"yomig student's books of poetfy and rhetoric upon tie

fire, but saving Virgil asd Cicero hadf-bumed from the

flames at his son's passionate entreaties. Notwithstanding

Petrarch's firm deternuBation to make himself a scholar and
a man of letters rather than a lawyer, he so far submitted

to his father's wishes as to remove about the year 1323

to Bologna, which was then the headquarters of juristic

learning. There he stayed with his brother Gherardo
until 1326, when his father died, and he returned to

Avignon. Banishment and change of place had already

diminished Petracco's fortune, which was never large ; and
a fraudulent administration of his estate after his death

left the two heirs in almost complete destitution. The
most precious remnant of Petrarch's inheritance was a'

JIS. of Cicero. There remained no course open for him
but to take orders. This he did at once on his arrival in

Provence ; and we have good reason to believe that he
advanced in due time to the rank of priest. A great

Eoman noble and ecclesiastic, Giacomo Colonna, afterwards

bishop of Lombez, now befriended him, and Petrarch lived

for some years in partial dependence on this patron.

On the 6th of April 1327 happened the most famous
event of Petrarch's history. He saw Laura for the first

time in the church of St Clara at Avignon. Who Laura
was remains uncertain still. That she was the daughter
of Audibert de Noves and the wife of Hugh de Sade rests

partly on tradition and partly on doctunents which the

abb^ de Sade professed to have copied from originals in

the last century. Nothing is now extant to prove that, if

this lady really existed, she was' the Laura of the Canzon^
ier<, while there are reasons for suspecting that the abb6
was either the fabricator of a romance flattering to his

own family, cr the dupe of some previotis impostor. We
may, however, reject the sceptical hypothesis that Laura
n-as a mere iigment of Petrarch's fancy ; and, if we accept

Uer personal reality, the poems of her lover demonstrate
that she was a married woman with whom he enjoyed a
respectful and not very intimate friendship.

Petrarch's inner life after this date is mainly occupied
with the passion which he celebrated in his Italian poems,
ind with the friendships which his Latin epistles dimly
reveal to u-s. Besides the bishop of Lombez he was now
on tcnns of intimacy with another member of the great
Colonna family, the Cardinal Giovanni A German, Lud-
wig, whom he called Socrates, and a Ko.iiaii, Lello, who
received from him the classic name of Laelius, were among
his best-loved associates. He probably owed his livelihood

to the generosity of prelates, with whom be played the
courtier or the secretary ; for we do not hear of his having
occu|iied any bene6ce at this period. Arignon was the
chief seat of his residence up to the year 1333, when he
'lecame restless, and undertook his first long journey. On
this orcasion he visited Paris,. Ghent, Liege; Cologne,
making the acquaintance of learned men and copying the
manuscripts of clas-sjcal authors. On his return to Avignon
be engagid in public affairs, pleaded the cause of the
Scaligers in their lawsuit with the Rossi for the lordship
of Parraa. and addressed two poetical epistles to Poj)e
Benedict .XII. upon the restoration of the paj^al see to
Rome. His eloquence on behalf of the tjTants of Verona
was succes.'^ful. It won him the friendship of their ambas-
sador, Azzo di Correggio,— a fact which subsequently in-
fluenced his life in no small measure. At the same time
his treatment of the jiapal question made him pose as
an Italian patriot clinging to the ideal of Rome as the
sovereign city of civilization. Not very long after these
events Petrarch made his first journey to Rome, a journey
memorable from the account which he has left us of the
Impression he received from its ruins.

It was some time in the year 1337 that he established

himself at Vaucluse and began that life of solitary study,
heightened by communion with nature in her loneliest and
wildest moods, which distinguished him in so remarkable
a degree from the common herd of mediaeval scholars.
Here he spent his time partly among books, meditating on
Eoman history, and preparing himself for the Latin epic
of Afriia. In his hours of recreation he climbed the hills

or traced the Sorgues from its fountain under those tall

limestone cliffs, while odes and sonnets to Madonna Laura
were committed from his memory to paper. We may also
refer many of his most important treatises in prose, as
well as a large portion of his Latin correspondence, to the
leisure he enjoyed in this retreat. Some woman, unknown
to us by name, made him the father of a son, Giovanni, in

the jjear 1337; and she was probably the same who brought
him a daughter, Francesca, in 1343. Both children were
afterwards legitimized by papal bulls. Meanwhile his fame
as a poet in the Latin and the vulgar tongues steadily
increased, until, when the first draughts of the A/nca'
began to circulate about the year 1339, it became mani-
fest that no one had a better right to the laurel crown
than Petrarch. A desire for glory was one of the most
deeply-rooted passions of his nature, and one of the points
in which he most strikingly anticipated the humanistic
scholars who succeeded him. It is not, therefore, surprising
to find that he exerted his influence in several qiurteiB
with the view to obtaining the honours of a public corona-
tion. The resuls of his intrigues was that on a single day
in 1340, the 1st of Sejjtember, he received two invitations,

from the university of Paris and from King Robert of
Naples respectively. He chose to accept the latter, jour-
neyed in February 1341 to Naples, was honourably enter-
tained by the king, and, after some formal disputations on
mattefs touching the poet's art, was Sent with magnifi-
cent credentials to Rome. There, in the month of April,
Petrarch assumed the poet's crown upon the Capitol from
the hand of the Roman senator amid the plauclits of the
people and the patricians. The oration which he delivered
on this occasion was composed upon these words of Virgil :

"Sed mc Pamassi deserta per ardna dolcis
Raptat amor."

The theme was well chosen ; and the ceremony, though
we cannot but regard it with a somewhat pitying smite,
was symbolical of much. According to mediaeval concep-
tions, Rome, though abandoned by her emperor and pope,
was still the mistress of the world ; and the poet, who
upon that April day uttered the passion for Parnassus
which drew him through steep and desert regions, was
destined to revive the arts and sciences in the midst of a
barren age. The ancient and the modem eras met together
on the Capitol at Petrarch's coronation, and a new stadium
for the human sjiirit, that which we are wont to stvle

Renaissance, was opened.

With the coronation in Rome a fresh chapter in the
biography of Petrarch may be said to have begun. Hence-
forth he ranked as a rhetorician and a poet of European
celebrity, the guest of princes, and the ambassador to

royal courts. During the spring months of 1341 his

friend Azzo di Correggio had succeeded in freeing Parma
from subjugation to the Scaligers, and was laying the
foundations of his own tjTanny in that city. He invited

Pc-trarch to attend him when he made his triumphal entry

at the end of May ; and from this time forward for a con-

siderable period Parma and Vaudose were the two head-

quarters of the ]x)et. The one he called his tran.salpini,

the other his cisalpine Parnassus. The events of the nesl
si.^ years of his life, from May 1341 to May 1347, may
be briefly recapitulated. He lost his old friend the bishop
of Lombez by death and his brother Gherardo by the
entrance of the latter into a Carthusian monastery. Various
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small benefices were conferred upon him ; and repeated

offers of a papal secretaryship, which would have raised

him to the highest dignities, were made and rejected.

Petrarch remained true to the instinct of his own vocation,

and had no intention of sacrificing his studies and his glory

to ecclesiastical ambition. In January 1343 his old friend

and patron Robert, king of Naples, died, and Petrarch

was sent on an embassy from the papal court to his suc-

cessor Joan. The notices which he has left us of Neapolitan

society at this epoch are interesting, and it was now,

perhaps, that he met Boccaccio for the first time. The
beginning of the year 1345 was marked by an event more

interestingin the scholar's eyes than any change in dynasties.

This was no less than a discovery at Verona of Cicero's

Familiar Letters. It is much to be regretted that Petrarch

found the precious MS. so late in life, when the style of

hcs own epistles had been already modelled upon that of

Seneca and St Augustine. No one, not even Erasmus,

would have profited more by the study of those epistolary

masterpieces, or would have been better able to imitate

their point and ease of diction, had he become acquainted

Avith them at an earlier period.

In the month of May 1347 Cola di Rienzi accomplished

that extraordinary revolution which for a short space

revived the republic in Rome, and raised this enthusiast

to titular equality nith kings. Petrarch, who in politics

was no less visionary than Rienzi, hailed the advent of a

founder and deliverer in the self-styled tribune. Without

considering the impossibiUty of restoring the majesty of

ancient Rome, or the absurdity of dignifying the mediteva!

Roman rabble by the name of Populus Romanus, he threw

himself with passion into the republican movement, and

sacrificed his old friends of the Colonna family to what he

judged a patriotic duty. To. follow the meteoric course of

Rienzi through those months of mock supremacy, exile,

and imprisonment at Avignon does not concern Petrarch's

biographer. It wUl be enough to say that the poet con-

tented himself with writing a rhetorical exhortation to the

Roman people on the occasion of the tribune's downfall,

giving vent, as usual, through eloquence to emotions which

men of more practical character strove to express in act.

Petrarch built himself a house at Parma in the autumn

of 1347. Here he hoped to pursue the tranquil avocations

of a poet honoured by men of the world and men of letters

throughout Europe, and of an idealistic politician, whose

effusions on the questions of the day were read with plea-

sure for their style. But in the course of the next two

years this agreeable prospect was overclouded by a series

of calamities. Laura died of the plague on the 6th April

134S. Francesco degli Albizzi, Maiuardo Accursio, Roberto

ie' Bardi, Sennuccio del Bene, Luchino Vir':onti, the car-

dinal Giovanni Colonna, and several other friends followed

to the grave in rapid succession. All of these had been

intimate acquaintances and correspondents oi the poet.

Friendship with him was a passion ; or, what is more true

perhaps, he needed friends for the maintenauce of his

intellectual activity at the highest point of its effectiveness.

Therefore he felt the loss of these men acutely. We may
;ay vnih certainty that Laura's death, accompanied by that

jf so many diating'ii^'md associates, was the turning-point

in Petrarch's inner life. He began to think of quitting

the world, and pondered a plan for establishing kind

of humanistic convent, where ht might dedicate himself,

in the company of kindred spirits, to still severer studies

ind a closer communion with God. Though nothing came

jf this scheme, a marked change was henceforth perceptible

m Petrarch's literary compositions. The poems written

(ti Movie di Madonna Laura are graver and of more

fcligious tone. The prose works touch on retrospective

copies or deal with subjects of deep meditation. At the

same time hi? renown, continually spreading, openA to Lim
ever fresh relations with Italian despots. The noble houses
of Gonzaga at Mantua, of Carrara at Padua, o£ Este at

Ferrara, of Malatesta at Rimini, of Visconti at Milan, vied

T\ ith Azzo di Correggio in entertaining the illustrious man
of letters. It was in vain that his correspondents pointed

out the discrepancy between his professed zeal for Italian

liberties, his recent enthusiasm for the Roman republic,

and this alliance with tyrants who were destroying the
freedom of the Lombard cities. Petrarch remained an
incurable rhetorician ; and, while he stigmatized the despots

in his ode to Italy and in his epistles to the emperor, he

accepted their hospitality. They, on their part, seem to

have understood his temperament, and to have agreed to

recognize his political theories as of no practical import-

ance. The tendency to honour men of letters and to

patronize the arts which distinguished Italian princes

throughout the Renaissance period first manifested itself in

the attitude assumed by Visconti and Carraresi to Petrarch.

When the jubilee of 1350 was proclaimed, Petrarch

made a pilgrimage to Rome, passing and returning through

Florence, where he estabhshed a firm friendship with

Boccaccio. It has been well remarked that, while all hia

other friendships are shadowy and dim, this one alone

stands out with clearness. Each of the two friends had a

distinguished personality. Each played a foremost part

in the revival of learning. Boccaccio carried his admira-

tion for Petrarch t ) the point of worship. Petrarch repaid

him with sympathy, counsel in literary studies, and m^ral

support which helped to elevate and purify the younger

poet's over-sensuou3 nature. It was Boccaccio who in the

spring of 1351 brought to Petrarch, then resident with the

Carrara family at Padua, an invitation from the seigniory of

Florence to accept the rectorship of their recently-founded

university. This was accompanied by a diploma of re-

storation to his rights as citizen and restitution of lis

patrimony. But, flattering as was the offer, Petrarch

declined it. He preferred his literary leisure at Vaucluse,

at Parma, in the courts of princes, to a post which would

have brought him into contact with jealous priors and
have reduced him to the position of the servant of a com-

monwealth. Accordingly, we find him journeying again

in 1351 to Vaucluse, again refusing the office of papa!

secretary, again planning visionary reforms for the Roman
people, and beginning that curious fragment of an auto-

biography which is known as the Epistle to Posterity.

Early in 1353 he left Avignon for the last time, and

entered Lombardy by the pass of Mont Geni-Te, making

his way immediately to Milan. The archbishop Giovanni

Visconti was at this period virtually despot of Milan. He
induced Petrarch, who had long been a friend of the

Visconti family, to establish himself at his court, where he

found employment for him as ambassador and orator. The

most memorable of his diplomatic missions was to Venice

in the autumn of 1353. Towards the close of the long

struggle between Genoa and the republic of St Mark the

Genoese entreated Giovanni Visconti to mediate on their

behalf with tlio Venetians. Petrarch was entrusted with

the office ; and on 8th November he dclivertd a studied

oration before the doge Andrea Dandolo and the great

council. His eloquence had no effect ; but the oratO!

entered into relations with the Venetian aristocracy whici

were afterwards extended and confirmed. Meanwhile.

Milan continued to be his place of residence. After

CKovanni's death he remained in the court of Bernabo and

Galeazzo Visconti, closing his eyes to their cruelties anc

exactions, serving them as a diplomatist, making speeche

for them on ceremonial occasions, and partaking of the

splendid hosjiitality they offered to ernporors and princes

It was in this capacij,v of r.n independen: man of letters.
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highly placed and favoured at one of the most wealthy

courts of Europe, that he addressed epistles to the emperor

Charles IV. upon the distracted stat^ of Italy, and en-

treated him to resume the old Ghibelline policy of imperial

interference. Charles IV. passed through Mantua in the

autumn of 1354. There Petrarch made his acquaintance,

and, finding him a man unfit for any noble enterprise,

declined attending him to Rome. When Charles returned

to Germany, after assuming the crowns in Rome and
Milan, Petrarch addressed a letter of vehement invective

and reproach to the emperor who was so negligent of the

duties imposed on him by his high office. This did not

prevent the Yisconti sending >iim on an embassy to Charles

in 1356. .Petrarch found liim at Prague, and, after plead-

ing the cause of his masters, was despatched with honour

and the diploma of count palatine. His student's life at

Milan was again interrupted in 1360 by a mission on
which Galeazzo Yisconti sent him to King John of France.

The tyrants of Milan were aspiring to royal alliances

;

Gian Galeazzo Yisconti had been married to Isabella of

France ; Violante Yisconti, a few years later, was wedded
tD the English duke of Clarence. Petrarch was now com-

nussioned to congratulate King John upon his liberation

from captivity in England. This duty performed, he
returned to Milan, where in 1361 he received news of the

deaths^of his sou Giovanni and his old friend Socrates.

Both had been carried ofi' by plague.

The remaining years of Petrarch's life, important as they
were for the furtherance of hiunanistic studies, may be
briefly condensed. On llth May 1362 he settlfed at

Padua, from the neighbourhood of which he never moved
again to any great distance. The same year saw him at

Venice, making a donation of his library to the repub'iic

of St Mark. Here his friend Boccaccio introduced to

him the Greek teacher Leontius PUatus. Petrarch, who
possessed a MS. of Homer and a jxirtion of Plato, never

acquired the Greek language, although he attempted to

gain some little knowledge of it in his later years. Homer,
he said, was dumb to him, while he was deaf to Homer

;

and he could only approach the Iliad in Boccaccio's rude
Latin version. About this period he saw his daughter
Francesca happily married, and undertook the education

of a young scholar from Ravenna, whose sudden disappear-

ance from his household caused him the deepest grief.

This youth has been identified, but on Insufficient grounds,

with that Giovanni Malpaghini of P.avenna who was
destined to form a most important link between Petrarch

and the humanists of tha nezt age of culture. The public

affairs of liily and Europe continued to interest him ; nor
was he ever idle in composing letters and orations, some of

which were not without political importance, while all of

them contributed to form a style that had the greatest

influence over successive generations of Italian chancellors

and secretaries. Gradually his oldest friends dropped off.

Azzo di CoiTtggio died in 1362, and Loelius, Simonides, Bar-

bate, in tbs following year. His own death was reported

in 1365; but he survived another decade. Much of this

last stage of hLs life was occupied at Padua in a contro-

versy with the Avtrroists, whom he regarded as dangerous
antagonists both to sound religion and to sound culture.

A curious treatise, which grew in part out of this dispute

and out of a previotis duel with physicians, v/as the book
Upon, his own Ignorance and that of many others. At last,

in 1369, tired with the "bustle of a to'n-n so big as Padua,
he retired to Arqua, a village in the Euganean hiUs. where
he continued his usual train of literary occupations, employ-
ing several secretaries, and studying unremittingly. All
through these, declining years his friendship with Boccaccio
was maintained and strengthened. It rested on a solid

basis of mutual afiectioa and of common studies, the

different temperaments of the two scholars securing them
against the disagreements of rivalry or jealousy. One
of Petrarch's last compositions was a Latin version of

Boccaccio's story of Griselda. On 18th July 1374 his

people found the old poet and scholar dead among his

books in the library of that little house which looks across

the hills and lowlands toward the Adriatic.

When we attempt to estimate Petrarch's position in the

history of modem cvdture, the first thing which strikes us
is that he was even less eminent as an Italian poet than
as the founder of Humanism, the inaugurator of the

Renaissance in Italy. What he achieved for the modem
world was not merely to bequeath to his Italian imitators

masterpieces of lyrical art unrivalled for perfection of

workmanship, but also, and far more, to open out for

Europe a new sphere of mental activity. Standing within
the threshold of the Middle Ages, he surveyed the king-

dom cf the modern spirit, and, by his own inexhaustible

industry in the field of scholarship and study, he deter-

mined what we call the revival of learning. By bringing

the men of his own generation into sympathetic contact

with antiquity, he gave a decisive impulse to that European
movement which restored freedom, self-consciousness, and
the faculty of progress to the human intellect. The warm
recogtiition which he met with in his lifetime and the extra-

ordinary activity of his immediate successors prove indeed

that the age itself wa's ripe for this momentous change.

Yet it is none the less certain that Petrarch stamped his

genius on the spirit of the time, _that he was the hero of

the humanistic effort. He was the first man to collect

hbraries, to accumulate coins, to advocate the preservation

of antique monuments, and to collate MSS. Though he
knew no Greek, he was the first to appreciate its > vast

importance ; and through his influence Boccaccio laid the

earliest foundations of its study. More than this, he was
the first to approach the great authors of antiquity with

intelligence. It was not the extent but the lucidity of

his erudition, not the matter but the spirit of his scholar-

ship, that placed him at an immeasurable distance of

superiority above his predecessors. When we compare
the use which even Dante made of classical knowledge ir.

his De Monarchia with Petrarch's touch upon the ancien*s

in his numerous prose works, we perceive that we have
passed from the mediseval to the modern conception""of

literature. For him the authors of the Greek and Latiii

world were living men,—more real, in fact, than those with

whom he corresponded ; and the rhetorical epistles h .

addressed to Cicero, Seneca, and Varro prove that he dwelt

with them on terms of sympathetic intimacy. So far-

reaching were the interests controlled by him in this capacity

of humanist that his achievement as an Italian lyrist seems

by comparison insignificant.

Petrarch's ideal of humanism was essentially a noble

one. He regarded the orator and the poet as teachers,

bound to complete themselves by education, and to exhibit

to the world an image of perfected personality in prose and
verse of studied beauty. Self-culture and tself-effectuation

seemed to him the highest aims of man. Everything which

contributed to the formation of a free, impassioned, liberal

individuality he regarded as praiseworthy. Everything

which retarded the attainment of that end was contempt-

ible in his eyes. The authors of antiquity, the Holy Scrip-

tures, and the fathers of the church were valued by him as

one common source of intellectual enlightenment. Emi-

nently religious, and orthodox in his convictions, he did not

seek to substitute a pagan for the Christian ideal. This

was left for the scholars of the 15th and 16th centuries in

Italy. At the same time, the Latin orators, historians,

and" poets were venerated by him as depositaries of a

tradition only second in importance to revelation. For
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tim there was no schism between Rome and Galilee, be-

txeen classical genius and sacred inspiration. Though the

latter took the first rank in relation to man's eternal -wel-

fare, the former was necessary for the perfection of his

intellect and the civilization of his manners. With this

double ideal in view, Petrarch poured scorn upon the

French physicians and the Italian Averroists for their

illiberal philistiuism, no less than for their materialistic

impiety. True to his conception of independent intellectual

activity, he abstained from a legal career, refused import-

ant ecclesiastical office, and contented himself with paltry

benefices which implied no spiritual or administrative

duties, because he was resolved to follow the one purpose

of his life,—self-culture. Whatever in literature revealed

the hearts of men was infinitely precious to him ; and for

this reason he professed almost a cult for St Augustine.

It was to Augustine, as to a friend or a confessor, that he

])oured fortli the secrets of his own soul in the book De
Coniemptu Jfundi.

In this effort to realize his truest self Petrarch was
eminently successful. Much as he effected by restoring

to the world a sound conception of learning, and by rousing

that genuine love and curiosity which led to the revival,

he did even more by impressing on the age his own full-

formed and striking personality. In all things he was
original. Whether we regard him as a priest who published

poem after poem in praise of an adored mistress, as a

jilebeian man of letters who conversed on equal terms with

Icings and princes, as a solitary dedicated to the love of

nature, as an amateur diplomatist treating affairs of state

with pompous eloquence in missives sent to popes and

emperors, or again as a traveller eager for change of scene,

ready to climb mountains for the enjoyment of broad

prospects over spreading champaigns ; in all these divers

manifestations of his peculiar genius we trace some contrast

v.'ith the manners of the 14th century, some empliatic

anticipation of the 16th. The defects of Petrarch's char-

acter were no less striking than its qualities, and were

indeed their complement and counterpart. That vivid

conception of intellectual and moral self-culture which

determined his ideal took the form in actual life of all-

absorbing egotism. He was not content with knowing

himself to be the leader of the age. He claimed autocracy,

suffered no rival near his throne, brooked no contradiction,

demanded unconditional submission to his will and judg-

ment. His friends were treated by him as subordinates

and vassals with exacting magnanimity. The preoccu-

pation with himself, which makes his letters and prose

treatises a mine of autobiographical information, rouses a

certain contempt when we watch it degenerating into

vanity, appetite for flattery, intrigues for the poet's crown,

restless change from place to place in search of new admirers,

desire for ceremonial pomp, and half-concealed detraction of

.superior genius. Petrarch was made up of contradictions.

Praising solitude, playing the hermit at Vaucluse, he only

loved seclusion as a contrast to the society of courts; while he

penned dissertations on the futility of fame and the burden

of celebrity, he was trimming his sails to catch the breeze

of popular applause. No one professed a more austere

morality, and few mediaeval writers indulged in cruder

satire on the female sex; yet he passed some years in the

society of a concubine, and his living masterpiece of art is

the apotheosis of chivalrous passion for a woman. These

discords of an undecided nature displayed themselves in

his political theories and in his philosophy of conduct. In

one mood he was fain to ape the antique patriot ; in another

he affected the monastic saint. He was clamorous for the

freedom of the Roman people
;
yet at one time he called

U[)on the popes to re-establish themselves in the Eternal

City j at another he besought the emperor to make it his

headquarters ; at a third he hailed in Eienzi the founder of

a new republic. He did not perceive that all these plans

were incompatible. His relations to the Lombard nobles

were equally at variance with his professed patriotism

;

and, while still a housemate of Visconti ind Correggi, ho

kept on issuing invectives against the tyrants who divided

Italy. It would not be difficult to multiply these antitheses

in the character and the opinions of this singular man.

But it is more to the purpose to remark that they were

harmonized in a personality of potent and enduring force.

Petrarch was essentially the first of the moderns, the

ancestor of Hamlet and Faust, Rousseau and Childe

Harold. That strange spirit of unrest and melancholy, of

malady and isolation, which drove him from time to time

into the desert, where he sought companionship with the

great writers of the past, was the inner witness to an

irresoluble contradiction between himself and the age in

which he lived.

The point to notice in this complex personality is that

Petrarch's ideal remained always literary. As philosopher,

politician, historian, essayist, orator, he aimed at lucid and

harmonious expression,—not, indeed, neglecting the import-

ance of tlie material he undertook to treat, but approach

ing his task in the spu'it of an artist rather than a thinker

or a man of -action. This accounts for his bewildering

versatility, and for his apparent want of grasp on conditions

of fact. Viewed in this light Petrarch anticipated the

Italian Renaissance in its weakness,— that philosophical

superficiality, that tendency to ornate rhetoric, that pre-

occupation with stylistic trifles, that want of profound con-

viction and stern sincerity, which stamp its minor literary

products with the note of mediocrity. Had Petrarch been

possessed with a passion for some commanding principle

in politics, morality, or science, instead of with the thirst

for self-glorification and the ideal of artistic culture, it is

not wholly impossible that - Italian humanism might have

assumed a manlier and more conscientious tone. But this

is not a question which admits of discussion ; for the con-

ditions which made Petrarch what he was were already

potent in Italian society. He did but express the spirit of

the period he opened ; and it may also be added that his

own ideal was higher and severer than that of the illus-

trious humanists who followed him.

As an author Petrarch must be considered from two

points of view,—first as a writer of Latin verse and prose,

secondly as an Italian lyrist. In the former capacity he

was speedily outstripped b}' more fortunate scholars. His

eclogues and epistles and the epic of Africa, on which he

set such store, exhibit a comparatively limited conmiand

of Latin metre. His treatises, orations, and familiar

letters, though remarkable for a prose style which is emi-

nently characteristic of the man, are not distinguished by

jiurity of diction. JIuch as he admired Cicero, it is clear

that he had not freed himself from current medieval

Latinity. Seneca and Augustine had been too much u.scd

by him as models of composition. At the same time it

will be conceded that he possessed a copious vocabulary, a

fine ear for cadence, and the faculty of expressing every

shade of thought or feeling. What he lacked was that

insight into the best classical masterpieces, that command
of the best classical diction, which is the product of suc-

cessive generations of scholarship. To attain to this,

Gio\-anni da Ravenna, Colluccio Salutato, Poggio, and

Filelfo had to labour, before a Poliziano and a Bembo
finally prepared the path for an Erasmus. Had Petrarch

been born at the close of the 1 5th instead of at the open-

ing of the 14th century there is no doubt that his Latinity

would have been as pure, as versatile, and as pointed as

that of the witty stylist of Rotterdam.

With regard to his Italian poetry Petrarch occupies a
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very dificrtnS" poSHon. TCe Tlim* tn KtVa e JTorie di

Mtidoima Laura cannot become obsolete, for perfect

metrical form has here been married to knguage of the

choicest and the purest. It is true that even in the Carir-

2onifrt, as Italians prefer to call that collection of lyrics,

Petrarch is not devoid of faults belonging to his age, and

affectations which have imposed themselves with disastrous

effect through his authority upon the literature of Europe.

He appealed in his odes and sonnets to a restricted audi-

ence already educated by the chivalrous love-poetry of

Provence and by Italian imitations of that style. He was

not careful to exclude the commonplaces of the school, nor

an^ous to finish a work of art wholly free from fashion-

able graces and from contemporary conceits. There is

therefore a Certain element of artificiality in his treatment

;

and this, since it is easier to copy defects than excellencies,

has been perpetuated with wearisome monotony by versi-

fiers who chose him for their modeL But, after making

due allowance for peculiarities, the abuse of which has

brought the name of Petrarchist into contempt, we can

agree with Shelley that the lyrics of the Canzoniere "are

as spells which unseal the inmost enchanted fountaias of

the delight which is the grief of love." That is to say,

Petrarch in this monumental series of odes and sonnets

depicted all the moods of a real passion, and presented

them in a style of such lucidity, with so exqpiisite a

command of rhythmical resources, and with humanity of

emotion so simple and so true, as to render his portrait of

a lover's soul applicable to all who have loved and vi-ill

love for ages. If space sufiiced much might be written

about the peculiar position held by Petrarch between the

metaphysical lyrists of Tuscany and the more realistic

amorists of succeeding generations. True in this respect

also to his anticipation of the coming age, he was the first

Italian poet of love to free himself from allegory and

mysticism. Yet he was far from approaching the analysis

of emotion with the directness of a Heine or De Miisset.

Though we believe in the reality of Laura, we derive no

cl^r conception either of her person or her character. She

is not so much a woman as woman in the abstract ; and

perhaps on this very account the poems written for her by

her lover have been taken to the heart by countless lovers

who came after him. The method of his art is so general-

izing, while his feeling is so natural, that every man can

see himself reflected in the singer and his mistress

shadowed forth in Laura. The same criticism might be

passed on Petrarch's descriptions of nature. That he felt

the beauties of nature keenly is certain, and he frequently

touches them with obvious appreciation. Yet he has

written nothing so characteristic of Vaucluse as to be

inapplicable to any solitude where there are woods and

water. The Canzoniere is therefore one long melodious

monody poured from the poet's soul, with the indefinite

form of a beautiful woman seated in a lovely landscape, a

perpetual object of delightful contemplation. This dis-

engagement from local circumstance without the sacrifice

of emotional sincerity is a merit in Petrarch, but it became

a fault in his imitators. Lacking his intensity of passion

and his admirable faculty for seizing the most evanescent

shades of difference in feeling, they degenerated into

colourless and lifeless insipidities made insupportable by

the frigid repetition of tropes and conceits which we are

fain to pardon in the master.

Petrarch did not distinguish himself by love-poetry alone

in the Italian language. His odes to Giacomo Colonna,

be. Cola di Rienzi, and to the princes of Italy display him
in another light. They exhibit the oratorical fervour, the

pleader's eloquence in its most perfect lustre, which

Petrarch possessed in no less measure than subjective pas-

sion. Modern Uterature has nothing noblerj nothing more

harmonious in the declamatory style than these three

patriotic eSFusicns. Their spirit itsel: is epoch-making in

the history of Eiirope. LTp to this point Italy had scarcely

begun to exist. There were Elprentines and Lombardsj
Guelfs and Ghibellines ; but even Dante had scarcely con-

ceived of Italy as a nation, independent of the empire,

inclusive of her several component commonwealths. To
the high conception of Italian nationality, to the belief in

that spiritual unity which underlay her many discords and
divisions, Petrarch attained partl> through his disengage-

ment from civic and local partisanship, partly through hig

large and liberal ideal of culture. It was the function of

the Renaissance to bring all parts of the Italian peninsula

into an intellectual harmony by means of common enthu-

siasm for arts*and letters. But it remained for the present

century to witness the political consolidation of the Italian

people under a single govenunent.

The materials for a life of Petrarch are afforded in abundance by
his letters, collected and prepared for publication under his own
eyes. These are divided into Famitiar Correspondena, Correspond*

cnce in Old Age, Diicrs Letters, and Letters icithout a Title ; to

which may be added the curious autobiographical fragment entitled

the Epistle to Poslerily. Nest in importance rank the epistles and
eclogues in Latin verse, the Italian poems, and the rhetorical

addresses to popes, emperors, Cola di Eienzi, and some great men
of antiquity. For the comprehension of his character the treatise

De Conlemptu ilundi, addressed to St Augustine and styled his

Secret, is invaluable. Withou* attempting a complete list oi

Petrarch's works, it may be well to illustrate the extent of his eru-

dition and his activity as a writer by a brief enumeration of the

most important In the section belonging to moral philosophy

we find Dc Itcviediis Ifiriusque Fortume, a treatise on human happi-

ness and unhappiness ; Lk I'iia SoUtaria, a panegj-ric of solitude ;

De Otio JUligie>sonim^ a similar essay on monastic life, inspired by

a visit to his brother Gherardo in his convent near JIarseilies: On
historical subjects the most considerable are Jierum Jfemorandarum
Libri, a miscellany from a student''^ cnjnmooplace-book, and De
Viris itlustribiis, an epitome of the b.ogi'aphics of Roman worthies.

Three polemical works require mention : Contra aijusdam ancnijmi

Gain calumnias Apologia, Conira Mcdicum quendam luixctiiarum

Libri, and De sui ipsius et mullorum Ignorar.'ia,—controversial

and sarcastic compositions, which grew out of Petrarch's quarrels

with the physicians of Avignon and the Averroists of Padua. In

this connexion it might also be well to mention the remarkable

satires on the papal court, includeji in the Epistolas sine Titulo.

Five public orations have been preserved, the most weighty of

which, in explanation of Petrarch's conception of literature, is the

sp«ch delivered on the Capitol upon the occasion of his coronation.

Aif^ig his Latin poems Africa, an epic on Scipio Africanus, takes

the first place. 'Twelve Eclogues and three Ixjoks of Epiilles iu

verse close the list. In Italian we possess the Canioiiierc, which

includes odes and sonnets wTitten for Laura during her lifetime,

those written for her after her death, and a miscellaneous section

containing the three patriotic odes and three famous poetical

invectives against the papal court. Besides these lyrical composi-

tions are the semi-epical or allegorical Trionji,—Triumphs of Love,

Chastity, Death, Fame, Time, and Divinity, WTitten in terza rima

of smooth and limpid quality. Though these Triumphs, as a whole,

are deficient in poetic inspiration, the second canto of the Trionfo

delta ilorte, in which Petrarch describes a vision of his dead love

Laura, is justly famous for reserved passion and pathos tempered

to a tranquil harmony.
The complete biblic^raphy of Petrarch forms a considerable volniue. Such

a work was attempted by DoineDico Rossetti (Trieste, IS-iS)^ It uiU be enou.li

here to mention the Basel edition of loSl, in foiio, as tbe tesis for all subsequent

editions of his coUecte'l works. T\to editions of the Cait-ORJere deserve especial

notice.—that of Marsand (Padua, lS20)aud that of Leopardi in Le Monnier's col-

lection. Nor mast Fracassetti's Italian version of the Leilers (published in 3

vols, by Le Monnier) be ceelected. De Sade's Li/e of the pcec (AnisterJani,

1764-67) marks an epoch In the history of his numerous biographies ; but this

13 in manv iniportant points untrustworthy, and it has been supeisedcd by
Gustav Koerting's exhaustive \-olume on Pttrarat'i Ltben vnd JK^rUfLejpsit

1S7S). Georg Voigt's Wic^erbelehttjig J« etcssisdttn Attertkums (Berlin. ISit')

contains a well-digcsted estimate of Petrarch's relation to the re\ival of learn

log. Meziere's Pc-/7nrq(«(l&6S)isa monograph of merit. Euglish readers uiaj

be referred to a little book on Petrarch by Henrj- Keeve, and to vols. ii. and iv.

of SjTuonds's Renaissance ijL Ital^. (J- -^ S-)

PETREL, the name applied in a general way to a group

of Birds (of which more than 100 species are recognized)

from the habit which some of them possess of apparently

walking on the surface of the water as the apostle St Peter

(of whose name the word is a diminutive form) is recorded

(Matt. xiv. 29) to have done. For a long while the Petrels

were ranKed as a Family, under the name of. Fvocell-
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arii'.K's,^ and thought to be either very nearly allied to the

Gulls, Laridee, or intermediate between that Family and the

Stiyanopodes ; but this opinion has gradually given way,

and it is now hard to resist the conclusion that they have

to be regarded as p.n "Order,-" to which the name Tubinai'es

has been applied from the tubular form of their nostrils, a

feature possessed in greater ot less degree by all" of them,

and by which each may at a glance be recognized. They
have usually been subdivided into .three groups or Sub-

families, (1)
' Pehcanoidiiise (or Halodrominse), containing

some three or four species known as Diving-Petrels, with

habits very different from others of ths Faraily, and almost

peculiar to high southern latitudes from Cape Horn to

New Zealand
; (2) Procellariinge, or Petrels proper ; and

l3) Diomedeime, or Albatrosses (cf. Mallemuck, vol. xv.

p. 234). Recently, however, the anatomy of the group
has -been subjected to very close examination by Garrod
and W. A! Forbes, the latter of whom has summed up the

results obtained by himself and his predecessor in an ela-

borate essay, forming part ix. of the Zoology of the voyage

of the " Challenger," which shew determinations that differ

greatly from any that had been reached by prior system-

atists. . According to these investigators, the Tuoinares

are composed of two Families, Procellariidsi and Oceanitidfe,

whose distinctness had never before been suspected -—the

latter, consisting of four genera not very much differing in

appearance from many others, while the former includes

as Subfamilies the Albatrosses, Diomedciiim, with' three

genera, Diomedea, Thalassiarche, and Phoebetria, and the

true Petrels, Procellariinee, in which last are combined forms

so different externally and in habit as the Biving-Petrels,

above noticed, the Storm-Petrols, Procellaria, the Flat-billed

Peti-els, Pnon, the Fulmak (vol. ix. p. 817), the Sheae-
WATEBS {q.v.), and others. Want of space forbids ua

here dwelling on the characters assigned to these different

groups, or the means which have led to this classification

of it, set forth at great length in the essay cited, where

also will be found copious references to previous studies

of the Petrels, among which may here be especially men-
tioned those of MM. Hombron and Jacquinot (Comptes

Rendus, 1844, pp. 353-358,. and Zool. Voy. au Pol Sv.d,

vol. iii.), Prof. Coues {Proc. Acad. Philadelphia, 1864, pp.

72-91, llG-144, and 1866, pp. 25-33, 134-197), and Mr
galvin (Ora. Miscellany, ii. pp. 223-238, 249-257; and
Zoology, Von. "Challenger," pt. viii. pp. 140-149).

Petrels are dispersed throughout all the seas and oceans

of the world, and some species apparently never resort to

land except for the purpose of nidification, though nearly

all are liable at times to be driven ashore, and often very

far inland, by gales of wind.- It would also seem that

during the breeding-season many of them are wholly noc-

turnal in their habits, passing the day in holes of the

ground, or in clefts of the rocks, in which they generally

nestle, .the hen of each pair- laying a single white egg,

spai-sely speckled in a few species \nih. fine reddish dots.

Of tho.se species that freqtiBni, the Nbrth Atlanti- '''^e

common Storm-Petrel, Procellaria pelagica, a little 'hud

which • has to the ordinary eye rather the look of a S'wif

t

<jr Swallow, is the " Mother Carey's chicken " of sailors,

and is "widely believed to be the harbinger of bad weather

;

but seamen hardly discriminate between this and others

nearly resembling it in appearance, such as Leach's or the

* Mo?t commonly but erroneousl.v. spelt Procellaridw.

' It is due to Prof. C»ues to state lint iu 1864 he had declared tb'J

genus Oceanites, of which he only knew the external characters, to l)e

" the most distinct and remarkable " of the " Proccllaritm," though he

never thought of making it the type of a separate Family.

» Thus (Estrelala htesitala, the Capped Petrel, a species whose

proper hohio seems to be Guadeloupe and some of the neighbouiing

West^Indian Islauda, has occurred in the State of New York, near

Boulogne, in Norfolk, and jn Hungary {Ihis, 1884, p. 2021

1

Fork-tailed Petrel, Cymochorea leucorrhoa, a rather larger

but less common bird, and WUson's Petrel, Oceanites

oceanicvs, the typo of the Family Oceanilidse mentioned
above, which is more coinmon on the American side. But
it is in the Southern Ocean that Petrels most abound, both

as species and as individuals. The Cape-Pigeon or Pintado

Petrel, Daption capensis, is one that has long been well

kno'wn to mariners and other wayfarers on the great waters,

while those who voyage to ' or from Australia, whatever

be the route they take, are certain to meet with many
more species, some, as Ossifraga gigantea, as large as Alba-

trosses, and several of them called by sailors by a variety

of choice name.s, generally having reference to the strong

smell of musk emitted by the birds, among which that of

"Stink-pot " is not the most opprobrious. None 'of the

Petrels are endowed with any brilliant colouring—sooty-

black, grey of various tints (one of -which is often called

" blue "
), and white being the only hues 'their plumage

exhibits ; but their graceful flight, and their companion-

ship when no other life is visible around a lonely vessel on
the widest of oceans, give them an interest to beholders,

though this is too often marred by the wanton destruction

dealt out by brutal or thoughtless -persons who thus seek

to break the tediousness of a long voyage. The distri-

bution of the several species of Petrels in the Southern

Ocean has been ably treated by Prof. A. Milne-Edwards in

the Annales des Sciences Naturelles for 1882 (ser. 6, Zoo-

Ijgie, vol. xiii. art. 4, pp. 1-22), of which essay a transla-

tion will be found in the Mittheilungen des Ornithologischen

^^creir<i in Wien for 1884. (a. n.)

PETRIE, George (1790-1860), Irish antiquary, was the

son of James Petrie, a native of Aberdeen, who had settled

in Dublin as a portrait and miniature painter. He was
born in Dublin in January 1790, and was educated to

become a painter. Besides attaining co.nsiderable reputa-

tion as a landscape painter of -Irish scenes, he devoted

much of his artistic skill to the illustration of the anti-

quities of the couhtrj'. Even in boyhood his love of

archaeology vied with his love of art and of nature. In
1828 he was appointed to conduct the antiquarian and
historical seetibn of the Ordnance Survey of Irelandj but
this department of the work was not persevered in by the

Government. In 1832 he became editor of the Dublin

Penny Journal, a periodical designed to disseminate in-

formation among the masses, to which he contributed

numerous articles on the history of the fine arts in

Ireland. Petrie may be regarded, as the first scientific

investigator of Irish archsjology, his contributions to which

are also in themselves of prime importance. His Essay

o:i Round Towers, for which in 1830 he received the prize

of the Irish Academy, must still rank, whether or not his

opinion be accepted that the round towers served the joint

purpose of belfries and fortalices, as the standard work on

the subject. A second edition was published in 1845.

Among his other more important contributions to Irish

archaeology are his Essay on the Military Architecture of

Ireland and his Ilisiory and Antiquities of Tara Hill.

In 1847 he received the degree of LL.D. from the

university of Du'olin, and in 1849 he was placed on the

civil list for an annual pension of 4300. He died 17th

January 1866.

See the Life and Labours in 'Art and Archwology of George Petf
"

by 'William Stokes, 1868.

PETROLEUM. The word "petroleum" (roch-oil;

Germ., erdiil, eteirwf) is used to desig'nate the forma of

bitirmen that are of an oily consistence. It passes by
insensible gradations into the volatile and ethereal naph-

thas on the one hand and the semi-fluid malthas or mineral-

tars or (the other.

History.—Petroleum bas beer kno'wn by civilized man
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from tLe dawn of history. Herodotus wrote of the springs

of Zaeynthus (Zante), and the fountains of Hit have been

celebrated by the Arabs and Persians. Pliny and Dioscorides

describe the oil of Agrigentum, which was used in lamps

under the name of " Sicilian oil," and mention is made of

petroleum springs in China in the earliest records of that

ancient people. The abundance of petroleum and the fire-

temple at Baku on the Caspian have been frequently de-

scribed by travellers who have gone overland from Europe
to India, from the time of Marco Polo to recent yeare. Petro-

leum in ^'orth Ameiica was first mentioned by a Franciscan

missionary, Joseph de la Roche d'Allion, in a letter written

in 1629 and published in Sagard's Histoire du Canada in

1636. Peter Kalm described the springs on Oil Creek in his

book of travels in North America, published in London in

1772. In 1750 the French commander at Fort Duquesne
described them in a letter to General Montcalm, and later,

towards the close of the last century, frequent mention is

made of oil-cprings in correspondence relating to what is

now western Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, and Ken-
tucky. In 1765 .and 1826 the British Government sent

embassies to the court of Ava, in the reports of which
mention is made of the petroleum springs and wells near

Rangoon on the Irawadl During the early years of the

present centiuy the occurrence of bitumen, and particularly

of its liquid forms, was noticed by scientific men and
travellers in various localities. In Europe, Boussingault's

researches upon the petroleum of Bechelbronn (Lower
Alsace) and the discovery of paraffin by Reichenbach
attracted much attention. Petroleum was observed and
described as early as 181 -i in Washington county, Ohio,

in wells at that time being bored for brine. In 1819 a
well bored for brine in Wayne county, Kentucky, yielded

so much black petroleum that it was abandoned. It has
continued to yield small quantities until the present time.

In 1829 a well drilled for brine near Burkesville, Cumber-
land county, Kentucky, yielded such a flow of petroleum
that it was regarded as £. wonderful natural phenomenon.
This well is estimated to have yielded, up to 1860, 50,000
barrels of oil, the larger part of which was wasted. Of the

rest a few ban-ek were bottled and sold as a liniment in

the United States and Europe under the name of " Ameri-
can oil."

About the year 1847 E. W. Binney of Manchester, Eng-
land, called attention to the petroleum discovered at Rid-
dings, near Alfreton in Derbyshire, and a few years later

he, together with James Young and others, commenced the
manufacture of illuminating and other oils from it. The
supply of crude material from this source soon became in-

adequate, and they then commenced distilling the Boj,head
mineral that had been found near Bathgate in Scotland.
Tlie success attending this enterprise soon attracted atten-
tion in the United States of America, and a number of estab-

lishments were in operation in the course of a few years,

someof them being Ucensed under Young's patents. In 1851,
when petroleum on Oil Creek was worth 75 cents a crallon

in. the crude state, it was tested' as a crude material for
the manufacture of illuminating oil by Messrs William and
Luther Attvood, and Joshua MerriU, at the United States
Chemical Manufacturing Company's works at Waltham,
near Boston, Massachusetts, and its merits for that purpose
fully established. But its scarcity at that time prevented
its use in commercial quantities, and the establishments at
Boston and Portland, Maine, under the charge of Messrs
Merrill and William Attwood, continued to use Boghead
mineral and albertite for a number of years after petroleum
was produced in sufficient quantity. Petroleum was refined
and offered for sale in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, as early as
1855, but the quantity was too small to influence even the
Leal trade ; it, however, created a small demand for the

crude oil. The well-known fact that brine-weUs often pro-
duced petroleum led those who sold the " American oil " to
embeUish the label on the bottles with a derrick and other
accompaniments of a brine-well ; and the story is told that
the projector of the first well drilled exclusively for petro-
leum was led to undertake it through reflecting upon this
picture. Some oil from one of the natural springs near
TitusviUe, Pennsylvania, was sent to Professor B. Silliman,
junior, of Yale College, and he made a report upon it which
has become a classic in the literature of petroleum. This
report was so satisfactory that a company was organized
in New Haven, and E. L. Drake was sent to drill a well
upon land that was leased in the valley of Oil Creek,
a short distance below the spot where the city of Titus-
viUe now stands. The region was then almost a wilder-
ness, and many delays were experienced before he succeeded
in getting his men and machinery in operation. He was
at first thwarted by quicksands and water, but he finally

drove an iron pipe 36 feet down to the rock. This device,

said to have been original with Drake, has been of great
value in artesian boring ever since he used it. After
drilling 33 feet on the 28th of August 1859, the drill fell

suddenly 6 inches into a crevice, and was left until the
next day, when the drill-hole was found to be nearly filled

with petroleum. No spot in the entire territory where
petroleuui has since been obtained could have been selected

where the oil was to be obtained nearer the surface. The
success of this enterprise led to the immediate drilling

of other wells, first in the valley of Oil Creek and its

tributaries, and later over the higher land between Oil
Creek and the Alleghany river below Tidioute. As this

territory began to be exhausted, the region of the lower
AUeghany, in Butler and Clarion counties, yielded wells

of great richness, and finally the Bradford field in M'Kean
county became the centre of production. A careful com-
parison of the situations of some of the most productive
v>-ells led to the discovery that the areas yielding oil were
not irregular in outline, but extended across the country
in narrow belts, vrithout regard to the present configuration
of the surface. The areas of these be.'ts -nere in general
parallel, and extended in a north-east and south-vest
direction, 15° to 20° from the meridian. As the exhaustion
of the oil -fields of Butler and Clarion counties led pro-
ducers to seek a more productive locality, lines were run
by compass on the supposed axis of the oil-belt over forest-

covered hUls for many miles, until they reached the town
of Bradford, near which wells had previously been drilled

without success. Deeper wells were drilled, and oil was
obtained, resulting in the development since 1875 of about
08,000 acres of the most uniformly productive and exten-
sive oil-territory yet discovered.

In the province of Ontario, Canada, principally in the
vicinity of Enniskillen, a territory of limited extent but
great productiveness has been under development for the
last twenty years. In the region about Baku and in the
valley of the Kuban, at the eastern and western extremi-
ties of the Caucasus, petroleum has been obtained for an
unknown period, and is now being produced from artesian

borings in large quantities. In Galicia and Roumania it

is also obtained in commercial quantities. These regions
with the United States furnish the petroleum of commerce.
Japan, China, Burmah, and Italy have j-ielded petroleum
in quantities sufficient t") supply a local demand, but the
vast quantity of the American oil and low price at which it

is furnished have rendered the production in these coun-

tries unprofitable.

Geographical Distribution.—Petroleum "was found about
one hundred years since in making the duke of Bridge-

water's tunnel at Worsley, at Wigan and West Leigh in

the Lancashire coal-fields, at Coalbrookdale and Welli::gton

XVill. — QO
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in Shropshire and Riddings in Derbyshire, two other coal-

fields ; also in a peat-bog at Down Holland, near Orms-

kirk, in Lancashire, but never in commercial quantities.

The greatest supply has not been more than fifty gallons

a day, and even that soon diminished." A tar-spring was

known at Coalport, in Shropshire, early in the present

century. Although there are extensive deposits of solid

bitumen in eastern France and Switzerland, the petroleum

springs that occur at Saint Boes, Basses Pyr^n^es, are un-

important. In Alsace, at Lobsann and Bechelbronn, petro-

leum has been obtained for many years for local uses.

Although reported from many localities in Germany, the

only point that has promised to be of any importance is the

Luneburg heath, south of Hamburg. Petroleum is also

reported near HoUe, in Dithmarschen, Schleswig-Holstein.

On the eastern shores of the Adriatic—in Dalmatia and

Albania—and in the Ionian Islands, petroleum springs

have been mentioned by the writers of classical antiquity.

In Armenia and Persia petroleum has been used for un-

known centuries, and it appears to be widely distributed

in the mountains that surround the tableland of Iran. In

-Algeria, Egypt, Kashmir, the Punjab, Assam, Java, and

other East Indian islands petroleum is reported. In North

America the successful development of the petroleum-fields

of north-west Pennsylvania following the completion of

Drake's well led in a few years to the drilling of wells in

a great many localities where petroleum-springs had been

observed. The following so-called " petroleum-fields " have

produced oU in conunercial quantities more or less valuabje.
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the bulk of petroleum produced issues from rocks older

than the Cal-boniferous, while the formations yielding

bitumen, in by far the greater number of localities, are of

Eocene age. In the great "oil-region" of the United

States petroleum occurs in crevices to a very limited

extent. In Canada and West Virginia it occurs beneath

the crowns of anticlinals, and in Pennsylvania it saturates

the porous portions of formations that lie far beneath the

influence of superficial erosion, like sand-bars in a flowing

stream or detritus on a beach. These strata are not of

any particular geological age, but run through a vast

accumulation of sediments embraced in all the forma-

tions between the Lower Devonian and Upper Carbonifer-

ous. They lie conformably with the enclosing rocks, and

slope gently to the south-west. The Bradford field in

particular resembles a sheet of coarse-grained sandstone

100 square miles in extent, by from 20 to 80 feet in

thickness, lying with its south-western edge lowest and
submerged in salt water, and its north-eastern edge highest

and filled with gas under an extremely high pressure. In

Galicia the sandstones holding the oil are very much dis-

turbed, while in the Caucasus the deposits of sand are

erratic both in regard to position and extent, and lenticular

in outline, being enclosed in a formation consisting of

stiff blue clay.
'
C/iemistry.—The first chemical research upon petroleum

was conducted by Vauquelin in 1817 upon the naphtha of

Amiano. Prior to the discovery of petroleum in commer-

cial quantities, a number of European chemists had made
determination of the atomic constitution of several different

varieties, and it had become generally understood that the

oil consisted of an equal number of atoms of carbon and

hydrogen. It has since been determined that some varieties

of petroleum contain nitrogen and others contain sidphur

and oxygen. These last-named elements are, however, to

be properly considered as components of impurities. The
proximate principles of petroleum have been determined

and examined chiefly by Schorlemmer in England, Pelouze

and Cahours in France, and C. M. Warren and S. P. Sadtler

in the United States. Many other chemists have contri-

buted valuable assistance to the work. These researches

have established the faict that Pennsylvania petroleum con-

sists chiefly of two homologous series of isomeric compounds
having the general formula Cniiin+2, at one extremity of

which marsh gas is found and solid paraSin at the other

(see Pakaffin). This oil also contains a smaller propor-

tion of the olefine series, having the formula CnR^n, with

traces in the Bradford oil of the benzole series. Rangoon
petroleum contains a larger proportion of both the olefine

and the benzole series than Pennsylvania oil. It has been
shown that Caucasian petroleum contains the additive

compounds of the benzole group which have the same per-

centage composition as the olefines and furnish an illumin-

ating oil containing more carbon than Pennsylvania oils of

the same specific gravity. The residues from the manu-
facture of petroleum have been shown to contain very

dense solids and liquids of high specific gravity, having a

large proportion of carbon and possessed of remarkable
fluorescent properties. Some petroleums are easily oxidized

into asphaltum and kindred products. Colourless illumin-

ating oils under the action of light absorb oxygen, which is

converted into ozone, and theybecome yellow and viscid and
of greatly impaired quality when the action is prolonged.

Origin.—The origin of petroleum has been a subject of

speculation among scientific men during the last half cen-

tury. It is a subject involved in much greater obscurity

than the origin of coal, for, unlike coal, it has no organic

structure; hence it can only be inferred upon circumstantial

evidence that it is of organic origin
;
yet such evidence is so

strong that few competent judges have ventured to decide

otherwise. The arguments in favour of a chemical origin

have been advanced almost wholly by a school of French
chemists during the last twenty years. They are based
upon the results of a class of experiments first inaugurated

by Berthelot, in which powerful deoxidizing agents like the

alkali metals or iron at a white heat are caused to react

with steam and carbonic acid. The hydrogen of the water
and the carbon of the carbonic acid, having been deprived

of their oxygen, unite in the nascent state to form a mix-

ture of oily fluids closely resembling petroleum. Sufficient

quantities of these oils have been prepared to prove their

identity with each other and with crude petroleum. Be-

fore concluding from this circumstance that petroleum is

the product of similar reactions, it is necessary to assume
a condition of the earth's interior concerning which we
know nothing ; and, while the theoretical chemistry of the

earth, based upon the nebular hypothesis, does not forbid

such possibilities, there are other considerations relating

to the origin of petroleum based upon the known rather

than the possible that render the assumption that petroleum

is of mineral origin forced and unnecessary. It is found

that, when shale, coal, peat, wood, or animal matter, in

fact any recent or fossil organic matter, is subjected to

destructive distillation at low temperatures, there is ob-

tained among other products an oily fluid which chemistry

shows to consist chiefly of the same compounds of carbon

and hydrogen as are found in Pennsylvania petroleum.

There are other petroleums, however, occurring in Canada,

Tennessee, and other localities somewhat different in com-

position, which are often found under conditions that make
it extremely diflScult to account for their origin upon any
hypothesis that does not regard them as a product of the

decomposition of animal remains. They fill the cavities of

fossil corals and orthoceratites in Canada and of geodes in

Tennessee, in all of which the oil appears to be hermetically

sealed until the rock-mass is broken. The formation in

which these oils occur consists of thickly-bedded Silurian

limestones that were probably deposited in a deep sea at a

somewhat high temperature, in which vast quantities of

sea-animals perished and became buried. It is therefore

most strictly in accordance with observed facts to assume

that these oils, in whatever manner they may have been

produced from the original animal remains, are indigenous

to the rocks in which they are found. These indigenous

oils do not occur locally in considerable quantity, although

the aggregate amount scattered through any formation in

which they occur can easily be shown to be large.

In those localities, notably north-western Pennsylvania

and eastern Ohio, where petroleum occurs in large quan-

tity, it occurs quite uniformly, saturating heavy beds oi

imcemented sandstone. This sandstone is overlaid with an

impervious shell of slate, containing much silica, that holds

down both the oil and gas within the sandstone under great

pressure, not locally in cavities but over wide areas. The

sandstone is also, so far as can be ascertained, underlaid with

a vast formation of shale more than 1000 feet in thickness,

containing large numbers of fossil animals and such a quan-

tity of fossil sea-weeds that Dr J. S. Newberry has suggested

that the Silurian ocean here contained a veritable sargasvo

sea. This shale, so filled with the remains of fucoids,

has been several times submitted to destructive distilla-

tion, and has yielded as high as 50 gallons to the ton oi

distillate oil that was in many respects scarcely to be dis-

tinguished from crude petroleum. During the present

century the French chemical geologists have held that

all forms of bitumen are the product of metamorphism.

Prominent among these may be mentioned Daubr^e, who in

his Observations sur le MHamorphisme has shown the strict

correspondence between his laboratory experiments, in

which all forms of bitumen were produced, and the opera-
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tions of nature. No evidence appears to be kcking to

show that those operations of nature in Trhich heat,

pressure, and steam have joined, usually denominated by

physicists " metamorphism," when acting upon strata con-

taining organic remains, are an adequate origin for petro-

leum as it occurs in the oil-regions of Pennsylvania and

in Galicia. Petroleum occurs on the western slope of the

Appalachian system from Point Gasp^ on the GuH of St

Lawrence to northern Alabama, and there it is most abun-

^smt in the neighbourhood of strata in which there is the

g~"atest accumulation of organic remains. The accumu-

lations of sediment from which this mountain-system was

constructed were deposited in a current whose course was

parallel with the axis of the syste^u, and, as has been so

fully shown by Professor James Hall {Paleoniolcgy of

JCew Tori; vol iii.. Introduction), these sediments were

deposited in great thickness and of very coarse materials

in the north-east, gradually thinning and increasing in fine-

ness as they reached the Mississippi valley in the south-

west. From the latest conclusions of American geologists

it may be inferred that originally the eastern border of

these deposits lay over a region now covered by the

Atlantic Ocean. TVhen the elevation took place that

brought the metamorphic rocks of New England, New
York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia to the surface, the

eastern border remained submerged, while the western

border was brought above the sea-leveL The facts that

concern petroleum are fpund in the comparatively un-

disturbed and nearly level position of this western border,

in which the rocks holding the petroleum lie at present,

like sand-bars in a current, and the further evidence

that they aiford that the metamorphic action which has

altered nearly all the formations of the eastern border

became extinct along- a plane that descended deeper and
deeper from the surface as the western slope of the system

is traversed. This evidence further shows that along the

western borders of the system, although the rocks and
the coal that they enclose are unaltered near the surface,

at the same time vast areas of the fucoidal shale and even

limestones containing indigenous petroleum may have
been invaded by the heat -action and their volatile con-

tents distilled at great depths^ This distillate, being

forced up by heat and hydrostatic pressure, would natur-

ally accumulate in any overlying bed of rock porous

enough to receive it. In Galicia, Eoumania, and Tran-

sylvania the metamorphic core of the Carpathians is

flanked by beds of fucoidal shale rich in the remains of

marine animals, which are intercalated with the beds of

sandstone that contain the oil This hypothesis, which
regards petroleum as a distillate, includes the facts as

thus far observed, is in harmony with scientinc possi-

bilities, and is reasonable, as it does not require any ex-

traordinary assumption of eitherchemical or geological con-

ditions. While the maintenance of any particular theory

concerning the origin of petroleum is imarily of very

little practical value, it is indirectly c. value to conclude

whether by some deep-seated chemical action the oil is at

present being prepared in the laboratories of nature, or

whether its generation has been long sioce completed. If

a coniect interpretation of the phenomena observed in rela-

tion to petroleum leads to the hypothesis that the fluid

Is in most instances a distillate, and especially is ihos:

looaHties where it is most abundant, then the conclusion

is inevitable that the generation of petroleum is practically

completed, and the deposits are vast natural storehouses

which when once emptied are as completely removed from

Siture production as a worked-out bed of coaL

Jfethods of Production.
—

'Wliile petroleum has been pro-

duced for an immemorial period in Persia, China, Japan,

sormah, Baku, and Galicia, and while the primitive

methods employed in each country in its production fur-

nish interesting subjects for study, it is scarcely possible

in this article to do more than indicate in a genera! man-
ner how the vast quantities produced at the present time

in the United States and Canada are brought to the

surface, stored, and transported. In both Galicia and
the Caucasus, which, with Canada and the United States,

now furnish the petroleum of commerce, the ancient

methods of production are being rapidly superseded by
those employed in America. In the United States the

development of oil-territory has acquired a habit that has

become well defined, and has been repeatedly exemplified

during,the last twenty years. The first step is the sinking

of a test or "wOd-cat" weU outside the Umits of any
proved productive territory, the progress of such well

being eagerly watched not only t^ those who pay for it

but also by many others who hope to profit by the experi-

ment. The striking of oil in such a well is the sign;U for

a grand rush, and a speculative floating population invades

the place. After a time the speculative phase is succeeded

by that of settled development. The oil-territory had be-

come outlined. The sagacious ones have secured control

of the most profitable tracts, while the floating element

has moved on to a new field. Between the period of

active development and absolute exhaustion comes that of

decay, when the derricks are rotting and falling to wreck,

and when property that has ceased to bs productive has

been sold at an extravagant price, and after accumulating

debts has been abandoned. Finally the wave passes over

and nature restores as she restores after the ruin of battle-

fields. A visit to Pithole city, which in 1865 was; next to

Philadelphia, the largest post-office in Pennsylvania, showed

in 1881 fields of maize and timothy where some of the

most famous wells had been, and of the city a score of

houses tumbling ^o decay and nol an inhabitant. It is

not to be inferred, however, that any of the sections into

which the oil-regions have been divided entirely cease tt

produce oiL There are weUs now producing within sight

of the spot where Drake drilled the first well ; but largo

tracts cease to be centres of speculative investment, the

old wells cease to be remunerative, and the new wells no

longer hold out the possibilities of a grand lottery.

Wells are sometimes drilled by the owners of the land, but tho

larger part are drilled under leases. These leases are drawn witJi

a grea: variety of conditions, but they usually stipulate that the

lessor shall pay to the lessee a certain portion of the oil produced.

the amount varying &om one-tenth to one-fourth in proportion to

the supposed richness of the territory. One well to five acres is

^^onsidered as many as a judicious arrangement will allow, but many
wells -have been drilled much closer, and in some instances several

wells have been drilled on one acre. The oil-sand of different

localities varies as it occupies different geological horizons. The
Tenango oil -sand extends from Tidioute in Warren county to

Herman Station in Butler county, Pennsylvania, a distance of 62

miles. It is uniformly a conglomerate of smooth white qtiartz

pebbles, from a quarter to three-quarters of an inch in thickness.

In other districts of the United States, Canada, and Gali0(a the

oil-sand is a true sandstone of varying colour and texture. In tlie

Caucasus the sand is fine, and resembles a quicksand, as it rises with

the oil and accumulates around the weUs.

When the location of a well has teen aetermined, a derrick or

"rig" is built, which consists of the derrick itself and a small

hou*? for an engine, with the necessary foundation for both. This
foundation is made of heavy timbers dovetailed and keyed together.

The derrick consists of a framework firmly braced ia the form of a

truncated pyramid, and about 70 feet high. At its base are two
large reels,- upon one of which ths drilling cable is coiled and upon
the other the sand-pump rope. At one side of the derrick a heavy
post, called the Samson post, is framed into the main sil], upon the

top of which rests the walking-beam, one end of it being connected
with the engine of from 12 to 15 horse-power, whilst the other

supports the drill When the engine is in motion the walking-
beam alternately raises and drops the drill. The boiler is made»like

the tubular boilers Usually employed on locomorives, and is placed

at a distance from the well to prevent the ignition of t'le gas th.-'.t

often accompanies the oil The engine should be reversible, and so
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drilling tools

temper - screw

the walking

-

clamped by the

worked down-
The free end
d, which is

bar of iron

firmness to the
Qpper link of

steel, the slots

placed tl-.t the driller in the derrick can easily control its motion

by the use of cords and pulleys. A string of j_.-ii;__ x-.i_

is represented in fiti. 1. First we have the

rt, which is attached directly to the end of

beam, into the jaws of which the cable is

set-screw b, and the long screw of which, <% is

ward by tlie driller as the rock is penetrated.

of the "c^ble is fastened to th? rope -socket

screwed into the sinker bar e, that is, a solid

about 20 feet in length which serves to give

tools. The sinker -bar is screwed into the

the jars. The jars, /, consist of two links of

of which are 21 inches long,

with cross -heads 8 inches

deep, in consequence of whicli

the links have 13 inches of

play. The lower link of the

iars is screwed into another

ong iron bar called the

auger -stem, g, which is in

turn screwed to the bit or

drill h. The jars are the

centre of action, and the

manner in which they per-

form their work may be Beit
;

explained, perhaps, in this

way. Suppose the tools to

have been just run to the

bottom of the well, the jara
,

closed, and the cable slacked,

the men now reel up the ->:^^-^. ..^^.^^rj— ^
slack until the sinker - bar Q_^^^^"2^^^
rises, the "play" of the j^rs -^"^^^^^'-^^-f^

allowing it to come up 13

inches without lifting th^ ^
auger-stem ; when the lin':

come together they sla.:

back about 4 inches and 6
clamp the caUe -into the ^
temper-screw. If now the Q^p
vertical movement of

walking- team is 24 inches, "^g
the Ednker-bar rises 4 inches,

when the cross-heads of the uj^^^g
links come together with a ^^-^^=
smart blow ; then the auger- $^^
stem is picked up and lilted '0=^=^=^
20 inches. On the down- g^fe^f^;
stroke the auger-stem falls m =.-" '^^\
20 inches, while the links K =^ -^g _
slide 4 inches carrying the 2 ^^^^^^-?^
sinker-bar down 24 inches. U)^^^^^^_^
The links are never allowed q^^^^^^|^ -j I'^^^^^f^^^^^
to strike on the down-stroke, Uj^s^^^^^^J' ^^^ "^ -^

while the blow of the up- *t^^^s=^^-*^ ''

stroke prevents the drill

from becomin
any seam or

.^pJif^^^-^^=

wedged into

crevice into

which its weight might drive

it VThen the tools are all

ready for operation, either a .&-t^^^:=i^
wooden conductor is placed Qs^e'^'/^-IVt'
perpenflii^lll^^l^ in ^ cnrf nf ^%t!e*„'.

iron tube called
*' drive-pipe " is driven Upon 5. __.

it through the soil. In either ^
case great care Is taken to <^

start the well perpendicularly '^

to the - • - -

tools ace

from the
and the

b coiled around the shaft of W
the reel in such a manner
that when the free end is OSS^'^
tightened the tools are lifted,

2^
and when it is loose the reel- to.

&haft revolves within the

coils. By iiolding the cable q
firmly the tools rise, and as

it is loosened they fall. The • -^

well is sfeirted in this man- -J

0"C2p ~

ner and carried down until J ^^^^^^^rV4fc^^^ ^ ^

the string of tools can be ^ ^^^-^=^ =̂'' ^^^^~ -̂^^=-- -̂- ^zs

suspended beneath the walk- ^^S- 1.—String of T6ols.

Inp-beam, when acable as Ions as the supposed depth of the com}4eted

well is wound upon the reel, the end carried over a pulley at the top
of the derrick and then fastened into the rope-socket, the temper-
screw attached, and the drilling continued to J^
the bottom of the well. Day and night the

machinery is kept in motion, one driller and
one engineer and tool-dresser work from noon
until midnight, and another pair work from Ciu ozuvLRt pipl

midnight until noon. The driller, with a

short lever inserted in the temper-screw," walks
round and round to rotate the drill. He
watches the jars, and at intervals lets down
the temper - screw. When the screw is run
out of the drill needi sharpening, he arranges

the slack cable so that it will run freely over
the pulley and proceeds to *' draw out." The
cable is undamped from the temoer-screw
and the engine discoan.ected ^- -p-

,

from the walking-beam and __™- ^™ |gl_Ocffff/cK Ft.aofl_

attached to the cable -reel.

When all is ready the long

cable is reeled up and the

tools drawn out. The bit

is replaced by one newly
sharpened, and after the well '•^%^^^-
has been sand-pumped tlie

"""'"

tools are again lowered and ^^
drilling resumed. When the '^^^^^^i
drilling proceeds without ac- ^f^^^^^j^-
cident the work is exceed- ^^^^
ingly monotonous. ^_^^. y^i-^
From the top of the bed- 5^?^^^^^^

rock to a point below the .^^^J^""^'
surface-water of the region, ^^^^-
the well is drilled of the ^'^S^: -

same diameter as the ii

terior of the drive -pipe. ^^
This point is tisually fiom ^""

300 to 400 feet bolow the W^.
surface. At this point the ^'
diiU-hoIe is taper':d, and a ^^
pipe armed with a steel shoe ^^^^
is ground into the tapered ^=^
hole to a water-tight joint. ^"^
The inside diameter of this ^__
casing-pipe is 5| inches, and ^^^^^^^^^M

| jsk^^^^^^^
below it the well is carried ^^^^ ^

-̂ ^^ ^=-J I l^P^-.^^^ ^^
down 5 i inches in diameter ~ ' ~"

'

to. the bottom. The casing ^^:
pipe excludes the fresh sur- "^"

face -water, and only water
enough is put into the well #^^
to wash out the di'illings, ^^^ ^ ^

unless salt water is encoun- ^ ^^^S^jwt^
tered. The casing-pipe be- ^^~__
comes a permanent fixture, ^^^r^^^
into whicli is introduced the ~ ~^

2-inch pipe, through which
the oil flows or is pumped. _^, -^ A/^A^- -- ^•~J^

This 2-inoh pipe may be in- '^^^'^b-^Mc^-
troduced or removed at plea- ^^^'^'^-^'^"
sure, without disturbing the ^->=%°;

casing-pipe or drive-pipe, or -'*"'

letting water into the well

upon the oil.

When drilling has been
completed the well is tor-

pedoed. From one to twenty-
five gallons of nitroglycerin
are lowered into the well in

tin cylinders and exploded,

usually by percussion. The h:

effect of firing such a large

amount of this powerful
explosive is not apparent
at tha surface, but soon a
gurt»ling sound is heard ap-

proaching from beneath ; tlie

oil rises fr^m the well and
falls first like a fountain and
then like a geyser, forming ^ - ^ -

a torrent of yellow fluid, ^^^.^^^gjj ^

accompanied by a rattle of ^^:^V^cfJ
small stones and fragments B^^i^:^^*^:
of the canister in a sliower

'

of spray 100 feet in bright. Fig. 2.—dumping Well.

The generation of sMch au enormous volume of gas in a limited

area, the walls of which arc already under a ^'cry high gas-pi-essure.
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Kod Which is held down by 2000 feet of mohonless air, mu.t be

followed by an expansion into the porous rock that dnves both oU

and gas bifore it"nntU a point of marimuin tension i^ reached.

The resistance then becomes greatest withm the rock, and reacfaou

follo\ring, oU and gas are driven out of the rock and out of the well

untU the expansive force is
^=

expended.
Figs. 2 and 3 show the

general arrangement of

pumping and flon-ing welb.

After the well is torpedoed

it is prepared for flowing. A
section of 2-inch pipe, per-

forated with holes, which

serves as a strainer, is low-

ered into the well and other

sections coupled to it, until

a sufficient length is intro-

daccd to reach from the bot-

tom to a point above the oil- _^,

sand. An indiarubber packer ^g
is then attached in such a -^^

manner that within it the

pipe that is above it slides

in that which is below it,

and the rubber is forced

ac^inst the sides of the drill-

hole with the weight of 1200

to 1800 feet of 2-iuch pipe,

thus making a gas-tight

joint. Tlie pressure of the

gas within the oil-sand and

below the packer forces the

oil to the surface. As the

flow diminishes, a pump-
barrel is introduced to the

bottom of the well and the

oil is lifted to the surface.
.

—

^.
Gas-pumps are also used to ir^^l^=
remove the pressure of the

'^ ^=
atmosphere from the well

and rock. In some of the

older districts from twelve to

forty wells are attached to

one engine, and pumped by
what is called a " sucker-rod

"

connexion. In West Vir- ---

—

_zz:zrzz-
ginia five different horizous ^^^^^v^==
of sandstone have yielded ggST^^^^^r
oil. A well was put down 'ZZZIj^zE7^^^_
there in 1S65 to the "first

""^ ^ '

white oak sand," 255 feet in

depth, and pumped at inter-

vals for fifteen years ; it was

then reamed out to 8 inches

in diameter, and from the

bottom of the old well was

carried down 4^ inches in

diameter to the third sand.

A tube was inserted with a

packer at the bottom of the

S-inch hole to stop off the

heavy oil of the first sand.

Through this oil of a speci-

fic gravity "79 (45° B.) was
pumped from the third sand,

and through.^ second tube,

introduced iRide the first to ,
the bottom of the old well, l^;-i».jj=<s,oVi
Dil of a specific gravity SS gJtjS-=--s5rf=^»?2

/27° B.) was pumped from tho
"-^-

Srst sand, both pumps l|ing

simultaneously worlted^by
the same walking-beam. The
irst-sand oil was worth seven

lollars a barrel, while the

;faird-sand oil was worth only

me dollar a barrel. o^^
The average duration of ^

•,he profitable production of
-

p- 3._F]o^„g wdi.
in oil-well is estimated at

ivc years. This period is subject to great fluctuations, as tnere

ire wells in the Cole Creek district of the Bradford field that were

ib-indoned in two years, while wells on Triumph Hill, Venango

•ounty, where the sand is 125 feet thick, have been pumped fifteen

/e-irs. The yield of some single wells has been enormous. A well

n Pouegal township, Butler county, Pennsylrauia. produced more

than 110,000 barrels in ten years, and twelve wells, of which this

was one, on the same farm produced over 750,000 barrels.

In Burmah and other Eastern countries petroleum was stored

and transported in flasks and jars. In the United States it was

for many years transported in barrels made tight for oil by

being coated on the inside with a stiff solution of glue. Later, it

was transported on the rivers in bulk barges, and on the railroads

in tanks upon cars. These tanks were at first made of wood, but

they have lately been made of iron. The usual form is a plain

cylinder, 24 feet 6 inches long and 66 inches in diameter, having

a capacity of from 4000 to 5000 gallons. These cars are also used

in the Caucasus. At the present time, in all the regions pro-

ducing petroleum in commercial quantities, the bulk of the crade

oil is transported through pipe-lines, which consist of lines of pipe

carried across the country, often for hundreds of miles, through

which the oil is forced by powerful pumps under a pressure o*

from 1000 to 1600 tt> to the square inch. Each well has a tank

into which the oil flo^vs from the well, and from which it is carried in

a 2-inch pipe by gravity to a pumping station, whtre it is pumped

into the "main line." Slain lines run out of the oil-regions of

Pennsylvania to Cleveland (Ohio), Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania),

BuMo (New York), and New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore

on the Atlantic coast. They are oonstructed of 6-inch pipe, the

joints of which are screwed into couplings like sections of gas-pipe.

During recent years the production of petroleum in excess of any

demand for it has led to the storage of vast quantities (30,000,000

barrels in 1882) in iron tanks of enormous size. Many of these

tanks are owned by private individuals, but the majority belong

to the pipe-Hues. There are 1375 iron tanks connected ivith the

united pipe-lines, ranging in capacity from 1000 to 38,000 barrels,

and representing a total storage capacity of 38,000,000 barrels.

These tanks are firequently fired by lightning or other accidents,

-nd when burning present a spectacle of unsurpassed grandeur.
_

The bulk of the trade in crude petroleum in the United Slates is

conducted through the pipe-lines and their certificates. When oil is

received into the line from a well, the amount is ascertained and

passed to the credit of the well-owner on the books of the company,

less 3 per cent, to cover loss in handling. This oil is held Uke a

bank-deposit, subject to transfer on a written order. When such

an order has been "accepted" by an officer of the company il

becomes an "acceptance" or "certificate," and is then negotiable

like a certified cheque. As the exchanges deal only in certificates

of 1000 barrels thev are made of that amount so far as is possible.

When oil is delivered by the pipe-lines a pipage charge of 20 cents

per barrel is paid and a storage fee of S12-50 per 1000 barrels pei

FvMth must be paid at least once in six months. The issuing ol

certificates by the pipe-lines has made speculation in oil, brokerage,

and exchanges possible to an extent vastly beyond the requirements

of any actual trade in the oil itsjlf.
.

About 250 000,000 barrels of petroleum have been produced in

the United States and Canada from 1859 to 18S4. No reUable

statistics are to be had of the production in other regions, but o)

late years the Caucasian fields have yielded about a.OOO.OOO barrels

per annum. The total annual production for 1883 cannot be fai

from 35,000,000 banels. ....
TecJinoloffy.—The technology of petroleum is quite simple. In

the crude state it enters largely into mixtures with other oils,

tallow, lead, soap, graphite, ic, that are chiefly used for lubrica-

tion Crude petroleum is also filtered through charcoal. Crude

oUs that are too fluid for lubrication are reduced to the required

consistence by partial evaporation, both by exposure to the sun in

shallow tanks and also by distillation of the more volatUe portion in

stills Such oils are called "reduced oils." In the technolo^ o'

petroleum by distUlation a great variety of deUilsare employed by

different manufacturers, but in general they may be treated undci

the three heads of destructive distillation or "cracking, distUU-

tion with superheated steam, and distillation m vaa(o. The

stais used varv greatly in respect of form and capacity. Formerly

sriils holding 80,000 gallons were used, but recently they have been

constructed of a capacity of from 40,000 to 48, 000 gallons. They

are ordinarilv made either in the form of plain cybnders 30 feet in

len<nh and 12 feet 6 inches in diameter, and set horizontally lu

banks of three or more, or there may be an unnght cylinder 30 feet

in diameter and 9 feet in height, set vertically ^ith numerous fire-

boxes arranged around the circumference. Another form of stili

is an upright cylinder holding about 1000 gallons, heated from

beneath and furnished with a steam-coU immersed in the body ol

the oil. In this coU the steam is superheated to the tempera-

ture of the oil, and is then allowed to escape into it, by which

means the overheating -of the oil is prevented and the distiUation

assisted by the mechanical actiou of Ae steam m lifting the oJ.

vapour out of the still. Another form of still is a vavium still,

in which a partial vacuum is maintained by a pump. The top ol

the stUl is usually constructed with a high dome, into which the

vapours rise and from which they escape into the cond.n*!^

ThVcondensers usually consist of a large number of 2-».«b P'P^

irum'rscd in water contained in a long trough. The distillation

I
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ccmxnences at a very low temperature and proceeds at a constantJy

rising temperature, the distillate steadily increasing in speciBc

gravity. The last portions distil at nearly a red heat, and are

nearlv solid at ordinary temperatures, with a specific gravity above

The oQ is first allowed to settle in large tanks, when about 1

per cent, of water and sediment is removed. It is then pumped
to stills into which "live" steam is introduced. Distillation com-
inencesat once and is allowed to proceed until the specific gravity

of the distillate reaches 74 l60° B). The oil in this condition is

colled "gas-oil," and is used to a limited eitent in the manu-
facture of illuminating gas. The distillate is crude naphtha, and
is redistilled and divided into (1) rhigolene or cymogene, having a

specific gravity of '62 and boiling at 65" Fahr.
; (2) gasolene, speciP-c

gravity '66 i.90' to SO' B.) ; (3) C naphtha, specific gravity '70 (S0°

to 6S' B.); <4) B naphtha, specific gravity "72 (68° to 64'"B.) ; and

(5) A naphtha, specific gravity '74 (64° to 60* B). Below 60° goes

to illuminating oil. The crude oil from which the naphtha has

been removed is then put into a suitable still and distilled uutil

the distillate has a specific gravity of -81 (40' B.). This distillate is

-crude illuminating oil. The oil remaining in the still may then

he *' cracked" by destructive distillation, or may be distilled for

lubricating oil. If it is to be "cracked" the fires are slacked

and the distillation allowed to proceed slowly, in conseonence

of which the vapours of the heavy oil are repeatedly condensed

upon the dome of the still and made to fall back upon the hot

oil beneath. The result is the production of a large volume of

permaneiit gns, cliiefiy marsh gas and hydrogen, a distillate of

suitable specific gravity for illuminating oil, and a heavy tarry

residue, called "residuum," tlict remains in the still. By this

method of manipulation the crude oil is converted into crude

naphtha, crude illuminating oil, and residuum, whi!e the gas

is burc- d as a waste product. The residuum is run out of the

still aud sold to manufacturers of lubricating oil. If the oil is not
to be cracked, the heavy oil, from which the illuminating oil and
naphtha have been removed, is ofceu distilled with superheated

steam and treated for lubricating oiL If simply distilled and
treated with chemicals after removal of the parafl&n, the oil is

called in the United States "paraS&n oil." The crude paraffin oil

is placed in barrels in an ice-house, and, after it has been several

days at rest, paraffin crystallizes from it. The paraffin is removed
hy pressure, and may be purified by any of the methods described

under Paeaftix (p. 242 above). The oil from which the paraffin

has been pressed may be subjected to a further distillation in a
^team-coil or other suitable still, and deprived of certain oils

that boil at a high temperature but have a pungent and offensive

odoTir. When drawn off, the oil remaining in the still is found to

be light-coloured and nearly tasteless and odourless. It is called

"deodorized neutral heavy hydrocarbon oil," and is found to be a

very valuable lubricating oiL The distillate above mentioned
after treatment is called "mineral sperm," and is used as an illu-

minating oil on cars and steamboats, where a more volatile oil

would be objectionable. Any of these distillates, from gasolene to

the most dense lubricating oil, may be puiified by filtration or by
treatment with acids and alkalis. Filtration is usually applied
to the different grades of naphtha to deprive them of disagreeable
odour, for which purpose gravel and. both wood and animal char-
coal are used, either separately or together. Lubricating oils are
often filtered through animal charcoal to deprive them of both
colour and odour. The dense vacuum residues recently prepared
under the name of cosmoUne, vaseline, ice, are filtered through
anim::! charcoal while hot and perfectly fluid. Oils are tieated
with chemicals in high cylindrical tanks of small diameter, where
they are thoroughly mingled by means of air forced into the bottoto
of the tank under pressure. These agitators often bold 50,000
gallons. The illuminating oils are usually treated with 5 per cent.
of oil of vitriol at a temperature of about GO" Fahr. The acid
"sludge," consisting of the oil of vitriol combined with the impuri-
ties of the oil and forming a black tarry liquid, settles to the bottom
of the tank and is drawn off. The oil is then agitated with water,
then treated with a solution of caustic soda, and finally washed
wij^ water containing caustic ammonia.- 'Hydrochloric acid is used
to a limited extent, and nitric and chromic acids are used to destroy
fluorescence in dense oils. Those illuminating oils especially that
are pr^>ared by cracking are thrown after treatment, and while
warm, in a thin cpray into a large tank. This causes a small
sinount of very volatile oil produced by cracking to be eyaporated,
and brin^ the oil up to test. Finally the oil is erposed under a
skylight ID large shallow tanks until it has become perfectly clear
from set:!ing of all impurities. The acid "sludge" is for the most
part sold to manafecturers of commercial fertilizers or restored by
evaporation and used over again, Alore than 45,000 tons of oU
of vitriol were used in ISSO by the manufacturers of petroleum
in the United States. Tlie ?lkali sludge is thrown away. The
following table shows the average percentage of commercial pro-
ducts obtained, from crude petroleum of 79 (45' B.) from Pennsyl-
vania, Ob'o, kr.—

Per cent,
Gasolene j to li
•• C " naphtha *

lo
" B " naphtha sj
"A" naphtha 2 to 2J

lei
Hlominating oU 50 toM
Lobricating oil 171
Fiiramn wax=4) D> per barrel 2
Loss 10

If the oil is "cracked," the yield i*
100

Nsphthaa ' iGJ
niuminating oil 70
Besidaom 2

Luhricjiting Oih,—Crude petroleum and the heavy distillates

from petroleum, finished either by treatment or by filtration, have
been slowly winning their way with consumers of lubricating oils

for the last twenty years, and may now be said to have a recognized
value. This result has been due as much to improved processes
of manufacture, and consequently to improved quality of the pro-
ducts, as to a recognition of their merits. When properly prepared,
and exempt from volatile matter and offensive odour, they are found
to be possessed of great endurance, to be free from a tendency to
gum, and to be incapable of spontaneous combustion. When mixed
with animal and vegetable oils liable to spontaneous combustion,
these oils prevent it. They are therefore now in large demand,
a demand which is likely to increase as new applications are,found
for them and their quality is improved. —

Hh'.minaling Oils.—Oils of this class manufactured from petro-
leum have nearly superseded the use of other illuminating fluids

throughout the world. They are largely sold in Great Britain under
the name of "paraffin oils" ; in the United States they aire called
"kerosene," and on the European continent "refined petroleum."
The different qualiries are known as "water white," "standard,"
and "prime," and are further distinguished as "low test" and
" high test " oils. The characters chiefly relied on in the trada
are "colour" and "test," The colour should be as light and free

frOm opalescence as possible. Colour is, however, a Jnatter of little

impoitance except as it indicates unskilful manufacture of the oil.

The " test " is of paramount importance, and indicates the tempera-
ture Fahr. at wnich the oil will give off a sufficient amount of
vapour to ignite explosively when the oil is properly tested. While
the methods of testing petroleum vary greatly,-the apparatuses used
for that purpose may be divided into three classes. The first class

is designed to ascertain the tension of the vapour given off by a
given sample at a certain fixed temperature ; these are chiefly used
in France.' The others are designed to show at what temperature
a given amount of oil, usually half a pint, will give off a sufficieat

amount of vapour to form an explosive mixture with the air above
the oil. These are divided into "open testers," in which the oil is

heated in an open vessel, and "closed testers," in which the oil is

heatod in a closed vessel. The tester invented by Sir F. A. Abel (see

Paraffin-, p. 239) has been adopted in Great Britain and her colonies,

while in the United States and on the Continent a great variety are
in use. The numerous accidents, many of a frightful nature, aud
involving great loss of property and often of human life, that have
followed the use of illuminating oils which had not besn properly
freed from the volatile products of the petroleum, have led in most
European countries and many of the American States to the enact-
ment of stringent laws forbidding the sale or use of oils the test of
which docs not come within the prescribed legal limits. Very valu-
able researches on the flashing of oils have been made by Dr C. F.
Chandler of Xew York, and by other American chemists. Dr Chanu-
ler showed that oils burning in lamps of ordinary construcrion in ^
room the temperanire of which' was below 90° Fahr. failed to reat*'.

an average temperature of 100" Fahr. In metal lamps, particularly
"student lamps," the average temperature was several deerees higher
than in glass lamps, a fact which shows glass lamps to be safest in

this respect Dr C. B. White of New Orleans has examined illu-

minating oils with respect to the amount of volatile material that,

when added to good oil, will render it dangerous. He found that
from 1 to 5 per cent, of the ordinaiy naphthas of commerce
would render illuminating oil of the best quality extremely danger-
ous. Five per' cent, of crude naphtha reduced the flashing point
from US'" to 70° Fahr. These researches have all demonstrated the
wisdom of English legislation on this subject, but unfortunately
have not been productive of equally good results in the United
States. Petroleum legislation is there in a very unsarisfactory con-
dition. The very worthless law passed by Congress in 1867 has
long been rejiealed, and no other has -been substituted for it. A
number of the States (seventeen in ISSO) are without legislation in

reference to this subject, while legislarion in other States is based
upon local influence rather than fixed principles, and racg^iu it^
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requirements from extreme laxity to unreasonaUe exaction, in con-

sequence of the lack of intelligent national Governmental action.

Kearly all the nations of continental Europe have petroleum laws

iu the main based upon an intelligent appreciation of the subject,

and but little inferior to English legislation.

The Uses of Napl^a.—The lightest products obtained from
petroleum are rhigolene, which is used in surgery, and cymogeue,
which is used as the volatile fluid in ice-machines. Gasolene is the

lightest fluid obtained in considerable quantity, and is used in

automatic gas -machines for the carburation of gas or air. The
question of increasing the illuminating power of gas (see Gas, vol.

X. p. 101), by causing it to absorb fluid hydrocarbons, was discussed

as early as 1835, but it was only after petroleum furnished a cheap

and suitable fluid that inventors succeeded in securing results of

an}' value. While hund?eds of machines have been patented in

Eugland, America, and continental Europe for accomplishing this

imipose, it is only quite recently that an American inventor, Dr
Walter M. Jackson, has succeeded in constructing a machine that

satisfactorily meets all the requirements of the problem. His
nietiical carburetter measures both the fluid and the gas or air in

such a manner that the least amount of the hydrocarbon fluid

required to produce the effect sought is furnished to the gas, and
the whole is immediately absorbed. By this means a uniform car-

buration is secured, furnishing a gas of uniform quality, that never
contains a sufficient amount of fluid to admit of condensation in any
part of the apparatus. Both crude petroleum and the products of

its manufacture have been used as a material for the manufacture
of gas by distillation. The different qualities of naphtha are used
in mixing p'^int, in the manufacture of oil-cloths for floors and of

varnishes, as a solvent for gums and resins, in the preparation of

alkaloids, in the manufacture of india-rubber, in washing wool, and
in removing oils and grease from seeds and textile fabrics.

Petroleum as Fiiel.—'In the region of the Caucasus and on the
Caspian Sea, where other fuel is scarce and dear and petroleum is

plentiful and cheap, the latter is used with complete success on both
steamships and locomotives. Petroleum and its products have been
used with practical success in the manufacture r^ iron in the United
States. Both illuminating oil and naphtha are now very widely
u=;ed in stoves; but naphtha -stoves are extremely dangerous, and
their use should be prohibited by law. In the valley of the

Euphrates, near Mosul, petroleum is used as a fuel in burning lime.

Petroleum in Medicine.—Although petroleum has been used as a
remedial agent for an unknown period in the countries where it is

a natural product, its physiological effects liave never been very
fally investigated. Barbados tar, Haarlem oil, Seneca oil, and
American oil, all consisting wholly or in large part of crude
}JCtroleum, were sold by apothecaries for years before petroleum
Wixs obtained by boring. They were mainly used as liniments for

external application, particularly in rheumatism. The oil of the

Alleghany valley early had a local reputation as an internal remedy
for consumption, and it has lately been prescribed for bronchitis.

The most volatile product of petroleum obtained by. distillation,

called rhigolene, has been used to produce local insensibility, by
means of the intense cold resulting from its rapid evaporation

;

and the same fluid when inhaled as vapour or the gas escaping from
fresh oil will produce an intoxication or insensibility resembling
the efi*ect3 of laughing-gas, resulting in death if its action is pro-
longed. The products of petroleum that have proved most valu-

able in medicine are the filtered paraffin residues sold under the
names of cosmoline, vaseline, &c., that are now so widely used as

ointments, either plain or medicated. They are of about the con-
sistence of butter, with very little taste or odour, and will keep
indefinitely without becoming rancid. These valuable properties
have caused them to almost entirely supersede all other prepara-
tions containing animal or vegetable fats.

Looking to-.vards the past, it may be said that petroleum has
attained universal diff"usion as a lighting agent ; it is fast displacing
animal and vegetable oils as a lubricator on all classes of bearings,
from railroad -axles to mule -spindles, and also where other oils arc
liable to spontaneous combustion ; it is very largely used as fuel

for stoves, both for heating and cooking ; it is very successfully

used for steam purposes when other fuel is scarce and petroleum
plentiful ; it is likely to be used for the production of pure iron for

special purposes ; and it has become a necessity to the apothecary
as petroleum ointment. Looking towards the future, what assur-

ance have wc that these varied wants, the creation of a quarter of
a century, will be satisfied ? "While it is not probable that the de-
posits of peiVolcum iu the crust of the earth are being practically
iacreased at the present time, there is reason to believe that the
supply is ample for an indefinite period. Yet the fact is worthy
of serious consideration that the production of petroleum as at
present conducted is everywhere wasteful in the extreme.
There are very few works that treat exclusively of petroleum. An article in the

P'uU. d4i la Soc. Giol. de France, xxv., pives the best ri^sumt of the mention madf>
by classical ivriters. Travellers overland to India and Persia have usually
leacribed Riku (see Kaempfer, 1712 ; Hanway, 1743; Foster, 1784; Kinni-^i-,
1S4S), On the occurrence of petroleum in Burmah. sec Jcumah of the E^n-
iiLSsi€i to Ou Court o/Ava, Symes (179j), CraWurt! C182i>), Yule (1855); in Ptrsia,

Carl Hitter's ErdJc. v. Asieri, 1S4C; in Japan, B. 9. Lyman's Reports, Geolog.
SJirvcy ofJapan, IS7A -75 ; in Galicia,Von Hauer(.1833), Fotterle (18o3, 1869,1862),
J. N'otb (1373), Bruno Walter (18S0), in JahTbuck der K.-K. Cto. ReicKsanstalf,
in Roumanla, Von Hauer, Geologie Siebenbiirgens, 1863 ; H. Coquand, Bui. Soc
GeoL de France, xxiv. 505, 1867 ; in Canada, T. Sterry Eunt, in Rfports of Geol.
Survey of Canada of yaxioMsdate^, 1963-73; in Pennsyh-ania, J. F. Carll, Reports,
I., II., and III., with maps, Second Geological Survey of Fennsyhania, 1874-1880.
On the chemistry of petroleum, see C. M. Warren, in American Journal of Science
and Chemical News ; Shorleminer, in Qtiar. Journal of the Chemical Society ;
FdlcuzQ and Cahours in Ann. de Chimie et de Pkysiqtu ; Berthelot in the same,'
all at various dat«s, 1S63-1S60. On the origin of petroleum, see Lesquereux, in
Trans. Am. Phil. Soc, xiii., 1863 ; J. S. Newberry, in Ohio Ag. Report, 1859 ; T.
Sterry Hunt, in Chem. Ncd:s, vi. 5 et sq.; Byasson. in Revue Industrielie, 1876;
Mcndeljeff, in Bull. Soc. (TAiw. de Paris, 1877. On testing petroleum, see John
Attfield, in Chem. Kews, xiv. 257 ; F. Grace Calvert, Chem. News, xxi. 85 ; C. F.
Chandler, in American Cf.cmist, ii. 409 ; Boverton Redwood, in Evglisk Mechanic
and World of Science, xxif. 335, 1875 ; F. A. Abel, in Chem. News, xxxv. 73. On
the general subject, see T. Sterry Hunt, " History of Petroleum or Rock Oil,"
in Canadian NaturaHsl, [IJ, vi. 245 ; Chem. News, vi. 5 ; Report of Smilhsonian
Institution, 18C2 ; J. La'wrence Smith, in Report to the Judges of the Centennial
E:cpositwn, Philadelphia, 1876 ; S. F. Peckham, monograph on petroleum, in-

cluding bibliography of petroleum and allied subjects to 1881, in Reports of the
T-nth Census of the United StrAes. See also, for an account of wells at Bakti,
Efiginecring, 22d February to 16th May 1884, London. (S. F. P.)

PETROLOGY. See Kocks.
PETRONIUS. Petronius Arbiter, altliougli excluded

from the list of classical writers available for the purposes

of edacation, is one who enjoyed a great reputation, especi-

ally in France, at a time when Latin authors were more
read as literature than they are in the present day. A
recent critic ^ of Petronius has stated, though with evident

exaggeration, that no ancient writer except Aristotle has

found so many interpreters. But there is perhaps none
about whose history and era there has been so much
controversy, nor is the controversy yet settled with abso-

lute certainty. He hides himself so completely behind

the mask of his fictitious personages that-we learn nothing

of his fortunes, position, or even of tha century to which

he belonged, directly from himself. He does not belong

to any of the classes of " viri illustres " (poets, orators,

historians, philosophers, grammarians, and rhetoricians)

whose lives were \mtten by Suetonius. Though he is

mentioned by critics, cgmmeutators, and grammarians of

a late date (such as Macrobius, Servius, and Priscian), the

only hint we have of anything bearing on his personal

position is contained in two lines of Sidonius Apollinaris,

a writer of the latter part of the 5th century a.d., who
associates him vrith the masters of Latin eloquence, Cicero,

Livy, and Virgil, in the lines

—

" Et te, Ma^siliensiura per hortos

Sacri stipitis, Arbiter, colonum
Hellespontiaco pa:em Priapo.

"

If these lines are to be construed as implying that

Petronius lived and wrote his work at Marseilles, this

inference could hardly be reconciled with the indirect

evidence which leads to the identification of the author of

the Satirs with the C. Petronius of whom Tacitus has

painted so vivid a picture in the sixteenth book of the

Annals (ch. 18, 19). His place of residence in his later years

at least was not Marseilles but Rome. There is nothing,

however, in what Tacitus says incompatible with the sup-

position that Marseilles was his birthplace ; or perhaps the

allusion might be explained by the supposition—supported

by a note of Servius on Virgil, ^En., iii. 57,—that the scene in

the early part of the long novel, of which two fragmentary
books have been preserved, was laid at Marseilles. The
chief personages of the story, as they ajipear in these

fragments of books xv. and xvi., are evidently strangers in

the towns of the south of Italy where the adventures in

which they share are supposed to taki.' place. Their Greek-
sounding names (Encolpius, Ascyltos, Giton, ic), and
their literary training also, accord with the character-

istics of the old Greek colony in the 1st century A.n,

The high position among Latin writers assigned b_i

Sidonius to Petroniu.s, and the mention of him by Macro-

bins in juxtaposition with Menander, when compared
with the absolute silence of such writers as Qurntilian.

^ J. N. M. De Guerle, Rechcrches Sc€}}tiques sut U SatyricoH.
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Juvenal, and Martial, who might have oeen expected to

have taken some notice of him if he had flourished imme-
diately before their own day, seem adverse to the generally

received opinion that the Satirx was a work of the age of

Nero. Yet the silence of Quintilian may be explained by
the fact that Petronius is not one of those writers who were
capable of being turned to use in the education of an orator.

The silence of Martial and' Juvenal may be accidental.

Even if it is to be explained on the ground of want of ap-

preciation, this would prove nothing more than that a work
60 abnormal in form and substance was more highly prized

by later generations than by the author's contemporaries.

But, if we pass from these falint traces of external evi-

dence to that afforded by the style of the book and the

state of manners described in it, we are led to the inference

that there is no other age to which it can be assigned oli

better grounds than the age of Kero. If, again, we compare
the impression we form of the character, genius, and habits

of the writer with the elaborate picture which Tacitus

paints of a man who, so far as he plays any part in history,

is merely one of the victims of an abortive conspiracy, we
find grounds of probability for identifying them with one
another. Tacitus does not teU us that he was the author
of any important work, and this has been urged as con-

clusive on the question. But Tacitus does not think it

necessary in what he tells us of Germanicus or Claudius
to mention their poetical and historical works. In intro-

ducing Silius Italicus as the witness of a particular occur-
rence he does not add that he was the author of the poem
on the Punic War. He mentions that the poetical gifts

and reputation of Lucan and Seneca were among the causes
that excited Nero's jealousy, but he does not mention the
Pharsalia of the one or the Tragedies of the other. The
prominence which Tacitus gives to the portrait of Petronius
points to his enjoyment of greater notoriety than was due
to the part he played in history. He paints him with the
keen and severe eye with which he fastens on the traits

of character and the manner of life illustrative of the
moral corruption of the time, but at the same time with
that appreciation of intellectual power which forces him to
do justice to men who in other respects were detestable.
Such a work as the Satirx he could, from a moral point
of view, have regarded with no other feelings than those
of detestation; yet he could not have refused his admiration
to the unmistakable proof it affords of easy careless power,
and of a spirit, if not courageous in any good sense, yet
indifferent to death, and capable of meeting calamity with
Epicurean irony.

The account he gives of C. Petronius is " that he sf ent
his days in sleep, his nights in attending to his official

duties or in amusement, that by his dissolute life he had
become as famous as other men by a life of energy, and
that he was regarded as no ordinary profligate, but as an
accomplished voluptuary. His reckless freedom of speech,
being regarded as frankness, procured him popularity!
Yet during his provincial government, and later when
he held the office of consul, he had shown vigour and
capacity for affairs. Afterwards returning to his life of
vicious indulgence, he became one of the chosen circle of
Nero's intimates, and was looked upon as an absolute
authority on questions of taste ('arbiter eleganti.-e ') in
connexion with the science of luxurious living." This ex-
cited the jealousy of Tigellinus, and led to his condemnation.
Petronite's death is then described, which was in keeping
with his mode of life and character. He selected the slow
process of opening his veins and having them bound up
again, while in conversing ^vith his friends he avoided
the serious subjects natural at such a time, and listened to
their recitation of light odes and trifling verses. He then
dined luiuriously, slept for some time, and, so far from

imitating the practice of others by flattering Nero or
Tigellinus in lus will, he wrote, sealed, and sent to the
emperor a document which professed to give, with the
names of the partners of his vices, a detfdled account of
the scandalous life of the court.

That this portrait, drawn with such characteristic lines,

and painted in such sombre colouring, is sketched from the
life m Tacitus's most graphic manner is unquestionable.
A fact confirmatory of its general truth is added by the
elder Pliny (who calls him T. Petronius), who mentions
that just before his death he destroyed a murrhine vase of

great value to prevent its falling into the hands of Nero.
The question arises whether there is ground for identifying
the author of the fragment which we possess under the
name of Satirx with the person so minutely and faithfully

described by Tacitus. Do the traits of this picture agree
with that impression of himself which every writer of

marked individuality unconsciously leaves on his- work ?

Further, is there any "reason for supposing, as some have
maintained, that in this fragment we possess the actual
document sent to Nero ? The last question may be at once
dismissed. The only fragments connected by any kind of
continuity which we possess profess to be extracts of the
fifteenth and sixteenth books of a work that must have
extended to a great length. It would have been impossible
to have composed one-tenth part even of this fragment in

the time in which Petronius is said to have composed his

memorial to Nero. Those who find in the representation
of the vulgar, ostentatious, illiterate, but tolerably good-
natured Trimalchio a satire on Nero or Tigelliniis are
capable of finding any meaning they desire in any literary

work of a past age.^ But at the same time it is legitimate
to note that the author of the banquet of Trimalchio and
of the lives of Encolpius and Giton had both the experience
and the literary gifts which would enable him to describe
with scathing mockery the

" Luxuriam imperii veterem noctesqne Neronis,"

and that he was not one to be restrained by any prudery
from describing them in their most revolting details.

On the other hand, the arguments against identifying
the writer of the fragment with the original of the portr/iit

of Tacitus, based on the silence of the historian as to his
authorship, may be explained by reference to the historian's
practice in regard to the authors of other literary works.
Unless these works had any bearing on the part which
their authors played in history, he did not feel himself
called upon to mention them; and such a work as the
Saiirx he would have regarded as especially beneath the
dignity of history, of which he had so proud a consciousness.
The impression of his personality produced by the author
corresponds closely with that of the Petronius of the
Annals, not only in the evidence it affords of intimate
familiarity with the vices of the age, but Lo the union of
an immoral sensualism with a rich vein of cynical humour
and an admirable taste, which we should expect to find in
one who rose to favour by his social and convivial qualities,

and who received the title of "elegantije arbiter."_ The
Epicurean maxims, such as

—

'Vivamus dum licet essa bene,"

quoted by his actors, and the frequent introduction of
short poems into their conversations, are in- conformity
with the opinions and tastes of one who in his last hours
"audiebat referentes nihil, de immortalitate animse et
sapientium placitis, sed levia carmina et faciles versus;-^

Further, the name " Arbiter," by which he is mentioned in
later writers, is not an ordinary Latin cognonjen, hut may
have been bestowed on him by his contemporaries from
tjie fact that his judgment was regarded as the criterion

The supposition of ^[. Gaston Boissier that the indi\'iilu al satirized
is Pallas, the freedmaik of Claudius, is much more probable.

xvm. — 9»
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of good taste, and Tacitus, In the plirase he Perpetuates,

may ha^e fixed this as his designation for later writers.

"^Csyle of the work, where it does no purposely

reproduce tie solecisms, coUoquiahsms, and slang of ho

vidsar rich-for the most part freedmen of foreign

I^£-is recognized by the most competent critics as

°"rtten in the "purest Latin of the Silver Age. Coinci

d»nces of expression and thought with passages in the

ttireJ-of Pei^ius are not infrequent.' The false ta.te in

ite^ati^e and expression fostered by the false style of

eduction is conde'mnod by Persius and P«- ^ *
same grounds. When the latter speaks of the mellitos

relomm globules" he may possibly have had Seneca in

h s eye. Again, there would have been no point in puttmg

into the mouth of the old poet whom the adventurers pi k

L verses on the capture of Troy and the Civd War at any

other era than that in which the Tro^caoi Nero and the

Pkarsalia of Lucan were, the fashionable poems. The

pertinacity of the reciting poet, which is exposed with

Buch quiet humour by Petronius, is a feature of the age

common to it with the age of Martial and Juvenal But

welearn from Tacitus that the luxury of the table, which

Tppears so profuse and extravagant in the "dinner of

Tnmalchio," reached its highest pitch under Nero, and

afterwards fell out of fashion (Tac, Ann., m. 55}.

'•The internal evidence based on the style and chara/;ter

of the work thus appears to favour the opinion that the

book was written in the time of Nero
;
nor

'^
l^e^e

^-^J
one more Ukely to have been its author than the U
Petronius whose manner of life- and whose deatn are so

elaborately described by Tacitus

The work, of ^rhich there have been preserved Ul

sections or chapters of-a narrative, in the °'^>°;°'^^^='^^^::^'

although interrupted by frequent gaps, must have been

one of great originaUty as regards form, subject-matte

and mode of treatment. The name 6'«hr^, by which it

is deinated in the best MSS., indicates that it cla^s

to be of the type of the original " satura " or miscellany

to which Varro in imitation of the Greek writer Memppus,

hadg'ven the character of a medley of prose and verse

composition. But, while in the title and form o^- thej^ ork

it belonged to a familiar iTpe, y^^ from another point o

view it fstobe regarded as the earliest extant specimn of

an original and most important invention m Ro'^an liter-

ature. We find in it indeed not only a medley of pro e

and verse composition, in which the former is much the

most prominent element, but also much aesultory matter

disquisitions on art and eloquence, stories and anecdotes,

ic But the novelty of form recogmzed m Petronius con-

sists in the string of fictitious nariutive by which these are

kept together. The original Italian satura, superseded by

the Latin comedy, had developed into the poetical satire

of Lucilius and Horace, and into the miscellaneous prose

and verse essays of Varro. In the hands of Pfromus it

assumed a new and most important phase in its deve^oiv

ment The careless prodigal who gave his days to sleep

and his nights to pleasure was so happily 'P^P';<=™^

devices for amusing himself as to mtroduce mto Roman

literature, and thereby transmit to modem tmies,.the novel

' E.g., comi^re Persius, ii. 9, 10—
"0 si

EbuUiat patiuus praclsroin funus, et O ri

Sub rastro crepet argenti mihi Sena dextro

Hercal« "

—

-.1 J / .« R« « Anus domum promittit, si propinqnum divitem
w.tb Suliiw 88, Anus aomuiu p

^^

r
_^ ,jj^j patraus

"

lVreotra^:un"p^t^e^Le^,T.^
beUus tarn bonus chrysanthus ammam ebull.

. '^^"f .."^^V^,^

%l-^ZrvtL"'Jivk^';^^^ use the rare .oni "ban.." which

occurs only-two or three Umes elsewhere.

based on the ordinary experiences of
<^°^^^^f°'.^'y ^^^l-

the precursor of such novels of adventure and character aa

GU Bl<u and Roderick Random. .There is ""evidence of

the existence of a regular plot in the ScUvr^', but we fi^d

one central figure, Encolpius, who professes to ^^arrate his

adventures, and to describe aU that he
f-

-d Jieard^

while allowing various other personages to !^ 'f
*«^

peculiarities and express their opinions dramaticaJy. Trom

L" nature of the\dventures described there seein« no

reason why the book should not have gone on to au inter

satirist of all times delights to. expose by ren or-^^^^^^
ate and ostentatious millionaires "^

f'^r^S';^,,^;'-;;^ '^te twoor

the old masters, proceeds to recite in a public poitico some T,er.e3

S"crotona' where ^•ithth'Tview of attracting the attention of the

'mgMmmby any other m>jtive inau u. o
eeneral was as

pathy. It might have l'^™.*™S".?'?i"/'
,J^nally has sank.

ari, vices, and *at the reproach of thm^s^be .^

cast on any one. But rurther Martial ™" "
t;^!, human,

his affections, his tastes, l^'ifl^'t^.™^*^ °', "^tTsin-le scntenc;
friendly, generous true. There >s P^^ans not a s.n

^^^

iL^=:f'^at^:coSn^^^^^^^^^

» In this respect the ^-ork of Petronius seems to have f.ffered from

deriiit et astanto populo comedermt (141,
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swindlers t<^ther. In estimating such a work, wliich in its spirit

uot leas than in its form and its literary execution is essentially

abnormal, it is necessary to bear in mind that it has reachtd us in

so fragmentary and mutilated a sb^^*® that we may altogether have

missed the bey to it, and that it may have been intended by its

author to be a sustained satire, written in a vein of reserved and

powerful irony, of the tj'pe realized in our modem Jonathan Wild
or Barry Liiidon, But, ii this is not the explanation, we must fall

back on the more obvious but still difficiJt solution that, in the

entire divorce of intellectual power and insight from any element

of right human feeling, the work is -an exceptional phenomenon in

literature. From an ethical and human point of view it is valuable

only as a gauge of the degradation in which much of Rom'", society

was sunk in the age when Persius wrote his satires—a wo:!: rr**v-'

pervaded bv a spirit of moral purity than any other in Latin Utera<

ture—and thristianity made its first converts in Rome.
But, as a work of original power, of humorous representation, of

literary invention and art, the fragment deserves all the admira-

tion which it has received. We recognize the " arbiter elegantiae
'*

in the admirable sense of the remarks scattered through it on

education, on art, on poetry, and on eloquence. Though a better

critic than a poet, yet he can write verse not only with good taste

and simplicity, rare among the poets of that age, but with a tnip

feeling of nature, as, for instance, in his description of a grove of

plane-tiees, cypresses and pines

—

" Has inter ladebat aqois errantibns anmis
_

Spumeus et qoerulo vexatfiC rore lapillos."

And in some of his shorter pieces he anticipates the terseness and
elegance of Martial. The long fragment on the Civil War does not

seem to be written so much with the view of parodying as of enter-

ing into rivalry with the poem of Lucan, but he has caught the
tone and style of the author whom he censures. In the epigram
extemporized by Trimalchio late on in the bantjuet,

" Qaod non expectes, ex transvereo fit

—

Et supra DOS Fortuna negotia curat,
Qoare da Dcbis vina Falema, pner,"

we have probably a more deliberate parody of the style of verses

produced oy the illiterate aspirants to be in the fashion of the day.

n e might conjecture that the* chief gift to which Petromus owed
his social and his literary success was that of humorous mimicry,
in which the most intellectual and at the same time sensual among
the Romans—as, for instance, Sulla—took a great delight The
man who could describe the dinner of Trimalchia and mimic the

talk and peculiarities of the various guests with such humorous
zest was just the man to keep the table in a roar during the pro-

longed revels in the palace of Xero. If the old '* vexata qusestio
"

of the distinction between wit and humour were to be revived, the

critic who could determine by analysis what is the essence of the
talent of Martial on the one hand and of Petronius on the other

would go very near to solving it. He would have, however, to

abandon the theory that humour Is more essentially humane and
sympatheric than wit. Petronius is perhaps the most strictly

humorous among Latin writers, and humour is in him combined
with the rarer gift of conceiving and representing character. In
Trimalchio and his various guests, in the old poet, in the culti-

vated, depraved, and moody Encolpius, in the Chrysis, Quartilla,

Polyjenis, &c., we recognize in living examples the play of those
various appetites, passio^is, and tendencies which satirists deal with
as abstract qualities. Another gift he possesses in a high degree,

which must nave availed him in society as well as in literature,

—

the gift of story-telling ; and some of the stories which first appear
in the Salirs—e.g.^ that of the Matron of Ephesiis—have enjoyed
ft great reputation in later times. His style, too, is that of one
who must have been an excellent talker, who could talk sense when
sense was wanted, who could have discussed rjuestions of taste and
literatxire with the most cultivated men of any time as well as
amused the most dissolute society of any time in their most reckless
revels. One phrase of his is often quoted by many who have never
come upon it in its original context, " Horatii curiosa felicitas."

Perhaps next after a day spent in the ruins of Pompeii nothing
else makes us feel so near the actual daily life of the Roman world
in all its petty details in the 1st century A.D. as this fragment of
Petronius. Another obvious observation that is suggested by it is

that of the superioritj- of the novel over any other form of literature
for the purpose of literally reproducing the commonplace experience
of actual life in every age. Opinions may differ as to the value or
interest of the literal reproduction of the customs and manners of
such an age as that of Nero.
Compared with the amoniit of attention which was given to Petronias both

by scholars and men of letters in the 17th and ISth centuries, compiratively
little has been done for him in recent times. The only good critical edition of
the fragmenta is that of Biichler. An interesting chapter is devoted to him in
M. Gaston Boissier'a VOpposUion sous Vempirt. For those who wish to read him
in a modem translation, the French version by M. H. De Guerle is the one to
be recommended. (W T. S.)

PETROPAVLOYSK, a district town of western Siberia,

in the government of Aimolinsk, is situated on the right

bank of the lahim river. 185 miles to the west of Omsk-
I

The old fort occupies a hill about 100 feet high, which
slopes abruptly to the Ishim, while the wooden houses and
the broad, unpaved, but regular streets of the town occupy
I)artly the declivities of the hill and partly the (sometimeo
inundated) banks of the river. The fertile steppes to xno
east, west, and south of the town largely supply it ^"ith

corn and_ cattle, and at the same time give great facilities

for trade with the Kirghiz, with Turkestan, and ^s'ith

Bokh:kr'^ Its exports passing' through the custom-house
are afe'.imated at an annual value of about ^200,000, the
cHiei items being cottons (upwards of £100,000), wooUea
stuffs, com, metals, metallic wares, and spirits. The value
of the cattle imports exceeds £150,000 aojiually, and the
aggregate value of the skins, cotton goods, furs, tea, and
wool imported reaches the same figure. The town has
several tallow-melfing houses, tanneries, and glue and soap
works ; and its industries are steadily increasing. The
population (7S50 in 1865) now exceeds 11,500.
The small fort of Petropavlovsk, consisting of an earthen palisaded

wall, was founded in 1752, and was the military centre of the
Ishim line of fortifications. It became at once a place of trade with.

the Kirghiz, and in 1771 had a population of 914 inhabitants. It
received municipal institutions in 1807.

Peteopa\'Xovsk is also the name of a Russian seaport in Kam-
chatka, on the eastern shore of the Bay of Avatcha in 53" N. lat
and 15S" 44' E. long. Its beautiful harbour, one of the best on
the Pacific, is but little frequented, and tht-. town consists merely
of a. few huts with some 500 inhabitants. Its naval institutions were
transferred to Nikolaievsk after the attack of the allien in 1S54.

PETROPOUS, a town of Brazil, in the province of Rio
de Janeiro, lies at a height of 2400 feet above the sea on
a beautiful and healthy plateau, surrounded by the wooded
heights of the Serra da Estrella, which lie between it and
the coast region. It is about 25 miles almost due north
from Rio de Janeiro, and is reached by a railway (22 miles)

from Maua; the last 10| miles are on the Rigi system.

Founded by the emperor of Brazil as a colony for dis-

tressed German immigrants, Petropolis has grown into an
elegant and thriving town of 8000 or 10,000 inhabitants,

and, besides the royal palace and park, has a number o(

good hotels and public buildings.

PETROVSK, a town of European Russia, in the pro-

vince of Saratoffj lies on both banks of the Medvyeditra, a
tributary of the Don, 64 miles north-north-west of Saratoff

on the Volga by the highway to Moscow. It was founded
by Peter L in 1698 to defend the district from the en-

croachments of the Kuban Tatars, and by the beginning
of the 19th century it had become a place of 6921 inhabit-

ants, with ten churches and a monastery (St Nicholas). In
1864 the population was 10,128, and it has since increased

to upwards of 15,000.
Tlus Petrovsk must not be confounded with (1) Petrovsk, a sea-

port town of from 4000 to 5000 inhabitants in northern Daghestan,
which possesses one of the best roadsteads on the west coast of the
Caspian ; nor (2) with the ero-mi iron-works of this name in Trans-
baikalia, deserving mention for its cou-\-ict establishment, where
the " Decembrists ' were kept for several vears.

PETROZAVODSK, a town of Russia, capital of the

gOTemment of Olonetz, lies on the western shore of Lak«
Onega, 300 miles to the north-east of St Petersburg. The
small river Lososinka divides it into two parts,—the town
proper and the iron-works. Two cathedrals built towards

the end of last century, two lyceums for boys and girls,

a mining school, an ecclesiastical seminary, and several

primary schools are the chief public buildings and institu-

tions. The Government cannon-foundry can turn out annu-
ally more than 5000 tons of pig-iron, and the same weight

of guns, gun-carriages, and ammunition, but its actual pro-

duction is subject to great fluctuations. Within the district

there are a few private iron-works as well as important saw-

mills. The inhabitants engage in agriculture and fishing,

and there is some trade v.-iih St Petersburg,—timber, fish,

and furs being exported in exchange for corn, groceries,
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and manufactured wares. The population (11,027 in 1865)

was 11,970 in 1881.
.

Peter L, who was the first to give attention to the mineral re-

sources of Olonetz, founded an iron-work, PetroTskii Zavod, on the

Loiosinka river, in 1703, the "zavod" prepared guns and anus, and

within its walls a small palace and a church were built for the czar.

The iron-work continued in operation for only twenty-four years ;

• conper-wovk, and subsequently a private iron-work, founded by

Fiencluner, had no better success. The Government cannon-

foimdrr was instituted in 1774 ; the settlement that sprang up

was called Petrovsk, and received municipal institutions in 1777.

Petrozavodsk became capital of the government of Olonetz in 1802.

PETTY, Sib William (1623-16S7), statistician and

political economist, and author of the Dovm Stirvey of Irish

Lands, was born on 26th May 1623. He was the sou of a

clothier at Romsey in Hampshire, and received his early

education at the gi-ammar-school there. About the age

of fifteen ho went to Caen (Kormandy), taking with him

a little stock of merchandise, on which he traded, and so

'maintained himself whilst learning French, improving

himself in Latin and Greek, and studying mathematics

and other sciences. On his return to England he seems

to have had for a short time a place in the royal navy.

He went abroad again in 1643, and remained for three

years in France and the Netherlands, pursuing his studies

at Utrecht, Leyden, Amsterdam, and Paris. In the last-

named city he read Vesalius with the celebrated Hobbes.

The philosopher was then preparing his Traciatus Opticus,

and it is said that Petty drew the diagrams for him. In

16-17 Petty obtained a pateat for the invention of double

writing, or, in other words, of a copying machine. In

politics he espoused the side of the Parliament. His first

publication was a letter to Samuel Hartlib in 1648, en-

titled Advice/or the Advancement of some Particular Parts

of Learning, the object of which was to recommend such

a change in education as would give it a more practical

ch"aracter. In the same year he took up his residence at

Oxford, where he was made deputy professor of anatomy,

and where he gave instruction in that scieu'ce and in chem-

istry. In 1649 he obtained the degree of doctor of physic,

and was soon after elected a fellow of Brasenose College.

He gained some notoriety in 1650 byrestoring to life a

woman who had been hanged for infanticide. In 1651 he

was made professor of anatomy at Oxford and also became

professor of music at Gresham College. In 1652 ho went

to Ireland, having been appointed physician to the army

in that country. In 1654, observing that the admeasure-

ment and division of the lands forfeited in 1641 and

granted to the soldiers had been (to use his ovi-n words)

"most inefficiently and absurdly managed," he entered

into a contract to execute a fresh survey, which he com-

pleted in thirteen months. By this he gained £9000,

and. part of the money he invested profitably in the

J)lirchase of soldiers' debentures. He thus became pos-

sessor of 30 large a domain in the county of Kerry that,

according to Aubrey, he could behold from Mount Man-

gerton 50,000 acres of his own land. He set up iron-works

in that neighbourhood, opened lead-mines and marble-

quarries, established a pilchard-fishery, and commenced a

trade in timber. .In Macaulay's History of England there

is an account of the settlement which ho founded at Ken-

mara> Besides the office of commissioner of distribution

of tlie lands he had surveyed, he held that of secretary to

the lord lieutenant, Henry Cromwell, and was also during

two years clerk of the council. In January 1658 he was

elected to Richard Cromwell^s parliament as member for

West Looe in Cornwall. He'was accused by Sir Jerome

Sankey hefora the House of Commons of malversation and

fraud in the conduct of his survey ; but the matter did

not come to an issno in consequence of the dissolution of

\ho parliament, and Petty afterwards published tracts in

•is defence."" After the Restoration he returned'to England

and was favourably received and knighted by Charles 11.,

who was "much pleased with his ingenious discourses,"

and who, it is said, intended to create him earl of Kalmore.

He obtained from the king a new patent constituting him
surveyor-general of Ireland. In 1663 he attracted much
notice by the success of his invention of a double-bottomed

ship, which t\vice made I \a passage between Dublin and
Holyhead, but was afterwards lost in a violent storm. He
was one of the first members of the Royal Society, and sat on
its council. He died at Loudon on the 16th of December
1687, and was buried in the church of his native place.

His will, a curious and characteristic docvmient, is printed

in Chalmers's Biographical Dictionary.

Petty was a man of remarkable versatility, ingenuity, and re.

source. Evelyn declared he had "never know-fl such another

genius," and said of him, " If I were a prince I would make him
my second councillor at least." His character does not seem to

have been an elevated one, though Henry Cromwell, who knew him
well, appears to have esteemed him highly.

The survey executed by Petty was, somewhat whimsically, callea

the "Down Survey," because the results were set don-n in maps;
it is called by that name in Potty's will. He left in MS. a full

account of the proceedings in connexion with it, which was edited

by the Uce Major-General .Sii- Thomas A. Larcom' for the Irish

Archseological Society in 1851. The maps, some of which were

injured by a fire in 1711, are preserved in the Public Record Ofiice,

Dublin. The survey "stanas to this day," says Larcom, "with
the accompanying books of distribution, tho legal record of tho

titlo on which half the land of Ireland is held ; and for the pur-

pose to which it was and is applied it remains sufficient." Petty's

name is associated with the foundation, or, as it is safer to say, the

successful prosecution of what has been somewhat too ambitiously

termed "the science of political arithmetic." It is essentially the

same with what is called comparative statistics. In Petty's time trust-

worthy numerical expressions of social facts could seldom be directly

obtained, and thus largo room was left for moro or less probable

inference from, tho available data. As we might have expected from

his intellectual character, the expedients to which he resorts in

seeking to arrive at determinations of this kind are very ingenious,

but often unsatisfactory and even delusive. Wliilst, however, he
sometimes makes too much of the defective materials he could

command, he strongly insists on accurate an"' -ontinued observa-

tion as the only sure basis.

Petty was not merely a statistician, he was also a political econo-

mist, and one of no mean rank. He is one of the first in whom we
find a tendency to a view of industrial phenomena which waa at

variance with the then dominant mercantilist idfas, and he exhibits

a statesmanlike sense of the elements in which the strength of a

nation really consists, Eoscher names him as having, along with

Locke and Dudley North, raised the English school to the highest

point it attained before the time of Hume. His Treatise of Taxes

anxl Contributions has been recently pronounced to be " the first

great work on economic theory, which it may fairly be said to have

founded." However this may be, it certainly contains a clear

statement of the doctrine that price depends on the labour neces-

sary for production. Petty is much concerned to discover a fixed

unit of value, and he thinks he has found it in the necessary susten-

ance'of a man for a day. He understands the cheapening effect of

the division of labour. He states correctly ihe notion of " natural

and true " rent as the remainder of the produce of land after pay-

ment of the cost Of production ; but he seems to have no idea of

the "law of diminishing returns." He has much that is just on

the subject of money : he sees that there may be an excess of it as

well as a deficienoy, and regards the prohibition of its exportation

as contrary to sound policy. But he errs in attributing the fall of

tho rate of interest which takes place in the progress of industry to

the increase in tho quantity of money. He protested against the

fetters imposed on the trade of Ireland, and advocated a union of

that country with Great Britain. MTiilst the general tendency in

his day was to represent England as In a state of progressive decline

—

an opinion put forward particularly in the tract entitled Britannia
Laixfjuens— Petty declared her resources and prospects to be not

inferior to those of France.

A complete list of his worlta is given in the Ath&iiB Oxonienscs. Tlie most
import.-mt are: the Treatise oJTajfiand Co;ifriInittc»w (1662, 1667, and lOSS);

Tolitical Arithmetic^ pnesented in M.*?. to Charles II., but, because it contained

matter likely to be oflensive to France, kept unpublished till 1691, when it

was edited by Petty's son Charles ;
Quantulumcunque, or a Tract ooncemi^

Money (16S2) : Obsen'ations vpon the Dublin Bills of Mortality in IGSl, and thr

Slate of that Ci(y(lP83): Essay concerning the Multiplication of ManHnd (16S&}

:

Political Analomrt ofIreland (1691). Several papers appeared in the Fhilosophical

Transactions. li. is much to be regretted, as M'CulIoch long since remarked,

that a complete and uniform edition of his writings has not been published.

PETUNIA. See Hokticultdt.i!, vol. xii. p. 264.

PEUTINGER, Co>rRAD (1465-1547), a prominent and

I
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nseful citizen of Augsburg, rememtercd for his services

to the new learning. He ras one of the first to publish

Roman inscriptions (see vol. xuL p. 124), and his name
remains associated with the famous Tab-j!a Peutir.ceriana

(see Maps, rol. xr. p. 517), which was in his hands when
he died, and was found again among his MSS. in 1714.

This important Roman itinerary table was first published

as a whole by Scheyb (Vienna, 1753) ; the most elaborate

edition is by Desjardins (Paris, 1869 and following years).

PEWTER ' is a generic term for a variety of alloys, which

all agree in this, that tin forms the predominating com-
potrent. The finest pewter (sometimes called "tin and
temper ") is simply tin hardened by the addition of a trifle

of copper. Ordinary pewter is tin alloyed with lead, which

latter ingredient is added chiefly on account of its cheapness,

and therefore often in excessive proportion. The law of

France restricts the percentage of lead to 165, with a

toleration of 1-5 per cent, of error, an alloy of this or a

higher degree of richness in tin being, according to an old

investigation by Vauquelin, as proof against sour wine or

vinegar as pure tin is. Higher percentages of lead are

dangerous, and besides spoil the appearance of the alloy.

The composition of an alloy containing only these two
components can be ascertained approximately by deter-

mining the specific gravity (see Metals, vol. xvi. p. 67 sj.).

Plate pewter b a hard variety much used for plates and
dishes ; a good quality is composed of 100 parts of tin, 8 of

aatimony, 2 of bismuth, and 2 of copper. Closely aUied

to it is the silver-white alloy called " Britannia metal,"

which is much used in Great Britain for the making of tea-

pots more especially. To give an idea of its very variable

composition the following two analyses may be quoted :

—

Tin. 85-7 81-9

Antimony 10-4 162
Copper 1-0 0-0

Zinc 2-9 19

100 100

Pewter wares are shaped chiefly in three ways. Measures
and spoons are cast in moulds of brass made of two closely-

fitting but detachable halves, the surface of the mould
being powdered over with sandarath, or painted over with
white of egg or oil, before use to prevent adhesion. Plates

and dishes are made preferably by hammering. In large

establishments milk-jugs and similar articles are often

produced by "spinning," i.e., by pressing a flat plate of

pewter against a rapidly- revolving bliint tool, and thus
raising it into the desired shape. (Cf. Lead, voL xiv. p. 378.)
PFATF, Chkistiax Hedteich (1773-1852), chemist

and physicist, younger brother of J. F. PfafiF noticed below,

took his degree as doctor of medicine at Stuttgart in 1793.
He travelled with a noble famUy as physician, and practised

for a time at Heidenheim ; but he afterwards became pro-

fessor (extraordinary in 1797, ordinary in 1801) of medi-
cine, physics, and chemistry at the university of Kiel.

He was a most prolific author of memoirs on sanitary and
medical, and especially on chemical and physical, subjects.

His work in chemistry was chiefly analytical and mineial-

ogicaL In physics he was distinguished as one of the

earlier -experimenters with the voltaic current, and had a
considerable share in the experimental investigation of its

properties. He also made important researches on the
carrying power of magnets, more particularly on the effect

of the extent of the attracting surface. Comparatively
few of his memoirs are now quoted, owing to the fact that
none of his results contained any capital discovery ; never-
theless he deserves to be remembered as one of the ener-
getic workmen who aided in raising the stately pile of
modem experimental science.

' Old Fr. peutre ; Ital. peltro ; com p. Eng. spdter.

PFAFF, JoHAiTN- Fkiedrich (1765-1825), German
mathematician, was bom on 22d December 1765 at Stutt
gart. He received his early education at the Carkschule,
where Schiller, afterwards his life-long-friend, was a school
companion. 'His mathematical capacity was early noticed'
and after leaving school he pursued his studies in that
department at Gottingen under Kastner, author of a

Histori/ of Mathematics ; and in 1787 he went to Berlin
and studied practical astronomy under Bode. In 1788
Pfaff became professor jf mathematics in Helmstadt, and
so continued UutU that university was alxihshed in 1810.
From that time till his death (20th April 1825) he held
the chair of mathematics at Halle. Waff's researches bore
chiefly on the theory of series, to which he applied the
methods of the so-called Combinatorial School of German
mathematicians, and on the solution of differential equa-
tions. His two principal works are Disquuitiones analytics
maxime ad calculum integralem el dodrinum serierum
pertinentes (4to, vol. i., Helmstadt, 1797) and "Methodus
generalis, sequationes differentiarum particiilarum, nee
non aequationes differentiales vulgares, utrasque primi
ordinis inter quotcumque variabiles, complete integrandi "

in Alh. d. Perl. Acad. (181-1-15). The former work con-

tains Hag's discussion of the equation (a + bx") xVi/'dx^
+ {c + ex'')xdy!dx + (J+gr^)j/ = ^, which generally bears
his name, but which had originally been treated in a less

complete manner by Euler. The latter work contains an
important addition to the theory of partial differential

equations as it had been left by Lagrange.
An interesting reWew of PfafiTs memoir was published by Gauss

in the Gottingen Gelchrte Anzcinen for 1S15 (republished in vcl. iv.

of his complete vrorks). For fuller details regarding Pfaif and his
work, consult Gerhardt, Geschichti^cUr Mathemalik in DeiUschland
(Munich, 1877, D. 198). and Pfaff s correspondence, edited bv C. H.
Pfaff.

Another brother of this family, JoHAXN WitHELM Asdeeas
Pfaff (1774-1835), was professor of pure and applied mathematics
successively at Dorpat, Kurembefg, Wiirzburg, and Erlangen.

PFALZBUEG, a town of German Lorraine, lies high oa
the west slopes of the Vosges, 25 miles to the north-north-
west of Strasburg. In 1880 it contained 3379 (mainly
Roman Catholic) inhabitants. The principality of Pfalz-

burg, originally a part of Luxemburg, afterwards belonged
in turn to the bishop of Metz, the bishop of Strasburg, and
the duke of Lorraine, and passed into the possession of
France in 1661. The town was of importance as com-
manding the passes of the Vosges, and was strongly forti-

fied by Vauban in 1681. The works resisted the Germans
for four months in 1870, but have since been razed.

PFEIFFER, Feaxz (1815-1868), an eminent %vriter

on medijeval German literature and on old forms of th«
German language, was bom at Solothum on the 27th of

February 1815. Having studied at the university of

Munich, he went to Stuttgart, where in 1846 he became
librarian at the royal public library. In 1857, having
established his fame as one of the foremost authorities on
his special subject, he was appointed professor of German
literature and language at the vmiversity of Vienna ; and
in 1860 he was made a member of the Iinperial Academy
of Sciences. He died on the 29th of May 1868.

As an editor of medixval literature Pfeiffer was nnsurpasseu
among the scholars of his day, and by his work in this department
he did much to foster the critical study of writere who before his

time were known only to specialists. Among the many writings

edited by him may be mentioned the works of the German mystics

of the 14th century, the Buch der Katur of Conrad of Jlegenberg,

the Prcdigten of Berthold of Ratisbon, the EdeUtein of Ulrich

Boner, the Barlaam v-nd Josaphal of Eudolf of Ems, and the

poems of Walther von der Togelweide. Of his independent writ-

ings the most important are Zur deutsdi^n LiUralurgtsehichU^

Ueber Weaen und Bildung der hofi^fi^n Sprache in millelhoeh'

deiitscAer Zeit, Der Dichter des Nilclungenliedes, Forxhung und
Kritik auf dem Gebieit des deutschen AUerthums, and Altdevtschea

Uebungsbueh. Pfeiffet's style b clear and vigorous, and on every
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subject which he discussed he was able to throw fresh light. A
biographical sketch of him by Bartsch occurs in Uhland's Brief-

locchsel mit Freihcrrn von Lassberg, which Pfeiffer edited.

PFEIFFER, Ida Lactka (1797-1858), traveller, was

born at Vienna, the daughter of a merchant named Reyer,

14th October 1797. Ida waa the only sister of six brothers,

and in her ycrtith acquired masculine habits. Her training

was Spartan, and accustomed her to the endurance of hard-

ships and deprivations. On 1st May 1820 she married Dr

PfeifFer, a prosperous advocate of Lemberg, twenty-four

years older than herself. Through over-zeal in denouncing

abuses her husband incurred official persecution, and in a few

years after his marriage was reduced to the greatest poverty.

Ida, living mostly apart from her husband, underwent

great drudgery, but, through her own exertions, managed

to educate her two sons. After being relieved of this

responsibility she resolved to indulge her intense longing

to travel, and, with the most limited means, succeeded in

making a series of journeys which, in extent, are probably

unparalleled in the case of any other woman. In 18-12

Madame Pfeiffer visited Egypt and Palestine, and, with

considerable hesitation, published an account of her journey

in three small volumes, Jieise einer Wienerin in das Heilige

Land, in 1845. In the same year she set out again, this

time to Scandinavia and Iceland, describing her tour in

two volumes, Jieise nach dem Skandinavischen Norden und
der Iiisel Island (Pesth, 1846). In 1846 she started on

her first journey round the world, visiting Brazil, Chili,

and other countries of South America, Tahiti, China, India,

Persia, Asia Minor, and Greece, and reaching home in

1848. The results were published in three volumes at

Vienna in 1850, under the title Utne Frauenfakrt v.in die

Welt. For her next and most extensive journey she re-

ceived the support of the Austrian Government to the

small extent of £150. Starting in 1851, she went by
London to South Africa, her purpose being to penetrate

into the interior ; but, this proving impracticable, she pro-

ceeded to the Malay Archipelago, spending eighteen months

in the Sunda Islands and the Moluccas. After a visit to

Australia, Madame Pfeiffer proceeded to California, Oregon,

Peru, Ecuador, New Granada, the Missiones Territory, and

north again to the American lakes, reaching home in 1854.

Her narrative, Meine zweite Weltreise, was published in four

volumes at Vienna in 1856. In May of the same year

Ida set out to explore Madagascar, where at first she was
cordially received by the queen. Unfortunately, she un-

wittingly allowed herself to te involved in the plot of a

Frec'-hman to overthrow the government, and, with brutal

treatment, was expelled from the country. After being de-

tained by her sufferings in Mauritius for some months, Ida

returned by England to Vienna, where she died 27th October

1858. The Eeise nach Madagascar was issued in 1861,

with a biography by her son.

All Madam c Pfeiffer's narratives have been translated into English
as well as oth-jr languages, and have maintained a steady popularity

up to the present time. Although Ida PfeilTer can hardly be said

to have broken up new ground in her travels, she certainly did

ranch to increase our knowledge of countries about which our in-

formation was most meagre. Bloreover, her scientific collections—

for she was as good a collector as observer—were of considerable

extejit, and great value and novelty, and were regarded as important
acquisitions by the Vienna museum. She was made an honorary
member of the Berlin and Paris Geographical Societies, and received

from the king of Prussia the gold medal of science and art. Her
travels altogether covered 150,000 miles by sea and 20,000 by
land. Ida Pfeiffer was short in stature, and latterly slightly bent

;

her manners '^-'^'-^ simple, unassuming, and womanly.

PFOVtilUEIM, one of the chief industrial towns in the

grari-duchy of Baden, is pleasantly situated at the con-

fl'-<!nce of the Nagold, the WUrm, and the Enz, on the

northern margin of the Black Forest, 15 miles to the

south-east of Carlsruhe. The most prominent buildings

ire the old palace of the margraves of Baden-Durlach and

the Sehlosskirche, the latter an interesting edifice of the

1 2th to the 1 5th centuries, containing the tombs and monu-
ments of the margraves. The staple industry is the manu-
facture of gold and silver ware and jewellery, which gives

employment to nearly 10,000 workmen, besides which
there are iron and copper works, and manufactures of

chemicals, paper, leather, cloth, and other articles. A
brisk trade is maintained in timber, cattle, and agricultural

produce. In 1880 the population was 24,037, having
almost doubled itself in twenty years. Four-fifths of the

inhabitants are Protestants.

Pforzheim (Porta Hercyni£e)is of Roman origin, and has belonged
to Baden for 600 years. From about 1300 down to 1565 it was the
seat of the margraves of the Baden-Durlach-Ernestine line, now
extinct. The town was taken by the troops of the Catholic League
in 1624, and was destroyed by the French in 1689. The story of

the 400 citizens of Pforzheim who sacrificed themselves for their

prince after the battle of Wimpfen (1622) has been relegated by
recent historical research to the domain of legend. The humanist
Reuchlin was born at Pforzheim in 1455.

PHJilDRUS, the author of five books of Latin fables

in verse, lived in the reigns of Augustus, Tiberius, Cali-

gula, and Claudius. To his literary vanity we owe most

of our scanty knowledge of his life. He was born on the

Pierian Mountain in Macedonia, but seems to have been

brought at an early age to Italy, for he mentions that he

read a verse of Ennius as a boy at school. According to

the heading of the chief MS. he was a slave and was freed

by Augustus. He incurred the wrath of Sejanus, the

powerful minister of Tiberius, but on what grounds is not

known. Devoting himself to literature, he lived in poverty

and died at an advanced age. The first two books of his

fables were published together; the third, fourth, and
fifth appeared later, each by itself. The third book is

dedicated to Eutychus, a wealthy man of business and
probably a freedman, to whom the poet appeals for

promised help. The fourth book is dedicated to Parti-

culon, who seems to have dabbled in literature. From
the fact that Seneca, writing in 43 or 44 a.d. (Coasol. ad
Polyb., 27), knows of no Latin writer of fables we may
infer that Phaedrus published his fables after that time, but

the exact date is unknown. His work shows little or no

originality ; he simply versified (in iambic trimeters) the

fables current in his day under the name of "^Esop," in-

terspersing them with anecdotes drawn from daily life,

history, and mythology. He tells his fable and draws the

moral with business-like directness and simplicity; hia

language is classical, neat, and clear, but thoroughly

prosaic, though it occasionally attains a dignity bordering

on eloquence. He is fond of abstract words. From a

literary point of view Phaedrus is far inferior to those

masters of fable -writing, Babrius and La Fontaine; he

lacks the quiet picturesqueness and pathos of the former,

and the exuberant vivacity and humour of the latter.

Though he frequently refers to the envy and detraction

which pursued him, Phredrus ceems to have attracted little

attention in antiquity. He is mentioned by Martial (iii.

20, 5), who imitated some of his verses, and by Avianus.

Prudentius must have read him, for he imitates one of his

lines (Prud., Cath., vii. 115; cp. Phaedrus, iv. 6, 10).

The first edition of the five books of Phcedrus was pub-

lished by Pithou at Troyes in 1596. But, from the gaps

in the books as well as from the disproportionate short-

ness of some of them, it is plain that this collection ia

incomplete. In the beginning of the 18th century there

was discovered at Parma a MS. of Perotti (1430-1480),

archbishop of Siponto, containing sixty-four fables of

Phaedrus, of which thirty -two were new. These new
fables were first published at Naples by Cassitto in 1808.

and afterwards (much more correctly) by Jannelli in 1811,

Both editions were superseded by tht discovery of a much
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better preserved MS. of Perotti in the Vatican, -which was

published by Angelo Mai in 1831. For some time the

authenticity of these new fables was disputed, but they

are now generally accepted, and with justice, as genuine

fables of Pha^rus. They do not form a sixth book, for

wc know from Avianus that Phaedrus wrote five books

only, but it is impossible to assign them to their original

places in the five books. They are usually printed as an

appendix. Even thus it is probable that we have not the

whole of Phcedrus.

In the MidJle Ages Fhaedrus exercised a considerable influence

through the prose versions of his fables which were current, though
his own works and even his name were forgotten. Of these prose

versions the oldest existing seems to be that known as the " Anony-
TEus Xilantianus." so called because first edited by Nilant at Leyden
in 1709 from a MS. of the 10th or beginning of the 11th century.

It approaches the text of Phffidrus so closely that it was probably

made directly from it. Of the sixty -seven fables which it contains

thirty are derived from lost fables of Phaedrus. But the largest

and roost influential of the prose versions of Phxdrus is that which
bears the name of "Romulus." It contains eighty-three fables, is as

old as the 10th century, and seems to have been based on a still ear-

lier prose version, which, under the name of *'.^op," and addressed

to one Rafus, may have been made in the Carlovingian period.

The preface of RomiJus, in which he professes to have translated

the fables from the Greek, is a mere fiction of the copyist ; no such
Romulus as this ever existed, although in the Middle A«s he was
sometimes thought to have been a Roman -emperor, and has still

a place in the Biographic Unirerstlh (1863). The collection of fables

in the Weissenburg (now ^Volfenbuttel) MS. is based on the same
version (the A^sopus ad Eitfitm) as Romulus. These three prose
versions contain in all one hundred distinct fables, of which tifty-

sii are derived from the existing and the remaining forty-four

presumably from lost fables of Ph-tdrus. Some modem scholars,

as Burmann, Dressier, and L. Midler, have tried to restore these
lo^t fables by versifying the prose versions.

The collection bearing the name of Romulus became in its turn
the source from which, during the second half of the Middle Ages,
aln:05t all the collections of Latin fables in prose and verse were
wholly or parti.iily drawn. A version of the first three books of

Hamulus in elegiac verse enjoyed a wide popularity, even into the
Renaissance. Its author (generally referred to since the edition

of Xevelet in 3 610 as the Anonymous of Nevelet) was Ion z unknown,
but Hcrvienx has lately shown grounds for identifying him with
"NVatther of England, chaplain to Henry IL and aftenviirds arch-
bishop of Pale,-uiO. The version dates from the latter p.irt of the
12th centnry. It was especially popular in Italy, where the Italian

translation of .-Vccio Zuccho (Verona, 1479) was frequently reprinted.

Another version of Romulus in Latin elegiacs was made by Alexander
Neckam, bom at St Albans in 1157, and towards the end of his

life (early part of 13th century) abbot of the Augustinian monastery
at Exeter. Neckam knew and copied Walther'a version, but his

own never had the same popularity. Amongst the collections

partly derived from Romulus the most famous is probably that in

French verse by Maeie te Fraj^ce {q.v,). About 1200 a collection

of fabUs in Latin prose, based partly on Romulus, was made by
the Cistercian monk Odo of Sherrington ; they have a strong
medieval and clerical tinge. In 1370 Gerard of Minden wrote a
poetical version of Romulus in Low German.

Sl.nf:? the first editioD of Phsdros by Pithoa in 1596 the editions and traasla-
ttor.5 have becD rery nanierous ; among the editions may specially be mei.tioned
those of Burmann (1718 and 1727), Bentley (1726X Schwabe (1806), Bei-gcr de
Xivrey (1;30), Orelli (1S32), Eyssenhaidt (1^7X L. MlUler (1877). Herrieoi,
iXi h:3 -tvci-k Les Fiibulis!es Lati^.3 tlepTtis le siicle SAuyusU jvtva'a la fin dtt
KOyfT. cie, Fa-ns, 1SS4. For the medi3e\-al versions of Ph^drusand t^eir de-
rivatives see L Roth, in Fhilciz^s, L p. 523 sq. ; H. Oesterley, Eomulus die
Pamp'r.rnien d;s Phttdrus uaW dt« C£sopiiciie Fabd im MUttlalleT, ISTO (untmst-
wor:hy); E. Grosse. ia Jclirbb. f. class. PhJol., voL cv. (1872); and especially
the learned work of Hervieiix. who gives the Latin texts of all the mediayal
imitators (direct and indir*:t) of Phjedrus, some of these texts bein^ now
edited for the first time. (j. G. FR.)

PHA£THON ("the shining one"), in Homer an epithet

of the sun, and used by later writers as a name for the sim,

is more generally known in classical mythology as a son of

the Sun and the ocean nymph Clymene. He persuaded
his father to let him drive the chariot of the sun across
the sky, but he lost control of the horses, and driving too
near the earth scorched it ; mountains were set on fire,

rivers and seas dried up, Libya became a desert, and the
.iCthiopians were blackened by the heat. To save the
earth from utter destruction Zeus killed Phaethon with a
thunderbolt. He fell to earth at the mouth of the Eri-
danus, a river of northern Europe (identified in later times
with the Po), on the banks of which his weeping sisters

were transformed into poplars and their tears into amber.

This part of the legend points to the month of the Oder
or Vistula, where amber abounds. Phaethon was the sub-

ject of a drama of Euripides, of which some fragments

remain. The sugge^ion that the legend of Phaethon is a

mythical expression of vast increases of temperature pro-

duced at long intervals by changes in the relative position

of the earth and the heavenly bodies was made by Plato

{Tim3£us, 22 C, D).

PHALAXGEK. Among the anonymous additions to

Charles I'ficluse's posthumous work Curx posieriores / sen

plurimarum non ante cognitamm atit de'sdriptarum . . .

animalium noi-se descriptiones, published at Leyden in 1611,

occurs the following :—

-

" In our third exiiedition, under Admiral Van der Hagen, there

was seen at Amboyna a rare and truly marvellous animaL The
*cousa,' as it is called by the natives, is a reddish animal, a little

larger than a cat, which has under its belly a kind of pouch in

which the mammse are placed, and in this the young are bora, and
remain there hanging firmly on until large enough to be turned out

by their mother. They return, however, continually to the pouch
until sufficiently developed to follow their mother and to find food

for themselves. These animals live on grass, green leaves, and
other vegetable food, and their flesh is eaten by the Portuguese and
other native Christians, hut not by the Mohammedans, who con-

sider the cousa to be an unclean and forbidden animal, mainly on

account of its want of horns."

This early account forms the first mention of any of the

numerous marsupials of the eastern hemisphere, as there

can be no doubt that the animal called the cousa by the

natives of Amboyna nearly 300 years ago was the Grey

Cuscus {Cuscus orientalis), a member o^the only marsupial

genus occurring in any Eastern land then known to Euro-

peans. About a hundred years afterwards the same animal

was seen by the Dutch traveller Valentyn, also at Amboyna,
and still later Buffon gave to a pair of cuscuses examined

by him the name .that heads this article. "Phalanger," on

account of the peculiar structure of the second and third

toes of the hind feet, which are united in a common skin

up to the nails, a character now known to be present in a

large proportion of the Australian marsupials. Later,

Captain Owk in 1770 and 1777, (xovernor Phillip in 1788,

and J. White in 1790 discovered various different kinds"of

phalangers, and now we know of not less than ten genera,

with about thirty -five species, formirg the sub -family

Phalangisdn^ of the family Phalangistidie, whose general

characters have already been noticed in the article Mam-
MAiiA (voL xv. p. 382).

Phalangers as a whole are small wooUy-coated animals,

with long, powerful, and often prehensile tails, large claws,

and, as in the American opossums, with opposable naiUess

great toes. Their expression seems in the day to be dull

and sleepy, but by night they appear to decidedly greater

advantage. They live mostly upon fruit, leaves, and
blossoms, although some few feed habitually upon insects,

and all relish, when in confinement, an occasional bird or

other small animal. Several of the phalangers possess

Ajdng membranes stretched between their fore and hind

limbs, by the help of which they can make long and sus-

tained leaps through the air, like the flying squirrels; but

it is interesting to notice that the possession of these

flying membranes does not seem to be any indication of

special affinity, the characters of the skuU and teeth

sharply dividing the flpng forms, and uniting them with

other species of the non-flying groups. Their skulls (see

fig. 1) are as a rule broad and flattened, with the posterior

part swollen out laterally, owing to the numerous air-cells

situated in the substance of the squamosals. The dental

formvda is very variable, especially as regards the pre-

molars, of which some at least in each genus are reduced to

mere functionless rudiments, and may even vary in number
on the two sides of the jaw of the same individual The
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incisors are always f, the lower one very. large and pro-

clivous, and the canines normally i, of which the inferior

Fio. 1.—Skull of Naked-eared Cuscus {Citscus gymnotis). After

Peters,

is always minute, and in one genus generally absent. The
true molars number either |- or f

.

The genera, of which not less than ten must be allowed

as Talid, may be arranged as follows.

I. Molars \ritli curved crests, -

(A.) Pm.2 minute or absent
;

piii.i and pni.3 functional, the latter atand-
inp; obliquely.

a. Caniues separated from incisors ; tail hairy 1. Pludangista.

h. Canines close to incisors ; tail naked, scaly 2. Cuscus.

(B.)fiii-- functional
;
pm..3 forming an even series with

the molars.
c Without a flying membrane ; first two anterior

toes opposable to rest ; tail prehensile 3. Pscudochi'ms.

d. With a flying membrane ; toes normal ; tail

bushy, non-prehensile 4. Pctaurista.

II. Molars with round or pointed cusps.

(C.) Molars 1. Fimctional premolars -^-^*
*

-I
e. Ixiwer premolar row interrupted ; upper i-i

directed forwards ;
pra.2 functioiUess h, DcxlylopsUa.

'. Liower premolar row continuous ; upper i.l

directed downwards ; pm.2 functional.

a. A flying membrane 6. Petauf^.

B- No flying membrane 7. Gymnobelideus.

(D.) Molars i.

o. Functional premolars ; tail round; no fly-
^

1 orO
ing membrane ,. ..8. Dromicia.

h. Functional premolars -^J tail distichous ; no fly-

ing membrane d. Distoeckurus.

i. Functional premolars —; tail distichoua; a fly-

ing membrane 10. Acrohata.

1. Phalangista, Cuv.
Upper Incisors forming a semicircular series. Upper i.' scarcely

larger than the others, parallel, its anterior surface Hattened, point

transversely truncated. Canines some way from and shorter tlian

incisors, in front of the premaxillary-masillarv suture."* ^I^ni.*

small, some way separated both from canine and pm.^; pm.- sup-

pressed
;
pm.3 large, obliriuely placed. Molars large, quadrangular,

their summits with distinct crescentic ridges. Lower incisors large
;

canines very small, but persistent
;
pm.* and pm,- small, or, com-

monly, absent; pm.* large and obliquely placed; molars Uke the

upper ones.

Dental formula^^i.}^, c,~ pm. \^^ m. \^^ x2^^i to 38.

Skull low, without frontal sinuses ; bullae scarcely Inflated ; pre-

maxillary long ; the anterior palatine foramina almost confined to

the premaxillffi ; mandible with no trace of an external opening into

the inferior dental canal.

Feet normal ; tail long and bushy, only naked for a few inches

along the under-side of tne tip.

Jiangc.—The whole of Australia and Tasmania; not yet found in

New Guinea.
This genus, by its somewhat elongated premaiillee, restriction

" At the point' of exit from the bone, but the roots are of course

situated in the maxilla.
* In this special dental formula, necessitated by the peculiar develop-

ment of the teeth of the phalangers, the numbers are those of each

individual tooth,— the larger numbers representing fully -developed

functional teeth, and the smaller the minute and functionless ones.

An asterisk to one of the latter shows that the tooth is sometimes or

commonly absent, though it should be remarked that the presence or

abwnce of these minute teeth is not of any fiyitematlc importance.

of the palatine foramina to the latter bones, and by the shape of

its upper pm.^ shows a certain tendency towarls the kangaroos
{Macropodidee)^ the family to which the Phalangisiidw are un-
doubtedly most nearly allied.

The true phalangers, or opossums as they are called by the Aus-
tralian colonists, consist of four or five havdly separable species, of

which the best known is the Vulpine Phalanger {Pk. vulptcula), so

common in zoological gardens, where, however, it is seldom seen,

owing to its nocturnal habits. It is of about the size and general

build of a small fox, whence its name ; its colour is grey, with a
yellowish white belly, white ears, and a black tail. It is a native

of the greater part of the continent of Australia, but is replaced in

Tasmania by the closely allied Brown Phalanger (Ph. fuliginosa).

Its habits are very similar to those of the Yellow-bellied Flying-

Phalanger {Pctaurus aiisiralis) described below,— except that, of

course, it is unable to take the wonderful flying leaps so charaoter-

istic of that animal. Like all the other phalangei-s, its flesh is freely

eaten both by the natives and by the lower class of settlers.

2. Cuscus, Lacep.

Upper incisor row angular in front. Upper L* considerably longer

than the others, round, pointed. Canines close against the last in-

cisors, longer than any of the other teeth, placed apparently on the

suture, fm.* well developed
;
pm.^ minute or absent ; pm.^ iargf,

rounded, its axis slightly oblique. Molars and all the lower teeth

much as in Phalangista, but rather larger in proportion.

T. . 1 J- 7 • 1-2-3 1 1 .='.3„ 1.2.3.4 n OA t. A'\Mental formula. —i. j-^-q c. -j- pm. 75-3^3 ni. YJTi ^ 2= 34 to 40.

Frontal region of skull in adult animals markedly convex, owing
to the presence of large frontal sinuses ; bullae not inflated ; pre-

maxillary bones very short
;
palatine foramen entering the maxillae

;

no external opening into the inferior dental canal.

Feet normal ; tau long, naked and scaly for its terminal two-

thirds, prehensile.

Range.—From Celebes to the Solomon iSiands, and southwards
through New Guinea to North Queensland.

The cuscuses are curious sleepy-looking animals, which inhabit

the various islands of the East Indian archipelago as far west as

Celebes, being the only marsupials found west of New Guinea, As
already noted, it was a member of this genus, the Grey Cuscus (C
orientalis), a native of Amboyna, Timor, and tho. neighbouring
islands, which was the first Australian marsupial known to European
naturalists. There are altogether about eight species known, all

of about the size of a large cat ; their habits resemble those of

other phalangers, except that they are said to be somewhat mora
carnivorous.

3. Pseudochiriis, Ogilb.

Upper incisor row angular. First upper incisor but little longer

than the others, but nevertheless the longest tooth in the jaw.

Canine small, behind suture. F*m.* rather small ; pm.* and pm.'

larger, each with two roots, neither placed at all obliquely. Molars

?uadrangular, with very distinct crescentic ridges ; all the teeth

rom the incisors backwards forming a nearly continuous series.

Lower pm.^ only forming part of the molar series.

DentalformxUa.—i. ~^ c.-j pm. jr^j m- prg^ ^ 2= 36 to 40.

Skull without firontal sinuses
;

palatine foramina entering

maxilla, as in all the following genera except Dadylopsila ; bulla

inflated
;

palate generally complete ; a minute external opening

into the inferior dental canal generally present in the position of

the large vacuity characteristic of the Macropodidx.

Ears large ; fore-feet with the first two toes together opposable

to the remaining three ; tail thinly-haired, prehensile.

Range.—Tasmania, Australia, and New Guinea.

There are about four species of this genus known, of which the

comraonest is Cook's Ring-tailed Phalanger {Pscudochinis caudi-

vol mil us), an animal discovered by Captain Cook during his first

voyage, at Endeavour river, North Queensland..

4. Pctaurista, Desm.
Teeth almost exactly as in Pscudockirus, except that the lower

canine is generally absent, as well as th<> minute fiist and second

premolars.
iqn 1 19s l234

Dentalformula.—i. j^ c. j^ pm. 73^3 ™- XlTi " ^= 34 to •40.

BulIiB infl.-itetl, but small ;
palate generally incompleto from tho

level of the second molar ; a distinct e.i;terual opening into the

inferior dental canal.

Sides of the body with a broad flyini; membrane stretching from

the elbow to just below the knee; eaip large and hairy ; oUws

long and sharp ; tail bushy, round, and non-prehensile.

i/aWa/.—New South Wales.

The only species belonging to this genus is the large black Taguan

Flying Phalanger (P. rolans), an animal very similar to certain ol

the large Indian flying souirrels, and which fully agiecs in its

habits with tlie Yerioiv-bcllied Flying-Phalanger described below.

In its affinities it seems 10 be, so to sneak. 1 hi^dily-specializej
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Pamdochim, in which the teeth have become somewhat farther

diminished and the flying membrane has been developed.

5. Sactr/lopsiia, Gray.

Upoer i' very long, directed forwards. Canine shorter than

L', 5os« to it.
' Pm.- minute or absent ;

pm.' oval, in line with

molars. Molars square-sided, forming a straight line, the third as

long as the second. Ail lower premolars small and deciduous.

IkntalfoTW.uU.-i. |^ cfpm.\^ m. J^rt x 2 = 32 to 40.

Palatal foramen in premaxilla ; palate complete ; bullae small

;

no estemal opening into inferior dental canal.

Form normal ; fourth fore-toe very much longer than the others

;

tail bushy, rounded.
Sange.—From the Aru Islands through New Guinea to North

Queensland.
Of this genus two closely-allied species are described. They are

beautifully striped down the back with white and grey, and are

said to be insectivorous in their habits.

6. Pciaurus, Shaw.
Upper i.' very long, directed downwards. Canine intermediate

in length between i.' and l= Pm.- the smallest, but yet functional.

Molars much rounded, as are those of all the succeeding genera

;

m.' much smaller than ra.- Lower premolars, though small, yet

permanent and forming an uniuterrapted series.

Denialfomnia.—L j^ c j pm. [^ m. YYTt =< 2= 40.

Palatal foramen entering maiiila ; bullae inflated ; a small ex-

ternal opening intotlie inferior dental canal.

Sides of body with a flying membrane stretching from tne outside

of the tip of the anterior fifth toe to the ankle ; tail bushy ; ears

large and nearly naked.

Bange.—From New Ireland to South Australia, but not Tasmania.
This genus contains about five species, the largest of which is

the Yellow-bellied Flying-Phalanger (P. australis), whose habits

are recorded by Mr Gould as follows. " This animal is common
in all the brushes of New South Wales, particularly those which
stretch along the coast from Port Philip to Moreton Bay. In these

vast forests trees of one kind or another are perpetually flowering,

and thus ofl'er a never-failing supply of the blo^oms upon which it

feeds ; the flowers of the various kinds of gums, some of which are

of great magnitude, are the principal favourites. Like the rest of

the genus, it is nocturnal in its habits, dwelling in holes and in

the spouts of ^e larger branches during the day, and displaying

the greatest activity at "night while running over the small leafy

branches, frequently even to their very extremities, in search of

insects and the honey of the newly-opened blossoms. Its structiire

being ill adapted for terrestrial habits, it seldom descends to the

groond except for the pumose of passing to a tree too distant to be

:^^

Fia 2.—Squirt Flying-Phalanger iPetaurua sciureus)

ittained by springing from the one it wishes to leave. The tops of

the trees are traversed by thb animal with as much ease as the

most level grotmd is by such as are destined for terra firms. If

1(N—:;U*

chased or forced to flight it ascends to the highest branch and
performs the most enormous leaps, sweeping from tree to tree with
wonderful address ; a slight elevation gives its body an impetus
which with the expansion of its membrane enables it to pass to a

considerable distance, always ascending a little at the extremity of

the leap ; by this ascent the aiumal is prevented from receiving

the shock which it would otherwise sustain."

A second species, P. sciumis, in some ways one of the most
beautiful of all mammals, has been chosen for the accompanying
cut (see fig 2)

7. Gymnobilidtus, M'Coy.
Like Petaurus in every respect, but without any trace of a flying

membrane.
Habitat.—Victoria.

8. Ih-omicia^ Gray.

First upper incisor and canine very long. Pm.' and pm.' very

minute
;
pm.* large. Molars rounded ; their series bowed inwards.

Lower canine and first two premolars very small but persistent

;

pm.' either large and functional or minute.

Denialformula.—i. ^, c ,- pm. jtV^jj-jj m. ,^ x 2= 32 to 36

Palate incomplete ; bullae very large and inflated.

No flying membrane ; claws short, exceeded in length by the

pads under them ; toes subequal ; tail thinly haired, prehensile.

Five species of Dormouse Fhalangers are recorded, ranging from

New Guinea to Tasmania.

9. Distoechurus, Peters.

.Upper teeth much as in Acrobaia^ but pm.* reduced, shorter than

molars, and crowded obliquely out of the molar series. Lower teeth

also as in Acroiala, but pm.* is entirely suppressed.
. 1.2.3 1 1.2.3 _ 1.2.3 _

Dentalformula.—i. —-, c. y pm. ,-^ m. j^j > = 34.

ears very short ; claws
Skull as in Acrobata.

No flying membrane ; tail distichous
;

well developed.

Habitat.—New Guinea only, whence a single species is known.

10. AoTobaia, Desm.
Upper i.* long. Canine proportionally more developed than in

any other pbalanger, pressed close against last incisor. Premolars

all long, narrow, sharply pointed, and two -rooted. Lower pm.*

minute, but always present ; pm.* and pm.' functional, shaped like

the upper ones.

1.2.3 1 1.2.3 _ 1.2.3
Dentalformula.—L J^ c. -j- pm. J^ m. j^s -'2 = 36.

Palate incomplete ; bullae low and small
;
pala'.al foramen nearly

all in the maxillary ; a well-marked external opening,into the in

ferior dental canal ; squamosals but little swoUeii by air-cells.

A flj'ing membrane present, stretching from the elbow to the

knee, but very narrow in its centre ; tail distichous, probably

slightly prehensile ; toes subequal ; claws small and far surpassed

by the very remarkable toe-pads, which are bro id and ribbed, re-

sembling those of a gecko, and evidently have a very deficits

adhesive power.
Range.—South and eastern Australia.

There is only one species in this genus, the beaatifiil little Pigmy
Flying-Phalanger, not so big as a mouse, which feeds on the honey

it can abstract from flowers, and on insects. Its agility and powers

of leaping are exceedingly great, and it is said by Mr Gould to make
a most charming little pet. (O. T.)

PHALAEIS, a Greek tyrant, who ruled Agrigentmn

(Acragas) in Sicily for sixteen years (probably between

c. 571 and 549 B.C.). He was the son of Laodamas, and his

family belonged to the Dorian island of Astypalsea, near

Cnidus. As a leading man in the new city (for Agrigentum

had been founded by the neighbouring city of Gela only a

few years before, 532 B.C.) Phalaris was entrusted with the

building of the temple of Zeus Atabyrius on the citadel,

and he took advantage of his position to make himself

master of the city. Under his rule Agrigentum seems to

have attained a considerable pitch of external prosperity.

He supplied the city with water, adorned it with fine build-

ings, and strengthened it with walls. TTis influence reached

to the northern coast of the bland, where the people of

Himera elected him general, with absolute power, in spite

of the warnings of the poet Stesichorus. Eastward on the

coast he had fortified posts at Ecnomus and Phalarium,

and he is said to have conquered Leontini ; but that he

niled the whole of Sicily, as Suidas asserts, is unlikely.

He was at last overthrown, apparently by a combination

of the noble families, headed by the rich and distinguished

TelemachuS, and he was burned, along with his mother

XVIII. — 92
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and friends, in the brazen bull. A decree was carried that

no one should thereafter wear a blue dress, as bine had
been the tyrant's livery.

ATter ages have held up Pialaru to infamy for his excessive

cruelty. In his brazen .iull,. invented, it is said, by Pcrilaus of

Athens, and presented by him to Phalaris, the tyrant's victims

were shut up and, a fire being kindled beneath, were roasted alive,

while their shrieks, conveyed through pipes in the beast's nostnis,

represented the bellowing of the bulL Ferilaus himself is said to

have been the first victim. There is hardly room to doubt that we
have here a tradition of human sacrifice in connexion with the

worship of the Phcenician Baal, such as prevailed at Rhodes, where
Zeus Atab)Tiu3 was no other than Baal ; when misfortune threatened
Rhodes the brazen bulls in his temple bellowed. The Rhodians
brought this worship to Gela, which they founded conjointly with
the Crotans, and from Gela it passed to Agrigentum. Human
sacrifices to Baal were common, and, though in Phoenicia proper

there is no proof that the victims were burned alive (see Moloch),
the Carthajrini-ans had a brazen image of Baal, from whose down-
turned hands the childi-eri slid into a pit of fire ; and the story that
Minos had a brazen man who pressed people to his glowing breast

points to similar rites in Crete, where the child-devouring Minotaur
must certainly be connected with Baal and the favourite sacrifice

to him of children. So, too, we have the 'fire -spitting bull of

Marathon whiph burned Androgeus. The stories that Phalaris

threw men into boiling cauldrons and vessels filled wfth fire, and
that he devoured sucklings, all tell the same tale. From this point

of view we may perhaps reconcile with history the apparently con-

tradictory tradition which seems to have prevailed in later times,

that Phalaris was a naturally humane man and a patrou of philo-

sophy and literature. This is the view of his character which we
find in the declamations ascribed to Lucian, and in the letters

which bear Phalario's own name. Plutarch, too, though he takes
the unfavourable view, meurions that the Sicilians gave to the
severity of Phalaris the name of justice and a hatred of crime. It

is recorded that he once pardoned two men who had conspired
against him. Phalaris may thus have been one of those men, not
unknown in histbry, w'no combine justice and even humanity with
a religious fanaticism which shrinks from no horrors believed to

be demanded by the cause of God.
The letters bearing the name of Phalaris (148 in nximber) are

now chiefly remembered for the crushing exposure they received at

the hands of Bentley in his controversy with the Hon. Charles
Boyle, who had published an edition of them in 1695. The first

edition of Bentiey's Dissertation on Phalaris appeared in "1607, and
the second edition, replying to the answer which Boyle published
iu 1698, came out in 1699. From the mention in the letters of

towns (Phintia, Ala^sa, and Tauromenium) which did not exist in

the time of Phalaris, from the imitations of authors (Herodotus,
Democritus, Euripides, Callimachus) who wTote long after he was
dead, from the reference to tragedies, though tragedy was not yet
invented in the lifetime of Phalaris, from the dialec^, which is not
Dorian but Attic, nay. New or Late Attic, as well as from absurdities

in the matter, and the entire absence of any reference to them by
any writer before StobaEus (who lived apparently about 500 a.d.),

Bentley sufficiently proved that the letters were written by a sophist
or rhetorician hundreds of years after the death of Phalaris. Suidas
admired the letters, which he thought genuine, and in modern
times, before their exnosure by Bentley, they were admired by some,
(.</., by Sir William Temple, though others, as Politian and Erasmus,
perceived that they were not by Phalaris.

There are editions of the epi.stles of Phalaris hy Lennep and Valckenaer,
Groninsen, 1777 (re-edited, with corrections and additions, by Schaefer, Leipsic,
1823). and by R. Hercher, in Epislotogmphi Greeci, Paris, 1S73. The latest
edition of Bentiey's Dissertation ia that with introduction and notes by W.
Wagner, London, 1S83.

PHARAOH (riv-lS ; ^apow), which the Old Testameni

often uses as if it were a proper name, applicable to any
king of Egypt, though sometimes such a distinguishing

name as Hophra (Apries; Jer. xliv. 30) or Nechoh (Nekos)

(2 Kings xxiii. 29) is added, is really an Egyptian title of

the monarch (Peraa or Phuro), often found on the monu-
ments. Apart from Hophra and Nscho the Biblical

Pharaohs cannot, in the present state of Hebrew and
Egyptian chronology, be identified with any certainty.

PiLrVRISEES (D'BJ^-lB, ^apta-aloi), the Jewish party of

the scribes, the opponents of the Sadducees. See Israel,

vol. .xiii. p. 423 sq., and Messiah.
PHARMACOPCEIA (lit. the art of the (^pfia/toiroto's,

or drug-compounder) in its modern technical sense denotes

a book containing directions for the identification of

simples and the prciiaratiou of compound medicines, and

published by the authority of a Government or of li

medical or pharmaceutical societ}'. The name has also

been applied to similar compendiums issued by private

individuals. The first work of the kind published under
Government authority appears to liave been that of Nurem-
berg in 1542 ; a passing student named Valerius -Cordos

showed a collection of medical receipts, which he had
selected from the writings of the most eminent medical

authorities, to the physicians of the town, who urged him
to print it for the benefit of the apothecaries, and obtained

for his work the sanction of the senatus. An earlier work,

known as the Antidoiarium FlorerUinum, had been pubi

lished, but only under the authority of the college of

medicine of Florence. The term " pharmacopoeia " first

appears as a distinct title in a work published at Basel in

1561 by Dr A. Foes, but does not appear to have comei

into general use until the beginning of the 16th century .-

Before 1542 the works principally used by apothecaries

were the treatises on simples by Avicenna and Serapion

;

the De Synonymis and Quid pro Quo of Simon Jacuensis

;

the Liber Servitoris of Bulchasim Ben Aberazeritn, which
described the preparations made from plants, animals, and
minerals, and was the type of the chemical portion of

iaodern pharmacopoeias ; and the Antidotarium of Nicolaus

de Salerno, containing Galenical compounds arranged a.'-

phabetically. ' Of this last work there were twD editions

in use,—Nicolaus magnus and Nicolaus parvus ; in the

latter, several of the compounds described in the larger

edition were omitted and the formulae given on a smaller

scale.

Until 1617 such drugs and medicines as were in common
use were sold in England- by the apothecaries and grocers.

In that year the apothecaries obtained a separate charter,

and it was enacted at the same time that no grocer should

keep an apothecary's shop. The preparation of physicians'

prescriptions was thus confined to the apothecaries, upon
whom pressure was brought to bear, in order to make them
dispense accurately, by the issue of a pharmacopceia in

May 1618 by the College of Physicians, and by the power
which the wardens of the apothecaries received in common
with the censors of the College of Physicians of examining

the shops of apothecaries within 7 miles of London and
destroying aU the compounds which they, found unfaith-

fully prepared. " This, which was the first authorized

London fharmaco^ioeiji, was selected chiefly from the

works of Mezue and Nicolaus de Salerno, with a few

additions from those of other authors then in repute, bui;

it was found to be so full of errors that the whole edition

was cancelled, and a fresh one was published in the follow-

ing December. At this period the compounds employed

in medicine were often heterogeneous mixtures, some of

which contained from 20 to 70, or more ingredients, while

a large number of simples were used in consequence of the

same substance being supposed to possess different qualities

according to the source from which it was derived. Thus
crabs' eyes, pearls, oyster-shells, and coral were supposed

to have different properties. Among other disgusting

ingredients entering into some of these formula: were the

excrements of human beings, dogs, mice, geese, and other

animals, calculi, human skull and moss growing on it, blind

puppies, earthworms, ic. Although other editions of the

London Pharmacopoeia were issued in 1621, 1632, 1639, and

1677, it was not until the edition of 1721, published under

the auspices of Sir Hans Sloane, that any important altera-

tions were made. In this issue many of the ridiculous

remedies previously in use were omitted, although a good
number were still retained, such as dog's excrement, earth-

worms, and moss from the human skull ; the botanical

names of herbal remedies were for the first time added to

the ofiicial ones; the simple distilled waters were ordered
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cf a nniform strength ; sweetened spirits, cordials, and
ratifias were omitted as well as several coaipounds no
longer used in London, although still in rogue eUewhers.
A great improvement was effected in the edition published
in 1746, in which only those preparations were retained
which had received the approval of the majority of the
pharmacopoeia committee; to these was added a list of

those drugs only which were supposed to be the most
efficacious. An attempt was made to simplify further the
older formula by the rejection of the superfluous ingre-

dients which had been introduced during a succession of
ages, and by retention of the known active ingredients.

In the edition published ia 1768 the tendency to sim-
plify was carried out to a much greater extent, and the
extremely compound medicines which had formed the
principal remedies of physicians for 2000 years were dis-

carded, while a few powerful drugs which had been con-
sidered too dangerous to be included in the Pharmccopceia
of 1765 were restored to their previous position. In 1809
the French chemical nomenclature was adopted, and in

1 SI 5 a corrected impression of the same was issued. Sub-
sequent editions were published in 182-1, 1836, and 1851.

The first Edinburgh Pharmacop'xia was published in
1699 and the last in 1841 ; the first Dublin Pharmacopceia
in 1S07 and the last in 1850.
The preparations contained in these three pharmacopoeias

were cot all uniform in strength, a source of much incon-
Tenience and danger to the public, when powerful pre-
parations such as dilute hydrocyanic acid were ordered
ia the one country and dispensed according to the national
pharmacopoeia in another. This inconvenience led to the
insertion of a provision in the Medical Act of 1858, by
which it was ordained that the General Medical Council
should cause to be published under their direction a
book containing a list of medicines and compounds, and
such other matters and things relating thereto, as the
General Council should think fit, to be called the British
Pharmacopceia, which should for all purposes be deemed
to be a substitute throughout Great Britain and Ireland
for the several above-mentioned pharmacopoeias. Hitherto
these had been published in Latin. The first British
Pharmacopceia was published in the English language in
1864, but gave such general dissatisfaction both to the
medical profession and to chemists and druggists that the
General Medical Council brought out a new and amended
edition in 1867. .This dissatisfaction was probably owing
partly \p the difficulty met with in selecting a due propor-
tion of formulae from each pharmacopceia so as to avoid
giving offence to national susceptibilities, and partly to the
fact that the majority of the compilers of the work were
men not engaged in the actual practice of pharmacy, and
therefore competent rather to decide upon the kind of
preparations required than upon the method of their manu-
facture. The necessity for this element in the construc-
tion of a pharmacopoeia is now fully recognized in other
countries, in most of which pharmaceutical chemists are
duly represented on the committee for the preparation of
the legally recognized manuals.

National pliannacop<Ei23 now cidst in the following countries
—Austria, Belgiom. Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain
Greece, Holland, Hungary, India, Mexico, Norway, PortueaL
Russia, Spain, Sweden, and the United SUtes of America. lie
Argentine Republic, Chili, and Japan have each a pharmacopoeiam preparation. Ail the above-mentioned were issued under the
aathority of Government, and their instructions have the force of

A \i
""-^"^ respective countries, except those of the United States

""5-
i"*^"' v^''^''

'^^^ prejiared by commissioners appointed by
medical or pharmaceutical societies, and have no other authority
although generally accepted as the national text-books. Italv has
no national pharmacopceia, the authorities used in the different
sUtes pnor to the unification being still retained. SaMinia, for
example, has a phaimacopceU dating from 1853; Modena, Parma,
and fiacenza have-one in Mmmon, published in 1S39 ; in the States

' of the Church as well as in Tuscany and Lucca an unofficial com-
pilation is in use entitled Orosi Farmacologia tahnica pracHca
omroFarmacologia Ita'.iana ; Naples has iURicOtario Farmaeeutico
yapoUtano (1859) ; and Lombardy and Venice nse the Austrian
pharmacopoeia. Although Switzerland has anational pharmacopoeia,
this does not possess Government authoritj-, the French Codcxhemg
recognized in Geneva, and the cauton of Ticino having a pharma-
copoeia of its own.
The French Cudex has probably a more extended nse than any

other pharmacoposia outside the limits of its own conntrj-, being,
in connexion with Dorrault's L'OJicinr, the standard for druggisti
in a large portion of Central and South"America ; it is also official
in Turkey. The sum-total of the drugs and preparations it con-
tains is about 2000, or more than double the average of other
modem pharmacopceiis. The progress of medical knowledge durin<'
the last two hundred years has led to a gradual but very perceptible
alteration in the contents of the various pharmacopoeias. The
original very complex formnls have been gradually simplified until
only the most active ingredients have been retained, and in many
cases the active principles have to a large extent replaced the crude
drugs from which they were derived. From time to time such secret
remedies of druggists or phvsicians as have met with popular or
professional approval have \een represented bv simpler official
preparations.

InUmational^ Pharrruicopaia.—The increased facilities for travel
during the last fifty years have brought into greater prominence the
importance of an approach to uniformity in the formulae of the
more powerful remedies, such as the tinctures of aconite, opium, and
nux vomica, in order to avoid danger to patients when a prescrip-
tion is dispensed in a different country from that in which it was
written. Attecopts have been made during the last few yeara by
international pharmaceutical and medical conferences to settle a
basis on which an international pharmacopoeia could be prepared,
but, owing to national jealousies and the attempt to include too
many preparations in such a work, it has not as vet been produced.
At the fifth Internationa! Pharmaceutical Congress held in London
in 1881, however, a resolution was passed to the effect that it was
necessary that such a pharmacopoeia should be prepared, and a
commission consisting of two delegates .from each of the countries
represented was recommended to be appointed in order to pre-
pare within the shortest possible time a compilation in which the
strength of all potent drugs and their preparations should be
equalized,— the work, when complete, to be handed over to their
respective Governments or to their pharmacopeia committees. It
appears probable that such a work will be presented for considera-
tion by the commission at the forthcoming meetin<»*i3f the con-
gress at Brussels in I8S5.

°

Several unofficial universal pharmacopceiis have been published
from time to time in England and in France, which serve to show
the comparative strength of parallel preparations in different
countries

; but the results of discussions which have taken place
at the international conferences above alluded to indicate that the
production and acceptance of an international pharmacopoeia will
be a work of time, and that in such a work the numerous drags
and preparations intended to meet an unprofessional demapd rather
than the wants of physicians will have to be omittei ' The advances
that have been made in this direction are as follows. The
metric or decimal mode of calculation and the centigrade scale
of temperature are adopted in all pharmacopceias except those
of Great Britain, of India, and in some instances of Greece. The
majority omit chemical formuls. An alphabetical arrangement is
foUowed m aU except the French, Spanish, and Greek. The great
increase of medical literature and international exchange of medical
journals has led to the adoption in almost every country of all
the really valuable remedial agents, and the more extended use
ot active principles has given rise to an approximation in strength
of their solntiins. The difficulty of nomenclature could probably
oe overcome by a list of synonyms^being given with each article,
and tnat of language by the nse of Latin. The greatest stumbling-
blocks in the way of uniformity are the tinctures and extracts,—

a

class of preparations containing many very powerfiil drugs, but in
which the same name does not always indicate the same thing

;

thus, extract of aconite signifies an extract of the root in tie
pharmacopoeias of the United States. Austria, Hungary, and Bnssia,
extract of the leaves in the Danish and Portuguese, inspissated juice
of the fresh leaves in the British. Indian, Spanish, and Greek, and
dry extract of the leaves with sugar of milk in the Norwegian phar-
macopceias. It appears probable, however, that the growth of phar-
maceutical chemistry will indicate clearly, in course of time, which
of those in nse form the most active and reliable preparations, while
the general adoption of the metric svstem will lead to clearer approxi.
mation of strength than hitherto". The method adopted by the
Portuguese pharmacopoeia comes nearest to that uniformity which
is so desirable in such preparations, as the tinctures of Ihe fresh
plants are all prepared with eoual parts of the drug and alcoholic
menstruum

; simple tinctures in eeneral, with unfortunately a few
exceptions, with one part of the drug in five parts of alcohol ofgiven
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shBDgth ; ethereal tinctures are in the proportion of one part in

ten ; and the tinctm-es of the alkaloids and their salts contain one

part of the alkaloid in ninety -nine of menstruum.
Homceopathic and eclectic practitioners as well as dentists have

also their special pharmacopoeias.
See Bell, and Redwood, Progress of FKnrmjacy (London, ISSO); Scherer,

L:UTXLtv.ra Pharmacopaariim (Lcipsic and Soran, 1822); Flint, Report on the

Pharmacojmias of all WottoM (Washington, 1SS3) ; Report of the Proceedings g
the Fifth InternatioTuii Pharmaceutical Cojigress (1S81). (E. M. H.)

PHEASANT, Middle-English Fesaniit and Fesaun,

German Fasan and anciently Fasant, Frencli Fauan—all

from the Latin Phasiamts or Phasiana {sc. avis), the Bird

brought from the banks of the river Phasis, now the Eioni,

in Colchis, where it ia still abundant, and introduced by

the Argonauts, it is said, in what passes for history, into

Europe. As a matter of fact nothing is known on this

point ; and, judging from" the recognition of the remains

of several species referred to the genus Phasianus both in

Greece and in France,' it seems not impossible that the

ordinary Pheasant, the P. colchicus of ornithologists, may
have been indigenous to this quarter of the globe. If it

was introduced into England, it must almost certainly

have been brought hither by the Romans; for, setting

aside several earlier records of doubtful authority,^ Bishop

Stnbbs has shewn that by the regulations of King Harold

in 1059 " units phasianus " is prescribed as the alternative

of two Partridges or other birdg among the "pitaetioe"

(rations or commons, as we might now say) of the canons

of Waltham Abbey, and, as Prof. Dawkins has remarked

{Ibis, 1869, p. 358), neither Anglo-Saxons nor Danes

were likely to have introduced it ir.to England. It seems

to have been early under legal protection, for, according

to Dugdale, a licence was granted in the reign of Henry I.

to the abbot of Amesbury to kill hares and pheasants,

and from the price at which the latter are reckoned, in

various documents that have come down to us, we may
conclude that they were not very abundant for some

centuries, and also that they were occasionally artificially

reared and fattened, as appears from Upton, ^ who wrote

about the middle of the 15th century, while Henry VIII.

seems from his privy purse expenses to have had in his

household 'in 1532 a French priest as a regular "fesaunt

breder," and in the accounts of the Kytsons of Hengrave

in Suffolk for 1607 mention is made of wheat to feed

Pheasants, Partridges, and Quails.

Within recent years the practice of bringing up Pheasants

by hand has been extensively followed, and the numbers

so reared vastly exceed those that are bred at large. The

eggs are collected from birds that are either running wild

or kept in a mew,* and are placed under domestic Hens

;

but, though these prove most attentive foster-mothers,

much additional care on the part of their keepers is needed

' These are P. archiaci from Pikermi, P. altus and P. medius from

the lacustrine beds of Sansan, and P. desnoycrsi from Touraine, eee

A. Milne-Edwards. Ois. foss. de la France (ii. pV 229, 239-243).

* Araong^hese perhaps that worthy of most attention is in Probert's

transhition of The Ancient Laws of Cambria (ed. 1823, pp. 367, 368),

wherein extracts are given from Welsh triads, presumably of the age

of Howel the Good, who died in 948. One of them is "There are

three barking hunts : a bear, a squirrel, and a pheasant." The ex-

planation 13 "A pheasant is called a barking bunt, because when the

pointers come upon it, and chase it, it takes to a tree, where it is hunted

by baiting. " The present writer has not been able to trace the manu-

script containing these remarkable statements so as to find out what

is the original word rendered " Pheasant " by the translator ; but a

reference to what is probably the same passage with the same jmean-

ing is given by Ray (Synops. iteth. Animalitim, pp. 213, 214) on the

authority of Llwyd or Lloyd, though there is no mention of it in

Wotton and (Clarke's Leges Wallicm (1730). A charter (Kemble, Cod.

Diplom., iv. p. 236), professedly of Edward the Confessor, granting

the wardenship of certain forests in Essex to Ralph Peperking, speaks

of "fesant hen" and "fesant cocke," but is now kno\vn to be spurious.

' In his De studio militari (not printed till 1654) he states (p. 195)

that the Pheasant was brought from the East by "Palladius ancorista."

« The writer is informed that, in J 883. 134,000 Pheasants' eggs were

sold from one estate in Suffolk.

to ensure the arrival at matvu-ity of the poults ; for, being

necessarily crowded in a comparatively small space, they

are subject to several diseases which often carry off a large

proportion, to say nothing of the risk they run by not

being provided with proper food, or by meeting an early

death from various predatory animals attracted by the

assemblage of so many helpless victims, As they advance

in age the young Pheasants readily take to a wild life,

and indeed can only be kept from wandering in every

direction by being plentifully supplied with food, which

has to be scattered for them in the coverts in which it is

desired that they should stay. Of the proportion of

Pheasants artificially bred that " come to the gun " when
the shooting season arrives it is impossible to form any
estimate, for it would seem to vary enormously, not only

irregularly according to the weather, biit regularly accord-

ing to the district. In the eastern covmties of England,

and some other favourable localities, perhaps three-fourths

of those that are hatched may be satisfactorily accounted

for ; but in many of the western counties, though they are

the objects of equally unremitting or even greater care, it

would seem that more than half of the number that live-to

grow their feathers disappear inexplicably before.the coverts

are beaten. The various effects of the modern system of

Pheasant-breeding and Pheasant-shooting need here be

treated but briefly. It is commonly condemned as giving

encouragement to poaching, and, especially under ignorant

management, as substituting slaughter" for sport. Un-
doubtedly there is much to be said on this score ; but in

reply to the first objection it has been urged that as a
rule the poacher does not like visiting coverts that he

knows to be effectively preserved, and that coverts con-

taining a great stock of Pheasants, whose rearing has

cost a considerable sum of money, are probably the most

effectively preserved. As to the second objection it is to

be observed that what constiiutes sport is in great measure

a matter of individual taste, and that the reasonable limit

of a sportsman's "bag" is practically an tinknown quantity.

One man likes shooting a Pheasant rising at his feet or

sprung by his spaniels, as it flies away from him through

the trees and is still labouring to attain its full speed

;

another prefers shooting ode that has mounted to its

greatest height, and, assisted perhaps by the wind, is

traversing the sky at a pace that almost passes calculation.

If skill has to be considered in the definition of sport there

can be no doubt as to which of these cases most requires

it. In regard to cruelty—that is, the proportion of birds

wounded to those killed—there seems to be little difference,

for the temptation to take " long shots " is about equal in

either case. The Pheasant whose wing is broken by the

charge, if at a great height, is often killed outright by the

fall, whereas, if nearer the ground, it will often make good

its escape by running, possibly to recover, or more possibly

to die after lingering in pain for a longer or shorter time.

On the other hand, high-fljang Pheasants, having their

vital parts more exposed, are often hit in the body, but

not hard enough to bring them down, though the wound

they have received proves mortal, and the velocity at which

they are travelling takes them beyond reach of rtitrieval.

Formerly Pheasants were taken in snares or nets, and by

hawking ; but the crossbow was also used, and the better

to obtain a " sitting shot," for with that weapon men had

not learnt to " shoot flying " ; dogs appear to have been

employed in the way indicated by the lines under as

engraving by Hollar, who died in 1677 :

—

" Tlie Feasant Cocke the woods doth most frequent,

Where Spaniclls spring and pearche him by the sent." '

» Quoted by the writer (Broderip ?) of the article " Spaniel " in the

Penny Cydopiedia. The lines throw light on the asserted Welsh prac?

tice mentioned iu a former note.
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The use of firearms has put an end to the older practices,

and the gun is now the only mode of taking Pheasants

recognized as legitimate.

Of the many other species of the genus Phasianiis, tivo

only can be dwelt upon here. These are the Ring-necked

Pheasant of China, P. iorqualtts, easily known by the

broad white coUar, whence it has its name, as well as by
the pale greyish-blue of its upper wing-coverts and the

light buff of its flanks, and the P. versicolor of Japan, often

called the Green Pheasant from the beautiful tinge of that

colour that in certain lights pervades almost the whole of

its plumage, and, deepening into dark emerald, occupies

all the breast and low6r surface that in the common and

Chinese birds is bay barred with glossy black scallops.

Both of these species have been to a considerable extent

introduced into England, and cross freely with P. colchiais,

while the hybrids of each with the older inhabitants of the

woods are not only perfectly fertile inter se, but cross as

freely with the other hybrids, so that birds are frequently

found in which the blood of the three species is mingled.

The hybrids of the first cross are generally larger than

either of their parents, but the superiority of size does

not seem to be maintained by their descendants. White
and pied varieties of the common Pheasant, as of most
birds, often occur, and with a little care a race or breed of

each can be perpetuated. A much rarer variety is some-

times seen ; this is known as the Bohemian Pheasant, not

that there is the least reason to suppose it has any right

to such an epithet, for it appears, as it were, accidentally

among a stock of the pure P. colchicus, and offers an ex-

ample analogous to that of the japanned Peafowl already

noticed (Peacock, supra, p. 443), being, like that breed,

capable of perpetuation by selection. To a small extent

two other species of Pheasant have been introduced to the

coverts of England—P. reevesi from China, remarkable

for its very long tail, white with black bars,i and the

Copper Pheasant, P. scemmerringi, from Japan. The weU-
knowu Gold and Silver Pheasants, P. pictxis and P.

nycthemerus, each the type of a distinct section or sub-

genus, are both from China and have long been introduced

into Europe, but are only fitted for the aviary. To the

former is allied the stiU more beautiful P. amkerstise and
to the latter about a dozen more species, most of them
known to Indian sportsmen by the general name of

" Kaleege." The comparatively plain Pucras Pheasants,

Pucrasia, the magnificent Monauls, Laphophorxa, and the

fine Snow-Pheasants, Crossoptilum—of each of which
genera there are several species—must, for want of space,

be only mentioned here. All the species known at the

time are beautifully figured from drawings by Mr Wolf in

Mr Elliot's grand Monograph of the Phasianidse (2 vols.,

fol., 1870-72)— the last term being used in a somewhat
general sense. With a more precise scope Mr Tegetmeier's

Pheasants : their Natural History and Practical Manage-
ment (4to, ed. 2, 1881) is to be commended as a very

useful work. (a, n.)

PHENOL. See C.vbbolic Acm, vol v. p. 85.

PHERECEATES, one of the chief poets of the Old
Attic Comedy, was a contemporary of Cratinus, Crates,

and Aristophanes, being older than the last and younger
than the two former. At first an actor, he seems to have
gained a prize for a play in 438 B.C. The only other

ascertained date in his life is 420, when he produced
his play The Wild Men. Like Crates, whom he imitated,

he abandoned personal satire for more general themes.

StiU in some of the fragments of his plays we find him
attacking Alcibiades and others. He was especially famed
for his inventive imagination, and the elegance and purity

* The intrtMiuction of this Bpecies by Lord Tweedmouth near
Guisachan in lovemess-shire is said to have been remarkably successfuL

of his diction are attested by the epithet aTTiKwraTos

("most Attic") applied to him by Athenaeus and the

sophist Phrynichus. However, Meineke has shown from
his remains that his language deviated considerably from

the standard observed by the other comic poets of the day.

There is genuine feeling in his address to old age (pre-

served by Stobajus, Flor., 116, 12). He was the inventor

of a new metre, which was called, after him, Pherecratean,* ,

and frequently occurs in the choruses of Greek tragedies

and in Horace.
Pherecrates is varioosly stated by ancient authorities to have com-

posed eighteen and sixteen plays ; Meineke reduces the list of hi3

undoubted plays to thirteen. None of them are extant, but a con-

siderable number of fragments have been preserved. These are

given in Meineke, FragmeTita Comicorum Ormcontm, vol. ii (1839),

and in Bothe, Frag. Com. Gr. (Paris, 1855).

PHEEECYDES of Syeos, one of the earliest Greek

philosophers, was the son of. Babys and a native of the

island of Syros. The dates of his life are variously stated,

but there seemis to be no doubt that he lived in the 6th

century B.C. ; amongst his contemporaries were Thalea

and AJiaximander. He was sometimes reckoned one of

the Seven Wise Men, and a very uniform tradition repre-

sented him as the teacher of Pythagoras. Many wonder-

ful tales were told of him, e.g., that from drinking water

drawn from a well he was able to predict an earthquake

three days before it took place. The accounts of his death

are very discrepant, but the commonest was that he died

of the morbus pediculosus. But, if the minute description

which Hippocrates gives of the death of Pherecydfes refers

to the philosopher, he would seem to have died of a viru-

lent fever, perhaps spotted typhus. He is said to have

been the first Greek author who wrote in prose, but per-

haps the chronicler Cadmus of Miletus preceded him.

The statements of late writers, that he drew his philosophy

from secret writings of the Phoenicians, and that he was

a disciple of the Egyptians and Chaldseans, deserve little

attention, made as they were at a time when it was the

fashion to regard all wisdom as derived from the East
He was credited with having originated the doctrine of

metempsychosis, while Cicero and Augustine even assert

that he was the first to teach the immortality of the soul.

Of his astronomical studies he left a proof in the " heUo-

tropion," a cave at Syros which served to determine the

annual turning-point of the sim, like the grotto of PosiUipo

at Naples.

In his book, to which Soidas gives the name of irrifiix"^ ^"^
0€OKpacia f dioyovla, he enunciated a system in which philosophy
and mythology were blended. In the beginning, according to

Pherecydes, were Zeus, Chronos (Time) or Cronxis, and Chtnon
(Earth) ; Chronos begat Fire, Wind, and Water, and these three

begat numerous other gods. ^
Another PHXF.ECTnES of Athens, an early Greek historian, was

a native of the island of Leros, and lived in the former half of the

5th century B.C. Amongst his contemporaries were Eellanicus

and Herodotus. Of his works "On Leros," "On Iphigenia," "On
the festivals ofDionysus " nothing remains ; but numerous fragments
of his great work on m}-thology, in ten books, have been preserved,

and are collected by C. Miiller in his Fr. Hist. Gr., voL i.

PHIDIAS (^ciSi'as), the most famous of Greek sculptors,

was bom about 500 B.C., and began his artistic career,

probably under the guidance of his father, Charmides of

Athens, with the study of painting, an art which at that

time had attained a singiilar largeness and dignity of

style, while in sculpture these qualities were as yet

being sought for with only a somewhat bold and rude

result, as may be seen from the remains of it now at

Olympia. To do justice to the art of sculpture in this

direction there was need of a far greater masteiy of tech-

nical methods, and we may suppose it to have been with this

end in view that Phidias, when he had determined to

—, or, as it may be otherwise divided.
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fle%'ote himself to sculpture, became a pupil of Ageladas of

Argos. It is tempting to believe that it was stiU under

the influence of this master that he executed (between

469 and 463) the Athenian monument at Delphi com-

memorating the battle of Marathon; for Ageladas had

sculptured at Delphi also a monumental group serving a

similar purpose. In the group of Phidias was a portrait

Gtatne of Miltiades, and from this circumstance it is rightly

inferred that the work had been commissioned at the time

When Cimon, the son of Miltiades, was at the head of affairs

in Athens. It was apparently at this same period that

Phidias was employed to execute for the acropolis of

Athens a statue of Athena. This statue, known in after

times as "the Lemnian" and also as "the beauty," seems to

have represented the goddess in the attitude of standing

at rest, helmet in hand, as in a terra-cotta statuette from

Cyprus in the British Museun-ri. When Pericles 'succeeded

to the administration of affairs, and it was determined to

erect new temples and other public buildings worthy of

the new glory which Athens had acquired in the Pefsian

wars, it was to Phidias that the supervision of all these

works was entrusted, with an army of artists and skilled

workmen under him. By 438 the Parthenon was com-

pleted, with its colossal statue of Athena in gold and

ivory by Phidias himself, and with its vast extent of sculp-

ture in marble, executed at least under his direction and

reflecting in most parts his genius.^ Meantime the enor-

mous expense of these undertakings had involved Phidias

in the public discontent which was growing up round

Pericles (Aristoph., Peace, 605). The story related by

Plutarch (Pericles, 31) is that Menon, a former assistant

of Phidias, had brought a charge against him of having

appropriated part of the gold and ivory allowed him for

the statue of Athena, and that, bi*ng acquitted on this

charge, he was nest denounced for introducing portraits

of himself and of Pericles en the shield of Athena, and in

consequence of this charge died in prison, either a natural

death oi; by poison! But these statements cannot be

reconciled with the tradition that, after completing his

Athena, he was invited to undertake at Olympia what

proved to be the grandest work of his life, the colossal

gold and ivory statue of Zeus in the newly-erected temple.

According to this same tradition he died at Olympia, and

it maybe inferred' that he died much honoured there from

the fact that his workshop was preserved in after times as

a show-place for visitors, and that his descendants obtained

an hereditary right to look after the great statue of Zeus.

As a means of reconciling these conflicting statements it

has been supposed that the charge of appropriating the

gold had been made before he went to Olympia, and the

charge of sacrilege when he had returned thence to Athens.

Others again prefer to accept the story of Plutarch as it

stands, and to assign the stay of Phidias in Olympia to an

early period of his life— previous to 455. As to the

charge of theft, it could never have reached a public trial,

because every on& acquainted with the management of the

public treasures knew that the gold of the Athena was so

sculptured that ii; could be removed annually and weighed

by the ofificials of the treasuries. Pericles told the Athe-

nians (Thuc, ii. 13) that it could be removed and utilized

for the war. The other charge of ha-ving placed portraits

of himself as a bald-headed old man (438) and of Pericles

on the shield of Athena is incredible. Pericles with the

helmet which ho always wore was almost an ideal Greek

in appearance. Among the Greeks lighting with the

• See A. S. Murray, Oreek Sculpt., ii. pi. 37 ; compare the Greek

Inscription from the base of a statue of Athena in Cypnis, which Kays

that she was made after the Phidian model, and had laid aiide \it

trms, Hirschreld, Titvli stabiar., Ne. 178, or C. I. Gr., No. 207a
' See A. S. Murray, qy. cit., ii. p. 98 sj.

Amazons on the shield of Athena it was probably sasy t<)

find a figure not unlike hijn. The same may be said of

the bald-headed old man wno was identified with Phidias.

But there is a wide difference between idle gossip and a
criminal charge. It is true that there is in the Bn
Museum a marble fragmeni^of what professes to be a copy

of the shield, and on it there are portraits of Phidias and
of Pericles ; but these portraits answer so minutely to

the description of Plutarch that there can hardly be a
doubt of their having been produced subsequently to il!ii=

trate some current story on which that description wa;

founded! The workmanship is several centuries later than

Phidias, and it would be strange if the portraits for which

he had paid with his life had been left for so long a time

on the shield, or had even been allowed at any moment to

be perpetuated in a copy. In answer to this objection it

was fabled that the portraits had been so fixed on the

shield that they could not be removed without bringing

down the whole work !

To obtain something like a fair judgment of the style

of Phidias it is to the sculpttires of the Parthenon now in

the British Museum that we must turn (see ARCHi:0L0GT,

vol. ii. p. 356). Though executed in what was to him an

inferior material, marble, it yet happened that the elevated

position which these sculptures were to occupy on the

temple was such as to give scope for the highest powers

of composition, and so far they may be regarded as a

worthy monument of his genius. Alike in the frieze, the

metopes, and the remaining figures of the pediments we
have the same perfect rendering of the true effects of light

and shade, which above all reveals the artist who can com-

pose his figures and his groups so as to make the spectator

feel that nature would not have done otherwise had nature

been a sculptor. For composition of this kind there was

necessary a most complete knowledge of form in all its

details, since no part was so minute as not to affect the

aspect of the whole. In this respect Phidias was famed

in antiquity, and the Parthenon sculptures justify that

fame. He must, however, have found finer opportunities

in the colossi statues of gold and ivory, where the greater

difficulty of duly distributing light and shade was rewarded

with greater splendour of effect. In these statues the

nude parts, such as the face, hands, and feet, were of ivory,

the drapery of gold ; .and in the statue of Zeus at Olympia

the gold was enriched with enamelled cplours, and the

impression of the whole is described by ancient writers

with unbounded praise (see vol. ii. p. 355, and A. S.

Murray, Gr. Sculpt., ii. p. 123). Of the Athena in the

Parthenon there exist two small copies m marble found in

Athens, but so rude in execution as to be of no service in

conveying a notion of the style of the original. On the

acropolis, and not far from the Parthenon, stood a colossal

bronze statue of Athena Promachos by Phidias, the attitude

and to some extent the type of which may be gathered

from the small bronze found at Athens, and figured in vol.

ii. p. 355. In Elis he executed a statue of Aphrodite in gold

and ivory, and at Platsea a colo-ssal Athena of wood gilt,

with the face, hands, and feet of Pentelic marble. Bright

but simple colours had been traditional in art before the

time of Phidias. It is not supposed that he had sought tc

refine upon them as a colorist. What he did was to com-

bine with their simplicity and brightness the ideal large-

ness and dignity of conception which he shared with the

great painters of his day, and the perfection of execution

which he shared with the greatest of contemporary

sculnfcorB, (a. s. m.)

P'hIGALIA (*iyaXfta, also called ^laXla), a city in

the south-west angle of Arcadia, situated on an elevated

rocky site, among some of the highest mountains in the

Veioponnesus,—the most conspicuous being Mo>uit« Coty-

I
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lioiQ and Mount Elsum ; the identification of the latter is

uncertain.

In 659 B.C. Phigalia was taken by the Lacedaemonians,

but soon after recovered its independence ; it was on the

whole unfortunate during the Peloponnesian War; and, in

common with the other cities of Arcadia, it appears from
Strabo to hare fallen into utter decay under the Roman
rule. The notices of it in Greek history are rare and scanty.

Though its existing ruins of city-wall and forts and the

description of Pausanias show it to have been a place of

considerable strength and importance, yet no autonomous
coins of Phigalia are known. Nothing now remains
above ground of the temples of Artemis or Dionysus and
the numerous statues and other works of art which still

existed at the time of Pausanias 's visit, about 170 a.d. A
great part of the city-wall, built in fine Hellenic "isodo-

mous " masonry, and a large square central fortress with

a circular projecting tower, are the only remains now
traceable,—at least without the aid of excavation. The
walls, once nearly 2 miles in. cii-cuit, are strongly placed
on rocks, which slope down to the little river Neda.
One very important monument of the wealth and artistic

taste of the Phigalians still exists in a fairly perfect state

;

this is a- temple dedicated to ApoUo Epicurius (the Pre-

server),'built, not at. Phigalia itself, but at the village of

Basss, 5 or 6 miles away, on one of the peaks of Mount
Cotylium ; it commemorates the aid rendered by Apollo in

stopping the progress of a plague which in the 5th century
B.C. was devastating Phigalia. This temple is mentioned
by Pausanias (viii. 41) as being (next to that at Tegea)
the finest in the Peloponnesus, "from the beauty of its

stone and the symmetry of its proportions." It has also

a special interest in having been designed by Ictinus, who,
with Callicrates, was joint architect of the Parthenon at

Athens. Though visited by Chandler, Dodwell, Gell, and
other English travellers, the temple was neither explored
nor measured till 1811-12, when Chas. Rob. Cockerell
and some other archssologists spent several months in

making excavations there. After nearly fifty years' delay,

Professor Cockerell published the results of these labours,

as well as of his previous work at ./Egina, in Temples of
^gina and Bassae (1860), one of the most careful and
beautifully illustrated archseological works that has ever
been produced. The laboiu-s of Professor Cockerell and
his companions were richly rewarded ; not only were suffi-

cient remains of the architectural features discovered to

show clearly what the whole design had been, but the
internal sculptured frieze of the cella was found almost
perfect. This and other fragments of its sculpture are now
ia the British Museum.

Fig. 1 shows the plan of the temple, which is of the Doric order,
but Ess an internal arrangement of its cells quite unlike that of
any ether known temple. It stands on an elevated and ]iartly

artificial plateau, which .commands a most glorious and extensive
view of the oak-ciad mountains of Arcadia, reaching away to the
blue waters of the Messenian Gulf. Unlike other Doric teroples,
which usually stand east and west, this is placed north and south'

;

bnt it has a side entrance on the east. It is hexastyle, with fifteen
colomns on its Banks ; thirty-four out of the thirty-eight columns
of the peristyle are still standing, with the greater part of their
trchitrave, but the rest of the entablature and both pediments
have fallen, together with the greater part of the internal cclumns
of the cella. It will be seen from the plan that these are very
strangely placed, apparently ivithout symmetry, as regards the
interior, though they are set, for what reason it is hard to say, re-
gularly opposite the voids in the peristyle.
With the exception of one at the south end, which is Corinthian,

the internal columns are of the Ionic order, and are built, not free,

but engaged with the cella-wall, forming a series of recesses, which
inay have been designed to contain statues. Another peculiarity
of this interior is that these columns reach to the top of the cella
in one order, not in two ranges of columns, a»e over the other, as
was the nsual Doric fashion. These inner columns carried an Ionic
entablature, of which the frieze now in the British Museum formed

a part. The pediments and external metopes of the peristyle aope^r
to htve contained no sculpture, but the metopes within the peri-
style on the cxteiior of the cella

had sculptured subjects ; only a
few fragments of these were, how-
ever, discovered. The position

occupied by the great statue of

Apollo id a diificult problem.
Cockeroll, withmuch probdbility,

places it in the vestibule of the
cella, opposite the eastern side

door, so that it would be lighted

up by the rays of tho rising sun.
The main entrance is at the
northern end through the pronaos,
once defended by a door in the
end of the cella and a metal screen,

of which traces were found on the
two columns of the pronaos. There
was no door between the posticum
and tho cella. The general pro-
portions of the fronts resemble
those of the Theseum ct Athens,
except that the entablature is less

massive, the columns thicker, and
the diminution less,— all propor-
tionally speaking. In plan the
temple is long in proportion to its

width,—measuring, on the 'top of
the stylohate, 125 test 7 inches by
48 feet 2 inches, while the The-
seum {built probably half a century
earlier) is about 104 feet 2 inches
by 45 feet 2 inches.

The material ofwhich the temple
is built is a fine grey limestone
(once covered with painted stucco),

except the roof-tiles, the capitals

of the cella columns, the archi-
traves, the Jacrunaria (ceilings) of
the posticum and pronaos, and
the sculpture, all of which are of white marble. The roof-tiles,

specially noticed by Pausanias, are remarkable for their size, work-
manship, and the beauty of the Parian marble of which they are
made. They measure 2 feet 1 inch by 3 'fe; t 6 inches, and are
fitted together in the most carsfiJ and ingenious manner. Unlike
those of the' Parthenon and the temple of .^gina, the apuoi or
"joint-tiles " are worked out of the same piece of marble as the flat

ones, at a great additional cost of labour and material, for the sake
of more perfect fitting and greater security against wet.

Traces of painting on various architectural members were found
by Professor Cockerell, but they were too much faded for the colour*

Fig. 1.—Plan o? the Temple at

Bassce.

Flo. 2.—One slab of the Bassfe frieze ; combat of Greeks and
Amazons.

to he oistinguished. The designs are the usual somewhat stiff and
monotonous Greek patterns,— the fret, the honeysuckle, and the
eg" and dart.

The sculpture is of the greatest interest, as being an important
example of the school of Phidias, designed to decorate one of the

finest buildings in the Peloponnesus in the latter half of the 5th
century B.C. ; sec PhigaUian Marbles^ Brit. Mus. Publications.

The frieze, now in the British Museum, is quite complete ; it is

nearly 101 feet long by 2 feet high, carved in relief on twenty-three
slabs of marble 4J to 5 inches thick (see fig. 2). The subjects are

the battle of the Lapithae and the Centaurs, and that between the

Amazons and the Greeks, the two favourite subjects in Greek plastic

art of the best period. They are designed with wonderful fertility

of invention, and life-like realism and spirit ; the composition i

arranged so as to form a series of diagonal lines or zigzags A/V,
thus forming a pleasing contrast to the unbroken horizontal lines
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of the cornice and architrave. Tlie various gronps are skilfully

united together by some dominant line or action, so {hat the whole

subject forms one unbroken composition.

The relief is very high, more than 3J inches in the most salient

parts, and the whole treatment is quite opposite to that of the

Parthenon frieze, which is a very superior work of art to that at

Bassse. Many of the limbs are quite detached from the ground
;

the drill has been largely used to emphasize certain shadows, and

in many places, for want of due calculation, the sculptor has had
to cut into the flat backgrouisd behind the figures. From this it

would appear that no finished clay-model was prepared, but that

the relief was sculptured with only the help of a drawing. The point

of sight, more than 20 feet below the bottom of the frieze, and the

direction in. which the light fell on it have evidently been carefully-

considered. Many parts, invisible from below, are left comparatively

rough. The workmanship throughout is unequal, and the hands
of several sculptors can be detected. On the whole, it must be ad-

mitted that the execution is not equal to the beauty of the design,

and the whole frieze is somewhat marred by an evident desire to

produce the maximum of effect with the least possible amount of

labour,—very different from the almost gem-like finish of the Par-

thenon frieze. Even the design is inferior to the Athenian one
;

most of the figures are ungracefully short in their proportions, and
there is a great want of refined beauty in many of the female hands
and faces. It. is in the fire of its varied action and its subtlety

of expression that this sculpture most excels. The noble move-
ments of the heroic Greeks form a striking contrast to the feminine

weakness of the wounded Atnazons, or the stniggles with teeth

and hoofs of the brutish Centaurs ; the group of Apollo and Artemis
in their chariot is full of grace and dignified power. The marble
in which this frieze is sculptured is somewhat coarse and crystalline;

the slabs appear not to have been built into their place but fixed

afterwards, with the aid of two bronze bolts driven through the
face of each.

Of the metopes, which were 2 feet 8 inches square, only one
exists nearly complete, with eleven fragments ; the one almost per-

fect has a relief of a nude warrior, with floating drapery, overcom-
ing a long-haired bearded man, who sinks vanquished at his feet.

The relief of these is rather less than that of the frieze figures, and
the work is nobler in character and superior in execution. The
other pieces are too fragmentary to show what were their

subjects.

1« modem Greek village exists now on the site either of Bassfe

or of Phigalia-

In addition to the works mentioned in the text the following may be con-
sulted;— Lealte, Morea (vol. i. p. 490, and ii. p. 319); Curtius, Peloponne^s

SL
319)4 ^oss,Reisen inPekipcnnesos; St:ic\^elhBrg, Der Apollo-Tcmpel zji Bassie

1826) ; Lenormant, Ba^ reliefs du Parthenon et de Pkigalie (1S34) ; and Frie-
lerichs, GeschichU der griechischen Plasiik (1868). (J. H. M.)

PHILADELPHIA, the name of several cities of anti-

quity, of which the two most important have been noticed

under Ala-shehe, vol. i. p. 443, and Ammonites, vol. L

p. 743.

PHILADELPHIA, the chief city of Pennsylvania, and
the second city in the United States of America, is situ-

ated (39° 57' 7-5" N. lat., 75° 9' 23-4" W. long.) on the

west bank of the Delaware river, 96 miles from the

Atlantic and in a direct line 125 miles north-east of

WashLogton, D.C., and 85 miles south-west of the city

of New York. Its greatest length north-north-east is 22
miles, its breadth from 5 to 10 miles, and its area 82,603
acres, or about 129 square miles (greater than that of any
other city in America). The surface of the city between
the rivers Delaware and Schuylkill—the latter running
parallel with the Delaware and dividing the city about in

half, east and west—is remarkably level. It varies, how-
ever, in elevation from 24i feet above the sea to 440 feet,

the latter in the northern and suburban sections. The
eastern and western sections of the city are connected by
eight bridges. The length of river-front on the Delaware
is nearly 20 miles, and the length of wharves 5 miles. On
both sides of the Schuylkill,. to Fairmount dam, the front is

16 miles and the length of wharves 4 miles. The mean
low-water mark of the Delaware is 24 feet, and the tide

rises 6 feet, while the average depth of waier at the city

wharves is 50 feet. The wharf-line, which varies from 1

4

feet to 68 feet, gives extraordinary accommodation for ship-

ping. The Delaware is navigable at all seasons of the year

for vessels of the heaviest burden, and Philadelphia affords

one of the best protected harbours in the country. The

substratum of the city is a clay soil mixed with more or
less sand and gravel.

The site of the present Philadelphia was originally settled

by the Swedes, and so -Penn found it when he came to lay

General Plan of Philadelphia.

out the city ; and many of the original patentees for town
lots under him were descendants of these first settlers. The
original city limits were from east to west 10,922 feet 5

inches, and from north to south 5370 feet 8 inches, or more
than 2 square miles. The boundaries were Vine street on

the N., Cedar (now South) street on the S., the Delaware

river on the E., and the Schuylkill river on the W. And
this was the city of Philadelphia from its foundation until

tjhe 2d day of February 1854, when what is known as the

Consolidation Act was passed. by the legislature of the

State, and the old limits of the city proper were extended

to take in all the territory embraced mthin the then county

of Philadelphia. This legislation abolished the districts

of Southwark, Northern Liberties, Kensington, Spring

Garden, Moyamensing, Penn, Richmond,West Philadelphia,

and Belmont ; the boroughs of Frankford, Germantown,

!Manayunk,^Thite-Hall, Bridesburg, and Aramingo; and the

townships of Passyunk, Blockley, Kingsessing, Rozborough,

Germantown, Bristol, Oxford, Lower Dublin, Moreland,

Bybery, Delaware, and Penn ; and it transferred all their

franchises and property to the consolidated city of Phil-

adelphia under one municipal government. The present

boundaries of the city are : on the E. the Delaware, on the

N.E. Bucks county, on the N.N.W. and W. Montgomery
county, and on the W. and S. Delaware county and tht

Delaware. The greater part is laid out in parallelograms,

with streets at right angles to each other. Each main

parallelogram contains about 4 acres, or is 400 feet on each
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of its sides, divided by one or more small thoroughfares.

Upon the city plans there are plotted 1 9 1,928 separate town

lots. The main streets running north and south are num-

bered from First or Front to Sixty-third streets, and those

rumiiug east and west were formerly named after the trees

and shrubs found in the p^o^•^nce. Thus, while the principal

street in the city is named Market street, other main streets

are named Chestnut, Walnut, Spruce, Pine, ifcc' The main
streets of Philadelphia are 50 feet wide, with some few

exceptions: Broad or Fourteenth street is 113 feet wide,

and Market street is 1 00 feet iside. The streets are gener-

ally paved with rubble stone, although square or Belgian

blocks of granite are being extensively introduced. There

are laid down on the city plans upwards of 2000 miles of

streets, but at present y 88}) only 1060i miles are opened,

of which 573'54 miles are paved and 44'28 macadamized.

The pavements are chiefly of brick, but some of the more
prominent streets have flagstone sidewalks. Market street

and Chestnut street, below Eighth street, and Front street

are the localities where the main wholesale business of the

city is conducted. Most of the retail stores are situated

in the upper part of Chestnut street and Eighth street.

The principal banking institutions are in Chestnut street,

between Second and Fifth streets, end in Third street

between Walnut and Chestnut streets. Walnut street in

the southern section of the city, and Spring Garden and
Broad streets in the northern section of the city, are the

chief streets for large and luxiu-ioua private residences.

There is not a street of any consequence which has not a
tramway along it ; and the tramway system has done a
great deal to increase building, until now Philadelphia is

emphatically " the city of homes." There are upwards of

160,000 dwelling- housesj of which at least 110,000 are

owned by the f^ccupants. According to the returns for the

census of 1880, there were 146,412 dwelling-houses in the

city, which, taking the population as given by that census,

847,170, gave 5-79 persons to each house, while the num-
ber of dwellings in New York to the population gave 16'37

to each house. On the original plan of the city five

squares, equidistant, were reserved for public parks. One
of these, called Centre square, situated at the intersection

of Broad and Market streets, has been taken for the erec-

tion of the city-hall, and the remaining four, situated at

Sixth and Walnut, Sixth and Race, Eiglitc=!nth and Walnut,
and Eighteenth and Race, and named rt spectively Wash-
ington, Franklin, Rittenhouse, and Logan, have a com-
bined area of 29-66 acres. There are six other public
squares in the city, with a total area of 18-90 acres. In
addition to these public squares, Fairmount Park, with an
area of 2791 i acres, including 373 acres of the water-sur-
face of the Schuylkill river, is the most extensive public
park in the United States. It lies in the north-western
section of the city, and the Schuylkill river and Wissa-
hickon creek wind through the greater portion of it.^ In
the park Horticultural Hall and Memorial Hall remain

' The geometrical laying out of the city into parallelograms made
easy the adoption of the decimal system of numbering for the houses,
which is readily nnderstoofl and greatly helps strangers and citizens
in finding their way about the streets. The houses in streets running
east and west are nun:bered by hundreds, beginning at the Delaware
and going west. Thus, from Delaware river to Front street the
houses are nnmbsred from 1 to 100 ; from Front street to Second
street from 100 to 200 ; above Second street 200 ; above Tl.ird street
300 ;

and so on. The even numbers are placed on the south side of
the street afid the odd numbers on the north side of the street Mar-
Vet street is taken as a dividing line between north and south, and alt
the main streets stretching north and south, which lie north of Market

"•y^^J"
'/« '" the same way numbered running northerly, and those

which he south of Market street ere numbered running southerly.
•ITie we-t side is given the even numbers and the east side the odd
iiitmbers.

' There are 31-27 miles of footwalk, 30 16 niiies of cirriage-drives,
and 7-82 miles of bridle-paths within the boundaries of the park.

as mementoes of the Centennial E-xhibition held there in

1876. The garden of the Zoological Society, covering 33
acres, on the outskirts of the park, was opened 1st July

1874, as the pioneer of such enterprises in the United
States.' Until within the last score of years the buildings

in Philadelphia bore a singular resemblance to each other,

especially the dwelling-houses. The predominant material

for building was, and is, red brick, the soil affording the

finest clay for brick found in the United States. The
desire for vuiiformity in buildings, both in style and
material, has happily undergone a change in recent years,

although the danger now is of running to the other extreme,

and thus giving the streets a decidedly bizarre appearance.

There are 238J miles of sewers in Philadelphia, but the

drainage of the city Ls wholly inadequate. The streets

are lighted by 12,805 gas-lamps, and Chestnut street by
the electric Ught. There are 748 miles of gas main, and
the average daily consumption is 10,624,000 cubic feet.

Buildings.—The old brick Swedes Church in Swanson
street in the extreme south-eastern section, dedicated on
the first Sunday after Trinity 1700, is the oldest building

of character now standing in the city. When it was com-
pleted it was looked upon as a great masterpiece, and
nothing was then equal to it in the town. The four other

colonial buildings of importance still standing are Christ

(Protestant Episcopal) Church, the old State House (Inde-

pendence Hall), the Pennsylvania Hospital, and Carpenter's

Hall, all of them built of red brick with black glazed

headers. Dr. John Kearsley, a physician, was the archi-

tect of the first-mentioned, and Andrew Hamilton, a la%vyer,

the architect of the second. Christ Church stands on the

west bide of Second street between Jlarket and Arch streets,

and its erection was begun in 1727, but it was not finished,

as it now appears with tower and spire, until 1754. It

was built on the site of a still older Christ Church, which
was also of brick, erected in 1695. Queen Anne in 1708
presented a set of communion plate to the church, which
is now used on great occasions. During his presidency
Washington worshipped at this church, and his pew is still

preserved, as is also that of Franklin. In 1882 the interior

of the church was restored to its ancient character at an
expense of about §10,000. The nave is 75 feet long by
61 feet in width and 47 feet high ; the chancel is 15 feet

by 24; and the spire is 196 feet 9 inches high. The
old State House or Independence Hall, on the south side

of Chestnut street between Fifth and Sixth streets, was
commenced in 1731, and was ready for occupancy by the
Assembly towards the close of 1735. It was the scene of

almost all the great civil events of the Revolutionary War.
It is 100 feet in length on Chestnut street by 44 "feet in

depth ; and prior to the centennial celebration its exterior

and interior were restored as nearly as possible to their

original appearance. The Pennsylvania Hospital occupies

the square of ground bounded by Spruce, Pine, Eighth, and
Xinth streets, and the corner-stone of the building was
laid on 28th May 1755. Carpenter's Hall, where the first

Congress met, stands back from Chestnut street, east of

Fourth street, and was begun in January 1770. These
four buildings are all very simple in their construc-

tion, but substantial and imposing, and are interesting

specimens of colonial architecture. Among the notably

fine buildings in Philadelphia are the old United States

bank, now the United States custom-house, the Girard

bank, the United States mint, and the Girard College, all

of which, with the exception of the last-named, were built

more than half a century ago. They are all of white

marble and of the different orders of Grecian architecture,

with porticos and high fluted columns. Other fine build-

^ The collection numbers 673 specimens,—mammals 251, "birds 372,

reptiles and batrachians 50, valued at 816. '26.

XVm. - 9'
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ings are the Slasonic Temple, the Ridgway branch of the

Philadelphia library, the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine

Arts, and the Academy of Natural Sciences. There are

also very maiD' beautiful churches. The two newest build-

ings of magnitude are the new United States post-office,

at the corner of Ninth and Chestnut streets, which is just

completed (1884) at a cost of §8*000,000, and the new
municipal buildings for the city of Philadelphia at the

intersection of Broad and Market streets, which are in

course of construction. The post-office, which is Roman-
esque, is of granite, and was more than ten years in

building, from October 1873 to March 1884. It has a

frontage of 425 feet, a depth of 175 feet, and a height of

164 feet. The carrier delivery of the Philadelphia post-

office covers the greatest territory of any city in the world,

excepting London ; it employs 900 men, of whom 448 are

letter-carriers. The annual sales of stamps amount to

§1,600,000. About half a million of letters, ifec, pass

through the post-office each day. The new public build-

ings, as they are called, or city-hall, were begun in August

1871, and when completed will be the largest single build-

ing in America. It covers an area, including courtyards,

of nearly 4J acres, the dimensions being 470 feet east and

west and 486 feet north and south. The building will

contain 520 rooms, and the topmost point of the dome, on

the tower, will be 537 feet 4 inches above the courtyard,

or the highest artificial construction in the world. The ex-

terior structure is now roofed in and completed, with the

exception of the tower. The total amount expended on

this building to 31st December 1883 was §9,731,488-81,

and the estimated total cost is 813,000,000. The archi-

tecture is rather rococo in character.

Populntirm.—Previous to the census of 1830 Philadel-

phia was the most populous American city, but siiice then

Xew York has taken the first place. In 1683 it was esti-

mated that Philadelphia had 80 houses and 500 inhabitants.

The next year the population increased 2000, and by the

beginning of the last century there were 700 dwelling-

houses and 4500 people. In 1800 there were 9868 dwell-

ings and 81,009 inhabitants, and in 1820, the last census

when Philadelphia stood first, she had a population of

119,325. By the census of 1880 the population of the

city is placed at 847,170 (males 405,989, females 441,181),

while in 1870 it was 674,022, and in 1860 565,529.

About one-third o£ the population in 1880 were foreign

born. "In 1883 there were 21,237 birtLs, of which 11,102

were males and 10,135 females. The number of emigrants

landed in the year at Philadelphia was 23,473, of whom
13,899 were males and 9574 females,—a decrease of 9778

from 1882. Of these emigrants 7304 were from England,

6023 from Ireland, 5232 from Sweden and Norway, and

2991 from Germany. The mayor of Philadelphia in his

annual message to councils in April 1884 places the popu-

lation of the city at 1,023,000, whjle the Board of Health

estimate it at 907,041. The death-rate of the city iji 1SS3

was 22-13 per thousand. By the census of 1880 41 per

cent, of the population were engaged in gainful occupa-

tions. In 1884 there were in Philadelphia 1294 law)-ers

and 1637 physicians. The city has 622 places of worship,

viz., Baptist 83, Hebrew 11, Lutheran 32, ilethodist 131,

Moravian 5, Presbyterian 110, Protestant Episcopal 96,

Quaker 15, Reformed Dutch 20, Reformed Episcopal 10,

Roman Catholic 47, Swedenborgian 3, fnitarian 3, L^ni-

versalist 4, and 52 among 23 other different denomina-

tions. There are 53 cemeteries and burial-grounds in the

city.

ilnnidpal Govemmait.—Tiy Penn's cliarter of 25th October 1701
niilaJelimia was 6rst created a "borough city with a govc'nimeiit of

its own, separate from tbat of the province anil county. Under
this cliarter, with many modifications, tlie city was governed until

the Act ot_the legislature of the St.ite incorporating the city was

passed, 11th Jlarch 1789. This is the fundamental law governing
the city to-day, but with such changes as have become necessary by
the altered condition of atfairs ana the development of the entire

countr}-. The most important change was the Consolidation Act of
2d February 1854, already mentioned, whereby the old county of
Philadelphia became the city of Philadelphia, the county of Phila-
delphia being at the same time continued as one of the counties of
the State. The city is divided territorially and politically into thirty-

one wards, and is governed by a mayor, elected by the people for

three years, and by two bodies, called the select and common council.

The upper branch is composed of one member from each ward elected

for three years, who must have attained the age of twenty-five
years and have been a citizen and inhabitant of the State for four
years next before his eU-tion, and the last year thereof an inhabitant
of the ward for which he shall be chosen. Each ward has a member
of common council, elected for two years, for every 2000 taxable
inhabitants ; he must be twenty -one years of a^ and have the
other qualiiications required for the upper body. The n»ayor is the
executive head of the city and the councils are the law-making
power. The mayor has the right of 'Veto upon the acts of the

councils. Councils in joint meeting appoint all heads of depart-

ments not elected, establish the rate at whit.h all taxes shall be
levied that are authorized by law, and fix the salaries of all muni-
cipal officers elected by the people, as well as those they appoint.
The city can make no binding contract or incur any debt unless
authorized by law or ordinance and an appropriation sufficient to

pay the same be previously made by councils. The sanitary care ol

the city is vested in a board of health composed of nine members
appointed by the judges of the Courts of Common Pleas of the
county, who have charge of the sanitary condition of the city and
citizens.'- Among the duties of the board is that of keeping an ac-

curate record of all births, marriages, and deaths. .The poor of the
city are under the charge of a board of twelve guardians elected

by councils. These several bodies, councils, board of health, and
guardians of the poor all serve without pecuniary compensation.
Edward Shippen was named in the charter of 1701 as first mayor
of the city. The last mayor under the English crown was Samuel
Powel, elected 3d October 1775, and he was also the first mayor
under the United States, being re-elected 13th April 1789. Durinif

the interim of the Revolutionary War the municipal government
was suspended, and the affairs of the city were carried on by the

councils of safety and other local bodies.

Police, Fire, JTcUcr.—The mayor is the nominal head of the police

of the city, and all the appointments and removals are in his hands.
The force consists of 1415 men, of whom 1225 are patrolmen. There
are four captains and one chief of police; and the fire marshal is

attached to the police department. The number of arrests made in

18S3 was 45,612, and the number of commitments to the couuty
prison 23,245.

Tlie fire department is governed by a board of fire commissioners
elected by councils, and consists of a chief engineer, six assistant

engineers, and four hundred men. They are divided into twenty-

nine steam-engine companies and five hook and ladder companies,

with the addition of hose and hose-carriage to each. In 1883 there

were 804 fires.

The largest portion of Philadelphia is supplied with water from

the Schuylkill, and it was in great part for the preservation of tho

purity of this water-supply that Fairruount Park was created. Tl.o

park has not, however, served its purpose in this respect, and the

water supplied to the city is most impure. The supply also i.-s

hardly adequate to the demand, and many othe» sources have been

suggested. Tho capacity of the present waterworks allows a daily

average pumpage of 90,000,000 gallons, and the seven reservoirs

have a total capacity of 191,224,660 gallons. The total number of

gallons of water pumped in 1883 was 25,182,775,641, or a daily

average of about 69,000,000. There are 784 miles of pipe undiT

ground to supply at least 170,000 buildings, of which 151,096 are

(January 1881) dwelling-houses. T!ie dwellings .are charged for

water according to the number and character of appliances in use,

irrespective of the amount of water used or tlie number of the

occupants of the house. The streets have a number of fountains,

erected by the Philadelphia Fountain Society, for the use of horses,

dogs, and men ; and there are also 5752 hydrants for tho use of the

fire department ; but these are wlioUy insufficient to protect the city.

Finances.—On 1st January 1884 the funded debt of the city of

Philadolphia-was S66,365, 591 '24, and the floating debt S6S9, 355 • 36

or a total indebtedness of 867,054,946-60. The city assets at the

same period were $28,096,394-75, so that the excess over assets was

838,958,551-85. This is a reduction of tho city's debt from its

highest point, Ist.Tanuary 18S0, when it amounted to 87 -2,-264,595-76.

The assessed valuation of real eskite in the city of Philadelphia, 1st

January 1884, was 8583,613,683, and the annual tax for the year

amounted to 810,38-3,381 -84. In 18S3 the receipts from all sources

for municipal purposes were 813,63-2,842-38. The various trust

funds of the city are under the control of a board of directors of

city trusts, composed of twelve pi-omiuent citizens appointed by tlu

juilges of the Courts of Conunon Pleas. The board has charge of the
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C'lrird Puni ; the Wills Hospital Fund, for the rslief of indigent
blind and lame ; the Fraiikfiu Fund, for aiding young married
artificers ; and sundry funds for furnishing the poor with fuel and
other purposes,— amounting in the aggregate, on 31st December
1533, to $ll,606,3i0-9?

. There are thirty • tw b national banics in Philadelphia with an
aggregate capital of $17,575,000, and for the week ending 30th
June 1S84 tueir loans and discounts were $73,525, 8S5, deposits
$64,436,411, and circulation $8,416,013. Their surplus on 31st
December 1SS3 was $3,712,303. . In addition to the national banks
there are si.^ banks chartered by the State with an aggregate capital

of $714,600 ; eight trust and safe deposit companies, where dejwsits

are received and a quasi banking business done, with a total capital

of $5,625,000, and a surplus on 31St December 1SS3 of S4,5S9,/32 ;

and three saving funds without any capital, but where all the de-

positors are interested in the profits, with total deposits on 31st
December 1SS3 of $28,503,200-93. Philadelphia has fourteen joint-
stock fire insurance companies, with a capital of $3,950,000 ; five

joint-stock fire and marine companies, ^vith a capital of $4,860,000
;

eix mutuaT fire insurance companies ; and six life insurance com-
panies. In addition to^these there are a real estate title insurance
company and a plate-glass insurance company, their objects being
expressed in their titles.

CommirK.-—Until within the last sixty years. Philadelphia was
the commercial emporium of the United States, but since that
time her commerce has been gradually declining, until now she
i-anks fifth in the order of ports, being preceded by New York,
l'<reton, San Francisco, and New Orleans, At the same time her
manufactures have been steadily increasing, until she has become
tlie great manufacturing centre of the country. On 30th June 18S4
there were registered as helon^ng to the port of Philadelpliia 854
vessels, having a tonnage of 197,491 tons, 295 being steamers. For
tlie year ending 31st December 1SS3 724 coast-wise vessels ha^ing
a tonnage of 418,625 tons entered, and 1213 with a tonnage of

576,719 tons cleared. During the same period there entered 1066
foreign vessels with a tonnage of 813;706 tons, and 942 cleared with
a tonnage of 732,333 tons. For the six months ending 30th June
1884 there entered 290 American vessels with a tonnage of 134,807
tons, and 199 cleared with a tonnage of 101,908 tons. In the same
period 285 foreign vessels entered with a tonnage of 263,577 tons,

aud 246 cleared with a tonnage of 238,929 tons. Statistics of the
exports and imports of the city have been kept since 1821 ; and
t!»ly show that the greatest exports in any one year were in 1876,
the centennial year, when they amoimted to $50,539,450. The
greatest imports ($38,933,832) were in 1880. For 1883 the exports
V ere $38,662,434 and the imports $32,811,045. For the sLv months
ending 30th June 1884 the exports were $17,605,271, and the
imports $18,245,733. Th^ total receipts for duties at this port for

the year 1SS3 were $ll,S34,014-55, and for the six months ending
30th June 1884 $6,917, 376'71. Lines of steamers run to Liverpool,
CJlasgow, New York, Boston, Baltimore, Savannah, Charleston,
and other ports. Philadelphia is also the centre of the three

great internal carrying lines of the State, tlie Pennsylvania Rail-

road, the Lehigh Valley Railroad, and the Reading Railroad. The
last two are principally coal-roads from the gi-eat anthracite coal-

fields of Pennsylvania, while the first, with its numerous branches,
is the main artery ' from the west for the transportation of its

agricultural products. The gross receipts for 1883 of tht Penn-
sylvania Railroad, from all lines connecting directly with Phil-
adelphia, were $57,512,76636. The total tonnage moved over these
same lines was 57,379,115 tons, and the number of passengers for

the same period was 36,584,435, aud the pieces of baggage 1,774,192.
The tonnage of the other two roads is proportionately large,

iTidiistrus.—The largest single classes of manufactures are the
iron and steel and the textile industries. The first-named, which
includes all forms of machinery and of iron and steel aiticies, em-
ployed in 1883 31,917 persons in 712 establishments, producing
articles valued at $58,608,781. The manufactures of wool, cotton,

eilk, kc, employed 60,897 persons in 1018 establishments, pro-
ducing textile fabrics to the value of $102,087,128 ; and these
figures are rather below than above the actual facts. In the carpet
manufacture alone, for which there are 216 establishments, there
are 35,000,000 yanis of carpet made annually. The census for

1 880 gave Phikdelphia 8567 manufacturing establishments, with
a capital of $187,148,857, employing 185,527 hands and producing
articles valued at $324,342,935 per annum. The seven classes

producing over $10,000,000 a year were— sngar-refineries (11),
$24,294,929; factories of woollen goods (89), $21,349,810; men's
clothing manufactories (426), $18,506,748 ; cotton-mills (145^,

$14,268,696; carpet manufactories (170), $14,263,510 ; foundry and
machine shops (226), $13,455,238 ; drugs and chemicals manu-
factories (54), $11,804,793. Since then, however, Philadelphia has
made great strides, and the close of 1882 showed 12,063 manufac-
turing establishments, employing '147,137 men, 67,050 women,
and 28,296 children under sixteen years of age, or a total of 242,4S3,
and yiil-.ting products of the value of $481, 226,.300. -The large and
important industry of brick-making, for which there are 63 yards,

produces annually about 350,000,000 bricks, of a market vaMe of
at least $3,500,000. The fine "pressed brick" of Philadelphia is
used in all jarts of the country, and of late years moulded bricks
of various designs and of aai^si^e have been extensively aud success-
fully made.

C/mrUks.—There m-e not less than 300 dharities proper in Pliil-
adelphia, leaving out institutions of learning whicli come within the
legal definition of the word. A few of them are municipal, but the
majority are wholly private in their origin and conduct. Among
tlie former may be classed the Blockley Almshouse for the care of
the indigent poor of the city, and the house of correction, employ-
ment, and reformation at Holmesbnrg. This last is a mLxed insti-
tution, being a workhouse both for criminals and paupers, and in
1883 there were received into it 7290 men, women, and children.
On 31st December 1883 there were 1236 inmates, of whom 197 were
females. The city bath-houses are another important municipal
charity. There are twenty-two hospitals in Philadelphia, the most
important being the Pennsylvania Hospital, projected in 1751 by
Benjamin Franklin and Dr Thomas Bond. It is governed princi-
pally by the Quakers, and is supported wholly by voluntary contri-
butions. It has a capacity for 230 patients, and recent accident
C.-ISCS are always admitted. The insane department of this hospital
is located on Haverford road, and was opened in 1841, since which
titne to January 18S4 there have been 8852 patients. In addition to
this hospital for the insane there is an insane department attached
to the City Hospital at the Almshouse, and a Friends' Asylum for
the Insane at Frankford. Other important charities are the Phil-
adelphia Dispensary, Home for Consumptives, Home for Incurables,

quents. This last receives children committed by the court of Oyer
and Terminer upon conviction of a criminal offence, also vagrant,
incorrigible, or ricious children committed by magistrates on
complaint of the parent or any other person that the parent or
guardian is incapable or unwilling to control tlicni.

Ediualion.—Penn in his frame of government provided that a
committee of manners, education, and art sliould be appointed, so
that all "wicked and scandalous living may be prevented, and that
youth may be trained up in virtue, and useful arts and knowledge."
The first school in Philadelphia of which we have knowledge was
opened the year following tha foundation of the colony. At a
meeting of the provincial council held in Philadelphia "ye 26th of
10th month 1683" the governor and council, "having taken into
serious consideration the great necessity there is of a schoolmaster
for the instruction—and sober instruction—of youth in the town of
Philad ilphia, sent for Enoch Flower, an inhabitant of tlie said town,
who f )r twenty years past hath been exercised in that care and
employment in England," and engaged him to instruct the youth
of the city. In the year 1689 the first public school in Pennsylvania
was established at Philadelphia under the care of the celebrated
George Keith. It was incorporated by the provincial council 12th
February 1698, and was entitled "The Overseers of the Public
Schools founded in Philadelphia at the request, costs, and charges
of the people of God called Quakers," and in 1711 received a chartei
from Penn. This school, altliough supported by the Quakers, was
open to all, and for more than sixty years continued to be the only
public place for instruction in the province. It thrived and was
held in high estimation, and its legitimate successor is still k
ojTeration in Philadelphia, where it maintains its ancient reputa,
tion. In 1749 Franklin published his Proposals Rdutivc to th<

Education of Youth in Pennsylvania^ which resulted the next yeai
in the establishment of the academy and charitable school, whicl:

became a college in 1755, and in 1779 was incorporated as tin

university of Pennsylvania. The university at present occupies i

site in Woodland avenue, in what was formerly 'West Fhilndelpliia,

and gives instruction in ten departments (Arts, JIusic, lledicine
Law, Dentistry, Philosophy, Auxiliary of Medicine, Veterinary Jledi
cine, Towne Scientific School, and Wharton School of Finance an'

Economy). The faculty consists of 132 professois, lecturers, aii<

instructors in the various departments, and for the college yea
1883-84- there were 1000 students.

The public school system of Pennsylvania was not really firml;

fixed until 1818, when by an Act of the lerislature Philaddphi:
w.as made the first school district of Pennsylvania with a distinc

educational system from that of the State in general. This distric

is governed by a board of public education composed of 31 members
one from each ward of the city, who are appointed, one-third eacl

year for three years, by the judges of the Courts of Common Pleas q
the county. They have the financial control and general supeK

vision of schools, the selection of the books to be used, the over

sight of the teachers, and the building of the schoolhouses. Ii

addition to tliis board there are the directoi-s of the public school;-

twelve from each ward, who have the local supervision of the school

in their respective sections. They are elected by the people, one

third each year for three years. The schools are divided int

primary, secondary, and grammar schools, in addition to whic!
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there is a ccntrnl high scliool, a finisliing school for boys, and a

normal school which is a fmishing school for eirls, and where they

cnn also be qualiiied to become teachers, lliere are 465 public

sch-^ols in Philadelphia and 236 school -buildings of a value of

^4,3*6,200. lu 1883 the city appropriated $1,637,651 -04 to educa-

tion. During the same period 105,424 children attended the

public schools, at an average cost per pupil of $15 '35, and 82 male

and 20S6 female teachere are employed "in their instruction.

Another noted educational institution in Philadelphia is Girard

College for orphans, endowed by Stephen Girard in 1831 for the

benefit of poor white male orphan children. By the will a prefer-

ence i^ given first to orphans born in Philadelphia, second to those

born in Pennsylvania, third to those born in New York City, and
fourth to iho^e born in New Orh'ans. To be qualified for admis-

sion the orphans must be between six and ten years of age; and a

child without a f ither. while the mother is living, is held to bean
orphan entitletl to admission. The buildings cost SI .933,821*78.

and were formally opened in January. 1848. The total value of the

estate applicibl- to the purpi=esof the college was on 31st Decem-
ber IS'^:^ SliM^8.'2'iS'10. and th? srross receipts of income for the year

1883 were 897i^.9Br06. During the same period there were llf)5

boys inmates of the college. At Philadelphia are also the Pennsyl-

frauia Institution for the Instmctiou of the Deaf and Dumb j the

Pcunsylvauia Institution for the Instruction of the Blind ; the

Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, founded in 1805, and the

fii-st art school in America ; the Scliool of Design for "Women ; the

Pennsylvania iluseum and School of ludustrial Art ; and the

.Teffei-sou Jlcdical College.

Libraries.— Philadelphia was for many years not only the first

fit)' coninicrcially in the country, but it was also the scat of letters.

SVhen the poet ^loore visited America iu 1804 he wrote to his

mother, of Philadelpbiii, "it is the only place in America that can

boast of a literary scciety " TJufortunatcly it lias much degenerated

in this respect in eighty years, and to-day but little attention is

paid by its people to Uttei-s and literature. To Franklin, again,

its fii-st libraiy is due. It grew out of the Junto, and in 1731 the

Library Company of Philadelphia was established. In 1769 it

absorbed the Union Library Company, whiclx had been formed some
few years before ; and in 1792 the Loganian Library, a valu.able col-

lection of classical and otlier works provided for under the will of

James Logan, a frieud of Penn, was transferred to the Philadeli)hia

library. It subsci^^uently acniured, by bequest, the libraries of the

Rev. Samuel Preston of London and of ^ViUiaI^ Mackenzie of Phil-

adelphin. Among the rarities in the latter was a copy of Caxton's

Golden Lcgciui, 14S6. Iu 1S69 it was made the beneticiary, under

the will of Dr James Rush, of an estate valued at over a million

dollars. It has two library buildings and possesses about 145,000

volumes, as well as valuable manuscripts and broadsides. Tho
Mercantile Library Association is the popular circulating library of

the city, and contain^ 149,000 volumes. Other libraries are the

Atheuivuni, Apprentices' Library, Library of the Law Association,

and Friends' Libraiy.

Learned Societies.—The American Philosophical Society is tho

oldest organized body for the pursuit of philosophical invesrigation

iu its broadest sens* in America. It was founded also by Franklin,

25th Jlay 1743, and incorporated 15th March 1780, with its founder

as president. It began the publication of its transactions in 1773,

and the 22d volume has been recently issued. The publication of

tlje proceedings of this society was commenced in 1838, and still

continues. Its library contains about 23,000 volumes, and the society

also possesses valuable manusciipt coiTcsponilcnce of Franklin.

The Acadenvy of Xatural Sciences was organized in 1812, and its

ornithological collection, which contains ovei- 25,000 specimens, is

claimed to be the finest iu the v-ov]d. It has a fine library of

works on the natural sciences, and publishes a journal and its

proceedings. The Franklin Institute for tho promotion of the

mechanic arts started in 1824. It has a valuable library of over

2'\000 volumes devoted to ftiechanics and kindred subjects, and
bas ever since its organization published a monthly journal. The
Historical Society of Pennsylvania was founded in 1824, and is

devoted to the preservation of material relating to the history of

the State. Its collections arc of great historical value, and its

library contains more than 20,000 volumes. The Kumismatic and
Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia, founded in 1853, was the first

organization ou tlio American continent to engage in the pursuit

^of numismatic science. It has a fine collection of coins and a good

'library. Another notable body is the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, with a medical libi-ary of 23,000 volumes and a fine

museum of prepared specimens.

Kcio^jmpcrs.^lhQ Amerienn JVcel'ly Mercury v;z^ the first news-

faper published iu Philadelphia and the third in the colonies,

t was started on 22d December 1719 by Andrew BraJford, a son

of AVilliam Bradford, the fii^t printer in the middle colonies, and
this paper was the first newspaper in the same section. On 2lst

Septemoer 1781 the first daily newspaper in the United States was

issued at Philadelphia. It was the American Daihj Advcrti^r,

•ubsequeutly published a$ PouUons Daibj Advertiser, and later

merged into the North American and United States Gazette, which
is thus by succession the oldest daily newspaper iu the United
States. There are at present (July 1884) twenty daily newspapeiV
published in Philadelphia, eight of them being afternoon papers,

with an average circulation of 375,000, and seventy-seven weekly
newspapers, chiefly religious and Sunday secular papers.

Social Life.—Among Philadelphia's claims to priority she ha^
in her midst one of the oldest purely social clubs in existence,—tho
Colony or State in Scliuylkili, which was formed in 1732. The
other purely social clubs in the city are the Philadelphia Club,
Social Art Club, and Univei-sity Club. Jho Union League (Repub-
lican) and Commonwealth (Democratic) are mixed social and poli-

tical clubs. There are some organizations of a mixed social and
charitable character, such as the St George Society (1772), the St
David Society (1729), the St Andrew's Society (1749), and the Sons
of St Patrick or Hibernian Society (1771). The First Troop ol

Philadelphia City Caralry, formed in 1774, is a military organiza-

tion of high social standing. There are also a gentlemen's ari\'ing

park or racecourse and innumerable cricket and boat clubs. There
is an op-jradiouse cajtablc of accommodating 3500 persons, and fivo

first-class tlieatres, but Philadelphia as a community sccnis not to

be a theatre-going people. '

//(s^ory.—-Down to the "War of Independence the histor)- of

Philadelphia is virtually that of Pexksvlvania {q.v.\ The patent
granted to AVilUani Penn (see Penn, p. 495) for the territory em-
braced within the present Commonwealth of Pennsylvania was
signed by Charles 11. on the 24tli of March 16S1, and in the autumn
of that year Pcun ap^iointed three commissioners to proceed to

the new province and lay out a great city. Tins seems to have been
liischief thought in settling the province, and his instructions to

his commissioners were to select a site on the Delaware where "it
is most navigable, high, dry, and healthy ; that is where mo^t
ships can best ride, of deepest draught of water, if possible to load

or unload at the bank or key side \\ ithout boating or lightering of

it." These commissioners were William Crispen, Nathaniel Allen.

John Bezar, and William Heagt Crispen, who was a kinsman of

the proprietor, died on the voyage out, and the remaining coni-

misiioners arrived toward the close of the year. They liad been
preceded by Penn's cousin, Captain William Markham, as deput}'-

govemor, and wore soon followed by the surveyor-general of thy
province, Thomas Holme, who, as may be understood from hii

office, was one of the most important men iu the early history of

the city and State. The site of the city was speedily determined
\ipon, and Holme proceeded to lay it out according to the modifie<I

instructions of Penn, and his Portraiture of the Ciiy of Philadclpki-*

in the Prorinec of Pcnnsilvanin in America was published and sold

by Andrew Sowlc in Shoreditch, London, in 16S3. This plan

shows the old part of tho city as it is to-day, covering between 1200
and 1300 acres. Unfortunately no date can be fixed, even ap-

jiroximately, for the founding of tho city ; nor is the date known
of Penn's tirst visit to the capital of his province. He lamled at

Newcastle on the Delaware on 27th October 16S2, and two ilays

later camo up as f;ir as Upland, now Chester, 13 miles sontli oi

Philadelphia. He doubtless did not remain long so near his j>et

scheme without viewing St, but when he did fii"st come to Phila-

delphia is now unknown.*
Tho scat of government was fixed in Philadelphia by the meeting

of the governor and council on the 10th of March 1683, and ti;.*

General Assembly met two da^'s later. For 117 years the city

continued to be the capital of Pennsylvania and was the mo.-t

important town, commercially, iiolitically, and socially, in tho

colonies during nearly the whole of this period, lu October 1635
the first printing press established iu tlie middle colonies was st-t

up here by William Bradford ; the earliest specimen of his work
which has survived to our day is his Kalcndarinm Pennsulmnieiis--

or America's Messenger^ •Icing an Almanack for the year of Grac
16S6. The printing press vas followed in 1690 by a paiicr-mill,

erected by William Rittenhonse, a Mennonite ^ireacher, on th"

Wissahickon creek, a lorality wliich lias ever since remained a

favourite for the manufacture of paper. The one man, next tn

William Penn, whose influence was most deeply impressed upon
Philadelphia as ujion the affaii-s of the colony, was Benjamin
Franklin, whose power was felt almost on his first landing lu

October 1723, when in his eighteenth year, and its impress is seen

to-day. Four years after he settled here he formed a club for

mutual improvement, which he called the "Junto," out of whitb
subsequently gi'ew the Anierican Philosophical Society for the pro-

motion of useful knoulcdge and the Library Company of Philadcl-

l>hia. He also originated the present university of Pennsylvania.

organized the first tire-engine comi>any in the city, and was instru

mental in founding the Pennsylvania Hospital. In March 1753

1 In Pliiladclpliia for many years stood a famous olm tree, Itnown as iJir

treaty tree, and wlicn it was blo^ra down in ISIO a stono wa3 placed to mark
the fipAt. Trailition ha.i it tliat ondcr this treo Penn, on Ms first coming t-i

Pliiladelphii, held a treaty of amity and fhrn'hhip with the Indians.—a treaty

not sworn to and never broken. The light of inveitigation has dispelled thi*

tradition and rt-lr^_ted it to the CAlesor^- of nij-thologj', along Willi tie stories

of WtlUam TcU aad Captaiu ^mitli and Pocahontas.
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the first Arvlic pxiMSlition ever sent out from America sailed from
Philadelphia. The vessel, called the "Argo," was commanded by
Captaiu Swaiuc, but her voyage accomplished nothing of inii>ort-

a"ce. In 1770 the first factory for the manufacture of fin© porce-

lain in the colonies was established at Philadelphia by a S«-iss and
an linglislunan, but the diiiiculty of obtaining competent workmen
forced its abandonment two ycai i later. Durin;;; the war of the re-

Tolution Philadelphia was the viitual capital of the colonics and the

scene of all the prominent civil events of those stirring times. The
(irst Congress met at Carpenter's Hall on 4th September 1774 ; on
JUh .May 1775 Congress reconvened in the old State house and
here continued its sittings; except when the city was threatened by

the enemy and in his possession. On 2d July 1776 the "resolutions

respecting independency" were passed, and on the 4th July 1776

Philadelphia was the scene of the adoption of the Declaration of

Independence ; and the old State house became ever afterwards

Independence Hall. On 9th July 177S "the articles of confedera-

tion and perpetual union between the independent States of

America" were here adopted and signed, and in the same place the

convention to fi-amc a constitution for the United States of America
met on 14th ilay 17S7, with Washington as presiding officer, and
continued its sessions until 17th September, when the work was
finished and the fundamental law of the land given to the world.

The jlfairs of state were thus jdaced on a firm foundation, while the

affairs of the church had received the attention of thCj^peoplc the

previous year. In June 1786 the clerical and lay delegates from
the Protestant Episcopal churches iu the United States met in

PhiLadelphia and formally organized " the Protestant Episcopal

Cliurch in Xorth America." The Congress of the United States

had held its 0[»ening session in New York, but in December 1790 it

reassembled at Philadelphia ; and for ten years the seat of govern-

ment was at Philadelphia, until it was permanently removed to

the District of Columbix Here AVashington ilelivered his farewell

address to the people of the United St-ites, and here he retired

from public life. As in Philadelphia the fii^st bank iu the colonics

had been opened—the bank of North America in 1781—so in Pliil-

adelphia the first mint for the coinage of the money of the United
States was established in 1792. Both of these institutions are still

i:i full operation. In April 1816 Congress incorporated the l.«nk

of the United States, which was the second banking institution of

tiiat name chartered* by the Government, and fixed it at Philadel-

phia. The affaire of this institution form a very important .chapter

in the histoi-y of the city, as indeed in the history of the whole
country. It had an unsettled existence, until the fin.il blow came
from President Jackson, towards the close of his first term of office,

iu 183-3. Being opposed to the continuance of the bank, he with-

ilrew the public deposits, amounting to about $8,000,000, the result

of which was widespread ruin and business depression, not only iu

Phihidelphia but elsewhci'e.

The two events of greatest note which have taken place in the

city in recent year-s nave been the centennial celebration of the
independence of the colonies i& 1876, and the bi-centennial cele-

bration of the landing of William Penn iu 1832. The centennial

celebiaticn was of the greatest moment, owing to the E.\'i)Osition

of the Industries of All Nations, whicii was open from 10th Jlay

to 10th November ; the total admissions reached the number of

9,910,966 persons. (C. H. H*
PHIL^. See Egwt, vol. vii. p. 783 sq.

PHILEMOX, the oldest poet of the New Attic Comedy,
was the son of Damon, and was born at Soli in Cilieia,

or, according to others, at Syracuse ; but early in life he
settled at Athens. Since he died in 262 B.C. at an age
variously stated at from 96 to 101 years, he must have

been born somewhere about 360. He was thus older than

his contemporary and great rival Menander, whom he fre-

quently vanquished in poetical contests, and whom he long

survived. Posterity, hov.ever, reversed the judgment of

their contemporaries and assigned the palm to ilenander.

Philemon's first play was put on the stage about 330,

while Meuander did not exhibit until 321. • It appears that,

once being worsted in a poetical competition, Philemon
went into exile. He certainly made a journey to the East,

but whether on the occasion of his exile or in compliance

with the invitation of Ptolemy, king of Egypt, we cannot

say. On this journey, being driven by a storm to the

coast of Cyrene, he was treated with cool contempt by
Magas, king of Cyrene, whom he had satirized. From
the various legends told about his death he would seem to

have died in the full enjoyment and use of his poetical

powers. Of the ninety-seven plays which he is said to

have composed none are e.xtant ; the titles of fifty-il'ree

have been preserved, but some of these may have been
the work of his son, the younger Philemon, who is said to

have composed fifty-four comedies. The Merchant and
The Treasure of Philemon were the originals respectively

of the Mercator and Tnnummtis of Plautus. The New
Attic Comedy, of which Philemon was in a sense the
founder, dealt mainly with subjects drawn from private

life, which were worked up in elaborate plots and treated

in a prosaic style, to the exclusion, on the whole, of the

political tendency, stinging personal satire, and warm
poetical colouring, which had marked the Old Attic Comedy.
These characteristics of the New Comedy had already

appeared, though in a less degree, in the Middle and even
in the Old Attic Comedy ; so that to Philemon belongs

the credit, not of inventing, but of developing a style

which had occasionally been employed before. In its

absence of poetical idealism and restriction to the prosaic

realism of daily life the New Comedy stands to the Old
somewhat as the comedies of Moliere or Sheridan stand to

these of Shakespeare. Its repertoire was limited to a fe«

stock characters—the imprudent lover, the designing fair,

the stingy father, the greedy parasite, the blustering

swashbuckler—and its plots rang the changes on the well-

worn theme of thwarted but faithful love, rescued from
its diflSculties by the discovery of a long-lost relative a.'yd

ending in marriage. In the many fragments of Philemon
preserved by Stobsus, Atheuasus, and other writers therj

is much wit and good sense.

'liie fragments have been collected and edited by Meineke,
Mcnandi'i d Fhiletnonis RcliqidEe^ Berlin, 1823 ; and again in his

Friujmcnta Comicorum Gra^corumy vol. iv., Beilin, 1841. They are

alsp appended to the Didot edition of Aiistophanes (Paris, 183*9).

PHILEJION, Epistle to. This, which is the shortest

of the extant epistles of St Paul, stands to the other books

of the New Testament in a relation similar to that of the

book of Ruth to the other books of the Old Testament.

It is an idyl of domestic life. Onesimus, the slave of one

of Paul's converts in Asia Minor, had run away from his

master, probably, as was often the case with^unaways,
after stealing some of his money. He had come to Paul,

more probably at Rome than, as some have thought, at

Csesarea, and Paul had converted him. Paul sends him
back to his master, Ijegging that he may be kindly treated

as being now a brother Christian, and formally undertak-

ing to rejiay what he owed. The epistle is addressed not

only to Philemon but to Apphia, who was probably his

wife, to Archippus (possibly the bead of the community
at Colossa; or Laodicea, Col. iv. 17), and to the community
vi-hich either, like some of the Roman collegia, consisted of

Philemon's household or held its meetings in his house.

It has sometimes been regarded as an appendix to the

epistle to the Colossians on the grounds (1) that Onesimus
was sent with both letters (Col. iv. 9 ; Philem. 10-12), (2)

that in both letters salutations are sent to Archippus (Col.

iv. 17 ; Philem. 2), and (3) that the same persons are men-
tioned in both letters as being with Paul at the time of

writing (Col. i. 1, iv. 7-14; Philem. 1, 23, 24). This ap-

parent connexion with the epistle to the Colossians is the

basis of the chief arguments which have been used against

its genuineness. Baur {Paul, E. T., vol. ii. p. 84) thinks

that this " attractive, graceful, and friendly letter " is

merely a practical commentary, in the form of a fiction, on

the general conception of the relations of masters to Christ-

ian slaves which is set forth in Col. iv. 1. But this view

has few supporters. The genuineness of the epistle is

almost -universally admitted. The best modern works

upon it are Bishop Lightfoot's Colossians and Philemon

(3d ed., London, 1879) and Holtzmann's essay, "Der
Brief an Philemon," in the Zcitschr. f. wmensch. TheoL,

1873, p. 428.
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PHILETAS, a distinguished poet and critic of tke

Alexandrian school, was the son of Telephus and a native

of the island of Cos. He lived in the reigns of Philip,

Alexander the Great, and Ptolemy I. of Egypt, the last of

whom appointed him tutor to his son Ptolemy Philadelphus.

His life thus fell in the latter part of the 4th and early

part of the 3rd century B.C. Pie was a contemporary of

Menander, a friend of the poet Hermesianax of Cos, and
lived into the time of Aratus. Amongst his pupils were
Theocritus and Zenodotus. He was sickly and so thin

that he was said to carry lead in his shoes to keep himself

from being blown away. The story runs that he died from

the excessive assiduity with which he sought the answer

to the sophistical problem called " The Liar " ^ A bronze

stitue of him was erected in Cos.

The fame of Philetas rested chiefly on his elegiac verses, iu

wlilch, however, he was esteemed inferior to the younger poet

Callimachus. Ho is frequently mentioned by the Latin eleriac

poets Propertius and Ovid. From Hermesianax and Ovid we gather

that his verses were amatory and celebrated the praipes of the fair

Bittis or Battis, but her came does not occur in the existing frag-

ments, which are of a melancholy rather than an amatory tone.

In one of his poems {Danetcr) he depicted the giief of Demeter for

the loss of Proserpine ; in another {Hcrnie-i) the love of Polymele
for Ulysses. The latter poem appears from the fragments to have
been composed in hexameter verse. Further, he wrote epigrams
and poems called YlalyvLo.. There is no evidence that he wrote
bucolic poems, for the passage in Moschus formerly nuoted to prove

this is an interpolation of ftlusrens. Some iambic verses are attri-

buted to him, probably by a mistake arising from a common con-

fusion between names? beginning with Fkil. Besides his poems,
Philetas was the author of a vocabulary explaining the meanings
of rare and obscure words, including words peculiar to certain

dialects. He also wrote notes on Homer. Tne work on Naxos
(Xafiafca), sometimes attributed to him, was perhaps rather by
Philteas. The fragments of Philetas have been edited by Kayser.

Giittingen, 1793, and by Bach, Halle, 1829.

PHILIDOR, Francois AiroRi Danica-N (1726-1795).

See Chess, vol. v. p. 601.

PHILIP, one of the twelve apostles, mentioned fifth in

all the lists (Matt. x. Z; Mark iii. 18; Luke vi. \i ; Acts

i. 13), is a mere name in the Synoptists, but a figure of

some prominence in the Fourth Gospel. There he is said

to have been "of Bethsaida, the city of Andrew and Peter,"

and to have received his call to follow Jesus at Bethany,

having previously been, it would seem, a disciple of the

Baptist (John i. 43, 44). Philip was at that time the

means of bringing Nathanael to Jesus (John i. 45), and

at a later date he, along with Andrew, carried the request

of the inquiring Greeks to the Master (John xii. 22).

Philip and Andrew alone are mentioned by name in con-

nexion with the feeding of the five thousand (John vi. 5,

7), and Philip is also one of the few interlocutors in John
xiv. After the resurrection he was present at the election

of Matthias as successor to Jndas, but he does not again

appear in the New Testament history ; it it, however,

implied that he still continued in Jerusalem after the out-

break of the first persecution.

According to Polycrates, bishop of Ephesus, in his controversial

letter written to Victor of Rome towards the end of the 2d cCntury

(ap. Euscb., H. E., iii. 31, v. 24), the graves of Philip, "one of the

twelve," and of his two aged virgin daughters were in [the Phrygian]
Hierapolis ; a third daughter, "who had lived in the Holy Ghost,"
was buried at Ephesus. Proclus, one of the interlocutors in the

"Dialogue of Caius," a writing of somewhat later date than the

letter of Polycrates, mentions (ap, Euseb., H. E., iii. 31) "four
prophotc:.ies, the daughters of Philip at Hierapolis in Asia, whose
tomb and that of their fatJierare to be seen there." But Eusebius
himself proceeds expressly to identify this Philip with the Philip
mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles as living in Cxsarea ; and
in another place he alludes to Philip " the apostle " as having
lircaehed the gospel to the Ethiopian eunuch (ff. E.,\\. 1). Clement
of Alexandria also {Strom., iii. 6 [52]) incidentally speaks of
" Philip the apostle " -is having begotten children and as having
given daughters in marriage, in another place {Strom., iv. 9 [73])

Clement quotes, with concurrence, a passag? from the Gnostic

' The problem was this : If a mat says he is telling a lie, does he

fpeak truly or fllscly ?

Heracleon, in whicn it is expressly said that llatthcw, Philip,

Thomas, and others^died without "confe:^ion of the voice," or, in

other words, were not, properly speaking, confessors or mailyrs.
A later stage of the tradition regarding Philip appears in various

late apocryphal writings which have been edited by Tischendorf in

his Ada Apostoloruvi Aiiocrypha, and iu his Apocalypses ApocryphSB.
According to the Acta Philippic this apostle, along with Bartholo-

mew and Alariamne, the sister of the latter, came to Ophioryraa or

Hierapolis, where the success of their preaching, and more par-

ticularly the conversion and miraculous healing of Nicanora, the

wife of the governor, provoked bitter hostility. Philip was crucified

head downwards, and invoked curses on }iis persecutors. His im-

precations were lieard, but the Lord Jesiis immediately afterwards
appeared to him and rebuked him for his want of meekness, further
announcing his approaching death, and that on account of his sin

he would be kept back forty days from the gates of paradise. Tlie

Acta Philippi in Eellade {i.e., "in the city of Athens, called Hellas")
are still more fantastical. An apocryphal book, under tlie title

Actus Philippi, is condemned in the canon of Gelasius. Since the

6th centuiy Philip has been commemorated in the West, along with
St James the Less, on 1st May, their relics being deposited in the
same church in Rome ; in the Eastern Church Philip's day is 14th
November, and that of James the Less 23d October.

PHILIP, "the evangelist," is first mentioned in the

Acts (vi. 5) as one of " the seven " who were chosen to

attend to certain temporal affairs of the church in Jerusa-

lem in consequence of the murmurings of the Hellenists

against the Hebrews. After the martyrdom of Stephen

he went to Samaria, where he preached with much success,

Simon Magus being one of his converts. He afterwards

instructed and baptized the Ethiopian eunuch on the load

between Jerusalem and Gaza ; next he was " caught

away" by the Spirit and "found at Azotus" (Ashdod),

whence " passing through he preached in all the cities till

he came to Ccesarea " (Acts viii.). Here some years. after-

wards, according to Acts xxi. 8, 9, he entertained Paul

and his companion on their way to Jerusalem ; at that

time " he had four daughters which did prophesy." At a

very early period he came to be confounded with the sub-

ject of the prccedirig notice (?.f.); the confusion was all

the more easy because, while he undoubtedly could in a

certain well -understood sense of the word be called an

"apostle," writers naturally refrained from appljnng to

him the more ambiguous designation of " evangelist."

" Philip the deacon " is commemorated on 6th June.

PHILIP, tetrarch of Itursa.
,
See Herod Philip, vol.

xi. p. 755.

PHILIP, the name of five kings of Macedon. The
greatest of these was Philip II. (382-336 B.C.), the first

founder of the Macedonian Empire {q.ii.). After the

dtath of Alexander the Great, Arrhidsus, a bastard of

Philip II., reigned as Philip III., till he was put to death

by Olympias in 317. Philip IV., son of Cassander, reigned

only for a few months in 296. Philip V., the last but one

of the kings of Macedon and son of Demetrius 11., was

born in 237, and came to the throne on the death of his

uncle, Antigonus Doson, in 220. In the course.of the next

three years he acquired a brilliant reputation by his ex-

ploits against the ./Etolians and their allies in the Pelo-

ponnesus in the Social War ; but after this, though his

whole career was marked by military and even political

ability, the bad sides of his character became predominant,

and he appeared more and more as a perfidious, morose, and

cruel tyrant, thus alienating the affections of the Greeks

and ultimately even of his own subjects. His life was

full of ambitious schemes, but he made the cardinal error

of siding with Carthage against Eome. His character

made it easy for the Romans to raise against him a power-

ful coalition of his neighbours, but Philip held his ground

with vigour till the armies of the republic themselves

appeared on the field. How he was finally driven out of

Greece has been related under Flamininus. After 196

Philip for some time accepted his reverses and sought the

friendship of Rome, helping the republic against Antiochus;
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but his ambition and the jealousy of the senate gradual]}-

led to fresh complications, and a new war was imminent

when Philip died in 179, mainly of remorse for the death

of his younger son Demetrius, the favourite of Rome, whom
he had -executed ou an accusafioa forged by his elder son

and heir Perseus.

PHILIP I. (1052-llOS), king of France, was the son

of Henry I. and Anne of Russia, and was born in 1052.

He was associated with hi& father on the throne in 1059,

the consecration taking place at Rheims (23d May), and

he succeeded to the undivided sovereignty in the following

year (-tth August 1060), first under the regency of his

mother, and afterwards, from 1062 to 1067, under that of

Baldwin V., count of Flanders. In 1072 he married

Bertha, daughter of Robert the Frisian, at whose hands

he had sustained a shameful defeat at Cassel in the pre-

ceding year. His jei\lou.^y of William the Conqueror led

him into an act of overt hostility in 1075, when his troops

raised the siege of Dol, and a state of war, interrupted by

inconsiderable intervals, continued thenceforward to subsist

until the death of William. Philip afterwards supported,

but ineffectually, the pretensions of Robert of Normandy
against William Eufus. In 1092 he brought himself into

collision with the church by shutting up his wife Bertha
with her three children in the castle of Montreuil, and
espousing Bertrada of Montfort, whom he had induced to

leave her husband, Fulk of Anjou. The marriage was
indeed sanctioned after Bertha's death by a subservient

v^^ouncil at Eheims in 1094, but led to the king's excom-
raui.icatian by the council of Autun in the same year

—a censure which was renewed by Pope Urban II. at

Ckrmont in 1095. Having dismissed Bertrada early in

1097, he was forthwith absolved, but on a repetition of

the offence three years afterwards the sentence was re-

newed, at Poitiers, and only removed by Paschal II. after

Philip had once more submitted himself to the church.

In 1100 he made his son Louis (afterwards Louis VI.)

joint king, and his death took place at ilelun on 29th
Julv 1108. See Fr..\xcE, vol. i.x. pp. 537-539.

PHILIPIL (1165-1223), surnamed "Augustus," king of

France, was the son of Louis VIL, and was born in August
1165. AMbcn fifteen years old he was crowned joint king
at Ehein-.s on 1st November 1179. In the following year
he was again crowned along with his newly-wedded wife,

Margaret of Hainault, at St Denis (29th May 1180); the'

death of his father took place a few months afterwards.

For an account of Philip II.'s character and of the leading

events of his reign the reader is referred to FR.iXCE, vol.

ix. pp. 540-542. He died at Mantes on 14th July 1223.
PHILIP IIL (1243-1285), surnamed "the Rash," king

of France, was born in 1245 and succeeded his father Louis
IX. on 25th August 1270, at Tunis, where, after con-
tinuing the siege for some time, he made a truce of ten
years and embarked for France in the following November.
He was twice married, first to Isabella of Aragon in 125S,
and subsequently to ilary of Brabant. He died at Per-
pignan on 5th October 1285. See Feaxce, vol. ix. p. 544.
PHILIP lY. (1268-1314), surnamed "the Fair," son

of the preceding, -nas born at Fontainebleau in 1268, was
married to Joanna, queen of Xavarre, in 128 i, accompanied
his father into Aragon in 1285, and was proclaimed king
of France at Perpignan on 6th October of that year. See
pR.ixcE, vol. ix. pp. 544-545. He died at Fontainebleau
on 29th November 1314.

PHILIP V. (1293-1322), surnamed "the Tall," second
son of the preceding, succeeded his elder brother, Louis
X., in January 1317, and was succeeded by his younger
brother Charles IV. in January 1322.

PHILIP VI. (1293-1350) was the eldest son of Charles,

count of Valois. the younger brother of PhiHp H'., and

was born in 1293. He succeeded his cousin Charles IV.
in 1328, and died at Nogent-le-Roi near Chartres on 22d
August 1350. See Frasce, vol. ix. pp. 545-546.
PHILIP L (1478-1506), of Castile and Aragon, sur-

named "the Handsome," was the son of the emperor
Maximilian I. and Mary, the only child of Charles the
Bold, last prince of the house of Burgundj', and was born
at Bruges on 22d July 1478. He succeeded his mother
in 1482, Maximilian being recognized as governor and
guardian during the minority by all the provinces, except
Flanders, the burghers of which took possession of Philip,

and carried on the government in his name. This arrange-
ment subsisted until 1 489, when a long struggle resulted

in the triumph of JIaximilian, who henceforth had the
guardianship uncontrolled. In 1494 Philip received tho
homage of the various states of the Netherlands, and in

1496 he was married to Joanna (Juana la Loca), second
daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella of Castile and Aragon.
On the early death of the other children of these sovereigns

the succession vested in Joanna, and Philip as her husband
proceeded to Spain, where he was recognized as heir-pre-

sumptive by the cortes of Toledo and Saragossa (represent-

ing Castile r.nd Aragon respectively) in 1 502. He returned,

however, to Flanders before tiie close of the year, and was
still absent when, on the death of Isabella in November
1504, Ferdinand caused Joanna and Philip to be proclaimed
sovereigns of Castile, but at the same time assumed the
regency to himself. It was only ivith difficulty that

Ferdinand was induced to retire to Aragon and so make
way for the new king in June 1506. Philip died three

months afterwards (25th September 1506) at Burgos.
His children by Joanna were Charles V., emperor, and
king of Spain ; Ferdinand I., emperor ; Isabella, queen of

Denmarlc ; Leonora, queen of Portugal and afterwards
of France ; Mary, queen of Hungary and governor of the
Netherlands ; and Catharine, queen of Portugal.

PHILIP IL (1527-1598), king of Spain, was the son of

the emperor Cliarles V. and Isabella of Portugal, and
'

was born at Valladolid on 21st May 1527. He was
brought up in Castile under the care of his mother, who
died whan he was twelve years old. As Philip grew n\\
his father, though he rarely saw his son, watched carefully

over his education and strove to fit him for political life.

In 1543 Philip married Mary of Portugal, who died in

1545, soon after the birth of a son, Don Carlos. In 154S
Charles V. summoned Philip to Brussels, that he might
gain some experience of the peoples whom he would be
called upon to rule. He was not, however, popular with
his future subjects. He had already formed his character
upon the model of Spanish haughtiness. He was cold,

reserved, punctilious about decorum, and wanting in

geniality. The Italians did not care for him ; the Flemings
disliked him ; the Germans hated him. His appearance
and manner did not further his father's plan of securing

his election to the empire. The scheme failed, and Philips

presence was in no way helpful. In 1551 he returned to

the more congenial task of governing Spain.

The death of Edward XI. of England opened out to

Charles V. new prospects for his son. Queen 5Iary

regarded the emperor as her only friend, and submitted
herself entirely to his guidance. She received with jor

a proposal for her marriage with Philiii. The English
opposition broke down with the failure of Wyatt's rebellion,'

and in 1554 Philip came to England to claim his bride-.'

Charles V. resigned to him Naples and Sicily tliat he

might not come as a needy prince. Philip was well sup-

plied with Spanish gold, and was charged by his father to

spare no pains in conciliating the English. He tried his

best ; but his cold, ungenial manner w.is a hopeless obstacle

' to his success, ilary was devotedly attached to her hus-
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band, who exercised a moderating influence over the queen's

zeal for the re-establishment of Catholicism. Charles V.

wished to secure England as an ally, and subordinated

religious to political considerations. Philip was not natur-

ally fitted for conciliatory action, and was not happy in

England. He found that his wife was destined to be
childless and that he had no prospect of succeeding to the

English crown. At the end of 1555 he joyfully obeyed

his father's summons to go to Brussels. Charles V., worn
out by the fatigue of a long reign, resolved to abdicate in

favour of his son, and this he did on 16th January 155C.

Philip II. was now king of Spain, Naples, and Sicily,

duke of Milan, lord of Franclie Comt6 and the Nether-

lands, ruler of Tunis and the Barbary coast, the Canaries and
Cape de Verd Islands, the Philippines and Spice Islands,

large colonies in the West Indies, and the vast territories

of Mexico and Peru. These great dominions had fallen

into his father's hands and were united only by their

dependence on their ruler. It was Philip's task to give

them an organic unity and combine them into a system.

First he had to face a threatening leagxie against his

power. Pope Paul IV., a Neapolitan, was imbued with

hatred of the Spanish rule, and formed an alliance with

Henry II. of France. Philip sent the duke of Alva, who
speedily reduced the intractable pope. But Philip was
too good a Catholic to press his victory. He was content

to leave the pope powerless, and Alva on his knees asked

pardon for bearing arms against the church. The war
against France wa.=i pursued with equal success and greater

results. Philip's army, led by Philibert" of Savoy, entered

Picardy and besieged St Qnentin. The French . were
defeated in an attempt to relieve thS city, and St Quentin
was stormed. The French retaliated by seizing . Calais

from England, and thence advanced into Flanders, where
they were again defeated in the bloody battle of Grave-

lines. Both Philip II. and Henry U. were destitute of

resources and wished for peace; but Philip II. was the better

diplomatist. The treaty of Cateau Cambr&is in 1559
restored to him all that France had won by its long war-

fare against Charles V. i'l Italy and the Netherlands.

Thus Philip began his reign with glory, and Europe
saw that Charles V. hid no unworthy successor. Yet
Philip was not anxious for military glory. His finances

were embarrassed and he felt the need of a period of peace.

For the purpose of maintaining his political supremacy he
proposed to continue his English alliance by marrying
Elizabeth when she succeeded Mary on the English throne.

Elizabeth did not at once reject the proposal ; but she

gradually entered upon a religious policy which made
marriage with Philip impossible. The Spanish king rapidly

changed his plans and cemented his alliance with France
by a union (24th June. 1559) with Isabella, daughter of

Henry II. He made arrangements for the government
of the Netherlands, and at the end of 1559 returned to

Spain, where he remained for the rest of his life.

The policy of Philip was steadily directed towards
welding his dominions together in dependence on himself

and extending his influence over Europe. The power of

Charles V. had had no definite centre. The emperor had
recognized

_ the claims of his separate dominions upon
him, and liad striven to be' neither German, Spanish,

Flemish, nor Italian. Philip identified liimself entirely

with Spain. Castile was to be the seat of his monarchy,
and that monarchy was to be absolute. He was devoted
to Catholicism, and during his reign superseded the pope
as the head of the Catholic party in Europe. But the

interests of Catholicism were in his mind identified with

his own personal interests, and under the cover of zeal for

the church he pursued the'aggrandizement of Spain. In
Spain itself his care for the maintenance of the Catholic

faith accorded with the temper of the people. The long

continuance of war against the Moors had identified ortho-

doxy with purity of race, and heresy was regarded as a

taint in the blood. The rigour of the Inquisition preserved

the national honour ; the auto-da-fe was a means of ridding

the land of dangerous elements. This uncompromising
spirit of Spain io religious matters its king wished to

extend to the rest of his dominions.

Philip had none of his father's personal activity.

Though his mind was always engaged in the business of

the state, he did not care for the excitement of personal

conflict. He was no warrior, and never took the field.

He felt himself best qualified to direct his policy from
afar. He was resolved to make the fullest use of others,

yet to keep the guidance of affairs in his own hands. He
increased the number of councils for the management of the

business of the different provinces of his realm, and in these

councils natives of the various provinces had seats. But
the general direction of aflairs was in the hands of a privy

council, entirely composed of Spaniards. At first this

council consisted chiefly of the members of Philip's house-

hold, the men whom he had known in early days. Fore-

most amongst them were the duke of Alva and Euy
Gomez do Silva, prince of Eboli. Alva was a general,

Gomez a courtier, and the two men were in permanent
opposition. This exactly suited Philip's jriews. He was
never present in person at the sittings \of the council.

AH questions on which he wished for its opinion wSre
reduced to writing and laid before it. Its recommenda-
tions were similarly submitted to the king in writing.

There was no initiative except by his pleasure, no decision

which was not due to his personal approval He gained

all the advantages of opposing views amongst his ministers

without identifying himself with any. No minister could

become a necessity to him, and he could withdraw his

.favour at Ttnlh Philip's regents and ministers in the

severai provinces had large authority, but were never

allowed to forget their dependence on the central power.

Every land was submissive except the Netherlands, wher.i

the nobles resented their exclusion from the government,

and saw with alarm the steady advance of Philip's system.

A new ecclesiastical organization increased the number of

bishops, who were all dependent on the king, and dimin-

ished the Jevenues of the monasteries, which furnished

provisions for the younger members of the noble families.

The introduction of the Spanish Inquisition threatened

to destroy entirely the political importance of the nobles.

In the general discontent the Protestant feeling of the

tOTvns made common cause with the national jealousy of

the nobles. A strong opposition was formed, and in 15CG
the Netherlands were in revolt. For a time Philip wavered

between a policy of conciliation and a policy of repression.

At last he listened to the advice of the duke of Alva, and

sent him to reduce the rebels. Alva treated the revolted

provinces with merciless severity ; he crushed, but he could

not subdue. The Netherlands were still unpacified, while

Alva's cruelty destroyed their commerce. Their wealth

had been the chie'f source of revenue to Charles V.; Philip

II. no longer found it flow into his coffers. For seven

years Alva resolutely tried his policy of repression ; but

the spirit of the Netlierlands remained unjjroken, and

round their slumbering revolt all the enemies of t!ic

Spanish monarchy began to gather. Alva was recalled

and fell into disgrace. A more pacific successor, Don Luis

de Requesens, was sent to try a nvire conciliatory policy.

In domestic life, meanwhile, Philip was unhappy. His

son Don Carlos developed an ungovernable temper, and

did not hesitate to condemn his father's caution as un-

worthy of the traditions of his house. He wiaiied to

distinguish himself, and was on the point of quitting
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Spain when his father, as a measure of precaution, had

him imprisoned. In prison Don Carlos yielded to sullen

despair, and gave way to excesses, which Philip did not

try 16 check. In consequence of this unwholesorae life

Don Cailos died in 1568, and it was a bitter blow to the

hauglity king to inform foreign princes of the facts. It

wotdd seem that Philip was glad to be rid of one whom
he could not manage ; he did not hasten the death of Don
Carlos, but he took no steps to prevent it. A few months

later died Queen Isabella, leaving Philip without a male

heir. In 1570 he married his fourth wife, Anne of Austria,

his niece, who died in 1580. Only one of her sons survived

to manhood, and he succeeded his father as Philip III.

Meanwhile the hopes of Spain were fixed on Philip's half-

Wother, Don John of Austria, who first showed his military

skill by putting down a serious revolt of the Moriscos

in the jUpuxarras, and was then sent to command the

•Spanish fleet in the joint expedition of the Mediterranean

jwwers against the Turk. He commanded at the decisive

battle of Lepanto in 1571, which stemmed the tide ofv;

Turkish conquest. Brave and ambitious, Don John longed

for a kingdom, and offered to undertake the-couquest of

the African coast. But Philip did not wish his brother

to gain too much military glory. He sent him in 1576 to

succeed Requesens in the Netherlands. Don John was

full of great schemes,— to pacify the Netherlands, invade

England, release Mary Queen of Scots, and become her

liusband. But the Spanish treasury was exhausted.

Philip woxild send no more supplies, and left Don John
;o temporize with the Netherlanders, a task for which he

"vas entirely unfit. Overwhelmed with disappointment

'.id the sense of failure, Don John died in 1578, leaving

the work which he could not accomplish to be undertaken

ijy the patient genius of Alexander Farnese.

Don John had had the art of impressing his great schemes

on those around him. He sent his secretary, Escovedo, to

urge his wishes on Philip, whose jealous mind was filled

T.ith suspicion. Escovedo awakened the personal dislike

of Antonio Perez, and was murdered by that minister's

instrumentality (see Perez). The fall of the old parties in

the council brought forward new men and inaugurated a

new policy. Cardinal Granvella, Juan Idiaquez, and Chris-

toval de Moura became the king's chief advisers. They
were men who depended solely on his favour, and were '

'

not connected with the old nobility of Castile. Hitherto

Philip's policy had been in the main pacific. He had
aimed at the internal consolidation of the monarchy, and
had striven by every means to overcome the revolt of the

Netherlands. But the resolute temper of the Nether-

landers was encouraged by hopes of foreign help. England,
France, and even Austria in turn displayed their jealousy

of Philip's power by helping to keep alive the insurrection.

Round the revolt of the Netherlands centred the chief

questions of European politics. Philip at length deter-

mined to make the subjection of the rebellious provinces

part of a great .scheme to extend the power of Spain over

Europe. In the second period of his reign he came forward

as the disturber of European peace, determined to reduce
western Christendom to religious unity under his own
rule. He interfered in the internal politics of every

country and seized on every opportunity for pursuing his

own schemes. His first step in the career of aggrandize-

ment was taken in 1580 by the reduction of Portugal,

when he claimed tlie vacant crown by right of his

mother. The duke of Alva overran the country before

any other power had time to interfere. The last of the

great Spanish nobles, -nho had already felt the weight of

the king's displeasure, was still a willing instrument in

extending the royal despotism. Philip succeeded in im-
jiressing on Spain an unreasoning loyalty, which took

the place of i'.s old chivalrous jsatriotism. In the jTether-

lands he put William of Orange under the ban, and the
assassination of William was the first sign of the fana-
tical bitterness which Philip was ready to encourage and
to use. in France he resolved to check the power of
the court and obtain an influence over French affairs.

The strongly Catholic party resented the favour shown by
Henry III. to the Huguenots, and was anxious about the
succession to the crown. Headed by the Guises, they
formed a league nith Philip in January 1585, which
I>lungcd France into long and bitter warfare, jffhe rapid
advance of the League in France and the successes of

Alexander Farnese in the Netherlands awakened the alarm
of England. Troops were sent to the Netherlands, and
the English privateers redoubled their attacks upon the

treasure-ships of the Indies in the Spanish Main. Resolved
to remove all hindrances from his path, Philip undertook
the reduction of England. He trusted to the strength of

the Spanish navy, the military skill of Alexander Farnese,

and the discontent of the English Catholics. In 1588 the

French king had become a mere instrument of the League,
and Philip sent against England the "Invincible Armada."
Its failure involved the failure of all his schemes, though
this fact was not at first obvious. Philip bore his loss

with Tesignation. "I sent my ships," he said, "against

men, not against the billows. I thank God that I can
place another fleet upon the .sea." But he was never
able to renew his attack upon England. The murder of

Henry III. of France raised the question of the succession

to the French cro^vn, and Philip's j)rotectcrate over the

titular Charles X. was admitted. On the death of Charles

the Catholic party were willing to recognize Philip's

daughtei" Isabella as their .queen. But the resolute bearing

of Henry of Navarre kindled anew the national feeling,

and the discussions about Isabella's future husband brought
political questions into the foreground and weakened the

cohesion of the League. The death of Alexander Farnese
in 1592 deprived Philip of tie great general who alone

could hold in check Henry of Navarre, and Henry's change
of religion and absolution by the pope in 15S}3 did much
to remove the religious difiiculty to his recognition by
all parties in France. Philip's schemes for a general

European a.scendency entirely failed. He could not even
recover the Netherlands for the Spanish monarchy. The
northern provinces, banded together as the United Nether-
lands, made good their independence. The southern pro-

vinces returned to their obedience, but were ceded by
Philip to his daughter Isabella and her husband Albert of

Aiistria. The English cruisers became more and more
dangerous in the Spanish Main, and in 1596 the English
fleet sacked Cadiz. Philip ll.'s reign ended in general

failure. His resources were exhausted, and in 1597 he
repudiated his debfs. His economic policy was disastrous.

He checked commerce by unwise taxes, trusted unduly
to the wealth of the Indies, and encouraged the indolent

haughtiness of the Castilians. He raised Spain to a high

position, but left it with a ruinous system of govern-

ment, which could only end in financial decay. Yet he
was resolute and persevering to the end. He bore with

constancy a painful and lingering illness, and his last

words were, "I die like a good Catholic, in faith and
obedience to the Holy Roman Church.' But he knew that

he left a feeble successor. His jealous temper showed
itself in the narrow education and secluded life which he

prescribed for his son, and thereby intensified the boy's

natural timidity. " God has not been pleased," he sadly

said at the last, " to grant me a successor capable of ruling

my great realm." He died at the Escorial in September

1598.

Philip II.'s character is impressed on the great a''chi-

XYLll. — oj
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teciural monument of kis reign, tlie Escorial, built in tlie

solitude of the Guadarrama hills. The mighty mass of

buildings contained a monaslery, a burying-place for the

royal bouse, and a palace for t'le king. It was built in con-

sequence of a vow made at th^ battle of St Quentin. The
battle was fought on St Lawreice's day 1557, and this fact

was commemorated by arrangiig the building in the form

of a gridiron. The cloister of the monastery supplied the

bars, and the royal palace projected like the handle. Philip

loved solitude. It harmonized with his habits of quiet

industry. • He governed his dominions by means of des-

patches, as a merchant seated in his office transacts com-

mercial business in different quarters of the globe. All

that could be done by patient industry, without political

insight, Philip II. did. His strength lay in his steady

persistency. During his reign he was the foremost figure

in European history, but the only work which he accom-

plished was the formation of the Spanish character into

the definite shape in which it influenced European ciUture.

Lilcralure.—Cabrera, Filipc Scguitdo ; Leti, Vila di Filippo II.
;

Scpulveda, Dc Itcbiis GcstU PhiUppi II. ; Alberi, McJazioni Vencle
;

"Weiss, Papicrs d'etat de Cardinal Granvdk ; Gachard, Corre-

spoiidancc dc Philippe II. , and Boii Carlos ct Philippe II. ; Calendar

of StaU Papers, Mary and Elizabeth ; Documcntos incdilos para la

Historia de Espa!la\ Prescott, History of Philip II.; Mignet,

AiUonio Perez el Philippe II. ; Motley, The Rise of the Dutch Ec-

pullii:, and The United Netherlands ; Froude, Hifitory of England
under Mary and Elixahcth ; Ranke, Geschichtc Franl^rciclis, and
Fiirsten ttnd V6lker von Stid-Etiropa ; Raumer, History of tlic Six-

tj'cnih niid ScvcnlccnJ.h Centuries-, Forneron, Hintcnre de Philiitpe

II. ; Stirling-JIaxwcll, Don John of Austria. (M. C.

)

PHILIP III. (1,)78-1621), king of Spain, son of Philip

II. by his fourth wife, Anne of Austria, was born at

Madrid on 14th April 1578, succeeded his father on 13th

September 1598, married Margaret of Austria on 18th

April 1599, and died at Madrid on 31st March 1C21. In

personal character he was weak and indolent, and his time

was mostly spent at the Escorial in hunting and other

pursuits of a private country gentleman, while the conduct

of public affairs was left almost entirely in the hands of

the duke of Leruia, who held the office of first minister

from the king's accession until October 1G18. See Spaix.

PHILIP IV. (1605-1665), king of Spain, son of Philip

III., was born at Valladolid on 8th April 1605, was married

to Isabella of France on 2oth November 1615, succeeded

his father on 31st March 1621, and died on 17th Sep-

tember 1665. From 1621 to 16-13 the well-kno-mi duke

of Olivares held the reins of real power in the Peninsula

;

he was afterwards succeeded by the duke of Carpio. See

Spain-.

PHILIP V. (1683-1746), king of Spain, was the second

son of the French dauphin, Louis, by his wife Maria

Anna of Bavaria, and was born at Versailles on 19th De-

cember 1683. In 1700 Philip, at that time duke of Anjou,

was called by the testament of the childless Charles II.

to the throne of Spain. Quitting Versailles to take pos-

session of his inheritance on 4th December, he arrived at

the Buen-Eetiro palace in JIadrid on 18th February of the

following year. At their parting his grandfather, Louis

\IV., who a few months previously had concluded with

England and Holland a treaty for the partition of the

Spanish dominions, exhorted him to be a good Spaniard,

but never to forget that he had been born a Frenchman
;

it was on the same occasion that he uttered the famous
mol, "Mon fils, il n'y a plus de Pyrdn^es." Philip's re-

cognition as king by the other European powers did not

take place until the war of the Spanish succession was
brought to an end by the treaty of Utrecht in 1713. In

1702 he married Maria Louisa, daughter of Victor Ama-
deus, duke of Savoy ; shortly after her death in February

1714, which he felt deeply, he married Elizabeth Farnose

(December), a step to which he was advised by the then

all-powerful princesse des Ursins. The disgrace of tlie

princess immediately followed, and her place in the royal

counseb was taken by Albeeoni (q.v.), who remained in

power till December 1719. In 1724 Philip, under the

influence of a profound melancholy which had seized him,

resigned the crown by royal decree, dated 14th January

1724, in favour of his eldest son, Louis, who, however,

died after a short reign of only seven months. Philiji

died on 9th July 1746 and was succeeded by his son,

Ferdinand VI. See Spain.

PHILIP. For the dukes of Burgundy of this name,

surnamed respectively "the Bold" (1342-1404) and "the

Good" (1396-1467), see Burgundy, vol. iv. p. 536, and

France, vol. ix. p. 548. For Archduke Philip, "the

Handsome," see Philip I. of Castile and Aragon (p. 743).

PHILIP OP Swabia (c. 1170-1208), rival of the em-

peror Otho IV. {g.v.), younger son of the emperor Freder-

ick I., was born about 1170. He was originally intended

for the church, and, after being provost of Ai.x-la-Chapelle,

was chosen bishop of Wiirzburg in 1191 ; but in 1195 his

elder brother brought about his marriage with a Byzan-

tine princess, Irene', on which occasion he was named duke

of Tuscany and Spoleto. In the following year he received

a^so the duchy of Swabia. On the death of his elder

brother he was elected king by a large body of princes and

prelates at Miihlhausen (March 1198) ; this, however, was

not acquiesced in by those opposed to the continuance of

the imperial crown in the house of Hohenstaufen, whose

choice fell on Otho. The coronation of the latter at Ai-x-

la-Chapelle in July was soon followed by that of his rival

at Mainz, and a civil war ensued, which, carried on with

varying fortunes for ten years, was only brought to an

end by the murder of Philip by Otho of Wittelsbach at.

Bamberg on 21st June 1208.

PHILIPPI, a city of ancient Macedonia, on a steep hill

near the river Gangites (now the Angista), overlooking

an extensive plain and at no great distance from the coast

of the jEgean, on the highway between Neapclis (Ka valla)

and Thess'alonica. Originally called Crenides, or " Foun-

tains," it took the name by which it has become famous

from Philip of JIacedon, who made himself master of the

neighbouring gold-mines of the Hill of Dionysus, and

fortified the city as one of his frontier-to^Tis. Octavius

and Antony having in 42 B.C. gained a great victory over

Brutus and Cassius in tlie plain of Philippi, the place

received a Roman colony, Colonia Julia Phidppensis, which

was probably increased after the battle of Actium {Col.^

Attg. Julia Phil.). The inhabitants received the Jus
Italicum, and Philippi was one of the cities .specially de-

signated as "first cities" {-irpuirr] . . . vroAis, Acta xvi. 12
;

see Marquardt, Rom. Slaatseeruatluny, vol. i. p. 187),

It was the scene of a striking incident in the life of St

Paul, and it was to his converts here that he addressed the

epistle noticed below. The site of the city, now alto-

gether uninhabited, is marked by a number of ruins—the

substructions of an amphitheatre, parts of a great temple

of Claudius, itc.—which have furnished a variety of inter-

esting inscriptions. At a little di.stunce to the east is a

huge stone monument, known to the Turks as Dikelitash

and to the Greeks as the Manger of Bucephalus.

See Clarke's Travels, iii. ; Hacket, in Pildc Unim Quartcrlij, 1860 ;

Keuzey, J/tiiion arch, en Maccdoinc, and C. I. L., lit 1.

PHILIPPIANS, Epistle to the. This is one of the

most characteristic of the letters of St Paul. It was ad-

dressed to the community at Philippi (see above), the first

important European city which St Paul had visited, whtro

he had formed a community with the apparently new-

organization of "bishops" and "deacons," and with which

he had relations of especial intimacy. The immediate occa-

sion of his wTiting the letter was his receipt of inonej-
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•irh'icJi tbe Philippians had sent by Ep'>'iliroditus to supply

St Paul's personal wants. They were probably wealthier

than some of the other communities which he had founded,

ind consequently he had not the reluctance which he felt

elsewhere to receive money from them ; the money so sent

was no doubt part of the offerings of the community which

constituted the Christian sacrifice (iv. 18),—a fund which

was administered by the officers of administration, i.e., the

bishops and deacons. It was consequently to those officers

that he specially addressed his acknowledgment of it.

He begins by a warm recognition of their steadfastness

in the faith and of their sympathy with him (i. 3-7), and,

as he is certain that their steadfastness will continue, so

he prays that their love may abound more and more in

enlightened well-doing (i. 9-11). He proceeds to tell them
about himself and about other preachers of the gospel

at Korae : as for himself, he is full of hope because his

imprisonment has tended to make the gospel known, and
has emboldened : Jiers to " speak the word of God with-

out fear"; as for other preachers (probably the Jewish

Christians who denied his apostleship and disparaged his

special teaching), though some of them preach insincerely

and controversially, yet, whatever he their motive, " Christ

is proclaimed," and therein he finds cause of rejoicing (i.

12-18). His position is critical, for he may be condemned
to death ; but, whether he lives or dies, Christ will be

glorified through him, so that he cannot tell which he

would prefer ; for himself it would be far better " to

depart and to be with Christ," but for the Philippians it

is better that he should "abide in the flesh " (i. 19-2t).

Hence he feels confident that he will live, and that he
wLU see the Philippians again ; and hence also he exhorts

them not to be discouraged by persecutions, and to be at

unity among themselves (i. 2.5, ii. 2). The reason for this

second exhortation is uncertain : it may be that the differ-

ences of race at Philippi, the mingling of Romans and
Greeks, of Europeans and Asiatics, had led to the factious

assertion by each race of its own superiority, or it may be,

though less probably, that there as elsewhere the feud

raged between Gentile and Jewish Christians. And, since

faction comes of self-assertion, he urges as its antidote the

cultivation of "lowliness of mind," which he enforces by
the great example of Jesus Christ, who, so far from assert-

ing the divinity which belonged to Him, emptied Himself

of it and took the form of a bond-servant ; to this St Paul

adds a strong appeal on his own account, that his work
among them may not seem to have been in vain (ii. 3-18).

He then, with an expression of regret that some of his

fellow-workers are no longer with him, announces that he

hopes to send Timothy to them as soon as he knows the

issue of his coming trial ; and he is hopeful that he may
be able to go himself ; however that may be, he sends

back their own messenger, Epaphroditus, who after coming
to Rome had almost sacrificed his life in the energy of his

work (ii. 19-30). Then follows an abrupt transition to

another subject, which has sometimes been thought to

mark the commencement of a new letter. He suddei^Jy

begins to warn the Phihppians in strong terms against false

teachers, either Judaizing Christians, or, more probably,

Jews, who were preaching the necessity of circumcision

(Holsten thinks that there is a reference to the murder of

James the Just) ; he maintains that, although he was him-
self a "Hebrew of Hebrews," and therefore possessed
whatever "confidence in the flesh" such a one might
claim, yet he counted it all as '' loss " in order that he
might gain "the righteousness which is of God by faith"

;

and borrowing a metaphor from the Greek games he
regards this as a prize which has to be won by a continu-
ous effort (iii. 2-16).- He urges the Philippia'ns to follow

him in this itrua^le towards morpl perfection, in contrast

either to the Christians who had lapsed into Epicureanism
or, as some think, to the antinomian Jews (iii. 17, iv. 1).

He then gives some personal messages to Euodia and
Syntyche (whom Schwegler considers to be personifications

of the Jewish and heathen Christian parties respectively),

and to Synzygus (or, if the word be not a proper name,
an anonymous " yoke - fellow " who has been variously

supposed to be Paul's wife, Clement of Rome, St Peter,

Lydia the pnrple-seller, or Epaphroditus), and mentions
" Clement," about whom it has been much discussed,

"but to little purpose, whether he was a Philippian or a

Roman, and, if the latter, whether he was the same per=

son who figures in early legends as bishop of Rome, or

whether, as Baur thinks, the name is really that of the

Flavius Clemens who was condemned under Domitian for

"atheism." The personal messages are followed by
general exhortations to joyfulness, forbearance, trustful-

ness, and steadfastness in Christian virtue ; and then

comes that which was probably the special occasion of

writing, an acknowledgment of the money which thej

had sent to him (iv. 4-20).

It is the more probable opinion that the epistle was
WTitten from Rome, and not from Csesarea ; whether if

w-as written in the earlier or the later period of hjs stay

there is a question which has been much discussed, but
which the scantiness of the evidence respecting that stay

does not allow of being satisfactorily answered : most
writers (De 'Wette, Wieseler, Wiesinger, Jleyer) place it

in the later period, others (Bleek, Ewald, Beyschlag, Light-

foot) in the earlier ; the latter view is more probable on
account of the general agreement of this epistle with the

epistle to the Romans. It throws an interesting light on

St Paul's external relations. He was a prisoner, probably

in charge of the prefect of the praetorian guard, and conse-

quently with opportunities of making the gospel known
among the soldiers ; and the mention of Caesar's household,

though no doubt that term covered a large nuinber of

scattered individuals, makes it possible that he was lodged
near the imperial palace en the Palatine.

The genuineness of the epistle w-as attacked by Baur
on three grounds, which he himself states to be (1) the

appearance of gnostic ideas iu ii. 6-11, (2) the want of

anything distinctively Pauline, (3) the questionableness of

some of the historical data.' The attack has been re-

newed by one section of his followers ; but it is generally

admitted even by critics who reject the epistles to the

Ephesians and Colossians^ that the attack upon this epistle

has failed. The supposed gnosticism of ii. 5-11 is not

proved ; the supposed identification of Clement (iv. 3) witi;

Flavius Clemens, the cousin of Domitian, is merely an

arbitrary guess ; and the list of expressions which are noi

found in other epistles of St Paul is not greater than m&}
reasonably be expected from the differences in the subject

matter.^

The doctrinal importance of the epistle is considerable

for it contains a passage which, if it could be certainl]

understood, would be at once the key and the summary o!

St Paul's Christology. In 2 Corinthians viii. 9 he hat

> Paul, E. T., vol. ii. p. 45 ; T/icol. Jahrb., 1849, 501, which i

partly reprinted as an addendum in Paul, E. T., vol. ii. p. 64.

- E.g., Hilgenfeld, Einkitung, p. 333; Eenan, St Paid, p. 6

Pfieiderer, Paidinism, E. T., vol. i. p. 29.
2 Baur was followed in this attack by Schwegler {Bds nachaposl

Zeitalter, vol. ii. p. 133) and Volkmar (in the Theol. Jahrb., 1866, p

309) ; and he was answered hy Liinemann {^PauU ad PhUipp. EpisI

. . . de/endit, Gottingen, 1847), Bruckner (Episl. ad Philipp. . .

vindicala, Leipsic, 1848), Hilgenfeld (in the Zeitschr. f. wissmsci'

Theol., 1871, p. 309). A new attack was made by Hinsch inth
same Zdtschri/t, 1873, p. 59 (criticized by Hilgenfeld, iMd:. p. 1781

and by Holsten in the j'ahrhb. f. prol. TheoL (1875, p. 425; 1876, f

58), which has been met by the important treatise of P. W. Schiui(&

yeitlatamcntlidu Hu^rkrUik, Beilio, 1880.
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said of CSirist that "tliougU He was rich yet for your

sikes He became poor " ; in Philippians ii. 5-7 this is

expanded into the explicit declaration that " being in the

form of God He counted it not a prize (?) to be equal with

God, but emptied Himself, taking the form of a servant,

being made in the likeness of men." Each phrase of the

passage is of great significance, but it is also of great

uncertainty of meaning : the main points of uncertainty

are (1) whether the subject of the sentence is the incarnate

or tho pre-incarnate Christ
; (2) what is implied by the

phrase " in the form of God," and what is its relation to

the phrase "to be equal with God," some thinking that

it implies an identity, others an inferiority of s^tatus

;

(3) what is meant by the word here rendered " prize

"

(ap-ajjiov), some' thinking that this is the right rendering,

and that the meaning is " He did not tenaciously cling to

His divinity but surrendered it," others thinking that it

should be rendered "an act of robbery," and that the

meaning is " He did not think it a usurpation to assert

His divinity"; (4) what is meant by "emptied Himself,"

whether He only divested Himself of the outward sem-
blance of divinity, or whether He reduced Himself to the

bare consciousness of personality in becoming incarnate

;

this last question, that of the nature of the l-aiosis, has

bearings of especial importance on the general doctrine of

the Person of Christ.

Discussions of these questions from various points of view will be

found not only in commentaries on the passage {eg., Lightfoot)

and works on New Testament theology {e.g., Weiss), but more'
particularly in Baur, Paul, E. T., vol. it p. 45 {who thinks tliat

the conceptions are gnostic and un-Pauline) ; Eruesti, in Studicn n.

Kritikai, 1843, p. 8S9, and 1851, p. 602 (who thinks that ap-raytiiv

refers by way of contrast to the first Adam, who tried to seize

wiiat was not his own); Hilgenfeld, in the ZciiscJir. f. unsscnsch.

Tluol, 1S71, p. 192, and ibid., 1S73, p. 173; Grimm, ibid., 1S73,

p. 33 ; Hinscli, ibid., 1873, p. 59 ; R. Schmidt, PauKnische Chris'.o-

logic, 1870, p. 163 (whose explanation deserves especial considera-

tion); rfieiderer, Pauliitism, E. T., vol. i. p. 146 ; and more recently

"Weiffenbacli, Zur Anslcgiing dcr SicUc Phil., ii. 5-11, Karlsruhe,
1884. For the question as to the nature of th« Iccnosis, see Gess,

Die LcJirevon dcr Person Chrisli, Basel, 1866, pp. 81, 294.

The best modern editions of tlie epistle arc those of B. TTeiss,

Dcr Philipperbricf aitsgdcgt, Leipsic, 1859, and Lightfoot. The
Hpistle to the Philippiaii-s, 3d ed., London, 1873. (E. HA.)

PHILIPPICUS, or Philepicus, emperor of Constanti-

nople from December 711 to June 713, was the son of the

patrician Nicephorus, and became distinguished as a soldier

under Justinian II. His proper name was Bardanes.

Relying on the support of the Monothelete party, he made
some pretensions to the throne on the outbreak of the first

great rebellion against Justinian ; these led to his relega-

tion to Cephalonia by Tiberius Absimarus, and subsequently

to his banishment, by order of Justinian, to Cherson.

Hero Bardanes, taking the name of Philippicus, success-

fully incited the inhabitants to revolt against a prince who
had made them' the objects of one of his most vindictive

expeditions, and oh the assassination of Justinian in Asia

Minor he at once assumed the purple. Among his first

acts were the deposition of Cyrus, the orthodox patriarch

of Constantinople, in favour of John, a member of his own
sect, and the summoning of a " conciliabulum " of Eastern

bishops which abolished the canons of the sixth general

council, and restored to the diptychs the names of Sergius

and Honorius. Meanwhile Terbelis, king of the Bulgarians,

attacked Constantinople, burning some of its suburbs and
carrying oflf many prisoners and much booty, while shortly

afterwards the Saracens made similar inroads from the
Asiatic side. The short reign of Philippicus was brought
to a close through a conspiracy headed by two of his

generals, who caused him to be blinded in the hippodrome
in June 713. Of the remainder of his life nothing is

known. He was succeeded by his secretary, Artemius,
known as Anastasius II.

PHILIPPIKE ISLANDS (Span. Mas Filipinos), oi

Philippines, an archipelago in the south-east of Asia, ex-

tending from 4° 40' to 20' N. lat., and from 116° 40' to

126° 30' E. long. On the west and north-west it is sepa-

rated by the China Sea from China and the Indo-Chinese

peninsula ; towards the east lies the Pacific ; on the north

a number of smaller islands stretch out towards Formosa

;

and on the south, while, a double connexion with Borneo
is formed hy the lines of the Pala.wan and Balabac and the

Sulu Islands, the basin of the Celebes Sea, with a central

depth of from 1000 to 2600 fathoms, extends, for a distance

of 300 miles, between its southernmost island (Mindanao)

and Celebes. As the number of the Philippines is believed

to exceed 1400, and the larger islands are in several cases

only beginning to be properly explored, it is impossible to

give a definitive statement of their aggregate land -area.

A measurement on Domann's map (18S2) resulted in

114,356 square miles. Nor is it in regard to the area

alone that our knowledge is defective. Though for three

centuries the greater part of the territory has been nomi-

nally in Spanish possession, the interior of some of the

larger islands has never been surveyed ; several of tho

native tribes, especially in Mindanao, are altogether inde-

pendent ; the geology of Luzon, the best known of all the

archipelago, is to a large extent matter of conjecture ; and
the visit of a passing botanist or naturalist is enough to add
facts of primary importance to the register of flora and fauna.

AYhile none of the summits, with the exception perhaps of

Apo ^ in Mindanao, exceeds 9000 feet— the loftiest prol>-

ably being Halcon in Mindoro (8865 feet), Malindang in

Jlindanao (S6S5 feet), Mayon in Luzon (8275 feet), and
Malaspina in Negros (8190 feet)—all the islands may be

desci'ibed in general as mountainous and hilly. The prin-

cipal ranges have a tendency to run north and south, with

a certain amount of deflexion east or west, as the case

may be, so that the orographic diagram of the archipelago

as a whole would have a certain similarity to a fan with

northern Luzon as its centre of radiation. The geologist

finds his taek in the JPhilippines exceptionally difficult,

owing to so much of the surface being covered with a
dense vegetation, which often obliges him to be contented

with no better indication than the pebbles of the alluvium.

Nowhere, almost, are there cuttings or excavations to open

up the records of the rocks. It seems certain, from the

frequency not only of large tracts of coral reef along the

coasts but of raised beaches at a considerable 'distance

and elevation inland, containing shells similar to those

of the adjacent seas, that much of the archipelago has

been heaved from below the sea-level within compara-

tively recent times. As the neck of land between the

Bay of Sogod and the Bay of Ragay or Guinayangan and
that between this latter bay and the Bay 'of San Miguel

consist of alluvium, tuffs, and marls, with modern shells,

it appears probable that the southern parts of Luzon were

at no very distant date separate islands. According to

Drasche, southern and central Luzon comprises (1) a group

of chloritic slates and gneiss
; (2) diabases and gabbros

;

(3) Eocene limestones
; (4) volcanic minerals and tuffs

;

(5) recent formations with marine fossils— tuffs, limestones,

clays, and marine and fluvial alluviums. In his traveb

through the more northern parts of tho island the same
geologist verified the existence of (1) diorite, gneiss, proto-

genic and chloritic slates; (2) an extensive system of strati

fied conglomerates and sandstones ; (3) modern volcanic

rocks (quartzose trachyte, amphiboliferous and sanidinic

^ Accordiug to the Sp.mish hydrograpluc mnps, the height of tliH

mountain is 8813 feet ; but the barometer of Kaj.il .ind Montauo'a

expedition (which ascended to the top in ISSf) indicated 10,270 feet,

and that used by Scha^enberg and Koch in 1882 do less than 10,827

(see BuU. Soc. de Oiogr., Paris, 1881, p. 660).
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tracnyte, amphiboliferons andesite and dcleritc)
; (4) tufis

and tu'aceouB sandstones, with banks of limestone and

marl ; (5) banks cf coral and breccia of coraliferous lime-

stone, and recent volcanic products. The late origin of the

coralliferous limestone is shown by the corals belonging to

t^nera still existing in the Indian Ocean

—

Galaxea, Favia,

.Veandrina, PoriUs, and Asfracopora—and being specifically

similar, though not identical. A remarkable feature is the

stratification of the limestone.

Volcanic forces, as has been already implied, have had

a great share in shaping the archipelago, and a large

number of the mountains bear the stamp of their former

activity. But those that still have the credit of being

working volcanoes are comparatively few.

Jlonta Cagua (3910 feet), discovered by Clandio ITontero on tie

north-eastern promontory of Luzon, appears to discharge smoke con-

tinually, and the Babuyanes group (to the north of Luzon) contains

several orifices b^lonir-ng to the same centre of eruption,—a regular

volcano in Babuyau tliro, a solfatara in the Didica rocks, and a vol-

canic island th rown up in 1 S36. Of greater importance are the tliree

burning mountains of southern Luzon—Taal, Albay, and Bulusan.

Taal lies 45 miles ilmret due south of Manila. Being only 850 feet

high, it is remarkable as one of the lowest volcanoes in the world.

The present craters are situated in a small triangular island in the

middle of Lake Bombon or Bongbong. A tradition exists (and has

been accepted without question by manv writers) that this lake,

covering an area of 100 square miies, and having in the south and

east a depth of 109 fathoms, was forme*! in 1700 on occasion of a

terrible enapdon, Tvhich undermined the whole mass of a gigantic

mountain, SOOO or 9000 feet high ; and, whethe. (for this is extremely

doubtfal) the eveut took place within histciic times or not, the

vast deposits of porous tuff in all the surronndiu^country appear

to show that ^uch a volcano must have e:dsted. The water in the

lake is now sweet, but tiadition again asserts that it was at one

time salt, jKissibly through direct communication with the sea.

As tt is exposed to strong evaporation and discharges into the sea

by thi Pansipit without being recruited by any considerable afflaent,

it i* probably fed by subterranean sources. To the east of Lake
Bombon stands the extinct volcano of JIaquiling, at whose foot are

the I-
~

: :f Los Banos ; and about 15 miles farther east is

•Maj . ;\ of which the last eruption was in 1730. Away
in I;- - -: of Luzon there is quite a series of high volcanic

cones,—I»ir«^, Iriga, JIazaraga, and AUay or ilayon. The last, one
of the most active volcanoes in the arcuijwlago, is extremely regular

in form, rising gradually from a base about 50 miles in circuit. The
first partial ascent was made by Esteban Solis in 1592, and the first

complete ascent by Paton and Stewart, two young Scotchmen, in

1S5S. A terrible eruption on 1st Febraary 1814 partially destroyed
Camalig, Eudiao, Albay, Guinobatan, and Daraga, and proved fatal

to 12,000 persons, the matter thrown out forming vast deixtsits deep
enough in some places near the mountain to bury the loftiest trees,

A similar fate befell the same district during the eruptions that

occurred between 20th July and 24;h October 1867. On 31st October
1376 one of the terrible storms for which the Philipfdnes arc notori-

ous burst on the -mountain ; the ficwjs, pouring down the sides of

ilayon and sweeping along with them the loose volcanic debris,

brought destruction on Manilao, Camalig, Guinobatan, Ligao, Oas,
Polangin, Libon, and other places, filling up the roads, breaking
down the bridges, and completely ruining upwards of 6000 houses.

During ISil and 1332 the eruptive forces were again exceedingly
active. Still farther to the south, in the very extremity of Luzon,
stands the volcano of Bnlusan, which, after being for a long time
apparently extinct, began again to smoke in 1352. According to

Jagor {Keiscn, p. 66), it repeats in striking fashion the forms of
Vesuvius, having two peaks,—in the west a bell-shaped dome, the
eruption cone, and in the east a high ridge similar to ilonte Somma,
probably the remains of a great circular crater. As in Vc-sunus,
the present crater is in the centre of the extinct one. In the island

of Isegros, 150 miles south -south -west of Bulusan, there is the
volcano of Malaspina or Canlaon (8190 feet) ; the island of Fuego
probably takes its name from its volcanic phenomenon ; and about
90 miles farther to the south-east a new volcano burst out iu 1876
in the island of Camiguyi (not to be confounded, as it sometimes is,

\<dth Camiguin off the north coast of Liuon), near^the village of
Catarman. In the great island of Mindanao we have the three
volcanos of Macaturing ' (Sugut, PoUoc, or Cottabat<S), inland from
Illana Bay, and Apo and Sanguil (Sarangani or Butnlan), both in

the central cordillera and the latter almost at its southern terminus.
Though^ the last great eruption of Cottalato was in 1 S56, it is still

active at'intervals, and in 1S71 the town of the same name was

I
* It was supp.DS€il till quite recently that there were tv.-o mountains

in this district,—one being Macaturing, the other Sugut, PoUoc, or
Cottabat<i.

partially destroyed by earthquakes. Apo, according to Schaden-

berg ac'd Koch," has three summits, in the midst of which lies the

great crater, now extinct and filled with water. Considerable energy

& still displayed by the solfataras and boiling springs lower down.

It is difficult to say how these various volcanoes are

related to each other ; Jose Centeno suggests is-ith con-

siderable probability that they form two lines of activity,

an eastern comprising Isarog, Albay, Bulusan, Camiguin,

Apo, and Butulan, and a western Bugtiias (extinct), Arayat

(extinct), Taal, Canlaon, Macaturing. Three only of the

larger islands, it will be observ d, contain actual centres of

eruption, and some of the larger volcanoes appear to be in

the later stages of their activity,—Albay generally discharg-

ing an incoherent form of lava, whilst Taal and others dis-

charge nothing but ashes. Other phenomena usually associ-

ated with volcanic activity are common enough throughout

the archipelago : there is a great deposit of sulphvur in the

middle of the island of Leyte ; inflammable gas bursts out in

the south of Panay ; and there are hot springs at Buguias, at

Los Bancs or Maynit, already mentioned, at Pagsanghan,

at San Luis or Maynit in Batangas, in the Taysan Moun-

tains, at Tibi or Tivi, ic. At Los Baiios there was a regular

bathing establishment erected by the Franciscans in 1671 >

but it was burned down in 1727, and, though rebuilt by

public subscription in 1880, may be said to be in a chronic

state of decay. The Tibi springs, described in detail by
Jagor (Heiseii, pp. 11-1, 115), are remarkable for beautiful

cones produced by the deposit of siliceous material. The
water in some cases is hot enough to cook food. They
are situated on the east coast of Luzon on Lagonoy Bay.

Earthquakes.—Earthquakes are sufficiently frequent and

violent in the Philippines to affect the style adopted in

the erection of buildings ; in 1874, for instance, they were

very numerous throughout the archipelago, and in Manila

and the adjacent provinces shocks were felt daily for several

weeks. The most violent earthquakes on record in the

Philippines occurred in July 1880, when the destruction

of property was immense, both in the capital and in other

important towns of central Luzon.

Minerah.—Though hitherto little advantage has been
taken of its existence, there appears to be in several of the

islands a fair amount of mineral wealth. Two coal-nelcs

are knows to exist, one beginning in Caransan in the south

of Luzon, and probably extending southwards across the

Strait of San Bernardino to Catbalongan iu Samar, and
another occupying the western slopes of Cebu and the

eastern slopes of Negros, and thus probably passing imdsr

the Strait of Taiion. In the first basin there is a bii
from 10 to 20 feet thick cropping out at Gatbo, which hs3
given good results as a fuel for steamboats ; in the secoii

Centeno reports at least five beds of varying thickness art
quality. The first discovery of the mineral was made i.i

Cebu in 1827. Hitherto little success has attended tr.a

schemes of exploitation. Iron-ore of excellent purity occurs

in various parts of Luzon, in Laguna, Bulacan, Pampanga.
Camarines Norte, and notably in the Camachin Mountain-,

between the Bulaon and the Garlan ; but, with the excel •

tion of a few small foundries in Bulacaa province, there

are no iron-works in the country. In this department
there was actually more activity a century ago. Copper-
mines are worked at Maccayan, Suyuc, Bumucum, and
Agbao in the province of Lepanto, by the Cantabro-

Philippine Company, founded in 1862 ; and the heathen

natives of that regioi> (perhaps having learned the art

from Chinese or Japanese strangers) appear to have long

been accustomed to manufacture copper utensils for their

own use and for sale in the Christian settlements. The
ore at ,Mancayan contains upwards of 16 per cent, of

copper, 24 of stdphur, 5 of antimony, and 5 of arsenic.

For a short time after 1847 copoer-mines were worked
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at Assit in the island of Masbate ; and it is known that

copper ores exist in the proTuices of Tayabas and Camar-
ines Sur (Lu2on), Antique (Panay), and the island of

Capul. Gold is Tery generally distributed throughout the

archipelago, but mostly in insignificant quantities. From
the deposits in Camarines Xorte (in Paracale, Mambulao,
Labo), where it occurs in placers and in quartz and other

rocks, about 30 oz. per month are obtained. Much more
important are the gold-washings of Misamis and Surigao

in Mindanao, the former of which yield about 1 50 oz. per

month. Neither the mercury nor lead veins discovered at

diflferent times have proved of economic value.^

Climate.—As the north pait of Luzon is as far from
ffie south of the Sulu Islands as the north of England
from the south of Italy, and as the archipelago is divided

by the line of the ecliptic, the climate of one region differs

considerably from that of another, though the general

characteristics are everywhere tropicaL The northern

islands lie in the region of the typhoons. Three seasons

are usually recognized,—a cold, a hot, and a wet. The
first extends from November to February or March ; the

winds are northerly, and, though there is no need for fire,

woollen garments can be worn with comfort in the morn-
ings; the sky is for the most part clear and the atmo-
sphere bracing : and Europeans look forward to this period

as the most enjoyable of the year. The hot season lasts

from March to June, and the heat becomes very oppressive

before the beginning of the southerly monsoon. Thunder-
storms, often of terrific violence, are of frequent occurrence

in May and June. The wet season is usually ushered in

by the heavy rains locally known as "collas." During
July, August, September, and October the rain comes
down in torrents and large tracts of the lower country are

flooded. According to the observations of the Jesuits at

Manila during the eight years 1870 to 1877 the total rain-

fall (distributed over llS.days) amounted to 66'6 inches.

p -L J Jlean tempei-ature

I

""* tBainfall inches

Davao

Sulu

/ Mean temperature..

\ Rainfall inches
( Mean temperature

1^
Rainfall inches

Cold.

72°-32

8-65
75°-02

12-54
86° -90
16-53
81°-98

15-74

Hot

87° -26

10-47
86° -23

9-29

S8°-70
39-27
82° -97

33-85

Wet.

84° -56

36-01
75°-86

26-90

67°-ll
32-15
83° -03
35-43

Fauna.—The mammals of the Philippines are strikingly

few, especially when contrasted with those of such an island

as Java ; but their number may yet be slightly increased,

and nine-tenths of them are peculiar species. Since Ci/no-

piihecus niger was struck out of the list, the only monkey
known to science is Macacus cynomol</us (chongo of the

Tagals), found in all the islands ; but there are also pure

white monkeys (not albinos) in Mindanao, and specimens

are occasionally sold at Manila. The lemuroids are repre-

sented by the strange little Tarsius spectrum, the insecti-

vora proper by Galeopitkenis philippensis and a " tupaia,"

or squirrel-shrew. Of carnivora there are three species, two
civets and a wild cat, as well as the ordinary domestic

animal. The rodents comprise only a few squirrels, Sciunis

philippensis, ic, a porcupine, and two or three rats. Of
bats there are between twenty and thirty species. The
wild boar is regularly hunted in all the islands ; the natives

throughout the archipelago keep large numbers of black

* The be>t resume of geological facts in regard to the Philippiues is

J. Roth, " Ueher die geologische Beschaffenheit der Philippinen," pub-
ilshed as an appendix to Jagor's Reisen, but, like the other appendices,

left out in the untrustworthy English trauslatioix Drasche gives a

good deal of fresh material in FragmenU zi*.einer Gi&logie der Inset

Luz&n, reproduced in Botetin de ta Comisioii del MajM Geoiogico di

JEspaiia, voh viii., 1881. Perrey has collected information about the

Philippine earthquakes in M^m. dc CAcad. de Dijon. 1860, kc.

pigs; and the Babuyanes group take their name from babuy,
" a pig." Of deer there are three species, Cervus mariannuf,

C. pkilippensis, and C. Al/redi; and a chevrotain or mouse-
deer (Tragulus) is fotmd, more especially in Bataan. Tapa,

or sun-dried deer's flesh, is a favourite food with the

natives. The statement that the horse has become wild in

the interior of several islands is founded on a mistake. The
ordinary domestic variety, probably of Spanish, Chinese,

and Japanese origin, is " generally small, but well-shaped

and hardy, the largest and best breeds coming from Batan-

gas, Albay, and Camarines, the smallest and probably the

hardiest from Eocos " (D. M. Forbes). For all kinds of

field work the buffalo ("carabao") is employed; ordinary

cattle and goats are common enough, and some of the former

are of great excellence. As there is a Tagalog name for it,

it has been supposed that the elephant was at one time to

be met with in the Philippines ; and in the Sulu Islands

at least, it is said to have existed in the 17th century.

The birds of the Philippines proper show the isolated

character of the group by the absence of a large number of

ordinar)' Malayan forms, and at the same time there is a con-

siderable proportion of genera from Australia, India, and
China. Viscount Walden (Trans. 2ool. Soc., vol. ix., 1877)
found the known species numbered 219, and E . B. Sharpe,

by the assistance of Professor Steere's collections, brought

the total up to 287 species, of which lil were peculiar to

the Philippines. To these must be added several species

hitherto only found in the Sulu Islands. Palawan has a

strong Bomean element. It is enough here to mention a

number of peculiar woodpeckers, beautiful little parakeets

(Loricuius), a number of pigeons (including at least one

peculiar genus, Ph/ipitreron), cockatoos, mound-builders, and
a peculiar hombill, Petielopides, known from its note as

"calao" to the natives, who frequently tame it. The prin-

cipal game bird is the jungle-fowl (Galius hankiva).'

Alligators abound in some of the lakes and rivers ; and
turtles, tortoises, and various kinds of lizards are familiar

enough forms ; one of the last, the " chacon," is believed

by the natives to be a defence against earthquakes. The
beauty and variety of the butterflies and the destructiveness

of the termites are obtrusive features of the insect life

;

the land-shells are peculiar, ntimerous, and remarkable for

delicacy of form and colour. Some of the molluscs attain

gigantic dimensions ; the "taclobo " shell sometimes weighs

200 B), and is used for baptismal fonts. One of the most
valuable kinds of fish is the " dalag ' {Ophiocephfxlus vagus),

and one of the most peculiar the Hemiramphits livipara.

Flora.—The flora of the Philippines is essentially Malay
an, intermixed with a Chinese element, but with sufiicient

individuality to constitute a sub-region. According to

Llanos's edition of Manuel Blanco's Flora de Filipinos,^

4479 species are known belonging to 1223 genera and 155

orders. Among the dicotyledons the orders most abun-

dantly represented are : Leguminosa: (77 genera), Bubiacem

and Compositx (each 41), Euphorbiacex (32), Urticacex

(25), Acanthacex (28), Apocynaeesc (22), Asclepiadacese (20),

Sapindacex (20) ; and among the monocotyledons Orchid-

acex (SO), Palmx (28), Aracem (27), Graminacese (72). Of
ferns there are 50 genera. The forests contain more the::

200 kinds of wood thought worthy of trial in the arsenal

at Manila. Among them may be mentioned the teak-

like molave (Yiiex altissima and geniculata) ; the dongon

{Slerculia cymbi/onnis) ; the il^el (Eperua decandra), greatly

prized for its hardness ; the lauan or lawaan {Dipterocarpus

thuri/er), a light stringy wood, ofteii used iy the Malays for

their canoes ; the bolongaeta (Diospyros'plxsisanthera), em-

ployed for fine kinds of furniture.

' See Wallace, Gc^r. DUU of Animals, and Idand Life.

' First ed., Manila, 1837 ; second ed., 1845 ; Llanos's e<L, 4 voli,

1877-80 (suuioiary in vol. iL).
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Prodiicts.—Mangoes, plantains, mfingosteen, jack-fniit, medial^,

and iu <^neral most of the Malayan fruits are to l>e mot with
; the

lanzoa ^curs iu the north, and thtf durian iu the south, more

especially in the Sulu Islands. Rice is the staple food of the

natives, Wt, though it is extensively cultivated, the supply is uot

ahvav'S e*iual to tlie demand. Sweet potatoes (camote), a kind of

vam'(pala\van), the ground-nut, and gourds are luetty generally

^rown, as well as occasionally peas, potatoes, and in the higher

regions even wheat. The plants which are of piimary commei'cial

importance arc tobacco, Manila-hemp, sui^ar-cane, coflee, and cocoa.

Tobacco was maJe a Government monopoly by Captain General

Jose Basco y Vargas in 17SI, and remained so till 1st July 1SS2.

Though it was free to any one to grow the plant to any extent lie

pleased, the Government was the only purchaser, fixed its own
price, and, pajring its debts according to its own convenience, was

sometimes tnree or four years in arrear. ^ Besides, certain districts

were bound ro fumish a certain quantity of the leaf, and the pea-

sant was thus ofteu forced under severe penalties to devote himself

to the tobacco crop when be would have obtained better results

from something else. The best tobacco comes from the provinces

of IsabeU and Cagayan, and it is there that the cultivation is most
systematically carried on ; but the plant is also grown in other

provinces of Luzon (L^nion, Ilocos, Lcj^nto, kc.) as well as in the

Visayas Islands. The average production in the ten years 1872-81

was 214,400 quintals (each '101*43 English tb), of which 114,400

were from Isabela and Cagayan. About 25,000 quintals were sent

to Spain as tribute, and another portion was sold by public auction

for foreign export. For tobacco of tho first class from Cagayan

and Isabela the Government paid in recent years between 13 and
14 dollare per quintal, for the second class between 10 and 11, for

tli« third between 7 and 8, and for the fourth between 6 and 7.

Al^Ht 2S0 million cigars were manufact\ired annually in six fac-

tories employing 20,000 hands, 95 millions for foreign export and
the rest for home consumption. Of the foreign cigai-s 50 millions

went to Singnijore, Java, the Moluccas, and lndi;i, 30 millions to

China and Japan, 4 millions to Australia, and 11 millions to Europe.

Hitherto toljacco-planting has been carried on (with few exceptions)

only by i»eopl3 of small means ; but since the abolition of the

monopoly several companies have been started, and the whole con-

dition of the industry will probably soon be greatly modified.

Abac-i or Manila-hemp {q.v.) is best grown in the south-east of

Luzon, in Samar, Leyte, and Bohol. Its cultivation requires little

trouble, and the plantations, usually small, are each the property

of a native family. Hand-labour and a few simple machines of

native construction arc all tliat is required in the preparation of

I he fibre. The abaca districts are generally very poor. Cotfee was
introduced, probably from Brazil, in the latter part of the 18th
ceutnrj-, but the fii-st plantation on a large scale was formed only
in 1826. The cultivation is now pretty extensive. Philippine

coffee appcai-s iu the European markets as Manila or Zaniboanga
i-offee. The former, which comes from Batangas, Cavite, and
Laguna to the amount of 70,000 piculs {a Spanish picul = 140 lb)

per annum, is a small but well-flavoured berry ; the latter, prinri-

Itally grown in ^Mindanao and Sulu, which scud a good deal of tlicir

produce direct to Singapore, is in less repute, because, while the

berry is larger, less care is bestowed on the gathering and sorting.

France was at one time the only great purchaser of Philippine

;oHee, but about two-thii\ls of the crop now finds its way to Spain,

England, the Netherlands, and Austria. In general far too little

;are is given to the plantations. Sugar is extensively cultivated,

ind the export has increased from 1,399,434 piculs in 1871 to

3,382,664 in l&Sl. About a third of the whole is prodmed by
Parnpanga ; and Cavite, Laguna, Pangasinan, Bulucan, and 3ataan
jlso contribute. About 1,200,000 piculs are exported from Iloilo,

ft-hich collects from Pauay and JTegios, kc. The finest is probably

that from Capiz in Pauay, where, as in this southern district

generally, the violet-coloured cane is grown, ilost of the larger

plantarions (some exceeding 1000 acres) are monastic property, and
jre leased out to Chinese half-breeds, w!m are said to succeed better

than Europeans. The smaller are cultivated by the proprietors

with the assistance of their iamilies and relatives, and less frc-

-juenlly of bond or hired labourers. A tendency has shown itself

since 1370 to creato larger estates, and to import better machinery ;

but it will be some rime before the Philippine sugar-crop is gener-

ally treated according to scientific methods. The finest Manila
quality is sent to Spain, and the secondary qualities to England

;

^r the Iloilo sugai-s the United States are the principal destination.

Trarff,—Before the conquest there was considerable commercial
intercourse between the Philippines and China and Japan, but this,

which would naturally have developed enormously if the Spanish
trade between Manila and America (Navidad and Acapulco) had
been left free, was interrupted, and at times almost completely
stopped, by a series' of absurd restrictions, devised in the supposed
iuterest of the trade bet^veeu Spain and America. For a long period
only a single gallconj under Government supervision, was allowed
to nroceed yearly from Manila to Acapulco, the value of the cav^o
eacli way being bound not to exceed a certain sum. Direct trade

vriXh. Europe via the Cape was commenced in 1764 ; but, as if th(

exclusion of all except Spanish ships was not sufficient, a practica
monopoly of this field of enterprise was in 1785 bestowed on tht

Royal Company of the Philippines. AVith the close of the 18th
century a certain amount of liberty began to be conceded to foreigi:

vessels; the first English commercial house was established at

Manila in 1S09 ; and in 1834 the monopoly of the Royal Company
expired. Manila remained the only port for foreign trade till 1342,

when Cebu was also opened ; Zamboanga (Mindanao), Iloilo (Panay),
Sual (Luzon), Legazpi or Albay (Lvizon), and Tacloban (Leyte) are

now in the same category, but only Manila, Iloilo, and Cebu have
proved of real importance, as they are the only ports where foreign-

bound vessels have hitherto loaded. The following table shows
how rapidly the trade of the country has recently developed.

1S75
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Baler; Bcdafu* ^'49,999), Balanga ; ZamhaUs (94,551), Iba ; Pan-

(jasituin (293,291), Lingayen ; Union (113,370), S. Fernando

;

'jlocos Sur (201,049), Vigan ; Ilocos Norte (156,715), Laoag ;
Abra

(42,647), Bangued; Co^aya^i (72,697), Tuguegarao; Isabela{3S,Q}6),

Tumauini*; A'lteva Fucaya (16,107), Bayombong ; Kiieva Ecija

n23,771), San Isidro ; Laguiui (132,504), Santa Cruz; Cavite

(132,064), Cavite ; Batanga^ (275,075), Batangas ; Tayahas (53,663),

Tayabas ; Caviarincs NorU (30,661), Daet ; Camarincs Sur (156,400),

Niieva Caceres ; Alhay (257,533), Albay.

To the south-east of Luzon lie the Visayas—Samar, Leyte, Bobol,

'

Cebu, Negros, and Panay, witli various smaller islands.

Samar (area, 4367 square miles) is separated from the Albay penin-

sula by the Strait of San Bernardino, 10 miles across. From north-

west to south-east it is 120 miles long ; its greatest breadth is 60

miles. The provincial capital is Catbalongau on the west coast,

on a bay difficult of access. The island is watered by a number of

considerable streams—the Catubig, Loquilocum or Ulut, Suribao,

kc. At Nipa-Nipa on the south-west coast there is a remarkable

series of rock-caves in which the people were wont to deposit their

dead in coffins.^ The narrow but extremely beautiful Strait of

S. Juauico separates Samar from the island of Leyte. The lesser

islands of Buat, Parasan, &c,, are included in the province of

Samar (178,890 inhaMtants). Lcytc (2716 square miles) is 100 miles

long and 30 miles wide. The chief town and port, Tacloban, lies

at the eastern entrance of the Strait of S. Juauico. Sulphur for

the Manila powder-factor}^ is ol)tained from the solfatara at Monte
Mauacagan. According to Jagor, the east coast is rising and the

west is suffering from the encroachments of the sea at Ormoc to

the extent of fifty yards in six years. South-west of Leyte is Bohol
(area, 1496 squai-e miles) ; the chief town is Tagbilaran, at the

south-west corner. The province (226,546 ii!habitants) comprises

5iquijor and other islands. The important island'of Cc6u (2413
square miles; provincial population, 403,405) is 135 miles long

from north to south, but only 30 miles broad at the most. The
chief town, Cebu, is the capital of the Visayas gi'oup aud is next to

Hoilo in the matter of rommerce. It is only along the coast that

cultivation is easy, and r.one of the villages lie far inland. Parallel

with Cebu and separated from it by a strait 15 miles wide, is Kcgros

(4670 square miles; population, 204,669), with large sugar planta-

('ons, but only one large to^^^l, Jimamaylan, and no good ports.

,

Bacolod is the administrative centre. North-west of Negros lies

Panay (4633 square miles), whicli is divided into the three pro-

vinces of Antique (124,103), Iloilo (410,430), and Capiz (243,244),

in accordance with its physical conformation. Iloilo is the chief

town and the seat of the see of Jaro. Off the south-east coast of

Panay lies the island of Guimaras (215 square miles).

In a line with the peninsula of Taj-abas (Luzon) and the island

of Leyte is Burias (190 square miles), which forms a province by
itself (128 inhabitants), and Mashatc (1211 square miles) and Ticao

(121 square miles), which, comparatively sterile and tliinly peopled

(17,170), are united together. AVest of these islands is a considerable

cluster, I. de Tablas (327 square milesj, Sibuyan (159 square miles),

Roniblon, &c., constituting the province of Romhlon (28,154).

Miiidoro (3934 square miles), one of the largest of the PMlippines,

lies only 10 miles south' of Luzon, but its interior, peopled by about
o0,000 jManguianes, a race of doubtful affinity, is practically unex-
plored, and its eighteen " Spanish " villages are scattered along the

coast at great distances from each other and ^Wth no proper means
of communication. The principal settlement is Calapan, on the

north-east coast. Marinduque (348 square miles), included in the

province of Mindoro (53,128), is a flourishing island with 4S,0QO

iiiliabitants- exporting various staples. South-west of Mindoro are

llie Calamiajics {17, Oil inhabitants), ^ great cluster of very small

islands, the two largest being Busuanga (416 square miles) and
t'alamian ; and beyond these extends for 230 miles in a south-

westerly direction the island Palaicctii or Paragua (4576 square

miles), which nowhere exceeds a width of 30 miles and sometimes
narrows to 10. It is little visited, aud apart from Puerto Princesa,

th.e chief town (578 inhabitants), there are few Spanish posts.

T!ie SuluoxJoU Jrchipdago- {9i& square miles; about 100,000

inhabitants), annexed by Spain in 1878, consists of about 150

islands divided intc^fthe Balanguingui, Sulu, Tapul, Kecuapoussan,

Tawi-Tawi, Tagbabas, and Pani:rutarang groups. Many of the smaller

islands are uninhabited, but the larger are occupied by an indnstri-

c'us Jlohammedan population. Tliey formerly constituted, along

v.ith a portion of northern Borneo, an independent state with an
hereditary sultnn and a regular nobility of great political influence.

The highest hill in the principal island, Buat Timantano?, or Hill

of Tears, is so called because it is the last point visiole to tha
natives as they sail away from their native land. Sulu, the present

apital, lies on the north coast of the island of Sulu.^

1 For the antiquities discovered tliere> sec Z. fur Ethu^'l, Berlin, 18G9.
s Sre for full (icscription in Geographical Magazine, 1875, and Bol. delaSoc.

'^o. rfc Mnrlrid, 187S.
3 S*e th^elahorate accounts of Koner in Z. der Ges. fiir Erdk., Berlin, ISiJT,

j'p. 105. 142, and ofGarm in Bol de In Soc. Gto. de Madrid, ISSl, as well as the

21(1 rtport of UaJryuipIe in Orkntitl litfviilon/.

The whole chain of the Sulus is practically a continuation of the
south-western promontory of Mi'udanao or Maguindanao (37,256
square miles), the second largest island of the archipelago, contain-
ing the Spanish provinces of Surigao (56,246), Misamis (88»376),
Zamboanga (14,144),' Davao (1695), Cottabato (1282). Since about
1876 much light has been thrown on this interesting island* by the
Jesuit missionaries. It is remarkably mountainous, and appears to
be di\-ided by the Rangaya or Sugut Cordillera, which runs north-
west and south-east, and is continued throughout the great western
peninsula of Zamboanga, and, at the other extremity, bends south
to form the peninsula of Butulan. Between the Rangaya range and
that of the Tiruray lies the valley of the Bio Grande, a river navi-
gable as far as Matingcahuan (70 or 80 miles) and connected with
two great lakes, Lingauasan ano Buluan, which during the rainy
season merge, or nearly merge, inio one. On the north side of the
Rangaya range and connected with the sea by the river Iligan is the
great crater-lake of Lanao, which with its little group of secondai-y
crater-lakes probably gave rise to the name of the island, Maguin-
danao, " Land of Lakes. " Towards the east and sloping northwards
extend the valleys of the Cagayan, the Tagoloan, and the Agusan.
This last is the lai'gest river in the whole island. - Rising in the
Kinabuhan Mountains in the south-east, it pursues a very sinuous
course for more than 200 miles and falls into Butuan Bay ; in
the lower regions it is navigable for craft of considerable burden.
Mindanao is throughout well peopled, much of it being occupied
by independent Mohammedan sultanates.

Administration^ tC-c.— The Philippin'?s are subject to a governor-
general with supreme powers, assisted by (1) a "junta of authorities"

instituted in 1850, and consisting of the archbishop, the commander
of the forces, the admiral, the president of the supreme court, &c.

;

(2) a central junta of agi'iculture, industry, and commerce (dating

from 1866) ; and (3) a council of administration. In the provinces

and districts the chief power is in the hands of alcaldes mayores
and civico- military governors. The chief magistrate of a com-
mune is known as the gobernadorcillo or capitan ; the native who
is responsible for the collection of the trihute of a certaiu gi'oup

of families is the cabega de barangay. Every Indian between the

ages of 16 and 60 subject to Spain has to pay tribute to the amount
of $1"17—descendants of the fii-st Christians of Cebu, new con-

verts, gobernadorciUos, &c, being exempted. Chinese are subject

to special taxes ; and by a law of 1SS3 Europeans and Spanish
half-castes are required to pay a poll-tax of S2"50.

Ecclesiastically the Philippines comprise "the archbishopric oi

Manila and the suffragan bislioprics of Kueva- Caceres, Kueva-
Segovia, Cebu, and Santa Isabel de Jaro, which were all constituted

by the bull of Clement VIII., 14th August 1595, with the exception

of the last, whose separation from Cebu dates only from the bull of

Pius IX., 27th Jlay 1865. The Agustinos Calzados were established

in the Philippines in the year 1565, the first prelate being Andres
Urdaneta, and they have convents in ilanila, Cebu, and Guadalupe.
The Franciscans date from 1577, and have convents at Manila and
San Francisco del Monte; the Dominicans (1587) at Manila and
San Juan del !Monte ; the Recollects or Strict Franciscans (1606)

at Manila, Cavite, and Cebu. The Jesuits, restored in 1852, main-
tain the missions of Mindanao and Sulu ; and theyJiave charge in

ilanila of the municipal athenceum, the normal school for primary
teachers, and an excellent meteorological observatory. There are

also sisters of charity, and nuns of the royal monastery of Santa
Clara, founded in 1621.

Education.— A good deal has been done for the diffusion of
primaiy education among the natives (every pueblo is bound to

have a school), but the standard is not a high one. The press is

under strict civil and ecclesiastical control, and all discussion of
Spanish or general European politics is forbidden. Several daily

papers, however, are published at Manila El Diario de Manila
dating from 1848.

Population.—As far as is known, the original inhabitants of the
Philippines were the Aetas or Negiitos,^ so called from their dark
complexion. They still exist sporadically, though in limited,

numbers (perhaps 25,000), throughout most of the archipelago,

the Batancs, Babuyanes, Samar, Leyte, Bohol, and Sulu excepted.

Their headquarters are the northern part of Nueva Ecija, the

provinces of Principe, Isabela, and Cagayan. To their presence in

Isla de Negros the island owed its name. They are dwarfish (4

feet 8 inches being the average stature of tlX; full-grown man), thin

and spindle-legged, have a head like a Negro's, with flattish nose,

full lips, and thick frizzled black hair, and possess an extraordinary

prehensible power in their toes. They tattoo themselves, and wear
very little clothing. Cigars they often smoke with the burning
end between the teeth—^a practice occasionally observed among
the civilized Indians. They have no fixed abodes. Honey, game,

fish, ^rild fruits, palm-cabbages, and roots of arums, &c., constitute

their food ; they sell wax to Christians and Chinese in exchange
for betel and tobacco. The dog is their only domestic animal.

< See Montano in Bidl Soc. itc Grofjr., Paris 1?S2. and Elamentritt's mon>i-
grapli and map in Zti/a-ft. dcr Ga- /itr Erdl., Uer)in. liSI-
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The Negritos' seem to have been driven into the more inaccessible

]iai-ts by successive invasions of those Slalay tribes who in very
liffcrent stages of civilization and with considerable variety of

physical «ppearanca now form the particoloured but fairly homo-
f^neous population of the islands.

First among these rank the Tagals. They are by preference

inhabitants of the lowlands, and generally fix their pile-built dwell-

in»s near water. In Manila, Carite, Batangas, Bulacan, Morong,
Infanta, Tayabas, and Bataan they form the bulk of the population,

and they also appear in Zambales, Principe, Isabela, Nueva Ecija,

iMindoro, Marinduque, Polillo, ic. Their language (Tagalog) especi-

nlly lias made extensive encroachments on the other Philippine
longnes since the conquest. The Tagal is physically well developed,
has a round head, high cheek bones, rtattish nose, low brow, thickish
lips, and large dark eyes. The lines from the nose to the mouth
are usually strongly marked. The power of smell is of extraordinary
acuteness. A pair of trousers and a shirt worn outside constitute
the dress of the men ; that of the women differs by the substitution
of the saya or gown for the trousers. Agriculture, and especially

the cultivation of rice, is the Tagal's staple means of living ; they
are also gieat fishers and keep swine, cattle, and vast numbers of
(Incks and fowls. Externally they are mostly Roman Catholics

;

but abundant traces of tlieir old superstitions may still be observed.
Cock-fighting and theatrical entertainments are in great favourwith
the Tagals ; they have quite a passion for playing on musical in-

struments, and learn to execute European pieces with great success.

Before the arrival of the Spaniai-ds they had an alphabet of their
own (see Stanley's translation of Morga), and they still possess a
body of lyrical poctrj- and native melodies. On the death of an
adult a feast is sometimes held among the better families, but' the
funeral itself is conducted after the ordinary Roman Catholic fashion.

The Visayas inhabit all the islands to the south of Luzon, lias-
bate, Burias, Ticao, and Jlindoro, and to tlie north of Borneo, Sulu,
.ind Mindanao. In the 15th and 16th centuries they were called
"Pintados" (i.e., painted people) by the Spaniards. Though they
liad attained a considerable degree of civilization before the con-
quest, they readily accepted Christianity and assisted in the subju-
Ratiou of the Tagals. The mountains in the interior of some of the
Visaya Islands are occupied by savage Visay.is, generally styled
Infieles, Jlontesinos, or Cimarrones. 'The Calamianes, who inhabit
the islands of that name, and the Caragus, who inhabit the east
toast of Mindan.ao from Cape Surigao to Cape St Augustin, are
usually classed with the A'isayas.

The IgoiTotcs or Igolotes proper {for the name is by many writers
»ery loosely applied to all the pagan mountain tribes of Luzon)
inhabit the districts of Bangued, Lepanto, Tiagan, Boutoc. From
their cranial characteristics they seem to be distinct from the
Tagals and other " Malay " tribes, and they are said to show traces
of Chinese and even Japanese intermixture. Dirty and savage-like
in person, they are none the less industrious agriculturists—laying
out €heir fields on artificial terraces on the mountain sides, and
constructing irrigation canals with remarkable skill ; and they
also excel as miners and workers in metal. In the matter of sexual
morality they form a striking contrast to the licentious JIalays

;

they are monogamists, allow no divorce, and inflict severe punish-
ment for infidelity. Though an attempt to subdue the Igorrotes was
inade as cariy as 1660, it was not till 1829 that Spanish supremacy
was acknowledged.

For details in regard to the other tribes of the Philippines—the
Ilocanes, Pampangos, Pangasinanes, Ibanags or Cagayans, Tingu-
ianes (Itanegas or Tingues), Apayaos, Catalanganes, 'Vicols, ic°—
the reader is referred to Professor Ferd. Blumentritt's monograph,
rcsuch ciiicr Elhnogmjihic dcr Philippi-iien, Gotlia, 18S2. Ko fewer
th.an thii-ty languages are officially recognized. In 1865 it was
estimated that ^ isaya was spoken by upwards of 2,000,000 persons,
Tagalog by 1,300,000, Cebuano by 386,000, ic.

Chinese immigrants, in spite of massacres and administrative
restrictions, forma powerful element in the Philippines;. in JIanila
alone they numbered 30,000 in 1880, and there is hardly a pueblo of
any size in which one or more of them is not to be found. The petty
trade and b.inking are nearly all in their hands. Chinese mestizos
or half-breeds (Mestizos dc Sanglay, or Mestizos Chinos) are numer-
ous enough to form separate communities ; in 1867 they were said
to be 211,000 strong. The European element has never been
iiumericallj- important—some 8000 or 9000 at the most ; but there
has grown up a considerable body of European mestizos. Ti-aces
of Indian sepoys are sHIl seen lin the neighbourhood of Manila,
where sepoy regiments were quartered for about eighteen months
after the conquest of Manila by the English. Owing partly to
riulip II. 's prohibition of slavery the jS'egro is conspicuous by his
absence.

There are no accurate statistics of the whole population of the
Philippines : and even the number of tlie Spanish subjects was up
till 1877 only estimated according to tlie number of those wlio paid
tnbute. Diaz Arenas in 1S33 stated the total at 3,153,290, the

' See Meyer, in X. f. Ellin., vols, v., vi., viL

18—27

ecclesiastical census of 1S76 at 6,173,632, and the civil census ot
1877 at 5,561,232; Moya y Jimenez, founding on certain calcula-
tions by Del Pan, and admitting an annual increase of 2 per cent.,
brings the number up to 10,426,000 in 1882.
i/wtory.—The Philippine, or, as he called them, the St .Lazarus

Islands were discovered by Magellan on 12th March 1521, the first
place at which he touched being Jomonjol, now Malhou, an islet in
the Strait of Suiigao between Samar and Dinagat. By 27th April he
had lost his life on the island of Mactan off the coa.st of Cebu. The
surrender of the Moluccas by Charles Y. in 1529 tended to lessen
the interest of the Spaniards in the Islas de Poniente, as they
generally called their uew discovery, and the Portuguese were too
busy in the southern parts of the Indian Archipelago to trouble
about the Islas de Oriente, as they preferred to call them. A'illalo-
bos, who sailed from Navidad in Mexico with five ships and 370
men in February 1543, accomplished little (though it was he who
suggested the present name of the archipelago by calling Samar
Filipina) ; but in 1565 Legazpi founded the Spanish settlement of
San Miguel at the town of Cebu, which afterwards became the
Villa de Santisimo Nombro de Jesus, and in 1571 determined in
large measure the future lines of conquest by fixing the capital at
Manila. It is in a letter of Legazpi's in 1567 that the name Islas
Filipinas appears for the first time. The subjugation of the islands,
thanks to the exertions of the Roman Catholic missionaries and to
the large powers which were placed in their hands by Philip, was
effected, not of course without fighting and bloodshed, but without
those appalling massacres and depopulations which characterized
the conquest of South America. Contests with frontier rebellious
tribes, attacks by pirates and reprisals on the part of the Spaniards,
combine with volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, and tornadoes to
break the comparative monotony of the subsequent history. Manila
was captured by the English under Draper and Cornish iu 1762,
and ransomed for £1,000,000; but it was restored in 1764.

Professor Blumentritt published a BihliogTaphie dcr FhUippinen in 1SS2 ;minor lists of authorities will be found in liis FfrsiicA fi/ier Lthnographie. iu
Moya y Jimenez. &c It is enough to mention Jlorga, Svcesos de las Islas Uli-
pinas, Mexico, 1609 (English translation by Henrv E. J. Stanlev. Hakluyt
Hoc, ISeS); Chirino, ReltKioii de las I. F., Rome, l'u04 ; Combez, 'Hist, de los
Islaj d« Mindanao, Jolo, i^c., Madrid, 1667 : Agustin, ConqnUtas de las I. F.,
Madrid, 1698; Juan de la Concepeion, Hist, gcncrnl de Fhilipivas, Sanipaloc,
17S8 ; Zuftiga, Hisl. de Philipinas, Sampaloc, 1803 (English partial translation
by John Maver, 1814); Comyn, Estado de las I. F. en ISIO, JIadrid, lS20(new
edition, 1877) ; Mas, In/orme sobre el Esimh de las J. F. en iS4f, Madrid, 1843
"Mallat, Les Philippitus, Paris, 1846; Diaz Arenas, Memorias hist, y eslad.,
Manila, 1S50; Buzeta and Bravo, Diccionario eslad., Ac, de las I. F., Madrid!
1850 ; La Gironniere, Viv.Qi ai\s aiix Philippines, 1S53 ; Semper, THe Philippinei'i
u. ihre Beuohner, Wilrzburg, 1S69 ; Ferrando, Hisl. de los PP. Dominimnos ti.
las 1. F., &c., Madrid, 1870; Jagor, Reisen in den Philippitien, Berlin, 1873;
i^cheidnagel, Las Colonias Espauolas de Asia, Madrid, 18S0; Cai^amaque Las
Islas Filipinas. Madrid, 1S80 ; Cavada, Gijia de Filipinos, 1861 ; Fi-ancisco
Javier de Moya y Jimenez, Las I. F. iii ISSS, Madrid, 1883. . (H. A. W.)

PHILIPPOPOLIS, FiLippoPEL, and (Turkish) Felibe,
a city of Thracia, previous to 1878 the chief town of a
sanjak in the Turkish vilayet of Adrianople, andnowthe
capital of the independent province of Eastern Roumelia
and the chief town of one of the six departments, lies 112
miles west-north-west of Adrianople by rail and thus 309
miles from Constantinople, mainly on the right bank of the
Maritza (the ancient Hebrus). The railway runs farther
up the_ river to Sarambey and Simcina, but has.no direct
connexion with the other railway systems of Europe. High-
•ivays, however, from Bulgaria, Servia, and Macedonia meet
at Philippopolis, which, besides being the centre of an ex-
tensive trade, carries on considerable manufactures of silk,

cotton, and leather. The city is built partly on a striking
group of granite eminences (whence the old Roman name,
Triraontium) and partly on the low grounds along the
river, which in the outskirts are occupied by rice-fleld&

On the left side of the river and connected with the city

by a long bridge is the suburb of Karshiaka. The popula-
tion, estimated at 24,000 to 28,000, consists of Bulgarians,
and, in smaller proportions, of Greeks, Turks, Armenians,
Jews, and Gipsies. A Greek archbishop has liis see in

the city, and among the public buildings are a number of
Greek churches and a Greek lyceum (1868).

Eumolpia, a Thracian to«-n, was captured by Philip of Jlacedori
and made one of his frontier posts ; and, though the soldiers seem
to have given it the title of " Poneropolis," or City of Hardsliins,
and it was not long afterwards recovered by the Thracians, tlio

name of Philip's City has stuck to it ever since. Under the
Romans Philippopolis or Trimontium became the capital of Thracia;
and, even after its destruction by the Goths, when 100,000 persons
are said to have been slain, it continued to be a flourishing city till

it w.as again laid in ruins by Joannes Roniaioctonus, the BulgitHan
king. It passed under Turkish rule iu 1360; in 1818" it was

XVIII. — 5
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destroyed by an earthquake ; and in 1S46 it suffered from a severe

conflagration. During the war of 1S77-78 the city was occupied

by the Russians.

PHILIPPSBUKG, a small town of the grand-duchy of

Baden, situated on a sluggish arm of the Rhine, 15 miles

to the north of Carlsruhe, was formerly an important

fortress of the German empire, and played a somewhat

conspicuous part in the wars of the 17th century. It

originally belonged to the ecclesiastical principality of

Spires, and was named Udenheim, but in 1 6 1 8 it was forti-

fied and re-christened by Bishop Philip von Sotern. At

the peace of Westphalia (1648) the French remained in

military possession of Philippsburg, but in 1679 it was

restored to Germany, and though again captured by the

French in 1688 it was once more restored in 1697. In

1734 the dilapidated fortress fell an easy prey to the

French under Marshal Berwick, who, however, lost his

life beneath its walls, and in 1800 the works were razed.

The town was assigned to Baden in 1803. The population

in 1880 was 2549.

PHILIPS, Ambrose (1671-1749), English man of letters,

was bom of a good Leicester family in 1671. While at

St John's College, Cambridge, he gave evidence of Literary

taste and skill, in verses forming part of a memorial

tribute from the vmiversity on the death of Queen Mary.

Going to London on the completion of his studies. Philips

speedily became " one of the wits at Button's." and thereby

a friend of .Steele and Addison. He began to wTite for

Tonson, working at such heterogeneous subjects as trans-

lated " Persian Tales " and a summary of Haeket's Life of

Archbishop Williams. The first product really character-

istic of the author, after his settlement in London, is the

series of Pastorals which opened the sixth volume of

Tonson's Miscellanies (1709). Pope's Pastorals, curiously

enough, closed the same volvune, and the emphatic pre-

ference expressed in the Guardian, in 1713, for PhUips's

pastoral style over all other successors to Spenser gave rise

to Pope's trenchant ironical paper in No. 40 of the same

periodical The breach between these two wits speedily

.widened, and Philips was at length concerned in the great

quarrel between Pope and Addison. He had come to be a

'man of some note both for Uterary work and political acti-

vity. The Spectator had loaded with praises the drama of

The Distress d Mother, which Philips adapted from Racine's

Atidromaque and brought upon the stage in 1712, and he

was thus a recognized member of Addison's following.

There is some doubt as to the particular part he played in

the notorious contest of the two chiefs, but, whether he

threatened to beat Pope or not (with the rod which he is

said to have hung up at Button's for that purpose), there is

.ample evidence to show that both Pope and his friends

iad a bitter feeling towards him. Xot only is he honoured

ivith two separate lines in the Dunciad, but he figures

for illustrative purposes in Mariinus Scriblervs, and he

receives considerable attention in the letters of both Pope

and Swift. The latter found occasion for special allusion

to Philips during Philips's stay in Ireland, whither he had

gone as secretary to Archbishop Boulter. He had done

f'ood work in the Freethinker (1711) along with Boulter,

whosa services to the Government in that paper gained

him preferment from his position as clergyman in South-

wark, first, to ((he bishopric of Bristol and then to the

primacy of Ireland. Up to this time Philips had shown

disinterested zeal in the Hanoverian cause, though he had

received no greater reward than the positions of justice

of peace and commissioner of the lottery (1717). He
had also written some of his best epistles, while in 1722

he ptiblished two more dramatic works

—

The Briton and

Humphry, DuJce of Gloucester—neither of which has. had

the_fortune, like their predecessor, to be immortalized by

romantic criticism. It was, no doubt, a grateful change

for Philips to go to Ireland under the patronage of Arch-

bishop Boulter, and to represent, through the same in-

fluence, the county of Armagh in the Irish Parliament,

while his sense of his own political worth must have been

flattered when he became secretary to the lord chancellor

in 1726, and in 1733 judge of the prerogative court.

After the archbishop's death he by and by returned to

London, and dedicated a collected edition of his works to

the duke of Newcastle. He died in l749.

While it can hardly be said that Philips's Pastorals show poetic

quality of a high order, they must be commended—and perhaps

the thircf in particular—fca- ease and fluency and rhetorical vigour.

In these features they are not surpassed by the pastorals in The

Shepherd's IFecJ:, which Gay wrote, at Pope's instigation, as a

burlesque on Philips's work ; but the grasp of rustic simplicity

and the exquisite play of fancy possessed by Gay are manifest

advantages in his performance. 'The six epistles evince dexterous

management of the heroic couplet, an energetic directness of pur-

pose, and (particularly the "winter piece" addressed to the earl

of Dorset) a noticeable appreciation of natural beauty. Similar

felicitous diction and sympathetic observation, together with a

determined bias towards weakness of sentiment, are characteristic

of the poet's odes, some of which—addressed to children—gave

occasion for various shafts from both Swift and Pope, as wcU as for

the nickname of " Xambv-Pamby," coined by Henry Carey as a

descriptive epithet for Philips. The epigrams, and the translations

from Pindar, Anacreon, and Sappho, need merely be named as

corapletiog the list of the author's works
See Johnson's Lires 0/ Ihc Poets ; Spence's A necdotet ; the Spectator ; the

Works (especially the correspontlence) of Pope and Swift ; Stephen's Pope and
Courthope's Addison, in English Men 0/ Letters.

PHILIPS, John (1676-1708), English man of letters,

S0.1 of Dr Stephen Philips, archdeacon of Salop, was born

at Bampton in Oxfordshire in 1676: After receiving

private education at home, he went to Winchester School,

and in due course became a student of Christ Church,

Oxford. At school he showed special aptitude for exact

scholarship, and at the university, under Dean Aldrich,

he became one of the most remarkable men of his time.

He was an ardent and successful student of the ancient

classics, and took special pleasure in making himself

thoroughly familiar with Virgil. At the same time he

was diligent in his scientific pursuits preparatory to the

medical profession he intended to follow, and, although

the botany and. other branches he made himself familiar

with were never actually turned to account in the business

of life, his acquired knowledge gave htm material for

literary purposes. But, over and above these studies,

Philips was a careful and critical reader of the English

poets that.fell in with his tastes, and devoted much time

to Chaucer, Spenser, and Milton. When he began to

write, the influence of the two former told to some extent

on his diction, and he was so enamoured of the strenuous

movement and the resonant harmonies of Milton's blank

verse that he adapted the form of all his original English

writings to that supreme modeL Were it for nothing

else, John Philips will be remembered as the first to have

a genuine literary appreciation of Milton. He was well

known in his college for scholarship, taste, and literary

resource long before publishing any .of his writings, but

the appearance of The Splendid Shilling, about the year

1703, at once brought hirn under the favourable notice of

critics and readers of poetry. The Tatler (No. 250) hailed

the poet as the writer of " the best burlesque poem in the

British language," nor will the modern reader care to

detract much from this verdict, even granting that the

model and the imitation, mutually constituting a great

revelation to the literary dictators of the period, would

cause them considerable surprise. Philips in this poem
showed the dexterous ease that comes of long study and

perfect familiarity, combined with fertility of resource and

humorous ingenuity of application. One important result

of the work was the interested notice of the earl of Oxford

and Lord Bolingbroke. The poet went to London, -and
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was asked to celebrate tEa'victory of Blenheim, which he

did in his favourite manner, but without conspicuous suc-

cess. The Blenheim^ published in 1705, lacks, of course,

the element of burlesque, and it is difficult to resist the

impression that the poet must have felt himself restrained

and hampered by the stern necessity of being seriously

sublime. A year later (1706) Philips published, in two

books, his didactic poem entitled Cyder, which is his most

ambitious work and is written in imitation of Virgil's

Georgics. While there is no denying the poet's admirable

familiarity with his original, or his skilful employment of

the Miltonic blank verse, or the sustained energy and
grace of some of the episodes in the second part, or even

his intimate knowledge of the minute details connected

with the management of fruit, it cannot be said that the

work is a notable contribution to English poetry. It is

streaked \\-ith genius, but, like the Latin Ode to St John
(and, for that matter, the author's other works as well),

it is little more than the expression of a poetical scholar

feeling his way outwards into life. Philips never got

beyond the enjoyment of his pipe and his study, both of

which figure prominently in all his poems. He was medi-

tating a still further work on the Last Day, when he was

cnt off by consumption, in 1708, at the early age of thirty-

two. His friend Edmund Smith, himself a distinguished

scholar and poet, wrote an elegj' on the occasion, which

Johnson says "justice must place among the best elegies

which our language can show." Philips was buried at

Hereford, and a monument to his memory, with an in-

scription from the pen of Atterbury, was erected between
those of Chaucer and Drayton in Westminster Abbey.

See Johnson's Zt'iwj of the Pods, including Smith's Prefatory Pis-

Couru : Sewell's Life of Mr John Philips ; the Tathr, &c
PHILIPPUS, M. Julius, Roman emperor from 244 to

249 A.D., often called "Philip the Arab," was a native of

Bcstra or the Trachonitis, who, exchanging the predatory

life of the Arabs who hung on the desert borders of the

empire for Roman military service, rose to be prcetorian pre-

fect in the Persian campaign of Gordian IIL, and, inspiring

the soldiers to mutiny and to slay the young emperor, was
raised by them to the purple (244). Of his reign little is

known except that he celebrated the secular games-with
great pomp in 248. A rebellion broke out among the

legions of Mcesia, and Decius, who was seflt to quell it, was
forced by the troops to put himself at their head. Philip

was defeated near Verona and perished in or after the

battle, leaving a very evQ reputation. Eusebius knows
a current opinion that Philip was a Christian ; Jerome
and later writers state this as a fact. But at best his

Christianity must have been merely nominal and had no
effect on his life or reign. With Philip perished his son

and colleague, then a boy of twelve, who is known as

Philippus IL

PHILISTINES (a-m^a), the name of a people which,

in the latter part of the age of the Judges and up to the

time of David, disputed the sovereignty of Canaan with
the Israelites (see Israel, vol. xiii. p. 402 sq.). The
Philistine country (ntJ'pB Patestina ; the authorized version

still uses the word in this its original sense as equivalent

to Philistia) embraced the rich lowlands on the Mediter-
ranean coast (the Shephelah) from somewhere near Joppa
to the Egyptian desert south of Gaza, and was divided
between five chief cities, Ashdod or AzoTUS (q.v.), Gaza
(j.f.), and Askelon (Ashkelon, Ascalon, q.v.) on or near
the coast, and Gath (q.v.) and Ekron (q.v.) inland. , The
five cities, of all of which except Gath the sites are known,^
formed a confederation under five " lords " (Seranim).^

* Their modem names are Azdiid. Gh&zza, 'Askaldn, 'Akir.
* The word seren, pi. aerinlm, means an aile, and seems to be ap-

plied metaphorically like the Arabic ^oti.

Asndod was probably the foremost city of the confedera-
tion in the time of Philistine supremacy ; for it heads the
list in 1 Sam. vi. 17, and it was to the temple of Dagon
in Ashdod that the ark was brought after the battle of

Aphek or Ebenezer (1 Sam. v. 1). Hebrew tradition

recognizes the Philistines as immigrants into Canaan with-
in historical times, like the Israelites and the Aramjeans
(Amos Lx. 7), but unlike the Canaanites. They came,
according to Amos, from Caphtor (comp. Jer. xlvii. 4), and
Deut. ii. 23 relates that the Caphtorim from Caphtor dis-

placed an earlier race, the 'Awfm, who were not city-

dwellers like the Canaanites, but lived in scattered villages.

The very name of Philistines probably conies from a
Semitic root meaning " to wander "

; the Septuagint calls

them 'A AAo'i^i'Xoi, " aliens." The date of their immigration
cannot be determined with certainty,^ We are scarcely en-

titled to take Gen. xxi., xxvi., as proving that the inhabit-

ants of Gerar in patriarchal times were identical with the
later Philistines, and the other references in the Penta-
teuch and Joshua are equally inconclusive. The first real

sign of the presence of the Philistines is when the Danites,
who in the time of Deborah were seated on the sea-coai-t

(Judges V. 17), were compelled—obviously by the pressure
of a new enemy—to seek another home far north at th'd

base of Mount Hermon (Judges xviii.). This marks the

commencement of the period of Philistine aggression, when
the foreigners penetrated into the heart of the Israelite

country, broke up the old hegemony of EiJiraim at tlie

battle of Ebenezer, and again at tho battle of Mount
Gilboa destroyed the first attempt at a kingdom of all

Israel. The highest power of the Philistines was after

the death of Saul, v/hen David, who still held Ziklag,

and so was still the vassal of Gath, reigned in Hebron,
and the house of Saul was driven across the Jordan.
But these successes were mainly due to want of union
and discipline in Israel, and when David had united
the tribes under a new sceptre the Philistines were soon
humbled. After the division of the kingdom the house of

Ephraim appears to have laid claim to the suzerainty over
Philistia, for we twice read of a siege of the border fortress

of Gibbethon by the northern Israelites (1 Kings xv. 27,

xvi. 15); but the Philistines, though now put on the defen-

sive, were able to maintain their independence. Philistia

was never part of the land of Israel (2 Kings i. 3, viii. 2
;

Amos vi. 2), and its relations with the Hebrews were
embittered by the slave trade, for which the merchants of

Gaza carried on forays among the Israelite villages (Amos
i. 6). On the other hand, the trading relations between
Gaza and Edom (Amos, vt svp.) probably imply that in

the 8th century Judah, which lay between the two, was
open to Philistine commerce (comp. Isa. ii. 6) ; Judah
under Uzziah had reopened the Red Sea trade, of which
the Philistine ports were the natural outlet.* Soon, how-
ever, all the Palestinian states fell under the great empire
of Assyria, and Tiglath-Pileser, in 734 B.C., subdued the

Philistines as- far as Gaza. But the spirit of the race was
not easily broken ; they were constantly engaged in

intrigues with Egypt, and had a share in every conspiracy

and revolt against the great king. Of two of thesje

revolts, first against Sargon in 711, and afterwards

against Sennacherib on Sargon's death (705), a memorial
is preserved in Isa. xx., xiv. 29 sq. In the latter revolt

Hezekiah of Judah was also engaged ; it was to him that

* For some Egyptian evidence, see Phcenicia,
* The Chronicler, who represents the relations of Judah and Philistia

as generally unfriendly, makes Uzziah subdue the latter country as

well as Edom, assuming perhaps that he was the fulfiUer of the pro-

phecy in Amos i., in which, however, it is the Assyrians who are really

pointed to as the ministers of divine justice. The old history haa no
trace of pretensions of Judah to sovereignty in Philistia till the time
otJHezekiah. ^ Coipp. WeUhausen, Prole^omtna^. 217.
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Padi, kinglet of Ekron and a partisan of' Assyria, was
delivered for custody by the rebels. In 701 Sennacherib

marched westward and reduced the rebel cities of Ascalon

and Ekton ; kinglets faithful to his cause were established

in both places, and the territories of these Philistine

princes and of those of Gaza and Ashdod were enlarged

at the cost of Judah. The Philistine war of Hezekiah
spoken of in 2 Kin^ xriii. 8 was probably undertaken to

regain the lost territory after the disaster of Sennacherib's

army. Under Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal the inscrip-

tions still speak of the cities of Philistia as governed by
kinglets tributary to Assyria ; and, as the power of Nineveh
declined and the monarchs of Egypt began to form plans

of aggrandizement in Syria, the Philistine fortresses were

the first that opposed their advance. According to

Herodotus (ii. 157) Psammetichus besieged Ashdod for

twenty-nine years, from which we may at least conclude

that the Shephelah was the scene of a protracted conflict

between the two great powers. The prophecy of Zeph-

aniah ii. 4 sq. has by some been held to point to these

events; but most recent writers prefer to connect it with the

invasion of the Scythians, who in the reign of Psammetichus
ravaged the Phcenician coast and plundered the famous
temple of Aphrodite Urania (.Astarte) at Ascalon (Herod.,

i. 105). The next king of Egypt, Necho, also made war
in the Philistine country and smote Gaza (Jer. xlvii.), an
event recorded also by Herodotus, who gives to Gaza
(Ghazzat, Assyrian Khaziti) the name of Cadytis (Herod.,

ii. 159, comp. iii. 5).^ Amidst all these calamities Philistia,

like the other countries of Syria in the Assyrio-Babylonian

period, must have lost great part of its old individuality.

The Philistine towns continued to be important, and Gaza

in particular became a great seat of international commerce
—Herodotus estimates Cadytis as being almost as large as

Sardis—but we can hardly speak further of a Philistine

people. After the captivity Nehemiah speaks not of Philis-

tines but of Ashdodites (iv. 7), speaking an "Ashdodite"
dialect (xiii. 24), just as Strabo regards the Jews, the

Idumeans, the Gazans, and the Ashdodites as four cognate

jieoples having the common characteristic of combining

agriculture Tvith commerce. In southern Philistia at least

the population was modified by Arabian immigration. In

the time of Cambyses the Arabs touched the sea immedi-

ately south of Gaza (Herod., iii. 5), and this perhaps had
something to do with the fact that Gaza was the only

Syrian city that resisted Cyrus, just as the Persian and
Arab garrison of Gaza offered to Alexander the only re-

sistance that he found on his march from Tyre to Egypt.

We have stUl to consider the much-vexed question of

the origin of the Philistines. That they were a Semitic

or at least a thoroughly Semitized people can now hardly

be made matter of dispute. The short list of proper names
derived from the Bible has been considerably enlarged from

the Assyrian monuments, and suffices to prove that before

as after the captiWty their language was only dialectically

different from that of the Israelites. The religion too was

Semitic, and of that older t3rpe when the gods were not

yet reduced to mere astral powers, but had individual types

and special relations to certain animals. Thus Ekron had
its local "Fly-Baal" (Baal-Zebub, 2 Kings i. 2 sq.), the

fame of whose oracle in the 9th century B.C. extended as

far as Samaria. The more famous Dagon, who had temples

at Ashdod (1 Sam. v. ; 1 Mac. x. 83) and Gaza (Judges

xvi. 21 tq.), seems to have been more than a mere local

deity ; there was a place called Beth-Dagon in Judcea (Josh.

XV. 41) and another on the borders of Asher (Josh. xix.

27). The name Dagon seems to come from jn, " fish," and

* The reference to Xecbo and Gaza is not in the Septuagint of Jer.

xlvii. 1, and it would be more natur&l to think of Cbaldaea as the

enem; from the Dortb whom Jeremiah describes.

that his idol was half-man half-fish is pretty clear from
1 Sam. V. 4, where, however, the text is hardly sound, and
we ought probably to read, omitting one of two consecutive

nuns, " only his fish-part was left to him."
There are two other views about Dagon. (1 ) Philo Byblius (Miiller,

Fr. Mist. Grssc., iii. 567 sq.) makes Dagon the inventor of corn and
tbe plough, whence he was called Zei/s 'ApArptoj. This implies an
etymology of a very improbable kind from the Hebrew and Phoe-
nician JJl, " corn." But it is probable that, at least in later timcs^
Dagon had in place of, or in addition to, his old character that of
the god who presided over agi'iculture ; for in the last days of
paganism, as we learn from Marcus Diaconus in the Life of Porphyrif

of Gaza (§ 19), the great god of Gaza, now known as ^larua (our
Lord), was regarded as the god of rains and invoked against famine.
That Mama was lineally descended from Dagon is probable In every
way, and it is therefore interesting to note that he gave oracles, that
he had a circular temple, where ne was sometimes worshipped by
human sacrifices, that there were wells in the sacred circuit, and
that there was also a place of adoration to hira situated, in old
Semitic fashion, outside the town. Certain *' marmora " in the
temple, which might not be approached, especially by women, may
perhaps be connected with the threshold which the priests of

D.agon would not touch with their feet (1 Sam. v. 5 ; Zeph. L 9).

(2) Schrader (A'. A. T., 2d ed., p. 181 sq.) identifies Dagon with
the Assyrian god Dakan, and believes that the word is Accadian.
"We are "here in a region of pure conjecture ; the attributes of Dak.in
are unknown, save only that Berosus speaks ofan Assyrian merman-
god 'f)5a«(jc.

To the male god Dagon answers in the Bible the female

deity Ashtoreth, whose temple spoken of in 1 Sam. xxxi.

10 is probably the ancient temple at Ascalon, which
Herodotus regarded as the oldest seat of the worship of

Aphrodite Urania. This Ashtoreth is the Derketo of

Diodorus (ii. 4) and Lucian {De Dea Syr., 14), the

Atargatis of Xanthus {Fr. Hist. Grsec., i. 155), whose
saftred enclosure and pool were near Ascalon, and whoso
image had a human head, but was continued in the form
of a fish.2 The association of Ashtoreth with sacred pools

and fi^h was common in Sjoia, and the sacred doves of

Ascalon mentioned by Philo (ed. Mangey, ii. 646) belong

to the same worship.^ Of the details of Philistine religion

in the Biblical period we know almost nothing.* Their

gods were carried into battle (2 Sam. v. 21), a usage found

among other Semites ; their skill in divination is alluded

to in Isa. ii. 6, and we have already seen that oracles were

a feature in their shrines. The whole record shows a religion

characteristically Semitic in type ; and it is also noteworthy

that at the earliest date when the Philistines appear in

history the great sanctuaries are all on the coast with

deities of a marine type. This raises a presumption that

the Philistines came from over the sea, and that Caphtor,

their original home, was an island or maritime country.*

In point of fact the Philistines must have entered their

later seats either by sea or from the desert between Canaan
and Egypt. In the latter case they come from Egypt, for

a city-building people, which supplanted a race of villagers,

cannot have been a tribe of Arabs. And so the theories

about the origin of the Philistines reduce themselves to

two, one class of writers holding that Caphtor must be

sought across the Mediterranean, another placing it in the

^ The name Atargatis is a later compound, of which the first half is

the Aramaic form of Ashtar ('Attar), and the second is t<ny.
' The Aphrodite of Gaza in Marcus, Tit. J'orjjh., § 59, is rather

Aphrodite Pandemos. She gave oracles by dreams in matters relating

to marriage.
* Schrader thinks that traces of Jehovah (lahveh) worship among the

Philistines are to be found in the Philistine n.imes Padi, Mitinti, Sidk4,

&c., on the Assyrian inscriptions (see also Friedrich Delitzsch, lyotaj

das Parodies f p. 162 sq.). It is probable enough that SidkS at least is

a shortened form of a name in which the second element was that of a

god ; but such Phcenician names as Kalba (side by side with Kalbelim),

HauDO, AbdS or Bodo, &c, show that the shortening does not in the

least imply that the divine name was lahveb.

' The erpression " isle " (or coastland, Hebrew 'X) of Caphtor in Jer.

xlvii. is generally ciled as conclusive to this effect ; but in the conTOxb

it is by no means clear that it means anything more than the coastland

of Philistia.
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Delta. Ancient tradition gives no help ; for it takes Caphtor

to be Cappadocia, led, it would seem, merely by a super-

ficial similarity of the names.. Of the two main theories the

former is that which has recently found most support, and

it has a definite point of attachment in the fact that the

Philistines, or a part of them, are also called in the Bible

Cherethites (1 Sam. xxx. li ; Ezek. xxv.. 16; Zeph. ii.

a), while David's Philistine guards are in like manner

called the Cherethites and Pelethites (2 Sam. viii. 18, xv.

18, ifec). Cherethites (Kretim) can hardly be anything but

Cretans, as the LXX. actually renders it in Ezekiel and

Zephaniah, and Caphtor would thus be the island of Crete,

^-an identification which seems to satisfy the conditions

of a reasonable hypothesis. For, though the points of

contact between Crete or Cretan religion and the Philistine

coast which have been sought in Greek and Latin writers

(chiefly in Steph. Byzant., s.v. "Gaza") are very shadowy,

there is no doubt that Crete had an early connexion with

Phcenicia and received many Semitic inhabitants and a

Semitic civilization before the Greeks gradually asserted

themselves in the .^gean and forced back the tide of

Semitic influence (for details, see the article Phcenicia).

These facts give a reasonable explanation of the settlement

on the Philistine coast within historical times of a mari-

time people, cognate to the Phoenicians in so many points

and yet having certain distinct characters, such as would

naturally be produced in a place like Crete by the grafting

of a Semitic stock and culture on ruder races not Semitic

{the Eteocretans).^ The opposite view, which places

Caphtor in the Delta, rests on more complicated but less

satisfactory arguments. There were certainly many Semites

in the Delta of Egypt, and so long as the history of the

Hyksos (who were no doubt Semites) remains in its present

obscurity it is always possible to suppose that their ex-

pulsion from Egypt explains the settlement of the Philis-

tines in Canaan. But it is very questionable if the dates

will fit ; the name Caphtor is connected with the Delta by

no historical testimony, but only by elaborate hypotheses,

as that Caphtor may mean in Egyptian Great Phoenicia,

and that this again may have been a name for the Egj-ptian

coast, where there Was a large Semitic population ; ^ and

the characteristic Philistine peculiarity of uncircumcision,

intelligible enough on the Cretan theory, is scarcely con-

ceivable in a race which had been long settled in Egypt.

The mainstay of the Egyptian hypothesis is found in Gen.

X. 13, 14,—verses which belong to the older part of the

chapter (see Noah), and reckon in the very obscure list of

descendants of Mizraim or Egj-pt " Casluhim (whence

came forth Philistim) and Caphtorim." This account

places Caphtorim in some relation to Egypt, but not

necessarily in a very close relation, for the Ludim, who
are also made descendants of Egj'pt, are scarcely different

from Lud or Lydia, which appears at ver. 22, in the later

part of the chapter, in another connexion. But further,

if the text as it stands is sound, it gives a new account of

the origin of the Philistines, which can be reconciled with

the other BibUcal evidence only by making Casluhim a

halting-place of the Philistines on their way from Caphtor
to Canaan. Accordingly the advocates of the Egyptian
theory propose to identify Casluhim with the arid district

of Mount Casius on the coast of the Egyptian desert. But
this is false etymology. Mount Casius is named from the

temple of Jupiter Casius, that is, the well-knovm Semitic

' In 2 Snm. XI. 23, Ktrb, and 2 Kings xi. i, 19, the foreign
mercenaries are called not Kretblm but Karl, perhaps Carians. The
Carian seamen and pirates had also a strong Semitic strain, and were
at bottom the same race with the Eteocretans.

^ So Ebers. Aegypten und die Backer Mosis, where the theory is

supported by a very long and comprex argument. Another etj-mology
in support of the theory is given by Dietrich in Men's Anhiv, i.

313 sq.

God VVp,' whose name as written in Semitic letters has i.o

possible affinity to Caslvihim. And in truth the statement

that the Philistines came from Casluhim, presented with-

out a hint as to their connexion with Caphtorim, which

is mentioned immediately afterwards, lies under strong

suspicion of being a gloss, originally set on the margin by

a copjast who meant it to refer to Caphtorim.'' In this

case the original author will have meant Caphtorim to

denote, or at least include, the Philistines (who, as they are

not Canaanites, and had close relations with Egypt in

historical times, fall readily enough under the Egj'ptian

group), and tells us nothing about the origin of the race.

Literature.— Hitzig, Urgcsckichln . . . der Philislaer, 1845,

where the now untenable hypothesis of a Pelasgic origin of the

Philistines is maintained ; Ewald, Gcsch. dcs V. Israel, i. 3i8 sq. ;

and in general the books on Hebrew history and commentaries on

Gen. .1. and on Amos. A useful monograph is Stark's Gaza und
die phUistdische Kusle, Jena, 1852. For the Assyrian evidence see

especially Schrader, Keilinschri/tcn und Altes Testament, 2d ed.,

Giessen, 1SS3. (W. R S.)

PHILLIP, John (1817-1867), subject and portrait

painter, was born at Aberdeen, Scotland, on 19th April

1817. His father, an old soldier, was in humble circum-

stances, and the son became an errand-boy to a tinsmith

of the place, and was then apprenticed to a painter and

glazier. Meanwhile he was employing in the pursuit of

art all the time he could spare from his daily duties, and,

having received some technical instruction from a local

artist named William Mercer, he began, at the age of

about fifteen, to paint portraits. In 1834 he was enabled

to make a very brief visit to London, where he studitil

with delighted interest in the Eoyal Academy Exhibition

and the National Gallery. At this time, or shortly after-

wards, he became assistant to James Forbes, an Aberdeen

portrait-painter, under whose tuition he made considerable

progress. Previously, however, he had gained a valuable

patron. Having been sent to repair a window in the

house of Major P. L. Gordon, his interest in the works of

art which hung on the walls attracted the attention of

their owner. He brought the young artist under the

notice of Lord Panmure, who bought several of his

productions, and in 1836 sent the lad to London, pro-

mising to bear the cost of his art -education. At lirsp

Phillip was placed under T. M. Joy, but he soon entered

the schools of the Eoyal Academy, where he worked dili-

gently, but with no exceptional promise or success, for

two years. In 1839 he figured for the first time in the

Royal Academy Exhibition with a portrait and a landscape,

and in the following year he was represented by a more

ambitious figure- picture of Tasso in Disguise relating

his Persecutions to his Sister. For the uext ten years

he supported himself mainly by portraiture and by
painting subjects of national incident, such as Presbyterian

Catechizing, Baptism in Scotland, and the Spaewife.

His productions of this period, as well as his earlier subject-

pictures, are reminiscent of the practice and methods of

Wilkie and the Scottish genre-painters of his time, often

possessing considerable grace of form, executed in a thin

delicate style of painting, inclining to' brownish tones of

colour, and with the more powerful pigments introduced

cautiously and with reserve The Letter-\vriter of Se'ville,

shown in the Royal Academy of 1854, marks a distinct

change of both style and subject. Three years previously

the artist's health had shown signs of delicacy, and his

medical advisers had recommended a residence in a warmer

climate. Spain was selected, and a fresh potency came to

his art as well as to his physical frame. He was brought

face to face for the first time with the brilliant sunshine

and the splendid colour of the South, and it was in coping

3 See De 'Vogue, Syr^e Cenirale : Inscr. Seni., p. 103 sq.

* So Glshansen, and Budde, Biblisehe Vrgeschiehte, p. 331, note. A
mere transposition (so Ewald. Tuch, &c.) is much less probable.
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with these that he first manifested his artistic individuality

and finally displayed his full powers. In the Letter-

writer, commissioned by the Queen at the suggestion of

Sir Edn-in Landseer, who had been greatly impressed by

some of Phillip's Spanish sketches, we see the change of

method in its initial stages rather than in its complete

triumph. The artist is struggling with new difficulties in

the portrayal of unwonted splendours of colour and light,

the draperies are somewhat crude and textureless, and the

picture may justly be charged with a want of complete

harmony and of a due sense of the finer gradations of

nature. In 1857 Phillip was elected an associate of the

Koyal Academy, and iu 1859 a full member. In 1855

and iu 1860 other two visits to Spain were made, and

in each case the painter returned with fresh materials to

be embodied with increasing power and subtlety in the

long series of works with which his name is exclusively

associated in the popular mind, and which has won for

him the title of "Spanish Phillip." His highest point of

execution is probably reached in the La Gloria of 1864

and a smaller single-figure painting of the same period

entitled El Cigarillo. These Spanish subjects were varied

in 1860 by a rendering of the JIarriage of the Princess

Koyal with the Crown Prince of Germany, executed by

command of tlie Queen, and in 1863 by a picture of the

House of Commons, subjects presenting extreme artistic

difficulties, but treated with much skill and dexterity.

During his last visit to Spain Phillip occupied himself in

a careful study of the art of Velazquez, and the copies

which he made after that artist fetched large prices after

his death, examples having been secured by the Royal and

the Royal Scottish Academies. The year before his death

he visited Italy and devoted much attention to the works

of Titian. The results of this study of the old masters are

visible in such of Phillip's works as La Loteria Nacional,

left uncompleted at his death. This and several other of

his later works exhibit symptoms of a fresh change of

method, and show signs that his art was again about to

take a fresh departure. During this period he resided

much in the Highlands, and seemed to be returning to his

first love for Scottish subjects, painting several national

scenes, and planning others that were never completed.

His health had been always delicate, and his strength had

been taxed by severe domestic affliction and by the very

exceptional rapidity and quantity of his artistic production.

In the end of 1866 his excessive application to work for

the next year's exhibition induced an attack of bilious

fever, which was succeeded by paralysis, and the genial

and talented artist expired at London on 27th February

P867 at the age of fifty.

In execution Phillip was singularly direct, forcible, and rapid.

He was a noble colourist, a painter in the first and simplest sense

of the worJ, concerning himself mainly with the visible and sen-

suous beauties of his subjects, their purely artistic problems of

colour, tone, lighting, and te.\ture. His art dealt vith the appear-

ances of tilings, a sulliciently legitimate sphere for the painter, and

was seldom permeated vdth any very deep human or dramatic in-

terest. His works were collected in the International Exhibition

of 1873, and many of them have been excellently reproduced by

the engravings of T. OlJham Barlow. In addition to the paintings

which we have already specified the following are among the more

important:— Life among the Gipsies of Seville (1853), El Pasco

(1855), Collection of the Offertory in a Scotch Kirk (1855), a Gipsy

Water-carrier in Seville (1855), the Prayer of Faith shall save the

Sick (1856), the Dving Contrabandist (1856), the Prison Window
(1857), a Huff (185"9), Early Career of Murillo (1865), a Chat round

the Brasero (1866).

PHILLIPS, John (1800-1874), one of the foremost of

the early geologists of England, was born 25th December

1800 at JIarden in Wiltshire. His father belonged to an

old Welsh family, but settled in England as an officer of

excise and married the sister of William Smith, the

"Father of English Geology." Both oarents dying when

he was a child, Phillips passed into the care of his uncle.

Before his tenth year he had attended four schools, until

he entered the old school at Holt Spa, Wiltshire, where he
remained for five years, gaining among other acquisitions

that taste for classical learning which remained one of his

distinguishing traits to the end. From school he went to

the house of the Rev. B. Richardson, an accomplished

naturalist, in whose charge he remained a year, and from
whom he obtained not only much knowledge but the

strong bent towards the study of nature which thenceforth

became the master-pursuit of his life. His uncle, " Strata

Smith," at that time lived in London, where he exercised

the profession of a civil and mining engineer, though a

very large part of his time and earnings was given to

the preparation of those maps of England and the English

counties on which his fame now rests. In his zeal for

geological pursuits Smith often neglected his proper pro-

fessional work, until, as his nephew said, " he had thrown
uito the gulf of the Strata all his patrimony and all his

little gains." Eventually he gave up his London hqjrse

and wandered about the country, as the requirements of

his maps led him. From the time that young Philliiis

joined his uncle in London he remained constantly with

hini, sharing in every piece of professional work, in the

preparation of every book and map, and in every tour for

fresh geological information. A youth so trained could

not fail to become a geologist. In the spring of 1S24

Smith went to York to deliver a course of lectures on

geology, and his nephew accompanied him. This was
the starting-point in Phillips's career. His extensive

knowledge of natural science and especially of fossils was
now turned to account. He accepted engagements in the

principal Yorkshire towns to arrange their museums and
give courses of lectures on the collections contained therein.

York became his residence, where he obtained the situation

of keeper of the Yorkshire Museum and secretary of the

Yorkshire Philosophical Society. From that centre he ex-

tended his operations to other towns beyond the county

;

and iu 1831 he included University College, London, in

the sphere of his activity. In that year the British

Association for the Advancement of Science was founded

at York, and Phillips was one of the active minds who
organized its machinery. He became the assistant general

secretary, a post of great labour and proportionate use-

fulness, which he held for upwards of thirty years. In

1834 he accepted the professorship of geology at King's

College, London, but retained his post at York, coming

up to London every year to give a course of lectures there.

This arrangement lasted for six years, until, in 1840, he

resigned his charge of the York JIuseum and was appointed

one of -the staff of the Geological Survey of Great Britain

under De la Beche. In this connexion he spent soma
time in studying the Paleozoic fossils of Devon, Cornwall,

and west Somerset, of which he published descriptions

and illustrations. Thereafter he made a detailed survey

of the region of the Malvern Hills, of which he prepared

the elaborate account that appears in vol. ii. of the

Memoirs of the Survey. His direct connexion with the

National Survey was but of short duration, for in 1844

he accepted the professorship of geology in the university

of Dublin. Nine years later, on the death of Strickland,

who had' acted as substitute for Dr Buckland in the

readership of geology in the university of Oxford, Phillips

succeeded to the post of deputy, and eventually, at the

dean's death, became himself reader, a post singularly

congenial to him, and which he held up to the time of his

own death, which was almost tragic in its suddenness.

He dined at All Souls' College on 23d April 1874, but in

retiring slipped and fell headlong down a flight of stairs.

Paralysis at once ensued, and he expired on the afternooa
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of the nest day. lu 1S64 he* had been electea president

of the British Association.

Phillips was distinguished among his contemporaries for the

sweetness and bright cheerfulness of his nature. He had groat

fluency as a speaker, and always spoke in so pleasant and interest-

ing a manner as to make him a welcome and indeed indispensable

interlocutor at the annual gatherings of the British Association.

His social gifts were not less conspicuous than his attainments

in science. But he was not a mere geologist His sympathies

went actively forth into the whole domain of science, and he him-

self contributed largely to astronomical literature as well as to

meteorology.

From the time when he wrote his first paper in 1826 "On the

Pirection of the Diluvial Currents in Yorkshire " down to the

last days of his life Phillips continued a constant contributor

to the literature of his science. The pages of the Journal of the

CrologUal Society, the Oeologual ilaga^ne, and other publications

of the ~day are full of valuable essays by him. He was also the

author of numerous separate works, some of which had an extensive

si!e and were of great benefit in extending a sound knowledge of

geology. Among these may be specially meutioned : HIiislraiioiis

of the Geology of Yorkshire (1835) ; A Treatise on Geology (1837-

39) ; Memoirs of lyUliam Smith, the Father of English Geology

(18M) ; The Eirtrs, Mountains, and Sea-Coasi of Yorkshire (1853)

;

Manttal of Geology, Practical and Theoretical (1855) ; Life on the

Earth: Us Origin and Succession (1860); Vesuvius (1869) ; Geology

of Oxford and the Thames FalUy (1871). To these should be

added his monographs in the Meuwirs of the. Geological Survey

aud the publications of the PalKontographicai Society, and his

geological sections and maps.

PHILLIPS, Sajitol (1815-1854), an industrious and
successful litterateur, was the son. of a JeT\-ish tradesman

in Regent Street, London, and was born in 1815. A
somewhat precocious talent for mimicry and recitation had
disposed his parents to train him for the stage ; but they

were afterwards induced, through the advice of the duke
of Sussex, to send the lad to University College, London.
After remaining a year at that institution Phillips pro-

ceeded to the university of Guttingen. Having renounced

the Jewish faith, he returned shortly afterwards .to Eng-
land and entered Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, with

the design of taking orders. His father's death, however,

altered his plans ; and, after an unsuccessful attempt, in

conjunction ^vith his brother, to carry on his father's busi-

ness, he in 1841 took to literature as a profession. His
first work, the novel of Caleb Sitd-ely, appeared originally

in the pages of Blachcood's Maga:nne, and he subsequently

contributed other anonymous tales to that and to other

periodicals. In 1845 he began, through the interest of

Lord Stanley, to •nTite political leaders for the Morning
Herald ; and about the same time he obtained an
ippointment as literary critic on the staff of the Times.

In the following year he purchased the John Bull news-

paper, which he edited for only a year ; for, finding his

strength, which was slowly wasting under the influence of

confirmed consumption, quite unequal to such laborious

work, he was constrained to abandon the undertaking.

From that jjeriod till his death Phillips worked cheerfully

and courageously as literary critic for the Times, and also

wrote an occasional review for the Literary Gazette. Two
anonymous volumes of Essays from the Times were pub-
lished by him in 1852 and 1854. They are written iu a

light, dashing, picturesque style, sometimes eloquent, fre-

quently bitter, and with a tolerable show of fairness.

Phillips took an active part in the formation of the

Crystal Palace Company. He was appointed their literary

director ; he wrote their Guide to the Crystal Palace and
Park, and the Portrait Gallery of the Crystal Palace. In
1852 the university of Gcittingen conferred upon him the
honorary degree of LL.D. He died at Brighton on the
1 4th of October 1854.

PHILLIPS, Thomas (1770-1845), portrait and subject
painter, was born at Dudley in Warwickshire on 18th
October 1770. Ha^-ing acquired the art of glass-painting

?.t Birmingham, he visited London in 1790 with an intro-

duction to Benjamin West, who found him employment on
the windows in St George's chapel at Windsor. In 1792
Phillips painted a view of Windsor Castle, and ere the two
succeeding years had passed he exhibited the^Death of

Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury, at the Battle of Castillon,

Ruth and Naomi, Elijah restoring the Widow's Son,

Cupid disarmed by Euphrosyne, and other pictures of that

class. From the year 1796, however, he seems to have

mainly confined himself to portrait^painting ; and it was
in this walk that he was destined to acquire his reputa-

tion as an artist. It was not long before he became the

chosen painter of men of genius and talent, notwithstand-

ing the rivalry of Hoppner, Owen, Jackson, and Lawrence;
and he has left behind him portraits of nearly all the

illustrious characters of his day. His works of this kinc

are distinguished by simplicity, careful and finished "hand-

ling, and truth of partraiture, but in colour they are com-

monly cold and feeble. In 1804 he was elected associate

and four years later member of the Royal Academy. In

1824 Phillips succeeded Fuseli as professor of painting to

the Koyal Academy, an oflice which he held till 1832.

During this period he delivered ten Lectures on Vie History

and Principles of Painting, which were published in 1833.

He likewise wrote a large number of Ihe articles on the

fine arts in Rees's Cyclopaedia. He died on the 20th of

April 1845.

PHILLIPS, William (1775-1828), an able mineralogist

and geologist, who did much to foster in Britain the study

of the sciences to which he was devoted, was born in May
1775. His Ontline of Mineralogy and Geology was pub-

lished in 1815 and passed through several editions. Hig

Introduction to tlie Knoicledge of Mineralogy, published in

1816, was for upwards of forty years one of the standard

text-books in that science. Successive editions of it were
brought out under diflerent editors after his death. It was
specially distinguished by its elaborate crystallographio

details, based upon measurements with WoUaston's reflect-

ing goniometer. But it is chiefly the services rendered by
Phillips to the science of geology, then in its infancy, that

entitle his name to grateful recollection. In addition to

the first work above-named, he published in 1818 a most
useful digest of English geology, under the title of A
Selection of Farts, from the best Authorities, arranged so riA

to form an Outline of the Geology of England and Wales.

This little volume contained a geological map ot the

country, based on that of W. Smith and some horizontal

sections. Its importance in geological literature is to

be found mainly in the fact that it formed the foundation
of the larger work undertaken by Phillips in conjunction

with W. Conybeare, of which only the first part was
published, entitled Outlines of the Geology of England and
Wales ; and comparative Vieivs of the Structure of Foreign
Cou7itries (1822). This volume made an era in geology.

As a model of careful original observation, of judicious com-
pilation, of succinct description, and of luminous arrange-

ment it has been of the utmost service in the develop-'

ment of geologj- in Britain. Phillips was a member of

thVSociety of Friends. He was a Fellow of the Royal,

Geological, and other learned societies. He died in 1828.

PHILO, often called Philo Judju-S, Jewish philo-

sopher, appears to have spent his whole life at Alexandria,

where he was probably born c 20-10 B.C. His brother

Alexander \tas alabarch or arabarch (that is, probably,

chief farmer of taxes on the Arabic side of the Nile), from
which it may be concluded that the family was influential

and wealthy (Jos., Ant., xviii. 8, 1). Jerome's statement

(Be Vir. III., 1 1) that he was of priestly race is confirmed

by no older authority. The only event of his life which
can be exactly dated belongs to 40 a.d., when Philo, then

a man of advanced years, went from Alexandria to Romg
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at the head of a Je^vish embassy, to persuade the emperor

Caius to abstain from claiming divine honour of the Jews.

Of this embassy Philo has left a full and vivid account

(De Legatione ad Caium). Various fathers and theologians

of the church state that in the time of Claudius he met
St Peter in Rome ;

' but this legend has no historic value,

and probably arose because the book De vita c:^temjilativa,

falsely ascribed to Philo, in which Eusebius already recog-

nized a glorification of Christian monasticism, seemed to

indicate a disposition towards Christianity.

Though we know so little of Philo's own life, his numer-
ous extant wTitings give the fullest information as to his

views of the universe and of life, and his religious and
scientific aims, and so enable us adequately to estimate hi.f

position and importance in the history of thought. He is

quite the most important representative of Hellenistic

Judaism, and his writings give us the clearest view of what
this development of Judaism was and aimed at. Since

the time of Alexander many Jews had been led to settle

beyond Palestine either with commercial objects or attracted

by the privileges conferred by the diadochi on the inhabit-

ants of the cities they founded. In the great towns of

Syria, Asia Minor, and Egypt there were Jewish communi-
ties many thousands strong, but the Jews were most
numerous in Alexandria, where from its first foundation

they formed a considerable part of the population. The
development of Judaism in the diaspora differed in im-

jiortant points from that in Palestine, where, since the

successful opposition of the JIaccabee age to the Hellen-

ization which Antiochus Epiphanes had sought to carry

through by force, the attitude of the nation to Greek
culture had been essentially negative. In the diaspora, on
the other hand, the Jews had been deeply influenced by
the Greeks ; they soon more or less forgot their Semitic

mother -tongue, and with the language of Hellas they

appropriated much of Hellenic culture. They were deeply

impressed by that irresistible force which was blending

all races and nations into one great cosmopohtau unity,

and so the Jews too on their dispersion became in speech

and nationality Greeks, or rather " Hellenists." Now the

distinguisliing character of Hellenism is not the absolute

disappearance of the Oriental civilizations before that of

Greece, but the combination of the two with a preponder-

ance of the Greek element. So it was with the Jews, but

in their case the old religion had much more persistence

than in other Hellenistic circles, though in other respects

they t-oo yielded to the superior force of Greek civilization.

This we must hold to have been the case not only in

Alexandria but throughout the diaspora from the com-
mencement of the Hellenistic period down to the later

Roman empire. It was only after ancient civilization

gave way before the barbarian immigrations and the rising

force of Christianity that rabbinism became supreme even

among the Jews of the diaspora. This Hellenistico-

Judaic phase of culture is sometimes called " Alexandrian,"

and the expression is justifiable if it only means that

in Alexandria it attained its highest development and
flourished most. For here the Jews began to busy thera-

ielves with Greek literature even under their clement

rulers, ihe first Ptolemies, and here the law and other

Scriptures were first translated into Greek ; here the pro-

;ess of fusion began earliest and proceeded with greatest

rapidity ; here, therefore, also the Jews first engaged in a

jcientific study of Greek philosophy and transplanted- that

philosopay to the soil of Judaism. We read of a J^ewish

philosopher Aristobuliis in the time of Ptolemy VJ.

Philometor, in the middh of the 2d century B.C., of whose
philosophical commentary on the Pentateuch fragments

' Ens-b., //. /;., ii. 17, Z ; Jer.. K( svjira; Pilot., i'lW., C'oJ. 105 ;

Said., S.V. "i'iXuv,'*

have been preserved by Clement of Alexandria and
Eusebius. So far as we can*judge from these, his aim was
to put upon the sacred text a sense which should appeal

even to Greek readers, and in particular to get rid of all

anthropomorphic utterances about God. Eusebius regards

him as a Peripatetic. We may suppose that this philo-

sophical line of thought had its representatives in Alexan-

dria between the times of Aristobulus and Philo, but we
are not acquainted with the names of any such. Philo

certainly, to judge by his historical influence, was tho

greatest of all these Jewish philosophers, and in his case

we can foUow in detail tho methods by which Greek
culture was harmonized with Jewish faith. On one side he
is quite a Greek, on the other quite a Jew. His language
is formed on the best classical models, especially Plato.

He knows and often cites the great Greek poets, particu-

larly Homer and the tragedians, but his chief studies had
been in Greek philosophy, and he speaksof Heraclitus, Plato,

the Stoics, and the Pythagoreans in terms of the highest

veneration. He had appropriated their doctrines so com-
]iletely that he must himself be reckoned among the Greek
philosophers; his system was eclectic, but the borrowed
elements are combined into a new imity with so much
originality that at the same time he may fairly be regarded

as representing a philosophy of his own, which has for its

characteristic feature the constant prominence of a funda-

mental religious idea. Philo's closest affinities are with

Plato, the later Pythagoreans, and the Stoics.' ; Yet with

all this Philo remained a Jew, and a great part of his

writings is ex]iressly directed to recommend Judaism to

the respect and, if possible, the acceptance of the Greeks.

He was not a stranger to the E])ccifically Jewish culture

that prevailed in I'alestine ; in Hebrew he was not pro-

ficient, but the numerous etymologies he gives show that

he had made some study of that language.' His method
of exegesis is in point of form identical with that of the

Palestinian scribes, and in point of matter coincidences

are not absolutely rare.'' But above all his whole works
prove on every page that he felt himself to be thoroughly

a Jew, and desired to be nothing else. Jewish " philo-

sophy " is to him the true and highest wisdom ; the know-
ledge of God and of things divine and human which is

contained in the Mosaic Scriptures is to him the deepest

and the purest.

If now. we ask wherein Philo's Judaism consisted, we
must answer that it lies mainly in the formal claim that the

Jewish people, in virtue of the di\Tne revelation given to

Moses, possesses the true knowledge in things religious.

Thoroughly Jewish is his recognition that the Mosaic

Scriptures of the Pentateuch are of absolute divine author-

ity, and that everything they contain is valuable and
significant because divinely revealed. The other Jewish

Scriptures are also recognized as prophetic, i.e., as the

WTitings of inspired men, but he does not place them on

the same line with the law, and he quotes them so seldom

that we cannot determine the compass of his canon. The
decisive and normative authority is to him the "holy

laws" of Moses, and this not only in the sense that every

thing they contain is true but that all truth is contained

in them. Everything that is right and good in the

' The fathers of the churcli have specially noticed Lis Platouisra au.l

Pythagoreauism ; an old proverb even says, with some exaggeration,

rj HXaTuiv (piXuvi^et rj <^i\fijv irXaTwffj'et (Jerome, Photins, and Suid^ij,

t// supra). Clement of Alejcandria directly calls him a Pj-thagirean.

Eusebius (//. JH., ii. 4, 3) observes both tendencies. Recent writers,

especially Zeller, lay weight also on his Stoic affinities, and with justice,

for the elements which he borrows from Stoicism are as numerous and

important as those derived from the other two schools.

2 See the list of these in Vallarsi's edition of Jerome {iii. 731-734),

and compare Siegfried, " Philouische Stndien," in i/era'i .ilr&iiv, ii

143-163 (1872).
* ?ee Sie.sfiied, PUlo, pp. 1J2-159.
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JocTHnc! of the Greek phLosopners naa aireaay been quite

as well, or even better, taught by Mosej-. Thus, since

PuUo had been deeply influenced by the teachings of

Greek philosophy, he actually finds in the Pentateuch

everjthing which he had learned from the Greeks. From
these premises he assumes as requiring no'proof that the

Greek philosophers must in some way have drawn froni'

Moses,—a view indeed which is already expressed by
Aristobulus. To carry out these presuppositions called

for an exegctieal method which seems very strange to us,

that, namely, of the allegorical interpretation of Scripture.

The allegorical method had been practised before Philo's

date in the rabbinical schools of Palestine, and he himself

expressly refers to its use by his predecessors, nor does he

feel that any further justification is requisite. With its

aid he discovers indications of the profoundest doctrines

of philosophy in the simplest stories of the Pentateuch.'

This merely formal principle of the absolute authority

of Moaes is really the one point in which Philo still holds

to genuinely Jewish conceptions. In the whole substance

of his philosophy the Jewish point of view is more or less

completely modified—sometimes almost extinguished

—

by what he has learned from the Greeks. Comparatively

speaking, he is most truly a Jew in his conception of God.
The doctrine of monotheism, the stress laid on the absolute

majesty and sovereignty of God above the world, the

principle that He is to be worshijiped without images, are

all points in which Philo justly feels his superiority as a
.lew over popular heathenism. But only over popular

heathenism, for the Greek philosophers had long since

arrived at least at a theoretical monotheism, and t-heir

influence on Philo is nowhere more strongly seen than in

the detailed development of his doctrine of God. The
specifically Jewish (i.e., particularistic) conception of the

election of Israel, the obligation of tLe Mosaic law, the

future glory of the chosen nation, have almost disappeared;

he is really a cosmopolitan and praises tLe Mosaic law just

because he deems it cosmopolitan. The true sage who
follows the law of Moses is the citizen not of a particular

state but of the world. A certain attachment which Philo

still manifests to the particularistic conceptions of his race is

meant only " in majorem Judieonim gloriam." The Jew ish

people has recci^ ed a certain preference from God, but
only because it has the most virtuous ancestry and is itself

distinguished for virtue. The Mosaic law is binding, but
only because it is the most righteous, humane, and rational

of laws, and even its outward ceremonies always disclose

rational ideas and aims. And lastly, outward prosperity

i> promised to the pious, even on earth, but the promise
li^longs to all who turn from idols to the true God. Thus,
m the whole substance of his view of tl;e universe, PLilo

occupies the standpoint of Greek philosophy rather than
of national Judaism, and his jihiloso|ihy of the world J.nd

of life can be completely set forth without any refsreace

o concy>tions specifically Jewish.

His doctrine of God starts from the idea that God is

Being absolutely bare of quality. All quality in finite

beings has limitation, and no ILuiitation can be predicated
of God, who is etenial, unchangeable, -simple substance,

free, self-sufficient, better than the good and the beaut'ful.

To predicate any quality (-oio->)5) of God would b-j to

reduce Him to the sphere of finite existence. Of Him we
can say only t/iat He is, not v/int He is, and such piu-ely

negative predications as to His being apjiear to Philo.
as to the later Pjthagoreans and the Neo-Platonists, the
only way of securing His absolute elevation above the
world. At bottom, no doubt, the meaning of these nega-
tions is that God is th e most perfect being ; and so, con-

' For .IctaiU, ^ee Cfrorer. f-l,;!", i. CS sj. : Zeller, PS, I. der Gr.,H ei, vol iU., pt u. 346-352 ; Siesfried, FUilt). 160 so.

li—27*

versely, we are told that God contains all perfection, that
He fills and encompasses all things with His being.

A consistent application of Philo's abstract conception
of God would exclude the possibility of any active relation

of God to the world, and therefore of religion, for a Being
absolutely without quality and movement cannot be con-
ceived as actively concerned with the midtiplicity of indi-

vidual things. .A.nd so in fact Philo does teach that the
absolute i>erfection, purity, and loftiness of God would be
violated by direct contact with imperfect, impure, and
finite things. But the possibility of a connexion between
God and the world is reached through a distinction which
forms the most important point in his theology and cos;

mology ; the proper being of God is distinguished from
the infinite multiplicity of divine Ideas or Forces : God
himself is without quality, but He disposes of an infinite

variety of divine Forces, through whose mediation an active

relation of God to the world is brought about. In rbe

details of his teaching as to these mediating entities Philo

is guided jiartly by Plato and partly by the Stoics, but at

the same time he makes use of the concrete religious

conceptions of heathenism and Judaism. Follow ing Plato,

he first calls them Ideas or ideal patterns of all things

;

they are thoughts of God, yet possess a real existence, and
were produced before the creation of the sensible world, of

which they are the types. But, in distinction from Plato,

Philo's ideas are at the same time efficient causes or

Forces (5iia/itis), which bring unformed matter into order

conformably to the patterns within themselves, and are in

fact the media of all God's activity in the world. This
modification of the Platonic Ideas is due to Stoic influence,

which appears also when Philo gives to the laiai or Siia'/ztK

the name of A.oyoi, i.t., operative ideas,— parts, as it were,

of the operative Eeason. For, when Philo calls his mediat-

ing entities Ao'yot, the sense designed is analogous to that

of the Stoics when they call God the Logo?;, i.e., the Kea.<oii

which operates in the world. But at the same time Philo

maintains that the divine Forces are it'cntical with the

"d.-emons" of the Greeks, and the "ang;ls" of'tl.e Jews,

i.e., servants and messengers of God by means of which
He conniiunicatcs with the finite world. All this shows
how uncertain was Philo's conc»ption of the nature of

these mediating Forces. On the one hand, they are nothing
else than Ideas of individual things conceived in the mind
of God, and as such ought to have no other reality than
that of immanent existence in God, and so. Pliito' says

expressly that the totality of Ideas, the kouji^H'zvo-ij-o^,

is simply the Eeason of God as Creator (UeorAoyos i/fii/

KO(T/io—oioPi-Tos). Yet, on the other hand, they are repre-

sented as h)i)ostases distinct from God, individual entities

e.xisting inaependentiy and apart from Him. This vacil-

lation, however, as Zeller and other recent wTiters have
justly remarked, is necessarily involved in Philo's premises,

lor, on the one hand, it is God who works in the world
through His Ideas, and therefore they must be identical

with God ; but, on the other hand, God is not to come
into direct contact with the world, and therefore the Forces

through which Ho works must be distinct from Him. - The
same inevitable amphiboly dominates in what is taught

as to the supreme Idea or Logos. Philo regards all indi-

vidual Ideas as comprehended in one high^t and most
general Idea or Force—the unity of the indiviclual Ideas

—

which he calls the Logos or Reason of God, and which is

again regarded as operative Eeason. The Logos, therefore,

is the highest mediator between God and the world, the

fii-stborn sou of God, the archangel who is the vehicle of

all revelation, and the high priest who stands before God
on behalf of the world. Through him the world wa5
created, and so he is identified with tTie creative AVord Sf

God in Genesis (the Greek Adyoj meaning both " reason

'
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and " word "). . Here again, we see, the philosopher is

unable to escape from the difficulty that the Logos is at

once the immanent Reason of God, and yet also an hypo-

stasis standing between God and the world. The whole

doctrine of this mediatorial hypostasis is a strange inter-

twining of very dissimilar threads ; on one side the way

was prepared for it by the older Jewish distinction between

the Wisdom of God and God Himself, of which we find

the beginnings even in the Old Testament (Job xxviii.

12 «(/. ; Prov. .viii., ix.), and the fuller development in the

books of Ecclesiasticus and Wisdom, the latter of which

comes very near to Philo's ideas if we substitute for the

term " wisdom " that of (divine) " Reason." In Greek

philosophy, again, Philo, as we have seen, chiefly follows

the Platonic doctrines of Ideas and the Soul of the World,

and the Stoic doctrine of God as the Ao'yos or Reason opera-

tive in the world. In its Stoic form the latter doctrine

vfas pantheistic, but Philo could adapt it to his purpose

simply by drawing a sharper distinction between the Logos

and the world.

Like his doctrine of God, Philo's doctrine of tne world

and creation rests on the presupposition of an absolute

metaphysical contrast between God and the world. The

world can be ascribed to God. only in so far as it is a

cosmos or orderly world ; its material substratum is not

even indirectly referable to God. Matter (>5Ai;, or, as the

Stoics said, oucria) is a second principle, but in itself an

empty one, its essence being a mere negation of all true

being. It is a lifeless, unmoved, shapeless mass, out of

which God formed the actual world by means of the Logos

and divine Forces. Strictly speaking, the world is only

formed, not created, since matter did not originate with God.

Philo's doctrine of man is also strictly dualistic, and is

mainly derived from Plato. Man is a twofold being, with

a higher and a lower origin. Of the pure souls which fill

airy space, those nearest the earth are attracted by the

sensible and desqend into sensiible bodies ; these souls are

the Godward side of man. But on his other side man is a

creature of sense, and so has in him a fountain of sin and

all evil. The body, therefore, is a prison, a coffin; or a grave

for the soul which seeks to rise again to God. From this

anthropology the principles of Philo's ethics are derived,

its highest maxim necessarily being deliverance from the

world of sense and the mortification of all the impulses of

sense. In carrying out this thought, as in many other

details of his ethical teaching, Philo closely follows the

Stoics. But he is' separated from Stoical ethics by his

strong religious interests, which carry him to very different

views of the means and aim of ethical development. The

Stoics cast man upon his own resources; Philo points him

to the assistance of God, without whom man, a captive to

sense, could never raise himself to walk in the ways of true

wisdom and virtue. And as moral effort can bear fruit

only with God's help, so too God Himself is the goal of

that effort. Even in this life the truly wise and virtuous

is lifted above his sensible existence, and enjoys in ecstasy

the vision of God, his own consciousness sinking and

disappearing in the divine light. Beyond this ecstasy

tliere lies but one further step, viz., entire liberation from

the body of sense and the return of the soul to its original

condition ; it came from God and must rise to Him again.

But natural death brings this consummation only to those

wlio, while they lived on earth, kept themselves free from

attachment to the things of sense ; all others must at death

pass into another body ; transmigration of souls is in fact

the necessary consequence of Philo's premises, though he-

seklom speaks of it expressly.

Philo's Uterary labours liave a twofold object, being directetl either

to e.KpounJ tlie true sense of tlie Jlosaie law, i.e., the pliilosopliy

wUith wc have juat deseribiiJ. to his Jewish brelhieu, or to couviuee

heathen readers of the excellence, the supreme purity and truth,
of the Jewish religion whose holy records contain the deepest and
most perfect philosophy, the best and most humane legislation.

Thus as a literary figure Philo, in conformity with his education and
views of life, stands between the Greeks and the Jews, seeking to
gain the Jews for Hellenism and the Greeks for Judaism, yet always
taking it for granted that his standpoint really is Jewish, and just
on that account truly philosophical and cosmopolitan.
The titles of the numerous e.\tant writings of Philo present at

nrst sight a most confusing nmlliplicity. TUom than three-fourths
of them, however, are really mere sections of a small number of

larger works. Three such great works on the Pentateuch can be
distinguished.

(I.) The smallest of these is the ZTjr^/iara kuI \Caeis {QneestioJies

ct sohUiones), a short exposition of Genesis and Exodus, in the
form of question and answer. The work is cited under this title

by Eusebius (if. K, ii. 18, 1, 5; Pnei?. £v., vii. 13), and by
later writers, but the Greek text is now almost wholly lost, and
only about one-half preserved in an Armenian translation. Genesis
seems to have occupied six books,^ Eusebiifs tells us that Exodus
filled five books. In the Armenian translation, first published by
the learned Mechitarist Aucher in 1826, are preserved four books
on Genesis and two on Exodus, but with lacunre. A Latin frag-

ment, about half of the fourth book on Genesis {Phil. Jucl. CIS.

quxsit. . . . siipcr Gen.), was first printed at Paris in 1520. Of
the Greek we have numerous but short fragments in various Flori-

legia.= The interpretations in this work are partly literal and
partly allegorical.

(11.^ Philo's most important work is the N^uiv Updv dWrjyopiat

(Euseb., IT. E., ii. 18, 1 ; Phot., Bill, Cod. 103), a vast and copious
allegorical commentary on Genesis, dealing with chaps, ii.-iv.,

verse by verse, and with select passages in the later chapters. The
readers in view are mainly Jews, for the forni is modelled on the
rabbinic Jlidrash. The main idea is that the characters whicli

appear in Genesis are properly allegories of states of the sou!

{Tpdwot riji i/'ux^s). All pei'sons and actions being interpreted in

this sense, the work as a whole is a very extensive body of psycho-
logy and ethics. It begins with Gen. ii. 1, for the Be 7nim(li

opificio, which treats of the creation according to Gen. i., ii., does not
belong to this series of allegorical commentaries, but deals with the

actual history of creation, and that under a quite different literary

form. With this exception, however, the N6/iwc aWtiyopiai includes
all tlie treatises in the first volume of Jlangey's edition, viz. :^
N6/iWf UpCiv d\X777opiat Tpiirat tCiv fiera TJjy (^a-ii^fpoif {Lrgum allc-

gorLuruiii, lib. i., M. i. 43-i>5), on Gen. ii. 1-17. (2) X6^. Up. d\\. 5iiJTipai

(.Leo. "", lib. ii-, M. i. eeso), ou Gen. ii. 18-iii. la. (3) Ni/i. Up. d\X.

Tpirai (Leg. all., lib. iii., M. i. 87-137), on Gen. iii. Sb-19, The couiineiitarie.s

on Gen. iii. Ib-Sa, 20-23 are lost. (4) Ilepi Tujc xf/30ff3I/n Kal r^s tp\oyivij%

pofKpaias Kal toO KTttrd4vT0^ irpCiTou f^ dvdpilnrou KdiV {De cJienibitn it

Jliiiitiiico t/liulio, M. i. 13S-li>2), on Gen. iii. 24 and iv. 1. (5) Xlfpi Civ Upovp-

yovaiv "AjSeX re Kai Kdiv {Dc sncrijiciis Abctis tt Caini, 51. 1. 1C3-100), on Gen.

iv- 2-4. The commentaries on Gen. iv. 5-7 are lost. (0) Xltpl to!} to x^'PO" Tu
KpetTTOvi ^iXe?;* iiriTideadaL (Quod dcteriiis poiiort tiisitliari solcct, II. i. 191-

225), on Gen. iv. 8-15. (7) Hfpl tQiv rou 5oKr}aitT6<f>OL- KdiV €yy6i'itiv Kai dt

fi€Tafd<TTr]^ yiferai (De poaltrilalc Caini, i:c., >I. i. 220-201), on Gen. iv. liJ-25 ;

tliis book, which is wanting in etlitions priur to .Mangoy'a, is incorrectly given
by Iniii, but much inoro correctly by Tischcmlurf, I'liilo^n', pp. S4-14:(. Xone
of tlie preceding is menUoneU by iu special title by Eiiseb., w. i'., ii. IS, wliilf

he cites all tliat follow by tlieir titles. Tlie reason nnist bi; that all up to thii.

point, and no farther, are included by him iu the yifiiav Upwy dWrjyopiai
;

agreemg with this we lind that these and these only are citeil under tJiat general
title in the Fluiilegia, especially the so-called JoUtmaes M.>nf<clniS inc<tiliis (see

Mangey's notes belore each book). We may therefoj-e eoiicUtde with citnndence
lliat fhdo published the continuous commentaries on Gen. ii.-iv. under the title

AlirgoiitsoSllu SdcreJ Luu-s, and the following commentaries uu select l-assagea

under special titles, thongli the identity of literary chaiacter entitles us to

rcgai-d the latter as part of the &ame gieat literary plau with the former. (8>

Uepi yiydvTwv (De r/i'jinitibiis, M. i. 202-272), on Gen. vi. 1-4. (9)"0r( &Tp€T-

Tov Ti delov (Quod Dens sit iuimtitabitis, >I. i. 272-200), on Gen. vi. 4-12. (10)

n^pl yewpyias (De agiicultura, M. i. 300-S2S), on Gen. ix. 20a. (11) llepi

e^vTovpyiai Ndie tA Sfvrepov (Dc }/Utntatione Xoe, M. i. 329-350), ou Gcu. ix.

20b. (12) rlfpi pfSt)! (De ebriclale, M. i. 357-301), on Gen. ix. 21 ; the introduo.

tion shows that this book was preceded by another which put together the

\iews of the phihjso[»hers about drunkenness. (l:i) Hepl Toi) i^ii^rppt Xwe
(De sobrietate, M. i. 302-403), on Gen. ix. 24. (14) iUpl trvyx'^'^e^^ StaX^KTitif

(De con/nsione lintjueiritM, M. i, 404-43J), on Gcu. xi. 1-0. (1 j) Ilepi dirotKla^

(De uii'jiittione Abrohnmi, >1, 1. 430-172), on Gen. xii. VO. (10) Kept toO rfs 6

tQv deloiv irpaypidrbjv K\T}pov!jpoi (Qiiis rentm rfiria^riim /i/rrcs siV, M. i.

473-513). on Gen- XV. 1-lS. (17) Ilept t^s ctl rd TrpoTraiSeijMaTa ituv6Sou

(De conrtrei.<i' 'I'ta'rendx eniillfiiuis eifusa, M. i. 510-54.')), on Gen. xvi. 1-6. (18)

lUpi i^irydSwi' (Oc pvo/i'ijis. .M- i. 510-577), on Gen. xvi. 0-11. (10) Uepl Tuiie

p.eTOVopal^ofx^fwt' Kal u>c (VfKa perovofid^oVTat (De rnvfatione noinitl'im,

yi. i. 576-Olt'), on Gen. xvii. 1-22 ; in this work Philo mentions that he had

' See, especially Mai, Scripll. fdt. 7lov. Coll., vol. vii. pt. i. pp.

100, 106, 108.
- See 0pp., ed. Mangey, ii. 648-680 ; Mai, op. cil., vol. vii. pt. i.

96 sq. ; Enseb., Pifvp. £v., vii. 13. A fragment on the cherubim,

Exod. XXV. 18, lias been publisheil by Mai, Clui''. Auctt., iv. 430 sj.,

by Grossmauii (1856), au'l by Tischeiidorf (p. Hi sr/.).
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vritten two booJcs, now wholly lost, ITe^ StaBijKuv (M. I. 5S6). (20) HepI tov

Oeorifirrovi cu-at roiH 6yelpov^ (IV somniis, lib. i., M. i. 020-65S), on the

two dreams of Jacob, Gen. xxviii. and xxxi. (21) Book ii. of the sjuik (M. i.

t^9-099X on the dreams of Joseph, tho chief butler, the chief baker, and

rbaraoh, Gen. xxxvii. and xl., xli. Eusebius makes Philo the author of five

books on dreams ; thrw, therefore, are lost.

(in.) A work of a very different kind is the CTOup of writings

which we may call " An Exposition of the Mosaiclaw for Gentiles,"

which, in spite of their very various contents, present on nearer

examination indubitable marks of close connexion. In them Philo

seeks to give an orderly view of the chief points of the Mosaic

legislation in the Pentateuch, and to recommend it as valuable to

Gentile readers. The method of exposition is gomewhat more

popular than in the allegorical commentaries, for, tliough that

method of interpretation, is not wholly excluded, the main object

is to give such a view of tho legislation as Philo accepted as his-

torical. This work has three main divisions: {a) an Account of

the Oeation (^oo-^oiro«ta), which Moses put first, to show that his

legislation was conformed to the will of nature, and that therefore

those who followed it were true cosmopolitans
; (6) the Biographies

of the Virtuous,—bein^, so to speak, the living unwritten laws

which, uuUke \mtten mws, present the general types of moral

conduct
;

{c) Legislation Proper, in two subdivisions— (a) the ten

principal chapters of the law, {p) the special laws belonging to

each of these ten. An appendix adds a view of such laws as do

not fall under the rubrics of the decalogue, arranged under tho

headings of certain cardinal virtues.

The treatises which belong to this work are the following. (1) Jlepl

T^j Moji/ff^wf KOfffiOTToiias {De' viundi opificio, M. i. 1-42). This work
does not (all within the number of the allegorical commentaries. On the

other hand, the introduction to the treatise De Abrahamo makes clear its im-

mediate connexion with the De mundi opificio. The position of the De mundi
cpi/lcio at the head of the allegorical commentaries, which is at present usual
ill the editions, seems indeed to go back to a very early date, for even Eusebius

cites ft passage f^om it with the formula ctirA toO irfxlfTov tu)v t/s rby vdfiov

{Praep. Ev., vui. 19 fin., ed. Gais/ord). The group of the "Blot ao<p^v is headed

by (2) Bi'oj ffo<pov ToD itorA SiSaaKoKiav tcXhojO^vtos ii wept ydfitcv

dypdipup [(£], 6 iari irepl 'A^padfi (De Abrahamo, M, ii. 1-40). Abraham

is here set forth as the type of Sidaa-KaXtKr} dpcT-ri, i.e., of virtue as a thing

learned. This biography of Abraham was foUowed by that of Isaac as a type of

tpvo'tKJj dper-^, i.e., of innate or natural virtue, which in turn was succeeded

by that of Jacob as repreeentijK cwt/o^tijctj dpcrT/, i.e.f virtue acquired by
practice ; but both these are nowiost. Hence in the editions the next treatise

is (3) Bios ToXtTtxos Strep iffrl irepl 'luxr^tp (De Josepho, M. ii. 41-79), where
Joseph L3 taken as the pattern of the wise man in his civil relations. The
Diographies of the Virtuous are followed by (4) Hepl tCsv SiKO. \oyiu3v &
(C(0(£Xaia vd/xuv elal (De decalogo, M. ii. lSO-209) and (5) Ilepi tu}i> dva<pepo-

piivuiv iv €t5(i v6pi(iif els to. cvvTelvovra Kc^dXota rdv bixa Xt^yojf (Da

srptcialibxts Icgibus ; the unabridged title is given by Eusebius, H. E., ii, IS, 5).

Here under the rubrics of t)he ten commandments a systematic re\'iew of the
special laws of the Mosaic economy i#"^ven ; for example, under the first and
second commandments (divine worship) a survey is taken of the entire legisla-

tion relating to priesthood and sacrifice ; under the fourth (i.e., the Sabbath
law, according to Philo's reckoning) there is a survey of all the laws about
feasts ; nnder the sixth (adultery) an account of matrimonial law ; and so on.

According to Eusebius the work embraced fOur books, which seem to have
reached us entire^ but in the editions have been perversely broken up into
a considerable "number of separate tractates, (a) The first book (on the
first and second commandments) includes the following : De circumcisione
(M. ii. 210-212); De monarchia, lib, i. (ii. 213:222); De monarchia, lib. ii. (ii.

222-232); De prxmiis scuxrdotum. (ii. 232-237); De victimis (ii. 237-250); De
sacrificantihus, or De victimas offertntibus (ii. 251-264); De merccde meretricia

•Ron accipienda in sncrariiim (ii. 264-269). (b) The second book (on the third,

fourth, and fifth commandments, i.e., on perjury, Sabbath observance, and
lilial piety) is incomplete in Mangey (ii. 270-20S), the section De septenario
(on the Sabbath and feasts in general) being imperfect, and that De coUndis
parentibus being entirely wanting. Mai to a large extent made good the
defect (De cophini fe^to et de col^idis parentibus, Milan, 181S), but Tischen-
dorf was the Prst to edit the full text (Phihnca, pp. 1-83). (c) The third book
relates to the sixth and seventh commandments (adultery and murder ; M, ii.

299-334). (i) To the fourth book (relating to the last three commandments)
belongs all that is found in Mangey, ii. 335-374, that is to say, not merely the
tractates De judice (ii. 344-348) and De concupiscentia (ii. 348-358), but al.so

those De jvstitia (ii. 35S-3GI) and De creatione principum (ii. 361-374). The
last-named is, properly speaking, only a portion of the Dejust'Uia, which, how-
ever, certainly oelongs to the fourth book, df which the superscription expressly
bears that it treats also irepl dLKaioaivrjs. With this tractate begins the
appendix to the work De specialibits Ugibus, into which, under the rubric of
certain cardinal virtues, such Mosaic laws are brought together as could not
be dealt with under any of the decalogue rubrics. The continuation of this

appendix forms a book by itself. (6) Ilcpl TptCov ApeTwv i^oi. irepl dvopelai
Kal tptXavOpuirlas Kal fieravolas (De fortUudine, M. ii. 375-383; De caritate,

ii. 383-405; De pixnitentia, ii. 405-407). Finally, in less intimate connexion
with this entire work is another treatise still to be mentioned, (7) Ilepi &$\(i}y

Kal iwiTLputav (De prmniis et panis, M. ii. 408-428) and Hepl ipQv (De exe-

cmtionibiis, M. ii. 429-457), two parts which constitute a single whole and deal
with the promises and threatenings of the law.

(IV.) Besides the above-named three great works on the Penta-
teuch, Philo was the author of a number of isolated writings, of
which the following have reached us either in. their entirety or in
fragments. (1) Tlepl ^iov Xija^ws [Vita Mosis, lib. i.-iii., IL ii.

80-179). It is usual to group this, as being biographical in its

eharacter, with the Blot aotpCjv, and thus to incorporate it imme-
diately after the De Josepho with the large work on the Mosaic
legislation. But, as has been seen, the Btoi (ro0u'i' are intended to
represent the general tj-pcs of morality, while Moses is by no means
fio deal) ^th but as a unique individual All that can be said is

that the literary charncter of the Viia Uosis is the same as that of
the larger work. As iu the latter the Mosaic legislation, so in tho
former the activity of the legislator himself, is delineated for the
benefit of Gentile readers. (2) Uepl tou TrdfTa cirovdaiou ehai
i\€v$ipov (Quod omnis probzts liber, M. ii. 445-170). In the intro-
duction to this treatise reference is made to' an earlier book which
had for its theme the coiy^-erse proposition. The complete work was
still extant in tho time of Eusebius (//. K, ii. 18, ti). Ilepi rod 5o0\o»'
dfai, wdfTa 0aL'\ot', t^ f^^s iartv o irepl tou 7r(^ra airovSahv iXevdepoi'

elyai. The genuineness of the writing now jossessed by us is no?
undisputed ; but see Lucius, Vcr Esscmsnui,<i (ISSl), pp. 13-'23. (3)
Eis ^XaKKov (Aclvers^is Flacaim^ M. ii. 517-544) and (4) Uepl dperujc.

K-al rpecT^efas vpbs IMtoi' {Dc Icgaiionc ad Caium, M. ii. 545-COO).
Theso two works have a vpry intimate connexion. In the first

Philo relates how the Komau governor Flaccus in Alexandria,^
towards the beginning of the reign of Caligula, allowed the Alex-
andrian mob, without interference, to insult tho Jews of that city

iu the grossest manner and even to persccuto them to the shedding
of blood. In the second he tells how the Jews had been subjected

to still greater sufferings through the command of Caligula that
divine honours should be everywhere accorded to him, and how
tho Jews of Alexandria in vain sought relief by a mission to Rome
which was headed by Philo. But both together were only parts of

a larger work, in five books, of which the first two and the last

have perished. For it is clear from the introduction to the Advcrsus
Flacaim that it had been preceded by another book in wbi^h tho
Jewish persecutions by Sejanus, Under the reign of Tiberius,

were spoken of, and tho Cliranicon of Eusebius (ed. Schoene, vol.

ii. pp. 150, Ifl) informs us that these persecutions of Sejanus
were related in the second book of the work now under discussion.

But from the conclusion of the Legatio ad Camvi, which we still

possess, we learn that it was also followed by another book which
exHbited the iraXiviaUa, or change of Jewish fortunes for the better.

Thus we make out five books in all,—the numbert w^ually given
by Eusebius {H. i'., ii. 5, 1). (5) liepl irpofolas {De providentia).

This work has reached us only in an Armenian translation, which
has been edited, with a Latin translation, by Aucher (see below).

It is mentioned by its Greek title in Eusebius [H. E., il 18, 6 ;

PrsEp. Ev., vii. 20 fin., viii. 13 fin., ed. Gaisford). The Armenian
text gives two books, but of these the first, if genuine at all,

at any rate appears only in an abridged and somewhat revised

state. ^ Eusebius {Prwp. Ev., viiL 14) quotes from the second book to

an extent that amounts to a series of excerpts from the whole. The
short passage in Prsep, Ev., vii. 21, is also taken from this book

;

and it appears that Eusebius knew nothing at all about the first.

(6) 'AXi^avbpos ^ irepl rod Xbyov ^x^'-^ "^^ ^.Xoya fuia {De Ahxandro et

quod propriam rationem mxita animulid habeunt ; so Jerome, Dc
Fir. III., c. 11) ; the Greek title is given in Euseb., R. E., ii. 18, 6.

This also now exists only in an Armenian translation, which has
been edited by Aucher, Two small Greek fragments occur in the
Florilegkim of Leontius and Johannes (Mai, Scr. veL nov. coll.,

vii. 1, pp. 99, 100a). (7) "VtroOeTiKd, a writing now known to us
only through fragments preserved in Euseb., Prtep. Ev., viii. 6, 7.

The title, as Bernays^ has shown, means "Counsels," "Recom-
mendations," the reference being to such laws of the Jews as can be
recommended also to non-Jewish readers. (8) Hepl 'lovSalojv, a title

met with in Euseb., H. E., ii. 18, 6. The writing is no doubt the

same as 'H virkp'\ov8aiwv dtroXoyia, from which a quotation is given

in Euseb., Prwp. Ev., viii. 11. To this place also, perhaps, belongs

the De nobilitate (M. ii. 437-444), which treats of that true noblesse

of wisdom in which the Jewish people also is not wanting.^

(V.) Spurious works ascribed to Philo. (1) Hepl §lov d^uprp-iKoO ^
kerai*' dptirQu {De vita contcmplativa, M. ii. 471-486). That the

Therapeutic life here praised is that of Christian monks was seen by
Euseb., i£. E., ii. 17 (who, however, accepted the book as Philo's),

and the same view was long prevalent in the church.* But, if the

Therapeutge are monks, the book cannot be genuine ; see especially

Lucius, Die Therapeuten imd ihre Stellung in der Gcsch. der Askesc,

Strasburg, 1879. There are, however, so many other objections to

its genuineness that the book is now giv«n up even by such as do

not admit that the Therapeutse are monks.^ (2) Hepl d<pOap(Tlas

K6<rixov {De incorruptihilitatc mundi, M. ii. 487-516). Bernays, who
first showed that the received text is disordered by misplacement

of leaves {Monatsb. Berl. Akad., 1863, p. 34 sq.), published a cor-

rected text with German version in Ahh. Bcrl. Akad., 1876. An
unfinished commentary of the same critic was posthumously pub-

lished in the Berlin Ahhandlungen, 1882, (3) Ilepi K6cr/iou {De

mundo, M. ii. 601-624). That this collection of extracts from

Philo, and especially from the De incor. mundi, is spurious has been

long recognised. (4) Two orations, De Sampsone and De Jona, pub-

1 See Diels, Doxographi Grwci, 1879, pp. 1-4 ; Zeller, Phil. d. Gt., ui. 2, p. 840

(3d ed.).

2 Monatsb. d. Bert. Akad. (1S76). pp. 5S9-609.
3 Tills conjecture is Dahne's, Theol Stud. u. Krit. (1833), pp. 990, 1037.

.
i So still Montfaueon, the learned notes to whose French translation are stfll

valuable (Paris, 1709).
s Nicolas, in Rev. Thiol., Strasburg, ISflS, p. 26 sq. ; Kuenen,' Godsdlen^t fi^

440-444; Weingarten, "Mduchtum," m Herzog-Plitt,.& £., x.
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nshed from the Armenian by Anchcr in 1826, are generally held to

be spurious.' (5) The lexicon of Hebrew proper names with Greek

interpretations (Epfnivda rCiv ippaiKCiv dyofidruv), which Origen

completed by adding the New Testament names, and which Jerome

reNvrote, was often ascribed to Philo. It appears from ancient testi-

monies that it bore no author's name, so that Philo's part in it

is at least very problematical ; nor does its original form seem to

be extant (see Orig., Comm. in Joan., vol. ii. c. 27 ; Euseb., H. E.,

ii- 18, 7 ; Jerome in the preface to his recension of the book).

Various Greek and Latin recensions are given by Vallarsi and in

Lagarde's Onomnslica sacra, 1870 ; see also on this class of literature

as a -whole Fabricius-Harles, Bib. Or., iv. 742 sj., vL 199 sq., vii.

226 sq. (6) On a Latin work, De biblids antiquitatibvs, ascribed

to Philo, see Fabr. -Harl., iv. 743. (7) For the pseudo-Philonic

Bremarium temporum, a forgery of Annius of Viterbo, see ibid,

(8) The book On Virtue, published as Philo's by Mai {Phil. Jud.

de virt. ejusque paHibus, 1816), is a work of Gemistus Pletho.

Editions.—The first, very imptvfect, edition of the Greek text of Philo is by
Tcmebus (Paris, 1552). Some additional pieces were given by H6schel(Fmnk.
fort, 1587 ; Augsburg, 1614). Other editions are those of Geneva, 1613 ; Paris,

1640; FYankfort, 1691 (a page-for-page reprint of the Paris edition); but the

best is still that of Mangey (2 vols., London, 1742), which alone is based on a

number of MSS. and gives a critical apparatus. Pfeiffer's unfinished edition,

vols. i..v., appeared at Erlangen in 17S&.95, 2d ed. 1S20. An important supple-

ment .to Mangey is given by Aucber's publications from the Armenian— Pfti?.

Jud. sermones tres inedili, Venice, 1S22. Phil. Jud. paraUpomena Armcna,
Venice, 1826. The Greek pieces newly published since Mangey are less exten-

sive. The editions by Mai, Grossmann, and Tischendorf have been already

noticed. Auchei''s publications and Mai's of 1818 are contained in the con-
venient edition of Richter (Leipsic, 1828-30) and iu the Tauchnitz stereotype

edition (1851-53). Of editions of particular works, J. G. Mullers Des Ju'den

Philo BucKv. d. Weltichop/ung (Berlin, 1S41), with commentary, claims special

notice. Compare further for the editions and versions, Furst, Bibl. Jud. ;

Grasse, Trisor de livr^ rares et pricieux, v. 269-271 (1864) ; and Eng. tr. by
Yonge, 4 vols., London, 1854-55.

Xiterarure.—(A.) On Philo's writings in general. Fabricius-Harles, Bihl. Or.,

iv, 721-750. On the order of Philo's works, Gfrorer, Philo und die Alexan.
drinische Theosophie, i. (1831) ; *Diihne, in Stud, und Krit., 1833, p. 984 sg.;

Grossmann, De Phil. Jud. operum continua serie et ordine chronot., pta. i., ii-,

Leipsic, 1841-42. On the text, Oreuzer, in Stud, und Krit., 1832, p. S eg. J. G.
Miiller, Texteskritlk der Schr. des Judeii Philo, Basel, 1839, reprinted in his

edition of the WellschUpfiiTUj, 1841. On Philo's language, method, and influ-

ence on posterity, see Siegfried, Philo I'on Alex, als Ausleger des A. T. . . .,

Jena, 1875. On bis knowledge of Palestinian legal tradition, B. Bitter, Philo

und die ffatacha, Leipsic, 1879. (B.) On Philo's teaching. Gfrorer, op. cit. ;

Dabne, Gesch. Darstetlung derjud.'Olex. Jteligionsphilosophie, Halle, 1834:
Zeller, Phil. d. Griechcn, pt. iii. sect. ii. (3d ed., lSSl),~this is on the whole
the best general sketch; Gfrorer and Dahne give fuller material. On special

points, see Keferstein. Philo's Lchre von dem gottlichen Mitteluesen, Leipsic,

1846 ; Heinze. Lehre vom Logos, 1872 ; Soulier, La doctrine du Logos ches Philon,

Turin, 1876. ^. S'.)

PHILO. . A Je-wisli Hellenist ot tliis name is the author

of an epic poem in Greek hexameters on the History of

Jerusalem, and lived at an earlier date than the philosopher,

Alexander Polyhistor quoting several passages of his book

about 80-60 b.c. From Alexander Eusebius derives these

extracts from the poem (Prxp. Ev., ix. 20, 24, 37). This

is probably the Philo -who is mentioned by Clemens Alex-

andrinus (Strom., i. 21, 141) and Josephus (C. Ap., i. 23).

See Philippson's -work on the Jewish poets Ezechiel and
Philo (1830) and Miiller, Fr. Hist. Gr., iii. 213 sq.

PHILO BYBLIUS, i.e., Philo of Byblus (Gebal, Jubeil),

was born, according to Suidas, in 42 A.D., and lived into

the reign of Hadrian, about which he wrote a book now
wholly lost. He was a grammarian by profession and
author of many books, of which those oftenest cited are

:

(1) a work About Cities and the Famous Men they have pro-

duced, which was epitomized by Serenus, and (2) Phoenician

History. Of the latter there are very considerable frag-

ments, chiefly preserved by Eusebius in the Preeparatio

Evangelica, and presenting a Euhemeristic rechauffe of

Phcenician theology and mythology which is represented

iS translated from the Phoenician of Sanchuniathon. The
fragments of Philo are collected in Miiller, Fr. Hist. Gr.,

iii. 560 sq. To the literature there cited add Ewald's essay

in the Abhandlungen of the Eoyal Society of Gcittingen, vol.

v. (1853) ; Kenan's in Mem. Acad, des Inscript., vol. xxiii.

(1858); and Baudissin, Studien sur semitiscJien Religions-

geschidite, L 3 sq.

PHILO OP BYZANTIUM, author of a treatise on
mechanics, of which only two books now remain, flourished

in the 2d or 3d century A.D. The extant books, which
refer to machines used in war and to siege n-orks, are

' See Dahne, Stud, und Krit., 1833, p. 987 sq.; Freudcnthal, Die
Ft. Joseph, beigdegte Schri/t Otter die lierrscha/t dcr Yernunft, 1869,

EP- 8 sq., 141 sq.

eoitea -witn a German translation in Kijchly and Riistow's

Griechische Kriegsschriftsteller, vol. i. (Leipsic, 1853).

For a list of other Philos, see Fabricius,»:St6/, GrscSr, iv.

p. 750 sq., ed. Harl.

PHILOLAUS, next to Archytas the most illustrious of

the Pythagorean philosophers, was born at Tarentum or,

according to Diogenes Laertius, at Crotona.^ He was
said to have been intimate with Democritus, and was prob-

ably one of his teachers. After the death of Pythagoras
great dissensions prevailed in the cities of lower Italy,

which were allayed only after the lapse of many years

through the intervention of the Achseans. According to

some accounts Philolaus was obliged to flee, and owed
his escape to his youthful energy. He took refuge first in

Lucania, then in Greece ; he lived at Thebes, where he
had for pupils Simmias and Cebes, 'who subsequently,

being stiU young men (yeavia-Koi), were present at the

death of Socrates. Prior to this Philolaus had left Thebes
and returned to Italy, where ho was the teacher of Archytas.

Pythagoras published nothing, nor did the other early

I^thagoreans ; the members of the brotherhood, moreover,

piously referred their discoveries back to their master

;

hence many doctrines have been attributed to Pythagoras

which were first propounded later in the school. He entered

deeply into the number-theory, 'which constituted the dis-

tinctive feature of the Pythagorean philosophy, and in

particular dwelt on the properties inherent in the decad
—the sum of the ftrst four numbers, consequently the

fourth triangular number, the tetractys—which he called

great, all-powerful, and all-producing. The discovery of

the regular solids is attributed to Pythagoras by Eudemus,
and Empedocles is stated to have been the first who main-
tained that there were four elements. Philolaus, con-

necting these ideas, held that the elementary nature of

bodies depended on their form, and assigned the tetraj

hedron to fire, the octahedron to air, the icosahedron td

water, and the cube to earth ; the dodecahedron he
assigned to a fifth element, sether, or, as some think, tc

the universe. This theory indicates considerable know-
ledge of geometry on the part of its author ; it gavej

moreover, a great impulse to the study of that science,

and many important results were arrived at, so that

Aristaeus, 'who lived before Euclid, was able to 'write a

book on the comparison of the five regular solids.

Philolaus was the first to propound the doctrine of the

motion of the earth ; some, however, attribute this doctrine

to Pythagoras, but there is no evidence in support of their

view. Philolaus supposed that the sphere of the fi-^ced

stars, the five planets, the sun, moon, and earth, all moved:

round the central fire, which he called the hearth of thei

universe, the house of Zeus, and the mother of the gods ;

but as these made up only nine revolving bodies he con-

ceived, in accordanco with hia number-theory, a tenth,

which he called counter-earth, dvrlxStov. He 'was the first

who published a book on the Pythagorean doctrines, a
treatise of ^Yhich Plato made use in the composition of his

Timseus. This work of the Pythagorean, to which the

mystical name BaK^ai is sometimes given, seems to have

consisted of three books: (1) Ilepi koV/xou, containing a

general account of the origin and arrangement of the

universe
; (2) llepl <f>va-(uK, an exposition of the nature of

numbers; (3) Ucpl \tv;(^?, on the nature of the soul.

See Boeckh, Philotaos des Pythagorccrs Lclircn ncbst den Bruch-

slacken seines Wcrkas (Berlin, 1819) ; also Fabricius, Bihliotheca

Grseca ; Zeller, History of Oreek Philosophy ; and Chaignet, Pythagore

et la Ph ilosoph ie Pyihagoriciennc, contatant IcsFragments de Philolaiis

ct d'Ardiitas (1873)

^ Boeckh places his life between the 70tli and 95th Olympiads

(496-396 B. c). He was a contemporary of Socrates and Democritus,

hut senior to them, aud was probably somewhat junior to Empedocles,

so that his birth may be placed at about 480.
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PHILOLOGY
PAKT I.—SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE IN GENERAL.

PHILOLOGY is the generally accepted comprehensive

name for the study of the word ; it designates that

branch of knowledge which. deals v,-i\\x human speech, and

with all that speech discloses as to the nature ajid history

Diri- of man. Philology has two principal divisions, oorre-

sion<. spending to the two uses of "word or "speech," as

signifying either what is s<vid or the language in which it

is said, as either the thought expressed—which, when
recorded, takes the form of literature—or the instrument-

ality of its expression : these divisions are the literary and

the linguistic. Not all study of literature, indeed, is

philological : as when, for e.xample, the records of the

ancient Chinese are ransacked for notices of astronomical

or meteorological phenomena, or the principles of geometry

are learned from the text-book of a Greek sage ; whUe,

on the other hand, to study Ptolemy and Euclid for the

history of the sciences represented by them is philological

more than scientific. Again, the study of language itself

has its literary side : as when the vocabulary of a com-

munity (say of the ancient Indo-Europeans or Aryans) is

taken as a document from which to infer the range and

grade of knowledge of its speakers, their circumstances,

and their institutions. The two divisions thus do not

admit of absolute distinction arfd separation, though for

some time past tending toward greater independence.

The literary is the older of the two ; it even occupied

"uolil recently the whole field, since the scientific study of

Jangtjage itself has arisen only within the present century.

Till then, literary phUology included linguistic, as a merely

subordinate and auxiliary part, the knowledge of a lan-

piage being the necessary key to a knowledge of the

literature written in that language. When, therefore,

instead of studying each language by itself for the sake

of its own literature, men began to compare one language

with another, in order to bring to light their relationships,

their structures, their histories, the name "comparative

philology " naturally enough suggested itself and came into

use for the new method ; and this name, awkward and trivial

though it may be, has become so firmly fixed in English

usage that it can be only slowly, if at all, displaced.

Continental usage (especially German) tends more strongly

than English to restrict the name philology to its older

ofiSce, and to employ for the recent branch of knowledge

a specific term, like those that have gained more or less

currency with us also : as glottic, glossology, linguistics,

linguistic^ science, science of language, and the like. It is

not a question of absolute propriety or correctness, since

the word philology is in its nature wide enough to imply

all language-study, of whatever kind ; it is one, rather, of

the convenient distinction of methods that have grown too

independent and important to be any longer well included

under a common name.

Philology, in all its departments, began and grew up as
Of the classical ; the history of our civilization made the study of

Greek and Latin long the exclusive, still longer the pre-

dominant and regulating, occupation of secular scholar-

ship. The Hebrew and its literature were held apart, as

something of a difi'erent order, as sacred. It was not

imagined that any tongue to which culture and literature

did not lend importance was worthy of serious attention

from scholarsr The first essays in comparison, likewise,

were made upon the classical tongues, and were as erroneous

in method and fertile in false conclusions as was to be
expected, considering the narrowness of view and the con-

trolling prejudices of those who made them; and the

odmission of Hebrew t.' '^ • comparison only added to tha
confuaion. The change which this century has seeil has
been a part of the general scientific movement of the age,

which has brought about the establishment of so many
new branches of knowledge, both historical and physical
by the abandonment of shackling prejudices, the freedon
of inquiry, the recognition of the dignity of all knowledge,
the wide-reaching assemblage of facts and their objective

comparison, and the resulting constant improvement of
method. Literary philology has had its full share of

advantage from this movement ; but linguistic philology

has been actually created by it out of the crude observa-

tions and wild deductions of earlier times, as truly as
chemistry out of alchemy, or geology out of diluvianism.

It is unnecessary here to follow out the details of the
development ; but we may well refer to the decisive iu-

, fluence of one discover^', the decisive action of one scholar.

It was the discovery of the special relationship of the
Arj'an or Indo-European languages, depending in great

measure upon the introduction of the Sanskrit as a term
in their comparison, and demonstrated and worked out
by the German scholar Bopp, that founded the science

of linguistic philology. While there is abundant room
for further improvement, it yet appears that the grand
features of philologio study, in all its departments, are

now so distinctly drawn that no revolution of its methods,
but only their modification in minor respects, is henceforth

probable. How and for what purposes to investigate the

literature of any people (philology in the more proper
sense), combining the knowledge thus obtained with
that derived from other sources ; how to study and
set forth the material and structure and combinations of

a language (grammar), or of a body of related languages
(comparative grammar) ; how to co-ordinate and interpret

the general phenomena of language, as variously illustrated

in the infinitely varying facts of different tongues, so as to

exhibit its nature as a factor in human history, and its

methods of life and growth (lingmstic science),—these are

what philology t«aches. The first two subjects are mainly
disposed of in this work in the various articles devoted to

countries and races, with their literatures and dialects

;

the last was briefly touched upon in the article Antetro-
POLOGY, but requires fuller treatment here, along with a
general view of the classification of languages, as thus fai

effected.

The study of language is a division of the general Rektiou

science of anthropology, and is akin to all the rest in '« »o-

respect of its objects and its methods. Man as we now |''"'P°-

see him is a twofold being : in part the child of nature, as

tCi his capacities and desires, his endowments of mind and
body ; Lq part the creature of education, by training in

the knowledge, the arts, the social conduct, of which his

predecessors have gained possession. And the problem of

anthropology is this : how natural man has become culti-

vated man ; how a being thus endowed by nature should
have begun and carried on the processes of acquisition

which have brought him to his present state. The results

of his predecessors' labours are not transmuted for his

benefit into natural instincts, in language or in anything

else. The child of the most civilized race, if isolated and
left wholly to his own resourtfes, aided by neither, the

example nor the instruction of his fellows, would no more
speak the speech of his ancestors than he would build

their houses, fashion their clothes, practise any of their

arts, inherit their knowledge or wealth. In fact, he would
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possess no language, no arte, no wealth, but -vrould have to

go to work to acquire them, by the same processes which

began to win them for the first human , beings. One
advantage he would doubtless enjoy : the descendant of a

cultivated race has an enhanced aptitude for the recep-

tion of cultivation ; he is more cultivable ; and this is an

element that has to be allowed for in comparing present

conditions with past, as influencing the rate of progress,

but nothing more. In all other respects, it is man with

the endowments which we now find him possessed of, but

destitute of the gradually accumulated results of the exer-

cise of his faculties, whose progress we have to explain.

And it is, as a matter of necessity, by studying recent

observable modes of acquisition, and transferring them,

with due allowance for different circumstances, to the

more primitive periods, that the question of first acijui-

.sition or origin is to be solved, for language as for tools,

for arts, for family and social organization, and the rest.

There is just as much, and just as little, reason for

assuming miraculous interference and aid in one of these

departments as in aiiother. If men have been left to

themselves to make and improve instruments, to form and
perfect modes of social organization, by implanted powers

directed by natural desires, and under the pressure of cir-

cumstances, then also to make and change the signs that

constitute their speecL All expressions, as all instruments,

'^re at present, and" have been through the known past,

.made and changed by the men who use them ; the same
wiU have been the case in the unknown or prehistoric

past. .And we command now enough of the history of

language, with the processes of its life and growth, to

determine with confidence its mode of origin— within

certain limit-s, as will appear below.

Canse of It is beyond all question, in the first place, mat tne
language- desire of communication was the only force directly im-
raaking.' pgUjng men to the production of language. Man's social-

ity, his disposition to band together -n-ith his fellowg, for

lower and for higher purposes, for mutual help and for

sympathy, is one of his most fundamental characteristics.

To understand those about one and to be understood by

them is now, and must have been from the very beginning,

a prime necessity of human existence ; we cannot conceive

of man, even in his most undeveloped state, as without

the recognition of it. Communication is still the univers-

ally recognized oflSce of speech, and to the immense majority

pi speakers the only one"; the common man knows no

other, and can only with difiSculty and imperfectly be

brought to see that there is any other ; of the added dis-

tinctness and reach of mental action which the possession

of such an instrumentality gives him, he is whoUy uncon-

scious : and it is obvious that what the comparatively

fcultivated being of to-day can hardly be made to realize,

can never have acted upon the first men as a motive to

action. It may perhaps be made a question which of the

two uses of speech, communication or the facilitation of

thought, is the higher ; there can be no question, at any

rate, that the former is the broader and the more funda-

mental That the kind and degree of thinking which we
do nowadays would be impossible without language-signs

is true enough ; but so also it would be impossible without

(vritten signs. That there was a time when men had to

do what mental work they could without the help of writ-

ing, as an art not yet devised, we have no difficulty in

realizing, 'because the art is of comparatively recent device,

and there are still communities enough that are working

•without it ; it is much harder to realize that there was a

time when speaking also was an art not yet attained, and

that men had to carry on their rude and rudimentary

Ihirdting without it. Writing too was devised for conscious

purposes of comiHunication only ; its esoteric uses, like

those of speech, were at first tmsaspected, and incapable

of acting as an inducement ; they were not noticed until

made experience of, and then only by those who look

beneath the surface of things. There is no analogy closer

and more instructive than tliis, between speech and writ-'

ing. But analogies are abundant elsewhere in the history

of human development. Everywhere it ie,the lower and
more obvious inducements that are firet effective, and that

lead gradually to the possession of what serves and stimu-

lates higher wants. All the arts -and industries have
grown out of men's effort to get enough to eat and pro-

tection against cold and heat—just as language, with aU
its uses, out of men's effort to communicate with their

fellows. As a solitary man now would never form even
the beginnings of speech, as one separated from society

unlearns his speech by disuse and becomes virtually dumb,
so early man, with all his powers, would never have acquired

speech, save as to those powers was added sociality witb
the needs it brought. We might conceive of a solitary

man as housing and dressing himself, devising rude tools,

and thus lifting himself a step from wildness toward culti-?

vation ; but we cannot conceive of him as ever learning to

talk. Recognition of the impulse to communication as th^

efficient cause of language-making is an element of primarj^

importance in the theory of the origin of language. " No
one who either leaves it out of account or denies it wUl,

however ingenious and entertaining his speculations, casf;

any real light on the earUest history of speech. To inquire

under what peculiar circumstances, in connexion with what
mode of individual or combined action, a first outburst of

oral expression may have taken place, is, on the other

hand, quite futile. The needed circumstances were always
present when human beings were in one another's society;

there was an incessant drawing-on to attempts at mutual
understanding which met with occasional, and then ever

more frequent and complete success. There inheres in

most reasoning upon this subject the rooted assumption,

governing opinion even when not openly upheld or con-

sciously made, that conceptions have real natural names,

and that in a state of nature the^e n"ll somehow break

forth and reveal themselves under favouring circumstances.

The falsity of such a view is shown by our whole further

discussion.

The character of the motive force to speech determined Begiii-

the character of the beginnings of speech. Thafwas first "ings o(

signified which was most capable of intelligible significa-
!?^™i,

tion, not that which was first in order of importance, as u,,

judged by any standard which we can apply to it, or first

in order of conceptional development. All attempts to

determine the first spoken signs by asking what should

have most impressed the mind of primitive man are and
must be failures. It was the exigencies and possibilities

of practical life, in conditions quite out of reach of oar

distinct conception, that prescribed the earliest signs of

communication. So, by a true and instructive analogy,

the beginnings of wTiting are rude depictions of visible

objects; it is now thoroughly recognize^-that no alphabet,

of whatever present character, can have originated in any
other way ; everything else is gradually arrived at from,

that— as, indeed, in the ingeniously shaping hands of

man, from any central body of signs, though but of small

extent, all else is attainable by processes of analogy and
adaptation and transfer. Now what is it that is directly

signifiable in the world about usl Evidently, the separata

acts and qualities of sensible objects, and nothing else.

In BTiting, or signification to the eye, the first element is^

the rude depiction of the outline of an object, or of that

one of the sum of its characteristic qualities which the

eye takes note of and flie hand is capable of intelligibly

reproducing ; from that the mind understands the whol9
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ompies object itself, and then whatever further may in

the circumstances of its use be suggested by it. So, for

example, the picture of a tree signifies primarily a tree,

then perhaps wood, something made of wood, and so on
;

that of a pair of outstretched wings signifies secondarily

flight, then soaring, height, and whatever else these may
•ead to. Xo concrete thing is signifiable in its totaliiy,

or otherwise than by a facile analysis of its constituent

qualities, and a selection of the one which is both suffi-

ciently characteristic in itself and capable of being called

up by a sign before the mind addressed.^

l»5tni- And what quality shall be selected depends in great
raeotil- measure upon the instrumentality used for its signification.

'^j^. Of such instrumentalities, men are possessed of a consider-

non. able variety. We must leave out of account that of

depiction, as just instanced, because its employment

belongs to a much more advanced state of cultivation, and

leads the way to the invention not of speech but of the

analogous and auxiliary art of writing. There remain

gesture, or changes of position of the various parts of the

body, especially of the most mobile parts, -the arms and
hands

;
grimace, or the changes of expression of the

features of the countenance (in strictness, a variety of the

preceding) ; and utterance, or the production of audible

sound. It cannot be doubted that, in the first stages of

communicative expression, all these three were used to-

gether, each for the particular purposes which it was best

calculated to serve. The nearest approach to such action

that is now possible is when two persons, wholly ignorant

of one another's speech, meet and need to communicate

—

an imperfect correspondence, because each is trained to

habits of expression, and works consciously, and with the

advantage of long experience, towards making himself un-

derstood
;
yet it is good for its main purpose. What they

do, to reach mutual comprehension, is like what the first

speechless men, unconsciously and infinitely more slowly,

learned to do : face, hands, body, voice, are all put to use.

It is altogether probable that gesture at first performed

the principal part, even to such extent that the earliest

human language may be said to have been a language of

gesture-signs ; indeed, there exist at the present day such

gesture-languages, as those in use between roving tribes of

different speech that from time to time meet one another

(the most noted example is that of the gesture-language,

'of a very considerable degree of development, of the prairie

tribes of American Indians) ; or such signs as are the

natural resort of those who by deafness are cut off from

ordinary spoken intercourse with their fellows. Yet there

-never can have been a stage or period in which all the

three instrumentalities were not put to use togi;ther. In

fact, they are still all used together; that is evan now an
ineffective speaking to which grimace and gesture ("action,"

as Demosthenes called them) are not added as enforcers

;

and the lower the grade of development and culture of a

language, the more important, even for intelLgibility, is

their addition. But voice has won to itself the chief and
almost exclusive part in communication, insomuch that

we call all communication " language " {i.e., " tonguiness")

'ust as a race of mutes might call it "handiness," and
.alk (by gesture) of a handiness of grimace. This is not

in the least because of any closer connexion of the thinking

apparatus with the muscles that act to produce audible

sounds than with those that act to produce visible motions;

not because there are natural uttered names for conceptions,

any more than natural gestured names. It is simply a

case of " survival of the fittest," or analogous to the pro-

cess by which iron has become the exclusive material of

swords, and gold and silver of money : because, namely,

Experience has shown this to be the material best adapted

to this special use. The advantages of voice are numerous

and obvious. There is first its economy, as employing a
mechanism that is available for little else, and leaving free

for other purposes those indispensable instruments the

hands. Then there is its superior perceptibleness : its

nice differences impress themselves upon the sense at a
distance at which visible motions become indistinct ; they

are not hidden by intervening objects; they allow the

eyes of the listener as well as the hands of the speaker to

be employed in other useful work ; they are as plain in

the dark as in the light ; and they are able to catch and
command the attention of one who is not to be reached

in any other way. We might add as the third advantage

a superior capability of variation and combination on the

part of spoken sounds ; but this is not to be insisted on,

inasmuch as we hardly know what a gesture - language

might have become if men's ingenuity in expression had

been expended through all time upon its elaboration ; and
the superiority, however real, can hardly have been obvious

enough to serve as a motive : certainly, there are spoken

languages now existing whose abundance of resources falls

short of Tj'hat is attainable by gesture. Oral utterance iS

the form which expression has inevitably taken, the sum
of man's endo-mnents being what it is ; but it would be a
mistake to suppose that a necessity of any other kind is

involved in their relation. The fundamental conditions of

speech are man's grade of intellectual power and his social

instinct ; these being given, his expression follows, availing

itself of what means it finds best suited to its purpose ; if

voice had been wanting, it would have taken the next

best. So, in certain well-known cases, a marked artistic

gift, on the part of individuals deprived of the use of

hands, has found means of exercise in the feet instead.

But men in general have hands, instruments of exquisite

tact and power, to serve the needs of their intellect ; and
so voice also, to provide and use the tools ot thought j

there is no error in maintaining thft the voice is given us

for speech, if only we do not proceed to draw from such a
dictum false conclusions as to the rt lation between thought

and utterance. 5Ian is created vith bodily instruments

suited to do the work prescribed by his mental capacities

;

therein lies the harmony of his endowment.
It is through imitation that all signification becomes Imfta.

directly suggestive. The first written signs are (as already t'oo-

noticed) the depictions of visible objects, and could be
nothing else ; and, by the same necessity, the first uttered

signs were the imitations of audible sounds. To repro-

duce any sound of which the originating cause or the cir-

cumstances of production are known, brings up of course-

before the conception that sound, along with the originator,

or circumstances of origination, or whatever else may be
naturally associated vdth it. There are two special direc-

tions in which this mode of sign -making is fruitful:

imitation of the sounds of external nature (as the cries

of animals, and the noises of inanimate objects when ia

motion or acted on by other objects) and imitation of

human sounds. The two are essentially one in principle,

although by some held apart, or even opposed to each

other, as respectively the imitative or onomatopoetio and
the exclamatory or interjectional beginnings of speech

;

they differ only in their spheres of significance, the one

being especially suggestive of external objects, the other of

inward feelings. There are natural human tones, indica-

tive of feeling, as there are natural gestures, poses, modes
of facial expression, which either are immediately intel

ligible to us (as is the warning cry of the hen to the day
old chicken), or have their value taught us by our earliest

experiences. If we hear a cry of joy or a shriek of pain,

a laugh or a groan, we need no explanation iii words to

tell us what it signifies, any Uiore than when we see a sad

face or a drooping attitude. So also the characteristic cry
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or act of anything outside ourselves, if even rudely imi-

tated, is to us an effective reminder and awakener of con-

ception. We have no reason to question that such were

the suggestions of the beginnings of uttered expression.

The same means have made theircontributions to language

even down to our own day ; we call words so produced

" onomatopoetic " {i.e., "name-making" ), after the example

of the Greeks, who could not conceive that actually new
additions to language should be made in anj other way.

What and how wide the range of the imitative principle,

and what amount of language -signs it was capable of

yielding, U a subject for special investigation—or rather,

of speculation, since anything like exact knowledge in

regard to it wiU never be attained ; and the matter is one

of altogether secondary consequence ; it is sufficient for

our purpose that enough could certainly be won in this way
to serve as the effective germs of speech.

All the natural means of expression are still at our

command, and are put to more or less use by us, and their

products are as intelligible to us as they have been to any
generation of our ancestors, back to the very first. They
are analogous also to the means of communication of

the lower animals ; this, so far as we know, consists in

observing and interpreting one another's movements and

Tsn-, natural sounds (where there are such). But language

b'Cias?. is a step bejiond this, and different from it. To make
language, the intent to signify must be present. A cry

wrung out by pain, or a laugh of amusement, though

intelligible, is not language ; either of them, Lf consciously

reproduced in order to signify to another pain or pleasure,

is language. So a cough within hearing of any one attracts

his attention ; but to cough, or to produce any other sound,

articulate or inarticulate, for the purpose of attracting

another's attention, is to commit an act of language-

making, such as in human history preceded in abundance

the establishment of definite traditional signs for concep-

tions. Here begins to appear the division between human
language and all brute expression ; since we do not know
that any animal but man ever definitely took this step.

It would be highly interesting to find out just how near

any come to it ; and to this point ought to be especially

directed the attention of those who are investigating the

communication of the lower animals in its relation to

human communication. Among the animals of highest

intelligence that associate with man and learn something

of his ways, a certain amount of sign-making expressly for

communication is not to be denied ; the dog that barks at

a door because he knows that somebody will come and let

him in is an instance of it
;
perhaps, in wild life,j the

throwing out of sentinel birds from a flock, whose warning

cry shall advertise their fellows of the threat of danger, is

as near an approach to it as is anj'where made.

Lau- But the actual permanent beginnings of speech are only

guage reached when the natural basis is still further abandoned,
conven- ^j^^ signs begin to be used, not because their natural

suggestiveness is seen in them, but by imitation, from the

example of others who have been observed to use the same

sign for the same purpose. Then for the first time the

means of communication becomes something to be handed

down, rather than made anew by each individual ; it takes

on that traditional character which is the essential char-

acter of aU human institutions, which appears not less in

the forms of social organization, the details of religious

ceremonial, the methods of art and the arts, than in lan-

guage. That all existing speech, and all known recorded

speech, is purely traditional, cannot at all be questioned.

It is proved even by the single fact that for any given

conception there are as many different spoken signs as

there are languages—say a thousand (this number is rather

far within than beyond the truth), each of them intelli-

tioiinl.

gible to him who has learned to lise it and to associate it

with the conception to which it belongs, but unintelligible

to the users of the nine hundred and ninety-nine other

signs, as these are all unintelligible to him ; unless, indeed,

he learn a few of them also, even as at the beginning he
learned the one that he calls his own. What single sign,

and what set of signs, any individual shall use, depends
upon the community into the midst of which he is cast,

by birth or other circumstances, during his first years.

That it does not depend upon his race is demonstrated by
facts the most numerous and various ; the African whose
purity of descent is attested by every feature is found all

over the world speaking just that language, or jargon, into

the midst of which the fates of present or former slavery

have brought his parents ; every civilized community
contains elements of various lineage, combined into one by
unity of speech ; and instances are frequent enough where
whole nations speak a tongue of which their ancestors

knew nothing : for example, the Celtic Gauls and the

Germanic Normans of France speak the dialect of a

geographically insignificant district in central Italy, while

we ourselves can hardly utter a sentence or write a line

without bringing in more or less of that same dialect.

There is not an item of any tongue of which we know any-

thing that is " natural " expression, or to the possession

of which its speaker is brought by birth instead of by
education ; there is even very little that is - traceably

founded on such natural expression ; ever}'where Seo-i? or

human attribution reigns supreme, and the original <^vcri9

or natural significance has disappeared, and is only to be

found by theoretic induction (as we have found it above).

It seems to some as if a name like cuckoo (one of the most
striking available cases of onomatopoeia) were a " natural

"

one ; but there is just as much fieo-is in it as in any other

name ; it implies the observation of an aggregate of

qualities in a certain bird, and the selection of one among
them as the convenient basis of a mutual understanding
when the bird is in question ; every animal conspicuous

to us must have its designation, won in one way or

another ; and in this case, to imitate the characteristic cry

is the most available way. If anything but convenience

and availability were involved, all our names for animals

would have to be and to remain imitations of the sounds

they make. That the name of cuckoo is applied also to

the female and young, and at other than the singing

season, and then to related species which do not make the

same sound—all helps to show the essentially conventional

character of even this name. An analogous process of

elimination of .original meaning, and reduction lo the

value of conventional designation merely, is to be seen in

every part of language, throughout its whole history.

Since men ceased to derive their names from signs having a

natural suggestiveness, and began to make them from other

names already in use with an understood value, every new
name has had its etymology and its historical occasion

—

as, for example, the name quarantine from the two -score

{quarantaine) of days of precautionary confinement, or

volume from its being rolled up, or book from a beech-wood

staff, or copper from Cyprus, or lunacy from ^ fancied

influence of the moon, or priest from being an older

(7rpeo-/3vTcpos) person, or butterfly from the butter-yellow

colour of a certain common species : every part of our

language, as of every other, is full of such examples—but,

when once the name is applied, it belongs to that to which

it is applied, and no longer to its relatives by etymology

;

its origin is neglected, and its form may be gradually

changed beyond recognition, or its meaning so far altered

that comparison with the original shall seem a joke or an

absurdity. This is a regular and essential part of the

process of name-making in all human speech, and from
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the very beginning of the history of speech : ia fact (as

pointed out above), the latter can only be said to have

begun when this process was successfully initiated, when
uttered signs began to be, what they have ever since con-

tinued to be, conventional, or dependent only on a mutual
understanding. Thus alone did language gain the capa-

city of unlimited growth and development. The sphere

and scope of natural expression are narrowly bounded

;

but there is no end to the resources of conventional sign-

making.
Bnita It is well to point out here that this change of the basis
speech ^f men's communication from natural suggestiveness to

J^^jjj^
mutual understanding, and the consequent purely conven-

dpeech. tional character of all human language, in its every part

and particle, puts an absolute line of demarcation between

the latter and the means of communication of all the lower

animals. The two are not of the same kind, any more
than human society in its variety of organization is of the

same kind with the instinctive herding of wild cattle or

swarming of insects, any more than human architecture

with the instinctive burrowing of the fos and nest-building

of the bird, any more than human industry and acciunula-

tion of capital with the instinctive hoarding of bees and
beavers. In all these cases alike, the action of men is a

result of the adaptation of means at hand to the satisfac-

tion of felt needs, or of purposes dimly perceived at first,

but grOTiing clearer with gradually acquired experience.

Man is the only being that has established institutions

—

gradually accumulated and perfected results of the exercise

of powers analogous in kind to, but greatly differing in

degree from, those of the lower animals. The difference

in degree of endowment does not constitute the difference

in language, it only leads to it. There was a time when
all existing human beings were as destitute of language as

the dog ; and that time would come again for any number
of human beings who should be cut off (if that were^ prac-

ticable) from all instruction by their fellows : only they

would at once proceed to re-create language, society, and
arts, by the same steps by which their own remote ancestors

created those which we now possess ; while the dog would
remain what he and his ancestors have always been, a

creature of very superior intelligence, indeed, as compared
with most, of infinite intelligence as compared with many,

jet incapable of rising by the acquisition of culture, through

the formation and development of traditional institutions.

There is just the same saltus existent in the difference

between man's conventional speech and the natural com-

munication of the lower races as in that between men's

forms of society and the instinctive associations of the

lower races ; but it is no greater and no other ; it is neithtr

more absolute and characteristic nor more difiicult to

explain. Hence those who put forward language as the

distinction between man and the lower animals, and those

who look upon our language as the same in kind with the

means of communication of the lower animals, only much
more complete and perfect, fail alike to comprehend the

true nature of language, and are alike wrong in -their argu-

ments and conclusions. No addition to .or multiplication

of brute speech would make anything like human speech

;

the two are separated by a step which no animal below
man has ever taken ; and, on .the other hand, language is

only the most conspicuous among those institutions the

development of which has constituted human, progress,

while their possession constitutes human culture.

With the question of the origin of man, whether or not
developed out of lower animal forms, intermediate to the

anthropoid apes, language has nothing to do, nor can its

study ever be made to contribute anything to the solution

of that question. K there once existed creatures above
the apes and below man, who were extirpated by primitive

man as his especial rivals in the stniggle for existence,

became extinct in any other way, there is no difficulty in

supposing them to have possessed forms of speech, more
rudimentary and imperfect than ours. At any rate, all

existing hiunan speech is one in the essential characteristics

which we have thus far noted or shall hereafter have to

consider, even as humanity is one in its distinction from
the lower animals; the differences are in non-essentials.

All speech is one in the sense that every human being, of Lan-

whatever race ho may be, is capable of acquiring any E^age

existing tongue, and of using it for the same purposes for "^^ °"'"

which its present possessors use ' it, \vith such power and
effect as his individual capacity allows, and.without any
essential change in the mental operations carried on by
means of speech—even as he may acquire any other of the

items of culture belonging to a race not his own. The
ditference between employing one language and anotfier is .

like that between employing one instrument and another

in mechanical arts ; one instrument may. be better than
another, and may enable its user to turn out better work,

but the human ingenuity behind both is the same, and
works in the same way. Nor has the making of language
anything whatever to do with making man what he is, as

an animal species having a certain physical form and intel-

lectual endowment. Being what he is by nature, man has
by the development of language and other institutions

become what he is by culture. His acquired culture is

the necessary result of his native endowment, not the

contrary. The acquisition of the first stumbling beginnings

of a superior means of communication had no more infl!>

ence to raise him from a simian to a human being than

the present high culture and perfected speech of certain

races has to lift them up to something more than human-,

and specifically different from the races of inferior culture.

It cannot be too absolutely laid down that differences of

language, down to the possession of language at all, are

differences only in respect to education and culture.

How long man, after he came into being such as he now DeveVij^

is, physically and intellectually, continued to communicate "^'''- -^

with imitative signs of direct significance, when the pro- ^^^"^^
duction of traditional signs began, how rapidly they were -

accumulated, and how long any traces of their imitative

origin clave to them—these and the like questions it is at

present idle to try to answer even conjecturally : just as it

is to seek to determine when the first instruments were used,

how soon they were shaped instead of being left crude, at

what epoch fire was reduced to service, and so on. The
stages of development and their succession are clear enough

;

to fix their chronology will doubtless never be found prac-

ticable. There is much reason for holding, as some do,

that the very first items of culture were hardest to win and
cost most time, the rate of accumulation (as in the case of

capital) increasing with the amount accumulated. Beyond
all reasonable question, however, there was a positively

long period of purely imitative signs, and a longer one of

mixed imitative, and traditional ones, the latter gradually:

gaining upon the former, before the present condition of

things was reached, when the production of new signs by
imitation is only sporadic and of the utmost rarity, and
all language-signs besides are traditional, their increase in

any community being solely by variation and combination,

and by borrowing from other communities.

Of what nature, in various respects, this earliest The root'

language-material was is sufficiently clear. The signs, in stage,

the first place, were of the sort tliat we call "roots." By
this is only meant that they were integral signs, signifi-

cant in their entirety, not divisible into parts, of which

one signified one thing and another another thing, or of

W'hich one gave the main significance, -while another was

an added sign of kind or relation." In a language of

tniL — 97
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developed structure like our own, we arrive at such "roots"

mainly by an artificial stripping-off of the signs of relation

which almost every word still has, or can be shown to have

once liad. In un-cost-li-ness, for example, cost is the cen-

trally significant element ; so far as English is concerned,

it is a root, about which cluster a whole body of forms

and derivatives ; if we could follow its history no farther,

it would be to us an ultimate root, as much so as bind or

sinr/ or mean. But we can follow it up, to the Latin com-

pound eo>i-st(L, a root shi with a prefixed formative element

con. Then sla, which in slightly varied forms we find in

a whole body of related tongues called "Aryan," having

in them all the same significance " stand," is an Aryan

root, and to us an ultimate one, because we can follow its

liistory ho farther; but there always remains the possibility

that it is as far from being actually original as is the

English root cost : that is to say, it is not within our

power ever to get back to the really primitive elements of

speech, and to demonstrate their character by positive

evidence. The reason for accepting a pcimitive root-

stage of language is in great part theoretical : because

nothing else is reconcilable with any acceptable view of

the origin of language. The law of the simplicity of

beginnings is an absolute one for everything of the nature

of an institution, for every gradually developed product

of the exercise of human faculties. That an original

speech-sign should be of double character, one part of it

meaning this and another part that, or one part radical

and the other formative, is as inconceivable as that the

first instruments should have had handles, or the first

shelters a front room and a back one. But this theoretical

reason finds all the historical support which it needs in the

fact that, through all the observable periods of language-

history, we see formative elements coming from words

originally independent, and not from anything else. Thus,

in the example just taken, the 4i- of eostliness is a suffix

of so recent growth that its whole history is distinctly

traceable ; it is simply our adjective Hie, worn down in

both form and meaning to a subordinate value in combina-

tion with certain words to which it was appended, and

then added freely as a suffix to any word from which it

was desired 'to make a derivative adjective—or, later but

more often, a derivative adverb. The ness is much older

(though only Germanic), and its history obscurer ; it con-

tains, in fact, two parts, neither of them of demonstrable

origin ; but there are equivalent later sufilxes, as ship in

hardship and dom in wisdom, whose derivation from in-

dependent words {shape, doom) is beyond question. The

un- of uncostliness is still more ancient (being Aryan), and

its probably pronominal origin hardly available as an

illustration ; but the comparatively modern prefix be-, of

become, belie, &c., comes from the independent preposition

It/, by the same process as -ly or -li- from lik-e. And the

fon which has contributed its part to the making of the

quasi-root cost is also in origin identical with the Latin

preposition cum " with." By all the known facts of later

language-growth, we are driven to the opinion that every

formative element goes back to some previously existing

independent word ; and hence that in analysing our

present words we are retracing the steps of an earlier

synthesis, or following up the history of our formed words

toward the unformed roots out of which they have grown.

The doctrine of the historical growth of language-structure

leads by a logical necessity to that of a root-stage in the

history of all language ; the only means of avoiding the

latter is the assumption of a miraculous element in the

former.

Earliest Of what phonetic form were the earliest traditional

phonetic speech-signs is, so far as essentials arc concerned, to be
'

inferred with reasonable certainty. They were doubtlessforms

articulate : that is to say, composed of alternating con-

sonant and vowel sounds, like our present speech ; and

they probably contained a part of the same sounds which

we now use. All human language is of this character ;

there are no sounds in any tongue which are not learned

and reproduced as easily by children of one race as of

another ; all dialects admit a like phonetic analysis, and

are representable by alphabetic signs; and the leading

sounds, consonant and vowel, are even practically the same
in all ; though every dialect has its own (for the most part,

readily definable and imitable) niceties of their pronuncia-

tion, while certain sounds are rare, or even met with only

in a single group of languages, or in a single language.

Articulate sounds are such as are capable of being combined
with otKers into that succession of distinct yet connectable

syllables wliich is the characteristic of human speech-

utterance. The name " articulate " belongs to this utter-

ance, as distinguished from inarticulate human sounds and

cries, and from the sounds made by the lower animals.

The word itself is Latin, by translation from the Greek,

and, though very widely misunderstood, and even deliber-

ately misapplied in some languages to designate all sound,

of whatever kind, uttered by any living creature, is a most
happily cliosen and truly descriptive term. It signifies-

"jointed," or broken up into successive parts, like a limb

or stem ; the joints are the syllables ; and the syllabic

structure is mainly effected by the alternation of closer or

consonant sounds with opener or vowel sounds. The
simplest syllabic combination (as the facts of language

show) is that of a single consonant ^vith a following vowel ;

and there are languages even now existing which reject

any other. Hence there is much plausibility in the view

that the first speech-signs will have had this phonetic form,

and been monosyllabic, or dissyllabic only by repetition

(reduplication) of one syllable, such as tlie speech of very

young children shows to have a peculiar ease and natural-

ness. The point, however, is one of only secondary import-

ance, and may be left to the furtlier progress of phonetic

study to settle, if it can ; the root-theory, at any rate, is

not bound to any definite form or extent of root, but only

denies that there can have been any grammatical struc-

ture in language except by development in connexion with

experience in the use of language. What particular

sounds, and how many, made up tlie first spoken alphabet,

is also a matter of conjecture merely ; they are likely to

have been the closest consonants and the openest vowels,

medial utterances being of later development.

As regards their significant value, the first language- Char-

signs must have denoted those physical acts and qualities ""^t" °'

which are directly apprehensible by the senses ; both l^^^
because these alone are directly signifiable, and because it

was only they tliat untrained human beings had the power

to deal with or the occasion to use. Such signs would

then be applied to more intellectual uses as fast as there

was occasion for it. The whole history of language, down
to our own day, is full of examples of the reduction of

physical terms and phrases to the expression of non-

physical conceptions and relations ; we can hardly write a

line without giving illustrations of this kind of lingidstic

growth. So pervading is it, that we never regard ourselves

as having read the history of any intellectual or moral

term till we have traced it back to a physical origin. And
we are still all the time drawing figurative comparisons-

between material and moral things and processes, and call-

ing the la'.ter by the names of the former. There has

never been any diSiculty in providing for new knowledge

and more refined thought by putting to new uses the earlier

and grosser materials of speech.

As a matter of course, whatever we now signify by our

simple expressions for simple acts, wants, and the like.

J
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ffas infentleJ to be signified through toe first speech-signs

Iv If6 Qscrs of th^tn. But to us, with diir elaborated

apparatus of speech, the sentence, composed of subject and

predicate, with a verb or sjiecial predicative word to signify

the predication, is established as the norm of expression,

#iid we regard everything else as an abbreviated sentence,

pr as involving a virtual sentence. With a view to tjiis,

we must have " parts of speech "
: that is, words held apart

in oflBce from one another, each usable for such and such a

purpose and no other, and answering a due variety of pur-

poses, so that when they are combined they fit together,

as parts composing a whole, and the desired meaning is

made clear. Inflexions, too, lend their aid ; or else

auxiliar)- Avords of various kinds answering the same pur-

pose—namely, of determining the relations of the members
of the sentence. But all our success in understanding the

earliest stages of language depends upon our power to con-

ceive a state of things where none of these distinctions

were established, where one speech-sign was like another,

calling up a conception in its indefinite entirety, and leav-

ing the circumstances of the case to limit its application.

Such a language is far below ours in explicitness ; but it

would suffice for a great deal of successful communication
;

indeed (as will be shown farther on), there are many lan-

guages even "now in existence which are little better otf.

So a look of ai)proval or disgust, a gesture of beckoning

or repulsion, a gru.it of assent or inquiry, is as signifi-

cant as a sentence, means a sentence, is translatable into

ft sentence, and hence may even in a certain way be called

a sentence ; and in the same way, but only so, the original

roots of language ijiay be said to have been sentences.

In point of fact, between the holophrastic gesture or

'ittered sign and the sentence which we can now substitute

for it—for example, between the sign of beckoning and
the equivalent sentence, " I want you to come here "—lies

the whole history of development of inflective speech.

Develop "What has been this history of development, how the

uient of first scanty and formless signs have been cnanged into the
laoguas*, immense variety and fulness of existing speech, it is of

course impossible to jjoinl out in detail, or by demonstra-

tion of facts, because nearly the whole process is hidden

in the darkness of an impenetrable past. The only way
to cast any light upon it is by careful induction from the

change and growth which are seen to have been going on
in the recent periods for which we have recorded evidence,

or which are going on at the present time. jQf some
groups of related languages we can read the life for three

or four thousand years back, and by comparison can infer

it much farther ; and the knowledge thus won is what we
have to apply to the explanation of periods and languages

otherwise unknown. Nothing has a right to be admitted

as a factor in language-growth of which the action is not

demonstrable in recorded language. Our own family of

languages is the oue of whose development most is known,
by observation and well-warranted inference ; and it may
oe well here to sketch the most important_features of its

flistor)', by way of general illustration.

in Aryan Apparently the earliest class-distinction traceable in

jtiech Aryan speech is that of pronominal roots, or signs of posi-

tion, from the more general mass of roots. It is not a

formal distinction, marked by a structural dififsrence, but,

so far as can be seen, is founded only on the assignment

by usage of certain elements to certain offices Formal
distinction began with combination, the addition of one

element to another, their fusion into a single word, and
the reduction of the one part to a subordinate value, as

sign of a certain modification of meaning of the other.

Thus, doubtless by endings^ of pronominal origin, were

!Tia('^ the first verb-forms, or words used, only when predi-.

catiun was intended (since_that ii all that makes a verb),

conveying at first a distinction of persons only, then of
persons and numbers, while the further "distinctions of

tense and mode were by degrees added. To the nouns,
which became nouns by the setting up of the separata
and special class of verbs, were added in like manner
distinctions of case, of number, and of gender. With the
separation of noun and verb, and the establishment of

.their respective inflexion, the creative work of language-

making is virtually done ; the rest is a matter of differ-

entiation of uses. ' For .the noun (noun substantive) and
the adjective (noun adjective) become two parts of speech
only by a gradually deepened separation of use ; there is

no original or formal distinction between them ; the pro-

nouns merely add the noun-inflexion to a special set of

stems ; adverbs are a part of the same formation as noun-

cases; prepositions are adverbs with a specialized construc-

tion, of- secondary growth ; conjunctions are the products

of a like specialization; articles, where found at ail are

merely weakened demonstratives and numeral
To the process of form -making, as e-xliibitea in tms

history, belong two parts : the one external, consisting in'

the addition of one existing element of speech to another
and their combination into a single word; the other

interna], consisting in the adaptation of the compound to

its special use and involving the subordination of one

element to the other. Both parts appear also abundantly

in other departments of language-change, and throughout

the whole history of our languages ; nothing has to be
assumed for the earliest formations which is not plainly

illustrated in the latest. For example, the last important

addition to the format) ve_ apparatus of English is the

common adverb-making suffix -It/, coming, as already

pointed out, from the independent adjective lilie. There
was nothing at first to distinguish a compound like godly
(jjodlike) from one like slonn-tossej, save that the former
was more adaptable than the other to wider uses ; resem-
blance is an idea easily generalized into appurtenance and
the like, and the conversion of godlike to godly is a simple

result of the processes of phonetic change described farther

on. Tlie extension of the same element to combination
with adjectives instead of nouns, and its conversion to

adverb -making value, is a much more striking case of

adaptation, and is nearly limited to English, among the

Germanic languages that have turned like into a suffix.

A similar striking case, of combination and adaptation, is

seen in the Romanic adverb-making suffix mente or vient,

coming from the Latin ablative mente, " with mind." So,

to make a Romanic future like dotinerai, " I shall give,"

there was needed in the first place the pre-existing elements

doiinei; "to give," and ai, "I have," and their combination;

but this is only a part ; the other indispensable part is

the gradual adaptation of a phrase meaning "I have [some-

thing before me] for giving " to the expression of simple

futurity, "doiiabo." So far as the adaptation is concerned,

the case is quite parallel to that oifai donne, "I have given,"

itc. (equivalent phrases or combinations are found in many
languages), where the expression of possession of something

that is acted on has been in like manner modified into the

expression of past action. Parallel in both combination

and adaptation is the past tense loved, from lore-did, while

we have again the same adaptation without^combination

in the equivalent phrase did love.

That these are examples of the process by"wEicE~the
whole inflective structure of Aryan language was built up
admits of no reasonaMe question. Our belief that it is so

rests upon the solid foundation that we can demonstrate

no other process, and that this one is sufficient. It ir

true that we can prove such an origin for our formative

elements in only a small minority of instances ; but thi.'

is just wh^t wasjto be expected, considering what we know
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of the disguising processes of language-growth. No one

would guess in the mere y of ahly (for ahle-ly) the presence

of tlie adjective like, any more than in the altered final of

sent and the shortened vowel of ltd the effect of a did Once

added to send and lead. The true history of these forms

can be shown, because there happen to be other facts left

in existence to show it ; where such facts are not within

reach, we are left to infer by analogy from the known to

the unknoflTi. The validity of our inference can only be

shaken by showing that there are forms incapable of

having been made in this way, or that there are and have

"been other ways of making forms. Of the former there

is evidently but small chance ; if a noun-form meaning
"with mind" can become the means of conversion of all

the adjectives of a language into adverbs, and a verb

meaning "have" (and, yet earlier, "seize") of signifying

both future and past time, there is obviously nothing that

is impossible of attainment by such means. As regards

the latter, no one appears to have even attempted to

demonstrate the genesis of formative elements in any other

way during the historical periods of language ; it is simply

assumed that the early methods of language-making will

have been something different from and superior in spon-

taneity and fruitfulness to the later ones ; that certain

forms, or forms at certain periods, were made out-and-out,

as forms ; that signs of formal distinction somehow exuded

from roots and stems ; that original words were many-
membered, and that a formative value settled in some
member of them—and the like. Such doctrines are purely

fanciful, and so opposed to the teachings both of observa-

tion and of sound theory that the epithet absurd is

hardly too strong to apply to them. If the later races,

of developed intelligence, and trained in the methods of a

fuller expression, can only win a new form by a long and
gradual process of combination and adaptation, why should

the earlier and comparatively untrained generations have

been able to do any better 1 The advantage ought to be,

All if an}-n-here, on our side. The progress of language in

foHiial every department, accompanying and representing the
«lement3

^(jva,-|(;g of t^jg race, on the whole, in the art of speaking

a.jtnriai ^^s iu Other arts, is from the grosser to the more refined,

from the physical to the moral and intellectual, from the

material to the formal. The conversion of compounds into

forms, by the reduction of one of their elements to forma-

tive Talue, is simply a part of the general process which
also creates auxiliaries and form-words and connectives, all

the vocabulary of mind, and all the figurative phraseology

that gives life and vigour to our speech. If a copula,

expressive of the grammatical relation of predication,

could be won only by attenuation of the meaning of verbs

signifying " grow," " breathe," " stand," and the like ; if

our auxiliaries of tense and mode all go traceably back to

words of physical meaning (as have to "seize," may to "be
great or strong," shall to "be under penalty," and so on)

;

if of comes from the comparatively physical off, and for
from " be/ore, /onvard "

; if relative pronouns are special-

ized demonstratives and interrogatives ; if right means
etjTnologically "straight," and vromj means "twisted";

if spirit is "blowing," and intellect a "picking out among,"
and understanding a "getting beneath," and development

an "unfolding"; if an event takes plaee or comes to pass,

and then drops out of mind and is forgotten (opposite of

gotten)—then it is of no avail to object to the grossness of

any of the processes by which, in earlier language or in

later, the expression of formal relations is won. The
mental sense of the relation expressed is entirely superior

to and independent of the means of its expression. He
who, to express the plural of man, says what is equivalent

to man-man or hea/>-man (devices which are met with in

not a few languages) has just as good a sense of plurality

as he who says men. or homines ; that sense is no more

degraded in him by the coarseness of the phrase he uses

to signify it than is our own sense of eventuality and of

pastness by the undisguised coarseness of take plare and

mre been. In short, it is to be laid down with tlie utmost

distinctness and confidence, as a law of language-growth,

that there is nothing formal anywhere in language which

was not once material ; that the formal is made out of the

material, by processes which began iu the earliest history

of language and are still in action.

We have dropped here the restriction to our o'rni or Laws o/

Aryan language with which we began, because it is evident '^•'^ugo

that what is true of this family of speech, one of the n>ost
^"^^,^|j_

highly organized that exist, may also be true of the rest-

must be true of them, unless some valid evidence be found

to the contrary. The unity of human nature makes
human speech alike in the character of its beginnings and

in the general features of its after-history. Everpvhcre

among men, a certain store of expression, body of tradi-

tional signs of thought, being given, as used by a certain

community, it is capable of increase on certain accordant

lines, and only on them. In some languages, and under

peculiar circumstances, borro"n-ing is a great means of

increase ; but it is the most external and least organically

important of all. Out-and-out invention (which, so far

as w^ can see, must be of the kind called by us onomato-

poetic) is found to play only a very insignificant part in

the historical periods of language,— clearly because there

are other and easier modes of gaining new expression for

what needs to be expressed. In the course of phonetic

change, a word sometimes varies into two (or more) forms,

and makes so many words, which are differently turned

to account. Everything beyond this must be the iiroduct

of combination ; there is no other way, so far as concerns

the externals of speech. Then, partly as accompanying
and aiding this external growth, partly as separate from

and supplementing it, there is in all language an internal

growth, making no appearance in the audible part of

speech, consisting in multiplication of meanings, theii

modification in the way of precision or comprehension

or correctness, the restriction of words to certain uses,

and so on. Along with these, too, a constant change of

phonetic form constitutes an inseparable part of the life

of language. Speech is no more stable with respect to the

sounds of which it is composed than with respect to iti

grammatical forms, its vocabulary, or the body of concep-

tions signified by it. Even nearly related languages differ

as much in their spoken alphabets and the combinations

of sounds they admit, and in their uttered forms of word.s

historically the same, as in any other part ; and the same

is true of local dialects, and of class dialects within the

same community. Phonetic change has nothing whatever

to do with change of meaning ; the two are the product

of wholly independent tendencies. Sometimes, indeed,

they chance to coincide, as in the distinction of minlilu

" small," and mlnule "moment" ; but it is only by chance,

as the spoken accordance of second in its two meanings

("next" and "sixtieth of a minute") shows; words that

maintain their identity of value most obstinately, like thf

numerals, are liable to vary indefinitely in form (so fcjiir,

Jidt'or, quatnor, Tc'crcra/vcs, <tc., from an oH^nal katicar

;

/ire, quinque, irivre, coic, itc, from penka—while, on the

other hand, two and three show as striking an accordance

of form as of meaning through all the same languages)

;

what is far the most common is that the word becomes

very unlike its former self 'in both respects, like priest

from the Greek Trpfa-pvrepo'; (presbyter), literally " older

man." Human convenience is, to be sure, the governing

motive in both changes ; but it is convenience of two
different kind? : the one mental, -depending on the fact-
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(pointed out aborc) that a name when once applied belongs

to the thiug to which it is applied, to the disregard of

its etymological connexions, does not need to be changed

when the thing changes, and is ready for new application

to anything that can be brought into one class with the

latter ; and the other physical, depending on the organs

of speech and their successive movements, by which the

sounds that make up the word are produced. Phonetic

convenience is economy of effort on the i>art of those

OFgans ; and to no other law than that of economy of

utterance have any of the phenomena of phonetic change

been found traceable (though it is also to be noted that

some phenomena have not hitherto been successfully

brought under it, and that the way of etfccting this is

still unclear). " Euphony," which used to be appealed to

as explanation, is a false principle, except so far as the

term may be made an idealized synonym of economy.

The sar finds that agreeable which the organs of utterance

find facile. Economy in utterance is no isolated tendency
;

it is the same that plays its part in all other kinds of

human action, and in language appeai-s equally in the

abbreviation of the sentence by leaving out parts that can

be spared w ithout loss of intelligibility. It is an insidious

tendency always Ij'ing in wait, like gravitation, to pull

down what is uot sufBciently held up,— the holding-up

force in language being the faithfulness of tradition, or

accurate reproduction by the learner and user of the signs

which he has acquired. Ko generation of men has any

intention to speak otherwise than as its predecessor has

spoken, or any consciousness that it is doing so ; and yet,

from generation to generation, words arc shortened, sounds

are assimilated to one another, and one element passes out

of use while a new one is introduced. Abbre\iation and
assimilation are the most conspicuous departments of

phonetic change, and those in which the nature of the

governing tendency is most plainly seen. Taken by itself,

one sound is as easy as another to the person w ho has

accustomed himself to it from childhood ; and those which

the young child most easily acquires are not those which

in the historyof speech are least liable to alteration ; it is

especially in the combinations and transitions of rapid

speaking that the tongue, as it were, finds out for itself

easier ways of performing its task, by droj)piiig and slurring

and adapting. To trace out the infinitely varied items of

this change, to co-ordinate and compare them and discover

their reasons, constitutes a special department of language-

study, which is treated under the head of Speech Sounds.

It only needs to be pointed out here that phonetic change

plays a necessary part iu the structural development of

language, by integrating compound words through fusion

and loss of identity of their component parts, and, what
is of yet more importance, by converting them into forms,

through disguise of identity of one of the parts and its

phonetic subordination to '.he other part. It is this that

turns, for example, the compound f/od-llke into the deriva-

tive godly, the compound love-did into the verbal form
loved. And yet one further result sometimes follows : an

internal change is wrought by phonetic influence in the

body of a word, which change then may in the further

history of the word be left as the sole means of distinction

between one form and another. It is thus that, in the

most recent period, the distinction of Ud from had and
met from meet and so on has been made ; the added auxi-

liary which originally made these preterites induced a

shortening of the root-vowel, and this was left behind

when the auxiliary disappeared by the usual process of

abbreviation. It is in the same way that the distinctions

of men from man, of tvere from ivas, of set from sit, with

all their analogues, were brought about : by a modification

of Towcl-soKuid (Ger. Umlaut) occasioned by the presence

in the following syllable of an /'>owcl, which in the cJdc^
stages of the language is still to be seen there. And the
distinctions of sin</, sang, sung, and song, of hind', bound,

band, and bo7id, are certainly of the same kind, though
they go back so far in the history of our family of lan-

guages that their beginnings are not yet clearly demon-
strable ; they were in their origin phonetic accidents,

inorganic, mere accompaniments and results of external

combinations which bore the office of distinction of mean-
ing and were sufficient to it ; in some of our language.-s

they have been disregarded and etfaced, in others they

have risen to i^rominent importance. To regard thesu

internal changes as primary and organic is parallel with

assuming the primariness of the formative apparatus of

language in general ; like this, it ignores the positive

evidence we have of the secondary production of such

differences ; they are, like everything else in linguistic

structure, the outcome of combination and adaptation.

Borrowing, or the taking-in of material out of another lau Borro-

guage, has been more than once referred to above as Some- '"S pr

times an important element in language-history, though °"^'"'&-

less deep-reaching and organic than the rest. There is

nothing anomalous about borrowing ; it is rather in essen-

tial accordance with the whole process of language-acquisi-

tion. All our names were adojjted by us because they

were already in use by others; and a community is in tlie

sarae'way capable of taking a new name from a community
with which it comes in contact as an individual from
individuals. Not that it seeks or admits in this way new
names for old things ; but it accepts new things along

W'ith the names that seem to belong to them. Hence any
degree of intercourse between one community and another,

leading to e.xchange of products or of knowledge, is sure

to lead also to some borrowing of names ; and there is

hardly a language in the world, except of races occupying

peculiarly isolated positions, that does not contain a certain

amount of foreign material thus won, even as our English

has elements in its vocabulary from half the other tongues

in the world. The scale of borrow ing is greatly increased'

when one people becomes the pupil of another in respect

of its civilization : hence the abundant classical element.^

in all the European tongues, even the non-Romanic ; henco

the Arabic material in Persian and Turkish and ilalay ;

hence the Chinese in Japanese and Corean ; and, as a
further result, even dead languages, like the Greek and
Latin and the Sanskrit, become stores to be drawn upon
in that learned and conscious quest of new expression

which in the school-stage of culture supplements or even

in a measure replaces the unconscious growth of natural

speech. So, in mixture of communities, which is a highly-

intensified form of contact and intercourse, there follow*

such mixture of speech as the conditions of the case deter-

mine
;
yet not a mixture on equal terms, through all the

departments of vocabulary and grammar ; the resulting

speech (just as when two individuals learn to speak alike)

is essentially that of the one constituent of the new com-

munity, with more or less material borroweii from that of

the other. What is most easily taken in out of another

language is the names of concrete things ; every degree of

removal from this involves additional difficulty—names of

abstract things, epithets, verbs, connectives, forms. Indeed,

the borrowing of forms in the highest sense, or forms of

inflexion, is well-nigh or quite impossible ; no example of

it has been demonstrated in any of the historical periods-

of language, though it is sometimes adventurously assumed

as a part of prehistoric growth. How nearly it may be-

approached is instanced by the presence in English of such

learned plurals as jj/ienomena and strata. This extreme

resistance to mixture in the department of inflexion is the

ground on which some deny the possibility of mixtui'e iii
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language, and lience 'the existence of sucli a tiling as a

mixed language. The difference is mainly a verbal one

;

but it would seem about as reasonable to deny that a

region is inundated so long as the tops of its highest

mountains are above water. According to the simple and

natural meaning of the term, nearly all languages are

mixed, in varying deg-ce and within varying limits, which

the circumstances of each case must explain.

Tliese are the leading processes of change seen at work

in all present speech and in all known past speech, and

hence to be regarded as having worked through the whole

history of speech. By their operation, every existing

tongue has .been develoi'ed out of its rudimentary radical

condition to that in which we now see it. The variety of

existing languages is well-nigh infinite, not only in their

material but in their degree of development and the kind

of resulting structure. Just as the earlier stages in the

history of the use of tools are exemplified even at the

present day by races which have never advanced beyond

them, so is it in regard to language also—and, of course,

in the latter case as in the former, this state of things

strengthens and establishes the theory of a gradual

development. There is not an element of linguistic struc-

Isolatiiig ture possessed by some langiiages which is not wanting in

•in- others ; and there are even tongues W'hich have no formal
fi^S'^ structure, and which cannot be shown ever to have ad-

vanced out of the radical stage. The most noted example

of such a rudimentary tongue is the Chinese, which in its

present condition lacks all formal distinction of the parts

of speech, all inflexion, all derivation ; each of its words

(all of them monosyllables) is an integral sign, not divisible

into parts of separate significance ; and each in general is

usable wherever the radical idea is wanted, with the-value

of one part of speech or another, as determined by the

connexion in which it stands : a condition parallel with

that in which Aryan speech may be regarded as existing

prior to the beginnings of its career of formal development

briefly sketched above. And there are other tongues,

related and unrelated to Chinese, of which the same

description, or one nearly like it, might be given. To call

such languages radical is by no means to maintain that

they exhibit the primal roots of human speech, unchanged

or only phonetically changed, or that they have known
nothing of the combination of element with element. Of
some of them, the roots are in greater or less part dissyl-

labic ; and we do not yet know that all dissyllabism, and
even that all complexity of syllable beyond a single con-

sonant with following vowel, is not the result of combina-

tion or reduplication. But all combination is not form-

making ; it needs a whole cla-^s of combinations, with a

recognized common element in them producing a recog-

nized common modification of meaning, to make a form.

The same elements which (in Latin, and even to some
extent in English also) are of formal value in constant and
pre-dict lack that character in cost and preach ; the same

lile which makes adverbs in tru-ly and rirjJit-ly is present

M'ithout any such value in such and ?('/i(V7i (from so-lik-e and
u'lio-like) ; cost and preach, and swli and which, are as purely

radical in English as other words of which we do not

happen to be able to demonstrate the composite character.

And so a Chinese monosyllable or an Egyptian or Poly-

nesian dissyllable is radical, unless there can be demon-
strated in some pant of it a formative value ; and a lan-

guage AvhoUy composed of such words is a root-language.

Xeither is the possibihty to be denied that a language like

Chinese may have had at some period of its history the

weak beginnings of a formal development, since ex-

tinguished by the same processes of phonetic decay which
in English have wiped out so many signs of a formal

character, and brought back so considerable a part of the

vocabulary to monosyllabism ; but it remains thus far a

possibility merely ; and the development would need to

have been, of the scantiest character to be so totally

destroyed by phonetic influences. In languages thus

constituted, the only possible external alteration is that

phonetic change to which all human speech, from the very
beginning of its traditional life, is liable; the only growth
is internal, by that multiplication and adaptation and im-

provement of meanings which is equally an inseparable

part of all language-hi.'^tory. This may include the reduc-

tion of certain elements to the value of auxiliaries, particles,

form-words, such as play an important part iu analytical

tongues like English, and are perhaps also instanced in

prehistoric Aryan speech by the class of pronominal roots.'

Phrases take the place of compounds and of inflexions,'

and the same element may have an auxiliary value iu

certain connexions while retaining its full force in others,

like, for instance, our own have. It is not easy to define

the distinction between such phrase-collocations and the

beginnings of agglutination
;
yet the distinction itself is

in general clearly enough to be drawn (like that in French
between donnerai and ai donne), when the whole habit of

the language is well understood.

Such languages, constituting the small minority of

human tongues, are wont to be called "isolating," i.e.',

using each element by itself, in its integral form. All

besides are "agglutinative," or more or less compounded
into words containing a formal' part, an indicator of class-

value. Here the diSerences, in kind and degree, are very

great ; the variety ranges from a scantiness hardly superior

to Chinese isolation up to an intricacy compared with

which Aryan structure is hardly fuller than Chinese. Some
brief characterization of the various families of language

in this respect will be given farther on, in connexion with

their classification. The atten^jt is also made to classify

the great mass of agglutinating tongues under different

heads : those are ranked as simply " agglutinative " in

which there is a general conservation of the separate

identity of root or stem on the one hand, and of formative

element, sufl5x or prefix, on the other ; while the name
" inflective," used in a higber and pregnant sense, is given

to those that admit a superior fusion and integration of

the two parts, to the disguise and loss of separate identity,

and, yet more, with the development of an internal change

as auxiliary to or as substitute for the original agglutination.

But there is no term in linguistic science so uncertain of

meaning, so arbitrary of application, so dependent on the

idiosyncrasy of its user, as the term " inflective." Any
language ought to have the right to be called inflective

that has inflexion : that is, that not merely distinguishes

parts of speech and roots and stems formally from one
another, but also conjugates its verbs and declines its

nouns; and the name is sometimes so used. If, again, it \^
strictly limited to signify the possession of inner flcrion

of roots and stems (as if simply agglutinated forms could

be called "exflective "), it marks only a difference of degree

of agglutination, and should be carefully used as so doing.

As describing the fundamental and predominant character

of language -structure, it belongs to only one familj* of

languages, the Semitic, where most of the work of gram-

matical distinction is done by internal changes of vowel,

the origin of which thus far eludes all attempts at explana-

tion. By perhaps the majority of students of language it

is, as a generally descriptive title, restricted to that family

and one other, the Indo-European or Aryan ; but sueh s

classification is not to be approved, for, in respect to this

characteristic, Aryan speech ranks not with Semitic but
with the great body of agglutinative tongues. To few of

these can the name be altogether denied, since there is

hardly a bodv of raktod diaietti in existence that does

Agglu-

tiiiativs

lan-

2>iaees.)

Inflect-

ive.
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not exhibit somB items of '•inflectire" stmctare ; Ae Aj/an

is only the one among them that has most to show. Out-

side the Semitic, at any rate, one should not speak of

inflective and non- inflective languages, but only of lan-

guages more inflective and less inflective.

Viioe of To account for the great and striking differences of

ftnc- structure among human languages is beyond the power of
*"*• the linguistic student, and vnli. doubtless always continue

so. We are not li'Jy to be able even to demonstrate a

correlation of capacities, saj-ing that a race which has done

this and that in other departments of human activity

might have been expected to fonu such and such a language.

Every tongue represents the genera! outcome of the capa-

city of a race as exerted in this particular direction, imder

the influence of historical circumstances which we can

have no hope of tracing. There are striking apparent

anomalies ta be noted. The Chinese and the IJgyptians

have shown themselves to be among the most gifted races

the earth has known ; but the Chinese tongue is of unsur-

passed jejuneness, and the Egyptian, in point of structure,

little better, while among the wild tribes of Africa and
America we find tongues of every grade, up to a high one,

or to the highest. This shows -learly enough that mental

jx)wer is not measured by language-structurft. But any
other linguistic test would prove equally insufficient. On
the whole, the value and rank of a language are determined

Tjy what its users have made it do. The reflex action of

its speech on the mind and culture of a people is a theme
of high interest, but of extreme difficulty, and apt to lead

its investigators away into empty declamati6n ; taking

everything together, itt; amount, as is shown by the in-

stances already referred to, is but smalL The question is

simply one of the facilitation of work by the use of one

set of tools rather than another ; and a poor tool in skilful

lands can do vastly better work than the best tool in

onskilful hands—even as the ancient Egyptians, without

steel or steam, turned out products which, both for colossal

grandeur and for exquisite finish, are the despair of modem
'engineers and artists. In such a history of development

as that of human speech a fortunate turn may lead to

restjts of unforeseen value ; the earlier steps determine

the later in. a degree quite beyond their own intrinsic

importance. Everything in language depends upon habit

and analogy ; and the formation of habit is a slow process,

while the habit once formed exercises a constraining as

well as a guiding influence. Hence the persistency of

language-structure : when a certain sum and kind of ex-

pression b produced, and made to answer the purposes of

expression, it remains the same by inertia ; a shift of

direction becomes of extreme difficult)-. 'So other reason

can at present be given why in historical time there has

been no marked development out of one grade of structure

into another ; but the fact no more shakes the linguistic

scholar's belief in the growth of structure than the absence

of new animal species worked out under his eyes shakes

the confidence of the believer in animal development.

The modifying causes and their modes of action are clearly

seen, and there is no limit to the results of their action

except what is imposed by circumstances.

It is in vain to attempt to use date^ in language-history,

tQ say when this or that step in development was taken,

and hovr long a period it cost, especially now that the

changed views as to the antiquity of man are making it

probable that only a small pjt of the whole history is

brought within the reach even of our deductions from the
TTcitT 6i" most ancient recorded dialects. At any rate, for aught
origin thatTve know or have reason to believe, all existing dialects
^^ are et^tjailv old ; every one alike has the whole immeasur-

able past of language-Jofe behind it, has reached its present

cr.nd><aon by advance along its own line of growth and

change from the first beginnings of human expression.

Many of these separate lines we clearly see to converge

and unite, as we follow them back into the past ; but

whether they all ultimately converge to one jwhit is a

question quite beyond our power to answer. If in this

immensity of time many languages have won so little,

if everywhere language-growth has been so slow, then we
can only differ as to whether it is reasonably certain, or

probable, or only possible, that there should have been a

considerable first period of human existence without tra-

ditional speech, and a yet more considerable one before

the fixation of so much as should leave abiding traces in

its descendants, and that meanwhile the race should have

multiplied and scattered into independent communities.

And the mere possibility is enough to exclude all dogmatic

assertion of the imity of origin of human speech, even

assuming unity of origin of the human race. For to prove

that identity by the still existing facts of l?nguage is

utterly out of the question ; the metamorphosing effect of

constant change has been too great to allow it. In point of

fact, taking languages as they now exist, only those have

been shown related which possess a common structure, or

have together grown out of the more priiuitive radical stage,

since structure proves itself a more constant and reliable

evidence than material And this is likely ever to betho
case ; at any rate, to trace all the world's languages so far

back toward their beginnings as to find in them evidences

of identity is beyond the wildest hope. "SVe must be con-

tent with demonstrating for those beginnings a unit}- of

kind as alike a body of formlejs roots. But, on the o Jiei

hand, since this unity is really demonstrated, since all

structure is the result of growth, and . no degiee " of

difference of structure, any more than of difference of

mateiial, refuses explanation as the restilt of discordant

growth ffom identical beginnings, it is equally inadmissibla

to claim that the diversities of language prove it to have

had different beginnings. That is to say, the question o?

the unity of speech, and yet more that of the unity of tha

race, is beyond the reach of the stydent of language ; the

best view he can attain is the hypothetical one, that, if the

race is one, the beginnings of speech were perhaps one—

but probably not, even then. This negative conclusion is

so clearly established as to leave no excuse for the still

oft-repeated attempts to press language into service on
either side of the controversy respecting human unity of.

racv

That all making jd changing of language is by the Unco*

act of its speakers is too obvious to call for discussion. Xo -^iois

other force capable of acting and of producing effects is S™'^
either demonstrable or conceivable as concerned in the j^,^, i.
work. The doctrine that language is an organism, growing uaU'

by its own inherent powers, exempt from the interference

of those who use it, is simply an indefensible paradox.

Every word that is uttered is so by an act of human will,

at first in imitation of others, then more and more by a

formed and controlling habit ; it is accessible to no change

except- by influences working in the speakers mind, and
leading him to make it otherwise. Not that he is aware
of this, or directs his action knowingly to that end. The
whole process is unconscious. If any implication of re-

flective or intended action can be shon-n to inhere in any
doctrine of linguistic science, it vitiates that doctrine

I
The attitude of the ordinary speaker towards his language

, is that of unreasoning acceptance t it seems to him that

I

his names for things are their real names, and all others

,
unintelligent nicknames ; he thinks ui^sEii lo possess his

speech by the same tenure "s Sis sight or hearing ; it is

" natural " to him (or, ii te reasons about it, he attributes'

it to !i divine origin, as races beginning to philosophize

I are wont to ascribe their various social institutions to theix
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gods)7*1ie.tnowSSnothing of its structure and relations;

it never occurs to him to find fault witli it, or to deem it

insufficient and add to or change it ; he is wholly unaware

that it does change. He simply satisfies his social needs

of communication by means of it ; and if he has anything

to express that is different from what has been expressed

before, he takes the shortest way to a provision for the

need; while any relaxation of the energy of utterance

tends to a variation in the uttered combinations ; and thus

changes come by his act, though without his knowledge.

His sole object is, on the basis of what language he has,

to -make known his thought in the most convenient way

to his fellow ; everything else follows with and from that.

Human nature and circumstances being what they are,

what follows actually is, as already shown, incessant

growth and change. For it we have' not to seek special

disturbing causes in the history of the speakers,- although

such may come in to heighten and quicken the change

;

we know that even in a small community, on a narrow

islet, cut off from all intercourse with other communities,

the speech would grow different—as certainly, it not as

rapidly, as anywhere in the world—and only by the action

of its speakers : not that the speakers of a language act in

Jinison and simultaneously to produce a given change.

This must begin in an individual, or more or less accord-

antly in a limited number of individuals, and spread.from

such example through the community. Initiation by one

or a few, acceptance and adoption by the rest,—such is the

necessary method of all linguistic change, and to be read

as plainly in the facts of change now going on among
ourselves as in those of former language. The doctrine of

the inaccessibility of language to other action than that

of its speakers does not imply a power in the individual

speaker to create or alter anytliing in the common speech,

any more than it implies his desire to do so. What he

suggests by his example must be approved by the imitation

of his fellows, in'order to become language. The common
speech is the connnon property, and no one person has any

more power over it than another. If there are, for example,

a thousand speakers of a certain dialect, each one wields in

general a thousandth part of the force required to change

It—with just so much more as may belong to his excess of

influence over his fellows, due to recognized superiority of

any kind on his part. His action is limited only by their

assent ; but this is in effect a very narrow limitation, insuring

the adoption of nothing that is not in near accordance with

the already existing ; though it is also to be noted that he

is as little apt to strike off into startling change as they

to allow it ; since the governing power of already formed

habits of speech is as strong in him as in them. That

change to which the existing habits naturally lead is easy

to bring about ; any other is practically impossible. It is

this tendency on the part of the collective speakers of a

language to approve or reject a proposed change according

to its conformity with their already subsisting usages that

we are accustomed to call by the fanciful name " the genius

of a language."

DUlectic On the relation of the part played in language-change

by the individual to that by the community, in combina-

tion with the inevitableness of change, rests the explana-

tion of the dialectic variation of language. If language

were stable there would of course be no divarication ; but

since it is always varying, and by items of difference that

jiroceed from individuals and become general by diffusion,

there can be uniformity of change only so far as diffu-

sion goes, or as the influences of communication extend.

Within the limits of a single community, small or large,

jvhatever change arises spreads gradually to all, and so

becomes part of the general speech ; but let that com-

munity become divided into two (or more) parts, and then

vanu-

tion.

the changes arising in either part do not spread to the

other, and there begins to appear a difference in linguistic

usage between them. It is at first slight, even to insig-

nificance ; not greater than exists between the dialects of

different localities or ranks or occupations in the same

community, without detriment to the general unity of

speech. THis unity, namely, rests solely on mutual intel-

ligibility, and is compatible with no small amount of

individual and class difference, in vocabulary, in grammar,

and in pronunciation ; indeed, in the strictest sense, each

individual has a dialect of his o^vn, different from that of

every other, even as he has a handwriting, a countenance,

a character of his own. And every item of change, as it

takes place, must have its season of existence as a local

or class or trade peculiarity, before it gains universal

currency ; some of them linger long in that condition, or

never emerge from it. All these differences in the speech

of different sub-communities within the same community
are essentially dialectic ; they differ not in kind, but only

in degree, from those which separate the best-marked

dialects ; they are- kept down'^-by general communication

within the limit of general mutual intelligibility. Where
that restraining influence ceases, the limit is gradually but

surely overpassed, and real dialects are the result. From
what we know of the life of language we can say posi--

tively that continued uniformity of speech without con-

tinued community is not practicable. If it were possible

to divide artificially, by an impassable chasm or wall, a

people one for ages, and continuing to occupy the same
seats, the language of the divided parts would at once

begin to be dialectically different ; and after sufficient

time had elapsed, each would have become unintelligible

to the other. That is to say, whenever a community of

uniform speech breaks up, its speech breaks up also ; nor

do we know of any other cause of dialectic diversity.

In applying this explanation of dialectic growth we
have to allow for modifying circumstances of various

nature, which alter not indeed the fact but the rate and
kind of divarication. Some languages grow and change

much more rapidly than others, with a corresponding

effect upon divarication, since this is but a result of dis-

cordant growth. Usually, when there is division of a

community, the parts get into different external circum-

stances, come .in contact or mingle with different rteigh-

bouring<v;ommunJties. and the like; and this quickens

and increases their divergence of speech. But the modify-

ing factor of by far the highest importance, here as

elsewhere in the history of language, is civilization.

Civilization in its higher forms so multiplies the forces of

communication as to render it possible that the w-idely-

divided parts of one people, living in circumstances and
under institutions of very different character, should yet

maintain a substantial oneness of speech ; of this there is

no more striking example than the two great divisions of

the English-speaking people on opposite sides of the:

Atlantic. On the other hand, a savage people cannot

spread even a little without dialectic disunity ; there are

abundant examples to be met with now of mutually un-

intelligible speech between the smallest subdivisions of a

race of obviously kindred tongue—as the different clusters

of huts on the same coral islet. It is with linguistic unity

precisely as it is with political unity, and for the sa-me

reasons. Before the attainment of civilization the human
race, whether proceeding from one centre of dispersion or
from several, was spread over the earth in a state of utter

disintegration ; but every centre of civilization becomes
also a centre of integration ; its influences make for unity

of speech as'of all other social institutions.' Since culture

has become' incontestably the dominant power in human
history, the unifying forces in language have also beea
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stronger than the diversifying ; and with culture at its

full height, and spread equally to every land and race,

one universal language, like one universal community, is

not an absurdity or theoretic impossibility, but only a

Utopian or fcillennial dream.

Dialectic variation is thus simply a consequence of the

movements of population. As the original human race or

races, so the divisions or communities of later formation,

from point to point through the whole life of man on the

earth, have spread and separated, have jostled and inter-

fered, have conquered and exterminated or mingled and
absorbed ; and their speech has been affected accordingly.

Hence something of these movements can be read in the

present condition of languages, as in a faithful though
obscure record—more, doubtless, than can be read in any
other way, however little it may be when viewed absolutely.

Dialectic resemblances point ineritably back to an earlier

unity of speech, and hence of community ; from what we
know of the history of speech, they are not to be accounted

for in any other way. The longer the separation that has

prodiiced the diversity, the greater its degree. With every

generation, the amount of accordance decreases and that

of discordance increases ; the common origin of the dialects

is at first palpable, then evident on examination, then to

be made out by skilled research, then perhaps no longer

demonstrable at all ; for there is plainly no limit to the

FaCJh' possible divergence. So long, now, as any evidence of
** original unity is discoverable we call the languages
*"**" "related dialects," and combine them into a "family."

The term " family " simply signifies a group of languages
which the evidence thus far at command, as estimated by
as, leads us to regard as descended by the ^ordinary pro-

cesses of dialectic divarication from one original tongue.

!rhat it does not imply a denial of the possibility of wider

relationship is obvious from what has been said above.

That there is abundant room for error in the classification

represented by it is also clear, since we may take purely

accidental resemblances, or the results of borrowing, for

evidence of common descent, or may overlook or wrongly
estimate real evidences, which more study and improved
jnethod -rfill bring to light. Grouping into families is

nothing,more than the best classification attainable at a
^iven stage in the progress of linguistic science ; it is in

no small part provisional only, and id, always held liable

to Baodificatlon, even sweeping, by the results of further

research. Of some families we can follow the history by
external evidences a great way back into the past ; their

structure is so highly developed as to be traced with con-

fidence everywhere ; and their territory is well within our

reach : such we regard with the highest degree of con-

fidence, hardly allowing for more than the possibility that

some other dialect, or group, or now-accepted fantily even,

may sometime prove its right to be added on. But these

^re the rare exceptions ; in the great majority of cases

we have only the languages as they now exis;, and in

jnore or less scanty collections, of every degree of trust-

worthiness ; and even their first grouping is ten':ative and
incomplete, and involves an adjournment of deeper ques-

tions to the day of more light. To complete and perfect

the work of classification by relationship, or the establish-

ment of families and their subdivisions, is the iirst object

of the comparative study of languages. No other classifi-

cation has a value in the least comparable with it ; that

by grade of structure is a mere recreation, leading to no-

thing ; that b^ absolute worth is of no account whatever,
at any rate in the present state of our knowledge. On
genetic relationship, in the first place, is founded all investi-

gation of the historical development of languages ; since

it is in the main the comparison of related dialects, even
in,the case of families having a long recorded history, and

elsewhere only that, that gives us kT>owiedge of their

earlier condition, and enables us to trace the lines of
change. In the second place, and j-et more obviously,
with this classification is connected all that language has
to teach as to the affinities of human races ; whatever aid
linguistic science renders to ethnology rests upon the
proved relationships of human tongues.

That a classification of languages, to which we haveEeca;.:i

how to proceed, is not equivalent to a classification of"'""'"
races, and why this is so, is evident enough from the
principles which have been brought out by our whole
discussion of languages, and which, in their bearing upon
this particular point, may well be recapitulated here. No
language is a race-characteristic, determined by the special

endowments of a race ; all languages are of the nature of

institutions, parallel products of powers common to all

mankind—the powers, namely, involved in the application

of the fittest available means to securing the common end
of communication. Hence they are indefinitely trans-

ferable, like other institutions—like religions, arts, forma
of social organization, and so on—under the constraining
force of circumstances. As an individual can learn any
language, foreign as well as ancestral, if it be put in ki3
way, so also a community, which in respect to such a
matter is only an aggregate of individuals. Accordingly,
as individuals of very various race are often found in one
community, speaking together one tongue, and utterly

ignorant of any other, so there are found great communi-
ties of various descent, speaking the dialects of one common
tongue, which at some period historical circumstances have
imposed upon them. The conspicuous example, which
comes into every one's mind when this subject is discussed,

is that of the Romanic countries of southern Europe, all

using dialects of a language which, 2500 years ago, was
itself the insignificant dialect of a sriall district in central

Italy ; but this is only the most important and striking of

a whole class of similar facts. Such are the results of the
contact and mixture of races and lar-guages. If language-
history were limited to growth and divarication, and race-

history to spread and dispersion, i'; would be' a compara-
tively easy task to trace both backward toward their

origin ; as the case is, the confusion is inextricable and
hopeless. Mixture of race and mixture of speech are
coincident and connected processes ; the latter never takes
place -nithout something of the former; but the one is

not at aU a measure of the other, because circumstances
may give to the speech of the one element of population
a greatly disproportionate preponderance. Thus, there is

left in French only an insignificant trace of the Celtic
dialects of the predominant race-constituent of the French
people ; French is the speech of the Latin conquerors of

Gaul, mixed perceptibly with that of its later FrankisU
conquerors ; it was adopted in its integrity by tlie Norse
conquerors of a part of the land, then brought into Britain
by the same Norsemen in the course of their further con-
quests, this time only as an element of mixture, and thence
carried with English speech to America, to be the language
of a still further mixed community. Almost every possible

phase of language-mixture is traceable in the history of

the abundant words of Latin origin used by American
negroes. 'WTiat events of this character took place in pre-

historic time we shall never be able to tell. If any one
chooses to assert the possibility that even the completely
isolated dialect of the little Basque community may have
Xxicn aeiived ly the Iberian race from an intrusive

minority as small as that which made the Celts of Gaul
speakers of Latin, we should have to admit it as a
possibility— yet without detriment to the value of tha
dialect as indicating the isolated race-position of its

speakers. In strictne^, language is never a proof oC jace

XVJLL — q8
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Classifi.

catiou.

Ajyan,

either in an individual or in a community ; it is only a

probable indication of race, in the absence of more authori-

tative opposing indications ; it is one evidence, to be com-,

bined with others, in the approach towards a solution of

the confessedly insoluble problems of human history. But

we must notice, as a most important circumstance, that

its degree of probability is greatest where its aid is most

needed, in prehistoric periods and among uncultivated

races'; since it is mainly civilization that gives to language

a propagative force disproportionate to the number

of its speakers. On the whole, the contp'.butions of

language to 'ethnology are practically far greater in

amount and more distinct than those derived from any

other source.

The genetical classification of languages, then, is to be

taken for just what it attempts to be, and no more : prim-

arily as a classification of languages only ; but secondarily

as casting light, in varying manner and degree, on move-

ments of community, which in their turn depend more or

less upon movements of races. It is what the fates of men
have left to represent the tongues of men—a record im-

perfect even to fragmentariness. Many a famUy once as

important as some of those here set down has perhaps

been wped out of existence, or is left only in an incon-

spicuous fragment ; one and another has perhaps been

extended far beyond the limits of the race that shaped

it,—which, we can never tell to our satisfaction.

We begin with the families of highest imcortance and

nearest to ourselves.

1. Aryan (Indo-European, Indo- Germanic) Family.—To this

family belongs incontestabiy tlie first place, and for many reasons :

tlie historical position of tho peoples speaking its dialects, who have

now long been the leade.s in the world's liistoiy ; the abundance

and variety and merit of its literatures, ancient and modern, which,

especially the modern, are wholly unapproached by those of any

other division of mankind ; the period covered by its records, hardly

exceeded in duration by any other ; and, most of all, the gieat

variety and richness of its development. These advantages make
of it an illustration of the history of human speech with which no

other family can bear a moment's comparison as to value, however

important various other families may be in their bearing on one

and another point or department of history, and however necessary

the combination of the testimony of all to a solution of the problems

involved in speech. These advantages have made Aryan language

tlie training-ground of comparative philology, and its study will

always remain the leading branch of that science. Many matters

of importance in its history have been brought up and used as illus-

trations in the preceding discussion ; but as its constitution and

ascertained development call for a fuller and more systematic exposi-

tion than they have found here, a special section is devoted to the

subject {see p. 781 sq. below).

?eimitic 2. Semitic Family.—This family also is beyond all question the

second in importance, on account of the part which its peoples

(Hebrews, Phceuicians, Assyrians, Syrians, Arabs, Abyssinians, &c.)

have played in history, and of the rank of its literatures. For a

special treatment of it see Semitic. Some of the peculiarities of

the language have been alluded to' above ; in the monotony and

rigidity of its triliteral roots, and in the extended use which it

makes of internal vowel-change ( " inflexion " in the special sense of

that term) for the purposes of grammatical distinction, it is more

peculiar and unlike all the other known families of language than

these are unlike one another. There are, and perhaps will always

be, those to whom the peculiarities just mentioned will seem original

;

but if the views of language and its history taken above are in the

main true, then that opinion is untenable ; Semitic language must

have grown into its present forms out of beginnings accordant in

kind, if not identical in substance, with those of other families
;

and the only question remaining to be solved is, through what

processes and under what governing tendencies Semitic speech

should have arrived at its present state. And with this solution

is most obviously and incontestabiy bound up that of the other

interesting and much discussed question, whether the Semitic

family can bo shown to be related with other families, especially

with our own Aryan. To some the possession in common of

grammatical gender, or of the classification of objects in general aa

masculine and feminine, is of itself enough to prove such relation-

eliip ; but, though tho fact is a striking one, and of no small

importance as an indication, this degree of value can by no means

be attributed to it in the present state of our knowledge—any more

than to any other single item of etructuie amuug the iiiiijiite variety

of such, distributed among the multitnne of human tongues.

Many othei-s compare the Semitic and Aryan "roots" with one-

another, and believe themselves to find there numerous indications-

of identity of material and signification ; but these also must pass

for insufficient, until it shall prove possible by their aid to work
out an acceptable theory of how Semitic structure should have

grown out of such radical elements as underlie Aryan structure, or

out of the accordant initial products of a structural growth that after-

wards diverged into two so discordant forms. To show that, both

the material and the method have been hitherto wanting, and any

confident decision is at least premature ; but present probabilities

are strongly against the solubility of the question, 'tt'hile many
general considerations favour the ultimate unity of these two great

civilized and civilizing white races of neighbouring homes, and no

discordance of speech (as was shown above) can ever be made to

prove their diversity of origin, it seems in a high degree unlikely

that the evidence of speech will ever be made to prove them one.

As regards the often -claimed relationship of Semitic with Hamitio

language, see the following section.

3. Hamitic Family.—Trie prominent importance of this family HaiEi'

.

is due to a single one of its members, the Egyptian ; in all other

respects it is quite insignificant. It occupies the north-eastern

corner of Africa, with the border-lands of that continent stretching

westward along the whole shore of the Mediterranean, and south-

ward to beyond the equator. It falls into three principal divisions :

(1) the ancient Egyptian, with its descendant, the more modern
Coptic (itself now for some centuries extinct ; see Egypt, Copts)

;

(2) the Libyan or Berber languages of northern Africa ; (3) the

Ethiopic languages of eastern Africa. Its situation thus plainly

suggests the theory of its intrusion from Asia, across the isthmus

of Suez, and its gradual spread from that point ; and the theory is

strongly favoured by the physical character of the Hamites, and
the historical position especially of the Egyptians, so strikingly

different from that of the African races in general. Linguistic

evidences of the relationship of Hamite with Semite have also

been sought, and by many believed to be found ; but the mainte-

nance of the two families in their separateness is an indication that

those evidences have not yet been accepted as satisfactory ; and
such is indeed the case. The Egyptian is a language of extreme

simplicity of structure, almost ol jio structure at all. .Its radical

words are partly monosyllabic, partly of more than one syllable,

but not in the latter case any more than in the former showing

ti'aceable signs of extension by formative processes from simpler

elements. It haa no derivative apparatus by which noun.stems

are made from roots ; the root is the stem likewise ; theie is nothing

that can be properly called either declension or conjugation ; and
the same pronominal particles or suffixes have now a subjective

value, indicating use as a verb, andjiow a possessive, indicating use

as a noun. There is no method known to linguistic science by which

the relationship of such a tongue as this with the highly and

peculiarly inflective Semitic can be shown, short of a thorough

working out of tlie history of development of each family taken by
itself, and a retracing in some measure of the steps by which each

should have arrived at its present position from a common starting-

point ; and this }ias by no means been done. In short, the problem,

of the relation of Semitic with Hamitic, not less than with Aryan,

depends upon that of Semitic growth, and tlie two must bo solved

together. There are striking correspondences between the pro-

nouns of tho two families, such as, if 'Supported by evidences from

other parts of their material, would be taken as signs of relation-

ship ; but, in tlio absence of such support, they are not to be relied

upon, not till it can bo shown to be possible that two languages

could grow to be so different in all other respects as are Egyptian

and Hebrew, and yet retain by inheritance corresponding pronouns.

And the possession of grammatical gender by Aryan, Semitic, and
Hamitic speech, and by them almost alone, among all liuman

languages, though an extremely notewortliy fact, is (as was pointed

out above) in the present condition of linguistic science quite too

weak a basis for a belief in tho original identity of the three

families.

Egyptian is limited to the delta and valley of the Xile, and is

the only Hamitic language which has ancient records of the

others the existing forms alone are known.

The Libyan or Berber division of the family occupies the inhabit-

able part of northern Africa, so far as it has not been displaced by

intru.sive tongues of other connexion— in later times the Arabic,

which since tho Mohammedan conquest has been Oie cultivated

tongue of the Mediterranean coast, while the earlier \'andal, Latin,

and Punic have disappeared, except in tho traces they may have

left in Berber dialectic speech. The principal «lialects are tho

Kabyle, tho Shillia, and tho Tuarek or Tamash.-'k, corresponding

nearly to the ancient Kumidian, Mauretanian, and Cajtulian

respectively. Some authorities add tltc Haussa, from farther south,,

while by o'thers this is consideied a Semitic, and by yet others a

negro tongue.

The tliird or Ethiopic division includes as its chief members the

Bcja or Bishdrin, the Saho, the Dankali, the Somali, and the mora
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mlami Galla ; the first two lyincj along the Red Sea north of

Semitic Abyssinia, the others south of it, to the equator. By some

authorities (Lepsius, Bleek) there i3 added to the Hamitic family

as a fourth division a group from extreme southern Africa, the

Hottentot and Bushman languages. , The ground of this classiBca-

tion is the possession by the Hottentot of the distinction of gram-

xaatical gender, and even its designation by signs closely corre-

sponding to those used in the Ethiopic division. Others deny

tne sufficiency of this evidence, and rank the Hottentot as a

separate group of African dialects, adding to it provisionally the

Bushman, until better knowledge of the latter shall show whether

it is or is not a group by itself. If the Hottentot be Hamitic, we
shall have to suppose it cut off at a very remote period from the

rest of the family, and forced gradually southward, while all the

time suffering mixture both of speech and of blood with the negro

races, until the physical constitution of its speakers has become
completely metamorphosed, and of its original speech no signs are

left save those referred to above ; and while such exceptional phon-

etic peculiarities have been worked out as the use of the clicks or

docking sounds (see Hottentots) : and this must be regarded as

at least extremely difficult.

fioath- 4. Monosyllabic or Southectstem Asiatic Family.—This body of

eastern languages may well enough be the next taken up ; and here again

^jBtiQ. (as was the case with the preceding family) on account of the

prominent importance of one of its dialects and of the people

speaking it— the Chinese people and language. The territory of

the famUy includes the whole south-eastern corner of Asia : China
on the north-east. Farther India in the south, and the high plateau

of Tibet, with the neighbouring Himalayan regions, to the west-

ward. The ultimate unity of all these languages rests chiefly upon
the evidence of their form, as being aU alike essentially mono-
syllabic and isolating, or destitute of formal structure ; the material

correspondences among them, of accordant words, are not sufficient

to prove them related. The Chinese itself can be followed up, in

contemporary records, to a period not far from 2000 B.C., and the

langua|e, the people, and their institutions, are then already in

the mam what they have ever since continued to be (see China) ;

the other leading tongues come into view much later, as they

receive culture and religion from China on the one band (the

Anamites), or from India on the other (the Tibetans, Burmese,
ffiamese) ; and the territory includes great numbers of wild tribes

unknown until our own times, whose race -relations and language-

relations are as yet very obscure. Current opinion tends to regard

the Anamites, Peguans, and Cambodians as forming a more nearly

related group or division of the family, and as having been the

earlier population of Farther India, in part , dispossessed and
driven forward by the later intrusion from the north of Siamese
and Burmese, of whom the former are more nearly related

to the Chinese, and the latter to the Tibetans ; but these group-
ings rest as yet upou too slender evidfetice to be accepted with
confidence.

The character of the languages of this family, especially as in-

stanced by its most important member, the Chinese, has been pretty

fiilly set forth in the general discussions above. They are languages
of roots : that is to say, there is not demonstrable in any of their

words a formative part, limiting the word, along with others simi-

larly characterized, to a certain office or set of offices in the formation
of the sentence. That the words are ultimate roots, come down
fr^m the first period of language-making, we have no reason what-
ever to believe ; and they may possibly have passed through pro-
cesses of growth which equipped them with some scanty supply of

forms ; but no evidence to that effect has yet been produced. The
indications relied on to show an earlier polysyllabism in the family
(though already in Chinese reduced to rponosyllabism before the.

earliest historical appearance of the language, some 4000 years ago)
are the comparatively recent loss of certain final mutes in Chinese
words, and the presence on a considerable scale in Tibetan spelling

of added initial and final consonants, now silent in the literary

dialect, but claimed to be still uttered in some parts of the country.

If the theory connecting these phenomena be established,

the Tibetan w^l approve itself to be by far the most primitive
of the dialects of the family, furnishing the key to the history
of the rest.

For further details respecting the various tongues of the mono-
syllabic family, the articles on the different divisions of its tenitory
(BuHSLAH, China, Siam, Tibet, &c.) may be consulted. The lan-

'gU2^-3 all alike show an addition to the resources of distinction
possessed by languages in general, in the use of tones : that is to
say, words of which the alphabetic elements are the same differ in
meaning according as they are uttered in a higher or a lower tone,
with the rising or the falling inflexion, and so on. By this means,
for example, the monosyllabic elements of the literary Chinese,
numbering ^ut 500 as we should write them, are raised to the
number ot about 1500 words.

Ortl- 5. Ural-Altaic {Scythian, Turanian) Family.— China and Tibet
Altaic, are bordered on the north and west by the eastern branches of

another immense family, which stretches through central and

northern Asia into Europe, overlapping the Evirnperm border iu

Tiu'key, and reaching acrossrit in Russia and Scandinavia to the

very shore of the Atlantic. Usage has not so definitely determined
as in the case of most other families by what name it shall be called ;

Turanian is perhaps the commonest appellation, but also the most
objectionable. Five principal branches are generally reckoned as

composing the family. The two easternmost are the Tungusian^
with the Manchu fpr its principal division, and the Mongol (sea

Mongols). Of these two the language is exceedingly simple in'

structure, being raised but little above the formlessness of ths
Chinese. The three others are : the Turkish or Tatar, the dia-

lects of which reach from the mouth of the Lena (Yakut) to

Turkey in Europe ; the Samqyed, from the Altai down to the arctic

shore of Asia, and along this to the White Sea—an unimportant
congeries of barbarous tribes ; and the Fiuno-Hungarian, including

the tongues of the two cultivated peoples from which it takes its

name, and also those of a great part or the population of northern,

and central Russia, to beyond the Ural Mountains, and finally the
Lappish, of northern Scandinavia. The nearer relation of tho

Samoyed is with the Finno-Hungarian. The Turkish is a type of

a well-developed language of purely agglutinative structure : that

is, lacking that higher de^ee of integration which issues in internal

change. Whether this degree is wholly wanting in Finnish and
Hungarian is made a question ; at any rate, the languages named
have no reason to envy the tongues technically called " inflective."

Of a value not inferior to that of inflective characteristics is one
that belongs to all the Ural-Altaic tongues, in varying measure and
form, and helps to- bjnd them together into a single family—the

harmonic sequence of vowels, namely, as between root and endings,

or a modification of the vowels of the endings to agree ^"ith that

of the root or its final syllable.

While the physical race-characteristics known as Mongolian aro

wanting in the speakers of the western dialects of this family, they

are conspicuously present in the people of Japan and Corea ; and
hence the tendency of scholars to endeavour to connect the languages

of the two latter countries, since they also are of agglutinative struc-

ture (see Japan and Corea), with the family now under treatment,

as also with one another. Neither connexion, however, can at

present be regarded as proved.

Other languages of north-eastern Asia, too little known to group,

and too unimportant to treat as separate families, may be mentioned
here by way of appendix to their neighbours of the most diversified

and widespread Asiatic family. They are the Aino, of Yezo and
the Kurile Islands with part of the neighbouring coast; tbe

Kamchatkan; 'and the Yukagir and Tchuktchi, of the extreme
north-east.'

The opinion was recently held by many scholars that the agglutin-

ative dialects—Accadian, Sumirian, &c.— of the presumed founder*

of Mesopotamiau culture and teachers of the Assyrian Semites (see

Babylonia) belonged to the Ural-Altaic family, and specifically

to its Finno -Hungarian branch ; but it is believed to be now
generally abandoned. The mere possession of an agglutinative

structure cannot be taken as proving anything in the way of

relationship.

6. Dramdian or South-Indian Family.—This is an important Dratt*

body of nearly and clearly related tongues, spoken by about dian.

50,000,000 people, doubtless representing the main population

of all India at the time when the intrusive Aryan tribes broke in

from the north-west, and still filling most of the southern peninsula,

th6 Deccan, together with part: of Ceylon. In an earlier article

(see India) the names of the dialects have been given, with indica-

tion of their locality and relative importance, and \vith some account
of their leading features. They are languages t>f a high grade of

structure, and of great power and euphony ; and the principal ones

have enjoyed a long cultivation, founded on that of the Sanskrit.

As they obviously have no Aryan affinities, the attempt has been
made to connect them also with the Ural-Altaic or Turanian family,

but altogether without success, although there is nothing in their

style of structure that should make such connexion impossible.

Not all the tribes that make up the non-Aryan population of

India speak Dravidian dialects. The Santals and certain other

wild tribes appear to be of another lineage, and are now generally

known as Kolarian.

7. Malay-Polynesian Family.—The islands, greater and smaller, Malay-

Ijring off the south-eastern coast of Asia and those scattered over Poly-

the Pacific, all the way from Madagascar to Easter Island, are nesiauu

filled with their own peculiar families of languages, standing in no
known relationship vrith those of the mainland. The principal

one among them is the great Malay-Polynesian family. It falls

into tuo principal divisions, Malayan and Polynesian. The Malayan
includes, besides the Malay proper (see Malays), which occupies

the Malaccan peninsula (yet doubtless not as original home of the
division, but by immigration from the islands), the languages also

of Sumatra, Java, Borneo, &c., of the Philippine Islands, of Formosa,
and of Madagascar, together with the coasts of Celebes and other

islands occupied in the interior by Papuans. The Polynesian di\'i3ion

includes most of the tongues of the remaining scattered groups oi
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islands, and that ofNew Zealani F*robably to these are to be added,
as a third division, the Mclanesian dialects of the Melanesian Archi-
pelago, of which both the physical and the linguistic peculiarities

would in that case be ascribed to mixture with the black Papuan
races. All these languages are extremely simple in phonetic form,
and of a low grade of structure, the Polynesian branch being in both
respects the lowest, and some of the ilalayan dialects having reached
a development considerably more a.lvanced. yhe radical elements
are much ofteuer of two syllables than of one, and reduplication

plays an important part in their extension and variation. Jlalay
literature goes back as far as to tlie 13th century, and there are

Javan records even from the early centuries of our era, the result

of religion and culture introduced into that island from Brahmanic
India ; but none of these have yet been utilized, as they doubtless
in time will be, for tracing out the special laws of historical develop-
ment prevailing in the family.

Aus- 8. Othrr Oceanic Families.—At least two other families, un-
tralian. connected with the preceding and with one another, are found

among the Pacific islands, and only there. The continental island
of Australia, with its dependency Tasmania (where, however, the
native tongue has now become estiuct), has its own body of probably
related dialects, as its own physical type. They have been but
imperfectly investigated, their impoi-tance, exc^*ut to the professed
student of language, being nothing ; but they are not destitute of a

__^ rude agglutinative structure of their own. Still less known are the
Papuan. Papuau or Negrito languages, belonging to the black race with

frizzled hair inhabiting most of New Guinea, and found also in the
interior of some of the other islands, having been driven from the
coasts by superior intruders of the Malay race.

Cau- 9. Caucasian Languages.— Of the existing languages of Asia
casiaii there remain to be mentioned only those of the Caucasian moun-

tains and highlands, between the Black and Caspian Seas, pressed
upon the north by Slavonians and Turks, upon the south by
Armenians and Kurds and Turks. Its situation makes of the
Caucasus a natural eddy in all movements of emigration between
Asia and Europe ; and its linguistic condition is as if remnants of
many families otherwise extinct had been stranded and preserved
there. The dialects north of the principal ran^e— Circassian,

Mitsjeghian, Lesghian, &.c.—have not been proved to be related

either to one another or to those of the south. Among the latter, the
Georgian is much the most widespread and impoilant (see Georgia),
and, alone among them all, possesses a literature. The Caucasian
dialects present many exceptional and difficult features, and are in
great part of so high a grade of structure as to have been allowed
the epithet inflective by those who attach special importance to
the distinction thus expressed.

Basque. 10. Remnants of Families in Europe.—The Basque people of the
western PjTenees, at the angle of the Bay of Biscay, arc shown
by their speech to be an isolated remnant of some race which was
doubtless once much more widely spread, but has now everj-where
else lost its separate identity ; as such it is of extreme interest to

the ethnologist. The Basque language appears to be unrelated
to any other on earth. It is of a very highly agglutinative
structuie, being equalled in intricacy of combination only by a
part of the American dialects. Limited as it is in territorj-, it

falls into a number of well-marked dialects, so'^hat it also may
not be refused the name of a "family."

Btni5< The only other case of the kind worth noring is that of the

can. Etruscan language of northern central Italy, which long ago
became extinct, in consequence of the conquest and absorption of
Etniria by Rome, but which still exists in numerous brief inscrip-

tions (see Etburia). Many attempts have been made to conuect
the language with" other families, aad it has even quite recently
been pronounced Aryan or Indo-European, of the Italican branch,
by scholars of high rank

; yet it is altogether likely to be finally
acknowledged, like the Basque, as an isolated fragment.

In order to complete this re\-iew of the languages of the Old
AVorld it only remains to notice those of Africa which have not
been already mentioned. They arc grouped under two heads : the
languages of the south and those of the centre of the continent.

Bantu. 11. South-African or Bantu Family.—This is a very extensive
and distinctly marked family, occupying (except the Hottentot
and Bushman territoiy) the whole southern peninsula of the conti-
nent from some degrees north of the equator. It has been already
partly described under Kaffraria, and will be treated more in
detail under the head of Zulu). It is held apart from all other
known families of language by a single prominent characteristic— the extent to which it m::kes use of prefixes instead of suffixes

as the apparatus of grammatical distiucrion ; its inflexion, both
declensional and conjugational, is by appended elements which
precede the stem or root. The most conspicuous part of this is

the variety of prefixes, diflferent in singular and plural, by which
the various classes or genders (not founded on sex ; the ground of
classification is generally obscure) of nouns are distinguished ; these
then reappear in the other members of the sentence, as adjectives
and verbs and pronouns, which are determined by the noun, thus
jroduciDg an alliterative concord that runs through the sentence.

The pronominal determinants of the verb, both subject and object^
also come before it; but the determinants of modt of action, as
causative, tc, are mostly suffixed. The language in genera! itj

rich in the means of formal distinction. Those dialects which
border on the Hottentots have, apparently by derivation from tlm
latter, the clicks or clucking-sounds which form a cou'-picuou3
part of the Hottentot spoken alphabet

12. Central African Languages.—The remaining languages of Central
Afiica form a broad band across the centre of the continent, between Afric i^
the Bantu on the south and the Hamitic on the east and noith.
They are by no means to be called a family, but rather a great loass
of dialects, numbering by hundreds, of varj'ing structure, as to tb"
relations of which there is great discordance of opinion even among
the most recent and competent authorities. It is no place here to
enter into the vexed questions of African linguistics, or even to
report the varying views upou the subject ; that would require a
space wholly dieproportioned to the importance of African speech
in the general sum of human language. There is no small vaiietj

of physical tj'pe as well as of speech in the central belt ; and,
partly upon the evidence of lighter tint and apparently higher
endowment, certain races are set off and made a separate division
of; such is the Nuba-Fulah diWsion of F. Miiller, rejected by
Lepsius. The latter regarded all the varieties of physical and
linguistic character in the central belt as due to mixture between
pare Africans of the south and Hamites of the north and east ; but
this is at present an hypothesis only, and a very improbable one,

since it implies modes and results of mixture to which no analogies

are quotable from languages whose history is known ; nor docs it

appear at all probable that the collision of two races and t>'pes of

speech should produce such an immense and diverse body of trans-

itional types. It is far from impossible that the present promi-
nence of the South-African or Bantu family may be secondary, due
to the great expansion under favouring circumstances of a race once
ha\-ing no more importance than belongs now to many of the
Central-African races, and speaking a tongue which differed from
theirs only as theirs differed from one another. None of the
Central-African languages is a prefix-language in the same degree
as the Bantu, and in many of them prchxes play no greater part

than in the world's languages in general ; others show special forms
or traces of the prefix - structure ; and some have features of an
extraordinary character, hardly to be paralleled elsewhere. One
group in the east (Oi^ob, &c.) Las a gender distinction, involving
that of sex, but really founded on relative power and dignity :

thin^ disparaged, including women, are put in one class ; things
extolled, including men, are put in the other. This is perhaps
the most significant hint anj-where to be found of how a gender-

distinction like that in our own Arj-an languages, which we usually
regard as being essentially a distinction of sex, while in fact it only
includes such, may have arisen. Common among the African

languages, as among many other families, especially the Ameri-
can, is a generic distinction between animate beings and inanimate
things.

13. American Languages. —VCiih these the case is closely the Ameri-
same as with the Central-African languages : there is an immense can.

nffmber of dialects, of greatly varied structure, of which as yet even

the nearer groupings are only in part made out, while the grade

and kind of relationship between tne groups, if such there exist, iS

wholly unclear. Some general statements respecting American
languages have been given under Amekic.4, and a detailed list

and classification of them in the article Indians ; hence it is tan-

necessary to go over the subject again in this place. "What we
most need to note is the verj' natiow limitarion of our present

knowledge. Even amongneighbouring families like the Algonquin,
Iroquois, and Dakota, whose agreement in style of structure (i>oly-

synthetic), taken in connexion with the accordant race-type of

their speakers, forbids us to regard them as ultimately different, bo
material correspondence, agreement in words and mieanings, is to be

traced ; and there are in America all the degrees of poh synthctism,

down to the lowest, and even to its entire absence. Such being

the case, it ought to be evident to every one accustomed to deal

with this class of subjects that all attempts to connect American
languages as a body with languages of the Old "World are and must
be fmitlcss ; in fact, all discussions of the matter are at present

unscientific, and are tolerably certain to continue so through all

time to come.

LilcnUv re.—'M&T)y of the theoretic points discussed above are treated by the

writer with more folness in his Language. and tht Study of Language (lSCT)3nd
J i/e and Grcni-Vi 0/ loi^juaae (l^t). Other Enplish works to consult are M.
Mullet's Ltctvres on the Science of Langvnge ; Farrar's Chapters on Languagt;
Wedgwood's Origin o/Language ; Sayce's Principles ofPhilology and InfToduclion

to the Sciena of Lavgynpe, &.C. In German, see Paul's Prineipien dcr Sprochge-

schicfi fe (HaIW.ISSO) ; DelbrMck's finlff/nny in rfasSprocAs/iidiumfLeipsic, ISSO;

there is also an English version); Schleicher's De^ttsche Sprache ; also the works
of W, von Horaboldt and of H. Steinthal. As to the classification and relation-

ships of lang^iages, see Hovelacque's La Ltngvistiijue (Paris, 1876), and F.

Muller's Gmtidria der SprachuissfTtschnft (Vienna, still in progtess). As to the

history of the study, see Lersch's Sprachphllosophie der Alten (1&40): Stein-

thal's Ceschichte der SprackwissenscJia/t be* den Grie^hen und Bomern {1S63)

;

Benfey's Gexhichtt der Spraehurissenschaft und Orientaliachen PhiMc^i^ in

Deiitschland ilS60.).
,

Ji- D. ff.)
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PART n.—COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY OF THE ARY^VN LaXGUAGES.

'fhe study of Aryan comparative philology has from its

^Utset necessarily been in close connexion with the study of

Sanskrit, a language unparalleled amongst its cognates in

antiquity and distinctness of structure, and consequently

the natural basis of comparison in this field. It is there-

fore not to be wondered at that we find no clear views of

the mutual relationship of the individual members of the

Aryan family or their position with regard to other lan-

guages until Sanskrit began to attract the attention of

European philologists, or that the introduction of Sanskrit

as an object of study was closely followed by the discovery

of the original community of a vast range of languages and

dialects hitherto not brought into connexion at ail, or only

Histor- made the objects of baseless speculations. We meet with

"^ the first clear conception of this idea of an Indo-European
*°''^ community of languages in the distinguished English

cholar Sir William Jones, who, as early as 1786, expressed

nimself £- follows: "The Sanskrit language, whatever

may be its antiquity, is of wonderful structure ; more

perfect than the Greek, more copious than the Latin, and

more exquisitely refined than either, yet bearing to both

of them a stronger alBnity, both in the roots of verbs and

in the forms of grammar, than could have been produced

by accident ; so strong that no philologer could examine

all the three without believing them to have sprung from

some common source which, pcihaps, no longer exists.

rhere is a similar reason, though not quite so forcible, for

supposing that both the Gothic and the Celtic, though

blended with a different idiom, had the same origin with

the Sanskrit."' But neither Sir William Jones nor any of

his older contemporaries who had arrived at similar con-

clusions ever raised this important discovery from a brilliant

aper<^ into a valid scientific theory through a detailed

and systematic comparison of the languages in question.

To have achieved this is the undoubted merit of the

Bapp German, Franz Bopp (q.v.), the founder of scientific philo-

uid J. logy of the Aryan languages, and subsequently through
Grimm,

jj^j^ e-tample also the founder of cojnparative philology in

general. Next to him Jacob Gkimm {q.v.) must be men-

tioned here as the father of historical grammar. The first

part of his famous Deutsche Grammalik appeared in 1819,

three years after Bopp had published his first epoch-making

book, Ueber das Conjugationssystem der Sanskritsprache.

Bopp's results were here at once utilized, yet Grimm's

whole system was entirely independent of that of Bopp,

and had no doubt been worked out before Grimm knew
of his illustrious predecessor. In fact, their scientific

aims and methods were totally different. Bopp's interest

was not concentrated in comparison as such, but chiefly

inclined towards the explanation of the origin of gram-

matical forms, and comparison to bitn was only a means
of approaching that end.

In this more or less speculative rum of his interest

Bopp showed himself the true son of a philosophical period

when general linguistics received its characteristic stamp
from the labours and endeavours of men like the two
Schlegels and Wilhelm von Humboldt. Jacob Grimm's
aims were of a less, lofty character than those of Bopp,

whose work, to his own mind, was crowned by his theory

of the origin of infle.'don through agglutination. In con-

fining his task to a more limited range than the vast field

of Aryan languages embraced in Bopp's researches, and
thus fixing his attention on a group of idioms exhibiting a

Btriking regularity in their mutual relationship, both where

' For this quotation and the following historical sketch in general

see Tn. Benfey, Geschickte der Spracfncissenschaft, p. 438, Munich,
1869, and especially B. Delbriick, Introduction to the Study of Lan-
gua<j€, p. 1, Leipsic, 1382 (a second German edition appeared in 18841

they coincide and where they differ, he made it his foremost

object to investigate and illustrate the continuous progress,

subject to definite laws, by which these languages had

been developed from their common source. He thus raised

the hitherto neglected study of the development of sounds

to an equal level with the study of grammatical forms,

which had so far almost exclusively absorbed all the interest

of linguistic research. Grimm's discovery of the so-called

"Lautverschiebung," or Law of the Permutation of Conson-

ants in the Teutonic languages (which, however, had been

partly found and proclaimed before Grimm by the Danish

scholar Kask), became especially important as a stimulus

for further investigation in this line. Grimm's influence

on comparative philology (which is secondary only to that

of Bopp, although he was never a comparative philologist

in the sense that Bopp was, and did not always derive the

benefit from Bopp's works which they might have afl'orded

him) is clearly traceable in the work of Bopp's successors,,

amongst whom Friedrich August Pott is universally judged

to hold the foremost rank. In his great work, Eti/mologische.

Forsckungen axifdem Gebieteder indo-germanischenSprachen,

mit besonderem Berug auf die Lavtumwandlung im Sans-

krit, GriecMschen, Lateinischen, Liltauischen, vnd Gothiscken.

(Lemgo, 1833-36), we find Indo-Germanic etymology for

the first time based on a scientific investigation of general

Indo-Germanic phonology. Amongst Pott's contemporaries

Theodor Benfey 2 deserves mention on account of his Griech Benfeji

- Theodor Benfey was bora on 28th January 1809 at Norten,

Hanover, the son of a Jewish tradesman who had gained some reputa-

tion as an acute and leanied Talmudic scholar. At the early age of

sixteen he entered the university of Gottingen (which he afterwards

exchanged for Munich) to devote himself to the study of classical

philology. It was not until after 1830, when he had settled in Frank-

fort-on-the-Main as a private teacher, that his attention was drawn

towards the study of Sansk-rit. In 1834 he went back to Gottingen

and began lecturing as a privat-docent. For some time his lectures

extended over various branches of classical philology as well as of

Oriental and comparative philology, but he soon began to concentrate

himself on the latter departments. After he had joined the christian

church he received, in 1848, an extraordinary professorship, and in

1862 he was appointed ordinary professor of Sanskrit and comparative

philologj-. He died on 26th June 1881. Benfey also began his long

and brilliant literary career in the field of classics. Besides his dis-

sertation Observationes ad Anacreoniis fragmenta genuina (Gottingen,

1829), his translation of the comedies of Terence (Stuttgart, 1837)

deserves special notice. This was followed by his Wurzellexikon in

1839, and his quarto volume on "India" in Ersch and Gruber's

Encyklopadie, 1840. Through these he at once gained a position of

authority both in comparative and Indian philology. Of his other

Avritings the more important are, Veher die Monatnamen einiger alien

Volker, insbesondcre der Perscr, Cappadocier, Juden, Syrer (written

in conjunction with A. Stern), Berlin, 1836 ; Ucler das VerhHUniss

der dgypt. Sprache zum $e7iiit. Sprachstavwi, Leipsic, 1844 ; Die pers,

Keilinschriften, mit Uebersetzung nnd Glossar, Leipsic, 1847 ; Die

Hymnen des Saniaveda, Leipsic, 1848 ; Vollstdndige Grammalik der

Sanskritsprache, Leipsic, 1852; Chrestomalhie aus Sanskritwerken,

Leipsic, 1853; Par.lschatantra, 2 vols., Leipsic, 1859; Geschichte

der Sprachmissenschaft und oriental. Philologie in Deutschland,

Munich, 1869. Of his numerous contributions to the various scientific

periodicals of the time, those published in the Abhandlungen der

Gottinger Ocsellschaft der \Vissensc/io/len are especially meritorious :

—

"Ueber die indog. Endungen des Gen. Sing.,'' vol. xix. ;
" Einleitung

in die Grammatik der ved. Sprache," vol. xix. ; "Die quantitiitsver-

schiedenheiten in den Samhita- und Padatexten der Veden," vols, xix.-

xxvii. ; " Das indog. Thema des Zahlworts ' Zwei ' ist ' du, '
" vol. xxi. ;

"Hermes, Miuos, Tartaros," vol. xiii. ; " Attpers. mazdS.\i = Zend

mazdaonh = ^*r. medhas," vol. xxiii. ; "Einige Derivate des indog.

Verbums a>ilh=nabk," and "Ueber einige Worter mit dem Binde-

vocal i im Rigveda," vol. xxiv. ; "Behandlung des auslautenden a in

na 'wie' und. na 'nicht' im Rig\ed3, nebst Bemcrkungen uber die

urspr. Aussprache und Accentuierung der Worter im Veda," vol.

xxvi. Some of his smaller articles in the Gottinger Gelehrtc Anzcigcn

were reprinted under the titles of Vcdica und Verwandtcs, Strasburg,

1877, and Vedica und Lingiiistica, ibid., 1880. As the preceding

list shows, Benfey's interest had become more and more concentrated

on Vedic studies towards the end of his days, and indeed he had planned,

as the crowning work uf his life an extensive grammar o' Vedic Sass
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isches Wurzdlexicon (Berlin, 1839), a work equally remark-

able for copiousness of contents and power of combination,

yet showing no advance on Bopp's standooint in its con-

ception of phonetic changes.

Schleicher. A third period in the history of Indo-Germanic philology

is marked by the name of August Schleich€r, whose Com-
pendium der vergleichendcn Grammalik der indo-german-

iscken Sprachen first appeared in 1861. In the period sub-

sequent to the appearance of Pott's Etymologische Forsch-

ungen, a number of distinguished scholars, too large to be

recorded here individually,' had devoted their labours to

the different branches of Aryan philology, especially assisted

and promoted in their work by the rapidly progressing

Vedic (and Avestic) studies that had been inaugurated

by Rosen, Roth, Benfey, Westergaard, Miiller, Kuhn,
Aufrecht, and others. Moreover, new foundations had
been laid for the study of the Slavonic languages by
Miklosich and Schleicher, of Lithua^an by Kurschat

and Schleicher, of Celtic by Zeuss. Of the classical

languages Greek had found a most distinguished repre-

sentative in Curtius, while Corssen, Mommsen, Aufrecht,

Kirchhoff, &c., had collected most valuable materials

towards the elucidation of Latin and the cognate ItaUc

idioms. In his Compendium. Schleicher undertook and
solved the difficult task of sifting down the countless

details amassed since the days of Bopp and Grimm, and
thus making the individual languages stand out clearly

on their common background, while Bopp's attention had
been especially occupied with what was common to all

Indo-Germanic tongues. There are two prominent features

which characterize this part of Schleicher's work,— his

assumption aTid partial reconstruction of a prehistoric

parent -speech, from which the separate Indo-Germanic
languages were supposed to have sprung, and the estab-

lishment of a long series of phonetic laws, regulating the

changes by which that development of the individual

idioms had taken place. On Schleicher's views of and
contributions towards general comparative philology (which

• he erroneously proposed to consider as a branch of natural

science) we need not enter here.

For some time after Schleicher's premature death (in

1868) Indo-Germanic philology continued in paths indi-

cated by him and Curtius, with the exception, perhaps,

of the school founded by Benfey, who had always stood

on independent ground. The difference between the two
schools, however, was less strikingly marked in their

.writings, because it chiefly concerns general views of

language and the Indo-Germanic languages in particular,

although the characteristic task of the period alluded to was
that of working out the more minute details of compari-

son ; but behind all this the general interest still clung to

Bopp's old glottogonic problems. Lately, however, a new
movement has begun, and a younger school of linguists

has sprung up who are united in their opposition to many
-stheories of the older generation, yet often differ materially

krit. Death, however, prevented him from compfeting more than the

above-mentioned preliminary studies by means of which he had intended
to open the field for his greater work. (For fuller biographical details

see Bezzenberger, in his Beiiruge^ viii. 239 sq.)

^ The extensive progress made in this period is best illustrated

by the foundation of two periodicals especially devoted to Arj'an
comparative philology, Ki'hn's Zcitsckri/t fur wrglcichende Sprach-
forschung, Berlin, from 1851 (now 27 vols.), and Kuhn's Beitrage cur
vCTgleichetiden SpracJi/orsrhung, I^erlin, from 1858 (8 vols.). Benfey's
school is more especially 'epresented by the contributors to Benfey's
Oricnl und Occidmt, Gbt-,ingen (3 vols.), from 1862, and subsequently
through Bezzenberger "s Ueitrdge zur Kunde der indogennanischen
Sprachen. Guttingen (8 vols.), from 1877. France possesses two
periodicals of the same kind, the Revue de Linguistique. Paris, fi^m
1868, and the Memoires de la Societe de Linguislique de Paris, also

from 1868, while England is represented by the Proceedings and Trans-
actions of the Philologi--ul Society, and America by the Transactions

of the American Phitohgical Association (from 1868).

New lui'

gntstic

Bchool.

both with regard to method and the solution of individual
problems. In its present state this younger school (often
branded with the name of Neo-Grammarians, "Junggram-
matiker," by its opponents real and imaginary) is marked
by certain distinct tendencies. In the first place, they
are inclined more or less to abandon glottogonic problems
as insoluble, if not for ever, yet for the present and with
the scanty means that Aryan philology alone can furnish
for this purpose. In this they are in opposition to the
whole of the older school. In the second place, they
object to the use of all misleading metaphorical compari-
sons of processes in the history of language with processes'

of organic development,— comparisons used at all times,

but especially cherished by Schleicher. In the third
place—and this has been of the greatest practical import-
ance—they hold that our general views of language and our
methods of comparison should be formed after a careful

study of the living languages, because these alone are
fully controllable in every minute detail, and can there-

fore alone give us a clear insight into the working of the
different motive forces which shape and modify language,'

and that the history of earlier periods of language, conse-

quently, can only be duly illustrated by tracing out the

share which each of these forces has had in every individual

case of change. Of these forces two are found to be
especially prontinent— phonetic variation and formation
by analogy. They generally work in turns and often in

opposition to one another, the former frequently tending to

differentiation of earlier unities, the latter to abolition of

earlier differences, especially to restoration of conformity
disturbed by phonetic change. There are, however, other

important differences in the action of the two forces.

Phonetic change affects exclusively the pronunciation of a Phonetic

language by substituting one sound or sound -group for .'=t'"'S'-

another. From this simple fact it is self-evident that

phonetic changes as such admit of no exceptions. Pronun-
ciation—that is, the use of certain sounds in certain com-
binations^is perfectly unconscious in natural unstudied
speech, and every speaker or generation of speakers has only

one way of utterance for individual sounds or their com-
binations. If, therefore, a given sound was once changed
into another under given circumstances, the new sound
must necessarily,and unconsciously replace its predecessor

in every word that falls under the same rules, because the

older sound ceases to be practised and therefore disappears

from the language. Thus, for instance, the sound of the

short so-called Italian a in English has become exchanged
for the peculiarly English sound in man, hat, (tc, which is'

so exclusively used "and practised now by English speakers

that they feel great difficulty in pronouncing the Italian

sound, which at an earlier period was almost as frequent

in English as in any other language that has preserved

the Italian sound up to the present day. Again, the sound
of the so-called long English a in mcie, paper, <tc., althoughl

once a monophthong, is now pronounced as a diphthongi

combining the sounds of the English short e and i, and no;

trace of the old monophthong is left; except where ifwaa
followed by r, as in hare, mare (also axr, their, where, b'' )

where the a has a broader sound somewhat approaching

that of the short a in hat. This last instance may'^at tlic

sa'me time serve to illustrate the restrictions made above

as to sounds changing their pronunciation in certain groups

or combinations, or under given circumstances only. We
may learn from it that phonetic change need not always

affect the same original sound in the same way in all its

combinations, but that neighbouring sounds ojtcn influence

the special direction in which the sound is modified. The
different sounds of the English a in mahe and hare are

both equivalents of the same Old English sound d ( = the

Italian short a) in macian, hara. The latter sound has
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logical

been split in two, but this process again has taken place

with perfect regularity, the one sound appearing before r,

the other before all other consonants. It is easy to see

that the common practice of comprising the history of the

Old English <I in the one rule,—that it was changed into the

sound of the a in matt except when followed by an r,—can

only be defended on the practical ground that this rule is

convenient to remember, becaxise the words exhibiting the

former change are more numerous than the instances of

the latter ; apart from this there is nothing to justify the

assumption that one of these changes is the rule and the

other the exception. The fact is, that we have two inde-

pendent cases of change, which ought to be stated in two
distinct and independent rules according to the different

positions in which the original d stood before the splitting

began. It is also easy to observe that the variety of

modifying influences may be much more manifold than in

the present instance of male and hart, and that the number
of special phonetic rules in such cases must be increased

in proportion to the progress made in the investigation

of the said modifying powers. In this respect much still

remains to be done, but what has been achieved is more
than sufficient to prove the correctness of the statement

from which we started above, that phonetic rules in them-
selves are Avithout exceptions, however often phonetic

processes may have been crossed and more or less effaced

by non-phonetic influences in actual (especially literary)

language, such as mixture of dialects, formation by
analogy, and the like.

Analogical change, on the other hand, does not affect the

pronunciation of a language as a whole in the way phonetic

change does, but is confined to the formation and inflexion

of single words or groups-of words, and therefore very apt

to bear an entirely arbitrary and irregular character. A
few instances will be sufficient to illustrate this. In Old
English a certain number of substantives formed their

plurals by mutation of the root-vowels, as fot—/et or boc—
bee. In Modem English this system of inflexion has been
preserved in some cases, as in foot—feel, and altered in

others as book—books. Now, while foot, feet, and booJi are

the regular modem phonetic equivalents of the old fot, fit,

hoc, the plural boots can in no way be phonetically traced

back to the old bee, the phonetical equivalent of which in

Modern English would be *bcech. The only possible ex-

planation of a form like boohs is that the older bic was at

some date given up and replaced by an entirely new forma-
tion, shaped after the analogy of the numerous words with

a plural in -s T\4thout modification of the root-vowel. That
this should hare been done in the case of book, but not in

that of foot, is an accident, which must be accepted as a
fact not allowing of any special explanation. Let us now
take another instance from the English verb. In Old
English the different persons of the preterite imlicative in

the so-cailed strong (irregular) verbs were generally dis-

tinguished by different root-vowels; rulnn., "to'ride," and
hijuinii, " to bind," for instance, form their preterites thus :

-V- rrfrf, 8u ride, he rdd, ice, rje, hie ridon, and tc band,
5(( bunJe, he band, ice, ge, hie bundon. In Modern English
this difference in the root^vowels has been abandoned, and
ro'^, bound now stand for all pei-sons, rode being the
modem phonetic equivalent of the 1st and 3d sing, rdd,
while bound represents the a-forms of bindan. Inasmuch
as a similar process of levelling has been carried through
in all preterites of Modem English, regularity prevails
even here. But when we look to its results in the indi-
-vidual verbs we soon find that the choice amongst the
different formu wliich might have served as starting-ixiints

ias been entirely arbitrary. It is indeed impossible to
say why the old singular form shouli have been chosen as
a model in one case, as in rode, and the old plural form in

another, as in bound. From these and numerous aunilar
instances we must draw the conclusion that it is beyond
our power to ascertain whence analogical changes may
start, and to what extent they may be carried through
when once begun. All we can do is to carefully classify

the single cases that come under our observation, and in this

way to investigate where such changes are especially apt
to take place and what is their general direction. As to

the latter points, it has been observed before that levelling

of existing differences is one of the chief features in ana-
logical change (as in the case of rode and bound). As to the
former, it mi;st be borne in mind that, before any analogical

change can take place, some mental connexion must exist

between the words or forms serving as models and those
which are remodelled after the tj-pes suggested to the
mind of the speakers through the former. Of such natural

mental combinations two classes deserve especial notice

:

the mutual relationship in which the different, say in-

flexional, forms of the same word stand to each other,

and the more abstract analogies between the inflexional

systems of word-groups bearing a similar character, as, for

instance, the different declensions of nouns and pronouns, or

the different conjugations of verbs. The instance of rode,

bound may serve to illustrate the former category, that of

books the latter. In the first case a levelling has taken
place between the different forms of the root-voweb once
exhibited in the different preterite forms of ridan or
bindan, which clearly constitute a natural group or mental
unity in consequence of their meaning. The form of rode

as a plural has simply been taken from the old singular,

that of bound as a singular from the old plural. In the

case of book—books for hoc—bee, this explanation would
fall short. Although we might say that the vowel of the

singular here was carried into the plural, yet this would
not explain the plural -s. So it be:omes evident that the
old declension of boc—bee was remodelled after the declen-

sion of words like arm—arms, which had always formed
their plurals in -«. Isolated word.', or forms, un the other
hand, which are no part of natural groups or systems,
inflexional or formative, must be regarded as commonly
safe from alterations through analog)-, and are therefore
of especial value with regard to estiibljshing rules of purely
phonetic development.

It is true that the distinction between phonetic and
analogical change has always been acknowledged in com-
parative philology. At the same time it cannot be denied
that analogical changes were for a long time treated with
a certain disdain and contempt, as deviations from the
only course of development then allowed to be truly
" organic " and natural, namely, that of gradual phonetic
change (hence the epithet " false " so constantly attached
to analogy in former times). Amongst those who have
recently contributed most towards a more correct evalua-
tion of analogj- as a motive -power m language. Professor
AVhitney must be mentioned in the first place. In Ger-
many Professor Scherer {Zur Geschirhte der deutschen
Spraehe, 1868) was the first to apply analogy as a prin-

ciple of explanation on a larger scale, but in a wilful

and unsystematic way. Hence he failed to produce an
immediate and lasting impression, and the merit of having
introduced into the practice of modern comparative philo-

logy a strictly systematic consideration of both phonetit
and analogic change as co-ordinate factors in the develop-

ment of language rests with JProfessor Leskien of Leipsic,

and a number of younger scholars who had more or less The Sew
experienced his personal influence. Amongst these Brug- School

uiann, Oathoff, and Paul rank foremost as the most
vigorous and successful defenders of the new method, the
correctness of which has since been practically acknow-
ledged by most of the leading philologists of all shades
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who in point of fact follow it in their investigations,

in spite of the lively theoretical protest which some
of them continue to maintain against it, and in spite of

the general feeling of hostility and inclination towards

mutual distrust often but too clearly visible in recent

linguistic publications, from whatever side they may
come.'

From tills historical sketch we may now proceed to a

hort examination of some of the chief results of Aryan
comparative philology.

The The most prominent achievement of the researches of

parent- Bopp and his followers was to prove that the majority of
language,

jjjg European languages and dialects, together mth a

certain number of important languages spoken in Asia,

form one great family,— that is, that they have sprung

from one common source or parent-language. The name
now mostly used in England for this community is Aryan
languages. American and French scholars generally pre-

fer to say Indo-European lanyucr/es, while the name of

Indo-Germanic languages is still almost universally used in

Germany. It is hard to decide for or against any of these

names from a scientific point of view. The word Indo-

Germanic was not inappropriately coined by combining
the names of the most easterly and westerly members of

the family, the Indian and the Germanic or Teutonic

group. ^ Indo-European seems to be a less lucky invention,

as this combination of geographical nanies would errone-

ously point to all the languages of India and Europe as

the constituents of our family, while a large number both

of Indian and European idioms belong to entirely un-

rel.'fted groups of languages. Aryan would no doubt be

the best name in itself, for it seems that the primitive

forefathers of the Aryan nations used the word A ria as a

national name themselves. We find at least the Sanskrit

Arya thus used in India, and similarly the Old Persian

Ariya (in the cuneiform inscriptions of _,Darius), Zend
Airya in Persia (whence the later Enln, Inln), and per-

haps £riu, gen. £rcnn, as the national name for Ireland.'

But before the word Aryan came to be applied in the

sense defined above it had for some time been used, and
it is still largely used, in a more restricted sense as the

special collective name for tlie languages of the Indian

and Persian or Iranian groups of the Indo- Germanic
family. This ambiguity renders the use of the word
Aryan less recommendable than it would be had its

meaning been properly fi.xed from the beginning. It

seems that outside of England Aryan will hardly gain

ground ; some recent attempts to introduce the name into

Germany have utterly failed, and in the same way the

other nations who share in scientific research in this

demesne cling to the older names.
Aryan This large Indo-Germanic or Aryan family, then, to re-

gioups. vert-to our principal task, consists of ten groups or sub-

^ The fnllest syitematiL-al tre.itmeut of the^e questions of method
• ill be foiuKl ill P.Tul's PiincJiAfn lU-y Spra^h'jcschichre, Halle, 18S0.
Sec also 0-.tho(T, Daa jilty-iiclO'jiscJte imcl ps'jcholofjische Moincnt in

dyr sprndtUnken Furiitcnbthluny, Berlin, 1879, and Misteli, '* Laut-
gt-setz und Aiialogie," in Zaitschri/t fur Vulki rps>/c/inhf/U, xi. p. 3ti5

5'/. Of tho^e who on principle stand iii theoretical opposition, the

tever-il <-chnolb of Bcnfey fiiow cspccinlly lepreseuted by Fick), Scherer,

.tiid Jdhaiincs SLhiiildt may be nieiitioncd.

- The ^\ord Inilo-GerDiAitir, it is true, was invented before the
Peltic langnajes were known to beloiic to tlic same family. But even
aftrr that di-.covery it was itnnecesvary to s'lbstitiite the name Iiulo-

C^/tic at some aiithois hax'e tried to do , for certainly the most westerly

br.iiich of Iiido-Gcrinanic in Europe ( lisrfgardin;; the Aryan colonics

in America) is Icelamlie, an undoubtedly Germanic lan^^viage. Other
naiiiea. such ns Japhetic or SttnskntiCf have hardly found any use in

scientific literature.

** For particulars see Professor Max Jliiller's Led. oit the Science of
Lu'ij., lect. \\. (first seriesl. and Aky.vn, vol. ii. p. 672 sq. \ f.ir

this ctymn]o2y of Kriti see especially H Ziniiiier. *' Ari-ch," in Bezzen-

berger'.i Ueilr. z. Kunde cttr inilogefiii. Sprachcft, iii. p. 137 5j.

families of languages, three of which are located in Asia,

while the rest belong to Europe.*

1. The Indian Family, in which Sanskrit, especially in

its oldest form, preserved in the Vedic texts, stands fore-

most in rank. Of the older stages of the language PrAkrit

and Pili may be mentioned here,— the former, in its-

various branches being the mother of the modern Indian

dialects of Aryan descent (including also the Gipsy lan-

guage), the latter (see above, p. 183) the idiom of the

sacred books of the southern Buddhists.^

2. The Iranian or Persian Family, represented in the

earliest period by Old Persian, scanty remnants of which
have come down to us in the Achnsnienian cuneiform in-

scriptions, and Zend, or, as it is also called. Old Bactrian,-

the language of the Zend-Avesta, the sacred books of the

Zoroastrians. The chief modern representatives c' this

group are Persian, Afghan, Kurdish, and Ossetic."

3. The Armenian Family, consisting of the diiTerent

living dialects of Armenian. Armenian has but recently

been proved to be an independent member of the Aryan
family. It partakes of many peculiarities of the Iranian

group, but at the same time shares several important
characteristics of the European languages, so that it cannot

be classed as a subdivision of either of these groups.^

4. The Greeh Family, comprising the various old dialects-

of Greek, and the modern Romaic idioms, which have been

developed out of the later koihJ that had gradually super-

sededjthe old dialectal varieties.^

5. A fifth family, which may once have had a far larger

extension, is now only represented by one surviving member,
the Albanian language. As we have no old sources for

this idiom, and only know it in its modern state of utter

decay, it is extremely difficult to obtain definite results

concerning its origin and position relatively to the sur-

rounding languages. Bopp seems to have proved, however,'

that Albanian actually is an Aryan idiom. ^ It is also>

certain that it belongs to the European type of Aryan, yet

it is not particularly closely allied with Greek, as has often

been assumed, but shows some remarkable coincidences

with the northern European languages.'"

6. T^ie Italic Family. Its most important representative

is Latin, from which the modern Romance languages have
sprung. Closely connected with Latin was the Faliscan

dialect, which is preserved in a few inscriptions only. A
second branch of Italic is formed by fmbrian and Oscan,

both of which soon became extinct through the over-

powering influence of Latin, like the other less widely

diffused idioms once spoken in Italy."

* The fullest, yet uow somewhat antiquated, account of all the

members of tlie Aryan family will be found in the article "Indo-ger-

maniacher Sprachstamm," by A. F. Pott, in Ersch and Gruber's £«ci/-

lli'pddie (Leipsic, 1840). See ako especially Th. Benfev, Geschichte

cUr SpracJiv:issensc/ia/t, pp. 601-683.
^ For further particulars see Sanskrit.
® See the articles P.\HL.\vl {supra, p. 134 57,) and Pehsia {supra, p.

653 sq.), and for the linguistic characteristics of this group H, Hubsch-
raann, in Zcitschrijt f>xr vvrtjl. Sprach/orschung, xxiv. p. 372 sq.

^ See H. Hubschmann, " Ucber die Stellung Ues Armeuischen ini

Kreise der indo-germanischen Sprachen," in Zeitschr. xeryl. Sprach/.,

xxiii. p. 5 sq., where further references to earlier treatments of this

question aie given.

^ See Gkeece, vol. xi. p. 129 sq. An exhaustive summary of all prior

contributions towards linguistic elucidation of Greek is given in Gustav
Meyer's excellent Gn'eclu'sciic Grannnutih, Leipsic, 1880, which must
uow be considered the standard book on Greek grammar, together vdth

the well-known works of G. Curtins, quoted at vol. xi. p. 136.
* Bopp, " Ueber das Albanesische in seinen verwaudtichaftlichen

Beziehuiigen," Berlin, 1855, in AUiandl. Berl. Akttd.
'" See e--peci.illy G. Meyer, "Die Stellung des Aibanesischcn im

Kreise der indo-germ. Sprachen," in Bezzenbergcr's Bcitrurje, viii. p.

135 sq., and Alhanesische Stiidicn, "Vienna, 1883. For other refer-

ences, cp. Beiifcy, Cesftiichte der Sprachicissensrha/t, p. 643 sq.
n A sketch of the lii:jtoiy of Latin is given under Latin Language ;

a li^t of the iliicf books conccrniiis the other dialects will be found la

the appendix to Sayce's Intr. to the Scietiu of Lung., voL ii.
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7. The Celtic Famtly, once covering a large part of

\restem Europe, but now reduced to comparatively scanty

remnants in the north-west of France and in the British

islands. Among its extinct members the language of the

Galatians in Asia Minor may be mentioned, of which little

more ia known than that it was Celtic. The earliest docu-

ments of Celtic speech we possess are some inscriptions in

the idiom of the Gallic inhabitants of France and northern

Italy. The surviving branches of Celtic show a clear

division into two groups : the Northern or Gaelic group,

formed by Irish, Gaelic or Scotch, and Manx, and a Southern

or Britannic group, consisting of Welsh or Cymric, Cornish

(extinct since 177S), and Armorican or Bas Breton in

Brittany. The fundamental authority for the comparative

study of Celtic grammar is Zeuss, Grammatica Celtica,

1853 (2d ed. by H. Ebel, 1871). After Zeuss, Stokes and

Rhys in England, Ascoli in Italy, Ebel, Windisch, and
Zimmer in Germany, and D'Arbois de Jubainville and H.

Gaidoz in France have been the chief contributors to this

field of research. The last-named is also the editor of a

periodical especially devoted to Celtic studies, the Hevue

Celtiquc (Paris, from 1870).'

8. The Germanic or Tevlonic Family. This well-de-

veloped family is divided into two main groups, which are

now commonly denoted Eastern and Western Germanic.

The members of the former are Gothic (see Gothic
Language, voL x. p. 852 sq.) and Scandinavian, with an

eastern and a western subdivision, the former compris-

ing Swedish and Danish, Ihe latter Norse and Icelandic.

Western Germanic, on the other hand, consists of English,

Frisian (these two seem to form a separate branch), Saxon

or Low German, Frankish (including Dutch), and Upper
(Jerman (see article German Language). The dialects of

the numerous other Teutonic tribes not mentioned here

have died out without leaving sufficient materials for

linguistic classification.

9. The Baltic Family, comprising tnree distinct idioms

—Prussian, Lithuanian, and Lettish. Prussian became
extinct in the 16th century. The few specimens of this

highly interesting language which have been preserved

are collected by Nesselmann, Die Sprache der alien Preussen

(Konigsberg, 18-t5), and Ein deutschpreussisches Vocabul-

arium (ibid., 1868). The same author has also published

a dictionary. Thesaurus lingum Prussicee (Berlin, 1873).

Amongst other contributions to Prussian grammar, Bopp's

«ssay, Ueber die Sprache der Altpreussen (Berlin, 1853), is

especially noteworthy. Of the two other branches, Lithu-

anian is the more important for comparative philology.

The chief grammars are those by Schleicher {Handbuch der

litauischen Sprache, 2 vols., Prague, 1856-57) and Kurschat

(Litauische Grammatik, Halle, 1876); the best dictionary

is by Kurschat ( Worterbuch der lit. Sprache, 2 vols., Halle,

1878-83). ' Some of the oldest texts are now being re-

printed by Bezzenberger.2 ' For Lettish, Bielenstein's

grammar (Die {ettische Sprache, 2 vols., Berlin, 1863-64)

and Ulmann's dictionary (Lettisches Worterbuch, Riga,

1872) are the first books to be consulted.

10. The Slavonic Family. There are two main branches

of Slavonic '3Tie so-called Southern or South -Eastern
branch embraces Russian, Ruthenian (in Galicia), Bul-

garian, Servian, Croatian, and Slovenian. The second
branch is generally designated by the name of Western
Slavonic. It is chiefly represented by Cechish or Bohemian
and Polish. With the former the Sorbian dialects spoken

* For further particulars see article Celtic LrrEBATUBE, and the
very exhaustive critical and bibliographical study by Windisch, " Kelt-
ische Sprachen," in Ersch and Gruber's Enq/kiopddie.

' Litauixhe und Letlische Dmcke da 16ten JahrhunderU, Gdt-
tingen, 1878 s?.; cp. also BeilrOge zur GeschichU der lit. Sprache,
Gottingen, 1877, by the same author,'

18—28

in Lusatia are very closely connected. Polish, again, is sub-

divided into Eastern Polish or Polish Proper and Western
Polish, a few remnants of which now survive in the Kas-

subian dialects of Prussia. About the extinct members of

this last group, which are generally comprehended under

the name of Polabian dialects, Schleicher's La-ul- nnd For-

menlehre der polabisehen Sprache (St Petersburg, 1871) and
an article by Leskien in Im neuen Reich, ii. p. 325, may
be consulted. The oldest Slavonic texts, some of which
go as far back as the 10th century, are a number of books
destiued for the use of the church. From this circum-

stance the peculiar dialect in which they are written is

often called Church Slavonic. Schleicher and others

identify this dialect ^vith Old Bulgarian, while MLklosich

thinks it should be classed as Old Slovenian. For com-

parative purposes as well as for Slavonic philology this

idiom is the most important. The chief grammars are

Schleicher, Formenlehre der Mrchenslavischen Sprache (Bonn,

1852); Miklosich, Laut- und Formenlehre der altsloveii'

ischen Sprache (Vienna, 1850) ; and Leskien, Handbuch der

altbulgarischen Sprache (Vienna, 1871). The fundamental

works on comparative Slavonic philology are Miklosich,'

Vergleichende Grammatik der slavischen Sprachen (4 vols.,

Vienna, 1852-68; 2d ed. of vol. i., Lautlehre, 1879), and
Lexicon Palmoslovenico-Gnxco-Latinum (Vienna, 1862-65).

A large number of special contributions are collected in

Jagic, Archiv fur slavische Philologie (Berlin, fro^a 1876).

The mutual relationship of these ten families may be

shortly characterized by saying that they are dialects ol

the primitive Aryan parent-speech, which at an early

period of its existence must have formed a linguistic unity,

but subsequently became dissolved into these subdivi-

sions. This fundamental view now seems to be universally

admitted to be correct. But it is extremely difficult to

go beyond it in attempts to trace out the history of the

process of dissolution. One problem offering itself at

the very outset of such an attempt (although more of an

ethnological than philological character) must at once be

dismissed as insoluble,—the question of the original home
of our Aryan forefathers and the directions of the wander-

ings that brought the single members of the great original

tribe to the seats occupied in historical times by the several

Aryan nations. There exist indeed no means for deciding

whether they came from the north-eastern part of the

Iranian plateau near the Hindu-Kush Mountains, as was
once generally assumed, or whether Europe may boast of

being the mother of the Aryan nationality, as some authors

are now inclined to believe.^ The chief philological diffi-

culty lies in the fact that some of these ten families

stand in closer relationship with certain others than with

the rest, so that they seem to form separate independent

groups, and yet these groups cannot be severed from the

rest without overlooking important linguistic facts which
seem to speak for the existence of a closer connexion

between single members of one group and single members
or the whole of another. Before attention was drawn to

this latter point it was easy enough to account for the

origin of the grouping alluded to. If everjthing that is Genea-

comraon to all Aryan languages must have originated in lojii^s-

the common parent-speech—and the correctness of this^""''™*

assumption can hardly be doubted—then everything that

is common to all the families of one particular group, but
strange to the others, must be assigned to a period when
these families formed a unity by themselves and were dis-

connected with the other stock. . The fact, for instance,

that all the European languages possess the three vowels

a, c, 0, where the Indian and Iranian group show the

uniform a, which was then beUeved to be the primitive

' On this much vexed question see especially 0. Schrader, Sprach^

vergleichung und Urgeschichic, Jena. 1883, passim.
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sound, seemed to indicate that the primitive Aryan stock

had once been split into two halves, one of which remained

in Asia and retained the primitive a-sound, while the other

half emigrated to Europe and there developed the new
vowel-system, before any new divisions took place. The

Aryan parent-speech would thus appear to have been split

into a European and an Asiatic " base-language." Similar

facts in the history of the single European languages then

led to the further assumption of a southern European base

as the parent of Greek, Italic, and Celtic, and a northern

European base for Germanic, Baltic, and Slavonic, and,

with further subdivision, an Italo-Celtic and a Litu-Slavic

base for Italic and Celtic on the one hand and for Baltic

and Slavonic on the other. The prehistoric development of

Aryan, according to this genealogical theory (which makes

division of language dependent on division of nations),

may be illustrated by the following genealogical table.^

Aryan.

PHILOLOGY [aryaj*

Asiatic.

I

Europeau.ipeau.

ludian. Iranian. Southern European. Korthern European.

I I I I

Greek. Italo-Celtic. Germanic. Litu-Slavic.

I I

Italic. Celtic. Baltic Slavoaic.

It may still be admitted that at least the mutual position

of the ten families is not the same in all cases. It cannot

be doubted that Indian and Iranian resemble each other

more than either of them does any other family. The

same may also be said of Baltic and Slavonic, and even of

Italic and Celtic, however different the latter two may
appear to be at first sight.^ But it is impossible to carry

this system of genealogical grouping through. It will be

observed that not all the ten families are represented in

Genea the genealogical tree given above ; Albanian and Armenian
logical ]jave not found a place in it, nor could they be introduced

^^°7^j without disturbing tho entire table. If we look at Ar-

menian, for instance, we find that its structure and phono-

logy on the whole follow the Asiatic type, and yet Armenian

shares the European vowel-system alluded to before ; com-

pare, for instance, Armenian berem, "I bear," with Greek

^ep<u, Latin /e?-o, Old Irish berimm (and dohiur for *do-beru),

Gothic baira (pronounced bera), Lith. beru, Slavonic berg,

against Sanskrit bhcirdmi, Zend barami. Armenian, then,

is half European, half Asiatic, and if such an intermediate

idiom exists it is impossible to make a strict distinction

between Asiatic and European. Let us take another in-

stance. All the Asiatic languages have changed the ori-

ginal palatal k into sibilants, and the same change we find

again in Slavonic and Baltic, both of which otherwise

clearly belong to the European type ; compare, for instance,

Sanskrit and Zend da<;an, "ten," Armenian tasn, Slavonic

des^a, Lith. disnmt, with Greek Sexa, Latin decern, Old

* This pedigree 13 the one ultimately given by Schleicher. Othei-s

have assumed more or less different degrees of relationship. Greek

and Italic, for instance, were for a long time believed to be particularly

Bear relations. A totally contrary Tiew ^ouid come nearer the truth.

Gret'k and Latin are about as different, both in phonology and gram-

matical structure, as any two members of the Aryan faraiiy ; indeed

there is notnmg to recommend their combination but the Intiniate

counosiMi in whi«b th« two nations and their literatures hare stood

within historical times, and the custom derived therefrom of studying

the two classical languages together from our schooldays.

: 2 Amongst the characteristics of these two groups the general

/esembl.ance iu the declension, and in the varb the formation of a

future in 6 or / (Latin amabo, Old Iiish car/a, mo cliarb) and of a

iwssivo in r- (Latin /ertur,' Old Irish carlhir, ic), are the most

-iiiiportaiit.

Irish deich (for *dekim), Gothic iaihun. In a similar way
Litu-Slavic and Germanic are connected by the formation

of a plural dative in m, as in Gothic umlfam, Lith. vUicams^

Slavonic vlilkomu, against the Sanskrit -bhyas, Latin -tws,

Irish -b ; and so all round. The consequence is that every

attempt at grouping the Aryan families of speech on the

genealogical basis must fail, because it would have to cut

asunder some of the natural ties that hold the single

families together. It -is true that some of the coincid-

ences falling under this head may be due to mere chance,'

especially those in phonology ; for we often see the same
phonetic processes going on in languages which stand in

no connexion whatever at the time. Yet in the case

before us the number of the actual coincidences is too

large to allow of such an explanation, and the fact of

their existence is made all the more striking from the

circumstance that it is each pair of neighbouring families

%vliich shows these connecting links. If they prove

anything (and it cannot be doubted that they do), we
must necessarily come to the conclusion that every such

link is a witness for at least a temporary connexion

between the two languages or families it holds together.

To assume such temporary connexions in the time after a

true division of nations had tacken place (that is, to assume,

for instance, that Slavonic had come into contact with the

Asiatic languages after the Europeans had migrated from

Asia to Europe, or the forefathers of the present Asiatic

nations from Europe to Asia, as the case may be) seems

impossible. It is likewise highly improbable that con-

nexions intimate enough to leave distinct marks in lan-

guage existed at a time when the original tribe had spread

over the wide regions now covered by the Aryans, even sup-

posing this spreading to have been so gradual as not to

cause any break in the continuity of the Aryan populatioa

And, even if we concede this, how are we to account for

the fact that we have no longer the supposed continuity

of speech, but well-defined single languages, whose separa-

tion must, after all, be due to breaks in the continuity of

intercourse between the respective speakers ? These and
similar reasons point to the assumption that the origin of

the phenomena alluded to must be sought in a remote
period, when the Aryan tribe had an extension small

enough to permit continuity of intercourse, and yet large

enough to allow of dialectic variations in its different

districts. In other words, when the actual break-up of

the Aryan tribe into different nations came to pass the

Aryan parent-speech was no longer a homogeneous
idiom, but the development of dialects had begun. On
their following wanderings, then, those tribes or clans

would naturally cling together which had until then lived

in the closest connexion both of intercourse and dialect

(for community of intercourse and of speech always go
together), or, as tre might also say, the old unity would
naturally be broken up into as many parts as there had
been dialectic centres. Transition dialects, which might
have been spoken in the outlying parts of the old dialectic

district®, would also naturally be then reduced to a common
level in consequence of th'e general mixture of speakers

that could not but have taken place on wanderings so

extensive as those of the Aryan tribes must have been.

Such an assumption would indeed solve most of the

difficulties mentioned above, especially the peculiar way in

\Yhich the single families of Aryan are linked together.

Each of these would thsn correspond to one of the main
dialects of the parental language, and their mutual affini-

ties would therefore be of the same kind as those of neigh-

bouring dialects, say, of any living speech. And in these

nothing is more common, nay even n.ore characteristic,

than the gradual transition from one to the other, so that

each dialect of an intermediate position partakes of soma'
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of the peculiarities of its neighbours to the rigdt and left.

In Old English the Kentish dialect, for instance, in some

respects goes with West Saxon against Mercian, in others

with Mercian against West Saxon, sometimes West Saxon

and Mercian iombine against Kentish, and sometimes each

of them stands by itself, as the following table will show.

West Saxon.
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SansKrit vnuVm, Zend mizMa, Greek /luMs, Slavouic mlzda,

Gothic mizdo.^

Vocalic Up to a very recent date tlio Aryan vowel-system was considered

sounds, not to hp.ve contained more than the three " primitive " vowels a,

i, K, and the diphthongs ai and au (regardless of quantity). The
Bounds of c and o, which are frequent iu the European languages

(and also in Armenian, as has been pointed out before), but do not

occur iu Sanskrit,- were regarded as later developments from the

original a. We know now that these riews were erroneous. Aryan
not only had the five common vocalic sounds a, c, o, i, u, both

long and short, but also often used the liquids and nasals r, I, m,

n, I), as vowels, that is, with syllabic value (as, for instance, in

English haitlc, bottom, mutton, pronounced hat-tl, bot-tm, mut-tn),

also both short and long. Besides these simple vocalic sounds,

there were twelve diphthongs proper, ai, ei, a,i, au, cu, on, and

di, ei, 01, au, eu, ou, setting aside the similar combinations of a,

«, 0, kc, with liquids and nasals. It will be observed at a glance

that the Greek vowels and diphthongs

V
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It is obvious that throngli these riUes the existence of i, u, f, I, n
cannot be explained, and yet they do exist. Osthoff has suggested

the explanation that they represent intermediate stages of shorten-

ing between the full diphthongs and the short i, u, &c., which were

sometimes kept under the influence of a sort of half-stress.* They
may just as well be subsequent lengthenings of the shorts due to

some reason as yet nnknown ; but this whole chapter is still very

obscure, and it may be doubted if tho point will ever be sufficiently

elucidated.

The principle of explanation by presence cr absence of stress in

**rx)ts ' is also applicable to derivative or inflexional syllables. It

8 evident that forms like the Greek xoXeis (for *Tr6\€Jes)—roXts, or

^Xffcets (for *y\vK^F€i)—^Xi/ietJftOr vaT^pOf Faroes—xcr/jdfft

—

iraTpwv

follow the same rule as XefTw

—

Xfreiv^ tpet'yto— tpt'yiii^, 5^pKo/j.ai—
IBpaKOi', kc. But analogy and chan^ of stress from one syllable

to another (which even in root-sjulables have often somewliat

obscured the original state of things) have done much to render

the working of the old laws indistinct, so that no moro than this

short hint can be given here.

Pnncticn There are yet other interchancjes of vowels in Aryan, quite as
>f pitch, 'mportact as those which find their explanation in presence or

absence of stress, which do not seem to fall under the principle

applied here. Amongst these the change of e and o or e and o,

both in roots and derivative syllables, is the most frequent. Thus we
have in Greek \iyu—elXoxo., X6705 ; \elTu—XAwn-a, XotTris ; Aeti-

eofiai—€[\'^\ovda ; SipKO/iaL—$4dopKa ; rp^vu—Th-po<f>a ; f>-qyvvfit—
ipptaya ; or X670-S

—

\ir^t ; yivo^—y€V€o% (for *yivc<F-oi)
;
^po-^ev—

4>^pc-T€ ; varrip—EiVdrwp, tppdrup ; iroi/iijf

—

&Ktiup, kc. It is abso-

lutely incredible that diiterencc of stress could have changed either

e into 0, or into e ; for the greater or lesi effort in pronouncing a

vowel can have nothing to do with the quality of the vowel uttered,

as vowel-quality is only regulated by the position of the tongue
and lips. If, then, any distinguishing principle in the utterance

of human speech governs these changes—and that assumption is

inevitable—it must have been difference of pitch. This explana-
tion was suggested independently by Fick and XI oiler' some years

ago, but has not found its due share of attention, although it re-

commends itself both upon physiological and philological grounds.
There is a natural physiological connexion between the palatal e

and high pitch and between the guttural and low pitch ; for in

uttering a high tone we generally raise the larynx above its normal
level, and consequently push the tongue forward with it towards a
more palatal position ; for a low tone the larj*nx is lowered, and
the tongue follows this movement by sliding backwards, that

is, towards the position of the guttural vowels (as can easily De

observed in singing the vowel a on different notes). On the other
hand, we know that in Sanskrit the stress syllables were uttered

in a high tone {uddUa), and regularly followed by a low-pitch
syllable {svarita). This combination of high tone + low tone
again corresponds with the sequel of e + observable in a great
many types of Aryan words or forms, such as Xiyca, yhoi, d^SopKa

;

compare also BCfjrdTup against irarTjp, &Ktiuv against ToifiT}v, kc.

So tar this theory seems very probable
;
yet several difficulties

atill remain. In the first place, the additional hypothesis must be
made, that not all "accentuated," that is stressed, syllables had
the high tone ; if ots the characteristic vowel of low-pitch syllables,

words like \6yos, <pi>pos must have had low pitch on their first

syllable, while the e of X^w, <p4p<j) was uttered with the high lone.

Strange as such an accentuation might sound to English or German
cars, it involves no practical difficulty ; for there are at least some
living Aryan idioms which possess similar distinctions : in Servian,
for instance, the nominative vddd, is pronounced with a high rising

tone- on the first and a falling tone on the second, the stress being
nearly equally divided between the two syllables ; the accusative
vbdu, again, has a well-marked stress on the first syllable, but is

pronounced in a low falling tone.* In the second place, this theory
requires a supplementary inquiry into the relations of pitch and
stress in Aryan, for it seems evident that stress and high pitch did
not always go together. That the reduplicated perfects like the
Sanskrit daddr^, Greek 5^5op/cc, for instance, originally had the
stress on the root-syllable is certain from the evidence of Germanic,
yet that same root-syllable has the low-pitch vowel 0, while the
unstressed reduplicative syllable shows the high -pitch vowel e.

The original pronunciation of Aryan dedorke, therefore, must

have been something like T *^, while afterwards the stress was

attracted by the high-tone syllable in Greek and the high tone by
the old stress-syllable in Sanskrit In this direction the investiga-
tions of Fick and MoUer cannot be considered more than an open-
ing of the field for further research ; and the same must be said of
what has been done hitherto with regard to an explanation of other
vowel-changes of a similar character.

1 Morphologlsdie Untersuchungen, vol, iv., which treats of the Aryan i and fl.

5 Fick, in GottingtT gelehrte AnzHgen^ 1880, I p. 417 sg., and Mbller, in
^anl and Braune. Beitr&ge, vii. p. 4S2 sq.

i See L. Masing, " Die Hauptformen des serbisch-chorwatischen Accents,"
la Him. Acad. Imp. des Sciences, voL xxiii., Bt Fetersborg, 1876.

B. Grammatical Sir^elure.—X few short remarks must suffice
here, as a full characteristic of Aryan morphology cannot be given
without entering into a mass of more or less minute details.

Since the days of Bopp comparative philologists have on the De.iva-
whole accepted the theory of the old Sanskrit grammarians, thnt ti'^zi

all Indo-Germanic words and forms must be traced back to simple,
no longer divisible, monosyllabic elements, which have been called
roots. We cannot undertake here to discuss the question how far
this theory, whicli has never been uncontested and is bo;;innin«-
to be doubted more and more, is historically correct. However^
so much may be conceded that, after removing all the elements
which seem to ser^-e in the formation of single words or forms,
or the formation of jrovps of such only in contrast with the whole
mass of a system of cognate words or forms, there generally remains
a monosyllable, which for practical pm-poscs we may take as a philo-
logical starting-point, without asking whether the^e preparations
of the philological laboratory ever had an actual existence of their
own or whether they are mere abstractions. The general means by
which words and forms are derived from these *' roots," or from
other ready-made words and forms, are partly external, partly
internal. On the whole, Indo-Gcrmanic derivation and inflexion,
looked at from this point of view, are based on a system of suttixcs,

that is, individualizing formative elements added at the end of
less compound and less individualized formations. Infixes instead
of suffixes occur only by exception, the chief instance being tho
insertion of a nasal, especially in certain verbal formations (as in
hs-tinju-n-go against juginn, Greek \a-/x-^6.v(o against (Xa^ov, San-
skrit yu-nd-jmi, yn-n-jr.ids against yugdm). The third external
clement we meet is reduplication. Prefixes in tlie proper sense do
not seem to occur ; even the verbal augment, whicli is the only
case of an apparently real prefix, most likely was once an inde-
pendent word, so that augmentation must be reckoned among thg
numerous cases of composition. As means of internal change we
may mention the shifting of stress and pitch over tto diflerent
syllables of words and forms, and' the vowel-changes which, as we
have seen, originally followed these variation's of accent, yet may
soon have become independent formative priucipleSL

As to inflexion, Indo-Germanife is known to hold the foremost Tnfi'^'s'.oB

rank among all inflective languages. The "distinction of nouns, of uoua.
pronouns, and verbs b fully developed. In the nouns the intio'-

duction in the substantives of grammatical gender is especially
noteworthy.

_
Substantives and adjectives were inflected in the

same way, though some of the individual languages have deviated
from this rule ; the pronouns, at least, in many cases had their o\nj
inflexions ; otherwise they a^ee with the nouns in the distinc-
tion of numbers and cases. Thei e were three numbers—singular,
dual, and plural. The number of original cases cannot be settled
with certainty. The highest number we find distinguished in any
language is seven—nominative, accusative, genitive, dative, instru-
mental, and locative (besides the vocative or interjectional case).
But, judging from the fact that the same cases often have different
endings in different declensions, one might be inclined to think
that once a still greater variety of case-distinctions had existed.
The single declensions are distinguished according to the various
stem-surixes immediately jtreceding the case-endmgs. The two
<:hief subdi^-isions accordingly are the declensions of vocalic and
consonantal stems. It may be noticed in passing that the so-call"*)

1 and M stems follow the type of the consonantal declension ; tb'\
however, appears but natural if we consider that the final i and w
of these stems most probably are reductions of older diphthongs
ending in a semi-vocalic or consonantal element. For declensional
distinctions only one of the general external formative principlea
is used, namely, that of combining ready-made stems witn suftix**

endings, at the same time expressing case and number.
The verb, too, has in like manner its inflexional endings to ex- Infle.ri*^e

press the distinctions of number and person ; but it also makes use o*" verU
of all the other formative principles, both internal and external.
The shifting of accent and the vowel-changes connected therei\ith
are nowhere more distinctly traceable than in the verb. Besides,
we find the use of special suffixes for the distinction of tenses and
moods, sometimes the infixion of a nasal in the formation of tense-

stems, then again on a larger scale the use of reduplication, and
lastly, the use of the augment as a common sign for the different

tenses of the past. Kone of the individual languages seems to have
preserved the original stock of Aryan verbal forms to its full extent.
The oldest Sanskrit seems to come nearest to Aryan. Greek has alsa

been very conservative in one way ; it has lost hardly anything that
was original, but has, like Latin, created a host of apparently new
forms, some of which still continue to baffle all attempts at an
explanation. Germanic may serve as a tj"pe of the opposite
character ; it has lost all but the old present and the old :edupU-
cated perfect, but supplied the loss by the extensive emplo)Tnent
of auxiliaries. The differences thus exhibited by the different

languages make it a difficult task to determine which formations
belong to the primitive Aryan stock and which were added at
later periods. General consent, however, seems to take the follow-
ing points for settled. Of the three voices distinguished in Greels
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only tAvo arc of piiniitive gro^'th, tlie active and tlio middle voice, '

the p.issire voice being a later specialization of the middle. There
were three moods, an indicative, a sul>junctivc, and an ojitative

; the

dilferenoo of the latter two from the indicative lay partly in the

inflexional cndin,^s, partly in the addition of a special mood-suflrx

before these terminations. There was also an imperative. The
distinction of nnmbers was the same as in declension,—singular,

dn.ll. phir.d, each of which liad three persons. The tenses may be

dlvuled into three gronjis. The first group comiirises tlie present

and perfect, the former of which is supposed to have been used

originally as a gciicral predicative form, being neither past, present,

nor future, while the perfect was used to indicAe the completion

of the action si^jnitied by the root. The present is rarely formed
direct from the root, but more generally from a special tensc-

Bteni derived from the root by the addition of some special tense

suffix or infix, or reduplication. Of the different formations of the

perfect met with in the individual langunges only that through
reduplication of the root-syllable is believed to be of Aryan origin.

The second group is that of the past tenses, the imperfect and two
aorists. In all these the past sense is U)arked by the augment.

The imperfect is regularly formed from the present stem, and the

aorist either from the root simpfe or reduplicated (root-aorist,
corresponding to the so-called second aorist in Greek), or by insert-
ing an s between the root and the inflexional endings {sibilant, or
sigmatic aorist, the first aorist of Greek). The existence of a plu-
perfect derived from the perfect in a way similar to the derivation
of the imperfect from the present is doubtful and not generally
admitted. The last division is formed by the future, which, like
the first aorist, inserts a sibilant after the root-syllable. None of
the other formations of the future occurring here and there is

believed to have existed in the parent-speech. Of participles there
were three sets, belongiiig to the present, the perfect, and the
aorist respectively. An infinitive had not yet been developed ; its

place in Aryan was supplied by the use of verbal nouns.
C. Comparative Sinttax,^ to conclude with, is the youngest Coni-

branch of Aryan philology. Its chief object so far has been to par.-itive

settle the original meanings and the primitive rules of use of the syntax,
different cases, moods, and tenses. Some attempts have also been
recently made to fix the rules of primitive word-order. About all

these questions we must refer the reader to the original investiga-

tions of the different authors who have more especially cultivated
this branch of research. (E. SI-.)

PHILOMELA. See Niohttng.\le, vol. xrii. p. 499.

PHILOPCE.MEN', "the last of the Greeks" as be was

called by an admiring Roman, was a leading champion of

the Achaean League, which preserved in Peloponnesus a

last shred of Greek freedom. Sprung from an illustrious

Arcadian family, he was born at Megalopolis in Arcadia in

252 B.C. His father Craugis dying in his infancy, Philo-

pcemen was brought up by his father's friend Oleander,

an exile from Mantinea. In his youth he associated with

Ecdemus and Megalophanes, who had studied the Academic

philosophy under ArcesLlaus, and had proved themselves

friends of freedom by helping to rid Megalopolis and

Sicyon of tyrants. Philopcemen soon distinguished him-

self in war and the chase. Hard-featured but of an iron

frame, simple and hardy in his way of life, blunt and

straightforward in speech and manner,- he was a born

soldier, delighting in war and careless of whatever did not

bear on it. Thus he would not practise wrestling because

the athlete's finely-strung habit of body is ill-fitted to bear

the strain of a soldier's life. He read books of a martial

and stirring tone, like the poems of Homer, together with

works on military history and tactics. Epaminondas was

his pattern, but he could not school his hot temper into

the unruffled patience of the Theban. Indeed we mi.ss in

this rugged soldier that union of refinement at home with

daring in th« field which had stamped the soldier-citizens

of the best age of Greece. His leisure was devoted to the

chase or to the cultivation of his farm, where he worked

like one of his hinds. In 222, when Cleomenes king of

Sparta made himself master of Megalopolis by a night

attack, Philopcemen secured by his valour the retreat of

the main body of the citizens to Messene, and encouraged

them to refuse the insidious invitation of Cleomenes to

return to their homes on condition of renouncing their

connexion with the Achoean League. Thus baffled, Cleo-

menes laid the city in ruins and retired. At the battle

of Sellasia (early summer 221), where Cleomenes was

defeated by the combined Ach^an and Macedonian forces

under Antigonns, king of Macedonia, Philopcemen greatly

distinguished himself by charging, without orders, at the

head of the Jlegalopolitan cavalry and thus saving from

defeat the wing on which he fought. His conduct won
the admiration of Antigonus, who offered him a command
in tlie Macedonian army, but he declined it and went to

the wars in Crete. Returning after some time with fresh

laurels, he was at once chosen to command the Achsean

cavalry, which, from an ill-mounted, raw, and cowardly

* A list of books concerning Aryan sjrntax will be found in the ap-

pendix to Sayce's Introduction to the Science of Laiujxuifj^y vol. ii.

* The simplicity of his manners is illustrated by a tale like that of

Alfred and the cakes, Plut., Phil., 2.

body he soon turned into a highly-trained and thoroughly
efficient force ; at the head of it he overthrew the jEtolian

and Elean horse, and slew their commander with his

own hand (209). He was elected general of the Achaean
League for the first time in 208. In this, the highest

dignity of the confederacy, he infused greater vigour and
independence into the councils of the League than had
beoa shown by Aratus, who had leaned on Macedonia and
trusted to diplomacy rather than the sword. Philopcemen
entirely changed the equipment and tactics of the troops

of the League, substituting complete armour, long lances

and large shields for the lighter arms hitherto in use, and
adopting the Macedonian phalan.x as the fighting order.

But he did more : by example and precept he turned a
nation of dandies into a nation of soldiers, who now spent

on arms and accoutrements the wealth they had before

lavished on dinners and dress. With the army thus trans-

formed he defeated Machanidas, tyrant of Sparta, at the

battle of Mantinea. The tyrant fell by Philopoemen's

liand, Tegea was taken, and Laconia ravaged. A bronze

statue represeuting Philopcemen slaying Machanidas was
set up at Delphi by the Acha^ans. At the Nemean festival

which followed the battle Philopcemen, then general for

the second time, was hailed by the people as the liberator

of Greece. Jealous of the degree of independence to which

Philopcemen had raised the League, Philip king of Mace-

donia sent emissaries to murder him, but they were foiled.

So great was the terror of his name that at the bare

report that he was coming the Boeotians raised the siege of

Megara and fled. When Nabis, successor of Machanidas

in the tyranny of Sparta, seized Messene, Philopoemen,

though he held no office at the time and the general of the

League refused to stir, collected his fellow-to'mismen and

drove out the tyrant. In his third generalship (201-200)

he mustered the Achaean forces with great secrecy at

Tegea and, invading Laconia, defeated the troops of Nabis.

The Romans were now about to cross the sea for the war

with Philip of Macedonia, and Philopoemen was the means

of preventing the Achseans from concluding an alliance

with Philip against Rome. At the expiry of his year of

office he sailed once more to Crete, where he successfully

led the troops of the Gortynians, beating the Cretans with

their own weapons of craft and surprise. Philopcemen

did not return to Peloponnesus till after the Romans under

Flamininus had conquered Philip. He found the Romans
and Achaeans making war on Nabis and was again elected

to the generalship (192). Nabis was besieging Gythium,

which with the other towns on the Laconian coast Jiad

been wrested from him by the Romans, handed over by

them to the Spartan exiles, and attached to the Achaean

League. Being defeated in an attempt to relieve Gythium
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by sea, Philc^KBmen landed and surprised a part of the

tyrant's forces not far from that town, burned their camp,

and slew many. After ravaging Laconia he marched on

Sparta in the hope of compelling Xabis to raise the siege.

But Xabis took Gythium and awaited the Achsans in a

pass. Philopoemen was surprised, but by skilful general-

ship he not only extricated himself but routed the Spartans

and cut off most of the fugitives. AVhen Xabis was
assassinated Philopoemen hastened to Sparta and induced

it to join the Achaean League, In the same year (192)

Antiochus, king of Asia, crossed into Greece to fight the

Romans. By the advice, or at least with the concurrence,

of Philopoemen the Achseans rejected the king's proposal

that they should remain neutral, and declared war against

him and his allies the ^i^tolians. In the following year

Diophanes, general of the League, hearing that Sparta

showed signs of revolt, marched against it accompanied

by Flamininus. Philopoemen had remonstrated in vain

against this step, and he now boldly threw himself into

Sparta, composed the disturbances, and closed the gates

against Diophanes and Flamininus. The grateful Spartans

offered Philopcemen a splendid present, but he bade them
keep such bribes for their enemies. In 189 Philopoemen,

again general, proposed and carried in an assembly, which
he summoned at Argos, a decree that the general assembly

of the League should meet in all the cities of the League
in rotation, instead of, as hitherto, at ^Egeum only. This

measure was obviously meant to isprive Achaea of its

position as head of the League, and to make the allied

cities more equal In the same year the Spartans made an
tmsuccessful attack on one of the maritime tovms occu-

pied by the exiles. As these towns were vmder Achxan
protection the League required Sparta to surrender the

authors of the attack. Far from complying, the Spartans

put to death thirty partisans of Philopcemen and re-

nounced their connexion with the League, The Achjeans

declared war, and in the following spring (ISS) Philo-

poemen, having been re-elected general, marched against

Sparta, which was forced to pull down its walls, to expel

the foreign mercenaries and the slaves whom the tyrants

had freed, to exchange the laws and institutions of Lycurgus
for those of the Achseans, and, lastly, to receive back the

ezHes, It would seem that on this occasion Philopcemen

allowed his hatred of the old enemy of Megalopolis to

overpower his judgment ; his conduct was as unwise as it

•was cruel, for it afforded the Romans—what Philopoemen

had hitherto been careful not to furnish them with—

a

pretext for meddling in the affairs of Greece. His treats

ment of Sparta was censured by the senate, and Roman
officeis La Greece remonstrated with the League on the

subject. In 183, the last year of his life, Philopoemen
was general for the eighth time (his seventh generalship

perhaps fell ia 187, but this is uncertain). He lay sick

of a fever at Argos when word came that Messene, under
Dinocrates, had revolted from the League. At first he
despatched his friend and partisan Lycortas to put down
the revolt, then growing impatient, in spite of the fever and
his seventy years, he hurried in a single day to Megalopolis,

and, taking with him the cavalry of his native town, entered

Messenia and routed Dinocrates. But, the enemy being
reinforced, hewas compelled to fall back over broken ground.
In his anxiety to cover the retreat of his troopers he was
left alone, and, his horse stumbling, he was thrown to the

ground and taken prisoner. He was conducted with his

arms pinioned through the streets of Messene and cast

into a dungeon. At nightfall on the second day an
executioner was sent to him with a cup of poison. Seeing
the light and the executioner standing by, Philopcemen
sat up with difficulty, for he was weak, and, taking the

cup in his hand, he asked the man, Whut tidings of the

cavalry? Being told that they had mostly escaped, ne
bowed his head and said that it was well Then he drained
the cup and lay down to die. Swift vengeance overtook
his murderers. The indignant Achaans, under Lycortas,
ravaged Messenia, and when the capital surrendered all

who had had part in the murder of Philopoemen were
obliged to kill themselves. Dinocrates had already com-
mitted suicide. The body of Philopoemen was burned,
and his bones conveyed to Megalopolis with every mark
of respect and sorrow, the urn, almost hidden in garlands,
being borne by his fellow-townsman, the historian Polybius.
Numerous statues were set up and honours decreed to him
in the cities of the League. After the destruction of
Corinth by Mummius some one proposed to destroy the
statues of a man who had been no friend of the Romans

;

but the Roman general rejected the base proposal.
Philop<Emeu's lot was cast in evil days. Hardly were

the Achxans freed by him from Macedonia when they had
to submit to Rome. His policy towards the Romans was
marked by a prudence and moderation hardly to be expected
from one of his passionate nature. He saw that the final

subjugation of Greece was inevitable, but he did his best
to delay it, not by a war which would only have precipi-
tated the catastrophe, but by giving the Romans no ground
for interference, and by resisting their encroachments, so
far as this could be done, by an appeal to reason and justice.

Oar authorities for the life of Philopoemen are Polybius, liry,
Plutarch, and Pausanias. Polybius's Kork on Philopamen was in
three books, bnt it is lost Plutarch's biography, like the account
in Pausanias (viii. 49-51), is based on Polj-bius. (J. G. FR.)

PHILOSOPHY is a term whose meaniug and scope have
varied very considerably according to the usage of different

authors and different ages ; and it would hardly be possible,
even having regard to the present time alone, to define and
divide the subject in such a way as to command the adhesion
of all the philosophic schools. The aim of the present
article will be, however, leaving controversial details as
far as possible in the background, to state generally the
essential nature of philosophy as distinguished from the
special sciences, and to indicate the main divisions into
which, as matter of historical fact, its treatment has fallen,

Bisioiical Use of the Term.—The most helpful introduc-
tion to such a task is afforded by a survey of the steps by
which philosophy differentiated itself, in the history of

Greek thought^ from the idea of knowledge and culture
in general. These steps may be traced in the gradual
specification of the term. The tradition which assigns the
first employment of the word to Pjthagoras has hardly
any claim to be regarded as authentic; and the somewhat
self-conscious modesty to which Diogenes Laertius attri-

butes the choice of the designation is, in all probability, a
piece of etymology crystallized into narrative. It is true

that, as a matter of fact, the earliest uses of the word (the

verb <^i/\o<7-o<^£(j occurs in Herodotus smd Thucydides) imi)ly'

the idea of the pursuit of knowledge ; but the distinction

between the crock's, or wise man, and the <^iAocroi^5, or lover

of wisdom, appears first in the Platonic writings, and lends

itself naturally to the so-called Socratic irony. The same
thought is to be found in Xenophon, and is doubtless to be
attributed to the historical Socrates. But the word soon
lost this special implication. A\Tiat is of real interest to

us is to trace the progress from the idea of the philosopher

as occupied ^dth any and every department of knowledge
to that which assigns him a special kind of knowledge as

his province, A specific sense of the word first meets
us in Plato, who defines the philosopher as one who appre-

hends the essence or reality of things in opjiosition to the

man who dwells in appearances and the shows of sense.

The philosophers, he says, " are those who are able to grasp

the eternal and immutable"; they are " those who set the)"
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iiffections on that which in each case really exists " (Sep.,
480). In Plato, however, this distinction is applied clSefly
in an ethical and religious direction ; and, while it defines
philosophy, so far correctly, as the endeavour to express
what things are in theii- ultimate constitution, it is not
yet acconapanied by a sufficient differentiation of the sub-
sidiary inquiries by which this ultimate question may be
approached. Logic, ethics, and physics, psychology, theory
of knowledge, and metaphysics are all fused together by
Plato in a semi-religious synthesis. It is not till we come
to Aristotle—the encyclopsedist of the ancient world

—

that we find a demarcation of the different philosophic dis-

ciplines corresponding, in the main, to that still current.

The earliest philosophei-s, or " physiologers," had occupied
themselves chiefly with what we may call cosmology ; the
one question which covers everything for them is that of

the underlying substance of the world around them, and
they essay to answer this question, so to speak, by simple
inspection. In Socrates and Plato, on the other hand, the
stsrt is made from a consideration of man's moral and
intellectual activity ; but knowledge and action are con-
fused with one another, as in the Socratic doctrine that
virtue is knowledge. To this correspond the Platonic con-
fusion of logic and ethics and the attempt to substitute a
theory of concepts for a metaphysic of reality. Aristotle's

methodic intellect led him to separate the different aspects
of reality here confounded. He became the founder of

logic, psychology, ethics, and a;sthetics as separate sciences
;

while he prefixed to all such (comparatively) special in-

quiries the investigation of the ultimate nature of existence

as such, or of those first principles which are common to,

and presupposed in, every narrower field of knowledge.
For this investigation Aristotle's most usual name is " first

philosophy"; but there has since been appropriated to it,

apparently by accident, the 'title " metaphysics." " Philo-

sophy," as a term of general application, was not, indeed,

restricted by Aristotle or his successors to the disciplines

jiist enumerated. Aristotle himself includes under the

title, besides mathematics, all his physical inquiries. It

was only in the Alexandrian period, as Zeller points out,

that the special sciences attained to independent cultivation.

Nevertheless, as the mass of knowledge accumulated, it

naturally came about that the name " philosophy " ceased

to be applied to inquiries concerned with the particulars

as such. The details of physics, for example, were aban-
doned to the scientific specialist, and philosophy restricted

itself in this department to the question of the relation of

the physical universe to the ultimate ground or author of

things. This inquiry, which was long called "rational

cosmology," may be said to form part of the general science

of metaphysics, or at all events a pendant to it. By the

gradual sifting out of the special sciences philosophy thus
came to embrace primarily the inquiries grouped as " meta-
physics" or "first philosophy." These would embrace,
according to the scheme long current, ontology proper, or

the science of being as such, with its branch sciences of

(rational) psychology, cosmology, and (rational or natural)

theology. Subsidiary to metaphysics, as the central in-

quiry, stand the sciences of logic and ethics, to which may
be added aesthetics, constituting three normative sciences,

—sciences, that is, which do not, primarily, describe facts,

but rather prescriho ends. It is evident, however, that if

logic deals with conceptions which may be considered con-

stitutive of knowledge's^ such, and if ethics deals with the

harmonious realization of the highest known form of exist-

ence, both sciences must have a great.deal of weight in the
settling of the general question of metaphysics.

Modern modifications of the above scheme will be pre-

sently considered ; but it is sufficiently accurate as a start-

ing-pointy and its acce£taQce.b^so many generations of

thinkers is a guarantee for its provisional intelligibLlity.

Accordingly, we may say that "philosophy" has been under-
stood, during the greater part of its history, to be a general
term covering the various disciplines just enumerated. It

has frequently tended, however, and still tends, to be used
as specially convertible with the narrower term "meta-
physics." This is not unnatural, seeing that it is only so
far as they bear on the one central question of the nature
of existence that philosophy spreads its mantle over
psychology, logic, or ethics. The organic conditions of

perception and the associative laws to which the mind, as
a part of nature, is subjected, are nothing to the philosopher;
and therefore the handing over of (empirical) psychology
to special investigators, which is at present taking place,

can be productive of none but good results. Similarly,

logic, so far as it is an art of thought or a doctrine of

fallacies, and ethics, so far as it is occupied with a natural

history of impulses and moral sentiments, do neither of

them belong, except by courtesy, to the philosophic pro-

,vince. But, although this is so, it is perhaps hardly

desirable to deprive ourselves of the use of two terms

instead of one. It will not be easy to infuse inf<J^so

abstract and bloodless a term as " metaphysics " the fuller

life (and especially the inclusion of ethical considerations)

suggested by the more concrete term " philosophy."

We shall first of all, then, attempt to differentiate philo-

sophy from the special sciences, and afterwards proceed to

take up one by one what have been called the philosophical

sciences, with the vi^w of showing how far the usual sub-

ject-matter of each is really philosophical in its bearing, and
how far it belongs rather to the domain of science strictly

so called. We shall also see in the course of this inquiry

in what these various philosophical disciplines differ from
one another, and how far they merge into another, or have,

as a matter of fact, been confused at different periods in

the history of philosophy. The order in which, for clear-

ness of exposition, it will 'be most convenient to consider

these disciplines will be psychology, epistemology or theory

of knowledge, and metaphysics, then logic, jesthetics, and
ethics. Finally, the connexion of the lasl^mentioned with

politics (or, to speak more modernly, with jurisprudence

and sociology) and with the philosophy of history will call

for a few words on the relation of these sciences to general

philosophy.

Philosophy and Science.—In distinguishing philosophy

from the sciences, it may not be amiss at the outset to

guard against the possible misunderstanding that philo-

sophy is concerned with a subject-matter different from,

and in some obscure way transcending, the subject-matter

of the sciences. Now that psychology, or the observa^

tional and experimental study of mind, may be said to have
been definitively included among the positive sciences, there

is not even . the apparent ground which once existed far

such an idea. Philosophy, even under its most discredited

name of metaphysics, has no other subject-matter than th^

nature of the real world, as that world lies around us in

everyday uie, and llfiS 6pen to observers Oil every iiide.'

"Kilt It tmsis so, it may be asked what function can remain

for philosophy when every portion of the field is already

lotted out and enclosed by specialists t Philosophy claims

to be the science of the whole ; but, if we get the knowlec ip

of the parts fr^^m the different sciences, what is there 'eft

for philosophy to tell us 1 To this it is sufficient to answer

generally that the synthesis of the parts is .something

more than that detailed knowledge of the parts in separa-

tion which is gained by the man of science. It is with

the ultimate synthesis that philosophy concerns itself ; it

has to show that the subject-matter which we are all deal-

ing with in detail really is a whole, consisting of articulated

members. 'Evidentlj, therewie, the relation eiijatjng^fe©-
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tween phila'ophy and the sciences will be. to some extent,

one of reciprocal influence. The sciences may bo said to

furnish philosophy with its matter, but philosophical criti-

cism reacts upon the matter thus furnished, and transforms

it. Such transformation is inevitable, for the parts only

exist and can only be fully, i.e., truly, known in their

relation to the whole. A pure specialist, if such a being

were possible, would be merely an instrument whose results

had to be co-ordinated and used by others. Now, though
a pure specialist may be an abstraction of the mind, the

tendency of speciaJista in any department naturally is to

lose sight of the whole in attention to the particular cate-

gories or modes of nature's working which happen to be

exemplified, and fruitfully applied, in their own sphere of

investigation ; and in proportion as this is the case it

becomes necessary for their theories to be co-ordinated

with the results of other inquirers, and set, as it were, in

the light of the whole. This task of co-ordination, in the

broadest sense, is undertaken by philosophy ; for the

philosopher is essentially what Plato, in a happy moment,
styled him, oaroirrtKos, the man who insists on seeing

things together. The aim of philosophT (whether attain-

able or not) is to exhibit the universe as a rational system
in the harmony of all its parts ; and accordingly the philo-

sopher refuses to consider the parts out of their relation

to the whole whose parts they are. Philosophy corrects

in this way the abstractions which are inevitably made by
the scientific specialist, and may claim, therefore, to be
the only concrete science, that is to say, the only science

which takes account of all the elements in the problem,

and the only science whose results can claim to be true in

more than a provisional sense.

For it is evident from what has been said that the way
in which we commonly speak of " facts " is calculated to

convey a false impression. The world is not a collection

of individual facts existing side by side and capable of

being known separately. A fact is nothing except in its

relations to other facts ; and as these relations are multi-

plied in the. progress of knowledge the nature of the so-

called fact is indefinitely modified. Moreover, every state-

ment of fact involves certain general notions and theories,

so that the " facts " of the separate sciences cannot be
stated except in terms of the conceptions or hypotheses

which are assumed by the particular science. Thus mathe-

matics assumes space as an existent infinite, without investi-

gating in what sense the existence or the infinity of this

" Unding," as Kant called it, cap be asserted. In the

same way, physics may be said to assume the notion of

material atoms and forces. These and similar assump-
tions are ultimate presuppositions or working hypotheses

for the sciences themselves. But it is the office of philo-

sophy, or theory of knowledge, to submit such conceptions

to a critical analysis, with a view to discover how far

they can be thought out, or how far, when this is done,

they refute themselves, and call for a different form of

statement, if they are to be taken as a statement of the

ultimate nature of the real.'- The first statement may
frequently turn out to have been merely provisionally or

relatively true ; it is then superseded by, or rather inevit-

ably merges itself in, a less abstract account. In this the

same "facts" appear differently, because no longer sepa-

rated from other aspects that belong to the full reality of

the known world. There is no such thing, we have said,

as an individual fact ; and the nature of any fact is not

fully known unless we know it in all its relations to the

^ The revisional office whicli philosopliy here assumes constitutes

her the critic of the sciences. It is in tliis connexion that the mean-
ing of the definition of philosophy as " the science of priuciples " can

best be seen. This is perhaps tlie most usual de&uitiCD, and, thoush
rague^ one of the least misleading.

system of the universe, or, in Spmoza's phrase, "sub specie

reternitatis." In strictness, there is but one res completa

or concrete fact, and it is the business of philosophy, as

science of the whole, to expound the chief relations that

constitute its complex nature.

The last abstraction which it becomes the duty of philo-

sophy to remove is the abstraction from the knowing
subject which is made by all the sciences, including, as

we shall see, the science of psychology. The sciences,

one and all, deal with a world of objects, but the ultimate

fact as we know it is the existence of an object for a sub-

ject. Subject-object, knowledge, or, more widely, self-con-

sciousness with its implicates—this unity in duality is the

ultimate aspect which reality presents. It has generally

been considered, therefore, as constituting in a special sense

the problem of philosophy. Philosophy may be said to be
the explication of what is involved in this relation, or,

in modern phraseology, a theory of its possibility. Any
would-be theory of the universe which makes its central

fact impossible stands self-condemned. On the other

hand, a sufficient analysis here may be expected to yield

us a statement of the reality of things in its last terms,

and thus to shed a light backwards upon the true nature

of our subordinate conceptions.

Psychology, Epistemology, and Metaphysics.—This leads

to the consideration of our first group of subsidiary sciences—Psychology {q.v.), epistemology (theory of knowledge,

Erkenntnisstheorie), and metaphysics (ontology; see Meta-
PHTSic). A special relation has always existed between
psychology and systematic philosophy, but the closeness of

the connexion has been characteristic of modern and more
particularly of English thought. The connexion is not diffi-

cult to explain, seeing that in psychology, or the feieuce of

mind, we study the fact of intelligence (and moral action),

and have, so far, in our hands the fact to which all other

facts are relative. From this point of view we may even

agree with Sir W. Hamilton when he quotes Jacobi's

dictum—" Nature conceals God ; man reveals God." In

other words, as has just been said, the ultimate explana-

tion of things cannot be given by any theory which

excludes from its survey the intelligence in which nature,

as it were, gathers herself up. But knowledge, or the mind
as knowing, willing, ire, may be looked at in two different

ways. It may be regarded simply as a fact, in which case

the evolutions of mind may be traced and reduced to laws

in the same way as the phenomena treated by the other

sciences. This study gives us the science of empirical

psychology, or, as it is now termed, psychology sans phrase.

In order to give an adequate account of its subject-matter,

psychology may require higher or more complex categories

than are employed in the other sciences, just as biology,

for example, cannot work with mechanical categories alone,

but introduces the conception of development or growth.

But the affinities of such a study are manifestly with the

sciences as such rather than with philosophy ; and it has

been already pointed out that the division of labour in

this respect is proceeding rapidly. ., Since it has been taken

up by specialists, psychology is being established on a

broader basis of induction, and nith the advantage, in

some departments, of the employment of experimental

methods of measurement. But it is not of mind in this

aspect that such assertions can be made as those quoted

above. Mind, as. studied by the psychologist—mind as a
mere fact or phenomenon—grounds no inference to any-

thing beyond itself. The distinction between mind viewed

as a succession of " states of consciousness " and the further

aspect of mind which philosophy considers is very clearly

put in a recent article by Professor Croom Robertson, who
also makes a happy suggestion of two terms to designate

the double point of view.

rVTIL — loo
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"Vte may view knowledge as meie subjective function, but it

has its full meaning only as it is taken to represent what we may
call objective fact, or is such a^ is named (in diifer&nt circumstances)

real, valid, true. As mere subjective function, which it is to the

psychologist, it is best spoken of by an unambiguous name, and for

this there seems none better than Intellection. We may then say

that psychology is occupied with the natural function oi Intelteciion,

seeking to discover its laws and distinguishing its various modes
(perception, representative imagination, conception, &c.) according

to tlie various circumstances in which the laws are found at work.

Philosophy, on the other hand, is theory of Knowledge (as that

which is known)."—"Psychology and I'hilosophy, " J/inrf, 1883,

pp. 15, 16.

The confusion of these two points of view has led, and

still leads, to serious philosophical misconception. It is

hardly an exaggeration to say that, in the English school

since Home, psychology superseded properly philosophical

inquiry. • The infusion of epistemological matter into the

numerous analyses of the human mind rendered the sub-

stitution plausible and left men satisfied. And we find

even a thinker with a wider horizon like Sir W. Hamilton

encouraging the confusion by speaking of " psychology or

metaphysics," ' while his lectures on metaphysics are

mainly taken up with what belongs in the strictest sense to

psychology proper, with an occasional excursus (as in the

theory of perception) into epistemology. That this con-

fusion is on the way to be obviated for the future is largely

due to the Kantian impulse which lias been strongly felt

of late in English thought, and which has acted in this

matter on many who could not, by any laxity of termino-

logy, be numbertd as Kantians or Neo-Kantians. The
distinction between psychology and theory of knowledge

Avas first clearly made by Kant, who repeatedly insisted

that the Critique of Pure Beason was not to be taken as a.

psychological inquiry. He defined his problem as the quid

juris or the question of the validity of knowledge, not its

quid fact i or the laws of the empirical genesis and evolution

of intellection (to use Professor Robertson's phraseology).

Since Kant philosopliy has chiefly taken the form of theory

of knowledge or of a criticism of experience. Not, indeed,

a preliminary criticism of our faculties or conceptions such

as Kant himself proposed to institute, in order to determine

the limits of their application ; such a criticism ab extra,

of the nature of our experience is essentially a thing im-

possible. The only criticism which can be applied in such

a case is the immanent criticism which the conceptions or

categories exercise upon one another. The organized criti-

cism of these conceptions is really nothing more than the

full explication of what they mean and of what experience

in its full nature or notion is. This constitutes the theory

of knowledge, and lays down, in Kantian language, the con-

ditions of the possibility of experience. These conditions

are the conditions of knowledge as such, of self-conscious-

ness in general, or, as it may be put, of. objective conscious-

ness. The inquiry is, thcrefcre, logical or transcendentaJ

in its nature, and does not entangle us in any decision as

to the conditions of the genesis of such consciousness in

the individual. ^Vhen we inquire into subjective conditions,

we are thinking of facts causing other facts. But the

logical or transcendental conditions are not causes or even

factors of knowledge ; they are the statement of its idea.

Hence the dispute at the present time between evolutionist

and transcendentalist rests, in general, on an ignoratio

elenchi ; for the history of the genesis of an idea (the his-

torical or genetic method) does not contain an answer to—

-

though it may throw light on—the philosophic question

of its truth or validity. Speaking of this transcendental

consciousness, Kant goes so far as to say that it is not

^ It is true that he afterwards modifies this misleading identification

by introducing the distinction between empirical psychology or the

phenomeuology of mind and inrerential psychology or ontology, i.e.,

metaphysics proper. But lie contiiuies to use tlie terms "philosophy,"
•'metapbysics," aud "jiwntal science" as synonymous.

of the sUghtest consequence "whether the idea of it "be

clear or obscure (in empirical consciousness), no., not even

whether it really exists or not. But the possibility of

the logical form of aU knowledge rests on its relation to

this apperception as a faculty or potentiality "
(
Werke,

ed. Hartenstein, iii. 578 note). Or, if we retiu'n to the

distinction between epistemology and psychology, by way
of illustrating the nature of the former, we may take

the summing up of Mr Ward in a valuable article on
" Psychological Principles " recently contributed to Mind
(April 1883, pp. 166, 167). " Comparing psychology and

epistemology, then, we may say that the former is essen-

tially genetic in its method, and might, if we had the power

to revise cm- existing terminology, be called biology ; the

latter, on the other hand, is essentially devoid of every-

thing historical, and treats, sub specie eeternitatis, as Spinoza

might have said, of human knowledge, conceived as the

possession of mind in general."

Kant's problem is not, in its wording, very different from

that wjiich Locke set before him when he resolved to

" inquire into the original, certainty, and extent of human
knowledge together vnth the grounds and degrees of belief,

opinion, and assent." Locke's Essay is undoubtedly, in its

intention, a contribution to the theory of knowledge, as

any one may verify for himself by turning to the headings

of the chapters in the fourth book. But, because time had

not yet made the matter clear, Locke suffered himself to

digress in his second book into the purely psychological

question of the origin of our ideas, or, as Kant called it,

the physiology of the human mind.' Appearing thus, first,

as the problem of perception (in Locke and his English

successors), widening its scope and becoming, in Kant's

hands, the question of the possibility of experience in

general, epistemology may be said to have passed with

Hegel into a completely articulated "logic," that claimed

to be at the same time a metaphysic, or an- ultimate ex-

pression of the nature of the real. This introduces us to

the second part of the question we are seeking to determine,

namely, the relation of epistemology to metaphysics.

It is evident that philosophy as theory of knowledge

must have for its complement philosophy as metaphysics

or ontology. The i-uestion of the truth of our knowledge,

and the question of the ultimate nature of what we know,

are in reality two sides of the same inquiry ; and therefore

our epistemological results have to be ontologically ex-

pressed. But it is not every thinker that can see his way
with Hegel to a.ssert in set terms the identity of thought

and being. Hence the theory of knowledge becomes with

some a theory of human ignorance. This is the case with

Herbert Spencer's doctrine of the unknowable, which he
advances as the result of epistemological considerations

in the philosophical prolegomena to his system. Very
similar positions were maintained by Kant and Comte

;

and, under the name of "agnosticism," the theory has popu-

larized itself of late in the outer courts of philosophy, and
on the shifting borderland of philosophy and literature.

The truth is that the habit of thinking exclusively from

the standpoint of the theory of knowledge tends to beget

an undue subjectivity of temper. And the fact that it has

become usual for men to think from this standpoint is

very plainly seen in the almost universal description ,of

philosophy cis an analysis of " c cperience," instead of its

more old-fashioned designation as an inquiry into "the

nature of things." Now it is ,Batter of universal agree-

ment that the problem of teing must be attacked indirectly

through the problem of knowledge; and therefore this

substitution certainly marks an advance, in so far as it

implies that the fact of experience, or of self-conscious

existence, is the chief fact to be dealt with. But if so,

.then self-consciousness must reailv be treated as existing,
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and as organically related to the rest of existence. If

self-cousciousnecG be treated in this objective fashion, then

we pass naturally from epistemology to metaphysics or

ontology. (For, although the term "ontology" has been as

good as disused, it still remains true that the aim of philo-

sophy must be to furnish us with an ontology or a coherent

and adequate theory of the nature of the existent.) But
if, on the other hand, knowledge and existence be ab initio

opposed to one another—if consciousness be set on one

side as over against existence, and merely holding up a

mirror to it—then it follows with equal naturalness that

the truly objective must be something which, lurks un-

revealed behind the subject's representation of it. Hence
ixjme the different varieties of a so-called phenomenalism.

The upholders of such a theory would, in general, deride

the term " metaphysics " or " ontology"; but it is evident,

none the less, that their position itself implies a certain

iheory of the universe and of our own place in it, and
jihilosophy with them will consist, therefore, in the estab-

lishment of this theory.

Without prejudice, then, to the claims of epistemology

io constitute the central philosophic discipline, we may
•amply note its liability to be misused. The exclusive

preoccupation of men's roinds with the question of know-
ledge during the last quarter of a century or more drew
^rom Lotze the caustic criticism that "the continual

sharpening of the knife becomes tiresome, if, after all, we
"lave nothing to cut with it." Stillingfleet's complaint

•against Locke was that he was "one of the gentlemen of this

new way of reasoning that have almost discarded substance

out of the reasonable part of the world." The same may
be said with greater truth of the devotees of the theory of

knowledge ; they seem to have no need of so old-fashioned

i\ commodity as reality. Yet, after all, Fichte's dictum
/lolds good that knowledge as knowledge—1.<., so long as

it is looked at as knowledge—is, ipso /ado, not reality.

The result of the foregoing, however, is to show that, as

noon as epistemology d.-aws its conclusion, it becomes
metaphysics ; the theory of knowledge passes into a theory

of being. The ontological conclusion, moreover, is not to

be regarded as something added by an external process

;

rt is an immediate implication. The metaphysic is the

r;pistemology from another point of view—regarded as

completing itself, and explaining in the course of its

•exposition that relative or practical separation of the indi-

vidual known from the knowable world which it is a sheer

assumption to take as absolute. This, not the so-called

assumption of the implicit unity of being and thoiight, is

the really rmwarrantable postulate ; for it is an assumption
which we are obliged to retract bit by bit, while the other

offers the whole doctrine of knowledge as its voucher.

^o^lc, Esthetics, and Ethics.—If the theory of know-
ledge thtis takes upon itself the functions discharged of old

by metaphysics, it becomes somewhat difficult to assign a
distinct sphere to logic. It has already been seen how
the theory of knowledge, when it passed out of Kant's
hands, and tried to make itself (a) complete and (6) pre-

suppositionless, became for Hegel a logic that was in reality

a metaphysic. This is the comprehensive sense given to

logical science in the article Logic (?.t'.) in this work; and
it is there contended that no other definition can be made
consistent with itsell It is, of course, admitted that this

is not the traditional use of the term (see vol. xiv. p. 802).

Ueberweg's definition of logic as " the science of the regu-

lative laws of thought " (or " the normative science of

thoi^ht ") comes near enough to the old sense to enable us
Co compare profitably the usual subject-matter of the

science with the definition and end of philosophy. The
introduction of the term " regulative " or " normative " is

intended to differentiate the science fronl psychology as the

science of mental events. In this reference logic does not

tell us how otir intellections connect themselves as mental

phenomena, but how we ought to connect our thoughts if

they are to realize truth (either as consistency with what
we thought before or as agreement with observed facts).

Logic, therefore, agrees wdth epistemology (and differs

from psychology) in treating thought not as *nental fact

but as knowledge, as idea, as having mearrlng in relation

to an objective world. To this extent it must inevitably

form a part of the theory of knowledge. But, if we desire

to keep by older landmarks and maintain a dlstineticm

between the two disciplines, a ground for doing so may
be found in the fact that all the main defiKitions of logic

point to the investigation of the laws of thought in a

subjective reference,—with a view, that is, by an analysis

of the operation, to ensure its more correct performance.

According to the old phrase, logic is the art of thinking.

Moreover, the fact that ordinary logic investigates its laws

primarily in this reference, and not disinterestedly as

immanent laws of knowledge or of the connexion of con-

ceptions, brings in its train a limitation of the sphere of

the science as compared with the theory of knowledge.

We find the logician uniformly assuming that the process

of thought has advanced a certain length before his exami-

nation of it begins; he takes his material full-formed from

perception, without, as a rule, inquiring into the nature of

the conceptions which are involved in our perceptive ex

perience. Occupying a position, therefore, within the

^rider sphere of the general theory of knowledge, ordinary

logic consists in an analysis of the nature of general state-

ment, and of the conditions under which we pass validly

from one general statement to another. But the logic of

the schools is eked out by contributions from a variety of

sources (e.g., from grammar on one side and from psychology

on another), and cannot claim the unity of an independent

science

^Esthetics (?.f.) may be treated as a departmenl of psy-

chologj- or physiology, and in England this is the mode of

treatment that has been most general To what peculiar ex-

citation of our bodily or mental organism, it is asked, are

the emotions due which make us declare an object beaut'ful

or sublime! And, the question being put in this form,

the attempt has been made in some cases to explain away
any peculiarity in the emotions by analysing them into

simpler elements, such as primitive organic pleasures and
prolonged associations of usefulness or fitness. But, just

as psj'chology in general can in no sense do ditty for a

theory of knowledge, so it holds true of this particular

application of psychology that a mere reference of these

emotions to the mechanism and interactive play of our

faculties cannot be regarded as an account of the nature

of the beautiful. The substitution of the one inquiry for

the other may doubtless be traced in part to the latent

assumption—standing very much in need of proof—that

our faculties are constructed on some arbitrary plan, with-

out reference to the general nature of things. Perhaps

by talldng of " emotions " we tend to give an imduly sub-

jective colour to the investigation ; it would be better to

speak of the perception of the beautiful Pleasure in itseli

is imqualified, and affords no differentia.. In the case of

a beautiful object the resultant pleasure borrows its specific

quality from the presence of determinations essentially

intellectual in their nature, though not reducible to the

categories of science. We have a prima fade right, there-

fore, to treat beauty as an objective determination of

things. The question of aesthetics would then be fomut-

lated—What is it in things that makes them beautiful,

and what is the relation of this aspect of the universe to

its ultimate nature, as that is expounded in metaphysics t

The answer constitutes the substance of aesthetics, con-
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3id?re2~as a branch of philosophy. But it is not given

simply in abstract terms ; aesthetics includes also an exposi-

tion, of the concrete phases of art, as these have appeared

in the history of the world, relating themselves to different

stages of the spirit's insight into itself and into things.

Of Ethics {q-v.) it may also be said that many 3f the

topics commonly embraced under that title are not strictly

ethical at all, but are subjects for a scientific psychology

employing the historical method with the conceptions of

heredity and development, and calling to its aid, as such a

psychology will do, the investigations of ethnology, and

all its. subsidiary sciences. To such a psychology must be

relegated all questions as to the origin and development

of moral ideas. Similarly, the question debated at such

length by English moralists as to the nature of the moral

faculty (moral sense, conscience, itc.) belongs entirely to

psychology. This is more generally admitted in regard to

the controversy concerning the freedom of the will, though

that still forms part of most ethical treatises. If we ex-

clude such questions in the interest of systematic correct-

ness, and^ seek to determine for ethics a definite subject-

matter, the science may be said to fall into two departments.

The first of these deals with the notion of duty, as such,

and endeavours to define the ultimate end of action ; the

second lays out the scheme of concrete duties which are

deducible from, or which, at least, are covered by, this

abstractly-stated principle. The second of these depart-

ments is really the proper subject-matter of ethics considered

as a separate science ; but it is often conspicuous by its

absence from ethical treatises. However moralists may
difler on first principles, there seems to be lemarkably

little practical divergence when they come to lay down the

particular laws of morality. Hence, as it must necessarily

be a thankless task to tabulate the commonplaces of con-

duct, the comparative neglect of this part of their subject

is perhaps sufficiently explained. It may be added that,

where a-systematic account of duties is actually given, the

connexion of the particular duties with the universal form-

xila is in general moro formal than real. It is only under

the head of "casuistry" that ethics has been much cultivated

as a separate science. The first department of ethics, on

the other hand, is the branch of the subject in virtue of

which ethics forms part of philosophy. As described

above, it merges in general metaphysics or ontology, and
ought rather to be called, in Kant's phrase, the meta-

physio of ethics. A theory of obligation is ultimately

found to be inseparable from a metaphysic of personality.

The conne.uon of ethics with metaphysics will be patent

as a mattei of fact, if it be remembered how Plato's

philosophy is summed up in the idea of the good, and
how Aristotle also employs the essentially ethical notion

of end as the ultimate category by which the universe

may be explained or reduced to unity. But the neces-

sity of the connexion is. also apparent, unless we are to

suppose that, as regards the course of universal nature,

man is altogether an imperium in imperio, or rather (to

adopt the forcible phrase of Marcus Aurelius) an abscess

or excrescence on the nature of things. If, on the con-

trary, we must hold that man is essentially related to " a

common nature," as the same writer puts it, then it is a

legitimate corolUry that in man as intelligence we ought
to find the key of the whole fabric. At all events, this

method of approach must be truer than any which, by
restricting itself to the external aspect of phenomena as

presented ir pace, leaves no scope for inwardness and life

and all that, in Lotze's language, gives existence "value."
Historically we may be said in an intelligible sense to

•explain the higher by showing its genesis from the lower.

But in philosophy it is exactly the reverse ; the lower is

•always to be explained by the higher, k. In the ethical

reference it has been customary to argue, as Sir W.
Hamilton does, from man's moral being to " an Intelligent

Creator and Jloral Governor of the Universe." It is evident

that the argument ex analogia hominis may sometimes be
carried too far ; but if a " chief end of man" be discoverable—avdpuiTvivov dyadov, as Aristotle wisely insisted that the

ethical end must be determined—then it may be assumed
that this end cannot be irrelevant to that ultimate " mean-
ing" of the universe which, according to Lotze, is the

quest of philosophy. If "the idea of humanity," as Kant
called it, has ethical perfection at its core, then a universe

which is organic must be ultimately representable as a

moral order or a spiritual kingdom such as Leibnitz named,
in words borrowed from Augustine, a city of God.

Politics, Sociology, Pliilosophy of History.—In Aristotle

we can observe how ethics is being differentiated from
politics, but this differentiation does not, and ought not

to, amount to a complete separation. The difficulty, already

hinted at, which individualistic systems of ethics experi-

ence in connecting particular duties with the abstract prin-

ciple of duty is a proof of the failure of their method.

For the content of morality we are necessarily referred,

in great part, to the experience crystallized in laws and
institutions and to the unwritten law of custom, honour,

and good breeding, -which has become organic in the

society of which we are members. The development of

society is therefore brought within the scope of philosophy.

So far as this development is traced in a purely historical

spirit, it will be simply a sequence of efficient causes, in

which, starting with a b c, we eventually arrive at A B C.

But, if this sequence is to be philosophized, it must be
shc>wn that we have no means of knowing what a b c

is except in its relation to A B C, its resultant. We
interpret the jjrocess, therefore, as the realization of an
immanent end. The state, as the organism in whose play

morality is realized, becomes an interest of reason ; and
the different forms of state-organization are judged accord-

ing to the degree in which they reaUze the reconciliation

of individual freedom and the play of cultured interests

with stable objectivity of law and an abiding conscious-

ness of the greater whole in which we move. So far

as the course of universal history can be truly represented

as an approximation to this reconciliation by a widening

and deepening of both the elements, we may claim to

possess a philosophy of history. (a. se.)

PHILOSTRATUS, the eminent Greek sophist, was prob-

ably born in Lemnos between 170 and 180 a.d. From
his incidental statements respecting himself we learn that

he studied at Athens, and was afterwards attached to the

court of the empress Julia Domna, consort of Severus.

Since he does not speak of her as living, while mentioning
her as his patroness in his Life of Apollonius of Tyana, this

work was probably written after her death. From some
passages in it and his Lives of the Sophists, he would seem
to have been in Gaul with Caracalla, and he may probably

have accompanied that emperor on his progress through

his dominions. The only other fixed date we possess for

his life is afforded by his dedication of the Lives of the

Sophists to Antonius Gordianus as proconsul. Gordianus

was consul in 230, and his proconsulship must have been

between that year and 234. It seems to be implied that

Philostratus resided in Rome, and, according to Suidas, he
lived until the reign of Philip (244-249). His works now
extant are a biography of Apollonius of Tyana, Lives of

the Sophists, Heroicon, Imagines, and Epistles.

The Life of Apollonivs of Tyana has been partly discussed

under ApoLLONitrs. It may be compared to the Cyropadia

of Xenophon as a romance founded on fact, treating of a

distinguished historical person, not in an histqrical spirit,

but as au ideal model for imitation. While, however, the

1
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incidents of Xenophon's romance nc.e mostly his own
itiTention) Philostratus was indebted for his to the narrative

attributed to Damis, ApoUonius's travelling companion

;

and many of the sayings ascribed to ApoUonius, such as

his bon-mots against Domitian and his protest against

gladiatorial combats, are probably authentic. The rest of

the work testifies to the increasing fondness of the age for

the marvellous, which Lucian had vainly endeavoured to

stem in the preceding generation, and to the tendency to

set up semi-mythical sages like Pythagoras as prophets,

at the expense of sober reasoners like Zeno and Epicurus.

Philostratus, however, is careful to disclaim all connexion

of his hero with mere vulgar thaumaturgy. The sorcerer,

he expressly says, is a miserable person. ApoUonius is the

sage who foreknows the future not by incantations but by

^risdom and conformity to the will of the gods,—a new
Pythagoras, the prototype, we can now see, of Apuleius,

Plotinus, and the other later Platonists, who, without wholly

discarding philosophical method, coquetted with ecstasy

and revelation. Philosophy, in truth, had become bank-

rupt, physical science did not yet exist, and the best minds

of the time were necessarily thrown back on the super-

natural. Philostratus gives this tendency of the age a

concrete expression, and there is no reason to conceive

that his work was composed in any spirit of antagonism

to Christianity, whose Founder, equally with ApoUonius
himself, was. venerated by his patron Alexander Severus.

Though a mass of fiction, it is still very valuable as de-

lineating the ideal of the philosophic character as recog-

nized in the 3d century. It is fuU of errors in geography

and chronology, but possesses great Uterary merit, being

varied, entertaining, animated, and lively and accurate in

its pictures of character. Sophisiices certe artu egregium

Jedit in hoc libro specimen, says Kayser. The distinction

between a phUosopher and a sophist is clearly laid down
by Philostratus himself in his next important work, the

Lives of the Sophists. The phUosopher investigates truth

independently ; the sophist embellishes the truth, which

he takes for granted. The distinction is much the same
as that between the theologian and the preacher, or the

jurist and the advocate. PhUostratus, though by no means
attempting detaUed biography after the fashion of Diogenes

Laertius, has given us interesting sketches of a number of

distinguished ornaments of the sophistical profession, mostly

his immediate predecessors or contemporaries. He thus

affords a lively picture of the intellectual standard of an

age full of curiosity and inteUigence, but unable to make
progress in knowledge for want of a scientific method or a

scientific spirit, Uving on old literary models which it was
unable to emulate or vary, and hence compelled to prefer

show to substance, and manner to matter. The Heroicon

is a good specimen of the popular literature of the day.

It may have arisen out of CaracaUa's visit to Iliou, and
the games celebrated by him in honour of Achilles. The
subject is the injustice of Homer to Palamedes, which is

expounded to a Phcenician merchant by a Thracian vine-

dresser on the authority of the latter's tutelary daemon,

the hero Protesilaus. It was probably a common theme
of declamation in the schools, to which Philostratus has

contributed an elegant and graceful setting. The Imagines,

after the life of ApoUonius the most entertaining of PhUo-
stratus's writings, is perhaps the most valuable of any
from the light it throws on ancient art. The writer is

introduced as living in a villa near Naples, which contains

a coUection of choice paintings. To please the son of his

host and his young companions he undertakes to describe

and explain the pictures, which are sixty-four in all, includ-

ing mythological, historical, allegorical, and landscape sub-

jects. The descriptions are exceedingly good, and reveal

the skilful word-painter no less thj.n the accomplished

coanoisseur of art. As pomted out by M. Bougot, they
either actually are or are intended to be taken for impro-
visations, which explains some irregularities in the style.

It has been much disputed whether they are genuine de-
scriptions of actually existing works of art. The afiirmative

has been maintained by Goethe and Welcker, the negative
by Heyne. In our days the controversy has been revived
by two eminent German archaeologists, Friederichs and
Brunn, the former impugning, the latter maintaining the
actual existence of the pictures. Their arguments are
reviewed in a recent and valuable work by E. Bertrand,
who sides with Brunn, as also does Helbig. Perhaps the
point is not of such extreme moment, for, if Philostratus

had not actual pictures in his mind, he must nevertheless
have described such as his hearers or readers were in the
habit of seeing. The traces of improvisation, however,
pointed out by M. Bougot afi'ord a strong argument that
he was lecturing upon a visible collection, and in any case
his work is a most valuable guide to the manner in which
heroic figures were deUneated in ancient paintings, to the
general grouping and arrangement of such works, and to

the qualities which they were expected to possess. PhUo-
stratus's Epistles are entirely artificial, and mostly amatory.
The style is good, and the originals of some pretty conceits
appropriated by modern poets may be found in them.*
The first complete edition of the works of Philostratus was pub-

lished by F. Morel, Paris, 1608. It is not much esteemed. That
by Olearius (Leipsic, 1709) is much better ; but the chief restorer
of the te.vt is C. F. Kayser, who, aftfr having edited most of the
writings of Philostratus, separately published a collective edition
at Zurich in 1844, reissued in 1853, and again at Leipsic in 1870-71.
There is a very good edition, with a Latin translation, by Wester-
mann (Paris, 1849) ; this also contains Eunapius's Lives of the

Sophists and the declamations of Himerius. The first two books of
the Life of ApoUonius were translated into English by the cele-

brated and unfortunate Charles Blount in 1680 ; but the unortho-
dox nature of the commentary, attributed in part to Lord Herbert
of Cherbury, occasioned the work to be prohibited, and it was
not continued. A complete translation by E. Ber\vick, an Irish
clergyman, was published in 1809. A French translation by
Chassang (Le McrVcillcux dans VAnliquiti, Paris, 1862) contains
jiomo valuable notes. The most important works on the Imagines
are : Friederichs, Die Philostratischen Bilder, 1860 ; Brunn, Din
Philostralischen Ocmalde, 1861 ; A. Bougot, Une galcrie antique,

1881 ; and E. Bertrand, Un critique d'arl dans I'antiquM : Philo-
slratc et son icole, ISS2. (E.G.) i

PHILOXENUS, one of the last of the dithyrambic
poets of Greece, was' born in 435 B.C., in the island of
Cythera. AVhen the island was conquered by the Athe-
nians in 424 Philoxenus was sold as a slave to Agesylas,
who gave him the name of Myrmex ("ant"). On the

death of Agesylas he was bought by the dithyrambic poet
Melanippides, who educated him, no doubt in his own pro-

fession. Philoxenus afterwards resided in Sicily, at the
court of Dionysius, tyrant of Syracuse, whose bad verses

he declined to praise, and was in consequence sent to work
in the quarries. Being fetched back again and asked by
the tyrant how he Uked his verses now, the poet made no
reply but "Take me away to the quarries." He is said

to have quitted SicUy in disgust at the luxury and vulgarity

of the people, abandoning an estate which he owned in the
island. From Sicily he seems to have gone to Tarentum,
and thence perhaps to Corinth. He visited Colophon
in Asia Minor and died at Ephesus in 3S0. AccorcUng
to Suidas, Philoxenus composed twenty -four dith}-ramb3
and a lyric poem on the genealogy of the iEacidae. In
his hands the dithj-ramb seems to have been a burlesque

i

drama in verse, which was acted and sung to the accom-
panimeiit of elaborate instrumental music and enlivened

^ A younger Philostratus, also called the Lemuiau, is several times
mentioned by the elder as a contemporary sophist. He speaks of him.

as a friend, but Joes not say that he was a kinsman. Another and
much inferior collection of Imagines is extant under the name of this

writer, who claims relationship with the elder Philostratus. It is

probaUy a supposititious work.
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with tlie dance,—m short, it was a sort of comic opera/

The music, which Philoxenus himself composed, appears

lo have been of a debased, OfFonbachian character. His

masterpiece was the Ci/clops or Galatea, a pastoral bur-

lesque on the love of the Cyclops for tJie fair Galatea.

Its general style may probably be gathered from the sLxth

idyl of Theocritus. The work must have been well known

before 388, for it was parodied by Ai'istophanes in his

play the Plutus, performed in that year. Another work of

Philoxenus, sometimes attributed to a notorious parasite

and glutton of the same name, is the Act-rmv (Dinner),

of which, considerable fragments have been preserved by

Athenceus. This poem, of which the text is very obscure

and corrupt, is little more than an elaborate bill of fare

put into verse, and, as such, possesses more interest for

cooks than scholars. In the time of Aristotle it was the

one book read by the Athenian quidnuncs.' The gi'eat

popularity enjoyed by Philoxenus is attested not only by

the allusions to him in the comic poets of his day but

also by a complimentary resolution passed by the Athenian

senate in 393 on the motion of the dithyrambic poet

Cinesias. The intention of the decree was doubtless

mainly political— to propitiate Dionysius— but the poet

was included in it. Nor was his popularity transient

:

the poet Antiphanes of the iliddle Comedy spoke of

Philoxenus as a god among men ; Alexander the Great had

his poems sent to him in Asia along i^-ith the tragedies

pf^ iEschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides ; the Alexandrian

grammarians received him into the- canon ; and doA\-n to

the time of Polybius his works were regularly learned and

annually acted "by the Arcadian youth. The scanty frag-

ments of his works are to be found in Bergk's Podss Lyrki

Grxci, vol. iii.

PHLEGON, of Tralles in Asia Minor, a Greek writer

of the 2d century, was a freedman of the emperor Hadrian.

His chief work was the Olympiads (chiouicles, or col-

lection of Olympic victories and chronicles), a universal

history in sixteen books, from the 1st down to the' 229th

Olj-mpiad (776 B.C. to 137 a.d.). If we may judge from

the sample preserved by Photius, the work contained lists

of the victors m the Olympic games together with a bare

mtA dtsjDluted summary of the ohief historical events ; it

is probable, however, that Photius quoted from an epitome

in eight books which we know to have existed, and which,

together with another epitome in two books, is ascribed

by Suidas to Phlegon himself. Portions of another work

of Phlegon, On Marvels, along with parts of another On

Long-lii-ed Persons, and the opening part of his Olympiads,

are extant in a Heidelberg MS. of the 10th eentui-y

\- The book Oa ATarveh contains some ridiculons stories about

ghosts, prophecies, and monst]-ous births. The work Chi Long-liirrl

J'crs(»is inclmles » list, extracted by Phlegon from tha Koraan

censuses, of persons wlio had lived a hundred years and upwards. He
mentions two men aged 136 years each, one of whom he professes

to have seen. Other works ascribed to Plilefion by Suidas ai-o a

description of Sicily, a work on the Roni.in festivals in three books,

and a topography of Rome. ' Miins Siartianus tells us that a life

of Hadrian was published in Phlegon's name, but tliat it was

.written by the emperor himself. A work ou Women Wise and

'Brave iii War has sometimes been wronrfy attrTbuted to Phlegon.

From his remains Phlegon is seen to have been credulous and

'soperstitious to absurdity, "but his literary style deser\es the re-

hiaik of Photius that, \rithout being pure Attic, it is not very bad.

Tire complaint of Photi^l^ that Phlegon wearied his readers by tlie

numerous oracles which he dr-ngged in, is fully borne out by the

remains of his i\-orks. Tlrese remains are collected by TA'estormann

in his Seriptores rcrnm miraHIinm Grmci (1839) and bylltiller in

his Frupnatts, Jlisicriejjrum Gracoruvi, vol iii.

PHLOX, a •onsiderable'*genns of Polen^miiacrx, chiefly

consisting of North-American perennial plants, with entire,

usually oi>iX)site, leaves and sho^7 flowers generally in

terminal, clusters. Each Hovrer has a tubular calyx with

iivfr lobes, and a salver-shaped corolla with a long slender

tube and a flat limb. The five stamens are given off from
tie tube of the corolla at different heights and do not pro-

trude beyond it The ovary is three-celled with one to two
ovules in each cell ; it ripens into a three-valved ca;jsule.

ilany of the species are cultivated for the beauty of' their

flowers; and the forms obtained by cross-breeding and
selection are innumerable. The garden varieties fall under
three groups,—the annuals, including the lovely P. Drum-
mondi from Texas and its many forms ; the perennialsj

including a dwarf section of alpine plants (forms of P.
suhulatn), suitable, by reason of their prostrate habit and
neat mode of growth, for the rockery; and the taller-

growing decussate phloxes which contribute so much to

the beauty of gardens in late summer, and which have
probably originated from P. panindata. The range of

colour in all the groups is from white to rose and lilac.

PHOCjEA, in ancient geography, was one of the cities

of Ionia, on the western coast of Asia Jlinor. It was the

most northern of the Ionian cities, and was situated on
the coast of the peninsula that separates the Gulf of

Cyme, which was occupied by jEolian settlers, from the

Hermasan Gulf, on which stood Smyrna and Clazomenas.^

Its advantageous position between two good harbours,

called Nanstathmus and Lampter, is pointed out by Livy
(xxxvii. 31), and was probably the cause which led the

inhabitants to devote themselves from an early period to

maritime pursuits. 'We are expressly told" Dy Herodotus
that the Phocajaiis were the first of all the Greeks who
undertook distant voyages and made knomi to their

countrymen the csasts of the Adriatic, as well as those of

Tyrrhenia and Spain. In the latter country they estab-

lished friendly relations with Arganthonius, king of

Tartessus, who even invited them to erbigrate in a body
to settle in his dominions, and, on their declining this

offer, presented them with a large sum of money. This

they employed in constructing a strong wall of fortifi-

cation aromid their city, a defence which stood them in

good stead when the Ionian cities were attacked by Cyrus
in 5-iC. On that occasion they refused to submit when
besieged by Harpagus, the general of Cjtus; but, mis-

trusting their power of ultimate resistance, they determined

to abandon their city, and, embarking their wives amd
children and most valuable effects, to seek a new home in

the western regions, where they had already founded several

flourishing colonies, among others those of Alalia in

Corsica and the important city of JIa«3ilia in the south

of Gaul. A large part of the emigrants, howeTer,'relented,

and, after having proceeded only as far as Chios, returned

to PhocKa, where they submitted to the Persian yoke.

The rest, however, having bound themselves by a solemn

oath never to return, proceeded to Corsica, where they

settled for a time; but, being afterwards expelled from

the. island, they founded the colony of -^elia or Elea in

southern Italy.

Phocsea continned to csist under {h« Persian government, but
greatly reduced in population and commerce, so Uiat, although it

joined in tlie revolt of tlr« louians against Pei'sia in SOU, it uas
oirly able to serrd thice ships to tire combined fleet that fought at

Lade. Kor did it e\-er again assume a prominent part among the

louia'n cities, and it is rarely roentioDed in Greek liittory But at

ft later jicriod it was sullicieutly powerful to ojiposc a vigoroas

resistance to the Komau prietor .Tji^flms during the war against

Autiochus in 191. On that occasion the town was taken and

Jduirdered, biit it continued to suTvire, and wo learn from its coins

h.it it was a place of sonre imptortance tbrxmghout the I^oman

smpire. The ruins still \-isible on tlie site hear the name of Palea

Fo^gia, but they are of litth interest A small town in the im-

mediate neigliboiuhood, krrowu as Ko%~a. Foggia, ;n^)t.ii^ to date

only from Byzantine times.

^ It waa said to have beei fonaded by a banu-^of etiugrajits irofii

Pbocis, under the guidance of two Athenian leaders, 'named Phrlogeue-s

and Daiiron, but it joined the loni.-m confederacy by accepting tha,

, goveriuuent of Athenian rulers of the house of Codrus.
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PHOCAS, emperor of the East from 602 to 610, was a

Cappadooian of humble origin, and was still' but a cen-

turion when chosen by the army of the Danube to lead it

against Constantinople. A revolt within the city soon

afterwards resulted in the abdication of the reigning em-

peror MaCRICe (q.f.) and in the speedy elevation of Phocas

to the vacant throne (23d November 002). The secret of

bis popularity is hard to discover, but perhaps it is to be

sought in the sheer rtcklessness of his audacity ; courage

is nowhere imputed to him, and he is known to have been

ignorant, brutal, and deformed. " Without assuming the

oflBce of a prince he renounced the profession of a soldier
;

and the reign of Phocas afflicted Europe with ignominious

peace, and Asia with desolating war." By the representa-

tions of Theodosius, Maurice's supposed son, and of Narses,

the Byzantine commander-in-chief on the Persian frontier,

Chosroes (Khosrau) II. was induced to take up arms

against the emperor in 601 (see Persia, above, p. 614).

The failures of the generals of Phocas could not but tend

to weaken his always insecure tenure of the imiicrial crown,

and the appearance of the Persian armies as far west as

Chalcedon in 609-610 made his deposition by Hekaclius
(q.v.) an easy task. He was beheaded by his successful

rival on" 4th October 6!0.

PHOCION, an Athemau statesman, whose private

virtues won him the surname of "the Good," but whose
mistaken policy fatally contributed to the downfall of

Athens, was born about 402 B.C. His father, Phocus, was
a pestlemaker, but would seem to have been a man of

means, for Phocion in his youth was a pupil of Plato. If

Plutarch is right in saying that he afterwards studied

under Xenocrates, this implies that he kept up his philo-

sophical studies in later life, for Xenocrates was his junior

and did not succeed to the headship of the Academy until

339. As men of kindred character, they may well have
been friends ; we find them on one occasion serving on
the same embassy. It was perhaps from the Academic
phDosophy that Phocion learned that contempt for luxury
and that truly Socratic simplicity and hardiness which
characterized him throughout life. From Plato too he
may have caught that scorn for the Athenians of his day
which he often betrayed^a scorn harmless, jjerhaps, in the

study, but fatal in the council and the camp. His words,

though few, were pithy and forcible, his wit keen and
caustic. Many of his trenchant sayings have been pre-

served by Plutarch. He was the only orator wlioni

Demosthenes feared ; when Phocion rose to speak Demo-
sthenes used to whisper to his friends, " Here comes the

chopper of my speeches." Gruff in manner, he was kind
at heart, ever ready to raise the fallen and succour th Dse

in peril, even when they were his enemies. Being o.ice

reproached for pleading the cause of a ba-d man, he replied

that the good had no need of help. When other generals
were sent by Athens to the allies, the people closed their

gates against them and prepared for a siege, but if it was
Phocion they went out to meet him and conducted him in

joyful pr&eession into their midst. In his youth he saw
service under the distinguished general Chabrias, whose
temper, by turns sluggish and impetuous, he alternately
stimulated and repressed. He thus won the regard of his

good-natured commander, and was introduced by him to

public notice and employed on important services, ^^^len
Chabrias defeated the Spartans in the sea-fight off Xaxos
(September 376) Phocion commanded with distinction the
left wing of the Athenian fleet. After the death of
Chabrias (357) Phocion cared for the relatives of his
patron, patiently endeavouring to train to virtue his wild
and wayward son. A consistent advocate of peace, he was
yet a good ofiBcer, and held the annual office of general no
less than forty-five times, though he never sought election.

He was amongst the last of tks Athenian leadens who
comliined the characters of statesman and soldier. In
351 Phocion and Evagoras, lord of the Cyprian Salamis,
were sent by Idrieus, prince of Caria, with a military anj
naval force to put down a revolt which had broken out
against the Persians in Cyprus. The task was successfully
accomplished. Next year ' Phocion commanded a force
which the Athenians sent, to Euboea in support of tlio

tyrant Plutarch of Eretria. For a time ths Athenian's
were in a dangerous position, but Phocion extricated him-
self and defeated the enemy on the heights above Tamynae.
After the battle he humanely dismissed all his Greek
prisoners, fearing the vengeance which the Athenians too
often WTeaked on their fallen foes. In 341 he returned
to the island and put down Clitarchus, whom Philij), king
of Macedonia, had set up as tyrant of Eretria. Demo-
stlicncs had long warned the Athenians against Philip, but
there is nothing to show that in this he was backed by
Phocion. On the contrary, from the opposition which ho
so often ofi'ered to Demosthenes, as well as from his subse-

quent policy, we may infer that Phocion discredited rather
than corroborated the warnings of his contemporary. But,
when Philip laid siege to Byzantium, the Athenians, at

last thoroughly aroused to their danger, sent Chares with
an expedition to relieve it. He failed to do so, and
Phocion took his place (340). The Byzantines had refused
to admit Chares into their city, but thty welcomed
Phocion. Athenians and Byzantines fought side by side,

and Philip was compelled to raise the siege and retu-e from
the Hellespont. Phocion afterwards retaliated on the
king's territory by raids, in one of which he was wouuded.
When the Megarians appealed to Athens for help,^ Phocion
promptly marched to their aid, fortified the port Nissa,
and connected it with the capital by two long walls, thus
securing Megara and its port against attacks by land.^ In
spite of the successfid issue of his expedition to Byzantium
Phocion advised the Athenians to make pjace with Philip.

But the war party led by Demosthenes prevailed, and the
battle of Chaironea (^August 338), in which Philip over-
threw the united armies of Athens and Ttebes, converted
Greece into a province of Macedonia. This brought Phocion
and the peace party into power, but Phocion consulted
the dignity of Athens so far as to advis3 the people not
to take part in the congress of the Greek states summoned
by Philip to meet at Corinth until they knew what terms
Philip meant to propose. The Athenians soon had reason
to regret that they did not follow this advice. When the

' Diodoras {xvi. 46) speaks of Phocion as BtUl ia Cyprus in SjO.
But this can hardly be true if Phocion led the eipeditiou to Enbcea
iu Antheiterion (end of February and beginning of March) 350. Seo
next note. /

' The dates and even the order of the events from the Cyprian down
to the Me^arian expedition are variously given by modern T^Titers.

Tlie order ia the text is that of Plutarch and Diodorus. The dates
assigned to the Cypriau, second Eubosan, and Megarian e.vpeditions are
those of Diodorus. Tlie fii-st expedition to Eubffia (as to the date of
which see Clinton's Fasti HdUnlci, vol. ii. ) and that to Megara arc
not mentiouev by Diodorus. Plutarch mentions tlie Jlegarian after
the Byzantine expedition. But tlie siege of Byzantium was not
raised till the earlier half of 339, and Phocion afterwards spent soma
time in Macedonian waters. Thus he could hardly have been at
Megara before midsummer 339. But El.atea was seized by Philip
in the winter of 339/338, and its seizure was the occasion of a lcag\ie

l«tweeu Athens and Tliebes, Hence, as the motive assigned for the
Megarian expedition was distrust of Tliebe>i, that expedition cannot
have taken place after the seizure of Elatea. But the six months
between midsummer and winter 339 would hardly suffice for the con-

struction of the Long Walls, Perhaps, theli, Plutarch has misplaced
the expedition to Megara, and it ought to be dated earlier. Thirhvall
assigns it to 3-13.

* Tlie Athenians had rendere<i the same service to the Megarians
more tli,an a century before, but these first L^ug Walls had Iwen
destroyed by the Meganuus themselves u> the Pelopouuesiau War
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news of Philip's assassination reached Athens (336} Pnocion

vainly dissuaded the people from publicly expressing what
he termed a dastardly, joy.

After the revolt of Thebes and its destruction by Philip's

son and successor Alexander the Great, Athens, having

been implicated in the movement, was called on by Alex-

ander to surrender the orators of the anti-Macedonian

party, including Demosthenes (335). Phocion advised

the men to give themselves up, but nevertheless by his

intercession he induced the conqueror to relent.' Alex-

ander conceived a high opinion* of Phocion, and ever after-

wards treated him with marked respect. He would have
loaded him with presents, but Phocion steadily declined

them, the only favour he asked being the release of some
prisoners. ^V^len Harpalus, a Macedonian officer who had
betrayed the confidence reposed in him by Alexander, fied

for refuge to Athens, Phocion, though he contemptuously

refused the bribes which Harpalus offered him, neverthe-

less resisted the proposal to surrender the fugitive (324)

;

and, after the death of Harpalus, Phocion and his son-

in-law cared for his infant daughter. The wild joy which

the death of Alexander (323) roused at Athens was not

shared by Phocion, and he had nothing better than scorn

for that heroic effort to shake off the Macedonian yoke
known as the Lamian War (323-322). AVhen the news
of Leosthenes's victory over Antipater, the regent of

Macedonia, was greeted at Athens with enthusiasm (323),
Phocion sneeringly asked, " 'When shall we have done con-

quering?" Still, when a body of Macedonian and mer-
cenary troops under Miciou landed in Attica and ravaged
the country, Phocion led out a force and defeated them
with loss. After the battle of Crannon (322)* Phocion's

personal influence induced the victorious Antipater to

spare Attica the misery of invasion, biit he could not pre-

vent the occupation of Munychia (one of the ports of

Athens) by a Macedonian garrison. However, Menyllus,

the commander of the garrison, was a friend of Phocion
and respected the feelings of the Athenians. Further, the

Athenians were required by Antipater to surrender the

chief members of the anti -Macedonian party, amongst
them Demosthenes and Hyperides, and to restrict their

franchise by a projjerty qualification. In consequence

Hyperides was executed, Demosthenes died 'by his .own
hand, and over 12,000 citizens lost the franchise, many
of them going into exile. These disfranchised citizens

had afterwards an importauJ influence on Phocion's fate.

For some years Athens dwelt in peace, if not in honour,

under the shadow of Macedonia. Phocion had the direction

of aflfairs and fiUed the magistracies with respectable men.
By his intercession with Antipater he procured for many
of the exiles a repeal or mitigation of their sentence, but

he declined to petition Antipater to withdraw the garrison

from Munychia. The presents offered him by Antipater

and Menyllus he refused. In 318 Antipater died, leaving

as his successor in the regency of Macedonia the veteran

general Pol3-sperchon, instead of his own son Cassander.

The new regent, finding himself isolated and wishing to

strengthen himself against his enemies, tried to attach the

Greeks to his cause by proclaiming in the name of the

young king Pldlip Arrhidoeus that the oligarchies estab-

lished by Antipater in the Greek cities should be abolished

and the democracies restored, and that all e.xiles, with a

few exceptions, should be allowed to return. A special

letter to Athens in the king's name announced the restora-

tion of the democracy. But Cassander was not to be
set aside lightly ; he was naturally supported by all who

* So Plutarch, Phocion, c. 17. But Diodorus (xvii. 15) and Plutnrch
himself elscwliere {Demostk., c. 23) ascribe to Deniades the credit of

having mollified Alexander. Phocion's name is not mentioned iu this

connexion hy Ariian {Anab., i. 10) uor by Justin (xL 4^

had benefited by his father's measures,~i.cr, by the oligar-

chical and Macedonian party in the Greek states. Before

the news of the death of Antipater got abroad Cassander

sent Nicanor, an adherent of his own, to relieve Menyllus
of the command in Munychia. Menyllus unsuspectingly

resigned the command to him, and Nicanor held the place

for Cassander. 'RTien, a few days later, the death of Anti-

pater became known, thereVere angry murmurs at Athens
that Phocion had been a party to the deception. Phocion

heeded them not, but, following his usual policy, pro-

pitiated Nicanor in favour of Athens. But the people

were excited by the promises of Polysperchon ; Phocion

could no longer hold them in. In a public assembly at

which Nicanor was present an attempt was made to seize

the obnoxious Macedonian, but he escaped. Warnings
now poured in on Phocion to beware of him, but he
confided in Nicanor's good intentions -Tind <rould take no
precaution. So Nicanor was enabled to seize and intrepch

himself in Pirjeus, the chief port of Athens. The irritation

against fShocion was intense. An attempt to treat with

Nicanor failed ; he simply reterrea the envoys, of whom
Phocion was one, to Cassander. The arrival in Attica df

Alexander, son of Polysperfchon, revived the hopes of the

Athenians. He came at the head of an army and brought

in his train a crowd of the exiles, and it was thought

that, along with the constitution, he would restore Muny-
chia and Piraeus to Athens. Far from doing so, it soon

appeared that his intention was to ssize and hold these

ports for Polysperchon, and rumour said that to this step

he was instigated by Phocion. The people were furious.

In a public assembly they deposed the existing magis-

trates, " filled" their plafres with the most pronounced demo-
crats, and sentenced all who had held ofiice tinder the

oligarchy to exile or death. Among these was Phocion.

With some of his companions in misfortune he fled to

Alexander, who received the fugitives courteously and sent

them to Polysperchon and the king, who were with an
army in Phocis. Thither, too, came an embassy from

Athens to accuse Phocion and his fellows before the king

and to demand the promised independence. Polysperchon

resolved to propitiate the Athenians with blood ; so, after

an audience disgraceful to all who took part in it except

to Phocion, the refugees were packed in carts and sent to

Athens to be tried by what Polysperchon called the now
free people. A savage mob filled the theatre where the

trial was to take place; the returned exiles mustered

in force, and with them were women, aliens, and slaves.

The prisoners were charged with having betrayed their

country in the Lamian War and overturned the demo-
cracy. F.very attempt Phocion made to defend himself

was drowned in a storm of hooting. At last, renouncing

the attempt, he was heard to say that for himself he
pleaded guilty, but the rest were innocent. " Why," he

asked, ".will you kill them?" He was answered with a

great shout, " Because they are your friends." Then
Phocion was silent. All were condemned to die, the multi-

tude rising to their feet like one man to give the verdict.

A howling rabble followed them with curses to the jirison.

Phocion was the last to die (317), for he allowed his best

friend Nicocles, as a last token of regard, to die before

him. His old disdainful wit did not desert him. When'
his turn came there was not poison enough left, and he
had to pay for more, remarking that at Athens a man coidd

not even die for nothing. His body was cast out of Atti<r

territory, but his faithful wife ^ secretly brought back hia

bones and interred them by the hearth. Afterwards thei

^ The story that this service was rendered by a Megarian woman]

rests OQ a false reading in Plutarch, /"Aoc, c. 37, yU^apiK-f) before

yvvij being the interpolation of an ignorant copyist who miitool? the

jireceding t^s MeyaptK^s-
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repehtant Athenians buried them with public honours and

raised a bronze statue to his memory.
The chief authorities for the life of Phocion are Diodonis {xvi.

42, 46, 74, xviL 15, iviii 18, 64-67) and the biographies of

Plutarch and Nepos. (J. G. FR.)

See toI. PHOCIS was in ancient times the name of a district of

n. plate central Greece, between Boeotia on the east and the land
^

of the Ozolian Locrians on the west. It adjoined the Gulf

of Corinth on the south, while it was separated on the

north from the Malian gulf by the ridge of Mount Cnemis

and the narrow strip of territory occupied by the Epi-

cnemidian and Opuntian Locrians. In early times, indeed,

a slip of Phocian territory extended between these two

Locrian tribes to the sea, and the port of Daphnus, opposite

o the Cen^an promontory in Eubcea, afforded the Phocians

n opening in this direction ; but in the time of Strabo

)aphnus had ceased to exist, and its territory was incor-

(Orated with Locris (Strabo, ix. 3, § 1).

' Phocis was for the most part a rugged and mountainous

country. In the centre of it rose the great mountain mass

of Parna^us, one of the most lofty in Greece, attaining to

the height of 8068 feet, and an uuderfall of this, Mount
Cirphis (4130 feet), sweeps round to the Gulf of Corinth

on the south, separating the Gulf of Crissa from that of

Anticyra, both of which were included in the Phocian

territory. The range of Mount Cnemis on its northern

frontier was of less elevation (about 3000 feet), but rugged

and difficult of access, while the upper valley or plain of the

Cephissus, which intervened between this and the northern

slopes of Mount Parnassus, constituted the only consider-

able tract of fertile and level country comprised within

the limits of Phocis. The little basin adjoining the Crissaean

gulf, though fertile, was of very limited extent, and the

broad valley leading into the interior from thence to

Amphissa (now Salona) belonged to the Ozolian Locrians.

Besides the Cephissus, the only river in Phocis was the

Pleistus, a mere torrent, which roae in Mount Parnassus,

and, after flowing past Delphi, descended through a deep

ravine to the Crissaean gulf.

Phocis possessed great importance in a military point

of view, not only from its central position with regard to

the other states of northern Greece and its possession of

the great sanctuary of Delphi, but from its command of

the pass which led from the Malian gulf across Mount
Cnemis to Elatea in the valley of the Cephissus, and

afforded the only access for an invader who had already

l>assed Thermopylae into Bceotia and Attica. Hence the

alarm of the Athenians in 339 when it was suddenly

announced that Philip had occupied Elatea. Again, the

only practicable communication from Bceotia with Delphi

and the western Locrians lay through a narrow pass known
as the Schiste Hodos, between ilount Cirphis and the

tmderfalls of Mount Helicon. From this point another

deep valley branches off to the Gulf of Anticyra, and the

Triodos or junction of the three ways was the spot cele-

brated in Greek story as the place where Qidipus met and
slew his father.

The most important city in Phocis after Delphi was
Elatea, the position of which has already been described

;

next to this came Abas, also in the valley of the Cephissus,

near the Bceotian frontier, celebrated for its oracle of

Apollo. In the same neighbourhood stood Daulis and
Ambrysus ; while farther south, towards the Corinthian

gulf, lay Anticyra, on the gulf of the same name. Crissa,

which had been in early times one of the chief cities of

Phocis, and had given name to the Crisstean gulf, was de-

stroyed by order of the Araphictyonic council in 591, and
never rebuilt. The other towns of Phocis were places of

no importance, and their names scarcely appear in history.

The whole extent of Phocis iliil not exccc-il hilf that of Bceotia,

\)Ut it \ras broken up into a number of small townships—twenty-

18—29

two in all--orming a confederacy, the deputies of which used to

meet in a " synedrion " or council-chamber near Daulis. But from an
early period the predominance of Delphi, owing to the influence of

its celebrated oracle, threw all the others into the shade. At first

(as has been already stated in the article Delphi) the Phociaii')

were masters of the oracle, and of the town that had grown up on
its site ; but after the first Sacred War in 595 B.C., and the destruc-

tion of Crissa, Delphi became an independent city, and from this

period a strong feeling of hostility subsisted between the Delphians

and the Phociaus. The latter, however, thus deprived of their

chief city, sank into a position of insignificance, ana played but an

unimportant part in the affairs of Greece. During the Persian War
of 480 their territory was ravaged by the invader, and several of

their small cities destroyed. lu the Peloponnesian "War they were

zealous allies of the Athenians, and for a short time recovered

possession of Delphi, which was, however, soon after wrested from

them ; and it maintained its independence from the peace of Nicias

in 421 till the putbrenk of the Sacred War in 357. On this occa-

sion the Phocians, who had been sentenced by the Amphictyons
to the payment of a heavy fine, rose in arms against the decree,

which they attributed to the hostile influence of the Thebans, and,

under the command of Philomelus, made themselves niasters of

Delphi-, and seized on the sacred treasures of the temple. With
the assistance of these resources they were able to maintain the

contest, under the command of Onomarchus, Phayllus, and Phaltecus,

for a period of ten years, not only against the Thebans and their

allies but even after the accession of Philip, king of Macedonia,
to the side of their adversaries. This was the only occasion on
which the Phocians bore a prominent part in Greek history. After

their final defeat by Philip a decree was passed by the Araphietyons,

in 346, that all the Phocian towns except Abas should be de-

stroyed, and the inhabitants dispersed in villages. Notwithstand-
ing the ruin Aus brought upon their country, many of their towns
seem to have been subsequently rebuilt, and the Phocians were able

to take part with the Athenians in the final struggle for Greek inde-

pendence at Chaeronea, and in the Samian War. Their last appear-
i:nce in history was in defence of Delphi against the attack of the

Gauls in 279 ; but they still continued to subsist as a separate

though obscure people in the days of Strabo.

Of the origin of tlio Phocians as a people we have no information.

The earliest traditions connect them with the pre-Hellenic Leleges,

as was the case also with the Locrians, and this statement was
probably intended to convey the fact that the two nations were
tribes of the same race. They first appear under the name of

Phocians in the Homeric catalogue as having joined the Greek
armament against Troy under the command of the two sons of

Iphitus {Iliad, ii. 517), and were restored amongst the .£olic

division of the northern Greeks.

For the ancient geography of Phocis, see Strabo (ix. 3) and
Pausanias (x. ). The countiy and the existing remains of anti-

quity are described by Dodwell (vol. i. chaps. 6 and 7) and Leake
{Xortkern Greece, vol. iL).

PHCEBUS (<^ot/3os, the bright or pure), a cemmon
epithet of Apollo (?.f.). Artemis in like manner is called

Phoebe, and in the Latin poets and their modern followers

"Phoebus" and "Phoebe" are often used simply for the sun
and the moon respectively.

PHOENICIA (Gr. ^otvUi]) forms part of the seaboard

of Syrl*. (q.v.), extending along the Mediterranean (some-

times called the Phoenician Sea) from the mouth of the

Eleutherus in the north to Mount Carmel in the south, a

distance of rather more than two degrees of latitude. In
early times Phoenicians were settled beyond this district,

but for the Persian period Dor may be taken approximately
as the limit towards the south. In the north a strip of

country on the other side of the Eleutherus (Nahr al-Kebfr)

was frequently reckoned to Phoenicia. Formed partly by
alluvium carried down by perennial streams from the

mountains to the east, and fringed by great sand dunes
thrown up by the sea, Phoenicia is covered by a very fertile

vegetable soil. It is only at Eleutherus in the north, and
near Acre (Akka) in the south, that this strip of coastland

widens out into plains of any extent ; a smaller plain is

found at Beirut (Be}Tout). For the most part the moun-
tains approach within not many miles of the coast, or even
close to it, leaving only a narrow belt of lowland, which
from remote antiquity has been traversed by a caravan-

route. To the south of Tyre the cliffs sometimes advance
so close to the sea that a passage for the road had to be

hewn out of the rocks, as at Scala Tyriorum (Ras au-

^'VIII. — 10
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Nakura), and fanner nortk at Promontorium Album (Ras
al-Abyad). It is not known how far inland the Phcenician

territory extended ; the limit was probably different at

different times. Both the maritime district, partly under
artificial irrigation, and the terraces, laid out with great

care on the mountain-sides, were in antiquity in a high

state of cultivation; and the country—more especially that

portion which lies north of the Kasimfye (Litini) along

the flanks of Lebanon—still presents some of the richest

and most beautiful landscapes in the world, in this respect

far excelling the Italian Riviera. The lines of the lime-

Btone mountains, running for the most part parallel to the

sea, are pierced by deep river-valleys ; those thajt debouch

to the south of the KAsimiye have already been mentioned

in the article Palestine ; the most important of those to

the north are the Nahr Zaherani, A]-Auwali, Damur (Tamy-
ras), Nahr Beiriit, Nahr al-Kelb (Lycus), Nahr Ibrahim

(Adonis), Nahr Abu Ali (Kaddisha). The mountains are

not rich in mineral products ; but it may be mentioned

that the geologist Fraas has recently discovered indubitable

traces of amber -digging on the Phcenician coast. The
purple-shell {Murex truncuhis and brandaris) is stUl found

in large quantities. The harbours on the Phcenician coast

which played so important a part in antiquity are nearly

all silted up, and, with the exception of that of Beirut,

there is no safe port for the large vessels of modern times.

A few bays, open towards the north, break the practically

straight coast-line ; and there are a certain nunib.r of small

islands off the shore. It was, in the main, such points as

these that the Phcenicians chose for their towns ; since, while

affording facilities for shipping, they also enabled the Phceni-

cians to protect themselves from attacks fiom the mainland,

which was subject to them within but narrow limits.

Bace.—The ethnographic relations of the Phcenicians

have been the subject of much deiiate. As in Gen. x.,

Sidon, the firstborn of Canaan, is classed with the Hamites,

many investigators are still of opinion that, in spite of their

purely Semitic language, the Phcenicians were a distinct

race from the Hebrews. They attach great weight to the

peculiarities that mark the course of Phoenician civiliza-

tion, and, above all, to their political organization and

colonizing habit*, which find no analogies among the

Semites. In favour of the opposite and more probable

riew, lhc;t the Phcenicians, like the Canaanites, are an

early offshoot from the Semitic stock, it may be urged (1)

that the account in Gen. x. is not framed on strict ethno-

graphic lines, and (2) that the absence from Phoenicia of

all trace of an original non-Semitic form of speech cannot

be reconciled with the theory of an exchange of language.

The close connexion which existed from an early period

between the Phcenicians and the Egyptians accounts for

many coincidences in the matter of religion. Phcenician

civilization, being on the whole of but little originality,

may have been that of a Semitic people, who, from their

situation on the narrow strip of country at the east end

of the Mediterranean, were naturally addicted to trade and
colonization.

Language.—Inscriptions, coins, topographical names pre-

served by classical writers, proper names of persons, and the

Punic passages in the Ptjenulus of Plautus combine to show
that the Phcenician language, like Hebrew, belonged to

the north Semitic group. Even the Phoenician which

survived as a rustic dialect in north Africa till the 5th

centuiY of our era was very closely akin to Hebrew.
Though it retained certain old forms obsolete in Hebrew,

Phcenician, as we know, represents on the whole a later

stage of grammatical structure than the language of the

Old Testament. Its vocabulary, in like manner, apart

from a few .archaisms, coincides most nearly with later

Hebrew. At a very early period . Semitic words were-

adoptod into Greek from Phoenician; .ind it is also quite

certain that the Phcenicians had at least a great share in

the development and diffusion of the alphabetic character

which forms the foundation of all European alphabets.

We possess, however, only a few Phcenician inscriptions

and coin.'i of very early date. The longest and most im-

portant of the iascriptions—that on King Eshmun'azar's

tomb—is in letters which, while very ancient in certain of

their features, present a series of important modifications

of the original type of the Semitic alphabet, as it can be

fixed by comparison of the oldest documents. Still more
divergent from the ancient characters are the forms of

the letters on the Phoenician, i.e., Punic, monuments of

north Africa. (a. so.)

Eeligion.—Considering the great part which the Phceni-

cians played in the movements of ancient civilization,

it is singular how fragmentary are our sources of know-
ledge for all the rao.st essential elements of their his-

tory. 'What we are told of their religion is only in

appearance an exception to this rule. Eusebius in the

Frseparatio Evangelica cites at length from the Greek of

Philo of Byblus a cosmogony and theogc .y nrofessedly

translated from a Berytian Sanchuni,- thou, tvho WTot«

12"21 B.C. But that this work is a lotgery ^.p^iears from
the apocryphal authorities cited, and the ^.flinitv displayed

with the system of Euhemerus. The forger was Philo

himself, for the writer borrows largely from Hesiod and
was therefore a Greek ; he gives Byblus the greatest prc>~

minence in a history professedly Berytian, and was there-

fore a Byblian ; and finally Philo was a fanatical Euhemer-
ist, and the admitted object of the work was to make
converts to that system. The materials used by Philo

were, however, in all probability mainly genuine, but so

cut and clipped to fit his system that they must be used

with great caution and constantly controlled by the few

scattered data that can be gathered from authentic sources.

The two triads of Hannibal's oath to Philip of Macedon
(Polyb., vii. 9, 2)—Sun, Moon, and Earth, and Rivers,

Meadows, and Waters—contain the objects on which all

Phoenician worship is based. Rivers were generally sacred

to gods, trees to goddesses ; mountains, too, were revered

as nearer than other places to heaven ; and baetylia or

meteoric stones were held sacred as divine messengers.

Philo's second generation of men (Geuos and Genea)
first worshipped the plants of he earth, till a drought

ensued and they stretched out their hands towards the

sun as the Lord of Heaven or Beelsamen (Baal-Sharaaim),

—an indication that the worship of heavenly bodies was
regarded as a later development of religion. Baudissin,

on the other hand, has lately maintained that all Phoenicia*,

deities were astral and only manifested themselves in the

terrestrial sphere, that the things holy to them on earth

were symbols, not dwelling-places, of the gods. And there

seems to be little doubt that this was the theory of later

Phoenician theology, as appears in the legend of the fiery

star of the queen of heaven that fell into the holy stream

at Aphaca (Sozom., iL 5, 5), in the coincidence of the

names of sacred rivers with those of the celestial gods,

and in the name Zeis OaAao-atos (Hesych.) for a Sidonian

sea-god. But surely this theory was devised to remove

a contradiction which theologians felt to be involved in

the popular religion. In the latter logical consistehcy is

not necessarily to be presumed, and astral and terrestrial

worships might well exist side by side. In historical

times the astral eleraejit had the ascendency ; the central

point in religion, and the starting-point in all Phoenician

mythology, was the worship of the Sun, who has either -the

Moon or (as the sun-god 'is also the heaven-god) the

Earth for wife. In Byblus, for_which alone we posses.'"

some details of the local cult. El wa3 the foundkr-aai
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lord of the town, and tlierefore of course had the pre-emi-

nence in religion; and so the Byblian Philo makes El to

be the highest god and the other elim or elohlm sub-

ordinate to him. In the other towns also the numen
patrium 'vras a form of the sun-god, or else his wife, and
enjoyed somewhat esclasive honour—a step in the direction

of monotheism similar to the Moabite worship of Chemosh
(cp. the Mesha stone). El is represented as the first to

introduce circumcision and the first who sacrificed an only

son or a virgin daughter to the supreme god. He wanders
over all the earth, westward towards the setting sun, and
leaves Byblus to his spouse Baaltis—this is meant to

explain why she had the chief place in the cult of Byblus

;

her male companion Eliiin, Shidid (or niyicrros ^«os), is

conceived as her youthful lover, and El is transformed into

a hostile god, who slays Shadid with the sword. Accord-

ing to another legend the youthful god is killed by a

boar while hunting, and the mourning for him with the

finding of him again make up a chief part of Byblian

worship, which at an early date was enriched with elements

borrowed from Egypt and the myth of Osiris. In other

places we find as spouse of the highest god the moon-
goddess Astarte with the cow's horns, who in Tyre was
worshipped under the sjTnbol of a star as queen of heaven.

With her worship as with that of Baaltis were associated

wild orgies ; and traces of the lit; are not lacking even at

Carthage (Aug., Civ. Dei, ii. 4), where theology had given

a more earnest and gloomy character to the goddess.

Astarte was viewed as the mother of the Tyrian sun-

god MeUcarth (Eudoxus, in Athen., is. p. 392 D), or, as

his full title runs, " our lord Melkarth the Baal of Tyre "

{C.I.S., No. 122). On account of his regular daily course

the Sun is viewed as the god who works and reveals

himself in the world, as son of the god who is above the

world, and as protector of civil order. But, again, as the

Sun engenders the fruitfulness of the earth, he becomes
the object of a sensual nature -worship, one feature of

which is that men and women interchange garments. A
chief feast to his honour in Tyre was the "awaking of

Heracles " in the month Peritius (February March ;

Menander of Eph., in Joe., Ani., viii 5, 3), a festival of

the returning power of the sim in spring, probably alluded

to in the sarcasm of Elijah (1 Kings xviii. 27). Peculiar

to Ber3rtus is the worship of Poseidon and other sea-gods,

who are connected genealogically with Zeus Belus, a son

of El, born beyond the Euphrates, and perhaps therefore

connected with tie Babylonian fish-gods. Berytns was
also a chief seat of the worship of the Cabirl, the seven

nameless sons of Sydek, with their brother Eshmun, who
is the eighth and greatest of the CabirL Philo supplies

for them a genealogy which is an attempt to present the

growth of man from rude to higher civilization, and pre-

sents analogies, long since observed, to the genealogy of

the sons of Cain in Genesis. Kot only their half-divine

ancestors but the Cabiri themselves belong to a compara-
tively recent stage of religious development. They are

the patron deities of manual arts and ci^-il industry, and
as such are the great gods of the Phcenician land, specially

worshipped in the federal centre Tripolis. On coins of

this town they are called Syrian (i.e., perhaps Assyrian)

gods,' which seems to imply that the Phoenicians them-
selves regarded as not primitive the many Egyptian
elements which were quite early introduced into the

religion of the Cablri, and especially of Eshmun. On the

other hand, a figure allied to Eshmun, Taaut, the inventor

of the alphabet, is certainly borrowed from the Egyptian
TehutL So, too, Onka (Steph., s.v. " 'Ch/Kaiai") is prob-

ably the Anmke of Sais, and it is possible that the whole

» Eckhel, D.S.r., m. 37*.

cycle of gods wno revealed and interpreted the sacred oooks

is Egyptian ; some of the latter have the form of a serpent.

The Phoenicians did not set up anthropomorphic statues

of the gods, but symbolic pillars of stone, or, in the case

of the queen of heaven, of wood (asherah). If an actual

image was used, likeness to man was avoided by fantastic

details : the god had two heads or wings, or some animal
emblem, or was dwarfish or hermaphrodite, and so on. The
sacrifices were of oxen and other male domestic animals

—

as expiatory oflferings also stags -—and for minor ofiferings

birds. Human sacrifices were exceptionally ofiered by the

state to avert great disasters ; the victim was chosen from
among the citizens and must be innocent, wherefore children

were chosen, and by preference firstborn or only sons.

The same idea that the godhead demanded the holiest and
most costly gift explains the prostitution of virgins at

certain feasts in the sacred groves of the quten of heaven,

and the temporary consecration of maidens or matrons as

kideshoth (iepoSovAoi). For this^ custom, as for that of

human sacriiice, substitutes were by and by introduced in

many places ; thus at Byblus it was held sufficient that

the women cut o**^ their hair at the feast of Adonis {De
Dea Syr., c. 6).

Origin of the Phcenicians.—The oldest tow as were held
to have been founded by the gods themsehes, who pre-

sumably also placed the Phcenic'ans in them. Imitating
the Egyptians, the race claimed an antiquity of 30,000
years (Africanus, in Syncellus, p. 31), yet tbey retained

some memory of having migrated from older seats on an
Eastern sea. Herodotus (vii. 89) understood this of the

Persian Gulf; the companions of Alexander sought to

prove by learned etymologies that they had actually found
here the old seats of the Phcenicians. But aU this rested on
a mere blunder, and the true form of the tradition is pre-

served by Trogus (Just., xviii. 3, 3), who placss the oldest

seats of the Phoenicians on the Syrium stagnum or Dead
Sea—with which the Greeks before the time of the Dia-

dochi had no acquaintance—and says that, driven thence

by an earthquake, they reached the coast, and founded
Sidon. This earthquake Bunsen has ingeniously identified

with that which destroyed Sodom and Gomorrha, and
with which Genesis itself connects the migrations of Lot
Perhaps it played much such a part in the mythic history

of the peoples of Canaan as the breach of the dam of

Marib does in the history of the Arabs.

In historical times the Phoenicians called themselves

Canaanites and their land Canaan (Kena'an, Kena' ; Xva.

in Hecatseus, fr. 254), the latter applying e:iually to the

coast which they themselves held and the inland highlands

which the Israelites occupied. The Greeks call people

and land <i>oautes, 4>oii'ijcrj; the former is the older word,

which in itself disposes of the idea that Ph'Emcia means
the land of the date-palm, which the Greeks called 'ioivi^,

i.*., Phoenician.^ In truth, *oiVik£s, witi an antique

termination used in forming other names of nations

(AtdiKfi, Gprji/tcs), is derived from <^oivds, "blood-red,"

probably in allusion to the dark complexion of the race.

When the southern part of the coast of Canaan was
occupied by the Philistines the region of Ek:on became the

boundary of Phoenicia to the south (Josh. xiii. 3); th«

northern boundary in the time of the Persians was the

town of Posidium and the mouth of the Crontes (Herod.,

iii. 91 ; Pseudo-Scylai, § 104). Under the Seleucids

these limits contracted, the southern boundary being the

Chorseus (Ptol., CodiB.E., Pal. 1), which falls into the sea

north of the tower of Straton, and the northern the river

' For stags offered to Tanit see Oermont-GaDC ;an, Jcxm. At., ser.

7, ToL n. p. 232 *j., 444 *?.

' lo rcalitj the date-palm is not aboriginal ia these regions, Hrhn,
KuUarpJlaTotn, tc, 3d ed., p. 233.
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Eleutnerus, so that Ortliosia -was the last town of Phoenicia

and the whole region of Aradus was excluded.^ Undei-

the Roman empire the southern boundary was unchanged,

but the northern advanced to a little south of Balauea.- A
still narrower definition of Canaan is that in Gen. x. 19 and

Josh. xiii. 2-6, where Sidon or its territory is the northern

limit ; but the reference is only to the land destined to be

occupied by Israel, for a younger hand has added to Sidon

(the firstborn of Canaan) and Heth a list of other nations,

sons of Canaan, extending northwards as far as Hamath.^

It is a singular fact that alike in the Old Testament and

in Homer, in the time of Tyre's greatest might, we con-

stantly read of Sidonians and not of Tyrians. The explan-

ation that Sidonians is a synonym of Phcenicians in general

is defended on 1 Kings v. 1 [15] compared with ver. 6

[20], but is not adequate ; the same chapter distinguishes

between the Sidonians and the Giblites or men of Byblus

(E.V., "stone squarers," ver. 18 [32]). And in Gen. x. we
have besides Sidon the peoples of Arce, Sinna, Aradus, and
Simyra enumerated in order from south to north—mostly

unimportant towns afterwards absorbed in the land of

Aradus—and yet Tyre is lacking, though one fancies that

we coidd better miss even Aradus, which was a colony from

Sidon (Strabo, xvi. p. 753), only Aradus was founded by
fugitives, and so must, from the first, have been inde-

pendent. Hence we may conjectui'e that the list in Genesis

is political in principle ; and this gives us a solution of the

whole diflScuIty, viz., that, during the flourishing period of

Phoenicia, Sidon and Tyre formed a single state whose

kings reigned first in Sidon and then in Tyre, but whose

inhabitants continued to take their name from the old

metropolis. The first unambiguous example of two dis-

tinct kings in Tyre and Sidon is in the end of the 8th

century B.C., on an inscription of Sennacherib (Schrader,

K.A.T., 2d ed., p. 286 sq.), and there is every reason to

think that the revolt of Sidon from Tyre about 726 spoken

of by Menander (Jos., Ant., ix. 14, 2) was a revolt not

from Tyrian hegemony but from the Tyrian kingdom. The
several Phoenician cities had lists of their kings back to a

very early date. Abedbaliis * reigned at Berytus in the

time which Philo had ciphered ont as that of the judge

Jerubbaal, i.e., about the beginning of the 13th century

B.C., and in Sidon there is word of kings at the time to

which the Greeks referred the rape of Europa (15th cen-

tury ; see Lstus, in Tatian, Adv. Griecos, 58). The leading

Phceniciau towns are mentioned in connexion with the

SjTian wars of the Pharaohs of the XVIIIth, XlXth, and

XXth Dynasties (16th- 13th century); thus under Thothmes
III. we read of Berytus, Ace, Joppe, and repeatedly of

-Aradus, which is commonly spoken of along with Haleb
(Aleppo) and other eastern districts. The mention of Tyre

is less certain, as there were two cities which the Egyptians

called T'ar ; but there is no mistake as to the city on the

sea called " T'aru the haven " in the journey of an Egyptian

of the lith century {Rec. of the Past, ii. 107 sij.),
—"water

is carried to it in barks, it is richer in fish than in sands "

;

the noble aqueducts therefore, of which the ruins are still

seen, were not yet constructed.

The olde^it parts of Tyre were taken to be tbe town on the main-
land, afterwards known as Pal.-etyrus, and the so-called temple of

Hercules built on a rocky islet, which Hiram by and by united v ith

the insular part of the towji. According to native historians this

temple was more properly cue of Olympian Zeus, that is, of Baal-

Shainaim, the Lord o f Heaven.^ Herodotus, after inquiries made
' Strabo, xvi. p. 753 ; Ptol., v. 15, 4, 5, both seemingly from

A.rteraiJoru«. The Eleutherus as boundary appears also in Jos., Ayjt..

w. 4, I €( smp.
2 Plin., X. /!., V. 69, 79 ; Itin. Hieros., pp. 5S2, 585 (Wess.;.
» See Wellhausen in Jahrh. f. d. Theol., 1876, p. 403.
* Noldeke'i conjecture for 'A|3Ay3a\o!, in Porphyry, ap. Euseb.,

Prmp. Bv., X. 9.

' This appear-^ by comparing Herod., ii. 44, with the mention of the

same golJcu stele by Meuauder (Jos., Cut. .Ip., i. 18),

on the spot, fixes the founding of ttie city in 2756 B.C. ; hut Tyr»
did not attain creat importance till the later island city was built.

According to Irogus (Justin, xviii. 3, 6) the Phcenicians (not tho
people of Sidon, as the passage is often misread to mean), who had
been subdued by the king of Ascalon, took ship and founded Tyro
a year before the taking of Troy. This goes well with tlie spread
of the Philistine power in the time of the later judges and with the
fact that Ascalon was still a Canaanite town under Ramcses II. (c.

13S5 B.C.), while in the eighth year of Rameses III. (c. 1246) the
Pulosata made a raid into Egypt" Philistus{in Euseb., Can., No.
803) gives us without knowiug it the era used in Tyre and in early
times also in Carthage when he says that Zorus {i.e.. Cor, Tyre)
and Carcliedon built Carthage in 1213 B.C., or rather, according to
a very good MS. (Re^n. ), in 1209, which agrees with the date 1208
for the fall of Troy on the Parian marble, and also may be recon-
ciled with the notice (taken from Philistus) in Appian, Funica, i.,

that the founding of Zorus and Carchedon was fifty years before the
fall of Troy, if we suppose that Philistus took for the latter event
the latest date we know of, viz., that assigned by Deraocritus.^ Now
Josephus {A7U., viii. 3, 1) counts 229 years from the building of
Tyre to Hiram, and places the foundation of Carthage {Cmit. Ap., L
18) in tlie 155th year from Hiram's accession. The best authority

for the last-named event is Tim^eus, who puts it in 814 B.C. This
gives us for the founding of Tyre a date twelve years later than that
of Philistus, but it is probable that Josephus in summing up tho
individual reigns between Hiram and the building of Carthage as
given by Jlenander departed from the" intention of his author in

assuming that the twelve years of Astartus and the twelve of the
contemporaneous usurper were not to be reckoned separately.^ This
hypothesis enables us to give a restored chronology which cannot
be far from the truth (see infrn).

Manufactures and Inventions.—The towns of the PhoeniJ

cian coast were active from a very early date in various

manufactures. Glass work, for which the sands of the

Belus gave excellent material, had its chief seat in Sidon

;

embroidery and purple-dyeing were favoured by the preva-

lence of the purple-giving murex all along the coast. Tho
ancients ascribed to the Phcenicians the invention of all

three industries, but glass-making seems to have been

borrowed from Egypt, where this manufacture is of im-

memorial antiquity ; and several circumstances indicate

that the other two arts probably came from Babylon—in

particular, the names of the two main tints of purple

—

dark red (argamau) and dark blue (tckheleth)—seem not

to be Phoenician. The Phoenicians, however, brought

these arts to perfection and spread the knowledge of them.

In other particulars also the ancients looked on the Phoeni-

cians as the inventive people par excellaice : to them as

the great trading nation was ^scribed the invention of

arithmetic, measure, and weight, which are really Babylon-

ian in origin, and also of \vriting, although it is not even

quite certain that it was the Phcenicians who ad^jted the

Egyptian hieroglyphic alphabet to Semitic use.' Yet here

again the Phoenicians have undisputedly the scarcel)-

inferior merit of having communicated the art to all the

nations of the Mediterranean basin.

Navigation, Trade, Colonies.—The beginnings of navi-

gation lie beyond all human memory, but it is not hard

to understand how the ancients made this also an inven-

tion of the Phoenicians, whose skill as seamen was never

matched by any ancient people before or after them.

Even in later times Greek observers noted with admiration

tjie exact order kept on board Phoenician ships, the skill

with which every corner of space was utilized, the careful

disposition of the cargo, the vigilance of the steersmen

and their mates (Xen., CEc, viii. 11 sq.). They steered

by the pole-star, which the Greeks therefore called the

Phcenician star (Hygiuus, Po. Asl., ii. 2); and all their

" See Brugsch, GiscJiichfe A&ji/plens, pp. 516, 598.

' If Democritiis w.as born in 470 (Tln-asjUus), his date for Jho fall

of Troy is 1160. '_^~
. , .~

* He is contemporaifeoiis on the reading JItfl' ov 'Airrapro! given

by Theophilus, Ad Avtul, iii. 19. If Josephus took it so, tbeu

accordinj to the best readings he would get exactly 155 years.

^ That the Semitic alphabet did not come from cuneiform writing

may be taken as certain ; but also it is not probable that it camo

fium the hieratic character of the Egyptians.
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vessels, from the common round •youXo?, to the great Tar-

shish ships, the East-Indiamen—so to speak—of the ancient

world, had a speed which the Greeks never rivalled. Of

the extent of the Phoenicians' trade in the las_t days of

Tyre's glory Ezekiel (xxvii 12-25) has left a lively picture,

which shows how large was the share they had in overland

as well as in naval commerce. It was they, in fact, who
from the earliest time distributed to the rest of the world

the wares of Egj-pt and Babylon (Herod., i. 1). To the

lands of the Euphrates and Tigris there were two routes ;

the more northerly passed obliquely throfzh Mesopotamia

and had on it the trading places of Haran (Carrhse),

Canneh (Coenae), and Eden ; the other, more southerly,

had Sheba (Sabsea) for its goal, and led down the Euphrates,

jjassing Asshur (Sura) and Chilmad (Charmande). There

were other routes in the Persian and Macedonian period,

but they do not belong to the present history.

Actual inland settlements of the Phcenicians seem to

have been few ; we know of one near the head of the

northern trade road, Laish, which was lost to the Danites

in the time of the judges (Judges xviii.), and one on the

southern route, Eddana on the Euphrates (Steph. B., s.v.),

which corresponds in name with Eden, but is not the same
place, but perhajs rather the Giddan of Isidore of Charax

(§1). In the Arabian caravan trade in perfume, spices,

and incense for worship the Phoenicians had a livel}'

interest (Herod., iii. 107). These wares were mainly pro-

duced not in Arabia but in eastern Africa and India ; but

Sheba in Yemen was the emjiorium of the whole trade,

and the active commerce of this rich and powerful state

in the times before the Persian is seen better than by any
direct testimony from the exact knowledge of the Sabaean

lands shown in Gen. x., from the many references to Arabia

and Sheba in the AssyrL.n monuments, and from such

facts as Euting's discovery at Taima in the heart of Arabia

of an Aramaic inscription of the 6th century B.C., composed
by a man Avith an Egji^tian name.^

In Eg}-pt Phoenician trade and cirilization soon took

firm root ; they alone were able to maintain their Egyptian
trade and profits in the anarchic times of the XXHId
to the XXV th Dynasties (S25-650 B.C.), times like those

of the Mameluke beys, in which all other foreign merchants

were frightened away and the Greek legend of the inhos-

pitable Busiris originated.- The Tyrians had their own
quarter in old Memphis (Herod., ii. 112), but there never

were real colonies of the Phoenicians in Egj'pt.

That in matters econolnic Syria and Palestine depended
on Phoenicia might have been inferred even if we had not

the express testimony of Ezekiel that these lands were in-

cluded in the sphere of Tyrian trade; so too was Toearmah,
an Armenian district.

Cilicia was important to the Phcenicians as the natural

point of shipment for wares from the Euphrates regions

;

and the opposite island of Cyprus attracted them by its

store of timber for shipbuilding, and of copper. Both
these countries were originally peopled by the non-Semitic

Kittim, who have left their name in the Cilician district

Cetis and the Cyprian city Citium ; but they came under
profound Semitic influences, mainly those of the Phoe-

nicians, who on the mainland had settlements at Jlyri-

andus (Xen., Anab., i. 4, 6) and Tarsus,^ while in Cyprus
Citium—which to the last remained the chief seat of the

Phoenician tongue and culture—was held to have its

foundation from Belus (Steph., t.v. "Aarrj^os"), and Car-

pasia from Pj-gmalion (Id., «.!.). Pseudo-Scylax (§ 103),

' Xoldeke, in Silzb. Btrl. Ak., ISSi, p. 813 sq.

' 3vdX;3>;s, the herald of Busiris, is simply 37D, ''dog."
* Tarsus was founded by Aradians, Die Chr., xixiii. 40. " Al?, a

rity of the Phcenicians in Hecatasus fr. 259, is probably not .£ja:

bai &aza

writing in 34G B.C., knows Carpasia, Cerynea, and Lapethus

as Phoenician ; but the view that Phoenician sway in Cyprus
was very ancient and that the Phoenicians were gradually

driven back by the Greeks appears not to be sound. O.i

the contrary, the balance of power seems to have varied

greatly ; the Assyrian tribute-lists of 673 and 667 (Schrader,

K.A.T., p. 354 sq.) contain but two names of Phoenicia:!

cities in Cj'prus, Sillu (Soli) and Kartiliadast (probably

New Paphos); not one of the later Phoenician kingdoms is

mentioned, so that presumably none of them then existed,

and not one of the ten Cyprian kings mentioned appears

to be Phoenician by name. Menander tells us (Jos., Ant.,

ix. 14, 2) that the kings of Tj-re ruled over Cyprus at the

close of the Sth centurj' ; but a very clear proof that there

was no ancient and uninterrupted political connexion with

Phoenicia lies in the fact that the Cyprian Greeks took the

trouble to frame a Greek cuneiform character modelled on

the Assyrian.

The Homeric poems represent the Phoenicians as present

in Greek waters for purposes of traffic, including the pur-

chase and capture of slaves, but not as settlers. Tradition

(see especially Thucyd., i. 8) is unanimous in representing

the Carians and Phoenicians as having occupied the islands

of the yEgean before the migrations of the Greeks to Asia

ilinor, but so far as the Phoenicians are concerned this

holds only of the southern islands—afterwards occupieol

by Dorians— where they had mining-stations, and also

establishments for the capture of the murex and purple-

dyeing.* The most northerly of the Cyclades on whidi

we can prove a Phoenician settlement is Oliarus (Steph.,

s.i'.), which was occupied by Sidonians, probably with a

view to the use of the marble quarries of Paros, which Ucs

opposite. Similarly the Byblians occupied Melos (Steph.,'

S.V.), which produced a white pigment (Melian earth), alum,

and sulphur. Two great islands were held as main seats

of the purple trade, Cythera (Herod., i. 105) and Thera,

with the neighbouring Anaphe (Herod., iv. 147 ; Steph., s.v.

"JsUfiftXiapoi"),—as also the town Itanus at the easter'n

extremity of Crete (Steph., s.v.). Specially famous was
the purple of the Laconian waters,—the isles of Elishah ot

Ezekiel xxvii. 7. Farther east the Phcenicians were settled

in Rhodes.' The Greek local tradition about the Phoe-

nicians seems, in Thera and Rhodes, to embody real his^

torical reminiscences, and it is confirmed for Thera and
Melos by the discoveries of Phoenician pottery and orna-,

ments in the upper strata of the tuff, and for other places

by peculiar cults which survived among the later Dorian
settlers. Thus the Aphrodite Urania of Cythera was
identical with the Oriental goddess of love at Paphos, and
Herodotus (i. 105) makes her temple to be founded from

Ascalon ; the coins of Itanus (Mionnet, ii. 284 sq.) show
a fish-tailed deity ; in Rhodes human sacrifices to Cronus
were long kept up (Porph., De Abs., ii. 54). The legends

of Rhodes and Crete have a character quite distinct from

that of other Greek myths, and so give lasting testimony

to the deep influence in both islands of even the most

hideous aspects of Phoenician religion ; it is enough to

refer in this connexion to the stories of the eight children

of Helios in Rhodes, of Europa, the Minotavir, and the

brazen Talos in Crete. The pre-HeUenic inhabitants of

the islands, the Carians and their near kinsmen the Eteo-

cretans or Mnoitoe (probably identical with the Philistixes,

q.i'.), had no native civilization, and Avere therefore wholly

under the influence of the higher culture of the Phcenicians.

But on the Greeks too the Phoenicians had no small influ-

* As an enorDions supply of murex ^-as needed for this iudustrj

,

the conjecture of Duncker is probably sound, that the purplQ stations

were the oldest of all Phanician settlements.
_^

' Ko-d.inim, 1 Chron. L 7, by which Bodanim in Gen. x. 4 must ba

corrected ; sea Ergias f!) and Polj-zelus, in Atken.. vih. d. 360 D.
'
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ence, as appears even from the many Phoenician loan-words

for scuffs, utensils, writing materials, and similar things

connected with trade.^ From the Phoenicians the Greeks

derived their weights and measures ;
/j-va, the Hebrew

maneh, became a familiar Greek word. From Phoenicia

too they had the alphabet which unanimous tradition con-

nects with the name of Cadmus, founder of Thebes. Hence

Cadmus has been taken to mean " eastern " (from mp),

and Thebes viewed as a Phoenician colony ; but the Greeks

did not speak Phcenician, and the Phoenicians would not

call themselves Easterns. Further, an inland colony of

hoeniciansis highly improtable; and all other traces seem

to connect Cadmus with the north. But the Cadmeans,

who traced their descent to Cadmus, colonized Thera, and

it was they who, mingling with the Phcenicians left on the

island, learned the alphabet. It was in Thera, where the

oldest Greek inscriptions have been found, that the inven-

tion of letters was ascribed to the mythic ancestor, and

that he was made out to be a Phoenician. We now know
better than we did a few years ago how much the oldest

Greeks depended before the migrations on the movements

of Eastern civilization, and can well believe that the Phce-

nicians played a very important part in this connexion.

Thus in the tombs of Mycenae we find Phoenician idols,

objects of amber, and an ostrich egg side by side with rich

jewels of gold. Oriental decoration, and images of Eastern

plants and animals ; thus too the rock-tombs of Hymettus

closely resemble those of Phoenicia ; and above all we find

on the Isthmus of Corinth, that most ancient seat of com-

merce, the worship of the Tyrian Mellfarth under the name

of Melicertes. Yet with all these proofs of a lively trade

there is no trace of Phoenician settlements on the Greek

nlaiiiland and the central islands of the jEgean ; but in

the north Thasus was occupied for the sake of its gold

mines (Herod., vi. 47), and so probably was Galepsus on

the opposite Thracian coast (Harpocr., s.v.), where also it-

was Phcenicians (Strabo, xiv. p. 680 ; from CaUisthenes)

who opened the gold mines of Pangaeus. Beyond these

points their settlements in this direction do not seern to

have extended ; the Tyrians, indeed, according to Ezekiel,

traded in slaves and bronze-ware with the Greeks of Pontus

(Javan), the Tibareni (Tubal), and Moschi (Meshech) ; but

all supposed traces of actual settlements on these coasts

prove illusory, and Pronectus on the Gulf of Astacus, which

Stephanus attributes to the Phoenicians, lies so isolated that

it was perhaps only a station of their fleet in Persian times.

The great centre oi J^icinician colonization was the

western half of the Mediterranean and the Atlantic coasts

to the right and left of the 'straits. In especial the trade

with Tarshish, that is, the region of the Tartessus (Guadal-

quivir), was what made the commercial greatness of the

Phoenicians ; for here they had not only profitable fisheries

(tunny and murjena) but above all rich mines of siluer and

other metals, to which the navigable rivers Guadiana and

Guadalquivir gave easy access. The untutored natives

had little idea of the value of the metals ; for long there

was no competition, and bo the profits were enormous ; it

was said that even the anchors were of silver in ships re-

turning from Spain (Died., v. 35). Next the Phcenicians

ventured farther on the ocean and drew tin from the mines

of north-west Spain or the richer deposits of Cornwall;

the tin islands (Cassiterides) were reached from Brittany,

and are always distinguished from the British mainland,

so that the old view which makes them the Scilly Islands

is probably right. The tin was supposed to be produced

where it was exchanged,—a very common case.- Amber
too was brought in very early times from the farthest

north ; amber ornaments are often mentioned by Homer,

' See A. Jliiller, In Bcitr. z. K. d. indog, Spr., L 273 Jg.

»_S(;e Lit. CentrhL, 1571, p. 528.
"^

and have been found in the oldest tombs of Cumaa.'and iir

those by the Lion gate at Mycenae. The Phoenipians can
hardly have fetched the amber themselves from the Baltic

or even from the North Sea (where it scarcely can have
ever been common) ; it came to them by two trade routes,

one from the Baltic to the Adriatic, the other up the
Rhine and down the Rhone. But indeed a deposit of

amber has been found in the Lebanon not far from Sidon,'
and perhaps the Phoenicians worked this and only concealed,

after their manner, the origin of the precious ware. Cer-
tainly the ancients knew of Syrian amber, and knew also

that amber could be dug from the ground.* The rich

trade with Spain led to the colonization of the west (Diod.,

ui sjipra). Strabo (i. 48) dates the settlements, beyond
the Pillars of Hercules soon after the Trojan War, in the

time, that is, of Tj-re's first expansion. Lixus in Maure-
tania was older than Gades (Pliny, xix. 63) and Gades a
few years older than Utica (Veil., i. 2), which again was
founded 1101 B.C. (Pseudo-Arist., Mir. ausc, 134; Bocchus,

in Plin., xvi. 216). Most of the African colonies were no
doubt younger; we have dates for Aoza (887-855, Men-
ander) and Carthage (814, Timseus). Here, as generally

in like cases, the farthest points were settled first and the

need for intermediate . stations to secure connexion was
felt later. The colonization was carried out on a great

scale. Ophelas (Strabo, xvii. 826) may exaggerate when
he speaks of 300 cities on the Mauretanian coast beyond
the Pillars of Hercules ; but the colonists and the On! Ihas

ginians after them stamped west Africa with a thoroughly

Phoenician character, and their language was dominant, at

least in the cities, far beyond the limits of their nation-

ality, just as was the casS with Latin and .4jabic in later

times. It is most likely that so great a mass of colonists

was not wholly drawn from the narrow bounds of Phoenicia,

but that the inland Canaanites, pushed back by Hebrews

and Philistines, furnished many recruits ; the supposed

testimonies to this fact, however, are late, and ^certainly

apocryphal.
Surveying the great settlements of the Phoenicians from east to

west, we fiuii thejn first in Sicily, occupying, in a way typical of

'Hie commencement of all their settlements, projecting headlands

and neighbouring islets, from which they traded with the Siculi

(Thucyd., vi. 2).' Their chief seat seemingly was Macara (Hera-

clides, Polif., 29), on the south coast, mppD tn on coins, Heraclea

Miuoa of the Greeks. Before the Greeks they retired to the nortli

coast, where they held Motye, Panornius, and Soloeis, supported

by their alliance with and influence oyer the Elymi, and by the

neighbourhood of Carthage, which here and elsewhere succeeded to

tlie heritage of T3Te, and gave protection to the Phoenician colonies.

The islands between Sicily and Africa—Melite, with its e.\ceUent

harbour and commanding position on the naval highway, Gaulus,

and Cossura—were also occupied (Diod., v. 12), and a beginning

was made with the colonization of Sardinia {ib., v. 35), where

Caralis is said to be a Tyrian foundation {Claudian, B. Gild., 520)

;

but real sovereignty over this island and Corsica was first exercised

by the Carthaginians.^ It is uncertain if Phoenician trade with

and influence on the Etruscans is older than the political alliance

of the latter with Carthage ; there were, -at least, no Phoenician

colonies in Italy. On the east coast of Spain Barcino(Auson., i?.f)is^,

xxiv. 6S) and O'ld Carthage (Ptol.,ii. 6, 64) are settlements apparently

older than the Spanish empire of Carthage, but their origin is not

therefore neces^rily Phcenician, especially as Old Carthage lies in-

land ; they may date from the conflicts of Carthage and the ilassa-

liotes. In Tartessus, on the other hand, or Turdetania, as^it was

called later, all the important coast towns were Phoenician (Strabo,

iii. 151, 156 sq., 169*?.)—\bdera, Sc.^ (which was regarded as one ol

the oldest of the Tyrian settlements in Spain), Malaca, Cartcia, andj

most famous of all, Gades, with its most holy shrine of Hercules;

it lay on an islet which had not even drinking water, but the posi-

tion was a commanding one. Still farther ofi' lay Onoba, whoro

the Tyrians are said to have settled before they were in Gades. In

Africa the most easterly settlement was Great Lcptis, which is

the only colony ascribed to Sidonians, driven from their home by

l Fraas, Drei Mm. im Lib., p. 94, and A us dan Orient, ii. 60 sq.

Pliny, /f.H., xxxvii. 3?, 40, reading with Dalefsen ex humo.

» The Greeks of the 6th century had a very fantastic idfa of til

.value of these islands (Herod., i. 170, v. 106^ 124).
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dvil troubles (oallast, Jug-, "S), and is therefore presumalily one
of the oiliest L«s certain are the accounts that the sister cities

CEi anU Sabratha were founJeJ, the former by Phoenicians from
Sicily, the latter from Tyre (Sil. Ital., iii. 256 sq.). The distrii:t

Kmiioria on the Lesser Syrtis was named from its many Phcenician

travling towns. Here, on the river Cinyps, coi-D proiiuced three-

liu«dr«lfohl, and a "reat traje-road led inland to tlie land of the
Catamautes. That the commercial town of Tacape iKabis) and the

island of ileninx (Jirba), with its purple-dyeing trade, were Phce-

nician is proved by inscriptions, and Capsa, in inland Numidia,
was deemed a foundation of the Tyrian Hercules (Oros. , v. 15).

Among tlie Phcenician towns in Africa proper AchuUa was Melitan
(Stepii., *.p. *^"\xo\\cl"), Lesser Leptis and Hadrumetum Tyrian
(Pliiij, 1. 76 ; Solin., 27, 9), as was also Aoza (Slenander), that is,

rather tlie Uzita of Strabo and Ptolemy {cp. Wilmauns on C.I.L.^

viiL 6S), 5J miles inland from Leptis, than Auzia in inland Maure-
tanix On the north coast Carthage and Utica are Tyrian colonies,

and probably also Hippo Zarytus, though Sidon, on a coin, claims

it and other Tyrian colonies as her daughters (Movers, Phoiiizicr,

iL 2, p. 134). The unidentified town of Canthelo and the island

Eudeipne are called Liby-Fhoenician (Steph., *.rt'.), and this name
in later times denoted the Phcenicians in Africa apart from and in

contrast to Carthage. The Semitic populations were thickly sown
over all this region, but we cannot generally distingriish Phcenician
colonies, Carthaginian foundations, aaid native settlements that
had become Punic. Chalce, on the coast east of Oran, in the
country of the Mas^syli, was Phoenician, but their great domain
was the Atlantic coast of Maurctania. Tiugisand Zelis, if originally

Berlier, became thoroughly Phcenician cities (Mela, ii. 6, 9 ; Strabo,

iii. 140); the chief colony here was Lixus (Ps.-Scylax, § 112), a
city accounted greater than Carthage. Southward, oil the so-called

K^Xjrot *EfjiroptK6i, and onwards to the mouth of the Dra river

Tyrian colonies la}' thick, and here a great trade-route went inland
to the country of the Blacks. These colonies were ruined by the
invasion of the Phanasii and Nigrit.'e (Strabo, xviL S26), who spread
destruction just as did the Almorarids when they issued from the
same region iu the 11th century ; the Carthaginians saved the rem-
nant of their kinsmen by sending Hanno to found the new colony
of Thymiatorium and plant 30,000 Liby-Phosnicians in the old
iiorts of Karikon Teichos, Gytte, Acra, Melitta, and Aramhys.
file most westerly point reached by the Phcenicians was the For-
tunate Island (the largest of the Canaries, probably), which later
fancy painted in glowing colours after intercourse with so distant a
region had teased (Diod., v. 20).

The trading connexions of the Phoenicians reached far

beyond their most remote colonies, and it must have been
their kno^vledge of Africa which encouraged Pharaoh Necho
to send a Phcenician expedition to circumnavigate Africa.

This greatv : feat of ancient seamanship was actually accom-
plished in GIl-605 B.C., at a time when the mother-countrj'
had already lost its independence, and the colonial empire
had but a shadow of its former splendour. The power of

T)re rested directly on her colonies, which, unlike the Greek
colonies, remained subject to the mother-city ; we read of
rebellions iu Utica and Citium which were put down by
arms. The colonies paid tithes of aU their revenues and
sometimes also of booty taken in war to the Tyrian Hercules,
and sent envoys to Tyre for his chief feast. But Tyre was
too remote long to exercise as effective a control over her
dependencies as was possible to the more favourably placed
Carthage

; the relation gradually became looser, and the
more substantial obligations of the colonies ceased to be
discharged; yet Carthage certainly paid tithes to the
Tyrian Hercules as late as the middle'of the 6th century B.C.

Fragments of HUtory.— Josephus {Ant., viii. 5, 3, and
Ap., i. 17, IS) has fortunately preserved extracts of two
Hellenistic historians, Dius and Menander of Ephesus, which
supply at least the skeleton of the history of the golden age
of Tyre. From them we learn that Hiram (or rather HirOm)
I., son of Abibal, reigned from 9S0 to 916 B.C. He enlarged
the insular town to the east by filling up the so-called

"V»'XfP°>'> united the temple of Baal-Shamaim with the
main island by a mole, placed in it a golden jiillar, and
splendidly renewed the temples of Hercules ' and Astarte.
The inhabitants of Utica—so the text must be corrected

' This is tlie Agenorium at the northern citreniitv of the island
(Arr., ii 2J). Except in this j-oint the topo!;ra|)liy o[ Renan iiliss ,ie
PifR., p. 546 aq., and PI. Ixii.) is here followed.

ClrvKaiois)—having ceased to pay tribute, Hiram reduced

them in a victorious expedition, after which he founded the

feast of the awaking of Hercules in the month Peritiu.s.

The Tyrian annals also mentioned the connexion of Hiram
with Solomon king of Jerusalem. The relations of Phoeni-

cians and Israelites had been generally friendly before this
;

it appears from Judges v. 1 7, Gen. xlix. 1 3, 20, that Asher,

Zebulon, and Dan acknowledged some dependence on Sidon,

and had in return a share in its commerce ; and the only

passage in the older period of the judges which represents

Israelites as subject to Sidonians, and again casting off the

yoke, is Judges x. 12, which perhaps refers to the time of

power of the Canaanites of Hazor (Graetz, i. 412). The
two nations drew closer together under the kings. Hiram
built David's palace (2 Sam. v. 11), and also gave Solomon

cedar and fir-trees, as well as workmen for his jialace and
temple, receiving in exchange large annual payments of

oil and wine, and finally the cession of a GaliUvan district

(Cabul), in return for the gold he had supiilied to decorate

the interior of the temple. The temple was quite in Phce-

nician style, as appears particularly in the two pillars Jachin

and Boaz. We may also judge that it was Hiram's temples

that leci Solomon to propose to himself a similar work.-

One commercial result of the alliance with Solomon was
the united expedition from Eziongeber on the Gulf of

Akaba to Ophir (Malabar).^ The oldi. ., known Phoenician

inscription {C.I.S., No. 5) is of a servant of "Hiram king

of the Sidonians," a title which, as we have seen, is quite

suitable for the king of Tyre. Hiram's grandson Abdas-

tarte I. (929-920) was murdered by his foster-brothers, and
the eldest took the regal title (920-908), but in the last

twelve years of his reign he shared his throne with a scion

of the old house, [AbdJAstarte II. (908-896). His brother

jVstharym or Abdastharym (896-887) was murdered by a

third brother Phelles, who, in turn, after a reign of but eight

months, was slain by Ithobal I., priest of Astarte, whose

reign (887-855) marks a return to more settled rule,

Ithobai was beloved of the gods, and his intercession put an

end to a year of drought which Josephus recognized as that

which is familiar to us in the history of Elijah and Ahab.
In 1 Kings xvi. 31 Ithobal appears as Ethbaal, king of the

Sidonians. At this time the Tyrians still continued to ex-

pand mightily. Botrys in Phoenicia and Aoza in Africa are

foundations of Ithobal ; the more famous Carthage owed
its foundation to the civil discords that followed on the

death of King Metten I. (S-19-820). According to the

legend current in later Carthage (Justin, xviii. 4,3-6,9),

Metten's sou Phygmalion (820-773), who began to reign

at the age of nine, slew, when he grew up, his uncle

Sicharbas, the priest of Hercules and second man in the

kingdom, in order to seize his treasures. The wife of

Sicharbas was Elissa, Phygmalion's sister, and she fled and
founded Carthage. Truth and fable in this legend are

not easy to disentangle, but as Elissa is named also in the

Tyrian annals she is probably historical.

From the time of Ithobal downwards the further progress

of Phoenicia was threatened by a foreign power. The
older campaigns of the empires of the Euphrates and Tigris

against the Jlediterranean coast had left no abiding results

—neither that of the Chaldajans in 1535 or 1538 (Eus.,

Can., No. 481), nor that of Tiglath Pileser I., c. 1120 B.c.*

^ The date 11 or 12 Hiram which Josephus gives for the building

of the temple {AnC, viiu 3, 1 ; Aji. I IS) must in the Tyrian annals
liave referred to the cutting of wood in Lebanon for the native temples,

which Josephus then misinterpreted by 1 Kings v. 6[20] sq.

' So Caldwell, Comp. Gram, ofDravidian Langxaqcs, p. 66 ; Bumell,
Indian Antiquary, 1872, p. 230.. The decisive argument is that the
Hebrew word for "peacocks" can only be the Tamil tCkei [see, how-
ever, Opuik].

' He lind the control of the ships of the Aiadiaus ; Mtluaut. Aim.
des yois d'Assyrie, p. 50.
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ilore serious was the new advance of the Assyrians under

Ashumiiijirpal (c. 870), when this prince took tribute from

the lords of Tyre, Sidon, Byblus, Mahallat, Maiz, Kaiz, the

Westland, and the island Aradus. A king of Atadus wa^ one

of the allies of Rammanidri of Damascus whom Shalman-

eser III. smote at Karljar in 854 ; thereafter the Assyrian

took tribute of Tyre in 842 and 839, and in the latter year

also from Byblua. Again in 603 Ramraanniraru boasted of

exacting tribute from Tyre and Sidon, but thereafter there

was a respite until Tiglath Pileser II., the real founder of

the Assyrian empire, to whom Tyre paid tribute 'n 741,

and again along with Byblus in 738. In Tiglath Pileser's

Philistine campaign of 734 Byblus and Aradus paid tribute,

but a heavy contribution had to be exacted from Metten

of Tyre by an Assyrian captain. For the history of Elu-

l«us, who reigned in Tyre under the name of Pylas ' (c.

728-692), we have a fragment of Menander. Ha sub-

dued a revolt of the Cittiei in Cyprus, but thereafter was

attacked by Shalmaneser IV., ^ to whom Sidon, Ace, Palie-

tynis, and many other cities submitted, revolting from Tyre.

A new kingdom was thus formed under a king [Ejluli,

whose name makes it likely that ho was a relative of the

Tyrian prince, and who presently appears on the monu-
ments as lord of Great Sidon (the same name as in Josh.

xix. 28), Lesser Sidon ( = Paltetyrus ?), and other cities.

But insular Tyre did not yield, and Shalmaneser had to

make a second expedition against it, for which the jealous

particularism of the other Phoenician cities supplied the

ships. With much inferior forces the Tyrians gained a

naval victory and the king drew off. But the blockade

was continued, and seems to have ended after five years in

a capitulation. This siege probably began about the same

time with that of Samaria, and may be dated 724-720.

About 715 Ionian sea-rovers attacked Tyre and were re-

pulsed by Sargon (Schrader, K.A.T., p; 169), an affair in

which we may find the historical basis of such legends as that

in the Cyclic Cypria, that Sidon was taken by Priam's

son Alexander. [Ejluli did not prove a faithful subject

;

Sennacherib attacked him, and he had to flee to Cyprus,

Ithobal being set in his place (701). Among the Phceni-

cian kings who appeared to do homage to Sennacherib a

prince of Tyre does not appear. One sees from all this

liow barbarous and ill-consolidated the Assyrian power in

the west was ; after the retreat of Sennacherib it was even

for a time seriously threatened by the Ethiopian dynasty

which then held Egypt ; and this may explain the revolt

of Abdimilkut, king of Sidon, which was -"isited by Esar-

jiaddon with the destruction of the city, the captivity of

part of the inhabitants, and the execution of the rebel king

(680 B.O., M^nant, p. 241 sq.). Further unsuccessful revolts

of Tyre (Baal I. being king, 662 or later) and of Aradus
are recorded in the reign of Ashurbanipal ; but at last the

war of this monarch with his brother seems to have enabled

Phoenicia to throw off the yoke without a contest (c. 650).

The Assyrians had proved their inability to create any-

thing ; but their talent for destruction was brilliantly ex-

•libited in Phoenicia, and the downfall of Tyro was occa-

sioned, if not caused, by their intervention in the west.

For what Justin (xviii. 3, 6 sq.) relates of the Tyrians, that

they were so reduced in number by protracted war with

the Persians that, though they were at last victorious,

their slaves wero able to overpower and slay them to a

man, all save Straton, whom a faithful servant saved,

\nd whom tho slaves chose, on account of his wisdom, to

be king and founder of a new dynasty (Abdastarte III.),

is only to bo understood by reading As.syrians for Per-

' So Codd. Samb. Big. The name may be Pil-e-ser.

^ Ttl'' best MSS.— Paris, H'21, and Oxon.—offer (according to a

priva/\. coim'jnication of Professor Niese^ traces ppintiiig to tlie read-

lug iwt roirTQv ZeXd^v^af.

aians.' The catasiropne must have occurred soon atier the
events already noticed ; and in the same period falls the
decay of the colonial power of Tyte, which we cannot follow

in detail, though we can recognize some of its symptoms.
After reaching the Mediterranean the Assyrians estab-

lished themselves in Cyprus (709) ; in the Greek islands

farther west tho Phoenicians had before this time been
gradually displaced by the Dorian migration, which, how-
ever, must not be taken to be a single movement eastward
in the 11th century, but a long course of colonizing ex-

peditions, starting from Argoa and continued for genera-

tions, about which we can only say that the whole was
over by the middle of tho 8th century. Thasus, the tnost

northern settlement in the ./E'gean, was already deserted

by the Phcenieians when the father of the poet Archilochua

led a Parian colony thither in 708. But the loss of the

more western colonies seems to have been contemporary
with the fall of Tyrian independence. About 701 Isaiah

looks for a revolt of Tartessus (ixiii. 10), and the first

Greek visitor, the Samian Colteus (639), found no trace

of Phoenician competition remaining there (Herod., iv.

152). These circumstances seem to justify us in under-

standing what the contemporary poet Anacreon (fr. 8) says

of the hundred and fifty years' reign of Arganthonius over

Tartessus as really applying to the duration of the king-

dom ; and as he died in 545 the kingdom will date from
695. In Sicily the Phoenicians began to be pushed back
from the time of the founding of Gela (690) ; and Himera
(648) and Selinus (628) mark the limits of Greek advance
towards the region on the north-west coast, which the

Phoenicians continued to hold. In 654 the Carthaginians

occupied the island Ebusus, on the sea-way to Spain (Diod.,

V. 16), a step obviously directed to save what could still be
saved. Soon after this, when Psammetichus opened Egypt
to foreigners (650), the Greeks, whose mental superiority

made them vastly more dangerous rivals than the Assyrians,

supplanted the Phoenicians in their lucrative Egyptian
trade ; it is noteworthy that Egypt is passed over in silence

in Ezekiel's full list of tho trading connexions of Tyre.

In the last crisis of the dying power of Assyria the

Egyptians for a short time laid their hand on Phoenicia,

but after the battle of Carchemish (605) tho Chaldseans

took their place. Apries made an attempt to displsice

the Chaldseans, took Sidon by storm, gained over the

other cities, and defeated the king of Tyre, who com-
manded the Phcenician and Cyprian fleet (Herod., ii. 161 ;

Diod., 1. 68). The party hostile to Chaldaea now took

the rule all through Phoenicia. The new king of Tyre,

Ithobal II., was on the same side (589), and after tho fall

of Jerusalem Nebuchadnezzar laid siege to the great

merchant-city, which was still rich and strong enough to

hold out' for thirteen years (587-574).'' Ezekiel says that

Nebuchadnezzar and his host had no reward for their

heavy service against Tyre, and the presumption is that

tho city capitulated on favourable terms, for Ithobal's

reign ends with tho close of the siege, and the royal

family is subsequently found in Babylon, obviously as

cards that might on occasion be played against tho actual

princes of Tyre.* Tho king appointed by Nebuchadnezzar
was Baal II. (574-564), on whose death a republic was
formed under a single suffet. This form of government
lasted a yeir,. and then after three months' interregnum

under the high priest Abbar there 'ivers for six years

3 There was no Straton, king of Tyre, b*-tween 587 and 430 ; a

war between Tyrians and Persians between 480 and 390 ia no^vhero

heard of, and is highly improbable, and Straton, from what we learu

of his descendants, cannot hare reigned later than this.

* See the Tyrian sources in Jos., Ap.^ i. 21, compared with Ezek
xxvi. 1 sq., xxix. 17 sq.

' See 'Winer's " PBngstprosramm" : Dt Xehuc. exp. Tijr, ad En,

-ivi. - xxviii. (Leipsic, 1848).
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l*o snffots—presumably one for the island and one for

Old Tjre—after wliicli an elected king, Balatorus, ruled

for a year (557-556), The next two kings (556-532) were

brought from Babylon. Under the second of these, Hiram

III., Phcenicia passed in 538 from the Chaldaeans to the

Persians ; at the same time Amasis of Egypt occupied

Cyprus (Herod., ii. 182). There seems to have been no

struggle, the great siege and the subsequent civil disorders

had exhausted Tyre completely, and the city now becomes

second to Sidon. Accordingly about this time Carthage

asserted her independence ; the political activity of Hanno
the Great, the real founder of the Carthaginian state, falls

in the years 538-521.^ Of Hanno it is said that he made
his townsmen Africans instead of Tyrians (Dio Chrys., Or.,

XXV. 7). The old dependence was changed for a mere

relation of piety.

Constitution.—As Carthage was of old a republic, and

its constitution underwent many changes, it is not safe to

infer from the two Carthaginian sulfets that Tyre also

stood in the oldest time under two such magistrates. All

Canaanite analogy speaks for kingship in the several cities

as the oldest form of Phcenician government. The royaf

houses claimed descent from the gods, and the king could

not be chosen outside their members (Curt., iv. 1, 17).

The land belonged -to the king, who was surrounded by

much splendour (Ezek. sxviii. 13), but the highly-devel-

oped independent activity of the citizens limited his actual

power more than in ordinary Oriental realms ; it was pos-

sible for war or peace to be decided at Tyre in the king's

absence, and in Sidon against his will (Arrian, ii. 15, 16
;

Curt., iv. 1, 16). In Tyre the high priest of Hercules

was the second man in the state (Just., xviii. -1, 5), and so

the office was by preference given to a kinsman of the

king. The sovereign had a council of elders, who in Sidon

were in number a hundred ; of these the most distinguished

were the ten First whom we find at Marathus and Carthage

(Diod., ii. 628 ; Just., xviii. 6, 1),— originally, it may be

supposed, heads of the most noble houses. The third

estate was the people ; the freemen, however, were much
outnumbered by the slaves, as we have seen in Tyre.

Under the Persians there was a federal bond between

the cities, which we may suppose to be due to that great

organizer Darius I. The federation.comprised Sidon, Tyre,

and Aradus— Sidon being chief—and contributed 300
triremes to the Persian fleet (Herod., vii. 89-99) ; the con-

tingents of the lesser towns were under the command of the

great cities, which probably had the rule in other matters

also. This holds for Marathiis, Sigon, Mariamme, which

belonged to Aradus (Arr., ii. 13), even for Byblus also,

which had its own kings in the Persian period, and seems

from the number of its coins and inscriptions to havi been
very flourishing. We know the names of sixteen kings of

Sidon, ten of Byblus, eight of Aradus, but none of E.erytus

in historical times
;
presumably it formed with Byblus a

single kingdom, and in later times the capital was moved
to the latter. Tripolis was a bond of three cities, Sidonian,

Tyrian, and Aradian, a stadium distant from one another

{Diod., xvi. 41). Here sat the federal council under the

kings of the three leading states, who were accompanied
to Tripolis by their senators (probably 300 in all). Among
the chief concerns of this council were the relations to the

Persian Government, which was represented at the meetings.

Under Persian Rule.— Phoenicia, Palestine, and Syria

formed the fifth satrapy, paying a tribute of X99,296.
The Phcenicians were favoured subjects for the sake of

,

* This data is got from Justin, who in xix. 1, 1 says of Ins Mago
tlie- same thing thnt others say of Hanno ; for the defeat spoken of

in xviii. 7, 1 is the battle against the Phocaeans in 53S, and the war
with a Spartan prince in Sicily {xix. 1, 7) is the war with Dorieus
(510). Taking into account the eleven years of Hasdrubal's dictator-

8hip w e jet Hanoo's date as above.

their indispensable fleet; and having also co*imon interests

against Greece they were amongst the most loyal subjects

of the empire. Sidon, as we have seen, was now the chief

city ; its king at the time of the expedition of Xerxes was
Tetramnestus. Among his descendants was the youthful

Eshmtm'azar, whose inscrijjtion on the great sarcophagus

in Egyptian style now in the Louvre, taken with other

notices, enables us to make out the following fragment of

a genealogical table with much probability.-

Eshuiun'azar I.

I I

Tabnit I. = Amm'ashtart (priestess of Astartcl.

\

Eshmun'azar II. St'atou I. (Bod'ashtart ; C.I.S., Ko. 4).

I

Tabnit II. (T^puji)-

I

Stratou II.

Reckoning back from Straton II., and remembering

that Eshmun'azar II. died as a minor under the regency

of his mother, we may place the death of the latter c.. 400

B.C. ; the gift of Dor and Japho, which he received from

the great king, may have been a reward for fidelity in the

rebellion of the younger Cyrus. Certainly it was not

Eshmun'azar who led the eighty ships that joined Conon

in 396 (Diod., xiv. 79), an event which may have been

the beginning of the friendly relations between Sidon and

Athens, indicated in a decree of " proxenia " for Straton I.

(C. /. Gr., Ko. 87). TjTe was then quite weak ; between

391 and 386 it was stormed by Evagoras of Salamis (Isocr.,

Paneg., 161, and Evag., 23, 62; Diod., xv. 2), who had

already made the Greek element dominant over the Phce-

nician in Cj'prus. Straton was friendly with Evagoras's

son Nicocles ; they rivalled one another in debauchery,

and both found an unhappy end through their implication

in the great revolt of the satraps (Ath , xii. 531). When
Tachos entered Phoenicia Straton joined him, and on his

failure (3C1) was about to fall into the hands of the foe

when his wife slew him first and then herself (Jerome, ii.

1,311 Vail.). A new revolt of Sidon against Persia took

place under Tennes II. on account of insults ofi'ered to the

Sidonians at the federal diet at Tripolis. Again they joined

the Egyptian Nectanebus II., carried the rest of Phcenicia

with them, and with the aid of Greek mercenaries from

Egypt drove the satraps of Syria and Cilicia out of Phoe-

nicia. Tennes, however, whose interests were not identical

with those of the citizens at large, betrayed his people and

opened the city to Artaxerxes III. The Sidonians, to the

number of 40,000, are said to have burned themselves and

their families within their houses (345 B.C., Diod., xvi.

41-45). Tennes himself was executed after he had served

the ends of the great king. The Periphs ascribed to Scyla.x

(§ 104) describes the respective possessions of Tyre and

Sidon in the year before this catastrophe ; Sidon had the

coast from LeontopoUs to Ornithopolis, an Aradus near

the later Sycaminon, and Dor; Tyre had Sarepta and Exope

(?) in the district of the later Calamon, farther south a

town s^mingly called Cirtha, and, strangely enough, the

importatit Ascalon. Tyre now again for a short time took

the first place. AMien, however, Alexander entered Phoeni-

cia after Issus and the kings were absent with the fleet,

Aradus, Byblus, and Sidon joined him, the last-named

showing special zeal against Persia. The TjTians also

ofi'ered submission, but refused to allow Alexander to enter

the city and sacrifice in the temple of Hercules. Alexander

was determined to make an example of the first sign of

opposition that did not proceed from Persian officials, and

- See' for details Gutsclimid, iu Jukr&li. /. PhiL u. Pidug., ISi",

p. 613 sq.

XVni. — 103
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at once began the siege. It lasted seven months, and,

though the king, vdih enormous toil, drove a mole from

the mainland to the island, he made little progress till the

Persians were mad enough to dismiss the fleet and give

him command of the sea through his Cj-prian and Phoenician

allies. The tonm was at length forced in July 332 ; 8000
Tyrians were slain, 30,000 inhabitants sold as slaves, and
only a few notables, the king Azemildis, and the Cartha-

ginian festal envoys, who had all taken shelter in the fane

of Hercules, were spared (Arr., ii. 13, 15 sq.). Tyre thus
lost its political existence, and the foundation of Alexandria
presently changed the lines of trade and gave a blow per-

haps still more fatal to the Phoenician cities. The Phoeni-

cians thenceforth ceased to be a great nation, though under
the Greeks Tyre and Sidon were still wealthy towns, the

seats of rich merchants.

Sources and Helps. —Tlie only at all continuoU9- records of ancient
tradition arc tlie account of Phocnici.Tn mythology by Philo of

Byblus, the extracts of the Tyrian annals by Jose^lius from
Jlenander of Eplicsiis, and what Justin in the 18th book of his

abridgment of Ponipeius Trogiis has taken from TiraKUs. Every-
thing else has to be pieced together in mosaic fashion. The chief
help is Movers's unfinished work, Die Phoni-icr, i., ii. 1-3 (Bonn,
1S41-56), which must be comp.Tred with his aiticle " Phoenizien."
in Ei-sch nnd Oruber (1848). Both work-s are learned and indis-

pensable, but to be used with caution wherever the author's judg-
ment on his miiterial is involved, especially iu the treatment of

the mytholoCT, w-hich is merely syncietistic, whereas it is essential

to a right understanding of this subject to distinguish the peculiari-

ties of the several Semitic nations. Seidell, De diis Stjris (London,
1617), is still a valuable mine. The best recent contributions
arc those of Baudissin, StiaUcn ::ltr sctnitischcn Ilclifjionsgeschichtc

(Leipsic, 1876, 1878). For the colonial history Bochart's monu-
mental Cluinnnn (Caen, 1G46) is not superseded even by Movers, who,
as has been wittily obsirvcd, has creatc-d with the help of etymo-
logy Phceiiician chnmbns de reunion ; and, though Oishansen (.V.

Jihein. Mus., 1853, p. 321 sq.) does not go quite so far, both he and
Xliillenhoff {Deutsche Alicrlhumskundc, i., 18(0) follow the steps

of Movers much too closely. A ^ood corrective is given by Meltzer
(Oesch. d. Karlhnga-, i., 1879), tnough he, again, is sometimes too
sceptical. Movers is best on the history projier ; and the admirable
sketch in Gxoie'a Historij of ffrcca should also be consulted.- See
also Duuckcr. Oesch. dcs AUerthums. and Maspero, Ilisl. anc. de
rdnent. (A. V. G.)

Art.—Of Phusiiician buildings few icmains now exist on
Pacenician soil ; the coast has always been, and still is,

<lensely peopled, and the builders of successive generations,

like those of the present day, have regarded ancient edifices

ns their most convenient quarries. Phojnician architecture

had its beginning in the widening and adaptation of

caves in the rocks; the independent buildings of later

times, constructed of great blocks of unhewn stone, are

direct imitations of such cave-dwellings. As Syrian
limestone (which is the material employed) does not

admit- of the chiselling of finer details, the Phoenician

monuments are somewhat rough and irregular. Xot a
vestige remains of the principal sanctuary of this ancient

people, the temple of Jilelkart in Tyre ; but Pienan dis-

covered a few traces of the temple of Adonis near Byblus,

and a peculiar mausoleum, Burj al-Bezzak, still remains
near Amrit (Marathus). It may also be conjectured that

the conduits of Has al-Ain, south of Tyre, are of ancient

date. Various notices that have come down to us render

it [irobable that the Phoenician temples, in the erection of

>liich great magnificence was undoubtedly displayed, were
in many respects similar to the temple at Jerusalem ; and
confirmatory evidence is afforded by the remarkable remains
of a sanctuary near Amrit, in which there is a cella in

the midst of a large court hewn out of the rock, and other

buildings more of an Egyptian style. In the domain of art

originality was as little a characteristic of the Phoenicians
as of the Hebrews ; they followed foreign and especially

pg)'ptian models. This influence is mainly evident in

sculptured remains, in which Egyptian mcjli/s such as the

Urreus frieze and the winged -sun-disk not unfrequcntly

occur. It was -in the time of the Persian monarchy
that Phoenician art reached its highest development

;

and to this period belong the oldest remains, numismatic
as well as other, that have come down to us. The whole
artistic movement may be divided into two great periods

:

in the first (from the earliest times to the 4 th century

B.C.) Egyptian influence is predominant, but the national

Phoenician element is strongty marked ; while in the

second Greek influence has obtained the masterj', and the

Phoenician element, though alwaj's making itself felt, is

much less obtrusive. In the one period works of art, as

statues of the gods and even sculpttired sarcophagi, were
sometimes imported direct from Egypt (such statues of

the gods have been found even, in the western colonies)

;

in the other Gjeek works were procured mainly from
Rhodes. The Phoerucians also adopted from the Egyptians
the custom of depositing their dead in sarcophagi. The
oldest examples of those anthropoid stone coflins are made
after the pattern of Egyptian mummy-cases ;_they were
painted in divers colours, and at first were cut in low
relief ; afterwards, however, towards and during the Greek
period, the contours of the body began to be shown in'

stronger relief on the cover. Modern excavations show,

th^t, besides stone coffins (in marble or basalt), which indeed

cannot be considered the oldest kind of receptacle, the

Phoenicians employed coflins of wood, clay, and lead, to

which were often attached metal plates or, at times it may
be, decorations in carved wood. Embalming also seems
to have been frequently practised as well as covering the

body with stucco. Great care was bestowed by the Phoeni^

eians on their burial-places, and their cemeteries are the

most important monuments left to us. The tombs are

subterranean chambers of the most varied form : the walls'

and roof are not always straight ; sometimes there are two
tiers of tombs one above the other, often several rows one
behind the other. AMiile in early times a mere perpend^j

cular shaft led to the mouth of these e.xcavations, at a
later date regular stairs were constructed. The dead were
deposited either on the floor of .the chamber (often iii a

sarcophagus) or, according to the later custom, in niches.^

The mouths of the tombs were walled up and covered with

slabs, and occasionally cijipi were set up. The great sepul-

chral monuments (popularly called wm^/Ad:!'/, " spindles ")

which have been found above the tombs near Amrit are

very peculiar : some are adorned with lions at the base

and at the top with pyramidal finials. Besides busts (which

belong generally to the Greek period), the smaller objects

usually discovered are numerous earthen pitchers and
lamps, glass wares, such as tear-bottles, tessera;, and gems.!

Unrifled tombs are seldom met with.

LiUrature.—For topography and art, see Kenan, Mission de
Phinicie (Paris, 1846) ; for language, Schroder, i?w phmiziscJic
Sprac]ic (Halle, 1869), and Stade in Morgenlandischc Forschungcii
(1S75, p. 167); and for luscnptious, Curj). Iiiscr. Sem. (Paris,'

1861, and following years) <A. .Sti.) j

PHCENIX. Herodotus (ii. 73), speaking of the animals

in Egypt, mentions a sacred bird called "phoanix," which he

had only seen in a picture, but which the Heliopolitans

said visited them once in five hundred years on the death

of its father. The story was that the phoenix came from

Arabia, hearing its father embalmed in a ball of myrrh,

and buried him in the temple of the sun. Herodotus did

not believe this story, but he tells us that the picture

represented a bird with golden and red plumage, and

closely resembling an eagle in size and shape. The story

of the phoenix is repeated with variations by later writers,'

and was a favourite one with the Romans. There is only

one phoenix at a time, says Pliny (;V. //., x. 2), who, at

the close of his long life, builds himself a nest with twigs

of cas.sia and frankincense, on -n-hich he dies ; from his

corpse is generated a worm which grows into the young
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phcenix. The young bird lays his father on the altar in

ttJe city of the sun, or burns him there, as Tacitus has it

I Ann., vi. 2S). The story of the birth and death of the

jjicenii has several other forms. According to HorapoUo

(ii. 57) he casts himself on the ground and receives a

wound, from the ichor of which the new phoenix springs

;

but the most familiar form of the legend is that in the

Pht/siol(x;us, where the phoenix is described as an Indian

bird which subsists on air for 500 years, after which,

lading his wings with spices, he flies to Heliopolis, enters

the temple there, and is burned to ashes on the altar.

Next day the young phoenix is already feathered; on the

third day his pinions are full-grown, he salutes the priest

and flies away. The period at which the phoenix re-

appears is very variously stated, some authors giving as

much as 1-161 or even 7006 years, but 500 years is the

period usually named ; and Tacitus tells us that the bird

was said to have appeared first under Sesostris, then under

Amasis, again ur.Jer Ptolemy III., and once more in 34

A.D., after an interval so short that the genuineness of the

last phoenix was suspected. Tlie phoenix that was shown

at Rome in the year of the secular games, a.u.c. 800, was

imiversally admitted to be an imposture.'

The foriii and variations of these stories characterize

them as popular tales rather than official theology ; but

they evidently must have had points of attachment in the

mystic religion of Egypt, and indeed i- th Horapollo and

Tacitus speak of the phoenix as a symbol of the sun. Now
we know from the Book of the Dead and other Egyptian

text^ tfiat a bird called the "bcnnu" was one of the sacred

s)Tnbols of the worship of Heliopolis, and Wiedemann
{Ztsch.f. Aej. SprcuJte, xvi. p. 89 sq.) has made it toler-

ably clear that the bennu was a symbol of the rising sun,

whence it is represented as " self-generating " and called

"the soul of Ra (the sun)," "the heart of the renewed

Sun." All the mystic symbolism of the morning sun,

especially in connexion with the doctrine of the future

life, could thus be transferred to the bennu, and the lan-

guage of the hymns in which the Eg}-ptians praised the

luminary of dawn as he drew near from Arabia, delighting

the gods with his fragrance and rising from the sinking

flames of the morning glow, was enough to suggest most

of the traits materialized in the classical pictures of the

Phoenix. That the bennu is the prototype of the phoenix

is further confirmed by the fact that the former word in

Egyptian means also '• palm-tree," just as the latter does

in Gfeek. How far the Egyptian priests translated the

symbolism of the bennu into a legend it would be vain to

conjectvu-e ; that the common people did so is only what

we should expect ; and it is to be observed that the monu-
ments have not yet shown any trace of the element in the

classical legend which makes the phoenix a prodigy instead

of a symbol—its actual appearance at long intervals. The
very various periods named make it probable that the

[jeriodical return of the phoenix belongs only to vulgar

legend, materializing what the priests knew to be symbolic.

The hierogh'pbic figure of the bennu is that of a heron

( /I htnniL, (X A. bah), and the gorgeous colours and
plumed head spoken of by Pliny and others would be

least inappropriate to the purple heron (Ardea purpurea),

* Some ortier ancient accounts may be here refenetl to. That
ascribed to Hecatms is, iu tbt judgment of Cobet {Mnemosyne, 1883},

stolen from Herodotus by a late forger. The poem of the Jew
Ezecbiel quoted by Eusebius {Preejj. Ev., ll. 29, 30) appears to refer

to the pbcecix. Here the sweet song is first mentioned,—a song which,

according to the poem on the phoenix ascribed to Lactantins, accom-

panies the rising sun. The bird is often spoken of in Latin poetry,

And is the, subject of an idyl by Claudian. See also Solinus, cap.

xixiii., witii Salmasius's Exerciiatiortes; TertulUan, Dc resur. carnis,

c. 88; Clemens Kom., Ep. i. ch. xzv.

with which, or with the allied Ardea a'nerea, it has been
identified by Lcp^ius and Vetera {Aellcsle Texte des Todlen-

buehs, 1867, p. 51).* But it must be remembered that the

bennu in the Egyptian tcx_ts is really a mere symbol, hav-
ing tlje very vaguest connexion with any real bird, and the
golden and purple hues described by Herodotus may bo
the colours of sunrise rath'er than the actual hues of the

purple heron. How Herodotus came to think that the

bird was like an eagle is quite unexplained
;
perhaps this

is merely a slip of memory.
J[any commentators still understand the word Pin, chOf, in Job

xxu. 18 (A. V. "sand ") of the pho-nix. This interpretation is per-

haps as old as the (original) Se]jtua"iiit, and is ciu-rent with tiie

later Jews, whose appetite for fable, however, is often greater than
their exe^etical sagacity. Compare Eisennienger's KntdaktcsJudcn-
Ihinn, vol. i. ixvsim. Among the Arabs the story of the phtcnix
was confused with that of the salamander ; and the samand or

samandal (Damiri, ii. 36 57.) is represented sometimes as a quad-
ruped, sometimes as a bird. It was firmly believed in, for the

incombustible cloths woven of flexible asbestos were popularly

thought to be made of its hair or plumage, and were themselves
called by the same name (comp. Yakut, i. 529, and Dozy, s.v.). The
'anka (Fers. simurtjh), a stupendous bird like the roc (rukli) of

Marco Polo and the Arabian Ni'jhts, also borrows some* features of

the phoenix. According to Kazwini {i. 4-0) it lives 1700 years,

and when a young biid is hatched the parent of opposite sex burns
itself alive. Iu the book of Kalilah ana Dimnah the simur or 'anka

is the king of birds, the Indian ganida ou whom A'ishnu rides.

PHCENIXVILLE, a borough in the United States, in

Schuylkill township, Chester countj, Pennsylvania, is

situated 27i miles north-west of Philadelphia by the

Philadelphia and Reading Railroad, on the right bank of

the Schuylkill river, which is there joined by French Creek,

crossed by eight fine bridges. Phcenixville is best knowni

as the seat of the blast-furnaces and mills of th") Phoenix

Iron Company, which had its origin in a rolling and slitting

mill erected in 1790 by Benjamin Longstreth, and long

ranked as the largest in the States. The works cover 1 50
acres and employ sometimes 2500 men. PhoenixvDle also

contains a pottery, a sash and planing mill, a shirt-factory,

and needle works'; and iron, copper, and lead are all mined
in the neighbourhood. The vicinity of the borough is

noted for its large number of magnificent iron bridges.

The population was 2670 in 1850, 4886 in 1860, 5292 in

1870, and 6682 in 1880.

PHONETICS (rd cjx^vrjTiKo, the matters pertaining to

the voice, i^unj) is the science and art of the production of

sounds, including cries, by means of the organs of speech

in man and their analogues in other animals.

This very extensive subject may Ije divided into the

following three parts. (1 ) Anatomical, the accurate descrij>-

tion of all the organs employed, emissive (lungs, with the

muscles acting on them, trachea, larynx, pharynx, mouth
and its parts, nose and its passages, with its closing valve

the uvula) and receptive (the ear, external and internal,

and parts of the brain with which the auditory nerve com-
muuicates). As all voice-sounds are produced by imita-

tion, defects in the receptive organs entail defects in the

action of the emissive. The congenitally deaf are conse-

quently mute. (2) Fliysiological, the co-ordinated action

of the parts just referred to in hearing and uttering

sounds, and especially expiration and inspiration, with

laryngeal, oral, and nasal actions, and the relation of these

actions to the will (on these see Voice). (3) Acovsticnt,

viith especial reference to the action of double membranous
reeds, as in the glottis ; the effects of resonance chambers,

both fixed and variable in shape and size, open and closed,

single and combined, and of the passage of air, more or less

in a state of sonorous vibration, through tubes of variable

lengths and widths, with walls of variable hardness, and

with or without the interposition of semi-viscous fluids,

as well as of flapping, smacking, or vibrating parts, and of

other obstructions ; also investigations into the nature, pro-
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duction, ard appreciation of qualities of tone, and their

j

gradual hue rapid gliding one into another, as well as into

the nature of sj-mpathetic vibration, not only of the differ-

ent cavities filled with air in the organs of speech but of the

solid bony parts, and also the softer cartilages, sinews, and
muscles connecting and supporting them. This part of

the subject, which is far from having been fully investi-

gated at present, has two main subdivisions

—

(a) muiica!,

regarding the nature and properties of musical sound, and
especially song, with their varieties due to force, pitch, and
quality, as jjartly investigated in Helmholtz's Sensations of
Tone

;
(b) rhetorical, regarding the mechanism of speaking

as distinct from singing, the blending and differentiation

of qualities of tone, partly musical and partly unmusical,

with constantly variable and iU-defined pitch and force,

influenced by feeling ; this subdi\"ision embraces speech

in particular, its special sounds for conveying thought and
feeling, with their constanfly-shifting characters, and also

cries of joy and pain, as well as, properly speaking, the

cries of the lower animals by which they communicate
with those of the same kind ; hence it comprehends also

language, elocution, and philology in their fundamental

constitution.

In a more restricted sense, applied solely to human be-

ings and to articulate significant sounds (that is, exclusive

of cries of pain a nd pleasure, or the inarticulate and often

unconscious noises of snoring, snuffling, gargling, pant-

ing, laughing, crying, sobbing, sneezing, and the like), the

term " phonetics " is used to designate a work on the enu-

meration, evaluation, relations, classification, analysis, and
synthesis of Speech-Souxds (?.i'.),—that is, of the sounds

actually used in speech for conveying and recording thought

by different nations and tribes, together with a means of

fixing them by visible signs. The alphabet has followed

speech-sounds -n-ixh very halting steps. It is only in quite

recent times that sufficient knowledge of the nature of

speech has been^obtained to enable us in some measure to

understand and unravel the mysteries of the old enigmatic

forms, and thus to construct a securer basis for philology

(than the guesses on which it once rested.

In a still tiiore restricted and popular sense the term

f'phonetics" has been recentlyused for attempts to construct

a new practical alphabet for English or other individual

languages, or for several such languages simultaneously,

.witha view either of superseding the alphabets at present

in use, or of improving their employment, or, at any rate,

of facilitating the generally very difficult ta.sks of teaching

and learning to read and write. Attempts of this kind

are by no means recent : witness Loys Meigret, Trailc

touchant le commvn tfiye de Fescritne francoise (1545);
Sir Thomas Smith, De recta ei emendalu lingux Anglicec

tcriptione C^ 5G8) ; J. Hart, An orthojraphie, cor.l'yning the

due order and reason, hoice to tcrile or painte thimage of

viannes voire, most Hie to the life or nature (1569);
[William] Bullokars Booke at Jarye for the Amendment of
Ortltojraphie for English sjxech (1580); Alexander Gill

(master of St PaiU's school, London, when Milton was

there), Loyonomia Anglica : qua gentis sermo faciliiis adJis-

eitur (1619 and 1621); Charles Butler, The English

Grammar, or the Institution of Letters, Sylluiles, and Words

in the English tongue (1633). All these works are more

or less printed in the orthography proposed, and each

orthography is different. They are described and illus-

trated in A. J. Ellis's Early English Pronunciation, jiarts

i. and iii. It is, however, not necessary in this place

to go beyond attempts made by persons still living

In lS-17, after three years of experiments, Isaac Pitman

and Alexander John Ellis brought out their phonotyjiy,

consisting of twenty-three old types and seventeen new
ones, vrith which, among much other m»tter, the BiUe

and the Phonetic Keies newspaper were printed in 1849,
and extensive experiments were made, showing that read-

ing in this alphabet could be rapidly taught, and that
when children had learned to read phonotypy well they
could easily leam to read in ordinary spelling. The new
letters were subsequently much and frequently altered

in meaning by Pitman, who in 1884 still produced a
P/tonetic Journal weekly in his present phonotypy. Very
numerous forms of phonotj-py, following either the old or
the new edition, have also appeared in America. Many
other systems have been tried by accenting, italicizing,

Eupemumbering, or diacriticaUy marking the letters to-

make the ordinary letters of English spelling convey their

sounds. Almost every new "poonouncing dictionary"

has its own method. This last plan has been, on the
whole, successfully applied for teaching to read by many
writers. In order, to avoid new types, or even accented

letters, and yet have a practical phonetic alphabet for
English and its dialects, Ellis prefixed to part iii. of

his Early EnglisJi Pronunciation (1871) an account of
" Glossic, a new system of spelling intended to be used
concurrently with the existing English orthography, in

order to remedy some of its defects without detracting

from its value." This has been extensively used by the

English Dialect Society and in Ellis's works on Pro-

nunciation for Singers (1877) and Sj>eecA in Song (1878),
in which it is fully explained and used in complete practical

accounts of the phonology of English, German, French,

Italian, and Spanish. Henry Sweet, in his Handbook of"

Phonetics (Oxford, 1878), proposed his "Broad Romic,"
admitting, however, a few inverted letters. Subsequently,

the English Spelling Reform Association was started, and
great numbers of new attempts at phonetic alphabets for

English only were made, which will be found described

and illustrated at full length in W. R. Evans's Spelling

Experimenter and Phonetic Investigator {2 vols., September
1880 to April 1883). There is also an American spelling

reform association. But neither association has as yet-

agreed upon a new alphabet. In 1881 the Philological

Society of London approved of certain "[lartial correc-

tions of Engli.-h spelling " submitted by Sweet, and these^

are more or less used iu the Proceedings of that society,

as edited by Sweet, and are generally approved by the

American association, but they are not by any means a:i

entirely iihouetic scheme. In the books referred to, and

l^articula^ly Evans's, the whole of this special branch of

the subject of ])honetics, so far as English is concerned,

may be sufficiently e.xamined. (a. j. e*.)

PHOKMIUM, or New Ze.4.l.\n-d Flax (also called "New
Zealand hemp"), is a fibre obtained from the leaves of

Phormium teruix (ord. Liliacea). The plant is a native of

New Zealand, the Chatham Islands, and Norfolk Island ;.

it is now cultivated as an ornamental garden-plant iu-

Euroi)e, and for economic purposes it has been introduced

into the Azores. Tlie leaves grow from 3 to 6 and even

9 feet in height and from 2 to 3 inches in breadth, spring-

ing from the extremity of a rhizome. After the tuft of

leaves has continued growing for about three years a flower-

ing stalk springs up to the height of about 16 feet, and
when it comes to maturity the whole plant dies down.

Meantime, however, lateral branches or fans have been

given off from the main rbizomc, and thus the life of the

jilant is continued by stem as well as seed. Phormium ha*

been treated as a cultivated jilant in New Zealand, though

only to a limited extent, and with no promising results

;

for the supplies of the raw material dependence has betn

principally ].laced on the abundance of the wild stocks ard

on sets jilanted as hedges and boundaries by the Maoris.

Among the-=c jicopli ilic libie has always been an article of

conaideiable ii!Ji>ortauce, yielding clouks, mats, cordage,^

1
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fisuing-Unes, &c., its yaluable properties having attracted

the attention of traders even before colonists settled in the

islands. The leaves, for fibre -yielding purposes, come to

maturity in about six'lnonths, and the habit of the Maoris

is to cut them down twice a year, rejecting the outer and

leaving the central immature leaves. Phormium is prepared

with great care by native methods, only the mature fibres

from the under-side of the leaves being taken. These are

collected in water, scraped over the edge of a shell to free

them from adhering cellular tissue and epidermis, and more
than once washed in a running stream, followed by renewed

scraping till the desired purity of fibre is attained. This

native process is exceedingly wasteful, not more than one-

fourth of the leaf-fibre being thereby utilized. But up till

1S60 it was only native-prepared phormium that was known
in the market, and it was on the material so carefully, but

-wastefully, selected that the reputation of the fibre was
built up. The troubles with the Maoris at that period

led the colonists to engage in the industry, and the sudden
demand for all available fibres caused soon afterwards by
the Civil War in America greatly stimulated their endea-

vours. Machinery was invented for disintegrating the

leaves and freeing the fibre, and at the same time experi-

ments were made with the vie%v of obtaining it by water-

retting and by means of alkaline solutions and other

chemical agencies. But the fibrj produced by these rapid

ond economical means was very infcr'or in quality to the

product of Maori handiwork, mainly t ecause weak and un-

developed strands are, by machine preparation, unavoidably
intermixed with the perfect fibres, which alone the Maoris
-select, and so the uniform quality and strength of th^

material are destroyed. No means have yet been devised

for producing by mechanical or chemical means fibre in

the perfect condition it shows when selected and prepared

hy Maoris. Phormium is a cream-coloured fibre with a fine

silky gloss, ca^jable of being spun and woven into many of

the heavier textures for which flax is used, either alone or

in combination with flax. It is, however, principally a
cordage fibre, and in tensile strength it is second only to

Manila hemp ; but it does not bear well the alternations of

wet and dry to which ship-ropes are subject. It is largely

used as an adulterant of Manila hemp in rope-making, and
recently it has come into use as a suitable material for the

bands of self-binding reaping-machines. Between 1864
and 1876 there were exported from New Zealand 26,434
tonsof phormium, valuedat£592,218; in 1881 the exports

were 1307 tons, of tho value of £26,285.
PHOSPHORESCENCE, a name given, to- a variety of

phenomena due to diflferent causes, but all consisting in

the emission of a pale more or less Ol-defined light, not
obviously due to combustion. The word was first used by
physicists to describe the property possessed by many
substances of themselves becoming luminous after ex-

posure to light. Such bodies were termed " phosphori,"
and the earliest known appears to have been barium
sulphide, which was discovered by Vincenzo Cascariolo, a
cobbler of Bologna, at the beginning of the 1 7th century.

See Phosphorus, Subsequently, -n-hen certain animals
were objerved to be similarly endowed, the word "phos-
phorescent" was applied to them also. It is clear, how-
ever, that the light derived from previous exposure to

light, which thus becomes, as it were, stored up, is hardly
comparable with that which is produced by living proto-

plasm and evidently under the control of the nervous
system. It has been suggested that this latter should
have a special name appropriated to it, and here it will

certainly be convenient to divide the subject into two
heads in accordance with this distinction.'

A. Phosphorescence ln Minerals.— In addition to

the phosphorescence after insolation already alluded to

(see Light, vol. xiv. p. 603) many minerals exhibit this
property under other circumstances : (a) on heating to a
temperature much below what is known as "red heat"
(fluorspar, lepidolite, quinine)—this being often attended
with a change in molecular structure or in specific heat

;

(6) on friction, as in the case of fused calcium chloride
(Homberg's phosphorus)

;
(c) on cleavage, a property mani-

fested by mica, the two split portions becoming electrified

—

the one positive, the other negative
;

(J) on crystallization,

as boracic acid after fusion, or water on rapid freezing.^

A few meteorological phenomena may here be mentioned.
Rain has been seen to sparkle on striking the ground, and
waterspouts and meteoric dust have presented a luminous
appearance. The iffnis fatuus, or w&l-o'-the-wisp, seen in

marshy districts, has given rise to much difference of

opinion : Kirby and Spence suggest that it may be due to

luminous insects ; but this explanation will certainly not
apply in all cases, and it is perhaps on the whole more
reasonable to believe that the phenomenon is caused by
the slow combustion of marsh gas (methyl hydride).

B. Phosphorescence in Organisms.—The vegetable
kingdom has furnished few instances of the property under
consideration ; the earliest on record took place in the year
1762, when a daughter of Linnaeus saw luminous emana-
tions from a species of Tropseolum, since which time a like

appearance has been noticed in Hdianthus annuus, Liliuni
bu/bi/erum, Calendula officinalis, Tagetes patnla, and T.
erecta, all of which are red or orange -coloured flowers.

A few cryptogams have been seen to shine in the dark,
e.g., Schistostega osmundacea among the liverworts ; Rhizo-
morpha subierranea, Fungus igneus in Amboyna, and other
fungi in Brazil and Italy ; and the mycelium (thread-like
fibres) of other species growing in decayed wood is also
occasionally luminous. There are a*BO a number of small
marine phosphorescent OTga.msms- (Pyrocysiis, Peridininm),
concerning which it is impossible to say with certainty
whether they should be referred to the animal or the vege-
table kingdom. But the most brilliant as well as the most
varied and interesting cases of phosphorescence belong
to the animal world, and there is not one of the larger
groups which does not furnish some instances of it.

Nature of^ the Light.—The light emitted by diff'erent

animals varies very much in colour : green has been
noticed in the glow-worm, fire-flies, some brittle-stars,

centipedes, and annelids ; blue is seen in the Italian fire-

fly {Luciola italica)
; and this and light green are the pre-

dominant colours exliibited by marine animals, although tho
beautiful Girdle of Venus and some species of Salpa and
Cteodora appear red, and Pavonaria and other gorgonoid^
lilac. The curious lantern-fly {Fulgora pyrorhynchus) has
a purple light. One very remarkable instance is mentioned
of an Appendicularia in which the same individual appeared
first red, then blue, and finally green. ^ In comparatively
few cases has the light been e.xamined by the spectroscope.
Panceri • states that in every instance observed by him it

was monochromatic, the spectrum consisting of a continu-
ous band without any separate bright lines ; in Pholas this

band extended from the line E of the solar spectrum to

a little beyond F ; in VmbelMa, examined on the voyage
of the " Challenger," it was sharply included between the
lines b and D.'

Luminous Organs.—In the lowest forms of life and in

' PhipsoD, Phosphorescma, London, lS6'i.
- Ehrenberg, Das Leuchten des ileeres, \&Zf>, and in Abhandt. H:

Akad. -Wiss., Berlin (1834), 1836.
' Giglioli, "La Fosforescenza del Mare," in BolUl. i&c. Oeoj.-

Geol. lUil., 1870.
' Numerous papers in Atti Accad. Sci. Fis. e Mat., Naples, 1870

78, and abstr., Ann. Sci. Kat., ser. 5, vol. xvi., 1872.
' Thomson, Voyaje of ike Challengir : the Atlantic, Loudon, 1S77,

vol. i. p. 150.
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many jeliy-fisli tbere seem to be no organs specially set

apart for the production of light, this being emitted from

the >vhole surface of the body ; but even in the latter

group a degree of specialization is found, for in some it is

only the marginal sense-organs, in others the radial canals

and ovaries, that are luminous. In other groups of animals

the localization of the photogenic property in certain organs

or tissues is universal, and these present the utmost variety

in structure and situation. In the sea-pens {Pennaiula)

every polj-p has eight luminous bands on the outer surface

of the stomach ; when the colony is touched the light com-

mences at the point irritated and then spreads to other

portions. Pyrosoma, a colonial free-swimming ascidian,

has two small patches of cells at the base of each inhalent

tube ; the celb have no nucleus, but contain a material

•which appears from its chemical relations to be fatty ; as

in Painatula, the light spreads from the irritated point.

In the transparent pelagic mollusc [Phi/Uirrlioe) there are

rounded cells cormected with the nerve-twigs from which,

as also from the ordinary cells of the nerve-ganglia, the

light emanates. Several annelids [Chjdoplerus, TomcpUris)

have luminous organs at the bases of lateral processes of

the body. The rock-boring mollusc (P/wlas), whose phos-

phorescent properties were known as long ago as the time

of Pliny, has three distinct luminous organs—(1) a curved

band along the anterior border of the mantle, (2) two small

triangular patches at the entrance of the anterior siphon,

and (3) two long parallel cords situated within this latter

;

these are all covered with ciliated epithelium, like that of

other parts of the mantle, but having granular contents.^

The glow-'worm {Lampt/ris sphndidula) has been investi-

gated by ilax Schultze ;

'^ he finds that the male has a pair

of organs in each of the two segments preceding the last

in the abdomen ; each organ consists of a pa'-; transparent

superficial layer, which gives ofi' the light; and. a deep

opaque layer, whose function is less obvious, but which

may serve as a reflector.' Quite recently Emery* has

examined the Italian fire-fly, in which both male and

female are luminous. As in the glow-worm, the organ

consists of two layers : the dorsal contains large quantities

of uric acid salts ; while in the ventral layer there are clear

cells arranged in cylindrical lobules, which surround verti-

cally-disposed tracheal limbs—a structure comparable to

the stellate tracheal cells of Schultze, The luminous organs

are regarded as homologous to the " fat body " so common
in insects. The ultimate branches of the trachese ramify

in these and terminate in peculiar star-like cells ; nerve-

fibres are also present. The Mexican fire-flies {Pyropkorus)

are va. most respects similar to the glow-worm, but have a

pair of organs in the thorax and one in the abdomen, whilst

the lantern-flies {Fulyora) carry their light at the extremity

of a long curved proboscis. Many crustaceans are lamin-

ous, but in most cases it has not been observed from what

part of. the body the light emanates ; in some instances,

however (Thysanojmda [A't/diphanes] norvegica, Euphausia

pellueida, ic), there are small globular phosphorescent

organs, which have often been described as eyes, beneath

the thorax and between the abdominal swimmerets. Sars '

states that "these globules . . . constitute a highly com-

plicated luminous apparatus, the lenticular body of the

organs, generally described as a true eye-lens, acting as a

condenser, which . . . enables the animal to produce at

will a very bright flash of light in a given direction."

Mr John >Iurray in the same place records the occurrence

• Panceri, op, cit.

= "Znr Kenntn. d. Leuchtorgane v. Lamfyrls spUndidula," in

Archivf. mikr. Anat., vol. i., 1865.
• Heinemann, " Vnters. tL d. Leuchtorgane d. b. Vera Cruz vor-

kon.m. Leuchtkafer," in Archivf. mikr. Anat., vol. TiiL, 1«72.

* X'itschr. /. wiss. Zoo!., vol. il., 18Si.

• Sarrclive of the " Challenger " ExjxdUion. vol. I 1865.

of a very brilliant display of this phosphorescence during
the " Triton " expedition in the Faroe Channel.

Many deep-sea fish possess round shining bodies im-
bedded in the skin, either in the vicinity of the eye or

along the sides of the body ; some of these resemble modi-
fied eyes, whilst the structure of others recalls a glandular

organ without the usual duct,^ and it is supposed that

some or all of these are luminous organs, the lens in the

former group acting as a bull's eye (see Ichthyology, voL
xii. p. 684).

Dead and putrescent animals are not unfrequently phos-

phorescent ; this fact has most commonly been observed in

fish, though instances are not wanting in which the pro-

perty has been manifested by molluscs and other animals,

and even by the human body. Furthermore, a few startling

but apparently well-authenticated instances are on record

in which human beings have been luminous while yet alive

owing to certain states of disease.'

Causes of Phosphorescence.'—Ou this head it is at present imjios-

sible to write ^\•ith certainty ; it seems likely, however, from the
variety of the effects produced by different chemical and physical

agents, that the causes are manifold. In.many instances light

is only emitted after stijnulation, either mechanically, chemically

(by fresh water, 'milk, ammonia), or by electricity, though there

are cases in which this last has no effect whatever. The fact that
the nervous system is so often closely connected with the luminous
organs indicates that the exhibition of the light is either dependent
on the volition of the animal or is th? reflex result of the stimula-

tion of sensory nerves (Panceri). In the glow-worm the distribu-

tion of tracheae (air-tubes) throughout the photogenic apparatus, and
the fact that carbonic acid extinguishes the light while oxygen in-

tensifies it, suggest that it is due to some form of slow combustion,

while the fatty contents of the luminous cells of this and many
other animals point to the probability that a fat containing free

phosphor\is is the active agent in the process. Since a large num-
ber of luminous organs retain their power after the death of tho

animal, and even after desiccation and subsequeut moistening,

there seems no necessity to adopt the theory that we have to deal

with an instance of the direct transformation of vital into

radiant euergy. •

The well-known phosphorescence of the sea is due to the animals
which inhabit it, except in a few cases in which it has been ascribed

to pntrescent "matter. This was known as long ago as 1749, when
Vianelli' discovered in the waters of tho Adriatic a luminous animal-

cule which was named by him Kereis noctiluea, unj was probably

the creature now known as Kocliluca miluiris. Tliis minute animal
swarms in countless myriads on the surface of the se^ not very far

from land, and is the commonest cause of its diffuse luminosity,

although other low forms of life such as Peridinium {Ceratiutn}

contribute in no small degree ; and in mid-ocean another organism,

Pyrocystis, which has often been mistaken for Xoclitu£/i, appears to

replace it, and is very abundant. The brilliant sparkling phos-

phorescence more rarely seen is caused by tlie nreseiice of copepods

and other small surface crustaceans.

Uses of Phosphorescence.—The service rendered by this property

to its possessors is in many cases by no means obvious ; indeed it

would seem certain that to crustacean larvas and other surface-

organisms surrounded by voracious enemies phosphorescence must
be a "perilous gift." It is possessed by so many anthozoa and
jelly-fish, which have also stinging organs, that fish have perhaps
learned to shun instinctively all phosphorescent animals ; fishermen

state that fishes avoid nets in which phosphorescent Mcdusm have
become entangled ; if such be the case, it would be possible for

animals otherwise defenceless to obtain protection by acquiring

this property.^ A similar hvpothesis has been propounded with

respect tj the Italian fire-fly, ^^ although, as regards the glow-worm,

it has been generally believed that the light serves to attract the

opposite sex, and the same has been stated with respect to the

earth-worm. The fact that so many deep-sea animals are phosphor-

escent, coupled with the discovery that many fish from those regions

have large and normally-developed eyes whilst others have organs

which appear to be adapted for the production of light, has led to the

belief that thi^ source of light becomes of great importance in the

depths of the ocean where no sunlight penetrates,—an hypothesis

which is known as the "abyssal theory of light." (W. E HO.)

• Ussoff, BulL See. Imp. Nat. Moscow, vol liv. part i. p. 79,

1879.
' Phipson, op. eit.

' Xuoi-e ScopcrU intorno allt Luei tiotturru ddt AapM manna,
Venice, 1749.

• VwTill, in Xalure, vol. xxx. p. 281, 1884
» Zeitschr. f. wUs. ZooL, xl, 1884.
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±'HOSPHORUS ANT) PHOSPHATES. " Phosphorus "

(<^s<^f)o?, light-bringer) had currency in chemistry as a

generic term for all substances which shine in the dark

without burning, until the name came to be monopolized

by a peculiar kind of " phosphorus " which was discovered,

some time previous to 1C7S, by the German alchemist

Brand of Hamburg. Brand, hoping to obtain thereby

an essence for the " ennobling " of silver into gold, sub-

jected urine-solids to dry distillation. In lieu of the

hoped-for essence he obtained as part of the distillate a

wax-like, easily fusible solid which, besides being phos-

phorescent, readily caught fire, to burn with a dazzling

tight into a white solid acid. The new phosphorus natur-

ally excited universal interest ; but it was, and remained,

only a rather costly chemical curiosity until Scheele, in

1771, starting from the discovery of Gahn that bone-ash

is the lime-salt of a peculiar non-volatile acid, proved that

this acid is identical with the one formed in the com-

bustion of phosphorus, and that the latter, being only
" phlogisticated " bone-ash acid, can be obtained from it

by distillation with charcoal at a high temperature. This

method of Scheele's is used to the present day for the

manufacture of phosphoras, aud even the theoretical notion

on which it rests is recognized as correct as far as it goes,

anhydrous bone-ash acid being a compound of phosphorus

with oxygen the formation of which involves the liberation

of part of the energy ("phlogiston ") of each in the kinetic

fort of heat. That phosphorus is an elementary sub-

stance was originally a surmise, which, however, has been

confirmed by all subsequent experiences. In compara-
tively recent times it was found that Brand's phosphorus

is susceptible of passing (by mere loss of energy) into two
allotropic modifications, known as "red" and "metallic"

phosphorus respectively, so that the name " phosphorus "

has again come to assume a generic meaning, being used for

these three substances and the element as such conjointly.

Manufacture.—For the mantfacture of ordinary phos-

phorus any kind of phosphate of lime might be used, and
in fact mineral phosphates are used occasionally, though
as a rule the bones of domestic animals are employed as

a raw material. Such bones (apart from a large percent-

age of water and a small admixture of fats and other

subsidiary organic components) consist essentially of two
things, namely, (1) osseine—a nitrogenous organic com-
pound, insoluble in water, but convertible by long treat-

ment with hot water into a solution of "glue"—and

(2) an inftisible and incombustible part,— the two being

united together (perhaps chemisally) into a cellular tissue.

The following analysis of the humerus of an ox gives an
idea of the constitution of the second part and its ratio to

the whole.

Phosphate of line, JjOsSCaO 61-4

Phosphate of magnesia, PjOjSMgO 1-7

Carbonate oflime 8'6 717
Osseine 283

100

The percintages, however, m Dones generally are sub-

ject to great variation. 'WTien bones are heated to red-

ness in the absence of air the organic part is destroyed,

and there remains ultimately a cellular tissue of bone-

phosphate impregnited, so to speak, -with finely-divided

charcoal. Thia black residue, known" as "bone-black,"

is used largely for the decoloration of sugar-syrup, and,

after having been exhausted in this direction, forms a
cheap material for the manufacture of bone-ash and con-

sequently of phosphorus; but, as a rule, the phosphorus-

manufacturer makes his bone- ash direct from bones, by
btuning them in ii furnace (constructed and wrought pretty

much like a limekiln) between alternate layers of coaL

The burned I ones (which retain their original shape)

are ground up into granules of about the size of lentils,

and these are then placed in a wooden tank coated inside

vath lead, to be decomposed by means of about their owi»
weight of chamber-acid, i.e., sulphuric acid containing

about 60 per cent, of real H^SO^. To accelerate the
action the bone-meal is mixed with boOing water previous

to the addition of acid, and steam may be passed into the

magma when its temperature threatens to fall .too low.

The acid readily decomposes the carbonate of the bon^-

ash, and then acts, more slowly, on the- phosphate, the

process being Completed in about twenty-four hours ; and
the result, in regawl to the latter, is that about two-thirds

of the phosphate are decomposed into sulphate of lime

(gypsum), which separates out as a precipitate, and phos-

phoric acid, which unites with the residual one-third of

the phosphate and the water into a solution of superphos-

phate of lime

—

P".0»'caO + *^1-

To eliminate the gypsum the mass is diluted with water,

allowed to settle, and the solution drawn off \\-ith lead

syphons, then the residue is washed by decantation, and
ultimately filtered off through a bed of straw contained

in a cask with a perforated bottom. The spent heat of

the distlUation-fumace is utilized to conaentrate the uSited

liquors to about l"-to specific gravity, when a remnant of

gypsum separates out, which must be removed. The clari-

fied liquor is then mixed ^^ith about one-tenth of its

weight of granulated charcoal, and the whole evaporated in

an iron basin until the mass is sufficiently dry to be passed

through a copper sieve and granulated. The granules are

heated cautiously over a fire, to be dehydrated as far as

possible without loss of phosphorus (as phosphuretted
hydrogen) ; and the dry mass is then transferred to fire;

clay retorts—either pear-shaped with bent-down necks,

or cylinders, about 18 inches long and 4 inches in diameter,

with straight necks—arranged within a powerful furnace.

The condensers are made of earthenware, and must be so

arranged that loss of phosphorus by combustion is avoided
as far as possible ; its condensation takes care of itself.

One construction is to give the condenser the form of a
bell-jar resting in a saucer containing water ; lateral orifices

in the bell serve to couple every two bells into one, to

unite each with its retort-neck, and to send the vapour
(of phosphuretted hydrogen, carbonic oxide, and other

poisonous gases) into a chimney, where they take fire

spontaneously, and the products are carried away hy the

draught. 'While the condensers are being adjusted the

fire is kindled and raised very slowly, but ultimately forced

up to the highest temperature wiich the retorts can stand,

and maintained at this pitch until the appearance of the

flames of the escaping vapours proves the absence from
them of phosphorus, free or combined. This takes from
thirty-six to forty-eight hours. The reduction-process,

though in reality very complex, is in its principal features

easily understood. The acid-phosphate behaves as if it were

a mere mixture of |^ x P2O5 -4- J x PoO^SCaO (bone-phos-

phate). The quasi-free acid (jPjOj) is reduced by the

charcoal with formation of carbonic oxide and phosphorus-

vapour, one-third of the phosphorus remaining in its

original form of bone-phosphate.

The distillation of phosphorus is rather a dangerous

operation, because the connecting pipes at the condensers

are apt to get blocked up with frozen phosphorus, and
consequently must be cleared from lime by copper or iron

wires being pushed through them (at a certain risk to the

operator). Another difficulty is that, although a retort

may be quite whole in the ordinary sense, ft may, and as a

rule does, admit of the perspiration of phosphorus-vapour.

To render retorts as. nearly as possible impermeable to the
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vtpour they are being provided with two or three coats

of some kind of cement, such as a mixture of slaked lime

and borax, or a magma of clay, horse-dung, and water. In

the collecting and further manipulation of the phosphorus

the dangerous inflam^" ability of the substance demands
that all operations be aducted under water.

As soon as the retorts have cooled down sufficiently the

condensers are detached and their tubuli bunged Up to

prevent access of air to the inside. The necks of the

retorts are knocked off and thrown into water to save the

phosphorus which has condensed within them and to unite

it with that of the condensers. From the analysis of the

ox-bone quoted we calculate that its ash contains 17 '6 per

cent, of phosphorus, of which two-thirds ( = 11"7 per cent.)

should be rtcoverable as free phosphorus ; according to

Fleck, the yield of phosphorus is 8 per cent., whUe Payen

puts it down at 8 to 10 per cent. But this crude phos-

phorus is largely contaminated with blo^vn-over bone-ash

and charcoal and with "red" phosphorus. Its purifica-

tion used to be effected everywhere by melting it under

water of about 60° C, and pressing it through chamois

leather by moans of a force-pump. In certain- French
works porous fireclay serves as a filtering medium, while

superheated steam supplies at the same time the necessary

heat and pressure. By the addition of coarsely-powdered

charcoal to the phosphorus the clogging-up of the pores

of the fireclay septum is precluded. A more effectual

method of purification is to re-distil the crude (or perhaps

the previously filtered) phosphorus from out of cast-iron

retorts, the necks of which dip half an inch deep into

water contained in a bucket. A chemical method of

purification is that of Bottcher, who fuses the crude phos-

phorus (100 parts) under water, with addition of 3'5 parts

of -oil of vitriol and 3'5 parts of bichromate of potash.

The phosphorus passes, with a feeble gas-evolution, into

an almost colourless liquid, with a loss of only 4 per cent.

of its weight, as against the 10 to 15 per cent, unavoid-

ably involved in the distillation process. To bring the

])Urified phosphorus into the traditional form of sticks it

is fused under water and sucked up into slightly conical

glass tubes about two-fifths of an inch wide and a foot

long ; the tubes are closed below with the finger and
immersed in cold water to cause the contents to freeze.

The solid stick is then pushed out by means of a rod, and
cut into pieces with a pair of scissors. For emission into

commerce the sticks are put into cylindrical wide-necked

glass bottles, or into tin canisters, full of water, which

latter had better be mixed with a sufficiency of alcohol or

glycerin to prevent freezing (and bursting) in winter time.

Seubert, about 1844, invented an ingenious apparatus

for the continuous casting of phosphorus-sticks, consisting

of a funnel-shaped vessel of copper, terminating below in

ft long horizontal copper tube, the outer end of which lies

within a tank full of cold water. The phosphorus is placed

in the funnel, covered with water, and the whole up to

the cold-water tank raised (by means of a water-bath and
steam-pipes) to a suitable temperature, matters being ar-

ranged so that the phosphorus freezes just on arriving at

the exit end of the tube. The workman then catches the

protruding button of phosphorus and pulls out an endless

.stick, which is cut up into pieces of the desired length.

This ingenious apparatus, however, has not been found to

work satisfactorily, and has been given up again in favour

of some form of the old method. The loss of one-third of

the phosphorus contained in the bone-ash, which is unavoid-

ably involved in the ordinary method of phosphorus-

making, can be avoided, according to Wbhier, by adding

finely-powdered quartz to the mixture which goes into the

retorts. The superphosphate is then completely decom-

f^nsed with formation of a residue of silicate, instead of

phosphate, of lime. An improvement by Fleck aims at

the utilization of the organic part of the bones. He pro-

poses to recover the fat from the bones by boiling them
with water and then the gelatin by digesting them in

hydrochloric acid of 1'05 specific gravity. The gelatin

remains in a coherent form ; the phosphate passes into

solution as mono-calcic salt, which is recovered by evapora-

tion in crystab and then reduced by distillation with

charcoal. None of these (and other) proposals have been

much heeded ; the manufacture of phosphorus at present,

in fact, is almost a monopoly, the bulk of what occurs in

commerce being produced by two firms, viz., Albright

and Wilson of Oldbury, near Birmingham, and Coignet

and Son in Lyons. According to E. K.opp, the production

in 1874 amounted to 1200 tons.

Recently purified phosphorus is a slightly yellomsh or

colourless solid of about the consistence of beeswax. At
low temperatures it is brittle ; specific gravity = 1'83 at

10 C. It fuses at 44°'3 C. into a strongly light-refracting

liquid of 1"743 (Kopp) specific gravity. Neither in the

solid nor in the liquid state does it conduct electricity.

When heated further (in an inert atmosphere such as

hydrogen or carbonic-acid gas) it boils at 290° C, and
assumes the form of a colourless vapour which at 1040° C.

is 4'5 times as heavy as air or 65'1 times as heavy as

hydrogen, whence it follows that its molecular weight is

2 X 65'1 = 130'2 = very nearly/owr times the atomic weight

of phosphorus (31 "0). Phosphorus is insoluble in water,

more or less sparingly soluble in alcohol, ether, fatty oils,

and oil of turpentine, and very abundantly soluble in bisul-

phide of carbon. When exposed to the air, and especially to

moist air, it suffers -gradual oxidation into phosphorous and

phosphoric acids with evolution of a feeble light. Phos-

phorus does not phosphoresce in the absence of oxygen.

Singularly, it does not phosphoresce in pure oxygen either,

unless the tension of the gas be reduced to some point

considerably below one atmosphere (Graham). Phosphorus
is a most dangerous poison ; doses of as little as "1

gramme (=«1'5 grains) are known to have been fatal to

adults. The heads of a few lucifer matches may suffice to

kill a child. Phosphorus is used chiefly for the manu-
facture of lucifer matches (see Matches, vol. xv. pp. 625,

626) and also in the manufacture of iodide of methyl and

other organic preparations used as auxiliary agents in the

tar-colour industry. Phosphorus-paste, made by working

up a small proportion of phosphorus melted under water in

a hot mortar with flour, is used as poison for vermin.

Jicd Fkosphorus.—A red infusible solid which is always produced
when ordinary phosphorus Is made to burn in an insufficient

supply of air, and also by the long-continued action of suulight on
phosphorus-sticks kept under water, used to be taken for a lower
oxide of the element, until A. v. Schrbtter of Vienna showed, in 1845,
that it is nothing but an allotropic modification of the elementary
substance. A given mass of ordinary phospliorus can be converted

almost completely into the red modification by keeping it at 240^

to 250° C. in the absence of air for a sufficient time. The addition

of a trace of iodine to phosphorus at 200° C. brings about tlie

conversion suddenly with large evolution of heat (Brodie). Red
phosphorus is now an article of chemical manufacture. The phos-
phorus is simply heated, and kept at the requisite temperature,
Avithin a large iron pot which communicates with the atmosphere
by only a narrow pipe. At a very slight expense' of the material

the air within the apparatus is quickly deoxygenated and con-

verted into (inert) nitrogeu. The requisite steady temperature Is

maintained by means of a bath of molten solder. By the mere
effect of the heat the phosphorus becomes more and more viscid

and darker and darker in colour, and is at last completely con-

verted into a dark -red opaque infusible solid. This, however,
always includes a small proportion of the ordinary modification,

which is most readily extracted by powdering the crude product
and exhausting it with bisulphide of carbon, which does not alTect

the red kind. A less expensive method ia to boil the powdered
raw product with successive quantities of caustic-soda ley, when
the ordinary phosphorus only is dissolved as liypopbo'sjihite with
evolution of phosphurettcd hydrogen. The resiJmiS isliod and
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dried and then sent out in bottles or canistei^ like auy ordinary

chemical preparation. Ir is not at all alVccted by even moist air,

nor by aerated water, hence it is neither phosphorescent nor

poisonous. Wlien heated in air to about 260° C. it begins to pass

into the ordinary modification and consequently burns, readily

enough, into the same phosphoric acid P2O5 as ordinary phosphorus

does. But its combi-stioa-heat amounts to only 5070 Centigrade-

units per unit' weight of fuel as against the 5953 units produced

n the combustion of ordinary phosphorus. The balance of 8S3
inits is the equivalent of the surplus of energy contained in the

yellow as compared with the red modification. This accounts for

the relative chemical inertness of the latter. The specific gravity

of red phosphorus is 20S9 to 2106 at 17° C. ; its electric conduct-
ive power is about '000,000,1 of that of silver wire (Matthieseu).

It is used in making safety-matches.

Metallic Phosrphorxis. —Thit. discovered by Hittorf. is obtained

by heating ordinary phospnorus with lead in seaied-up tuoes te

redness for forty hours. After removal of the kid by nitric

acid metallic phosphorus remains, partly in the shape of dark re-

splendent plates, partly in the form of microscopic rhombohedra.
It requires a temperature of 358" to be converted into ordinary
phospnorus-vapour. The specific gravity is 2"3-4 at 15° C.

Detection of Fkosphorus.—The detection of (ord.) phosphorus in

medico-legal cases offers no difficulty as long as the phosphorus
has not disappeared*by oxidation. In the case of a mass of food

or the cont^nts of a stomach the first step is to spread out the
mass on a plate and view it ui the dark. A very small admixture
of phosphorus becomes visible by its phosphorescence. Failing

this, the mass is distilled with water from out of a glass flask

connected with a glass Liebig's condenser in a dark room. The
minutest trace of phosphorus suffices to impart phosphorescence
to the vapours at some stage of the distillation. Should this

second test fail we must search for phosphorous acid, which may
be there as a product of the oxidation of phosphorus originally

present as such. To test for phosphoric acid would be of no use,

as salts of this acid are pi^sent in all animal and vegetable juices

and tissues. Phosphorous acid, if present, can be detected by
treating the mass, in a properly constructed gas-evolution appa-
ratus, with pure hydrochloric acid and zinc. The hydrogen gas
evolved must be purified by passing it over pieces of solid

caustic potash, and made to stream out of a narrow platinum
nozzle. If the reagents are pure and phosphorous acid is absent
the gas bums witli a colomdess fiame, which remains so even when
depressed by means of a porcelain plate ; in the presence of phos-
phorous acid the gas contains phosphurctted hydrogen, which
cause? the flame of the gas to exhibit a green core, at least

when depressed by means of a porcelain plate. The test is very
delicate, but in interpreting a positive result it must be remembered
that it applies likewise to hypophosphorous acid, and that certain
salts of this acid are recognized medicinal agents.

Of all phosphorus compounds ortho- phosphates are the com-
monest, and they can be detected by the tests given below under
** Phosphates. " All other phosphorus compounds, when fiised

with carbonate of aikali and nitre, or heated iu sealed -up tubes
with strong nitric acid to a sufficient temperature, are changed so
that the phosphorus assumes the form of ortho -phosphoric acid,
which is easily detected. Either of the two operations named (by
the mere action of the alkali or of the acid qua acid) converts
what may be present of meta-Dhosnhoric or pyro- phosphoric into
ortho-phosphoric acid.

Phospkor-Bronzc.—This name lias been given to a class of useful
metallic substances produced by the chemical union of either pure
copper or of copper alloys with phosphonis. Most commercial
copper is contaminated \rith a small proportion of its own sub-
oxide, which, in the case of an otherwise pure metal, detracts from
its tenacity and plasticity ; and all ordinary bronze is subject to a
similar contamination, because, whatever kind of copper may have
been used in making.it, the tin is sure to suffer partial oxidation,
and some of this oxide, as Montefiori-Levi and Kiinzel found,
remains diffused throughout the casting, and diminishes its homo-
geneity and solidity. Experience shows that both in the case of
copper and bronze the oxygen present as metallic oxide can be re-
moved by introduction iuto the fused metal of a judiciously limited
proportion of phosphorus, which takes out the oxygen (and itself)
into the slag as phosphate, and thus produces a purely metallic
and consequently superior metal. A small excess of phosphorus in
either case effects further improvement. A phosphor-copper con-
taining 0-1 to 0-5 per cent, of the non-mstdlic element has all
the plasticity of the pure metal coupled with higher degrees of hard-
ness and solidity. An alloy of from • 5 to 2 per cent, ^ves good
castings,_ because, unlike the pure metal, it does not form blisters
on solidifying. In the case of phosphorized bronze the presence
of somewhat more than '5 per cent, of phosphorus (in the finished
alloy) produces a warmer tone of colour (more gold-like than that
of the plain alloy), a finer gi-ain (similar to that of steel), a higher
degree of elasticity, and a higher breaking-strain. The latter may
be more than double that of the corresponding plain bronze. By
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increasing or diminishing the proportion of phosphonis the mechan-
ical properties of a phosphor-bronze can be modified at will, within
wide limits. By its fine colour and its perfect fluidity when molten
it lends itstdf particularly well for the casting of artistic or orna-
mental articles. The introduction of phosphorus into the metaT
is best effected by fusing it with the proper proportion of a ridi

phosphor-copper. A phosphor-copper contaiuiug about 9 per cent,

of phosphorus can be produced as follows. A kind of potential

phosphorus ("phosphorus mass") is made by mixing superphos-

phate of lime with 20 per cent, of charcoal, and dehydrating the

mixture at a duH red heat. Si.x hundred parts of this mass are

mi.xed with 975 of copper-turnings and 75 of charcoal, and kept at

copper-fusion heat for sixteen hours within a graphite crucible.

The phosphor-copper is obtained in the form of detached granules,

which are picked out, re-fUsed. and cast out into cast-iron moulds.
Phosphor-bronze has only come to be popularly known during the

last decade or two ; but as early as 1848 A. & H. Parkcs of Bii-

niingham took out a" patent for phosphoriferous metallic alloys.

Pkosphurcited Hydrogens.—Of these three are known, namely, f 1

)

phosphine, a gas of the composition and specific gravity PK ,

(2) a volatile liquid of the composition and vapour-density P0H4,
and (3) a yellow solid of the probable composition PjHj. The
liquid compound (No. 2) at once takes fire when it comes into-

contact with air, and a small admixture of its vapour to any inflam-

mable gas, such as coal-gas, renders the latter self-inffamniable..

The most important and b"tst known of the three hydrides i^f

phosphine, PH3. This gas is formed when (syrupy) phosphorous
acid is heated—thus, 4PH303 = 3PH^04 4-PH3 ; also when phos-

phorns is being dissolved in hot solutions of caustic potash, soda,

or baryta

4P-f3(KHO-fH,0)= 3PH3K03 + PH3;
Hypophos-

jihite.

also by the action of water on the phosphides of hiiC^hly basilous

metals. The gas evolved by any of these processes is impure ; that

obtained by the second or third invariably includes vajiour of P^Hj,
and consequently is. self-inflammable. Pure phosphine can be
obtained only by decomposing solid iodide of phosphonium with
concentrated caustic potash -ley in a suitable gas-evolution bottle

preWously filled with hydrogen to avoid explosions. It is a coIovk"-

less gas, smelling intensely like putrid fish, and very poisonous. It

is slightly soluble in water, and takes fire in air only beyond 100° C.

It may be mixed with pure oxygen without change ; but when the
mixture is suddenly expanded it explodes violently. Notwith-
standing its analogy to ammonia (NH3), phosphine is only very
feebly basic. It unites with gaseous hydriodic or hydrobromic
acid into solid phosphonium salts PH^(I or Br) ; but these are
both decomposed by water into the respective acids and phosphine.
Pure phosphine is little known ; chemists are more familiar with
the (impure) gas which is evolved when "phosphide of calcium"
is thrown into water, and which, containing vapour of P2H4, at
once catches fire when it bubbles out of the water into the air,

with formation of steam and a smoke of mela- phosphoric acid,
which latter, in a still atmosphere, assumes the form of an exquisite
vortex-ring. During the last decade or so this reaction has come
to be pretty extensively utilized in navigation for producing a
light on the surface of the sea at night, in case of accidents, and
for other purposes. A British patent for this useful application of
phosphide of calcium was granted (as No. 1S28) to the agent of
Silas and Pegot Ogier of Paris on the 8th of August 1859, but
allowed to lapse iu 1863, to be subsequently wrought by others.
The manufacture of the phosphide is now (1884) being chiefly
carried on by one firm (in "Warrington, England), and through
the courtesy of their chemist. Sir "VV. G. Johnston, the writer is

enabled to give the following details. The preparation of the
phosphide is effected within a crucible standing on a support
within a furnace, and divided by a perforated false bottom into
two compartments. The lower is charged with pieces of phos-
phorus, the upper, up to the closely-fitting lid, with fragments of
quicklime. The firing is conducted so that the lime is red hot
before the phosphorus, through the radiation and conduction of
tlie heat applied above, begins to volatilise. A charge yielding
20 lb of product is finished in from five to eight hours. ^ The
reaction is very complex, but it is easy to see through its general
course

; part of the phosphorus deoxidizes lime with formation
of P2O5, which unites with other lime into phosphate, and of

calcium, which combines with other phosphorus into phog^hides.
Of the latter, PCa seems to predominate, and consequently the
product, when thrown into water, should yield chiefly the hi;dride
P2H4 ; but this latter very readily breaks up into phosphine and
solid hydride PjH. The crude phosphide forms a brown stone-
like mass, which must at once be secured in air-tight receptacles.

But most of it is immediately worked up into " lights " of various
kinds, of which the "life-buoy light" may be selected as an
example. It consists of a cylindrical tinned-iron box, the upper
half of which is taken up by an inverted hollow box, which serves
as a float when the light is iu the water. The lower half contains
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some 16 oz. of fraf^enis o. -ihospliide of cihium. Two small

circular portions of the top and bottom rcspect;\-aly consist of soft

metal (lead). These are pierced with an appended pricker before

the apparatus goes overboard along with the buoy, to which it is

attached by means of a cord. The wafer penetrates through the

lower hole and the gas comes out through the upper and burns

with a brilliant flame, which is from 9 to 18 inches liigh and lasts

for about half an hour. A larger similar contrivance, intended

to be accommodated within a bucket full of water on deck, serves

as an inextinguishable night-signal to ships in distress. By the

British Merchant Shipping Act, 1S76, Vict. 21, every sea-going

passenger-stearaer and every emigrant-ship must be provided with

arran<^mcnts for inextinguishable distress -lights and life-buoy

lights. In the British navy a peculiar form of the phosphide of

calcium light is used in connexion with torpedo-practice.

Phosphorus Bases.—This is a generic name for organic bases which

are related to phosphine (PH3), as the "compound ammonias "are to

NHj. Sec Chemistry, vol v. p. 516 sq.; also Methyl, vol xvi.

p. 197. Tri-ethyl phosphine P{C«Hs)3, a colourless self-inflammable

liquid, readily unites with bisulphide of carbon into a red crystal-

line compound, and consequently is available as a delicate reagent

for the detection of the vapour of this compound in coal-gas.

Phosphates.
" Phosphates," in chemistry, is a generic term for the salts formed

"by the union of the acid-anhydride I^Oj with bases or water or

both. As explained in Chemistry (vol v. pp. 517, 318) there are

thi-ee classes of phosphates customarily distingxiished by the prefixes

ortho, pvro, and meta. The last two nowhere occur in nature, find

, are hardly known to the arts ; hence in this article only the ortho-

ccmpouud-s will be noticed, and their specific prefix will be droppeU

except where it is needed for definiteness. Combined i>hosphoric

acid is universally diffused throughout the three kingdoms of

nature, and (it is perhaps as well to add) to the practical, if not

absolute, exclusion of ali otlier pliosphorus compounds. All organic

tissues and juices contain it : of animal matters bones and blood-

solids, of vegetable the seeds of cereals, may ba referred to as being

exceptionally rich in phosjihates. Of mineral phosphates the follow-

in-' may be here referred to :—pyro-morj.hite, SCP^O. . 3PbO) -f PbCl.^,

where the chlorine may be replaced partially by fluorine ; wavellite,

PoOjSFeO -t- 8H0O. AU these and any others that might be named

are rare minerals compared with apatite and its derivatives.

Apatite.—This exists in a variety of forms, but, as long as unde-

composed, always answers the formula SCPA-S^aOj-l-tCaXo). In

the fluor-apatites the Xj is wholly F._, (fluorine) ; in the chlor-apatites

it stands for (Clj, F)^ i.e., chlorine and fluorine coming up conjointly

to two equivalents. See vol. xv\. p. 407.

Pk^pkoriies.—Phosphorite is the name given to many impure

forms of amorphous or n.absive ai^atite, modified more or less by

disinte"Tation, It occurs {n) in massive, irregular, (jorroded-looking

nodules embedded in limestone or other kinds of soft rock near

Ambers (Bavaria), in Baden, Wiirtemberg, the--"\V'e";er hills, and

in the ^eutcburger Wald, and contains from 40 to 80 per cent, of

phosphate and up to 3 per cent of fluoride of calcium ; the phos-

phorite nodules in the sandstone of Kursk and Voronezh, the

"South Carolina phosphate," and the " Ldt phosphate" belong to

tiic same category. It is met with (b) in more or less extensive

beds, as "kidneys," as stalactites, or as a connective cement \ii

breccias; such phosphorite, of which large quantities are found in

the Lahn valley, generally contains only from 25 to 60 per cent.

of phosphate of lime, and includes large percentages of clay or

marl, and more or less of the phosphates of iron and alumina.

Another variety is (c) black phosphorite slate. A deposit contain-

in*' 20 per cent of P.,05 occurs in the Coal-measures of Hoi-de

(\?estphalia), also in Wales; an earthy deposit is found in the

" braunkohle " of Pilgramsreuth in the Fichtelgebirge. Phosphorite

is also found (rf) in veins, as a stone of very varying structure,

generally intermixe<l with quartz,— for instance at Logrosan in

Estremadura (65 to 80 per cent of phosphate and up to 14 per cent,

of fluoride of calcium), also in the Silurian slate of the Dniester.

CoprolUcs.—According to Buckland, coprolites are derived from

the excrements of extinct animals. They consist of highly impure

phosphate of lime. All native phosphate of calcium being fiuor-"

ift:u>us, we need not wonder at the constant occurrence of traces of

phosjihates in the bones of vertebrate animals ; the wonder is that

the fluorine in these amounts to only '005 per cent*

Preparation.—For the preparation of phosphates the oxide PoOj

affords a natural starting-point. This substance is produced when
[fhosphorus burns in an abundant supply of oxygen or air. Appa-

ratus for the convenient execution of the process on a preparative

scale are described in the handbooks of chemistry. Phosphoric

anhvdiide forms a snow-white, loose, inodorous powder, which,

I Soitie boo1(« (Nicklte) quote as bigli percentages as 1 or 1*5 but these are

band Ml erroneous aiialy:)«3.

when heated in a hard glass tube to redness, sublimes slowly. li

is extremely hygroscopic "UTien thrown into water it hisses like a
red-hot iron and passes into the mcta-acid, must of which, in spite

of its abundant solubility', separates out as a sticky precipitate,

which is rather slow in dissolving. It is the most energetic of all

dehydrating agents ; even sulphuric acid, when distilled with an
excess of it, snfi'ers dehydration, and passes into SO3. The pre-

paration is liable to be contaminated with red phosphorus and
phosphorous anhydride (PaOj), also with "white arsenic," because

most commercial phosphorus, being made by means of^ri/c5-vitriol,

is arseniferous. A freshly-prepared solution of the anliydride in

water, being one of the meta-acid, coagulates albumen (as HNOj
does) and gives a white precipitate with nitrate of silver. But,

when the solution is allowed to stand, the dissolved meta-acid
gradually passes into pyro-acid (P2O52H3O), and this latter again
gradually passes into ortho-acid (PoOgSHjO), the highest hydrate.

At a boiling heat, especially if a little nitric acid be added, the

whole of the dissolved P0O5 is converted into ortho-acid in the

course of one or two hours. The solution then does not coagulate

albumen ; it gives no precipitate with nitrate of silver unless the

mixture be neutralized with an alkali, when a yellow precipitate of

the salt PoOj.SAgjO comes down. The aqueous ortho-acid, when
evaporated at temperatures not exceeding 160' C, and ultimately

dried at this temperature, leaves its substance PjOj. SH^O as a thick

syrup, which, when left to itself in a drv atmosphere, slowly freezes

into cr.*stals. At 215° C. the ortho-a::c{ loses one-third of its water

and becomes pyro-acid ; at a red-heat it is reduced to a "glass " of

meta-:^cid, P2O5H2O, which retains its water even at the highest

temperatures. The substance known in pharmacy as "aciJum
phosphoricum glaciale " is very impure met^-acid.

Orlkv-Phosphoric Mid, H3PO4. —The synthetical method de-

scribed in the last paragraph is not so easy in practice as it appears on
paper ; hence it is generally preferred to prepare this substance by
the oxidation of ordinary phosphorus with nitric acid. An acid

of 1*2 specific gravity works best ; weaker acid acts too slowly ; it

stronger it may act mth dangerous violence. One part of phos-

phorxts is placed in a large tubulated retort, connected with an

ordinary globular receiver, and treated therein, at a carefully regu-

lated heat, with ten or twelve parts of tlie acii AVhen about

half the acid has distilled over, it is poured hack and the opera-

tion resumed and kept on until all the phosphorus is dissolved.

The excess of nitric acid is then distilled over as far as conveniently

possible and thus recovered. Towards the end of the distillation

a fresh gas-evolution sets in through the conversion of previously

f>roduced phosphorous acid (H3PO3) into phosphoric. The residual

iquid in the retort is now poured out into a Berlin porcelain (or,

what is better, a platinum) basin, and, if it still contains phosphor-

ous acid, fully oxidized by evaporation with occasional addition of

strong nitric acid. Phosphorous acid, if present, is easUy detected

by the following tests: (1) its solution, when mLxed with nitrate

of silver and excess of ammonia, gives a bladr precipitate of metallic

silver; (2) when, heated with a solution of corrosive sublimate,

HgCI.. it proiluccs a white precipitate of calomel, "HgCl
; (3) when

heatcil. to boiling wiUi excess of aipieous sulphurous acid it gives

a precipitate of sulphur, or, if arsenious acid is present of sulpliide

of arsenic. When the final oxiJ.uion is accomplished the acid

needs only be freed of the remnant of nitric acid by repeate*!

evaporation with water to be ready for use if arsenic be ahscnt.

As a rule, however, this impurity is present :ind must be removed
by diluting the acid, passing in sulphuretted hydrogen first at

70* C, and then in the cold, and allowing Vj stand for twenty-four

liours, when all the arsenic is converted into sulphide, wh?ch, after

elimination of the excess of sulphuretted hydrogen by continued
exiwsure to air at a gentle heat, is filtered off. In practice, as a

rule, the filtrate is being concentrated to some predetermined
specific gravity and preserved as aqueous phosphoric acid, whicli

preparation is official, and used besides for the cleansing of

metallic surfaces, in lithography, and for other purposes. The
British phannacopceia pi-escribes for the oflicial acid a strength

corresponding to 10 per cent of P2O5.

Hager has published a complete table showing the dependence
of the specific gravity, taken at 17''"5 C, on the strength cf the

acid. From it the following is extracted.

Spec Gi-av-
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«r dtiic «dd ; but the writer is far from recommending the substi-

tution. Professor Gamgee has made the very surprising discovery
that meta-phosphcric and pyro-phosphoric, although so closely allied

to ortho-phosphoric acid, are poisons, as phosphorous acid is.

Phosphoric acid readily combines with and neutralizes alkalis,

even when these are given as carbonates. The concentrated acid,

when heated in porcelain or glass strongly attacks either material

;

hence its concentration ought always to be etlected in platinum.
In former times, when phosphorus was expensive, the acid, or rather
an apology for the same, used to be prepared from bone-ash.

Alkaline Fhosphatis.—Of these the di-sodic salt is of the greatest

pr^tical Importance. It b prepared by somewhat more than
neutralizing the hot aqueous acid with carbonate of soda. A cheaper
^manufacturing) process is to prepare a solution of ''super-phos-

phate " from bone-ash by the action ofvitriol, and, after eliminarion
of the gypsum, to supersaturate the liquid with carbonate of soda
«nd tiller off the phosphate ofi lime produced (see p. S15si/;>rff, where
the process is explained indirectly). ^ The salt, from sufficiently

strong hot solutions, separates out in large transparent crystals of
the composition POjHXij-HaHjO, which lose their crystal-water
on exposure to dry air. even at ordinary temperatures, and verv
quickly at 100' C. The residue, P0jHXa5= tiP.Oj.aXajO.HjOl,
when heated to redness, loses its remnant of water and becomes
pyro-phosphate, which latter retains its specific character on being
dissolved in water. A solution of the (original) salt in water has
a ihild taste (hence its preferential application as a pleasant purga-
tive) ; it colours red litmus-paper intensely blue, and does not act
cpon alkaline carbonate. But, when evaporated with the calciJated
proportion of carbonate of soda (Xa,COj per P,Os) to dryness at,

ultimately, a red heat, it yields a residue of tri-sodic salt (PO^Xa,)
as a white mass, infusible at the highest temperature producible
within a platinum crucible over a glass 'blowpipe. The solution
of this salt in water has all the properties of a mixed solution
of PO,r> a.JI -i- XaOH ; vet it is capable of depositing crvstals of
the composirion PO^Xaj + 12H.0. The mono-sodic salt (P64H^a),
proilucible by mixing together solutions containing the quantities
HjPO^ and Xa.HPOj, is of no importance. Of the three potash
salts, the mono-metallic salt (POjKH^t is the most readily produced.
It-forms beautiful anhydrous quadratic crystals which at a red heat
lose their HjO and become meta-phosphate, PO^K.

Avimonia Salts.—A strong solurion of the acid, when super-
saturated with ammonia, deposits on cooling crystals of the di-

ammonic salt POj^NH,)JI, liable to be contaminated with the
mono-ammonic salt. The tri-ammonic salt is very unstable, and
hardly known.
The double sail P0j(XH4)XaH -f IHjO was known to the al-

chemists as "sal microcosmicum tcrinse," and is interesting his-

torically as having served Brand as a raw material for the mak-
ing of phosphorus. It is easily prepared, either by mixing the
solution of the two quantities "POjKajHPOj and PO^CXHjjjHPOj
together and allowing to crystallize, or by dissolving the Former
along with XH^Cl parts of sal-ammoniac in water, and removing
the chloride of sodium produced by crystallization in the heat.

Jlicrocosmic salt, when heated to redness, leaves a viscid glass of
meta-phosphate of soda, which dissolves all basic metallic oxides
pretty much as fiised borax does, with formation of glasses which
often exhibit colours characterisric of the dissolved oxides. Hence
its applicarion in blowpipe analysis.

FnosphaUs of Lime.—Tne normal salt P.Oj.SCaO or PO^ca,,
where ca = JCa= one equivalent of calcium, or perhaps a compound
of it and carbonate of lime, forms the predominating component of
bone-a?h. A hydrate of the salt is produced by precipitating
chloride of calci-am solution with esce3s of onlinaiy phosphate of
soda, mixed with enough of ammonia to produce (virtuJly) tri-

alkaline salt, as a gelatinous precipitate similar in appearance and
behaviour on filtration to precipitated alumina. A suspension of
this precipitate in water, when mixed with a carefully adjusted
quantity of hydrochloric acid, gradually passes into a mass of
microscopic crystals of di-calcic salt, POjCajH -H xAq, which latter
is used medicinally. A solurion of the di-ealcic or tri-calcic salt, in
the proper proportion of hot aqueous hydrochloric acid, deposits on
cooling crusts of crystals of the mono-calcic salt PO,H»ca, which
is soluble in about 700 parts of cold water, but is decotnposed, by
hot water or by prolonged contact with a proportion of cold water
insufficient to dissolve it, into free acid and a precipitate of di-
calcic salt, 2POjCaH,= PO,H3-i-P04ca,H. A very impure form of
this salt, known as "superphosphate," enters into the composition
of many artificial manures. Snch superphosphate is made in-
dustrially by treating broken-up bones, or powdered bone-ash, or
powdered "phosphorite, or coprolite, or occasionally apatite with
chamber-acid, meaning vitriol of about 60 per cent., as it comes
out of the chamber. The phosphate is mixed with the acid in a
lead-lined trough by means of machinery, when a rather lively
reaction sets in, involving the evolution of vapour of water mixed
v-ith hydrofluoric acid, and fluoride of silicon if mineral phosphate
is used, possibly also with traces of fluoride or chloride of arsenic,
and, in any case, with stinking Tolatile organic substances. The I
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vapour, therefore, mnst be removed by means of suitable draught
arran^ments. 'The mass passes from the trough into a (ventilated)

chamber, where the reaction gradually accomplishes itself with ulti-

mate formation of a porous friable mass, dry to the touch. This is

superphosphate as it goes out into commerce or is used as an ingredi-
ent in makingmore complex manures. Its value is determined chiefly

by its percentage of "soluble phosphoric acid, " meaning the percent-
age of P5O5, extractable as PO^Hj or PO^caHo by a certain large
proportioa of cold water. This percentage is liable to decrease on
long-continued storing, especially in the case of mineral superphos-
phate, through a gradual formation of (or regeneration of origin-

ally present) phosphate of iron and alumina, partly, perhaps, also

through the spontaneous decomposition of some of the mono-calcic
salt into insoluble di-calcic salt and free acid. The portion of the

P^Os which has thus become insol'uble is designate " reduced

"

j'hosphoric acid. In regard to other phosphates than those named
reference may be made to the handbooks of chemistry.

Analysis.—Phosphoric acid, when given in any form, soluble in

solution of ammonia, can be detected and determined by " magnesia
mixture" (a solution of chloride of magnesium and sal-ammoniac,
MgCU . 2NHjCl, strongly alkalinized by addition of aqueous am-
monia). The phosphoric acid is very gradually, but at last completely,
precipitated in microscopic crystals of the sait PO^MgNH^-reH.O,
which, though slightly soluble in water, can be washed pure, with-
out loss, with dilute ammonia. All other acids except arsenic acid
(As.0^)—which behaves like phosphoric, and, if present, mnst be
removed by sulphuretted hydrogen—remain dissolved. The precipi.

tate, when kept at a red heat, assumes the composition Pj052MgO,
and from the weight of the ignited precipitate that of the phos-
phoric acid present is easily calculated. Phosphates soluble in acids,

and reprecipitated from their solutions as such by ammonia—as
phosphate of lime or alumina, or ferric oxide—used to give great
difScuhies to the analysts until Sonnenschein founded an excellent
quantitative method for their analysis upon a reaction discovered
by Swanbeig and Struve, which is explained under SToLTBDEXtJM
(voL ivi p. 697). The phosphate is dissolved in nitric acid
(hydrochloric is less to be recommended) and the solution mixed,
and kept for some hours at 40° C, with a large excess of a solution
of molybdate of ammonia- in excess of nitric acid. The phosphoric
acid (along with any arsenic acid that may be present) comes down as
yellow crystalline phospho-molybdate of ammonia, soluble in phos-
jihoric acid and slightly iu water, but insoluble in dilute nitric acid in
the presence of a sufficiency of nitrate of ammonia. The precipitate
is soluble in aqueous ammonia, and from the solution its PjOj can
be precipitated by magnesia mixtura as above explained. Neither
of the two methods applies directly to ni eta-phosphates or pyro-
phosphates. Regarding these, see the last paragraph of the section
" phosphoras " above. (w. D.)

PHO'i'lUS, patriarch of Constantinople from 857 to

867 and again from 877 to 886 A.D., the most eminent
literary and ecclesiastical character of his age, was probably
born bet-ween 820 and 825. K we could credit the asser-

tions of his adversaries, his father, an official of the im-
perial court, named Sergius, was of heathen extraction, and
his mother, Irene, a faithless nun. It is more certain that
he displayed from an earlyage the most extraordinary talent
and appetite for knowledge, and that, having mastered
whatever Greek literature could- give him (Latin and
Hebrew he never acquired), he began to teach with dis-

tinguished success grammar, rhetoric, divinity, and philo-
sophy. The way to public life was probably opened for
him by the brilliant marriage of his maternal uncle to the
princess Irene, sister of the empress Theodora, who, upon
the death of her husband Theophilus in 8-12, had assumed
the regency of the empire. Photius became captain of the
guard and subsequently first imperial secretary. Some-
where about 850 he was entrusted with a mission to the
" Assyrians," by whom the Saracens must be meant, pos-
sibly to the court of the caliph of Baghdad. Just previous
to his departure on this mission he compiled his Bibliotheca,

or Mynobiblion, the noblest monument of his erudition,
and, from the number of classical authors whose writing
it has partially preserved, by much tbe^ost important of
his works.

Some time after his return from this embassy an un-
expected path was opened to Photius's ambition by the
dissensions betw^n the patriarch Ignatius and Bardas, the

uncle of the youthful emperor Michael III., who had suc-

ceeded to the regency on the disgrace of Theodora. Ignatirs
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a man of austere morals and apparently not exempt from

spiritual pride, had excommunicated Bardas on the ground

of an alleged incf=;tuous connexion with his daughter-in-

law. Bardas retorted by an accusation of a conspiracy.

Ignatius was arrested and imprisoned (November 857),

and upon his refusing to resign was illegally deposed,

when Photius, receiving all the necessary sacerdotal orders

within six days, was installed as patriarch in his place.

This sudden elevation of a layman to the highest ecclesi-

astical office could not but -provoke scandal, even though

the laic, as was actually the case, might be the first theo-

logian of his age. Ignatius, continuing to refuse the abdi-

cation which could alone have given it a semblance of

legality, was treated with extreme severit)', and a violent

persecution broke out against his adherents. Photius

urged clemency in his epistles to Bardas, probably with

sincerity, but shrank from taking the only step which could

have effectually repressed the persecution and healed the

schism,—the resignation of the patriarchate. In judging

his conduct, however, two circumstances have to be borne

in mind,— the fact that the party of Ignatius dwindled

away so rapidly as to flatter Photius with the hope of its

extinction, and the espousal of his competitor's cause by

Nicholas, bishop of Rome, in a manner highly offensive

to the independent feeling of the Eastern Church. Photius

felt himself the champion of Eastern Christianity against

Latin pretensions ; and, when in 863 Nicholas finally

anathematized -and deposed him, he replied by a counter-

excommunication. He also sought to ally himself with

Western bishops who had been displaced or suspended by

the arrogant Nicholas, and with the latter's secular adver-

saries, while at the same time he was more honourably

engaged in endeavours to reunite the Armenians to the

Eastern Church, in combating the Paulicians, and in success-

ful missions to the Russians and Bulgarians. While these

transactions were proceeding the situation was suddenly

changed by the murder of Photius's patron, Caesar Bardas,

by order of the emperor Michael, who was himself assassin-

ated by his colleague Basil in the following year (867).

The fall of Photius immediately ensued, but the attendant

circumstances are exceedingly obscure. According to

Georgius Hamartolus, or rather his continuator, the cause

was Photius's stern reproof of the crime by which Basil

had obtained the throne. As the only definite testimony

of any kind, this statement cannot be wholly disregarded,

'lut it is certainly difficult to reconcile it with the general

suppleness of Photius in his relations with the Byzantine

court. Whatever the cause, Photius was removed from

his office and banished about the end of September 867,

a few days after the accession of Basil, and the deposed

Ignatius, brought back from his exile, was reinstated on

23d November. The convocation of a general council

followed, to give the restoration of Ignatius a character of

indisputable legality. This synod, regarded by the Latins

as the eighth oecumenical council, but rejected as such by

the Greeks, met in October 869. The attendance of Eastern

bishops was relatively very small ; Photius's friends and

creatures generally remained faithful to him ; and the

ostentatious patronage of Pope Hadrian must have been

irritating to the Orientals. Photius, when brought before

the assembly, maintained a dignified silence, which per-

plexed his accusers, but could not avert his condemna-

.tion. It seems, nevertheless, to have been generally felt

that.the "proceedings of the council v>ere entitled to little

moral weight. The usurper, for such ha unquestionably

wasj had BUccessfuUy identified him*lf with the cause of

his church and nation. In his captivity, which, notwith-

standing his complaints, the extent of his correspondence

proves to have been mild, he maintained the same unbend-

ing spirit, andrejected all overtures.of compromise. About

876 he was suddenly recalled to Constantinople and en-

trusted with the education of Basil's children. A tale of

his having regained favour by forging an illustrious gene-

alogy for the upstart emperor may be dismissed without

hesitation as an invention of his enemies. Tlie cause was
in all probability Basil's recognition of the fact that he haa
disgraced and banished the ablest man in his dominions,

and the best qualified- to fill the patriarchate upon the

decease of the aged Ignatius. This event soon occurred,

probably in October 877, and after a decent show of relucts

ance Photius again filled the patriarchal throne. Accord-

ing to his own account, which there seems no reason to

discredit, he had become fully reconciled fo his predecessor,

and had shown him much kindness. Photius now proceeded

to obtain the formal recognition of the Christian world.

In November 879 a synod, considered by the Greeks as

the eighth oecumenical council, and far more numerously

attended than the one by which he had been deposed, was
convened at Constantinople. The legates of Pope John
Yin. attended, prepared to acknowledge Photius as legiti-

mate patriarch, a concession for which John was so much
censured by Latin opinion that Baronius rather fancifully

explains the legend of Pope Joan by the contempt excited

by his want of spirit. John, however, was finn on the

other two points which had long been contested between

the Eastern and Western Churches, the ecclesiasticaljuris-

diction over Bidgaria and the introduction of the "filioque"

clause into the creed. He disowned his legates, who had
shown a tendency to yield, again excommunicated Photius,

and thus kindled smouldering ill-will into the open hostility

which has never been appeased to this day. Strong in

the support of the council, Photius simply ignored him.

He has been accused of interpolating John's letters, a

charge not improbable in itself, but which can neither be

proved nor disproved at this date. At the height of glory

andsuccess he was suddenly precipitated from his dignity

by another palace revolution. Archbishop Theodore Santa-

baren, his confidant and favourite, had accused Basil's son,

Leo, of a conspiracy against his father. Leo owed his

liberty and eyesight to Photius's entreaties ; nevertheless,

on his accession in 886, he involved his benefactor in the

ruin of his accuser. Arrested, degraded from the patri-

archate, banished to the monastery of Bordi in Armenia,

Photius, as if by magic, disappears from history. No letters

of this period of his life are extant, which leads to the

inference that his imprisonment was severe. The precise

date of his death is not known, but it is said to have

occurred on 6th February 891.

For long after Photius's death his memory was held in bo special

honour by his countrymen. His literary merits were obscured by

the growing barbarism of the times, and the anarchy and apparent

decrepitude of the Roman Church made his protest against its pre-

tensions seem superfluous. But, when, in the crusading age, the

Greek Church and state were alike in danger from Latin encroach-

ments, Photius became a national hero, and is at present regarded

as little short of a saint. To this character he has not the least

pretension. Few men, it is probable, hare been more atrociously

calumniated ; but, when every specific statement to his prejudice

has been rejected, he stiU appears on a general review of his actions

worldly, crafty, and unscrupulous. Yet, however short he may
fall of the standard of an Athanasius or a Luther, he shows to no

little advantage when regarded as an ecclesiastical statesman. His

firmness was lieroic, his sagacity profound and far-seeing ; he sup-

ported good and evil fortune with equal dignity ; and his fall was

on both occasions due to revolutions beyond his control. If his

original elevation to the patriarchate was Unquestionably irregular,

liis re-enthronement was no less certainly legal ; he began as a

usurper and ended .as a patriot. His zeal for the promotion of learn-

ing, education, and missions was most genuine, and fruitful in good.

In erudition, literary power, and force and versatility of intellect

he far surpassed every contemporary. The records of his actions

arc so imperfect or so prejudiced that in endeavouring to judge his

personal character we have to rely principally upon the internal

evidence of his own letters. With every-allowauc* for their ex parte

and rhetorical cliaracter and the writer's manifest desire to display
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iimsolf in tlie most favoarable light, they nevertheless seem to

afforxl sufficient testimony of a magnanimous spirit and a feeling

heart
The most important of the works of Photius is his renownea '

Myricbiblwn, a collection of extracts from and abridgments of 2S0

volumes of classical authors, the originals of which are now to

a great extent lost. Dictated in haste immediately before liis

departure on his Eastern embassy, it is open to the charges of imper-

fect recollection and hasty criticism, but these are as nothing in

comparison with its merits. It is especially rich in extracts from

historical writers. To Photius we are indebted for almost all wc
possess of Ctesias, llemnon, Conon, the lost books of Diodorus

Siculus, and the lost Nvritings of Arrian, Theology and ecclesi-

astical history are also very fully represented. The best edition

is Bebker's (Berlin, 1824-25), which, however, has neither notes

nor a Latin version. The next of his works in importance is the

Amphilochiay a collection of 333 questions and answers on difficult

points in Scripture, addressed to Amphilochius, archbishop of

Cyzicus. This valualde work has exposed Photius to charges of

plagiarism, which, as he does not claim entire originality, are

wholly undeserved. Tlie only complete edition is that published

ty Sophocles CEconomus at Athens in 185S. Photius is further

author of a i^cxicon (London, 182"2), of a Konxocanon or harmouy
of the ecclesiastical cinons with the imperial edicts relating to tlio

discipline of the church, a work of great authority, but based on
the labours of his predecessors, and of numerous theological writ-
ings. The morb important of these are his treatise Against the
Paiiliciatis, in four books, and his controversy with the Latins on
the procession of the Holy Spirit. His Epistles are valuable from
their contents, but the style is often affected or unsuitable to the
subject. Th6 most complete edition is Valetta's (London, 1864).
Slany of Photius's works yet remain in manuscript. The only
complete edition is Bishop Malou's in Migne's Patrologia Grwca,
and this is very imperfect and unsatisfactory.

After tlie nllusions in his own writings the chief contemporary authority foi

the lift) of Photius is his bitter enemy Nicetas the Paphlagonian, llie biographer
of his rival Ignatius. In modern times his life has been written with great
prejudice and animosity by Barontus. and by Wcguelin in the Memoirs of the

Berlin Acndemu, and more fairly by Hankins {De Bi^antinarum r.erum Scnptor'
itiis, pt. 1). But all previous writers are superseded by the classical work of
Cardinal Hergenrother, Photius, Pairiairh von Constant inopel (3 vols., Ratisbon,'
1S07-09). As a dignitary of the Roman Catholic Church Cardinal Hergenrother,
is inevitably biass'^d against Photius as an ecclesiastic, but his natural candour
and sympathy with intellectual eminenco have made him just to the man, while
his investigation of all purely historical and liffirary queStious is industrious
and exhaustive in the highest degree. (R. GJ

PHOTOGEAPHY
IT would be somewhat difficult to fix a date when what

we now know as " photographic action " was first re-

corded. No doubt the tanning of the skin by the sun's

rays was what was first noticed, and this is as truly the

^flfect of solar radiation as is the darkening of the sensitive

paper which is now in uee in photographic printing oi^era-

tions. We may take it that Scheele, the Swedish chemist,

was the first to enter upon a scientific investigation of the

darkening action of sunlight on silver chloride. He found

by experiment that when siLver chloride was exposed to the

action of light beneath water there was dissolved in the

fluid a substance which, on the addition of caustic (silver

iiitrate), caused the precipitation of new silver chloride,

and that on applying liquor ammonia to the blackened

chloride an insoluble residue of metallic silver was left

behind. He also noticed that of the rays of the spectrum

the violet most readily blackened the silver chloride. In

Scheele, then, we have the first who applied combined

chemical and spectrum analysis to the science of photo-

graphy. Senebier repeated Scheele's experiments, and

found that in fifteen seconds the violet rays blackened

silver chloride as much as. the red rays did in twenty

minutes.! About twenty years later than Scheele's experi-

ments Count Rumford contributed a paper to the Philo-

sophical Transactions of the Royal Society (1798) entitled

" An inquiry concerning the chemical properties that have

been attributed to light," in which he tried to demonstrate

that all effects produced on metallic solutions could be

brought about by a temperature somewhat less than that of

boiling water. Robert Harrup in 1802, however, con-

clusively showed in Nicholson's Journal that, at all events,

salts of mercury were reduced by visible radiation and not-

by change of temperature. In 1801 we come to the next

decided. step in the study of photographic action, when
Ritter proved the existence of rays lying beyond the violet

limit of the spectrum, and found that they had the power

of blackening silver chloride. Such a discovery naturally

gave a direction to the investigations' of' others, and See-

beck (between 1802 and 1808) and Berard turned their

attention to this particular subject, eliciting information

which at the time was of a valuable nature. We need
only mention two or three other cases where the influence

of light was noticed at the beginning of this century.

Wollaston observed the conversion of yellow gum guaiacum
into a green tint by the violet rays, and the restoration

of the colour by the red rays,—both of which, be it observed,

^ It may here be remarked that had he used a pure spectrum he
-would have found that the red rays did not blacken the material in

;ihe slightest degree.

a7e the effect of absorption of light, the original yellow

colour of the gum absorbing the violet rays, whilst the

green colour to which it is changed absorbs the red rays.

Davy found that puce-coloured oxide of lead, when damp,
became red in the red rays, whilst it blackened in the violet

rays, and that the green oxide of mercury became red in

the red rays,—again an e.xample of the necessity of al>

sorption to eS'ect a molecular or chemical change in a sub-

stance. Desmortiens in 1801 observed the change effected

in Prussian blue, and Bijckman noted the action of the

two ends of the spectrum on phosphorus, a research which,

it may be mentioned, Draper extended further in America
at a later date.

To England belongs the honour of first producing a Wedg-

photograph by the utilization of Scheele's observations on woo<l.

chloride of silver. In June 1802 Wedgwood published

in the Journal of the Royal Institution the i:iaper
—" An

account of a' method of copying paintings upon glass and
of making profiles by the agency of light upon nitrate of

silver, with observations by H. Davy." He remarks that

white paper or white leather moistened with a solution of

nitrate of silver undergoes no change when kept in a dark

place, but on being exposed to the daylight it speedily

changes colour, and, after passing through various shades

of grey and brown, becomes at length nearly black. The
alteration of colour takes place more speedily in proportion

as the light is more intense.

"In the direct beam of the sun two or three minutes are sufficient

to produce the full effect, in the shade several hours are required,

and light transmitted through different-coloured glasses acts upon
it with different degrees of intensity. Thus it is found that red

rays, or the common sunbeams passed through red glass, have
very little action upon it

;
yellow and gi'een are more efficacious,

but blue and violet light produce the most decided and powerful

effects.

"

Wedgwood then goes on to describe the method of using

this prepared paper by throwing shadows on it, and infcr-

entially by what we now call "contact printing." He
states that he has been unable to fix his prints, no wash-

ing being sufficient to eliminate the traces of the silver

salt which occupied the unexposed or shaded portions.

Davy in a note states that he has found that, though tho

images formed by an ordinary camera ohscura were too

faint to print out in the solar microscope, the images pi

small objects could easily be copied on such paper.

"In comparing the effects produced by light upon mmiate of

silver (silver chloride) with those upon the nitrate it seemed
evident that the muriate was the most susceptible, and both were

more readily acted upon when moist than when dry— a fact long

ago kno^vn. Even in the twilight the colour of the moist muriate

of silver, spread unon paper, slowly changed from white to faint
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violet ; tliough under similar circumstances no intermediate altera-

tion was produced upon the nitrate Nothing but a method of pre-

venting the unshaded parts of th.; delineatiiins from being coloured

by exposure to the day is wanting to. render this process as useful

as it is elegant."

In this method of preparing the paper lies the germ of

the silver-printing processes which are practised at the

present time (1884), and it was only by the spread of

chemical knowledge that the hiatus which was to render

the "process as useful as it is elegant" was fiUed up

—

when hyposulphite of soda, discovered by Chaussier in

1799, or three years before Wedgwood published his paper,

was used for making the print permanent. Here we must
Stebeck. call attention to an important observation by Dr Seebeck

of Jena in 1810. In the Farbenlehre of Goethe he says

:

"WTien a spectrum produced by a properly constructed prism is

thrown upon moist chloride of silver paper, if the printing be con-

tinued for from fifteen to twenty minutes, whilst a constant position

for the spectrum is maintained by any means, I observe the follow-

ing. In the violet the chloride is a reddish brown (sometimes more
violet, sometimes more blue), and this coloration extends well be-

yond the limit of the violet ; in the blue the chloride takes a clear

blue tijit, which fades away, becoming lighter in the green. In

the yellow I usually found the chloride unaltered ; sometimes, how-
ever, it had a light yellow tint ; in the red and beyond the red it

took a rose or lilac tint. This image of the spectrum shows beyond
the red and the violeVa region more or less light and uncoloured.

This is how the* decomposition of the silver chloride is seen in

this region. Beyond the brown band, . . . which was produced
in the violet, the silver chloride was coloured a grey-violet for a

listance of several inches. In proportion as the distance from
;he violet increased, the tint became lighter. Beyond the red, on
the contrary, the chloride took a feeble red tint for a considerable'

distance. "When moist chloride of silver, having received thC' action

of light for a time, is exposed to the spectrum, the blue and violet

behave as above. In the yellow and red regions, on the other

hand, it is found that the silver chloride becomes paler ; . .
.' the

parts acted upon by the red rays and by those beyond take » light

coloration."

This has been brought prominently for\vard by Dr J. M.
Eder as being undoubtedly the first record we have of

photographic action lending itself to production of natural

colours, a fact which, in describing the Tiistory of photo-

graphic phenomena, has been more or less overlooked.

We shall see later on that this observation of Seebeck was
allowed to lie fallow for many years, until it was again

taken up and published as a novelty. In photography

perhaps, above all other technical applications of science,

there has been a great flood of rediscovery, owing, no
•ioubt, in the first instance to the fact that much published

JB one country has remained vmknown in others, and also

to the fact that it is difficult to boil down photographic

(itiirature and to ascertain what is really scientifically true

r.nd what is merely the result of unscientific use of the

imagination.
_
Photpgraphy has suffer Bd greatly also from

ihe fact that those who follow it are iisually artists rather

tian scientific men,- and fall into mistakes of theory which
must of necessity Jead to wrong conclusions.

N. ds The first to found a process of photography which gave
Niepce. pictures that were subsequently unaffected by light was

Nic^phore de I^lepce {q.v.). His process, which he called

provisionally "h^liographie, de'ssins, et gravures," consists

in coating the surface of a metallic plate with a solution

of asphaltum in oil of lavender and ' exposing it to a
camera image. In his description he recommends that the

asphaltum be powdered and the oil of lavender dropped
upon it in a wine-glass, and that it be then gently heated.

A polished plate 'is covered with this varnish, and, when
dried, is. jeady for employment in the camera. After

requisite exposure, which is very long indeed, a very faint

image, requiring development, is seen. Development is

effected by diluting oil of lavender with ten parts by volume
of white petroleum. After this mixture has been allowed

to gtand two or three days it becomes free from turbidity

and is ready to be used. The nlate is rJaced in a dish

and covered with the solvent. By degrees the parts un--

affected by light dissolve a^vay, a-nd the picture, formect

of modified asphaltum, is developed. The plate is then

lifted from the dish, as much as possible of the solvent

being allowed to drain away. It is next placed on aa
inclined support, and carefully freed from all the remaining

solvents by washing in water. . Subsequently, instead of

using oil of lavender as the asphaltum solvent, Niepce

employed an animal oil, which gave a deeper colour and
more tenacity to the surface-film than did his original agent.

Later still, Daguerre and Niepce used as a solvent the

brittle residue obtained from evaporating the essential oil

of lavender dissolved in ether or alcohol,—a transparent

solution of a lemon -yellow colour being formed. This

solution was used for covering glass or silver plates, which,

when 'dried, could be used in the camera. The time of
exposure varied somewhat in length. Daguerre remarked

that " the time required to procure a photographic copy

of a landscape is from seven to eight hours, but single

monuments, when strongly lighted by the sun, or which

are themselves very bright, can be taken in about three

hours." Perhaps there is no sentence which could be

quoted that illustrates more forcibly the advance made in

photography from the days when this process was described.

The ratio of three hours to TrTjyth of a second is a fair

estimate of the progress made since Niepce. The develop-

ment was conducted by means of petroleum-vapour, which

dissolved the parts not acted upon by light. As a rule

silver plates seem to have been used, and occasionally glass

;

but it does not appear whether the latter material was
chosen because an image would be projected through it

or whether simply for the sake of effect. Viewed in the

light of present knowledge, a more perfectly developable

image in half-tone would be obtained by exposing the film

through the hack of the glass. The action of light on most

organic matter is app«rently one of oxidation. In the

case of asphaltum or bitumen of Judsea the oxidation

causes a hardening of the material and an insolubility in

the usual solvents. Hence that surface of the film is

generally hardened first which first feels the influence of

light. 'iVhere half-tones exist, as in a landscape picture,

the film remote from the surface first receiving the image

is not acted upon at all, and remains soluble in the solvent.

It is thus readily seen that, in the case of half-tone pictures,

or even in copying engravings, if the action were not con-

tinued sufficiently long when the surface of the film farthest

from the glass was first acted upon, the layer next the

glass would in some places remain soluble, and on develop-

ment Would be dissolved away, carrying the top layer of

hardened resinous matter with it, and thus give rise to

imperfect pictures. In carbon-printing development from

the back of the exposed film is absolutely essential, since

it depends on the same principles as does heliography,

S,nd in this the same mode of procedure is advisable. It

would appear that Niepce began his researches as early as

1814, but it does not appear that he was very successful

in his first endeavours: it was not till 1827 that he had

any success worth recounting. At that date he communi-

cated a paper to Dr Bauer of Kew, the secretary of the

Royal Society of London, with a view to its presentation

to that society. Its publication, however; was prevented

because the process, of which examples were shown, was

a secret one. There lies before the present writer an

authentic MS. copy of Niepce's " M^moire," dated " Kew,

le 8 D^cembre 1827," in which he says it will be found

that " in his framed drawings made on tin the tone is too

feeble, but that by the use of chemical agents the tone

may be darkened." This shows that Niepce was familiar-

with the idea of using some darkening medium even with.

l.Is pho'.ographs taken on tin plates.
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Dagnerre "Da^KiTfottrp*.—We ha'?* already noticed in tlfe joint

»nd process of Daguerre and Niepce that polished sOver plates

'''*P**- were used, and we know from the latter that amongst

the chemical agents tried iodine suggested itself. Iodine

vapour or solution applied to a silvered plate would cause

the formation of silver iodide on those parts not acted

upon by light. The removal of the resinous picture

would leave an image formed of metallic silver, whilst the

• black parts ol the original would be represented by the

darker silver iodide. .This was probably the origin of thfi

daguerreotype process. Such shrewd observers as Niepce

and Daguerre, who had formed a partnership for prosecut-

ing their researches, would not have thus formed iodide

of silver without noticing that it changed in colour when
exposed to the light. What parts respectively Daguerre

and Niepce played in the development of the daguerreo-

type, which we shall shortly describe, will probably never

be known with absolute accui«icy, but in a letter from
Dr Bauer to Dr Bennett, F.E.S.. dated 7th May 1839, the

former says

:

" I receiveJ a very interesting letter from Mods. Isidore Niepce,

dated 12th Jlirch [about a moi.tU.'after the publication of the

daguerreotj"pe process], and that letter fully confirms what I sus-

pected ol" J3aguen-e's manceu^Te-' with poor Nicephore, but .Mr

Isidore observes that for the present that letter might be considered

confideutiaL"

Dr Bauer evidently knew more of "poor Nic^phore's"

work than most people, and at that early period he
dearly thought that an injustice had been dene to Niepce
at the hands of Daguerre. It should be remarked that

Nicephore de Niepce died in 1833, and a new agreement
was entered into between his son Isidore de Niepce and
Daguerre to continue the prosecution of their researches.

It appears further that Niepce communicated his process

tO'Daguerre on 5th December 1829. At his death some
letters from Daguerre and others were left by him in which
the use of iodine, sulphur, phosphonis, lic, is mentioned
as hatmig been used on the metal plates, and their sensi-

tiveness to light, when thus treated, commented upon. We
Di- are thus led to believe that a great part of the success in
guerreo- producing the daguerreotype is due to the elder Niepce

;

^^icM. ^"*^ indeed it must have been thought so at the time, since,

on the publication of the process, life-pensions oS 6000
francs and 4000 francs were given to Daguerre and to

Isidore Niepce respectively. In point of chronology the

publication of the discovery of the daguerreotj'pe process

was made subsequently to the Talbot -type process. It

will, however, be convenient to continue the history of the

daguerreotype, premising that it was published on 6th
February 1 839, whilst Talbot's process was given to the

world on 25th January of the same year.

Daguerreotype pictures were originally taken on silver-

plated copper, and even at the present day the silvered

surface thus prepared serves better than electro-deposited

silver of any thickness. An outline of the operations is as

follows. Abrightly-polished silver plate is cleaned by means,
first of finely-powdered punlice and olive oil then of dilute

nitric acid, and a soft bufi' is employed to give it a brilliant

polish, the slightest trace of foreign matter or stain being
fatal to the production of a perfect picture. The plate,

thus piepared, is ready for the iodizing operation. Small
fragments of iodine are scattered over a saucer, covered
with gauze. Over this the plate is placed, face down-
wards, resting on supports, and the vapour from the iodine

is allowed to form upon it a surface of silver iodide, which
is the sensitive compound. It is essential to note the
colour of the surface-formed iodide at its several stages,

the varj'ing colours being due to interferences caused
by the different thicknesses of the minutely thin film of

iodide of silver. The stage of maximum sensitiveness is

obtained when it is of a golden orange colour. In this

state the plate is withdrawn and removed to the dark slide

of the camera, ready for exposure. A plan frequently
adopted to give an even film of iodide was to saturate a
card with iodine and hold the plate a short distance above
the card. Long e.xposures were required, varying in Paris
from three to thirty minutes. The length of the exposure
was evidently a matter of judgment, more particularly as
over-exposure introduced an evil which was called " solar-

ization," but which was in reality due to the oxidation of

the iodide, itself altered by prolonged exposure to light.

As a matter of history it may be interesting to remark
that the development of the image by means of mercury-
vapour is said to be due to a chance discovery of Daguerre.

It appears that for some time previous to the publication of

the daguerreotj'pe method lie had been experimenting with
iodized silver plates, producing inages by what would now
be called the "printing out" process. This operation' in-

volved so long an exposure that he sought some means of

reducing it by the application of different reagents. Having
on one occasion exposed such a plate to a camera-image,' he
accidentally placed it in the dark in a cupboard containing

various chemicals, and found after the lapse of a night

that he had a perfect image developed. By the process

of exhaustion he arrived at the fact that it was the mercury-

vapour, which even at ordinary temperatures volatilizes,

that had caused this intensification of the almost invisible

camera-image. It was this discovery that enabled the

exposures to be \e\y considerably shortened from those

which it was found necessary to give in mere camera-

priiiting. The development of the image was effected by
placing the exposed plateover a slightly heated (about 75°

C.) cup of mercury. The vapour of mercury condensed on
those places where the light had acted in an almost exact

ratio to the intensity of its action. This produced a picttu-e

in an amalgam of mercury, the vapour of which attached

itself to the altered iodide of silver. Proof that such was
the case was subsequently afforded by the fact that the

mercurial image could be removed by heat. The developing

box was so constructed that it was possible to examine the
picture through a yellow glass window whilst the image was
being brought out. The next operation was to fix the

picture by dipping it in a solution of hyposulphite of soda.

The image produced by this method is so delicate that_it

vaW not bear the slightest handling, and has to be protected

from accidental touching.

The first great improvement m the daguerreotype pro-

cess was the resensitizing of the iodized film by bromipe
vapour. Mr Goddard published his account of the use of

bromine in conjunction with iodine in 18-tO, and M. Claudet
employed a combination of iodine and chlorine vapour in

1841. In 1844 Daguerre published his improved method
of preparing the plates, which is in reality based -on the
use of bromine -n-ith iodine. That this addition points to

additional sensitiveness will be readily understood when
we remark that so-called instantaneous pictures of yachts
in full sail, and of large size, have been taken on plates so
prepared,—a feat which is utterly impossible with.the
original process as described by Daguerre. The next im-
provement to be noticed in the process was toning or gilding

the image by a solution of gold, a practice introduced by
il. Fizepu. Gold chloride is mixed with hyposulphite of

soda, and the levelled plate, bearing a sufScient quantity

of .the fluid, is warmed by a spirit-lamp until the required

vigour is given to the image, as a consequence of which it is

better seen in most lights. Nearly all the daguerreotypes
extant have been treated in this manner, and no doubt their

permanence is in a great measure due to this operation.

Images of this class can be copied by taking electrotypes

from them, as shown by Grove and others. These repro-

ductions are admirable in every way, and furnish a post-
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tive proof, if any were needed, that the daguerrean image

lis a relief.

fir Fox -Talbot Process.— In January 1839 Fox Talbot
ralb6\ described the first of his processes, photogenic drawing, in
Broceas. ^ paper to the Royal Society. He states that he began

experimenting in 1834, and that in tie solar microscope

he obtained an outline of. the object to be depicted in fuU

sunshine in half a second. We must turn, however, to

the Philosophical Magazine for the account of the full

details of his method, which consisted essentially in soak-

ing paper in common salt, brushing one side only of it

with about a 12 per cent, solution of silver nitrate in

water, and drying at the fire. Fox Talbot stated that by
repeating the alternate washes of the silver and salt

—

always ending, however, with the former—greater sensitive-

ness was attained. This is the same in every respect as

the method practised by Wedgwood in 1802 ; but, when
we come to the next process, which he called " calotj^se

"

or " beautiful picture," we have a distinct advance. This

process Talbot protected.by a patent in ISil. It may be

briefly described as the application of iodide of silver to a

paper support. Carefully-selected paper was brushed over

with a solution of silver nitrate (100 grains to the ounce

of distilled water), and dried by the fire. It was then

dipped into a solution of potassium iodide (500 grains

being dissolved in a pint of water), where it was allowed

to stay two or three minutes until silver iodide was formed.

In this state the iodide is scarcely sensitive to light, but

is sensitized by brushing " gallo-nitrate of silver " over the

surface to which the silver nitrate had been first applied.

This "gallo-nitrate" is not a chemical compound, but

merely a mixture, consisting of 100 grains of silver nitrate

dissolved in 2 oz. of water, to which is added one-sixth Of

its volume of acetic acid, and immediately before applying

to the paper an equal bulk of a saturated solution of

gallic acid iu water. The prepared surface is then ready

for exposure in the camera, and, after a short insolation

in the dark, develops itself, or the development may be

hastened by a fresh application of the "gallo-nitrate of

silver." The picture is then fixed by washing it in clean

water and drying slightly in blotting paper, after which it

is treated with a solution of potassium bromide, and again

washed and dried. Here there is no mention made of

hyposulphite of soda as a fixing agent, that having been

first used by Sir J. Herschel in February 18-10. In a

strictly historical notice it ought to be mentioned that

development by means of gallic acid and nitrate of silver

was first known to Rev. J. B. Reade. ^Vhen impressing

images iu the solar microscope he employed gallic acid

and silver in order to render more sensitive the chloride

of silver paper that he was using, and he accidentally

found that the image could be developed without the aid

of light. The priority of the discovery was claimed by
Fox Talbot ; and his claim was sustained after a lawsuit,

apparently on the ground that Reade's method had never

been legally published. It would be beyond the scope of

the present article to give the slight improvements which

Talbot afterwards made in the process. In one of his

patents he recognizes the value of the proper fixing of his

photogenic dra«-ing3 by the use of hyposulphite of soda,

and abo the production of positive prints from the calotype

negatives. We pass over his application of albumen to

porcelain and its subsequent treatment with iodine vapour,

- as 'also his application of albiunen in which iodide of silver

wis held in suspension to a glass plate, since in this he

was undoubtedly preceded by Niepce de St Victor in 1848.

Mbntnen' Albumen Process on Glass.—It was a most decided step
process «jf, advance when Niepce de St Victor, a uephew of Nice-
oa glx'ss.

p-fjQj.g jjg jjjopce, employed a glass plate and coated it with

iodized albumen. The ori,:iQator of this method did not

•meet with' much success. In the hands of JI. Elanquar!

fivrard it became more practicable ; but it was carried out

in its greatest perfection by M. Le Gray. The outline of

the operations is as follows. The whites of five fresh egga

are mixed with about one buhdred grains of potassium

iodide, about twenty grains of potassium bromide, and
ten.grains of common salt. The mixture is beaten up into

a froth with an egg-whisk or fork, and allowed to settle

for twenty-four hours, when the clear liquid is decanted ofif.

A circular pool of albumen is poured on a glass plate, and •

a straight ruler (its ends being wrapped with waxed paper

to prevent its edge from touching the plate anywhere
except at the margins) is drawn over 'the plate, sweeping

off the excess of albumen, and so leaving an even film.

The plate is first allowed to dry spontaneously, a final

heating being given to it in an oven or before the fire.

The heat. hardens the albumen, and it becomes insoluble

and ready for the nitrate of silver bath. One of the

diificulties is to prevent crystallization of the salts held

in solution, and this can only be efiected by keeping them
in defect rather than in excess. ' The plate is sensitized

for five minutes in a bath of nitrate of silver, acidifietl

with acetic acid, and exposed whilst still wet, or it may
be slightly washed and again dried and exposed whilst in

its desiccated state. The image is developed by galUc acid

in the usual way. After the application of albumen many
modifications were introduced in the shape of starch, serum

of milk, gelatin, all of which were intended to hold iodide

in situ on the plate ; and the development in every case

seems to have been by gallic acid. At one time the waxed-

paper process subsequently introduced by Le Gray was a

great favourite. Paper that had been made translucent

by white wax was immersed in a solution of potassium

iodide until impregnated with it, after which it was sensi-

tized in the usual way, development being by gallic acid.

This procedure is still followed in some meteorological

observatories for obtaining transparent magnetogram.s,

barograms, itc. Reflexion will show that in images oh
tained by this process the high lights are represented bj

metallic silver, whilst the shadows are translucent. Such

a print is technically called a " negative." 'When chloride

of silver paper is darkened by the passage of light through

a negative, we get the highest lights represented by white

paper and the shadows by darkened chloride. A print of

this kind is called a " positive."

Collodion Process.—A. great impetus was given to photo- Ccil-

graphy in 1S50, rendering it easy of execution and putting '*'<'''-

it into the hands of the comparatively untrained. This

was the introduction of collodion, a vehicle which up t(J

the present day holds its own against the more rapid pro-

cesses on.account of the facility with which the plates are

prepared, and also because it is a substance totally un-

afl'ected by silver nitrate, which is not the case when any

organic substance is employed, and, it may be said, in-

organic as well in many instances. Thus alfailrfien forms

a definite silver compound, as do gelatin, starch, and

gum. The emploj-ment of collodion for use in photo-

graphy was first suggested by Le Gray, who has been

already mentioned in connexion with the .albumen process.

He does not appear to have gone beyond suggestion, and

it remained for Archer of London, closely followed by

Fry, to make a really- practical use of the discovery.

Collodion is a solution of cotton or cellulose in which

some atoms of its hydrogen have been replaced by NOj by

treatment with a more or less dilute mixture of sulphuric

and nitric acids. The action of the sulphuric acid is to

take up the molecules of water. formed by elimination of

the hydrogen from the cotton, which combines with oxygen

from the nitric acid, the latter acid supplying the cotton

with N0«. According to the temycrature of the acids and
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their dilution a tri-nitro or di-nitro oailulose is said to be

formed, one of which is the explosive ^un-cotton, insoluble

in ether and alcohol, whilst the other, though inflammable,

is readily soluble in a mixture of these two solvents. When
collodion is poured on a glass plate it leaves on drying a

hard transparent film which under the microscope is slightly

retictilated. Before drying, the film is gelatinous and per-

fectly adapted for holding in silu salts soluble in ether and

alcohoL Where such salts are present they crystillize cut

when the film is dried, hence such a film is only suitable

' where the plates are ready to be immersed in the silver-

bath. As a rule, about five grains of the soluble cotton

are dissolved in an ounce of a mixture of equal parts of

ether and alcohol, both of which must be of low specific

gravity, •725 and 'SOS respectively. If the alcohol or

ether be much diluted with* water the cotton (pyroxylin)

precipitates, but, eveii if less diluted, it forms a film which

is "crapey" and tmeven. Such was the material with

which Le Gray proposed to work, and which Archer actu-

ally brought into practical tise. The opaque silver plate

with its one impression was abandoned ; and the paper

support of Talbot, with its inequalities of grain and thick-

ness, followed suit, though not immediately. When once

a fine negative had been obtained with collodion on a glass

plat«— the image showing high lights by almost complete

opacity and the shadows by transparency (as was the case,

too, in the calotVpe procesi)^any number of impressions

could be obt^ed by means of the siiver-printing process

introduced by Fox Talbot, and they were found to pos-

sess a delicacy and refinement of detail that certainly

eclipsed the finest print obtained from a calotype nega-

tive. To any one who had practised the somewhat tedious

calotype process, or the waxed-paper process of Le Gray
with its still longer preparation and development, the

advent of th4 coUodion method must have been extremely

welcome, since it effected a saving in time, money, and
uncertainty. The rapidity of photographic action , was.

much increased, and the production of pictures became

"

possible to hundreds who previously had been excluded

from this art-science by force of circumstances. We can
Coll*- merely give an outline of the procedure, referring the reader
dioo foi further information to the manuals of photography.
P'""^ A glass plate is carefully cleaned by the application of

a detergent such as a cream of tripoli powder or spirits of

wine (to which a little ammonia is often added), then

wiped with a soft rag, and finally polished with a silk

handkerchief or chamois leather previously freed from
grease. A collodion containing soluble iodides and bro-

mides is made to flow over the plate, all excess being
drained off when it is covered. A good standard formula

for the collodion may be taken to be as follows,—55
giains of pyroxylin, 5 oz. of alcohol, 5 oz. of etier ; and in

this liqiaid are dissolved 2| grains of ammonium iodide, 2

grains of cadmium iodide, and 2 grains of cadmiiam bromide.

When, the collodion is set, i.e., when it is in a gelatinous

condifioD, the plate is immersed in a bath of nitrate of

silver—a vertical form being that mostly used in Britain,

whilst a horizontal dish is used on the Continent—a good
formula for which is 350 grains of silver nit-ate with 10
oz. of water. The plate is steadily^ lowered into this solu-

tion' without paiise, and moved in it until all the repellent

action between the aqueous solution of the silver and the

solvents of the coUodiGn is removed, when it is allowed to

rest for a couple of minutes, after which period it is taken
out and placed in the dark slide ready for exposure in the

camera. After undergoing proper exposure the plate is

withdrawn, and in a room lighted with yellow light the
developing solution is applied, which originally was a solu-

tion of pyrogallic acid in water restrained in its action by
•he addition of acetic acid. One of the old formidx

employed by Delamotte was 9 grains of pyrogallic acid, 2
drachms of glacial acetic acid, and 3 oz. of water. The-

image gradually appears after the application of this solu-

tion, building itself up from the silver nitrate clinging to

the film, which is reduced to the metallic state by degrees.

Should the density be insufficient a few dropi of nitrate

of silver are added to the pyrogallic-acid solution and the
developing action continued.

In ISl-i Hunt introduced another reducing agent, which
has continued to be the favourite down to the present

time, viz., ferrous sulphate. By its use the time of neces^

sary exposure of the plate is redud^d, and the image de-

velops with great rapidity. A sample of this developing

solution is 20 grains of ferrous sulphate, 20 minims of

acetic acid, with 1 oz. of water. This often leaves the

image thinner than is requisite for the formation of a good
print, and it is intensified with pyrogallic acid and silver.

There are other intensifiers used to increase the deposit

on a plate by means of mercury or uranium, followed by
other solutions to stUl further darken the double salts

formed on the film ; but into these it is not necessary to

enter here. Such intensifying agents have to be applied

to the image after the plate is fixed, which is done by a

concentrated solution of hyposulphite of soda or by cyanide

of potassium, the latter salt having been first introduced

by Martin and Gaudin in 1853 (La Lvmiere, 23d April

1853). Twenty-five grains of cyanide of potassium to one

ounce of water is^the strength of the solution usually em-
ployed. The reaction of both these fixing agents is to

form with the sensitive salts of sij^er double hyposulphites

or cyanides, which are soluble in water, not, as is often

considered to be the ca^e, to merely dissolve the silver salt

itself. It may be well to remark tjiat the utility of bromides

in the collodion proces seems to have been recognized in

its earliest days, Archer (1852) a]id Bingham (1850) both

mecUfnihg it. We notice this, since as late as the year

1S66.A patent-right in its use wis sought to be enforced

\p America, the patent being taken out by James Cutting

in July 1854. _
Positive Pictures by the CoUodio.i Process.—In the infancy Positive

of the coUodion process it was shown by Mr Honje that collodioo

a negative image could be made to assume the appearance ?'"<*"

of a positive by whitening the metallic silver deposit.

This he effected by using with the pyrogallic acid developer

a small quantity of nitric acid. A better result was obtained

by Mr Fry with ferrous sulphate and ferrous nitrate, whilst

Dr Diamond gave effect to the matter in a practical way.
Mr Archer_used mercuric chloride to whiten the image.

To Mr Hunt, however, must be awarded the credit of

noticing the action of this salt on the image, in his paper
in the Philosophical Transactions of 1843. The whitened
picture may be made to stand out against black velvet, or

black varnish may be poured over the film to give the

necessary black background, or, as has been done more
recently, the positive pictures may be produced on japanned
iron plates (ferrotype plates) or on japanned leather. This

process is stiU practised by some photograpkers, and from
the number of ferrotype plates sold the number of portraits

taken by it mtist be stUl very large.

Moist Collodion Process.—From what has been stated Moist

above it will be seen that for the successful working of the collodion

collodion process it was necessary that the plate should P-^'^^-

be exposed very shortly after its preparation; this was
a drawback, inasmuch as it necessitated taking a heavy-

equipment into the field. In May 1854 Messrs Spiller

and Crookes published in the Philosophical Magazine a

process whereby they were .enabled to keep a film moist

,(so as to prevent crystallization of the silver nitrate) several

days, enabling plates to be prepared at home, exposed in

the field, and then developed in the dark room. The plate

XVIir. — JIC4
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was prepared in the usual way and a solution of zinc

nitrate and silver nitrate in water was made to flo"w over

it. The hygroscopic nature of the zinc salt kept sufficient

moisture on the plate to attain the desired end. Various
modifications in procedure have been made since, but
it is scarcely necessary to record them here ; for details

the reader may consult the volumes of the Photographic
Journal, 1854-55.

CoUo- Dry Plates.—It would appear that the first experiments
dion dry •n^th. collodion dry plates were due to M. Gaudiu. In
plates,

AJ'ialine

ie'el-

oper.

La Lumiere of 22d April and 27th May 1854 he describes

his researches on the question ; whilst in England Mr G.
R. Muirhead, on the 4th August 1854, stated that light

acts almost as energetically on a dry surface as on a wet
after all the silver has been washed away from the former
previous to desiccation. Dr Taupenot, however, seems to

have been the first to use a dry -plate process that was
really workable. His original plan was to coat a plate

with collodion, sensitize it in the ordinary manner, wash
it, cause a solution of alburnen to flow over the surface,

dry it, dip it in a bath of silver nitrate, acidified with acetic

acid, and wash and dry it again. The plate was then in a
condition to be exposed, and was to be developed with pyro-

galHc acid and silver. In this method v/e have a double
manipulation, which is long in execution, though perfectly

effective, as we know from experience.

A great advance was made in all dry-plate processes

"by the introduction of what is known as the "alkaline
developer," which is, however, inapplicable to all plates on
which silver nitrate is present in the free state. It will

be remembered that the developers previously described,

either for collodion or paper processes, were dependent on
the reduction of metallic silver by some such agent as ferrous

sulphate, the reduction taking place gradually and the
reduced particles aggregating on those portions of the film

which had been acted upon by light. The action of light

being to reduce the silver iodide, bromide, or chloride to

the state of sub-salts (e.g., sub-iodide of silver), these re-

duced particles really acted as nuclei for the crystallized

metal. It will be evident that iii such a method of develop-
ment the molecular attraction acts at distances relatively

great compared with the diameters of the molecules them-
selves. If it were possible to reduce the altered particles

it was plain that development would be more rapid, and
also that the number of molecules reduced by light would
be smaller if the metallic silver could be derived from silver

compounds within shorter distances of the centres of mole-
cular attraction. Alkaline development accomplished this

to a very remarkable extent ; but the method is only really

practicable when applied to films containing bromide and
chloride of silver, as iodide is only -slightly amenable to

the alkaline body. We have not been' able to trace the
exact date of the introduction of this developer. It is be-

lieved to be of American origin ; and it is known that in

the year 1862 Major Russell used it with the dry plates he
introduced. An alkaline developer consists of an alkali, a
reducing agent, and a restraining agent. These bodies,

when combined and applied to the solid bromide or chloride
of silver, after being acted upon by light, as when a plate

was exposed to the camera image, were able to reduce the
sub-bromide or sub-chloride, .and to build up an image upon
it, leaving the unaltered bromide intact, except so far as it

was used in the building up. In 1877 Abney investigated

this action and was able to demonstrate wkat actually

occurred during the development. One of the experiments
will show on what grounds this conclusion was arrived at.

A dry plate was prepared by the bath process in the usual
manner (to be described below), and exposed in the camera.-
The exposed film was covered with another film of collodio-

bromide emulsion, which of course had not seen the light.

An image was obtained from the double film by means
of the developer, which penetrated through the upper

unexposed film, and the development was prolonged until

an image appeared through the same film, when the plate

was fixed, washed, and dried. A piece of gelatinous paper

was cemented on the upper film, and a similar piece on
the lower after both had been stripped off the glass.

When quite dry the two papers were forcibly separated, a
film adiering to- each. The upper film, although never

exposed to light, showed an image in some cases more
intense than the under film. The action of the alkaline

developer was here manifest ; the bromide of silver in

close contiguity to the exposed particles was reduced to

the metallic state. Hence, from this and similar experi-

ments Abney was able to announce that silver bromide could

not exist in the presence of freshly precipitated or reduced

metallic silver, and that a sub-bromide was immediately

formed. Thus AgjBr, -f- Agj = 2Ag2Br. From this it -will

be seen that the deposited silver is well within the sphere

of molecular attraction, and that consequently a less ex-

posure {i.e., the reduction of fewer molecules of the eensi-

tive salt) would give a developable image.

The alkalis used embraced the alkalis themselves and
the mono -carbonates. The sole reducing agent up till

recent times was pyrogallic acid. In the year 1880 Abney
found that hydrokinone was even more effective than

pyrogallic acid, its reducing power being stronger. Various

other experimenialists tried other kindred substances, but

without adding to the list of really useful agents. In

1884, however, Herr Egli and Arnold Spiller brought

out hydroxylamin as a reducing agent, which promises

to be of great use if it can be prepared cheaply enough.

Another set of developers for dry plates dependent on Other

the reduction of the silver bromide and the metallic state dry-platt

is founded on the fact that certain organic salts of iron .fl!,"

can be utilized. In 1877 Mr Carey Lea of Philadelphia

and Mr William Willis announced almost simultaneously,

that a solution of ferrous oxalate ' in neutral potassium

oxalate was effective as a developer, and from that time it

has been universally acknowledged as a useful agent in that

capacity.; 'and it is a rare favourite, more especially amongst
Continental photographers. In 1881 Abney showed that

the addition of a small quantity of sodium hj-posulphite

very greatly increased its rapidity of action by reducing

the time of exposure necessary to get a developable image.

In 1882 Dr Eder demonstrated that gelatin chloride of

silver plates could be developed with ferrous citrate, which
could not be so readily accomplished with ferrous oxalate.

The exposure for chloride plates when developed by the

latter was extremely prolonged. In the same year Abney
showed that if ferrous oxalate were dissolved in potassium

citrate a much more powerful agent wa-s formed, which
allowed not only gelatino-chloride plates to be readily

developed but also collodio-chloride plates. These, it may
be said, were undevelopable except by the precipitation

method until the advent of the agents last-mentioned

;

the chloride being as readily reduced as the sub-chloride

rendered the development of an image impracticable. KAy
Amongst tue components of an alkaline developer we Ee-

mentioned a restrainer. This factor, generally a bromide ftraiDcr

or chloride of an alkali, serves probably to form a com- [?
^ ^''"

pound with the silver salt which has not been acted upon velopei-.

by light, and which is less easily reduced than is the silver

salt alone,— the altered particles being left intact. - The
action of the restrainer is regarded by some as due to its

combination with the alkali. But whichever theory is

correct the fact remains that the restrainer does make the

primitive salt less amenable to reduction. Such restrainers

as the bromides of the alkalis act through chemical means
;

but there are others which act through physical means, au
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example of which we have in the preparation of a gelatin

plate. In this case the gelatin wraps up the particles

of the silver compound in a colloidal sheath, as it were,

and the developing solution only gets at them in a very

gradual manner, for the natiiral tendency of all such

reducing agents is to attack the particles on which least

work has to be expended. In the case of bromide of silver

the developer has only to remove one atom of bromine,

whereas it has to remove two in the case of sub-bromide

of silver. The sub-bromide formed by light and that sub-

sequently produced in the act of development are therefore

reduced. A large proportion of gelatin compared with the

silver salt in a film enables an alkaline developer to be used

without any chemical restrainer ; but when the gelatin

bears a small proportion to the silver such a restrainer has

to be used. With collodion films the particles of bromide

are more or less unenveloped, and hence in this case some
kind of chemical restrainer is absolutely necessary. We
may say that the organic iron developers require less

restraining in their action than do the alkaline developers.

Alkaline development was first used by Major RusseU
in a dry-plate process in which the collodion was merely

bromized by means of bromides soluble in alcohol The
plate was prepared by immersion in a strong solution of

silver nitrate and then washed and a preservative applied.

The last-named agent executes two functions, one being

to absorb the halogen liberated by the action of light and
the other to preserve the film from atmospheric action.

Tannin, which Major Russell employed, if we mistake not,

is a good absorbent of the halogens, and acts as a varnish

to the film. Other collodion dry-plate processes carried

out by means of the sQver-nitrate bath were very numerous
at one time, many different organic bodies being also

employed. In most cases ordinary iodized coUodion vas

made use of, a small percentage of soluble bromide being

as a rule added to it. When plates were developed by
the alkaline method this extra bromide induced density,

since it was the silver bromide alone which was amen-
able to it, the iodide being almost entirely unaffected by
the weak developer which was at that time in general use.

One of the most successful bath dry-plate processes was'

introduced by Mr. R. Manners Gordon and was a really

beautiful process. The plate was given an edging of

albumen and then coated with ordinary iodized collodion

to which one grain per ounce of cadmium bromide had
been added. It was kept in the silver-nitrate bath for

ten minutes, after which it was washed thoroughly. The
following preservative was then applied :—

•

Gum arabic 20 gra.

1.- Sugar candy 5 „
,
Water 6 dr.

.„ /Gallic acid 3 grs.

•'•\Water 2 dr.

These ingredients were mixed just before use and, after

filtering, applied for one minute to the plate, which was
allowed to drain and set up to dry naturally. Great
latitude is admissible in the exposure ; it should rarely be
less than four times or more than twenty times that which
would be required for a wet plate under ordinary circum-

stances. The image may be developed with ferrous sulphate

restrained by a solution of gelatin and glacial acetic acid,

to which a solution of silver nitrate is added just before

ipplication, or by the following alkaline developer :

—

J / PyrogaUio acid .-. 96 grs.
'

\ Alcohol 1 oz.

n /Potassium bromide 12 grs,
'•1 Water 1 oz.

o / Ammonium carbonate 8D grs.

"•(.Water 1 oz.

The development of the image requires 6 minims of No.

1, J drachm of No. 2, with 3 drachms of No. 3. If properly

exposed the linage appears rapidly and gradually gains in

intensity, and when aU action from the developer ceases

the plate is washed and further intensified with pyrogallic
acid and silver as is a wet plate. The image is finally fitxed

in sodium hj^posulphite.

In photographic processes not only has the chemical
condition of the film to be taken into account but also the
optical. When light falls on a semi-opaque or translucent

film it is -scattered by the particles in it and passes through
the glass plate to the back. Here the rays are partly

transmitted and partly reflected, a very small quantity of

them being absorbed by the material of the glass. Theory
points out that the strongest reflexion from the back of

the glass should take place at the vertical angle. In 1875
Abney investigated the subject and proved that practice

agreed with theory in every respect, and that the image of

a point of light in development on a plate was surrounded
by a ring of reduced silver caused by the reflexion of the

scattered light from the back surface of the glass, and that

this ring was shaded inwards and outwards in such a
manner that the shading varied with the intensity of the

light reflected at different angles. To avoid " halation," as

this phenomenon is called, it was usual for photographers

to cover the back of their dry plates with some material

which should be in optical contact with it, and which at

the same time should absorb all the photographically

active rays, and only replace those which were incapable of

reducing the silver salt. This was called " backing a plate."

Collodion Emulsion Processes.— In 186-i Bolton and Collo-

Sayce published the germ of a process which revolutionized '^'''°

photographic manipulations, and by a subsequent substi-
!?oj'gs?'

tution of gelatin for coUodion gave an impetus to photo-

graphy which has carried it to that state of perfection at

which it has arrived at the present time (1884). In the

ordinary collodion process it will be recollected that a sen-

sitive film is procured by coating a glass plate with coUodion

containing the iodide and bromide of some soluble salt,

and then, when set, immersing it in a solution of silver

nitrate in order to form iodide and bromide of silver in

the film. The question that presented itself to Bolton

and Sayce was whether it might not be possible to get the

sensitive salts of sUver formed in the collodion whilst

liquid, and a sensitive film given to a plate by merely let-

ting this collodion, containing the salts in suspension, flow

over the glass plate. Gaudin had attempted to do this

with chloride of sQver, and later G. W. Simpson had suc-

ceeded in perfecting a printing process with collodion con-

taining chloride of silver, citric acid, and nitrate of silver

;

but the chloride untU recently has been considered a slow

working salt, and nearly incapable of development. Up
to the time of Bolton and Sayce's experiments iodide of

silver had been considered the staple of a sensitive film
;

and, though bromide had been used by Major Russell and
others, it had not met with so much favour as to lead to

the omission of the iodide. At the date mentioned the

suspension of iodide of sUver in coUodion was not thought

practicable, and the inventors of the process turned their

attention to bromide of sUver, which they found could be

secured in such a fine state of division that it remained
suspended for a considerable time in collodion, and even

when precipitated could be resuspended by simple agita-

tion. The outUne of the method was to dissolve a soluble

bromide in plain coUodion, and add to it drop by drop an
alcoholic solution of sUver nitrate, the latter being in

excess or defect according to the wiU of the operator. To
prepare a sensitive surface the coUodion containing the

emulsified sensitive salt was poured over a glass plate,

allowed to set, and washed till all the soluble salts result-

ing from the double decomposition of the soluble bromide

and the silver nitrate, together with the unaltered soluble
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bromide or silver nitrate, were removed, when the film

was exposed wet, or allowed to dry and then exposed.

The rapidity of these plates was not in any way remark-

able, but the process had the great advantage of doing

away with the sensitizing nitrate, of silver bath, and thus

avoiding a tiresome operation. The plates were developed

by the alkaline method, and gave images which, if not

primarily dense enough, could be intensified by the ap-

plication of pyrogallic acid and silver nitrate as in the

wet collodion process. Such was the crude germ of a

method which was destined to effect a complete change

in the aspect of photographic negative taking ; ^ but for

some time it lay dormant. In'fact there was at first much
"lodifi- to discourage, trial of it, since the pl;,tes often became
itions veiled on development. Mr Carey Lee. of Philadelphia,'
"^ *** and Jlr W. Cooper, jun., of Reading, may be said to have

given the real impetus to the method. Mr Carey Lea,

by introducing an acid into the emulsion, established a

practicable collodion emulsion process, which was rapid

and at the same time gave negative pictures free from

veil. To secure the rapidity Carey Lea employed a fair

excess of silver nitrate, and Colonel Wortley gained further

rapidity by a still greater increase of it ; the free use of

acid was the only meaffls by which this could be effected

without hopelessly spoiling the emulsion. It may be well

to mention that the effect of the addition of the mineral

acids such as Carey Lea employed is to prevent the forma-

tion of (or to destroy when formed) any sub-bromide or

oxide of silver, either of which acts as a nucleus on which

development can take place. Captain Abney first showed

the theoretical effect of acids on the sub-bromide, . as also

the effect of oxidizing agents on both the above compounds

(see below). A more valuable modification was introduced

iu 1874 by Mr W. B. Bolton, one of the originators of

the process, who allowed the ether and the alcohol of the

collodion to evaporate, and then washed away all the

soluble salts from the gelatinous mass formed of pyro-

xylin and sensitive salt. After washing for a considerable

time, the pellicle was dried naturally or washed with alcohol,

and then the pyroxylin redissolved in ether and alcohol,

leaving an emulsion of silver bromide, silver chloride, or

silver iodide, or mixtures of all suspended in collodion.

In this state the plate could be coated and dried at once

for exposure. Sometimes, in fact generally, preservatives

jwere used, as in the case of dry plates nith the bath, in

order to prevent the atmosphere from rendering the surface

of the film spotty or insensitive on development. This

modification had the great advantage of allowing a large

quantity of sensitive salt to be prepared of precisely the

same value as to rapidity of action and quality of film. A
great advance in the use of the collodion bromide process

was made by Colonel Stuart Wortley, who in June 1873

made known the powerful nature of a stroyigly alkaline

developer as opposed to the weak one which up to that time

had usually been employed. The brief exposure necessary

for a coUodion emulsion plate, or indeed any dry plate, had

not been recognized till the introduction of this developer.

This at once placed in the hands of photographers an instru-

ment which by judicious use enabled them to shorten the

time of exposure of their plates and to render possible

effects which had before been considered out of the question.

As an example of the preparation of a collodion»emulsion

and the developer usually employed with it we give the

following,— 2i oz. of alcohol, 5 oz. of ether, 7.5 grains

of pyroxylin. In 1 oz. of alcohol are dissolved 200 grains

of zinc bromide ; ^ it is then acidulated with 4 or 5 drops

' An account of Mr Saype's process is to be founil in the Photo-

graphic Nact of October 1865, or the Photographic Journal of the

same date.

' The advantages of this salt were pomted out by Mr. Wameike in

1875.

of nitric acid, and added to half the above collodion.

In 2 drachms of water are dissolved 330 grains of silver-

nitrate, 1 oz. of alcohol being added. The silvered alcohol

is next poured into the other half of the collodion and the

bromlnized collodion dropped in, care being taken to shake

between the operations. An emulsion of bromide of sUver

is formed in suspension ; and it is in evei'y case left for

10 to 20 hours to what, is technically called "ripen," or,

in other words, to become creamy when poured out upon
a glass plate. When the emulsion has ripened it may be

lised at' once or be poured out into a flat dish and the

solvents allowed to evaporate till the pyroxylin becomes

gelatinous. In this state it is washed in water till all

the soluble salts are carried away. After this it may be

either spread out on a cloth and dried or treated with

two or three doses of alcohol, and then redissolved in equal

parts of alcohol (spcsiSc gravity, "805) and ether (specific

gravity, '720). In this condition it is a washed emulsion,

and a glass plate can be coated with it and the film dried,

or it may be washed and a preservative applied. An ex-

cellent preservative introduced by Colonel Stuart Wortley

is as follows :

—

1. Salvcin, a saturated solution in water.

„ /Tannin 60 grs.

"1 Distilled water 1 oz.

„ /Gallic acid -18 grs.

•^•t'Water 1 oz.

To make the preservative, take 2 oz. of No. 1, 1 oz. of

No. 2, h oz. of No. 3, 40 grains of sugar, and 7 oz. of water.

The plates are immersed in this solution and dried. It is

often necessary to give the plate a previous coating with

very dilute albumen or gelatin in order to make the film

of collodion adhere during development, which can be

effected by the strong alkaline developer, or by the ferrotw-

oxalate developer, previously noticed.

The type of a useful alkaline developer is as follows :

—

, / Pyrogallic acid 96 grs.

^•"l Alcohol loz-

- ( Potassium bromide 12 grs.
^-

"i^
Water distUled 1 oz.

„ / Ammonium carbonate ...80 grs.

''•\'\Vater
.'

: 1 oz-

To develop the plate 6 minims of No. 1, i drachm of Nc
2, and 3 drachms of No. 3 are mixed together and made=

to flow over the plate after washing the preservative off

under the tap. Sometimes the development is conducted

in a flat dish, sometimes the solution is poured on' the

plate.2 The unreduced salts are eliminated by eithei

cyanide of potassium or sodium hjrposulphite. Intensity

may be given to. the image, if requisite, either before oi

after the "fixing" operation. \Vhere resort is had tc

ferrous oxalate development, the developer is made in

one of two ways—(1) by saturating a saturated solution of

neutral potassium oxalate with ferrous oxalate, and adding

an equal volume of a solution (10 grains to 1 oz. of water)

of potassium bromide to restrain the action, or (2) by

mixing, according to Eder's plan, 3 volumes by measure

of a saturated solution of the potassium oxalate with 1

volume by measure of a saturated solution of ferrous sul-

phate, and adding to the ferrous oxalate solution thus

obtained an equal bulk of the above solution of potassium

bromide. The development is conducted in precisely the

same manner as indicated above, ard the image is fixed

by one of the same agents.

Gelatin Emnhion Process.—The facility with which Gelatin

collodion emulsion plates could be prepared had turned all ^^^^f
investigation into this channel, and collodion was not the ^

only vehicle that was tried for holding the sensitive salts

ill suspension. As early as September 1871 Dr E. L.

^ For further details the reader is referred to Instruction in flwto

graph;/, p. 99.
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Maddox had tried emulsifying the silver salt iii gelatin,

and had produced negatives of rare excellence, as the

present writer can testify from personal knowledge. In

Xovember 1873 Mr King described a similar process,

getting rid of the soluble salts by washing. Efforts had
also been made in this direction by ilr Burgess in July

1S73. » Mr R. Kennett ia 1874 may be said to have been
the first to put forward the gelatin emulsion process in a

practical and workable form, as he then published a formula
which gave good and quick results. It was not till 1S78,

however, that the great capabilities of silver bromide when
held in suspension by gelatin were fairly known ; in March
of that year Mr C. Bennett showed that by keeping the

gelatin solution liquid at a low temperature for as long

as seven days extraordinary rapidity was conferred on
the sensitive salt. The molecular condition of the silver

bromide seemed to be altered, and to be amenable to

a far more powerful developer than had hitherto been

dreamt of. In 1874 the Belgian chemist Stas had shown
that various modifications of silver bromide and chloride

were possible, and it seemed that the green molecular

•condition (one of those noted by Stas) of the bromide
was attained by prolonged warming. It may in truth be

•said that the starting-point of rapid plates was 1878, and
that the full credit of this discovery should be allottfd to

-Mr C. Bennett. • Both Kennett and Bennett got rid of

the soluble salts from the emulsion by washing ; and in

order to attain success it was renuisite that the bromide
should be in excess of that necessary to combine with the

silver nitrate used to form the emulsion. In June 1879
Abuey showed that a good emulsion might be formed by
precipitating a silver bromide by dropping a solution of a
soluble bromide into a dilute solution of silver nitrate.

The supernatant liquid was decanted, and after two or

three washings with water the precipitate was mixed with
the proper amount of gelatin. Dr van Monckhoven of

Ghent, in experimenting vdih this process, hit upon the

plan of obtaining the emulsion by splitting up silver car-

bonate with hydrobromic acid, leaving no soluble salts to

be extracted. He further, in August 1879, announced that

he had obtained great rapidity by adding to the bromide
emulsion a certain quantity of ammonia. This addition

rapidly altered the bromide of silver from its ordinary state

to the green molecular condition referred to above. At this

point we have the branching off of the gelatin emulsion
process into two great divisions, viz., that in which rapidity

was gained by long-continued heating, and the other inwhich
it was gained by the use of ammonia—a subdivision which
is maintained to the present day. Photographers' opinions

as to the respective merits of the two methods are much
divided, some maintaining that the quality of the" heated
emulsion is better than that produced by alkalinity, and vice

versa. We may mention that in 1881 Dr Herschell intro-

duced a plan for making an alcoholic gelatin emulsion with
the idea of inducing rapi'd drying of the plates, and in

the same year Dr H. Vogel of Berlin brought forward his

ideas for combining gelatin and pyroxylin together by
means of a solvent which acted on the gelatin and allowed
the addition of alcohol in order to dissolve the pyroxylin.

This method was called " coUodio-gelatin emulsion," and
apparently was only a shortlived process, which is not sur-

prising, since its preparation involved the inhalation of the

fumes of acetic acid.

The warming process introduced by Bennett was soon
superseded. Colonel Stuart Wortley in 1879 announced
that, by raising the temperature of the vessel in which the
emulsion was stewed to 150° Fahr., instead of days being
.-equired to give the desired sensibility only a few hours
were necessary. A further advance was made by boiling

the emulsion, first practised, we believe, by Mr Mansfield

in 1879. Another improvement was effected by Mr W-
B. Bolton by emulsifying the silver salt in a small quantitj

of gelatin and then raising the emulsion to boiling point,

boiling it for from half an hour to an hour, when extreme
rapidity was attained. It would be impossible to enumer-
ate many minor improvements in this process that havt
from time to time been made ; it is sufficient to have stated

in historical sequence the different important stages through
which it has passed. It may be useful to give an idea

of the relative rapidities of the various processes ,we have
described.

Daguerreotype, originally half an hovir's exposure.
Calotype 2 or 3 minutes' ,,

Collodion 10 seconds' ,, ,

Collodion emulsion 15 seconds' ,,

Rapid gelatin emulsion I'jth second ,,

By this it will be seen what advances have been made
in the art of photography during the forty-five years of

its existence.

The following is an outline of two representative processes. All Gciatiii

operations should be conducted in light which can act but very emul-
slightly on the sensitive salts employed, and this is more necessary sions.

with this process than with others on account of the extreme ease

with which the equilibrium of the molecules is upset in giving rise

to tlie molecule wliich is developable. -The light to work with, and
wliich is safe, is gaslight or candlelight passing through a sheet of
Chance's stained red glass hacked by orange paper. Stained red
glass allows but few chemically eiTective rays to pass through it,

whilst the orange paper dirtuses the light. If daylight be em-
ployed, it is as well to have a double thickness of orange paper.
The following should be weighed 'out :

—

1. Potassium iodide » 5 grs.
2. Potassium bromide ....* 135 „
S. Nelson's No. 1 photographic gelatin 30 „
4. Silver nitrate 175 „
c j Autotype or other hard gelatin •. . . ,100 „

t Nelson's No. 1 gelatin 100 „

Nos. 3 and 5 are rapidly covered with water or washed for a few
seconds under the tap to get rid of any adh.crent dust. No. 2 is

dissolved in H oz. of water, and a little tincture of iodine added
till it assumes a light sheny colour. No. 1 is dissolved in 60
minims of water. No. i is dissolved in J oz. of water, and No. 3
is allowed to swell up in 1 oz. of water, and is then dissolved by
heat All the^ flasks containing these solutions are placed in water
at 15C° Fahr. aud carried into the "'Jark room," as the orange-
lighted chamber is ordinarily called ; Nos. 3 and 4 are then mixed
together in a jar or flask, and No. 2 added drop by drop till half
its bulk is gone, when No. 1 is added to the remainder, and the
double solution is dropped in as before. "When all is added there
ought to be formed an emulsion which is very ruddy when examined
by gaslight, or orange by daylight. The flask containing the emul-
sion is next placed in boiling water, which is kept in a state of
ebullition for about three-quarters of an hour. It is then ready,
when the contents of the flask have cooled down to about 100° Fahr.

,

for the addition of No. 5, which should in the interval be placed
ir. oz. of water to swell and finally be dissolved. The gelatin
em 'on thus formed is placed in a cool place to set, after which
it is "\rned into a piece of coarse canvas or mosquito-netting
made into a bag. By squeezing, threads of gelatin containing the
sensitive salt can be made to fall into cold water; by this means
the soluble salts are extracted. This is readily done in two or three
hours by frequently changing the water, or by allowing running
water to flow over the emulsion -threads. The gelatin is next
drained by straining canvas over a jar and turning out the threads
on to it, after which it is placed in a flask, and warmed .till it dis-

solves, half an ounce of alcohol being added. Finally, it is filtered

through chamois leather or swansd'^^^'u calico. In this state it is

ready for the plates.

The other method oi forming the emulsion is with ammonia.
The same quantities as before are weighed out, but the solutions of
Nos. 2 and 3 are first mixed together and No. 4 is dissolved in 1 oz. of
water, and strong ammonia of specific grai'ity 'SSO added to it till

the oxide first precipitated is just redissolved.' This ammoniacal
solutionis then dropped into Nos. 2 and 3 as previously described,
and finally No. 1 is added. In this case no boiling is required

;

but to secure raj^idity it is as well that the emulsion should be
kept an hour at a temperature of about 90° Fahr., after which half
the total quantity of No. 5 is added. , When set the emulsion is

washed, drained, and rcdissolveil as before ; but ia order to give
tenacity to the gelatin the remainder of No. 5 is added bcfojc the
addition of the alcohol, and before filtering.

Coating the Plates.— Glass plates are best cleaned witn nitric Coating
acid, rinsed, and then treated with notash solution, rinsed again, theplat»
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and dried with a clean cloti. They are then ready for receiving

the emulsion, which, after being warmed to about 120° Fahr., is

poured on them in sufficient quantity to cover well the surface.

This being done, the plates are placed on a level shelf and allowed

to stay there till the go}atin is thoroughly set ; they are then put

in a drying cupboard, through which, by a simple contrivance, a

current of warm air is made to pass. It should be remarked that

the warmth is only necessary to enable the air to take up the

moisture from the plates. They ought to be dry in about twelve

hours, and they are ready for immediate use.

ixncj £xpositrc. -^iVith a good emulsion and on a bright day the ex-

ore, posure of a plate to a landscape, with a lens whose aperture is one-

sisteenth that of the focal distance, should not be more than one-

half to one-fifth of a second. This time depends, of course, on the

nature of the view ; if there be foliage in the immediate foregi'ound

it will be longer. In the portrait-studio, under the same circum-

stances, an exposure with a portrait-lens may he from half a second

to four or five seconds.

Develop- Devdopnunt of the Plate.—To develop the image either a ferrous

raent of oxalate solution or alkaline pyrogallic acid may be used. The
late. former is conveniently prepared as described on p. 826. No chemical

restrainer such as bromide of potassium is necessary, since the

gelatin itself acts as a physical restrainer. If the alkaline developer

be used, the folloi\ ing may be taken as a good standard :

—

I P\Toganol 50 grs.

l.JCitricacid 10 „
(Water loz.

„ j Potassium bromide 10 grs.
^-

1 Water 1 02.

„ ( Ammonia, -SSO 1 dr.
•'^ (W.iter 9 „

One drachm of each of these is taken and the mixture made up

to 2 oz. with water. The plate is placed in a dish and the above

pTOred over it without stoppage, wTiereupon the iaiage gradually

appears and, if the exposure has been properly timed, gains suffi-

cient density for printing purposes. It is fixed in a solution of

hyposulphite of soda, as in the other processes already described,

and then thoroughly washed for two or three hours to eliminate all

the soluble salt. This long washing is necessary on account of

the nature of the gelatin,

intenjsi- Intensifying the Negative.—Sometimes it is necessary to intensify

Aing the negative, which can be done in a variety of ways with mercury

cc;ative. salts. An excellent plan, introduced by the Platinotype Company,

is to use a saturated solution of mercuric chloride in water, and a

subsequent addition of 2 grains Ij the ounce of platinic chloride.

This is put in a dish and the metallic solution allowed to act till

sufficient density is obtained. With most other methods with

mercury the image is act to become yellow and to fade : with this

apparently it is not.

Varnish- Varnishing the Negative.—The negative is usually protected by

-ng nega- receiving first a film of plain collodion and then a coat of shellac or

live. other photographic varnish. This protects the gelatin frtim moisture

and also from becoming stained with the silver nitrate owing to

contact with the sensitive paper used in silver printing.

Printing processes.

The first printing process may be said to be that of Fox Talbot

(see above, p. 824), which has continued to be generally employed

to the present day (with the addition of albumen to give a surface

to the print,— an addition first made, we believe, by Fox Talbot).

Paper for printing is prepared by raising 150 parts of ammonium
chloride with 210 parts of spirits of wine and 2000 parts of water,

though the proportions vary with different manufaeturers. These

ingredients are dissolved, and the whites of fifteen fairly-sized eggs

are added and the whole beaten up to a froth. In hot weather it

is advisable to add a drop of carbolic acid to prevent decomposition.

The albumen is allowed two or three days to settle, when it is

filtered through a sponge placed in a funnel, or through two or

three thicknesses of fine muslin, and transferred to a flat dish.

The paper is cut of convenient size and allowed to float on the

solittiou for about a miuute, when it is taken off and dried in a

warm room. Fpr dead prints, on which colonring is to take place,

plain salted paper is useful. It can be made of the following pro-

portions—80 parts of ammonium chloride, 100 parts of sodium

citrate, 10 parts of gelatin, 6000 parts of distilled water. The
gelatin is fijst dissolved in hot water and the remaining components

are added. It is next filtered, and the paper allowed to float on it

• for three minutes, then withdrawn and dried.

3ensi!i?- Sensitizing Bath.—To sensitize the paper it is made to float on a

ing bath. 10 per <:ent. solution of silver nitrate for three minutes. It is then

hung up and allowed to di-y, after which it is ready for use. To
print the image the paper is placed in a printing -frame over a

negative and exposed to light It is allowed to print till such time

as the image appears rather darker than it should finally appear.

Toning Toning and fixing the Print.—The next operation is to tone and

and fiX' fix the print. In the earlier days this was accomplished by means

ingprint. of a bath of sel d'or,—a mixture of hyposulphite of soda and auric

chloride. This gilded the darkened psirts of the print which light

had reduced to the semi-metallic state; and on removal of the

chloride by means of hyposulphite an image composed of metallic

silver, an organic salt of silver, and gold was left behind. There
was a suspition, however, that part of the coloration was due to a
combination o,' sulphur with the silver, not that pure sulphide of
silver is in ,',ny degree fugitive, but the sulphuretted organic salt

of silver seems to be liable to change. This gave plr.ce to a method
of alkaline toning, or rather, we should say, of neutral toning, by
employing auric chloride with a salt, such as the carbonate or
acetate oY soda, chloride of lime, borax, &c. By this means there

was no danger of sulphurization during the toning, to which the

method by sel d'or was prone owing to the decomposition of the
hyposulphite. The substances which can be employed in toning
seem to be those in which an alkaline base is combined with a weak
acid, the latter being readily displaced by a stronger acid, such as

nitric acid, which must exist in the paper after printing. This
branch of photography owes much to the Rev. T. F. Hard\vich, he
having cariied on extensive researches in connexion with it during
1854 and subsequent years. MM. Davanne and Girard, a little

later, also investigated the matter with fruitful results.

The following may be taken as two typical toning-baths :—
{Auric chloride 1 part.

Sodium carbonate 10 parts.

Water 6000 „

, , ( Borax 100 „

*"' t Water 4000 „
,ov I Auric chloride 1 part.

ff"l Water 4000 parts.

In the latter (a) and (/5) are mixed in equal parts immediately
before use. Each of these is better used only once. A third batb.

is ;^
Auric chloride 2 parts.

Chloride otlime 2 „
Chalk , 40 „
Wat«r . SOOO „

These are mixed together, the water being warmed. "When cool

the solution is ready tor uSe. In toning piints there is a distinct

difl"erence in the modus operandi according to the toning -batb

employed. Thus in the first two baths the print must be thoroughly

washed in water to enable all free silver nitrate to be carried away
from the image, that salt forming no part in the chemical reactions-

On the other hand, where free chlorine is used, the presence of

free silver nitrate or some active chlorine absorbent is a necessity.

In 1872 Abney showed that with such a toning -bath free silver

nitrate might be eliminated, and if the print were immersed in-a

solution of a salt such as lead nitrate the toning action proceeded

rapidly and without causing any fading of the image whilst toning,

which was not the case when the free silver nitrate was totally

removed and no other chlorine absorbent substituted. This was,an
important factor in the matter, and one which had been overlooked.

In the third bath the free silver nitrate should only be partially

removed by washing. The print, having been partially washed or

thoroughly washed, as the case may be, is immersed in the toning-'

bath till the image attains a purple or bluish tone, after which it

is ready for fixing. The solution used for this purpose is a 20 pe''

cent solution of hyposulphite of soda, to which it is best to add

a few drops of ammonia in order to render it alkaline. Aboul:

ten minutes suffice to efiect the conversion of the chloride into

hyposulphite of silver, which is soluble in hyposulphite of soda and

can be removed by washing. The organic salts of silver seem,

however, to form a different salt, which is partially insoluble, but

which the ammonia just recommended helps to remove. If it i&

not removed, there is a sulphur compound left behind, according

to Spiller, which by time and exposure becomes ye'Jow.

The use of potassium cyanide for fixin» prints is to be avoided,

as this reagent attacks the organic coloured oxide which, if removed,

would render the print a ghost. The washing of silver prints should

be very complete, since it is said that the least trace of hyposulphite

left behind renders the fading of the image a mere matter of time.

Whether this be due to the hygroscopic nature of the hyposulphite

and its reaction on the organic salt of silver, or to the destruction

of the hyposulphite and sulphurizing of the black organic salt, seenis

at present to be an undetermined question. The stability of a print

has been supposed to be increased by immersing it, after washing, in

a solution of alum. The alum, like any other acid body, decomposes

the hyposulphite into sulphur and sulphurous acid. If this be the

case, it seems probable that the destruction of the hyposulphite by

time is not the occasion of fading, but that its hygroscopic character

is. This, however as has already been said, is a moot point. II

is usual to wash the prints some hours in running water. We harv;

found that half a dozen changes of water, and between successive

changes the application of a sponge to the back of each print sepa-

rately, are equally or more eSicacious. On drying, the print assumes

a darker tone than what it has after leaving the fixing-bath.

Different tones can thus be given to a print by diHerent toning-

baths ; and the gold itself may be deposited in a ruddy form or id

a blue form. The former molecular condition gives the red and

sepia tones, and the latter the blue and black tones. The degree
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Collodia-

<:h]oride

of minnte subdivision of the cold may be conceived when it is

stated that, on a couple of sheets of albuminized paper fully

printed, the gold necessary to give a decided tone does not "saeed

half a grain.

CoUodio-thloride Sihtr Printing Process.—In the history oi tne

emulsion processeswe have alreadystated that Gaudin hadattempted

to use silver chloride suspended in collodion, but it was not till the

year 1864 that any practical use was made of the suggestion so far as

silver printing is concerned. In the autumn of that year Mr George

^7ha^ton Simpson worked out a method which has been more or

less successfully employed, and is still one of the best with which

we are acquainted. The formula appended is the original one

which Mr Simpson published :—

.

f Silver nitrate .

*
\ Distilled water .

) parts.

Gelatino-

citro-

chloride

emul-

sion.

rt J Strontium chloride ^ 64 „
^(Alcchol 1000 „
5 j Citric acid t>4 „
^tAlcohol 1000 „

To every 1000 parts of plain collodion 30 parts of No. 1, previ-

ously mixed with 60 parts of alcohol, are added ; 60 parts of No. 2

are next mixed with the collodion, and finally 30 parts of No. 3.

This forms an emulsion of silver chloride and also contains citric

acid and silver nitrate. The defect of this emulsion is that it con-

tains a large proportion of soluble salts, which are apt to crystallize

oat on drying, more particularly if it be applied to glass plates.

The addition of the citric acid and the excess of silver nitrate is

the key to the whole process ; for, unless some body were present

which on exposure to light was capable of forming a highly-

coloured orcpnic oxide of silv er, no vigour would be obtained in

printing. If pure chloride be used, .though an apparently strong

image would be obtained, yet on fixing only a feeble trace of it

woiJd be left, and the print would be worthless. The collodio-

chloride emulsion may be applied to glass, as before stated, or to

paper, and the printing carried on in the usual manner. The
toning* takes place by means of the chloride-of-lime bath or by
ammonium sulpho-cyanide and gold, which is practically a return

to the sel d'or bath. The organic salt formed in this procedure
does not seem so prone to be decomposed by keeping as does that

formed by albumen, and the washing can be more completely

carried out. This is a beautiful process, and deserving of more
attention than has hitherto been given to it

GdcUino-citro-chloride Emuision.—A modified emulsion printing

process was introduced by Abney in 18S1, which consisted in sus-

pending silver chloride and silver citrate in gelatin, there being no
excess of silver present. The formula of producing it is as foUows :—

( Sodium cUoride 40 parts.

1. J Potassium citrate 40 „
(.Water 500 „
Silver nitrate 150 „

2. Water 500

•Matin

with

crantunf.

lalts

Vothly

- J Gelatin 300 „
"•(Water 1700 „

Nos. 2 and 3 are mixed together whilst warm, and No. 1 is then

gently added, the gelatin solution being kept in brisk agitation.

This produces the emulsion of citrate and chloride of silver. The
gelatin containing the suspended salts is heated for five minutes at

boilin" point, when it is allowed to cool and subsequently slightly

washed, as in the gelatino-bromide emulsion. It is then ready for

application to paper or glass. The prints are of a beautiful colour,

and seem to be fairly permanent. They may be readily toned by
the borax or by the chloride of lime toning-bath, and are fixed with
the hyposulphite solution of the strength before given.

Printing icith Salts of Uranium.—The sensitiveness of the salts

of uranium to light seems to have been discovered by Niepce, a«jd

the fact "was subsequently applied to photography by Burnett- in

England- One of the original formulse consisted of 20 parts of

iranic nitrate with 600 parts of water. Paper, which is better if

slightly sized previously with gelatin, is floated on this solution.

"When dry it is exposed beneath a negative, and a very faint

image is produced ; but it. can be developed into a strong one
by 6 to 10 per cent solution of silver nitrate to whrch a trace of

acetic acid has been added, or by a 2 per cent, solution of auric

chloride. In both these cases the silver and gold are deposited in

the metallic state. Another developer is a 2 per cent, solution of

ferro-cyanide of potassium to which a trace of nitric acid has been
added, sufificient to give a red coloration. The development takes

place most readily by letting the paper float on these solutions.

JVothly Type.—A variation was introduced in the uranium pro-

cess by Herr VVothly in 1 86-1, when he employed uranic nitrate with
other salts in the collodion, and then coated starched p.aper with
the product The paper was printed until it assumed a bluish-

black image, which was subsequently intensified by means of gold.

The most generally used Wothly-type formula, however, consisted

of a triple s^lt of silver nitrate, nranic nitrate, and aramonic nitrate,

which were dissolved in collodion. This compound was applied
to paper sized with arrowroot, and, after drjing, the printing pro-

:eeded in the usual maimer, the imase being subsequently fixed

with hyposulphite of soda. The prints prodncoa by this method
were very beautiful, but for some reason they found no great favop.T

,jlith the public.

Printing with Chromalts. — The first mention ot the nee of PnnuDi
potassium bichromate for printing purposes seems to have been with
made by Mungo Ponton in ^lay 1839, when he stated that paper, chron •

if saturated with this salt and dried, and then exposed to the sun's ates,

rays through a drawing, would produce a yellow picture on alt

orange ground, nothing more being required to fix it than wash-
ing it in water, when a white picture on an orange ground was
obtained. In 1840 M. E. Becquerel announced that paper sized

with iodide of starch and soaked in bichromate of potash wa.s,

on drying, more sensitive than unsized paper. Joseph Dixon of

Massachusetts, in the following year, produced copies of bank-notes
by using gum arable with bichromate of potash spread upon a litho-

graphic stone, and, after exposure of the sensitive surface through
a bank-note, by washing away the unaltered gtim and inking the
stone as in ordinary lithography. The same process, with slight

modifications, has been used quite recently by Simonet and Toovey
of Brussels, and is capable of producing most excellent results.

Dixon's method, however, was not published till 1854, when it

appeared in the Scientific American^ and consequently, as regards
priority of publication, it ranks after Fox Talbot's photo-engraving
process (see below), which was published in 1852. On 13th Decem-
ber 1855 M. Alphonse Poitevin took out a patent in England, in.

which he vaguely described a method of taking a direct carbon-
print by rendering gelatin insoluble through the action of light on
bichromate of potash. This idea was taken up by Mr Pouncey
of Dorchester, who perhaps was the first to produce veritable
carbon - prints, notwithstanding that Testud de Beauregard took Carnpi>>

out a somewhat similar patent to Poitevin's at the end of 1867. prints
Mr Pouncey published his process on 1st January 1859 ; bur,

as described by hira, it was by no means in a perfect state, hail-

tones being wanting. The cause of this was first pointed out by
Abbe Laborde in 1858, whilst describing a kindred process in a
note to the French Photographic Society. He says, " In the sensi-

tive film, however thin it may be, two distinct surfaces must be
recognized—an outer, and an inner which is in contact with the
paper. The action of light corajnences on the outer surface ; in the
washing, therefore, the half-tones lose their hold on the paper and
are washed away." Mr J. C. Burnett in 1858 was the firet to
endeavour to get rid of this defect in carbon-printing. In a paper
to the Photographic Society of London he says, "There are two
essential requisites . . . (2) that in printing the paper should
have its unprepared side (and not its prepared side, as in ordinary
printing) placed in contact with t'le negative in the pressure-
frame, as it is only by printing in this way that we can expect to
be able aftenvards to remove by washing the unacted-upon portions
of the mL\ture. In a positive of ths sort printed from the front
or prepared side the attainment of half-tones by washing away
more or less depth of the mixture, according to the depth to which
it has been hardened, is prevented by the insoluble parts being on
the surface and in consequence protecting the soluble part from
the action of the water used in washing ; so that either nothing is

removed, or by steeping very long till the inner soluble part is

suSiciently softened the whole depth comes bodily away, leaving
the paper white." This method of exposing through the back of
the paper was crude and unsadsfactory, and in 1860 Fargier
patented a process in which, after exposure to Ught of the gelatin
film which contained pigment, the surface was coated with collodion,

and the print placed in warm water, where it separated from the
paper support and could be transferred to glass. Poitevin opposed
this patent, and his opposition was successful, for he had used this

means of detaching the iilms in his powder-carbon process, in which
ferric chloride and tartaric acid were used. Fargier at any rate gave
an impetus to carbon -printing, and J. IV. Swan (to whom electric

lighting owes so much) took up the matter, and in 1864 sectired a
patent. One of the great features in Swan's innovations was the

production of what is now known as "carbon-tissue," made by Carbcn\
coating paper with a mixture of gelatin, sugar, and colouring ti5si'j!

matter, and rendered sensitive to hght by means of bichromate
of potash or ammonia. After exposure to light Swan placed the
printed carbon-tissue on an india-rubber surface, to which it was
made to adhere by pressure. The print was immersed in hot water,

the paper backing stripped off", and the soluble gelatiu containing
colouring matter washed away. The picture could then be re-

traneferred to its final support of paper. In 1869 J. R. Johnson of

London took out a patent in which he claimed that carbon-tissue

which had been soaked in water for a short period, by its tendency
to swell further, would adhere to any waterproof surface such as

glass, metal, waxed paper, kc. , without any adhesive material being

applied. This was a most important and fruitful improvement.
Johnson also added soap to the gelatin to prevent its excessive

brittleness on dryin.g, and made liis final support of gelatinized

paper, rendered insoluble by chrome alum. , In 1874 J. R. Sawyer
patented a flexible support for developing on ; tliis was a sized paper

jested with gelatin and treated with an ammouiacal solutiou oj
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shellac in borax, on which was or resin was nibbed. The advantage
of this flexible support is that the dark parts of tlie i»icture have no
tendency to contract from the ligliter parts, which ttiey were apt

to do when a metal plate wa-s used, as was the case in Johnson's

original process. "Witli this patent, and minor improvements made
since, carbon-printing has arrived at the state of perfection in

which we find it to-day.

According to Liesegang, the carbon-tissue Avhen prepared on a

large scale consists of from 120 to l.">Ogiains of gelatin (a soft kind),

15 grains of soap, 21 grains of sugar, and from 4 to 8 grains of dry

colouring matter. The last-named may be of various kinds, from

lamp-black pigment to soluble colours such as alizarin. The gelatin,

sugar, and soap are put in v^ater and allowed to stand for an hour,

and tlien meltud, tlie liijuid afterwards receiving the colours, which
liave been ground with a mallet on a sbb. The mixture is filtered

through fine muslin. In making the tissue in large quantities the

two ends of a piece of roll-paper are pasted together and the paper

hung on two rollers ; one of wood about 5 inches in diameter is

fixed near the top of the room and tlie other over a trough contain-

ing the gehitin solution, tlie paper being brought into contact with

the surface of the gelatin by being made to revolve on the rollers.

The thickness of the coating is proportional to the rate at which
the paper is drawn over the gelatin : the slower the movement, the

thicker tlie coating. The paper is taken off the rollers, cut through,

ind hung up to dry on wooden lathes. If it be required to make
tlie tissue sensitive at once, 120 grains of potassium dichromate

should be mixed with the ingredients in the above formula. The
carbon-tissue when prepared sliould be floated on a sensitizing

bath consisting of one part of potassium dichromate in forty parts

of water. Tliis is effected by turning up about 1 inch from the

end of the sheet of tissue (cut to the proper size), making a roll

of it, and letting it unroll along the surface of the sensitizing solu-

tion, where it is allowed to remain till the gelatin film feels soft.

It is then taken off and hung up to dry in a dark room through
which a current of dry warm air is passing. Tissue dried quickly,

^ though not so sensitive, is more manageable to work than if more
r'viMing slpwly dried. As the tissue Is coloured, it is not possible to

^vith
._ ascertain by inspection of it whether the printing operation is

carbon- sufficiently carried out, anJ in order to ascertain this it is usual

tissue. to place a piece of ordinary silvered paper in an "actinomcter, " or

"photometer," alongside the carbon-tissue to ascertain the amount
of light that has acted on it. There are several devices for ascer-

taining this amount, the simplest being an arrangement of a

varying number c( thicknesses of gold-beater's skin. The value

of 1, 2, 3, kc, thicknesses of the skin as a screen to the light

is ascertained by experiment. Supposing it is judged that a

sheet of tissue under some one negative ought to be exposed to

light corresponding to a given number of thicknesses, chloride of

silver paper is placed alongside the negative beneath the actinometer

and allowed to remain there until it takes a visible tint beneath a

jiunibcr of thicknesses equivalent to the strength of the negative.

After the tissue is removed from the printing-lrame— supposing a

double transfer is to be made— it is placed in a dish of cold water,

face downwards, along with a piece of Sawyer's flexible support

(already described). AVhen the edges of the tissue begin to curl uji,

its r jc and that of the flexible support are brouglit togetlier and
placed flat. The water is pressed out with an india-rubber squeezer

called a "squeegee "' and the two surfaces adhere. About a couple

of minutes later they are placed in warm water of about 90" to 100"

Fahr., and tlie paper of tlie tissue, loosened by the gelatin solution

next it becoming soluble, can be stripped off, leaving the image
(reversed as regards rjght and left) on the flexible support. An
application of warm water removes the rest of the soluble gelatin

and pigment AVhen dried, the image is transferred to its permanent
support. This us\ially consists of white paper coated with gelatin

and made insoluble with chrome alum, tlipugh it may be mixed
with barium sulphate or other similar pigments. This transfer-,

paper is made to receive the image by being soaked in hot water

till it becomes slimy to the touch ; and the surface of tlie damped
print is brought in contact with the surface of the retransfer-paper

in the same manner as was done witli the flexible support and the

carbon-tissue. AVhen dry tlie retransfer-paper bearing the gelatin

image can be stripped oif the flexible support, which may be used

again' as a temporary support for other pictures.

Such is a brief outline of carbon-printing as practised at the pre-

sent day, subject, of course, to various modifications which need

not be cjitered into here. AVe ought, however, to mention that if

a reversed negative be used the image may be transferred at once

to its ^rinal su])port instead of to the temporary flexible support,

which is a point of practical value, since single-transfer are better

than double-transfer piints.

Printing Printing with Sails of Iron.—Sir John Hcrschel and Mr Hunt in

*vith salts sundry papers and publications entered into various methods of

pf iron, printing with salts of iron. At the present time there are two or

three.which are practised, being used in draughts.nen's offices for

copjTUg tracings. AVhon a ferric salt is exposed to light it be-

comes reduced to the ferrous state, and when this latter comnound

is treated with potassium fem-cyanide a blue compound is formed.
If, therefore, a solution of a ferric salt be brushed over a paper, and
the latter' be dried, and then exposed behind a tracing, the parts oi

the ferric salt on the paper exposed beneath the white ground are
converted into a ferroui salt, and if potassium feni-cyanide bo
brushed over the paper, or the paper floated upon it, the tracing
shows white lines on a blue ground. Another method is to mix"
ferri-cyanide of potassium with. a ferric salt, and expose it behin-i
a tracing or duawing. AVhere the light acts, the mixture is con-
verted, into a blue compound. The resulting print is the same aa
the foregoing. Another method of pioducing blue lines on a whito
ground is to expose paper coated with gum and a ferric salt to liglit,

and then treat it witli potassium ferro-cyanide. This body forms an.

insoluble blue compound with the ferric salt, whilst the ferrous salt

is inactive, or only gives a soluble bodj'. A further development
of printing with salts of iron is the beautiful platinotype process.

Sized paper is coated with a solution of ferric oxalate and a
platinous salt, and exposed behind a negative. It is then floated on
a hot solution of neutral potassium oxalate, when the image is

formed of platinum black. This process was introduced by Wr AV,

AVillis in 1374. The rationale of it is that a ferrous salt when iu
solution is capable of reducing a platinum salt to metallic platinum.
In this case the ferrous salt is dissolved by the potassium oxalate,

and at the moment of solution the platinum salt is reduced and
forms the image.

Fkoto-mcchanical Prmting Processes.— Allusion has already been Photo-

^

made to the invention of Poitevin, who claimed to have disc(i\'ered median-
tliat a film of gelatin impregnated with bichromate of potash, cal prinj

after being acted upon by light and damping, would receive greasy ing,

ink on those parts which had been affected by light. But Paul
Oreloth seems to have made the discovery previous to 3S54, for in

his patent of that year lie states that his designs were inked with
printing ink before being transferred to stone or ainc. Tessie de
ilotay (in 1S65) and Slarechal of Metz. however, seem to have been
the first to produce half-tones from gelatin films by means of greasy
ink. Their general method of procedure consisted in coating
metallic plates with gelatin impregnated A\dth bichromate or tri-

chromate of potash or ammonia and mercuric chloride, then treat-

ing with oleate of silver, exposing to li"ht through a negative,
washing, inking with a lithographic roller, and printing from
the plates as for an ordinary lithograph. The hall-tints by this

process were very good, and illustrations executed by it are to be
found iu several existing works. .The method of producing the
plates, however, was most laborious, and it was not long before it

was simplified by Albert of Munich. He had been experimenting
for m.any years, endeavouring to make the gelatin films more dur-
able than those of Tessie de filotay. He added gum-resins, alum,
tannin, and other such matters, wliich had the property of hardening
gelatin ; but the difficulty of adding sufficient to the mass in its

liquid state before the whole became coagulated rendered these un-
manageable. It at last occurred to him that if the hardening action

of light were utilized by exposing the surface next the plate to Light

after or before exposing the front surface of the film and the image,
the necessary hardness might be given to the gelatin without adding
any chemical hardeners to it. In Tessie de Jlotay's process the
hardening was almost absent, and the plates were consequently not
durable. It is evident that to effect this one of two things had to

be done : either the metallic plate used by Tessie de Motay must
be abandoned, or else the film must be stripped off the plate and
exposed in that manner. Albert adopted the transparent plate,

and his success was assured, since instead of less than a hundred
impressions being pulled from one plate he was able to take over a

thousand. This occurred about 1S67, but the formilla was not
published for two or three years afterwards, when it was divulged

by Ohm and Grossman, one of whom had been employed by Albert
of ilunich, and had endeavoured to introduce a process which
resembled Albert's earlier efforts. The name of "Lichtdruck " was
given about this time to these surface-printing processes, and Albert

may be considered, if not the inventor, at all events the pcrfccter

of the method. Another modification of "Liclitdruck" was patented

in England by Ernest Edwards under the name of "heliotypc." Helio-

This consisted in coating a glass plate, the surface of which was type,

very finely ground, with bichromated gelatin to which a certain

amount of chrome alum had been added. The film itself was much
thicker than that of the Albert type, since it had to be detached

from the surface of the glass by stri])ping, which was rendered

possible by the previous application of a waxing solution to the

plate. After the film was strippeu off it was exposed under a
negative for the time necessary to give a good image with printing

ink, after which the inner side was exposed to light for almost the

same length of time. Tlie gelatin sheet was then t4ansferred to a
pewter plate, to which it was cemented by thick india-nibber cement
and soaked in water till all the soluble bichromate was extracted.

After this it was placed in a type printing-press and inked with s

lithographic or g'elatin roller, and an impression pulled on paper in

the same manner as in printing with t}'pe, save that a greater pressure

was brought to bear on the surface. This pressure was necessary
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for two reasons,—the relief of the image would bo too great if only

• moderate pressure were used, and the entire surface was so large

that a heavy pressure was re<^uisite to make the paper bite on the

iuk. Between e;}ch pull the gelatin film was damped, the surface

moisture taken on with a dry cloth, and tho inking proceeded with.

The drawback to this prccess is undoubtedly the great relief that

is given from the film Deing so thick, but it is a more manageable
process in some respects than that of Albert, since the support is

unbreakable. We should mention that Edwards abo patented the

nse of two or more inks of different degrees of stiffness. The stiffest,

which was generally black, adhered to the most deeply printed

parts of the image, the next stiffest to the ne.xt most deeply printed

parts, and so on. By this means the least deeply printed parts

acquired a different tone from that of tlie deeper printed parts,

which was an advantage as reo^rds artistic effect. The same
method of inking could be applied to Albert's process with the

same results. Since the time of the hcliotypc patent many im-

provements have been made in the minor details of the operations,

and various firms now produce prints in greasy ink very little if at

all inferior to silver prints.

IFoixibury Ttjp^.—This process was invented by ^Ir W. Wood-
bur>' about the year 1864, though we believe that Mr J. W. Swan
bad been working independently in the same direction about the

same time. In October 1864 a description of the invention was
given in the Photographic Xeics. M. Gaudin claimed the principle

of the process, insisting, that it was old, and basing his pretensions

on the fact that he had printed with translucent ink from intaglio

blocks engraved by hand ; but at the same time he remarked tnat

the application of the principle might lead to important results.

It was just these results which Mr Woodbury obtained, and for

which he was entitled to the fullest credit. Woodbury type is a

combination of the principle upon which intaglio printing is based
with that upon which a carbon -print is obtained. The general

features of the procedure will be understood from the foregoing de-

scription of the carbon-process. An image is obtained on bichro-

matized gelatin from a negative of the usual kind by exposing a

thick layer of gelatin to light and then washing away all its soluble

parts from the back of the exposed print. This is the mould which
it is necessary to obtain. At hrst Woodbui'y made electrotvpes from
the mould, from which he could obtain prints mechanically. The
Intaglio was placed on a specially devised printing - press, and the
mould filled with gelatin containing colouring matter such as Indian
ink. A piece of paper perfectly even in thickness was placed in con-
tact with the mould, and a piece of flat glass under pressure brought
down upon this. The excess of pi^ented gelatin was squeezed
out, and, when slightly set, it adhered to the paper and was brought
away from the mould. After drying, a perfect picture was obtained
in pigment, the image being reversed as regards right and left

;

but that difficulty was surmounted by using a leversed negative,

and also by a modification of the process subsequently introduced
by 5fr Woodburj'. The gelatin relief was made as before, and then
by means of very heavy pressure in a hydraulic press the mould
was squeezed into soft metal, from which the prints could be after-

wards taken off. This is the same principle as that on which
nature-printing is conducted, and at first sight it seems strange
that material such as gelatin should be able to impress metal. Mr
Woodbury found that it made very little if any difference in the
sharpness of the image if the relief was reversed and the back of
the relief pressed into the mould. This of course made the print
correct as regards right and left. He has not, however, been con-
tent with his original operations, but has further simplified them,
the outcome bein^ what is known as the " stannotype process." In
1830 he read a description of it before the French Photographic
Society. The modification consisted in taking a mould in gelatin
from a positive on glass. The mould, when hardened by chemical
means (as was indeed the case with the original Woodbury-type
process), was attached to a sheet of fiat glass, and then covered' by
the foil and passed through a rolling press the cylinders of which
were covered with thick india-rubber. This forced the tinfoil into
every crevice of the mould, yielding a block impervious to moisture
and ready to have gelatin impressions taken from it. At first Mr
Woodbury took an electrotype from the relief, covered with tinfoil,

obtained from a vxrjatii-e, but he abandoned this for a simpler plan.
He took a positive on glass in the ordinary manner adopted by
pihotograpbers, from which he made a mould in gelatin. This he
covered with tinfoil and printed direct from it.

Photo-Lithography.

Reference Jias abeady been made to the effect of lignt

on gelatin impregnated with bichromate of potash, where-
- by the gelatin becomes insoluble, and also incapable of

absorbing water where the action of the light has had full

play. It is this la^t phenomenon which occupies such an
important place in photo-lithography. In the spring of

18-55 Asser of .Amsterdam produced piiocographs on a paper

basis in printer's ink. Beiig anxious to produce copies of

such prints mechanically, he conceived the idea of trans-

ferring the greasy ink impression to stone, and multiplying

the impressions by mechanical lithography. Following
very closely upon Asser, J. W. Osborne of Melbourne
made a similar application ; his process is described by
himself in the Photographic Journal for April 18G0 as

follows. " A negative is produced in the usual way, bear-

ing to the original the desired ratio. ... A positive is

printed from this negative upon a sheet of (gelatinized)

paper, so prepared that the image can be transferred to

stone, it having been previously covered with greasy

printer's ink. The impression is developed by washing
away the soluble matter with hot water, which leaves the

ink on the lines of print of the w.ap or engraving." The
process of transferring is accomplished in the ordinary

way. Early in 1860 Colonel Sir H. James, E.E., F.R.S.,

brought forward the Southampton method of photo-htho- South-

graphy, which had been carefully worked out by Captain ampto-

de Courcy Scott, R.E. We give a detailed description of
^^^°-^

it as practised at Southampton.
Preparation of the Paper.—The nii.xture consists of 3

oz. of Nelson's "fine art" gelatin and 2 oz. of potassiun;

bichromate dissolved in 10 oz. of water and added to the

40 oz, of water with which the gelatin, after proper soak-

ing, has been previously mixed. Good and grainless bank
post-paper (chosen on account of its toughness) of medium
thickness is made to float on this solution (after it has

been strained) for three minutes, when it is hung up in

the dark to dry. It is again floated on the solution and
hung up for desiccation by the corners opposite to those

which were previously uppermost, and then passed througli

a copper-plate or lithographic press to obtain" a smooth
surface. The paper is next placed upon a negative and
printed in the ordinary manner, the negative being very

dense in those parts which should print white, and perfectly

transparent where the black lines have to be impressed.

From about two minutes' exposure in sunshine to an
hour in dull light is requisite to give sufficient intensity to

the prints, which are next covered with greasy printer'.s

ink, made from lithographic printing ink, pitch, varnish,

palm oil, and wax. The inking is best done by covering a

lithographic stone with a fine layer by means of a roller,

and then passing the paper through the pre,ss as if pulling

a lithographic print,—an operation which may have to be

repeated twice to ensure the whole surface being covered,

and yet not too thickly. The inked print is placed face

uppermcst on water of a temperature of about 90° Fahr.,

and, when the soluble parts of the gelatin have taken up
their full quantity of water, the paper is laid on a sloping

glass plate, inked surface uppermost, and a gentle stream

of warm water poured over it. This removes the soluble

gelatin and the greasy ink lying on it, the removal bein^

helped by the application of a very soft sponge, ^^^len

all the gelatin and ink except that forming the image have

been removed, the paper is allowed to dry till ready to

transfer to stone. The method admits of several variations

in detail, such as coating the gelatin with albumen aiid

removing the soluble albumen by cold water, some of them
being excellent, especiallj' where the relief of the developed

print is small, as relief is an enemy to the production of

fine work on a lithographic stone, since the ink, in passing

through the press, squeezes out and produces broad lines

which should be otherwise fine.

Another method of producing a transfer, called the PJpyto-

'papyrotype process," was published by Abr.ey in 1870, '>T^

in which the ink is put on to a surface of gelatin by means ^

of a soft roUer ; and this has the great advantage that

the mk can be removed at pleasure if any part is not

satisfactorily inksd, without the basis of the print beiug

xvm. — I0 5

, nietlioJ.
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destroyed. In this process tough paper is coated with a

fine layer of gelatin and subsequently treated with alum

or chrome alum, afterwards receiving another coating, as

in the Southampton method. The printing too is carried

out as in the Southampton method, but not so deeply.

After withdrawing the prints from the printing-frame they

are soaked in cold water, and a roller is passed over them
charged with an ink made of 4 parts of best lithographic

chalk ink mi.xed with 1 part of jjalm oil. A roller coated

with velvet is said to be better than the ordinary composi-

tion rollers. The ink takes when the work is all clear

;

the transfer is exposed to light, and is ready to be put

down on stone or zinc.

Plioio-Engrming and Phoio-Rcliefs.

Photo- This may be divided into two classes, one the production
ingrav- gf ^^ engraved plate for printing by the copper-plate press,
'^-

and the other for the production of cliches for printing

with tj'pe. Niepce's process is still generally employed

for the first when line engravings have to be reproduced.

A copper pkte is covered with asphaltum, a film negative

placed in contact with it, and the necessary exposure given.

After development with olive oil and turpentine the lines

are shown as bare copper. The plate after being waxed

at the back is next plunged into an acid bath and etched

as are etched plates. Wien a half-tone negative has to

be reproduced on copper Fox Talbot's method, described

in his patents of 1852 and 1S58, is still the simplest. A
print on gelatin is transferred to a copper plate, and the

surface etched by means of different strength^of ferric

chloride, which renders the gelatin insoluble and imper-

meable ; hence it will be seen that a weak solution of

ferric chloride is able to reach the copper through the

gelatin more readily than a strong one. In order to be

successful it is necessary to give a grain to the plate ; this

is efifected by sprinkling it \vith powdered resin which is

then warmed.
Belief plates for printing with type are usually made on

zinc. If an ordinary photo-lithographic transfer be trans-

ferred to zinc and then sprinkled with resin, the zinc may
be immersed in weak acid and the uncovered parts eaten

away. The regularity of the erosion is much increased

by previously immersing the plate in a weak solution of

copper sulphate. The particles of metallic copper deposited

on the zinc form with it and with dilute acid galvanic

couples, which rapidly eat away the zinc. The etching

bath should be kept in motion. The depth of the erosion

is increased by littering the surface again with powdered

resin, which adheres to the lines, and then heating the

plate. The warmed resin runs down the eroded lines and

protects them from under-cutting when again placed in acid.

This process is applicable to line-engravings. Kiepce's

bitumen process is also applicable, but in that case a posi-

tive must be applied to the plate to be etched. There

e.\ist several methods by which half-tone negatives may be

reproduced for working off in the printing-pi^ss. They
depend principally on breaking up the whole surface by

means of lines. Thus, if, between the surface on which

the printing is to take place (and which has been coated

with some sensitive medium) and the positive, a film on

which a network of lines has been photographed be inter-

posed, it is evident that the resulting print will consist of

the half-tone subject together with an image of the net-

work of lines. This can be etched in the manner described

above. Most of these processes are secret, but it is be-

lieved that this is the one most generally practised.

Pholographu in Natural Colours.

The first notice on record of coloured light impressing

'.ts.ffwnjiolours on a eeniitive surface is in the passage

already quoted from the Farbenlehre of Goethe, whc/C Piiotn-

Seebeck of Jena (1810) describes the impression he ob-S"!''.*

tained on paper impregnated with moist chloride of silver." .

In 1839 Sir J. Herschel {Athemeum, No. 621) gave a .

somewhat similar description. In 1848Edmond Becquerel

succeeded in reproducing upon a daguerreotjrpe plate not

only the colours of the spectrum but also, up to a certain

point, the colours of drawings and objects. His method
of proceeding was to give the silver plate a thin coating

of silver chloride by immersing it in ferric or cupric chlor-

ides. It may also be immersed in chlorine water till it

takes a feeble rose tint. Becquerel preferred to chlorinize

the plate by immersion in a solution of hydrochloric acid

in water, attaching it to the positive pole of a voltaic

couple, whilst the other pole he attached to a platinum

plate also immersed in the acid solution. After a minute'^

subjection to the cm-rent the plate took successively a grey,

a yellow, a violet, and a blue tint, which order was again

repeated. When tie violet tint appeared for the second

time the plate was withdrawn and washed and dried over

a spirit-lamp. In this state it produced the spectrum

colours, but it was found better to heat the plate till it

assumed a rose tint. At a later date Niepce de St Victor

chlorinized by means of chloride of lime, and ijiade the

surface more sensitive by applying a solution of lead chlor-

ide in dextrin. G. W. Simpson also obtain^ coloured

images on silver chloride emulsion in collodion, but they

were less vivid and satisfactory than those obtained on

daguerreotype plates. Poitevin obtained coloured images

on ordinary chloride of silver paper by preparing it in the

usual manner and washing it and exposing it to light. It

was afterward^ treated n'ith a solution of bichromate of

potash and cnpric sulphate, and dried in darkness. Sheets

so prepared gave coloured images from coloured pictures,

which he stated could be fixed by sulphuric acid {Comptes

Rendus, 186S, vol. Lxi. p. 11). In the Bulletin de la

Socicte Franraise (1874) St Florent describes experiments

which he made with the same object. He immerses ordi-

nary or albuminized paper in silver nitrate and afterwards

plunges it into a solution of uranium nitrate and zinc

chloride acidulated with hydrochloric acid ; it is then ex-

posed to light till it takes a violet, blue, or lavender tint.

Before exposure the paper is floated on a solution of mer-

curic nitrate, its surface dried, and expo-sed to a coloured

image.

It is supposed—though it is very doubtful if it be so

—

that the nature of the chloride used to obtain the chloride

of silver has a great effect on the colours impressed ; and

Niepce in 1857 made some observations on the relationshiii

which seemed to exist between the coloured flames pro-

duced by the metal and the colour impressed on a plate

prepared with a chloride of such a metal. In 1880 (Proc.

Roy. Soc.) Abney showed that the production of colour

really resulted from the oxidation of the chloride that was
coloured by light. Plates immersed in a solution of hydro-

xyl took the colours of the spectrum much more rapidly

than when not immersed, and the size of the molecules

seemed to regulate the colour. He further stated that the

whole of the spectrum colours might be derived from a mix-

ture of two or at most three sizes of molecules. In 1841.

during his researches on light, Robert Hunt published

some results of colour-photography by means of fluoride

of silver. A paper was washed with nitrate of silver

and with sodium fluoride, and afterwards exposed to the

spectrum. The action of the spectrum commenced at the

centre of the yellow ray and rapidly proceeded upwards,

arriving at its maximum in the blue ray. As far as the

indigo the action was uniform, whilst in the violet the

paper took a brown tint. 'When it was previously exposed,

however, a yellow space wa^ occupied where the yellow
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rays had acted, a green band where the green Had acted,

whilst in the blue and indigo it took an intense blue, and
over the violet there was a ruddy brown. In reference to

these coloured images on paper it must not be forgotten

that pure salts of silver are not being dealt with as a rule.

An organic salt of silver is usually mixed with chloride

of silver paper, this salt being due to the sizing of the

paper, which towards the red end of the spectrum is

usually more sensitive than the chloride. If a piece of

ordinary chloride of silver paper is exposed to the spectrum
tilt an impression is made, it will usually be found that

the blue colour of the darkened chloride is mixed with
that due to the coloration of the darkened organic com-
pound of silver in the violet region, whereas in the blue

and green this organic compound is alone affected, and
is of a different colour from that of the darkened mixed
chloride and organic compound. This naturally gives an
inapression that the different rays yield different tints,

whereas this result is simply owing to the different range
of sensitiveness of the bodies. In the case of the silver

chlorinized plate and of true collodio-chloride, in which no
organic salt lias been dissolved, we have a true coloration

by the spectrum. At present there is no means of

permanently fixing the coloured images which have been
obtained, the effect of light being to destroy them. If

protected from oxygen they last longer than if they have
free access to it, as is the case when the surface is exposed
to the air. That photographj' in colours may one day be
accomplished is still possible, though the bright tints of

nature can never be hoped for, since, as a rule, they are

produced by sunshine, whereas on the plate they have to

be viewed by diffused light.

•oti"n'of
•^'^'fo'* of Light on Silver Salts.—The action of light on

Mtrht. sensitive bodies has occupied the attention of many experi-

mentalists from a very early period of photography. In
1777 Scheele, according to Hunt {Researclus in Light),

made the following experiments :

—

%-

'

"I precipitated a solution of silver by sal-ammoniac ; then I
rfulcoratcd it and dried the precipitate and exposed it to the
beams of the sun for two we«ks ; after which I stirred the powder,
and repeated the same several times. Hereupon I poured some
caustic spirit of sal-ammoniac (strong ammonia) on this, in all

appearance, black powder, and set it by for digestion. This men-
struum dissolved a quantity of luna comua (horn silver), though
some black powder remained undissolved. The powder having
been washed was, for the greater part, dissolved by a pure acid of
nitre (nitric acid), which, by the operation, acquired volatility.
This solution I precipitated again by means of sal-ammoniac
into horn silver. Hence it follows that the blackness which
the luna cornua acquires from the sun's light, and likemse the
solution of silver poured on chalk, is silver by redxiclion. ... I

mixed so much of distilled water with well - edulcorated horn
silver as would just cover this powder. The half of this miiture
I poured into a white crystal phial, exposed it to the beams of
the sun, and shook it several times each day ; the other half I

set in a dark place. After having exposed the one mixture darinf
the space of two weeks, I filtrated the water standing over the
horn silver, grown already black ; I let some of this water fall by
drops in a solution of silver, which was immediately precipitated
into horn silver.

"

This, as far as we know, is the first intimation of the re-

ducing action of light. From this it is evident that Scheele
had found that the silver chloride was decomposed by the
action of light liberating some form of chlorine. Others
have repeated these experiments and found that chlorine
is really liberated from the chloride ; but it is neoessary
that some body should be present which would absorb the
chlorine, or, at all events, that the chlorine should be free
to escape. A tube of dried silver chloride, sealed up in
vacuo, will not discolour in the light, but keeps its ordinary
white colour. A pretty experiment is to seal up in vacuo,
at one end of a bent tube, perfectly dry chloride, and at
the other a drop of mercurj-. The mercury vapour vola-

tilizes to a certain extent and fills the tube. When exposed
to light chlorine is liberated from the chloride, and calomel
forms on the sides of the feube. In this case the chloride
darkens. Again, dried chloride sealed up in dry hydrogen
discolours, owing to the combination of the chlorine with
the hydrogen. Poitevin and H. W. Vogel first enunciated
the law that for the reduction by light of the haloid salts

of silver halogen absorbents were necessary, and it was by
following out this law that the present rapidity in obtain-
ing camera images has been rendered possible. To put
it briefly, then, the action of light is a reducing action,

which is aided by or entirely due to the fact that other
bodies are present which will absorb the halogens. There
is another action which seems to occur almost simultane-
ously when exposure takes place in the absence of an active

halogen absorbent, as is the case when the exposure is

given in the air,—that is, an oxidizing action occurs. The
molecules of the altered haloid salts take up oxygen and
form oxides. An example of this has already been shown
in the section on " photographs in natural colours." If a
sensitive salt be ex-posed to light and then treated with an
oxidizing substance, such as bichromate of potash, per-
manganate of potash, hydro.xyl, ozone, an image is not
developed, but remains unaltered, showing that a change
has been effected in the compound. If such an oxidized
salt be treated very cautiously with nascent hydrogen the
oxygen is withdrawn, and the image is again capable of

development.'

Spectrum Effects on Silver Compounds.—The nest in- Spec
quiry is as to the effect of the spectrum on the different trum

silver compounds. We have already described Seebeck's ^'[-'''^'^'

(1810) e.xperiments on the chloride of silver with the ^g^"
spectrum whereby he obtained coloured photographs, but pounds
Scheele in 1777 allowed a spectrum to fall on the same
material, and found that it blackened much more readily

in the violet rays than in any other. Senebier's experi-

ments have been abeady quoted at the beginning of this

article. We merely mention these two for their historical

interest, and pass on to the study of the action of the
spectrum on different compounds by Sir J. Herschel which
is to be found in the Philosophical Transactions for 1840.
He there describes many interesting experiments, which
became the foundations of nearly all subsequent researches
of the same kind. The effects of the spectrum have been
studied by various experimenters since that time, amongst
whom we may mention Becquerel, Draper, Poitevin, H. W.
Vogel, Schumann, and Abney. Fig. 1 (see pp. 836-38),
which appeared in the Proceedings of the Royal Society for

1882, snows the most recent researches by the last-named
experimenter as regards the action of the spectrum on the
three principal haloid salts of silver. We may mention
that in two instances exception has been taken to these
results—(1) by H. W. Vogel, who recognizes a difference

of behaviour in the spectrum in chloride and bromide of
silver wlien precipitated in alcoholic and aqueous solutions,

and (2) by Schumann to the effect of the spectrum on the
double iodide and bromide, and iodide and chloride. The
latter experimenter finds that when the two salts are mixed
after precipitation the results are correct, but that if the
precipitations of the two salts take place together the most
refrangible maximum of sensitiveness disappears. The dia-

gram (see fig. 1), however, will give a very approximate
approach to the truth. Nos. 33 and 34 show the effect of

the spectrum on a peculiar modification of silver bromide
made by Abney, in which the silver bromide is seen to be
sensitive to the infra-red rays. This modification is, and
will be, largely used in investigating this part of the
spectrum.

' See Abney, " Destruction of the Photographic Image," ia PhiL
Mag., vol v., 1878 ; also Proc. Roy. Soc, toL xxvii., 1878.
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Fio. l.^gpectrtttn Effects on Salts of Silve".

[P. = print; B. => developed ; I.e.

= long exposuro ; s-eii^sliort

exposure.]

Agl+AgNOa on paper T.

Agl on paper ^vis^^d fl'om P.

excess of ApNO^ and
tieated with KKO^

Agl on paper washed from P.
AgNOg, soaked in NaCl,
washed ifom excess, and
exposed with KNO2

Paper floated on AgNO^ . . P.

Agl on paper washed IVom P.
excess oi AgNOs, ruddy
tint

.Agl on paper washed from P.
excess of ApKO.,, treated

with KI and KNO3; or Agl
in collodion

Agl+AgNOs in albumen ., P.

Agl prepared inhath.treated D.
with KI, washed, redipped (Le.)

in silver hath, develooed
with pyrogallic acid

» (ae.)

Agl purified and exposed in D,
presence of sensitizer, de- (Le.)

veloped byacidoralkaline
developer

M)
AgT unpurifl'ed, treated, and D.
developed aa a"bove (Le.)

» •» ' (8-e.)

Agl with trace of AgCl or D.
AgBr, developed by acid(Le.)
or alkaline method

„ (=.e.)

Agl+AgT^Ojin albuminized D.
collodion, or on paper
waslied, acid development

AgH-AgNOs in albuminized J>.

collodion, or on paper
washed, ferrcua citrate

developer

Agl+AgNO^, prolonged ex* D.
poaure

AgBr+AgKOs OD paper ,. P.

.. P.

.. P.

GreenAgBr In collodion, ffitli P.
or without AgNOs

Orange AgBr in collodion P.
gelatin, with or without
AgNOj

Grey AgBr in gelatin P.

AgBr on paper wasted from D.
AgNOg, acid or ferrous (I.e.)

citro-oxalate developer

„ .| (36.)

Grey AgBr in gelatin, de- D.
veloped alkaline or ferrous (I-*-)

oxalate

» (8.e.)

Orange AgBr In collodion or D.
gelatin, alkaline ferrous (l.e.)

oxalate or acid developer

r . («•«•)

Sfed of Dyes on Sensitive Films.—In 1874Dy9S8nu
Dr Vogel of Berlin called attention to this sub- sensiUvu

ject. He found that when films were stained
""^

with certain ariline and other dyes and exposed

to the spectrum an increased action on develop-

ment was shown in those parts of the spectnim

which the aye absorbed. The dyes which pro-

duced this action he called "optical sensitizers,"

whilst preseivatives which absorbed the halogen

liberated by light he called " chemical sensi-

tizers." A dye might, according to him, be an

optical and a chemical sensitizer. He further

claimed that, if a film were prepared in which

the haloid soluble salt was in excess and then

dyed, no action took place unless some " chemi-

cal sensitizer " were present. The term " optical

sensitizer " seems a misnomer, since it is meant
to imply that it renders the salts of silver sensi-

tive to those regions of the spectrum to which

they were previously insensitive, merely by the

addition of the dye. The idea of the action

of dyes was at first combated by many, but it

was soon recognized that such an action did

really exist. Abney showed in 1875 that certain

dyes combined with silver and formed true

coloured organic salts of silver which were sensi-

tive to light ; and Dr Amory went so far aS to

take a spectrum on a combination of silver with

eosine, which was one of the dyes experimented

upon by Major Waterhouse, who had closely

followed Dr Vogel, and proved that the spectrum

acted simply on those parts which were absorbed

by the compound. Abney further demonstrated

that, in many cases at all events, the dyes were

themselves reduced by light, thus acting as

nuclei on wh'ich the silver could be deposited.

He further showed that even when the haloid

soluble salt was in excess the same character of

spectrum was produced as when the silver nitrate

was in excess, though the exposure had to be

prolonged. This action he concluded was due

to the action of the dye. The subject has been

discussed again recently owing to the production

of so-called iso-chromatic films, i.e., films which

are supposed to be sensitive to all colours, and

which are prepared on gelatin or collodion plaits

by dyeing them with eosine or some similar dye ;

and the instructions given indicate that, if a
coloured picture or landscape be photographed

through yellow glass, the "yellows" will be

denser in the, negative than will the "blues.'"

Experiment shows if a film after preparation ba

dipped in a solution of " eoside of silver," made
by precipitating eosine with silver nitrate, wash-

ing the precipitate, and then dissolving in water

faintly alkaline, a negative taken in the usual

way will give the "yelloM'S " equally as dense as

the " blues." The action of the yellow glass is

to cut off the blue rays to which the normal

salt is most sensitive, and to leave the yellow

rays unaltered ; these then expend their energy

upon the organic salt of silver. The advantage

of rendering the yellows of a picture most in-

tense in a negative is that the resulting print

will be more nearly true to nature, since these

are the most luminous rays. Further experi-

ment ought surely to show how this can be done

without the introduction of the tinted glsos.

Action of the Spectnim on Chromic Salts.—
Thd salts most usually employed in photography
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. AgBr in "collodion, D.
•eloped feiTous oxalate (1-®-)

Aga+A«SOj on paper .... P.

AgCT + AgSOs 0" V^T", P-

slight preliminary exposure

AgCl on paper washed from P.

eicess of AgXOj

AgCl on paper waslieJ, P.

treated with NaCl, wished
again ; also collodio-

ch'.oride of silver, and yel-

low AgCl in gelatin

Orey AgCl in ge'jtin x*-

AgCl in collodion, excess of D.

AgN'Os or SaCl present, (l.e.)

ferrous citrate or acid

development
(»«•)

Yellow AgCl in gelatin, acid D.

or ferrous citro-oialateOe.)

development

(s.e.)

are the bicnromates of the alkalis. The result SpBo-

of spectrum action in connexicn with them is^J^^ ,..

confined to its o\m most refrangible end, com-
(.hroa.i~

mencing in the ultra-violet and reaching as far salts,

as in the solar spectrum. The accompanying

diagram (fig. -) shows the relative action of the

H/iG FED 03 A

]Grey AgCl in gelatin, acid B.
or fsrrous oitro-osalate(l-e.)

development

(8.e.)

AgCl in collodion, short pre- D.

liminary exposure, acid

or ferrous citro -oxalate

development -

Agl + AgBr + AgKOs on P.

paper, moist

Agl -^ AgBr, washed from P.

„ ;, developed D.

ferrous citro-oxalate

Agl + AgBr -i- AgXO;, wet D.
plate, acid or alkaline

developer

Agl-l-AsBr in gelatin, devel- D.
oped terrous oxalate

AgBr-(-AgT in collodion, D.
acid or alkaline developer (l.e.)

(se.)

'sAgl-hAgBron paper .-...;; P.

3AgI+Ag3r on paper, devel- D.

oped gallic acid

No. 2

Fio ' -The top letters have reference to the Fraunhofer lines;

tl,e"ix>ttom letters are the initials of the colours. The relative

sensitiveness is shown by the height of the cun-e above tho

base-line.

various parts of the spectrum on potassium

bichromate. If other bichromates are employed,

the action will be found to be tolerably well

represented by the figures. No. 1 is the effect

of a long exposure, No. 2 of a shorter one. It

should be noticed that the solution of bichro-

mate of potash absorbs those rays alone which

are effective in altering the bichromate. A
reference to pp. 831, '833 will show that the

change is only possible in the presence of organic

matter of some kind, such as gelatin or albumen.

Action of the Spectrum on Afphaltum.—lhisS^ec-

seems to be continued into and below the red
;

Jj^^^»^^;

the blue ravs, however, are the most effective.^^^j^^,^

The action of light on this body is to render it

less soluble in its usual solvents. Compare this,

statement with that on p. 822,

Action of the Spectrum on Salts of Iron.— Spec-

Many ferric salts have been used from time to ^^^^ ^^,

time in the production of prints, the most^^,j^^f

common at the present time being the ferric iron,

oxalate, by which the beautiful platinotype

prints are produced. We give this as a repre-

sentation (fig. 3) of the spectra obtained on ferric

i F E DCB A

„ developed ferrous D.

citrate

[sAgl-fAgBr-l-AgNOj coUo- D.
dton. wet ptate, acid or (I.e.)

alkaline developer

(s.e.)

liSAgl-^AgBr in gelatin, al- D.

Ij
kalir.e or felTOUs oxalate (1. &
developer s.e. shown.)

^iAgl-i-3AgBron paper or in D.

I'
collodion, ferrous citro- (I.e.)

oxalate developer
]

(se.)

AgI+3AgBr in gelatin, fer- D.

rous oxalate developer (I.e.)

,
(I.e.)

3Agl + AgCT + AgXOj on P.

paper, or paper washed,
both dry

Agl+AgCl-l-AeXO, wet, or P
3AgI-t-AgCl-t-K>'0i wet

3AgT -I- AgCI -r AcNOs, or"D.

3AgI -H AgCl -t- KXOj on
paper, developed with gaK
lie arid or ferrous citro-

Lxalate

No. 3.

No.

4

'

J \ 5 5 Y OR

Fic. 3.—Same description as for fig. 2.

salts in general. Here, again, we have an ex-

ample of the rigorous law that exists as to the

correlation between absorption and chemical

action. One of the most remarkable compounds

of iron is that experimented upon by Sir J.

Herschel and later by Lord Eayleigh, viz., ferro-

cyanide of potassium and ferric chloride. If

these two be brushed over paper and the paper

be then exposed to a bright solar spectrum, action

is e.xhibited into the infra-red region. This is

one of the few instances in which these hght-

waves of low refrpngibility are capable of pro-

ducing any effect. The colour of this solution

is a muddy green, and analysis shows that it

cuts off these rays as well as generally absorbs

those of higher refrangibility.

Action of Light on rrantVm.—The salts of light

uranium are affected by light in the presence of ^'^"^
orcanic matter, and they too are only acted upon

by those rays which they absorb. Thus mtrate
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Washed 3AgI + .AgCl on D.

paper, ferrous citro-oxal-

ate developer

3AgI+AgCl in gelatin, de- D.
veloped ferrous oxalate

Agl+AgCl in gelatin, de- D.
veloped ferrous oxalate

Agl+SAgCl on paper,washed P.

Agl+SAgCl+AgKOj, wet . . P.

AgI+3AgCl in gelatin, or D.
on paper, ferrous citro-

oxalate or acid developer

Agl + SAgCl + AgNOs, acid D.
developer

AgBr, exposed to light, P.
treated with I. pvp^apd t/> also
spectrum. D.

The foUo^-ing table gives the names of the obserrers of iiic

action of light on different substances with the date of publication

of the several observations. It is nearly identical with one given

by Dr Eder in his Geschichte der Photo-Chemic.

Substance.

Silver,

Nitrate solution mixed with chalk,

gives in sunshine copies of writing

Nitrate solution on paper
Nitrate photographically used

Nitrate on silk •,

Nitrate with white of egg . . .
.'

Nitrate with lead salts

Chloride '.
Chloride in the spectrum
Chloride photographically ii 'i- i . . .

Chloride blackened
Iodide
Iodide by action of ioiline(ouuietallio

silver)

Iodide photographically used
Iodide with gsUic acid

Iodide with ferrous sulphate

Chloride and iodide by chlorine and
iodine (on metallic silver)

Bromide
Bromide by action of bromine (on

metallic silver)

Sulpho-cyanide -

Nitrite

Oxide with ammouia
Snlphate
Chromate .. -. ........
Carbonate - . - -

Oxalate .. ^
Beuzoate..- *

Oitr^e .. .... - ;

Kinate —
Boi-ate

P>Topliosp!iute ...

Lactate . —
Formiates
Fulminates
Sulpliide by ^apoul of sulpliur ^uu

metallie silver)

Phosphide by vapour of phosphorus
(on metallic silver)

Oxide ,

Cliloride on iw|r-. .

Chloride on silk

Chloride in ethereal solution

Chloride with ferro-cyanide and feni-

cyauide of potassium
Chloride and oxalic-acid

Chromate «
Plate of gold and iodine vapour

PlotiMim.

Chloride in ether
Chloride with lime
Iodide
Bromide )

Cyanide f

Double chloride of platiotun and
potassium

Mercury.

Oxide (iiiercurous) .. .-

Oxide ,

f Oxide (mercuric)
'

Oxide (more accurate observations) |

.

bhToride (mercurous) —
Chloride (mercuric)

"."

Chloride with oxalic acid
Sulphiite

J. H. Schulze .

Hellot
Wedgwood and Davy
Fulhame
Rumford
B. Fischer
Herschel
J. B. Beccarius . .

.

Scheele
Wedgwood
Lftssaigne

Pa^T
Daijuerre

Herschel
Talbot ..

Hunt ....

Claudet .

Balard .

.

Goddard

Grotthus
Hess
Mitsclierlich .^ -

Bergmann
Vauquelin
Buchholz
Bergmann.'.
Trommsdorf
Vauquelin
Henry and Plissou

Rose
Stromeyer
Pelouze and Gay-Lussac
Hunt
Hunt
Niepct^ ..

Niepce

Scheele .-.

Hellot ..

Fulhame
Rumford
Hunt

Dobereiner
Hunt
Goddard .

.

Gehlen ..

Herschel
Herschel

Gay-Lussac and Thenard
Da\y
Da^y
Abildgaard -. ...

Harup not till ^ '

K. Neumann previously to

Boullay ^. .. (

Meyer.. : TTT.
|

172-

1737
1S02
1797
1798

, 1S12
1833
1757
1777
1302
1839'

1814
1839-

1840
1S41
1844
1840

1826
1S40

ISIS
1S2S
1827
1779
1793
ISOO
1779
1793
1793
lfl29

1830
1S30
1833
1S44
1S44
1820

1820

1777
1737
1794
1793
1844

1831
1844
1842

1804
1840
1840

1S44

1S2S

ISU
1812
1797
1797
ISOl
1739
1803
1776

1704

of uranium, which shows,too, absorption-bands in

the green blue, is affected more where these occur

than in any other portion of the spectrum.

It w^ould be^ going beyond our province to do

more than enumerate the other metallie com-

pounds which are amenable to chemical change

by the impact of radiation ; suifice it to say

that some salts of mercury, gold, copper, lead,

manganese, molybdenum, platinum, vanadium,

are all affected, but in a less degree than those

which we have discussed. In the organic world

there are very few substances wliich do not

change by the continuous action of light, and it

will be found that as a rule they are affected by

the blue end of the spectrum rather than by

the red end. For a more detailed account we

must refer the reader to The Chemical Effects of

the Spectrum by Dr J. M. Eder (London).

Substance.

Oxalate (mercuric)
Oxalate (mercurous)
Sulphate and ammouia (mercurous)
Acetate (mercurous)
Bromide (mercuric)

Iodide (mercurous) -j

Iodide (mercuric) ...

Citrate (mercuric)
Tartrate and potassium (mercurous)
Carbonite (mercuric)
Nitrate
Sulphide (mercuiic)

Observer.

Iron.

Sulphate (ferrous)

Chloride (ferric) and alcohol
Chloride and ether .

.*

Oxalate (ferric)

Ferro-cyanide of potassiuui . .

.

Sulpho-cyanide
Prussian blue

,

Ferric citrate with ammonium.,
Ferric tartrate '

Chromate ,

Copper.

Chloride (cupric dissolved in ether)
Oxalate with sodium
Chromate '\

Chromate with ammonium ... .|
Carbonate >
Iodide , ..

'

Sulphate . ^

Chloride (cuprous)

Copper plates (iodized)

Mangaiiesf.
Sulphate
Oxalate ^
Potassium perinangauate
Peroxide and cyanide of potassium
Chloride ,

Lead.
Oxide
Iodide
Sulphite
Peroxide
Red lead and cyanide of potassium
Acetate

mcktl
Nitrate
Nitrate ivith ferro-prussiates

Iodide

Tin.
Purple of cassius

Various Substances.

Cobalt
Arsenic sulphide (realgar)

Antiiupny sulphide
Bismuth salts

Cadmium salts ..........

Rhodium salts ^...

Vanadic salts

Iridium ammonium chloride.. ,

,

Potassium bichromate
Potassium with iodide of starcli

Metallic chromates
Chlorine and hydrogen
Chlorine (titlionized)

Chlorine and ether .^

Chlorine in water
Chlorine and ethylene
Chlorine and carbon-monoxide .

Chlorine and marsh gas
Chloride and hydrocyanic acid

Bromide and hydrogen

Bergmann
Hartr , .

Fourcroy
Garot \

Ldwig .-.- .. ,-.

ToTosewicZ .TT. v-. -. r.

Artus •..-;...-

Field ,.

Harff ......^.
Carbonell and Bravo .

Davy
Herschel
Vitravius

Chastaing . .

.

BestuschefT .

Klaproth . .

.

Dobereiner .

Heinrich . .

.

Grotthus . .

.

ScopoU
Herschel . .

,

Herschel . .

.

Hunt

Gehlen ..

A. Vogel

Hunt .

A. Vogel
Kratoch ,

.

Talbot .

.

Brandenburg
Suckow
Frommberg ..

Hunt
Hunt

Da\'y

Schbnbein..

,

Gay-Lussac .

Hunt u .

,

Hunt

Suckow ,

Hunt ...

Roscoe
Dobereiner ..

Mungo Ponton
Becquerel
Hunt
Gay-Lussac and Thenard
Draper
Cahours
Berthollet

Gay-Lussac and Thdnard ,.

Davy
Henry
Serullas . .

Balard

Date.

1776
1836
1791

1826
1828
1836
1836
1836
1836
1831
1812
1840

1 B.C

1S77
1725
17S2
1831
1S08
1813
1783
1840
1840
1844

1804
1813

1850
1841
1841

1815
1832
1824
1844

1844

1S02

1850

1811
1844
1844

18441

1844
1303
1832

;

1844*
I

1874
1S31 '

1838 '.

1840
1843
1809
1S42

1810

1785
1809
1812
1821
1827
1832

J
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Substance.

Iodine and ethyli?ae

C>-ano¥:en, 90lution of
Varioas ether methyl compoonds .

.

H>-drocyanic acid
H^'pochlorites (calcium and potass-

ium)
Uranium chloride and etber
Molybdenata of potassium aad tin

salts

CiTstallization of salts under iaSn-
J

eoce of light 1

Phosphorus (in hydrvigen, nJtrogeD,
&c)

^
PhosphuretUd hylrosen

1
Xitric acid

I Hog's fkt

I
Palm oU

J
Asphalt

j Besins (mastic, sandarsc, gamboge,
\ amrooniacum, &c.)
Guaiacum
Bitumens all decomposed, all resi-

dues of essential o:U
Coloured extracts from flowers
Similar colouring matters spread
npoQ paper

Tellow WAS bleached .•

Eudoxia macrcmbolitissa(purple ilye)

Ob^rver.

Faraday
Felouze and Richardson
Cahours
Torosejfficz

Dobereiner

Gehlen .

Jager ...

Date.

Petit
I Chaptol....
iPize .......

Bockm&oji

A-Togel
Scbeele ..

Vogel ....

Fier
Niepce .

.

Senebier

i Other purple dyes

1 Oils generally

j Nitric fti-er

\ Nicot*Qj

I
Santonine

Hagemann
Dagaerre .-

Senebier
Herschel .

.

Pliny .

Cole
Reaumur
Senebier
Senebier
Henry & Boutron-Charlard
Merk

1S21
18S7
1846
1S36
1613

1S04
ISOO

1722
17SS
1789
ISOO

1812
1777
1S06
1832
ISU
1782

1782
I8d&

1782
1842

Icent A.D.

10th cent
lti84

irn
1782
1782
3836
1SS3

BiSiio^mpfcy.—Hardwioh and Taylor. Photof^ruphic Chemistry (9tli ed., 1S83)

;

Abney, Tixi-Bcok of Photcgmvhy (1878), Instruction in Photcgraphy (1874 ; 6th
ed.. 1SS4X Emulsion PiWssm' in Photogij.p\y (1878\ and Photogrti-pkic Optics,

1884 ; Burton. Modern Phototjrajiiy (3d ed., 1SS3); Robinson and Aoney, Silvtr

Prin;ins(1880): ^Atr^ChemiaU Effects of iht Spectrum ^i\^. tr., by Abney, 1884);
Hepwonh, Phoiog-.apky far AtMtturs (1684); and Hunt, RLScardus on Light
<18M).

The Camera.

Any article descriptive of photography would be incomplete
without a brief uotice of the development of the camera. The
inventor of the camera obscura was Giambattista della Porta {q.v)^

who was born at Naples about 1540. Except as a scientific toy,

his apparatus was not of any practical use, though it is the parent
of the apparatus which have grown up with photography. The
principles which govern photographic lenses have been briefly given
4mder Light (vol. xiv. p. 593 sq.) and Optics (vol, xvii. p. 802 sq,)y

and we need only
state here that [d tX ^\.l
the finest camera
which can be
manufactured is

useless unless the

lens with which
it has to be
worked gives a

il^t field and an
approximately
achromatic image. F:o. 4.—Dagoerre's Camera, M, stop of lens ; J, lena ; A,
Daguerre'scamera ground glass plate, on which ihe image formed by the

i« chnwTi in tb^ Itns is thrown, and for which the Sensitive plate 13 6ub-
la &UUWU in Liie

stituted ; B, a mirror held at 45° by means of L. on whichaccompanying the operator viewed the image on the ground glass. The
figure (fig. 4), ac* focus was obtained by sliding the inner box D towardj

cording to Hunt or from the lens

{Photography, 4th ed., p. 39), by which it will be seen that at first

the idea existed of moving the plate away from the camera.
The first camera made in England, as far as is known, wa3 that

by Mr Palmer of Newgate Street, London, on the plan of Mr
Fry and for him, in 1839. It was a very primitive apparatus, and
was furnished with a lens made in the same year. The ordinary
form of camera was simply a box, at one end of which was a lens,

and at the other a ground glass for focusing, for which could be
substituted a dark sUde holding a sensitive plate. The adjustment
of the focus was made by a rack and pinion motion attached to the
lens. The arrangement, however, subsequently introduced for ob-
taining a rough approximation to focus was to have a sliding inner
box as in Daguerre's camera ; and finally to obtain the greatest sharp-
ness the rack and pinion motion attached to the lens was used. It

is evident that this form of camera has an advantage over the single

box, since it allows more than one lens to be used. OttewUl's folding

camera was a great improvement, in that, for outdoor work, it enabled
a cumbersome article to be folded up into a compact space. Figs. 5
and 6 show it set up for use, and folded. A still more portable form
was made by Mr George Edwards of Carlton Colville (Suffolk) in

1853, and for it he obtained the medal of the Society of Arts. Its

portability is shown by the fact that for a 7-inch by S^-inch plate
irs wei.'jht was only 2 lb 3 oz. Broadly speaking its principle was
4hat of a couple of frames attached by screws to a solid bar, one of

which carried the dark slide and the other the lens. The two were
connected together and enclosed in a cloth bag, which in reality

Fio. 5.—Ottewill's Camera, set up for use. Fio. 6.—Ottewill's Camera, folded.

was the camera. This instrument is still used at the present day. It
did not come into general use owing to its complicated arrangement
of screws,—for the main point in any camera is that there should
be as few loose screws as possible. The n^xt improvement is that
known as the bellows form, originally introduced,' it is believed, by
Captain Fowke, R. E. , about 1 S54. Its introduction may be said to
mark a new era in camera construction, and from that time to the
present the bellows is to be found in nearly every improved form.
After this invention the square instead of the tapering form of
bellows was that most generally adopted. It is unnecessary to trace
every improvement that has licen intioduced, but we give two typical

Fig. 7.—Hare's Camera,

ones (figs. 7 and 8), which are manufactured by Hare and Meagher
respectively. It will be noticed that in both these cameras there
is an arrangement by
which the focusing

screens can be made
to tilt at an angle
with the axis of the
lens. This is called

a swing -back ar-

rangement, and is

necessary when pho-
tographing architec-

tural subjects to pre-

vent vertical lines

converging in the

picture. When the

ground glass is, in a Fio. 8.—Meagher's Camera.

vertical plane, no matter what tilt is given to the camera, vertical

lines will always be shown as parallel in the picture. It will

also be noticed that in these cameras there is an arrangement for

focusing the lens by means of a rack and pinion motion in fig. 7,
and by means of a screw in fig. 8. - The ^adual motion which
can thus be given to the focusing screen is a great advantage,
since lenses need not be constructed with rack and pinion mo-
tion. Many suggestions have been put forward for adapting

Fio. 9.—Marion & Co. 'a Camera.

the camera for a developing chamber, and we believe Arclier'a

could be used for this purpose. Mr Newton in 1852 introduced a

camera in which wet plates after exposure were developed by dipping

in troughs of solutions ; and we might name many others who suli*
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sequently worked at the same ; lea. It met, however, with no very

great success. The introJuction of dry plates was a great step for

the landscape photographei, as it enabled him to carry a supply of

plates in the ticld, and to develop them at home. To economize

space and weight, what are known as "double backs" were in-

vented. A " double back " is a dark slide in which two plates are

placed back to back, being separated by au opaque plate. Each

side of the slide can te drawn up or out so as to expose each plate.

Wliat are known as changing boxes answer the same purpose.

They hold f'ora one to two dozen plates, and by means of a special

arrangement each plate can be conveyed to or removed from the

dark slide without exposure to light. • There are other plans also

by which a certain number of plates can be carried in the camera

itself and exposed iu succession. The writer's opinion of such

instruments is that they possess no striking.advantage and many-

disadvantages, unless for very special purposes. Even for a minia-

ture camera for taking instantaneous street views whilst holding

the apparatus in the hand the use of double backs is to be preferred.

An excellent specimen is a camera made by Marion k Co. of London

(see fig. 9) : it is entirely of metal, and fitted with a finder and in-

stantaneous shutter,—one which should stand any amount of rough

usage. Tlie whole apparatus, including a dozen plates, can easily be

carried in the pocket. The dark slides are strongly made of metal.

In the preceding sketch, brief though it is, of the successive

improvements in cameras, probably enough has been s.aid to show
the very remarkable development that has taken place since the

days when a cigar-box and spectacle lens were used to obtain au
image on a sensitive plate. (W. Dii "W. A.)

PHOTOMETRY, Celestial. The earliest records tiiat

have come do-ivn to us regarding the relative positions of

the stars in the heavens have always been accompanied

with estimations of their relative brightness. With this

brightness was naturally associated the thought of the

relative magnitudes of the luminous bodies from whence

the light was assumed to proceed. Hence in the grand

catalogue of stars published by Ptolemy (c. 150 a.d.),

but which had probably been formed three hundred years

before his day by Hipparchus, the 1200 stars readily visible

to the naked eye at Alexandria were divided into six classes

according to their lustre, though instead of that term he

uses the word /i£yc(9o5 or " magnitude "
; the brightest he

designates as being of the first magnitude, and so down-

wards till he comes to the mirdmvm risihile, to which he

assigns the sixth. These magnitudes he still further

divides each into three. To those stars which, though

ranged in any particular order of brightness, nevertheless

exceed the average of that order in lustre he attaches the

letter fi, the initial letter in /xeifui/ (greater), and to those

in the same ordtr' which exhibit a lustre inferior to that

of the average he affixes the letter f, the initial letter of

IXaa-uav. Witli tliis sort of subdivision he passes through

all the six order.? of magnitude. He does not, indeed, tell

us the precise process by which these divisions were esti-

mated, but the principle involved is obvious.
_
The eye

was here made the natural photometer, and it is certain

that e^en in the instances wnere modern instrumental ap-

pliances are called into requisition the ultimate appeal is

made to perception by the eye. Moreover, it is one of the

many remarkable instances of the acuteness and precision

of the Greek mind that for upwards of 1.500 years no real

improvement was made in these estimations of lustre by

any of Ptolemy's numerous successors in this field of re-

search. Flamsteed was the first astronomer who extended

the estimation of magnitude to stars visible only by the

telescope, and he improved Ptolemy's notation by writing

4-3 instead of S, /^—indicating thereby an order cf mag-

nitude brighter than the average of a fourth, but inferior

to that of^a third—and 3-4 for S, c, and so on. Later

astronomers have sometimes adopted a more precise nomen-

clature by subdividing the several orders decimally, but it

doee not appear that by any immediate and unaided effort

the eye can estimate subdivisions of lustre exceeding the

thirds adopted by the Greek philosopher.

It was not till the year 1796 that any real advance was

made in stellar photometry. Sir W. Herschel, instead of

assigning a particular magnitude to stars, arranged them

in small groups of tliree or four or five, indicating the order

in which they differed from each other in lustre at the time

of observation. This method was admirably adapted to

the discovery of any variations in brightness which might

occur in the lapse of time among the members of the group.

Sir William observed in this way some MOO stars, pub-

lished in catalogues scattered through the Philosophical

Transactions from 1796 to 1799; but he discontinued the

work before its conclusion. It might be urged that suck

a work toucnes on no human interests, but it rightly seemed

otherwise to the philosophic mind of the great astronomer.

He remarked that the sun is, after all, only one among the

stars, and that what befalls them in the way of varying

light as time proceeds may also befall the sun. He puts

the question, " '\\Ti0 would not wish to know what degree

of permanency we ought to ascribe to the lustre of oiur sun?

Not only the stability of our climates, but the very exist-

ence of the whole animal and vegetable creation itself, is

involved in the question. Wliere can we hope to receive
"

information upon the subject but from astronomical observa-

tions?"^ These researches of the elder Herschel were in

due time foUowed by those of his son, Sir John, about the

year 1836 at the Cape of Good Hope. He both extended

and improved the methods adopted by his father at Slough,

and by a method of e.st:mated sequences of magnitude he

hoped to arrange all the stars visible to the naked eye at

the Cape or in England iri the order of their relati's'e lustre,

and then to reduce his results into the equivalent magni-

tudes adopted by the universal consent of astronomers.'

Sir John, however, like his father, left this important labour

incomplete. Not only is the work one of great and con-

tinuous effort, but the effects of ever-varying meteoro-

logical conditions greatly impede it. Moreover, there is

an unsatisfactory indefiniteness attending all estimations

made by the unaided eye ; numerical or quantitative com-

parisons are out of the question, and hence we find Sir

John, in the very midst of establishing his "sequences,"

adopting also an instrumental method which might lead

him to more definite results.

In the year when Sir John Herschel concluded his

photometric work at the Cape (1838) Dr Argelander com-

menced, and in 1843 completed, his Uranonietria Nova, in

which the magnitudes of all stars visible to the unaided

eye in central Europe are catalogued ivith a precision and

completeness previously unknown. It contains 3256 stars,

and although it will probably be superseded by instru-

mental photometry it must ever remain a monument of

intelligent patience. Argelander's labours were confined

to stars visible to the naked eye ; by the aid of his assist-

ants, Dr Schonfeld and Dr Kriiger, a catalogue of magni-

tudes and celestial coordinates was ultimately published

in their well-known Dtirchmusierung, extending to the

enormous number of 324,000 stars.

Dr Gould also, in his Uranomefria Argentina, has done

similar work for stars visible only in the southern hemi-

sphere, and with the aid of his colleagues has attained to

an e.vactness and precision in his estimations of stellar

lustre certainly not hitherto surpassed. There have been

other worthy labourers in the same field, each of whom,

has rendered efficient service, such as Dr Heis and M.
Houzeau ; but it is' chiefly to the labours of Argelander

and Gould that astronomers at present,make their appeal.

It is to Sir John Herschel that we are indebted for the

first successful attempt at stellar photometry by what may

J Phil Trans., 1796, n. 181.
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be termed " artificial " means. By the aid of appliances

of the simplest kind lie deflected tiie light of the moon

(by means of the internal reflexion of a rectangular prism)

through a small lens 01- inches in diameter and of very

short focus, 0'2253 inches, so as to form a sort of artificial

star in its focus. By the instrumentality of sti-ings and a

wooden pole he could move this artificial star of compari-

son so as to be in the same line of sight with any actual

star whose light he proposed to measure. Other strings

enabled him to remove this microscopic lunar image to such

a distance from the eye that its light was adjudged to be .

sensibly the same as that of the star compared. The dis-

t.ince of the. short focused lens with the image contiguous

to it was measured by a graduated tape, and the inverse

squares of these distances afibrded relative numerical mea-

sures of the brightness of the several stars thus brought

into ocular juxtaposition with the equalized Kght of the

tiny lunar image. In this way he proceeded with the ob-

servations of a considerable number of stars, and those, by
appropriate methods, were reduced so as to afford the means
of the comparison of their relative brightness when set side

by side with results obtained by means of his " sequences,"

and with the estimated magnitudes of preceding astro-

nomers. Sir John, however, did not go on to the formation

of a complete "uranometria." While he was thus busy at

tlj'Cape of Good Hope, Steinheil at Munich had com-

pleted for Dr Seidel an instrument nearly the same in

principle but more manageable in form. He divided the

small object-glass of a telescope into two halves, one of

which was movable in the direction of its axis. The
images of two stars whose light he desired to comjjare were

formed by the intervention of prismatic reflexion, nearly

in the same line of sight, and one of the lenses was then

moved until the light of the two stars near the respective

foci of the semi-lenses seemed equal to the judgment of the

observer's eye. The distance through which it was neces-

sary to bring the movable lens furnished the data for com-

paring the relative lustre of the two stars in question. A
large amovint of work was thus achieved by Seidel, which

for a considerable time has been, with greater or less reason,

regarded as worthy of confidence in regard to precision

(Trans, ifun. Acad., vol. ii.). Dr Zollner substituted the

deflected and reduced image of a lamp for one of Steinheil's

stars, and the intensity of this light, or artificial star, he

could by means of double refraction reduce in any measur-

able proportion he pleased according to the well-known

relations of polarized light. In this way he could equalize

the light of the artificial lamp-star with that of the real star

with which he compared it ; and the division of the lens

was thus dispensed with, but a new difficulty was intro-

duced in the impossibility of maintaining the constancy of

the flame. Dr Zollner also availed himself of the effects

»f double refraction in altering at will the colour cf his

artificial star of comparison. This ingenious form of

photometer has enjoyed considerable reputation, but no
astronomer has yet persevered in producing a complete
" uranometria " by its aid. The most recent and probably
the most successful device for a stellar photometer on the
jii-iiiciple of equnlizing lights is that invented by Professor

I'ickering of Harvard College. He deflects the light of

I'olaris, or of some other star such as X UrsEe ilinoris, by
means 6f prismatic reflexion, and he contrives to form an
image of it contiguous to the image of any other star

selected on the meridian. The equalization of the lights

is then eflected by the inten-ention of a polarizing appa-
ratus, such as that adopted by ZuUner. Thus the artificial

and in many respects objectionable lamp-star of ZiJllner is

di^enscd ,^\-ith. Professor Pickering, with singular invent-
ive power, has devised many other forms of stellar photo-

aaeters on virtually the saue principle; for a detailed

account of tnese labours the reader is referred to the Annah

of the Uarmrd College Observatori/ (vol. xi.). Unlike his

eminent predecessors, the American astronomer is persever-

ing in the formation of a complete catalogue of star-

magnitudes.

It has been already stated that mere estimations of

relative brightness by the unaided eye are inadequate to

the production of numerical quantitative results. In the

instrumental devices explained, whether by means of the

alteration of distances or by the known alteration of planes

of polarization, no such defect exists. By their means it

is possible to obtain a fairly exact numerical expression for

the ratio of the intensities of the two lights measured.

On applying a photometric measurement it is found that

the ratio of 'the intensities of the lights in passing from one

magnitude to the next, even in the conventional magni-

tudes of Argelander and Gould, is not by any means con-

stant, and even hardly definite. At the suggestion of Mr
Pogson it is now generally accepted by astronomers that

the adopted and conventional ratio of the intensity of light

in passing from one magnitude to another shall be •2-512,

a convenient number because its logarithm is '4, which is

easily remembered, and still more so because on the whole

it agrees better than any other number with the varying

light-ratio existing among the hitherto received orders of

magnitude obtained by eye-estimation alone.

There remains still another principle on wnich a stellar

photometer may be successfully formed, and which has

been recently largely applied to the determination of star-

magnitudes at the university observatory, Oxford. It is

constructed on the principle that the absorption of light in

passing through a uniform medium depends, ca:teris paribus,

upon the thickness. On this principle a thin wedge

is constructed of homogeneous and nearly neutral-tinted

glass, through which the images of stars formed in the

focus of a telescope are viewed. Simple means are., con-

trived for measuring with great exactness the several

thickneases at which the light of the;;e telescopic star-

images is extinguished. In this wa5 the light of any

star can be readily compared with that of Polaris (or any

other selected star) at the moment of ob.^ervation, and thus

a catalogue of star -magnitudes can be formed. This

method has been already applied by Professor Pritchard

to all the brighter stars north of the equator ; tie results

are published in the forty-seventh volume of the J/emoirs

cjf the Rijyal Astronomical Society, and are to be speedily

followed by a complete catalogue, extending to all the

stars in Argelander's Uranometria JS'ova north of the

equator, and to a few others beyond. For the details of

the processes adopted the reader must here,, as in all

other cases, consult the original researches.

Even in a rapid sketch of so extensive a subject some

notice must be taken of the application of photometry to

the determination of the relative amount of light received

on the earth from the sun, the moon, and the planets.

The methods by which these ratios have been obtained

are as simple as they are ingenious ; and for them we are

mainly indebted to the labours of Bouguer and Bond.

The former philosopher compared the light received from

the sun with that from the moon in thg following fashion

in 1725. A hole one-twelfth of a Paris inch was made in

the shutter of a darkened room ; close to it was placed a

concave lens, and in this way an image of the sun 9 inches

in diameter was received on a screen. Bouguer found

that this light was equal to that of a candle viewed at

16 nches from his eye. A similar experiment was repeated

with the light of the full moon. The image now formed

was only two-thirds of an inch in diameter, and he found

that the light of this image was comparable nth that of

the same candle viewed at a distance of 50 f ;et. From
XVIF — lo6
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these data and a very simple calculation it followed that the

light of the sun was atout 256,289 times that of the moon.
Other experiments followed, and the average of all the

results was that the light of the sun was about 300,000
times the average light of a full moon, both being viewed
in the heavens att the same altitudes. The details will be
found in Bouguer's Traite dOptifjue. Wollaston in 1829
tried a series of experiments in which the ratio 801,072
was obtained ; but the omission of certain necessary pre-

cautions vitiates the result {Phil. Trans., 1829). Bond
(Mem. Amer. Acad., 1851, p. 295) adopted a different

process. He formed the image of the sun on a silvered

globe of some 10 inches diameter; the light of this image
was reflected on to a small mercurial thermometer bulb

;

and then this second image was compared with a Bengal
light so moved that the lights appeared to be equal. The
same process was adopted with the full moon instead of with

the sun. The result was that the sun's light was 470,980
times that of the moon. Seidel long before this date had
compared the light of the mean fuU moon with that of

Jupiter in mean opposition ; his result is 6430. So also

this light of Jupiter was found to be 4864 times that of

Venus at her brightest ; and Jupiter was found to give

8'2 times the light of a Lyra;. If, then, these numbers
could be accepted with confidence, we should have the

means of comparing the light received from the sun with
that received from any of the stars. Adopting these pre-

carious numbers on the authorities of Bond and Seidel wb
have the following results

—

Sun-3 light= 470,980 that of the full moon.
= 6-22,600,000 „ Venus at her brightest.

„ = ?02,83,'i,000 j, Jupiter at mean opposition.

„ =5,970,500,000 ,, Sirius.

Lastly, Bouguer, by comparing the light of the full moon
viewed at different altitudes with an artificial light, found

that the atmosphere absorbs 1877 of the light incident on

it at the zenith of any place. Professor Pritchard, from

photometric measures taken at Cairo, found this number
to be -157. At Oxford it was 209. Thus Bouguer's

determination indicates an absorptive capacity in the

atmosphere of Brittany just midway between those of

Oxford and Cairo. Seidel at Munich .expresses "sur-

prise " at finding his own results so nearly accordant with

Bouguer's. These numbers, therefore, may be regarded

as close approximations to fact.^ (c. p.)

PHOTOPHONE. See Telephone.
PHRENOLOGY. This name was given by Forster in

1815 to the empirical system of psychology formulated by

Gall and developed by his followers, especially by Spurz-

heim and Combe. At first it was named " cranioscopy,"

"craniology," "physiognomy," or "zoonomy," but Forst«c's

name T.as early adopted by Spurzheim, and became that

whereby the .system is now known. The principles upon
which it is based are four : (1) the brain is the organ of

the mind
; (2) the mental powers of man can be analysed

into a definite number of independent faculties; (3) these

faculties are innate, and each has its seat in a definite

region of the brain
; (4) the size of each of these regions

is the measure of the power of manifesting the faculty

associated with it. While phrenology is thus, on the one

hand, a system of mental philosophy, it has a second and
more popular aspect as a method whereby the disposition

and cliaracter of the individual may be ascertained. These

two sides of the subject are distinct from each other, for,

* Smce this article was put in type. Professor Pickering at Harvard
College has published his concluded results. Professor Pritchard at

Oxford has also completed his photometric measures of some 2000 of

the same stars. Taken as a whole, and as comprising the first cona-

plete and systematic efforts in a new and difhcnlt line of research, the

igreements of the two catilbgucs may fairly be regarded as very satis-

factory, not to say suiprisi-jg.

while it can only serve as a reliable guide for reading-

character on the assumption of its truth as a philosophic

system, yet the possibility of its practical application does

not necessarily follow from the establishment of the truth

of its theoretic side.

History.—That the phenomena of mind are in some
measure connected -with the action of the brain has been

recognized from a very early age of philosophy. It is true

that Aristotle ^ describes the brain as the coldest and most
bloodless of bodily organs, of the nature of water and

earth, whose chief purpose is to temper the excessive heat of

the heart, as the cooler regions of the firmament condense

the vapours rising from the earth. In his view, as in that

of most of the earlier writers of other nations of antiquity,

the he, rt is the seat of life ; to it, not to the brain, the

Hebrew writers refer thoughts and affections, while they

considered judgment as seated sometimes in the head,

sometimes in the kidneys.^ This was, likewise, the teach-

ing of the ancient Egyptian philosophy ; and hence, while

many rites were practised aad 'many prayers offered for

the preservation of the heart of the deceased, the brains

were passed over with very little precaution for their pre-

servation.* The influence of the Aristotelian teaching is

traceable in that of some of the earlier classic writings on

philosophy, as is that of the. Hebrews in our o^vn collo-

quial language ; but we learn from Diogenes Laertius '

that much more accurate physiological views were held

by Pythagoras, who believed the mind and the intellect to

have their seat in the brain. The theory of Hippocrates

was Pythagorean rather than Aristotelian, for, although in

one passage in his -work Dc Corde he expresses himself

ratbet- doubtfully, yet elsewhere he clearly states that he

considers the brain to'be the index and messenger of the

intellect.* The cerebral seat of sense -perception is also

taught by Plato,^ v. ho puts into the mouth of Socrates the

theory that the brain is tJie organ affected .by the senses,

whereby memory and opinion arise, and from whence know-

ledge springs. The classic jjoets also notice this depend-

enceof mind on brain : for example, in the Clouds (v. 1276)

Strepsiades accuses Amynias of not being in his right

mind, and, on being asked why, responds, " You seem to-

.me as if you had had a concussion of the brain."

The two foimders of anatomical science, Erasistratus

and Herojihilus, who lived in the days of Ptolemy Soter,

taught not only that the brain was the seat of sensation

and of intellect, but also that there was therein a certain

degree of localization cf function. Erasistratus believed

that the sensory nerves arose from the brain-membranes,

the motor from the cerebral substance. Ilerophilus was
apparently the first who held that the vital forces resided

in and circulated from the ventricles of the brain, at least

so we gather from Celsus and the other authors who have

preserved his views. By the influence of the writings of

Galen,' which directly teach that the brain is the seat of

2 Z)e pariihus animalium, ii. c. 7 (Paris, 1629, p. 986).

' In the Chaldee portion of Daniel (ii. 28, iv. 5, vii. 1) visions and

thoughts are referred to the head. For other partirulars .as to early

views see Nasse ou'the psychical relations of the heart in jicitschr. f.

psifcliischf Acrdc, i., 1818. A few of the later meilical writers express

simil.ar views ; see Santa Cruz, Opuscula viedica, Madrid, 1624.

* Btiok of the DcaS, ch. xxvi. -xxx.
' viii. 30, ed. Cobet, Paris, 1850, p. 211,— "'J'pfJ'iu Si «a! vo\/j>',^i.

e "Demorbi) sacro,"in 0pp., ed. Kiihn, i. 612 sij.; aXso Kpist., iii.

824. Among later writers Licetus of Genoa taught the coextension of

soul and body, upon which subject he wrote two books (Padua, 1616).

In this connexion may be noted a curious work by Sohegkius, Dici-

Ingiis de anim/e princijxitu, ArisloieHs el GaUni ru'.ionts prmferens

qiiibus lUe cordi, hie ccrefiTO, principalwn allribuU, Tubin:.;en,<1542.

' Phtsdo, ch. xIt.. Valpy's ed., 1833, p. 128. See .-ilso Hallcr's.

Bibl. anat., i. 30.
' D'. Msu pan'inm, ed. Ktihn, lii. 700,—"rir /jjy -otv ivo!tii;tic
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soul and intellect, the Pythagorean doctrine became uni-

Tersally received among philosophers. According to the

Galeuieal theory of life, tlie animal spirits arising from

the brain are conveyed thence by the arteries through the

body. These animal spirits have their origin in the ven-

tricles of the brain, and pass thence to the heart. It is

true that in one place (viii. 159) he refers their origin to

the cerebral substance, but the ventricular theory svas that

adopted by his followers. This view is held by the Greek

physicians,' some of whom even speculated on the relation

of the intellect to the shape and size of the head. The
Arabians adopted the same hypothesis, so we find Aver-

rhoes ^ correcting Aristotle's notion of cerebral physiology

in favour of Galen's view. Ehazes^ also extended this

by giving a sketch of a scheme of psychic localization

;

and Avicenna^ added to the regions recognized by pre-

vious authors by interpolating one of his own. Such of

the early Christian authors as had occasion to refer in

their writings to the relation of soul to body naturally

adopted the teaching of Galen, and suited it to their

theoiogy, thereby conferring on it an importance which

rendered correction difficult. Thomas Aquinas^ thus ex-

presses his acquiescence in the theory of localization, as

also in a sense does Tertullian.*

Early in the 13th century Albertus Magnus' gave a

detailed description of the distribution of mental and
j>sychical faculties in the head. The anterior region he

assigned to judgment, the middle to imagination, and the

posterior to memory. A somewhat similar allocation was
made by Gordon, professor of medicine in MontpeUier

(1296),^ who assigned common sensation and the reception

of impressions to the anterior cornua of the lateral ven-

tricles, pkantasia to the posterior, this power being two-

fold {imaginativa and cogitativa), judgment or itstimativa

to the third ventricle, and memory to the fourth.' Figures

of a similar division were given by Petrus Montagnana'" and
Lodovico Dolce," still later by Ghiradelli '- of Bologna and
by Theodore Gall of Antwerp." That the "vital spirits"

resided in the ventricles was doubted by many, and refuted

by a few of the anatomists of the 17th century. Bauhin

in 1621" attacked the old view, and Hoffmann of Altorf

a^^ ^ipi4x^aOa: xd^iroXi/." See a!so v. 288, viii. 159, xv. 360.

In his Definiticnts medicm (467, six. 459) he says that the braiu has a

^vxcrt; dvvafus, but does not specify in what part the power inheres.

^ See Paulas .Sgineta, Stephens's ed., 1567, cap. 62, co!. 363, also

Actuaiius, De acti(mibus et afectiims spiritus animaliSy Paris, 1556,

p. 22, c. 7.

? C<nnmcnL in Arist., Latin Ir., Venice, 1550, vi. 73.

^ " Imaginatio quidem in duobus ventriciUis anterioribus perficitur.

Cogitatio vert) in medio expletnr. Memoria autera posteriorem possidet

ventricnlam." De re medica, Gerard's tr., Basel, 1554, L p. 9.

* Lib. can., 1507, p. 19, and De naturaliMiS, c, 6.

' Surrnna thaihjiw, ed. Migne, i. pp. 1094, 1106-7. Prochaska
ind his translator Laycock {Sfiiid and Brain, ii. 163) charge Duns
Scotus with holding this view, which most probably he did ; he does

not express it, however, but simply specifies the cerebrum and its

root, the spinal cord, as the source of the rerves along which sensory

impulses travel. Comnxent. de anima, Leyden, 1637, i. 515.
* De anima, cxiv., ed. Franeker, 1597, p. 268.

' Opero, Leyden, 1651, iiL 124, vi. 20.

^ Lilium jnedicinse, Venice, 1494, 101.
® Avicenna's fifth region is interposed between imaginativa and

sesiimativa {De naiuralibus, c. vi.). Thomas Aquinas combines the

last two, which he says'are possessed by the same eminence {op. cit.,

i, 1107). Ou the other hand, he says of ratio particularis, " medici

assignant determinatum orgauum, scilicet mediam partem capitis "
(i.

1106). " Physiognomia, Padua; 1491.
" Dialogo ml quale si ragione del modo di accrecere e conservar la

memoria, Venice, 1562, 27. ^' Physiognomia, 1670.
" TahuZw element. scierUise, Rome, 1632.
" Theatr. anat., Basel, 1621, iii. 314; Caspar Hoffmann, De

i«« cerebri, Leipsic, 1619. See also Spigelius, De corp. humani
fnhrica, Amsterdam, 1645, 296 ; Varolius, 1591, p. 6 ; Wepfer,
Hisloriaram apoplecticarum potissimum anatomise suhjectorum aucta-

1-iftm, Amsterdam, 1681. See also many of the anatomical works of
iiiis 3g«, such as those of Femel, Cabrol, Arjenterius, Bolfinck, ic

showed that, as the ventricles were closed cavities, they
could not transmit any material fluid. That these spirits

existed at all was doubted by Alexander Benedictus,'^

Plater,'^ and a few others ; but they were believed in by
the great majority of 17th and even of 13th century
medical wTiters, many of whom conceived that the ven-

tricles were " semper pleni spiritibus animalibus flammulis

similibus, quorum beneficiis intelligimus, sentimus,et move-
mus,"'"' and the opponents of this view were strongly

assailed by Riolau and others as revolutionary. The
grey mattfer of the surface of the cerebrum was first re-

cognized as the true dynamic element by Malpighi '^ and
Willis." The latter regarded the convoluted surface of

the cerebrum as the seat of the memory and the will, the

convolutions being intended to retain the animal spirits

for the various acts of imagination and memory. Ima-
gination he described as seated in the corpus callosum,

sense -perception in the corpus striatum, and impetus et

periurhatio in the basal parts of the cerebrum above the
crura. The thalami he regarded as the centres of sight

and the cerebellum of involuntary acts. Columbus'"' ridi-

culed the idea that the convoluted surface c^n have any-

thing to do -with intellect, as the ass, a proverbially stupid

animal, has a convoluted cerebrum. According to his

view, the convolutions are for the purpose of lightening

the brain and facilitating its movements. Succeeding
anatomists simply varied these localizations according to

their re.'^pective fancies. Lancisi placed sense -perception

in the corpus callosum, Vieussens in the centrum ovale

majus. Descartes supposed the soul to be seated in the

pineal gland, Lotze in the pons Varolii.-' M*yer considered

abstract ideas to arise in the cerebellum, and memory to

have its seat at the roots of the nerves.^^

Of later writers three deserve special notice as having
largely prepared the way for the more modern school of

phrenology. Unzer of Halle in his work on physiology ex-

tended the pre-existing theories of localization. Metzger,-^

twenty years before the publication of Prochaska's work,
had proposed to make a series of observations on the

anatomical characters of the brains of persons of marked
intellectual peculiarity ; but it is not known to the present

writer whether he ever carried this into effect. In a more
special manner Prochaska of Vienna may be looked upon
as the father of phrenology, as in his work on the nervous
system, published in Vienna in 1784, are to be foimd the

germs of the later views which w-ere propounded in that

city twelve years later.^''

The system formulated by Gall is thus a modern ex-

pansion of an old empirical philosophy, and its immediate
parentage is easily traced, although, according to Gall's

" Alexander Benedictus, Anatomica, vol. iii., Basel, 1527. Quer-
cetanns is said by Laycock (following Prochaska) to have assailed thi-:

doctrine of spirits,—on what ground is not apparent, as he certainly

expresses himself as a believer in the old view ; see Tctras graviss.

totius capitis aJ^eci.,"il3.rhuTg, 1606, x. 89, Possibly Prochaska may
allude to an obscure passage in the work of the other Quercetanus
(Eustachius), Acroamnlon in lihrum Hippocraiis, Basel, 1549, p. 14, not

to the better-known Josephus Armeniacus, but he gives no reference.
'» Opera, Basel, 1625, col. 22, 89.
'^ Joelis opera mcdica, Amsterdam, 1663, 22.
13 "Epist. de cercbro et cort cereb. ad Fracissatiun," in 0pp.,

Geneva, 1685, vol. iL

" De anima brutarum, Oxford, 1677, p. 71, "hse particulae sub-

tilissimK, spiritus animales dictae, partiura istarum substantias corti-

cales primo snbeuntes, exinde in utriusque medituUia," &c., also p. 76 sq.

™ Dereanatomitn, Frankfort, 1593, p. 350.
'' Fechner, Psychophysica, ii. 382.
-2 Some of the mediaev.al views were very fanciful, thus Schabtai

Donolo taught that the spirit of life lias its seat in the brain-mem-

brane, expanded over the brain and sn'oarachnoid fluid, as the Shekina^i

in the heavens arched over the earth and waters. See i?-^ ^^ensch

als Gottes Ebenbild, ed. Jellinek, Leipsic, 1854.
^ Vermischte viedicinische ScJiri/ten, 1764, i. 58.

" See Lnycock's trans., in Sj/denh. Societi/'s Pub., 1851.
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account," it arose ^Itli liim a.5 file result of independent

observations. These, ho toils iis, ho began to make at an

early age, by learning to correlate the oucward appearances

and mental qualities of his schoolfellows.' Gall's first

published paper was a letter in the Deutscher Merhur of

December 1798, but his principal erijositions were oral, and

attracted much popular attention, which largely increased

when", in 1802, he was commanded by the Austrian Govern-

ment, at the instance of the ecclesiastical authorities, to

discontinue his public lectures. In 1804 he obtained the

co-operation of Spurzheim (1776-1832), ft native of Loug-

wich near Treves, who became his pupjil in 1 800, and proved

a powerful ally in promulgating the system. Master and
pupil at first taught in harmony, but they found it advis-

able to separate in 1813 ; and we find Spurzheim, several

years after their parting, declaring that Gall had not

introduced any new improvements into his system since

their separation (notes to Chenevis, p. 99). "My philo-

sophical views," he also says, " widely differ from those of

Gall."

In Paris, where he settled in 1807, Gall made many
influential converts to his system. Broussais, Blainville,

Cloquet, Andral, Geoffroy St-HLlaire, Vimont, and others

warmly attached themselves to it, and countenanced its

progress. Gall visited Great Britain, but the diffusion of

phrenology there was chiefly due to Spurzheim, who lec-

tured through the country and through America, and, with

the aid of his pupil George Combe, soon attracted a large

popular following. His most influential disciples were

Elliotson, Andrew Combe, Mackenzie, Macnish, Laycock,

and i\.rchbishop Wliately, and in America Caldwell and
Godman. On the opposite side many influential men took

up a strongly antagonistic position, prominent among whom
were Barclay the anatomist, Roget, Sir Charles Bell, Sir

\V. Hamilton, Jeffrey, Brougham, T. Bro'rni, and Sir B.

Brodie. The nature of the system rendered it eminently

fitted to catch public attention, and it rapidly attained

to so great a degree of popularity that in 1832 there were

twenty-nine phrenological societies in Great Britain, and

several journals devoted to phrenology in Britain and
.-Vmerica ; of these the Phrenological Journal, a quarterly

-edited chiefly by George Combe with aid from others of

the Edinburgh confraternity, notably Sir George Mackenzie

Jand Macnish, "the modern Pythagorean," lived from 1823

to 1847, through twenty volumes. The controversy in

many places was heated and often personal, and this largely

increased the popular interest. In the Edinburgh Review

the theory was severely criticized by Thomas Bron-n, and
afterwards in a still more trenchant manner by Jeffrey. In

Blackwood it was ridiculed by Professor Wilson. Being a

subject which lent itself easily to burlesque, it was parodied

cleverly in a long rhyme by two authors, "The Craniad,"

87 pages long, published in 1817, while, on the other hand,

verse was pressed into its service in the rh}Tne " Phrenology

in Edinburgh" in 1824.- The best defence of the system

was that by Chenevix in the third number of the Foreign.

Quarterly, afterwards reprinted with notes by Spurzheim.

The popularity of phrenology has waned, and few of

the phrenological societies now survive ; the cultivation of

the system is confined to a few enthusiasts such as will

be found attached to any cause, and some professional

teachers who follow phrenology as a vocation. Like

many similar systems, it has a much larger following in

America than in Europe. Based, like many other artificial

philosophies, on an admixture of assumption and truth,

' For a brief sketch of the life of Gall, see Gall, vol. x. p. 37.

^ Other burlesque and satirical writings were published at this time,

notably The Phrenologists, a farce by Wade, 1830 ; The Headpiece, or

PkreTLotogy opposed to Divine Revelation, by James the Less ; and A
Hrlti^t/or Vie Headpiece, or Phrenologij incompatible with Reason, by

.Daniel the Seer.

csr&in parts will survive and become incorporated into

scientific psychology, while tsie rest will in due course

come to be relegated to the limbo of effete heres''"i

27ie Faculties and their Localities.—The system of Gall

was constructed by a method of pure empiricism, and his

so-called organs were for the most part identified on slender

grounds. Having selected the place of a faculty, he ex-

amined the heads of his friends and casts of persons with

that peculiarity in common, and in them he sought for the

distinctive featiu-e of their characteristic trait. Some of his

earlier studies were made among low associates, in jails,

and in lunatic asylums, and some of the qualities located

by him were such as tend to become perverted to crime.

These he named after their excessive manifestations, map-
ping out organs of m.urder, theft, &c. ; but as this cast some
discredit on the system the names were changed by Spurz-

heim, who claimed as his the moral and religious consider-

ations associated with it. Gall marked out on his model

of the head the places of twenty-six organs as round en-

closures with vacant interspaces. Spurzheim and Combe
divided the whole scalp into oblong and conterminous

patches (see the accompanying figures). Other methods of

division and other names have been suggested by succeed-

ing authors, especially by Cox, Sidney Smith (not Sydney),

Toulmin Smith, Carus of Dresden, Don Mariano Cubi i

Solar, Powell of Kentucky, Buchanan of Cincinnati, Hittel

of New York. Some, like the brothers Fowler, raise the

number of organs to forty-three ; but the system of Spurz-

heim and Combe is that which ' has always been most
popular in Britain

Spurzheim separated the component faculties of the

human mind into two great groups and subdivided these

as follows.

I. Feelings, divided into

—

1. Propensities internal impulses inviting only to certain

actions.

2.. Sentiments, impulses which nromoi: to emotion as well

as to action.

A. Lower,—those common to man and the lower animals;.

B. Hi£;her,—those proper to man.
IL Intellectual faculties.

1. Perceptive faculties,

2. Reflective faculties.

In the following list the locality and the circumstances

of the first recognition of the organ are appended to the

names, which are mostly the inventions of Spurzheim.

Gall's names are placed in brackets.^

Propensities.

(1) Amativeness {Instinct de la gSn^ration), median, below the

inion ; first determined by Gall from its heat in an hysterical widow,
supposed to be confirmed by many observations, and referred to

the cerebellum.*

(2) Philoprogenitiveness (..4»nour de la proginiture), median, on
the squama occipitis, and selected as the organ for the love of

children because this part of the skull is usually more prominent
in apes and in women, in whom the love of children is supposed

to be stronger than in men.

(3) Concentrativeness, below the obeliijn and over the lambda.

This is a region of uncertain function, unnoticed by Gall, but de-

scribed as Inhabitiven^ss by Spurzheim, because he found it large

in cats and in a clergjTni.u fond of his home. It has since been con-

sidered by Combe to be the seat of the power of concentration,

. whereof he believed Inhabitiveness to be a special rase.

(4) Adhesiveness (Amiti^), over the lateral convoluted area of the

lambdoidal suture. This region was prominent in a lady intro-

duced to Gall as a model of friendship, and is said by him to be

the region where persons who are closely attached put their heads

together.

(5) Combativeness {ftistinct dt la dffcnse), above the aatcrion ; it

was found by Gall by examining the hc53s of the most quarrelsome

^ For topographical purposes Broca's names are adopted as the most

convenient for localities on the head.
• Apollonius Rliodius spea'King of the love of Medea for Jason

{Argonantica. iii. 760-765) saya, " iiKpv S iw iipSaXiidi' lii'o) • (vioOt

3' aifl Tup' 65C.VT] <r^xo^*^* ^** XPOOS, a/i<pl apaias tvos sai wcc^oX^S,

inrb vdarov it'iof &XP^^i • • --

J
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of his low comp&nions wEtom he had beforehand stimalated by
ElcohoL It was veriSed bj comparing this regica wirh the same
ptrt of the head of a quarrelsome young lady

(6) DcstractiTencss [Inslvtci eamassirr), above the ear meatus.

Tliis is the widest part of the skulls of carnivorous animals, and
was found large in the head of a student so fond of torturing

animals that he became a surgeon, also large in the head of an
apothecary who became an executioner.

(6a) Alimentiveness, over the temporal muscle and above the

ear. Hoppe describes it as being large in a gourmand acquaintance,

and he therefore supposes it to be the organ of selecting food.

(7) Secretiveneis [EuXj Finesse), the posterior part of the squam-
ous suture.

(8) Acquisitiveness {Senlifneni cU 2a proprUU), on the upper ed^
of the front half of the squamous suture. This part of the head Gall

noticed to be prominent in the pickpockets of his acquaintance.

(9) Constructiveness {Sens de m^hanique), on the stephanion ;

detected by its prominence on the heads of persons of mechanical
genius. It was found large on the head of a milliner of uncommon
taste and on a skuU reputed to be that of Raphael
The organ of Vitativeness, or love of life, is supposed by Combe

to be seated at the base of the skulL To this locaJity Herophilus
referred most of the intellectual powers.

Lower SerUimenis.

(10) Self-esteem {Orgucil, FierU), at and immediately over the
obelion ; found by Gall in a beggar who excused his poverty on
account of his pride. Tab was confirmed by the observation "that

proud persons h=ld their heads backwards in the line of the
organ.

(11) Love of Approbation (Vanite), outside the obelion; the
region in which Gall saw a protuberance on the head of a lunatic

who fancied herself queen of France.

(12) Cautiousness {Cirovispeclion), on the parietal eminence
;

placed here because an ecclesiastic of hesitating disTX>sition and a
vacillating coonciUor of state had both large parietal eminences.

Superior Scniimenls.

(13) Benevolence (Bonie), on the middle of the frontal bone in

front of the coronal suture ; here (5all noriced a rising on the head
of the highly-commended servant of a friend, as well as on a bene-
volent schoolmate who nursed his brothers and sisters when they
were UL To this spot Xenocrates referred the intellectual

powers.

(14) Veneration {ScfUtmaiU riligicux\ median at the bregma.
Gall noted when visiting churches that those who prayed with the
greatest fer\'<«ir were prominent in this region, and it was also pro-

loinent in a pious brother.

(15) Conscientiousness, unknown to Gal! ; rcccgnized by flpurz-

heim usually from its dehciency, and placed between ths last and
the parietal eminence,

(16) Firmness {Fermele), median, on the sagittal sutura from
behiad the bregma to the front of the oVelion. Lavater first

pointed out that persons of determination had lofiy heads.

(17) Hope, not regarded as primary by Gall, who believed hope
to be akin to desire and a function of every faculty which desires,

and left this territory unallocated.

(18) Wonder, said to be large in rision-seers and many psychic
researchers. A second similar organ placed between this and ths

ne:;t is called Mj-sterizingness by Forster, and is said to preside over
belief in ghosts and the supernatural.

(19) Ideality {Poesie), noted by Gall from its prominence in the
busts of poets ; said to be the part touched by the hand when com-
posing poetry.

(20) Wit {Esprit caustique), the frontal eminence, the organ of

the sense of the ludicrous, prominent in Rabelais and Swift.

(21) Imitation {FaculU d'imiter), disDOsition to mimicry, placed

between Benevolence and Wonder.

Paxeplive FaeuUies.

(22) Individuality, over the frontal sinus in the middle line

;

the capacity of recognizing external objects and forming ideas

therefrom ; said to have b^n laige in Michelangelo, and small in

the Soots.

(23) Form {Mimoire despersonnes), capacity of recognizing faces ;

gives a wide interval between the eyes ; found by Gall in a squinting

girl with a good memory for faces.

(24) Size, over the trochlsa at the orbital edge ; described by
Spurzheim and Vimont as the capacity of estimating space and
distance.

(25) Weight, outside the last on the orbital edge and, like it,

over the frontal sinus. The prominence of ridge here is due to

large sinus or a projecting bone. Certain old writers, such as Strato

Physicus, located the whole intellect in this ridge.

(26) Colour, also on the orbital edge external to the last.

(27) Locality {Sens de locaiiU), pished above Individuality on
each side, and corresponding to the upper part of the frontal

sinus and to the region imm^iatoly above it.

(28) Number, on the external angular process of the frontal bone,

large in a calculating boy in Vienna.

(29) Order, internal to the last, first noted by Spurzheim in an
orderly idiot.

(30) Eventuality {Mimoire des choses\ the median projection above
the glabella, supposed to be the seat of the memory of events.

(31) Time, below the frontal eminence and a little in front o?

the temporal crest

(32) Tune {Sens des rapports des tons), on the foremost part of th

temporal muscle, where GaU noticed a bulge on the head of a musica
prodigy of five,

(33) Language {Sens des mots), behind the eye. This was th

first organ noticed by Gall, as a clever schoolfellow, quick at Ian

guages, had prominent eyes. Old authors have noted the con
nexion between prominent eyeballs and mental development ; thu5

Gazzali and Syenensis Medicus Cyprius plac^ the intellect and soul

in and behind the eyeballs.

BeJUdive Faculties.

(3i) Comparison {SagadU comparative), median, at the top of the

bare region of the forehead, where a savant friend of Gall's, fond of

analogies, had a prominent boss.

(35) Causality {Esprit metaphysique), the eminence on each side

of Comparison, noticed on the head of Fichte'and on a bust of Kant

;

the seat of the faculty of correlating causes and effects.

The first identification of each organ was made by an inducrion

from very limited data, but the founders and exponents of the

system have collected all available instanceswherein enlarmments of

each of these, regions coexisted with increased powers of the faculty

supposed. toTeside therein, and in some cases they.have discovered

coincidences of a surprising nature. "VSTien, however, such do not

exist, a convenient excuse is fonnd by reference to the indefinite

article of temperament, or by a supposed explanation of the faculty

in question as not simple but produced by the co-operation of other

influences. Thus, as Sheridan's bump of wit was small, he is said

not to have been truly witty, but to have had comparison and
memory strongfy developed. The girl Labrosse (described in

Ykrassaxi's Bulletin for October 1831), who exhibited strong amative-

ness but had a rudimentary cerebellum, is said to have obliterated

it by over-use. Thurtell, a cold-blooded murderer whose organ of

benevolence was large, is said to have been generous, as he once gave

half a guinea to a friend, ic.

The method whereby the sizes of organs are estimated is arbitrar;-

and the boundaries of the regions indefinite. The attempts of

Nicol, Straton, and Wight to devise mechanical and accurate mo<le3

of measuremeut have not been very successful and have not fouiitl

favour with the professional phrenologi;!t.
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Anatomical Aspect of Phrenology.—The phrenological

controversy served the useful purpose of stimulating

research into the anatomy of the brain ; but we owe very

little of solid progress to the advocates of the system.

Gall is the only writer of his creed in whose works original

observations of value are to be found. Although the study

of the surface of the cerebrum is of the essence of phreno-

logy, yet nowhere in the circle of phrenological literature

are the convolutions of the brain accurately described

;

our knowledge of their order and disposition comes from

the morphologist, not from the phrenologist. The fii'st

real step towards their systematic description was made

by Rolando/ who in 1830 described the fissure to which

his name is' attached, and very little advance was made

until the publication in 1856 of Gratiolet's ^ and Huschke's^

memoirs. These works for the first time placed the de-

scription of the surface of the brain, imperfectly attempted

by Desmoulins in 182i/,^ on a satisfactory basis. Most

of the anatomical details contained in the works on phreno-

logy relate to controversial matters of secondary importance,

aad presuppose the truth of the theory ; but even in con-

nexion with these they give us no statistical details of

any value. It would be important, for instance, to have

tabulated a sufficiently large number of measurements of

the relative thicknesses of scalp and skull in difl'erent

regions, of the variations in development of the diploe,

of the varying range of the frontal sinus ; but of these we
find no sufficient nor definite researches in the whole circle

of books cited below.

As under Akatomy .(vol. i;' p. 874) a careful descrip-

tion of the brain has been given, we need only allude to

such anatomical points involved in the examination of

phrenology as are not included in that account.

1. Any psychological theory which correlates brain-action and

mental phenomena rsqmres a correspondence between brain-size

and mental power ; and, speaking generally, we find that the

brains of those whoso capacities are above the average are larger

than those of the general run of their fellow-men. The details

of brain-weights will be found at pp. 879, 880 of the article

cited.

2. Direct measurements of the relative developments of different

portions of brains are difficult and troublesome to make ; but their

'.mportance to phrenologists is so great that it is remarkable that no

attempts to obtain any such were made by them. The series given

hy Wagner of the relative sizes of the cerebral lobes of four brains

is almost the only record of importance in this direction, and is

appended.

Brain of
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7. The plirenological want ot knowlcdfre of the topography of

the brain-surfaM was necessarily correlated with ignorance of the

exact relations of the convolutions to the interior of the cranial

bones j these have been carefully worked out by Huschke, Heffler,

Turner, and. Reii Some latitude, however, must be allowed in

topography, as the exact relation of convolution to skull varies

with the aiape of the skuU. Giacomini showed that the fissure of

Rolando is perceptibly farther back from the coronal suture in

dolichocephalic than iu brachycephalic skulls, and it is still farther

back in the extreme boat-shaped form of long-headedness. Passet

Bhow3 that there is a slight topographical difference in the two

sexes {Arch./, .inthrop., 1S8'2, xiv. 89), and in the heads of those

with unsymmetrically-shaped skulls there is often a want of lateral

symmetry of convolution. Artificial deformations likewise alter

the topographical relations of couvolutions, and have served not a

liitle to puzzle the phrenologist. Thus, the artificial dolichocephaly

oT the Caribs having buleed the squama occipitis, they decided that

these people must be amiable lovers of children,^ &c.

8. The existence of structural differences between different areas

of cerebral surface is important to any theory of cerebral localiza-

tion, but no phrenologist has given us any original information on

this point Since the investigation of Baillarger,^ it has been

shown that some local differentiations of structure do really exist.

Tans in the convolutiftns around the fissure of Rolando the gan-

rlion-cells of the fourth layer are of large size (giant-cells of Betz),

and in the convolutions of the temporosphenoidal lobe a layer of

small angular cells (graaule-cells) is interposed between the larger

pyramidal and the ganglion-cells, so that, while in the parts of tbe

brain above the fissure of Sylvius the grey cortex is for the most

C five-layered, below and behind that fissure it is six-layered.

re is no abrupt passage from the one to the other, the only sudden
transition of structure of the grey cortex being at the hippocampal

sulcus ; and giant-cells, although of smaller size, and less like those

of the anterior comu of the spinal cord, are scattered over other

parts of the cerebral grey matter.' In fig. 71, vol. L p. 874, the

relations of the convolutions to the internal surface of the skull are

represented, and their want of accurate correlation to the phreno-

logical areas can be seen by comparing that figure with the fore-

going series.

The teachings of anatomy ivith regard to phrenology

cay be summarized thus : (1) the rate of growth of brain is

concurrent with the rate of development of mental faculty

;

(2) there is some degree of structural differentiation as there

are varying rates of development of different parts of the

cerebral surface
; (3) there is no accordance between the

regions of Gall and Spurzheim and definite areas of cerebral

surface.

Physiological Aspect.—The theory of some of the older

metaphysicians, that the mind, in feeling and reflexion,

makes use of no material instrument is not now accepted

by psychologists. It was advanced by Brougham and
Jeffrey as against the theory of phrenology ; but the

doctrine that the brain is the organ of the mind is now
imiversally received. AVhile it is probable that certain

molecular changes in the grey matter are antecedents or

concomitants of mental phenomena, the precise nature of

these processes, to what extent they take place, or how
they vary among themselves have not as yet been deter-

mined experimentally ; the occurrence of the change can
only be demonstrated by some such coarse method as the

altered pidsation of the carotid arteries,* the increase of

the temperature of the head,^ the abstraction, during brain-

action, of blood from other organs as shown bj'the plethys-

mograph, or the formation of lecithin and other products

of metabolism in brain -substance. As yet not a single

step has been made towards the understanding of the con-

nexion between the molecular changes in the nerve-cell

and the phenomena of thought and feeling. AVhile our

* Martius tells us that the Caribs castrate their own children, fatten

.ind eat them, an abuse of the organ of philoprogenitiveness j see also
Garcilaso de la Vega, Hist. lUs Incus, i. 12.

- J/e'/tt. de VAcad. de McJecine, 1340, viii. 149.
^ For further particulars of structure, in addition to the authors

quoted at vol i. p. 878, see Bevan-Lewis and Clark, P. R. S., 1878, and
Phil. Trans., 18S0 and 1882.

* See Engt^ne Gley, "Sur les Conditions Pbysiologiques de la Pensee,"
io Archires de Physiologic, 1881, 742.

' Lombard, S. Y. Med. Journal, June, 1867, and S-cperimenlal
Researches on the Reijiontd Tcmpemlure of the Head, London, 1872.

knowledge of the anatomy of the brain, especially of the

grey nuclei and of the white bands uniting them, has

within the last few years become much more accurate,

brain-function has not as yet been so definitely determined

;

indeed, much of nerve-physiology, especially that part whiclj

relates to the division of labour in the nerve-centres, is

largely hypothetical and based on anatomical structure.

Certain masses of grey nerve-matter situated in the spinal

cord and medulla oblongata are so Linked by nerve-c.ords

to- organs outside the nervous system which are set apart

for the discharge of separate fvmctions that they obviously

form parts of the mechanism for the fulfilment of such

functions. In the cases where these can be subjected to

experiment we learn that they are nervous centres presid-

ing over the discharge of such fvmctions ; and it has been

determined by experiment, or else deduced from anatomical

structure, that in those lower parts of the nervous centres

which are more directly connected with the segmental

elements of the body there is a certain localization of

fimction ; hence the centres of pelvic actions, of respira-

tion, cardiac action, and inhibition of vaso-motor influence,

deglutition, secretions, ikc, can be mapped out in ascend-

ing series. As certain of these centres are united by bands
of fibres to the larger and higher-lying grey portions of

the nervous centres there is an a prion presumption in

favour of the extension of this principle of localization.

This has been premised on metaphysical as well as on
anatomical grounds. Bonnet beheved each portion of the

brain to have a specifically separate fvmction, and Herbert

Spencer has said that " no physiologist can long resist the

conviction that different parts of the cerebrum subserve

different kinds of mental action. Localization of function

is the law of all organization whatever ; separateness of

duty is universally accompanied with separateness of struc-

ture, and it would be marvellous were an exception to exist

in the cerebral hemispheres. Let it be granted that the

cerebral hemispheres are the seats of the higher psychical

activities; let it be granted that among these higher

psychical activities there are distinctions of kind which,

though not definite, are yet practically recognizable, and
it cannot be denied, without going in direct opposition to

established physiological principles, that these more or less

distinct kinds of psychical activity must be carried on in

more or less distinct parts of the cerebral hemisphere."

For the results of experiment on the brain, see Physio-
logy, section "Nervous System."

There is a large weight of evidence, which cannot be
explained away, in favour of the existence of some form
of localization of function. So little is known of the

physical changes which underli ? psychical phenomena, or

indeed of the succession cf the psychical processes them-
selves, that we cannot as yet judge as to the nature of the

mechanism of these centres. So much of the psychic work
of the individual life consists in the interpretation of sen-

sations and the translation of these into motions that there

are strong a priori grounds for expecting to find much of

the material of the nerve-centres occupied with this kind
of work, but in the present conflict of experimental evi-

dence it is safer to suspend judgment. That these local

areas are not centres in the sense of being indii-pensablc

parts of their respective motor apparatuses is cleaj-, as the

function abolished by ablation of a part returns, though
tardil}', so that whatever superintendence the removed
region exercised apparently becomes assumed by another

part of the brain. ^ Experimental physiology and jiathology,

by suggesting other functions for much of the braiu-surfacc,

are thus directly subversive of much of the uhrenology of

Gall and Spurzheim.

^ For cases, see Rochefout.'uue, Archives de Pht/siUiyie, IS63, 2S j

Biauchi, La PsicliUitria, i. 97.
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Psj/cnological Ai^pea.— Tlie fundamental hypothesis

n-hich underlies phrenology as a system of mental science

is that mental phenomena are resolvable into the mani-
festations of a group of separate faculties. A faculty is

defined as "a convenient expression for the particular

states into which the mind enters when influenced by par-

ticular organs ; it is api^Iied to the feelings as well as to

the intellect, thus the faculty of benevolence means every
mode of benevolence induced by the organ of benevolence "

(Combe). In another woik the same author says it is

" used to denote a particular power of feeling, thinking,

jierceiving, connected with a particular part of the brain."

The assumption is contained in the definition that the
exercise of a faculty is the physical outcome of the activity

of the organ, and in several of the standard works this is

illustrated by analogies between these and other organs

;

thus the organs of benevolence and of firmness are said

to be as distinct as the liver and pancreas. The mind,
according to another author, consists of the sum of all the

faculties. In this view the unity of consciousne-.s is some-
what difficult to explain, and consequently there isa&uiroQd
by others a single unif\"jng substiatum, and on this the

organs are supposed to act ; thus thoughts are defined as
" relations of the simple substance, mmd, to certain por-

tions of the encephalon" (Welsh, Phyeti. Journ., L "iiOg)

Gall himself believed that there was but a single principle

which saw, felt, tasted, heard, touched, thought, and willed

(FoncCions dii Cerveau, i. 243); and the American exponent
of phrenology, Caldwell, says ''the mind is as single in

its power as it is in its substcince ; it is a quickening and
operating princi])Ie, essential to all the mental faculties,

but does not, by any means, possess them itself" {Ele-

ments, p. IG). It is not easy to understand the supposed
relation of this hypothetical substratum to the separate

faculties acting on it. It must be both immaterial and
unconnected ^^ith the brain, as the whole two thousand
million cells supposed to exist in the cerebral hemispheres
are all parcelled out among the faculties, and none are left

for the unifying nous.

Each organ is considered as engaged, either independ-

ently in bringing forth its own product, or collectively with

others in elaborating compound mental states, and according

to their several degrees of development and activity they

are considered capable of perceivina-, conceiving, recollect-

ing, judging, or imagining each its own subject. This

mechanical conception of the division of labour in the pro-

duction of the phenomena of mind has the charm of sim-

plicitj', but is attended with the difficulty that arises in

discriminating the operations of the different organs one

from the other. Phrenologists are apt.to be vague respect-

ing the limits of the several faculties, as about the bound-

aries of the separate organs. It was pointed out by Jeflfrey

that the lines of demarcation between benevolence, ad-

hesiveness, and philoprogenitiveness were indeterminate,

although the organs are not very close, and the same
applies to other organs.

It is unfortunate for the clearness of the definition that,

although historically the faculties were the first pheno-

mena noted, independent of and previous to their localiza-

tion, yet in tlie definition the faculties are defined in terms

of their localities.

The following arguments are adduced in favour of the

fundamental separatenefs of the faculties : (1) analogy,

—

elsewhere in the animal economy division of labour is the

rule; (2) the variety of mental endowment observed

among children before they are influenced by education,

and the inequalities in the mental endo\\Tnents of indi-

viduals; (3) the phenomena of insanity, especially of

monomania
; (4) the varying periods at which individual

faculties attain their maximum development ; (S) -the

phenomena of dreams, and the awakening of a limned
number of faculties during them

;
(S) pain being felt i.>

an organ when it is overtaxed.'

Such faculties are supposed to be primary—(1) as exist

in some animals and not in others, (2) as vary in their

development in the sexes, (3) as are developed in varying

proportions with regard to other faculties, (4) as may act

separately from other faculties, (.5) as are not necessarily

simultaneous with other faculties in action, (6) as are

hereditary, and (7) as may be singly diseased.

According to the development of their powers mankind
maybe divided into six classes: (1; those in wh;m the
highest "qualities are largely developed and the animal
qualities feeble

; (2) those with the reversed conditions

developed, with large animal and feeble intellectual and
moral faculties

; (3) those in whom good and evil are in

constant war, with active animal and strong intellectual

faculties and sentiments; (4) those partial geniuses in

whom a few qualitie.^ are unusually developed, while the
rest are at or belov/ the mediocre standard

; (5), those men
of moderate endowment in whom some faculties are nearly

or quite deficient
; (6) those with an unvarying standard

of undistinguished mediocrity in all their faculties.

It is perhaps unfortunate that the word " faculty " has
,bien used in this sense of original power by phrenologists.

It would have been better to employ, as 3Ir Lewes suggests,

the term "function" for the native activity of an organ,

and to leave " faculty " for the expression of an acquired

activit}'. " Faculty is properly limited to active power,
and therefore is abusively applied to the mere passive

affections of the mind" (Hamilton, Lectures, i. 177).

Practical Application.—" Die .Schadellehre ist allerdings

nicht so sehr Irrthum in der Idee als Charlatanerie in der

Ausfiihrung," says one of its most acute critics. Even
though no fault could be found with the physiology and
psychology of phrenology, it would not necessarily follow

that the theory could be utilized as a practical method
of reading character ; for, although the inner surface of

the skull is mouided on the brain, and the outer surface

{ipproximates to parallelism thereto, yet the correspondence

is sufficiently variable to render conclusions therefrom un-

certain. The spongy layer or diploe which sejiarates the

two compact tables may vary Conspicuously in amount in

different parts of the same skull, as in the cases described

by Professor Humphry (/oui-n. of Anat., vol. viii. p. 137).

The frontal sinus, that opprolrium ji/irenohyioon, is a

reality, not unfrequently of large size, and may wholly

occupy the regions of five organs. The centres of ossifica-

tion of the frontal and parietal bones, the muscular crests

of these and of the occipital bones also, differ in their

jn'ominence in different skulls. Premature synostoses of

sutures mould the brain without doing much injury to its

parts. Artificial malformations alter the apparent skull-

shape considerably and affect the relative development ofi

the brain but little. All these and other cogent reasons

of. a like kind, whose force can be estimated by those

accustomed to deal with the component soft parts of the

head, should lead phrenologists to be careful in predicating

relative brain-development from skull-shape. Psycholog}",

physiology, and experience alike contribute to discredit

^ It iftvijieresting in lliis connexion to note tliat in a case publiilie<l

by Professor Hamiltou in Biain (.\pril 1S84), wliere a tumour existed

on the occipital lobe, the paiu was persistently referred to tlie fore-

head. - Many similar cases are to be noticed amon^ tlie records of

localized brain-lesions. Bearing on this point also it is worth noting,

once for all, that iii nothing is the purely hypothetical nature of jihreno-

logical description better realized than in the accounts of what these

.autliors call the "natural language of the faculties,""—tliat- poets are

sujiposed to toucl* iderflity when composing, musicians -to press on

tone and time, ai.tl painters on form and colour, when in the exercise

of their arts ! Yi^t we arc cmvely taught this in tlie standard works-

ou'tUe subject
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the system and to show how worthless the so-called dia-

gnoses of character really are. Its application by those

•who are its votaries is seldom worse than amusing, btit it

is capable of doing positive social harm, as in its proposed

application to. the discrimination or selection of servants

and other subordinate officials. It has oven been proposed

to use it for the purposes of the guarantee society and for

the selection of parliamentary representatives. The sar-

castic suggestion which originated with Christopher North
of moulding children's heads so as to suppress the evil and
foster the good was actually repeated in good faith by a
(vriter on phrenology, but experience of the effects of mal-
formation leads one to be sceptical as to the feasibility of

Ihis mode of producing a social Utopia. The application

of phrenology to the art of painting and sculpture has been
suggested, but a careful examination of some of the best

pictures of the best masters, who were close observers of

nature, shows that no phrenological principles were accepted

by them in their works. An application to ethnology has
also been proposed ; but, although there are in most cases

well-marked racial characters presented by the skull, yet
all attempts at correlating national characteristics there-

with have been groundless and worthless. For further

particulars on allied subjects, see Physiognomy. -
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See plat* PHRYGIA was the name of a large country in Asia
II. vol Minor, inhabited by a race which the Greeks called */)v-yf9,

FTeemen.'^ Roughly speaking, Phrygia comprised the

* Tbe meaning is given in Hesy^, s.v.. "Boiyej."

18—32

western part of the great central plateau of Anatolia,

extending as far east as the river Halys ; but its bound-
aries were vague,- and varied so much at different periods

that a sketch of its history must precede any account of

the geography. According to unvarying Greek tradition

the Phrygians were most closely akin to certain tribes of

Macedonia and Thrace ; and their near relationship to the

Hellenic^ stock is proved by all that is known of their

language and art, and is accepted by almost every modem
authority. The country named Phrygia in the better

known period of history lies inland, separated from the

sea by Paphlagonia, Bithynia, Mysia, and Lydia. Yet we
hear of a Phrygian " thalassocracy " at the beginning of the

9th century B.o. The Troad and the district round Mouiit
Sipylus are frequently called Phrygian, as also is the ste-

port Sinope ; and a district on the coast between Sestua
and the river Cius was regularly named Little Phrygia.
Again, Abel ^ has pointed to the wide currency of names
like Mygdones, Doliones, and Phryges or Briges both in

Asia Minor and in Europe, aiid many other examples
might be added. The inference has been generally-drawn

that the Phrygians were a stock widespread in the countries

which lie round the jEgean Sea. •There is, however, no
decisive evidence, and no agreement among." modern
scholars, as to whether this stock came from the East
over Armenia, or whether it was European in origin and
crossed the Hellespont into Asia Minor..

According to Greek tradition there existed in early time
a Phrygian kingdom in the Sangarius valley, ruled by
kings among whom the names G-ordius and Midas were
common. It was known to the ancient Greeks of Ionia
and the Troad as something great and half-divine. .When
the goddess appeared to her favourite Anchises she repre-

sented herself as- daughter of the king of Phrygia ; the
Phrygians were said to be the oldest people, and their

language the original speech of mankind * the Phrygian
kings were familiar associates of the gods, and the heroes
of the land tried their skill against the gods themselves;
we hear of the well-walled cities of Phrygia and of the
riches of its kings. Tradition is completely corroborated
by archaeological evidence. In the mountainous region
on the upper waters of the Sangarius, between Kutayah
and Afium Kara Hissar," there exist numerous monuments
of great antiquity, showing a style of marked individuality,
and implying a high degree of artistic skill among the
people who produced them. On two of these monuments
are engraved the names of " Midas the King " and of the
goddess " Kybile the Mother." Even the title "king

" (5va|)

»

appears to have been borrowed by Greek from Phrygian.
It is impossible to fix a date for the beginning of the

Phrygian kingdom. It appears to have arisen on the
ruins of an older civilization, whose existence is revealed
to us only by the few monuments which it has left. These
monuments, which are found in Lydia, Phrygia, Cappa-
docia, and Lycaonia, point to the existence of a homogene^
ous civilization over those countries ; they show a singularly
marked style of art, and are frequently inscribed with a
peculiar kind of hieroglyphics, engraved boustrophedon,
which have not as yet been deciphered.* There can be

- The difficulty of specifying the limits gave rise t6 a proverb

—

X^pis TO. ipoydv, Strabo.
» Art. "Phryges," in Pauli's Real-Encylcl.
* Herod., ii. 2 ; Pausan., i 14, 2 ; Claudian,./n Eutrop., il 251 :'

Apul., Met., Jd. p. 762.

^' FawnK-rci on the Midas tomb. It is expressly recorded that
Tipasmoi \i a Lydjan word. BcurtXei?! resists all attempts to eiplabi
it as a purely Greek formation,' and the termination assimilates it to
certain Phrygian words.

^ It is comraoh to name these monuments " Hittite, "but this name
preiupposes the truth of an historical hypothesis, namely, the conquest
of Asia Minor by a race whose capital was in SjTia, which has not as
yet been supported by any convincing argument^.

xvm. — 1 07
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iraced in Asia Minor an ancient road-system, -to which

belongs the " royal road " from Sardis to the Persian

capital, Susa (Herod., v. 55). The royal road followed

a route so difficult and circuitous that it is quite unintelli-

gible as the direct path from any centre in Persia, Assyria,

or Syria to the west of Asia Minor. It x;an be understood

only by reference to an imperial centre far in the north.

The old trade-route from Cappadocia to Sinope, which

had passed out of use centuries before the time of Strabo

(pp. 510, 516), fixes this centre with precision. It must

be far enough west to explain why trade tended to the

distant Sinope,' hardly accessible behind lofty and rugged

mountains, and not to Amisus by the short and easy route

which was used in the Grsco-Roman period. This road-

system, then, points distinctly to a centre in northern Cappa-

docia near the Halys. Here must have stood the capital

of some great empire connected with its extremities, Sardis

or Ephesus on the west, Sinope on the north, the Cilician

Gates on the south, by roads so well made as to continue

in use for a long time after the centre of power had changed

to Assyria, and the old road-system had become circuitous

and unsuitable.- The precise spot on which the city stood

is marked by the great ruins of Bcghaz Keui, probably

the ancient Pteria, of which the wide circuit, powerful

walls, and wonderful rock-sculptures make the site indis-

jjutably the most remarkable in Asia Minor.

The ancient road from Pteria to Sardis crossed the

upper Sangarius valley, and its course may be traced by
the monuments of this early period.^ Close to its track,

on a lofty plateau which overhangs the Phrygian monu-
ment inscribed with the name of "Midas the King," i» a

great city, inferior indeed to Pteria in extent, but sur-

rounded by rock-sculptures quite as remarkable as those

of the Cappadocian city. The plateau is between 2 and
3 miles in circumference, and presents on all sides a per-

])endicular face of rock 50 to 200 feet in height. In part,

at least, this natural defence was crowned by a wall built

of large squared stones.'' This city was evidently the

centre of the old Phrygian kingdom of the Sangarius

valley, but at least one of the monuments in it seems to

belong to the older period of Cappadocian supremacy, and
to prove that the city already existed in that earlier time.^

The Phrygian kingdom and art therefore took the place of

an older civilization. It is as yet impossible to determine

the relation in wTiich the Phrygians stood to the ruling

race of that older period, whether they came iu from the

north-west, or whether they were a primitive people taught,

and for a time ruled, by foreigners from Cappadocia, but

at last expelling their teachers. It is probable that the

tradition of battles between the Phrygians and the Amazons
on the banks of the Sangarius preserves the memory of a

struggle between the two races.^

Of the monuments that exist around this city two

classes may be confidently referred to the period of

Phrygian greatness. That which is inscribed with the

name of "Midas the King" is the most remarkable example

of one class, in which a large perpendicular surface of rock

^ Sinope was made a Greek colony in 751 B.C., but it is said to have

existed long before that time.

* When the Persians conquered Lydia they retained, at least for a

time, this route, which they found in existence, and the royal messengers

went first across the Halys to Pteria, and then by the road across

Cappadocia to the Cilician Gates.
' See a paper on " The Early Historic;] Relations between Phrygia

and Cappadocia," in Joum. Hoy. As. 5oc, ZS83.
* The small fortress Pishmish Kalessi is a miniature of the great

city beside it; see Perrot, Ezplor. Arch^ol., p. 169 and pi. viii.

* A large tumulus exists in this district between Bei Keui and Ak
Euren, from which one large stone, with an iuscription in the usual

Cappadocian hieroglyphics, has already been dug.

* Abel {I.e. ) identiBes these two races, and makes the city at Boghaz

Ucui a FbirygiaD city.

is covered with a geometrical pattern of squares, crosses,

and maaanders, surmounted by a pediment supported in

the centre by a pilaster in low relief. In some cases a
floral pattern occupies part of the surface, and in one case

the two sides of the pediment are filled by two sphinxes

Qf extremely archaic type." In some of these monuments
a doorway is carved in the lower part ; the door is usually

closed, but in one case, viz., the sphinx monument just

alluded to, the valves of the door are thrown wide open
and give access to a little chamber, on the back of which
is scvdptured in relief a rude image of the Mother-goddess
Cybele, having on each side of her a lion which rests its

forepaws on her shoulder and places its head against hers.

Sometimes a grave has been found hidden behind the

carved front ; in other cases no grave can be detected, but
it is probable that they are all sepulchral.^ The imitation

of wood-work is obvious on several monuments of this

kind. The second class is marked by the heraldic type of

two animals, usually lions rampant, facing one another,

but divided by a pillar or some other device. This type

is occasionally found conjoined with the preceding; and
»arious details common to both classes show that there

was no great difierence in time between them. The
heraldic type is used on the monuments which appear to

be the older, and the geometrical pattern is often employed
on the inscribed monuments, which are obviously later

than the uninscribed. Monuments of this class are carved

on the front of a septJchral chamber, the entrance to

which is a small, doorway placed high and inaccessible in

the rocks.

Early Phrygian art stands in close relationship with
'hd iri; of Cappadocia, but has such individuality, such

freedom from conventionality, such power of varying and
combining types learned from other peoples, as to show
that the Phrv'gian^ possessed high artistic faculty very

similar in character to the Greek. The monuments of

the type of the Midas tomb are obviously imitated from
patterns employed in cloth and carpets. Such patterns

were used in Cappadocia, and the priest in the rock-

sculpture at Ibriz wears an embroidered robe strikingly

similar in style to the pattern on the Midas tomb ; but

the idea of using the pattern as the Phrygians did seems

peculiar to themselves. The heraldic tj-pe of the second

class is found also in the art of Assyria, and was undoubt-

edly adopted by the Phrygians from earlier art ; but it is

used so frequently in Phrygia as to be specially character-

istic of that country.' While Phrygian art is distinctly

non-Oriental in spirit, its resemblance to archaic Greek art

is a fact of the greatest importance. It is not merely that

certain types are employed both in Phrygia and in Greece,

but most of the favourite types in early Greek art can be

traced in Phrygia, employed in similar spirit and for similar

purposes. The heraldic type of the two lions is the device

over the principal gateway of Mycenee, and stamps this,

the oldest great monument on Greek soU, with a distinctly

Phrygian character. Slycenae was the city of the Pelo-

pidae, whom Greek tradition unhesitatingly declares to be

Phrygian immigrants. A study of the topography of the

Argive plain leads to the conclusion that Mycena;, Midea,

and Tir)'ns form a group of cities founded by an immi-

grant people in opposition to Argos, the natural capital

of the plain and the stronghold of the native race. Midea

! Published in Journ. Hell. Stmh, 1884.
^ The monuments of Phrygia fall into two groups, which probably

mark the sites of two cities about 16 miles distant from each other.

One group lies round the villages of Kurabet, Yapuldak, and Bakshish;

the other beside Liyen, Bei Keui, Demirli, and Ayazin.
^ The heraldic tj-pe continues on gravestones down to the latest

period of paganism. Carpets with geometrical patterns of the Midas-

tomb style are occasionally found at the present time in the boas^ of

the peasantry of the district.
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appears to be the city of Midas,' and the name is one more

link in the chain that binds Mycenae to Phrygia. This

connexion, whatever may have been its character, belongs

to the remote period when the Phrygians inhabited the

.Cgean coasts. In the 8th and probably in the 9th cen-

tury B.C. communication with Phrygia seems to have been

maintained especially by the Greeks of Cyme, Phocsea, and

Smyrna. About the end of the 8th century Midas king

of Phrygia married Damodiee, daughter of Agamemnon,
the last king of Cyme. Gyges, the first Mermnad king of

Lydia (687-653), had a Phrygian mother. The worship of

C^bele spread over Phocsea to the west as far as Massilia :

rock monumenis in the Phrygian style and votive reliefs

of an Anatolian type are found near Phocsea, Smyrna
was devoted to the Phrygian Meter Sipylene. It is- then

natural that the lays of the Homeridte refer to Phrygia

in the terms above described, and make Priam's wife a

Phrygian woman. After the foundation of the Greek

colony at Sinope in 751 there can be no doubt that it

formed the link of connexion ' etween Greece and Phrygia.

Phrygian and Cappadocian traders brought their goods,

no doubt on camels, to Sinope, and the Greek sailors, the

deivaiToi of Miletus, carried home the works of Oriental

and Phrygian artisans. The Greek alphabet was carried

back to Phrygia and Pteria, either from Sinope or more
probably from Cyme, in the latter part of the 8th century.

The immense importance of Sinope in early times is abun-

dantly attested, and we need not doubt that very intimate

relations existed at this port between the Ionic colonists

and the natives. The effects of this commerce on the

development of Greece were very great. It affected Ionia

in the first place, and the mainland of Greece indirectly

;

the art of Ionia at this period is almost unknown, but

it was probably most closely allied to that of Phrygia."

A striking fact in this connexion is the frequent use of

a very simple kind of Ionic capital on the early Phrygian
monximents, making it practically certain that the " proto-

lonic" column came to Greece over Phrygia. It is

obvious that the revolution which took place in the

relations between Phrygians and Greeks must be due to

some great movement of races which disturbed the old

paths of communication. Abel is probably corrett in

placing the inroads of the barbarous European tribes,

Bithynians, Thyni, Mariandyni, <tc., into Asia Minor
about the beginning of the 9th century B.C. The Phrygian

element on the coast was weakened and in many places

annihilated ; that in the interior was strengthened ; and
we may suppose that the kingdom of the Sangarius vaUey
now sprang into greatness. The kingdom of Lydia appears

to have become important about the end of the 8th century,

and to have completely barred the path between Phrygia
and Cyme or Smyrna. Ionian maritime enterprise opened
a new way over Sinope.^

The downfall of th6 Phrygian monarchy can be dated
with comparative accuracy. Between 680 and 670 the

Cimmerians in their destructive progress over Asia Minor
overran Phrygia ; the king Midas in despair put an end
to his own life ; and from henceforth the history of Phrygia
is a story of slavery, degradation, and decay, which contrasts

strangely with the earlier legends. The catastrophe seems
to have deeply impressed the Greek mind, and the memory
of it was preserved. The date of the Cimmerian invasion

is fixed by the concurrent testimony of the contemporary

* A city Slidea occurs also in Boeotia, a village Midea on the
Hellespont, and a city Midsum in the Sangaritis valley.

, ' See Fartwangler, Gold/und von VetUrsfdde, Winckelm. Progr.,

[1884. The closest analogies of old Phrygian art are to be found in
the earliest Greek bronze work in Olympia, Italy, and the northern
lands.

'. Hipponax, fir. 36 [49], proves that a trade-route from Phrygia
Both the Msander to Miletus was used in the 6th century.

poets Archilochtis and CaUinns, of the late chronologers

Eusebius, &c., and of the inscriptions of the Assyrian king

Essar-haddon. The Cimmerians were finaUy expelled from

Asia Minor by Alyattes before his war with the Medes under

Cyaxares (590-585 B.C.). The Cimmerians, therefore, were

ravaging Asia Minor, and presumably held possession of

Phrygia, the only country where they achieved complete

success, tin some time between 610 and 590. Phrygia

then fell under the Lydian power, and by the treaty of

585 the Halys was definitely fixed as the boundary between

Lydia and Media. The period from 675 to 585 must there-

fore be considered as one of great distilrbance and probably

of complete paralysis in Phrygia. After 585 the country

was ruled again by its own princes, under subjection to

Lydian supremacy. To judge from the monuments, it

appears to have recovered some of its old prosperity, but

the art of this later period has to a great extent lost the

strongly-marked individuality of its earlier bloom. The
later sepulchral monuments belong to a class which is

widely spread over Asia Minor, from Lycia to Pontus.'

The graves are made inside a chamber excavated in the

rock, and the front of the chamber imitates a house or

temple. No attempt is made to conceal the entrance or

render it inaccessible. The architectural details are in

some cases unmistakably copied without intentional modi-

fication from the architecture of Greek temples, others

point perhaps to Persian influence, while several—which
are perhaps among the early works of this period^show
the old freedom and power of employing in new and
original ways details partly learned from abroad. This

style continued in use under the Persians, tmder 'w"hose

rule the Phrygians passed when Cyrus defeated Croesus

in 546, and probably lasted till the 3d century B.C. One
monument appears to presuppose a development of Greek
plastic art later than the time of Alexander.* It would,'

however, be quite wrong to suppose that the infiuence of

truly Hellenic art on Phrygia began with the conquest of

Alexander. Under the later Mermnad kings the Lydian

empire was penetrated with Greek influence, and Xanthus,

the early Lydian historian, wrote his history in Greek.

Under the Persian rule perhaps it was more difficult for

Greek manners to spread far east ; but we need not think

that European influence was absolutely unfelt even in

Phrygia. The probability is that Alexander found in all

the large cities a party favourable to Greek maulers and
trade. Very little is to be learned from the ancient

writers with regard to the state of Phrygia from 585 to

300. The slave-trade flourished : Phrygian slaves were

common in the Greek market, and the Phrygian names
.Midas and Manes were stock-names for slaves. Herodotus

(i. 14) records that a king Midas of Phrygia dedicated his

own chair at Delphi ; the chair stood in the ti-easury of

Cypselus, and cannot have been deposited there before

680 to 660 B.C. It is not improbable that the event

belongs to the time of Alyattes or Croesus, wlien Greek
influence was favoured throughout the Lydia a empire

;

and it is easy to understand how the offering of a king

Midas should be considered, in the time of Herodotus, as

the earliest made by a foreign prince to a (ireek god.

The Phrygian troops in the army of Xerxes v.ere armpd
like the Armenians and led by the same commmder;

It is to be presumed that the cities of th^ Sanganus
valley gradually lost importance in the ' Persian period.

Formerly the great line of communication across AnatoUa
traversed the Sangarius valley, but a better and shorter

path south of the Salt Desert came into use iri this period,

from which these cities wWe far distant. ;S The final catar

strophe was the invasion of the Gauls about 270 to 250

;

and, though the circumstances of this invasion are almost

* A gorgaseum, on a tomb engraved in Jour, Bdi, .Stud. , pL xivi.
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unJcno'mi, yet we may safely reckon ampn^ tbem the com-

plete devastation of northern Phrygia. At last Attains I.

settled the Gauls permanently in eastern, Phrygia, and a

large part of the country was heiiceforth knowTi as Galatia.

Strabo mentions that the great, cities of ancient Phrygia

were in "his time either deserted or inarked by mere 'N'illages.

The 'great? city over the tonib of Midas "has remained un-

inhabited down to 'the present day. About 5 miles west

of it, near' the modern 'Kumbet,. stood Merus, a bishopric

in the Byzantine time, but nerer mentioned binder- the

Roman empire.

Alexander the Great placfed Phrygia under the command
of Antigonus, who retained it* when the' . empire was

broken up. When Antfgonus was defeated and slain at

the decisive battle of Ipsus, Phrygia came under the sway

of Seleucus. As the Pergamenian kings grew powerful, and

at last confined the Gauls in eastern Phrygia, the western

half of the country was incorporated in the kingdom of

Pergamum. Under the Roman .empire Phrygia had no

political existence under a separate government,^ but formed

part of the vast province of Asia.»' In autumn^S5 B.C.

the pacification of the province was complo\ed by Stdla,

a>nd throughout the imperial time it was coiBtnon for the

Phrygians to date from this era. The imperiaT'nUe was
lighly favourable to the spread of Hellenistic civilization,

"•hich under the Greek kings had affected only a fewxif

the great cities, leaving the mass of the country purely

Phrygian. A good deal of local self-government was
lermitted : the cities struck their own bronze coins, in-

scribed on them the names of their own magistrates,- and

probably administered -their own laws in 'matters purely

local. / The western part of the country was pervaded by
GrKco-Roman" civilization ' very much sooner than the

central, and in the country districts the Phrygian language^

continued in common use at least as late as the 3d century

after Christ.

When the Roman empire was reforganized by Diocletian

.\t the end of the 3d century Phrygia was divided into

two provinces, distinguished at first as Prima and Secunda,

or Great and Little, for which the names Pacatiana and

Salutaris *, soon came into general use. Pacatiana com-

prised the western half, which had long been completely-

pervaded by Gr£eco-Roman manners, and Salutaris the

eastern, in which the native manners and language were still

not extinct. Each province was governed by a " praeses
"

or »;y£//wv about ^12 a.d., but shortly after this date an'

officer of consular rank was sent to each province (Hierocles,

Synecd.). About 535 Justinian made some changes in

the provincial administration : the governor of Pacatiana

wasienceforth a "comes," while Salutaris was still ruled by

a " consularis." '^Tien the provinces of the Eastern empire

v.-ere reorganized and divided into "themata" the two

Phrygias were broken up between the AnatoUc, Opsician,

and Thracesian themes, and the name Phrygia finally dis-

appeared. . Almost the whole of the Byzantine Phrygias is

now included in the vilayet of Broussa or Khodavendikya,

with the exception of a small part of Parorius and the

district about Themisonium (Karajnik Bazar) and Ceretapa

(Kayadibi), which belong to the vilayet of Koniyeh, and

the district of Laodieea and Hierapolis, which belongs

* An imperial officer Darned Procurator Phrygiw is mentioned in a

few inscriptions of the 2d century ; but he belongs to a financial, not

.an administrative division.

* This liberty was not granted to the cities of any otfter province

in Anatolia.
' A number of inscriptions in a language presuinably Phrygian have

heen discoverod in the centre and east of the country* ; they belong

generally to the end of the •2d and to the 3d century.

* The name Salutaris is first found in Poleraius Silvius jbout 385 ;

In the Xotil. Dignit., about 412 A.D., the names Pacatiana and Salu-

taris are used*'

tOjAidin. Thb principal modern cities are Kutayali
^Cotyaeum), Eski Sheher (Dorylaeum)* Afium Kara 'Hissar

(near Prymnessus), and 'Ushak (near Trajanopolis).
It is impossible, to. say ^anything

, definite about the
boundaries of Phrygia before the 5'th c;entury. Under th'e

Persians Great Phrygia extended on' the east to the Halys
and the Salt Desert; Xenophon {^Anab., i. 2, 19) includes
Iconium on the south-east within the province, whereas
Strabo makes Tyriseum the boundary in this direction.* The
southern frontier is unknown ; the language o'f Livy (xxxviii.

15) implies that Metrojiolis (in' the Tchiil Ova) belonged
to Pisidia;-but Strabo (p. 629) includes it in Phrygia.
Celsenje, beside the later 'city of Apamea (Dineir), and the
entire valley of the Lycus were Phrygian. The M:eander
above its junction with the Lycus formed for a little way
the boundary between Phrygia and Lydia. ,The great
plateau now called the Banaz Ova was entirely or in great

part Phrygian. Mount Dindymus (Murad DaghJ marked
the frontier of Mysia, and' the entire valley o1 the Tem-
brogius.or Tembris (Porsuk Su) wasJcertainly included in

Phrygia. The boundaries of the two Byzantine Phrygias
were not always the same. .;.Taking Hiejocles as authority,

the extent of the two provinces atj the »beginning of. the

6th century will be readily gathered -from the accompany-
ing list, in which those towns which coined monej^ und^ejr

the Roman empire are italicised and the -nearest modern
village is appended.

I. P.4CATIANA.—l.i<io(£i«ii(Eski Hissar); 2.'S'i«ra^oJis (Pambuk
Kalessi) ; 3. Mosyna (Geveze)

; [4. iletcllopolis, only in NotilifB

Episcop. (Geuzlar)]; 5. Aihidda (Assar, south-west from S^rai Keui);

6. Trapezopolis (perha.ps between Davas Ova and Karayuk Ova)

;

7. Colossas (near Ch.onas) ; 8. Ceretapa Diocfesarea (Kayadibi) ; a,

TTuniisonium (Karayuk Bazar^ ; 10. Tacina (Yarishli) ; 11. Sauau.-

(Sari Kavak, in Daz Kiri) ; 12. 2)io7ii/sq^o^i5 (Orta Keui) ; 13. Ana-
stasiopolis, originally a village of the Byrgalis (Utch Kuyular) ;

H. Attanassus (Eski Aidan) ; 15. Lunda (Eski Seid) ; 16. Pellx
(Karayaslilar) ; Iz. Eumcnca (Ishekly) ; 18. Siblia '(Homa) ; 19.

!

Pepuza (Yannik Euren) ; 20. Bria (Garbasan or Suretly) ; 21. iSebastt!

(Sivasly) ; 22. Eluza or Aludda (Hadjimlar) ; 23. Aanonia (Ahat
Keui); 24. Alia (Kirka) ; 25. Jlicrocharax (Otourak); 26. Dioclen

(Dola) ; 27. Aristium (Karaj Euren, in Sitchanly Ova) ; 28. Cidyessui

(Cutch Eyuk) ; 29. Apia (Abia) ; 30. Cotyseum (Kutayah) ; 31.

^zani (Tchavdir Hissar) : 32. TiberiopoUs (Altyntash) ; 33. Cadiv

(Gediz) ; 34. Anajra (Kilisse Keui) ; 35. Syiums (Simav) ; .86.

Flainopolis Tcmcnothyrx (Kara Tash) ; 37. Trajanopolii Grimtiw-
ihyrse (Giaour Euren, near Orta Keui) ; 3S', Blaundiis (Suleimanly). *

II. S.A.HJTAKIS.—l.£'Kairpia(nearMentesh); 2. Hieropolis{Ko\,c\

Hissar) ; 3. Otrmis (Tchor Hissar) ; 4. SHctorium (Emir Assar) ; 5.

£ri«iM(KaraSandykly)^; 6. £c«d!ts(Aghzi Kara); 7. AugustopolLs,

formerly Anabura (Surmcneh) ; 8. Sibiduiida (perhaps.Yeni Keui);'

9. Lysias (perhaps Bazar Agatch) ; 10. Synnadu (Tchifut Cassaba)

;

11. Prymnessus (Seulun) ; 12. Ipsus, formerly Jtdia (near Sakly)

;

13. Polybotus (Bolawadun) ; 14. ZlMiOTi«m(Istcha Kara Hissar); 15.

Metropolis, including Conni (B. Tchorgia) and Ambasus (Ambanaz)

;

16. Merus (Kumbet) ; 17. Nacolea (Seidi Ghazi) ; 18. Dorylsntr.i

(Eski Shehel-) ; 19. Midsmm (Kara Eyuk) ; 20. Lycaones (Kalejik)
;

21. Aulocra (in Dombai Ova) ; 22 and 23. Amadassus and Pnc-
penissus (unknown). In later times the important fortress (and

bisliopric) of Acroenus was founded on the site of the present Afium
Kara Hissar.

Besides these; certain cities beyond the bounds of the Byzantine

Phrygias belonged under the Roman empire to the province of

Asia and are usually considered Phrygian—(1) iu Byzantine Pisidia,

Philomelium (Ak Sheher), Hadri'anopolis (Ark-t Khan)
; (2) in

Byzantine Galatia, Amorium (Assar. near Hamza Hadji), Orcistus

(Alike) or Alekian), Tricomia of Trocmada or Trocnada (Kaimaz).;

(3) in Byzantine Lycia, Cibtjra (Horzum).

Plirygia contains several well-marked geographical districts. (1)

Pap.orius, the narrow, fiat, elevated valley stretching north-west

to south-east between the Sultan Dagh and the Emir D.agh from

Holmi (about Tchai) to Tj-riaeum (Ilghin) ; its waters collect within

the valley, in three lakes, which probably supply the great foun-

tains in the Axylum, and through them the Sangarius. (2) Axylvm,
the vast treeless plains on the upper Sangarius ; there burst fortli

at various points great perennial sprjngs, the Sakaria fountains

' Ococlia, which is known only from coins, probably belongs to this

province. Hierocles adds Theodosia, probably a name of Dtddis

(Demirji^, which is usually included in Lydia. Mionnet gives coins of

Mosyna, but they are falsely read and belong to the MostenL-

« Xos. 1-5 were called the Phrygian "Pentapolb."
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^Stnbc. r>. 3J3J, Iliic Bisli. Buiiir Baf*-" "^-aK Bunar, Uzuk Baski;

wkuh feed tte Sanganus. Gn-a. part ~ -he AxTlum was assigned

to Gslitii (S; The rest of Phrygia is mountaiuous (except the

great plat^a, Banaz Ora), consistiug oi hUl-countTT intersected by

rivers, each of which flows through a fertile .raUey of varying

bivadth. The northern half is drained by rivers which run to the

Black Sea ; of these the eastern ones, Poreuk Su (Tembris or

Tembrogiusl, Seidi Sn (Parthenius), Bardakchi Tchai (Xerabates),

and Bavat Tchai vAlandrus\ joiu the SangariiLs, while the western,^

Taushanly Tchai ^Rh}Tidacus) and Simav Tchai (Macestus), meet

afid flow into the Proiwntia. The Hernias drains a small district

included in the Byzantine Phiygia, bnt in earlier times assigned

to Lydia and Jlysia. Great part of southern and western Phirgia

is drained bv the Mseander with its tributaries, Sandykly Tchai

(Glancus\ Banaz Tchai, Kopli Su (Hippurius), and Tchuruk Su
(Lyons) ; moreover, some upland plains on the south, especially the

DombaiOva (Aulocra), communicate by underground channels

with the Msander. Finallv, the Kar^yuk Ova in the extreme

aouth-west drains through t'he Kaaanes, a tributary of the Indus,

to the Lycian Sea. Phrygia Parorius and all the river-valleys

are exceedingly fertile, and agriculture was the chief eccumtion of

the ancient inhabitants ; according to the myth, Gordins was

called from the plough to the throne. The high-lying plains and

the vast Asylum furnish excellent Mstnrage, which formerly

nourished countless flocks of sheep. The Romans also obtained

fine horses from Phrygia. . Grapes, which still grow abundantly in

various parts, were much cultivated in ancient times. Other fruits

are rare, except in a'few small districts. Fi^s cannot be grown in

the conntry, and the ancient references to Phrygian figs are either

erroneous or due to a locse use of the term Phrygia.' Trees

are exceedingly scarce in the conntry; the pine-woods on the

western tributaries of the Sangarius and the valonia oaks in

parts of the Banaz Ova, and a few other districts, form exceptions.

The underground wealth is not known to be great. .Iron was
worked in the district of Cibyra, and the marble of Synuada, or

more correctly of Docimium, was^arge^y used by the Romans. The
scenery is generaHy monotonous ; even the mountainous districts

rarely show striking features or boldness of character ; where the

landscape has beauty, it is ofa subdued mflancholy character. The
water-supply is rarely abundant, and agriculture is more or less

dependent on an uncertain rainfall. The circumstances of the

country are well calculated to impress the inhabitants with a sense

of the overwhelming power of nature and of their complete depend-
ence on it Their mythology, so far as we know it, has a melan-
choly and mystic tone, and their religion partakes of the same
character. The two chief deities were Cybele, the Mother, the re-

productive and nourishing power of Earth, and Sabarius, the Son,

the life of nature, dyin" and reviving every year. The annual
vicissitudes of the life of babazius, the Greek Uionysas, were accom-
panied by the mimic rites of his worshippers, who mourned with

his sufferings and rejoiced with his joy. They enacted the story of

his birth and life and death ; the Earth, the ilother, is fertilized

only by an act of violence by her own child ; the representative of

the goi was probably slain each year by a cruel death, just as the

god himself died.' The rites were characterized by a frenzy of

uevotion, unrestrained enthusiasm, wild orgiastic dances, and
ivanderin^ in the forests, and were accompanied by the music of

the flute, ci-mbal, and tambourine.' At an early time this worship

was affected by Oriental influence, coming over Sj-ria from Baby-
Ionia. Sabazius was identified with Adonis or Atys, Cj-bele with

the Syrian goddess ; and many of the coarsest rites of the Phrygian
worship, the mutilation of the priests, the prostitution at the

shrine,' came from the hot countries of the south-east. But one
carious point of Semitic religion never penetrated west of the Halys

:

the pig was always unclean and abhorred among the Semites,

whereas it was the animal regularly used in purification by the

Phrygians, Lydians, Lycians, and Greeks.' The Phrygian religion

exercised a very strong influence on Greece. In the archaic period

the Dionysiac rites and orgies spread from Thrace into Greece, in

' Tnis district was according to the Greek view p.art of Mysia.
' In Strabo, p. 577, eKatbt^vrov must be wrong ; aiiTO^vrov is true

to fact, and is probably the right reading. Olives cannot grow on the

uplands.
* Those cults of Greece which are most closely related to the Pnry-

gian were certainly arcinipanied originally byiuman sactifices.

The influence which was exerted on Greek music and IjTic poetry

by -the Phrygian music was great ; see MaRstas, Olympus.
' There is no direct evidence that this was practised in the wor-

ship of Cybele, but an.ilogy and indirect arguments make it pretty

certain.

• Cleon, the Phrygian, wnen high priest of the Cappadocian goddess

at Comana, caused much scandal by uaing pigs in the sacred precmcts

(Strabo, p. 574) ; he only carried out the customs of his country. Pigs

were n.«ed in all Greek purificatcry rites, which were also practised in

Lydia (Herod., L 3iil. A pig ia coder the seat of the deified dead on
the harpy tomb^

spite of opposition which has left many traces in tradition, and the
worship of Etmeter at Eleusis was modified bv Cretan influence
ultimately traceable to Asia Minor. Pindar erected a shrine of the
Mother of the gods beside his house, and the Athenians were
directed by the Delphic oracle to atone for the execution of a priest

of Cvbele diirin" the Peloponnesian War by building the Metroon.
In tnes« and other cases the Phrygian character was more or less

Hellenized ; but wave afier wave of religious influence from
Asia Minor introduced into Greece the unmodified " barbarian

"

ritual of Phrygia. The rites spread first among the common people
and those engaged in foreign trade. Tlie comic poets satirized them,
and Plato and Demosthenes ii^eighed against them ; but Xhey
continued to spread, with all their fervid enthusiasm, their super-

stition, and their obscene practices, wide ameug the people, whose
religious cravings were not satisfied with the purely external reli-

gions of Hellenism. The orgies or mysteries were open to all, free-

men or slaves, who had duly performed the preliminary purifi-

cations, and secured to the participants salvation and remission oi

sins. Under Mysteries (j.r.) a distinction of character has been
gjinted out between the true Hellenic mysteries, such as the

leusinian, and the Phrygian ; but there certainly existed much
similarity between the two rituals. In the first centuries after

Christ only the Phrj-gian and the Egyptian rites retained much
real hold on the Grteco-Roman world. Phrygia itself, however,
wa* very early converted to Christianity. Christian inscriptions

in the country begin in the '2d aud are abundant in the 3d century.

There is every appearance that the great mass of the people were
Christians before 300, and Etisebius (H. E., v. 16) is probably
correct in his statement that in the time of Diocletian there was a
Phrygian city in which every living soul was Christian. The great

Phrygian saint of the 2d century was named Abercius ; the mass
of legends and miracles in the late biographv of him long brought
his very existence into dispute, but a receutly-discovcred fi'agment

of his gravestone has proved that he was a real person, and makes
it probable that the wide-reaching conversion of the peoplejattri-

buted to him did actually take place. The strange enthusiastic

character of the old Phrygian religion was not wholly lost wheu
the country became Christian, but is clearly traced in the variot?*

heresies that arose in central Anatolia. Especially the wild ecstatic

character and the prophecies of the Slontanists recall the old type
of religion. Montanus (see Mo.vTANiSM, vol. xvL p. 775) was
bom on the borders of Phrygia and Mysia (doubtless in the Iluttd
Dagh\ and was vehemently opposed by Abercius.

Of the old PhryMan laiiguage very little is known ; a few words
are preserved in Hesychius and other writers. Plato mentions
that the Phrygian words for "dog," "fire," ic, were the same as the

Greek ; and to these we may add from inscriptions the words for

"mother" and "king." A few inscriptions of the ancient period are

known, and a some\3iat larger number of the Roman period have
been found, but not yet published.

Owing to the scaatiness of pubUshed mat^ial about Phrygia frequent refer-

eDce h&s been icade in this article to unpublished mouuments. aud historical

views are stated which have only quite recently been publishetl by the writer.

Besides the works already quoted of Abel and Perrot, set Hitler's *' Kleinasien,'

iuhis Erdkttnde ton Asien ; Leake's Atia Minor ; Kiepert's appendix to Fraiu,
Fun/ Inxkr^u fin/Stadu Kltinasicntx Haase, in £r»;hacdGnibeT's£n£^iL7op.;
Hamilton's rnioe^ in Asia A/jnor; Hir^chfeld's " Reisebericht," in the Bm.
MonaJ^icr. (1S79) ; Teiier, Asie Mir^tirt ; Steuart, Anaeni .\l<ntununtt ; beside*
the special chapters in the geog^phical treatises of Cramer, Vivien St MartiD,
Forbiger. 4c ; Earasay, in -Vi/lAril. Instil. AHirjt. (1SS2X Bulletin (U Coi-resf.

BcUtn. (1S83-S3), and J'oumai d/HtlUnic Sludits {16S2 sj-X (W. 11. RA.)

PHRYXE, a celebrated Greek courtesan, flourished in

the time of Alexander the Great (4th century B.C.). She
was bom at Thespise in Boeotia, but seems to have lived

at Athens. Originally so poor as to earn a living by
gathering capers, she acquired so much ivealth by her

extraordinary beauty that she offered to rebuild the

walls of Thebes, which had been destroyed by Alexander

(335), on condition of inscribing on them, " Destroyed by
Alexander, restored by Phryne the courtesan." On the

occasion of a festivri of Poseidon at Eleusis she laid aside

her garments, let down her hair, and stepped into the sea

in the sight of the people, thus suggesting to the painter

Apelles his great picture of Aphrodite rising from the Sea,

for which Phryne sat as modeL The sculptor Praxitele-i

was one of her lovers, and she is said to have been the

model of his celebrated Cnidian Aphrodite, which Pliny

declared to be the most beautiful statue in the world
•

There w«re statues of her by Praxiteles at Delphi and in

' So Athen^us, 590, 5S1. But according to others (Clemens Alex-

audrinns, Protrep., 53, and Amobius, Ada. Otntts, vi. 13) Praiiteles's

model for the CnulianMphrodite was Cratina ; and Pliny (xirr. S!}

says that some declared that ApeUcs's model was Pancaspe.'
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her nfitive town; the former was golden or plated with

gold, the latter was of marble. It is said that at her

request Praxiteles promised her the most beautiful of his

works, but would not tell her which was it. Having dis-

covered by a stratagem that of his works he prized most a

statue of Love (Eros) and one of a Satyr, she asked of him

the former and dedicated it in Thespiae. Being accused

of impiBty by Euthias, she was defended by tiie orator

Hyperides, one of her lovers. When it seemed that the

verdict was about to be against her, he rent her robe and

displayed her lovely bosom, which so moved her judges

that they acquitted her. According to others it was

Phryne herself who thus displayed her charms. She is

said to have made an attempt on the virtue of the philo-

sopher Xeuocrates, and to have signally failed.

PHRYNICHUS, the name of a number of distinguished

Greeks, of whom the most prominent were the following.

1. Phrynichus, one of the earliest tragic poets of

Athens, was the son of Polj-phradmon, and a pupil or

follower of Thespis, who is commonly regarded as the

founder of tragedy. But such were the improvements

introduced by Phrynichus that some of the ancients

regarded him as its real founder. He flourished, according

to Cyrillus and Eusebius, in 483 B.C., but he gained a

poetical victory (probably his first) as early as 511.

His famous play the Capture of Miletus was probably

composed shortly after the conquest of that city by the

Persians (49'1). It moved the Athenians to tears

;

they fined the poet 1000 drachms for reminding them of

the"woes of their friends, and decreed that the play should

never be used again. In 476 Phrynichus won another

poetical victory, probably with his play the Phoenissm,

which celebrated the defeat of Xerxes at Salamis (480).

The drama derived its name from the chorus of Phoenician

women. On this occasion Themistocles acted as choragus,

and it is probable that the play was written to revive his

waning popularity by reminding the Athenians of his

great deeds. The Persians of jEschylus (exhibited in 472)

was an imitation of the Phosnissx of Phrynichus. Phry-

nichus died in Sicily, perhaps at the court of Hiero, tyrant

of Syracuse, who welcomed those other great contemporary

poets ^schylus and Pindar. The titles of his plays

mentioned by Suidas and others show that he treated

mythological as well as contemporary subjects ; such are

the titles The Danaides, Actseon, Alcestis, Tantalus. But

i^n his plays, as in the early tragedies generally, the

dramatic element was subordinate to the lyric element as

represented by the chorus. Indeed in his earliest dramas

there can only have been one actor, for the introduction of

two actors was a novelty due to his younger contemporary

^schylus, who first exhibited in 499. Phrynichus was

especially famous for the sweetness of his songs, which were

sung by old people down to the time of Aristophanes.

Connected with the predominance of the chorus in early

tragedies was the prominence in them of the dance. There

is an epigram ascribed to Phrjmichus in which he boasts

that the figures of his dances were as various as the waves

of the sea. According to Suidas it was Phrynichus who

first introduced female characters on the stage (played by

men in masks). The few remains of his works are collected

by Wagner and Nauck in their editioiis of the^ragments

of the Greek tragedians.

2. Pheynichus, a poet of the Old Attic Comedy and

a contemporary of Aristophanes, is said by Suidas to have

been an Athenian, but according to the schoUi^st on Aristo-

phanes {Frogs, 13) he was satirized as a foreigner. His

first comedy was exhibited in 429 b.c. (according to Suidas,

as corrected by Clinton and Meineke). He composed ten

plays, of which the Solitary ("Monotropos") was exhibited

in 414 along with the Birds of Aristophanes and gained

the third prize, and the Muses carried off the second prize

in 405, Aristophanes being first with the Frogs. This
poet (Frogs, 13) accuses Phrynichus of employing vulgar
tricks to raise a laugh, and he was further charged with
plagiarism and defective versification, but such accusations
were too commonly bandied between rival poets to merit
much attention. He was not included by the Alexandrian
critics in their canon of the best poets. The remains of

his works, which have been edited with the other frag-

ments of the Attic Comedy by Meineke and Bothe, are

too scanty to allow us to judge of their merits.

3. Phrynichus Akabips, a grammarian of Bithynia,

lived in the reigns of the emperors Marcus Antoninus
and Commodus (2d century A.D.). According to Suidas

he was the author of the following works : (1) an Atticisi.

or On Attic Words, in two books; (2) TiSejuo'wv a-vvayayri;

(3) Soi^ioTtK^ T-apacTKevi], or Sophistical Preparation, in

forty-seven or (according to others) .seventy four books.

We have an account of the last-mentioned work by Photius,

who had read thirty-six books of it. The copy used by
Photius contained only thirty-seven books, but he states

that the author iu a preface addressed to the emperor
Commodus, to whom the work was dedicated, promised,

if Ufe lasted, to write as many more books. Separate

parts of the work were dedicated to various friends,

and Phrynichus excused its delays and imperfections on

the ground of numerous illnesses. It consisted of a
collection of Attic words and phrases, arranged in alpha-

betical order, and distinguished according to the purpose.^

they were meant to serve, whether oratorical, historical,

conversational, jocular, or amatory. The models of Attic

style, according to Phrynichus, were Plato, Demosthenes
and the other nine Attic orators (viz., Antiphon, Ando-
cides, Lysias, Isocrates, Isesus, jEschines, Dinarchus,

Lycurgus, Hyperides), Thucydides, Xenophon, .^schines

the Socratic, Ctitias, Antisthenes, Aristophanes and the

other poets of the Old Comedy, together with .(Eschylus,

Sophocles, and Euripides. Of these, again, he assigned

the highest place to Plato, Demosthenes, and .^ischines

the Socratic. The work was learned, but prolix and

garrulous. A fragment of it, contained in a Paris MS.,

was published by Montfaucon, and again by Im. Bekkei

in the first volume of hia Anecdota G'reeca (Berlin, 1814).

We possess another work of Phrynichus which is not

mentioned by Photius, but is, perhaps, identical with the

AtticiU mentioned by Suidas. This is the Selection (Ecloge)

of Attic Words and Phrases. It is dedicated to Cornelianus,

a man of literary tastes, and one of the emperor's secretaries,'

who had invited the author to undertake the work. It is

a collection of current words and forms which deviated

from the Old Attic standard. Side by side with these

incorrect words and forms are given the true Attic equiva-

lents. The work is thus a " lexicon antibarbarum," and is

interesting as illustrating the changes through which the

Greek language had passed between the 4th century B.C.

and the 2d century a.d. Phrynichus is especially severe

upon Menander, and wonders what people can see in him to

admire so much. The style is concise and pointed, and is

occasionally relieved by touches of dry humour. The book

is divided into two parts, of which the second appears in

some editions as a separate work under the title of Epitome.

Editions of it, with valuable notes, have been published by

Chr. Aug. Lobeck (Leipsic, 1820) and W. G. Rutherford

(London, 1881). Lobeck devotes his attention chiefly to

the later, Rutherford to the earlier usages noticed by

Phrynichus.

There was also an Atheniao general Phrynichus in the Pelopon-

nesian War, who took a leading part in estaWishing the oligarchy

of the Four Hundred at Athens in 4U B.C. He was ossassmated

in the same vear.
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friThALIC ACID. This name was given by Laurent

to a di-basic acid, CsH^O^ which he obtained by the oxida-

tion of naphthalin or its tetra-chloride with nitric acid.

Schunck subsequeptly obtained the same acid by boiling

alizarin with nitric acid, but failed to recognize its iden-

tity with Lament's.
One part of naphthalin is mixed with two parts of chlorate of

potash, and the mixture added cautiously to ten parts of crude

muriatic acid. The product, CuPj. CI4, is washed with water and

then with "ligroin" (the more volatile fraction of petroleum).

The chloride thus purified is oxidized by boiling it with ten parts

of (graduaUyadded) nitric acid of 1 '45 specific gravity, evaporated to

dryness, and the residue distilled to obtain the anhydride CgHjOj, or

CO
rationally C5H4pJ;>0, long colourless needles fusing at 128 C,

—the boilinst point being 276°. When boiled with water it becomes
' COOH
phthalic acid, rat formula CjHjpqqjt, rhombic crystals, fusing at

184° C. with transformation into anhydride, very slightly soluble

in water (100 parts at 11° dissolve 6^77 parts), more soluble in

alcohol (100 of absolute dissolve lO'l parts at 15°). Phthalic acid,

when heated to redness with lime, breaks up into CO. and benzol

;

the lime salt when mixed with one equivalent caOH of lime, and
kept at 330° to 350° C, yields carbonate and benzoate

—

CjHj^°^^4 + caOH = CaCOj + CsHjCOOca (Ca = 2ca= 40).

Hence phthalic acid should be obtainable bv the oxidation of

.li-derivativos, OjH^R'R", of benzol (R = CH3, C.H,, kc. ), and indeed
two acids, CsHj{COOH)j, can be thus oroduced, but neither is

identical with phthalic.

Ttrephthalie acid is obtained by the oxidation of ordinary cymol,
C H

pCtHj ^ij', or other similar "para" bodies with bichromate of

^lotash and sulphuric acid. It is a white powder, quite insoluble

•u water, sublimable without fusion or dehydration.

Isophthalic acid is obtained similarly from " meta " derivatives,

(.gH^Rfl, of benzol, hair- fine needles fusing above 300°, almost
insoluble in water, but pretty easily soluble in alcohol.

Ortho-bi-derivatives of ben^l ought to give " ortho," i.e., Laurent's
phthalic acid ; but this acid itself is oxidized by the bichrome
mixture into COj and H^O.
PhthaUins are a most interesting family of coloured derivatives

of phthalic anhydride, which were discovered by Baeyer, and soon
found their way into the colour industrj'. As an example we
quote phcnol-phthahin, obtained by the union of the anhvdride with
phenol, C5H5OH= H-hC5H4.0H= H-H"Phen." Thephthaleinis

'^•^*C(Phen),^'-''
PhthaUc

rest.

and, as will easily be understood, something widely different from
tlie di-phenyl-ph"thalic ether. Phthalic anhydride and resorcin—
on« of the three di • hydroxyl derivatives, C5H4(OH) j, of benzol

—

anite into "fluorescin," distinguished_by the strong fluorescence of

its solutions. Tetra-brom-fluorescin, a beautiful red colour, is used
industrially as cosin (from Greek ^r, the morning-red).

PHTHISIS (<t>Oi<rii) or Consumption. This term, al-

though applicable to several forms of wasting disease, is

commonly used to designate a malady having for its chief

manifestations progressive emaciation of the body and loss

of strength, occurring in connexion with morbid changes
in the lungs' and in other organs.

Few diseases possess such sad interest for humanity as

consiunption, both on account of its widespread prevalence

and its destructive efifects, particularly among the young

;

and in every age of medicine the subject has formed a
fertile field for inquiry as to its nature, its cause, and its

treatment. On all these points medical opinion has under-
gone numerous changes with the advance of science and
the application of more accurate methods of investigation

;

yet, notwithstanding the many important facta which
within recent years have been brought to light, it must be
admitted thai our knowledge of this disease is still far

from complete'. As regards the nature or pathologj' of

consumption it is unnecessary in a notice like the present

to refer at length to the doctrines which have from time
to time been held jpon the subject, further than merely
to indicate in a general way the views which have been
more or less widely accepted in recent times. In the early

part of the present century the study of the diseases of the

chest received a great impetus from the labours of Laennec,

whose discovery of the stethoscope led to greater minute-

ness and accuracy in investigation (see Aus(,ultation).

This physician held that phthisis depended on the develop-

ment of tubercles in the lungs, which, undergoing various

retrograde changes, led to the breaking down and excava-

tion of these organs,—in short, produced the whole pheno-

mena of consumption ; and, further, that this tuberculous

formation affected various other parts and organs, and was

the result of a morbid Constitutional condition or diathesis.

This doctrine, which was generally taught during the first

half of the century, and even longer, was to some extent

superseded by that to which the greatest prominence was

given by Niemeyer and others, namely, that the majority

of cases of phthisis had their origin in an inflammation of

the lung (catarrhal pneumonia), but that tubercle— the

existence of which was freely admitted—might occasionally

be evolved out of this condition. This view has had wide

acceptance, but has been modified in a variety of ways,

especially by its extension to inflammation in other parts

besides the lungs, the unabsorbed products of which are

held to be capable of producing tubercle by infection from

within the system. Still more recently there has arisen

another doctrine in connexion with the discovery by Koch
of the micro-organism or baciUus of tubercle, which can be

cultivated and which, when inoculated, appears capable

of producing tubercular disease, namely, the doctrine of

the infectiveness of phthisis by means of this " microbe "

received into the system from nithout. This view, which

is supported by many striking facts and arguments, has

been extensively adopted as furnishing in all probability

a rational basis of the pathology of tubercular consumption.

Yet it has not been universally accepted, being held by

many to be insuflicient to account for the origin and course

of the disease in numerous instances and in certain of its

forms. It is impossible to deny an important place in

the course of the disease to inflammatory processes. Even
in those cases where the lungs are infiltrated with tuber-

cular deposit evidence of inflammation is abundantly pre-

sent, while, on the other hand, it would seem that in not

a few instances the process is inflammatory throughout.

That phthisis, therefore, is not the same process in all

cases, but that there are distinct varieties of the disease,

is made clear by the morbid anatomy of the lungs no less

than by other considerations.

^Vhatever be the form, the common result of the presence

of these disease-products is to produce consolidations in the

affected portions of the lungs, which, undergoing retrograde

changes (caseation), break down and form ca'i-ities, the

result being the destruction in greater or less amount of

lung-substance. These changes most commonly take place

at the apex of one lung, but with the advance of the

disease they tend to spread throughout its whole extent

and to involve the other lung as well. ^Vhen the disease

is confined to a limited area of a lung it may undergo

arrest—even although it has advanced so far as to destroy

a portion of the pulmonary tissue, and a healing process

may set in and the affected part cicatrize. This is, how-

ever, exceptional, the far more common course being the

progress of the destructive change either by the spread

of the inflammatory process or by infection through the

l}Tnphatics, &c., from the existing foci of diseased lung-

tissue. Various morbid changes affecting the lungs them-

selves or other ' organs frequently arise in the course of

phthisis, complicating its progress and reducing the chance

of recovery. Of these the more common are affections of

the pleura, stomach, liver, kidneys, and especially the in-

testines, which in the later stage of the disease become
ulcerated, giving rise to the diarrhoea which is so frequent

and fatal a symptom at this period
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(The causes influential in producing phthisis are numer-

ous and varied, but they may for general consideration be

embraced under two groups, namely, those which are -pre-

Jtsposing and operate through the constitution as a whole,

and those which are exciting and act immediately upon the

organs implicated.- . These two sets of causes may be more

or less distinctly associated in an individual case ; but, on

the other hand, one may appear to act in both ways— as

)iredisposing and exciting. The following may serve to

illustrate some of the conditions of a predisposing kind.

A constitutional tendency to scrofula and its manifestations

lends itself readily to the production of phthisis. This

morbid constitution is characterized among other things by
.1 liability to low chronic forms of inflammation affecting

gland -textures, mucous membranes, itc, the products of

which show little readiness to undergo absorption, but

rather to degenerate. Inflammati-ons of this character

affecting the lungs, as is not uncommon, have a special

tendency to lead to the breaking down of lung-texture and
formation of phthisical cavities. Slany high authorities

liold that tubercle-formation may be evolved out of scrofu-

lous inflammations of glands, such as those of the neck, by
an' infective process, like that already referred to. The
mention of this constitutioaal state naturally . suggests

another powerful predisposing cause, namely, he"re3itary

transmission..~-,The extent to which this influence operates

as a cause of consumption has been differently estimated

'by writers, owing probably to the various aspects in which
the 'matter is capable of being viewed. It is impossible

to deny that the children of parents one or both of whom
are consumptive are liable to manifest the disease,—that

is, they inherit a constitution favouring its development
imder suitable exciting causes. But a similar constitu-

tional proclivity may be induced by other influences acting

through the parents. .Should either or both of them be

enfeebled by previous disease or by any other weakening
cause, they may beget children possessing a strong pre-

disposition to consumption. Marriages of near relatives

are held by some to induce a consumptive tendency,

—

probably, however, owing to the fact that any constitu-

tional 'taint' is likely to be intensified in this way.

•Phthisis is a disease of early life, the period between fifteen

and thirtj'-five being that .in which the great majority of

the cases occur, and of these by far the larger proportion

will be found to take place between the ages of twenty
and thirty.- The influence of sex is not marked. Occu-
pations, habits, and conditions of life have a very im-

portant bearing on the development of the disease apart

altogether from inherited tendency. .Thus occupations

which necessitate the inhalation of irritating particles, as

in the. case of stone-masons, needle-grinders, workers in

minerals, in cotton, flour, straw, <tc., are specially hurtful,

chiefly from the mechanical effects upon the delicate pul-

monary tissue of the matter inhaled. No less prejudicial

are occupations carried on in a heated and close atmosphere,
as is often the case with compositors, gold-beaters, semp-
stresses, &c.« Again, habitual exposure to wet and cold or

to sudden changes of temperature will act in a similar

way in inducing pulmonary irritation which may lead to

phtliisis. Irregular and intemperate habits are known
predisposing causes ; and over-work, over-anxiety, want of

exercise, insufficient or unwholesome food, bad hygienic
surroundings such as overcrowding and defective ventila-

tion, are all powerful agents in sowing the seeds of the
disease. Consumption sometimes aris-es after fevers and
other infectious maladies, or in connexion with any long-
continued drain upon the system," as in over-lactation.
The subject of climate and locality in connexion with the
causation ^of phthisis has received considerable attention,

and some interesting facts have been.ascertainedon this

point. That phthisis is to fee met with in all climes, and
it would seem fully as frequently in tropical as in tem-

perate regions, is evidence that climate alone exercises

but little influence.. It is very different, however, *ith

locality, elevation appearing to affect to a considerable

extent the liability to this disease, i It may be stated as

generally true that phthisis is less"- prevalent the higher

we ascend. • The investigations of Dr H. J. Bowditch in

New England and of Dr George Buchanan of the Lopal

Government Board in the counties of Surrey, Kent, and
Sussex agree in proving that elevated regions with dry-

ness of soil are hostile to the prevalence of consumption,

while low-lying and damp districts seem greatly to favour

its development ; and it has been found that the success-

ful drainage of damp localities has occasionally had ' a
marked effect in reducing their phthisis mortality.- In

all such observations, howsiver, various modifying circum-

stances connected with social, personal, and other condi-

tions come into operation to affect the general result..-*] As
regards immediate or exciting causes; probably the''m.ost

potent are inflammatory affections of the respiratory' pass-

ages produced as the result of exposure -'The products of

such attacks are liable under predisposiiig conditions, such

as some of those already mentioned, to remain unabso'rbed

and undergo degenerative changes, issuing in the breaking

down and excavation of the pulmbnary texture.-'^A neces-

sary consequence of the modern doctrine of the contagious

nature and inoculability of tubercle has been to bring to

the front a view as to phthisis. once widely prevalent .and

in some countries—^'f.^., Italy— never wholly abandoned,

namely, its infectiousness. By some supporters • of the

recent theories of tubercl& it is maintained that phthisis

is communicated by infectio'n and in no other way, the

infecting agent being the baciUus. Other's; while holding

the view of the specific nature of the disease, deny that it

can be coifimun^cated by infection like a fever, and cite

the experience of consumption hospitals (such as that

described by Dr C. T. Williams with 'respect to' the

Brompton Hospital) as to the abseh(fe 'of any evidence

of its spreading among the'nurses and officials. Others,

again, deny both its specific nature and its direct infectious

character. There appears, however, to be a gro\ving opinion

that phthisis may occasionally be acquired by a previously

healthy person from close association with one already

suffering from it, and, if this view be well founded, .'it

affords a strong presumption that some infecting agent

(such as the tubercle bacillus) is the medium of communi-

cation. The whole subject of the infectiousness of this

disease is as yet unsettled ; but there appears to be suffi-

cient reason for special cats on the part of those who of

necessity are brought into cIos& contact with patients

suffering from it.

Cases of phthisis differ wddoly as regards' their severity

and their rate of progress. Sometimes the disease exhibits

itself as an acute or gaUoping consumption, where from the

first there is high fever, rapid emaciation, with cough and

other chest symptoms, or with the comparative absence of

these, and a speedily fatal termination. In such instances

there would probably be found- extensive .tuberculization

of the lungs and othSr organs.
" In other instances, and

these constitute the majority, the progress of the disease

is chronic, "lasting for months" or ytars, and along 'with

periods of temporary improvement there is a gradual pro-

gress to a fatal issue.' In other cases, again, the disease

is arrested and more or less complete lestoration to health

takes place'.-

It is unnecessary to describe ,the sjrmptoms -01 course

and progress of all the varieties of. this malady; . It will

be sufficient to refer to those of, the ovdinary form of the

disease as generally observed.- The ons(;t may be so'mewhat
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sudden, as where it is ushered in by hemoptysis (spirang

of blood), but more commooly it is slow and insidious and
may escape notice for a considerable time. The patient is

observed to be falling away in flesh and strength. His
appetite fails, and dyspeptic symptoms trouble him. But
the most marked feature of the condition is the presence

of a cough, which is either persistent or reciu^3 at certain

times, as in lying down in bed or rising in the morning.
The cough is dry or is accompanied with slight clear ex-

pectoration, and the breathing is somewhat short. Feverish
symptoms are present from ,an early period, the tempera-
ture of the body being elevated, especially in the evening.

The patient often complains of flying pains in the chest,

shoulders, and back. Such symptoms occuiTing, especially

in one who may possess by inheritance or otherwise an
evident tendency to chest disease, should excite suspicion,

and should be brought under the notice of the physician.

They constitute what is commonly known as the first stage
of phthisis and indicate the deposit of tubercle or else

inflammatory consolidation in the lung.^ Not unfre-

quently the disease is arrested in this stage by judicious
treatment, but should it go on the sjTnptoms characteriz-

ing the second stage (that of softening and disintegration

of lung) soon show themselves. The cough increases and
is accompanied with expectoration of purulent matter in

which lung-tissue and the bacillus of tubercle can be
detected on microscopic examination.^ The symptoms
present in the first stage become intensified : the fever
continues and assumes a hectic character, being accom-
panied with copious night-sweats, while the appetite and
digestion become more and more impaired and the loss

of strength and emaciation more marked. Even in this

stage the disease may undergo abatement, and improve-

ment or recovery take place, though this is rare ; and by
careful treatment the advance of the symptoms may be in

a measure held in check. The final stage (or stage of

excavation), in which the lung has become wasted to such
an extent that cavities are produced in its substance, is

characterized by an aggravation of all the symptoms of
the previous stage. In addition, however, there appear
others indicating the general break-up of the system.
Diarrhoea, exhausting night-perspirations, and total failure

of appetite combine with the cough and other pulmonary
symptoms to wear out the patient's remaining strength
and to reduce his body to a skeleton. Swelling of the feet

and ankles and soreness of the mouth (aphthc-e) proclaim
the approach of the end.^ Death usually takes place from
exhaustion, but sometimes the termination is sudden from
lisemorrhage, or from ruptiire of the pleura during a cough
and the consequent occurrence of pneumothorax. A, re-

markable and often painful feature of the disease is the
absence in many patients of all sense of the nature and

The elimination of the chest by the visual methods of physical
'liagnosis reveals in this stage the following as among the chief points.
0n inspection the thora.i is observed to be narrow and poorly developed,
or it may be quite natural. At its upper region there may be noticed
slight flattening under the clavicle of one side, along with imperfect
expansion of that .part on full inspiration. On percussion the note
may be little if at all impaired, but frequently there is dulness more
or less marked at the apei of the lung. On auscultation the breath-
sounds are variously altered. Thus they may be scarcely audible, or
ag^in harsher than natural, and the e-tpiration may be unduly pro-
longed. Sometimes the breathing is of an interrupted or jerky char-
acter, and is occasionally accompanied with fine crepitations or rdles.
Pleuritic friction-sounds may be audible over the affected area.

In this stage the physical signs are more distinctive of the disease:
Thus the flattening of the chest-wall is still more marked, as is also
the dulness to percussion, while on auscultation the breathing is

acc-impanied with coarse moist sounds or r.iles, which become more
audible on coughing. The voice-sound is broncho- phonic.

' The physical signs now present are those of a cavity in the lung—
viz., in general absolute dnlness on percussion—cavernous breathing,
gurgling rSles, and pectoriloquy.

gravity of the malady from which they suffer, and their
singulaa' buoyancy of spirits (the spes phlhisica), rendering
them hopeful of recovery up till even the very end.

This description is but a brief and imperfect outline of
the course and progress of an ordinary case of phthisis.

It is scarcely necessary to remark that the disease is

greatly modified in its course and progress and in the
presence or absence of particular symptoms in individuals.'

Thus in some the chest-symptoms (cough, &c.) are pro-

minent throughout, while in others these are compara-
tively in abeyance, and diarrhoea or fever and exhausting
perspirations or throat -troubles specially conspicuous.

Nevertheless, essentially the same pathological conditions

are present in each case. Further, as has been already

mentioned, there are types of the disease which ob^•iou3ly

influence alike its main features and its duration ; these
have been embraced under two classes, the acute and the
chronic. In the former, which includes the acute tuber-

culous and acute inflammatory or pneumonic phthisis, the
progress of the disease is marked by its rapidity and the
presence of fever -even more than by local chest-symptoms;
Such cases run to a fatal termination in from one to three

or four months, and are to be regarded as the most severe

and least hopeful form. The chronic cases, of which the
description above given is an example (and which embrace
various chronic changes, e.g., chronic interstitial pneumonia
or cirrhosis of the lung), progress with variable rapidity.

Their duration has been estimated by different authorities

at from two to eight or more years. Much, however,
necessarily depends on the effect the disease exercises

upon the patient's strength and nutrition, on his circum-
stances and surroundings, and on the presence or absence
of weakening complications. Many cases of this class

remain for long unchanged for the worse, perhaps under-
going temporary improvement, while in a few rare in-

stances, where the disease has become well marked or has
even attained to an advanced stage, what is virtually a
cure takes place.

The treatment of phthisis h&s received much attention

from physicians as well as from empirics, by the latter of

whom chiefly many so-called cures for consumption have
from time to time been given forth. It need scarcely be
stated that no. " cure " for this disease exists ; but, while
this is true, it is no less true that bythe adoption of certain

principles of treatment under enlightened medical guidance
a very great deal may now be done to ward off the disease

in those who show a liability to it, and to mitigate and
retard, or even arrest, its progress in those who have already
become affected by it. The preventive measures includa
careful attention to hygienic conditions, both personal and
surroimding. In the case of children who may inherit a
consumptive tendency or show any liability to the diiease
much care should be taken in bringing them up to promote
their general health and strengthen their frames. Plain
wholesome food with fatty ingredients, if these can possibly

be taken, milk, cream, ic, are to be recommended. Ex-
ercise in the open air and moderate exercise of the chest
by gymnastics and by reading aloud or singing are all

advantageous. An ample supply of fresh air in sleeping
apartments, schools, etc., is of great importance, while warm
clothing and the use of flannel are essential, especially in

a climate subject to vicissitudes. The value of the bath
and of attention to the function of the skin is very great.

The like general hygienic principles are equally applicable

in the case of adults. When the disease has begun to

show any evidence of its presence its treatment becomes
a matter of first importance, as it is in the early stages
that most can be done to arrest or remove it. Special
symptoms, such as cough, gastric disturbances, pain, itc.j

must be dealt with by the phy.'^ician according to the indi

xvm . -c?
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vidual case ; but it is iu this stage of the diseale that the

question of a change of climate in the colder seasons of

the year arises among those whose circumstances render

such a step practicable. There can be no doubt that as

regards Great Britain, the removal of patients threatened

by or already suffsring from consumption to some mild

locality, either in the country or abroad, proves in many
instances most salutary. The object aimed at is to obtain

a more equable climate, where the atmosphere may have

a soothing influence on the respiratory organs, and where

also open-air exercise may be taken with less risk than at

home. Of British health-resorts Bournemouth, Hastings,

Torquay, Ventnor, Penzance, &c., in the south of England,

are the best known and most trequepted, and although

the climate is not so certain as in places farther south in

Europe they possess the advantage of home residence,

and may be resorted to by persons who are unable to

undertake a farther journey. The climate of the Riviera

(Maritime Alps) is of superior efficacy omng to its mild-

ness and the dry bracing character of its air, and, despite

the long journey, is as a rule to be recommended as one

of the best for the greater proportion of the cases of

phthisis. The same may be said for Algiers and Egypt.

Of recent years the air of elevated dry, regions, such as

Davos in the Alps and the Rocky Mountains in America,

has been strongly recommended, and in not a few cases

appears to be productive of good in arresting the disease

at its outset, and even advantageous in chronic cases where

there is no great activity in its progress. Of like value,

and in a similar class of cases, are long sea-voyages, such

as those to Australia or New Zealand. Nevertheless, there

is no doubt that consumptive patients are often sent

abroad manifestly to die. It may be stated generally

(although doubtUss there may be exceptions) that where
the disease exhibits a decidedly acute form, even in its

earlier stages any distant change is rather te be discouraged

;

while in the advanced stages, where there is great prostra-

tion of strength, with colliquative symptoms, the removal
of a patient is worse than useless, and frequently hastens

the end.

Throughout the whole course of the malady the nutrition

of the patient forms a main part of the treatment, and
tonics which promote the function of the digestive organs

are especially helpful. Codliver oil has long been held to

ba of eminent value, as it appears not merely to possess

all the advantages of a food but to exert a retarding effect

on the disease. AVhere it is w^ll borne, not only will the

weight of the body be found to increase, but the cough
and other symptoms will markedly diminish. The oil is

as a rule best administered at first in small quantity. The
frequently employed substitutes, such as malt extract, tonic

syrups, &c., although not without their uses, are all inferior

to codliver oU. The occasional employment of counter-

irritation to the chest in the form of iodine or small blisters

is of service in allaying cough and relieving local pains.

Respirators to cover tlie mouth and nose, and so con-

structed as to contain antiseptic media through which the

air is breathed, are sometimes found to lessen cough and
other symptoms of chest-irritation.

Among the most serviceable drugs in the treatment of

the symptoms of phthisis are the preparations of opimn'.

Administered along with such agents as hydrocyanic acid

and expectorants, they are eminently useful in soothing

severe cough ; along with astringents they are equally

valuable in controlling diarrhoea; while with quinine, digit-

alis, &c., they aid in allaying fever and restlessness and

in procuring sleep. But besides these many other medi-

cinal agents, too numerous to mentioh here, are employed
with much advantage. Each case wUl present its own
features and symptoms calling for special attention and
treatment, and details upon these points must be left to the

advice of the medical attendant. (j. o x.)

END OF VOLUIIE EIGHTEENTH
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American Revisions and Additions, Vol. XYIII.

OROXO-OSCODA

OROXO, a village of Maine, on the Penobscot
river, eight miles northeast of Bangor. It is

chiefly engaged in the lumber business, has numer-
ous manufactories, and is the seat of the State Col-
lege of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.
OER, .James Lawre.nce, born at Craytonville, S.

C, May 12, 1822, died at St. Petersburg, Russia,
May 5, ls73. He was a member of the legislature
in 1844-4.5 ; member of Congress in 184S-59, and was
Speaker of the House (35th Congress). He main-
tained the right of secession in the several States,
and was one of the three commissioners sent to
Washington in 1860 to treat with the Government
for partition of property in South Carolina. He
was Confederate State senator in 1862-65; was
chosen governor of South Carolina under the plan
of reconstruction, andserved until 1868 ; was elected
circuit judge in 1870; and in 1873 was appointed
United States ]Ministerto Russia.
ORSOVA, the name of two towns on the Danube

over against the Iron Gates. Old Orsov,*., a Hun-
garian place, is 478 miles southeast of Vienna, and
is a station for the Danube steamers. Population,
3,381. ±VEw ORsovA,on the Servian side, is situated
on an island three miles above the former, and
thirty-six miles east of 3Ioldova.
OETEGAL, Cape, the northwest extremity of

Spain in Galicia.
ORTHODOXY (Gr. oHhos, "right," and doxa, "an

opinion"), a name given by theologians to religious
opinions in agreement with Scripture and histori-

cal tradition, or with the interpretation of these
entertained by the particular church to which they
themselves belong. The antithesis of orthodoxy is

heterodox!/ (heteros, "other"

—

i. e. "wrong," and doxa,
"opinion").
ORTHOEPY (Gr. orthos, "right;" ejios, "a word")

a branch of grammar that treats of the correct
pronunciation of the words of a language.
ORTOX, James, an American naturalist, born at

Seneca Falls, X. Y., April 21, 1830, died in Peru,
Sept. 25, 1877. He graduated at Williams College
in 1855, and at Andover Theological Seminary in

1858; spent some time in travel in Europe and the
East ; became a Congregational minister in 1860;
was appointed instructor in natural science in the
University of Rochester in 1866, and in 1869 was
called to the chair of natural history art Tassar
College, which he held until his death.
ORTOXA, a town of Italy, on the Adriatic, 104

miles southeast of Ancona. It has a cathedral and
a recently improved harbor. Population, 6,366.

OSAGE, a village, the county-seat of Mitchell
county, Iowa, near Red Cedar River, eighteen
miles north of Charles City. It contains an
academy and numerous important manufactories.
OSAGE CITY, a village of Kansas, thirty-five

miles south of Topeka, extensively engaged in

coal-mining and flag stone-quarrying. It has rich
beds of yellow ocher, and contains several mills.

Population in 1890, .".,322.

OSAGE MISSION', a village of Kansas, on the
Neosho River, thirty-five miles southwest of Fort

.Scott. It is the seat of several educational institu-
tions, and is extensively engaged in the grinding
and shipping of grain.
OSAGE ORAXGE (Madura aurantiaca), a tree

of the natural order Vrticacese. a native of Xorth
America. It attains a height varying from 20 to 60
feet. The wood, which is bright yellow, is fine-

grained and very elastic, and takes a high polish.
The tree is largely employed in America, especially
in the west, as a hedge plant. Its fruit is about
the size of a large orange, has a tuberculated sur-
face of a golden color, and is filled internally with
radiating, somewhat woody fibers, and with a yel-
low milky juice, whose odor is generally disliked,
so that the fruit, although not unwholesome, is sel-

dom eaten.
OSAGES, a tribe of American Indians, of the

Dakota stock, formerly very troublesome, but now
settled in the north of Indian Territory, with
Quaker teachers. They number about 1,200.

OSCAR II, Frederic, King of Sweden and Xor-
way, born at Stockholm in 1829. After his educa-
tion and foreign travels were completed, he suc-
ceeded to the throne in 1872. He re-organized the
army and the railroads. In 1873 he visited Xorwe-
gian Lapland, and in 1875 the emperors of Ger-
many and Russia. King Oscar has fine literary

taste. He has published translations of Gothe's
Faust and of Tasso, a sketch of Charles XII, and a
volume of poems.
OSCEOLA (As-se-he-ho-lar, "Black Drink"), a

Seminole chief, born in Georgia in 1804, died Jan.
30, 1838. He was a son of an English trader, named
Powell, and of a chief's daughter. With her he re-

moved to Florida while a child and there attained
great influence among the Indians. In 1835 his

wife, the daughter of a runaway slave, was seized
as a slave. The outraged husband threatened re-

venge, and for his threats was imprisoned six days
in irons by General Thompson ; six months after-

wards he killed the general and four others out-

side Fort King. This was the beginning of tlie

second Seminole war. He then placed himself at
the head of a band which had surprised and massa-
cred Major Dade and a detachment of soldiers, and
taking to the almost impenetrable Everglades with
two or three hundred followers, he fought for

nearly two years with great energy and skill the
superior numbers sent against him. He was taken
prisoner at last, in October, 1837, by General Jesup,
while holding a conference under a flag of truce,

and confined in Fort Moultrie until his death.
OSCEOLA, a village, the county-seat of Clarke

county, Iowa, about forty-five miles south of Des
Moines. It contains a normal school and a high
school, and several mills.

OSCEOLA MILLS, a borough of Pennsylvania,
on Mushannon Creek, about thirty miles north of

Altoona. It contains numerous mills and a ma-
chine shop, and is engaged in coal mining,
OSCODA, a village of Michigan, seventy miles

north of Bay City, at the mouth of Au Sable River,

and close to Au Sable village. It contains several

(1180)
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saw-mills and planing-mills and has a large trade

in lumber.
OSCOTT, a Roman Catholic college, near Bir-

mingham, which claims to be the center of the Ro-
man Catholic movement in England. The name is

first met with towards the close of the 17th century
as the seat of a Catholic mission, which continued
to be served by diflferent priests till in 1752 it was
formed into a college for the education of both lay-

men and ecclesiastics, and called St. ^Mary's Col-

lege. In 1835 the present buildings were erected,

and in 1SS9 the establishment became purely ec-

clesiastical, no longer admitting lay students. It

it now styled St. Mary's Seminary.
OSGOOD, Frances S.\rge.\t, daughter of Jo-

seph Locke, born at Boston. Mass., June 18, 1811,

died at Hingham, Mass., ilay 12, 1S50. In 1835 she
married S. S. Osgood, a portrait-painter, resided in

England in 1836-40, and while there publislied The
Casket of Fate and .1 Wreath of Wild Flowers from
Xew England. Returning to Boston in 1840, she
soon afterward removed to Xew York, and subse-
quently published Poetry of Flou-ers, and Flowers of
Poetrti; The Floral Offering, and two volumes of

poems. A complete edition of her poems was pub-
lished in 18.50.

O'SHAUGHXESSY, Arthcr Willi.\m Edg.\r, an
English poet and naturalist, born in London, March
14, 1846, died Jan. 31. 1881. He was employed in

the natural history division of the British Museum,
and married a daughter of Dr. Westland ^Marston

;

she died in 1S79. During his brief life he published
Epic of Women; The Lays of France, and Music and
Moonlight; and soon after his death appeared 'Songs

of a Worker. As a poet he reveals imagination,
passion, tenderness, melody, and a mastery of lyric-

al forms.
OSHKOSH, the county-seat of Winnebago

county, AVis.. on both sides of the Fox River, at its

entrance to Lake Winnebago, eighty miles north-
west of Milwaukee. Population in 1890, 22,752.

See Britannica, Vol. XYIII, p. 55.

OSKALOOSA, the county-seat of Mahaska
county, Iowa, 104 miles by rail northwest of Bur-
lington. Population in 1890, 7,300. See Britannica,
Vol. XVIII, p. 55.

OSMAX, XrB.\R P.iSH.i, a Turkish general, born
at Tokat, in Asia Minor, in 1832. After his military
education was finished, he entered the cavalry in
1854 and served under Omar Pasha. He took part
in the suppression of the rebellions in Syria (1860),
in Crete (1867), and the Yemca (1874). After the
Russians had crossed the Danube in 1877, Osman
Pasha defeated their ninth corps near Plevna, and
then thoroughly fortified that city. On Sept. 14th
he repulsed the Russian besiegers with a loss of
2,000 men. On Dec. 10th he made a gallant but un-
successful attempt to break through the Russian
lines. Being wounded he was compelled to capit-
ulate, surrendering 40,000 men and 400 cannon.
His skillful conduct of the siege had given him
fame as an engineer and commander. After the
war the re-organization of the Turkish army was
intrusted to him. He became commander-in-chief
of the imperial guard (1878), governor-general of
Crete, and minister of war in 1878. In 1882 he re-
tired to private life.

OSMOSE, the inter-diffusion of two liquids
through a septum, usually of bladder or of parch-
ment paper. If a bottle, "filled with one liquid, be
closed by parchment paper, and be completely im-
mersed in a vessel containing another liquid, in-
crease or decrease of the contents of the bottle
will occur according as the liquid contained in the
bottle passes out through the septum less quickly
or more quickly than the other liquid passes in-

wards. When the contents are increased the phe-
nomenon has been called endosmose; when they de-
crease it has been termed exosmose. The distinc-
tion is obviously not a scientific one; for a reversal
of the positions of the liquids will cause a reversal
of the osmotic process, so that the process which
was formerly denominated exosmose must now be
called endosmose, and vice versa. The phenomenon
is one of extreme importance, for it is constantly
taking place in living bodies—both animal and
vegetable.
OSNABURG, a village of Ohio, four miles east of

Canton. It has abundant deposits of limestone,
iron, and coal.

OSSORY, a diocese of the Roman Catholic church
of Ireland, embracing the county of Kilkenny and
parts of King's and Queen's counties. The bishop
has his cathedral at Kilkenny. There is an Ossory
parliamentary division in Queen's county.
OSTEOLEPIS, a genus of fossil ganoid fish pe-

culiar to the Old Red Sandstone. It is character-
ized by smooth rhomboidal scales, by numerous
sharply-pointed teeth, and by having the tvvo dor-
sal and anal fins alternating with each other. The
bodv is long and slender.
OSTERODE. a town of Hanover, at the western

base of the Harz Mountains, on the Sose, an af-

fluent of the Leine, thirty miles northwest of X'ord-
hausen. Its church of St. Giles contains the graves
of the dukes of Grubenhagen, and there are also a
fine town-hall, baths, large grain-stores, and cotton,
woolen and linen factories. Population, 6,435.

OSTL^XI, a city of South Italy, twenty-two miles
northwest of Brindisi. Population, 15,199.

OSWALD, Felix Leopold, a Belgian-American
writer, born in 1845, and educated as a physician,
but soon turned his attention to natural history.
In pursuit of his favorite studies he has traveled
extensively, and has been a frequent contributor
to scientific and popular magazines. He is the
author of Summerland Sketclies, or Rambles in Back-
woods of Me.rico and Central America (1880) ; Zoologi-
cal Sketches ilSS2) ; Physical Education (1882), and
Honsehold Remedies (1886).
OSWEGO, a city, the county-seat of Labette

county, Kan., on the Xeosho River, ten miles north
of Chetopa. It lias an excellent water-power and a
number of mills and factories. Population in 1890,

2,522.

OSWEGO, a port of entry and county-seat of Os-
wego county, X. Y., situated at the mouth of Os-
wego River, on Lake Ontario, at the extremity of

Oswego Canal. Population in 1890, 21,826. See
Britannica, Vol. XVIII, p. 64.

OSWEGO FALLS, a village of New York, on Os-
wego River, opposite Fulton. It contains numer-
ous mills and factories.

OSWEGO TEA, a name given to several species
of Monarda, natives of North America, because of

the occasional use of an infusion of the dried
leaves as a beverage. They belong to the natural
order Labiatie, somewhat resembling mints in ap-
pearance, and have an agreeable odor. The infus-

ion is said to be useful in intermittents and as
a stomachic.
0SY3IAXDYAS, the name of a great king of

Egypt, mentioned by Diodorus and Strabo, who
reigned, according to these authors, as the 27th
successor of Sesostris. He is said to have distin-

guished himself by his victories, to have invaded
Asia with an army of 400.000 men and 20,000 cav-
alry, and to have conquered the Bactrians, who had
been rendered tributary to Egypt by Sesostris. In
honor of this exploit he is said by Hecata?us to have
erected a monument which was at once a palace
and a tomb, and which, under the name of Osyman-
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deion, was renowned for its size and splendor in later
times. The Osymandeion is generally believed to
be represented by the extant ruins of the Eam-
esseum at Medinet Habu though great difficulty has
been felt in reconciling the descriptions of its mag-
nificence in ancient writers with the dimensions of

the existing relic. Nor can the name of Osyman-
dyas be recognized amonest the Egyptian kings.
OTCHAKOFF, a seaport of Russia, on the north

shore of the estuary of the Dnieper, thirty-eight
miles northeast of Odessa. It occupies the site of the
ancient Alecior, and has beside it the ruins of the
once important Greek colony of Olbia. In 1492 the
khan of the Crimea built here a strong fortress,

which was taken by the Russians under Miinnich
in 1737, recovered in 1738, and again captured after

a long siege by Potemkin in 1788, and definitive-

ly annexed by Russia. After it had been bom-
barded by the Allied fleet in 1855 the Russians de-
molished the fortifications. In 1887 a ship-canal
was opened here, which makes the estuary of the
Bug and Dnieper much more easily accessible to

large ships. Population, 6,977.

OTIS, HARRI80N Gray, born in Boston, Oct. 8,

1765, died there Oct. 28, 1848. He graduated at
Harvard in 1783, was admitted to the bar in 1786,

and soon attained distinction in his profession. In
1796 he was chosen to the State legislature, and was
a Federalist leader in Congress from 1797 to 1801.

He was United States District Attorney, Boston,
1801 ; speaker in the Massachusetts legislature

1803-05; president of the State senate in 1805-11;
judge of common pleas 1814-18; was in the United
States Senate 1817-22; and was mayor of Boston,
Mass.. 1829-32.

OTSEGO, a village of Michigan, on the Kalama-
zoo River, ten miles southeast of Allegan. It has
a number of mills and factories.

OTTAWA, one of the largest rivers of British
North America. It rises nearly 300 miles due north
of Ottawa City, flows west to LakeTemiscamingue,
some 300 miles, and thence 400 miles southeast,
and falls into the St. Lawrence by two mouths,
which form the island of Montreal. Its drainage
basin has an area variously estimated at from 60,-

000 to 80,000 square miles. During its course it

sometimes contracts to 40 or 50 yards ; elsewhere it

widens into numerous lakes of considerable size.

It is fed by many important tributaries.

OTTAWA, a city of Canada, the capital of the
Dominion, and the county-seat of Carletoa county.
See Britannica, Vol. XVIII, p. 68.

OTTAWA, a city, the county-seat of La SaUe
county. 111. Population in 1890, 9,971. See Britan-
nica, Vol. XVIII, p. 69.

OTTAWA, a city, the county-seat of Franklin
county, Kan., on the Osage River, twenty-seven
miles south of Lawrence. It is the seat of Ottawa
University and other educational institutions, and
contains numerous mills and factories. Popula-
tion in 1890,6,271.
OTTAWA, a village of Ohio, on the Auglaize

River, twenty miles north of Lima. It has manu-
factories of spokes, hubs, sash and blinds.
OTTER, an aquatic canivore in the family

Mi(steU(l:e, which also includes the badgers and
weasels. See Britannica, Vol. XVIII, p. 69. The
most common otter of North America is Lutra
canadensis, which is much larger than European
species, and ranges throughout the continent,
though it is rare in settled districts.

OTTEREEIN. Philip William, a German clergy-
man, born at Dillenhurg, Germany, in 1726, died at

Baltimore, Md., in 1813. He was a minister of the Re-
formed church in Germany, but in 1752 followed the
call of Rev. Michael Schlatter to become a preacher

among the German settlers of Pennsylvania. He
had an ardent missionary spirit, and was a power-
ful orator. He made extensive tours; joined with
preachers of other denominations in holding revi-
val meetings, prayer meetings, and open-air meet-
ings in groves. He encouraged eloquent laymen
to pray and exhort, some of whom became regular
preachers afterwards. First he had charge of a
church at Lancaster, Pa. In 1758 he removed to
Tulpehoken, Pa. ; in 1760 he went to Frederick,
:Md., and in 1765 he settled at York, Pa. In all his
pastorates his novel methods excited antagonism
In 1774 he founded the Church of United Brethren
in Christ at Baltimore, Md. Yet. strange as it

may appear, he never left the communion of the
German Reformed Church, and continued to do
revival work among all other religious bodies.
Shortly before his death he ordained Martin BiJhm
as preacher and superintendent of the new sect.
OTTERY ST. MARY, a town of England, on the

river Otter, 11 miles east of Exeter. Twice the
scene of a great conflagration, in 1767 and 1866, it

retains its magnificent collegiate church, a re-

duced copy of the cathedral of Exeter, with the
only other transeptal towers in England. Begun
about 1260 by Bishop Bronescombe, it is Early
English, Decorated and Perpendicular in style, and
was restored by Butterfield in 1849-50. The old
King's Grammar-school was demolished in 1854.

Alexander Barclay was a priest here ; Coleridge
was a native ; and "Clavering" in Pemlennis is Ot-
tery St. Mary, the Devonshire residence of Thack-
eray's stepfather. The town has manufactories of

silk, shoe-laces, handkerchiefs and Honiton lace.

Population, 2,924.

OTTU^IWA, the county-seat of Wapello county,
Iowa, on both sides of the Des Moines River, 75
miles west of Burlington, in the heart of the State's
bituminous coal fields. Population in 1890, 13,996.

See Britannica, Vol. XVIII, p. 70.

OUABAIN, a crystalline gulucoside separated
from the wood and roots of Carhsa shimperi. a plant
growing on the east coast of Africa. It is intensely
poisonous, a twelfth of a grain being sufiicient to

kill a rabbit. It acts upon the heart in the same
way that digitalis does, and has been employed in

medicine as a substitute for digitalis, and also to

lessen the violence of the paroxyms in whooping-
cough. The Somalis make an extract of the wood
and roots for an arrow poison.
OUBLIETTE (Fr. "place of forgetfulness"), a

dungeon in which persons condemned to perpetual
imprisonment were confined—especially a perfectly
dark underground dungeon—into which the pris-

oners were let down from above by ropes.
OUIDA, the pseudonym of the novelist LoriSE de

LA Rame, who was born about 1840, and who spent
part of her girlhood with her mother at Bury St.

Edmunds. About 1874 she was living in London at
the Langham, and since then Florence has been
her chief abode. She was writing for " Colburn's
New Monthly " and " Bentley's iiagazine " as early

as 1861 : and among more than a score of novels by
her may be mentioned I'nder Tti-o Flags, the best,

and Guilderoii published in 1889. Muscular heath-
enry, nature-worship, and an encyclopsedia ignor-
ance are the prevailing notes of thef "^ books, which
remind one of the scene-painting, very clever, but
wholly unreal. One wearies of their brown harlots
and blas# aristocrats; one ceases even to be
even amused with their classical and cosmopolitan
malapropisms.
OULESS, Walter William, portrait painter,

born at St. Helier's, Jersey, Sept. 21, 1848, and edu-
cated at Victoria College, Jersey. He began to

study art in London in 1864; four years later first
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jxhibited at the academy ; and became an A.R.A.
1S77, an R.A. in 18S1. Of his portraits, perhaps that

of Darwin is most generally known, on account of

the very tine etching from it by Rajon. His por-

traits of Justice Manisty and Cardinal Nemnan
are fine examples of his diflferent methods.
OUNCE vLat. uncia). the twelfth part of the as

or librn (pound), or indeed the twelfth part of any
magnitude, whether of length, surface, or capacity.
Hence im-h, the twelfth part of a foot. In troy

weight the ounce is divided into -kSO grains, and 12

ounces make a pound; the ounce in avoirdupois
weight contains 437'., grains troy, and 16 of them
go to the pound.
OL'RAY, a town, the county-seat of Ouray coun-

ty, Colo. It has valuable deposits of silver, and
contains a smelting furnace and saw-mills.
OUSELEY, Sir Frederick Arthur Gore (1825-

1889), an English divine and musician, born Aug.
12, 1825, and at nineteen succeeded his father. Sir

Gore Ousley (1770-1844), the celebrated Orientalist
and first baronet. He graduated at Christ Church,
Oxford, and took orders, his first curacy being at

St. Paul's, Knightsbridge. In 1855 he followed
Henry Bishop as professor of Music at Oxford, and
in 185<i became vicar of St. Michael's, Tenbury. He
had an immense knowledge of music, extending
from St. Ambrose to Wagner. His mastery of the
literature of music is seen in his edition of Neu-
mann's History of Music, and his treatises on har-
mony have taken their place as standard works.
He was an accomplished linguist, and collected a
magnificent library. His oratorios, St. Polycarp and
Ha'j'ir.a.re too solid and severe to be popular, but
will always command respect. Havergal's Memor-
ials of F.A. G. Onseler/, published after his death in

I8S9, is a collection of contemporary opinions pro-
nouncing him a perfect gentleman, a skilled mu-
sician, and a churchman who devoted the whole of

his fortune to building and endowing St. Michael's
College, Tenbury, for the training and education of
choristers.
OUTHWAITE, .Joseph H., born in Cleveland,

Ohio, Dec. 5, 1S41 ; was educated in the public
schools of Zanesville, Ohio, taught two years in the
high-school of that city, and was principal of a
grammar school in Columbus, Ohio, three years

;

read law while teaching, and was admitted to
the bar in 1866; practiced law from 1867 to 1871 at
Osceola, Missouri ; was elected prosecuting attor-
ney of Franklin county, Ohio, in 1874, and again in

1876; was appointed one of the trustees of the
County Children's Home from March, 1879, until
.Tuly, 1883, and one of the trustees of the Sinking
Fund of the city of Columbus in 1883, and re-ap-
pointed in 1884 for a term of five years; and was
elected to Congress in 1885.

OVAMPOS, or Ovambo, also called Otjiherero,
an industrious and peaceable Bantu people of the
west coast of Africa, inhabiting the country south
of the Cunene. Ovampoland is accordingly in the
German Protectorate, and extends from Damara-
iand northward to the Portugese frontier. Some
50 miles from the coast the country rises into a
lofty tableland, which is moderately fertile, then
declines to the south and east into the deserts of
the Kalihari and the region of Lake Ngaini. Many
Btrong indications of copper ore are found in vari-
ous places. Ivory is still traded in.

OVARY : in botany, the part of the pistil con-
taining the ovule.
OVEN-BIRD, a genus and sub-family of Passer-

ine birds, family Dendrocoloptidx. The name is

given because some of the species build nests re-

sembling an oven or beehive. The genus, which
consists of nine species, is exclusively South Ameri-

I

can, ranging from Guiana and Ecukdor to La
j
Plata. The habits of the birds have been described
chiefly by Mr. Edward Bartlett, and by Darwin in

' his ]'oiiage of the Beagle. The name oven-bird is

also applied, for a similar reason, to the willow-
wren.
OVERLAP : in geology. When the upper beds of

a conformable series of strata extend beyond the
bottom-beds of the same series, the former are
said to overlap the latter. Hence the strata show-
ing this structure constitutes an orerlap.

OVERSTONE, Samuel Jones Loyd, Bahon,
(1796-1863), an English economist and financier.
On leaving Cambridge Loyd entered his lather's
banking-house. He entered parliament in 1819
and in 1860 was raised to the peerage. The first

of Lord Overstone's famous tracts on the Bank
of England and the state of the currency was pub-
lished in 1837, and was followed by others between
that period and 1857. The proposal for making a
complete separation between the banking and is-

sue departments of the Bank of England, intro-
duced by Peel into the Act of 1844, was first

brought forward in these tracts.

OVID, a village of Michigan, on Maple River,
ten miles east of St. John. It contains several
mills, machine-shops and factories.
OVID, a village, the county seat of Seneca

county, N. Y., situated on a ridge between Seneca
and Cayuga Lakes, about forty miles north of El-
mira. It is the center of a thriving local trade.
Near here is the Willard Lunatic Asylum.
OVIPAROI^S, a term applied to the great major-

ity of female animals, whose eggs are first laid and
then hatched. Ororivi].iarovs is a corresponding
term applied to animals in which the eggs are
hatched w ithin the body of the mother, and (Where
there is no nutritive connection between parent
and oflFspring. Some reptiles, amphibians, fishes,
etc., which do not lay their eggs illustrate this
mode of parturition.
OWATONNA, a city the county-seat of Steele

county, Minn., on Straight River, fifteen miles
south of Faribault. It is the seat of the State
school for dependent children, contains a valuable
mineral spring, and has important manufactures
and a good shipping trade. Population in 1890,3,845.
OWEGO, the county-seat of Tioga county, N. Y.,

on the Susquehanna River at the mouth of Owego
Creek, 228 miles northwest of New York City.
Population in 1890, 8,930. See Britannica, A'ol.
XVIII, p. 85.

OWEN. David Dale, geologist, born in Lanark-
shire, Scotland, in 1807, died at New Harmony, Ind.,
in 1860. In 1825 he settled with his father. Robert
Owen, at New Harmony, Ind., but subsequently he
went to Germany to study geology and natural
history. Returned to Indiana in 1833. and the
legislature of that State employed him to make a
geological survey of Indiana, the xesults of which
are given in his Report of a Geological Beconnoisance
in 7S57( Indianapolis 1838). In 1839, the United
States Government appointed him to make geolo-
gical surveys of Iowa. Wisconsin and Minnesota.
The results were published in 1852. The published
reports contained numerous plates, notably several
on gigantic mammoth remains. He was succes-
sively State geologist of Arkansas and Indiana. Dr.
Owen's extensive scientific knowledge was of great
benefit in accomplishing his geological work, for as
a chemist he made analysis of minerals and waters
that are included in his reports ; as a naturalist he
described fossils new to science ; and as an artist
he made sketches of scenery, diagrams, sections of
rock, strata, and maps which accompanied his re-
ports.
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OWEN, John Jason, an American educator, born

at Colebrook, Conn., in ISOo, died at New York City
in 1869. After studying theology at Andover Theo-
logical Seminary, he became principal of the Cor-
nelius Institute, New York, in 1836. In 1848 he
was made professor of the Greek and Latin lan-
guages in the New York Free Academy. After-
wards he was vice-president of this institute. The
Free Academy had its name changed to that of
the College of the City of New York, while Owen
was its vice-president. Owen's publications were
editions of Xenophon's Anabasis and Cyropiedia;
Homer's Ochissry and Iliad; and a Commentary on
the Gospels ami the Acts (1857-<39). He was an able
scholar, faithful teacher and learned commutator.
OWEN, Robert Dale, author, born at Glasgow,

Scotland in 1800; died at his summer residence at
Lake George, N. Y., in 1877. He was educated at
Fellenberg's school, at Hofwyl, Switzerland, and in
1825 settled with his father, Robert Owen, at New
Harmony, Ind. In 1828 he established in New
York a weekly paper, " The Free Inquirer," which
was devoted to socialistic principles. In 1832 he
returned to New Harmony. AVhile a member of
the Indiana legislature from 1835-8, he did much
to promote the common schools of that State. In
]843 he was elected to Congress, in which he served
two terms. He took an active part in organizing
the Smithsonian Institution. He was afterwards
appointed one of the regents of this institution, and
served also as chairman of its building committee.
From 1853-8 he was at Naples, at first as United
Stutes charge d' affairs, and afterwards as United
States Minister. His later years were devoted to
the propagation of spiritualism. Owen's principal
writings are Footfalls on the Boundary of Another'
World (1860) ; The Debatable Land Bet ween'thisWorld
and the Xext (1872) ; and Threading My Way (1874)

;

an autobiography.
OWEN, Sir Philip Cunliffe, a British promoter

of industrial art, born in 1828. In 1860 he was made
assistant director of the South Kensington Museum,
and in 1873 he succeeded Sir Henry Cole as director.
In 1876 he was executive commissioner at the Cen-
tennial exhibition at Philadelpliia, and in 1878 he
served as secretary of the royal commission for the
Paris exposition. He took an active part in the
International Fisheries exhibition at London in

1883, the Health and Education exhibitions in 1884,

the Music exhibition in 1885, and the Colonial and
Indian exhibition in 1887. In all these cases he
displayed great executive ability, and promoted
the objects of the industrial arts materially. In
1873 he was knighted. He received various other
marks of appreciation from his government.
OWEN, Sir Richard, an English anatomist and

zoologist, born at Lancaster in 1804. He became
assistant curator of the Hunterian ^Museum ; in
1834 he was appointed professor of comparative
anatomy at St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; Hunterian
professor in the same subject at the Royal College
of Surgeons in 1836; superintendent of the nat-
ural history department in the British Museum
in 1856. In 1839, from the examination of a
fossil bone sent to him from New Zealand, he
propounded a theory of the existence, in remote
ages, of a bird more gigantic than the ostrich

;

and the accurucy of his theory was subsequently
established by the discovery of the whole fossil.

This led him to the adoption of his famous theory
of the extinction of species. He is a volum-
inous writer on the subject to which his scientific

researclies have been devoted.
OWEN, William D., born at Bloomington, Ind.,

Sept. 6, 1846. He was educated at the Indiana State
University and afterwards studied law, but never

engaged in the practice ; served in the ministry of

the Christian church from 1868-78; was associate
editor of the "Western Journal;" is the author of

Success and of the Genius of Industry; was presi-

dential elector in 1880, and was elected to Congress
in 1885.

OWENS, James W.,born in Springfield township,
Franklin county, Ind., Oct. 24, 1837. He entered
Miami University, at Oxford, Ohio, in 1859, and
graduated in 1862 ; is a lawyer by profession ; en-
listed in the army as a private soldier in the 20th
Ohio Volunteer infantry, and served during the
first three months' service ; re-enlisted at the end
of the three months' service, and was made first lieu-

tenant of Company A, 86th Ohio Volunteer infantry,
and on the re-organization of that regiment was
made captain of Company K ; attended law school
at Ann Arbor, ilich. ; was elected prosecuting at-
torney of Licking county, Ohio, in 1867, and re-

elected in 1869; was elected to the Ohio senate in

1875, and re-elected in 1877, and was elected presi-

dent of the senate ; is a member of the board of

trustees of 31iami University, and was elected to
Congress in 1889.

OWENSBOEO, the county-seat of Daviess coun-
ty, Ky., on the Ohio ; 160 miles below Louisville.
Population in 1890, 9,818. See Britannica, Vol.
XVIII, p. 88.

OWEN SOUND, a town and port of entry of On-
tario, at the head of Georgian Bay, 122 miles north-
west of Toronto. It possesses a deep sheltered
harbor, and has a large trade in lumber and grain,
besides manufactories of furniture and wooden
wares, machinery and woollen goods. The Canadian
Pacific steamers leave here for Port Arthur. Pop-
ulation, 6,000.

OWL, see Britannica, Vol. XVIII, pp. 88-91.

OAVOSSO, or Owasso, a city of Michigan, on the
Shiawassee River, seventy-eight miles northwest
of Detroit. The river supplies abundant water-
power, and the city has flour and planing-mills,
and furniture and sash and blind factories, besides,
foundries and railway shops. Population in 1890,

6,544.

OXALIDE^E, a natural order of exogenous
plants, allied to Geraniaccs; including herbaceous
plants, shrubs, and trees; with generally compound
alternate leaves ; calyx of five equal persistent se-

pals ; corolla of five equal unguiculate petals, spir-

ally twisted in bud ; ten stamens ; the ovary, five-

celled, with five styles ; the fruit a capsule of five

cells opening by five valves, or more rarely a berry
with five one or many-seeded cells. Temperate
North America and the Cape of Good Hope may be
said to be the headquarters of the order. The
herbaceous parts of almost all the species are dis-

tinguished by a strong acidity, which is owing to
the presence of oxalate of potash ; some, however,
are bitter and slightly stimulating. The fruit of

some is pleasingly acid and cooling—as Carambola
—and reputed to be antiscorbutic and antiseptic.

OXALURI.\, the occurrence of crystals of oxalate
of lime in the urine.
OXENFORD, John, dramatist and critic, born

in Camberwell, England, in 1812, died Feb. 21, 1S77.

He was originally educated for the bar, but early
turned to a life of letters, made himself familiar

with French, German, and Spanish literature, and
soon made his name known by admirable transla-

tions of such l)Ooks as Guthe's Dichtvng und Wahr-
heit and Eckermann's Conversations n-ilh GiJtlie.

For his last thirty years he was dramatic critic for

the London "Times," and his criticisms were ever
characteristic of the genial kindliness of his nature.
He was a fluent and graceful writer, yet his origin-

al work suggested rather than demonstrated his
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powers as a critic. His Illitstrated Book of French
Songs showed a dexterous mastery of the lighter
forms of verse. He wrote many plays, among them
the Dice of Dt'ath ; the Reigning Favorite; the Two
Orphans ; as well as the liberetto for The Lily of
Killarneii, and one farce at least, Twice Killed, that
became widely popular.
OXFORD, a village of Alabama, twenty miles

northeast of Talladege. It is the seat of Oxford Col-
lege, and an important shipping point for cot-
ton.
OXFORD, a village of Georgia, about forty miles

east of Atlanta. It contains the Palmer Institute,
•and is the seat of Emory College.
OXFORD, a village of Indiana, about twenty-

two miles west of Lafayette. It contains an acad-
emy, and is the center of a good local trade.
OXFORD, a Aillage of Iowa, fifteen miles west of

Iowa City, near the Iowa River. It contains an
academy, and is a thriving trade center.
OXFORD, a village of Maryland, one mile north

of Baltimore. It contains many handsome subur-
ban residences.
OXFORD, a village of Maryland, and a popular

summer resort, situated on the eastern shore of
Chesapeake Bay, on a navigable arm known as
Three Haven River, ten miles southwest of Eas-
ton.

OXFORD, a village of Massachusetts, on French
River, ten miles south of Worcester. It contains
many mills and extensive boot and shoe factories.
OXFORD, a village, the county seat of Lafayette

county. Miss., about thirty miles south of Holly
Springs. It is the seat of the University of Miss-
issippi, the Oxford Academy, the Oxford Institute,
and the Union Female College.
OXFORD, a village of New York, beautifully sit-

uated in the fertile valley of the Shenango River,
eight miles south of Norwich. It contains an acad-
emy, many mills and a tool factory.
OXFORD, a village, county seat of Granville

county, X. C, about forty-five miles north of Ral-
eigh. It contains an orphan asylum, and is exten-
sively engaged in the tobacco trade.
OXFORD, a village of Ohio, forty miles north-

west of Cincinnati. It contains important manu-
factories of agricultural implements. The Oxford
Female Seminary, the Western Female Seminary,
and ^liami LTniversity are located here.
OXFORD, a borough of Pennsylvania, about

thirty miles west of Wilmington, Del. It contains
extensive car-works and various other manufactor-
ies, and is the seat of Lincoln University.
OXFORD CLAY, the principal member of the

Middle Oolite series.
OXFORD FURXACE, a village of New Jersey,

fifteen miles northeast of Phillipsburg. It con-
tains many extensive foundries, furnaces, factories,
machine-shops and mills.
OXYCHLORIDES, chemical compounds con-

taining both chlorine and oxygen in combination
with some other element, and intermediate in com-
position between the oxides on the one hand and
the chlorides on the other. Thus, antimonious
oxy-chloride is intermediate between antimonious
oxide and antimonious chloride.
OYSTER. See Eritannica, Vol. XYIII, pp. 106-

110. The oyster fishery is by far the most important
of the fishing industries of this country. The Ameri-
can oyster {Ostrea Vinj'iniana) is found along the
Atlantic coast from Florida to the Gulf of St. Law-
rence. In some portions of this range it occurs in
natural beds of large extent, that of Long Island
Sound being 11.5 miles in length. Chesapeake Bay,
with its many inlets and river mouths, is the best
adapted home for the American oyster. It attains

here its highest excellence. The bottom of this bay
is almost covered with beds of the finest oysters in
the world. Baltimore is the most important mart
in the oyster trade. It cans and pickles vast quan-
tities of oysters for shipment to the west and to
foreign countries. Farther south the coast oysters
occur plentifully, but are only gathered for local
use. On the coast of Georgia they occur in some
places in such abundance as to form natural
breakwaters firm enough to resist the billows of
the ocean. The coast region here is made up of
salt marshes from 12 to 18 miles wide through
which slow-flowing rivers make their way to the
sea. These rivers flow between banks of living
oysters, so closely compacted, that a vessel might
in some places, obtain a cargo in a space only three
or four times its own length. Oysters abound also
in the inlets and small bays of the Gulf of Mexico.
In the Bay of Mobile they are plentiful and of ex-
cellent quality, and are cultivated on a large scale.
In Louisiana are beds of oysters unsurpassed in
size and flavor. On the Pacific coast oysters exist
abundantly in the Strait of Fuca and in Puget
Sound. These oysters are, however, quite small,
but of fine flavor. The eastern oyster has lately
lieen introduced on the Pacific coast and seems to
be susceptible of easy cultivation tliere. In like
manner oysters of the Chesapeake are brought to
the Long Island and planted there to supply the
beds that have become exhausted by over-dredg-
ing.

Oysters are said to be fatter in winter than in sum-
mer. What we call "fat" in the oyster is, hov. ever, no
fat at all but a deposit of protoplasm, which forms a
very digestible and highly nutritious food for man.
It is laid down in the mantle or fleshy portion of
the animal during the winter season, and again
exhausted during the reproductive period in
summer, when the oyster becomes poor and non-
nutritious. The so-called "fattening" by removing
the oysters for a few days to water fresher than
that in which they grew is a dealer's trick. The
oyster absorbs more fresh water than sea-water.
By this means it becomes plumper, and at the
same time loses part of its saltness. Some dealers
even warm the water by means of steam, in order
to induce the oyster to take in more water and
thereby become plumper.
The principal food of the oyster consists of micro-

scopic beings and fragments of organic matter,
which are carried by the currejts of water to the
mouth of the animal at the hinge end of the shell.
When this material is examined through the mi-
croscope, it is seen that the animal subsists largely
upon what scientists call "diatoms"—one of the
lowest types of moving plants which swim in the
water, encased in minute sandstone cases or boxes
of delicate workmanship. When these have been
found in the intestines of the oyster, they have
usually had their living contents already dissolved
out by the action of the gastric juice.

Some American oyster-lovers reject green
oysters under the impression that they are poison-
ous or at least unhealthy. In France and England
green oysters are looked upon as a special deli-

cacy. They bring higher prices than the ordinary
varieties. Investigation has demonstrated that
their green color is due to the eatingof green vege-
table food, as the young grass growing on the bot-
tom of shallow oyster beds. The chlorophyll of
the green food is absorlied in such quantities as to
tint the blood-cells of tlie animals greenish. Green
oysters are, in reality, more palatable and nutri-
tious than wliite ones.
As to the statistics of the oyster fishery in the

United States we take from the census report of
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1880 (the report of 1890 not being published yet)
the data in table below.
The total value of sales includes for Maine $37,-

500, and for Pennsylvania $187,500, Philadelphia
being an important seat of the oyster trade.

To compare the American production and con-
sumption of oysters ^ith those of Great Britain
and France we append here a small table taken
from ^lulhall's Dictionary of Statistics of 1886. The
left-hand column gives the production of oysters
by millions, and the right-hand table gives the
yearly consumption by millions:

Production.
Millions.

U. Kingdom.. 300
France 380
United States 11,200
Portugal 600

Consumption, Per
Millions.

London 220
Paris 57
New York 810
France 260

luhab.
60
36
660
7

Total 12,480

Baltimore packs seven million bushels per annum.
An oyster three months old is the size of a shilling,
six months half-a-crown, but is not fit to eat before
four years old. The oyster beds established by ad-
vice of Abbe Boniietard in France produced 97
million oysters in 1831.

Oyster IxcrsTET of the Pnited States, According to Census Report op 1880.

States.

New Hampshire .

Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut
New York
New Jersey
Delaware,
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida
Alabama
Missisgippi
Louisiana
Texas
Washington Territory,

Total

Persons
Employed.

Capital
Invested.

9

896
6.'i0

,006

,724

,917

,06.5

,402

,31.5

,020

185
350
166
300
60

,400

240
85

52,805

2,400
303,175
110,000
316.200

1.013,000
1.057,000

145,000
6,034,;W0

1,351,100
68,500
12,2.50

18,500
22,000
16.000
3,000

36,7.50

17.7.50

6.550

$10,583,295

Bushels
Produced.

1,000
36,000

163,200
336,450

1,043,300
1,975,000

300,{XK)

10,600,000
6,8;^7,.320

170,000

50,000
70,000
78,800

104,500
25.000

295,(XI0

96,000

15,000

$22,195,370

Value to
Producer.

,S00

41.800
225 ..500

386,625
1,043,300
1,970,000
325,000

2,650,000
l,94S,i;36

60.000
20,000
35,000
15,950
44,950
lO.MlO

200.000
47,300
10,000

$9,0*4,861

Value of
Sales.

6,0.50

405,550
356,925
672,875

1,577.050
2,080,025
687.725

4.730,476
2,218,376

60.000
20,000
35,000
15,950
44,950
10,000

200,000
47,300
45,000

$13,438,852
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PABNA-PAEZ

PABXA. a town of Bengal, India, on an arm of

the Ganges, 115 miles nortii of Calcutta.
Population, 15,267. The district has an area of 1,847

square miles and a poiuilatioii of 1,311,728.

PACA, a remarkable genus of rodents, allied to

the Agoutis, represented by a single species, which
ranges in Central and South America from Gaute-
mala to Paraguay, east of the Andes. Its cheek-
bones are uniquely developed, the zygomatic arch
being enlarged to form -a great cavity on each side.

Each communicates by a narrow aperture with
the mouth, is lined by mucous membrane, and
does not contain food as an ordinary cheek-pouch
naturally does. Their function, if they have any,
is unknown. The paca is large for a rodent, being
about two feet in length. It is stout, and some-
what pig-like in build, with a large blunt head,
cloven lip. small ears, stump-like tail, thick legs,

five-toed feet and rounded back. The color is

brownish yellow above, whitish below, with whit-
ish yellow spots or longitudinal bands along the
sides. Though somewhat clumsy in form and gait,

the paca runs actively, and can sw im well. It lives

alone or in pairs in the moist forests, especially by
sides of rivers, and tends to be nocturnal in its

habits. It makes burrows, which are said to have
three openings. The female bears only one or two
young at a birth. As a vegetable eater, the paca
sometimes does damage to sugar-cane plantations
and gardens. Its fat, pork-like flesh is much es-

teemed.
PACHACAMAC, a village of Peru, eighteen

miles southwest of Lima, with the ruins of a temple
from which Pizarro took immense treasure.
PACHMAKHI, a sanitarium and convalescent

depot for European troops in India, situated 2,500

feet above the plains, in the Central Provinces, 110
miles southwest of Jabalpur.
PACIFIC, a village of Missouri, on the Maromee

River. It has rich beds of white sand, fire-clay,

and deposits of iron, copper and lead.
PACKARD, Alpheus Spring, born in Chelms-

ford, Mass, in December, 1798; died in IMaine, July,
13, 18&1. He graduated at Bowdoin in 1816, and for

nearly sixty-five years held various professional
appointments in that institution, of which he was
finally made acting president. He acted as chap-
lain for many years and contributed extensively to
scientific publications.
PACKARD, Alpheus, Jr., son of the foregoing,

born in Maine, February 19, 1839; graduated at
Bowdoin in 1861, served as an army surgeon 186-t-'65,

and became director of the Peabody Museum at
Salem, Mass. In 1878 he was appointed professor of
zoology and geology at Brown University. He was
a member of the United States Entomological
Commission and has written largely on insects.

PACKER, Asa, born in Groton, Conn., December
20, 1806 : died in Philadelphia, Pa., May 17, 1879.

He acquired an interest in boating coal to Phila-
delphia ; in 1831 he established a store and boat-
yard, and entered on various extensive schemes of
mining and transportation that were highly re-

munerative. Later he became county judge, and
eventually, from the profits of his many successful
ventures, rose to be the wealthiest person in Penn-
sylvania. From 1853 until 1857 he was a Demo-
cratic Member of Congress. In 1865 Mr. Packer
gave $500,000 and 115 acres of land for the erection

of Lehigh Univers-ity at Bethlehem, Pa., and in

his will increased the endowment to $1,500,000, with
$500,000 additional for a library.

PADDOCK, Alqebnon S., born in Glens Falls,
N. Y,, Xovenber 9, 1830; studied law i~nd removed
to Nebraska, wiiere he became secretary of the
Territory. From 1875 to 1881 I.e served as United
States Senator; was defeated for reelection, but in
January, 1887, was again elected for the term end-
ing March 3, 1893.

PADDOCK, Ben.i.\min Henry, born in Norwich,
Conn., February 28, 1828; was ordained in the
Protestant Episcopal Church in 1853, and held
pastorates in New York, Maine, and Detroit. In
1873 he was elected bishop of Massachusetts, and
died March 9, 1891.

PADDOCK, John Adams, born in Norwich, Conn.,
January 19, 1825; was ordained in the Protestant
Episcopal Church in 1850, and held pastorates in

Stratford, Conn., and Brooklyn, N. Y., up to 1880,

when he was elected missionary bishop of Wash-
ington Territory (now State).
PADEREWSKI, Ignace Jan, one of the greatest

pianists of the age, was born in Podolia, a province
of Russian Poland, Nov. 6, 1860. He began to play
on the piano at the age of three years. At the age
of seven he was placed under the instruction of a
master. In 1872 he went to Warsaw, where the
foundation of his knowledge of harmony and coun-
terpoint was laid by Rogerski. Later he pursued
his musical studies under Kiel, the celebrated
teacher of Berlin. His first musical tour was made
through Russia, Siberia, and Roumania, and during
that tour he played only his own compositions. At
eighteen years of age he became professor of music
in the conservatory of Warsaw. In 1884 he was
promoted to a professorship in the conservatory of

Strasburg ; but in less than a year he determined
to abandon teaching and enter upon the career of
a piano virtuoso. After three more years of thor-
ough study under the ablest masters, he began his

professional tours, achieving notable success iu all

the chief cities of Europe. He married at the age
of 19. Later his wife died, but a son survived her.

He practices from six to eight hours daily. In the
autumn of 1891 he came to New York, and began,
at the age of 31, a tour of extraordinary success in

the chief American cities.

PADUCAH, a city, the county-seat of McCracken
county Ky., on the Ohio River, near the mouth of

the Tennessee, about fifty miles above Cairo. Pop-
ulation in 1890, 13,076. See Britannica, Vol. XVIII,
p. 132.

PAEZ, Jose Ajitonio, born in Venezuela in

1790; died in New York city in May. 1873. After
serving for many years in various capacities in the
revolutionary movements of the early part of the
century, Paez finally became head of the army
with rank of general-in.chief. Such rank is risky
among the South American republics, where a suc-
cessful pronunciamento may in one day make a
subaltern a major-general and send a commander-
in-chief to the gallows. He underwent the usual
vicissitudes of such warfare, and was sometimes in

defeat or in prison, but more often in command.
When, in 1825, his impeachment was proposed, the
populace mutinied and he became the civil and
military ruler of Venezuela. In November, 1829,

the country proclaimed its absolute independence
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of New Grenada, and Paez served as president of
the new republic for several years. He acted later
as minister to the United States, and from 1861 to
1863 was again chief executive. After his res-
ignation he spent most of his time in the United
States.
PAGE (derivation variously assigned to Gr. pais,

"a boy," and Lat. pagus. "a. village"), a youth of
noble or good birth employed in the service of a
royal or noble personage. The practice of employ-
ing youths of noble birth in personal attendance
on the sovereign existed in early times among the
Persians and Romans, and was a special feature of
feudal chivalry in the Middle Ages. The degree of
page was preparatory to the further degrees of
esquire and knight. The practice of educating
the higher nobility as pages at court began to
decline after the 15th century. Pages still figure,
however, on ceremonial occasions at the chief
courts of Europe. The Corps of Pages at St.
Petersburg is a cadet school for the Russian
Guards.
P.iGE, WiLLi.^M, portrait-painter, born at Al-

Ijany.X.Y., in 1811, died at Tottenville, Staten Is-

land, N. Y., in 1885. He studied painting under
Samuel F. B. ^lorse and at the National Academy
of Design. After that he studied theology at An-
dover and Amherst for two years. His faith being
shaken he returned to painting again. Settling
down in Xew York City he executed likenesses of
TTilliam L. Marcy, John Quincy Adams and others.
In 1836 he was elected a member of the Academy.
From 1849 till 1860 he resided in Europe, chiefly at
Florence and Rome. While in Europe he painted
the portraits of Robert Browning and his wife, and
those of many other well-known Englishmen and
Americans, also his Venus, ^foses and Aaron on
Mount Horcb, Infant Bacchus, and Flight inlo Egypt.
In his brilliant coloring Page has become the rival
of Titian. After his return to Xew York he painted
Lowell, President Eliot of Harvard, Henry Ward
Beecher, Admiral Earragut, General Grant, and
many more. From 1871 till 1875 he was president
of the Academy of Design. In his old age his intel-

lect became clouded. Page had been thrice mar-
ried and twice divorced.
PAGET, Sir George Edw.\rd, K. C. B., born at

Yarmouth, England, in 1809, and educated at the
Charterhouse and at Cambridge. He took his B.
A. degree in 1831, became Fellow of Caius in 1832,
M. D. in 1838, D. C. L. Oxford and Durham, LL. D.
Edinburgh, and F. R. S. in 1855. In 1872 he was ap-
pointed regius professor of physic in Cambridge,
and t>ecame K. C. B. in 1885. Sir G. Paget may well
be regarded as a public benefactor, as having taken
the principal part in the great advance that has
been made of late years in the education of medical
practitioners.—His brother, Sir J,\mes P.vget, Bart.,
was born at Yarmouth in 1814. He became mem-
ber of the Royal College of Surgeons in 1836, Hon.
Fellow in 1843, member of the council in 1865, pres-
ident of the college in 1875, Bradshawe Lecturer in
1882, serjeant-surgeon to the queen, surgeon to
the prince of Wales, and consulting surgeon to St.
Bartholomew's Hospital. He was created baronet in
1871, and in the same year LL. D. of the university
of Edinburgh. Two standard works are Lectures
on Surgical Pathology, a.nA Clinical Lectures. He is

vice-chancellor of the University of London, and a
member of the Institute of France (Academy of
Sciences).
PAINE, Robert Tre-\t, an American lawyer, one

of the signers of the Declaration of Independence,
born in Boston, March 11,1731, died in 1814.—His
s'on, Thomas, (1773-1811), changed his name, to
avoid confusion with the author of the Age of Rea-

son, to Robert Tre.\t P.\ixe, Jr. He became a not-
ed writer and was author of the song Adams and
Liherti/.

PAIXESVILLE, a village, the county-seat of
Lake county, Ohio, on Grand River near Lake Erie,
about 30 miles east of Cleveland. It has many ex-
cellent educational institutions, a fine harbor, and
numerous manufacturing industries.
PAIXTIX'G IX a:\1ERICA : Portr.\it Painting.

The earliest painter of American birth of whom we
have record is Robert Feke. He painted portraits
at Philadelphia about the middle of last century.
Specimens of his work are in possession of Bowdoin
College, the Redwood Athenjeum, Xew Port, R. I.,

and the Rhode Island Historical Society. Xest in
date is Matthew Pratt (1734-1805). The portrait of

Cadwallader Colden, which he painted for the Xew
York chamber of commerce in 1772, attests his un-
doubted talent. But the most noted painters of

the last half of the ISth century, were John Single-
ton, Copley and Benjamin West. Copley's (see
Britannica, Yol. YI, p. 346) skill in portraiture is

shown by numerous pictures in the Museum of

Fine Arts, Boston ; at Harvard L'niversity, and in

many private collections. Of his numerous histori-

cal pictures, executed in England, the Death of the

Earl of Chatham, has become most famous. West
(see Britannica, Yol. XXIY, p. 505) produced a
large number of historical and Scriptural pictures
of a high order, as the Death of Wolfe: the Departure
of Regulus; Death on the Pale Horse, and Christ Re-
jected. When 65 years old he painted one of his
largest works, Christ Healing the Sick, which on
being exhibited at London drew immense crowds,
and was purchased by the British Institution for

3,000 guineas.
The next period, that of the Revolution, pro-

duced two painters, whose names stand high in the
list of American artists, Gilbert Stuart and John
Trumbull. (For Stuart see Britannica, Yol. XXII,
p. 611). Stuart studied for several years under Ben-
jamin West in London. After he came back to
America in 1793, he painted a large number of

national portraits. The one of Washington, known
as the Athena>iim Head, is best known to the
American public. Excellent specimens of his works
are owned by the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

:

the Xew York Historical Society, and other insti-

tutions. Stuart was a master in the rendering of the
flesh tints, and was more successful in giving fine

heads than fine figures and draperies. Trumbull
(see Britannica, Yol. XXIII, p. 592) studied also
under Benjamin West in London. He also pro-
duced a number of portraits, including several of

George Washington. But his talents were most
conspicuous in historical composition. His most
notable works are Tlie Siege of Gibralter; Declaration

of Indepetidence; Death of Mejntgomery, and Battle of
Bunker Hill. In 1817 he received a commission
from Congress for four historical subjects: Declara-
tion of Independence; Surrender of Burgoyne; Sur-
render of Cornwallis; and Resignation of Washington.
Some of the best specimens of his skill may be seen
at Yale College.
Among the less renowned American painters

who flourished from 1780 to 1840we mention Charles
Wilson Peale, who painted several portraits of

AVashington ; Joseph Wright, Edward Savage, Wil-
liam Dunlap (who published in 1834 a History of the
Arts of Design In the United States); Col. Henry Sar-
gent, John Xeagle. who painted in 1825 a life-size

picture of Patrick Lyon, the blacksmith ; John
Yanderlyn, best known by his Marius among the

Ruins of Carthage, and Ariadne, which is classic in

style. AVashington Allston, a native of South Car-
olina, was sometimes called the "American Titian"
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from his brilliant coloring (see Allston in Vol. I, p.

So, of these Revisions and Additions).
Later American portrait-painters were: Samuel

L.AValdo. and William Jewett, who painted in part-
nership ; AVilliam E. West. Charles C. Ingham,
Henry Inman, George P. A. Healy, W. H. Furness.
Thomas Le Clear, George A. Baker ; Thomas P.

Rossiter. Joseph Ames. Richard M. Staigg was
noted for his miniatures, in which department
Thomas Cummings also worked. Charles Loring
Elliott was successful in the rendition of character,
and William Page strove to imitate Titian in his

coloring. Daniel Huntington. Thomas Hicks, and
George H. Yewell have also produced notable
works in portraiture.
More prominent are the American artists of the

middle of the present century. Emmanuel Leutze,
though of German birth, was brought here as an
infant, and painted mostly American subjects, as
Washington Crossing the Delaware and Westward the

Star of Empire takes its Way, the last being in our
national capitol. Edwin White painted some
American historic pieces, notably Washington Be-
figiiing His Commission. Peter Rothermel has pro-
duced some works illustrative of .^.merican history,
among which is the Battle of Gettysburg. William
H. Powell is best known by his De Soto DIscorering
the Mls.<issi}iiii. in the capital at Washington.
Christian SchQssele.an Alsatian, was for some years
director of the schools of the Pennsylvania Acade-
my. His Char the Track, Men of Progress. The Iron-
Worker, and King Solomon became widely known
through the prints by John Sartain and other en-
gravers.
Gexke Paixtixg.—Among the American genre

painters of the middle of this century the most im-
portant is William Sidney Mount. His works are
thoroughly national in spirit. He delineated the
humorous side of the life of the American farmer.
The negro, too, figured frequently in his composi-
tions. F. W. Edmonds produced also some clever
genre pictures of American subjects, and Richard
Caton Woodville, who studied at Diisseldorf, be-
came well known through his Me.riran yews ; Sail-
or's Wedding, etc., but was cut short in his career
when only 30 years of age- Our Indians and trai)-

pers found delineators in George Catlin, Charles
Deas. and William Ranney.
The best known American genre painters of later

date are John B.Irving, who was noted for spirited
execution and elaborate finish, Frank B. Mayer,
John F. Weir, and Seymour J. Guy. The latter
has given us some charming pictures of child-
life. Two of our most successful genre artists
are Thomas W. Wood and John G. Brown.
The former depicts scenes of rural life and
produces pictures with negro subjects. Mr.
Brcwn is the painter of our news-boys and boot-
blacks whom he often brings before us in charac-
teristic positions. Many others might be men-
tioned in the department of figure-painting, nota-
bly B. F. Reinhart, J. W. Ehninger, Constant
Mayer, E. Wood Perry, Edward H. May. Alfred C.
Howland, etc.

Landscape Painting.—Of the many American
landscape painters we mention especially Albert
Bierstadt, Thomas Hill, and Thomas' Moran.
Bierstadt fsee article in Vol. I, p. 2S1 of these Re-
visions and Additions) became famous by his
paintings of Pocky iloiintain Scenery, the Yosemife
Valley, etc. Hill has produced some bold and
effective paintings of California Scenery and the
Yellowstone, and Moran made a fine painting of the
Grand Cation of the Yellowstone, \rhich is in the capi-
tal of Washington. Moran's work shows him to be
a careful student of nature, as well as a painter well

versed with the technique of his calling. Jervis
McEntee, Homer D. Martin, George Inness and
others, represent the "subjective style" of land-
scape painting, that is, they strive to reproduce for
others such impressions as a scene called forth in
their own minds when they contemplated it. Their
pictures are not purely objective, that is. they do
not reproduce all the details of a scene. They
strive mainly for general impressions.
Marine Painting.—Of American marine painters

we mention James Hamilton, a native of Ireland,
who settled at Philadelphia, and who depicted the
Capture of the Serapis; Old Ironsides; the Ship of the

Ancient Mariner, and other weird and phantastic
subjects. William Bradford, who painted effective
pictures of Eastern coast scenery and icebergs,
and Edward Moran. who successfully introduced
the human figure into some of his marine pictures.
William T. Richards had his attention of late

years directed to the painting of marine and coast
views in water colors which show a very careful
finish. Arthur Quartley, who was originally a sign-
painter, succeeded in placing himself in a few
years in the front rank of our marine painters.
Alfred T. Bricher has produced some fresh and
vigorous coast sce'nes; and Maurice F. H. De Haas,
who was court-painter in Holland before he came
to America in 1869, made a number of strong and
brilliant compositions in the marine line.

Animal Painting.—In the line of animal-painting
we find first John James Audubon, a native of
Louisiana, as a scientific delineator and painter of
birds (see Britannica. Vol. Ill, pp. 70-71). He
ranks high as a painter and naturalist. Arthur F.
Tait, an English artist in the animal line, who has
settled in this country, is well known to the pub-
lic, since many of his works have been litho-
graphed and widely circulated. Walter M. Braek-
ett and Gurdon Trumbull have made the painting
of fishes a specialty. WOliam H. Beard has gained
a reputation through his pictures of bears and
monkeys, in which the weaknesses and foibles of
humanity are reflected with caustic satire. His
brother, James H. Beard, has also won a good
name as an animal painter, and so has his nephew,
James Carter Beard. Peter Moran has been suc-
cessful in painting sheep and cattle. So have
James Hart, Thomas Robinson. George Inness. Jr.,

and J. Ogden Brown. Miss Fidelia Bridges painted
charming pictures of bird-life ; and R. M. Shurtleff
introduced deer into his paintings of forest-scene-
ries.

Still-Life Painting.—In the department of still-

life, RaphaeUe Peale, the son of the portrait
painter, Charles Wilson Peale, was probably the
first to produce finished pieces. George H. Hall
and A. J. H. Way have been known by their paint-
ings of fruit pieces. H. W. Parton and Ellen Rob-
bins produced charming pictures of flowers in va-
rious groupings only to be excelled by the ideal
and brilliant flower-pieces of John Lafarge. The
latter excells especially as a colorist and decorator
Some still-life pieces have been produced by Wil-
liam W. Harnett with an almost photographic
truthfulness to nature.
PALAXQUIX, an Indian vehicle corresponding

somewhat to the Roman litter and the modem
European sedan-chair, but. unlike the latter, used
for long distances by travelers where railways or
good carriage-roads do not exist. It is a wooden
box about eight feet long, four feet wide and four
feet high, with wooden shutters which can be
opened or shut at pleasure, and is constructed like
Venetian blinds. At each end of the palanquin,
on the outside, two rings are fixed, and the ham-
mals, or palanquin-bearers, of whom there are four,
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two at each end, support the palanquin by poles
passing through these rings.

PALAPTEKYX, a genus of fossil birds whose
remains are found in the river-silt deposits of New
Zealand, associated with the gigantic Dinornis, and
which, like the Dinornis, resembled in the form of

the sternum, and the structure of the pelvis and
legs, the living wingless apteryx. Palapteryx,
however, seems to have possessed rudimentary
wings, in which respect it differed from Dinornis.

PALATINE, a village of Illinois, about twenty-
five miles northwest of Chicago. It has manufac-
tories of sash, blinds, and doors.

PALATKA, a village, the county-seat of Putnam
county, Fla., situated on the west bank of the St.

John's River, about seventy miles south of Jackson-
ville. It contains manufactories and is an impor-
tant shipping point.

PALESTINE, a village, the county-seat of An-
derson county, Texas, about 150 miles north of

Houston. It produces a variety of manufactures,
and has a good trade in lumber and hides. Popu-
lation in 1890, 5,834.

PALEY, Frederick Apthkop, classical scholar,

grandson of the author of the Evidences, born at

Easingwold, England, in 1816. He resided at Cam-
bridge till his conversion to the Roman Catholic

faith in 1846, and later from 1860 till 1874, when he
was appointed professor of classical literature at

the Roman Catholic College at Kensington. He
next went to live at Bournemouth, was twice clas-

sical examininer to London University, and for the
classical tripos at Cambridge, and continued till

the sudden close of his life, in 1888, his arduous
iabors in classical scholarship. In early lite at

Cambridge he helped to found the Camden Eccle-

siological Society, and published books on Gotliic

architecture ; but the important work of his life

began in 1844 with the first part of his edition of

.fischylus with Latin notes. He re-edited .Eschy-

lus for the " Bibliothea Classica," as well as Euripi-

des, Hessiod, the Iliad, and completed the Sopho-

cles of Mr. Blaydes, all for the same series ; and also

prepared minor editions of similar works, or parts

of these, for the "Cambridge Texts" series. His
Propertins, Ovid's Fasti, and Martial were less suc-

cessful, but his three comedies of Aristophanes,

Tlieocritus, and his Select Private Orations of Demos-
thenes (in conjunction with Dr. Sandys) were recog-

nized as works of the very highest value. He pub-
lished prose translations of the PhUebas and Thea:-

tetus of Plato, the oth and 10th books of Aristotle's

Ethics, the Odes of Pindar, and the Tragedies of

.^schylus, and renderings in verse of the 5th book
of Propertius and Frafinwnts of the Greek Comic Poets.

Other works are a treatise on Greek Particles, Greek

Wit (1881), and an unsatisfactory edition of the
Gospel of St. John. Paley received the degree of

LL.D. from Aberdeen in 1883. A sagacious textual

critic and a sound exegete, he left behind him tra-

ditions of a high type of scholarship, of the age
when yet scientific philology was not, and German
might be neglected. In his later years he adopted
a late date for Homer.
PALFREY, John Goriiam, an American clergy-

man and historian, born in Boston, May 2, 1796, died

in 1881. He was an able anti-slavery orator and
politician; but is best known for his careful and
scholarly History of Neiv England.
PALG"RAVE, Francis Turner, a gifted poet and

critic, born in London, in 1824. He filled for five

years the office of vice-principal of the Training
College for schoolmasters at Kneller Hall, and
afterwards was private secretary to Earl Granville,

and an official in Ihe educational department of

the Privy-council. He succeeded Shairp as pro-

fessor of poetry at Oxford in 1886. He is best
known as the editor of the admirably selected
Golden Treasury of English Lyrics; The Children's

Treasury of Lyrical Poetry; The Sonnets and Songs
of Shakespeare; Selected Lyrical Poems of Herrick,

of Keats, and Treasury of Sacred Song.
PALGRAVE, 'William Gipford (1826-88), an

English author, born in Westminster, January 24,

1826. He was educated at the Charterhouse
School and Trinity College, Oxford, graduating
with great distinction in 1846. Next year he ob-
tained a commission in the Bombay native in-

fantry, which, however, he soon resigned to become
a priest in the Society of Jesus. After a course of

study at Laval in France and at Rome he was sent
at his own request as a missionary to Syria, where he
acquired a wonderful intimate knowledge of Arabic.
Summoned to France in 1860 by Napoleon III. to
give an account of the Syrian massacres, he went
disguised as a physician on a daring expedition at
the emperor's expense through Central Arabia,
traversing the entire Wahabi kingdom, and return-
ing to Europe through Bagdad and Aleppo. With
the consent of the emperor he published his Narra-
tive of a Year's .Tourney through Central and Eastern
Arabia, one of the best books of travel in the Eng-
lish language. Palgrave quitted the Society of

Jesus in 1864, and was sent by the British govern-
ment in 1865 to treat for the release of Consul Cam-
eron and the other captives in Abyssinia. He was
nominated consul to Sukhum-Kal^ in 1S66. at Trebi-

zond in 1867. at the island of St. Thomas in 1873, at
Manila, in 1S76, and consul-general in the princi-

pality of Bulgaria in 1878, and in Siam in 1880. He
was appointed British minister to L'urguay in 1884,

and died at ^Monte Video, September 30, 1880.

PALI, the commercial capital of Jodhpur, forty-

five miles by rail from Jodhpur City.

PALIKAO, a place on the canal between Pekin
and its port on the Peiho. Here in 1860 was fought
an engagement between the Anglo-French troops

and the Chinese, and hence the French general.

Cousin-]\lontauban (1796-1878), who was minister
of w-ar in August and September, 1870, received his

title of Count Palikao.
PALINTRfS, ^Eneas's helmsman who was lulled

to sleep at his post and fell into the sea. When
iEneas visited the lower world he related to him
that on the fourth day after his fall he made the

coast of Italy, and was there barbarously murdered,
and his body left unburied on the strand. The Si-

byl prophesied that his death should be atoned for,

a tomb erected to him, and a cave (Palinurus, the

modern Piinta delta Spartivento) named after him.
PALISANDER WOOD, a name sometimes given

to rosewood.
PALIURUS, a genus of trees and shrubs of the

natural order Phamnacea:, nenrly allied to thegenus
Zizyphiis, hut very different in the fruit, which is

dry orbicular, and girded with a broad membran-
ous wing. P. aculeatus is often called Christ's

Thorn, from the fancy that it supplied the crown
of thorns with which our Saviour was crowned. It

is a deciduous shrub or low tree, with slender,

pliant branches and ovate tliree-nerved leaves, each
of which lias two sharp spines at the base, one
straight and tlie other re-curved. It is a native of

the countries around the Mediterranean, of India,

and many parts of Asia. It is often used for hedges
in Italv and other countries.

PALK STRAIT, the northern portion of the shal-

low passage between the south coast of India and
the island of Cevlon.
PALLICE, La," a harbor opened in 1889 to receive

large transatlantic and other ocean-going vessels

bound for La Rochelle in France, whence it is less
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than three miles distant. It consists of an inner

basin 28'.2 acres in extent and an outer harbor pro-

tected by two moles, each 1,380 feet long.

P.^liLISEK, 8iR William, C. B., born at Dublin,

June 18, 1830, died Feb. 4, 1882. He entered the

army as a cavalry otficer, and in IStio invented the

chilled shot that bears his name, and a system of

strengthening cast-iron ordnance by the insertion

of a steel tube. He retired in 1871, and sat for

Taunton as M. P.

PALM, a measure of length, originally taken
from the width of the hand, measured across the

joints of the four fingers. In Great Britain a palm
is, somewhat loosely, understood to be the fourth
part of an English foot, or three inches.

PALMA, a town of Sicily, fourteen miles south-
east of Girgenti. Population, 11,702.

PALMER, a pilgrim who had performed the pil-

grimage to the Holy Sepulchre, and had returned,
or was returning home after the fulfillment of his

TOW. The Palmers were so called from their car-

rying branches of the Oriental palm, in token of

their accomplished expedition. On arriving at

their home they repaired to the church to rejurn
thanks to God, and offered the palm to the priest,

to be placed upon the altar.

PALMER, a village of Massachusetts, on the
Chicopee River, about fifteen miles east of Spring-
field. It has manufactories of carpets, machinery,
carriages and hats. Population in 1800,6,898.

PALMER, Benjamin Morgan, a Presbyterian
minister, born at Charleston, 8. C, in 1818. He has
held Presbyterian pastorates at Savannah, Ga.,

Columbia, S. C, ond since 1856 has been at New
Orleans. He assisted in establishing the "Southern
Presbyterian Review," in 1847, and has been one
of its editors. He earnestly supported the seces-

sion movement and the Confederate cause. He
is the author of Tlie Life and Letters of Rer. James
Henley Thornwell (1875) ; Sermons (2 vols.) ; and
T}ie Family in its Civil and Churchly Aspects
(1879).

PALMER, Ekastus Dow, an American sculptor,
born at Pompey, N. Y., in 1817. He was in early
life a carpenter, and later a successful cuttw of

cameos. He turned his attention to sculpture
about 1852 : and has produced many fine mytholog-
ical and allegorical groups. His Landing of the Pil-

grims, for the capitol at Washington, is a fine

group of fifteen figures.

PALMER, James Croxall, surgeon-general of

the U. S. Navy, born at Baltimore, Md., in 1811

;

died at Washington, D. C, in 1883. He studied
medicine at the University of Maryland, and was
commissioned assistant-surgeon in 1834, and sur-
geon in 1842. During the Mexican war he served
off the coast of Mexico, afterwards in the Pacific,

and on the steam frigate Niagara during the first

attempt to lay the Atlantic cable. On the latter
occasion he originated a plan for splicing the wire in
mid-ocean. At the outbreak of the civil war he took
medical charge of the United States Naval Academy
then removed to Newport, R. I. In 1863 he joined
Admiral Farragut's blockading squadron. He was
attached to the flagship Hartford during the bat-
tle of Mobile Bay, Aug. 5, 1864. At the close of the
war Dr. Palmer returned to the North, and was af-

terward in charge of the naval hospital at Brook-
lyn for years. In 1871 he was commissioned medi-
cal director, and in June, 1872, he became surgeon-
general of the navy, but retired a year later.

PALMER, .loHN McCauley, an American general
and statesman, born in Kentucky in 1817. He be-
came a lawyer in Illinois ; State senator in 1852;
delegate to the peace convention in 1861 ; colonel
of volunteers on the outbreak of the war ; major-

general 1862-66 ; and was goyernor of Illinois from
1869 to 1873.

PALMER, John Williamson, American physi-
cian and author, born in Baltimore in 1825. He
studied medicine in Philadelpliia ; went to Cali-
fornia ; thence to China ; was active in the cause of
the Southern Confederacy and became an editor in
his native city. In 1855 he married Henrietta Lee,
author of the Heroines of Shaksprare. He has writ-
ten and translated many novels and plays ; but is

best known for his works on East Indian manners
and customs.
PALMER, Ray. an American theologian, born in

Rhode Island in 1SU8, died March 29, 1887. He
wrote many hymns and sacred poems among which
is the hvmn Mi/ Faith Looks Cp to Thee.

PALMETTO, see Palms in Britannica, Vol.
XVIII, pp. 189-191. The Palmetto is the American
representative of the palm family. It extends

PAI/iMIi'OTU.

northward as far as the latitude of North Carolina.
Two genera and four species of palmetto exists in
the region between North Carolina and Florida.
The most important species is the "cabbage'' palmet-
to (Sabal palmetto), which sometimes grows 50 feet
in height and 15 inches in diameter, with leaves
five feet long and broad. It is found also in the
Bermudas. Its products are timber and the leaves,
the former being exceedingly durable, very porous,
and especially valuable for wharf-building, as it re-

sists water and is not attacked by the teredo. The
fruit is not edible. The leaves are made into hats,

baskets, mats, etc. The terminal bud or "cabbage"
is eaten. It consists of a circle of unexpanded
leaves, and forms one of the most delicious table
vegetables.
PALMETTO-LEAVES, the leaves of the Pal-

myra palm, imported for the manufacture of hats
and mats.
PALMIERI LriGi, an Italian meteorologist,

born April 22, 1807. He taught mathematics in
several lyceums, became in 1847 professor at Na-
ples, and in 1854 director of the observatory on
Vesuvius. He has invented many meteorological
instruments, and written several works on volca-
noes and seismology.
PALMYRA, a village, the county-seat of Marion

county. Mo., five miles west of the Mississippi
River, and fifteen miles northwest of Hannibal.
It is an important agricultural center, contains
several manufactories, and is the seat of a number
of educational institutions.

PALMYRA, a village of New York, about twenty
miles east of Rochester. It manufactures printing
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presses, scales, grain-drills and other machinery,
and is an important trade-center.
PALMYRA, a village of North Carolina, near

the Roanoke River, about eighteen miles north of

Tarborough. It is an important shipping-point for

the products of an extensive district.

PALMYRA WOOD, properly the wood of the
Palmyra palm ; but the name is generally used for

all kinds of imported palm-tree wood ; much of

which is the wood of the cocoa-nut palm, Cocos
nucifera, and the allied species C. phimosa.
PALO ALTO, thirty miles from San Francisco,

the seat of a university founded at a cost of up-
wards of $15,000,000 by United States Senator Le-
land Stanford of California. The institution is to

provide, entirely gratis, education from the Kin-
dergarten stage to the most advanced instruction

that human teachers can supply ; and all the pupils
are to board on the premises, at the smallest possi-

ble charge.
PALO ALTO, a battle-field, about nine miles

northeast of Matamoras, Texas. Here, on May 8,

1846, 6,000 Mexicans were defeated by 2,000 Ameri-
cans under Gen. Taylor.
PALTOCK, Robert, an English writer, born in

London about 1699, died March 20, 1767. He was
educated at St. Paul's School, was bred to the law,
and while in Clement's Inn secured his title to re-

memberance by writing the tale of Peter Willcins, a
Cornish Man, published anonymously in 1750, and
often reprinted. The authorship, known to some
in 1802, remained generally a mystery till 1835, and
first appeared on the title-page in 1839.

PAMLICO SOUND, a shallow body of water, some
75 miles long by 10 to 25 miles wide, on the coast of

North Carolina, separated from the ocean by long,

narrow islands of sand, with narrow passages.
PANA, a city of Illinois, about forty miles south-

east of Springfield. It contains many manufact-
ories, is an important center of trade, and is the
seat of an academy. Population in 1890, 5,067.

PANCOAST, Joseph, an American surgeon, born
in New .lersey in 1805, died in 1882. He was the
author of many valuable professional works, and a
prominent teacher of surgery and anatomy.
PANCRAS, St., the son of a heathen noble of

Synnada, in Phrygia. He lost both parents while
a boy, and was taken to Rome by an uncle and
there baptized, but was slain in the Diocletian per-

secution, being only 14 years old. The first church
that St. Augustine consecrated in England was
dedicated to St. Pancras ; it stood at Canterbury.
PANDEAN PIPES, a series, fastened side by side,

of short reeds or pipes, graduated in length so as
to give out different notes when blown across their

mouths.
PANDMARPUR.atownof British India, 112 miles

southeast of Poona, on a branch of the Kistna. It

is highly revered by the Hindus on account of a
temple dedicated to an incarnation of Vishnu.
Population, 16,910.

PANDOURS, a people of Servian origin who
lived among the mountains of Hungary, near the
village of Pandour in the country of Sohl. The
name used to be applied to that portion of the
light-armed infantry in the Austrian service raised
in the Slavonian districts on the Turkish frontier.

They originally fought after the fashion of the
"free-lances," and were a terror to the enemy,
whom they annoyed incessantly. Their appearance
was exceedingly picturesque, being somewhat Ori-
ental in character, and their arms consisted of a
musket, pistols, a Hungarian sabre, and two Turk-
ish poinards. Their habits of brigandage and cru-
elty rendered them, however, as much a terror tr>

the people they defended as to the enemy, and

about 1750 they were put under stricter discipline,
and gradually incorporated with the regular army.
The name is now obsolete.
RANGE LINGUA (Lat., "Now, my tongue the

mystery telling"), one of the most remarkable of
the hymns of Roman Breviary, and like its kindred
hymn, Laiida Sion, a most characteristic example
of mediaeval Latin versification. The Pange Lingua
is a hymn in honor of the eucharist and belongs to
the service of the Festival of Corpus Christi. It was
written by the great Angelic Doctor, Thomas
Aquinas, and consists of six strophes of verses in
alternate rhyme. Besides its place in the office of
the Breviary, the "Tantum ergo," a portion of this
hymn, forms part of the service called Benediction
with the Blessed Sacrament, and is sung on all oc-
casions of the exposition, procession, and other pub-
lic acts of eucharistic worship.
PANSLAVISM, a movement with the aim of

drawing closer together all the various races of
Slavonic stock, and combining their influences in
political and other directions. Some extreme
Slavophils have even proposed an actual amalga-
mation in nationalitj', language, literature, and re-

ligion. The first literary representative was the
Slovak poet Kollar and the movement showed first

in Bohemia, where the philological and historical

work of Schafarikand PalAcky contributed to give
it impetus. The Poles of Prussia resisted Germani-
zation ; Serbs, Slovaks, and Croats asserted their
rights against their Magyar masters ; and the still

less fortunate Slavs of 'Turkey gladly swelled the
chorus. But at the first great Panslavic congress
at Prague in 1848 the most convenient medium of

intercourse proved to be the tongue of the alien
Germans ! Russia, after being called to suppress
the Hungarian revolution, came to be regarded as
the protector of the Slavs ; and the papers and
periodicals of Russian Slavophils, such as Aksakoff
and Katkoff, heartily promoted this growing feel-

ing. The growing dominance of Russia caused the
Poles to withdraw their hearty support, and even
the Czechs began to fear that Panslavism, under
Russian guidance, looked like Panrussism. There
were no Poles at the second congress ot Moscow
in 1867; but Russia found a most receptive field

for her propaganda in Bulgaria, Servia, and Mac-
edonia. And in the recurrent crises of the East-
ern question Russia became more pronouncedly
the protector of all Eastern Christians. The Aus-
trian Slavs put into the background by the re-

constitution of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy
in 1867, which gave so much more power to the
Magyars. The war in the Balkan Peninsula in

1875-78 was doubtless largely due to Panslavist
intrigue as well as to Christian grievances ; but the
re-arrangements that have taken effect since the
Berlin treaty, especially the resolute self-assertion

of the Bulgarians, have somewhat dis-illusioned

Russian Panslavists.
PANTAGRAPH, or Pantograph (Gr. panta, "all

;"

graphein, "to delineate"), an instrument invented
for the purpose of making copies, reduced or en-

larged, of drawings or plans. It is made in various
forms. Enlargements or reductions can now be
done so much more accurately by means of photo-
graphy that the pantagraph is nearly obsolete.

PANTHAY'S, a Mohammedan community occu-
pying the province of Yun-nan in the southwest of

China, who asserted their independence in 1855.

In 1859 they captured Talifoo, the second city of

the province, and in 1858 the capital. Their leader

Wen-soai (King Suleiman) established his authori-

ty over about 4,000,000 people, of whom not above
a" tenth were IMohammedans. In 1866 the Chinese
government recognized the independence of tht
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Pauthays, and in 1S72 their king sent his son Has-
san on a mission to Europe. Meanwhile, the Chin-
ese again attacked the Panthays, defeated them
utterly, and finally sufipressed their empire.
PAOLA, a city, the county-seat of Miami county,

Kant, on Peoria Creek, about forty-two miles south
of Kansas City. It has a number of manufactories,
and is .the trade center of a fertile agricultural
district. Population in 1S90, 2,927.

PAOLI. a village, the county-seat of Orange
county, Ind., about ten miles south of Orleans. It

is the headquarters of various industries, and the
Southern Indiana Normal School.
PAPA {Lat. "father"), the Latin form of the title

now, in the Western church, given exclusively to
the Bishop of Rome. Originally, however, meaning
simply "father," it was given indiscriminately to
all bishops. In the Greek churcli, whether in
Greece proper or in Russia, papa is the common
appelation of the clergy.
PAPAIN, a nitrogenous body, isolated from the

juice of the tropical Papaw. The juice from which
it is extracted is a milky, white, inodorous fluid,

obtained by making incisions in the ripe fruit.

From this papain is isolated by precipitation with
alcohol after tlie fatty matters present have been
removed. It has only recently been shown that
papain possesses, like pepsin and trypsin, the
power of digesting meat-fibre; and this digestion
will go on in an alkaline, a neutral, or an acid solu-
tion. Heuce it belongs to the group of digestive
ferments, and like them is emploj'ed in some cases
of dyspepsia.
PAPAW, a small South American tree of the

natural order, Passifloreir which has now been in-

troduced into many tropical and sub-tropical
countries. The fruit is eaten either raw or boiled.
The seeds when chewed have in a high degree the
pungency of cresses. The powdered seeds and the
juice of the unripe fruit are powerful anthelmintics.
The juice of the fruit and the sap of the tree ren-
der tough meat tender, and even the exhalations
from the tree have this property. It bears fruit
all the year, and is exceedingly prolific. The Cham-
bui-n, another species of the same genus, a native
of Brazil, is remarkable for the extremely acrid
and poisonous character of its juice, and the dis-

gusting stercoraceous odor of its flowers. In the
United States the name Papaw is given to the Asi-
mina triloba, a small tree of the natural order
Anonarea', the fruit of which, a large oval berry,
three inches long, with soft, insipid pulp, is eaten
by negroes, but not generally relished by others.
.\11 parts of the plant have a rank smell.
PAPENBURG, a small port in the northwest of

the province of Hanover, twenty-five miles west of
Oldenburg by rail and near the Ems, with which
it is connected by canals. Population, 6,916. In
the neighborhood are extensive moors.
PAPER. For the growth of the American paper

manufacture, the introduction of mechanically
prepared wood-pulp and of wood fibre produced by
chemical treatment, was of chief-importance. Since
1870, white pine and poplar slabs are ground by
pressing them against a rapidly revolving mill-
stone, while water flowing upon it washes the
separated fibres away. This process, however,
leaves the resinous matter in the wood. The pulp
thus prepared can therefore only be used for ad-
mixture to other pulp which serves for the making
of inferior papers, as wrapping paper, paper boards,
etc. For fine grades of paper, chemically prepared
wood-fibre is employed. This consists in the re-
duction of the wood to cellulose by boiling it with
a disintergrating chemical underpressure. Hough-
ton and Sinclair boiled it with 15-20 per cent, of

2

caustic soda under a pressu-e of ten atmospheres
Large quantities of wood-fibres have been prepared
here in this way. But the heat and soda combined
give the paper a brownish tint and weaken it. The
chemical process of Dr. Mitscherlich, of Freiburg,
Germany, prevents this. In this process the wood
is boiled with bisulphite of lime. The pulp thus
produced is of excellent quality, and the cost of the
process is much lower than that of the soda pro-
cess. Wood-fibre goes now into various grades of
printing and writing papers, but some rags are em-
ployed with it. The Mitscherlich process was first
extensively used in Germany. But it is at present
more largely employed in the United States and
Canada.
One other important step in paper-making is the

bleaching of the pulp by electrolysis. This is an
American invention. It has been in practical op-
eration since 1SS8. Since it effects a saving of
bleaching material and insures an economy in the
manufacture of white paper, it will soon be gener-
ally introduced in the LTnited States.
The varieties of paper made are chiefly the fol-

lowing four classes: (1) news and printing papers;
(2) writing-papers of various kinds, blue, cream
and yellow laid, and wove and tinted, and for ac-
count-books, etc. ; (3) wrapping or packing papers,
brown and purple, heavy nianilla for cartridge and
bags; (4) miscellaneous, such as light copying, tis-

sue, and pottery papers, blotting and filtering, cig-
arette, etc. Lastly, there are all kinds of card-
boards and mill-boards made.
In the printing papers generally, and especially

in the better class of newspapers about (iO to 70 per
cent, of wood pulp is used. Besides the wood pulp
rags, cottonwaste, bagging, etc., enter into the
composition. The process is as follows: These
seemingly unpromising materials are first reduced
to a pulp, and are then mixed with water until the
mass assumes the consistency of good, old-fash-
ioned country milk. This liquid is discharged
from vats upon an endless moving wire belt, the
water escaping through the interstices of the wire
and leaving behind it, on the belt, the little fibres
of wood, rags and cotton. Here is the sheet of pa-
per in embryo, but it is yet wet and has not been
pressed, and has but little strength. The damp
sheet of fibres is transferred to a series of endless
woolen blankets running over rollers. The web of
paper becomes dryer and is pressed by the rollers.
The fibres now adhere quite well together. The
web is put upon an endless belt of canvas, travel-
ing over cylinders filled with steam, which serve to
dry the paper thoroughly. Next the paper—for
such it has become—goes through calenders, which
impart to it a smooth surface. It is then cut into
sheets and is ready for the market.
There are now in this country about 1,000 paper

and pulp mills, and in Canada about 70. The total
daily production of paper in the United States was
in 1881 about five millions of pounds. It rose in
1887 to eight millions of pounds. The follow-
ing are the statistics of the paper trade of the
United States for 1887:

Capital invested $80,000,000
Tons of paper made 1,200,000
Value of product $95,000,000
Number of hands employed 40,000
Wages paid '

$18,500,000

Many flour-barrels, buckets, car-wheels, and nu-
merous other things are now made of paper. One
factory in Iowa turns out 1,600 flour-barrels daily,
each barrel taking 6 lbs. of paper. For general ar-
ticle on P.\PER, see Britannica, Vol. XVIII, pp. 227.
PAPER BOATS. The United States Navy Depart-
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ment purchased, in March, 1891, a paper whale-boat
gig to be placed on board the next vessel fitted

out for the use of the >'avy. This boat effects a

saving in weight of about 50 per cent, over the or-

dinary wooden boat of tlie same pattern, and it is

claimed to be equal to the heavier wooden boat in

every respect. The cost is about the same. Some
experiments have already been made which show
that the boat can be submerged for an indefinite

length of time without the material becoming
water-soaked or otherwise deteriorating.

PAPILIOXAUE.E, a sub-order of the natural

order Liginninotcc, whose plants have flowers of the
peculiar structure called papilidiiacfous, and^ of

which the pea and bean afford familiar examples.
The number of Pajiilionacae is very great—about
4,800 species being known. They are found in all

parts of the world, abounding in the tropics.

Many have superb and beautiful flowers ; many
are plants of beautitul form and foliage, trees,

shrubs, or herbaceous plants ; many possess valua-
ble medicinal properties, and many are of great
importance as furnishing food for man and do-

mestic animals, others as furnishing dyes, fibre and
timber.
PAPIXEAU, Louis Joseph, a Canadian states-

man, born at Montreal in October, 1789, died at

Montebello, in Quebec, Sept. 23, 1871. At twenty
he was elected to the legislative assembly, and
speedily worked his way to the head of the radical

or French-Canadian party, and in 1815 was chosen
speaker of the house of assembly for Lower Canada,
a post that he held until 1837. He opposed tlie

union of Upper and Lower Canada, formulated the
grievances and demands of his party in the ninety-

two resolutions, and agitated actively against the
imperial government. When the province rose in

rebellion in 18o7, a warrant was issued against Pap-
ineau for high-treason, though he took no active

part in the fighting. He escaped to Paris; but re-

turned to Canada and was pardoned in 1S47.

PAPULES, or P'imples, solid small elevations of

the skin, either pale in color or inflammatory and
more or less red. Papules occur as an early stage
in the development of the eruption in many skin
diseases— for example, in eczema, where they
speedily become vesicles ; or in acne, where they
become pustules. The papular diseases proper,

where the eruption in its fully developed form con-
sists of papules, are lichen and prurigo.

PARA, the name which the river Tocantins re-

ceives in its lower course, from the Cameta down-
wards. It is twenty miles broad opposite the City
of Para, and forty miles broad at its mouth. The
Paranan, an arm of the Amazon, which cuts off

Marajo Island from the mainland, pours into it

part of the waters of the great river.

PARA, a coin of copper, silver, or mixed metal,
though most generally of copper, in use in Turkey
and Egypt. It is the 40th part of a piastre and
varies much in value, owing to the debased condi-
tion of the Turkish coinage.
PARADISE, a village of Pennsylvania, aliout

sixty miles west of Philadelphia. It has a good lo-

cal trade, and manufactures leather and carriages.
PARADISE-KISH, a Chinese species of Macro-

pod often kept in aquaria for its beauty of form and
coloring. In the male tlie colors increase in bril-

liancy at the paring-season, and he swims around
ins wished-for mate, fluttering the long, deli-

cate filaments of the ventral fins, or erecting
those of the tail fin like a peacock's train in mini-
ature.
PARADOXIDES BEDS, a term sometimes ap-

plied to the Harlech or T>ongmynd and ^lenevian
rocks of Great Britain, which are characterized by

the presence of trilobites belonging to the genus
Paradoxides.
PARAGUAY, Republic of. For general article

on 1'ak.vguay, see Britannioa, Vol. XV'III. pp. 243-
245. An imperfect census of March 1, 1887, gives
the area and population as follows : Area (probably
correct) 91,970 square miles

;
population, .329,645, in-

cluding 155.425 males and 174,220 females. There
were, besides, 60,000 semi-civilized and 70,000 un-
civilized Indians. Of foreigners in Paraguay in
1887, there were 5,000 Argentines, 2,000 Italians,
600 Brazilians, 740 Germans, 500 French, 400 Swiss,
and 100 English. The country is divided into
twenty-three electorial districts. The population
of the capital, Asuncion, was 24.838 in 1886; other
towns are Villa Rice, 11,000; Conception, 11,000;
San Pedro, 12,000; Luquc, 8,000— including their
district.

In 1886 there were 100 immigrants; in 1887, 563;
in 1888, 1.064. In the three months ending June
30, 1889, there w-ere 603 immigrants, of whom 190
were Italians, 84 Spaniards, 77 French, and 62 Ger-
mans. About one-third of the inhabitants are liv-

ing in the central districts, containing the capital,

a third in the districts of Villa Rica and of Cua-
sapa, the rest being spread thinly over the remain-
ing portion of cultivated country, which was for-

merly pretty well populated.
Nearly three-fourths of the territory was national

property ; but in recent years most of it has been
sold, much of it in very large estates.

CoNSTiTUTiox AND GovEEXMENT.—A new Consti-

tution was proclaimed on November 25, 1870. The
legislative awthority is vested in a congress of two
houses, a senate and a house of deputies, the ex-

ecutive being entrusted to a president, elected for

the term of four years, with a non-active vice-

president at his side. The senate and chamber of

deputies are elected directly by the people, the
former in the ratio of one representative to 12,000

inhabitants, and the latter one to 6,000 inhabitants,

though in case of the sparsely populated divisions

a greater ratio is permitted. The senators and
deputies receive each 200/. per annum.
The president of the republic, Don Juan G.Gon-

zales, was elected September 1890.

The president exercises his functions through a
cabinet of responsible ministers, five in number,
presiding over the departments of the interior, of

finance, of worship and justice, of war, and of

foreign affairs. The president receives a salary of

$9,500 a year; the vice-president .$2,800, and each
of the n^nisters .$3,000 a year; but the total ad-
ministrative expenses are stated not to exceed
$25,000.

The country is divided into twenty-three coun-
ties (partldoii), which are governed by chiefs and
justices of the peace, assisted by municipal
councils.
Religion, Education and Justice.—The Roman

Catholic Church is the established religion of the

state, but the free exercise of other religions is

permitted. Education is free and compulsory. In

1887 only 20 per cent, of the Paraguayans and 60

l)er cent, of adult foreigners could read and write.

There were in 1888 1.50 public elementary schools,

with 28,526 pupils. In 1SS7 there wore only 138

schools, with 15,180 pupils. There are, besides,

over 100 schools subsidised by the council of edu-
cation, and at Asuncion there is a national col-

lege, with fifteen professors and 150 students.

In Asuncion there is also a public library, and
five newspapers are published in that city.

A high court of justice, and various inferior

tribunals, with local magistrates, exercise judicial

functions.
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FiXAXCE AND Commerce.—The public revenue of

Paraguay is derived mairJy from customs duties.

The revenue for IS^it-tH) is officially stated to be
$4,124,764 ; expenditure, H,lo-.''97. The customs
revenue in 1SS8 amounted to 11,389,106; in 1889 to

$1,419,880.

The external debt has been reduced by various
arrangements, and on January 1, 1890, amounted
to $23,52l,.544, including the consolidated English
debt annuity of $4,220,250. The internal debt has
(1890; amounted to ^U.OoS.
The total value of imports from all directions in

1887 was 2,442,116 pesos, the exports in all direc-

tions 2,005,610 pesos. In 18SS, imports •t3,2S9,757,

exports $2,588,608. The chief imports are textiles,

valued at 712,938 pesos in 18S7 ; wines 199,823 pesos,

rice 449,3.54 pesos.
The value of i/erba mat?, or Paraguay tea, in 1882,

was 9G4,S00 pesos; in 1S84, 729,351 pesos; in 1885,

616,573 pesos; in 1887, 520,116 pesos; the other chief

exports being tobacco, in 1881, 658,050 pesos; in

1882,410.380 pesos; in 1SS4. 248,960 pesos; in 1885,

428,846 pesos; in 1887, 691,858 pesos; and hides and
skins, 278.687 pesos in 1887.

Prodcctioxs.—The number of horned cattle in

Paraguay in 1887 was 730,000, sheep 32,000, horses
62,000, goats 11,000, pigs 12,009. The chief agricul-
tural products besides yerba and tobacco are,

maize, rice, wheat, mandioca, and cotton, barely
sufficient for home consumption. In 1882, 37.500,-

000 lbs. of sugar were produced. Only 158,100

acres were under cultivation in 18.87—viz : maize
58,i>X) acres, mandioca 41,400 acres, beans 22,300
acres, tobacco 16,300 acres, sugar 7,100 acres, rice

3,400 acres, sundries 8,800 acres.
There were in 1887,1,198 factories, tanneries, mills,

and houses of business, with an aggregate working
capital of 4,550,000 pesos, giving employment to
2,600 persons.
Defense axd Interxal Commuxicatioss. — The

entire force, kept chiefly for preservation of inter-
nal order, consists now of 623 men, organized in one
battalion of infantry, two squadrons of horse, and
one brigade of artillery. There is a national guard
which may be called out in time of war, and in

which service is obligatory. There is a screw
steamer of 410 tons and 4 guns, and two small
steamers on the river.

In 1889, 933 vessels, of 36,503 tons, entered the
port of Asuncion, and 930 of 33,735 tons cleared.
There is a railway of 92 English miles, from

Asuncion, the capital, to Villa Eica, Receipts in
1887 amounted to 161,550 pesos, and the expenses to
111,337 pesos. A concession was granted in 1887 •

for the extension of the railway through the
southern part of the republic to the river Parana,
and another towards the Bolivian frontier. There
are about 60 miles nearly ready (December, 1890)
for opening beyond Villa Rica. In the republic
there are about 25 kilometres of tramway. The
river navigation is important ; in 1887, 1,100 ves-
sels of 41,250 tons entered, and 1,046 of 41,624 tons
cleared during the year. There is a line of tele-
graph at the side of the railway ; the national tele-
graph connects Asuncion with Corrientes in the
Argentine Republic ; and thus with the outside
world; there were 23,437 messages in 1889. The
telephone is in operation at Asuncion, with a net-
work of 1,000 kilametres of wire. Paraguay joined
the postal union in 1881 ; the number of letters,
newspapers, etc., transmitted in 1888 was—inland,
2.56,267; international, 282,,886 ; in all, 539,153; the
corresponding number in 1887 was 438,846.
-MoxEY axd Credit.—There are several banks

in Paraguay. That patronized by the government,
the national bank, had May, 1889, a bank-note cir-

I

culation of $947,915 ; on October 31, 1889, Its accounts
' balanced at $4,473,982. Those of the commercial
I
hank March 31, 1890, balanced at $1,988,839. The

I
agricultural bank began in July 1888, with a view

I

to lending small sums for agricultural purposes
PARALLEL FORCES, forces which act in par-

j

allel lines, such as the weights of the portions that
i
make up any framework or structure on the
earth's surface. "With the exception of a particular
case parallel forces have always a single resultant,

I

which is readily found by the method of moments
PAEALLELOPIPED, a solid figure having six

faces, the faces being invariably parallelograms,
and any two opposite faces equal, similar and par-
allel. If the faces are all squares, and consequently
equal, the parallelepiped becomes a cube.
PARAMECIUM, or Slipper Aximalctle, an in-

fusor.ian common in pond water or in vegeta-
ble infusions. In shape it is an asymmetrical
oval, in length about yjj of an inch. If dry grass
be steeped in a glass of water for some days, the
animalcules dormant about the stems revive and
multiply very rapidly. Each Paramecium is

covered with rows of cilia which lash it through
the water and drive food-particles into an aper-
ture which serves as a mouth. A Paramecium
often divides transversely into two; these two re-
peat the process, and with continually diminish-
ing size rapid multiplication may thus proceed
for a while. It has its limits, however, and then
two individual Infusorians conjugate, exchange
some of the material of their paranuclei, and
separate.
PARANA, a southern state of Brazil, on the

coast, with an area of 85,453 square miles, and a
population of 187,548, including several colonies
of Germans and Italians. The capital is Curitiba
with a railway to Paranagud, the port of the
state.

PARAXA, the capital of the Argentinian prov-
ince of Entre Rios. It stands on a high bluff,
overlooking the Parand, opposite Santa F^, 410
miles from Beunos Ayres. The town was the capi-
tal of the Confederation from 1852 to 1861 ; after-
wards it sank rapidly, but has now again a popula-
tion of 15,009.

PARASITE,(Gr. from pcira, "beside," ^itos, "food ;"

one who eats with another ; hence, one who eats at
the expense of another), a common character in
the Greek comedies ; a low fellow, who is ready to
submit to any indignity that he may be permit-
ted to partake of a Danquet, and who lives as much
as possible at the expense of others.
PARCHIM, a town of Mecklenburg-Schwerin,

twenty-three miles southeast of Schwerin. Popu-
lation, 9,726.

PARDOE, Julia, an English authoress, born at
Beverley in 1806, died Ivor. 26, 1862. She published
poems and a novel in her fifteenth year, and Traits
and Traditions of Portugal in 1833. A visit to Con-
stantinople in 1836 led to her City of the Stiltan,
Bomance of the Harem and Beavties of the Bosphor-
vs. She next visited Hungary, and wrote Tlie City
of the Magyar, and a novel The Hnngarlan Castle
(1842). A series of works deals with French his-
tory. Others of her numerous works are. The Confes-
sions of a Pretty Woman; FNes in Amber; The Jealous
Wife; ReginMLyle; Lady Arabella, and The Thou-
sand and One Days. She received a pension of $500
in 18.59.

PARDOX. The power of pardoning crime is, by
the constitution and laws of most of the States of
the American Union, conferred upon the governors
of the respective States. In the following States,
however, the governor is assisted by an executive
council, when the question of pardon is to be de-
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cided : Maine, Florida, Louisiana, New Hampshire,
New •Jersey, North Carolina, and Vermont. In
Pennsylvania, the governor grants pardons only
on the recommendation of a board of pardons. See
Britannica, Vol. XVIII, pp. 271, 272.

PAREGORIC, or Paregoric Elixir, the Com-
pound Tincture of Catiiphor of the pharmacopoea. It

consists of an alcoholic solution of opium, benzoic
acid, camphor, and oil of anise, every fluid ounce
containing two grains each of opium and benzoic
acid, and one and a half grains of camphor. This
preparation is much used both by the profession

and the public. It has been found useful in chronic
rheumatism, and, especially in the case of chil-

dren, to relieve slight pains in the stomach and
bowels.
PAREIRA-BRAVA, a lofty climbing shrub in-

habiting the forest of Peru and Brazil, and bearing
bunches of oval berries resembling grapes. Tlie

plant yielding tha root of commerce is the Clion-

drodendron tomenlosum, which has a long branching
woody root, of a yellowish to a greenish brown
color internally, and has attained considerable
reputation in medicine.
PARELLA, a name given to_some of those crusta-

ceous lichens which are used to produce Archil,

Cudbear, and Litmus, but which more strictly be-

longs to one species, Lecanora parella, and the red
or crimson dye prepared from it.

PAREPA-ROSA, see Ros.\, in these Revisions
and Additions.
PARIS, City of. For general article on P.\ris,

including map, see Britannica, Vol. XVIII, pp. 274-

95. Since the establishment of the republic, the
work of improving the city has gone steadily for-

ward, new streets have been opened near the Paris
Bourse de Commerce and the post-office ; the
Champs de Mars, a waste of sand, has been con-
verted into a beautiful garden, in wliich rises the
Eiffel tower ; the museums of the Jardin des Plantes
have been rebuilt: the, Quartier Latin has been
covered with educational buildings. In 1890-91,

two great undertakings were mooted—a system of

metropolitan railways to connect the great Paris
stations with the heart of the city, and the conver-
sion of Paris into a seaport by the deepening of

the Seine, or the construction of a ship-canal to

the Channel. The enthusiastic advocates of the
latter scheme predict that in a few years it will

make Paris the largest city in Europe and the

center of the commerce of the world.
Early in 1890, a scheme was revived and modi-

fied for supplying each inhabitant of the city with
250 litres of good water daily, instead of the totally

inadequate 100 litres, which had necessitated re-

sort to the River Seine. The proposed sources are
near Verneuil, about 100 kilom. from Paris, at the
confines of Xormandy and the Isle of France. The
cost was estimated at 35,000,000 tr., of which 8,000,-

000 were to be set aside to indemnify the riparian
owners of the tributary Avre for the withdrawal of

water from the sources of that stream. On July,
1890, the senate passed the bill. In October it was
reported that work had already been begun on
that portion of the scheme wliich involved tunnel-
ling dnder the heights of Marly and the park of St.

Cloud for a length of 4^4 miles, and at some points

at a depth of 215 feet.

At this writing (1891) the project of an under-
ground tramway system for the city is under con-
sideration with apparently increasing favor.

Paris reported in the census of Dec. 31, 18S6, a
population of 2,344,450. The relation of Paris in

respect of population, to the other principal cities

of France, is shown by the following table com-
piled from census of 1886:

Paris 2,344,550
Lvou 401,930
Marseille 379,143
Bordeaux 240,582
Lille 1N4,272
Toulouse 147,617
Xautes 127,482
St. Etieune 117,875
Le Hiivre 112.074
Rouen 107,163
Roubaix 100,299
Reims 97,903
Amiens 80,288
Xancy 79,038
Nice 77,478
Aiieers 73,044
Brest 70,778
Toulon 70,122
Ximes 69,898
Limogea 68.477
Rennes 66,139
Dijon 60,855
Orleans 60,821',

Tours 59,585

Calls 58,965
Tourcoing 58,008
Le Mans 57,591
Montpellier 56,765
Besaucon 56,511
Grenoble 52,484
Versailles 49,853
St. Denis 48.009
St. Quentin 47,353
Troyes ^6,972
Clermont-Ferrand .46,718
Boulogne 45,916
Caen 43,809
Bourges 42.829
Bfeiers 42,785
.ivingnon 41 ,007

Lorleut 40,055
Duuquerque 38,025
Cette 37,058
Cherbourg 36,878
Rochefort 31,256
Pau 30,622
Boulogne 30.081
Douai 80,030

PARIS, a city, the county-seat of Edgar county,
111., about fifteen miles south of Danville. It is an
important manufacturing and trade center. Pop-
ulation in 1890, 5,049.

PARIS, the county-seat of Bourbon county, Ky.,
on Stoner Creek, nineteen miles northeast of Lex-
ington. It contains a military institute, and man-
ufactures whisky, flour, and cordage. Population
in 1890, 5,505.

PARIS, a village, the county-seat of Oxford coun-
ty, Maine, picturesquely situated on a hill about
fifty miles north of Portland. It produces various
manufactures, and is the seat of two academies.
Population in 1890, 3,100.

PARIS, a village, the county seat of Monroe
county, Mo., on the Middle Fork of Salt River,
twenty-five miles east of Moberly. It has manu-
factories of woolen goods and furniture, and is the
trade center of a region rich in timber and coal.

PARIS, a village, the county-seat of Henry coun-
ty, Tenn., seventy miles west of Clarksville. It

has a lucrative trade in tobacco and cotton, con-
tains several factories and mills, and is the seat of

an academy.
PARIS, a city, the county-seat of Lamar county,

Texas, ninety-eight miles northeast of Dallas. It

has manufactories of brooms, furniture, sashes,
wagons, ploughs, etc. Population in 1890, 8,254.

PARIS, a genus of plants of the small endogenous
natural order TriUiacesr, of which one species, P.
qnadrifoUa, called Herb Paris, is common in moist,
shady woods in some localities. It is rarely more
than a foot high, with one who'rl of generally four
leaves, and a solitary flower on the top of the stem,
followed by a berry. The berry is reputed narcotic
and poisonous, but its juice has been employed to
cure inflammation of the eyes. The root has been
used as an emetic.
PARIS, CoMTE DE, son of Due d'Orleans, and

grandson of King Louis Philippe, born at Paris in

1838. He was educated in England having left

France after the overturn of the monarchy in 1848.

He and his brother the Due de Chartres served on
tlie staff of General McClellan during part of the
American civil war. He married in 1864 the eld-

est daughter of the Due de Montpensier, and has
three children. After the death, in 1885, of the
Comte de Chambord, the head of the royal house
of France, the Comte de Paris was acknowledged
by nearly all tlie Legitimists as his successor. In
1886, on the passing of the expulsion bill, the Comte
de Paris once more left for England. After his re-

turn from the United States he allied himself with
the Liberals and Republicans against the empire,
and subsequently with the Legitimists against M.
Thiers. He is the author of an interesting and
comprehensive work in six volumes on English
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trade unions. He visited Lisbon in 1889 on oc-
casion of the christening of his grandson, the infant
prince of Portugal. His son, the Due d'Orleans,
was sentenced in ISlXl to two years" imprisonment
for having entered French territory in order to
offer himself as a private soldier in the national
army. He was, however, released after a short im-
prisonment.
PARIS BASIX, in geology, the area in which

the Cainozoic systems of France are best devel-
oped.
PARIS GREEN, a cupric aceto-arsenite powder,

called also mitis-green, emerald-green, imperial-
green, French green, Vienna green, Schweinfurt
green, and sometimes Scheele's green, from which
it differs in that it contains acetic acid. As a pig-

ment it is fairly permanent, somewhat lacking in

body, and is sparingly employed by artists and
decorators for the production of avi»-id light green
color. As an insecticide it is very poisonous, and is

extensively used in the extermination of the cot-

ton-worm, the potato bug, and other noxious in-

PARIS SHIP CANAL. The project of opening up
the port of Paris to the sea by the canalization of

the river Seine, which had often been discussed,
was definitely revived by the announcement, at
the end of 1889 that a scheme had been formulated
by M. Bouquet de la Grye. and been generally ap-
proved. The estimated expenditure for the work
between Rouen and Paris was .tl'T.OOO.OOO. The
plans and papers were exposed to public view at
the Hotel de Ville from September to the middle
of November. From these it appeared that the
proposed canal from Rouen to Paris is to have a
length of 180 kilomi^tres and a depth of 6 metres,
and the seaport is to be constructed between St.

Denis and Clichy, the expense being estimated at
13-5,000,000 fr., the details of which were given. The
duration of the journey from Rouen to Paris was
stated to be 17 hours, and the dues S'.j fr. per ton.
From Rouen, Nov. 1, 1890, it was reported that the
council-general of the Seine Inferieure had refused
to assent to the scheme.
PARIS, Treaties of. See the article Treaties

in these Revisions and Additions.
PARISHVILLE, a village of New York, on the

west branch of St. Regis, about thirty-five miles
east of Ogdensburg. The river, falling about 125
feet in a mile affords a fina water-power. The
chief industries are the manufacture of lumber
and of cheese.
PARK CITY, a village of Utah, about thirty

miles east of Salt Lake City. It is an impor-
tant silver and lead mining town.
PARKE, Edw.\rds Am.asa, an American theolo-

gian, author and educator, born in Rhode Island in
1808. He has been prominently connected with
Amherst College and with Andover Theological
Seminary, and was for many years an editor of
"Bibliotheca Sacra." Among his most valuable
writings are numerous biographies of prominent
Americans,
PARKE, JoHX G., a distinguished American

soldier, born in Pennsylvania in 1827. He grad-
uated at West Point in 1840; became brigadier-
general of volunteers in 1861 ; commanded at the
capture of Fort Macon ; was major-general in 1862

;

served thereafter as General Burnside's chief-of-
staff, and later commanded the 9th corps. After
the war he commanded a corps of engineers ; and
in 1887 he was appointed superintendent of the
L'nited States military academy.
PARKER, Ajiasa J., an American jurist, born in

Connecticut in 1807, died in 1890. He was admitted
to the bar in 1828; was elected to the legislature of

New York in 1833 ; entered Congress in 1887 ; was
vice-chancellor of New York in 1844 ; and United
States district attorney in 1859. He published
several volumes of law reports, and assisted in the
preparation of the Retised Statutes of 1859.

PARKER, Foxhall A., an American naval com-
mander and writer, born in New Y'ork City in

1821, died in 1879. He graduated at the Philadel-
phia Naval School ; served in the Florida war and
in the Mediterranean ; became executive officer at
the Washington Navy-yard in 1861 ; served with
distinction throughout and since the war ; was pro-
moted to commander in 1862 ; captain in 1866 ; and
superintendent United States naval academy in

1878. He was the author of valuable naval text-

books, and was a charming and miscellaneous
writer.
PARKER, Joel, an American jurist, born in

New Hampshire in 1795, died in 1875. He prac-
ticed law at Keene; was judge of the New Hamp-
shire supreme court in 1833; chairman of commit-
tee to revise the State laws in 1840; law professor

at Harvard in 1847. He was the author of a num-
ber of political works.
PARKER, Joel, an American divine, born in

Vermont in 1799, died in 1873. He became presi-

dent of L'nioii Theological Seminary in 1840; and
was editor of the " Presbterian t^uarterly Review."
PARKER, Joel, an American statesman and

soldier, born in New Jersey, in 1816, died in 1888.

He was admitted to the bar in 1842; became State
legislator in 1847 ; major-general of volunteers
in 1861 ; and governor of New Jersey in 1862.

PARKER, Joseph, a popular English preacher
and author, the son of a stone-cutter, born at Hex-
ham, April 9, 1830, and like Spurgeon began to
preach in early youth. He was ordained pastor of
the Congregational Church at Banbury, and became
minister of the Cavendish Street Church, Manches-
ter, in 1858, and of Poultry Chapel, London, in

1869, now City Temple (opened 1874). He visited

the L^nited States in 1888 and received the degree
of D. D. from Chicago University. As a preacher
he is strong and vigorous, with a splendid com-
mand of racy English.
PARKER, Petek, an American missionary and

governmental representative, born in Massachu-
setts in 1804, died in 1888. He studied theology
and medicine; went to China, and established at
Canton a highly hospital and medical training
school. He represented the United States in va-
rious capacities, and in 1855 was commissioner
with power to revise our treaty with China. After
his final return in 1857 he became a regent of the
Smithsonian Institution.
PARKER, WiLLAKD, a distinguished American

physician and surgeon, born in New Hampshire in

1800, died in 1884. He was professor of anatomy
and of surgery in various colleges ; became pro-
fessor of surgery in the New York College of Phy-
sicians and Surgeons in 1839; and president of the
State Inebriate Asylum at Binghaniton in 1865.

He made manv valuable phvsiological discoveries.

PARKER CITY, a boroug'h of Pennsylvania, on
the Alleghany, fifty miles south of Oil City. It

is the trade center of a rich oil-producing region.
PARKERSBURG, a city, the county-seat of

Wood county, W. Va. Population in 1890, 8,389.

See Britannica, Vol. XYIL p. 301.

PARKES, Sir Henry, K. C. M. G., an Australian
statesman, born at Stoneleigh, England, in 1815.

He emigrated to New South Wales in 1839, and at
Sydney became eminent as a journalist, editing TJie

Empire from 1849 to 1856. A member of the colon-
ial parliament in 1854, he held various government
offices and became prime-minister in 1872. He has
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since been several times head of the ministry, and
has been identified with the promotion of free
trade. He was the representative of New South
V\'ales at the colonial conference in London in 1887,

and in 1S91 was president of the council for arrang-
ing a federal union of the Australian colonies.
tAKKHURST, John, an English Biblical scholar,

born at Catesby in Northamptonshire in June,
1728, died at Epsom, March 21, 1797. He was edu-
cated at Rugby and at Clare Hall, Oamtjridge, and
toolv orders, but soon after retired to his estate
at Epsom to give himself to study. In 1762 ap-
peared his principal work, A Hebrew and English
Lexicon, Wilhoiit Points, a very creditable perform-
ance tor its time, and long a standard work. Park-
hurst also wrote a treatise against Dr. Priestly, to
prove the divinity and pre-existence of Jesus
Christ.
PARK5IAN, Fr.^ncis, an American historian,

born in Boston, Mass., Sept. 16, 1823. He graduat-
ed at Harvard in 1844, studied law tor two years,
then traveled in Europe, and returned to explore the
Rocky Mountains. Parkman has worked his way
to recognition as a historical writer on the period of
the rise and tall of the French dominion in America.
He has paid many visits to France to examine ar-

chives. His books are, The California and Oregon
Trail; The Conspiracy of Pontiac; Pioneers of France
I'ji the New World; The Book of Roses; Jesuits in
North America; Discovery of the Great West; The Old
Regime in Canada; Count Frontenac and New Fratice
underLouis XIV, and Montcalm and Wolfe.
PARKS OF THE WORLD. See diagram, page

1199.

New York St.\te P.\kk .\t Niag.^r.^ F.\tLs.—This
is the official title given to a reservation on the
New York side of Niagara Falls. The land of this
park comprises 115 acres, and includes the former
"Prospect Parlv.'' This land is reserved for the
avowed purpose of preserving the scenery of the
Falls of Niagara, and of restoring such scenery to
its natural condition. It extends along the river-
front from the upper suspension bridge to a point
nearly a mile above the falls. For the land taken
in l)y this park the State of New ,York paid the
sum of

.'f
1,433.429. 50. The park was opened to the

public July 15, 188-5. The access to the grounds is

free, but there are small charges for using the in-

clined railway and the elevators, for visiting the
Cave of the Winds, and for riding on the steamer
Maid of the Mist. All along the edge of the crags
a space has been prepared for people to stand upon,
from 20 to 30 feet wide, and extending from the
brink of the falls to the high ground back of the
wooden balcony, from all of which a fine view is

had ot the nearer fall, the river aljove it, the
islands, the Canadian Falls and the Ontario reser-
vation.

Similar improvements have been made on the
Canadian side of the tails. The grounds taken
here extend southward from the Clifton House for
nearly two miles, and include the Cedar Islands,
for which an admission is charged. The area of the
Ontario reservation is about the same as that ot

the New York State reservation. But the Canadian
government paid only !f402,000 for the land taken in

by it.

PARK AREAS OF OTHER EnROPEAN CITIES.
Acres,

Blrmineham 211
Bradford 21-5

Brighton 105
Bristol 442
Dubl in 1,7.58
Ediiihiirgh 407
Glas=:ow 6.100
H\lll S.600
Leeds 350

Leieestti ;

.

g^
Liverpool 62i
London 1,790
Manchester 191
>:ewcaf t le 91
Norwich., 7
Nottingham 150
Oldham 60
Plymouth 23
Portsnionth 31
Sheffield 49
Sunderland 24
Wolverhampton 50

OTHER AMERICAN CITY PAjlKS.

Lincoln Park, Chicago 380
Humboldt Park. Chicago 19S><
Garfield Park. Chicago ni
Douglass Park, Chicago '.

171
luiou Park, Chicago ; 23
Burnett's Wood" Cincinnati. 170
Lincoln Park, Cincinnati 18
Tower Grove Park, St. Louis 277
Northern Park, St. Louis 180
Shaw's Garden, St. Louis 109
Lindell Park, St. Louis 60
Lafayette Park, St. Louis SO
Patterson Park, Baltimore 70
^\ ashington Park, Brooklyn SO

Parks and Parkway System of Boston.—
The site selected for the park and parkway sys-

tem of Boston lies south and east of the Charles
River. Of this system, Boston Common, which is

in the center of the city, is the radiating point.
From the vicinity of the Common five avenvies lead
southerly to the annexed districts of Dorchester,
Roxbury and Brighton, in which have been located
the rural parks. The Common is a tract ot 72

acres, a beautiful urban pleasure-ground, compris-
ing vistas ot trees, green turf, pools of water with
cut-stone borders, a profusion ot shrubbery and
beautiful flowers artificially arranged, an antique
burial-ground, a ball-field, monuments and other
natural and artificial features. It is divided by
Charles street, and from the foot ot its lower di-

vision Commonwealth avenue, with its fine drive-
ways, leads to the Fens of the Back Bay, the be-
ginning of the parks and parkways.
The Parkway begins at the Fens in the low tract,

where the Stony Brook and the Muddy River
empty their waters into the Back Bay Basin, a
natural depression, formerly a tide pool, but now
mostly filled up.' At this point the Park Commis-
sioners bought 100 acres of land for a park, called
the "Back Bay Park." Work upon this park was
begun in 1879. An unsightly area was soon trans-
formed into a beautiful recreation ground. The
banks of the creek, which winds through this land,
are now thickly set with trees, shrubbery and wild
vines, intermixed with flowers and herbaceous
growths of various hues. The Boylston Road, car-
ried above the waterway on a stone-arch, curves
across this park near the foot.

The parkway system is intended to form, with
existing and projected city avenues, a continuous
promenade from the Common through the Back
Bay Fens to Marine Park by way ot "Jamaica
Park," the "Arboretum" and "Franklin Park." It

will afford a passage having the character of a
street of great width, strung with verdant features
and other objects of interest. It fellows up the
tresh-water course of the JMuddy River, a small
stream bordered by rushy meadows and varied
slopes from the adjoining upland, and adorned by
trees in groups, diversified by thickets and open
glades. In the upper valley is a chain of pictur-
esque fresh-water ponds, alternating with attrac-
tive natural groves and meadows, the uppermost
of these sheets of water being Jamaica Pond.
Besides the parkway, which follows the valley of

the Muddy River in a southerly direction, therp
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are two extensive city avenues, "Commonwealth
Avenue" and the "Beacon Street" widening, having
the character of parkways, both important addi-
tions to the means tor open air recreation of the
people of Boston. These avenues connect tlie Com-
mon and the Kens with the existing spacious public
pleasure grounds at Chestnut Hill, three miles
away. Here are tine shade-trees and well-made
drives and Malks that pass between and around
Chestnut Hill Reservoir, two broad artificial lakes,

the whole area of the grounds being more than 200

acres in extent. Within the city a division of the
parkway system, one and three-fourths miles in

length, called the "Outer Pleasure Circuit of Back
Bay," is made by connecting Beacon Street with
the Audubon Road that winds through the Fens.
An arboretum is an open-air museum of living

trees and other plants. The site of the "Arnold

A continuation of the parkway will bring us to
"Franklin Park." This is the largest recreation
ground in the Boston park system. It comprises
518 acres. The Roxbury Woods, a part of this park,
is a rugged region of hills and dales, ledges, woods
and meadows, commanding fine views. Most of it

is covered by second growth timber. The general
landscape effect of Franklin Park is of a broad
dale winding between low-wooded slopes, giving a
wide expanse of unbroken turf lost in the distance
under scattered trees. To gain extent of turfy
surface," old causeways, ridges, knolls, rocks and
walls have been removed, hillocks reduced and
abrupt depressions partly filled.

For pulilic convenience the park is divided by a
macademized road. Glen Lane crossing it from east
to west, which is to be open night and day for all

ordinary street uses. The division known as the

'V^" "''•*. •^^ "-";;•<;".'*ft,^"St ^j^

P.IRKWAV SYSTEM OF BOSTON.

Arboretum," shown at the left of our figure, com-
prises 167 acres, formed in part by cleared fields

and in part lay picturesiiue woodland, known as the
Bussey Woods. It is intended that this arboretum
shall contain and display representatives of all the
genera of trees hardy in eastern North America,
and also groups of trees varying in number from 6

to 25, allowing for every species suflicient space for
its full growth. In a single year (1SS6) 70,000 trees
and shrubs were permanently planted, and a large
stone building was erected upon the pjrounds. The
Arboretum is both a pleasure-ground and an open-
air university for the study of botany and forestry.
It is situated about four miles from the Common
and easily reached liy train or street cars. Its sur-
face is strikingly diversified, comprising smooth
grassy slopes, rocky hill-sides, partly wooded with
numerous large trees and a small forest of hem-
locks. Its eminences furnish noble outlooks over
the surrounding country with distant prospects, in
one direction stretching seaward over the city, and
in another across a charming country-side to dis-
tant hills.

"Country Park" contains two-thirds of the ground.
As it is inclosed by itself, it may be considered as
the main park. A" large part of the Country Park
is to be wooded, and adapted to the use of picnic
and basket parties. For this purpose a dairy will

be established, so that family parties may be fur-

nished with milk warm from the cow. Tennis-
courts, croquet-grounds, archery ranges and small
lawns for little children's festivities, are provided
for in near connection with the various picnic
grounds. But little more work is required to finish

the surface of this park.
The "Greeting" is a system of parallel and con-

tiguous drives, rides and walks under rows of trees,

providing a promenade and meeting-ground one-
half mile in length. Like the Playstead, it is to be
without underwood; and these two adjacent di-

visions, which together will form an inclosed
ground a mile in length, reaching across Franklin
Park, are to be adapted by electric lighting for

night as well as day use.
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Great Natural Parks of Colorado.—These parks

constitute one of the chief interesting features of the
State of Colorado. For a brief and partial descrip-
tion of theni.seeBritaniiica,Vol.VI, pp. 161-163. The
four principal ones l)ear the names of North Park,
Middle Park, Estes Park, and South Park. They are
not small areas of ground hemmed in by neighbor-
ing hills or streams, but they are great territories,

exceeding the areas of whole counties in some of

the States. They contain fields and forests with
great stretches of plains on which have roamed
for many years immense herds of buffalo o'r cattle.

Xiirth Park is situated in tlie extreme northern
part of the State, and covers a part of Routt and
Larimer counties. It embraces an area of about
2,500 square miles and is traversed by the North
Fork and Platte Rivers. It is about seventy-five
miles long and Ave miles wide, with an altitude of

9,000 feet above ocean level. The ranges of the
Rockies whicli environ it, rise nearly 5,000 feet
higher. The park is in its general features an ir-

regular plateau or basin, having a surface with
gently rolling hills, and long level bottoms, and
valleys clothed with luxuriant grasses and flowers.
The hills are covered with timber.
Middle Park, located in Grand county, embraces

an area of about 3,000 square miles, and has an alti-

tude of 9,000 feet. Like North Park, it is environed
by mountains. Its streams are tributary to Grand
River. It contains Grand Lake, on the shore of

which is the town of Grand Lake, the county-seat
of Grand county. About ten miles from Grand
Lake is Hot Sulphur Springs, recognized as an at-

tractive spot for invalids and other visitors. The
springs are six in number, the waters from which
unite in a common stream and flow over rocks into
a natural basin. The resorts of Middle Park are
fast growing into popularity.

Estes Park is located at the foot of Long peak,
about sixty miles from Denver and is one of the
most beautiful resorts of Colorado. It is about six

miles long and four miles wide, with an average
height of 7,000 feet. The general contour is much
like that of its sister parks, abounding in gentle
slopes, dark pines, and beautiful ^finding trails

leading from open glades of the valley up dark
cafions. Its clear brooks unite to form a consider-
able stream named Big Thompson's Creek. The
road to the park is difficult of ascent, but is largely
traveled by tourists because of the numerous at-

tractions by the way, and by the still greater at-

traction to be found in the park itself.

South Park, the chief of the park system of Col-
orado, lies to the south and east of Middle Park,
and is isolated from it by a great snowy mountain
range. It is fifty miles in length and about ten
miles in breadth. Its northern extremity begins
about seventy-five miles southwest from Denver
and is reached by the Denver and South Park Rail-
way. The maximum elevation is about 10,000 feet
and the average elevation about 9,000 feet. Its

streams are the tributaries of the South Platte
River. Its soil is unexcelled in richness, with easy
facilities for irrigation ; and the numerous grassy
plains are readily converted into luxurious fields of

grain. Tlie park is bounded on the east liy a heavy
timbered range 2,000 feet aliove the valley, while
to the west are the snowy summits of "the Rockies."
The South Park ilineral Springs, and Hartzell's
Hot Sulphur Springs are in the southern portion of
the Park, and gives promise of becoming points of

great interest to invalids.
San Luis I'ark, Colorado, lies south of South

Park, embraces an area of about 18,000 square miles.
The beautiful San Luis Lake is a principal object of

interest, and there are numerous tliermal springs

possessing medical properties. This park has no-
where an altitude of more than 7,000 feet, and the
climate is exceedingly mild and genial.
Other Great National Parks—Calaveras Big

Trees is the collective name of a grove of mammoth
trees, the Seguoia gigantea, situated in Calaveras
County, California, seventy-five miles east of Stock-
ton. This grove contains nearly 100 immense
trees, which are a great attraction to the tourist
and the student of nature. The largest of these,
known as the Father of the Forest, and now lying
prostrate, measures 435 feet in length, and 110 in
circumference. The Keystone State, the tallest
now standing, is 325 feet high, but the Empire State
is regarded as on the whole the largest and finest
of the trees. The bark of one of the trees cut was
eighteen inches thick. The grove itself is about
3,200 feet long by 700 in breadth ; in the vicinity
are several other groves of giant trees of somewhat
less note. The other most noted trees are:

Mother of the Forest 321 feet high, 90 feet circumference
Hercules 320 feet higrh, 9.5 feet circumference
Hermit 318 feet high, 60 feet circumference
Pride of the Forest 276 feet high, 60 feet circumference
Three Graces 295 feet high, 92 feet circumference
Husband and Wife 252 feet high, 60 feet circumference
Burnt Tree (prostrate). . ..330 feet high, 97 feet circumference
Old Maid, Old Bachelor. Siamese Twins, Mother and Sons,

Two Guardians, and others, of 261 to 300 feet in height,.

Mariposa Grove, a tract of land embracing really
two groves about half a mile apart—within a total
area of two square miles—is situated south of the
Yosemite Valley about 25 miles. In this grove are
between 400 and 500 immense trees whose average
height is less, but whose average size is greater
than that of the "Big Trees" in the Calaveras
Grove. The largest is the Grizzly Giant, 94 feet in

circumference, and its lowest branch 200 feet from
the ground. The remains of a prostrate tree show
that the total dimensions were 126 feet in circum-
ference and 400 feet high. Three horsemen could
ride abreast in the hollow of a section of it. Over 100
of the trees measure over 40 feet in circumference.

South Grove. This grove is technically named
"Stanislaus" Grove, situated on Beaver Creek, five

miles southeast of the Calaveras Grove. There are
said to be 700 to 800 trees in this grove, several of
them being excellent specimens, and most of them
in fine condition.

King's Grove. King's andKaweah grove is about
30 miles from Visalia, Cal., and is the largest one
included in the "Big Tree" list. It covers an area
of about 41;. miles wide and 10 miles long. The
largest tree is 106 feet in circumference, with a
height of 276 feet. The number of the trees is very
large, but few of them are over 60 feet in circum-
ference.
Fresno Grove is situated in Fresno county, about

50 miles nortlivvest of King's. This grove covers an
area of 2'.2 miles in length by one to two in breadth,
and contains between 500 to 600 trees. The largest
measures nearly 20 feet in diameter at three feet

from the ground.
Crane Flat and Merced Grove consists of two

groups of trees with a few scattered ones between
them. One group is about a mile northwest of

Crane Flat, on the Coulterville trail to the Yosem-
ite ; the other is three miles southwest of this on the
new carriage road to the Yosemite. The trees are
said to be smaller than those in the Calaveras
Grove, the largest sound tree that has been meas-
ured being 57 feet in circumference.

Tide Itiver Groves, one on the Nortli Fork and
the other on the South Fork. They are 15 miles
distant from each other, and the north one is 30
miles from King's.
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PARKS OF THE WORLD.

The following diagram furnishes a comparative view of the areas of the chief public parks of the
world. Only those definitely set apart for, and dedicated to, the uses of the people of the countries
severally are included in the list. The scale is 400 acres to the inch.

Windsor Park. Windsor Castle. 3.800 acres.

Falrmount Park, Philadelv>liia. 2.740 acres.

Water Park Vienna. 2.300 acres

Bois de Bologue, Paris. France, 2.100 acres

Phojuix Park, Dublin, 1,700 acres.

Royal Park, Munich. I.?,ti0 acres.

Forest Park, St. Louis. l,:>Ki acres

South Park. Chicago. 1,055 acres.

Golden Gate Park. San Francisco, 1.043 acres.

Golden Gate Park. San Francisco, l.'J40 acres.

Central Park. New York, S4o acres.

Druid Hill, Baltimore, 080 acres.

Thiergarten. Berlin. 000 acres.

Prospect Park. Brooklyn, .>jO acres.

Regent's Park. Loudon, 4-30 acres.

Queen's Park. Edinburgh, 407 acres.

Hyde Park, London, 400 acres.

Schlossgarteu, Stuttgart, 320 acres.

Grosse Garten, Dresden, 300 acres.

Victoria Park, London, 290 acres.

Eden Park. Cincinnati, 216 acres.

City Park, N'ew Orleans, 150 acres.

Prospect Park, Buffalo, 1.30 acres.

New York State Park. Niagara, 115 acres.

Jardin de Plautes, Paris, 77 acres.

Jardin de Tuilleries, Paris. 50 acres.

Boston Common, 48 acres;

Yellowstone National Park.—This public park, the
largest in the world, was set apart by act of Congress of the
United States, passed in February, 1872, and approved by the
President March 1, 1872. It was taken mainly from the Terri-
tory of Wyoming (now a State), the remainder being taken
from the Territory of Jloutana. Its area embraces about
3,575 square miles, or about 2,288,000 acres. In the language
of the Congressional Act, the entire area Is ^'reserved and
withdrawn from settlement, occupancy or sale under the
laws of the United States, and dedicated and set apart as a
public park or pleasure ground for the benefit and enjoy-
ment of the people." For th^ full text of the Congressional
Act and for an extended description of the p'ark. and the pro-
vision made for its supervision, see Yellowstone National
Park in these Revisions and Additions. The immense size
of this park (more than six liundnd times the area 0/ Windsor
Park) forbids its introduction into the illustrative and com-
parative diagram on this page.

Adirondack Park.—In accordance with and as promo-
tive of a project long entertained, an effort is now (1891) be-
ing made to induce the legislature of the State of New Y'ork
to set apart for a great public park a long tract of the
forest region known as the Adirondack Mountains, in the
northeastern portion of that State. A park association, com-
posed of well-known and enterprising citizens, has the mat-
ter in hand, and it is hoped the project will be so laid before
the ensuing legislature at its forthcoming session (January,
1892) as to secure early and affirmative legislative action.
The plan includes the purchase by the State of from 3,000.000
to 4,000,000 of acres to be held in perpetuity for the State
Park. The State already owns about 800.000 acres of the
region desired for that purpose. Should the project, now
assuming practical shape, be successful, the Empire State
will have the honor of providing the greatest public park
thus far established in the whole world. See Adir<;>ndack
Park in these Revisions and .\dditions.

Versailles.—The great park at Versailles is nearly 50 miles in circumference. It is divided into the large and small
park—the latter being that immediately in rear of the palace, and including the beautiful gardens. .Fountains, alleys and
parterres abound in all directions. The great palace wns 11 years in building, and was finally completed in 1072, but the
royal court was not transferred thither until 1680. ;f200,000.000 were expended upon the palace and the grounds. Riyers were
turned from their courses that a supply might b* made to the fountains. Here Louis XIV. attracted multitudes by the mag-
nificences of his courts. Here, also, Louis XV. resided, and also the unfortunate Louis XVI.. until the reyoluti'on in 1792
In the northwestern part of the park there are the two small palaces called the "Great and Little Trianous.'' The Grnndrs
Eaux, or the play fountains, furnish the most interesting spectacle of the kind in the world,

2—39
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PARLEMENT, the name applied in France, down

to the revolution, to certain superior and final

courts of judicature, in which also the edicts of the
king were registered before they l)ecaine laws.

Of these the chief was that of Paris, but there
were no fewer than twelve provincial parlements.
These, though not actually connected with that of

Paris, invariably made common cause with it in

its struggles with tlie royal power. The parlement
of Parisdated from the Hth century. Its influ-

ence grew during the 16th century, and it began
to find courage to deliberate on the royal edicts as

well as merely register them, which the king could
always force them to do by coming in person and
holding a "lit de justice." Louis XV. e.-ciled the
members from Paris in 175.3 for their interference

in the struggle between the Jansenists and the
Jesuits, and in 1770abolished the old parlement al-

together and established the Parlement Maupeoii.
Louis XVI., however, recalled the former counsel-
lors.

PARLIAMEXTARY PRACTICE. See Britan-
nica. Vol. XVIII, pp. 311-313.

Parliamentary law is the rule of action which
directs and controls the proceedings of a parlia-

mentary body. It tends to prevent confusion, and
insures despatch in the transaction of business. A
deliberative assembly without binding laws would
be in an anarchical condition. American parlia-

mentary practice is different from the English.
Thomas .Jefferson, when he presided over the
United States Senate, prepared his Manual of Par-
liamentari/ Practice, and the rules and principles

laid down in his manual are to-day recognized by
Congress "in all cases to which they are applicable

and in which they are not inconsistent with other
rules subsequently made."
Deliberative bodies, as the United States Con-

gress, and the State legislatures, usually adopt
rules for their own government which are adapted
for their peculiar purposes. But where no such
rules exist, or when questions arise to which their

rules do not apply, the body is bound to obey the
common parliamentary law. Tliis law is based up-
on the principles of equity, and tends to give jus-

tice to the minority as well as to the majority, and
also to every member of the assembly present.

Methods of Voting.—Proceedings in Delibera-

tive Bodies.—After the chairman has declared
the assembly open for business, motions are in

order. A motion is a formally worded proposi-

tion presented to the assembly for its considera-

tion and adoption. The member offering it says:

"I move," etc. The resolution which he offers com-
mences: "Resolved," etc. The questions are de-

cided by vote. A "vote" may be by voice—all say-

ing aye'oT no in concert—or by elevating the hands,
or by' standing up, or by ballot. A majority vote
usually decides the question.

In putting a (question before the house the chair-

man says : "The question is on the adoption of the
motion (or resolution, or amendment) which you
have just heard. As many of you as are in favor
of its adoption will say Aye." When the ayes have
voted he will say : "As many as are opposed will

say No." After voting is over, the chairman an-

nounces the result. Since he has to judge from
the number of voices heard, tlie vote by voice is

only approximate. Holding up the hands and
counting the uplifted ones is more reliable. AVhen
the chair is in doubt as to his estimate of a vote by
voice, he usually asks the members to rise and
stand still until counted. This count decides
how many votes there are for and how many
against the question. This method of voting is

called a division of the house. If a member doubts

the correctness of the chairman's estimate of a
vote by voice he will rise and say : "Mr. Presi-
dent, I call for a division of the house." Upon this

the chairman says : "A division is called for.

Those in favor of the motion will rise and stand un-
til counted." In a similar way he will take the op-
posing votes. In taking a division of the house, the
standing members may be counted by the chair-
man, or the clerk, or by one or more members ap-
pointed by the chair.
Another way of voting is that of taking the ;/eas

and nays by making each member answer when
his name is called, and having his vote recorded.
In Congress this mode of voting must be resorted
to when the demand for it is sustained by one-fifth
orthe memljers present. Voting by ballot is usu-
ally required in the election of officers, in the ad-
missi(jn of new mem))ers, and also when secrecy is

desired. In tlie admission of members white and
black balls, or slips of paper, are often employed.
For the method of voting in Ijoth houses of the
United States Congress, see the article on Voting
in these Revisions and Additions, and also Rules
OF Order.
Asa rule the chairman does not vote unless his

vote would be decisive. In the United States
House of Representatives the rule prevailes that
the S]ieaker "shall not be required to vote in ordi-

nary legislative proceeding, except where his vote
would be decisive, or where the House is engaged
to vote by ballot."

Motions .\nd Theik Tre.itment.—After a motion
has been presented, other motions bearing upon the
same subject are in order. The first motion is

tlien called the "main" question, the subsequent
ones are subsidiary or secondary motions. The
most common of the subsidiary motions is that to
amend the main one. The mover wants to im-
prove the primary motion. He offers an amend-
ment. Then other members may move to amend
his amendment. The vote on the amendment to

the amendment must first be taken. Then folloB's

the vote on the amendment, and finally on the
main or original motion.

If a motion to postpone to a certain dap is moved
and carried, the question cannot be taken up before
the time specified, except by a two-thirds vote.

But when the day has come, the suliject is entitled

to be taken up in preference to everything else, ex-

cept privileged questions. If a motion to postpone
indefnitely is made and carried, the question is en-
tirely removed from consideration for that session.

A motion to refer or commit, if adoi)ted, takes the
question from the house, and transfers it to the
consideration of a committee. A motion to re-com-

mit takes a subject already reported by a commit-
tee back to the same committee. All the above
mentioned motions are debatable.
A motion to lay on the table is not debatable. If

adopted, it removes the question from considera-
tion until the House votes to take it up. This can
be done at any time by a majority vote. As a rule

the motion to lay on the table everything that ad-

here.* to the motion upon wliich .it bears. Thus,
if an amendment is laid on the table, it carries

with it the main question.
The prerioiis qvestion is a method of cutting off

debate. It is undebatable. It is equivalent to the
question : Shall the discussion now cease? A mem-
ber rises and says: "I moye the previous question."

Then the chairman puts the question before the

House by saying : "Sliall the main question be now
put?" If the previous question is thus carried, the
debate oit a pending amendment or both amend-
ment and the main question is stopped.
Incidental Questions.—There is a class of ques-
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tioas which is called incidental. These include 1,

questions of order; 2, objections to the considera-
tion of a question; 3, reading of papers; 4, with-
drawal of a motion; and 5, suspension of the
rules.

If anything in the procedure is against parlia-

mentary law or the rules of the house, and a mem-
ber rising, addresses the chair thus: "I rise to a
point of order," the chairman will interrupt the
proceedings and say: ."The member will state his

point of order." The member then will state his

point, and the chairman thereupon will decide,
whether the point is, or is not, well taken. If now
any member is dissatisfied with the decision of the
chair, he takes an "appeal to the house." The
question then is: "Shall the decision of the chair
stand as the judgment of the assembly?" An ap-
peal to the house is debatable, except when the
previous question was pending at the time when
the point of order was raised. To sustain the chair
does not require more than a majority vote. Even
a tie vote sustains his decision.
Privileged Questioxs.—Some questions may be

introduced at almost any time, and must be con-
sidered before any other subject that may be be-
fore the house. These privileged questions are:
1 ) To adjourn ; 2) to fix the date to which the body
shall adjourn; 3) questions of privilege; 4) a call
for the order of the day.
A motion to adjourn is nearly always in order.

The exceptions are these: If a motion to adjourn
has just been lost, it cannot be repeated until there
has been some business done or some progress in
the debate made since the motion had been lost.

Neither can the motion to adjourn be made while
a member has the floor. But the member may
give way in order that the motion may be present-
ed. A motion to adjourn cannot be received while
the yeas and nays are being called, or while the
members are voting on any question, or when the
previous question has been called and sustained
and is still pending. The motion to adjourn can-
not be debated nor amended. It supersedes all

other motions, except the one to fix the date to
which to adjourn. The motion to fix the time to
which the adjournment will stand, when the meet-
ing does adjourn, takes precedence of all other
questions. It may be made after the meeting has
voted to adjourn, as long as the chairman has not
announced the result of the vote. It may be
amended by changing the date of re-assembling.
The general rule as to the rank of questions is

that of the United States House of Representatives,
which is as follows : "When a question is under de-
bate no motion shall be received but to fix the day
to whicli the House shall adjourn, to adjourn, to
take a recess, to lay on the table, for the previous
question, to postpone to a certain day, to refer
or amend, or to postpone indefinitely, which several
motiohs shall have precedence in the foregoing
order."
A motion to re-consider, if carried, brings back

before the house a question that has been decided,
and places it again before the house just as it stood
before the vote was taken upon it, but as the rule of
the United States House of Representatives puts
it, "The fact of a question having been decided un-
der the operation of the previous question does
not prevent debate on the motion to reconsider if

the original question was otherwise debatable."
The motion to re-consider may be applied to votes
on all questions excepting on motions to adjourn,
to suspend the rules, affirmative votes on motions
to lie on the table or take from the table, on mat-
ters which have passed from the possession of the
bouse, and on the previous question when it has

been partly executed. It may be made when other
business is before the house.
DcTiES OP THE Cn.\iRMAN.—The chairman must

recognize the member who rises first and addresses
him first. Xo member can be deprived of his rights
by the chair, as long as he is in order. But there
is this exception : \\'hen the menil>er, upon whose
motion the subject on hand has been brought be-
fore the house, has not spoken on the question and
asks to be heard, the chairman is bound to give
him the first chance to speak. During the debate
the chairman has no right to cut it off before all

the members who have asked for the floor, have
had their chances. When a vote lias been taken
and the result announced, if it appears that a mem-
ber had risen and addressed the chair at the proper
time, but was not recognized, even then his right
to speak must be conceded, and the question voted
upon will stand as though no vote had been taken.
Procedure IN Congress and the State Legisla-

tures.—In Congress and in the State legislatures
bills are read three times. Where the legislature is

a double body, consisting, for example, of a senate
and a house of representatives, a bill after passing
one body is sent to the otlier. If both bodies agree
to its passage, then it is sent to the president or
chief-executive for his signature. If the second
body makes amendments in the bill, then, when it

is returned, the house where it originated considers
the amendments. If there is not agreement be-
tween the two houses, each house selects a commit-
tee of conference, and this committee endeavors
to agree upon amendments which will meet the
approval of both bodies. If the chief-executive
vetoes the bill it is returned to the house where
it originated; then, if it receives a two-thirds
vote of each house, the bill becomes a law without
the approval of the executive.
PAR]\IA, a village of New York, about ten miles

west of Rochester. It contains manufactories of
leather, flour, and iron.

PARNAHYBA, a river of Brazil, which rises in

the Serra IMangabeiras, about 9° south latitude and
throughout its course (650 miles) forms the bound-
ary between the states of ^Maranhao and Piauhy.
It enters the Atlantic by six mouths. The stream

i
is swift, but navigable by boats for nearly 350 miles.
On the east bank, fourteen miles from its mouth, is

the unhealthy town of Parnaliyba, with a consid-
erable trade. Population, 8000.

PARNELL, Charles Stewart, an Irish patriot
and statesman, is a descendant of Parnell the poet
—author of Tlie Hermit—and his family have been
associated with Irish parliamentary life for upward
of a century. Hisgreatgrandfather,SirJohn Parnell,
was chancellor of the exchequer in Grattan's par-
liament, and the most vigorous opponent of the
Act of Union, for his denunciation of which he was
dismissed from oifice, he having previously resisted
all efforts of the imperial government to allure
him into acceptance of their proposals. Tlie fami-
ly came originally from Ccngleton, Cheshire; and
Sir Heiiry Parnell, grand-uncle of ]\Ir. Parnell, and
a prominent member of the English parliament in

the time of Lord Grey and Lord ]Melbourne, under
whom he held offices of distinction, when raised to

the peerage, took the title of LordCongleton. Mr.
Parnell's grandfather was William Parnell, mem-
ber of parliment for Wicklow, and a political writ-
er. His father was Charles Henry Parnell ; and h'is

mother, married May 21, 1835, is the surviving
daughter of Charles Stewart—"Old Ironsides"—

a

distinguished rear admiral of the United States
na^•y. Charles Stewart Parnell was born at Avon-
dale, County Wicklow, Ireland, June 28, 1846; edu-
cated principally under private masters ; and was
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for some time a member of Magdalene College,
Cambridge. After a tour of the United States
he settled down on his property at Avondale.

In 1S74 he became high-sheriff of county Wick-
low; next year he contested county Dublin with-
out success, but in April, 1875, was returned as an
avowed Home Ruler for county ^leath. He took
an active part in parliamentary affairs, and in as-

sociation with Mr. Biggar he initiated what was
known by the various names of the "obstructive "

and the "active"' policy. He opposed with great
persistence the bill for annexing the Transvaal

;

the flogging clauses in the Mutiny Act, and the
Prisons Bill; and there were many scenes of vio-

lence and excitement, and several all-night sittings

of the house. He finally succeeded in getting some
modifications in the treatment of political prison-

ers introduced into the Prisons Bill ; and being
joined by Mr. Chamberlain and other leading Radi-
cals, he led to the abolition of flogging in the army.
He now threw himself with energy into the agrarian
agitation, joined IMichael Davitt in the foundation
of the Land League, and in October, 1879, was elected
its first president. He first, at a meeting at West-
port in the previous .June, used the phrase, "Keep
a firm grip of your homesteads," which became the
watchword of the agitation. He went to America
in December, 1S7V1, raised the sum of .$3.50,000 in aid
of the distress then widespread in Ireland, and for

the Land League movement. At the general elec-

tion of 1880 he was elected for county Meath,
county IMayo, and the city of Cork ; and elected to
sit for the last mentioned place. He was elected
in Jlay, 1880, leader of the new party. He took an
active part in the Land League agitation outside
parliament, and in the debates in the house; and
after the Land Act was passed was arrested in Oc-
tober, 1881, on a charge of intimidation and ob-
structing the working of that act. He was released
on parole in April, and finally in May, 1882. Already
the Land League had been proclaimed as an illegal

association after the issue of the "no rent" manifes-
to, but early in 1884 the Nationalists succeeded in re-

viving it under the name of the National League and
Mr. Parnell was elected its president. At the general
election of 1885 he was reelected for Cork, and his

action in influencing the Irish vote secured the re-

turn of many Conservative candidates, and pro-
portionally weakened the Liberal party, with whom,
however, Mr. Parnell later on formed an alliance,
and by the vote of the Irish party overthrew the
former government of Lord Salisbury on ^Ir.

Jesse CoUings' amendment to the address, Jan.
26, 1886.

Mr. Parnell's name came prominently before the
public in connection with the home rule proposals
of ilr. CTladstone, whose views on this question had
by this time undergone a complete change, ilr.

Parnell introduced a land bill in the beginning of

1887 which was rejected, though its leading pro-
visions with modifications were subsequently em-
bodied in the government's own measure. Later
in the session a sensation was caused by the publi-
cation in the "Times" newspaper of the facsimile of

a letter purporting to have been written by "Sir.

Parnell to a member of the party of Irish invinci-
bles, excusing the murder of ^Mr. Burke, though
regretting that of Lord Frederick Cavendish. On
the niglit of the publication of this document ^Ir.

Parnell returned to the house of commons, from
which he had been absent, and in an animated
speech denounced the letter as a base and infamous
forgery. Subsequently, on a motion of Sir Charles
Lewis—w'hich, though demanding that the pub-
lisher of the "Times" should be brought to the
house, was not framed in the interests of the Irish

party—the prominent Irish members demanded
that the question of the authenticity of the letter
should be investigated by a committee of the house
of commons, composed, if the house thought fit,

entirely of conservative members. The govern-
ment declined to grant a committee, but promised
that if Mr. Parnell liked to take action against the
"Times" he should have the assistance of the law
officers of the crown—a proposal which was treated
with ridicule by the Irish members and their
friends. Mr. Parnell refused' to bring an action
for libel on account of the alleged forgeries and
the charges of complicity with assassins, brought
against him and his associates in the series of ar-

ticles published by the "Times" under the title of

"Parnellism and Crime," because he had no confi-

dence in a Middlesex jury. After the collapse of
an action brought against the "Times" in May,
18S8, by Mr. Frank Hugh O'Donnell, a former col-

league, at which other damaging letters were put
in by the attorney-general, 5Ir. Parnell again de-
manded a parliamentary inquiry, and alleged that
these other letters were also forgeries. The
government refused to grant a committee of the
house on a question of privilege, but decided that
the whole of the charges against 'Sir. Parnell and
the Irish party should be investigated by a com-
mission of judges, consisting of Sir James Hannen,
Mr. Justice Smith, and IMr. Justice Day. Mr. Par-
nell was represented at the commission by Sir
Charles Russell, Q. C, M. P., who delivered a most
eloquent oration, and by 5Ir. H. H. Asquith, M. P.

The inquiry occupied 128 days. Its principal event
was the breakdown under cross-examination, and
the flight and suicide at JIadrid, of Pigott, the for-

ger of the letters and the principal witness for the
" Times ;" and the result of the investigation was
that Mr. Parnell was cleared of the charge of hav-
ing been guilty of organizing outrages. He sought
to bring an action for damages against the "Times"
in Edinburgh, but Lord Kin near held there was
no jurisdiction. He was presented with the free-

dom of Edinburgh, July 30, 1889, and was present
at a large meeting in the Corn Exchange, when an
address by 146 liberal associations was presented
to him. In November, 1890, shortly after a grand
banquet given to Mr. Parnell on his forty-fourth
birthday, his friends were saddened by the an-
nouncement [that he had been condemned in costs

as co-respondent in the divorce case of O'Shea i:

O'Shea, and that Mr. Gladstone had demanded his

deposition. The Irish parliamentary party met,
however, and reelected him to the leadership; but
later, forty-four members withdrew and declared
for Justin McCarthy. He died in 1891.

PAROLE, the declaration made on honor by an
officer, in a case in which there is no more than
his sense of honor to restrain him from breaking
his word. Thus, a prisoner of war may be released
from actual prison on his parole that he will not
go beyond certain designated limits ; or he may
even lie allowed to return to his own country on
his parole not to fight again, during the existing

war, against his captors. To break parole is ac-

counted infamous in all civilized nations, and an
oflicer who has so far forgotten his position as a
gentleman ceases to have any claim to the treat-

ment of an lionorable man, nor can he expect
quarter should he again fall into the hands of the
enemy he has deceived.
PARR.A.KEET, or P.\eroquet, a name commonly

given to many of the smaller species of the parrot
family. One of the species, the Zebra parrakeet
(Miiojisitlariif nn'lnlntiis), is very beautiful, and in

the vast inland plains of Australia is to be seen in

flocks of many hundreds feeding on the seeds of
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the grasses, which afford food also to many other
smaller species.

PAJRKETT, William F., an American lawyer and
statesman, born in Indiana in 1S25. He was raised

on a farm, studied law, and was admitted to the

bar about 1S47; practiced in Indiana and Oregon;
held various positions of trust ; was circuit judge
in Indiana for many years ; and was elected to Con-
gress in 1S89.

PAKRICIDE, rather a popularthan a legal term.
In the Roman law it comprehended every one who
murdered a near relative ; but in English the term
is usually confined to the murderer of one's father,

or of one who is in loco parentis. In the Roman
law a parricide was sewed up in a leather sack,

along with a live cock, viper, dog and ape, and
cast into the sea.

PARRISH, Edward (1822-72), an American
pharmacist, member of a family of distinguished

physicians, connected for many years with Phila-

delphia, and best kno\vn through " Parrish's Chem-
ical Food." This is the popular name for a non-
officinal preparation medicinally known as Com-
pound Si/riip of Phosphate of Iron, every drachm of

which contains 1 grain of phosphate of iron, 2^2 of

phosphate of lime, besides soda and potash.
PARROTT, Robert Parkek, an American in-

ventor, born in Xew Hampshire in 1S04, died at

Cold Spring. X. Y., in 1877. He graduated at West
Point in 1824, and was lieutenant of artillery until

1836, when he became superintendent of the iron
and cannon foundry at Cold Spring, X. Y. He is

known as the inventor of the Parrott system of

rifled guns and their projectiles.

PARSLEY (Pftroselinvm), a genus of plants of

the natural order Umbelliferx. The species are
annual or biennial, branching, smooth, herbaceous
plants, with variously pinnated leaves. Common
Parsley (P. sativum), which has tripinnate shining
leaves, one of our best-known culinary plants, is a
native of the south of Europe, growing chiefly on
rocks and old walls. The cultivation of parsley is

extremely simple, seed requiring to be sown an-
nually to keep up a constant supply. A variety
with curled leaflets is generally preferred to the
common kind with plain leaflets, as finer and more
beautiful, being often used as a garnish. Hamhunj
Parsley is a variety with a large white carrot-like
root, cultivated for the sake of its root, and much in

the same way as the carrot or parsnip. To produce •

large roots and of delicate flavor a very rich soil ij

required. The foliage of parsley is not merely of
use for flavoring soups, etc., but is nutritious at the
same time that it is stimulating, a quality which it

seems to derive from an essential oil present in

every part of the plant. Parsley contains also a
peculiar gelatinous substance called Apiine. The
bruised leaves of parsley are sometimes employed
as a stimulating poultice. The seeds are deadly
poison to many birds, and when powdered they are
sometimes used for killing lice.

PARSNIP (Pasfi'naca), a genus of plants of the
natural order Umbelliferie, having compound um-
bels with neither general nor partial involucres

;

yellow flowers, with roundish, involute, sharp-
pointed petals ; calyx almost without teeth ; fruit
dorsally compressed and flat, with a broad border,
the ridges very fine. The species are annual, bien-
nial, or perennial herbs, with carrot-like, often
fleshy roots and pinnate leaves. The common
parsnip (P. saliva) is a native of England, and was
brought to America by English navigators, and
planted here by the Indians prior to the date of

white settlement. In recent times selections of

the wild plant have been made, which by cultiva-
tion for a period of ten years have developed vari-

eties of superior excellence. The parsnip is now
cultivated for the sake of its root, which in culti-
vation has greatly increased in size and become
more fleshy. The flavor is disliked by some, as
well as the too great sweetness, but highly relished
by others ; and the root of the parsnip is more nu-
tritious than that of the carrot. The produce is

also on many soils of larger quantity ; and although
the parsnip delights in a very open rich soil, it will
succeed in clayey soils far too stiff for the carrot.
It is rather remarkable that it has not been more
extensively cultivated as a field-crop and for the
feeding of cattle, especially as cattle are very fond
of it ; and not only is the flesh of cattle fed on it of
excellent quality, but the butter of dairy cows fed
on parsnips in winter is said to l)e superior to that
produced by almost any otiier kind of winter-feed-
ing. The mode of cultivation of the parsnip
scarcely differs from that of the carrot. There are
several varieties in cultivation. A very large vari-
ety called coquainf, cultivated on deep sandy soils,
has roots sometimes three or four feet long; but
this is fully twice the ordinary length, and there
is a smaller turiiip-rooted variety sometimes culti-
vated in gardens where the soil is very shallow.
The parsnip is used chiefly in winter, whether for
the table or for feeding cattle. It is improved
rather than injured by frost, but is apt to become
r»s/,v if allowed to remain too long in the ground,
and exhibits acrid qualities after it has begun to
grow again in the spring. The root of the parsnip
is much used in the north of Ireland for making a
fermented liquor with yeast and hops, and both in
England and Ireland for making parsnip vine. A
spirit is also obtained from it similar to that of
the potato.
PARSONS, a city of Kansas, about thirty-five

miles south of Humboldt. It is an important rail-

road center, and contains machine-shops and man-
ufactories of plows, furniture, pottery and tiles.

Population in 1890, 6,736.

PARSONS, a borough of Pennsylvania, about
three miles northwest of Wilkesbarre. It has sev-
eral collieries.

PARSONS, Samuel Holden, an American gen-
eral, born in Connecticut in 1737, drowned in Ohio
in 1789. He held many colonial offices, served with
distinction throughout the Revolution; and was
afterwards appointed to responsible positions In
connection with Indian affairs; was first judge of
the Northwest Territory ; and published valuable
papers on American antiquities.
PARSONS, Theophilus, an American jurist, born

in Massachusetts in 1750, died in 1813. He held
many responsible positions, and was chief-justice
of the supreme judicial court from 1806 until his
death. His decisions are famous. His son, Theo-
PHiL Ts Parsoxs (1897-1882), was also an eminent
jurist and a voluminous writer of legal and theo-
logical works.
PARTICK, a town of Scotland, prettily situated,

chiefly on a rising ground on the Kelvin, immedi-
ately above its junction with the Clyde, and three
miles northwest of the Cross of Glasgow, of which
city it now forms a suburb. Nine-tenths of the
workmen of Partick are. engaged in shipbuilding-
yards, but there are also many flour-mills, cotton-
factories, and bleach-fields. Pojiulation, 27,410.
PARTNERSHIP. See Britannica, Vol. XVIII,

pp. 329-332. Every association of two or more per-
sons for the purpose of doing business on joint or
undivided account is a partnership. As a rule, the
term is only applied to un-incorporated business
associations. A partnership may be constituted
either by the respective persons contributing capi-
tal or skill, or one or more furnishing capital and
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others skill, Thus, IaT\j-ers in partnersliip may
furnish no capital; members of a mercantile firm
may all contribute capital ; while some may supply
capital and others skill.

PARTNERSPIIP-CONTRACT, Its Nature and
Relation to Real Estate. The general principles
of law governing contracts are to be extended to

the relation of persons in partnership with each
other. Persons entering into partnership must not
be incapacitated to enter into this contract, that is,

tliey must not be minors, or imbeciles, or under
duress, etc. The capital of a mercantile partner-
ship usually consists of personal property, though
there may also be real estate and for the purjMses
of the partnershii:^. The question may arise,

whether this land is to be governed by the tech-
nical rules applying to real estate, or by tliose

which prevail in the law of personal property. If a
partner dies, his widow can have no dower in this

land, nor can his heirs inherit, until all the part-
nership debts are paid and the joint affairs are
fully settled. After this the widow can have her
dower and the heirs can inherit.

The "good will" of a partnership is often an im-
portant part of its assets. This is the expectation
that customers will continue to resort to the place
where the business is transacted. The good will is

property of a peculiar kind. It cannot be sold by
a sherili on an execution, as it is in its nature in-

tangible. When one of the partners dies, his ex-
ecutor can only realize something from this source
by selling the stock and premises together. In this

case the good will goes naturally with the sale of

the premises.
Partners are classified into secret, dormant,

nominal and ostensible. A "dormant" partner is

one who supplies capital but takes no active
part in the management. A "secret" partner is

one who is not known as a partner, though he may
be active in the interest of the concern. A "nomi-
nal" or "quasi" partner is one who has no real con-
nection with the firm, but holds himself out as a

partner. Persons who give credit to the firm on
the faith of his name, may hold him liable on the
ground of estoppel.

In some of the States there is a partnership
known as limited. In a "limited" partnership no
liability is incurred by the memliers beyond the
amount of their subscription. It is in the nature
of a corporation. "Joint-stock companies" are
partnerships consisting of a large number of per-
sons whose liability is usually that of a general
partner. Holding land in partnership by specula-
tors is recognized as true partnership, but farming
land on shares has been held to be no partner-
ship.

Effects op Partnerships on Third Persons and
Between the Partners Themselves.—One who
merely lends his name to a firm (nominal jiartner)
is liable to those who have acted upon the supposi-
tion that he was in fact a partner. He may directly
assert his partnersliip, or he may give the firm per-
mission to use his name over the shop-door or in
printed notices , bills, advertisements, etc.—in all

cases he will be estopped from denying his liability
as a partner, even if he has no share whatever in

the firm. It is essential, however, that this hold-
ing himself out as a partner should have been
prior to the contract with the third person, as well
as the inducement to it.

A point of interest in partnership law is the ca-
pacity of one member of a firm to bind his asso-
ciates in respect to third per.sons. Tlie partnership
liability rests upon the participation in the profits;
because whenever a person takes by agreement a
share of the profits of a firm, he withdraws a por-

tion of the funds to which the creditors of the firm
had a right to look for re-imbursement. He should
accordingly be held liable to the creditors. This
is the doctrine laid down in a celebrated early
English case (Wauyh rs. Carver), which has been
quite generally followed in the courts of the
United States. The New York court of appeal has
lately re-aflimred (Leijgttt rs. Hyde) the correctness
of this theory, and make? the participation of

profits the basis of partnership.
If a partner gives a promissory note, and signs

the firm name without the consent of his asso-
ciates, and this note is taken up before maturity in

the regular course of business by a purchaser in
good faith, the latter can collect the note from the
firm, notwithstanding the partner who has execut-
ed the note, has no right whatever to bind the
firm by such a note. The ground of this rule is,

that the partner issuing the note had the "appar-
ent authority" to issue it, and that a third party
could not possibly distinguish this note from others
which the partner has a real right to issue. If,

however, the purchaser of the note knew, or liad

reasons to know, that the partner was violating
his duty, the firm will not be liable for the note.
Owing to the intimate relations between part-

ners the act of one is for many purposes the act of

all. Notice to one of any fact touching their com-
mon business is notice to all. An admission made
by one is supposed to be made by all. Such an ad-
mission, if it affects their common interests, is re-

ceivable in evidence. If one of the partners com-
mits a wrongful act (tort), or commits a fraud, in
connection with the common business, all of Ihem
are answeralile for it. Tlie liability ceases when
the wrongful act is wholly unconnected with the
partnership business.
The relation of partners between themselves is

largely based on trust and confidence. This view
prevents each one from doing any act without the
partners' consent in reference to the firm business,
which shall inure to his own advantage. Thus, if

he buys up a claim against the firm for less than
its face value, he can only charge to the firm what
he actually paid. If he take from a landlord, in

his own name, a renewal of a valuable lease be-
longing to the firm, he will be obliged to account
as a trustee for the profits which may accrue.
PissoLUTioN OF PARTNERSHIP—A partnership may

be dissolved in a number of ways. The leading
Diodes are

:

a. The express consent of the parties.
/(. The sale V>y one of his interest.

c. Death of one or more members.
rf. Bankruptcy.
c. Marriage of a female partner.

/. Insanity legally established.

g. The fact that one becomes by the law of na-
tions an enemy of his associates.

/). The action of a court of equity decreeing a
dissolution on such grounds as, that the ends sought
to be accomplished are impracticable; or that one
of the firm is so conducting himself as to bring dis-

aster upon the common interests; or is in such a
state of mind that he cannot contribute to the
common advantage, etc.

('. The voluntary withdrawal of a member.
The effect of the dissolution is to prevent any

new contracts from being made. It only remains
to pay outstanding debts, and to close existing
transactions. Actual notice of dissolution must be
brought home (o persons who have lieen in the
haliit of dealing with the firm, with regard to per-
sons who liave liad no previous dealines with the
firm, notice in the newspapers is suflicient. This
notice is necessary to terminate tlie agency of each
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partner and his powers and liabilities as such.
When the dissolution takes place by operation of

law. or by the death of a partner, notice is not nec-
essary.

P.\RTOX, James, a distinguished American bi-

ographer, liorn in England in 1822. He was edu-
cated at White Plains. N. Y., taught school ; be-
came an editor: produced his Biofji-aphii of Horace
Grfflfi.i. in l^j-D. and other valuable biographies in

rapid succession. His wife, Sarah Payton Parton,
sister of N. P. Willis, well known by her pen name
of " Fanny Fern," was born in Maine in 1811, and
died in i872.

P.i^RTRIDGE. See Britannica, Vol. XVHI, pp.
332-3. The commonest kinds of partridges are the

"'VA
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gray ones and the red-legged ones. The first lives

in England and the second in France. Of the
birds called partridges in this country we mention
(1) the ruffed grouse {liotiasd umbellug), and (2)

the bob-white (Ortyx rit-guiiannn), a kind of quail.

The first is found in the Eastern States and the
second in Virginia and other States. In the ]Mid-

dle and Southern States the bob-white is called
pheasant. In the AVest there is the pinnated
grouse, called prairie-hen (Cuijulouia ciipido), the
sharp-tailed grouse (Fedisccetes cohimbiunus), the
sage-grouse ('-fn/cocfrc»s urophasianiis), the dusky
grouse (Cai> ace ohscrus), and several others.
All of these are small gallinaceous game-birds
with naked and scaly tarsi, and are often called
partridges.

PARTRIDGE-WOOD, a very pretty hardwood
from the West Indies and Brazil ; the product of
the leguminous tree Andira inermis.

PASADEXA, a pretty country town in southern
California, ten miles east of Los Angeles. It has a
great hotel with accommodation for 500 people and
a population of about 12,000.

PASCAGOULA, a navigable river in the south-
eastern part of Mississippi, formed by the junction
of the Leaf and Chickasawha. It flows eighty-five
miles south to a small bay of the same name on the
Gulf of Mexico.

PASCO, Samtel, an .American statesman, born
in London, England. He removed with his father
to Prince Edward Island ; thence to Massachusetts

;

was prepared for College in Cliarlestown, and grad-
uated at Harvard in 18.58; in 1859 he vi-ent to Flor-
ida to take charge of the Waukeenah Academy ; in
18H1 he entered the Confederate Army as a private

;

at the close of the war beca> p clerk of the
Circuit Court of his county ; was admitted to the
bar in I8118; in 1872.became a member of the Dem-
ocratic state committee, and from 1876 to 1888 was
its chairman ; in 1880 was elected a Presidential

elector at large ; in 1885 was president of the con-
stitutional convention of his State; in 1887, while
speaker of the State house of representatives, he
was elected to the United States Senate. His term
of service will expire in 1893.

P-\SCOAG, a village of Rhode Island, about
twenty-four miles west of Providence. It contains
many woolen mills and other manufactories.

PA SEWALK, a town of Prussia, twenty-six
miles northwest of Stettin. It was plundered and
burned three times by the Imperialists in the
Thirty Years' War, by the Poles in 1657, and by
the Russians in 1713. Population, 9,514.

PASHA (spelt also/)(((7io a.nd bashaw) , a title de-
rived from the Persian, used in the Ottoman em-
pire, and applied to governors of provinces, or mili-
tary and naval commanders of high rank. The
three grades of pashas used to be distinguished by
the number of the horse-tails—three, two or one

—

borne before them as their standards. This an-
tique system was abolished by Mahmud II., but
the three ranks still survive.

PASS.\GLIA, Caulo, a Catholic theologian,
born of humble parents at Lucca, May 2, 1812, died
at Turin, ^larch 12, 1887. He was trained a Jesuit,
and in 1844 became professor in the College Ro-
mano. He was eminent alike for his learning
and eloquence. In 1855 he published an elaborate
treatise on the doctrine of the Immaculate Con-
ception, but ere long he resigned his chair, and in

1859, leaving the Society of the Jesuits, entered
warmly into the discussions as to the temporal
power of the Pope, and wrote a famous pamphlet,
Pro ('ansa Italica ad Ephcopnf^ IlaUanos. The result

was that he had to withdraw to Turin, where he
edited the Mediatore and became professor of Moral
Philosophy.
PASSAIC, a city of New Jersey, on the Passaic

River, eleven miles by rail northwest of Jersey
City. It has foundries and print-works, manufac-
tories of woolens and shoddy, whips, india-rubber,
and chemicals. Population, 1890. 13,028.

PASS CHRISTIAN, a village of Mississippi, on
Mississippi Sound, about sixty miles east of New
Orleans. It is the seat of Pass Christian Col-
lege.

PASSIONISTS, a religious congregation of

priests of the Roman Catholic church, the object
of whose institute indicated by their name, is to
preach "Jesus Christ and Him crucified." The
founder, St. Paul of the Cross, was born in 1694
near Genoa, obtained the sanction of Benedict
XIV. in 1741, and died at the mother-house of the
society on the Ctelian Hill at Rome in 1775. The
cross appears everywhere as their emblem, and a
large crucifix forms a part of their very striking
costume. For a time the congregation remained
in obscurity ; but in the first half of the 19th cen-
tury it rose into notice. In 1842 it secured a foot-

ing in England. The American province, begun in

1852, numbers between one hundred and tw'o

hundred religious houses.
PASSOVER, see Tabernacle in these Revisions

and Additions.
P.\SSOW, Franz, a German scholar, born atLud-

wigslust in Mecklenburg, Sept. 20, 1786, died March
11,1883. He was educated at Gotha and Leipzig,
and in 1815 become professor of Archajology at
Breslau, in 1829 director also of the museum of art
there. His Handirdrterbnch drr (jriechischen Sprache
is the work that preserves his memory, and form-
ed the basis of Liddell and Scott's GreeJ; Lexicon.
PASSPORT REGULATIONS OF THE UNITED

STATES. Persons from other countries traveling
in the United States need no passport. Citizens of
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this country, who desire passports preparatory to
travel in any country abroad, can obtain such pass-
ports by making application to the proper Govern-
ment officer. Such application must be accompa-
nied by proof of citizenship.
When the applicant is a native citizen of the

United States he must transmit his own atfidavit of

this fact, stating his age and place of birth, with
the certificate of one other citizen of the United
States to whom he is personally known, stating that
the declaration made by the applicant is true.

The aft';davit must be attested to by a notary pub-
lic under his signature and seal of office. AVhen there
is no notary in the place the affidavit may be made
before a justice of the peace or other officer au-
thorized to administer oaths ; but if he has no seal,

his official act must he authenticated by certificate

of a court of record.
A person born abroad who claims that his father

was a native citizen of the United States must
state in his affidavit that his father was born in the
United States, has resided therein, and was a citi-

zen of the same at the time of the applicant's
birth. This affidavit must be supported by that of

one other citizen acquainted with the facts.
N.\TrR.*^LizED Citizens.—If the applicant be a

naturalized citizen, his certificate of naturalization
must be transmitted for inspection fit will be re-
turned with the passport), and he must state in his
affidavit that he is the identical person described
in the certificate presented. Passports cannot be
issued to aliens who have only declared their in-
tention to become citizens.

Every applicant is required to state his occupa-
tion and the place of his permanent legal resi-

dence, and declare that he goes abroad for tem-
porary sojourn and intends to return to the United
States with the purpose of residing and perform-
ing the duties of citizenship tlierein.

The wife or widow of a naturalized citizen must
transmit the naturalization certificate of the hus-
band, stating in her affidavit that she is the wife or
widow of the person described therein. The chil-

Iren of a naturalized citizen, claiming citizenship
through the father, must transmit the certificate
Df naturalization of the father, stating in their affi-

davits that they are children of the person de-
scribed therein, and were minors at the time of
such naturalization.
The oath of allegiance to the United States will

be required in all cases.
Applic.\tiox.—The application should be accom-

panied by a description of the person, stating the
following particulars—viz. : Age : years. Stat-
ure : feet, inches (English measure).
Forehead :

. Eyes . Xose :
. Mouth :

. Chin ; -. Hair : . Complexion :
.

Face :
.

If the applicant is to be accompanied by his wife,
minor children or servants, it will be sufficient to
state the names and ages of such persons and their
relationship to the applicant, when a single pass-
port for the whole will suffice. For any other per-
son in the party a separate passport will be re-
quired. A woman's passport may include her
minor children and servants.
Fee Required.—By act of Congress approved

March 23, 1888, a fee of one dollar is required to be
collected for every citizen's passport. Tiiat amount
in currency or postal note should accompany each
application. Orders should be payable to the dis-
bursing clerk of the Department of State. Drafts
or checks are inconvenient and undesirable.
Terminal and Renewal.—.\ passport is good for

two years from its date and no longer. A new one
may be obtained by stating the date and number

of the old one, paying the fee of one dollar, and
furnishing satisfactory evidence that the applicant
is at the time witliin the United States. The oath
of allegiance must also be transmitted when the
former passport was issued prior to 1861.

Citizens of the United States desiring to obtain
passports while in a foreign country must apply to
the chief diplomatic Representative of the United
States in that country, or, in the absence of a diplo-
matic representative, then to the consul-general, if

there be one, or in the absence of both the officers
last named, to a consul. Passports cannot be law-
fully issued by State authorities, or by judicial or
municipal functionaries of the United States. (Re-
vised Statutes, H075.)
To persons wishing to obtain passports for them-

selves, blank forms of application will be furnished
by this department on request, stating whether
the applicant be a native or naturalized citizen, or
claims citizenship through naturalization of hus-
band or parent. Forms are not furnished except
as samples, to those who make a business of pro-
curing passports.
Communications should be addressed to the De-

partment of State, indorsed " Passport Division,"
and each communication should give the post-office

address of the person to whom the answer is to be
directed. Professional titles will not be inserted in

passports.
Persons applying to the department for forms

should in all cases state if for native or naturalized
citizens.

Passports Requiked.—Passports are necessary
for the Turkish dominions, including Egypt and
Palestine, and must be certified by a Turkish con-
sular officer before entering Turkish jurisdiction.

Persons quitting the United States with eventual
purpose of visiting any part of Turkey, are advised
that their passports may conveniently be certified

in advance by the consul-general of Turkey at New
York, thus avoiding possible difficulty in obtaining
the prescribed visa in another country en route.

Persons traveling with United States passports
desirous of entering Germany from France should
not neglect to have their passports viseed by the
consul-general of Germany at Paris, thus possibly
sparing themselves much inconvenience and de-
lay.

It is also understood that in many of the larger
cities of Germany passports are required of all for-

eigners who therein take up even a short resi-

dence.
PASTA, GiuDiTTA, an Italian opera singer, born

of Jewish parents. Xegri by name, at Como near
Milan, April 9, 1798, died April 1, 1865. She receiv-
ed her musical education at Como and in the con-
servatoire at Milan. She had a magnificent voice,

which passed easily from the highest soprana notes
to the gravest contralto tones ; and she possessed
fine dramatic power. La Somnambula was written
for her by Bellini.

PASTEL, chalk mixed with other materials and
various colors, and formed into pencils or crayons.
Drawings with such dry, colored crayons may be
made on paper or parchment, and have been espe-
cially used in portraiture.
PASTEUR, Louis, an eminent French chemist

and pathologist, distinguished for his discoveries
in bacteriology, born at Dole, in the department of

Jura, Dec. 2?," 1822. He studied at Arbois, at Be-
sancon, and at the Ecole Normale and the Sor-

bonne in Paris. He became professor at Dijon in

1848; at Strasburg in 1849; at Lille in 1854, and at

Paris in 1857, where the centre of his labors has
been at the Ecole Xormale, at the Sorbonne, and
at the Pasteur Institute, which was formally opened
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in 1888. His work was at first chemical. Follow-

ing up well-known researches by Arago, Biot and
Mitscherlich, he discovered the facets on tartrate

crystals and what are called left-handed tartrates.

He also propounded the theory that "molecular
dissymmetry"—supposed to be expressed in the
power which solutions of some organic substances
have of causing a beam of polarised light to rotate

—was characteristic of living matter and its pro-

ducts. It is said that a German manufacturer of

chemicals noticed that impure tartrate of lime fer-

mented when dissolved and exposed in the sun,

and that this prompted Pasteur to an investiga-

tion, the result -of which was the discovery of a

living ferment—a micro-organism comparable in

its powers to the yeast-plant which Cagniard-La-
tour and Schwann had discovered in alcoholic fer-

mentation. Pasteur was further able to show that

the little organism would, in a solution of paratar-

trate of ammonia, select for -food the "right-

banded" tartrates alone, leaving the "left-handed,"

although the difference between these is merely
physical, not chemical. Having got hold of a clue,

Pasteur went on to show that other fermentations
—lactic, butyric, ascetic—are essentially due to

organisms. He was naturally led to corroborate
and extend Schwann's researches on putrefaction,

which is also due to micro-organisms, and this

path of investigation enabled him to make import-
ant practical suggestions in regard to the making
of vinegar and the prevention of wine disease, as

also to correct insufficiently careful experiments
which were leading many to believe that sponta-
neous generation was demonstrable. Prompted by
his illustrious master Dumas, Pasteur next di-

rected his inquiries to those diseases of silkworms
by which the silk industry in France had been al-

most ruined. It is said that he had never before
even seen a silkworm, though he knew the sup-
posed disease germs which had been demonstrated
by previous investigations in the insect's blood.
These he traced from egg to larva, from chrysalis
to moth ; and, as the pebrine disease is distinctly

manifest in the adults, though it may be hidden in

the young, the practical conclusion is plain that
unhealthy moths should be rejected, and that all

precautions should be taken to prevent infection.

But Pasteur's work on the diseases of silkworms
overstrained him, and in 1868 he was laid aside by
paralysis. Soon, however, he was at work again,
investigating beer as he had investigated wine, de-
tecting the intruders which sometimes interfere
with the life of the yeast-plant and spoil the brew.
His researches began to come yet closer to human
life, for he attacked the problem of splenic fever,
the bacillus of which had been discovered by Da-
vaine and skillfully traced from stage to stage by
Koch. Of Pasteur's investigations in this connec-
tion, that by which he showed that birds were not
liable to fall victims to splenic fever, because the
temperature of their blood is too high for the pros-
perity of the germ, may serve as a characteristic
illustrations. Passing from splenic fever to fowl
cholera, he showed that it was possible to attenu-
ate the virulence of injurious micro-organisms by
exposure to air, by variety of culture, or by trans-
mission through various animals. He thus
"tamed" the bacillus of splenic fever, and demon-
strated by a memorable experiment that sheep
and cows "vaccinated" with the attenuated bacilli
were protected from the evil results of a subse-
quent innoculation with the virulent virus. Pas-
teur's subsequent researches in regard to hydro-
phobia are discussed in the article on that subject
in these Revisions and Additions. See also the ar-
ticles there referred to in the Britannica.

PASTORAL EPISTLES. See Britannica, Vol.
XVIII., pp. 348-51.

PASTORAL POETRY, poetry which professes to
delineate the scenes and incidents of shepherd life.

As an attempt to realize an imaginary and highly
idealized state of society it is a completely artificial

form, and it has already disappeared from litera-

ture, never to be revived. The delightful Dorset-
shire poems of Barnes exhibit the only natural
method in which pastoral society can give subjects
to modern poetic art. The pastorals of our mod-
ern literatures are essentially a humanistic revival
of the Greek idi/Z of Theocritus, Bion, and Moschus,
and the Latin eclogue of Virgil, and first made their
appearance in Tuscany in the 16th century. The
earliest dramatic pastoral is the Favola di Orfeo of

Politian, performed at the court of Mantua in 1472,

but the first complete pastoral was Agostino Bec-
cari's comedy, B Sacrifizio, played at Ferrara in

1554. Its finest and most famous successors were
the Ai/iinta of Tasso, represented at the court of

Ferrara in 1573, and Guarini's Pastor Fido. The
earliest non-dramatic pastoral was G. Sannazaro's
Arcadia (1504), which through Sidney's famous ro-

mance with the same title exercised a great influ-

ence upon English literature.

PASTORAL THEOLOGY, that branch of theolog-
ical science which regards the duties and obliga-
tions of pastors in relation to the care of souls.

PATCHES. During the whole of the 17th and
beginning of the 18th century these fantastic orna-
ments were commonly worn by women and some-
times by men. In 1650 a bill against " painting,
black patches and immodest dresses" was read for

the first time, but got no further. The senseless
custom was still rife when (1712) Pope described
among the treasures of Belinda's toilet-table
" Puffs, powders, patches. Bibles, billet-doux" {Bape
of the Lock, i. 138). Attempts have been made to
revive the fashion with but partial success.
PATCHAGTIE, a village of New York, on the

southern shore of Long Island, about fifty-five miles
east of New York City. It produces a variety of

manufactures and has a large trade in fish and oys-
ters.

PATCHOULI, a perfume derived from the dried
branches of Pogostemon patchouli, first introduced
as an article of merchandise in 1844. The plant,

a low shrub 232 or 3 feet high, is a native of Silhet,

the Malay coast, Ceylon, Java, the neighborhood of

Bombay, and probably also of China. Every part
of the plant is odoriferous, but the younger por-
tions of the branches with the leaves are chosen.
The odor is very powerful, and to many persons is

extremely disagreeable. The odor of patchouli
was known in Europe before the material itself

was introduced, in consequence of its use in Cash-
mere to scent the shawls with a view of keeping
out moths; hence the genuine Cashmere shawls
were known by their scent, until the French found
the secret, and imported the herb for use in the
same way. In India it is used as an ingredient in

fancy tobaccos and as a perfume for the hair. It is

also much prized for keeping insects from linen
and woolen articjes. The essence of patchouli is

a peculiar heavy brown oil, with a disagreeably
powerful odor : it is obtained by distillation, and
requires extreme dilution for perfumery purposes.
PATEN (Lat. ;)o((««. "a dish"), a small circular

plate employed for the wafers or bread in the
eucharist service. It is always of the same mater-
ial as the chalice, often richly chased or carved,
and studded with precious stones.
PATER. W.iLTER. born in London, August 4,

1839. He was educated at King's School, Canter-
bury, and at Queen's College, Oxford, taking a
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classical second-class in 1862. He was elected to

au open fellowship at Brasenose ; has traveled in

Italy, France and Germany ; and has earned his

rank among the best prose- writers oJ his time. His
books a.Te iStudies in the History of the Renaissa7ice;

Marius the Epicurean: his Sensatioyis and Ideas, an
imaginary biography of a young man brought up
in Soman paganism, who passes through varied
spiritual experiences, meets Marcus Aurelius him-
self, and at last, shortly before his unexpected
death, makes acquaintance with the mysterious
new eastern religion, yet without being profoundly
influenced by it; Imaginary Portraits of Watteau,
Denys I'Auxerrois, Sebastian van Storck, and Duke
Carl ; and Appreciations, a volume of admirable
criticism on Charles Lamb, Wordsworth, Col-

eridge, Rossetti, Sir Thomas Browne, Blake, and
on Style itself.

PATEREROS, small pieces of ordnance, now obso-

lete, worked on swivels ; most commonly used on
board ships, where they were mounted on the gun-
wale, and discharged sliowerg of old nails, etc., into

hostile boats.
PATERSON, a city, the county-seat of Passaic

county, X. J., on the Passaic River, seventeen miles
northwest of New York City. Population in 1890,

78,358. See Britannica, Vol. XVIII, p. 359.

PATMORE, Coventry Ke-^rsey Deighton, poet,

born at Woodford, England, July 23, 1823, the son
of P. G. Patmore, author of Literary Reminiscences.

He published a volume of Poems in 1844, and three

years later joined the staflf of librarians in the Brit-

ish museum, where he remained till 1868. Soon
after Ije settled at Hastings, where he built a large

Catholic church. His second volume of poems,
Tamerton Church Tower, etc., prepared the way for his

greatest work. The Angel of the House, an exquisite

and sincere poem of love from the domestic side,

which has had a great popularity.
Patmore edited the anthology entitled The Chil-

drens' Garland; the Autobiography of Barry Corn-
wall, and the posthumous poems of his son, Henry
Patmore, Horilegium Amantis,a, selection from
his poems, was published in 1888.

PATON, ,JoH.\' GiBso.v, missionary to the New
Hebrides, the son of a stocking- maker, born in the

parish of Kirkmahoe. Scotland, ilay 24, 1824. After

some experience in Glasgow City Mission, he of-

fered his services tor the foreign mission field in con-

nection with the Reformed Presbyterian Church,
and on his ordination he settled down towards the

end of 1858 amongst the cannibal natives of Tanna.
Here he labored amidst trials and difficulties till

1862, wlien he was forced to leave, owing to the hos-

tility of the natives. For the next twenty years

his work was on the neighboring island of Aniwa,
the whole population of which became Christian.

Both by voice and pen he afterwards attracted pub-
lic attention and sympathy towards this field of

mission labor; and his brother published and edit-

ed his graphic and thrilling missionary narratives

in 1890. In 1891 he was made a D. D. of Edin-
burgh.
PATON, Sir Joseph Noel, a Scotch painter, born

in Dunfermline, Dec. 13, 1821, and studied for a

time at the Royal Academy, London. His cartoon
sketch. The S))irit of Religion, gained one of the three

premiums at the Westminister Hall competition in

1845. Two years thereafter his oil-picture of r/(?-('st

bearing tite (Jross and his Reconciliation, of Oberon and
Titania. ]omt\y gained the prize of $1,500. Dante
Meditating the Episode of Francesca was exhibited in

Edinburgh in 1852; the Dead Lady, in 1854, and
The Pursuit of Pleasure in 1855. Scenes from fairy-

land and from ancient legend, and religious and
mystical allegory, painted with grace, tenderness,

and something of over-refinement, have made his

work familiar, and have been often engraved. Among
his other pictures Home from tlte Crimea ; In Mem-
oriarn a scene from the Indian Mutiny, and a
series of six pictures-illustrations of the Dowie Dens
o' Yarroic. He has illustrated Aytoun's iaj/s of the

Scottish Cavaliers, and in 1864 he executed twenty
illustrations of the Ancient Mariner. He has pub-
lished two volumes of poems.
PATRICK, Marsena R., a distinguished American

general, born in Houndsfield, N. Y., in 1811, died in
1888. He graduated at West Point ; served in the
Florida and Mexican wars ; resigned, became a
farmer, and was president of the Agricultural Col-
lege and superintendent of the New York State
Agricultural Society. During the civil war he was
inspector-general of New York; brigadier-general;
provost-marshal-general of the army of the Poto-
mac, and later of the combined armies before
Richmond. After the war he was again president
of the State Agricultural Society.
PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY, See Grangers in

these Revisions and Additions.
PATTERSON, Caklile Pollock, an American

naval commander and engineer, son of Daniel Tod
Patterson of the United States Navy, born in Miss-
issippi in 1816, died in 1881. He served in the Med-
iterranean ; studied civil engineering, and joined
the coast survey about 1888 ; went into business on
the Pacific coast in 1853 ; was appointed hydro-
graphic inspector of the Coast Survey in 1861, and
superintendent in 1874.

PATTERSON, Robert, an American military
commander and a prominent manufacturer, born
in Ireland in 1792, died in 1881. He removed to
America and became a merchant in Philadelphia

;

served as major-general of volunteers in the Mexi-
can and civil wars. He was the owner of immense
manufacturing interests in Philadelphia.
PATTERSON-BONAPARTE, see Bonaparte,

Elizabeth Patterson, in these Revisions and Ad-
ditions.
PATTI, Adelina Maeia Cloeinda, a distin-

guished prima-donna, born at Madrid, Feb. 19, 1843,

the daughter of a Sicilian tenor and the "Signora
Barilli," a Roman. At seven she sang Casta Dira
in Tripler Hall, New York; and in the same city

she made her operatic d^'but as Lucia in 1859. In
London she first appeared in 1861 as Amina in La
Somnamhula, when her success was as splendid as

it had been in America, and as it since has been
wherever she has sung. In Russia, in 1870, she re-

ceived from the emperor the Order of Merit. Her
voice is an unusually high soprano, reaching to F in

alt, of rich bell-like tone and remarkable evenness;
to these qualities she adds purity of style and the
highest artistic finish. Equally at home in the
tenderness of deep passion and the sprightly vivac-

ity of comedy she has also sung splendidly in ora-

torio. She married in 1866 the Marquis de Caux,
and on her divorce from him in 1886, the tenor Er-
nesto Nicolini. Her home is Craig-y-nos Castle,

near Swansea, Wales.
PATTI, Carlotta, sister of Adelina, born in Flor-

ence, Italy, in 1840, died in Paris in 1889. She made
her dt'butin New York City as a concert singer in

1861 ; was a fine vocalist, but was prevented by a
slight lameness from appearing much in opera. She
married Ernst de Munck the violoncellist, in 1879.

PATTISON, Dorothy Wyndlow (1832-1878), Eng-
lish nurse, sister of Mark Pattison the author, born
at Hauxwell in 1832. Her enthusiasm was early

kindled by the devotion of Florence Nightingale

;

and in 1864 she joined the sisterhood of the Good Sa-

maritans at Coatham; and was transferred to

Walsall in 1865, where she died in 1878, and where
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the working-people of the "Black Country," the

scene of her heroic labors for their welfare, erected

a monument to her memory in 18S8.

PATTISOX, Mark, an English scholar and au-

thor, was born at Hornby in 1813, died at Harrow-
gate, July 30, 1884. He was brought up at Haux-
well, where his father \vas rector ; entered Oriel

College, Oxford, in 1832; and became fellow of Lin-

coln College in 1S39. Under the dominant influ-

ence of Lincoln he gave himself first to the study
of theology, twice carried off the Denver prize,

wrote two Lifi's af the Saints, translated for the Li-

brary of the Fat'luTS the Matthew in the Centena

Aurea of Aquinas, and almost followed his master
into the fold of Rome, being saved only, as he him-
self explains, by his habits of study and a constitu-

tional slowness to act. We have his own account
of his spiritual transition from the Puritanism of

his home into the atmosphere of Anglicanism, and
how that in its turn fell from him as the horizon of

the Catholic Church opened itself up before his

eyes, only to disappear before "the highest devel-
opment, when all religions appear in their histori-

cal light as efforts of the human spirit to come to

an understanding with that Unseen Power whose
presence it feels, but whose motives are a riddle."

His reaction from Xewmanism re-awakened within
him all his zeal for pure scholarship, and, no less lofty

in his ideal of the teacher than the student, he soon
became a tutor of altogether exceptional devotion
and influence, and acting head of the college as
8ub-rector, under Dr. Tatham. On the death of

the latter in 1851 Pattison was kept out of the
headship which was his right by a discreditable
obscurantist intrigue, which gave an almost para-
lyzing blow to his sensitive nature. A further un-
successful attempt was made to deprive him of his
fellowship on a technical plea ; and the result of his

disappointment was that for ten years he took little

real interest in the life of Oxford, while his ideas of

University reform hen-ceforth grew rather towards
an increase of the professorial than tutorial system.
But his educational sympathies soon extended far
beyond mere college life ; he published an article

on education in the Oxford Essai/s, acted as assist-

ant-commissioner on the Duke of Newcastle's Com-
mission of Inquiry into Elementary Education in

Germany, rambled in the long vacations through
England, Scotland and Germany, visiting most of

the universities of the latter country, and served
for three months of 1858 as "Times" correspondent
at Berlin. Meanwhile he gave himself up with rare
devotion to severe and unbroken study, and scholars
soon began to recognize his Roman hand in the col-
umns of the "Quarterly," the "Westminster" and the
"Saturday Review." His luminous and thoughtful
Report on Elementary Education in Protestant Ger-
many appeared in 1859; his equally learned and
temperate paper on Tendencies of Religious
Thought in England, 1688-1750, in Essays and Re-
views. At length in in 1861 he was elected rector,
but, though he made an exemplary head, the spring
and elasticity of earlier days were gone. In 1862
he married the accomplished Emilia Frances
Strong, afterwards Lady Dilke, who helped him to
make Lincoln a social and intellectual centre for a
world much wider than the walls of Oxford. Down
to his last illness and his death he lived wholly for
study, maintaining a mediaeval rather than modern
ideal of the life of the scholar as a sufficient end
in itself.

PATTON, Francis Landey, an American edu-
cator, born in Warwick, Bermuda, in 1843. He was
educated at Toronto at and Princeton

; ordained in
New York and became a prominent Presbyterian
minister; in 1872 was called to the chair of didactic

and polemical theology in the Theological Semi-
nary at Chicago ; removed to the College of New
Jersey in 1881, and became its president in 1888.

He has published valuable theological works, and
has been editorially connected with the "Interior"
and with the "Presbyterian Quarterly."
PAUILLAC, a port on the left hank of the estu-

ary of the Gironde, in France, thirty miles north of

Bordeaux, It is the place from which the best
brands of Mi^doc (claret) are shipped to Bordeaux.
Population, 2,216.

PAUL. See Britannica, Vol. XVIII, pp. 415-429.

PAULDING, HiRAM, an American rear admiral,
son of John Paulding, one of the captors of Major
Andre ; born in New York City in 1797, died in 1878.

He became a midshipman in 1811 ; lieutenant in

1816; served against the pirates in the West Indies
in 1823; captain in 1844; suppressed the Walker
filibustering expedition in 1857 ; retired as rear ad-
miral in 1861 ; was in command of the Brooklyn
navy yard during the war, and became governor of

the Philadelphia Naval Asylum in 1866.

PAULIST FATHERS, an American Roman Cath-
olic missionary society, organized with papal sanc-
tion in New York city in 1858, and originally and
for some years afterward composed exclusively of

priests who, like their founder, Father Isaac Thomas
Hecker, were converts from Protestantism. They
take no special vows, and can leave the order at
will. They aim to adapt themselves to the usages
and needs of American life. They are generally
men eminent for learning; their schools are of a
high order; and the "Catholic World," founded by
them in 1865, is the chief Catholic magazine in

the United States. They are known collectively as
The Congregation of St. Paul the Apostle.

PAULOWNIA, a genus of trees belonging to the
natural order Scrojmlariacea:, with but one species,

P. inrjjrrialis, a native of Japan, and now grown in

the United States. It has heart-shaped leaves and
large panicles of purplish flowers. The name is

derived from that of a Russian princess, Paulovna.
PAWLING, a village of New York, 65 miles north

of New York City. It is the seat of Pawling Insti-

tute. Marble is quarried in the vicinity.

PAWNBROKING, the lending of money at a
certain rate of interest on the security of goods,
such as jewelry, apparel, utensils or tools deposited
with the broker.
A Pairn is a contract whereby the owner of a thing

delivers it to a creditor as security for a debt con-
tracted by himself or by a third party. This con-
tract is of great antiquity, as may be seen on re-

ferring to the story of Judah and Tamar (Gen.
sxxviii) and the provisions of the Mosaic law
(Exod. xxii). In modern times the superior class

of money-lenders have often advanced money on
pledges of plate, etc.; this was the business carried
on by the Lombard traders, from whom Lombard
street in London takes its name; and it is said that
the three golden balls wliich figure over every pawn-
shop were taken from the armorial bearings of the
Medici family. Property of considerable value is

sometimes pawned with bankers and others; and
an equitable mortgage may be described as a kind
of pawn. Among the poorer classes, clothes, tools,

etc. are frequently pledged when money runs
short; like other small money-lenders, the pawn-
broker is regarded by his customers as an extor-
tioner, though the profits of the trade are not par-
ticularly high. On the continent efforts have been
made to supersede the pawnshop by establishing
what are called Monts de Piite. In England a
quasi-charitable institution of the same kind was
started in 1708, but it came to a disastrious end in

1731 ; another scheme, started during the bubble
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mania of 1824-25, was equally unfortunate. In
Ireland there were, in 1841, as many as eight Monts
de Pi^t^, but they had all disappeared by 1853. On
comparing the rules and charges of the Mont de
Pi^t^ at Paris (the largest establishment of the
kind in the world) with those of English pawnbrok-
ers, it does not appear that there is any striking
superiority in the French system. It is understood
that the Paris establishment is superior to the
London pawnshop in two points—it charges a
lower rate of interest, and gives greater facilities

for recovering stolen goods. On the other hand it

is said that officialism, which must prevail where a
large staff is employed, makes it more difficult for

the poor to obtain advances.
The rules of English common law which apply

to a contract of pawn are founded in part upon the
Roman law. The pawnbroker acquires what is

sometimes called a special property in the goods
deposited; he has a right to retain them, and if the
delDt be not paid within the stipulated time, he has
a right to sell them ; if the sale produces more
than the amount of the debt, he must account for

the surplus. The pawner has a right to redeem
at any time before sale ; interest is not due unless
there is an express or implied contract tc pay.
In the United States the pawnbroking business is

regulated by the laws of the several States. Us-
ually the mayor of a city has the power to grant
and issue licenses to pawnbrokers in the respective
city. Pawnbrokers are required to be persons of

good repute. In New York the rate of interest is

limited to 25 per cent, per annum on sums less

than .$25, and to 7 per cent on sums above $25,

yet the rate usually charged is 3 per cent, per
month, and there are further charges for storage,
safe-keeping, etc., which reduces the sum received
by the pawner materially. The unredeemed
pledges must be sold at public auction.
The law also demands that the amount received

for any article over the pawnbroker's just claims
shall be returned to the pawner. Pawnbrokers'
shops are usually found on business streets of the
poorer districts of our cities, and are more patron-
ized by the foreign population than by the native
Americans.
PAWNEES, a tribe of North American Indians

now in the Indian Territory. See Indians, North
American, in these Revisions and Additions.
PAW PAW, a village of Michigan, on the Paw

Paw River, twenty miles west af Kalamazoo. It

has an excellent water-power, many mills, and
a good trade in wheat, lumber and wool.
PAWTUCKET, a city of Rhode Island, on Paw-

tucket River, about five miles north of Providence.
Population in 1890, 27,502. See Britannica, Vol.
XVIII, p. 489.

PAXTON, a city of Illinois, about fifty miles east
of Bloomington. It has a good trade and a variety
of manufactures.
PAYER, Julius, an Austrian explorer, born at

Schonau in 1842. He entered the army as lieuten-
ant in 1859, became professor of history at the
military academy of Vienna in 1865, and in 1869 to
1870 he accompanied the German expedition to
the North pole under Captain K. Koldewey. In
1872 he was given, in conjunction with Herr Weyp-
recht, the mission to ascertain if an open sea ex-
ists east of Spitzbergen, between Europe and
America. Their steamship, Tegetthoff, became im-
prisoned between ice-fields near Nova Zembla.
After enduring great hardships, Payer and Weyp-
recht landed, in April, 1874, at Franz Joseph Is-

land, where they had to abandon the ship. They
then traveled 300 miles on sledges, embarked on
two canoes, and were, after suffering great depriva-

tions, picked up by a Russian whaler, which
carried them to Lapland. Thence they returned
to Vienna by land in July, 1874. Payer was re-
tired from the army in 1875. He published Die
zweite deutsche Nordjiolfuhrt (1874); Die Expedition
des Tegetthoff, and Reise narh den Eis/eldern des
Nordpols mie). He died in 1883.

PAYN, James, an English novelist, born at Chel-
tenham in 1830, and educated at Eton, Woolwich
Academy and Trinity College, Cambridge. In 1855
he published a volume of poems, in 1858 succeeded
Leitch Ritchie as editor of "Chamber's Journal,"
and in 1882 Leslie Stephen as editor of the "Corn-
hill Magazine." Of his hundred novels. Lost Sir
Massingberd, A Woman's Vengeance, Carlyon's Year,
Not Wooed but Won, By Proxy, Thicker than Water,
The Talk of the Town, and Tht Heir of the Ages, main-
tain a fair average of merit, below which they sel-

dom fall, but above which they never rise. A
characteristic note is a somewhat thin vein of hu-
mor.
PAYNE, Henry B., an American statesman and

manufacturer, born in New York State, Nov. 30,

1810. He was educated at Hamilton College ; stud-
ied law ; was admitted to the bar, and commenced
practice at Cleveland 1834; after twelve years was
compelled to retire, since which time he has been
largely interested in manufacturing, railroads, and
many other enterprises; became a member of the
State senate of Ohio in 1849 ; was the Democratic
candidate for the United States Senatorship in

1851, and for governor in 1857; was a prominent
member of several Democratic conventions ; was
elected to Congress in 1875 ; and was United States
Senator from 1885 to 1891.

PAYNE, John Howard, (1792-1852), the author
of Home, Steeet Home, was born in New York City,
June 9, 1792; passed his early childhood at East
Hampton ; made his d^but as an actor in his native
city in February, 1809, and in 1813 appeared in Lon-
don. For thirty years he had a successful career
as actor and author of plays, chiefly adaptations.
The best known were Brutus, Charles II., and Clari,

or the 3Iaid of Milan, which contains the celebrated
song for which his memory is cherished. Its music
is supposed to have been adapted from a Sicilian

air by Sir Henry Bishop. Payne was appointed
American consul at Tunis in 1841, and died there,
April 10, 1852. It is a singular fact that the man
who wrote Home, Sweet Home had never a home
during the last forty years of his life, and died in a
foreign land. His remains were removed to Amer-
ica and buried at Washington in 1883.

PAYNE, Sereno E., born at Hamilton, N. Y.,

June 26, 1843. He graduated at Rochester in 1864;
was admitted to the bar in 1866, and has since prac-
ticed law at Auburn ; was city clerk of Auburn,
1868-71 ; supervisor of Auburn, 1871-72; district at-

torney of Cayuga county, 1873-79; president of the
board of education at Auburn, 1879-82; and was
elected to Congress in 1883.

PAYNTER, Thomas H., born in Lewis county,
Kentucky, Dec. 9, 1851. He was educated at Centre
College, Danville, Ky. ; is a lawyer, and has been
actively engaged in his profession since his admis-
sion to the bar in 1873 ; was appointed attorney for

Greenup county in 1876, and held that office, under
appointment, until August, 1878, at which time he
was elected to the same office, which he held until

1882 ; and was elected to Congress in 1889.

PAYSON, a village of Illinois, about fifteen miles
northeast of Quincy. It has manufactories of ag-
ricultural implements, and is the center of a good
local trade.
PAYSON, a village of Utah, near the southern

end of Utah Lake, about sixty-five miles south of
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Salt Lake City. It has a good local trade. Utah
Lake is a sheet of the purest fresh water, and
abounds in fish.

PAYSOX, Ed\v.\rd, an American divine, distin-

guished for his zeal and piety, born at Ringe, N. H.,

in 1783, died in 1S27. He graduated at Harvard in

1803 ; became teacher in an academy in Portland,

Me. ; and was ordained in 1S07.

PAYSOX, Lewis E., an American lawyer and
statesman, born in Providence, R. I., Sept. 17, 1840.

He removed to Hlinois in 1852 ; received a common
school education, with two years at Lombard Uni-

versity, Galesburg. 111. ; studied law and was ad-

mitted to the bar at Ottawa, 111., in 1862; removed
to Pontiac in 1865; was county judge from 1869 to

1873; and member of Congress from 1881 to 1891.

PAZ-SOLDAX, Pedro, a Peruvian poet, born at

Lima in 1839. In 1850 he went to Europe to pursue
literary studies at Madrid. Paris, and Rome. After

returning home in 1863 he served in various gov-

ernment offices at Lima, and was sometimes sent

abroad in a diplomatic capacity. To the Peruvian
journals he contributed many sketches of travels

and manners. His Pccsias Peruanas (1867) give

graphic pictures of the people and scenery of Peru.
His Chi.tpa:os is a little volume of sonnets and epi-

grams. He has also published a Diccionario de Pe-

ruanismos, in which he illustrates the variations of

Peruvian speech from pure Castilian.

PEA, h leguminous plant. See Britannica, Vol.

XIII. p. 441.

PEABODY. a city of Kansas, eighteen miles
northeast of Xewton. It has a good local trade.

PEABODY, a village of Massachusetts. Popula-
tion in 1890, 10,158. See Britannica, Vol. XVIII, p.

441.

PEABODY, Andrew Preston, an American di-

vine and author, born in Massachusetts in 1811. He
taught theology at Harvard for many years, and
was for some time editor of the "Xorth American
Review^."
PEABODY, Elis.\beth Palmer, an American

philanthropist and educator, born in Massachu-
setts in 1804. She has been a voluminous writer
of educational works. She became a teacher in

Boston in 1822. Her Chronological History of the

United States was written in conjunction with her
sister Mary, wife of Horace Mann. Another sister

was the wife of Xathaniel Hawthorne.
PEABODY, Oliver Willi.^m Bourn, a scientific

and biographical writer, pastor for twenty-seven
years of the Unitarian church at Springfield,
Mass., born in Xew Hampshire in 1799. died in 1848,
His Birds of the Commonwealth was prepared for the
Massachusetts Zoological Society, of which he was
a commissioner. His posthumous works were
edited by his son Everett Pe.^body, born in 1831,

and killed at the battle of Shiloh in 1862.

PEACE RIVER, a large river of Canada. It

rises in two branches in the Rocky Mountains, in

British Columbia, and flows northeast to the out-
let of Lake Athabasca, where it joins the Slave
River by five widely separate mouths. The delta
thus formed is, with that of the Athabasca River,
the most fertile part of the country. The river has
a length of about 100 miles, but it is much encum-
bered with rapids. The Peace River was followed
by Sir A. Mackenzie in his expedition of 1792-93.
PEACH, a tree and its fruit. See Britannica,

Vol. XVIII, pp. 442-3. The peach tree is of me-
dium size, usually not over fifteen feet high. It
has a spreading head, deep-green, lanceolate
leaves, and rose-like flowers. The fruit is a drupe
or stone-fruit, the outer portion becoming fleshy,
and when ripe very soft and succulent. The stone
is hard and nut-like. Peaches are divided into

"clingstones" and "freestones," according as the
flesh clings firmly to the stone, or becomes loose

when ripe, leaving the stone clean and dry.
In the United States peaches cannot be raised

profitably beyond 40° north latitude. They reach
their highest perfection in the Middle States. For
the market peaches are most abundantly raised in
Delaware. Xew Jersey, Maryland, Virginia and
Pennsylvania. In 1888 the crop was estimated
at eight millions of baskets. Many peaches are
dried, canned, or made into brandy. In California
very large crops are raised for canning. The
fruit there is large and of excellent quality. But
those raised in ]Missouri, Ohio, Illinois, Florida,
Georgia, and Texas are generally sweeter though
small.
PEACOCK-STOXE, the name under which the

dry cartilaginous ligaments of some large lamelli-

branchiate molluscs, as the pearl-oyster, have been
sold by jewellers.
PEAK, the hilly district of northwest Derby-

shire, England, having Castleton for its capital.

Measuring some thirty by twenty-two miles, it is

watered by the Dove, Derwent. and Wye, and cul-

minates in Kinderscout (2082) feet. The Peak
Cavern or Devil's Hole near Castleton penetrates
750 yards ; and crowning a rock above the village

is Peveril Castle, so named from its first lord, a
natural son of William the Conqueror. The won-
ders of the Peak were celebrated early by Thomas
Hobbes and Charles Cotton.
PEALE, Charles Wilson, an American painter

and naturalist, born in Maryland in 1741, died in

1827. He painted fine portraits of Washington
and of his principal officers, with whom he served
with distinction throughout the war. He was a
popular lecturer, a manufacturer, an ingenious
inventor and a creditable scientific writer.

PEALE, Rembrandt, a distinguished American
painter, son of Charles Wilson Peale, born in
Pennsylvania in 1778, died in 1860. He painted a
portrait of Washington in 1795, and became emi-
nent as a painter of portraits. He published a life

of his father, and several works on art. His most
famous pictures were Tlte Court of Death and The
Roman Daughter.
PEANUT (Arachis hij2}og^a), a leguminous plant,

with branching stem 12 to 18 inches high, and
hairy pinnate leaves. Its flowers are papilliona-
ceous, of yellow color, and stand single in the
axils of the leaves. After the petals of the lower
blossoms are decayed, their flower-stalks bend
down, and insinuate their ovaries into the earth
2 to 4 inches deep. Here the fruit develops and
ripens. The seeds are borne in an oblong pod, 1

to I'a inches long, contracted in the middle, and
with a reticulated surface of yellowish color.

There are usually two seeds in each pod. They are
of irregular ovoid form, have two thick cotyledons,
and a straight radicle. Peanuts are cultivated in

the temperate regions of North America. Their
large and pleasant-tasted seeds are much used as
food, more than half a million bushels being annu-
ally eaten in Xew York City alone. Formerly they
were imported from Brazil and the West Indies.

But now Virginia and the Carolinas supply the
American market. Peanuts are very nutritious,
and contain about twenty per cent, of a fixed non-
drying oil as good as olive oil. See Ground Nut,
Britannica. Vol. XI, p. 221.

PEAR. See Britannica, Vol. XVIII, pp. 445-46.

The fruit of the pear tree (Pyrus communis) tapers
towards the stem, and is not sunk in a cavity at
the base, as in the apple. It has not the firmness
of the apple ; but it is more sugary and melting.
Near its core the pear has a hard concretion com-
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posed of indurated cells. The pear is an ancient
fruit. At the present day more than 3,000 varieties
of pears are enumerated in the catalogues, though
only about twenty of these are in practical cultiva-
tion. Among the varieties widely cultivated for

sale the greatest favorite is the "Bartlett," which
is notable for its size, lusciousness and abundant
bearing. Ninety per cent, of the pears grown in

the United States for sale are of this variety.
Another smaller pear is the "Seckell." This variety
is traced to a single tree in the suburbs of Phila-
delphia. It is of unsurpassed flavor. As a rule
pears are better if picked when just mature, and
then ripened in the house.
The pear has a wide range of distribution. It

flourishes equally on the sea-coast of the South
Atlantic and on the highlands of the interior. Pear
trees are most largely cultivated in Georgia, Flor-
ida and California. The latter State is best
adapted to their culture

;
it produces pears in large

quantities and of extraordinary sizes. Many Cali-
fornia pears are shipped to the East, and still

greater quantities are preserved by canning, for
which they are excellently suited, since canning
preserves much of their original flavor.

PEA RIDGE, in Arkansas, the scene of a battle
fought :March 6 to 8, 1862, in which the Confeder-
ates were defeated by the Union forces under Gen.
Curtis.
PEARSE, Mark Guy, an English Wesleyan

Methodist minister and author, born in 1842, at
Camborne. His early life in Cornwall, together
with his keen and sympathetic insight into the
character of the Cornish people, have contributed
a distinctive feature to all his sermons and writ-
ings. In 1861 he entered as a medical student at
St. Bartholomew's Hospital. He was at that time
a Methodist local preacher ; but, there being little

scope for a local preacher in a London circuit, he
was before long induced to give himself up to the
Wesleyan ministry. His first pastoral charge was
in Leeds, where he commenced his labors in 1863.

He afterwards "traveled" in the Brixton Hill,

Ipswich, Bedford, Highbury and Westminster cir-

cuits. After a period of retirement he resumed
his ministry at Launceston, and next went to Bris-
tol, where some books on the theme of entire con-
secration were written by him. Daniel Quorm and
His ReUyiotiit Xotions, a remarkable sketch of pious
Cornish character, was published in 1874. Mr.
Pearse is also a powerful temperance orator. Has
been recently associated with the London AVesley-
an Mission.
PEAT. See under Fuel in Britannica, Vol. IX,

pp. 807-810. Peat is found toward the northern
border of the United States from New England to
North Dakota; but it is not much used as fuel in

this country. It consists of partly decomposed
roots of small plants, and forms only in cold, moist
climates. It is largely used as fuel in Northern
Europe.
PEA-WEEVIL, or Pea-Bug, a beetle, which in

the larva state, devours the interior of seeds, leav-

ing little but the hull untouched. It is about one-
fifth of an inch long, oval, convex ; the head
bent downwards, black, variegated with bright
brown hairs, and with white spots on the wing-
cases.

PECAN (rori/n olivieformis), a North American
tree belonging to the hickory genus of nut-trees.
It is a handsome, lofty tree, growing to the height
of 70 feet, with a straight trunk, and compound
leaves. It abounds on the rich bottom lands from
Illinois southward to Mississippi, and thrives espec-
ially in Arkansas and the Indian Territory. It is

the largest of the hickory trees ; but its wood is of

little use except for fuel. The fruit of the pecan,
tree is the most palatable of all the hickory nuts.
It is sweet, of an agreeable flavor, and has a thin,
easily broken, yellowish-brown shell, witliout the
internal partitions of the ordinary hickory nut.
The pecan is extensively raised for sale in the
Southern States.
PECATONICA, a village of Illinois, on Pecaton-

ica River, fourteen miles west of Rockford. It is

engaged in pork-packing and in manufacturing.
PECCI, Joseph (1807—1890;, an Italien cardinal,

brother of Pope Leo XIII.
PECK, William Daxdridge, naturalist, born at

Boston, Mass., in 1763, died at Cambridge, Mass.,
in 1822. He graduated at Harvard College in 1782,
devoted himself for twenty years to the study of
natural history, and was made professor of this
science in Harvard College in 1805. He held this
chair till 1822, when he was sent to visit the scien-
tific institutions of Europe, and was absent three
years. He published a Catalogtie of American
and Foreign Plants in 1818; History of the Sing-
Worm; Description of the Atherine, and Methods of
Taking Impressions of Vegetable Leaves by Means of
Smoke.
PECULIAR, in English law, a particular parish

or church having jurisdiction within itself, and
exempt from the jurisdiction of the ordinary.
PEDEE, Great, a river of North and South Caro-

lina. It rises in the Allegheny Mountaitis, in the
northwest of North Carolina, and running south
by east flows through the east portion of South
Carolina, and enters the Atlantic through Winyaw
Bay at Georgetown. It is navigable to Cheraw,
150 miles, and is about 350 miles in length. The
Little Pedee, its principal eastern branch, is

formed by the confluence of several smaller rivers
in the south part of North Carolina.
PEDICELLARLE, remarkable minute apend-

ages of the integuments of many of the Echinoder-
mata, having the form of a stalk, with a small two-
bladed or three-bladed forceps at its summit.
They are generally believed to be organs of the
star-fish or sea-urchin.
PEDRO II., DE Alcantara, the last Emperor of

Brazil, son of Pedro I. of Brazil and IV. of Portugal
born Dec. 2, 1825. He succeeded in 1831 ; was
crowned in 1841 ; married a daughter of the king
of Naples in 1843— issue, one daughter, married to

a son of the Duke de Nemours. Pedro II. was de-
posed in 1889, upon the peaceful establishment of

the United States of Brazil. He died in 1891. See
Brazil, in these Revisions and Additions.
PEEKSKILL, a village of New York. Popula-

tion in 1890, 10,026. See Britannica, Vol. XVIII, p.

452.

PEEL, Arthur Wellsley, speaker of the British
house of commons, born in 1829, being the son of

the celebrated Sir Robert Peel. He entered parlia-

ment in 1865, was parliamentary secretary to the
poor law board in 1868-71; secretary of the board
of trade 1871-73

;
patronage-secretary of the treas-

ury 1873—1; under-secretary of the home depart-
ment in 1880; and was elected speaker in the house
in 1884 and reelected in 1886.

PEEL, Samuel W., an American statesman, Dorn
in Independence county, Ark., Sept. 13, 1832. He
received a common school education ; was elected
clerk of the circuit court of Carroll county. Ark.,

in 1858, and again in 1860; entered the Confederate
service in 1861 as a private, and was elected major
of the 3rd Arkansas infantry (State troops); re-

entered the Confederate service in 1862 as a pri-

vate, and was elected colonel of the 4th regiment
Arkansas Infantry ; at the close of the war he com-
menced the practice of law in the State courts;
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was appointed prosecuting attorney of the 4th ju-

dicial circuit of Arkansas in 1873; upon the adop-

tion of the new constitution in 1S74 was elected to

the same place, and was elected member of Con-
gress from 18S3 to 1893.

PEEL-TOWERS, towers erected on the Scottish

borders for defense. They are square, with turrets

at the angles, and the door is sometimes at a height

from the ground. The lower story is usually

vaulted, and formed a stable.

PEET, H.\RVEV Prindle, an American educator,

prominent as a teacher of the deaf and dumb, born

in Connecticut in 1794, died in 1873. He taught for

ten years in Hartford, and became principal of the

New York Institution for Deaf Mutes in 1831.

PEGASSE, or Pac.\sse (Bo.f pegfisus), a species of

ox, a native of the interior of Western Africa.

PEGASUS, a genus of fishes, constituting the

SEA DRAGON {Pc^j'-i.-^its draco).

family Pe(/asida!, related to the group Lophobranchii.
The species are few ; they are small fishes, natives
of the Indian seas, interesting from their peculiar
form and appearance. The breast is greatly ex-

panded, much broader than high, the gill-openings

in the sides; the pectoral fins are extremely large
and strong ; a long snout projects before the eyes,

and the mouth is situated under and at the base of

it ; the body is surrounded by three knobbed or
spinous rings.

PEKIN. a city, the county-seat of Tazewell coun-
ty, 111., on the Illinois River. It is the trade-center
of a rich farming district, and produces a variety
of important manufactures.
PELHAM, a village of New York, fifteen miles

northeast of New York City. It contains many
beautiful country residences.
PELLA, a village of Iowa, seat of the Central

University of Iowa and the center of a variety of

manufacturing and other interests.
PEMBERTON, John C, an American soldier,

born in Pennsylvania in 1814, died in 1881. He
graduated at AVest Point; served in the Seminole
and Mexican wars; became a lieutenant-general in

the Confederate army, and was in command of

Vicksburg when that city was taken by General
Grant in 1863.

PEMBROKE, a village of Maine, ten miles north-
west of Eastport. It is the seat of an extensive
iron and nail manufactory.
PEMBROKE, a village of New Hampshire, on

the Merrimac River, five miles south of Concord.
It is the seat of an academy.
PEMICAN, as made by the American Indians,

consists of the lean portions of venison dried by
the sun or wind, and then pounded into a paste and
tightly pressed into cakes ; sometimes a few fruits
of Amelanchier orata are added, to improve the
flavor. It will keep for a very long time uninjured.
That made for the Arctic voyagers is chiefly of
beef.

PEN. See Britannica, Vol. XVIII, pp. 483-4.
In 1860 the "Esterbrook Steel Pen Company"

started an extensive steel pen factory at Camden,
N. J.; and this house is to-day the largest maker

of steel pens in America. In 1881 the firms Turner
& Harrison, of Philadelphia, and the Miller
Bros. Cutlery Company, of Meriden, Conn., entered
the field of manufacturing steel pens. These
three firms are now the only makers of steel pens
in this country, and their combined annual out-
put is about 1'., millions gross. As raw material
these firms use crucible steel made at Birming-
ham, England, which is imported here both rolled
and in the rough. AVhen rolled it is in strips 4

feet long and 3 to 3^2 inches wide.
Method op Manufacture.—In making steel pens

the strips of steel are first prepared by dipping
them for a short time in dilute sulphuric acid,

which removes the scale or black surface; the acid
itself is afterwards carefully removed by immer-
sion in clean water ; the sheets are then passed
backwards and forwards through a rolling-mill with
smooth rollers, which con-
dense the steel, and re-

duce it to the exact thick-

ness required, it having
been previously cut into
strips of various widths,
according to the kind of

pen to be made ; for the or-

dinary kind its width is

seeninFig. 1. This is then
passed through a cutting-
machine, which rapidly
punches out pieces of the
shape down in Figure 2,

and in the order shown
in Figure 1, which is a por-
tion of the strip with the
pieces or blanks, as they
are called, cut out ; that
which is represented is the
waste or scrap. The blanks
are now passed through a
succession of operations,
each conducted by a sep-

arate person ; women or girls are chiefly employed.
By the first process after the cutting, they are
passed one by one into a machine worked by a

small hand lever, which makes the two side-slits

as seen in Figure 3. Piercing is sometimes per-

formed by the same, but more frequently by a
similar machine, in which, however, only one punch
may act, and cut out the small hole seen in Figure
4. The repeated rolling and stamping of the metal
have by this time made it hard and brittle, and it

is necessary to anneal it, for which purpose some

Figure 1.

the lanks
the

are
fire

thousands of

put into an iron

for a time,
which softens
them considera-
bly ; this is the
third process.
When cold, an-
other operator
receives them
and with another
hand-press and
a punch stamps
or marks, as it is

called, the name
of the maker Fig~
ure 5, which constitutes
The fifth is somewhat similar, and is sometimes
omitted ; it consists in placing it Vinder another
press, which has a punch and die for embossing
any ornamental mark or number. The sixth pro-

cess, called rof«)»3, consists in passing into anoth-
er press, which has a sinker and grooved die as in

the fourth process.
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Figure 6. The flat

blank a is pushed
under the sinker c,

is pressed by the ac-
tion of the lever in-
to the groove d, and
comes out with its

edges curved up, as
in h. The seventh
process consists in
hardening, which is

done by placing the
pens in an iron box
or muffle, a.ndi when
they are at a red
heat, throwing them
into oil ; this renders
them exceedingly

brittle and hard, too much so, indeed, for they have
now to pass through the eighth or tempering pro-
cess, which brings them to the required temper or
hardness and elasticity. The ninth operation is

scouring; this consists in putting a large number
into a tin cylinder, which is kept revolving by ma-

chinery ; sand and course emery-pow-
der are mixed with them; and the
friction of these materials and of the
pens themselves cleanses them from
all impurities, and brings out the
natural color of the metal. The
tenth and eleventh processes consist
in grinding the outside of the nib,
first lengthwise (fig 7), and then
crosswise (fig. 8), which are done by
different persons at separate grind-
ing-wheels. Next follows the most
important operation, constituting the
twelfth process or slitting—tha.<- is,

making the central slit, upon the
of which the whole value of the pen de-
This is done in a hand-press similar to

the others, but the cutting part consists of two
chisels, one fixed on the table, the other com-
ing down on the depression of the lever, and
so accurately adjusted as to just clear each other.
The operator then skillfully holds the pen length-
wise on the fixed chisel, and brings down the
movable one, so as to effect the beautifully
clean cut which constitutes so important a fea-
ture in the manufacture. Two other processes,
the thirteenth and fourteenth, finish the series:
the first is coloring, by heating them in a revolv-
ing cylinder over a charcoal stove, which gives
them a blue or yellowish color, according to the
time employed; and the last is varnishing them
with a varnish composed of lac and naptha.
The process of manufacture has changed very

little during the last twenty years. After the
pens are finished, they are assorted. Each pen is

examined. They are tlien packed in boxes con-
taining a gross each, and the boxes are packed into
cartoons of twenty-five gross each.
At first only pens liaving fine points were

wanted. Now, however, many writers want
"stub" pens, which have short and rather broad
points.
Gold Pens.—Gold pens were first made in this

country Vjy John Isaac Hawkins, an Englishman,
who after years of experimenting had succeeded in
making a serviceable gold pen. In 18.'^6 Simeon
Hyde, an American, purchased Hawkins' business
for $1,500 and a royalty on the pens sold. The
process of making gold pens was not covered by
patent ; it was therefore kept secret by Hyde. But
it leaked out gradually, and by ]8-f!» there were fif-

teen firms engaged in making gold pens. To-day

nicety
pends.

the gold pens are provided with iridium tips, and
their manufacture is a special industry.
Fountain Pens.—N. A. Prince, of New York,

brought out the first fountain pen in 1848. A metal
barrel contained the ink, and a valve controlled its

flow. During the last thirty years a great many
improvements in fountain pens have been made,
and numerous patents have been taken out for
fountain pens of different constructions. The vari-
ations are chiefly in the means employed for feed-
ing the ink to the pen. The "stylographic" pen is

a fountain pen which has no nib, but a tapered
point tipped with iridium, and pierced with a fine
aperture. This aperture is closed by a thin iridium
plug or needle attached internally to a fine gold
spring, which pushes back when the writer presses
the point of the pen upon the paper, and lets the
ink flow to the point. This pen has become very
popular.
PENALTY is (1) a punishment annexed by law

or judicial decision, to a violation of law ; it means
usually a sum of money to be paid. But the ex-
pression "death penalty" is also often used.

(2) A penalty provided by contract is a forfeit

which an obligor agrees to pay if he shall fail to
fulfill his part of the agreement. The most ordin-
ary form of penalty is that named in a bond. In a
common money bond the obligor often binds him-
self in absolute terms to pay to the obligee a cer-

tain sum which is the "penalty ;" but in a subse-
quent clause, called the condition, it is provided,
that if he shall pay another and smaller sum with
interest at a specified time, the entire obligation
shall be void. A penalty thus inserted in a contract,
is a mere matter of form. Its legal effect was long
established by equity; and this equitable doctrine
has been fully accepted by courts of law. The
party who fails to perform his agreement does not
thereby forfeit the whole sum mentioned as the
penalty, but is liable only for the amount of dam-
ages actually sustained by the other party, and
upon payment of such damages, or the principal
and interest of the debt if the instrument is a penal
bond, he is discharged from all other obligation.
Under certain circumstances, however, such a
clause is treated as any other promise to pay and
is binding according to its terms, so that the exact
amount named in the contract can be recovered
from the obligor.
PENCIL, see Britannica, Vol. XVIII, pp. 489-90.

The manufacture of lead pencils was started in this

country in 1861 by A. W. Faber, of Stein, Germany.
His factory was located in New York City. But it

burnt in 1872, and a new one was built at Green-
point, L. I. In 1865 the Eagle Pencil Co. entered
this field of manufacture, and the American Lead
Pencil Co. commenced the business in the same
year. They were followed in 1872 by the Dixoa
Crucible Co., which makes also lead pencils. To-
day the firms mentioned are the only manufactur-
ers of lead pencils in the United States.

The graphite used for lead pencils is mixed with
fire clay. The Dixon Crucible Co. uses American
graphite for its pencils. All the other companies
employ graphite coming from Bohemia, and Faber
uses for his drawing pencils graphite coming from
a mine in Siberia. The clay mixed with the
graphite is imported from Bohemia and Bavaria.
It is of a brownish color, and feels oily or greasy
when rolled between the fingers. The cases of

most pencils are made of cedar wood which comes
from Florida. Other woods have been used to a
slight extent. In America machines are now used
for most processes, while in Europe they are per-
formed by hand. The consequence is that thn
American manufacturer produces six pencils, while

i
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the European manufacturer makes only one. The
finish is the same in both cases.

PEXDAXT, or Pennant, a narrow flag of great
length, tapering to a point, and carried at the head
of the principal mast in a royal ship, to show that
she is in commission.
PENDER, William D. (1834-1863), a Confeder-

ate general, born in North Carolina in 1834. He
graduated at West Point, and was active on the
frontier until 1S61 ; became major-general in the

Southern army, and was killed at Gettysburg in

1863.

PEXDLETON, a township of Lancashire, Eng-
land, with a station on the Lancashire & York-
shire Railway. It is a suburb of Manchester, and
is two and a half miles west-northwest of the town
of that name. Population, 25,489.

PENDLETON, a village of South Carolina, twen-
ty miles southeast of Walhalla. It is the seat of

two academies.
PENDLETON, Edmund, a lawyer and an Ameri-

can statesman, born in Caroline county, Va., in

1721, died at Richmond, Va., in 1S03. In 1752 he
was elected to the house of burgesses ; in 1774 he
was a member of the first continental congress.
In 1776 he drafted the resolution instructing the
delegates of Virginia to propose in congress a
declaration of independence. During the Revolu-
tionary war he was chairman of the Virginia Com-
mittee of Safety. When the State of Virginia was
organized, he became speaker of the house. He
also presided over the State convention which rati-

fied the Federal constitution. From 1779 till his

death Pendleton was president of the court of ap-
peals.
PENDLETON, George H., born in Ohio in 1825.

He became a member of Congress in 1857 ; United
States Senator 1879 ; and minister to Germany in

1885.

PENEDO, a flourishing town of Brazil, in the
province of Alagoas, fifty miles southwest of Maca-
yo, on the San Francisco, near its mouth. In the
district, cotton, rice, and other crops are grown.
Population of town 9,000, of district, 17,574, mostly
Indians.
PENFIELD, a village of New York, on Ironde-

quoit Creek, eight miles east of Rochester. It con-
tains a number of mills.

PENINSULAR CAMPAIGN. See United States
in Britannica, Vol. XXIII, p. 777, § 284.

PENN, John, a signer of the Declaration of Inde-
pendence, born in Virginia in 1741, died in 1788.
He held various public offices, and was a member
of Congress.
PENNALISM, the name given to a practice once

prevalent in the Protestant universities of Ger-
many, which seems to have been essentially the
same as the fagging of the English public schools.
The freshmen or students of the first year were
considered by the elder students as virtually their
servants. Pennalism is said to have been introduced
in the beginning of the 17th century, and to have
been mostly confined to the Protestant universi-
ties of Germany. But the germs and modifications
of it were much earlier and more general. The
servitude imposed on the pennals was probably an
aping of the usage of chivalry, by which a candi-
date for knighthood had to serve for a time as page
to one already a knight. All attempts to check
the evils of pennalism were long unavailing. Edicts
against the practice were issued in Jena and other
universities about the beginning of the 17th cen-
tury, but it was not till the last half of the century
that the universities, by uniting in severe meas-
ures, were able to check the evil.

PENNINGXON, John B.,an American statesman,

born near New Castle, Del., Dec. 20, 1825. He re-

ceived an academic education at New Castle and
Newark, Del., and a collegiate education at JeS'erson

College, Pa. ; went to Indiana and was engaged in

teaching; returned to Delaware, studied law under
the direction of Hon. Jlartin W. Bates, and was
admitted to practice in April, 1857 ; was a member
of the State house of representatives in 1857; was
clerk of the house in 1859, 1863 and 1871 ; was a
delegate to the Democratic national convention at
Charleston and Baltimore in 1860; was appointed
United States Attorney for the District of Delaware
in 186S by President Johnson, and attorney-general
of the State by Governor Ponder in 1874, and was
a member of Congress from 1887 to 1891.

PENNINGTON, William (1757-1826) a Revolu-
tionary soldier. He became associate judge of the
supreme court of New Jersey in 1804; was gover-
nor in 1813, and United States district judge from
1815 to the time of his death. His son, William
Pennington (1796-1862), held many important of-

fices. He was governor of New Jersey from 1837

to 1843; a member of Congress in 1859, and was
chosen Speaker of the House.
PENNSYLVANIA, State of. For the general

article on Pennsylvania, see Britannica.Vol. XVIII,
pp. 498-504. The census of 1890 reports the area
and population as follows: Area, 45,215; popula-
tion, 5,258,014—an increase during the decade of

975,123. Capital, Harrisburg, with a population of

40,164.

PopiLATioN OF Chief Cities and Towns.—The
following table gives the population of the cities

and towns which in 1890 had each over 8,000 inhab-
itants; also their population in 1880 and their in-

crease during the decade

:

Cities and Towns.
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Cities and Towns.
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1664 the English captured New Amsterdam ( New
York) and the Pennsylvania colonists united their
fortunes with the latter. In March, 1681, Charles
II. of England granted to 'William Penn the tract

embracing the present State of Pennsylvania.
Philadelphia was founded in 16S2. Penn made
friendly treaties with the Indians, and peace pre-

vailed throughout the colony for 60 years. Phila-

delphia was the chief seat of meeting of the Con-
tinental Congress, and in Independence Hall in

that city the " Declaration of Independence" was
adopted, signed, and promulgated in 1776. A State
constitution was adopted in 1790—and this was re-

vised in 1838, 1850, and 1857, and during the civil

war; and a new one was adopted in 1873. In 1799
the capital was removed from Philad«lphiato Lan-
caster, and in 1812 to Harrisburg.
The Iron Industry.—Iron was first made in

Pennsylvania in 1692, and was described by Rich-
ard Frame, as " a piece of some forty pounds." The
first successful iron works in the State were estab-
lished in 1716, by Thomas Rutter, at Manatawny
Creek, in Berks county, about three miles above
Pottstown.
In 1617, Samuel Nutt, a Quaker, established a

forge on French Creek, in the northern part of
Chester county. After the Revolution the manu-
facture of iron received a fresh impulse, and was
extended farther into the exterior. The first iron
manufactured west of the Allegheny Mountains is

said to have been made in 1790, " in a smith's fire,"

by John Hayden, of Haydenville, Fayette county.
Until about 1840 nearly all the iron manufactured
was made with charcoal fuel. Anthracite coal had
been used as early as 1815, but proved a failure
owing to the blast used being cold. In December,
1831, Dr. F. W. Geissenhaimer applied for a patent
on an application of a hot air blast to anthracite
coal in the manufacture of iron. This invention
was the commencement of a new era in the iron
manufacture of the country. Furnaces and other
iron establishments were quite numerous by 1835,
and many additions were made during the next 15
or 20 years. The first rolling mill in the United
States to puddle iron and roll iron bars was built
on the Redstone Creek in 1816-17. At present the
iron interests of the State are enormous. Exten-
sive mills, producing iron
of almost every known de-
scription, are located at
Philadelphia and Pitts-
burgh—the chief iron man-
ufacturing cities. A very
large business is also done
in the manufacturing of
machinery, textile fabrics,
glass, leather goods, and
many other articles.

The Coal Fields.—Near-
ly aU of the anthracite coal
in the United States, and
more than half of the bi-

tuminous coal mined are
taken from the Pennsyl-
vania mines. The produc-
tion of anthracite coal prac-
tically dates from 1820 when
the yield was less than
2,000 tons. By 1840 the
annual yield reached over
1,000,000 tons, and for 1881
it was 80,261,940 tons. The
anthracite coal - fields of
Pennsylvania cover an
area of only 472 square
miles, but the veins are

very thick. It is found in long narrow basins, dis-

posed mainly in three fields : 1st, the Schuylkill
and Mine Hill field, with an area of 146 square
miles; 2nd, the Shamokin, Mahanoy, and Lehigh
basins, with an area of 128 square miles ; 3rd, the
Lackawanna and Wyoming field, with an area of
198 square miles. Anthracite coal was first used as
fuel by two Connecticut blacksmiths, named Gore,
in 1768, and was brought into domestic use by
Judge Jesse Fell of Wilkesbarre, in 1808. The bi-
tuminous coal-fields are in the western and south-
western part of the State ; they cover about 12,000
square miles, and the annual product of the mines
is over 15,000,000 tons. Block coal is found in Mer-
cer county.
The Petroleum Field.—The coal-oil or petro-

leum field is in the western and northwestern part
of the State, and the product of the wells is enorm-
ous. The history of the development of the petro-
leum district of the State is very remarkable. Un-
der the name of "Seneca oil" petroleum had long
been known and obtained on Oil Creek. It was
not, however, until 1845 that oil was found in any
quantity. In that year a bore for a salt well de-
veloped two oil springs that yielded a barrel in 24
hours. In 1854 a company was organized in New
York, land purchased, and experiments made in
refining the oil. In 1859 a New Haven company put
down a well at Titusville, which, by pumping, pro-
duced 1,000 gallons of oil per day. As other weUs
were sunk, some were found that flowed 3,000 bar-
rels per day from a depth of 500 to 700 feet. An
intent excitement overran the whole country. The
few fortunate land-owners suddenly became mil-
lionaires. The oil brought immense prices, and well
after well was put down till, at the end of 1860, more
than 2,000 had been sunk in the vicinity of Oil
Creek. The business has now assumed a stable
character, through the basis of extensive specula-
tions. The crude oil is now transported eastward
by the means of "pipe lines." Pipes of large bore
are laid near the surface of the ground, and pump-
ing stations are located at intervals to pump the
oil through the pipes.
Canals op Pennsylvania.—The following table

gives some of the facts and figures relating to the
canals

:

Canals.

East Division, (Duncan's Island
to Columbia)

Juniata Division. (Duncan's Is-
land to Hollidaysburg)

Susqueh'na Division, (Duncan's
Island to Northumberland)...

West Branch Division, (North-
umberland toFarlandsville).

.

North Branch Division. (North-
umberland to Wilkesbarre) .

.

Union, (Middletown to Read-
ing)

Junction, ( State Line to El-
mira)

Delaware and Hudson, (Hones-
dale to Eondout)

Delaware Division, (Easton to
Bristol)

Lehigh Coal and Nav. Co., (Eas-
ton to Coalport)

Schuylkill Coal and Nav., (Mill
Creek to Philadelphia)

Susquehanna, ( Columbia to
Havre de (Jrace )

Wiconisco , ( Millersburg to
Clark's Ferry)

Mongahela Nav

C
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Progress of Population in Pennsylvania by

Decades.—In 1790, 434,373; 1800, 602,365; 1810; 819,-

091; 1820, 1,047,507, 1830. 1,348.233; 1840, 1,724,033;
1850, 2,311,786; 1860, 2,906,215; 1870, 3,521,951, 1880,
4,282,891 ; 1890, 5,258,014. For numerous other items
of interest relating to Pennsylvania, see the arti-

cle United States, in these Revisions and Addi-
tions.

PENNSYLVANIA UNIVERSITY. See Col-
leges AND Universities in United States in these
Revisions and Additions.
PENN YAN, a village, the county-seat of Yates

county, N. Y., on Kenka Lake, about fifty miles
southeast of Rochester. It is the seat of an acad-
emy, and has an excellent water-power and several
manufactories.
PENOBSCOTS are a tribe of Indians of the Al-

gonquin family, living on an island in Maine, near
the mouth of the Penobscot River. They count
about 500 souls and are Roman Catholics.
PENSACOLA, a seaport city, the county-seat of

Escambia county, Fla., on Pensacola Bay. Popu-
lation in 1890, 11,751. See Britannica, Vol. XVIII,
p. 504.

PENSION SYSTEM OF THE UNITED STATES.
A pension is a periodical payment of money by the
Government to a person retired from service, or
to his widow and children, in consideration of his
past services, especially a yearly sum granted to
retired soldiers and sailors who have been wound-
ed or disabled in the performance of their duties.
The pension system of the United States differs
from those of European countries in the fact that
pensions are here only granted for military or
naval services during a war, but not for long serv-
ices during peace times, and that they are only
paid to invalids, who in whole or in part have be-
come disqualified for the performance of manual
labor by reason of wounds or diseases contracted
in the services.

Rates op Pensions.—In 1816 the "total pension"
for privates was fixed at $8 per month ; for second
lieutenant $15; first lieutenant $17; captain $20;
major $25; and lieutenant-colonel and alloflicers of
higher rank $30. Like rates were fixed for naval
oflicers of the same relative rank. Fractional rat-
ings were given for lesser degrees of disability.

In 1866 Congress created three grades above that
of "total pension." What is known as the "first
grade pension" includes oases of permanent disa-
bility in a degree requiring the regular aid and at-
tendance of another person. This grade entitles
the beneficiary to $50 per month. On .lune 16,

1880, an act was passed increasing the pension of
all who were then on the roll at $50 to $72. The
"second grade pensions" include cases of perma-
nent incapacity for the performance of any manual
labor. The pension for these cases is $30 per
month. The "third grade pensions" are for disa-
bility equivalent to the loss of a hand or foot, the
rate being $24 per month. For disability below
these grades the rates range from $2 to $18 per
month for privates, non-commissioned officers and
lieutenants, the maximum in the cases of officers
above the rank of lieutenant being the old "total
of rank." There is also a class of "permanent spe-
cific" disabilities, such as the loss of both hands,
both feet, or both eyes. For these cases the pen-
sion is fixed at $72 per month. For amputation at
the shoulder or hip joint, or so near the joint that
no artificial limb can be used, $45 per month is

paid ; for total disability of an arm or leg, loss of
one hand and one foot, or total disability of the
same, or amputation at or above the knee $36; for
the loss of a hand or foot, or total disability of the
same, or for total deafness, $30 per month.

Widows of privates receive $12 per month, and $2
additional for each child of the deceased soldier.
When no widow survives, minor children receive
their pension jointly. Dependent parents receive
$12 per month ; widows and dependent parents of
commissioned officers receive the "total of rank."
We give here the United States pension law

which is in force at present. It was approved
March 4, 1890.

U>-iTED States Pension Legislation.—Prastons to the
Totally Helpless.—This act provides that all soldiers, sailors
and marines who have since the 16th day of June, 1880, or
who may hereafter become so totally and permanently help-
less from injuries received or disease contracted in the ser-
vice and line of duty as to require the regular personal aid
and attendance of another person, or who, if otherwise en-
titled, were eScluded from the provisions of "An act to in-
crease pensions of certain pensioned soldiers and sailors
w ho are utterly helpless from injuries received or disease
contracted while in the I'nited States service," approved
June 16, 1880, shall be entitled to receive a pension at the
rate of $72 per month from the date of the passage of this act
or of the certificate of the examining surgeon or board of
surgeons showing such degree of disability made subsequent
to the passage of this act.

Tlie Dependent I'arents anrl Disabiliti/ Act.—The act pro-
vides that in considering the pension claims of dependent
parents, the fact of the soldier's death by reason of any
wound, injury, casuality or disease which, under the condi-
tious and limitations of existing laws, would have entitled
him to an invalid pension, and the fact that the soldier left
no widow or minor children having been shown as required
by law, it shall be necessary only to show by competent and
sufficient evidence that such parents or parent are without
other means of support than their own manual labor or the
contributions of others not legally bound for their support;
Provided, that all pensions allowed to dependent parents un-
der this act shall begin from the date of the filing of the ap-
plication hereunder, and shall continue no longer than the
existence of the dependence.
Sec. 2. That all persons who served ninety davs or more IH

the military or naval service of the United States during the
late war of the rebellion, and who have been honorably dis-
charged therefrom, and who are now or who may hereafter
be suffering from a mental or physical disability of a perma-
nent character, not the result ol their own vicious habits,
which incapacitates them from the performance of manual
labor in such a degree as to render them unable to earn a
support, shall, upon making due proof of the facts according
to such rules and regulations as the Secretary of the Interior
may provide, be placed upon the list of invalid pensioners
of the United States, and oe entitled to receive a pension not
exceeding $12 per month and not less than $6 per month, pro-
portioned to the degree of inability to earn support : and
such pension shall begin from the date of filing of the appli-
cation in the Pension Office, after the passage of this act,
upon proof that the disability then existed, and shall con-
tinue during the existence of the same : Provided, That per-
sons who are now receiving pension under existing laws, or
whose claims are pending in the Pension Office, may, bv ap-
plication to the Commissioner of Pensions, in such foriii as
he may prescribe, showing themselves entitled thereto, re-
ceive the benefit of this act ; and nothing herein contained
shall be so construed as to prevent any pensioner thereun-
der from prosecuting his claim and receiving his pension
under any other general or special act: Provided, however.
That no person shall receive more than one pension for the
same period : And, provided further, That rank in the ser-
vice shall not be considered in applications filed under
this act.
Sec. 3. That if any officer or enlisted man who served

nicety days or more in the army or navy of the United
States during the late war of the rebellion, and who was
honorably discharged has died, or who shall hereafter die,
leaving a widow w'ithout other means of support than her
daily labor, or minor children under the age of sixteen years,
such widow shall upon due proof of her husband's death,
without proving his death to be the result of his army ser-
vice, be placed on the pension roll from the date of the ap-
Slicatiou tlierefor under this act at the rate of $8 per month
uring her widowhood, and shall also be paid $2 per month

for each child of such officer or enlisted man under sixteen
years of age, and in case of the death or remarriage of the
widow, leaving a child or children of such officer or enlisted
man under the age of 16 years such pension shall be paid such
child or children until the age of sixteen. Provided, That
in case a minor child Is insane, idiotic or otherwise perraa-
neutly helpless, the pension shall continue during tne life

of said child, or during the period of such disability, and
this proviso shall apply to all pensions heretofore granted
or hereafter to be granted under this or any former statute
and such pension shall begin from the date of application
therefor after the passage of this act. And, provided,
further. That said widow shall have married said soldier
prior to the passage of this act.
Sec. 4. That no a^ent, attorney or other person engaged in

preparing, presenting, or prosecuting any claim under the
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provisions of this act, shall, directly or indirectly, contract

for, demand, receive, or retain for such services in preparing,

presentine or prosecuting such claim a sum greater than ten

dollars, which sum shall be payable only upon the order of

the Commissioner of Pensions by the pension agent making
pavment of the pension allowed, and any person who shall

violate any of the provisions of this section, or who shall

wrongfully withhold from a pensioner or claimant the whole
or any part of a pension or claim allowed or due such pen-

sioner or claimant under this act, shall be deemed guilty of

a misdemenor, and upou conviction thereof, shall for each

and everv such offence be fiued not exceeding Ave hundred
dollars or be imprisoned at hard labor not exceeding two
years, or both, in the discretion of the court.

The following list shows the number of pensioners

in 1890and theamount of money paid by the United

States Government for pensions in that year

:

Year ending June 30, 1890.
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it must rest on something, and that means friction.
If a top could be suspended in mid-air, with some
attractive force above it which exactly balanced
gravitation, and then set in motion in a perfect
vacuum, the thing might be accomplished; but
such a condition is obviously impossible. On this
earth, there is no motion without friction, and
where there is friction, perpetual motion is an
eternal impossibility.
PERRY, a village of ^"^ew York, at the outlet of

Silver Lake, eight miles east of Warsaw. It is a
summer resort and the seat of an academy.
PERRY, M.4TTHEW C.\LBRAiTn (1794-1858), com-

modore in the United States Xavy, a brother of

Commodore O. H. Perry. He conducted the skill-

ful negotiations which opened Japan to foreign
commerce in 1854.

PERRY, Oliver H.\z.\kd, a commodore in the
United States Navy, the hereof the "battle of Lake
Erie." commonly known as "Perry's victory ;" born
in Rhode Island in 1785. died in 1819. He was en-
gaged in the war with Tripoli, and filled many im-
portant positions.

PERRY, Thomas S., an American writer and
educator, born in Rhode Island, graduated at Har-
vard and became tutor there in 1878. He has
written a number of works on the history of litera-

ture, and was for a time editor of the "Xorth
American Review."
PERRY, William Hayne, born at Greenville,

S. C, June 9, 1837. He received his early educa-
tion at Greenville Academy; graduated at the Fur-
man L^niversity, Greenville; then entered the
South Carolina College at Columbia, but left there
before graduation and entered Harvard College,
where he graduated in 1859 ; read law under Hon.
B. F. Perry his father, at Greenville ; was admit-
ted to the bar and has since practiced ; served dur-
ing the whole war of the rebellion in the Confederate
cavalry service ; was a member of the State con-
vention of South Carolina in 1865; member of the
State legislature of South Carolina 1865-66; solic-

itor of the 8th Judicial Circuit of South Carolina
1868-72; member of the State senate from Green-
ville county, 1880-84, and a member of Congress
from 1885 to 1891.

PERRY, William Stephens, a distinguished
American divine, bishop of the Protestant Episco-
pal Church, born in Rhode Island in 1832. He be-
came president of Hobart College in 1876; and
bishop of Iowa and president of Griswold College
in the same year.
PERRYSBURG, a village of Ohio, on the Mau-

mee River, nine miles southwest of Toledo. It

contains a number of manufactories, and is an im-
portant shipping-point for lumber and staves.
PERSECUTIONS, The Tex, of the Christian

Church, the name by which are known, in eccles-
iastical history, certain periods of special severity
exercised towards the rising community of Chris-
tians, for tke purpose of compelling them to re-

nounce their new creed, and to conform to the es-

tablished religion of the empire. The notion of ten

such periods is commonly accepted almost as an
historical axiom ; and it is not generally known
that this precise determination of the number is

comparatively recent. In the 4th century, no set-

tled theory of the number of persecutions seems
to have been adopted. Sulpicius Severus. in the
5th century, is the first who expressly states the
uumher at ten. The ten persecutions commonly re-

ft-araea as general are rne following: inar unuer
Nero, A. D. 64; under Domitian, a. d. 95; under Tra-
jan, a. D. 107; under Hadrian, a. d. 125; under Mar-
cus Aurelius, a. d. 165; under Septimius Severus,
A. D. 202; under Maximus, a. d. 235; under Decius,

A. D. 249 ; under Valerianus, a. d. 257 ; under Dio-
cletian, A. I). 303.

PERSHORE. a market-town in the county of

Worcester, nine miles southeast of the city of that
name, on the Avon. It contains two churches

—

that of St. Andrew's, small and ancient ; and the
church of the Holy Cross, in Norman and early En-
glish, with a lofty square tower. This church is

the only remaining portion of the ancient abbey-
church of the same name. Population, 2,826, who
are employed in wool-stapling, in manufacturing
agricultural-implements, and in raising fruits and
vegetables for the markets of the large manufac-
turing towns in the vicinity.

PERSIA. For general article on the kingdom of

Persia, see Britannica, Vol. XVIII, pp. 561-660.

The latest published official census (that of 1881;,
reported the area at 628,000 square miles. Popu-
lation, based largely on estimates, as follows

:

Inhabitantsof cities 1.963,800
Population belonging to wandering tribes 1,909.800
Inhabitants of villages and country districts 3,780,000

Total population 7,653,600

The number of Europeans and Americans resid-

ing in Persia does not exceed 450.

The principal cities of Persia are:—Teheran,
with a population of 210,000; Tabriz, with 165,000;
Ispahiin. Meshed, each with 60,000; BSrfunish, with
50,000; Kermiin, Yezd, each with 40.000; Hamad&n,
Shiraz. Kazvin, Kom. Kashan, Resht, each with
25,000 to 30,000 inhabitants. Of the nomads 260,-

000 are Arabs, 720,000 Turks, 675.000 Kurds and
Leks, 20,700 Baluchis and Gipsies, 234,000 Lurs.
Reigning Shah .^nd Royal Family.—NSsr ed-din,

born July 13, 1831 ; eldest son of !Muhammed Shfih
;

succeeded to the throne at the death of his father,

September 10, 1848. Coronation at Teherdn, Octo-
ber 20, 1848.

Sons of the Shdh. 1. Muzafer ed-din, heir-appar-
ent (Valiahd), born ^larch 25, 1853, and has four
sons and four daughters. 2. Masud, Zil es- Sultan,
born Jan. 5, 1850, and has five sons and four
daughters. 3. Kamrdn, NSib es-Saltaneh. born
July 22, 1856. and has one son and three daughters.
4. SiUar es-Saltaneh, born May 2, 1882. 5. Rukn
es-Saltaneh, born Feb. 14, 1888. There are also

thirteen daughters.
The royal family is very numerous; there are

some thousands of princes and princesses, but the
official year-book only mentions three brothers,
three sisters, 140 uncles, great uncles and cousins
of the shah.
The Shah of Persia—by his official title "Shdhin-

sh;\h," or king of kings—is absolute ruler within
his dominions, and master of the lives and goods
of all his subjects.
The whole revenue of the country being at their

disposal, recent sovereigns of Persia have been
able to amass a large private fortune. That of the
present occupant of the throne is reported to

amount to five or six millions sterling, most
of it represented by diamonds, the largest, the

Derya i Niir, of 186 carats, and the Taj i Mah, of

146 carats, and other precious stones forming the
crown jewels.
The present sovereign of Persia is the fourth of

the dynasty of the Kajars, which took possession

1
of the crown after a civil war extending over fif-

l teen years, from 1779 to 1794, The date of acces-

sion oi each of the four members of the reigning dy-

nasty was as follows

:

Agha Muhammed 1794 I Muhammed 18S5

Fath Ali 1797
I
N&sr ed-dln 1M8
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It is within the power of the Persian moiiarchs

to alter or to overrule the existing law of succes-

sion and to leave the crown, with disregard of the

natural heir to any member of their family.

Government and Religion.—The form of govern-

ment of Persia is in its most important features

similar to that of Turkey. All the laws are based
on the precepts of the Koran, and though the

power of the shah is absolute, it is only so far as it

is not opposed to the accepted doctrines of the

Muhammedan religion. The executive govern-

ment is in the hands of a ministry appointed by
the shah. There are at this writing (1S91) eleven

cabinet ministers. The country is now divided in-

to 27 provinces governed by "governors-general."

Every town has a mayor. The Mahometans of

Persia are mostly of the sect called Shiah, differ-

ing to some extent in religious doctrine, and more
in historial belief, from the inhabitants of the
Turkish Empire, who are called Sunni. The Per-

sian priesthood (I'lema) is very powerful and
works steadily against all progress. Any person
capable of reading the Koran and interpreting its

laws may act as a priest ;Mulla). Of the popula-

tion, 6,860.600 belong to the Shia'h faith, 700,000

Sunnis, S,500 Parsis (Guebres), 19,000 Jews, 43,000

Armenians, and 23 Xestorians.
Edic.vtion.—There are a great number of col-

leges (medresssh), supported by public funds, in

which the students are instructed in religion and
Persian and Arabic literature, as well as in a certain

amount of scientific knowledge ; and many schools
for children, while private tutors are very common,
being employed by all families who have the
means. A polytechnic school with a number of

European professors, opened in Teheran forty years
ago, has done much towards introducing the
knowledge of AVestern languages and science into

Persia. There are also military colleges at Te-
heran and Tabriz. But the bulk of the population
are taught only to read the Koran.

FiN.\NCE.—The revenue in 1887 amounted to

£1,750,000; the expenditures to £1,630,000. Of the
revenue £280,000 was received from customs, and
£1,470,000 from direct taxes. Persia, on January
1, 1891, had no public debt.
Army .\nd X.vvy.—The Persian army in 1890

numbered, according to official returns of the min-
ister of war, 10.5,.500 men, of whom 5,000 form the
artillery (20 batteries), 54,700 the infantry ;7S bat-

talions), 25,200, the cavalry, regular and irregular,
and 7.200 militia (24 battalions). Of these troops,
however, only one half are liable to be called for

service, while the actual number embodied—that
is, the standing army—does not exceed 24.-5(X).

The number liable to be called for service is as
follows: Infantry, 35,4(X); irregular cavalry, but
more or less drilled, 3,300, undrilled levies, 12,130;
artillery, 2,500; camel artillery, 90; engineers, 100;
total, 53.-520.

By a decree of the shah, issued in July 1875, it

was ordered that the army should for tbe future
be raised by conscription, instead of by irregular
levies, and that a term of service of twelve years
should be substituted for the old system, under
which the mass of the soldiers were retained for
life; but the decree has never been enforced.
The Christians, Jews, and Guebres, as well as the

Mussulman inhabitants of the Kashan and Yezd
districts, are exempt from all military service.
The army has been under the training of European
officers of different nationalities for the last thirty
years or more.
The navy consisted of two vessels, built at Bremer-

haven—the PeisepoUs, screw steamship, 600 tons,
450 horse-power, armed with four 3-inch guns;
and the Susa, a river steamer, on the River Kariin,
of 30 horse-power, and with one 3-inch Krupp gun.
Internal Co.mmin ration. — A small railway

from Teheran to Shah abdul-azim (six miles was
opened in July ISSS. Another from Mahmudabad
on the Caspian to Barfuriish and Amol (twenty
miles) was in December 1889 under construction.
The former is in the hands of a Belgian company,
the latter is a private undertaking by a Persian
merchant. The River Kanin at the head of the
Persian Gulf has been opened to foreign naviga-
tion as far as Ahwaz.
The only carriageable roads in Persia are Teher-

an-Kom and Teheran-Kazvin, each about 94 miles,
and on the latter mails and travelers are conveyed
by post-carts.

Persia had in 1890, a system of telegraphs consist-
ing of 3,824 miles of line, with 6.124 miles of wire,
and 82 stations. The time of transmission of mes-
sages to England was one hour and ten minutes.
An extensive postal service has been opened be-

tween the chief business of the kingdom, and letters
and packages are delivered with much regularity
and safety.

Recent Events.—The shah, after a protracted
visit to Europe where he and his extensive retinue
were received with marked official favor, an-
nounced his purpose to make important changes in
the Persian constitution and laws and order that his
people might enjoy the quiet and prosperity of the
English and Continental nations, and in 1890 he
appointed a special commissioner to make the nec-
essary inquiries, and report to him the changes de-
sired.

PERSIAN POWDER, a preparation of the flow-
ers of the composite plant, Pyrelhrum cameiim or
roseum, which are dried and pulverized. This pow-
der has wonderful efficacy in destroying noxious
insects, and is extensively used for that pur-
pose.
PERSIMMON, the Virginia date phtm. See

Date Plim, in these Revisions and Additions.
PERSONAL EXCEPTION, in the Roman law, a

ground of objection which applies to an individual,
and nrevents him doing something which, but for

his conduct or situation, he might do. The term is

adopted in the law of Scotland.
PERSONIFICATION, a figure of rhetoric by

whicli inanimate objects, or mere abstract concep-
tions, are invested with the forms and attributes of
conscious life. Oratory and poetry often derive
great power and beauty from the employment of
this figure.

PERTH AMBOY. acity of New Jersey, and a port
of entry, at the mouth of the Raritan River, oppo-
site South Amboy, twenty miles southwest of New
York. It is the seat of an academy, produces a
variety of manufactures, has extensive deposits of
fire-clay, and is an important railway terminus.
Population in 1890, 9,512.
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PERU, Republic of. For general article on

Peru, see Britannica, Vol. XVIII, pp. 669-679.

There has been no recent census, but the general
opinion is expressed that the real present figures
would not vary much from those of 1876. The Re-
public is divided into nineteen departments, the
area and population of which were reported as fol-

lows at the last census taken (in 1876) :

—

Departments.
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holders released Peru of all responsibilit)' for the
1870 and 1S72 debts, on condition that the
bondholders had ceded to them all the railways of

the state for G(> years. The bondholders under-
take to complete and extend the existing rail-

ways.
Defenses.—The army of the republic is composed

of six battalions of infantry, numbering 2,400 men
;

of two regiments of cavalry, numbering 600 men;
of two brigades of artillery, numbering 500 men

;

and of a gendarmerie of 2,400 men, forming a total

of 5,900 men.
The Peruvian navy now consists of three steam-

ers.

Commerce.—The foreign commerce of Peru is

chiefly with Great Britain, and with Germany dur-
ing recent years ; it is carried on from several
ports, of which the principle are Callao, Paita,

Eten, Salaverry, Chimbote, Pisco, Mollendo. Aiica,

and Iquique. According to the "Peruano" the
»alue of the imports for 1887 was 8,658,531 soles,

and the exports 8,872,287 soles. Of the import value
7,075,079 soles and of the export value 4,032.185

soles passed through the port; of Callao. The sta-

tistics of imports and exports for 1888 have not
been published, but the receipts to the Callao cus-

tom house amounted in that year at 3,081,694 soles,

whilst the corresponding receipts in 1887 amounted
to 2,876,387 soles. The chief exports were, sugar,
1,944,629 soles ; wool. 762,288 soles ; caoutchouc,
444,.397 soles; cotton, 415,590 soles; coca, 369,360
soles.

Chile now possesses the province of Tarapaca,
where are large nitre deposits.
The guano and nitre deposits, the former to a

great extent exhausted, are actively worked.
Peru has numerous gold and silver mines. The

most important silver mines are situated in Huay-
llura, Palmaderas, Monies Claros, Carabaya, Jauli,

Castrovierreina, Salpo, Ancastis, Chilete, and the
Cerro de Pasco. Their produce amounted to 1,395-,

936 ounces in 1874; to 1,.357,432 ounces in 1875; to
1,358,792 ounces in 1876; to 1,427,592 ounces in 1877,

and to 1,771,710 ounces in 1884.

Shippi.ng .\nd Navig.vtiox.—In 1888,460 vessels
of 425,964 tons, entered the port of Callao, besides
816 coasting vessels of 8,806 tons. The port of the
Paita was visited by 178 vessels in 1887 ; that of Mol-
lendo in 1888 by 222 vessels of 293,185 tons.
The merchant navy of Peru in 1888, consisted of

30 sailing vessels of 6,265 tons, which exceeds that
of 18S7 by 19 vessels and 1,849 tons; and it is expect-
ed that the increase will be progressive, as accord-
ing to a concession contained in the law, foreign-
ers are allowed to own vessels carrying the Peru-
vian flag.

Inter.val CoMMrxrc.\TioNs.—In 1SS9 the total
working length of the Peruvian railways was re-
ported as ],625 miles. The Peruvian railways, in-

cluding those ceded to Chile, cost about 36 rnillion
sterling.
The length of telegraph lines in 1878 was 1,564

miles. The telegraph cable laid on the west coast
of America has stations at Paita, Callao, Lima, and
Mellendo. and thus Peru is placed in direct com-
munication with the telegraphic system of the
World. A telephone system is in operation between
Callao and Lima.
Recent Events.—In January 1890, the senate

approved the financial loan named above. In Feb-
ruary the ministry resigned and a new cabinet was
formed. In August a new president was elected,
and the government was overturned, a new minis-
try being formed, with Sefior Valcarel as premier.
It was reported that the ex-Dictator, Gen. Pierola,
had escaped (Nov. 3.) from the imprisonment to

which he had been consigned on a charge of sedi-

tion.

PERU, a city of Illinois. See Britannica, Vol.
XVlILp. 679.

PERU, a city, the county-seat of Miami county,
Ind., on the Wabash River, til'teen miles east of
Logansport. It is an important manufacturing
center. Population in 1890,6,731.

PERUVIAN ARCHITECTURE. Although the
buildings of Peru were erected probably about
the 12th century, .v. n., they possess an extraor-
dinary likeness to those of the Pelasgi in Eu-
rope. This resemblance arises probably from
the circumstance that both nations used bronze
lools, and were unacquainted with iron. The Pe-
ruvian walls are built with large poljgonal blocks
of stone, exactly like w'hat we call "Cyclopean ma-
sonry." The jambs of the doorways slope inwards,
like those of Etruscan tombs, and have similar
lintels. The walls Qf Cuzco are good examples of
this style. It is further remarkable, that these
walls are built with re-entering angles, like the
fortifications which were adopted in Europe only
after the invention of gunpowder.
PESHTIGO, a village of Wisconsin, on Peshtigo

River, near Green Bay. It contains a large num-
ber of mills, and has an active trade in lumber.
PETALUMA, a town of California, on Petaluma

Creek, about 40 miles north of San Francisco, and
connected with it by a line of steamboats. It ia

an important center of agriculture and stock-rais-
ing. Wine is produced in abundance. Population
in 1890, 3,6S6.

PETARD, an instrument for blowing open gates
and demolishing palisades. It consists of a half-

cone of thick iron filled with powder and ball; this
is firmly fastened to a plank, and the latter is pro-
vided with hooks, to allow of its being attached se-
curely to a gate. The engineers attached the pe-
tard, lighted the slow-match by which it was to be
fired, and fled. When the explosion took effect, a
supporting column charged through the breach,
while the defenders were yet in consternation.
PETER. See Britannica, Vol. XVIII, pp. 693-

697.

PETERBOROUGH, a village of New Hampshire,
on Contoocook River, eighteen miles east of Keene.
It contains a number of factories, foundries, and
cotton-mills.
PETERBOROUGH, a town, the county-seat of

Peterborough county, Ontario, on the Ontonabee
River. See Britannica, Vol. XVII, p. 775.

PETER, Epistles of. See Britannica, Vol.
XVIII. lip. 697-98.

PETERMANN, August Heinrich, a German
geographer of great note, born in Prussian Saxony,
in 1822, died in 1878. He assisted Prof. Berghaus in

the preparation of his physical atlas ; prepared tlie

maps for Humbolt's Asie Centrale; in 1845 went to
Edinburgh to superintend the English edition of

th^ Physical Atlas; \n 1847 went to I,ondon, where
he became a member of the Royal Geographical
Society, and contributed to the Alhe-nwum, Encyclo-
pscdia Britannica, etc. In 1854 he returned to Ger-
many, and became director of Justus Perthes' geo-
graphical institution in Gotha. In 1855 he began
the publication of his celebrated ilittheihnirjen; he
was much interested in several African and Arctic
expeditions; and in 1876 he visited the United
States.
PETERS, Christian FRiEDRicn August (1808-

1880), a German astronomer. He was noted for
his valuable investigations of the motions of the
fixed stars; was long the editor of the "Astrono-
mische Nachrichten," and director of the Altona
Observatory.
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PETERS, Christian Hexky Frederick, an emi-
nent American astronomer, born in Germany in

1813, died in 1890. He graduated at Berlin; trav-

eled tor some years, and settled in the United
States; became connected with the Coast Survey,
and in 1858 with Hamilton College, where he
taught astronomy and had charge of the Litchfield

Observatory; was chief of the transit of Ve"us
party to New Zealand in 1874. As director

of the Litchfield Observatory, which he brought
to a high state of perfection, he recorded
more than 20,000 spots on the sun, and cata-
logued some 16,000 zodiacal stars. He made ex-

tensive investigations concerning comets; and
was known to the general public as the discover-
er of a very large number of asteroids.

PETERS, RICH.4.RD, born in Philadelphia in 1744,

died in 1828. He was a lawyer, a Revolutionary
officer, member of Congress, United States District

Judge, and one of the first agriculturists in Amer-
ica to use plaster of Paris as a fertilizer.

PETERS, S.'iMaEi/ Andrew, an American divine
and Tory of the Revolutionary period, born in Con-
necticut in 1735, died in 1826. He is chiefly remem-
bered for his satirical History of Connecticut, and is

the "Parson Peter" of Trumbull's Hudibrastic po-
litical poem McFingal.
PETER 5, Samuel Rittek, born in Ohio in 1842.

He enlisted in the army in the fall of 1861, and was
mustered out in June, 1865, having held succes-
sively the offijes of sergeant, 2iid lieutenant, 1st

lieutenant, adjutant, and captain in the 73rd 0.
V. V. I. ; was elected in the fall of 1874 to the State
senate of Kansas ; appointed in March, 1875, judge
of the 9th judicial district; in the fall of 1875 was
elected to the same judgeship without opposition,
and reeleetei in 1879, and was a member of Con-
gress from 1883 to 1891.

PETER^BURGr, a village, the county-seat of

.Menard county, 111., on the Sangamon River
twenty miles northwest of Springfield. It is the
center of an extensive timber district, and has an
abuniant water-power and several mills.

PETERSBQRG, a village, the county-seat of

Pike county, Ind., near the White River, twenty
miles southeast of Vincennes. It contains a num-
ber of manufactories.
PETERSBURG, a city of Virginia. Population

in 1890, 23,317. See Britanniea, Vol. XVIIl, p. 702.

PETERSFIELD, a parliamentary borough and
market-town in Hampshire, England, twenty-three
miles northeast of Southampton, and fifty-five

miles southwest of London. It is a pleasant coun-
try town, and contains a Norman parish chapel of

the 12th century, and an educational institution,

callei Churoher's College. An equestrian statue
of William III., once richly gilt, stands in the
mark3t-plao9. Population, 6,104.

PETERSOM, Charles, J., an American writer
and publisher, born in Philadelphia in 1819, died in

1887. He wrote numerous biographies of military
and naval heroes, and a number of historical and
fictitious works; was editor and proprietor of " Pe-
terson's Magazine."
PETIGRU, James Loris, an American lawyer,

born in South Carolina in 1789, died in 1863. He
was attorney-general of his native State, and is

distinguished as the codifier of its laws. The cod-
ification was completed in 1862.

PETITION. See Britanniea, Vol. XVIII, pp.
703-05. In the United States the right of petition

was formally recognized by a constitutional

amendment which forbids Congress to make any
law prohibiting "the right of the people peaceably
to assemble, and to petition the Government for a
redress of grievances."

PETOFI, Sandor, a Hungarian poet and patriot,
born in 1822, probably killed in the battle of Szeg-
esvar in July, 1849. II is numerous songs (the most
popular of which "Now or Never," gave the first

impulse to the Hungarian uprising in 1848) rank
very high as specimens of lyrical poetry.
PET03KEY, a village of Michigan, on Lake

Michigan, sixty miles north of Traverse City. It
has a good water-power from Bear River, and man-
ufactures lumber and lime.
PETROLEUM. See Britanniea, Vol. XVIII, pp.

712-20. See also Mining, in these Revisions and
Additions.
PETROLEUM PIPE-LINE, a continuous series

of iron pipes through which oil is pumped from the
place of supply to the refinery, to market, or to
the place of export. The transportation of crude
petroleum is thus effected on an immense scale in
the United States, where there is an an aggregate
of many thousand miles, one line extending in op-
posite directions from the oil- region of Pennsylva-
nia to New York and to Chicago.
PETROLIA, a borough of Pennsylvania, about

forty miles north of Pittsburgh. It has extensive
manufactories connected with the oil-trade.

PETSH, or Ipek, a pleasant town of European
Turkey, in Albania. It stands on the Bistritza, or
White Drin, sixty-five miles northeast of Scutari.
Population. 8,000.

PETTENKOFER, Max von, born in Germany
in 1818, became professor of chemistry at Munich,
in 1847, and professor of hygiene in the Bavarian
University in 1865. He has written many valuable
works on hygiene.
PETTIE, John, a Scotch painter, born in 1839.

He is noted for his life-like scenes of old English
life. He became a Royal Academician in 1873, in

place of Sir Edwin Landseer. Many of his works
have been engraved.
PETTIGREW, James Bell, a Scotch surgeon

and anatomist, born at Roxhill in 1834. He is the
author of the article Flight, Flying Machines, in

the Britanniea, Vol. IX., pp. 308-23, and of a popu-
lar work on Animal Locomotion.
PETTIGREW, Richard Franklin, an American

statesman, born at Ludlow, Vt., July 1848. He re-

moved with his parents to Evansville, Rock coun-
ty, Wis., in 1854; was prepared for college at the
Evansville Academy, and entered Beloit College
in 1866, where he remained two years ; was a mem-
ber of the law class of 1869, University of AViscon-

sin ; went to Dakota in July, 1869, in the employ of

a United States deputy surveyor as a laborer; lo-

cated in Sioux Falls, where he engaged in the sur-

veying and real-estate business ; opened a law of-

fice 1875; was elected to the Dakota legislature as

a member of the council in 1877, and reiilected in

1879 ; was elected to Congress in 1881 as a delegate

from Dakota Territory ; to the Territorial Council
in 1884; United States Senator, under the provis-

ions of the act of Congress admitting South Dakota
into the Union, 1889-95.

PETWORTH, or Sussex Marble, a thin layer

of limestone, composed of the shells of fresh-water

Paludinse. It has been long, but not extensively

used for ornamental purposes. A polished slab of

it was found in a Roman building at Chichester, and
pillars formed of it exist in the cathedrals of Chi-

chester and Canterbury.
PEWAUKEE, a village of Wisconsin, on Pew-

aukee Lake, twenty miles west of Wisconsin. It

has a number of manufactories.

PEZ^NAS, a manufacturing town of France, in

the department of Herault, on the left bank of the

river of that name, twenty-five miles west-south-

west of Montpellier. It stands in a district remark-
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able for its beauty, and so %vell cultivated as to

have received the name of the Garden of Herault.
The vicinity produces excellent wine, and woolen
and linen goods are manufactured. It is know!i as

one of the principal brandy markets of Europe.
Population, 6,824.

PFEIDERER, Otto, a German theologian, born
at Stettin in 1S39. In 1868 he became jiaslor at
Heilbronn, Wiirtemberg, and in 1871 professor of

theology at Jena. In 1875 he was called to Berlin
as professor of systematic theology. He has pub-
lished Die Religion, ihr Wesen inid Hire Oescliiclile

(1869); Moral iind Religion; Religiuiis-Philosophie

aitf geschichllicher Grundlage (1886) ; Gnindriss der
_ christllchen Glaubens- und Sittenlelire (1880).

PHAGED.,ENA, a variety of ulceration in which
there is much infiltration, and at the same time
rapid destruction of the affected part. The sore
presents an irregular outline, and a yellowish
surface ; it gives off a profuse bloody or ichorish
discharge, and is extremely painful. It usually at-

tacks persons whose constitutions are vitiated by
scrofula, by the syphilitic virus, by the abuse of

mercury, and by intemperance. It frequently
appears in the tliroat after scarlatina in a severe
form. If relief is not afforded by the internal ad-
ministration of opium (to allay the pain), and of

quinia, or some other preparation of bark, wine,
beef-tea, etc., to improve the tone of the constitu-
tion, together with astringent and sedative local
applications, recourse must be had to the destruc-
tion of the part by strong nitric acid, or some
other caustic.

PHARSALUS, now Fersala, anciently a town of

Thessaly, south of Larissa, on the river Enipeus,
a branch of the Peneus (now the Salambria), and
historically notable mainly for the great battle
fought here between Csesar and Pompey, August
9, 48 B. c.

PHEASANT-SHELL {Phnsiauella), a genus of
gasteropodous molluscs of the family Turhinidte, of
svhich the shells are much valued for their beauty,
md when they were rare, in collections, were some-
times sold for extraordinary prices. They are now
comparatively cheap and plentiful, being found in

great numbers on some parts of the Australian
Boast.

PHELAN, James, born in Aberdeen. Miss., Decem-
ber 7, 1865. He removed with his father, the Con-
federate senator, to Memphis in 1S67; received a
private-school education ; in 1871 attended the
Kentucky Military Institute, near Frankfort; in
1874 entered the University at Leipzig, Saxony;
after Michaelmas, in 1875, received private instruc-
tion in Latin, from Richard Sachse, Oberlehrer in
the Gymnasium zu St. Thomas; took the degree of
doctor of philosophy in February, 1878; returned
to Memphis; studied law, and began the practice
in 1881 ; was elected to the 50th Congress, and was
reelected to the 51st Congress.
PHELPS, a village of New York, eight miles

northwest of Geneva. It contains important man-
ufactures of machinery, malt, peppermint, and
other essential oils, and has valuable deposits of
plaster of I'aris.

PHELPS, Austin, theologian, born at Brookfield,
JIass.. in 1820, died in 1890. He was made pastor of
the Pine Street Congregational Church at Boston
in 1842, and professor of sacred rhetoric in the An-
dover Theological Seminary in 1849; and was re-
lieved from this position in 1884. He published
The Still Hour; Hymn.t and Choirs; The New Birlh;
Theory of Preaching ; Men and Bookn; Em/lish Sti/le
of Public Discourse; and time-books for churches
and Sunday schools. His writings are conser-

vative, yet show broad views, and are clothed in
pure style.

PHELPS, Ei.izAERTU 8TIAKT, an American au-
thoress, daughter of Moses Stuart, born at Andover
in 1815, died in 1852. She was married to Prof.
Austin Phelps in 1842. She wrote Sunny Side and
other tales. Her daughter, Elizabeth Stuart
Phelps, author of r/ip Gates Ajar, aud Beyond the
6'a/(x

; born at Andover in 1844, has written many
popular tales and poems. She was married to Rev.
H. D. Ward in 1888.

PHELPS, John W., an American soldier, born in
Vermont in 1818, died in 1885. He graduated at
West Point; served in the Florida, Mexican, and
civil wars ; became brigadier-general and accom-
panied General J i^ile*-'s expedition to New Or-
leans ; armed the negro slaves as soldiers, was de-
clared at outlaw by the Confederate government,
was not sustained by the United States Govern-
ment, and resigned his commission. When the
negroes were finally armed by the Government, a
major-general's commission was offered to him and
declined. He was afterwards president of the
Vermont State teachers association ; was an ac-
tive anti-mason, and wrote several books.
PHELPiS, Oliver, an American merchant, born

in Connecticut in 1749, died in 1809. He engaged
very heavily in land speculation in western New
York ; oi^ened a land office in Canandaigua, which
is said to have been the first in America ; invented
the system of townships and ranges now in use by
Government surveyors; held many positions of
trust, and promoted many public enterprises.
PHELPS, William Walter, Congressman, born

in New York City in 1839. He became a prominent
lawyer and director of several important financial
institutions; member of Congress in 1873; minister
to Austria in 1881 ; member of Congress in 1882,
and is at present(1891) minister to Germany.
PHIGALIAN MARBLES, the name now given to

the sculptured frieze taken from the cella of the
temple of Apollo at Phigalia in Arcadia in 1814, and
transferred to the British Museum. It represents
the contests between the Centaurs and Lapithaj.
The Phigalian temple of Apollo is, next to the
Theseiuni at Athens, the most perfect architectu-
ral ruin in all Greece ; but owing to ils sequestered
position at the head of a lonely and rocky glen
among the Arcadian hills, it long remained un-
known in modern times, except to the shepherds
of the district ; and to the same circumstance it
probably owes, in part, its jireservation. Chandler
first visited and described it in 1765.
PHILADELPHIA, City of. For extended and

general article on the city of Philadelphia see Bri-
tannica. Vol. XVIII, pp. 7.Sfi-741. The census of
1890 reported the area at 129.31 square miles; pop-
ulation, 1.046,964. The progress of population dur-
ing the last three decades is shown by the follow-
ing census returns

:

Population Increase.
Census, 1860 5fi5,529
Census. 1870 . 67-1.022 108,493
Census, 18S0 &)7,170 173,143
Census, 1890 1,046,964 199,794

Should the total increase of the city population
and suburban population be as great during the
present decade, as it was during the decade closing
in 1890 the grand total will exceed two millions.

If the suburban population ot Philadelphia re-
ported in the census of 1890 be added in order to
show an equitable comparison between Philadel-
phia and certain other cities that have made re-
'cent considerable additions to their territory, and
whose population reported in totals of 1890, was
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inclusive of those additions, the following table
would be furnished

:

Pop. 1890. Increase.
Philadelphia Citv Proper l,0iri.964 199,794
Montgomery Co., Pa 123,290 26,790
Bucks Co., Pa 70.(115 1,9.59

Delawnre Co., Pa 74,083 18.582
Gloucester Co., N.J 28,049 2,76.'5

Middlesex Co., N. J 01,754 9.408
Burlington Co., N. J 58,628 3,120
Camden Co., N.J 87,087 24,439

Total "Greater Philadelphia" 1,552,170 287,233

Density of Population.—Philadelphia has a
population of 8,091.54 to the sqnare mile. Its area
equals 82,809.62 acres, with a population of 12.64 to

the acre.

Educational Facilities. — The public school
system of the city comprises more than 400 schools,
affording an education to over 100,000 pupils ; be-
sides which there are high and normal schools and
colleges, and the University of Pennsylvania.
There are also numerous hospitals and other
charitable institutions, and several libraries,
of which the Mercantile and Library Com-
pany of Philadelphia contain over 100,000 volumes
each.
Among its recently erected educational build-

ings, is the Drexel Industrial Institute, costing
about ifSOO,000, and completed in the autumn of
1891. The donor, Mr. Anthony J. Drexel, of the
well-known banking bouse, provides also an en-

ClTY BflLDINCS, PHIL.iUELPHlA.

Chicago has an area of 160.57 square miles, with
an average population of 6,849.66 to the square mile,
or 102,764.80 acres, with a population of 10.70 to the
acre.
New York City has an area of 40.22 square miles,

with an average of 37'675,31 to the square mile; or
25,740.80 acres, with an average population of 58.87

to the acre.
Manufacturing Establishments.—In manufact-

uring industries, Philadelphia holds the highest
rank of any city in America. Among the most
prominent branches of manufactures are the fol-

lowing: Boots and shoes; bread and bakery prod-
ucts; carpets and rugs ; clothing; furniture; ma-
chinery ; tin, copper and sheet-ironware; and most
kinds of woolen goods.
At this writing(October,1891), the census returns

of 1890, relating to manufactures, liave not been
completed. Those for ISSO reported for the city of
Philadeljjhia the following summaries:
Number manufactories 8,1567
Amount capital $187,48,857
Average number of hands employed 185..')27

Wages paid during the year $04,20.1,900

Cost of materials 199,1.55,477'

Value ot products 324,34SJ,9S7

dowment fund of .$1,000,000 to keep the institute in

permanent operation. The building is located at
the nurtlieast corner of 32nd and Chestnut streets,

and occupies three sides of the square. It is three
stories high, 200 square, and fronts on Chestnut
street.

The special feature of the interior is a large cen-
tral hall, nearly 100 feet square, and reacliing to a
glass roof on the ceiling line of the third floor.

From the northern or rear end of this hall a grand
marble stairway leads to the upper floors. Broad
galleries run around the inside court on the second
and third floors, giving entrance to the various
rooms, all of which are liglited from tlie outside. On
the first floor are the museum, 56 by 70 feet; the
library, 56 by 70 feet ; and reading room, 50 by 40

;

a small lecture hall, 40 by 56; and, distinct from
other parts of the building, the great lecture hall,

56by 154 feet, whicli will seat about 2,000 people.
There are tw-enty-four class-rooms in the building,
amply provided with cloak-rooms, wash-rooms,
etc., and as each of these will contain, on t!>e aver-
age, at least 100 pupils, there will be room for 2,400

in the building at once. In the middle of the front
on the top floor is the gymnasium, a room about
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60 feet square, which will, of course, be fitted up

with all necessary appliances.

On Dec. I.ISSS, Mr. Isaiah V. Williamson of Phila-

delphia conveyed by deed of trust to a board of

se^en trustees", for educational purposes, property

valued at $5,000,000. The conditions of the trust

call for the establishment of a comprehensive sys-

tem of trade schools in which boys are to have free

instruction, under the most competent teachers, in

any trade they prefer. A tract of ground near

Philadelphia, not larger than three hundred acres

in extent, and not to exceed in price four hundred
dollars an acre, was to be acquired, and on this

land the requisite number of substantial buildings

were to be put up, designed both for class-room

and dormitory purposes. Dwellings were also to be

built tor the instructors, and funds set apart for

their support. If the five millions of the original

gift prove to be inadequate for these various ob-

jects, Mr. '\ViLLi.\.MSo.v has let it be understood that

he is ready to increase the endowment to ten or

twelve million dollars. Hence, in its larger possi-

bilities, the gift is one of the most stujiendous in

all history. Possibly no benefaction on record is

greater, except the foundation of Leland Stanford

Junior University by Senator Stanford of Califor-

nia.* See Williamson-, Isai.vh V., in these Revis-

ions and Additions.
PopiLATtoN OF Philadelphia by Wards.—The

following table, taken from the final official returns

of the census of 1890, slAjws the population of the

city by wards, the total population being l,04li,964:

Wards Popula-
tion.

1 o>.882
2 31.563

S 19.9-25

1 20,3»1

5 16,9S7

6 8.712

7 30,179
8 16.971

9 9,791

10 21,514
II 12,953

12 14,170

13 17,923

14 20.737

15 52,705
16 17.087

17 19^46

Wards. Popula-
tion.

18 29.164

19 55.545

20 44 480

21 26.900

22 45.329

23 35.294

24 42,556

25 S5M5
26 62.138

27 32,','05

28 46,390

29 54.759

30 •SO.fiU

31 32.974

32 30.U50

33 sx.m
34 23,721

Architectural I.mproveme.vts.—During the last

few years new ideas of architecture have wrought
surprising changes in the buildings of Philadelphia.
The beginning of this advance apparently dated

with the Centennial in 1S76. A great number of

massive and splendid public and business edifices

are now the immediate result. Among them are:
the new City Hall, one of the finest buildings in

the United States ; the Drexel Building (not the
institute mentioned above); Brown Buildings;
Union Trust Company's buildings; and the offices

of the Pennsylvania Railway and the Girard and
Penn Mutual Insurance Companies. The advance
is also seen in the architectural designs and finish

of many of the new palatial residences of the pri-

vate citizens.

Other Miscellaxeous Statistical Items.—
Philadelphia had at the date of the census of

1890, 750 paved streets out of a total of 1,151 streets,

with an average width of 50 feet, with an average
yearly cost of construction of $637,550; 1,150 miles
of streets lighted by 25,993 street lamps (of which
1,045 were electric), at an average annual cost of

1636,605; an unlimited supply of water, with 11

reservoirs and a total capacity of 891,482,454 gal-

*At this writing, October, 1891, the institution is in pro-
jress.
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PHILIP, a chief whose native name was Pome-

tacom. He was the son of JIassasoit, and is famous
in New England colonial history as the Indian
leader in "King Philip's War." He died in 1676.

PHILIPPEVILLE, a thriving town and seaport
of Algeria, in the province of Constantine, fortj'

miles north-northeast of the citj' of that name, on
the Gulf of Stora, between Cape Boujaroun and
Cape de Fer. In the vicinity are quarries of the

famous Filfila marble. A harbor has recently
been constructed. Population, 12,191.

PHILIPPIANS, EiMSTLE TO TUE. See Britan-

nica. Vol. XVIII, pp. 746-748.

PHILIPPINS, a Russian sect, so called from
the founder. Philip Pustoswiiit, under whose leader-

ship they emigrated from Russia in the end of the
17th century. They are a branch of the R.^skol-

NiKs, of which there are two classes—one which
recognizes popes (or priests) ; the other, which ad-

mits no priest or clerical functiona.-y. The Philip-

pins are of the latter class. They refuse oaths,

and decline to enter military service.

PHILIPPOTEAUX, Feli.x Emmanuel He.nki
(1815-84), a French artist, who became famous as

a painter of battle-pieces, and is popularly known
in this country through his remarkable panorama
of the Siege of Paris.

PHILIPPOTEAUX, Paul, a French historical

painter, born at Paris in 1846. He assisted his

father in preparing the Ciirlorama of thf Siege of
Paris, and made a similar representation of the

battle of Gettgshnrg, which has been exhibited in

New York, Philadelphia and other cities. In
1888 he exhibited a series of thirty large paint-

ings illustrating the career of Gen. Grant.
PHILIPSBURG. a borough of Pennsylvania, on

the Moshannon River, twenty miles north of Ty-
rone. It contains a number of factories, mills, and
machine-shops.
PHILIPSTOWN, a town of Ireland, forty-seven

miles southwest of Dublin. Its charter dates from
1567.

PHILISTINES. See Britannica, Vol. XVIII, pp.
755-757.

PHILLIMORE Sir Robert Joseph, an English
jurist, born at London in 1810, died in 1885. He
was made chancellor of the dioceses of Chichester
and Salisbury, and in 1867 he became judge of the
High Court of Admiralty, and of the Arches Court
of Canterbury. On the re-organization of tlie

courts he was nominated judge of the admiralty
and probate division of the High Court of Justice,

which office he held till his death. His Commen-
tarifs upon the Internal ional Low (4 vols.) have be-

come famous. He also published Memoirs of George
Lord Littleton; Ecclesiastical Lato of the Church nf
England, and an annotated translation of Lessing's

Laocoiin (1874).

PHILLIPS, Wen'dei.l, an American orator and
reformer, born in Boston, Mass., Nov. 29, 1811, died
there Feb. 2, 1884. He was the head of the great
anti-slavery party of Boston. He owed his first im-
pulse toward the cause to which his lite was devot-

ed to the suit occasioned by the "Broadcloth Club"
of gentlemen, when it broke into tlie meeting of

the Women's Anti-Slavery Society in Boston in

18.35, and made his first mark as an orator in 1837,

and from that time he took the rank of next to the

first, if not the first orator, in America.
PHILLIPS. WiLL.\RD, born in Massachusetts in

1784, died in 1873. He was a lawyer in Boston, a

judge of probate, and the author of works on pat-

ents, insurance, and on political economy.
PHILLIPSBURG, acity of New Jersey on the

Delaware River, opposite Eastoii, Pa. It is an im-

portant manufacturing town, and has valuable de-

posits of limestone and iron ore Population in

1890, 8,644.

PHILPOTT, Henrv, an English divine, born at
Chichester in 1807. He was educated at Cambridge

;

ordained in 1831 ; was chaplain to the late Prince
Consort ; was consecrated bisliop of Worcester in

1851, and resigned in 1890.

PHILPOTTS, He.nky, an English bishop, born at
Gloucester in 1778, died at Bishopstoke in 1869. He
was made bishop of Exeter in 1830, and was the offi-

cial leader of the High Church party in its contro-
versies of that period. In 1849 he refused to insti-

tute the Rev. Mr. Gorham in a church living on the
ground of his denial of baptismal regeneration.
The privy council decided in Gorham's favor, and
the archbishop of Cantebury carried out this de-
cision. Upon this Bishop Philpotts anathemized
the archbishop.
PHIPS, Sir William, a colonial governor of

Massachusetts, born in Maine in 1651, died in 1695.

He was knighted and made high-sheriff of New
England for having recovered an immense treas-

ure of silver of one of the ships of the Sf)anish
plate-fleet wrecked off the Bahamas.
PHLEGETHON, "the Flaming," a river of the

infernal regions, whose waves rolled torrents of
fire. Nothing would grow on its scorched and des-
olate shores. After a course contrary to the Cocy-
tus it discharged itself, like the latter stream, into
the Lake of Archeon.
PHCENIX, a city of Arizona, capital of the Ter-

ritory, county-seat of Maricopa county, situated on
Salt River, about 225 miles northeast of Yuma. It

is the trade-center of a rich agricultural and min-
ing district, and contains a number of mills.

PHffiNIX, a village of New York, on Oswego
Eiver, fifteen miles north of Syracuse. It has an
excellent water-power and a number of mills and
other manufactories.
PHCENIX VILLE, a borough of Pennsylvania, on

Schuylkill Eiver at the mouth of French Creek,
about twenty-eight miles northwest of Philadelphia.

It is the seat of a seminary, and contains several

mills, factories, and furnaces. Population in 1890.

8,514.

PHOSPHATES. See Britannica. Vol. XVIII, pp.
815-819. The most important mineral containing
phosphorus is apatite (see this article in these Re-
visions and Additions). It consists mainly of

"phosphate of lime," and is found on the Island of

Sombrero, in the West Indies. Lime phosphate is

an essential element of plant-food. It is therefore

much used as the basis of artificial fertilizers. It

is also the main constituent of guano, and is found
in marls, but only in small proportion.

Phosphate rock exists abundantly in South Caro-
lina. Over the marl-beds there is found a stratum
of hard, rounded stones, from the size of a potato
to a diameter of several feet. These stones were
formerly thrown away as useless. But in 1867 it

was discovered that they contain from 50 to 60 per
cent, of phosphate of lime.

In 1886, the quantity of phosphate rock taken
from the navigable rivers of South Carolina was
191,174 tons. It pays a royalty to the State. Most
of this river rock is shipped to other States. The
phosphate factories of South Carolina use exclu-

sively land rock. Forty companies are engaged in

crushing this rock and manufacture it into fertiliz-

ers.

PHOTOGRAPHY, Recent Progress in. At
the convention of photographers held at Buffalo

in August, 1891, Mr. Arthur H. Elliott, Ph. D., edi-

tor of "Anthony's Photograpliic Bulletin," (pub-

lished in New York) made the following report on
the progress of photography during the past year:
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Beginning with the apparatus of the professional
photographer, we do not find any important ad-
vances. The cameras that were used a year ago
hold their places in the estimation ot the practical
man. In the matter of hand cameras we note some
quite unique improvements. In this respect the
new film camera called the Kamaret is undoubt-
edly a marked advance in the utilization of the
space within tlie box to secure tlie most compact
disposition of the parts. The roll is so arranged
that it occupies the space between the cone of rays
from the lens and the side of the box. By this

method of disposition, space hitherto not used has
been made available, and the most compact hand
camera no\v in the market is the result. Coming
to the use of plates in hand cameras, we must give
the palm to the new magazine camera of Anthony.
This embodies several new devices that are quite
ingenious. First, the plates are made to come
into focus automatically by means of a spring, and
after exposure a single push on a button takes the
exposed plate out of the way into a well, leaving
another plate in place for further use. Second,
after all the plates in the magazine of the camera
have been exposed, the camera may be loaded up
again by attaching a reservoir box to it containing
a new lot of plates, which are readily transferred

FITTED WITH BE.NsTKIl HOLDER.

to the body of the camera by the use of a couple of
slides. The empty box can now be used to hold the
exposed plates in the camera, and these are re-
moved by attaching it to the bottom of the camera,
and with the movement of two slides the plates fall
out to give place to those that are to be exposed
afterwards.
We must confess that this is a decided advance

in the construction of hand cameras. Yet another
hand camera must take a little of our attention
for a moment. This is the Hetherington. Here
we have a camera using plates that are arranged
pretty much as the leaves of a book. As each plate
is exposed it is turned down out of the range of
the lens, just as you would turn down the leaf of a
book if it was stood up on its back closed. Each
plate is turned down ; a spring brings a new one
into place. This is a most ingenious piece of ap-
paratus; but as soon as the plates are all e.xposed
you have to resort to a dark room to refill the
plate-holders.
In the matter of lenses, by far the most important

step has been taken by Carl Zeiss in the adapta-
tion of the Jena glass to photographic lenses, and
the construction of a lens in which the chemical

and visual rays come to one and the same focus
Yet another improvement is the use of the lenses
so corrected that they may be used at very short
focus and wide angle without the distortion hith-
erto encountered in lenses of this character. Thers
is no doubt that this Jena glass, which has done
such wonders in the field of microscopy, is des-
tined to teach us some new things in the world of
photography.
While on the subject of lenses we must not for-

get to speak of the efforts of the English lens
makers to come to some understanding in the mat-
ter of threads and flanges of the lens mounts.
Although nothing definite has yet been accom-
plished, a report on the subject has heen approved
by the principal English lens makers, and with a
little further modification there is no doubt that a
uniform screw tliread for the lenses of the same
size, also a uniform thread for tripod screws, and a
uniform system of marking the diaphragms of
lenses will be adopted by all the English makers,
and probably by those of America, France and Ger-
many. If this can lie accomplished, the photogra-
pher will be in the same position as the microscop-
ist, in having all his lenses of the same size fit into
the flanges on his cameras or into adaptors that
also are uniform for all makes of lenses.
While we are noting the novelties in photographic

apparatus, a word about the new rival of the pho-
tographic operator is worth our attention. We
mean the automatic photographing machines,
where you put a nickel in the slot and get your
picture taken, framed and all. But they are at
present not worth more than a word, for all we
have seen are easily distanced by the poorest tin-
type artist that visits the smallest country town.
Nevertheless, these machines are the beginning of
a series of inventions that will make a likeness of
the sitter in front of them, and purely by mechani-
cal motions as certain in their action as those of A
clock. At present they are more of a curiosity
than an innovation in photographic work.

Since we last met quite a furore has been seen in
the matter of color photography. Prof. Lippmann,
of France, startled the world with the announce-
ment that he had discovered the secret of taking
photographs in their natural colo's. After-devef
onments nrove*^ thau ne had repeated the experi-
ments ot Edmond Becquerel, made twenty -five
years before, except that he had used glass plates
with greater success. Practically his vsork is of
little value, but it is interesting as a development
of the theory of interference in light. The pict-
ures he obtained are of the same character aa
the colors of the soap bubble in the sunbeam or the
film of oil on water.
Working in the same field of research, but with

much better experience to guide him, our own
Carey Lea has shown us some new wonders in the
properties of silver chloride. Indeed, he has dis-
covered that the basis of modern photography, the
metal silver, is capaole of existing in several dis-
tinct colored modifications. The Austrian photog-
rapher, Verecsz, who also experimented in the field
of color by photography, did work that is but a
modification of the work of Carey Lea.
Some means of determining the actinic value of

light in its relation to photography has long been
a desideratum, and the English experimenters,
Messrs. Hurter and Driffield, together with Capt,
Abney, have arrived at some interesting results,
showing that the exposure determines the grada-
tion of lights and shades in the negative. Incor-
rect exposure will not give an harmoniously graded
negative, and, furthermore, this incorrect exposure
cannot be improved by a change of development
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They have devised a method of determining the
proper time of exposure, but at present the appa-
ratus is more scientific than practical.

A much more convenient apparatus for the pur-
pose of determining the time of exposure is the
neat little actinometer of Ballard, which depends
upon tlie measurement of the actinic power of the
light on a subject by finding out how long the pho-
tographic, that is the blue and violet rays, take
to fade from a phosphorescent tablet that has been
exposed to their influence. Its mode of operation
is very simple. A small tube, blackened inside, has
at one end a tablet of luminous paint, so arranged
that it hangs by a hinge which allows it to be ex-
posed on the subject for half a minute. The tablet

is then closed over the tube, and by looking into

the latter the time of fading to a standard tint,

also in the tube, gives a figure that is a measure of

the photographic power of the light reflected by
the subject. It is practical, and its indications are
just as good as the sensitometer with which we de-
termine the rapidity of our dry-plates.

Tills same actinic power is modified by our use of

the diaphragms in the lens. But here also some
experiments of the past year have given us some
new light. Dr. Jlichelke, of Germany, has shown
that if we reduce the size of the opening in the
lens to one-fourth we shall have to increase the
time of exposure, not four times, as might be ex-
pected, but 20 per cent, more, or nearly five times.
By using yet smaller openings we must add still

more to the time, and with one thirty-sixth of the
opening the time will have to be forty-eight times
as long, or an increase of one-third the calculated
time for correct exposures with a corresponding
larger stop. In a word, if the time of the exposure
is correct with a stop of one inch, and it is desired
to use a stop of one-quarter of an inch, we must
increase the time of exposure, not four times, but
'nearly five times.

In the field of orthochromatic photography, as
it is called, there is not much new to report, but
we are very glad to note that our American manu-
facturers are making some of the best dry-plates to

be found anywhere.
There are rumors of the advent of collodion

plates that are as rapid as the gelatine dry-plate,
but we have not heard of any practical use of

these plates It is stated that at the present time they
are twice as costly as the geletine plates, but it is

only a question of time when we shall have them
in competition ; and for many purposes they may
be found of advantage even at double the present
prices of dry-plates, notably in photo-mechanical
work.

Flash-light photography has many workers and
it is constantly Ijeitig put to good use and its man-
ner of application being improved. Various devices
have been employed to overcome the hard shadows
that were to be found in the first pictures made by
its use. The methods of doing this are in the di-

vision of the magnesium powder into a number of
small charges rather than using it in one large
flash. These charges are fired simultaneously by
the use of a number of gas jets that are made to

impinge on pieces of gun-cotton on which is placed
the magnesium, the projection of the many flames,
at the same instant being controlled by some de-
vice that regulates the pressure of the gas .and in-

creases it at the same moment at every jet. Pic-
tures made by these methods are very hard to dis-

tinguish from those made by daylight.
The color of the magnesium light is capable of

much modification. And in this respect may be a
most useful adjunct to the orthochromatic plates.

Two German experimenters have applied this in

photo-micrography using a mixture of perchlorate
of potash with magnesium, chloride of sodium and
tartrate of barium, with some excellent results.
The development of the photographic plate has

received a good deal of attention during the past
year. In the matter of developers there is not very
much to report, but quite recently paramidophenol,
a substance related somewhat to eikonogen, has
been proposed as a new agent. Like eikonogen it

it very soluble and it is also rather expensive; but
if it is found to have any decided advantage, the
chemist will soon find a way to make it cheaply.
At the present time it is said to possess good de-
veloping powers, and its use gives no stains on the
films. Compared with eikonogen and hydroquin-
one, it oxidizes more rapidly than either. It is

consequently more active than these developing
agents. But its most important advantage is the
fact that it will not color the film and can be
used for a large number of plates in succes-
sion. It is said that as many as twenty plates
may be developed in the same bath without causing
the least stain on the negative. From these indi-

cations it would appear to be as rapid as pyrogallol

.

without its staining defects.

In connection with the subject of developers, the
interesting experiments of Colonel Waterhouse de-
serve a moment's attention. He has found that by
the addition of a very small quantity of thiocarba-
mide to the developer of eikonogen it is possible to
produce a positive image instead of a negative one.
This is a matter of small inportance to the ordinary
photographer, but to those who have to work the
photo-mechanical processes it is a saving in the
steps to be taken for the production of the final

printing plate, for it saves the production of a posi-
tive from the usual negative.
Coming now to the printing processes, we must

record the revival of the use of gelatine as a sub-
stitute for albumen, with more improvements than
it has seen in many years. Aristotype paper has
made some very important advances during the
past year, and if the march of progress is contin-
ued it may supplant albumen paper entirely as a
basis for the photograpnic print.

Platinum printing still holds its own with ama-
teurs, and it would be a source of profit to the pro-
fessional photographer, in the better class of work,
if he would but take time to overcome some of the
earlier difliculties. In Europe they are far ahead
of us in this matter.
A new printing process was presented to the pho-

tographers by two English chemists some months
ago, whicli depended for its action upon the change
made by light in the chemical structure of a dye-
stnff made from the coloring matter known as Pri-

muline. This substance has the curious property
of uniting with different organic matter and pro-

ducing with each one a colored print. If therefore

we print in diazo primiiline from a star-shaped neg-
ative, we can make each of t lie star rays of a differ-

entcolor, by the use of different organic matters
put on as developers in the form of paste. The
great drawback to the success of the process is the

color of the ground, which is of a bright yellow
tint. Up to the present rime the inventors have
not been able to change this color, but if it is ever
accomplisiied, we shall be in possession of a print-

ing process of great beauty and capable of many
variations, this, too, without the use of silver or

any other metallic salts, as the substances used are
entirely of organic origin.

The application of photography to astronomy
continues to give the most wonderful results. Stars

unseen by the liuman eye are detected by the pho-

tographic dry-plates. And some recent photo-
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graphs made in Sydney, Australia, show that the
stars of the milky way are really larger than they
appear to th= eye through tlie telescope. This is

due to the fact that they emit many blue rays
which are invisible to our sight, but whose light af-

fects the photographic plate.

Photo-mechanical printing processes have made
important advances in color printing in which they
are now producing some of the most beautiful work
ever attempted by the aid of light and the printing
press, and without the aid of the human hand. In

this respect the work of Bierstadt. of New York,
surpasses anything of the kind ever attempted be-

fore. By the use of colored screens, he takes sev-

eral negatives of the different colors that make up
the painting he wishes to produce by photography,
and by means of these he prepares corresponding
gelatine surfaces that serve as the basis for the
printing of the colors by superposition, as in the
lithographic methods. The results obtained are
very beautiful and are almost a perfect fac-simile of

the original picture. It will be by some such pro-

cess as this that we shall be able to make, not take,
photographs in their natural colors.

Such is a very rapid survey of the advances of our
art since we last met, many really important steps
of progress having received but a word of men-
tion.

PHOTOGRAPHY, Instantaxeous. The new
gelatine process of instantaneous photography re-

cently introduced has well-nigh revolutionized the
art. The process of preparing the plates for it is

very difficult. Yet the results of the experiments
in taking instantaneous pictures have been highly
satisfactory. The effects of light on the prepared
plates are so rapid, that the hand is not quick
enough for the manipulations, and quicker working
devices had to be employed. In pictures of vessels
going at full speed taken by this process, the
thinest ropes appear as distinct as when the boats
are at rest, and each wave of the water is clearly
pictured. Rogers, the sculptor, used the process
with perfect success for taking pictures of athletics
struggling. Horses trotting or galloping are taken
with accuracy ; also children playing and running
about. Pictures of persons laughing are full of

life and free from any stiffness. Recently several
physicists have even taken instantaneous photo-
graphs oi lightning which show every detail of the
flash quite distinctly ; also pictures of cannon
balls and other projectiles in the act of moving
through the air have been successfully taken by
this process.
Photo-Mechanical Processes are all processes

in which, by the aid of light, in connection with
chemical and mechanical treatment, printing sur-
faces are prepared which can be used for multiply-
ing impressions without the further aid of light.
Success in photo-mechanical processes depends
upon the use of substances which are sensitive to
light, and which are used to produce, photograph-
ically, the design either flat for etching or direct
printing, or in relief for molding, for electrotyping,
stereotyping, etc. Bitumen or asphaltum was first

used by Nicephore Niepce in 1827; chromatized
gelatine, albumen and gum arabic were used by
Talbot in 18.52 for etched plates ; and chromatized
gelatine was first employed for transfers and for
electrotyping and stereotyping by Paul Pritsch in
1854.

Prof. Chas. F. Chandler, of Columbia College,
New York, classifies photo-mechanical processes
as follows

:

I. Those in which tha picture is moulded in
gelatine colored by a pigment woodburytype or
photoglyph.

II. Those in which the picture is printed in print'
ing ink.

A. Collotype processes (Lichtdruck, Phototype),
in which the picture is printed from a gelatins
surface.

1. Albertype ; 2. Artotype ; 3. Indotint or Auto-
glyph ; 4. Heliotype ; 5. Leimtype.

B. Processes in which the picture is printed
from stone.

1. Photolithograph ; 2. Photo-caustic ; 2. ^nk
Photo.

C. Processes in which the picture is printed from
a metallic relief surface : typographic or block
printing."

a. Swelled gelatine processes.
1. Photo-electrotype (copper) ; 2. Photo-engrav-

ing (type-metal).
b. Photo-etchings.
1. Photo-zincograph (by transfer); 2. Zincotype

(direct photo on plate with albumen or bitumen);
3. Typogravure (copper) ; 4. Chromotypogravure
(several plates).

D. Processes in which the picture is printed from
an intaglio copper plate.

1. Photo-gravure ; 2. Photo-aquatint; 3. Goupil-
gravure.

WooDBtJKYTYPES.—The Woodburytype or Photo-
glyph was invented by W. B. Woodbury. A sheet
of bichromatized gelatine is exposed under a nega-
tive; it is then washed to remove the unchanged
gelatine that was protected from the negative, and
finally dried. This relief film is then placed upon
a sheet of lead and forced into it by hydraulic
pressure, thus producing an intaglio mould.
This mould is placed in a horizontal press and

flowed with a solution of warm gelatine colored
with pigment. A sheet of paper is then laid upon
it, and the excess of colored gelatine is forced out
by pressure. The paper print is hardened in a so-

lution of alum. The result is a galatine pigment
picture. A sheet of glass is sometimes substituted
for the paper, and transparencies and lantern
slides of great beauty are obtained.

The Stannotype is a modification in which tin

foil, properly backed by electrotyping or otherwise,
is substituted for the lead plates.

The Photo-filigkane or Photo-diaphanic process
consists in attaching the gelatine relief to a
plate of steel and using it to produce, by pressure,
transparencies in white paper, which resemble
water-marks.

Albertypes.—Joseph Albert, of Munich, in 1869,

devised this most successful process for re-produc-
ing photographs in printer's ink.

A sheet of plate glass is coated with a thin film

of chromatized albumen and gelatine, laid face

down on black velvet and exposed to light. It

is then washed and dried. The insoluble film

adheres firmly to the glass and serves as a founda-
tion for the second film, which consists of chroma-
tized gelatine. This is exposed under a negative
which ha» been reversed by stripping. The plate
is then soaked in water to remove the soluble bi-

chromate, the film is hardened with chrome alum
and then dried. The result is an almost invisible

picture in gelatine, which has become insoluble in

water, and actually repellent for water; while the
gelatine which was protected by the negative (the
whites) retains its absorbing power.
The plate is fastened by plaster-of-paris to the

bed of the press, and the printing is then con-
ducted very much as in ordinary lithography. A
wet sponge is applied to moisten the whites, and an
ink roller to ink the picture. A sheet of paper is

placed on the surface, and on applying pressure
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the ink is transferred to the paper. The picture
may also be printed on linen, silk, etc.

Artotypes.—Obernetter. of llunich, invented
this improvement on the Albertype in 1878. He
uses a mixture of albumen and soluble glass for

the foundation film, on which the sensitive film is

afterward placed. As this film does not require to

be hardened by light, opaque metallic plates may
be substituted for the plate glass of the Albertype

;

otherwise the process is substantially identical

with that of Albert.
Indoti.vts.—In this process, invented by T. C.

Rocher, of New York, the plate, usually of copper,

is roughened or pitted by exposure to the sand-
blast, in order to cause the sensitive film to adhere
tenaciously. Extra toughness and tenacity are
also produced in the film by the addition of alcohol

to the chromatized gelatine. After exposure
under the negative, the unchange 1 bichromate is

washed out and the plate is dried. These plates

can be used in the power press, and 1,000 copies
an hour may be printed from them.
Heliotypes.—Between the years 1869 and 1872,

Ernest Edwards, formerly of London, now of New
York, made a number of improvements in collotype
printing which resulted in the Heliotype. The
most important features of the improvements are
the hardening of the gelatine film by chrome alum,
and the detaching of it from the support upon
which it is first prepared. When completed it is a
thin sheet or " skin " of gelatine, tough and flexible.

For printing it may be placed on a plate of zinc, or

it may be attached to a cylinder. It may be pre-

served and used for printing, as occasion may
demand.
Collotypes in Colors.—Albert, Bierstadt, Frisch

and others have succeeded in producing very beau-
tiful pictures in colors, by preparing several gela-

tine plates, each plate bearing particular parts of

the picture, and being used for printing the appro-
priate colored ink. As many as seven different

plates are employed successively in producing the
picture.
There are different methods in use for preparing

the several plates.

One plan is to make a separate negative for each
color. This is accomplished by interposing a suit-

able screen of colored glass, or colored liquid, be-

tween the object and the photographic plate in the
camera. For example, a screen wiiicli shuts out
all colors ^except blue will permit only the blue
portions o*" the picture to be photographed on the
negative, and a gelatine plate from this negative
may be used for printing with blue ink. In a simi-
lar way another screen will furnish a negative and
plate for the red portions of the picture and
so on.

Another plan is to prepare the gelatine plates
from one and the same negative by "stopping out"
all of the picture except that of one color.
Leimtypes.—In 1887, Husnik, of Prague, invented

a process for preparing high relief plates of gela-

J;ine that can be used for typographic printing in

an ordinary printing press, either for the repro-
duction of pictures or letterpress. Husnik uses a
thick plate of chromatized gelatine and exposes it

under a negative as usual. He then attaches this

by means of gutta percha to zinc or wood, thus
making a firm, but somewhat elastic foundation for

the printing surface. He then develops the sur-

face by treatment with a solvent, such as a satur-
ated solution of an alkaline bichromate. This not
only dissolves the gelatine upon which the light

did not fall. Init it also deepens and strengthens
the relief. The development is stopped before any
ot the finest lines or dots are injured. The plate is

dried and the lights are covered with a solution oi
opaque printer's ink, by means of a camel's hair
brush. The plate is then exposed for a second
time to the action of light, by which it is hardened
and strengthened, not only on the surface, but also
on the flanks of each line and dot. The black is

then removed and the solvent is again applied to
deepen the whites. These plates may be used di-

rectly in the press, and will print 100,000 copies.
By making wax moulds from these plates they
may be reproduced in copper by electrotyping.
Photo-lithographs.^—Various plans were sug-

gested for securing on lithographic stone a photo-
graphic impression which could afterward be used
for printing the fatty inks. The process of J. W.
Osborne, formerly of Melbourne, now of Washing-
ton, was made public in 1661, and proved to be a
great improvement. It is what is called a "trans-
fer process."' A sheet of paper is coated with a
solution of albumen, gelatine and bichromate of

potash. It is then dried in the dark, and subse-
quently placed, face down, on a sheet of smcioth
copper, and passed through a lithographic press
in order to glaze and flatten it. It is then exposed
under a negative, and afterward coated uniformly
with greasy lithographic transfer ink. In order to
coagulate the albumen in the film, the paper is

now floated, inked side upward, on boiling water.
At the same time the unaltered gelatine, which
was protected by the opaque portions of the nega-
tive, absorbs moisture and swells, leaving the un-
altered gelatine, the lines of the picture, depressed.
The print is now placed, face up^vard, on a smooth
board and washed off gently with a sponge dipped
in water. It is then pinned to tie board and the
washing is completed with a stream of boiling
water. The print is then dried, and the picture is

transferred to stone by simply placing it upon the
stone, face downward, and passing it through the
press. The stone is now ready for lithographic
printing in the steam press at the rate of 1,000

copies an hour. One hour is sufllbient for taking
the negative, preparing the transfer and placing it

upon the stone.
The picture may, if desired, be transferred to a

zinc plate instead of stone.
Photo-caustics.—This name is given to photo-

lithographs produced in half-tone by means of a
]\leisenliach ruled negative.
Ink Photos.—This name is given by Sprague, of

London, to photo-lithographs in halMone. prepar-
ed by a process which is kept secret. The pictures

do not show the decided dotted character of the
Jleisenbach negative, but are very fine grained and
soft.

Photo-electrotypes.—Many processes have been
proposed for producing electrotypes from gelatine

relief surfaces. Among the m.ost successful are
those of Paul Pritsch, of Vienna, 1807; Alphonse L.

Poitevin, of Paris, 1862; Paul Emil Placet.of Paris,

1864; W. A. Leggo and G. E. Dcsearats, of Quebec,
1865; W. H. Mumler, of Boston, 1875. All of these
consist substantially in exposing a sheet of chro-
matized gelatine, under a negative, to the action

of light. The effect is to render the parts reached
by the light insoluble and non-absorbent for

water. While the parts protected by the negative
remain soluble in warm water and other solvents,

and retain the property of absorbing cold water
and swelling. After the exposure under the nega-
tive, the gelatine is either simply soaked in water
to swell the whites, or it is treated with warm
water, acetic acid or some other solvent to wash
them away. In either case by making moulds of

wax or plaster, it is easy to electrotype a copper re-

lief block for typographic printing. By the use of
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Meisenbach, or other grained negatives, half-tone
efifects are obtained.
Photo-exgravixgs.—In this neighborhood this

term has been applied to type metal relief

blocks for typographic printing. These blocks have
been made from gelatine reliefs prepared as de-
scribed under Electrotypes; plaster moulds being
used for casting the type metal.
The Moss process belongs to this class. It is

said that the peculiarity consists in first taking a
mould from the gelatine relief with a mixture of
asphaltum, rosin, sulphur and india rubber, and
with this mould making a second mould in plaster-
of-paris for the casting of the type metal.
Photo-ziscour.\phs.—This name is sometimes

given to pictures printed from zinc plates to whicn
the design has been transferred in adhesive trans-
fer ink, from paper, in the manner described un-
der Photo-Lithogr.^phs. The plate is then treat-
ed with acid to sink the whites, thus producing a
lone relief.

ZiscoTYPES.—High relief plates for typographic
printing. The zinc is coated with bitumen or with
bichromatized albumen. It is then exposed under
a negative and subsequently developed. The bitu-
men picture is developed with oil of turpentine.
The bichromatized albumen is first coated with
printer's ink. then developed by gently rubbing in
cold water with a tuft of cotton. By suitable etch-
ing agents the whites are dissolved away, leaving
the picture in high relief.

The Ives process, invented by F. E. Ives, of Phila-
delphia, in 1881, is a most ingenious process for
producing half-tone negatives for making relief
blocks. The picture is converted into a series of
dots of varying sizes. The Meisenbach negative
hes been already referred io. It was devised by
G. Meisenbach, of Munich, in 1SS2, and is available
for many different photo-mechanical processes.
William Kurtz, of Xew York, has a process of simi-
lar character, which gives very fine results.
Typo-gravcres.—This is the name given by

Boussod, Valadon & Co., successors to Goupil&Co.,
of Paris, to half-tone pictures printed from copper
relief plates, which are apparently etched, either
by means of bitumen, chromatizod albumen, or
some other similar sensitive coating. The surface
of the metal is grained substantially in the same
manner as plates prepared under Meisenbach neg-
atives. These pl::.tesare much used in Paris by the
illustrated papers.
Chbomo-typogravcres are produced bj the

same process as Typo-gravures, except that several
plates are used with different colored inks. '"Fi-

garo lUustre" is embellished with pictures of this
kind. They are made by Boussod, Valadon & Co.
Photo-gravcres.— Numerous processes have

been invented for producing copper intaglio plates
by the aid of photography, beginning with the pro-
cess of Xiepce, 1827. In some of these processes
the picture was etched into the copper; in others a
mould was prepared and the plate was electrotyped
into existence. Many firms in Europe and this
country now prepare these plates, and the results
are very fine. The processes, however, are rarely
given to the public.
The process of Mr. Woodbury, 1870-72, which was

worked with the greatest success by Goupil & Co.,
of Paris, consisted in preparing just such a gelatine
relief film as was made in the Woodburytype pro-
cess already described. There was one modifica-
tion, which consisted in adding a gritty powder,
like pulverized glass, to the gelatine, to produce a

grain in the relief film. This relief is used to make
a mold wliich is used for electrotyping the final
copper plate. Another process consists in coating
the metal with chromatized gelatine, exposing un-
der a transparent positive, and etching through
the gelatine with perchloride of iron.
Photo-aqiati.sts are pictures also printed from

intaglio copper plates. The process is said to be
j

simpler than the photo-gravure. It is adapted for
reproducing portraits direct from life.

GoipiL-GBAvrREs are fac-similes of water color
paintings. They are printed in colors from photo-
gravure plates. The plate is inked by hand in dif-
ferent colored printing inks, and the picture is
printed by one impression. The plate is then
cleaned and again inked in colors for another im-
pression, and so on.
PHYLLOXERA {PhyVoxfra vastatrix). See

Britannica, Vol. XXIV, p. 239, and the article In-
sects Lnjiriois to Vegetatiox, in these Revis-
ions and Additions.
PHYSICAL EDUCATIOX. An admirable law

of nature provides that—within certain limits

—

parts of the human frame increase in strength, ap-.
titude and size in proportion to the use made by
them. In gymnastics this law is brought to bear
successively on every part, and finally on the whole
system in combined action. If the exertion be not
carried so far as to induce excessive fatigue, all
other parts of the body sympathize with the im-
proving condition of that which is mainly exerted

;

the circulation, excited from time to time by the
exercise, acquires fresh vigor, and. blood being
driven with unwonted force into all parts of the
system, every function is carried on with increased
activity. An improvement in the general health
soon becomes manifest, and the mind—if simulta-
neously cultivated with judgment—increases in
power and endurance.
In Greece, the cultivation of the body by means

of gymnastics began in the earliest life of the boy,
and was fostered and encouraged by valuable re-
wards in both fame and riches accruing from success
at the Olympic games. Aristotle considered a com-
monwealth essentially defective, if gymnastics were
not a part of its code. Plato called him a cripple
who, cultivating his mind alone, suffered his body
to "languish through sloth and inactivity." In
Germany, Switzerland, Sweden and France gym-
nastic exercises are made compulsory in most of"the
educational institutions as well as in the armies.

In this country gymnastics was ui -l lately r^
garded as a pastime for boys, or a prescribed
remedy for some of the ailments of the other mem-
bers of society. Of late some of the educational in-
stitutions pay official attention to gymnastics, ath-
letics, or physical education. Among these are
prominent Harvard University and the University
of Pennsylvania. Some of the other American col-
leges have also introduced gymnastics recently,
but this branch of their educational work plays only
a subordinate role. It should be better understood
that gymnastics does not only increase the muscu-
lar strength and vitality of the body, but also the
activity and vigor of the brain, and "thpt it enables
students to do more and better work in every
branch of study.
PHYSICK, Philip Sy-ng, an American physician

and surgeon, born in Philadelphia, Pa., in 1768, died
there in 18.37. He was a member of the French In-
stitute and of the Royal Medical and Chirurgica)
Society of London. He held many important nosi-
tions in Philadelphia.
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